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‘ Every mans proper mansion-house, and home, being the theater of his hospitality, the seate of selfe-fnwtioft', the eomfortablest parr
of his own life, the noblest of his sonne s inheritance, a kinde of private princedome, nay, to the possessors thereof, an epitome of the
whole world, may well deserve, by these attributes, according to the degree of the master, to be decently and delightfully adorned.'*

"Architecture can want no commendation, where there are noble men, or noble mindes.”

—

Sir Henry Wotton.

Our English word To Build is the Anglo-Saxon Byl&an, to confirm, to establish, to make firm and sure aad fast, to consolidate,

to strengthen; and is applicable to all other things as well as to dwelling-places."

—

Diversion? of Purley,

"Always be ready to speak your mind, and a base man will avoid you."

—

William Blake.
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253
Yriarte, C.. Fortuny, 481

Bow-street Police-court, 593
Boyle’s “C.G." ventilator, 346
Bradford Post-office, 662. 620
Brass, mural, Bristol Catfaebral, 215
Brick and concrete piers, 679
Brickmakiog plant in Germany, 860
“ Bricks for sale,” old. Bow-street, 593
Bridges: Forth, 89, 166, 252 ;

Prague, 770;
Tav, IIG, 156 ;

Teddiugton, 262
Bristol Cathedral, mural brass, 216
Kristol an ' Birmingham navigation, 51
British Museum, sculpture at, 690

Bronze gates, Venice, 9
Bnckingham Palace, 321
Burg-s’s ; “Details of Stonework,” 290;

designs, 692, 700
Burlington Fine Arts Club : pottery, 125

CABLE TRACnON for tramways, 651
Caen, St. Etienne, 683
Callet, Jacques, 484
Cambridge, Jesus College, 323
Canal com nuaicaiious, tVest Midland, 51

Canals : Nicaragua, -119
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Panama, 193,

907; Suez, 691
Caodelabru iu Italian museums. 840
Cannes, Albany Memorial Chnrob, 751
Capitals : Deerhurst Church. 769 ;

Trail,261

Carlsbriick, the, Prague, 770
Cart Navigation works. 325
Cartoon for window, Philadelphia, 323
Cast-iroQ structures, 4-15, 478
Castles; Auckland, 91; Durham. 91

Cathedrals ; Amiens, west door, 9; Bristol,

mural brass, 215; Chalons-sur-Marne,
770, 840; Chartres, north porch, 9;
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Durham, 91; Milan, facade, 619,

627; Norwich, -422 ; Orviet). 9, 118,133;
St. Alban's, screen, 597, 687, 788,824;
Toledo. 234; Tniro, 626, G54, 657, 686,

754; Winchester. Bishop Courtenay’s
mnnument, -192; Zara, 262

Cecilia window, Christ Cburob, Oxford, 632

Cement mortar, freezing of, 345
Cement, Portland. 3l9
Cement-grinding mill, a new, 476
Cemeui-tester, Arnold's, 579
Chadwick, E., works n£, 386
Chairs: Bodleian Library, 326, 413 ;

North
Walsham,422; old English, 838

Chalons, Church of Notre Dame, 770, 840
Chapel: Auckland Castle, 91 ;

design for

a, 7tl
Chapelle des Morts, Avioth, 311
Charing, Kent, house at, 804
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CliarterhoQse crifket pavilion, 700
Chartres Cathedral, sculpture at, 9
Chateaux of the l.ow Countries, 725
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Chetbam Hospital, Mauobeeter, 893, 931

Children’s Hospital, Bbadwell. 202
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Cboir-stails, Zara, 262
Christ Church, Oxford, St. Cecilia window,
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Christian symbolism, 623, 754
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St. Pierre, rereJoa, 751
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Buckingham

Palace-road, St. Philip’s, 400; Cannes,
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Marne, Notre Dame, 770, 840; Croydon,
Congregational, 662

;
Deerhurst, capitals,

769
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Edington, 281 ;
Gateshead, Holy

Trinity, 616 ; Hastings, St. Mary Star-
of-the-Sea, 311; Hedon, St. Augustine,
840 ; Kew, 929
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London, 903 ;

Long Mel-
ford, 904

;
Longton, St. Andrew's, 876;

Maestrient, St. Jean, 770; Northington,
362; Paignton, 666

;
Paris, 390 ;

Renais-
sance, study for, 491 ;

Koath, Cardiff, St.

Anne, 632; St. Denis, 683; Segovia, San
Esteban, 562 ;

St. Michael, 458
;
Sebenico,

261; South Repps, Norfolk, 421
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South-

end-on-Sea, Alt Saints', 458; Stratton,
362; Sudbury, St. Gregory's, decorative
paintings, 458; Swansea, 8t. Joseph's
R.C.. 700; Toledo, San Juan de los

Keyes, 562
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Tunbridge Wells, St. Bar-

nabas, 761
:
Val de Grace, Paris, 311
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Viterbo, San Giovanni in Zocooli, 409;
Wimbledon, Sacred Heart, 163

Churches seen on Architectural Association
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City churches, 903
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City and Southwark Subway, 166
Civil and Mechanical Engineeriog, 220
Clerk of Works, duties of, 3i9, 378, 413
Club-houses : Newcastle -on - Tyne, 698

;

SbipstoD-on-Stour, 362
Coble, a Norfolk, 420
College buildings at Oxford, 296
Colleges, technical, 333
CoIumniatioD of the Parthenon, 3
Common Health, the, 445
Competitioos : Imnorial Institute, 1,9,60,92,

132, 168; Milan Cathedral Fumade, 619,527
Concrete: piers, 679 ;

works, 445
Congregational Church, Croydon, 662
Conservancy of Irish rivers. 225
Constantinople Musenm, 802, 872
Corintb, archaic architecture at, 831
Cottage-building, 220
Cotiages: Doulting, 362; Haslemere, 376;
Windsor, 717

Country bouse, a, 627
Courtof St. James's, the, 658
Covent Garden, retuiniscences of, 693
Cricket pavilion, Godaiming, 700
Cromer, N.>rfolk. 420, 458
Curtain, fireproof, for theatres, 649
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Orvieto Cathrdral, 9, 118, 133
Doric temple at Corintb, 831
Dorpfeld, Dr., on discoveries, Corinth, 831
Dover, school premises, 345
Dovercourt water supply, 217
Drainage of lands, towns, Ao., 79
Draii.age works : Acton, 326, 629; Ireland,

•325

Drake’s chair, Bodleian Library, 326
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62
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Finances of Panama Cana), 193, 907
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Flag-mast, Piisza, V' nice, 215
Flemish chateaux, 735
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Fortuny, 481
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725
Gatling, H. B.,on Admiralty and War
OlBce site. 9

Gate and grille, St. Ouen, Ronen, 761
Gates, bronze, at Venice, 9
“ German tJermaii’’ the, on Fergua3on,67
Geimauy, Englieh brickmaking plant in, 860
Qiaigow Exhibition, 681, 839
Government ofHeea muddle, the, 354
Grate, Shorland'a “ Manchester,” 787
Grave reliefs, Greek, 383
Qraveatonea, 17th nuii IHth centnry, 491
Greek: archcsology, 831; aoulptnre, 699;

sepulchral uiunuments, 383 ;
terra-cottas,

65
Grinding-mitl for ceinetir, 476
Griaaell Gold Medal Design for Roof, 8C1
Grosvenor-square, uiauaious near, 666
Gymnaeia, 762

HANDEL, atatue of, for Opera Honae,
Paris, 409

Harbour for Paisley, 325
Harfleur, north porch, -158

Harmonic proportions in architecture, 194
Harvard Dnivers'iy gymnasium, 763
Harwich water supply, 217
Hastings, Church of St. Mary Star-of-the-

Sea, 311
Hayraarket, premisesin the, 346
Health, the Common, 4-15

Health of FTatiuna, the, 386
Heath’s fireproof theatre-curtain, 819
Ueckingion Church, sediliii at, 632
Hedon Church, 810
Hemeiiway gymiiusium, Harvard, 763
Henley sewage works, 768
Ilennigadorf brick and tile works, 860
Hispauo-Moreaqiie potiery, 125
Historic towns : Oxford, 169
History of; Berkshire, 79; Bnckingham

Palace, 324 ; St. Jamre’s Palace, 658;
Streathain, 79

Hitch, a sanitary, 868
Holo 'mbe, Kent, drawing-room, 770
Holiday on the Norfolk Coast, a, -130, 436
Holiday. Mr., stained-glass window by, 328
Hope, Mr. Beresford. 689
Hospitals ; Children's, Shsdwell, 203 ;

Metropolitan Provident, 625
House, country, 537
House property, handbook of, 79
Houses: old, at Bindon, Devon, 700

;

Charing, Ken’, 801; Chiswick, 491
;

Eddesiiury, West Derby, 818; Folkiug-
ton Manor. Sussex, 426, -155; old, near
Guildmrd, 123

;
Horehamhurnt, Sussex,

810, 837, 901; Lincolii’s-Inn-Fields, 626;
Palace Court. Bayewater, 633, 688 ;

Stonelands, Sussex, 311 ; Sundridge
Park, Bromley. 234; Swinion, 770:
Walmer,627; VVargrave, 770

Hydraulic mortars, testing, 315
Hydraulic mud-lift, Powell's, 45
Hygienic bakery, a, 220, 356

ILLUSTRATIVE WORKS, recent, 903
Imperial Institute competition, 1, 9, 60,02,

133, 108
Improvements at Windsor, 717
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India; law of light and air, 4; sanitary
engineering, 681

Insurance, national. 353
IreUnii, drainage works in. 225
Irish river conservanev, 226
Iron structures, 4-15, -178

latrian arcliilecture, 250, 232
Italian candelabra, 8-10

JACKSON’S ‘‘ Dalmatia,” 259
Jennings and Brewer's water-level indi-

cator. 410
Jesus College, Cambridge, 328
Jubilee, the, and Buckingham Pala<'e, 331

KEVV CHURCH, 929
King’s College, engineering at, 394

LABOUR, leisure, and Inxnry, 3>3
Lambert’s elobular bib- valves, 7a7
Lambeth Free Libraries: Norwood, -126;

Lambeth Road, 810
Laniour, .Jean, 481
I and-tirainage, 79
Landano engineering surveying, 220
Land surveying and levelling (see ‘‘ Stu-

dent’s Cofumn")
Law of light: in India, 4; and the Metro-

politan Board of Works, 693
Lsicester flood-prevention works, 659
Lesseps, M. de: and the Panama Canal, 193,

007; ” Kecnllections," 691
Lessons in science, 349
Letters, Paris, 7, 197, 323, 454, 627,765
Lewisham recreatiem-ground, 8
Libraries, free: Edinburgh, 93, 169, 215;
Norwood, 426

;
Lambeth, 426, 840

Light, the law of, 4, 6‘J3

Ligier, Richier, 1S4
Link-holder, Siena, 199
Liverpool Autumn Exhibition, 391
Lloyd, W. Watkiss ; on harmonii; pronor-

lioDB in architecture, 104
;
ou tDe Pro-

pylica at Athens, 3
Local Government Board Report, 359
Loch Lomond water supply, 108
Lock-gates, Nicaragua Canal, -151

Lodge, Waliner, Kent, 527
Loggia, Sc. Mark's Campioile, Venice. 9
London: Board sehoole, new, 718; City

churches, 903
;

sewage disposal, 868 ;

water-supply, 629
London’anrt County Bank, Norvrood, 345
Long Melford Church, 901
Loseley House, 128
Low Countries, chateaux of the, 735

McCALLUM'8 system of sewer ventila-

tion, 117
Moebine, Arnold’s, for testing cement, 679
Machinery Gallery, Paris Exhibition, 840
Maestricht, Church of St. Jean, 770
Majolica at Burlington Arts Club, 125
Mauchester; Chetbam Uuspital, e03, 931
Maut-iona ; Duke-street, Orosvpuor-squure,
660 ; old, near Guildford, 123

Mantelpiece, terra-cotta, 803
Marble staircase, National Gallery, 56
Margate, condition of, 152, 222
Maps, our national, 483, 617, 682
Maryleboue manor and park, 766
Masonry, details of, 200
Masons' marks, Westminster Hall, 316,

352, 283
Mediaeval arctiitectnre, Spanish, 663
Motropolif an : Hoard of Works, and law of

light, 693; Provident Hospital, 635;
aewage works, Barking, 838, 8^8

Milan Cathedral competition, 510, 627
Mill for grinding cement, 476
Montrouge, Church of St. Pierre, 390
Monumental slab, ancient, 804
Monuments : ancient sepulchral, 867

;

Bishop Courtenay’s, Winchester, 493
;

Greek sepulchral, 383 ;
Mr, Wbiebcord's,

468
Mo'irith potterv, 125
Mortar, cement, freezing of, 316
Mortars, hydraulic, testing. 215
Mud-lift, Powell's hydraiili ', -15

Municipal Buildings, Bdiubitrgb, 234, 562
Mural brass, Bristol Cathedral, 215
Museum, Constantinople, 802, 872

NATIONAL Gallery, new rooms and
staircase, 66, 118, 122

National insurance, 2n3
National maps, our, -183, 647, 693
Nations, the health of, 386
Navigation of the Cart, 325
Newcastle-on-Tyoe : old, 863; Union Club-
house, 598

Nicaragua Canal, 449
Norfolk coast, a holiday on, 420, 456
Northington Church, 362
Norwich Cathedral. 423
Norwood: Free Library, 436; Loudon and
County Bank, 345

Notes: from Durham, 91 ;
at the Ecclesi-

astical An Exhibition, 533
;
of a holiday

on the Norfolk coast, 420, -456; fr'm
Oxford, 296; from Paris, 7, 197, 323. 454,

627, 765; ou the walls of Chester, 330
Notre Dame, Auteuil, 3‘J >

Notre Dame, Cbalons-sur-Marne, 770,840

OFFICES, Lincoln's Ir.n-fields, 526
" Old bricks for sale,” Bow-street, 693
Old otautraux of the Low Countries, 735
Old English chairs, 838
Ordnance survey, the, 483, 647, 683
Orvieto CathedrM, 9, 118, 133
‘‘ Our Court at St. James's,” 658
Outlall of the River Witham, 833
OversTand, Norfolk, 430
Oxford: chairs in the Bodleian library,

336, 413
;
notes from, 296 ;

as an historic
town, 159; the St. Cecilia window,
Chris: Church, 632

Oxford-street, new premises, 282, 804

PAINTINGS, decorative : Sorbonne, Paris,

9; St. Gregory’s, Sudbury, 458

Paisley, a harbour for, 335
Palace Court, liavswater, house at, 633, 688
Palaces : Buckingham, 334: St. James’s, 658
Palissv, 484
Panama Canal, 193, 007
Paris let ters. 7, 197, 323, -154, 637,765
Puna: Acadi^mie d-s Beaux Arts, 8;
Alphand, M.. 637 ; art-purcha.ses of
Municipality, 7 ;

Bibliothi-que Nationale,
8; Bourse du Commerce, 333, 628;
competition for Bobillot monument,
323 ; Crematorium, Pure la Chaise, 638

;

Chair of Architecture at the Trocadoro,
454; Church of Notre Dame, Auteuil,
39(1; Church of St. Pierre, Montrouge,
39:1; Church of Val de Grace, 311;
death of M. Carrier-Belleuac, 8; death
of M. J»8, Bertrand, 638; death of M.
Eugene Blcry. 8; death of M. C.
Clement, 198; death of M. Charles L.?on
Tielalande, 638

;
death of M. H. Lazerges,

628; death of M. Lequesue, 8; death of
M, C. Matabon, 8; death of M. Eugene
Medard, 334; death of M, Read Menard,
198

;
ileiith of M. A. Perrodiu, 198; death

ofM. Daniel Ranide, 455; neath of M.
Konchauil, 198

;
death of M. V. Vidal,

8 ;
decoration of abattoirs of La

Viilette, 198
;
decoration of Galerie dea

Fetes, 333
;
decoration of Hotel de Ville,

199, 323. 766
;
decoration of Panthdon,

766
;

direction of National Museums,
323; EeoledesBeaui Arts 8.197,323,638,
768; electric lighting, 766; ‘‘envois"
of studeuta at the Villa Medicis, 455, 788;
Egyptian tapestries, 333; Exhibition
bui'dings, 7, 198, 324, 454, 627, 765, 8-40;

exhibition of modern engravings, 628
;

expintory chapel to be removed, 766;
Giilerie des Machines, 637, 840; Gare
Ht Lazare, 323, 454

;
gas lighting, 766;

Hotel dea Poatee, 198; Jubilee Railway
Exhibition, 197; lectures (or Exhibition
01 1889, 334; Lyceo Rseine, the, 928;
Metropolitan Railway, 198, 324, 455, 629

;

mouimient to Admiral Courbrt,8
;
monii-

nients, 454, 638; national fete, 8,197;
Opera Comique disaster, 7; Palais
d'ludustrie, 7 ; profesnorahip of architec-
ture and sculpture, 291

;
proposed now

railway, 7; Roman remains at St. Maur
les Fossds, 8; the Sainie-Chapelle. 451

;

Salo7i, the, 197; sculpture at the Salon,
63, 60; Sorbonne, 9; new statues, 198,

766; street improvements, 765 ; theatres,
197, 32-4, -454, 628; topographical and
archaeological map of the city, 199;
Trocaddro, 765; Union Centrale des
Arts Ddcoratil's, 331, 623; vandalism in,

45-1, 706
Park for Lewisham, proposed, 8
Parthenon, the, 3
Pavements : Lateran Church, Rome, 666 ;

Roman, Tockingtou, 553, 699
Pavilion, cricket. Godaiming, 700
Penalties against surveyors, 796
Pheidias, •J84

Photographic Society’s Exhibitiou, 520
Photography, avi'hitentural, 63, 620
Piccadilly, relics in, 359
Piet on, Bir J., on the walls of Cheater, 330
Pictures, Liverpool Autumn Exhibition, 391
Piers, brick ami concrete, 679
Pilgrim at Home, the. 254
Podmoro’a sash-lastener, 117
Police Court, Bow-street, 693
Porches : Chartres Cathedral, 0 ; Harfleur,

•153
;
terra-colttt, 803

Porphyry, ancient work in, 666
Portable eugiue, the, 863
Portal, St. Emmeran’s Abbey, nati8boD,770
Portland cement, 34,9

Ponsmouth Town-hall, -4-3

P'lSt Oflice, Bradford, 662, 620
Pottery, Burlington Fine Arts Club, 125
Powell’s hydraulic mud-lift, -15

Prague, bridge at, 770
Premises : Hnyraarket, 315 j

Oxford-street,

282. 804
Prevention of floods at Leicester, 559
Priory of St. Leonard, Stamford, 700
Prizes, Society of Arts, for art worknaeu, 77
Problems in steum-heating, 585
Progreso of sanitation, 362, 336
Proportions: hu'monic, in architecture,

194; of the Parthenon, 3
Propylsa at Athens, 3
Prud’hOQ, -181

Public Oliicea, Willesden, designs for, 562,

617. 666
Pulpit, Huish Episcopi, Somerset, 697
Pugin Student's drawings, a, 226

QU KEN, the, and sanitary progress, 362
Queen’s Jubilee, the : »nd Uuckinghsm

Palace, 324 ;
St. James’s Palace and the

Jubilee presents, 553

RAILWAY STATION, design for, 939
Railway station root, design for, 801
Railway terminus, Bombay, sculpture, 303
Railway-making in the Highlands, Dili

Katisbon, Aobey of 8t. Emiueran, 77U
Kawliuson, Sir Kobart, 907
Recollections of M. de Lesseps, 691
Hecreaiion-grouiid for Lewishaoi, 8
Regent's Park, 766
Regnault, Henri, 484
Relics ill Piccadilly, 359
Reliefs, Greek sepulchral, 383
Rembrandt, 434
Reminiscences of Bow-street, 593
Renaisaance church, study for, -191

Report, Local Government Board, 339
Report, Select Committee on Admiralty
and War Dfhce site’, 354

Reredos, St. Pierre, Aviguon, 751
RBsidences, Tunbridge Wells, 345
Restoration of Ashdon Church, 700
Ueynolda, Sir Joshua, 434
Richmond, the Thames at, 525
River Cart navigation works, 325
River conaervaucy in Ireland, 325

River Soar improvement, 659
River Witham outfall, 832
Roman: remains in Tunisia, 793; aoulp-

fnre, .599; villa at Tockington, 663,699;
Wail, the, in Scotland, 417

Rome ; fliscoveries in, 768 ;
pavement in

Lateran Church, 068 ;
walks in, 289

R 'of, derign for a, 801
Hoofs; Qalerie das Machines, Paris El-

bibitioD, 840 ;
Sebenico, 261

Rope traction for tramways, 684
Rouen, gate and grille, St. Ouen, 751
Royal Academy: sculpture, 53 ;

stndents’
designs, 834, 929

SABOUROFF TERRA-COTTAS, the, 85
Saint Alban's Cathedral : screen at, 597,

687, 783, 824
;
shrine, 698

St. Andrew's Church, Longton, 978
St. Augustine’s Church, Hedon, 840
St. KarnabasCb., Tunbridge Wells, 751
St. Denis, interior, 683
St. r.mmeran'8 Abbey, Eatisbon, 770
St. Etienne, Caen, 683
St. Ge'Tge’s (Albany Memorial) Chnrcb,
Cannes, 761

St. James's Palace, 659
St. Jean, Maestricht, tower, 770
St. Joseph’s R.C. Church, Swansea, 703
St. Leonard's Priory, Stamford, 706
St. Mary Star-of-the-Sva, Hastings, 311
St. Ouen, Rouen : gate and. grille, 761
St. Philip’s Ch., Buckinghamp8lace-rd.,4C9
St. Pierre, Montrouge. 390
Salon; financial results, 107; sculpture at

the, 63, 60
San Esteban, Segovia, 662
San Giovanni Jn Zoccoli. Viterbo, -109

San Juan de los Reyes, Toledo, 662
Sanitary : engineering for India, 594 ;

Exhibition at Bolton, 122, 456, 612 ;
hitch,

a, 868
Sanitary Inspectors’ Association, 363
Sanitary Institute of Great Britain, 422
Sanitary shortcomings at Margate, 163, 332
Sanitation, progress of, 363, 336
Sarcophagi of Hidnn, the, 802. 873
Sash-fastener, Podmore’.s. 117
Scale of national maps, 483, 6-17, 682
School premises, Dover, 345
Schools, new Board, Loudon, 718 ;

Newport-
road, Leyton, 616; technical, 363

Science for children, 3-19

Scotland, the Homan Wall. 417
Screen, St. Alban’s Cathedral, 597, 687, 788,

824
Sculpture: Amiens Cathedral, 9 ;

at Athens,
319 ; at the British Museum, 590; Chanres
Cathedral, 9; for G. I. P. Railway ter-

minus, Bombay, 363
Sculpture of the year, some, 53, 60
Seasoning wood, 317
Sebenico, windows at, 281
Sedilia, Heckiugton Church, 633
Segovia, Church of San Esteban, 663
Select Committee on Admiralty and War
OlRce site, 354

Sepulchral uionuments : ancient, 907 ;

Greek, 383
Sewttge-dispoeal : Acton, 338, 639 ;

London,
639, 838, 868 ;

Henley, 768
Sewage works, MotropoUtan, Barking, 838,

868
Sewage in the Thames, 525
Sewer venfilation, McCailum's system, 117
ShaJweli Hospital for children, 202

Shop and cottages, Doulting, 362

Shops, Oxford-street, 283, 804
Shoring and its app ica ion, 220
Shorland's ‘‘ Manchester ” grate, 787
Shrine, St. AJhau’s, 693
Bidestrand tower, 42i*

Sidlesham vicarage, 804
Sieoa : ancient slab, 804; link-holder, 199

"Simplex” weather-bar, 754

Site, Admiralty and War Olfice, 9, 354

Sketches by the late G. E. Street, 68'j

Slab, ancient monumental, 804

Soar, improvement of, Leicester, 659

Social arrows, 253
Society of Arts’ prizes for art-workmen, 77

Somersetshire towers, 458
Sorbonne, Paris, 9

South Repps tower, 421, 423
Southwark and City Subway, 166

Sualato, 259
Spanish Meditcval architecture, 663

Stables, Swinton, 77U
Stained-glaas windows : Chester Cathedral,

426; Phiftdelphiii, 338
Staircase, National Gallery, 68, 119, 122

Stalls : Westminster Abbey, 876 ;
Zara, 263

Stamford. St. Leonard's Priory, 700
Statue of Handel, Paris, 409
Statues discovered at Athens, 319

Stesm-heating problems, 685
Stock Kxehtt' goliuildiugd, new, 491

Stouelaiids, Sussex, 311
Stonework, details of, 390

Strattoo Church, 363
Btreatham, history of, 79

Street, G. E., sketches by, 083

Students' Column : Land Snrveying and
Levelling: Field Work: Banging out a

line, 47; The Cham and Chaining, 78,

118; Base Lines, 163, 188, 219; Circular

Protractor, 254
;
Field Book, 334; Plot-

ting a Plan, 315, 347; Trigonometrical
surveying, 370; Setting-out Lines, 413;
Setting-out Corves, 444, -173, 614, 6-19;

Enlarging and Reducing Plans, 883;
Instruments for the Calculation of Area,

613; Surveying Telescopes, 651 ;
Level-

ling, 685; Longitudinal and Transverse
Sections, 719; Contours, 766; Railway
Quantities, 835

;
Deteruiiniog Distances,

863, 899, 933
Students’ designs, Royal Academy, 831

Study for tt Renaissance church, 491
Subway, City and Southwark, 165

Sudbury, history of, 458
Suez Canal, the, 691

Sundridge Park, house in, 23'li
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ARTICLES AND REVIEWS (con-
tinued)

Survejiog, land and eDgiaeenn?, 220
Survoyora, penalties against, 700
Sutton Place aud Loseley House, 128
Symbolism, diristisD, 623, 751

TA^TAGRi TERRA.COTTAS, 85
Tay Bridge, new, 116, 156
Technical school building, 353
Teddington : footbridge, 252 ;

the Thames
at. 525

Temple, Doric, at Corinth, 831
Terra-cotta ohimneypieee and porch, 803
Terra-cottas, Tanagra, 85
Testing of hydraulic mortars, 215
Testing-machine for cement, 670
Thames, condition of the. 525
Theatre, Terty’s, 698, 617, 662
Theatre-curtain, Ueaih's fireproof. 649
Tockington, Koman villa at, 653, 699

Toledo: cathedral, 234; Church of San
J can de lus Reyes, 562

Tombstones of 17th and 18th centuries, 491
Towers: Cromer, 456; Sau Ka'eban,

Segovia, 562; St. Jean, Maestricbf, 770 ;

Sidestrand, Norfolk, 420; South Repps,
421,422; 8oInerB^tshi^e, 458

Townhall, Portsmouth, 43
Tramways, cable traction for, 694
Trail, capital at, 261
Troro Cathedral, 626, 654, 657, 686, 754
Tunbridge Wells: residences S', 345 ;

St.
Barnabas Church, 761

Tunisia, travels in, 795
Turning in wood and metal, 721

UNION Clubhouse, Newcastle, 593
University of Oxford, 160, 290

VAL DE GRACE, Church of, 311
Valve.B, Lambert's globular, 787
Tarioium, 413, 514, 933

Venice: base of flag-mast in the Piazza,
215; bronae gates, 9; etchings of, 903

Ventilating sewers, MeOullum's svsiem, 117
Ventilator, Boyle's “ C. O.," 346
Vestry Hall, Fulham, design for, 491
Vicarage, Sidleeham, 804
Villa Monteeehio, near Vicenza, Si 3
Visit to the Forth Bridge, 89
Viterbo, Church of Sau Giovauui in

Zoccoli, 409

WALKS IN ROHE, 289
Wall, the Roman, in Scotland, 417
Walls of Chester, the, 320
Walmer, houses at, 6‘27

War Office and Admiralty site, 9, 351
Wargrave, house at, 770
Water-level indicator, Jennings's, 410
Water supply

;
Harwich, 217 ; Loch

Lomond, 198; Loudon, 629
Waterway, a West Midland, 61
Weather-bar, Elliott's “ Simplex,” 754
W'estminster Hall, masons’ marks, 215, 252,
283

Weatmin.ster Abbey, stalls, 876
Whichcord monument, the, 458
” Whiteley ti. Barley, '' 796
Willeaden Public Offices, designs for, 562,

617, 666
Wimbledon : Church of Sacred Heart. 168;
London aud South-Western Bank, 2 U

Winchester, Bishop Courtenay’s Ji.onu-

ment, 492
Windows : Selienioo, 261 ;

stained glass,

Chester Catbedml, 426; Christ Church,
Oxford, 632; stained glass, designed by
Mr. Holiday, 328

Windsor, new cottages. 717
Wiiham outfall, the, 832 •

Wolverhampton, ecclesiastical art at, 523
Wood-drying experiments, 217
Works in concrete, 445
Works of Edwin Chadwick, 386
Wroughl-iron structures, 445, 478
Wye, the, 221

ZARA, the Duomo at, 262

NOTES.

Abatement of smoke, 161, 196

Abel, 8 r F., on mining accidents, 693

Abbey-* :
Ramsey. 65; 3t, Alban’s, 323;

Strata Florida, 691

Academy, Hoyai, 906

Accidents in mines, 693
Acropolis, discoveries on, 322, 3S8. 556, 703

Acts of Parliament, publication of, 66i)

Adelaide Exhibition, art awards, 906

Admiralty and War Office, new, 6, 7, 227

Advertisements in Venice, 196

..Eiculapiua, the Temple of, 869

Agriculture and the iron trade, 692

Ailesbury estates, Yorkshire, 322

Albert Fine Art Album, the, 388

Altar-table, a new, 66

Amalgamation of London docks, 127

American: Institute of Architects, 695;

minerals, 263; railway ra^ea, 592

Analysis of gas accounts, 87, 833

Ancient : buildings, 87 ;
monuments, 906

Annan red sandstone, 389

Antarctic exploration, 293

Aitliquori/, the, 66

Antiquities : Harrow School, 694 ;
Mycenm,

the, 487
Aphroditestatne,Hermitage antiqaitie8,694

“ Apotheosis of Homer,” the, 162

Apprentices' : Exhibition, 522, 858; schools,

Paris, 197
“ Arcadia “

at Islington, 7, 88, 153

Arehmological appointments, 453

Archieology : at Cambridge, 834 ;
at Oxford,

833 ;
Greek, 162, 322, 333, 419, 486, 692,

729, 764, 793, 869

Architecis, registration of, 660, 764, .369

Architects : and Board Schools at Leeds,

12S
;
and medical officers, 452

Architects’ dinner in Cologne, 357

Architectobip, ihe City, 161, 620, 660

Architectural : atelier, 7

;

education, 162,695

Architectural Association classes, 5^7

Architecture : the Dictionary of, 626, 661

;

at the Glasgow Exhibition, 695; Lord
Randolph Cnurchill on, 691 ;

professor-

ship of, Paris, 291
Ar t at the Adelaide Exhibition, 906

Art, the beginnings of, 797

Art Annual, 693 ;
Art Journal, 487

Art-Union, Institute of Water-Colour
Painters, 523

Artist, a Greek, 357

Assistant Architect, Met. Bd.Wk8.,833,898
Association of Municipal Engineers, 695
Assoeiaiion of Sanitary Inspectors, 162,197
Atelier for architectural students, 7

Athene: British school at, 729; discoveries

at, 322, 388
Automatic valve regulator, a new, 798

Awards for art at Adelaide, 906

Back drainage, 797
Baker-street Station, 419
Bank, London and South-Western, Fen-

church-street, 66
Barn at Knowle House, 292
Bas-relief found in Rome, 357
Hath, sanitation at, 321

Baths, swimming, Calcutta, 487
Baudot, Professor, 291, 434
Bauschinger’s experiments on woods, 870

Beresford Hope, Mr., 487

Berlin : Arebmological Society, 453 ;
Mu-

seum, handbook to, 623 ;
theatres, 337

Bird V. Andrew, 601
Birthplace of Johnson, Lichfield, 523
Blind', outside, 88
Boards of Conciliation, 626
Bologna, sepulchral reliefs at, 419
Bolton strike, the, 487, 626
Bond-street, Long’s Hotel. 228
Boni, 8ig., on changes in Venice, 88
Bonnami’e apparatus fur testing setting of

lime and cement, 870
Bookbinder, the 693, 907
Bridge at Belford, Edinburgh, 127
British Institution, 262, 321
British Museum: sculpture, 623, 590; vases,

197

British School at Athena, 729
Brixtoa, Raleigh House. 322
Bronze statue found in Rome, 196
Brussels Exhibition, 661
Buccleuch Memorial, Edinburgh, 557, 907
Building societiee, law of, 196
Burmese carvings, 66
Butterfield, Mr., and the portico of St.

Martm’a-in-tlie-Fields, 87, 127, 196

Cable tramways, 906
Calcutta swimming-baths, 487
Cam, state of the, 522
Cambridge: archseology at, 835; Greek

play, 765; Univerfity Library, 626
Canadian Pacific Rsilwav. 418
Canal, Panama, 87, 126, 161.292, 622,727,797
Canal Traffic Bill, 51, 87, 196
Canals, projected Continental, 337
Carlton House-terrace, 7

Carpatbio vases, the, -187

Carpenter, Dr., and the pollution of th.-

Cam, 522
Carpenters’ Co. and technical edaeation,203
Carvines from Burniah, 56
Castle, Edinburgh, 356
Castle Hotel, Richmond, 6
Catalogue, Wedgwood & Sons’, 72D
Cathedrals : ^lilnii, 228, 522, 556; Queens-
town, 292

;
Truro. C26

Cement, Portland, 55 ;
cement aud plaster,

870
Central Hall, Houses of Parliament, 291
Ceramics, Greek, 162
Cerigo, the ancient Cythera, 626
Changes in Venice, 88, 196, 321
Channel Tunnel, the, 195, 356, 387
Cbmronean lion, 694
Chair, the Coronation, 6

Chambers statne, Edinburgh, 007
Chantry chapel, vested rights in, 66, 89
Charges, railway, 34, 87, 161, 190
Charing Cross approach to the Mall, 5
Charing Cross-road, land in, 54
Charity Commissioners and British Institu-

tion, 262, 321
Chelsea: dust collection, 452 ;

gardens, 292
Chester: Rows, 487

;
Walls, 388, 437

Cheylesmore manor, Coventry, 63
Chichester barracks, sewage at, 487
China, the Great Wall of, 322
Cholera, prevention of, 430
Chorus of au architect’s song, 357
Christ Chnrch, Bcd'll-street, 291
Chubb’s theatre-locks, 337
Church Belle Album, Midland churches, 487
tlhuTch-re-'toring parson, a, 293
Churches ; Ciiy. 557 ; at Copenhagen,

English, 127; Fairford, the, 729; French
Protestant, 8t. Martio's-le-Grsnd, 88;
Kevinqham, Yorks, 831; Long Melford,
Suffolk, 419,904; St. Bride, Fleet-st..l27

;

Sr. John, Clerkenwcll, 162; St. .Tude,

Whitechapel : copies of Mr. Watts’s
pictures, 557 ;

St. Martio’s-in-the-Fields.

54, 87, 127, 196; St. Marv-le-Siraml.
228, 316, 452, 666, 681 ;

St. Paul, Covent
Garden, 323

Churches struck by lightning, 127, 291
Churchill, Lord R., on architecture, 691
Cities of the Lombard Plain, 729
City Architectahip, the, 161, 020, 660
City of London Court, new, 358
Classes, Architectural Association, 557
Classical archteology at Oxfi*rd, 833
Clerkenwfll, St. John's Churen, 102
Clock, Wentminster Palace, 292
Clubhouses aud electric lighting, 2’’3

Coinage, tbenew, 6, 103
Colchester, St. Botolph's Priory, 333
Collection ofdnst, 452
College Hal], Worcester, 487
Colonial Conieronca, the, 196
Commercial education, 763
Committee on Forestry, the, 321
Common Councilmen on architecture, 161
Competition, Admiralty and War Office, 7

Competitions, paltry, 906
Concert-hall, proposed sew, 6

Conciliation, Boards of, 626
Condition of the working classes, 452
Conference, the Colonial, 196
C mgress, hygienic, Vienna, 387, 451, 490
Connexions of house-drains, 88
Construction of theatres, 833
Consumption, mortality of troops by, 522
Cuntinental exhibitions, 263
Contracts at Leyton, 197
Cook, Captain, relics of, 453
Copies of Mr. Watts’s pictures, 657
CorUeld, Prof., and ar-'hitects, 452
Corinth Canal, ihe, 387
Coronation Chair, the, 6
Cob, the Island of, 869
Court, City of London, 356
Covent Garden, St. Paul's Church, .3'23

Cowell, Sir J.'s, automatic regulator, 793
Crack at St. Alban's Abbey, 333
Cremation, 661
Croydon, sanitary inspection at, 486
Cyprus, excavations in, 869, 905

Damage by lightning, 127, 291
Danvers, Sir j., on railway statistics, 869
Dartford, Martyrs’ Memorial, 293
De Lisle, Mr., and Mosaic decoration, 391
Death of Mr. George B, Williams, 6
Decoration, Houses of Parliament, 291
Decorations for Fever Hospital, 68
Dee-side estates of Marquis of Huutly, 7
Derby, proposed exhibition, -119

Designs for linoleum, 695, 751
Dictionary of Architecture, 626, 661
Dieulafoy's excavations at Susa, 196, 389
Dinner, Soci^td Centrale d’Architecture,

Brussels, 357
Dionysos, sanctnary of, 163
Discoveries: at Athens, 322, 388; at

Pompeii, 833 ;
in Rome, 6, 357, 419, 453 ;

at Mantiuea, 486, 797
Dock aiualgiimatioD, 127
Doncaster collision, the. 419, •132, 695
Donegal Industrial Fund, 729
Doorway, Fairfax House, 834
Ddrpfeld, Dr., and the Acropolis, 388, 556
Douglas, Sir Fettes. on art, 797
Doultoo-warc reredos, font, and pulpit. 137
Drainage: hack, 797; Newport, N.B.,
834: Richmond. 410

Drawings Dutch Water-colour Society.

692; measured, 870; by Mr. Russell
Dowson, 907 ;

by Mr. G. Q. Talbot, 693
Dudley Gallery, water-eolonrj at, 88
Dum-'Dt A Chaplain's ” Ciiramiques de la

Grece,” 162
Dusc-ccllectioo in Chelsea, 452
Dutch Water-colour Society, the, 693

Easement of water supply, 661
East and West India tiocka, 127
Edinburgh: bridge at Bellord, 127; Buc-

eleuch Memorial, 657, 907; cable tram-
ways, 906

;
Castle, 356 ;

Cbambers-street,

692
;
Exhibition surplus, 357 ;

Exhibition
of the Royal Scottish Academy, 128

;

flatted houses in, 798 ; h-suees of Scott and
De Quincey, 357, 692 ;

the late William
Nelson, 388; Newsome’s Circus, 729 ;

Police ettablishment, 729 ; St. Bernard’s
Well, 127; statue of Adam Smiih, 692;
statue to Dr. W. Chambers, 907 ;

theatres, 398 ;
University building, 693

Ed's prize for mea-nred drawings, 870
Education: architectural, 162, 695; com-
mercial, 783

;
of a Greek artist, 357 ;

technical, 161, 220, 393, 356, 389, 556, 660
Higbt-honrs movement, the, 356
Electric lamp for miners, 626
Electric lighti- g, 363, 76-1

Eleusis, sculptured head found at, 623
Embroidery, antique, 765
Engine-drivers' strike. Midland Railway, 227
Eegineers' and medical officers, -153

Eogineers' strike at Boltoo, 487, 626
English railway statistic', 869
Engraviog, mrzzo-tint, 661
Erection, proposed, Piccadilly-elrcus, 323

Estimates, Civil Service, 227
Etching of Old London, an, 419
Etruscan vases, 593
Hxarainstions, Institute of Arehifects, 666
Excavations: Acropolis, 550 ;

Cerigo, 636 :

Cyprus, 889, 911.5; Manlinea, 486. 797;
Pompeii, 833: Susa, 196, 338 ;

‘‘Villa of
Mrecenas.” -lio

Ex-mptioos, railway, from Building Act. 126
Exeter theatre disasror, 356, 387, 418, 694
Exhibitions: Adelaide, 906 ;

Appreniices’,
52i,858; Bru »e!s, 661 ;

coming, 263,418.
•119; Fire, Water, and Burglar-Proof,”
627; Glasgow, 418. 695; Italian, 906;
Royal Scottish Academy, 128 ;

Society of
Painter-Etchers. 627

Exits of theatres, 356, 397
Expansion of iron by fire, 591. 651, 600
Expenditure, Metropolitan Bd. Wks., 906
Experiments on strengths of woods, 87d
Exploration, Antarctic, 393
Extension of the Metropolitan Railway, 419
Extract ventilation, 486

Facade of Milan Cathedral, 228, 632, 656
Fairfax House, Putney, 834
Fairford Chnrch, Gloucestershire, 729
Fartingdiin Market, 6; Farringdon-street,
proposed “ People’s Palace,” 6

Fever Hospital wall decorations, 66
Field's ‘‘Analysis of Gas Accounts," 87
Finances of Panama Canal, 87, 126, 101,

292, 623, 737, 797
Fires: E.xeter theatre, 356. 387, -418, 094;
Kcole House, 292; Macclesfield House,
263 : Whiteley’s, 237. 591, 651

,
060

Fire Brigade, Metropolitan, 227
‘‘ Fireproof” buildings, ‘I'll

,

316
Flatted houses, law ns to. 798
Fondaco dei Turchi, Venice, 694
Font of Doulton ware, 127
Feuntaina : Pompeii, 833; Rossetti Me-

morial, 128, 185 ;
Trafalgn’-sqnare, 88

Forecasts of the weather, 2'28

Forestry, Report of Committee on, 33L
Fraiiduient terra-cottas, 453
French Protestani Chnrch, St. Martin’s-
le-Grand, 88

Frieze found at Home, 453
Fulbeck, Lincolnshire, 88
Funds of British Institution, 263, 321
Furniss, Harry, sketches by, 557

Gardens at Chelsea, 293
Gardner, Professor, 453
Gas accounts, 87, 833
Gas-burner trick, the, 623
Gas oompanies’ powers, 263
Gateway, Inner Temple, 322
Geological Survey, United States, 263
George, E., water-oolour sketches by, 627
German: Arcbsological Institute: 322;
experiments on strength of woods, 870 ;

Institute in Rome, the, 453
Gigautomachia, (he, 357, 453, 764
Girders of the Torkhnm Bridge, 692
Glasgow; Exhibition, the, 418, 695; Uni-

versity spire, 728 ;
old gateh'iuee, 798

‘‘ Gi at-in-Boots,” Pulham-rosd, 389
Godwin Bursary, the, 64
Goldsmith’s tomb, 89, 153
Goupil Gallery, pictures at, 907
Government, our: and arohitectnre, 7;
and technical education, 161, 320, 263,
656, 660

Granites, Irish, 784
Great Wall of China, 322
Greek : archeBologv, 163 322, 388, 419, 496,

693, 729, 70i, 798, 869; artist, a, 357;
play at Cambridge, 765; pottery, 163,
692; sculpture, 162, .523, 590

Gregory, C., drawnge by, 627
Gregory, Mr. W. H., and the national

portraits, 227
Greig’s traction-engine for tramways, 487
Grimihorpp, Lord, and St. Alban's, 323
Griersou, Mr., death of, 522
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Grindfr, a njotionleaa, 593
Grosvenor Gall(>ry, 621,637
Oueros«7 schools compoliticn, 906

Hampshire properties, 65
Harbour of Kitiaale, 323
Harrison, Mr, K.,on aucient liuildings, 88
Harrow School MuKeum, um
Havre and Taucarvilla Canal, 387
Hayujarkct, a corner of the, 163
Head by Praxiteles, supposed, 623
irealth of London, 454, 4S6
Jlebh, Mr., and the theatres, 833, 8(8
Hellenic Societr, the, 419, 9i>,i

Henntker, Lord, and railway rates, 784
H'-riues of Priuitelos, the, 453
Herinitn.!e antiquities, the, COl
lleithorpe railway collision, 419, 4'>3, 696
U 'Ihorn : Little Queen-street, 357 ;

old
Louses, 666

“ ll..mer,” the “ apotheosis ” of, 183
Hors’. a plea for tne, 128
Hotpitah (or infrctiiius Ciaeasee, 623
Hotel on Shepperioii Eyot. proposed, 593
House of Sir J . Banks, Soho, 453
House-drain connexion wuh sewers, 83
Houses in Carlton House-terrace, 7
Housea of Scott and De Quinces, Edia-
burgh. 367 •

Houses, Staole Inn, Holborn, 660
Houses of Piirliameut, decoration of, 391
Howell & Jam-h’s exhibition, 705
Hull and Barnsley Railway, 321
Huntly, Marquis of, Dee-aide estates, 7
Hygienic congress, Vienna, 387, 454, 480

Icaria, the aaiictuary of Dionvans, 162
Illness of Mr, Reiesford Hope, 437
InjprnTements; Metr..politsii, 728; 'West-

minster, 6, 117
India, the lorkham Bridge, 693
lodiisuies, migration of, 7«7, 869
Infectious diseases, hospitals Jor, 623
Ink, Thames water as, 358
loner Temple, new gateway, 322
Inscript oiia ; at Palestrina, 6; attheTilla

of Miecenas, 419
;
at the Peirious, 41U

Inspeoiioii, satiitary, at Croydon, 486
Institute of Architects : examinations,

056; Godwin Bursary, 64; prize for
vaulting, 733; Truiisaciioiis, 6«1

;

•Cnurch of St. Wary-le-Straiid, 556, 681
loBiitute of Painters in Water-Colours,

765
j
Art Union, 523

InstituiioD, British, 262
Irish: granites, 764; industries, 739, 704

;

watering-places, 292
Irou process of sewage treatment, 487
Iron trade, agriculture and the, 592
Iron under tire, 691, 651, 666
Irving, Mr., design lor theatre by, 823
Islington. “Arcadia'’ at, 7, 88, 153
Italian Exhibition, 1883, 9 i6

Italy, cities of the Lombard Plain, 729

Jackson, Mr., at tho Architectural Asso-
ciatiuu. 869

Jap.n, new route to, .418

Jell'eries, tbe late B., 263
Job .ery at Leyton, i97
Jotiiisou's birlholace, Lichfield, 523
i/ournul, Hellenic Society, 410
t/uuriial of the Hi.storieal and Archmo-

logical Societyof Ireland, 667
Journal of the Institute ol Architects, 628
Jubilee: coinage, 5, 163; medal, a. 557 ;

touehing-np of the Coronation Chair, 6

Kryingham Church, Yorkshire, 831
Kiuiale harbour, 3'3
KqoIc House, 292

Laces and embroiderv, antique, 785
Lamps for miooral oil, 102
Laud in Lhanug Crass-road and Shaftes-

bury.avenue, ,54

Latin in.oripti m found at Palesirina, 6
Lawot building societies, 196
Law : as to fl.tted houses, 798; of light,

tbe, 728, 821
Lee, Dr., and the Vaaxhall Park, 453
Leeds Board Schools and architects, 128
Leemiiig 4 Leeiniiig, Messrs., tolalium,m
Logialatioii as to open spaces, 5
Les-eps, M. il-, and the Banama Canal, 126,

622, 727, 797
Library, Cambridge University, 620
Le- ton, contracts at, 197
Liehdeld, Johnson's bir hplace, 623
Life uf a Greek arfst, 357
Light, the law of, 728. 821
Ligtiting: eiectiic, 263, 764; the Ross

BTstem, 162
Lightning, damage by, 127, 291
Liue ol froiitage case, 126
Linoleum, designs for, 695, 764
Lion of CbmroDea, the, t'94

Local Board Burveyorships, 870
Lock, proposed, for Richmond, 453, 787
Locks lor theatre doors, 387
Loeb's respirator, 263
Lung Meltord Church, Suffolk, 419, 904
Long's hotel, Bond-street, 228
London in the sixteenth century, 4i9
“ London College of Architecture," the, 666
London: the h-alth of, 454, -186; rectal
and taxation, 906

;
street pavements, 128

;

theatres, new, 7. 55
;
water supply, 728

;

wall, a bit of, 453
London and South-Western Bank, Fen-

cburch-street, 66
Louth chantry chapel dispute, 56, 89

MaeclesOeld House, Soho, 263
Machine for washing sand, 8x9
Magnesia ssl's in plaster, 870
Mall, the, approach from Charing Cross, 5
Manor ot Choylesmore, Coventry, 65
Msntiiipa, discovery at, 486, 797
Marshall, Prof., and safety on the stage, -436

Memorial, Hartford, 292

Maryleboue Gardens, 657, 766
Mayer, M., on the Oigantomachia, 3-57

Medsl, a .1 ijtnlee, 557
Medical oUioers and sanitary knowledge,

MetnoTitl of Rossetti, a. 123, 185
Metropolis, valuation of the, 9o6
Metropolitan Asylums Board, 623
Metropolitan Board of Works, 87, 133,323,

‘452, 626, 723, 754, 833, 893. 900
Metropolitan Fire Brigade, 227
Metropolitan: improvements, 723; open

spaces, 6, 323
Metropolitan Railway extensioD, 419
Mezzo-lint engraving. 661
Midland churches. 487
Midland Railway drivers' strike, 227
Migration of industries, 797, 869
Milan Ca'hedral competition, 228, 622, 650
.Mi!eh<etrer, Dr., and the sanctuary of
Dionysos. 162

Millais, pictures by, 681
Minerals in the United States. 263
Miners’ safely-lanip, electric, 826
Mines, accidents in, 693
Mitcham linoleum designs, 095, 754
Modernieaiiun of Venice, 321
Mnn"iii«nt found on the site of the Gar.lens
of Sallust, 557

Mnnumei.ra; m St. Olave’s, OH Jewrv,
657 ; nations], in Italy and Eiigliiurt, 906

Mortality of troops fr'>m consumpiiou, 522
Mosaic decor»tion, 291
Motionless grinder, a, 692
Municipal EngineerM’ Ass'clation, 695
Musvs, the, in ancient art, 764
Museums: Harrow, 694; Olympia, 322
Myceme antiquities, the, 487, 694

National Arsociation fir Promotion of
Technical Education, 3-50

National Gallery Btaircase, -'>4. 56
Natioaal Portrait Gallery, 227
Nelson, the tale W., 338
Newport, N.B,, drainage competition, 834
Newsome's Circae, Edinburgh, 729

(Edipus at Cambridge, 765
Glllce of City Arohite t, the, 030^ 030
Oil lamjis for udoerHl oil, 162
Old Loiid ‘0, 419, 557
Olympia Museum, the. 322
Open ppaces: metropolitan, 5, 626; Picca-

dilly-aircus, 323
Ouiaide blinds, 88
Ownership of chantry chapel, .56, 89
Oxiord : Building Society, 196; Claasieal
archosoiogy at, 833 ;

sanitary state of, 26 4

Paintings by M. Veresfsehagin, 521
Palestrina inscriiitino, tbe. 6
Panama canal, 87, 126, 161, 292, 622. 727,
797

Paris : epprentiees' scboils, 197
;
prnfeesor.

ship of architecture, 291; sculpture if,

729: streets of, 357; theatres, the, 627;
Trocaddro, 729

Parks: BrixtOQ.322: Vauxball, 453
Parliament-street improyements, 6
Pariuiter'a School, Bethnal Green, 203
Parson trials of a, 293
Patent Office publications, 161
Pavilion Music Hall site, 87, 133
Pavemeots, London, 128
Paving of Paris streets, 357
Peirtcus, inscriptions found at the, 419
Penrose, Mr,, and reraains at Tiryns, 694
Hentheiis bss-relief, Rome, 357
“ People’s Palace," proposed, Farringdon-

Perganiene marbles, Berlin, 523
Perspeuiive, the spbe-e in, 797, 816
Peitenkot'er, ProbjOn health of London, 45

4

Pic.‘adilly-uircus, open space at, 323
Picketing at lio'tnn. 4h7
Pii'iuro*: Goupil Gallery, 907; bv Mr.
Aubrey Hunt, 765

;
luatitiite of Paint- rs

in Water-Colours, 765
;
Societyof British

Artists, 870; by 8ir J. Millais, li'il
;
Tooth

& Son's Gallery, 661 ;
by Ur. Watts,

copioi of. 557
Plaster and cement, 87)
Plaui of theatres on play-bills, 668
Plea for the horse, a, 128
Poliee quarters, Edinburgh, 729
“ Polities and So.-ieiy," 557
P.'llu'i 'n Of the Cam, 5t2
Polytechnic Institution, work at, 380
Pompeii, discoveries at, 833
Population in SpitalQelds, 6
Portii’o, St. Martia'sChurch, 54, 97, 127, 196
Portland cement, strength of, 55
Portrait Gallery, National, 227
Post-olRce extensions. 88, 453
Pottery, Greek, 162, 692
Powers of gas companies, 263
Poynter, Mr,, and the new coinage, 163
Praxiteles, a head by, 623
Preservation of: ancient bnildiogs, 87;

ancient monuments. 906
Priory, Thurgartoo, 65
Prize for messured drawings, 870
Procehlingn, Municipal Engineers' Associa-

tion, 695
Properties in the market, 55, 88, 322, 379
Properties at Richmond, 6
Protection of ancient monuments, 906
Publicaiion of the Sta'iitop, 660
Publications : German ArchiBologioal Insti.

tuie, 322; Parent Oibce, 161
Pulpit of Doulton-ware, a, 127
Pulveriser, the pneumatic, 592

Quay at Einsale, 322
Queen-street, Holborn, proposed improve-
ment, 357

Queenstown R.C. Cathedral, 293

Railway : collision, Hexthorpe, 419, 462,
696; companies and the Builduig Act,
120; mileage in the United States, 366;
rales, 64. 87, 181. 196, 321, 622, 692, 7o4,

797 ;
Btaiistics, 889

Railway and Canal Traffic Bill, 64. 87, 1 98
Railways: Canadian Pacilic, 418; Hull
and Barnsley, 321 : Metropolitan, and
the trunk lines’ termini, 695

Railway across the Russian empire, 656
Raleigh House, Brixton, 322
Ramsey Abbey, 65
liegiiiration of architects, 660. 764, 869
Regulator, n new automatic. 798
Relics of Capt. Cook's voyage in the En-
dfarnur, 4.53

Reliefs: British Museum, 162 : sepulchral,
at Bologna, 419

Rental of the metropolis, 906
Report of Admiraliy and War Offices Com-

mittee, 7
Report of the Committee on Forestry, 321
Report on the Coudition of the Working
Ciasset, 452

Rer< do8 of Doiilfoo-ware, a, 127
Respirat'ir, Loeb’s, 203
Restoration of: Fairford Chnroh, 729 ;

Hermes of Praxiteles, 453 ;
old houses,

Holb irn, 661
;
in Venice. 694, 729

" Restoring *’ parson, a, 293
Richmond: drainage scheme, 419; pro-
posed lock, 453, 787 ;

properties, 0
Rickmansworth extension, Metropolitan
Railway, 419

R iad-waiering with ses-wator, 728, 738, 824
Roberfso'i, the case of Mr., 87, 133, 728, 754
Rochdale 'J'own-liall, 661
Roman : London, 453 ; remains, Tock-
ington, 486, 623 ;

sculpture, British
Museum, 523

Rome : discoveries in, 6, 193, 357. 419,
4.53; regisira'ion of architects in, 764

Rosebery, Lord, on technical education,
656

Ross system of lighting, 162
Rossetti memorial fountain, the, 128, 185
Rows, the, Chester, -487

Hi^al : Academy, 908; Inalilute of Water-
Colour Pamiera, 623

;
Scottish Acnlemy,

128, 797
Ruins, St. Bofolph’s Priory, C ilchester, 388
Rural Ssnitary Authority. Bath, 321
Russian Railway, a big, 556

Sacredoeas of ancient buildings, 87
8af' ty lamp, electric, for miners, 628
S«'ety of theaires, 356.397, 480, 556, 653,

626, 627, 8’j3

Saint Alban’s Abbey, 323
St. Bernard's Well, Edinburgh, 137
Sc. Boiolph’s Priory, Colchester, 388
St, Bri'ie'e, Kl-et-street, 127
St. John’s Church, Clerkeuwell, 162
8t. Judy's, 'Whitechapel, copies of Mr.
Watis'a picturos, 657

St. Katherin«'s Duck^ 127
iSt. Mark’s, Venice, 729, 791
or. Martin’s-in-the-Fields, 54, 87, 127, 196
8t. Miirliu's le-Orand, changes at, 89, 453
Rt. Mary-le-8trand, 228, 316, 452, 556, 581
Bt. nUve’s, Old Jewry, 557
St. Paul’s Church, Covent Garden, 323
Sales of land, Charing Cross-road and
Shaftesbiiry-avenue, 54

Salibbury estnte in the Strand, 797
Sanctuary of Dionysos, tbe, 162
Sand-washing machine, 869
Sandstone, Annan red, 389
Sanitary inspiction at Croydon, -186

Sanitary Inspectors' Association, 162, 197
Sanitary state of: Oxford, 264; Spital-

tl-lds, 0
Sanitation at Bath, 321
Sa phn in vase-pai'itiiig, 622
Scandals, Metropolitan Board of Works,

87, H3, 452, 728, 754, 833, 898
Sch-me, Cnaritv Commission’s, re British

Institution, 321
Schliemann’s explorations, 626, 694
School, Guernsey, 996
School, Parmiter’.-i, Bethnal Green, 263
vSchouls and architects at Leeds, 128
Science aiul nature, 692
Sculpture: Bellman & Ivey's gallery, 89;

British MnHPum.SiS, 59i/; Gla«gowExhi-
biti)n,4l8; Greek. 162, 623, 690

;
Paris,

720; Roman,623; Rome, 6
Sculpiui-ed Bionas of pre-Norman type, 834
Sea-water for road-watering, 728, 788, 824
Sepulchral reliefs, Bologna, 419
Sewage; in the Cam, 522; in the Thames,

336, 419, 453
Sewage, treatment of, 292, 356, 437
Sewers and liouse-drains, 88
Shaftes’iury-aveoue, 754
Sharp, Stewart, A Co.’s locomotive works,
797

Shaw, Captain, on the Exeter theatre Are,
694

Rhaw-Lefevre, Mr,, as an architect, 64
Sheffield 8 icieiy of Architect?, 693
Shepperton Eyot, proposed hotel, 693
Shipbuilding in Spain, 869
Sign of the “ Goat-in-Boots,” 389
Site: Admiraliy and War Office, 6, 7,
2i7

;
Karringdon .Market, 6; Pavilion

Music Hall, b7, 133
Sketches : by Mr. Harry Ferniss, 567; by
Mr. Ernest George. 627

Slabs disoovt-red at Maininea, 496
Smoke Abitement Bill, proposed, 161, 196
Society of British Artists, 670
Society of Painter-Etchers, 627
Societyof Painters in Water-Colonrs, 834
Soho; bouse of Sir J. Banks, 433; Mac-
clesdeld House, 263

Spanish competition in shipbuilding, 869
Sphere in perspective, tho, 797, 836
Sphinx vase, British Museum, 197
Spi'-es: GU-gow University, 728; St.

Bride’s, Fleet-street, 127
Spitalllelds, sanitary state of, 6
Bp it at the Gro-venor Gallery, 627
Mairi'ase, Nuliotial Gallery, 64, 66
S aple Inn, Holborn, 660
Staliaiics ; gas companies, 87, 633; rail-

way, 8B9

Statues: Acropolis, 322; Adam Smith,
proposed, 692; aphrodite, Hermitage
collection, 694; bronze, found in Rome,
196; Buccleuch, Edinburgh, 557; Dr.
W. Chambers, Edinburgh, 907

Statutes, publication of, 660
Stereotomy, 728
Stones : sculptured, pre-Norman, 834 :

Temple Bar, 5
Strachan, Mr., on dust collection, “152

Strand; proposed widening, 228 ;
property

of Lord Salisbury, 797
Strata Florida Abbey, 694
StratJiedan, Lord, and smoke-abatement,

161, 196
Street pavements, London, 128
Streets : width of, 626; of Paris, the, 357
Strike of engineers, Bolton, -487, 626
Strike on Midland Railway, 227
Stutton Hall, Suffolk, 56
Subways, Metropolitan Railway, 695
Burveyorships, Local Board, 870
SiH*, exeavatinns at. 196, 388
Swimming-bath, Calcutta, 487

Tchagine, tbe late T., 228
Technical education, 161, 220, 263, 356,389,

636, 660
Technical Instruction Bill, the, 161, 220,

263, 656, 660
Temple, Inner, new gateway, 322
Temple Bar redioivaa, 5
Temple of .•EscuUpius, the, 869
Temples on the Acropolis, Athens, 398, 798
Tendering at Leyton, 197
I'eniiis Court, James-st., Haymarket, 162
IVrra-coltss, fraudulent, 453
Tarry's Theatre, 5i6
Thames: condition of tbe, 356, 419,453;
water supply, 693

Theatre designed by Mr. Irving and Mr.
Darbvshir,-, 626

Theatre disaster, Exeter, 356, 337, 418, 694
I'beatres : Berlin, 387; Edinburgh, 388;
proposed, 7, 55 ;

safety in, 486, 556, 558,
ti26, 627, 833; Terry's, 656

Thunder-torm of August 17th, 291
Thurgarton Priory, 65
Time-regnlator, a, 793
Times, tne, and architects, 58,89
Tiryus, the remains at, 694
Tiiivation or ihe Coronation Chair, 6
Tottkington, Roman reiuaius at, 486, 523
Tomb of Oliver Goldsmith, 89, 163
Torblmin Bridge, India. 692
Townhall, Kodidal?, 66l
Traction engins tor tramways, 437
Trades’ Union Congress, the. 356
Trat'algar-square fountains, 88
Tramway traction-engine, 487
Tramways, cable, 906
Transactions, Inst, of Architects', 691, 626
Treatment of sewage, 292
Trials of a eonntry parson, 293
Troops, mortality from consuiaption, 622
Truro Cathi deal, 026
Tunnel, Channel, 195, 355, 387

Underground railway, tbe, 693
Unired States’; minerals, 263; railway
mileage, 366

Univerai’y building, Edinburgh, 593
University Library, Cambridge, 626
University ot Glasgow; spire, 728; old
gatehouse, 798

Valaation of Ihc metropolis, 906
Vase-painting, 'appho in, 622
Vases: Briiisn Museum, 197; Carpathio,
4S7

;
Greek and Etruscan, 692

Vauhiug, prize for, 728
Vauihall t-ark, 4-53

Venice: basilica of St. Mark, 739, 791 ;

changes at, 88, 196, 321; Fondaco del
Turoni, 694

Ventilation: of theatres, 486; Young A
Moss's system, 486, 546, 582

Vereatschagin, paiiiliogs ny, 631
Victoria Concert Hall, Regent-street, 6

Vienna congress on Uygieue, 387, 454, 496
I'illa Ludovisi, the, 657
Villa of MiEjenas, the, 419

Wall, London, 453
Wall of China, the. 322
VValU of Chester, 388, 487
Walroiid’s huuse-drsiu connexious, 88
War Office, proposed new, 6, 7, 227
Warinaubie satidstoue, 389
Water-carriage of goods, 161

Water-colour sketches : by Mr. E. George,
6’27

; at the Dudley Qalfery, 88
Water of Leith, Edinburgh, 127
Water supply; easement of, 661 ;

Thames,
693, 728

Watering-plaoes, Irish, 292
VVatta’s pictures, copies of, 657
IVeatber prognostications, 328
Weaver's process of sewage treatment, 292
Wedgwood A Sons' catalogU", 729
Wells, Sir Spencer, and cremation, 661
Wemyaa, Earl, and fireproof buildings,

227, 316
WoBiminator Improvement Bill, 5, 117
WestaiiiiBter Palaue clock, 292
Whiteley’s, the lire at, 227, 691, 051, 660
Wnorlton estates, tbe, 322
Width of streets, 626
Williams, ihe late Mr. Q. B,, 6
Winnows: Fairford Church, 729

;
at Truro

Cathedral, 626
Winter Exhibition, Society of Painters in
Water-Colours, 834

Worcester, the College Hall, 487
Work by studonta of the Polytechnic In-

stitution, 389
Working classes, condition of the, 452
Wrotham, Kent, 88
WyoD, Mr., Jubilee Medal by, 657

Yorkshire estates in the market, 322, 379
Young A Moss's system of ventilation, 486,

546, 582
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Abatement of smoke, 935
Abbeys; HialoD,;i6i; Lacock, 363
Accidents, liability for, 318
Acliunt

;

— B'teniaa o. Poplar District

Board of W.mks, back drainage, 797 j

Battum V. Knight, diUpidatiooa, 787
;

Biektnore p. Baker & tiiuuett, a build-r’a
claim for work done, 186; Baird o.

Andrew, easement of water mipply, 661

;

Biroiiogbatii & D id'ey Banking <Jo. v.

Ross, law of light, 729. 821; Bnrneas p.

Great Eastern Railway, compensation,
787

;
Clarke v. Cousins, detention i-f

architect’s plans, 379
;
Cox and Another

.0 . Pardon and Others, infringement ol

copyright of the Builder, 718
;
Cox v.

Waddeii A Son, negligence, 7e8; District
Eurveyor of Eltham p. Dari-*, Building
Act caie, 722 ;

Elkingionp. Smee, Build-
ing Act case, p61 ;

Gaslight and Coke iJo,

c. South Metropolitan Gas Co., disputed
rights. 26j

; Gundry u. Dixon d; Dowse,
Building Act ca-e, 619; Kaye p. Chubb,
mush-Bud-pull locks, patent right, 131

;

Knighcley p. Collins, Building Act cate,

378; Knightley p. Heaih, Building Act
case, 898; M'iiiery c. Pawsonand Others,
oommisaioQ on quantities, -11

;
Mee:iuii

V. Bro.;ke, Simpson & Co., Building Act
case, 617 ; Naukirell v. Bourneuiouth
Commissioners, line of. frontage css-
under the Public Bealth Act, 898;
Smith p. Poster, Building Act case, 821.
Vestry of Ua umersmith v. London &
Worth-Western Railway Co., liue ol
frontoge, 136

;
Wenhain Lamp Co. v.

May, regenerative gas lamps, 81;
Whiteley p. Barley, penaHies against
surveyors, 796

Acton sewage works, 629
Adams, D. A., on architectural registra-

•tion, 8i'6

Adelaide Exhibition awards, 681, 758
Administration, sanitary, 733
Adye, C. 8., on old buildings, BradforJ-on-
Avon, 267

Agricultural Hall, Kensington, roof, 908
Aitchiflon, G., A,R..A.., on porphyry, 731
Alexander, Hugh, ou sanitary matters,
763, 788, 821

Almshouses, Corsham, 263
Amendments in sanitary laws, 439
Amesbury Church, 312
Anderson, Dr., "in Dunblane Cathedral, 316
Andrews, Q. R., on refuse de-truetors, 111
Antiquities: in Britlany, 358, 339, 767,

Celtic and Roman, in Dorset, 229;
Liverpool, 282, 395

Appleton, 11. D. : on the Architectural
Association’s Sketching Club Scheme,
733, 762,751; on architectural modo-lmg,
693

Apprenticeship technical education, 731
ArcbiBological societies: Bradford His-

torical and Autiquarian, 11; British
Archaological Assoc., s:82, 29-5, 397, 751,
901; Cambrian, 694 ;

Kent, 163; Lanca-
shire and Cheshire Antiquarian, 550;
Leland Club, the, 620, 654; Lincolnshire
£nd Kottinghamsbire, 161; Newcastle
Soc. of Antiquaries, -11

; R ival Arehieo-
logieal IciSf., 30 », 228, 230, 233, 266, 312,

358, 389, 767
;
St. Albaus, 312

;
society

-of Antiquaries of Scotland, 11; Surrey,
44,117; Wiltshire, 200;

Archie ilogists in Brittany, 358, 389, 767
Archicology at Athens, 115
Architect, the training of an, 483
A.rchitect of Salisbury Cathedral, the, 268
Arohiteota’ plans, Uetoiition of, 373
Architectahip, City, 620, 768,857
Architectural : education, 488, S96

;
Erami-

nation, 873, eOl; federatiou, 663;
modelling, 665, .697; registration, 663,

866, 873, 894; School, Royal Academy,
117 ;

topics of the year, 332
Architectural Association : Architectural

Examination and Registration, 873, 891

;

Architectural Modelling, 663,697; Con-
verizione, 525 ;

excursion to Bath aud
neighbourhood, 261, 293, 316, 3 17 ;

“Our
Sketching Club Schema," 73 i, 753, 751

;

Perspective and Apparent Form, 821
;

President's Address, 591, 630
;

Prizes,

Construction lectures, 233 ;
Regis’ralion

of Architects, 869; Visit to Ascoct, 411
j

visit to Bramshill House, Hants, 433
;

visit to a house iu Cadogan-place, 458;
visit to Minley Manor, near Farnborough,
433 ;

visit to Suttou Place and Loseley
Honse, 128

Architeotural societies : Architectural Sec-
tion, Philosophical Society of Glasgow,
633; Birmingham Architectural Assoc.,
688, 718, 768, 839; Edinburgh Architec-
tural Assoc., 76S, 839; Glasgow Archi-
tectural Assoc., 314, 414, 768 ; Glas-
.gow Inst, of Architects, 316, 620 ;

Leeds and Yorkshire, 632, 754; Liver-
pool, 632; Manchester Architectural
Assoc,, 586, 632, 754. 839; Manchester
Soc. of Architects, 769; Northern Archi-
^ctural Assoc., 223; Royal Inst, of the

Architeets of Ireland, 897 ; Royal Inst,

of Bri ish Architects (sve “ Ins itute ");

ShelBeld Society of Arehitecis and Sur-
veyors, 283, 361, 693, 897

Arciiiteciure : a close profession, 873, 894 ;

of the SoutT of France, 763; at

University College, 77,489; Victorian,

751; in Vienna, b71
;
in Wiltshire, 230

Arrol, Mr., on the T«y Bridge, 116
Asc itt. Leighton Buzzard, 411
A-phalte foot-pavements, 165, 253, 283
A-sociacionof Municipal Engineers, 129, 165,

135
.
216, 251, 2.53, 283, 360, -126, 410, 659,

620, 655, 696, 821
Ass iciaiion of danitsry Inspectors, 163, 491,

753, 788, 803, 824
Art. 1 the beginnings of, 797 ;

exhibition,
Munich. 870

Artist) of tCie Renaissance, 836
Athens, the British School. 115,730
Audiioriuiu of a theatre, 798
Awards: Adelaide Exhibition, 681, 758;

Bolton Sanitary Exhibition, 423

i the A. A. Sketching
on perspective, 821,

Baggallay, F. T.
I lub scheme,
823, 821

Barlow, W. H. : on the Tay Bridge, IIG

on t"Ohnical edncstion, 376
Barn, Bradford, Wilts, 263
Barrow lime an 1 cement works, 195

Bartlett, H. IT., at Builders’ Denevolent
In-lituti'in Dinner, 684

Basing, Lord, on sanitary legislation, 439

Bath excursion. Architectural Association,

261, 29-1, 316, 317
Batten, E. 0., on Saxon Church, Brid’ord-

on-Avon, 267
Beadel, W, J., address at Surveyors’ Insti-

tution, 695

Beeinoings of art, the, 797
Bennett, Rev. .T. A., on the architect of

Sali->bury Cathedral, 388
Beresford Hope, the l*te Mr., 662
Berry, W, H. .A., on p6 rBp--ctiv0 , 823

Bessbroi'k and Newrv tramway, 858
ilirch, R. W. P., on London sewage, 216
Bird, Stanley, on accideot insurance, 218

Birkenhead Priory, 392
Birmingham Architectural Association, 681

718, 768, 839
Bishope' seals, SaU«biiry, 201
Clashill, T., on archiieccure in Vienna, 871

Btomlieid, A. W., on Mr. Beresford Hope,
661

Bolton : sanitary congress, 4'21, 439, 4-56,

475, 492, 611
;
Exhibition, 432, 455, 512

Boyle, Rober', & Sou (Limited), 769

Bradford : Historical and Antiquarian Soc.,

41 ;
w*t6r supply, 426

Bradford-on-Avon, Wilts, 266, 267, 293, 316
Bramshill House, Hants. 423

Brickworks, Hamblet’s Piercy, -138

Bridges: Bradford-on-Avon, 267; Forth,

2-52: Tay, 118
Breiichley, '63

Brindlev, W. : on building stones of Egypt,

730, 731
:
on Egvpiian p jrpbyry, 683, 730

Brieford Church, 288
British Archmological Association, 383, 295,

297, 768, 901
Briiish Assoc, at Manchester, 373. 392. 093

Bniiah School a' Athens, 115, 73)

Brittany, archrcslogists in, 358. 389, 767

Browne, G. W., on monastic buildings of

Sc tUnd, 769
Bruce, G. B

,
on fifty years' engiueoriog

progress, 751
Builder oopvrigbt, infringement of, 718

Builder)’ Accident Insurance (Ltd.), 2i8

Bnild-rs’ actions, 186

Biiildets' Banevoinni Inst., 185. 684, 769

Builders’ Clerks’ B-nevolent last., Isd

Builders’ Institute, 939
Building Act, M-tropolitan, ca*es nuder :

la a conservatory a building ? 378 ;
Dis-

tri t Surveyors' lees, 722 ;
line of frontage,

126; n-*glect to give notice to District

Sdf\ eyor. 617, 649, 898
;
teraporarv struc-

tures, 82-1; toboganiiing slides, 861

Building operaiious in Glasgow, 616

Bnildin- s oiiea of Egypt, 730

Buildings, regiatratioii of, 167, 473, 638

Gaidar Stones, Liverpool, 232, 297
Cambrian Archaological Society, 694
Carnarvon, Lord, on the British School,

Athens. 115
Castles : Longford, 2-83

;
Nottiughara, ICi

;

Seotney, 164; Tunbridge, 163

Cates, A.; on architectural examination,

895; 00 architecture in Vienna, 8.1;
on the Godwin Bursary, 871

Cathedrals: Dunblane, 318; S’. Alban’s,

2'22
;

Salisbury, 201, 231, 268; Scotch,

839
;
modern, 2'j3

Celtic antiquities in Dorset, 329
Cement, Portland, manufacture of, 393
Cement-mortar, 315
Cement works, Barrow, 185
Chappell, J. T., on sanitary matters, 929
Chester, the walls of, 296, 320, 411, 758
Chimneys, factory, 4«1

Chnrobes; Amesbury, 313; Bradford-on-

Avon, Saxon, 267, 291; Bntford, 266

Downt.on, 312 ;
Duroford, 268; Edmgtou

281,291; Great Chalfie d, 381, 294; Flam
8'ead, 313

;
St. Thomas’s, Salisbury, 229

Wesibury, 291 :
Wiltshire, 231

Churches visited by the Architectural

Assuciatiou Excursion, 264, 291
City Arobit-otship, the, 620, 768, 857

City Commission of Sewers, 549, 792

Civil and Mechanical Kngineera’ Society,

167; President’s Address, 8-59; roof ot

the National Agricultural Hall, 908

Clark-, K. C-, on freezing of mortar, 346_

Ciarko, T. C., evidence re tire at.Wliiteley's,

610
Clarkson, B. P. : on the A. A. Sketching

Club scheme, 753 ;
on Flamstead

Church, 31'3

Coaling appliances at Liverpool. 516

Collarfl, A. O., on perspectue, 833

Colliugridge, Dr., on ” Port Inspectors of

Nnisaiices," 8112

Colls, J. H., evidence re fire at Whiteley's,

616
C.jmmission on quantities, 44

Cumpansation cases, 787

Concrete foot paveraenti', 165, 253, 283

Conference, technical education, 688, 731

Congresses : Municipal Engineers', Lei-

cester. 129, 165; ^anita^^, at Bolton,

422, 424, 4 j9, 456, 475, 492, 610 ;
Trade

Union, 4i4
Conservatories and the Building Act, 378

Construction of theatres, 833, 798, 803

Convertazioni

:

Architectural Assoc., 625;

Birmingham Architectural Assoc., 6s8

;

Manchester Architeotural A-soc., 686

C ipyright of the Builder, infringement of,

718
Corbett, J., on hot-water fittings, 751

Corfield, Prof., on sanitary matters, 151

Corsham, almshouses, ‘265

Cremation, 251
Cnmp, W. S., on sewer ventilation, 717

Crystal Palace Eogineering School, 256, 901

Dawson, H., on architecture in Vienna, 8( 1

Day, E., on school planning, 936

Dean of Guild Court, Glasgow, 516

Dent, Mr., on refuse deitructors, -111

“ Destructors,'* refuse, 131, 360, 449, 639

Detention of archiiecis’ plans, 378

Development of Vienna, 871

Dibdin's experiments, L iidon sewage, 216

Dioksee, B., on arcbitectuial registratioo,

895
District Surveyors’ elections, 199, 634, 901

Dinners : Builders' Benevolentlnstiiuiioii,

684
;
Sanitary Inati'ute of Great Britain,

151; Society ofEogioeers, 864

Dorset: antiquities in 229; tokens, 230

Douglas, Sir c ettes, on art, 797

Downion Church and Moot, 312

Drainage, house, 492, 610, 660, 718, 788

Drainage aod sewerag) of towns, 131

Dilapidations, 787

Duke, Rev. F., on sarsen stones, 312

DuuiiUne Cathedral, 316

Durnford Church, 268

Ealing: reservoir, 630; sewage works, 639

Earthworks of Old Sarum, 238

Kas-ie, W., on cremation. 251

Edinburgh :
Architeotural Association,

768,839; Castle, St. Margaret's Chapel,

44; plumbers, -409

E iogt.iju Church, Wilts., 381, 294

Education : architectural, 488, 696 ; of

Eogiueers, 375, 8,59 ;
technical, 683, 731

Egyptian : building stones, 730; porphyry,

683, 730
Elections: City Architect, 857; District

Surveyors, 199, bS4
Electrical tramways, 858

Emd-n, W., ou tbeaire construction,

Employers’ Liability Act, 2l8. -114

Engineering progress of filty years, 751

Engineering School, Crystal Palace, 258,

901
Engineers: education of. 375, 859 ;

cxami-

nalioiiB for, 13', 620, 693
English atcbifiologisis in Brittany, 358,

389, 767
Examina'ions : Institute of Architects, 698,

662, 798, 873, 894 ;
Municipal Engineers

AsBOcia'ioo, 020; for engineers and sur-

veyors, 13 ', 620, 695; Sauitary Institute,

695
Exeursions : Architectural A»800 ., 261, 293,

316, 3l7
;
Glasgow lost, of Architects, 316

Exhibitions: Adelaide, 631, 758; sanUary,

at Bolton, 422, 455, 612 ;
Munich, 670

Experiments; with London sewage, 216;

io sewer ventiiaiiou, 717

Factory chimneys, 401

Farmau, E., on architectural registration,

896
Farrow, F, R. : on architecture in Vienna,

871; on perspective, 823

Federatiou, architectural, 663

Fete, J ubi'ee, at Peterborough, 77

Fifiy years’ engineerini progress, 751

Fire at VVhiteley's, tne, 581), 615

Flamstead Church, Uerls, 3)'2

Flood preveiiiioQ woras, Leicester, 559

Flower, Major, on Lutou sewage works, 697

Footpiiths, concrete aud aapbuJte, 165,253,

283
Furmu'tc for the flow of water in pipes, 8?4

Forth Bridge, tho, 252

Foriificdtious of Uid Sarum, 228

Freemao, — ,
oiiEgyptian grauites, 731

Gallon, Sir D., on sanitary matters, 151

Gas-lamps, regenerative, 8l

George inn, Norton Sc. Philip, 261

Glasgow: Architectural Assou., 3ll, 414,

768; building in, 516; Deau of Guild

Court, 5'.6
;

Inal, ol Architects, 346, 6:0

Godwin Bursary, the, 871

Gordon, G. H., ou Durnford Ch'irch, 263

Gordon, J. : ou £1 jod-preveuuon works,

Leicester, 559; on Leicester sevverag©

scheme, 77 ;
on refuse-deatrueiors, 111 ;

on sanitary cngii<eering, l36

Gotch, J. J. : on the A.A. Sketching Club
scheme, 752 ;

on LongiOrd Casiie aud
Lnbgleat, 233

Gothic architecture, South of Frauoe, 763

Gough, H. R., on urohitectural registra-

tion, 895
Grand Jnnclion Waterworks. Ealing, C30

Grauites: Uroby, 185; Egyptian, 73J

;

Mountaorrel, l"o
Great Chaltleid Manor House, 268, 294

Grillith.J. P.. on tho Institution of Civil

Eugineers of Ireland, 931

Gfoby (trainte, 185
Gundry, 11., ou the fire at Whiteley’s, 680

Hamblet’s Piercy Brickworks, 426

Hams, E. S. F., oaatoliitectural modelling,

698
Harri-on, Parke, on tilbe-barn, Bradford-
on-Avon, 266

Harvey, L., onarchiiectural modelling, 698

Hewsou, J., on reluso destructors, 440

Hexham, 44
liioe, T. C., on N-ittingliam castle, 161

Hinton Abbey, 261
Honeyman, J., on house-drains and traps,

492, 050, 718
Hope, Beresford, the late, 662
Hopkineon, E., on electrical tramways, 858

llorsmondeo, 163
Hospital, West Ham, 792
Hot-water fittings, 761

House, Ascutt, Leighton Buzzard, 411

House in Cadogau-ptace, a, 458
Houae-draiuuge, 610; orains, size of, 492,

6.50, 718, 788
IIiiddiestoD, F., on ooaliog appliances,

Liverpool, 616
Hutton, R. J., on factory chimneys, 491

I’Anson, B.: address as President of the

Institute, 662 ;
ou architecture in Vienna,

872
Imperial Inatitnte, the, 662

Improvement of river Soar, 559
Improvements, City, 649

Infringement of copyright of the Builder,

718
Inn, Norton St. Philip, 261
Inquests, coroners’ : fall of a wall at

Walworth, 81; fire, Whiteley’s, 6b0, 615

Insanitary coodiiioas at Margate, 1-52, 222

Inatitu'e, Royal, of Briiish Architects:

Art Exhibition at Munich, 870; British

School at Athens, 730; Building and
Decorative btoues of Egypt, 730 ;

Hdis

Prize Drawings, Ac., 870 ;
Examination,

the, 696, 662, >98; Gifts to the Library,

730 ;
Godwin Bursary, the, 87i

;

Obituary, 662, 663, 798; President’s

Address, 662
;

Recent Development of

tbe City of Vienna, 671; Tneutro Con-
struction, 798, 802

Institute of the Architects of Ireland, 897

Institute of Buildvrs, 929

Institution of Civil Engineers: Electrical

tramways, 858 ;
medals and premiums,

327 ;
new members, 859; President’s

Address, 751
Inst, of Civil Engineers of Ireland, 931

Institution of Mecbamcal Engineers, 252

Iron, Hardware, and Metal Trades’ Pension
Uociety, 222

Italian monuments, 839

Jackson, T. O. : on eiaraination and regis-

tration of architects, 869, 873, 894, 896 ;

on porphyry, 731
Jebb, Prof., on the British School at

Athens, 113
Jones, O., ou refues-destructora, 360

Jones, F., on architectural modelling, 693

Jones, H., on antiquities in Brittany, 767

Jubilee fete at Peterborough, 77

Kennedy, Prof., on the fire at Whiteley’s,

580
Kent Archtcological Society, 163
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Kerr, Prof. : on the Architectural Aseo.
elation, 630; on arcliiteotiiral registra-
tion, 895

; on architecture in Vienna,
^
872; on Mr. Beresforcl-Hope, 605
ingston House, Braiiford-on-Avon, 287
293, 316

Laoock Abbey, 285
LancaahireiChcshire Antiquar’n Soc., 560
isurt, sales of Addlestone, 250- Birch-

ington. 191; Britflitoo, 256; Charing-
croBs-rond and Stiaftesbury Avenue 54;
ChinB(brd,47; Cronier,480; EastGreen-
wioh, -446

:
Uampstrad, 286

;
Lee-nn-the-

Solent, -114; LineolfiPiiire, 283; Lowes-
^it. 379; New Southgate, 47; Oxted 01 •

Komney - on - 8ra, 417; Shaftesborv-
ayennc. 900; Spalding, 293; StevoUBKe,

den
'Vaustead,81

; Willes-

Latham, B., on sanitary matters, 161Law of light and street improvements, 630
Laws, sanitary, amendment of, 439
Laying-out town areas, 421
Lesmingt.-n publie buildings, 650
Leeds : refu-e-destruotors ar, 4(0; water

supply, 787
'

Leeds 5c Yorks. Architectural Soo,, 632, 754
Leete,W . H., on Liitou sewagewks, 096 024
Legislation, sanitary, 439, 763
Leicester : flood-prevention works at, 659
meeting of Municipal Engineers' Assoril

251, 253, 360,
569; sewerage scheme, 77

Leicestershire industri
Leighton,

Leighton Buzzard, Mr, L. de Rothschild'
bouse, 4tl

“ Mint,” Southwark, 901
Mnrlelling, architectural, 6 i5, 897
Monastic buddiipgs of Scotland, 769
Moniimen's, Italian, 839
Moot, Downtoo, 312
Morison, G. 8., on cement mortar, Sll
Morris, Rev. —

, on Bntf-ird Church, 266
Mortar the freezing of, 34.j

Mountsorrel graoite, 185
Munich, art exhibition, 870
Municipal Engineers’ A^soctation, 129.

165, 186, 316, 251, 253, 300. 426, 410 659
055, 696, 824

mechanical

National Agricultural Hal!, Kensington
rnof, 908

National SmokeAbatement Institution, 935
Negligence, damages for, 788
Nevill, R,, on theatre ''onstructirn, 708
New River shares, 792
Newcastle Societv of Antiquaries. 41
Newton, Sir O. T., on ihe British School,
AtheuB, 116

Noble, A., on the freezing ofmorlar, 3-45

North London Colosseum, 188
Northern Architectural Association, 223
N'>rton St. Philip, 264
Nottingham, arcbroology at, 164

the artists of the

Lelaiirt Club, the, 620, 854
Lemijii, J., on rel'use.destruotors. 449
Lewis, Prof. T. H., „„ loying.oot town

spannion of iron bv
Leivia, W. B.,

bear, 616
Liability, emplovers'. 218, 414
Light, ihe law of, 886. 821
L'uie works, Barrow, ]Sj
Lineolnhhire and Nottingbamshiro Archie.

•’logical Siicielv, 161
Lino of frontage'cases, 126, 896
Liverpool: Architectural Sociefv 633-
ooBling apphaiicc.. ai,518-, Krgineeriiig
Societ, 16S, 518, ra-J

,
„„e,i„g „f l,,,,,,,.

Aronsoologieal Assoc., 282, 2;ij 297-
water supply, 787

< j ,

London sewage question, the, 216
Loudon and County Banking Co., 256
liongford Castle, 233
Longleat, 233
Luton sewage works, 696, 824

ilaoGibbon, D,, ot
South of Prance, (oc

Mackie, 8. J.,evidence

the architecture of the

Are at Whiteloy’a

Col., on the fire at 4Yhiteley’8

^*?^hester : Architectnral Assoc., 686,
632, 764, 639; meeting of the British
As^soo., 375, 392, 683

;
Soo. of Architects,

Manor houses: Great ChalOeld, 388-
South Wraxall, 288, 293

Manulaotiire of Hortlaiid cement 392
Maplestead CliurcD, 62ii

Margate, loaniiirary cMuditions at, 152. 222
on thti Arohilccturai

Organisation of technical instruction, 732

insanitary condilions, Mar-Page, Dr..
gate, 162

Pall-mall, properly in, 791
Pavements, aiphal’te and concrete, 166, 363,

Reynolds, Prol'. Osborne,
science, 375

Rickman, T. M., on the Architectural
Aesucidtion, 631

River Soar iinnrovement, 559
Road-Snrvayors’ Aseoc. tor Scotland, 223
Itobertaou, tho case of Mr,, 133
Robins, E. C. : on the Institute nTstnina-

tion, 631; on sanitiiry matters, 151
Robinson, Prof., ou the Actou sewage
works, 629

"

Roman : antiquities in Dorset, 339
; remains

in Southwark. 901
Roof, Agriculiural Hall, Kennngton, 90S
Royal Academy Architectural School, 117
Royal Archicoiogioalliisiitute

: in Brittany
358, 389, 767 ; at Balisbury, 300, 33S 23o"
233. 266, 312

' ’

Royal lust, of Architects of Ireland, 807
Royal Scottish Academy, 707

Safety: of public buildings, 650; theatres,

Smoke Abatement Institution, 935
Snapo, Rov. R, H.,on Scotch cathedrals.

Soar, improvement of the, 559
Society of Antiquaries of Scotland, -44

Society of Arts, -.W

Society of Engineers, 491, 629, 689, 804, 864
South Wraxall Manor House, 268, 2U3
Southwark, Old, 620
Southwark, Homan remains, 901
Sparkes, J. C. L., on arcbiiectiiral model-

ling, 666, 698
R. P., on boildiog stones of Egypt,

731

Penrose,Mr,,on the British School, Athens

Peushurst-plaee, 1(53

Perkiu, \V. H.. on Vi
764

.•torian architecture,

Saint Albans : Archieologioal Society. 312 •

Cathedral, 233
St. MargarefsChapel, Edinburgh Castle, 44
St. Mary’s ChurcU, Notiingh-<m, 164
St. Thouias’H Church, Salisbury, 229
Sales ofland {-ee ” Laud")
Sale of New River shares, 793
Sales of property : in Pall-mall, "91

; (j

also weekly numbers)
Salisbury, Bishop of, on arrhreolocv of

Wilts, 200, 2i>i

Salisbury: oatliedral, 2*1, 231,268; meet-
ing, Archmological Inst., 20J, 328 330
238, 366, 313

Sanitary Assurance Assoc., 698
Sauilary Congress, Bolton, 423, 424, 439

4i6. 475. 493- 61l)

Matbews,
Associati

Maytleid Palace, Sussex, 620
Mechanical science, 375
Jledals and premiums, Inst C E 327
Mersey, the, 297; Meisey Railway eiten-

Bion, 165
Metropolitan Board of Works: election o1

District Surveyors, 109, 68 4, 901; the law
of light. 688; scandals, 133

Metropolitan ’Building ’Act, owes undei
(see “ Building Act )

Metropoliiau sewage iiuestinn. 216
Miekiethwaite, J. T., F.S,A.,ou Amesbury
Church, 312

^

Middleton, G. A. T., on srcLitectural re-
els’ ration, 894

Mi.tdlrton. K. E. : on •

ueers. 850; ou the s»i
o( buildings, 475

; on sewera and house,
draiaiige, 510, 768

Mmley Manor, 423

of engi-

Perspective and apparent form, 821
Pe'erborniigh, .Tubilee fete at. 77
PhilosophicHl .Society ot Glnegow, .833

Piciori, Sir ,1. A. : on archn’idogv at. Liver-
pool, 282. 2»7; on the walls .if Cheater.
296, 320, 758

P'ercy brickworks, the, 426
Pitt-Hivers, General i on burrows and

tumuli, 206
;
on Old Sarura, 228

Planning schorls, 9(5
Plan.", deteniion of, 378
Plumbers, registmtim of, 280. -hiy 4-16

684,759,792.86.4,9:3 4

Pontiug, C. R. : on lidington Church, 281

;

on South Wraxall Manor-hoiiso, 269
Poiiley, H., on w.-igbiug machines, 633
Poore, Dr., on sanitary ehortcoiuings, 151
Porphyry, Egypiian, 683, 7.30

Port Inspectors of N nisaunos. 802
Portland eeiueut, manufucture of. 392
Pratt, H. W. : on aechiteeiurni modelling,
698; on perspective, 823; on the A. A.
Sketching Club scheme, 752

President’s addresses : Arcbitojfiiral Asso-
ciation, 694, 630; Civil and Mechanical
Engineers, 859; Inst, of * rohitects, 662 ;

last, of Civil Engineers, 751
;
lust, of Civil

Engineers of Ireland, 931; Municipal
Engineers’ Assoc., 130; Surveyors’ la-
stitution, 69.5

Prevc-nii''n of floods at Leicester, 659
Pri TV, Rirke,ih.>ad, 282
Prizes, University Colleg*. 77
Progress, enginearmg, 751
Properfv, sale*, of (are weekly numbers)
Pryce, T. E., on the A. A. Sketching Club
scheme, 7.52

Piitil’C: buildings, safety of, 550; sewers
619

'

•493, 619
Sanitary Exhibition
Sanitary Inspectors

I 753, 788, 803. 821
; Sanitiry institute of Great Britain, 151
I 423, 434, 439, ^SO, 476, 695

’

I Sanitary Jegi.slaiion, -439

I

Sanitary mwtets at Hui deis’ Insii’iite, 029
I

Sii'iitarv Hegiatratiou of Buildings Bill 167
I 475, 098

n . ,

Sanitiiiioo : at Leicester, 129 ; slrirtcomings
if, 151

j

Saraen-jtones, 313
I Saunders, J. IL, evidenco re lire at
I

Whiteley'a, 5S9
Saxou church, Cradford-on-Avoei, 207,

Stability of factory chimne ys, 491
Stanton, K. B,, on cement mortar, 3-45

Steeple Ashton Church, 294
Stoltes, L., on architeeturaJ modelling, 69&
Stonehenge, 312
Stones, Egyptian, 730
Srraclian, G. R., on footpaths, 165
Soggeated amendments in sanitary laws.
439

Surrey Archajnlogical Snc., 44, 117
Surveyors' Institution, the, 695

Tsrver, E. J., on the construction of
theatres, 803

Tay Bridge, the, 116
Technical education, 689, 731
Temporary structures. 82-4
Terry, S, H., on village water-siioply, 456
Theatre oonstructii’n, 798, 8(13, 833
Tlifimpson, Mr. (Peterborongb), and hie
workpeople, 77

Thompson, Prof. 8. P., on techuical oduca-
,731

Public Health Act, i e und'

Quantities, oonimi«!iir>n

(Quarries, granite, 185
00, 44

Z94
Scandal-i at th" Board of Works, 1.33

Scaith, Rev. Prebendary, ou Seratchbury

Thrupp, E. C., on the flow of water in
pipes, 804

Titiie-barn, Bradford-oo-Avoti, 286
Titmais, Mr., on sanitary matters, 930
Toboganniag slides and the Bldg. Act, 861
Tokens, -Dorsetshire, 230
Tonbridge Castle and Church, 163
Topley, W., on Elgyptian granites, 731
Town areas, laying out, -424

Town sewerage and drainage, 131
Trades Union Congress, the, 414
Training of au architect, 488
Tramways, electrical, 858
Traps, use and misuse of, 492. 650
Tumuli, research-" in, 300. 329
Tweeddole, Manjuia of, on Tay Bridge, 110

Ca.up, . . _

Sehool-plauning, 936
School of Eugineeting. Crystal Palace

256, 901
Scotch cathedrals, 839
Scotland, raonaatio buildings in, 769
Scotney Castle, 164
Seratchbury Damp, 2(!9

Screen, Amesbury, 312
Seals of Bishops of Salisbury, 201
Sedding, J. D,, on Edingron (Dliurch, 291
Sewage experiments, Metrupolitiiu, 216
Sewage works: Acton, 629; Euliug, 629;
Luton, 096, 824

Sower ventilation, 131, 717
Sewerage: Leicester, 77; Margate, 152,
222 ;

ot towns, 131
Sewers and housa-drains, -492, 510
Shaltesbury-Hvenue, land in, iHIO

Shanahau, Mr., ou the freezing of mortar
0,0 " >

Railway, the Mpr«ey, 15

the r

land c
. ,

Rawlirsoo.SirR,,
Hefuap-destructors, 360. -HO, 639
Refuse disooaal, 131, 629

I

Reg-uerativo gas lamps, 81
j

Registration, architeitiiral, 663, 869, 873,1
891

Regi-tralion of Buildings Bill. i«7. 475, 699
RegiHtration of plumbers, 380,409 416 684

769, 793, 804, 934
Roiiaisrsnce, architects of tlie, 830
Reservoir, new, at Ealing, liJU

Shaw, Capf., ou Are at Whitelpy’9,5a0, 616
SU' llleld Society of Architects, 3r3, 30i

693, 897
Shields, F. W., ou expauejou of iron, 618
Shortoomiugs o_f sanitary methods, 151
Shuin, F., ou Kingston House, Bradford-
on-Avou, 387, 316

i

Sketching Club Scheme, Architectural
Aasoeiatioii, 733, 753, 754

lufacture of Port-
1

Sketching excursion, Glasgow Architec-

I

tural Assuciatiou, 314
i-de«truetora,441

,

Sluter, J. : Address as President of the
Architectural Aasociatioii, 691, 831; .m
arcbiieetura! modelling, 693; on archi-
tectural regiatraiiiin, 896

;
on the A, A.

Sketoh ng Club scheme, 753
; on per-

specti’o, 831; ou the President’s Address
at the Institute, 61)4

Smart, Dr., on Dorset antiquities, 229
Smith, C. Roach, on Walls of Chesier, 290
Smith, Prol. T. R,. ou the training of an

architect, 483, 831

Jilal, J. S., on Dorsetihire tokeus, 230
.Liiv-rsitv Colhge: architecture at, -48!

prizes at, 77

Venables, Precentor: on srchitectura in
Wiltshire, 231; ou Salisbury Cathedral.
201, 331

Vontilat'on of sewers, 131, 717
Victoria stone, 185
Victorian architecture, 7.jl

Vienna, the City of, 871
Village water supply, 458
Visits by tho Architectural Association

(see “ Arehiteotural Association ")

Walker, C. R., on the effect of heat on
I. 616

\Valker, R., on theatre-constniction, 890
Wallace, J., on Italian monuments, 839
Wallis, E. H., on the Are at Whiteley’s.Glfl
Walls of Chester, the, 293, 329, -411, 7M
Walmisley, A. T.. on th« roof of the Agri-

cultural Hal], Kensington, 908
Water-reservoir. Ealing, 630
Water supply- : Bradford, 426 ; Leeds, 787}
Liverpool, 787; Margate, 152, 233-
village, 456

*

Waterhouse, A., R.A,, on porphyry, 731
Watson, T. L., on theatre-construction, 833
Weighing-machines, 633
Westijury Church, 294
Wliiteley's, the fire at, 680, 613
TViJtshire : Archicological Society, 200;

architecture in, 330
’

Wimbledon Locsl Board, 717
Wollaton Hall, 165, 234, 283
Wood, A., on St. Thomas’s Church, Salis-
bury, 229

Wood, M., on the Forth Bridge, 252
Woodward, W., on architectural registra-

tion, H9.>

Workmen’s Jubilee fete, Peterl’orongh, 77

8 building in Glaagov

LET TEES.

Admiralty and War OfBce site, !), 118
Appoimments, 283, 617, 051
“Arcadia” at Agricultural Hull, 153
Architect’s siipercossiou, 412
Arcbitecturul Ai>sociatuiu ; rlasses, 478-

Sketching-Club scheme, 754
’

Asphulte fooi-jiaveni-tiis, 3,53, 283
Auguatiue or Sf. iiiJguBiiiie-''(ia7, 788, 824

s St, 346Bath, saniiuij „

Bolton Saniiary Exhibic..
Bradford-on-Avo.i, ICtiigsT.ii'i Ilijuae 31
Brannon’s flrotiroofcon-tructiou, 316
Brick and c.iiicrr-te piers. 679
Bumbledom and the Sauitary Ac’s, 340
Cast-iron struntmes, 4/8
Catnedral, Or>i** u, scivptiire at, 118
Chair in the BoJlei.m Liiirary, il3

Cheater, -wnlla of, 111, 441, 476. 611, 526
681, 6t7

Churches : Heavitree, 48
;

Holme-next-
Sea, 283; St. .Mary-le-'lrand, o3i

Clerk of works’ duties, 373, 413, 473
Dok-hester schools, 887
Concrete: foot-pavements, 2.>3. 283 ; piers.
679; and iron ba-, 58

Constantinople .Museum, 872
Conatructioii. fireproof, 310
Cookiug-Btoves, 647
Cremators for refuse, 442, 477, 513
Curious posiiioQ, a, 4f2
Decimal system, a, 682
Decoration at tue National Oall-ry, 118
Designs: linoleum, 754 ; Wiilcsden Public

Ollieea, 017
Deatroetion of refuse, 412, 477, 512

Doors of theatrea, 478
Dorking Tuuuei iumlsiip, 316, 348
Drainage, liousea of Pariiament, 411, 442,

Druwi |.H, ownership of, 898, 923
if clerk of works, 37a, 413, 478

Eartiiquake-proof houses, 253, 3l0
Education, technical, 320
Eucalyptus wood, 46
E,xhibuio.. at Bolton, the, 512

Fireproof construction, 283, 316, 316
Floors, tireproof, weight of, 346
‘^For(escue”chuir. Bodleian Library, 413
Foot-pavements, asphalte and concrete, 353,

Goldsmith's tomb, 163
Government Oflices, 118
Guildford, liberality at, 651
Gum-tr-e wood, 48
House-drains, size of, 650, 713
Houses for earthquake districts, 253, 316
Houses of Parliament, drainage. 411, 442,

477, 5-18, 5s2, 619
luiprovemeots

: Little Queen-street, Hoi-
li.irn, il3

; Weotrninsicr, 117
Inscription, Wellow Church, 310, 317
Inspector of nuisances, GuildlorU, 851
Iron I action of lire on, 851, 600; in con-

crete, 78
Ironwork, designing, 473
John ot Padua and Wollaton Hall, 283
Jubilee: celebration Heavitree, 48; hoii-

day, 47
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Kingston House, Bradford-OQ-Avon, 316

Landslip, Dorkinu’ Tonnel, 316, 346

Literslity at Guildford, 651
Lichens upon etone, 46
Lifts. 46
Linoleum designs competition, 764
Locks for theatre doors, 478
Luton sewage works, 824
Maps, Ordnance, 647, 582
Marble, Nuniidian, 118
Masons’ marks, Westminster HaU, 215, 252,

283
Materials, fireproof, 233
Metropolitan Board of Works scandal, 754
Mortar, selenitic, 478
Mnseum, Constantinople, 872
National Gallery, decoration at, 118
Native Guano Company's process, 834
Non-acceptance of lowest tender, 933
Numidiaii marble, 118
Nuisance trom sewer ven'ilators, 78. 118
OUicere. Metropolitan Board of Works,

and tbe theatres, 898
Open space at Picoadilly-circus, 718
Ordnance map scales, 547, 682

Orvieto Cathedral, sculpture at, 118

Ownership of drawings, 898, 933

Parish taking-over roads, 898
Pavements, aspbalte and concrete, 253,283
Paving-filocks, 48
Perspective. 835
Perspectograph, she, 861
Piecadill--circus, 718

Piers, brick and concrete, 679

Plumbers, registration of, 347

Public Cilices, Willesden. 617

Queen-street, Holbcrn, improvement, 442

Kefuse cremators, 412, 477, 613

Eesistraiion of plumbers, 3*7

Road-watering with salt water, 788, 824

Roads, taking-over, 898
Roman remains at Tockington, 523

Rooms, ventilation of, 516, 68i

Salety in theatres, 4-42, 478, 512, 547, 617

Saint Augustine at St. Alban’s Abbey, 687,

788, 834, 898
St. John’s, Chester, window at, 153

St. Mary-le-Strand Cburcb, 681

St. Mary’s Church, Holme-next-Sea, 283

Salt water for road-watering, 788, 834

Sanitary Acts and Bumbledom, 316

Sanitary Exhibition at Bolton, 613

Sanitary inspectors, status of, 733, 824

Saroophaai ol'Sidon, 802, 872

Scales of Ordoanee Maps, 547, 582

Scandal at Metropolitan BJ. ot Wks., 754

Schools for Colchester, 687

Sculpture at Ortieto uathedral, IIS

Selenitic miTtar, 478

Sewag-' works at Luton, 824

8e*-er ventilators, 78, 118

Sewerage sclieiiie, Walton-le-Dale, 898

Shoue's ejectors, 411, 442, 477, 546, 593, 619

Sidoo, the rarcophagi of. 8l)2, 872

Site of Admiralty and War Office, 9, 118

Sketching Club scheme, Archiieccural

Afsociation, 751
Sphere in perspective, the, 835

Staircase, National Gallery, 118

Status of sanitary inspectors, 783, 834

Stone and lichens, 46

Stone, a symbolic, 754
Stoves for cooking, 647

Strength of brick and concrete piers, 579

Surveyors’ appointments, 283, 617

Technical education, 320

Tenders, non-acceptance of, 923

Terry's Theatre, 617

Theatre doors, 478

Theatre managers and Bd. of Wks ,
898

Theatres, safety in, 442, 478, 512, 617, 6l7

Tiles, 118
Tockingion, Roman remains nt. 523

Tomb of Oliver GoldsimtU, 153

Tower of Heavitree Church, -id

Traits, 650, 713
Treatment of an architect. 413

Ventilation ; of rooms, 516, 682 ;
of severs,

78. 118
Walls ol Chester, 411, 411, 476, 511, 526,

681, 617
Walton-le-Dale sewerage scheme, 893

War Office and Admiralty site, 9, 118

Water-Closets, deodorising, 824

Weight of fireproof fioors, 346

Wellow Church, iuscripiion at, 316. 317
^

Westminster Hall, masons' marks, 215,252,

283
Westminster improvements, 117

Whiteley's, the fire at, 651, •'60

Willesden Public Offices, 617

Window at St, John’s, Chester, 1E3

Window fitti igs. 78
Wollaton Hall, 203
Wood-block street-paving, -16

Wrought and cast-iron structures, 178

LETTERS, WRITERS OE.

Adams, H., designing ironwork, 478

Adams, W., St. Mary's Church, Holme-
next-Sea. ‘283

Addiecott, W. J., status of sanitary inspec-

tors, 783
Anderson, J. M., and White, W. H.,

Church ot St. Mary-le-Strand, 681

Appleton, H. D., Architectural Association

Sketching Club Scheme, 754

Banister, F. D., landslip, Dorking tunnel,

846
Barnes, F. J., salt water for road-watering,

78S
Bennett, D., window-fittings, 78

Benson, G. A Son, tiles, 118

Blashill, T., Wollaton Hall, 333

BlomfielJ, A. W., brick and concrete piers,
:

679
Boyle, R. & Son, ventilation of rooms, 645

Brannon, P., fireproof construction, 316

Brock, E. P. Lofcus, walls of Chester, 441,

611, 626. 581, 617

Bneban, W. P.: house-drains and traps,

650,788; sewer ventilation, 118

Bullers, J.. non - acceplsnce of lowest

tender, 933
Campbell. R. F., safety in theatres, 613

Chubb, Sir U. H., theatre doors, 478

Collins, W. A., Jubilee holiday, 47

Cox, J. H., refuse destructors, 412

Grace, J.D., staircase. National Gallery,

118
Dempster & Heaton, Birmingham Banking

Co., ir. Robb, 821
Donaldson, W., Shone’s ejectors, 546

Duckett & Son, Bolton Sanitary Exhibi-

tion, 512
Emdeu, W., Terry’s Theatre, 617

English, C. W., toe perspectograph, 861

Esdatle, G., the walls of Chester, -111

Kssery, R., chair in Bodleian Library, 413
Rthorington, H., "Arcadia” at Islington

153
Farmer A Brindley, Numidian marble, 113

Flower, A. decimal system, 582

Frampioo, E., window, St.John's Charch,
Chester, 153

FreeiiiHu, R. K., houses for earthquake
districts, 253

Fuller, G. J., scandal at Board of Works,
75-1

Garbett, E. L., fireproof floors, 346

GarlLog, H. B., Admiralty and War Office

si e, 9
Gibbs, H. H., St. Augustine at St. .ilban’s,

898
Gtiifon, W., symbolic stone, 754

Gibson, W. A., litts, 46

Goldsmith. F. T. W., surveyors’ appoint-

meut, 283

Griffith, 3., expiosion of iron girder^, 600

Hardie, T. G., refuse destructors, 512

Harnnr, E ,
designs for Willesden Public

Offices. 617

Ha'Ston, A. A C., fire at Whiteley's. 651

Healey, B. D., refuse destructors, 412

Hems, n., screen at 8t. Albao'e, 788

Hisoocks, A. M-, pavements, 253

Honeyninii, J., house drams and traps, 718

Knigtt, S., lichens upon stone, 46

knitl. Aid., registration of plumbers, 317

Leaning. J., duties of clerk of works, 413

Leete, VV. U.. Luton sewsge works, 824

Lewis, Prof. T. U., earophagi of Sidon in

the Coustantioiiple Museum, 802, 872

Littlebales, H.. Augustine or St. Augus-

tine? 687,821
LivettjQ. M,, sculpture, Orvieto Cathedral,

118
Meade, T, de C., pavements, 383

Middleton. R. E.,liouse-draiu8aDdtrap8,710

Moss, G. B., ventilation of rooms, 547

Nelson A Co., C., selenitic ni'irtar, 478

Oliver, 'i'., ownership of drawings. 933

Oiigb, K., deodorising water-closets, 824

Pearsall, U. D., salt water for road-

wuteriug, 82-4

Phillips, J., Shone’s ejectors, 411, -477, 582

Phillips K., masons’ marks, Westminster

Hall, 233

Pryce, T. E., and Farrow, F. E., Arcli-

teoturai Association, 478
Rawlioson, Sir K., masoi.s’ marks, Wett-

Tiiinster Hall, 252

Reeves, K. H., sewerventilators, 78

Robins, E. C., Admiralty and War Office

site, 118
Scargill, W., fireproof materials, 283

tlielmerdine, T., masons’ marks, West-
minster Hall

,
216

Shone, Isaac, drainage, Honscs of Parlia-

ment, 649
Shrubsole, G. W., walla of Chester, 512, 681

Smith, O. Roach, walls of Ches'er. -141, 611,

536. 617
Spiers, R. P.. sphere in perspective, 835

Stafford, John E., refuso-destruetors, 477

Upcotc, G. W., Goldsmith's tomb, 153

Wallace, G., improvement iu Little Queen-
stroe', H"lb'>ru, -412

Watkio, W. T ; Roman remains, Tock-

iogton, 523, 617 ;
walls of Chester, 411,

476. 512, 527, B8l
Wilkinson A Co., concrete construotion, 78

Williams, F. C., Ordnauce map scales, 647

Wilson, A., Bumbledom and tbe Sanitary

Ada, 316
Wilson, R. A., atatusof sanitary inspectors,

821
Young A Moss, method of veniilation, 682

MISCELLANEA.

Abattoirs, Sheffield, 190

Accidents: fall of a wall at Walworth, 81 j

Jubilee, 653 ;
window cleaning, 686

Agra water supply, 447
Air in public buildings, 380
Alderman Sannders, 792
Alexander HI., of Scotland, memorial to,

132
Altar, Sidmouth, 49

America, English machinery for, 516

Antwerp: fountain, 316; museum, 654

Appointments, 283, 286, 586, 63i), 754, 901

Approaches to Kensington Gardens, 220

Arbitratinns : Beaumaris sewage works,

257
;
Sheffield eeweraga works, 1'22

Archffiological Museum of Rome, 60

Architects' remuneration for competitive

designs, 379
Archiiecrsbtp, the City, 153, 759

Architecture : at University College, 458 j

Bt the University of Sydney, 414
Argentine railway, an, 347

Art Union of L mdoo, the, 865, 931

Art Wood Carving, School of, 613

Art-workmanship, prizes for, 804

Arlesian water supply, 49, 935

Artisans’ dwellings, Lisson-grove, 901

Assoc, of Municipal Engineers, 81, 234

Athens, British School at, 67, 722

Atlantic-Mediterranean Canal, proposed,

792
Australia, Birmingham work for, 549

Balusters and newels, 458

Bank buildirgs, Canterbury, 190

Banner Sanitation Co.. 122

Barcelona exhibition, 654
Baths: Aberdeen, 682; Balham, 158;

Battersea, 758, 792 ;
Gloucester, 550, 897

;

Hyde, 722
Beaumaris sewage works, 257

Belgian girder competition, 222

Beresford-Hope, Mr., 49, 487

Billingsgate, new street at, 113

Birkbeck Institution, 480
Birmingham: canal communication, 828;
sewerage, 222 ;

work for Australia, 649

Blinds, 63, 190, 901

Board of Forestry, suggested, 227

Boards, soft, paint for, 4-46

Bolton sauiiary congress, 377
Bombay railway terminus, 121

Boetwick folding gates and shutters, 3S0

Bovle's ventilators, 325, 616, 709

Bricks for Turkey, 414
Brickwork and zino, 446

Bridge of Allan Museum, 550

Bridge renewals, 768

Bridges: Channel, proposed, 791; Jhelum,

49; stone V. iron, 722

Brighton, new theatre, 491

Bristol, University College, 350

British school, Athens, 57, 722

Brassela : exhibition of painting, 381 ;

museum, 379
;
new theatre, 615, 686

Buenos Ayres, Houses of Rarliament, 296

Builders’ Bimevoleut Institution. 659

Builders' hardware, 414

Bniloiug.grants, Scottish, 327

Buildiag operations in Hamburg, 330

Building, iaothermai, 360

Building in 8t. Bride-street, 051

Calendar, a perpetual, 458

Cambridge University library, 48

Canals : Atlantic - Mediterranean, 792 j

Elbe and Trave, 733; Italian, 480; Oder-

Bpree, 700
Canons, Middlesex, 166

Capesihorne Hull chapel, 652

Carpenters’: Hall, 256; examinations, 187

Casings for electric wires, 516

Castles burnt down, 687, 765

Cathedrals: Exeter, new cloister, 620;

Stavanger, Norway, 351; Truro, 654,

754; Dpaala, 697

Caucasus wood, 377

Cement, Portlaud : in Germany, 379; in

Russia, 380
Cement, a serviceable, 791

Cemeteries, new, 346, 688

Changes, Local Qovei nment Board, 456

Channel bridge, proposed, 791

Chapels : Capesthorno Hall, 652 ;
Wesley’s,

Soho, 792
Charities, London parochial, 351

Charter, Supplemental, Inst. C.B., 286
i

Chelsea Vebtry-hall, 688

Cheltenham water supply, 935

Chevreuii, M.., enters on 103nd year, 379

Chimes, Lenbam, 700

Chimney coti"iruction, rapid, 379

Christiania, Government buildings, 378

Chrisiiansb'irg, palace of, 650

Chubb’s pu:-h and pull locks, 121

Church-Bmldinq iVsu-» Aberwyofl, 443;

Acton, 720 ;
Ai-hdon,700

;
Axbridge, 48;

Bickiugton, 443; Birmingham, 79, 720;

Brading, I.W., 253
;

Brewood, 414;

Burstow, 788; Burton-on-Trent, 81;

OardilT, 632 ;
Cleekheaton, 652 ;

Clerken-

well, 162; Ciiombe-io-TeigDhesd, 720;

Copenhagen, 447; Cwmdare, 80; Dews-
bury, 647 ;

Ditcbingham, 218 ;
Dodbroke,

720; Exeter, 652; Fairford, 729;

Falmouth, 788
;
Gateshead, 616

;
Gullano,

721; Gunnersbury, 789; Haieh, 347;

Hastings, 311; Heavitree, 202; Herne
Hill, 9 j0; Holme-neit-Sea, STd ;

Ken-
nington, 317

;
Kew, 929 ;

Keylugham, 834;

Kilhurn, 443 :
Knoi'ingley, 789; Knotty

Ash, 789; Lillington, 721; Lol'ihouae,

43 ;
London, 213. '263, 379, 409, 443, 613,

789, 861, 900
;

Macclesfield, 663, 666

Mauc.-e8ter, 218; Monkton-Wyld, 218

North Wiibam, 44.3; Norlhington, 362

Over Winchendon, Bucks, 613; Oxford

191, 316; Paignton. 606; Paisley, 190

Pembroke, 80; I'entney, 789; Peter

borough, 789 ;
Plymouth, 653; Plymp

ton, 122; Portsea, 253; Putney, 789

Ringlaud, 218; Hoath, 632; Runcorn

48; St. Paucras, 864; Sandridge, 48

Scholee, 218 ;
Shrewsbury. 513, 550

Shustoke, 663
;

South Weald, 864

Southeod-oa-^ea, 458
;
Southport, 547

Bparkwell, 122
;

atone, Stafl'.-rdshire

653; Stratton, 362; Sutton, 613; Tui

stead, 867 ;
Ulleskelf, 789 ;

Uppi

Helmsley, J22; Waiufieet, 721; Wed-
nesbury, 780; Weymouth, 48; Woking,
721

Church fittings, 414

Churches, City, 122

Church, English, Copenhagen, 447

Church, St. John’s, Macclesfield, 666

Church of St. Mary-le-Strand, 316

Cities, large, sanitary condition of, 480

Ciiy Architectsbip, the, 153, 769, 828

City improvements, 702

City parishes, union of, 122
City and Guilds ef London Institute, 603

City of London Court, 611, 660, 653

CivilA Mechanical Engineers' Soc., 325, 792

Class for masonry construction, 4X5, 40l

Clerk of works’ position tendered for, 791

Clerks of Works’ Association, 49

Clocks and brlls, 190, 700, 9ul

Cloister, new, Exeter Cathedral, 620

Clubs; Kilmarnock, 788 ;
Liberifi, Glasgow,

650; Newton AUbot, 7b8

Coast-gnard station, Clacton-on-Sea, 316

College buildings, Eton, 252

College of Medicine, Newcastle, 766

College of Surgeons, 286, 617

College, R.C., Tooting, 763
College, University, Bristol, 360

Commercial failures, 655
Compensation for defective drainage, 901

Compefittons :—Admiralty and War Office,

7, 354; Baptist Church, Mosoley-road,

Birmingham, 861 ;
Baths, Gloucester,

560, 897; Bobillot Monument, Pans,

324 ;
Cathedral Facade, Milan, 22»,

519, 622. 527, 656; Cemetery chapels,

South Shields, 566
;
Church of 8t. Kevin,

KiDgslaud Park, Dublin, 379; Churchy

tower, Heavitree, 202 ;
Drainage ol

Newport. N.B., 834 ;
Free Church. High

Wycombe, 935; Government Buildings,

Christiania, 378 ;
Greenlaw Church,

Paisley, 190; Heating and ventilation,

CougleioD TowubaU, 861; Hope Chapel,

Wigan, 4’<9
;
Hospital for Children, Hull,

2o2: Hospital, West Ham, 792 ;
Houses

of Parliament, Buenos Ayres, 296; Im-
perial Institute, 1, 9, 60, 92, 132, 168;

Library, Edinburgh, 92, 168,215; Lino-

leum designs, 695, 76-4
;
Municipal Build-

ings. Edinburgh, 234, 662; Park, Bilslon,

78; Piildic Buildings, New Barnet, 803,

897 ;
Public Offices, Willesden, 662, 617,
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UISC£LLAK£A (continued) ;

—

6G6
; Publio Rooms. Helifoo, 441 •

Behoo’s. Colchest'T, 6S7
;
School, Guero’

sej', y06
: Sohool, Tr«nlepool, 78

;
SohooJa,

Hij-herBlackley, Manchester, 78; Schools
KinKswinford, 411

; Schools, Hoard, 8hef.
neld, 887

j Sewerage. Walton-le-Dule,
898

;
Teohiiieal Sohool, Stockport,

2StJ; Twemlow’s Yard Properly, Douglas,
Isle of Man. 378; Wealeyao Chapel,
Blackpool, 8UI; i'urkehiro PeQov Bank.
ShelDeld, 310

Competitive designs, remuneration for, 379
Composition of antique metals, 160
Conner’s sewage process, 620
Convent, Oldham, 187
Convict prison, Peterhead, C17
Copenhugen, t -wii-hall for, 417
Cottage hosnitsl, Ashbnrtoii, 413
Court, City of London, 611. 650, 655
Court Theatre, Chelsea, 230
Cremation in Sweden, 020

Decorations
: "Empire Palace," 733, 863;

Royal Kxchange, 791
Destruction of zinc in contact with briok-
worb, .IW

Discoveries: Syharis. 410
; Trieste, 722

JJtmsentirtg Church • Building IVerca,— Bir-
miugh»m,861

; Blackpool. Sfilj Brighton,
180; Crnyd..)!, 562; Qalston. 48; Olas-
cow, 686; Honor Oak, 756

; Leeds, 686.
A'iS; Loudon, 191. 736; Newton. 765'
Oldham. 180; Paisley, 650; Peckbam,
76e; Sr. Ifvl-n’!*, 48; StHnniiigley, 686 •

Bwiudon. 865
; Wakelield, 48 ; iVands-

rno'’' w Wigan,
409; Wycombe, 636; York, 7.55

^

District Survevi.rsbip, Plumsiead. 57
Dock-works, Prestou, 665
Doors, paper, l22
Douglas, f»le of Man, improTcments, 378DouUon-Peto flooring, aiiB
" Drain greoafle" or ‘•firain-ferret.” 123
Drainage and planting, 660
Dublin. Trinity College, 683
Dust-destructor for IT u-nsey, 447
Dwellings, artisans’, Liason- grove, 901

Economic geology, 480
Kconomv in telegrapliy, .41

Edinburgh : Preo Librarv, 083
; joiners'

wages 793; police-courts, 865; pollu-Don of the Water of Leith, 788; statue to
Dr. Chambers, ru3; theatres, 616, 857

Education, tethiiio-l, 360
Elootric light in li d'a, 801
Electric wire casings, 610
Electricity and hralth, 190
Elswick joiners, the, 3h1
‘‘Empire Palace." |he, 733, 8(»

781 ; sohoUrehips.
.toO, .to-; at Lniversity College. 460 • at
University College, Liverpool. 612Lug ish Church, Copenhagen, 447

English machinery tor America, 618
Eugraviug, Art-Uaion of London, 8.31

^^J“"eemeuiofMemoriamalJ,EarriDgdon.

Equitalilo Teleohone Association 897Lion College, new buildings, 262
’

Examinations for carpenters 187
Lieavatious at Sybaris, 446
Exeter: cathedral cloister. 620- festivilv

^
at, 828 ' /

Ei^ibilions: Amateur Photography, 49
Barcelona. 8.31; Glasgow, 550. 791
Liverpool. 767

; Melbourne, 754Munich, 18i8, 686; Painting and Sculp
ture, Uruasel..381; of wuo<?w„rk, 256

^
Extension of the Metropolitan Railway, 380
Litensiona at the College of Surgeons, 6i7

», 379

ing,49

Factory Chimney in Belgium
Pailuws, c..mmerciBl,666
Larmiloe 4 Sons’ catalogue. 191
Larriogdon-st., Memorial Hall, 055
Eeats, engineering, 7n8 7H1
Festivities, 1«8. 629, 821, 8'8, 876
ribrOUS B'eel 4!)

Finsbury Technical College, 81
iire Brigade. Metnipolitan, 290
Eire, Grand Theatre, Islington 9J5Fire: hydrants. 791

;
risks, 7U2

Fpeprool paints, 586
Fires, inquests on. 6SS

^«eV 865'^® Court, 286; Westmin-

Flower show, working men’s, 223
forestry, a Board of, 227
Forests, Tanmanian, 414
Foundations, Imperial Institute. 619
Fountains: Antwerp, 316; Read-
Franco, iron tnanufauiura in. 688
French Gallery, Pall-uialJ, 791
Frescoes. Roman, 697
Frost and mortar, 116
Furniture leallets, 414

Gas-boiler for conservatories. 479
Gas radiator, ventilating, 655
Gasworka, St. llelvn-s, 861.
Gates and shutters, folding, 380
Geary’s wood-jilook flooring, .19, 82
Geology, ecnnomic, 480
George Neal A Co., Limited. 122
German; canal, a new, 733; screw in-

dustry, 616
Germany- cement in, 379
Gilchrist engineering sctiolarsbins. 362
Girders, Bclgiau, 223

’

Girls’, High School, Stroud Green, 222
• Glasgow: Exhibition, 659, 791; Liberal

Club, 550
Gloucester: ba'lis, 660; railway station, 114

buildings, Christiania, S78
Grand Theatre, Isliugtou, burnt down. 035
Granite, Peterhead, 617
Grimihorpp, Lord, Punch and, 45.5
Grosvenor Gallery, 414; split at, 793

Grosvenor memorial, Ricbmansworth, 314
Giisno process for precipitation, 864
Guatemala, proposed railway in, 131

“ Halicarns.ssian," the, 793
Hall: Bridgwater, Williams Mom-..-.

647 ; Mitcham, 121 ; Moretoa-in*ihe-
Marsh, 661

Hamilton's brush manufactory, 78
Hamburg, building opera'ions in.
Harbour for Feterhead, 517
Hardware, builders', 411
Harvey, Mr. L.’s, miisouryclassea, 425, 491
Health of Ramsgate, 322
Heavy lightning, 455
Hearths, marble mosaic, 688
Hulborn Theatre, 13d
Home iron trade, the, 864
Home of Industry, Bethnal-green, I

Home of Mercy, Lostwithiel, 322
Hope, Mr. Beresford, -19

Horehamhorst, Sussex, 901
Hornsey, refuse-destruoior for, 117
Hospiials

: Ashburton Cottage, 4K1
;
Bir-

mmgham, 861; Bolton. 788, 828; Chi-
chester, 378 ; Hull children’s, 203 ; Mid-
dlesex, 516; Newcastle-on-Tyne, 788-
smaU-poi, 931; Sunderlaud, 187 ; Vent
nor, 187

Hot. water pipe joint. 901
House of Commons, lighting of, 303
House of Dr. Hunter, 49
Houses of Parliament, Buenos Ayres, 296
Human life, money value of, 549
Humberstone and Eviugton drainage, 153
Hyde Park Court (Limi-ed), 286
Hydro-therapeutic establishment, Farn-

borongb, 881
Hygienic investigation in Stockholm, 380

Iddesleigh, Lord, statue of, 620
Imperial Institute, the, 51d
lujprovemetits: C,ty, 792; Oxford-street.
286

;
Poplar, 651

India : electric light in, 861
; railway work

in, 190; standard measuro of length, 379
Industries, migraimn of, 793
luqu. SIS on tires, 688
luBtitute ot Aichiiecis, 020
Institution ofCivil Engineers, 283, 654
Inst. 01 Mechanical Euguieers, 165, 417
Inter-oceanic railways, 121
Iron: bridges, 722; bnililing at Mordon,

315; maiiuiacluru in i'rauce. 688 ; trade
the, 864

*11
Irwcll, pollution of the, 683
Isothermal Bysiemof building, 360
Italian: canal, a new, 430; towns, watcr-
Bupply of, 687

Jhelum Bridge, Sindsugar Railway, 49
Joiners': strike at Elsaick, 381; wa
Edinburgh, 792

Jones, Bir Horace, will of, 121
Jubilee: calamity, 653; memorials, -19, 378

Keighley Technical Instiitute, 586
Keusal Green, Which -ord Monument, 440
Kensington Gardciis, 220
Kiel Museum, 650
King's College lectures, 447

Lambeth, new workhouse buildings, 327
Leaflets of turciture, 414
Lecterns, 81, 857
Lectures on seu pturc al Liverpool, 638
Lectures al University College, 45a
Lewisham Town-hall, 298
Libraries : Cambridge University, 48 •

Edinburgh, 038
'

Life, money value of, 549
Lifts, 155
Lighting: electric, 861; of the House of
Commons, 362

;
of staircases, 9

Lightning, heavy, -455

Ligntuiug oonouctnrs, 410, -ISO
Liverpool Exhibition buiioings, 767
Local Government Board, 4 55
Lock at Kichtnoud, propo-ed, 787
Locks: for a lunatic asylum, 793- push-

and-pull, 121
’ ‘

Log, big wainut, 380
Loudon; artesian water-supply, 49;
way, a new, 03.’); tramway extausions,
758; Parochial Charities Act, 351

London’s revenue, 792
LuweatoU, building estate at, 379

Machinery, English, for America, 616
Malkin, Edge, * Co.’s tiles, 648
Malihonae, Card Jf, 38b
MaiisioDs: Hyde Park Court, 236 1 Wilton
Park, 168, 935

Mantelpieces lor Melbourne, 122
Marble mosaic hearths, 586
Marble, Nnmid an, 131
Marble replaced by tin, 865
Market, Carhala, 9(3
Masonry and construction, 425, 491
Matten tend Men wages, strikes, and

labour uotes.’—BQMrds of Conciliatiou,
626

;
engine-drivers’ strike. Midland

Railway. 227 ;
engineers’ strike at Bolton,

487, 625; joiueis' strike at Ehwick, 33l;
joiners' wages, Edinburgh, 792; Trade
Union Congress, 356

Measure of length in India, 379
Melbourne Exhibition, 75-1

Memorial Hali, Farriugdon-atreet, 655
Meuioiials : Ale-vaader 111. of Scotland,

132
;
Hon. Thus. Grosvenor, 314

Mersey Railway, the, 864
Metallurgy, -417

•Metals, antique, 156
MelropoJitBU

: Board of Works, 285, 551,
833; Fire Brigade, 290; railway eiteu-
sum, 380; tramway extensions, 768

Middlesex Hospital, 616
Migration of iudnttries, 792
Money-value of human life, 649
Monuments: Mr. O. E. Coope’s, 804;

Rossini’s, 626
;
Washington, "93

Murley, Samuel, statue ot, 055

Mortar, action of frost on, -446
Morque, Shah Jebau, 256
Munich Exhibition of 1898, 686
Municipal buildings: Mkldlesbrougb, 190:
Newcastle, 187, 547

Municipal Engineers’ Association, 81, 234
Museums: Antwerp, 654; Arcbinological,
Rome, 50; Bridge ofAllan, 650; Brussels.
379 ; Kiel, 650

Music-hall, Cardiff, 864

Naphtha, Russian, 654
Naiioni^l Liberal Club, 63
Neal * Co., Limited, 132
New River shares, 7y3
Nineteenth Century Art Society, 514
Norwegian wood pulp, 190
Nottingiiarn Water Engineorship, 683
Numidian marble, 121

Obelisk, Central Park, New Y'ork, 617
Oiituory .-—Aoshead, 0., 633; Bell, G,
663; Bertrand, J., 028

;
Birger, H 379-

Blcry, E., 8 ;
Botham, J. R. 663 ; Carrier'

Belleme, A. E., 8 ;
CKmenr, C 193 •

Deialande, C. L., 628; Devey, Goo.'
662; Edmeston, J. S., 65n, 663-
Edwards, A., 663; Farrer, T. 661-
Fraser, R. A.. 663 ; Gillies, M '

Grierson, W., 622; Harlaad, A.,
663; Hayball, A., 83; Hope, A. J B
Betesiord, 49, -187, 689, 062. 665; Hiinl
R., 679

;
Jefferies, It., 203; Jones, Sir H.

663; Lazergea, H.,028; Lequesne, L. E
8;_ Lowry, J.. 901; Matabon, C., 8
Mcdard, E., 324; Menard, Rem- 198
Nelson, W., 388; Parris, R, 663.
Pcrri'din, A., 199; Pcynler, A., 663;
Rami-e, D., 455; Honebaud, M., 198-
Sapsford, T. H., 663; Schirmer H E
865; Snell, H. S., 663; Tchagine, T.’
22H; Vidal, V.. 8; Vulliamy, G-

. 66t-
VVardrop, H. M.,e88; Williams, G. B.!
6, 66.3

; Wing, V., 063 ;
Woodihorpe, E

769, 7b8
f . .

Oder-Spree Canal, the, 700
OlBeeof City Arehiteet, the, 163, 759. 828
Oxlurd-street, building in, 336

Paint for soft boards, 416
Paints, lireoroof, 580
Palace ot ChristiaiiBbore, 550
Pall Mall, property in, 791
Paper doors, 132
Paris, public works in, 0
Parka: Biiston, 78; Haiiimersmitb, 235,

5.50; Wedneshurv, 81
Parliament Houses, Buenos Ayres, 290
Parochial charities, London, 351

'

Vuleiili, recent: Air, purifying and
moiatening, 3l9, 378; apparatus for
eluping slate. 934; boilers, 80; bolts
lor doors, 231, 615, 649, 757; boss-
valve, 685; brick-msking machinery,
6J9; bricks, 4S. 155, 649; briqueties,
319; buildiug-materittla (rom giuss, 81;
h irglar-ttlarius, 189; caseinant laateuers'
319, 378, 615; casementa, 360, 378;
cement blocks, 443

;
cement briquo'tes,

221; cement, Portland, 686; checking
workmen’s lime, 155; chimneys, 120
189, 254, 413, 443, -479, 721; clamo lor
picture frames, 653; column, lireproof
3,50; concrete building, 619; cowls,

•'54, 413, 4-13, 863; cupboard turn,—
. ,

deck for bridge work, 757; diain-
feeling, -48. 931; ooor-cheeka, 80, 767
790; door furniture, 479, 615, 053, 79y’

899; doors, 350, 413, 653; dovc-tailing
maebines, 687; down-pipes, 615, 619-
drain-pipes, 189, 615 ; drain-iraps, 49, 88^
395; druin-veutiiation, 120; draueht-
regulators for furnaces, 413; excavating,
7.57; fall-pipes, 615, 619; faiihghi and
skylight opeuers. 395, 378; fanlights,
619; feed Air eirculiir saws. 826; (lUets,
221 ; flre escapes, 7H0. 899; firepliices, -48,

80, 350, 790, 863, 931; flooring cramps,
413, 583

;
floors, 349, 479, 721, 757, 663 ;

Uushiug-dsterns, 15S, 615, 549, 619,
furnaoes. -413 ! .L13 . »

Plastilina, 190
Plumbers, registration of, 440

I

Police-courts, Edinburgh, 865
PollQtion of the Irwell, 582
Pontil'ex S Wood, Limited, 901
Portland cement: in Germany, 379; in
Russia, 380

Post Ollioe buildings, new, 447
Precipitation, the gnano process, 864
Preservation: of scalfold-ropes, 310; of

stone, 123
Preston: dock and river works, 055

;
tech-

nieal school, 650
Prizes for art workmanship, 864
Properties in the market, 379
Provinciiil News, -43, 49, 77, 78, 81, 121, 187,

190, 203, 222, 253, 310, 340, 378, 380, 441,
443. 612, 617, 556, 722, 766, 788, 861, 899
912,935

Public Buildings, New Barnet, 803, 897
Public Library, Edinburgh, 638
Public Rooms, Helston, 411

.

Fuip, wood, 190
Pnipits

: 122, 191, 316 ;
Truro Cathedral, 754

Piilsometer pumps, the, 479
Pumping machine fur sewage, 479
Punch on Lord Grimthorpe, -iai
Purifleation of sewage, 620

Ralfety, Thornton, & Co., Limited, 190
Railway bridge, Walworth-road. 768, 791
Railway stations: Qloncestor, -414- Roch-

dale, 718
Railway terminus, Bombay, 121
Railway work in InUia, 196
Railway working hours, 801
Railways: Argentine, 347 ; Inter-oceanic,

121; London, 935
;
Mersey, h64 ; Wim-

bledon and West End, 759
Ramsgate, health of, 222
Raveubcourt Park, 285, 650
Reference-books, 123
Refuse-destructor for Hornsey, 447
Registration of plumbers, 440
Removals, -455, 655
Remuneration of architects for competi-

tive designs, 379
Reredoses, 218
Reservoirs, Buxton, 199
Revenue of London, 793
Reynolds & Co.'s builders’ hardware, 414
Kibble, improvement of the, 655
Richmond, proposed look and weir, 787
Kickmanswor b exteuaioii, Metropolitan.

Railway', 380
Rochdale new station, 718
Rouiao : frescoes purchased by Germanv,
697

;
remains in 'Triesie, 723

ioman Catholic Church-Building yews:
Burwa8h, 686; Linlithgow, I3j; liuecns-
town, 292; bidmouih, ^9

;
Swansea,

70i>; Upton {Essex), 122: Wimbledou
108

Eomano-Briijsb remains, 222
Rome, archtaological museum, 60
Roof of. Girard College. Pmiadclphia, S35
Rossini, monument to, 520
Royal College ol Surgeons, 286
Royal Exchange, 791
Royal Institute of Architects, 620
Royal Institution, 824
Royal Victoria Hail, 325
Russian

; naphtha industry, 654; Portland
cement trade, 380

Safety of Theatres, 379
Saint Bride. street, bunding in, 051
St. Edmund’s Ctiurcb, Lombard-st,, 379
St. George’s-in-the-Eaat workhoune, 123
St. John’s Church, MaccleoHeld, 666

iiuBuiug-i.iBi.eriis, 103, 010, 0*U, 019 899-
furnaoes. -413

1
gaiflttii.gs, 443; glazed

pavement lights, f9l); glazing, 321, 443;
gratrs, 790; heating apparatus, 687-
kitchen ranges, 378, 8J9 ; ladders!
349, 378, 519; lavatories, 13'J, 053;
levels, .479; locks, 155; machine for
cutting edges of wall-papers, 350;
panelling, 610; paperhaugings 653;
parquetry, 721

;
pavements, 767, 899!

934; paving or flooring, 285, 721, 934
’

pigments, 378, 443, 53.j, 687; plumber’s
portable furnace, 350; portable build-
ings, 221 ;

Portland cement, 6s5
;
preven-

tion of gas-escapes, 828
;
removal of

paint, 80; roofing, 120, 235, 615, 687, 934;
safes, 649; eaw-settiug apparatus, 48;
saws, 155, 350; shoes for piles and posts,
254

;
sinks and gullies, 235

;
slag paving-

blocks, 899 ;
slide rule, 413; spirit-Uvels,

479; step-ladders, 3i9, 378, 549 ; syphon
cisterns, 619 ;

temporary buildings, 254;
terra-cotta building blocks, -48; liles, -48,

80, 120, 251; traps, -IS. 88, 235, 615;
ventilation, 828, 863, 934; vemilatora
189, 221, 35 4, 285, 349, 350, 378, 479. 649,
£85, 653, 721 ;

wall-coveriugs, 479
;
walls,

hollow. 790; water. closetH, 48, 285, -143,

649, 828; water-pipes, coating, 790;
water-tap, 863; water-waste-proventer,
890; weaiher-guard, 757 ;

window-blinds,
254; window-fastenings, 120, 189, 349,
378, 413, llS, 515, 549, 685, 7'JO; window-
SHshes, 80, 139, 254,378, -413, 516, 721,
826; windows, 619; wood, treatment of,

934; Wood pavement, 189, 721, 863’;

wood screws, -179, 790
Pavilion, Durlatoii Head, 314
Penny Bank, Sheffield, 316
Perry & Co. (Limited), 223
Phiirraaceutical Society’s building, 325
Pickford’s warehouses, Kingston. 443
Pier, Ventnor, 187
Pipe-joint, hot-water, 9ul

Sc. Mark’s, Venice,
St. Martin’s-le-Qrand, 417
St. Mary-le-Straud Church, 316
Saoiiary

: appliancrs, 616; condition of
large cities, 430

; congress at BoKon, 377
Sanitary Inst, of Greac Britain, 81, 257, 37T
Saunders, Alderman, 7H2
Sciillbld ropes, pr< servution of, 316
Scholarohips, engineering, 35i), 382
School 111 Art WooQ-carviug, 6l3
iiehool-BuUdtng yews: — Bethnal - green
263; Uardiffi790; Colchester, 687; Dover^
345; Fairlie, 790; Form uv, -180; Guern-
svy, 9U6; Guisborough, 799; Hartlepool,
78; Higher Blackley, Mauchester, 78;
Hyde, 190; Eiugswiuford, 441; Leeds,
79(1

;
Leyton, 615

;
London, 7lB; Preston

650; Shelfleld. 202, 897 ; Stroud Green’.
222; Wimbledon, 190

Scottish biiilrting grants, 327
ScrewH, German, 516
Sculpture: Glasgow Exhibition, 791; by
Tnurwaldaen, 3B0

Sewage: pumpiog-maohine, 479 ; puriflea-
tiou, 619; iu the Tbamva, 190; treatment
at Chichester, 655

Sewerage and Drainage :—Aotoa, 336, 629 •

Boaumans, 257
;

Birmingham, 223;
Cheitsoy, 63J; Chichester, 655; Codnor
380

;
Ealing, 629

; Henley, 768
; Hum-

beratone, 153; Leicester, 77; Luton
855,696,824; Margate, 152; Richmond!
419

; Royton, 647
; SheflieJd, 123 -

Walton-le-Dak>, 803, 898
*

Shah Jehan Musque, 256
Shabapesre memorial lower, 901
Shrewsbury's gas-bmler, 479
Shutters, folding, 380
Slate trade, the, 828
Smallpox hospitals, 931
Social, 824, 876
Society of Arts, 037, 864
Society of Engineers, 620
Stable fittings, Folkington Manor, 435
Stained ff/us*.—Andover, 445; Blackburn,
765; Brecon, 865; Cautorbury, 613-
Charlton Abbots. 755; Chester, 120 163'
347, 426; Copenhagen, 447; Copston
Magna, 347; Dobeross, 884- Dolfbr,
722; Dundee, 4l5; Edgbaston, 700-
Enderby, 613; Grappenhall. 755; Hor-
Btead, 649; Ilkley, 120; Leeds, 649-
Lew sham, 190; London, 901 ; Longtwj
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755; Manchester. 790
;
Merton Ahh'v,

649; OxL'rd, 632; Padfiingtim, 191;
Preston, 513: Eoehester, 755 ;

Rushton,

722 ;
St. Columb, Cornwall, 755

;

Stanninclev. 770: Southampton, 513:

Bwansea. 765 ;
Taonton, 445; Truro

Cathedral, 82fi
;
Wakefi-ld, 755 ;

Wong-
ford, 445: Wednesbnry, 649 ;

West
Mailing, 338; Widdringtoo, 755

Btairesses, the lighting of, 9

Statues: Or. Chambers, Edinburgh, 792;

Lord Iddesleigh, 630 ;
Mr. Samuel

Morlny, 855
Stavanger Cathedral, Norway, 351

Steel, iibrous, 49

Stockholm, hygienic investigations, 330

Stockport Teolinical School, 288

Stone, preservation of, 123

Stone V. iron bridges, 723

Stoves, Ashton & Green’s, 793
Strestham Town-hall, 791

Street, a new, in London, 118

Street improvements, Chelmsford, 935
Surveyors’ Institution, the, 597

Surveyomhipn ; — Chesterfield, 233 ;
Don-

caster, 4 "9: Doughty estates, London,

386; Tlertfor.dshire, 655; Manchester,

81; Nottingham, 688; Plomstead and

Eltham, 57, 199 ;
Shirley and Preemanile,

617; Southend-on-Sea, 648; Tiverton,

453; Tottonham, 758 ;
Vintners' Com-

panv, 754
Sweden, cremation n, 620

Swedish town burnt down, 158

Swintoii Local Board, the, 683
Svharis, excavations at, 446

Sydney, arcbitooture a', 414

Tasmanian forests, 414

Technical: College, Finsbury, 81; depart-

ment, University College, Liverpool, 612 ;

education, 350; exauunation for car-

penters, 187; Institute, Keighley, 686;

Seboi>i. Dewsbury, 788; School, Preston,

650; School, Stockport, 388

Telegraphy, eoon.jmy in, 44

Telephones, 897
Tenders (see weeklv numbers)
Tenders lor founUationa, Imperial Institute,

549
Tenders for position of clerk of works, 791

Terminns, G I.P. Railway, Bombay, 131

Thames, state of the, 190

Theatre burnt down, Islitigton, 935

Theatres; Brighton, 491; Brussels, 515,

586; Chelsea, 256: Edinburgh, 616, 857;
Holborn, 130

;
safety of, 379

. Thorwaldsen, sculpture by, 380
Tiles for Turkey, 414
Tin V. Marble for roof, 865
Tooting R.O. College, 768
Tottenttain: water supply, 615; surveyor-

shtp, 753
Tower, Shakspeare Memoria', 991

Town in Sweden bnrnt down, 150

Town-halls : Copenhagen, 447 :
Lewisham,

298; Stourbridge, 755 ;
Streatham, 791

Trade hooks, 414
Tramway extensions, metropolitan, 753

Tree-planting and drainage, 650
Trieste, Roman remains in, 722

Trinity College, Dnbltn, 683

Truro Cathedral, 651, 754

Turkey, bricks and tiles for, 414

Union of City parishes, 132

Univeri-ity, new, Waotiiugton, 718

University College : architecture at, 458 ;

engineering at, 480
University College, Bria'ol, 350
L^’niversity Cullege. Liverpool, 612

Uoiversitvot Sydney areniteoturo at, 411

Upsala Cathedral, 097

Value of New River shares, 792
Venice, St. Mark’s, 7yl
VeuiiUting ga^ radiator, 535
Ventilation, Boyle’s, 325, 615, 769
Verestschagin, paintings by, 411
Vestry Hall, Chelsea, 688
Victoria Hall, 333
Vitiation of the air in public buildings, 380

Walnot log. a big, 388
Wanstead Flats, 81
Wardrop, the late H. M., 693
Warehouses, King-ton-oo-Thames, 413

Washington monument, the, 793

Wushmgton, new U Diversity, 718

Water engiuoersbip, NotciugUam, 538

Water Supply .—Agra, 447, Bradford, 426 ;

Buxton, 199: Cheltenham, 935; Crail,

N.B., 787 ;
Dovercourt. 217; Harwich,

317; Italian towns, 587; Leeds, 787;

Liverpool, 787
;

Loch Lomond, 199

;

London, 49. 639, 030, 733 ;
Margate, 152 ;

Tottenham, 615; village, 456 ; Teadon,
787

Waygood & Co., 414
Well, Heydon, Norfolk, 378
Wells, artesian, 935
WesUy’s chapel, Soho, 792
West Rn-i Stock Erchange, 791

Westminster, flat in. 8K5

Whichcord memorial, the, 446
“ Wliiteley’s,” new flooring at, 898

AVill of the late Sir Horace Jones, 131

Wilton Park, Bucks, 168, 935

•Wimbledon and West End Railway, 759

Window.cleaning accidents, 586

Wooil, Caucasns, 377

Wood-hlook flooring. 49, 63

Wood Carving, School of, 613

Wood-pulp, Norwegian. 190

Woodthorpe, the late E., 769, 793

Woodwork, Exhibition of, 356

Wood-working machinery, 792
Workhouses: Chelmsford, 351 ;

Lambeth,
327; St. George’s-in-the-Eaat, 123;
West Bromwich, 861

Working-hours on railways, 861

Working Lads' Institute, Greenwich, 897

Zinc and Brickwork, -448

ARCHITECTS, ETC., OE BUILDINGS ILLUSTRATED,

Architects of bnildiogs, and antliors of

designs and works, illustrated :

—

Alexander, J. W., Aahdon Church restora-

tion, 706, 707
Anderson, Dr. R., design for Imperial In-

stitute, 133, 138-139
Ardron, A. ; design for Willesden Public

Offices, 676 ;
house at Wat-grave, 780

Arnold, —,
machine for testing cement, 579

Belcher, J. : drawing-room ingle, Holcombe
Wood, Kent, 772

;
honses, Chiswick Mail,

503
Bell, E. I., and Webb, Aston, design for

Imperial Institute, 60, 66-67, 70-71, 07-90

Blomfield, A. W. : brick and concrete

piers, 579; Church of St. George, Canuea,

745; design fur Imperial Institute, 134.

138-137, 144-145, 174. 175; window, south

transept, Chester Cathedral, 428-429

Boisseau, M.. Sculpture, Paris Salon. 74

Boyle, R., A Son, '• C.C.” ventilator, 346

Brade D.. design for Milan Cathedral

facade, 628
Brewer, H. W. : chateaux of the Low

Countries, 736, 743 ;
sketches of Bindon,

Axmouth, 714
Briggs, K. A., candelabra in Italian

museums, 851
Brooks, James, All Saints' Church, South-

end, 468
Browne, G. W., Edinburgh Public Library,

112-113
Burges, W. : hosd of pastoral staff, 702;

flagons and cup, 703
Ca.irati, M., Villa Monteccbio,Vicenza, 806,

807
Carpenter & Ingelow, Jesus College, Cam-

bridge. 338-339
Champneya, B., Church of 8t. Mary Star-

of.the-8ea, Hastings, 304-306

Chapu, M., sculpture, Paris Salon, 75

Cbeston, H.. London and County Bank,

Norwood. 343
Cheaton, H,, & Perkin, J. C., design for

Fulham Vestr' Hall, 503
Chrietopher & White, promises. Oxford-

street, 279
Clarke, G. R., tombs and head-stones,

Gloucestershire and Wilts, 566-507

Clarke, T. Chatfeild, & Son, premises,

Oxford-street. 801, 815

Cole, J. J.. Stock Exchange, 498-499

Collcutt, T. E., Imperial Institote, 34, 29,

68-69, 62-63

Collier, R. W., capitals, Deerhurst, 769

Collins, H. H., shops, Haymarket, 343

Corson, G. E., design, Edinburgh Muni-
cipal Buildings, 568, 569

Cutts. J. E. K. and J. P. : St. Andrew’s
Church, Longtoo, 892-883 ;

St. Bar-

nabas’. Tonbridge Wells, 740-741

Deane, T. N. * Sun, design for Imperial
luefitute, 93, 104-105, 103-109

De Chavaones, M, Pnvis, decorative paint-

ing, Sorbonne, 13, 21

Demaine & Brierley, Chorch of St. Philip,

Buckingham PaUce-road, 402, 403, 409

Dennis, L., a country house. 643

Doperthes, M., design for Milan Cathedral

facade, 528
Dollar, P., Folkington Manor, Sussex,

432-433
Doyle, J F,, house, “ Eddesbury,” Liver-

pool, 613
Dnnn, J. B., design for Library, Edin-

burgh, 1C8, 182-183

Dutert k Consiantin, MM., roof of machi-

nery hall, Paris Exhibition of 1889, 840

Earp, Thos.. sculpture. G. I. P. Railway

Terminus, Bombay, 362, 364, 366

Edmeston, J.,baDk and shops, Wimbledon,
249

Elliott, 8., “ Simplex ” weather-bar. 754
Emden, W., Terry’s Theatre. 698, 005

Foster & La Trobe, design for Edinburgh
Municipal Buildings, 244, 215

Gabriel, h., Christ Church, Paignton, 677

Gsi. Antonio, bronze gates of the loggia,

Venice, 36, 37
Garling, H. B., Admiralty and War Oflise

site, 10
Gass, J. B., tower, St. Jean, Maeitricht,

776
Gibson, James S., Arbroath Abbey, 744

Gordon, J., flood-prevention works at

Leicester, 560, 661

Green, A., frescoes at Sndbory, 460, 461

Hanson, J. T., school premises, Dover, 343
Hams, J. 0., design for a chap-1. 749

Hartel & Neckelmann, design, Milan Cathe-
dral facade, 630-531

Hsrvey, W., & Smith, Bernard, house at

Kensingion, 642-643

Heath,— .
fireproof curtain for theatres, 649

Heaton Butl-r. & Bayne, window, Cheater
Cathedral, 438-429

Hellicar, E., house at Bromley, 240

H-ros, Harry, sculpture, 8t. Alban's screen,

600-601

Holiday, H., stained-glass window, 323,

330-335
Horsley, G. : Chnrcb of San Giovanni in

Zoceoii, Viterbo, 391-395 ;
sketches at

Amiens and Chartres, 40, 41

Jackson, T. G. ; church, Northington,
Hants, 369

;
church, Stratton, Haute,

360; illustrations of Dalmatian architec-

ture, 278 :
design for ImperiaUInstitute,

91, 99.1('0. 170-171

Jennings A Brewer, apparatus for indicat-

ing Irveis of liquids, 4l0
Jewict, \V. H., Renaissance church, -491-495

Jones, E. Borne, A.R.A., window, Christ

Church, Oxford, 638-639

Kitchin, G. H., monument to Bishop

Courtenay, Winchester Cathedral, 492

Lambert, T. A Sons, globular bib-valve, 787

Langbam, J., house, Ac., Swinion, 781

Leopardi, Ale-isamiro, reliefs, base of flag-

mast, Venice, 204, 306
Lililewood, L., drawings of sedilis, Heck-

ington, 616-647
Locati, Big., design, Milan Cathedral

645
McCallum,—sewer ven'ilation, 117

M»itaai, L., Orvie'o Culhedrnl, 148-149

Manning, M P., Clubhouse, Newcasile-on-
Tyne, 608, 609, 615

Marvin, P. J., oesigu for proposed Church
of St. Michael, 464, 466

Marwick, T. P., design. Library, Edin-
burgh, 213, 213

Menocal, A. C., lock-gute, Nicaragua
Canal, 431

Millard, W., A Lewis,W. G. B., children's

hospital, Sbaiwell, 203

Mitchell, A. B., drawings of Notre Dame,
ChuloLS, 773, 843, 843

Monckton, H. P., house, Horehamhurst,
Sussex, 855, 857

Mouiitford, E. W. : Clnbhouse, Shipstoo-

on-S'oor, 372 ;
house, Btoi.elands,

Sussex. 308, 309, 311

Murray, A,, City of London Couit, 876,

878. 879
Neale, James, houses, Ac., at Walmer,

627, 538-639, 543

Nevill, R., cricket pavilion, Godalmine, 711

Nrwman A Newman, design, tublic OlHoes,
Willesden, 576

Newman, J. T., Board Schools, Ley'on, 613

Oakley,W. H., hous-s, TonbndgeWlla, 342

Oswald A Son, Trinity Church, Gateshead,

613
Paul, R. W. : stall', Henry VII, 'a Chapel,

876; shrine of St. Alban, 601

Perkin, J C., aud Cbeston, H., design for

Fulham Vestry Hall, 503

Pile, A. B., portal, St. Emmeran’s, Eatis-

bon, 770, 785

Pile, W. A. : bridge at Prague, 784; cot-

tage at Haslemere, 375

Podraorc,—saih-fsstener, 117

rollard, J., baths, Bouruetuooth, 814

Potts, Sulman, A Hennings, Congrega-
tional Church, Croydon, 577

Powell, W. B., hydraulic mud-lift, 45

Puein A Pugin : design, Milan CatheJrvI,

facade, 534-635; St. Joseph’s R. C.

Church, Swansea, 710
Reeve, J. A., Church, Eoath, Cardiff, 634
Ridge, Lacy W., houses at Charing aud

Sidlesham, 818
Robson, E. h., monument to the late

Whichcord, 469
Salroson. M. J. J., statue of Handel, 39?-

Sawyer, J., offices, Lincoln’s Inn-fields, 62b
Schultz, R. W,, design for railway itatiou,

914-915, 918-919
Shaw, J. J., drawing-room decoration, 406

Shorland, E. H., ‘

' Manchosler ’’ grate, 787
Singer, £. U., brass, Bristol Cathedral, 3u8
Skipper, G. J., cottages, Doulting, 373
SmitD, Bernard, A Harvey, W., house at

Kensington, 643-643

Smith, Sidney R. J., Free Libraries : Nor-
wood, 436; Lambeth, 854

Statbam, H. H., sketch at Norwich Cathe-
dral. 437

Stephens, E. E., design for decoration, 923
Stevens. F. W., sculpcnre for G.I.P. Rai -

way Terminus, Bombay, 382, 364-365

Stock, H., Kew Cnurch 930, 927, 939
Street, G. £., sketches, St. Denis, and St.

Etienne, Caen, 680-681

Strong, James, design for timber roof for
railway siation, 660, 801

Sugden, W. H. ehimiiey-piece and entrance
porch in terra-cotia, 810, fell

Tanner, H., Post Olfice, Bradford, 672-573

Tiarks, J. Gerhard, Souieraetsoire towers,
472

Techagin, —
,

design, Milan Cathedral
facade, 5-45

Vaudr^mer, Emile, Churches of Notre
Dame, Auteuil, and St. Pierre de Mont-
rouge, 390, 399

Walmisley, A. T.,and am Endo, Max, roof,

Naiioual Agricultural Hall, ^9-911
Walters, F. A., Churuh of Sacred Heart,
WimblvdoB, 178-179

Watson. A. D., Priory of St. Leonard,
Stamford, 715

Weatherley, W. 8., sepulchral slab, Siena
Cathedral, 819

Webb (Aston) and Bell, E. I., design for

Imperial Inetilu- 60, 68-67, 70-71,97-98

Wilson, A. N., Che'ham Hospital, Man-
chester. 890-891, 893, 931

Wimperis, J. T., mansions. Duke-street,
Grosvenor-square, 666, 673-673

Woodward, Q. 6., stalls, Henrv VII. 's

Chapel, 888-887

Wyborn, 8., cottages, Windsor, 717
Young A Moss, system of ventilation, 496

ILLUSTRATIONS.

ABBEY, Arbroath, South Transept, sketched by James

S. Gibson, 744
Abbey, Hinton, 264

Abbey, Lacock, 266
, . n

Abbey, Bt. Emmeran’s, Ratisbon, Portal, drawn by A. B.

Pite 770, 785

Abbey’. Westminster: Stalls in Henry VII.’b Chapel,

drawn by R. W. Paul and G. G. Woodward, 876, 886

Admiralty Site, Suggested Treatment, by H. B. Garling,

Architect, 10

Almsbouses, Corshara, 205

Altar, Toledo Cathedral, 240

Apparatus for Indicating Levels of Liquids in Eesorvoirs,

Ac., Jennings and Brewer's Patent, 410

Architecture. Dnlmatisn : Illustrations from Drawings by

Mr. T. G. Jackson, 278

BANK, London and Connty, Norwood, H. Cbeston,

Architect, 343
Bank, London and South-Western, Wimbledon, J.

Edmeston, Architect, 349
Ram, Bradford-on-Avon, 367

Base of Flag-mast, Piazza di San Marco, Venice. 204-206

Baths, Bourremoiith, John Pollard, Engineer, 814

Brass, Mural, Bristol Cathedral, designed by E. E.

Singer, 203-200
Bridge, Bradford-ou-Ayon, 267
Bridge, the Forth, 89, 90. '91

Bridge, old, at Prague, sko'ehed by W. A. Pite, 784

CANDELABRA in Italian Museums, drawn by R. A.
Briggs. 851

Capital, Notre Dame, Chalons, drawn by A. B, Mitchell, 842 •

Capital at Trail, 261

Capitals, Deerhurst Church, drawn by R. W. Collier, 769

Cathedral. Amiens, Sculpture at West Door, sketched by
Gerald Horsley, 40, 41

Cathedral, Bristol: Mural Brass, designed by E. R.
Singer, 208-2 9

Cathedral, Chartres: Sculpture of North Porch, sketched

by Gerald Horsley. 40, 41

Cathedral, Chester : Window in South Transept, executed

by Heaton, Butler, A Bayne, A. W. Blomfield,

Architect, 423-429

Cathedral, Milan, proposed Facade; Design by Mr. D.
Brade, 523; Design by M. Deperthos, 628 ;

Design by
MM. Hartel A Neckelmann, 630-531

;
Design by

Messrs. Pugin A Pugin, 634-535; Design by Signor
Locati, 615; Design by the late M. Tschagin, 645
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ILLUSTRATIONS (continued):—

Cathedral, Norwich, from the Leads of the North TraiiBept,
eketched bjr H. II, Staiham, 437

Cathedra], Orrieto : Doorways, 33, 143
j
West Front, 149

Outliedral, St. Alban’s ; Screen, as eugraved by Lo Keuz
after a Drawing by J. P. Neale, 597; as Restored,
1SS7, Sculpture by Parry Hems. 000-601; Shrine
of St. Alban, drawn by,R. \V. Paul, 604

Cathedral, Sebenico, 278
Cathedral, Toledo : Gate of the Lions, 238

;
Interior View,

237, 34"
;
Principal Entrance, 241

Chairs: in the Bodleian Library, Oxford, 320; North
Walsh'iu, 422; Old English, St. Mary’s Church, Guild-
ford, Horsley Church, and Book ham Church, Surrey, 838

Chapel, Design for a, by J. O. Harris, 740
Chapel, Bindon, Axmouth, drawn by H. VV. Brewer, 711
Chapelie dpB Morts, Arioth, near Montroddy, 301, 311
Chateaux of the Low Countries, drawn by H. W. Brewer,

726, 748
Chethain Hospital, Manchester, drawn by A. Needham

Wilson, 890-8111, 893, 931
Chevet, St. £tienne, Caeu, sketched by the late G. E.

Street, dSl
Chimney Corner, Stonelands, Sussex, E. W'. Mountford,
Arebitoot, 309

Chimney-piece, Terra Cotta, W. H. Sugden, Architect, 811
Chimney-pieces, VVraxall Manor House, 270-271
Choir Stalls, Zara, 202
Church, Ashdon, Essex, proposed Restorations, J. W.

Alexander, Architect, 706, 707
Church, Avignon, St. Pierre, Keredos, 737
Church, Auienil, Noire Dame, M. Emile Vaudreme',

Architect, 390
Church, Bradford-on-Avon, Saxon, 270-271
Church, Buckingham Palace-road, 8t. Philip’s, Demiiine A

Brierley, Architects, t 2, 4.3, 409
Church, Cannes, St. George (Albany Memorial), A. W'.
BlomCeld, Architect, 745

Church, Cardiff, St. Anne's, Roath, J. Arthur Reeve,
Architect, 634-635

Church, Chalons-sur-Marne. Notre Dame, drawn by A. B.
Mitchell : Interior, 7/3 ;

Exterior, 813
Church, Cromer, Tower, 456
Church, Croydon Congregational, Potts, Sulman, &
Hennings, Architects, 677

Church, Deerhurst: Capitals, drawn by R. W’. Collier, 769
Church, Bdington, W'ilte, 270-271, 274-275
Church, Flamstead, Herts, Spirelet, 314
Church, Gateshead, Holy Trinity, Oswald & Son, Archi-

tects, 013
Church, Great Chaifield, 281
Church, Harlleur, North Porch, 473
Church, Hastings, St. Mary-Star-of-the-Sea, Basil Champ-

neys. Architect, 30-4-305

Church, HecUiogton : Sedilia, drawn by Lionel Liltlewood,
640-617

Church, Hedon, Yorks, drawn by W. H. Bingley and John
Todd, junr., 816-817, 850

Church, Kew, Surrey, as Enlarged, H. Stock, Architect,
926. 927, 929

Church, Laeoek, 265
Church. Longton, Lancaahiro, J. E. K. A J. P. Cutts,

Architects, 882-983
Church, Maestricht, St. Jean; Tower, drawn by J. B.

Gass, 776-777
Church, Northington, Hants, T. G. Jackson, Architect, 369
Church, Paignton, E. Gabriel, Archiloct. 677
Church, Paris. St. Pierre de Montrouge, M. £. Vaudremer,

Architect, 399
Church Plate, Wolverhampton Ecclesiastical Art Exhibi-

tion, 624
Church, Renaissance, Siudy for Interior, by W. H. Jewitt,

491-105
Church, Rouen, St. Ouen : Gates and Grille, 736
Cnurehof St. Denis, sketched by the lateG. E. Street, 690
Church, St. Michael, Design for, by P. J, Marvin, Archi-

tect, 461-485
Church, Segovia, San Esteban, 665
Chnrch, South Repps, Tower, 421, 432
Church, Southend, All Saints’, Jus. Brooke, Architect, 469
Church, Stamford, St. Leonard's Priory, drawn by A. D.
Watson, 716

Church, Steeple-Ashton, 270-271
Church, Stratton, Hants, T. G. Jackson, Architect, 369
Church, Sudbury, St. Gregory's, Freacoea at, designed by
Mr. Aveling Green, 46", 461

Church, Swansea, St. Joseph's E.C., Pugin A Pugin,
Architects, 710

Church, Toledo, San Juan de los Reyes, 564
Church Towers, Somersetshire, drawn by J. Gerhard

Tiarks, 172
Church, Tunbridge Wells, 8t. Barnabas, J. E. K, A J. P.

Cutts, An-bitects, 740-7-11

Church, Val de Grace, Principal Fa^aile, 300
Church, Viterbo, San Giovanni iu Zoccoli, drawn by

Gerald Horsley, 39-1-395

Church, Westhury, 291
Church, Wimbledon, Sacred Heart, F. A. Walters, Archi-

tect, 178-179
City of London Court, A. Murray, Architect, 876, 878-970
Club-house, Union, Newcastle-on-Tyue, M. P Manning

Architect, 6 8-609, 616
"

Club-hou«e, Shipston-:n-Stour, E. W. Mountford Archi-
tect, 372

Coble, a Norfolk Coast, 420
College, Jesus, Cambridge : Additions, Carpenter A Inge-

low, Architects, 338-339
Convent, Ragusa, 278
Cottage, Haslemore, Surrey, W. A. Pite, Architect, 373
Cottages, Uoulting, Somerset, G.J..Skipper, Architect, 372
Cottages, Red Lion-row, Windsor, S.Wyborn, Architect, 717
Court of the “Sponzia," Ragusa, 278
Cricket Pavilion, Charterhouse, Godalming, R. Nevill

Architect, 711
* ’

Cross, Early Christian, 62-1

CrucifUjlVolverhampton Ecclesiastical Art Exhibition, 624

DECORATION, Design for, bj' E, R. Stephens, 922-923
Decor.ition, Drawing-room, designed by John J. Shaw

406-107

Decorative Painting, Sorhonne, Paris, designed by M.
Puris de Chavannes, 12, 21

Design for a Chapel, by J. 0. Harris, Architect, 749
Design for Decoration, by E. R Stephens, 922-923
Design for Fulham Vekry Hall, H. Cheston A J. C.

Perkin, Architects, 602
Design for a Railwi.y Station, by R. Weir Schultz. 914-

915, 918-919

Design for Stained Glass Window, by Mr. Henryllolidsy
328,330-335 .

’

Design for Timber Roof for Railway Station, by Mr.
James Strong, 800, 801

Designs f/ir the Imperial Institute : Mr. T. E. Collcott's
(accepted), 24, 29, 68-69, 62-63; Dr. Rowand Ander-
son fl, 133, 138-139; Mr. A. W. lilomlleld’s, 131, 136-137,
144-145, 174-176; Messrs, T. N. Deane i Sou's. 93.
104-105, 103-109; Mr. T. G. Jackson's, 91, 99-100, 170-
171

;
Messrs. Aston Webb andE. Ingress Bell’s 60 68.67

70-71,97-98
>> 3

Designs for Milan Cathedral Facade (see “ Cathedral ”)
Designs for Edinburgh Municipal Buildings : Messrs.

Foster and La Trohe’s, 244, 245; Mr. G. E. Corson's.
668, 569

’

Designs for the Pnblic Library, Edinburgh: Mr G.
Washington Browne’s (accepted), 112, 113; Mr. j. B
Dunn's (second premiated), 168, 182-183; Mr. T. P
Marwick’s, 212, 213

Designs for Willesden Public Offices : Messrs. Newman
A Newman's, 676

;
Mr. Arthur Ardron’a, 676

Diagrams illustrating Land Surveying and Levelling. 17.
78. 119, 1.34, 188, 219, 255,284, 315. 348, 349,370, 377,
412,444, 478, 514, 6i8, 583,684, 618,651.652 685 686
719. 720. 766. 825, 826, 827, 862, 899, 932

’

Diagrams illustrating Perspective, 821, 823, 836
Dome of Stock Exchange, J. J. Cole, Architect, 498-409
Doorways, Orvieto Cathedra', 32, 33, 148
Doorways. Toledo Cathedral, 236, 241
Drawing-room Ingle, Holcombe Wood, Kent, John

Belcher, Architect, 772
Duomo, Sebenico, 278

EIDOGRAPH. the, 683
Exhibition, Paris, 1839 : Root of the Oalerie des Machines,
M. Dutert, Architect, M. Constantin, Engineer, 840

FIREPLACES, Wraxall Manor House, 270-271
Flagons and Cop, designed by the late W. Burges 703
Font, Bridekirk, Cumberlanrl, 625

’

Forth Bridge, Sketches at. nO, 90, 91
Frescoes, Church of St. Gregory, Sudbury, designed by
Mr. Aveling Green, 4S0-461

GATES, Bronze, the Loggia, Venice, designed by Antoni
Gai, 36, 37

. a /

Oates and Grille, Church of St. Ouen, Rouen, 736
Gateway, South Wraxall, 268
Grange, the, Bradford-on-Avon, 293
Graie, Shorland'a “Manchester," 787
Gymnasium, the Hemenway, Harvard University, 763, 764

HKAD3TONE8 in Gloucester and Wilts, drawn by G E
Clarke, 606-7

UoBidtal, Cheiham, Manchester, drawn by A, Needham
Wilson, 890-891. 893, 931

Hospital for Children, Shadwell, W. Millard A W. G. B.
Lewis, Architects, 202

House, Bindon, Axmouth, drawn by H. W. Brewer, 711
House, Bradford-on-Avon, 270-271
House, Country, Laugton Dennis, Architect, 542
House, Edde>bury, Liverpool, J. F. Doyle, Architect, 613
House, Folkington Manor, Sussex, P. Dollar, Architect. 432
House, Horehamhurst, Sussex, H. P. Monckton, Archi-

tect, 866, 857
House, Kenjington, W. Harvey A Bernard Smith, Archi-

tects, 642-643

House, Lincoln's Inn-flelds, J. Sawyer, Architect, 626
House, Sundritlge Park, Bromley, E. Hellicar, Architect.
248

House and Stables, Swinfon, J. Langham, Architect, 781
House, Stonelands, Sussex, E. W. Mountford, Architect
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The Imperial Institute Competition.

^HE six designs sub-

mitted in the limited

competition for the

Imperial Institute

have been on view

to the public this

week in the Vesti-

bule of the late

Indian and Colonial

Exhibition. The
building, as our'

readers are probably aware, is to stand on a ^

site within what were the Horticultural Gar-

!

dens, on a line axial with the centre of the

'

Albert Hall, the principal front faciog south-

wards towards the back of the Natural History

Museum. It seems, to begin with, a mistake to

face the front of one great building towards

the back of another,— at least, it is unfortu-

nate, but perhaps could not well be avoided on

this site.

We have always maintained that the site

was a mistake for the purposes and meaning of

the building, and that, failing sufficient sub-

scriptions, public money should have been

voted for doing the thing in a grand manner
on a site near the great Palace of the Imperial

Legislature
;
and that on such an occasion cost

ought to be no element io the matter, or at

least no obstacle. The exhibition of the designs

does not tend to modify our conviction. Nearly

all the competitors are obviously hampered by

the attempt to do something big without)

enough money to do it. Two of the finest

designs are too costly for the circumstances
j

the only one which is a typically monumental
design is obviously impossible for the money.

The selected design is a good one as far as

plan is concerned, and the design is pictur-

esque and rich in effect, but it is not a design

rising to the occasion of a building of such

great significance and importance.

The principal requirements appear to have

been a grand reception - hall, a library, a

conference-room, various rooms for secretaries

and committees, permanent museum galleries,

and capability of future extension. It is

obvious in such a case that the reception-hall

and the State entrance form necessarily the

centre of the whole, the nucleus around

which the other departments should be

grouped.

The design submitted by Mr. Collcutt, a

perspective of which we give in the present

number, has the merit of providing a sufficient

and complete building on plan for the present,

with a very convenient and easily managed pro-

vision for large extension. How this is generally

arranged will be seen by the small block-plan

appended, the blocks marked as future per-
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Bloch Plan of Imperial Institute.

Ebfehencbs.

A. Principal Entrance.
B. Main Building.

C. Reception Room.
D. Library and Entrance.

E. Conference-room and Entrance.

F. Quadrangles.

6. Permanent Galleries.

H. Future Permanent Galleries.

K. Occasional Exhibits.

manent galleries extending along the north

front, with returns on the east and west sides

to join the system of permanent galleries pro-

posed to be first built. The large spaces

marked K on the block plan, which will then

become enclosed quadrangles or gardens, will

be available for temporary exhibitions, but this

whole space, as well as that occupied by the

future extension of the galleries, is at present

left entirely out of the building scheme ; and

it is no doubt this well-managed economy of

building for the present which has done a good

deal towards recommending the selection of

this plan, the funds available so far being

obviously insufficient for the production of a

monumental building of a high class to cover

the whole site. Generally speaking, the plan

(which we are unable to give in detail this

week) is simple, practical, and effective in

arrangement. The principal entrance leads up

a broad and lofty flight of steps, first through

a square vestibule chamber forming the

base of the tower, thence to the cortile-

of the principal staircase, then through a

large octagonal ante - room top - lighted, and

thence to the grand reception-room, with an

apse at the upper end. The front vestibule,

under the tower, opens right and left on to

what may be called the administration blocks

(marked B on block plan), with long corridors

giving access to the secretary’s rooms, com-

mittee-room, &c. (facing towards the quad-

rangles F) ; and leading on the west to the

door of the general conference-room and on

the east to that of the library. There is thus

a capability of a very fine vista straight from

the principal entrance to the apse of the recep-

tion-room, and another east and west, acrosa

the first vestibule, along the whole of the

administration blocks. A similar east and

west vista is obtainable along the permanent

galleries and through the openings in the

inner octagon vestibule. The general entrances

for the public to the galleries are in the base-

ment of the conference-room and library at

each end, through the arcades shown in the

perspective.

The design is, as will be seen from the

lithograph, an exceedingly graceful and rich

composition, in the style of modified Renais-

sance which Mr. Collcutt’s architectural muse

(architects may surely have their Muses as

well as poets) has in general inspired him with.
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As far as the main body of the buildiog goes,

it is a very pleasing piece of architecture.

The tower we hardly think is so happy
;

it is

rather too bare to assort well with the richness

of the rest of the design, and seems, at any
rate, to demand a more richly-treated upper

story and lantern to be worthy of its position.

Our conclusion as to the design generally,

however, is that, charming as it is in itself, it

is not of the stately and monumental character

which we should associate with a national

building second only in importance to the

Houses of Parliament, if second to that.

This can, perhaps, hardly be charged, entirely

at least, against the architect. The funds for

a building such as the occasion demanded
have not been promised. Mr. CoUcutt has

evidently been influenced by considerations of

economy
;
and we cannot say how far he

might have risen to the occasion had he not had
this stumbling-block of economy before his eyes.

We have described the design in the title to

the plate, as accepted “subject to modifica-

tion,” in accordance with the decisive oflficial

expressions which have been communicated
to us, that the Committee of the Imperial

Institute do not bind themselves to erect that

design, and that it may be subject to consider-

able modification. It was decided, however,

to accept it as, at all events, the biisis of the

building to be erected
;
a decision, by the way,

which its architect first learned from a letter

from the editor of this journal, some days

before it was made public, though, as the

information came to us informally and in con-

versation, we did not feel at liberty to make
public use of it.

"Having described first the accepted design,

^e will take the others in the order of hang-

ing. That by Dr. Kowand Anderson cer-

tainly does not serve to explain the reputa-

tion which its author enjoys in the northern

portion of this kingdom, and Scotland may be

said, in fact, to be out of the running alto-

gether. The plan is scattered and wanting in

arrangement and concentration, and the design

is simply a piece of commonplace, not meriting

higher praise than that of being “neat and
appropriate ;

the author has failed to realise

the importance of the o c ision, and has pro-

duced a design which only suggests the idea

of a large training college.

Mr. Blomfiel I’s plan consists of two great

quadrangles divided by a large central block

running north and south
;
the central portion

of this contains the reception-hall
;
the State

entrance is, as in all the plans, in the middle

of the south side, and gives access to a large

octagonal entrance-hall 70 ft. diameter, leading

through a small vestibule to the reception-hall

beyond. The octagon kill is square externally,

and the angle spaces internally are occupied by
deep arches, niches, or recesses, with columns

and galleries crossing the openings in a rather

artificial manner
;
but the effect of this octagon

hall with its deep recesses, lighted from a dome
and lantern above, w’ould undoubtedly be very

fine internally, and be a worthy entrance on

State occasions. Externally the octagon dome
with a solid basement, a large triple arcaded

opening on each face, and a rich cornice and
allery below the base of the dome, is a very

ne feature
;
but the effect of this central feature

of the south front is sadly marred by the ar-

rangement of the roofs of the adjoining blocks

of building north and south so as to stop short

of the base of the dome, and leave a gap on
each side of it. Had the lower portion of the

•central feature, comprising the grand entrance

porch, been enlarged in .scale and carried

higher, this defect would have been avoided,

which goes far to spoil an otherwise tine

design. The main blocks of building are in

two nearly equal stories, with a low rusticated

basement under them, and a rather too lofty

roof over them, which seems to depress the

whole structure more or less. In the plan the

more public entrance to the galleries is on the

north side, where there is a staircase and
large coloured vestibule behind it, which
seems of very little use either for

architectural effect or practical convenience,

access being had to it only by narrow doors and
side corridors

;
it is cut off architecturally from

everything, and is a most singular piece of

planning
; and the front blocks on the south

side are curiously irregular in planning for a
building of this type

; as we heard it remarked,
it is “ house-planning,” not public-building

planning. The galleries for exhibition are on
the north, east, and west sides, and the spaces

enclosed utilised for occasional exhibitions.

This part of the plan is suitable enough practi-

cally, but there is no internal effect or vista

anywhere except in the entrance-hall and
receptiou-hall. The author can claim credit

for considering, however, one point, which
several other competitors have entirely

neglected, the desirability of doing something
with the north front, towards the Albert Hall,

instead of leaving it a mere hack elevation. It

is adequately treated in a Romanesque style

with dark and light bands, the main features

crowned by/ro?ifons (a convenient word which
we will take the liberty of adopting from the

French), with open arches, in which statues are

placed standing free
;
a pretty architectural

effect, though not the best way to show a statue,

certainly. The pencil detail elevation? of part

of the south front show very graceful and
pleasing work. The main perspective view,

also in pencil, is ineffective and flat in execu-

tion, and seems to have been hurried.

The design by Mr. Aston Webb and Mr.
Ingress Bell shows a most elaborate set of

drawings, and is certainly in every respect

one of the most notable of the designs. The
general style of the design is evidently in-

tended to assimilate to that of the Natural
History Museum, so as to produce a certain

architectural unity on the site. The buildings

are disposed in two great parallel lines running

east and west, with crossing blocks at either

end, projecting north and south beyond the

line of the main blocks, so as to give force and
projection to the angle and structure. On the

south elevation these side blocks project about

80 ft. in front of the main line of building,

and rise into angle pavilions, while the centre

shows another projecting block considerably

higher. In front of this centre pavilion is left

an open space up to the boundary of the site

(the other portion of the ground in front

being enclosed as ornamental gardens), and in

the centre of this space stands a monumental
tower, entirely free, having a highly-decorated

lower story, with a niche on each face, that

on the south face being occupied by a statue

of the Queen. This separate tower is a fine

idea, and the tower is very well treated

architecturally, but it may be questioned
whether it is large enough in scale for the

occasion
;

it looks so in the perspective view
where it is placed in the foreground, hut in

the section it hardly seems sufficient to assert

itself and dominate the building. In the plan,

as in Mr. Collcutt’s plan, the north and parts

of the east and west galleries are planned for

future addition. The style adopted is a
Romanesque Gothic much on the same type
as that of the Natural History Museum. The
principal entrance is through a deeply-recessed

arcade into an arcaded and vaulted vestibule,

across which is reached the reception-hall,

placed in the centre block running north and
south. The great galleries run right and left

from the vestibule, and the authors appear to

have boldly left the whole open to the vestibule

so that the whole of this part of the building

can be seen through from end to end
;
there is

an arcaded court running up through two
stories on either side of the vestibule, then the

1 )ng gallery, then another arcaded court
;
the

whole would make a beautiful interior effect.

The library is at the back of the reception-

hall, on the north front, and reached by
corridors on either side of the reception-hall.

A large detail drawing of part of the centre
pavilion (south side) shows exceedingly rich and
effective work, apparently intended for terra-

cotta execution : a frieze of figures runs along
the top in the central part, and is stopped by
the projections at the ends of this pavilion. It

may be a question whether the decorative
details of windows and arches are not a trifle

large in scale as compared with the scale of
the human figure. The whole effect, however,
would have been very rich and grandiose

;
also

rather costly, which has perhaps militated

against the design. Sufficient attention has

been paid to the north front. The tower is

treated in a very original manner, the but-

tresses at an angle of 45 deg. in the lower
portion, rising first from the square ground-
line with no very great projection, but deve-

loped inwards in the upper stage by the setting

back of the wall face, and finally resulting in

a kind of arcaded angle buttress connecting the

octagon lantern with the substructure
;
the

development of octagon out of square is thus

managed in a manner at once playful and solid-

looking. The square pavilions terminating

the wings have a very solid appearance also,

though they are perhaps a little squat in pro-

portion, and the towers and octagonal turrets

at the re-entering angles are exceedingly well

placed. The whole design is very well con-

sidered, and has the unity of conception so

essential in the architectural treatment of a

large public building.

Honour to Ireland : for the design by Mr,
T. N. Deane, who represents the sister kingdom
in the competition, is the most distinctly

monumental and imposing of the whole set,

both in regard to plan and design. It is a

very costly design, so much so as probably to

put it out of court on that ground alone
;
but

it is a very fine conception. It is Classic in

style
;
the plan shows a grand flight of steps

up to a columned portico, which gives access

through a small vestibule into a large central

hall, worked into an octagon with niches at

the angles
;
the library is beyond, and corridors-

opening east and west lead to an assembly-hall'

westward and a conference-hall eastward
;
thei

wings curve outward, southward, in semicircular')

porticos, leaving open areas between the back

of the corridors and conference - hall and ^

assembly- hall, and leading to further corridors

giving access to minor rooms. Unfortunately

this part of the plan, however symmetrical and

striking it may look on paper, is very incon-

venient and unpractical in arrangement, and

would prove a very inconvenient working build-

ing
;
and the colonnaded aisles at each side of

the assembly-hall with doors at each end

would, unless the doors are kept locked,

become practically passages. The assembly-

hall, to seat 1,000 persons, is, we suppose,

practically intended to be the reception-hall,

for there is no apartment marked as

reception - hall
;

but if so, this is a

mistake, as the reception-hall ought to he, in

its position and approaches, the grand central

feature of the building, whereas the approach

to it in this case is a side one, balanced by the

approach to the less important apartment

assigned to the conference-room. Behind the

main building is the most distinctive feature

of the plan, in which it differs from every

other one, viz., an immense amphitheatre (so-

called), a vast longitudinal apartment with each

angle curved into a semicircle, with special

external entrances on the axis of the semi-

circle, and also internal entrances (not suffi-

ciently large) from the corridors of the main

block. All this, however, is shown in outline

only on the plan, and, therefore, we presume,

is only intended as a future extension. The

design contains no special novelty of detail

;

it is a Palladian type of architecture, with a

rusticated basement story and a large order of

unfluted Corinthian columns running through

the stories above . But the grouping as seen

in the perspective view, with the long hori-

zontal lines of surbase and cornice, the curve

of the arcaded corridors, the smaller angle

pavilions with their eight octagonal cupolas

and the large dome in the centre, forms an

exceedingly grandiose composition on what

are certainly very old - fashioned lines
_

of

architectural design
;

a composition which

might no doubt he improved and diversified in

detail, hut which could not fail to command
admiration as a whole. The principal floor, we

may observe, is lifted to the level of the lofty

surbase, up to which the great flight of entrance

steps leads : the steps are flanked by an

immense podium on each side, supporting a

colossal statue. The conference-hall and

assembly-halls rise as square masses behind,

and assist in teUing the story of the internal

plan . The dome is constructed on the same
principle as that of St. Paul’s (unfortunately,

for, with all reverence for Wren, it is a false
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principle)
;

there is an inner masonry dome
and an outer timber one, but the place of the

cone is taken by a high curved dome, a small

segment of a large circle, which carries the

lantern. The latter might be improved in

design ; it is heavy and ungraceful, and in the

interior the author has repeated the mistake of

Wren in hanging inwards the pilaster order in

the drum of the dome. He has also indulged
liberally in the use of the conventional vase (of

portentous size in this case) for balustrade

iinials. In short, the design includes many
of the long-recognised weaknesses and mistakes

of Classic design of the type adopted ; but
while its faults are those of the type of archi-

tecture employed, its merits are those of the

present designer, who might have done a still

finer thing had he given a little loose to his

fancy and invention in detail, instead of fol-

lowing recognised, but by no means faultless,

precedents. The plan would require re-

modelling in many of its points, for practical

reasons
; but as a design, and independently of

the question of cost, it is certainly the grandest
and most stately and monumental in general
conception.

Mr. Jackson’s design is shown in a most
beautiful set of drawings, and contains, as
every one would expect, a great deal of archi-

tectural beauty and refinement. The plan,

however, is certainly a mistake for a building
of this class. The entrance, from a porie-
cochdre into a vestibule under the central

tower, is in itself a narrow and rather poor
one, and is further completely marred, as a
matter of interior architectural effect, by its

total want of centralisation and climax
;
the

inner door of the vestibule leads up to a blank
wall on the other side of a passage

;
the visitor

has to turn to the left and then to the right
again to enter a hall or crush-room of by no
means imposing proportions ; the whole design
of the front block is “house-planning” again,
and not very good house-planning

; a crowd of
rooms with very small areas for light burrowed
into them. This may be called a picturesque
arrangement of plan, but ever since great build-
ings for state purposes have existed the world
has thought that spaciousness and symmetrical
arrangement are necessary conditions of
dignity and monumental character

;
and the

world is likely to go on thinking so. The
museum galleries in the plan are placed as
narrower blocks along the east, west, and north
sides of the site, enclosing a quadrangle, and an
extension wing is indicated on the east and
west sides. The design is, in the main, a very
pleasing one, It is Elizabethan in general
character

;
the ground-story has an arcade of

semicircular arches with windows under
them

; above are long mullioned windows
running through two stories, with decorative
panels across the centre dividing the stories

;

and the elevation finishes with dormers of the
Caius College gateway type. The building is

of brick with stone dressings. The tower,
nearly 300 ft. high, is a fine and picturesque
one in general outline, lessening rapidly as it

rises through its successive stages, and develop-
ing into open arcades in the upper portion

; the
general outline and composition reminding one
of a North-German HoteldeViUe type of tower,
though the details are very different, and some
of them very objectionable. The large double
curls of stone stuck on the top of some of the
turrets and connecting them with the tower
are (whatever precedent may be quoted for
them) pieces of huge gimcrack, in the worst
taste, and it is quite a pity that a design in
general marked by good taste and refinement
should have been disfigured by them.

The exhibition of the designs seems to have
excited very little interest among the general
public, as far as we noticed

; the majority
of the few people visiting them were
apparently architects, who, of course, had
a_ special interest in them. Of other
visitors there were very few, as far
as we had any opportunity of observing..
The public will fight for seats to see
the ceremony of laying the foundation-stone,
as they will for any other chance of assisting
at a ceremony in which royalty is concerned

;

but what is to be erected over it is a matter
they are apparently quite indifferent about,

THE PROPYL-EA AT ATHENS.
BY W. WATKISS LLOYD.

HE progress of the excavation of the

surface of the Acropolis at Athens,
which has brought to light such a
store of examples of the Archaic

style of Attic sculpture, has not been without

results of peculiar interest to architects : it

has laid bare, quite unexpectedly, the complete
ground-plan of what appears to have been
originally the principal temple of the tutelary

goddess of the city. The site of this is so

close to the Erechtheum as to be encroached
upon by the Caryatid portico

; it appears to

have been the temple which was destroyed by
the Persians. It was with great judgment
that a new position,—that of the present

Parthenon,—was adopted for the restored chief

temple on somewhat higher ground, at a greater

disUvnce from the entrance to the Acropolis,

and of more favourable presentation and con-
spicuousness.

At the present time, when so much is

planned and in progress around us for opening
out and widening the approaches to our
national buildings of ancient date, and others

that are in contemplation, it may be worth
while to draw attention to some principles of

grouping and relative proportion which com-
mended themselves to the genius of the archi-

tects of the city “of the violet crown.”

In designing the Propyl.xa of the Athenian
Acropolis the architect was, above all things,

governed by loyal regard to its becoming rela-

tion and subordination to the Parthenon.
It was required by the proprieties of the

case, and by the proximity of the two structures

both in the same style of architecture, that this

important entrance to the Acropolis should
support and not have the air of competing
with the Parthenon, and be so arranged as to

favour the best aspect of the Temple, both
from special distance and presentation.

This liist condition was accommodated by
the distance of their respective east and west
porticoes, being exactly equal to the length of

the Parthenon on flunk
;
and then by the

parallel axis of the Propyhea being placed so

far to the north that the produced diagonal

of the plan of the Parthenon from S.E. to

N.W. strikes exactly the centre of its eiist

portico.

In consequence the Parthenon was presented
to one entering the Acropolis at the favourable

angular aspect, a front and flank coming into

view together and in agreeable perspective, the

flank colonnade not excessively foreshortened.

The approach not only up to but through
the Proplyma was an ascent, and the Parthenon
is again upon a higher level. That the platform
below its lowest step is exactly on a level with
the cornice of the Propyla^a cannot be a mere
coincidence, but proves that the adjustment of

relative level was also determined after con-

sideration and on a principle.

That the porticos of the Propyliea are

hexastyle was sufficient so far to subordinate
them to the octastyle temple

;
but it was also

of importance in promotion of the same object

that greater lightness should be given by more
open spacing, and then by an inferior scale for

the columns.

The determination of this scale was aU-im-
portant

;
only by a certain dignified approach

to the massiveness of the Parthenon columns
could those of the secondary structure

harmonise with them
;

the problem for the

architect was, therefore, to decide on a rela-

tive proportion which should avoid competition

on the one hand and meanness or meagreness
on the other.

The lower diameter of the Parthenon column
is 6'245 ft., and that of the large Doric order

of the Propylaia 5'11. ft.

Compared directly these are as 9 : 11

(11:9:: 6'245 : 5'109,—Cf. measured 5110).
The areas of circles are to each other as the

squares of diameters
;
and these columns con-

sequently are proportioned to each other by
area of plan, as 2 : 3 (81 : 121) ;

9^(— 81) :

11^ (=121). Such is the simple relation of

the masses, whether or not so determined.

The foregone determination of an appro-

priate diameter for the column relatively to

,

that of the Parthenon gives at once a general

limit for the height of the column, and even

for its spacing. It is in accordance with the
adopted principle of greater openness of spacing

that the column is loftier relatively to the

horizontal complement
;
that is to the joint

heights of the entablature and stops
;
and that

the metope is broader relatively to the triglyph

than in the Parthenon
;

there is, in fact, a

general widening out of intervals,—of voids

relatively to solids.

It would probably be a mistake to attempt
to discover which of these adjustments was
decided first and determined others

;
the ulti-

mate design may be assumed to have been
the result of many trials ofmodes of conciliating

advantageous relations, and chosen at last, it

may be, as the best out of several, each with
considerable pretensions.

There is more to be hoped from tracing the
harmony which the artist did achieve and
rested in than in presuming to set forth how
he first arrived at it, or how he must have been
guided to it, though even of this we may have
an occasional glimpse.

A conspicuous peculiarity of the composi-
tion is the central ditriglyphal spacing of the
two porticos, which was adopted to admit of
the equivalent of a carriageway.

The triglyphs are proportioned in breadth to

the metopes as 9 : 14 ;
to compare with 9 : 12.

(
= 3 : 4) in Parthenon.
Thus the central columniation or extent

from axis to axis of the two central columns
would embrace on the entablature three metopea
and three triglyphs,—two whole and two
halves,—9 x 3 (=27) -f 14 x 3 (42) = 69.

The adjacent columniation would answer to

two metopes and two trigljphs,

—

9x2=18-hl4x2(28)= 46;
and 46 : 69 : ; 2 : 3.

The central columniation, in the terms of
this comparison, is to the adjacent as 3 : 2.

The completion of the architrave at either end
comprises two metopes and two and a half

t riglyphs, = together 14x4=56-}-5x9(= 45)
= 101 ^2= 50i, apart from possible modifica-

tions of the triglyphs and metopes by the
angles.

We find therefore that, in effect, the stylo-

bate is divided into three equal parts, of which
the central part is assigned to two columns,
and the single broad intercolumn, and each of

the others to two columns and two ordinary
intercolumns, except that the one by the angle
is contracted by the angle column bemg moved
inwards towards the centre and from the
central line of the triglyph above, to accom-
modate the normal termination of the entabla-

ture. This is the ordinary well-known Doric
adjustment, due to the circumstance that, had
the axis of the angle column been allowed, as

in the case of the other columns, to plumb-
with the centre of the triglyph above, it must
have weakened the composition by projecting

idly beyond the end of the architrave.

The distribution so far is compatible with
any variety of heights and spacings of the
column.
The height given to the column of the

eastern portico equals 5^ diameters. (In the-

Parthenon this height comes out curiously

near to l-6th of the mean diameter of the
angle column. Here it compares, however,
with 5i the ordinary diameter, 34 347 as
34‘253,—thus with a reduction of 0'094.

This gives to each triplet group of columns-

exactly the same height as its breadth on
plan; it brings them, in fact, into a square.

They are so spaced that the intercolumn on
the right and left of the centre is proportioned

to the diameter of the column, as 4 : 3.

The central intercolumn is to the diameter of

column as 7 : 2.

The abacus of the column is exactly l-13th

of 70 attic feet, a dimension of which we shall

presently recognise the importance here in

relation to a leading dimension on plan.
70-9384-13= 5-456 (measured 5-466).

The abacus of the Parthenon west front,

with which it comes most directly into com-
parison, averages, according to Penrose, 6-578

;

this compares with the above very closely as

: 5.

6-578-r6=l'096 x 5= 5-480.
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The eastern portico has only one step, which
thus represents a mere stylobate

;
its height is

included in the rectangular proportion of the

front, that is, the proportion of height to

breadth, but not in the rectilinear or propor-

tionate division of heights, which appears in

most cases to be the most important compari-

son.

In the Parthenon, the height of the archi-

trave is rather less than the upper diameter of

the column; here it agrees very closely
;

it is

exceeded by the frieze, as usual, by a fraction.

The horizontal cornice, which in the Par-
thenon is proportioned to the frieze as 4 ; 9, is

here as 3 ; 8.

With this addition of the cornice, the height

of the entablature comes out proportioned to

the central wide columniationas 1 : 2.

The addition of the pediment with its

cornice completes the facade, and a total height,

which compared with the breadth of the stylo-

bate gives a rectangular proportion of 11 ; 16.

This is one of the series having a difference

between the terms of 5, which is employed in

regulating all the proportions of the Parthenon.
The joint height of the pediment and en-

tablature,—that is, the horizontal complement
less the stylobate,—compares with the height of

the column in the simple superparticular ratio,

2 ; 3.

The western elevation repeats the eastern

with the differences first that the column is

made loftier to the extent of the thickness of

the abacus,—or what is nearly the same, that

of the eastern stylobate
;
and then that the

stylobate is augmented and consists of four

steps.

The additional height thus conferred brings

out a ratio of full height to breadth of front

as 3 : 4,—the ratio which is so much in favour

for hexastyle compositions
;

it also accommo-
dates a proportion between the joint height of

column and entablature, and the breadth of

front, as 6 : 11, another ratio of the Parthenon
series.

A like comparison holds good in the
Parthenon, where the proportion is with mar-
vellous exactness 4 : 9.

9:4:; 101 '341 measured breadth : 45 0426,
differing from measured height 45'046 by
0'00:34,—Penrose’s dimensions.

The eastern symmetry between the height of

the column and the spacing on plan is of

course lost by the change of the former.

The comparison of height of column with

the full complement,—that is, joint height of

pediment, entablature, and steps,—brings out

here, not as usual in many examples of fine

Greek architecture, a simple super-particular

ratio, but 7 : 9 very exactly.

To obtain a super-particul.ar ratio, we must
arbitrarily leave out of account one step, as on
the east front

;
the satisfactory ratio will then

emerge of 3 : 4 (4 : 3 : : 28 960 : 21‘72).

It may be noted that, whether by unregarded

or regarded coincidences, the same proportion

4 : 9 exists between stylobate and entablature,

and entablature + stylobate and the height of

the column. This is probably one of the co-

incidences which are certain to occur when
combinations of very simple terms are dealt

with.

The caution cannot be too strongly insisted

on that no numerical relations are to be taken
account of unless the parts they apply to come
into comparison significantly and naturally.

The architect seems to have worked in the

small Doric order of the wings by the general

proportion of the larger order of 7 : 10, though
the lower diameters of the columns as given
compare somewhat more and indeed very
exactly as 11 : 16.

Supposing the ratio 7 : 10 to be applied to

these diameters, the sectional areas would
then approximate to the simple ratio 1 : 2
(7- :

102
: : 49 : iqo).

This proportion would require for the

smaller column diameter 3'577 as against
3'516 measured.
The full height assigned to the western front

only exceeds that of the line of cornice of

the Parthenon above the pavement by
(51'592 - 51-104 =) 0-488.

We now proceed to consideration of the
plan, which, there can be no doubt, was not

settled independently, but taken into con-

sideration concurrently with the considera-

tions of propriety which applied to the eleva-

tion.

The general structure may be described as

consisting of a central hall, divided by a cross-

w’all and portals from a hexastyle portico on
the east, and entered from the west through

another stately Doric portico, beyond which
two smaller porticos as advanced wings are

at right angles to, and so embrace, a number of

steps which lead up to the entrance. Both
steps and porticos and hall are traversed by a

broad road, which leads through the structure

by the ditriglyphal iuter-columniation to the

interior of the Acropolis.

The axis of the building, taken from the

edge of the step of the eastern portico to the

line connecting the antm of the small advanced

western porticos is obtainable from the

engravings of Mr. Penrose’s book, as 101-248.

The fact is not observed there, but we cannot

doubt that the basis of this measurement
was the same hecatompedon, or 100 Attic

feet (101 -341), which measures the breadth of

the Parthenon.
One half of this dimension is given to the

central hall and west portico
;
the other half

is equally divided between the eastern portico,

and the steps advanced westward and Hanked
by the subordinate porticos. The two central

Ionic columns of the hall lie in consequence

on the central transverse axis of the general

composition on plan.

Upon this scheme 50 670 would be assignable

to the central hall.

The measured dimension from the edge of the

western stylobate to the cross wall is as near to

this as 49-977.

This leaves 27 322 for the cross wall with the

five portals and the eastern portico, which is in

excess.

These joint dimensions (27 322-1-49-977=
77-299) exceed the theoretical 3-4th8 of the

hecatompedon by 1 ‘300, at the expense of the

l-4th assignable to the western extension,

which, in fact, is given as (20-815 + 3'134=)
23-949.

It will be seen that this anomaly is not to be

escaped by any distribution of the width of the

cross wall between the eastern portico plan and
that of the central hall. I do not doubt that

it was deliberately admitted for the advantage

of some proportions of the interior of the

building.

The hall and the eastern portico are on

different levels, and this would render precise

exactness of proportion less necessary, to say

nothing of the uncertain distribution between
the two of the thickness of the cross wall.

The breadth of the platform to which the steps

of the advanced flanks immediately descend is

given as 70'603. This is so near to 70 attic

feet (70-939) that I do not doubt that this

dimension was so regulated to have the pro-

portion of 7 : to the main axis of the

structure.

The width of the carriage-road is limited

by the wide central intercolumn
;

it occupies

very nearly l-5th of the width of the central

hall, and this is proportioned to the side

avenues, as 1 : 2.

The proper area of the central hall may be
considered as limited by the line of the cross

wall eastward, and westward by the plumb of

the abacus of the west portico. This would
give 49-977 - 5-466= 44-511 to compare with

the measured breadth, and bringing out very

accurately the simple proportion 3 : 4.

4 : 3 : : 59 527 :
44-643 to compare with

44-511 as deduced.
The height of this hall was necessarily deter-

mined, apart from subordinate accommodations
in treatment of the marble ceiling, by that of

the order of the west portico, and this height

would, of necessity, control the magnitude and
proportions of the Ionic columns.

This height is 36-786, or very slightly ex-

ceeding the height to the summit of the

external frieze, as taken to the under side of

the marble beams that carry the lacunaria.

This dimension would require to be in-

creased by as much as 0'414 (=37-20 to

accommodate moderately simple proportions

to the length and breadth of the hall.

Height. Breadth.
37-20 44-641

Length.
59-527

5 : 8

It does not appear, however, how such an

increment of height can be justified.

The height at command for the Ionic

columns, after allowance for the architrave, is

33 989 ;
from which is derived their lower

diameter of 1-lOth,—3-387.

The design was for three Ionic columns on

either side of the carriageway, upon the space

from the western portico columns to the cross

wall, viz., 44-685.

Deduct from this the sum of three

diameters :

—

44-685-(3-387 x3=) 10 161= 34-524

This remainder is divisible among the four

intercolumns :

—

34-524-i-4=8-567, which agrees with the

measured to a fraction. Columniation :

—

11 954; diameter, 3'387=8 067.

This apportionment accommodates a propor-

tion of diameter of column to intercolunm

nearly as 2 : 5.

5:2:: 8 567 : 3 427 (Cf. 3 387

measured, err. 0-04).

The intercolumn also compares with the

transverse intercolumn very closely as 3 : 5.

The space given to the Pinacotheca and its

portico north and south compares with the full

breadth of the interval between the flank

porticos now very nearly as 2 : 3.

78627 -^ 3 = 26-225x2 = 52-450. Cf.

51-771 measured.

THE LAW OF LIGHT AND AIR IN
INDIA.

HOSE who advocate the abolition in

this country of the easement of light,

and who urge that a man should be

allowed to build without regard to

interference with his neighbour’s light, will not

find their task more easy when it is under-

stood that the principles of the English law

have been found acceptable in British India.

It would have been possible there to do away
with this particular easement altogether, or to

modify the principles of English law. But, on

the contrary, those who have been responsible

for the promulgation of the law in India have

practically accepted all the principles of the

English Prescription Act, as well as most of

the judicial decisions which in England have

gradually raised up a substantial mass ofjudge-

made law upon the basis or in connexion with

the statutory enactment. In 1877 the Indian

Limitation Act (No. XV. of 1877) was passed,

which extended to the whole of British India,

and the easement of light and air was dealt with

in section 26. It is of sufficient interest to he

quoted at length, and it runs (so far as it con-

cerns light and air) thus, “ When the access

and use of light or air to or for any building

have been peaceably enjoyed therewith as an

casement, and as of right, without interruption,

and for twenty years

The right to such access and use of light

shall be absolute nnd indefeasible.

Each of the said periods of twenty years

shall be taken to be a period ending within

two years next before the institution of the

suit wherein the clause to which such period

relates is contested.

Sxjylanation.—"Nothing is an interruption

within the meaning of this section, unless

where there is an actual discontinuance of

the possession or enjoyment by reason of an

obstruction by the act of some person other

than the claimant, and unless such obstruction

is submitted to or acquiesced in for one year

after the claimant has notice thereof, and of

the person making or authorising the same to

be made.”
This Act was followed by “The Indian Ease-

ment Act, 1882,” which, however, only applies

to the territory of Madras and to the Central

Provinces and Coorg, the rest of British India

being still governed by the Act of 1877. The

easements of light and air are governed by
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Section 15, which is the .same as Section 26 of

the Act of 1877 except that the words m that

section which we have printed in italics are

absent from the later Act.

The first and most important particular in

which the law of British India in regard to the

casement of light differs from that of England

is in the value which is given to the word
In the English Prescription Act it does

not appear at all, and, as has been more than

once pointed out from the Bench, the common
sequence in this country “the easement of

light and air ” is erroneous because English

law really does not regard the easement of air

•at all. But in India it is different, and the

oasement of air is regarded as of equal value

with the easement of light. In the recent case

•of Nandkishor Balgovau v. Bhagubhai Pran-

valabhdds (8 Indian Law Reports, Bombay
•Series, p. 95), Mr. Justice West said,

—“The
-access of air is in this country of hardly less

importance than that of light. It must be

taken as a matter of common knowledge that

a material interference with it is injurious, not

only to the comfort but to the health of the

inmates of the house thus affected.” Upon
this principle an obstruction of the air to an
aperture gives ground for a successful applica-

tion to a Court of Law, whereas in this country

the mere obstruction of the access of air is not

an actionable wrong. But, in British India

the familiar phrase obstruction of light and air

is quite accurate, and thus the law in so far as

it hinders building is more severe in India than

it is in England.

On the other hand, in this country, as is

well known, there may be a break in the pre-

scriptive period, so that an enjoyment of

•fifteen years, with a break for five, and then

^ further enjoyment of the easement for five

years more makes up the presciptive period

of twenty years. But in India the law is

different, and “ the interruption of the unity is

not merely to suspend the process of acquisi-

tion while it lasts, but to destroy altogether

-the effect of the previous user by breaking the

continuity of the enjoyment as an easement
and as of right” (Mitra’s “Law of Limitation and
Prescription,” p. 418). On this point, there-

fore, the law of British India is more favour-

able to the owner of the servient than of the

•dominant tenement, and would seem also to be
.more in accordance with sound legal principle

And with practical reason.

Again, in both the Act of 1877 and the

Act of 1882 are inserted the word “ peace-

ably,” the enjoyment of the easement must be
peaceable. Here, again, the law of British

India is more favourable to the owner of the

-servient than of the dominant tenement, and
•has, in fact, placed him in a far better position

•than he is in this country. For, says Mr.
Mitra in a passage which expresses the law
with great clearness and accuracy, “ enjoyment
by force or violence, enjoyment during strife

•or contention of any kind, enjoyment con-

tinually disputed and interrupted (even when
-such interruption is not acquiesced in for one
year) is not of right or peaceable. Repeated in-

terruptions, in fact, though too short to operate

as ‘an interruption’ within the meaning of the

Acts, are good evidences to show that the

•user all through was ‘contentious.’” It is,

therefore, obvious that in India the owner of

the servient tenement has two remedies open
to him to prevent the acquisition of this ease-

ment
;
he can, if possible, obstruct the light

for a year, and if submitted to this will defeat

the acquisition, or he can interrupt the user

from time to time, and do such acts as prevent
•the enjoyment of the light or air from bein;

peaceable.

Again, in the Act of 1877, though not in

-that of 1882, the words “as of right” ap-

^pear. These words are hardly suitable in

regard to such an easement as that of light

and air, because the whole basis of a pre-

-scriptive right is the fact of unobstructed user.

For this reason these words were not inserted

in the later Act, and in the former their

•effect is slight, for if the open enjoyment of

•the easement is not actually obstructed, “and
it is not had in such wise as to involve the

admission of an obstructive right in the owner
of the adjacent heritage, the easement is en-

joyed as of right within the meaning of

Act XV. of 1877.” In other words, the

phrase “as of right” is little more than

mere surplusage. To turn to another point,

in the English Prescription Act the prescrip-

tive period must be one “next before some

action or suit” wherein the right to the

easement is brought in question. But in

India the prescriptive period must be attached,

so to say, to the particular suit or action in

which the matter is being discussed.

A more interesting and less technical point

is, however, the explanation of the meaning of

the term “substantial damage,” which is

always in this country a matter of so much
uncertainty. Explanation II. to section 33 of

the Act of 1882, is as follows When the

easement disturbed is a right to the free

passage of light passing to the openings in a

house, no damage is substantial within the

meaning of this section, unless it falls within

the first explanation (i f., materially diminishes

the value of the easement), or interferes materi-

ally with the physical comfort of the plaintiff,

or prevent him from carrying on his accustomed

business in the dominant heritage as benefici-

ally as he had done previously to instituting

the suit.” Explanation III., which refers

to the right to air, is silent as to the prevention

of carrying on business, and after the clause

as to the physical comfort of the plaintiff, the

following words are added :
“ though it is not

injurious to his health.” These explanations

of “substantial damage” seem to make
Indian law on this subject clearer and more

understandable than the law of England.

This is not surprising. Those who drafted the

Easement Act of 1882 had the advantage

of the various English decisions, and were

thus enabled to make the law clearer than it

can be when it is elucidated in a piece-meal

fashion by judicial decisions as it is in this

country. Having regard to the great import-

ance of the law of light in England,
_

the form

and the substance of the same law in British

India may enable those desirous of improving

this law here to do so, if not in a drastic, yet

in a sensible, manner. If a legislative term

for substantial damage were to be created in

England, there can be very little doubt that it

would tend to decrease litigation, and put the

law of this easement on a sounder footing.

Indeed, the whole of the Indian Easement Act
affords valuable lessons, and shows the possi-

bility of placing the law of casements in this

country in the form of a code. We cannot but

think that the Institute of Architects would

do good service to the whole community if

they could create and carry through Parlia-

ment a code of the law of light. As is well

known, it is to the Bankers’ Institute that the

country is indebted for the code of the law of

bills of exchange, which is based on that

originally published as a private work by

Judge Chalmers, who subsequently drafted

the Bill for the Bankers’ Institute. With

their multifarious and pressing political duties

it is impossible to expect that any Government

will take active steps to codify branches of the

law. In India codification is at once a tradi-

tion and a duty of the legal member of the

Governor-General’s Council. In this country

it must be done by public and influential

bodies, and one of the advantages of the two

Acts to which we have referred is that, in addi-

tion to making the law in India clear on some

points and improving it on others, they are to

some extent a precedent for a code of the law

of light and air and other easements in this

countrv.

posed to be formed between Charles-street and

Great George-street opposite the northern end

of Little George-street, and another new street

on the site of Little George-street between

Great George - street and Broad Sanctuary.

King-street, Gardiner’s-lane, Boar’s Head-yard,

and the roads on the north and west sides of

Westminster Sessions House will be absorbed,

and portions of these roads utilised as

building sites. A portion of the enclosure

in the rear of Canning’s statue, on the

west side of Parliament - square, is in-

cluded within the limit of land to be

acquired upon the deposited plans. It is much
to be regretted that an undertaking of this

kind should be allowed to be carried out by

private enterprise. The improvement is one

of a metropolitan character, and should be

undertaken only by a public body armed with

power to carry it to a successful termination.

It was stated in the House of Commons that the

work would not be left in the hands of a joint-

stock company, but would be carried out by the

same persons who had effected the improve-

ments on the Cadogan-square estate. This

appears to be a distinction without a difference,

the point being that the work will not be

carried out by a responsible public body. The

evil results of handing over a public iniprove-

ment to a private company were exemplified in

the case of Victoria-street, Westminster, which

was for many years a miserable failure, and is

not wholly completed to this day.

NOTES.

HE Westminster (Parliament-street,

&c.) Improvement Bill has passed

•the second reading in the House

of Commons. This Bill is of an

important character, and might, we think,

have received a little more attentive con-

sideration by the House. It provides for the

widening of Parliament-street on the west side,

between Charles-street and Parliament-square,

the widening of Charles-street between Parlia-

ment-street and Delahay-street, and the widen-

ing of Delahay-street. A new street is pro-

ANOTHER important public improvement,

the continuation of the Mall into Charing-

cross, appears to have been resolved upon in

the hole-and-corner manner in which all our

important public works are usually determined.

Mr. Plunket announced on Tuesday last that

the Mall would be prolonged, and would be

made of the width of 75 ft. in connexion with

the New Admiralty and War Office site, but

he declined to give any pledge with regard to

the open spaces about the buildings. The

Mall must be at least 130 ft. wide, and to call

a street 75 ft. wide an extension of the Mall is

ridiculous.

WE have already commented on the un-

satisfactory and inartistic character of

the new coinage, on which point there seem to

be no two opinions among those who have any

right to an opinion. The answer of the

Chancellor of the Exchequer to a question on

the subject last week was amusing. He replied,

with an air of injured virtue, that if the

reverses of the coins had been condemned it

was probably in ignorance of the fact that they

were reproductions of the best of our old

designs. The right hon. gentleman was so

satis'fied with this reply that he repeated it

twice, not appearing to see that it was simply

a begging of the whole question. He is correct

in saying that the Gothic details on the old

florin are not very good ; they are not, but the

coin has the merit of being designed with an

eye for decorative effect, which the new florin,

is not, and to repeat that it is an old design

reproduced is no kind of defence for the

design ;
it is bad and ineffective, whether old

or new.

O
N Tuesday the second rending of the

“ Metropolitan Open Spaces Acts Exten-

sion Bill ” was passed in the House of Lords.

This is a measure to promote and facilitate,

in urban and rural sanitary districts, the

acquisition of land for permanent open spaces,

as has been done in regard to many disused

churchyards and other spaces in London. The

Bill will enable Corporations to appropriate

their land for open spaces, to sell or give land

to urban authorities to be used for the enjoy-

ment of the public, &c. It is gratifymg to

find that a salutary movement of such com-

paratively recent growth is thus making its

way, and its advantages becoming generally

recognised.

T70R nearly ten years past the stones of

l' Temple Bar have lain in sorry neglect in

an enclosure next northwards of Farringdon

Market. The lead from the roof was melted

into medals, and the windows are destroyed.
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On Thursday, June 23r(], the Court of

Common Council carried, by a majority of

forty-two, a report of their City Lands Com-
mittee recommending that the stones be pre-

sented to Sir Henry Bruce Meux, Bart. Sir

Henry undertakes to defray all charges of their

transport, and of re-erecting the materials at

the entrance to his seat, Theobald’s Park, near

to Cheshunt, in Hertfordshire. The latter cost

is estimated to amount to 1,700/. So that

the rumour to which wo alluded in last week’s

issue (p. 931), that Temple Bar was about

to be re-erected in a gentleman’s park not fifty

miles from the City, is confirmed, notwith-

standing that the City Press denounced it

as a canard. An amendment was moved
that the matter should be referred back

;

but this did not meet with much favour,

and the report of the Committee was adopted
by a majority of 80 to 38. One member
observed that it would be impossible to re-erect

the gate, as the majority of the stones had
been carted away, and had been macadamised
In London and elsewhere, and another member
remarked that it was absurd to class Temple
Bar with Westminster Abbey,—the Abbey
being a thoroughly ancient structure, while the

Bar was only 200 years old. Whatever is

done with the stones, it may safely be pre-

dicted that the gate, when re-erected, will retain

very little interest as a building or an anti-

quarian relic.

Mr. PLUNKET’S explanation in the House
of Commons in reply to a question by

Mr. Howorth as to the treatment of the ancient

Coronation Chair at Westminster during the

Jubilee celebration on Friday week was
eminently lame and unsatisfactory. The
allegation, which was first made by Mr. Frederic
Harrison at the annual meeting of the Society

for the Protection of Ancient Buildings on
June 9th, was that “ the historic chair of five

centuries and a half, the fetish of the English
monarchy, the chair famous in Shakspeare and
in our literature, has been delivered over to the

tormentors, and is being gilded and furbished

by the court upholsterers.” The Atheyimim of

l^t Saturday remarks, “ We shall scarcely be
believed when we say that the Coronation
Chair, perhaps to most Englishmen the most
recious of all the relics in the Abbey, was
anded over to some barbarian to be smartened

up, and he has daubed it the orthodox
Wardour-street brown and varnished it !

”

Mr. Plunket’s explanation is that it was found
necessary to fit in temporarily some few pieces

of tracery which were missing, and to stain

them so as to match the colour of the old

work. That is to say, that the chair has been
“ restored.” We should like to know by whom
it was “ found necessary ” to undertake this

purelygratuitous and mischievous piece of work.
The chair has been used for the Coronation
of every English soverign since Edward II.,

and on these occasions the chair has been
covered with gold tissue, or similar costly

stuff, and one is at a loss to imagine why such
a course should not have been adopted on the
occasion of the Jubilee, if the chair were
found to be too shabby for its tinsel surround-
ings. Dean Stanley says of the chair
(“ Historical Memorials of Westminster,”

p. 66) :

—
“ It is the one primeval monument

which binds together the whole Empire.
The iron rings, the battered surface, the crack
which has all but rent its solid mass asunder,
bear witness to its long migrations. It is

thus embedded in the heart of the English
monarchy,—an element of poetic, patriarchal

heathen times, which carries back our thoughts
to races and customs now almost extinct

;
a

link which unites the throne of England to the

traditions of Tara and Iona, and connects the
charm of our complex civilisation with the
forces of our mother earth,—the stocks and
stones of savage nature.” This “ primeval
monument ” has been wantonly falsified,—the
poetic element in it eliminated, and, as the
Athenanim says, “the throne of six-and-
twenty monarchs has been vulgarised into
the semblance of the hall chair of a Cockney
<3othic villa.”

A COMPANY has, we learn, been formed
for erecting a new concert-hall, to be

named the Victoria, at the quite northern end
of Regent-street. The site lies, in fact, in

Langham-place, being by the corner of Riding-
house-street, over against the Langham Hotel

and Nash’s church of All Souls. Its total

area of about 20,000 ft. superficial is at present

occupied by Nos. 3 and 4, Langham-place
;
by

St. George’s Hall, whither the “ German Reed ”

company migrated from the quondam Gallery

of Illustration which Nash had originally built

for his own residence
;
and by the dismal pile

of Portland Hall Bazaar, Nos. 20 to 22, better

known, perhaps, some thirty years ago, as the

“German Fair.” St, George’s Hall and the

two adjoining houses are let for thirteen or

fourteen years hence at an aggregate rental of

880/. a year, so that an area of about one half

acre only is, as yet, available for building

purposes. All the property is held for certain

terms direct from the Crown. It has been

valued by Messrs, Drivers & Co. at 49,000/.,

and at this price will be acquired by the

Company. The new premises will comprise a

great hall, nearly square in plan, with a

capacity for 3,500 seats on the ground and in

the balconies, and an orchestra of 700 per-

formers, together with a subsidiary hall to

accommodate from 900 to 1,000 persons.

Messrs. T. E. Knightley and C. J. Phipps,

F.S.A., are appointed as joint architects to this

undertaking.

Y their scheme for readjusting parochial

charities of St. Bride’s, London, the

Charity Commissioners propose to establish a
“ People’s Palace ” in the Ward of Farringdon-

without, and open to all, somewhat like to

that which has just been opened by her

Majesty in connexion with the Beaumont
Trust at Mile End. The site chosen is now
occupied by the vegetable market in Farringdon-

street, lying between Stonecutter-street and
Messrs. Pontifex & Wood’s foundry {olivi

Oldbourn Hall). The market covers the

ground,—some one acre and a half in area,

—

whereon formerly stood Shoe-lane workhouse
and its burial-ground, the latter containing

Chatterton’s grave, It was built in 1828-9

from the designs of William Montiigue, City

Architect, and at an outlay of nearly a quarter

of a million sterling, to replace Fleet Market.
That market, again, had been opened on
September 30th, 1737, as a successor to the

Stocks Market,—site of the Mansion House,

—and extended, over the Fleet, all the distance

between the Holborn and Fleet Bridges. Its

green market was at the southern end, by the

prison
;
in the centre stood the market-house,

having a high tower and vane. The present

vegetable market will be transferred to the

building specially designed for the purpose by
the late Sir Horace Jones, but latterly used for

the Central Fish Market, for which new pre-

mises are to be erected facing Snow-hill.

I
F we may credit a statement made by the

Reverend Prebendary Billing as spokesman
of a deputation from the Whitechapel District

Board on the 24th ult., the condition of what
is known as the Bell-lane area, Spitalfields,

must be eminently unsatisfactory, and seems to

call for redress. Taking the whole area of

.
the metropolis, the average population is 54
persons to an acre, in Whitechapel it is 107 to

an acre, in Spitalfields 286 to an acre, while in

the area in question the number of persons to

an acre is stated to reach the enormous total

of 900 persons to an acre. As we have
frequently had occasion to point out, densily

of population is an important factor in the

consideration of sanitary questions. In a
scattered community the death-rate is invari-

ably lower than in closely-packed neighbour-

hoods, the other conditions being similar.

Bell-lane was condemned by the medical
officer of health for Whitechapel in 1884,

and frequent representations have been made
to the Metropolitan Board on the subject. It

is difficult to understand why these repre-

sentations have been hitherto disregarded, but
there may be some influences at work of

which the public have no knowledge.
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^rHE most ancient Latin inscription so far
known is to be found on a gold fibula

recently discovered at Palestrina. The inscrip-

tion is engraved from left to right, and runs
as follow's :

— “ Manios med • Fhe • Fhaked *

Numasioi,” i.c., in ordinary Latin “Manius me-
fecit Numasio,” Manius made me for Numasias.
The form Fh, for F, and the interesting redu-
plication now lost in the word /ecii, make the-

inscription of the first importance for epi-

graphists. The fibula is in excellent preser-

vation. The inscription is published in the
Mitlheilungen dcs Arch. Instituts Pamischei.

Abtheilung II., No. 1, with full commentary-
by Dr. Diimmler. In the same number Dr»
Helbig publishes in two phototype plates a fine

marble head now in Paris, which be believes-

to be a portrait of Livia. The coiffure of the
head is very elaborate, and of course, if it be
Livia, false, as she was bald. The features are-

fine and well marked, notably the nose, which
is thoroughly “ Roman.” The whole cast of
countenance answers well to the cbaracten

given by Tacitus to the Empress.

T
he demolition of masonry built in the
Middle Ages has often, in Rome and else-

where, brought to light remains of Classical

sculpture. Interesting discoveries of this kind
are just now being made in the Via Labicana.

The road runs through ground which was once
the site of the gardens of Manjenas, and is-

therefore, 'd priori, likely to be rich in ancient

treasure. The find is so far a miscellaneous-

one. Fragments of shattered limbs abound,,

which, it may be hoped, will some time in part

be put together. Twenty heads have been,

found, of which the greater number are Isis-

types of late date. Some others belongto portrait

busts. So far the finest specimen that has-

come to light is the head of an athlete, re-

ported to be very like the Doryphoros. An
account is given by Sig. Gatti & Visconti in-

the Bulhtino della Commissions Avehealogicat

di Roma.

AN July 20th next, two well-known properties

^ at Richmond will be put up for sale by
auction at the Mart in the City. One is the-

Castle Hotel and its stabling, in Hill-street,,

together with the adjoining Spread Eagle-

public - house
;

the premises and cellarage-

tenanted by ilr. George Ellis, wine merchant
and those occupied in part by the London and
Provincial Bank. These have a frontage-

extending down to the Thames, and inelude-

some boat-houses and cottages beneath the-

riverside terrace. Immediate possession of the

hotel and its appurtenances can he obtained ;;

the leases of the other tenancies have from ten

to fifteen years more to run. The other

property is the “Lass of Richmond HiU’^
tavern, with a cottage next thereto, by the-

end of Queen’s-road, and close to the top of

Richmond Hill. With this tavern will he sold*

two neighbouring residences on the Terrace,,,

known as Sion House aud Moreshead House,,

finely situated on the summit of the hill,,

and very near to the gates, bearing the date

1798, which “Capability” Brown set up for

King George III. at the entrance into-

Richmond (New) Park. Sir Joshua Reynolds-

and Sheridan lived on the hill. The first-

named painted the world-famed view from*

Wick House, by the Star and Garter. The
New Park, originally made by Charles I., was-

given by Parliament to the Corporation of

London, who returned it, with a present of?

12,000/., to Charles II. at his Restoration.

Here, on the occasion of his Saturday visits-

with Lady Yarmouth and others to the White-
Lodge, King George II. used to add to gallantry

the pleasures of the chase by driving his flock

of fat turkeys into the trees and there shooting

them on their perches. In our columns of

June 12th and October 16th, 1886, and in
“ Notes,” June 4 last, we adverted to the pur-

chase, recently effected by the local authorities^

of the Duke of Buccleuch’s estate on Richmond.

Hill, now known as “ The Terrace Gardens.!’

T
HE late Mr. George Barnes Williams, whose
death on the 23rd ultimo is announced,

although a Fellow of the Institute, having been

elected an Associate as early as 1848, was more
a surveyor than an architect, although he.
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'erected a number of buildings in the City of

London and the suburbs. He entered the

•office of the late Mr. George Smith, surveyor

to the Mercers’ Company and the architect of

St. Paul’s School, at an early age, and after-

wards joined Mr. Smith in partnership and

-carried on business at No. 4i, Frederick’s-place,

Old Jewry. On the death of Mr. Smith he

succeeded him as Surveyor to the Mercers’

Company, and was also Surveyor to the

Vintners’ Company, for which latter Company
lie carried out extensive alterations to their

premises in Lower Thames-street and rebuilt

the hall. The extensive block of buildings on

the north side of Cheapside between Iron-

monger-lane and Old Jewry, in which the old

•entrance gateway to Mercers’ Hall is repro-

duced, was from his design. Mr. Williams

was District Surveyor for Plumstead and

Eltham, and was largely employed in com-

pensation cases, his experience in dealing with
City property being extensive.

I
N our columns of May 28th last we an-

nounced a projected sale of the Marquis

•of Huntly’s Dee-side estates. Their net rental

•value is calculated at 12,260Z., with timber

valued at 80,000/.. At the Mart, on June 22nd,

the estates,—as a whole,—were withdrawn at

-an offer of 150,000/. A bid of 70,000/. was

•then refused for the four properties lying on

the northern side of the Dee, including Aboyne
Castle with its park, &c., extending over 6,700

acres,—net rental nearly •4,000/. No offer being

miade forGIentanar and Birse Forest, south of

•the Dee,— net rental 3,000/.,—the property was
submitted in six lots, all of which were
eventually withdrawn. Some of these were

reserved at the following prices ;—Birse Forest,

11,000 acres, mostly grouse moor,—40,000/.

;

Glentanar, with residence, 29,000 acres, mostly

•deer forest^ 140,000/. ; Muir of Dess, 2,400

-acres, 30,000/. ; Culbleen, Kinnord, and
•Cambus o’May, 9,300 acres, 4,500/.

*AN July 12 will be offered for sale, at the

Auction Mart, No. 8, Carlton House-

terrace, next adjoining to the German Am-
fbassadors. For the thirty-nine years’ lease, at

.-a ground-rent of 170/. per annum, the upset

.price is 15,000?. On the 19th idem will also

•be sold the house, Nos. 14-15, in the same
terrace, by order of the trustees of the will of

William, late Earl of Lonsdale. Of the Crown
dease for the mansion and stabling, forty years

-are unexpired. The remaining sixty-five years'

Crown lease of the premises next to Marl-

borough House gates in Pall-mall, recently

tenanted by the Beaconsfield Club, has been

sold to Mr. Ashton Lever, founder of the Club.

The premises were built fifteen years ago, and
•the property is bought for 30,700/., subject to

.a ground-rent of 550/. per annum.

I
T appears that, the nightly-illuminated garden

fetes at South Kensington having now ceased,

•the same kind of entertainment is to be pro-

vided in an “ Arcadia ” to be formed at the

Agricultural Hall from July 7th to near the

•close of September; flowers, lamps, promenade
•concerts, and a specially - arranged waterfall

-50 ft. in height. There is, no doubt, that the

"“Feast of Lamps” of South Kensington supplied

;a new and most popular evening recreation, and
•an attempt to carry on something of the same
kind will probably be a success, though it will

not in this case be in the open air, nor in so

.attractive a neighbourhood.

HOLLINGSHEAD has practically dis-

posed of the site for a theatre in Shaftes-

bury-avenue, with which his name has been
{)rominently associated. We hear that, en

revanche, he is establishing two other theatres

in the vicinity, and is about to exhibit M.
Philiipoteaux’s cycloramic painting of Niagara.

The building for this picture, which is 50 ft.

high and 390 ft. in circuit, will comprise a

museum, together with an American cafi and
restaurant the style and model of “Del-
zuonico’s” in New York.

O
NE of the results of the recent talk about

architectural education has been the esta-

blishment in London of an atelier for archi-

tectural students, on the French system, under

the direction of Mr. F. T. Baggallay (Royal

Academy Gold Medallist) and Mr. Walter

Millard (Royal Academy Travelling Student

and Pugin Student). Both are well knows as

among the ablest of the artistic designers

among the younger generation of architects,

and their experiment is one which will, no

doubt, be watched with interest and good

wishes. The terms proposed are very mode-

rate
;
and it should be observed that the atelier

is intended to afi'ord facilities not only to those

preparing to enter an architect’s office, but to

those already engaged as pupils or assistants

who desire to supplement the knowledge

acquired in business hours.* The question is

whether an atelier, where the directors only

make a visit in the course of the day, is a

system likely to promote diligence and

regularity of working among the students.

We are sure Mr. Baggallay and Mr. Millard

wiU use every efi'ort to make it profitable

to those who attend. But we confess

that our idea of an architectural atelier

would be one where the instructor was carrying

on his own architectural work on the same

premises and exercising constant supervision

and authority over the pupils. We may add

our conviction that in any atelier for architec-

tural instruction a prominent place should be

given to the study of the scientific side of

architecture. At present there is certainly too

little of that and too much of drawing
;
the

latter is the popular element, no doubt ;
but

for that very reason it should be kept in its

right place in an atelier of architectural in-

struction.

T
he rumour that we have previously referred

to, that the provision of a new building

for the Admiralty and War Offices was to be

quashed altogether, has turned out to be

correct, judging from the Report of the Com-
mittee’s proceedings as given in last Saturday’s

Times. The following are the concluding

words of the Report :

—

“ We are satisfied that by making additions to the

present Admiralty, all the requirements of that

department may be suitably provided for
;
that this

work, including some repairs and improvements to

the existing building, can be done at a moderate
cost, and may be completed within two or at most
three years

;
that a very large reduction of expense

for buildings would thus be secured, and to this

must be added, as against the cost of erecting a new
War Office, the value, estimated at^66,000/., of the

portions of the Spring-gardens site which would be
preserved after providing for the suggested addi-

tions to the Admiralty and for the opening of the

Mall iuto Charing-cross. We therefore recommend
that the entire official staff of the Admiralty and
War Office respectively should each, as soon as

possible, be placed under one roof, and that the two

buildings should be situated at no great distance

from each other
;
but we are of opinion that these

recommendations can be carried out, aud that a

great saving of money aud time can be secured by
adopting other plans instead of those which have

been referred to us for consideration
;
and we find

that the main building.-i of the Admiralty may with

advantage be retained.”

Thus, it will be seen that after all the fuss

that has been made about this aflair, and

the sham parade of a large architectural com-

petition, the whole thing is to be cut down into

a cheese-paring muddle of bits of old buildings,

to suit the miserable spirit of economy of the

present day. It is true that the design which

had been selected was architecturally a very

poor one, which would have done little credit to

Victorian architecture
;

but it is obviously

not on that ground that the building has been

thrown over : for one of the most prominent

members of the recent Committee was also

one of the most prominent members of the

Committee for organising the competition and

selecting the designs. It is only another

example of the modern Governmental spirit,

and the way in which modern England
“ stupidly travels her round,” as a great poet

has said, and subordinates all questions of art

to the miserable consideration, “ how much
money can we save on it ?

”

* Further information as to the atelier may be obtained

on application to either of the directors, 5, Bloomsbury-

square.

LETTER FROM PARIS.

The painful feeling aroused by the disaster

at the Opera Comique is still far from being

allayed, and the regulations now insisted on by
the Prefectnre of Police have necessitated the

temnorary closing of some theatres. The
Municipal Council of Paris is naturally much
ocenpied with the subject, and in the course of

a discussion on it the Colonel of the Sapenrs-

Pompiers declared that the Parisian theatres

are so dangerous that he never took his family

to one !—a remark which, coming from such a
quarter, was certainly not calculated to re-

assure the public. Unfortunately, whenever
stirred np by unhappy events of this kind, the

Government masks its habitual indifference by
an excessive zeal, which lasts only a very little

while. Committee after committee is appointed,

and a crowd of directions issued, the very multi-

plicity of which prevents their realisation, and
then all this ardour suddenly goes out like fire in

straw. The reports of the Committees go into

the Ministerial portfolios, to repose with other

perfunctory papers ;
the directors of the theatres

occupy themselves busily in doing nothing; the

Administration complacently closes its eyes,

and all goes on as before till the day when
another similar catastrophe comes to reveal

that nothing has been done to provide for the

safety of so many lives.

In the recent fine weather the works of the

Exhibition have been actively pursued. The
getting up of the supports of the “ Palais des

Galleries diverses” has been effected with

great rapidity
;

and, thanks to modern con-

structive science, the weight of the construction

has been much diminished from what would
once have been thought necessary; and this

portion of the work ought to have the frame-

work completed by August. The contract for

the Palais des Machines is to bo let to the

Maison Cail and to the Compagnie des Fives,

Lille, in two divisions each, including about
6,-^400,000 kilogrammes weight of material. The
work for the Palais de Beaux Arts is somewhat
more extensive than either of these two con-

tracts. The four bases for the Eiffel Tower are

now complete, and the ironwork has been com-
menced in the shape of sixteen wrought-iron

shoes of great weight placed at the angles of

each pier for forming the footings of the angle-

pieces. The work from this point will have, at

all events, mneh of technical interest. M. Eiffel

expects to complete it by the opening day of

January, 18S9. Generally, the state of the

work leads one to think that before 1887 has

passed the greater part of the works will be well

in hand, and that everything may be completed

on tbe Champ de Mars by the middle of 1888.

M. Sauvestre, the coadjutor of M. Eiffel, it

may be mentioned, has been named architect

for the French Colonial Section. This part of

the Exhibition, which will be one of the most
interesting to the public, will have as its centre

a palace including about 1,800 square metres of

area, surrounded with pagodas, Indian and Cam-
bodian, and villages inhabited by negroes from
the Congo. A Cochin-China pavilion, a Creole

habitation, and Senegalian hubs will be grouped
picturesquely around a small lake on which
will float various specimens of African boating

craft.

The line of railway to serve the Exhibition is

also under consideration. Tbe scheme drawn
out by M. Georges Berger includes three dis-

tinct lines; one from the Quai d’Orsay ;
near the

angle of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs Office,

and following tbe line of the quays till it comes

to the old Champ de Mars Station; the second

from the entrance of the Exhibition near the

Seine, and leading to the machinery galleries ;

the third a high-level line uniting the Esplanade

des Invalides to the entrance of the Avenue
Lamothe Piquet. The construction of these

lines will be the object of a competition,

which will leave a large margin to the com-

petitors in regard to the size of the roads ani
the method of traction (whether steam, elec-

tricity, or compressed air).

The State and the City are meanwhile occu-

pying themselves with their usual acquisitions

in tbe Palais d’Industrie. In recent years a
committee, presided over by the venerable M.
Bailly, aud including such painters as Puvis de

Cbavannes and Laurens, such sculptors as

Dalou and Falguiere, architects such as Vau-
dremerand Liscb, made choice of the works of

art worthy to be purchased by the municipality.

But this year the new Municipal Council, which

piques itself on its enlightened taste, and
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recognieeB no other authority, not even that of
talent, has cho?en to buy for itself, without any
guidance from artists. The result is a melange
of purchases more than questionable. We may
mention among them, however, the “Doulour
d’Orphee” of M. Vorlet, and “ La Seine,” the
pretty bas-relief which M. Puech has sent from
the Villa ilcdici.

This pretension of the Parisian municipality
to artistic infallibility is odd enough; and if

the sirao idea goes on, wc shall some day see

it making itself the plans and elevations for the
monuments to bo constructed, and discarding
the technical knowledge of architects as super-
fluous. In regard to the purchases of the State,
always too numeroup, wo may cite the graceful
‘‘ Tete de Creole,” by M. Henner, the “ Guerre”
of M. Poll, the ” Cures ” of M. Rochegrone, the
‘‘ Defaite des Casselois,” by M. Tattegrain, and
three good landscapes, — ‘‘ Soiree de Sep-
tembre,” by il. Japy, ‘‘ Soleil couchant,” by
M. Jlesdag, and “ Le Matin.” by M. Ilapin. All
those are well chosen and do credit to tho Com-
mittee of Selection.

M. Verlet, whom we have mentioned as
having obtained tho “ prix du Salon” after
three votings, is a young sculptor of high
promise, pupil of M. Cavalier and M. Barrias.

He had as rivals M. Scherrer and M. Brouillet,

both painters. As usual, the Council of the
Beaux Arts has awarded a certain number of
travelling bursaries. In the section of archi-
tecture, this recompense has been obtained by
M. Albert Durenne, who had exhibited in the
Salon a design fora conntry -house, exceedingly
well studied.

This year the Academie des Beaux Arts is

occupied about its great biennial prize of 20,000
francs, which is given in turn to each one of

the sections of the Institute. The Committee
has placed M. Mercie in the first rank for bis

tomb of Louis Philippe, of which an illustra-

tion appeared in the Builder for June 19, 1886.
M. T. P. Laurens was classed second for his

frescoes in the Pantheon. Lastly, after some
discussion, M. Detaille was [ilaced in the third
rank for his historical illustrations of the
costumes of the French army. The first choice
wi I be approved by all who know and appre-
ciate the splendid talent of M. Mercie. The
final voting will take place on the 2Qd of July,
and the decision of the Sectional Committee
will, as a matter of form, be submitted to the
five classes of the Institute in solemn conclave
on the 6th of July.

At the Ccole doa Beaux Arts the decision has
been given on the annual architectural com-
pe'ition between students of the higher class.
The subject was ” Une Porte de ViHe”; the
first medals were awarded to MM. Connil and
Sc lad^e, pupils of M. Guadetj the second to
M. Risler, pnpil of M. Andre, and to M. Guenet,
pupil of M. Vaudremer and M. Kaulin

; and to
M. Louvet, pupil of MM. Louvet and Ginain.
We are approaching the National F6te, which

is not likely to differ from other celebrations of
it, except in the extraordinary fact that there
is no inauguration of a statue ; that of Gambctta,
which was counted on, will not bo finished till

the end of September. Nevertheless, in order
to allow the sculptor and the architect, M. Anbe
and M. Boilean, to give account of the progress
of their work, the hoardings which masked
the half-finished monument have been removed.
Gambetta apj>ear8 standing in the midst of
combatants, and exhorting his country to
resistance. There is a great deal of spirit in
the arrangement of the groups, but all the
talents of M. Aube have not enabled him to give
to the tribune of the people tho expression of
dignity, in which he was, in fact, totally
wanting. Gambetta was of a vulgar and
coarse personality, and the modern cos-
tome does not offer any help in carry-
ing off this defect of physical expression.
The principal figure, moreover, carved out of
the same stone as the monument, does not
.d tach itself sufficiently fi'om the pyramid. It
should have been white marble relieved against
a grey granite or a darker coloured marble.
On the opposite face, looking towards tho
Square da Carrousel, a cock, with wings out-
stretched, disports himself on a heap of crowns,
flags, and other attribates. Various allegorical
statues, which M. Barbedioune has been com-
missioned to cast in bronze, will complete tho
decoration (somewhat surcharged) of this
monument, the effect of which in execution
hardly carries out the promise of the model.

Possibly tho monument to Admiral Courbet
may prove to have been similarly deceptive

;

hut the design of MM. Falgui&re and Mercie, as
now accepted by the committee, hss un-
doubtedly all the appearance of a great work.
It is in an elongated form, and the base will
represent the prow or forepart of a ship.
On the prow a nude female figure, symbol-
ising colonial France, is seated, protecting
another female figure, recumbent, whicli is

supposed to represent Chinese India (‘‘Indo-
Chine”). Behind this group a figure, standing
on a higher level, represents Admiral Courbet
in the costume of a naval officer and in an
attitude of command. At his feet is a winged
Victory, holding to liim a laurel crown. At the
rear of tho monument are disposed Cliioese
arms and armour, and at the sides will be
represented the cannon formerly given to China
by Louis XIV., and which have been collected at
Abbeville, where the monument is to be
erected, each figure in which will be about
3 meLTes high. The committee have not yet
decided if tho monument is to be in bronze or in

marble
j

it will depend partly on the funds
available. It is hoped, at all events, that this

great work will be completed in a year from
now.
We have already spoken of the monument

which it is proposed to erect to Bastien-Lepago
in his native town. M. Roden has been com-
missioned to execute the statue of the painter.

The model for it, which we have seen, is a very
remarkable one. It will be submitted shortly
to a committee of artists presided over by
M. Bailly.

A whole series of important works will shortly

be undertaken at Paris. Without speaking of

those which are intended in completion of the
National Library, of which the new entrance
from the Rue Richelieu is in progress at present,

we may mention, in the first place, the recon-
struction, so often announced, of the College de
France. The new building will have a fa<jade

towards the Rue des ficoles, and the square in

which M. Aube’s statue of Dante is erected will

form a kind of cour d'honneur to it. It will

require probably six years to complete tho
buildings, which will include eight laboratories

and ten large lecture-rooms, at an estimated
cost of 12,000,000 franca.

There is talk also of a new hospital, the
erection of which has been long deferred, in the
populous quarters of the XIXth Arrondissement,
between La Villette and Belleville, behind the
Parc tie Buttes Chaumont. There is a proba-
bility also of the opening of a groat competition
among painters for tho decoration of the new
Salle des Fetes of the Mairie of the Vlth
Arrondissement; the sum of 40,000 francs is to

be spent on the decorations of this salle, which
is being built from the designs of M. Ginain.
We may note, also, that M. Hermant’s remark-
able building, the Maison de Repression at
Nanterre, of which we have spoken before,

has been completed and banded over to the
Prefecture of Police.

The avcbmological world has been much
excited during the last few weeks about the
excavations recently made at St. Maur les

Fosses, a small place a few miles from Paris,

by an architect, M. Mace, who, in staking out a
road, discovered a number of skeletons, swords,
lances, bucklers, bracelets, and other orna-
ments, of very artistic execution. Tlie dis-

covery is a very interesting one, if, as is sup-
posed, we are here in presence of a cemetery of
the ancient Gauls. It is even suggssted that
the remains are those of the ” Bagaudes,”
peasants of Gaul who revolted under Diocletian,
and wlio, driven from the Arverne district by
the Roman army, took refuge in the peninsula
of St. Maur, where they were destroyed. What-
ever may be the origin of these remains, they
are a real historic curiosity, and all the objects
discovered have been carefully placed in the
Musee St. Germain.
Two sculptors of great merit, though of a

ve-y different kind, have recently died ; Carrier
Bellouse and Leqnesne. Albert Ernest Carrier
Belleose, who died at the National Sevres
Manufactory, of which he was art-director for
many years past, has ocenpied an important
place in recent artistic history. He was one of
those who were most inspired with the fine

traditions of the eighteenth century, and who
has mostly largely contributed to the develop-
ment of French industrial art. He was bom
at Auizy-le-C bateau in 1824, and studied in the
atelier of David d’Angers. He obtained a
medal of tlie third class in 1861, a medal of
honour and chevalier’s cross in 1867, aud an
officer’s cross in 1885. Among his works were
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a splendid group, ‘‘L’Amour et I’Amitie,” exhi-
bited in 1857 ; a ” Bacchante,” a “ Jupiter and
Hebe,” an “ Undine,” the monument to Massena^
a statue of Camille Desmoulins, besides a great
number of busts, among which were those o?
Renan, Napoleon III., Fechter, Thiers, and
Th^ophile Gautier. He exhibited in the last
Salon a bust of General Boulanger, and also a
pretty marble statnette of ‘‘ Diana Victorieuse.”’

Louis Eugene Lequesne, who has died at the
age of seventy-two, was a distinguished pupil
of Pradier. Ho carried off the prix de Rome
in 18'14, and on returning from the Villa Medici
he exhibited the model of the dancing fauR;.
whicli has since become famous, and the bronze
of which adorns the parterre Medici at the
Luxembourg. He obtained medals of the first-

class in 1851 and 1855. He was engaged, oi?

the death of Pradier, to complete the twelve
Victories which adorn the tomb of Napoleon Iv

at the Invalides. We may mention also amon^
his principal works a statue of Marshal St-
Arnand, a ” Baigneuse,” a “ Soldat mourant,’”
“ Lesbie,” a “Pretresse de Bacchus,” and various
statues which decorate the Church of St.
Augustine.
The death is also announced of the scnlptop^

Chas. Matabon, pupil of Duret and Caillouette^
who made a speciality of busts and medallions.
He exhibited a good many years ago a bust of'

Shakspeare, which excited much notice, and
some years after one of Felicicn David, com-
missioned by the Ministry of Fine Arts.
Two other artists of talent, a painter and an'

engraver, have also died during the month. The-
former, M. Vincent Vidal, had studied in the-

atelier of Paul Delaroche. He was a portrait-
painter who had his hour of celebrity under the
reign of Louis Philippe, and whoso pastels were
much sought after. He died at the age of
seventy-two, having obtained several medals ah
different times, and the Cross of the Legion of
Honour in 1852. The engraver, M. Eugene
Blery, who had reached his eightieth year, had'
obtained numerous recompenses, including that
of the Legion of Hononr in 1846. He was anr

artist of great merit, and great rapidity of
working, and was Professor of Drawing at the-*

“£cole Speciale des Beaux-Arts.”

PROPOSED RECREATION-GROUND FOR
LEWISHAM.

The Lewisham Vestry, after having haJ
for some time past under consideration twC'

alternative sites for a recreation-ground for the
pariah, have just decided to purchase for the-

purpose the property known as the Ravens-
bourne Estate, and some on adjoining land,,

containing altogether an area of upwards of'

50 acres. The land stretches from Catford at

one end to Ladywell at the other end. A por-

tion of the land, 42 acres in extent, belongs to-

several owners, andean, it is said, be pnrehased-

for 20,000L, being at the rate of about 500L an
acre. At the Lewisham end the land agreed to-

be purchased consists of 9 acres belonging to-

tho Earl of Dartmouth, for which 8001. per acre

is the sura named, the entire amount for the

purchase of the whole of the land required,

being about 28,0001. At the meeting sanc-

tioning the purchase, Mr. Williams, the repre-

sentative of the Vestry at tho Metropolitan-

Board of Works, stated that he had no doubt-

the Metropolitan Board would advance 14,000L.

towards the purchase, aud that Alderman
Whitehead, one of the owners of land in the-

locality, had intimated his readiness to con--

tribnte 1,0001. towards the cost of the-

purchase, and that Mr. Jerrard, another

owner, would contribute 5001. He added,

that he had reason to know that the City,

companies, and others interested in the-

neighbourhood, would contribute about 4,0001..

He said that it was proposed to keep the land aa
much as possible in its present condition, except

as to one or two points, and that if the scheme-

were carried out they would have one of the-

finest recreation-grounds to be found anywhere
in the metropolis. It had natural beauties

connected with it which would make it a very-

pleasant recreation - ground. On one portioir

of the ground a lake of about three acres in-

extent could be formed, and a smaller lake on-

another portion. From one end of the grounds
to the other there was a running stream, which
could be bridged over with rustic bridges. The-
proposal to purchase the land was all but-

unanimous, fhere being only four dissentients..
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lIlustratiDns.

DECORATIVE PAINTING FOR THE NEW
SORBONNE, PARIS.

nHIS great piece of decorative painting,

about 80 ft. in length, which is the most

)>romineut work in the So-lon Exhibition,

is designed by M. Puvis de Chavannes, the

i
remarkably individual artist who has almost

I made a school of his own, and occupies a some-

what similar position in French art to that

; occupied by Mr. Burns Jones in English art.

The work was fully described in our article on

“the Paris Salon of 1887” in the Builder of

I May 21st, page 760. We are glad to be able to

supplement the description by an illustration

l of a work which, whatever its mannerisms of

I style, is a fine example of ideal or imaginative

painting, a type of art wliich, in spite of the

1 realistic tendencies of much modern French

.
painting, still finds more votaries in France than

: on any other soil.

: DESIGN FOR THE IMPERIAL INSTITUTE.

We give a perspective view of the design by

I Mr. CoUcutt, which has been selected, subject

• to probable future modification. We have com-

1 mented on it, along with the others, in another

column.

BRONZE GATES.

Tnis plate represents the gates of the elegant

: little loggia at the foot of the campanile of

• St. Marie at Venice, on the side facing the

Porta della Carta. They were designed and

I executed by one Antonio Gai, described as a

I Venetian sculptor and metal founder, who lived

;
between the years 1684 and 1769 ; they belong,

, therefore, to the early part of the eighteenth

I

century.
The loggia was erected from a design of

' Sansovino’s about the year 1540. According to

I a passage quoted by Cicognara from an older

, writer, its original object was to provide a place

. whither the cobles might resort for the pur-

;
pose of entertaining themselves with learned

discourse
j

it w.is, however, within a very few

I

years, put to other purposes.

Tho main facade consists of a composite order,

• with three wide and four narrow intercolumnia*

tions; in the wider ones are open arches, and
in the narrow niches containing bronze statues

of Pallas, Apollo, Mercury, and Peace. Above
1 the order is a high attic, panelled out with sub-

I

jects in has relief. The whole is raised on a

i little platform several steps above the level of

I the piazza. It is chiefly constructed of pure
' white Carrara marble, but the dies of the

pedestals, the main architrave and cornice, and

1 the cornice of the attic, are of Veronese ‘‘ gentil

1 rosso,” and the shafts of the columns are of

breccia.

' WEST DOORWAY, ORVIETO CATHEDRAL.
The Cathedral of Orvieto has been rocently

‘ re-opened, after being closed for some time for

restoration and repairs. The central western
i doorway, of which au illustration is given this

week, is a fine example of that rich and almost
jewelled type of work characteristic of the

Gothic of North Italy, of which the Florence
Campanile is the most famous example. The
richness of the door-jamb, with its alternating

orders of spiral shafts, carving and inlay,

is remarkable. On the other hand, the
weaker qualities of Italian Gothic come out

in such details as the thin secondary impost
moulding above the genuine impost, and through
which the archivolt mouldings appear to run

;

a detail the origin or significauce of which it is

' difficult to understand, and which weakens the

whole composition architecturally. But it is,

nevertheless, a sumptuous piece of decorative
work carried out without stint as to cost or

labour. The illustration shows a portion of the
remarkable wall diaper of small figures inter-

woven with foliage, which is one of the special

points in the detail of Orvieto. The mosaic

i
pictures on each side of the gablet are modern.

SCULPTURE AT CHARTRES AND
AMIENS.

THE NORTH PORCH, CHARTRES CATHEDRAL.

One of our plates this week shows a portion
of the north porch of Notre Dame de Chartres,
and the statue of Christ from the west door
of Amiens Cathedral. ^ Both were executed

early iu the thirteenth century. An interest-

ing account of both examples of this beautiful

period of French sculpture is to be found in

M. Viollet-le-Duc’s Dictionary (articles, “Sculp-

ture” and “Christ”).
M. Le Duo particularly speaks of the once-

coloured decoration of this statuary. He says :—“ La statuaire et Tornementation des portails

de Notre Dame do Paris, des Cathedrales de

Senlis, d’Amiens, de Reims, des porches late-

reaux de Notre Dame de Chartres etaient

peintes et dorees, et de meme que la sculpture

la coloration penchait vers le naturalisme.”

He goes on to say bow, not merely were flat

tints used, but that in the folds of the drapery,

and in portions shaded from the light, dark glazes

were put over the colour, which had the effect

of accentuating those portions in full light.

He would appear to show the sympathy existing

between artists at that time, when he says :

—

“ Les artistes qui ont fait les adrairables

vitraux des XII* et XIII® si&clea avaient une
conuaiasance trop parfaite de I’harmonie des

couleurs pour ne pas appliquer cette oonnais-

sance a la coloration de la sculpture.”

Beautiful drawings of the sculpture of

Chartres are to be found in “ La Monographie
de la Cathedrals de Chartres,” published in

Paris.

STATl'E OF CHRIST, WEST DOOR, AMIF.NS

Speaking of the statue at Amiens (the local

name for it is “ Le Beau Dieu d’Amiens), M. Le
Due says, “Amongst the statues of Christ

remaining in France the most beautiful is that

of the ‘ Christ man’ (as opposed toother types,

such as ‘ Christ triumphant’) at Amiens, where
the type is Byzantine, without any hardness
and undue severity of character.” He calls the

attentiou of sculptors to the beautiful profile of

the statue. He says, “ This sculpture is treated

like the heads carved by the Greeks of vEgina.”

The same simplicity of model, the same purity

of outline, the same execution, at once broad

and refined, the expression grave, without
sadness. This head is the more remarkable,
because in those of the apostles right and left,

and which were carved at the same time, this

divine character is not perceived. They are

portraits, of men, of the Picardy type
;
whereas

that of the Christ is of a “ type consacre.”

A most interesting feature in this sculpture

is the beautiful expression of Christ being the
“ son of David.” David is not found in the

ranks of the prophets on either hand, but

forming the pedestal of Christ. As king he

bolds the sceptre, and the scroll as prophet.

On the north side of the pedestal is sculptured

a lily
; on the south a rose, with a tendril of vine

above. “ I am the Rose of Sharon and the

Lily of tho Valleys.” “ I am the true Vine.’’

Represented above are the basilisk and the

adder, typical of the most active evil principles

of the earth
j

the basilisk half dragon, half

cock; tho deaf adder, laying one ear against

the ground, and stopping the other with her
tail.

Under the feec of Christ himself are the lion

and the dragon, the images of sin.

A most interesting description of this and
the other sculptui'es of Amiens is to be found

in the “ Bible of Amiens,” by John Ruskin.
G. Horsley.

*** Mr. Horsley writes to say that he was
not “Aldwincklo Student,” as engraved on

the plates of last week (and on some already

engraved for this week’s issue before his cor-

rection arrived), but “Owen Jones Student”
for 1887.

New Works in Paris.—The Journal du
C^ramiste et du Chaufoumier states that the

loan of 1,600,000/. lately raised by the City of

Paris will be principally devoted to the following

purposes :

—

1. Networks connected with water supply... £388,000

2. New canal works 20,003

3. New sanitary works 92,000

4. Proportion borne by the Municipality iu

the puppreesion oF level crossings on
the Ceinture Railway 40,000

6. Highway works of all kinds 700,000

6. New school works 72,000

7. Subvention to new hospital works 32,0C0

8. Proportion towards the Sorbonne works
borne by the Municipality 28,000

9. Proportion borne by the Municipality
towards the Lyceums on the right and
left banka 66,000

10.

New architectural works and improve-
ments 14i,000

A first annual contribution of 80,000/. will be

made to the Universal Exhibitiou of 1889. The
exponie of raising the loan was 36,000/.

SUGGESTION FOR THE SITE OF THE
NEW WAR OFFICE AND ADMIRALTY
BUILDINGS.
Sir,—I wiah to offer the following snggestiou

for combining the erection of the new War
Office and Admiralty with the eventual re-

arrangement on a symmetrical plan of the old

and irregular buildings forming the south and
east sides of the parade-ground and of tho front

towards Whitehall.

The plan [see next page] is so divided into

sections (as marked by the lettering) that it may
be executed in successive stages, in part only

deferred, postponed indefinitely, or abandoned
altogether at any stage, without the appearance
of incompleteness in the parts already executed
necessitating or suggesting the execution of the

whole.

In adopting, therefore, a scheme of this kind,

the Government would not be committed to

anything beyond the actual necessities of the

case at any period.

A glance at the parade-ground itself will

show that with its breadth of 600 ft. and depth
of 250 ft., approached from an open space like

the park, it is one of the finest sites, if not the

very finest, in Europe, and shonld be dealt with

on some principle of symmetry, if it be pos-

sible. This plan simply suggests that it is

possible.

This magnificent site, when the New War
Office is built on the north side (a lofty mass
nearly 90 ft. high) will be occupied on the

other two sides by low, mean, and irregular build-

ings, which, in the natnre of things, must be

reconstructed at no very distant date.

This scheme is to provide for such recou-

structiou on a symmetrical plan, in the first

place towards the parade-ground, and, secondly,

on the Whitehall front.

At the present moment, no doubt, some feel-

ing exists for the preservation of the Horse
Guards building; it is nut proposed to deal with
this till the necessity for so doing arrives.

Standing as it does now, and constituting the
central and loftiest mass of a number of low
irregular buildings, the effect is pleasing

;
but

if a building like the proposed New War Office

be erected in closest juxta-position, and the
buildings on the south side re-oonstructed, as

they assuredly will be, on a more liberal scale,

the conditions will he reversed. It will then
be a low mean-looking building of very vulgar
design, jammed in between loftier buildings

possibly more than double its height, and yet
it will be the central point of this magnificent

site.

The scheme suggested, moreover, is not that of

any specific design, but simply of applying the

principles of symmetry to the arrangement of

the buildings surrounding this magnificent site

on a principle of economy.
It is not a question of elaborate decoration,

since a plan spreiid over so wide a space sug-

gests plain and simple treatment.

It is not a question of acquiring expensive
property, for the whole of the area affected is

already in the hands of the Government ; indeed,

a great economy, perhaps 100,000/., may be
accomplished, as hereafter shown, in the mutter
of the site alone. Neither is it a question of

removing solid and substantial buildings, since

those now occupying the site are moan and
irregular, and cannot be suffered to remain very
long.

Lastly, by shifting the site southwards
instead of northwards, not only will the farther

purchase of expensive property to enlarge the
sice of the proposed new buildings be avoided,

but the block of houses marked X‘ and X* on
the block plan, already purchased, may be pre-

served, and perhaps something like 100,CWO/.

economised in this way only.

Note.—All the buildings are in the hands of

Government, and must soon be reconstructed.

H. B. Gaeling.

Tlie Iiigliting of Staircases. — A legal

decision has been given in Germany as to the

obligation of householders to light passages and
staircases in such a manner that no one can be
injured for want of sufficient light. A postman
in Stettin having fallen and hurt himself under
these circumstances, the courts have inflicted a
penalty upon the proprietor of the house. It

has always beeu understood that factory stair-

cases have to be lighted, and this supposition is

now, it is remarked, confirmed by tho above
decision.

h
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Ancient Palace of the Archhishops of Canterbury at Maidstone. (See “ Note ” in Builder of June 4 of this year.)

THE NEW TOWNHALL AT
PORTSMOUTH.

During the visit of the Association of
Municipal and Sanitary Engineers to Ports-
mouth on the 4th ult., as mentioned by us
at the time (see Builder for June 11, p. 882),
the members inspected the works now in pro-

gress for the erection of the new Townhall,
with reference to which Mr. Boulnois, the
Borough Engineer, read the following notes ;

—

The new Townhall at Portsmouth, now in

course of erection from the designs of Mr.
William Hill, F.R.I.B.A., architect, of Leeds,
and under the superintendence of Messrs. W.
Hill & Sons, of Leeds and Portsmouth, stands
upon a site containing 3^ acres acquired by the
Corporation (partly by purchase and part in

exchange for other land) from H.M.’s War
Department.
When the existing boundary wall and old

buildings are removed, the east or principal

front of the building will be seen at a distance
of 160 ft. from the centre of Commercial-road,
the chief thoroughfare in the borough, and near
the central railway station. The south front
of the structure faces a wide road called Park-
I’oad, and is 90 fc. from the Gas Company’s
offices, the nearest building on that side. The
west front is open to a portion of Victoria Park,
and the north front is also open to this park,
but unfortunately separated from it by the
railway embankment, which cuts off the whole
of the basement of the building, and about 8 ft.

or y ft., or one-fourth, of the order of pilasters,

from the spectator’s view in these ornamental
grounds.
The following are the leading dimensions of

the building on plan, viz., the east and west
fronts from north to south on the plinth line
185 ft., and through the centre in the same
direction 206 ft.; and from east to west 164 ft.

and 194 ft. 6 in. respectively; the total area
covered being' 35,380 ft. super., the cubic con-
tents of the structure being approximately
2,500,000 ft.

The under - mentioned figures give very
closely the areas allotted to the several de-
partments falling under the head of municipal
offices. On the east or principal front, imme-
diately north of the portico on the basement or
ground-floor, are the rate offices, four in number,
covering an area of 1,650 ft. super. On the
north front, beyond the north-east stairs, is the
sanitary department, the Inspector’s with 925 ft.,

and the medical office with 700 ft., the north
main entrance to the principal floor bisecting
these offices; 380ft. is then taken for lavatories,

&c., and hall • keepers’ and porters’ rooms
(together 560 ft.) fill up the north-west angle.
Next to these on the west front come two stair-

cases,—a separate one to the Borough Courts
and another to the principal floor; beyond this
the police cells, eleven in number, with
corridor and stairs to the court, occupy an area
of 2,500 ft. Contiguous to these the police
department, with two entrances and number-
ing eight rooms, take up 1,790 ft. of space,
exclusive of stairs to floor above and corridor
to cells. Passing the south main entrance to
the next floor we find the whole of the south-
east angle of the building from the last-named
staircase to the portico devoted to the public
library and reading-room, together occupying
5,260 ft., and an additional space under the
great hall of 1,100 ft. for store-room purposes;
the rest of the space under the hall being dis-

tributed as follows, viz., 800 ft. to the heating
and ventilating apparatus room, 2,300 ft. to the
police parade, and 1,500 to the store and
testing - rooms

;
a further area of 3,790 ft. is

taken by the corridors and stairs before
named.

Following the same order, we find, on the
principal floor, east front, the part north of
the centre allotted to bookkeepers, cashier,

clei'ks, &c., with a similar amount of room as
in the rate-offices below, and connected with
these and the Town Clerk’s offices above by a
private staircase, by which the strong-room in
the tower can also be reached. On the north
front are cloak and retiring rooms on each side

;

of the north entrance, embracing an area of
1,600 ft. super. Beyond these are the barristers’
and solicitors’ rooms, filling, -with the stairs, the
north-west angle. The west front on this floor

is given up to the Borough Court, magistrates’,
and witnesses’ rooms, &c. The Court, running up
through both floors, measures some 50ft. by 40 ft.,

in which is also a separate gallery for the
public. An apartment on the south front is set
aside for a coroner’s court, containing 560 ft.

From the centre of this front to nearly the
centre of the east front are located the Borough
Engineer’s offices (over the library). Of this

space the drawing offices take some 800 ft.,

Borough and Deputy Engineer’s 740 ft., while
the public office. Road Surveyor, and Improve-
ment Surveyor share 1,260 ft. between them,
making a total of 2,800 ft. super, allotted to this

department. The height of this floor is 17 ft.

6 in. from the floor below, the basement floor

being 16 ft. from floor to floor.

The above-named offices are all reached from
a corridor 10 ft. wide, surrounding the great
hall, which is 108 ft. in length by 70 ft. 8 in. in

width, exclusive of the semicircular apsidal pro-
jection at the south end to receive the organ.
On the first floor, the 10 ft. wide corridor, in

communication with three staircases, is carried
round three sides of the great hall, and con-
nected with the balcony by eight doors on the

inside, and with the various rooms here de-
scribed. On the outside, on the first floor, viz.,

opposite the portico, we get the mayor’s recep-
tion-room in the tower; north of this comes the
mayor’s parlour, with 400 ft. area; adjoining
are the tow'n clerk’s offices, three in numbei-,
containing 800 ft. super.; facing the north
we get the council-chamber, a fine apartment
with about 2,000 ft. of floor space; committee,
robing, and other rooms occupy the rest of this

front. The upper part of the Borough Court,
grand jury and other rooms also fill up the west
front on this floor.

On the south of the main hall, beyond the
apsidal end forming the organ gallery, the
remaining space of 1,400 ft. is set apart for a
museum, over whicTi the kitchen and culinary
department will find a home. Returning to the
east front we reach the banquetting-room, n
fine apartment 72 ft. by 25 ft. 4 in., with the
mayor’s reception-room and parlour eu suite,

and opening into the upper corridor.
Should the fittings of the Borough Court not

interfere with the view, a very unique effect

will be obtained by opening all the doors ou
the principal floor from tho entrance-hall across
the minor axis of the building in the centre and
through the centre window of the court

;
the

view will extend over the railway to a distance
of some 400 yards westward till lost among tho
trees in the distance.

Tho great hall will be 60 ft. high to the panels
in the deeply-coffered ceiling, round which will

run a deep cove, pierced by the numerous semi-
circular windows that light the hall above the
adjoining roofs. Beneath this cove an enriched
entablature runs round the hall, carried by a
series of pilasters. There are two orders of
these, divided by the balcony before described.
The ventilating and warming arrangements

are in the bands of Messrs. Iladen, of Man-
chester. The numerous flues for the supply of
warm and fresh air to every room in the build-
ing, together with the extraction shafts for
vitiated air, are in the course of construction
from the designs of those gentlemen.
The style of the building is Classic, of a

Roman type, and entirely carried out in Port-
land stone, from the bed known as the Whit or
brown bed. A rusticated basement, with a bold
plinth, above which are the ground-floor win-
dows, 9 ft. 6 in. high, reaching to the surbase,
17 ft. from the ground-level, runs all round the
building. From the top of this surbase starts
tho order of columns and pilasters, also sur-
rounding the building. These are 3 ft. 4 in. in.

diameter, and ten diameters (33 ft. 4 in.) in
height, and run through two floors, with a string
course marking their division, the surbase
marking the level of the principal floor.

The colnmne and pilasters carry an entabla-
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ture 8 ft. 6 in. in height, surmounted by a

balustrado 5 ft. 8 in. high. In the centre of

the east front, and standing 21 ft. in advance,

ia a hesaatylo portico 57 ft. wide, reached by a

pyramidal range of steps on each side of the

portico, and on the same level is a loggia 57 ft.

long and 6 ft. 6 in. deep, with four columns in

each, and double pilasters at the angles. On the

south, the centre advances 10 ft. Bin. carrying

four three - quarter columns and coupled

pilasters
;
the north and west fronts are treated

similarly, but with pilasters only. In the

centre of the east front, immediately behind

the portico, rises the clock-tower, the lower

stage rising boldly without a break for 29 ft.,

including frieze and comice, making a hne base

for the belfry stage, which ia enriched with

pilasters, carved capitals, and panelled semi-

circular openings on each face, tilled with

ornamental iron grilles
;
above the cushion frieze

and cornice of this portion comes the still more
highly-enriched clock stage, with dials 9 ft. in

diameter, surmounted by pediments and angle

terminals
;
above this starts a copper-covered

octagonal cupola or domical roof, over this

again rises an open turret with cupola, all in

stone, the whole reaching to a height of 205 ft.

from the ground.

Taken altogether, the strong lights and deep

shadows of the finely-grouped and woll-balanced

masses, the carefully-studied detail, the charm-
ing variety in size and outline of the turrets

and cupolas, emphasising the salient angles of

the structure, and leading up to the crowning
central feature, unqiiestionably stamp the design

as a grand, effective, and harmonious composi-

tion. The foundations rest on a firm, compact
stratum of gravel throughout ; the walla in all

cases stand on a depth of 2 ft. 6 in. of cement
concrete, except the tower, which has a depth

of 6 ft. 6 in. under two courses of roach Port-

land stone covering the whole area.

The quantity of stone required for the whole

building will be upwards of 200,000 cubic feet.

The contractors for the whole of the work
are Messrs. Armitage & Hodgson, of Leeds.

The stone sawing and working machinery intro-

duced by this firm ia quite a novelty in this

part of the kingdom, as well as a most im-

portant factor in facilitating the work.

I am indebted for the whole of tho foregoing

particulars to Mr. Lawrence, the able clerk of

works, who was appointed by the Town Council

to superintend the erection of this important

building.

We may add that the new Townball is

to a great extent a replita, though on a

somewhat larger scale, of the new Town-
ball at Bolton, by the same architect.

How this comes to be the case was ex-

plained by the Mayor of Portsmouth in the

following words:—We wanted a new Townball,

but how to get one to suit our requirements we
did not know. We thought of initiating a

competition, bnt we came to the conclusion

that tho result would bo doubtful, so we
determined to appoint a Committee to visit

some of the most important buildings of the

kind which have been erected of late years,

particularly in the North of England, with the

view of finding a building which came up to the

ideal of onr requirements. The Committee,
after visiting numerous Townhalls, were eo

struck with the internal arrangements as well

as with the external architecture of the Bolton

Townball that they recommended the Corpora-

tion to employ its sirchitoot to build a some-

what similar structure in Porttmoutb, and their

recommendation was adopted.

Economy in Telegraphy.—Me.ssrs. II. Cull

& Son, of Palmerston-buildings, E.C., having a

shipping inquiry for glazed stoneware kitchen

sinks beyond the quantity of their London
stock wired their Works people ns follows,

—

‘‘Bricks, Halifax, wire stock sinks, Tuyere.”

The reply was :

—

" Tuyere Ldn

112 24 by 18, 50

24 by 16, 6 30

by 18, 73 30 by
20

,
20 30 by 18,

25 36 by 20
,
stock.”

The commas are ours, but the message was
perfectly distinct to the recipients without

them, the number of each sized sink and their

measurements in inches being quite accurately

given.

ARCHiEOLOGICAL SOCIETIES.

Bra^/ord Hifitorical and Antiquarian Society.

The second excursion for the present season

of this society took place to Wressell Castle and
Selby Abbey. At Wressell the members were

met by the Rev. R. Kennedy, the Vicar of the

parish, wlio read a paper on the history of the

castle from its found:vtion by Thomas Percy,

Earl of Worcester, in the time of Richard II.,

about 1.388, to its dismantlement by order of

Parliament in tho time of the Commonwealth,
and ultimate destruction of the interior by fire

in I79(j. At Selby Abbey the antiquaries were

met by the Rev. Canon Harper, Vicar.

Newcastle Society of Antiquaries.—A meeting

of this society was held on Saturd<ay last at

Hexham, and, under the guidance of Mr. J. P.

Gibson and Mr. C. C. Hodges, the members
visited tho Abbey Church. Mr. C. C. Hodges
read a paper on Hexham, in which he expressed

tho opinion that Hexham was not the site of a
Roman station, and that the Roman stones found

at Hexham had been brought from the neighbour-

ing Roman station of Corstopitum (Corbridge),

which outshone in splendour any otlier Roman
city in Northumberland. Referring to the

Roman altar taken from the bed of the river

Tyne a few days ago, Mr. Hodges said he had
a theory as to how it came there, and bis theory

was confirmed by tho fact that there were two
other Roman stones lying in the river beside it.

His theory was that the carters, in carting

Roman stones from Corbridge, to be used in the

building of the chnrcli at Hexham, had had the

cart upset in the river, and had not been at the

trouble to get the stones out of the water

again, but had returned for another load.

Society of Antiquaries of Scotland.—At tho

concluding meeting of this Society for the

present session, tho first paper read was entitled

“ Notices of St. Margaret’s Chapel in Edinburgh
Castle,” by Daniel Wilson, LL.D., Toronto.

This chapel, according to the Scotsman, was
discovered by Dr. Wilson in 1845, with awooden
floor dividing it into two storeys, and tlie apse

converted into a powder magazine. But its

structural features had, fortunately, escaped

tlie destruction of time and siege, and the little

oratory that crowns the castle rock still presents

much the same aspect as in the early days of the

reign of David L, to which the features of tho

chancel arch most probably assigns its con-

struction, though the other masonry is of

diverse periods. After tracing the history of

the two chapels,—St. Mary (which was demo-
lished in the present century) and St. Margaret,

—and noticing the relics of St. Margaret which
were kept in the Castle, Dr. Wilson concluded

by alluding to the work of restoration now
being carried on in the Castle by the liberality

of Mr. William Nelson, which, it was romarked,
would add greatly to the attractive interest

of the grand old fortress. St. Margaret’s

chapel was also include! in the original

scheme of operations, but every stone of

the venerable little oratory is historical,

and it was to be regarded as fortunate

that it has escaped the renovating process.

In tho second paper, Mr. A. Hutcheson, archi-

tect, Bronghty Ferry, gave an account of the

excavation of a burial-place of the Bronze Age
at Barnhill in that neighbourhood, exhibiting

the urns and other objects that had been found.

In the tliird paper Mr. J. Russell Walker, archi-

tect, F.S.A. Scot., gave some additional notices

of bai)ti&inal fonts in Scotland, in continuation

of a paper on the same subject read to the

Society last session. Tho number of Scottish

fonts which be has collected and figured, with
measurements, now amounts to fifty-two. In

the fourth paper Mr. J. W. Cnrsiter, P.S.A.

Scot., Kirkwall, gave an account of several

weapons of bronze recently obtained in Orkney
and Shetland. The last paper was a notice by
Mr. George F. Black, assistant in the Museum,
of a sculptured slab recently discovered in the
Isle of Man, on wliich are sculptured represen-

tations of tho legend of Sigui'd Fafnis Bane, as

found in the Elder Edda. The stone was found
by Mr. Kermode in the churchyard of Kirk
Andreas. It is sculptured on both sides with
subjects from the Norse mythology.

S^lrrey Archceological Society.—The annual
meeting (for it can hardly be called excursion)

of the members of this Society will take place

this year on Tuesday, July 5th, when the

Church of St. Saviour, Southwark, Lambeth
Palace, and St. Mary’s Church, Lambeth, will

be visited. Viscount Midleton is the President

of the meeting. At St. Saviour’s, Southwark,

Mr. F. T. Dollmau is announced to read a

paper on its history and architecture. At
Lambeth Palace the Library and Picture Gallery

will be described by Mr. S. W. Kershaw, F.S.A.

,

and Mr. John P. Seddon will offer some remarks

on the architecture of tho chapel. This Society

has not visited Lambeth Palace since October

Slat, 185B, when it was described by the late

Hev. Charles Boutell. A full account of the

meeting on that occasion, with illustrations,

will be found in the Builder of November 1st

and November 8tb, 1856. St. Saviour’s, South-

wark, has not been visited by this Society

since May 12tb, 1858, when an ‘‘Architectural

notice of the Nave of Sb. Saviour’s Church,

made during its demolition, accompanied by
numerous drawings from actual measorement,”

was read, written by the late Mr. W. Pettit

Griffith, F.S.A.

COMMISSION ON QUANTITIES.
m'in'eey c. pawson and otrees.

This was an action tried in the Sheffield County
Court a few days since, before Jud^je Ellison. Mr.

John M‘lQery, quantity surveyor. High-street, was
the plaintiff, and Mr. Henry Pawson, the elder,

Mr. Henry Pawson, juu., and Mr. John Armitage
Brailsford, printers and stationers, High-street,

werethodefendants. The action was brought to re-

cover commission for quantities. The plaintiffclaimed

three sums amounting altogether to 103^. la. Hehad,
however, abandoned one item, leaving in dispute

one sum of 22L 5s. and another of 751. 83 ., together

971. 139. The defendants had paid into court

53f. 28. and 3f. 3s. costs, and that, they said, was all

that they wore liable for. The real point at issue,

however, was whether the defendants were liable to

the plaintiff or Messrs. Longden, the contractors.

Tho case was entered for hearing in a superior court,

but the defendants had paid the 5'il. 28. in order to

bring the action within the jurisdiction of the County

,
Court, and not because they admitted their liability

for any part of the sum claimed.

From the statement of counsel for the defendants,

who, by arrangement, opened the case, it appeared

that in 1883 Messrs. Pawson & Brailsford, who were
throe partners, proposed to build for themselves

some large promises in Sheffield. For that purpose

they employed an eminent firm of architects,

Messrs. Iladfield k Son, who prepared plans, which
amounted on their estimate to something between
14,000f. and 15,OOOL Messrs. Pawson & Brailsford

thought that some of the materials which the

architect intended to employ might be reduced, as

a question of cost. They were regarded as over

good, too expensive for the premises they’ proposed

to erect. They suggested that in this way the

architeots’ estimate might be reduced to 11,765/.

Messrs. Hadfield & Co. introduced Mr. M'Inery to

Messrs. Pawson k Brailsford as a quantity surveyor,

and ho bargained absolutely that he should be paid

a commission of 2 per cent, on the contract when
fixed. That sum the defendants were porfectly

willing to pay the plaintiff, and they believed that

they had paid him. Afterwards there were inter-

views between him and Messrs. Pawson k Brailsford

as to the question of variation in the original

contract, and the amount he ought to receive for

that variation. The plaintiff agreed that if the

value of the original contract was diminished by
variation be should receive 1 per cent, on the

omissions instead of 2 per cent.
;

if there were
additions to tho original contract then that he
should receive 2 per cent, for the additions. Tbe
real question was, bad tbe contractor paid the

quantity surveyor tho whole sum that was
due to him, or ought ho now to pay the sum
The defendauts had paid Longdeiis the whole

amount of their contract, which included the charge

of the quantity surveyor, and therefore they had
discharged all their liability to the quantity sur-

veyor.

Mr. .James Longden was then called. He said that

he and his father were tho contractors for the new
premises of the defendants. In answer to questions,

he said his firm had paid tho two per cent, for the

quantities on which tho contract was taken, but had

not paid a claim from the plaintiff for 103/. dated

5th January, 1886, because when the work was

measured up the proprietors always paid the com-
mission on additions and omissions, unless the

amount was added to the builder’s account. The
builder did not pay on measuring up unless be
received it from the proprietors. They did not

receive it from the proprietor.

Mr. Charles Hadtiold, architect, was next called,

;

and in reply to qiiestions put by the defendants’

counsel, Mr. West, said his firm were the architects

of the new premises of the defendants in High-

street. It was not his practice to give certificates of

the amount due to tbe quantity surveyor. His

certificates were given for tbe amount due pro rata

according to the contract, and including what was

due to the quantity surveyor, but the araoLint was
not specified. He dealt with the commission on the

omissions and additions in a final certificate to the

contractors. It was then specifically arranged that

the sum of 103/., the commission due to the plaintiff

on those items, should be paid by the defendants,
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and he withheld his final certificate until that
arrangement had been accepted by the solictors on
each side.

The Judge; You never called upon Messrs.
Longden to pay it ?

The Witness: No, your Honour.
Mr. West called in question the accuracy of Mr.

Hadfield's statement, whereupon Mr. Barker
(counsel for the plaintiff) read letters from Mr.
Hadfield to the defendants in confirmation of bis
statement. The most important of the letters was
dated December 11th, 1885, and it was not, Mr.
Hadfield said, until the following March that he
was given to understand that the defendants
objected to the item of commission. At the same
time the defendants objected to his charges.
Mr. West : I believe you bad some legal pro-

ceedings about your charges ?—Mr. Hadfield : Yes.
Which were compromised and arranged by a

mutual friend 1— Yes
;
honourable to both sides.

Mr. Barker : Compromised by payment in full

and apologising.
In reply to further questions, Mr. Hadfield said

he declined to give information as to what Longdens
had paid the plaintiff, because be did not know.
It was stipulate in the bills of quantities what the
laintiff should receive from eontractors, and he
ad no more to do with it.

The Judge intimated to Mr. West that he did not
see how he could go on with his case. Mr. Hadfield
had told them that in this case it was expressly pro-
vided that the amount claimed should be paid by
the defendants.

Mr. West admitted that as he could not go into
the general account to calculate what commission
the plaintiff had received on the whole, that the
evidence was against him on the specific items.
He had no evidence of the payment of the specific
sums mentioned in the pleadings. He could not
prove it.

The Judge ; It has been the opinion for some time
that you could not cwry the case on.

Mr. Barker (to the witness) : You had to bring
an action against the defendants for your com-
mission as the architect, and they counter-claimed
against you ?—The witness : Yes.
And charged you with fraud for having given

these very certificates?—Yes
;
they did.

Then they paid the amount of the claim and
apologised for the imputations?—Yes; paid and
withdrew all their offensive imputations.
Mr. West: Who employed the plaintiff, you or

the defendants ?—The witness : I did, with the con-
currence of the defendants.
Mr. J. A. Brailsford, one of the defendants, was

called, and said that the arrangements as to the new
buildings were left very much in his hands. He was
under the impression that the whole of the com-
mission due to the quantity surveyor was included
in the builder’s contract. He was quite willing to
pay what was due, but they were unable to ascertain
from any one what it was.

Mr. West said that was his case.
Mr. Barker asked if there was any case to

answer ?

His Honour said he thought all the case was in
favour of the plaintiff, and, addressing the jury,
said the evidence that had been called was in favour
of the plaintiff’s claim, although called on behalf of
the defendants. It had entirely failed to support
the defendants’ case, and, therefore, it was not
necessary to go into the case on the other side. He
therefore directed the jury to find a verdict for the
amount claimed, with the sum paid into court.
The jury laid their heads together, and then

expressed a desire to retire to talk the case over.
His Honour reminded them that they were sworn

to find a verdict according to the evidence. It was
his duty to tell them what the state of the evidence
was, and he had told them that all the evidence

given by the defendant had been in support of the
plaintifTs case. Therefore they were bound to find
a verdict for44^., in addition to the sum paid into
court.

The jury now complied, and returned a verdict
for the plaintiff as directed.—(Abridged from the-

Sheffield Evening Star.)

POWELL’S HYDRAULIC MUD-LIFT FOR
TOWN STREETS.

Tnrs invention is one the adoption of which,,
wherever possible, would, it appears to us, con-
duce greatly to the cleanliness and tidiness of
town streets. The patentee is Mr. W. B.
Powell, of Tintern-street, Ferndale-road,.
Brixton, and the main idea of the invention ia

that the mud, dnst, and other refuse matter
should be swept into sunk receivers placed at
intervals at the edge of the kerb and under-
neath the footpath, the receivers being raised by
hydraulic prossnre (obtained from the water-
mains) for the purpose of discharging their con-
tents, an operation very quickly performed. The
invention is so clearly shown by the accom-
panying dia^ara that it is not necessary to say-
much about it except that it has been materially-
improved and perfected since it was exhibited
in the Inventions Exhibition two years ago.
The diagram shows it in its latest form.

If these mud-receivers were placed, say,
about fifty yards apart in some of oar crowded
town streets, the scavengers would be spared
the temptation of sweeping mud down the
gullies, — a practice far too frequent in
London, to the detriment of the sewers,—and
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he public would be spared the spectacle,
too coramooly to be witneaaed, of seeing heaps
of mild swept up to the edge of the kerb, to
remain there for hours, and sometimes days,

—

save and except so much of it as gets scattered
-•and splashed by horses’ hoofs over pavement,
passers-by, or shop-windows, or gradually dis-

tributed over the surface of the road again
by countless wheels,—just as printing-ink is
“ distributed” by rollers on a printing machine.
Even where things are so well ordered under
the present system (if such it can be called)
that the mud-cart follows the scavengers’
broom very closely, the adoption of Mr.
Powell’s invention would abolish the tedious
•operation of shovelling-up, — an operation
fraught with danger to the hats and clothes of
wayfarers. The contents of one of Mr. Powell’s
mud-receivers could be elevated and discharged
into a cart brought alongside, and the receiver
lowered into its place ready for future sweep-
ings, in two or three minutes. The momentary
•occupation of a small portion of the pavement,
and that near the edge, would be an incon-
venience more than compensated for by the
other advantages wo have named

;
and the

adoption of these lifts in certain town streets
which are always more or leas crowded with
traffic might conceivably be worth consideration
merely with a view to preventing obstruction
to traffic by avoiding prolonged stays of the
ecavengers’ carts. Water being the motive
power, the exhaust water would go to flush the
sewers. The inventor by preference would
•employ mud-carts of the type shown in the
sketch (“ Gledhill's patent ”), which are lower
in height than the ordinary carts or wagons,
and are readily “tipped” by the worm-wheel
and toothed qnadrant shown in the diagram.

doubt the first cost of fitting a street with
^Ihese mud-lifts would be considerable, but
against this disadvantage would have to be
set the advantages of greater cleanliness and
•economy of time. At any rate, it appears
^lesirable that the invention should be tried in
•the next new important street that is made.
It is obvious that with certain modifications of
detail the invention is applicable to the speedy
semoval of dnst and refuse from large esta-
blishments, public institutions, &c., wherever
’there is access for carts.

The receiver, of 10 cubic feet capacity, is

shown by the dotted lines in its raised position
on the top of the ram-head of the lift, and in the
act of discharging its contents through a flap-

door. The inlet for the mad, below the edge
df the kerb, is shown on the diagram, as is the
Overflow for water in times of heavy rainfall.

From four to six gallons of water would be
<used each time the lift is raised.

HEAVITREE, DEVON.
JUBILEE CELEBRATION EXTRAORDINARY.

Sir,—As a “ J ubilee Memorial " it is proposed
to pull down the old (fifteenth-century) tower
and to build a new one.
A more wanton destrnction of the sole sur-

viving part of the church in which Hooker
worshipped can hardly be imagined.

In order to justify its destruction the tower
is stated to be unstable, but no authority is

given for the statement, no external cracks
are apparent, and the bells are rung on all

occasions.

Several years ago, when the building of any-
thing new was held to justify the destruction of
anything old, a fund was started in the parish
for a new tower to “correspond” with the
•church,—an example of Gothic architecture as
rendered by a country architect forty years ago,
would-be “ Perpendicular,” witli small chancel
.-and abundant galleries, a big, cold-lookiog
building inside and out.

Since this fund was started, the old tower
ibas had no care save in the removal of battle-
ments and mullions, which required repair,
and are now stacked in a comer of the church-
yard. Of course, so far as neglect can bring it

about, the tower is in a disgraceful condition
j

yet it bad a look of dignity on Tuesday when a
pit was dug near its foundations, to foreshadow
its approaching destruction, and to receive the
{first Bcaffold-pole for the erection of its

iSQCcessor.

There is a strong feeling in the parish that
building a new chancel would be a far wiser
application of the funds collected, but much
was given years ago, and some of the givers
ore dead, and others, do not like to admit that

they have subscribed to a wrong object j and so

it comes about that the poor old tower is

doomed, unless a word of exhortation from you
may induce the architects who are competing
for the new building to protest against the task
that has been set them to do.

Conservative.

“LIFTS.”

Sir,—In your issue of the ISth June we find

the letter of Messrs. Smith & Stevens. This
letter contains a “catechism ” which we think will

be regarded by most of your readers as designed to

bring out what Messrs. Smith k Stevens regard as
a fault in the Standard (or Otis) hydraulic elevator,

and the superior merits of the patent balanco ram
lift as made by Messrs. Smith & Stevens.

The closing paragraph refers to our repeatedly-
expressed desire for investigation, and assumes that
we “would not wish to confine such inquiry to those
who have everything to learn in connexion with the
subject.” Our invitation is extended to all who have
anything to learn. We must therefore admit the
inquiry of Messrs. Smith & Stevens.
We take the questions in their “catechism” by

their numbers. In order to save space wo will not
quote them in full.

1. There is, in the Standard Hydraulic Elevator,
as we now make it, a “ positive entrapment of the
charge of driving water,” so that as “ in all the best
English lifts, the charge of pressure water, after
lifting the cage, is trapped in a closed chamber,
from which there is no escape except through a

passage completely dominated by the starting-valve.

The cage cannot move till the valve is opened. In
case of overloading, the effect is only a greater
pressing action on the entrapped water, but no
movement can occur until something positively

breaks.” We have used exactly tho language of
Messrs. Smith & .Stevens, and thus show that in

regard to the point which they raise, wo are
precisely on a level with the Patent Balance Ram
Lift to which they r-fer. It is proper to say, how-
ever, that this is a comparatively recent improve-
ment, and that in our elevators, as they used to be
constructed, there was theoretically a possibility

that the charge of driving water might, by excessive
overloading, be driven back upon its source. We
say this was so theoretically ; practically the point
was not important, for the governor is always
certain to prevent a descent at an unsafe speed.
We have now built and fixed more than 4,600
of these elevators in all parts of the world,
and in no single instance has there been such a
degree of overloading as to force the charge of
driving water back. The elevators have repeatedly
been loaded to the utmost cap.acity

;
that is to

say, passenger-lifts have been loaded until not
another person could bo crowded in, and nothing
of the kind has happened. Our rule is to make the
power of the elevator strong enough to lift tho
utmost load that can bo put in. It would be pos-
sible, in the case of a passenger lift, to fill it with
pig iron, for instance, until the effect described by
Messrs. Smith & Stevens would be produced, iu

which case the car would descend U7ilil stopped by
ike govei'iiory but it is not usual to fill passenger cars
with pig iron.

Instances of our present method may be seen, for
example, in the National Libersl Club (new building)
the Hotel Victoria, tho Great Northern Hotel,
King’s Cross, &c. Id all the.se cases it is impossible
“for tho charge of driving water to be driven back.”
2 and 3. These questions are substantially

answered in the answer to No. 1. There is no “ free
escape for such water back to the supply,” nor can
“ the driving water be forced back aud tho cage
descend.”

4. It has already been shown that no motion can
take place except when the valve is open for the
purpose. The governor, however, is, as all our
friends know, always ready to perform its duty, and
always does perform its duty whenever a pre-deter-
mined rate of speed is exceeded.

5. This question,—as, indeed, all the questions
in the “catechism,”— is based upon the one point
brought out in the opening part of Messrs. Smith &
Stevens’s letter, and the answer to one question
virtually answers them all. Many years ago the
point came up as to how to give the attendant
in the car the ability to stop the cage at any
moment. If any inquirer will call at this office he
will see, in the models which bave'been here during
all tho time of my administration, the means shown
by which the attendant has perfect control of the
elevator under all circumstances. Other means
will be pointed out. Long ago wo have ceased to
use these means for the reason that they were
regarded as redundant and unnecessary. They can
be supplied in a moment at any time to any person.
Perhaps your readers will bo willing to call upon us
for all the details of this. Messrs. Smith k Stevens
could hardly expect us to give them all these
details.

6. Thera is ample provision.

7. The speed of the governor is that which we fix

in accordance with the request of the owner.
S. All our details and appliances for every pur-

pose are carefully explained to all who call upon us.

To recapitulate them all, and to describe them here,
would take altogether too much of your space.

We conclude by simply repeating emphatically
our wish for the investigation aud inquiry referred
to in the closing paragraph of Messrs. Smith &
Stevens’s letter.

Wm. Augs. Gibson,
President American Elevator Co.

THE LATE FATAL FIRE IN NEWMAN-
STREET.

Sir,—This sad affair exposes a great danger
existing in tho midst of us. Here were three
families living on the top floor of a large throe-story
house, all the water supply being in the basement.
A fire breaks out in the night on the second floor.

There are no hand grenades near, no easy way on
to the roof, and a burning staircase is between the
poor creatures and the water-taps at the bottom of
the house,—a real death-trap. This, all will say,

is dreadful, but it is a fact, and it may occur again
any day. I consider that, in the interests of

the community geoerjilly, it should be enacted
that water be laid on to the top floor of all

high bouses let out in apartments, and also, if

possible, that there should be a fireproof flat roof
with easy access to it, and which will not cost more
than any other good roof.

I hear that the surveyor to the Berners Estate
had, some time back, sent in a requisition for some
extensive repairs to bo done to this house, but the
lessee, unfortunately, objected to do them, as she
had already, a few years ago, spent nearly 1,OOOL
for work required to be done by the estate surveyor,

Portland Cement.

The Surveyor of the Berners Estate (Mr. E. C-

Robins), informs us that the tenant has not spent
l,000f., as stated, but underleased the back premises
fronting the mews to a firm who rebuilt them at
their own expense. The lease of the house had
since fallen out, and was agreed to be renewed
to the old tenant upon certain improvements
being made to the house itself, which included the
suggestions contained in this letter. The tenant
had hitherto objected to dothem, and has now suffered

the consequence of the neglect, coupled with the'

loss of the renewal which was dependent upon the
said works being done. The Surveyor justly ob-
serves that “ it is only upon the falling-in of long
leases that the freeholder gets the opportunity of

bringing up tho property to the more enlightened
requirements of the day ’

;
and he adds that “ the

practice of the Berners Estate is to require the
houses to be brought into coincidence with the

Building and Sanitary Acts of Parbament upon any
renewal.”

\

LICHENS UPON STONE.
Sib,—

I

would like to endorse the views of your
correspondent, Mr. F. J. Bafnes, in last week’s
Builder (p. 952), as to vegetation on the surface
being a safe test of the weathering "qualities of

stone. His brief exposition of facts, so far as some-
what extensive observation of mine shows, will apply
to all kinds of building stone

;
and also to bricks

and tiles on roofs.

The growth of the mossy covering is doubtless

primarily set up by local atmospheric conditions and
aspect, and certain kinds of stone or burnt earth
with rough granular surfaces appear to give readiest

root to vegetation. It is not, however, unusual to

find ancient masonry of smoother and finer texture,

as magnesian limestones in Yorkshire and the
North, covered with minute,—almost microscopic,

—

vegetation, equally attesting its endurance.
That this growth is not inimical to the material

upon which it fastens must, I think, be conceded.
VVherever in the country ancient tile roofs are good
and sound, the northern slopes are almost invariably
covered with lichens and moss

;
and 1 am disposed

to think there is a preservative element in the
vegetation,—or, at least, a counteraction to balance
the warmth and dryness of portions exposed to the
summer aspects.

On removing the tiles from an ancient roof of a
church I am now restoring in the Eastern Counties,

the moss-grown tiles from the northern roofs are

found to be equally souud, and, in fact, less weather-
worn than the tiles on the warmer and drier

slopes.

'The proverb that “A rolling stone gathers no
moss ” is usually quoted as to the disadvantage of

the restless lapis. Like many other ancient saws, it

has, I believe, an origin in nature’s providential

laws. Samuel Knight.

WOOD-BLOCK STREET PAYING,
Sir,—While it is admitted on all hands that wood

paving is the best for our city streets, yet, in face of

the fact that the common deal blocks now in use
soon wear away, become irregular, and require con-
stant renewal at great cost, and inconvenience to

traffic, may I be permitted to suggest that blocks of

eucalyptus wood (gum tree) bo used instead, as in

cities of Australasia ? This wood is, of course, known
to be as hard as the heart of oak, a great deal more
durable, is not at all affected by water, and would
wear six times as long as deal. Its use would be of

especial value and saving of cost to all great cities,

besides opening up a new trade with Australasia^
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All who have visited theso countries, especially

Taemania, will agree that it is a lamentable sight to

see whole foresls of this useful wood (trees iOO ft.

to 160 ft. high) being “rung” and burned simply to
clear the ground (a “ caution ” to immigrants). Let
there be a demand for eucalyptus blocks for paving,
and this wood will be well worth bringing to the
coast in blocks ready for use and exportation.

Pro Bono Publico.

THE JUBILEE HOLIDAY.
Sir,—

A

s an employi of Messrs. Thomas Crapper
h Co., manufacturing sanitary engineers, Marl-
borough Works, Chelsea, I am glad to be able to in-

form you that the pleasures of the jubilee of Her
Majesty the Queen were enhanced when on Saturday
last tbo cashier of the firm paid a full day’s pay for
Tuesday last to each em-plotjS, both piece-worker and
hourly man. This is one kindly act of many which
the firm have shown to their workpeople during the
time I have been with them.

W. A. Collins.

Sale of tlie London Land Company’s
Estates.—A large and important sale of build-

ing sites took place at the Auction Mart on
Thnrsday week, the liquidation of the London
Land Company having placed upon the market
320 plots of freehold building laud situated at

New Southgate, Willesdon, and Chingford.
The largest portion of the property submitted
was that situated at Now Southgate, comprising
215 plots on the New Sonthgate Park Estate.
The property at Chingford comprised the
Chingford Station Estate, adjoining the station,

and close to one of the most picturesque parts
of Epping Forest. The number of plots sub-
mitted was thirty-eight. The Willesden pro-
perty comprised the West Stonebridge Park
Estate, and contained sixty-seven plots. The
largest sale-room at the Mart was much
crowded. Mr. H. J. E. Brake, of New Bridge-
street, conducted the sale, which commenced
pnnctually at two o’clock, but was not finished
till close upon half-past seven, being, no doubt,
one of the longest sales that have taken place
at the Mart. The amounts realised for each
estate were as follow Southgate, 7,811Z.

;

Chingford, l,025i.
j Willesden, 6,117L ; making

a total of 13,953L

3tubcnt’s Colttmn.

LAND SURVEYING AND LEVELLING.
Field TForft.

AVING in our last volume given an
account of the construction of some of

the principal instruments employed in

laud surveying and levelling, together with an
explanation of their sotting up and adjustment,

we will now deal with the actual execution of

work in the field, and show to what purposes

these instruments are applied. We shall also

describe the office work which is undertaken in

connexion with the field work.

I.—RANGING OUT A LINE.

In making a survey the first thing to be done
is to determine the best positions for running
the straight lines upon which the survey is to be

based, and the next is to range out the base

lines before measuring them from one station

to the other. Ranging rods, of lengths varying
from 5 ft. to 7 ft., are usually made circular in

section, and painted in lengths of one link

(7'92 in.), 0 in., or 1 ft., white, red, and black
alternately. When one colour at a distance

cannot be clearly seen against a background,
one of the other coloured portions can generally

be distinctly observed.

The surveyor must agree with his assistant

ns to the signs he intends to adopt for directing

him in the field when setting a pole or ranging
rod in a required line

;
and tbo pole must not

only be fixed in the ground upon this line, but
be left vertically in position. The latter pre-

caution can generally bo accomplished by eye,

but where great accuracy is required the aid of

a plumb-bob, as shown in fig. 2, must be intro-

duced, the string from which the plumb-bob is

suspended being turned over the first and
second fingers of the hand, so that when the
string hangs vertically the pole may be set

parallel to it. The detail of the plumb-bob in

fig. 5 shows the top unscrewed for the purpose
of attaching the suspending cord by means of
a knot. Whip-cord is the best to employ, as it

wears better than string. A good form of

jlumb-bob for carrying in the pocket is shown
n fig. 3, with a reversible point which screws

up inside the hollow case forming the body-
piece of the plumb-bob. Sometimes a square-

distance plate equal in width to the diameter of
the cylindrical case is added, which is usefuL
when checking the perpendicularity of walls.

A straight line may be set out by successively-

placing poles in the ground in line with one
another at convenient distances apart in th&
order marked 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, in fig. 1, when on&
station B is fixed, the lino bsing found to pas&
through A. If both the stations A and B are
fixed and the intermediate points upon the line

have to be determined, the beet order to place
the poles in position, is to commence near tbe-

distant station and allow the assistant to work
towards the surveyor along the line, as by thie
means each pole that is being fixed is distinctly

seen by the surveyor, and is not in any way
hidden behind the other poles. If pole marked S
in fig. 1 is fixed first, the remaining poles might
appear in line when a complete diameter out as-

indicated upon the diagram, because daylight-

could not be seen between them in the direction-

A B and the base line A B, would if continaed
beyond B or if the polo B does not stand per-
pendicular, take the direction of the dotted line.

Although this would not affect the actual length-

of the line measured between the points A and
B, it would affect the length of lines measured
ofiE A B upon either side of it.

Figs. 6 and 7 illustrate the ranging out of a
base liue between two fixed stations C and F*

when a hill intervenes. The poles C and F are-

fixed perpendicularly in the ground, and the
surveyor with one of the intermediate poles I>

or E and his assistant with the other inter-

mediate pole, each proceed to a distance as far
apart from one another as will enable the top
half of the pole at C to be viewed from E and
the top half of the pole at F to be viewed from
D. Then, by the process illustrated in plan iib

fig. 7 the lines C, D, E and D, E, F are eventually
brought into one straight line.

When the position of a station point upon or
at the termination of a base line is marked by a
wooden peg driven into the ground, it is advisable-

to observe the precaution illustrated in fig. 8 in

order that the pole may appear in the direction

of the line viewed. lu rough open moorland
iron pegs fixed in concrete, as shown in figs. 9
and 10, may be advantageously employed for
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the main stations. The hollow portion serves
to hold a ranging rod which can be easily wedged
•ap vertically in setting np, and the top of the
peg serves as a reliable bench mark when taking
the levels.

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.
AxhricLge.—The parish chnrch at Axbridge

was reopened for service on Midsummer Day,
after restoration. The church, dedicated to
St. John the Baptist, is one of the finest and
most perfect of the fifteenth-century period in
the county of Somerset. The restoration of
the chnrch has been carried out in sections,

and is now complete. The Bristol Times says
that “ the renovation has considerably en-
hanced the archieological interest of this queen
of churches.” What will the Society for the
Protection of Ancient Buildings say to that ?

The first part of the building taken in
hand was the nave and aisles, which were
completely restored and re-seated in 1879, at a
cost of about 3,2001. In 1880 the chancel was
restored by the then rector, the Rev. A. G.
Dowell. On removing a thick coat of plaster
which encased the walla, the existence of a
triple sedilia and piscina was discovered on the
eouth side, and on the north a small squint and
doorway, which once opened into a now non-
existent priest’s chamber. The roof of this
etructore may, however, be plainly traced on the
wall outside. The east window, formerly walled
up, was also reopened and glazed. The work
now carried to a successful completion was
commenced in January of the present year. The
large six-light window of the south transept,
which was in an almost dangerous condition,
has been rebuilt, every fragment of the old
tracery which bad escaped decay being again
utilised. In the other windows the smaller
parts of the tracery sub-dividing the heads had
been cut away by unsympathetic workmen of a
more recent age, apparently to make easy work
for a clumsy glazier. These have been replaced
and the windows filled with tinted cathedral
glass. The oak roofs of the aisles have, in places
where decayed, been renewed with faithful
reproductions of the actual mouldings removed.
The south chancel aisle, together with the south
transept, will now be used as a morning chapel.
A stained - glass window, the gift of Mr.
Sidney Hill, of Langford, has been executed
for the east end of the church by
Messrs. Bell & Sons, of Bristol. The
four lights represent respectively the Nativity,
Crucifixion, Resurrection, and Feed my
Lambs, the divisions of the tracery being
occupied by fibres of the four Evan-
gelists, with their symbols, and Moses and
Elijah, a central division containing the
“AgnasDei” emblem of St. John-the-Baptist
and arms of the town. The temporary seats
for the choir are replaced by oak stalls, and the
church appears only to require oak screens to
make it one of the most perfect in the diocese.
The restoration, including the choir stalls, has
been carried out at a total cost of 5,000L by
Messrs. Charles Trask & Sons, of Norton, near
Ilmineter, from designs by Mr. J. D. Sedding,
the diocesan architect, and under the direction
of Mr. W. J. Jane, of Congresbury, as clerk of
the works.

Lofthouse (near WakeJ{eld).-~^lr. William
Watson has been appointed the architect for
the proposed new church at this place. The
church is intended to accommodate 500 persons,
is to cost about 3,000L, and will be built entirely
of stone.

Runcorn—

A

new reredos has been erected in
Runcorn Parish Church to the memory of the
late Canon Barclay. The design is in alabaster,
relieved with coloured marbles and jewels. The
work is from the studio of Messrs. Norbury &
Paterson, Myrtle-street, Liverpool, and the
total coat is about 300Z.

Saiidridge (Herts').—

A

few days since was re-
opened, after complete reparation and exten-
sion of the aisles westwards, the ancient Church
of St. Leonards, Sandridge, near St. Alban’s.
The churchy contains several features of
remarkable interest. The arcades are of the
Late Norman period, and the north doorway.
There is a remnant of a round-headed chancel
arch, which was constructed in the Early
Norman period of old Roman bricks, similar
to those with which the tower and some other
portions of St. Alban’s Abbey were built.
This arch was almost destroyed in the four-
teenth century by the insertion of a fenestrated
atone screen, extending right across the gable.

and cutting away the jambs and lower portion
of the arch. The screen had become much
crippled by the weight of the loose walling of
the gable above, and in order to render
it secure, this walling has been removed,
and the apace filled in with open frame-
work of oak timber. The whole has been
re-roofed. A clearstory has been added in place
of one which was removed early in this century,
when also a fiimsy western tower was built in

place of an early one which had fallen forty
years before. This has been replaced by a
massive tower, built in local concrete, finished

outside with flint and inside with brick, and
roofed with a low timber spire covered with
oak shingles. New oak fittings have been
provided upon floors of wood blocks. A con-
siderable number of old encaustic paving tiles

have been discovered and relaid in the chancel.
The work has been carried out by Messrs.
Thomas Gregory & Co., under the supervision
of Mr. William White, F.S.A.

Weymouth. — Holy Trinity Church, Wey-
mouth, has lately been re-opened, after restora-

tion and enlargement, at a cost of about 7,0001.

The work has been carried ont by Mr. A.
Clarke, builder, Weymouth, under the superin-
tendence of Messrs. Crickmay & Son, architects.

The whole of the scnlpture and stone carving
has been executed by Mr. Hems, of Exeter;
Mr. Tett, of Weymouth, carried out the arrange-
ments for heating the church, and Messrs.
Jones & Willis supplied the altar-rails and
standards. The altar-piece, the “ Crucifixion,”
said to be by Vandyck, has been ‘‘cleaned,
renovated, and refraraed,” but we are informed
by a local paper (the Southern Times), that
“ owing to the reflection of the cathedral stained
glass, it is not seen to the best advantage.”

DISSENTING CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.
Galston (Ayrshire).—A new Free Church is

in course of erection here. It is designed in
the Early English style, with a tower rising

square to a height of 65 ft., above which will

be a spire rising to a total height of about
100 ft. above the ground line. The total

number of sittings provided for is 560, of which
340 are in the area and 220 in the galleries.

The accessory accommodation is very ample,
including a hall to seat about 100 persons, large

session house, which can also be opened into

the hall, vestry, ladies’ room, &c., with retiring

rooms. The estimated cost is 2,3001. The
contractors are Messrs. J. & R. Anderson,
masons ;

J. Gloag, joiner
j Robert Mason,

Glasgow, plumber; A. Falconer, plasterer;
Joseph Miller, Glasgow, glazier; Thos. Black,
gaafitter. The architect is Mr. J. B. Wilson,
A.R.I.B.A., Glasgow.

St. Helens. — A new Baptist church is in

course of erection in Boundary-road, St. Helens,
Lancashire. Mr. Gandy is the architect, and
Mr. Robert Davis is the contractor. The build-

ing is to seat about 400 persons, and its esti-

mated cost is 1,2001.

Wake/teld.—The memorial-stone of a Primi-
tive Methodist Chapel, at Bellevue, near Wake-
field, was laid on Saturday week. The new
building is entirely of stone, 47 ft. 6 in. by 34 ft.,

will seat 300, including the Sunday scholars.
The roof is open, timbers wrought inside, and
ceiling divided into panels. The fittings are
entirely of pitch pine. The cost is 8601. Os. 9d.,

exclusive of some of the stone, which is given
to the committee. The architect is William
Watson, of Wakefield.

RECENT PATENTS.
ABSTRACTS OF SPECIFICATIONS.

8,6-43, Fireplaces. H. Heim.

By this invention an elaborate system of pipes
and ” annular conduits” is arranged above, below,
and around the grate. The admission of heated air

to these is controlled by dampers, and a large
heating surface is obtained. A fuel magazine in
the form of an inclined tube of rectangular section,

and arrangements for drawing off the water of
condensation, are also essential parts of this
invention.

8,697, Disinfecting. S. A. Johnson.

According to this invention a mechanical arrange-
ment is so provided that on flushing the closet-pan,
oU, or some greasy substance mired with a suitable
disinfectant is thrown in and disposed so as to

' entirely cover the entire surface of the water so as
to prevent any upward rise of gases.

[July 2, 1887.

13,205, Terra-cotta Building Blocks. J. D.
Denny.

The idea of this invention is to press or mould by
improved machinery blocks of terra cotta for use in
building. Pateras or other ornaments are impressed
at the time of manufacture, and a method of facing
the blocks with various colours is claimed as an
important part of the invention.

2,843, Sanitary Improvements. T. Kemp.
By this invention a water-closet pan and trap are

combined in one, and the front part of the trap is

fitted with an india-rubber washer, by which the
drain is perfectly sealed and easily inspected. The
top edge of the pan is also fitted with an india-
rubber draught excluder. A delivery of the
flushing water to the pan, sprayed for the purpose
of giving a better cleansing, is also a notable
feature.

4,937, Drain-traps. A. J. Bonlt.

According to this invention, a drain tile pipe is so
formed that any soil or sediment is carried out of

the trap and prevented from returning. A hand-
hole is placed in such a position that both the trap
and the portion of the tile leading to the sewer can
be readily and simultaneously examined. In all

other forms of traps, the bottom of the outlet pipe
leading to the sewer is substantially level with the
top of the seal ; consequently, solid matter is

frequently carried by the backwash back into the
trap. Owing to the formation of this trap, how-
ever, anything which has once passed through the
trap cannot re-enter as the top of the seal in the
trap is above the level of the outlet.

5,331, Saw-Setting Apparatus. C.C. Harris.

This invention relates to a small and bandy
appliance by which it is claimed that saws may be
set without breaking the teeth. This freedom from
chance of injury is attained by a peculiar construc-
tion of the hammers and anvils. The machine is

operated by striking lightly a plunger or hammer,
and different widths of saws are admitted and
adjusted by gauge.

5,429, Bricks, Tiles, and Earthenware. F.
Wallbrecht.

It is claimed that by mixing the raw materials
with the sulphuric carbonic and nitric salts of the
alkalies (soda, potash, &;c.), the goods are enabled
to be burned in a wet condition without in any way
prejudicing the manufacture. Bricks, formed in

band moulds, are burned in a remarkably abort
time in an easier way, and the form is retained much
better than with the customary process. A mixture
of moist clay and coarse grain salt can be tried with
like effect.

NEW APPUCATIONS FOB PATENTS.

June 17.-8,738, S. Reeve, Warming and Venti-

lating Apartments. &c.— 8,752, E. Edwards, Tint-
ing, Staining, and Colouring Glass.

June 18.— 8,778, S. Jeffreys, Chimney Tops.

—

8 786, J. Watson, Imitating the Grain of Various
Woods.— 8,810, W. Wise,- Flooring.

June 20.—8,849, R. Bastow, Door Cramp.— 8,858,
H. Thomas, Tools for Extracting Broken Wood

June 22.—8,901, W. White, Ventilation of Rooms.
—8,914, J. Dauly, Metallic Buildings.— 8,923, H.
Lake, Dry Closets.—8,925, G. Teideman, Water
Meters.

June 2Z.—8,939, J. and J. Crombie, Laying Con-
crete Pavements, Floors, &c.—8,965, R. Gamble,
Burglar Alarm Detector for Windows, &c.

PROVISIONAL SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.

4,464, G. Laurence, Ventilating Pipe for Water-
closets, Buildings, ic.— 6,251, H.Skerrett, Machinery
for Cutting or Making Dovetails.— 7,846, J. Ander-
son, Dovetailing Machines.— 7,943, A. Williams,
Door Scraper.—7,970, A. Easthope, Sash Fasteners
for Windows and Casements.—10,625, J. Denny,
Tiles for Enclosing Girders, ke.—6,539, F. Caulfeild,

Levelling and Surveying Instruments.— 8,024, J.

Stevenson, Process for the Preservation of Woods.

—

8,031, R. Gould, Composition for Distempering.

—

8,221, J. Hamilton, Band-saw Machines.—8,252, H.
Lee, Circular Saws.

COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.
Open to Oppoeition for Two ilonthe.

9,577, J. Potts, Construction Bedding, and Laying
Drain and Sewerage Pipes.—10,701, H. Sutcliffe,

Ventilators lor Preventing Down-draught.—15,224,
J. Whitehead, Indicator Door Fastenings.— 6,478,
W. Thompson, Wood -working Machines.—6,881,
H. Lake, Window Frames and Sashes.—10,554, W.
Lake, Devices for Preventing the Slamming of
Doors.—16,007, J. Dedden, Fastenings for Window
Sashes. — 4,237, C. Henderson, Construction of

Chimneys inside Buildings.

Cambridge University Library. — The
Vice-Chancellor has been authorised by the
Senate to accept the tender of Messrs. Luscombe
& Son, of Exeter, for the erection of the new
buildings for the University Library at Cam-
bridge. The architect of the work is Mr. J. L.

1 Pearson, R.A.
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RECENT SALES OF PEOPEHTY.
ESTATE EXCHANGE BEPORT.

JritB 14.

By 8. A O. KiKorroir.

Deepine Uiffh BHiik, Linnola— Congreve’s Farm,
128ft. 3r. 34p., freehold £8,000

Jdkb 16,

By J. O. RoniKSOK & Son.

Btansted, Esier—Two copyhold houses 340

June 23,

By Baxter, Taysb, A Lbpi-be.

Shortlftnds, Kent—The f»eehold residence, known
us Knebworlh, bikI grounds 1,630

By FuEnKH, Pbicb, A FtrBDBB.

Netting Hill—20 to 28 even, Lonsdale-road, 66

years, ground.rent 2B2. IBs 1,060

By Keilt a Co.

Fulham—2, Churoh-row, and a plot of land, free-

hold 680

Kensington—13, High-street, freehold 3,i70

By Flood A Soira.

Whitechapel— 1, 2, and 3, Aun’s-plftce, 61 years,

ground-rent 302 856

4 and 6, Ann’s-placo, freehold

JtriTi 23.

By W. W. Jekkinson.

Fockbam— 1,
McKerroll-road, 78 years, ground-

rent 62

By W. B. Uallbtt,

Holloway—1, Spencer-road, 69 years, ground-rent
62.68

Catnden-road-No. 301, term 74 years, ground-
rent -12

By Ball, Nosbis, A Haulbt.
Finchley-3 and 4, Hatherley-Tillas, 96 years,

ground-rent 132

Briftton—16, Genera-roftd, 79 years, ground-rent 62.

By C. Hbabx.J
Cnbitt Town—62 and 54, Stebondalo-street, 63

years, ground-rent 62. 16a

97, Btebondule.etrect, 63 years, ground-rent
32.48

By Inuan a Co.

Jdauchoster-square-31, Duke-street, 10 years,

ground-rent 762 .....

By E. Wood.
Wandsworth-oommoD— 79, Salscott-road, 80 years,

ground-rent 62 280

Fulham— 12, Basuta-road, 92 years, ground-rent 62. 205

Bam.abury— 82, Thornhill-road, 21 years, ground-
rent 62 290

Westboume Park—130 and 132, Herries street,

freehold 466

By H. J. E. Bbakb.
New Southgftte—188 plots of freehold land 7,872

Ghingford—Ten plots of freehold land 1,625

Willesden—Sixty-one plots of freehold land 6,117

June 24,

By Dy'bb, Son, A Hilton.

Blackheath—The lease and goodwill of Moore's
Livery Stables, term 81) years 1,690

By Q. A. Wilkinson.
Fulham—Ground-rents of 1362. 28. 6d., reversion in

92 years 3,070

By Jones, Land, A Co.

Bedford-square—136, Gower-atreet, and 21, Gower-
placo, freehold 1,330

By Bakes A Sons.

Barking—A plot of land, la. 2r. 3p., freehold 660

MEETINGS.
Monday, July 4.

Sot/al Jn»/ifu2ton.—General Monthly meeting. 6 p.m.
Clerks q/" Works' A«oeiu2ion.—Monthly Meeting (at

Carpenters’ Hall, London.wall).—Paper by Mr. Liun
Dillou. 8 p.m.

Tuesday, July 6.

Surrey Archcrological Society .—Annual Meeting. Visit

to St. Saviour's, Southwark, and Lambeth Palace and
Church. Papers aud Remarks by Mr. F. T. Dollman,
Mr. S. W. Kershaw, M.A., F.S.A., Mr, J. P. Seddon,
and others.

Olatgou Architectural Association.—Mr. Alex. M'Gib-
boa on “Italian Konaissance—The Order.”

Wednesday, July 6.

Builders' Foremen and Clerks ctf Works' Institution .

—

Ordinary Meeting. 8 3) p.m.

^tsctllama.

An Altar, dedicated to “ Our Lady,” has

been erected in the north transept of the Con-
vent Chapel at Sidniouth, Devon. It is carved
iu wood aud decorated in white aud gold. It

lias been made by Messrs. Liiscorabo it Son, of

Exeter. The Rose window over tlie altar has

been tillecl with stained glass, and has been
executed by Mr. Drake, of Exeter.

Wood-block Flooring.—The business with

which Mr. A. E. Geary (of the late firm of

Geary &. Walker) has long been connected, has
been funned into a Limited Liability Company
entitled the Wood-block Flooring Company,
with fill*. Geary as manager. The offices of the

Company are at No. 24-, Charing Cross, S.W,
Further particulai'S of the Company’s work
jippear in our advertisement columns.

Dr. Hunter’s House.—Mr. Hollingshead

having lately described, in the Daily News, a

house in Great Windmill-street, Ilaymarket, as

‘‘the deceased Cafe de I’Etoile,” Mr. Charles

Hawkins writes to that journal giving the history

of this house, which, to the medical world espe-

cially, is an interesting one. lie writes,— “ In

17-10 Dr. William Hunter, the elder brother of

John Hunter, had commenced teaching anatomy
in Covent Garden to a society of navy surgeons

in the evening, but Garrick, at that time appear-

ing at another theatre, was a rival that Hunter
could not compete with, and ho was obliged to

lecture in the afternoon. In this school he

taught with great success, and attained a great

reputation as a surgeon as well as a physician,

and having possessed himself of a considerable

fortune, in I7t)5 he applied to the Government

to have granted to him a piece of ground that

bo might, at his own expense, erect a building

fit for a school of anatomy, and supplied a

plan ‘ for a museum in London for the

improvement of anatomy, surgery, and
physic.’ Upon this offer being declined, he

commenced building the ‘ Hunterian School’ in

Great Windmill-street, comprising a mansion

(the deceased Cafe de rfitoile), a museum, and

anatomical department. He took possession of

these buildings in 1768, and he lived in the

mansion until his death in 1783. The buildings

contained the magnificent collection, said to

have cost upwards of 100,(X)0L, which he

bequeathed to tlie University of Glasgow.

Besides the scientific department there were
pictures, prints, manuscripts, coins, &c. Upon
his death his nephew, Dr. Matthew Baillie, the

celebrated jihysician, went to reside in the

honec, which he did until 1799. The house

was afterwards inhabited by Mr. James Wilson,

the celebrated anatomist, who subsequently

sold the property, reserving the ‘ school’

buildings, which were at the rear of the honso,

and were demolished a few months ftgo.”

Fibrous Steel.—Steel is scoring another

point in its contest with iron. Ironmasters

who, as sheet and plate and angle makers, have

been suffering acutely from the distinct advance
which steel has made as a metal possessing

bending and shaping qualities, have hitherto

assumed that, however malleable the opposing

metal may become, it is unlikely to attain to a

fibrous quality. The grand fibre which dis-

tinguishes the best qualities of Yorkshire and
Staffordshire iron had been held to be a fortress

impregnable to all the assaults of the most ac-

complished of the steelmasters. The security

of the Staffordshire firms has just been rudely

disturbed by the exhibition in several of the

localities in the Black Country of a section of a

J-in. round bar of steel characterised by un-

disputed fibre. It is explained that it has been

made by the granulating and balling-up of

Siemens-Martin steel under a process which has

been patented by Messrs. Dorman, Long, & Co.,

and Mr. 11. Uowson, of Middlesbrongh-on-Tees.

If by-and-by this" fibrous steel” should be shown
by experience to be equal to the service of cable

aud rivet making, the best iron firms will be

run very hard, since it will be impossible for

them to compete with the steelmasters in the

matter of price. The makers hold that the new
metal is well adapted also for armour-plates,

—

in the manufacture of which the pile has to

return to the fire so often,—since the silicious

coating of each fibre protects it, it is claimed,

from the action of the fire, where pure iron

would perish. For the same reason it might be

used, it is inferred, for the bilges of ships, as to

which recent expirience has shown that homo-
geneous steel is subjected to rapid oxidation.

—

Iron.

The Clerks of Works’ Association ofGreat
Britain have removed their quarters from 31,

Spring-gardens (the office of Mr. John Oldrid

Scott), where they have been located for the

past five years, to Carpenters’ Hall,Londou-wall,

the Worshipful Company of Carpenters having

granted them the use of a room for the purpose

of holding their meetings, Ac.

New Liberal Club Buildings have just

been commenced for the Liberal Association,

Sudbury, Suffolk. The premises consist of large

assembly or rcadiug-room, recreation-room,

committee-room, and card room. The con-

tractors for the works are Messrs. George
Grimwood & Sous, of Sudbury and Ipswich.

The Third Annual International
Amatenr Photographic Exhibition, under
the auspices of the London Stereoscopic Com-
pany, is announced to be opened on October 25th

next.

Society of Arts.—The annual general

meeting of the Society of Arts was held on

Wednesday, the 29th ult., concluding the

133rd session of the Society. The report on

the proceedings of the Society during the year

was read and adopted. There were eighteen

papers at the ordinary meetings, seven in the

Indian Section, six in the Foreign and Colonial

Section, and six in the Section of Applied Art.

Five courses of Cantor Lectures were given,

and the usual course of Juvenile Lectures at

Christmas. Prizes to the amount of 368L have

been offered for competition to art workmen,

for articles to be sent in nextDecember. Prizes

have also been offered for motors for electric

lighting. Entries for these prizes are to be

made by the end of the year. Amongst other

matters mentioned in the report were the

reports on the Colonial Exhibition prepared by
the Society, the presentation of the Albert

Medal to her Majesty in recognition of the pro-

gress made in arts, manufactures, and com-

merce during her reign, and the erection of a

Memorial Tablet on the house of the late Mr.

W. M. Thackeray. The income of the Society

during the post year amounted to ]2,575L

The Jhelnm Bridge on tlie Siud&agar
State Railway.—The bridge over the River

Jhelom at Chuck Nizam, which is a little more
than half a mile long, being seventeen spans of

160 ft. from centre to centre of piers, was
opened by the Lieutenant-Governor of the

Punjab on the morning of the 16th of May.
The foundations are single wells of brickwork,

25 ft. external diameter, erected on wrought-

iron curbs, 26 ft. 9 in. in diameter, sunk 82 ft.

below lowest water level. The brick steining

is 5 ft. 3 in. thick. All the wells are hearted

with a 10 ft. plug of Portland cement concrete,

above which is ordinary semi - hydraulic lime

concrete. These wells, from low-water level,

are carried up to girder-bed level in solid brick-

work as circular piers 25 ft. in diameter, finished

off with plain massive cap projections. The
well-sinking was begun in September, 1835, and

was finished in December, 1886. The girders

are 10 ft. above fiood-level, and are of steel,

150 ft. span, of the ordinary triangulated type

in use on State Railways with the railway on

the bottom booms. The cross girders have been

lengthened on both sides to carry two footways,

I ft. 6 in. wide, outside the main girders. Some-
what extensive protection works have been

carried out up-stream to steady the river

through the bridge .—Indian Engineer.

Artesian Water-Supply in the City.—The
scheme of the Corporation of the City of London
to obtain independent water-supplies in the City,

which has been discussed for a considerable

period, and was referred to in detail in our last

volume (p. 161) has at length taken practical

form. Some weeks since the Commissioners of

Sewers invited tenders for sinking an artesian

well into the chalk at the artisans’ dwellings

close to Bisbopsgate-street, E.C. At a subse-

quent meeting of the Commissioners the Streets

Committee (who had the matter on hand)

reported that the tender of Messrs. Z. Hills &
Co., of Abbey Works, 136, Old-street, London,

should be accepted. The report was carried,

and referred back for execution. The necessary

formalities having been completed, the works
will forthwith be commenced. It was stated

that Lieut. -Col. Haywood, the City Engineer,

had taken great trouble in the matter, and hope

was expressed that this well would be the

means of relieving the ratepayers of a grievous

impost.
Jubilee Memorial Fountain, Reading.

—

A public Memorial Fountain was opened here

last week by the Mayoress. The following

inscription in relief letters runs round

the frieze:
—‘‘Erected to commemorate the

fiftieth year of Her Majesty’s reign, 1887.”

Bauds of carving contain representations of

the rose, shamrock, thistle, and British oak,

and there ore lions bearing shields, with the

Royal arms and Borough arms, the whole

being surmounted by a crown and coronet.

The work has been carried out from the designs

of Mr. G. W. Webb, A.R.I.B.A., Friar-street,

Reading (whose design was selected in com-

petition)
,
the contractors being Messrs. Whseler

Bros., of Reading.

Mr. Beresford Hope.—The Banner says ;

—

We wish that we could confirm the sanguine

utterance of Truth in reference to Mr. Beres-

ford Hope’s recovery; but we regret to learn

that, although his convalescence is reassuring,

there is but little probability of his return to

public life.
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Some. — The construction of

already prepared, it is expected that a portion
at least of the proposed buildings will be si

completed, with a view of concentrating the
abundant and valuable material which is now
distributed in the various collections in Borne.
The total cost of the buildings is estimated
at 2,204,989 lire (88,0001.), of which the
Government will contribute two-thirds, the
municipality at most one - third. The site

selected for the new museum lies between the
Ccelian and the Escjuiline. The museum, when
finished in its entirety, is to receive all art
treasures and antiquities already found

; and all
future discoveries in the city and province of
Eome

;
but the collections contained in the

Capitoline Museums are to be retained there
intact.

TIMBER [continued), £. s. d. £. s. d.

Deals—New Brunswick, Ac 6 0 0 6 10 0
Battens, all kinds ,, 4 0 0 10 10 0
Flooring Boards, sq., 1 in., pre-

pared, First 0 8 0 0 11 0

HA&TINGS.—For steam, hot - water, and cooking
apparatus, st the Palace Hotel, Hastings. Mr. Arthur
Wells, architect, 25, Havelock-road, Hastings :

—

Edwards A Sou £i 2’’0 0 0
Jones, Dray, A Co 1,160 0 0

Other qualities 0 6 0 0 6 0
Cedar, Cuba foot 0 0 3J 0 0 3^
Honduras, Ac 0 0 3 0 0 3^

Rosser A Russell '895 0 0
Potter A Sons (accepted) 815 0 0

[All of London.)

Mahogany, Cuba 0 0 4 0 0 7
St. Domingo, cargo average 0 0 4 0 0 6

Mahogany, Mexican, cargo av 0 0 3i 0 0 4
Tobasco „ 0 0 4 0 0 6 i
Honduras 0 0 3} 0 0 6}

Maple, Bird’s-eye 0 0 6 0 0 8
Bose. Rio ....toH 8 0 0 11 0 0

Bahia,., .8 0 0 9 0 0
Box, Turkey ton 6 0 0 12 0 0
Satin, St. Domingo foot 0 0 6 0 0 9
Porto Rico 0 0 6 0 0 10

Walnut, Italian 0 0 3} 0 0 6}

HOLYWELL (Flintshire).—For the erection of a fariD
cottage st Pen-y-Bryn, Holywell, Flintshire, for the Ear)
of Kilmorey. Mr. John H. Davies, architect, Northgate-
chambers, Chester. Quantities by the architect :—

M. Rogers, Flint £418 6 8
D. Sheen, Chester 357 0 0
J. Prince, Connah’s Quay 328 0 0
T. J. Reney, Connah's Quay 809 0 0
T. W. Gibson, Holywell 300 0 0
J. Hughes, Holywell 273 0 0
J. Williams, Buckley, Chester* 255 0 0

* Accepted.

PEICES CURRENT OF MATERIALS.
TIMBER. £. B. d. £. a.

Greenheart, B.G ton 6 10 0 7 10
Teak, E.I load 8 0 0 12 0
Sequoia, U.8 foot cube 0 2 3 0 3
Ash, Canada load 3 0 0 4 10
Birch „ 2 0 0 3 10
Blm „ 3 10 0 4 10
rir, Dantsic, fto 1 10 0 4 0

.. 2 10 0 4 10
Canada 3 0 0 6 0

Pine, Canada red 2 0 0 3 10
,, yellow 2 10 0 4 10 i

Lath, Dantsio fathom 3 0 0 6 0
8t. Petersburg 4 0 0 6 10 '

Wainscot, Riga log 0 0 0 0 0 i

,, Odessa, crown 2 15 0 3 0'
Deals, Finland, 2ndnndl9t...Btd.100 7 0 0 8 0 (

„ 4th and 3rd 6 10 0 6 10 i

6 10 0 7 0 (

8t. Petersburg, let yellow 8 0 0 13 0 (

„ 2nd 7 0 0 a 0 (

„ white 6 10 0 8 10 I

Swedish 0 0 0 0 0 (

White Sea 7 0 0 16 0 (

Canada, Pine, let 16 0 0 24 0 (

» ,1 2nd 10 0 0 16 0 (

„ ,, 3rd, Ao 0 0 0 9 0 (

„ Spruce, Ist 8 0 0 8 0 (

,, „ 3rd and 2nd 6 0 0 7 0 i

METALS.
Iboit—Bar, Welsh, in London..

•• ,, in Wales
,, Staffordshire, London

Sheets, single, in London ...

Hoops ,, ...

Nail-rods
,,

Coffer

—

Sheets, strong
Chili, bars

Yellow Metal
Lead

—

Pig, Spanish
Eaglisn, common brands,..
Sheet, English

Spbltbb—
Silesian, special
Ordinary brands

Tiir—
Straits

Australian
English ingots

Zinc

—

English sheet

.ton 4 7 6 4 16 0
4 2 6 4 7 6

6 0 0 7 0 0
6 16 0 6 10 0

60 0 0 0 0 0
40 2 6 40 10 0

..)h. 0 0 0 0 0 0

12 7 8 0 0 0

..ton 102 17 6
103 0 0

. 106 0 0

..ton 0 0 0

OILS.
Linseed
Cocoanut, Cochin
Ceylon

Palm, Lagos
Rspsseed, English pale

,, brown
Cottonseed, refined
Tallow and Oleine
Lubricating, D.8

,, refined
Tubpbntikb
American, in casks cwt. 1 7

Tab

—

Stockholm barrel 0 14
Archangel © 11

ton 21 15 0 22 0 0
. 30 0 0 33 0 0
. 24 6 e 0 0 0
, 21 10 0 000
.

24 0 0 24 6 0

26 0 0 46 0 0
6 0 0 6 0 0
6 0 0 12 0 0

COMPETITIONS AND CONTRACTS.
Epitome of Advertisements in this Number,

Nature of Work. By whom required. Premium, Deei^sto be
delivered. Page.

Local Board Offices East Grinstead Lcl. Bd. f.1
-

u.

CONTRACTS.

Nature of Work, or Materials. By whom required. Architect, Surveyor, or
Engineer.

Tenders te be
delivered. Pago.

Wrought-Iron Hurdles and Gates
Erection of School
Making.up and Paving Roads
Sewerage Works

\

Water Supply AVorks i.'"!!!!!!!!!!!"!!!!

Buildings and Works for Supplying Gas
Brick Sewers, Ac f,...

Stables, Lambeth
Postal Sorting-Otfice, Hackney
Footbridge
Coast Guard Station
Farm Labourers' Cottages, Gosport "!!!”!”

"

Painting, Whitewashing, Ac., Taunton'!!!”!!.'
Painting, Ac., Works. Aldershot

'

Rebuilding Schools, Kew !!!!!
' !!'

House and Stables, Putney Hill
Painting, Ac.. Eenairs

July 6th
do.
do.

July 6th
July 8th
July 11th
July 14th
July 16th

do.
July 18th
July 22nd

Not stated...

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

do.

Swansea School Board,. ??•

Wandsworth Bd. of Wks do. it

Brixham Local Board... E. Ellis
Mountain Ash Local Bd.
Bt. Marylebone Vestry
Com. of Sewers
Com. of H.M. Works...
Teddington Local Brd.

G. W. Stevenson A Sons it

do.
do. t'

War Department
do.
do.

do.
do.
do.

fi

Alex. Miller, Esq A. Waterhouse
ii!

do. do.

TENDERS
BEDFORD.—For alterations at the Gardeners’ Arms

pubbc.house, Cauldwell-atreet, Bedford, for Mr. C. Wells.

Bedford
^ Anthony, architects and surveyors,

war?on & w^ker"."”;!"";";;";;;;;:;;; S 2
rreshwater (acceptedl 120 0 0

[All of Bedford,j

Crown St Leonard s.8treet, Bromley, ior Messrs. Smith,

wchitect-— Thomas W. Fletcher’

10 0

4-.1 0 0

Banes facceptedb;;!!;";.;';;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; §1? 2 o

GREAT YARMOUTH.—For drainage works, Bnuth-
town, and outfall to south main sewer, for the Great
Yarmouth Urban Sanitary Authority. Mr. J. WiUiam
Cocknll, Borough SurTcjor:

Southtown
drainage. Outfall

Lane, South Shields - £871 18* 6
Batchelor, Stalham £4,9.i0 0 0 866 0 0
Bray, Yarmouth 4,620 0 0 .... 1 320 0 0
Neave, Leytonstone 4,599

* ‘ '

Burleigh, 8, Sutfolk-street,
London 4476

Dover, Wood, & Co,,
Blackfriars

Cattell, Lowestoft „ ...

Small A Sons, Handsworth 3,923 15 0 ei6t 0 0
-v =>,B35 0 0 1,121 0 0

Bardell, Lynn 3,630 0 0
Hayward, Eastbourne ... 3.216 0 0 665» 0 0

* Accepted.

t Objected to do so small a work.

0 1,885 0 0

5 19 9 1,462 18

ISLEWORTII.— For the erection of six villa residences
on the Sron Estate, for the Duke of Northumberland.
Mr. S. Woodbridge, jnn., architect. High-street, Brent-
ford ;

—

Bloomer £2,3C0 0 0
Wisdom 2,150 0 0
Dorey 1,706 0 0
Barnes (accepted) 1,673 0 0

KILBDEN.—For the erection of stables, Ac., at Qnex-
road, Kingsgate-road, Kilbnrn, for the London Genera)
Omnibus Company, under the superintendence of Mr,
G, T, Lanham. Quantities by Mr. A. J. Bolton

Edmund Toms £999 0 0
Turtle A Appleton 987 0 0
Richens & Mount 987 0 0
Geo. Parker 986 0 9
Gamid 977 0 0
Stephenson 966 0 O
John E. Hunt 964 0 (>

Knight 916 0 0
Haynes 909 0 0
Evaiis 890 0 0

KILBURN.—For proposed house and shop. Waterloo
Estate, High-road, KLlburn. Mr. Wm. J. Watts, arch>
tect, North Kensington

Dainton £610 0 0
Martin 590 0 0
Dyford 673 0 0
Colwill 6-43 0 0
Pryor 495 0 0
S. Barnett 490 0 0
Oldrey (accepted) 485 0 0

LEYTONSTONE.—For erecting a house i

road, for Mr. W. Whittinghai
architect :

—

Northwood
Aahby A Horner
Beale
Catley

Caina
Staines A Son (accepted) .

Mr. F. W. Home,

. £1.628 0 0
.. 1,426 0 0
,. 1,378 0 0
.. 1,220

‘

.. 1,197
1,187

.. 1,144 0 0

LINGFIELD (Surrey).—For the erection of new
infanta' school, Dorman's Land; additions to maater'9
house, Dorman’s Land; and new class-room at Lingfleld,
for the Lingfield School Board. Messrs. H. Hardwick©
Langston and Wm. Tborold Lowdell, joint architects,^
Great James-street, Bedford row, London :

—

iV'eif Inja7iit’ School,

H. Booser £690 0 0
Head Bros 687 10 0
Jno. Wallis 682 10 0
Henry Wallis 678 16 0
John Fuller 652 15 O
Thos. FuDer (accepted) 526 0 0

Additions to Matter’s Mouse.
John Wallis £215 0 0
Head Bros 214 0 O
Heary Booser 212 0 O
Henry Wallis 206 6 0
John Fuller 193 4 O
Thos. Fuller (accepted) 154 0 0

Additione to Zinsfeld School.

John Walli 0 0
Head Bros 359 0 O
H. Booser 357 0 0
H. Wallis 347 0 O
John Fuller 337 4 0
Thos. Dives 330 10 0
Thos. Fuller (accepted) 310 0 0

LONDON.—For repairing and painting fencingv
hurdles, Ac., at Leicester-sqnare, London Fields, Stok©
Newington-common, Boatai Heath, and Shepherd's Bush-
common. for the Metropolitan Board of Works :

Cutting A Co £626 0 0
Vigo 4S6 0 0
Bishop Bros. A Marston 366 0 0
Lapthorne (accepted) 286 0 0

LONDON.—For new shop-front and sundry alterations
to 46, Piccadilly, tor Mr. Thos. Gullick. Qaantities sup-
plied by Messrs. T. Marcus Houghton and Robert Henry
Kerr, Imperial Buildings, Ludgate-circus :

—

F. Sage £354 0 0
G. H. Bywaters 290 0 0
Pozey & Lumley, Newman-street,

Oiford-street (accepted) 280 0 0

TOTTENHAM.—For alterations at the Ci^ Arms,
Tottenham, for Messrs. Smith, Garrett, A Co. (Limited).
Mr. Thos. W. Fletcher, architect :

—

Stringfellow £628 0 0
Limn 696 0 0
Cocks 673 0 0
Toole 509 0 0
Salt 487 0 0
Bauea Bros 467 0 0
Clark Bros, (accepted) 460 0 0
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WAKKf'IRLD.—Forklt«r»tiiiDii to batincii prMnUei.
Old M*rlce( nUcA, (or Lolioroe'i TruttoM. Mr. Wslliom
W*Uon, Aruhito^t i—

\^Are0pttJ Teiultri,'^

AVeaert(i«<7 Brick and B'on*.

IMowrcDroi £170 10 0

Stilting.

riuklrs Broi IM 17 0

riiuttriHg.

CliM. Dfiw 3t 0 0

and Joinrr,

John Loyd *74 16 0

Blumhing, Olatlng, and Ironvorle.

John Brooko 1&6 7 6

J'ninting.

OeorKA Powell 12 16 0

f 46 tender* re< eired.!

WAK KFIKLI). — For Priroitire M«*lhodi»t Chepel,

Hello Vue. near Wakefleld. Mr. William Wateon, an
’

'

tect
[AcetpleJ TenJwri.]

Stontvorl-.

Rdward Lan((t«n £360 0 0

Slating.

John I11in(*worth 41 19 0

Plait0r\ng.

Cbarlee Drirer 28 0 0

Carptntrr and Jointr.

John I/oyd 278 15 0

Olating, and Irunieork.

Oeorfo Tltuinpeon MOO
Painting.

Oeo. Powell 15 14 0

//o(-ra(rr Apparalui
Alfred Oakee A Hun | 11 4 0

[68 tender* rc elted.]

Meitr*. Davison, {nskipp. A h
t)e<l(ord-r«w, W.C. QuanlilB

A Son* s
—

lluiil, Ware
Hniith, London
Morler, Htratford

Brown. Braintree
Hitch, Ware (accepted)...,

. £1.287 0 0
1.219 0 0
1,236 0 0
1,195 0 0
1,100 0 0

Darieon. Inakipp, A Ua< kentie. architect*, 5, Bedford

fOw, W.O. Qnantltiea bv Mei*is. U. L. Curtii A Hons

Oibion A Hon, Warrington £1,713 0 0

Neill A Hon, Maiieheeter 4,633 0 0

Beckett, Hartford 4,278 0 0

Collin. Warrington (a<'<'epted) ...... 9,960 0 0

WKRT KRNSINOTON.—For alterations and add

<0 studio, Beaumont.road, Wi-il Kensington, for W
Brtioe Joy. Mr. J. Klnjvley Inglis, 9, Hreat Ui

•treat, architect, tjiiai.tillei supplie<l by Mr. T. M
Houghton. Imperial Buildings. Ludgste-oircu*:—

LueasASon 0

ll.Hmith 227 0

Puscy A Lumley 311 12

AUeratiunr at A’o. 63, 5fr-«ad,— In regard to this work
(ae to which we inserted laat week, at the requeat of Mr.
Frederick A. Dcirey, a statement that he. and not Mr.

Ballister Flef- her, is the architect), Mr. Banister Fletcher

hat sent us doA'umentary AridenA'* to ebow that is the

architect, and that Mr K. A. Dovey is one of the firm of

contractor*. The meaning of such a gratuitous statement

on the part of Mr. Dover (which we naturally accepted in

good feilh) we entirely fail to comprehend.

Best Bath Stone.

CORSHAMDOWN.
[
FARLKIGH DOWN.

BO.K GROUND. 1 COMBE DOWN.
WESTWOOD GROUND.

|

STOKE GROUND.
RANDBLL, SAUNDERS, i CO., Ld.,

CORRIIAM. WiLTR.

SPECIAL NOTICE. — List* of Tender*

frequently rea<'h n* too lete for insertion. They sbonld

! be delivered at our offl< e, 46, Catherine- etreet, W.O.,

not )ater than 12 Noon on T1ICJR8DAY8.

Bath Stone.
Pictor’a Monks’ Park. Cotnlio Down.
Corsham Down. Stoke Ground.

Box Ground. W'inaley Ground.
Farloigh Down. West Wood.

PICTOR A SON.S, Box. Wilts. [Advt.1

--

j

TO COHIIESPONDKNTS.

:

gsgts(«rsdrs(etfrapHcJdJr*ts.*‘TBiBgiLPBi.L0>I>0>.”

TPM — tl. R- M.—T H. ». (not witbtn onr provtne*).—

T. J. C. H,—J. B. M -T. T. • Ihmi.—B. J. B. (too Uls/.-J. U. (loo

1

Utsi.-Mr. W. (ditto).

All •UUtnsntj o( (acU. lists o( UntUn. te.. must bo aeeomiiaaled

br lbs aodaddrsM ol Cbsssnilar, not usoMcarllr tor pubIleaUoo

1
Ws ars oompollod to dMilo* pointing oat books and flvtag

. addraaaaa.

Novi.—

T

ba rMponslbllltr of algnad artlclaa. and papors rvad

pabllo meotlngt, r«ts, of eoarM. Wltb tha auUiora.

ITf oownof undawfota Co rsCwrn rs/aWad ronHatMtoollofM.

LotUrv or eommnnleallona (bofond mara news-ltama) wbleb have

botti daplloatod for otbar Joariuda, art ROT DKHIRRU.
All commanloatJona rwrardlns UUrarr and artlille uatUrs sboald

ba addraaaait to TKR EllITOR; all ooiniuuDlcatlona rslatluf to

advartlaaoiauU and othar sifloalvaljr baslnaaa niatUn aboula bo

a.Mr*aa«t to Till FUBLIHUIR. and fioi to tha Rdltor.

Donltin^ Freestone.
. The stone from theee qoarrie*

( 1* known aa the "Weather
TIIB CnELYNCH ) Bed*,’’ and ie of * very

fiTnW 1 crystalline neture. and nn-
/ doubtedly on* of the most
^ durable etone* in Kngland.

THE C ^ same crretalUo*

BRAMBLEUITCH
] EJ'A"

8T0NE. C loiteble for flnemoalded work.

HAM HILL STONE.
Greater facilities have been prorided for

working these quarries, and the stone can be

supplied in large quantities at short notice.

Prices, and every information given, on
application to CHARLES TRASK A SONS,
Norion-enb-Hamdon, near Ilminster, Somerset.

London Agent — Mr. E. WILLIAMS,
16, Craven-street, Strand, W.O. [Advt.

FIRE HRICKS.
BIST BTOURBRIIMJR FIRB IIBICKH. and Caioaot Flra

riar. Oas BoCorla, Uufflaa, •«. Fir* Bfnha and blocks for tbs

llksbail Haats, fur Iron Hlaat Furuaoaa, Forva. Bullliir. Piidilllog.

aii.I HtMl Funiacta. Flint Olaaa Piiniaosa, R.owtinf and Uriliilut

PuruacM. Chsmical Works. Coka Urani, Ac. Rellsr HMtlng Rincks,

Flua Cotocs, LoeoiuoUva Uricka, To]r*rM, Htaol Runnari, OraU
BMks. Spoelal Hiss* and 8l>at>M ma<la to Riirliiroor* llrawlng*.

Prtcaa .luoud to any Purt or Hallway Htatlon.

Dmden Afauta

R. CULL A SON, Palmertton-lvildinoB, E.C.

Donltlng Free Stone For pnoee, Ac., ad-

dress 8. A J. STAPLE,
HAM HILL STONE, Qaarry Owners, Stone

BLUB LIAS LIMB Merchants,

Stoke - under - Ham,
(Ground or Lamp), Ilminster. [Advt,

GLAZED FRICKS.
OATBS A OKKBN, HALIFAX.

Ot.AZRD RRICKH (WhlU and ColourvdI. Spwlal Raltitasad

Bricka Sanitary TuImm, Olaaod Rarthamwara Hlitka, Caltia, nhMp,

and PiK Trooibs, Horsa Hangora. Pataot Antuiuatir Ttvogfa Cloaal,

Patant Flush Tank. Vantllatlug bricks, Pataiit VanUlattug OulUos

atnl Traps, Pataot Chlmnay PuU (or Down Draushti.

Biz Vrts* U«daU, Cupiaa of ToaUwonlaJs Mut It iwqulred.

Loodou Avail ta

R. CULL A SON, Felmerston-buildings, H.O.

Asphalte.—The Seyssel and Metallio Lava
Asphalte Company (Mr. H. Glenn), Office, 88,

Poultry, E.C.—The best and cheapest materials

for damp ooorses, railway arches, warehonse
floors, flat roofs, stables, oow-sheds, and milk-

rooms, granaries, tun-rooms, and terraoe8.[AoVT

Asphalte.
Beyssel, Patent Metallic Lava, and

White Asphaltes.

M. 8TODART A CO.
Office :

No. 90, Cannon-street. K.O. [Advt

BLUF RIUCKS.
THR EKTLRY BRICK COMPANY, KINOeWIKFORD

Btallordablra. Maiiufactuiars of blue bricks.
London AganU :

—
K. CULL A SON, Pelmertton-baildinge, B.O.

DRAIN PIPES.
. Lima, Camant. Bricka, Blatoa, Latba, Hair, PUaUr, Wall Copings,

rhauuti Bricka, blua and Red Rldgaa. Rad Plain Til** and Pan
* Tlla* Cluaet Paul and Trap*. Dooda, Janctluiia. Ac. all alsts,

Cblinii*r-P.d«. R*dandWhiU. PRICIW on APPLICATION.
U. CULL A SON’S Stores, Reilway Arches,

London-etreet, Bethnsl Oreea Station, K.

I Cblat Offlc* 1—71, ralm*tilon • bulMluga, Old Broad-aUwet, K.O.

SFBAOUB & CO.’S

INK-PHOTO PROCESS,

22, Martin’s-lane,

Cannon-stroot, E.C. [Advt.

spl HELLIWELL’S imperishable GLAZING
MiNRKT ENuiNiRtx 1 1 1 No. 5. Wflatminster Chambers. Westminster, and Briehonse, Yorkshire.

NO PUTTY.
NO PAINTING.

I
WATER TIGHT.

FIRE Bricks.
BLUE Bricks.
GLAZED Bricks.
RED Bricks.
Portland Comont,
cmd All Building Materials.

GOODMAN&Co
BRICK AND CEMENT MAKERS.

72, BISHOPSGATE,
LONDON, E.C.

At stwr* A<tdr«u can ba Men

OOODMAN & CO.'S

'SEWER - GAS TRAP
(Titus a H Inaimsn 's Pataot).

Highest Awards for variops Manafactures at THIRTEEN GREAT lliTERSATlOliAL EXHIBITIONS.

TOSEPH HAMBLET,
A IVest Jtt'omn'ieli, IStaffortlsMt'c.

MANCFACTURKR OF

STAFFORDSHIRE VITRIFIED BLUE BRICKS,
TERRA-METALLIC PAVIMGS.

Red, Buff, and Blue TERRA-COTTA
OOOBS of every DeBcription.

BOOK OF

ILLUSTRATIONS

AND

PLAIN, ENCAUSTIC, and MOSAIC

TILE PAVEMENTS

LIST OF PRICES

ON

APPLICATION.
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PUBLISHER NOTICES.
StgMered TelegraphicAddren," Tat Buildbb, Lokdoh’,''

THE INDEX »nd TITLE-PAGE for Volume LII. (J*n, to June, 1887)was given lu a. eupplement with our next Number.
A COLOURED TITLE-PAGE may be had, gralla. on personoJ

appllcattou at the Office.

CLOTH CASE^for Binding the Numbers are now ready, prioe

READING CA8E3 (Cloth), with Strings, to hold aMonth's Numbers
price 28. each

; also

THE FIFT^BCOND VOLUME of "The Builder" (bound) price
^«'^e^8hiUiugs and Sixpence, will be ready on the

0 the Office, will be

CHARGES FOR ADVERTISEMENTS.
SITUATIONS VACANT, PARTNERSHIPS, APPRENTICESHIPS

TRADE. AND GENERAL ADVERTISEMENTS.
Six lines (about Arty words) or under 45 «UEach additional line (about ten words Os. sd!

Terms for Senes of Trade Advertisements, also for special Adrer-
tisemeute on front page. Competitions, Contracte, Saiee by Auction
fic. may be obtained on application to the Publisher.

SITUATIONS WANTED.
POUR Lines (about THIRTY words) or under ... le gdEach additional line (about ten words) Os' gd

PREPAYMENT IS ABSOLUTELY NECESSARY."
••• Stamps mutt not be sent, hut all small sum* should boremltW by^h In Registered Letter er by Money Order, payable

at the Po«t-office. Covent-garden, W.C. to

DOUGLAS FOURDRINIER, Publisher.
Addressed to No. 46, Catherlne-street, W.O.

Advertisements for the current week's issue must reach the Office
beiiie THREE o'clock p.m. on THURSDAY.

SPECIAL.-aI'TERations in standing advertise-
1..— MEMS or ORDERS TO DISCONTINUE same
must reach the Office before TEN o'clock on WEDNES-DAY mornings.

b® reiponalhle lor DRAWINGS TESTI-MONIALS. Ac. left at the Office In reply to Advertisements, and
strongly recommends that of the latter COPIES ONLY should be sent.

PERSONS Advertising In "The Builder," may have KeplUt addretied
to foe Office, 46, Catherine-street. Cevent Garden W 0
free of charge. Letters will be forwarded if addressed
envelopes are sent, together with sufficient stamps to
cover the postage.

SHOP FRONTS, HARDWOOD JOINERY
;

BANK, OFFICE, and MDSEDM FITTINGS
SHOW CASES, for all TRADES and EXHIBITIONS.

LIBRARY CASES, &c., MANUFACTURED by

FRED.«. SAGE & COMPANY,
80-84, GRAY’S INN ROAD, LONDON (Telephone 2637).

Telegrams, "SAGE," London. Designs and Estimates Submitted.

WORK FIXED IN ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD. CATALOGUES OH APPLICATION

0“ thin PAPER, for FOREIGN CIR-LULATlOfy, IS issued every week

MAP OF LOXDON, Boundaries of Surveyors
. DistncU. The four Sheets, into
divided (issue<l with the numbers of

h l^h^aud 22ud), if sent to the Office

which the Maj
Jauuari Irt, t.. —— „ no me umc

T through any Newsagent, can be MOUNTED o
le following Tern.

On Cloth (Rollers) and v
(Strainer)

..

le of " Stniioera," if packed for ri

mlsbed, Ss. gd.

N.B.—In the
la. 3d, exti .

*, OmlsaioDB discovered since publication will be corrected

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
" THE BUILDER " Is supplied piaBCT from the Office to resldenti

In any part of the United Kingdom at the rate of 19s. per smnumF&xpain. To all parts of Europe, America. Australia and New
6., ic.r Xo India, China, Ceylon. Ac. 80a. per

payable to DODQIiAfl FOURDBINIEE
W.O.

Zealand, 3gs. per
annum. Remitta
Publisher, No. 46, Oatberlne-i

“nnHB BUILDER " in AMERICA.—
_L STO8CEIPTION, for any time, at PUBLICATION PRICE^ be m^e with B, F. 8TEVENB, 4, Trafalgar-square, Charing-

eross. ^ndon. The Annual Suliscriptlon. including postage Is
II. *•- Od. or g6-33 Gold, and may be remitted direct, or Mid to the

Pln’lrtreet^ew York
A LYNCH;

BALE’S RUDIMENTARY SCIENi
TIFIO SERIES, fTew rolumei and Nnt Etliliont

.

moderate span (Pendred) . a 'oSHORING, AND ITS APPLICATION (Blagievel” . . 1 6ROADS AND STREETS (Construction of). Third Edition
Revised (Iaw A Clark)

wi.,vu,

ENGINEERING 8UR VEyiNO.'
'

' Fourt^uth
Edition. Revieed and Corrected. (Baker A Youiicl " nBUILDING ESTATE ». Second Edition. Eevised IMaitUndt

'<

n

VouiUimm'ef
° ARCHITECTS. Fifth Edition. (Wightwiok

GAS FITTING: aP^ietlcal H^iiiduik (Blkck)'. 1 a
*

The above, or any of the 300 voU. of the Seri,,. Pott Free on receipt
of Aitertited Pricet. Writefor Lift.

CROSBY LOCKWOOD A SON, 7, BUtloners' Hall-co urt. London, E.C.

TO ARCHITECTS.
ISUOEMAN ARCHITECTURE in the

•O'l Twelfth Centuries in Normaudy and in

„„ By V, RUPRICH-ROBERT,

Monuments, Mem^r of the Royal Institute of British Architectsand of the Royal Academy of Madrid, Ac.
engravings on steel. 11 In helio-^vnre, 4 cbromo-litho^pha, a map of Ancient Normandy, 200

l& ^h ie‘in} “"'S’
and descriptive text, lu 12 parts, priceIM. each, or 101. the wurk complete, handsomely bound.

Publishers : Librairie Centrale d’Architecture, Paris,Prospectus sent post-free on application to the
PHOTOTYPE COMPANY,^ Offices : 303, Strand. I^ondon.

tpHOMAS FRANCIS PINK, Deceased
JL (commonly known as Thomas Pink).

“4 Parliament, made and paaeed in the 22nd

witTrwi !
the Reign of Her present Majesty, Chapter 35.intitul^ An Act to further amend the Uw of Pronertv and to

otW J*
**"*'^y GiYen.tlutall CREDITORS andother Persons having Claims or Demands against or iiTvm tb® it®!**®

of THOMAS FRANCIS PINK (commonly^known as ThomsI PinkV
County of Middlesex!and of No. 13. B oomhurg-street, in the City of Westminster. Builder
S'PKmlt*''. 1936. and

Tin^i,' T 1 fl
Tryod. of No. 1, Stone bulldings,^Dcolu B Inn, in the County of Middlesex, Solicitor, and FrederickGeo^e Painter, of No. 2, Moorgate Btreet-bnildings. la the City ofl^ndoD, Accountant, Executors in the said Will named onthe^3rd

^vislin^o^A!® - the Principal Registry of the ProbnU
Justice), are hereby required to sendin particulars, in wrltiug, of their Claims and Demands to the unde^signrf. Mewn. BENBOW, BALTWELL, A TRYON. of No 1 Btonl-

or" lifnf®- 'T-C- Solicitors, for the said Executom! on
.S

next 1 and Notice is hereby also

tribute
‘be said Executor, will proceed to dis-tribute the Assets of the Deceased among the Parties entitled thereto

‘b« Claims and Demand, of which they s”idithen have h^ notice, and that they will not be liable for the Assetsor any part thereof, of the said Deceased so distributed to any person

kai^nrtiw'**
whose Claims and Demands they shall net then have

Dated this 17th day of June, 1887.
BENBOW, BALTWELL, A TRYON,

No. 1. Btone-buildiogs. Lincoln'e Inn. W.C.
BoUcitori to the Executors.

f

1
^APESTRY FOR SALE, in good preserva-

> F®**’
** ® ® Inches, border only on one side. top.

aiicl tottoni
; 9 leet by 7 feet 8 inches, border on three aides; 17 feet

i? “’I®
: P'«« fits in top of l*rt.-

Miss ROUTLEDQE, 6. Pemberton-ten ace. 8t. John's Park, Upper
Holloway. N. • i r

'

1
‘U AKCHITECTS.—Monetary Assistance,X «. to lOOf. rendered to architects. Town or country onmutual teTOS, by a well-known and thoroughly quallfiet London

Quantity Surveyor.-Addre*e in strict co'ifldencB H 4 SONS Box
No. 129. Office ol " The Builder."

uueuce. n. « OUAS, box

A N Architect’s Widow wishes to DISPOSE
f\. Of hIs Collection of Designs for Buildiiigi, Working Drawings.
4c, of over twenty years.-15, St. Jamos's-sqiiare, Notting-hill.

A RCHITECT and Surveyor’s PRACTICE
jUL FOR DISPOSAL, on South Coast. (Good reasons given).—
Address, Box 144, Office of " The Builder."

A RCHITECT and Surveyor’s PRACTICE.
jTX TO BE DISPOSED OF. a Provincial Architect's PRACTICE.
Lstablishod upwards of 25 years. The highest references given and
retiulred AH communlcfttions strictly confidential. — Address
Box 143. Office of •• The Builder,"

A TELIER,
_ __ For Architectural Stodents.
DIRECTORS. Mr. FRANK T. BAOGALLAY, A.R.I.B.A. Koval

Academy Gold Medallist, and Ashpitel Prizeman
; andMr, VALTER MILLARfi, A.R.I.B.A, Royal Academy Travelling

Student and Pugin Btudent.
Prospectuses on applicutfoo at 5, Bloumsbury-square, London, W.C.

A RCHITECTURAL INSTITUTE and
XA. CIVIL SERVICE TECHNICAL EXAMINATIONS
Preparation personally or by correspondence. Classes now at work

or forming for the Royal Engineer Departiiieul, or R.I.B.A. exams
0. A. T. MIDDLETON,

No. 36, Leathwaite-road. Battersea Rise, 8.W,

A SSISTaNT SUEVEYORSHIPS in Her
iTX M.ijesty's Office of Works. CANDIDATES PREPARED for
next Examination bv a very successful Technical Tutor, holding
highest possible South Kensington Honours. His pupil Mr Ash-
mead, of Bristol, took First place In last Examination Payment
principally by results,—J. R. SMITH. 22, Salcolt-road, near Batter-
sea-rise, 8.W.

rpECHNIOAL INSTRUCTION forL ARCHITECTS AND BUILDERS.
Tiie following COURSES will be given during JULY at the

Central Institution ol the City and Guilds of London Institute •—
^Ou^th^ MECHANICS of CONSTRUCTION, by Professor Unwin,

On CHEMISTRY, with special reference to the Rciulrements ofARCHITECTS and BUILDERS, by Profeseor armetromt F R S
On GRAPHICAL STATICS, by Professor Henrici, F R-'s

'

^Ou LIGHTING. ^W.^RMING, and VENTILATION, by' Professor

On style'and S'TYLES in BUILDING, by Mr. Lawrence Harvey
P'ur detailed syllabus, and further jisrticulars of any of the above

courses, apply to the Organising Director, SIR PHILIP MAGNUS
Central Institution. Exhibition-road, 8.W.

pITY and GUILD.S of LONDON
INSTITUTE.

FINSBURY TECHNICAL COLLEGE.
D.\Y DEPART.MENT FOR STUDENTS NOT UNDER

14 YEARS tiF AGE.
The COLLEGE COURSES of INSTRUCTION Id Lsiboratory,

Lecture-room, Workshop, and Drawing Office lor Mechanical
EnBiiieers, Electrical Engineers, Technical Chemists and BuildersCOMMENCE on TUESDAY. OCTOBER 4th.
Chemical Laboratories specially organised for instruction in

Technical Manufacturing Processes.

Offl**
®®*'^®**'**“'^''**‘^*^^ Laboratories, Workshops, and Drawing

The Entrance Examination will take place THURSDAY
SEPTEMBER J9th. at TEN o'clock a.in.
Scholarships of 30f a year each, and the Holl Scholarship of 201.

a year, all tenable for two years, will be awarded (in accordance with
the several schemes) on the results of the Entrance Examination
For particulars of Seholarshlpe and programmes of iiistructioD.

apply at the Technical College. Leonaidstreet, City-road. EC orat
Gresham College, EC.

PHILIP MAGNUS, Organising Director.
8. P. THOMPSON. Principal,

A RCHITECTS and SURVEYORS. —
ATI. Splendid large OFFICE TO BE LET in a fine new building,
close to the Law Conrts and the Cbanccry.lajie Safe Deposit
Lighted by electric light. Every convenience. Pirst-claM position.
Low rent--Apply at once at the (ToUector's Office, in the Hall of
Nos. 63 and 64, Chancery-lane.

r AND and ESTATE AGENTS.—Splendid
1 A OFFICES TO BE LET on the ground-floor of a fine building
in Chancery-lane, close to the Law Conrts and Chancery-lane Sale
Deposit. Good window frontage. Electric light. Rent moderate —
Apply at the Collector's Office, in the Halluf 63 and 64. Chancery-lane.

rjFFICES (Architect’s).—FIRST FLOOR
TO LET, In first-rate position. lArge, well-lighted drawing

office, artbtieally decoratod private office, and small back room,
fitted with drawing-desks, drawers, speaking-tubes, gas, cupboards,
4c. Exceptional opportunity for securing unusually convenient
officrs. without outlay for fittings. — Box 160, Office of "The
Builder."

Q W. ENGLISH,
No. 69, CHANCERY-LANE, LONDON, W.C.

Speciality. PERSPECTIVES. Speciality.

BILLS OF QDANTITIES, to.
CORRECTLY WRITTEN AND LITHOGRAPHED BYRETURN OP POST CERTAIN, PLANS Best Style.

CT- Xj . -A.. Xj L 3D
PhotoUthoffrapher and Collotype Printer.

Shakespere Printing Works, Birmingham.

PILE DRIVERS AND CONTRACTORS,
No. 2, Plough-road, Rotherhithe, S.B.REMOVED FROM 4 and 5. THREE CROWN SQUARE, S.B.

PARTNERSHIP or EXCHANGE ofA PRACTICE. --WANTED, by Advertiser (FR.I.B.A. and

*" A prLtice**u"°he
United kingdom or Colonies, or would Exchange present Practice-
tor a larger one. Tha highest references given sod required.
All communications will be treated as confidential,

Address. Box 228, Office of "The Builder."

PARTNEKSHIP.—WANTED, a Partner,
X_._ii|, an old-established West-End BUILDER and DEGORA.T,-in a oTioV«T*-cJ

—-v-'bfd West-End BUILDER and DECORA-TuR 8 BUSINESS, with l.OOW. to 2,0001. to replace one retiring from
luld leave part of his capital In the concern. A

practical experience preferred.—Box 149. Office of

111 health, but who

"The Builder."

PARTNER WANTED, with from 1,000).
J_ to 1.5001. to JOIN an old-established Genuine BUSINESS in

B.drfh,VT°"i“
Esateru ^unties, where all branches of theBuilding Trade are carried on. The premises are most couveuiently

arranged as a complete builder's yard and factory, with steam
sawing, planing, and moulding mills, smith's shop, stables and
offices, offering altogether a rare opportunity to an energetic man
7^^*, Particulars, address Box 114, Office ofIhe Builder.

A ECHITECT (aged 23) is desirous of treat-XX iugforaPARTNERblllP. Small country town prelerred.—Ani.iv .*.*1^,. f..ii
(jj, confidence), to C. M. R. care of

A WEST-END ARCHITECT has a
\ACANCY'fora PUPIL. No premium.—Box 133, Office olThe Builder.

T7STIMAT0R MEASURER REQUIRED
-Li by a Loudiin Builder. Must be thoroughly capable, energetic,
and tTOstworthy, and able to assist his employer. One who has filled
a Birnilar position preferred. Must have been brought up to the-

references, age, and salary, to Box 285, Office of " The
Rnl d®r "

niERK of the WORKS WANTED, to
take charge of the erection of Tobbogan Slides (timber slides

about 100 yards long, from 30 feet high) in different parts of the
country. Must tboronghly understand trestle work.—Atiuly, statluc
qualifleatioDi, to F. H. 11, Hart-street, Covent-gardea,

n ENERAL CLERK WANTED, in WestVX End Jobbing Builder's Office. Must be able to estimate for
all branches in the trade, and make oat a

. - -

for a suitable man.—State age, salary, and w
long. Box 283, Office of "The Builder."

BUILDER’S CLERK WANTED.—
Thoroughly experienced in quantities, measuring, accounts,

and general routine. One with good knowledge of the timber trade
preferred. Slate age. references, hours accustomed to. and wages
required.-Address, S. 73. Herald Office, Preston.

BUILDER’S CLERK WANTED (Junior),
about 20. with some experience preferred. Permanency to ft

trustw orthy, steady, and energetic young man. Flrst-clasB references
required.—Apply by letter, stating capability and salary reuuired
^ F, 22 and 24, Ossory-road, Old Kent-road, S.E.

“nUILDEE’S CLERK (efficient) WANTED.
I_/ Must be weil up in the names and vaJues of the various

lesused in the trade, ol good address, reliable in work and
worthy. The boun are from Six to Six five days a week. and.
Six to Hall-past Two on Saturdays. The situation would be-

coDStant to a suitable man. Exceptionolly clear handwriting will
eqoirei Answers will be sent in, due course to applicants who
A age. salary expected, and name ol presaut or last employer.—PARAMOR t SONS, Bnildere and Brickmahers, Sawmilla, Margate.

I
ETTING CLERK (good) WANTED, in

J—

A

a Builder's Estate Office. One with a knowledge of shorthand
preferred.—Apply, by letter, stating age, experience, salary requlretl
he. to A. B. 5, West Kensington-terrace, West Kensington W.

Time and store keeper.—wanted,
in a Jobbing Builder's Office, a tboronghly good and practical

Man as above, one not afraid of businets and an early riser, Must
have filled a similar placa Those only need apply, first by letter,
stating age, salary, and references, to GEO. LIMN. Bnilder. 4e.
No. 2. Mellish'Street. Hlllwall, B. Mast be able to keep set of bwka

JUNIOR CLERK WANTED, in London
Joinery Works, to Assist Manager. Preference given to one

who has had practical experience. Wagee U. per week.—Address,
stating age, to Box 282, Office of "The Builder."

JUNIOR CLERK WANTED. Aged about
20 years. Must have had experience in a Builder's Office.

WORKING FOREMAN of PAINTERS
T V WANTED. He must be experienced in the management ol

men, and a good workman.—Apply, by letter only, to S. W. 4fl. St.
Oswald's-road, West Brompton, 8.W.

WORKING FOREMAN of BRICK*
tV layers wanted, at once, in a Jobbing Business. Con-

stant employment to a good, reliable man.—Apply to H. BLY 4 SON,
BuUders, Nemnarket.
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A Ji'^cst Midland Jl'aterivaij.

lEMINGIIAM, as

the centre of a large

di.strict in the
Midland counties,

desires to have a

waterway capable

of carrying to and
from the nearest

seaports,—those of

the Bristol Channel,—loads of 200 tons, or about as much as an
•ordinary goods train on a railway. The promo-
tion of the Birmingham and Bristol Cliannel
Improved Navigation, as the scheme is called, is

in the hands of a committee formed from the
<Ilouce8ter and Birmingham Navigation Com-
pany, the Corporation of Gloucester, and the
Corporation of Birmingham, and appears to
bo fast approaching a practical issue. Situated
•centrally in England, the district round Bir-
luinghamis on or near the Warwickshire and
South Stallbrdshire coal - fields, and hence
iirises its industry of the manufacture of iron
and other metal good.s. Iron and coal being
usually found together or near each other in
the earth, those manufactures in which iron is

used as the chief material are set up where
coal and iron ivre found, and, in this district, to
the manufacture of articles in iron have been
added brass work and a multitude of industries
cf copate character. The town of Birming-
ham itself is, perhaps, generally thought to be
a poor place, but it is as worthy of the name
and position of a city as Liverpool or Man-
chester, or other town of rapid growth in
modern times

;
it is not so smoky ae Sheffield

and is nowhere so squalid as parts of Liver-
pool, or so unlovely as some parts of Man-
chester and Salford. Perhaps most oi
tlie manufacturers of Birmingham are little
masters, whose trade individually is on a
scale which may be called small by comparison
with some of the great firms, bub which, in the
whole, makes up a very large amount when
brought together and distributed by the
merchants

; and there are also in the district
some individual works of great magnitude

;

and the transit of all these goods is dependent
chiefly on railways, and, like other centres of
industry, this one has felt the hard grip which
railway companies hay upon the public when
there are no other means of conveyance of
goods than those which have been created by
the railway system and its peculiar manage-
ment. When that system has once been
established anywhere, the previous means of
transit are rendered nugatory and become dis-
used. But inasmuch as the system does not,

whatever it was supposed it would do,
satisfy the requirements of the public at the I

present day, other means of transit are being
souglit for, and these are found in the re-

establishment of canals in an improved form.
Already on the eastern side of the country,
Leeds, Wakefield, and other Yorkshire towns
have been put into communication with the
sea by the Aire and Calder Navigation, which
terminates at Goole, but the transit of goods is

continued down the Humber to the ports of
Hull and Grimsby. Time was when this

Navigation could not compete with the rail-

wiiys, before it was deepened and widened
and the locks enlarged, but it is now a very
prosperous undertaking, notwithstanding that
the cost of hiiulage is less than it is anywhere
else, not excepting the waterways of France or
Belgium. But it has become prosperous only
by the expenditure of a large amount of
money, ami this will probably be found
to be a necessity in any similar case.

Regular boat trains for general goods
are run at fixed times between Leeds, Hull,
Goole, and Wakefield, and goods are delivered
as quickly as by railway. The Aire and Calder
Navigation affords a striking example of a dock
and canal company, prompted by a spirit of
enterprise, recovering lost ground by improving
the water communications, and with great and
satisfactory results. Its circumstances are, in
many respects, similar to the Gloucester and
Birmingham Navigation. Goole has docks high
up in the estuary of the Humber, as Gloucester
has, at Sharpness, in that of the Severn. The
Leeds and Bradford district may be compared
to the Birmingham and Staffordshire district,

and Goole and Goole Docks to Gloucester and
Sharpness Docks. Moreover, Hull and
Grimsby may be compared to Bristol and the
Channel ports. Tliere is at present a canal
from Birmingham to Worcester, on the Severn,
a distance of thirty miles, but it is only four or
five feet deep and 33 ft. wide, and it ought to
be twice as deep and twice as wide to meet the
requirements of the present time

; because, if

any improvement is to be made, steam haulage
must be adopted : moreover, the present locks
are only < ft. wide. But arriving at Worcester
is not arriving at a seaport, and the key to the
position of the whole scheme is the navigable
condition of the river Severn for thirty miles
below Worcester, that is, down to Gloucester.
The whole route may be said to consist of four
portions. First, thirty miles of canal from
BirminghAam to Worcester; secondly, thirty
miles of river navigation from Worcester to
Gloucester

; thirdly, seventeen miles of canal
(the Gloucester and Berkeley Ship Canal) to
Sharpness Docks

; and, fourthly, thence to the
sea-ports of the Bristol Channel for certain
portions of the goods to be carried.

The second portion, the river between
Gloucester and Worcester, is, or can easily be

made, nine feet deep, but perhaps not more
than that easily, and, if so, that is the depth
to be adopted in the upper portion of the
navigation, from Worcester to Birmingham.
Arriving at Gloucester, the boat leaves the
river and enters the old Gloucester and
Berkeley ship canal, avoiding the long detour
of twenty-eight miles of river, and arriving
at Sharpness, on the estuary of the Severn, in
seventeen miles only

;
and here the boat may

either ship its cargo into an ocean-going vessel
or may enter the tideway and proceed to
one of the ports of the Bristol Channel, Avon-
mouth or Portishead on the eastern side, or
Newport, Cardifl, or Sw’ansea, on the western
side. A boat which could safely navigate the
Bristol Channel, as well as the river and the
improved Navigation, of a carrying capacity
of a hundred and fifty or two hundred tons,
must be specially designed to economise space
and headway, and would be approximately
100 ft. long, 18 ft. wide, and G ft. draught of
water, and would be provided with means of
safety in the windy weather which would be
met with in the Channel. Such a vessel
would require locks in the improved canal
between Worcester and Birmingham 110 ft.

long, 20 ft. wide, and 8 ft. deep, but if steam-
tugs were employed the locks should be 210 ft.

long, so as to hold the tug and one vessel, or
two vessels, at the same time.

These are the dimensions recommended by
Mr. G. W. Keeling, C.E., the appointed engi-
neer, who further recommends that the new
locks be built alongside the old ones, and that
they should have a lift of not less than U ft.

The present lucks, of which there are fifty-

eight between Birmingham and Worcester, .are

mostly of 7 ft. lift, but it would economise time
in passing the locks to make the lift greater.
Commencing at Birmingham the present canal
is level for fourteen miles to Tardebigg, and
then falls 217 ft. by a flight of locks, thirty in
number, in a distance of two miles

;
it then

falls 42 ft., by six Locks, in the next mile
; then

a level length of one mile, and a descent of
42 ft. by six locks in the next mile. Here
commences a level length of five or six miles
and at the distance of about the first mile the
Droitwich branch takes off to the right, and
passing that town, joins the Severn at Hawford,
three miles above Worcester, and Just above
the Bevere lock on the river. Proceeding,
however, with the canal direct to Worcester*
at the end of the five or six-mile level there
is again a full of 42 ft. by six locks in the
length of little more than half a mile, and then,
in the next five miles, to the river, there is a
further fall of 82 ft. in a succession of short
levels and locks, through Worcester to Diglis
Weir, just below the city. So many locks would
be a hindrance to the passage of boats on the
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improved canal, although, if there were water

enough for the enlarged locks, boats would

pass up through the locks as easily as down-

wards
;
there would be no mechanical effort,

but the time occupied in opening and shutting

the sluices would be against the economy of

working. The flight of thirty locks at Tardebigg

would, perhaps, be done away with altogether

by substituting an incline, which is thus

described by the engineer :
— The boat

passes into a carriage caisson or trough

filled with water, and closed at both ends by

gates or lifting sluices. The caisson is carried

on a large truck, the framework of which is

deeper behind than in front, so as to carry the

caisson in a horizontal position, and the truck

rests on wheels running on a railway. There

are two caissons, one descending the incline

whilst the other is ascending. The motive

power is a steam-engine fixed at the top of the

incline, the gradient of which is 1 in 10, and

when drawing up the ascending caisson it is

assisted by the one descending. The road

bridges over the canal, and culverts and

archways under it, of which there appear

to be sixty, would require widening. There

are three short tunnels, of about a quarter of

a mile each, and one of a mile and a half, and

these would have to be enlarged, except that a

considerable portion may be cut open. The

canal ends in Birmingham at the Worcester

Wharf, in the very centre of the town, and for

the accommodation of the traffic of the town

this wharf would be retained, but for the traffic

to be transferred from the boats navigating the

numerous canals in the manufacturing districts

round Birmingham, and converging there, in-

creased space for quays would be required

near the town.

There are, as we have said, two points of

communication with the river Severn, one at

Diglis Weir, helow Worcester, the other at the

Bevere Weir, above the city, at the end of the

canal from Droitwich, and either of these may

be enlarged. The Droitwich route is the

shorter, but by entering the Severn above

Bevere Weir the lock there would have to be

lengthened. This, however, would perhaps he

no great difficulty
;
a greater one would be

that Worcester Bridge would not allow suffi-

cient headway for the navigation when the

river is flooded. Mr. Keeling’s proposal is

that the roadway should be raised a little. It

would certainly bear raising, without detriment

to the roadway, as a matter of gradient, and if

the footway and parapets could he re-arranged

so as to coincide with the alteration, the

general facade of the bridge would be im-

proved. Perhaps a feasible plan might be

found, which might also be satisfactory to the

City Council, if the whole question were left

to the decision of an architect, or to the engi-

neer of the Severn Navigation; hut if the

question becomes one for general discussion in

the Council, its settlement may be long

delayed : so long, indeed, that the new navi-

gation authority may regret that the question

was ever raised ;
and, all things considered,

perhaps the better plan would be to enter the

river at Diglis, and enlarge the branch from

the junction with the main canal as far as

Droitwich, a distance of two miles only : and

in consideration of Worcester Bridge being left

untouched, the City Council might render

some facility for the enlargement of that

portion of the canal which borders on city

property. In any case, it is not expected that

the city of Worcester would desire to stop the

scheme altogether.

We have said there are some very large

works in the district of which Birmingham is

the centre. Proprietors of large concerns

might prefer to remove their works to the

seaboard rather than submit to the terms of

railway companies, but such a move, if at all

general, would require careful consideration.

If works he removed, men will go too_
;

if men
go, houses will he unoccupied ;

and if houses

have no tenants the owners will receive no

rents, and no rates can be collected by the

Local Authority. Shop - keepers will lose

-customers ;
business generally will decline

;

and a sorry state of things altogether will be

the result. It will hardly do to say that what

one place loses another will gain ;
there is

absolutely no compensation for waste
;

and

the destruction of property is waste of material,

and of the labour which has been employed in

putting it together. Then, although large

works may be removed, small ones cannot, and

if the one class of works be enabled to avoid

the heavy charges for transit of goods, by

shortening the distance, the other class, left

behind, will be still less able than before to

work profitably.

On every hand may be discerned the neces-

sity of enlarging the waterways we have men-

tioned, and we consider the scheme to be whole

and complete as described ;
but in addition it

is proposed to extend the ship canal, which

now has its entrance into the Severn at Sharp-

ness, to Sheperdine, five miles lower down the

estuary of the river, where there- is deeper

water. It appears that some of the largest of

the ocean-going ships can hardly enter the

Sharpness docks by the present entrance at

neap tides.

The approximate estimate of the cost of the

undertaking is as follows ;

—

Purchase of the property of the Sharp-

ness New Docks and Gloucester and
Birmingham Navigation Company...

Enlargement of the Worcester and Bir-

mingham canal 600,000

Making new entrance to the Gloucester

and Berkeley canal at Sheperdine,

with the extension of the ship canal

Widening, deepening, and improving the

canal between Sharpness and Glou-

cester

300,000

£1,890,000

This amount includes ten per cent, upon the

estimated cost of the works, as a margin, but

allowing for Parliamentary and other expenses,

and a wider margin for works, the sum of

110,000/., the total outlay on the undertaking

comes out at 2,000,000/.

AECHITECTURAL PHOTOGRAPHY.
BY J. EATON FEARN.

HOTOGRAPHY has proved a useful

handmaid in even the stern, prosaic

business of everyday life, and the

whole of the professions stand greatly

indebted to this interesting art-science. Nor

is there now any excuse for neglecting it, since

cameras are so inexpensive and dry-plate

photography so easy to manipulate. The

modern operations, too, are so clean that even

ladies are numbered by thousands amongst the

ever-increasing band of amateurs.

The aim, therefore, of this paper_ is to give

practical elementary instruction in the art,

enabling any one who carefully c-arries out these

directions to take within an hour a fairly

successful picture.

To enable the reader to do so, he will

require a camera, a lens, a tripod, some dry-

plates, a few chemicals, some sensitised paper,

a printing frame, and a few shallow dishes.

As the camera and lens are of the greatest

importance, we will deal with them first.

How large do you wish to take pictures ?

Of course, the larger your picture, the heavier

and more cumbersome your apparatus. Bear

in mind, when deciding the point, that it is

always possible to have small pictures enlarged

when required. The size most strongly to be

recommended is that known as the half-plate

size, enabling you to take a photograph 6^_in.

by 4| in. The quarter-plate (4|- in. by 3J in.)

is too much of a toy to be of practical service,

and should pictures of this size answer every

purpose required, they can be taken with the

half-plate camera as well as with the quarter-

plate.

Now the all - important question arises,

“ Which camera in the market is the best?”

If money be no object, why certainly buy a

“ McKellen ” or a “ Shew,” but if you wish to

spend the minimum of money for the maximum
of value you had better turn your attention to

the cameras of Messrs. Lancaster & Sons, of

Birmingham. One of their numerous cameras

will be sure to correspond with your purse, and

very creditable work can be executed with

even their cheapest “set,” but the most useful

camera of theirs, to my mind, is the “ Inter-

national.” It has every modern improvement.

The lens supplied, however, with this camera

is unsuitable for architectural work, since it

somewhat distorts straight lines, although it is

admirable for portraiture or landscape. For a

slight extra cost, however, it can be exchanged

for one of their excellent “Rectigraph” lenses.

Do nob forget, the lens you must purchase

for architectural subjects must be a rapid,

symmetrical doublet, equally good for all-

round work, and any of the following may be

strongly recommended :—The “ Rectigraph
”

(Lancaster & Sons) ;
the “ Optimus ” (Perken,

Son, & Rayment) ;
the “ Orthopanactinic

”

(Newton & Co.) ;
or a lens by John Browning,

the well-known optician of the Strand.

Any of the above lenses are exceedingly

cheap, considering the quality of work they

produce, and are equally adapted for buildings,

portraits, landscapes, or groups.

As this is principally written for architects

it is not deemed necessary to go into “ shutter ”

or “instantaneous” work. Buildings will at

all events stand still to be photographed.

The next matter in importance is the “ dark

room.” In developing your negative it is

imperatively necessary to exclude all white

liaht. Every chink must be carefully stopped

up, as even a streak of white light coming

through the key-hole is fatal to your picture.

If you possess a small room in your house

which you can conveniently spare, purchase a

few yards of ruby calico and tack it double

thickness over your window. The ruby light

filtered through the calico will aft'ord a good

safe light to work by in the daytime, and for

night work a photographer’s red lamp must be

resorted to.

Having provided the above you are now in

a position to set about taking your first

picture.

Of course you have provided yourself with

a dozen or two dry plates. For first experi-

ments the r^-plate size will be tbe best, and the

“Ilford” brand are equal to anything in the

market. Open the packet in your dark room.

Take one out and examine it. One side of the

plate you will quickly perceive to be coated

with a thin layer of pink-looking gelatine.

This is the sensitive or film side of the plate.

Now get your double dark back and place two

plates in the grooves, one film-side upwards

and .the bottom one film downwards. Fasten

securely, and, to make thoroughly safe, wrap up

with dark cloth. Now for the exposure. An
opposite house will do very well for your first

experiment. Rear your tripod and fasten the

camera securely to the same. Then focus by

pulling out the bellows till the image is sharp

and distinct on the ground glass. In order to

see this properly, cover your head and camera

with the black focussing cloth. Possibly when
the centre of the picture is beautifully sharp

the edges will be a little out of focus. If such

be the case, insert in the slit in your lense one

of the slops till the picture is perfectly “sharp ”

all over. Tbe smaller the stop the sharper the

definition, but the longer the exposure required.

Now cap lens, slide your dark back into ite

proper groove, cover with dark cloth, then

draw out very carefully the slide of your double

back. Now comes the critical moment. The

point is, what is the correct exposure ? WeR,
experience alone can guide you in this. Give

this plate say two seconds, then reverse your •

double back, and give the second one four •

seconds. One of the two is almost sure to give ^

a good printing negative if properly developed. .

There are numerous ways of developing, but ;

the one here recommended gives pleasing black :

negatives. The following is the formula :
—

Pyrogallic acid ounce.

Sodic sulphite 1 ounce.

Ammonium bromide.. 150 grains.

Citric acid 60 grains.

Nitric acid 5 drops.

Water up to 3 fluid ounces.

The above will keep any length of time, and i

any ordinary chemist will make it up for you j

if you wish to be spared the trouble.

Should you prefer “dispensing” yourself,/

dissolve first tbe sodic sulphite in two fluid i

ounces of hot water. Next add the citric i

acid. Now pour this solution oVer the pyro-i

gallic acid and ammonium bromide ;
wheni

these are dissolved, make up to three fluid'
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ounces with cold water, and finally add the

nitric acid.

Now procure a small bottle, which you had

better label A (accelerator) for distinction.

Into this put 1 ounce of 0‘880 ammonia, diluted

with half an ounce of water.

Now, you are ready to develope your

negatives. Take the exposed plates out of their

slide in your dark room and, for safety’s sake,

do not go too near the artificial red light. Lay

the plate film upwards in your developing

dish, having previously soaked it in a pail of

clean water for a few minutes. Measure out

a dram of the developing solution into a cup,

then add two ounces of water (if distilled so

much the better). Flood this over the plate.

Now drop four minims (every drop being

practically a minim) of solution A into the cup.

Pour the developer back into the cup and

thoroughly mix. Then pour over the plate

again. If properly exposed the image should

show signs of appearing. The high lights will

appear first, then the other lights according to

•their gradations. If the picture does not

come in a minute or two add a couple more

drops of A. If this does not fetch it add a

few more. If it shows no signs of coming in

dve minutes the plate was under-exposed. A
iittle practical experience will soon teach you

-the correct exposure. "VMien all the detail is

plainly visible take the plate out of the

developing solution and wash well.

After this has been done place for a few

minutes in a saturated solution of alum. Then

•wash again.

Finally, it is placed in the fixing solution.

Hyposulphite of soda ... 5 ounces.

Water 1 pint.

The object of this bath is to disperse the

white appearance which is to be seen at the

back of the plate. When this has all dis-

appeared the plate is fi.xed. White light now
has no effect on it, so you may leave the dark

room and perform the final washing under the

tap. The negative should now be left to dry

of its own accord.

The printing from the negative is an easier

matter.

The negative is placed, when dry, in the

printing-frame, film upwards. A piece of

sensitised paper (which can be bought very

cheap from any photographic dealer) is placed

in contact with it, the prepared side of the

paper downwards. It is then exposed to good

<iitiu3ed light till printed. Print a little

deeper than you would like the picture, as in

the after-operations it will fade considerably.

When you take the prints out of the frames,

be sure to keep the pictures from light. When
you have printed as many as you require, wa^h

them well in several cljanges of water. To
change their disagreeable colour it will be

necessary to tone them. The following is a

good toning formula, and may be used imme-
diately after mixing:

—

Gold chloride 1 grain.

Borax 60 grains.

Water 12 ounces.

Pour this solution over your prints, which

should be face downwards. The red-brick

colour will soon be changed to pleasing purple.

When this has taken place the prints are toned.

At this stage put them in a clean dish and

wash well under the tap.

When this is done place them for ten

minutes or a quarter of an hour in a solu-

tion of ;

—

Hyposulphite of soda ... 2 ounces.

Water 12 ounces.

Both the toning and fixing dishes should be

kept in constant motion, or unevenness of tone

will be the result.

The prints when taken out of the fixing bath

must be thoroughly washed. After washing

leave them in soak all night, and give them a

thorough rinse under the tap next morning.

If not properly washed the photographs in the

course of time will fade.

Next dry between blotting - paper and

mount.

The National Liberal Club.—Messrs. G.

A. Williams & Son, of Qaeen’s-road, Bayswater,

are fixing spring roller blinds throughout this

new Club-house, recently described by us.

SOME SCULPTURE OF THE YEAR.

jpwwj'HE Royal Academy sculpture of the

year, as we have before observed,

liM ^j 1

mark of some
iraww] former years. The three works in

it which are of the highest interest we have

already illustrated and commented on,—Mr.

Thornycroft's model for a monument to

Gordon, and Mr. Armstead’s “Ladivs” {Builder,

May 7) and his Bishop Ollivant memorial

{Builder, June 25). In regard to the Gordon

monument, we may remark on the excellent

and original design of the pedestal ;
and well-

designed pedestals are perhaps even les.s

common than good statues.

Mr. Boehm’s large marble group of the

“Bull and Herdsman,” which is conspicuous

in the octagon, does not seem to us to have

been quite worth execution in marble on that

scale. The bull is a grand animal, and very

finely modelled, in the hind quarters especially,

and the herdsman’s smockfrock is, no doubt,

very sculpturesquely treated,— quite Attic,

indeed : it shows what can be done with a

simple garment like this, but there is not much

of character or interest in the man, and, on

the whole, the feeling of most persons will be

that a great deal of material has been used

without a commensurate result.

Mr. Williamson’s “ Sister Dora,” a cast of a

statue more than life-size erected at Walsall, is

interesting as a sprited and expressive portrait

of a noble woman ;
of the nursing dress nothing

can well be made in sculpture. Mr. Mark
Rogers exhibits another of bis caryatide figures

for a chimneypiece supporter, a finely-modelled

and powerful male figure
;

it would have been

better if some attempt had been made to

model the superincumbent entablature so as

to look more fitted to be upheld by the figure

without pain and discomfort
;
there is some-

thing new to be done in this way in caryatides

generally ; in the present case the sharp edge

of the entablature on the neck of the figure,

I whose head is twisted aside to avoid it, is

almost painful to look at. The two portrait-

busts of ladies by M. Jean Antonin-Carlts

(1788, 1789) are curious examples of a kind

of would-be aristocratic mannerism : upright

pose, long neck, very small head carried with

a great air of pride
;

it is fine in its way,

but so completely a mannerism that the busts

give at once the idea of representing sisters,

though apparently the ladies are not related
;

at least the catalogue gives us no reason to

suppose so. Mr. G. A. Lawson sends a bronze

of his fine figure of a boy reclining on his back,

the plaster of which was in a former Academy,

and was illustrated in our pages {Builder,

May 29, 1886). Miss Emmeline Halse’s

“ Jerusalem in Captivity ” (oddly described as

a “ statuette,” as it is a large life-size work) is

expressive in pose, and shows fine broad treat-

ment of drapery.

In the Lecture-Room, the principal work,

besides those we have already mentioned as

the finest works of the year, is Mr. Onslow

Ford’s “ Peace,” of which also we have given

an illustration {Builder, May 7, 1887). There

is a little ambiguity about the precise

meaning of this work. If the intention is

to represent “ Peace ” as a personifica-

tion, the figure is quite wanting in dignity

and appropriate expression for that ; but if

it is meant as a young girl sent out as a

messenger or announcer of peace, it is very

prettyand spirited, though the face seems rather

wanting in vivacity. The action, on the con-

trary, is full of life, perhaps a little too realistic

if anything, but at all events it is, as a

study of a nude figure, decidedly original

in character and movement. The feet seem

a little large. Mr. Bates’s small triptych

bas-relief of “ Psyche,” “Psyche borne away by

Zephyrus,” and “ Cupid,” is a charming little

work in low relief
;

Psyche, on the left, a

breezy figure seated on a rock, and in the

centre compartment a recumbent figure borne

away on the back, or rather on the mantle of

Zephyrus, a group reminding us of some of

Flaxman’s Homer illustrations. Miss Halse’s

“The Pleiades” is a pretty and fanciful piece

of high relief, but of a much more ordinary

type. “ Dawn,” by Miss E. Gwyn Jefi'reys, is a

graceful conception, a female figure holding up

some drapery which makes an- inverted festoon

over herhead, as if carried upwardsby thebreeze ;

it would be better without the rather vagne

assortment of Cupids and other accessories

which form a rather shapeless pedestal to it. Sir

F. Leighton’s bas-relief for the reverse of the

Jubilee Medallion, about which much has been

said, is a most graceful and refined work of

the kind, in very low relief, very delicately

modelled. Mr. A. Gilbert exhibits a circular

decorative panel in alto - relief on the

old subject (not often treated in sculpture,

however), “ Post equitem sedet atra

cura,” in which an armed knight seems

in chase of a floating figure before him,

and the sinister figure of “ black Care,”

heavily cloaked and hooded, clings to him

behind
;

there is a strong and stern Gothic

feeling in this fragment. Mr. Mullins’s two

boys, kneeling over some game apparently, are

called “Conquerors,” but the significance of

the title we do not appreciate. Mr. Maclean’s

statue of Tragedy, a finely-modelled, heavily-

draped figure, with a dagger in her hand, is

not equal to its companion, Comedy
;
the face

is wanting in tragic expression. Among
small things that are worth noting are Mr.

Conrad Dressleris “ Bust of Mr. Stanley,”

Miss Louisa Jacobs’s head of a monk, with the

title “Fiat voluntas tua”; Mr. Arthur G.

Walker’s “Love,” a kind of Paolo and Fran-

cesca group ;
M. Emile Chatrousse’s “La

Lecture ”
;
Miss Halle’s bronze medallion of

Herr Joachim, with a reverse showing Orpheus

taming the beasts ;
and Mr. W. R. Stephens’s

wax statue of a girl with birds perching about

her, under the title “ Pigeons.”

Of the larger collection at the Paris Salon,

whose short season has now closed, we can only

speak briefly. As in our Academy, the col-

lection has been below the average in general

excellence, though it included some very re-

markable works. The statue of “ Feu Mon-

seigneur Dupanloup,” by M. Chapu, to
^

be

executed in marble for Orleans Cathedral, is a

very fine specimen of pure monumental design.

The prelate, in his vestments, is shown reposing

on a couch supported by an antique sarco-

phagus, on which is a tablet supported by two

genii, with dates “ 1802 : 1849 : 1878” ;
those

of his birth, consecration as bishop, and death.

To right and left of the niche in which the

monument will be placed, will stand two figures

representing “Faith” and “Courage.” The

latter, a very noble figure, forms the subject

of one of the illustrations in our present

lunnber. Another episcopal tomb by M. Louis-

Notd was exhibited, that of Mgr. Lequette,

kneeling on a cushion, with mitre and cross

in his hands
;

the long draperies are finely

treated. The monument is intended for the

church of Notre Dame des Ardents at Arras.

M. Merciti, whose talent shines in all forms

of sculpture, exhibited a charming design for

a tomb to the painter Cot
;
a child mounted

on a stele, holding in its hands, with an ex-

pression of grief, a palette and brushes.

Nothing can be more simple,—there is no

crowd of accessories ;
but the effect is

complete.

Most of the French sculptors of the new

school, unfortunately, have a tendency to the

employment of contorted and unnatural atti-

tudes, exaggerating natural defects, as in M. Cor-

donnier’s “ Protection,” under pretext of seek-

ing “vigour.” The fine group by M. Boisseau,

oAvhich we give an illustration this week,

“ Defense clu Foyer,” is free from these defects,

and is a fine representation of the ancient

Gaul on whom the minds of the trench artists

are so much set at present, the people who,

“ Agriculteurs, guerriers,

Savaient, jusq’ ia niort, defdudre leur foyers.

The group by M. Boucher, “Vaincre ou

Mourir,” shows the same influence of political

pre-occupation which has pushed the painters

this year towards military subjects. It shows

a woman, symbolising France, supporting

a young warrior, who is dying, while his child

tries to take the sword, to fight in his stead.

Benind the principal group a kneeling man ia

forging a new sword. M. Boucher, at least,

puts a'*remarkable exuberance of life into these
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violent and sensational subjects. “ On Veille ”

by M. Desca., was another group, representing
the ancient Gaul looking out for his enemy,
with, of course, a well-understood intima-
tion that the modern Gaul is similarly
employed.
The bas-relief by M. Lecointe, “Apres

diner chez Madame Geoffrin,” is a realistic
work, totally wanting in decorative effect, and
giving portraits of some of the eminent
encyclopiedist'!, Diderot, Marmontel, Grimm,
dHolbach, and others. The portraits are
supposed to be good likenesses, but the effect
of the whole is heavy and uninteresting, and
shows the inistake of attempting to bring the
characteristics of a genre picture into bas-
relief.

The enormous group by M. Hebert, with
the equally enormous title, “Le gt^nie de la
libre pensee glorifiant la memoire du Chevalier
de la Barre, supplici^ pour n’uvoir pas salud une
procession,” is as confused and undigested as
is its subject, but curiously typical of some of
the tendencies of modern French art, which,
unlike our own, often allies itself so enthu-
siastically with the political and moral ideas of
the day. This often leads to artistic mistakes,
yet it argues more active intellectual life
than the worn-out and meaningless subjects
which too commonly content English sculptors
and painters. An abstract work of a different
character was M. Marqueste’s “ Art,” intended
for the Hotel de Ville, and as a pendant to the
“Science” of M. Blanchard. Of the
Bousseau ” statue by M. Berthet we have

given an illustration {Builder, April 23) ;
and

we may record among the raonumental works
a fine statue of Handel, commissioned from
M. Salmson for the Grand Opera.

The tendency of the new French sculpture
towards the illustration of modern life we
have several times noticed. M. Falguiere’s
A la porte de I’Ecole ” is a good example

;
a

little girl with a satchell of books on her arm
rising on tip-toe to kiss her little brother in
her mother’s arms

;
the figures and the feeling

are very simple and natural. Of the same
school is the “premier album” of the late M.
Mathias Schiff, a young artist who died just as
he was making a reputation. M. Escoula’s
young rustic girl, “Pastorale,” is also of the
modern note, and the “jeune mere” of M.
Lenoir, a mother washing her infant

;
a work

which by its grace and naturalness escapes
what might be the commonplace nursery
character of the subject.

Among the number of mythological per-
sonages, we counted this year three Dianas, of
which by far the best is that of M. Falguiere, a
splendidly-modelled figure, but with a rather
feeble and commonplace head. The pretty
“ Circe ” by M. Delaplanche should be recorded
among the list of the Classicalitie.s.

Among other sculpture works of the Salon
of 1887 may be named the “ GalathOe,” by M.
Eolard,—Pygmalion’s marble lady,—a finely-
treated figure; the “St. Cecile” of M.
Gautherin

; the “ Belles Vendanges ” of M.
Vital Cornu; and the “Esperance” of M.
Ludovic Durand

; but of all these allegories,
the one most worthy of attention, after the
Diana of Falguiere, was the beautiful bas-
relief, representing “The Seine,” a nude
figure in low relief profiled on a background
representing distant Paris. This was the work
of a young Villa Medicis student, M. Puech.
Among the animal sculptors, M. FrC-miet
obtained a “ succes de curiosite,” as one may
express it, with his “Gorille enlevant une
Jeune Femme,” a wonderful study from nature,
but very disagreeable in outline and in subject

;

a sort of work which would find its proper
place in a natural history museum. The marble
bust of the late M. Ballu, commissioned by
the Municipality for the Hotel de Ville, is a
remar.ible work by M. Barrias, to be placed on
a pedestal designed by M. Albert Ballu, and
adorned with a genie in bronze by M. Coutan.A more life • like resemblance could not be
given to marble. Two bronze busts exhibited
by M. Dalou were interesting as showing the
excellent results to be obtained from the pro-
cess of casting u cire perdue, which we venture
to think will soon be the only process accepted
for bronze work of the highest class.

NOTES.
HERE appears to be a difference of

opinion as to the desirability of
bringing on the Railway and Canal
Traffic Bill in the House of

Commons for the second reading at once.
It was proposed in the House by Mr. Henea^e
^at this should be done, in order that the
Bill might be sent to a Select Committee with
a view to its becoming law during the present
Session, and the Government seem to be
willing to adopt this course. Mr. Mundella,
who naturally takes a great interest in the

subject,—is in favour of deferring the second
reading of the Bill so as to ensure a full dis-
cussion of its provisions at that stage. The
weight of opinion on both sides of the House
appears to be in favour of proceeding with the
measure as soon as there is an opportunity :

but, in any case, it is very necessary that no
effort should be spared to render the law clear
and mtelJigible, and not, as at present, open to
various interpretations. A case was heard
before the Railway Commissioners only last
week which illustrates the uncertainty of the
law relating to preferential rates. In giving
judgment, each of the Commissioners expressed
different views. Sir Frederick Peel held that
the applicants had not given proof of such an
undue preference as to entitle them to a decisionm their favour. Mr. Price considered that the
rate charged could not be justified, and was,
therefore,

_

undue
;
while Mr. Miller, though

also looking upon the rate in question as un-
justifiable, did not consider that the applicants
had proved that they were prejudiced, and
judgment was given against them, no order
being made for costs.

AN Friday in I.ast week the Metropolitan

Y Board of "Works put up to public auction
the lettings (Mr. Robert Reid being the
auctioneer) of the whole of the surplus lands
in Charing-cross-road and Shaftesbury-avenue,
with the exception of a few that were not
ready. Forty-eight sites were so put up before
a large assemblage, and forty-five were let in
the room at rentals varying from 5s. to about
9d. per superficial foot. It is a new and im-
portant departure on the part of the Board, it
being very unusual to ht lands by auction, the
Mdinary practice hitherto having been to let
by tender. We think there is much to be
said in favour of the new system, as unsatis-
factory results have often followed blindfold
tendering for land._ It seems to us that in this
particular case fair and satisfactory results
have been obtained. In connexion with this
subject It is of importance to note that within
the next year or eighteen months, 150,000^., or
upwards, will be spent on these sites, which
are in the centre of the metropolis. Much of
this outlay will, of course, go in wages in one
or another form, and extensive outlay on
neighbouring properties may be expected, so
that business in the building trade ought to be
sensibly improved by the development of this
new thoroughfare as the centre of a business
neighbourhood.

THE Rector of St. Martin’s-in-the-Field’s
has written to us calling attention to

a model at the Vestry-hall of a pro-
posed alteration of the steps of his church
asked for by the Metropolitan Board of
Works, in order to widen the roadway at that
point. The Rector and his Churchwardens
have to decide what answer shall be given to
the application, and Dr. Kitto very riahtly,
in a matter which concerns the architecture
appearance of the church, wishes to eli<’it
some expression of opinion from those who
feel interested in the matter. We have looked
at the model : the proposed alteration is
cleverly contrived, and %¥ill be less of a
blemish to the church than we should have
expected. The colonnade of the portico
stands at present on an unbroken range of
steps,

_

seven steps in height at the north
side, increasing southwardly as the ground
falls, It_ IS proposed to form five steps
in each intercolumniation, abutting against
the pedestals formed beneath the columns and
thus throwing the whole of the steps inward

by the width of five steps. It will certainly
deteriorate the efiect of the portico

; there is
no doubt about that

;
it will lower the con-

tinuous base-line of the columns, show
pedestals where none were intended, and con-
tract the floor area of the porch. It is not
what_ can be called a flagrant disfigurement

;

tliat IS all that can be said
;
and it has evidently

been planned with a desire to make the best
of the alteration. On the whole, however, wo
should recommend the Rector to defer his
consent until it can be fully considered whether
the impediment to traffic just there is really a
serious enough evil to warrant even partially
spoiling a^ rather celebrated building. If the
alteration is made it will never be uu-made.

THE Times of Tuesday, in an effusively
«- laudatory and evidently “inspired”
notice of the new staircase at the National
Gallery, referred to the double staircase which
has been removed to make way for the new
staircase, as if it formed part of the original
design. This is not the case. The double
staircase was put up by the late Sir James
Pennethorne, at the instance of some cheese-
paring First Commissioner of Works (who
was^ no doubt at that time very proud of his
achievement), in order to obtain some little?
additional room; and to effect this alteration a,

noble staircase, by AVilkins, of very original
design, and with a dignity and mystery in ita
aspect which are rare in our public buildings^
was destroyed without any protest from any
quarter. Those who are old enough to
remember this staircase cannot fail to recall
the impression created by it on entering the-
building,—a sense of spaciousness and an
indefiniteness which, perhaps, no other build-
ing of its size possesses. This has now wholly
disappeared.

Ty'E observe that although Mr. John Taylor
' ' is named, in connexion with the Office of

Works, as having had something to do with
the_ new work at the National Gallery, some-
notices in the daily papers attribute the design
to Mr. G. Shaw-Lefevre. It is not difficult to-
guess how this comes about, and many of the-
papers know so little of these matters that they
will_ believe anything that is told them on
official authority. Perhaps we shall be told in
the course of a few years that it was Mr.
Ayrton who designed the Law Courts. Ik
was known that he had something to do with
the design, but the part he took was generally
supposed to have been confined to jamming a
large and complex building upon an inadequate-
site and cutting out as many of the architectural
features as possible. We know that Mr.
Lefevre, in conjunction with Mr. Mitford,
cut (after a fashion) the Gordian knot of
the improvement at Hyde Park Corner,
and we may, perhaps, find that he was
the architect for the restoration of West-
minster Hall, and that Mr. Pearson merely
acted under his direction. It is commonly
reported that Sir Antonio Paniazi designed
the Reading-room at the British Museum, and
his bust is placed at the entrance in a con-
spicuous position, as if he were the tutelary
jenius of the place

;
but those who have any

,
knowledge^ of the subject are aware that alB
Panizzi did was to suggest the circular-
arrangement of the readers’ tables, and the
placing of the room in a position that no-
architect in his senses could by .any possibility
have proposed. In like manner, Sir Joseph
Paxton was credited with the design of the
First Exhibition building in Hyde Park on the
strength of a few scrawls on a sheet of blotting-
paper, which were afterwards rendered in-
telligible by Sir Charles Barry.

^E may call attention to the fact that the** value of the Godwin Bursary, founded
by Mr. G. Godwin, in connexion with the
Institute of Architects, for the promotion of
the study of works of modern architecture
abroad, has been increased from 401. to 50/1
for the year 1888. Candidates for it must
apply to the Institute before the 1st of January
next. It may be useful to give further
publicity to the following brief statement in
regard to it from the last number of the
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Journal of Proceedings ” of the Institute

The selection of a holder of the Bursary is

Tuade by the Council after comparison of the

candidates’ applications, testimonials, and

general acquirements
;

and the successful

<5andiclate has to make a visit, of not less than

five weeks, to some place or places outside

Great Britain and Ireland, specially to study

and report on a specimen or specimens of

modern planning or construction, drainage,

water-supply, ventilation, or other sanitary

arrangements to be found there.” Perhaps we

must not expatiate too much on the value of

this particular prize of the Institute, founded

by the former Conductor of this Journal,

—

This comes too near to praising of ourselves,”

but we may point out that, with the exception

of the Grissell Medal, it is the only scholar-

ship of the Institute founded to encourage and

promote practical knowledge in architecture,

and it certainly, to say Jhe least, filled a gap

that wanted filling.

I
7ROM a manufacturer’s point of view it is

possible to insist upon too high a test of

the breaking strength of Portland cement,

because, as Mr. Collins says,* it leads to the

increase of lime in the manufacture to the

highest possible point, which does not make a

safe cement, although it may ensure a high

tensile strength at short dates, and the danger

of doing this cannot always be counteracted

by heavy burning. He has seen briquettes

made from a cement weighing 123 lb. to the

bushel break at 1,200 to 1,300 lb. on the

liin. X liin. section in seven days, which a

few months later broke at less than 800 lb.,

and this he considers entirely due to the

excess of lime which it was necessary to use

in the original mixture. He suggests for a

•section of li in. x iMn., a test of 700 Ib. under

•ordinary conditions, or, if the time test of one

minute be insisted upon, COO lb.
;
and this he

believes will give safer and ultimately better

work than any higher requirement. For

ongineering work he recommends a weight of

112 lb. per bushel, a tensile strain per square

inch of 350 lb. at seven days and 450 lb. at

twenty-eight days, and that the fineness of

grinding should bo such as to leave a

residue of less than 10 pet cent, when
{jassed through a 2,500 mesh sieve. For

special work he would have the same strain

with a weight of 110 lb. per bushel, and

a residue of less than 10 per cent, through a

^,400 mesh sieve. Weight per bushel, Mr.

Collins says, is only of much importance when
taken in conjunction with fineness of grinding,

but to get accurate results the cement should

be fed through a standard hopper into a bushel

measure in the manner specified in Sir John
Goode’s work, of which he gives an illustra-

tion with dimensions. The cement formed by
the mechanical mixture of the slag of iron

with slacked lime must not be confounded
with Portland cement, which is a chemical

combination. If it be mixed with Portland

its presence may be ascertained by dropping

the mixture into dilute sulphuric acid, and
then, whilst stirring, allowing Condy’s fluid to

fall in drop by drop until the red colour

remains permanent. If there is no admixture
of the slag cement with the Portland twenty
drops will be sufficient, while a cement made
from slag only will probably require 200 drops.

Mr. Collins gives some useful advice also on
the general treatment of Portland cement,

such as air slacking, exactness of quantity of

water used in gauging, and several other

requirements necessary to its successful use.

ON July 14, Thurgarton Priory, in the County
of Nottingham, will be put up for sale. This

property, lying on the Trent, between Notting-
ham and Southwell, is situated in Thurgarton,
Epperstone, and Southwell parishes, near to

Sherwood Forest and “ the Dukeries.” It

includes a modern house of brick, on the site

of an old convent, with a park of 120 acres,

and six farms of about 1,750 acres in all. The
Early English tower and three bays of the

•(St. Peter’s) parish .'church form part of the

• A few Words ou Portland,Cement, by a Manufacturer.
D. L. CoUina (Gibbs & Co ) London ; £. A F. . Spon.
18S7.

priory church belonging to some Austin

Canons, who were established here, in 1130,

by Ralph de Ayncourt. At the suppression

their income was computed to be 259^. 9s. 44d.

In 1853, the priory church was renovated by

Mr. Hine, of Nottingham, architect, who
added a chancel and north aisle. The living

of Thurgarton and Hoveringham is in the gift

of Trinity College, Cambridge, who own most

of the land.

Mr. EDWARD FELLOWES, who sat as

M.P. for Huntingdonshire from 1837 to

1 880, will take his newly-created title as Baron

De Ram.sey from his country seat of Ramsey

Abbey in that county. That abbey of the learned

and wealthy Benedictines was founded in the

year 969 A.D. by Ailwin, Eorlderman of East

Anglia, on Ram’s Island, a remote and desert

tract amid the great Eastern Fens. Bishop

Oswald, nephew to Odo of Fleury by the Loire,

sent twelve monks from his priory of West-

bury in Gloucestershire
;
Ailwin gave lands,

and 30?. for organ pipes of copper
;
King

Edgar gave much money and a bell for each of

the"^ church’s two great towers. Successive

benefactions were increased by varied arts of

acquisition which are naively set furtti in the

chronicle of Ramsey,—a beautifully-executed

MS. of the early fourteenth century, by an

unknown monk,—which was exhibited in the

Record Office at the recent Domesday Com-

memoration. At the Dissolution its annual

revenues were assessed to the amount of

1,983/. 15s. 3d. In 1540 the demesne was

granted to Sir Richard Cromwell, iti whose

family it continued for a long time. Tradition

has it that a piece of cloth which had been

ordered from London for the making of a coat

for Colonel William, cousin to Oliver, Crom-

well, carried the Plague into the town. His

death, and burial on the next day, February 23,

1665-6, and the visitation of the pestilence, are

chronicled in the register of St. Thomas a

Becket parish church. From the Cromwells

the property passed to Colonel Titus Salt,

whose eldest daughter devised it to two of her

servants. These sold it^ circa, 1736, to Mr.

W. Coulson Fellowes, ancestor of the now

posse.ssor. Nothing of the abbey exists beyond

a ruined gateway and some arches which

stand in the walls of the manor-house that has

been built on the former site. An earlier MS.

relating to the abbey’s history is preserved in

the Bodleian. A fourteenth-century catalogue

shows how rich was the monastic library. It

contained as many as GOO written volumes
;

seventeen or eighteen of them being tran-

scribed in the Hebrew tongue. The Jews are

known to have settled themselves in the

Eastern counties from a very early period.

Those MSS. were doubtless acquired for the

abbey at the general confiscation of the Jews’

possessions temp. Edward I., when the con-

tents of the synagogues at Stamford and

Huntingdon, and elsewhere, were sold by

auction.

O
WING to the death of Sir Henry Charles

Piiulet, Bart., certain good sporting pro-

perties in Hampshire will be sold at the Mart

in course of July current. These comprise the

freehold manorial estate and house of Little

Testwood, a tithing of Eling parish, at the

western head of Southampton Water, and over-

looking the pretty Test valley. For the con-

venience of purchasers the whole estate of

350 acres can be divided into five lots : one

consisting of Little Testwood House with its

well-timbered grounds of sixty-six acres
;
the

others of various plantations, and the Brookes-

wood
,
Broadmoor, and Paulet’s farms. Besides

salmon and trout fishing in the neighbouring

rivers, a licence to shoot over New Forest,

65,000 acres, could he obtained by the

purchasers on easy terms. At the same

time will be offered for sale the Canterton

Estate, which formed portion of the settled

estates of Sir Henry and the late Lord

Henry Paulet. Canterton lies in Bramshaw

and Minstead parishes, in the New Forest
;

its

southern limits being barely 300 yards distant

from Stoney Cross, where is preserved the

Rufus’s stone. The Manor House has been

long noted for its rhododendron plantations.

The property, mostly woodland and copse,

covers in all about 600 acres, which could be

divided amongst several lots. To the Manor

of Canterton appertain certain sporting rights

over the Wastes, containing altogether 320

acres.

T
he ancient and once royal manor of Cheyles-

more, in Coventry, will give his new title

to Mr. W. II. Eaton, M.P., of that city, silk

manufacturer. Mr. Eaton purchased this pro-

perty some twelve years ago from the Hertford

family, to whom the Crown had sold the manor,

which had been an inheritance of our Princes

of Wales since King Edward III.’s reign.

Wishing to join the third Crusade, Roger de

Monthault sold his lordship of all Coventry,

except this manor, together with its fortified

house, to the famou.s monastery that Leofric,

Earl of Mercia, husband to Godiva, had

founded in honour of SS. Osburgh and Peter.

Amongst its possessions, by the way, was in-

cluded Eaton manor in Cheshire. Robert de

Monthault, his descendant, entailed Cheyles-

more upon Queen Isabella of France, with

remainder to her second son John (of Eltham).

But at John’s death in 1336 this manor passed

to bis elder brother, Edward III., who settled

it upon his eldest son Edward, the Black

Prince. Up to these events Coventry was
unwalled

;
but in 1346 the king incorporated

the city, and during the latter years of his

reign its walls were built. By the sovereign’s

command, the manor-house and its Little Park

were enclosed within the lines. Four years

before Richard II. ’s accession the tower and

spire of St. Michael’s Church were erected by
Adam and William Botoner, who ranked

amongst the earliest mayors of Coventry.

Though the turbulent citizens once laid waste

the grounds of Cheylesmore (cmp. Henry V.,

they did not alienate themselves from out of

sovereign favour. Henry VI. made the city

into a separate county
;

in 1458 he held

here what the Yorkist party stigmatised as

his “Diabolical Parliament”; Edward IV.

celebrated a Christmas here with his queen

(1467), and kept a feast of St. George at his

son’s manor of Cheylesmore. In course of

time the Park was built upon, and merged

into the inhabited city. And so, to pass on

to later days, we find that many martyrs were

burned within its limits, and that from Cheyles-

more Hill Charles I., just before the raising

of his standard at Nottingham, bombarded the

city on its refusal to admit the royal forces.

The citizens were relieved by Hampden’s and

Hollis’s levies of foot
;
soon after the Restora-

tion the city walls were overthrown. Some
vestiges of the manor-house are said to exist to

this day, whilst the manor’s old association with

our Princes of Wales is commemorated by the

three plumes wherewith the civic shield is

charged. Our own generation may take pleasure

in being reminded that in her thirteenth year

George Eliot,—who was born at Grift’ House, by

a bend of the road between Coventry and

Nuneaton,—went to Miss Franklin’s school in

Coventry., In 1841 Robert Evans removed to

Foleshill with his daughter, who, in the words

of her biographer, Mr. J. W. Cross, “ trans-

figured these Warwickshire scenes, dear to

Midland souls, into many an idyllic picture,

known to those who know her books.”

S
TUTTON HALL, Suftolk, erected by Sir E.

Jermy, Kt., and remarkable for its orna-

mental chimneys and brickwork gateway, is to

be put up for auction, on July 12th, at the

Great White Horse Hotel, Ipswich. This old

Elizabethan house stands on the banks of the

Stour, about seven miles from Harwich har-

bour; the property extends over 470 acres,—for

the larger part rich pasture.

O
F building of theatres in London there

appears to be no end. As we mentioned

some few months ago, another theatre is

about to be built in Oxford-street, on a large

plot of vacant ground formerly occupied by the

Star Brewery, in the rear of the Oxford Music-

hall, for Mr. Alexander Melville, of the Grand
Theatre, Birmingham. The new theatre will

accommodate about 2,500 persons. Messrs.

Essex & Nicol, of Birmingham and Chancery-
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lane, are the architects of the buildiDg. The
Daily News announces also that a site has
been secured by Mr. John Clayton for a new
theatre in Chelsea, near the Court Theatre,
which is about to be removed for an improve-
ment on the Cadogan Estate, but the site is

not further indicated.

AN Thursday, June 30th last, was laid the
memorial-stone of the new London and

South-Western Bank in Fenchurch-street.
The premises have a frontage of nearly 50 ft.

to that thoroughfare, by 110 ft. in depth, with
an entrance out of Cracechurch-street. Mr.
James S. Edmeston is the architect, the con-
tractor being Mr. Wm. Shepherd. The site thus
covered is said to have been that occupied by
certain premises, which, having been rebuilt
without delay after the Great Fire, were long
known by the signs of the Cross Keys, the
Three Kings, and the Black Lion. Their
neighbour, the Rose Inn, formed part of
Mr. Birch’s presentment of Old London, made
for the Health Exhibition, 1884.

TTPON the invitation of the East India Art
Manufacturing Company we have visited

their premises, 13, King-street, St. James’s, to
see some carvings from the Palace of the late
King of Eurmah. The carvings consist of two
compositions of pyramidal form, beautifully
carved in teak in high relief, and very much
under-cut. There is no information as to what
part of the palace or what features they have
belonged to, but their form and size suggest
that, if architectural at all, they may be the
upper members of architraves to doors or
openings. The carving represents conventional
foliage and rocks with groups of figures
engaged in various occupations, ordinary and
otherwise, from driving a goat to protecting,
with a sacred umbrella, a figure on horseback
rising from the ocean. In one opening in the
foliage is to be seen a group of monkeys. In
the centre of each composition a branch rises
and expands into a flower, on which is seated
a large male figure of a god or monarch, who is
trying to look indifferent to the homage of six
female figures of like size, kneeling in an atti-
tude of ardoration on similar flowers, three on
each side. The execution is as free as if teak

^

were as soft a3_ cheese, and there is a touch of;
colour on the lips of some of the figures.

^HE female scarlet fever wards of the
-A London Fever Hospital, Islington, have
just received a notable and very valuable
addition in the shape of some decorative wall
paintings. These paintings consist of groups
of flowers painted on the varnished surface of
the walls, and have been executed by Jliss
Emily Wall whilst a patient in the hospital.
As works of art they are of a very high order
of merit, and the brightness and beauty they
add to the ward it is hardly possible to over-
rate.

A T his premises in Charlotte-street, Bedford-
square, Mr. J. Aldam Heaton has on

view an altar-table with a decorated front and
ends, designed to “ obviate the constant trouble
and expense involved in the use of em-
broidered altar-vestments.” There are no
architectural features or even mouldings in
the work

;
the front has seven upright panels

containing figures of angels with censers and
musical instruments, painted by Mr. W. H.
Margetson, on a highly-burnished gold back-

,

g
round. Above the panels appear the words
^apientia, Intellectus, Consilium, Fortitude,
Scientia, Pietas, and Timor Domini, but they
do not appear to be connected with the figures.
The framework of the front is ornamented
with a freely-drawn pattern in brown and
yellow stain on a dead gold ground. The
whole work is beautifully executed and har-
monious in colour, but rather harsh in outline,
and wanting in thought as regards the general
scheme.

TN the Antiquary for this month Mr. J. F.
Hodgetts commences a series of papers on

‘‘ The Smith and Wright,” intended to give a
brief outline of the work performed by the two
classes of artisans thus designated

;
regarding

the smith ” as a worker in metal, the
wright” as a worker in any other materials.

The first paper promises well for the series
;

it is eloquently and picturesquely written, and
shows both learning and enthusiasm. The
same number of this useful periodical contains
an interesting account of the old bouse called
The Oak House,” at Bromwich, accompanied

by a sketch.

A NOTHER case of the vested right in a
chantry chapel hasjust been decided by Lord

Coleridge in favour of the descendants of the
original owners and against the churchwardens.
This was in the case of a chapel attached to
the parish church of Louth. This had been
erected as the chantry chapel of a guild esta-
blished under a charter of Henry VI., in 1450.
After the suppression of the chantries at the
Reformation, the disused chapel was assigned
to the then lord of the manor. Sir John Bolles,
of Thorpe Hall, and to his heirs the possessors
of Thorpe Hall “for ever,” in consideration of
Sir John having assigned the tithes to the
prebend of Louth, who was rector. A recent
owner, Mr. Ffy tche, had consented to the chapel
being seated for general use, but without giving
up his right to it

;
and he having sold Thorpe

Hall to blr. Bennett, the plaintiff’ in the case,
the churchwardens, rather disingenuously, en-
deavoured to dispute his right to ownership of
the chapel. Mr. Fowler, of Louth, under whom
the church was restored, gave evidence in sup-
port of the plaintiff. The church, he said,
was originally built in the thirteenth century,
but rebuilt in 1450, and the seats in the
chapel were coeval with the church as thus
reconstructed. It was, he said, what was
called a parclose

;
it was evidently in situ,

and as originally erected, and the pew or row
of seats supposed to be substituted for it was
in a peculiar position, not corresponding with
others of the seats in the church. Lord
Coleridge said the evidence in favour of the
user of the chapel by the Ffytche family was
unanswerable, and confirmed the right of the
present possessor of it by purchase, So Mr.
Bennett, like the gentleman in the “ Pirates
of Penzance,” “has bought the chapel and its

contents,” including ancestors. The Tiwes, by
the way, devotes a short leader to this case,
and, apparently inspired by a sudden idea
of “justice to architects,” remarks specially
that both this and the Fitzalan Chapel case
were decided mainly by the evidence of archi-
tects. But the Times cannot avoid blundering'
about architects and architecture even when
its intentions are friendly, and the name of
Mr. Butterfield, one of the most eminent and
popularly known architects of the day, who
gave evidence in the Fitzalan Chapel case,
appears in capitals as “ Mr. Butterworth ”

!

THE NEW WORK AT THE NATIONAL
GALLERY.

The new staircase and rooms at the National
Gallery constitute a piece of work well carried out,
and creditable to Mr. John Taylor, of the Office
of Works, who, we believe, is the actual architec-
taral designer of the work. We do not know
that more than that can be said for the staircase
and entrance, which does not show any stroke
of architectural genius, and really depends for
its effect more on the materials employed and
on the decorative work done by Messrs. Grace
& Son than on anything remarkable in the
design architecturally considered, in spite of
the pagans which have been sung over it in the
daily press. This is, of course, only what is to
be expected as long as public architectural work
of this kind is turned out by an official staff,
however practically competent, instead of being
intrusted to an independent architect of genius.
The additions comprise a grand staircase in

two main flights with a broad landing between,
lighted by a glass dome above; a large vestibu'e
at the top of the staircase, leading to a large
gallery running north and sootb, with two small
rooms opening from the centre of the east and
west sides of it, and numbered II. and III. on
the plan attached to the new edition of the
official catalogue

;
the main room being

numbered I. From the north end of this latter
room we reach another small room of the same
size as the vestibule and nombered V., and
through this we pass into another large gallery

running east and west, like the cross at the-
top of a T, and which forms Gallery VI.
From the intermediate landing of the new
staircase two subsidiary flights of stair©
rise eastward and westward, each landing in a
good-sized vestibule, which is available for
picture-hanging, the floors of these vestibule©
being returned round the stairs to the edge©
of the main flight. From these east and west
vestibules access is obtained to the old range of
galleries extending along the Trafalgar-square
front. The old staircases, approached from
the outer lobby on either side, are still retained,
and these and the new subsidiary stairs result,
therefore, in the rather incongruous arrangement
of two parallel flights of stairs, both leadingto the
same ranges of galleries. Architecturally the
effect of this is certainly odd and confused, but
wo understand it is thought convenient, on
occasions when the Galleries are crowded (as
on public holidays), to have the old stairs to be
utilised as exit stairs, the new stairs forming
the entrance stairs. This may, no doubt, be a
practical advantage if the public will take it
that way

; there is nothing at present to compel
them to do so. But the whole as it at present
stands looks like a very odd effort in planning.
Further communication between the new and
old galleries is obtained from the east side of
Gallery III., which opens on the back of the
former cul‘de-sac gallery, westward of the
octagon hall, where the Crivellfs and other
examples of early Italian paintiug used to have
place

; and from the east end of Gallery VI.,
which opens into the end of Mr. Barry’s
long gallery (VII.), formerly devoted to the
Italian pictures by the masters of the great
period of Italian painting. Another curion©
result of this more grandiose entrance now
made in the centre of the building is that
Barry’s octagon hall, the loftiest and most
sumptuous apartment in the interior, which a
visitor would expect to find on the axis of the
principal entrance, becomes merely a side
feature in reference to the entrance. This
could not be avoided, but the result is to add to
the effect of architectural confusion and want
of purpose in the planning of the interior. If
the back portion of the building is ever ex-
tended westward, this octagon hall will no doubt
be balanced by another in a similar positioa
on the west of the main axis of the building

;

and there would then he something of uni-
formity and principle in the whole plan. We
cannot but regret that a great plan for the re-
building of the National Gallery was not
resolved upon and carried out in a mannev
worthy of the nation, instead of these piece-
by - piece additions to a building the main
facade of which is quite unworthy of its posi-
tion, and the ultimate rebuilding of which ia
rendered, by each of these additions, more im.-
probable and more difficult.

The approach to the new staircase is some-
what hampered and crowded by the necessity
of retaining the piers and arcade which carry
the north wall of Wilkins’s cupola

; the approach
is between these piers, and then between a new
arcade, similarly spaced, at the foot of tho
staircase; the new piers being, however, of
marble, — these two arcades, close to each
other, combining again to increase the effect
of confusion in the planning. The new stairs
ascend between flanking walls faced with a
very transparent yellowish-toned Giallo-antico
marble, with a capping of fine and broadly-
veined Pavonazzetto marble. The main archi-
tectural decoration consists of columns and
pilasters of red Numidian marble, with base
mouldings in Pavonazzetto, and Corinthian
capitals of Derbyshire alabaster for the columns,
and of white Carrara marble for the pilasters.
The following list of the various marbles em-
ployed was furnished to us some time since by-
Mr. Taylor, and may be of interest :

—

Houge Elmsque Numidian (quarried near the
coast in Algeria, between Algiers and Oran). Used
in columns and pilasters of staircase and doorways
of exhibition rooms.
Pavonazzetto (obtained from the old quarries in

the Apennine®, Italy, Province of Modena). Used
in bssos of columns and moulded curbs of top land-
ing of staircase and the pilasters of screen in
vestibule.

Verde di Prato (obtained frem the old quarries in
the mountains near Prato, from which the Florence
and Prato cathedrals were built).—Used in moulded
plinths of exhibition-rooms and staircase.

(riallo Antico (obtained from the ancient Roman,
quarries in Tunis

;
it used to be shipped to Rome at

Tabarca).—Used in sides and spandrels of staircasa
up to level of exhibition-room floor.
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New Zealand (obtained from New Zealand).—Used

in sub-bases of columns and pilasters in staircase.
_

Alahasler (obtained from Derbyshire).— Used in

capitals of columns and pilasters in staircase.

White Statuai-y of Carrara (obtained from

Carrai-a).—Used in capitals of screen, pilasters,

he.

According to the account furnished to the

Times, it is stated that the idea of working the

old North African marbles was that of Mr.

Shaw - Lefevre ;
and this statement has pro-

bably given rise to the notion of some of the

daily papers (referred to in another column)

that Mr. Shaw-Lefevro “designed” the stair-

case ; that would be quite sufficient hint for tho

architectural reporter of a London “daily.”

Tho Times contributor, it is amusing to notice,

mentions it as a special value of tho rod marble

that it harmonises so admirably with the red

background against which the pictures have

been hung
;
his notion of decoration apparently

being that if you have a red wall you want a

red setting to it to “harmonise” ! Messrs. Grace

& Son, it will be seen below, give the red colour

of the marble pilaster as tho precise reason why
they could not use the red background in the

staircase portion of the work. Their descrip-

tion of tho scheme of decoration they employed,

and the reasons which governed it, we subjoin

in their own words :

—

“The additions to the National Gallery consist of

two large rooms, throe small rooms, and the grand

entrance staircase, with its vestibules on the level of

tho rooms.
The two large rooms, alike in most of their details,

differ mainly in their length, and in the fact that

the longer room has two large tie-beams below the

lantern level. Both are lighted by lantern lights

and skylight, and both have a wide cove, subdivided

vertically into numerous plain panels above tho

frieze and comice of tho walls. None of the sur-

faces are enriched, the relief enrichments being con-

fined to the mouldings of cornices and to the trusses

and rosettes of the upper structure. For ornamen-
tation, tboreforo, the new rooms (unlike those by

the late Ed. Barry, adjoining) depend entirely

the coloured decoration.

The walls are hung with double flock paper of a

deep red tone, the result of many experiments, and

it will, we hope, be admitted that the paintings

already hung, notably the “ Blenheim Kaffaelle,”

show to great advantage on the ground selected.

The cornice and architrave are in stone colour, with

tho enrichments in a golden bronze colour,

heightened by gilding
;

whilst tho frieze is of a

dark low tone of warm green, with a key fret

E
attorn in stone colour thereon, its repetition being

roken at long intervals by a block of other colour

at the points from which the main ribs of the upper
structure spring. These ribs, and the soffits to

which they lead, are ornamented with a guilloche

in dull white on a deep yellow ground, whilst the

long array of panels in the cove are left in two tones

of dull white, the mouldings in orange colour and

gold, defined enly by a firm red line, which a little

helps to carry up some repetition of the walls. A
series of long narrow panels under the lantern again

recall the stronger colouring on the walls. All the

remaining upper-structure may be said to be in a

warm tone of subdued white, relieved with the same
pale bronze and gold as below.

The smaller rooms, which have neither cove nor

lantern, have their walls and entablature precisely

like those of the larger rooms, whilst the small strip

of ceiling which divides these from the skylight is

subdivided in a simple manner by coloured lines.

The skirtings throughout are of a cool, very dark

green marble.
The staircase is an exception to the absence of

relief ornamentation, which here is carried into

some of the constructive lines
;

all these enrich-

ments are treated with the same ‘old gold ’tone

which prevails throughout tho cornices.

The fine display of real marbles in columns,

E
ilasters, and other constructive features, have

ere governed the colouring. It was impossible to

continue the red walls where the rich rods of the
‘ Numidian ’ columns would come into direct contact

with them. A warm dull green has therefore been

adopted for these walls as the next best ground for

the pictures which will hang here. And in the

fidezes and the margins of the upper panels, the

deep maroon red tone of the columns is again

recalled. The large, plain panels of the upper coves

are decorated with ornament painted in the dull

gold colour, neutral grey, and dull red. In the

screen which separates the staircase from the first

large gallery, the tympana within the three arches

of the doorways contain alti-relievi portraits of great

painters. These are treated as dark bronze, the

better to emphasise the arcadiog, the doors them-
selves being square-headed.

Mr. Grace has personally directed the decoration

throughout.”

Messrs. Grace are justified in claiming forthe

result that it is harmonious and suitable to the

position. We do not care, -we confess, for the

decorative filling of the cove panels on the

staircase ceiling. It is neat, elegant, what you

will of that kind, but it is not the highest type

of decorative detail. We may observe also that

tbo white finish of the arcade at the foot of the

staircase, on the staircase side, butts harshly

and inharinonionsly against the red pilasters j

it should not have been left so white. The

baud of ornament in relief over the entra-nce-

doors to Gallery I. is a very good little bit of

decoration, well treated in colour. On the out-

side of these doors are medallion heads of

Lionardo in tho centre, Raphael on the left, and

Correggio on the right ;
and over the inner side

of same doors Titian occupies the centre, with

Rubens and Rembrandt on each side ; but where

is Bnonarotti ?

The new rooms are very weR lighted, and the

classification of the pictures, far more syste-

matic than was possible before, is a great im-

provement in the effect and tho significance of

our great collection. Tho Ansidei Madonna, ir

its sumptuous architectural frame, appro^

priately closes the vista on the north wall of

Gallery VI., facing the axis of the entrance;

thin room being devoted to the Umbrian

School. Barry’s long gallery (VII.) is now

devoted to the Venetian and Brescian schools,

and shows how rich we are in Venetian work.

We conld have wished that the glorious Titian,

the “ Bacchus and Ariadne,” which to onr

thinking is the richest jewel of the collec-

tion, had been given a central place at

tho end of a vista; size, of course, is some

consideration, but it is well worth a place

of the highest honour that could he con-

ferred. As it is, it is hung as a pendant

to tho “ Venus and Adonis,” in a side position.

It is much better seen, however, than it was,

and its details and background come out m
quite a new fashion. Into tho general scheme

of banging we do not go at present, our remarks

just now referring rather to the new work in

tho building ;
but in general it seems exceed-

ingly satisfactory, and has evidently been the

result of much care and thought.

THE ONGERMAN GERMAN’'
FERGUSSON.

An architectural critic who could well defend

himself has gone from among us ;
it is left for

those who valued his character and reputation

as a critic to vindicate them. It is very true

that “the Englishman, James Fergusson, the

author of a ‘ History of Architecture in all

Gountries,’ in his account of the Gathedral of

Gologne, docs take general exceptions to its

proportions,
—‘externally the proportions are

as mistaken, if not more so than those of the

interior’ ;—that be notes of the nave that it is

too short, and that it would have had a better

effect bad the transepts been curtailed ;
that

a true architect would have reduced the height

of the towers by a third, and that the west

fumade is rather the noble conception of a

mason than of an artist in the highest sense of

the word.” That he should have said all this

might fairly give occasion to Professor Adolf

Gbller, as “Architekt, Professor am K. Poly-

technicum zu Stuttgart ” to express and to_ do

his best to justify a difference of opinion.

That this is not the particular course which he

has taken in adverting to the criticism is to be

lamented in so appropriate an opportunity as a

publication “ Zor .^sthetik der Architektur. ’t’

One striking inconsistency in Fergnsson’s

criticism might have been fairly noticed ;
this

is an alternation of enthusiastic expressions

with stringent objections. There was the same

variation of tone in his conversations on this

building ;
he would speak of it as he wrote of

it, as “ certainly one of the noblest temples

ever erected by man in honour of his creator,”

(5 j^3 ^—as “one pre-eminent example,

possessed by Germany alone, in which a.11 the

beauties of the Pointed style are united” j—of

one of its principal beauties being the uniformity

of style that reigns throughout,—and as “a
glorious temple.” But these were enunciations

of conflicting,—not of incompatible expressii ns.

A critic of architecture is constantly in the

same difficulty as an estimator of persona!

character. Perfection is as little the inle in

one case as the other. Substantial truth can

be asserted and maintained for each of two

representations, which may leave quite different

impressions, unless fairly balanced one with

the other. Morosoness or ill-nature may give

credit for virtues only as relieving lights upon a

general ground of vicious qualities ;
charity

or favouritism, on the other hand, with equal

conscientiousness and truth, sums up the very

same items with the intimation that failings, of

which the scrioasness cannot be denied, are

only drawbacks upon an essentially noble cha-

racter; such is the difference between,—

a

character or a building as “very admirable,

but or a character or a building “ has

abundance of faults, but still ’ Iruly

there seems no help for it when there is an.

honest desire to dissimulate neither genum©

admiration nor concurrent conscientious objec-

tions, but to take, like Fergusson at Gologne,

first one attitude and then the other, and now
indicate faults as drawbacks, and now excel-

lencies as redeeming from denanciation ; so

Fergusson did in this case of Gologne, and

it may confidently be said many others will be

inclined, and are inclined, to do so after him.

For, indeed, are not all the indicated objec-

tions fully sustainable ? Lot each speak for

himself; but there are those who, uninfluenced

by our lamented critic, have found Gologne

Gathedral in the interior tame, mechanical,

monotonous,—have experienced that the first

effect is the sole effect,—and that its interest is

as speedily, as entirely exhausted ;
that_ the

limits have not been felt by the architect, within

which simplicity becomes baldness, and beyond

which loftiness offends as exaggeration. Years

have gone by, and yet at the moment of present

writing, the remembrance comes back un-

gratefully of the unrelieved level from end

to end and from side to side, of the

oppressively abundant repetition of iden-

tical forms, and absence of that suggestion of

exuberant inventive resource which is tho

charm of Gothic,—of a yearning for such a

prolongation of tho perspective as would admit

of taking in consciousness of tho enormous

height without a strain. James Fergusson had

ever the courage of his opinions,—frequently

very coorageous opinions indeed,—and they

who knew him best and often disagreed with

him, always appreciated his honesty and

sincerity, as well as his knowledge. We turn,

to bis Historical Notice of German Architecture

(i., p. 558), and find as little trace there as in

his criticism of particular buildings to_ justify

reflections on narrowness of view or imputa-

tions of spite or unfairness;—we do find much

truth very tersely expressed as was his wont

without fear or favour, and assuredly the glory

of Germany not extenuated wherein it is

worthy. As undeserved by him as surely un-

worthy of a writer who claims to take the atti-

tude relatively to a common study, of a philo-

sopher as well as an historian are such sen-

tences as the following :
—

“ The case is clear: he is accustomed to the

lengthy plans of the English cathedrals with

the low towers of the west fronts like those of

Lichfield, for example; in consequence, the

decidedly different concentrated proportions of

Gologne do not suit him, and in blind self-

sufficiency he rejects these other proportions as

tasteless contrivances (gefiihllos erfunden). In

similar fashion, he passes judgment on all other

German architecture, not always simply after

his peculiar English standard, but frequently

also with venom and gall (7/iit Gift und Galle).

Is there any other answer to all this tban^ to

formulate the psychological principle according

to which every tomfool is charmed with his cap

and bolls” (p- 86). It is poor reward for

some hours spent in toiling “ through the long,

heavy, painful pages” of Herr Gbller’s msthetio

treatise to bo brought up by such an unhappy

specimen of international amenities as this. It

admits of a ready retort, but it would be en-

couraging what we denounce to bandy his own

words.

* 8ee Heiuo’a description of tbo way he was called to

order at a Tentonic gathering ;
“ At this German meeting

must the German German speak.”

t Stuttgart : K. Wittwer. 1887.

The British School at Athens.—The first

annual meeting of the subscribers to this school

was held on Wednesday afternoon. We deter

a notice of the meeting until next week, but

may say that Mr. Penrose, the Director of the

School, was present, and gave an account of the

working of the school.
. ^ . a a

District Snrveyorship of Blumstead and

Eltham.—The Metropolitan Board of Works

have appointed Mr. Alfred Gonder, F.R.I.B.A.,

District Surveyor for Woolwich, to act as

temporary Surveyor in the above - named

District, which is vacant by the decease of the

late Mr. G. Barnes Williams.
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Jllnstraticms.

DESIGN EOE THE IMTERIAL
INSTITUTE.

B e give thia week the detail of Mr.
Collcutt’a design and two of his plans;
and the perspective view, detail, and

principal plan of the design by Messrs. Aston
Webb and E. Ingress Bell.

The designs had to be photographed in situ

during the time of their exhibition, and the
necessary employment of dry plates, which do
not require a dai'k room, has produced an
unsatisfactory result in tlie case of the per-
spective of Messrs. Webb and Bell’s design,
which we regret. The dry plates will only bear
a short exposure, and do not succeed in
defining the lines sufficiently. Owing to the
circumstances, it was, however, a choice be-
tween that and indefinite delay.

We commented on both the designs in oar
notice of the competition last week.

SCULPTURE AT THE PARIS SALON.
The two works here illustrated, “La

Defense du Foyer,” by M. Boissean, and “ Le
Courage,” by M. Chapu, were among the sculp-
ture exhibits in this year’s Salon. Some
remarks on them will be found in the article
on “ Some Sculpture of the Year,” in another
column.
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A SEWERAGE SCHEME FOR LEICESTER.

Major Tcr.Locn, K.E., one of the Engineer-
ing Inspectors of the Local Government Board,

recently held an inquiry at Leicester with
regard to an application by the Corporation for

sanction to borrow 142,6001. for works of

oewerago and sewage disposal, viz., 1-1,8001. for

main truuk sewers from the borough boundary
to the proposed new pumping-station, 80,0001.

fur the punipiug-.station and works for dis-

tributing the sewage over the Boanmont Leys
Estate, and 47,8001. for two storm-water out-

fall culverts down to Thurmaston.
Mr. J. Gordon, the Borough Surveyor, said

that he had submitted several reports on this

question to the Town Council, and the result

was that in the long run the Beaumont Leys
scheme was selected. He subsequently reported
to the Council on the question of the main
trunk sowers of the town, having in his first

report, impressed upon the Council the necessity
of dealing with the sewers at the same time.

A scheme of new trunk sewers had since been
adopted, and so far as the proposed works lay

in the borough it bad been approved by the
Local Government Board, at an estimated cost
of 75,0001. There was a little to be done out-

side the borough, at an estimated cost of

14.8001., and to that there was no opposition.

That would complete the trunk sewerage
scheme up to the pumping-station. Mr. Gordon
then described the works in connexion with the
Beaumont Leys scheme, including the position
of the pamping-station, the rising mains,
and the expenditure in preparing the
estate for the reception and treatment of
the sewage. The cost of the pumping-
station, including buildings, boilers, engines,
Ac

,
would be 4-1,6451., exclusive of the

usual ten per cent, for contingencies. The
sewage, after passing over the land, would be
taken up by the main effluent water culvert,

and would ultimately pass from a considerable
portion of the estate into the Ansty brook

;

whilst another portion of it, from about -100

acres, would come back to Leicester, and deliver
into the Belgrave pond. The rising mains were
estimated to cost 14,0471. lOs.

;
there were

settling- tanks on the top of the hill put at
1.5001., 10,4001. for distributing the sewage
over the land, 3,4001. for land for the pumping
station, making altogether, with the con-
tingencies provided for, a sum of 80,0001.,

which represented the total expenditure to be
incurred up to the point of delivering the
sewage on the farm. (The Town Clerk hero
interposed the remark that for the preparation
of the estate there would probably be needed
an expenditure of 10,0001. or 12,0001.) Mr.
Gordon then went on to describe the course he
inteuded to pursue in the treatment of the
effluent. He believed now that the Corpora-
tion had adopted the plan for re-sewering the
town that they would reduce the bulk and
quantity of the sewage. He did not think
that after the whole work was completed
they would have to deal with more than
five million gallons a day. In fact, he thought
it would be within the mark to say that four
million gallons only would be passed off through
the effluent culverts. Taking 70 per cent, of

that as going into the Ansty brook, it would be
something less than three million gallons going
iu that direction. The large area of land taken
was with the view of treating the sewage on the
principle of broad irrigation, as distinguisbed
from intermittent filtration, on account of the
character of the soil. Unless a very large
quantity of land was taken it would not purify
the effluent to the degree that it ought to be
purified. Bub the Town Council had not only gone
as far as he wished them, but much further. He
asked for 1,200 acres, and they had secured
1,375, so that they could now pass the sewage
over the surface of the laud, properly drain it,

and finally bring it into the Ansty brook in a con-
<lition that he thought would compare well with
that of any sewage farm in the country. The
sewage could be effectually dealt with on this

1,400 acres of land, without being a nuisance to

the adjoining owners. Passing on to the storui

outfall sewers, Mr. Gordon explained that their

principal object was to relieve cellar flooding in

the town. He explained how this would be
done, and said these outfalls would act as a
complete safety-valve for the whole of the
sewers in the town, and without them, in his

opinion, the expenditure of 85,000Z. for the
sewers would be very incomplete, inasmuch as
the chief object would bo in a great measure, if

not entirely, lost. Having minutely described
the course of the culverts, ho said they were put
down as costing 47,800i. It was, no doubt, a
large expenditure, but it would be fully justified

by the advantages to be gained from them. He
looked upon them as a positive necessity in

connexion with the trunk sewers of tho town.
Considerable evidence was given on the

part of adjoining owners in opposition to the
scheme.

WORKMEN’S JUBILEE FETE AT
PETERBOROUGH.

Just as we go to press this week we have
received a copy of the Peterborough Express of

the 29bh ult., whicli gives a detailed account of

a very pleasant day spent by the workmen of
Mr. (Alderman) John Thompson, the well-known
builder, at Peterborough. Mr. Thompson, with
characteristic amiability, felt that he should
like his workpeople to appropriately celebrate
the Jubilee by a fete to themselves: so ho
invited them all to spend the day in the
meadows attached to his residence, the Lindens,
on the Lincoln Road. The grounds were thrown
open at ton o’clock, when recreation was pro-
vided in the shape of a cricket match, nine-pin
alloys, shying for cocoa nuts, jingling matches,
Ac. At one o’clock a substantial dinner was
served in a large marquee, after which the
sports were resumed. The Ruahclon Temperance
Prize Band was in attendance and played
numerous selections during tho day. Between
three and four o’clock the wives and sweet-
hearts of the employes were admitted, when a
number of ladies and gentlemen, specially

invited by Mr. Thompson, began to arrive and
manifested great interest in the proceedings.
About six o’clock, tho whole assemblage,
numbering about 500, sat down to a sumptuous
knife-aud-fork tea. 'The speeches made on the
occasion show that the best of relations
subsist and have always subsisted between Mr.
Thompson and hie workmen. Mr. Thompson,
in the course of the proceedings, said :

—

“ During the pa^t fifty ^ears io which I hare been more
or leea working in connexion with building, and in a great

E
art of that time occupied in restoring or building beantifol
ousee for the worship of the King of kings, it has been
my joy and my pleasure to have around me workmen whose
hearts have gone with me and whose labours have seconded
my every desire and or-cupstion. (Hear, hear.) When
I say that in this assembly at (bo present moment one
man has been upon the firm between 60 and 60 years—

I

don’t think he has worked a day for any other person

—

and when I say that we number here many others who
have been with ua over 4") and 60 years, and very
many others from 20 to 30 years, and not many of much
fewer years, it speaks for itself that the expressions
which have just been uttered come from a willing and
hearty class of workmen. (Cheers.) One thiug I must
say on behalf of my workmen. Only a short time since

—

a few weeks—my heart was tonched, and it is touched
now at the thought of what oeeurred. One morning, I
received

_

from these workmen unexpectedly, a letter
symputhisiag with me because they thought I was then
employing them, and that business was not so good as it

had been for the last several months. And what do you
think my workmen did? I must say it before them—they
offered voluntarily to aid me in any efforts I might use
to obtain contracts at a reduced cost, and offered to
sacrifice voluntarily that which was their just due.
(Cheers.) This little gathering to-day, Mr. Mayor, is

but a small expression of my gratitude to them,”

Simultaneously with this gathering, another
party of Mr. Thompson’s workmen, to the
number of about one hundred, were celebrating
the Jubilee in a similar fashion at Coventry.

Mr. Tliompson is evidently as much to be
congratulated upon hia workmen as they are
to be congratulated upon having such an
employer.

PRIZES FOR ART-WORKMEN.
The Council of the Society of Arts, John-

atreet, Adelphi, have determined, on the recom-
mendation of the Committee of tho Applied
Art Section, to offer prizes to art workmen
umler the following conditions :

—

*' 1. Prizes arc offered to art workmen in certain classes
of art workmanship enumerated below. These prizes
will be awarded to workmen only, and the work must
have been executed in the United Kingdom or its depen.
dencies.

2. The objects snhmitted for competition may be the
work of one workman, or of several workmen working in
combination, 'i bey need uot necessarily be the property
of the workman or workmen sending them in. Manu-
facturers or employers may exhibit articles on behalf of
their workmen. In this case, besides the name of the
manufacturer, the names must be given of all the work-
men who have executed portions of the work, with a state-

ment of the portion executed by each. If any prizes are
awarded they will be given to the workmen, and a certifi-

cate, enumerating the award or awards, wdl be given to

the manufacturer.
3. The objects in eaeh class may be;— (i.) Copies of

existing woiks. (ii.) Mudifications of existing works,
(iii.) Original works.

4. In awarding the prizes, the judges will take into

account the following points :— 1. Originality or beauty of
design, 2. Fitness of treatment. 3. Excellence of work-
manship.

6.

Before the award of prizes is finally made the candi-
dates must be prepared, if called upon, to satisfy the
council of their competency.

6. The works will remain the property of the competitor,
or of the person from whom he has borrowed them for the
competition.

7. Although great care will be taken of articles sent for

exhibition, the Council will not be responsible for accident
or damage of any land.

8. Prices may be attached to articles sent in and sales

made, aud no charge will be made in respect of any such
sales.

9. All the prizes are open to male and female competi-
tors on equal terms.

10. When two or more workmen combine in the produc-
tion of any article sent in for competition, the names of,

and the respective parts taken by. each must be specified
when the article is sent is, and the proportions must be
stated in which they may have agreed, if successful, to
divide any prize which may be awarded.

11. All articles for competition must be sent in to the
Society’s House on or before Saturday, December 3. 1887,
and mast be delivered free of all charges, Each work sent
in competition for a prize must be marked with the work-
man’a name, or that of the manufacturer, or, if preferred,
with a cypher, accompanied with a sealed envelope giving
the name and address of the workman or manufacturer.
With the articles a description for intertion in the cata-
logue should be sent. The works will be exhibited at the
Society's House, or, if the necessary arrangements can be
made, at the Bonth Kensington Museum.

12. The Council reserve the right of withholding any of
the specified prizes, or of substituting smaller prizes, or
varying in any way their respective amonnts. Silver and
bronze medals may also be given at the discretion of the
judges.”

Prizes are offered in the following eight
classes for the present year, as follows :—1.

Painted Glass, 251., 15L,10L; 2. Glass Blowing
in the Venetian stylo, lOL, 51., 31 . ; 3. Enamelled
Jewellers’ Work, 25i., 151., lOL ; 4. Inlays in

Wood, with Ivory, Metal, or other Material,
with or without engraving, 251., 15L, lOL

;
5.

Lacquer, applied to the Decoration of Furniture
or Small Objects, 25^., 15L, lOL

;
6. Decorative

Painting on Wood, Copper, or other material
applied to Furniture and Internal Decorations,

251.,

loL, lOU
5 7. Hand-tooled Bookbinding,

251.,

151., 101.
i 8. Repousse and Chased Work

in any metal, 25^, 151., lOZ.

ARCHITECTURAL STUDENTS’ PRIZES AT
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE.

The following prizes have been awarded in
the classes of Professor T. Roger Smith,
F.R.I.B.A.

Fine Art.—Donaldson Silver Medals, equal. E.
Hellicar of Bromley, H. S. Wood of Hereford.
Third Prize. H. R. Appelbee of London. Certifi-

cates, 4*. H. Hutchinson of London. 5*. E. H.
Dawson of Lancaster. 6*. Horace Heladon of
London. 7*. J- Borrowman of Godaiming. Second
Class. W. D. Claridge of London, G. P. 5. Hills of
London, H. C. Lander of London, T. II. Winny of
London. Third Class. C. E. Bateman of Birming-
ham, T. H. Hitchin of Nottingham, A. B. Jackson
of Putney, E. H. Sim of London, B. E. M. Towns
of London, F. J. Waller of Greenhithe, W. W.
Wilson of Leytonstono.
Science.—Donaldson Silver Medal. L. Martineau

of London. Second Prize. E. Hellicar of Bromley.
Certificates, 3*. H. Hutchinson of London. 4*.

E. A. RUutz of London. 5*. G. P. G. Hills of
London. Second Class. W. S. Douthwaite of Syden-
ham, R. J. Durley of London, W. C. Kerr of Black-
heath. Third Class. G. Baker of Oakham, C. E.
Bateman of Birmingham, E. H. Dawson of

Lancaster, R. 0. T. Gordon of London, A. Griffin

of London, R. S. Maynard of London, G. Roberts
of Portmadoc, F. C. Stainton of London, T. H.
Winny of London, A. B. Yeates of London.
Modern Practice.—Prizes, equal. R. C. Gordon

of London, Alfred Griffin of Loudon, Certificates.

3*. E. A. Riintz of London. Second Class. E. J.

Slow of London, T. N. Turner of London. Third
Class. A. B. Clement of London, L. R. Ford of

London.

We are requested to state that students can
obtain their worked papers of answers on
application to the Professor, at No. 10, Lan-
caster-place, Strand, within the present month
(July).

Projected Works at Bournemouth.—The
Local Government Board have granted their

sanction to the loans for the following works,
viz. :—9,000L for works connected with a echemo
for watering the roads and flushing the sewers
with sea-water; 5,500Z. for the construction of

a storm outfall; 1,750(. for private street im-
provement; 3201. for additions to stabling;

2,5001. for public conveniences. The whole of

the works will be carried on under the direction

of Mr. G. R. Andrews, the Surveyor to the
Bournemouth Commissioners.

* Obtained the number of marks qualifying for a Prize.
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COMPETITIONS.
Neio Schools, Higher Blaclcley, Manchester.

—

In an open competition for designs for new
schools at Higher Blackley, Manchester, for

the Methodist New Connexion, the drawings
snbmitted by Mr. J. H. Burton, architect, of

Ashton-under-Lyne, accepted.
Proposed High School for Hartlepool .—An

adjourned meeting of the Governors of Henry
Smith’s Charity, Hartlepool, was held on the
27th nit., the Mayor in the cliair, to further

consider the correspondence with the Charity
Commissioners with respect to the plans for

the new schools. The plans conditionally

accepted and sent in under the motto “ Rover”
having failed to fulfil the conditions enjoined
by the Charity Commissioners, the Mayorsaidbe
thought that the pi'oper course would be to call

in the services of a first-class architect and tell

him exactly what they wanted and ask for an
estimate of the cost. Mr. Wood supported
this view. Mr. Henry Belk moved, “Thatseeing
the plans marked ‘ Rover’ had failed to receive

the consent of the commissioners, they be not
accepted by the Board.” Mr. Nielsen seconded,
and this was earned. As none of the plans
sent in appear to have met the requirements of

the case, it was ultimately decided to invite

Mr. G. G. Hoskins, of Darlington, to meet a
consultative committee relative to jdans and
specifications for the proposed High School.

Neiv Park at Bilston.—Mr. William Hall, of

Bilston, has generously presented the town with
twenty-two acres of ground within ten minutes’
walk of the Bilston Town-hall, as a jubilee gift for

a public park. It was decided to offer two prizes

of twenty and ten guineas forthe best design for

laying-out the same, which, owing to the nature
of the ground, was a task of unusual difficulty.

The first prize has been awarded to Messrs. W.
Barron & Son, of Elvaston Nurseries, Borrowash,
Derby, and the second to Mr. W. Milne, Crystal
Palace School of Landscape Gardening,
Sydenham.

CONCRETE AND IRON BAR,
Sib,—

R

eferring to your issue of the 25th ult., and
your notice [p. 934] of the weighted concrete bar
at our stand at the Newcastle Exhibition, we beg to
inform you the first 3-in. square bar tested had an
iron rod h in. square p'aced in the centre of a
concrete bar made with 3 of crushed brick and
seorife and 1 of cement. This carried 7^ cwt.
safely on bearings 3 ft. apart.

A rod of the same dimensions bent with 28 lb.,

and a similar concrete bar broke when the weight
exceeded 3 cwt.

We agree with you that it would have added to
the value of the exhibit had the iron rod been shown
in section. W. B. WiLKissON & Co.

WINDOW FITTINGS.

Sib,—

M

ay I ask through your widely-circulated
columns the best way of fitting windows so as to
keep out noise ? I bare much work to do. I am a
new arrival, and find the noise interfere greatly
with my work.
Tho nuisance must be felt by so many, surely

there are some fittings adapted successfully to cope
with this evil. D. Bennett.

A new sash-fastener, of which au illustration

will appear in our columns next week, may do some-
thing towards answering our correspondent's ques-
tion, by way of keeping sashes tighter. But the
only effective manner of lessening the transmission
of noise from outside is double glazing, with a space
between the two sheets of glass, or double sash-
frames. It is through tho glass that the noise
comes

;
glass of ordinary thickness allows a great

deal of sound to pass.

TEE NUISANCE FROM SEWER
VENTILATORS.

Sib,—

A

nother instance of the utter uselessness

of stack-pipes as a means of ventilation to sewers
came under my notice yesterday, which may interest

your readers.

At Tottenham, many of tho sewer ventilators

being a nuisance, the Board, instead of putting up
shafts, decided to make other alterations to abate
the evil, and on taking up an offensive grating
opposite Green-lanes Station, Wood-green, found
that a brick ventilating pipe was already attached,
running under the road some 30 ft., and carried up
the house adjoining, the outlet being half-way up
the chimney. According to theory, a current of

air should be going up this pipe to relieve the
sewer, but, in fact, the air was nearly stagnant,

—

if anything there was a downward current, but
giving the appearance of a pipe choked. On test-

ing, this pipe was found clear, but the por-

tion running under the ground was filled with a
sewer gas, heavier and of a lower temperature than
that of the grating or atmosphere of the street.

This acted like a plug or choke damp, preventing
any ventilation taking place in the sewer, except
through the grating. After rarefying the sewer gas
in the inlet pipe, the smoke ascended the pipe

similar to that of any ordinary chimney. Is it not
natural that sewer ventilators should prove a
nuisance during hot weather, when, by the action of

sewer gas passing through these cold pipes, an effec-

tual stoppage of ventilation takes place, and that at

a time when good ventilation is most needed '! In
cold weather, when the air in pipes underground is

warmer than that of the street, an uncertain current
is set up, but in summer it is qaite the reverse.

R. H. Reeves.
Putney, June 30th,

Hamilton's Brash. Manufactory, 9 and
10, Greek-atreet, and 8, Rose-atreet, Soho-
square, has jnat been removed to new premises,
specially built for the purpose, at 96, Clerken-

well-road, E.C.

Stubint’s Column,

LAND SURVEYING AND LEVELLING-
II.—THE CHAIN AND CHAINING.

SURVEYOR has to select one of two
kinds of chain which are commonly
employed in the measurement of land,

each divided into 100 links. The total length

of the abort chain is 66 ft., and of the long
chain 100 ft. The former is called Gunter’s-

chain from its inventor, the Rev. Edmund
Gnnter (1620 A.D.), and consists of •! poles, or
23 yards (the usual length of a cricket-pitch),

decimally divided into links. Each link, being-

one-hundredth part of 66 ft., -will be equal in

length to 7'92 in., but this fact is more interest-

ing than useful, as any portion of a chain is inva-

riably expressed in links. In Edward I.’a reign

the statute acre was fixed at 160 square poles or
perches. Hence, with the use of Gunter’»
chain, ten square chains equal one acre. When
the 100-ft. chain is employed, the number ofi

square chains has to he divided by or
multiplied by its reciprocal '2295 to arrive at

the acreage. Hence it will be seen that when
acreage is required a considerable portion of

the arithmetical work is saved with the use off

Gunter’s measurements. Having arrived afc

the area in square links, cut off five figures to
the right-hand, and the figures to the left-hand

will then express acres. To obtain roods and
perches of the decimal portion of an acre indi-

cated by the figures upon the right-hand of the
decimal point, multiply first by 4 and then
bj' 40.

At every tenth link from each end of a chain

a piece of brass with notches or points is fixed

to denote the number of the tens, that at ten
links having one notch or point, at 20, twoj ah

30, three ;
and at 40, four points. At 50, or the

centre of the chain, is a round plain piece of

brass. The chain being thns marked as shown
in figure 1, the links may be easily counted
from either end, the tellers at 90, 80, &c

,
being

respectively the same as that at 10, 20, &c., so
that it is immaterial which end of the chain i»

placed at the zero point. Some chains have-

also a small brass ring midway between each
tenth index, to show the fifth link, and thus to-

facilitate the reading of the unit measurements.
Part of the first link at each end is made into a.

large ring or handle for holding the chain in

the hand. This is shown in detail in fig. 2. The
best chains have the links connected by three

elliptical rings, by which means the chain is

rende-red very flexible, and the links are not an
liable to twist or coil when the chain is folded up.

In folding up a chain the most e-xpeditious plan

is to roughly lay it out as in fig. 1 ; then take the
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links nearest the 50 mark in one band and fold

the chain donble, until the bandies are reached,

taking care so to cross the links which come
next to one another in folding, that the body of

the chain when folded, may be smaller in the

middle than at the ends, as shown in the figure

representing the chain folded up. A strap is

first passed round the middle to bind the links

together and is then passed through the handles
together with the heads of the arrows and
fastened by a buckle. When you wish to unfold

tho chain, having unstrapped the arrows, take
both handles in one hand, and having freed
the first two or three links, take the remainder
of the chain in the other band and throw it ont
from you taking caro to keep hold of the
'handles. When thus thrown out upon the
.ground you must then straighten and adjust
the links where necessary and close any of the
connecting rings that may be open at the joints

before proceeding to measui-o the base line.

Every chain is accompanied by ten arrows,
each about 1 ft. in length, made of stout iron
or steel wire, and pointed at the bottom. These
ivre usually bent in a circular form at the top
for convenience of handling, and a piece of red
cloth is often attached to the ring of each, in

order that they may be easily observed when
fixed in the ground. When in use they may bo
best carried by attaching the buckle end of the
strap, which is taken off the chain to the ring,

cr top of one arrow, and passing the strap
through the rings of the remaining nine arrows
from which they can be easily removed, one at
a time, as required. The use of the arrow
with the strap upon it will then indicate that
the whole ten arrows have been employed in

the measurement of any given base line.

A History of Berlishira. By Lirdt.-Col. Cooper
King, F.G.S. Loudon : Elliot Stock. 1887.

ms is by no means the least excellent

of an excellent series of “Popular
County Histories ’’

; dealing com-
petently and pleasantly with the multitude
of subjects which demand a place in a work
of this kind, and avoiding in a marked degree
the errors and questionable statements which
are almost certain to be found where so
vast a range of subjects are treated by a single

band. Wo must, however, repeat our grumble
at the absence of a map, which would, at a
alight additional expense, have made the
reading of the work at once easier and more
profitable.

A curious statement a'pro'pos of Ponghley
Abbey, is made at p. 186, to wit, that some
fragments of the abbey stained glass now at
Prior’s Court depict figures in the costume
of the fourteenth century, as sitting in an ale-

house, “ smolcing." The abbey was dissolved

by Wolsej’, and either the glass in question was
cot brought thence, or Sir Walter Kaleigh’s
importation of “ the fragrant weed,’’ had been
anticipated. It is a point worth looking
further into.

The working-man of to-day may, amidst bis

assumed hardships at the hands of capital, take
comfort from the fact that his ])08itiou is

better than was that of his lledimval prede-
cessor, who (p. 227), in the building of Eton
College Chapel, was fined 2d. (5s.) for
“ chiding,’’ for “ telling tales,” for “playing,”
and even for “looking about!” Under such
laws how much of the modern artificer’s wage
would be left at the week’s end ?

Amongst the notables native to the Royal
County,—and they are many,—the most notable
is King Alfred, who was born at Wantage, and
•dying, left to his widow, inter alia, the Manor
c£ Ynttendon, where now another Alfred,—

a

ting, too, in his way,—is lord.

This agreeable and well-written history is

presented to the public with the artistic com-
pleteness and care which distinguish the work
of the publisher, and we can say with a clear
conscience that “no (Berkshire) gentleman’s
iibrary is complete without it.”

The History of Streathain. By Frederick
Arnold, Junior, F. R. Hist. Soc., F. S. Sc.,
Lond., &c. London: Elliot Stock. 1886.

The author claims this to be “ the first history
•of Streatham that has ever been published,”
although there are certain “ historical sketches”
cf an inferior kind befoi-e the public. He has
DO doubt been diligent in making excerpts from
county histories, parish registers, &o., and has

thrown them together into one thin volume.
But as a booh, in the proper sense of the word,
it is “ without form and void.” What a state

must that historian’s mind bo in who could
write thns :

—“ The usual plan was to put up a

rude representation of the deity in stone on
some neighbouring hill, or on an artificial

mound, which was called Tout’s Hill, &c., and
therefore my belief is that tho mystic rites in

connexion with this god Teutates, Tuisto,

Thor, Tot, Teut, were probably carried on on
some raised mound in our near neighbourhood,
or the slight eminence overlooking Tooting, and
that tho name of Tooting was derived from
this. But although this theory is very plausible,

I thinh we must dismiss it as untenable ”

It is said that history repeats itself : this

History of Streatham certainly does; for the
later chapters constantly serve up again,—some-
times in the same words,—the facts and fictions

of the earlier ones. We protest against the
familiarity which alludes to Dr. Johnson as

“the great immortal Sam,” and are not
satisfied with such security as “an old writer,”

and “an old author,” for “historical” state-

ments. The illustrations, which are bad
enough, are the best part of tho book, which
few but reviewers (“ dreadful trade ! ”) will, we
imagine, have the patience to get through.

Handbook of House Property and Fine Art. By
E. L. Tarbuck. Fourth edition enlarged.

London ; Crosby Lockwood A Co. 1887.

The body of this work is too well known to pro-

fessional readers to require description or
recommendation. The new section on fine art,

—added by particular request, — is of very
questionable value, tho views and opinions
expressed being those of “ a day that is gone.”
We find ourselves in almost total disagreement
with it, and are far from admitting that the
“present state of architectural art is extraor-
dinarily retrogressive,”—that “ tho most skilful

modern architects simply commit to memory
the details of archaic styles,” and repeat them,
that they “ fear to depart from precedents,”
rarely “ dare to think for themselves,” or that
their art is reduced to “ a mechanical routine.”

As to which we record our opinion that all this

may once have been true, but that it is not
true now. The artist was, we believe, never
more free in tho exercise of bis skill than at
present, and in the art of architecture we at
least see plenty of signs of a vigorous vitality.

This new section is a quite useless addition to

an otherwise useful work, which was complete
and various enough before, and dealt with
subjects which could be taught by books. Skill

in art cannot be so imparted.
The really competent artist can never say

“ how it is done,” and those who write books
to explain tho secret fail because they them-
selves do not possess it.

Drainage of Lands, Toions, and Buildings. By
G. D. Dempsev, C.E. RevisedbyD. Kinnear
Clark, M. Inst. C.E. Loudon: Crosby Lock-
wood & Co. 1887.

Mr. Clark has made some additions to two
little volumes originally published by Weale in

18-19, one on the drainage of land, the other on
that cf towns and buildings. These have been
combined, and new matter has been contributed
by Mr. Clark, amounting to one-half of the
present volume. Some of the old sections have
been omitted

;
tho new ones embrace the sub-

jects of Under-drainage, as exemplified in the
experiments on the Hinxworth Estate

;
Rainfall

and percolation; Reclamation of Hainalt Forest

;

drainage of peat bogs in Ireland
; Drainage in

the Valley of the Po ; Drainage of desert land in

the South of Fiv.nce ; Fen drainage
; tho

St. Germains sluice, &c. Also the general
principles of the disposal of sewage, the main
drainage of London, Brighton, Torquay, Paris,
and the valley of the river Wandle

;
the drain-

age of Newport, Dundee, Hamburg, Abingdon,
and Adelaide, with notices of sewage irrigation
at Abingdon, the Wandle Valley, Abergavenny,
and Adelaide. These are mostly taken from
the Minutes of Proceedings of the Institution of
Civil Engineers. It would seem to be some-
what difficult to graft new matter concerning
the drainage of towns upon an old stock. With
land drainage the case is different, but in towns
the practice is not quite the same now as it was
when Mr. Dempsey wrote upon it, and hence
arise, in the present volume, iuconsistonoios
such as that “ a town on a hill top is the most
readily and cheaply drained ” (p. 182)

;

whereas, p. 24r7, “ so far from its being easy

to sewer such a town, if proper means are not
taken to provide for ventilation, the engineer
may leave the town worse than he found it.”

People know very little about town drainage,
whether on a hill or elsewhere, when the first

of these remarks was made; the other one
became necessary at a later time. With respect
to house-drains, by tho instruction of pp. 231
to 238 they are to have sufficient declivity and
to be perfectly trapped at their upper ends,
but nothing is said about their ventilation. The
necessity, in fact, had not then been learned.
There are some curious references to wells or
receptacles for sewage to he placed in various
parts of a town,—pp. lOl, 207, 208,—ap-
parently about half a mile apart, bat more or
less according to circumstances. What wells
are these ? The remarks seem to have no
bearing on the subject. We suppose they
refer to a plan which was proposed by Mr.
Dempsey for the drainage of London, and
perhaps of other towns, whereby the sewage
would be collected at numerous stations or
wells, and raised thence to higher levels

; a plan
which is similar in principle to Mr. Isaac
Shonc's, whereby tho sewage is raised to higher
levelsby compressedair. Whether Mr. Dempsey’s
plan was over seriously considered by the autho-
ritieswho had to decide upon a plan for the drain-
age of London we do not know, but in tho book
now under notice the key to these remarks about
wells, Ac., has been withdrawn by omitting all

mention of the plan itself, while the allusions
to it have been left standing. The extraordinary
calculations of the original author contained in
pages 203 and 206 are founded upon very
exceptional circumstances, and although it may
have been of some use to state them forty
years ago, it cannot bo of any practical use to
do BO now. The case is very different with tho
new parts contributed by Mr. Clark, for these
consist of descriptions of works designed since,

as, for instance, those of Loudon, Brighton, and
Torquay by Sir Joseph Bazalgette

; of Newport,
in Monmouthshire, by Mr. A. Williams; of
Dundee, by Mr. J. Fulton

; of Hamburg, by
Mr. W. Lindley ; of the Wandlo valley, by Mr.
Baldwin Latham

; of Abingdon, by Mr. J.

Bailey Denton
;

of Abergavenny, by Messrs.
Dudley and De Salis

;
and of Adelaide, by Mr.

Oswald Brown. An extract from tho Model
By-laws issued by the Local Government
Board is given as an appendix, being section IV.
on “ New Streets and Buildings.”

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.
Birmingham.—The foundation-stone of a new

church for All Saints pai’ish was lately laid by
the High Sheriff of Warwickshire. The site is

at the junction of Dover-street, Musgrave-street,
and Park-road, Soho, and it is planned to ac-
commodate a total of 565 persons. Tho building
will consist of a nave and side aisles, chancel,
and sanctuary. In connexion with the chancel
on tho south side will be the clergy and choir
vestries, with a side approach out of Dover-
street, and on the north side of the chancel an
organ-chamber. The eastern hays of tho
aisles will be enlarged and projected to form
transepts, and the west end of the south aislo

will have an octagonal projection for a bap-
tistery. A portion of the west end of the nave
is to be screened off to serve as a lobby to the
main entrance from Musgrave-street. On the
north side, near the western extremity of the
aislo, will be a porch giving access from Park-
road

;
the walls of this porch will be planned

for continuation npwards as a tower, though
the erection of a tower is not, for lack of funds,
included in the present undertaking. The
boilding will be erected chiefly of brick, with
stone dressings to sills, tracery, copings,
columns, corbels, and where else necessary

;

the external stonework being chiefly from the
Codsall quarries, and the stone used internally
from Corsham Down, near Bath, Grinshill, near
Shrewsbury, and Bromsgrove. The internal
walling will be faced with pressed buff-coloured
bricks, with moulded brick arches and strings.

The nave is of six bays, and will be open-
timbered, with framed and ribbed principals of
Baltic fir, plastered and coloured between the
rafters (except to the chancel, wliich will be
boarded), and covered with Bangor Countess
slates. The bui Id ing will be of an early Gothic type
of design, and, funds being limited, the architect
has, for effect, relied more upon good lines and
dignified proportions than upon elaboration of
details. The following are engaged upon it;

—
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Contractor, Mr. Fell, Leamington, the contract
omonnt being 4,707^. ; contractor’s foreman,
Hr. Jenkins; clerk of works, Mr. Amos Jones.
The architect from whose drawings and under
whose general diL’ections the building is being
carried out, is Mr. John Cotton.
Cwmdare .—A few days since the Bishop of

Llandaff attended at Cwmdare for the purpose
of opening St. Luke’s Church, recently erected
there on a site given by Mr. J. P. Gwynne-
Holford, Bnckland. The church, which was
designed by Mr. Bruce Vaughan, architect,
Cardiff, is in the Early English style, and is

built of white bricks, with Bath stone dressings.
The whole of the work has been carried out by
Mr. Edward Lumley, of Merthyr Tydfil.

Pembroke .—The parish church of St. Michael,
Pembroke, was re-opened on the 14th ult., after
a complete re-casting of the body of the church,
which was rebuilt some eighty or ninety years
ago and was about 40 ft. wide and covered with
a tie-beam roof and flat plastered ceiling. Oppor-
tunity has been taken of the walls being sound
to create two naves of equal width, the north
being a restoration of the fourteenth century-
one, the foundations of which were discovered in
forming those of the arcade piers. A new
chancel has been formed of its eastern portion.
Two new porches have been built and other
improvements effected, the total cost being
1,800Z., the contractor being Mr. H. Edwards,
of Milford, and the architect Mr. E. H. Lingen
Barker, of Hereford.

KECENT PATENTS.
ABSTRACTS OF SPECIFICATIONS.

9,302, Window-sashes. W. S. Simpson.
In order to allow of the top sash being lowered

for ventilation, a rack handle is, by this invention,
fitted BO as to engage either with the top stile of the
lower sash, or with projections formed for it. Pro-
vision is made for the employment of Young’s
“Hold-fast fasteuer” when the top sash is raised
or lowered by means of cords.

9,608, Pneumatic Door Checks. G. F-
Newman.
The novelty of this invention consists in making

one end or the back end of a door-check turn upon
a side joint or an arm or pivot working within the
side bearing of a bracket lying out of the axial line
of the barrel of the appliance.

9,750, Raising and Lowering Windows. J. C.
Tait and T. W. Carlton.

This invention has reference to sliding sashes or
windows, and the window rests upon a sliding bar
or support, which depends upon two spring barrels
or drums which are partly enclnsod within the
garnish rail of the door or window. An inwardly
projecting piece or strip serves to exclude the
draught and dust from the room or space closed
by the window.

10,960, Material for Removing Old Paint. M.
Benedictus (Brussels).

The material which is the subject of this inven-
tion is laid on to woodwork by a brush or spatula.
It is claimed that it has, in the course of an hour or
so, such action that the paint can be readily- sponged
off with water, leaving the surface clean. It is a
pasty substance in which caustic soda and caustic
potash plays the principal part, and it is claimed
that this composition will entirely supersede
mechanical scraping or burning off paint.

11,087, Fireplaces and Boilers. W. Smith.
The object of this invention is to construct a fire-

place so as to receive a boiler which can readily be
removed for repairs without inconveniently inter-
fering with the use of the fireplace. The fireplace
back is made of cbair-like shape. When the boiler
is placed in position, it is enclosed within the space
made to receive it by a [top front plate, and the
circulating pipes are connected to the boiler in the
usual way. When repairs are required, or in very
frosty weather, the plates are removed, and the
boiler uncoupled from the circulating pipes and
taken out. The fireplace can then be used without
the boiler, while it is being repaired or is out of its
place.

3,803, Encaustic Tiles. F. J. Frengel.

For the better production of artistic patterns,
improvements in the successive processes of manu-
facture are introduced by this invention, which con-
sists in making encaustic tiles in helio-relief by first
making a diaphonous intaglio of the design, pro-
ducing a positive matrix therefrom, pressing the
same in the face of the tile so as to produce a relief
thereon, coating the tile with a layer of enamel or
glaze

;
and lastly, burning or drying the said tile.

5,723, Building Materials from Glass. G.
Falcouier (Nyon, Switzerland).

The idea of this invention is to use blocks of blown
glass, built up as bricks, for facing walls of bath-
rooms and other parts of dwellings. The bricks are

made like ordinary bottles, of different shapes and
colours. It is claimed that they are light and cheap,
and that the layer of air which they contain is a
good preservative against either cold or heat.

NEW APPLICATIONS FOR PATENTS.

June 24.— 8,981, C. Wilson, Unextractible Screws.
—9,002, A. Bellchambers, Construction of Chande-
liers.

June 25.—9,034, R. Whiaton, Combined Sash Lift
and Automatic Saeh Fastener.—9,039, F. Nauraann,
Faced Bricks.—9,074, W. Cooper, Making, Finish-
ing, and Drying Stoneware Sanitary Pipes, &c.
June 27.— 9,084, J. Warburton, Preventing the

Escape of Gases from Sewers, Drains, and Water-
closets.— 9,099, T. Weston, Wood Screw.— 9,122, J.
Lowe, White Lead.
June 28.— 9,140, S. Hezeland, Machinery lor

Planing Wood.— 9,172, L. Sageodorpb, Machines
for Making Metallic Roofing.
June 29.—9,245, H. Dodd, Flushing Apparatus

for Sanitary purposes. — 9,246, W. Thompson,
Apparatus for Ventilation and Air Moistening.

Jtaie 30.— 9,287, J. Wilson, Spring Hinges.

—

H. Bush, Combination Lamp and Blow Pipe for
GasGtters.

PROVISIONAL SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.
12,514, T. Lane, Window-sash Fastenings.

—

7,252, J. Gollings and H. Hicks, “Formers” for
Plastic Brick Manufacture.—7,356, J. Armstrong,
Lead Glazing.—7,496. E. Olander, Construction of
Trough Girders for Floors of Bridges and other
Structures, &c.—8,219, R. Garner, Self-flushing

Water-Closet.—8,450, R. Low, Dovetailing Machines

COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.
Open to Oppoiition for T\co itonthe,

8,310, J. Janka, Spray Ventilators.—10,730, E.
Brinkmann, Fillets for DecDrative Purposes.— 10,836,
J. Stow, Screw-Fasteners for Windows.— 10,920, F.
Henson, Door-bolts.—11,086, J. Gsottbaeur, Port-
able Buildings.—7,524, H. Lake, Manufacture of
Paint.—7,539, A. Smith and Others, Portland
Cement.—8,886, J. Price and J. Wayne, Fire-
grates.—9,225, J. Parlour, “Workman's Daily Food-
carrier.’'— 11,220, G. and J. Falter, Levelling Instru-
ment and Clinometer.

RECENT SALES OF PROPERTY.
ESTATE EXCHANGE REPORT.

Jens 27.

By E. Rbid.
Pentonville— 7, 9, and 21 to 33 odd, 'Winchester-

street, and 61, Collier-street, freehold £3,120
North-street—The Prince of Wales public-house,

freehold .... 1,950
14. and 21 to 26, North.street, freehold 1,660

8t. James’s—The lease of 128, Jermyn-street, term
28 years 576

Lisson-grovc—24, North-street, 31 years, no
ground-rent 650

An improved ground-rent of 201., term 31 years , 290
9P, Sahebury-street, 31 years, no ground-rent ... 160
An improved r«nt of lol., term 34 years 610

Regent’s Part—63, Osnaburgh-etreet, 38 years,
ground-rent 91 460

By G. A. WiLEiNSON.
Dalston—36, 38, and 40, Pownall-road, 66 years,

ground-rent ICI 875
16, 17, and 18, Kegent’s-row,] 66 years, ground-

rent, 12Z. 10b 950
Eingeland-road— 1 to 6 odd, Appleby.street, and

42 and -U, Danloe-atreet, 19 years, ground-rent
10/ 870

Hoiton— 29 and 31, Hemsworth-atreet, 41 years,
ground-rent 71. IO0.' 665

Leyti'n—1 and 2, Montroae-villas. freehold 665
Upper Holloway—61 and 63, Landseer-road, 76

years, ground-rent 8/. Ss 445
Tooting— 9 and 10, Claremont-terrace, 92 years,

ground-rent 10/. lOs 140
By RoESOH & PEBBItf.

Finsbury Park—165, Stroud Green-road, 76 years,
ground-rent 8/. lOs 570

ByROEIBSON & PlSUXE,
Regent-street—Nos. 86 and 88, term 31 years,

ground-rent 108/. 3s 10,820
Nos. 84i. and 81, thirty-one years, ground-rent

76/. 13 b. 6d 7,100

By J. P. Hops.
Acton—77, 79, and 61, Churchfield-road, freehold 1,600

JcNB 28.

By Debexham, Tbwsox, & Co.
City—153 to 161. Upper Whitccross.street

; 11 to

IS, White’s Yard; 7, Toang’a Buildings, and
warehouses. &c.,— area, 41,637 ft., freehold ... 19,800

Old Kent-road, Park-road—Freehold wharf and
stoneyard, area 22,868 ft 2,030

Ground-rent of 30/., reversion in 42 years 1,^00
618 to 628 even, Old Kent-road, freehold l.TOO
630 and 632, Old Kent-road, freehold 1,750
634 to 674 even, Old Kent-road, area 2a. Ir. 7p.,

678, 680, and 682, Old Kent-ro^, and IViimott
House, freehold : area, 20,115 ft 1,600

684 to 702 even. Old Kent-road, freehold 4,145
Spitalflelds—10’, Commercial-street, 60 years,

ground-rent 20/ 1,000
South Norwood— Ground-rents of 43/. 18s,, rever-

sion in 89 years 950
Pimlico—62, James’s-etreet, and 1, Wilfred-street,

freehold 1,650

12, Palace-street, freehold 1,IC0
I to 9 odd, Catberine-street, 30 years, no ground-
rent 2,130

II to 27 odd, Cutherine-Btreet, 30 years, ground-
rent 47/. 6s 3,070

8 to 19 even, Catberine-street, lO years, ‘ground-
rent 37/. 16s 1,050

8 and 6, Wilfred-street, freehold stabling 2,0C0

By W. J. McELia.
Battersea-12, 13, 14, and 17, Surrey-lane, 80 years,

ground-rent 20/ £400
42 and -W, Surrey-lane, 80 years, ground-rent 9/. 260

By A. Watsok.
Hammersmith—Freehold ground-rents of 203/, lOs.

a year, reversion in 35 years 14,000
Barnes—12, Castlenan-gardens "West, 82 years,

ground-rent 9/. 48 600
Great Titchfield-street—No. 142, terra 24 years,

ground-rent 32/ 400

By A. Richakds.
Tottenham—1 to 6, Harvey Cottages, freehold 840

8, Glouceater-terrace, 37 years, ground-rent 12/... 160
Enfield, Hoe-lane—Three freehold cottages 252
Edmonton—Ground-rents of 26/., reversion in 90

years 646

By R. J. CoLLixB.
Clapton—27, Rendelsham-road, freehold 39B

By Drives & Pbbfect.
Holloway—7 and S, Devonshire-road, 65 years,

ground-rent 12/. 12s 760

By Sedgwick, Son, & Wsali.
Watford—63, High-street, freehold 1,260

By Gbebn & Son (at Hammersmith)

.

Barnes— 12, ilerthyr-terrace, freehold 323
Chiswick— 14 and 16, Clifton-gardons, 93 years,

ground-rent 12/ 230
Hammersmith— 2 to 10 even, Mansion House-

street, 79 years, ground-rent 16/ 1,045
55 to 66 odd, Banim-street, 78 years, ground-rent

21/ 766

JrxB 29.

By Messrs. Eixoabt,
Woolwich—ICO, High-street, freehold 430

By RrSHwoBTH ft Stevene.
Gunnersbury—The residence, Poplar Cottage, and

10^ acres, freehold, and ground-rents of 30/. a
year, reversion in 28 years 10,500

Hammersmith—1 to 4, Terrace-court, copyhold ... 630

Bv Geo. Head ft Co.
Marylebone-road—No. 126 and 1b, Upper Baker-

street, term 19 years 616
By J. Dawson ft Son.

Bayswater—34, Perabridge-gardens, freehold 5,600

By Gbogan ft BoTD.
Piccadilly-No. 118, term 64 years, ground-rent

250/ 8,350

By P. Matthews.
Old Kent-road—No. 715, term 21 years, ground-

rent 8/ 375
Peckham-rye—The freehold residence. Rye Lodge . 380

By FiBEEBoniBB, Ellis, Clark, ft Co,
East Barnet—The Prince of Wales beerhouse, and

3s. 3r. 12p., freehold 1,800
Brockley—The interest in the Overie Park Estate

of 27iacre8, term 83years, ground.rent 12/. 12a.

per acre 4,900
New Bond.street — 156, ground • rent 16/.,

renewable for ever on payment of a fine 15,700

June 30.

By Bbadel ft Co.
Worplesdon, Surrey—The freehold residence,

Worpleadon Place, end 69s. 3r. 14p 14,80(7

Two freehold residences, and 48. Ir. I6p 1,820
Three freehold cottages 3C8
A plot of freehold land, la. 2r. 19p 270

Horsham, near—The freehold estate, called

Normans, and 47a. 3r. 13p 3,000
Rnsper, Sussex—Enclosures ot ireenoia Jana,

32a, 2r. 4p 1,369
Two freehold cottages 300

Hackcey-road—No. 69, freehold public-house, and
two cottages 2,060

By D. Watnet & Sons.
Wandsworth Common—The Cottage and Jessamine

Cottage, copyhold 2,000

By C. Abebcbombih,
Finchley—2, Grove-villas, freehold 465
Hammersmith— 130, The Grove, 84 years, ground-

rent 8/ 365
By Relph ft Sons.

Bexley Heath.Warreh-road— Clifton Villa, freehold 460
Gloucester Villa adjoining, freehold 360

3, Fem-plsce, freehold 280
Deptford— Ground-rent of 9/, 12e., reversion in 68

years 210

By C. C. ft T. Moobb.
Spitalfields—19 to 25 odd, Grey Esgle-street, free-

hold 910
Bethnal.creen—17 to 23, and 26, Newcastle-street,

copyhold! 1,140

19, 20, and 27 to 30, Auatin-street, freehold and
part copyhold 1,100

27 and 29, Virginia-road, copyhold, and the
British Oak beerhouse 930-

21 and 23, Virginia-read, and a plot of land,
copyhold 650

1 to 10 odd, Virginia-road, copyhold 2,090
8-land 86, Boundary-street, copyhold 550
14, 12, and 13, Neweastlc-street, copyhold 480

By E. Stimson.

Claphsm— Ground-rent of 6/., reversion in 31 years 400
Ground-rent of 71. 10s., reversion in 21 years 400-

Forest Hill—The freehold residence, Ellerslie 8'0
Peekhtm— 63, 65, end 67, Danby-street, freehold. . 1,190
Walworth—Ground-rents of 35/., reversion in 77

years 700
Clapbara—19 and 61, Dorset-road, 33 years, ground-

rent 14/. ISs., and 1 and 2, Mai7-Btreet, free-

hold 630

By Mr. Cleab.
Maldon, near—An enclosure of land, 6a. 3r. 6p.,

freehold 2(0
A freehold blacksmith’s shop 190
Smith's Barn, and 4a. Or. 22p., freehold 330
An enclosure of freehold land, 6a, 3r. 29p 2C0

By Dbbenbam, Tbwson, ft Co.
Tottenham Court.road—No. 244, term 69 years,

ground-rent 95/ 3,3(X>

Westbourne Park— 39, Lancaster-road, 76 years,
ground-rent 10/ 460

Bv C. W. Millab.
Hyde Park—6 and 6, Frederick-mews, 31 years,

ground-rent 9/ 605
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By Messra. Chadwick.
Paddinplon Green—Nos. 11 and 12, freehold £2,450

6, Woodiicld-terrace, 36 years, ground-rent
Bl. 138 470

3 and 4, Ilaaborough-Btreet, 72 years, gronnd-
rent Vil. lOs 800

Netting Hill—12, Silchester-terrace, 79 years,
ground-rent 60 165

Vauxhall Walk—Noe. 132 to 138 even, copyhold ... 1,010
Wimbledon, Goodenough-road—Two plots of land,

94 years, ground-rent 6BL 10a 883
Nowton-road—A plot of freehold land 400

JCLT 1.

By Wykr, Fabmer, & Adams.
Mile End—Profit rental of 3if. a year, with short

reversion, term 66 years 630
2 and 4, Longnor-road, 77 years, ground-rent 11. 660

Kentish Town— 17, Rocboster-road, 66 years,
ground-rent 5/ 420

Thames Ditton—6, Admirals-row, freehold 120

By A. Sthabn.
Barking-road—20, Woodstock-street, 74 years,

ground-rent Zl. lOe 330
naekney-road— 66, Teasdale-etreet, 11 years,

ground-rent 21. lOs 76

By 6 . J. Eybrabd & Co.
Upper Norwood—111, Belvedere-road, long lease-

hold, ground-rent 9f 270

By G. G. Flint.

Bt. John's Wood—Ground-rent of 1601,, reversion
in 34 years 2,610

Ground-rent of 201., reversion in 63 years 620
Ground-rent of 2' 1., reversion in 63 years 610

Hdmiibkt, Son, & Flint.
Isleworth-The residence, Thombury House, and

3 acres, freehold 3,660
Two enclosures of freehold land, 7a. Or. 28p 4,600

By BbOAD & WlLTBHIBl.
Battersea— Grocud-rents of 1651., reversion in 65

years 4,330
Ground-rents of 801., rever»ion in 77 years 2,490

Upper Teddlngton—Ground-rents of 361., reversion
in 93 years 765

Ground-rents of 181. )8 b., reversion in 93 years... 386
Ground-rents of 14/., reversion in 93 years 290

By Nbwbon & Habdinq.
Islington-31, Compton-terracc, 29 years, ground-

rent 61 600
Canonbury— 39, Clephane-rosd, 69 years, ground-

rent 11 226
Stamford Hill— 2. 3, and 4, Grange Court-road, 88

years, ground-rent 161. lOs 1,000
Stoke Newington- )6, Woodlea-road, 80 years,

ground-rent 61. lOs 226

72, 76, 78, and 80, [Lordship-road, 66 years,
ground-rent 321 1,110

Highbury—73 and 76, Highbury Quadrant, ,62

years, ground-rent 161 810
Stratford, Main-road—House and shop, 8 years,

ground-rent 31. lOs 61

By Fabebbotebb, Ellis, & Co,
Fockham—Improved ground-rents of 261, 15s.,

term 69 years 470,
Pimlico—66 and 68, Lupna-street, 40 years, ground-

rent 221 1,600
76 and 78, Lupus-street, 60 years, grouud-reut

211 ; 1,506
lf7. Lupus-street, 46 years, ground-rent 121 835

25, 27, and 29, Ctmbridge-terraee, 46 years,
ground-rent 221. IO9 1,205

06, Cambridge-terrace, 46 years, ground-rent 91. 410
South Belgravia—129, St. George's-road, 44 years,

ground-rent 1-11 1,190
Knightsbridge-An improved rent of 61. term 10

years 23
Teddington—An enclosure of land, 6a. Or. 3 p.,

freehold 2,050
A plot of freehold land 200

1, St. Mary's Villa, freehold 600
Ground-rent of 181., reversion in 91 years 470

MEETINGS.
Tobsdat, July 12.

OloiQOw Architectural Aiioeiation.—Visit to Govan
Church. 5'15p.m.

Thursday, July 14.

Sanitary Tnetihife qf Great Britain.—Anniversary Meet-
ing at Parkes Museum. Presentation of Prizes by Sir

Dougins Galton, F.R.S.j and address by Dr. G. V.
Poore on “ The Shortcomings of Some Modem Methods of
Sanitation.” 3 p.m. Anniversary Dinner. Holborn
Restaurant. Protessor W. H. Corfield, M.A., M.D.,
in the chair, 7 p.m.
Aeaociation 0/' iftinicipal and Sanitary Enyineera and

5itreeyors.—Annual Meeting at Leicester, 11 a.m.,
Address by the President, and papers by Mr. G. R.
Straeban and Mr. C. Jones. Visits.

Friday, July 16.

.4»soetrt/fon o/" ifunicipal and Sanitary Engineert and
5ur(’«yorj.—Annual Meeting at Leicester. (Second day.)
Papers by Mr. R. W. Peregrine Birch, Mr. W. Eassie,
ana Mr. W. Jennings. Visits.

Satubday, July 16.

Architectural Aetoeiatian.—Visits to Sutton Place,
near Guildford, and Loseley Park. (See advertisement
onp. i.)

Asaociation of Hunieipal and Sanitary Engincera and
Surveyora.—Annual Meeting at Leicester. (Third Day.)

Plisctllama.

Surveyoreliip Appointment.—On the 1-tth

of last month Sir. Albert D. Greatorex was
elected to the appointment of Assistant District
Sarveyor for the Northern Division of Man-
chester. Mr. Greatorex was assistant with
Mr. John Price, Assoc. M. lust. C.E., Engineer
and Surveyor to the Toxteth Park Local Board,
and with whom he served his pnpilage. There
were forty candidates.

Association of Municipal and Sanitary
Eng-ineere and Surveyors. — The annual
meeting of this Association is to he held in
Leicester, on Thursday, Friday, and Saturday
next, July 1-lth, 15th, and 16th. The business
will begin with a council meeting in the com-
mittee-room, Town-hall, Leicester, followed by
the annual meeting of members and reception
by the Mayor. The President will deliver an
address, and this will be followed by papers and
discnseions. The papers will include “ Concrete
Cement and Asphalte Footways,” by Mr. G. K.
Straeban, A.Insb.C.E.

;
and ‘‘Refuse Destructors

and their Results up to the present time,” by Mr.
C. Jones, A.Inst.C.E. In the afternoon members
will visit various places of interest and
works in the town, and tho annual dinner will
take place at the Masonic Dali, Ilalford-street,
at G'30 p.m. On Friday the members will
again meet in the council-chamber for reading
and discussion of the following papers :

—” An
Examination of the Experiments of Mr. W

.

F.
Dibdin, F.C.S., F.I.C., for the Metropolitan
Board of Works on Sewage Treatment.” By
Mr. R. W. Peregrine Birch, M.I.C.E., F.G.S.,
&c. ;

” On Crematories,” by Mr, W. Eassie,
C.E. 5

‘‘ Description of Jennings’ and Brewer’s
Automatic Sewage and Water Gauge,” by Mr.
W. Jennings. In the afternoon tho members
will visit various works recently executed and
in progress in the borough, such as:—1. New
Weir and Flood Basins, Freemen’s Meadow,
Aylestone-road

;
2. New Gas Tanks now in

progress, and Chemical Works recently
completed, Ayleston-road Gas Works, under
Mr. Colson, Gas Engineer and Manager.
3. New Building Estate, Spinney Hill.
4. Spinney Hill Park

j
5. New Sewerage Works,

Belgrave-road; 6. Abbey Park; 7. Open-air
Swimming Bath at St. Margaret's Pasture; 8.

Flood Works from North Lock to Brauustone
Gate. In the evening there will he a garden
S^te at Ashleigh, Knighton, the residence of His
Worship the Mayor, Aid. Hart, J.P. The last
day of tho meeting, Saturday, July IGth, will be
wholly occupied by visits to, among other
places, the Victoria Stone Company’s Works at
Groby, where Mr. Griffiths, tho lessee, will
receive them

;
the Bradgate Reservoir and

Pumping Station, by way of Bradgate Park and
Ruins (by kind permission of Lady Stamford)

;

the Mount Sorrel Granite Quarries; and the
Barrow Hydraulic Lime Works of Messrs. John
Ellis & Sous.
Sales of Building Sites at Wanstead,

Ozted, and Stevenage.—On Monday evening
Messrs. Protheroe k Morris offered for sale at
the Cuckfield Arms, High-street, Wanstead, 04
plots of building land, situate respectively in
the main High i-oad, Nightingale-lane, Cam-
bridge Park-road, and Addison and Dangan
roads. There was a very largo number of
buyers present, and there was a spirited com-
petition for all the lots offered. Eight of the
sites in tlie main road are intended for shops.
They have frontages of 18 ft. by a depth of
100 ft., and were all sold at prices varying from
£200 to £205 each, being rather more than £11
per ft. frontage. The plots in Nightingale-lane,
intended for private houses, and having front-

ages of 19 ft. and depths of from 100 ft. to
109 ft., were also sold at from £65 to £70 per
plot. The frontages of the plots in Cambridge-
park-road, Addison-road, and Dangan-road,
varied from 35 ft. to IG ft., and depths of from
100 ft. to 160 ft., and, with a few exceptions,
were all sold at from £48 to £60 each.—On
Tuesday, Messrs. Baker & Sons submitted for
sale at the Hoskins Arms Hotel, Oxted, 62
plots, being the second portion of the Barrow
Green Estate at Oxted. Most of the plots
offered have frontages of 18 ft. and 20 ft.,

and depths of about 120 ft., some larger plots

having frontages of 40 and 50 ft., and depths
of from 140 to 170 ft. They were all offered

for unreserved sale, the smaller plots being
sold at from £10 to £15 each, and the larger
ones at from £20 to £28 each.— Last week
Messrs. Baker also offered for sale 91 plots at
Stevenage, near Hitchin, being the second
portion of tlie Stevenage Station Estate. 'The

sale took place in a marquee on the ground,
when every plot was rapidly sold at from £9 to

£16 each, the frontages varying from 14 ft. to

16 ft. each.
Technical College, Pinsbury.—The third

“Students’ CoNrersarione ” will take place on
Friday evening next, when, in addition to con-
certs, exhibitions, &c., Prof. Ayrton, F.R.S.,

and Prof. Meldola, F.R.S., will give popular
lectures.

Last Week's Disaster at Walworth,.

—

Mr. Wyatt, the deputy coroner for East Sui-rey,
held an inquiry at Walworth ou the bodies of
Charles Draper, aged 24, of 97, Orb-streot,
Walworth, and William Stimpson, of 14, Wood-
street, Lambeth Walk, who were killed by the
falling of a wall on Thursday morning in last
week, at the promises of Mr. Richard Wood,
iron and steel merchant, Brandon-street, Wal-
worth. Mr. Wood spoke to hearing on the
morning in question a rumbling of iron, and
looking up he saw a stack falling, and the other
stacks followed. Tho deesased man, Draper,
who was an assistant employed by the firm, the
deceased man Stimpson, who was a customer,
and an employe named Shewell, were in th©
“walk.” Building operations w’ere going on at
a hall adjoining his premises, but he had had
no notice of them. Ho estimated tho total
weight of the iron that fell at 200 tons. Mr.
George Lansdowne, District Surveyor, gave it

as his opinion that the wall was knocked down
by the iron falling. He did not think that the
excavation for (he cellar in the adjoining pre-
mises had anything to do with the fall of the
wall. Tho jury returned a verdict of “acci-
dental death” in both cases.

Lectern, Burton-ou-Trent.—A brass eagle
lectern has just been placed in Holy Trinity
Church as a Jubilee gift from the maltsters of
Burton. It consists of a very massive base and
stem, the lower part of which is richly orna-
mented with tracery and supported by massive
lion feet; the eagle is chased, and has beers
modelled from nature. The base bears the
following inscription :—For the Honour of tho
Word of God

:
presented by the Maltsters of

Burton-on-Trent. In the Fiftieth year of the
Reign of our Sovereign Lady Queen Victoria.’*

It is from the design of Mr. J. 0. Scott, and
manufactured by T. Potter <fe Sons, who made a
similar one a few years ago for Frant Church,
Sussex.

Approaching Sales.—A number of freehold
properties, lying in a justly-favourite part of
Surrey, will bo sold at the Mart on the 13th of
July current. The several lots are situated in
the parishes of St. Mary and Holy Trinity,
Guildford ;

in Godaiming, Hascombe, Cranley,
Ewhurst, Shalford, and Bramley, comprising an.

aggregate of more than 1,000 acres. Tbes©
are divided into certain farms and homesteads,
together with plantations and woodlands, in
the valleys and along the hills in the neigh-
bourhood of Godaiming and Guildford. Some
parcels of ground at Shalford, near to the
common, will also be sold as building and
accommodation lands.

Wedneshury.—Brunswick Park, which has
just been completed at a cost of 6,0001. from
the designs of Messrs. William Barron & Son,,
Elvaston Nurseries, Borrowash, Derby, has just
been formally opened by the Mayor of Wednes-
bury (Alderman Williams). Messrs. Barron
were assisted in their design for the lodge by
Mr. W. H. Radford, architect, of Nottingham.
The park is about twenty-five acres in extent,
and is finely undulated. A commanding monnd
50 ft. in height, which was formerly a most un-
sightly pit-hill, has been very effectively treated.

Two lakes have been constructed, and a cricket-

ground, tennis-lawns, bowling-greens, band-
stands, shelters, &c., provided.

Sanitary Institute of Great Britain.

—

The anniversary meeting of this Institute will

be held on Thursday next, July 14th, at three
p.m., when the chair will be taken by Sir
Douglas Galton, K.C.B., D.C.L., F.R.S., who
will present the medals and certificates awarded
to the exhibitors at the Exhibition held at York.
An address will be delivered by Dr. G. Y. Poore,
entitled “ The shortcomings of some modern
methods oE Sanitation.” The annual dinner
will be held the same evening at the Holborn
Restaurant.
Regenerative Gas Lamps.—Last week,

Mr. Justice Kekewich was occupied for three
days in trying an action which the Wenham
Lamp Company, Limited, had brought against
Messrs. May & Co., the manufacturers of the
“Regent regenerative lamp,” for an infringe-

ment of their patent. Several scientific witnesses
were called, and, in the result, his lordship
granted the Injunction applied for, with,

damages and costa against the defendants.
Wanstead Flats.—Mainly by the exertions of

Major Mackenzie, a notable alteration is effected

in the area known as Wanstead Flats. A large
gang of men have been employed in trenching-

and draining the ground, and in planting a vast
number of trees.
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Obituary.—Mr. Arthur Hayball, of Sheffield,
died suddenly on the 27th of June. He was one of
the early pupils of the Sheffield School of Design,
since known as the “ School of Art.*' Born in

1823, the son of a local builder, at a very early
age he showed considerable aptitude in model-
ling and carving. In 1844 he became a pupil
ut the School of Design, and in 1851 he ex-
hibited a carved cabinet, Italian in style, in the
Great Exhibition in Hyde Park. This cabinet,
which gained for the exhibitor a medal, was
figured in the Art Journal’s Illustrated Cata-
logue of the Exhibition. His works are very
numerous, his altars, reredoses, stalls, pulpits,
screens, &c., being scattered in churches all

over England, Ireland, and Scotland. Mr.
Harry Heme, of Exeter, was his first

apprentice.

“Wood Block riooriug.’’—Beferrlng to
the paragraph under the above heading, on
p. 49 of our last issue, we are asked to say that
the “ Wood Block Flooring Co.,” of which
Mr. A. E. Geary is manager, is 7iot a limited
liability company, as inadvertently stated.

PB.ICES CUKEENT OP MATERIALS.
TIMBER. £. B. d. £. b. d.

Greenheart.B.G ton 6 10 0 7 10
Teak, E.I. ..

Sequoia, U.S,
Ash, Canada
Birch 2 0 0

.,.foot cube
load

Fir, Dantsic, &o
Oak
Canada

Pine, Canada red

,, yellow
Lath, Dantaio fathom

8t. Petersburg
Wainscot, Riga log

.1 Odessa, crown
Deal8,Fialand,2ndandlBt...std.lOO

,, 4th and 3rd
Bigs
6t, PotersboTg, Ist yellow

„ 2nd „
„ white

Swedish ..

White Sea
Canada, Pino, 1st

,, 2nd
,, 3rd, ko

Bprace, lat

,, Srdand2nd
Bninawick. Ac.

4 10
5 10
4 10

COMPETITIONS, CONTRACTS, & PUBLIC APPOINTMENTS.
E^tome of Advertisements in this Numier,

COMPETITION’S.

Nature of Work. By whom required. Freminm, Designs to be
delivered.

August 1st

CONTBACTS.

Nature of Work, or MaterialB,

3 10
1 10
2 10
3 0 0 6 0 0

New’i

3 0 0 6 0 0
4 0 0 6 10 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
2 15 0 3 0 0
7 0 0 8 0 0
6 10 0 6 10 0
6 10 0 7 0 0
8 0 0 13 0 0
7 0 0 8 0 0
6 10 0 8 10 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
7 0 0 16 0 0
16 0 0 24 0 0
10 0 0 15 0 0
6 0 0 9 0 0
8 0 0 9 0 0
6 0 0 7 0 0

Battena, all kinds .

Other qnalitiea

Cedar, Cuba
Hondaraa, Ac.
Australian

Mahogany, Cuba .

8t. Domingo, car^ju a«o>a^<
Mahogany, Mexican, cargo a

Tobaaco
,,

Honduras
,,

Maple, Bird’s-eye
Bose, Bio

Bahia..,

Box, Turkey
Satin, 8t. Domingo ...........

Porto Rico
Walnut, Italian

METALS.
Ibow—

B

ar, Welsh, in London..
,, ,, in Wales
,, Statfordshire, London

Sheets, single, in London ...

Hoops
,,

Nail-rods
,,

COPPBE—
British, cake and

:

Beet selectea
Sheets, strong...

Chili, bars
Ybilow Metal
Lead—

Pig, Spanish
English, common brands.
Sheet, English

Speltbb—
Silesian, epecial
Ordinary brands

Tin—
Straits

Australian
English ingots .

Zinc—
English sheet

6 0 0 6 10 0
. 4 0 0 10 10 0

1 in., pre.
.,0 8 0 0 11 0

Nature of Appointment. By whom Advertised. Salary.
Applications

to be in,
Pttge.

... 0 6 0 0 6 0
Vestry of St. Mary,

Islington If. 15 b. weekly July 16th XIV.. 0 0 3 0 0 3^

0 0 4 0 0 7
0 0 4 0 0 8

31
4

3t

...toB 8 0 0 11 0 0.8 0 0 9 0 0

...ton 6 0 0 12 0 0

..foot 0 0 6 0 0 9
. 0 0 6 0 0 10
.. 0 0 3i 0 0 6|

.ngot .,

6 0 0 7 0 0
6 16 0 6 10 0

. 60 0 0 0 0 0
39 15 0 40 2 6

.lb. 0 0 0 0 0 0

ton 11 18 9 0 0 0
. 12 7 6 0 0 0
. 13 3 9 13 8 9

.ton 102 17 8
103 7 6

. 106 0 0

OILS.
Linseed
^ocoanut. Cochin

Ceylon
Palm, Lagos ..

Sapeseed, English pale
,, brown ...

Cottonseed, refined
Tallow and Oleine
Lubricating, D.B.

,, refined
Tcbpentine —

American, in casks ,,,

Tab—
Stockholm barrel
Archangel

.ton 21 16
0

24 5 e 0 0 0
21 10 0 0 0 0
21 0 0 0 0 0
22 10 0 0 0 0
21 13 0 22 10 0

0 0

...cwt.

6 0 0 0 0 0
6 0 0 12 0 0

17 0 17 3

0 14 0 0 14 6
0 9 6 0 10 6

Pointing Chimneys and Repairing Roofs ....

Reservoir Works
Widening Portions of Green Lanes.!!!!!""!!!
Cleansing, Painting, Ac
Firewood
New Passenger Station, Hampstead
Two small Road Bridges, Sewers, Ac
Repairs and Alterations, New Oiford-streot!
Asphalte Footway Pavement. ..

Stables, Lambeth
Roads and Sewers, West Ham
Cast-Iron Manhole Covers
Sewering and Paving Works, Ac
Additions to Station,..
Additional Buildings, Ac., Homerton.,...
Iron Roof, Blaokwall ,

Paring Carriageways
Painters' and Decorators’ Work
Mafeing-up and Paving Roads
Painting and other Works
Miterials for Macadam
Granite Curb and Pitchers
Pavior'sWork

Museum, Ac., and Alterations to College

New Postal Sorting.Ofliee, Finsbury Park
Coast Guard Station
Repairing R«ads
Erectinu of House, Ac., Newmarket
Main Drainage Works
Widening Bridge
Painting, Cleaning, and Repairing Schools
Parsonage House
Congregational Church, Ac., Cirencester
Painting, Whitewashing, Ac.. Taunton
Painting, Ac., Works, Aldershot

By whom required.

Guardians, St. Matthew,
Bethnal Green

Buxton Local Board...
Tottenham Local Board
Chelsea Guardians
Hendon Unien
L. A N. W. Rati. Co....

Barking Town Local Bd

Com. of Sewers
do.

Nat. Standard Land Co,
Hornsey Local Board...

do.
L. B. AS. C. Ry. Co....

Met. Asylums fioard ...

do.
Bermonds^ Vestry

Wandsworth Bd. of Wks
Paddington Guardians...
Brighton Town Council

do.
Vestry of St. Mary,

Islington
Council of Ladies' Coll.,

Cheltenham
Com. of H.M. Works..,
Admiralty
Morilako Highway Bd.
C. Loates
West Bromwich Cor....

Croydon Cor
Scbl. Board for London
Rev. J. Parker

War Department
do.

Arohiteet, Surveyor, or
Engineer.

T. A W. Stone

wfA^H!De‘Pape !!!!!,

A. A C. Harston
Oficial

do.
C. J. Dawson
B. Bennett
Official

do.
J. Clever
T. de Courcy Meade ...

do.
P. D. Banister
A. A 0. Harston
Official

do.

do.
Official
A. A 0. Harston
P. C. Lockwood

do.

Official
Middleton, Prothero, A

Phillolt

Official

do.
J. Medworth
Holland A Son
J. T. Eayrs
T. Walker
Official

C. Bell
W^Gilbee Scott

do.

Julv 14th
do.

July 16th
do.

July 18th
do.
do.
do.
do.
do,
do.
do.

July 19th

do.

July 2Ut
July 22ad

do.
Jnl^ ^rd

July 26th
do.

Not stated..,

PUBLIC APPOINTMENTS.

TENDERS
BLACKBURN.—For masons’ work in boundary-walls

at the Blackburn and East Lancashire Infirmary. Messrs.
Simpson A Duckworth, architects, Richmond Chambers,
Blackburn :

—

W. J. Woof Cronshaw £395 0 0
Gregson A Fergusou 332 17 10
Wm. Carr 324 15 0
W. A T.tArkwright 306 10 0
C. Hindle 300 0 0
Roland A Williams (accepted) 265 17 8i
A. Johnson 261 17

[All of Blackburn.

J

Wrought-iron Faliiading.

Exore. of J. Baldwin, Blackburn £154 0 0
Wm. Carr 153 10 6
Albion Ironworks Company, Rugeley,
Staffordshire 144 19 0

T. Ashworth, Vulcan Ironworks,
Burnley (accepted) HO 0 0

BURY ST. EDMUNDS.—For alterations and addi-
tions to the Shire Hall, Bury St. Edmunds, for the Magis-
trates. Mr. F. Whitmore, architect and County Surveyor,
Chelmsford :

—

J. Robinson, jun.. Bury St. Edmunds* £547 0 0
* Accepted.

CROYDON.—For new chancel and transept, St. Lake’s
Chuich, Woodside, Croydon. Messrs. MulliDS archi-
tecta. Quantities by Messrs. Franklin A Andrews —

Rifier £3,147 o' 0
Greenwood 3,039 0 0
Knight A Bennett 2,935 0 0
Jerrett 2,905 0 0
Bawyer 2,820 0 0
Smtih 2,747 0 0
Downs 2,746 0 0
HiggsAHiU 2,740 0 0
Barton A Son 2,650 0 0
Marriage (accepted) 2,645 0 0

CROYDON.—For additions and alterations at the
Homestead, Bedford Park, Croydon, for Mr. Alfred
Walton. Mr. Charles Henman, architect, 64, Cannon-
street :

—

Colls A Sons, London £600 0 0
Maides A Harper, Croydon 695 0 0
J. Garhck, London 533 0 0
Goulder A Glasscock 517 0 0
J. Smith A Sons, Norwood 495 0 0

FINCHLEY.—For the completion of four cottages
and the erection of six cottages in Coleridgo-road, North
Finchley, for Mr. George Newby. Mr. 8. Dorman, jun.,
architect, 11, High-street, North Finchley :—

Halo A Twitchen £1 660 0 0
T. Crisp 1,402 0 0
Wheeler A Co 1,400 0 0
E. Spearman 1,300 0 0
Stonell A Frusher (accepted) 1,260 0 0

GRAVESEND.—For Jubilee Memorial Clock-tower,
Gravesend, Mr. John Johnson, architect, 9, Queen
Victoria-street. Quantities supplied :

—

Bath stone Portland atone
facing. facing.

King Bros., South Norwood... £848 0 0 ...£1,043 0 0
A. Philbey, Gravesend 788 18 1 ... 938 16 1
J.W. Falkner, Old Kent-road 767 0 0 ... 962 0 0
W. A E. Wallis, Gravesend 763 0 0 ... 893 0 0
Multou A Wallis, Gravesend 649 0 0 ... 727 0 0
W. H. Archer, Gravesend 635 0 0 ... *675 0 Q

* Accepted.

GREAT GRIMSBY.—For building chancel and two
bays of nave, St. Paul’s Church, West Marsh. Mr.
Withers, architect :

—

Marrows, Grimsby £2,4*0 0 0
Leaning, Grimsby 2,456 0 0
Grant 2,049 0 0
Wilson A Co., London 1,890 0 0
Jackson A Son, Hull (accepted) 1,760 0 0

HAGQERSTON.—For alterations and additions to the
Albion, Stonebridge-road, Haggeraton. Mr. Edward
Brown, architect, 21, Lirerpool-street, City :

—

John Walker £886 0 0
John Anley 830 0 0
S. H. Hawkings 785 0 0
8. Salt 783 10 0
J. A. Taylor (accepted) 749 0 0

HAMPSTE.-ID.—For alterations and additions to the
North Star tavern, Fincbley-road, Hampstead, for Mr,
Miller. Mr. H. I. Newton, architect, 17, Queen Anne’s-
gate, Westminster ;

—

Mark £997 0 0
Palmer 945 0 0
Burman A Sons 876 0 0
Buekridge 770 0 0
Lamble, Kentish Town (accept^) 717 0 0
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HANWELL.—For draiDiD^, making np, kerbing and
chaBnoling, &c., Westmingtar-road, Hanwell, for Ihe Ha
well Local Board, Mr. E. J. W. Herbert, aurveyor

Woodham & Fry, Lion Wharf, Oreen-
,wich jesio 0 0
Lowery & Co., 3.3, Mildmay-chambers,

Biehopsgate-atroet 608 18 0
J. G. Marshall, Martin-etreet, Strat*
^ford 600 0 0
C. F. Kearley, High-street. Uxbridge 472 12 0
J. Ball, Lavender Hooae, Chiswick 409 7 10
W. E. Constable & Co., 40, King Wil-

liam-street, E.C.' 445 0 2
G. Alldrid, 8trand-on-the-Qreen, Chis-
„wick 416 0 0
8. Tuckett A Sons, Victoria Stone
Wharf, Millwall 431 ]4 0

W. M. Neave A Sons, St. Peter’s Park
Yard, Paddington 424 10 7

W. Seward, son., Bostoo-road, Han-
well 400 12 2

G. Boll, TottenhamWharf, Tottenham 393 0 0

[Surveyor’s estimate, £404 6 7.]

HEREFORD.—For works, Monkmoor Mills, Hereford,
for Uossrs. O. R. Herron & Son. Mr. W. W. Robinson,
architect, 10, King-street. Hereford

—

J. Rowberry £396 10 0
R- Taylor 306 0 0
W. B. Partington 287 0 0
W. Pritchard 291 16 o
J- Hilos 275 0 0
H. Welsh 270 0 0
T. Lewis 269 0 0
W. Bowers A Of) 286 0 0
J. Davies, Hereford (accepted) 218 0 0

HEREFORD.—For mineral water works,
Miller. Mr. W. W. Robinson, architect

W. B. Partington
W. Bowers A Co
H. Welsh
J. Hilcs
Boavan & Hodges
J. Davies
T. Lewis, Hereford (accept^)

LEICESTER.—For culverting, kerbing, &c., two miles
of new streets on the Newfound Pool Estate, belonging to
Mr. Orson Wright. [The tenders given are for about
one-fifth of the work rerjuired. The remsiiider to be done
at the same schedule as this tender.] Messrs. Eedfern A

. Harris, Camberwell
T. Small A Sons, Birmingham
Innes A Wood, Birmingham
U. Holloway, Wolverhampton
B. W. Ward, Whetstone
J. Copley, Lincoln
T. Smart, Nottingham
8. A E. Bentley, Leicester
J. Griinn, Leicester
J. Hutchinson A Son, Leicester]
J. D. Gihbins, Leicester
W. Cordon, Burton Joyce
Sami. Thumbs, Canal-street, Not-
tinghsm (accepted)

II. Burnham, Loiigton

£3,385 0 0 !

2,630 0 0
2,600 0 0
1,47!) 10 11
2,448 8 0
2,322 3 0
2,295 10 0
2.270 0 0
2,2.30 0 0

LONDON.—For the erection of a pupil teachers'
school on the Hackford-rosd site (West Lambeth T), for
the School Board for London. Mr. T. J. Bailoy, archi.

F. A H. F. Higgs.
Leslie A Knight .

W. Downs
StimpsoD A Co. .

James Holloway .

C. Wall...
II. L. Holloway .

W. Johnson
H. Hart* ^

£7,380 0 0
6,698 0 0
6,671 0
6,570
6,450
6,460
6,390
6,350

6,230

Recommended by the Works Committee for acceptance,

LONDON.—For alterations at Hawley-crescent School
(Marylebone S), for the School Board for London.
T. J. Bailey, architect;—

G. 8. 8. Williams A Son £113 0 0
E. White 129 10 0
T. Cruwys 13) 0 0
Stevens Bros 114 0 0
KifbyAChase* !.!!!!"!!"...!!, 99 15 0

• Recommended by the Works Committee for acceptance,

LONDON.—For alterations at the School Board Offices,
Victoria Embankment, for the School Board for London
Mr. T. J. Bailey, architect

W. Johnson £195 0
Davis Bros .... 194 0
G. 8. Pritchard A Son* ’’

164 6
* Recommended by the Works Committee for acceptance,

LONDON.—For rebuilding tbe King’s Arms, and two
shops, Charing Crost-road, for Mr. Ernest Tabernacle.
Messrs. Wylson A Long, architects, 21, King William-
street, W.C. (Quantities by Mr. Arthur W. tiaviUe,

' ''

Strand :

—

S. J. Jerrard £4,-490 0 0
W. Shurmur 4,482 0 0
Patman A Fothcringham 4*337 0 0
Spencer A Son 4,335 0 0
W. OldroyACo .4,30) 0 0
8. Gregory A Co 4,176 0 0
WardALamblo 4,066 0 0
W. A. Rhodes 4,0fi0 0 0
J. T. Chappell 3 872 0 0

LONDON.—For the erection of a school to provide
accommodation for 1,030 children, on the site in Baltic-
street, St. Luke’s (Finsbury D), for the School Board
for London. Mr. T. J. Bailey, architect ;

—

W. Goodman £14,170 0 0
Coulsell Bros 12,463 0 0
W. Oldrey A Co 12,000 0 0
Kirk A Randall 11,928 0 0
H.Hart 11,1)04 0 0
C. Cox 11,882 0 0
H. L. Holloway 11,8-40 0 0
W. Downs 11,334 0 0
Wall Bros 11,723 0 0
J. Holloway 11,690 0 0
S. J. Jerrsrd 11,630 0 0
W. Johnson 11,600 0 0
C. Wall 11,621 0 0
Btimpson A Co.’ 11,400 0 0
Atherton A Latta* 11,289 0 0

* Eecommeuded by the Works Committee for acceptance.

LONDON,—On the 17th of February, 1887, the School
Board for London agreed to accept the tender of Messrs.
Atherton A Latta, amounting to 6,7381., for the erection
of a pupil teachers’ school on the site in Sumner-road,
Peckham (East Lambeth S). The Education Department,
however, objected to the designs of the school, and the
building has since been re-planned, w ith increased accom-
modation. Fresh tenders have now been obtained for the
erection of the building as altered, the amounts of which
are as follow :

—

F. A H. F. Higgs
H. Hart
J. Holloway
W. Downs
Atherton A Latta
W. Oldrey A Co
Kirk A Randall
8. J. Jerrard
R. A E. Evans
C. Wall
AV. Johnson
StimpsoD A Co
H. L. Holloway*

* Recommended by the Works Commifee for acceptance.

LONDON,—For the erection of a cookery centre on
he Upper Kennington-lane site (West Lambeth K) for
he School Board for London. Mr. T. J Bailev archi
;eot:— *

W. A. Rhodes £450 0 0
Newton A Idle 4ni 0 0

425 10 0

J. Channoa 349 g 0
StimpsoQ A Co.* 3I8 0 0

' Recommended by the Works Committee for acceptance.

£8,297 0 0
7,724 0 0
7,667 0 0

. 7,61)9 0 0
7,510 0 0
7,<97 0 0

. 7,429 0 0
. 7,389 0 0
. 7,365 0 0
. 7,288 0 0
. 7,250 0 0
. 7,173 0 0

7,143 0 0

LONDON.—For painting, whitewashing, Ac,, at the
St. George’s Union Infirmary, Fulham Road. For the
Guardians of the Poor of the St. George’s Union.
H. Sa.xon Snell, architect

E. J. Coombe, Old Gravel-lane £195 0 '

W. Bamford, Pentonville 480 0 '

J. Sheerman, Jan., Paddington-street 427 6 1

W. G. Lilly, Crown • court, 8.AV
(accepted) 397 g ,

LONDON.—For (he erection of a new laundry and
raarned cuuples’ quarters, at the St. Marylebone Work-
house, NorthumberUnd-street, for the Guardians of the
Poor of t he Parish of St. Marylebone. Messrs. U. Saxon
boeli A Son, arebitects, London :

—

Married Total for
Couples' Laundry both
Quarters. Ac. Works.

J. A J. Greenwood, Arthur-
street West, E.C £1,768

C. Batchelor, Pentonville ... 1,749
Colls A Sons, Moorgate-

street, E.C 1,713
W. Scrivener A Co., Fitzroy-
road, Regent’s Park 1,660

J. Mowlem A Co,, Willbank 1,659
AY. J. Adcock, Ladywell,

,
Dover i,e5i

J. J. Robson, Snaresbrook... 1,613
AVall Bros., Carlton - road,
N.AV. (accepted) 1,592

. 6,71» .

. 6,761 .

. 6,676 .

. 6,649 .

. 6,475 ... 7,976

LONDON.—For alterations and additions to Botolph
Wharf, Lower Thamea-street, for Messrs. F J Besley A
Pr. «• Newman, architects, 19a, Tooley-Co. Messrs. Newmvn J
street, London Bridge :

—

J. A J. Greenwood (accepted) £8,500 0 0
[No competition.]

LONDON.—For alterations to Nos. 73 and 76 Piu
bury.pavement, for Mr. Robert* Morley. Mr AV Seek-ham Witherington, architect, 70, Mark-lMe:—

Patman A Foiheringham £i 091 g g
Larke A Son ’953 g g

5, S48 0 0
Elkington 678 0 0

LONDON.—For rebuilding the Grapes tavern, Milton,
street, City, for Mr. John Ragge. Quantities by Mr F
Thomson, Great James-street. Mr. H. I. Newton'
architect, 17, Queen Aone’s-gate, Westminster

’

£2,994 0 0
Lamble
Braid

Smith
Godden
Burman A Sons..,

Shurmur ..

2.S85 0 0
2,774 0 0
2.630 0 0
2,596 0 0
2,581 0 0
2.667 0 n
2,610 0

JacksonATodd, Hackney (accepted) 2,458 0 0

LONDON.—For repairs at ‘The Acorns,” Oakleigh
Park, N. Messrs. Stokes A Homan, architects, 31. Great
James-street, Bedford-row

Law £193 0 0
Taylor (accepted) 115 g g
Marriott Bros 93 0 0

LONDON.—For painting and decorating grand stair-
•se, library, council and meeting rooms, Ac., for tbe

Geological Society, Burlington House. Messrs. D.
Ruddle A Son, architects and surveyors, Montague-
chambers, Bedford-street, Strand:— “

McLacblan A Sons, Clapbum £312 0 0
Simpson A Sonr, St. Martin's-lane ... 256 0 0
Marchant, Lady Somerset-road* 239 0 0

* Accepted.

LONDIDN.—For pulling down and rebuilding No. 81,
Commercial-road, E. Mr. G. Pearson, architect:

—

Lidstone g g.

Ward A Lamble 883 0 O'
Gunning (accepted) 696 18 0

LONDON.—For alterations to 39, Buckingham Palace-
road,‘.for the Aerated Broad Company. Mr. G. Edwards,
architect :

—

C- Wall 385 0 o
Btimpson A Co 364 0 O
Green A Lea 350 g o
Ward A Lamble (accepted) 320 0 0

LONDON.—For alterations
Grosvenor Hall, Buckingham^ ,,

H. Lee A Son
Heath

! £1,374
1,362

0
0

Macey A Sons 1,237 0
Collin 1,188 0
Higgs A Hill 1,184 0
Williamson 1,175 0
Hayloek 1,163 0
Bywaters 1,145 0
Derry 1.120 0
Prestige A Co 1,084 0

LONDON.—For decorations, Ac., at No. 74. Ports-
down-road, Maida-vale, for Mr. H. Pearson. Mr. H. I.
Newton, architect, 17, Queen Anne’s-gate, AVest-

Smith £179 0 g
Godden 175 g g
Whelpdale (accepted) 167 10 0

NEW SOUTHGATE.—For new sorting-office at Nesy
Southgate, for Mr. Alfred Smart;

—

W. Tout, Hendon (accepted) £182 10 0

NORWICH.—For jurors’ rooms, fireproof record
room, and prisoners' detention cells, at the Shire Hall,
for the County Magistrates. Mr. T. H. B. Heslop.
A.-M.I C.E., County Surveyor :

—

Robert Wegg £2,960 0 0
Horace Lacey 2,610 0 0
Downing A Son (accepted 2,248 0 0

[All of Norwich.]

PRITTLEWELL (Essex).—For alterations and addi-
tions to the Spread Engle Hotel, Prittlewelt, near South-
end-on-Sea. Mr. F. Whitmore, architect, Chelmsford:—

J. Carter, Southend (accepted) £385 0 0

TOTTENHAM.—For building new vestry and other
works at 8t. John's Presbyterian Church, Tottenham, for
the Committee :

—

Woodhouse £785 0 0
W, Pavey 634 0 0
Dabbs 649 0 0
J. Linzell 640 0 O
Randall 499 0 0>

Hart 488 0 0
Rotfey
Hy. Knight A Son
J. Giles

J. Norris (accepted)
J. Stewart

482 16

TOTTENH.AM.—For proposed alteration and additioD
at the Seven Sisters Hotel, Psge-green, Tottenham, for
Mr. F. Bmither. Mr. J. E. Finder, architect :

—

F. A’oller £272 0 0
Sharpe 241 0 0
H. Knight A Son 239 0 0
Jackson A Todd 234 0 0

TOTTENHAM.—For alterations and pewtering at th&
Greyhound publie-houso, Philip’a-lane, Tottenham, for
Mr. Hopkine. Mr. J. E. Finder, architect :—

Jackson A Todd £274 0 0
F. Voller 282 8 11
H. Knight A Sen (accepted) 242 0 0

TOTTENHAM.—For building cloak-room and other
works at the Boys’ National School, Park-lane, Totten-
ham, for the Committee. Messrs. E. A E. B. Ellis^
architect :

—

Aspland £150 0 0
M. A. Humphreys A Son 110 0 0
Porter 103 0 0
H. Knight A Son (accepted) 98 0 0

UPTON (Essex).—For the erection of an infirmary and
drill-shed on the playground of tho .Upton House School^
for the School Board for London. Mr. T. J. Bailey>,
architect :

—

Coulsell Bros £2,467 0 0
Stimpson A Co 2,276 0 U
J. Holloway 2,247 0 0
H. L. Holloway 3,241 0 0
C. Cox 2,238 0 t'l

W. Johnson ' 2,225 0 0
W. M, Dabbs 2,201 0 0
Atherton A Latta* 2,110 0 0

Recommended by the AVorks Committee for acceptance*.

WAKEFIELD.—Accepted tenders for four almshouses,
Thornes, Wakefield, for Major Barker :

—

Flattering.

Chas. Driver 13 10 0

Slating.

John Illingworth 37 6 &
Carpenifr and Joiner'e Work,

Chas. Squires 131 15 O

[18 tenders received.]
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WANDSWORTH.—For bnilding new tower and spire,
and works connected therewith, to the Church of the
Holy Trinity. Mr. George Patrick, architect. Quanti-
ties supplied by Mr. Clement Dowling:—

tl.... .. k O- TO r... A\ nPeriy A Co., Bow £.^,dfO 0 0
A. J. Batchelor, Harrow 4,900 0 0
C. Anaell, Lambeth 4,777 0 0
Robertson & Co.. Bloomsbury 4,500 0 0
Shillitoe & Son, Bury St. Edmunds . 4,090 0 0
J. T. Chappell, Pimlico 4,03i 0 0
W. Downs, W'alworth. 4,005 0 0
Lathey Bros., Battersea 3,915 0 0
Priestley A Gurney, Hamraersmitn 3,891 0 0
B. E. Nightingale, Lambeth 3,853 0 0
Gregory A Co., Clapham Junction... 3,787 0 0
Parnienter, Braintree 3,722 0 0
<reo. Dobson, Colchester* 3,680 0 0

* Accepted,

WEST KENSINGTON.—For new Methodist Con-
nexion Chapel and Schools, North End-road, West Keu-
eington. Mr. A. H. Goodall, architect

WaU.. £2,631 0 0
Garlick 2,500 0 0
Craske 2,390 0 0
Prestige A Co. (accepted) 2,302 0 0
Buckeridge 2,100 0 0

WITHAM.—For now farm buildings at Witham, Essex.
Mr. F. Whitmore, architect, Chelmsford:

—

Smith, Chipping Hill £615 0 0
Gozzett. Maldon 663 0 0
Moss, Chelmsford 475 0 0
Dies, Colchester 450 0 0
Ward, Great Totbam* 425 0 0

* Accepted, after allowing for oak on farm.

WOOD GREEN.—For repairs to two houses, Pellatt-
^OTe, Wood-green, for Mr. H. Friend :—

Dearing A Sons £121 15 0
Coombes A Son 119 0 0
Ward A Lamble (accepted) 105 0 0

AUeraiiciti fl< 62, iS/ronJ—Mr, Dorey’s explanation in
regard to the note in our last, is that he planned and
designed the building, and t> at Mr. Fletcher was engaged
as superintending architect afterwards. We give his
eiplanation

;
but we have the contract at this office,

which speaks of Mr. Banister Fljtcher as the architect
of the work, and is signed by “ R. Grimaldi” and
“Frederick A. Dovey” as contractors.

*•* SPECIAL NOTICE. — Lists of Tenders
fraquently reach ns too late for insertion. They should
be delivered at our office, 46, Catherine - street, W.O.,
not later than 12 Noon on THPKSDAYS.

TO COERESPONDENTS.

JtegUttredTeUgraphieAddrfif, " Thk Boildbb, London."

C. T. L.—H. H.—G. H. (comes rather out of date now).—W H. B— A Subicriber" (we cannot ondertake to give receipt*. Apply to
aomeonein the trade).—S. 8. B. (too late for thl» week).—J. W 8
(tenders, without amounts being given, are Inadmistible).-E. W. P.
(names of senders should always accompany list*).—A. 4 H (neat
weak).—R. H. B..(too late).—E. W. P. (list returned too late for this
week).

All statements of facts, lists of tenders, Ac., must be accompanied
by the name and address of Che sender, not necessarily for pnbUr:atlon
Ws are compelled to decUns pointing out books and giving

addresses.

Wt cannot nndcriaJu to rotum rtjectad communlcaltont.
Letters or eommunicatlons (beyond mere newa-items) which have

been duplicated for other Journal*, are NOT DESIRED.
All communications regarding literary and artistic matter* should

be addressed to THE EDITOR; all communications relating to
advertisemenU and other eicluslvely buslnea* mattere should be
addressed to THE PUBLISHES, and nof to the Editor.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
TTIB BUILDER la supplied ninnci from the Office to resident*

In any part of the United Kingdom at the rate of 19*. per annn
FanraJD. To all parte of Europe. America. Australia, and Ni
Zealand, M*. per annum. To India, China. Ceylon. Ac SOs per

•— DOUQLAfl FOUBDBINISB,

PUBLISHER NOTICES.
Seguiered TetegraphtoAddreiiii,‘'TB.s Buii.Dbb, LondOH.”

THE INDEX and TITLE-PAGE fi^r Volume LIT. (Jan. bi June. 1887)
is given as a Suppleiuent with the present Number.

A COLOURED^TITLB-PAOE may be had, gratis, on personal

CLOTH CASES for Binding the Numbers are now ready, price
2s. 6d. each

; also

READING CASES (Cloth), with Strings, to hold sMu nth's Numbers,
price 2b. each ; also

THE FIFTV-SKCOND VOLUME of '‘The Builder" (bound), price
Twelve SbiUiugs and Sixpence, will be ready on the
14th last.

SUBSCRIBERS' VOLUMES, on being sent to the Office, wUl be
bound at a cast of 3s. 6d. each.

CHARGES FOR ADVERTISEMENTS.
SITUATIONS VACANT. PARTNERSHIPS, APPRENTICESHIPS

TRADE, AND GENERAL ADVBRTISBMBNTS.
Six line* (about fifty words) or under 4s. fid.

Each additional lice (about ten words Os. fid.

Terms for Series of Trade Advertisements,'also for ipeclaJ Adver-
tlaements on front page. Competitions. Contracts, Sales by Auction,
Ac. may be obtained on application to the Publisher.

SITUATIONS 'WANTED.
POUR Lines (about THIRTY words) or under h. fid.

Each additional line (about ten words) Os. fid
PREPAYMENT IS ABSOLUTELY NECESSARY.

*•* Stamp* mutt not be sent, but all smaU sums should be
remitted by Cash In Registered Letter er by Money Order, payable
at the Post-office, Covent-garden, W.C. to

DOUGLAS FOUBDBINIEB. Publisher,
Addressed to No. 4S. Catberlne-street. W.O.

Advertisements for the current week's issue must reach the Offles
befine THREE o'clock p.m. on THUBSDAY.

SPECIAL —ALTERATIONS IN STANDING ADVERTISE.
• xtwwra ORDERS TO DISCONTINUE same.

aice before TEN o’clock on WEDNES-
DAY me

The Publisher ca:

MONIALS, Ac. left at the Office
strongly recommends that of the latter OOFIKSONLYsbonld b(

eiponslble for DRAWINGS TESTI-

PBESONS Advertising In '‘The Builder," may have RepHetaddrttitd
to the Office, 40, Catherine-street, Cevent Garden, W.C.
free 0/ charge. Letters will be forwarded U addressed
snvelopes are sent, togetbai with sufficient stampe to
•over the postage.

AN EDITION Printed on THIN PAPBE, for FOREIGN CIR-
CULATION, la Issued every week.

MAP OF LONDON, Boundaries of Surveyors
* District*. The four Sheets, into

which the Map is divided (issned with the numbers of
January 1st, bib. 15th. and 22od). if sent to the Office
direct, or through any Newsagent, can be MOUNTED on
the following Terms, viz. :—

On Cloth (Rollers) and varnished, 3s. 6d.
(Strainer) 5s. fid.

N.B.—In the esese of "
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Tanagra Terra Cottas.

THE SAI30UR0FF COLLECTION.*

HE monumental work
by Dr. Furtwiingler

on the great Sabou-
rofF collection is at

last complete. We
say “at last,” not

with any idea of

tho slightest reflec-

tion on the energy

and zeal of either

editor or publisher,
whose labours have indeed been untiring,
but because to eager subscribers the four
years which have necessarily elapsed have
eeemed long. The Sabourotf collection has?

,

as every one knows, ceased to exist.

Before proceeding to consider in detail Dr.
BurtwangleFs book, it may be well to
retrace briefly the history of this, perhaps the
finest amateur collection of antiques that has
-ever been made. M. Sabouroff was for ten
years Russian minister at Athens. He had
«very qualification for the work of a collector

;

teen love of art, highly-educated taste, ample
means, and, last, but not least, unusual luck as
to the time of his residence in Greece. The
Tanagra excavations were just yielding their
first and finest fruits, and it is in Tanagra
terra cottas that the collection is richest

; but, as
we shall later see,M. Sabouroff was not carried
^way by the somewhat commonplace beauty
•of these too popular monuments

; he diligently
•collected from every department and every
period of ancient art, and his collection is

unique in this, among other most important
characteristics, that every single object con-
tained in it has been found on actual Greek
«oil.

In 1880 M. Sabouroff came as ambassador
*0 Berlin. It was a happy day for the Royal
Museum there when he did. His collection
was placed on view in the sculpture galleries
and Antiquarium. In no museum of Europe
could it have met with keener professional
appreciation. It was, further, a happy day for
M. Sabouroff, a day that secured the immor-
tality of his name among archmologists, when
be decided to have his collection published in
a splendid illustrated work and to ask Dr.
Furtwiingler to write the text to accompany
the plates. The work was at once put in hand.
Dr. Furtwiingler took down detailed descrip-
tions of each monument, descriptions which
form the basis of the present publication. The
Photographic Society of Berlin undertook to
photograph all the sculptures and a portion of

* La Collection Sabouroff Monumenta de I’Art Grec
publnSa par Adolphe Furtvrungler. Deui Tolumea. Berlin
liibraxne ; A. Asher & Cie. 1883-1887.

the terra cottas. These photographs were sent
to Paris to be reproduced by the heliographic
process of M. Dujardin. For the reproduction
of all the vases and such of the terra cottas
as did not come out satisfactorily by photo-
graphy, recourse was had to the coloured fac-

similes of M. Eichher, whose drawings, by
their wonderful fidelity, have gained him such
a great reputation with the German Archeo-
logical Institute. Dr. Furtwiingler frankly
owns in his preface that the process of litho-

graphy by which these plates have been repro-
duced has, in some cases, impaired their beauty.
The plates were already complete, and a

portion of the text had appeared, when
M. Sabouroff had to leave Berlin, and decided
to sell his collection. The result of the sale

we noted at the time. It was highly charac-
teristic. To St. Petersburg went what may
be called the show portion of the collection,

—

the unrivalled terra cottas, with their delicate
shapes, brilliant colouring, and world-wide
prestige. At Berlin remained the more sober,
but to the archmological mind far more
precious, portion of the collection, i.c., the
early grave reliefs, votive slabs, vases, frag-
ments of sculpture, bronzes, &c. At the
Hermitage last autumn we saw the terra cottas
set out with all the pomp and circumstance
of imperial plate-glass and velvet, and we are
bound to say with excellent artistic effect, but
with no catalogue by which the unlearned
might get further than the delight of the eye.

At Berlin, three weeks before, we saw the
marbles, bronzes, vases, &c., each standing
orderly in its own place, each already entered
in the catalogue of the section to which it

belongs, and in which it is fully described and
approximately dated. Of the collection itself,

as a collection, Dr. Furtwiingler^s book is now
the sole surviving testimony. Never, perhaps,
had a collection such good fortune : fortunate
in the circumstance of its formation, it has
not suffered dispersion into private hands,
but has found shelter in two of the finest

museums of Europe, while its unity is still

preserved in a book which takes rank at once
as a standard treatise. The plan of this book
we must briefly summarise.

It consists of two volumes. The first volume
contains the Berlin portion of the collection,

i.e., the sculptures and vases, and numbers
seventy-five plates, each with accompanying
text. The second is the St. Petersburg portion
(with one exception, plate seventy-six), i.e,,

the terra cottas. Now, it is obvious that if

the book consisted of simply plates and com-
mentary it would be difficult, if not impossible,
satisfactorily to review it in detail

;
we could

but note for agreement or controversy a
scattered opinion here and there

; but a book
conceived after such a plan, excellent though

it might be, would not give expression to the
peculiar bent of Dr. Furtwiingler’s genius : he
is by nature quite incapable of remaining
in the catalogue-commentary stage

; he must
take a general view, and summarise the results.
Accordingly, he has taken the bold step of
prefacing each section with an introductir/
essay, in which he boldly expounds his own
view on some of the most hotly-controverted
points in all the domain of archmology. How
bold, how almost premature, this proceeding is

he is the first to own. He says (we quote from
the French book,—“Dans les introductions je
me suis efforc6 de traiter dans leur ensemble
quelques questions particuli^rement impor-
tantes^ qui se rattachent aux monuments de la
Grice’en general. J’ai le sentiment d’avoir fait
lA. un travail dont le moment n’etait pas tr^s
heureusement choisi. La grande publication
des stMes fundraires antiques, actuellement en
preparation, permettra, je Pespere, sous peu de
se prononcer, avec beaucoup plus de precision
et de justesse sur plus d’un des points que j’ai

touches. De meme apros l’ach6vement de la
collection des terres cuites commencee par
I’Institut Archeologique il sera possible plus
tard de r^pondre plus compietement et mieux
que je n’ai pu le faire aux questions que
j’ai examinees. Je n’ai cependant pas cru
devoir renoncer a publier ces dtudes : en effet

j’ai la conviction qu’il vaut mieux que chacun
travaille dans la musure ou il pent s’en rendre
maitre, plutot que d’attendre le moment ou
tous les materieux seront soigneusement reunis
au grand complet. Car puisque nous sommes
encore k I’heureux age des decouvertes, il faut
croire qu’i\ ce moment-la nous ne serous plus
de ce monde. D’ailleurs tout travail fait sur
les materiaux bruts qui s’accumulent facilite

pour I’avenir la tache des chercheurs. Le sort
de tout essai est d’etre remplace par un autre
essai : et plus les travaux se remplacent, rapide-
ment, mieux cela vaut, quaud meme nous
devrions ne jamais atteindre a la perfection, car
tout travail scientifique n’est jamais qu’im
essai.” Dr. Furtwiingler is clearly not the
sort of scholar to be stifled under the accumu-
lations of his own learning. It is easy to see
that the toil of detailed individual description
of each particular slab and terra cotta has
been lightened by the gradual dawn of new
light, fresh generalisation of the whole. With
these growing convictions we must not, he says,
demand that every portion of a work extending
over four years should be rigidly consistent”
“ Il m’etait d’ailleurs impossible de demeurer
parfaitement identique a moi pendant ces
quatre annexes.” Dr. Furtwiingler is not
of the order of preachers who can with
comfort, and even pride, preach the sermons
of twenty years ago. It is, therefore, not to

the description of any individual monument
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that we shall turn, but to the general conspectus

of each section, and the new theories set

forth.

We take the terra cottas first, as having the

strongest hold on popular interest, though in

the book they occupy the second volume.

The terra cottas come, as we have noted

before, mainly from Tanagra. A few scattered

instances were gleaned from Corinth, Hermione,

Thisbe, Megara
;
fewer still,—^just sufficient to

point the contrast of certain differences of

style,—from Asia Minor. Before we come to

the interesting and much-disputed point as to

the purpose of these Tanagra terra cottas, we
must note that Dr. Furtwiingler agrees with

the majority of commentators in thinking that

the bulk of the specimens are post-Alex-

andrian. A few there are of distinctly archaic

work, a few also of the fifth and early fourth

century, but the vast majority bear all the

notes of the so-called Hellenistic style. This

style is specially shown by its restless method

of treating figures at rest. Even Praxiteles

kept enough of the ancient manner about him
to make his figures really stand still, i.e.,

support the weight of the body on one leg

and let the other fall behind, additional sup-

port being often imparted by the trunk of a

tree or some such object. But about the time

of Alexander the standing figures all begin to

walk, and it is largely this that makes us feel,

with so many of the Tanagra terra cottas, that

they lack repose and dignity. Of course, many
of them are lolling about in every lax varia-

tion of attitude, but those that are simply

upright are all more or less on the march.

Another Hellenistic note is the arrangement of

the drapery. Everybody has noticed the un-

pleasantly tapered effect of many of the

Tanagra figures,—the folds are thin and scant

about the breast, girt very high, with no

overhanging folds, and becoming ample and

abundant as they flow downwards
;
in fact,

the figures tend to the extinguisher shape,

like a modern lady with a small old-

fashioned crinoline. It is this also that

pleases the modern eye, which, from long usage,

prefers a woman to have the shape of a cone

with a curve in the middle. It is this also

which makes the eye, trained to the idealised

reality of the Pheidian drapery, shrink from

the Tanagra schemes as not far removed from

the tricks of modern mechanism. We ought

to say that Dr. Furtwiingler, with character-

istic reserve, notes the Alexandrian manner,

without commenting on its vulgarity. A third

note of time is the shape of the fan held by so

many of the Tanagra ladies. It is leaf-shaped,

and quite other than the fan which appears

on vases, even of the early fourth century B.U.,

whereas it is precisely identical with that which

appears on Pompeian paintings
;
further, the

pointed hat, so fashionable with the maidens

of Tanagra, never appears on vases. Lastly,

as regards style, the manner in which Eros is

conceived is thorough post-Praxitelean
;
he is

throughout the series the mischievous boy of

Alexandria.

Coming to external evidence, we have the

important fact that painted vases are never

found with this class of terra cottas : we may,

therefore, safely conclude that the fashion of

making these vases had ceased before this

peculiar kind of terra cottas had set in. Finally,

we have the evidence of the recently-discovered

Myrina terra cottas. These are known to

date from the third to the first century B.C.

Among them are several types obviously

copied from Tanagra fiishions
;
we may, there-

fore, presume that the Tanagra terra cottas

preceded those of Myrina, but by no very long

interval. Next, the question arises, whence
did the Tanagra figure-makers (KopoTrXaara)

draw their inspiration ? Are we to look to their

works for echoes of the great creations of

sculpture or of painting ? Not of sculpture.

Dr. Furtwiingler says emphatically. The
KopoTTXacrat of Asia Minor loved to reproduce

statues in miniature, and we have only to look

at the Myrina specimens now on view in the

Campana Gallery of the Louvre to see instances

enough ;
but at Tanagra it was otherwise.

We have no single instance of the repro-

duction of the motive of any known statue.

The reason does not seem far to seek : the

age of Alexander was conspicuously an

age of painters rather than of sculptors, it was
by painting rather than sculpture that the

minor arts of Bieotia were naturally influenced.

This theory is borne out by the fact that in the

paintings of Pompeii, which are echoes of the

Alexandrian manner, we recognise abundant
analogies to the pose, drapery, gestures of the

terra cottas. With the terra cottas of Asia
Minor it is just as naturally quite the reverse.

After Alexaaler had come the great renais-

sance of sculpture in the Pergamene and
Rhodian schools, when painting was compara-

tively in abeyance. This theory of Dr. Furt-

wangler’s at all events tends to assist us to a

juster appreciation of Tanagra excellences, an

appreciation which to some of us, whatever

their wide popularity, is uphill work. Their

brilliancy, their restlessness, their vivacity, all

unpardonable from the plastic point of view,

become at least explicable when they are

regarded as the outcome of strong pictorial

influence. It has been usual to point to these

terra cottas as helping us to realise the

painted sculpture of the time of Praxiteles.

Dr. Furtwiingler thinks, as we do, that

this is a grave error: the colouring is laid

on in a way essentially pictorial, and gives

no idea of its plastic purport. Finally, he

points out, and we think here all will agree

with him, the marked contrasts between the

Tanagra figures and the later specimens of Asia

Minor, contrasts which well bear out his theory

of the different influences to which they were

subjected. Tanagra bears the palm in finish of

form, in delicacy of facial expression, in

brilliancy of colouring. In these respects

Asia Minor terra cottas look by their side

coarse and unfinished, but when it comes to

variety of subject, to sculpturesque largeness

of manner, to diversity and directness of move-

ment, Asia Minor is easily first. Students can

readily make the comparison for themselves if

they consult side by side Dr. Furtwiiogler’s

present book and the work on the Myrina
terra cottas which we recently reviewed.

We come to the vexed question of the

jmrpose of these terra cottas, and we have now
to pass beyond the limits of fcsthetic criticism

to the large field of human faith and senti-

ment, as expressed in funeral customs. And
we may say at the outset that we think Dr.

Furtwiingler has spoken a “ clear disposing

word” on a most tangled and intricate

subject,—a word the more satisfying becaufe

it takes up and embodies so much of past

theories, is so constructed out of well-worn

material, that its novelty is rather in

disposition than invention. It would be hard

to lay one’s finger on a single sentence and

say this is absolutely novel, and yet the

whole weary mass of tedious opinion, scattered

conjecture, has shaped itself into a live con-

viction never felt before, — a conviction

stamped with the impress of a cogent

personality.

The question of the precise signification of

Tanagra and other terra cottas would have

been less difficult of solution had we possessed

full and exact information into the circum-

stances of their discovery. Such information

is unhappily in many cases lacking just where

it is most essential, for terra cottas far more than

vases bear the impress of local workmanship

and local cults. Happily, of this much we
are sure

;
independent terra-cotta statuettes,

—

i.e., as opposed to those which were merely

plastic ornaments of vases,—are found ex-

clusively in either tombs or sanctuaries.

At Pompeii, they are, indeed, placed

merely as ornaments in niches in private

houses, but this was when they had become

articles dc luxe, and we have no evidence what-

ever that this was at any time a Greek custom.

The only purpose served by terra cotttrs iu

daily domestic life was that of toys for ch ildren.

The industry of doll-making wtis, we know, of

considerable importance among the Greeks;

from it all statuette-makers took their name

of KopoTrXaffTot
;
these KopovXaaTai had their

regular shops in the Agora, and there they

themselves disposed to children of the dolls

they had made. Later, when the little girls

married, they offered their dolls as anathemata

in the shrines of goddesses, notably of

Artemis and the nymphs. Dolls were also

very naturally placed in the graves of children,

for their use in the world below. So far all is

clear and simple, but terra-cotta statuettes are

found also in the graves of adults, and in these-

cases we must seek another explanation-

Some archmologists have thought that as-

the child had her dolls, so the grown-
up person had his statuettes, in which
he took festhetic delight, and which as-

objets d’art were buried for his delecta-

tion in bis tomb. This is a plausible view^

and one likely to find acceptance with those

who have a superficial acquaintance with the
Greek mind, and a general notion that they'

were a people of artists sunk in cesthetic con-

templation. No custom could be really more
unlike them, more wholly un-Greek, more
opposed to the wholly practical,—we might
almost say utilitarian,—nature of their funeral'

customs. They buried in their tombs what-

ever could be of use to the dead man : his

arms, his clothes, his toilette utensils, his

jewellery, it is true, but only because he could

wear it
;

never, so far as we know, a single

thing that could serve only for his contempla’-

tion. If objects of mere art had been wanted,

why not stone statuettes, bronzes, pictures i'

Yet none of these appear.

It is otherwise as regards the gods. A
large and less utilitarian view was taken of
their needs and desires ; an object of art, as-

such, could be offered to a god, though it was-

withheld from the tomb of a mortal
;
hence we-

must distinguish between the signification of

terra cottas placed in sanctuaries and those-

in graves. In order to get at the meaning of

these last, i.e., of statuettes in the graves of
adults which cannot be regarded as dolls, we
must go back to the earliest instances, anff

trace the custom in its historical sequence.

The secret of their purpose is sure to be found,,

if anywhere, in the earlier instances before the

meaning became obscured by long tradition.

Piissing by Mycena*, where the instances are so

rare as to forbid generalisation, we turn to

the tombs of Cyprus
;
there in large numbers

are found rough figures curiously worked
almost like small boards representing a nude-

female goddess, no doubt the protectress of

the dead These tombs are probably anterior,

to Greek influence. In archaic Greek tombs
we find also a female divinity, but heavily

draped, and with sometimes a child either in

the arms or on the shoulder. Sometimes she

holds a flower or fruit in the hand, sometimes

wears a high head-dress. She is the mother
goddess in the simplest form, the emblem of

fertility of life, and, by antithesis, of death,—

a

conception common to many mythologies. She

was a sort of general conception of the

goddess feminine, whom by giving her

various attitudes it was easy to transform

later into a Demeter, a Cybele, an Athene.

Another category of statuettes coming from

archaic Greek tombs are representations of

human figures occupied in doing some work
pleasing or useful to the dead man,—a man
baking or grinding corn, obviously for the

dead man’s sustenance. One Tanagra figure

represents the operation of hair-cutting
;
others

are of slightly less utilitarian cast,— a woman,

with the crotala or tympanon, a woman,
lamenting

;
a hydropboros, i.e., a woman carry-

ing the funeral water-jar
;
figures of maidens

carrying funeral offerings of cakes and fruit,

youths carrying cocks,—in fact, personifica-

tions either of offerings to the dead, or, of

what is scarcely distinguishable, the cult of the

infernal deities. Figures of horsemen and.

chariots represent the funeral procession
;
the

figure of a man reposing, holding the cup and'

the lyre, is the image of the dead man who
receives the offerings. Lastly comes a class of

objects, curious to our notions, the burlesques

and grotesques. Their purpose is obvious

the dead man must not only eat and drink, he.

must laugh. The sorrowing Demeter, angry

and averse, was made propitious by the fooling-

of a servant
;
in like manner it was wise to keep

the dead man, now a potent hero, in gooff

humour,—hence the figures of comic monkeys
and Sileni.

In the next period, that of transitional and

early fine art, we find a tendency to specialisa-
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tion. The mothergoddessbecomes individualised
in various ways : with veil and talathus she
becomes obviously Demeter, with mgis Athene;
a group of two goddesses who clasp each other’s
^loulders represents the divine mother and
•daughter, Demeter and Proserpine

; but
still many of the old traditional types main-
tain themselves side by 'side with the new.
ffn the next perio<.l, that of late fine art, a
cnarked difference is observable; the mother
goddess with the attribute child is no longer
a mere emblem of fertility, she is an actual
mother with an actual child. Demeter and
Proserpine have become two friendly maidens
with scarcely a trace of the divine; the goddess
with the pomegranate is a girl holding a flower,
the youth bringing offerings to the tomb isamere
chanceephebos from the pahustra. In a word, the
artist is busy with artistic motive, with pose and
gesture, not with sacred meaning; by chance he
•adheres sometime.?, indeed often, to the tra-
ditional type, but he is already forgetting what
prompted these types. Such figures of every-
day life are the large majority of the Tanagra
terra cottas

; and it seems at one time as
though all trace of sacred intent must dis-
appear, and the motives of terra-cottiis degene-
rate into mere genre; but just at the critical
moment, a reaction seta in. We find in the
post-Alexandrian terra cottas a marked return
to mythology

; maidens begin to turn into
Muses and nymphs and Bacchantes, youths
into Erotes, Aphrodite begins to reign supreme,
Eros and Psyche appear. The fact of this
'reaction, Dr. Furtwiingler has noted and
most ingeniously explained. It is a revival
of the old cult of the dead, but with a
•difference, of the dead man not haunting his
tomb and requiring food and drink and an
•occasional coarse joke, but of the dead man in
Elysium,—the dead man who chants in the
chorus of the initiated, the beatified soul of a
jater faith to whom the Muses and Dionysos
and the Love-gods must minister,—of such a
rfaith we have abundant literary evidence, from
Pindar and Aristophanes onwards. Thus from
^wglnning to end we have a continuous tradi-
tion. Terra cottas buried in graves to satisfy
the dead man’s material need, and to conse-
crate his resting-place

; later the same custom
continued, but the artist, half forgetting his
p’lirpose in the human beauty of bis work,

—

" II n’y a nullement rupture compU-te avec
fancienne tradition

; celle-ci perce, au contraire,
encore sur beaucoup de points, elle est seule-
•ment tranaformi5e en ce sens que partout ont
triumphe les exigences purement artistiques
•qui ne reclament que la beaut6 et plus encore
relegance”: and lastly, a return to the unreal,
to the old presentation of the unseen, to the
presentation of the life and function of the
beatified.

Whatever added interest of detailed inter-
pretation future investigation may add, we
fcel sure that Dr. Furtwiingler has given us
the right clue, and with this in our hand,
we can wander among the motley throng
cf gods and goddesses, Sileni and Satyrs,
Mivnads and Muses, high-hatted fan-bearing
maidens and matrons, feasting heroes, and hair-
tearing Sirens, no longer, as before, puzzled
and confused, but marvelling only at the
jgenius of those who could people their tombs
•with a crowd of fancies so diverse and so
;gracious.

NOTES.
^HE question of St. Martin’s Church

has drawn three letters in the Times,
from Mr. Butterfield, Mr. Beresford
Hope, and the Rev. E. C. Hawkins,

the Rector of St. Bride’s, Fleet-street. Mr.
Butterfield totally condemns the proposal
shown in the Board of Works’ model, re-
ferred to last week, for inserting fiights of
steps between the columns, and leaving them
each on a separate pedestal

; but he proposes
•instead, as what he fears is inevitable, the
-removal of the front rank of columns from the
portico, thus throwing it and the steps back by
©ne intercolumniation, and saving 12 ft. of
•road. In the opinion that the Board of Works’
expedient will spoil the ;building we quite
concur, as already observed

; but that it should

be regarded as a lesser injury to the design to
remove a whole colonnade and deprive the
portico of half its depth and shadow, seems
to us one of the oddest of paradoxes to come
from an architect. Mr. Beresford Hope’s letter
is simply a warm protest, without any con-
sideration of the logic of the case. Mr. Hawkins,
who protests, adds, however, a reason,—to wit,
that from his own frequent and special obser-
vation there is no block at the bottom of
St. Martin’s-lane, that the roadway is wide
enough for the traffic, and the grievance is an
imaginary one. Our observation coincides witli
that of Mr. Hawkins. We cannot remember
to have observed any block or delay of the
traffic there. What there may be some day is

another question, of course. But for the
present the Board of Works’ desire to tamper
with the facade of St. Martin’s seems to us to
have no better justification than that blind
and superstitious reverence for a straight road
by which official minds have been of late years
so carried captive, that they would probably
be ready to pull down St. Paul’s if they could
thereby shorten any street route by five
minutes.

^fR. MUNDELLA’S views as to the course
it is desirable to adopt in the House of

Commons with regard to the Railway and
Canal Traffic Bill appear to be quite in accord
with those of the Railway and Canal Traders’
Association. The following resolution was
unanimously adopted by the Council of the
Association on the 6th inst

“

That the
Council strongly object to the proposed refe-
rence of the Railway and Canal Traffic Bill to
a Select Committee, and they trust that the
Government, by reasonable concessions to the
views expressed on behalf of traders and
agriculturists on the subjects of undue pre-
ference to foreign produce and the proposed
allowance of station terminals, will provide
for a discussion of the Bill in Committee of
the whole House.” When reviewing the pro-
spects of the session last week, Mr. Smith
said that it was impossible that the Government
could give time for protracted debate on the
second reading of this Bill, but that oppor-
tunity might be found towards the close of
the session for discussing it in Committee.
Mr. Mundella again took the opportunity of
protesting against the Bill being sent to a
Select Committee, and expressed a hope that
the Government would give speedy facilities
for its consideration in Committee of the
whole House

; whereupon Mr. Smith stated
that this was one of the measures they desired
to pass if there should be time for the adequate
discussion of the different points arising in
connexion with the subject. Several members
have given notice of amendments bearing on
the points alluded to in the resolution just
quoted, and every effort will be made to render
the measure practical and beneficial.

1\,TR. JOHN FIELD has sent us the
-l-'-i- eighteenth annual number of his Analysis
of Metropolitan, Suburban, and Provincial Gas
Accounts,* being that for the year 1886. Like
its predecessors, this number is a model of
clearness of arrangement and beauty of
printing

;
the bird’s-eye view which it gives

of the working of thirty-four distinct gas
enterprises is both instructive and satisfactory.
The consumer gets his gas cheaper and
cheaper, while the dividends on capital
are not impaired, the growth of the busi-
ness affording its proper increment of
profit. The receipts for the sale of residuals
continue to fall oft', but, on the other hand, the
price of coals is generally lower than in 1885.
One of the comparisons that catch the eye
in Mr. Field’s tables shows how much more
brilliantly the metropolis is lighted than are
the great country towns. The three metro-
politan gas companies have 2,766 miles of
main, while nine great corporations have
an aggregate of 2,633 miles. But, while the
former undertakings have 104 consumers to the
mile against 136 per mile for the latter, the
former sell eight million cubic feet per mile,
the latter little more than half that quantity.

* LondoD : Eden Fisher & Co., SO, Lonjbard-street,

Despite the greater brilliancy of the shops, the
streets of the metropolis have twenty-five
public lamps per mile of gas main, those of the
provincial capitals only twenty.

THE French papers announce that the
-L Directors of the Panama Canal have
resolved on inviting a fresh loan, which is put
at 500,000 obligations at 440, or 56 per cent,
discount. The successive liabilities already
incurred by the Company are as follow :

—

1881 Estimated cost of Canal complete £24,000,000
1881 March. Company organised with

constituted capital 12,000,000
1882 Loan at 5 per cent. 5,000,U0t>
1883 Loan at 3 per cent. I2,000’000
1884 Loan at 4 per cent. 7'747'74'*

1886 Loan at 3 per cent. 18’352]o8i>

Total responsibility £55,099,820

The produce of the above securities, les.s 5.V
per cent, commission, has been :

—

Stock £12,000,000
First loan 4,375,01)0
Second loan 6,840,000
Third loan 5,16O,00O
Fourth loan 8,059,499

Cash received... £36,434,499,

showing a rebate of 43'4 per cent, on the loan?.
By the close of the present month we may
expect to learn what proportion of the work of
the canal has been executed for the money
spent.

T^ROM time to time rumours have been
-L prevalent as to laxity of administra-
tion, not to say the existence of jobbery, in
some departments at the head-quarters of the
Metropolitan Board of Works in Spring-
gardens. One of these rumours had reference
to the circumstances under which the land
upon which now stands the London Pavilion
Music Hall was let. The matter, it seems,
has been under the consideration of the Board
for some time past, and at the meeting to be
held this Friday, the 15th inst., the Works
and General Purposes Committee of the Board
will present a report,

—

“ Submittiug, in pursuauce of ihe resolution of
the Board of the 3rd of December, 1886, a state-
ment of the facts connected with the lotting of ihe
lanil at Piucadilly-circus :

Reporting the result of an investigation which the
Committee has made into matters arising out of tho
above reference

;

And stating that, in the opinion of the Committee,
Mr. Robertson, of tho Architect’s Department, has
been injudicious in allowing relatives to become
tenants of the Board without informing tho Board

;

but that the Committee does not find that there has
been anything worthy of more sovtre censure.”

We quote these sentences from the Board’s
agenda, but we trust the full report of the
Committee will be published, and that the
whole subject will be fully sifted at tho
meeting of the Board. The public interests,

no less than the interests connected with
building, demand that the proceedings of the
Board and its officers should be beyond sus-
picion. We notice that some members of the
Board are not inclined to take so lenient a
view of Mr. Robertson’s conduct as the Com-
mittee is disposed to do. Mr. Mossop has
given notice that on the motion to agree with
the report of the Committee he will move, as
an amendment :

—

“ That, in view of the circumstances disclosed in
the statement submitted by the Committee, the
Board regrets to be unable to come to any other
conclusion than that it is inexpedient that Mr. T. J,
Robertson should remain in the Board's service

;

and that be be dismissed accordingly.’'

Mr. Price has also given notice of the follow-
ing amendment ;

—

"That, in the opinion of the Board, the conduct
of Mr. Robertson, as detailed in tho report of the
Works and General Purposes Committee, has bten
such as to render it undesirable that he should
remain in the service of the Board.”

Mr. FREDERIC HARRISON’S paper on
“ The Sacredness of Ancient Buildings,”

read at, the annual meeting of the Society for

the Protection of Ancient Buildings, and now
published in the current number of the
Conievxporary Review, is an eloquent and
ably-written appeal on the conservative and
reverential side of the question, as Mr.
Harrison knows so well bow to write. As
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a statement of one side of the question

nothing could be better, and Mr. Harrison

even shows some glimmering of perception

that there is another side, in his reference to

the fact that the clergy regard a church as the

phice where their official work is done, and may,
therefore, naturally be expected to wish to

keep it in repair and even to make additions

to it when necessary. Mr. Harrison, it is true,

stigmatises this feeling as false and dangerous,

*‘a dreadful temptation”; it is something,

however, that a lecturer at the “ Anti - Scrape
Society ” can even recognise the fact that

it is a not unnatural feeling. It is

odd, however, that a student of history

like Mr. Harrison should appear quite blind

to the fact that this worship of ancient

buddings is entirely a recent development of

feeling
;
that when architecture was a living

interest, people would not scruple to remove
any old building to put up one that suited

them better
;
and that the blind worship of

ancient buildings is really an indication of a

country having lost confidence in its future,

and clinging despairingly to the records of its

past. We have read many passages in the

article, however, with pleasure and sympathy
;

among others the following;

—

“ Statues and paintings are the creations of single

Masters. Buildings are the collective growth of

Ages. But for this very reason, what buildings lose

in personal interest they gain in human interest, in

social significance, in historical value. The multi-
plicity of parts iu a great edifice, the vast range of

its power over an infinite series of human souls, the
sacrifices, the endurance, the concentration of efforts

by which it was built up, and the countless genera-
tions of men who have contributed to its beauty
or have been touched by its majesty, give it

a collective human glory, which no statue or
picture ever had,—a glory which is exceeded
only by the great poems of tho world
A great national building is the product of a
nation, and is the school of a nation. And for this

reason it should stand nest in reverence and love

to the great poems of a nation. Ne.vt to the
‘Iliad’ and the ‘Trilogy' comes the Parthenon.
Next to tho ‘Divino Comedy’ the Duomo of

Florence and its adjuncts. Next to Shakspeare and
Milton, the Abbey.”

I
T is a pity that “ A Sanitary Engineer ” who

wrote a letter to the Times on Saturday
last on “ the effects of continued drought on
water supplies,” should have thought it neces-

sary to wind up an otherwise very useful and
sensible letter by a sneer at a what he termed
the “waste of water in foolish fountains.” He
referred especially to the fountains in Trafalgar-

square, and there is no doubt they are poor
concerns enough

;
but it was obvious that the

“ Sanitary Engineer’s” complaint against them
was not that they were poor fountains, but
that they were fountains at all, and that in

such an object as a fountain the sanitary engi-

neering mind sees nothing but a waste of

water. This is only one instance out of many
of the manner in which, doubtless for some wise
purpose, sanitary authorities and professors

seem created usually without any sense of the

beautiful. If the use of water in a fountain
is foolish waste, the use of any material to

produce mere beauty is foolish waste also.

The fact is that a finely-designed and liberally-

supplied fountain is one of the most beautiful

additions that can be made to a public square
or -place; not only a beautiful object, but with
the additional beauty of change and move-
ment

;
as Browning has so finely described it

in his allusion to the fountains before St.

Peter’s :

—

“ How these fountains play
Growing up eternally.

Each to a musical water-tree.”

"VVe should be very glad to see the fountains

in Trafalgar-square removed to give place to

better ones
;
but for any one to talk of foun-

tains as a foolish waste of water is only a

proof of his own insensibility to beautiful

things. There is no more refreshing and
cheering object in a crowded and heated city

than the sight and sound of a fountain, and
we only wish there were more and better ones
in London than there are

.

A new patent, taken out by Mr. T. C. T.

Walrond, Associate Inst. C.E., for facili-

tating the connexion of house-drains with

sewers, deserves notice. The object is to
simplify the making of connexions between
house-drains and street-sewers by the use of a
special junction-pipe or block, the mouth of
which points upwards. When the sewer is

being made pipes are carried up vertically in
the sewer trench without any extra excavation
from the junctions to within a foot or two of

the surface of the road. All deep digging
when the house connexions are laid in is thus
avoided. The junctions may be made to act as

junctions and traps in one. Of course, in

some situations the difficulty of practically

rendering this contrivance available would be
that it would not always be possible to foresee

where future junctions would be required.

But in the case of a street or a building estate

already laid out in lots, the points where con-
nexion will be required can be pretty well

localised, and under such circumstances the
improvement seems calculated to be a very

' practical and useful one.

I
N a pathetic article entitled the Disem-

bowelling of Venice, headed with the text
from Isaiah, “Who hath taken this counsel
against Tyre, the crowning city, whose mer-
chants are princes, whose traffickers are
the honourable of the earth ”

'1 (xxiii. 8),

Signor Giacomo Boni laments the vulgari-

sation of his native city at the hands of the

municipality and bric-a-brac hunters. The
palaces on the Grand Canal, he says, have
been reduced to skeletons

;
the balconies, the

window-openings, are lined with hotel signs or
the placards of furnished apartments, or of

dealers in antiquities, who, “ after stripping our
sumptuous palaces of their ceilings and cornices,

and even the architraves of the doors, are re-

placing them with modern imitations. The
South Kensington Museum has already some
two or three hundred pieces of marvellous
Venetian sculpture, among the rest the marble
tops of our wells. Byzantine, Gothic, and
Renaissance, adorned with ornaments and
symbols, representing the art of eight cen-
turies

;
the emblematical bas-reliefs which

once adorned our ancient houses and the
homes of Mediaeval art guilds

;
balconies, and

complete windows with their dressings. In a

short time the very skeletons of these palaces
will have been carried off piecemeal and rebuilt

in some English park, or perhaps between a
coal - yard and a tannery in Chicago

;
the

Grand Canal will be filled up and the palaces
replaced by five-storied houses with iron roofs,

cement cornices, cast-iron balconies, pale yellow
plaster, and red railings. The apse of the
church of the Frari will be rebuilt, and an
inscription upon it will record that the bricks
were made on purpose, and are of the same
size as those used in the fourteenth century.”
This forecast is, perhaps, not in all respects so

improbable as it at first appears, and the
Venetians will do well to consider that in

divesting their beautiful city of all that
makes it interesting they are in truth killing

the goose with the golden eggs.

During this summer the old seat of the
Fane family at Fulbeck, Lincolnshire, will

be sold at auction. The land lies in Loveden
Wapentake, ten miles distant from Grantham
and Lincoln, and includes a portion of the
well-known Heath sheep range. The manor,
together with its sLx farms of arable and
grazing land, extends over 1,500 acres. The
Fanes settled here in the early years of the
seventeenth century. The parish stands on
Cliflf-row, an acclivity close to the ancient
Ermine Way. Also to be sold is Wrotham
Hill Park, an estate of, say, 800 acres, on the
high chalk hills between Sevenoaks and Maid-
stone, near to Weobley Station. Wrotham is

of considerable antiquity, many remains having
been dug up here which point to British and
Roman settlements. Some ruins of the arch-
bishop’s palace may be found adjacent to St.

George’s parish church. Built in the Early
English and later styles, the church was
founded by William of Wrotham, a governor
of Dover Castle temp. Henry II. His supposed
tomb and coffin were discovered at the restora-

tion of the fabric thirty years ago,
1

The final service at the French Protestant
Church, St. Martin’s-le-Grand, was held

on Sunday, iMay 29th last. Pending the
building of another place of worship, the con-
gregation will meet forawhile in the Athen»un>
Hall, Tottenham Court-road. The demolition!

of the church, and of some oi the neighbour-
ing property, is now in progress, by way of
clearing a site for the enlargement of the
General Post Office. The Great Northern
Railway Depot is removed from the Bull'

and Mouth to new premises in Bread-street,.

Cheapside
;
and Bull and Mouth-street wil3

be eventually built over. The cost of the
new departmental buOding is calculated at

125,000^, exclusive of the ground and compen-
sation awards. In the Parliamentary estimates^

now before the House of Commons an aggre-

gate of 388,000?. is scheduled in respect of
various post-office buildings throughout the-

country.

T
he long-continued sunshine of this summec
has naturally called the attention of house-

holders to outside or sun blinds. Those who
are well off can afford to go to the expense of
putting them up, but even in well-appointed!

houses they are confined to a few rooms. In-

small houses ineffectual attempts are made to
shut out the heat by drawing down Venetian-

or other inside blinds. But they have next to-

none of the effect of an outside covering. In fact,.

Venetian blinds inside a window are some of
the foolish things of the modern builder; if they
are placed outside they are in their propeir

place. The most eflectual of all shields against

the sun and heat are outside wooden shutters,

which ought to be affixed to every country-

house, as they keep out the cold in winter and
the heat in summer. Those, however, whether-

being in town or country, who cannot afford

regular outside blinds, can do much to keep-

out the sun and heat by hanging a piece of
canvas or sacking over the windows from the-

outside. It can be hung to a couple of nails-

above the window, and kept in its place by a.

bit of cord tied to a nail below it.

The
large Agricultural Hall at Islington, not

to be outdone by its larger rival at
Kensington with its “ Olympia,” has beeii

opened under the title of “Arcadia,” but-

though an abundance of flags and streamers,,

plenty of flowers and shrubs, with Chinese-

lanterns and coloured gas - lamps by the-

thousand, have done much to brighten the-

interior aspect of the hall, it is the Agri-
cultural Hall still. In various parts of the-

Hall are erected certain wooden platforms,,

approached by devious inclines as well

as by steps. These platforms are in some-

instances faced or backed by some scene-

painter’s architecture, a la “ Old London.” As-

a matter concerning the public safety, we-

should like to know -whether the erection of
the platforms and steps referred to has been-

supervised by any responsible architect or sur-

veyor ? The handrails when we visited the-

hall on Monday last were (some of them) very-

shaky, while the steps (particularly those af
the back of the arches at the Isbngton Greea
end of the hall) struck us as being very slight-

in construction, and quite inadequate to bear
the “ live loads ” that may come upon them oa
crowded days. It will be well, we think, to
look to this before next Bank Holiday,.

August 1, when no doubt there will be a
very large number of -visitors to “ Arcadia.’”

We cannot say much for the entertainment.

What we saw of it was of the ordinary music-

hall “variety” type, with a great deal of dan-
gerous gymnastics and profitless contortion o£
the human body. A feature of the place is the-

large water-fall at the Liverpool-read end of
the hall, immediately under the clock. Thi&
has been built by Mr. Dick Radclyttfe at a
cost, it is stated, of 6001. The water for the
“ fall ” is pumped into two large tanks, one on
the gallery floor and one above it just below-

the level of the clock. The eftect is very-

good.

I
*HE Summer Exhibition of water-colours and)

sketches at the Dudley Gallery is not very
much to speak of, but contains soma pretty
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things. Mr. Arthur Severn has one of his
brilliant experiments in colour, “ Misty
Morning at Sea” (49), with a red sunrise and
golden reflections on the waves, represented
with a brilliancy which is startling at first

sight, but which improves on acquaintance.
Architectural subjects are rather numerous.
Mr. Harry Goodwin contributes a good study of
Boston Tower and Lichfield, and Mr. Medlycott
takes Kouen Cathedral and Westminster; in the
4atter, however (147), the proportions of the
"Victoria Tower are too broad and stunted.
Mr. Newton Benett’s Thames scenes (64, 71),
are very delicate and refined, if a little
wanting in force, and Mr. R. A. K. Marshall,
whose name we do not remember, has shown
«ome charming work, minute in detail without
losing atmospheric effect, in “Cottages near
Chirk” (184) and “The Valley of the Test”
i(205). Mr. Waterford’s “ Our Lord among the
Doctors in the Temple ” (28) would be well
suited for a decorative work in mosaic or
ifresco, for which it is, perhaps, intended.
Among other drawings worth picking out are
a still-life subject, a study of old books (22),
by Mr. Block

;
“ The Edge of the Common ”

^37), by Mr. P . Ghent, a landscape of much
beauty

; Mr. Howard Gaye’s “ Stokesay
C^tle” (113), a good architectural subject;
The Last Gleam of Sunlight” (137), by Mr.

Hiscox,—rather stagy, but powerful
;

“ The
Sand-pit ” (220), by Mr. Claude Hayes, an
unusual drawing in tone and treatment, cer-
tainly fine, but looking rather like an attempt
to imitate an old water-colour of the pre-
<5hromatic period

; Mr. Hanford’s “ A Field
Bool” (246), a study of twilight effect

; Mr.
Brand’s “ Twilight on the Tiber ” (200) ;

Mr.
Arthur Severn’s “Fir Island, Coniston ” (194)-
and Mr. Dixey’s “An EastCoa.st Village” (77),
seen dark against the sky from flat marshy land

Knight’s large drawing.
The Rock above Lake Idwal” (177), is a

grandly-drawn subject, but wholly unreal in
colour

; the artist’s own inventions in colour
have run away with him.

not find Mr. Butterworth’s evidence ” in the
records of the Fitzalan (Chantry case. No
wonder.

A VISIT TO THE FORTH BRIDGE.
In the Builder for January 2, 1886, we gave

a good many constructional details of the Forth
Bridge, as well as a small view of it as it would
appear when complete, and an account of the
works up to that date. More recently we have
published (Builder, April 23, 1887) the very
full and technical account of the work on the
foundations, famished by Mr. Middleton, the
contractor’s engineer during that period of the
works, to the Civil and Mechanical Engineers’
Society. At a future stage of the work we
shall probably be able to give further technical
details. But these, though of the most value
to practical men, do little to give an idea of the
real scale of the work which is being carried on
at the Firth of Forth, and of the bold nature
of the undertaking. Mr. Baker’s lecture at the
Royal Institution a few weeks back, to which
we referred, did something, aided by the
fine series of photographs shown by the
lantern, to convey an idea of the scale
of the bridge to those who have not
seen it

; but only a visit to the work itself
can enable any one to realise the actual bigness
of it. Mr. Baker’s photographs, however,

work, after being first drawn to scale on paper,
being set oat on this floor full-size

j and very
complicated work some of this detailing must
be, considering the number of steel plates of
which each portion is built and the accurate
fitting required at junctions. The moulding-
loft contained, at the time of onr visit, an
“architectural” model also, of the arch which
is to crown the last stone pier before the steel
portion of the bridge commences, and through
which the railway is to run. This arch, which
has to come on the top of the last stone pier
shown in our first sketch, is a little larger
than the Marble Arch; not, it must bo
admitted, equal to that in design, but
more suitable to the situation. The other
sheds are filled with machines for dealing
with mild steel in various ways

;
planing

and trimming machines, crawling slowly back-
wards and forwards along the edge of a plate;
circular saws, moving with what seems very slow
revolution, but which has been found to be the
most effectaal in shearing through soft steel

;

hydraulic presses for giving the requisite curve
to the plates, which are placed on a concave bed
of the required curve, a convex “ squeezer” of
the same curve coming down on the plate and
settling the job in a moment. Everything is

slung and moved by hydraulic cranes; there is

no lifting of heavy weights by manual labour.
Outside the sheds a travelling drilling machine

pAShill'iG through the Inner Temple the

^ other day, we were moved to turn aside
Tor a few yards to look upon Goldsmith’s
tomb, which, as many of our readers know, is
just to the north of the eastern end of the
Temple Church, hut outside the churchyard
Tailings, in the midst of a somewhat neglected
-epace or court at present partly used as a
«tone-yard. The tomb consists of a simple
coped stone, inscribed on one side with the
words “ Here lies Oliver Goldsmith,” and on
toe other with the dates of his birth and death.
The coped slab is quite unprotected, and the
inscriptions are fast becoming obliterated,

—

{lartly by the action of the weather, but
partly also from certain scratches on
toe stone) by the feet of light-hearted juveniles,
who perhaps find the tomb a convenient coign
^f ’vantage for playing at “ I’m the King of
toe Castle.” We wonder that something has
cot long since been done to protect and keep

of the author of
The Vicar of Wakefield.”

Fig. l.~Approach to the Bridge from the Queensfsrry Side.

AT Messrs. Bellman & Ivey’s Gallery in

^ Piccadilly is a small but interesting collec-
tion of sculpture, including a bronze reduction
of the very fine statue of “Diana,” by M.
halguiire, which was in this year’s Salo 7i,—
one of the most spirited ideals of the goddess
of the chase that has been seen. A full-size
•teonze of the bust is also there

; the head is
of very original type. Among other interest-
ing works are M. La Vingtre’s terra-cotta
•statuette, “At the Fountain,” and some spirited
'little clay sketches by Mr. Alfred Drury.

•^HE T^hes has not yet, after the lapse of a

^ week, discovered its blunder about “ Mr.
Butterworth,” in spite of having had a letter
with the -right name in its own columns in the
interim. On Wednesday it printed a letter
9rom Mr. Butterfield, signed with his name,
Jut on Thursday the reporter of the case of
rthe Louth Chapel, in replying to a letter ofMr Freeman’s, thinks better of it, and goes
back to “ Mr. Butterworth ” again. Mr. Free- ..or, o. oue u. .ao socoe .» ma. ou. ou

an, -in writing on the subject, said, “ he could immense drawing loft, all the details of the iron

stimulated the imagination so far as to lead us to
the conclusion that life was not worth living
without seeing the Forth Bridge, and accord-
ingly we found ourselves not very long after-
wards disembarking at the mean-looking little

roadside station of Dalmeny, about fifty minutes
by rail from Edinburgh and twenty minutes’
walk from the head of the bridge works. A
few notes of impressions on the spot may assist

others who have not been there to understand
the real nature of the work, which is un-
questionably the boldest engineering under-
taking of which we have any record.

Walking from the station, we come first to
the workshops for preparing the various por-

tions of the structure; for everything is set out
and made on shore, the plates being afterwards
numbered, taken to pieces, to be put together
again in situ. Those work-yards extend for a
considerable distance along the southern bank of
the Firth, near to, but not close on, the shore,

except at the point where the bridge head is

reached. At the entrance to the work-yard is

the house for the resident staff, and for the
accommodation of the chief engineers on their

frequent visits. The illusion in regard to scale

which meets one throughout the work, and
is only gradually dissipated, begins in the
work-yards, for the extent of these is so
great and the constructions dealt with generally
are so large, that it is difficult to realise at first

that the portion of one of the large angle tubes
for the main piers, which is lying along after

being built up, is really 12 ft. in diameter. The
upper story of one of the sheds is laid out as an

is working ou the plates of a portion of one of
the tubes, holes being drilled by hard steel
drills working under a jet of water directed on
the point; these cut out the mild steel in long
thin spiral ribands which strew the ground
beneath. lu other places the operation of
riveting up by a hydraulic riveter was going on ;
“ pretty,” as Pepys would have said, to see the
red-hot nut of the bolt, at one stroke of the
riveter, crushed, cooled, and polished into
a smooth semicircular boss, giving a remarkably
neat finish to the portion of the riveting which
has been thus worked. Hydraulic riveting,
however, cannot be applied in all situations.
Going down on to the road skirting the shore,

we proceed towards the first, or Queensferry
pier, along the temporary bridge and road
which have been formed by the side of the
stone piers carrying the shore ends of the
viaduct. The appearance of things from this
point of view is indicated in the first of the
sketches appended. On the left are the lofty
granite piers carrying the viaduct, and which
in themselves constitute what would once have
been thought a great engineering work, but
which is completely dwarfed by the magnitude
of the cantilever portion of the bridge. This
dwarfing, however, is not apparent from this
point of vie'w. The steel pier does not show its
real size any more in the reality than in our
sketch; there is nothing to give scale to it, and
in perspective it appears close to the last of the
stone piers. It is difficult to realise from this
point that the structure beyond, now wanting
only the top member or crosshead, is 350 ft.

high, and that each of the tubes shown is 12 ft-
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diameter. (The tubes are a little too thick
in proportion in the sketch.) The cylindrical

excrescences clinging round the top of each
tnbo are the cages invented by Mr. Arrol, the
contractor, for the safety of the men. They
are built with vertical bars, with the spaces
between filled in with wire netting. The men
work inside this, buildmg up the plates, and as

the tnbular structure progresses, the cage is

pushed up in advance of it
;
so that the tube

forms to a great extent its owm scaffolding.

Proceeding till we get under the pier, we at

last realise the size of the thing we have come
to look at. The space included within the
four angle piers is quite a large area, crammed,
of course, with all the dtfbris of builders’ opera-
tions, while here and there a red flag warns
people off places which are dangerous, owing to

the chance of falling bodies from work going on
above. The angle tubes go up like leaning
towers into the air. Above there is a compli-
cated mass of wind-braces, scaffolding, and
tackle, which obstructs the view to the top, and

this sketch are seen two of Mr. Arrol’s" cages”
clinging round the tubes. Arrived at the top,

we find ourselves on a broad scaffolding cover-

ing nearly all the space included between the
members of the pier

5
from this there is a

glorious view over the Firth and the adjoining
country; and, which is more to the purpose,
from this point we can realise batter than
anywhere else the nature of the undertaking.
Let the visitor bear in mind that he
is here 350 ft. above sea level, on the top of

a construction of immense proportions and
enormous weight

;
let him look out at the next

pier, the Inchgarvic pier, a third of a mile off;

and let him reflect that from the erection he
stands on, a construction equally massive and
heavy iu its parts, and nearly twice as long, is

to be built out horizontally into mid-air over
the sea, without any possibility of scaffolding,

by men working in squirrel cages stuck on to

the end of the tubes, and pushed on as the tubes
arebuilr, aud he will probably agree with os that

this is an engiueering project calling not only

[July 16, 1887.

complete and stable iu itself, and the next
section can be proceeded with in the same
manner. The temporary supports for the lower
members are in themselves of a tolerably per-

manent kind, and at the time of our visit

temporary “ temporary” slings were being
adjusted for this purpose, which, it may be
mentioned, were formed from some of the
links of Old Hammersmith Bridge, which have
come in very usefully, aud seem to be in very
good condition.

"We asked one question at headquarters'

which we thought a crucial one, and the
answer to which we promised to keep a secret

if desired, viz., how long do the engineers, in

their inner conscience, believe that an enormous
iron structure like that, with such an outer

and inner area of plate surface, will last ? Mr.
Baker, however, has every faith in it from that

point of view
;
he is of opinion that, properly

looked after, there is no reason why it should

not stand for 500 years. Provision has been

made for getting at every part of it
;
there aro

Fig. 2.

—

Balf.ivay up the Queensferry Pier, showing Main
Angle Tube and Cross Braces.

Pig, 3 ,—Near the Top of the Queensferry Pier, looking doum*

on Masonry Pier aiid Viaduct.

prevents one taking in the whole. We can go
np very expeditiously, however, in one of the
two travelling-cages which work with guides

on a couple of steel ropes stretched till they
are rigid : the cage being drawn up a rope
wound by a steam-engine below, and fitted with
a patent clip warranted to hold on the guide-
ropes if the suspender breaks. The ascent
between these vast bones, so to speak, of

the structure, is curious and picturesque in

effect. In sketches 2 and 3 we give remi-
niscences of the effect of the structure as
seen from two points on the temporary ladders
fixed on the wind bracing. They are both
looking towards the Queensferry side of the
Firth, and will perhaps give some idea of the
look of things up here, and the appearance of

these great tabular girders soaring up into the
air. No. 2 is taken just at the half-way point,

where the great cross-braces at the side inter-

sect
;
No. 3 is about 60 ft. or 70 ft. perhaps from

the top, and in this is shown the masonry pier
before mentioned, far below, and reduced to

very secondary position. At the upper part of

for scientific knowledge and experience, but for

no little courage, on the part both of engineer

and artisans. A vivid idea is given of the

nature of this part of the work by the appear-

ance of the portions of lower members of the
cantilevers already finished, as shown in

sketch 4, taken from the top of one of the

four circular granite piers which form the base
of the steel pier. Here the portion of the canti-

lever tube which is completed is shown projecting

out into mid-air like the bowsprit of a huge
ship, with the workmen’s cage at the end of it;

and in that way and by that means it is to be
carried on. (At the time of the sketch being

taken the cage was nob being used, aud the

netting had been removed, leaving only the

frame-work.) The cantilevers at opposite sides

of the main pier are, of course, carried on simul-

taneously, in order to balance each ofcher, and
the plan is to commence with the lower member
of the cantilever; then to sling it np tem-
porarily and execute an equal length of the top
member and the cross braces which connect the

two
;
this section of the cantilever will then be

manholes in every tube and in the diaphragmo
throughout them, and steel ladders formed in.

the interior of the tubes. It is to be hoped air

inlets have been provided also; it would be.

rather a stupid kind of death to bo stifled at the

top or bottom of a long tube.

The cantilevers are only just commenced v

and there is no doubt this is the most difficult

and anxious part of the work
;
but we antici-

pate its successful accomplishment.

It will, no doubt, be objected by some that

I

the bridge is a verv* ugly erection
;
that wasour

own impression the first time we saw a sketch of

the design. But the fact is that you donotfeeV

this after seeing the work itself. It is so
immense that it fascinates by its very size, and
so difficult an undertaking that one feels that

decorative considerations would be out of place;

the problem is to do it at all. Every architect

who is in the way of doing so should see this

extraordinary work. He may not think it

beautiful, but he will probably come away with

the conviction that Gothic vaults were not such

very big things after all.
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NOTES FROM DURHAM AND AUCKLAND
CASTLE.

Bisnop Hatfield’s magnificent hall at Durham
Castle, now the Dining-hall of the University,

has recently received the much-needed addition

of an oak screen and gallery at the lower end,

from the designs of Mr. C. Hodgson Fowler.
The rich llenaissance screen erected by Bishop
Cosin, during his magnificent tenure of the See
(1660-1674), was ruthlcssley swept away in

1849, under the iconoclastic rule of Dean Wad-
dington and Archdeacon Thorp, together with
the sumptuous mantelpiece and panelling which
hid the bareness of the walls. The whole was a
gorgeous specimen of its style, with Ionic terms,
broken pediments, arabesque escutcheons, and
swags of foliage, on every account deserving
preservation. Mr. Fowler has, very wisely, not
attempted to reproduce Cosin’s work, but has
formed his design in accordance with the best
examples of medimval ball-screens, the tradi-

tional arrangements of which he has carefully

followed. The centre is solid, with a sideboard

below, and a square projection rising from a
curved soffit in the gallery above, and a wide
two-leaved door on either side. The front of

the gallery and the centre and flanks of the
screen are covered with well-designed Perpen-
dicular panelling, in which a little greater depth
of moulding and vigour of outline would have
given more effectiveness to an excellent work.
The picturesque Ionic porch with which

Cosin masked Bishop Hatfield’s fourteenth-

century arched doorway, from the friable nature
of the stone, has gradually fallen into a state of

almost dangerous decay. All the four columns
are much weather-worn, and one is reduced to

such exceeding tenuity that it reminds one of

a stick of barley-sugar which a child has >

vigorously sucked. It is to bo hoped that when
the needed restoration takes place the old mis-
chievous principle of restoring away Reuaissance
work, because it is not Gothic, which has swept
away so many beautiful and interesting features

in the Castle as well as in the Cathedral, will

not be revived, but that though Cosin’s wood-
work is gone,—probably burnt,—Cosin’s porch
will be allowed still to bear witness to the
princely liberality of that great “ prince
palatine,” and that the repair may be done by
some sympathetic hand.

The windows of Bishop Tunstall’s late but

charming little chapel in the Castle cry out
loudly for stained glass. The modern panelled
desk-frents assort but poorly, either in colour or
design, with the gorgeously rich bench-ends with
heavy poppy-heads in black oak bearing Bishop
Ruthall’s arms (1509 - 1523), brought from
Auckland Castle, or with Cosin’s screen and
gallery. The walls of the sanctuary are lined

with some good examples of “ intarsiatura ”

panelling representing Apostles and Evangelists
brought from the cathedral, or some other sacred
building.

The original three-aisled Norman chapel of

Bishop Walcher (1081- 1096), with its tall

cylindrical pillars bearing up its vaulted roof, its

herring-bone pavement, and raised platform for

the three altars, one at the end of each aisle,

still serves as the thoroughfare to Salvin’s
Keep. It is to be wished that so interesting

a building were better cared for, and treated
with greater reverence.
The newly-erected Lecture-rooms and Ex-

amination-halls on the Palace green, both with-
out and within, powerfully recall a second-rate
Board school. A more bald uninteresting work
we have seldom seen. With such e.\'cellent

architectural skill at their doors the Univei’sity

authorities have little excuse for giving an
illustration of the old saying, ” Go further and
fai*e worse.” The cold blue slates arc so offen-

sive to the eye, and render the lecture-rooms so
intolerably hot, that it has been resolved to

exchange them for grey Stonesfield slates.

The Chapel of Auckland Castle is receiving
a costly process of adoimment, at the expense
of the present Bishop, whose munificence is as
remarkable as his learning, under the general
superintendence of Mr. Hodgson Fowler. The
total cost will not be much under 4,000L The
truth of the tale that this chapel was originally

the hall of the Episcopal palace, and was con-

verted to its present use by Bishop Cosin, the

former chapels,—there were originally two,
one over the other,—having been pulled down
by Sir Arthur Haselrigge to erect his mansion,
which in its turn was demolished by Cosin,

indignant at the sacrilege, which bad been
doubted by some, on the ground of the ecclesias-

tical character of the building, and its proper
orientation, has been fully substantiated during
the progress of the repairs. On lowering the
ground at the cast end the three archways
opening respectively to the buttery, kitchen,

and pantry, which are so certain a mark of

a Medimval ball, were discovered built up in

the wall, as well as the putlog-holes of the

gallery floor, traces of the outside staircase

to which, and the door leading to it, are to

be seen in the south wall. Though Cosin is

accredited with having built the chapel, be
did DO more than restore a half-ruined

building, putting in new windows, and erecting

a lofty clearstory and panelled ceiling. The
stalls and other furniture, of great richness,

are also his work. The arcade of four bays, the
arches supported by the “ divers pillars of black

marble,” described by Leland, in ” the great
banlle ” (the same Frostorley marble which gives

its character to the chapel of Nine Altars in

Durham Cathedral) is of Early English date,

but not all of one period, the westernmost piers

having the square abacus of the Transitional

style. The wall-shafts of the original roof at

a lower level, rendered purposeless by the
erection of Cosin's lofty clearstory, have had
meaning given to them by being made to

support angels, with expanded wings, carved in

oak.

The chief new feature in the chapel is the

lofty panelled oak rerodos, in three compart-
ments and two tiers, designed by Mr. Fowler,
containing very well executed groups and
figures in alto-relievo, the work of Belgian
artists. The principal subject is the Crucifixion,

occupying the central panel in the upper tier.

The other panels contain statues of apostles,

martyrs, and local Northumbrian saints,— St.

Oswald, St. Hilda, St. Cuthbert, &c. The whole
finishes with a projecting concave comice.
Below the reredos, the rotable of the altar is^

formed by a long panel of polished brass, set in-

Frosterley marble, exhibiting in ten arched
compartments the various instruments of the-

Passion in coloured enamel. The wings of the-

altar are of hangings of rich stuffs of subdued
hues. The three eastern windows contain
excellent glass of very pleasing, calm hues, the

work of Messrs. Burlison & Grylls, who are

also responsible for some other parts of the

decoration. The whole of the work of the

chapel displays an exquisite feeling for colour,

which we have so often to feel the want of in-

more gorgeous and pretentious works. At each
angle of the sacrarium stands a tall brass

candlestick on a circular Frosterley marble base.

A portion of a black marble altar-slab, retaining

two of its five crosses, rescued from base uses

in the kitchen, has been appropriately converted

into a credence-table. In addition to the ordinary
choir-stalls, Cosin erected a range of elbowed
stalls along tlie aisle wall on either side, below
the windows, quite up to the east end. The bare
space above these has been relieved by a dull--

green dado, bearing the arms of the bishops in-

t^heir proper tinctures. The aisle windows,
three on each side, which are now disfigured by
a travestie of Cosin’s “fret” in cold blue on-

white glass (the tinctures being really “or oa
azure”), are to be filled with new glass illustra-

tive of the history of the see of Durham by the

same artists who have so successfully executed

the east windows. A new canopied stall for the

Bishop in the return at the west end shows-

how fully Mr. Fowler has entered into the

feeling of Cosin’s Renaissance work. Nothing
has as yet been done to the ceiling, which is

flat and of panelled wood. It would be im-
proved by being relieved with some gilding and
a little colour. The good taste which has ruled

the whole work is a guarantee against any of

the gaudiness which so often offends us in

modern attempts at polychrome.

At Durham Cathedral nothing has been done
calling for remark since the restoration of the

choir by the late Sir Gilbert Scott, beyond the

addition of some stained-glass windows, reflect-

ing great credit on JJessrs. Clayton & Bell, by
whom the whole series has been executed. Few
cathedrals, if any, have been equally fortunate

in having all their principal windows filled with

glass by the same artists, and on one plan. All

the windows are good, but the “ Te Denm ”

window on the south transept and the “ Joseph ”

window in the Chapel of Nine Altars deserve

special commendation.
It is to be regretted that the niches of the

unique tabernacled Nevile-screen behind the

altar still remain vacant. Some little while

since there was a proposition to restore the

statues which augured well, but though ener-

getically advocated in influential quarters, the

decided opposition of some and the Inkewarm
support of others have, though we hope only

for a brief period, suspended the work.
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The altar itself has received an appropriate
ornament in the shape of a gilt metal altar-

crosa, designed by Mr. J. B. Clayton, of the firm
of Clayton & Bell, and executed by Messrs.
Barkentin & KralU It is the offering of
Mrs. Lake, the wife of the present dean,
and nine other ladies of the diocese. It is a
costly and elaborate work of art, on which
the designer has evidently spent thought
and pains. But owing to the effect of a full-

sized model not having been previously tried, it

fails to fill its place adequately. Nothing,we may
say, is more deceptive than the dimensions of a
large building, and it is impossible for the most
accurate eye so to carry away its proportions as
to be sure that any new piece of furniture will

be in harmony with its surroundings unless an
actual experiment is first made. As it is, the
Durham cross looks dwarfish,—though not so
painfully diminutive as the still more costly
altar-cross at Ely,—and for want of being an
inch or two higher, the horizontal bar falls in

the same line with a string-course of the reredos,
and loses distinctness. Common sense so plainly
dictates that the effect of such a design should
be proved before it is executed that we are sur-

prised that this preliminary step is not more
often taken. A bit of planking, or even a piece
of mill-board, cut to shape, would be enough to
prevent an irremediable error. Mr. Clayton, in
his design, has evidently desired to avoid the
commonplace, and to make a new departure in

altar-crosses. His wish is commendable, but
the way he has carried it out is hardly happy.
Instead of the usual circular or polygoual base
of equal sides, his cross rises from an elongated
octagonal podium supporting a little bit of brass
panel work pierced with four traceried windows,
and terminating in as many pinnacles. The
ordinary treatment is to us more pleasing. The
lower part of the stem is formed of a cluster of

shafts supporting a bold projecting cornice,

from which the cross proper rises, connected
with the cornice by bold spiral sprays of foliage.

The arms, which are not equal, the lower being
the longer, end in square medallions set round
with “bobs” of rock crystal, which might be
well spared, and containing the evangelistic
symbols on white metal. The centre is formed
by a large rock crystal surrounded with red
camelians. The stem is crocketod, giving it an
unhappy resemblance to a fish’s backbone, or
a sword-fish’s snout. The cross would have been
more effective if the design had been simpler
and its proportions more harmonious. The
exeentionis good. BishopCosin’s stately Renais-
sance silver candlesticks are to be brought into

keeping with the cross by gilding. The ends
of the retable now showing bare bits of deal
require concealing by an extension of the
hangings.

Jlksiraiions.

COMPETITIVE DESIGNS FOE THE
IMPEHIAL INSTITUTE.

INCE last week we have obtained, after
a great deal more delay and difficulty

than there ought to have been about
so simple a matter, the loan of the principal
drawings from among the Imperial Institute
designs, in order to have them photographed
under more favourable conditions. We there-
fore give the perspective of the fine design by
Messrs. Aston Webb and Ingress Bell over
again, to a larger size and as an extra illustra-

:

tion, in order to do better justice to it. We
also here subjoin the following remarks by the
authors on their design, which were sent by
them too late for publication in our last :

—

“ In preparing this design it was considered
of first importance to impart as far as possible
a monumental character to the building, and by
displaying the museum galleries, with a central
block for the Institute offices, some expression
would be ^ven to the various uses of the build-
ing; and in order to prominently connect it

with the Queen’s reign the main tower was
detached and devoted entirely as a personal
memorial of the sovereign, in the same way as
the Albert Memorial is in Hyde Park.
A round-arch style was selected as giving

increased dignity to the buildings, and delicacy
and precionsness of enriohment were aimed at
by the engrafting on it of Renaissance detail.
The building was set back 100 ft. from the
road, with a central square for the detached
tower, and sunk gardens on either side required
by the levels of the groand; the whole being

laid out with architectural surroundings and
sculpture.

The central entrance leads to a hall with a
group of offices on either side for the societies
and others, with a staircase to each block

;

beyond were the public entrance to the museums
and the grand staircase, and also the entrance
to the great reception-hall

;
towards the gardens

in the quiet were placed the libraries and read-
ing-rooms, centrally situated for both the
musenm blocks.

Access to tho museums for the delivery and
removal of exhibits was obtained at either side
on the basement level.”

We give also a perspective view and plan of
the graceful design submitted by Mr. T. G.
Jackson. The following extract from his report
explains his views in regard to the design :

—
“ In its general arrangement, the plan falls

naturally into two parts,—^lab, the Institute proper,
and 2Dd, tho Museum, with its galleries. These
two parts, it seems to me, should be distinct,

though placed in direct communication with one
another

;
for, while the officials of the Institute

would require ready access to the Museum, .the
Museum and Exhibition galleries would be resorted
to by the general public, who would have no busi-
ness inside the Institute. In my plan, the Institute
forms a compact quadrangular block facing the new
road, with the Museum behind it, and communi-
cating with it at two points on each floor. To
insure ready communication between the various
departmeutsjof the Institute, I have grouped them
in four wings round a central space.
Beyond the entrance-hall is a spacious crush-room,

with two large staircases, each 10 ft. wide, loading
to the great hall.

The great hall and great conference-room are
placed together in continuation, of one another, and
form a magnificent suite of rooms stretching along
the whole north side of tho interior quadrangle.
These rooms would be handsomely finished with
ceilings of ornamental plaster and oak panelling
part of the way up the walls, and the vestibule
would be decorated with marble columns and door-
cases, mosaic floora, and moulded plaster ceilings.

The library occupies the first floor in the right-
hand part of the front, and the various reading-
rooms are placed in contiguity with it.

The rooms for the Royal Colonial Institute and
Royal Asiatic Society look to the front, and occupy
the first and second floors in the left-hand wing.
The sample rooms occupy the ground-floor under

the great ball, and are lighted by large windows
with a north aspect.
The museum and exhibition galleries are arranged

round a series of courts on the northern side of tho
site behind the institute proper. In the centre is a
great quadrangle, of which tho back of the institute

f^orms one side, and in the buildings forming the
other three sides I should propose to place the
museum of permanent exhibits.

Archilectural Design .—It has been somewhat diffi-

cult to decide how to design a building standing
about half-way between objects so diverse as the
huge mass of the Albert Hall on one hand, and the
group of Mr. Waterhouse’s lofty towers on the other.
The main building cannot conveniently bo very
lofty, and certainly cannot be made to bear com-
parison with the huge bulk of the Albert Hall. I

therefore thought it best to interpose my great
quadrangle and museums, which, though they might
not entirely hide the Albert Hdl, would have the
effect of dividing the two buildings distinctly from
one another.

The best way, in my opinion, of giving proper
dignity to the Institute is to crown it with a lofty
tower, which is of itself a monumental and appro-
priate feature. I have therefore made the central
feature of my design a great tower, 48 ft. square at
the base, which rises to the height of 300 ft. The
upper part would contain a clock, and might be
furnished with a carillon of bells.

The building is designed to be of red brick with
dressings of Portland stone. The style is that of
the Early Renaissance of the beginning of the
seventeenth century.
Estimating the main building at Is. per cubic

foot, tho tower at Is. 6d., and the museum sur-
rounding the great quadrangle at 9d,, the Institute,
exclusive of the additional exhibitions, would cost
under 250,OOOL, the sum to which the competing
architects were limited.”

We give also this week the perspective view,
section, and plan of the design by Messrs.
Deane & Son, of which wo have already spoken
as in its main idea the most suitable and monu-
mental of all. Messrs. Deane & Son write :

—

“ In preparing our design wo have had principally
before our minds the greatness of the occasion, and
we consider that cost in reason should be no
hindrance to the carrying out of such a work, which
is to be for ever a monument of the greatness of
England and her Colonies, and a worthy memorial
also of the Jubilee of Queen Victoria

;
and we were

encouraged in the belief (that the cost would not
be a hindrance), by the instructions given by the
committee, which stated that at present the cost

should not exceed 250,000^., but that architect®
wore to show how much of the design they sub*
mitted could be done for that amount.
In consequence, we made our design (which

included far more accommodation than we were
asked for), hoping that we should have an oppor-
tunity of giving an explanation, and pointing out
where we could modify our design,—or rather what
portions, for the present, we should propose to
omit if it was found to exceed 250,000^.
We have had an estimate given to us by Messrs.

J. & W. Beckett, of Dublin, who are the contractors
for our Science and Art Museum and National
Library, a copy of which wo enclose.
This gives a total estimated cost of 347,127f.,

equal to 9d. per foot cube all round, including steps,
landings, and portico, and it will be seen that
although it exceeds the amount, yot it would be
perfectly easy to bring it within the cost, without
permanently mutilating the design or reducing the
accommodation below the present requirements.
We think, however, as we did from tho first,

that our design falls short of what is due to the
occasion, and we should like to have seen it a work
of such a character as the Romans would have done
under the circumstances, with open courts for
statuary and fountains, and with detached buildings,
each with a distinct object ; but it was utterly
impossible to do this, and we were too much tied

down by the instructions (sketchy as they were),
and the site, but in a small way we thought we had
conceived something of the right sort in our amphi-
theatre.

Nobody, however, seems to have understood it

or our feeling about it or the necessity of such a
place. It would have been perfectly splendid sur-

rounded with marble statues, and from a utilitarian

point of view easily convertible into a huge hail for

exhibitions such as periodically occur. We appear
to have been the only architects in the competition
who completed the whole scheme, showing sections

and back elevations of future extension (part of

which was the amphitheatre), and we fear we were
supposed, therefore, to have included all the work
we showed in our estimate, whereas wo left all

future work in outline as directed.”*

SELECTED DESIGN FOR EDINBURGH
PUBLIC LIBRARY.

The site upon which this building is about to

be erected is a peculiar one, in respect that the
two streets which form its east and south
boundaries are at different levels, and, as its

name implies, George IT. Bridge crosses the
Cowgate, at a height of 48 feet above the level

of that street. The adjoining buildings to the

north are of great height, and the difficulty had
to be overcome of covering up the rough mutual
gable, and at the same time leaving an area for

access and light next the bridge. This has
been done by projecting the principal staircase

forward to the building line of the adjoining

tenement, while keeping the main part of the
building 10 feet back from the parapet of the

bridge.

The of the design of the building is to

secure abundance of light equally on all four

sides of the three large rooms—the general

reading room, the lending library, and the

reference library. This has been attained by
the adoption of the cruciform plan. The arms
are short in length, and tho whole end of each
arm is occupied with large windows, so that

ample light in every direction is obtained. The
four angles which fill up the space between the

cross form and the square outline of the site

are occupied respectively with the public stair-

case from the Cowgate to the libraries, service

stair, and rooms for staff, book stores, and
grand staircase to reference library.

Tho principal entrance is on the level of

George IV. Bridge, giving access to a columned
vestibule, at one end of which is the stair «p
to the reference room, and at the other the

stair down to the general reading room. In
the centre of the vestibule and directly oppo-
site the main entrance are the doors to the

lending library, which is disposed in much the

same way as the telling room of a bank, the

work to be performed being much the same in

both cases. The centre area formed by the

intersection of the arms of the cross is given

np to the public, and is surrounded by the

service counter, over which the books will pass

between the public and the attendants. The
book-shelves will be principally at right angles

to the windows, for good lighting, and are so

arranged that every book can be reached with-

out the aid of steps or ladders, and are within

a pace or two of the attendants’ place at the

counter. To the right and left of the doorway

* This wks quite obvious in the dr&wings.—£o.
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aro the catalogues, while indicators placed at

each section -will inform readers whether the
books they wish are in or not. The shelving in

this room and the adjacent book store will

accommodate 63,450 volumes, calculated at 10
volumes to each square foot of vertical shelf

elevation.

The reference library upon the first floor

ahoue George IV. Bridge will have shelving to

contain within itself 72,651 volumes, and the

adjoining book store—which will be constructed
upon the well system, with glass roof and
sparred iron floors at 8 feet heights—will con-

tain 35,253 volumes, giving a total for the

reference department of 107,904 volumes, cal-

culated at 8 vols. to each square foot of vertical

shelf elevation. It will be capable of accom-
modating 160 male readers, and 36 female
readers in the wing or arm of the cross, set

apart and screened off for the use of ladies.

The newspaper and general reading room
occupies the first floor below George IV. Bridge,

and is reached both from that street and from
the Cow'gate by straight flights of steps 6 feet

broad. This room is of the same size and shape
as the reference room, and has in connexion
with it a separate room for juveniles, and one
for the higher-closs magazines. The walls upon

this floor will be tiled to a height of 12 feet
above the floor.

The work-rooms for the staff are placed on
the floor below, and the machinery for heating,
ventilating, and electric lighting upon the
ground floor or Cowgate level.

The building will be of fire-proof construc-
tion

}
the external face of the walls to George

IV. Bridge, and the Cowgate will be of Stir-

lingshire or Northumberland stone, finely

scabbled on face, the steps of stairs of cement
concrete, and the walls lined with w’ell-glazed

tiles. The estimated cost is 3O,OO0Z.

The architect is Mr. G. Washington Browne.

Plan
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Design
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THE BMTISn SCHOOL AT ATHENS.
As wc briefly mentioned in our last (p. 57),

I tho first annual meeting of tie subscribers to
I the British .School at Athens was held on the
: <)th inst. Tlie Earl of Carnarvon was in the

chair, and there were present, among other ladies

ond gentlemen, Sir C. T. Newton, Professor
Jebb, the Earl of Morley, the Itev. Charles
Evans, Sir P. Pollock, Mr. E. A. Bond, Mr. G.

I Godwin, Mr. Watkiss Lloyd, Professor Percy
' Gardner, Mr. Walter Leaf, and the secretary,
Mr. George A. Macmillan. Letters of apology
for non-attendance were read from M. Gen-
nadiue, the Greek Minister, the Bishop of

Durham, Sir Erederic Leighton, P.R.A., the
Provost and the Head Master of Eton, and the
Dean of St. Paul’s.

The Secretary, Mr. George A. Macmillan,
road the report, of which the following are the
most important passages :

—

At the last meeting, on October 19, 1886, it was
announced that the school building* was complete,
and that a very competent Director had been tound
for the first year in the person of Mr. F. C. Penrose.
It was further stated that an income of 400f. a year
had been provisionally secured for three years.
Mr. Penrose went out to Athens early in November,
and about the middle of December Mr. Ernest
Gardner, Fellow of Gonville and Caius College,
Cambridge, and now Craven University student,
was admitted as the first student of the school.
Two months later the Oxford Craven Fellow, Mr.
David G. Hogarth, of Magdalen College, was
admitted. Later in the session two more students,
Mr. 0. J. Jasonides, of Athens, and Mr. Rupert
Clarke, of Exeter College, Oxford, wore added to
the number. In accordance with tbo rules drawn
up by tho committee, Mr. Penrose, besides direct-
ing the work of the students, has delivered throe
public lectures on tho Parthenon, the Erechtheum,
and the Temple of Olympian Zeus (see
May 7, 1887), and will deliver three more in the
oourse of October before he lays down his office.

He has, moreover, at tho expense of the Dilettanti
Society, conducted excavations on the site of tbo
lemple of Olympian Zeus at Athens, which have
established the important fact that the temple was
octastyle, not decastyle, as has hitherto been
generally supposed. Before closing this brief
record of the first year’s work of the School,
mention must be made of the very cordial wel-
come given to the Director and students of the
British School both by the native Greek arcbajologista
and by tho members of other foreign institutes.
Special mention is due of the extreme friendliness of
the relations between the British and American
Schools. The American Director and students did
their utmost to smooth the way for their English col.
leagues, geneiously throwing open their excellent
library. Representatives of the British School
were present at the laying of the corner-stone of
the American School building, which is now in
course of erection on the adjoining site. The two
proj)ertios have been surrounded by a single fence
at the joint cost of the schools, and will, it is hoped,
be to a certain extent enjoyed in common. It is

obvious that for the work of a school at Athens one
indispensable requirement is a good library of
archajological and classical books. The committee
are happy to be able to state that a very good
beginning has been made in this direction during
the first year. In the first place, valuable gifts or

books have been received from the delegates of the
Oxford Univerbity Press, from the Syndics of the
Cambridge Press, and from many private publishers,
mcluding Messrs. R. Bentley & Son, Messrs. George
Bell & Son, Messrs. Macmillan & Co., Mr. John
Murray, Messrs. Kegan Paul, Trench, k Co., and
Messrs. Calvary, of Berlin. Mr. F. F. Tuckett,
Mr. Barclay Head, and other private individuals
have also made valuable gifts to the library, and
it is hoped that their example may be widely fol-
lowed. In the next place, the committee have ex-
pended a sum not lar short of 250f. upon the
purchase of the books which it was considered
most important for the School to possess. Turning
to the financial position of the School, the managing
committee regret to say that the appeals for aid
made for last year after the meeting of subscribers
in October did not produce very much result. The
now donations amounted to no more than 1157.

;

new annual subscriptions were promised to the
amount of 701. 15s. a year. Donations towards the
establishment of a capital fund or annual subscrip-
tions will be gladly received by the hon. treasurer,
Mr. Walter Leaf, Old Change, E.C. Finances apart,
the committee feel that there is every cause for
satisfaction in tho progress made by the School in
this, the first year of its existence

;
and the outlook

for the future is no leas promising. As Mr. Penrose’s
Buoccessor the committee have been fortunate in
securing, for two years, at any rate, the services of
Mr. Ernest Gardner, who is a thoroughly trained
arohreologist, and has had the great advantage of
working under Mr. Penrose as a student during the
past season, so that he will take up the work with

• We gave plans, view, and description of the building,
jf which Mr. Penrose was the architect, in the Builder
:or Nov. 20, 1836.

full knowledge of what is required. It is proposed
next session to provide board and lodgings at a
moderate rate in the school building for a limited
number of students, infermation upon this point
may be obtained from the hon. secretary, Mr. George
Macmillan, 29, Bedford-street, Covent Garden,W.C.,
to whom all applications for admission to the school
should be addressed.

The Chairman, in moving the adoption of
the report, said :—Ladies and Gentlemen,

—

Every one will have heard with great interest
tho report which has just been read. There was
not a word which could bo spared. But I think
if I summed up the general purpeuT of it, I

might say, in a few words, that alibongh much
has been done, a great deal more remains to do.
Like many other reports, it is of a mixed
character,—there is good, there is evil in it.

Still I think this annual meeting may con-
gratulate themselves upon the large stride
which has been taken in the cause in which we
are all interested. It was launched under
every good augury, and those of us who a few
years ago were present at the meeting in

Marlborough House under the presidency of
the Prince of Wales will feel that the work has
in a great measure responded to tho anticipa-
tions of that time. At that meeting were men
eminent in literature, in art, in science, in
politics, in classical learning, and in society.
Since that meeting the Greek Government gave
us very generously a piece of land; a temporary
endowment for the brief space of three years
was provided

; our house has been built, our
library, as the report tells us, has been founded,
and amid the lielp of our American friends and
the generous rivalry of French and German
etndents our work has been commenced,
lectures have been inaugurated, students have
l)een admitted, and under the teaching and
training of Mr. Penrose, to whom we owe so
deep a debt of gratitude, the undertaking lias

been fairly and fully launched. One thing, and
one thing only, seems to be wanted,—money
comes but slowly in. But I must say when I
look to the nature of the work and to its prob-
able results I marvel that there should not be
found men throughout the length and breadth
of this country who possess great personal and
private means who are willing to identify them-
selves with this most remarkable movement,!
and to bo associated for all time with the^
British School at Athens. I sigh to think that
we cannot find some Mrecenas or Ilerodes
Atticus who might gain glory by connecting
his name and reputation with such a work. I

assume, of course, that we all agree on the
value of such a school as this. I do not appeal
to the dull ears of those who have no sympathy
with the teaching of Greek in the curriculum
of the highest English education. I assume
that we all agree that tho life and literature of
the ancient,—and particularly of the Greek,

—

w<jrld, lio at the root of our highest
education in England, and if that be the case
then I think there is ample reason and advan-
tage in such a school as that wliich we have
recently founded at Athens. And for those two
good reasons : first of all, that Greek and Latin
archmology, but especially Greek, has been
admitted within the circle of our Classical
teaching. It was not always so, but the more
we accept the doctrine, which is the true
doctrine, that history is not entirely comprised
of battles and sieges, and tho biographical
events of individual lives, but comprehends the
whole existence and movement and progress of
nations, the more wo must recognise Archieology
as a very essential element in History. She is,

if not in fact History, tho handmaid of History.
In the second place, there cau be no better
place in which to study the Greek archaeology
than Athens. There is a genius loci, as it has
been called for want of a better word, that
sort of subtle atmosphere which arises on the
spot, the presence and influence which gives
interpretation, so to say, to passages which
would otherwise be obscure and reality to

facts which it would otlicrwise be hard to
realise. All this we get by actual study on the
spot. And ho must be very cold and hard,
very dull of apprehension, who can stand on
that ground and not feel keenly at the sight of
places where Pericles spoke, where Hischylua
sang, where Ariatoi)hane8 joked, and where
St. Paul preached. As I take it, from the
slopes of Ilymettus, where our honse stands,
you may see all, or nearly all, these objects
and places to which I have alluded, and it

requires a very slight effort of vision to see the
spot from which the great orator’s voice rang,

the theatre where the great masterpieces of
the drama were enacted, and the Areopagus,
famous both in the earliest dawn of Greek
history, and in the commencement of Christi-

anity. And if Athens be tho best place in

which to study Greek archmology, it is rapidly

becoming, I fancy, the only place, and for this

reason, that the discoveries which have been
recently made in Greece are of so large anti

interesting and fascinating kind that the work
will soon be carried on here alone with advan-
tage. 'J'he soil of Greece is giving up treasures

which have been buried for centuries. Athens
alone has produced a rich harvest. Discoveries
are being made in the mystical soil of Eleusis

;

Sicyon, which overlooks the Corinthian Gulf,

has afforded much; ancient Tiryns, with its

Cyclopean walls, has disclosed marvels of the
Old World. In MycenEe tlie work of excavation
is going on. Delos, which, as tho poets feign,

is bound by adamantine chains to the depths of

the sea, and only twice, I think, underwent au
earthquake,—once before the Persian invasion
and once during the Peloponnesian war, the

meeting-place of the great Ionian races,—is

now being explored, I think, by our French
rivals

;
and, lastly, Olympia, the solemn meet-

jDg-place of the games, has given up treasui’es

of the highest worth. And in Delphi, where
the oracle spoke to a wondering and awe-struck
world, W6 are not without great and valuable
records of the past. I might go on for a long
time in the mere enumeration of what has
been done. But the important part of these
discoveries is this,—that the Greek Govern-
ment has, with infinite care and loving atten-

tion and skill, brought together in the Museum
at Athena the principal v orks of art and interest

which have been diecove'- id. All this is ample
justification for tho Schc d, and all that we now
want are the necessarj funds, without which
no institution in the woi dean exist. Our great
French and Gorman ivals in this field of
classical labour are sc convinced of its value
that their Governmen! j have made large and
handsome grants in '.id. In America tho
Government gives no assistance, but private
munificence has stepped in, and endowments
and subscriptions before which onr utmost
private efforts pale have been made by high-
minded and liberal American citizens. In
England, I am sorry to say, we have a more
uphill task. Our Chancellors of the Exchequer
are b^ nature and tradition very obdurate.
During the life of my dear friend Sir S.

Northcote I might have liad great hopes. He
was one who nil Qracum, nil Latinum a se

alienum putavit. I have some hopes of Mr.
Goschen, who was a contemporary of mine at

Oxford, and who had there a distinguished
classical career. Therefore I would suggest to

our secretary that he should press these
reminiscences on Mr. Goschen on the
first favourable opportunity, and use every
influence ho can bring to bear to induce
him to assist us. But our best hope is in

private iaerality; and although I know well
that every class and interest in this country
feels the depression of trade and of finance,

still there is a great deal of money left in the
country, and I think also a great deal of the old

spirit still exists, and we shall not make our
appeal in vain. I beg to move the adoption of
the report.

The Earl of Morley seconded the motion,
which was agreed to.

After the transaction of some formal busi-

ness,

Mr, Penrose gave an account of his work
during the past year. He had been able to
visit and collect objects of art from Palermo,
Oropus, Sicyon, and other places, and in his

labours the American and German archccologists

had afforded him much valuable help. He had,
unfortunately, contracted a fever, but had been
able to give lectures on the Parthenon, the
Erechtheum, and other subjects, aud had been
honoured by the presence of Sir Horace and
Lady Rumbold, and Mr. Watts, the artist. Mr.
Hogarth, Mr. Clarke, and other students had
been doing good work, aud had achieved valu-
able results,

Lord Carnarvon moved a vote of thanks,
which was heartily given, to Mr. Penrose for the
groat services which he had rendered tbo
School.

Professor Jebb moved a vote of thanks to
Lord Carnarvon, who bad been connected with
the project from its inception, and had through-
out shown an active interest in its work. It
was just twenty years ago when a resolution
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•was passed in that room, in pnrsnance of which
Lord Stanhope pressed the claims of such work
as they had been engaged in on the attention

of that diatingnished scholar, Lord Sherbrooke,
then Mr. Lowe and Chancellor of the Ex-
chequer. Bat the only recommendation they
got was to look for some Mmcenas. There
were plenty of Mmcenates and Heroda3 Attici

in the country, bat it was difficult rightly to

guide their efforts. Their chairman was known
as a translator of the Odyssey. Their school

had not, like the heroine of that poem, many
snitors as yetj but their chairman was amply
endowed with the qualities of the hero Ulysses,

resource and patience.

Sir C. Newton, late Keeper of the Greek and
Roman Antiquities in the British Museum,
seconded the motion. As a veteran he was not
disappointed at the number of students, as the

qualities of a real student were difficult to find

in combination, and the gentlemen who were
now students of the School had shown them-
selves to be possessed of those qualities. Great
results were to be expected from their labours,

such as those which the French archax)logi8t8

had already obtained in Delos. He desired
specially to refer to the Greek journal, 'E'pTifiipig

’Apx^ioXoytKi), which was a model of wliat a
paper devoted to snch subjects should be, and
ought to excite the emulation of English
scholars.

The vote of thanks was heartily accorded,
and the meeting separated.

[The Times report, from which wo quote the
foregoing, says that the meeting was held in

the rooms of “ The Society of Athens.” For
“ Athens ” read “ Ant‘t;uaries.”]

THE NEW TiT BRIDGE.

By the completion of the new Tay Bridge
another gigantic engiu.'ering undertaking has
been brought to what, judging from the teats

applied and the strnctt .-il precautions adopted,
appears to be a satisfactory conclusion, and an
important link in the chain of railway commnni-
cation between the north and south of Scotland

will be re-established. To the North British

Railway Company the completion of the bridge
begins a new chapter in its history which
promises within the next few years to be
pregnant with great results,—seeing, as it is

hoped it will do, the completion of the Forth
Bridge, the construction of the new Glen Farg
Railway, and the opening of a direct route
between South and North. There is no need,

at this time, to recall the history of the former
ill-fated Tay Bridge, which, after a brief

existence of little over two years, fell with such
tragic accompaniment on December 29, 1879.

We quote the following particulars as to the
new bridge from the Scotsman :

—

In considering the question of the recon
strnction of the bridge, the idea at first mooted
was to ntilise the old piers ns far as they
might serve, and a Bill on these lines was pro-
moted in Parliament in 1880, which, however,
failed to pass. Later in the same year the

complete abandonment of the old viaduct was
agreed to, and it •was resolved that anew bridge

should be erected twenty yards further up the

river, having a doable lino of rails instead of a
single line, as in the case of the old bridge.

The fallen bridge bad cost 350,000?., and on the
new structure it was proposed to expend
670,0001. As a matter of fact, however, the
bridge has coat nearer a million sterling, which
has been solely defrayed ont of the funds of the
North British Railway Company. Parliamentary
sanction having been obtained, designswere sub-
mitted for the bridge by Messrs. W. & H. Barlow
& Sons, engineers, London, and in November,
1881, an offer for its construction by Messrs.
Arrol & Son, contractors, Glasgow, was
accepted. It was not, however, until Juno,
1882, that a start was made with the bridge

j

and though a good deal interrupted, espe-
cially in the winter, by the storms which are
frequent in the Tay valley, the work has gone
on continuously since. Of its kind the bridge
is a very handsome structure, though in its

general aspect it has nothing but its great size

to distingnish it from any modem viaduct.

There are no novel principles of engineering
introduced into its constraction, as at the Forth
Bridge, the chief parts consisting of lattice

girders carried on piers, erected in sets of two,
across the river. Its total length is 10,780ft.,

or just a little over two miles. The number of
its piers is eighty-six, •with spans varying from

68 ft. to 245 ft. There are eleven spans of the

largest size, two of 227 ft., and the rest are for

the most part either 145 ft., 129 ft., or 71 ft. in

width. The large spans are in the middle of

the river, where the bridge, at its highest point,

has a clear headway of 77 ft. above high-water
level, or 11 ft. lower than the headway of the

old bridge. From the Dundee side the bridge

leaves the esplanade with a fine sweeping curve
on a rising gradient of 1 in 14, which takes it

out to the deep water. In the centre its

straight line is broken by raising the height of

the thirteen central piers, so as to admit of the

rails being laid on the lower members of the

largo girders. North and south of this portion

the rails are on the upper “ booms.” From the

centre the gradient falls away to the south, and
the bridge is joined on to the high rocky shore

at Wormit by a series of four massive brick

arches, which terminate in a great land abut-

ment of immense strength and solidity.

In the founding of most of the piers which
stand in the water, malleable iron cylinders of

different diameters have been used. For those

in the deep water of the centre of the river and
carrying the large girders the basal diameter is

23 ft., with a taper npwards to 17 ft. 6 in. On
each side of these the basal diameter of the

cylinders is 17 ft., with a proportionate taper,

and in the shallow water on the north side

15 ft. The founding of the piers took about
three years and a half to accomplish,—the last

of the deep-water cylinders having been put
into its place on the 10th of June, 1886. In
the process of founding, which took place from
ingeniously-constructed pontoons, a large steel

mechanical digger was used ; and in addition to

excavating the sand, gravel, aud boulder clay

of the river bed, the labour was enormously
added to by the removal of hundreds of tons of

large stones, which bad been put into the river

with the view to their gathering round the foot

of the piers of the old bridge to prevent
” scouring.” The average depth to which the

cylinders have been sunk is 30 ft. below the

bed of the river, but many of them are founded
much deeper down than that,—several going
down as much as 84 ft. below low-water mark.
Each cylinder on being fonnded had its interior

filled with brickwork and concrete, so that a
shaft of great solidity and strength was thereby
formed.
The testing of tho piers under the Board of

Trade supervision was a work which entailed an
enormous amount of labour, each pier having
had heaped upon it blocks of pig-iron varying
in weight from 1,248 tons for the smaller

columns to 2,500 tons for the larger. This

enormous strain,—which is inconceivably greater

than anything that can ever be put upon the

piers by the superstructure of the bridge and
the traffic upon it, was, it is understood, in all

cases snccessfully withstood. This strain is

popularly described as being 33 per cent, more
than would be put on tho piers supposing the

bridge were loaded with locomotives standing

close to each other on both lines of rails.

From low-water up to 18 in. above high-

water level the cylindrical shafts are continued

in solid brickwork, the facings being of blue

vitrified Staffordshire brick, which is quite im-

pervious to the action of water. At 18 in.

above high-water, binding girders are carried

between the two members of each pier, and
upon this a course of granite surmounted by

7 ft. of blue brickwork is erected. This forma

a solid base for the superstructure of wrought-
iron which rises to the level of the bed-plates

of the railway girders. This superstructure

consists of a frame-work of wrought-iron plates

f in. thick, firmly braced in the interior with

angle and X'fiarSj down to the piers

by bolts passing 22 ft. down into the brickwork.

The girders employed are of two types.

Those for the smaller spans are lattice girders,

of uniform depth, strengthened by vertical half

braces, alternating with cross braces at each
second lattice. For the thirteen large spans in

the middle of the river, hog-backed girders

curving from 20 ft. at the ends to 28 ft. at the

centre, are employed. The whole of the girders

for the deep water spans are newly constructed.

North and south of this, some of the girders of

the old 'viaduct were, after being thoroughly

tested, lifted over to the new bridge, and form
the outermost members of the various sets of

four which stretch from pier to pier. Wind
pressure has been provided against by lateral

bracing, and, to serve at once as a wind screen

and parapet, there is on each side of the bridge

a continuous side lattice-work, 5 ft. 6 in. in

height, surmounted by an oak coping. The-

immense girders were floated out from the-

jetties on either side upon pontoons, were
placed on the piers at high water, and were
raised to the requisite height by hydraulic jacks-

It is estimated that 18,000 tons of iron were
used in the construction of the large girders, and
ten millions of bricks in the arches and lining of
the cylinders, &c. The permanent way is laid

on the top of a strong ridge-and-furrow flooring^

and on the outer side of the ordinary rail there
is a check rail to prevent the possibility of the
train leaving the metals. The whole of the
bridge has been painted a dull red colour. One
very gratifying feature about the construction

of this gigantic undertaking has been the
fewness of the serious accidents attending it,

—

a fact due to the first-rate staging which wae
employed, and to the care with which all details

were supervised by the resident engineers.

Messrs. Barlow, the engineers, were represented
by Mr. Kelsey, C.E., and the contractors by Mr.
W. Inglis, C.E. The work has also had the-

benefit of the constant personal supervision of
the head of the contracting firm, Mr. lYilliani

Arrol, who, in the course of its progress,,

devised not a few ingeniona and useful appli-

ances for saving labour and perfecting the-

methods by which the bridge was built.

The Newport branch line leading to the'

bridge, and which had to some extent to be
diverted by being thrown back so as to improve
the junction,—necessitating the construction of
a tunnel 140 yards in length,—has also beet>

finished by Messrs. Arrol & Son. A glance at-

the bridge by those who had seen its predecessor-

is sufficient to convey an idea of the marked
improvement that has been effected in ite

stability. There is, even to the non-scientific-

eye, a substantiality and a solidity that im-
presses one with a sense of security, and this

is especially brought home to the spectator’s^

mind when be sees still standing alongside the-

massive piers that support the new bridge the-

remai.is of some of the spindle-like columne
that for a time served to uphold the former
bridge. During the five years over which th&
construction of the bridge has extended, a large

number of hands, who in the prevailing com-
mercial depression would otherwise have been

idle, have found employment. Upwards of on©
thousand have been at work at one time.

On the occasion of the recent inspection of

tho bridge by the Directors of the North British

Railway Company, the Chairman, the Marquis
of Tweeddale, in proposing the toast of pro-

sperity to the North British Railway Company,
said that in regard to the Tay Bridge, Mr.
Barlow, the engineer, was well known as on©
of the most distinguished members of his pro-

fession in tho country, and he was snre they

would all congi-atniate him on the success

which had attended the proceedings at th©
bridge that day. It was one of the finest

-works that had ever been constructed. It was
the longest railway bridge in the -world, and h©
thought he might add with perfect assurano©

that it was one of the safest. They might-

congratulate Mr. Barlow on having crowned

a long and successful career with th©
successful completion of this very im-

portant work. As to Mr. Arrol, the con-

tractor, he was sure that all recognised i

him to be one of the moat remarkable men of

his time. In respect of inventive genius, Mr. .

Arrol was second to no man in the world
;
and i

the manner in which he had carried out the i

contract of the Tay Bridge, as well as that for -

the Forth Bridge, stamped him as one of the ;

most prominent practical engineers of whom i

they could boast in this country.

Mr. W. H. Barlow, in replying, said the i

carrying ont of this bridge had been a hobby of f

his, and -with the manner iu which it had beets j

accomplished he was glad to hear so hearty }

satisfaction expressed. He could not sufficiently i

thank the contractor for his part of the work. ,

Mr. Arrol had been most correctly described by
;

the chairman, and bnt for the ability of th© e

contractor the bridge cenld not have been seeis c

that day in the state in which they found it.

;

To his excellent staff of assistants he also feltn

that he had been greatly indebted.

Mr. Arrol, in a few words, also retumedc

thanks. The bridge, he said, had been a very;

pleasant job to him, and that it had been soil

was due to the support he had received frouKi

Mr. Barlow, the assistant engineers (Messrs.-^

Kelsey and Inglis), and from the Railway Com-ii

pany. i



THE EOYAL ACADEMY.
AnMISSlONS TO ABCaiTECTUEAL SCHOOL.

The following students have been admitted

to the Architectural School of the Royal

Academy (Mr. R. Pheno Spiers, F.S.A.,

Master) :

—

Upper School.

Anderson, P.

Barnsley, S. H.
Boney, W. H.
Downing, H. P. B.

Gill, C.
Oinbam, P. M.
Harvey, G.

McCombie, G. F.

Marks, F. W.
Masoy, F.

Nicolay, G. W.
Sykes, A.
Tayler, A.

Loukt School.

Baker, H.
Collins, G. E.

Draper, K. E.

Fetch, E. E.

Giles, A. L.

Grace, W.
Horton, W. F.

Inman, A. J.

Jaques, G. R.

Martin, L.

Mathewman, H.
Norton, C. li.

Poole, E. E.

Powell, A. H.
Pywell, A.
Sampson, R. W.
Taylor, W.
Thompson, A^
Veal, A. G.
Verity, F. J.

Prolalioneri

Bartlett, A. E.

Clarkson, W. B.

Faulkner, A. F.

Frazer, L.

Hastilow, A. G.
Hawkins, E. A.
Ibbersou, H. G,
Rogers, H. C.

ARCHEOLOGICAL SOCIETIES.

British Archaological Association.—This year’s

ennual meeting of the British Archmological

Association will begin on August 15, Liverpool

being the head-quarter.

Royal Archteological Institute.—Tho Royal
Archceological Institute will hold its annual
meeting this year at Salisbury, commencing on
Tuesday, August 2.

Surrey Archceological Society.—On the 5th

inst. this society held its annual meeting, and
visited the Church of St. Saviour, Southwark,

«.nd Lambeth Palace, under the presidency of

Viscount Midleton. The former building, one of

the most interesting of London churches, is the

subject of a complete architectural work by Mr.
P. T. Dollman, who conducted the party and
described this church. Many of our renders will

remember the beautiful Lady Chapel and the

6no reredos. In St. Saviour’s Church are many
noted monuments, and one of surpassing interest

to the poet Gower, seen on entering the edifice.

The members and visitors, with ladies, reached
Lambeth Palace at three p.m., which, by permis-
eiou of the Archbishopof Canterbury, was thrown
open to the society. The fine library, better

inown as “ Juxon’s Hall,” the picture-gallery,

and the chapel, were all seen by the visitors.

Mr. S. Wayland Kershaw, F.S.A., described
the chief features of the hall, and traced
the foundation of the library from Arch-
bishop Sancroft in 1611 to tho present day.
He also commented on the former library in the
cloisters,” which were removed in 1830, and

wherein the books were placed previously to
their present position in the hall. A paper On
the Manor-houses of tho Archbishops in Kent and
Surrey,” by Mr. Kershaw, formed the next part
of the programme, and then the company
viewed the series of portraits of the archbishops
hung in the state dining-hall. From the “ Long
Gallery ” the private chapel was reached, and
Mr. J, P. Seddon, F.R.I.B.A., pointed out its

arohitectural features. The chapel has been

entirely renewed within the last six years with
stained glass and fresco paintings, some of
which are placed in memory of the late Mrs.
Tait and her son, and some tocommemorate the
visit of the American bishops to Lambeth.

PODMORE’S “PATENT SASH-
FASTENER.”

We give illustrations of this, which appears
to us to be one of the best and most effective

sash-fasteners that has been brought out. The
self-acting fastener is a bolt fixed in a sheath,
on the meeting rail of the top sash, with a
spring behind it, which is kept back by a catch
when required or when the window is open, but
is released by the action of shutting down the
lower sash, and springs forward over the bed-
plate on the meeting-rail. This forms in itself

an effectual fastening, so far as preventing the
opening of the window, but a further recom-
mendation is in the action of the screw and nut
carried in the bolt, and which can be screwed
down so as to hold both sashes perfectly tight,

and thus form a defence against draughts and
against rattling sashes.

Podmore’s Patent Sash-Fastener.

A spring is no doubt always a weak point in

a thing of this kind, iu so far as it is always liable

to weaken with use ; but this objection, of

course, applies equally to many locks and
latches which are in constant use. In other
respects the fastener is a very good one, as it

both closes and tightens up the window, and is

simple in its construction and working. Messrs.

Jas. Boyce & Son are the makers and agents.

McCALLUM’S SYSTEM OF SEWER
VENTILATION.

In' this method of ventilating sewers, the air-

current is caused by utilising the natural action
of the flow of the sewage, the air coming in

contact with the more powerful element being
compelled to travel in the same direction as the
water. In order to “harness” this power, the
sewers are divided into sections by means of a
light flap valve (A on sketch), actuated by a
float, and so shaped and arranged that the air-

current is intercepted and directed upward. At
each end of such a section a shaft is carried to
the surface, one (C) to act as a fresh-air inlet,

and finished with a grating slightly to one side

of the road, and the other (D), to act as an
outlet and having its grating in the centre of

the road. A curved plate (B) is nsed to direct

the incoming air current ,• this plate is also

hinged so that if an accident shonld happen to
the float of the valve A, the sewage would
automatically open B, and thus prevent choking
of the sewer.

The constant circulation of air caused by the
above arrangement prevents the gases becoming
stagnant, and, by means of the large quantity
of fresh air introduced and mixed with the

sewage emanations, the latter are oxidised and
rendered innocuous before emerging into the
open. The dividing of sewers into sections also

makes each district deal with its own sewer
gas.

The large arrow on the sketch shows the
direction of the flow of sewage, and the small
arrows show the direction of the air current.

DRAIN VENTILATION.
The general principle is the same as with

the sewers, but the disconnecting trap takes
the place of the valve. Special provision is

made at the inlet (which is just above the
water-closet connexion) to prevent wind inter-

fering with the air current. The outlet is taken
to the centre of the street.

WESTMINSTER IMPROVEMENT COM-
MISSION AND BONDS.

Sir,—In perusing your very sensible remarks,
contained in your issue for July 2 (page 5),
respecting the intended Westminster Improve-
ments, as contemplated by the Bill now passing

through the House of Commons, I am struck by
the practical sense of your recommendation that

all great metropolitan improvements should he
carried out by a reponsible public body, and you
allude with some despondency to the incomplete

condition of Victoria-street,Westminster, even at

the present day. I share your despondency, but
for far different reasons; for I am an unfor-

tnnate holder, as a trustee and otherwise, of

Westminster Improvement bonds, to the amount
of several thousand pounds, and have never
during the whole time I have been so pos-

sessed,—some quarter of a century,—received

more than at most two half-yearly dividends.

At that time the secretary of the Commission
disappeared, and many stormy meetings of the

unfortunate bondholders have since then been
held at the Westminster Palace Hotel.

The secretary who was appointed after

the flight of the first one, a Mr. Jacques,

has recently died. The offices of the Com-
mission in. Victoria-street, Westminster, have
been abandoned. The bonds I represent axe
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pronounced on tlie Stock Exchange to be alto-

gether without value, and whether a West-
minster Improvement Commission actually
exists at the present moment I have tried in
vain to ascertain. A glimmering light beams
once more upon me on reading your remarks,
and if you can afford me, and the countless
sufferers, also bondholders with me, any clue to
the present locus in quo of the present West-
minster Improvement Commission, I shall feel
truly grateful, Kensingtoman.

July 7, 1887.

“THE NATIONAL GALLERY.”
Sir,—

T

here is one point in your criticism of
my decoration of the new staircase which yon
may not object to my remarking upon. You
describe as “ too white ” the arches and string
course over the entrance. The criticism is, no
doubt, correct as the work now stands ; because,
since the long panel over this arcade has been
hung with the green flock paper (as a temporary
measure), this white has been “ forced ” by the
contrast. But I never intended that this panel
should be so treated, even temporarily.
From the first I pointed this out to the

Trustees as a fitting space for a mural picture
;

and I so indicated it in my design. As a tem-
porary finish, I Lad painted this space in light
tones

;
and I still consider that to bisect this

elevation by the dark colour was a mistake.
It has the additional disadvantage of making

the Carrara marble capitals (and the arcade,
which is toned to match them) appear somewhat
“too white.” J. D. Grace.

Wiymore- street.

GOVERNMENT OFFICES.
Sir,—Even my good friend, H. B. Garling,*

has submitted to the seduction of saving a
few thousands, which being spent in the centre
of London on a national undertaking is no real
economy.
Why should he mar a noble scheme by leaving

the bottle-neck of Whitehall but 70 ft. wide,
and omitting the broad way or continuation of
the Mall into Cbaring-cross ? The first scheme
was spoiled by retaining the Horse Guards.
This proposal is ruined by keeping the Admi-

• Edwd. C. Robins.

THE NUISANCES FROM SEWER
VENTILATORS.

Sir,—

S

o far as can be judged from his letter on
p. 78, it seems to me that Mr. R. H. Reeves draws
important conclusions from rather curious promises.
He refers to an “offensive” street sewer grating,
which had “a brick ventilating pipe” under it

running below the road some 30 ft., and thence up
a bouse wall to half-way up the chimney.
Now if this street grating had no water-trap

nelow it, how could it be expected that stink iu the
sewer should not blow out at it, oven although there
was a so-called ventilating pipe put up as stated?
If it were trapped, there must have been something
faulty, or how else could the bad smell get out ?

Then, was the “brick” ventilating pipe carried up
the wall, or was the vertical pipe iron, and not
brick ? If iron, what size ? and is it not nearly choked
at the foot by falling rust, if not painted or coated
inside ?

Further, if it was desired that this sewer ven-
tilating pipe should act efficiently as a ventilator
for the sewer, why was its outlet not carried up to
above the chimney caves several feet, and sur-
mounted by a good fixed exhaust ventilator, instead
of tho outlet stopping at halfway up the chimney?
So far as I can judge at present from Mr. Reeves’s

letter, be has no sufficient reason, under the circum-
stances,^ to write about the “utter uselessness of
stack pipes as a means of ventilation to sewers."
In my opinion, the said stack pipes,—but properly
connected and put up,—will be much more used in
the future than they are as yet.

W. P. Buchan.

SCULPTURE AT ORVIETO CATHEDRAL.
Sir,—

I

n respect of the central figure over tho
western doorway of Orvieto, a drawing of which
appeared in your issue of July 2, I should be glad

^ be informed whether it is a representation of the
Chnst or of the \ irgin. The character of the face
and arrangement of the tunic about the head and
shoulders point, I imagine, to the latter; while the
vesica and general surroundiugs, and especially the
use of the stole crossed in front, seem to indicate
the former.f 1 should bo much obliged, also, to any

* See pp. 9, 10, ante.

+ la spite of the vesica, it appears to reprereat
coronation of the Tirgia

; bat this, if we mistake notmodem mosaic.—

E

d.

TRAFALGAR SQUARE

of your readers who would furnish me with notes
of representations of the Saviour, with reference
more especially to the vestments worn and position
of the figures, which occur in existing remains of
Medifcval art, in glazing, mural paintings, MS.
illuminations, and in statuary, both in England and
on the Continent.
The most notable representation which has

hitherto come under my notice occurs in a mural
painting in the Chapel of St. Gabriel, in Canterbury
Cathedral. The figure is vested in an alb-like tunic,
with rich collar and band-shaped girdle

;
over this

is worn the stole (not crossed), the ends of which
appear from under an apron attached to the girdle.

Above all is a loose tunic, cevering one shoulder
and knee, and appearing upon the opposite arm.
As I write from memory, I cannot give the colours
of these vestments.
The most common method of vesting the sacred

form shows the two garments ordinarily used by the
Jews : the cethonetfi, or closely-fitting garment,
with or without a girdle,—a person wearing this
only is described as naked in tbe Bible,— and a
tunic worn loosely over the shoulders and around
the body.
Sometimes the latter garment only appears, as in

a memorial brass at Sibstone, in Leicestershire, of
which Bishop Mitebison has kindly supplied me
with a rubbing. G. M. Livett.
Holy Trinity, Twickenham.

NUMIDIAN MARBLE.
Sir,—Having executed the whole of the marble

work of the National Gal’ery extension and the
grand staircase of the new Liberal Club, wo beg to

state that none of the materials used are from the
quarries of the so-called “ Numidian Marble Com-
pany Limited,” whose revised prospectus is now
before the public, and in which they infer that these
marbles are the produce of their quarries, when in

reality they are shipped at ports 200 and 600 miles
off respectively, in North Africa, as concerns the
National Gallery

;
tbe Liberal Club marbles being

tbo products of Italy.

July 13. Farmer & Bbendlet.

A QUERY AS TO TILES.

Sib,—

W

e shall be glad if any of your readers can
kindly giveus tbe name and address of the maker
of blue and red floor tiles, branded with a crown
and W.G. Geo. Benson & Sox.

York.

New Street.—On Wednesday, the 6th, was
opened a new approach, by way of a continua-
tion of Arthnr-street East, from Monument-
yard to Lower Thames-street • over against
Billingsgate Market. For the making of this

street by the Commissioners of Sewers, nearly
foor years ago, a beginning was made by
pnlling down part of Monument-yard. In its

course through Pudding-lane, Botolph-lane, and
Love-lane, forty-nine houses had to be removed.
Of the 108 claims for compensation only four,

we are told, were referred to settlement by
jury. The cost of the construction is large,
amounting to 490,966?., inclusive of the sub-
way. The subway is 12 ft. in diameter by
7 ft. 6 in. in height. It has a central footway,
and rails are laid along its length for the
transit of a trolley.

Column*

LAND SURVEYING AND LEVELLING.
III.—THE CHAIN AND CHAINING {continued).

HAINS when new ought always to be
examined to see if they are of correct-
length. They also stretch with frequent

use, and need to be afterwards occasionally
tested. Special standards for the use of sur-
veyors in London have been fixed by the
Government at Trafalgar-sqnare (see fig. 5),
and also in the Guildhall. Their lengths are-

derived from the British standard yard, which
is the distance at the temperature of 62“'

Fahrenheit between two marks upon a certaioi

bar, which is preserved in the office of her
Majesty’s Exchequer, official copies being kept,
at the Royal Mint, tbe Royal Observatory at
Greenwich, and in the rooms of the Royal
Society. The length of the standard yard wae
finally fixed and legalised by tbe 5th Geo. IV.,
c. 74, which declares that “ the pendulum
vibrating seconds of mean time in the latitude-

of London in a vacuum at the level of the sea
is 39'1393 inches of the standard, and that the
yard shall be in the proportion of 36 to 39 1393.’'

The standards above alluded to for testing-
chain measurements in London are marked upon
pieces of brass let in flush with the masonry
into which they are fixed, as indicated in fig. T.

Permanent standards have likewise been fixed

by various municipal authorities in prominent
positions over different parts of the country^
For the purpose of testing the chain employed
in an extensive survey during the progress of
any work, it is well to fix two pegs upon a level"

piece of ground near a fence, and at a distance
apart just sufficient to enable the outside of the-

handles of a correct chain when drawn tightly

to touch the inner sides of the pegs, as shown
in fig. 3 {Builder, July 9th, p. 78). This
arrangement is better than making the chain’s-

length measure from centre to centre of the pegs.
The test distance may be set out very accu-
rately with a level staff, or, better still, with two
level staves placed end to end in measuring
the line, provided each level staff has been
previously tested upon the Government stand-
ards. It is sometimes well to keep a properly-
tested spare ebaiu in reserve, to be used only
for purposes of testing, when a level staff is not
near to hand, and the distance should be
proved, prior to each testing of a chain, as pegs

i

have been known to be purposely moved by

'

parties interested in opposition.

Figure 8 illnstrates the measurement of a.

:

base line, and the method of taking offsets from :

one side of it to a fence line. The station or point
upon a line from which the measurement is to i

commence being first determined, the leader
carrying all tbe arrows draws tbe chain in the i

direction of the line to be measured, and is guided i

by signs from tbe follower who sights the linei

of poles or other marks, which determine thei

direction of the base line. The ten arrows are-

used as tallies, thns When tbe leader reaches;
tbe full stretch of the chain, the other end being:]
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held fast by the follower, the leader holds an
arrow vertically, as shown in fig. 2, against the
enter edge of the end ring or brass handle of
the

^

chain, and after shaking and pulling the
chain to ensure a straight line, the leader
thrusts No. 1 arrow into the ground. He then
leaves it there, and advances with the chain,
until the follower who has hold of the other
end of the chain reaches No. 1 arrow, and calls
upon him^ to stop. The leader places another
arrow against the brass handle or terminal ring
of his chain, which is again stretched and
directed as before. He then fixes No. 2 arrow
ivto the ground and leaves it there to show the
follower what point upon the base line he has
next to measure from. The follower now picks
up No. 1 arrow, and both the leader and the
follower advance as before, until the required
length of line is measured, or until all the
ten arrows have changed hands, when a pole
can be placed in line to mark the position
of the tenth arrow, or length of one thousand
links, while the follower hands all the ten
arrows to the leader. If the ground is too
hard to press the arrow at the end of any
chain’s length into its place, the leader
marks the ground with the point of an
arrow, thus, /|\, and lays the arrow down.
The intersection of the lines in this mark shows
the follower to which point the end of the chain
has to be held in continuing the measurement
of the line.

In taking offsets, the surveyor reads the
tape at the chain, and the ring of the tape
being held at a point to which the offset
IS required, the surveyor twists the tape round
in a horizontal plane, as shown in fig. 8, in
order to read the shortest measurements, and
also to ascertain the link upon the chain at
which the offset would form a perpendicular to
the base line. When a ditch intervenes, the
centre of a hedge may be reached by placing
the spiked end of a ranging rod in the ring of
the tape C, as indicated in fig. 7, and proceeding
as in fig. 8.

RECENT PATENTS.
ABSTRACTS OF SPECIFICATIONS.

10,150, Preventing Down-draught in Chim-
tkeys. J. De Baere.

According to this invention, a box creasing is made
double the width of the chimney opening, and an
•opening is made near the back of the case corre-
sponding with the opening or flue of the chimney.A stop-plate projects half way across the width of
the case, and being so placed allows a passage for^e smoke to pass around it and so up the chimney.
The stop-plate is also binged, so that when the
chimney is to be swept it can be turned back.

10,219, Ventilation of Drains. P. R. Smyth.
By this invention ventilating-boxes are fitted

preferably at the surface, for drains and' traps lead-
ing to the common sewers. Each of these boxes
consists of a light cast-iron circular case about twice
the diameter of the pipe to which it is to be fitted
and having in the centre a smaller pipe of near the
diameter of the trap or pipe. This is fitted with an
open spigot end, and the sides of the short central
pipe are perforated with holes, as a rose.

10,682, Improvements in Lavatories. P
Everitt.

This invention consists in an application of the
automatic principle, whereby the appliances may be
used by the introduction of a coin. A lock is so«xed that only on the introduction of a coin or
token can any part of the apparatus be raised or
dowered for use.

13,313, Disinfecting and Ventilating Drains
or Sewers. R. H. Reeves.

_

The chemicals used by the inventor for disinfect-
ing are mixed lo separate chambers before beinj?
ptwsed into the basin or receptacle. By the ad-
mixture of suitable chemicals, with drip-taps and
other appliances to regulate the same, a vapour is
formed which, it is claimed, greatly increases the
power of the disinfectant. Different forms of the
.appliance are used for separate situations.

14,386, Manufacture aud fixing Metal Tiles,
r . xi. Rees.

The chief Improvement to which this invent
<refers consists of making the flange-pieces. wh
are used to fasten the tiles in position, of a n<
ooiTodible metal. Instead, also, of being made t

of the same piece of metal as that of which the I

is formed, they are in smaller detachable piee
these two simple pomts are, it is claimed, of soimporUnce, as it is found that the tiles are liable
toe destroyed by rust when fixed to damp walls.

16,694, Window Fastenings. J. L. Seymoi
This invention relates to a lever-catch, whiiwhen the window is fixed in position, fallsgravity and prevents the sash being lifted

6,494, Slefcallic Roofing. L. L. Sagendorph.
By this invention special ridges and corrugations

are made with the view of forming a joint which is
perfectly impervious to water, and which is easily
connected, and allows the tiles to be readily securedm place. The form slightly varies for special
purposes, but is not unlike the general make of
metallic tiles.

NEW APPUCATIONB FOB PATENTS.
July 1.—9,.328, S. Bromhead, Intermittent Valve

Action for Water-closets, &c.
/lily 2.— 9,384, J. Miller, Ventilators.—9,398 J

Jobson, Domestic Fire-grates.
4.— 9,434, J. Easley, Automatic Apparatus

tor Dry Closets and Water-closets.—9 448 H
o

Cisterns for Water-closets, icc.—
Sliding Window Sashes.—9,457,

^
Hill and R. Hodges, Spring Hinges for Swing

July 5.—9.479, M. Sherry, Planing and Dressing
Circular-saw Spindles.—

y,5U4, C. Norton, Window Fasteners,

Excavating Apparatus.

Shafts
Chimneys and Ventilating

July 7.—9, .583, D, Goddard, Wood Block Pavine
for lloors -9,585, R. & C. Kidd. Opening and
Closing Ventilators. —9,593, H. Hansom, Fire-
places.—9,605, G. Innes, Manufacture of Portland
Cement, &c.

PROVISIONAt SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.
7,516, H. Godwin and W. Hewitt, Making and

y^^® ®*‘ Ceramic Fenders and Mouldings.—7,757, C. Rabbitz, Construction of Walls, Ceilings,
Roofs, &c.—7,810, G. Irwin, Auger Bits.— 7,959,

Lewis, Flooring Wainscoting, &c.—4 046 P.

RECENT SALES OF PROPERTY.
ESTATE EXCHANGE EEPOBT.

JUI.T 1,

By E. Rbid.
Charing^ Cross-road and Shaftesbory-avenne The

letting of 62 plots of building land, for a term
of 80 years, averaged from 9d. to 48. 9d. per
foot

July 4.

By F. J. Biblbt.
Bermondsey— 1

, 3, and 6, Francombe-street, free-
hold .. £770

Rotherhithe-^i and 60, Swan-street, freehold ...... atru
26

, Clarence-street, freehold iso
By J. & R. Kbmp & Co.

Barnes — Ground-rents of 19L, reversion in 80
390

„ By Bbabd & Soir.
Paddington—33, Herries-street, 89 years, ground-

235

July 6.

By Bbxl, Sow, & Chabtebs.
Shoreditch — 77, 79, and 81, Curtain-road, free.

hold 2 jQQ
1

, 86, and 97, Curtain-road, freehold 4)500

_ , ,
By Dale & Sow,

Brook-etreet, 33 years, ground-rent
100

Chinnery, Window Fasteners.—7,341, H. McKibbin,
Hinges.—7,389, R. Fladgate, Securing Double
Doors, Panels, &c.—7,584, H. Schallehn, Domestic
Fireplaces. -7,976. W. Hawarth, Chimneypots.—
L’^ri’ il;

Distemper Paint Brushes, &c.—
Thompson, Roofing.-8,316, C. Laspe,

Fire Bricks.— 8,301, H. Belcher, Brick-pressing
Machine.-8,473, G. Newman, Combined Door
Spnng and Check. -8,810, W. Wise, Flooring.—
8,914, J. Danby, Metallio Buildings.—8,939, J, &
J. Crombie, Concrete Pavements, Floors, See.

COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.
Open to Oppoeition for Two Monthi.

10,408, J. Wilson, Ventilation of Rooms.—10 625,
J. Denny, Tiles for Enclosing Girders and Construc-
tion of Ceilings, &c.—11,266, J. Jones, Hanging
Sash Windows.—797, M. Hussey and W Clark
Roofing Tiles and Slates. —10,919, T. Bayliff’
Chimney-tops, Cowls, or Ventilators.—11,360, g’
Soper, jun.. Hanging Sa8hos.—ll,435, R. BucknalL
Construction of Temporary Buildings.—12,031, M
Syer, Syphon Water Waste Preventers.— 4,598 s!
Elliott, Metal Water Bars for Doors and Windows
Opening Inwards. —7,644, F. Wicks, Paving, Floor-
ing, &c.

STAINED GLASS.
Chester .—A Manchester paper says that the

Duke of Westminster is about to fill with
stained glass the great west window of the
Church of St._ John, Chester. The subjects to
be depicted will be taken from episodes in the
history of St. John. Mr. Frampfcon, of London,
has, it is understood, been commissioned to
prepare the designs for the window.

Jlkley .—A window has been placed in Ilkley
Parish Church by the change-ringers of
England, in memory of Mr. Jasper Whitfield
Snowdon, late president of the Yorkshire
Association of Change-Ringers. The window,
a three-light one of rich colouring, is placed
at the north-side of the church, near the tower,
and introduces Gothic details of stonework’
with swinging bells visible through the open-
ings. A group of angels, portrayed as offering
praise on strings and pipe, forms the leading
feature of the window

; and three views are
given in the base showing the bells “ at rest,”
and when “set” at “ hand-and-baefc stroke.”
In the upper part of the middle light the
heavens are shown opening, and permitting
the sacrifice of praise to ascend; and across
the three lights are scrolls bearing portions of
Psalm cl. The entire work has been designed
and exeented by Messrs. Powell Brothers, of
of Leeds.

Holbom Theatre.—The Holbom Theatre,
High Holbom, which has been for a long time
vacant, is about to be converted into a public
hall, which is proposed to be called West
Central Hall. The hall will be about 160 ft.
long and 85 ft. wide for the greater part of its
length, and 54 ft. high, to the apex of the roof.
The hall will have two tiers of galleries, and
will have exits into French Horn-yard and
Eagle-street. The architect is Mr. E. Clark, of
West Strand,

Bow—5 and 6, Merchant-street, freehold
Bromley — 9 to 15, Rastwood-street, 78 years

ground-rent, 21L 10a 45s
Mile End— 69, Oxford-street, freehold ...!!!!!!!!!!!!!!) 345

By C. & H- White,
Clapham-road—_28, Aldebert-terrace, 76 years.

710

1,030

.a.ucueii,.ierri»<;e, VO years,
gronod-rent 71. lOs 550

Camberwell—64 and 58, Colemao-road, 73 years,
ground-rent HI 4qq

By Patching & Jobdan.
Worthing.—The freehold house “Grayin gham,*' and

grounds 2,300
Augusta House, with stabling, cottage, and

grounds, freehold 1 700
ByE. & H. Lumlby.

Portman-sqnare — 4, Granville - place, 66 years,
ground-reut 561 2 000

By Dbebxham, Tbwson, & Co.
City of London—Ground-rent of 421., reversion in

10 years 2,210
By B. Bbown.

Poplar, Burchsm-street — Groond-rents of 161.,
reversion in 67 years * 335

Ground-rents of 81., reversion in M years 166
St. Leonard'a-avenue—Ground-rents of 81.. rever-

sion in 68 years
,

la*
Canning Town— Ground-rent of 331. Ks.'. reversio^

in 89 years
East India Dock-road—No. 178, freehold!!!”!!."!)!.”!
Poplar—IJ, Pennyfields, and 14, King-street, copy-

hold
24 and 26, Rook-street, freehold ...

,

13 to 39 odd, Frances-street, freehold !!. 1910
East India-rosd—16 to 22 even, Kerby-atreet '

oS
’

years, gronnd-rent 121. 10s 995
61 to 77, Tetley-street, 55 years, ground-rent

221. 10s I 390
72 to 78 even, Tetley-street, 65 years, ground-

rent 121
_ 070

42, Tetley-street, 55 years, groutd-rent'^'l.’ lOs!’!!! 316
195, Qrundy-street, 65 years, ground-rent 21. ISs. 210

Poplar— 13 to 19 odd, Follett-street, 62 years,
ground-rent 12Z qoq

T. B. Westacott.
High Barnet—5, High-street, freehold 340
North Kensington—18 and 2 J, Wheatstoao-road 88

years, grouod-rent 161 420

July 6,

BvWbathbball & Gbbbit.
Wandsworth, Garrett-lane— Somerset Lodge, free-

hold

By W. W. Jbmkixsok.
Norfolk, West Walton — Hill House Farm.

164a. 3r. 29p., freehold 5 igO
Wall and Garten’s Farms, 276a. 2r. 32p.!"f!ree-

’

hold 8,000
By Hamptoii & Sons.

Kensington—52, Queen’s Gate-gardens, and stab-
ling. 69 years, gronnd-rent 221 6,260

Belgravia

—

28
, Baton-terrace, 34 years, grounArent

'

3,700
By Habuan^ Bbob.

Stoke Newington—HO, Cazenove-road, 90 years
no ground-rent

) 1 21O
Newington Causeway—42, 50, and 62, Devonshire-

street, and 1 to 16, Devonshire-cottages, 22
years, ground-rent 621 1 430

Jolt 7.

By Mansbll & Eowh.
Norwood, Beulah-hill—The Rectangle, 74 years,

gronnd-rent 381 geg
By H. J. Bboulby.

Forest-hill— 7, Wood-vale, 73 years, ground-rent

700

81.. 450
By Glabibb & Sons.

Bamsbury — 62, Huntingdon - street, 62 years,
ground-rent II goO

Kentish Town—23, Lady Margaret-ro^, 75 years,
ground-rent II. 51Q

By Psicxbtt, Venables, A Co.
Mitcham—The Fountain Print Works, freehold .,, 350

By Nbwbon a Habding.
Bamsbury—123, Hemingford-road, 65 years, ground-

rent 61 450
Camden Town—68, Arlington-road, 13 years, ground-

rent II OTO
Kingsland-road—Improved ground-rents of181. lOs.,

term 21 years

By Hustbbbt, Son, ft Flint.
Beddingtoa—A plot of freehold garden ground.

Is. Ir. Op 295
Two freehold cottages 300
Three freehold cottages 310

JuiT 8.

By J. M. Klbnck ft Co.
West Kensington — 71, Blythe -road, 94 years,

ground-rent X31 350
Forest-gate—26, Strniie.rnad, froeli nlii

^ _ 449.

606
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By GiOKna OouLoeuiTH, Soff, & Co.
Belgravia— 68 and 70, Bbury-street, 36 years,

ground-rent 131 £2,760
6, 7, and 8, Ebnry-mews, 36 years, groand-rent

6a 470
Pimlico — 74, Warwick-etreet, 36 years, ground-

rent 81. lOs ! 630
Brompton— 34, Montpolier-row, 39 years, ground-

rent 161 90

By Bakbb k So5B, '

Harrow—A plot of freehold land 100
A plot of about Three Acres, freehold 720

Paddock Wood, Kent — Beltriog Farra, and
46a. 2r. 32p. freehold 2,610

By NonTOif, Tbibt, A Oilbsrt.
Bloomsbury —3.5, Great Rnssoll-street, 69 years,

ground-rent 401 1,650

By Dbivbe & Co.
Eotherfield, Sussei— Ground-rent of 61., reTeraion

in 96 years 120

By Rbyholbs & Eabow.
Hackney—28 and 30, Broudway, and 1 to 6, Qoring-

street, 4-1 years, ground-rent 161. lOs 1,130

31, 33, 43, and 46, Parmiter-etreet, 42 years,
ground-rent 81. 128 450

14 and 16, 8t. Peter-street, 21 years, ground-rent
71 260

31 and 36, 8t. Peter-street, 64 years, ground-rent
61 430

81 and 80, Old Ford-road, 14 years, ground-rent
61. 12b 100

Hackney-road—No. 371, and 13 and 26, Gloucester-
etreet, 28 years, ground-rent 81. 6 b. 6d 476

61 to 72. Treadway-atreet, 18 years, ground-rent
101. 10s 316

9, Patriot.square, freehold 330
Bethnal-green—74 and 76, Cheshire-street, 31 years,

ground-rent 41 410
Bhoreditch—11, Mead-street, freehold 220

By Niswnox & Hibdixg.
Camden Town—21 and 23, York-road, term 64

years, ground-rent 141 651
Hentisb Town-road- No. 160, term 28 years, ground-

rent 601 660
8t. Luke's—77 and 79, Lever-street, 17 years,

ground-rent 61 410
Seven Bisters-road—14, Campbell-road, freehold ... 226
Peckham-ryo, Stewart-road — A plot of freehold

land 21
lelineton—18, St. Peter-street, freehold 686
PeckTiam—Ground-rents of 331., reversion in 65

years 896
Bermondsey—An improved rent of 361., term 69

years 696
Nolting.hill—230, Portobello-road, 76 years, ground-

rent 101 610
49 and 61, St. Mark's-road, 76 years, ground-rent

101 1,175
Sforylebone—16 and 17, Richmond-street, 34 years,

ground-rent 10/ 486
Seven Sisters Road—2 and 4, Falmerston-road, 78

years, ground-rent 141 289

MEETINGS.
Satuhday, July 16.

Archileetural Ai$oeia/i»n .—Visits to Sutton Place,
near Guildford, aud I.oseley Park. (See advertisement
on p. i., July 9.) Trains from Waterloo at 9.46 a.m., and
2.46 p.m.
Afsocialion of Miiinc^pal and Sanitury Engineer* and

J^nisyor#.—Annual Meeting at Leicester. (Third Day.)
Tisits to Victoria Stone Company's Works, Bradgata
Reservoir, Mount Sorrel Granite Quarries, and the Barrow
Limeworke.

8t. Paul'* Eccleiiological Soeiely .—Visit to Salisbury.
Train from Waterloo at 9.0 a.m.
Eiverpool Engineering Society .—Excursion to view the

Park Extension of the Mersey Railway, the Wirral Rail-
way, aud the Bidston Observatory.

Tvebdit, July 19.

Ftclono Initifute. — Annual meeting : Address by
Professor Stokes. 8 p.m.

Wbdnbbdat, July 20.

Biii/dere’ Forenen and Clerk* qf Work*' Inttiiution,—
Half-yearly meeting. 8'30 p.m.

The 'Will of the late Sir Horace Jones.
The will of Sir Horace Jones, the City Archi-
tect, late of 30, Dovonahire-place, and 4, Cod-
rington-place, Brighton, and also of the Guild-

hall, who died, ou May 2l8t last, was proved
on tho 2nd inst. by Dame Ann Elizabeth Jones,

the widow, and Mr. Octavius Hansard, two of
the executors, the value of the personal
estate exceeding 20,000i. The testator gives
all his household furniture, plate, glass, linen,

pictures, carriages, horses, wines, consumable
stores, and jewelry, and 1,OOOZ. to his wife ; 201.

to his executor, Mr. Hansard
;
the use, rent free,

of his house, White Lodge, Sunbury, to his

three sisters, Mary Shepherd Jones, Sarah
Gardiner Jones, and Lydia Lynch Jones, for

their lives, and numerous legacies to relatives
and friends. His property at Eotherhithe,
together with his houses, 22, Ulster-place, and
62 and 54, Cannon-street, he leaves upon trust
for his wife for life or widowhood, and then to
his daughter, Annie Horatia. The residue of his
real and personal estate he leaves upon trust for
his wife during her life or widowhood, and then
to his said daughter absolutely

;
but by a codicil

the testator (in the event of his having other
children besides his said daughter) leaves the
residue of his property between them in equal
shares .—City Press.

Great Indian Peninsular Railway
Terminus, Bombay.—The central keystone
of the largo masonry dome of the above build-

ings was fixed on Jubilee day, the 20th of June,

thus bringing this large work to another stage

nearer completion. Tho event was signalised

by the contractors, Messrs. Burjoijee Bustomjee,

Maistry, & Co., having a ceremony, and pre-

senting their sub-contractors, head maistries

(foremen), with presents of handsome shawls,

turbans, and money, the usual native method
of appreciating services rendered when any
great work has been practically completed.
The dome, which is 45 ft. clear span, is entirely

of cut-stone masonry, and has been constructed

without any centering or supports whatever.

The whole of the interior masonry construction

of tho dome is exposed to view, and covers the

grand staircase and hall. Now that tho key-

stone has been fixed there only remain the

embellishments of the interior and exterior,

snch ns the mouldings, carvings, and statuary.

The dome will be terminated by a colossal

figure of “Progress” in Bath stone. The
buildings will in all probability be completed
by tho beginning of next year. The statue of

H.M. the Queen - Empress, representing the

State, the railway being guaranteed by Govern-
ment, will be placed under the canopy in the

central gable of tbo boilding. The cost of the

terminal buildings when completed will be 27
lacs of rupees, or 2o0,000i. They were designed

by Mr. F. W. Stevens, late of the Public Works
Department, and are being carried out by that

officer with the assistance of Mr. Sitcram
Khanderim, assistant engineer. Tho sculpture

for the buildings has been executed by Messrs.

Earp & Son, of Lambeth.
Anoiher Interoceanic Railway. — The

contract for the construction of another im-

portant interoceanic highway has just been
concluded. It is proposed to construct a rail-

way in Guatemala, to extend from Santa
Tomas, on the Atlantic seaboard, to the Pacific

Ocean, a distance of 275 miles. The new
railway is to bo in operation in eighteen months.
Tho scheme was postponed in consequence of

the death of President Barrios, but negotiations

between representatives of Guatemala and two
American contractors, Mr. Charles Mackin aud
Mr. J. H. McCreery, have been concluded in

New York, and the necessary funds provided.

Guatemala is the richest coffee country in the

world, and nn interoceanic railway, such as is

projected, means a curtailing of the route to

California by over 2,000 miles. In renewing
negotiations for the railway, the Government
has made some very valuable concessions. By
the terms of the present contract the con-

tractors arc to receive 50,000 dols. per mile in

gold-bearing government bonds, 5,000 dols. in

gold per mile, and a grant of 280,000 acres of

land along the lino of the road, the route of

which the contractors can select themselves.

Of the bond issue, 6,000,000 dols. worth are

stated to have already been assured of sale in

Paris,—enough to ensure the completion of tho

line. Of tho land conceded. General Quoralta,

who will be in charge of the construction, states

that no less than 30,000 acres of it are in

rubber trees, and the remainder is rich in

mahogany, rosewood, and other valuablewoods.
Last year Guatemala exported 80,000,000

pounds of coffee, and the trade is susceptible

of rapid expansion.

—

Iroji.

Chubb’s Push and Pull Locks.—On the

8th instant an interlocutory application was
made on behalf of the plaintiff in the case of

Kaye v. Chubb to the Master of the Eolls (Lord
Esher) and Lords Justices Liudley and Lopes,

for a stay of proceedings in the action pending
an appeal to the House of Lords. When the

action was tried, Mr. Justice Mathew decided

in favour of the plaintiff
;
but in the Court of

Appeal their lordships gave judgment with
costs in favour of the defendants, Messrs.

Chubb, lock and safe manufacturers. The
plaintiff having entered a farther appeal to the

House of Lords, now applied for a stay of

execution pending the result of such appeal.

After hearing the arguments, however, their

lordships refused the application with costs.

Numidian Marble.—Our colnmns have of

late contained several references to Numidian
marbles, which, owing to their richness and
beanty, are beginning to be used in modern
buildings in this country. In our advertise-

ment columns will be found the prospectus of a
company which has been formed to work the
Numidian quarries, which are stated to be
practioally inexhaustible.

A Hew Public Hall at Mitcbam.—A new
Vestry-hall, which is also intended to serve tb&
purposes of a public hall for meetings and
general entertainments, has just been erected
and opened at Mitoham. The land upon which
it has been erected is on an open and central

sitnation overlooking Mitcbam Green, aud the'

principal frontage of the building to the high
road from Mitcham to Sutton. The building ie

in the “ Queen Anne ” style, the materials used
being red brick, with patent red-brick window
heads and bands, and Shawk stone dressings,,

entrances, and cornice. The principal frontage,
facing Mitcham Green, is 80 ft. in length, the

height of tho cornice being 40 ft., and to tho
ridge of the high-pitched roof 60 ft. At the-

north-east corner a clock tower, in which there-

is an illnminated clock and a peal of bells, risea-

to a height of SO ft., and in a central position,

above the summit of the roof, there is a ven-
tilating rising to the same height as the

tower. The building is isolated, the north and!

south return frontages being 35 ft. in length,

and the west frontage of the same length-

as the principal elevation to tho east. The-
ground-floor contains a committee-room and
three offices, one of which forms the general

office for the business of the parish of Mitcham,
tho other two offices being let to the Croydoa
Sanitary Authority. The upper floor contains

a public-hall, 58 ft. in length and 31 ft. ia
width, and is 32 ft. in height to the apex of an>

open timber roof, in which there are three

central outlets connected with the ventilating-

jifehe. In the walls are also inserted Benham’s
ventilating inlets. The hall will sent an audience-

of about 4U0 persons. At the south end there is-

a moveable platform or stage. In connexion
with the hall there are retiring and cloak rooms-

The architect of the building, which has cost

about 3,500^, is Mr. 11. M. Chart, and the con-
tractor was Mr. E. J. Burnand, of 'W’allington.

It may be added that the building has beea
erected on the site of the old stocks and “ cage,”

which were removed for the purpose.

Sale of a Building Estate in Kent.

—

On Thursday in last week the first portion of a
building estate, situated on Swanley Hills, in

Kent, was offered for sale by Messrs. Baker &
Sons. It is known as the Eowzill Estate, com-
prising about 15 acres, and has been laid out-

for the erection of upwards of 250 houses and!

shops, five new roads, each 50 ft. in width,

having been formed on the estate. It is about,

a mile and a half distant from the Swanley
Junction of tho London, Chatham, and Dover-

Eailway, and nearly two miles from the Cray-
ford Station of the South-Eastern line. It
stands upon high ground, commanding extent

sive views of the county of Kent for several

miles around. The number of plots offered

was 166, being nearly two-thirds of the entire-

nnmber of plots on the estate, twelve being-

shop plots, and one a hotel plot. Before in-

viting offers, Mr. Baker, the anctioneer, re-

minded the company present that the whole-

of the plots to be submitted would be sold

without the slightest reserve for whatever-

they might fetch, it being the object of the

vendor to offer every encouragement for

the immediate commencement of building-

on the property. He added that the pur-
chasers of the several lots would have con-
veyances made to them free of expense except
the stamp duty. On the sale commencing, the-

whole of the plots were rapidly sold, several

purchasers taking as many as six and twelve

plots each. The plots for tho erection of
private houses, having frontages of 16 ft., and
depths of about 70 ft., were sold at from 31. to-

4Z. each, whilst the shop plots, having frontagee

of 18 ft., and depths of about 80 ft., realised

from 61. to 81. each. The hotel plot, having a.

frontage of 54 ft. to Claremont-road (the main
road to London), and a return frontage of 80 ft.,

was sold for 4-51.

Andover.—The Mansion of Enham-place, near
Andover, belonging to tho late Colonel Earle,

which was destroyed by fire four years ago,

is about to be re-built by bis brother, Mr_
Thomas Hughes Earle, Clerk of the Peace for

Hants. Except by the incorporation of tho

old cellars, the house will be erected fronx

entirely new plana, by Mr. Samuel Knight.

The style adopted is Italian, Classic in it&

detail, but with high-pitched tile roofs, tall

chimneys, and otherwise Jacobean features.

The elevations in red brick and Ham-bill stone.

The general contract has been entered into

with Messrs. Stephens, Bastow, & C of

Bristol.
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Carved Statuary Karble Mantelpieces
for Melbourne,—We have had an opportunity
of inspecting, at the show-rooms of Messrs.
George Wright & Co., 155, Queen Victoria-
street, one of a pair of large and handsome
mantelpieces executed by that firm for the
drawing-room of a new mansion at Melbourne
for Sir William Clarke, Bart. The mantel-
pieces are Renaissance in style. The fireplace
or opening is 4 feet wide, with deep splays
Kned with large and very good hand-painted
tiles. The cast-iron dog-grate has nickel
bars, and the " dogs” are of hollow cast
hrasswork, pierced and burnished, the sup-
ports for the fire-irons being of the same
material, similarly treated. The piers of the
mantelpiece are 18 in. wide. The height to
the top of the shelf (which is 21 in. wide) is
5 ft. 7 in. The shelf, which is richly moulded,
is supported by carved consoles, in their turn
Bupported by diminishing pilasters. The frieze
is broadly treated, and has in the centre a shield
supported by two cherubs—rather too sedate
of feature, perhaps. On each side of these is a
^‘swag’’^ of roses and leaves, and smaller
“ swags ” are looped ronnd the consoles which
eupport the mantelshelf. The workmanship is
very creditable. The show-rooms of this firm,
we may add, are well worth visiting, for,
among other specialties, they contain s new
tile-canopied dog-grate which, while excellent
in appearance, seems to be well calculated to
prevent the smoky chimneys too often resulting
where dog-grates are used.
Handy Reference Books for the Office.

“May’s British and Irish Press Guide for
1887” (London: F. L. May & Co., 159, Picca-
dilly) is a compact and well-arranged handy-
book, and that its merits are appreciated
evidence is afforded by the fact that this is its
fourteenth year. It is what it claims to be,
“ a classified, concise, and comprehensive index
to the Press of the United Kingdom,” and it

also includes a list of the principal Colonial
and foreign journals. We can cordially recom-
mend it. It is published at Is. Another
work of a reference of a kindred character,
but with some special features superadded,
is “ Sell’s Dictionary of the World’s Press
for 1887 " (London : H. Sell, 1G7, Fleet-street).
Of this work we are able to say, after careful
examination, that, on the whole, it is perhaps
the most complete reference-book of its kind,

—

as, indeed, it ought to be, taking its balkiness
into consideration. With one or two excep-
tions which wo have noticed, it appears to be
very accurate and quite up to date. It gives
lists of foreign journals, as well as those of
Great Britain and Ireland, and a largo mass of
matter interesting to all who buy, read, or
advertise in papers,—in other words, to every-
body. It claims to be the largest 2s. book ever
published.

A Memorial Pulpit has been erected in
Sparkwell Church, Plympton, South Devon, of
which the Rev. Pender H. Cudlip is the vicar.
It was designed by the Rev. E. Geldart, of
Little Braxted, Witham, Essex. The base is of
freestone, and the superstructure in English oak,
with traceried and carved panels and cornices

;

be central panel contains a sculptured figure of
St. John the Baptist, in high relief, standing on
a carved corbel, and a riband over the figure
bearing the words “Bring forth fruits of
penance” carved thereon. A “braes ” inserted
in one of the panels bears the following inscrip-
tion in Old English text

“

In loving memory
of Vice-Admiral George Woollcombe, of Hemer-
don, died 3rd Jnly, MDCCCLXV., aged 70, and
of Mary Elizabeth Woollcombe, his wife, died
26th Jany., MDCCCLXXXIIL, aged 81. Erected
by Major and Mrs. Robert Woollcombe.” The
whole of the work has been executed by Messrs.
Luscombe & Son, of Exeter.

St. George’s-in-tbe-East "Workhonse.
The Report of the Local Government Board
Inspector (Dr. Brydges) upon the recent
additions to this establishment has been laid
before the Guardians. It states that the new
workhouse block (Messrs. Wilson, Son, &
Aldwincklc, architects) is all that could bo
desired as regards drainage, warmth, and ven-
tilation, which is on the Boyle system. On the
occasion of Dr. Brydges’ visit, the Workhouse
was full of people, but we are informed that the
air was remarkably pure. The report was
referred to the House Committee for con-
fiideration.

National Gallery Alterations. We are
asked to mention that the material of the steps
an the new work is from the Craigleith quarries.

The Banner Sanitation Company has
recently issued a very conciso and instructive
catalogue, entitled “ The Sanitarian's Com-
panion.” It is not confined to the Company’s own
well-known specialities, but includes specialities
of other makers, so that, in short, it forms a
complete conspectus of the beet modern prac-
tice in sanitation and sanitary fittings. It is
not overloaded with a multiplicity of detail,
but shows at a glance typical specimens
of the best kind of fittings and appa-
ratus for varying requirements. The Com-
pany a year ago opened excellent show-
rooms at Wessex House, Northumberland-
avenue (opposite the H6tei Metropole), where
may^ be seen in action a great many of the
appliances figured and described in the cata-
logue. ^Wo would specially call attention to
Banner’s patent “ drain grenade ” or “ drain
ferret,” a small tube of thin glass charged with
pungent and volatile chemicals. When one of
these “grenades” or “ferrets” is dropped
down any pipe, it breaks, and the odour of
its contents can, with necessary precautions,
be confined within any particular section of
a house-drainage system which may be sus-
pected of allowing the escape of sewer-gas.
The advantages of enclosing the chemicals in
glass are obvious. Among valve-closets figured
in the catalogue is the “ Nestor,” the special
feature of which is that the trap of the over-
flow is formed by the water in the basin itself,
and therefore cannot be unsyphoned, nor is it

likely to get choked, for the water in the over-
flow-pipe is necessarily changed each time the
closet is used. The catalogue also includes par-
ticulars of a very efficient and cheap “ wash-
out” closet.

Upper Helmsley. — A consistory court
was recently held at York Minster, before
a surrogate to Lord Grirathorpe, when a faculty
was decreed to the Rev. G. J. Homer, rector of
Upper Helmsley, and Colonel G. E. Herbert,
churchwarden, for the carrying out of what are
described as improvements at the parish church.
It is proposed tore-roof the edifice, and t.D build
new chancel, porch, vestry, and heating-
chamber. Internal alterations are also to be
made, the church being reseated and refitted,
and other desirable improvements effected. The
plans are being prepared by Messrs. William
Lewis & Son, architects, York.
Paper Boors.—Paper doors are coming into

use in America, and it is not difficult to foresee
that, should they answer requirements, they
will soon be introduced in Europe. It is said
that they compare favourably with those of
wood, as they neither shrink, swell, crack, nor
warp. The doors are formed of two thick
paper boards, stamped and moulded into panels,
and joined together with glue and potash, and
finally rolled through heavy rollers. After
being covered with a waterproof coating, and
with another which is fireproof, the doors are
painted, varnished, and hung in the usual
way.
George Neal & Co. (Limited). — Our

advertisement columns this week contain the
abridged prospectus of a company which has
been formed to acquire, as a going concern, and
to further develope, the business,—well known
throughont the whole of the Metropolis,—of
Mr. George Neal, of Wandsworth and Battersea,
lime, cement, and brick merchant, wharfinger,
ballast, tar-paving, and general contractor and
carman, started by the late Mr. Robert Neal as
far back as 1826.

Arbitration in re the Sheffield Sewerage
Works.—The Sewerage and Rivers Committee
of the Sheffield Town Council have recom-
mended that the corporate common seal be
affixed to the appointment of Mr. C. J. Innocent,
architect and surveyor, as single arbitrator to
settle the amount of compensation to be paid to
Mr. David Ward, “for the loss and damage
alleged to have been sustained by him in respect
of his property at Walkley Bank, by reason of
the construction of certain works of sewerage.”
Preservation of Stone.—In reference to

our recent articles on this subject, a corre-
spondent writes:—“About twenty years ago
two honsea were built in Ashley-place, the
exterior being formed of brick and Bath stone
dressings

; the stonew'ork was, on completion,
covered with Ransome’s silicate, which has
preserved the stone from any decay whatever.”
Upton (Essex).—The new church for the

Franciscans, at Upton (Essex), is now being
built from the designs of Messrs. Pugin A Pugin.
The contractor is Mr. James Morter, of
Stratford.

Parish of St. Mary Magdalen.— The
Commissioners appointed ad hoc recommend in
their report that the contemplated union of the
parishes of St. Mary Magdalen, Old Fish-street,
and St. Gregnry-by-St. Paul with that of St.

Martin-by-Ludgate, should be carried out forth-
with. An income of 570Z. per annum will be
paid to the rector of the new benefice, and the
proceeds of the sale of the site of St. Mary
Magdalen, in Knightrider-street (the church
having been lately destroyed by fire), will be
devoted towards the building of a new church
in London.
Architectural Lectures.—The lectures on

Style and Styles in Building, to be delivered by
Mr. Harvey at the Guilds’ Institute, will begin
on the 19th inst. The fee for the whole course
is 09. Applications for tickets and syllabus to
bo addressed to the Secretary of the City and
Guilds of London Institute, Exhibition-road.
Linlithgow.—The new Catholic church at

Linlithgow, designed by Messrs. Pugin & Pugin,
has just been commenced. It is being built in

memory of Mary, Queen of Scots.

PRICES CURRENT OF MATERIALS.
TIMBER. e. B. d. £. i

Greenheart, B.G ton
Toak, E,I load
Sequoia, U.S foot cube
Asn, Canada load
Birch ,,
Elm
Fir, Danteic, 4o
Oak „
Canada

Pine, Canada red
,, yellow

Lath, Danteic ...fathom
St. Peteraburg

Wainscot, Higa log

,, Odessa, crown
Deals, Finland, 2nd and l8t...Btd.100

,, 4th and 3rd
Eiga
Bt. Petersburg, Ist yellow

Swedish
White Sea
Canada, Pine, Ist

,, ,, 2nd
„ ,, 3rd, 4o
,, Spruce, Ist

,, ,, 3rd and 2nd
New Brunswick, 4c
Battens, all kinds
Flooring Boards, sq., 1 in., pre-

pared, First
Second
Other qualities

Cedar, Cuba foot
Honduras, 4c
Australian ...

Mahogany, Cuba
St. Domineo, cargo average ......

Mahogany, Meiican, cargo av
Tobasco ,, . .

Honduras
,,

Maple, Bird's-eye
Bose, Bio toa
Bahia

Box, Turkey ton
Satin, St. Domingo foot
Porto Rico

Walnut, Italian

6 10 0 7 10 0
8 0 0 12 0 0
0 2 3 0 3 0300 4 10 0200 3 10 0
3 10 0 4 10 0
1 10 0 4 0 0
2 10 0 4 10 0
3 0 0 6 0 0

2

0 0 3 10 0
2 10 0 4 10 0
3 0 0 6 0 0
4 0 0 6 10 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
2 10 0 3 0 0
7 0 0 8 0 0

6

10 0 6 10 0
6 10 0 7 0 0
8 0 0 13 0 0
7 0 0 8 0 0
6 10 0 8 10 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
7 0 0 16 0 0
16 0 0 24 0 0
10 0 0 15 0 0
6 0 0 9 0 0
8 0 0 9 0 0BOO 700
6 0 0 6 10 0

4

0 0 10 10 0

0 8 0 0 11 0
0 6 6 0 7 8
0 4 0 0 6 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 3 0 0 3i
0 0 2 0 0 3
0 0 4 0 0 7
0 0 4 0 0 8
0 0 3* 0 0 4
0 0 4 0 0 6i
0 0 3} 0 0 6*
0 0 5 0 0 7
8 0 0 11 0 0
7 0 0 9 0 0
6 0 0 12 0 0

0 0 6 0 0 9
0 0 6 0 0 10

0 0 3* 0 0 6*

METALS.

laoir—Bar, Welsh, in London. ..ton 4 7

,, ,, in Wales 4 2

,, Staffordshire, London 6 10
Sheets, single, in London 6 16
Hoops ,, 6 0
Nail-rods ,, 5 16

COPPBS

—

British, cake and ingot 43 0

Lbad

—

Pig, Spanish
English, common brands...

11 16
12 2

Sheet. Enplish 13 1

Spbltbb—
Silesian, special 14 12

Tin—

Australian 104 10
English ingots 107 0

Zinc—
English sheet ...ton 0 0

6
6
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

3
6
3

0
0

0
0
0

0

4 16 0

4 7 8
6 0 0
8 10 0
7 0 0
6 10 0

44 0 0
46 0 0
0 0 0

40 2 6
0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0
13 6 3

14 15 0
14 12 6

0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

0 0 0

OILS.

Linseed ton
Cocoanut, Cochin

Ceylon
Palm, Lagos
Eapeseed, English pale

,, brown
Cottonseed, refined
Tallow and Oleine
Lubricating, U.S

,, refined
Tubpbhtinx —
American, in casks ....cwt.

Tab—
Stockholm barrel
Archangel

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

3

0
6

22 0 0
33 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
24 0 0
22 10 0
22 0 6
45 0 0
6 0 0

12 0 0

1 7 6

0 14 6
0 10 6
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OMPETITIONS, CONTRACTS, & PUBLIC APPOINTMENTS.
Epitome of Advertisements in this Number.

COMPETITIONS.

Nature of Work. By whom required. Freminm.
Designsto be
debvered.

Page.

Masonic Buildings Co. j:

ying-out Property, Isle of Man 35L and ISf Not stated ... rr.

CONTRACTS.

Nature of Work, or Materials, By whom required.

Brighton Town Council
Wandsworth Bd. of Wks
Hammersmith Vestry...

St. Martio-in-lhe-Fields’

Vestry

kSig-up and Paving Roads
rgingaway Material
jhalte ana Wood Paving

Level of Romney Marsh
Admiralty
Drapers’ Company
Southgate Local Board
Met. Board of Works ..

Great Northern Ry. Co.
Farehani Local Board,,

do.

ast Guard Station
tached Infirmary, LlandalE
pply of Broken Granite and Flints, Ac
auito Carriagewavs, Ac
nstruction of Railways (Beeston to Batley)
tnotory Buildings
ads and Drainage to Cemetery

oken Granite
re.Engine Station and Public Office
iin Sewerage Works
a Water Works, Storm Outfall, Ac

Harrow Local Board ...

do,
Hailsham Union
Bournemouth Corassnrs
E. Qrinstead Local Bd.
Scbl. Board for Londonon School Buildings

Architect, Surveyor, or

Engineer,
Tenders te be
debvered.

P*ge.

P. C. Lockwood July 19th xiL
Official do. ii.

do. XU.

July 2l£t
- do. ii.

H. D. Good July 22nd ii.

Official do. ii.

C. Reilly July 25th ii.

0,^tai Jufy 28th XII.

do. July 20th ii.

J. Fraser A Sons do. xi'.

Official do. xii.

do. xii.

B. Latham July 30th ii.

Official ^0. 111.

C. F. Hayward August 2nd xii.

C. 0. BUber do. ii.

G. R, Andrews August 8th ii.

E. S. Gordon August 16th ii.

Official Not stated... ii.

Dunn A Hipkiss do. Xll.

PUBLIC APPOINTMENTS.

Natnre of Appointment. By whom Adrortised. Salary.
Applications

to be in.
F»e«-

July 2l8t

do.
rveyor’s Clerk St. George’s. Hanover-

squarc, Vestry 21. 128. 6d. weekly... ,vi.

TENDERS
CIIE3HUNT.—For drainage works for the Chcshunt
)cal Board. Messrs. Gotto & Booslej, engineers

Contract JVb. 1.

—

Iron Pipes and Monholes.

Eding'on A Sons ..£6,973 0 0
Lowery A Co. .. 6,614 0 0
Dickenson A Son .. 6,206 0 0
Smith, Patterson, A Co . 6,087 0 0

Neave . 6,923 0 0
J. A 8 . Roberta .. 6,747 0 0
Hilton A Son .. 6,707 0 0
Jukes, CoulsoD, A Co .. 6,827 0 0
Cochrane A Co., Dudley .. .. 6,672 0 0
F'lriuBtoDe A Bros .. 6,514 0 0
Stanton Ironworks Co .. 6,368 0 0
Cochrane, Grove, A Co. (accepted). .. 6,003 0 0

Contract No. 2.—Steam Enoi’>(•s. Boilers,

ami Pui
Owynno A Co ..£3,(93 0 0 :

CroBsley .. 2.354 0
J. Walt A Co .. 1,780 0 0

.. 1,750 0

Stott A Co .. 1,694 0 0

.. 1,641 0 0
Owen A Co .. 1,609 0 0

G. Waller A Co .. 1,686 0 0

.. 1,650 0 0

Easton A Anderson .. l,-t50 0 0

.. 1,44) 0 0

Thornwell AWarham. .. 1,346 0 0

Silvester A Co .. 1,316 0 0
0

Abell .... .. 1,260 0 0

Bever A Dorbng .. 1,181 0 0
Ldleahall Co. (accepted) .. .. 1,125 0 0

Contract No. 3.—Seicers and Buildings.

Webster
. £31,770 0 0 1

Bruce A Co
,

29,066 0 0
Bugbird

,
23,878 0 0

Cooke A Co 20,909 0 0
Hilton A Son 20,600 0 0
Bottoms

,
20,400 0 0

Dickenson 19,990 0 0
Nichobs 19,936 0 0
Bell 19,690 0 0
Bentley 19,560 0 0
Adams 18,673 0 0
Inr.es A Wood

, 18,2 0 0 0
Neave A Co 17,883 0 0
Robson

. 17,846 0 0
Lowery A Co 17,300 0 0
J. Dickson (acceptedl 10,333 0 0
JtUmondson 16,325 0 0 !

DEAL (Kent).—For httil'ing new retort-honse for the
*eal and \V aimer Gas Comnanv :

—

Cottew, Deal £746 0 0
W. & T. Denne, Walmcr 692 0 0
Trollope, Wabner 688 0 0
Deune & Son, Deal 647 0 0
Vise, Deal (accepted) 615 0 0

BOURTON (Somerset). — For new laondry, for the
Guardians of Dedminster Union. Mr. J. A. Sharp, engi-
neer and surveyor :

—

Building.
J. Child, Bourton £360 0 0
J. James, Bristol 349 0 0
C. N. Hayes, Bristol 286 0 0
N. J. Beaven. Bristol (accepted) 280 0 0
J. Bastow, Bristol 275 0 0

Fittings,

Llewellyn k James, Bristol 378 16 0
J. Childs, Bourton 270 0 0
J. B. May, London 240 0 0
J. 3. Leary, Bristol 235 0 0
N. J. Beaven, Bristol (accepted) 230 0 0
W. J. Pope, Bristol 215 0 0

EASTBOURNE.—For alterations to No. 8, Cornfield-
road, for Mr. Easton. Messrs. Fuller k Oakdeii, archi-
tects, Eastbourne :

—

G. Gravett £133 0 0
J. Noakea 105 0 0
Dove k Son 97 10 0
M. Martin .. 87 12 0

[All of Eastbourne.]

EASTBOURNE.—For alterations to No. 13, Ash'brd-
road, for Mr. J. A. Provost. Messrs. Fuller k Oakden,
architects, Eastbourne :

—

J. Martin .£142 0 0
Marlin 141 0 0
Dove & Son 8J 0 0

[All of Eastbourne.]

ESHER.—For tbe Esher and Dilton sewerage works,
pumping-station, machinery, &c. Mr. B. Latham, C.E.,
F.G.3., engineer :

—
B. Cooke k Co. (accepted) £10,841 0 0

FOREST-HILL.—For alterations and additions to hank-
ing prem ses, for the Directors of the London and Soulh-
Westera Bank. Messrs. Tolley & Son, architects. Quan-
titles supplied ;

—

Whitewick k George, Forest-hill ... £1,653 10 0
A. Smith, Forest-hill 1,73) 0 0
Smith & Sons, Norwood Junction ... 1,667 0 0
C. J. Bowyer, Upper Norwood 1,621 0 0
T. Roberta, Forest. hill 1,610 0 0
Bryan, Norwood Junction 1,679 0 0
J. Waddington, 8ydenham(accepted) 1,674 0 0

GATESHEAD.—For two houses in Derwentwater-road,
Gateshead, for Mr. M. Turner. Geo. W. Caris, architect.
No. 16, West. street, Gateshead:

—

Haswell & Wnugh £180 0 0
Qreason Bros,, Giteshead 460 0 0
F. Briges, Gateshead 455 0 0
R. Henderson, Low Fell 449 0 0
F. Wakefield, Gateshead 430 0 0
Groetham Bros

,
Gateshead 433 0 0

T. Watsou, Gateshead (accepted) 390 10 0

GIP3T-HILL.— For new wing and additions to the
Bungalow, for Mr. H. U. Macleed. Mr. Marshall N.
Inman, architect, 7, Bedford-row, W.C. :

—

W. Poole £477 10 0
W. Fox 476 0 0
J. Hitchcock (accepted) 469 15 0

GRIMSBY. — For alterations and additions to the
Griuubg Neics Oflicos and Printing Works, for the
Directors. Mr. E. W. Farebrother, architect:

—

Walker Si Cook (accepted) £230 5 0

GRIMSBY.— For the erection of a factory for the
Grimsby Fish Biscuit Company, Limited. Mr. E. W.
Farebrother, architect :

—

W. H. Smith £2,090 0 0
Roebuck & Gooeeman 1,808 0 0
J-&R. G. Guv .. 1,750 0 0

RiggsU & Hewina.. .. 1.657 10 0
T. Simonson (accepted) 1,690 0 0

For Boilers, Setting, ^c., and Ex/ra Timher for
Foundations.

T. Simonson and H. Marrows
(accepted) £217 0 0

For Fencing in Site,

Riggall k Hewina. £99 10 O
H. Marrows (accepted) 97 0 0
Jolland Chapman 70 0 0

GRIMSBY.— For additions to the Corporation Ic&
7ork8, Grimsby. Mr. E. W. Farebrother, architect :

—

Nightingale k Danby £590 0 0
Roebuck & Gooseman 483 0 0
J. &R. G. Guy 430 0 0
Riggall A Hewins (accepted) 423 0 0

GRIMSBY.—For new shoo. Victoria-street, for Mr.
Drakes. Mr. E. W. Farebrother, architect ;

—

Roebuck & Gooeeman £101 2 6
Frank SJagger 97 0 O
Nightingale k Danby 92 10 0
U. Marrows (accepted) 72 0 0

GRIMSBY.—For alterations and additions to Sprinj^
Church Si-bools, for the Trustees. Mr. E. W. Fare-
brother, architect :

—

W. H. Emerson £399 0 0
Roebuck & Gooseman 376 0 0
W. Kirk 372 0 0
Thomas Swain 366 0 0
G. Betts 353 0 0
Thos. Simonson 333 0 0
F. Grant (accepted) 280 6 11

GRIMSBY. — For additions to Holme Hill Sehools, for-

the Grimsby School Board. Mr. E. W. Farebrother,.
architect ;

—

Roebuck & Gooseman £393 S 8
J. & E. G. Guy 290 0 0
Riggall & Bewins 270 0 0
Thos. Simonson (accepted) 231 0 0
Walker & Cook 222 10 0

GRIMSBY.— For additions to 6ou<h Parade Board*
Schools, for the Grimsby School Board. Mr. B. W.
Farebrother, architect:—

Walker k Cook £465 10 0
Roebuck k Gooseman 465 0 0
Riggall k Hewins 463 10 0
J.&J. O. Guy 463 0 0
Geo. E. Thompson 443 10 0
Thos. Simonson (accepted) 436 16 0

GREEN3TED (Essex).—For new buildings and repairs-
at New llouHO Farm, Greeosted, for the Trustees of the-
Budworth Estate. Mr. Thomas Milbourn, architect;—

Noble, Ongar £025 17 0
H. k E. Lea, London 489 0 0
Patman k Fotheringbam, London* ... 4-41 11 0
Barlow, Ongar 432 0 0

* Aceepted.

HENDON.—For addition to house, for Sir Theodore-
Brinckmann, Bart. Mtssrs, Buckland k Sons, sur-
veyors :

—

Dunne. Hendon £429 0 0
£. A. Roome, Clapton (accepted) 40j 0 0

HOLLESLEY.— For additions to the Red House,
Hollealey, for the Colonial College and Training Farms..
Messrs. John Giles, Gough, & Trollope, architects. Quan-
tities by Mr. C. H. Gootfe :—

•

Girbng, Ipswich (accepted) £3,350 0 0

HORNSEY.—For the erection of a caretaker’s cottage,
at Irish-corner, also for the construction and erection ot
two street lire stations, for the Hornsey Local Board.
Mr. T. de Courcy Meade, engineer :

—

Caretaker's Collage.

Smith & Sons, Muswell Hill £487 0 0
Holmes k Son, Highgate 4*59 0 0
Marks, Croucb End 466 9 3
Wheeler A Co., North Fiochley 458 0 0
Price, Brixton 403 0 0
Dixon, Highgate 397 0 0-

King Bros., Souih Norwood 369 0 0
Kerry A Son, Highgate 350 0 0-

Kestells, Highgate 349 0 0-

Mattock Bros
,
Finsbury Park 346 0 0

Paine Bros,, Stamford Hill* 323 19 11
Linzell, Bedford-row, W.C.f 315 0 O

* Accepted. t Withdrawn.

Street Fire Stations.

Station A. Station B.
Rosser A Russell, Charing-

crosB
Kerry A Son, Highgate
Holmes, Higbgate
Dixon, Highgate
Marks, Crouch End
Keay, Birmingham
Cutting A Co,, Strand*
Linzell, Bedford-rowf

• -Accepted.

£323 0 0...£177 0
177 0 0 ... 136 0
173 0 0 ... 134 0
165 0 0 ... 140 0
168 15 0 ... 141 17
106 0 0 ... 130 0
95 0 0 ... 81 n
68 0 0 ... 48 0

t Withdrawn.

0
0
0
0
6
0
0
a

HOXTON. — For rebuilding house and shop in the-
East-road, for Mr. T. Potter. Mr. Ernest Newton, archi-
tect

E. A. Roome, Clapton (accepted) £769 0 0

KINGSTON-ON-THAMES.—For new shop front, Ac.,
at No. 35, Market-place, for Charles D. Hodgson, E-q.
Mr. T. C. Barrnlet. architect. Bridge-chambers, Ricbmond.
Quaniities supplied ;

—
Lane £295 0 0
Havell 279 10 0
Henley A Son 273 18 0
Judd 256 0 0
Carman (accepted) 219 0 0
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LEICESTER.—For the ereolion of shop and warehouse,

Belsrare-gate, Leicester, for Messrs. W. H. Stajnea &
Smith, leather merchants. Mr. R. J. Stephens, architect,
BelToir-atreet, Leicester:

—

Clark & Garrett..,

Hutchinson
Elliott

Tyen & Gates
Wood, Derby (accepted) .

Jewabnry
Kellett
Holmes
Steyens
Doibury
Harrison

..£-S,249 0 C

.. 3,236 0 0

.. 3,160 0 0

., 3,100 0 0

2,970 0
2,921 18
2,897 10

2,815 0 0

forLEWES.—For detached villa residence, 8 t. Anne'., ....

Mr. F. A, Drake. Messrs. Fuller 4 Oakden, architects.
lEastboome ;

—

J. Martin, Eaatboume £1,93

room and other rooms of tlie principal floor of the—

-

Society, Bnrlington House. Messrs. D. Rnddle & Son,
architects and surveyors, Montague-cbsmbers, Bedford'
street. Strand :

—

Merchant, Lady Somerset-road, N.W.
(accepted) £U8 lo 0

Angler' e Gardens SvhooU,
McCormack
T. W. Smith
E. Green
Grover & Son
Dealing & Son

Bovman’e-place Schoolt,
Kirby 4 Chase
Williams 4 Son
Fleming
Ooodman
Stevens Bros
Vigor 4 Co. .

Flsiman
T. W. Smith 4 Son
Knight 4 Walden
Dearing A Son

Curtain-road Schoolt.
Steel Bros
E. Green .

"Williams 4 ^n
Rogers A Toadon
Johnson 4 Co
Pritchard 4 Son
Dearing A Son
G. Flaiman
Hayworth 4 Son

Skepperton-road SchooU.
E. Green
McCormack 4 Son
T. W. Smith 4 Son
Grover 4 Son ....!!

Desring 4 Son
Willmott

264 0
239 0
226 0

LONDON.—For new stabling,
street, 8.W., for Mr. D. Tigo. Si

architect, 28, Cadogan-place
Rayment 4 Son
Turrell
Holloway
Btimpson A Co
Oldrey 4 Co
Garlick ..

W. Gladding (accepted)

Cottage-place, Sloane'
r. J. G. H. Buckmaster,

1,470
1,417
1,374

1,311 0 0

LONDON.—For the erection of an additional block of
dwellings in North-row, for the St. George's. Hanover-
equare, Workmen’s Dwellings Association. Mr. R. H.
Burden, architect. Quantities bv Mr, Eookwood

Simpson 4 Son £13,890 0 0
Holland A Hannen 13 870 0 0
Macey 13I718 0 0
Patman 4 Fothoringtam 12,996 0 0
Killby A Gayford 13 836 0 0
Bywaters .... 12,673 0 0
Scnvener .... 12,618 0 0
Higgs A Hill (accepted) 12,300 0 0

LONDON.—For works to boose and shop. No. 172
Kentish To-ra-road. Mr. E. W. Poley, architect, 6

,
Duke-

.. 135 10 ... 291 16 0

. 124 10 ... 288 10 0

street, Adelphi;-

Shop;

, £. 8 . d
James 4 Sons, Landel'a-

road. East Dulwich 166 5 0
J. R. Lacey. Eochester-

terrace, N.W 164 0 0
Scharion 4 Co., Gloucester-

terrace, S.W 123 10 0 ... 1C9 0 ... 232 10 0
G. Arthur, Dale-road, Ken-

..-,.•137 10 0... 82 10,,. 210 0 0
F. MitcheU, Peckham Park-

road, S.E 122 18 0
T. Collins, Regina - road,
Finsbury Park 107 6 0

Groorae 4 Fuller, 232, New
North-rosd* 90 0 0

72 10 ... 196 8 6

72 0 ... 179 6 0

* Accepted conditionally.

79 10 ... 169 10 0

(Mon.). — For alterations to premises,
>0. 138 Commercial-road, for Mr. G, Harries. Messrs.
>V . G. Httbershon 4 Fawckner, architects •—

T. Cock
G. F. Sharmm
E. Richards
Martin
Moulion 4 Brownscombe
Morris

.,£410

[All of Newport.}
267 0 0

NEWPORT (Mon.).—For reconstruction of business
premises, Commercial-atreet, for Mr. Bear. Messrs WG. Habershon 4 Fawckner, architects

C. Miles
J. Linton

.

W. Blackburn

£1,042

[All of Newport.}
0 0

NEWPORT '(Mon,).—For new corn-stores, warehouse,
So. SKnnner-street, for Mr. S. Smith. Messrs. W. G.Habershon 4 Fawckner, architects, Newport:

L. B. Moore, Newport £1,650 0 0
I. Goldsworthy, Newport 1,620 0 0
Moulton 4 Brownscombe, Newport 1 625 0 0

Newport 1,500 0 0W. Pnce, Newport i,.J89 0 0
C, Milos, Newport 1,472 0 0
G. Wilkins, Newport l'4,53 0 0
"W. Blackburn, Newport ],435 0 0J . Linton, Newport 1 40O 0 0
The Eiecntors of Wiliiam Gradwell,

’

Barrow-in-Furness and Newport 1,320 0 0

NEWPORT (Mon.),—For reconstruction of premises,Nos 195 and 196, Commercial-road, for Mr. Pell. Messrs.”
' w W-*

^ Fawckner, architects :

E. Richards
Moulton 4 Brownscombe ..6 . Wilkins
W. Blackburn
Morris

£883 10 0
,. 812 10 0
. 770 0 0

[All of Newport.}

OXFORD. --For the erection of Mansfield College.
Oxford. Mr. Basil Champneva. architect :

Cwtle.... £33,849

Brow•D, Son, 4 Co
Bell 4 Son
Cowlin 4 Son
Dove Bros
Franklin
Symons
Estcourt, Gloucester
Horsman, Wolverhamptt
Beaven, Bristol
Parnell A Son, Rugby (accepted) 26*536 0

30,733 0
30,517 0
29,090 0
29,391 0
28,773 0
28,522 0
27,954 0
27,918 0
27,419 0
27,293 0
27,130

8TAMFORD-HILL.—For tho erection of St. John’
Vicarage. Mr. Spencer W. Grant, arebiceet. No 63
£1.“!,..'!;'^ Quantities by Mr. C. W.Brooks

Wall Bros
Atherton 4 Latta
J. Holloway
Paine Bros., 8tamfordJbm>',',',"'

• Accepted,

SUTTON (Surrey).—For proposed Christ Church, at
Sutton Surrey. Mr. J. T. Newman, F.R.I.B.A,, arcbi-
tent. jr n Qaantities by Messrs. Cilrtis &toet. Fen-court, E.C.
Sons, London-wall, E.C,

Patman 4 Fotheriogham
B. E. Nightingale,.. .

Dove Bros.,..*
J. Chappell
J. Morter
Gregory A Co

"

.. £9,773 0

.. 9,562 0

.. 9,225 0

.. 8,887 0

8,647 0 0
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and Others.
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Pottery at the Burlington Fine Arts Club

HE examples of

Hispano-Moresque

and of Majolica

ware, now collected

at the Burlington

Fine Arts Club,

form one of the

most attractive of

theloan exliibitions

which have been
«een there

; though the interest of the first-

named portion of the collection, the Hispano
t Moresque ware, has been somewhat exag-

gerated. Jt is a type of work which, as repre-

flenting a special development of pottery
design under special influences, was no doubt
worth collective illustration, but its merit in

regard to design and execution is not, for the

most part, of the highest order
; a good deal

of the work is roughly delineated and executed,

and the designs based on a few rather common-
place motives, though some of them are cer-

tainly valuable as suggestions which might be
further worked out. The majolica portion of

the collection consists of a class of work with
which most visitors will be tolerably familiar

;

but it is not often that there is an opportunity
of studying and comparing so fine a collection

of examples in one room.

The work defined as Hispano-Moresque has
been supposed to be the production of Moorish
potters working in Spain under Christian rule,

though there seems no special reason for this

conclusion beyond the negative one that it is

iifficult to account for its character under any

I

-her supposition as to its origin. Moresque
is in character, but later than the period of
[oorish power, and its designs are mingled
ith Christian emblems. There is thus
igueness and uncertainty in regard to it

hich gives it interest as a historical curiosity;

id amid some rather coarse work of very
trying degree of excellence, are some fine

jsigns of rather unusual character.

The majority of the examples of this work
the collection, which are attributed to the

ifteenth and sixteenth centuries, consist of
rather large circular dishes, with broad rims,

md in many case.s with raised bosses in the
lentre. The general decoration is in most
cases in conventional floral diaper of metallic

fiustre, and in some cases the design is raised

f

ir embossed in parts, the embossed portions
leing most generally the flower forms which
-re the salient points in the ornamental

Ijlesign, though in some cases mere repeti-

,
ion forms, mechanically repeated, are thus
mphasised by partial relief. A feature
Murring in a good many examples is the I of a wheel. .. „ „ ,,„u. meouamoai
Imployment of broad lines or divisions spring-

1
effect, but seems to [have been a fashion at

ing tangentially from a centre boss or medal-
lion, so as to impart a spiral character to the

design. This rather obvious and well-worn

device is repeated so often as to appear as a

kind of recognised fashion among the pro-

ducers, whoever they were, of this ware.

Among the examples possessing special cha-

racteristics are two dishes, forming a pair

(2 and 3 in the catalogue), which are covered

with a small diapering in gold lustre, but have
large figures of a lion and a bull respectively,

coarsely incised in outline on the surface, the

figure occupying the entire surface of the dish

as a ground, entirely irrespective of the

division into sides and centre. The animals,

the bull especially, are rude and clumsy in

drawing, but the incident is so peculiar as to

be worth attention on that ground. One of

the examples that is of value, on far difl:erent

grounds, is No. 5, a dish of a make of which
there are only a few examples in the collec

tion, with a deep centre and vertical sides

or walls between centre and rim. The
surface is entirely covered, except for

a shield in the centre, with concentric

circles of vine leaves and tendrils, the

leaves being alternately gold lustre and
blue

;
the general arrangement is nearly sym-

metrical, with variety in the details. There is

no decorative sense, it is true, in making the

same leaves of alternating colours
; in every

design where colour comes in as an element,

there should be some obvious reason for dis-

tinction of colour, the one colour should be a
leaf, the other a flower, or the leaves of con-

trasted colours should be of different out-

line. But, apart from this little (esthetic

the effect of this dish, with its

sparkling circlets of leaves, is charming,

and it suggests a motif which might be
further carried out and developed with greater

elaboration. That is one use of such exhibi-

tions as this
;
quite beyond the mere “ col-

lector’s ” interest in it is the artistic interest

of noting what has been attempted in the way
of decorative idea which may furnish new
suggestions, and be susceptible of new and
perhaps better treatment.

This concentric arrangement, which is shown
with good effect in the last-named example, is

found in a good many other instances carried

out in a more mechanical manner and with
little artistic effect

;
it is more like pattern-

making than designing. Another peculiar form
among these exhibits, not beautiful, but worth
noting from its peculiarity, is that exhibited

in No. 20, and in some other examples, where
the prominent decorative feature consists of

raised lines in relief, radiating from the

central boss at equal distances, like the spokes

It is a poor and mechanical

one time, and is tried in two or three different

ways. The “spokes” usually cross to the
outside of the rim without any reference to

the structural division of the., dish. The
reference of the decorative design to the
structural form is entirely neglected in many
of these Hispano-Moresque designs

;
in some,

and those among the best otherwise, it is care-

fully kept in view. Thus in No. 91, a very
fine example, the centre boss, the surface of
the bowl, and the rim, are kept quite dis-

tinct in treatment, the surface of the
bowl being ornamented with a zone of

conventional floral design, leaving a space on
each side of it

;
the rim having a gadrooned

ornamental form embossed on it. This gadroon
ornament is a characteristic of the school, and
recurs frequently. In some cases it is made
out in relief, without any special decorative

outlining
;
in others, as in No. 80, it is treated

with considerable elaboration, the gadroons
being varied in detail, either singly or in

groups. In No. 117 is found a design
entirely differing from any other in the collec-

tion, though the plateau on which it is found
obviously belongs to the same class of manu-
facture as the rest

; this is a Japanese-like eccen-

tricity, where the circle is divided into four

quarters by strong blue lines crossing each
other at right angles, and two of the opposite

divisions are filled up with similar lines, all

running parallel to one of the central ones,

the other two divisions being filled with
foliated ornament. This is so completely
different from any other design in the collec-

tion, that it looks like an experiment on the

part of a single free-thinking designer.

Some other special examples may be noticed.

No. 22 shows a surfiice covered with very
delicate and flowing floral ornaments in gold
lustre, while over all this is painted a great

fleur-de-lis, in dark blue, the whole width of

the dish. This looks rather rampant, but it is

certainly bold and effective. Nos. 31 and 34
are worth attention as fine bold designs

;
the

latter shows a main design of two Maltese
crosses interlacing, the one in a mass of gold

lustre, the other in geometrical diapering in gold
lustre. The description adds, “ At the back,

concentric circles of lines of zigzags, with an
arrow-head in the centre.” From the catalogue

it appears that a majority of the examples hare
this kind of subordinate decoration at the

back
;
and as this decoration of the back of

the plate is a special feature of some interest,

it is a pity that some of them were not
arranged so as to show back and front, or,

where the designs are in pairs, as in some
cases, to show the front of one and the back
of another. Nos. 44 and 47 are two other
fine examples of bold work, designed more
or less with reference to construction ; while
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No. 40 is a •warning as to a radical mistake

in designing conventional foliage, as the bits

of foliage on the rim show growth from

opposite ends of the same stem, a feature

most uncomfortable to the sense of logic in

design. It would have shocked Owen Jones

to find any artist of his beloved Moresque

School committing such a deadly sin as this.

The plateau, No. 53, with little bunches of

leaves in relief on the outer rim, is another

unrighteous piece of work, for these little

blobs of leaves have no principle of arrange-

ment and no growth from anything else in

the design, and are clumsily designed in

themselves. No. 59, with some very finely-

drawn conventional leafage in gold lustre, •with

dark blue flowers interspersed, is well worth

attention. Nos. 74 and 75, hung as pendants,

and evidently by the same hand, are interest-

ing as showing a special character dittering

from any other examples
;
the surface covered

with floral diapering in gold lustre and dark

blue, radiating from the centre, but in thin

interlacing sprays
;
pretty in effect, but a little

weak. Nearly all the floral decoration employed

is of the type so largely pervading Moresque

design ;
that which looks as if it arose from

the influence of Greek ornament on Moorish

feeling and taste, and which consists of

cleanly - drawn flowing stems, with small

conventional leaflets growing from them at

intervals. This is a beautiful form of deco-

rative foliage when well carried out ; but in

a great many of the examples here it is care-

lessly and clumsily drawn, and, in fact, pro-

duces an impression of being the imitation of

good work by inferior draughtsmen.

The majority, in fact, of these Hispano-

Moresque plates seem, in comparison with the

majolica collection, like the decorative efi’orts

of children as compared with those of practised

artists and draughtsmen. This latter part of the

collection is of the greatest interest in more

senses than one
;
for splendour of colour and

often of draughtsmanship, and for the

atmosphere of the world of Renaissance Italy,

its tastes and feelings, which seems to pervade

the whole. A large number of the example?,

of course, contain painted figure-subjects ;
and

though the drawing of the figure, as is the case

in the majority of these majolica plate pictures,

is not up to the great standard of the Renais-

sance, and shows especially far too strongly

marked curvatures in the outlines of the limbs,

still the spirit and earnestness of action,

and the direct way in which the

story is told, reuder these ware-pictures

of considerable interest, even from the

pictorial point of view. The best of them

date during the first half of the sixteenth

century. The writer of the short introduction

to the catalogue, remarking that a great

number of majolica examples are named and

dated, says, “ It thus appears that the most

interesting works were produced about 1480-

1525, and the most artistic about 1525-1570,

and that they were chiefly produced in and

around the Duchy of Urbino.” He does_ not

define, however, what he means by “ inte-

resting,” nor in what sense the admittedly less

artistic work is to be ranked as “ more inte-

resting” than the more artistic. This, we
presume, is a piece of collector’s logic

;
from

our point of view, we confess that we find the

most artistic examples the most “ interesting.”

Among the finest designs in this portion of the

collection are two remarkable works in blue

and white, grisaille shaded; one (140) lent

by the Queen, the other (174) lent by Mr.

Drury Fovtnum. The first of these is a large

circular dish, with grotesques, monsters, and

birds left in white on a ground of dark blue,

and shaded and modelled in grisaille. The

design extends all over the dish, without

taking account of its shape, and the figures

and scrolls are designed with that combination

of boldness and refinement which is charac-

teristic of the finest decorative work of the

Renaissance. The other, No. 174, is less bold,

but even finer and more finished in execution.

In this case the blue, a much lighter one, is

painted on, and forms the design, on a grey

ground, the design being heightened with

touches of white. The centre shows a figure

jof a mermaid with a mirror in her hand, the

figure drawn with more delicacy and finish

than is to be found in any other example in

the collection. She is floating on water, with
buildings seen on the shore in the distance.

On the rim is a beautifully-designed sym-
metrical ornament of interlacing sprays of

flowers, &c., representing the perfection of

Renaissance ornament of this cla.ss. Both these

two are Venetian, and 174 is said to be the

earliest dated piece of Venetian ware (1540);

but why on earth the catalogue should there-

fore jump to the conclusion that they are

“perLaps by the same hand” it is impos-

sible to understand
;

this is another piece

of “ collector’s logic ”
;

to any artist it must
be manifest at a glance that they could not be
by the same hand

;
the whole touch and style

of the two is as different as possible,— as well

as the colour and the method of execution ; but

they are both splendid pieces of work, and the

former especially (140) seems full of the

exuberant life of the Renaissance.

Of course, however, fine as are these blue

and white examples, we generally connect the

idea of rich colour, creamy yellows and deep
blues, with the idea of majolica, or maiolica,

ware (the catalogue adopts the latter spelling);

and of the ware of this type there is a splendid

collection. It is impossible to do more here

than give a general idea of what is to be seen,

and note a few of the most striking examples.

The top and one side of the room, and the

cases in the centre, are entirely occupied by
examples of majolica of the richest decorative

type, and many containing figure subjects of

more or less spirit and interest. Among the

most interesting of the pictorial ones, and also a

very well designed piece in a decorative sense,

is No. 167, on© of a series of which several

pieces are, we are told, in the Correr Museum
at Venice. It has a deep centre, in which is

the figure of a bull within a circle, and the

wide rim is occupied by a scene from the

history of Midas, who is enthroned on the

right, a Cupid, bound, kneels before him, and
on the left three women, two draped and one

nude, come from a house, the architectural

details of which, including a projecting balcony

on heavy corbels, are shown with some minute-

ness. This is dated 1482, and is therefore one

of the “more interesting,” according to the cata-

logue preface, and here we concur
;

it is one of

the most interesting in the room in its intensely

Renaissance feeling, and also in the disposition

of the figures and architecture, and one of the

best executed in regard to the figures, in

spite of its early date. Architectural acces-

sories occur in a good many of the pictured

scenes, but they are not of much interest

in general to the architect, except as illus-

trating the rather odd manner in which Classic

detail is modified to suit the purpose of the

decorative designer, or perhaps rather to save

him the trouble of drawing it correctly. Two
large dishes, or rather a dish and a tazza,

which both illustrate the Rape of Helen (233

and 260), are interesting, as showing a repeti-

tion of nearly the same action and position of

the principal figures in the foreground (notice

in both the boatman seated on the edge of

the boat, with his back to the spectator, and

turning to observe the contest with those on

the bank)
;
in both a palace is shown on the

right, though with considerable difference of

treatment. These are not among the most

decorative in effect
;
they are interesting rather

as figure-compositions. The first is by Nicola

da Urbino, and the second is put down as

“ probably " by him, but that, we imagine, is

merely a conclusion from the fact that the

arrangement of the groups is similar. That

is, however, eluding the very question which

the comparison of the two suggests, viz.,

whether there was any generally accepted

treatment of the subject which was adopted

in its main lines by various artists, as there

have been in regard to other subjects, both in

Classical, Medimval, and Renaissance periods.

Among the other objects in this fine collec-

tion which we specially noted for their deco-

rative effectiveness are No. 189, a plate with a

portrait in the centre and a fine border of

dolphins and acanthus leaves, very bold in

design
;
No. 194, a small tazza, the centre

representing an open music - book, with

grotesques filling up the rest of the space, a
beautiful decorative effect with a special sug-

gestion in it
;
No. 199, tazza, with grotesques

moulded in relief and coloured grey against a.

dark blue background
; 200, remarkable for

the boldness of its border of grotesque

figures
; 201, the Death of Tarpeia, with archi-

tectural details of considerable interest, figures

very spirited in action, and the landscape fine

as far as a landscape in such a medium can be-

fine,—the whole with a very Titianesque glow
about it

; 207, plate with a sunk centre and a
medallion portrait with a very fine border ;

209, of somewhat similar type
; 213, a

medallion with coat of arms and cupids and
tritons in white on a dark blue background,

— this is a most brilliantly effective thing ;

214, a cupid riding a dolphin in the centre,

with a magnificent border of torsos and masks;
234 and 235, plateau and tazza

;
pilgrim,

bottles (239 and 241) on one of the centre

cases
;
two large drug-pots (345 and 348}-

companion pieces, each with saints in medal-

lions, and the rest of the surface covered with

foliage
;

256, dish with a mao in Mediceval

dress playing the violin, and a herder of

grotesques, &c., in white on a deep blue

ground
;
247, part of the rim decorated with a

dance of cupids, a charming bit of design ;

293, tazza, Aurora rising from the Sea, a bright-

mass of light behind her, and her horses led by

the Hours
;
this is a curious and very spirited

composition, rather reminding one of the

feeling of Blake.

These are only a few to be noted as exhi-

biting special effects of colour and design. The
whole collection deserves study on the part of

those who are concerned in designing in this-

class of work. The periodical display of

porcelain painting at Messrs. Howell &
James’s would improve very much in artistic

value if its contributors could catch some of the

decorative spirit, the feeling for rich colour and
broadly-treated conventional design, which
characterises so much of the majolica ware of

the sixteenth century, as illustrated at tha

Burlington Club.

NOTES.

DE LESSEPS has issued his pro-

I

pos-als for the second series of

Obligaiions nouvelles for the Panamai
Canal. The terms are almost iden-

1

tical with those of the issue of last year, i

except that the OhUgalions, which aro'

re-imburaable at 1,000 francs each in forty-'

eight years, are issued at 440 francs, in-i

stead of 450 francs. The subscription willl

be opened, at Paris and at New York, ou,'i

July 26th, and closed on the same day. Thei

notice is accompanied by a letter from M. del

Lesseps, in which he states that more than half I

the sura realised by the emission of 1886'

is in the coffers of the company, and that, “ifi

the 100 millions of francs which we haven

en caisse are a great source of quiet and ofc,

force to us, this quiet and this force will bei

simply tripled by a balance raised to 30051

millions.” “What is necessary,” he adds, “iaj

that with the 600 millions realised, all measure?!

should be taken that the ships may pass from

one ocean to the other.” Desirable as this

object is, it is not quite evident how the pro-i

posed issue will tend to effect it. If 8,000,OOOZ;5

are received by the company, on the terms

proposed, this whole sum will be required for

paying interest and sinking fund (in the fonr

of repaying 6,000 Obligations per year) foiV

between ten and eleven years, without laying

out a single centime on the works of the canalij

and the net result of the- operation will be tiC

leave the company burdened with a debt oi

16,000,000?., in respect of the loan, after thar

amount of interest and of sinking fund hai,

been paid. The figures come out very simplp

and clearly on paper. The puzzle is,—what li

the object of borrowing money on such termsii

At the Kensington Petty Sessions, on Wede
nesday last, the 20th inst., a case of som:

importance as regards railway companies wa;

decided. The Vestry of Hammersmith applie i'

for an order on the London and North-West€r(|
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Railway Company to demolish a building

irected on the north side of North Pole-road,

vVood - lane, Hammersmith, adjoining the

iVormwood Scrubbs Railway Station, used as

V booking-office, which building wai alleged

jy the Vestry to be in advance of the general

ine of buildings on the north side of North
Pole-road, and had been certified to be so by
-he Superintending Architect to the Metro-
jolitan Board of Works. Mr. Besley appeared
or the Vestry, and the railway company was
'epresented by the assistant solicitor to the

company. The facts of the case were not
lisputed, but the company relied upon a
decision of Vice-Chancellor Wood in the

;ase of the London and Blackwall Railway
iUompany v. the Board of Works for thi Lime-
rouse District (Law Journal’rf Reports, vol. 56,
0. 164, 1856-7), in which a bill was filed

:o restrain the defendants from demolishing
jertain buildings for the purpose of a new
}tation and railway over Commercial-road,
Limehouse. In the course of his judgment,
;he Vice-Chancellor remarked:—“I think it

ruite plain, upon the construction of an Act of
Parliament of this special character, that,

fvhenever the Legislature has enacted that
jertain powers of a special character shall be
rested in a corporate body or any body of
jommissioners for the express purpose of
sarrying out a special object which the
Legislature has in view, no subsequent Act,
Jiving in merely general terms powers which,
by their generality, apply to the powers of the
ipecial character given by the first Act, will

override the special powers so delegated to the
particular body of commissioners or corpora-
tion.” The Bench considered that they were
bound by the decision of Vice-Chancellor
Wood, and decided the case in favour of the
railway company. It has already been decided
that a railway company is exempt from the
Metropolitan Building Act with regard to the
construction of all buildings erected by them
even in the heart of the City, and at a distance
from their railway, if such buildings can be
colourably shown to be for the use of their

undertaking
; and the eft’ect of recent decisions

seems to be that it is competent for a railway
company to erect a wooden budding in Pall-

mall or Cheapside, and to place it in front of
the adjoining buildings, without anybody being
able to object.

WE regret to see that Mr. Butterfield

repeats in the Times his extraordinary
proposition to remove the front row of columns
of the portico of St. Martin’s Church, to pro-
vide against a more imaginary than genuine
obstruction of traffic. Mr. Butterfield states

that the parish possesses a model of the church
with a portico of only one range of columns,
which he concludes “must have been made”
under the direction of Gibbs. This, however,
is only a possibility, or at best a probability

;

and supposing the model was made under
Gibbs’s direction, that would only prove that he
was dissatisfied with the shallow porch and
improved upon it afterwards . Seeing what a
number of blockheads there are who are
always ready to pull about a fine building for

the sake of “practical” advantage, we cannot
but regret that Mr. Butterfield should have
been led to give his support as an eminent
architect to such a proposition, which we
should not scruple to characterise as a wanton
act of destruction. Mr. Ralph Nevill’s letter

on the same subject is much more to the point.

He says ;

—

“ The only pinch is at the corner of the National
Gallery.

All that is required is to take down the flight of
steps leading to the disused door of the former
residence of the keeper of the Gallery, and to
carry the pavement over the useless area adjoining.
The r.ailings to the front area would start from the
corner of the building.

13y this means a 40-ft. road would be obtained at
very small expense, and without damage to any
architectural feature of either building.”

This is a common-sense proposition, the more
60 as it is probable that the front of the
National Gallery will be rebuilt sooner or
later in a manner more worthy of its position
and contents

;
and therefore even some slight

disfigurement to it could only be a temporary

evil, instead of a permanent spoliation, as in

the case of St. Martin’s. We must protest

most strongly against what we must call Mr.
Butterfield’s extraordinary and most ill-

advised proposition.

Proposals are before the shareholders for

amalgamating the East and West India

(London and Tilbury) and St. Katharine’s

Docks Companies. The East India Docks, at

Blackwall, having a water area of thirty acres,

were opened on August 4th, 1808, for the

Honourable East India Company. They have
since passed to the West India Dock Company,
whose basins were opened on August 27th,

1802, the first stone having been laid by
William Pitt on July 12th, 1800. William
.Tessop was the engineer

;
his plans cover

nearly 300 acres, including the canal across

the Isle of Dogs. Hardwick constructed

the St. Katharine’s Docks, next eastwards
of the Tower, from the designs of Telford,

at a coat of 1,700,OOOZ. As many as 2,500
navvies were employed for a period of fifteen

months, 1827-8, in digging out tbe ground.
Most of the excavated earth was carried up
the river to MUIbank, and thence utilised for

filling in the Chelsea Water Works reservoirs,

near to tbe now Victoria Railway Station, in

pursuance of Cubitt’s building operations at

Pimlico. The space taken by the Dock Com-
pany included a densely-crowded area oftwenty-
four acres south of Upper East Smithfield,

lying between Little Tower-hill {olim Fosse-
side) and Burr-street, King’s Distillery, and
Nightingale-lane. Within these limits were
situated a vast number of streets, courts, and
alleys, together with Hangman’s, or Hanson’s,
Gains; the Flemish Church and its graveyard;
a Whitehall, St. Katharine’s-square, and tbe
original dock

;
together with the church,

cloisters, Sisters’ Close, the master’s house and
orchard, the Brethren’s and Sisters’ almshouses
and the burying-ground of the hospital, which
had been founded by Queen Maud, 1148,
and reconstituted by Queen Eleanor. The
hospital church, with its appurtenant build-
ings, stood where are now the inner lock
gates and the entrance basin. Western
Dock covers the site of the Flemish church
and churchyard, whilst Hangman’s or Hams-
den’a Gains lay where are some of the Com-
pany’s buildings that have lately been de-
molished for an approach to the new Tower
Bridge. In 1824 the hospital site was dis-

posed of to the Dock Company for a sum
assessed by Lord Eldon at 125,000?., in addi-
tion to which grants were allowed of 36,000?.
for new premises, 2,000?. for new site, and so
on. The old church, as is recorded in a letter

to the editor of “ The Every Day Book,”
vol. i., col. 1405, was finally closed on October
30, 1825

;
and by 1828 Ambrose Poynter’s

new hospital was erected in the Regent’s Park.
Hither were removed, at an expense of 1,000?.

the tomb of John Holland, Duke of Exeter
;

and the carved wooden pulpit given by Sir
Julius Cmsar whom Queen Elizabeth, pUno
jure, appointed Master in 1596. From the
earliest times nearly all the nominations to a
share in this charity, about 6,000?. a year, are
in the absolute gift of the queen consort or
dowager, and, failing them, of the sovereign.
This privilege saved from spoliation at the
Dissolution one of the mostancientecclesiastical
endowments in England. Hollar made some
drawings of the earlier buildings, and in the
Soane Museum may be seen a plan of the
property as it existed in 1781.

Messrs. DOULTON have just made, and
are exhibiting, a terra-cotta and Doulton-

ware reredos, font, and pulpit, for the Prince
and Princess of Wales. The furniture is

destined for the English Church of St. Alban,
at Copenhagen, and was designed by Mr. A. W.
Blomfield, M.A., tbe architect of the church.
The reredos consists of a large and two small
panels within trefoil-headed arches, supported
on small Doulton-ware columns, and sur-
mounted by gablet-formed hoods

; the whole is

enclosed between small buttresses, and stands
above a super-altar, in the back of which are
three oblong panels, filled with Doulton-ware.
The large panels, representing the Ascension,

and, at the sides, the Betrayal and tbe Un-
belief of Thomas, are from the hand of

Mr. Tinworth, and are none the worse for

having a little more repose and less of the robust

naturalism than some of the works of that

original and vigorous artist. The font is

octagonal, and stands on an octagonal centre

shaft and eight columns of plain blue Doulton

ware. The angles of the basin are marked
by little Doulton-ware shafts, and tbe side

panels are alternately figure-subjects by Mr.
Tinwortb, and ornamental devices. Tbe
pulpit is ordinary in character, with open
traceried sides, and stands on Doulton-ware
columns. That the design and detail of these

works are refined and scholarly, and the execu-

tion nearly perfect, is what one expects, seeing

who have been concerned in the matter : and
we are not disappointed

;
but, as critics must

have their growl, we may ask, perhaps, whether
the forms of mouldings and conventional

foliage that suggested themselves to a

thirteenth-century carver of obdurate stone

are likely to be the most appropriate for the

use of a nineteenth-century modeller in a

plastic material 1

The escape of St. Bride’s Church from the

thunderstorm of Friday afternoon last week
reminds us that on two previous occasions its

spire has been struck by lightning. As
originally built by Wren,—1701-3,—it rose

to a height of 234 ft. The spire, unpro-

vided with a conductor, had been so greatly

damaged by a stroke of lightning on June 18,

1764, that it was found to be necessary to

take down 85 ft. of the fabric. Franklin’s

experiments had been made ten or twelve

years before. In repairing the injury. Sir

William Staines lowered the spire by 8 ft.: the

portion removed was for a long while pre-

served in a mason’s yard in Old-street-road,

St. Luke’s. The cost of making good the

damage done in that year amounted to 3,000?.

In 1803 this beautiful steeple was again struck

by lightning, but with injury less serious than

on the previous occasion. Last week the

lightning passed down the conductor into the

ground, though not without causing con-

siderable alarm by the violence of its current,

manifest in the wreck and debris at the

steeple’s base.

^ISITORS to Edinburgh who from the Dean
V Bridge have looked down upon the gorge

through which flows the Water of Leith may
have noticed upon a ledge of rock by the side

of the stream a circular Grecian temple. Theie
are comparatively few, however, who descend

to inspect the structure, which covers a mineral

spring, and is known as St. Bernard’s Well.

For some years past this structure and its sur-

roundings have not met with' proper attention,

and been allowed to fall into a dilapidated

state. Through the munificence of Mr. 'William

Nelson, publisher, this state of matters has

been remedied, the temple has been restored,

and the domed chamber decorated in mosaic

and ultramarine and gold. A new statue of

Hygeia is to be placed under the open canopy.

A handsome new entrance and flight of steps

has been placed at tbe Stockbridge end of the

ground, and an elegant parapet erected along

the margin of the stream. There are few more
picturesque spots than this to be found in or

about Edinburgh.

F
urther up the Water of Leith another
improvement has been effected at Belford,

on the old Queensferry road. The bridge

which crossed tbe stream at this point having

shown symptoms of decay, and having been
found too narrow for the increasing traffic

caused by the extension of the city, a new
bridge, with improved access, was resolved

upon. The new bridge, designed by Messrs.

Btyth & Cunningham, civil engineers, now
completed, is on a higher level than its

predecessor, the approaches from the east

and west having been raised to a corre-

sponding degree
;
and an entirely new access

has been formed from the north end of

Palmerston-place, thus forming a direct out-

let from this quarter to the north-west. The
situation is one which suggests picturesque
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treatment, and it is to be regretted that the
aid of an architect was not called in to impart
somewhat of an artistic feeling to the structure;
for anything more unmeaning and common-
place than the battlemented coping, albeit

composed of granite, it would be difficult to

find, and the treatment of the approaches is

such as one may see at railway bridges in the
country, but hardly expects within a city.

A COUKESPONDENT of the Field, “H.E.
L.,” under the heading, “ Horses in London

Streets,” objects strongly, in the interest of the
horses, to the use of wood and asphalte
pavings on slopes : they ought only to be used,
he urges, on level streets, and where there is

light traffic, nob where heavy two-horsed
vehicles, such as omnibus and carts, are the
rule. From the point of view of the horses
we have no doubt he is right. The noise from
London traffic, increasing almost year by year,
has, however, been such a serious evil to the
human beings who have been compelled to

curry on their avocations in the midst of it,

that some change from paving and macadam
seemed inevitable. We have no doubt the
constant uproar of the City streets in old days
tended to shorten life; only the toughest nerves
could remain unaffected by it, Now the
horses suffer instead, unhappily. The ideal

pavement, which should equally suit the
comfort of man and horse, has not yet been
found

;
who will find it 1

The memorial to Rossetti, of which we gave
an illustration some time ago, was unveiled

on the Chelsea Embankment on Thursday, last

week, by Mr. Holman Hunt, before a small
concourse of persons, chiefly relatives and
friends of the late artist. As our readers may
lemember, the monument consists of a drinking-
fountain, designed by Mr. Seddon, with a

quarter-length figure of the poet, modelled by
Mr. Madox Brown. This should have been a
head and bust merely, with a conventionally-

designed pedestal; the head and upper portion
of the body, cut short ofl' for no apparent reason
except that there is no room for more of it in

the space allotted, has an exceedingly bad
effect. It is neither one thing nor the other,

neither a bust nor a figure, and produces a

somewhat ludicrous impression. Mr. Holman
Hunt delivered an address in regard to the
genius of Rossetti, in which he formed an
estimate of him which we do not think future
generations will ratify, and to single out
Rossetti’s mannered piece of archaic prettiness,

“The Annunciation,” in the National Gallery,

as remarkable for “ vitality of expression ” and
as superior to the Ansidei Madonna in “ artistic

discrimination of form,” was, at all events, a
proof that Mr. Hunt has the courage of his

opinions.

TN the summer of 1885 the Council of the
-L Royal Scottish Academy supplemented
their annual winter exhibition by one devoted
to works in water colours by living artists.

The financial results were not satisfactory, and
the existence last year of the International
Exhibition was a sufficient reason why the
experiment should not be repeated that summer.
Under the same auspices a similar exhibition
was opened on the 13th instant, but it is not,

as in the previous instance, confined to the
works of living artists, but contains examples
of lately deceased painters. The works
exhibited are 852 in number, and besides
water colours embrace examples of black and
white, and of the product of the sculptor.

Amongst the names of deceased artists who
are represented on the walls are those of
Turner, David Cox, Landseer, G. P. Chalmers,
and George Mason.

TT appears that the Leeds Architectural
J- Society sent a memorial to the Leeds

,

School Board some time since asking that the
designing of schools might be taken out of
the hands of any special architect, and left

open to the profession generally. The Board
eventually gave a qualified consent, in the
form of an inquiry from members of the
architectural profession as to the terms on
which they would undertake such work, and it

appears that certain architects who are named
offered to carry out the work at 3| per cent.,

3| per cent., and 4 per cent, respectively, and
that some of these “cheap” architects have
accordingly been commissioned to erect schools
for the Board. One of these is an architect of

considerable repute and large practice. The
work to be done includes, it should be observed,
more than an architect is usually expected to

do for the ordinary fee of five per cent.
;

it

embraces the survey of sites, the taking of

levels, the furnishing of sketch-plans, and the
preparation of quantities. Architecture, of

course, is not bound up with the sacred ritual

of five per cent.
;
but we do not think the

architects who have thus responded to an
inquiry, the literal meaning of which was
“ who will do the work cheapest ? ” have acted
in a way calculated to raise either their own
dignity or that of the profession to which they
belong.

SUTTON PLACE AND LOSELEY HOUSE.
Ox Saturday last the Architectural Associa-

tion visited two of the most interesting honsea
in Snrrey,—Sutton Place and Loseley House,
near Guildford. They have neither of them
changed hands since they were built, but have
been handed down either by direct descent or
by will to their present owners. In Sutton
Place mass has been said without a break for

350 years. They have both always been occupied,
and have iindergonc a certain amount of altera-

tion and curtailment, but not enough to destroy
the very important evidence they afford with
regard to the domestic architecture of the six-

teenth century
;
that is,'of the Early Renaissance.

Sutton Place was built first, and was the first

to be visited on Saturday, under the guidance
of Mr. C. Forster Hayward, F.S.A., who has
made careful measured drawings of the whole
house, which, it may be hoped, will some day
bo published. Mr. Hayward’s researches,
together with those of Mr. Frederic Harrison,
whose mother now occupies the house, ought to

suffice to clear up its history, and to throw a
considerable amount of light on a very interest-

ing period of house-building. Mr. Harrison has
already collected a good deal of information,
which was published in the “ Collections of the
Surrey Archaaological Society” (vol. ix., part J,

1385).

Sutton Place was bnilt by a Sir Richard
Weston about the year 1525, and is remarkable
for three special reasons

; firstly, that it was
one of the earliest unfortified houses in England

j

secondly, that all its ornamentation is in

moulded terra-cotta
;
and thirdly, that here

may very distinctly be seen the commencement
of the change from Gothic to Claasie, exhibited
in a manner almost unique, and depending
largely for its significance upon the material
employed. First, as to plan. The house was
originally built round a quadrangle, 80 ft.

square or thereabouts, which was entered
beneath a large tower, opposite to which, on
the other side of the Court, was the Hall.
There was also a second court attached to one
of the wings, but this was quite subordinate
and devoid of fine architectural treatment.
The large courtyard was the centre of interest,
and was arranged with a symmetry almost
rigid, and to which convenience of planning
had to bend. This arrangement was
of very frequent occurrence in houses
of the period, though, as Mr. Harrison
claims, Sutton Place is probably the earliest
example of it. When the tide of house building
had fully set in during the last half of the
century, numerous examples of a perfectly
symmetrical court with the hall on the side
opposite to the entrance may be found; but
about Sutton Place is this carious feature, that
apparently the door to the hall opened direct
into that apartment instead of into the
“screens,” which invariably divided the hall
from the buttery and kitchen. The rooms
arranged round this quadrangle numbered
nearly forty, and are all mentioned by name in
an inventory of the furniture and effects of the
builder, Sir Richard Weston. Mr. Harrison
remarks that the house “ was planned with all
the apartments required by modern habits,”
but it must not be forgotten that these apart-
ments were arranged for the most part in a
highly inconvenient manner, and though the
material required by modem habits is here,
its disposition by no means accords with modern
ideas. In those days the larger number of

rooms were thoroughfare rooms, and many of
the bedrooms or “ lodgings ” opened direct into
the court, across which open space was the
only means of access to them.
The present house consists of three sides of

the original quadrangle, the fourth, or entranco
front, in which was the large tower, having been
taken down in 1782. The return of this front
on the two remaining sides may still bo seen,
and Mr. Hayward exhibited on Saturday a con-
jectural restoration, for all the features of which
he had found some authority.
The plan, therefore, of Sutton Place is ita

first point of interest : it shows the absence of
fortification; the introduction of many rooms
with modern designations, but ill arranged,
except as producing an imposing symmetry ^

and the subsequent destruction of one whole
side as being, in fact, superfluous and_an un-
necessary expense to maintain.

But, perhaps, more interesting than the plan
are the general appearance and details of the
structure. The general appearance, as may be
seen from Nash’s Mansions (plate '13), is that
of a Tudor or Late Perpendicular house, with
windows having cusped heads, with flat-pointed

doors, and with a panelled parapet
;
but a closer

inspection reveals the fact that all the mould-
ings of jambs, raullions, tranaomes, and strings

are adorned with raised omamenta of Italian

character, and that all the dressings are of
terra-cotta. Probably, in this use of terra-

cotta is to be found the key to the singularly
early introduction of the essentially Italian

ornamentation, which is not confined to the
strings and mullions, but appears over the front

door and elsewhere in the shape of amorini ia

panels divided by half-balusters and a raised

floral pattern. The impression conveyed by the
meagre and ineffective treatment of these panels
over the front door, by the un^vorkmanlike way
in which the string cuts into the middle of a
moulded panel on the canted aides of the bays,
and by the patched appearance of the parapet,
ia that here were English workmen using a
material to which they were unused, which had
to be designed and moulded and made before it

came to its place in the work, and which could
not be humoured to meet an emergency in

design as stono could. No worker in stons
would have let his string butt right up against
the middle of a carved panel. But with this

terra-cotta what could you do ? No special

mojild was supplied for such an emergency, and
80 a bungle it was, and a bungle it had to
remain. It may be that difficulties of this kind
prevented the use of terra-cotta from spreading,
tor we find it hardly anywhere else in any
quantity except at Layer Marney, in Essex,
which was finished before Sutton Place wa&
begnn. These two buildings, indeed, are
abnormal. Though so early in date they
have much Italian detail, and all in terra-cotta.

Most of the contemporary buildings were of

stone and still quite Gothic in treatment.
May it not be inferred from this that the
moulds from which the terra-cotta details were
made were supplied from foreign sotirces ? that,

the English workmen net taking kindly to thei

new material, it fell into disuse? and that
only after the lapse of some decades and by a
gradual process, did Classic detail become the;

general language of the English workman?
The reason of the employment of so much'
Classic detail here may be found in the fact of:

Sir Richard Weston having spent much of his:

time abroad in the service of Henry Till., to:

whom he was closely attached.
But the ornamentation at Sutton Place is not:

all of foreign inspiration. The “tnn” which'
so frequently appears as half a rebus od)

Weston, has its counterpart in many Englisbs

buildings of the preceding fifty years, while the:

grapes that adorn the small end of the qOoinsi

may equally have been derived from English!

sources ; but undoubtedly most of the designs,:

especially the amorini and those in the windows
mouldings, must have come direct fromabroad-i
It is interesting to note how the various mouldal
have been used, how by combination they aror

made to proclnce different designs, and howv
fi'equently they have been reused, and yet how,.\

in spite of his ingenuity, the builder wa»i
hampered by his material, and unable to do alln

he would have done had he been working ini;

stone.

These, then, seem to us the lessons to bet<

drawn from an inspection of the workmanship.^
That we have here the resnlt of the owner’s -

1

travels abroad
; that he procured the coTeteda

Renaissance detail from foreign sources andi
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by using moulds made possibly abroad, but
utilised at home by English workmen, because
he knew that no Englishman working in stone

could have given him what he wanted
;
and

that the diflieulties inseparable from the use of

xeady-made detail prevented the material in

which it was made from being brought into

general use. Had the application of terra-

cotta been more successful no doubt the English
Kenaisaance would have been hurried on, but

as the Italian forms had to win their way in

stone, the process was longer, and not fully

accomplished for fifty years or more, and by
that time doors, windows, and mouldings, as
well as carved ornament, partook of the Classic

•spirit. But, however that may be, Sutton Place
must always bo remarkable as a building Gothic
in all its detail, except what would be (wore it

cf stone) it* carved ornament.
Not less interes ting than Sutton Place is Loaeley

House, where the members of the excursion were
hospitably entertained, and were conducted over
tho house by the owner, Mr. MolyneQX,who knows
and loves every stone of the building, and who
•explained all the points of interest. There is not
much detail outside

;
aud the inside has been con-

siderably pulled about at various times, so that
few of tho features are in their original places,

,

but this matters little with Mr. Molyneux as a
.guide. Perhaps the most important thing in

(regard to Loaeley is that a plan of it is to be
found in John Thorpe’s book (fob 39—10), with
the title, “ Sir Geo. Moore’s house.” (It is a
remarkable thiug how little distance one can go
dn tlie study of the English Henaissance with-

cut coming across John Thorpe.) The date of

tho commencement of the building is fixed by
tho original building accounts which are pre-
served

,
among tho numerous aud highly inte-

resting Loselcy MSS., from which it appears
that the original house was begun by Sir
William More in 1561, and finished in 1569, and
coat 1,060/. 19s. 7d. Every item of expendi-
iui’c is set forth at large, and at tho end is

written :
—” Sm® totalis of all mye buldynge

from 1561 untyll Mychylmas, 1569. Mvj'=lx.li.,

six. 8., vij.d.” There must have been an earlier

iiouso than this one, built by Sir William 5 for

at Christmas, 1558, one Edward Tyle writes to

him from Windsor :
—“ I ham very glad to here

cf yo*' renysh wyne, I praye yo" kepe yt well,

for I trust my p’te [part] ys therin’’^ but of
this earlier house which held tho excellent
IRhenish, no traces remain. In tho new house
which Sir William built, tho family lived till

the beginning of the seventeenth century, in

the first year of which he died. His son, Sir

George, succeeded him, aud desiring to be in

the fashion, and to be as magnificently
housed as his friends, ho called in the assistance
cf John Thorpe to enlarge the building. It is

Thorpe’s plan for the enlargement that is given
in his book under the title “ Sir Geo. Moore’s
house.” The plan shows tho original house,

—

•which can to this day be identified, window for
window, and room for room, though the internal
arrangements are slightly different,—and tho
now wing on toe west side. It also shows, partly
in pencil, a suggested wing on the east side,

aud a Bcroen-wall from wing to wing, with a
gateway tower in the middle, thus completing
a quadrangle about 200 ft. wide by 130 ft. long.
Had these suggestions ever been carried out, the
house would have been one of the most imposing
in the country ; oven as it was, the old house
and the new wing made a large place, so large,

indeed, that some sixty years ago the new wing
was palled down as being too great a burden to
maintain. In Manning & Bray’s “ History of
Surrey” a view of Loseley is given, which cor-

cespouds in all but a few unimportant parti-
cnlai'3 with Thorpe’s plan, showing that tho
new wing was carried out as shown thereon.
The house, therefore, has reverted to its 'original
size, save for an eighteenth-century projection
on tho south side, containing a staircase and
study, and for a small new wing built by the
present o\vner

;
and it still deserves Camden’s

description as tho ” delicate seat of the knightly
family of the Mores.” Thorpe has, rather
curiously, omitted to show the small porch at
tho south end of the “screens,” which must
have been part of tho original structure, as it

bears the date 1568, the only date to be found.
Tho chief apartment, of course, is tho hall,

but the drawing-room, called by Thorpe the
parlour, has more original work left, and the
ceiling, cornice, and chimney-piece a're fine
examples of the period. They are figured in
Nash’s “Mansions.” In the cornice occurs the
rebus of the Mores,—a mulberry tree with an

inscription on either side, Morus tarde moriens ;

Moruni cito morituruvi,* as who should say, tho

tree itself lives long, but the fruit dies quickly.

There were formerly many of these inscriptions,

only one of which is now left, aud that over the

front door : it is a Latin hexameter :

—

“ luvidiic claudor pateo eed temper amico.”

The sentiment is the same as in the pithy
saying over the door of Moiitacute, “And yours,

my friends.” The others aro given in the
“ History of Surrey,” and were curious for their

aptness to the rooms to which they were
assigned. Over tho kitchen door was, “ Eor
hanger, not gluttony”; over the buttery, “ For
thirst, not drunkenness ”

;
and over the parlour,

“ For the upright, not the wicked.” But these

are gone, and no remains aro left. There are,

however, in various panels of the hall and in a
small bedroom upstairs, some very beautifully

painted panels, which from their character and
design and from the date of the panelling which
surrounds them, jnstify the belief that they
came from the palace of Nonesuch, which was
destroyed early in the eighteenth century, when
they probably were brought to Loseley and
worked into the panelling then being put up.
These painted panels are of singular delicacy,

and aro conceived entirely in the spirit of the
Italian Renaissance, much more so even than
the work at Sutton Place which we have been
discussing.

The “ delicate seat ” of Loseley is a difficult

place to leave
;
there is so much to be explored,

the views aro so fine both back and front
;
the

old garden with its long high terrace and
quaint garden - houses at tho corners, is so
fascinating that it is hard to leave it for

the prosaic work-a-day world. But the return
must be made, and it is at least a satisfaction

to feel as we go away how wide a glimpse
into history the two houses of Sutton and
Losoley have given.

CONGRESS OF MUNICIPAL AND
SANITARY ENGINEERS AT LEICESTER.

Leicester is a growing and rapidly-improving
town, and very important and in some respects
unique public works are now in progress
there, from the plans and under the super-
intendence of Mr. Joseph Gordon, the Borough
Surveyor, who, before ho came to Leicester,

several years ago, had become favourably
known as the engineer of several important
sanitary works on tho Continent, Frankfort and
other large towns in Germany having been com-
pletely sewered and drained by him. The Asso-
ciation of Municipal and Sanitary Engineers and
Snrveyors have this year elected Mr. Gordon
their President, and the fourteenth animal meet-
ing of the Association was held in the Council
Chamber of the Town-hall, Leicester, la'jt week.
The Association, wo may hero say, was estab-

lished in 1873 (its founder being Mr. Lewis
Angel], now Borough Engineer of West Ham),
and it has been steadily growing ever since its

commencc’ment. At the time of writing it has
11 honorary members (including the chief

municipal engineers of London, Paris, Brussels,

and Amsterdam), 304 ordinary members, and 9
graduates, making a total of 324. Of the im-
portance of such a society, and of the value to

the public of the free interchange of opinions

and experiences between gentlemen holding the

important positions of engineers and surveyors

to municipalities, local boards, and other public

authorities, there can be no question, aud we'
are therefore very pleased to notice the growth
and increased usefulness of the Association.

Mr. R. Vawser, M. Inst. C.B., of Manchester,

presided temporarily at the opening meet-

ing on Thursday morning, and amongst the

members present were :—Mr. Thomas Hewson
(Leeds), Mr. H. U. McKie (Carlisle), Mr. A.
M. Fowler (Manchester), Mr. H. P. Boulnois

(Portsmouth), Mr. J. Ganaraage (Dudley), Mr.

E. G. Mawbey (York), Mr. T. W. Staiuthorpe

(Eston), Mr. J. Howeroft (Redcar), Mr. J.

Haigh (Abergavenny), Mr. C. G. Lawson
(Southgate), Mr. G. Eedes Eachus (Edmonton),
Mr. John Price (Toxteth Pax'k), Mr. G. B.

Laffan (Bridgewater), Mr. T. Farrell (Sher-

borne), Mr. R. Pickering (Whitehaven), Mr.
F. Newman (Ryde, I-W.), Mr. W. H, White
(Oxford), Mr. C. Jones (Ealing), Mr. Jos. Lobley
(Hanley), Mr. S. S. Platt (Rochdale), Mr. F. Ash-
moad (Bristol), Mr. John Parker (Hereford), Mr.

• The Mulberry (tree) ia slow to die. The Mulberry
(fruit) shall quickly die.

J. Cartwright (Bury), Mr. A. W. Parry (Reading),
Mr. T. do Courcy Meade (Hornsey), Mr. John
T. Eayrs (West Bromwich), Mr. J. W. Cockrill

(Great Yarmouth), Mr. Sidney G. Gamble
(Grantham), Mr. Tbos. Coulthurst (Derby),
Mr. Alfred T. Davis (Sfcratford-on-Avon), Mr.
J. W. Walshnw (Peterborough), Mr. Robert
Godfrey (King’s Norton), Mr. H. J. Clarson

(Tamworth), Mr. E. li. Window (Bishop’s

Stortford), Mr. Geo. R. Strachan (Chelsea),

Mr. F. J. C. May (Maidstone), Mr. G. E.
Andrews (Bournomotith), Mr. W. H. Savage
(East Ham), Mr. W. H. Leete (Luton),
Mr. G. E. Shore (Crewe), Mr. Geo. Hodsou
(Loughborough), Mr. T. Gledhill (Heck-
mondwike), Mr. Jas. Lemon (Southampton),
Mr. W. Dent (Nelson), Mr. W. Banks (Ro-
chester), Mr. E. B. Ellice Clarke (London), Mr.
J. Buchan (Grimsby), Mr. A. Creor (Lancaster),

Mr. J. W. Wardle (Longton), Lient.-Col. Jones,

V. C. (Wrexham), Mr. S. Dyer (Bridlington),

Mr. W. Stewart (Rugby), Mr. A. Comber
(Kidderminster), Mr. S. P. Rolloy (Tipton),

Mr. C. J. Dawson (Barking), Mr. J. D. Watson
(Arbroath), Mr. C. H. Lowe (Hampstead), Mr.
W. G. Laws (Newcasfcle-on-Tyno) ; and Mr.
Thomas Cole, Secretary.

The visitors included Sir Robert Rawlinson,
K.C.B.

;
Major Tulloch, one of the Local

Government Board Inspectors ,* Alderman Hart,
Mayor of Leicester; Alderman Chambers, J.P.;

Alderman Kempson, J.P.; Councillor Goddard,
Chairman of the H-ighways Committee; Dr. H.
Tomkins, Medical Officer of Health for the

Borough; Mr. William Eassie (London), Mr.
R. W. Peregrine Birch (London), Mr. Walter
Jennings (London), Mr. J. S. Hodgson (Rother-
ham), and other gentlemen.
Mr. Vawser having explained that be presided

temporarily, owing to the retiring President,

Mr. Lobley, being detained on his journeyfrom.
Hanley,
The Mayor, on behalf of the Corporation,

gave the Association a very cordial welcome to

Leicester.

Mr. Vawser, on behalf of the meeting,
thanked the Mayor, aud then resigned the
Presidential chair to Mr. Lobley, of Hanley,
who had now arrived : he had been unexpectedly
delayed at Uttoxeter. The minutes of tho last

annual meeting were passed, and
The Secretary then read the fourteenth annual

report, which expressed the pleasure with
which the Council were able to record that all

tho statistics in the account of the proceedings
of the past yoar showed a larger increase of

numbers than in any previous year, as well as a
satisfactory advance in the financial position of

the Association, while there was evidence that

the examinations which it had instituted were
being received with confidence by the public.

Since the last annual meeting, held at Hanley
on July 8, 1886, aud two following days, district

meetings had been held at Rochester, Waltham-
stow, West Hartlepool, Warrington, Portsmouth,
Kidderminster, and Bolton. Daring the past

year -tt new members, consisting of 39 ordinary
members and 5 Graduates, had joined the Asso-

ciation. Death, resignation, and other causes

had removed 14 members. Tho Council re-

corded with regret the deaths of Mr. William
Whittington, Borough Surveyor of Neath.

(Glamorganshire), aud of Mr. John Green Hall,

City Surveyor, Canterbury. The extension of

the rules made at the last general meeting,

so as to admit the metropolitan surveyors to

membership, was being appreciated, inasmuch as
up to she present time more than a quarter of

their number had been enrolled as members.
A similarly satisfactory result had also to be
recorded with regard to another new rule made
at the last general meeting, by which certi-

ficated candidates were admitted os Graduates
of the Association. Up to the present time,

thirty per cent, of tho candidates who had
successfully passed the Association’s examaua-
tions had joined as Graduates. The audited
balance-sheet showed a balance in hand oa
the 30th of April of 298/. 6s. Two gk-

aminations had been held during the year,*

The Sanitary Institute of Great Britain, joinily

with the Parkes Museum, having petitioned

her Majesty for the grant of a Royal Charter
of Incorporation, under the name of “ The
Sanitary Institnte,” the Council, on behalf of

the Association, petitioned against the granting
of such Charter, or, at all events, against in-

cluding in such Charter the power of grant-
ing certificates to local surveyors. Up

• The reaulte of these will be found recorded ia tha
Builder for Oct. 33, 1886, and May 14, 1887,
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to the present time no decision had been
arrived at by the Privy Conncil. The Par-
liamentary Committee of the Council of
the Association had held many sittings
during the year, and had given careful atten-
tion to “ The Sanitary Registration of Build-
ings Bill ” and “ The Sanitation of Houses
(Metropolis) Bill." The draft of the first-

named measure had been considerably modified,
and the second measure was withdrawn at an
early stage of its existence. In conclusion, the
report dealt with proposed alterations of the
rules, &c. The ballot lists having been duly
issued, the scrotineers reported the following
gentlemen elected for the Conncil :

—

President.—Mr. J. Gordon.
Fice-Prestdcnfs.—Messrs. H. P. Bonlnois, C.

Dunscombe, and E. B. Ellice Clarke.
Ordinary Members 0/ Council.—Messrs. A.

Brown, J. Cartwright, T. Coulthurst, J. H.
Cox, J. T. Eayrs, A. M. Fowler, T. Hewson,
H. U. Mch-ie, T. de C. Meade, A. W. Parry,
R. Read, and T. Walker.
Honorary Treasurer.—Mr. Lewis Angell.
Honorary Secretary.—Mr. C. Jones.
The report was adopted, on the motion of the

President, seconded by Mr. Vawser, and the
following telegram was despatched to Her
Majesty the Queen :

—

“ Th* Association of Manicipal and Sacitarj KoBineers,
aasembJed at their annual meeting now being held at
Leicester, desire to olfer their congratulations to your
Most Gracious Majesty on the eompLtion of the fiftieth
rear of your reign, and they pray that your Majesty may
Jong be spared to continue your happy reign over tout
loyal and contented subjects.—J. GoEDoir, President."

In the course of the sitting the following
reply was received :

—

" The Queen bis received with much pleasure the con-
gratulations of the members of your Association,—
POKSOWBT.”

^

A proposal to alter the title of the Associa-
tion to that of “ The Association of Mnnicipal
Engineers,’’ introduced by Mr. T. De Courcy
Meade (Hornsey), was first considered. He
urged that the old title was cumbersome, and
he thought that the suggested abbreviated title
would express all that was necessary, and be
mneb more convenient.
Mr. Godfrey (King’s Norton) seconded the

proposition.

Mr. C. Jones (Ealing) moved, as an amend-
ment, that the title should be, “ The Association
of Municipal Engineers and Surveyors." He
held that the title should express as nearly as
possible the character of the Association, and
he thought the one he proposed would do this
better than the title Mr. Meade suggested.

Mr. W. H. White (Oxford) seconded the
amendment, chiefly on the gronnd that the
term “ Surveyor” was that by which they were
designated in the Act of Parliament.

Mr. Hewson (Leeds) said he thought that
the argument employed by Mr. White was in-
conclusive. What did not the term “Surveyor ”

embrace? The title was used by all sorts of
unqualified persons.

Mr. Fowler (Jlanchester) said that there
was equal ambiguity as to what was embraced
in the term “ Engineer.”

Sir Robert Rawlinson said he happened to
know that the Government were going to take
action with regard to setting out new district?,
which would alter the constitution of the local
government of the country very materially.
He suggested that the question of the altera-
tion of the title of the Association should etand
over until it was seen what effect the Govern-
ment Bill would have oa the local government
of the country.

Mr. Meade (Hornsey) withdrew his motion,
conditionally that Mr. Jones withdrew his
amendment. Mr. Jones acceded to this, and
the question of alteration in the name of the
Association accordingly stands over until next
year.

The District Secretaries were reappointed
until the next meetings of the varions districts,
as follows, viz. :—Home Counties, Mr. 0. C.
Robson, Willesden

; Midlands, Mr. A. T. Davis,
Stratford-on-Avon

; Yorkshire, Mr. J. W. Hors-
field, Batley; Lancashire and Cheshire, Mr. S.
S. Platt, Rochdale

J Western, Mr. Jos. Hall,
Torquay ; Northern, Mr. P. W. Thomson, Wil-
lington Quay

5 Eastern, Mr. E. Buckham,
Ipswich; and Wales, Mr. J. W. M. Smifb,
Wrexham.

Mr. Lowe (Hampstead), Mr. Price (Toxteth
Park), Mr. Eayrs (West Bromwich), and
Sir. De Courcy Meade (Hornsey), were appointed
scrutineers to conduct the ballot for the election
of the next Council

; and Mr. Godfrey (King’s
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Norton), and Mr. Strachau (Chelsea), were
chosen as auditors.

On the motion of Mr. C. Jones (Ealing),
seconded by Mr. White (Oxford), a cordial vote
of thanks was passed to the retiring President,
Mr. Lobley, for the exemplary manner in which
he had discharged his duties, and for the
services he had rendered to the Association.

Mr. Lobley expressed his thanks, and observed
that his interest in the Association would be
rather augmented than lessened by his having
passed the chair.

The President’s Address.

Mr. Joseph Gordon, M.Inst.C.E., the Borough
Engineer of Leicester, as President elect, then
took the chair, and delivered his inaugural
address. After thanking the members for his
election to the chair of the Association, he said
that the original object for which the Associa-
tion was established had been fully maintained
in the present aim and usefulness of its opera-
tions. The diffusion of knowledge on the sub-
jects coming within the range of mnnicipal
engineering in all its varied phases, differing,
as they must necessarily do, in different parts
of the kingdom, amongst the members by the
papers read and discussed at the various dis-
trict meetings during the year, coupled with
the advantage of an opportunity for an inspec-
tion of the works to which the papers referred,
in the various towns, was a distinct and very
material advancement upon the very limited
opportunities which the mnnicipal engineer
had, prior to the establishment of this Asso-
ciation, for gaining a knowledge of what was
being done elsewhere than in his own town, in
the solution of those problems which munici-
palities and Local Boards had to deal with to
meet the growing wants of their districts, and
for the improvement of the sanitary condition
of their respective localities. It was to the
distinct advantage of the corporations and Local
Boards that their Surveyors and Engineers
should belong to the Association, and take as
active a part in its work as possible, for he
thought be might venture to say on behalf of
every member who was in the habit of attend-
ing the District Meetings, no matter how experi-
enced he might be, that he) had in every
instance learned something of advantage,
whether it had been some better way of carry-
ing out some particular class of work rr some
minor detail, or something had been brought
under his notice which it was desirable to avoid
in any similar works. Very few of the mem-
bers were able to attend all the meetings held
in different parts of the country during the
year, and it must not be forgotten that it was
at considerable expense on the part of those
members who did so, and tnat consequently the
full advantages of the Association would not
be realised until the municipal authorities and
Local Boards became impressed with the
benefits which would accrue to the towns
represented, by knowing that their surveyor
attended all such meetings, so as to keep him-
self abreast of the times in his knowledge of
the actual works of the country of a municipal
character. That, he was afraid, would never
be practicable unless the local authorities
themselves came to the rescue, as they heard
attheir Oxford Meeting in 1883 several boroughs
and Local Boards had already done (as regarded
the annnal meeting, at any rate), by paying
the expenses of the members attending those
meetings. The good effects and results of the
Association by bringing its members into con-
tact with each other at the various meetings
were, he was quite sure, being felt in all those
towns and districts whose surveyors were mem-
bers of it. After alluding to the annual
volume of “Proceedings of the Association,”
the President said :

—

A step in the right direction was taken by
onr Society two years ago in the establish-
ment of Examinations for the office of local
Surveyors. The success attending the inaugu-
ration of that step has been most satisfactory
indeed, and deservedly so, I think, when it is
considered that in addition to the many other
duties the Members of the Conncil have to
perform, they are also chosen as an Examining
Board, and that a section of them devote two
days of their time twice a yeivr to these exami-
nations without any remuneration.

It had long been felt that there was an
examining body for certificates of competency
for local surveyors which fully met the require-
ments of the case. The Royal Institute of
British Architects have for some years held

examinations and granted certificates of compe"
tency for District Surveyors practising in
London, and the Metropolitan Board make it a.

condition that all candidates for such offices

should hold such a certificate. This is, no
doubt, as it should be in principle, but the
question arises whether the Institute of British

Architects is the most fitting body to hold
examinations for provincial Surveyors, whose
duties are scarcely identical with those of
metropolitan Surveyors working under different

Acts of Parliament.
The Sanitary Institute of Great Britain insti-

tuted slso, some years ago, examinations for
local Surveyors and Inspectors of Nuisances,
conducted by a Board of Examiners composed of
gentlemen eminent in sanitary science. It has
been felt, however, that a certificate emanating
from a body composed of gentlemen filling the
most important surveyorships in the kingdom,
daily and hourly occupied in the practical work
which all surveyors to local authorities have ta
encounter, would be of great practical value,

and recommend itself to local authorities.

There is one other body whose certificate

would have all the force and weight of autho-
rity, not only in this kingdom but throughout
the British Dominions, if that institution would
undertake the task,—I mean the Institution of
Civil Engineers,—because that body includes
within its ranks not only the greatest living
authorities on all engineering subjects, but alsa

the chief City and Borough Engineers and Sur-
veyors to Local Boards of the United Kingdom.

It might be urged that as many of the duties
of the local Surveyor are of an architectural

character, that element would not receive

sufficient attention by a body of engineering
examiners. On the other hand, while many
local surveyors are drawn from the archi-

tectural profession, and have been entrusted
with important architectural works, yet it will

be conceded that the great bulk of their duties

are of an engineering character, and that there-

fore the engineering element is paramount. An
engineering body of examiners would appear ta
be, therefore, a more fitting body to examine
and certify as to the competency of candidates
for local Surveyors than a Board selected from
a purely architectural institution, although
perhaps both elements should be present on
such a Board.

If the Institution of Civil Engineers were to
undertake the task, I think it is fair to presume-
that with so practical a body of men they
would largely select their examiners from that
very class of men who have the most complete
knowledge of the subject.

What, then, so natural as that this Association

should undertake the task until a Board of
Examiners has been established, either by the

Institution of Civil Engineers, or by the joint

action of all the institutions affected and inte-

rested, in which all could have confidence? That
the Association was right is shown by the fact

that the number of candidates who have pre-

sented themselves at the three examinations

which have been held is much larger at each
examination than has appeared before the
Examining Boards of other institutions to

which I have referred, and I think the Associa-

tion is to be congratulated on the inauguration

of this new step, and that we owe a deep debt of
gratitude to those members who took such an
active interest in its establishment, and also to

those active members of the Board of Examiners
who have, at great sacrifice of their time, pre-

sided so efficiently over the examinations which
have already been held.

A perseverance in this work cannot but be-

productive of good to the community at large,

and I am even sanguine that Local Authorities

may eventually follow in the footsteps of the

Metropolitan Board of Works, and admit only

candidates possessing the certificate of com-
petency of this Association.

The President next proceeded to review the
sanitary progress which has been made during
the reign of Queen Victoria. In the course of
his remarks under this bead, he said :

—

The average mortality for England and Wales
was 22 4 in 1838, and in 1886 19'3, which shows
a saving on last year’s population of England
and Wales of 86,400 lives annually, and a.

saving in suffering from an estimated number
of about 1,728,000 cases of sickness.

To accomplish all this vast sums of money
have been expended, probably not always wisely,

inasmuch as there have been mistakes made in

this direction, as in all new developments of
science when applied in practice, and evils have
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arisen which, if foreseen at all at the outset,

were underrated.
The great object of the Public Health Act,

1848, was to enable Local Authorities, by its

adoption, to properly sewer, drain, and cleanse

their towns, and to provide efficient supplies of

water, free from contamination and imparities

dangerous to health. The raising of money by
loans repayable in a series of years, which the
Act empowered, enabled all these objects to be
accomplished, and whilst the first duty of Local

Authorities was undoubtedly the provision of

a good supply of water and proper sewerage
for the removal of liquid filth from the imme-
diate vicinity of inhabited dwellings, the carry-

ing out of proper works for the latter object

has been of much slower growth than the
former. Private companies led the way, in

fact, in providing supplies of water, inasmuch
as there was a prospect of the works becoming
remunerative to shareholders investing their

money in them, and in nearly every instance
where Local Authorities have eventnally found
it to be in the interest of the inhabitants of
their districts to purchase the works, they have
had to pay high prices for the undertaking.
This has generally led to a great deal of dis-

satisfaction with companies holding such
works, but it must not be forgotten that the
companies would, in most instances, never
have had any existence if the Local Authorities
had taken the initiative, and that but for the
companies this great boon of a pure supply of

water would most probably have been long
delayed to many large as well as small com-
munities.

The evils which have arisen from the sewer-
ing and draining of towns, have been of a two-
fold character. Firstly, in the increased pollu-

tion of rivers and streams into which the sewage,
in the earlier stages of these works, was poured
without any previous treatment ; and, secondly,
in the production of sewer gas, which, up to the
present moment, seems so difficult to deal with.
These concomitant evils and difficulties attend-
ing the execution of sanitary works are in no
way to bo underrated, but it still remains the
first duty of town authorities to remove, as
quickly as possible, all liquid and other refuse
from the midst and immediate vicinity of large
populations, before putrefaction has had time
to take place. There arc some minds whose
course of reasoning seems to lead them to the
conclusion that the evils attending the introduc-
tion of modern systems of sewerage are greater
than those of the old methods of dealing with
town sewage and refuse, but the facts are
against them to such an extent that it would
be difficult to point to a responsible medical
officerin tbe kingdom who would be courageous
enough to advocate a return to the old regime
of cesspools, privy ashpits, open ditches, and
flat-bottomed culverts. The introduction of
earth-closets as one of the safeguards against
sewer-gas has made no headway for large popu-

:

tions, and is beset with practical difficulties.

In the Midland and Lancashire towns the
system known as the pail or tub system has
been much more largely introduced as a substi-

tute for the water-closet, and it has, from a
landlord's point of view, many attractions. In
the first place, the first cost, as compared with
that of a water-closet, is very small, and the
landlord is relieved for ever afterwards, I

believe, in most towns, of all future costs and
maintenance} whereas, in the case of water-
closets there is undoubtedly great difficulty, in

cottage property, in keeping them in good
working order, especially during the frosts of
winter. There are, however, many objections

to the pail-system, which it is not projjosed to

touch upon in this address beyond this, that it

appears to be a costly appendage to the water-
carriage system, without the expected corre-

sponding advantage of relieving the municipal
authorities of any of the difficulties of river

pollution, inasmuch as the remaining liquid

refuse of the town has still to bo dealt with by
tbe modem systems of precipitation or irriga-

tion, at practically tbe same cost as would have
been the case, if the water-carriage system had
been adopted in its entirety.

The Rivers Pollution Act gave an impetus to

works for the treatment of sewage, although
much had been done prior to that, and Leicester

was one of those towns which led the way so

early as 1854, in precipitating the solids of the
sewage before allowing it to enter the river.

The innumerable methods which have since

then been tried, and, after large expenditures
of money, have proved to be failures, show the

difficulties of the question. On the whole, how-

ever, sewage-farms, or a combination of the

chemical system with irrigation or intermittent

filtration, have been the most successful, so

that the first evil to which the cleansing of

towns, viz., the increased pollution of rivers, gave

rise, may now be said to be capable of satis-

factory solution, notwithstanding that the old

battle of the systems of preeipitation versus

application of sewage to land still wages when-

ever opportunity occurs.

The second evil to which I have made refe-

rence, viz., that of sewer ventilation, seems

still unsolved, and I would earnestly entreat

members, all of whom have, more or less, op-

portunities of experimenting and making obser-

vations of the behaviour of sewer gas under
certain conditions, to direct their attention to

this subject. It is admitted on all hands that

the sewers mnst be ventilated,—that is, that

there must be a means of escape f>r the

polluted air of the sewers, for it is well known
that the conditions prevailing within the sewers

during the twenty-four hours of the day are

very varying, and on this subject tbe early

observations of the late Medical Officer for the

City of London (Dr. Letlieby), and the present

Engineer for the City of London (Lieut.-Colonel

Haywood), and the still more recent investiga-

tions of Professor Pettenkofer, of Munich, Pro-

fessor Soyka, of Prague, and our own members,
Mr. McKie, of Carlisle, Mr. Read, of Gloucester,

and others, are well worthy of attention. It

does not, however, seem to be so readily or uni-

versally conceded that a plentiful supply of

fresh air is of equal importance, and that the

great aim and object of sewer ventilation should
be the introduction of atmospheric air for the

purpose of diluting and oxidising tbe air of

the sewers, and the creation of a current to

some exit, which shall, if possible, either be
above the roofs of the houses, or still better, to

Bomo point where the sewer gas can be cre-

mated. The most recent contribution to tins

subject, in direct opposition to these views, is

to be found in the address of Professor Attfield

to the Hertfordshire Natural History Society
and Field Club, in which it is laid down that

all that is necessary is a vent at an elevation

above tbo ground, and that, therefore, the

surface ventilators or other openings for the
introduction of fresh air are not only not neces-

sary, but are, on the contrary, injurious, even
when acting as down-cast shafts.

These aims and objects are beset with diffi-

culties, and the most scientific minds of the

country have failed so far to devise a method
of ventilation, which shall at the same time be
within the range of practical application as

regards cost, and universally satisfactory.

The report of last year of a Committee of

the Metropolitan Board of Works is worth
attention, as showing the opinion of the metro-
politan Surveyors. Out of the forty districts

the opinions of whose surveyors were taken,

thirty-five were in favour of open ventilation,

two were doLibtful, two against* and one had
no experience in this matter. The average dis-

tances of the ventilators were from 30 to 200
yards, and tbe Committee came to the con-

clusion “ that pipe ventilators of large section

can be used with great advantage in addition to,

and not in substitution for, sui'face ventilators.”

To supplement the street openings as much
as possible with vertical cast iron or other

shafts up the house sides would seem to be
the first thing to do, for there can be no doubt
that the more this is done the more perfect will

be tbo ventilation of the sewers. It must also

not be forgotten that the anxiety of late years

of English sanitarians to protect each house

from the possible dangers of sewer gas from
the street sewer has led to a system of so-called

disconnexion of the bouse drains by a water

seal or syphon trap, and that consequently the

soil-pipes of the houses, which, when carried

through the roofs acted as ventilators to tbe

public sewers, have been lost for this purpose,

and thus the difficulty of sewer ventilation has

been greatly increased.

In Leicester we have been fortunate enough
to secure the co-operation of factory owners,

who have allowed us to connect no fewer than

fifty-two chimneys, whilst we have already
carried out, at a cost of about 1,250Z., 146

special shafts up the house sides, with a locked

opening upon a large number of them, bymeans
of which we can test the velocity of the enrrent

as well as tbe temperature of the outflowing air.

Tbe connexions with the high factory chimneys
are all of too small a calibre to be of great use,

being generally only 6 in., with a few excep-

tionally of 9 in. diameter.

Tbe radius of effect of specially-erected

chimneys, as shown by the experiments of Sir

Joseph Bazalgette, and as experienced with the

special ventilating towers erected at Frankfort,

is disappointing and discouraging when the cost

is taken into consideration. It cannot be ex-

pected, however, that manufacturers will admit
larger connexions to be made with their

chimneys, otherwise, of course, much more
satisfactory results would be obtained. To fall

back upon special shafts up the house sides

means, in my opinion, that there should be pro-

bably as many in number as are represented by
the soil-pipes of the houses, for in this we have
a tested example at Frankfort, which, so far as

I know, has up to the present moment proved
eminently satisfactory. The distance apart of

such shafts would largely depend on the size

of them, but as a rule it will be found that

house owners object to large pipes, in which
case the number must be increased, and if we
take a distance of about 30 yards, we should
require about 5,000 such shafts in Leicester.

Whether some artificial means of inducing

currents in sewers by drawing down fresh air

from shafts above tbe eaves of the houses, and
sending forth the diluted sewer gas to still

higher levels, or burning it in an outcast shaft,.

will take the place of natural ventilation, and
prove to be less costly and more certain in its

action, remains to be seen
;

b\it it is quite

certain that notwithstanding the patents which
have already been taken out and failed, and
those now before tbe public, there is still a.

wide field of research before this question is

satisfactorily solved, so that no cause whatever
shall remain of complaint on the part of the

most fastidious.*

One other important question common to all

towns is that of tbe collection and disposal of

the ashes and refuse of the households. It is

one which is becoming daily more difficult to

deal with, especially in those large communities

where the old privy and ashpit system has not

been entirely abolished. The removal of such

ashes is at all times a source of nuisance,

and if they cannot be disposed of to the-

agriculturists of the district they become
a source of difficulty. In purely water-

closeted towns the so-called dry ashpits

cannot be kept in such a condition as to be
entirely free from nuisance, especially in the

summer months, inasmuch as the refuse

of vegetable and animal matter finds its

way into them, and they are, in close and in-

habited districts, necessarily too close to the

living apartments of the dwellings
;

the ten-

dency therefore now is rather to discourage the
establishment of ashpits by the substitution oi

ashbins, to be collected daily or weekly as tbe

case may be, and I think there can be no doubt
that, from a sanitary point of view, this is by
far the best system, harmonising as it does with

the general principle applicable to town sanita-

tion of removing all refuse likely by decompo-
sition to become dangerous to health, as quickly

as possible from the precincts of hnman habita-

tions. The difficulty of disposing of the ashes,

mixed as they must necessarily be with animal

and vegetable matter, is one that is forcing itself

upon the attention of all town authorities, and
the days of the rich dust contractors of the

Metropolis are practically numbered.

Destruction by fire seems to be the ulti-

mate end to be aimed at, and in this

respect several towns have led the way, but

as this is a subject which will be fully dealt

with by a paper to be read during the meeting,

I will not anticipate the information which will

be brought before yon, further than to say that

the great end to he aimed at in this method of

disposing of the ashes and refuse of towns is

greater economy in cost of construction of

destructors, as well as in the cost of working

them.
The progress in sanitation on the Continent,

America, and the Colonies has not been co-

incident with the progress in England, but

these countries have largely benefited by the

experience of tbe United Kingdom, and in some
respects their specialists take more extreme

views than those of this country in matters of

• On this subject, we may mention that in the course of

the proceedings at Leicester, Sir Robert Eawlinson inti-

mated his intention to place at the disposal of the Council

of the Association the sura of lOL lOs., to enable them
to appoint a person in whom they had confidence to work

out au the present information on “Sewer Tentilation."

It was intimated on behalf of the Council that this generous

offer would be further supplemented by them.
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detail. This is, perhaps, more particalarly the
case with the Americans, who have devised all

sorts of exceptional details in connexion with
private drainajre, in order to protect the
interior of the houses from sewer gas, and to
perfect its ventilation.

In plumbing matters they seem also to

be very advanced, and to have established
examinations for plumbers, and far-reaching
regulations for house drainage. Time will

not permit me to examine into the works of a
sanitary character which have been undertaken
in the several countries after the example of

England, but they have been attended with
similar beneficial results and saving in life and
sickness as in this country, although the Conti-
nental towns which have led the way with such
works cannot as yet point to the low rates of
mortality for large towns which have attained in
England, with the exception of the German
towns of Carlsruhe, Frankfort, Wiesbaden, and
Stuttgart, which show death-rates of 20'55,

20'64, 2200, and 21'40 respectively. The
greatest reduction of the mortality by the
execution of proper sewerage and water works
took place in Danzig on the Baltic, and Linz on
the Danube, where, after the execution of the
works, the mortality was reduced by 7'85 and
10T7 per thousand respectively, and in the case
of Danzig this reduction is almost exclusively
in zymotic diseases.

Berlin is also a remarkable example of the
enterprise of German sanitarians, for there they
are demonstrating to the world the practica-
bility of dealing with the sewage from a popu-
lation of over li millions upon 16,000 acres of

land, of which about 10,000 acres are already
under irrigation.

In conclusion, the President alluded to the
important public works now in progress and in

eontemplation at Leicester, including flood

prevention and sewerage works of a very
difficult and costly character. A notice of

these is necessarily deferred till next week.
Sir Robert Rawlinson, in proposing a vote of

thanks to the President for his address, said he
had known Mr. Gordon ever since he was nine-
teen years of age, and had been proud to con-
inue his acquaintance ever since. He had the
highest opinion of him as an engineer, aud
hoped he would live long enough to have his
eminent abilities recognised by the country.
Mr. Jones (Ealing) seconded the proposition,

which was carried by acclamation, and the
President briefly acknowledged the compliment,
and said he hoped that at the termination of
his period of office he should still retain their

esteem.
Subsequently a paper was read by Mr. G. R.

Strachan (Chelsea), on “Concrete, Cement, and
Asphalte Footways,” * and after some dis-

cussion the meeting adjourned, and the mem-
bers visited the old Townhall, the Roman pave-
ment, the public baths, and two or three of the
local manufactories.

In the evening the annual dinner took place
at the Masonic Hall, Halford-street.

Tbe Memorial to Alexander III. of
Scotland.—The memorial erected atKinghorn,
in memory of Alexander III. of Scotland,
was unveiled by the Earl of Elgin on the 19th
inst. The memorial, which has been erected at

,

a cost of some 300Z. takes the form of a shaft

,

over 11 ft. in height, slightly tapered, square
on plan, each face being about 21 in. broad.
D'pon each angle is a roll moulding, with capitals
and bases. On the front of the pedestal is a
slightly-recessed panel, on which is the follow-
ing inscription :

—“To the illustrious Alexander
III., the last of Scotland’s Celtic Kings, who
was accidoDtally killed near this spot, March 19,
1286. Erected on the sexcentenary of his death.”
The front panel shows a bos relief in bronze by
Mr. John Rhind, sculptor, representing King
Alexander surrounded by his courtiers, hearing
the pleadings of some of the peasantry during
one of the Circuit Court assemblies, which are
said to have been a special featureof Alexander’s
rei^. A cross terminates the whole at an
altitude of 28 ft. above the rock base upon
which the memorial is founded. T^ie entire
structure is of Peterhead granite, from designs
by Mr. Hippolyte J. Blanc, architect, Edin-
burgh.

* Of this and of the other papers read before the
Congress we wiR give some report in our neit, together
with an account of the visits to the important flood-pre-
vention works now in progress in Leicester, to the Grobymd Mount Sorrel granite qmirries, the Victoria Stone
Works at Groby, the Leicester WatOTTvorks at Bradgate
the Leicester Gssworis, ic., &c.

“ ’
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Illustratimts.

COMPETITION DESIGNS FOK THE
IMPEEIAL INSTITUTE.

He give this week the principal elevation,

section, and plan of Mr. Blomfield’a
design for the Imperial Institute. The

following extracts from the report sent in with
the design will serve to explain the objects kept
in view in working out this design ;

—
“In the instructions issued to the competing

architects, the only part of the specified building,
or group of buildings, which appears capable of
having a monumental character imparted to it,

without in some measure detracting from its con-
venience or utility, is the entrance-hall. In the
accompanying design this hall has, therefore, boon
treated, both externally and internally, as the
central dominating feature of the whole composi-
tion. In order to give it as much prominence as
possible, it has been kept to a certain extent de-
tached from the main building on each side, and
rises straight from the ground, with nothing in
front of it but an open portico.

In plan an octagon of 70 ft. clear internal
diameter, surmounted by a dome rising far above
all neighbouring buildings, it would in itself form a
monument not unworthily recording the occasion of
its erection.

The main building faces south. The entrance-hall
is in the centre, and communicates directly with
every department

;
it is approached under a spacious

porte-cochere by a carriage drive from the new road,
and has doorways of ample width, so contrived that
the whole may slide back on special occasions,
leaving a clear opening of 20 ft. in width. On
entering the hall, the first and most prominent
object that meets the eye is an enthroned statue of
the Queen and Empre-s, and right and left are
statues of the Prince Consort and the Prince of
Wales. Passing straight on, the reception-hall is

approached by a lofty corridor which carries on the
architecture of the entrance, and is lighted from
above.
A great rcception-hall, except on State occasions,

is commonly a useless and somewhat dreary place;
an attempt has been made to avoid anything of the
kind in the case of the present ball. As will be
seen, it is brought into close communication with
the Exhibition Courts by means of corridors on each
flank, these coiTidors having on one side numerous
doors leading into the reception-hall, and on the
other arcaded openings commanding the Exhibition
Galleries 9 ft. below. These galleries would be
approached by staircases at intervals.

The hall might thus, when not required for meet-
ings, be used for temporary exhibitions, or merely
as a ' Salle des pas perdxLs.’ Ample storage is pro-
vided in the basement below for seats or any other
movable fittings.

Returning to the entrance, the Secretary’s offices

will be found close at band in the right wing, and
beyond those the various coDference-kalls ami cem-
miitee-rooms, refreshment-rooms, &c.
At the extreme west end are the Emigration

Offices, communicating with the main building, but
havinga separate entrance. The upper part of this

wing is occupied by the smaller committee-rooms,
refreshment and smoking rooms, and by the kitchen
and domestic offices, which are completely shut off,

and are provided with a separate service staircase
and ample life accommodation. Rooms for stores
and cellarage are placed in the basement of this
wing, in immediate connexion with the lift and
service stairs, and with the serving-rooms attached
to the refreshment-rooms.
On the left of the entrance-hall will bo found,

first, the post and telegraph offices and telephone
room, and then the Mercantile Reading-room and
Intelligence Offices close to the postal department
on one side aud the library on the other. On enter-
ing the library from this end, the Sub-Librarian’s
room is found close to the door on the right, and
opposite to it the Librarian'sroom.
At the other end of the wing are placed the

general reading-room and students’ reading-room,
with a separate entrance.
The whole of the upper part oi this wing is

devoted to the storage of books or to work connected
with the library. In the basement, beside book-
rooms, a large receiving and unpacking rooms, and
heating-chamber, provision is made for porters’
rooms, police-room, and a fireman’s room.

This completes the main building, which may be
termed the administrative portion of the Institute.
The remainder is entirely distinct, and is divided
into two exactly equal and symmetrical .sections,
each of which consists ef suites of galleries for per-
manent exhibitions or museums so arranged as to
enclose a quadrangle of 220 ft. square, entirely
occupied at a lower level by galleries principally of
iron and glass for temporary exhibitions.
Although no requirement of this kind is hinted at

in the instructions, it is quite clear that, if large
exhibitions are to be held in these courts from time
to time, a considerable number of comfortable and
roomy offices will be required in immediate con-
nexion with them, and entirely distinct and separate
from the administrative department of the Institute
itself

;
such offices have therefore been provided in i

a convenient, easily accessible, and central position
at the north end of the great reception-ball.
The question of style appears to bo almost settled

by the character of the immediately surrounding
buildings, and even by the genius loci, with which
any style other than some phase of the Renaissance
would be palpably incongruous. Great freedom of
treatment should nevertheless be permitted and
even encouraged in a building of this kind, and in
such a position. A period at which the picturesque
character of northern Mediceval architecture had not
yet entirely disappeared under the chilling influence
of rigid Classical rules and formulte seems, there-
fore, to be indicated as the best source of inspira-
tion.

Theprincipal materials proposed to be used are red
brick and stone. Terra-cotta, attractive as it is for
some reasons, has inherent defects which make it

unsuitable fer a building of this character, in which
stone of some kind is much to be preferred. Port-
land stone would naturally be selected as best able
to resist London smoke and atmospheric changes

;

hut the contrast with red brick is too marked.
Corsehill (a red sandstone from Dumfries), which is

easily worked, weathers welt, and can be used at
about the same price as Portland, is strongly
recommended. Granite, both rough and polished,
would be used in such positions as would give it its

full value in the general effect of the building.
External statues and groups would be of bronze.
The dome, surmounted by a gilded figure of

Britannia, would be covered with copper scales and
relieved with gilding. The whole of the construc-
tive portion of the outer dome and cupola would be
of iron.

The roofs generally would be covered with green
slates. The principal and most elaborate portion
of the internal decoration would be confined to the
entrance and to the reception-hall, where British

granites, marbles, and limestones would be freely

used, both in the form of columns, dados, and plain
ashlar, and in mosaic decoration of various kinds.

It appears that there are few, if any. Colonial
stones or marbles which would be available for
extensive use in the building

;
but in the internal

fittings there would be ample opportunity for the
employment of many of the beautiful woods of

which such fine examples were seen in the Colonial
and Indian Exhibition.”

We give also the perspective view and
principal plan of the design sent in by Dr.

Rowand Anderson. The following explanatory
remarks are taken from his report :

—

“ As the level of the site is below that of New-
road, I propose to keep the basement entirely above
ground, aod to set back the building about 80 ft.

from the line of this road, and enter by an elliptical

ramping approach, somewhat similar to that to the
Natural History Museum. The floor of this base-

ment is kept a little above the surface, so as to form
tunnels below the corridors, and at some other

parts for drains, water, steam, and all other piping,

&o., and large enough for workmen to get at any
part of everything that is iu them.

Off the entrance-ball is the porter’s and inquiry

office on one side, and on the other the post-office,

telegraph-office, and telephone-room.
Branching right and left are the corridors for

access to all the business parts of the building,

which are thus kept entirely separate from those

parts of the Institute that would be frequented by
the general public aod sight-seers

;
beyond this a

fore-hall, and then the great reception-hall. The
public access to the museums is right aud left from
this fore-hall, those on one side being equal and
similar to those on the other, and thus equally

divided between the United Kingdom, India, and the

Colonies.

The public lavatories are provided in such a

position as makes them easily accessible, and where
they can be ventilated to the open air, and at a
distencefrom all room windows.

I propose to locate all the boilers, engines,

dynamos, ic., in a central position in the basement,
between the entrance and the great hall.

I would suggest the use of oil as a fuel, because
it is cleaner, and economises labour to a large extent

in attendance, stoking, and the removal of ashes,

and renders a large chimney unnecessary.

The engines and dynamos for the electric lighting

will be placed in the courts, aud so prevent any
noise penetrating into the building.

The building would be heated by low-pressure

steam, returning all the water of condensation
automatically to the boilers.

'Ihe great reception-hall, general conference-

room, library, entrance-halls, staircases, and cor-

ridors would be fitted with steam radiators, and the

museums warmed from steam piping arranged in

compartments below the floor, provision being made
for the introduction of fresh air wherever required.

Ordinary fireplaces would be used in all the businees
rooms.
The vontUation of the building would be chiefly

effected by the four great upcast shafts,—the

draught being produced by the use of compressed
air. Over each corridor is a vitiated-air chamber,
having connexions with all the apar-tments, and the

museums, and these upcast shafts.

The great hall is provided with its own upcast
shafts.

In dealing with the architectural treatment of
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this building, considering its purposes, and their
excliisire associations with the United Kingdom
and the Colonies, and also the place whore it is to
be erected, I have endeavoured to make this build-

ing look like our own country, and to give it the
character of the old buildings about London. I
have, with these views, adopted that phase of

Classical art which prevailed in the United Kingdom
about the middle of the Isst century, and which at
that time assumed a character distinct from Classical

art in other countries of Europe.
The building is designed for erection in brick

and stone of a cream colour tint. The roofs to be
covered (fcr the sake of colour and durability) with
lead, bvit the use of this covering must be deter-
mined by the cost

;
if too expensive green slates

should be used.
This combination of materials is founded on good

precedents, and it produces a fine artistic effect,

which time improves.
The small scale to which the plans are made, and

the somewhat limited time allowed for their pre-
paration, has prevented me showing more fully the
decorative treatment of the various parts of the
building

;
but there is throughout a large field for

? the exercise of the Arts of Painting and Sculpture,
the stone and wood carver, the ^ass-paijiter, and
worker in metal.

In the great hall, largo spaces are available for

wall-paintings, and the entire surface of the vaulted
ceiling for decorative painting. "Raised on a da'is in

• the circular recess at the north end, I sug’gost a
seated statue ofher Majesty, and on the wall behind
it a heniicycle of the great men of her time. In
the entrance*hall8, the large conference-room, flhe

museums, and refreshment-rooms, &c., there is

ample space for paintings, sculpture, and decorative
work of every class

;
and in the reading-rooms and

Emigration Offices there are largo wall-spaces for

maps, &c. Outside and in front I suggest places
for two equestrian statues, such as Lord Clive and
General Wolfe, who are so intimately associated
with the founding of our Empire in India and
Canada. In the tympanum of the portico, sculp-

ture represents the Arts of Peace, and above this a
seated figure of Britannia. ”

ORVIETO CATHEDRAL.
We give a general view of the faejado of the

famous building which its architect, Lorenzo
Maitani, under whom it was commenced in

1290, had the good fortune to see completed
during his own lifetime, a circumstance which
probably operated in favour of the unity of

design and character in the building itself.

The illustration of the north-west door on a
larger scale shows the general effect of the
remarkable sculptured panels, once erroneously
attributed to Niccolo Pisano, who, in fact, died

before the commencement of the building, and
subsequently to Giovanni Pisano, and to others

of Niccolo’s pupils. It seems impossible now,
hewever, to settle the part taken by various
artists in a church which was so great a centre

of interest at the time that no leas than forty

artists of various types came and settled at

Orvieto to take part in the work.

Of the two panels shown, consisting of small
subjects in relief divided by vine branches, the

left-hand one represents scenes from the
Creation and the earliest Biblical history. The
second one commences with Abraham, and
gives the genealogy and descent of the Virgin.

The figures in these sculptures, those on the left

side of the door especially, thongh somewhat
childlike in modelling, in their large heads and
na'ive action, are full of expression and feeling.

Over the four panels are the emblems of the
Evangelists, those of Matthew and Mark being
seen in our illustration.

The Metropolitan Board of Works and
the Sale of Surplus Lands.—The Metro*
politan Board of Works, at its meeting on
Friday last, after a long di.scussion, passed the
following resolution by 24 to 20, viz. :

—

" That tbia Board is of opinion that none of its officers
should be interested in the financial success of any deal-
ings with the Board's properties, and considers that Mr.
Robertson's admitted financial connexion with his brothers,
under the assumed name of Orey, in such dealings, and
especially the unauthorised substitution of one of his
brothers for Mr. Foster, a tenant appointed by the Board,
as most improper and deserving of censure."

The transaction mentioned in the resolntion

was referred to in onr “ Notes ” last week
(p. 87), and the Board, at its meeting this

Friday, the 22nd, will consider the course to be
taken in giving effect to the resolution.
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i SANITARY INSTITUTE OF GREAT

I

BRITAIN.

The anniversary meeting of the Sanitary

nstituto was held on Thursday, the l-lth inst.,

t74A, Margaret-street. The chair was occupied

y Sir Douglas Galton, F.R.S., who presented

Iho supplementary report of the judges on the

Jxhibits at lest year’s Exhibition at York, de-

ferred for further practical trial. The judges

Kecommend that medals should bo awarded to

ihe undermentioned exhibitors :

—

I
Doultou & Co., Lamboth, for Self-adjusting Joint for

Stoneware Pipes.

Wbite, W. P., & Co., London, for NichoUs’ Soot and
Salt Closet.

WmgK, T., & Son, Burton-on-Trent, for Haasall’s Joint

for Stoneware Pipes.

Tiey also recommend that certificates of merit

hould be awarded to the undermentioned
xhibitors :

—

Burn i Baillic, London, for Combination Bath Fittings.

Calvert, F. 0., & Co,, Manchester, for Boro-Phenol.
The Stanhope Co. (Limited), London, for Electro-

Megnetic Telephones.
Woollev, James, & Co., Manchester, for Sanitary Hose

Powder.
Broad & Co., Paddington, for Rock Buff Facing

Bricks.*

The judges have not yet had sufficient oppor-

nnity of testing several other exhibits, which

ire therefore of necessity deferred for a future

eport. They regret that they are unable to

ecommencl the award of the Richardson Medal,

[heir report is signed, “ W. II. Corfield, Chair-

nan
;

A. Wynter Blyth, W. Eassie, Rogers

riold, Henry Law, J. Wallace Peggs, H. Saxon

Snell, Ernest Turner.”

Dr. G. V. Poore next gave an address “ On
ho Shortcomings of some Modem Sanitary

klethoils.” It was an attack on the practice

)f mixing putresoible matter with water, or, in

)ther words, on the method of dealing with

jxcrement by means of water-carriage. The
'ollowing is an abstract of the paper :—Recent

Investigations have shown that the decomposi-

,ion of organic matter depends upon the growth

)f microbes. When organic matter is buried not

;oo deeply in the soil the microbes are of a kind

vhioh cause oxidation and nitrification, and

jreparo the organic matters for absorption by
ihe roots of plants. When mixed with water

;he microbes produced are different, and those

iffeusive changes are caused which are known
13 putrefactive, and ammonia and oarbu-

[•etted hydrogen are formed, and oxidation

a prevented. The mixing with water pre-

sents and delays the only natural use of

jrganic refuse, viz., that of forming food for

fiants. This practice, therefore, may be

(•egarded as one which is antagonistic to natural

aw, and it is evident that such an antagonism

B worse than hopeless. The mixing of organic

•efuse with water in cesspools and sewers

sanses putrefaction of it, and these putrefactive

ihanges are not only moat repellant to our

lenses, hut are a great and universally acknow-
edged cause of diseases of various kinds.

Norther, many diseases of the zymotic class

lave of late years been shown to depend upon
iving organic particles, which possibly multiply

n putrefying liquids, and most certainly are

lisseminated in the moat perfect manner pos-

•liblc when organic matter containing them is

mixed with water aud allowed to flow to rivers

lir wells. In connexion with this aspect of the

case, it must he remembered that no method of

l‘ sewage treatment ” can be considered as

eliable for the removing or rendering innocuous

if zymotic organisms. This practice of mixing
nth water involves a neglect of the great

irinciple of “resisting the beginnings,” and as

m illustration of this the lecturer alluded to

;he cholera epidemic of 18G6, when the excre-

|aont from the house finding its way into the

River Lea, presumably caused the death of

>,000 persons, and ho pointed out that if this

(natter had been buried or burned, instead of

(leing mixed with water, many or all of these

lives would have been saved. The “Water
dystem ” inevitably produces a fouling of our
•ivera. Of this fact the Thames, the chief

lource of our water supply, is a glaring example.
With increase of water-carried sewage pure
vator is getting daily more difficult to obtain,

’hia is of importance, not only to us, but to our
mimala, and it must be remembered that the
.lealth of animals aud of human beings has been
hown in many instances to be very intimately
lonnectcd. The financial aud economical results

^f the watercarriage system have been disastrous.

I
* This was exhibited ut Leicester, but the testing was

lot completed in time for the last report.

Sewers which cost millions cost thousands to

keep in repair, and the “treatment” of the

sewage must be a permanent charge and never
a source of profit, because the mixing with
water arrests nitrification. The ratepayer is

being crippled and the land exhausted. The
farmers are crying out for “protection,” aud
they moat certainly ought to be protected from
the impoverishing effects of sewers. The
lecturer contended that we have no right

to borrow money for sewers, because they
must be a source of expense and never a
source of profit to those who come after us.

The results of co-operation were most disastrous

when persons co-operated to commit a blunder,

aud each generation ought to be at the sole

charge of its own sanitary experiments. It

was pointed out that water carriage, by enabling

houses to be built without any curtilage what-
soever, was a great cause of overcrowding,—the

greatest of all sanitary evils. It was to be re-

membered that this system of “ water car-

riage ” was not limited to towns, but was
common in country districts where there was
no possible excuse for it. Tho lecturer said he
was a strong advocate for the dissemination of

sanitary knowledge, but he was no advocate for

legislation, by means of which blunders were
often stereotyped. He advocated the encourage-
ment of independence by householders, and he
contended that those who did not use the sewers
should not he compelled to pay for them. Our
present method of levying rates was a distinct

preminm on jerry-building and overcrowding,
and must produce mischief. If an equitable

adjustment of sanitary rates were insti-

tuted, and the Pollution of Rivers Act were
enforced against individuals, and if water
were supplied by meter, sewage schemes in

such places as the Thames Valley would
very quickly become unnecessary, and people
would resort to rational methods of treat-

ing organic refuse, i.e., they would subject

it to immediate burial. The outcry for allot-

ments was good, and if the allotments were near
the houses so much the better. Sewage farmers
advocated an acre to every 100 persons, but it

was clearly better to let the 100 persons live on
the acre of ground, and thus save the expense
of sewers, and reap the benefit of the prodnee.

If every cottage (for the average five persons)
had l-20th of an acre of ground, the sewage
difficulty would disappear, and there would be
an increase of health and contentment. A
“ Workmen’s City ” built on this plan would
accommodate 64,000 persons to the square mile,

or, making allowance for roads, 50,000 to the
square mile. With an equitable adjustment of

sanitary rates, tho lecturer felt sure that this

plan would be very generally adopted. The
change would be very gradual, but he con-
sidered that the great failing of the present day
was the constant attempts which we make to

hurry when harry is not possible.

In the discussion which followed,

The Chairman (Sir Donglas Galton) said he
had been extremely delighted in listening to

Dr. Poore’s charming paper, which contained so

mauy points of interest, and gave rise to many
thoughts as to the various problems of sanita-

tion. One of those problems was that of the
overcrowded state of the metropolis, which
was a matter of the most serious moment, every
vacant space being built over without the

slightest remorse. It would be in the recollec-

tion of some who were present that after the

Health Exhibition a proposal was made to build

a sanitary house, and that the Duke of West-
minster offered a site for it. The ground-rent,

of course, had to be paid, and there was also

the interest on tho cost of the building; bub
the scheme fell through because it was found
to be impossible to build a sanitary house on
the site allotted to it, so as to meet those

charges. That was the case with London
houses, and until the public insisted on having
a sufficient area upon which to build, they
would not get really healthy houses in the

metropolis.

Mr. Baldwin Latham, M. Inst. C.E., proposed
a vote of thanks to Dr. Poore, and added that

although he agreed in the main with the tone

of the paper, there were many matters in it

which might be subject to dispute. He had
constructed many drains and sewers in his

time, but he was afraid that if Dr. Poore was
right in his contentions, he had made a great

mistake. At the same time, if a comparison
were made between the death-rates of former
generations and those of the present time.

things came out much more strongly in favour

of modern sanitation. No one could have
listened to Dr. Poore wibhont having his mind
awakened to the mauy points which required

further elucidation, and there was no doubt
that a vast amount of good might be done by
following the advice that had been given. A
great amount of evil occurred through the want
of proper scavenging, and the leaving of

organic putrifying matter in the immediate
vicinity of bouses. From tho fluctuations that

took place under ordinary climatic conditions,

there was much to be done in future, and as

long as they could not maintain a general good
average death-rate, not subject to violent

fluctuations, they had not succeeded in doing
their duty as sanitarians.

Mr. E. C. Robins seconded the vote of thanks.

Dr. Poore, he said, had taken them to the state

of things which existed before sanitation was
understood, and he did nob seem to say that

sanitation bad failed, or that the death-rate had
become greater, bub rather that there were
conditions of things under which the old

systems were more suitable than the modern
ones. If, therefore, they were anxious to have
everything done on the selfsame lines they
would soon find themselves in an evil case.

The resolution was then put and carried by
acclamation.

Dr. Poore, in replying, remarked that he had
commenced his paper by saying it contained a
good deal of debateable matter. It had been
his great desire to find tho best principle of

dealing with the question, and having found
the scientific principle along which they should

move, they must see whether it was practicable

to put it into force. He believed the principle

he advocated was the true and proper one, and
ho was exceedingly obliged to Mr. Baldwin
Latham for the gentle way in which he had
been handled. To Mr. Latham, and sanitarians

like him, a great debt was due for the manner
in which they had carried out a principle of

sanitation which, however imperfect it might
be, was unavoidable in a great overgrown city

like London.
On the motion of Mr. Symons, seconded by

Mr. Kingdon, a cordial vote of thanks was
passed to the Chairman, and the proceedings

terminated.

ANNUAL DINNER.

The anniversary dinner of the Institute was
held on the evening of the same day, ut the

Holborn Restaurant. The chair was occupied

by Professor W. H. Corfield, who was supported

by, among others, Sir Douglas Galton, Dr.

Mackellar, Mr. H. C. Cunningham, Mr. Bald-

win Latham, Prof. T. Hayter Lewis, Major
Flower, Mr. E. C. Robins, Mr. H. H. Collins,

Mr. H. Saxon Snell, Mr. James Doultou, and
Mr. E. White Wallis (Secretary).

The Chairman proposed the usual loyal and
patriotic toasts.

Sir Douglas Galton, in proposing tho toast of

the evening, “ Success to the Sanitary Insti-

tute,” said that with her Majesty’s reign began
the systematic registration of births and deaths,

and, as far as they bad them at present, the

causes of death
;
and that sanitary legislation

which culminated in the Acts of Parliament of

1875, and those which now prevailed. It was
felt, some ten or fifteen years ago, that sanitaiy

science would never be thoroughly appreciated

in this country unless the public were educated

in it, and unless there was a means by which it

could be generally diffused over the whole land.

For that purpose the Sanitary Institute was
formed, and that had been its mission.

The Chairman, in responding, said it was
necessary to show good reason for the existence

of the Institute in order to encourage others to

assist in the work they had in hand. The
Institute had been in existence for ten years,

during which time nine Congresses had been
held in different parts of the country, and by
this means a great many people had learnt

something about sanitary work. Besides this,

the Institute issued a volume of Transactions

containing the papers read at the Congresses,

with abstracts of the discussions and various

other matters connected with the work of the

Institute. Those volumes would be found to

contain a mass of valuable and interesting

matter bearing upon practical sanitary work.

The Institute had also issued two volumes, one

consisting of a most important epitome of the

works of Dr. William Farr and another of the

works of Sir John Simon, whom they congratu-

lated with Sir Douglas Galton on the honour
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her Majesty had done them. At each Congress

they had exhibitions of sanitary appliances and
apparatus, the number of exhibitors at each
exhibition being now 130, with about 900
exhibits, while the average number of visitors

at the three last exhibitions had been no fewer
than 31,000. At those exhibitions judges

were appointed to examine the exhibits, and
that was done so carefully that the public

might take it as certain that the exhibits

to which medals and certificates had been
awarded by the Sanitary Institute, were exhibits

worthy of attention. Then, again, they had
held examinations for surveyors and inspectors

of nuisances in sanitary science, and these had
been a decided success. At the first examina-
tion, in October, 1877, only ten candidates pre-

sented themselves, while at the examination in

June, 1887, there were no fewer than seventy-

seven candidates, forty-eight of whom passed.

It was, therefore, clear that those examinations

bad met a public want. He was glad to say that

the Council had decided to invite the Inter-

national Hygienic Congress to hold its meeting
in London in 1889, and it should be a meeting
to be talked of for many years to come.

Professor Hayter Lewis gave the toast of

“The Visitors,” coupling it with the names of

Mr. Justice Cunningham, who had done so much
in connexion with sanitary works in Calcutta

|

of Dr. Mackellar, who was connected with the

Sydney Board of Health
;
and of Dr. Sargeant

and Alderman Taylor, of Bolton, the latter

being Chairman of the Committee that had
built the admirable Fever Hospital in that

town.
Mr. Justice Cunningham replied, and referred

to the work being carried on by the kindred
society in Calcutta. The difficulties were
enormous, and the wildest flight of their imagi-

nation was at some distant date to be able to

rival the condition of things that had been
arrived at in England.

Dr. Mackellar, in responding, said that in

Australia they had perhaps the most salubrious

climate in the world, and yet the true Briton

had done everything in his power to pollute it.

In Sydney the water supply had been fouled

for no reason whatever, and the result bad been
that the zymotic mortality was very much
greater than in England, although there was
none of the poverty and squalor so common in

this country. They had now, however, woke
up to the necessity for some health laws, and
there would not be much difficulty in drawing
them up from the mass of wealth contained in

the English Health Act of 1875.

Mr. Alderman Taylor also replied, and
expressed the hope that the Bolton Congress
would be the best the Institute had yet held.

Mr. H. H. Collins gave “ The Successful

Exhibitors,” coupled with the name of Mr.
James Donlton, who, in responding, bore testi-

mony to the thorough care and impartiality

with which the judges had discharged their

duties.

The other toasts on the list were “ The Press ”

and ‘‘The Officers of the Institute.”

INSANITARY CONDITIONS AT
MARGATE.

TVe have just received from the Local
Government Board Dr. Page’s report to the

Board “ on the general sanitary condition of

Margate in relation to the continued existence of

typhoid fever in the borough.” The report,

though somewhat belated,* will come oppor-

tunely enough to warn intending sojourners at

Margate of the risks they are likely to run.

What those risks are will be se^ by the extracts
from Dr. Page’s report, which wo append. If

the town suffers this season and next from a
comparative dearth of visitors, its inhabitants

will hardly thank the local authorities for their

apparent supineness in regard to sanitary

matters. The bracing air of Margate has long

and deservedly had a perennial attraction for

Londoners, many of whom must have been
quite ignorant of the facts disclosed in Dr.

Page’s report, from which the following para-

graphs are extracted :

—

” Water Stipply.—The water supply of Margate
is obtained from waterworks constructed in 1859 by
a private company, and purchased in 18S0 by the

* It is dated “May 28, 1887,” and is countersigned
*' George Buchanan, Medical Department, June 14,
1897,” and yet we only receive it, “ with the Secretarj'a
compliments, 11th Julr, 1887." Surely the issue of
documents of such public importance should be, and
could be, greatly accelerated ?

Corporation for the sum of 60,000/. The water is

pumped from a well at Tivoli on the south-west
inland boundary of the town, sunk in the chalk to

a depth of 53 ft. This well is 10 ft. in diameter,

and at the bottom adits or headings extend, I am
informed, to an aggregate length of 700 ft. From tho
well the water is conveyed by a single rising main to

covered reservoirs in the town, one of which, with a

storage capacity of 200,000 gallons, supplies the
higher parts, including the Fort and Cliftouville

districts, Milton, Byron and St. Peter’s road, West-
brook, and Garlinge {the last named extra urban),

1,350 houses altogether, while the rest of the town,

comprising some 1,900 houses, is supplied from a

low service reservoir, holding 450,000 gallons. In

the intervals of charging these reservoirs, the whole

town is provided directly from the mains. The
service is constant, and distributed to the houses
without the intervention of storage cisterns. A
supplementary source of water supply from a chalk

well in tho Dane Valley, worked by a windmill, is

no longer in use. Formerly, houses in the lower

part of the town drew their water from shallow

wells sunk in the alluvium, but at the instance of

the Medical Officer of Health these have, from time
to time, on chemical evidence of impurity, been
closed, until they have ceased to exist or have been
made into cesspools. From doubts as to the capa-

bility of the Tivoli pumping station continuing to

meet the requirements of the borough, additional

works of water supply are now engaging the atten-

tion of the Sanitary Authority, for the construction

of which the Board sanctioned, in April of last

year, a loan of 6,500/. The new well is sunk in the

Dane Valley, near the windmill site, into the chalk

for 68 ft., and is 12 ft. in diameter, with three adits

at the bottom carried into the chalk in different

directions for some 300 ft. at the present time. In

March last the whole of the borough was supplied

for about ten days from this source, but the service

is now interrupted pending further structural

works, chief of which is the extension of one of the

adits for 1,000ft. across the valley, with the view

of, intercepting the flow of underground water,

believed on geological evidence as to the coincidence

of the valley with the direction N. W. and S.W. of

the chief vertical joint planes in the chalk to take

place in this direction.

With regard to tho quality of the present supply

from tho Tivoli well, there is every reason to regard

it with the gravest suspicion, as may be judged

from the following account of the surroundings :

—

The well itself is sunk in the chalk, near the edge

of a strip of grassy marsh land extending from this

point to the sea, about half a mile distant, and

known as the ‘Brooks.’ This marsh has proved, on

examination, to consist of the usual silt, sand, clay,

and the like, deposited in shallow arms of the sea,

and highly permeable by water, which stands within

a foot of the surface, the latter being only some

6 ft. above Ordnance datum. A foul stream, little

else than a stagnant ditch, extends,—one cannot

speak of it as flowing,—the length of the marsh,

and receives at the lower part of its course drainage

from various premises, including a steam laundry,

stables, dunghills, and an unknown number of cess-

pools, behind Marine-terrace. At the time of my
inspection a penstock thrown across the stream

towards the Tivoli well was explained to me as

designed to prevent a backflow, which on occasion

had been observed in that direction.

About half a mile or less beyond the pumping
station is the cemetery, situated on higher ground

in the chalk, and according to the evidence of Mr.

Whitaker, of Her Majesty’s Geological Survey, in

his report on the Margate water supply, ‘ more or

less on the line of underground flow towards the

pumping stfttion.’

Lastly, a populous neighbourhood, entirely

dependent upon drainage into cesspools, is growing

up in the vicinity of this well, and, incredible as

the statement may read to those who know the

dangers of contaminated water, I have to state that

during the present year a row of a dozen houses has

been built within 70 ft. of the pumping well, the

houses having no other means of excrement dis-

posal than into separate cesspools sunk into the

chalk for a depth of 20 ft. These cesspools had

been made with the assent of the Sanitary Autho-

rity, who had required that these receptacles should

be cemented. There is ground for suspicion that

one of the adits of the well approaches to within a

few feet of these premises.

As regards risk of contamination of the water-

supply in the course of its distribution through the

town, this appeared to me to exist to a very serious

extent in the presence, especially in the poorer

neighbourhoods, of numerous water-closets desti-

tute of any proper flushing apparatus, and in direct

communication, by means of screw-down taps, with

the mains. I am told that the matter has been

brought pointedly to the notice of the Sanitary

Committee without adequate result. As local inter-

ruptions of the water-supply for an hour or more at

a time are of frequent occurrence for purposes of

alteration or repair, involving in some cases, iu

consequence of insufficiency of valves, considerable

length of main, tho danger to which the public

health is subjected by the suction of possibly

infected excremental matters into the pipes from
some one of 200 or more of such water-closets,

demands immediate appreciation and remedy by
the authority responsible for its continuance.

As to the chemical evidence of contamination of
the Tivoli water supply, I learn, from a joint report
made in December last to the Sanitary Committee
by the Medical Officer of Health and the Borough
Surveyor, that in September of the same year thei

Borough Analyst, commenting upon certain analyses

made by him, reported to this effect : ‘The results

pointed distinctly to sewage percolation, and to a
considerable admixture of sea water, very objectioiw:

able features of a public water-supply, and calling!

for speedy remedy.’

Sewerage .—Margate is a cesspool town. The large:

majority of houses of all sorts have no other means
of drainage than into cesspools. Tho Margate cess-

pool is a receptacle dug to a depth varying fromi

20 to 40 ft. into the chalk, usually of conical shap^
10 to 12 ft. in width at the base, narrowing to 3^
or thereabouts at the entrance, which is domed or

flagged over, and covered with the soil of the back:

yard or basement. Disused wells serve their turn

frequently for cesspools. There is no pretence at

making them water-tight, the object had in view,

being to expose as large a surface as possible o4

absorbent chalk, and so promote soakage in every

direction in the hope of postponing indefinitely thel

day when a cesspool may require to be cleansed, a
necessity which is only recognised by the choking of

house-drains or the welling up of the contents upoQi

the surface. Even then, as the cost of omptyingi

may amount to 5/. or 10/., the duty is sought to b®:

evaded, and tenants will leave a house rather thani

perform it, or, in other instances, limit the use of

'rhaps an already overflowing cesspool by throwingi

sir slop water elsewhere than down the houset

drain. This state of things was found in existence

on Dr. Gwynne Harries’s inspection of the boroughi

in 1873. Then, as now, tenants in Marine-terrace
were throwing * their slops out through their back
doors in order to lessen the pressure on their pits.’

Iu houses of the larger and newer sort the cess-^

pools are ventilateil by means of 3-io. pipes carried'

up the houses. Ventilation by the same means
has recently been provided in some of the poorer

dwellings where outbreaks of fever have drawn
attention to defects.

In the matter of house drainage, considerable

progress has been made in cutting off sinks and
other waste pipes from the outside drains, and the

ventilation of water-closet soil-pipes, but in the

poorer class of houses drainage defects are still

numerous, those most commonly met with being a
loose bell-trap, almost constantly displaced from the

head of a siok-pipe, going directly into the cesspool,^

and thereby allowing indraught of tho foul and, oH'

occasion, infected air of the latter under the inRu-l

ence of the fires and warmer atmosphere of the

dwelling. Several instances of this kind were noted

in the course of my inquiry. In a large number oi

houses of the better class, the 3 in. ventilating piper

from cesspools and water-closets were noticed to bt

so zigzagged with angles as to destroy any efficiency

they might otherwise have possessed for thebi

intended purpose.

Some fragmentary sewerage exists in localitiej:

next the sea front. The so-called ‘ town drain ’ is tht

property of the Corporation, and begins at a trapped

gnlly and catchpit in the town yard, King-streeb'

whence its course is by the bank of that streets

Love-lane, comer of the Townhall, Broad-streeb
Bridge-street and Bankside, to its outfall at lowj

water mark eastward and within the jetty extensioot

With a view to remedying certain grave defects

formerly a source of great nuisance, this drain haf

been relaid for some S70 ft. with 15 in. pipes, ana

furnished with a flushing-tank in the first part of it

course, and at the outfall for some 500 ft. with 2 ft

iron pipes. It has also been provided with penstock

and valves, with the object of preventing the tid

driving back and forcing out the contents upon thi

surface, and a storm overflow of 15 in. pipes inti

the harbour. In its course this ‘ town drain ’ receive

antiquated drains from High-street and Markeii

street, the latterhaving previously been joined by i

drain of modern construction from Marino Drivt

conveying sewage from some twenty-five or thirt

houses which formerly drained directly into tt

harbour. But as the old section below this poit

in Broad-street is only of brickwork, some feet i

diameter, it becomes choked at times of heavy rail;

fall at high tide, when flooding of basements ar;

courts in the neighbourhood results.

The stream from the ‘ Brooks,’ already mentioned

serves an irregular function of sewerage to houst

behind Marine-terrace, under which it is conveye

in an unknown mode by what is spoken of as tl

‘trunk,’ and thence upon the sands, where its poiji

of outfall is shown not far from the Promenade, 1

at the time of Dr. Harries’s inspection, there was i

the present occasion no perceptible discharge fro'i

the outlet. On the west side of the town, a doa
houses in Royal Crescent, some eighty houses "

modern construction in Westbrook, and the 9
Bathing Infirmary are drained by separate outfa:

upon the beach above low-water mark. Saving t'

or three 6-ia. ventilating shafts in the upper part:

the ‘ town drain,’ none of these sewers are vena

lated. With the above noted exceptions the tot

is unsewered.
In addition to cesspools there are upwards of 7

privies dischai^ing into pits excavated in the chat

from 6 to 10 ft. deep, in the poor localities of If

borough, in many instances in close proximity
;

dwellings, and eften actually against them. I
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val of the vast accumulations of filth in these

its is loft to the householder, and takes place

or twice a year. In one case met with in the

le of my inquiry, the cesspit had not been
.ied for two years.

Hilary Adniiniitralion.—Mr. Knight Treves,

C.S., is Medical Officer of Health, at a salary

ll. lOs., no part of wliich is repaid from the

araentiiry grant. Mr. Troves is in busy private

tice,and has but little time to devote to the duties

ioffice. Beyond a statistical account of births and
tis within the borough, there are no continuous
•ds of the sanitary circumstances or other books
in his department. But outbreaks of infectious

ises have boon promptly dealt with in the

ivalof patients to the Fever Hospital, and the

fection of houses and things. Mr. Troves has
not failed to bring under the notice of the

tary Authority, in his annual and other reports,

nore serious defects requiring remedy at their

Is. Thus, in bis report for 1880, he advises the
lority that the health of the town would be
tly improved by the erection of a public

toir, and the provision of an efficient system of

rage. And in the following year ho recurs to

attor subject in these terms :

—

lio question of drainage is probably the most impor-
DDo that has ever occupied the attention of the Town
cil. There is no doubt that on the manner in which
work ia carried out will depend the health and
)erity of Iho inhabitants of the borough. A good
m drainage would relieve us from the evils caused
ur present cesspools, and would, undoubtedly, raiso

eputation of Margate in the estimation of the visitors,

luld remedy those serious evils from which we suffer

B lower level of the town, and especially remove that
lach to Margate, the town drain. There is also every
>n to think that elUcient eewerago would diminish our
t mortality, which, although moderate during the

year, has in previous years formed a very serious

srtiou of our geueral mortality.'

his next report, Mr. Treves points out the
'er of water-closets in direct connexion with
nains, and urges the Authority to enforce the

ition of flushiug cisterns, repeating his unheeded
mmendations in 1883. Last year Mr. Treves
mentod upon the risks of pollution to which the

iral water supply of tho borough was exposed
he surroundings of tho Tivoli well,

lere is no Inspector of Nuisances giving his

le time to the work, tho duties of tho office

living upon the Borough Surveyor, Mr. Albert
lam, C.E., who receives for the combined
liniment a salary of 400L a year. Mr. Latham’s
ial duties as Engineer to the Corporation, in-

ing plans and supervision of important public

ts, are abundant and responsible enough without
mpositiou of work which requiresforitsefficiency

tant and systematic attention. Tho circum-

cea of Margate urgently demand the provision

D adequate staff for the remedy of defects and
Its of sanitary neglect, which must be sought
without waiting for complaints or outbreak of

ise to bring them under the notice of the
aority.

1877 a comprehensive scheme for the sewerage
sewage disposal of the borough was prepared
he present Surveyor, Mr. Albert Latham, C.E.,

in the following year a loan of 42,000L was
tioned by the Local Government Board for

yiug out the works. Of this loan none has
i borrowed, and the Town Council continues in

ult in not providing for these pressing require-

ts of their district.”

r. Pag© conclades his report by saying that

has now become, even more urgently than
ire, a matter of the gravest possible concern
Margate that tho Town. Council should

> immediate steps to improve the sanitary

e of the town, in the abolition of cesspits

cesspools, and tho provision of an efficient

em of sewerage and sewage disposal. With-
theso essential works all other improve-
ts of a snperffeial sort will provo of little

1.”*

FINDOW AT ST. JOHN’S, CHESTER.
R,—In a notice in the current number of the
der, taken from a Manchester paper,—concern-
the groat west windovi' of St. John’s, Chester,
h the Duke of Westminster has commissioned me
)sign and execute as a Jubilee memorial,—you
the subjects are to be taken from the life of
fohn. Permit me to say, that is not so.

16 subjects to be depicted will bo the history of

John’s from the early Saxon days
;
and the

op of Chester and the Rector of St. John’s, the
Cooper Scott, are now engaged in kindly look-
ip old Latin manuscripts, in order to furnish mo
sufficient antiquarian data wherewith to design
tpressive history of the old Church of St. John
Baptist. Edward Fbampton.
* The local paper from which we took the
jnt ia responsible for the error.

'his was intended to appear in our last, bat was
led out. Since it was in type the whole of the
cisnsand surgeons practising in Margate have written
^ papers to certify that they have not at the present
any case of typhoid fever under their case in the
igh of Margate, and that, to the best of their belief
tpowledge, there is not a single person auliering from
lid fever within its radius. This declaration, however,
sot traverse the very serious statement of facts con-
I in Dr. Page’s report. »

GOLDSMITH’S TOMB.
Sir,

—

Referring to your “Note” about Gold-
smith’s grave (p. 89, ante), I believe that tho exact

spot of Goldsmith’s burial is not known. Ho was
buried on the evening of Saturday, April 9tb, 1774,

in the graveyard to the north and east of the church
(albeit, possibly in the now Master's Garden).

Forster’s “ Life,” sixth edition, 1875, says, “ No
memorial indicates the grave to the pilgrim or the
stranger, nor is it possible any longer to identify the
spot which received all that was mortal of this

delightful writer.”

Bat I think you will find, on inquiry, that the
stone whereof the “Note” speaks was laid in

18G0.
I have a note that in 1885 the “ sexton,” or other

official, told me that some years ago Goldsmith's
coffin was found. He could give me no particulars.

I have failed to see him again, or any one who
could confirm or extend his statement.

Cyrus Redding writes thus in his “Recollec-
tions”:—“Colonel Lawrence first showed me
Goldsmith’s tomb in the Temple churchyard. It

was a table-tomb in the north-east corner, since

ruthlessly removed altogether. A fire had occurred
in a printing-office two or three years before, and
the ffagstone with the inscription had been cracked
by the fall of some bricks, but tho inscription was
perfectly legible. The ground is now (1857)

levelled.” This ground belongs to tho Middle
Temple.
Cunningham, 2nd edition, 1850, says:—“The

place [of burial] is undistinguished
;

but a tablet

recently erected in a recess on the north side of the
choir commomoratoa the circumstance.” This
tablet is now in the triforium of the (round) church.

It was erected by the Inner Temple Benchers, 1837,

and records that Goldsmith “was buried in tho
adjoining churchyard.”
Pennant i.s silent on tho point. Geo. Godwin,

“Churches of London, 1838,” does not mention
the tablet, or interment; but the church’s interior

has been modified since that time.

Timbs (ISS-O) mentions the tablet as then in tho

vestry beneath tho organ-gallery. He says Gold-
smith was buried to tho east of tho choir, thus
placing the grave where it is known many burials

were made, i.e., in the Master’s Garden.
I have consulted other authorities, but find

nothing to determine the actual position of Gold-
smith’s grave. W. E. M.

Sib,—

I

n 'this week’s Builder I notice that you
refer to the state of Goldsmith’s tomb.

I may say that some years ago I offered to re-cut
the inscription at my own expense, and was recom-
mended to apply to the Treasurer of the Inner
Temple for leave to do so. That gentleman, how-
ever, referred me to the Treasurer of the Middle
Temple, who referred me to Dr. Vaughan, but
without success, the Doctor writing to say that,
“ although appreciating my motives, ho was a little

afraid to interfere.” The matter thus dropped.
I wonder that nothing has been done before now.

G. W. Upcott.

“ARCADIA” AT THE AGRICULTURAL
HALL.

Sir,—

W

hilst thanking you for your kind notice of

“Arcadia” in last Friday’s Rui'Wer[p. 88], there is one
point on which I should like to make a few remarks.
You express an opinion that the plateaux and steps

leading thereto are perhaps not sufficiently strong
to bear the mass of people that may congregate
thereon. 1 should like to point out to you that
these plateaux and all the approaches have boon
erected under the most careful supervision, and
have all been approved by the District Surveyor,
after a careful examination. I have had them all

fully tested, and after last Saturday, when there
were upwards of 18,000 people in the building, I

think that there can be but little doubt that they
are absolutely safe. HaRRT EiaERlJiGTON.

Agricultural Hall, July 17, 1887.

Tlie City Architectsliip.—Th© City Press

says that it is not intended to appoint a
successor to the late Sir Horace Jones, the City
Architect. In his place the Corporation will,

on the roc?ommondation of the committee, elect

a City Surveyor,whose duty it will be to manage
the City landed property.

Humberstone and Evington Drainage.

—

An inquiry’ was held on Thursday, the 14th inet.,

at Leicester, by Major Tulloch, R.E., relative

to an application by the Billesdon Rural Sanitary
Authority for a loan of 15,OOOJ. for works of

sewerage for the parishes of Humberstoue and
Evington, two of the rapidly-growing suburbs
of Leicester. The only opposition was in con-
nexion with the area of the oontribntory dis-

tricts, but this was ruled by tho Inspector as
foreign to the inquiry. The scheme was ex-

plained by the Engineer, Mr. J. B. Everard,
M. Inst. C.E., Leicester, and favourably com-
mented upon by the Inspector.

Siub-ml's Column.

LAND SURVEYING AND LEVELLING.
IV.—BASE LINES.

N open country the relative position of

survey lines can be best fixed by
chain measurements. In laying out

base-lines it must be remembered that the

triangle is the only geometrical figure which is

incapable of change of form without altering

the lengths of the sides, and that when tho

position of the sides is proved by tie-lines, it

shows that tho lengths of the base-lines have
been correctly measured. We shall allude

to this more in detail when describing the

means adopted for plotting a suiwey in a

future article. A four-sided figure, like tho

frame of a slate with the slate out, can
assume a variety of shapes without altering

the lengths of the sides, but as soon as

the corners are diagonally tied together,

triangles are formed, and the positions of the

sides are fixed. In making a snrvey it is better

to work from the whole to a part, than from a
part to the whole, not adding field to field and
acre to acre, but to embrace the whole survey
in one grand system of triangulatioii. The
longest base-line should if possible extend
throughout the whole length of tho survey, and
the exterior boundary measured by offsets from
base-lines, which should bo connected by tri-

angulation to the longest line. The interior

details can then be obtained by the formation

of subsidiary triangles, and the measurements
taken are recorded in a manner which we
shall describe under the head of Field Book.

The surveyor will require the assistance of at

least three men, two at the chain, and one at

hold the tape and to look after the poles or

ranging-rods. It is a great mistake to work
short-handed, as it leads to a waste of the

surveyor’s time in running about. He should

so tiain his men at the outset that in order to

keep his field-book clean, it may not be neces-

sary for him to handle the chain while at work,

but he must observe that tho leader of the

chain always holds the arrow denoting the

measurement upon the ground perpendicularly,

and in a right line with the object of direction,

otherwise the line will not measure the true

total length between the stations. In our illus-

tration this week the fences are shown by full

lines, and the base lines are indicated by dotted

lines. The lines from which offsets are to he
measured, should pass near to or intersect the

fences and boundaries. Straight fences or

walls may be taken up by a process termed
“ sighting,” which consists in taking offsets

for plotting, to each end of their line of direction.

In this case tho position of the extremities

must be very accurately determined by more than

one measurement from the chain, as indicated

by the triangulation off the base-line shown
at the intersection of the fences marked J in

fig. 8 of our last article (Builder, July 16th,

p. 119), and in the measurements indicated by
the lines off the base-lines A B and B C, to the

out-buildings shown upon the accompanying
plan. Wherever tho slightest bend appears to

exist in a boundary, an offset should be taken

to it from the chain, in order to show the actual

outline upon the plan, as indicated at the points

marked E, F, G, and H, in fig. 8. The offsets

are measured from either side of each chain’s

length, simultaneously with the chaining of the

base-line, while the chain lies between two
arrows upon the base-line. So long as the

total length of the chainage of a line is correct,

it does not matter to the precise length of a
link where the c^set is taken, and therefore

the chain is allowed to lie slack, but straight,

without being kept tight, as it is impossible

with the use of an ordinary scale to plot to

single links. In chaining the line from station

C to station A, if a lath is left npon tho line at

150 links, and another lath placed at the inter-

section of the hedge at 190 links, it will be un-

necessary to re-set out this line when measuring
the line D B, in order to determine, if desired,

the intersection of the two diagonal lines, as

the tape stretched from one lath to the other

would cross the chain, upon the line D B at 30

links from the first latk in the line C A, showing
the intersection of the two tie-lines to be at

180 links from C. In continuing the measure-

ment of a base-line through a hedge, the

chain should, if possible, be pulled through,

or if the hedge be too thick, as supposed to

be the case at M in the line D B, the

process illustrated by fig. 6 is adopted, care
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Ing taken to place the two poles accurately

line and vertical, chaining forward from
to F, taping the distance between the

loB over the hedge, and then adding the

laeuremenfc to E F, and placing the proper
k at G to indicate the amount so determined
Fore continning the measurement to H.
rhe magnetic bearing of one of the base lines

which the relative position of the north of the

rvey is arrived at, may be taken with a
jodolite which contains a compass, or with a
iamatic compass. If the prismatic compass
Id in the line A B reads 34®, as shown upon
i plan, the bearing can be plotted with a
atractor, as showm in fig. 8, allowance being
ide for the deviation of the true north from
3 magnetic north (sec Builder, Feb. 5th,

237). If the prismatic compass be held

on the line C A, and viewed in the direc-

n from C to A it would read 242°. We
Ferour readers to the Builder, dated January
th, p. 203, for explanation of the prismatic

mpasB, and to the Builder, dated March
b, p. 370, for explanation of the construction

a theodolite.

RECENT PATENTS.
AB8TEACT8 OP SPECIFICATIONS.

10,384, Improved Door Lock. G. Nobes.

Ibe subject of this patent is a slam lock for single

swing doors. The end ot the bolt which is

Brest the door-frame is made cylindrical in shape,

die the nozzle is of a semi-globular or rounded
m. The part of the bolt inside the lock-case is

rectangular form, and it is controlled by springs.

LIB invention is chiefiy designed as a mortise lock
;

a guide-pins are therefore fitted to a detachable

ito screwed to the back end,of the case.

10,683, Checking Workmen’s Time. P.

^erett.

Phis invention relates to an apparatus combined
th a clock or other suitable mechanism and print-

5 or stamping mechanism so arranged that the

irkman on entering his employment, by pushing
pulling a drawer or slide, obtains a card or ticket

which the date is stamped, or the time or par-
ulars of his work.

10,453, Improvements in Flushing Cisterns.

B. Evered.

Phis invention 'refers to a syphon, the long leg

which extends below tho bottom of the tank
;

e short leg is enlarged at its extremity, and has a
mger working in it. Tho plunger is pivoted on a
w. When the tank is full of water, and the
anger is near the bottom end of the short leg of

e syphon, the latter is also nearly full of water.

10 upward movement of the plunger lifts the
Jer lying above the same, and causes it to flow

er the bend of the syphon, whereby the latter is

irted. The flow contiuuos until the water reaches
3 level of tho short leg of tho syphon, the valve

the plunger permitting the free passage of the
ter.

5,752, Improvements in Saws. S. Taylor.

Phe object of this invention is to construct an
proved saw, which can be used in positions where
is inconvenient to get in the band of the user,

—

T close to a skirting,—or in the case of a plug
iven in tho wall, and which requires to be cut off

Bh with the wall, or in similar positions where the
ice for the band is limited. The handle of tho
V is made with a hinged joint, which can be
•ned in any position, and fixed there by a bolt,

metimes the blade of the saw is hinged for a
ailar purpose.

5,283, Bricks, &c. A. Murray.

With the object of giving to bricks, moulclings>

., a shnrply-dcfined edge, a thin sbaviug of clay
proposed by this invention to be taken off after
) goods are dried. It is also claimed that the
)Cess improves the colour of the bricks.

NEW APPLICATIONS FOR PATENTS,

fiify 8.—9,618, S. Washington, Compound for
inting or Varnishing Ironwork.—9,622, J. Jones,
ncrete Pavements, Floors, Ac.—9,627, F. Pilking-
», Fireproofing Columns, Stanchions, Girders,
ilings, Walls, Floors, &c.—9,635, J. Bindley,
umb Door Latches.
fuly 9.-9,666, W. and N. Ilaigh, Flooring
imp.
luly 11.—9,694, F. Stokes, Manufacture and
rningof Cement.—9,695, W. Wise, Windows.

—

16, J. Hirscbfeld, Fastenings for Doors.
luly 12.—9,757, J. Turner, Explosive Alarm for
I Protection of Doors, Windows, Ac.—9,759, W.
JSton, Water-tap.—9,783, A. Bayer and C. Mott,
imp for Flooring and other Woodwork.—9,800,
Boult, Window-fasteners.— 9,817, O. Imray,

pterial for Covering Walls, Ac.
hilylZ.—9,846, P. Bishop, Fastening Window-
hes.

fufy 14.—9,888, J. Sav.ige, Fastening Window-
hes, Casemonts, and Doors,—9,908, H. Henry,
vl or Cbimoey-cap.

PROVISIONAL SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.

7,571, J. Tuckett and G. Foster, Mortise Lock.

—

8,563, W. Bradley and Others, Floor Cramp, Lift-

ing Jack, Ac.—8,755, E. Emanuel, Flushing and
Trapping Overflows to Water-closets.—9,039, F.

Naumann, Faced Bricks.— 9,140, R. Hazelaed,
Wood Planing Machines.— 8,266, W. Cliff and B.

Peto, Brick or Building Block.—9,034, R. Whiston,
Combined Sash Lift and Automatic Sash Fastener.

—

9,036, W. Dennison, Water Waste Preventing
Cisterns.— 9,452, W. Goulten, Sliding Window
Sasbes.

COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.

Open to Oppoiiiion for Two Monlhe,

11,289, T. Elsley, Attaching Door Knobs to
Spindles.—11,502, G. and S. Jennings, Water-
closets.—11,809, W. Wright, Regulating Water
Waste Preventer. - 14,837, H. Bromhead, Skylight or
Fanlight Opener.—479, J. Shaw, Gullies and Sinks.

—

8,028, C, Webb, Automatic Dry Closet.— 8,383, B.
Reull, Plates or Panels for Decorative Purposes.

—

11,542, B, Ludwig, Decoration of Wood, Ac.

—

12,099, E. Gillis, Ventilator for Rooms fitted with
Sash Windows.— 3,445, G. Goodhue, Timber Struc-
tures for Mines.—7,251, H. Lake, Fastener for
Window Sashes, Casemonts, Ac.—8,559, H. Lake,
Opening and Closing Windows.

RECENT SALES OP PROPERTY.
ESTATE EXCHANGE EEPOET.

Jolt 11,

By Wjllxxr & RuxTz (by Tender).
Old Kent-road—Beckham Birkbeck Schools, area

6-1,800 ft. freehold £4,E00

July 12.

By J. WiLsov.
Notting-hill—6 to 9, Bolton-mews, 60 years, croond-

rentier

By NoBMiH & Sojr.
Enston-road—12, Mabledon-place, 19 years, ground-

rent lol

By Chiitfocx, Galswohtut, & Co.
Putney-hill—The Grange, 78 years, ground-rent

37L 2,760
I<orlh Kensington—1^6, Womington-road, 88 years

ground-rent 7f. lOs 276
138 to 142, Womington-road, 89 years, ground-
rent 16f 603

Notting-hi!l-92 and 94, Bramley-road, and 23 to 31
odd, Blecbynden-road, 77 years, ground-rent
40f 600

Bv A. HiCHiBDS.
Tottenham, Northumberland Park — The Limes,

freehold 74Q
By E. RrcHAEDs & Co.

Wandsworth-common, St. James’e-road—Hampton
Villa, freehold 1 030

By DBBBIfHAM, Tbwsoiv, & Co.
’

Bethnal-green—Freehold ground-rent of 90i. a year,
reversion in 8 years 5 OOO

By P. D. Tccxbtt.
Chester-square—104, Ebury-streot and stabling, 36

years, ground-rent \2l 2,650
By H. RoTLmr.

Hampstead . road — 12, Kutland-street, 39 years,
ground-rent 5f. 69 070

Eegent’s Park—3, Albert-street, 39 years, groan'd-
rent 4f. lOs 535

Sudbury, Llanover-road—Montague Cottage, free-
hold 386

Six plots of freehold land 170

July 13.

By R. A. N0TI.HY.
Mile End—73 and 76, Harford-street, 21 years,

ground-rent 61 280
By M. Mitas.

Holbom—The Red Lion and Ball public-house,
freehold 3 (70

By W. R. SsnTH.
Drary-lane—23, Macklin-street, freehold 4 970

By Hobson, Richards, & Co.
Dalston—171, Queen's-road, 33 years, ground-rent

4L 10s 306
Hackney—Improved ground-rent of 221,, term 6

years 05
Brixton-hill—An improved ground-rent of 176L Is.,

term 4 years 405
By W. Hall.

North Kensington—112, Womiogton-road, 87 years,
ground-rent, 71. lOs 20O

Ealing— 6, Oxford-road, 76 years, ground-rent 71.... 360
16, Oxford-road, 76 years, ground-rent 71..,, 350

Jolt 14.

By F. Stockbb.
Lewisham—29, Wisteria-road, 83 years, ground-rent

220
By Bbadel & Co.

Enfield — The residence, Fir Tree House, and
2a. 3r. 33p., freehold 2,8fO

Silver-street—A plot of freehold land 370
Churohbury - lane — A block of freehold land,

2a. 2r. 28p 1,000
Silver-street—Detached freehold residence 1,000

By DEBBNnAM, Tewson, & Co.
Hoiton—The Unicorn public-house, and 1 to 6,

Land of Promise, freehold 2 680
By O. C. & T. Moobh.

Mile End—16, Hawkina-street, 13 years, ground-
rent 2i. Ss 115

Poplar— 4 and 0, Pennyfielde, and 61 and 63, West
India Dock-road, 9 years, ground-rent 31L lOs. 135

61 and 63, Pennyflelds, copyhold 265
Woodford Wells, Mornington-road—A plot of copy-

hold land 223
By Farebbothbk, Ellis, & Co.

Stanmore, Middlesex—The mansion called Canons,
the residences. North Lodge and South Lodge,
in all 464a. Ir. 4p 40,000

A plot of freehold land, Oa. 2r. 14p 165

Stone Grove Honse, Stone Grove Lodge, and

Ground-rent of 71., reversion in 36 years 'eoC
Strand-No. 265, Carr's Tavern, freehold 3,800
PaddiDgton—67. Cambridge-street.SOyears, ground-

rent 121. 128., with short reversion 93C
Strand—No. 285, Angel and Sun public-houie, 3

years, ground-rent 16L 8 b. 6d 200
By B. Stiubov.

New Cross-road-Nos. 189 and 191, Edward-street
West, 70 years, ground-rent 191. ;

and a ground-
rent of 91. Kb., same terra 420

Lewiebam— 10, 11, and 15, Jorrard-street, 76 years
ground-rent 7/. lOs 750

Peckham—1, 2, and 3, Alfr^-plsce, freehold 210
Camberwell—141, Grove-Lane, 36 years, ground-rent

181. lOs no
By Ellis & Soir.

Islington—20, Theberton-street, 31 years, gronnd-
rent 91 406

By D. Watnhy A SoKS.
Wandsworth— 33, West-hill, freehold 1,060

4, 0, and 8, Putney Bridge-road, 20 years, ground-
rent 6f 285

1 and 2, Adelaide-cott^es, 60 years, ground-rent
4^ .... 200

Crawley, Sussex—The residence called Deerswood,
and 32a. 2r. 27p., freehold 3,660

Freehold cottage, and 6a. 2r. QQp 600
An Enclosure of freehold laud, 6a, 3r, 31p 205

By Dybb, Sow, k Hiltow (on the Premises).
Blackbeatb—62, Vanbrugh Park, 74 years, ground-

rent 81, 38 600

July 16.

By Mubbhll k Scobell.
Gray’s Inn-road—Nos. 69 atd 71, and 0 and 7,

North Mews, freehold
Homerton-No. 2, St. John’s Church-road, free-

hold
21, College-avenue, freehold

By B. Rbid.
Oxford-street, 51, Castle-street, 33 years, gronnd-

rent 60/
Begent’a Park-31, Upper Baker-street, 14 years,

ground-rent 6/. 68
An improved ground-rent of 25/. 4s., term 14
years

By C. R. Cross.
Uxbridge-road — 1 to 6, Blomfiold-payement, 98

years, ground-rent 70/
Shepherd’s Bush-road—No. 8, freehold

By Bakes k Sows.
Kentish Town— Six freehold bouses called Beilina

Villa
Kensington, Edwardes-terrace — Profit rentals of

303/. 68., term 23 years
Ealing—The freehold residence Castlebar Court,

and 4a. Ir. S^p

By W. k F. Houqhtow.
Stoke Newington — 100, Farleigh-road, 77 years,

ground-rent 8/

Waltbamstow, QraDville-road — Yew Villa, free-
hold

The Copeland Arms beerhouse, freehold
Grove-road—Two plots of freehold land

Leyton— 1 to 6, Capworih-villas, freehold
Beaumont-rosd—Two freehold houses and plot of
land

7, High street, freehold
Manor Park— 1, 4, and 6, Carlyle-terrace, free-

hold

600

660

220

3,845
670

4,160

2.210

646

210
970
180

l,r00

310
300

760

MEETINGS.
Tuesday, July 26.

Olatgew Architectural Aiiocialion.—Visit to the Com-
mercial Bank, Buebanan-street. 6'16 p.m,

Batubday, July 30.

Architectural Aeeoeiation, — Visit to Streatham
Churches. (See Advt. on p. xiv.)

Liverpool jBngineering Society.—Visit to the Forth
Bridge Works, at Queensferry, ’Train from Lime-street
Station, Liverpool, at 2 p.m.

gtisHlIama.

Liverpool Engineerings Society. — Oa
Saturday last the members of this Society
visited the Park Extension of the Mersey
Railway, the Wirral Railway Works, and tho
Bidston Observatory. Arriving at Birkenhead
at about 215 p.m., the party were met by Mr.
E. S. Wilcox, the resident engineer of the
Mersey Railway, who conducted them by way
of Market-street and Beckwith-street to the
site of the New Park Station, pointing out on
the way the damage sustained by subsidence to

the buildings along the route of the tunnel.
From tho Park Station the party proceeded to
inspect the work underground, after which,
under the guidance of Mr. R. Freebime, the
Wirral Railway Works were examined, much
interest being taken in the working of the
“ steam navvy ” in the cutting. The members
having visited the railway works then pro-
needed to the Observatory at Bidston, when
Mr. Hartnup gave an interesting description of
the various instruments for obtaining the daily
records of the atmospheric changes, and also
exhibited diagrams showing the wind pressures
and barometric changes experienced during
some of the more severe storms that had visited

the district.

Lifts.—We have received a letter from
Messrs. Archibald Smith & Stevens in reply to
Mr. Gibson’s last letter, but cannot spare
space to continue the discusaioa.
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Opening of New Public Batlis at

Balham.—The extensive building operations

and consequent increase of population at

Balham daring the last three or four years

has led to the erection of new public baths,

which were formally opened on Thursday. The
site of the baths is on the east side of the

Balham main high road, not far from the

London and Brighton railway station. The
building has a frontage 43 ft. in length, with a

depth of 240 ft., the structure thus covering a

ground area of about 10,400 ft. The elevation

is 50 ft. in height, and contains four floors,

'having an arched central entrance 10 ft. in

width, leading to the private and swimming
baths in the rear. Those portions of the ground-

floor on each side of the central entrance are

intended to be let off as shops. The frontage

is faced with red Suffolk brick, the windows of

the several floors having red gauged brick

arches. Immediately over the central entrance

to the baths there is an ornamental oriel win-

dow at the first floor. The walls of the entrance

.are faced with enamelled brick in varied colours,

and the floor is laid with encaustic tiles. About
midway along the entrance corridor, on each

aide, are the men’s and women’s private baths and
-dressing-rooms, and beyond these is the public

swimming-bath, 100 ft. in length, and 30 ft. in

width, with platforms on each side, and up-

wards of forty dressing-boxes. The walls of

the bath, which is 6 ft. in depth at one end,

a,nd 3 ft. G in. at the opposite end, are faced

with white enamelled brick. At the extreme
j'ear is a boiler-house and laundry, in con-

nexion with the baths. The roof of the swim-

ming bath, which has a lantern light, rests on

ornamental iron girders. During the winter

months the swimming bath is intended to be

utilised as a public hall, for meetings, lectures,

.and entertainments of a miscellaneous character.

Mr. J. Dickeson, of Battersea, is the architect,

and the building has been erected by the owner’

s

workmen, under the superintendence of Mr.
Alfred Wallis, as foreman.
Composition of Antique Metals.—The

well-known Paris chemist, M. Berthelot, has
xecently made some discoveries on the above
subject, which are considered to have both
acientific and historical importance. M. Place

•discovered in 1854, under the ruins of the

palace of King Sargon, a stone coffer containing

aeveral metal plates covered with cuneiform
inscriptions, recording the erection of the

building (B.C. 760) j
the fact being likewise

recorded that three of the tablets were
respectively of gold, silver, and copper, while

the fourth was composed of various substances.

M. Berfehelot’s researches (described in the
Illustrirte Zeitung fiir Blech Industrie) confirm
the correctness of the inscriptions as to the

first two plates, but the third he found to be
bronze instead of copper, containing 85 parts

of copper to 10 of tin. The fourth palate was
found to consist of crystallised magnesian lime-

stone (carbonate of magnesium), a very rare

mineral, unknown to scientific men at the
commencement of the present century. Some
fragments from Tello were likewise analysed by
M. Berthelot, with the result that a vase was
found to be composed of pure antimony, which
metal has always been regarded as unknown to

the ancients and as having been discovered only
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COMPETITIONS, CONTRACTS, & PUBL.IC APPOINTMENTS.!
Epitome of Advertiaementa in this Number,

COMPETITIONS.

Natare of Work. By whom required. Premiam.
Designs to be
delivered. FK«k

Not stated ... iL
i i T .y.

CONTBACTS.

Nature of Work, or Materials. By whom required.
Architect, Surveyor, or

Engineer.

Tenders te be
delivered.

P»g«.

n f L T a T, n July 25th
July 27th

do.

iL

Thames Ballast, Sand, and Cement V t.^r, V
^ do do. ii.

do. do. u.

Painting Works
Construction of Railways (Beeston to Batley)
Alterations to London Bridge Station

Brighton Town Council
Great Northern Ry. Co.

L, B. 4S. C. Ry. Co....

Com. of H.M. Works...
Leyton Local Board ...

P. C. Lockwood
J. Fraser & Sons
F. D. Banister

July 28th
July 29th
July 30th

August 2ad

Kerbing, Draining, and Making-up Lane W. Dawson do.
do. h’

Tarpaving, Kerbing, and Channelling
Making and Sewering Road

Southend Local Board... F. II.TuUoch do.
do.

do. August 3rd ii.

York Paving Stone
Alterations to Mortuary

do.

Met.'Asylums Board ...

Bournemouth Comssnra

do.

A. 4 C. Harston
do.

August 8th
ix.

August 9th IX.

^ TF 1

'

^
iL

Cast-Iron Water Mains, Sluice Valves, 4c. .. Wakefield U. R. S. A. August 22nd

Bethnal Green A. 4 C. Harston August 23rd
ill

Public ^all, Isleworth.... S7 Woodbridge, Junior do. ix.

remains of the oldest Chaldean culture are
found there. Virchow has also reesrded the
discovery of antimony ornaments in a Trans-
Caucasian necropolis. A statuette was found
by M. Berthelot to he of pure copper.

Sale of Property.—The sale of Canons, in
Middlesex, described in our columns of June 25
last, was effected at the Mart on Thursday last,

fiir J. W. Ellis was auctioneer. The house and
grounds of about 460 acres were bought for

40,0001. Other lots of 65 acres and 38 acres
were sold for 7,0001. aud 5,4001. respectively.
The whole nine lots, comprising all the estate,

realised 65,3301.

TRe Tay and Forth, Bridges.—Referring
ito the account given in our last (p. 116) of the
Tay Bridge, Mr. Joseph Hamblet, of West
Bromwich, writes to say that the blue bricks
mentioned were supplied by him, and also that
he is now supplying all that are being used in

ihe construction of the Forth Bridge.
Total Destruction by Pire,.of a Swedish

Town.—The town of LuIeS, in the North of
Sweden, was recently entirely destroyed by fire.

The church, the Town-hall, as well as other
public buildings, were burnt down.

PUBLIC APPOINTMENTS.

Natare of Appomtment.

District Surveyor, Plumstead ,

By whom Advertiaed.

|Met. Board of Works...

TENDERS
ABERTILLERT.---ror alterations to Commercial Inn,

AbertUlery. Mr. T. Clarkson Wakeling, architect,

Merthyr :

—

T. Foster, Abergavenny £176 0 0

W. Smith, AbertOlery lit 4 0

J. Williams, Merthyr (accepted) 128 0 0

E. Miles, Aberbeeg 95 0 0

BETHNAL -GREEN. — For pointing chimneys and
repairs to roof, Sethaid- green Workhouse. Messrs.
Thos. and Wm. Stone, architects, 2, Great Winchester-
street s

—

Steel Bros £235 0 0

ThomerBoa 205 0 0
Dabbs 193 0 0
Salt .. 180 0 0
K-night 143 10 0
Edwards (accepteid) 135 0 0

BEDFORD.—For building new school-room and re

moving old gallery (lees allowance for old materials), fo

the Baptist Chapel, Mill-street, Bedford. Mr. F. T
Mercer, architect, Bedford ;

—

Laughton £562 19 10

Warton 4 Walker 562 14 4

Coleman 4 Fathers 6'M 0 0

Whiting 643 0 0
Harrison... 640 10 0

Potter 629 5 0

White 491 0 0

Warwick 4 Osborn 485 5 0

Melcombe Bros 462 16 6

BURSLEM.—For re-slating roof and general repairs t;

floors at the Burslem Parish Church Schools :

—

W. Cooke £141 0 0

A. Hall
W. Bennett
G. C. Dunn
G. 4 J. W. Carter (accepted)

A. Ward
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J;OHELSEA. — For paintiog and other -works at the
I hekea Infirmary, for the Guardians of Chelsea. Messrs.

. & C. Hurston, architects, 15, Leadenhall • street,

uantities not supplied;

—

: II. J. Ball* Co £739 0 0!
W.F. Croiford 6tl 2 6
Woolford & 8on 673 6 0

' R. Bryon 485 0 0
. W. Eadea 425 0 0
' A. W. Derby 373 0 0

R. Proctor ;150 0 0
.. W. Wythe 335 10 0

Kowton A. Idle, The Chase, Clapham
(accepted) 279 0 0

1

i'. CROYDON. — For alterations and additions to Oak
ktyrst, Park Hill-rise. Mr. T. ileygate Vernon, architect,
Ho. 21, Abingdon-street, Westminster:—
" E. Costar, Croydon £250 0 0

K. Triggs, Clapham 248 0 0
II. Inch, Addiscombo 235 0 0
Smith A Bulled, Croydon 229 0 0
Maides & Harper, Croydon 223 0 0

DOWLAIS.—For erecting shop and house for Mr.
Ichonart, Dowlais. Mr. T. Clarkson Wakeling, architect,
Iferthyr:—

K. Lloyd, Cofn, near Merthyr £390 0 0
B. Jones, Dowlais 879 0 0
E. Lumloy, Castle-street, Merthyr ... Si'S 0 0
J. Jones, Merthyr (accepted) 2S9 0 0

EARLSFIELD.—For the erection of a house in the
larlslleld-road, Earlslield, for Mr. Coulson Laceby. Mr.
tharles Jones, architect, 161, Ebury-street, 8.W. :

—

U. Brown, Earlslield £626 0 0
G. N. Street, Battersea (accepted) ... 480 0 0

EA8TBODRNE.—For the erection of new Infirmary at

laatboume. Mr. Fredlt. G. Cooke, A.-M.T.G.E., archi-
set, Trinity.chambers, Eastbourne. Quantities by Mr.
Stanger, 21, Finabury-payement, London
Faulkner, London ,.£7,490 0 0
J. T. Chapped, London 7,3'i8 0 0
J. Peerless, Eastbourne 7,129 0 0
Robson, Scaresbrook 0,749 0 0
Comfort, Northiam 6,733 0 0
J. Longley, Crawley 0,05> 0 0
B. Cornwell & Bon, Eastboumo 6,600 0 0
Peters, Horsham 6,695 0 0
Holloway, Deptford 6,680 0 0
Newman A Hart, Eastbourne 0,6'^ 10 8
M. Martin, Eastbourne 6,425 0 0
C. Tonikinson, Eastbourne 6,376 0 0
J. Wood, Eastbourne 6,231 0 0
Dore & Sons, Eastbourne 6,123 0 0
J. Martin, Eastbourne (accepted) ... 6,982 0 0

EASTBOURNE.—For additions tohouse, 8t. Leonard'
oad.forMr. J. Bedford Foster. Mr. Frodk. G. Cooke,
rchi'eit, Eastboumo

Dore * Sons £120 0 0
M. Martin 394 10 0
B. Cornwell 367 7 6
Backhurst 2U7 16 6

1 EXNING (Suffolk). — For re-pewing part of St.

fJartiu’s Church, Exning, Suffolk. Mr, John Flntman,
t.robitect, Newmarket
f Simpson & Son £295 0 0
f Smith 286 0 0
,)

Linzell 260 0 0
I Hunt A Blyth 248 10 0
> Saint A Son 227 0 0
'k Kerridgo A ^aw 185 0 0
li Hook A Tebbitt 176 10 0

Cowell A Son (accepted) 135 0 0

FINSBURY. — For enclosing, leTolling, draining,
nd tar.paving additional land, for playgrounds at
llnndell-street School, for the School Board for London.
Ir. T. J. Bailey, architect :

—

Oowlev A Drake £415 0 0
G. 8. Rritohard A Son 403 0 0
T. Bendon* 310 0 0

Recommended by the Works Committee for acceptance.

HAMMERSMITH.—For fittings, London and Sonth
Western Bank, Hammersmith. Messrs. Thos. and Wm.

I'tooe, architects, 2, Great Wiochestor-etreet :— '

|c Bryan, Norwood £628 0 0
ij

Bright 461 15 0
fi Qregar (accepted) 437 0 0

Ij HAMPSTEAD.—For building villa residence and con-
ervatory in Pattison-road, West Hampsfoad, for Mr. F.
b\ Mathieeon. Mr. G. H. Greatbach, architect, 61, Moor-
kate-street

r House. Coneervatory.
fl Nightingale £1,656 £66 0 0

S

L. H. A R. Roberta 1,673 60 0 0
Mattock Bros 1,665 64 0 0

f
J. Grover A Sons* 1,644 ...... 61 0 0

]
* Accepted.

[. HAMPSTEAD.—For making new road, constructing
^swer, gullies, Ac., for the Agincourt Park Estate. Mr.
jl. G. Salter, architect and surveyor, 166, Oasulston-
[Itreet

C, Eillingback, Camden • road
(accepted) £1,050 0 0

iHIGHAM (Essex) .—For the erection of a cottage for
'Hr. Thomas 8. Furniss. Mr. W. H. Atkin Berry, 85,
iiledtord-row, architect :

—

Sanadora A Son, Dedham (accepted) £365 0 0

HORNSEY.—For works in conneiiou with new roads,
jorthe Hornsey Local Board, Mr. T, de Courcy Meade,
IjDgiiieer and surveyor:

—

Birchington-
Weston Park road
(Western (Southern
Portion). Portion).

I.TnckettA Son, MUlbank£i,97J 0 0...£12E 0 0
» Pizzey, Hornsey 1,728 0 0 ... 400 0 0
;i Adams, Finsbury 1,726 0 0 ... 398 0 0
Bloomfield, Totteubam ... 1,()90 0 0 ... 453 0 0

1 Donmore, Crouch End ... 1,672 0 0 ... 438 0 0
' Mowlem A Co., West-

I' minster 1,590 0 0*... 394 0 0*
• Accepted.

ILFORD.—For building a dwelling-house, stabling, and
cow-shed, Ao., for Mr. J. T. G. Price, Mr. P. Watkins,
architect :

—
Scrivener A Co £1,665 0 0
Holmes A Sons 1,265 9 0
W. Watson* 1,245 0 0
C. Bames 1,194 0 0
* Accepted in part, for stabling and cow-shed, Ac.

ILFORD.—For building a dwalling-honse in Barking,
lane, for Mr. A, Hawkins. Mr. P. Watkins, archi-
tect t—

W. Watson £565 0 0
H. Dyer A Sons (accepted) 417 0 0
J. Bassett 350 0 0

KEW-GREEN (Surr^). — For new Qneen's Schools
and offices, Kew-green, Surrey, for the Rev. W. H. Bliss,
M.A., and Committee. Mr. Edwin Dolb}-, architect.
Quantities supplied by Mr. T. Marcus Houghton, Iin-
perial-buildings, Liidgai e-circus :

—

Bhilitoe A Bon, Bury 8t. Edmunds... £3,660 0 0
Staines A Son 3,991 0 0
W. Rhodes 2,860 0 0
Newton A Idle 2,943 0 0
Kirk Bros a 2,780 0 0
H. Knight 2,745 0 0
Gould A Brand 2,740 0 0
Killby A Gayford 2,736 0 0
Flew A Co 2,730 0 0
D. Brown A Co 2,690 0 0
Oldrey A Co 2,667 0 0
Howell A Son 2,640 0 0
B. E. Blasby 2,640 0 0
F. A U. F. Higgs 2,680 0 0
Puzoy A Lnmley (withdrawn) * 2,370 0 0

* Error in cast, should have been 2,7351,

LAMBETH.—r or me enlargement oi the Sbillington-
Btreet School (West Lambeth BH), by 4Q0 places, for the
School Board for London. Mr. 1'. J. Bailey, archi-
tect :

—

King Bros. A Co £0,019 0 0
W. Oldrey A Co 6,311 0 0
J. Holloway 6,084 0 0
C. Wall 6,045 0 0
II. L. Holloway 6,045 0 0
W. Johnson 6,030 0 0
Stimpson A Co.* 4,994 0 0

* Recommended by the Works Committee for acceptance.

LONDON. — For alterations sod additions to the
Tankard public-house, Keusinglon-road, for Mr. German.
Messrs. Furniss A Thorpe, architects

Bpencor x, vo
Manby
Milk
Scrivener A Co

£3650
3,694
3,660
3,629

Burman A Son 3,493
Voller 3,-179
Gould A Brand 3,389
Anloy 3,297
Joans 3,209
J. Beale (accepted) .' 2,9.0

LONDON. — For addiiiona to billiard-room for the
Committee of the Constitutional Club, West Norwood.
Mr. J. WatL A.R.I.U.A., architect, 19, York-buildiogs.
Adelphi, W.C. Quantities supplied by Messrs. T. Marcus
Houghton and Robert Henry Kerr, Imperial-buildings,
Ludgate-circua, E.C. :

—

Watson £599 o 0
Puzey A Lnmley 652 0 0
Deacon A Co

. 620 0 0
Hitchcock, Gipsy-hill, S E.* 496 0 0

• Accepted, subject to a reduction.

LONDON.—For pewterer’s work at the St. John's
Tavern, Junction-road, Upper Hollo-way, for Mr. L.
Ascott. Mr. H. J. Newton, architect, 17, Queen Anne’s-
gate, Westminster :

—

Edwards £114 o 0
Saunders A Son i(8 0 0
Hellinga

. 97 10 0
Heath (accepted) 97 0 0

For Gcujiiler's Work,
Winn (accepted) 159 o 0

LONDON. — For alteration of business premises in
Walworth-road, for Mr. Litchfield Binckes:

—

Kennard Bros., Lewisham (accepted) £700 0 0

LONDON.—For pulling down and rebuilding Long's
Hotel, Bond-street and ClifTord-street, W., for Mr. E.
Loibl. The building to be completed by May Ist, 1898.
Mr. W. G. Bartleet, architect. Quantities by Messrs.
Stonor A Sons :

—

Stimpson A Co. ..

£
81,994

A*
£

B*
£

C*
£

S. G. Bird 31,796
Colls A Sods 31,643

Wall Bros 31,350
4 weeks

.. 600 ... 431 ...1,327
Chappell 81,158
Higgs A Hill 20,69-0 250 ^.. 1,000
Manley 29,327 400 ... 750
NightingalP 28,946 ... — 150 (UTR

Conder 38,965 200
Simpson A Sons ... 28,120
Bovee 27.640 ... — ... 140 ... 250
Holland A Hannen 2.7681 160
Peto Bros 27,498
Bywaters 27,356 ...

— 200 ... 656
Patman A Fother-

20,913
4 weeks

.. 900 ... 150 ... 4C0

Green A Lea 26,691
4 weeks

... 600 ... 150

Kirk A Randall ... 26,440
6 weeks

.. 600 ... 353 ... 612
Add if executed in less ti:

B* Deduct brickwork in mortar in lieu of cement.
C* Deduct it plastering is executed in lime and hair ia

lieu of cement.

LONDON.—For new story to No. 11, Upper Brook-
street, Park-lane (Grosvenor Estate). Mr. Mark H.
Judge, architect, 8, Park Place- villas, W.

A. B.
Parkinson A Sons £-174 £457
H. Salter Stephens 447 433
W. King A Son (accepted) 411 3i8

LUTON.—For alterations and additions to premises io
Upper Georgo-street, for Mr. C. Dilliogham. Mr. W. J.
Pearson, architect, Market-hili, Luton:

—

Parkins £395 0 0
Dunham 375 0 0
Wright . 339 0 0
Slough Bros 322 0 0
Long .... 290 10 0
Ford (accepted) 290 0 0
Sinfield (too late) 283 0 0

[All of Luton).

MERTHYR. — For erecting the Merthyr General
Hospital. Mr. T. Clarkson Wakeling, architect, Merthyr,
Quantises supplied by the architect ;

—

E. Morgan, Tredegar £6,101 7 7!
Morgan A Evans, Pontypool 4 918 10 0
D. C. Jones A Co., Gloucester 4,602 0 0
T. Foster, AbergsTenny... 4 -i'tS 0 O
T. Rees, Merthyr Vale 4,240 1 11
J. Williams, Knighton 4,202 I 0
C. Burton, Cardiff 4,160 14 6
T.Walkin A Jenkins, Swansea -l.O?! 2 6
Shepard A Son, Cardiff 3,787 13 (>

Stephens A Bastow, Bristol 3,741 0 0
E. Thomas, Neath 3,624 15 O
Turner A Sons, Cardiff 3,414 2 4
D. Jenkins, Merthyr 3,380 0 0
J. WiUiaros. Castle-street, Merthyr 3,330 8 0
J. Jones, Glynant, Merthyr 3,328 10 0
W. Bowers A Co., Hereford* 3,269 2 6
J. Gttbe, Merthyr 2,807 3 Of

* Accepted.

MILLWALL. — For the erection of new Wesleyan
Chapel and Schaol-room, Ac., at (he corner of Alpha-
road and Charles-street, for the Trustees. Mr. James F.
Wesley, architect, 277, Romford-road, Forest-gate :

—

J. tl. Johnson £1,627 0 0
J.Curnow 1^617 0 0
J. Holland 1,499 0 0
F. Walker 1,483 0 0
J. Walker 1,396 0 0
6. Limn (accepted) 1,350 0 0

NEWMARKET. — For new house and shop for Mr. •

Peachy, Newmarket, Mr. Jno. Flatman, architect, New-
market :

—

Blyth A Hunt £910 0 0
Cowell A Son 900 0 0
Kidman 899 0 0
Hook A Tebbitt 863 0 0
Linzell (accepted) 836 0 0

NORBITON,—For the erection of additional stabling-,
for Messrs. Carter, Paterson, A Co., under the snperin-
teudence of Mr, William Eve, 10, Union-court, Old Broad-
street, E.C. :

—

Johnson £719 0 0
Godfrey 694 0 0
Stubbs 664 0 0

655 0 O
Holland 650 0 0
Harris A Wardrop 624 0 0
Dobbs 619 0 0
F. A F. H. Higgs, Station Works,
Loughborough Junction (accepted) 698 0 0

PADDINGTON.— For the erection of laundry an<J
receiving wards at the Workhouse. Harrow-road, for tho
Onardiaos of Paddington. Messrs. A. A C. Harston,
architects, 16, Leadenhull-street. Quantities supplied :

J. H. Johnson £4,880 0 0
H. Ingram 4,313 0 0
D. Brown A Co 4,300 0 0
W. Johnson 4,160 0 0
Leslie A Knight, No. 31, St. Mary

Abbot's-terrace, Kensington-road
(accepted) 3,872 0 0

PONTMORLAIS.—For erecting seven shops and houses.
Mr. T. Clarkson Wakeling, architect, Merthyr. Quan-
tities by the architect :

—
T. Foster, Abergavenny £2,660 0 0
D. C. Jones, Gloucester 2,384 0 0
I. Davis, Merthyr 2,185 0 0
J. Jones, Glynant, Merthyr 2,175 0 0
J. Williams, Castlejitreet, Merthyr* 2,076 6 7
W. Bowers A Co., Hereford 2,100 0 0

• Accepted.

RHYMNET.—For erecting public hall at Rhymaey*
Mr. T. Clarkson Wakeling, architect, Merthyr

T. Rees, Merthyr Vale £1,375 0 0
D. Davis, Tredegar 1,29) 0 0
D. C. Jones, Gloucester 1,24S 0 0
T. Edwards, Tredegar 1,200 0 0
T. Foster, Abergavenny...., 1,165 0 0
R. Lloyd, Cefn, near Merthyr.., 1,150 0 0
J. Williams, Castle-street, Merthyr

(accepted) 1,017 0 0

8EVENOAKS.—For the levelling, kerbing, and chan-
nelling of St. Jobn's-road, and for other works, for th&
Sevenoaks Local Board. Mr. Jabez Mann, Town Sur-
veyor :

—

Mowlem A Co., Westminster £805 2 2
J. Clarke, Thornton Heath 722 8 6
G Osenfon, Erith 674 0 0
H. Owen, Sevenoaks* 672 3 0

* Accepted, as per schedule of prices.
[Surveyor's estimate, 638J.J

SOUTHWARK.—For erecting a new honse for th&
Schoolkeeper of the Hatfleld-street School (Sonlhwark.
A), and for utilising the space occupied by iiis present
rooms as additional accommodation tor 64 infants; and,
further, for provioing covered playgrounds for the school,
for the School Board for London. Mr. T. J, Bailey^
architect :

—

King Bros. A Co £1,185 0 0
J. Mills 1,165 0 0
\V. Downs 1,135 0 0
Atherton A Latta 1,118 0 0
W. A. Rhodes 1,043 0 0
Leeks A Hooker 1,035 0 O
F. A F. H, Higgs 1,029 0 O
H. L. Holloway 994 0 0
S. J. Jerrard 990 0 0
W. Johnson 970 0 O
J. Holloway* 960 0 0

• Becommendeu oy tne vvoris comitutte* for acceptanco.
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SOUrEWARK.—For the erection of a cookery centre
on the Galleywall-road Bite (Southwark AF‘), for the
School Board for London. Mr. T. J. Bailey, archi-
tect :

—

J. W. Roy £451 0 9
H.L. Holloway 393 0 0
W. Johnson* 315 0 0

• Recommended by the Works Committee for acceptance.

STOKE-ON-TRENT.—For erecting two semi-detached
cottages at Wolstanton, Stoke-on-Trent, for Mr. A.
Boulton :

—

W. Grant £560 0 0
J. Windsor 628 0 0
J. Bowden. 480 0 0
W. Cooke (accepted) 434 0 0

STOKE-ON-TRENT. — For erectinc six houses at
Baaford, Stoke-on-Trent, for Mr. W. W. Dobson :

T. Godwin 0 0
W. Cooke 880 0 0
J. J. Longdon (accepted) 876 0 0

STOKE-ON-TRENT.—For additions to the Bowling
Green Inn, BucknalJ, Stoke-^>n-Trent :

—

T. Godwin £325 0 0
W. Cooke 197 16 0
J. J. Longdon (accepted) 172 5 0

TREDEGAR. — For the erection of a drill-hall at
Tredegar. Mr. T. Clarkson Wakeling, architect

W. Leonard, Tredegar £1,251 0 0
T. Edwards, Tredegar 1,010 0 0
T. Foster, Abergarenny 990 0 0
R. Lloyd, Cefn, near Merthyr 990 0 0
E. Morgan, Tredegar (accepted) 900 0 0
D. Morgan, Tredegar 880 0 0
J. W’illiams, Merthyr 868 4 6

WALTHAM ABBEY (Essex).—For the erection of a
pair of semi-detached rillas in the Bewardstone-road,
Waltham Abbey, Essex, for Mr. C. H. CoUin. Mr. John
iludson, architect, 80, Leman-street, E.

W. Gardener, Waltham Abbey £1,650 0 0
W. Gladding, Mile End, E 1,398 0 0
L. & W. D. Patman, Rndeld, N 1,398 0 0
J. Beniley, Waltham Abbey* 1,283 0 0

• Accepted.

*•* SPECIAL IfOTICE. — Lists of Tenders
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paragraph* forwarded for publication. We are very glad to have
descriptions by architects of works carried out by them, hut such
descriptions must be confined to stateroeuU of fact.—T. 9 —" CanUb." (no examination is necessary at present).—R. H, B.—
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FIRE BRICKS.
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Historic Towns : Oxford.*

IIl^v history of Oxford

is an extensive sub-

ject, and Mr. Boase

must have found the

217 pages of his book

none too many to

render even mode-
rate notice of many
a weighty event,

which -in fairness to

its importance de-

demanded longer reference. Each of the pages

before us is well filled, and the author does not

take for granted that the reader is already

conversant with the subject, which has been,

to some extent, tlio case with the previous

publications in this series. On the contrary,

every point not likely to be known or under-

stood by general readers is explained as we go
along, even where the explanation may be of

value only to one in fifty.

The history of Oxford is different from that

of any of the other towns which have been

already dealt with in this series, and it has

been selected on account of its difference.

While London stands as of right foremost as

the capital of the country, and with a history

in like manner different from that of other

towns
; while Exeter is remarkable for main-

taining its existence unbroken in the midst of

an agricultural country; and Bristol, on the

other hand, shows what trade and enterprise

have done for it
;
Oxford history indicates a

state of things unlike any of them. The
University of Oxford is the cause of this

difference, and it is curious to trace in the book
before us how completely the University has

tran.sformed the ordinary market town.
“ The University of Oxford,” says Mr. J. R.

Green, “ is so far from being older than the

city that Oxford had already seen five centuries

of borough life before a student appeared in its

streets. The University found it a busy, pro-

sperous borough, and reduced it to a cluster of

lodging-houses. It found it among the first of

English municipalities, and it so utterly crushed
its freedom that the recovery of some of the

commonest rights of self-government has only
hsen brought about by recent Legislation.”

Not the least interesting portion of the book
is the narration of the gradual encroachments
of the power of the Universities upon that of
the municipality, and we shall have occasion

again to refer to the subject; but it is satis-

factory to think that the principal victory

over the latter was at a comparatively late

period.

• Historic Towns. Edited by Ed. A. Freeman, D.C.L,,
»nd Kev. Wm. Hunt, M.A. Oxford; by C. 'V<\ Boase,
Fellow of Exeter College. London : Longmans. 18S7.

Mr. Boase does not treat of the architectural

history of Oxford. Indeed, considering the
importance of the buildings and of their artistic

value, it is not a little remarkable that he has
made so readable a book with such meagre
reference to the chief glories of the city.

There is ample compensation in the pages
before us, but architectural readers will not
find much. The archieology of the city, in

like manner, is only dwelt upon cursorily, as

it arises in the narration of its history. No
reference at all is made to the recent dis-

coveries made during the erection of the new
Examination Schools, which clearly indicate

the existence of a pre-historic settlement at

Oxford. The site was found to be covered
with the remains of a hut village, the pits of

the houses being excavated in the stiff bed of

gravel which overlies the clay. They were so

close together that the gravel was only left in

some places as walla between hovel and hovel.

There were beaten floors, with traces of fire.

These discoveries, so important in respect to

the early history of the city, do not appear to

have been followed up, or to have been investi-

gated as minutely as they deserved. Still, they
are amply sufficient to indicate that in pre-

historic times the site of Oxford was known
and occupied. The prosecution of further

researches in this direction must be left to

future times, and they will be materially

helped from the circumstance that investigators

will know what to look for, and where. The
adjoining sites to the erected portion of the

Examination Schools are as likely to be covered

with traces of the settlement as the com-
paratively limited area which was examined.
The legends about' Alfred “ have been

analysed so thoroughly by Mr. Parker that

the work will not need doing again.” In con-

sequence, the history in the book before us
opens with the year 912, when King Eadward
took to himself Lundenbyrg and Oxnaford, on
the death of .^Ethelred, ealdorman of the

Mercians, who had held the valley of the

Thames, on the banks of which Oxford had
risen. The importance of the place at this,

apparently, the earliest authentic date recorded

in history, is shown by its being “coupled with
London as necessary to secure the obedience of

Mercia, or Middle England”; and it is con-

jectured, with probability, tliat it was one of

the places fortified by the “ English ” about
this time, to guard the rivers which acted so

well as the main arteries of communication
from point to point, and by which the Danes
penetrated into the heart of the country.

The streams of the Thames upland converge
near Oxford, and in their windings their

channels often pass through marshy .and reedy
clays, aftbrcling no sure bottom. Fords had to

be sought for not merely at a place where there

was shallow water, but where there was either

hard gravel or rock to afford a secure road.

Such a state of things exists at Oxford, “not
only at Folly Bridge, but also near Hincksey
and Binsey.” The derivation of the name of

Oxford, which exists to this day, is obtained

easily from the passage of oxen across the-

river. There are many similar derivations in

England of Saxon origin, and Heortford,—the
ford of harts,—is cited as a cognate instance,

and these are accepted as matters of course.

They are, however, open to the inquiry as to

why there shoMd only be harts in one place

and oxen in another
; and we are inclined to

receive this class of ready definition with a
certain amount of doubt. Still, some acci-

dental circumstance or use of the site for the

passage of oxen may have started the name

;

and does not the city shield display an ox in

full field passing over a stream wavy, to this

day, and what more ought there to be to gain-

say the sceptic ?

We may well assent to the suggestions made
as to the condition of things at Oxford at the

date which affords so good a starting-point. Its

situation in relation to the stream made it

almost a natural stronghold, “ since it only
needed to dig out a ditch on the northern side,

somewhere near the line afterwards occupied
by the northern wall,” “to make the gravel

ridge between tbe Thames and Cherwell into

an island, protected by the many streams into

which the rivers divide.” “ The earth thrown
up from the ditch would provide material for

the mound.” The formation of the castle

mound in Saxon times is thus, we think,

correctly, suggested, and the plan of the town
shows how completely its early site provided
for the castle to be the head of the surround-

ing fortifications. Still, the low-lying position

of the site of Oxford is peculiar to itself, and
it is different in this respect to that of the
three other towns of this series of volumes,
although they are all of prehistoric origin.

As at Exeter, so here at Oxford, the evidence

of numismatics plays an important part in

the early history of the town, and thence

we learn that there was a mint here, and
that it issued coins of Alfred, Athelstan,

Edmimd, Cnut, Harold, and others. A
glimpse of still earlier times is afforded by the

dedications of tbe churches, evidences which
always demand attention, which have been
much neglected, but which, in the future,

must be taken into consideration. The names
are almost all early ones

;
and two of them

are those of Celtic saints,— St. Aldate and
St. Budoc

;
“but we have no further help

towards inferring any previous Celtic influence

on the place.” The relation of the Mercian
kings with the Celts, or Romano-Britains as

we prefer to call them, and the conversion of
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Mercia by Celtic missionaries, is plainly stated.

It follows as an easy consequence that the

earliest of the churches would be called after

Celtic saints of repute, as readily as does the

name of an old church,—Danesbourne,—point

to a later Danish, and St. Frideswide and

St. Mildred to a Saxon, element. At Oxford,

as in the other towns which we have already

passed in review, we find evidences of the

existence in early times of a numerous group

of churches. Of these, Domesday Book men-
tions four, incidentally as usual, when they

are connected with the ownership of property.

They are St. Mary, St. Michael, St. Ebbe, and
St. Peter. From the cathelaries of Abingdon
and other adjacent religious houses we obtain

four more, St. Martin, St. George, St. Mary
Magdalen, and St. Frideswide. This is not

even a complete list, since a charter, ascribed

to Henry I., in mentioning all the churches in

which St. Frideswide held rights, names All

Saints, St. Mildred, St. Peter-in-the-Castle,

St. Michael, St. Aldate, St. Michael-at-South

Gate, St. Edward, the Chapel of the Holy
Trinity over East Gate, and St. Clement.

.These are seventeen in number, and they are

shown to have been in existence very soon

after the Conquest.

We are presented with interesting details,

from Domesday Book, of the number of houses

•in the town, for the use of whose inhabitants

this large number of churches was devoted, and
tve find that there were, before the Conquest,

.721 houses. At the time of the survey there

were, however, only 243 houses inside and out

{he wall that paid geld, and 478 unoccupied

and ruined.

With so many empty houses, it is hardly

1 ikely that very many new churches would be

founded during the early days of Norman rule,

and we may therefore safely conclude that, at

any rate, almost the whole of the seventeen

churches named as existing temp. Henry I.

were of Saxon or earlier foundation. We have

arrived at similar conclusions, but on other

local circumstances, with respect to the

foundations of the remarkable groups of early

churches of London, Exeter, and Bristol. The
positions of some of these churches in relation

to the four gates of the town are as curious as

at London or Bristol. Thus, the two St.

Michael’s were by the north and south gates,

the two St. Peter’s by the east and west. St.

Clement’s, like St. Ewan’s, in London, and
others elsewhere, stood in the middle of the

Toad, and St, George’s was within the castle.

One of the few architectural notices in the

•l)Dok relates to the tower of St. Michael’s, and
this, from its relation to the gate, is stated, as

has been stated before, to be part of the town
ivall, and a tower for its defence serving as well

./or the church. We can hut difl'er from these

views. The tower is Saxon and not Norman,
and it hears relation to the church in a way so

like an ordinary tower to its church that its

position with regard to the line of the wall

may be taken as but an accidental circum-

stance
;
and beyond saying that the tower

might serve for defence on an emergency, we
see no reason for the belief that it was ever a

portion of any other structure. In addition,

we have no evidence that the early walls of

Oxford were of stone. Had they been so, and
even in early Norman times, it is reasonable to

inquire why they should require such complete

renewal as has been the case wherever they

remain for us to examine them.

The town is laid out with its two principal

-i’oads meeting at right angles at a Carfax,

where one of the churches is placed. The
others abut either upon the High-street at

fairly equal distances, or are arranged more
evenly than is the case in other towns in line

to the left and to the right of the central High-

street. Be the foundation of the churches of

Saxon date or not, we find no evidence in the

pages before us of the foundation of any other

parish churches during the whole of the

.Medifeval period. On the contrary, they

become reduced in number instead of being

increased. Religious houses, abbeys, and
friaries were founded, but not parish churches.

Some of the most curious references of the

first chapter are those to the presence of Jews
j

in the town, which are ably summed up as I

follows :
—“ But the Jews did more for Oxford

than lend money or build stone houses, for

with the Jewish settlement began the cultiva-

tion of physical science. Some students could
learn Hebrew, and the Hebrew books which
he found among the Rabbis were the means
by which Roger Bacon penetrated to the older

world of research.” “ A medical school which
we find established in the twelfth century can
hardly have been other than Jewish, and in

the operation for the stone, which one of the

stories in the ‘ Miracles of St. Frideswide ’ pre-

serves for us, we trace the traditional surgery
still common in the East.” “ At last, in 1290,
Edward 1. banished all Jews from the king-

dom, and the expulsion was carried out with
peculiar atrocity. Their return after nearly

400 years was due to the tolerance of

Cromwell.”
The keeping of lions, leopards, strange

spotted beasts, and such like animals, within
the park of Woodstock by Henry I. is plea-

santly told, and the prosaic but doubtless true

opinion is hazarded, that the leprosy of the
Middle Ages, dire scourge as it was, was owing
merely to the unclean mode of living, to men
eating salt meat half the year, and having next
to no vegetables. The Fellows of Oriel used
to go to St. Bartholomew’s Hospital on
Ascension Day, hear a service, and then walk
to a well,—Hickwell,—and sing hymns. Wax
candles were offered at St. Edmund’s Well
until the practice was stopped by the Bishop
of Lincoln in 1304. These are curious survivals

of well-worship, and their notice is followed

by reference to some aids to faith formerly at

the hospital,—to wit, Edward the Confessor’s

comb, the bones of St. Stephen, and one of the

ribs of St. Andrew. There are interesting

references to the rise and progress of the

corporate power, — as yet there were no
colleges,—and to the existence of many guilds,

particularly to that of their guild merchant in

the charter of Henry 11. given before 1161,
and a distinction is made between thrift guilds

and those for trade, the former being considered

the earlier. ‘‘Laler on, class privileges be-

came themselves oppressive, and a hindrance
to the progress of society

;
but there is a time

for everything.” The charter distinctly lays

down the principle that the merchant guild

had the exclusive right of regulating trade,

except in specified cases, which is conclusive

as to what was the governing body within the

town, so to speak, originally.

We find the Barbers’ Company being in-

corporated in 1348, but not by either mayor
or external authority, but by order of the Vice-
Chancellor, and there is a curious case cited

1530-31 in a dispute between city and univer-

sity,—one of many,—as to the alleged un-
lawful incorporation of the Taylors, which is

of no little interest in the history of guilds.

The Cooks were incorporated in 1480, by
the Chancellor, but at this date the power of

the universities had greatly encroached on that

of the mayor and corporation. By the charter

of Richard, the Mayor of Oxford had the

curious privilege of being butler at the corona-

tion feast of the Kings of England, which
means that he should “ assist the Lord Mayor
of London, who assisted the chief butler.”

Some curious local references to the old

names of the streets are of interest, and
Kapeharm’s Twychen is explained, as every-

thing is explained, as meaning twy cina—in
old English, a meeting of two ways, “twitten

and twitchel are still used in some places to

mean a narrow alley.” Our readers will be

interested to know that the inhabitants copied

those of London in more ways than in their

municipal privileges
;

as, for instance, after

the burning of 1190, the artisans “now began
to follow the example of London in using
stone, at least for the party-walls between the

wooden houses,” whereas they had been of

wood and straw, they began to build with
stone and slate, being afterwards described as

stone or tiled halls, while glazed hall was used
to distinguish houses with glass windows.
The wall of Oxford, as in so many other cities,

had a continuous street all round the town,
just within the wall, by which direct commu-

I nication could be obtained, and to the four
I gates, which latter were not removed until

1771. MediiTval Oxford is summed up as

follows, and again we must say prosaic but
truthful :

—“If any enthusiastic person could
wish himself back in Mediceval Oxford, he
would probably not find .it very inviting. The
artisan stepped out of his mud hovel into a

muddy street.” “ The unpaved lanes had a
gutter running down the centre, into which
much was thrown from the windows.” “ There

was an absence of all due means of cleanli-

ness and health.” “ In the houses, the char-

coal fire escaped through an opening in the

roof.” “ Candles were dear, nearly twopence
a pound

;
that is, two shillings of our money

at least.” “People rose at five
;
the dinner-hour

was at ten
;
late in the afternoon they supped,

and went to bed early.” The statutes of

Magdalen ordered all students to leave the

hall, where they lingered because of the fire,

at curfew time, except on saints’ days. “ The
dining-halls were strewn with rushes, into

which all sorts of nastiness were thrown, and
after about a fortnight they became unen-

durable.”

It is not a little singular that, while the

power of the university has been so great and
the value of the colleges so considerable, their

beginnings are so obscure. The university

grew up gradually, but it was not incorporated

till kings and bishops thought good to recog-

nise acknowledged facts. “ Universitas means
corporation.” Paris University has no docu-

ments to show its existence earlier than 1250,

and Oxford is even more deficient.

The chapter on “ The University and the

City” will be read by all with much interest,

for it lucidly and briefly renders in a pleasant,

chatty style, a very comprehensive account

of the rise and progress of the colleges, and
of their growth in po%ver, until the town,

or city, as it became, sank to a very secondary
position. In Durham Hall was the first public

library of Oxford. Bury, Bishop of Durham
(1333-45), had found precious volumes in

the noblest monasteries, “ defiled and injured

by mice and worms, and abandoned to

moths,” and these appear to have been here

collected, although it is not said so. The
staircases on the left, as you go through
Worcester College, are the entrances to old

Benedictine hostels, where the balf-defaced

arms of convents may still be traced, the

custom having been for the various monas-
teries to send up about one in twenty
of their numbers to study. At the time
treated of, there were only separate schools

at Oxford, and many of these appear to

have been only of small size, lodgings for

the students being found in private houses,

and in inns or hostels,
—“ the English and

French words respectively for lodging-houses.”

Another name for them was “ entries.” A hostel

was a private house hired by a group of students

for economy, and the senior among them, who
was responsible for the rent and to the

University for good conduct, “ gradually came
to he called Principal.” Chaucer’s “ Poor
Scholar,” we are reminded, lodged with a

carpenter who worked for the Abbot of Osney.

The collegiate system had, however, begun as

early as the reign of Henry III., for it was in

1274, that William de Merton transferred the

scholars of hlalden, Surrey, to a freehold at

Oxford. His plan excluded the monastic

influence altogether, for no friar or monk was
to be admitted to the foundation. This was
followed by other colleges, the first seven

being styled the first group, and they were
essentially civil, not ecclesiastical, the pupils or

boarders being commoners at Oxford
;

pen-

sioners, that is, payers, at Cambridge.
The chapter on the Renaissance and the

Reformation treats of the founding of what is

called the second group of colleges, in which
reaction against the tenets of Wyclifie is

shown. The Reformation times brought about

the suppression of the monasteries, and several

of these soon reappeared as new colleges.

Indeed, this transformation had begun before

the general dissolution
;

for, not to speak of

Wolsey’s foundation out of some of the minor
priories, we are reminded that Chichele had
founded All !?ouls mainly out of the alien

priories. The end of the long reign of Elizabeth

is noteworthy in the history of Oxford for the
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foundation of what must always remain one of

its noblest institutions among so many,— the

Bodleian Library.

There are not in this book many references

to the information as to the aspect of old

Oxford which aro to be derived from old views

and maps. Still there is notice of Ralph Agas’s

map, tcraji. Elizabeth, and there is a neat little

reproduction of Hollar’s charming and scarce

map- view of the city, drawn in 1643, in his

very best manner. In this pretty print

we can see at a glance what Oxford was like

when Charles I. made his head-quarters there,

and when his standard was raised only to be

blown down again,—an ill omen so often noted.

The view shows the castle in its entirety, and
its relation to the fortifications of the city is

conspicuous. The momentous events relating

to the king’s stay, the erection of the fortifica-

tions, &c., are all told briefly, but sufficiently,

and notice is taken of the stealing of the books
of the college libraries by the Cavaliers.

Antony Wood preserves record of many
curious references to passing events in Oxford,

of which our author has not been slow to

avail himself, and thus we hear of the opening

of the coffee-hojise by Jacob, a Jew, in 1650 ;

of Christopher Wren
;

of newspapers and
written news-letters

;
and many^others of equal

interest.

A charming chapter on Modern Oxford
concludes the book, and the chapter itself

concludes with a walk through the city

of to-day, in which reader is led by author.
“ And when he comes back in the evening,

just after nine, the visitor will hear Great

Tom ring out 101 times in honour of the old

number of students. And should he wander
through the city for a last look, he may be

willing to allow that, far or near, he has seldom
seen a fairer sight than that

‘ Sweet city, with her dreaming spires.’
”

NOTES.

E
^'iHE Government Bill on the sub-

ject of technical instruction has

^ just been issued, but we can

scarcely expect it to become
law this session. It is very doubtful if its

provisions will be of much value when they

do find their way into the Statute-Book.

By Section 2 “any local authority may pass a

resolution” that it is expedient that the

elementary should be supplemented by tech-

nical instruction,—that is to say. whether a par-

ticular district is to he supplied with technical

education is to depend on local option
;
there-

fore, there is no general scheme introduced by
this Bill, but it is left to each locality to do as

it sees fit. Technical instruction may be con-

sidered the necessary complement of elementary

education, and it would be as reasonable to

leave the elementary instruction to the caprice

of a locality as the technical teaching. It has

also to be borne in mind that by Section 4 the

expenses “ shall be defrayed out of the local

rate,” so that certainly there will be arrayed

agtiiost the application of the Act all the

diverse forces which make in favour of economy
in local finance. In Section 8 it is laid down
that the expression “technical instruction”

means instruction in the branches of science

and art with respect to which grants are, for

the time being, made by the Department of

Science and Art, or any other subject sanc-

tioned by that Department. Thus this Bill

gives no real definition of technical education.

It may be a genuine or a nominal education.

This is not the way in which a great country
should endeavour to remedy its shortcomings.

By such feeble efforts we are not likely to

place the artisan of England on a level with
those of Germany, or effectually help him in

the keen industrial race. This attempt to

introduce a system of technical instruction is

indeed disappointing and feeble.

1
'HE fact that, as appears from the current

- report of the Controller- General of the

Patent Office, the publications of that ofiice are

either, in whole or in part, presented to many
institutions, seems to show that the plan might
well he carried further. The possession of these

papers by working men’s clubs and insti-

tutes and similar bodies cannot fail oftentimes

to be of great use to those who belong to these

societies. In the same way, any papers or Blue

Books which hear on technical matters, or on

such points as are likely to be useful or in-

structive to artisans and others, should be

presented to any club or institution which may
apply to be placed on a free list. That the

publications of the Patent Office are peculiarly

interesting to nearly every one having to do

with technical matters goes without saying.

Over 12,000 persons applied for patents from

England and Wales in 1886, and over 17,000

patents were applied for in that year. The
study of the drawings and specifications which

are now available, through the spread of the

Patent Office publications, must therefore

enormously tend to stimulate technical inge-

nuity, and keep up the standard of knowledge
of many ingenious artisans.

T ORD STRATHEDEN and CAMPBELL’S
proposed “Smoke Nuisance Abatement

(Metropolis) Bill,” even “as amended by the

Select Committee,” is a foolish affair, un-

scientifically worded, as may be seen from
Clause 6, “The Metropolitan Board of Works
may from time to time make, and when made
alter and repeal by-laws for requiring any fire-

place or furnace intended to be used in any

building to be constructed after the passing of

this Act to be so constructed as to consume or

burn, as far as possible, all smoke arising

therefrom.” The saving clause, “ as far as

possible,” has more point than Lord Stratheden

and the Committee seem to be aware of. The
object to be aimed at is not the

‘
‘ consuming ”

of smoke, which is practically a very diffi-

cult matter when smoke is once given off

;

it is the 'prevention of the formation of

smoke by ensuring perfect combustion, which
is by no means a very difficult problem. Every
one who knows anything about the matter

knows this
;
and yet here is an Act which has

been solemnly sat over by a Special Committee,

none of whom have apparently known how to

state correctly and scientifically the object

of their Bill. As to the practical effect of

the Bill, we should be very glad to get

rid of smoke
;

hut it is necessary to

enter a caution against what may prove

another and ecpially serious public nuisance,

viz,, the licensed official interference with that

sacred institution, the fireside. Any attempt

to legislate against the community at large in

the matter of smoke production can only be

reasonably made in the interests of the com-
munity, and it is a question to he asked

whether many of the community would not

compound with a certain amount of smoke
rather than he exposed to the annoyance and
expense of having their household tires officially

interfered with. There ought to be some
definite attempt made to ascertain what is the

public feeling on this point. There are, no
doubt, a certain number who would support

legislation on the subject, but many of these are

mere doctrinaires,—people who are blockheads

enough to think tliat putting an end to London
smoke would put an end to London fog. Let

them try. They will soon find their mistake,

practically and definitively. It would, how-
ever, be very desirable to diminish London
smoke if w'e could do so without a vexatious

interference with private houses and their

occupiers, but it is absurd to propose to put
dwelling-houses on the same footing in this

matter as factories. The two cases, in their

relation to public rights and public duties, are

perfectly distinct.

I
N considering canals and other waterways

as competitors of the railways, it is gene-

rally assumed that, on account of the slow’

rate of speed on the former, the competition

would he restricted to heavy traffic, such as

stone, iron, and other raw material for manu-
facture, and export traffic of no particular

urgency. Some time ago, however, as a pro-

test against the high rates of carriage on fruit,

a consignment was sent to London from the

Kent district by water instead of by rail, a

saving of 35 per cent, in freight being thus

efl’ected. It would appear that, notwithstand-

ing the perishable nature of the traffic, and

the necessity for speedy transit, the result of

the experiment was considered satisfactory, for

it has been repeated this week, and it is

asserted that the fruit arrived at its destination

in better condition than when sent by rail.

This fact, together with the energetic move-

ments which have recently been made with a
view to improving the canal system of the

country, goes to show that the canals may
prove far more formidable rivals to the railway

companies than the latter have anticipated.

Timely concessions on their part to the needs

of depressed industries may perhaps avert the

danger
;
though we believe the Kent fruit

rates had been reduced,—those for hops from

that district certainly were,—some months
ago.

T
he discussion at the Council Meeting afc

the Guildhall on Thursday last week, as to

whether the ofiice of “ City Architect ” shoulti

or should not be continued on its old lines, is

rather amusing reading. Mr. Sly, the Chair-

man of the Officers and Clerks’ Committee,

moved that the appointment should, in future,

be designated “ City Surveyor and Clerk of

the Ciiy Works,” with a salary of 800?.

attached to it. It appeared, however, that

this recommendation bad only been adopted

by the Committee in (juestion by a casting-

vote at a small meeting. Then ensued a

curious discussion of the respective advantages

of having an official architect, or of employing

outside members of the profession. Major

Joseph moved an amendment that the office of

City Architect should be retained on its old

lines, and went into figures to show that the

retention of the office of Architect at the salary

of 1,500?. would really be a saving. Major
Joseph, however, spoke as if the only alterna-

tive would be putting up architectural works to-

competition, which is certainly not a necessary

result. He went into some of those kind of

comparisons which are proverbially said to be-

“ odious,” between the buildings which were

the result of competitions, and those which

had been erected under the superintendence of

the late City Architect, in which he was
thoroughly unjust to the architects of the

City of London School, which is a very good

building, while he much over-rated the late City

Architect’s markets. Mr. Beck supported the

amendment in the same strain, apparently also-

thinking it necessary to vilipend all other archi-

tects who bad done anything for the Corpora-

tion, in order to emphasise the superior ability

of the late City Architect. Mr. Edmeston, who
followed on the same side, knew better than to

draw comparisons of this kind, but he said-,

with truth, that the Council were proposing to

degrade one of the chief offices of the Corporar

tion, and with no adequate reason. After a

great deal more desultory talk the voting,

curiously enough, was again a tie (61 to 61),

and the Lord Mayor cast against the amend-

ment, so as to allow of another being moved,

and eventually an amendment was carried to

refer the matter back to the C-ommittee for

further consideration and further returns and

information. The truth about the subject

seems to us to be that the Corporation will

much better consult its own credit and dignity

in continuing the office of City Architect on its

former basis, and making it worth acceptance

by an architect of high standing and cultiva-

tion, and that such a result will be best for the

public and best for architecture, as an able man
in that position may have an important influ-

ence on the architectural treatment of London

sites and buildings
;
and on the whole it is for

the interest of the architectural profession to

see the office continued, for though the fact of

the existence of a City Architect may prevent

some works being thrown open to the profes-

sion generally, it is nevertheless for the credit

and honour of the profession generally that it

should be well represented on the Corporation

statt'.

T
he meeting of the shareholders of the

Panama Canal Company, which took

place on the 21st of July, appears to have been

chiefly memorable for the presence of the

Emperor of Brazil, in the character of a sharet-

, holder
;
a fact which has no material import-
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ance as to any question of engineering or of
finance. We defer remarks on the subject
until the receipt of the BxdUtin du Canal
InUroccanique of the 1st of August, as the
book-keeping of the company is not easy to

understand from telegraphic summaries. Thus
in the balance-sheet rendered on the 30th of
June, 1886, in the “passif” or debtor side of
the account, the liability for the three loans
contracted in 1882, 1883, and 1884 is set down
at 393,379,920 francs

; whereas the obligations
in respect of which that sum is acknowledged
as received bind the company to repay the
sum of 595,646,000,—which, therefore, is

the real liability. Whatever may be the view
entertained by the directors or shareholders as

to the true method and audit of accounts, the
outside public can hardly fail to be misled by
such a statement. It is thus safer to wait for

the sixth balance-sheet of the company, in
order to compare it with the five preceding
statements, than to reproduce the partial

details sent by the telegraph. The next
number of the Bulletin will, no doubt, contain
the annual report as well as the accounts,—the
latter, however, only down to the 30th of Jime,
1886.

The papers read at the recent Conference of
Architects on the subject of architectural

education have been published in a neat
pamphlet form,* under the editorship of Mr.
Arthur Cates, and form an interesting and
valuable collection of opinions and informa-
tion on the subject. A supplement is added,
giving the programme of architectural studies
at various Institutions in the United States,

and at the Eoyal Academy of Arts, the £cole
des Beaux Arts, and the “ Ecole Specials
d’Architecture " in Paris.

"nrE have received a copy of the first annual
' I address by the Chairman of Council of

the Association of Public Sanitary Inspectors
for the North-Western District of England,
recently delivered at Liverpool by the Chairman,
Mr. Albert Taylor. The general tenour of
the address indicates that the new body of

sanitary inspectors intend to adopt a high
standard, and to take a serious view of the
importance and responsibility of their office. In
the course of his address Mr. Taylor urged that
more and fuller power should be delegated to the
sanitary inspector to enable him to carry on
the duties imposed upon him in a speedy and
simple manner, and that his position ought to

be rendered more secure than it is,—that he
should only be discharged or caked upon to

resign, “ which are one and the same thing,” in

the event of misconduct or proved incom-
petency. This remark evidently points at the
evil, of which we cannot ignore the existence, of

the sanitary inspector being hampered in the
execution of his duty by the necessity (if he
would retain his post and its usefulness) of
more or less considering the personal interests

of those whom he serves, where those interests

clash with his broader duty to the public. It

is ea.sy to say that the sanitary inspector ought
to have no interests but those concerning his

duty to the public
; but it is placing a man in

a very cruel and almost impracticable position
if he is liable to be discharged or otherwise
inj ured by making true and unbiassed reports
on property in which his official employers
may be interested

;
and we know very well

that this dilemma is no imaginary one.

E some time ago adverted t to a scheme of
restoration, which had then been just

commenced, of St. John’s Church, Clerkenwell.
We may here supplement our earlier accounts
of the crypt, October 7, 1854, and July 1, 1876,
by stating that during last week it was opened
for inspection by visitors. The portions which
have not been bricked up are the central aisle

of five bays
; one bay (east) of the northern

aisle and two bays (east) of the southern aisle.

These bays of the side aisles and three of the
five central bays have pointed main arches

;

the remaining three bays, west of the central
aisle, have round arches with massive square
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archivolts or soffits. All the ribs spring from
rounded columns, having square capitals,

rising from a level of 32 in. above the
earthen floor. The easternmost portion of
the crypt lies beneath the vestry

;
and on

the right of the entrance steps are two little

chambers that are probably part of the
original undercroft. This crypt, indeed, ex-
tended further westwards, the present church
representing no more than the choir of the
original fabric

;
but it is to be observed that

its western wall, underneath the church steps,
is very thick. A passage communicates from
the furthest bay, which is vaulted in brick-
work, of the middle aisle to the closed-in
portion of the northern aisle. In these vaults
are deposited various human remains, including
those of “Scratching Fanny,” whose ghost is

said to have haunted the house in Cock-lane.
Her coffin and its contents were once an object
of vulgar show

;
they are described by J. W.

Archer. The clock above the church’s main
doorway is a relic from the old church of St.

James’s, Clerkenwell.

^HE rebuilding, now in progress, of the
-L upper floor of No. 16, James-street, Hay-
market, for Messrs. Hebbert & Co., army
contractors, will considerably change the
pristine aspect of their premises. The build-
ing formed one of the last of the remaining
tennis-courts in the town, having been used as
such until about twenty years ago. There is

extant a view of the interior, with Eandall
and Turner sparring in the Fives-court,

—

engraved by T. Blake, 1825. This is, in all

likelihood, the same court with that wherein
Pepys saw King Charles II. at play, with a
degree of dexterity which evoked his courtiera’

willingly-bestowed applause. It is, perhaps,
a survival of the Gaming-house, or “ Shavers’
Hall,” which, erected temp. Charles I. by the
gentleman barber to the Earl of Pembroke
and Montgomery, Lord Chamberlain, is so
often confused with its neighbour Piccadilly
Hall. The latter stood on the northern side of
Coventry-street, at the angle with Great
Windmill-street. The upper floor, with its

deep top-cornice, is to be replaced with two
stories. The ground range of windows is quite
modern. Over one of these windows, facing
the southern end of Oxendon-street, but
removed from its original position, is a finely

ornamented plaque, which is inscribed “ James
Street, 1673.” This tablet had been (as late as

1850) on the house between the Tennis-court
and the “ Barn,” the still standing wooden
premises then known as Busher’s Coach
Factory. A view of all three was published
in 1886, by the now defunct Society for
Photographing Relics of Old London, e curis
Jlr. Alfred Marks.

THE fourth fascicule of Dumont and Chap-
J- Iain’s " Les Ctiramiques de la Grece Propre”
has just appeared. As we have noticed the
other issues from time to time we need only
briefly to call attention to this volume, which
contains both the faults and the merits of its

predecessors. Tlie two most valuable chapters
are those on Corinthian vases and on the
vases of the Greek colonies in Africa.
A treatise that comes from France should be
strong on Corinthian pottery, for the Louvre
contains a unique series of inscribed vases of
that type. To study these adequately has been
hitherto no easy task. The Campana collec-
tion, which contains them, has no catalogue
except the old original Italian one, a book
possessed by a few jirivate individuals, and
rarely to be found in libraries. M. Poltier is

at work on a new catalogue, but he holds out
no hopes of its appearance under two
years. Meantime, in the present issue of
the C^ramiques, most of the important Louvre
Corinthian vases are given with their inscrip-
tions, and are thus made fairly accessible, if not
to the general student, at least to the specialist.
The chapter on the pottery of Africa deals, of
course, with the new discoveries at Naukratis,
and the editors acknowledge their obligations
to Mr. Cecil Smith’s monograph published by
the Egypt Exploration Fund. The plates of
the new volume include several Attic white'
leJcytkoi, and also the curious and unique

Locrian hkythos, usually, though we believe
wrongly, interpreted as the punishment of the
Tyrrhenian pirates.

The relief known as “ the Apotheosis of

Homer,” in the Grmco-Roman Gallery of
the British Museum, is a monument almost too
well known

;
we mean that the public is

familiar with it in countless inexact reproduc-
tions, and that uncertainties in its interpreta-
tion have by long currency become canonical.

Dr.Salomon Reinach (“ Gazette Archeologique”
1887, 5-6) does double service. He gives in

plate 18 a beautiful and strictly faithful repro-

duction of the monument in a Dujardin Helio-
graph, and he suggests a new and we think
very interesting interpretation of three of the
figures. The paper should be read in detail.

We have only space to note the chief points.

From the inscriptions,—the form of which is

now for the first time accurately published,

—

Dr. Reinach concludes :—1. That the letters

were cut in Asia, probably in the neighbour-
hood of Smyrna

;
2nd, that they date between

120-180 B.C. It is satisfactory to know that

this coincides with Mr. Newton’s opinion.

Others have been inclined to date the monu-
ment as late as the time of Tiberius. As
regards the interpretation, the tall commanding
figure next to Zeus has always been called

Melpomene. Dr. Reinach shows, we think,

convincingly that she is Mnemosyne, goddess of

memory, mother of all the Muses,—hence her
superior height. The figure dancing down the

slope, who seems to bear the message of the

Apotheosis, he calls Calliope. If this be true

she is a speaking monumental commentary on
the “ Descende coelo Calliope ” of Horace. In
the second rank of the relief there is a figure

of smaller size standing within the cave with
Apollo: she,—on the strength of a seeming
patera held in the right-hand,—has been called

the Pythian priestess. Dr. Reinach and Mr.
Cecil Smith agree that the patera is no patera

at all, but a roll, the common symbol of any
and every Muse; hence she becomes a Muse,
probably the now missing Melpomene. Dr.
Reinach points out her analogy to a terra

cotta recently found at Myrina, and now in

the Louvre.

Dr. a. MILCHHOEFFER thinks that he
has discovered the site of the Sanctuary

of Dionysos, in Icaria, and he writes to the

Berliner Bhilolo^sche Wochenschrijt (No. 25),

earnestly pleading that the subject may
taken up, and thorough excavation of the site

be promptly made. From the inscriptions and
fragments he had already, by the most super-

ficial search, discovered, it seems likely that

such an excavation would be richly rewarded.
If his supposition be right, a double gain is

registered. He has discovered an important
early centre of the worship of Dionysos

;

second, he localises the deme of Icaria. Tradi-
tion says that King Icarius first received the

wine god into Attica, and this scene of the

reception of Dionysos is depicted in a number
of marble reliefs, one of which is in the
Grmco-Roman Gallery of the British Museum.
The story of the death of Icarius and of

his ill-fated daughter Erigone are well known.
Statius (Theb. xL, 644) says Icarius was
slain “Marathonide sylva,” and this agrees

well with the site Professor MilchhoeS’er

has fixed on. Leake had already noted the

same site as a likely one for the deme Icaria,

and he was aware of the ruins of a church
built to a large extent out of the ancient

marble blocks which had previously served

some other purpose. He also copied an in-

scription which had obviously belonged to

some choragic monument. But what clinches

Prof. Milchhoefi’er’s argument is his discovery

of another inscription on a slab buUt into a
doorway. It runs as follows :

—

“ K}]i^iaiog ’iKapuvQ
ev^aytj'og uvk9r]Ki rip Aiovvaip.”

“Kephisios, of the deme of Ihax-ia, dedicated this

votive ottering to Dionysos.” If Kephisios was
an Icarian where should he dedicate his ofi’ering

but in the local shrine 1

MONG the various new methods of lighting

which are being brought forward at the
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present time, under the stimulus given to the

subject by the development of electric lighting,

the Ross Patent Lighting Company propose a

system of oil lamps continuously fed from a

main supply, instead of separate lamps which

have to be charged afresh each time they are

used. The system is, in fact, the ga.s-burner

system with oil substituted, but under special

and improved conditions. A cheap rock oil

(5d. per gallon) is used, which in itself gives

but a poor and smoky light, which is developed

into a bright flame by a current of air

mechanically poured into the flame through

the burner. The supply of oil is by gravita-

tion, from a tank fixed in any convenient

situation outside (if possible) of the building,

—at least outside of the living-rooms in which

the light is burned, otherwise a certain degree

of smell may cause annoyance : the oil is not

an explosive or highly inflammable one, so that,

with anything like ordinary care, there is no
danger in its storage

;
and there is an efficient

automatic check against over-supply to the

burners. The air-current is supplied either by
a small fan worked by a clock- weight, or,

where water power can be easily applied, by a

small organ-bellows worked by water. The
latter, which was in use at the company’s offices

at the time of our visit, is quite noiseless,

and the clock-work fan would probably be

practically so
;

it could easily be placed where

no noise could be heard from it. The system

claims to give the same light as gas at half the

lowest cost of gas for small installations, and
a much greater proportionate reduction on large

ones. To test this, it would be necessary to

have comparative burners of the two lights

supplying light at the same cost
;
that is the

only practical way to make a comparison. In

itself the light does not appear to us to

be a very bright one in proportion to the

extent of the flame, but it is unquestionably

a very cheap one, and the principle of

supplying a current of air to the flame

is, of course, a perfectly scientific one, the

efficacy of which has been long recognised

in procuring complete combustion in furnaces.

A piece of paper held as close over the flame as

can be without setting it alight remains quite

clean, showing a very perfect combustion,

which gives it one great advantage over gas as

a stationary system of lighting for dwellings.

The flame is, as maybe supposed from the way
in which it is produced, perfectly steady. One
advantage claimed in the prospectus, that the

light is more sanitary than gas, because the

air current is conducted to it from outside the

building, and it “ does not consume the air in

the apartment,” is a piece of claptrap to catch

the ignorant, and had better be omitted. It is

not the fact of the gas living on the air in the

room that does harm ; it is the discharge of

the products of its combustion into the room,

instead of carrying them away outside, that

does the mischief. With this attended to, and
proper means for the influx of fresh air, any
flame burning in a room only acts in assisting

and quickening ventilation
;
much more so, in

fact, than when a special supply of air is led to

the flame from outside.

I
T is to be hoped that the two strong letters

in the Times from Mr. Poynter and Mr.
Horsley on the artistic demerits of the new
coinage will at least have convinced the

Chancellor of the Exchequer that some people

know a little more about the design and
modelling of coins than he does, and that the

general dissatisfaction expressed with the

coinage is not, as he seemed to suppose, a mere
grumble without reasonable motives. Mr.
Horsley supports Mr. Poynter’s proposition in

favour of a competition for the best designs
;

and if the competitors were
j
udiciously selected

and not too numerous, such a competition
would probably bring out some good work
and be of much interest. It would
be necessary also, however, when a fine design
was secured, to be sure that there were the

means of having it properly carried out. In
this respect, however, we are rather inclined

to think that Mr. Poynter’s observations on
the execution are a little more severe than is

called for. We have examined the crown-
juece carefully in comparison with his remarks.

but it does not appear to us that the planes of

the modelling are so entirely out as Mr. Poynter

suggests: the head is not sunk below the plane

of the cheek, nor is the crown standing out in

advance of the cap rim,—as far as we can

judge. The clumsy modelling of the nose,

which, as Mr. Poynter says, ought to be the

lowest part in relief (as furthest from the eye

in a profile head), is indeed very obvious, and

also the mistake in the cap, “ which is sunk

into the head instead of projecting from it”

Altogether, the more one looks at the new
coinage the poorer and more unworthy of the

occiision it seems
;
and there is no need to

exaggerate its defects.

THE KENT ARCn^EOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

The annual meeting of the Kent Archmo-

logical Society took place on Tuesday, the 19th,

and Wednesday, the 20tb, the old market town
of Tonbridge having been selected as the place

of assembly.
The weather on Tuesday was very fine and

brilliant, and the programme being a fairly

attractive one, there was a largo attendance.

Tho meeting commenced for despatch of

business at eleven o’clock. New members
having been elected, and a goodly balance

having been stated to be in hand, a move was
made to Tonbridge Castle, which, with its

beautiful grounds, was thrown open to the

inspection of the party by its present owner,

Mr. C. J. M. Wanton. The remains of the

ancient building, now attached to a modern
house, are very curious and interesting. They
have, however, been difficult to make out, not

only from their at present incomplete condition,

but from their overgrown state. Fortunately,

a well-prepared paper was published by the

Society on the architectural arrangements, by
Mr. J. F. Wadmore, and this was published in the

sixteenth volume of “ Archmologia Cantiana.”

Tho castle has consisted of a lofty conical

monnd raised on a low-lying site, on which was
erected in late Norman times a shell keep with

large projecting buttresses, of which only a

fragment or two remains. Walls of irregular

oval plan, with deep ditches, enclosed the

inner ballium, while an outer hallium was
defined in like manner beyond it, the whole

being connected with the town wall and ditch.

The River Medway forms one of the boundaries

of the site. Subsequently to the erection of the

keep a large entrance tower was erected, and in

this the best rooms were placed, there being a

curious curtain wall carrying a passage of

communication from it to the keep. Mr.

Wadmore pointed out this unusual feature

of the arrangements, and the Rev. Canon
Scott-Robertson, the secretary, pointed out

many of the most remarkable features of the

ruin, one of which was the existence of some

apertures in the sill of the window, once the

inner arch of entrance. This window is in

one of the best rooms, but the apertures were

evidently for the descent of missiles on to

the heads of an. entering foe. An early date

was claimed for the formation of the mound,

for since Roman coins have been found upon

it, it is stated to bo as old as that people, if not

of even earlier date. Tonbridge Church is a

plain building, with a good early fourteenth-

century western tower.

After tho visitors left the Castle, a long

lino of carriages was formed, and the party

proceeded to tho fine old mansion, Penshnrst

Place, which, by the courtesy of Lord De
I’Isle, was thrown open to the party. This

charming house was reached after a drive

through a very beautiful part of Kent, the

grounds of Hall Place, Leigh, having been

opened for the passage of the party by Mrs.

Morley, while Mr. Hills, in like manner, per-

mitted the party to pass through those of Red-

leaf. The brilliancy of tho sunshine enabled

Penshnrst to be inspected with great advan-

tage, and the party, having alighted, proceeded

into the great hall, which remains almost

exactly as it was originally built by Sir John

de Pulteney in 1341. The Rev. Canon Scott-

Robertson briefly described the history of the

building, and the curious arms and armour on

the walls; also the long old oak tables, which

are probably as old as the hall. The party

then ascended into the old withdrawing-

room, built by Sir John, now used as a

State dining-room. The walls are hung with

interesting pictures. The room has been

restored of lato years, in fact, to its original

aspect, except that it is impossible to re-open

the ancient windows. Beyond this is “ Queen
Elizabeth’s Room,” and then the picture-

gallery. Afterwards many of tho party

descended to inspect the vaulted cellar, while

others saw the exterior of the building, rich in

its many colours of warm stonework and red

brick mellow with lichens. Tho church was
also inspected, as well as the curious fifteenth-

century church - house and lych - gate. Tho
carriages were tlien reeumecl, and on tho

return to Tonbridge, after dinner, an evening

meeting was held, and tho temporary museum
in the New Science Buildings of Tonbridge

School inspected. The museum contained a
remarkable collection of old coins and ancient

Greek pottery, lent for the occasion by Mr.

J. W. Trist, F.S.A., and of sketches of old

buildings in Kent by Mr. Wadmore.
Wednesday’s proceedings were of no small

interest, since a journey into the midst of the

Weald of Kent was arranged for, the scenery

boing the most picturesque of its kind in the

county, and the) day being one of great beauty.

Tho district is still so well wooded as to afford

a good idea of the density of the forest which

must have covered it in early times. Houses

and cottages are few and far between, and the

cultivated portions being to a great part covered

with hops of more or less luxuriant growth, tho

appearance of the foliage of to-day is singularly

befitting tho old name. A long drive from
Tonbridge brought the party to the quaint old

town of Brenchloy, which may be regarded as

tho capital of tho Weald district. It is a town,

of ancient timber bouses, of irregular size, with

an open space in its midst, around which are

grouped the few shops of the place, while the

grey old church, which is partly behind the

houses, presents its sturdy tower to make up as

pretty a picture of English rural life as can well

be found. Progress was made through the village

to a remarkable old house called the Old Rectory,

but in reality the mansion-house of the Fan©
family. It has a beautiful room, the walls of

which are covered wdth quaint old panelling of

Elizabethan date, in perfect condition, the work
having survived the passage of time uninjured.

The house is approached by a quaint stone arch-

way, of simple but very good detail. The old

Workhouse, so called,—almost everytliing is old

at Brenchley,—is a fine timber-framed mansion,

the last house in the town, having a brick

chimney of enormous size. The church is

cruciform, with a massive western tower, all

being of plain and simple work, extremely so

when the large size of the building is taken,

into consideration. Its effect is in perfect

harmony with its surroundings, and the build-

ing is a capital study of what may be done by
simple forms when in good proportion. Tho
church has a clearstory, as has the adjoining

church of Horsmonden, although such a feature

is leas common in Kent than in some other

counties. The whole has been restored under

the direction of Mr. Jos. Clarke, F.S.A. There

remains in the interior the base of whnt has

been a very beautiful rood-screen of later date

than the fall of Cardinal Wolsey, in whose time

the church was given to his college, Christ

Church, Oxford. There is also a monument to

the memory of the lady who built the old

rectory, who died in 1596, although the date ia

given as 1566 by a singular error of the

engraver. She was a woman of many virtues;

but then, if we may judge by tho epitaphs of

this period, there could have been no lack of

very good people. The party quitted this most
inteueating village with no little regret, and not

a few remarks were made that our landscape-

painters and lovers of pictures of English rural

life have too much neglected this charming dis-

trict. Progress was then made for the church

at Horsmondeu, which stands in the midst of a

village thoroughly Kentish in character. A
merry peal of bells welcomed the party, and
after a welcome from tho Rev. H. P. Smith

Marriott, the history of the building was briefly

told by the Rev. Canon Scott-Robertson.

Horsmonden church has a sturdy tower at

tho west end, having a staircase turret at

one angle, a common feature in the county.

It has here the addition of an obtuse pinnacle,

which is not common, and more quaint than

beautiful. A remarkable feature within the

building is the existence of what appears

to he two rood-loft staircases, one in the

wall of the south aisle, by which access would

be obtained to the rood by a gallery over the

parclose screen of the south aisle. The second
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staircase is westward of this, one bay inter-

vening. It is an all but exact counterpart of

tbe other, there being to each an external

octagonal projection and buttress. The ex-

planation rendered was that while the most
eastern were the rood-loft stairs, those to the

west were for entrance to tbe pulpitum, as in

some cathedral churches. There have been
several altars along the south wall, as is

evidenced by the existence of the piscina'. An
extenial north porch of timber is remarkable

for being of fourteenth-century date. The
south parclose screen is of great beauty.

A long drive brought the party to Scotney
Castle, the village of Goudhurst perched ou a

high hill having been in view for many miles.

Tempting as was its appearance, it was not

visited. At Scotney tbe party was welcomed
at the modern house by its owner, Mr. E.

Hussey, and entrance afforded to the charm-

'

ing grounds of the mansion, the boundary
of Kent and Sussex running through the

estate. At the lowest level stand the ruins of

Scotney Castle. This ancient fabric is little

known, partly from its singulaily sheltered and
hidden position, surrounded by high hills on
nearly all sides, and from its being within the

grounds of a private mansion. It is sur-

rounded by a wide moat of running water,

which thns forms it into a little island,

tpproached by a stone bridge, once defended by
a barbican, now in ruins. The outer court,

through which access is obtained, is itself

almost surrounded by water. The castle, so far

as the more ancient stonework is concerned, is

of Edwardian date, one of the towers of

circular plan being fairly perfect, and having
massive corbels and arches forming a projecting

parapet.

To tbe tower is attached a small Elizabethan

house, in perfect condition, in which a recently-

discovered secret chamber, covered by a sliding

panel in the floor, attracted much attention.

Beside this are the ruins of a seventeenth-

century building, attributed, on slender groands
•so far as appearance is concerned, to Inigo Jones.

The plan and position are not unlike those of

Leeds Castle. The modern mansion stands on
high ground

,
and here refreshment was partaken

of. The contrast of position between the house
of to-day and that of former ages in a low-

lying position, for tbe sake of water and shelter,

was very remarkable. The grounds are of great

beauty, and the adaptation of the quarry, from
which stone for the house was dog, into an
-ornamental garden, has contributed not a little

to the beauty of the effect. After thanks to

Mr. Hussey, the carriages were resumed, and a
hasty visit was made to the ruins of Bayham
Abbey, which, although in^the adjacent county
of Sussex, had to be passed on the way to

Frant Station, where the party separated.

The ever-present and genial hon. secretary, tbe
Rev. Canon Scott-Robertson, rapidly, as befitted

tbe occasion, led the party over the rains of

the fine old abbey, pointing out all the principal

features of interest. The proceedings were
very enjoyable to the large party of mem-
bers and their friends, and the arrangements
for the carriages, which have been admirably
carried out under the direction of Mr. Geo.
Payne, F.S.A., contributed not a little to the
success of the meeting.

MEETING OF THE ARCHITECTURAL
AND ARCHEOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF
THE COUNTIES OF LINCOLN AND
NOTTINGHAM, AT NOTTINGHAM.
The Lincolnshire and Nottinghamshire Archi-

tectural and Archaeological Society held its

annual meeting at Nottingham on Tuesday and
Wednesday in last week, July 19th and 20th,
under tbe presidency of the Bishop of Notting-
ham. The first day was devoted to Notting-
ham and its immediate neighbourhood. On the
second day it had been proposed that Newstead
should have been visited, but the request of the
authorities of the Society for permission to do
so met with so cold a reception that it was felt
to be necessary to make other arrangements,
and ultimately Bakewell and Haddon Hall
were fixed upon. Happily such discourtesy is

rarely met with, and the treatment of the
Society by the ovmer of Newstead is an excep-
tion to the general behaviour of the pro-
prietors or occupiers of historic houses.
The Society assembled in good numbers on

Tuesday morning at St. Mary's Church. Choral
tnatina were said at 10'30, immediately after

which an historical and architectural descrip-

tion of the church was given by the Bishop of

Nottingham. St. Mary’s is well known as one
of the grandest and most characteristic examples
of the class of building which bad its origin

here, and is to be found nowhere bub in England,
the large Perpendicular parish church. The
whole building is approximately of one date, the
chancel being somewhat later than the nave and
transepts. Thus there is no admixture of earlier

styles, the entire fabric being of one design, and
the major part of it executed “ d’un seal jet.”

On this account the building is all the more
worthy of careful examination, and we think
that the designers of our modern town
churches, intended for large congregations, may
do well to pay more attention than they have
commonly done to the fifteenth and early six-

teenth century parish churches, so pecuHaidy
the growth of our own soil. As a rule, they
are better suited for modern requirements, and
harmonise better with urban surroundings, than
the more powerful buildings of thirteenth or
fourteenth century design. The continuous
clearstory, which is so peculiarly a feature of

these later churches, has a manifest fitness for

town sites, which are apt to be cramped, and
where tbe aisle windows are liable to be
darkened by adjacent buildings. St. Mary’s,
Nottingham, is cruciform in plan, with a very
broad and bulky central tower, and a long
chancel. The aisles are very wide, having two
windows instead of the usual single window at
tbe western end. Tbe piers of the crossing
deserve notice for the slightness of their pro-
jection, causing unusually little obstruction to
the eye and ear, while their auSiciency for their

work is shown by the solidity of the tower,
which, though of immense weight, shows no
symptom of failure. The uniformity of this

church, as well as the multitude of its windows,
and the great size of the principal of them,
together with its general air of spaciousness,
will strike every visitor, as it struck old Leland
nearly four centuries back. In fact, there is

hardly any solid wall, the whole building being
pierced in every direction with an elaborate
system of fenestration, not leaving a corner
where another window could be introduced.
There is not much to commend in the design of

these windows. Of the largest of them it may,
indeed, be said, design there is none; they are
very little more than vast stone frameworks,
under low, almost triangular, arched heads of
very ungraceful outline. The great end windows
of the nave and transepts are each of twelve
lights, divided horizontally by three transoms,
comprising as many as forty-eight separate
compartments, besides the openings of the
tracery. The coloured glass, which alone can
make such huge openings tolerable, has been
gradually replaced, to the great improvement
of the effect of the interior. The best glass is

that in the west window, by Messrs. Hardman,
which is very silvery in tint. The same firm is

not to be congratulated on the east window,
which is heavy and inharmonious. The great
south transept window is still more offensive.

We could not learn who the artists were.
A very good beginning has been made in

the centre of the north transept window,
by Messrs. Clayton & Bell. We hope
the rest will soon follow. The window pro-
posed as a memorial of the late vicar, Canon
Morse, will, we hope, be worthy of a man to
whom the Church of St. Mary, in common
with the whole town of Nottingham, owes so
much. Many of the smaller windows are filled

with glass of various degrees of merit, or
demerit; but bore, as is too commonly the
case, the want of a definite scheme for the
subjects of the windows, making them one
continuous whole, is to be deplored. During
Mr. Morse’s incumbency, the work of restora-
tion, which had been already begun, was car-
ried on with judgment and vigour. All tbe
galleries and pews with which the fabric was
encumbered in every part were removed

; the
glazed screens which partitioned off the area to
form a convenient preaching-honse were thrown
down, and the whole area laid open. The oaken
stalls and benches of the chancel, which had
been sold by a previous vicar to a neighbouring
chnrcb, and replaced by decent deal pews,
were re-erected

;
a lofty light pierced screen,

of exquisite design, surmounted by a gilt and
coloured cross, was set up in the chancel arch ;

and the altar furnished with a highly decorated
reredoB, which, together with tbe screen, is

from the designs of Messrs. Bodley & Garner.
The reredos is panelled in two tiers, each tier
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of five compartments, containing sacred paint-
ings. The chief subject, which fills the central
upper panel, is the Crucifixion, under a rich
canopy, rising up in a tall tabernacle in front of

the east window, and,—it is no loss,—biding
some of its glass. The side panels contain
figures of saints. The position of the organ
is a problem which greatly exercises the minds
of architects, and which has not yet received a
satisfactory solution. In St. Mary’s the organ,
enclosed in a lofty carved oak case of elaborate
richness, fills one bay of the chancel wall on
the north side. The chancel is wide enough to

bear it, but it is an obstruction which would
be better away. We are convinced that in

cathedrals and other large churches there ought
to be two organs,—a small one in the choir for

the ordinary services, and a large organ at the
west end of the nave, as in Continental
churches, for the grander functions. To hide
an organ in a triforium, as at Canterbury, or

stow it away in a side chapel, as at Lichfield,

is at once a confession of not knowing what to

do with it. The position of St. Mary’s is a
noble one, on an eminence sloping down
rapidly to the east. The west front, which had
then given way, was rebuilt in 1726, in a
strange pseudo-Classical style, with flaming
urns and obelisks, but was restored again after

tbe original design by Sir Gilbert Scott. It

cannot be called beautiful, being filled with one
vast ill-designed window.
From St. Mai’y’s the party moved across the

town to the Castle, of which Mr. T. C. Hine,
F.S.A., who told the members that he filled the
ancient office of constable or custodian of the

castle, gave a clear and interesting account to

the members assembled in the Long Gallery.

The position of the castle on the edge of a lofty

escarpment of sandstone rock is a noble one,

and worthy of a more suitable fabric than that
which has replaced the picturesque Medimval
fortress. The Conqueror’s Norman keep, or

“Cmsar’s Tower”; the castle hall with its

doable row of columns, like those still existing

at Oakham and Winchester and originally at

Westminster, the additions of Henry III. and
subsequent sovereigns, especially Edward IV.,

who erected the stately and magnificent semi-

octagonal tower at the north-west angle of the

outer ward, called by Leland “ the moat
beautifullest and gallant building for lodging ”

;

the adjacent range of apartments with pro-

jecting oriels due to the same monarch
;
indeed,

tbe whole fabric of the castle has entirely

vanished, leaving no trace of its existence but

one or two bastions and lines of wall, and the

fourteenth-century gatehouse to the lower ward,

which, with the addition of a ridicnlons pepper-

box at the side, still forms the entrance into

the castle precincts. The existing building, in

the heaviest style of the revived Classical archi-

tecture of the end of the seventeenth century,

long and low, was erected by the old royalisc

general, William Cavendish, the first Duke of

Newcsstle, who, it appears from Mr. Hine’s

investigations, was his own architect. The
building forms three sides of a quadrangle, the

chief front being decorated with attached

Corinthian pillars supporting a bold comice,

and is not devoid of a certain ponderous

stateliness, but its prevailing horizontal lines

are quite out of harmony with the soaring alti-

tude of its site. As is well known, the modem
castle was reduced to a roofless shell, split

and blackened dm-ing the riots excited by the

throwing out of the Reform Bill by the House
of Lords in 1831, in which the Duke of Newcastle
had taken a leading part, when the mob,
unchecked by the authorities, attacked the

castle and set it on fire. After having lain a

ruin for nearly half a century, various schemes
for utilising the shell having, we may now say,

happily proved abortive, it has in the last few
years been succesafnlly converted by tbe con-

structive skill of Mr. Hine into an Art Museum
for the town and county of Nottingham. The
task before Mr. Hine of adapting the mansion
to 30 entirely different a purpose from that for

which it was built, and turning a three-storied

building into one of two stories with the loftiest

apartments at top where the lowest had been,

and supplying them with adequate light for the

exhibition of pictures, was by no means an easy

one, and be is to be congratulated on the in-

genious way in which he has carried it out. Few
of the great English towns have art galleries

so well lighted, so well arranged, and so spacious.

We cannot leave the castle without echoing the

astonishment which Mr. Hine told ua was
expressed by the Prince of Wales on his visit.
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that tho equestrian statue of tlie Duke of New-
castle, which occupies the centre of the principal
i'aijaclo, and was smashed by tho rioters, should
be Buffered to disgrace the building by its

mutilated condition. If tho town is too poor to

do it, a worrl to the present noble owner of tho
castle would probably secure its restoration.

In the afternoon an e-Ycursion was made to

Wollaton Ilall, which (in marked contrast to the
rudeness experienced at Nowstead) was thrown
open in every part by Lord and Lady iliddle-

ton, who themselves returned to Wollaton that
they 7night do the honours of their beautiful
house. On the way to Wollaton the party
thalted at Lenton Church,—not for the sake of
ihe church itself, which is a modern edidco in

»tho meagre Early English of fifty years ago,

—

but to inspect the very remarkable Norman
font, which, having originally stood in Lenton
I’riory Church, and having aftenvards done
.duty as a garden ornament for mauy years, has
been happily rescued and restored to its sacred
purpose. The font is of a cnbical form with an
•^attached nook-shaft at each angle. Tho basin,
jnstead of being circular, is of a quatrefoil shape.
Bach face of the cube is ornamented with
subjects carved in low relief. The south side
is entirely ocenpied with a large floriated

fTOBB. That opposite to it, on the north,
exhibits the Crnoifixion,—Our Lord hanging
on the Cross, the Soldier piercing Ilis

eide with the spear, and the Two Thieves each
breathing his last on his cross, their souls being
represented as small naked figures issuing
from their mouths, one taking its flight

upwards, the other sinking downwards to the
jaws of a hideous inonster, emblematical of

hell. The eastern side has two rows of
subjects : the upper represents the raising of
Lazarus, the lower has not yet been certainly
identified. To the loft are three nimbed
figures

;
to the right is an open domed building

supported on pillars. Some liave considered it

tho Adoration of the Magi, but tho occurrence
of the nimbus is fatal to that supposition.
The western side is also in two tiers, of twelve
arched panels. The Descent from the Cross, it

is said, but doubtfully, occupies tho chief panel
of the lower tier, winged angels standing on the
other panels. This very curious font deserves
anore attention than it seems to have hitherto
received. We commend it to the practised eye
and wide knowledge of the Rev. G. F. Browne,
our chief living authority on all early carved
stones.

Of Wollaton Hall it is unnecessary to Bay
ranch, as it is well known as one of the most
admirable examples of Renaissance architecture
in its best phase in this country, combining
dignity of form, picturesqueneas of outline,
purity of detail, and opulence of ornamenta-
tion, animated by a joyouanesB of spirit which,
though, in Ferguason’s appreciative words, “run-
Bing occasionally into excoBSOB bordering on the
grotesque, presents probably the happiest con-
ception of its age in this country.” The heavy
mass of the great hall rising as a huge tower
from the centre of the building, occupying what
in earlier designs would have been an open
oonrtyard, with its coarse and heavy windows,
and clumsy angular bartisan turrets, certainly
BO overpowers the beautiful facades, with which
it is out of scale, that we could almost wish it

away. But it is really too queer and quaint to
be readily spared. As a whole, Wollaton. Hall
is one of the most picturesquely beautiful
things in tho world. When seen from a
iittlo distance, rising above the trees of the
richly wooded, deer-bestudded park, it looks
almost like a palace of enchantment, which one
can scarcely believe to be real. It is remark-
able that the whole area of the hall, 62 ft. by
30 ft., is occupied by an immense chamber
above it (making this central tower mass more
obtrusive than it would otherwise have been),
approached by a spiral staircase in one comer.
Tho old name of this apartment, now called the
“Prospect Room,” was ” Bedlam,” not with
any refleotioa on the sauity of its projector, but,
probably, aswe gather from other examples at the
old Palace of Richmond and at Hurstmonceox
Castle, with reference to its purpose as a large
general sleeping-chamber for the accommoda-
tion of the less honoured guests of the mansion.
The interior of tho house, with the exception of
the timber-roofed central hall, is disappoint-
ing. The whole passed under the hands of“ Wyatt, the Detractive,” who, while be
impressed upon it an air of modem comfort
and refinement, effectually wiped out all trace
of antiquity. To Wyatt Wollaton owes its

extensive conservatories, which cost 10,O00Z. in

building and stocking with plants, the price of
the camellias alone amounting to 1,400L The
house itself, built between 15.80 and 1588, cost

30,Q00Z., and was eight years in building. One
Smithson has been occasionally accredited with
its design, but the researches of tho present
Lady Middleton, who takes the interest of a
true archmologist in all connected with Wollaton,
proves that he was only the surveyor employed,
and that the architect was, as baa generally
been believed, John of Padua.
From Wollaton Hall the party drove through

the picturesque park to Wollaton Church, close

to which stood the earlier Hall, of which an
ivy-clad fragment is still to be seen. Wollaton
Chnrcli is a small building of no great archi-

tectural interest. Its north aisle is Jacobean,
and the arcade on this side seems like a clumsy
rebuilding of Decorated piers and arches at the
same time. The south aisle has been recently
added from the designs of Mr. Hodgson Fowler,
who has also rebuilt the Willougliby Chapel,
which had been destroyed. The tower, which
is crowned by a spire, stands on open arches,

like those of Brading in the Isle of Wight, and
Coningsby in Lincolnshire. The interest of the
building centres in the Willoughby altar tombs,
with effigies, on either side of the chancel,

—

that of Sir Richard Willoughby, 1471, the
builder of the chancel, and his wife, to the
north, and that of Sir Henry Willoughby, 1528,
and his four wives, whose diminutive effigies

lie around that of their husband, to the
south. Botli tombs have “ cadavers ” below.
The day closed with an evening meeting, at
which papers were read, viz. :

—“An Account of

the Discovery by Sir John Savile Lumley, of
the Temple of Diana Nemorensis, and a Descrip-
tion of the Collection of Classical Antiquities
from the Site of the Temple, presented by him
to the Nottingham Art Museum,” by Mr. G.
H. Wallis, F.S.A., Curator of the Museum

;

“The early History of Nottingham,” by Mr.
W. 11. Stevenson, editor of the Records of the
Borough of Nottingham; and “The Rock
Habitations of Nottingham,” by Mr. J. T.

Godfrey, F.R.A.S.
The next day, Thursday, was employed in an

excursion by rail to Bakewall Chnrch and
Haddon Hall, both of which are too well known
to warrant our troubling our readers with any
account of them, even if our space permitted.
The meeting concluded with a soiree given by

the Mayor and Mayoress in the Art Museum to

the members of the Society and their friends.

THE CITY AND SOUTHWARK SUBWAY.
Little attention has hitherto been paid to

an undertaking which, when completed, will

confer great benefits upon persons who have
to pass from one side of tho river to

another in the neighbourhood of London
Bridge, a spot where we meet with per-

haps the most concentrated traffic in the
world. The undertaking in question is the
City of London and Southwark Subway,
and consists of two tunnels, reaching, when
completed, from the Monument in King
William-street to the Swan at Stockwell, a
distance of over three miles. The two tunnels

pass down Arthur-atreet West, side by side,

but, before reaching Swan lane, one tunnel is

superposed above the other on account of the
narrowness of that thoroughfare. Shortly
after entering the bod of tho Thames, one
tunnel diverges a little to the right, and the
two then run alongside each other for the
remainder of the route, the distance between
them being about 5 ft. The depth at which
the tunnels have been placed varies between
•W) ft. and 60 ft. below the roadway, and they
follow Borough High-street, Newington Cause-
way, Kennington Park-road, and Clapham-
road, there being four intervening stations,

viz., at the junction of Great Dover-street and
High-street, the Elephant and Castle, New-
street (Kennington Park), and the Oval. As the
tunnels are carried at a great depth through
virgin clay, all intervening obstacles are eluded,

and there will be no interference whatever with
private property, excepting for purposes of

access. The mode of construction, devised by
Mr. J. H. Greathead, the engineer-in-chief of the
undertaking, is as novel as it is expeditious.
Unlike the underground railways, there will be
no disturbance of the surface excepting at the
stations, and the only sign at present of opera-
tions of aome_kind being carried on at all is the

staging erected behind Old Swan Pier, London
Bridge, where wo find a crane, a small tram-
way, a small engine driving a fan and an air

compressor, and a wooden office. From this

stage a shaft 13 ft. in diameter has been sunk
to the crown of the upper tunnel, up and
down which tho skepa, bringing up clay and
taking down material for construction, pass
all day long. Tho two tunnels have been
completed under the river, west of London
Bridge, and for some distance on the south side.

The mode of construction is exceedingly
simple

; but it is only through a i^ersonal

inspection that we learn how simple tunnelling
in clay has become by the method employed by
Mr. Greathead. A stool shield, overlapping
(like the cap of a telescope) tho forward end
of the iron tunnel constituting the subway, is

driven forward by hydraulic power as the
material is excavated before it through an
opening in the shield. The tunnel, 10 ft. in

internal diameter, is built up of flanged seg-
ments, li in. thick, which are bolted np under
cover of the shield, and form rings, 1 ft. 7 in.

wide. Six of these rings cun bo erected daily,

which represents a rate of progress of about
10 ft. at each face. As the shield is moved
forward, the annular space outside the iron
tunnel, left by the advance of the overlapping
steel plate of tho shield, is filled up by hydraulic
cement, ejected by air pressure from a vessel
inside the tunnel. The iron tunnel is thus pro-
tected on the outside by an impervious coating,
whilst the circumferential joints are filled up
by tarred rope and cement, and the longitudinal
joints by pine strips. When the subway is

completed, the “ up ” traffic will bo worked in

one tunnel and the “ down ” traffic in the other.
The use of locomotives is dispensed with, rope
traction as applied in American cities for tram-
ways, and now also being introduced in Edin-
burgh and Birmingham, being employed.
Owing to the exclusion of engines, and also

to the traffic being worked always in one
direction in each tunnel, the air will be pure
and free from noxious gases, and a continuous
circulation will be kept up. The carriages
are promised to be commodious and well
lighted, and a frequent train service is to
be established, small trains carrying a hun-
dred passongers running at first every tw'O

minutes. The fares are to be Id. and 2d.,

according to distance. A further boon will be
conferred upKjn the public by the erection of
hydraulic lifts at each station, such as are now
being Buccossfully worked on the Morsey Rail-

way, which will take passengers from the street

level down to the respective platforms, or
vice versd. Ths hydraulic power for working
the lifts, as well as the power for working the
cables, will be derived from a central station,

placed at the Elephant and Castle. The
average speed is to be about that on the
underground railways, so that a resident in

Claphara will be able to reach the heart of

the City in twenty minutes, without having to

undergo the annoyance of travelling in smoke-
begrimed carriages and in an injurious atmo-
sphere. The carrying capacity of the line is

estimated at over 100,000 passeugers per day.

The contract for the subway and stations is

being carried out by Mr. Gabbutt, of Liver-

pool, and the cost of the undertaking is put
at 550,000/.

CONGRESS OF MUNICIPAL AND
SANITARY ENGINEERS ATLEICESTER.**

Asphalce and Concrete Foot Pavements.

Mr. G. R. STfiACHA>j (Chelsea) read a paper
“ On Asphalte and Concrete Foot Pavements.”
He said that the object of the paper was to

invite the criticism of the members of the
Association upon the experiments and experi-

ence of the writer and others on asphalts and
concrete as materials for foot pavements, and
to induce other surveyors to make experiments
with tho view to perfecting pavements of those
descriptions. He desired to place in the fore-

front of the paper the fact that the credit of

the Hornsey experiments, referred to in the
paper, was due to Mr. T. de Courcy Meade,
who placed them at bis disposal. Having
referred to the nature and origin of asphalte,

he described the works of the French Asphalte
Company.t which obtain 8 its supplies for England

^ ‘aContinued from p. 132.

*tMr. Strachan said be described the worie of this

Coiupanj beciuae tbej had executed all the asphalt'^

works io Chelsea, but he wished to say that theVal de
Travers Company, Clar dge’a Asphalte Comfeoy, and
others,’did equally good work.
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from its mines at St. Ambroix, in the South of

France. He next described the manufacture of

and methods of laying compressed and mastic

asphalte, and gave numerous analyses of good

aspbaltes. He then went on to give various

practical details of work which has been carried

out. We make the following extracts from the

pallet :

—

In Chelsea there are IG^ miles of footways

paved with mastic asphalte, having an area of

63,290 square yards. On the Queen’s Park

Estate there are 41,500 square yards, which

have been laid five years, and which are now in

good condition, not having cost one penny for

repairs. In King’s-road, at Walpole-street, a

length has been laid for seven years. The foot

traffic over it is 7,500 persons in eighteen hours.

At the end of the first five years it was cut

open, and the wear was found to be such as

had reduced the thickness to a spare | of an

inch, the original thickness being 1 in. full.

On the east side of New Bond-street a length

of mastic asphalte was laid thirteen years ago

between Oxford-street and Conduit-street, the

thickness being of an inch. The asphalte is

now wearing through on to the concrete in the

line of traffic at the forecourt line. The cost

for repairs has been so trifling that it may be

neglected. In this case the concrete foundation

is as sound as before, and all that is necessary

to restore the footway is to relay the asphalte

at about two-thirds of the original cost, when
the pavement will he good for another thirteen

years. As the traffic here is very severe and

the footway narrow, it is reliable evidence of

the durability of asphalte.

The foundation for the asphalte footway is

made with 3 in. of Portland cement concrete

(6 to 1) of a very good quality. The surface is

smoothed with the shovel, and four days are

allowed for drying. The concrete has been

laid hitherto without any joints. The mastic

asphalte is floated over this surface, and the

path is then completed. Mastic asphalte does

not show any cracks on the surface. The
concrete foundation, when the asphalte is

removed, shows the irregular, tree-like cracks

all along its length, branching from the kerb to

the back line, bnt the elasticity of the mastic

asphalte is sufficient to resist the tearing action

of the concrete as it contracts.

A study of the asphalte question resolves

itself principally into a study of the movements
of concrete when laid in long lengths, narrow
widths, and small thicknesses. The writer

inclines to the opinion that concrete has in itself

a small power of contraction, apart from any
considerations of temperature. The experi-

ments of Dyckerhoil which show that neat

cement (slow setting) had an average expansive

power over twelve months of 0734 per cent.,

and quick-setting cements of •2019 per cent.,

and that concrete (3 to 1, sand) had an expan-

sive power of •0204 per cent, (slow setting) and
*0320 per cent, (quick setting), seem to show
the contrary to be the case. The writer laid

down a length of concrete (6 to 1, ballast) 52 ft.

long, 12 in. wide, and 3 in. thick, under a shed

-which bad an open front, but so that the sun

did not touch the concrete. The strip was laid

on sand so as to give it freedom of move-
ment. Another strip 26 ft. long, of the same
width ami thickness (3 to 1, pebbles), and a

third of the same dimensions (3 to 1, sand)

were also laid under the same conditions.

The only movement discernible, at the end
of one month, was a slight contraction in

length in all the samples. The uniform

experience of concretes under asphalte is that

cracks occur, which would tend to show that

contraction and not expansion is the rule. At
the same time, the writer has experience that

concretes do expand, but this he attributes to

the action of temperature. It is no uncommon
thing to see the surface of an asphalte path

raised crosswise in an irregular line, as

though a small tree root was under it.

In every case where the asphalte has

been uncovered at these points by the writer,

he has found the concrete crushed and
the concrete on the falling level thrusting itself

imder the concrete on the rising level. This

effect is most marked on hot days. In January
last the writer laid some thousands of feet of

asphalte path in St. Luke’s Gardens, Chelsea.

The sun is on it all day, aud during the hot

weather st the beginning of June, the number
and size cf these raised lines was astonishing.

Shortly after midday they were most pro-

nounced, and towards night they were less

prominent. As a further evidence of the e.xpan-

sion of concrete under the sun’s rays the streets

in the City can be named. The footway and

carriageway are in asphalte on concrete. The
expansion of the concrete in the carriageway

presses the kerb at the bottom ;
the expan-

sion of the concrete in the footway presses

the kerb at the top on the opposite side,

and the two have tilted up the kerb in a marked

manner. The writer has on a hot day taken up

asphalte on a footway and has found the heat

much greater under the asphalte than on the

surface. In order to avoid the expansion

showing itself in footways the concrete should

be laid in sections, and the joints between them

filled with some compressible substance.

Compressed asphalte has about one-third

longer life than mastic asphalte under the same

conditions. The coat is the same, but the use

of compresssed asphalte for this purpose has not

been universally followed by reason of the

cracks that appear on its surface. The cracks

do not tend to spread under traffic, nor docs the

asphalte wear more at these parts than at

others. They are nnsightly, however. It is

found that these cracks are exactly of the shape

and in the position of the cracks in the concrete

foundation. Compressed asphalte has no

elasticity in itself, and when subjected to the

contracting force of the concrete it is torn

through. It is an admirable tell-tale of the

movements of the concrete. Much ingenuity

has been displayed in endeavours to avoid the

cracks. The first step was to localise them.

This was done by laying the concrete in 12 ft.

bajs and in alternate bays, and filling up the

screed space with fine concrete. The contrac-

tion then showed its effects at these places,

with a resnlt that a series of regular straight

cracks appeared instead of the irregular tree

like cracks when the concrete was laid in one

piece. These effects can bo seen at many places

in London without specifying any particular

place. Having localised the cracks, an experi-

ment was made at Hornsey to avoid them. A
strip of bituminous felt 6 in. in width and J in.

thick was placed on the concrete over the whole

length of the screed mark. This felt has much
elasticity, and the object of the experiment was

to ascertain whether it would take up the con-

tracting movement of the concrete and absorb

it. The length is laid at Crouch Hall-road,

between Coolhurat-road and Clifbon-road. The

result has been that, instead of one crack at

each screed mark, there are two, one on each

side of the narrow strip of felt. It is evident

that the concrete in contracting compresses the

asphalte longitudinally, and that the cracks

appear at the points where the opposing motions

meetj and as the strip of felt represented a

narrow area which was free from these forces,

a crack appeared on each side where the forces

took effect. In Archway-road, Hornsey, another

experiment was made by covering the screed

mark with a strip of mastic asphalte 9 in. in

width and i in. thick, just as in the last case

with felt. For three months no cracks ap-

peared ;
then a few slowly and at iiTCgular in-

tervals showed themselves ;
hut during the

severe winter of 1S86-7 every screed mark
showed its crack. These cracks were irregular

in line, but they are confined in each case to

the area covered by the mastic asphalte. These

footways are laid on a 3-in. foundation of con-

crete. In Marlborough-road, Chelsea, an ex-

periment was made on different lines. A
foundation of concrete G in. thick was laid, and

the compressed asphalte laid on it. For four

months no cracks appeared, but after that time

they occurred at frequent intervals, though they

are fewer than usually appear on a 3-inch

foundation. When the asphalte and concrete

were removed at the cracks it was found that

the crack extended through the whole thick-

ness of the concrete. This experiment was

based on the observation that cracks do not ap-

pear in compressed asphalte carriageways, and

as the principal difference between the founda-

tions in the footways and carriageways is the

thickness of the concrete, it was assnmed that

it was the cause. The observation is, however,

an incomplete one. In streets of light traffic

the cracks do appear in the asphalte, as in Little

Blenheim-street, Chelsea, and elsewhere. In

streets of heavy traffic the cracks in the con-

crete tear the asphalte as they slowly form, but

the traffic welds the asphalte together again

before they show on the surface. In footways

of heavy traffic there are fewer cracks than in

those of light traffic, for a similar reason. At
Muswell Hil', Hornsey, the experiment of cover-

ing the w! o a of the area of the footway

between Onslow Kise and Grosvenor Gardens

with bituminous felt was tried. The felt was in

3-ft. widths, and -was laid longitudinally with butt

joints. At the circular kerb the pieces were

necessarily somewhat patched. The resnlt has

been that cracks have appeared at every joint

of the felt with marvellous fidelity, owing to the

movement ofthe concrete. InWbitehead’s-grovo-,

Chelsea, between Marlborough-road and Keppel-

street on the north side, a length was laid in

1885 on a 3-in. concrete foundatiem, -which was
covered with mastic asphalte i in. in thickness-

On this f in. of compressed asphalte is laid.

The mastic asphalte was laid to absorb by its

elasticity the movement of the concrete without-

transmitting it to the compressed asphalte. It-

has survived two winters of great severity, and

has lived twenty-one mouths without any cracks-

appearing. From this it would appear that the-

principle of a material between the concrete-

and the compressed asphalte which will absorb-

the effects of the movements of the concrete is-

a correct one, and the writer invites the mem-
bers of the Association to experiment orh

cheapening the method. The present result is

an increase of life of 33 per cent, at an increase-

of cost of 12 per cent.

As evidence of the durability of compressed

asphalte in footways, those in Cheapside may
be named. They were laid in 1876 at a thick-

ness of 1 in., and are now wearing through. Oa
the south side of the Strand, east of Welling-

ton-street, 1 in. of compressed asphalte was

laid in 1881, and has had only the most trifling

repairs. The streets in the City, with the

heaviest foot traffics in the world, are paved

with compressed asphalte on the footways.

The advantages of asphalte foot-pavementd-

are durability, a smooth surface unbroken with-

joints, a good foothold, even and regular wear,,

their impervious character, and the readine8B>

and neatness with which they are repaired.

They have a sombre appearance, and show

water on tbeir surface longer than stone pave-

ments. They wear to the last thickness with-

out breaking up, and give a useful wear for the-

whole of their thickness. When a stone or

other pavement has worn 1 in. it may not be-

half worn through, but its useful life is over.

Where there fire cellars nnrler footways^

asphalte as a material for footways is un-

rivalled. In ordinary traffics, such as those

named in King’s-road (7,000 to 8>000 persone

per day), an asphalte pavement can be laid lin^

thick with the certainty that for at least ten-

years it will need no repair’s whatever. This

pavement has also the advantage that the

foundation is always prreserved and good for

use again when the wearing surface of asphalte

has to be renewed.
The following abstract of the pyeseat contract

schedule in Chelsea will give the prices for these

pavements:—
Per sq. jet

Compressed or mastic nsplialtel in. iotkict- s. d.

nesB on 3 in. of concrete 6 3

Ditto, ditto, f in. thick 6 0

Compreseed asphalte f in. thick, on i in. of

mattic asphalte, laid on 3 in. of eoacrete.. 7 0

Compressed oti mastic asphalte 1 in. thick

cn existing concrete foundation (relay) ... 3 0

Ditto, ditto, Jin. thick - 3 0

These prices carry a guarantee of free

maintenance for ten years. The Testry pre-

pares the foundation for the concrete in new
work at a cost of 2d. per square yard.

_

The
8pec''fication provides that the asphalte will be

cut open at distances not exceeding 50 ft.

apart, and the thickness measured. Five out

of every six of these measurements must be at

least the specified thickness, and the average of

every six must be at least the specified thick-

ness. The specification is strictly adhered tow

The cost of the foot-pavement in New Bond-

street, already referred to, over twenty-sis

years, would be as follows at per square yard :

—

Preparing foundation 0

Laying concrete foundation and J so. noaatic

asphalte ^

At end of 13 years relaying mastic asphalte

(life 13 years) 3

Eepairs - 0

Total ..

or a cost per year, not including interest, of 4d.

per square yard. It should be mentioned that

the small coat of renewing asphalte footways

is due to the fact that the asphalte taken up is

as good as new asphalte after it has beea

cleaned and prepared, and is re-used for foofc-

In dealing -with the question of, concrete as

a material for foot -pavements, ^the writer
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oannot claim such an experience of it as be baa

fcad with aspbalte. In 1880, however, the

Teatry of Chelsea had laid by the respective

makers a scries of pavements in King’s-road

against the Royal Military Asylam wall, and
in 1885 a report was made on them by the

writer.

Mr. Strachan went on to give a synopsis of

this report, which is now out of print. In it

he described the manufacture of the “ Imperial
Stone ” pavements, of which a specimen piece

was laid down in competition with other pave-
ments in King’s- road, Chelsea. As to these

trials of pavements, Mr. Strachan continued :

—

In the Kiug’s-road experimental pavements
the makers laid their pavements with the know-
ledge that they were competing with their rivals.

They were laid in 1880. Aspbalte, York stone,

Ferrumite stone, Victoria atone, and Imperial

stone were laid side by aide and subjected to

the same traffics. The wTiter includes the York
•stone results, though not strictly oomiug within

the subject of the paper.
In June, 1884, the FeiTumite stone was re-

moved, as its slipperiness had become a source

•of danger. Its area was taken by Wilkinson’s

granite concrete pavement and by Shap-stone
/pavement. After five years’ wear of the

•original stones, the following results were
obtained:

—

The York stone occupied an area of 87 square
yards ^ the original thickness was 3 in.; the

aiumber of stones 123, of which, after five years’

weal-, 10 had broken edges, 16 had broken
comers, 21 had their surfaces peeling off, and
six were worn so as to be dangerons. The wear
was not measurable by reason of the uneven
thickness of the stones, but it was unmistak-
able. The foothold was good in all weathers.
The actual cost was 8s. 7d. por square yard
9aid.

The Victoria stone occupied an area of 81^
eqnare yards ; the original thickness was 2 in.

;

the number of stones 1G8, of which thirty-five

had broken edges and corners, two had their

surfaces peeling off, and three were visibly

cracked across. The wear was not quite i in.

at the greatest traffic line. The joints of tho
etone were pleasing, and the colour cheerful.

The foothold is not so sure as that of York
•stone in dry weather, and in a drizzling rain it

approaches slipperiness. The cost was Gs. 4d.

per square yard laid.

The Imperial stone occupied an area of 90^
square yards. The original thickness was a full

in. ;
tho number of stones, 187, of which

-eighteen had their corners and edges broken,
and one had its surface partly peeled off. The
wear was not quite i in. at the greatest traffic

line. The regularity of tho joints is pleasing
to the eye, and the colour is light and cheerful.

The foothold is more sure than that of the
Victoria stone sample, but it becomes some-
what slippery in drizzling rain. The cost was
•Gs. per square yard laid.

The experience gained with the Shap stone
laid in 1884 is more limited, but the stone does
not appear to be better than the concrete
stones described. The length laid in situ by
Messrs. Wilkinson is subject to the same
remark, but the aggregate is already wearing
up. It is laid in 8-ft. bays. A repair made in

it is a great dissight to it. The effect of the
traffic in wear is visible.

Mr. Walker, of Leeds, has laid down (1886)
in King’s-road, a short length, in bays of about
4 ft. Bijuaro. It has a very smooth surface, and
appears to be a very good pavement. lie lays
a foundation of ballast concrete, 2^ in. thick, to
within in. of the finished surface, and cats
roughly through it so as to form the bays. Ho
then floats the surface with fine rich concrete,
made of one part of cement to one or one and
a quarter part of crushed granite or sing which
pass through a sieve. This is then cut
through with a knife into bays of small areas.
The foothold is fairly secure, and the wear very
-satisfactory. No cracks appear when the bays
are made less than 10 ft. square. At 322, Oxford-
street, a piece has been dowu three years, and
•no wear is visible. lie claims that his fine

rich concrete on the surface attains more nearly
to tho texture of York stone than any other
pavement. The joints, however, have a ten-
•doncy to spread.

Concrete pavements laid in slabs have two
eerious disadvantages. The writer’s experience
refers to Victoria stone, but there is no reason
to suppose that slabs of other make are free
from them. Tlie first is the annoyance’ caused
by the hard metallic sound of the footfall on

them, which is especially noticeable at night.

Tho other is their brittle nature, and the
presence of hidden cracks after wear. When
taken up to relay, it is often found that a stone

which was apparently sound breaks before it

can be rolaid.

Concrete pavements in situ have the serious

disadvantage that they cannot readily and
cheaply be repaired. A patch in them shows
for the whole life of the pavement, unless a
whole bay is removed.
The writer is of opinion that concrete pave-

ments in situ are preferable to concrete pave-
ments laid as slabs. There is, however, no
reason why this pavement should not be laid

by surveyors themselves, without the aid of

a contractor. Much has to bo learned before
concrete as a material for foot-pavements is

perfected, but that can most readily be learned
by each engineer doing his own work, and
exchanging experiences. The prices paid for con-

crete pavements are very great. One stone
is advertised for 7d. per square foot,

which equals 4Z. 143. 6d. a cubic yard. This
is an extravagant price to pay for concrete,

even if it be of the very best kind, and silicated

too. Concrete for foot pavements has its own
field, and within well-marked limits its use is

advisable, bub until its capabilities are more
largely tried, and its usefulness increased, the
full advantage will not bo obtained from it.

The price stated is large enough to cover the
cost of experimenting, and the writer trusts

that the members will carry oat such a series

of tests and trials as will complete tho know-
ledge of concrete as a material for foot
pavements.

Mr. Vawser (Manchester) opened the dis-

cussion by mentioning the advantage which
was experienced at Macclesfield by laying con-
crete footpaths in about •! ft. squares, and
putting between each a piece of plank. It

was found that the elasticity of the plauking
was sufficient to prevent any cracking.

Mr. Fowler (Manchester) agreed as to the great
value of concrete paving, which, seven years
ago, he used for the Newcastle Cattle Market.
There he placed a lath round the boundary of

each section, and there was not a single crack.

Mr. Ellice Clarke (London) said bis experience

of an aspbalte footpath J in. thick was that at
the end of three years it required very con-

siderable repairs. The unsightliness of cracks
in aspbalte was their principal objection

;
they

did not detract at all from its wearing well.

Tho practice mentioned by Mr. Vawser bad
been discontinued by all who had had much
experience of aspbalte. Now it was usual to

lay two slabs of concrete on alternate days, or
two or three days.

Mr. Cockrill (Great Yarmouth) spoke of

the satisfactory wear of thirty miles of aspbalte

footpath in that town.
Mr. Parry (Reading) said that paving that

was the hardest, in his experience, was the first

to be discarded, and that wore best which ap-
proximated nearest to York flagging.

Mr. Boulnois (Portsmouth) said that some
of the earlier samples of ferrumite stone bad
too much iron in them, and being thus too

hard, bad a very slippery surface. Tho
secret of the wear of aspbalte lay in a nutshell.

Unless it got sufficient traffic upon it it would
never consolidate properly.

Mr. Lemon (Southampton) said that twenty
years ago he was very enthusiastic about
aspbalte, and his Corporation laid a great deal

of it down. He had come to the conclusion

now that there must be a very large traffic over

it, or at least sufficient to keep it together,

otherwise it was bound to fail. Somo laid

down ^ in. thick soon wore out, but some laid

2 in. thick iu a roadway where there was great

traffic had been down for fifteen years, and had
never cost sixpence for repairs. With respect

to conci-ete, he thought concrete made aud laid

in situ was the footpath of the future.

Mr. Jones (Ealing) said that from the clinker

from their destructor they were making a very
good pavement at a cost of about Ss. per yard
superficial.

The President (Mr. J. Gordon, Leicestei), in

closing the disensaion, aaid that the difficulty of

laying concrete foundations was one that he did

not think had yet been solved. He mentioned
several examples of cement pavement in Leices-

ter, and to which he directed the attention of

members.
Mr. Strachan was thanked for his paper, and

in acknowledging the compliment, he observed

that the way in which it had been received and
criticised was an encouragement to young
members to come forward aud give their

experiences.

In other columns we give some particulars

of the granite quarries, &c., visited by tho

members of the Congress, but we aro compelled

by want of space to hold over some other

portions of our report of the Congress until

next week.

SANITARY REGISTRATION OF
BUILDINGS BILL, 1887.

The Council of the Civil and Mechanical
Engineers’ Society having appointed a com-
mittee to consider the provisions of the

Sanitary Registration of Buildings Bill, 1887,

now before Parliameob, the committee, after

very careful consideration of the Bill as a whole,

and also of its several clauses, arrived at the

conclusion that in its jiresent form it would not

be of benefit to the public ; and they further

proceeded to draft a Bill to replace it, the pro-

visions of which they thought would be accept-

able, and the Council of the Society resolved

that it would be iu the interest of the public

to strongly urge the substitution of the Bill

drafted by the committee for that now before

Parliament.
The main points of difference between the

proposed and the original Bills may be, with a
few additional words, summed up in the report

presented by the committee :

—

1. They consider that as the Bill is one of

registration only of tho decisions as to quality and
description of work,—over which the register-

ing body is not iotended to have any power,—it

would not be compatible with the dignity of

the Local Government Board (in itself the

highest sanitary authority in the country) to be

in the position of a registering machine, espe-

cially when such registering machinery already

exists, as in the case of the registrars for

births, deaths, and marriages, and for vaccina-

tion, and they suggest that this duty should
fall on the Registrar-General and his sub-

ordinates.

2. It is considered that if the buildings men-
tioned iu the Bill are to be registered compul-
sorily, it is just as necessary that boarding-

houses, restaurants, and all places where food

is produced, stored, or distributed, should come
uuder its provisions as the places mentioned in

tho original Bill, namely, schools, colleges,

hospitals, asylums, and lodging-houses and
hotels

;
and that tho action of the Bill should be

universal instead of being limited to districts

having a population of 2,000 and upwards.
3. it is thought necessary that some defini-

tion should be made as to who is to bear the

expense required by the Bill, and the Com-
mittee arrived at the conclusion that the owner
ought properly to bear this burden, and they

have provided accordingly.

4. In tho Bill it is provided that corpora-

tions shall receive licences in sanitary practice.

This, it is contended, is contrary to common,
sense and to the interests of the public,—as,

although severe penal clauses are introduced in

the Bill, these would bo practically nugatory so

far as corporations are concerned, for they
could neither be examined as bodies nor could

they be adequately punished as corporations

;

and there would be no security that their quali-

fication to act rested on any sure basis ; there-

fore the word “corporations” has been entirely

expunged from the Bill.

5. It is considered that the provisions for

examining candidates by the several bodies or

corporations to which they might belong, while

no adeqnato provision was made for the exami-
nation of those who were not members of any
body or corporation, were faulty aud clumsy;
and a clause has therefore been introduced for

examinations to bo made by one or more speci-

fied bodies authorised for the purpose by the

Registrar General.

G. It is found that the question of the
eligibility of any persons or class of persons to

bo registered as Licentiates in Sanitary Practice
without examination, offers many difficulties

;

but after much consideration, it was decided
that it was impossible to require that all should
be examined before being registered, but that

the number of those who might be considered

to be eligible was strictly limited to men who
should from their professional training bo
expected to understand, and be able to deal

with, not only the theoretical but the practical

part of sanitary science; and this body has
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therefore been limited to architecta and engi-
neers of a certain standing.

7. Clause No. 10, which specifies the mini-
mom requirements before a licence can be
granted, has been considerably amplified, as it

is felt that if all sanitarians are agreed that
this minimum of requirements is necessary,
then this clause only emphasises this fact; if,

on the other hand, they are not agreed as to
the necessity for this minimum, it is all the
more necessary that it should be clearly,

amply, and distinctly specified.

8. Although it in specified in the Bill that if

any alterations be made in the structure of any
building which affects the sanitary arrange-
ments the building shall be considered as un-
certified, no provision is made for the publica-
tion of such alterations, which might be
easily made, and the same certificate remain in

force, although the whole plan of the drainage
had been altered, and its efficiency destroyed. A
clause has therefore been introduced throwing
the onus of publication on whomsoever it may be
who makes the alterations.

9. In order to effect a further safeguard, a
clause, No. 15, has been introduced intended to
prevent Licentiates in Sanitary Practice from
granting certificates for houses in which they
are pecuniarily interested; and as it is con-
sidered contrary to professional etiquette to
advertise, provision is made in the same clause
for the prevention of any such practice either
directly or indirectly.

10. The Authority which shall decide as to
what buildings come under the provisions of the
Act, has been somewhat varied so as to provide
that decisions shall not be given except by
magistrates sitting in court and otherwise.

11. The forms attached to the Bill have been
varied and amplified to meet the alterations in
the body of the Bill, and a list of fees to be
charged by Licentiates in Sanitary Practice has
been added.

Obituary.—The death is announced of Miss
Margaret Gillies, one of the pioneers amongst
English lady artists. The Laiiy News says that
she

_

studied oil painting for a short time in
Paris under the brothers Henry and Ary
Scheffer, and painted a few works in oil. But
water-colour was the medium in which she was
destined to acquire most fame. She joined the
Royal Society of Painters in Water-Colours in
1852 or 1853, and since that time has been a
frequent contributor to the Society’s exhi-
bitions.

Jlkstratmns.

COMPETITIVE DESIGNS FOR THE
IMPERIAL INSTITUTE.

E give this week the detail elevations of
the designs for the Imperial Institute

by Mr. Blomfield and Mr. T. G. Jack-
son. The detail elevation of the last-named
design was one of the most refined pieces of

design and drawing in the collection, though
we do not think the author has succeeded
harmonising the details of the dormers with
those of the substructure; the dormer looks
rather as if transplanted from somewhere else.

EDINBURGH PUBLIC LIBRARY
COMPETITION.

We give this week the exterior perspective,
the interior of the Reference Library, and two
plans, of the second premiated design in this

competition, by Mr. Jae. B. Dunn. We fully

commented on and described the design in our
general article on the subject iu the Builder
for June 18tb of this year (p. 893). Mr. Dunn
only asks us to add that the Lending Library
was designed to store 48,326 volumes (nine to

the superficial foot), and the Reference Library,
Plan No. 1 (the one we give), for 68,420
volumes, and plan No. 2 for 96,210 volumes.
The interior perspective is drawn in accordance
with No. 2 Plan, which contains five alcoves in

its length, instead of four. The panelling above
the bookcases in the return portions, shown in

the view of Reference Library, was intended
to occupy the space for the present until more
bookshelves were required

;
the panelling

would then have been removed, and the shelves
carried to the top of the alcoves.

CHURCH OF THE SACRED HEART,
WIMBLEDON.

This church is being builfc upon the rising

ground between Wimbledon and Raynes Park,
and is to take the place of a temporary iron
church a short distance away, which has for some
years past supplied the needs of the Roman
Catholics of the district. It comprises on plan
nave, aisles, chancel, with side chapels and
sacristy, while a large organ - chamber and
singing-school will be placed above one of the
side chapels and sacristy, opening by a large

arch into the chancel. The total length of
church when completed will be 168 ft.,

width 64 ft., and the height from floor to

68 ft. The style is Late Decorated,
materials used being, externally, flint

dressings of Anenster stone, and Broseley
for roof. Internally, nearly the whole is

Beer stone. At present the nave of

is all that is carried out. Its chief
istics are its loftiness and general richness
detail and carving. Elaborate niches occur
the spandrels of the arches of each
bay, while the arched and moulded
the roof spring from
with richly-carved caps. The ceiling is

and panelled with carved wooden bosses,
rated in gold and colour at the intersection
the ribs. Mr. Frederick A. Walters, F.S.A.,
the architect, and the contractors are
Goddard & Sons, of Farnham. The carving
been carried out by Mr. McCulloch,
Kennington, who is also preparing a large
elaborate rood and beam to be fixed in

chancel arch. The heating is by Grundy’s
air system.

Festivity at Wilton Park.—During
last few months extensive alterations have
in progress at the mansion at Wilton
Bucks, to fit it for the occupation of Mr. Pasco'i
Grenfell. The alterations, &c., which will cos^
considerably over 10,000b, have been carriecj

out by Messrs. G. and H. Bywatera, of London!
from the plans and under the direction of Mt,'

Arthur Vernon, architect. The approachinii
completion of the work was celebrated : i

few days since by a dinner to the workmen'
employed, together with the staff engaged o:|

the estate, and the tenants, all of whom went
invited by Mr. Arthur R. Grenfell, the trustet)

of the estate, to join in the festivities. A partrt

of some 250 gathered in a large marquee place:'

near the mansion. Both Mr. Grenfell and thti

architect, Mr. Vernon, spoke in very higlitermil

of Messrs. Bywaters and their men, and a veri'

pleasant day was spent by all concerned.
Institution of Mechanical £nglneers.-.i:

The summer meeting of this Institution wisi'

be held in Edinburgh on Tuesday morning, thl'

2nd of August, and Wednesday morning, tki
3rd of August, in the University. The chai:!

will be taken at half-past nine o’clock by tht
President, Mr. Edward H. Carbutt, in th
Natural History Lecture Theatre. The listcjl

papers will be found in another column undel.

the heading “ Meetings.”'
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)MB LEICESTEHSHIRB INDUSTRIES
VISITED BY THE ASSOCIATION OF

,

MUNICIPAL ENGINEERS.

by Granite Quarry and Victoria Stone Works.

IN tbo occasion of the recent annual meet*
of the Association of Municipal and Sani-

' Engineers at Leicester, a visit was paid
he Groby quarry and to the works of the
Loria Stone Company in connexion thcre-
1 . The visitors were met by the ropresen-
ves of the Victoria Stone Company, and
ducted over the Leicestershire branch
ks. Matthews’s patent machinery for
ihing the crushed granite was first examined,
poiisists of inclined metal troughs, 24 ft.

K in each of which a number of shovel-
los set to an angle with the bottom of the
.gh work forward and backward, carrying
[granite up the incline, continually turning

p the trough, while a copious stream of
er runs in the opposite direction down the
ine, first meeting the cleanest granite and
jing through the series of shovel-blades as
1 granite is moved upwards by them, and

fy particle of dust and deleterious matter is

1 washed out of the granite. The granite
1 washed is carried in trucks to the mixing-

where Portland cement is also taken,
T having been spread on cooling floors in

pement-stores for at least throe weeks, and
ly sifted again immediately before being

to exclude the numerous small lumps
'ih frequently are found in cement used
ct from the manufactory. The washed
tiite and cement are carefully gauged and
3d and placed in metal-lined moulds, and
le allowed to remain for ten days. The
le is then taken ont of the moulds and placed
tanks containing a solution of silica for a
I'her ten days, and it is afterwards stacked
iht least si.v months before being sent away
qse. Although the company manufactures
ego quantity of landings, staircases, window
Is, sills, copings, and other constructional
bles, the Groby branch is kept busy making
'3t paving, of which there is a very large
itity used. The company makes 30,000

1
per week, and keeps a stock at these

cs alone of upwards of 500,000 ft. The
CB were specially built for the manu-
ire of Victoria stone, and have been planned
a due regard to cleanliness and efficiency,

i proprietors are continually seeking to
•ove their stone, and are now laying down
ng machinery at these works similar to the
t erected at their Stratford works last year,
which we hear that excellent results have
obtained. The materials are turned over
limes in two minutes and a quarter, with
esult, as we are informed, that the tensile
n of the material is increased 25 per cent.,
this without appreciable extra cost. The
lettes made by this process have withstood
ery high strain of 1,125 lb. per square inch.
) did not permit of more than a cursory
:e at many interesting features in connexion
the works and the manufacture of this stone,

re leaving the works the President in a few
chosen words exjiressed the thanks of the
bers to the proprietors for the way in
h they had thrown open their works and
ved the visitors. One of the numerous
:ies belonging to the Groby Granite Com-
,
adjoining the Victoria stone works, was
viewed, and great interest was taken in

lasting of the granite, the sett-making and
m grauite machinery, which were pointed

y the company’s manager.

The Mountsorrcl Granite Quarry.

e visit to this famous quarry was a very
3stiug one. As was stated by ns in an
e on the subject last year,* the stone here
ornblendic granite, and is of two colours,

—

k and a greyish white, duo to the difference

i tint of the felspar, this mineral occurring
)ry small crystals.f Though there are
varieties in colour, there is no difference

3 hardness of the material. The difference
lour is hardly apparent unless the stone is

sd clean or polished. The output is from
00 to 130,000 tons per annum of all sorts,

quantity brought down by each blast

s from a few tons to many thousand tons,

ding to the situation. From 27,000 to

e Builder, Aug. 28, 1886, p. 321.
mo further information concerning thcEO quarries
found in the Builder for Hov. 13 and De:. 10 and

30,000 lb. of powder are burnt annually, and
each 100 lb. of powder will get and break, upon
the average, 430 tons of rock. The stone
polishes well, but it is very hard, and takes a
lot of work to produce a face. The main face
of the quarry, it may be mentioned, has a

maximum height over all of about 200 ft., with
two steps or platforms. Roughly speaking, it

describes an arc about 1,440 ft. long and
1,200 ft. across the chord. As the work carried
on at these quarries is comparatively little

known except to those more directly con-
cerned, we give some additional particulars
relating to it, taken from an interesting
pamphlet issued by the company. The rocks
which constitute the table-land of Leicestershire
terminate in a line of bold cliffs at Mountsorrel,
which is situated between the Sileby and Barrow
Stations of the Midland Railway, and here the
operations of the company are carried on,

providing employment for between 500 and 600
men and boys. The granite is first dislodged
by blasting, and after the masses of rock have
been detached from the face of the working
they are rolled down to the floor of the quarry.
Here the large stones are reduced to a workable
size by “ shotting ” them down, that is, splitting

them by small charges of powder from two to
three ounces in weight. The rough blocks are
then wheeled across to the sheds of tho equarers.
Those sheds or huts are arranged in rows, with
their open sides towards the rocks to facilitate

the supply of stone. In each compartment are
several boys working, under the guidance of

a man. Often a father and his children work
together, and, by a proper division of labour,
can work more economically than the same
number of adults. By these the granite is formed
into setts or squared stones for paving or
pitching roadways and pavement crossings, as
it [is in these setts and broken stone, or
macadam for roadmaking, that the chief trade
of Mountsorrel consists. The stone, after it

Las been shaped, is paid for and sold by weight.
Most of the work done at these quarries is

piecework. As tho setts are completed, they
are loaded in small trucks, under the super-
vision of a foreman, and, when weighed, to
ascertain the amount earned by the workmen,
are removed to the company’s stock ground,
whore the different sizes of setts are piled up
in distinct heaps. The hammers used by the
men engaged in squaring or shaping the granite
are of varioos sizes, the largest and heaviest
weighing about 28 lb., and tbo smallest 2 Ib.

The block of stone, after having been roughly
chipped into shape, is dressed over with a light
hammer, weighing about lb. In parts of
this quarry there are still to be seen a few of

the old -fashioned “ring-breakers,” or men
making macadam by hand. These breakers use
a small short-handled hammer, and hold an iron
ring in their left hand. With this ring they rake
down the lumps of stone on to the block npon
which they are broken, and also hold the pieces
together to prevent theirflyingabout. The real

work of making macadam is, however, now per-
formed by machinery. The mills consist of two
Blake’s breakers, employed at Mountsorrel
merely to break down the larger lumps of stone
(and not to finish the material), and below
them a largo pair of rolls, 3 ft. long by 2 ft. 6 in.

in diameter, which in reality manufacture the
macadam. Through these rolls there can be
passed from 500 to 550 tons of material in a
working day, and the stone is afterwards
screened in a circular riddle, 25 ft. in length
by 5 ft. 6 in. in diameter, and is thus divided
into five different sizes of stone, from the
finest sand to the largest sort of macadam
used for roads. From this riddle the stone
falls into boxes, and thus direct into

the railway wagons
j
and so is not handled

from the time that it is automatically

poured into the mills until it is hanled away by
the locomotive. The larger sizes of broken
stone are used for macadam, and the smaller
sizes for garden paths, and also for the maunfac-
ture of concrete stone in conjunction with
Portland cement. A line about a mile in

length constructed by the company, runs from
the works to the Midland Railway, and there is

also canal carriage by the Soar to all parts of

the kingdom. It should be mentioned here
that, while inspecting the working of the
machinery in the mills, one of the visitors

narrowly escaped being crushed to death by a
truck-load of granite. Tlianks, however, to

the prompt action, attended by some personal
risk, of the quarry-manager, Mr. G. Baker, a
fatality was averted.

The Barrow Lime and Cement TVorfcs.

One of the most interesting of tho visits was
that paid to tho Barrow lime and cement works.
On anuving at the Monntsorrel Junction of

the main lino of the Midland Railway, the
party were conducted by Messrs. Ellis to oue
of their lias limestone quarries. Hero they
walked through one of the workings, and were
shown a section of the lias formation, as well
as the mode adopted by Messrs. Ellis in work-
ing. The Barrow-on-Soar beds of lias are
peculiar to the neighbourhood, and from them
is made the well-known Barrow hydraulic lime,

which has been in high repute, we had almost safd

from time immemorial, and has been used in

some of the most important works in the country.

It was stated that similar beds of lias are to be
seen only at Lyme Regis. The party inspected

with interest a rough collection of fossils

found in the strata, consisting of remains of

ichthyosauri, flat-fish, ammonites, &c. Time did
not allow of a visit to tho kilns, loading docks,

and grinding-mills, and after a cursory inspection
of Messrs. Ellis's new and very complete Port-
land cement works, including laboratory and
testing-room, the party left again by train for
Monutsorrel, not without cordially tbanking^
Messrs. Ellis for their courtesy. One point
which struck the visitors to the limestone work-
ings was tho large amount of excavation tbrongh
shaly and other material which had to be done
before the thin bed of limestone was reached.

BUILDERS’ BENEVOLENT INSTITUTION.

The fortieth annual meeting of this Insti-

tution was held on the 21et inst., at Willie''s

Rooms, St. James’s. Mr. Basil E. Peto, Presi-

dent, occupied the chair, and was supported by
Messrs. George Plncknett, J.P., T. Patrick, C.
Bussell, R. Richardson, T. W. Duflield, T. Stirling,

C. Ansell, W. Scrivener, and other gentlemen.
Major Brutton, the Secretary, read the annual’

report, which stated that during tho past year
ten deaths had occurred among the pensioners,

and nine candidates who had been waiting for

the benefits of tho charity had been elected.

The total number of pensioners was 32 men
and 33 women, necessitating a large annual
expenditure, and causing deep concern in
the minds of the Committee to obtain
new subscribers, the more so as many,
who had for years past given regularly
and liberally to the Institution, had been
removed by death. The Committee greatly
regretted that the income of the Institution for

the past year had not been suffioient to meet
the expenditure, and that it bad been necessary
to withdraw the balance of the Reserved Fund.
There was also an increase every year in the
number of applicants seeking election. The
Committee were under great obligations to Mr.
Basil E. Peto for his valuable aid during the
past year, and they also remembered with
gratitude the support his father (Sir S-.

Morton Peto) had given to the Institution.

The Committee were pleased to announce that.

Mr. H. H. Bartlett would be the President for
the ensuing year, and that with the consent of the-

Court of the Carpenters’ Company, the annual
dinner would take place in Carpenters’ Hall on
the 3rd of November next.

The report and accounts were adopted, oii'

the motion of Mr. C. Bussell, seconded by Mr.
Thomas Patrick.

Votes of thanks were passed to the President-

for the past year (Mr. Basil E. Peto), to the-

Vice-Presidents, to the Trustees (Mr. George
Plucknett, J.P., Sir James C. Lawrence, Bart,,

Sir S. Morton Peto, Bart., and Mr. C. T.

Lucas), and to the Treasurer (Mr. George-

Plucknett, who was again re-elected).

Votes of thanks were also accorded to the-

Committee, the retiring members of which were
re-elected, and Messrs. Basil E. Peto and A.
Moore added to their number. A similar com-
pliment was paid to the auditors (Messrs. Ward,
Bolding, and Duffield).

Mr. George Plucknett proposed as President-

for the ensuing year Mr. H. H. Bartlett, who,,
he believed, would ably till the chair.

Mr. Thomas Stirling seconded tho motion,
which was unanimously agreed to.

A vote of thanks to the chairman closed th&
proceedings.

The Rossetti Memorial.—We are asked to-

mention that the granite used for this memorial,,

mentioned in our last, was from the Gunnislake
Quarries, Tavistock.
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BDILDBHS’ CLEEKS’ BENEVOLENT
INSTITUTION.

A General Meeting of tbe subscribers and

donors to this Institution TYas held at the

Offices, 21, New Bridge-street, E.C., on Tuesday
evening last, at which the President, Mr. W. E.

Freeman (Messrs. John Mowlem & Co.), took

the chair. There were also present Mr. E.

Brooks (Treasurer), Messrs. C. K. Turpin, J.

Tlobson, H. W. Parker, W. D. Gilbert, F.

Burchell, E. C. Eoe, and other gentlemen.

At the conclusion of the formal business,

three candidates for the Widows’ Pension of 201.

yter annum were elected by show of hands.

There were in the first instance but two
vacancies, bnt a third was specially announced
in honour of the Queen’s Jubilee, thus enabling

the meeting to elect tbe three cases, without

subjecting the candidates to the harass and

expense of a canvass. The new pensioners

are Louisa Hadrill, Maria Bowtle, and Eliza

Holding.
At the close of the election the following

additions to the Eules of the Institution were
submitted to the meeting and adopted :

—

Buie II., See. 3, add;—“For the purpoaea of thia

SectiOB it ahall be lawful for the Truatees to purchaae
reaentatioDB for periods of twenty-one years, in such

DStitutiona as a General Meeting may from time to time

aanctiOD, in the names of the Trustees of the Buildera’

Clerks' Benevolent Inatitotion.”

Eule XIX., add new Section That the holdera of

«ach presentation purchased in pursuance of Buie II.,

6ec. 3, ahall hind themselves to use such preseulatien only

in favour of such candidates as shall be elected by this

Institution, and to conform in all points to the Eulea

thereof, and to the Eules of the Institution into which tbe

child is to be presented.”

At the close of the business a cordial vote of

thanks was accorded to the President for his

services, not only on that occasion, but for his

active personal interest in all that pertained to

the welfare of the Institution.

THE “NOETH LONDON COLOSSEUM.”
BICKMORE V. BAKER AND GINNETT.

This case was tried in the Queen’s Bench Division

recently, before Mr. Justice Grantham and a
commoD jury.

The plaintiff was Mr. William Bickmore, of

^Shepherd's Bush, builder and contractor, who sued

the defendants, Mr. Henry Minter Baker, of Dover
member of the firm of Barnwell & Baker, Govern-

ment contractors), and Mr. George Ginnett (the

well-known circus proprietor), for tbe recovery of

452f., balance due to the plaintiff for work done,

anaterials supplied, and money advanced for the use

of the defendants iu connexion with the erection of

.a building in Roseberry-place, Dalston, known as

the “North London Colosseum”; for the brick,

-timber, and iron work, for which the plaintiff was

-the contractor
;
and also for damages for breach of

•contract to complete the work, the plaintiff having

been stopped by defendants when about one-fourth

cf the work had been done, and afterwards pre-

vented from proceeding further with the same,

which was completed by another firm of builders

^Messrs. Wilkes k Co.), who used all the plaintiff’s

plant snd materials left on the ground by him for

-the purpose of carrying on the buildings. The
defendants employed a Mr. Alfred Brandreth as

-their agent and architect in the concern, and with

whom tbe plaintiff principally dealt as such agent

;

b»ut since the stoppage of the work and during tbe

course of the action, the defendants denied such

agency and repudiated the plaintiff’s claim and their

dealings with him and connexion with the building

in question.

The plaintiff was represented by Mr. E. U.

Bullen and Mr. Stampa W. Lambert, instructed

by Messrs. Turner, Son, k Norton
;
and the defend-

ants by Mr. Cock, Q.C., and Mr. Glyn, instructed

by Messrs. Thos. Beard k Sons.

The first witness called for the plaintiff was Mr.
Griffith Williams, of 20, Spring-street, Sussex-

gardens, W., tailor, who deposed to having cashed

•cheques and post-office orders from Brandreth,

which he (Brandreth) had received from tbe defend-

ants, and to conversations which bad taken place

in his presence between Brandreth and the defend-

ants, in which they appeared to treat Brandreth as

itheir servant.

Mr. William Bickmore, the plaintiff, was called,

and examined by Mr. Lambert. He said bo first

met the defendant Baker on the site of the

-intended building in the latter end of August, 1885,

when Brandreth introduced Baker to him as one of

the proprietors of the concern. Baker asked him
how long the job would take, and what money he
should require, and the plaintiff stipulated for

weekly payments, which sums Baker said he should

be prepared to pay on the certificate of Mr. Braud-
reth, his architect. He was afterwards introduced

to the defendant Ginnett in the same way by
Rraudreth, and went into tbe matter with him.

Plaintiff first met Brandreth in the matter some
time before he met the defendants, wheuBrandreth
produced to him a rude drawing of a circus, which

ho bad built in Manchester or Liverpool, from which

he was asked to give an idea of the price of brick-

work. Mr. Brandreth said he should want him to

assist in working out the drawings, as he (Brandreth)

was not used tto tbe Metropolitau Board’s require-

ments. He was to submit bis estimate, others

having been sent in at too high a figure. Tbe
plaintiff then detailed at length the circumstances

connected with the taking of the land from tbe free-

holder, the preparation of the building agreement

by Messrs. Beard k Sons, and the commencement
of the works, Brandreth having in the meantime

written letters to tbe plaintiff', in which he repre-

sented himself as being merely the architect of the

concern, and alluding to his principals. Plaintiff

duly prepared and forwarded the specification and

contract to Mr. Brandreth, expecting him to sign

a duplicate, and return
;
which, however, he did not

do, but wrote to the plaintiff as follows :

—

" Z"*. Sprine-street, 'W. Thursday Evening,
August 20, 1985.

Dear Sir,—Sorry was not at home when you called.

Hope to begin work on Monday, or at least sign year

contract. You may get scaffolding on ground when you

like. I will be there about two o’clock to-morrow with

Mr. Baker, and tbe fact of your having your scaffolding

on the gronud, or getting it on when we get there, may
greatly hurryup the money. Do yon understand?—Tours

truly, ALrBBD Bbasdekih."

Ho took this letter to be in answer to the contract

and specification which he had left, and he accord-

ingly attended on the ground on the filst, and
further discussed matters with Mr. Brandreth and

Mr. Baker, this being the interview with Baker
before alluded to. He then went on with tho work

till he had notice to stop. It appeared that the

cheques given in payment were sent to Mr. Brand-

reth, who cashed them, and handed the plaintiff

what he thought fit. Ou the 14th Dec., 1885, the

plaintiff received the following letter from Brand-

reth :

—

“ Bailw*y Hotel, Leicester,

1-lth December, 1885.

Dear Sir,—Mr. Ginnett, Mr. Baker, aud their solicitors

will be on the ground at one o'clock sharp, on Thursday
morning next. 1 have told them the wall was up all round

the building about 5 ft. Mind you keep the men hard at

it. I have also said the ironwork was in hand, as you told

me you bad settled with Lysagh.—Tours truly, in haste,

ALFBBD BBAXDBBTn.”

At this meeting 'matters were gone into, and some
discussion ensued as to the advisability ofdischarging

some of the workmen, which caused some discontent

among them, and they were accordingly retained

until just before Christmas. In January, Mr. Ginnett

and Mr. Baker visited the ground, and as tbe time

was approaching for the completion of the building

by the time required, tbe plaintiff said be should

want 50f. or 60f. a week to get it done. Mr. Ginnett

and Mr. Baker, he understood, arranged that he

should receive that amount. Soon alter the work

was somewhat stopped by the frosty weather. The
defendant Ginnett left ton sovereigns for him on the

desk in the office. During the time the work was

in progress, the plaintiff had drawn three bills of

exchange, for 25f., 50L, and 65L respectively, which

were drawn on condition that the defendants should

know it, and that they should be dvily met. On the

2Stb January, a formal notice was served by the

Metropolitan Board of Works, accompanied by a

letter from Mr. Brandreth to him, of the 30th, as

follows :

—

“ JTstional Hippodrome Company,
20, Spring-street. Sussex GarSens, Hyde Park, W.

30th Jan. 1886.

Sir,— 1 hereby give you notice that pending certain in-

vestigationa and surveys in connexion with the building

operations in Eoseberr.v-place, Dalston-lane, the work
will be stopped on and from Monday next, the 2Dd of

February, till further orders, and that your services will

not be required on tbe ground until the Metropolitan

Board of Works’ Survejora and tbe ground landlord’s

surveyors have inspected ground and deliberated on tbe

matter with me as to the course to be adopted. I need

not remind you that should you attempt to ignore this

notice you will expose yourself to very unpleasant pro-

ceedings. I have a consultation with my solicitors this

afternoon, and I may as well add that I shall require the

builder to enter into a building agreement, containing

usual clauses, and providing satisfactory sureties for their

fulfilment before the work is resumed, or any further

moneys advanced.—I am, sir, yours,
Alfbbd Bbandbath.”

Tbe last payment on account of the work was

on tbe 29tb January, 1886, wheu Brandreth banded

plaintiff 40f.
;
on the 12th February plaintiff saw

defendant Ginnett on the ground, when they con-

versed on tbe matter, and Ginnett did not under-

stand tbe work being stopped. Plaintiff wrote to

Brandreth, with his account, and on the 23rd Feb-

ruary he received a reply from him disputing tho

accuracy of the same. Ultimately the work was

taken up by Messrs. Wilkes k Co., who used the

plant left on the ground by tho plaintiff. Plaintiff

also wrote to defendants, but received no reply to

bis letters.

Iq cross-examination by Mr. Glyn, the plaintiff

could not say whether or no he did any work on the

ground prior to tho 30th September, the date of

tbe building agreement. He maintained that

Brandreth represented Baker, in that gentleman’s

presence, as his principal in connexion with tbe

works, and his 0vidence-in-chief was not shaken on

any material points.

Edward Collier, a labourer, o$ Starch Green, said

he had been in the employ of the plaintiff off and

on for 24 or 25 years, and was employed by him on

the occasion in question in looking after the job,

cutting up the ground and concreting. Baker and

Brandreth came on the ground, and the former

asked him whom he was at work for. He replied,

for “Mr. Bickmore.” The scaffolding arrived on

tbe ground in their presence, and he saw Baker

there many times afterwards. He also saw Ginnett i

there. He, witness, deposed to different conversa-

tions he had with Baker, and to messages having

been left for plaintiff by Baker, and to tbe fact of

plant and materials being left on the ground by the

plaintiff and being used by Messrs. Wilkes & Co.

James Tilbury gave similar evidence.

Mr. George Sparrow, an architect and surveyor,,

formerly in the employ of Mr. Legg, District Sut-i

veyor of West Hackney, proved service of tbe

formal notice on tbe plaintiff in January, 1886. He
assisted Mr. Brandreth in amending the plans as

required by the Metropolitan Board of Works. In

1886 Mr. Ginnett was introduced to him in Mr.:

Legg’s office as one of tho proprietors of the Hippo-

drome, by Mr. Brandreth. Atthattimehebelieved

Messrs. Wilkes had not taken up the building. He
never saw Mr. Baker.

Mr. George Hamilton was called to prove dis-

counting the bills drawn by tbe plaintiff, aud that

tbe bill for 5QI. was taken up by a cheque ol

defendant Baker.
Mr. Charles Steel, proprietor of the Crown and

Castle, Kingsland Gate, close to the building, saic

ho saw Mr. Ginnett during the erection of thf

Colosseum with Brandreth and Bickmore. Mr
Brandreth introduced Ginnett to him as a cirour

proprietor. In a conversation with Ginnett, th(

latter said that Wilkes claimed some 3,000f. oi

4,000/. as owing to them, and remarked, “We spen-

700/. or 800/. on the place before Wilkes took on.”

:

This closed the plaintiff 's case.

Mr. Cock then opened the case for the defendant

and contended there was not the slightest foundatiol

for trying to make them liable to tbe plaintiff.

Mr. Thos. Beard, of the firm of Beard & Sons, o

IG, Basinghall-street, solicitors, was then called b

prove his inetructions for and tbe preparation oi

the building agreement of 30th September, 1S85‘

and that he was not instructed by the defendantj'

Mr. Alfred Brandreth said he was an architeci

and surveyor, of 17, Devonshire-square. He hail

been for some time previously to the 30th Septemberl

1885, endeavouring to form a company to clevelof

an idea which had since been developed, viz._, ;

hippodrome whichhad takenthe name of
‘

‘ Olympia,-

and succeeded very well. He worked hard ti

develop it, but failed in doing so for want of th

necessary capital. In the course of his investiga

tions in London he found two sites which he con

sidored would be suitable,—one at Kensingtoti

where the American Exhibition is now, and anothet

at Dalston. He saw the owner of the land in th

latter case, and ultimately a building agreement wa

entered into. The witness then detailed at lengti

the history of the transaction, and said he remen

bered employing the plaintiff to do some of tt

work. Ho positively denied ever having represente

to plaintiff that defendants were tho proprietors r

the concern, but stated he was sole proprietor, tl

money necessary to enable him to carry on tbe wop

having been lent him by Mr. Ginnett. Witness wi

then submitted to a long cross-examination by M
Bullen, with a view to show that his finanok

condition was not sound.

Mr. George Ginnett, examined by Mr. Glyn. ^
he was a circus-proprietor and one of the defendaiffl

and bad known the last witness for some years, i

proposed to witness building a theatre or circus \

London to be used for all sorts of purposes, ai

asked witness to finance him, which he agreed to t

on his being given the preference to let it for t:

first season for a circus, and he accordingly advanc

him money from time to time. He never instruota

Brandreth as his agent to employ builders. 1

never dared say in his (witness’s) presence that 3

(witness) was his principal, and he should have tt

him differently if he had
;
nor had Baker any sbas

or interest in the matter more than witness had. c

In cross-examination by Mr. Bullen the witnil

could not say how many circuses he bad had in k

time, but he had a fresh building every winti

Perhaps four of these had been built for hiin c

Brandreth, and in the case of a circus in Birmic

ham tbe relations between them were similar to t

present. It was not a building of this kind, and hj

been taken down. He had never bad one of tf

kind before. Baker had lent witness money, and

one transaction held a bill of sale on bis propesj

for about 155/. ,

Mr. Henry Minter Baker, the other ilofenda.!

was then examined by Mr. Glyn, and said he wa'

Government contractor residing at Dover. Ho L

no interest whatever either in the land taken uRi

tho building agreement, or in the biiilding that^

afterwards pul on the land. When the Hippodrd

Company was formed, he subscribed for five sb*

on tbe 1st of May, for which he paid 500/. m k

and June; that was his only interest. (Eni:

asked him for money to lend to Brandreth. Bra.

reth never, to witness’s knowledge, iiitrod^i

witness as one of his principals, or he should m

contradicted it directly. He never heard of Flm:

Allen until this case came on.

Cross-exflmined by Mr. Bullen.—Do you

say, Mr. Baker, that you never beard of Fimi

Allen ?—I never heard of Flint or Allen.
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tis statomont which appears in this letter of

ah of November, 1885, written by Brandroth,

—To whom
plaintiff. It has been read over and over

“What about this week’s cash? That’s

il have written to inquire this evenine:. They

not lot me take money from Beard or Flint

so there was a procuration to pay and they

;rcd saving it as they wore not short of l.OOOL
’

at true?—No; perfectly untrue. Brandrelh

I
mentioned Flint's name to me.

. Justice Grantham.—Nor Beard’s?

tj
Witness.—Nor Beard’s. I did not know him

X months after.
_ . • u

iiss-examination continued.— I believe it to be

rfcct invention of Braudreth’s. 1 have seen

noro two or three times on the ground, and

in to him. -I know nothing of him in connexion

•the work at Dalston. I knew that Brandroth

irdoring and Bickmore doing work by the wish

andreth. I was not certain of it. Tbe account

'1 conversation given by Bickmore at tbe “ Crown

Castle” is quite false. I never asked why the

' did not go on faster. I never lold Bickmore

uld have plenty of money, or had any oon-

ition with him.
lis closed the defendant’s case, and Mr. Glyn

ug addressed the Court, and Mr. Bullcn having

3d on the whole case, the learned Judge

loed up. He said he thought the jury would
' very little difficulty in coming to a conclusion as

10 truth of the case. Did they think a builder

ithe plaintiff was likely to undertake work of

kind without knowing how be was going to

his money ? But that was tho defendants’

and it was for tho jury to say whether they

ived it or not. In regard to the relations

leen Baker and Brandroth, did they think one

' would lend another money in that way without

rity ? As to tho relations between GinneLt and

sdreth, it was for tbe jury to say whether tbe

dons of principal and architect which it was

itted existed between them formerly bad ceased

list on the present occasion.

'le jury at once found a verdict for tho plaintiff,

1 costs, on all the issues, and his Lordship gave

imeut accordingly, and directed that the

unt due for work done, materials, &c., and

)ag6s should bo found by a reference to one of

(official referees.

PROVINCIAL NEWS.

tewcdstle-under-Li/me .—With regard to the

tooaed municipal buildings here, tho following

lial communicatiou received by the Mayor,

( read at a recent meeting of the Town
inoil :

—

“ Treaaary-chambera, July 4, 1837.

— The Lords Commissioners of Her Majesty’s

Isury have had before them the memorial from the

koration of Newcastle-under-Lyme, dated tho 6th of

11 last, for leave to purchase land and borrow money
the ereotiou of a council-house, assembly-hall, free

•ry, Ac., together with a counter memorial from

[kin ratepayers, and the correspondence that ensued

iSon, ae well as the report of the Local Government

d Inspector upon the whole echeme. Tho conclusion

ehieh my Lords have arrived is as follows The

cts of the scheme are no doubt dedrablc, but in view

le opposition it has excited on the part of a large

bcroi the ratepayers, arrangements should be made
•eveut the execution of it from entailing any addition

he net indebtedness of the borough. Moreover, the

irlunitv should 1)0 taken to include in the scheme the

tionof’lhe requisite municipal offices, whilst making

,
economical alterations in the general design of the

lings as will prevent the addition of these offices from

ssaiog tbe total cost. The Corporation owns a site in

i-strcet which was bought in 1879 for 10,0001. for

icipal offices, the funds being raised by loan with the

tion of the Local Government Board. This site is

( idle, and my Lords propose that the Corporation

i, with tho concurrence of the Local Government
rd, sell this site, or so much of it as is not required for

st widening, and apply the proceeds to the reduction

16 debt in accordance with section 176 of the Public

jUh Act, 1876. Their lordships have reason to know
1 the Local Governraont Board will assent to this

^e, and if the Town Council will pass a resolution

iging ihemselves to adopt it. my Lords will consent to

r borrowing a sum of 1,6001. for the purchase of the

Dgton House site required for tbe scheme now in con-

platioD. Tho loan of 1,6007. wiU have to be repaid in

more than thirty years. As regards the further loan

the erection of buildings, my Lords cannot decide

1 the aiamut until the plans have been modified so ns

iciude municipal offices as already suggested, nor until

' know what amount of debt has been cancelled by the

of the High-street site.

I am, 8ir, your obedient servant,

E. E. Wbldt.”

3 Mayor said ho thooght the Council were

in a position to discuss this communication
such short notice, and moved that the ques-

1 be referred to the General Purposes Com-
•itee. This was agreed to.

Oldham. — Alterations and additions have

m made to tho Convent here, the new poi'tion

'Dg opened a few days since. A large

ectory has been bnilt, while the existing

ms have been considerably enlarged. The
t floor of the extension consists of dormi-

ies, corridors, and bath room, while the

.pel, which is of lofty proportions, is on the

ond floor, being entered from the portion

previously erected. It has an open-timbered,

hammer-beam roof. The walls, to a height

lincablo with the window bottoms, are covered

with oak panelling, tbe head of each panel

being fllled in with tracery, the panels alter-

nating in design. On each side of the chapel

are ten stalls, tho seats being made to lift up,

showing the carvings beneath, the whole of

which vary in design and detail. At the end

of the chapel, adjoining the entrance, is a

screen, consisting of eight compartments, the

upper portion of each lilled in with tracery.

At tho other end of the chapel is the altar, of

Decorated Gothic design. The side niches are

filled in with statues. Tho altar-tabic, which

is executed in stone, stands upon black marble

columns, with foliated caps. The windows are

filled in with stained glass, two of tho windows

containing representations of Our Lady, St.

Joseph, St. Angela, and St. Stanislas. The

brickwork has been executed by Mr. Haines, the

masonry by Mr. Staley, the joiner’s work and

slating by Messrs. S. Ashton & Sons, plumbing,

glazing, and painting by Mr. llearnc, all of

Oldham. Tlio whole of the fittings, including

altar and screen, have been executed by Mr.

Oor, sculptor, Roermond, Holland, who makes

a speciality of this class of work. The stained

glass has been supplied by Mr. S. Bourne, of

Birmingham, and tho gas-fittings aud brass

work to tho altar by Messrs. Thomasson & Co.

Tho plans of tho building, and details of the

altar-screen, and other fittings, have bean pre-

pared by Mr. A. Banks, of Oldham, who has

superintended the erection of the work.

licdcai- (Yorkshire).—The trustees of the

Kirkloatbam Estate have offered sixteen acres

of valuable land to tho Local Board for

pleasure - gardens. Mr. J. Howeroft, their

surveyor, has received instructions to prepare

plans for laying out the same. The Board

have also decided to extend the sower outfalls

through the rocks to low water, as recom-

mended by tbeir surveyor.

Sunderland .—A new hospital for infectious

diseases is now in course of erection in the

Hylton-road. The ground upon which the

buildings arc being erected is twelve acres in

extent, and was purchased from Col. Scurfield

in February, 1885, for the sum of 5,000i. It is

situated a little more than two miles from the

Centro of tho town. The boundary-walls upon

throe sides of the site were erected by Mr.

T. P. Shafto, the contractor for these buildings,

in 1885, at a coat of 7S9L The buildings now
being erected include tho administrative block,

the washing, laundry, and disinfecting establish-

ment ;
boiler house, stable, and ambulance

bouse ;
post-mortem room and mortuary, two

fever pavilions, entrance lodge, and tho northern

boondary-wall, gates, &c. The administrative

block will bo erected in the form of the letter

T, with kitchen department in the centre and

rear, so that in the future it may be extended

if necessary in the form of a quadrangle. The
west frontage will bo 100 ft. in length, and tho

main building will be three stories in height,

whilst tbe wings will be two stories, and the

kitchen offices one story high only. Tbe fever

pavilions will each contain two large wards, for

malo and female patients, 48 ft. long and 26 ft.

wide, by 13 ft. high. Each ward will accom-

modate eight patients. At the extreme end of

each ward will be situated the annexe contain-

ing the conveniences, &c., and in the centre

of the building will bo the nurses’ duty-room,

overlooking each ward, together with bath-

room, pantry, and coal store. An isolation

pavilion is to be erected for the purpose of

accommodating cases in which it is not always

possible in the early stages to be positively

certain of the precise nature of the disease.

This building, like the fever pavilions, will bo

one story in height only ; it will contain four

smaller wards for the reception of ten patients,

and will also have the requisite duty-rooms

for nurses, and the usnal conveniences. Tho

floors of all wards will bo laid with narrow

pitch-pine boards, screwed down and waxed,

and the walls will be plastered with Parian

cement. The block of one-story buildings

on the south-side of and adjacent to the

administrative block will comprise disinfecting

rooms, washhouse, laundry, stable, hay and

straw store, ambulance house, boiler house,

post-mortem room and mortuary. The buildings

have been designed by the Borough Engineer,

Mr. S. Ronnthwaite, and the quantities were

taken out by Mr. G. D. Irwin. The contract

for the whole of the work has been entrusted

to Mr. T. P. Shafto, of Sunderland, the amount

of his tender being 13,796L Is. 8d. Mr. J-

Binks is acting in the capacity of clerk of

works.
Ventnor (LTF.).—The new pier at Yentnor,

and the enlargement of tho Ventnor Hospital

for Consumption, are two works noticed in tho-

Hampshire Indej^endcnt. With regard to the

pier, it is stated that the Ventnor Local Board

in 1884 obtained an Act of Parliament which

enabled them to purchase the old pier at a cost-

(including the charge in connexion with pro-

curing the Act) of 3,500/. They bought the

old pier, and have since carried out the present

fine promenade and landing-place, which has-

cost nearly 12,000/. Mr. Henry E. Wallace was-

tbe engineer selected by the Board in oompeti-

tioD, and he appointed Mr. Theodore Saunders,

Ventnor, as resident engineer. The contract

was obtained by Messrs. Trehearne & Co., of

Battersea, and Mr. Grace, of Southampton, has

acted as foreman of the works. The work was
making rapid progress when, in October last, a-

considerable portion of the staging was washed

away, and a delay of three months ensued.

The head of the pier may be described as shoe-

shaped, measuring 100 ft. by 80 ft. A glazed

wind screen is fitted at the head, and a band-

stand of cast-iron is erected within this screen-

There is a landing-stage entirely disconnected

from the pier. This stage consists of two-

levels, one for high water and the other for-

low, and is constructed upon greeu-heart piles-

14 in. square, and braced in wrought-iron.

'The head is raised 18 in. above the trunk

of the pier, and is reached by three steps,.

The width of the body of the pier,,

measuring between the backs of the seats,,

is 25 ft. It is built throughout on cast-iroa

piles, braced with wrought iron. There are-

wrought-iron gates at tbe entrance by Mesars-

Macfarlane & Co., Glasgow. Tbe whole struc-

ture measures from end to end abont 650 ft-

With regard to the Consumption Hospital,

a new block has l>eon added to it with money
bequeathed by the late Mr. John Jones, of

Piccadilly. The new block is larger than any
of its predecessors. Immediately opposite to-

the entrance are doors which open on a smalV

landing overlooking a spacious dining • hall,

where the whole of the patients under treat-

ment at the hospital, and more, can be accom-

modated. At each end of the hall are sitting-

rooms. On the left of the entrance-hall ar©-

apartmentsforthe head-nurse and the dispenser,

and on the right are consulting and waiting-

rooms. Upstairs there are bedrooms for-

twenty patients, each to have a separate apart-

ment, and all facing the south. A verandah-

runs outside the bedrooms, from which th&

patients will have a splendid view over tho

sea and the landscape below and on each side

of them. All the rooms are fitted with

the means of ventilation, and the warm-

ing apparatus is most complete. Tho sitting-

rooms and bedrooms have each a box:

of steam pipes. In the coldest weather tho-

air passes through these pipes into the roont

at a temperature of 62 degrees. By means of a-

rapidly-revolving fan the vitiated air in each

of the rooms is drawn through a grating near

the ceiling, and by this means an atmosphere as-

pure as possible is maintained. The architect-

of the new block is Mr. Hillier, of Ryde, andi

the builders are Messrs. Ingram & Son, Ventnor.

Tbe ventilation is carried out by Messrs. Bacon»

& Co., London ;
the furnishing by Messrs. Lawes

& Son, City-road, London ;
and the cooking

arrangements by Messrs. Edwards & Son, Great-

Marlborough-street, London. The sewerage)

arrangements for the entire set of buildings are

very complete, and distinct from other systema

in the neighbourhood. The drainage discharges

into one channel carried under the rocks 200
yards right out to sea. The new block is to bo

opened by the Princess Beatrice early in»

August.

Technical Examination for Carpenters

and Joiners.—In order to promote efficiency

on tho part of carpenters, joiners, bnilders’’

foremen, and clerks of works, the Worshipfuk

Company of Carpenters propose to hold exami-

nations in their Hall and at their Technical

Institute at Stratford, and to grant to candi-

dates certificates of their theoretical and)

practical acquaintance with their craft. Tho

first examination will take place in June, 1888,

and full particulars, with specimen of exami-

nation papers, can be obtained at Carpentera*

Hall.
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FAIET PSjASJ ©If A T©WH
— SCALE —

IPiltlE'ir ©S' A g3I©'3y3SJ.0 ©'Jf'ETS'I ILKSJEJg
f>LAH OF RObO%.SUHVCy£a fhoh base ll»es SHOWB
rnOS THE BCLATIVE POSITION OFWHICH.IS
FIXED, BY TAMNC THE AHCIES ATTHEIB POINTS OF
INTENSECTlOM.miTH THE THEODOLITEJAND PLOT7INC
THEN WITH THE PNOTNACTON.

Stttirfinl's Column.

LAND SURYEYING AND LEVELLING.
T.—BASE LIXF-S (continued).

HERE a system of chain triangulation
cannot be adopted, the angles between
the base-lines are taken with a theodolite

in the following manner :—The instTnment is

set up level with its vertical axis exactly over
the intersection of two base-lines. This is

indicated by the plnmb-bob hanging exactly
over the centre of the station peg. Upon a
well-paved road, the best way to mark the
•station points is to run the base-lines so that
they terminate, where possible, in the joints of
the kerbstone into which a 4-inch nail can be
easily driven, and can be readily found when
required for future reference, by noting its

distance along the kerb from the nearest lamp-
post, or other fixed point. The accompanying
diagram illustrates a part plan of a town where
this method was adopted. The roads were
first surveyed from the base-lines as shown.
The angles at the points of intersection are
taken, and the lengths of the base-lines accu-
rately chained. The detail of the enclosures can
then be afterwards surveyed from base-lines
fixed in position by being tied on to the frontage-
lines to complete the plan. The accuracy of

the horizontal angles which are measured is

proved by a process of repetition, which con-
sists of respectively doubling and trebling the
amount first read, and in order to avoid error
of direction in plotting, it is advisable to adopt
a uniformity of method, by always recording
the amount of arc traversed by the telescope
when moved, in the direction of the hands of

a watch. Hence, when the base-line to whi
you are approaohii^ deviates to the right-hal

of the surveyor as he walks over the previa

base-line, the angle booked exceeds 180°, a,

when it deviates to his left-hand it reads If

than 180'^. It will be observed that as fe

primary scale of divisions is marked in a (X

tinuous circle upon the outer edge of the lov'

plate, a horizontal angle may be repeated <

definitely round the limb of the instrume:

and thus a number of repetitions add

mechanically will serve to secure accuracyt

the resulting mean.
Referring to our diagram of last w<

(p. 154), let us suppose we require the an!

between the base-lines A B and B C, (

fig. 1. The instrument when removed fr

the box is in an undamped condition, l,

is set up over the peg at B, before in a
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HampiDg the plates. The vernier of

i'rizontal plate is then set to zero at r
i(J, and clamped. The upper plate being
(jimped to the lower plate, the reading at

ll finally adjusted by the tangent screw
|'.ho aid of the magnifying eye-piece

1 'd to the horizontal plate. Both plates

I,lamped are revolved upon the vertical

ly turning the telescope with the hand
[it comes as nearly as possible in the

nn of the line B A, and the line of col-

n in the telescope is set to intersect the

of a ranging-rod or peg, which has been
;ialy placed exactly upon the line 13 A.
illar which fixes the lower plate or limb

I

instrument is then clamped, and the
Imillod-headed tangent screw comiectod
ns collar clamp is slowly turned by the
iiiitil the distant point of observation

':the base-line is accurately bisected.

If done this, leave the lower-plate clamped,
clamp the vernier plate. By this means
m will be given to the stage carrying
lescopo to traverse the required angle,

srniers move simultaneously with the

Ij-pe, and the angle is measured by the

|:t of arc described, after the telescope is

[liotly in the direction of the lino B C, and
lie of collimation bisects the distant point

observed. In proceeding from station A
ipion C in fig. 1 {Builder, July 23, p. 154),

egle between the line A B and B C is

II at 278° 11', whereas if we were pro-

tig in the opposite direction from station C
Ms station A, the angle at B would be
ill at 81° 49'. For convenience of reading

P
iers the zero point is placed at the side

itage carrying the telescope, so that

B angle required to bo taken is situated

iwnin fig. 4, the actual angle traversed
1 verniers is shown in fig. 3.

KECENT PATENTS.
, AB8TBACT8 OF SPECIFICATIONS,

i7. Construction, Bedding, and Laying of

hPipes. J. Potts,

tobject of this invention is to provide a solid

btion for the pipes so that they may be por-

D;ly maintained at their proper level or position

lb fracture. A cradle is therefore laid on the
i.de of each pipe, so that a sufficient length
leadtb of fiat bearing surface is obtained,
ladle is cither formed in one piece on the pipe

irately, and when separate it is connected to

{e by cement or mortar; or concrete may also

al for the cradles.

iOl, Ventilators for Down-draught. H. T
fe.

^basis of the invention to which this patent
ieronco, is the employment of grooved rings
libaft of the ventilator which act as draw-
nnd prevent down-draught. The rings are

if metal or of clay. The base is of cylindrical
l out the cover may be of any of the common
pary shapes.

'!}4, Wood Pavement. E. Bull,

lobject of this invention is to lay wood.pave-
l|i such a manner that a bettergnp is afforded
I les’ feet. There is a space all round each
Iwhich is filled in with cement, concrete, or
ilin laths of wood. The blocks are attached
Is of wood by nails, these are attached to

[labs at right angles. These double stabs may
y transported from place to place, and can
iditiously laid down without bmoking up the
for long periods. A kind of grate is used
ling the blocks in position when building up
)8.

)7, Saeb-Fasteninga. J. Dedden.

invention relates to a window-fastening de-
prevent the use of a knife to force back the
A spring is fixed so that unless it is pressed

bh cannot be pulled hack. It is simple, and
cheaply made.

Electrical Burglar Alarms. R. Hadden-
alarm which is the subject of this invention
•oiled by the action of curtains or textile
across which a cord is stretched or a frame-
used to the window-Gurtain, which also
the alarm.

, Chimneys. C. J. Henderson,

construction of chimneys according to this
|i)n, circular bricks are used, and these tubes,
N, form the continuous openings, while smaller
I luse fresh air to ascend, the heated fresh air
k!36d for warmiug apartments, while the smoke
ff to the outer air.

l|, Window Frames and Sashes. S. S.
'aw.

les for sliding the sash without weights, for
'h the same against the sides, are the main

|

points in this invention. A’ full description of

elaborate methods of fixing is given in the specifica-

tion.

NEW APPLICATIONS FOB PATENTS.

/?(/(/ 15.—9,939, P. Born, Automatically Cooling
the Air in Rooms, iic.

Jitli/ 16.—0,971, S. Ilazoland, Wood Planing
Machinery.— 9,973, S. Gratrix, Speaking Tubes.

Jill;/ 18.—10,034, R. Smith, Chimney Pots.

—

10,042, A. Boult, Roofs and Roofing Material.

—

10,054, G. Lundberry, Door .and Cupboard Fasten-
ings, iic.

July 19.—10,114, J. Wallas, Heads of Rainwater
Pipes, Ac.—10,132, H. Drmiton and M. Marshall,
Architectural Mouldings, Chimney Pots, Ac.
July 20.—10,146, J. Wilson, Walls, Buildings,

Chimneys, Ac.—10,164, J. Davies and W. Codner,
Tanks and Cisterns.

July 21.—10,221, The Acme Ventilating and
Heating Co., Ventilating Buildings, Ac.— 10,236, C.
Gregson, Concrete Walls, Ac.

PEOVISIONAL SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.

7,773, E. Salomons, Fastenings for Windows.

—

7.777, W. Phillips, Pivots for Windows, Ac.—8,140,
W. Bohm, Stair Treads, Flooring, Ac.—8,752, E.
Edwards, Tinting, Staining, and Colouring Glass.

—

8.778, S. Jefferys, Chimney Tops.—9,457, S. Hill
and R. Hodges, Spring Hinges for Swing Doors.

—

2,244, F. Taylor, Door Bolts.—7,275, J. Bird,
Automatic Weather Bar.—8,509, G. Evans and C.
B'ord, Wood Block Floors.—8,738, S. Reeve, Warm-
ing and Ventilating Apartments, Ac.—8,901, W.
White, Ventilation of Rooms.— 9,277, J. Wilson,
Spring Hinges. — 9,612, W. Baker, Plastering
Machines.—9,616, W. Ingham, Height Measuring
Apparatus.

COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.
Open to OppotUion /or Tieo Months,

12,042, II. Broadway, Basement or Fanlight Stays
and Fasteners.—15,227, E. A J. Verity, Sash and
Casement Fastener.—17,158, S. Wilding, Briquettes.—6,048, A. Smith, AttachingDoor-knobs to Spindles.—13,165, C. Grimmett and J. Cook, Fastener for
Windows, Casements, Ac.—13,244, C. Portway and
A. Kibble, Stoves.—7,966, W. Boelling, Inlaid
Floors.—8,648, A. Rammage, Fireproof Column and
Stanchion combined for Building Construction.

—

8,923, H. Lake, Dry Closets.

RECENT SALES OF PROPERTY.
ESTATE EXCHANGE BEPOKT.

Jolt 7.

By Follbb, Moox, A Follbs.
South Croydon—Five plots of freehold lend £1,133
Croydon—27,29, and 31, Addington-rood, freehold

Jolt 14.

By Follbb, Mook, & Fdllib.
Famhsm, near—An enclosure of land, 10a. 3r. lOp.,

copyhold 460
An enclosure of land, 15a. 2r. 12p., copyhold 310
Two enclosures of copyhold land 340
Two enclosures of freehold land —

Jolt 16.

By Mobbbll A Scobbll,
Westminster—A ground-rent of 601. a year, rever-

sion in 43 years 1,670

Jolt IS.

By Bblbd a Boir.

Netting Hill—9, Johnson-atreet, and a Groond-rent
of -U. lOs

, 62 years, ground-rent 121 1,020
Paddington — 8, Delamere-ciescent, 62 years,

ground-rent Si. 8a 635

By Vbntom, Boll, A Coopbb.
Hackney-road—Ground-rent of lOOi., reversion in

39 years, and reversion to l-3rd of the freehold 2,020
Ground-rent of 16i. 13s. 4d,, and l-3rd of the

freehold, reversion in 39 years 380

Jolt 19.

By Gbo. Head A Co.
Bryonston-square—11, Seymour-place, 40 years,

ground-rent 22/ 606
By E. A H. Loulbt.

St. James’s—10 and IJ, Cleveland-row, freehold ... 6,660
By C. W. Davies.

Gravesend—10 to IS, ^ueen-street, freehold 1,830
Ground-rent of 120/., reversion in 47 years 4,310

By F. Habds.
Greenwich—40 and 84, Royal-hill, freehold 1,010

Church-street—The Ship and Sailor public-honse,
freehold 700

By Debexuau, Tbwsoit, A Co.
City of London—17, Bread-street Hill,-freehold ... 2,G60

70 and 71, Watling-atreet, freehold 6,600
16 and 17, King William-street, 27 years,
ground-rent 48/ 9,200

30 and 32, Moorgate-street, 29 years, ground-rent
120/ 10,600

By Messrs. Cobb (at Ashford).
Kent, New Romnev—The New Inn, freehold 2,603
The Plough beerhouse, and 2a. Or. 7p., freehold... 700
Two cottages and gardens, freehold 240
An enclosure of land, 9a. Or. 22p., freehold 1,C26
Enclosures of land, 69tt. 2r. 24p., freehold 6,076
Enclosures of land, 19a. 2r. 28p., freehold 1,410
Manclark’s Cottages, and lla. 3r. 9p., freehold... 720
An enclosure of land, 9a. 3r, 28p., freehold 360
Three enclosures of land, 388. 3r. 9p., freehold ... 1,900
Appledore Heath—Two cottages, and lOa. Ir.

26p., freehold 675

July 20.

By W. W. JBWKiysos.
Sydenham Hill—Gronnd-rentsof 27/. lOs., reversion

in 68 years 690
Ground-rents of 12/., reversion in 76 years 286
Ground-rents of 20/., reversion in 68 years 475
Reversion to two plots of land, term 68 years 75

Catford, High-road—Freehold residence £950
Lewisham— 1 to 9, Hindsleo'-plaoe, freehold 4,805
Ruahey Green— Ground-rent of 10/., reversion in

68 years 220
Lewisham— 230, High. street, freehold 760
Forest Hill—1 to 8, Hindsley-place, freehold 1,440

By F. Ji LLT.
Hackney-road—32 to 4'',Tee3dale-3treet, freehold .. 1,420

Commercial-road, E.—2, 4, and 6, Blakesley-street,
10 years, ground-rent 9/ 250

Mile End— 50 to 60 even. Ocean-street, 18 years,
ground-reut 21/ 170

By Thubgood A Martin.
Clerkenwell—46 and 47, Cow Cross-street, freehold 2,200
Fetter-lane, Plough-court—Ground-rent of 53/.,

reversion in 81 years 1,325

Ground-rent of 63/., reversion in 81 years 1,326

Ground-rent of 61/., reversion in 61 years 1,360

By CiiBSTERTOX A Sows.
Kensington—12, Church-street, copyhold 3,250

By Battbb, Patnb, A Leppeb.
Hackney—19 to 2t, St. Thomas’s-place, 98 years,

ground-rent 30/ 1,600

Hayes, Kent—The residence, Femlea, 93 years,

ground-rent 27/ 1,720

By Temple A Moobe.
Edgware-road—63, Queen street, and 16, Newman-

street, freehold 1,300

14, John-street, freehold 1,230

41, Nutford-place, 13 years, ground-rent 8/, 83. ... 450

Jtlt 21.

By Walton A Lbe.
Brackley, Northamptonshire—The Evenley Hall

Estate, of 957 acres, freehold 30,000

Tunbridge Wells—The Nevill Court Estate, with
mansion, and 82a. 2r. 25p., 68 years, ground-
rent 328/ e.coo

Buckfastleigh, Devon—Enolo8ureso(i8nd,7a. Or. 9p, 900

ByWEATHBEALL A GbEBK.
Brixton—65, Etfra-road, 05 years, ground-rent 70/. 1,600

61 and 53, Etfra-road, 65 years, ground-rent 140/. 1,660

Bayswater—135, Ledbury-road, 72 years, ground-
rent 10/ 490

By C. C. Tatlob A Son.
Mile End—28, Norfolk-street, 36 years, ground-

rent 3/. 3 b 265

3 32, and 34, Sidney-atreet, 36 years, ground-
rent 0/ 156

By Fubbbb, Pbicb, A Fubbeb.
Blingston Hill—Melbourne House, freehold 1,180

Homsey-road—Ground-rents of 12/, 12a., reyersioa

in M years 245

Ground-rents of 12/., reversion in 61 years 210

By Nbwdon a Habding.
Holloway—A plot of land, term 44 years SCO

101, Tufnell Park-road, 77 years, ground-rent 9/. 436

Green Lanes— 44, Queon’s-road, 73 years, ground-

rent 8/ 350

Clorkeuwell—33, Lloyd’s-row, 43 years, ground-

rent 12/. ICs 300

Willeeden-green—Orotmd-rents of 32/. 8a., rever-

sion in 98 years 580

Pentonville-road—No. 47, term 22 years, ground-

rent 9/ 465

Harrow—Improved ground-rente of 34/., term 83

years 410

By C. A H. White.
Putney. High-street—A plot of freehold land, area

8,COO ft: 1.600

Lambeth—122 and 124, York-road, 31 years,

ground-rent 23/. 6b. 8d SCO

Putney, High-street—The letting of plots of land

for 60 years averaged about 14/. ICs. per plot.

Lower Richmond-road—Averaged about 13/. per

plot.

Lot 21 let at 26/.

Weimar-street—Lot 20 let at 6/. per plot.

By WOBSFOLD A Hatwabd.
Dover—65, Bnargate-street, 40 years, ground-rent,

71. 200

19, Union-row, freehold 180

3,4, and 6, Eussell-plaoe, freehold 320

Blenheim-square—Freehold Store 460

1, Round Tower-street, 46 years, ground-rent 6/. 200

1 and 2, Lansdowne-cottages, freehold 360

1, Hardvrieke Cottages, freehold 170

Grabble Hill—Freehold residence 600

A plot of freehold land 135

8, Blucher-street, freehold 140

Tower Hamlets—A plot of land and drying-shed,

freehold 500

Jtjlt 23.

By Norton, Tbist, A Gilbbbt,

Hoiton—18, Eagle Wharf-road, and Rainbow Dye
Works, 46 years, ground-rent 21/ 1,385

Wimbledon-common—A plot of land, 2a. Ir. 30p.,

freehold 325

By Pbothbbob A Mobbis.
Snaresbook—Holly Bush House, and 3r, 39p.,

freehold 2,000
Buckhurst Hill, Queen’e-road—A plot of freehold

land ...I... 203

By E. Wood.
Wandsworth.road—Nos. 140 and 140a, term 17

years, groond-rent 71. lOs 310

By Baebb a Sons.
East Sheen— Stonehid Lodge, and li acre, free-

hold 2,500

Oxted, Surrey—Four plots of freehold land 485

By S. Eidlby A Co.
Croydon—37, London-road, and Tower House,

freehold 1,7C0

Upper Norwood, Tudor-road—Bryntirion, 65 years,

ground-reut 14/ SCO
Ground-rent of 10/., term 66 years 175
Ground-rents of 44/., reversion in 68 years 1,150

Dorking, Cotmandene—Five plots of freehold land 1,229
The Mount House, with stabling, freehold 1,500
High-street—Two plots of freehold land 4 0
Ground-rents of 48/., reversion in 96 years 1,247

By D. Watnby A Sons.
New Forest—The Canterton Estate

—

The Greeubill Copse and Skiers Farm, 143a. Ir.

17p., freehold 3,000
The Bell Inn, and 2s. Or. Ip., freehold 350
The Green Dragon, and 2a. Ir. IPp., freehold 1,130
Lampards Farm, aud 16a. Ir. 37p., freehold 520
Numerous cottages and enclosures of land, in all

66a. Ir. 17p., freehold 5,535
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MEETINGS.
SAirEDAT, July 3'’.

AreMtectural Astoeiation. — Tisit to Streatham

Churches. (8oe Advt. on p. xiv. of la^t week’s number.)
Liverpool Engineering Soeieig.—Visit to the Forth

Bridge Works, at Queensferry. Train from Lime. street

Station, Liverpool, at 3 p.m.

Moedat, AcersT 1.

Bradjord Hi.dorival and Antiquarian Society. —
Excursion to Coxwold, Newbnrgh Hall, and Byland
Abbey.

TrseuAT, Aygcst 2.

Arcltaologieal Eislitute. — Salisbury Meeting
heeina.

Intiittiiion of Meeliameal Engineer$ {Meeting nt Edin-

(1) Mr. E. Malcolm Wood "On the Structure

and Progress of the Forth Bridge." (2) Mr. William
Arrol " On the Machinery employed at the Forth Bridge

Works." (3) Mr. 8t. Jotn V. Day “ On the ParafDn Oil

Industry in Scotland.” (4) Mr. Darid A. Stevenson on

“The Electric Light on the Isle of May.” (6) Mr.
Fletcher F. S. Kelsey on " Description of the new Tay
Viaduct.” (6) Mr. Frederick John Howan on " Electro-

Magnetio Machine-Tools.” (7) Mr. Charles A. Stevenson
" On the Dredging of the Lower Estuary of the Clyde.”
(S) Mr. William Geipel on " The Position and Prospects

of Electricity as applied to Engineering.” 9'30 a.m.

Wbdkxsdat, August 3.

Buildere’ Foremen and Clerkt qf Worki’ Anoeiation.—
Ordinary meeting. 8'30p.m.

Institution of 2[eekanical Enginetri {Meeting at Edin-
burgh (continued). 9'30 a.m.*
Eoyal Archceological Jnsfitufe.— Salisbury Meeting con-

tinued.
Thursdat, AccrsT 4.

Eoyal Archeeological Imtituie.—Salisbury Meeting con-

tinaed.
Feidax, August 5.

Eoyal Archtsological JjisfifKfe.— Salisbury Meeting con-

tinued.
Satubdat, August 6.

Eoyal Archaological Institute.—Salisbury Meeting con-

tinued.

glisctllams.

The State of the Thames.—At a recent
meeting of the Common Council the present

disgraceful and dangerous state of the Thames
was once more discussed. Mr. E. G. Wood
spoke of a large portion of the river as a huge
sewer, and Deputy Saunders, who represents

the Corporation on the Metropolitan Board of

Works, admitted the evil, and even went so far

as to confess his fear that it would never be
effectnally remedied “ until the main drainage
outfalls had been removed to a far greater
distance down the river.” The Board is spend-

ing enormous sums for chemicals, and is pre-

paring for a still more enormous expense for

permanent works of precipitation at the present

outfall. But, as we have often pointed out, no
true solution of the difficulty is as yet contem-
plated. The pertinacity of the Board in resist-

ing the mass of evidence before it, and clinging

to the present outfalls, is amazing. All the

money that is spent on them will be thrown
away, for common sense must inevitably prevail

in the end, and a simple and practical remedy
has repeatedly been suggested. There is,

indeed, but one real remedy that is possible.

The strongly expressed advice of the Metro-
politan Sewage Discharge Commissioners must,
sooner or later, be adopted. The sewage must
go down to Canvey Island, or some other suit-

able spot in Sea Beach, and there be defecated,
filtered through the land, and only thrown into

the river as a clear and innocuous effluent.

—

Lancet.

Electricity and HealtB.— Electricity in

the house has some important bearings on
hygiene. One of these M. Sarobuo has recently

called attention to {Revue d’Sygiine), in the
liberation of hydrogen, where strong batteries

are used in which zinc is dissolved by sulphuric

acid. Besides the danger of shattering the
vessels, the hydrogen, spreading in the air may
form an explosive mixture

;
and it may have a

cooling effect through its great conductivity for

heat. It also deadens the voice and alters its

timbre. Further, if, as may be, the hydrogen
is charged with sulphur, arsenic, phosphorus,
carbon, or silicium, there are other and greater
dangers. A chemist is known to have died
from breathing a little arsenietted hydrogen.
These facts are not cited against the use of

electric light, but to induce proper care in those
who use it.

—

Nature.
The Primitive Methodist Chapel and

Schools, Lees-road, Oldham, have recently
been re-opened, after extensive alterations and
additions. The chapel has been supplied with
new pitch-pine pews and rostrum, and the upper
floor of the school has been divided so as to
form a number of class-rooms. Other improve-
ments have been effected, and a new staircase
has been erected. The work has been carried
out by Mr. Lees, builder, Oldham, from designs
by and under the superintendence of Mr. A.
Banks, architect, Oldham.

Wesleyan Schools, Hyde.—The foundation
stones of the Victoria Jubilee Wesleyan Schools,

Hyde, have been laid by the Mayor of Hyde,
and other influential gentlemen connected with
the town. The schools will have a frontage to

Water-street (in which is the main entrance),

of 69 ft., whilst the frontage to Milk-street and
Port-street is about the same, the side entrances

being in these streets. On the ground-floor are

infants’ school, 48 ft. by 31 ft. 6 in., with class-

room adjoining,—the latter 25 ft. by 15 ft. 6 in.,

and containing galleries; lecture-room, 22 ft. by
16 ft.; class-room, 25 ft. by 15 ft. 6 in.; tea-

preparing room, 16 ft. by 8 ft. 6 in.
;
and boys’

and girls’ lavatories and latrines. On the

first floor will be an assembly-hall, 65 ft. by
31 ft. 6 in., with an open timbered roof in

pitch-pine, and on one side will bo large class-

rooms for the young men and women, each

measuring 25 ft. by 15 ft. 6 in., the principal

staircase being between these two class-rooms.

On the other side of the large hall will be class-

room and lavatories, also the back staircases,

over these being cloak-rooms. The schools,

which are designed in the Gothic style, will be

faced with local bricks, relieved with sand-

stone dressings, and Ruabon terra cotta, and
slated with blue slates, capped-with red ridge

tile. The ground-floor will be paved with wood
blocks, upon concrete, whilst to prevent any
noise traversing from one floor to another the

joists to the first floor will be covered over with

patent silicate slag cotton wool. The whole of

the staircases will be of easy ascent, and are to

be built of Whitworth atone. The contract for

the work has been let to Mr. S. Robinson, Hyde,
the designs having been prepared by Mr. A.

Banks, Oldham, who was the successful archi-

tect in a limited competition.

New Bank Buildings, Canterbury.—The

new banking premises for Messrs. Hammond &
Co. are making good progress- Designed by
the late Mr. John Green Hall, the City

Surveyor of Canterbury, the carrying out of

the work has been entrusted to the care of

Mr. W. J. Jennings, architect (and formerly

assistant to Mr. Hall), Mr. H. B. Wilson

being the builder. The style of the design is

Early Tudor. The building has two elevations.

The materials of each facade consists of red

Suffolk brick, Ancaster and Stoke ground

stone. The construction of the massive

vaults and cellars has lately been proceeded

with. The basement strong-room is 20 ft. by
12 ft. The ground floor will contain a fine

bank-room, 41 ft. by 31 ft., which will be

entered by the main doorway, through a small

lobby. There will be ample accommodation for

business within, the bank connters having a

total length of over 50 ft. Behind this large

room will he a manager’s room and bank parlour,

and at the back of the counter a bullion-room,

built over the strong room of the basement.

The upper part of the premises will be the

residence of the chief clerk, the entrance of

which will be in St. Margaret’ s-street.

Railway Work in India.—The Indian

Midland Railway is remarkable for the length

of new lines under construction, which exceeds

500 miles, part of which is completed, while a

large portion is rapidly approaching completion.

The Kalpi Bridge over the Jumna (ten spans

of 250 ft.) is well advanced, the masonry being

finished and the bulk of the ironwork fixed.

There are several large bridges in progress on

this railway, the next in magnitude to the Kalpi

Bridge being that over the Betwa on the Jhansi-

Manikpur Branch, which has thirteen spans of

150 ft. and one of 60 ft., whilst its piers are

90 ft. above low water. A large cutting, GO ft.

deep, in the Antri Pass on the Jhansi-Gwalior

Branch, is a prominent feature of the extensive

earthworks under construction. A length of

forty-two miles, between Cawnpore and Cbann-

rah, has been opened for traffic during the

year, and is being worked by the East Indian

Railway Company .—Indian Engineer.

Plastilina.—Dr.' F. Wilhelmi, of Lcipsic

(according to the Sprechsaal), has for several

years prepared a modelling composition under

the above name, which has been much appre-

ciated by artists and modellers. It is a close

mixture of finely-pulverised clay and various

fatty substances, usually glycerine. Its plas-

ticity is excellent, and, as it does not dry up, it

can always be used again without difficulty.

Raffety, Thornton, & Co. (timited).

—

The directors of Raffety, Thornton, & Co.

(Limited) have declared an interim dividend at

the rate of seven per cent, per annum (free of

income tax)

.

Greenlaw Church, Paisley.—The compe-

tive plans for Greenlaw Established Church, pi

posed to be built by the Abbey congregatiq

were on exhibition in Lawn-street Schoolla

week. The committee received nine sets

plans from Glasgow and Paisley archited

Mr. Sellars, of Messrs. Campbell, Douglas,

Sellars, Glasgow, adjudicated on the merits

the plans, and his award placed the plan 1

Mr. T. Graham Abercrombie,—with whom
associated Mr. R. S. Symington, who h
been head draughtsman for the last four yea

in the office of Messrs. John Burnet & Sot

Glasgow,—first ;
that of Mr. Caldwell, seconi

and that by Mr. Donald, third. The comruitt

unanimously agreed to Mr. Sellars’s report.

The Norwegian Wood Pulp Industt

During last year the export of wood pulp fre

Norway,— an article now used for various orr

mental purposes in 'decorating buildings,—•g

larger than in any previous year, but pric

were very low, falling from 3i. 28. 6d. to 21. 1!

per ton free on rail at Hull for mechanical pc

containing 50 per cent, of water. The to(

export was 120,000 tons against 107,000 tons

1885, and 42,000 tons five years ago. The va)

of the total prodnetion (including about 15,C

tons used in Norvfay) was estimated at abc

400,0001. There are also at present two factor

at work in Norway for the production of nati

and sulphite^ wood cellulose,’whilst nine mi

are in course of erection. The total ont-tc

from the same is estimated at 10,000 tons dr

The High School for Girls, Manse
road, Wimbledon, of which Mr. J. Osboi

Smith, A.R.I.B.A., is the architect (Meae

Howell & Son, of London and Bristol, bei

the builders, and Mr. R. Old, of Wimbledi

the clerk of works), was opened on the 21

inst. It will accommodate 250 pupils, and 1

been erected by the Girls’ Public Day Soh

Company (Limited), to meet the iucreasi

demand for secondary education in thislocali

The accommodation consists of ten class-roor

a laboratory, a studio, a large central h

rooms for head and assistant mistresses, cl<

rooms, dining-room, covered playground, hod

keeper’s apartments, lavatories, &c.

Clock Tower, Basingstoke.—Theceremt

of unveiling the new clock tower presented to

town as a Jubilee Memorial by the Mayor (Mi

May), was performed last week by the B
Diana Sclater-Booth. The ancient clock, net

a century and a half old, has been thoroug

restored by Mr. Benson, the dials enlarged fi

4 ft. diameter to 5 ft. 9 in., and a new trair

wheels and two bells added to chime the 1

quarters.

Brighton.—The Catholic-Apostolic Choi

Brighton, is to be re-roofed, restored, an

system of ventilation introduced under '

advice and recommendation of Mr. Art'

Loader, architect to the trustees. Boj^

large upcast ventilators is one of the nietb

recommended. The work is to be begoa

once, and Mr. G. R. Lockyer, of Brighton, is,

builder to whom it has been entrusted.

New Abattoirs for Sheffield. —
Hadfield has prepared plans for the :

abattoirs which the Duke of Norfolk cent

plates erecting in Cricket-road. The Shefti

Evening Star states that preliminary plansh

been laid before the Health Committee of

Town Council, and met with the gen;

approval of the committee.
Blinds in the Board Schools.—We 1

that Messrs. Janes & Son, window-blind mi

facturers, of Aldersgate-street and Picesd

have been successful in competition in obh

ing the contract for taking down, mount

fitting with new material, and refixing ;

blinds for the London School Board Schools

A Methodist Tree Church has 1

opened at New Wandsworth. The b

ing, which has seating accommodation for

500 people, has been designed by Mr. EdV

Speed, A.R.I.B.A., and is Gothic in chara*

It baa been erected at a cost of nearly 3,'

by Mr. James Holloway, builder, Lavender

St. Swithin’s Mission Church, Le]

ham.—The east window of this church i

recently been filled with stained glass illnstrti

the Ascension of Our Lord. The work

designed and executed by Messrs. Warric

& Co., of Fitzroy-sqnare.

The New Municipal Building®

Middlesbrough were inspected by the i

bers of the Northern Architectural Associc

on Saturday last, the 23rd inst., nndev

guidance of the architect, Mr. G. G. Hot

President of the Association.
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I of Bailding Sites ou the Cliff

j at Birchington.— On Monday last

icbard J. Collier condnoted a sale of

ig sites, forming a portion of the Cliff

at Birchington. Tlio estate stands on
40 ft. above the level of the sea, which
lediately overlooks, commanding exton-
icd as well as marine views. Several
ide roads have been constructed on the
all of which are formed in boulevard

i, and planted on each side with orna-

, trees. Gas and water mains are laid

the whole of these roads, the water-
being obtained by pumping from deep

a the chalk which alwunds in the neigh-
lod. The sites offered were 74 in number,
;ung extensive frontages to the several
and suitable for the erection of marine
iices and bungalows. The sites offered

1 the second portion of the estate, the
lOrtion having been sold last summer,
iialo took place at the West Cliff

low Hotel, when there was a very
lous attendance. The sale commenced
he eastern portion of the estate, con-
of forty-five lots, being offered. Several

Jsites have frontages of 22 ft. and 25 ft.,

fipths of 120 ft., whilst other larger plots
jrontagoa of 40 ft. and 50 ft., and depths
,1 ft. Moat of the lots were sold, the
X sites realising from 40Z. to 53i. each,
Anting about 21. per foot frontage,
fest the loi'ger lota disposed of were two

I

plots, having frontages of 54 and 57 ft.,

jese were sold for 1501. and 1601. respco-

I

The lots on the western portion of

(ate, twenty-nine in number, were next
Ited, and were all sold, those having
ges of 25 ft., realising from 551. to 60i.

I Two lots, having frontages of 50 ft.,

japths of 170 ft., running through to

,avenuo, to which also they have front-

wore sold for 150L each. The total pro-

of the sale amounted to upwards of
f As evidence of the increasing value

3 property, it may be stated that at the

,

the first portion of the estate last year,
.08 having 22 ft. and 25 ft. frontages,
iold at from 35J. to 40/. each, whereas
if similar dimensions realised from 40i.

! each at last Monday’s sale.

(i West Window of St. John’s
bh, Paddington, hasjust been re-designed

f.
A. W. Blomfield, and filled with rich

1 glass. There are six large lights, each
ontaining three tiers of subjects, illustra-

he life of Joseph, 'and placed under
KStoral canopies in the fifteenth-century
The members of the congregation sub'

il the aura of 800/. for the glass. Messrs,
b, Butler, & Bayne, of Garrick-street, who
ed the work, also carried out the east
w, which was restored about two years ago.
iJsefnl Trade Book is the “General
kgue’’ recently issued by Messrs. George
loo & Sous, of St. John’s-street, West
[field. Handy in form, concise in arrange-
land well-printed, it is an admirable vade
i of sanitary fittings, pumps, pipes and
[s, plumbers’ brass work, tools, Ac. It is

lited with repre.sentatiou3 of typical
jieua of apparatus and fittings, and
ttherwill be found avery useful referonce-
lar office or workshop.
Iv Pulpit at St. Barnabas’s Church,
•d.—A new pilpit, designed by Mr.
h W. Blomfield, for St. Barnabas’s

p, Oxford, has just been completed. The
|al used is walnut, and the design is in

I

style, richly decorated. The framework
irted on six jiedestals, and is spaced out
a bays, each coutaining a panel with
30ve it. There are represented the nine
f angels, and figures of St. Clement,
itius, St. Polycarp, St. Chrysostom,
;uBtino of Hippo, St. Leo the Great,
'ory the Great, and St. Augustine of
ury. The staircase and balustrading
decorated, and on the sides of the

5 are the doves representing the
ifts of the Holy Spirit. The whole
ounted by a very massive souuding-
inriched with cresting. On the under-
is a painting of the Pelican. The
8 and decorations were executed by

I. Heaton, Butler, & Bayne, of Garrick-

I

London, who have had’ this costly aud
jite work in hand for some considerable

.

I
It is to be fixed in the church during the
cok in August, and will be preached
lu Sunday, the 7th proi.

PRICES CURRENT OF MATERIALS.
TIMBER.

Greenheart, B.G ton
Teak, E.I load
Sequoia, U.B foot cube
Ash, Canada load
Birch
Elm
Fir, Dantsic, io
Oak „
Canada

Pine, Canada red

,, jellow
Lath, Danteio

St. Petersburg
Wainscot, Riga

,, Odessa, crown
Deals, Finland,2nd and let...Btd.lC>0

,, 4th and 3rd
Riff*
St. Petersburg, Ist yellow

„ 2nd
,, white

Swedish
White Sea
Canada, Pine, Ist

,, ,, 2nd
,, ,, 3rd, Jto

,, Spruce, Ist

,, ,, Srd and 2ud
New Brunswick, &c
Battens, all kinds
Flooring Boards, sq., 1 in., pre-

pared, First
Second
Other qualities

Cedar, Cuba
Honduras, Ac. .

Australian
Mahogany, Cuba

St. Domingo, cargo average
Mahogany, Mexican, cargo av
Tobasoo ,,

Honduras ,,
Maple, Bird’s-eye
Rose, Bio ton
Bahia

£. B. d. £. B. d.

6 10 0 7 10 0
8 0 0 12 0 0
0 2 3 0 3 0

4 10
3 10
4 103 10

1 10 0 4 0 0
2 10 0 4 10 0
3 0 0 8 0 0

.fathom 3 0 0 6 0 0
.... 4 0 0 6 10 0
log 0 0 0 0 0 0

7 0 0 8 0 0

BOO 13 0 0
7 0 0 BOO
6 10 0 8 10 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
7 0 0 16 0 0
16 0 0 24 0 0
10 0 0 16 0 0
6 0 0 9 0 0
8 0 0 0 0 0
6 0 0 7 0 0

0 8 0 0 11 0
0 6 6 0 7 0
0 4 0 0 6 0

.foot 0 0 3i 0 0
0 0 3 0 0

3|
Si

0 0 2 0 0 3
0 0 4 0 0 7
0 0 4 0 0 6
0 0 3i 0 0 4
0 0 4 0 0 61
0 0 3f 0 0 6i
0 0 6 0 0 7
8 0 0 11 0 0
7 0 0 9 0 0

TIMBER (continued), £. s. i

Box, Turkey ton 6 0
Batin, St. Domingo foot 0 0
Porto Rico 0 0

Walnut, Italian 0 0
0 10

0 6i

METALS.
laoir—Bar, Welsh, in London. ..ton 4 7 6 4 16 0

,, ,, in Wales 4 2 6 4 7 6

,, Staffordshire, London 6 10 0 6 0 0
Sheets, single, in London 6 15 0 8 10 0
Hoops ,, 6 0 0 7 0 0
Nail-rode „ 6 16 0 8 10 0

COVPXB

—

British, cake and ingot ,,..,,,..fon 43 15 0 44 0 0
Best selectea 41 10 0 46 10 0
Sheets, strong 60 0 0 0 0 0
Chili, bare 40 1 3 40 0 10

Ybllow Mbtal lb. 0 0 0 0 0 0
Lhad—

Pig, Spanish ton 12 2 6 0 0 0
English, common brands 12 7 6 0 0 0
Sheet, English 13 7 6 13 12 6

Bpbltbb—
Silesian, special ....ton 14 12 6 14 15 0
Ordinary brands 14 10 0 14 12 6

Tiw—
Straits ton 106 10 0 0 0 0
Australian 106 10 0 0 0 0
English ingota 108 5 0 0 0 0

Zinc—
English sheet ton 0 0 0 0 0 0

OILS.
Linseed
Cocoanut, Cochin
Ceylon

Palm, Lagoa
Rapeseed, English pale

,, brown
Cottonseed, refined
Tallow and Oleine
Lubricating, U.8

,, refined
TURPBNTrKB —
American, in casks ..

Tab

—

Stockholm barrel 0 1

Archangel 0

..ton 21 12 6 21 15 0
30 0 0 33 0 0
24 0 6 0 0 0
21 0 0 0 0 0
23 0 0 0 0 0
21 10 0 0 0 0
21 0 0 21 10 0
26 0 0 46 0 0
6 0 0 6 0 0
6 0 0 12 0 0

cwt. 1 6 0 0 0 0

CONTRACTS.
Epitome of Advertieemenie in this Number.

Nature of Work, or Materials. By vrhom reqoired. Architect, Surveyor, or
Engineer.

Kerbing, Draining, and Maldng-up Lane
Tarpaving, Kerbiiig, and Channelling

Leyton Local Board ...

Southend Local Board..,
W. Dawson
F. H.TuUoch

Paving and Making-up Streets do. do.

Works to Stone Building

Painting, Ac., Works
Kerbiug, Tarpaving, Metalling, Ac
Engineering Works at Laundry
Works to Entrance-Lodge of Cemetery

St. Qeorge-in-the-£ast
Guardians

Met. Asylums Board ...

Lewisham Bd. ofWks.
Bethnal Green Guardos
Hammersmith Burial B.

Wilson, Son,AAIdwiDckle
A. A C. Harston
OJteial
A. A C. Harston
G. Saunders

Pavements, Crosfings, Sewers, Ac Hove Commiesioners ... Officuil

W. Brooke
do.

A. Fawcett

A. A C. Harston
H. S. Ridings

Road Materials
Cast-Iron Water Mains, Sluice Valves, Ac. ...

Dininp-Rall. Ac

Stoneware Pine Sewer. Ac

do.
Wakefield U. R. 8 . A.
Guardians, St. Matthew,
Bethnal Green

Walihamstow Local Bd.

Tenders te be
delivered.

August Srd
do.
do.

August 6tb
August 8th
August 9th

do.
do.

August 10th
do.

August 12th
|do.

August 22ud

August 23rd
August 26th
Not stated...

TENDERS
ABERDARE.—For the erection of a Wesleyan chapel

at Trccynon, Aberdare, 8. Wales. Mr. William Drew,
architect, Swindon :

—

D. Davies, Aberdare (accepted) £550 0 0

BETHNAL-GREEN. — For alterations at the Foxi
Bishop’s-rosd. Mr. Edward Brown, surveyor, 21, Liver-
pool-atreot, E.C. :

—

J. Anley £246 14 0
G. Mower 238 4 0
J. A. Taylor 229 14 0
J. Walker 198 11 0
S. W. Hawkings (accepted) 167 13 0

BROMLEY (Kent).—For building two villa residences,
from plans supplied by Mr. W. H. Watson, for Mr. E. A.
Graham :

—

H. &G. Thorlow .£2,750 0 0
J. Simpson 4 Co 2,760 0 0
Butler Brothers 2,600 0 0
R. Radbonrn A Sons 2,260 0 0
Eown A Co 2,2C0 0 0
W. Castle, Nunhead-greeii 2,! 56 0 0

Tlumbiiig, Gaefitting, and Belle.
W. Castle,* Nunhead-green 208 0 0

* Accepted.

COLCHESTER.—For additions,
for Idiots, Colchester.:

—

Martin. Wells & Co
Nevard
Holloway
Diss
Orfeur
Greenwood
Coe
Gibson
Kirk A Bandall
Grimwood
Mason
Kingslee
Dupont
Bowles
Dobson
Everitt
Chamoers (aocepted)

Ac., to the Asylum

£6,630 0 0
6,317 0 0
6,890 0 0
6,8 0 0 0
6,679 0 0
6,650 0 0
5,6 0 0 0
6,620 0 0
6,617 0 0
6,350 0 0
6,329 0 0
6,287 0 0
6,135 0 0
6,090 0 0
4,878 0 0

LEE (Kent).—For completion of houses on the Burnt
Ash Pork Estate, Lee. Messrs. Poley A Winn, architects.

No. 6, Duke-street, Adolphi :

—

ABC
T. Collins, Tolliugton Park ...£319 ...£236 0 0 ...£132
T. Knight, Sidcup, Kent 405 ... 295 0 0 ... 485
A. Durbin, Burnt Ash Hill .. — ... 276 17 6 ... —
G. Cox, Lower Sydenham ... 253 ... 179 0 0 ... 350
G. A. Rowley, Hawksley-

road, N. 316 ... 189 0 0 ... 359
D. Doubleday, Kingsland-
road 250 ... 200 0 0 ... 330

H. Fonn, Peckham.B.E 417 ... 183 10 0 ... 487
H, R. Ockenden, Anerley ... 340 ... 217 0 0 HI

A—Plot 24, Winn-road.
B—Plot 15, Burnt Ash Hill.

C—Plot 16, Burnt Ash Hill.

LONDON.—For the erection of fire brigade station,

Pratt-street, Camden Town, for the Metropolitan Board
of Works.-—

J . W. Dixon
H. E. Lea.
Martin, Wells A Co. .

J. T. Chappell
M. Gentry
Gould A firand
Mowlem A Co
E. Toms
Scrivener & Co
StimpsoQ A Co
Hovftll A Son
Oldrey A Co
Brass A Son
Kirk A Randall

£10,050 0 0
9,266 0 0
8,700 0 0
8,617 0 0
8,490 0 0
7,997 0 0
7,980 0 0
7,946 0 0
7,937 0 0

7,673

7,524

LONDON.—For the erection of No. 16, Weymouth-
street, W., for Mr. R. J. Miller. Messrs. New A Son,
architects:

—

Curlis £1,987 0 0
1,647

Longmiro A Barge .

Tennant
Oldrey A Co
Manning
Scrivener A Co.

1,617 0 0
1,601 0 0
1,495 0 0
1,468 6 4
1,441 0 0
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LONDON. — For repairing, cleaning, and painting
ecbools, for the School Board for London.
Bailey, architeet :

—

Aldeirham-gfreef Sehoolt.

J. Kitchener
C. Fleming
Knight k Walden
W. Hornet
W. G. Lilly

C. F. Kearfey
T. W. Smith & Son
G. 8. S. Williama & Son
G. W. Durrant
W. Oldrey & Co

W. Oldrey & Co..,

J. H. Patchy
W. Hodnett
G. W. Durrant....

iflttin

W. Oldrey & Co
Pardoe k Sons
W. G. LiUy
G. R. Earsdon
G, W. Dnirant

OT/ord-garJeni
W. Oldrey k Co
C. F. Kearley
W. Hornett
G. W. Durrant
Pardoe k Sons

Edinburgh-road School$.

Cutting & Co
W. Johnson
G. Giles k Co
G. S. Wilkiukon & Sons
C. F. Kearley
G. P. Kent
M. M’Arthy
T. Bendon
G. W. Durrant

8i. Clement'i-road Schoole.
Cowley & Drake
G. P. ^vent
C. F. Kearley
W. Oldrey k Co
G. W. Durrant

Stepken-ilreet SchooU.
W. Hornett
Knight 4 Walden
J. H. Petchy
C. F. Kearley
G. W. Durrant
W. H. IfcLachlan
W. H. Rhodes

LONDON.—For alterations, kc., to tbeWarrior public-

house, Deptford Lower-road, Rotherhithe, for Mr. W.
Dean. Mr. H. E. Mountford, 28, Pigott-street, Lime-
house, surveyor :

—

W. W. Tyler, Bermondsey £?83 0 0

G. Lusk, Mile-end SIO 0 0
J. Walker, Limehouse 690 0 0
J. T. Chappell, Pimlico 649 0 0

S. Salt, Limehouse (accepted) 6-18 0 0

LONDON.—For the erection of shop and dwelling-

house, No. 12, Collier-street, N., for Mr. Jasper Wilkins.
Mr. L. P. Grace, architect, Nottingham-place :

—

Lidstono £361 0 0
Allard 367 0 0
Riley Bros., Pentonville (accepted) ... 298 0 0

NOTTINGHAM.—For the erection of the Nottingham
Borough Asylum Extension. Messrs. Thos. C. Hine k
Son, architects. Quantities by Messrs. Berridge &
Barnes :

—

Perry k Co.. London £39,060 0 0
J. Hudson k Son, Nottingham 38,399 0 0

E. Gabbntt, Liverpool 38,300 0 0

H. Lovalt, Wolverhampton 38,168 0 0
Kirk 4 Randall, Woolwich 37,630 0 0
Kirk.Knight, 4 Co., Sleaford 37,600 0 0

H. Vickers, Nottingham 37,80'> 0 0
Rudd 4 Son, Grantham 37,307 0 0
H. Willcock, Wolverhampton 36,076 0 0

E. Hind, Nottingham 36,477 0 0

J. Thompson, Peterborough 31,920 0 0
R. Neill 4 Son, Manchester 34,576 0 0

Bell 4 Son, Nottingham (accepteo) 31,490 0 0

TEEMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
" THE BtJILDBR " li supplied dibict trom the Office to reildi

In anr part of the United Kingdom at the rate ot 19s. pet aoi
PBZPa.iD. To all parts ol Enrope, America, Aostralla, and ]

Zealand, 36s. per annum. To India, China. Ceylon. Ac. SOt.

annom. Remittances payable to DOUULAB FOURDBISI
Publisher, Mo. 46, Oatheriue-street, W.O.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Eegiitered Telegraphic Ai!dreis,'"TRE Bvi^t>sb,Lovdo

C. West (“ Plftatcr or Cement,”—but which? Impossible to stc

a question put In such vague terms).—W. D.—R. E.— J. L., Bara
Iteport not available, as it does not give locality of ercctlen:

Yorkshire" la rather too wldel.—A. L.—G. W. D.—A. B.-B. L.

F, A Q.—S. S. 6. (thanks ; much better to do the two) tugetber).

All statements ot facts, lists of tenders. Ac., mnst beaccempt
by the name andaddressof the sender, not necessarily for publics

We are compelled to decline pointing ont books and gt

addresses.

Kotk.—The responsibility ot signed articles, and papers res

public meetings, rests, ol course, with the authors.

ITS cannot undertaJte to return rejected eommunicatiotu.

Letters or communications (beyond mere news-items} which
been duplicated for other jonmals, are MOT DESIRED.
All communications regarding literary and artistic matten ih

be addressed to THE EDITOR ; all communications relatla

advertisements and other exclusively business matters shosJ
addressed to THE FDBLISBBB, and not to the Editor.

PADDINGTON.—For painting, and other works, at

the Infirmary, Harrow-road, tor the Guardians of

Paddington. Messrs. A. 4 C. Harston, architects, 15,

Leadenhall-street. Quantities not supplied :

—

Croxford 4 Gowen £1,120
Aitchison
W. H. Handover
Woolford 4 Son
H. J. BaU4Co
W. Nash
R. Proctor
C. Conway
W. Dudley
G. Foiley, 36, King-street, Regent-

street, W. (accepted)

[Architect’s estimate, 6251.]

1,020 0 0

LONDON.—For the erection of new premises in Wey-
mouth-street, W.

Wm. Oldrey 4 Co £5,478 0 0

LONDON.—For rebuilding No. 180, Oxford-street, W.,
for Mr. W. Smith:--

Wm. Oldrey 4 Co £2,685 0 0

LONDON.—For rebuilding No. 182, Oxford-street, W.,
for Messrs. J. 4 G. Sampson :

—

Wm. Oldrey 4 Co £4,793 0 0

LONDON.—For aanitary work and Igeneral repairs at

61, Lanca ter-gate, for General Bbaw Stewart ;

—

Wm. Oldrey 4 Co £9J0 0 0

LONDON.—For rebuilding Nos. 37 and 371, Chalton-
street, Euston-road, N.W.
tect;—

Coombes & Sou
A. Drew
A. 4 E. Braid
Oldrey 4 Co
Wall Bros
Gould 4 Brand
Chappell
J. W. Dixon 4 Co. ,

J. Anley
Ward 4 Lamble ....

Speacer k Co
Uawkina
Jarvis 4 Son
S. R. Lamble
G. Beale

Mr. John Savilfe, arebd-

PADDINGTON. — For repairs to 27, Newton-road,
Westhonme grove, for Mr. D. Oliver. Mr. J. H. Taylor,

architect :

—

Barnet £111 10 0

Marks 107 0 0

Clifton 92 10 0

Pecover 84 2 0

Pritchard 4 Sons 83 0 0

Spurgeon 67 10 0

PECKHaM..—

B

or paicimg auu decorating the Feck,

ham public hall, the small halls, committee-rooms, cor-

ridors, 4c., for the proprietor, Mr. W. L. Dowtoni—
Marchant,* Lady Somerset-road £144 0 0

* Accepted.

SWINDON.—For making alterations and additions to

the Lamb and Flag Inn, New Swindon, Wilts. Mr.
William Drew, architect, 22, Victoria.street, Swindon —

G. Wiltshire, Swindon (accepted) £194 0 0

Best Bath Stone.

CORSHAM DOWN.
[
FARLEIGH DO^

BOX GROUND.
|

COMBE DOWJ
WESTWOOD GROUND.

|

STOKE GROUl
RANDELL, SAUNDERS, &. CO., I

CoEsHAM, Wilts.

Bath Stone.
Pictor’s Monks’ Park. Combe Down.
Corsham Down. Stoke Groand.

Box Ground. Winsley Grom
Farleigh Down. West Wood.

PICTOR & SONS, Box, Wilts. [A

THE CHELTNCH
STONE.

Boultingf Freestone.
The stone from these qni

is known as the “Wei
Beds,” and is of a

crystalline nature, and
doubtedly one of the

durable stones in Englani
Is of the same cirib

natnre as the Cbelyncl S

bat finer in texture, and
enitablefor finemonldedi

THE
BRAMBLEDITCH

STONE.

HAM HILL STONE.
Greater facilities have been provided

working these quarries, and the stone cai

supplied in large quantities at short notice.

Prices, and every information given,

application to CHARLES TRASK & SC

Norton-sub-Hamdon, near Ilminster, Some
London Agent — Mr. E. WILLIAMl

16, Craven-street, Strand, W.O. [i

SWINDON.—For the erection of a dwelling-house at

Baydon, Swindon, R. 8. 0., Wilts. Mr. WiUiam Drew,
architeet, Swindon :

—

G. Wiltshire, Swindon £406 0 0

H. Looker, Stratton 395 10 0

W. Moulding, Aldbourne 39113 7

2,1S8
2,171

2,167

TILEHURST (near Reading).—For restoring Tilehurst

Rectory-house, burnt down. Mr. E. G. Bruton, F.S.A.,

architect :

—

8. Elliott, Newbury £2,957 0 0

J. Bottrill 4 Son, Reading 2,887 0 0

Symm 4 Co., Oxford (accepted) 2,860 0 0

1,967 0
1,960 0
1,937 0

SPECIAL NOTICE. — Lists of Tenders

frequently reach ns too late for insertion. They should

be delivered at our office, 46, Catherine - street, W.O,

not later than 12 Noon on TECRSDATS.

LONDON.—For repairs, 4o., No. 55, Dudley-grove,
Harrow-road, for the executors of the late Mr. W. Smith.
Mr. J. Douglass Mathews, architect :

—

Wilkinson £125 0 0
Clifton 4 Son 97 10 0
G. W. Durrant (accepted) 97 0 0

LONDON.—For bnilding three houses in Hawkesley-
road, Stoke Newington, to complete the Estate, for Mr.
J. R. Furueaux :

—

Hamlin £1,137 0 (

Sheffield

Woodhouse
Rowley
G. S. Archer (accepted)

LONDON.—For alterations at the King’s Arms tavern,

Aldersgate-street. Mr. B. A, Lewcock, architect,
""

Bishopsgate-street Within;—
Ivory £240 0 0
Jackson 4 Todd 163 0 0

Steel Bros 135 0 0

LONDON.—For improvements at the Comns tavern,

GLtford-street, Caledonian-road. Mr. R. A. Lewcock,
architec', 88, Bishopsgate-street Within :

—
Goodall £351 0
Spencer 4 Co 310 0
Walker 302 0
Jackson 4 Todd 295 0
Ivory 286 0
Steel Bros 230 0

PUBLISHERS NOTICES.

Regietered TelegraphicAddreit/'Tsv Builsbb, Lofsov.’

Doalting Free Stone For prices, &o.,

_ dress S. & J. 8TA]
HAM HILL STONE, Quarry Owners, 6

BLUE LIAS LIMB Meroh
Stoke - under - 1

(Ground or Lump), Ilminster. [J

Asphalte.—The Seyssel and Metallic

Asphalte Company (Mr. H. Glenn), 0£Ba

Poultry, E.C.—The best end cheapest mati

for damp oonrses, railway arches, warel

floors, flat roofs, stables, oow-sheds, and

rooms, granaries, tun-rooms, and terraoe8.[

Asphalte.
Seyssel, Patent Metallic Lava, and

White Asphaltes.

M. STODART & CO.
'

Office

:

No. 90, Cannon-street, E.O. [

CHARGES FOR ADVERTISEMENTS.
aiTUATIOMS VACANT, PARTNERSHIPS. APPRENTICESHIPS

TRADE, AND GENERAL ADVEETIBKMBNT8.
Six llnei (about fifty words) or under 4». fid.

Bach addltioDxl line (about ten worde Oi. 6d.

Teruu for Beriee ol Trade Advertiaemente, alao for special Adver-

.jaemeuta on front page, Competltiona. Contracta, Saiea by Auction,

kc. may be obtained on application to the FublLalier.

SITUATIONS WANTED.
FOUR Llnea (about THIRTY worda) or under la. fid.

Bach additional line (about ten words) Oa. fid.

PREPAYMENT IB ABSOLUTELY NECESSARY.
<,« Stamps must not be sent, but all amall luma abould be

remitted by Cash In Registered Letter er by Money Order, payable

at the Poet-office, Covent-garden, W.C. to

DOUGLAS FOURDRINIBE, PubUiber,
Addressed to No. 46. Catberlne-atreet. W.O.

Advartlaemeuta for the ennent week’s leaue mast reach the Office

befiue THREE o’clock p. T'.TrT„ar>n THURSDAY.

OP-PPTAT —ALTERATIONS IN STANDING ADA-ERTISE-
mEMTS or orders to discontinue same,

it reach the Office before TEN o’clock onWBDNES-

SPRAGUE & CO.,

STATIONERS, &c.

Special Stock of Sundries for Profes

Offices.

22, Martin’s-laue, Cannon-street, E.C. {

DAY moniiuga.
The Publisher cannot be reiponaible for DRAWINGS TESTI-

MONIALS. kc. left at the Office in reply to Advertisementa, and

strongly recommends that of the latter COPIESONLY should be sent.

To Builders, Builders’ Supply Mere)
and Others. — Wbalxev’s Watbk-Closbt, fo

waste water from lavatories, sinks, roofs, 4c
,
wi

immediately after being used. Coats 50 per fent. li

ordinary water-closets. No water ciatein requirt

fittings. No water supply. Simplicity and eiiec

guaranteed. Being largely adopted and griiog

satisfaction.
_

Teatimoaials from Sanitary Engineers, Ssniti

spectors, Medical Officers, 4c. Highly epoken ol

leading trade papers.
Prices, drawinga, and full particulara, on spphc

BROOKS & PICKUP,
Towneley Colliery, Burnls,

PERSONS Advertislni In "The Builder." may have Jiepllei addrueed
to the Qffce, 4«, Catherlne-itreet. Cevent Garden. W.C.
^eeoj charge. I.etters will be forwarded if addressed

envelopes are sent, together with sufficient stampe to

cover the postage.

Remedy for Damp Walls.—.^pp

dry weather CARSON’S ANTI-DAMP >

TION is an economical and effectual Cl

Full particulars (post-free) WALTER Ci

& SONS, La Belle Sauvage-yard, L

Hill, London.
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The Panama Canal Peport.

rjONTHAKY to the

usual custom, the

Committee of

Management of

the Panama Canal

have issued an
extra number of

the Bulletin, con-

taining the report

presented to the

)|inual meeting of the shareholders on the

Lst Jul}'. We are thus in possession of

me accounts a few days earlier than 'we

liticipated. They come down, however, only

lb 30th June, 1886.

ilAt that date it is stated that the total

Jtpenditure of the company amounted to

10 millions of francs, or 25,600,000/., and
Me actif disponihlc, or available funds, to

millions of francs. But these two items,

which alone M. de Lesseps takes notice, are

ary far from representing the liability incurred

lly the company to that date. To their aggre-

[ vte has to be added the rebate, or discount, at

L'-hich the loans of 1882, ’83, and ’84 have been
sued, which raises the debit of the company,

^ 30th J une, 1886, to 39| millions sterling.

110 this have to be added the figures of the loan

{f 1886, involving a debt of 18 millions sterling

end of a loan to an equal amount announced for

«8ue in July, 1887. If this loan is placed, the

iublished liabilities of the company will

tnount to 754 millions sterling.

I As to what has been done for that portion

if this immense sum which is brought to book
111 the present report, there is a great silence,

lor a considerable period the Bulletin du Canal
nteroccaniq^ae published monthly telegrams

iating the amount of excavation done in the

receding month. That good habit has been
baudoned

;
and it takes a considerable amount

f research to arrive at the fact that the total

imantity of earthwork returned as excavated
'oni the commencement of the undertaking to

i|ie 30th of June, 1885, was 14,260,000 cubic
mfetres, of which rather more than half had been
one in the year then closing. The total sum
Impended in that year on management and
."ork in the Isthmus was 88 millions of francs,

Rowing a cost of 114 francs per cubic m^tre
Kcavated in the year. In 1885-6 only 78
Ciillion of francs are carried to account under
lie same heading, so that it is not probable
mat more than seven or eight millions of cubic
liifetres of excavation were done during that
,3ar, instead of the 24 millions of the pro-

gramme. As to the work of 1886-7, we are
<>ill more in the dark.

s The total quantity of excavation required
ijT the canal was stated by M. de Lesseps in

1879 at 46,150,000, in 1880 at 75,000,000,

and in 1883 at 120,000,000 cubic metres.

There are, however, some grounds for ques-

tioning whether even the last-named figures are

at all a reliable maximum. Ilerr Beyeler, in

October 1886, on data furnished by the officers

of the canal, gives a quantity of 150,000,000

cubic metres. In this case the total volume is

divided into the contents of the twelve

sections comprised in the line, and 20,000,000

is allowed for river diversions. But even here

it must be remarked that the deepest cutting,

that at Culebra, is set down as containing

25,000,000 cubic metres within a length of two
kilom^itres. The axis of the canal here crosses

the water-shed which separates the valley of

the Obispo from that of the Rio Grande, at the

lowest point, which is 100 metres above the

level of the sea. But the summits rise on
either side to 120 and 190 metres respectively,

and allowing only 1 to 1 slopes (which for clay

and sand exposed to a rainfall of 170 in., is a

very questionable allowance), the deepest part

of this cutting attains a depth, on the eastern

slope, of 557 ft. 9 in., and one of 425 ft. 9 in.

on the western slope. As a mere calculation on
paper, 33 millions come nearer the mark than
25 millions for the contents of this cutting.

And what it would ultimately prove that it

would be necessary to remove, in order to open
and maintain a sea-level trench through this

treacherous hill, he must be a bold man who
would even presume to guess.

In the same way it is easy to see that the

estimate cited by Herr Beyeler of 20 millions

of cubic mHres for river diversions is wholly
inadequate. The river Chagres crosses the

axis of the canal at the 45th kilometre from
Colon, the bed of the river at the point being
74 ft. above that proposed for the canal. In
heavy floods,—as, for instance, in 1879,—the

Chagres is known to rise 40 ft. above its orcii-

nary level. Its volume at such a time is esti-

mated by M. Dingier, one of the ablest and
best-trusted servants of the Canal Company,
at 1,600 cubic metres of water per second, or

rather more than four times that of the

Thames in flood. To allow such a cataract to

pour into the canal, when dug, is of course

impossible, as it would wreck and choke the

whole channel from Matachin, the point of in-

tersection, to the sea. The Chagres intersects

the axis of the canal no fewer than twenty-nine

times, finally leaving its course at about 8

kilometres from Colon, and falling into the sea

to the west, while it debouches from the east

of the canal line. On the first crossing it

unites with the Obispo, the volume of which
we have not found stated in the publications

of the company
; and lower down it receives

the Rio Trinidado, with a volume of 400
cubic metres per second, from the west^ and

the Gatuncillo, of an equal volume, from the

east, besides smaller aflluents.

It is obvious that in order to maintam,
under such circumstances, not only the naviga-

tion, but the bare existence of a sea-level canal,

it is indispensable that two lateral canals

should be constructed,—one on the west,

to carry to the sea the waters of the

Obispo, the Trinidado, and three other lax'ge

affluents
;
and one on the east to receive the

flow and the floods of the Chagres, the

Gatuncillo, and eight other affluents, and to

carry them into the sea to the east of the

peninsula of Colon, without crossing the canal.

The latter channel, however, must be so

enormous that it has been proposed to regu-

larise and delay the floods of the Chagres by
forming a large dam where this river issues

from the mountains. It was first proposed to

erect this of masonry, but the foundation

proving unreliable, the plan selected, up to the

present time, has been to construct an earthen

mole, 1,000 metres long, 960 mitres wide at

bottom, 240 metres wide at top, and 40 mitres

high, behind which the flood would expand
into a large lake containing a thousand millions

of cubic mitres of water. Sluices and culverts

were to be constructed in connexion with this

dam in order to draw off the water gradually

atthe rate of 400 cubic mitres per second. Even
that flow, through a channel of the cross-section

of the proposed maritime canal, would cause a
current of the velocity of 6 ft. per second, inde-

pendent of the waters of the affluents from the

east. Thus, while making every allowance for

the utilisation of such portions of the existing

river channels as would fall in with the general

plan, it is impossible to calculate the excavation

necessary for the deviations of the Chagres and
the Obispo, even after the construction of the

regulating works at Gamboa, at less than from

two to three times that of the volume required

for the excavation of the maritime canal itself.

From Colon to kilometre 45 this excavation is

estimated by the officers of the company at

42 millions of cubic metres. The addition to

be made to this mass for the river deviations,

if no dam is made, must be much under-

estimated at 100 millions more, while only 20

millions are allowed not only for the devia-

tions of the Chagres and of the Obispo, but
also for that of the Rio Grande, on the Pacific

slope of the Cordilleras.

In these two items alone, of the cutting at

Culebra and of the river diversions on the

Atlantic slope, the plans and contours pub-
lished in volume v. of the Bulletin du Canal
Interoceaniqite (pp. 996, 1000), give a sufficient

amount of definite information as to levels and
contours to lead to the conclusion that the

estimated contents of 67 millions of cubic

metres of cutting for this 47 kilom^res of
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specified T70uld be more likely to be trebled

than not before the work was complete and
safe. As to the Pacific slope, much the same
course of argument is applicable

;
and the

remainder of the central mass of the hill, the

sections of Obispo, Emperador, and Paraiso,

are liable to the same class of comment as to

the inadequacy of slopes set out at ^ to 1 for

rock and 1 to 1 for soft material.

This question of the adequacy of the

estimate of 150 millions cubic mHres of exca-

vation for the completion of a sea-level canal,

receives an unexpected support from the

report made by M. de Lesseps on the 2l8t of

July in the present year. “ It is certain,” he

says, “ that no human power can guarantee us

against the unforeseen, which resides in the

geological mysteries of the central mass.”

And he proceeds to order “ the substitution of

a simple bank, directing the waters of the

Chagres towards the deviations, for the con-

struction of one immense dam,” as “ one of

the principal simplifications effected in the

programme.” Such a substitution, the reader

will see, would involve increasing the excava-

tion necessary for the Chagres deviation to at

least a four-fold amount, so as to take away
1,600 cubic metres per second, instead of 400.

The second “simplification” mentioned in

the report is the abandonment of the tidal lock

at Panama. The central siding of 5 kilometres

long on the canal is also to be abandoned, and
the ports of Colon and of Panama are to

be reduced to what is strictly necessary. It

seems further that the dredging at the Colon
end of the line, which at present has gone no
lower in a vertical direction than the surface

of the rock, where this makes its appearance
under water, is to be taken as sufficient for the

opening of the canal.

As to the lock, a reference is made to the

statement, previously cited in the columns of

the Builder, of the “ conclusions of M. Bouquet
de la Grye ” as to the difference of level

which may exist between the two oceans. As
to that the evidence is contradictory. But it

matters very little whether the mean tide level

be or be not the same at the two ends of a
canal forty-six miles long. What does matter
is the range of the tide. There is no contro-

verting the statement that at Panama this

range varies from 20 ft. to 27 ft. Nor can
there be any doubt that such a tidal movement
would be destructive to any canal into which
it was allowed free admission. To abandon
the tidal lock at Panama is only in other

words to abandon the idea of navigating the
canaL
We have been anxious in the foregoing

remarks to avoid two things,—one is the ex-

pression, and, indeed, as far as possible the

entertainment, of any private opinion on the

subject ; the other is any tendency to prophesy.

We have based each statement on the definite

information furnished by the du Canal
Inlcrocianiqut^ and by the statements signed
by M. Ferdinand de Lesseps. In the absence
of any statement, in this sixth annual report,

of the work done and to be done, according to

the estimates of the company, we have grave
reasons, which every engineer can appreciate,

for the conclusion that the last estimate so
given of the latter, although three times as
much as the first, leaves out of account im-
portant and, indeed, controlling features of
the case. We have shown what was the last

annual amount of excavation of which the
company have afforded the data, viz., 7,660,000
cubic metres in the year ending with June,
1885. We have shown that as to the sum
for which the company are now responsible, if

their obligations are reckoned at the price at
which they have contracted to repay them, the
present liability amounts to 57| millions
sterling, which the issue of the loan now
offered will raise to 75| millions sterling.

How near that expenditure will bring us to
the opening of a sea-level canal we leave to
our readers to estimate.

New Welsli Chapel, Iri>iidoa.—The Com-
mittee of Crosby-row Chapel have appointed
Mr. Charles Evans to be architect for the new
chapel about to be erected. The site selected
is in Falmouth-road, out of New Kent-road.

HARMONIC PROPORTIONS IN
ARCHITECTURE.*
BT W. WATKISS LLOTD.

CCASION has occurred in the article

on the Propykeaf to observe how the

greatest Greek architects were careful

to subordinate a secondary structure

to a superior which was in obvious relation to

it,—the Propylica of the Athenian Acropolis to

the Parthenon,—and also the secondary to the
superior members of the same structure,—the
wings of the Propyla?a to the central portico.

These differences, we can see by the result,

were designed with consummate art. The
impression of the magnitude and dignity of the
chief subject is enhanced very wonderfully,
and yet those which are subsidiary still vindi-

cate their appropriate importance. The smaller
columns of the Pronaos and Posticum of the
Parthenon come into view perspectively with
those of the porticos in front of them, and
tell with the same effect upon the sense of
gradation.

We have an example always before us how
resources are worse than wasted when this

principle is neglected. The elevation of the
British Museum would only gain in dignity if

the architecture of the wings, by reduction of
the scale of the columns, supported rather than
detracted from the majesty of the central

design. At present the elevation is provo-
cative, — provocative even in an Irritating

sense,—of suggestions of relief. How would
it do, one says, to advance the walls of the
building and keep down these obtrusive lateral

columns by engaging them ? Would the
facade be improved by taking them away
altogether? What of a scheme to re-arrange
them as interior supports of a grand hypostyle
hall upon the now vacant area, and fronted
nearer to the street by the portico re-

erected and released from the competition
of the bullying blocking course of the flanks ?

Subordination,—happy subordination,—is the
principle of the very best effects of Gothic
architecture no less than Greek, and the
Greek may have learned his lesson by obser-
vation of some of the great Egyptian temples.
But what the Greek is to be credited with as

original and exclusive seems to be his appre-
ciation of the value of accurate and numeri-
cally simple proportions in adjusting sequences
of magnitudes of architectural members and
distributions. Even so the adoption of this

principle required to be supplemented by flue

taste in correction of solid judgment, to decide
both the stages of such gradations and between
what several structural and ornamental terms
they were to be fitly applied.

Dr. A. Zeising, as long ago as 1 854, published
at Leipsic an elaborate treatise on Proportion,
and enunciated a theory which might not be
worth adverting to except as a specimen of
laborious error, and that it continues to be
adverted to from time to time by German
writers as worthy of the subject. He set
forth that all excellent proportion, both in
nature and art,—in the human frame and that
of animals generally, in the leaves and growth of
plants, in music and in architecture,—depends
upon the division of quantities by the so-

called golden section. In a line so divided by
a simple geometrical problem, the smaller part
bears to the larger the same proportion that
the larger bears to the entire line

;
the larger

part is then to be divided again on the same
principle, and so at last a series of divisions
are obtainable which give a good chance of
hitting leading points of a composition more
or less exactly.

But the proportions of such divisions to
each other are not to be expressed in simple
terms, and the applications of the system have
no such significance and preciseness as to make
it reasonable or plausible that the vast variety
of simple numerical proportions should be
renounced in its favour,—in favour of one
inflexible rule.

No theory of proportion in art can be of
value which does not admit of infinite varia-
tions of schemes and systems of proportion,

* We ere not, of course, responeible for the opinions
expressed by Mr. Lloyd in this article,—Ed.
t See Builder, p. 3, ante.

—and which does not repudiate all pretensions
to supply beauty automatically,—by the mere
mechanical operation of a law. It is certain

that the Greek architect had a definite theory
it is equally certain that he employed it as a
musician may employ an instrument which he
has perfectly in tune, with full confidence that
it must depend upon his own judgment, taste,

and manipulative skill whether he evokes
from it harmony or discord. There is much
appearance that the musical genius of the
Greeks was far in advance of their musical
science

; that like many executants at the
present and at all times, they could produce
melodies which they could not write down,

—

and even that they explained some of their

best successes not only imperfectly, but erro-

neously. It may have been much the same in

architecture
;
the judge is proverbial who was

always admirably correct in his decisions, and
always grossly absurd in his account of how he
arrived at and justified them. So it might be
that the scheme of proportion employed by
Ictinus in the Parthenon and by Mnesicles in
the Propyliea had really nothing to do with,

their production of such admirable works
;
in

this case, which is at least conceivable, the
discovery of their system would have an
historical interest, but not an artistic

;
it might

be left to the students of pure archceology as a.

matter more of curiosity than of scientific

value. Enough, however, has been recovered
concerning it to prove that this is not the case ;

the system is so coherent in itself, is found to
come into application so universally, and at
the same time so consistently with rational

proprieties, that it is impossible to refuse to it

the credit of being a true and valuable instru-

ment in the hands of those who evolved and
who were capable of using it.

Afurther question mayb^e reserved,—whether
it is as available in the practice of design ii>

other styles than the Greek ? Or, at least, what
are the extensions or restrictions, the limita-

tions or the developments, which are required
by the complication of modern circumstances
in order to make it so ? This is a very con-
siderable inquiry indeed

;
but the field of

inquiry as to proportion in art is essentially

considerable,-— it is one that had better be left

aside altogether unless a becoming conscious-
ness is entertained of its scope and compre-
hensiveness. Proportional laws control the
solar system itself, and in their search for them
astronomers have had their noblest successes-

and most disappointing defeats. We may
leave them to do the best they can to find at

substitute for Bode’s discredited law, and tunx
off in a direction of our own from what waa
their, and has been in all ages, a common,
starting-point.

It is certified beyond question that the study
of music first brought home to the philosophical
sense of the Greeks the conviction that precise
numerical proportions were not more closely

related to the problems of geometry than to-

the reactions of physical nature on the one
hand, and on the other to the excitement of
iesthetic sympathetic emotion. To the same
Pythagoras were ascribed,—whether rightly or
not,—the discoveries of the numerical relationa

of the sides of right-angled triangles, the very
charter of trigonometry, and of the dependence-
of musical concord,—the basis of sentimental
expression,—on the specific quantities ofweight,.

tension, and lengths of vibrating matter. As
regards music, they held for the most part to
the true philosophical course of grasping the
principle of definite proportions between con-
cordant strings, but of relying on accurate
observation and experiment to decide its

particular operation. Thus it was that the
school of so-called Pythagoreans settled the
musical scale, which is that of civilised

nations, upon a truly scientific basis. Plato
might be shocked at such concession to con-
crete matter of fact. He has nothing hut
sneers for the men who thought to elicit trutli

by “ putting musical strings to the torture as if

they were slaves under examination,” and laid
down their ears to catch minute differences of
interval

;
to him it was below the dignity of

philosophy to search for the secrets of musical
harmony otherwise than by study of the nature
of numbers in themselves. It was by this
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false track that the wits of many,—and among
them many so-called Pythagoreans,—went
wool-gathering. It is quite possible that

apurious theories of architectural proportion

may have so originated, and even have gained
eo much vogue as in some instances to have
governed practice. Xenophon, in the “Memo-
rabilia,” represents Socrates asking a young
cuan who affected to despise instruction,—“If
you proposed to be an architect should you not
think it reasonable to provide yourself with a
store of books on the subject?” There was,
therefore, no lack of writers on architecture

;

and, we may assume without argument, no lack
of conflicting theories, some of them, no doubt,
wild or pretentious enough. Good and bad,

—

sane or supercilious merely,— all have alike

perished. The only salvage from the wreck
that can be hoped for is to be obtained from
the study of the best remains, with the view to

discover upon what theory their authors pro-
-ceeded, and then with the resolution to put even
these results to the best test of reasonableness
that we can. We are bound to ask boldly, did
the architects of such works as the Parthenon
and Propyhea really find any true assistance in

the proportionate theory which they are proved
to have observed, or was it really indifferent

to their success ?

One of their applications of combined prO'

portions has such remarkable analogy to the
theory of musical chords that it is difBcult to

believe that we have in it only a case of casual
coincidence. A musical triad consists of
three notes, each of which is at a consonant
interval from each of the others,—that is, any
two notes of which taken together form a

consonance. It will be seen at once that the
case is directly analogous to a combination in

architecture of three dimensions,—whether
these are taken rectilinearly, that is, between
three divisions of a straight line, or, more
importantly, in the direction of the three
dimensions of space,—the width, length, and
height of an apartment, or of the exterior of
a structure, which are presented quite as

naturally in relation as the notes of the musical
combination.

A protest is not unlikely to be heard here,

—

the Greeks had no recognition of harmony,
—they only regarded the consonance of notes
in sequence,—not as sounded together.” To
such a protest the reply is open that a different

opinion may be sustained on very substantial

grounds. True it is that in what Greek
treatises remain “ De Re Musica,” it would
Dot be easy to find a definition of a chord,

—

but there are abundant classical passages which
establisli the fact {vid£ Chappell’s History),

—

and this simple fact is enough, that those who
tuned their instruments by sounding different

Strings together could not have been unaware
af the value of the consonance of concurrent
as well as of consecutive musical notes.

A consonance of three notes is that all-

important constituent of harmony, the chord
;

and the principle of such consonance is the
same both for the major and the minor scale.

The major scale supplies three perfect
chords,- C, E, G

;
F, A, c

; G, B, d, called
respectively those of the tonic or key-note, the
sub-dominant, and the dominant.

The agreeable effect which distinguishes such
combinations is proved by experiment to
depend on the number of vibrations which
fffoduce one note occupying precisely the same
time as the different numbers of vibrations
which produce the others. As matter of fact,

six of the vibrations which produce the note G
take place in the same time as five of the note
E and four of C.

The same rule, but with different numbers,
^plies to the perfect chords of the minor
scale,—A, C, E

;
D, F, a

;
E, G, b. In all

these cases ten vibrations of the first note
occupy the same^time as twelve of the second
and fifteen of the third.

Now it will be observed that both ’these
systems agree in one respect, the index numbers
of the concordant notes differ in the very
flimplest degree,—that is by unity.

Major concords 4:5:6

Minor concords 10 : 12 : 15

The superior value of simplicity appears in
the lower numbers which effectuate the major
concords, and it is still more apparent in com-
parison of those of chords of inversion, on
which it is not necessary here to enter.

It is enough to instance those of the first

inversion of the tonic-major ;

—

In this combination one ratio varies by a
difference (3 ; 5) between its terms in excess of
unity.

This, however, was a system of proportions
which had some remarkable applications in
early Greek architecture. I have shown, in

the appendix to Mr. Cockerell’s work on
“Bassfo and .t’Egina,” that the upper and lower
diameters and breadth of abacus of the columns
of both the temples at .^Egina and of the very
archaic temple at Corinth were so regulated by
the terms 3, 4, 5.

Upper diameter Lower do. : : 3 4
Lower do. Abacus : : 4 5
Upper do. do. : 3 : 5

It is probable that this early predilection for

the terms 3, 4, 5, was due to a supposition of

some especial value derived from the cele-

brated theorem of Pythagoras, these numbers
being the simplest expression of the relation of

the square of the hypothenuse of a right-

angled triangle to the squares of the other two
sides.

Later Greek architects decided that the
diminution of the shaft thus obtained was

'

The temple of the Nike Apteros, as plausibly
restored with pediment, gives the two following

chords :

—

Exterior 6:8:9
3:4 8:9

2^- 3

Interior 72 : 80 : 90

It will be observed that these comparisons
are taken exclusively from structures of
moderate dimensions

;
when we examine fine

examples of larger scale we find that the
architects, true to the suggestions and exi-

gencies of their own art, break away from the
simple rule of unitary differences which
would be imposed by the law of the perfect

musical chord. They do so in two directions ;

first in that which is indicated by the chords
of inversion, which do not repudiate one ratio

of the triad with a difference of terras greater
than unity

;
and then by combining with

uniform difference between terms, and so far

with analogy to the perfect chord, an admission
of difference in excess of unity, and higher
numbers.

It must suffice to adduce the case of the
Parthenon,—the grandest of all examples of
proportional architecture,—and, considering
the novelty of the exposition, it is fair to give
verification of good faith by juxtaposition of
the theoretical and executed dimensions,—the
latter taken from Mr. Penrose’s work on
Athenian architecture.

65-147 : 101-341 : 228-147

2 ; 7

Measured. Error.
7 Full height to len^h of top step 65-185 ; 228-147 (228-141) 0'006
9 Breadth of top step : lon^h of top step lOl'Sil : 228 017 ( ,, )

0-124

14 „ „ : full height front „ : 65-147 (65-185) 0-038

far too quick, and adopted very different

proportions
;

there is much appearance that

they were guided in some important instances

by proportions, not of diameters, but of the
sectional areas of their columns above and
below. In this connexion it is of interest to

observe how early the notion of the squares of

low numbers was brought into association with
the designing of this important architectural

member.
The Athenian example of the small temple

on the Ilyssus furnishes us with what may be
called a precise architectural chord

;
the upper

diameter, 6 : lower diameter, 7 : breadth of

abacus, 8.
' 7

The interior of the naos of this temple
appears to have been an exact cube.

The largest dimensions which are brought
into comparison are, of course, those of the
height, length, and breadth of the temples on
the exterior. Whether it was worth the while
of the architects to bestow pains on effecting

such precise adjustments is a matter with
respect to which differences of opinion may
possibly be entertained, and in any case it is

worthy of discussion
;
but that such pains

were bestowed can be fully established.

The small Doric temple of Artemis
Propylcea at Eleusis had the proportions

—

full height of front, 4 : length of top step, 6 ;

breadth of ditto, 3 : giving the simple archi-

tectural chord

3:4:6
VTT 2 : 3

1 : 2

The constructive conditions enable us to

recover the height of the naos interior, with
fair probability, and we obtain,

—

8 : 9 : 12

8:9 3:4

These three ratios, like those of the perfect

chord in music, have a uniform difference

between their terms, but a difference of five

instead of only unity. They pertain to a scale

or series, regulated by this common difference,

—a scale which is exclusively resorted to

throughout the design.

NOTES.
HE Channel Tunnel hobby was ridden

again by SirE. Watkin on Wednes-
day night, and defeated by 153 to

107 ;
not so large a majority as

we should have liked to have seen. There
was the usual tall talk about patriotism and
public spirit

;
qualities which have been so

remarkably displayed in the whole course of
Sir E. Watkin’s public career, and his assump-
tion of which in regard to this scheme will, no
doubt, be estimated generally at its true value.

As to the military dangers of the tunnel we
have, of course, no right to speak, but we may
say that we are hardly so convinced of their

formidable character as some critics appear
to be, and we should be disposed to

agree with Sir Wilfrid Lawson that this

class of objection to it has been exag-

gerated, and that for your enemy to get

into a hole 20 ft. square was not the moat
favourable position for him. to act against you.

The real objections are the doubtful character

of the strata, the probability of faults, the

exceeding practical difficulty, not to say im-
possibility, of adequate ventilation, and the

still greater improbability of the enterprise

paying even if accomplished. There is another

question which we and others have asked, and
which Sir E. Watkiu appears to carefully

avoid : will the slight difference between the

French and English gauge in. in the North of

France and ^ in. in the South) materially inter-

fere with the rolling-stock of one country run-

ning on the metals of the other ? If that is so,

the whole tunnel would be practically useless

for economic conditions of traffic. It is all

very well for the Chairman of Committees to
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talk of “ bogeyism ” and “ fogeyism,” but Mr.
Courtney is not an engineer, and political

aspirations will not alter engineering facts.

T
he defeat of Lord Stratheden and Camp-
bell’s Smoke Nuisance Abatement (Metro-

polis) Bill was a foregone conclusion, though
we hardly expected so large a majority against

it as 30 to 12, by which majority the Peers
Toted Earl Wemys’s amendment, that “before
the law for the prohibition of smoke is

extended to private dwellings, it is desirable

that the purpose and intention of the existing

Acts be more fully carried into effect, either by
their amendment or by their better adminis-
tration.” On the subject of London fogs and
smoke, the Earl of Crawford and Balcarres

brought a little common sense to bear, observing
that during the last Whitsuntide recess an
excessively black fog had hung over London
for twenty-four hours ; that fog he traced

back to Holland, whence it got to Dover, and
eight hours later to London

;
it could not

therefore be occasioned by London smoke.
Other people might see as much if they would
open their eyes and understandings to take in

facts and their meaning. It would, no doubt,
be better to have no smoke at all

;
but the

I^ing of such a Bill as was proposed would
simply result in a kind of tyranny over the
domestic hearth worthy of the days of the
curfew.

Dr. KITTO, the Rector of StMartin’s-in-the-

Fields, has forwarded to us a printed state-

ment of his views in regard to the proposed
alterations of the church, which, we see, also

appeared in a slightly different form as a letter

in the Times of Thursday. Dr. Kitto goes
into all the suggestions which have been made
in a most clear, sensible, and impartial manner,
and comes to the following conclusions :

—

“1. That no such necessity [for widening the
roadway] can be shown to exist on the ground of
public convenience, so far, at, least, as the present
18 concerned.

2.

That if anything is needed to be done, the
improvement can afford to wait until that time
comes when the National Gallery is dealt with,

3.

If, however, it is thought that something
ought to be done at once, I suggest that by carrying
down the steps in one continuous Sight on the east,

or St. Martin’s, side, and by the sacrifice of the
unused steps on the National Gallery side, os much
space will be gained as by the alteration which the
&ard proposes.

4.

Only in the very last resort, when public con-
venience is seriously interfered with, and when
every other remedy has been tried and proved to be
insufficient, should any alteration be allowed in the
front of St. Martin’s Church.”

In regard to the question of the interrup-

tion of traffic, Dr. Kitto points out that the
omnibuses select this as a stopping-place,
which they could not desire or be allowed to

do if the traffic were thereby impeded
;
and

that it has never been found necessary to

place a policeman here to regulate the traffic
;

in fact, any one can see with his own eyes that
there is no block,—there is only the possibility

that there may be some day. If ever there
should be, Dr. Kitto suggests, as we have
done, that the end of the National Gallery,
and not the fine portico of St. Martin’s, would
be the proper building to be modified and
altered. We may quote also Dr. Kitto’s dis-

missal of Mr. Butterfield’s singular proposal
to mutilate the portico :

—

“Mr. Butterfield proposes to cut down the portico
to half its depth, and he justifies this proposal on
the ground that it is so shown in a model of the
church in the possession of the parish. This is per-
fectly true, but what does it prove? Mr. Butterfield
clearly does not appreciate the value of the evidence
of his own witness. The model, obviously, was not
madeafttr the church was built, or it would have
been made to correspond with it, and would accu-
rately reproduce the portico. No doubt it is a
model which was prepared beforehand from the
plans of Gibbs, in order to show how the design
would look when completed. And when it bad
been so prepared and considered, it was evidently
regarded as unsatisfactory, and it was decided to
enlarge the original plan of the portico to its
present dimeosions in order to improve the general
effect. The evidence goes to prove that Mr. Butter-
field's proposal was considered and reject^ before
the church was built.”

We hope here be truthe.

T
he fears that have been expressed that the

Government would abandon the Railway
and Canal Traffic Bill have been realised, the
measure having been withdrawn on Monday,
The regret expressed by the Leader of the

House of Commons, in announcing that the
Government found themselves obliged to take
this course, will be echoed by all who are

desirous of seeing the railway rates controversy
settled, as it was admitted that the Bill went a
long way towards putting at rest some of the
questions involved. Although it is a severe
disappointment, to the agricultural interest in

particular, to find the preferential-rate question
still in abeyance, there are other points of great
interest to both the trading community and the
railways also again shelved indefinitely, which
is equally disappointing and greatly to be
deplored. With regard to the results achieved
by the present attempt to legislate upon this

subject, the various clauses have been fully

considered and commented upon by different

bodies interested
; and although the anticipated

debate in the House of Commons has not taken
place, the views of those chiefly concerned
have been prominently before the country, and
amendments were forthcoming had the second
reading been moved, which would, if accepted,
have effected some of the reforms admittedly
necessa^. This will not have been altogether
labour in vain, as, of course, the matter cannot
now be lost sight of. Outside circumstances
have prevented successive Governments from
bringing the question to an issue, although it

is clearly ripe for settlement; and, while
refraining from comment upon the cause of
these failures, we sincerely hope that the next
attempt may be more successful.

A PAPER, in the June number of Harpei^s
Magazine, by Mdme. Jane Dieulafoy gives

the fullest popular account yet attainable of

the excavations carried on at Susa by that
remarkable lady and her husband. It may not
be so generally known that in the Gazette

Arckeologique an article by M. Auguste Cboisy
deals with the subject from a somewhat more
technical point of view, without being at all

unreadable to the general public. This article

is accompanied by a beautiful chromograph
plate, giving in facsimile a portion of the
enamelled frieze from the palace of Artaxerxes-
Memnon. The ground is pale blue, delicately
interspersed with dull green, yellow, and white.
The architectural remains discovered have no-
wise disappointed the sanguine prophecies of
M. ViolIet-le-Duc, at whose instigation, in

great part, the expedition was xmdertaken.
No less than 302 engraved cylinders have been
brought back. M. and Mdme. Dieulafoy are
still hard at work classifying and setting up
their trouvaille. They told us they hoped the
whole would be on view in the Louvre early
next year.

A very interesting archaic bronze statue is

published for the first time in the MUthei-
lungen of the German Archeological Institute
(“ Romische,” Abtheilung IL, 2, 2). The statue
has been, so to speak, rediscovered; it was dug
up long ago in Bartoli’s days, and passed into
the Barberini Palace. Archeologists paid it

little or no attention till it was brought to light
in the Exhibition of Bronzes held last year in
Rome,—another instance, if one were needed
of the usefulness of these special exhibitions!
It belongs now to the Prince Sciarra, who,
with the utmost liberality, has allowed it to
be examined and published. It was important
that this should be done, as the Sciarra palace
(in the Corso) is not open to the public.
Dr. Studnicska accompanies, the plate with a
detailed commentary. The statue is, in bis
opinion, of the first importance in the history
of Greek sculptures. It represents a victorious
athlete, a boy probably of Peloponnesian
birth, for the statue is Sicyonian in style. It
dates about the time of the Persian war.
The pose is very liie the well-known Stephanos
statue of the Villa Albani.

TT IS certamly very much to be regretted that
the Government did not sanction the publi-

cation of full reports of the Colonial Conference
d uring Its sittings instead of publishing verbatim

reports in two enormous Blue Books, issued
late in the month of July. Indeed, Sir H.
Holland’s report of the proceedings is only
dated July 23rd. The subjects discussed are
of the highest importance to business men as
well as to politicians, being, among others,

postal and telegraphic communications, mer-
chandise marks and Imperial customs tariff,

and uniformity of patent marks. To publish
the doings of the Conference and the papers
read, in two volumes, one costing 6s. and the
other 3s. 6d., when the attention of the publie
has passed away, is one of the most absurd
and short-sighted performances which even a
Government department could accomplish.
At any rate, it is not yet too late to make
amends for this stupid management by re-

publishing the most salient points and papers
in a cheap form.

aiGNOR GIACOMO BONI, in a recent
^ contribution to the Riforma, enters another-

energetic protest, this time against the dis-

figurement of the noblest buildings in Venice
by sign-boards and advertisements,—a practice

which has now reached a painful pitch, and
calls loudly for repression. He reminds the
Venetians that among the sumptuary laws of
the Venetian Republic there was one for-

bidding the occupation of the palaces border-
ing the Grand Canal to those who made a
traffic of their beauty, and it is noteworthy
that this law was made at a time that Paul
Veronese was immortalising these very persons

on canvas, and Peter Aretino was chronicling

their lightest actions. Nowadays, the palaces

on the Grand Canal are being converted into

hotels and hric-H-brac shops, or stores fw the
products of every conceivable branch of in-

dustry. “ The Venetian Republic,” says our
enthusiastic Venetian, “ excluded from the

palaces on the Grand Canal those -who bartered

their persons for gain, and this was done, not
in opposition to personal liberty, but from
respect for the locality and its memories. The
sale of oneself is less vile than speculating

on the beauty of others, and the most in-

famous of trades is that which tends to
destroy the honour of our common mother of
that strip of land upon which we were bom,
whose sons have mtide it honoured and re-

nowned by deeds which are attested by the-

fair and stately monuments which have been
handed down to us for their preservation, and
not that we should pull them down, scrape, or
whitewash them, or plaster them over with
advertisements or signboards Let it b&
absolutely forbidden to conceal or disfigure

the architecture of our palaces (ours aa.

Venetmns, although they may be private

property) by announcements that within these

palaces are for sale the spoDs of our one great

and redoubtable and still lovely and venerable

city.”

T
he case of in re the Oxford Benefit

Building and Investment Society, whicb
is published in the current number of the
Law Reports, is profitable reading for directors

in any company as well as for shareholders in
building societies. One of the articles of
association of the company has that “ne
dividend shall be payable except out of the

realised profits arising from the business of the

company.” As a matter of fact, however, the
directors paid dividends out of profits whiclx

were estimated by the secretary to be avail-

able. That is to say, the dividends came
partly out of floating capital in the hands of
the directors, and upon the assumption that

the mortgage securities they had taken
were sufficient to repay the loans they had
taken with interest and costs. In many
cases this was not the case, for by their

own operation the company depreciated
their own securities. Said the Judge,
“It might easily have been anticipated

that a company like this, having the com-
mand of large sums of money, which they
were eager to lend for the purpose of
encouraging building in the city of Oxford,
would stimulate that brauch of industry to
such an extent as greatly to depreciate build-

ing property, and this was what actually

occurred.” The result was that the directors
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were ordered to repay out of their own
pockets the sums improperly paid as dividends,
also the remuneration they had received, and
interest at the rate of four per cent., the
amount in which they were mulcted being
21,000L This case, therefore, will serve as a
necessary warning to directors to be careful
how they pay dividends and estimate profits,

and it also makes clear the danger which
building societies run of depreciating their
fiecurities by unduly encouraging building
•enterprises.

Municipal Council of Paris, before
separating for the year, has decided upon

•creating a new professional school for training
apprentices in all the industries connected
with book-producing, from paper-making and
type-founding to binding and gilding, without
•neglecting the various methods of producing
illustrations. This school will be housed, with
the least possible delay, in a building to be
•erected upon a public site in the Boulevard
•d'ltalie and the Rue de Gentilly, which will
accommodate 300 students. The Municipal
Oouncil, with the approval of the Administra-
tion, has given the commission for the building
to M. Charles Lucas.

wanted the job,” as a reward for sending in
bogus tenders, and the successful competitor's
version was very like that of his critic. Once,
when good faith was kept, the enterprising
contractor, Mr. Jackson, paid 25/. to each of
the contractors who had obtained the quantities,

^NE of the most striking and beautiful of
V' the vases in the British Museum has just
received a new and very interesting interpreta-
tion. The vase represents a Sphinx, painted
in creamy white and finely modelled, carrying
on her back a rhyton decorated with a very
•delicately-drawn red figured design. This
-design consists of six figures, which fall into
groups of two each. The centre and most im-
portant group has the figure of a bearded man
•ending in a coiled tail. This figure has always
been called a Triton, and hence the true inter-
pretation has for fifteen years (the vase was
found in 1872, and acquired by the Museum
in 1873) been missed. Mr. Murray, now
Keeper of Antiquities, is the new interpreter.
From the simple observation that the tail is

that of a serpent, not a fish, he saw that the
bearded man was no Triton, but a far more
important personage, old Cecrops, the serpent
king, founder of Athens. The scene repre-
sented is, in fact, the birth of Erichthonios,
a myth not uncommon on vases, but special
interest attaches to the rhyton, because the
oianner of presentation is quite unique, as will
readily be seen by thosewho are conversant with
cnythography. Mr. Murray publishes his
views in the last number of the Hellenic
Journal, and his article is accompanied by two
coloured plates of the vase.

WE may note that the same number of the
Journal is distinguished, not only by

several articles of somewhat exceptional in-
terest, but also by the addition of two new
features, which we have long thought very
-desirable, and for the addition of which the
Builder has more than once pleaded. We
refer to the archaeological news and the
Teviews of books. The archmological news
of the present number consists of a Report by
Mr. Penrose (Director of the British School at
Athens), on “Excavations in Greece,” most of
the news in which we have already from time
to time noted, but which is invaluable as a
risumi

;

and a valuable paper by Mr. E. A

.

fjardner (the Director-elect of the School for
the coming year), on recent discoveries in
Sculpture and Epigraphy. The addition of
such papers of general interest should widely
increase the circle of readers of the Journal.

and as a reward obtained 3,000/. for work priced
at 1,750/. Last June perfidy came to the rescue
of the ratepayers, as Mr. Jackson found, to
bis great surprise, “ that the old traitor had
received the money, and not acted according
to his promises.” Mr. Carter had received
15/. as his honorarium,—5/. more than his
fellow pie-makers,—but he actually filled in his
tender at 556/., instead of 731/. lOs. 6d. (), as
requested,—and got .the job. The Board
happened to hear of a want of amity between
the two contractors, and asked them to attend
an inquiry and explain. They failed to attend,
but they wrote very full explanations indeed.
Of course, plenty of contractors play the game
fairly,—win a contract at a fair price when they
want it, or ask a high price when they are
quite busy enough. No one wants a con-
tractor who has more work than his personal
energy, people, plant, and capital are fitted for.

Apathy, blunders, jaded workpeople, delays,
ill-will, and frequently litigation, are the results

in such cases. The system of competition-
tendering intelligently pursued might go on
without any of them. Contractors of honour
and character decline to tender when they have
their hands quite full,—now and for a fair time
ahead,—and then others can havea chance also.

Contractors without honour and character will,

of course, always do the best they can for

themselves alone, and could just as well be
dispensed with altogether. The Leyton Board
have decided “ to exclude both contractors
from tendering in future, and to extend the
area of their advertising.” They had pre-
viously put their advertisements in one or two
papers circulating in their immediate vicinity.

Certainly one way of preventing any one
“ taking a bit to stand out ” is to make the
stress of competition genuine. Something
might also be done by feeling and showing a
steady preference for honest men.

^ sometimes mentioned
ILL when the system of competition tender-

ing is discussed, but it is always with breath a
little bated, and the hope that all inconvenient
things may be avoided. Contractors generally
follow suit, and content themselves with judi-
cious smiles,—capable of various interpreta-
tions. The Leyton Local Board, as we learn
from the East London Observer, held an inquiry
recently as to their contracts

;
and obtained

some “ startling revelations,”—submitted in
writing in admirable detail, and with consum-
mate candour. One contractor for roadmaking
8tated that he took money from “ the man who

TN reference to a Note in our last issue (page
-L 162) about the address of the Chairman
of Council of the Association of Sanitary
Inspectors for the north-west of England,
Mr. Albert Taylor writes to explain that he
is the secretary, not the chairman, of the
Association, and that the address was delivered,
not by him, but by Mr. T. Styles Ainge, the
chairman. We regret the mistake, but secre-

taries who wish their Societies to be correctly

represented in the Press should be clearer in

their own communications. We received the
address in a MS. copy, a great part of which
was barely legible, accompanied by a letter

scarcely more legible, and with no indication
on the MS. itself of either^the author of it or
the place where it was read. We have no
doubt Mr. Taylor is an “ energetic secretary,”

—

all secretaries are,—but one of the primary
duties of a secretary is to furnish informa-
tion in a clear and unmistakable manner.

LETTER FROM PARIS.

The recent burning of the Theatre Lafayette,
at Rouen,—which happily occasioned no lose of
life,—has again brought up the subject of the
Op^ra Comique disaster, which had already
began to pass out of mind. One cannot affirm
that the innumerable restrictions imposed by
the Prefecture of Police are everywhere ob-
served; but as far as concerns the State and
Municipal theatres the necessary alterations

are proceeding steadily, and electric lighting
especially is being everywhere installed.

The pickaxe has demolished all that remained
of the Opera Comiqne, but it will be long enough
before it will rise from its ashes, and it is not
known yet where the theatre will transport its

Penates
; there is talk of the Eden Theatre,

others name the Vaudeville or the Chitelet,
others the Gaite. The two last-named belong
to the City, which seems little disposed
to let either of them to the Government,
—though it would be an excellent specula-
tion in a financial sense. In regard to
acoustic properties, the Ch^telet is the best

and if it were only more central in position,
would answer the now purpose admirably. The
question must of necessity be quickly settled,
and probabilities seem in favour of the Gaite,
which stands opposite the Square des Arts et
Metiers, and only a step from the principal
Boulevards. This building dates from 1802, aud
was designed by M. Cusin, and decorated
externally with statues by MM. Doublomard and
Vital Dubray. The interior is adorned with
paintings by M. Jobbe Duval. The house will
seat about 2,000.

We spoke doubtfully some months ago as to
the success of the Jubilee Railway Exhibition,
in which the large railway companies refused to
take part. The event has confirmed our opinion,
aud this unfortunate enterprise has been the
occasion of all kinds of scandals. The Muni-
cipal Couucil, which gave away much too lightly
to the Exhibition a great part of the Bois de
Vincennes, is perturbed about the matter

;

serious accusations have been made against
several of its members, and the law has been
invoked to throw light on a speculation which
has made many dupes, and for which the
questions of railway construction and progress
were nothing but an open pretext. One conse-
quence to the Municipality will be the spending
of about 200,000 fraucs to put the Bois de
Vincennes in order again.
The financial success of this year’s Salon has

been brilliant. Deducting 38,000 francs for
pensions and for the victims of the Opera
Comique disaster, the Societe des Artistes
Fran^ais has cleared 323,000 francs

;
more by

about 12,000 francs than last year. The Palais
d'lndnstrie is now taken possession of by the
Union Ceutrale des Arts Decoratifs. The
mention of decorative art reminds us of a new
exi)eriment, owing, in the first instance, to the
late Minister of Agriculture, M. Develle.
Thanks to him, we can now see in the
sumptuous hotel in the Rue Varonnes, which
tlie architect Brune left unfinished, a collection
of designs in silversmiths’ work by the most
eminent artists of the day, aud some of them
not unworthy of the best days of the Renais-
sance. It is from among these that the Govern-
ment will select the prize which, for ten years
from 1888, is to be given for agricultural success.
Twenty-three competitors have taken part in the
competition,among whose works wemay specially
mention those of MM. Delaplanche, Falgui^re,
Coutan, and Long^ied. The first has symbo-
lised the “ Ferme-Ecole,” under the guise of a
pretty peasant girl reading a book ; the second
has shown a group of little girls dancing round
a cup. MM. Longepied and Coutan, besides a
series of beautiful miniature figures, personi-
fying rural occupations, have exhibited two bas-
reliefs commissioned by the house of Christofle,
“Reaping,” and “Vintage.” Various artists
have also exhibited animals, or groups of
animals, treated in a modern spirit. M. Jacque-
mard’s “ Attelage des Basufs ’’ is especially
remarkable, and M. Valton’s “Porcher” is a
statnette full of originality. By the side of
these groups, in which the influence of Millet
is so obvious, the Classic school is represented
in this competition by the pretty group of
M. Deloye, “Triptoleme apprenant Cer^a I’Arb
de cultiver la Terre.”
The national fSte, as usual, has served as the

pretext for conferring some artistic

M. Th. Ribot, and M. Busson, the landscape-
painter, have received the cross of an officer of
the Legion of Honour. The cross of Chevalier
has been conferred on MM. Jean Beraud,
Ingalbert, Longepied, and Champigneulle. The
only remark we need make on these distinctions
is in regard to the parsimony of the Govern-
ment towards architects, who have also some
little claim to official honours of this kind.

Turning from these rewards to artists arrived
at maturity, we may note that the younger
aspirants have just received judgment in the
competition of the Ecole des Beaux Arts. The
first prize to be settled was that for medal
engraving, the subject being “ Jason carrying
away the Golden Fleece,” and the “ Prix de
Rome ” was awarded to M. Charles F. Vernon,
pupil of MM. Cavalier, Aime Millet, and Tasset.
In sculpture, the subject was “ Ismene and
Antigone, daughters of CEdipus, brooght to
their father by Theseus.” After a long
examination, the prize was awarded to M. E. H.
Boutry, pnpilof 11. Cavalier; the second prize
to M. Charles Desvergnes, pupil of MM. Chapu
and Thomas

;
and an extra prize to M. Felix

Soulfes, pupil of MM. Jouffroy aud Falgui^re.
The ten bas-reliefs sent in showed veiy genome
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“nd Beriona artistic work. For painting, the

ubject g V0 Q was the death of Themistocles,

a subject which does not appear to have inte-

rested the coinpetitjJB, judging from the cold

and formal chara-jter of the work. The
‘‘Grand Prir” was gained by M. H. C.

Danger, pupil of Mil. Gei 6010 a id Aime Millet,

and the second by M. J. A. Marioton, pupil

of MM. Maillard and Gerome, and an extra prize

was given 10 M. L. G. A. Charpentier, pupil of

MM. Bouguereiu and Tony Robsrt-Flenry. The
architectural (orapotitim was not adjudged till

Monday last, wh“n the “Grand Prix ” was
awarded to il. Georges Chedanne, pupil of M.
Guadet

;
and the second prize to M. Henri

Eustac he, pupil of M. Ginain.

As we anticipated, the Institnt has ratified

the j udgment of the Academic des Beaux Arts
in giving the biennial prize of 20,000 francs to

M. Mercie, who thus obtains, while in the fall

success of his career, the greatest artistic

reward which is to be had in France. The
Institnt has awarded to M. Sul-Abadie, author
of a very graceful “ Idylie ” exhibited this year,

the Deprez Prize, founded to be awarded to a
sculptor of ability of less than thirty-four years

of age.

Work has been going on diligently in the
Champ de Mars, especially about the foundation
work of the Palais des Machines, the difficulty

of which has been increased by the nature of

the ground, which does not afford a solid

foundation at a less depth than 8 metres. In a
few days the metal portion of the construction
will be commenced, the contract for which has
been taken at 1,100,000 franca. The metallic

portion of the Eiffel tower, over which 400
men are employed, is already begun, and one
can see, from the opposite bank of the 'Seine,

the fonr large tubes, rising to the height of

6 metres, which are to receive the lower arches
of the tower. The committee of management
is considering the qnestion of the power required
to put in motion the machinery which is to do
its work before the public as part of the show.
It is calculated that 2,500 horse-power will be
required, at a cost of 1,180,000 francs. For the
Exhibition of 1878 the requirement was 1,900
horse-power, at a cost of 980,000 francs.
Whether the Exhibition is to be opened in the
evenings and to be lighted with electric light

is another question to be considered. This
question has been adjourned, however, for the
present.

Unfortunately, there is a black spot in regard
to the exhibition, the rejection of the Metro-
politan Railway Bill by 298 votes to 221,—

a

decision which has given rise to very acri-

monious discassions in the Paris journals, which
have bitterly reproached the deputies from the
provinces with having shown once more their
jealousy of improvements in the capital. This,
however, is hardly fair; for the fact is that
the Governmental project had not been suffi-

ciently developed. The Chamber having re-

fused the project as a matter of general
interest, the Municipal Council will probably
take it up as one of local interest

j but there is

not time to get it completed by 1889.
The Government has been strangely inert

about the matter of the H 6tel des Postes to
which we have before referred; this g^reat
building having been completed for two years,
and its practical occupation for working pur-
poses appearing as distant as ever, owing appa-
rently to differences of opinion about the furni-
tnro and fittings and mechanical appliances.
The “ Direction des Batiments Civils ” is,

however, to he congratulated on the measures
it has taken in regard to the Palace at Versailles,
the state of dilapidation of which had caused
much anxiety to all those who are interested in
our architectural monuments. The Govern-
ment has asked the Chamber for a vote of
440,000 francs for the works reqnired, among
which the repair of the fa9ade of the Louis XIII.
wing will cost more than 100,000. The Minister
in his report observes that the Republic owes it
to itself not to let the wcirks of the great artists
of the seventeenth century go to ruin, and it is

satisfactory to find that the high officials of the
Eepublican Government, or some of them at
least, are awake to the perception that archi-
tecture and art are not matters of political
partisanship, and that fine architecture, even
when produced under a monarchy, is worth
preserving. Certainly, nnless something is
done without delay, the foreign visitors to the
Exhibition who go to see Versailles will see only
rnins.

The Ministry may also be congratulated on

having taken steps to have a proper catalogue

made of the admirable tapestries of the Garde
Meuble; when this has been done, it will be
possible to distribute these almost priceless and
little known treasures on loan among the
national museums and public edifices.

There seems hope of the Pantheon decoration
being really completed at last, which is matter
for congratulation

;
and we may also mention

with satisfaction the appointment of M. Deck,
probably the first ceramic artist in France, to

the post of director of the Sevres manufactory.
M. Deck has created by his talent and energy
a “ fabrique de faiences ’’ which has a European
reputation ; moreover, he has invented a

turquoise blue which bears his name. No one
could he better qualified to restore to the Sevres

manufacture its ancient reputation.

At the Louvre the new Salle de la Colonnade
has been prepared to receive the Dieulafoy
collection, and three now rooms on the first

floor are set apart for the enlargement of the
marine mnsoum.
The municipal administration is very busy

about the decoration of the Hotel de Ville, a
committee having been formed of painters,

politicians, architects, and critics, to decide on
the surfaces to be decorated, and their appro-
priation either to special artists of reputation
or to public competition. The work is directed by
the President of the Municipal Council, assisted

by M. Bailly, and the secretaries are M. Armand
Renaud, Inspecteor en Chef des Beaux Arts,

and M. R. Brown, Chef du Bureau des Beaux Arts.

The decoration of the abattoirs of La Villette

is one of the principal works in course of execu-
tion. The principal entrance is to have two
groups of animals, with figures in bronze, de-

signed by MM. Albert Lofeuvre and Des-
longchamps. A new abattoir is to be con-
structed in the 15th Arrondissoment. M.
Moreau, architect of the abattoirs of La Villette,

has been charged also with the designs of the
new building, which will cost not far from
four million francs. We may note also the con-
struction at Fontenay-sous-bois of a new in-

firmary for aged men, and the completion of the
Avenues Niel and MacMahon, abutting on the
Arc de I’fitoile.

The City Service des Beaux Arts is busy with
the completion of the topographical and archm-
ological plan of Old Paris, commenced in 1849
by the late architect, Berty, and which hitherto
only included the region of the Louvre, the
Tuileries, the city, and part of the University.
M. Albert Lenoir has undertaken the mapping
out of the other quartiers and faubourgs down
to the fifteenth century. The plan will give
the line of the enceinte, and that of the old
streets and public buildings. No one can be
better prepared for the work than M. Lenoir,
who knows the topographical history of Paris
intimately, and is competent to enter into all

further researches which may be requisite.
Paris has got some new statues. At the

commencement of the month, the statue of the
chemist Nicolas Le Blanc was erected in the
Court of the Conservatoire des Arts et Metiers,
opposite that of Denis Papin. A few days later
the statue of Pfere Captier, ene of the Domin-
icans shot in 1871 by the Commune, was erected
at the ficole Albert le Grand, at Arcueil

; this
statue, in white marble, is the work of the
sculptor Bonnassieux. On Saturday last the
statue of Paul Broca, by M. Chopin, was un-
veiled on the Boulevard St. Germain.

Art-criticism has lost two able representatives
during the past month; M. Rene Menard and
M. Charles Clement. The first had been a
painter, studying under Drolling, Couture, and
Troyon, and subsequently became a writer on
art. He is author of a much appreciated
“ Histoire dos Beaux Arts,” of “ Art en Alsace-
Lorraine,” and of “ Mythologie dans I’Art
Ancient et Modeme,” and was Secretary to the
Ecole des Arts Decoratifa. He died at the age
of 60.

M. Charles Clement, who died at the age of
66

,
was a writer of great ability, who for more

than twenty years filled the place of art critic
to the ijoumdl dss jOchats, Among his prin-
cipal works were studies on the genius and
works of Michelangelo, Leonardo, Raffaelle,
Gericonlt, and Decamps, also a remarkable book
on “Artistes Anciens et Modernes.”
The death is also announced, at the age of

fifty-four, of the painter Auguste Perrodin,
pupil of Hippolyte Flaudriu, whose principal
work was the decoration of Notre Dame, under
the direction of Viollet-le-Duc. His death is a
great loss to decorative art.

We also record with great regret the death
of M. Ronchaud, Director of the NationaF
Museums, at the age of seventy-one. He
belonged to an old and noble family of Franche-
Comte, though he did not adopt the title to which
he had a right. He was a man of letters, and
a distinguished arohaxilogist and lecturer on
archteology. One of his great pleasures
recently was in seeing the complete success of

the Dieulafoy mission in Persia, which he had
been largely instrumental in promoting; for it

was at bis instance that the Government voted
the necessary funds for the expedition, as well

as the ribbon of the Legion of Honour for

Madame Dieulafoy, which M. Ronchaud had
asked for on her behalf.

A LOCH LOMOND WATER SUPPLY,
Loch Kateine is famed as a magnificent

reservoir, whence the citizens of Glasgow are

perennially furnished with an abundant supply
of almost pure water; but it is not generally

known that Loch Lomond, the greater neigh-

bour of Loch Katrine, and the largest fresh-

water expanse of which the island can boast,

has also been effectively tapped for purposes of'

municipal water supply. This is the case, how-
ever, and for the past three years, fully, the-

water of Loch Lomond has served the needs of

one water district at least, and served these needs,

faithfully and well, to the not unwelcome disap-

pointment of a few local critics who early made-
up their minds that the money expended on th&
Loch Lomond water-works would be money
thrown away. Unlike the case of Loch Katrine^

the outlet of whose conduit lies thirty miles
away, the customers of Loch Lomond live in

the immediate vicinity, though not exactly on-

the margin of the sheet itself. The loch, with a
total area of twenty-eight square miles, is 23 ft-

above the level of the sea. From its natural

outlet at Balloch, by the River Leven, to th©'

waters of the Clyde at Dumbarton, the distance

is four miles on a very easy descent through
the Vale of Leven. Originally but sparsely

inhabited, the vale has of late years addeS
greatly to its wealth and population, owing to a
strong growth on the part of the dyeing industry

which the purity of the overfloiving loch-water-

two centuries ago enticed within its bounds. Ex-
clusive of the ancient royal bnrgh of Dumbarton,
at the junction of the Leven with the Clyde,

the valley has a string of rising townships
dotting nearly the whole of its length, these-

comprising Renton, Alexandria, Bonhill, James-
town, and Balloch, with a population of over
20

,
000

,
where not so long ago the whole ran

barely to as many hnndreds. Isolated family

wells at first supplied the necessary watering j

afterwards the springs of the hillside began to
be methodically utilised, and less than ten years
ago a comprehensive scheme to that end was
formulated and carried through by the members
and officers of the Local Authority concerned.

This strained the capacity of the hillside sources
to their utmost stretch, and when it was found
that the combined water district of the upper
halfof the valley still continued growing beyond
its equipment, it became manifest that som©
more liberal and elastic source of supply had to

be discovered and organised. Loch Lomond'
was almost at the doors of the searchers, but
the loch did not, till quite late in the qnest^
suggest itself as a possible solution of the diffi-

cnlty. Many borings were made over adjacent
uplands, and some samples of water, fair to look
upon and sweet to the palate, were got, but
these the Glasgow analyist, without knowing
whence taken, practically condemned one after-

another. A sample of water from the great loch,

was also sent,—more, apparently, as a passing
curiosity than out of any really serious design,,

for the loch has a large passenger traffic on.

its surface now, and many of its conditions

would seem to preclude the possibility of a suffi-

ciently high degree of parity. The analyst
could tell that this was a pure lake or river
water, and on detailed examination he pro-
nounced the sample to bethe only unobjectionable-
one submitted to him, being little, if at all,

inferior to Glasgow’s Loch Katrine water. A
serions objection to the Lomond water still

remained in the circumstance that, as many of
the streets of the district occupied the flanking
ascent of the valley on either aide, the loch
level was altogether relatively too low for an
efficient supply on the gravitation principle-

The Water Committee of the Local Authority,
with Mr. J. E. Jones, of Dalmonach, at its head,
determined, after carefully cconting the cost.
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to tap tho loch by means of pumping. Pro-

prietors on the banks were, for the most part,

acquiescent; bnt somo slight objection had,

nevertheless, to be mot and overcome so as to

avoid tho expense and delay of a Bill in Parlia-

ment. This partial opposition was founded on
an apprehension lest continued pumping would
drain the water away and appreciably affect the

existing levels, to the detriment of all proper-

ties fronting the shore. It was shown, however,

on the basis of a calculation by the engineer of

the scheme, that oven on the utterly wild

supposition that no water at all came into the

loch from the numerous tributaries within its

sixty miles of shore circuit and 250 square

miles of watershed, or from the heavens above,

it would take one thousand days of pumping to

reduce the loch level by just one inch, calcu-

lating a daily withdrawal by the pumps of four

hundred thousand gallons. This was sufficient

for the objectors, and the Loch Lomond water

scheme at once took material shape, with the

result that by the summer of 1883 the water of

tho loch was fully at the service of all the

dwellers within tho water area indicated.

The works of the Loch Lomond water-supply

commence about 100 yards west of Balloch

Pier, at the extreme foot of the lake and
contiguous to its outfall by the Leven. About
10 ft. below tho surface, so as to get it fresh

and cool in the summer, and sufficiently to safe-

guard against damage from the Loch steamers

and other craft at all times, the water is

admitted into a 12-in. suction-pipe protected

against the ingress of fish, or other undesirable

intrusion, by a rose termination of copper,

resting on a staging of timber. It flows by
gravitation about 100 yards along this pipe to a
straining well, 6 ft. 6 in. deep by 6 ft. 2^ in.

diameter, sunk into the ground on a concrete

foundation at the loch edge, where, after pass-

ing through a straining-frame of wove copper
wire, it is operated upon by the pumping
gear. The pumping - station, however, is

situated not on the loch edge, but 700 yards

distant from it, on the line of the public road

which leads from Balloch down the vale on the

western side of the Levon. From the straining

well, over this distance of 700 yards, the water

is drawn through a 12-in. suction main to the

pumping-station, and is thence forced along a
supply main, which for a mile and a half follows

the public road spoken of, to where it reaches

the first bouses of Alexandria. At this point,

the pipe mounts the hill to the artificial reser-

voir, situated at a satisfactory altitude, and
capable of supplying by gravitation the entire

district. The distance from the loch to the

reservoir by the pipe line is a little over two
miles. It is the function of the pumping-
engines, by an average of about tenl hours of

work daily, to keep this reservoir filled with

water freshly taken from Loch Lomond, full

storage with partial assistance from the old

hill-side spring being sufficient for a twenty
days’ supply in the event of accident to the

waterworks of the loch. The reservoir is sup-

plemented by filters for a further cleansing of

the stream before final distribution from the

attendant pure-water tank, bnt on an emer-
gency the water may be sent direct from the

loch to the houses without filtration. Half of

the district is situated on the opposite or left

bank of the Leven, service being performed
upon it by a main pipe crossing on the bed of

the stream at Bonhill Bridge. The whole was
executed from the plans, and under the direction,

of Mr. Wilson, C.E., Greenock.
The Vale of Loven supply (exclusive of

Kenton, which relies on a small hillside loch or
tarn of its own) thus constituted on the Loch
Lomond basis has continued to give almost

'

full satisfaction to consumers, whether domestic
or industrial

;
and neither prime cost nor

.

current expenditure has exceeded the limits of

moderation. The original outlay fell short of

lOjOOOZ., and the current annual charges, ex-

clusive of repairs to pipes and plant, are con-

fined to the maintenance of a small but efficient

staff of inspectors and works’ caretakers.

Engineers’ reports were lately issued on the
capacity of the loch-works supply, in view of

a possible extension of the water district

bonndaries, and from these it appears that with
a slight augmentation of strength, and improve-
ment in tlie pumping machinery, the wants of

fully 25,000 of tho population might readily be
served. At present, about two million gallons

of water are taken from the loch weekly, and
it is hardly necessary to add that not the

slightest discernible impression has been made

on the level of the loch itself, or upon the

volume of surplus water carried away from it

by the Leven.

ELECTION OF A DISTRICT SURVEYOR.

At the meeting of the Metropolitan Board of

Works on the 29th ult., thirty-five candidates

applied for the appointment of District Surveyor

for the District of Plumstead and Eltham. In

accordance with the order of the Board of the

let of April, 1887, the members of the Board

proceeded to reduce the number of candidates

to six, by one ballot, each member being entitled

to vote for any six candidates. The result of

this first ballot was ascertained by two members
of the Board acting as scrutineers, together

with a representative of the Clerk of the Board.

When the scrutineers delivered their report, the

names of seven candidates were returned, in

consequence of a “tie” in the voting. The
names and numbers of votes so returned were :

Batterbury (T.), 35 ;
Bridgman (H.), 13

;
Hard-

castle (W.J.),11; Felly (H. A.),ll; Saunders

(M. L.), 20j Spiers (W. L.), 18; and Stock

(H. W.), 22. A ballot was next taken to decide

the tie between Messrs. Hardcastle and Felly

;

the result was tho retention of Mr. Hardcastle’s'

name. The Board then proceeded to ballot on
the remaining six names, with the following

results, viz., Batterbury, 23 ;
Bridgman, 0

;

Hardcastle, 3 ;
Saunders, 7; Spiers, 5; Stock, 3.

Mr. Batterbury having thus a clear majority of

all votes cast was at once declared to be duly-

elected, and having thanked the Board for hia

election, he promised to faithfully discharge the

duties of the office.

LINK-HOLDER, SIENA.

This is a good example of spirited design and

execution in wrought iron, the best point about

it being the ready manner in which a grotesque

quaai-auimal form is worked out of littlo more
than a mere bar of metal, with forcible expres-

sion, though without any attempt at realism.

The Buxton Reservoir.— The Buxton

Local Board have accepted the tender of the

Arlesey Lime and Portland Cement Company
for the supply of 1,000 tons of their “ Eddy-

stone Portland Cement” for the construction of

the Hogshaw Reservoir.
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THE SALISBURY MEETING OF THE
ROYAL AROH.EOLOGIOAL INSTITUTE.
This year the Eoyal Archajological Institute

holds its annual meeting in Saliabnry for the
second time, bat after an interval of nearly
forty years ; for it was in 1849 that the Insti-

tnte held its first meeting in that city. Since
then great changes in its personnel have taken
place. In 1849 Professor Willis took an active
part in the proceedings, and gave a most lucid
description of the cathedral. This year his

place in that particular respect was taken, not
unworthily, by Precentor Venables, as we shall

have occasion to mention farther on.

The opening meeting was held at noon in the
Council Chamber, where the members of the
Institute were formally received by the Mayor
and Corporation on behalf of the citizens. The
Mayor read an address of welcome in which he
congratulated the members on meeting in

Salisbury under happier circumstances than in

1849. In that year, when the lamented scholar
and statesman, Sidney Herbert, presided over
the meeting, “ the country, and Salisbury in

particular, was suffering from a fearful visita-
tion of epidemic cholera." Proceeding with
bis address, the Mayor quoted and endorsed the
oft-repeated statement that few if any counties
in England can vie with Wiltshire in the variety
and interest of its ancient remains, "evincing
the successive ages of Celtic, Roman, Saxon,
and Norman ocenpations." Reference was of
course made in the address to Old Samm and
to the cathedral, and in conclusion the Mayor
expressed the hope that the visit of the
Archgeological Institute to Salisbury might be
as pleasant and instructive as its members
could wish.

On behalf of the Wiltshire Archtoological
Society, its President, the Bishop of Salisbury,
read a second address of welcome. He said he
welcomed the Institute to Salisbury in a double
capacity,—not only as President of the local
Society, but as sixty-eightli Bishop of Salisbury
and as sixty-second Bishop of New Sarum.
Having remarked that he was glad that the
visit of the Institute had come at a time when
he had been long enough in residence to appre-
ciate, to some extent, the wealth of interest in
the land and the city over which it was his lot
to preside, his lordship went on to say that it
was impossible for a Bishop of Salisbury,
whether he looked down upon the cathedral
and city from the heights of Old Sarum, or
looked up to the spire from the house in which
his predecessors had lived in almost uninter-
rupted succession since the year 1220, or per-
ceived the still needle-point of that same spire
from the plain on which reposed the isolated
sanctuary of Stonehenge, or drove along the
green wooded valleys in which the little villages,
with ancient churches and monasteries cluster-
ing along the sparkling streams like jewels upon
a silver thread,—it was impossible for him
whether at rest or on a journey, to forget the
debt that he owed to the past and to those who,
like the members of the Institute, had linked
the present and past together and made them
a living whole. Passing on, his lordship said
that as President of the Wiltshire Archeological
and Natural History Society, he had a yet more
decided and special reason for welcoming the
members of the Institute to Salisbury, for on
the occasion of the last meeting of the Insti-
tute in the city, in 1849, the veteran John
Britton, then about 78 years old, editor and in
great part writer of the “ Beauties of England
and Wales," and of the “Architectural and
Cathedral^ Antiquities of Great Britain,” put
forth a circular of some importance showing
cause why the then Wiltshire Topographical
Society should be transformed into a larger
and more popular society. The proposal
was not taken np at once, but in 1853
the Wiltshire Archmological Society was
inaugurated, and the foundation of its library
and museum was laid by the purchase of Mr.
Britton’s collection of books, drawings, &c.
which were deposited at Devizes. The Bishop
conclnded his address by saying that local
antiquaries had perhaps, since the first visit of
the Institute to Salisbury, learned something
more than they then knew as to the true mean-
ing and scope of antiqnarian pursuits. They
were now less, perhaps, of speculators, and less
also of Medievalists. They went further behind
into the roots of things. They examined with
as much care (in the person of General Pitt-
Rivers) the isolated civilisation of little
Eomano-British viRages as they would a great

and magnificent monument. They were as
careful (under the guidance of Mr. Nightin-
gale) to register and to treasure the pieces of
plate presented to local churches in the
Georgian era as they were in regard to rare
pieces of pre-Reformation times. They had
therefore gained something in method.

Earl Percy, as President of the Institute, ex-
pressed the thanks of the members to the Mayor
and Corporation, and to the local society, for
their addresses of welcome. He spoke of the
antiquities of Wiltshire as unique, and told an
amnsing story (which he said he hoped was
apocryphal) of a party of tonrists visiting an
ancient monument when the owner of it

happened to bo there
j
the tourists (not knowing

him) politely requested him “ to be good
enough, if possible, to give them the loan of a
hammer !

” While the Institute and the Wilt-
shire Archreological Society had no doubt done
much to foster a loving care of local antiquities,
he felt certain that Wiltshire must stand in a
very exceptional position indeed if there was
not ample room for the exertions of all anti-

quaries, local and general, in inciting the
inhabitants to respect and protect the memo-
rials of the past that existed in their midst.
Having once more expressed the thanks of the
members of the Institute for the addresses of
welcome which had been presented, Earl Percy
vacated the chair in favour of the “ President
of the Meeting,” Lieut.-Gen. A. H. Lane-Fox
Pitt-Rivers, F.R.S., F.S.A.

General Pitt-Rivers then proceeded to deliver
the Presidential address, which was mainly
devoted to that branch of archmology to which
his own attention had been principally directed,
viz., the exploration of burrows and tumuli.
The following is the concluding portion of the
address :—No one now requires to be reminded
of the great advance of knowledge that has
been brought about by the study of the drift
gravels, which, at the lowest computation, has
quadrupled the time during which we are
enabled to investigate the works of man. No
longer confined to the last 3,000 or 4,000 years,
the archjeologist has been carried back far into
geological time and has been brought in view
of the earliest struggles of our ape - like
ancestors to become men. No individual
amongst those who assembled here in 1849 had
the least idea that beneath his very feet were
to be found the relics of man’s workmanship at
a time when he was contemporaneons with the
elephant, and other extinct animals. But the
discoveries of M. Boucher de Perthes, in the
valley of the Somme, were going on at that
time, although they were not recognised by
men of science until ten years later, when our
countrymen, Mr. Evans and Mr. Prestwich, con-
firmed the opinions of the French savant. The
valley of the Avon, near Salisbury, was one of
the first places examined by Mr. Prestwich
after his return from France in 1859, but
although the gravels had been well looked over
by him, and their fauna duly recorded, no
paleolithic implements were discovered until
later by Dr. Blackmore* and Mr. Stevens in
the drift beds at Fisherton and elsewhere, where
they were found in beds that had been deposited
before the valley had worked its way down to the
level on which Salisbury now stands. Since then,
through the munificence of Mr. W. Blackmorc,
the Museum which bears his name has made
Salisbury a place of reference for information
on the antiquities of this period. Similar dis-
coveries were soon made in the valley of the
Thames, in which I had the privilege of taking
part. Althongh not the first discoverer of
paleolithic implements in the Thames valley,
as they had previously been found by Mr. Leech
Mr. Prestwich and Mr. Evans on the seashore
near Reculver,f I believe I may claim priority
for the part of the river near London. Having
carefully watched for the space of a year or
more excavations in the drift gravel at Acton
I was able in 1872 to show by means of plans
and sections, published in the quarterly journal
of the Geological Society, the exact analogy of
the paleolithic site there with that of the vaUey
of the Somme, near Amiens and Abbeville.
Other similar discoveries have since been
made in the valley of the Exe and else-
where in this country. The nature of the
implements found in these gravels was such
as to fully bear out the doctrine of evolution,
being characterised by extreme simplicity as

1864^5“ Journal of the Geological Society, vel. u.,

186^^36"’^ Geological Society, vol. irii..

compared with the stone implements of a later
date, and they introduce us to a condition of the
arts of man, in which a simple flake or a flint
held in the hand at one end and trimmed to a
point at the other, appears to have afforded the
most advanced idea of a general tool for all the
purposes of life, so that the palmolithic or
earliest form of implements can be everywhere
distinguished by their simplicity from the neo-
lithic or stone implements of a later date, and
they

_

are more or less the same in all the
localities in which they have been found. As
regards the time necessary for the erosion of
the valleys and the deposition of the beds
belonging to this period, it is genei'ally admitted
that it cannot be computed in years. At first,

geologists were inclined to demand an enormous
time for it, but recently, in consequence of
observations on the erosion of glaciers, less
time has been thought necessary, and Mr. Prest-
wicb, in a paper read lately before the Geological
Society, has given his reasons for believing that
the time estimated since the termination of the
last glacial epoch may be greatly curtailed.
But, although the sequence of palmolithio, neo-
lithic, and bronze implements had been firmly
established in the North and West of Europe,
it had not been proved that the same sequence
took place in Egypt, Assyria, and those
countries in which civilisation dates back to
a very much earlier time, for it seemed certain
that the stone age of the North and West of
Europe was contemporaneons with a very
much more advanced civilisation in the south
and east. The attention of archmologists had
therefore been turned for some time to the
question of a stone age in Egypt. The valley
of the Nile, it was found, was covered with flint

implements which correspond in form to
those of the palmolithio type of Europe, but
this coincidence of form alone, though highly
suggestive for the reasons I have given, was
not in itself sufficient to determine sequence,
because they had been found only on the sur-
face, and in order to prove them anterior to
Egyptian civilisation it would be necessary to
adduce the same kind of evidence of their
antiquity that had been shown in Europe, by
finding them in the gravels in the sides of the
valley and in places which could be proved to
have been undisturbed since Egyptian civilisa-
tion commenced, and this was the more neces-
sary because it was known that flints were used
for embalming purposes in Egyptian times.
Here I may be permitted again to refer to a
discovery of my own, although in introducing it

into so brief and condensed an account of the
history of the subject, I must again claim your
indulgence as a lecturer. Being in Egypt in
1881, and having devoted particular attention
to this point, I was fortunate enough to find
flint flakes and an implement in parts of the
gravel of the Nile near Thebes, into which
gravel, after it had become nearly as bard as
rock by exposure, the Egyptians had cut the
square-topped chambers of their tombs, and I
chiselled several of these implements out of the
gravel beneath stratified seams of sand and
loam in the sides of the Egyptian tombs them-
selves. These flints, I believe, afforded the first

absolute evidence of the priority of the oae of
flint implements to the time of the building of
Thebes, and to a time before the valley of the
tombs of the kings had been completely eroded.
At any rate, it was the first discovery of the
kind which had been recorded. I have not
been able to go to Egypt since, but I believe
that by further search upon that site it may be
possible to determine when flint implements
were first introduced there, for I could not,
after careful search, find them deeper in
the gravel than a certain level. If this
should prove to be the case, it will be an
important additional item of evidence. As
regards the osteology of the human skeletons
discovered in the drift, our knowledge of them
appears to develope slowly. If, as I have said,
the skeletons of the Ancient Britons are rare,

still less frequent must be those of quaternary
man, our knowledge of which must depend on
the accidental washing of them into drift

deposits or the discovery of them in the floors

of caves belonging to that period. For some
time it was contended that no approach towards
lower forms of life could be recognised in the
skeletons of this period, and that the one or two
abnormal skulls that had been brought to light
were either those of idiots or were the result of
disease. But in the presence of additional dis-

coveries of similar skulls and skeletons that
have since been made in different parts of the
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•world, and more particularly in Belgiam, this

position can no longer bo maintained. Witbin
the last year two additional skeletons have been
discovered in the quaternary deposits of a cave
at Spy, in the province of Namur, and have
been reported upon by M. Fraipont in the
Bulletin de l’Acad4mie lioyale des Sciences in

Belgium. The following are reported by M.
Fraipont to bo the peculiarities in which these

skeletons depart from the human form and
approach that of the anthropoid apes. The
superciliary ridges are more developed and the

forehead more shelving than those of any exist-

ing race of men, in which respect they resemble
the orang, gorilla, aud chimpanzee. The chin
is more recoding than those of any existing

race of men. The forward curve of the
femur is also greater than any existing race
of men, and the angle and size of the articular

surface of this bone and the tibia is such as

to show that the individuals must have walked
with their legs slightly bent. In other respects

the skeletons are pronounced strictly human.
Those appear to be the latest facts revealed to

us by the earliest specimens of onr race. If

they militate against some cherished dogmas wo
have, nevertheless, no alternative but to accept
them if they are established on sufficient

evidence. I cannot myself see how human
conduct is likely to bo affected disadvantageously

by recognising the humble origin of mankind.
If it teaches us to take less pride in our
ancestry, and to place more reliance on our-
solves, this cannot fail to serve as an additional
incentive to industry aud respectability. Nor
are our relations with the Supreme Power pre-
sented to ns in an unfavourable light by this

discovery; for if man was created originally in

the image of God, it is obvious that the very
best of us have greatly degenerated. But if, on
tho other hand, wo recognise that we have
sprung from inferior beings, then there is no
cause for anxiety on acconnt of tho occasional

backsliding observable amongst men, and we
are encouraged to hope that with the help of

Providence, notwithstanding frequent relapses
towards the primitive condition of onr remote
forefathers, wo may continue to improve in the
long run as we havo done hitherto.

On the motion of Earl Percy, the thanks of

tho meeting were accoi’ded by acclamation to

the President for his address.

After an interval for luncheon, the members
assembled at the west end of the cathedral,

,

and proceeded to inspect tho building, under
the guidance of the Rev. Precentor Venables.
Passing through tho cloisters, they made their

way to the chapter-house, where
Precentor Venables gave an interesting

lecture on the history aud architecture of the
cathedral. He said that on the former occasion
when tho Institute visited Salisbury the
members had the advantage of being conducted
over the building by that master of architectural
exposition, especially in connexion with history.
Professor Willis, by the kindness of whose
nephew and literary executor, Mr. John Willis

Clark, of Cambridge, he (the Precentor) was
enabled to have the use of the notes and illus-

trations used in 1849. With their aid, then, he
would proceed to sketch the architectural
history of that magnificent cathedral,—“ mag-
nificent” was not the proper •word, perhaps, as
it implied a degree of richness and opulence
which we did not find in Salisbury. He would
rather speak of it as an exquisitely simple and
charming building, for it was exceedingly grace-
ful, and perfectly harmonious and symmetrical.
Its spire, though not the tallest, was perhaps
in point of design the most perfect in tho world.
As an architectural composition, he regarded
Salisbury Cathedral,—more especially as seen
from the outside,—as the first of the cathedrals
of England. He know that it was often said,

and said with some degree of truth, that Salis-

bury was one of the least interesting of our
cathedrals, but in so far as that was true it was
only so because the cathedral (with the excep-
tion of the tower and spire) was the continuous
development of one design from east to west,
carried to completion within a comparatively
small number of years. This circumstance
was no doubt due to the fact that the founda-
tion of the cathedral on its present site only
dated from 1220, the first cathedral of the
diocese having been at Old Sarum. Precentor
Venables then went on to narrate the story of
the transference of the cathedral from the one
site to the other, and described the building of
the present cathedral, the subsequent addition
of the Decorated tower and spire, and the

special expedients •which bad been found neces-
sary to ensure the stability of this part of the
cathedral. Ho of course spoko of the havoc
wrought by Wyatt, but pleaded, in extenuation
of harsh judgment on his deeds, that in Wyatt’s
time the idea of the historic value of an old

building or an old monument had not dawned :

hence the ruin that was effected by well-inten-

tioned custodians of buildings who regarded
themselves as perfectly free to make such
changes as seemed called for by tho necessities,

or fancied necessities, of the hour. Having
spoken with regret of the pulling down, at the
end of the last century, of the detached cam-
panile which stood to the north-west of the
cathedral. Precentor Venables devoted a few
words to the chapter-house and cloisters. The
chapter-house he regarded as in some respects
more beautiful than tho one at Westminster.
Tho sculptures running all round the building
above the arcading ' were very curious, and
would well repay careful study. The present
appearance of the chapter - house was in

marked contrast to that which it bore when
the Institute visited Salisbury in 1849. It

was then in a dreadfully dilapidated aud
neglected condition, and the only thing to
regret in connexion with its restoration was
that tho decorative wall-painting was executed
before the walls wore perfectly dry : hence much
of it had peeled off. Under the conduct of the
lecturer the visitors next proceeded to inspect
the cathedral, beginning with tho Ladychapel,
where the slender Purbeck marble columns
supporting the vaulting were commented upon
as being part of a somewhat daring constructive
feat. The way in which tombs, arcades, and
other features had been removed, altered, and
placed in different positions by Wyatt, as if

they had been so many pieces of fnrnituro in a
drawing-room, was also pointed out. Much of

this work of alteration was very uuintelligently

done, several monumental effigies being at the
present time placed on substrnct^ures which
certainly never belonged to them. The Pre-
centor also referred to the wanton destruction
of much of the thirteenth-century grisaille

glass which formerly filled the numerous
windows of thecathedral. Onthissnbjectwomay
quote from a little pamphlet,* written by Mr. J.E.
Nightingale, who says :

—
“ Considerable and im-

portant pieces of this interesting grisaille glass,

which originally decorated the windows of the
cathedral (with the exception, probably, of the
eastern and more important windows, where the
richer medallions were used), has been for many
years placed in the three lower windows of the
south-east transept. Quite lately all the
remaining fragments have been brought together
by the care of the present Dean and Chapter,
and now form the glazing of the remaining
windows in this transept. These windows now
contain a mine of wealth of ancient examples of

thirteenth-century plain glazing, the loss of
which is so painfully felt in the present state of
tho cathedral, and the reproduction of which
has not hitherto been successfully attained.

The following letter, which was found during
the researches of the Historical MS. Commis-
sioners, will show to what extent this reckless
destruction of ancient work was carried on
during the ‘ restorations ’ at the end of tho
last century. It was written in June, 1788, by
John Berry, glazier, of Salisbury, to Mr. Lloyd,
of Conduit-street, London :

—

‘ Sib,

—

This day I have sent yoa a Box full of old
Stained and Painted Glass as yoa desired me to doe wich
I hope will sute your Purpos it his the best that I can get
at Present. But I expot to Bcatt to Peceais a great deale
verey sane as it his ;of now use to we and we Due it for
the lead if yoa want eney more of the same sorts yoa may
have whst thear his, if it 'vill pay for taking out, as it is

a Deal of Treble to what Beating it to Peceais his you
will send me a lino as sane as PosobI for we are goain to
move ore glasitig shop to a other Flasc and thin we hope
to save a greatt Deale more of the like sort which I ham
your most Omble Servnt John Berry.’ "

Subsequently a visit was paid to the hospital

of St. Nicholas, which shows some considerable

remains of Early English work, which were
remarked upon by the Rev. Mr. Moberley, the
Master. They next proceeded to Harnham
Bridge, adjoining, with its chapel, now con-

verted iuto a dwelling-honse. Finally, they
visited the Bishop’s Palace, under the guidance
of the Bishop. Here remarks on tho architec-

tural character of the buildings were made by
Mr. J. T. Micklethwaite, F.S.A., and Mr. Pont-
ing. To quote from Mr. Nightingale, “ The
Bishop’s Palace has some very ancient por-

tions, but it has been so frequently altered by

* General Notes upon tho Places visited during the
Meeting. Salisbury : Bennett Bros., Journal Office.

successive prelates that it is not easy to dis-

tinguish which they are. In the cellars wero
some early arches, in a great measure hidden ;

these have lately been opened up by the care of
the present bishop, and a fine chamber or
undercroft of thirteenth-century work has been
developed. During the Civil Wars this building^

was much injured, and tho great hall destroyed-
It was extensively repaired by Bishop Seth
Ward soon after 16G8, and it is to this prolate,

probably, that a good deal of the existing work
must be attributed. Other additions and altera-

tions were made by Bishop Barrington at the
end of the last century.”
The Antiquarian Section held its opening

meeting in the Council Chamber in the even-
ing, when the President of the Section, the
Bishop of Salisbury (Dr. Wordsworth), de-
livered an interesting address on “ The Seals
of the Bishops of Salisbury.” Ho said that
when first he began to have a practical interest
in the matter of bishops’ seals, some two years
ago, he made inquiries whether anything had
been written on the subject, and he learnt,

somewhat to his surprise, that it was one which’
was almost wholly untouched. He was shown,
indeed, an excellent book on Scottish Seals, in
two vols. 4to, by the late Henry Laing, of
Edinburgh (published in 1850 and 1866), which
contained a catalogue of as many as 223 seals

of Scotch bishops ; but he could not learn that
there was a similar book for England, even of
that general character. One or two articles in
enoyclopmdias, and a few scattered papers in
learned periodicals, seemed to exhaust the
literature of the subject. He was, therefore,
led to examine such seals as were accessible in

the British Museum and in the Bodleian
Library, and formed certain general conclusions
which were not difficult to gather, even from
such a hurried and partial survey as he then
had time to make. He was now glad to find

that his friend Mr. W. H. St. John Hope,
Secretary of the Society of Antiquaries,
had collected a much larger store of
information, and drawn much more precise and
practical conclusions from the fine series of seals

in the possession of the Society last-named,
formed, bis lordship believed, by the late highly-

esteemed Mr. Albert Way. Mr. Hope’s paper
was read in two divisions on February 3rd and
lOtb of tho present year, and had been recently
printed in the “Proceedings” of the Society.

To that paper all succeeding inquirers would
naturally refer, and it had been of the greatest
possible service in the preparation of the
present memoir. His lordship said he did not
think that Mr. Hope made any comparisons
between English seals and the corresponding
Scottish series, but otherwise bis work seemed
to be very complete. The interest of the subject
was considerable. As works of art, illustrating

the improvement, the decay, and the caprices

of public and private taste, they yielded to few
of the smaller monuments of the class to which
they belonged, and they bad the great merit of
being subject to strict classification in the order
of time, and of forming an almost continuous
series, if a sufficient number of examples were
examined. Mr. Hope appeared to have had
before him 168 examples of pre-Reformation
seals. He (the Bishop) had before him thirty-

six seals (large and small), belonging to
twenty-one individuals out of the thirty-

four pre-Reformation bishops of Salisbury j

and thirty-three seals belonging to twenty-
seven out of the thirty-four post-Reformation
bishops,—making a total of sixty-nine seals,

—

a very considerable number, having regard to
aU the miscbanccB which were apt to befall such
objects, though he did not despair of being ablo

to render the series much more complete. To
the theologian the study of seals was of some
interest, as showing the types of devotion
which were popular in the centuries imme-
diately preceding the Reformation, and the
changes of feeling which succeeded it. To the
Ritualist (using the term in its proper sense),

seals offered certain nsefnl indications of eccle-

siastical dress, ornament, and custom, but not,

perhaps, as much as might be hoped, owing to tho

small size of the representations. To the local

historian and herald they were naturally of very
high value, especially as the arms figured by no
means always agreed •with those given in the
books which dealt with the subject,

—

e.g., Rev.

W. R. Riland Bedford’s very useful “ Blazon
of Episcopacy,”—and in that field they raised

many interesting and difficult questions. To
the epigrapbist the continuous series and
development of the lettering onght to be very
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helpful in determining the epoch of other un-
dated inscriptions. Such being the difEercnt
etudiea to which these objects ministered, he
had no need to apologise to his audience for
the subject he had chosen for his address.
Ho trusted that before the paper was printed
in extenso, the interest which had lately
been aroused in that branch of antiquities would
Btiraulate friends far and near to assist himself
and other bishops to complete their sets of
eeals. He might mention that the Archbishop
of Canterbury and the Bishop of Durham had,
like himself, called in the aid of the veteran Mr.
Robert Ready, of the British Museum, to lay a
foundation, and they would be grateful for any
help that could be rendered them in filling up
gaps in that collection and in the Way collec-
tion of the Society of Antiquaries. His lordship
then proceeded to deal in detail with the classi-
fication of seals of different kinds and periods,
and described seriatim those belonging to the
See of Salisbury. The paper, which was illus-
trated by impressions of nearly all the seals
mentioned, was listened to with great interest,
and after a few remarks from the President of
the meeting. General Pitt-Rivers, thanks were
tendered to the author.

^
Mr. H. J. Moule, of Dorchester, next read an

interesting and learned paper entitled “ Descrip-
Registrum Sariaberiense, with

a Short Notice of some of the other MSS. at
bfclisbniy. Iq concluding the paper, Mr. Moule

paid an eloquent tribute to the writers of these
and kindred Mediroval MSS., many of which,
he lamented, had been in later times burned or
wantonly destroyed.

After a few remarks from Mr. J. T. Mickle-
thwaite, F.S.A., the meeting broke up, and thus
terminated the first day's proceedings.
We will continue our report of the Congress

in our next.

EAST LONDON HOSPITAL FOR
CHILDREN, SHADWELL.

This hospital was built in 1875, since which
time its usefulness has been so appreciated
that it is now necessary to nearly double the
size of the original bnilding. The new wing,
which is to be erected as a Jubilee memorial,
includes a new ont-patients’ department, and
two wards for twenty-four beds each. The
former is the more immediately needed, and
will be commenced as soon as the funds allow.
It consists of a waiting-room, 129 ft. by
24 ft. 6 in., with dressing and consulting
rooms on the south side. Over these will be
constructed a terrace and balcony, with
access from the ward windows, as shown in the
view we publish. A new dispensary is also
provided to serve the whole hospital.
The addition to the front block towards the

street comprises two isolation rooms and a new
casualty room, with a separate entrance from

the street. The basement contains boilers for
heating the whole of the buildings, engineer’s
rooms, a new kitchen with the usual offices,

dioing-ball, store-rooms, &c.
The architects are Messrs. Walter Millard

and Wm. G. B. Lewis.

COMPETITIONS.
Neio Church Tower, Heavitree.—The successful

competitor for the Heavitree chorch tower
competition is Mr. E. H. Harbottle, of Exeter.
The two next competitors whose designs were
considered as of about equal merit, were Messrs.
W. & W. B. Barrett-Smith, of London, and
Messrs. Packham Croote & Stuart, of Exeter.
The committee were advised by Mr. Ewan
Christian, late P.R.I.B.A.

The Victoria Hospital for Sick Children, Hull.
The design submitted by Mr. Samuel Musgrave,
Hull, has been selected; premiums of 151. and
lOL respectively being awarded to Messrs.
Botteril, Son, & Bilaon, and Messrs. Smith &
Brodrick, of the same town.

Sheffield.—On Monday last the Mayoress of
Sheffield (Lady Stephenson) laid the founda-
tion-stone of new Sunday schools, &o., at Car-
brook, of which Mr. C. J. Innocent, of Sheffield,
is the architect.
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BASE OP FLAG-MAST IN THE PIAZZA,
VENICE.

n HIS is one of the beautiful bronze

pedestals in which are stepped the

three scarlet Tnasts from which there

used proudly to float the gonfalons of silk and
golil emblematical of the three dominions of

the Venetian Republic, Candia, Cyprus, and
the Morea. The pedestals were erected in

1501 and 1505, by .Paolo Rabbo, a procurator

of St. Mark, and the Doge Loredano. whose
portrait it probably is that adorns the

tnedallion on the upper part of the pedestal

we illustrate. The elaborately-finished reliefs

of sea-nymphs and tritons are the work of

Alessandro Leopardi.

MURAL BRASS MEMORIAL TABLET.

The mural brass, of which we give an illus-

tration, is one of the largest that has lately

been engraved in England. It has just been
erected in Bristol Cathedral to the memory
of the late Rev. Jordan Roquetto Palmer-

Palmer, and is on the south pier of the tower.

The work is incised, the background being sunk
and then darkened so as to give effect to the

bright foreground. The figures of the Evan-
^lists and the Angels are added on the upper
part, to give further effect and support to the

principal figure of the priest in vestments.
The brass was designed by Mr. E. R. Singer,

of the firm of Messrs. J. W. Singer & Sons, by
whom the work was executed.

EDINBURGH PUBLIC LIBRARY
:

COMPETITION.

^ This week we illustrate one of the designs

I selected for special consideration, by Mr.
i Thomas P,. Marwick, A.R.I.B.A. In our issue

of June 18 we said “this was one of the best

designs exhibited, the plans good, and the
architecture characterised by great taste and
refinement.”

The designer writes that his aim was to

secure a library-like building. He has brought
the front forward to the lino of the bridge, so

as to enable the building to be seen from some
distance going north or south.

The rooms below the loggia were to be
devoted to inferior purposes.

MASONS’ MARKS ON WESTMINSTER
HALL.

We are indebted to Mr. T. Shelmerdine for

the annexed sheet of mason’s marks on the

walls of Westminster Hall, as observed and

drawn by him. Mr. Shelmerdine says :

—

“Nearly all the accompanying marks are on the

three first bays at the north-west end of the hall.

The marks occur in different positions on the wall,

some on the lower course, and similar marks on
different courses higher up. If these marks are the

work of separate masons, there must have been a
great number at work, for this could only repre-

sent a small portion employed at the time. Some
of the marks seem to represent monograms, others

the cross, axe, level, arrows, ito.

Inoliced the other day, on some of the remains
of Roman London at the Guildhall Museum, similar

mai'ks, but cut much deeper, but not on the face of

the stone.”

Iron Building at Morden. — Messrs.

North & Son, of London-road, Southwark,
having back a large iron building which had
been lent on hire to the National Agricultnral

Hall Company, Kensington, have erected it on
ten acres of freehold land fronting on the Epsom-
road, Morden, and recently inaugurated it by
placing it af the disposal of the workmen and
wives of Messrs. Field & Sons, estate agents,

Borough, for their annual outing.

THE TESTING OF HYDRAULIC
MORTARS.

Attention has been directed in Germany to

the above subject by conferences held in 1884
and 1886 at Munich and Dresden. In com-
pliance with a resolntion adopted at the latter

assembly, a series of definitions and propositions

has, according to the Thonindustrie Zeitv/ng,

been elaborated in anticipation of the Con-
ference to be held at Berlin during the autumn
of 1888,embracing the following leading points :

—

A.—GENERAL REMARKS.

Tests should be made in such a manner as

shall closely represent the purposes for which
the articles will be used. The strength of ex-

tension and resistance to pressure of cement
mortar, as now usually defined, are not the sole

indications of the durability of buildings ;

resistance to the weather, brittleness, resistance

to water, strength of adhesion and constancy of

volume being other points of importance.

As the degrees of strength now obtained in

mortar are not altogether utilised, it is not

required to arrive at higher results. The
question whether the mixing of mortar mate-

rials shall in fntnre be according to volume
instead of weight, is referred to the new per-

manent Commission.

B.—DESIGNATIONS.

1. Hydraulic Limes are products obtained by
burning limes containing more or less clay (or

silicic acid), which on being moistened with

water are slaked wholly or partially into

powder. According to local circumstances,

they are sold in piece form or hydrated in

powder.
2. Roman Cements are products obtained

from lime marls rich in clay by burning below
the limit of slagging. These are not slaked

with water, but have to be pulverised by mecha-
nical processes.

3. Portland Cements are products obtained
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from natural lime marls or artificial mixtures
of substances containing clay and lime by
burning up to tbe limit of slagging, and by sub-
sequent pulverisation. For the regulation of

properties of technical importance, an addi-
tion of foreign substances up to 2 per cent, of
the weight is permitted without the name being
charged.

4. Hydraulic Fluxes are natural or artidcial

substances which do not harden, as a rule, in-

dependently, bnt in combination with caustic
lime

; such as Puzzolan earth, Santorin earth,

trass of suitable volcanic origin, blast-furnace
slag, burnt clay, &c.

5. Puzzolan Cements are obtained by the in-

timate mixing of lime hydrates in powdered
form, with hydraulic fiuxes reduced to the fine-

ness of dust.

6. Mixed Cements are products obtained by
the intimate mixing of prepared cements with
suitable fluxes. Such binding substances are
to be distinctly called mixed cements, accord-
ing to the fundamental substance and the flux.

C.—TESTING.

1. Weight.—In obtaining the specific weight
(that of the grains) a cylindrical litre vessel
(0'22 gallon) of 4 in. height is used, into which
the substance is sifted or shaken.

2. Fineness of Qj-inding. — The fineness of
grinding is defined by sieves of 900 and 4,900
meshes per square centimetre (0T55 square
inch) for Portland cement, and 900 and 2,500
meshes for other hydraulic binding substances.
For each trial the quantity used should be 100
gi’ammes (3'527 oz.). The thickness of the
wires of the sieves should be :

—

Per square centimetre (0-156 eq. inch).
Meshes 4,900 2,600 WO

•00197 -002768 -00394

It is recommended to have the sieves all of the
same make.

3. Conditions of Setting are to be tested at a
temperature of 59° to 65° Fahr., except for
Puzzolan (trass), by the normal needle and
the apparatus for defining consistency. To
carry out this test, 14 oz. of the hydraulic
binding substance are worked np with water to
a still paste

;
the time occupied being three

minutes for slow-binding qualities and one
minute for quick-binding descriptions. The
cylindrical box of the apparatus, 1'56 in. high
and 3'12 in. wide (of an impervious substance
not conducting heat), is filled with the mixture.
A normal consistency allows the testing appli-
ance to stop at a height of -234 in. from
the bottom of the box. The normal needle
used for testing the setting weighs 10'68 oz.,

and has a circular sectional surface of -0015
square inch, the box employed being the same
as before. The commencement of hardening
has taken place when the needle no longer
penetrates the entire substance, and the
mixture has set as soon as the needle makes no
impression. A similar teat can be made with
a cake on a glass plate. It is suggested that
tests with higher proportions of water than in

the normal consistency would be of value.
Puzzolana is dried at 212° to 230° Fabr.,
is subjected to a trial for its loss from heat
(defining the proportion of water it contains),
and is tested for its initial hardening under
water at 59° Fahr. The mixture consists of
two parts by weight of Puzzolana (trass), one
part of powdered hydrate of lime, and one part
of water. The mortar (in the box as previously
explained) is placed under water and tested
after two, three, four, and five days to find the
weight necessary to make the needle penetrate
it deeply.

4. Constancy of Volume.—Portland cement is

tested by being mixed with water to a normal
consistence, and made on a thin glass plate into
cakes of 3 in. to 4 in. diameter and f in. thick.
Two of these cakes are, after twenty-four
hours, put on a metal plate and subjected to a
temperature of 230° to 248° Fahr. for at least
an hour, until no more aqueous vapours escape.
If the cakes show no curvatures or cracked edges,
the binding sobstance may be considered as
being constant in volume. Should the contrary
be the case, the result of the test on glass plates
is decisive. If more than 3 per cent, anhydrous
sulphate of lime be present (or a corresponding
qnantity of unburned gypsum), this test is not
conclusive. The most reliable test consists in
stirring 3-52 oz. of cement with water into a
normal consistence, a cake of 0'78 in. thickness
being formed of the mixture on a glass plate.
Two of these cakes (protected from drying so

as to avoid cracks) are placed under water
after twenty-four hours, or after setting has
taken place. The binding substance of which
they are compo.sed is regarded as being of
constant volume if the cakes after twenty-eight
days, e.xhibit no curvatures or cracks at the
edges. Hydraulic limes and Roman cements
are tested in the same manner. Puzzolana
(trass) mortar is tested with a mixture of
two parts by weight of Puzzolana (trass) and
one part by weight of water, by means of the
box and normal needle, as already explained.
After the ring which serves to close it has been
loosened, the box is placed in a vessel with level

bottom, into which water is carefully poured up
to at least 0-78 in. above the upper edge of the
box. The hardening mortar should not in any
way separate the two parts of the box, nor
should it protrude at the top. The investiga-

tion of abbreviated methods for defining the
constancy of volume in air of cement and other
hydraulic binding substances is referred to

the new permanent Commisaion, the teat by
boiling being also left for examination by that
body.

5. Tests of Strength.—For all hydraulic bind-
ing'subatances, with the exception of Puzzolana,
tests are to be made with three parts by
weight of sand and one part of the binding
substance. It is suggested that additional teats

should be made with a higher proportion of
sand. The sand used is the so-called normal
description consisting of quartz sand in as pure
a condition as possible

; the size of the grains
being such that with three sieves of 64, 144,
and 225 meshes to 0-155 square inch, half of the
weight passes the first and remains on the
second, while the other half passes the second
and lies on the third. The thickness of wire
in the three sieves should respectively be '0156,

•0117, and -0078 in. The question is referred
to the new permanent commission whether wire
sieves should be replaced by those made of
perforated metal, as well as the defining of the
diameter of the perforations which would cor-
respond with the above thicknesses of wire.
The reliable test for strength is that of pres-
sure which is carried out with blocks of 7‘75
square inches sectional surface. The usual test
of quality is that of extension, effected by the
normal apparatus upon trial blocks of the
normal shape with 0-77 square inch surface of
fracture. The Commission will, it is suggested,
define the normal consistency of mortar and
seek an effective method of making the trial

blocks by machinery with a view to uniformity.
Meanwhile they are to be made by hand. For
ascertaining the strength of extension and the
resistance to pressure, six trial blocks are re-
quired of each stage of hardening

;
the average

of the four highest results obtained in each
case giving the official result. The blocks have
to be kept during the first tvrenty-fonr hours in
air in a room saturated with steam, and
for the remainder of the time until the
testa under water, at a temperature of 59‘

to 64 Fahr. The results after twenty-eight
days are regarded as decisive. Portland
cement mixed in the proportion of 1 to 3
can even be tried after seven days. The
testing of strength of Portland cement of
normal consistence, made on a non-absorbent
foundation, and that of normal sand after
three days, are left for the new Commission to
deal with. The general question of the testing
of hydraulic binding substances in a shorter
time than is now customary will also be dis-
cussed by that body. The testing of Puzzolana
(trass) mortar is effected with a mixture of two
parts by weight of Puzzolana, one of powdered
hydrate of lime, three of normal sand, and one
of water. The test is carried out as previonsly
explained, but in some cases the blocks are
placed under water immediately on being made,
it being recommended in such cases to add one-
tenth more of water in preparing the mortar.
The due observance of the prescribed tempera-
ture is of importance in these tests, as well as
the purity of the lime used

; the strength of
the composition being greatly dependent upon
the last-named ingredient.

6. Strength of Adhesion.—It is suggested for
the consideration of the new commission that
the strength of adhesion of hydraulic binding
substances shall be tested by the normal appa-
ratus for testing strength of extension. The
testing surface is -197 in. x -197 in. = 3-88 square
inches. The samples to he tested mast be kept
in a room saturated with moisture, in the same
manner as explained regarding the extension
tests. In order to arrive at a right comparison
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of the strength of adhesion all subsidiary effects

of the binding substances on the objects to be
united must be excluded. Thus, with all

calcareous binding substances bricks must not
be used which would produce the formation of
aPazzolana cement through combination with
lime. It is also recommended that the appli*
anoes used in testing should resist the action of
lyes and acids, opaque ground glass and biscuit
porcelain being spoken of as particularly suit-

able. The former, being relatively cheap, is

specially approved. All the glass plates used
should be ground or roughened to the same
extent.

7.

Yield of vamous hydraulic binding Sxih-
sfances in the Preparation of Mortar.—This is

ascertained either by the usual volume-measuring
appliance or by Stahl’s method.

MR. DIBDIN’S EXPERIMENTS IN
TREATING METROPOLITAN SEWAGE.
Me. R. W. Peregrine Biech, M. Inst. C.E.,.

read a paper at the Leicester meeting of the
Association of Municipal and Sanitary Engi-
neers and Surveyors, entitled “An Examination
of some Recent Experiments on Sewage Treat-
ment made by W. J. Dibdin, Esq., F C.8.,

F.I.C., for the Metropolitan Board of Works.”
In the course of it he said,—Many members
present are responsible for the treatment of
sewage by chemical precipitation, and there
are probably few who have nob tried numerous
chemical reagents, or who have not been invited
to do so by various patentees, or persons inte-

rested in pushing the sale of some particular
material. It will be remembered that at the
Institution of Civil Engineers at the beginning
of the year, an admirable paper was read by
Mr. Dibdin, Chemist to the Metropolitan Board
of Works, upon sewage sludge and its disposal^

in which he sets forth the process about to be
put into operation by that Board, for the treat-

ment of the sewage of London. The metro-
politan sewage is to be treated with 3'7 grains
of lime and 1 grain of sulphate of iron per
gallon, and Mr. Dibdin produced the results of
a large number of experiments to show that
although greater purification might have been
effected by a greater expenditure of chemicals
the improvement would not have been worth
its cost. Great difference of opinion was ex-
pressed in the discussion as to the capability of
such homceopathic treatment, and it is not pro-
posed here to say anything about the relativs

merits of different precipitants
j but the 575

analyses made by Mr. Dibdin, besides showing-
the relative merits of different agents, also show
the relative susceptibilities of the samples
tested, and it is in order to call attention to the
importance of this difference that the author
has ventured on this occasion to address the
Association of Municipal Engineers and Sur-
veyors. It must be clearly understood that in
this communication there is nothing but what
could be extracted from Mr. Dibdin’s paper;
but the object in the two cases not being the
same, it has been thought worth while to utilise

the largo mass of well-authenticated facte
obtained by the Metropolitan Board of Works
to teach a lesson which on the former occasion
was not emphasised as the present author con-
siders it might have been with great advantage.
Mr. Dibdin took twenty-three samples of sewage
from the Metropolitan Outfall at Crossness, and
having extracted from them the matter in
suspension, treated each sample in twenty-five
different ways. He used lime alone in quan-
tities varying from 3-7 to 15 grains per gallon,,

sometimes in solution, sometimes as milk of
lime. He used lime in conjunction with sulphate
of iron in various proportions, lime together
with sulphate of alumina, lime supplemented
by both sulphates, and also lime, sulphate of
iron and animal charcoal together. The
chemicals necessary for these treatments were
estimated to cost from -81 of a penny per head
per annum to 48b. per head per annum, and ifc

is obvious from Mr. Dibdin’s figures that the
use of the larger quantity of chemicals would,
independently of the expense of dealing with
the increased quantity of sludge, have cost a
great deal more than their worth. It is to be
learned from Mr. Dibdin’s figures that whether
he added 4-7 grains of chemicals or 108 grains
to the gallon at costs respectively of Ijd. per head
and 4s. per bead, it did not make more than
20 per cent, difference in the amount of organic
matter removed. This is very strong, if not

.
conclusive, evidence in support of the opinion
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t rrivecl at by the Board of Works, namely, that

b was beat to limit tbo amount of chemicals

hsed as proposed by Mr. Dibdin. But although

ho difference between the effect of one pre-

hipitant and another precipitant upon any one

if the samples tested is small compared with

I he cost, the difference in the extent to which
wo samples have been found to yield the

lissolved organic matter contained in them is

i rery striking, and this brings the author to the

looint he wishes to impress upon the members
'!)f this Association having the management of

I'iowago precipitation works, viz., that more is

iio bo expected from experiment and research

I nto the question of what are tho infiaeuces

jaffecting the susceptibilty of sewage to chemical

lorecipitation than from any number of trials of

• different chemical agents.
Ii Mr. Birch exhibited a diagram showing the

: results of one treatment npon twenty-throe

iSifTeronb samples of sewage, as well as the

:
results obtained from treating one sample in

twenty-five different ways.
’ From the diagram it waa'apparent that there

I is a much greater uniformity in the latter set

I of results than in the former ones, showing
I that the results arrived at depended more upon
iBome quality or condition of tbo sewage at the

rmoment of treatment than upon the character

or quantity of the precipitant used. The

I

diagram also showed that certain samples have
I yielded up their impurities far more generously

to all of the treatments than other samples

have to any, and that certain samples yielded

I'lnorc dissolved organic matter to 15 grains of

I lime than they did even to a greater quantity of

I lime together with a considerable addition of

I

sulphate of iron and alumina.
' It is obvious, said the author in conclusion,

that when certain samples of sewage yield

ngenerously to twenty out of twenty-five different

^'treatments, bat in the other cases resist

|i reagents which have been effective with other

samples of tbo same sewage, the strength

of sewage is not the only factor to be con-

j sidered, and that the variety of result must be
I due to some varying physical cendition, possibly

age or temperature, or degree of decomposition

. of the sewage when treated, or may be to the

I'temperatureof the atmosphere or the barometric

or photological conditions prevailing at the

. time. The author knows that Mr. Dibdin has
• not at present satisfied himself as to the

i rneaning of the facts collated on the diagram

further than was necessary for the question he

i had in hand at the time he made the experi-

: ments; but the author believes that if the

i, science of sewage precipitation is to be

I advanced it must be through investigations, by

:
gentlemen in this Association, of the nature

; and extent of tho outside influences which
; affect the action of precipitating agents upon
"flowage.
I In the course of the discussion which fol-

ir lowed Mr. Straeban (Chelsea) said that the

!i results of Mr. Dibdin’s experiments would only

! the more strongly incline engineers to cease to

I: put their trust in chemists for the solution of

[ the sewage problem, and Sir Kobert Rawlinson
'ifitrongly condemned the costly expedients

I which the Metropolitan Board of Works is

lladopting in order to palliate the evils arising

I, from the discharge of the London sewage into

; the Thames, expedients which, he predicted,

, were doomed to fail. Mr. Eacchua, Mr. A. M.
Fowler, Mr. McKie, Colonel Jones, and the

r President, continued a very interesting and
i:praotical discussion.

thoroughly green, were piled loosely, with

cleats between, with a board overtopping them,

in a situation where they were protected

against drip and direct rain, but where theywere

open to rain, snow, and the sun on their sides.

The conditions were, as nearly as possible, those

to which timber piled for out-door seasoning is

usually subject. The dimensions of these pieces

at the commencement of the experiments were

as follows :— Oak,—cross dimensions, 8J in. by
in.; length, 9 ft. 6 in. Ash,—cross dimen-

sions, 8 J in. by in.
;
length, 7 ft. 6 in. Pine,

—

cross dimensions, 9^ in. by in.
;
lengtb,14 ft.

2 in. In each alternate week, pieces of wood
were sawn from these timbers off the same end

every time, and borings taken from the centre
|

of the sawn-off blocks. From the oak, 5 in. were
sawn off each time for the first eleven tests, and

3 in. for tbo remaining fourteen tests. From
the ash, 4 in. were sawn off for the first eleven

tests, and 3 in. for the remaining thirteen tests.

From the pine, in. were sawn off every time.

The borings taken from these pieces were care-

fully weighed, then thoroughly dried, and
again weighed, which process gave tho per-

centage of moisture in each piece. The results

of each fortnightly tost were tabulated, and

show the fluctuations of moisture during the

whole period of one year, two months, and one

week. The exact percentages of moisture thus

obtained are given in the following table :

—

PercentBge of

Date. Moisture.
Ash.

WOOD-DRTING EXPERIMENTS.

[ The Chicago, Burlington, and Quincy Rail-

uroad Company has had carried on at its shops

,
at Aurora some interesting experiments to de-

^ termine tho fluctuations of moisture iu various

'.woods during seasoning, the first series of which

I has just been closed. The chief object of the

I
experiments was to discover the laws of season-

[ling, if such laws existed, and thus to ascertain

' in what months the greatest amount of season-

!
ing takes place, and whether wood thus sea-

[i-Boned re-absorbed moisture during the wet
I months of the autumn and winter. The work,

!' according to the Raili':ay Revieiv, from which
I the particulars given are taken, was undertaken
i in a systematic manner, the following mode of

|i{>rocedaro being adopted. The experiments

I were commenced on December 21, 1885, and
l'«nded on February 28, 1887. Three pieces of

I tough dressed cak, ash, and Norway pine,

21-63

20 83
19-40

17-

81

18-

14
16-14

15 74
12-66

1402
14-04

13-

33
16-36

13 48

14-

28
14 41
14-68
14-65

14-93
14-49

14 10
14-61

14-35

14 61

Oak. Ash. Pine.

Dcsember 21, 1885 40-93 ... 27-56 ... 21 25

January 4. 1888 40-70 ... 27-30 ... 23-36

January 18, 1880 4r01 ... 28 27 ... 23'63

February 1. 1886 42 36 ... 28 31 ... 23-81

February, 16. 1830 42-63 ... 28-98 ... 23-08

March 1, 1888 42 14 ... 28-87 ... 23-36

March 16, 1886 4'i-63 ... 23'25 ... 23-12

March 29. 1886 43-03 ... 27-26 ... 22 62

Aprin2, 1886 43'25 ... 20-66 22'44

April 26, 1886 41-23 ... 24-68

May 10, 1886 39 45 ... 22 98

May 24, 1886 37'29 ... 22-79

Juno 7. 1886 37-06 ... 20 78

June 21, 1896 86-79 ... 20-58

July 6, 1886 35-70 ... 17-78

July 19, 1886 36 77 ... 15-84

AuRuat 2, 1880 34 99 ... 12-74

August 16, 1886 35 91 ... 13-84

August 30, 1886 35-03 ... 14-06

September 13, 1886 34-65 ,,, 13 26
September 27, 1883 36'66 ... 13-00

October 11, 1886 33-54 ... 13-02

October 26, 1886 33'60 ... 13 77
Novembers, 1880 33 33 ... 14-02

November 22, 1886 Stolen. ... 13-78

December 6, 1886
December 20, 1086 ...

January 4, 1887
January 17, 1887 ...

January 31, 1887 ...

February 14, 1887 ...

February 28, 1887 ...

The above ngures maicate that there was a

slight increase in all three kinds of wood
between January 4 and February 15, 1886. The
seasoning,—that is to say, loss of moisture,

—

began practically February 15, with all three

woods, and ended August 2, 1886, with the

ash and pine, but in the case of the oak
October 11 appears to be the closing time. The
results with the oak were not altogether satiS'

factory to the experimenters. The proposed
second scries of trials will, it is hoped, throw
more light upon this kind of wood. From
February 15, 1886, to August 2, 1887, the per-

centage of moisture in the ash dropped from 29

to 12i per cent., a loss of 16i per cent. From
August 2 to December 20 the fluctuations in the

moisture were between 12 and 14 percent., the

exact average being 13-27 per cent. The
moisture in the pine from February 15 to

August 2 dropped from 24 to 12|l per cent., a
loss of 11^ per cent. From August 2, 1886, to

February 28, 1887, its fluctuations were between
12^ and 15^ per cent. From October 25 to

February 28 the exact extremes of moisture

were 14'1 and 14 92 per cent., a difference of

only 0 82 per cent. The extreme fortnightly

fluctuation was 0 51 per cent. The average
fluctuation was 0 3 per cent. The average
moisture for that period was exactly 14-5 per

cent. These experiments, although they do not

at present supply infallible data, in a general

way lead to the conclusion that, as regards oak,

ash, and pine woods in a green condition, season-

ing begins in very early spring (depending,

of course, largely upon the kind of weather),

and ends in midsummer. The provisional limits

of this drying season may be fixed at March 1

and August 1,—in other words, including the

months from March to July. It has also been
shown that, as regards ash and pine, after

seasoning is effected, the wood will not take

back water,—that is, not beyond slight amounts
during the wet and cold seasons.. These cou’

elusions are true, however, only for the interiOg

parts of the woods in question, and of the sizej.

experimented on. Variation in the charaote

of the wood, condition at the time of cutting

down the tree, treatment between that time and

the first time of testing, sizes of pieces, and

other influences, may alter the conclusions ;

but it is not likely that they would do this to a

material degree.

THE HARWICH AND DOVERCOURT
WATER SUPPLY.

According to the East Anglian Daily Times,

the most important feature in the Jubilee

celebration at Harwich was the formal opening

of a supply of pure water, the want of which

has so long pressed upon the inhabitants of the

neighbourhood. Down to the early part of this

century the inhabitants of the town and the

shipping frequenting the harbour had to depend

upon such precarious and at host dubious

supplies as could be obtained from tho storage

of rain-water from house-tops, spring water

brought down in wherries or barges from

Ipswich or Mistley, and tho yield of a few local

shallow wells. In 1819 an Act was obtained

for the appointment of Commissioners for

paving, lighting, and watering the town, with

general provisions for such purposes. Boring

into the chalk in search of water was resorted

to in 1820-2, and in 1826, and again about

the year 18-10, but in neither case did it

appear that water was obtained in any

useful quantity that was not absolutely

salt. In 1854 Mr. P. Bruff, the engineer

for tho works under the Commissioners
“ Imi)rovement Quays and Pier Act, 1851,” as

well as for the railway to Harwich, deeming it

probable that tho difficulty might bo overcome

by more care and outlay than had previously

been resorted to, entered into an agreement

(May I6th, 1854), with the Corporation, which

was duly confirmed by the Commissioners under

the Act of 1819. In consideration of the obliga-

tions and conditions thus undertaken, the Cor-

poration granted him the exclusive concession

of the water supply for seventy-five years.

After variooB unsuccessful efforts to accomplish

what was required and an extension of the limit

of time in such agreement, the chalk and under-

lying strata were pierced to the depth of

1,098 ft., when a hard slaty rock was en-

countered, and proceedings were then snsponded,

without obtaining any water whatever. In

1862, the agreement having been revised and

extended, Mr. Broff obtained a supply of water

at Dovercourb by means of a well and artesian

boring, and commenced supplying the town

and borough in 1865-6, and has since continued

to do BO. Although limited in quantity, and

not all that could bo desired in quality, having

a considerable excess of chlorine in its composi-

tion, it proved to be the best obtainable within

or anywhere near to the borough, and was

thankfully accepted by a large number of the

inhabitants as a great improvement upon the

former state of things. In 1881, in order to

meet the requirements of the Public Health

Act, 1875, application was made to the Board

of Trade, and a provisional order was condi-

tionally granted, under which efforts were made
to effect an improved supply, but were unsuc-

cessful, notwithstanding further large out-

lay. The order was rescinded, and the agree-

ment between Mr. Bruff and the Corpora-

tion reverted to, subject to the conditions im-

posed by an award made in an arbitration held

in accordance with its provisions. Finding that

in every case where attempts have been made
within the limits of the borough only failure

had resulted, it was resolved to carry out a

scheme of bringing water of approved quality

and in sufficient quantity from the nearest spot

where it might be obtainable, and in 1884 and

1886 applications were made to Parliament to

authorise works to be established at Bradfield

and Mistley, and Acts of Incorporation were

obtained by the Tendring Hundred Water

Works Company, after considerable opposition,

a previous application in 1883 having failed.

A site having been acquired at Mistley, a

capacious well and boring into the chalk wore

made, from which the present supply of

water is obtained. Buildings have been erected

at Mistley, and duplicate engines and pumps
fixed, and a main is laid to Harwich, a

distance of about twelve miles, and in addition

the company have acquired the existing works

at Harwich, Dovercourt, and Walton-on-tlie-
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Naze, as well as sites for enlargement of Works
and establishment of reservoirs at Bradfield and
Dovercourt, and by arrangement with the Great
Eastern Railway Company they expect to have a
site placed at their disposal for a similar facility

at Parkestown, for the use of that locality. On
subscription of the further necessary capital it

is intended to proceed with the extension of the
conduits from the nearest points of junction at
Wix Cross to the town and district of Walton-
on-the*Naze. After many arduous efforts and
large expenditure, extending over a period of

more than thirty years, and until recently
carried on single-handed by the pioneer of the
undertaking (Mr. Bruff), with little encourage-
ment from success of any kind, and sometimes
against active opposition, the community of the
borough and district are placed in possession of

a good and abundant water supply. The wells,

borings, and pipe-laying have been carefully
and expeditiously carried out by Messrs. Thomas
Tilley & Sons, Artesian Well and Hydraulic
Engineers, of Walbrook, London, under the
direction of Mr. Peter Brnff, Mem. Inst. C.E.
The erection of the buildings at the pumping
station at Mistley, including a chimney-shaft
82 ft. in height, was entrusted to Mr. F. B.

Capon, of Manningtree ; and the engines,
boilers, and pumping machinery have been fixed

by Mr. A. G. Mumford, of Colchester.

their way to adopt any system which would be alike
feasible and attractive.”

In the conrse of some remarks on the report,

the Chairman said that the Act was every year
becoming more known and appreciated by
workmen and lawyers, and there was no doubt
it had become a very fruitful source of income
to the latter. He considered that they settled

many cases for which they were not legally

liable, he should say that at least fifty per cent,

of their cases were settled in this way, cases
which they would contest if they could only be
sure of their being tried and settled on their

merits, bnt the sympathy of juries generally
went with the workmen. He thought, however,
that as a rule they settled their cases in a way
which not only gave satisfaction to the insurers
but impressed the men with the fact that they
were not harshly dealt with.
The report and balance-sheet as audited and

presented to the meeting were adopted.
Mr. J. Franks and Mr. George Burt, J.P.,

having retired from the directorate, it was
resolved “ That the maximum number of

directors be reduced from twenty to eighteen,
and that Article 50 of the Articles of Associa-
tion be and is hereby altered accordingly.”
The following retiring directors, Messrs. H.

H. Bartlett, S. G. Bird, J. Bradney, W. Brown,
W. H. Cowlin, and T. F. Rider, were re-elected.

BUILDERS' ACCIDENT INSURANCE
(LIMITED).

The sixth ordinary general meeting of the
above company was held at the Registered
OflSces on Friday, the 29th ult., Mr. Stanley
G. Bird in the chair. The minutes of the
meeting of the 7th of July, 1886, being taken
as read, the Secretary, Mr. E. S. Henshaw read
the report and balance-sheet for the year ending
May Slst, 1887. We subjoin a portion of the
report :

—

“ Tbe Directors, in presenting tbeir sixth annual
report, have the pleasure of stating that, notwith-
standing the increasing competition, the general
slackness of trade, and the efforts made by other
insurance companies, whose policies are (as the
Directors consider) far less favourable to the insured
to draw away members, there has been during the
past year a marked increase in the premium income
of tbe Company.
During the past year notice was given to the

Company by policy-holders of four hundred and
nine accidents, and among these two were of a
serious nature, involving injuries in the one case to
five, and in the other to eleven men, but although
this number greatly exceeded the number of which
notice was given during the previous year, the
amount paid in claims is somewhat less, and the
financial condition of the Company, as will be seen
from the accompanying accounts, is very satis-
factory
The Select Committee upon the Employers’

Liability Bills appointed last session made the
following amongst other recommendations :

1. That the employer shall be liable to sub-
contractors’ men in respect of injuries resulting
from defects in ways,works, &c., of the employer if
such defect had not been remedied owing to negli-
gence of the employer or bis foreman.

2. That in Section 8 of the Act tbe words ‘ person
whose sole or principal duty is that of superintend-
ing and who is not ordinarily engaged in manual
labour ’ should be repealed.

3. That tbe Court may allow an action to proceed,
though no notice should have been given if the
Court is of opinion that there was reasonable excuse
for the want of notice.

4. Extension of the term ‘workmen’ to tramway
servants, itc.

inc yovemment Uavestated that it isineirinti
tion to introduce a Bill during the present session
Parliament presumably to give effect to the 'reco
mondations of the Select Committee, and yc
Directors will carefully watch any such BUI a
take such steps as they may be advised are necosst
in the interests of the policy-holders.
Two Bills to extend the provisions of 1

Employers’ Liability Act have already been int
duced by independent members during the prese
session, but your Directors have reason to belit
that neither of such Bills will pass into law.

In view of the additional liabilities which may^own upon employers of labour, the direct
have thought it the more advisable to add to tbe fu
held in reserve rather than to recommend a larj
bonus, and believe that in so doing they will h:
the cordial approval of the policy-holders.
The question of issuing policies under whichworkman would be entitled to compensation

injuries received in any accident, although be mit
have no right to compensation at law for si
injuries, was carefully considered by the direct
in conjunction with the actuary and solicitors 1
alter mature consideration the directors did not

:

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.
DUckingham (Norfolk).—A new organ has

been placed in the parish church. It is divided,

and one half is placed against each side of the
chancel. Handsomely moulded standards sepa-
rate each lower case into two bays, the priests’

door opening through one of the bays on the
south side, and the keyboard occupying one of
the bays on the north side. Above the standards,
and corbelled beyond them, are the upper cases
containing the bellows and pipes. These project
only 26 in. from the wall

;
they are arcaded in

three bays, carved and crocketted. The design
was made to avoid building an organ-chamber.
The only sort of chamber for which funds were
forthcoming (and which the architect declined
to sanction) was a plain lean-to recess. Such
recesses are a disfigurement to the exterior of
our country churches, whilst two cases inside
are better for the tone of the organ, and furnish
and enrich the chancel, and the cost of dividing
the organ is but little more than that of a
recess. Mr. R. Morriss, of Ditchingbam,
executed the cases in English oak

; Mr. Godbold,
of Harlcstono, the carving

; the whole being tbe
design of Mr. Augustus Frere, architect. Dr.
Bunnett, of Norwich, undertook to arrange the
specification and supervise the mechanical con-
struction of the organ, and the work was
entrusted to Messrs. Norman, Bros., of
Norwich.

London. — The last of the Bishop of
Rochester’s ten churches, St. Bartholomew’s
Church, Camberwell, has lately been conse-
crated by tbe Bishop. The church is built
in brick, lined with red brick externally,
and internally with red brick in the lower
portions, and yellow intermixed with a few red
bands in the upper portion. The nave piers
and other columns are in Dumfries stone. The
nave is 40 ft. from floor to wall-plate, and is

covered with a lofty roof in pitch-pine, and
open to the apex. The chancel roof is curved
and divided into panels, which are decorated.
The tower, which contains the two vestries (one
above the other) is at the east end of the north
aisle, and the morning chapel is at the east end
of the south aisle. Marble mosaic has been used
for the chancel floor and passages, and wood
blocks to floors under the seats. The chancel
stalls and pulpit are in oak, and the nave and
aisle seats are of pitch-pine, and fitted with
‘‘ Butterfield kneelers.” The accommodation
is for 700 people, and the cost (exclusive of the
upper portion of the tower, not yet built) about
7,5001. The whole has been carried out from
the designs of Mr. W. Taproll Alien, architect,
and executed by Messrs. Stephens, Bastow, &
Co., builders, of Bristol and London.

Manchester.— St. Barnabas Church, Pendleton,
was consecrated last week by Dr. Moorhouse^
Bishop of Manchester. In the construction
brick and terra-cotta have been used with stone
only where absolutely necessary. The church
is of simple detail, bnt substantial throughout.
The contract has been carried out by Messrs.
W. Southern & Sons from the designs and under
the superintendence of Mr. W. H. Booth of
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Manchester. The cost has been under 3,5001.,
and the accommodation provides 516 sittings.
Monkton-Wyld (Dorset).—The Church of St.

Andrew, Monkton-Wyld, has been enlarged, at
the cost of the Rector, the Rev. J. B. M. Camm,
by the addition of a sacristy on the north side
of the old choir vestry. It has a stone altar,
after the example of old English sacristies, and
will also have a lavatorium carved in atone, and
chests carved in oak to contain the numerone
and highly valuable collection of altar frontals,
dossals, &c., richly embroidered in silk and
beset with jewels. The whole of the structure is
in the Early Decorated style, harmonising witb
tbe church. The sacristy has been presented
to the parish “ to commemorate the Jubilee of
Queen Victoria, 1887.” A new pulpit has just
been placed in the church. The base, hexagonal
in plan, is of red Mansfield stone, with polished
Devonshire marble columns at the angles, from
which spring the groined and sculptured Mans-
field stone canopy, which supports the super-
structure. The pulpit, from the floorover the stono
canopy to the top, is in oak, carved and enriched
with buttresses, columns, pinnacles, and niohesy
with boldly projecting crocketed canopies. In
the niches stand the figures of four saints sculp-
tured in sycamore wood. The Saints are St,
Andrew, the patron of the church

; St. Cecilia,
crowned with roses bearing the organ and
listening in rapture to the songs of tbe angelic
hosts

;
St. Mary Magdalene, bearing her costly

gift of spikenard ; and St. Elizabeth of
Hungary, with a nun’s veil and a crown on her
head. A fold of her dress holds a cluster of
roses, and a beggar-boy kneels at her feet, to
whom St. Elizabeth is in the act of giving
bread. The steps to the pnlpit are in red
Mansfield stone and the balustrading and
handrail in polished brass. The pulpit bears
an inscription showing that it was erected in
memory of Elizabeth Hodson, foundress of the
church, at the joint cost of the Rev. Canon
Hatchings, M.A., first vicar of this church, and
the present Rector. The whole of these works
has been executed by Messrs. Luscombe & Son,
of Exeter, from the designs of Messrs. Hayward
& Son.

Ringla7id (Norfolk).—The church here, dedi-
cated to St. Peter, was lately re-opened,
after considerable restoration works. The
whole fabric was in a deplorable state, and the
exquisite nave roof was in such danger of falling

that it was almost beyond repair. However,
with great care every unsound piece of timber
has been removed, and the roof is now in a
thoroughly efficient state. It is an interesting
example of a hammer-beam roof, concealed by
groined ribs springing from sixteen colomna
supported on carved heads, and was erected in

the fifteenth century, based upon tbe design of,

and probably built by the same architect as, the
roof of St. Peter Mancroft, at Norwich. The
north and south aisle and porch roofs have also
been renewed in oak, and the whole lead roofing
has been relaid. Much repair in the masonry
was needed, as trees grew out of the weather-
ing of the buttresses, and the tower was covered
with ivy, which seriously weakened it.

These were all cut down, the growths removed
from nnder the fiint work, and all walls re-

pointed. The stonework of nearly all the
windows was renewed; In the north clearstory
the original glass, representing the various
donors, the angel Gabriel, St. John the Baptist,
the Virgin Mary, and many devices and mono-
grams, has been replaced. This part of the-

work had suffered much from wind and weather
and the patching of village glaziers. Messrs.
J. & J. King, glaziers, of Norwich, have taken
great trouble to carefully refix all this glass.

The seats in the nave are renewed in oak, and
all the floors are laid in pitch-pine blocks, with
tile borders, the monumental slabs being left

in their original positions. The entire cost of
the works, including pulpit, reading-desk, and
chancel seats, will be 3,000^., and they have
been executed by Mr. Wegg, of Norwich, from
designs by Mr. E. Preston Willins, diocesan
architect, Norwich.

ScRoles Church., near Cieckheaton.

—

In connexion with the Jubilee celebrations a
reredos was erected in Scholes Churcb, near
Cleckheaton. The structure is of oak, con-
sisting of three panels, filled in with emblems
painted on zinc on a gold ground. A brass
lectern was also placed in the church at the
same time. Both these works were executed
by Messrs. Jones & Willis.
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FIGURE I

DIAGONAL SCALE

THE VERNIER
I

MN
EXAMPLE. IF M=2

_ J_
6

READS ZERO

A' a
READS ONE-SIXTH

READS THREE-SIXTHS

READS FOUR-SIXTHS

3
READS FIVE-SIXTHS

A
O I

READS SIX-SIXTHS c5r UNITY

figure 2

is furniBhed bj the number of the subdivisions

which appears to coincide with a division npon

the primary scale. Thus when the zero point

indicated by the arrow upon the vernier has

travelled towards B, a distance of one-sixth of a

main division from A, the coincidence appears

at the first division from the arrow. For a

reading of two-sixths the coincidence appears

at the second division from the arrow; and for-

three-sixths or one-half of a main division the

arrow itself coincides with the subdivision upon

the primary scale. For a reading of four-

sixths the coincidence is similar to one-sixth,

but as the arrow in travelling from A towards

B has passed the first half subdivision from

zero, the one-sixth must be added to the one-

half, which gives four-sixths
;
and, in the same

way, two-sixths added to one-half gives a total

of five-sixths. For further detail explanatioi*

of the vernier, we must refer our readers to

p. 102, Builder, Jan. 8, 1887.

It will be thus seen that the same result is

obtained by means of the vernier scale as would

be furnished by the plotting of a diagonal seal®

upon paper, as shown in the diagram.

FIC

: /

: /

-x/C
/•

,

METHOD OF PLOTTING ANGLES WITHOUT THE

USE OF A PROTRACTOR.

= SIN ABD
AB

AD = AB X SIN -g-ABC

AC = 2ABxSIN4-ABC

Stnittnt’s (ttolamn.

. LAND SURVEYING AND LEVELLING.
VI.—BASE LINES (contiri-ucd).

nN the repetition of the angles taken at

the intersection of the base lines as in-

dicated in our previous article {Builder,

I July 30th, p. 188), it will in practice be found

. that both the second and third operations give

a result slightly varying from the first angle

: read. The amount of difference when divided

' by the number of repetitions should, however,

t never exceed the value of one sub-division upon

. the vernier plate, if the first angle has been

i correctly recorded. The mean of the different

results will furnish the true angle to be plotted.

I The advantage of recording the first reading is

that it serves as a check upon the number of

' degrees and minutes in the final result.

The subdivisions are read by means of a

vernier, the general principle of which is

illustrated in fig. 1. If the line A B repre-

sents the length of two divisions upon a

continuous circle, or upon a straight line

of any required length, and if, for example,

each of these main divisions be subdivided

into two equal portions, as shown, a
sliding scale of the length of these two sub-

divisions containing equal divisions amounting
to one more in number than the number of

subdivisions upon the primary scale, will enable

us to read to amounts equal to one-sixth of a

main division upon the primary scale. To
render the application of this clear, each main
division upon the line A B is shown subdivided

into six equal parts, and the sliding scale is

represented in seven different positions along

the line A B. The vernier or sliding scale is

read in each case at the coiticidence of one of its

subdivisions, with a division upon the primary
scale, and the number of the sixths to be taken

The most accurate way of plotting angles is

by the intersection of arcs, having calculated, as

shown in figure 2, the length of an hypothennse

to a triangle the sides of which are taken of

equal length. For rough purposes the scale of

chords found upon the short plain scale which

accompanies nearly every box of instruments is

sufficient. The application of this scale, as

shown in fig. 3, depends upon the fact that the

chord which subtends an angle of 60° at the

centre of the circle is equal to the radius, so

that by describing a circle with a radius equal

to the chord of 60° other angles can be set out

by intersecting this circle with a chord equal in.

length to that given upon the scale for the

required angle
;
and drawing the angle at the

centre of the circle which subtends that chord.

But for important surveys a circular protractor

having a primary scale of divisions and verniers

similarly divided to the theodolite is usually

adopted.
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A HTGIBNIO BAKERY.
In Jamee-streefc, Westminster, Messrs. W.

Hill & Son have just opened a new bakery, in

•which hygienic conditions in bread-making ap-
pear to be fully observed. The bread is made
fcy machinery, as at their bakery in Alexander-
street, Westbourne Park, which we noticed
three years ago. The bnilding at Westminster
tas been designed by Mr. Thomas Verity,
architect, and is Kenaissance in character.
The builders were Messrs. Green & Lee,
contractors, of Anton-street Works, Amhurst-
road, Hackney. The facade is adorned with
four plaques, modelled by Mr. Harry Bates,
whose “ Socrates teaching in the Agora,”
exhibited in the Academy in 188-i, gained him
the Gold Medal, the Travelling Studentship,
and the personal congratulations of Sir
Frederick Leighton, P.R.A. Mr. Bates has
modelled four life-size figures in high relief,
emblematical of ” Ploughing,” “ Sowing,”
'^'Eeaping,” and “Milling,” with subsidiary
figures in each plaque that are full of life and
ifipirit. Entering, the visitor is condneted in a
hydraulic lift to the third floor

; here is stowage
for at least a thousand sacks of flour. The
different flours required for daily use are shot
into a large bin, and conveyed by means of an
endless screw into a hopper; when this contains
2801b. (a sack), by a self-acting process the
screw ceases to work, the bottom of the hopper
opens, and the flour runs through a sieve at the
rate of a sack a minute into the dongh-kneaders
on either the first or second floor, as may be
•desired. By running exactly a sack at a time
through the hopper, a check is kept on the
fiour used, and therefore on the bread made.
Upon the third floor are two large reservoirs,
•each holding some 1,200 gallons. The water
used in bread-making runs from one of these
cisterns into a Johnson Press Filter, passes
through a series of carbonised discs, and is

discharged into the tempering cistern. This
cistern, fitted with a thermometer, has a
meaBured glass gauge running its whole length.
By this means 10, 40, or 200 quarts can be
•drawn at a time, whilst with the aid of steam
tfrom boiler, and ice pockets, the temperature
can be easily regulated. Upon the second floor
is a German oven, built for Messrs. W. Hill &
Son by Mr. Albert Wirtz, of Bochum-on-the-
Bhine. It has a very low interior and a
ahaiply sloping floor. It is this sharply-
doping floor and low interior forcing the steam
evolved in baking on to the goods that gives
Uerman bread the delicate glazed appearance
ut presents. The drainage,-—carried ont by
Messrs. Dent & Hellyer,—has been carefully
etudied. The engines and different machinery
have been supplied by Messrs. Werner &
Pfleiderer, of Upper Ground-street, Blackfriars.

TECHNICAL EDUCATION.
Sir,—You tr\ily say that the attempt to intro-

duce a system of techuical education as shadowed
forth in the Government Bill is disappointing and
f®®ble, but inyourremarks as to placing the artisan
of England on a level with those of Germany, you are

issue with the Report of the Royal Commission
•on Technical Instruction, which states that the re-
sources of Continental countries for the technical
education of workmen outside of the workshop
•are much more limited than baa been supposed to
be the case, and the facilities offered for evening
instruction in science and technology are inferior to
what our own workmen possess. The advantages of
the German workman consist in the general diffusion
•of elementary education, and in his being compelled
to attend during his apprenticeship, for a certain
number of hours per week, a continuation school,
where the studies of the ordinary elementary
school are continued. In many industrial centres
there are societies for promoting the technical
instruction of the workman in the evening. Then
there are the excellent building schools, supported
by the State, at nominal fees, but these are held in
the day, and can only be attended by those work-men who are able to sacrifice their employment for
the purpose,—a sacrifice which many make.

Technical.

Kensington Gardens.— We are glad to
ieam, from Mr. Plunket’s answer to a qnestion

Tuesday, that Her Majesty baa cou-
•ced^ to the Commissioner of Works a portion
•of Kensington Palace grounds adjoining the
Bayswater-road, in order to make a better and
«nore ornamental approach to Kensington-
gMdens from that point. The brick wall
adjoming the road will be removed.

Landand Engineering Surveying. A rudimentary
treatise by T. Baker, revised and corrected
by J. R. Young, of Belfast. London : Crosby
Lockwood & Co.

NEW edition, the fourteenth in number,
of this well-known book has lately
been issued, revised, and corrected

by the late Professor Young, whose ability
as a mathematician fully entitles the work
as a compendium of mensuration to our
best respect. Previous editions have been
revised by civil engineers, and the original
text came from the pen of that distinguished
civil engineer, Mr. T. Baker. The book forms
No. 60 in Weale’s series, and, chiefly on account
of its reasonable cost (it is sold for 2s.), it is
one of the first books that a student who aspires
to become a surveyor resolves to purchase.
It contains many useful introductory bints,
but

_

leaves the student iu the position of
realising that he knows just enough to need
some actual practice in the field before he could
undertake any work with confidence, and then
he discovers that, while the information acquired
from the perusal of the book has done him no
harm, there are many methods of work not
included in the book which he must learn
in the field, and which are absolutely essential
qualifications for a land and engineering sur-
veyor to possess. At the time Mr. Baker’s
book first appeared iu print, it supplied a much-
needed waat for young students. Several
similar works, some more elaborate, and
nearly all more expensive than this little
book, have likewise been issued from the
press. We are, however, bound to admit that
the general impression left upon a student’s
mind after reading these books, until ho seeks
practice in the field, is that lines are measured
with the chain, solely to arrive at the measure-
ment of areas

; whereas in practice survey lines
are run to measure offsets from, to defined
points and boundaries, these lines being con-
nected together in the most expeditious manner
for the purposes of plotting; and the areas
required are usually subsequently calculated
from a very accurate plan. The notes upon
plane geometry, and the office instruments
used in plotting are practically expressed.
The hints given upon the measurement
of gaps and obstructions in chain lines are
good. The descriptions given of the prismatic
compass and of the box sextant are well
written, but under the pages which illustrate
the theodolite we should like to have seen the
transit form as well as the plain form of
instrument given. The levelling instruments
described in this book have been considerably
improved by such makers as Messrs. Elliott
and Messrs. Tronghton & Simms during recent
years. There are, however, many useful
remarks upon the principle of levelling,
although we cannot commend the method of
keeping a level book, which enters a foresight
in the same line as the previous backsight
taken upon the same point. Thus, upon p. 145,
the system would be clearer to the student if
all the figures in the backsight column were
raised one line, so that the backsight reading
13 /I would come upon the same line as the
redneed level, lOO’OO, to which it refers. The
backsight reading 9-40.and the foresight reading
7-88, are both taken at 519 links from the com-
mencement of the section, and therefore would
be better booked upon the same line as this
distance is booked. We also should have
preferred to see a column for intermediate
sights to avoid the addition of the readings
taken without shifting the instrument when
checking the reduction of the levels in the usual
way. Thns the reading, 10'96 at the centre
of the road, half-way down the page, would
here have been entered as an intermediate
sight. In taking sections over very rough
country, considerable labour in the final reduc-
tion of_ the level book is saved by the in-
troduction of a column for intermediate
sights.

The excellent chapters at the end of the book,
upon the laying out of railway curves, turn-
outs, crossings, the setting out the surface
widths of railways, tunnelling, and the methods
adopted for running contours, are clear and
precise, and contain most valuable information
for the railway engineer. A comprehensive
index IS, we are glad to observe, added at the
conclusion of the work.

Cottage^ Building. By C. Bruce Allen,
Architect. Tenth edition, revised and en-
larged

;
with a chapter on Economic Cottages

for Allotments, by Edward Ellis Allen,
C.E. London : Crosby Lockwood & Co.

*

A BOOK dealing with a subject upon which
many books have been written may surely
claim exemption from detailed criticism on
reaching a tenth edition. The date of the first
appearance of the work is not stated; but
many of the recommendations so eloquently
urged have been carried into effect, both as
regards the education of the poor and the im-
provement of their dwellings, and much of the
author’s pleading is now happily nnnecessary. A
great deal, however, remains to be done, and
such works as this falling into the hands of land-
owners and others cannot fail to have a benefi-
cial effect. There are portions of the book which
require careful revision, such as the section on
drainage, which appears to rely upon double .

trapping wastes from sinks, Ac. (p, 27), instead
of the modern and more effectual plan of dis-
connexion. The proposal to flush the drains
and eaves by cistern wastes is, if we read it
aright, not one to be commended

;
and we

cannot approve of a cottage plan which gives
no fireplace to any room but the one used as a
kitchen. Every bedroom shovld have a fire-
place as a security for some sort of ven-
tilation, and as a possible necessity in case of
serious illness. The designs for cottages are
the least satisfactory portion of the book.
Some are far from what they should
be, and, indeed, might well be made better
with the same expenditure

; and others we
should be sorry to see newly erected in any
case. An additional chapter on economic
cottage building promises a five-room cottage,
to be erected in sections or panels of iron stan-
dards with corrugated iron filling and wood
lining, at 125i., furnishing a return of 6 per
cent, upon the outlay, although it is not clear
that the proposal has been put to a practical
test. One of the recommendations given is
that such a cottage could be taken to pieces and
rebuilt in a new situation. We doubt the-
comfort of a cheap cottage so constructed.
But every attempt towards so desirable an
object as the healthy housing of the poorer
classes should have a hearing, and if possible an
experimental trial. In conclusion, we can only
say that the book is extremely well written, aud
shows in every page that the author is in entire
sympathy with the class whose claims he so
warmly advocates.

Shoring audits Application : a JSandbooh /or the
Use of Students. By George H. Blagrote.
London : Crosby Lockwood & Co. 1887.

There is no portion of an architect’s duty which
makes a greater demand upon his scientific
knowledge aud readiness of resource than the
design and employment of the various forms of
shoring, often required at short notice to meet
dangerous emergencies, and hampered in its
application by troublesome conditions.

This addition to Mr. Weale’s well-known
series of handbooks gives clear information on
the principles of shoring, which the student
wilt find not only useful but necessary, and
descriptions of accomplished works of special
importance and difficulty which he cannot but
find interesting. The little book might have
been advantageously extended and more
copiously illustrated, but, so far as it goes, it

may be safely recommended to those for whose
use it is more particularly designed.

Civil and Mechanical Engineering Popularly
and Socially Considered. By J. W. C.
Hald.ane, C.E. aud M.E. Loudon and New
York: E. P. & N. Spon. 1887.

This is an attempt to write a popular book of
engineering gossip somewhat lighter than even
its title would imply. It is written in a lively
manner, and contains some good stories, also
some rather poor ones, and gives a certain
amount of popular information as to what goes
on in an engineering and ship-building yard
(the book deals principally with marine
engineering) in a very desultory kind of
manner. A popular sketch of engineering
work is a quite possible kind of thing to be
done, but it is not so easy to do it well, and
requires rather more literary grasp and power
than the author seems to possess

;
the book

hardly gives information enough for one class
of readers nor amnsement enough for another
class; the volume is a collection of gossip
rather than a book j and, like one of
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I e engineering invontora he describes, the

Mbhor goes in for too much of the “ slap-

'•iBh*bang !
” style. Those who are thinhing

I sending any youth into the engine-bnilding

i;ofeeeion may, howeyer, pick np some hints

tit of the book as to the nature of the life

kad the work he has to look out for, amid a

bod deal of padding. Among the good

glories (wo do not affirm that it is new) is

. lat of an old yachting pilot who was taking

(|
yacht through a dangerous channel, and being

i^ked by the owner whether he was sure he

mew the place well, replied “ I ken every rock

|!q this coast, from Capo Wrath to the Mull of

t alloway,—there’s one of them,” he added,

ib the ship struck on a sunken reef.

'.ouvisVs Guide to the Wye and its Neighbour-

hood. By G. PHILLIPI’8 Bevan, F.S.S. With

,, maps and plan. London : E. Stanford. 1887.

ii'nis is a conveniently small-sized guide-book,

lontaining good maps, indications as to routes,

I nd a great deal of information in a small space

ii regard to objects of architectural and

iirchroological interest, better done than is usual

I a guide-books. A plan of Hereford Cathedral,

: 7hich is of course the central object of this

|>ortiua of the work, is appended.

Jones, Concrete Pavements, Floors, &o.— 4,300, A.

McKechnie and G. Wicks, Plumbers’ Traps.—8,678,

A. Caldow, and J. Burnett, Warming and Venti-

lating Buildings, &c.—8,849, S. Bastow, Door
Cramp.—9,448, H. Allen, Ser%ice Cistern for Water-

closets.—9,783, A. Bayer and C. Mott, Cramp for

Flooring and Woodwork. — 9,815, A. Douglas

Hamilton, Cowls or Wind-guards.

COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED,
Open to Oppoiition for Two Monthe.

9,808, W. Thompson, Plumber’s Portable Furnace.

—12,189, J. Watkins, Tapes for Measuring round

Timber.—2,291, E. Young and G. Bainbridgo,

Ventilation.-7,755, F. Brenner, Water-supply in

Houses.—2,513, II. Little and J. Hall, Timber Roofs.

—3,757, W. Pilditch, Hanging Doors and Case-

ments, 7,884, W. Ducker.—Sheathing for Buildings

or Structures.—9,172, L. Sagendorph, Machines for

Making Metallic Roofing.

JpLT 27.

By J. A. SmTH.
Kensington—17, Camden-grove, 66 years, ground-

rent 11 £790
Bayswater — 14, Garway-road, 33 years, ground.

rent 6Z. 168 480

By W. A. Blikemobb.
Upton Park—Carlos Cottage, and two plots of

land, freehold 1,180
Boleyn-road—Upton Honse, freehold 16&

Sydenham—47, Kent House-road, 76 years, ground-
rent I7&

By Hobsok, Richabds, & Co.
Edmonton— 1 to 24, Tramway-arenue, 92 years,

ground-rent 67f 1,080

By Phillips, Lba, A Davies.
Nunhead—2, Barforlh-road, 79 years, ground-rent

RECENT PATENTS.
ABSTRACTS OP SPECIFICATIONS.

I, 8,310, Spray Ventilators. J. Jauka.

li This invention consists essentially in a U-shaped

,
iipo, one log of the tube being in communication

;fith the room, the other opening to the outer air.

Two sprays are employed, one to introduce

llresh air into the room, the other to suck air out of

5 he room to be ventilated. Regulation is effected

I jy means of an appliance for widening or spreading

I,he spray. The force of water and the draught

f

jroduced is therefore at all times under control
;

it

an bo regulated, or entirely shut off, by the button

^ittacbed.

( 10,730, Ornamental Fillets. E. A. Brink-

I nann.

i

i The object of this invention is to cheaply imitate

decorative fillets heretofore engraved by hand. Soft

wood is covered with a paste of chalk and glue, and,

joeforo the paste hardens, patterns are impressed

upon it, and the whole is gilt, painted, or otherwise

Idecorated.

(' 10,917, Glazing, &c. D. Brown.

I By this invention two bars are combined, each

inaving a single curl, which supports the gli^s, and

viso forms a drip-water channel. Sometimes a

bovering of lead is placed over the whole astragal

;

^ihis then further fixes the glass, and obviates the

5 ise of putty.

C 10,920, Bolts for Double Doors. F. Henson.

J An arrangement of spiral spring and screw allows

I ;he bolts at the top of the double doors to be easily

^fastened and unfastened.

i 11,086, Portable Buildings. J. 0. Gsott-

Jibaucr.

L According to this invention, buildings designed

rfor transport are formed of short and thin boards

Iljasily carried so that horses or other draught

iliniraals are not required. If for cold climates, the

I hoards are doubled or covered outside with tiles or

bhurdlo work filled in with clay.

\ 14,312, Coment Briquettes. T. Arnold.

[
By this invention the briquettes are moulded in a

dry state under heavy pressure. Water is then

lidded and absorbed by the briquette, the object of

ithis being to avoid the formation of air bubbles and
loonsequont weakness of the briquette.

NEW APPLICATIONS FOR PATENTS.

July 22.—10,244, J. Rigby, Cement.—10,250, C.

Rogers, Wood Screws.—10,281, Q. Backus, Com-
bined Stovos and Chimneypieces.

July 23.—10,284, J. Wilson, Walls, Buildings,

'Flooring, &c.—10,292, J. Rhodes, Door-bolts.

—

!10,324, W. Matthews, Portland Cement.
" July 2b.— J. Phillips, Ventilation of Sewers.

July 26.— 10,377, W. Youlten, Fireproof Floor

iCoostruction.—10,380, T. Duncan and D. Mills,

Brazing Band-saws, &c.

I

July 21.—10,426, T. Moore, Lifters and Fasteners

for Skylights, Window-sashes, &c.— 10,446, C.

Howe, Plaster of Paris.—10,449, P. Beetle, Boring
Bits.—10,461, T. Bray, Syphon Water-waste Pre-
renter Cistern for Water-closets.

' July 28.—10,493, H. Howse and H. Howse, jun.,

Combined Door Spring and Buffer.—10,511, W.
Swettenham, Flushing Apparatus for Water-closets.

PROVISIONAL SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.

8,5S5, H. Johnson and T. Wilson, Ventilators.

—

3,660, E. Verity and Others, Attaching Combined
Springs and Air Checks to Doors, &c.—9,099, T.

1 Weston, Wood Screw.—9,434, J. Easley, Automatic
Apparatus for Dry-closets and Water-closets.

—

?,489, W. Lee, Circular Saw Spindles.—9,622, J.

RECENT SALES OF PROPERTY.
ESTATE EXCHANGE REPORT.

Jolt 25.

By E. Robins A Hini,
Briiton—Ground-rent of 1,000/. a year, reversion

in 90 years £2,6CO

By G. A. Wilkinson.
Englefield Green, 8t. Jude's-road—An enclosure

of freehold land. 4a. Or. 36p 1,680

Woolwich—A plot of land, witn erections thereon,

area 38,370 ft., freehold 6,100

6 to 9 and 14, Harden's-lano, and a plot of land,

freehold 680
A plot of Freehold land, with erections thereon,

area 37,000 ft 3,600

Glass-yard—A coal store and stabling, 66 years,

ground-rents/ 146

By Follbb, Moon, A Fullbb.
Mitcham—A plot of land, 4 acres, freehold 1,220

A plot of market garden land, la. Ir. lOp 201

Bv EoniNBON A Rudkin.
Beckenham—12, Ravenscroft-vUlas, freehold 200

Bow_80, 8t. Faul’s-road, 72 years, ground-rent 51, 310
Eltbam— 8\ High-street, and 2 and 3, Court-yard,

freehold 990

The residence, Whitworth House, and two shops,
freehold 1,235

la, and 1, 2, and 3, Elizabetb-terrace, freehold ... 716

7, 8, and 17 to 24, Elizabeth-terrace, freehold 1,620

Eleven freehold cottagea in Sun-yard
Ground-rent of 3i. lOs. in perpetuity

4 to 7, Weston Park, freehold 1,310

11, Weston Park, 49 years, ground-rent 12/. lOs,

Ground-rent of 12/. 10s., reversion in 49 years ...

Ground-rent of 3/. 158,, reversion in 67 years
Ground-rent of 4/. Ss., reversion ia 4-i years 110
Ground-rent of 21 /.in perpetuity

By PuTTiTT, Son, A Btbnb,
Westminster—19 and 20, New-street, 74 years,

ground-rent 10/ 430
July 26.

By Bboad a WiLTsniBH.
New Cross-road— 289, term 64 years, gronnd-

rent 10/. 16 b

Caledonian-road—No. 300, term 67 years, gronnd-
rent 6/ 730

By T. Tuenbb.
Lisson-grove— 81, Earl-streot, 28 years, ground-

rent 6/. 6a

Paddington—73, Hall-place, 61 years, ground-rent
71. 7s

Kensington—4, William-street, 62 years, ground-
rent 5/

By H. Rutlbt.
Tottenham-court-road—The lease of 87 and 89,

Whittield-street, term 41 years 705
Oakley-squaro—37, Charrington-street, 36 years,

ground-rent 5/. 58

By A. A A. Fjhld.
Bethnal-green—68 and 70, Royston-street, 35 years,

ground-rent 6/ 340
Stepney-green— 18, Copley-street, 66 years, ground-

rent 4/

By A. RicnABDs.
Fulham, Peterboroogh-lano— Vino Cottage and

Holly Honse, freehold

Tottenham, Northumberland Park — Windsor
Lodge, 82 years, ground-rent 10/ 350

Enfield Highway—4, Hope-cottages, freehold

Enfield—12 and 13, Goat-road, freehold S

By DBnBNnAM, Tewson, A Co.
Essex, near Haverhill—Great and Little W'alton’s

Farm, 300a. Or. 17p., freehold 6,(

Broad Green Farm, and 127a. Ir. 25p., freehold... 1,700

Great Norton's Farm, 129a. Or. 20p., freehold and
part copyhold

The Lion Hotel, and 2a. Or. 30p., freehold 1,025

Enclosures of land, 11a. 2r. 20p
Two cottage residences

Freehold allotment gardens, 7a. Or. 18p
Stoke Newington—-Ground-rents of 28/., reversion

in 98 years

By B. Bbown.
Limehouse, Crawford-street—A freehold site, area

6,300 ft

By Roobss, Cuai'man, A Thomas.
South Kensington—40, Elm Park-gardens, 87 years,

ground-rent 2/ 1,620

By Thdbgood A Mabtin.
Belgravia—23 to 29 odd, Belgrave-road, 40 years,

ground-rent 20/ 6,320

31, Belgrave-road, 40 years, ground-rent 5/ 1,300

10, 16, and 21, Eaton-square, 37 years, ground-
rent 17/. lls 16,000

16 to 19, 21, 24, 29, 30,|
and 42, Wilton-crescent,

37 years, ground-rent 89/ 43,850
Ground-rente of 572/. 143., term 37 years 11,655

By Dtbb, Son, A Hilton (at Deptford).
Peckham—259 and 261, Queen'a-road, 54 years,

ground-rent 8/

190 to 200 even, Queen’s-road, 62 years, ground-
rent 24/ 1

6/, ..

City—9, Lndgate-hill, 23 years, ground-vent 9/

Southend—13, Prittlewelf-square, 71 years, ground-

rent 6/

By FranBH, Pbich, A Fdbbeb.
Bermondsey, Upper Grauge-road—Ground-rent of

28/. 16s., reversion in 12^ years
_

Ground-rents of 51. 6e., reversion in 23^ years

Ground-rent of 27/., reversion in 24J years

126 to 132 even, Long-lane, freehold

King’s-crosa, Copenhagen-street— Ground-rent of

14/. Is.ilroversion in 18 years
Copenhagen-street— Ground-rent of 19/,, rever-

sion in 18 years
Buckingham-atroet—Ground-rent of 30/., rever-

sion in 27 years
Buckingham-street—Ground-rent of 46/., rever-

sion in 30 years
Buckingham-street— Ground-rent of 4/. lOs., re-

version in 18 years

8, 12, and 14, Buckinghara-street, freehold

43, Brewery.road, 60 years, g.ound-rent 6/

Jdlt 28.

By D. 'W'atnbt A Sons.

Tunbridge Wells—The freehold residence called

Broomhill Bank, and 134 b. 3r. 3p

Brighton— 9 and 10, Second-avjnue, freehold

By 0. C. A T. Moobb.
Eomford-road—The freehold residence, St. Helen’s

Bethnal-green—70 and 72, Arbery-road, 64 years,

ground-rent 11/

By Flbubbt A Bon.

Islington—32, 38, 38, and 42, Essei-street, freehold

Barnes — 1, Castlenau-gardens West, 42 years,

ground-rent 6/

Bloomsbury-13 and 14, Lascelles-place, 12 years,

ground-rent

By H. C. Wood.
Southwark Park-road—Nos. 331 and 333, 30 years,

ground-rent?/.

By Pbbkins A Cibab.

Southwark—9, Maze.pond, freehold

By C. D. FiBiD A Sons.

Borough—37, High-street, freehold

By Inuan a Co.

Kilburn—10, Goldsmith-place, 67 years, ground-

rent 0/

By H. J. Bliss A Sons.

Bethnal-green—2 and 3, Aibert-road, 67 years,

ground-rent 51

6 and 6, Albert-road, 68J years, ground-rent 6/. ...

Hackney—7 to 14, Cross-street, 89 years, ground-

rent 26/

By E. Stimbon.

Lambeth — 99, 101, and 103, 'Vauihall-walk, 66

years, ground-rent 10/

Old Charlton—16, 17, and 18, Victona-road, 64

years, ground-rent 22/. 08
;"'AV!

Kennington-road-124 and 125, Prince s-rood, 214

years, ground-rent 13/. Ss

Denmark-hill-20, Daneville-road, 76 years, ground-

rent 51. lOe

16, Selborne-road, 76 years, ground-rent 6/. lOe....

By Nbwbon a Habdiho.
Hackney—42, Gore-road, 60 years, ground-rent 71.

Upper Holloway—28 to 40 even, Brunswiok-road,

freehold
Prospero-road—Freehold land, 2a. 3r. 18 p

By W. Edtkakn A Son.

Acton—2 to 8 even, Grove-pUce, freehold

62, 04, and 99, Park-road North, freehold

101, 103, and 106, Park-road North, freehold

34, 36, and 38. Osborne-road, freehold

1,430
175-

1,035
1

,
66&

730

1,000

lee-

1,116-

650

16,000
0,800

1,000

66&

2,690-

380

130

30o

40&-

2,940

480-

1,130

650

1,240

290

74 and 76, BoIloBridge-road...,

The Gladstone public-house, freehold

Saville-road—Two plots of freehold land

July 29.

By St. Quintin A Son.

Mitcham—A plot of copyhold land, la. 2r. 16p

By F. C. Kbttlii.

EppiBg, Station-road — The freehold residence.

Laurel Bank

By Dbbbnham, Tbwson, A Co.

Worcester Park, Avenue-road- The Bungalow,

with stabling, and 2a. 2r. 23p

2, Redeross-road, freehold

Hyde Park — 38, Southwick-street, 43 years,

ground-rent 11/

6, Porcheater-place, 48 years, ground-rent 10/. lOs.

Clapham—9, The Pavement, 19 years, ground-rent

Shepherd’s-bush—67, The Lawn, 4 years, ground-

rent 6/. 68

By Pbickbtt, 'Vhnablbs, A Co.

Ponder’s End, South-street—Freehold residence ...

Highgate—15, Cromwell-place, 94 years, ground-

rent 10/.

By Bitckland A Co.

South Keasington—10, Prinoe’e-gardens, 67 years,

ground-rent

By Rbtnolds A Eason.

Bexley Heath, North-street—A plot of freehold

land
1 and 2, LeamingtOB-villas, freehold

1 and 2, Warwick-villas, freehold

1,370
3,300

870
1,74&
860

1,600
330

3,100
130

160

1,660

1,600
360

630
1,100

800

lOO

1,030

800)
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MEETINGS.
SiTTJBDAT, AtrcrST 6.

"Royal Archatological Intiitute [Salithwry 'MeeHnq\—
Eicuraion to Wardour CaetJe, Tisbory Church, Wilton
House and Church. Sectional Sleotings in theereniDg.

Mokdat, AcrarsT 8.

Royal Arehiologiral Imtituls {Solitbury Meeiing).

—

Excursion to Boyton Church and Manor House, Scratch,
bory Camp, Heytesbury Church, Enook Church, and Hey-
tesbnry Bouse. Sectional Meetings in the evening.

Clerk) qf Work)' Ai)ociaiion (Carpenler)’ Sail,
Xondon TUaR).—Mr. Linn Dillon on “Technical Edocs-
tion and its bearing on Clerks of Works." 8 p.m.

Tuhbdit, August 9.
Royal Arehaological Jnetitute {SalUlury Meeting ).

—

Excursion to Farnbam Museum, Woedcutts (Romano.
Briiish) Village to Rusbmore, returning by way of
Botherly Wood (Romano-British) Village, Winklebury
Camp, and Feme. (Concluding day.)

SATUanAT, August 13.
Arehiteetural Aetocinfion. — Visit to the Seat of

Mr. B. W. Currie, near Famborongh, Hants. (See adver-
tiseinent onp. xvi.)

Plisctllama.

The Sanitary Condition of Margate.

—

Margate and its sanitary condition continnes to
engage public attention, and the Town Council
have published a report by Professor Corfield
on the mortality returns of the borough during
the six months ended June 30th of the present
year. The report shows "that the borough has
been during the past half-year remarkably free
from zymotic disease of any kind ”

; but no one
is content with this fact if Margate retains
conditions which are liable at any moment to
be a Boorce of danger to the inhabitants and
visitors. Families visiting the seaside for the
benefit of their health do not desire to inhale
the exhalations from hundreds of cesspools,
however much these may be diluted by the sea
breezes. Last year showed Margate to be the
seat of a considerable prevalence of typhoid
fever, and the town still has about it all the
conditions to foster this disease. It would be
a misfortune if the public mind were quieted
before the Town Council have recognised the
necessity of performing the most elementary
duties of a sanitary authority, viz., the pro-
vision of a safe water supply and of a proper
system of excrement disposal. As a mere
matter of pecuniary investment, the necessary
outlay would have an ample return in the
security it would give to the liealth of the many
persons who annually frequent this locality.
Until the ToTvn Council have fully complied
with the recommendations contained in Dr.
Page’s report to the Local Government Board,
and are able to assert that the conditions which
are therein properly condemned no longer exist,
it is impossible forintending visitors to think of
Margate as a town in which proper precautions
are taken to seenre them from disease.

—

Lancet.
The Health of Bamsgate.—The Medical

Officer of Health for Ramsgate, in his half-
yearly report to the Sanitary Authority, stated
that the birth-rate of the borough was 25-6,
the death-rate 14-3, and the death-rate from
vymotic diseaaea -3 per 1,000 for the past six
mouths. He reported that the general sani-
tary condition of the town was good, and that
there was a marked absence of those diseases
which are attributed to defective drainage. He
considered that the satisfactory state of the
district was due to the completion of the exten-
sive new drainage works, and to the alteration
of the sewer outfall, which together cost the
town upwards of 20,(X)01., and which must still
further enhance its salubrity, although it haslong
been one of the healthiest towns in the kingdom.

Iron, Hardware, and Metal Trades’
Pension Society. — At the semi - annual
general meeting of this Society, held at the
offices in London last week, the following
pensioners were elected, viz. Men (four) :

George Brown, Rotherham, 660 votes
j Richard

Farmer, London, 650; John Bettridge, London,
538 5 and John Finch, London, 480. Women
(two): Charlotte McKenzie, Birmingham,
2,504; and Mary Aldous, London, 2,070. Mary
Hollely, Sheffield, being the highest unsuccess-
ful candidate, received the Falkirk Iron
Company’s gratuity of 5L 5s. John Bettridge
was awarded a pension of 20 guineas; the
remaining five received pensions of 25 guineas,
they or their late husbands having been sub-
Gcribers to the Institution.
Perry & Co., Limited.—The directors of

-this company have resolved to pay on the Ist
September, out of profits, an interim dividend
r)n the ordinary shares for the first six months
of this year at the rate of 6 per cent, per
annum, free of income tax, being at the same
rate as for tlie corresponding period last year.

The Belgian Girder Competition.—The
Belgian girder competition question has just
taken an important turn which should be to
the advantage of English makers. Excitement
exists among buyers at the circumstance that
the prices of Belgian, French, and Gorman
rolled joists delivered into this country have
just been advanced about 10a. per ton, the
result of the increased number of orders being
received at the works. Loudon importing
merchants are also advised that a further
advance of 8s. per ton is contemplated, since
Continental makers are determined to make the
most of the present enlarged demand. The
fact that the Continental girder-makers have
been getting scarcely any profits during the
last year or two had led to the expectation'by
English merchants that a rise would be declared
at the first opportunity. Scarcely any of the
Continental companies paid a dividend last
year, and the highest that was paid by any one
concern was li per cent. The advanced prices
of Belgian rolled joists delivered into the
Midlands, if delivered promptly from stock in
London, and allowing a small middleman’s
commission, arc :—12 in. by 5 in., lengths to
30 ft., 6^. 12s. 6d. per ton, and 10 in. by 5 in.,

61. lOs. If consumers are prepared to wait for
from five to six weeks for the execution of
orders so as to allow of the iron being got
direct from the works, the prices are very
much lower, namely, 51. 128. 6d. for 12 in. by
5 in., and 51. lls. 10 in. by 5 in. Small sizes,

such as 6i in. by 3i in., are about 51. lis. 6d.,
brought from stock and delivered into the
Midlands. The fact that English ironmasters
have given up the manufacture of rolled iron
joists in competition with the imported goods,
and that they are now confining their attention
to rolled steel joists, makes it much easier for
the foreigners to command the advances just
declared than would have otherwise been the
case. English architects are, however, becoming
acquainted with the circumstance that native
makers are now giving their attention to steel,
and are specifying steel joists in building
erections. Messrs. Dorman, Long, & Co.,
Middlesbrough, who have taken the lead as
makers, report that they have lately found the
demand for steel joists increasing. Prices of
English joists of this description delivered into
the Midlands are now 61. 15 b. per ton up to 8 in.

deep, 71. per ton up to 10 in., 71. 5 b. up to 12in.,
and 71. ISs. up to 16 in., which is the maximum
size at present manufactured.

—

Iron.
Local GoTernmeut Board Inquiry at

Birmingham.—An inquiry was held at the
Council House, Birmingham, on the 27th ult.,
by Mr. J. D. Harrison, to consider an applica-
tion by the Corporation to borrow 6,0001. for
sewage purposes. The Town Clerk, in supporting
the application, said the money was required to
construct a sewer which was necessary to
prevent a great difficulty that had been experi-
enced with regard to the flooding of a portion
of the borough. The proposed sewer would
commence at the River Rea, and the storm-
water would pass into it, near Montague-street
Wharf, and from this point would be continued
through the Corporation Wharf, along Glover-
street, Bond street, Bordesley, along the
Midland Railway Embankment, and terminating
in Lawden-road, at which point it would be
connected with the brook course. It would not,
however, have any influence with the brook’s
course, except during heavy flooding. The
Borough Surveyor (Mr. Till), in exhibiting the
plans, said he had seen water lying to a depth of
2 ft. 6 in. above the roadway. The full length of
the proposed sewer would be 1,667 yards, and of
these 1 ,035 yards would have a diameter of 4 ft.
and 632 yards a diameter of 3 ft. 6 in. Mr. Til!
said that a provisional arrangement had been
made with the Midland Railway Company, and
the Warwick Canal Company would have no
cause for complaint, as the proposed sewer
would benefit their property. In answer
to Mr. Pollock, of London, who acted
on behalf of Lord Norton, Mr. Till
said it was not intended to connect the new
sewer with any other sewer. The Inspector
said he quite understood that the new sewer
would be perfectly distinct from the ordinary
sewage system, and would only carry storm
water. In answer to another question, Mr. Till
said he did not intend to have storm outlets
in the course of the sower. The Borough
Treasurer, in answer to the Inspector, stated
that the population had increased by 25,000

j

since 1881, and that the loans borrowed under
I
the Sanitary Act amounted to 969,853L, of

which sum 144,799Z. had been paid off. The
Inspector thought the work proposed to be
done was very necessary, and after a vote of
thanks to him the proceedings terminated.
The High School for Girls, Stroud

Green, which has been erected here for Miss
Emily Mills, was opened on Tuesday afternoon,
the 26tb of July. The design is an adaptation
of the " Queen Anne ’’ style. The walls are of
yellow bricks, with red dressings and arches,
relieved with a light brown stone from the New
Biggen quarries

; and the gables are finished in
roogh cast ornamental plaster, upon which is

worked the date of the foundation and the title

of the school. Over the side porch for pupils is

carved the motto of the school, “Doe ye nexte
thynge.” The school contains accommodation
for 300 scholars, in four large apartments
known as the lecture-hall and third-form room
on the first floor, and gymnasium and kinder-
garten-room on the ground-floor, in addition to
which there are three music or class-rooms and
a dressmaking-room, also housekeeper’s rooms,
cellarage, and other domestic offices, principal’s
room, dressing-room, and lavatory for professors
on each floor, and a bath-room, each fitted with
hot and cold water. The total cost of the build-
ing and fittings has been 2,4001, or 8L per
scholar. The building was designed by Mr.
W. S. Wilson, in conjunction with Mr. J. W.
Stevens. The work has been carried out by
Messrs. Lanadowne & Co., of Richmond, Surrey.
Mr. Ragless, of Homaey-road, has executed the
internal school fittings.

The Home of Mercy, Lostwithiel.—The
Home of Mercy stands upon rising ground over
and above this pretty Cornish town, and com-
mands a superb view. It was built some twenty
years ago from the designs of the late George
Edmund Street, R.A., and attached to it is a
chapel dedicated to Sb. Faith. Some few years
ago a special gift was made to this ohapel in
the shape of a fine reredos in polished alabaster
and marbles, designed by Mr. R. Medley Fulford,
F.R.I.B.A., architect, of Exeter, and made by
Mr. Harry Hems, of the same city. Additions to
this reredos have just been made at either side.

Niches have been placed in the east wall, within
which stand life-sized statues of SS. Peter and
Paul respectively. They are set upon corbels
held up by angels. The canopies are delicately
groined, and terminate with lofty crocketed
spires. The new work, like the surroundings,
is of early character, designed by Mr. Fulford
and carried out in its entirety by Mr. Harry
Hems.
A Working Men’s Tlower Sho-w.—We

hear that the Co-operative movement will be
well represented at South Kensington on
August 23rd, on the occasion of the National
Co-operative Flower Show, held under the
auspices of the Royal Horticultural Society,

which will be an exhibition of the products of

bond-fide working men’s gardens, grown from
seeds sold in penny packets, through the
medium of the twelve hundred co-operative
stores which now exist. The show cannot help
being interesting and instructive, as it will so
thoroughly represent the gardening capabilities

of small cottages throughout the length and
breadth of the land. Cheap excursions are
being organised from all parts of the kingdom,
and the Conference, which is to be held in the
afternoon on the “ Possibilities of Co-operative
Allotments and Associated Gardens,” will

doubtless be well attended, and give rise to an
interesting discussion.

Hoad Surveyors’ Association for Scot-
land.—A meeting of this Association was held
within the pavilion of the Highland and Agri-
cultural Society at Perth, on the 2Sth ult., at

which there was a large attendance. Mr.
Mitchell, Dundee, President, occupied the
chair. The office • bearers elected for the
ensuing year were, Mr. Rankin, Carronbridge,
President j Mr. McLennan, Dunfermline, and
Mr. Laidlaw, Linlithgow, Vice-Presidents

;
Mr.

Stevenson, Ayr, Secretary and Treasurer.
After the ordinary business had been com-
pleted, papers on ‘‘Bridges and Culverts,” by
Mr. Aitken Cupar, and ‘‘Amendments sug-
gested on the Road Act,” by Mr. Laidlaw, were
read and discussed.

Homano-Britisli Hemains. — The new
volume of the " Gentleman’s Magazine Library,”
to be issued by Mr. Elliot Stock immediately,
will contain the completion of the section on
"Romano-British Remains.” In it we are
promised a record of the discoveries of Roman
remains in all parts of the country, classified

into counties.
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I Northern Architectural Association.

—

iQ Monday a number of the members of this

Bsociation, incloding Mr. G. G. Hoskins,
ll.I.B.A., president; Mr. W. Glover, vice-pre-

jlent ; and Mr. Frank W. Rich.hon. sec., visited

istle Howard, near Malton, Yorkshire, one of
lie seats of the Earls of Carlisle. The mansion,
le design of Sir John Vanbrngh, was com-
enced in 1702, and, mth the exception of the
lest wing, was completed by him. The enter-
ining rooms are small, bat for the comfort
id convenience of the house as a habitation
;any improvements have been made since the
me of Vanbrugh. The members, after making

III inspection of the building, viewing the
iiloable collection of pictures, and taking
liiotographs of the north and south fa9adeB,
iiturnecl to Malton for dinner, and thence left

y train for Newcastle.
: Architectural Association. — Messrs,
lerbert S. Wood, Herbert G. Lidstono, and
V. Lanohester have been awarded the first,

jicond, and third prizes respectively in the
fcamination held in June last, in connexion with
r. H. Lovegrove’s lectures on “ Construction,”

, the Architectural Association.

PRICES CURRENT OF MATERIALS.
TIMBER.

reenheart, B.G ton 6 10 0
lak, B.I lo»d
.qnoik, U.8 foot cube
iin, Canade load
rch ,,

£. B. d.

7 10
0 0 12 0 0

0 2 3 0 3 0

ir, Dantaic, io
ik „
tfuade
^ne, Canada red

,, yellow
ith, Dantsio
iBt. Petersburg
jjaiiifloet, Riga

,, Odessa, crown
)alB,Fmland,8DdaDdlst...sid.lOO

„ 4tb and 3rd

4 10
3 10
4 103 10

1 10 0 4 0 0
2 10 0 4 10 0
3 0 0 6 0 0

.fathom 3 0 0 6 0 0
4 0 0 6 10 0

.log 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 10 0 3 0 0
7 0 0 8 0 0

Bt. Petersburg, let yellow

„ 2nd „
,, white

Bwedish
White Sea
Canada, Pine, let

, ,, ,, 2nd
, „ ,, 3rd, Sio

,, Spruce, Ist

I „ ,, 3rd and 2nd..

8 0 0 13 0 0
7 0 0 8 0 0
6 10 0 8 10 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
7 0 0 16 0 0
16 0 0 24 0 0
10 0 0 16 0 0
6 0 0 6 0 0
8 0 0 9 0 0
6 0 0 7 0 0

TIMBER (continued).

New Brunewick, Ac
Battens, all kinds
Flooring Boards, eq., 1 is., pre.

pared, First
8e<.‘ond

Other qualities

Cedar, Cuba foot
Honduras, Ac
Australian

Mahogany, Cuba
Bt. Domingo, cargo average
Mexican ,,
Tobasco ,,

Honduras ,,
Maple, Bird’s-eve

Bose, Rio ton
Baoia

Box, Tnrkey ton
Satin, St. Domingo foot
Porto Rico

Walnut, Italian

£. 8. d. £. 8. d.

6 0 0 e 10 0
4 0 0 10 10 0

0 8 0 0 11 0
0 6 6 0 7 6
0 4 0 0 6 0
0 0 3) 0 0 3i
0 0 3 0 0
0 0 2 0 0 3
0 0 4 0 0 7
0 0 4 0 0 6
0 0 3* 0 0 4
0 0 4 0 0 6*
0 0 3f 0 0 6*
0 0 6 0 0 7
8 0 0 11 0 0
7 0 0 9 0 0
6 0 0 12 0 0
0 0 6 0 0 9
0 0 6 0 0 10
0 0 3* 0 0 6*

METALS.
Isow—Bar, Welsh, in London. ..ton 4 7

„ ,, in Wales 4 2

,, Btaffordshire, London 6 10
Bheets, Bingle, in London 6 16
Hoops ,, 0 0
Nail-rods ,, 6 16

COPFBB

—

British, rake and ingot ton 43 15
Best selectea 44 10
SheetB, strong 50 0
Chili, bars 39 17

Ysunow MbtaIi lb. 0 0
Lbad—

•

Pig, Spanish ton 12 2
Englisn, common brands 12 10
Sheet, English 13 7

Spbltbb

—

Silesian, special ton 14 12
Ordinary brands 14 10

Tiw—
Straits ton 106 10
Australian 105 10
English ingots 108 6

ZlKC

—

English sheet ton 0 0

OILS.
Linseed ton 20 10
Oocoanut, Cochin 30 0
Ceylon 24 0

Palm, Lagos 20 0
Rapeaeed, English p^e 22 15

,, brown 21 6
Cottonseed, refined 20 10
Tallow and Oleine 26 0
Lubricating, U.8 6 0

„ refined 6 0
Tubpbhtiivb —
American, in casks cwt. 1 6

Tab

—

Stockholm barrel 0 14
Archangel 0 9

6
6
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
6
0

6
0
6

6
0

0
0
0

0

0
0
e
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
6

4 16 0
4 7 0
6 0 0
8 10 0
7 0 0
6 10 0

0 0
46 10 0
0 0 0

40 6 0
0 0 0

12 3 9
0 0 0

13 13 9

14 16 0
14 12 6

0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

0 0 0

20 12 6
33 0 0
0 0 0

20 10 0
23 0 0
20 10 0
21 0 0
45 0 0
6 0 0

12 0 0

0 0 0

0 14 6
0 10 0

COMPETITIONS AND CONTRACTS.
Spitome of Advertisements m this Number,

COMPETITIONS.

By whom required. Premium.Nature of Work. Desi^sto be
dehrered.

CONTRACTS.

Nature of Work, or Materials. By whom required. Architect, Surreyor, or
Engineer,

ivotion of Shelters, Ac
lintinp and Pointing Works
iirroation of Footpaths, Fencing, Ac
brbing. Tarparing, Metalling, Ac
ib-Dividing Buildings, Alterations, Ac
bt-Water Pipes, Ac
iviog Works
snewal of Two Draw-Bridges
lUection of Rofuse

Eastbourne Cor
Chelsea Vestry
Mot. Board of Works...
Lewisham Bd. of VVks.
Brighton Town Council

do.
Brentford Local Board
War Department
Tottenham Local Board

OJlcial
do.
do.
do.

P. C. Lockwood
do.

Official ..

do.

oneware Pipe Sewer, Ac
ist-lron Ontfall Sewer
nrers, Deposit Tanks, Ac

Walthamstow Local Bd.
Lymington Local Board
Ashford Local Board ...

H. S. Ridings...
J. Lemmi
Official

Tenders te be
delivered.

August 8th
August 9tb

do.

do.
August 16th iL

do. If

Angust 16lh ix.

August 20th IT

August 23rd ix.

Angust 25th ii

August 26th u.
August 30th ix.

Sept. 7th 11.

TENDERS
• ANDOVER.—For mansion and offices, Enham Place,

ar Andover. Mr. 8. Knight, F.R.I.B.A., architect,

luantiiies supplied by Messrs, Stoner A Sons

i Lnscombe A Son, Exeter £7,800 0 0
1 Bird, Edgware-road, London 7,625 0 0
1 Estcourt, Gloucester 7,431 0 0
i Grover A Son, Islington, London ... 7,089 0 0
il Stephens, Bastow, A Co., Bristol

and London (accepted) 6,849 0 0
i Beale, Andover 6,528 0 0

(lABHTON* ON -MERSEY. — For a reading-room at
ahton-on-Mersey, for Sir William Brooks, bart., M.P.
|r. George Truefitt, architect, 6, Bloomsbury-square,

,0 .

! Benjamin Haywood £1,783 2 10
li Southern A Sons 1,469 0 0

Cross A Bell 1,395 0 0
Wilson, Toft,' A Huntley (accepted) 1,386 0 0

BERMONDSEY.—For repairs to roofs and parapet
walls, at the Bermondsey Workhouse, for the Guardians
of St. Olave’s Union. Messrs. Newman A Newman,
architects, Tooley-street, London Bridge :

Chafen £480 0 0
V 3»7 0 0

Greenwood 377 q q
Stephens !!!!!!!!!!!! 375 0 0
Cotton 360 0 0
Boilers 354 0 0
Shepherd 300 0 0
Pritchard (accepted) 290 0 0

BR^TOL.—For taking down kilns, stacks, buildi
and clearing the site of New Day Indnstrial School,
the Bristol School Board, under thesupervisionof Mei
J. W. Trew A Sons, Broad-street, Bristol;—

•o ,, Credit. Debit.
Benolds _ £200 0 0
Toraer.. _ 147 q q
Bidewood 120 0 0
Balmont £55 0 0
Eollbrook (accepted) 87 10 0 !!!"’ —

[All of Bristol.]

BRISTOL.— For Easton-road Board
Messrs. Hansom A Bond, architects,
Qnaotitiea supplied

Oowlin A Son £6,170
W. Church 4,936
Eastabrook A Sons 4,959
G. Humphreys 4,943
H. A. Forse 4,930
Stephens A Bastow 4,679
Howell A Son 4,050
8. Turner 4,570
J. E. Davis 4,667
J, Wilkins A Son 4,650
A. J. Beaven 4,390
J. Perrott 4,324
T. R. Lewis (accepted) 4,290

BROMLEY (Kent).—For new road, Qneen's Mead,
Bromley, Kent, for the Bromley Local jSoard. Mr. Hngb
8. Crogeen, surveyor j

—

J. G. B. Marshall £999 0 0
J. Mowlem A Co 786 0 0
T. Lansbury 780 10 0
Woodbams A Fry 789 0 0
A. J. Cattley 744 0 0
E. Peill A Sons (accepted) 744 0 0

BUNTINGFORD (Herts),—For alterations to two
houses, for Mr. T. J. Swordor. Mr. Russel Austin, C.E.,
Hertford :

—

WillmottASon £606 0 0
F. Cotes 456 0 0
T. Nevett* 447 0 0

• Accepted subject to reduction.

CARLISLE.—For house and shops, Hart and Broad
streets, for Mr. 8. Neilson, Mr. H. Higginson, architect^
Carlisle and Preston ;—

'

Bricklayer and Maton.
G. Hill £222 12 0

Carpenter and Joiner.
W. Latimer HQ 0 0

Slater.
M. Newson 13 0 0

Btumber.
G. Sowerby 10 10 6

Flatterer.
8. Ferguson 18 0 0

Painter and Olaeier.
H. Harkness 14 14 g

FINSBURY.—For erecting new water-closets for tho
boys and girls at the Penton-grove school (Finsbury AI),
and for erecting a wall (in lieu of the present railing) to
enclose the playgrounds, for the School Board for London.
Mr. T. J. Bailey, architect :

—

W. Howie £804 16 7
Davis Bros 666 0 0
J. Wells A Son 333 0 0
C. Dearing A Son * 268 0 0

• Recommended by the Works Commiteee for acceptance.

HACKNEY.—For removing the old water-closets at the
Bonner-street school (Hackney Os), and erecting new
water-closets for boys, girls, and male infants, at a further
distance from the school, for the School Board for London,
Mr. T. J. Bailey, architect:—

W. Howie £668 18 0
Davis Bros 687 0 0
W. Johnson • 328 0 0

• Recommended by the Works Committee for acceptance.

ISLINGTON.—For laying down new granite carriage-
ways, York stone footways, and about 143 ft. in length of
18-m. pipe sewer, and executing other works in connexion
therewith, for the purposes of widening Upper-street,
lelii^ton, for the Metropolitan Board of Works. Sir J,
W. Bazalgette, engineer :

—

Nowell A Robson £8,476 0 0
Thomas Adams 8 19* 0 0
H. K. Treheamo 8'l89 0 0
J.J. Biggs 8,160 0 0
J. J. Griffiths 7,684 0 0
G. G. Rutty 7,487 0 0
J. Mowlem A Co. (accepted) 6,910 0 0

KIRKHAM.-For the erection of a Wesleyan school.
Hr. H. Higginson, architect, Carlisle and Preston :—

Croft, Preston £889 0 0
Smith, Blackpool 825 0 0
Kilev, Fleetwood 817 3 4
Baldwin, Preston 788 0 0
Gardner, Kirkham 779 0 0
Singleton, Kirkham 700 0 0
Ha^am, Kirkham (accepted) 718 10 0

LAMBETH.—For the erection of temporary school
buildings, on the Victoria-road site (East Lambeth X)

,
for

the School Board for London. Mr. T. J. Bailey archi-
tect;—

F. Brady A Co., Limited £2,680 0 0
C. Kent 1,390 10 0
Croggon A Co 1,265 0 0
W. Harbrow ],183 0 0
North A Son 1,103 0 0
I. Dixon A Co 1,162 0 0
G. B. Ash 1,106 0 0
J. Lysaght A Co., Limited 1,080 0 0
T. Bendon* 1,073 0 0

• Recommended by the Works Committee for acceptance.

LAMBETH.—For rebuilding the infants’ water-closets
at the New Park-road school (West Lambeth AJ), for the
School Board for London. Mr. T. J. Bailey, architect —

J. W. Boy £139 0 0
E. Triggs 130 0 0
King Bros. A Co.* 121 0 0

Recommended by the Works Committee for acceptance.

LONDON. — For alterations to the Mitre Hotel,
Chancery-lane, for Mr. W. Drew. Mr. H. J. Newton,
architect, 17, Queen Anne-gate, Westminster :

J. Woodmaa £323 10 0
Jackson A Todd 318 0 0
F, Mark 299 0 0
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LONDON.—For alteritioDs and ’additiooBto the office

of the English and Scottish Law Life Assurance
Association, 13, Wsterloo-plsce. S.W. Mr. Mark H.
Judge, architect, 8, Park-place Villas, W.

Albert C. Bolding £3,200 0 0

Hampton 4 Sons 2,946 0 0
Joseph Hume 2,695 0 0
Charles Earle 2,391 0 0

H. Toten A Sons 2:200 0 0

Wm. King & Son,* Pimlico 1,710 0 0
• Accepted.

LONDON.—For pulling down and rebuilding No. 16,

York-street. Covent-garden, for Mr. J. Galsworthy.

Messrs. William Reddall 4 Bon, architects and surveyors,

Couth-street, Finsbury :

—

ClarkeABracey £1,171 0 0
Wm. Brass 4 Son 1,110 0 0
Hall, Beddall, 4 Co 1,002 0 0

Woodward 1,070 0 0
Nightingale 1,033 0 0
Kiilby A Gayford 1,030 0 0

B. G. Bird .... 968 10 0
J. Banders 4 Sons 966 0 0

LONDON.—For alterations to 39, Porchoster-terraco,

Hyde Park, for Mr. S. Scarboro Johnson. Mr. W. Hilton
Nash, architect :

—

J. Waddington (accepted) £166 0 0

LONDON.—For gasBttere* works, at the Star and
Garter, King"land-gate :

—

Bncbley 4 Beach £208 0 0

J. Biggs 200 0 0

W. Winn (accepted) 195 0 0

MAKTLBBONE.—For erecting a new staircase. Ac.,

for the Pupil Teachers' Centre, on the Brecknock site

<MaryleboDe Q). for the School Board for London. Mr.
T J. Bailey, aichitect;—

T. Lye £279 0 0
G. 4^ilkinaon A Sods * 260 0 0

• Recommended by the Works Committee for acceptance.

NEWMARKET.—For house and offices at Newmarket,
for Mr. C. Louies. Messrs. Holland 4 Son, architects :

—

Kerridge 4 Shaw £1,898 0 0
King. 1,704 18 0
Blyth 4 Hunt 1,611 0 0
Mills 1,600 0 0
Linzell 1,679 0 0
Hook 4 Tebbitt 1,557 17 0
Plummer 1,435 0 0
Mason 4 Bon (accepted) 1,300 0 0
Saint 4 Sons (withdrawn) 1,050 0 0

NUNHEAD.—For the erection of two iron buildings on
the site in Ivydale-road, Nnnbead (East Lambeth AG),
for the School Board for London. Mr. T. J. Bailey,

architect t—
Walker Bros £995 0 0
Clark, Bunnett, 4 Co 850 0 0
Croggon 4 Co 848 0 0
North 4 Bon 813 0 0

J. W. Hoy 806 0 0
W. Harbrow 765 S 0
A. W. Pocock 670 0 0
BruceAStiU* 620 0 0

• Recommended by tse worits Committee for acceptance.

PORTSMOUTH.—For building 8t. Michael’s Vicarage.
Mr. Withers, architect. Quantities by Mr. Hale :

—

MulUngs, Derizes £2,484 0 0
Dove Brothers, London 2,4i5 0 0
Barrel!, Littlehampton 2,329 0 0
Btephensoo, London 2,285 0 0
Gregory 4 Co., London 2,237 0 0
W. A E. Light, Portrmouth 2,227 0 0
J. 4 C. Bowyer, Norwood 2,197 0 0
Bpear 4 King, Crovrthorne 2,190 0 0
Buckle A Wheeler, Abingdon 2,185 0 0
Bottrill, Reading 3,140 0 0
Bmith, Worihing 2,120 0 0
Bteyens 4 Bastow, Bristol 2,100 0 0
H. A D. Erans, Portsmouth 1,990 0 0
Bull, Bona, 4 Co., Boutnampton 1,971 0 0

SOUTH NORWOOD.—For alterations to the Albion
Hotel, for Mr. Geo. E. Fage. Mr. W. Hilton Nash,
architect :

—

Drew 4 Cadman £433 0 0
Bryan 298 0 0
Bmith 297 0 0
Ovenden (accepted) 247 0 0

WEYBRIDGE.—For new shop and dwelling.honse,
Baker-street, Weybridge. Mr. W. I. Chambers, archi-
tect

Martin, Addleston £977 0 0
8. Wood, Weybridge 880 0 0
W. A A. Browne, Oatlands Park 877 0 0
Peters, Oatlands Park 865 0 0
King, Oatlands Park 8 0 0 0
8. Brown, W'^eybridgo 780 0 0
A. A. Gale, Woking 650 0 0
Matthews.4 Mann,* "Weybridge 650 0 0

* Accepted.

*,* SPECIAL NOTICE. —Lists of Tenders
frequently reach ns too late for insertion. They should

be deliyered at our office, 40, Catherine -street, W.O.,
not later than 12 Noon on THCESDA"YS.

TO COEEESPONDENTS.

SegUtered Telegraphic Addre>e,'‘Tvi'ii. BuiLDBB.LoypoiT.*'

T. P. M.—3. H. D.-J.A. O.-C. P.—J, E, 8. (the advertUers
:e probably taking tbe best course (or applicants as well as (or
leuiielves. It is no benefit to the profession to eucoarage a totally

disproportionate number of people to w«te time la competing for a
small pritfi which only one of them can obtain).—B. C. Sons A Co.—
J. K. B. £ Sous.—A. M. H. (next week).—H. H.—J. W. S.—J. B.
(MSS, of papers read should be sent in better form ; we cannot under-
take to wade through copies of papers badly written nnd lull of
mistakes and marginal correctloDB).

All statements ol (acts, lists of tenders. Ac., must be accompanied
e and address ol theseuder, not neceeearUy (or publlcstloD
compelled to decline potnting out books and giving

addresi

Nora.—The responsibility of signed articles, and papers read at
public meetings, rests, of course, with tbe authors.

ITs eonnot undertake to return rejected communieationt.
Letters or communications (beyond more news-items) which have

been duplicated for other Journals, are NOT DESIRED.
All communications regarding literary and artietio matters should
a addressed to THE EDITOR

; all communicatious relating to
adyertlaefuents and other exclusirely business matters should be
addressed to TBB PTJBLIBHEE. and not to the Editor.

FIRE BRICKS.
BEST BTODBBRIDOE FIRE BRICKS, and Cement Fire

Clay. Gas Retorts, Mufiles, ic. Fire Bncks and Blocks for the
Highest Heats, for Iron Blast Furnaces. Forge, Rolling, Fuddling,
and Steel Furnaces. Flint Glass Fum/ices, Roasting and Refiniiie
Funuices. Chemical Works, Coke Orens, Ac. Boiler Beating Blocks
Flue Covers, Locomotive Bricks, Tuyeres. Steel Runners. Grate
Backs. Special Sizes sod Shapes made to Knglneaers' Drawings.

Prices quoted to any Port or Railway Station.
London Agents

R. CULL & SON, PahneTston-huildings, E.C.

GLAZED BRICKS.
OATES A GREEN, HALIFAX.

GLAZED BRICKS (White and Coloured), Special Balt-glseed
Earthemware Sinks, CatUe. Sheep,

and Pig Troughs. Horse Mangers, Patent Automatic Trough Closet.
Patent Flush Tank Ventilating Bricks. Patent Ventilating Gullies
and Traps, Patent Chimney-Pota for Down Draughts.

Six Prize Medals. Copies of Testimonials sent If required.
London Agents t—

R. CULL 4 SON, PBlraeraton-baildinga, E.C.

BLUE ERICKS.
THE KLTLBY BRICK COMPANY, KINGPWINFOBD

euaordshlre. Manufacturers of Blue Bricks.
London Agents ;

E. CULL 4 SON, Palmerstoo-buildings, E.C.

DRAIN PIPES.
Ltrne. Cement, Bricks.Blates, I-aths, Hair, Plaster, Wall Coplnge,Chann^ Bricks. Blue and Red Ridges. Red Plain Tiles and Pm!

TUes, Closet Pans and Traps. Benda, Junctione, Ac. all sizes.
Chimney-Pots. Red and White. PRICES on APPLICATION

R. CULL 4 SON'S Stores Railway Arches
London-street, Bethnal Green Station E
Rcer-vn. P.im-r.*,.,, . buildings. Old Broad-Street, E.C.

Chief Office;—72. Palmers'

Best Bath Stone.
CORSHAM DOWN.

|
PARLEIGH DOWN.

BOX GROUND. I COMBE DOWN.
WESTWOOD GROUND,

j
STOKE GROUND.

RANDBLL, SAUNDERS, &. CO., Ld.,
CoESHAM, Wilts.

Bath Stone.
Pictor’s Monks’ Park. Combe Down.
Coreham Down. Stoke Ground.

Box Ground. Winsley Ground.
Farleigh Down. West Wood.

PICTOR & SONS, Box, Wilts. [Advt.

Boulting Freestone and Ham Hii] Stone
of best quality, in blocks, or prepared ready for
fixing. An inspection of the Doulting Quarries
is respectfully solicited

; and Architects and
others are CAUTIONED against inferior stone.
Prices, delivered to any part of the United
Kingdom, given on application to CHARLES
TRASK & SONS, Norton-sub-Hamdon, Ilmin*
ster, Somerset.—Agent, Mr. E. WILLIAMS,
No. 16, Craven-street, Strand, W.C. [Advt.

Donltlng Free Stone

HAM HILL STONE,

BLUE LIAS LIMB

(Ground or Lump),

For prices, dio., ad*
dress 8. & J. STAPLE,
Quarry Owners, Stone
and Lime Merchants,
Stoke • nnder • Ham,
Ilminster. [Advt,

Aaphalte.—The Seyssel and Metallic Lava
Aspbalte Company (Mr. H. Glenn), Office, 88,
Poultry, E.C.—The best and cheapest materials
for damp oourses, railway arches, warehouse
floors, flat roofs, stables, oow^sheds, and milk*
rooms, granaries, tun-rooms, and terrao60.[ADVT

Asphalte.
Seyssel, Patent Metallic Lava, and

White Asphaltes.
M. 8TODART * CO.

Office

:

No. 90, Cannon-street, E.O. [Advt

SFHAGUE & CO.’S

INK-PHOTO PROCESS,

22, Marfcin’a-lane,

Cannon-street, E.O. [Advt.

To Builders, Bxiilders’ Supply Merchants,
and Others. —WuALLHx'a Watkb-Closbt, for uaiog
waste water from lavatories, sinks, roofs, Ac., will Uusa
'immediately after being used. Costs 60 per cent, leas than
ordinary water-closets. No water cistern required. No
fittings. No water supply. Simplioily and effectiveness
guarauteed. Being largely adopted and giving every
satisfaction.

Testimonials from Sanitary EngineerB, Sanitary In.
specters. Medical Officers, &c. Highly spoken of by the
leading trade papers.

Prices, drawings, and full particulars, on application to

BROOKS & PICKUP,
Towneley Colliery, Bornley.

f Advt,

B-emedy for Damp Walls.—Applied in

dry weather CARSON'S ANTI-DAMP SOLU-
TION is an economical and effectual CURE.

—

Poll particulars (post-free) WALTER CARSON
& SONS, La Belle Sauvage-yard, Ludgate
Hill, London. [Advt.

MICHELMOEE & EEAP,
Manofactarerz ol

POLLINGE’S PATENT HINGES,
LEVEE, 8CBEW, 4 BABEEL BOLTS,

Self-Acting “FALL DOWN " GATK STOPS,
and IMPROVED OATS FITTINGS of eveir Deecriptlon

36a, borough road,
LONDON, 8.E.

A LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO BUILDERS.

f. BRABV & CO.’S PATENT GLAZING
C3rI..A.SS SET FEEE,

ALLOWING EXPANSION AND CONTRACTION, AND PRECLUDING BREAKAGE.

ABSOLDTEIY WATERTIGHT. PAINTING AND PUTTY SUPERSEDED,

OVER THREE MILLION FEET FIXED.
DRAWINGS AND PRICES ON APPLICATION.

— OIDELS SEOTIOIsTS O TST "VIE "W, —
LONDON: LIVERPOOL: GLASGOW:

'

to 362, EUSTON ROAD. 6 and 8, HATTON GARDEN. 47 & 49, ST. ENOCH SQUARE.
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Irish River Conservancy.

N Ireland, outlets for

the -water issuing

from drained land

began to be made

in 1843, but not

much was done

until 1846 and

1847, the time of

the potato disease.

Between that time

and the year 1863 more than two and a quarter

millions of money were spent in the con-

struction of public works in that country, of

'which nearly two millions were spent on these

outlets for land drainage, or arterial drainage

as it has been called. Practically, it is a

lowering of the water-level of the outlets of

land drainage, to enable the land drains to be

laid with a sufficient fall for a sufficient distance

from the arterial drains. The area so provided

for during those years,—and mostly during the

ten or twelve years from 1846 to 1857,—was

266,391 acres, statute measure. The average

cost per acre was Gl. 17s., and there was, of

courae, the cost of the land drains besides.

This land drainage is called, in Ireland,

“ thorough ” drainage, and is distinct from the

subject of arterLol drainage, of which we now
desire to say something, the basis of which is the

Appendix to the First Report of the Royal

Commission on Irish Public Works, which

contains the evidence given before the Com'

missioners who sat on forty-three days between

October, 1886, and April, 1887. The Appendix

is accompanied by a map on the scale of ten

miles to the inch. There have been three

systems or orders of procedure under which the

arterial drainage of Ireland has hitherto been

undertaken. Under the first, constituted by an

Act of Parliament in 1831, landed proprietors

were enabled to form themselves into
j
oint-stock

companies, and to proceed with the execution

of drainage works without the intervention of

other Acts of Parliament, and by private

agency and with private funds to execute the

works. Little practical result, however, fol-

lowedthis measure, andParliament endeavoured

to find some more effectual means for the attain-

ment of the object by an Act passed in 1842,

which provided that the works might be carried

out by the Government on the application of

owners of land in any district of the country.

It was not necessary that all the owners, in a

district desired to be drained, should make the

application, or should agree to the work being

done, but Government took action on the

application of the owners of two-thirds in value

of the lands proposed to be provided with

proper outlets for the drainage, whereupon the

works were carried out by the Commissioners

of Public Works in Ireland, or the Irish Board

of Works, as they are more commonly called,

under the superintendence of engineers ap-

pointed by that Board. It was intended by

this Act that private funds should still bear

the chief part of the expense of the works, but

it did not exclude the Government from being

one of the subscribers, on the security of the

improved value of the land. On the under-

taking being completed in any district so

drained the expense was apportioned on the

lands benefited, according to the benefit con-

ferred ; but during the next three years

drainage works progressed slowly, and it was

not until the famine years, to which we have

made reference, that serious attention was

given to the subject. There then ensued a

demand that means should be found for the

employment of labour to alleviate the wide

distress. If such means were to be supplied

by the Government, it was thought desirable

that it should be by way of employment

reproductive works, and the choice

fell on arterial drainage. With a view

of meeting the urgency of the case the

Government obtained fresh Parliamentary

powers in 1846, which enabled the Irish

Board of Works to proceed with works

of this kind on its own responsibility, with

the consent of the proprietors of but one-half

in value in any district proposed to be drained.

These works were then largely proceeded with,

the Government lending the money ; but, when
the famine was over, the Government became

alarmed at the outlay, and directed every

exertion to bo made to close the works, and

return to the ordinary procedure under the

Act of 1842. Complaints were made by the

landed proprietors that, in order to find work

for labourers, schemes had been forced upon

them. By an Act passed in 1853, special

Commissioners were appointed to inquire into

these complaints, who recommended extensive

remissions to he made, and in 1859 the amount

remitted, out of the total outlay of

1,827,068^., was 906,786^., or nearly one half.

Whether that was satisfactory to the Irish

landowners wo do not know, but it seems to

have had the effect of stopping further sup-

plies from the Imperial Exchequer on that

system of carrying out the work
;

for, after

1857, nothing seems to have been done until

1863, when an Act of Parliament was passed

which relieved the Government of the respon-

sibility of executing any works through the

instrumentality of the Irish Board of Works,

and by the engineers appointed by that Board.

The aim of this Act was to leave the initiation

of arterial drainage entirely to proprietors,

and to enable them to carry out works with

less interference, but offering them the advice

and experience of the Board of Works and its

engineers, and the assistance of loans of money.

Before we say anything of this new arrange-

ment, however, we may say that the amount

(l,827,068i.) was expended on 119 districts,

the average area of which is 2,239 acres, the

average cost per acre,—the acre being in all

cases herein referred to the statute measure,

—

was Gl. 173., but in three of these districts,

comprising 41,000 acres of drained land, the

drains were made navigable, and in these

cases the average cost per acre was 11. ISs., or

less than 11. above the average cost of drains

not navigable. It must be said, however, that

these were not new cuts ;
they were, for the

most part, navigable waterways already, and

what was done in them was of the nature of

improvement only. In the case of a new cut,

the difference between the coat of what would

be necessary for drainage only, and that which

would be necessary if navigation were provided

also, would probably be greater than it appears

from these figures, in the first instance
;
but in

the long run it would, nevertheless, be found

probably the more economical of the two.

The average expenditure on each of these dis-

tricts was 15,354Z., but on each of four of them

it exceeded 100,000?., and the average cost per

acre of these four was 81. 8s. The total area

of the four districts is 57,166 acres, and the

total expenditure upon them 481,911?.

Going from this largest class of drainage dis-

tricts to those upon which more than 20,000?,,

but less than 70,000?. was expended upon

each, there were, of these, twenty-one, com-

prising an area of 108,211 acres, and upon

which 808,385?. were expended, the cost per

acre being 11. Ss. Then there are thirty-one

districts upon which less than 20,000?.,

but more than 5,000?
.,

were expended on

each, the total area of which is 65,653 acres,

and the expenditure 331,431?., the average

being 5?. Is. per acre. The smallest class of

districts, those upon which less than 5,000?.

were expended on any one district, are sixty-

three in number, comprising 31,377 acres of

drained land, at a cost of 122,564?., or an

average of 3?. 18s. per acre.

These were the works and this was the cost

of draining the 119 districts under the condi-

tions of the Acts of 1842 and 1846, and of

which the landowners complained, although

the annual improved value of the 266,391

acres of drained land was 74,502?., and the

average return per -annum of the 1,827,068?.

expended was over 4 per cent, and, if the

remission which was made by the Government

of 906,786?. be allowed for, the average return

per annum must have been over 8 per cent.

However, works were practically suspended

after the famine time, but the importance of

providing further means for arterial drainage

forced itself on the attention of Government,
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and in 1863 another Act was passed, which at a cost of 47,48U., or at the small ayeraoe of
was amended from lime t,n time nf- tLa inofonr>o *37 net, -.a/y.. *i,„ * i. _
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was amended from time to time at the instance
of the Commissioners of Public Works in
Ireland, with the view of extending the advan-
tages of the Act of 1SG3. Under these several
statutes the first step which proprietors of
lands had to take was to send to the Irish
Board of Works a statement of their require-
ments, accompanied by plans and estimates,
duplicate documents being exhibited in the
district and notices sent to the local news-
papers and to all persons concerned, in order
that objections, if any, might be lodged with
the promoters. The Board of Works then
instructed au Inspector to hold an inquiry in
the district, hear objections, and revise the
estimate if necessary. The Inspector was not
an officer of the Board, or for whom the Board
were responsible except as to his competency.
He was appointed by them as occasion
required. Mr. Roberts, who now is one of
the Commissioners of the Board, was largely
employed. Mr. Kelly, who had successfully
carried out many of the former drainage works,
was another who was often employed as an
Inspector, and subsequently Mr. Kane was
employed.

The report of the Inspector was sent to the
Board of Works, and copies were furnished to
the proprietors, who were again given an
opportunity of objecting to the scheme. If
objections were made and were satisfactorily
disposed of, and if the Commissioners of the
Board of Works saw no glaring defects in the
scheme, they proceeded, on receiving the requi-
site assent of the proprietors of two-thirds in
value of the land, to make a Provisional Order,
constituting the area into a drainage district,
and in due course obtained an Act of Parlia-
ment confirming the order. The LociU Board,
which had already been formed in the locality,
called the Drainage Board, were then in a
position to commence the works, and to borrow
the nej3essary money from the Board of Works.
In 1878 an alteration was made in respect of
the number of proprietors from whom assent
was required before works could be proceeded
with. In this year it was enacted that a
drainage district might be formed upon the
^sents of owners of only one-half of the laud
in a district, unless the owners of one-third of
the land actually dissented. lu 1880, power
was given for the Drainage Board to borrow
money from the Board of Works for works
outside their district. In 1886 an important
mnovation was introduced by the House of
Commons into a private Act, by a clause which
provided that the Drainage Board should in-
clude a certain number of representatives of
the occupiers of land in the district.

Thus, the Act of 1803 introduced a dift’erent
system or order of procedure, which, in the
main, has been followed to the present time
Under it a sum of 504,598^. has been ex-
pended in forty-two districts, comprisincr an
area of 78,828 acres of drained land, 0° at
any rate drained or otherwise improved by
arlenal drainage, the average cost of the
drama'm works being GL 83. per acre of land
gained or otherwise improved by the arterial
drainage. The average return per cent, per
annum_ upon this outlay has been 4?. 10s., the
total improved annual value being 24 225?.
Under the Act of 1803 and subsequent* Acts
there have been only two districts on which

U.U a uuau \ji iiu Lue aaiaii aver.ige t

3?. 15s. per acre, the return per cent, bein
6/. 1 Is.

The cost of districts at present under con-
struction, or, rather, which were so at the date
of the report,—April, 1887,—is estimated at

233,000?., the area of these districts to be
improved is 52,850 acres, and the increased
value is estimated at 15,850?. per annum. The
average annual return on the whole expenditure
since 1863 is 4?. IGs. on every 100?.

The country is divided, in a memorandum
by Sir John Ball Greene, into areas, as
follow :

—

Statute acres.
Arable and pasture land 15,357,850
Woods and plantations 33D,849
Hirers and lakes 627,761
Bog, moor, and mountain 4,497,024

20,822,490

Or the areas may be taken under different
elevations, as follow :

—

Statute acres.
Not exceeding 250 ft. above the sea level 8,500,000
From 250 ft. to 500 ft. „ „ 7,500,000

,, 500 „ 1,000 ft. „ „ 3,750,000
„ 1,000 „ 2,000 ft.

,, „ 1,020,000
Over 2,000 ft 52,490

20,822,490

In_ calling witnesses on the question of
arterial drainage, the Commissioners.—who,
by the bye, are now sitting on other questions
connected with Irish Public Works,—addressed
to them, before they appeared, the following
heads of evidence, as suggestive of the informa-
tion desired :

—

7pent“oa ’e“7h‘

two, comprising au area
0 -0,540 acres of drained land, the mean co.st
per acre being 71. lOa. nearly. Then there are
three districts where in each the expenditure
was over 20,000?., but under 70,000?. These

and the outlay has been
« 7, 6 13? or an average of 10?. Us. per acre.
Ihe return per cent, per annum is 3?. Us.ine next scale of expenditure, viz., over 5.000?.
but under 20,000?., is one under which the
cost per acre is less and the return on the
outlay greater than in either of the other
^ses. On this scale twenty-one districts haveDeen dnuned, comprising an area of 37 223

has beenS rt'
’ average of 51. 11s. per acre.

f

® expenditure, viz., under 5,000?.in each district, 12,765 acres have been drained

As to the importance of arterial drainage to
Ireland.

The amount of work remaining to bo carried out.
How far has advantage been taken of thefacilities

for promoting arterial drainage afforded by the Act
of 1842 and the Act of 1863?
What causes have prevented a more complete

adoption of these Acts ?

What changes in the law are needed in order that
districts still requiring drainage may be relieved
Whether the charges should be direct on occupiers

and whether a Drainage Board should be elected by
occupiers as well as owners?
Whether part of the charges should be borne by

towns, if any, in any district proposed to be drained,
and whether all the laud in a river basin should be
made to contribute ?

The advisability, as has been suggested, of the
Government taking the initiative, or giving special
help in the formation of drainage districts.
What precautions should bo taken to prevent

drainage districts being formed in such a way as to
injuriously affect other districts, either by omissions
of areas which ought, for physical reasons, to be
included with them, or by direct injury in the way
of increased floods?
Maintenance of arterial drainage works when

complete.
Navigation : its advantages to adjacent land, to

neighbouring towns, and to the surrounding district.

To niost of these suggested questions the
Commissioners received answers in full from
one or other of the fifty-three witnesses they
examined, together with evidence on questions
not touched upon in the suggestions. It may
be seen that the cost per acre is greater in the
large districts

_

than in the small ones. The
large districts include a greater proportion of
the main outfall works than those of smaller
area do. The efficiency and completeness of a
large area are much superior to those of small
areas

;
but, as the cost per acre of the land

benefited is greater in the larger district, there
IS no encouragement to attain the best effi-
ciency the case admits of, and the solution of
the difficulty lies in the formation of each
natural watershed area or river basin into one
district, under a Conservancy Board, with
power to charge upon all lands within its area,
not an equal rate, but one varying with the
respective positions of different parts of the
area, so that those most benefited would be
charged at the highest rate, and those most
remote, and receiving the least benefit, at the
smallest rate. In these remote parts of a
conservancy district the direct benefit is
not perceptible, but there is no doubt they
are liable to contribute on other grounds
and so that the gradation be properly made
there would be no injustice in including them
as parts of the contributory area in every river
basin. The Commissioners of the River Con-
servancy which comprehends this area would

undertake the main outfall works, and the
charge per acre for arterial drainage in large
districts would then be no greater,—perhaps
less,—than it has been in small ones.

A PUGIN STUDENT’S DRAWINGS.
GREAT many good and interesting
sketches have been produced under
the incitement of the Pugin Student-

-BjJal ship of the Institute of Architects,
but we do not remember that any other Pugin
Student has brought out his drawings and
sketches in so sumptuous a form as the folio
volume* in which Mr. Washington Browne has
collected a number of the drawings for which
the Studentship was awarded him in 1878, and
of those which were made while travelling in
fulfilment of the conditions of the studentship.
The book is a volume de luxe, of which only
two hundred copies have been printed

;
and

though it is not necessary to the architectural
value of the drawings that they should be
published in so costly a form, and it may not
be convenient to everyone to do so, the fact
of collection and publication is in itself an
example worth following by others, for a set
of carefully-measured drawings or carefully-
studied sketches of buildings of interest may
have a permanent value, and it is a pity they
should be shown for a few days on the Institute
walls only to disappear again. Of course,
it is desirable in such a case to make a
judicious selection, and not to publish drawings,
however good, of works which have been
very often drawn and published, or from the
same district which others may have previously
selected for illustration. In this respect, how-
ever, no exception can be taken to Mr. Browne’s
selection. It deals a great deal with Scotch
Medieval remains, which have been by no
means over-illustrated, and the English works
illustrated are, with a few exceptions, not in a
very beaten track.

The illustrations in the book are of two
classes, ordinary photolithographs from pen
drawings, and “Licht-druck” reproductions
from

_

pencil drawings. Most of the per-
spective sketches are by this latter process,
which is ve^ successful in the reproduction of
pencil drawing. One of the first plates, how-
ever, is a geometrical drawing in pencil of a
very interesting bit of work at St. Andrew’s, an
arcade in the approach from the cloister to the
chapter-house

; a very bold piece of what Mr.
Browne calls Transitional work, but which has
the characteristics of Early English (in this
case we should say early Scotch) pretty well
developed, except a certain squareness about the
archivolt sections. The arcade is backed bj a
modern, brick wall, against which the sturdy
Gothic work shows up very eft’ectively

;
but

we should almost have preferred a perspective
sketch of this bit to an elevation and plan. A
perspective sketch of the College Church,
with its tall plain saddle - back pinnacles,
is another of the St. Andrew’s illus-

trations. A geometrical drawing of part of
the remains of the Abbey of Aberbrothock, on
plate 6, shows an instance of a circular-headed
doorway in close contiguity with pointed
arches of the same date, a peculiarity also
shown in the bit from St. Andrew’s just before
mentioned. This mingling of round and
pointed arches in the same story of a building
seems rather characteristic of Scotch Gothic,
and one is led to the conclusion that there was
a preference for the round-arched form for a
door, perhaps for purely practical reasons, as
giving wider headway, for in both these
two examples it is the doorway only that
is round-arched. That remarkable bit of
Scotch castellated work, Rowallan Castle,
in Ayrshire, is the subject of a neat
pencil sketch on plate 7 ; we have never
visited it, but a photograph of it which
is before us gives a very difterent idea of
the expression of the building from that con-

U- tUl- J.,- 1. 1 ,

v/i l/lic UUIIUIUJJ llUlil lUttlt UUli-
veyed by this daintily-touched pencil sketch

;

Pugin Studentship Drawings: being a selection from
sketches, measured drawings, and details of domestic and
ecclesiastical buildings in England and Scotland, drawn
while Pugin Travelling Stndent of the Royal Institute of
British Architects in 1878, together with a number of the
drawings for which the Studentship of that year was
yarded. By Q-. Washington Browne, Architect. David
Douglas, Edinburgh. 1887.
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the outlines are the same, but the stern ex-

!
pression is lost in the outline sketch. The
castle, or the portion shown, is dated 1562, a

i date which accords with the details of interior

doors given on the same plate, but not (to the

“Southron” mind) with the exterior of the
building itself, which stands as an outward or

;
visible sign of the longer duration in Scotland

I of the fiercer type of feudalism which had at

this time pretty nearly died out in England.
There is, perhaps, not in all Great Britain a

1 more characteristic bit of building than
1
Eowallan. Compare that with the (in its

' way) equally characteristic manor house of
I Ockwells, Berks, very fully illustrated in a

; series of measured drawings (plates 10 to 12) ;

i this is a century earlier than Eowallan
;
but

I what a contrast between the stern northern
; castle and the quiet-looking domestic southern
1
English dwelling-house. The two are eloquent

I of the respective social states of the two
I countries at the time.

One of the most interesting portions of
I the collection is the series of very careful

measured drawings (plates 48 to 57), devoted
I to the illustration of New Abbey or Sweet-
heart, a few miles from Dumfries, the latter

Celias arising from a legend as to an embalmed
heart preserved there. This ruined abbey was

, well worth such careful illustration, both on
I account of its powerful and grand style of
I work and its many interesting peculiarities of
detail. Newark Castle is carefully illustrated,

I with plans and geometrical drawings. Various
I pencil sketches of Scotch work,—old houses in

Paisley and elsewhere
;
the west end of Paisley

* Abbey, with a fine and rather unusual arrange-
I Tuent of traceried windows; views of Glamis
,

Castle, Midmar Castle, and others
;

details

, from Jedburgh Abbey
;
these and many others

I are of great interest, and charming to look at.

In the larger pen-drawn geometrical draw-
1

ings, Mr. Browne gives us clear, strong-lined,

and'what may be called business-like, drawing,
, but the strongly-ruled joints across the
I masonry, and the thick lines generally, give a
somewhat mechanical appearance to this por-
tion of the drawings

;
and the throwing back of

the portions on a more distant plane, as in the
: -elevation from Dryburgh Abbey (plate 15),

by vertically-ruled shading lines, is still more
mechanical, and a device in architectural

; draughtsmanship that is, to say the least, not
worth the trouble it gives

;
besides, it crowds

up the surface of the paper and interferes with
the clearness of the actual construction lines

(especially curvilinear arch lines) which have
to cut through all this ruling. For pencil-
drawing the author’s touch and style is charm-

,
ing. Occasionally we find a certain now
fiishionable trick of efl'ect with draughtsmen

;
carried a little too far,—that of stopping or
interrupting lines and leaving the eye to carry
them on in imagination. This is to a certain

! extent a legitimate source of effect, and it is in

accordance with the actual effect of moulding
I lines, on old buildings especially, under vary-
i ing gradations of light

;
but when we see the

1 cornice of the circular tower at Falkland Palace
1

(plate 24) completely omitted in the middle

]

portion, as if it had dropped out (which we do
I not imagine is what is intended to be con-
' veyed), one is tempted to ask whether it is not
i rather a too easy mode of sketching to draw only
I the beginning and end of a set of curves, and
I leave the rest to imagination. There seems also
I to be a disposition among the modern school of
I draughtsmen to be less particular about perpen-
I dicularity than formerly. In the sketcli of

Pends Priory Gate (plate 5) the arcade above the

I
gateway is falling backwards

;
in that of

i Dunblane (plate 19) the clearstory windows are

tumbling in. The comparison of the two
! leads to the conclusion that this is a licence of
I sketching, not a representation of fact. We

used to think it was a special characteristic of
ladies’ architectural sketching that their build-

1 ings are not upright. Architects should be
; more careful.

The Suggested Board of Forestry.

—

' The report of the Select Committee on Forestry
has been issued. The Committee recommends
the establishment of a Board of Forestry, pre-

1 sided over by a responsible Government official.

NOTES.

HE Midland Kailway strike does not

seem to be turning out so serious

a matter for the company and for

the public as it was at first

feared that it would. We must confess
that we regarded with considerable apprehen-
sion the statement that fresh hands were
being taken on from other railways to act as

drivers, seeing that to learn the signal .system

of a great line is no easy matter, and that it is

generally understood that all drivers go through
a probation of learning the road, in the capacity
of stokers or otherwise, before they are allowed
to drive on it

;
and we “ attended ourselves,”

as the French put it, to a serious accident from
some mistake of a driver unfamiliar with the
road. It says much for the pains and care
exercised by the officials in charge and their

new helpers that nothing of the sort has
occurred. With regard to the matter in dis-

pute between the Company and the men, it

appears to us that the Company are in the
right. We are told by those who ought to

know that the men, even under the new
system proposed, would be paid better than
those of any other railway in the world. The
kind of complaint which the men make is

represented in what was said to us by a pas-
senger driver on the Midland (not a striker),

that if he went from Liverpool to London
and back with a “ special ” be would be so
situated that he would not be able to take
his turn next day, according to the rules,

but must make only five days that week.
This, however, is surely a matter that
could be easily arranged by a scale of pay
for distance run. Knowing what is the
average proportion of willing workers and un-
willing workers among mankind, and remem-
bering that even engine-drivers are but human,
we should expect that a system ensuring a
week’s pay, whether the usual amount of
running was done or not, would infallibly be
taken advantage of by the less worthy and
diligent men whenever a chance occurred, and
that to the detriment of the hard-working and
willing men

;
and it must be remembered that

the work of a great line cannot be carried on
well without a strict disciplinary system, and
what is now proposed by the Company
is only the system in existence on most of
the other great lines in England. We fear

the men are in the wrong in the general
demand, and there is no question that those
who thought proper to pull up their trains at

a given time and desert them are fliigrantly to

blame, and that the Company are quite right

in their positive refusal to re-engage any man
who had neglected his obvious duty, not only
to his employers but to the public, in such a
manner. It is the case of a sentinel deserting
his post.

O
N Monday last was issued a supplementary
estimate for 363,799/. in connexion with

the Civil Service and Kevenue Department.
Amongst the payments is one of 256,000/. to

the Local Government Board for certain dis-

turnpiked and main roads in England and
Wales ; and one of 8,000/. to Messrs. Leeming
& Leeming, architects, “in full satisfaction of
their claims upon her Majesty’s Government
in connexion with the preparation of plans
for the erection of new offices for the Admiralty
and War Departments.” The taxpayer is

hereby reminded that the scheme for fresh

buildings over the Spring-gardens and White-
hall sites is for a while in abeyance. A grant
in aid of 2,000/. to the Victoria University is

also included in this estimate. There are also

grants of 4,000/. in aid of cost of site of
the new hall for Edinburgh University

;

and of 2,230/. for buildings at the Eoyal
University, Ireland. A fair pecuniary
justice seems to have been done to Messrs.
Leeming & Leeming, provided they had not
made working drawings for the new building

;

and we presume matters had not gone so

far as that. Most of those who are in-

terested in architecture will be glad to hear
that their commonplace design is shelved

;
and

it is to be hoped that public opinion may still

be stirred up to protest against the miserable

economy which recommends a piece of cheap
patchwork for the War and Admiralty Offices,

instead of a building worthy of the nation.

The fire at Whiteley’s has once more
frightened people about the safety of

London in the admittedly improbable event of

two great fires taking place on the same night.

Practically, the whole available fire engine
force was concentrated on one conflagration,

and though London is not now the combustible
town which it was when the Great Fire
occurred, there might be an unpleasantly near
chance of something like a great fire establish-

ing itself some night if two “Whiteley’s” took
to burning simultaneously. The question is

partly one of rates, of course, and those who
grumble just after a great fire because there
are not enough fire-engines, would probably
grumble equally at being double-rated for a
fire service of double efficiency. There is,

perhaps, another practical difficulty apart from
this, in the fact that, however great may be the
demands occasionally made on the fire-brigade,

they are few and far between
; and there is

a not unnatural feeling as to the waste of
materiel and personnel which would be in-

curred in keeping up a much larger force of

men, engines, and horses, which would be for

far the great majority of their time standing
idle. If any system could be developed by
which extra men could be trained and engaged,
to be called out only when urgently needed,
and to be at liberty to work at their own occu-
pations in the meantime, on the understanding
that they should be within a certain radius
of the station, and so as to be easily summoned
(which, if we mistake not, is the actual
system now pursued in the lifeboat service),

there would seem to be the best chance by
such a system of squaring efficiency with
economy, and not keeping men about as

idlers : this latter necessity being in itself

objectionable on other grounds than those of
economy.

S usual, a large fire brings out the stereo-

typed queries, “ Why is not everything
fireproof?” and Earl Wemyss writes to the
Times to ask why Whiteley’s and all other
buildings are not built with Brannon’s fire-

proof covering to the timbers, which by this

system are encased in a fibrous, non-combustible
concrete. These things are not so easy and ob-
vious as Earl Wemyss supposes. The question
of increased cost would be very considerable,
which Earl Wemyss would probably recognise
if he had to erect a large building at his own
cost

;
but there is the further question, which

does not occur to amateur correspondents on
these matters, What is the wood doing all the
while under this concrete shroud ? Wood is a
material the behaviour of which requires
looking after, and the man who puts his faith

in coating the structural timbers of a roof with
concrete might be disagreeably surprised some
day to find that a rotten tie-beam or strut let

the roof down over his head.

I
N a letter to the Times of Tuesday, Mr-
W. H. Gregory makes a protest in regard

to the condition of the National Portrait
Gallery and the South Kensington Museum.
The erection of an adequate and worthy build-
ing for the National Portrait Gallery is the
main object of his letter, but the completion of
the South Kensington Museum building, which
Mr. Gregory only treats as an accessory matter,
seems to us by far the most important matter
of the two, and the one of most public and
artistic interest. The fact is the National
Portrait Gallery has never been an object of
high interest to the cultivated portion of the
public, on account of the very fact which
Mr. Gregory emphasises, that it is not an art

collection, and the pictures composing It are not
bought from artistic considerations

;
and the

dull and uninteresting aspect of a collection of
mostly second-rate and, third - rate paintings
cannot be much atoned for by the considera-

tion that the subjects of all the paintings are

of more or less historical interest. Few visitors

were ever found in the National Portrait
Gallery when it was in the dangerous but
more accessible “ sheds ” in the Exhibition-

b
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road ;
we understand there are fewer still at

Bethnal Green ;
and we cannot wonder at it.

The collection is not likely to prove attractive

to “ the masses.” Bethnal Green is the wrong

place for it, and it was only sent there tempo-

rarily, and there ought to be a gallery built or

found for it in a more central situation. But

the state in which the principal front of the

South Kensington Museum has for many years

been left is, to our thinking, a much greater

artistic scandal, and one which has existed so

long that, as Mr. Gregory observes, the London

world has become C|uite accustomed to it and

makes no complaint ;
and we are apt to forget

that these bare and unsightly brick walls,

behind which our art treasures are placed, do

not represent the kind of architectural cover-

ing which was ever intended for them as a

permanency. It is really contemptible that,

while spending money freely on the acquisition

of artistic objects not always of equal worth,

we should leave the building containing them

in the forlorn state which seems now to be

tacitly regarded as permanent. Even if

Londoners are accustomed and reconciled to it,

how does it look to foreigners 1 The South

Kensington Museum has a world-wide reputa-

tion ; how does it strike artistic students from

the Continent, who come to see the exhibition

as one of the art-shrines of Europe, to find its

outward aspect that of a barn ? The fact can

scarcely raise the credit of England in their

eyes.

From a reply of Mr. Egerton’s to Mr.

Kimber, on Monday evening in the House,

it appears that, a portion of the cornice of St.

Mary-le-Strand having fallen, the church has

been declared by the Board to be a “dangerous

structure.” This may be all very well so far,

but we become somewhat alarmed when the

representative of the Board goes on to say that

“The Board had before them suggestions for

widening the Strand at that point, either by the

removal of the south side of Holywell-street or

by the removal of the church, but they were

not in a position to act upon either suggestion.”

From the tone of the Board’s representative, it

seems pretty evident that the Board would be

perfectly ready to pull the church down if they

were “ in a position ” to act upon the sugges-

tion. "When suggestions like this are mentioned

in the House, and get into people’s mouths,

there are always some idiots desirous to act on

them sooner or later. We published some time

ago an illustration showing how the Strand

could be widened by forming a roadway on

either side of the two churches, in the shape of

a fine design made by Mr. Brewer for a cer-

tain “ Strand Improvement Association ” (see

Builder for Dec. 26, 1885). This scheme would
not only not sacrifice the churches, but would
realise a new and very fine effect, while giving

ample roadway. But it would be easier, and
cost less, to pull down a fine building, and that

is the only thing that a body like the Metro-

politan Board of Works thinks of.

I
N June last we published the names of the

authors of the fifteen selected designs for

the completion for the new front of Milan
Cathedral. The name “ Teodoro Ciaghin,” of

St. Petersburg, was No. 9 in the list.. We
have lately received from a correspondent

the news of the sudden death of Theodore
Tchagine, at the early age of twenty-seven.

He was a member of the Imperial Academy
of Russia, and Professor of Architecture at the

University, and is said to have been a man of

exceptional ability.

LONG’S Hotel, New Bond-street, is about
to be demolished and rebuilt. In con-

nexion with its earlier annals the following

note by Sir Walter Scott {vide Moore’s Life of

Byron) is worthy of remembrance:—“I saw
Byron for the last time in 1815. He dined or

lunched with me at Long’s in Bond-street. I
never saw him so full of gaiety and good
humour, to which the presence of Mr. Mathews,
the comedian, added not a little. Poor Terry was
also present.” This part of Bond-street stands
on what had been the grounds of Clarendon,
vulgarly styled Holland, or Dunkirk, House,

as bought in 1675 by Christopher Monk,
second Duke of Albemarle, of the Earl of

Clarendon, son to the Lord Chancellor Hyde
of that title. Evelyn tells us that the price

paid was 25,000?. Monk sold most of his

purchase (circa 1685) to Thomas Bond, of

Peckham, comptroller of Queen Henrietta

Maria’s household, whom Charles II. had made
a baronet. Bond pulled down the house and

erected Bond, Albemarle, and Stafford Streets

over the property. Clarendon House stood

north of Piccadilly, over against the end of

St. James’s-street.

E have received from Mr. B. G. Jenkins,

F.R.A.S., his London weather chart for

the rest of this year, based on his paper on
“ Forecasting the Weather,” published in the

Transactions of the Royal Academy of

Belgium. The first experience is hardly happy.

We received the chart last Monday, and find

barometer and thermometer alike marked at

a low level for those two sweltering and

almost tropical days, Sunday and Monday
last, with the general remark; — “Baro-

meter rather low first half of the month,

bringing rain and decrease of temperature.”

We can only wish, at the moment we are

writing, that Mr. Jenkins had been a true

prophet. He adds :
“ Violent gale probably

about the 4th (!)
” However, we will keep an

eye on Mr. Jenkins’s prognostics for the rest of

the year, and see if the results come any nearer

to the predictions.

THE SALISBURY MEETING OF THE
ROYAL ARCHiEOLOGICAL INSTITUTE.

This year’s meeting of the Royal Archjeo-

logical Institute was brought to a conclasion on
Tuesday last, though some twenty-five members
have arranged for a supplementary tour in

Brittany. We this week continue our report*

of the meeting, and hope to conclude it next

week. The congress has been a very interest-

ing and successful one, its success being, of

course, greatly helped by the uninterruptedly

fine weather which prevailed during the whole
eight days of the meeting.

On the second day of the meeting, Wednes-
day, August 3rd, carriages conveyed a party of

about a hundred members and visitors to Old
Sarum, where General Pitt - Rivers took the
party under his direction, and read a paper on
the site of the city. Prom this paper we quote
the following passages,

—

The fact of the place having originally been a
British earthwork is proved by the six Roman
roads leading up to it, traces of which may still

be seen, and, as the work from its shape is

certainly not Roman, it must necessarily be
pre-Roman and British. The three roads
which led to the eastern entrance were from
Winchester, Silchester, and Badbury. A fourth
is believed to have run north to the Roman
station of Cimetio, near Marlborough, a fifth

went to Bath, and a sixth to Ilchester. It was
probably originally the stronghold and place of

refuge of an independent tribe of Britons, to

which the inhabitants of the surrounding
district retired when attacked by a neighbouring
tribe. It ocenpies a knoll of the chalk hill,

and, like most British earthworks, its outline

.conforms to the line of the bill. The reason it

is nearly round is because the hill was round.
It has two principal lines of defence,

—

an outer line with a deep ditch and
rampart on the inside, and a smaller rampart
on the outside of it, and which has two
entrances, one on the east and one on the
west. The. inner line, consisting of a ditch
with one rampai't on the inside, has only
one entrance on the east. It is believed
that the outer line of defence only was British,
and that the inner line or keep was added in.

the eighth or ninth century to make a fortified
residence for the lord of the place. This, how-
ever, has not been proved, as it might be, by
excavations in the ramparts. Besides this,

there are radiating lines of entrenchment
between the central keep and the outer defence
made for the purpose of protecting part of the
outer ward should the enemy break in through
the outer line. This appears to me to be a
Norman method of defence, as a similar
arrangement is seen in the so-called Ceesar’s

* See last week's Builder, p. 200,

camp at Folkestone, which I excavated ancS

proved to be of Norman construction. The-

Normans found the mounds of earth here

and built on them a line of wall on the

inner rampart, the remains of which are

seen at the entrance, and another on th&
rampart of the outer line of defence, a fragment
of which, 25 ft. long, 12 ft. high, and 10 it»

thick, may be seen on the north-west side, but

^

Mr. Roach Smith is of opinion that this frag-

ment is Roman. The Normans also added
earthen barbicans to cover the eastern and
western entrances to the outer line, each having

a separate ditch of its own detached from the

main ditch of the place. The marks of
a large well can be seen in the keep, and
Leland says there are other wells, which I

think would be worth finding and examining.

There was a suburb outside the fortification on
the south side. Few relics of any period have
been found in Old Sarum, and the place has
been very much neglected by arcbmologists.

In studying ancient fortifications, it is alwaya
desirable to keep in view the distinctly different

purposes which an earthen rampart served in

ancient and modem times. In modern times

the rampart is intended to give cover to the

defender from the cannon of the enemy, and
to be able to do that it must be of a certain

thickness, that the shot may not pass through

it, and, in consequence of this thickness of the
rampart, the defenders standing behind it are-

unable to see down into the ditch in front of

them. The line of the rampart has, there-

fore, to he arranged so that the ditch

in front of each part may be seen into-

by some other part, and it is this flanking

defence, as it is called, that has given

rise to the different system of modern:

fortification. Bnt in ancient fortifications the
wall, or stockade of wood, not being required

to be of very great thickness, the defenders,

standing behind it and looking over it, or
through loop-holes in it, were able to see down
into the ditch in front of them. Flanking

defence was, therefore, not necessary to the-

same extent
:
parts which, in a modern forti-

fication, are called dead ground, or gronud
in which an enemy could lie concealed,

would not be dead ground in an ancient

fortification, and a simple straight line of

ditch and rampart was all that was required.

The use of an earthen rampart in ancient

fortification was to give command to th&

defenders, to increase the force of their mis-

siles by gravitation, Eind to place the stockade,

or wall that was built on the top of it, beyond
the reach of the enemy’s battering-rams. The
object of a modern rampart is to give cover,

nob command; the object of an ancient ram-

part was to give command, not cover. If this is

kept constantly in view, the lines of ancient

British entrenchments will bo better under-

stood. It will be found that almost invariably

the height of the rampart in each part of a
work was greater where the ground outside

was flatter, and where command had to be

obtained by artificial mounds. Where the

ground sloped down from the rampart, it was
not BO high

;
and in places where the natural

slope of the ground afforded sufficient com-
mand without an earthen rampart, it was
dispensed with altogether, especially in the less

important works. But at Old Sarum these

principles of fortification, which are so usually

observed in all British works, as atWhichbury,
for example, on the other side of Salisbury, do nob

apply. Although the ground is much weaker
on the east than on the west side, the ditch and
rampart are of the same size all round, and
this leads me to think that the fortification may
have been modernised in more recent times.

Alfred, in 871, ordered Leofric of Wiltonshire

to make another ditch at Old Sarum, to be
defended by palisades, and this alteration may
have consisted in deepening the old ditch. Ib

is even possible that the present ditch may
have been altered at the time when the bar-

bicans were added, to cover the openings, in

Norman times. The father of Gout is said to

have burned the place in 1003
;
Cnut himself

died here in 1036; the bishopric of Sarum was
established here in 1075; William the Conqueror
was here in 1086, and held a review of 60,000

men who swore allegiance to him. The
Cathedral of Old Sarum was consecrated

in 1092. William Rufus was here in 1096.

There was a mint in Old Sarum, as proved

by the coins struck in the place. On the

coins of Ethelred II. the name of the place

was written Searbe; on those of Cnut Saeber,
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Ser, or Sere; on those of William I. and II.,

Sere, Se])or, or Serri, which were evidently
icorruptions of the Saxon name Searbyrig,

which latter wa.s the Saxon version of the
Roman Sorbiodnnum, and this, in its turn, a
icorrnption of the Celtic name ending in dun or
dunwn, “ a fortihed hill.” On a coin of
iStephen, however, it firstappearsin the modern
form of Salis, and on the coins of Henry II.

Sal or Saler. In the course of time, the soldiers

land the clergy, living together in so small a place,

fell out. The clergy annoyed the soldiers by

!

constantly singing psalms, and the soldiers, no
doubt, annoyed the clergy by their bad lan-

guage, so that in 1256 the clergy departed, and
lestablished the now cathedral in modern Salis-

bury. During the long drought of 1834, the
loutliue of the old cathedral, which had been
Ideatroyed, was discovered beneath the grass
which had turned brown over the spot in the
north-west quarter, and it was excavated by
Jlr. Hatcher and Mr. Fisher. It was found to

bo a plain cross, 270 ft. long by 150 ft. broad.
iThero were double aisles to the nave, choir, and
jtransept. The cloisters wore also discovered
to the north of the choir.

' On leaving Old Sarum, the party proceeded
to Great Durnford, where the church was
visited, under the guidance of Mr. George H.
(Gordon, A.R.I.B.A., who read a short paper on
it. Subsequently Amesbury Church, Stone-
henge, and Lake House wore visited. Of these
we will say something in our next. In the
evening the Historical Section was opened by
an address by the President, the Doan of Salis-

bnry.

A paper by Dr. Wake Smart, entitled “A
Brief Account of some Celtic and Roman
Antiquities within the North-eastern part of the
County of Dorset, between Bockley Dyke and the
River Stour from Blaudford to Wimbornc,” was
iread before the Antiquarian Section. Tho author
said that Bockley orBockcrley Dyke, thenorthorn
boundary of tho area included within tho scope
of the paper, was also a boundary between the
counties of Wilts and Dorset. It was an earth-
work of high antiquity. Tho best general view
lof it was to be had from the top of Blagden Hill,

over which it passed. Its whole length was from
four to five miles. The western turnpike road
traversed tho Dyke about three-quarters of a
mile from Woodyates, and at the same place
itho Via Iconiana, Ackling Dyke, or Roman road
from Old Sarnm to Dorchester, crosses it. These
two roads, ancient and modern, make some
confusion in their united passage through it

;

but tho Roman road may be soon traced from
its emergence into arable land, and runs nearly
parallel with and near the turnpike road to
Woodyates Inn, which stands on its line. As to
tho origin of the earthwork tho author said he
was utterly opposed to the Belgic theory of its

(construction, which he believed was generally
accepted, though it was nob tho opinion of Mr.
Wariie. That theory seemed to be founded on
a misconception of historical statement, for
which tho learned Dr. Stukeley was primarily
(responsible. There was no basis of proof that
the Belgaa ever peopled Dorset. For the first

.three-quarters of a mile after it leaves
Woodyates Inn tho Roman road has to be
taken on trust, for it is hidden from sight by
the turnpike road, which has been carried along
the cZorsim; but at the eleventh milestone,
where tho open Down succeeds tho enclosures,
the Roman road parts company with its

companion, and, at a sharp angle, runs
in an independent direction and straight course
to Badbury Rings, at the distance of about ten
miles south. The widening space formed by
the ancient road and the turnpike encloses a
large tract of tho Down, which is studded with
Celtic tumuli in great variety; and overlooking
all from Handley Hill is a very fine specimen of
the oblong (perhaps chambered) barrow, of
lunknowu antiquity. With the exception of this
one, all the rest, which are of the Bronze Age,
were opened by that indefatigable explorer, Sir
R. C. Uoare, or bis companion and friend, Mr.
CunningtoD, and most of their discoveries are
now deposited in the Devizes Museum. These
barrows were remarkable in producing more
(artistic relics, as ornaments of amber and glass,
and trinkets with jet and gold, also bronze
dnggers, in a larger proportionate number than
fall to the lot of barrow diggers in the southern
parts of Dorset. In this respect these tumuli
assimilate more to the Wiltshire barrows about
Stonehenge. The Via Iceniana, or Ackling
Dyke, in its course across the Down, presents,
for tho most part, a fine example of Eojnan

road-making. It is a raised causeway, with
rounded back and sloping sides, to throw oil the

rain and melted snow. The substratum is

chalk, with a thick covering of broken flints ;

and in a certain section he had noticed a super-

ficial layer of yellow gravel, such as may be
dug on Pentridge Hill. The road must have
been a work of much time and labour,

—

enforced labour, no doubt, with very little

regard paid to ” the groans of the Britons.” It

is much to be regretted that modern road-

mending has done a good deal of mischief in

places by pillaging the store of flints ; but there
are still remaining portions that have not
suffered yet from the human despoiler or from
the wear and tear of time. Proceeding with
his paper, Dr. Wake Smart pointed out the mis-

takes which had been made by some previous
writers as to the continuation of this road, and
enumerated several Roman remains which had
been found in propinquity to it or its branches.
On Thursday morning tho Architectural

Section was opened by an address from its

President, the Rev. Precentor Venables. Of
this we print the greater part on another page,
under the title “ Architecture and Architec-
tural Topics in Wiltshire.” Subsequently there

was an inspection of some interesting old build-

ings in the town, including St. Thomas’s
Church, which was described by Mr. A. Wood,
in a paper from which wo extract the follow-

ing passages :

—

“ The Church of St. Thomas is the most im-
portant of the three remaining parish churches
of Salisbury. It was erected as a sort of

cbapel-of-easo to the cathedral by Bishop
Bingham, who occupied the see of Salisbury

from 1228 to 1246. Bishop Bingham is a figure

of considerable importance in the history of

Salisbury. Two years previous to his death,

availing himself of the Royal Charter granted

,

to Bishop Poore, he brought the Icknield-streot,

or ‘'Wilt Way,” to New Sarum, and built the

.

bridge over the Avon between Harnbam and
the city. This proved no little injury to Wilton,

and was altogether fatal to Old Sarum. Bishop
Bingham built the small chapel of St. John the
Baptist, now converted into a dwelling-house,

upon an islet between the main stream of the
Avon and an artificial channel connected with
it. Here two chaplains were to say mass, and
to receive the alms of passengers to defray the
expenses of the bridge. We shall find that
there was 'a chapel of St. John tho Baptist in

the church of St. Thomas, and it may he
inferred, with some probability, that Bishop
Bingham, who built the bridge -chapel of St.

John on the islet was also the founder of the
original chapel of St. John in the church of
St. Thomas. As to this, however, there is no
certainty, as the latter was the chapel of the
Merchant Tailors, whose patron was St. John
the Baptist. It may have been that they found
an existing chapel of St. John the Baptist,

and proceeded to rebuild and enlarge it. The
date assigned to this church is the year
1240. No part, however, of the present
structure can be assigned to the thirteenth
century. It is of the same general date as the
other three remaining parish churches of tho
city as they at present stand. It is a large and
fairly handsome building of the Third Pointed
style, measuring 130 ft. in interior length, and
70 ft. in width. Its component parts are a
nave with two aisles, or, as the Italians, with
better reason, term this arrangement, three
naves (ire navate), a chancel with aisles or
subsidiary chapels, and a double vestry or
sacristy. To the south, flanking tho third bay
of the aisle, is a square tower of moderate
elevation, not with the pyramidal capping
which I am wont to hear termed a Sussex head,
but an octagon in plan, although of uo higher
elevation than one is accustomed to see in

Sussex. The detached position of this tower,
and tho fact that tho buttresses die into it

below the belfry stage, give it more of the
character of a campanile than is common in

England. But the practical genius of our
countrymen is shown by the employment of
the lowest of the four stages as the south
porch of the church. Its worst feature is the
awkward compromise between a staircase turret
and a buttress at the north-east angle. The
best is the panelled parapet that surmounts it,

and next to that the elegant belfry windows,
divided into two lights each, filled with the
quatrefoiled tracery so common in Somerset-
shire. This tower contains a peal of eight bells,

brought hither from the detached belfry of the
cathedral at its demolition by Wyatt, the icono-

clast. On the cast side of the tower are two
figures to strike the bells of the clock. In th&
second stage, on tho south side of the tower,
are two large niches with figures, now very
much mutilated, one representing St. Thomas
il Beckot, tho patron of the church, and the
other the Virgin and Child, tho arms of the
see of Salisbury. It may be observed that
the three parish churches of Salisbury ex-
hibit great variety of treatment in the posi-
tion of their towers. The tower of St. Thomas
is attached to the third bay of the south
aisle; that- of St. Edmund’s is what is termed
disengaged at the western end of the nave

;

that of St. Martin’s projects from the south
aisle, and is flanked by a porch and chapel,
now used as a vestry-room, extending across
the nave and north aisle. The only other
projection, with the exception of the un-
usually large vestry, from the general plan
of the church of St. Thomas, is that of a turret
staircase on the north side which formerly con-
ducted to a room above the north porch, which,
with the porch itself, has been removed. The
third window from the west occupies the site of
this porch. The upper part of the turret is

partly supported by a corbel carved with the
head of St. Thomas it Becket. The date assigned
to the nave and its aisles is 1404. The chancel
is some forty years later. The history is evi-
dently this, thatiwhen the nave was built. Bishop
Bingham’s old chancel was left standing, but
this arrangement proving unsatisfactory to the
munificent chnrch-bailders of those days, the
rebuilding of the chancel was shortly after-
wards undertaken, and the whole church
brought to its present uniform appearance.
The site was not made a mere tabula rasa, and
then built upon with the temerity of our modern
bnilders

;
the rebuilding was a thing of time

and circumstance, and travelled from west east-
wards, instead of from east westwards, as
would have been the case with a wholly new
fabric. Tho great west window occupies nearly
the whole of the upper portion of the west
front. It is of seven lights. It is subarcuated
by an elliptical arch running through all the
compartments. It is also tranaomed. The
spandrils are hollowed out, but not pierced.
To the south of the west door was formerly the
monument, carved in oak, of Humphrey Beck-
ham, now removed for protection to the porch
beneath the tower. Humphrey Beckham, other
specimens of whoso carving are still extant in
Salisbury, died in 1671, at the age of eighty-
eight. He informs us upon his monument that
it was his own work. His claim to these
rudely-fashioned alto-relievi would hardly be
contested by any considerable artist. The-
subjects are the Sacrifice of Isaac by Abraham,
the Dream of Jacob, the bargain of that
Patriarch concerning the striped aud ringed
cattle. Such subjects,—treated on about the
same artistic level,—are common on the old
iron fire-backs in Sussex farm-houses. Tho-
lower windows of the nave of the church
are large, divided into four lights each by
mullions, with abatement lights in the heads,
save in the outer compartments, where aresica-
piscis, placed obliquely, gives something of a
Flamboyant character, and relieves so far the
ribbedrectilineal regularity of thoThird Pointed
style. The clearstory windows have elliptical
arches, a form not very frequently met with,,
but here evidently a favourite with the archi-
tect, as he has introduced it, as we have seen,
into the west window. There is a good example
in Middle Pointed at Over, in Cambridgeshire j
there are examples in the Church Transitional
to Third Pointed at Etchingham, in Sussex j
and there are examples also at St. Andrew’s,
Halstead, Essex, which, like St. Thomas’s,
Salisbury, is well within the Third Pointed
period. The clearstory is surmounted by a
battlement without pinnacles. The interior
of tho Church of St. Thomas is large and
dignified. The arches of tho nave are each
16 ft. in width. These arches rest on square
piers fluted at the angles, set with four
shafts on the cardinal faces, surmounted by
octagonal capitals. These are enriched with
vine leaves, and in some with clusters of grapes.
The mullions of the clearstory windows aro
carried down below the sills so as to form
blank panelling, and rest upon the outer surface
of the arches. The “Doom” over the chancel
arch is worthy of particular observation. It
was first discovered in 1819. It is supposed to
have been concealed during two centuries. It
was re-touched, or, as would appear, really re-
painted; then again covered over, and only
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fully Bhown of late years. The Heavenly

'

Jerusalem, at the top of the picture, appears

above or is partially concealed by the figures.

Above it, on the left, is seen the sun in its

splendour, and on the right the star in the

East. In the centre is Our Lord seated on a

rainbow, with His feet resting on another of

leas size. At His feet are the Twelve Apostles

seated in judgment. Our Lord shows the five

sacred wounda. To His right is an Angel

bearing the cross, which is of the tau-shaped

form, whilst on bis left is another angel holding

in one hand the spear and sponge, and in the

other the colamn of the flagellation. From the

cross hangs the Crown of Thorns. At the right

extremity of the rainbow upon which our Lord

is seated appears the Blessed Virgin in a

kneeling posture. At the left extremity of the

rainbow is a male figure, also kneeling, with a

nimbus round his head and having
_

a long

mantle. It seems not unlikely that he is one of

the patriarchs of the Old Covenant, or St. John

the Baptist, the last and greatest prophet of

that dispensation come to judge to condemna-

tion the unbelieving and undeserving of the new
dispensation. On either side angels summon
with trumpets the dead to judgment. The

female figures are represented as rising^ in

shrouds from their graves, whilst on the right

angels are receiving the Blessed into the

Heavenly City. An angel on the left is turning

from the reprobate, and apparently casting a

glance of pity behind. On the left is a repre-

sentation of Hell, beneath which is the inscrip-

tion :
“ Nnlla est redemptio.” Here are depicted

several demons and a group of figures chained

together and being drawn towards Hell’s mouth,

represented by a dragon. With the freedom of

that age, — of which there are many other

examples,—one of this group is distinguished

by a mitre. There is also a representation of a

.bishop among the Blessed. The bishop on the

left hand is accsmpanied by two kings. This

painting is apparently of the close of the

..fifteenth century. The figures below are

described as King Henry II. with cockle-shell

.and pilgrim’s staff and St. Thomas of Canter-

bury. As Henry II. made bis pilgrimage, nob to

Compostella but to Canterbury, I fail to discover

vthe appropriateness of the cockleshell. The

chancel of St. Thomas was restored by Mr. G. E.

Street. There are three frescoes on the wall of

the south chancel aisle ; they represent the

Annunciation, the Visitation, and the offering

of the liHgi : the last is much mutilated. On
the beams of the roof are these inscriptions

alternately, — ‘ Orate pro animil Wilhelmi

Swayne, et Christinm Uxor[i8]ejo8,’ and

‘Orate pro animi Jacobi, patris Wilhelmi

Swayne.’ On the shields in the ceiling are

.first, the Swayne arms : azure, a chevron be-

tween three fleams; (2) the well-known emblem
of the Holy Trinity

; (3) a representation of

the five sacred wounds
; (4) a merchant’s mark

of the type which is supposed to represent the

flag which accompanies the lamb of St. John

the Baptist. This chapel was the chantry of

William Swayne. There is a crucifix in stone

on the fifth buttress from the cast of the

south chancel aisle. The altar tomb of

William Ludlow, of Hill Deverel, who seated

and paintud the north aisle, butler to

Henry IV., Henry Y., and Henry VI., was
formerly on the north side of the chancel

;
but

it was taken down and broken to pieces at the

.same time that the rood-screen was destroyed.

In the north chancel aisle are to he seen the

remains of the staircase to the rood-loft.

In the windows of this aisle are fragments of

:glas8, one of which is called the Head of Moses.

The large organ in this aisle is that which

was given by George III. to the cathedral, in

the character of a ‘ Berkshire gentleman,’

Windsor being situated in that county. It is

that which must have been in the mind of the

novelist as being played upon by Tom Pinch on

his visit to Salisburf. It was built by Green,

of Isleworth. On the ancient monument, in-

scribed in the last century with the name of

Chattyn Markes, <fec., merchant marks may
af^ain be seen. In the same aisle is the

parish chest bound with iron bands. There is

a similar one in Bridport Church near the city.

In the vestry is a Mediteval frontal, or it may
be the upper part of a cope, in a frame. The
subject inwiiven is the Salutation, with nume-
rous spread eagles, or two-headed eagles dis-

played, and fleur-de-lis. There is also a portion

of a vestment in a frame. There is also a
small modern figure of St. Thomas H Becket.

In the inner vestry there are stained-glass

representations of St. Thomas il Becket, St.

Christopher, and a third figure, greatly

obliterated, but which i.s described as our Lord

in the act of benediction. In conclusion,

I may remark that, now that St. Nicholas’

Church exists as a mere fragment, the

cathedral of Salisbury and the parish churches

stand not in a competition that would bo fruit-

lessly maintained on the part of the latter,

but in sharp contrast. The destructive hand
of Wyatt has contributed to this result by
sweeping away some minor portions of the

cathedral. We have now the Early Pointed

in its perfection, and the Late Pointed in

sufficiently adequate representation side by
aide in the cathedral and parish churches of

this interesting city, and the eye is educated

by the contrast between them, and if it learns

to prize yet more highly the beauty of the

former, yet neither does it despise those later

sacred houses, of which St. Thomas’s is the

chief.”

In the afternoon there was a carriage excur-

sion to Britford and Downton, taking Longford
Castle en route, and returning vi& Trafalgar.

At Britford and Downton the churches were
visited, and at Downton the “Moot” was in-

spected, under the guidance of Mr. E. P.

Squarey. We will say more of this and of the

subsequent days’ proceedings in our next.

On Friday there was an excursion to Brad-

ford-on-Avon, where the Tithe Barn and the

Old Bridge were visited, the party afterwards

proceeding to Kingston House and the Saxon
Church. In the afternoon South Wraxall
Manor House, and the Manor House and Church
of Great Chalfield were visited. In the even-

ing there were Sectional meetings. In the

Architectural Section, papers were read by Mr.

C. E. Ponting on Edington Church, and by Mr.
E. Green (on behalf of its author, Mr. J. A.

Gotch) on “LongfordCastle and Longleat.” This

paper we are enabled to print on another page.

Saturday was devoted to a visit to Wardour
Castle, Tisbury Church, Wilton Church, and
Wilton House.
In the evening, before the Historical Section,

Mr. J. S. Udal read an interesting paper “On
Dorset Seventeenth Century Tokens.” Inci-

dentally referring to the national collection

of coins and tokens at the British Museum,
he said, — While I am upon the subject

of our national collection of tokens, I hope
I may be pardoned when I say that I

think it is a great pity that wider powers
should not bo given to those having the

care and superintendence of our coin depart-

ments in dealing with private collectors and
others wishing to exchange or purchase dupli-

cates from them. I understand that it is the

practice for them to be allowed to accumulate,

and then to ho sold wholesale to the dealers.

The authorities are not allowed to exchange or

sell privately as occasion offers. I could more
than once have offered a very liberal exchange
of duplicates to the public authorities, but have
been met by the above-named rule. It needs
very little discrimination to infer that con-

siderable advantage would result to our public

collections were this rule a little relaxed and a

little more latitude in this respect allowed to

the heads of those departments. I understand
that as far as the Bodleian collection is con-

cerned, an attempt has been recently made to

pass a new statute to that effect, though as yet
without success. It is to be hoped that those
having authority over the disposition of our
public collections will be led to deal more
liberally with the coin-collecting section of the
public

;
it will assuredly be as much to the ulti-

mate advantage of the national depositaries

themselves as it will be a decided boon to

private collectors.

On Monday, Boyton Church and Manor
House, Scratchbury Camp, Heytesbury Church,
Knook Chm-ch, and Heytesbury House were
visited ;

and on Tuesday carriages left with a
party of about sixty for a long ride across the
Wiltshire Downs to Farnham Museum, passing
en route Bockley Dyke and Ackling Ditch.

They then proceeded to Ilnshmore, where they
were entertained by the President of the
meeting, General Pitt-Rivers. After inspecting

some recent excavations, near Rotherley Wood,
of a Uomano-British village, they visited Feme,
and subsequently returned to Salisbury from
Tisbury Station.

We will next week conclude our report by
giving amplified notes on some of the buildings

and antiquities which we have only had space
to name in the foregoing lines.

ARCHITECTURE AND ARCHITECTURAL
TOPICS IN WILTSHIRE.*

Prehistoric architecture, illustrated so
j

magnificently in the county of Wilts in the

mysterious circles of Avebury and Stonehenge,

and the standing stones, cromlechs, andoiatvaens

which stud its downs, as well as in the British

camps and villages which so abundantly crown the

hill crests, belongs to the section of Antiquities,

and does not enter into our present purpose.

Architecture, properly so-called, begins for us

with the so-called Anglo-Sa.xon era,—a con-

venient and intelligible if not strictly correct

term. Of this era in ecclesiastical architecture,

the county of Wilts has several examples to

show, one of which is certainly unsurpassed in

value by any building of its age in England.

I mean, of course, the old church at Bradford-

on - Avon, rescued from desecration and

restored to its sacred purpose by one whose

premature death has inflicted an irreparable

loss upon the archmologyof Wiltshire generally,

and of Salisbury in particular, never more
acutely felt than at our present gathering, the

late Canon Rich-Jooea. In this little building,

—

which, in the words of one who, though happily

he is still alive and likely to live for many years,

and is not so very far from ns, is, unfortunately,

not with us. Professor Freeman, is “probably

the most ancient unaltered church in England,”

—we may safely recognise the church erected by

St. Aldhelm at the beginning of the eighth

century, and mentioned by William of Malmes-

bury as standing in his day, as it still stands in

our day, at the Broad Ford over the Avon,—“ est

ad hunediemin eoloco ecclesiola quam adnomen
beatissimi Laurentii (Aldhelmus) fecisse predi-

catur.” All qualified judges who see it will

agree that there is only one period at which

a building so remarkable both in its outline and

in its detail could have been erected in England,

and that the period named by Malmesbury.

There are other examples of the same rude

pre-Norman style in the remarkable Church of

Britford and at North Burcombe, and though

less certainly at ManningfordBraose, where the

east end is semicircular instead of square, as is

usual in English churches anterior to the

Norman Conquest, and at Avebury, where Mr.

Ponting has discovered and replaced a remark-

able series of small circular clearstory windows,

unique in character. As far as I know, no

instance of the characteristic Anglo - Saxon

tower, such as those at Earls Barton, Barton-

on-Humber, Barnack, and in the city of Lincoln,

occurs in Wiltshire.

We hardly need to be reminded how intimate

is the connexion between the character of our

Modiieval churches and the geological forma-

tion of the district to which they belong. The

nature of the local building-material rules the

architecture. There is an exception to the law

where, as in parts of Lincolnshire and the

adjacent low-lying district, water carriage was

easy and inexpensive. Here we find an abun-

dance of noble churches, excellent in their

stonework and unstinting in the richness of

their design, in a country which does not produce

building stone of any description, the whole

being’brought on rafts or in barges from the

qnarries of Bamack and Ketton. But where

there was no such facility of transport the

builders were entirely dependent on local

material, and the character of the churches,

both in form and detail, varies accordingly.

The reason why we find round towers so

common in Suffolk and parte of Norfolk is that

they coold be constructed of flint alone, which

was abundant, and had no angles to be

strengthened with quoins of stone, which was

rare. The same causes led to the invention of

the elaborate patterns of black flint set in

tracery of w’bite stone, which are so beautiful

a feature in the East Anglian churches. The

variety of light and shade produced elsewhere

by deeply-cut mouldings and recessed panels,

here, where stone was scarce and thin and had

to be used economically, was ingeniously given

by the contrast of colour on the same plane.

The thatched roofs speak of a swampy district,

where slates were not and tiles were dear, while

sedge and reeds might be had for the cutting.

Want of stone and abundance of pebbles has

also given us the boulder-built churches of the

Sussex seaboard, while the wooden bell-turrets

and shingled spires of the same county may bo

* From the Address given by the Rev. Preeen'or

Venables, F.8.A., as President of the Architectural

Section of the Salisbary meeting of the Royal Archeo-
logical Institute, elsewhere referred to.
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I
traced to the wide-spreading forests which,

nntil the iron works which once had their seat

I
there had consumed them all, and thus, fuel

I

ceasing, put themselves out, covered its surface.

I

The unmanageable texture of the Cornish

I

granite is answerable for the coarseness of the

i
ecclesiastical architecture of that county, while

I
the fatal softness of the red sandstone of

1
Cheshire and Staffordshire has led to an indul-

I
gence in an excess of ornamentation which has

!

proved only too transient.

If now we turn to Wiltshire, wo find the same

, law dictating the character of the churches.

"Wherever good atone is abundant, and as the

masonry of Salisbury Cathedral testifies, no

county in England supplies better, as in the

northern part and in some districts of the south

west, the churches are usually large, lofty, and
carefully designed, much pains being taken,—

i as is noticeable in the noble chancel of Ames-
I
bury,— in the ashlar of the walla, and in the

I

exterior generally, on which a good deal of

1
ornament is often bestowed. Where, on the

i

contrary, as in the southern and eastern dis*

I
tricts, the only building material is chalk,

I
clunch, and flints, with a small amount of green

I

Eandstono that will serve for windows and doors

I
and dressings, the churches are diminutive and

I
homely, with wooden belfries or low square

I

steeples. These materials are often arranged

i
in chequers of stone and flint, producing a very

j

pleasing effect. This mode of walling is very

I
common in "Wiltshire. Many of these smaller

1
churches possess features of considerable

!
interest, morn especially those which have

i escaped the hand of the restorer,—which has,

1 alas ! been very busy in Wiltshire,—or those on
I which that hand has been laid lightly, and has
I been guided by the first principle of all restora-

i
tions, to preserve and maintain and never

;

to destroy. Norman doorways and chancel

I
arches are by no means infrequent, and are

1 BometimoB richly ornamented, while a con-

i
siderable amount of good Early English work

1 is to bo found, often plain and simple, but
! always pleasing. These smaller and humbler
1 churches often get passed over by the tourist,

; but they will almost always reward a visit.

1 Even when their architectural features are

I of the plainest, there is an xindefinable

;
something in their shape, and colouring, and

I position, and the way in which they group with
I the cottages which are scattered about them,
;
and the trees out of which their little belfries

peer, on which the memory dwells with more
i satisfaction than on many a more stately edifice.

It is observable that, while in some large parts

, of England the crnciform plan is hardly found at
, all, churches of this form are of somewhat fre-

:
quent occurrence in Wiltshire. Some of these are
on rather a largo scale and of considerable dig-

I
nity, such as Edington, Westbury, Araesbury,

i Tisbury, Hoytesbury, Downton, Bishopston,
' All Cannings, Bishop's Canning, Great Bedwyn,
I and several more, while others are small and
I unpretending. The nave at least is commonly
;

provided with aisles, but the noble Early
' English church of Potterne, one of the finest in

; the county, has none, and the churches of

1 Winterboume-Stoke, and the early church of

1 Britford, are also aisleless. A singular line of

;
cruciform churches is found in the "Vale of

! Chalk, where Bishopston, Broad Chalk, Bower
!

Chalk, Alvediston, and Berwick St. John in suc-

;
cession exhibit the same plan. A central tower
is essential to the completeness of the outline of

! a cruciform church. This is seldom wanting in

I the Wilts cross churches ; and in some, as at
1 Chilmark and Bishop's Cannings, where it is

1 crowned with a stone spire, at Potterne, West-
I bury, St. Sampson’s Cricklade, and others, it

!
is of considerable dignity. Corsbara Cburcb

I had till recently a central tower, but when it

I was restored by the late Mr. Street he pulled it

I
down and built a new tower and spire in a

1 different j>osicion. No doubt be felt that there

I
wore good reasons for bis action, though we

I cannot but regret it. While speaking of

I
towers it should be mentioned that two

i chm’cbes near tho N.E. border, Perton and
Wanborough, present tho unusual feature of

! two steeples, one at the west end of the nave
I and the other in the centre. This arrangement,
; it will be remembered, is also found at

Wimborne Minster. There is a reason for this

I arrangement there, the western tower being
the belfry of the parochial nave, that at the
intersection belonging to the Collegiate Church.
I am not aware that any satisfactory explana-

: tiou can bo given of its occurrence at Purton
1 and Wanborough,

Stone spires, though not numerous, are not

very uncommon. Passing over that of Salisbury

Cathedral, confessedly without a rival in

England, and for the union of simple majesty

and exquisite grace almost without a rival in

the world, these spires do not, generally, take

the first rank for height or beauty. There are,

however, good examples at Chilmark, Bishop’s

Cannings, Trowbridge, and Lacock. Pack-saddle

roofs—an unusual form in England—are found

at North and South Wraxall and at Winslcy.

A boll-turret, crowned with a spirelot of much
elegance, is rather frequent in the north-west

corner of tho county, as at Acton Turvill,

Sutton Benger, Corsley, Corston, Biddeford,

and Great Cbalficld. The small wooden bell-

turrets of the south-east have been already

referred to. They are often very picturesque.

Stone groined roofs, though far from being

common, are less uncommon in Wiltshire than

in some other parts of England. The Norman
chancels of St. John’s and St. Mary’s, at the

Devizes, have good vaults of that date. Early

English and Decorated vaulting is found at the

beautiful churches of Bishop’s Cannings,

Urchfont, Steeple Ashton, Bishopston, and

Marlborough, St. Peter’s. The nave of Steeple

Ashton is groined in wood, the ribs springing

from stono shafts. At Edington there are

curious plaster ceilings, of late date, which

deserve notice.

Taking a general survey of the county, we
find Norman work very abundant, thongh not

usually of a very high order. The humble
village churches frequently contain a door or a

window, or a chancel arch of that period.

Great Durnford is a typical example, and the

fabrics of a large number, though with but

slight architectural traces of their date, evi-

dently belong to this epoch. We have examples

within a short distance of Salisbury. Berwick

St. James preserves its Norman doorway, while

we have doorways and other remains of Norman
work in the eburobes of Winterbourne Stoke,

Stapleford, South Newton, and Little Lang-

ford, all very near together.

The most conspicuous Normau building in

Wiltshire is tho fragment of the Abbey Church
of Malmesbury. Much of it, however, is late

in the style, and belongs rather to the Tran-

sition period. The doorways are well known.

The outer south door, with its interlaced

bands and series of Scriptural medallions, is

unsurpassed for richness of decoration by any

door in England. Wo have fine examples of

Late Norman in the groined chancels of the two

churches at Devizes, the work of the warlike

Bishop Roger, the greatest builder of bis day.

The churches at Corsbam, Preshutc, and several

others, preserve their Norman arcades
;
and at

Melkshara, amid many undesirable alterations,

we have enough left to make out the original

cruciform Norman church.

Passing to Early English, in the unrivalled

cathedral under the shadow of which we are

meeting we have the most perfect example of

the stylo on its grandest scale to be funnd in

England. As is natural, its influence spread,

and we find village churches displaying the

same purity of design, harmony of proportions,

and dignified simplicity of outline, of which

tho mother church set the example. Potterne,

which may very probably be ascribed to Bishop

Poore, tho founder of the Cathedral, may not

improperly he called Salisbury Cathedral in

miniature. Bishop’s Cannings, though with

later alterations which mar its unity, is also a

beautiful example of the style, which we find

also in great excellence in the chancel of Great

Bedwin, at CoHingboiarue, Kingston, Boyton,

Purton, Downton, Amesbury, and many other

places.

The fourteenth century seems to have been

less prolific in church building in Wiltshire than

elsewhere. There is. it is true, no want of

Decorated architecture in windows, doors, and

in portions of churches, but there are fewer

entire churches in this style than in the mid-

land counties. The chancel of Downton is a

good example of Early Decorated. We have

rich Flamboyant work in the transepts of Great

Bedwyn, and in those of Lacock; we must
mention also the chancel and transepts of the

very interesting church of Bishopston, espe-

cially the south transept, with its curious

external cloister. At Boyton the Decorated

work is earlier in date, and very good.

The transition from Decorated to Perpen-

dicular is exemplified in the very remarkable

church of Edington, now under careful restora-

tion by Mr. Ponting, one of the most important

buildings we possess for the history of English

arebitectnre, in which we trace tho beginnings

of the new style, — the special growth of

English soil,—and watch the flowing curves of

the tracery stiffening into rectilinear uniform-

ity. Perpendicular not improbably had its

rise in tho Abbey of Gloucester. We find the

earliest-dated instance of its employment in

the sooth transept of the cathedral, soon after

which it appears in the remodelling of Win-
chester Cathedral, commenced by Bishop

Edington, 1345-1366, by whom it was adopted

in the noble collegiate church founded by him
in his native village as a thank-offering, which

is deservedly one of the chief glories of Wilt-

shire. The first stone of this church was laid

in 1352, and it was dedicated in 1361,—dates

of some importance in the origin of the Per-

pendicular style.

It would occupy too much of your time to

dwell on the Perpendicular work in this county,

as everywhere there is hardly a chixrch which

does not exhibit some trace of the great

wave of rebuilding and alteration which

passed over the country as the Gothic style

was losing its life and freedom and gradually

giving way to the newly-introduced Classical

revival. The stately church of Mere, w’ith its

noble west tower, may he mentioned as one of

the best in South Wilts. Westbury deserves

notice as an example of a church originally

Norman recast in Perpendicular, much in the

way Wykeham treated Winchester Cathedral.

The nave is very stately, and the aisles show a

not very usnal feature in the transverse stone

arches, with interpenetrating mouldings, which

cross them from north to south. The masonry

throughout is of great excellence. While at

Wostbnry we have an adapted building, and at

Jlere a mixed building, at Trowbridge we have

an example of a Perpendicular chnrch raised

from the ground as one design without any

admixture of earlier styles, by the munifi-

cence of the inhabitants, in 1475. It is a

typical church of its date, with a western tower

groined within and lofty stone spire and north

and south porches, and a very beautiful open-

timber roof, tho whole deserving Leland’s

description as ‘‘ lightsome and fair.” The font

is lofty, carved with tho emblems of the

Crucifixion. Steeplo Ashton, built between

1480 and 1500 by the clothiers, is also a

very noble Perpendicular church, exhibiting

well-finished masonry of the highest order of

excellence. The clearstory is lofty, tho arcades

lofty and imposing, the windows large and

good. Both the chancel and the nave are

groined, the former in stone, the latter in wood.

St. Thomas’s, Salisbury, though late and rather

coarse, is a very good example of a rich Perpen-

dicular town chnrch. With its light arcades,

very wide aisles, and low timber ceilings, it

supplies a model the designers of our town

churches might do well to follow. I would

except the clearstoried chancel, which is of some-

what excessive length for modern requirements.

Perpendicular work of peculiar richness is to be

found in the north-east angle of the county,

sometimes in the fabrics of the churches,

sometimes in appended chapels and chantries.

The nave of Lacock is a sumptuous building,

and the Lady - chapel deserves notice for its

fan-traceried roof and general richness of

character. The Beynton Chapel, at Bromham,

is also a very gorgeous example of Late Gothic

with a richly-panelled ceiling. In the same

district a rich canopied niche crowning the apex

of a gable is by no means infrequent; we have

good examples at Lacock and St. John’s,

Devizes. The chancel and tower of Caine, re-

built after the fall of the older tower in 1645,

is a very interesting specimen of the survival

of the Gothic style, of which we have such

interesting examples at Oxford and Cambridge.

The monastic remains of Wiltshire are

scanty. The great religious foundations of

Wilton, Amesbury, and others have entirely

passed away, leaving hut small fragments of

their once extensive buildings. At Malmesbury,

a large portion of the nave is still standing, and

a vaulted crypt, under what may have been the

abbot’s house, and some other relics, are bnilt

up in an Elizabethan house. At Bradenstoke,

the refectory, a beantifnl example of Early

Decorated work, is preserved, with its vaulted

undercroft, prior’s house, and domestic offices.

The remains of Monkton Farleigh are of Early

English date, but are very insignificant. The

most important and best preserved monastic

building in the county is the nunnery at Lacock,

founded by Ela of Salisbury, in memory of her
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husband William Longsword. It is too little

tnown, for it exhibits one of the best existing

examples of conventual arrangOTnent, sub-

stantially unchanged. The cloister, with its

three ‘ beautifully - raultod alleys of good
Perpendicular design, is surrounded with the
usual monastic buildings, on a small scale but
of excellent character. The church on the
flonth side has entirely passed away. Opening
out of the east walk wo have in succession the
sacristy, the chapter-house, the slype, and the
calefactory or day-room, all of Early English
work, with the Perpendicular dormitory above.
The refectory occupies the north side, standing
on a vaulted undercroft, with the kitchen at
the west end. The whole building is of tho
greatest interest, and it is to be regretted that
it lies too far away for us to visit it on this

occasion.

If the remains of monastic architecture in

Wilts are but scanty, the remains of military
architecture are scantier still. The great
castles of the county which played so im-
portant a part in English history, have com-
pletely vanished, leaving only their huge
mounds and earthworks, with some fragments
of walls and vaults to testify to their former
existence. I may mention Old Sarum, DeWzes,
Marlborough, Castle Combe, and Ludgersball.
The only castle of which the walls still stand is

Wardour, hexagonal in plan, a good example
of Early Perpendicular, when the military
castle was passing into tho nobleman’s
residence.

In domestic architecture few counties are
so rich as Wiltshire. In the northern part of
the county nearly every parish can show
specimens of the smaller manor-house of the
fifteenth and sixteenth century, with long
gabled front, two - storied porch, hall and
solar, lighted by stone mullioned windows.
There are also several examples of the larger
and more stately mansions, especially those of
South Wraxall, with some later adaptation

;

Great Chalfield, and the Duke’s Douse at
Bradford,—all of which we are to inspect,

—

Norringtou, Charlton, Corsham, Littlecot, and
many more. The still larger and more magnifi-
cent houses of Wilton, Longleat, Longford, and
others, have few rivals in any part of England.
The town houses of Salisbury, the Audley
Mansion, and the Church House, the Hall of
John Halle, and others more or less mutilated,
afford an excellent illustration of the domestic
'life of our civic forefathers.

Naturally the examples of lator architecture
are more abundant, but earlier examples are
not wanting. The fourteenth-century houses
at Stanton, St. Quentin ; Place House, Tisbury

;

Woodlands, Mere; and the Barton Farm, at
Bradford, -with its noble fourteenth-century
barn, deserve the most careful examination.

I pass now to notice the chief architectural
events connected with archeeology during the
past year. These have been comparatively few.
Commercial and agricultural depression, by
drying up the springs, have retarded the work
cf restoration, and there are few extensive
works of that nature to record. The most
important work is that still in progress, and
likely to be in progress for many years to come,
at the Abbey,—now the Cathedral Church,—of
St. Albans. While desiring to do the fullest
justice to the constructional skill, wide know-
ledge, and, above all, to the munificent liberality
of Lord Grirathorpe, it is necessary in the cause
of true archaeology and of architectural history
to record a firm protest against the mode in
which his lordship is dealing with that venerable
fabric (applause). It is true that he has, at
great cost, ungrudgingly reudered, secured the
stability of a decayed and tottering fabric, and
that by his generosity one of our grandest
architectural monuments will be preserved from
ruin and a cathedral given to the new diocese
equal in structural excellence to that of any
other diocese in England. For this Lord Grim-
tborpe cannot be too highly commended. But
overy one to whom the historical character and
etructural continuity of our churches are dear
must deplore the rashness with which his lord-
ship is wiping out tlie original features of the
entice and rei>lacing them -with architecture of
his own design, which, whatever its merits,—

a

topic on which I do not -wish now to enter,
has no real affinity with the fabric, it being
entirely unlike anything which ever did or ever
could have stood there. The west front has
been finished for a year or two, and does not
come within our limits, but during the past
year the south transept gable has been entirely

demolished and a new one erected. The old gable
end,—a portion of the veritable old St. Alban’s,

—was Norman, with a round turret’ of interest-

ing character at the west corner, and a large

Perpendicular window, inserted by Abbot Whet-
harapstead. At the base were the very curious,

elaborately-ornamented arches of the Norman
style. All these are now of the past. What the
English eye has been familiar with for centuries

is gone, and we have in its place an entirely

modern building, designed, it is true, after the

best models of ancient art, but falsifying the
history of the building. The gable now presents
a series of five gigantic lancets, as big or bigger

than the celebrated “ Five Sisters of York,”
flanked by turrets, square instead of round,
finished with conical caps, the arches of the
slype being nailed up as it were, like hawks or

weasels on a barn door, on the wall below, appen-
dages to not integral parts of it. A correspon-
dent writes :

—“The whole south front of this

transept will probably be new, the effect good,
the introduction of the slype arches clever, the
effect of the high roof satisfactory, but ... I

fear the north transept will soon be similarly

transmogrified.” Once again, in the name of

the Institute, I may be permitted to raise a
serious protest against such a treatment of an
ancient building (applause). It is endeavoured
to be justified by reference to the similar mode
in which the earlier builders treated the work
of their pi'edecessors, which they pulled down
and altered unscrupulously to replace it by work
of the reigning fashion. But at that time
architecture was a living, growing art. The new
work belonged to its own age and was its

natural growth, now all we can do is to copy
and adapt

;
with what success I leave it to those

who visit St. Albans to say.* We have a new,
well-built, carefully-designed, and attractive
design,—a new lamp, bright and burnished, in

place of an old lamp, battered, broken, and
dingy. Some may prefer the new lamp

; I

prefer the old one.

Another work is proceeding in the same
Cathedral in a far different and more reve-
rential spirit,—the restoration of the statuary
of the long - impoverished reredos, by the
munificence of Mr. Henry Hucks Gibbs.
Everything has been done here, with due
respect to ancient lines and historical prece-
dent by a true architect, Mr. Arthur Blomfield.

There is not much other cathedral work to

record. At Peterborough the central tower has
been carefully rebuilt in its old form, by Mr.
Pearson,—happily preserving the east and west
pointed lantern arches. The want at present
of cornet turrets,—those taken down, it will be
remembered, were late additions by Dean
Kipling,—gives the tower a bald, stunted look.

We wait with anxiety to see how It will be
completed. It is well known that Mr. Pearson
desires to add another story to the very low
tower. Until the point is finally decided, the
turrets are necessarily suspended. No steps
have yet been taken for the restoration of the
choir.

At Winchester, the investigations of the
energetic Dean have been rewarded by the
discovery of the foundations of what is

probably the earlier church, beyond the present
north walls. The Norman crypt has also been
opened out, and several ancient interments
brought to light. The statues are being re-
placed in the reredos. We are beginning to
perceive that tenautleas niches are as unmean-
ing a decoration as vacant picture-frames.
At Lincoln, excavations in tho retro-choir

have revealed the foundations of the semi-
hexagonal apse, with radiating chapels, which
was the original termination of St. Hugh’s
Minster, removed for the erection of the Angel
Choir,—the saints’ building being destroyed to
recover the saint’s shrine. The external effect
of this east end, though rather crowded, must
have been of great singularity and beauty .f
The cathedral of Manchester,—a mere stately

parish church of the latest style of archi-
tecture, without any pretensions to the miuster
type,—has undergone much rebuilding of its
walls, which were considerably decayed, and
other much-needed improvements. But a
real cathedral at Manchester is still wanted.

* We muat entirely differ from the line taken by
Precentor I enables here, and regret that he should have
taken up a position so open to attack. The real objection
to what is being done by Lord Grimtborpe at St. dlbaii’s
as we have said over and over again, is not that it is new
design, but that it is bad and clumsy design, carried out bv
incompetent hands.—

E

d.

+ For an article, with plans, fully describing these
discoveries, see the Builder for May 21 last, pp. 756-58.

Decided steps have been taken to supply this

want at the sister city of Liverpool during the
past year by the cathedral competition. Out of

the large number of designs submitted, three
were selected by the committee, those of Mr.
Brooks, Messrs. Bodley & Garner, and Mr.
Emerson, and submitted to Mr. Christian for

adjudication. Of these, Mr. Christian, while
highly commending the other two, selected that
of Mr. Emerson as better fitted, in its plan and
arrangements, for the requirements of a modern
cathedral than the others, iu which the old

cathedral idea was more strictly followed. I

do not think that Mr. Christian’s verdict has
met with general acceptance (hear, hear). Mr.
Emerson’s plan is certainly one of great merit.
The value of a spacious domical area for the
reception of large congregations is proved by
the cathedral of St. Paul, nor can any one
question the beauty of a cupola, uniting
dignity and grace, as the central figure of a
great church. But tho idea is far superior to

its carrying out. The style chosen,—I may
rather say invented,—by Mr. Emerson is far

from, attractive, and the ornamentation is in

some cases almost grotesque. I could only

consider it a national misfortune if the design

were carried out iu its present form (hear,

hear.) To render it at all worthy as a monu-
ment of the nineteenth century the whole must
be redesigned

;
the skeleton reclothed in more

comely attire. As architectural studies, the

severe Early English of Mr. Brooks, and the

rich, luxuriant Decorated of Messrs. Bodley &
Garner, produce far more satisfactory results.

Mr. Brooks’s design is specially admirable (hear,

hear.)

While Liverpool Cathedral still remains, as

one may say, in the clouds, that of Truro, due

to the exquisite genius of Mr. Pearson, is

all but completed,—at least the eastern half of

it,—and will be consecrated before tho close

of the year. Our generation may be con-

gratulated on possessing an architect capable

of producing so beautiful a work, instinct in

every part with artistic life, not un-

worthy to take rank,—especially when com-
pleted,—with the best of tho smaller cathedrals

of our country. 0 si sic omnes !

The same great architect has been intrusted

with the re-erection of the destroyed cloister

at Exeter, with a library over the southern wall.

Sufficient indications of the original work
remain to guide Mr. Pearson iu his design.

Mr. Pearson has also restored the Abbey
gateway at Bristol Cathedral. He has created

a very beautiful structure, and we cannot doubt
that BO conscientious an architect has found
satisfactory evidence for all that he has done.

But the result has been that the old building

has put on [a new face, which looks strange to

those who knew it in former years. It is

earnestly to be hoped that Mr. Pearson will

absolutely forbid the recbiselling of the elaborate

Norman mouldings of the well-known arch-

ways, which those who have the conduct of the

work are contemplating. Such an operation

would entirely destroy the historic value of

these very remarkable archways, and transform

them, for all practical purposes, into nineteenth-

century work.
One of the most important works of restora-

tion carried out during the past year has been
that in the Priory Church of St. Bartholomew’s,

Smithfiold, under the able and conservative

hands of Mr. Aston Webb. Through the energy
of the late (alas ! that I should have to say the

late !) incumbent, the Rev. W. Panckridge, who
scarcely lived to see the completion of the

great work on which he expended his vital

strength, and the munificence of the patron and
others, the Lady Chapel has been purchased and
rescued from desecration, the Norman apse

restored, and the whole church re-roofed and
refitted. Happily, the interior walls of the

church have not been touched, save with a

broom, and still retain the rich colouring which
time has imparted to them. The church still

looks old ; a sadly rare case in a restored

church. This is, however, only the commence-
ment of a work of restoration the successive

steps of which we shall hope to be able to record

in future years.

Time forbids me to speak of other minor
works. I can barely refer to the new buildings
rising on the west side of Westminster Hall.

One must not call them ” restorations,” as

there was notliing to indicate more than tlie

general plan and arrangement of what preceded
them. On these much difference of opinion has
been expressed. Let us hope the result will
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I
justify the Boundnessof Mr. Pearson’s judgment.

' Waltham Cross is, for the second time in my ovrn

memory, under the restorer’s hand. We can*

I

not hopo that, after such repeated demolitions

and re-constructions, much more of the old

structure will bo loft than was left of the

,

traditional Irishman’s knife.

I may conclude with an expression of thauk-

iulncsB that after a somewhat hard ^fight the

i Stone Bow at Lincoln, crossing the High-street

I
much as Temple Bar used to cross Fleet-street,

I with the Guildhall over it, has been rescued

from impending destruction, and has been

I

admirably restored by Mr. Pearson. The

:
ohanged policy of the municipality and citizens

I

of Lincoln with regard to the architectural

I
remains of their town, which we rejoice to trace

, also in every part of England, is one among

;

many satisfactory evidences of the excellent

,
work done by the Institute, and other kindred

I

societies, in spreading archmological knowledge,

I

and awakening a feeling of reverence for and

interest in the monuments of the past, which

j
in our own memories was so lamentably deli-

; Client. We may congratulate ourselves that we
I

have not lived in vain.

LONGFORD CASTLE AND LONGLEAT.*

Longford Castle is interesting in many ways.

I Its curious plan,—that of a triangle, with a

tower at each angle,—the various circum-

I stances connected with its origin, and its fine

I collection of pictures, make it interesting to

those wholly unacquainted with architecture

;

while to those who practise that art, and to all

who (like the company present to-day) are

given to the study of archaeology, the fact that

' we have the original drawings of the castle

preserved in the Soane Museum is of the highest

I
interest.

Let us first recount the building of the place

! according to popular tradition. The Manor of

Longford belonged in the middle of the six-

teenth century,—that is, in the time of Philip

I and Mary,—to a family named Cervington, the

last of whom was a man of extravagant and
dissipated habits, so much so that in course of

I time ho was obliged to mortgage his estate to

one John Webb, of Salisbury. John Webb,
I being unable to get the interest of his money,
' foreclosed in the year 1573, and the last of the

Corvingtons found himself ejected from the

home of his ancestors, and wandered about the

estate in a condition of great misery. John

Webb, who had turned him out, shortly after-

wards sold the estate to Sir Thomas Gorges,

a son of Sir Edward Gorges, of Wraxall, co.

Somerset, and it is said that the unfortunate

Cervington, who still lurked about the place,

. need to make his way into the house, to the

annoyance and terror of the servants. On one

occasion the wild and miserable man was taken

! before Sir Thomas himself, and, dn being

<5ueBtioned as to who he was, told his name, and

I

added that a Cervington was at least as good

as a Gorges. Sir Thomas, moved by his sad

plight, gave orders that thenceforth he was to

' fee treated with attention and respect
j
but the

unfortunate man shortly afterwards died mise-

I aably under an elm tree in the Coney-garth, a

•victim to his own improvidence.

The house thus invaded by the wreck of its

' former master could not have been that which

we now see, for Cervington was ejected in

I

1573 and the foundations of the present build-

ing were not begun till thirteen years later, in

1586, and it is incredible that the poor man’s

;
misery could have been prolonged through all

those years. Sir Thomas Gorges had married

I

Helena, the widow of William Parr, Marquis
of Northampton and brother of Katherine

Parr, who was so fortunate as to survive

! Henry VIII. Lady Gorges was a* Swede by
birth, being the daughter of George Wolfgangus

!
finachenburg, and she had come over to Eng-
land in the train of Princess Cecilia, daughter

of Eric, King of Sweden, all of which history

i may be deciphered by the curious on her tomb
in Salisbiiry Cathedral. When her second

. husband, -Sir Thomas, thought of building him-

self a new house, she persuaded him, it is said,

to build it after the model of a castle near her

own country,—the Danish castle of Uranien-

burg in the Sound, which had been designed by
"Tycho Brahe. Sir Thomas complied with her

wishes, but the site chosen for the building

ewallowednp the greater part of his fortune in

* A paper by Ml J. Alfred Gotch, F.R.I.B.A., read at

•tbe SaUabury meeting of the Royal Archa’ological

iLiatitate, as ekowbere meationed.

foundations, and the work threatened to be

abandoned, when by a fortunate chance one of

the galleons in the Spanish Armada was

wrecked near Hurst Castle, of which Sir Thomas
was Governor. His lady successfully begged

the hull of the queen, and this was found to

contain enongh treasure to complete tbe whole

structure in tbe year 1591, the total cost being

about 18,0001.

Such is the popular version of the building

of Longford. How far it is authenticated, and

how far it is mere tradition, I am unable to

say. Let us now turn to the information we
have in black and white, namely, the drawings

preserved in the Soane Museum.
The drawings are by an architect named

John Thorpe, who was concerned in a very

great number of houses at this period, among
them being Burleigh House, by Stamford Town,

Kirby, Holdenby, all in Northamptonshire.

Burley-on-the-Hill, in Ruthand
;

Audley-End,

in Essex ;
Ampthill, in Bedfordshire ;

Holland

House
;

Slaugbam • place and Buckhurst

House, in Sussex; Losely House, in Surrey;

Somorhill, in Kent ; besides many others.

Ai l his drawings, bound into a book and

numbering over 250, are preserved at the

Soane Museum, in London. The drawings re-

lating to Longford are on folios 155, 156, 158,

and consist of a gronnd-plan, front elevation,

and an elevation of the garden side. The
ground-plan shows a triangular building with a

triangular court in the centre, a round tower at

each external angle, and a circular staircase at

each angle of the courtyard. These features

may be found to-day, but the courtyard has

been roofed over and made into a fine saloon.

The interior generally has been modernised,

and there has been a good deal added to the

house, BO that it is a very different place from

what it was when first built. It is certain,

however, that Thorpe’s gronnd-plan was not

carried out as drawn, and we may fairly regard

it as a preliminary sketch. It is otherwise

with the elevation. This does not agree with

bis plan, but it agrees in all but a very few

particulars with a view of Longford, drawn by

Robert Thacker, showing the castle “repaired

and beautified by Henry Hare, Baron of

Coleraine, in the year 1650.” It agrees so

minutely that there is no doubt that this eleva-

tion of Thorpe’s represents the house as it was
originally to have been built, although a few

modifications were introduced as the work went

on.

The front that is to bo seen at the present

day has evidently been rebuilt, for it differs in

esseutial particulars of arrangement from

Thorpe’s elevation and Thacker’s view; but

apparently nearly all the old features have

been used again, including the balnstrades,

arches, pilasters, cornices, and strings. This

opinion, arrived at by comparing these old

views with the present structure, is borne ont

by information derived from the clerk of the

works, who says that the stone and mortar of

the arcaded part differ from that of the tower,

and that the floor of the arcaded part does not

rest on the tower wall, but is supported byposbs

and iron bands.

Tbe conclusions, therefore, that wo may
come to are these The tower to the right of

the entrance is the original work, so is also the

other tower on the garden side. The entrance-

front itself has been rebuilt, with tbe original

features, arranged in a somewhat different

manner. The garden side between the two

towers has been almost entirely rebuilt. The

interior has been re-arranged and modernised,

while a large part on the north-eastern side is

altogether new.
Assuming, as we may fairly do, that John

Thorpe was tbe architect of Longford, where

did he get his idea of the curious triangular

plan? Did he copy the castle of Uranienburg,

as stated, or did he design it himself ?
_

His

drawing certainly looks like a preliminary

sketch plan
;

it is partly in ink and partly with

pencil notes. On the front side it says “ Court

heare,” on the garden side it says “ Garden

heare,” and on the third side “ Orchard heare,”

all of which Imply that the site was already

fixed. Tbe fact that it is a quaint and fanciful

plan is iu favour of its being Thorpe’s

own design, for his MS. book abounds

in fanciful plans, and on fol. 161, that is, iu

close proximity to this plan of Longford, occurs

another plan on the triangular system, but more

matured, and a further development of the

Longford idea. There is, however, no name to

it, and no evidence of its ever having been

carried out. If, on the one hand, an exami-

nation of Thorpe’s designs leads ua to the con-

clusion that be might very well be the author of

Longford, on the other, there must bo some

foundation for the statement that tbe design

was brought from Denmark ;
and if evidence

could be given of this, it would throw a very

interesting light on the source of some of

Thorpe’s ideas. But, whatever conclusion we
adopt, wo must not imagine that this is a

solitary specimen of fanciful design imported

from abroad. The air of the latter part of tbe

sixteenth century was full of quaint conceits,

some of which got embodied in stone, and

among them was Longford. Its date is 1591.

In 1593-5 Sir Thomas Trosham was building at

Rushton, in Northamptonshire, his Triangular

Lodge, a very much smaller building, but one

containing many more quaint conceits. It is

an embodiment in stone of the idea of the

Trinity,—three in one. Curiously enough, on

Thorpe’s plan of Longford, within the triangular

courtyard, is a device emblematic of the

Trinity. But the Triangular Lodge was not

the only emblematic building erected by Sir

Thomas Tresham. About five years later, that

is, in 1600, he was building Lyveden New Build-

ing, which is a cross on plan, and in all its parts

symbolises the Passion. Plans of Lyveden are

also among Thorpe’s drawings, so that a very

close relationship is established between all

these quaint and curious buildings.

Longford Castle, therefore, may be taken as

an example of one type of planning prevalent

in Elizabeth’s reign, when the object of those

concerned seemed to be not so much to pro-

mote the comfort or convenience of the house

as to embody some sentiment, or to work ont

some quaint idea to which all notions of con-

venience had to bend. The appearance of the

plan on paper was all that was cared for. At
Longleat we shall find another type of building,

much less quaint but more reasonable, in which

symmetrical magnificence was aimed at, but

almost equally at the cost of convenience. You
will, no doubt, have noticed that in the middle

gable over the front entrance is carved a ship

in full sail. Has this any reference to the

legend of the Spanish galleon ? And, if so,

was it placed there in commemoration of that

circumstance, or was the circumstance invented

in consequence of the ship being there? On
Thorpe’s elevation the arched recess is shown,

but not the ship
;

it appears, however, on
Thacker’s view in 1650. With regard to the

rest of the detail. it is of the period : but a close

examination will show that the sections of the

strings and cornices are by no means orthodox,

though they are very similiar to those on other

buildings attributable to Thorpe.

Longford Castle, therefore, in spite of the

alterations it has imdergone, throws no little

light upon a phase of architecture of great

interest, and one which was the result of the

most active period of house building which the

country had ever seen previous to the Victorian

era.

Longleat.

Longleat is an excellent text upon which to

found a discourse on the Domestic Architecture

of the Renaissance, but before doing this let us

see what we know with regard to its histo^.

Canon Jackson has already busied himself with

this subject, and is in a far better position to

speak on it than any one else, and it is there-

fore with great diffidence that I approach it.

The house was begun by Sir John Thynne,

—

who was the founder of the family and the

purchaser of the estate,—in 1567, as shown by

a book of building accounts which begins on the

21sb of January, 1567, and continues till the

29th of March, 1578, during which time

8,016i. 138. 8id. was spent. Losely House,

near Guildferd, was building about the same

time, viz., from 1561 to Michaelmas, 1569,

during which time only a little over 1,600L was

spent
;
bat Loseley House is not so large as

Longleat. The 8,0001. sufficed to cover the

cost of the outside of the house, except the

west front and part of the inside court, but the

exact extent it is difficult now to determine.

Sir John Thynne died in 1580, leaving his son,

the second Sir John, to carry on the work.

Under his directions the balustrade that crowns

the walls, many of the chimneys, and some of

tbe towers, were built, and the screen in the

hall and much of the panelling were also

finished. The work was taken up by Sir John’s

successors, one of whom employed Sir Chris-

topher Wren, and was continued for a great
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number of years. Finally, Jeffrey Wyatt came
upon the scene early iu the present century and
blotted out all history from the inside, and
from the outside too, except from the south and
east fronts. It is, therefore, from them that we
must learn all that Longleat has to teach us.

But, before proceeding to this lesson, let us see
what we know about the actual designing of the
building.

Longleat has been attributed to John of
Padna

; to John Thorpe, who is erroneously
supposed by some to be the same man under an
English name; and to Robert Smithson, who has
been said to hare designed Wollaton House,
near Nottingham, Here are several suppositions
which open up rather a wide field of controversy.
Without lingering in that field for any length
of time, it may perhaps be as well to give one
or two facts which will dispose of some of the
points in doubt. First of all, John Thorpe
cannot be John of Padua, since John of Padua
is recorded to have received his first grant,
"Pro servitio in architectura etmusicA," in 1544.
One of Thorpe’s plana is dated 1620, i.e., seventy-
six years later, and it is hard to believe that
an architect can have been in active practice
for seventy-six years. Secondly, I am not
aware that any evidence exists that John of
Padua had anything to do with Longleat.
Thirdly, it is certain that no evidence exists
that John Thorpe was ever concerned there.
Canon Jackson is my authority for this state-
ment, which I can supplement by saying that
there is no drawing in Thoi'pe’s collection which
can be meant for Longleat. We are, therefore,
left to deal with Robert Smithson’s connexion
with the house, and with Wollaton. It is

stated that the previously-mentioned bnilding
acconnts show that on the 11th of March,
15G8-9, Robert Symythson sncceeded Joho
More as bead freemason. I have not been able
to examine these accounts in detail, but, from a
short inspection made with Canon Jackson
some time ago, it appeared that they mention a
Richard Smythson as freemason at 16d. a day,
but do not mention Robert Smythson at ail.

It would seem, however, that a Robert Smith-
son was sent about 15G7 to succeed More, the
mason, but how to reconcile the difference in
the names I do not know. If Richard really
were the name of the Smythson employed here,
be could not be the same man who is connected
with Wollaton, for his name was Robert, as
his epitaph in Wollaton Church states. The
epitaph is as follows :

—

" Here lyetb ye body of Mr.
Robert Smythson Gent.
Architeetor and SurTay.
or nnto the most worthy
House of Wollaton with
Direrse othera of great
account, be lired in ye fayth
of Christ 79 years, ard then
departed this life ye XVth of
October Auo Dmi 1014.

Into the rival claims of Robert Smitbson and
John Thorpe to have designed Wollaton, I will
not enter

; bnt this much may be said :—that a
plan and elevation of Wollaton are fonnd in
Thorpe’s collection, just as a plan and elevation
of Longford are found, and I myself regard
Thorpe as responsible for " the moat worthy
house of Wollaton.’’ It is interesting to note
that Wollaton was begun in 1580, the year of
Sir John Thynne’s death, so that it would have
been quite possible for the same man to have
been engaged on both buildings consecotively.
But the evidence relied on by some writers,-—
an exact similarity of detail between the two
places pointing, indeed, to a use of the same
templates or moulds,—this evidence cannot be
established. I have compared the sections of
the mouldings side by side, and find that, though
in general disposition they resemble each other,
yet in particular features they are quite
different; those at Wollaton could not even
have been worked from an ill-proportioned
sketch of those at Longleat, except in one or
two cases. The monldings at Wollaton are hardly
as well proportioned, as those at Longleat.
But, in spite of particular differences, there is a
certain general similarity in idea between the
two places, which would be accounted for by
supposing the same foreman to have been
engaged at both.*
With regard, therefore, to the immediate

source of inspiration at Longleat we can form
no certain opinion

; but the ultimate source was

* vve Pave
‘P- 1^5 aufe) thatreecaroheB of the present owner of Wollaton may be

claima of Smithsownnenon with it, and established those of John of Pa

of course, Italy. Italian ideas permeated every
every branch of art and literature at this
period, but Longleat is rather a curious example
of their influence, inasmuch as no other building
of so early a date is so thoroughly Classic.
Kirby, for instance, which was begun three
years later, in 1570, is very much more English
in feeling, less formal, and consequently more
interesting. Bnt Longleat, in its very formality,
in its exact balance, in the rigidity of its
horizontal lines, in its somewhat tame sky line,

from which none of those beautiful gables
spring which are characteristic of Anglicised
Classic,—in all these points Longleat very aptly
illustrates the effect upon English architecture
of travelling in Italy. The same influence is

observable in the projecting windows, which
are not bay windows iu the strict sense of the
term, not at all like the large semicircular
bays at Kirby, or Buxton Agnes, or (to name
earlier examples) those at the dais end of many
halls iu Oxford and Cambridge. Then, again,
observe the circular recesses filled with busts.
The busts all represent some classic personages,
gods and goddesses, the Nine Worthies (as at
Montacute), or Virgil, Aristotle, and Plato, as
atWollaton. Here none are named, but they are
of the same family with those that are, and
very sorely they mnst have puzzled the British
workman who put them in their places.
The present plan of Longleat can tell us only

one fact of historical interest, and that is that
the original arrangement of the rooms became
unsuitable to modern ideas, and that, conse-
quently, it has been swept away wholesale. It
is often said that the era of house-building that
began in Elizabeth’s reign introduced all the
apartments required for modern use. To a
large extent this is so. We might even go
further, and add that it introduced a great many
for which no modern use can be found. But we
must not forget that, though there was a great
multiplication of apartments, they were very
unscientifically arranged. Nothing is more
obvions, in visiting Elizabethan houses which
are still inhabited, than the straits to which the
occupiers have been put to obtain a reasonably
comfortable home without destroying the vener-
able^ appearance of the house. At Burleigh a
corridor has been contrived round the court-
yard; at Apethorpe you have to make the
circuit of the building to get from your bed to
your breakfast

; at Loseley the family sleep at
one end and the guests at the other, with the
great ball between them

; at Wollaton the
window-sills are so high that to sit down is
almost like being in a well. Indeed, there is no
concealing the fact that John Thorpe and the
other designers of that time went to work on
wrong lines. They produced houses into which
the inhabitants had to fit thomselvee. They
did not first ascertain the requirements of the
inhabitants and then build the house to suit
their comfort and convenience. Their way was
the easiest. They said :

“ Here is ray archi-
tecture, suit yourself to it.’’ Our way is the
best ; we say :

" Such are your habits, our
architecture shall be founded on them.’’ In the
result what we lose in stateliness we gain in
comfort, and those who do not have to live in
such houses can freely afford to admire them,
and to be thankful to those who, in spite of
inconveniences, jealously preserve these mag-
nificent memorials of the past.

flkslraiinns,

CATHEDRAL, TOLEDO.
E give four views, reproduced from
photographs by Laurent, of Madrid, of
portions of this Cathedral, of which a

long description is given in Street’s " Gothic
Architecture in Spain,’’ and which is, in many
ways, a very remarkable Medieval monument

_

The Cathedral is believed to stand on the
site of an older one, which had been converted
into a mosque during the Moorish occupation of
the city, but of which nothing remains. The
first stone of the present Cathedral was laid in
1227, by King Don Fernando III.

; and Street
was of opinion that French architects were
concerned m the design of it. The French
character of the older part of the work is
evident enough from the interior view, in the
eastern ambulatory of the choir.
The church, of which Street gives a plan, is

five-aisled, and on a great scale, 178 ft. wide
and 395 ft. long, and 50 ft. 6 in. from centre to
centre of the nave columns. The plan is

remarkably grand and simple, the transepts
hardly projecting on the ground line, and the
outer aisles being carried in a splendid semi-
circular sweep round the apsidal eastern termi-
nation. The columns are all circular, sur-
rounded by engaged shafts; a portion of one
of them is seen above the view of the side of
the high altar-screen. The words " Side of the
high altar,” on the plate, are the literal trans-
lation of the Madrid photographer’s title,

which should, however, rather be " choir-
screen adjoining the high altar.” This
gorgeous piece of fourteenth century work
only exists in this state on one side of the
choir, the remainder having been continued
in " Berruguetesqne.” Street expresses great
admiration for the elaboration and delicacy of
the work here.

The so-called " Gate of Lions,” only named
so, as will be seen, from the Renaissance addi-
tion of the lion-crowned columns supporting
the grille, is the doorway of the south transept.
The principal western doorway, shown in
another illustration, is work of the early part
of the fifteenth century, when the west front
was commenced

; but all the upper portion of
this front (as will be gathered from the story
immediately over the gable in the illustration)
was altered and modernised in later times.

COMPETITION DESIGN FOR EDINBURGH
MUNICIPAL BUILDINGS.

We^ give this week another of the designs
submitted in this large competition, that by
Messrs. Foster & La Trobe, of Bristol. The
authors have duly appreciated the import nc©
of the aspect of the building towards Cockbum-
street, as shown in their sketch perspective of
it from this point of view.

HOUSE IN SUNDRIDGE PARK,
BROMLEY, KENT.

This house, which is in the course of
erection, is situated on rising ground, there
being an extensive view from the south
windows.

Mr. G. H. Lay, of Bromley, is the builder,
the estimated cost being rather more than
2,000i.

The external walls are faced with red bricks
from Dunton Green, Kent, and the roof is to be
covered with Yorkshire tiles.

Mr. Evelyn Hellicar, of Bromley, Kent, is the
architect.

WIMBLEDON BRANCH OF TEE LONDON
AND SOUTH-WESTERN BANK, ANB
BUILDINGS ADJOINING.
These buildings have been erected from the

designs of Mr. J. S. Edmeston, Mr. H. Johnsoa
being the builder. The amount of the contract
was ll,150i. The walls externally are of
Fareham brick, with all monldings and enrich-
ments of red terra-cotta supplied by Mr. J. C.
Edwards, of Ruabon. The other buildings
consist of shops, with a private residence at
the corner.

The bank contains, on the ground-floor, bank-
ing hall, with waiting and manager’s rooms,
and in basement, fireproof strong-rooms, lava-
tories, &c. The upper part of house arranged
as manager’s residence.

The mosaic pavements are by Messrs. Rust
& Co. The bank fittings, partitions, and joinery,
all in polished teak, are by Messrs. Bright & Cc\
Mr. Wm. Tookey was clerk of works.

Association of Municipal and Sanitary-
Engineers and Surveyors.—A Northern
Counties District meeting of this Association is

to be held at Newcastle, this Saturday, Aug. la
The members will assemble in the Council
Chamber at the Town-hall at 11.30 a.m., by
kind permission of the Mayor. The first

business will be the election of a District
Secretary. The following paper will be read
and discussed, "The Floating Hospital of the
Tyne Port Sanitary Authority,” by Mr. W. G.
Laws, City Engineer, Newcastle. The members
will afterwards adjourn to the Exhibition, where,
in the North Court, a model will be seen of the
Floating Hospital. As there are many objects
of interest to municipal engineers in the
Exhibition, it is proposed to spend the rest of
the day there.
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OKEMATION.*
;irHE disposal of the human body after death

3 always occupied the earnest attention of the

ling in all countries, and it may be that the

[iithod of simple exposure as against burial was
b outcome of much cogitation and dispute

[long the ancient peoples who practised it.

I ho can prove that the Phrygians and other
' 368 who hung their dead upon the limbs of

1

)eB
5
the North American Indians, who to this

t y expose their rudely bandaged dead relatives

,
tall platforms in the prairie; the Syrcanians,

i!io left their dead in the near forests to the

Id dogs to devour
;
the Parsees, who from

ne immemorial have laid their dead upon
. atings on the summit of high “ towers of

cence" for the vultures, did not adopt these

|i.riou8 systems of disposal of the dead after the

3Bt profound consideration, apart from any
mi-religious or superstitious bias? It was
[rely easier for these ancient peoples to inter

lie dead, but the “ far-off descended ray ” appa-
|ntly taught the very earliest born races to

I'otect themselves from the dead and to con-

ler the earth to bo the very property of the

Ifing. The practice of the exposure of bodies

, the attack of carnivorous birds, beasts of

.ey, wild dogs, crocodiles, and the like must
ive been instituted, not from the want of land

It interment or labour to dig graves, but from
'me inborn consciousness that the earth was
iquirod for far nobler purposes than as a storo-

1
mse for the putrefying dead ....
It may almost be said than when mere ex-

isnro of the dead ceased to satisfy, and when
ve-burial became obsolete, inhumation or earth

arial by contact was introduced, with all its

iiherent drawbacks. Burial in the earth has

bt, I think, existed from the very dawn of our
I anct’s life ; certainly no one can absolutely

icove this. But it is a very ancient practice,
I id was the easiest moans of hiding the dead
lit of sight. It matters not how controver-

liilists may decide this point, and it is sufficient

I
I admit that burial in the earth is of remote
iitiquity. I do not think that it was resorted

;
for reasons of health, but for reasons of

Iknplicity, expediency, and economy.
[iTerriblo outbreaks of death • dealing disease

ive followed indiscriminate and injudicious

Imal. It would nauseate you to quote a
I'ousandth part of the number of cases which
ive been recorded whore the depurating power

!
the earth has been almost nil. Earthworms
ntiuually, from their very natnre, upheave

i;e germ-laden soil from below, with the usual

l•nseqaencc0 . I need only note some instances

here misguided burial has been followed by
: re consequences. I will not mention the re-

l-tpearance of the plague at Modena, where GOO
•ars before the victims of a plague were in*

i
rred, and how similar disturbances of the
lave-sites caused immediate outbreaks of

laease, or enhanced the virulence of epidemics
ch as cholera aud the like. This happened
London in 1854, although the pits had been

iig and filled np for almost 200 years. In
43, when a parish church near Stroud, in

jioucestershire, was in process of rebuilding,

lie superfluous soil of the burial-ground was
isposcd of for manure to the villagers, and the
llsult was nearly a decimation of the place.

1 ae outbreak of the plague in Egypt in 1823
;is traced to the openingup of adisused burial-

Iround about fourteen miles from Cairo, and
[(ousands perished in consequence.
M. Pasteur states that he has obtained, from

|jg*up earth, germs of splenic fever as virulent
[| when the animals died twelve years pre-

lously.

A recent investigation was made in the
[Imetcry of Rio do Janeiro, scarcely four
I'-ars ago, upon earth taken about spade

j

lep from graves where victims of yellow
ver had been buried some twelve months
[reviously, and this soil was found to con-
in “myriads of microbes,” self-same with

‘ ose present in persons stricken with the same
I st at the time of the excavation. A healthy
linea-pig was incarcerated in a space over
Inch [earth taken from a grave was sprinkled,

Id in five days the animal was dead, its blood
ing found to be “ literally crammed ” with

|
e germs of the disease in various stages of

l
olution. It will, therefore, be conceded that

' argument requires to be sprung in favour of

smation for the relics of humanity when the

From a paper by Mr. W. Easeie, C.E., P.L.S., F.G.S.,
'.read at toe Leicester meeting of the Association of
.oicipal and Sanitary Engineers and Surveyors.

[

same thing occurs in respect of the remains
of the lower animals.

It is a fortunate thing for us that the
majority of the animals which now perish from
disease in onr crowded towns are no longer
buried in the earth, but are scientifically

destroyed, and even some valuable products
recovered. But this was not so in the olden
times, when the corpses were merely thrown
into a hole in the neighbourhood of the cattle-

markets. It is almost impossible to excavate
any distance in Shepherds’ Market, now May-
fair, London, without coming across numberless
relics of animals slaughtered from motives of

health for their own race, but interred to the

detriment of their owners.
I do not think cremation will ever become

universal, and I am equally satisfied that burial

in the earth never was a universal practice.

Since the abandonment by gradually civilised

and growing uatious of disposal of the dead by
exposure, desiccation, embalming, and the like,

burial in the earth followed, and as the ancient
world was opened np to the new, the practice
of cremation in the former was brought to the
knowledge of newer races, and eventually
enthusiastically taken up by the Greeks and
Romans. And both burial and cremation were
practised at the option of the relatives, and
this accommodation of parties must always, I

think, continue to rale. Socrates was made to

say that he had no care whether he was buried
or burnt, but this apathy was rarely exhibited,
and soon the rite of cremation was exalted to
such an extent that certain of the citizens

were forbidden it. All suicides, all persons
killed by lightning, and all the still-born, were
excluded from the pyre.

When the star of Christianity climbed the
horizon, it became necessary for its teachers
to adopt some distinction between Christians
and Pagans, 'and very evidently the Christian
leaders decided upon discarding cremation, aud
insisting upon the practice of inhumation. A
wide-spread schism followed, and the rupture
became perfect when the system of burial in

and aronnd the churches began to obtain with
the community. This practice of crowding
the churches and churchyards with the dead
was carried to such an extent, that about 1843
the burials in London around the churches
averaged in some cases 1,204 per acre; in
others, 1,278 per acre; in several, 1,560 per
acre; in one case, 2,323 per acre. This was
surely burial around the churches with a
vengeance

!

In ten years following 1852, when Orders in
Council were issued to stay this monstrous
evil, some 4,000 old burial-grounds were closed,
and the good work of regulating interments is

still carried on. Within the same space of time
some 400 local Burial Boards were constituted,
and this number has been far enhanced. Then
necessarily followed the institution of ceme-
teries, and the metropolis aloue has now one
acre of burial ground for every 1,000 inhabi-
tants, althongh, of course, this is partly taken
up by roads and shrubberies. At present
London has twenty-two cemeteries, with an
aggregate of 2,210 acres.

A cemetery should have a close and yet dry,
porous soil, such as would allow the rain, and
the air which accompanies it, to pass down to
the level of the lowest interment. With a soil

like this, the depth for burial might be extended
to a dozen feet, and everything save the larger
bones would disappear in a dozen years. When
a cemetery soil is very dense and clayey, it is

impervious to moisture, and therefore objec-
tionable. Its drawbacks can be partially
redeemed bj’ deep cross drains with gravelled
bottoms, and by pipe drains being laid between
the bottom of each grave-space. The spaces
nearest the deep drains should be first used,
gravelled at the bottom, and each subsequent
grave, after being gravelled at the foot, should
be connected with the other graves, and all

drain into the cross drains, the outfall of which
should be carefully chosen. Graves in clay form-
ations are sometimes improved by the ad-
mixture of gravel and sand when refilling the
graves. The cost of these proceedings is, how-
ever, very great, and it cannot be said that any
commensurate success ever attended it. I have
been informed that the cemetery instituted by
the Corporation of this city [Leicester] is

formed of a stiff and almost impervious clay,

and that a tenth of a million of dead have been
laid in it. I hope that matters are not so nu-
encouraging as this, however.

Just as wheat may be said to be the ulti-

matum of all grasses, I think that cremation,
will be final and the chiefly chosen improvement
upon burial. Where the earth is suitable for
due resolution of the body, nothing can per-
haps be preferable, bat most unfortunately this

consummation cannot be always achieved, and
even where a suitable soil can be obtained there
are dangers of air pollution and fouling of
water, which have always to bo strenuously
guarded against, as many a community knows.

Since the resuscitation of the practice of
cremation, brought about in our country by
the telling works of Sir Henry Thompson,
several ideas have been introduced to public
notice with a view of minimising the dangers
known to be attendant upon any promisenous
system of interment. I will only notice one,
and that is what has been called “oarth-to*
earth ” interment, and the use of wicker
baskets in lien of coffins. I can see no im-
provement here upon what was prevalent with
our forefathers, when no coffin was used at all.

Winding-sheets alone were in use until thj
sixteenth century, and in the "Vestry Minutes of

St. Helen’s, Biahopsgate, London, there occurs,
under the date of March 5th, 1564, an order
that no one shall bo buried within the church
unless the corpse bo confined in wood. Up to
the present time, many old families in Ireland
inter their dead with shrouds only. At the con-
clusion of a paper which I read at York in

September last,* the Dean of York mentioned
incidentally that at Easingwold, close by, there

was a parish coffin, which had been in existence

for several hundred years, whereby bodies were
conveyed to the grave, and there consigned
without enclosure to the earth.

It is sickening to read, as I have done in the
Records of the Patent Office, the varions imr
provements which have been laid before the
public from 1781 to even last year,—I mean
sickening to any one who has formed a high
estimate of his fellow-man. Fancy plans for

all kinds of coffins in stone, marble, granite,

slate, cement, porcelain, earthenware, bitumen,
uaphalte, papier-mdchi^, peat, indiarubber, iron,

and glass being foisted upon us ! An enclosure
in lead was the parent of all these strivings

after a long preservation of the dead, and this

is now becoming altogether condemned, seeing

that it robs the earth of its very own. The
wicker-basket enclosure is no innovation, and
should have a fair field, but its application

must be very limited; and it is impossible to

see how a body which has perished from, for

instance, bad confluent small-pox could be laid

in the earth without detriment. I opine that

all who have perished from contagious disease,

and all the unclaimed dead, should be com-
pulsorily reduced to ashes at the nearest cre-

matory. And, in order that such conveniences
should exist, I would feel inclined to recom-
mend that for the future, at all events, every
new or enlarged cemetery should be compelled
to erect a crematory of some economical kind
on its grounds, to carry out such cremations, as

also to afford optional cremation to those desiring

it,—those who desire when dead to leave
their mother earth not worse than they found
her.

Cremation is variously practised now, but in

former times the funeral pyre was most resorted

to. The burning ghauts of India give an example
of this at the present day. At the present
moment the reform wave of cremation has
reached even the Mauritius, and, failing a proper
crematory, the people preferring cremation are
having recourse to the common pyre. In some
parts of Japan the body is seated, and after the

body has been surrounded by the wood the
orifice is closed, and the body is reduced to

ashes. In January of this year an exactly
similar cremation took place inRussia, when the
remains of the Lama, or Grand Priest of the
Calmucks, was consumed.
To describe even a fiftieth of the various

methods of cremation which I have in my pos-
session would weary you.

The systems of cremation now in use may be
said to consist of the Gorini, the Venini, and
the Siemens methods. There are others, but ib

would serve no purpose for me to explain them
to you. I have seen the various systems in use
at varions places abroad, and chose for use by
the Cremation Society of England, which is a
learned and not a trading society, the Gorini
system, and I was instructed to erect one at
their grounds, St. John’s, Woking, Surrey,
which I did. As yet no temple or chapel

• “The Economy of Cremation." See Oct. 2, 1836,
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cnrroands the crematory, bnt that can only he

a question of time.

The procedure in the Gorini system may be
shortly stated to be as follows ;—A fire is first

lighted in the chimney close to its base, and
through this all smoke and evolved gases are

•destroyed, thus precluding the escape of any
deleterious products which may have escaped
from the first combustion in the crematory
•chamber. A fire is then lighted in the furnace

portion of the crematory, and this is chiefly

composed of wood fagots, with a sprinkling of

anthracite coals, and the heat from this passes

through flues under and above the crematory
chamber, where the body is placed. When the
Teception chamber has been sufficiently heated,

the body is introduced, and is consumed in little

ever an hour, the residuum being pure white
ashes. The tray is withdrawn after the chamber
has somewhat cooled down, and the ashes
reverently deposited in a suitable receptacle.

On the Siemens system, which is also repre*
eented, the requisite amount of destructive

beat is first of all generated by combusted fuel,

the flame from which imparts most of its heat
fiO the fire-brick or regenerator chamber, and,
when the apparatus has been in operation
sufficiently long, this fire-brick and crematory
chamber become of the usual white heat. The
fray containing the body is then slid along the
rollers, shown on the right of the plan, into the
crematory chamber, atmospheric air is laid on,

and when the ashes have fallen into the
receptacle below they are inurned.

The progress of cremation within tho last

few years has been very rapid, and there now
exist scientifically-constructed crematories at
Woking, England; at Gotha, Germany; at
Hilan, Lodi, Cremona, Yarese, Ddine, Padua,
Brescia, and Rome in Italy; at Geneva, Switzer-
land

;
and at New York, Buffalo, and other

places in America. France is also completing
an extensive establishment in Paris

;
and other

countries, such as Holland, Belgium, and
Sweden, only await a recognition of the right
to perform cremation when it is sought for.

The licence will come in good time to those
who work and wait, as we did in England, until
it was manifest that there was no legal bar to
the reformed practice. About tweuty-five
cremations have taken place in England, the
iast of them being that of a retainer of
Maharaj Sir Pertab Singh, of Jodhpore, India,
who himself, with a suite, attended to witness
the ceremony, and who removed the ashes after-
wards for immersion in water, as he explained
to me, according to Hindoo custom.

The cost of cremation varies, according to the
number cremated with one heating of the
crematory. But it varies from 6/. to 21., the
former sum ruling in England, whore succeed-
ing cremations have not as yet occurred. As to
the custody of the ashes, they have chiefly
hitherto in England been removed by the
xelatives, and interred in churchyards or vaults.
But the desirable practice would be to collect
them foragiven time in a columbarium attached
to tne crematory, and after twenty years, if n<
claimed then, disposed of upon the grouD'
There seems to be a consensus of opinion :

favour of this, because no good could acerr
from the preservation of ashes when none i

the family care to pay a feo for further conae
vation. Many persons simply specify that tl
ashes shall be strewn upon the earth.

Very much nonsense has been spoken ar
written upon the possible effects resulting fro
the destruction of bodies by fire, and tl
asserted loss of ammonia resulting therefro
was but one of the many bogus objection
With an audience such as this I would m
venture upon the religious objections mad
because they do not merit a moment’s attei
tion, and are puerile to a degree. There is ali
a series of sentimental exceptions taken '

cremation, but they none of them rise even '

the level of merest platitudes.
The Cremation Society of England, of whic

I have been both Hon. Secretary and Ho
Engineer from its commencement, was formt
fo promote the objects set forth in the follow
ing declaration :

—

“ We (Bsapprove the present custom of burjinff f
dead, and desire to substitute some mode which shi
rapidly resolve the body into its component elements bv
process which cannot offend the living, and shall rendthe remains absolutely innocuous. Until some bettmethod IS devised, we desire to adopt that usually knoi
as cremation.”

lh6 conditions of msmbership are
signature to the above declaration

li. Ihe payment of an annual subscription ofguinea, or a single payment of ten guineas.

III. The payment of ten guineas, with an obligation

from the Society iusuring cremation after death."

lluch has been said concerning the possibility

of cremation becoming an inducement to com-
mit crime by means of poison ;

but, with the
safeguards now taken by the committees where
cremation is carried out, no concealment is

possible. People seem to forget that for one
body presented for cremation in possibly 6,000

there could be no possible mistake as to the

cause of death.

The securities demanded by the English
Society are as follows :

—
“ (a) An application in writing roust he made by th®

friends or executors of the deceased,—unless it has been
made by the deceased person himself during life,—stating
that it was the wish of the deceased to bo cremated after
death.

(6) Two certificates from duly-qualified medical men
are required relative to the cause of death, one, at least,

of whom must have attended the deceased.”

These must satisfy the Council of the Society
or their representative, and in some rare or
doubtful case an autopsy might be desirable.

Several autopsies have already been made by
orders of the friends of the deceased them-
selves previous to cremation.
A branch of the Cremation Society of

England has been formed in Leicester by
some very influential citizens, and will be cer-

tain to prosper.

In the discussion which followed, there was a
unanimous consensus of opinion that cremation
was the most sanitary means of disposing of the
dead, especially in large towns and thickly-

peopled countries.

THE NEW TEDDINGTON FOOT BRIDGE.
Mr. George Pooley, C.E., has been ap-

pointed engineer for the foot bridge which
is about to be constructed across the
Thames at Teddington. The structure will
consist of two distinct bridges, one over the
Thames, adjoining the Angler’s Rest Hotel, and
the other over the lock cut. The bridge over
the river will be a suspension bridge of one
whole span of 160 ft. adjoining the Teddington
side and one half span of 80 ft. next the island.

The bridge will have a clear minimum headway
above tlio mean water level of 12 ft. The
SDspeusion part of the structorc will be carried
upon four steel wire cables, each in. in cir-

cumference, guaranteed to sustain an ultimate
strain of 200 tons each. The footway is 6 ft.

wide in the clear, and the bridge is stiffened

on either side with wrought-iron lattice girders.

Tho bridge ovex- the lock cut will consist
of wrought-iron lattice girders of a clear span
of 99 ft., the abutments being of Portland
cement concrete, furnished with flights of steps
to enable tho requirements as to headway laid
down by the Thames Conservators, namely,
12 ft. clear headway at the towing-path and
18 ft. clear headway above water level of lock
cut, being complied with. The sanction of the
Thames Conservancy has been obtained to the
erection of the bridge, and the plans have been
approved by the Local Government Board. It
is much to be wished that some effort may be
made to produce a bridge of picturesque appear-
ance and such as will not be a disfigurement to
the river

;
but we fear there is little hope of

this except so far as this, that a suspension
bridge must always present a graceful curve iu
its main lines, the forces of Nature themselves
providing for this. The iron girder bridge
we regret to hear of ; all the iron structui-es
put over the Thames have been more or
less detestable in appearance. In the old
wooden bridges at various points on tbe upper
Thames there is an obvious effort and inten-
tion Co do something not only durable but
picturesque

; and the new graxiito bridge at
Putney is really a fine one, tliough it makes
no attempt at being architectural

; it is built
in a manner and with a material which must
look impressive if left to itself. But when an
engineer gets hold of an iron girder bridge
there is an end of the picturesque, and we fear
it will be the same here as in other parts of
the river.

Eton College.—The governing body have
definitely decided on the plans for a new block
of buildings which will stand on the site of the
old mathematical school, facing the laboratory.
The buildings will form a square, and will
contain, beside several class-rooms, a lower
chapel, a lecture-room, and a museum. The
work will be begun at once, and can hardly be
finished under two years.

THE WORK AT THE FORTH BRIDGE
WORKSHOPS.

We take the following from Mr. Malcolm
Wood’s paper on the “Forth Bridge,” read at

tho recent meeting of the Institution of

Mechanical Engineex’s :

—

“ Tho procedure in the shops may be
described as follows. The flat plates and bars
are first straightened. Tho plates to be curved
are heated to a uniform rod heat in a gas
furnace, and while red hot are moulded in dies

under hydraulic pressure to the required form,
stacked and coated with ashes, and allowed to

cool slowly and equally ; any subsequent warp-
ing is taken out by placing them again in the
press when cold, and giving them a final squeeze
into the correct shape. The butts of the bars
arc cold sawn, and the edges and butts of the
flat plates are planed in the usual manner. The
ends of the curved plates are planed in a novel
form of machine, iu which the tool ti-avels in a
circular path readily adjusted to the radius of

the curved plate. On completion of the

planing, the plates are taken to the tube
yard, and are built up round the longitudinal
ribs and internal stiffening frames, which have
previously been fitted together in moulds to the
exact diameter required, so that the plating of

the framing at once gives the tube its proper
form. The plates are in 16 ft. lengths, and
break joint alternately over the stiffemers at

8 ft. intervals. Means are adopted to keep the
tubes in line while the rivet holes are pierced

by a travelling annular drilling fx-ame, which is

mounted on wheels and carries a boiler and
engine driving ten drills by cotton ropes. A
pair of drills are attached to each bed ; and as

the beds can traverse the circumference of the

tubes, while the drills can traverse tho length
of the beds, the whole outside of the tube is

commanded, and the holes are completed with
accuracy to ensure their precise coincideuoe
when the parts are rebuilt at the site.

As fast as each section of 8 ft. length is

finished, the machines are propelled along
1 the rails to take up a new position; they thus

travel gradually iu successive stages over the

whole length laid down. Tbe tee and trough-

shaped parts are built together in tbe shops,

and the holes are drilled by adjustable vertical

and horizontal drills, fitted to a travelling

carriage ; the power is transmitted to the

machines by ropes from the shop shafting.

Numerous radial machines are also in use for

the secondary parts. For dealing with special

parts, many ingenious and somewhat novel

workshop appliances have from time to time
been brought into use, beyond those here

mentioned. All the parts of the junctions are

carefully fitted together in the yard in the exact
positions they will relatively occupy in the

bridge. After each member has been prepared,

the pieces are painted, marked, and stored until

required for erection.”

MASONS’ MARKS AT WESTMINSTER
HALL.

Sis,—These masons' marks were mono-
grams representing the name of the mason who
worked the stone. The mark was cut on the

stone to distinguish it as having been worked^
by a particular man, and was entered in the

measurer’s book, the measurement and price

being placed against it. For moulded work the

mark would be cut on the bed of the stone, not
on the face. It must be noted that the marks
for the most part are straight lines, such as

could be cut by a plain chisel, and the majority
form angles. These forms could be nicked in

at once, without exti’a trouble, such as must be

used in cutting curves : I, in fact, doubt such
curved forms as being true masons’ marks.
Some stupid egotist, to be singular, may, how-
ever, have used them.
At the Custom House, Liverpool, 1832-3,

1

worked as a youth, and the ashlar stone buried
in the foundation were marked as at West-
minster Hall, at Heidelberg, and at our inonas-

teries. At the Custom House the masoixs

claimed the stones for working in due rotation,

,

each man’s mark being entered in a book kept
for the purpose. When the stone was worked
the mark was cut upon it, and it was measure^^
entered up, and was paid for to the mason by
his own nlirae, which the mark represented.
A triangle might be John Smith, a double
triangle John Jones, the arrow James Stout
five points Thomas Williams, and so on.
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In Freemasonry some of these marks may
lave mystic meaning. I, however, am in

gnoranco as to this. Tbo incised cut with a

•lain chisel was the easiest form to make, and
idmitted of a largo variety of compound forms,

is shown on the page of the Builder. But the

vholo of this explanation is only a repetition of

b very old story. Robert Rawlinson.

Sir,—

I

t will be interestine to Freemasons to

lote that, of the masons’ marks shown on p. 215

)f last week’s Builder, only about one-third have
m odd number of pointo, while the other two-thirds

lave an even number. Some imagine the latter are

lot proper masonic marks, or at least indicate an
nferior status. 1 doubt such an idea is a mistake,

in Scotland, masons usod to pay for getting or

shooaing their marks, and having the same recorded

n the lodge-books. Entered apprentices had their

narks, which were “ booked,” as well as those of

•he follows of craft and masters.

W. P. Bocdan.

ASPIIALTE AND CONCRETE FOOT
PAVEMENTS.

Sir,—

T

bo author of tbo paper on "Asphalte
ind Concrete Foot Pavements,” recently read
jeforo the Association of Municipal and Sani-

iary Engineers [see Builder, p. 165, ante],

lescribes with more or less minuteness the great
5aro required in manufacturing aspb.alte. The
lecessity for guarding against the use of spurious
naterials, the immense difficulty of preventing un-
jighlly cracks, the marked manner in which kerbs

xro tilted by it, the effects of the sun upon its

jurfaco in r.aising it in irregular linos, its unfortunate
oower of conducting heat, to the great detriment of

ihe concrete, and the length of time water remains
3D its surface

;
and these particulars constitute a

grave indictment against asphalte, while many of

;ho charges apply with equal force to in situ pave-

ments. The condemnation of both, however, would
have been more complete if tbo facts had been
iddod, that the cost of reHying trenches is from
four to eight times ns great in these materials as in

slab pavements, and that neither a-sphalte nor in

titu pavements can be repaired, but when worn
down in tho lines of greatest traflSc, they must be
renewed. Even more interesting data would have
been obtained if the author’s inquiries had been
extended to those parishe.s where the best aspbaltcs

have sometimes lasted only six, eight, and ton

years, and that in streets of comparatively light

traffic. In a recent report by Mr. Lovegrovo,
M. In.st. C.E., several such instances are related,

ind doubtless the experience of other surveyors
jouhl have been had for the asking. Important
.nformation as to the failure of many in situ paths
which were laid on the most approved principles

X)uld also have been obtained in a similar way.
Practical members of the Association will pro-

bably bo of opinion that the space in the paper
occupied by ancient history and chemical analysis

night with advantage have been left blank, and that

^he elaborate geological quotations could havo been
ipared to make room for statistics of traffic actually

iustained by the various kinds of pavements in a

lumber of streets, and the effect of traffic upon
;hem, together with a few simple calculations as to

;he approximato cost of each material per million

)r hundred millions persons passing over them.
The writer of the paper has been careful to inform

18 of the doubtful statement that when stone has
worn 1 in. its useful life is over, but bo has omitted
unintentionally, no doubt) to say what value is

eft in asphalte or in situ pavement when worn
)nly ^ in. Again, he has noted with exactness tests

)f tensile strains which bo did not witness, and with
V marvellous ear detected discord In, and been
innoyod by, the “sound of the footfall" on slabs,

while be has been studiously silent as to the

sloppiness of asphalte and in situ pavements in wet
weather, when worn down below the kerb-level.

In making these few remarks, I have avoided
ibtruding my opinion as to which is the best
naterial for footways, for the reason that it appears
:o mo we have had more than enough opinions, and
;hat in future references to this subject, it will be
setter to simply give the data necessary for forming
ipinions, and so avoid giving any of the companies
which supply these materials cheap advertisements,
xnd prevent the suspicion being aroused that our
sapors emanated from an asphalte office or a stone
yard. A. M. HiSCOCKS, C.E.

HOUSES FOR EARTHQUAKE
DISTRICTS.

Sir,-—

C

an any of your readers who happen to

lave had experience in house building in districts

kffected by earthquakes, make any suggestions as

•o the safest method of construction ?

My own idea would be a very low building,

imber-framed, and filled in.

R. Knill Freeman.
Bolton-le-Moors,

PROVINCIAL NEWS.
Birkenhead .—A lecture hall in connexion

with and contiguous to the Hamilton Presby-

terian Church, Laird-street, Birkenhead, was
opened at the end of July last. The size of the

hall is 40 ft. by 24 ft., with wagon-headed
ceiling, finished in pitch pine, and it has sitting

accommodation for nearly 200. Mr. W. H.

Forde was the contractor, and the cost about

450i. Mr. James N. Crofts, of Liverpool, who
also designed and carried out the church a few
years ago, was the architect.

Oldham .—New buildiugs for the nse of the

Salvation Army in Oldham have just been
inaugurated. They are situate in Union-street,

and the accommodation comprises a large main
hall to seat 3,000 persons, a smaller one,

intended for week-night services, capable of

accomixiodatiug 900 persons, a shop, several

retiring-rooms, boiler-house, heating-chamber,

and tho usual necessary appurtenances. The
front is of red brick, with stone dressings, with

a towor running up each side of tho main hall,

finished with battlements. Tudor Gothic has

been adopted for the architectural treatment.

The contractor was Mr. Councillor Holt, of

Cheetbam, Manchester. The brick and atone

work was carried out by Mr. Thomas White-
head, of Failsworth, Manchester. Mr. J.

Williams Dunford acted as assistant architect.

Mr. E. J. Sherwood, of Queen Victoria-stroet,

London, E.O., was the architect. The entire

block covers an area of 12,250 square feet, and
the cost has been about 5,570L

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.
Brading {Isle of Wight).—Tho peal of bells

belonging to this church has been re-adjusted.

No. 5, boaring date 1604, is cast anew, with the

addition of 1 cwt. of metal, and four smaller

bells are added. The tenor is dated 1594.

The flooring, framework, and beams in the

belfry have also been repaired, the whole work
being carried out by Messrs. Mears & Stainbank,

of London, at a cost of about 350L
London .—The foundation-stone of St. Philip’s

Church, Buckingham Palace-road, was laid on
Wednesday last, by Lady Groavenor, as proxy

for her Grace the Duchess of Westminster, who
was absent through illness. The pariah is to

be formed out of St. Michael’s, Cheater-square.

The Duka of Westminster has given the site

and 3,0001., and it is expected that the Eccle-

siastical Commissioners will augment the endow-
ment. The church will consist of nave and
chancel, north and south aisles, transepts, and
morning chapel, and will accommodate 750
persons. Clergy and choir vestries, to be used
also together as a parish room, with organ-

chamber over, are arranged on the north side of

the chancel. Tho materials used are Gains-

borough bricks for outside facing, with

Lawrence’s brick strings, &c., and Doulting

stones for sills. Tho core of tho walls is of

concrete inside, Corsham stone is used for

dressings, and the walls are plastered. The
roofs are of pitch pine, with boarded ceilings,

and covered with Broseley tiles, and there is a

fleche, 100 ft. high, above the nave floor, covered

with copper at the crossing. The cost of the

fabric, exclusive of fittings, is about 6,0001.

Messrs. Demaine & Brierley, of York, are the

architects; Messrs. Macey & Sons, Strand, tho

contractors; and Mr. T. W. Creed is dork of

works.
Portsea .—On Tuesday, the 9th inst., the

Crown Princess of Germany and her three

daughters visited Portsmouth to lay the founda-

tion or memorial stone of a new parish church

for Portsea. An anonymous donation of

15,0001. is given towards the cost of the new
structure. This will be on the site of the present

parish church of St. Mary, in the tithing of

Kingston, where the tower of the original

fabric is still standing. The register dates

from 1653. In the churchyard is the monu-
ment to Admiral Kerapenfelt aud his " twice

four hundred men” who were drowned at

Spitbead by the capsizing of the Aoyaf Geoi^e

on the 29trh of August, 1782. Charles Dickens,

who was born (1812) in Landport, was christened

in this church. The estimated cost of the new
church is 40,000L, of which three-fourths are

already subscribed. It is designed to receive

1,600 persons, and will be built in the Perpen-
dicular style, having a general external facing

of flint, with freestone dressings. The architect

is Mr. A. W. Blomfield.

Labour, Leisure, and Luxury; or, Contributions

to Present Practical Political Economy. By
Alex. Wylie. London : Longmans, Green,

& Co. 1887.

T is a good sign of the times that an
audience of working people can be

got together to listen to disserta-

tions on social politics, as in the case

of tho Renton Literary Association, near

Glasgow, and still more so, when we find that

the lecturer is no less than one of the masters

of the establishment, which numbers over

2,000 hands. All the same, a series of lectures

is not always the better for being raked together

into a book, for it is apt to lose its coherence,

and read rather disjointedly. Mr. Wylie deals

with the alliterative subjects of Labour,

Leisure, Luxury (which latter, though very

interesting as a chapter, is scarcely suitable

for a working-class audience), Progress, and
the Acquisition of Property by the Working
Classes. One of the best chapters in Mr.

Wylie’s little book is that on the acquisition of

property, in which, after dealing with economy,

temperance, thrift, and so on, the keynote is

co-operation, and especially as regards building

societies. These societies have increased

wonderfully of late years. In 1861 there were
but 66; while in 1881 there were 1,118 with

6,850,000?. capital, so that co-operation has

evidently been a great success, and this is

more particularly the case with distributive co-

operation, the increase in. which is marvellous.

Mr. Wylie's little work forms a capital book of

reference, as it is well studded with statistics

from Giffen, Leone Levi, Mullhall, the late

Mr. Hoyle, and others, and we can recommend
it a.s one which should be added to every one’s

library.

Socia? Arroics. By Lord Brabazon. London :

Longmans, Green, & Co. 1887.

Lord Br.abazon (who has, since the publication

of this book, succeeded his father as Earl of

Meath) is so well known for his philanthropic

views, and, if one may say so, his parti-

cnlar line of philanthropy, that his volume
of "Social Arrows” needs but little explana-

tion or apology. On tho contrary, it is most
interesting, suffering only from the fact that

the papers of which it is composed have already

appeared in various magazines, and are con-

sequently rather repetitive in their nature.

Throughout he deals with the ills to which
suffering humanity is heir, especially in our

large overgrown towns aud cities, aud tells us

in vivid language to what dangers society is

gravitating by carelessness and iu allowing such

dangers to exist. Lord Brabazou’s individual

efforts (and successful ones) to provide for the

use of the poor, gardens, playgrounds, and open
spaces where crowded places only were before,

shows what can be done, for he has pioneered

one of the most valuable philanthropic move-
ments that the meti'opolis has ever known-
State-directed Colonisation is another “ Arrow,”
the importance of which cannot bo over-rated,

and from first to last the book is advocating use-

ful works. The last chapter is a strong appeal to

men of wealth aud leisure to bestir themselves

for the common good, and well it deserves to be
read and acted upon.

The Blackley National Provident Insurance

Scheme: a Protest and an Appeal. By the

Bey. j. Frome Wilkinson, 11.A. London

:

Swan Sonnenschein, Lowrey & Co. 1887.

This little volume is a jeremiad from beginning

to end, and a dissertation upon the shortcomings

of the Rev. Canon Blackley, who, as all the

world knows, is the framer and (pertinacious)

proposer of the Compulsory Insurance Scheme.

Ho has, however, apparently met bis match
in the Rev. Mr. Wilkinson, who, with what
success remains to be seen, has taken a great

deal of trouble to dissect the Canon’s plans,

and show how very unreliable they are. In

any case, the Canon has a Herculean task

before him, for the innate difliculties in them-

selves are quite sufficient to take up all his

attention, even were the attack less uncom-
promising than it is. But, whoever is right or

whoever is wrong, it is a good sign when we
see such a grave matter a subject of controversy,

for it, at all events, recognises that a great evil

exists in our social system which requires

rectification
;
but we must be careful that in

creating a remedy we do not fall into a worse
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condition. We agree with Mr. Wilkinson that
it is an impossible to make a people thrifty by
Act of Parliament as it is to make them
religious

; but we ought to be well satisfied

with what voluntary effort has already done.
One can scarcely imagine it possible to stop
101. out of any wage-earner after 18, whether
he likes it or not, especially where the measure
is so strongly objected toby the numbers already
belonging to friendly societies, but the dife-

culty will be enhanced a hundredfold when the
measure begins to be really worked, and it must
infallibly break do^m by its own weight. At
any rate, Mr. Wilkinson’s book may be read
with a great deal of interest as giving en-
lightenment on a scheme which, right or wrong,
takes high rank in the schemes of the day.

The Pilgrim at Home. By Edward Walfobd,
M.A., editor of the Antiqxiarian Magazine.
London : Society for Promoting Christian
Knowledge.

At this season, when pilgrimages of all sorts
are being undertaken (ostensibly in pursuit of
health, but practically for recreation’s sake),
Mr. Walford's little book will bo found useful.
It may serve to shape the coarse of a holiday
tour, as well as to increase its enjoyments for
wo hold, with the author, that a visit to any
spot which past events have made famous dis-
tinctly helps one to realise with more vividness
the events themselves. A recent writer has,
indeed, contended that the faculty of associa-
tion interferes with the simple enjoyment of a
work of art, but in most cases it enhances it.

The contemplation of a Botticelli may be spoilt
by the gaudy frame and surroundings which
environ it, or by a recollection of the exorbitant
price paid for it j but there is scarcely room for
any

^

such disturbing elements when we are
looking at the ruins of Kenilworth or standing
within the walls of “old Iona’s holy fane.”

Mr. Walford writes to please all tastes, and
shows experience in making his start on very
level ground. The scenery of Olney, the little
town in Buckinghamshire, where John Newton
and William Cowper composed the hymns that
bear its name, is about as tame as the hares
that frisked around the poet. Who shall say
that it had no influence on his verse ? “ The
Task,” which Cowper wrote at Weston Under-
wood, hard by, is full of local allusions, and the
features of this place have undergone so little
change that at every turn some lines are sug-
gested wherewith to describe the scene.

Glastonbury Abbey takes the tourist much
further afield, and into comparatively unknown
regions, though the valley of Avalon has at
length been invaded by the railway, and the
pilgrimage thither can be made without diffi-
culty. It is one which will well repay the student
of architectui'e. Professor Freeman, as a native
of Somerset, is anxious that the fullest justice
should be done to such an historic site. “ It is
certain, ’ he says, “ that Glastonbury was the
one church of first rank in England which stood
as a memorial of the British days,—the only
one which had lived unscathed through the
storm of English conquest, and which received
equal reverence from the conquerors and the
conquered.” But, of course, the church of
wicker and timber has long since passed away
It survived the English, Danish, and Norman
conquest, but it yielded to the grander concep-
tions which the Norman architects introduced.
For awhile it was permitted to stand beside the
stone minster which was erected in the tenth
century, but both the one and the other gave
place to the noble abbey which dates from the
twelfth century. St. Joseph’s Chapel,—the
fairest fragment that uow remains,—was conse-

connecting
Galilee, gave to the gx*eat church a length of

no less than 580 ft. Nor are these ruins the
only objects of interest at Glastonbury. To say
nothing of the miraculous thorn, there are
two parish churches of considerable beauty
numerous fragments of antiquity around
which an old world air still lingers, and
such a prospect from the top of Weary AH Hill
as delights the eye and brings back to the
student of Tennyson a thousand recollections.
These, indeed, will be still further stimulated
It he accompanies Mr. Walford to a more
distant and sequestered spot,—Caerleon-on-Usk
(tastrum Legionis),—the Isca SiLurum” of
the Homans, and the city where King Arthurwas crowned, and which shared his love with
i intagel, his birthplace, and Glastonbury, wherehe lies buried. The practical tourist may like
to know that Caerleon lies about three miles

north of Newport (Monmouthshire), and that,

with the exception of the Homan antiquities in

the local museum (a most interesting col-

lection), the relics of its past history are unim-
portant. There are vestiges of the old walls
with undoubted Homan masonry

;
there are in-

dications of an amphitheatre and a few frag-
ments of an early castle, but scarcely anything
to remind one that Caerleon was once the capital
of Britannia Secunda, and at a later period,

—

but that as remote as A.D. 182,—the seat of an
archbishop. Fairford, Sedgmoor, Lindisfarne,
and Abbotsford, are some among the places to
which Mr. Walford conducts the reader. All
are fraught with memories, while to those of
Ufton,—the home of Pope’s Belinda,—a special
interest has been given by the memory of
Bishop Fraser, its sometime rector.

RECENT PATENTS.
ABSTRACTS OF SPECIFICATIONS.

9,922, Ventilating Window Blinds. Wm.
Harte.

This invention is intended to provide for
the ventilation of rooms when the window-
blinds are drawn down. The blind is hung on
the top of the sash, where the roller rests
upon brackets. When the sash is lowered, the
blind roller goes with it until it reaches the required
limit from the top for ventilation. It there unships
itself, when it is caught up by and supported upon
two other bearings fixed to the window-casings,
instead of the sash. The sash may then be lowered
to the bottom if required. When the sash is raised
again, it lifts the roller in passing off the lower
bearers on to the sash brackets, and carries it up
with it. The blind is rolled and unrolled in the
ordinary way.

10,208, Shoes for Piles and Posts. S. L.
Bromhead.

The special feature in this invention is the manu-
facture in cast metal of hollow pile shoes, with pro-
jecting straps for fastening the shoe on to the
wood.

10,408, Ventilation of Rooms. J. P. Wilson.
According to this patent, lifting sashes are hung

so that one balances the other. A regulator is fixed
at one end of each cord to rectify any stretching of
the cords. The ordinary aash-weight.s are dispensed
with.

10,625, Tiles for Enclosing Girders, &c.
J. D. Denny.

The specification describes method of machinery
for manufacture of “ Girder Tiles,” which are made
of moist clay, terra cotta, &c.

10,919, Improvements in Chimney - tops,
Cowls, or Ventilators. T. D. Bayliff.

According to the inventor, the wind is guided
across the somewhat contracted orifice of the
chimney. The cowl is arranged to face the wind,
and is detachable for cleaning.

11,266, Hanging Sash Windows. J. H. Jones.
According to this patent, the sash-weight is formed

in links or sections to avoid so large a pocket-hole
as at present in use. The cord is passed through
the frame and knotted, being covered by a small
brass plate, which, it is claimed, is an easier and
more effective method of securing the cord and the
sash.

11,360, Sashes, &c. G. J. Soper, jun.

This invention is intended to be applied to the
altering of existing sashes and frames, and in the
manufacture of new ones, to allow of the sashes
being turned back into the room for cleaning or
painting. The sashes are fitted with a screw-pin
passing through plates screwed to sash stiles, to
the sash-eods of cords are fixed metal eyelets
which are placed on the pins between guard-plates*
allowing sashes to reverse freely. The sash stiles
are grooved throughout part of face of stile next
groove, cut away to depth of groove and rounded to
allow line to pass out and in and turn on pin sus-
pended on the cords, thus enabling them to be re-
placed in frames in a reverse position.

11,435, Temporary Buildings. R. Bucknall.
Roofs, walls and all parts are hollow, .and made in

sections for convenience in transport, and for
warmth or utilising hollow space as cupboard or
storage room.

NEW APPLIOATION3 FOR PATENTS.

July 29. 10,530, J. James and F. Ransome,
Furnaces for Burning Hydraulic Lime, Cement &c
—10,548, W. Burt and C. Payn, Sliding Window-
sashes, Panels, &c.—10,553, W. Kent, Water
Meters, &c.—10,556, T. Buck, jun., Brick and Tile
Making Machines.
July 30.-10,562, W. Sargent, Flushing and

Cleansing Closet Basins, &c.

10^1
?’

10,642,

2.—10,608, F. Hemming, Wood Veneers
T. Nesbitand T. Forster, White Lead, &c.—
G. Redfern, Preventing the Leaksige of

[Atjg. 13, 1887.

Water around Chimney or other Pipes passing
through the Roofs of Buildings.
Aug. 3.— 10,675, J. Eiokerby, Mechanic’s Combi-

nation Compass and Took—10,704, C. Alger, Door
Fastener and Indicator.

Aug. 4.—10,726, A. Boult, Privies and Privy
Seats. —10,731, A, Boult, Sharpening Attachment
for Tools.

PROVISIONAL SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED,

8,497, C. Hax, Sharpening Saws.—8,917, T. Truss,
Cowls for Chimneys and Ventilating Shafts.—8,586,
H. Johnson and T. Wilson, Exhaust Ventilating
Cowls.—9,398, J. Jobson, Domestic Fire Grates.

—

9,435, J. Fox, Latches.—9,593, H. Hansom, Fire-
places.—10,034, R. Smith, Chimney-pots.

COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.
Open to Oppotition for Tno Monthe,

10,298, F. Lyte, Manufacture of White Pigment,—12,397, H. Whiteley, Regulating the Opening
and Closing of Fanlights, Casements, &a—12,401,
E. Taylor, Opening, Closing, or Fastening Case-
ments, Fanlights, &c.—2,290, E. Young and G.
Moss, Fireplaces.—9,246, W. Thompson, Ventila-
tion and Air Moistening.—12,526, R. Baird, Step
Ladders. — 16,294, H. Bassett, Window Sash
Fasteners.—11,454, R. Hunter and J. Turnbull,
Kitchen Ranges.

Stuirsnl’s Column*

LAND SURVEYING AND LEVELLING.
VII.—CIRCCL.AR PROTRACTOR.

DROTRACTORS are made into various
shapes and sizes; the circnlar forms are
the most accurate. The plain circular

protractor has its outer circumference bevelled
off to a thin edge, and is marked with radial

lines indicating degrees and subdivisions of

a degree, which are marked off upon paper
with a needle point when required for purposes
of plotting. The centre of the circle at which
the angle is situated is marked upon the centre

of the edge of a fixed bar, which crosses the
hollow inner space in the instrument, and which
is so constructed that the bevelled edge of this

bar gives a true line through the cent^re of the
protractor joining the zero point upon the out-

side edge with the division indicating 180°. In
some instruments a revolving arm is fixed so as

to project beyond the circumference. One edge
of this arm forms a radial line from the centre

of the circle, and, when a vernier scale is

attached, the arrow or zero point upon the

vernier comes upon this radial line. In the

best instruments folding arms are attached as

shown in fig. 1, and also to a reduced scale in

fig. 2. These folding arms can be fixed in any
required position by means of the clamp screw
marked D. The complete circle is here gradu-

ated into degrees and half- degrees, and the

verniers read to minutes. The folding arms
and apparatus connected with them, to which
the verniers are attached, are fixed upon a

frame, the whole of which can be made to move
when the clamp D is slackened, round the

centre of the instrument. The detail of the

attachment of the folded arms is shown in the

section A A. It will be observed that, instead

of the projecting arm lying flat upon the paper,

as in the plain form of instruments, a sharp
point, marked H, is fixed to the end of each

arm, which, by light pressure with the hand,
will leave a small hole upon the paper, and the

line joining the points so marked by each arm
will pass through the centre of the circle, and
will correspond in a line with the reading of

the instrument. The spring shown in the

section A A at the joint of the folding arm
with the vernier frame enables the point H to

become automatically removed from the

drawing-paper directly the required position

has been marked and the pressure of the band
above it is taken off. The short marks K upon
the inner circumference of the circle are

engraved upon bevelled edges, as shown in fig.

1 and the section B B. These are placed so

that lines joining them cross one another at

right angles through the centre of the instrup

ment. The centre of the instrument is some-
times made of glass with fine lines across it in

^

the direction of the lines K K, and the centre is

sometimes engraved upon the bevelled edge of

a semicircular piece as indicated at B. In
order that the line drawn through the points

H H passing through the centre of the instru-

ment may cross the two opposite marks K K at

zero and 180°, and be at right angles to the
line joining the marks K K at 90° and 270°,

when the verniers read zero and 180* re-

spectively, the zero points upon the vernier

scales are placed in the centre of each scale.
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To set the rernicrs to any required angle, say,

1-15° 33', for the purpose of plotting the angli

ABC: having deteriniued the exact position

of the station B by scaling its length from the

station A, in the given direction A B, the line

A B is temporarily extended in length by ruling

a pencil line tovrarda the ISO® mark, anc

another pencil line at right angles to it of

sufficient length that the marks K may be each

set upon these lines when the centre of the

instrument is placed over B and the mark K
at zero comes on the base-line A B. The pro-

jecting arms are then opened and travelled

round with the hand, by moving the frame at

or near D, until the arrow upon the vernier

coincides ivith the nearest division upon the
primary scale to the reading required. In the
present case this would be as shown in

fig. 4. The clamp D is then fixed, and the
vernier is set to 145® 33' by means of the
tangent screw (see fig. 1). The actual position

required is indicated in fig. 3. It should be
remembered that the tangent screw is only
intended to be applied for adjusting the sub-
divisions upon the vernier scales to any addition
required, which cannot be accurately set by eye
upon the primary scale marked upon the con-

tinuous circle of divisions.

KECENT SALES OF PEOPERTY.

£670

ESTATE EXCHANGE REPORT.

July 26.

By Messrs. Cobb (at Rochester).
Bnodlai'd, Kent—Two plots of freehold land

,

The Cottsee, and 4a Or. 8p. ,
freehold

The freehold blnckamith’s shop and forge
Eocbrrter— i8 and 201, High-street, freehold 1,770

176 and 177, High-streel, 7 years, ground-rent 3(.

178, High-street, 15 rears, ground-rent 2?
An rnelosure i f freehold land, 7a. Or. 6p
1' 6, Eaeigate-street, freehold
8 aud 9, Kaitway place

Chathum— 48 and 60. High-street, freehold
32, Cage-lane, freehold

Brompton—3, Brospect-road, freehold
Gillingham— 43, Medway-road: and five cottages.

fieebold
Lower Upnor—The Rose Meadow, 2a. 3r. 6p.. free-

U..1J * I r I -

4,050

hold ,, 220
Cooling— Enclosures of freehold land, 19a. 3r. 25p.

Jolt 37.

By CniNitocK, Gaibworthy, A Co. (at Leeds).
Selby, near to~The Carlton Towers Estate ;

—

Cat Bttbbleton Farm, 3i’a. Ir. 37p., freehold
Chester Court Farm, 231a. Ir. 23p., freehold 6,360
Manor House Karm, 76a. Or. 20p., freehold 3,000
Mi l Hill Farm, 62a. Ir. 36p., freehold
Dtax Hall, and 353a. 2r. 35p., freehold
Ca^tle Farm, and 908. Ir. 25 p., freehold
Small freehi.Id farm, 61 b. Or. 23p-
Sniall freehold farm, 99a. Or. 34p
Small freehold farm, 78a. 3r. 3ip
Freehold niarih laud, 125a. Or. 39p
Two enolosores of grazing land, 4a. Or. 22p. free-
hold

1,850
14,000
2,600
2,600

3,960
2,950

6,700

286

Acgcst 2.

By A. Eiceabds.
Toltonbam—16, 17, and 23, Lansdown-road, free-

By Dbbenham, Tewsox, & Co.
Covent Garden—3. Garrick-street, freehold 3 000
White bapel— 1-45 and 147, Leman-street, freehold 2*000
Bethnal Green—

1, 4, and 6, Bnckhursl-atreet, free-
’

1,040
Mile End—24, St. Peter’s-road, 46year9. ground.

rent 3L lOs
-joy

East Ham, Parley Marsh—Freehold land, io aeroB 1 425
Wrotbam, Kent—Two freehold enclosures of land.

'

4a. 3r. 10p.

By Chinjtock 4 Co. (at Midhurit).
Midhurst—Enclosures of freehold land, 21a. Or 29p

in eight lota 4^,125

Acgvst 3.

By Slade & Bctleh.W orcester-The residence called Blanquettes, and
43a 2r. 22p., freehold 6 600

By Oeobge GorLDSitiTU, Sow, & Co.'

'

Belgrave-square— 23, Moteombe-street, 41 years
ground-rent 61., and reversion for 25 years ‘

2 800
By Maddox & Sort.

Dorset-sqnare—29, Dorchester.place, 57 years
gtound-rent 6/. K’s *

30and^3l, Dorchester-place, 67 years, ground-rent

1,276Camden.Toad—39, Torriano-avenne, 67 ' yeaw'
ground-rent 7i

' 4g(j
3, Hsribam-sireet, 69 years, ground-rent SL'Ss.'”! 360Qunnersbury— 20 and 29, Brandenburgh-road 77

years, ground-rent 141.149 ’ ygy
_ , ,

By B. I'A.vsox Breach.
Southwark Bridge-road—Nos. 139 to 145 odd - 7 8

and 9, Lombard-street; and 6, 6, and 7 Soutli
Sea-court, freehold tj

Ground-rent of 2Sl. a year, reversion ia' ISyears l.'sCO^ Lyndhurst-grove, free-

2,295

665Mitcham, Field Gate—Six copyhold cottage's”

Adgcst 4.

‘^KJVioir, Boll. & Cooper.
Netting Hill—Freehold gronnd-rent of 6C'f a Tear 1 2RriWest Eufield-Freehold house. n, o-f ^'“^5

'"^^y^Hilbrcad—An enclosute of land, 3a. 3r. 'ipij

By W. W. jBHKXJfSOH.
Kentish Town—9, St. Ann'a-gardens, 62 years,

ground-rent 6/ £289
4, St. John’s-gardens, 62 years, ground-rent 6Z.

By E. J. Gaiuonbe.
Tottenham Court-road—No. 80, freehold 2,210

Bv Habuah Bbos.
Plaiatow—114, Broadway, -91 years, ground-rent

61. 63

By Wacstafp 4 Wabman.
Highbury New Park—No. 37, term 62 years,

ground-rent 15Z 1,3

By Walkeb 4 Romz.
New Cross-road—No. 360, 42 years, ground-rent 51. 3

August 6.

ByTujfLET 4 Co.
Catford, Bromley-road — The residences called

Bracklynn and Belmont, 90 years, ground-rent
261.

Jisallaitta.

Sales of Building' Land at Addlestone
and Brigb-ton.— Last week Messrs. Baker &
Sons conducted a sale of building land at

Addlestone, Surrey, situated between Weybriclge
and Chertsey and Virginia Water. The pro-
perty offered consisted of 154 plots, including
two corner hotel sites, several shop plots, and
other plots adapted for the erection of medium-
sized houses. Most of the plots submitted have
frontages of 15 ft., and depths varying from
70 ft. to 90 ft., and nearly the whole of these
were sold at prices ranging from 9/. to IIZ.

each. It should be stated that before the sale

commenced the auctioneer announced that
twelve of the plots had just beeu sold by
private contract for an aggregate sum of 180Z.
Three corner plots, having frontages of 17 ft.

and depths of 108ft., were sold for 17Z. each. One
of the hotel plots, having a frontage of 3-ift. to
Liberty Hall-road, and a return frontage of
108 ft. to Conquest-road, was sold for 361. 10s,,

and the other hotel plot, having a frontage of
30 ft. to the same road, and a dej^th of 87 ft. to
Peartree-road, realised 25Z. For upwards of
30 of the plots, the highest offer was SI. 15s.
each, on which they were withdrawn, the
auctioneer stating that his reserve was 91. 10s.
per plot. The prices realised for the lots sold
averaged from 4(X)Z. to 600Z. an acre, and the
total proceeds of the sale amounted to about
1,500L On Monday last Messrs. Baker &
Sons submitted for sale at Portslade, Brighton.
107 plots of building land, forming the Brighton
View Estate. The estate is situated at
Portslade, about three miles west of Brighton.
It stands on high ground, commanding ex-
tensive views of Brighton and the neighbour-
hood, also fine views of the sea. The plots
offered included a large hotel site, having a
frontage of 40 ft. to South Sea View, and a re-
turn frontage of about 60 ft. to Brighton View,
together with grounds attached, the whole
covering an area of between 9,000 and
10,000 ft. Also several houso and shop plots
having frontages to the high road, Brighton
View, Ocean View, Fair Sea View, and South
Sea View. The whole of the plots offered were
rapidly disposed of. With a few exceptions,
they have all frontages of 15 ft. and depths of
60 ft., the prices realised being from 71. to 8L
per plot

;
a few other plots, having frontages

of 16 and 17 ft. realising from lOZ. to 12Z. each.
There was a very close and severe competition
for the hotel plot. The biddings commenced at
40Z., and the plot was ultimately sold for
92Z. lOs. The prices at which the several lots
were sold represented an average of about 3o0Z.
an acre.

London and County Banking Company
(Limited).—The balance-sheet of this com-
pany for the half-year ending June 30th last is
published in our advertisement columns. The
directors report that, after paying interest to
enstomers, and all charges, a!so’23,660Z. 13s. 9d.
bonus to officers (under resolution of Meeting of
3rd of February last), making provision for bad
and doubtful debts, and for 24,435Z 3s. 3d.
rebate on bills not due, the net profits amount
to 185,689L 7s. 7d. This sum, added to 33,598Z.
19s. lOd., the balance brought forward from last
account, produces a total of 219,288Z. 7s. 5d.
The directors have declared an interim dividend
for the half-year of 10 per cent., which will
absorb 200,000Z., leaving the sum of 19,288Z.
'^s. 5d. to be carried forward.

' Hygienic Bakery.”—Referring to the
notice in our last of Messrs. Hill & Sous’ new
bakery, Mr. C. H. Mabey writes to ask us to
mention that he executed the whole of the full-
size models for the enriched parts of the
building, with the exception of the four panels
above the name-plate.

Crystal Palace Engineering School.

—

The summer term closed on Saturday, when
the certificates awarded to the starients were
presented in the singularly-elevated and not
easily-accessible lecture theatre of the school,
near the top of the south tower of the Palace.
Mr. William Shelford, F.G.S., F.S.S., C.E.,
presided. The examiners of the work of the
students daring the term were, for the
Mechanical Engineering Section and the
Colonial Department, Mr. W. N. Colam, C.E.,
M.E.

;
and, for the Civil Engineering Section,

Mr. Henry Law, C.E. After a short addrese
from the chairman Mr. Shenton read the
examiner’s report. The lectures for the term
were on “ Railways, their Construction and
Appliances.” Thirty-three students attended
the lectures, to fourteen of whom, a smaller pro*
portion than usual, certificates were awarded.
The highest number of marks attainable is 26S.
B. G. Lloyd was first, with 224 marks. One of
the students refused to accept the order of
merit awarded to him by the examiners for
lecture questions and for work in the drawing
office. The other firsts in the various depart-
ments were as follows :—Drawing Office, A. W.
Pearson

j Pattern Shop, B. A. Glover
;
Fitting

Shop, H. P. Miles. Second year’s course Civil
Engineering, General Surveying, and Prepara-
tion of Plans for Parliament, E. J. Bowman;
Calculations, Plana, and Estimates for a Rail-
way and Dock, W. E. Underwood

;
Design and

Construction of Existing and other Engineer-
ing Works, W. J. Bowman and E. J. Prew,
equal firsts. Mining Engineering, J. H. Chute.
Eight certificates were also awarded in tho
Colonial Section. Mr. J. Bosman, a Hong Kong
Queen’s Scholar, and primus student at the
Crystal Palace School for this term, was pre-
sented with the Bronze Medal awarded te
students who have taken nine certificates, all

third, or higher, in order of merit. He was
greeted with prolonged and hearty applause
by bis fellow-students. Mr. Law, examiner,
and Mr. Walmisley, a former examiner, alse
addressed the students. Mr. J. W. Wilson,
Principal of the School, referred, in an interest-
ing address, to the kindness they met with at
the hands of engineering authorities. Mr.
Kirtley, Locomotive Superintendent of tho
Chatham Railway, had afforded 400 of their
students opportunities of learning something of
locomotive driving by riding upon the engine.
In their annual visit to Dundee Mr. Barlow
kindly told off a steam tug for their use in
examiuing the works of the Tay Bridge

; a like

courtesy had been shown them when they
visited the Forth Bridge on the following day;
and the Admiralty authorities had done the
like to facilitate their inspection of the fort at
Sputhead. Mr. Wilson gave an interesting
account of a former student, Mr. Thomas
Birch Freeman, who is now in a responsible
office at Cape Coast, on the engineering staff,

and receiving 300Z. a year and allowances.
The usual votes of thanks closed the pro-
ceedings.

Shah Jehan Mosque.—The first mosque
ever erected in this country is about to be
built at the Oriental University, Woking, from
designs of Mr. W. I. Chambers. The style
selected is Saracenic, and the drawing shows a
large central dome, snrrounded by minarets,
and comprises the usual court-yards, sacred
tanks, &c., and will be complete in every
respect. The site adjoins the Salar Jnng Indian
Memorial House, which is of a refined type of
Northern Indian architecture, and is now ia
course of construction from the designs of the
same architect. We hope to illustrate both
buildings in an early number.

The Court Theatre, Lower George-
street, Chelsea, being about to be pulled
down to make way for some extensive improve-
ments on Lord Cadegan’s estate, a new theatre
is about to be built to replace that which is to
be pulled down, by Mr. John Clayton, on a site
adjoining the Sloane-square station of the
JMctropolitan District Railway. The theatre
will accommodate about 8(X) persons, and will
be almost wholly constructed of fire-resisting
materials. Mr. Walter Emden and Mr. W. R.
Crewe are the joint architects of the building,
which ia proposed to be opened at Christmas.

Carpenters’ Hall.—The Worshipful Com-
pany of Carpenters will hold a second exhibi-
tion of works in wood at their Hall, London-
wall, London, in the early part of next year.
Full particulars as to time and conditions will
he advertised as early as possible in October.
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llsatunaris Sewerage. — The dispute

iweou the contractors and the Beaumaris

l/’n Council has ended in an arbitrator being

I

ioiuted by the Court of Queen’s Bench.

|i gentleman selected is Ur. Edward Prit-

rd, C.B., who will shortly proceed with the

brenco in Beaumaris. The plaintiffs in this

!

e are Messrs. John Hughes and Charles

ficaster, of Chester and Liverpool.

Kanitary Institute of Great Britain.

—

I have received the preliminary programme
'the tenth Autumn Congress, of this Insti-

le, which is to be held at Bolton from
titomber 20th to September 24th. The
talth Erhibition, including sanitary apparatus

1 appliances, in connexion with the Con-
hss, will be held in the Drill Hall and special

riding, Silverwell-street, from September
nh to October 15th.

COMPETITIONS, CONTRACTS, & PUBLIC APPOINTMENTS.
Epitome of Advertisementa »n this Nwnber,

COMPETITIONS.

Nature of Work. By whom required. Freminm. Designsto be
delivered.

Svrimmtng, Private, and Turkish Baths... Gloucester Cor 6CZ, and 25L October 1st

CONTSAGTS.

;;PRICES CURRENT OF MATERIALS.
d. £. B. d.

7 10

.loftd

foot cube

load

j. TIMBEB.
kenheart, B.O
Ilk, E.l

I.uois, U.8

,
Caoada

6 10

8 10

oh

1 ,,

t
,
DantBic, 4o

lanada

I le, Canada red

,, yellow

b, Daotato fathom
' it, Petersburg

I^naoet, Riga log

,,
Odoasa, crown

.als, Finland,2ud and let... std, 100

,, 4th and 3rd

liR»

it. Petersburg, 1st yellow

,, white

Swedish

(Vhite Sea

Canada, Pine, 1st

, „ ,, 2nd

,, ,, 3rd, &o

, ,, Spruce, 1st

,, „ 3rd and 2Dd
iw Brunswick, &c
•ttens, all kinds

looring Boards, sq., 1 in., pre>

I pared, First

Second

Other qualities

dar, Cuba foot

Honduras, &c
Australian

ahogany, Cuba
St. Domingo, cargo average 0

Mexican ,,

Tobasco ,,

iHonduras ,,

2 0 0

3 10 0

1 10

2 10

4 10

3 10

4 10

Nature of Work, or Materials. By whom required.
Architect, Surveyor, or

Engineer,
Tenders te be

delivered.

August 20th
August '23rdTottenham Local Board do.

ji

Wrousbt-IroD Railing do. do. do. ii.

Taking Down and Rebuilding Bridge Kent Justices of the

Oak Park Fencing Gt. Yarmouth Town Cl. J. W. Cockrill August 24th
August 25th

doB. Monson, Jun X,

Building Nursing Institute, Taunton Hospital Committee J. Houghton Spencer... August 26th ii.

Various Works to Workhouse Buildings
Cast-Iron Outfsll Sewer

August 30th
do.Lymington Local Board J. Lemon ii.

Burton-on-Trent Sch. B. R. Churchill Sept, let X.

Sewers, Deposit Tanks, 4c Ashford Local Board ... Official Sept. 7th ii.

Construction of Reservoir Belper Union — Blackwell Sept. 8th ii.

Formation of Footpaths. Fencing. 4c Met. Board of Works,.

,

Official October 4th ii.

Enlargement ofSeliool Scbl. Board for London do. Not stated ... X.

Boun jary-Wall and Making-up Roadway, 4c Willesden Paper Works do I.

aple. Bird e-eye --

')X, Turkey
tin, St. Domingo

alnnt, Italian

PUBIsIC APPOINTMENTS.

'Hoops
Nail-rods
OfPlB—

Bheets, strong...

BLLOW MsTAL lb.

MAD—
I
Pig, Suanish ton
BnglisD, common brands

OILS.
linseed ton
locoanut, Cochin
) Ceylon
aim, Lagos
Capeseed, English pale

I ,, brown
lottonseed, refined

allow and Oleine
tiubricating, D.S

,, refined
I UBVBNTINB —
American, in casks cwt,
’AE—
Btookbolm barrel
Archangel 0

0 0 6 0 0

0 0 8 10 0

0 0 4 0 0

0 9 0 0

4 0 0 6 10 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

2 10 0 0 0

7 0 0 0 0

6 10 0 6 10 0

6 10 0 0 0

8 0 0 13 0 0

7 0 0 0 0

6 .0 0 8 10 0

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

16 0 0 24 0 0
10 0 0 16 0 0

6 0 0 0 0 0

8 0 0 9 0 0

6 0 0 7 0 0

6 0 0 6 10 0

4 0 10 10 0

0 0 0 11 0

0 6 0 7 6

0 4 0 0 6 0

0 ai 0 0 3^

0 3 0 0 Si

0 0 2 0 0 3

0 4 0 0 6

0 4 0 0 6i
0 0 0 0 3^
0 3* 0 0 6

0 0 3i 0 0 6

0 6 0 0 7

8 0 0 11 0 0

7 0 0 9 0 0

5 0 12 0 0

0 0 6 0 0 9

0 0 6 0 0 10

0 0 3i 0 0 6i

4 7 4 16 0
4 2 4 7 6
6 10 6 0 0
6 16 8 10 0
6 0 0 7 0 0
6 15 0 6 10 0

43 10 0 44 0 0
4-4 10 46 10 0
60 0 0 0 0
39 19 0 40 7 6
0 0 0 0 0

12 1 0 0 0
12 7 0 0 0
13 6 13 11 3

14 12 14 16 0
14 10 0 14 12 6

106 0 0 0 0
101 16 0 0 0 0
108 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

20 7 6 20 10 0
30 0 33 0 0
2-4 0 0 0 0
20 !0 0 0 0 0
22 6 33 10 0
21 16 0 22 0 0
20 15 0 0 0 0
25 0 0 46 0 0
5 0 0 6 0 0
6 0 12 0 0

1 6 9 0 0 0

14 0 0 14 0
0 9 0 10 0

Nature of Appointment, By whom Advertised.

August 25th
August 27th

TENDERS.
ASHTON-UNDER-LYNE.—For alterationa to ware-

house, for Mr. W. Brown. Mr. J. H. Burton, architect.

Ashton-under-Lyne :

—

R. II. Booth, Stalybridge <6385 8 10

Marland & Myles, Ashlon-under-Lyde 377 12 7

John Robinson, Ashton-onder-Lyne ... 333 16 0

Allen Holmes, Aahton-under-Lyne ... 313 19 6

Castle Hall Saw Mills Co., Stalybridge 313 16 0

Thomas Siiddaby, Ashton-under-Lyne 3 9 19 6

Aaron Marsden, Ashtoii-under-Ljme... 304 10 0

J. W. 'Williamson, Ashton-under-
Lyne (accepted) 301 14 6

Thomas Deao, Ashton-under-Ljne ... 291 11 9

AUDEN8HAW.—For laying 12-in. earthenware pipe

sewer in Andenshaw.road, from Cross Gate to near the

London and North-Western Railway bridge, for the

Audensliaw Local Board. Mr, J. H. Button, surveyor,

Ashton-under-Lyne :

—

W. Mountain, Salford £270 0 0

James Chaclesworth, Ashton-under-
Lvne 242 10 0

Marland 4 Myles, Ashton-under-Lyne 222 12 9
Worthington & Pownall, Manchester 191 3 0
Charles Walmsley, Audenshaw 170 0 6

Robert Irwin, flshton-under-Lyne* ... 150 0 0

[Surveyor’s estimate, 208i. 16s.

]

• Accepted.

AUDENSHAW.—For laying a 24-in. by 16-in. brick

culvert and a 12-in. earthenware pipe sewer m Andenshaw-
road, from near the London and North-Western Railway

bridge to Trail Dog Bridge, for the Audenshaw Local

Board. Mr. J. H. Burton, surveyor, Ashton-under-

Lyne:

—

W. Mountain, Salford £816 12 8

Marland 4 Myles, Ashton-under-Lyne 556 12 6

Worthington 4 Pownall, Manchester... 646 15 0

James Charleswortb, Ashton-under-
Lyne 490 0 0

Charles Walmsley, Audenshaw 475 15 4
Robert Irwin, Ashton-under-Lyne* ... 395 10 0

[Surveyor's estimate, 4641. 18a, 4d.]
* Accepted.

BARNES.—For alterations and repairs to the Boileau

J. G. Needham, archi-public-house, Barnes.

tect, Lower Clapton
J. Chappell, Pimlico
A. Sale, Barnes

G. Warner, Hackney
F. 4 C. Collin, Barnes
J. Walker, Limehouse (accepted)

Fcictering.

Phillips
Skinner
Waruer (accepted)

Gasjiitin^.

Lowe 4 Son, Barnes (accepted) .

Steadman

£1,414 0 0
. 1,385 0 0
. 1,331 0 0
. 1,310 0 0

. 1,160 0 0

81 0 0

BIRMINGHAM.—For the extension of the Aston
Workhouse. Messrs. Dunn 4 Hipkiss, architects

J. Moffat, Birmingham £16,391 0 0

S. Surman, Birmingham 16,180 0 0
"W. J. Webb, Birmingham 16,776 0 0
J. Mallin, West Bromwich 15,743 0 0
W. Sapeote 4 Sons, Birmingham ... 15,352 0 0

W. Blooro, Aston 15,280 0 0

'W. Bissell 4 Sons, Birmingham ... 14,985 0 0
J. Harley 4 Son, Smethwick 14,975

J. Wilson 4 Son, Handsworth 14,971

J. Smith 4 Sons, Birmingham 14,958
Jeffery 4 Son, Birmingham 14,890

W. Robinson, Birmingham 14,763

S. Taylor, Birmingham 14,705
J. Rowbotham, Birmingham 14,695
J. Garlick, London 14,490
J. Barnsley 4 Sons, Birmingham,,, 14,314
Barker 4 Son, Handsworth 14,2' 0
J. Hughes, Handsworth 13,955
H, Wulcock, Wolverhampton* 13,477

* Accepted,

0 0
0 0

BOURNEMOUTH. — For additions to The Pines,
Winton. for Messrs. Eldridge, Pope, 4 Co. Messrs.
Kemp-'Welch 4 Finder, architects

Francie, Winton (accepted) £165 0 0

BOURNEMOUTH, — For additions and repairs to
Bcclesburn and stables, Manor-road, for Mr. J. Roberta
Thomson, M.D. Messrs. Kemp-Welch 4 Binder, archi*
tecte :

—

George 4 Harding £316 0 0
Jenkins 4 Sons (accepted) 267 0 0

BOURNEMOUTH.—For the election of a club room
at the South-Western Hotel, for Messrs. Eldridge Pope 4
Co. Messrs. Eemp-W’^elch 4 Binder, architects :—

F. Walden £399 0 0
J. Hards 389 0 0
A. H. Stroud .H60 0 0
8. B. Morse 35(> 0 0
G. H. Rolls (accepted) 332 0 0

CHESTER.—For re-pewing 'the Methodist New Con-
nexion Chapel, Pepper-street, Chester. Mr, J. H. Burton
architect, Ashton-under-Lyne

George Forester, Chester £391 0 0
William Parrott, Chester 386 12 0
Henry Pearson, Chester 330 o 0
Reuben Jones, Chester 309 6 0
John Mayers, Chester 288 4 0
G. 4 H. Wright, Eelsall (accepted) .. 208 13 2

[Architect's estimate, 3101.]

Painting,
William Pritchard, Chester £43 0 0
James Priddey, Chester 35 3 6
Isaac Watkiu, Chester (accepted) 29 16 0

CHRISTCHURCH (Hants).— For erection of tho
White Hart Hotel, for Messrs. Eldridge, Pope, 4 Co,
Messrs. Kemp-Welch 4 Finder, arcluteets, Bourne-
mouth :—

J. Groke, Moordown £1,823 9 3
F. Walden, Christchurch 1,693 10 9
A. H. Stroud, Bournemouth I,fi98 10 0
W, Stanley, Bournemouth 1,697 0 0
G. James, Bournemouth 1,675 0 0
Davis 4 Lambert, Bournemouth 1,658 0 0
G. Walden, Bournemouth 1,629 0 0
Jenkins 4 Sons, Bournemouth 1,600 0 0
J. B. Hyde, Christchurch 1,697 8 0
G. H, Rolls, Bournemouth* 1,490 0 0

* Accepted.

CLACrON-ON-SEA.—For two houses and shops at
Clacton-on-Sea, for Mr. G. Moore. Mr. T. A. Creesy,
architect:

—

Demaid £850 0 0
Allen 826 0 0
Dias 760 0 0
Day 733 0 0
Dupont 611 0 0
Chambers 698 0 0
Hook (accepted) 687 0 0

CLAPHAM.—For sundry works to be done at The
Lawn, Clapham Common, for the Girls’ Public Day
School Company, Limited. Mr. J. Osborne Smith, aichj-
tect :

—

H. 4 C. Davis 4 Co £112 0 0
Exton 4 Burton 91 0 0
W. H. McLachlan 74 0 0
Barrett 4 Power 70 0 0

DEPTFORD.—For the enlargement of the Deptford
Lower-road School (Greenwich A*) by_4O0 places, for th©
School Board for London. Mr. T. J. Bailey, architect

8. J. Jerrard £4,389 0 0
Siimpson 4 Co 4,200 0 0
H. Hart .. 4,168 0 0
J. Holloway 4,166 0 0
C. Wall .. 4,094 0 0
H.L. Holloway 3,993 0 0
Atherton 4 Latta* 3,829 0 0
W. Johnsont 3.149 0 0

• Recommended by the W orks Committee for acceptance,

t Withdrawn, owing to error in easting.
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DENTON.—For the erection of stables for eighteen
horses, for the Denton Colliery Company, Denton. Mr.
J. H. Burton, architect, Ashton-under-Lyne ;

Z. Pike, Hooley Hill £96) 0 0
J. Davison, Manchester 822 0 0
J. Lowe, Hooley Hill 766 7 0
Castle Hall Saw Mills Co., Stalybridge 765 0 0
Marland & Myles, Ashton-under-Lyne 750 0 0
John Clajton, Denton 732 5 0
John Brown S Co., Hyde 716 0 0
Thomas Storer, Denton 716 0 0
John Ross, Manchester 713 0 0
Thomas Dean, Ashton-nnder-Lyne 70115 0
John Lee. Portwood 680 0 0
J. W. Williamson, Ashton-under-Lyne 674 0 0
Allen Holmes, Ashton-nnder-Lyne* ... 671 0 0
John Robinson, Ashton-under-Lyne... 658 0 0
Brown & Worthington, Dutintield ... 617 15 7

* Accepted.

FINSBURY.—For erecting a dwelling-house and shop
in Leonard-street, Finsbury, for Mr, George NewlanR
Charles E. Jackson, architect. Grove-road, E.

C. Barnes, Ilford £1,36)9 0 0
C. Everard, Stratford 1,317 0 0
Coulsell Bros., Bethnal Green l’3I6 0 0
Staines 4 Son, Finsbury L21-1 0 0
J. Bartrsm, Hackney I’.llo 0 0
Jesse ChesBUm, Finsbury (accepted) I’lOO 0 0

FOREST GATE.—For the erection of three dwelling-
bou'es and shop in the Vsnsittart-road, Forest Gate, for
Mr. R. J. Ames. Charles E. Jackson, architect :

J. Bartram, Hackney (accepted) £600 0 0

FOREST GATE.—For alterations and repairs to 210
Eomford-road, Forest Gate, Essex. Mr. J. G. Needham’
architect. Lower Clapton :— '

J. Walker £230 0 0
[No competition.]

GROOMBRIDGE fKenU. -

S
arsonage, Groombridge, Eeat,
Ir. Charles Bell, architect.

Loveerove, 26, Budge-row, E.C.
Peat

Thnrston
Jarvi.s

Moon 4 Son
Beale 4 Son
Constable
J. 4 C. Bowyer
G. H. Deane 4 Son
Longley
G. J. Jones

;

B. Sabey 4 Son
Punnett 4 Son
Comfort
Dore 4 Sons
Baker
Henley 4 Co
Hale
Stanbridge 4 Tupple
Davies 4 Leaney
Brown 4 Co
Cornwell
Harris .

Ingram
W. 4 H. Caatte
Jno. Harman, Rotherfleld....

For the erection of
for the Rev. J. Parker.
Quantities by Mr. H.

..£2,810 0

.. 2,692 0

.. 2,452 0

2,319 0
2,339 0
2,295 0
2,268 0
2,226 0
2,171 0
2,150 0

2,072

2,065
2,050
2,043

1,977
1,968
1,960
1,945
1,940
1,900

1,8
1,8''6 0
1,767 0
1,661 0

HAMPSTEAD. — For sundry works at Maresfleld-
gardens, South Hampstead, for the Girls' Public Day
School Company (Limited). Mr. J. Osborne Smith
architect :— '

i.McLachlan £.378 0 0
Kiton 4 Burton 369 0 0
Thomas Gregory 4 Co 300 0 0

.,
For new fire engine station and offices, for

the Harrow Local Board. Mr. Charles Forster Hayward
architect. Quantities supplied by Mr. T. Marcus Houghton’
Lndgare-circus :— ® ’

£2,235 0 0
Bloomer 2,231 0 0

2,233 0 0
2,178 0 0
2.143 0 0

Haynes 2 129 0 0
Turtle 4 Appleton 2*071 0 0Newton 4 Idle 2’067 0 0

!!!;!."!! 2'009 0 0

1,621 0 0

apubhchall and additions
to the Isleworth Free Library, to commemorate HerMajesw 8 Jubilee. Mr. Stephen Woodbridge. jun

,
archi-

tect High-street Brentford. Quantities by Messrs
Gardiner, Son, 4 Theobald:— ^

iv £2.860 0 0W. 4\ isdora, Isleworth 2 fl‘>^ n n
C-WaU, Ch^sea i" 2:?5? 0 SM. Knight, Morden, Surrey 2 700 0 0
U. M. Goodwin, Kilbum 2 692 13 0

9 - Hounslow (too late) ..’..1. 2’655 0 0A. H. Hams. Button, Surrey 2,600 0 0
i. . Hiseock, Hounslow 2 600 0 0
J. 4 C. Bowyer, Upper Norwood ... 2596 0 0

2,695 0 0
^nestly 4 Gumey, Hammersmith... 2,660 0 0
Nightingale, London 2 fitn n n
E. 4 E. Evans, Peckham 2*494 0 0
J. Barnes, Brentford 2*493 0 0J. Dorey, Brentford 21489 0 0

& Tupper, Eastbonme ... 21423 0 0P . H. Daws, Westminster 2 .399 f) n
A, E. Addis, Hounslow 2*353 0 0

LEEK.—For additional staircase and new gallery toTown-^sU. Messrs. W. Sngden 4 Son. aWtTcta!

Section Section Section

N^han Barlow, Stoke-on-Trent
Contract 1 (accepted) £539 ___

Sampson Salt, Leek
Contract 2 (accepted) 230 133

M. Carding, Leek :

Contract 3 (accepted) 49

£652

LEEK,—For boat-house and fishing-lodge at Eudyard
Lake, for Messrs. H. 4 G. Davenport. Messrs. W. Sugden
4 Son, architects, Leek :

—
Fielding, Alton (accepted) £316 0 0

LONDON. — For alterations and additions to the. — jor alterations and additions to the
Magpie and Punchbowl, Bishopsgate-street Within, for
Mr. H. H. Finch. Messrs. Hammack 4 Lambert, archi-
tects :

David Brown 4 Co
David King 4 Son
Lucas 4 Son ...

Williams 4 Co.
Johnson 4 Co
Drew 4 Cadmau ..

..£3,595 0 0

.. 3,616 0 0

.. 3,397 0 0
3,282 0 0
3,157 0 0
3,133 0 0

LONDON.—For the erection of new stables. 114.
Brompton-road :

—

King Bros. 4 Co £1,098 0 0
Lanadown 4 Co j 097 0 0

i’,O05 0 0
Manktelow 2,000 0 0
Gregory 4 Co 995 0 0
Stimpson 4 Co 973 0 0

988 0 0

Craske. 953 q 0
Newton 4 Idle 893 0 0
GarJick, Hans-place, Chelsea* 1,. 88) 0 0

Accepted,

.pO^HON.—For alterations at No. 49, Bow-lano, Cheap-
side. Mr. C. Innes, architect

Ramsey £444 q q
Alaeey 4 Sons 438 0 0
Prestige 4 Co 437 0 q

^"9? “Iterations to part of warehonse, 90and 92, Wigmore-street, and subway under Duko’s-mews
Messrs. Lazenby. Mr. F. M. Elgood, architect

Quantities supplied — '

Thomas Boyce
,

, £320 0 0
d . btyles 4 Son 397 0 0
George Shaw 290 0 0
otimpaon 4 Co 287 0 0
John Woodward 246 0 0
Hall, Beddall, 4 Co. (accepted) 238 0 0

LONDON.—For the erection of cookery centres on the
undermentioned sites, for the School Board for London.
Mr. T. J. Bailey, architect

Bucay-road (CheheaT^).

^ 0 0W. Johnson 343 0 0
J. Lnannon* 297 0 0

^ Edinhurgk.road {Cheliea AD'-).a W ilkinsoQ 4 Sons £415 q qW. Johnson* 353 q q

_ , .
^lorden-terrace (Grsmicich IT).H. Johnson

.... q 9H. L. Holloway*
3,43 9 9

TT -r
CroiP/onf-sfreei; (fVeel Lambeth P).

H. L.pilowsy
9 9W. Johnson*

398 0 9Hecommoaded by the Work.’cCTmitlee' for occrptaocij.

rOKDON.-For alleraHom, and d.rorationa
. at. 1 eter a Churrh, SaiTron-hill, E.C. Mr. J. Doiifilaaa
iathews. architect f— aMathews, architect

0 0
Priestley 4 Gurney 2,178 0 0

1,03) 0 0
Roberts >3^5, g g

^r.
^
GEORGE-IN-THE-EAST.-For fireplaces in

RnMHfr. ‘"u'l “StoneBuilding of the workhouse. Old Gravel-lane, E., for theGuardians of the Poor. Messrs. Wilson. Son, 4
ardiTtecS®—

Indm-avenne, Leadenhall-street,

John Mills
J oseph Holland
Charles Cox (accepted).

0 0
0 0
0 0

STREATHAM.— For houses and shops, Streatham

II“S S SG. W. Beale 9 621 0 n
Bassett 4 Sons z’.m 0 0

2,333 0 0

H. Gatfleid;;;;;;!";;; 9'?55 o o
A. Aldndge

4^739 9 9

TOOTING.—For the erection of nine houses, Earl’s-

? Mr. G. R. Chamberlaii. MrJohn Job Wood, architect and surveyor

£2,675 0 0

p°°ker ® ^

Wood 9 qie —
EUacott (accepted)

.'..'.‘.'.V.'.'.’.'.'.”'.’ 2,’246 10 0

WALWORTH. — For rebuilding iron warehouse inBrandon-street, Walworth. Messrs Charles TapHerbert ShoppM, architects:-
^‘larles J. 4 C.

W. H. T. Kelland
.Pi ysn n n

German 4 Graves
i ’«79 ik v

J. Mmland MS “ “

E Lawrance 4 Sons i 'aqo n a

S' p ^-381 0 0

w. D.®'?,*'*"'.®.*'?...::;:;:;:; i'S“ » 2
II. Burmaa 4 Sons I’ooy a 5
A. 4 E. Braid ® °

W. Stubbs (accepted) ]’232 0 0

For the erection of additional stair
Sobool (East Lambeth G),

a”biteot“
* Mr. T. J. BaUej)

2
• Seeommended by the WoA.c'.mndtV.e' for aeceptlace.

tree'n.
®'°’’ICE.-Li8tB of Tender,frequently reach ns too late for insertion. They should

Mt’late? Gath,rine-,troe( W.O..not later ttian 12 Uoon on THUBSDAV!=t.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Begistered TcleyrapAie Address, "Thb BprLDsa.LoirDoy '

a. N. (address noted).—National Association of Master Builders of4reat Britain /mpAf.tttr- &TnT.9r..T.ilTT V..T .1 e... iviau x_t_ — . .
®vi

report are so dilatory, they can hardly 1>
nMlcaUM.-J. K. C.-A. H-" A„n„Iu. (.r.'idiitja'.",

of conne,

mding the
earnest In desiriaf it

reply to letters unless name and ^dress a
necessarily lor publication).—S. P. and B.—B, B —W a' P -.“I'Tiv-J. N.-C. 8—R. B. s: Sou.-B, F.-E. K.-M. H. J.-T L. W («can hardly commence a coTTeapoodence on the military or 8traleirie»l

the quratlon. We referred to it en yaaronf
,
but to go into

B ^S^?***^
would be rather going out of our province)--B. K. F —F. T. (people who are not lunatics aro quits awars that it is thssteam and not the water that causes the explosion).—- Ferrum " (wewill endeavour to give you an answer next week. Itisakindof

t° Answer without a good deal of troublalw * n., '•-B. li U. (should send amounts),-A. W. & Co, [next week).
All statements of facts, lists of tenders, Ac., must be accompanied

by the name and address of the sender, not necessarily for publlcs5,„

adXesses*
decline pointing out books and giving

We cannot UTtdertake to return rejected communicationi.
Letters or communications (beyond mere news-items) which havebeen duplicated (or other Journals, aro NOT DESIRED.
All communlcatiobs regarding literary and artistic matters shcnldbe ad^eased to THK EDITOR; all communications relating toadvertlsments and other exclusively business matters should be

addressed to THE PITBLISHER. and no( to the Editor.

Best Bath Stone.
CORSHAM DOWN,

|
FAELEIGH DOWN.

BOX GROUND,
|
COMBE DOWN

WESTWOOD GROUND,
j

STOKE GROUND
RANDELL, SAUNDERS, & GO., La,

CoRSHAM, Wilts.

Bath Stone.
Pictor’s Monks’ Park. Combe Down.
Corsham Down. Stoke Ground.

Box Ground. Winsley Ground.
Earleigh Down. West Wood.
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Dalmatian aiid Istrian Architecture.

HE large and admir-

ably illustrated

work on the archi-

tectural remains of

the eastern coast

of the Adriatic,

which has been

brought out by Mr.

T. G. Jackson,* is

lie first attempt at anything like a complctt

; ascription and illustration of a group of

L'chitectural remains about which there has

aen a kind of spasmodic interest excited

Ifom time to time, and at long intervals, but

bout which, with the exception of Diocletian’s

i dace at Spalato, no one in England has till

i.tely known or heard much in a collected

iianner. Fergusson devotes a considerable

loace to Spalato, or Spalatro as it was then

died
;
but the names of Ragusa, and Zara, and

rati, and Sebenico are unknown in his com-

ijrehensive survey of the architectural remains

f the world. More recently Professor

reeman has broken ground on the subject in

is collection of essays on the “Subject and

feighbour Lands of Venice,” in which the

rchitectural remains of some of the principal

paport towns of the locality are descanted

D with a zeal and enthusiasm which is

ot always according to knowledge, and

ae eflect of which the author did his

;est to nullify by the juxtaposition of the

Qaccurate and ill-executed sketches which
ormed such a ludicrous comment on the

lowing descriptions of the buildings which
hey were supposed to represent. The book
fas not one to recommend itself to architects,

lilt the few who did read it probably came to

he conclusion that there might be a new and
ruitful field there for the architectural

ketcher, at all events, if not for the archi-

ectural student. In the mean time a compe-
lent observer and an artistic draughtsman was
aying the foundation for an illustration of the

listrict more worthy of its real architectural

nterest, which will be rendered fully obvious

or the first time, to those who have not visited

he neighbourhood itself, by Mr. Jackson’s

daborate descriptions and numerous drawings.

?'or all real purposes of architectural illustra-

ion Mr. Jackson is (except, of course, in

fegard to Spalato) practically first in the field,

.nd he has made the most of it. In the course

iif three apparently tolerably lengthy visits he

las collected as much information and as many
llustrations as could well be comprised in one

* Dalmatia, the Quarnero, and Istria, with Cettigne in

ilontenegro and the Island of Grade. By T. G. Jackson,
tM.A., F.8.A., Hon. Fellow of Wadham College, Oxford.
:31arendon Press : Oxford. 1867.
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book, and though it is likely that Dalmatia

and Istria will now be more or less popularised

and become a new hunting-ground for tbe

company of architectural sketchers, there is no

probability that Mr. Jackson’s book will be

superseded for a long time to come.

Robert Adam’s monograph on “ Spalatro
’’

is, of course, a classical work in architectural

illustration, though we imagine it had dropped

very much out of the minds of architectural

-'itudents until Fergusson drew attention to the

importance of this building in the history of

the transition from the column to the arch.

Adam went to study and measure it (which he

did under great difficulties from official and

non-official interference), mainly as the only

known example of the plan of a great Roman
mansion, of which sufficiently intelligible

remains were left. He also, however, seemed

struck with the suggestiveness of its style, and

of the arched openings with the cornice

members carried round them
;
and, speaking

of the elevation of the Porta Aurea, with its

circular-headed windows, adorned by project-

ing shafts carried on brackets, he makes the

rather odd remark,—“ It appears to have been

from something of this kind that Palladio and

other architects of his time have adapted the

modern Venetian window.” But, passing over

this well-known book on an always celebrated

monument, it may be a surprise to him to

whom Ragusa, and Traii, and Sebenico are

almost new names, to find that the architec-

tural remains of these and other places on the

east coast of the Adriatic, were visited and

described with considerable appreciation

by an English traveller as early as

1675. Mr. George Wheler, in company

with “ Dr. Spon of Lyons,” in that year

visited a good many of the places now
illustrated by Mr. Jackson, and produced a

volume of goodly size recounting his observa-

tions in this neighbourhood and in other parts

of Eastern Europe. His special object was not

architecture, it is true
;
he had various interests,

among others that of botany, and went “a-

simpling” when bearrived at Istria^ “acuriosity

which seldom failed to give me satisfaction

when all other divertisemeats were wanting
;

and there I found Scapoides limoniis foliis

and Linionium reticulaium,^^ &c. But Mr.

Wheler had an eye for things of architectural

aud arcbaiological interest, and a considerable

contempt for those who could not share his

enthusiasm. “ As to the matter contained in

this book,” be observes, “ I have no reason to

be ashamed of it, although I do not expect it

should escape censure. For I know some will

say, why does he treat us with insipid descrip-

tions of w’eeds, and make us hobble with him
over broken stones, decayed buildings, and old

rubbish ? But, these being things their

curiosity does not extend to, I should but

trifle in giving them a serious answer.” The
illustrations are curious enough, in that kind

of half map, half bird’s-eye view, which was
once so much practised in the illustration of

towns and buildings
;
and, even in this naive

form of illustration, Mr. Wheler got into

difficulties with his engraver. “ In the figure

of Zara, the bastions of the walls of the town
ought to be round, as I have described them,

although I find in the figure, both he that

designed itaftermy acetch [sic] and the engraver

after him have made it square.” Possibly

Mr. Wheler’s original drawings were not much
better than Professor Freeman’s, and, in spite

of the licence taken by tbe engraver, it may
have been as well for him that he had not the

chance of getting them reproduced photo-

graphically, like tbe modern amateur sketcher

referred to. But he duly chronicles the archi-

tectural objects of each place visited
;
notes the

dome(i.e., cathedral—“Duomo”)of “Sabenigo”

as “ much praised by the Venetians, being all

of marble and the architecture very good,’’

—

the expression “ all of marble ” possibly includes

a reference to that peculiar roof construction

at Sebenico to which we shall refer again
;
is

much pleased with Trail, “the dome well built

and ancient”; and suggests that “Spalato, or,

as some call it, Spalatro, seemeth to be a cor-

ruption of the word palatxumy’ in which he

was probably right. The French and English

travellers seemed to have differed here, for he
adds,—“ It hath a square tower at each corner

and three gates, and with M. Spon’s favour

no more, that side to the sea having none,

according to the best of my remembrance”;

but here, according to Adam’s plan, which
both Fergusson and Mr. Jackson follow,* both

travellers might think themselves right, for

there is a small entry from the crypto-porticus,

but only three important entrances, on the

three other sides.

It is curious that the decided evidence given

by Wheler, though in an amateurish kind of

way, in regard to the existence of important

and fine architectural work in this part of the

world, should have been adequately followed up
by no one until quite recently ; and that even an

accomplished architect and very wide-awake

manlike RobertAdam should havespentsomuch

time over Spalato without going aside to look

after what might be found in any of the

neighbouring places. But the region was out

of the way and difficult of access ; nor is it

evidently, very commodious travelling there

now. Spalato had a special fame, and Adam,
who had generally an eye to business, went

there to get what he wanted in as short a time

* It is odd that Fergaaaon repeats the common popular

error about tho architect's name, gi\ing the plan as “from
Adams.”
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as possible. Nor is it likely that he would have
appreciated Trail and Eagusa had he seen

them. They would have been in his eyes

examples only of a barbarous and corrupt

architecture. Stuart devoted some space in

his great work on Greek architecture to the

Eoman remains at Pola in Istria, the Temple
of Rome and Augustus, the Arch of the Sergii,

and the theatre with its boldly rusticated

order
;
and Allason, whom Mr. Jackson seems

to have overlooked, produced in 1819 a fine

folio on the same subject, illustrated by some
beautifully - executed engravings by George
Cooke, and accompanied by a long dissertation

on the history of Dalmatia and of Istria, on
which S'r Gardner Wilkinson seems to have
drawn to some extent in his later work on the

neighbourhood in 1848. But Allason, like

Stuart, illustrates only the Classic remains
;
of

anything later he takes no note, as far as illus-

tration is concerned. Wilkinson’s work on
Dalmatia, Montenegro, and Herzegovina does
not go much into architectural remains, except
in regard to Spalato, on which he dwells at

some length, and which he illustrates by some
rather tame and mechanical wood engravings,

—one of the Porta Aurea and one of a view of
the so-called Temple of Jupiter, and some
other parts of the remains

;
engravings which

were adopted rather too easily by Fergusson
as adequate representations of the remains.
He has a good deal to say about many of the
other places illustrated by Mr. Jackson, but
his views of them are merely picturesque, and
only introduce the architecture as a secondary
feature in the view.

Paton’s book, “ The Highlands and Islands
of the Adriatic,” which followed Wilkinson’s
a year later, shows more interest in the
Romanesque and Medimval remains than any
previous writer had shown since the date of
Wheler’s book, and he understands their value
much better than Wheler did, the interest in

architecture of this class having now begun to
permeate the minds of archmologists. Of
architectural illustration there is not much to

speak of
;
but of intelligent description there

is a good deal, so much so, that it is rather
curious that buildings so fully described, and
the interest of which is so fully recognised by
him, should have yet have remained for nearly
forty years w'ithout any adequate illustration

in this country. Paton’s description of the
cathedral at Sebenico, with its remarkable
roof, to which we have before referred, is worth
quoting here. He says of it :

—

“ The peculiar style of Lombardy predominates.
The lower part is overlaid with ornament, and two
detestable statues of Adam and Eve, standing on
each side of the great outranco, look like caricatures
of the Apollo Belvidere and the Venus de Medici*
by G. Cniiksbank. But the interior is truly grand,
not so much in mere dimension as in effect
The roof of the uave is a masterpiece of technical
ingenuity, being a semi-cylindor composed of flat
flagstones, some of them twelve feet in length, the
edges fitting each other with knees and angles, the
whole forming an unadorned vault, but so unusual
in effect that the spectator, on a superficial view,
fears that if one gave way the whole might fall in

;but the architect charged with the repairs of the
cathedral, having shown me the sections of the
edifice, a.s3r,red me that, aerial a.s the roof might
seem, it had a chance of lasting as long as anv cart
of the cathedral.”

This is the building, the exterior of whic
is shown in one of the plates from M
Jackson’s book, which, by the kindness (

the publishers, we are enabled to reproduc
(see lithograph). It is, in fact, a most ir

teresting example of what Fergusson alwa^
declared to be the great desideratum in
vaulted roof, viz., an outer covering of home
geneous material with the vault and the wall,
instead of the perishable timber roofs wit
which the Mediaeval buUders protected the:
vaults. Mr. Jackson, who seems to have bee
as much struck with it as Paton, also give
a full description of it. The exterior eft’ect i

Dot \ ery picturesque, and might be improve
upon in that respect; but it is the practice
solution of a problem in the construction c
a vaulted roof, which Fergusson would hav
made a good point of in bis history, had h

*rninl‘n
J^ese two statusa as typical of classic

cte.ct.ri.tic of th. cr.od

been aware of it. Paton found metal details

to interest him, too. At Curzola he came
across an old gentleman who rejoiced in having
on bis door a superb bronze knocker, repre-

senting a Hercules swinging two lions by their

tails.

“ With a .smile of enjoyment helifted the head of

one of the lions, letting it whack against the door
so as to make the court ring again. He resumed,
‘ I have been offered its weight in silver, but we
have no fear of thieves in Curzola

;
if I lock it up in

my cabinet, I cease to enjoy the use of it.’
”

Signor Boni, who mourns so over the selling

of art-treasures at Venice, would have loved
that old gentleman.

There must have been a certain amount of

interest excited of late years in England about
the architecture of Dalmatia and Istria, since

the Viennese architect Eitelberger, as quoted
by Mr. Jackson, stated that the first edition of

his work illustrating some of the buildings bad
been almost entirely bought up in England.
It is gratifying to know that our own country
was more forward than any other in appre-

ciating the value of the illustrations of this

architectural province; and possibly Eitelberger,

whose work was impeded by ill-health and cut

short by death, might otherwise have come
pretty near to forestalling Mr. Jackson’s laurels.

Eitelberger’s earlier volume, in which he
described the Romanesque and Gothic archi-

tecture at Arbe, Zara, Traii, Spalato, and
Ragusa, we have not seen ; in the second one
he describes and illustrates the Basilica at

Parenzo very fully; giving a chromo-lithograph
of some of the mosaic decoration which is found
in profusion there, and a considerable number
of the details, as well as general views, in very
clear and precise, but rather mechanical-look-

ing, illustrations. There is a very considerable

resemblance in general arrangement between
Parenzo and Torcello, which is a century later

(542 is given by Fergusson as the date of

Parenzo)
;
and this is, perhaps, one oftheinstances

which might be used in favour of the view
apparently held by Mr. Arthur Evans, that

the inspiration of the Venetian architects came
originally from the other side of the Adriatic

;

though we certainly cannot accept this as the

correct view of the architectural relations of

the two sea coasts at the time of the greatness

of Venice. The inspiratioa seems to have
been all the other way then

;
and Mr. Evans

and Professor Freeman seem to have mutually
led each other astray on this point. But
modern archicology, like modern history, takes
a special enjoyment in turning old and long-
received creeds the other way about.

Turning now to the new work on the sub-
ject, the predecessors of which we have been
glancing at, we find a great portion of the
first of Mr. Jackson’s three well-filled volumes
taken up with a pretty long resume of the
history of Dalmatia, gathered, the author tells

us, from a variety of sources, some of which
are not easily accessible, and possessing, there-

fore, he hopes, a certain value
;
and, even were

it only a resume of known history from ac-

cessible sources, the importance of such a
historical sketch, as an assistance to the right

understanding of the architectural character-
istics, is especially obvious in the case of a
district which has been for a great part of its

history a kind of no-man’s land, or every-man’s
land, a perpetual battle-ground, and where the
architectural style is the result of a mingling
of elements from south, north, east, and west.
Into the details of the history and its influence
on the architecture space will not permit us to

go here. It is sufficient to note that the archi-

tectural history of Istria and Dalmatia com-
mences, as Pola and Spalato give such splendid
evidence, under the then omnipresent Roman
empire, and that the prominent and important
factor in their history as influencing their
architecture lies in the struggle between the
two elements of Latin civilisation and Slav
incursion. By the middle of the seventh cen-
tury Dalmatia was almost entirely occupied by
Croats and Servians :

—

“ The old Latio or Roman population, however
sadly it was crushed and weakened by this irruption,
did not disappear, nor did it lose its identity and
become merged in the ranks of the conquerors.
When the first shock was over, the Romans either
returned to their old towns or founded new ones,

[Arc. 20, 1887.

whore they managed to live in a state between inde-

pendence and vassalage till they became strong

enough in time to take cai’o of themselves. Zara
soon arose again from its ruin, the fugitives from
Epidaurus settled on an isolated rock not far from
their ancient home and founded the city of Ragusa,
and the unhappy Salonitans, not daring to return as

yet to the ruins of their old capital, crept back to

the mainland in reduced numbers, and found a refuge

within the impregnable walla of the deserted villa

of Diocletian, which has g^own into the modem
Spalato. The fate of Trail on the mainland, and of

the island towns of Arbe, Voglia, and Ossero in the

Quarnero, during this general oat^trophe,is obscure:

but we find them in the tenth century still peopled

by Roman citizens, and living under their old

Roman institutions.”

The author speaks further on of the “dual

element ” in Dalmatia, without recognition of

which the history of the country cannot be

understood
;
but it is not quite clear from

the context (page 19) which are his “dual
elements,” and “ dual ” is understating the case,

which is complicated by many elements.

Roughly stated, it may, perhaps, he said that

the more important and characteristic monu-
ments of Dalmatian architecture are the result

of a combination of Roman tradition and

inherited tastes
;
Byzantine influence hrough

by a roundabout road through Ravenna, and

obvious enough at Parenzo, with its mosaics

and Byzantine - shaped capitals
;

Slavonic

influence from the north, espechdly from the

invasions of Hungary, between which and

Venice the Dalmatian cities were at one time

a bone of contention
;
and dii-ect Venetian

influence when Venice became the paramount

power in the waters of the Adriatic.

In speaking of Spalato, which still remains

the centre of interest in Dalmatian architec-

ture, Mr. Jackson has a new suggestion to

make, namely, that certain parts of the work
in the octagon temple (we object to calling it

“ Temple of Jupiter,” as begging what is in

fact a question), are made up from the spoils

of earlier buildings. He says “ one column in

the temple is too large for the capital that

rests on it
;
and the columns of the upper order

of the interior, stumpy in proportion, only seven'

diameters high and set without any bases om
the cornice of the lower order, look suspiciously;

like clumsy adaptations of ready-made mate-:

rials. On no other hypothesis can I account

for the difference between the capitals of this:

upper order and those of the rest of the work;!

it is not only that they are composite or quasi-;

composite while the rest are Corinthian, but

that, while every other piece of foliage is rafHedi

in the Greek manner, these are raffled in thel

Roman manner and executed in an entirely;

different way and by a different school ofi

carvers, and to all appearance they oncei

belonged to a different building.”

The inference, of course, is that the bulk of

the building was executed by Greek artists
;
a

supposition exceedingly probable in itself.)

The probable influence of the plan of thisi

temple on Dalmatian architecture is referredf

to elsewhere, in regard to the singular plansi

of the ancient baptistery at Zara and of thel

churches of S. Trinita at Spalato and S. Orsolai

at Zara, circular central spaces surrounded byl

six apses opening from them. It is ratben

startling to find, in regard to Spalato, that thel

interior of the octagon temple, now the Duomo,i

has been for some time under a process of'

“severe restoration.” In 1882 the whole of'

the columns were removed and the church:

blocked with scaffolding. In 1885 the author'

found the interior cleared of scaffolding andii

ready for use, the antique character muck:
gone

;
but it is satisfactory to learn that thet|

old stones which were considered in sufficiently)!

good preservation to remain, have not beemi

scraped to match the new work. But the anti-:i

quarian interest of the interior must havwi

suffered severely indeed.

“ The lower entablature has. with the exception:'

of a few stones, been entirely renewed, tegetherd

with the eight Corinthian capitals. Of the upperi;

entablature, the whole of the comice has beenc

renewed in Curzola stone, and part of the frieze andr

architrave. As the dome springs from this cornice,;:

it was necess.sry, in order to insert the new stones,;'

to cut out the brickwork of the dome all round thel!

building, and to reset it afterwards,—a process not-

likely to increase its stability, and most damagingii

to its appearance of antiquity. The old reliefe that
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run round bolow the entablature have been retained,
and for bo much we may be thankful, but the
capitals of the upper order, which are in very goo.^
presorvalioD, have been consigned to the limbo of

the museum, and are roprosouted by copies. The
oapitalB of the lower order had certainly become
decayed to an extent that perhaps justified their
renewal, but by the removal of these eight upper
capitals a most unnecessary injury has been done
to the antiquity of the building.”

It should seem from this that it is not much
worth while to go to Spalato now. But,
melancholy as the account is, we have always
maintained that, if an ancient building is law-
fully in use for modern purposes, those who
have the right to use it have the right to keep
it in repair for their own purposes, and are not
to be expected to regard it only as an ancient
relic for other people’s enjoyment. In the
present day, if such a relic as the temple at

Spalato were discovered, it would be thought
worth while to preserve it in statu quo, with-
out putting it to any practical use

; but the
Christian got intti the temple of Spalato at a
time when a Pagan building in pretty good
repair was considered as providentially left for

his benefit. And now it is too late to turn
him out, and the mischief is done.

The church of Sebenico, to which we have
already referred on account of its remarkable
voof, offers a curious example of change of
architect and change of style in the same
work, and without any further lapse of time
than was involved in dismissing the first

architect and summoning his successor. Both
were Venetians. Antonio, son of Pietro Paolo,
commenced the church about 1430, in pro-
nounced Italian Gothic style, and the exterior
the author considers to be bis up to the cornice
of intersecting arches shown in the illustration.

He appears to have been then dismissed and
Messer Giorgio summoned from Venice to take
his place, and from that point the building
takes a decidedly Classic turn, half Renaissance,
'half Romanesque. Messer Giorgio, who pro-
Ijably invented the roofing arrangement, if he
did not carry it out himself, seems to have
been a man of genius, and his name crops up.

as we shall see just now, in connexion with
.a remarkable building atRagusa. But, with-
out any recorded change of architect, the free-

4ind-easy manner in which round and pointed
arches are mingled in the architecture of
Dalmatia is one of its most curious peculiari-
ties. We have given on the lithograph part of
another of Mr. Jackson’s illustrations, showing
the double-story arcade surrounding the court-
yard of the Dogana or Sponza, the Custom
House at Ragusa. The two stories, from ex-
amination oftheir details, Mr. Jacksonconcludes
to have differed very little in their date (probably
1300, or thereabouts). If it were 150 years
older one would recognise the natural
transition of round changing to pointed
as the work ascends, allowing a little time
between the completion of one story and the
undertaking of the next. But in the interior
of the Duomo at Curzola, which is probably
about the same date from the appearance of
the arcade, the said main arcade has pointed
arches, and the wall arcade of the triforium is

round arched. But, indeed, Messer Giorgio, in
spite of his Classic tendencies, himself left at
Sebenico as curious a record as could be of the
.divided tendencies of the period, for he could
mot quite forget Gothic tracery, but kept the
balance of taste by inserting a fluted column
in the midst of it (tig. 1) ;

and really the effect

is not so outre as might have been expected.
There is a “new departure ” for the modern
architect sighing after originality.

The other view in the lithograph, also one of
the illustrations from Mr. Jackson’s drawings,
the court of the Dominican Convent at Ragusa,
we have given partly as a picture in which
elements which seem architecturally hetero-
geneous combine somehow into a remarkably
pleasing whole. But the cloister shown in
this view is an interesting feature in itself. It
IS of the date of about the middle of the
fourteenth century, as near as can be inferred,
and represents, as Mr. Jackson observes, the
Dalmatian working out Gothic in his own way;
semi-Olassic capitals and mouldings with
Gothic tracery-forms. The Venetian influence
here is, of course, apparent in the general

effect. The Classic well in the courtyard

bears the date 1G23.

One of the most curious problems in the

mixture of styles is that presented by the

Rector’s Palace at Ragusa. Here we have, as

existing, a two-storied building with an upper
story of pointed Italian Gothic windows,
similar pointed windows but without tracery

on the ground floor at each end of the building,

and the centre portion of the ground floor

of the arch order and one of the capitals shows
that the arch is quite Renaissance in some at

least of its decorative detail, i.e., a foliage

moulding tied up with a spiral ribbon. The
capitals are by two hands, three of them
distinctly Renaissance, with festoons and
amorini according to rule, but all of them have
a large massive kind of extra abacus on the

top, very thick and decorated with four series

of enriched mouldings. The other four

M.
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occupied by a round-arched arcade, looking,

like other round-arched work of the district,

rather like a cross between Renaissance and
Romanesque, and with capitals of a curiously

mixed description. Mr. Freeman goes into

great ecstasies over this building, which he
regards as a Romanesque ground story com-
pleted by a Gothic upper story. He admits

capitals are very fine pieces of sculpture of
Gothic character. Mr. Jackson’s theory is

that the Gothic capitals are the original

ones, and that, so far from the round arches

being, as Professor Freeman will have it, of

direct Romanesque descent,* the original

arcade was pointed
;
that the fire and explo-

sion by which the building was known to have

V'3
'"J
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Fig. 2.

that the building dates 1388-1435, but says :

—

“ Never mind the date, here is Romanesque in

all its truth and beauty
;
here, in the land which

gave Rome so many of her greatest Cmsars,
the arcade of Ragusa may worthily end the
series which began with the arcades of

Spalato,” &c., &c. From Mr. Freeman’s illus-

tration (?) of course nothing can be made out
which could interfere with his rhapsodies

;
the

columns and arches shown there might be any-
thing at all

;
but Mr. Jackson’s detail drawing

suffered rendered necessary the taking dow i

and rebuilding of the loggia and centre part

;

that the two end.<=, with their pointed windo 's,

remained in situ, but that, when Messer
Giorgio (he of Sebenico) was culled in to take
the work in hand, he replaced the upper
windows as before, but rebuilt the important
architectural feature, the loggia, with round

* It must be remembered that all Roman'fqu©
holf with Professor Fioenuio, aod all Reoaissauce i

abomiaalioQ.

V
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arches, according to his Classic tendencies, put

three new Classic capitals in place of the older

ones that were the most injured, and added

the thick enriched abaci aforesaid, to

give a higher springing for the round

arcade. Mr. Jackson ascertained that

the abaci are all separate stones from the

capitals beneath them, and the one of which

he gives a drawing is distinctly Renaissance in

its decorative detail. The case is a very

curious one, and, perhaps, neither critic has

hit on the truth ; but Mr. Jackson’s view is

possible, Mr. Freeman’s is not, having regard

to the character of the decorative details of

the arches. It is amusing to observe that Mr.

Freeman is so carried away by his own
“Romanesque” theory that he shows the

ground - story windows at each end of the

to give us. As an example of the peculiar

detail to be found in this church, we subjoin

a cut of one of the capitals of the nave

piers (fig. 2), which also might very well be

taken as a point of departure for some new
experiments in capital-designing. The window
(fig. 3), with the curious interlaced circle

tracery, iS from the quasi-Byzantine Church of

S. Lorenzo in Pasenatico, a few miles from
Parenzo, which Mr. .Jackson attributes to the

eighth and ninth century. We give it as one

of the many examples of architectural curiosities

in which Dalmatian and Istrian architecture

seem to abound.
The illustration of the stall carving from

the Duomo of Zara (fig. 4) represents what the

author describes as the finest example of a class

of woodwork which abounds in Dalmatia and

the neighbourhood, and which, as shown here,

conveys the idea of being wonderfully rich and
fine work, though we g.ather from Mr. Jack-
son’s further remarks on it that the execution
is hut coarse in detail. The churches at

Zara seem to be of great interest, none more
so to our thinking than the round church of
S. Donato, with its enormous blocks of
masonry piers marking off the outer aisle from
the centre space, and which actually cover
more ground than the interspaces between
them. But the most extraordinary thing
about this church is the discovery which was
made in taking up the pavement in 1877,
when the rude Christian building was dis-

covered to be wholly founded on the debris
of Roman work. The foundations

“consist of huge fragments of more than one
magnificent Classic building, entablatures with
Corinthian enrichments, marble columns cut or
broken into lengths and laid simply on their side,

OF STALLS
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,,
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arcade as round-headed. Mr. Jackson both
describes and draws them as pointed, and of
the two witnesses he is certainly likely to
be the more accurate. The two accounts
should be compared together, they throw light
on the value of the architectural criticism of
the self-confident and dictatorial historian
who, like Macaulay, is always “so cock-sure of
everything.”

No monument illustrated in this work is

finer or of more interest in a purely archi-
tectural sense than the Duomo of Trait. This
is a grand basilican church, which, though
erected in the thirteenth century, is really to
all intents and purposes Romanesque. The
great west doorway, with its deeply-recessed
pilasters covered with carving, and great lion
figues on projecting brackets on either side, is

truly a work of architectural genius, and the
finest thing in the way of illustration of
Dalmatian architecture which the author has

,
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rich friezes with runumg scroll work in the best
style ofRoman architecture, dedicatory inscriptions,
mouldings, and string-courses, all thrown flat on the
pavement of the Roman town, some on their sides,

some upside down, and some arranged comernise
or awry, with a rough approximation to the plan of
the superstructure. The whole mass of these frag-
ments was filled in with earth and rubbish, and
covered over with the pavement of the Christian
church, so that till now their existence was not even
suspected. The two pairs of columns that were-
saved and used in front of the apses, were probably
spared, not from any admiration or respect, but
simply from the difficulty of making new ones in
that rude age. The rest seems to have been trodden-
under foot, with .an ascetic scorn for the meretricioua-
splendour of Pagan |rites and Pagan temples, and,,

with a sublime irony, to have been made to carry
the simple piers and coarse masonry of the Cbristiaa-

church.”

Thus the whirligig of Time brings in his-

revenges.

Long as this article has become, we have-

left much of the contents of Mr. Jackson’s
sumptuous three volumes entirely untouche<i
and unnoticed. But it is a book which no-

architectural library can afford to be without,,

and which exhibits a completeness, in regard
to historical information, architectural criti-

cism, and architectural illustration, which not
many illustrative works on architecture can
boast of. We have only one criticism to make,
—a literary one. We do not know whether
the pages have been insufficiently corrected, or
whether Mr. Jackson has theories of his own
about punctuation

;
but there is an absence of

the logicallynecessary commas in many passages
which has a very awkward efiect. “ The
Romanesque and Gothic architecture at Arhe-
Zara Trail Spalato and Ragusa,” for instance j

or, “took the Croatian towns of Belgrad
Sebenico Nona and Novigrad which had
never been Venetian before.” This omission
of commas makes a very clumsy- looking
sentence, and may even lead to obscurity of

meaning ; it should be corrected in a second
edition, which is certain to be called for in

due time.

NOTES.
lUBLIC advertisement has called

attention to the fact that an order
has been made by the Board of
Charity Commissioners for the ad-

ministration of the trust funds of the “ British

Institution for promoting the Fine Arts in the-

United Kingdom.” The funds of this now
long- established Institution having been
intended not merely for the general advance-
ment of art, but, in the words of the Charity
Commissioners, “for the benefit and emolu-
ment of individual artists,” the Trustees of the
Institution suggested their employment in the
purchase of the works of deceased artists for
the National Gallery. There is no doubt such
an application of them would be widely
approved

;
but the Commissioners object that

“ the purchase of pictures generally appears to

be a mode of employing the fund now to be
dealt with which is peculiarly susceptible to

the influences of individual taste, of preference

for particular schools of art, and of other
collateral considerations which may tend to
warp the judgment of those who administer
the trust.” There is some truth in this, and on
the whole, perhaps, the suggestion of the
Charity Commissioners for the employment of
the funds in question in the foundation of

scholarships to encourage and assist artists-

in the study of art is more to the purpose.

The value of such scholarships depends
a good deal on the manner in which they
are regulated so as to give assistance to
the right people, and in the best way, and
most of us would be disposed to reserve our
judgment until we see a little of the working
of the scheme

;
but the idea is a good one.

There are not too many artistic scholarships in

existence, and a large proportion of artists and
art students are at the outset of their career

too restricted in their means to be able to

secure all the advantages of study, especially of

foreign works, which they would wish and
which would be of material assistance to them.
We hope architecture will be given a due and
proper place in the establishment of such
scholarships as are proposed.
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I
T is 'with 'very great regret that we hear of

the death of Mr. Kichard Jefferies, who
first attained a reputation as the author of the

.
charming book on rural life, called “ The

I Gamekeeper at Home,” and whose eye for the

I picturesque, and powers of vivid description,

must have interested many an artistic reader

in his work. Some time since we quoted in

these columns a brilliant bit of writing of his

on the picturesque of the London Docks, and

the folly of painters in running after Venetian

galleys, &c., as subjects, instead of painting the

: far finer craft sailing out of the Thames, carry-

ing the commerce of that City of London,

I
whose real greatness and poetic effectiveness,

the author said, would perhaps be only fully

appreciated five hundred years hence.

T
he two so-called Technical Education Bills,

that for England and the one for Scotland,

I passed their second reading under a fire

of criticism, and with very half-hearted aid

I from those who supported them,—“They were

better than nothing”
;
“It would be a step in

I
the right direction,”— all of which may be very

true, but this does not justify a great national

question being dealt with in the way in which
a Vestry would begin to pave a street. The
mischief of this inadequate treatment is that

' the public, instead of being impressed with

the importance of the subject, are struck with

its apparent triviality. Petty measures of this

kind are not likely to rally popular support

to the important matter of a thorough and
matured system of technical education.

T
he technical examination announced by the

Worshipful Company of Carpenters to

I commence on the 2nd June of next year, “ pro-
' vided that a sufficient number of candidates

present themselves,” seems likely to afford a

I very full and practical test of the knowledge of

the candidate in regard to practical dealing

I with woodwork. The examination paper
' includes the subjects of the nature of timber,

timber framing, joinery, shoring, temporary
structures, centering, scaffold and hoisting

tackle, timber-work in excavations, history of

; carpentry and joinery, and description at sight

of various kinds of wood, and of defects, from
specimens to be placed before the candidates.

The examinations will include not only paper
I work and vivd voce work, but practical car-

' pentry to be done at the Company’s workshops
at Stratford on certain days, such as preparing

;

the foot of a king-po.st, showing portions of the

beam and struts, mortises for the keys of

I strap, &c.
;
preparing semicircular and elliptical

' centering, quarter size
;

erecting a bay of

: scaffolding, quarter size, &c. The drawing of

i details is also to be executed on the spot. The
' examination will unquestionably be worth
' working up to, for a good position in them
will be a very good record for a rising

workman.

T
he decision of Mr. Justice Kekewich last

week, in the case of the Gas Light and
Coke Company v. the South Metropolitan Gas

: Company, is one of some interest to gas con-
I sumers on a large scale, as well as to gas com-
panies. The point of the case is that the

defendant company supplied gas to the London
and South Western Railway through meters

. which were situated within the defendant
company’s district, but the gas supplied through

. which was consumed in buildings or localities

within the plaintiff company’s district. After
going carefully through the arguments on each
side of the case, his lordship ruled that, in

accordance with legal precedent, the point
where the meter of the gas company is fixed

and where the gas leaves the meter and passes

to the consumer is the point where the risk of

the company ends and the risk of the con-

sumer begins, and, therefore, that so long as the
meter, the point at which the gas sold, in fact,

is within the district of the company supplying,

it, the consumer may lead it where he hkes
after that. We hope this is good law

;
we are

quite sure it is good common sense. At the
meter the gas company part with their gas

;

and, as long as the bill is paid, they can have
no right to interfere with the use of it by the
consumer in the manner most convenient to

himself.

O
N Wednesday, August 3rd, were opened in

Approach-road, Victoria Park, the new
buildings in connexion with the Parmiter’s

Bequest. These comprise seven class-rooms,

two master’s rooms, a governors’ board-room, a

hall, dining-room, laboratory, and an art room,

together with two fives courts and a play-

ground. The school is designed to receive, at

a small fee, 300 boys, between the ages of 7

and 10, being residents at Bethnal Green. The
development of the trust funds from a very

small amount is remarkable. By his will the

founder bequeathed an income derived from

some land in Suffolk to his wife for her life,

and then to trustees, for the building of “ six

almshouses in some convenient place upon the

waste of Bethnal Green
;
and further for the

building there one free school, house, or room,”

for ten poor boys of Bethnal Green. At his

widow’s death, in 1702, the property fell into

Chancery, and for some years the actual income
of the trust, originally valued by Thomas
Parmiter at 48f. a year, did not exceed 18L
By 1772 the accumulations, increased by certain

gifts, had amounted to 540?., and with this

sum the governors began to build the original

premises in St. John-street, Brick-lane. About
this period the trustees bought a parcel of then

waste land, 44 acres in extent, at Cambridge
Heath, for 30 guineas, with a sum of 50?.,

which was advanced to them, ad hoc, by Mr.
Edward Mayhew. In the year 1800 that

property was let in two leases for a total of

225?. a year. Seventy years later the Great

Eastern Railway Company paid 27,440?. into

the Court of Chancery on behalf of the Trustees

for their frontage in Cambridge-road. Mean-
time, the St. John-street Schools had been

rebuilt (1838). In 1871 the freehold of the

new site was bought for 2,100?. out of unex-

pended capital. In 1885 the Charity Commis-
sioners’ scheme was ratified, in terms whereof
a new site was taken for the present school,

and certain changes have been introduced into

the administration of this endowment. The
new buildings cost, in all, 8,600?.; the furni-

ture and fittings amount to about 3,100?. The
annual income of the charity in 1886 amounted
to 3,569?. 6s. 8d., to be increased by investment
of the capital sum derived from the railway

company.

WE understand that during the recess the

Carlton Club will be supplied with the

apparatus necessary for the purpose of electric

lighting. The Athena-um and Junior Carlton
are already so lighted, and thus the Reform
Club will soon be the only large club in Pall

Mall remaining a supporter of gas. We may
well ask, “What’s in a name,” when the Reform
is the least reforming of clubs ?

ON
the afternoon of Friday, the 12th instant,

some experiments were made, in the

Victoria Docks, with Herr B. Loeb’s new
respirators, by the Maritime and General
Improvement Company, of St. Dunstan’s-hill.

These respirators, being similar to those now
used in the German navy, are designed for

operators when by smoke, gases, noxious fumes
or the like thereto, respiration is difficult or

fatal. The apparatus covering the wearer’s

mouth, nose, and eyes comprises a respiratory

appliance fitted with layers of cotton wool and
wet sponge, in front of a basis of charcoal and
wool damped with glycerine. Some modifica-

tions in the contrivance render it applicable

for use in hospitals, laboratories, and mines.

The inventor demonstrated the capabilities of

his appliance, which seems to be well adapted
for the end desired.

Having been almost completely gutted by
fire early on the morning of Wednesday,

10th August current, Macclesfield House,
Soho, is officially “ condemned ” to speedy
demolition. It is Nos. 34-5, Gerrard-street,

and extends in the rear to Dansey-yard. Facing
the southern end of Macclesfield-street, its

elevation forms a striking feature amongst
some yet remaining old-fashioned fronts in

this quarter of the town. This house was built

for the celebrated royalist Charles Gerard, who
in consideration of his gallant services before

Cardigan Castle, and elsewhere in South Wales,
was created Baron Gerard, of Brandon, on

October 8th, 1645. After the Restoration

he was created, 2l3t July, 1679, Viscount

Brandon and Earl of Newberry, the hitter title

being changed to Macclesfield. In the follow-

ing reign he was, together with the Earl of

Stamford and Lord Delamere, committed to

the Tower and condemned to death. He was,

however, pardoned, and lived until 1693. His
house here stands upon part of the site,

as purchased by him, of the Artillery

Ground, otherwise known as the Military

Garden, of Henry Prince of Wales, elder son to

King James I. It would seem to have been
occupied by his elder son and successor,

Charles, for in the St. Anne’s, Soho, rate-

books we lately saw an entry under date 1700
of “Earle Maxfield” as rated to pay 1?. Os. in

this street. Hatton mentions “ Macklesjield

House, alias Gerrard Bouse .... now [1708]
in the possession of the Lord Mohun.” Yet
his statement is difficult to be reconciled

with an entry in the rate-books of this time,

wherein Lord Mohun is rated to pay 2?.

for a house on the opposite side, clearly,

of the street. The handsome staircase to

which we drew attention in our notice,

in the Builder of March 22nd, 1884, of

the sale of this property, was in No. 35.

Though upwards of thirty-one poor persons

are rendered homeless by the fire, the fiames

were fortunately prevented from consuming
the adjoining premises, including the house

once occupied by Edmund Burke, now part of

the Hotel de Versailles.

I
EXHIBITIONS are becoming a kind of

world’s monomania. Within the next

two years no fewer than nine of them have
been arranged. In October of this year a

Russian general agricultural exhibition will be
opened at Charkoff. In November next an
exhibition of lighting will be opened at St.

Petersburg
;

it will last until February, 1888.

A German national art industry exhibition

will be held at Munich in 1888. The
Melbourne international exhibition will be
open from August 1 next to January 31, 1889,
and will comprise art, education, engineering,

mining, general industry, agriculture, and
sanitation. Belgium will hold a great inter-

national exhibition at Brussels next year. An
international exhibition for trade, science, and
art will be held at Glasgow in 1888. A
northern art and industrial exhibition is to be
opened at Copenhagen in May next. The
municipality of Barcelona invites to an inter-

national exhibition in August next. Finally,

.
Hamburg will hold a trade and industrial

exhibition in 1889.

DVANCE sheets, containing the summary
report on the mineral production of the

United States in 1886, published by the
United States Geological Survey, show the
value of building stone quarried last year to
have been $19,000,000, or about the same as
in 1885 and 1884. The manufacture of bricks

and tiles is valued at $38,500,000, compared
with $35,000,000 in 1885 and $30,000,000 in

1884. The production of 1886 is, conse-

quently, about 10 per cent, higher in value
than that of the preceding year. The increase

in production was rather over 10 per cent.
;

but the price of bricks and tiles was somewhat
lower during part of last year. The produc-
tion of lime in 1886 is estimated at 42 500,000
barrels, against 40,000,000 barrels in 1885, and

37.000.

000 barrels in 1884
;
the price remain-

ing constant at 50 cents per barrel at the
kilns. The manufacture of cement from
natural rock was 4,350,000 barrels of 300 lb.

each, valued at $3,697,500, against -i,000,000
barrels in 1885, valued at $3,200,000. The
production of artificial Portland cement was
150,000 barrels of 400 lb. each, valued at

$292,500, as against a similar quantity in the

preceding year, of the same value. The total

production of cement of all kinds was 4,500,000
barrels, valued at $3,990,000, against 4,150,000
barrels, valued at $3,492,500, in 1885, and

4.000.

000 barrels, of an estimated value of

$3,720,000, in 1884. The promptness with
which these statistics are collected and pub-
lished in the United States contrasts favourably
with the delay experienced in the publication
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of similar sUitistics !ia the United Kingdom.
"VVe are still patiently waiting for the appear-

ance of the latter.

The Report'made to the Local Government
by Dr. Thorne and Mr. Gordon Smith, on

the sanitary state of Oxford, and the attitude

of the local official mind on the subject, is

certainly most edifying reading. The Inspectors

were much struck with the crowded and over-

built state of many parts of the town
;

the

gradual building up even of the insufficient

open spaces formerly existing, the total want
of proper means of ventilation, and of ordinary

iianitary precautions in many places. In one

place they found back-to-back houses with

only 2 ft. 6 in. space in front of them. In an
interview with the Local By-laws Committee
the Inspectors discovered, by little and little,

that not only were the Committee indifferent

to this state of things in the present, but that

they were averse to any revised legislation such
as might work a change for the better in the

future. The Inspectors

“Asked the committee if, iu order to meet the

difficulties they felt, they could describe au area of

the city which might be altogether exempted from
the operation of new by-laws as to buildings, and
remain controlled only by the by-laws at present in

iforce
;

an improved code, dealing, among other
things, with open space about dwellings, being
adopted for the remainder of the district. On
considering this suggestion, it was contendedjby one
and another that this and that locality should be
included in the exempted area, until it became clear

that, although a small minority desired that any such
exemption should be restricted to a comparatively
small area, others practically insisted on including

such an extent of the urban district as could only ho
.

regarded by us as altogether unreasonable
But the general outcome of our inspection and inter-

view is that a majority of the sanitary authority of

Oxford are not at proseut really desirous of effecting

such changes as would be likely to lead to effectual

'improvement in its sanitary condition in regard to
new building.*, unless they could be sure that such
improvement would not interfere with the in-

creasingly fictitious value which house property is

acquiring owing to its dense aggregation.”

This is a charming state of things in a town
which is supposed to be a great centre of

•“culture,” and where a picked body, as one
may say, of the young men of this country
epend two or three years of their lives at the

period when they are passing from youth to

manhood, and when their future physical as

well as intellectual well-being may be con-

siderably influenced by their surroundings.

The majority of undergraduates, it is true, lead

tolerably active aud open-air lives, and get

well oxygenised during the Long
;

nor are

they, perhaps, much given to visits in courts

with back-to-back houses
;
but typhoid may

corner them some day unawares, for all that,

if such apt lairs are provided for it to lie in wait.

Can the University exercise no influence in the

matter ? or are her children to be left to

harmonise with the environment ?

* The Pltiall Bkotches inserted in this report, as also
hose in the report of the Salisbury Meetinc of the Archie-
0 ’gioil Institute on another page, are made from photo-
graphi by Mr. WilldnaoD, of Trowbridge.

THE ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION
EXCURSION.*

The district visited this year by the Archi-
tectural Association presents a complete change
from the scene of last year’s excursion. Then
it was all red brick; now it is grey stone. In
Kent the hop fields nodulated over long parallel

RUINS,' HINTON ASaeiY.

ridges. In Wiltshire the hills are more ir-

regular and varied, and constantly present

evidences of occupation by a race to whom
arebitectnre was unknown, at any rate archi-
tecture saitable for transcription in a sketch-
book. The range of interest could hardly be
wider than this year. Every phase of work is

to be seen, from the Roman baths or the White
Horae, cut on the downs above Westbury, to a
village of the time of William and Wary, and
the still later crescents aud terraces of Bath
itself, the head-quarters of the excuraion.

because of its unstable condition, and partly
because of its inconvenient situatiin. The
detail of the work that remains is somewhat
coarse, but the simplicity and breadth of the
general treatment leave nothing to be desired.

At Hinton, the next place on the programme,
the remains of the Carthusian priory were in-

spected. They consist of a few remains of very
good work of Early English date. The time
was too short to enter into an archceological

Church-work and house-work divide the pro-

gramme about equally. Hinton Abbey, Lacock
Abbey, Norton St. Philip, Wellow, Westwood,
Steeple Ashton, Edington and Westbury, re-

present the former; Cheyney Court, Corsham,
South Wraxall, Great Chaldfield, aud Cold
Ashton, the latter. Then there are in addition

the qnaint town of Bradford-on-Avon, the large

examination with a view to determine the

original uses of the ruined apartments, but it

may fairly be doubted whether the names given

in the guide books are quite correct. The work
of what is called the Chapter-house is of that

simple, supple character which renders un-

restored early work so delightful. The object

aimed at is achieved with so little effort, every-

Hinton Ahbey.

sleepy village of Marshfield, aud the treasures
in the chapel at Farleigh Castle. So the pro-
gramme is varied, and he must be a difficult

man to please who does not find something to

his taste.

Bath and the Neighbourhood.

The first day’s excursion took place in most
favourable weather, and included places of con-

thing is BO spontaneous, difficulties are met iu

such a naive manner, that it is quite refreshing

to return to early work after the pomposities of

later days.

From Hinton Abbey, by way of the Honao
and Church of Hinton Charterhouse, the party
went to Farleigh Castle, the ruins of the strong-

hold of the Hungerfords. In Leland’s time
(ctre. 1536) the castle remained intact, “sette

the: GEORGE; inn
NORTON -ST- PHILIP

siderable interest, though, fortuuately, they
were not so replete with matter to be sketched
as to put members to great inconvenience.
The first stopping place was Claverton, where
only the terraces remain of what was once a
large Elizabethan house, jioasessing a good deal
of detail both inside and out. The terraces
themselves are stately enough, and indicate the
nature and extent of the mansion which was
pulled down by a recent proprietor, partly

on a Rokky Hillc.” It bad “ praty towrres,”

an “ auncient Chapelle ” with a “ praty Mansion
at the very Est end of it ’’ for two chauntry
priests, a fair gate-house to the inner court, and
a stately hall and three stately chambers
within the court. Of the features thus
enumerated 6Dly “ the auncient Chapelle” and
the “ praty Mansion ” at the east end of it

remain
;
the rest has fallen to decay, and the

chapel has become the repository for all frag-

1
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an inner conrt round which the dwelling-hone&

waa built, its four corners being formed by four

towers, parte of which still remain ;
the rest of

the house is completely gone. This was the

home, for eomathing like three centuries, of the

Hnngerford family, and all their pride and all

their possessions, and all the memorials of

them, almost, have shrunk into the small com-
pass of this chapel. There you will find man7
of their tombs, much am\our of their retainers^

some of their chairs, and numerons scraps of

stone and metal which once helped to add to
their magnificence, — a magnificence which
ended in a blaze of extravagance and dissipa-

tion at the Court of the Second Charles.

But enough remains here and in written

records to show bow great a man a Hunger-
ford must once have been and how fine his

dwelling was. And now that his house is-

gone, the best purpose the site serves is to be-

the bourne of picnic parties, and HungerforcD

himself, as he lies on his beautiful tomb in all

the pride that heraldry oan lend, what is be?'

An object that all the world may stare at on
payment of 3d.,—an object not the least of'

whose honours now is that the Architectural'

Association is willing to sketch him.

From Farleigh the party went to what-

Leland calls the “pratie Market Town” of

Norton St. Philip, where the principal attrac-

tion was the “George Inn,” a place evidently

re-named in its old age, for it dates from the

fifteenth century. The lower story, the porch,,

with its pointed arch and cusped side windows,

and the main bulk of the walls, are of stone,

but the greater part of the front is of timber

and plaster, each floor being brought forward

something like 2 ft. The whole effect is very

])icture8que, but the detail is of no great beauty.

There are, however, two octagonal chimueya
with battlemented heads and pierced sides

which deserve attention, and on an adjacent

building is a circular chiraney-head of a similar

nature. At the back of the house an octagonal,

stair turret, combined with the pointed arch of

a passage, makes a hlghly-picturesque group,

while the wide open fireplace of the common,
room, with its grate and ornamental ironwork,

found many admirers. The church hero is of

some interest, which is chiefly confined to the

tower. This is rather unusual in several

respects. It has largo mullioned windows ou

every side, one of which (that on the east fa^e)

is contained in a gabled projection thrown out,

80 it is asserted, to accommodate an altar in the

bell-ringers’ chamber. Between the buttresses,

on the west face a porch has been inserted with,

a panelled soffit of good design, said to have
been brought from elsewhere, but if so, we can.

only admire the lucky chance that mado it fit so

exactly into its present position. The whole

effect of the tower, with its projecting parapet,,

is rather coarser than most work in Somerset,

but, nevertheless, Norton St. Philip may boast

of having a notable tower.

Somewhat similar, but less elaborate, is the

tower of \VelUiw, the last place visited on this

day. The merits of this church are certainly

over-rated by Mr. Murray in his Guide-book,

when he classes it “ among tho finest village

churches in the country.” Nor can tho date,.

13/2, given by him be correct. The nave is

certainly not earlier than the end of the fifteenth

century, and is correspondingly poor. The.

most interesting part is the Hungerford Chapel,,

where some of the original colouring remains

on the roof, recently restored in a judicious

manner by Mr. Wallace Gill, of Bath. In the

chapel, under a shallow arch, is this inscrip-

tion,

—

" Ffor loxe of Thee and Mary ia aako.—Praye for them
that this lete make.”

What “lete” might mean no one was able te

say. In the village is the Manor-house, once

tho dwelling of a Hungerford. The back porch

is dated in the spandrels of the arch,— G. I. H...

1G3'1-. The initials, no doubt, are those of.

George and Joan Hungerford, who lie buried

in the church. He died in 1638; she, ia

1679. There is not much to be seen in this

house, hut a little very good woodwork of a date,

apparently some thirty years prior to the porch.

It consists of an over-mantel and a doorway,

both of which arc adorned with the delicate

foliage and griffins with sprouting tails that

mark the work of the Bcnaissance. The over-

mantel contains three panels, surrounding

shields which bear the arms of Hungerford,

and the pediment over the door bears their

device of three sickles interwoven.

Cheney Court, the first place on the programme

clonged to the powerful family of the Hiiuger-

irds, a family which owned immense estates,

id which not only dominated the whole country
de, but took a prominent part in events which
3lp to make tho history of England. The first

ossessor of Farleigh was Sir Thomas Hunger-

built the Chapel of St. Leouard within the
walls for his own use on tho site (probably) of

the old church. This chapel, the priest’s house
at the east end of it, the gate-house, and a few
fragments of the towers and walls, are all that
remain of the once formidable structure.

snts and curiosities which from time to time

e found. Tho following slight sketch of the

istle was given by Mr. Alfred Gotch :

—

, At first sight it might appear that Farleigh

listlc had no more claim on our attention than

.llington Castle which we saw last year, but

,ough tho wliolo, or nearly the wliole, of the

'chitecture has disappeared, there still remains

ithin tho disused chapel of St. L'-onard much

the building mania then prevalent, till it fell to

decay long after it had passed from the family

who bnilt it. The purchaser of Farleigh, Sir

Thomas Hungerford, died in 1398, and lies

buried in the chapel here. His son Walter,

Lord Hungerford, probably erected the monu-
ment which bears his effigy and that of his

lady. The same Walter built the chapel itself,

aud at the same time built the church up on the

ad, who purchased it from a Lord Burgherah
i the year 1369. There was already some kind
[ a house here, which Sir Thomas converted
ito a castle by adding towers and a moat,
laving the work, however, to be completed by
is son Walter, first Lord Hungerford. The
listle as they left it remains almost unaltered,
ive for a few changes made towards the end
f the sixteenth century under the influence of

Enough is left to enable us to see what kind

of place it was, and Canon Jackson has
an approximate plan of it in his exhaustive

account of the castle. The gatehouse led into

an outer court, in which stood the chapel,

detached
;
while against the walls were stables

and guard-rooms, extending from tbe main
gatehouse to another gate on tbe west side.

Beyond and to the north of this outer cotirt was

lat is of interest, and much that will grace a
:etcli-book. Before, however, examining the
jautiful objects gathered together in that
lildiug, it will, perhaps, not be altogether

•sside tho mark to loaru how they got there,

liis castle, then, of Farleigh - Hungerford

bill. Up to that time the parish had used the

church within the castle walls, but when the

castle was completed it was evidently highly

inconvenient for them to do so ; therefore the

great Lord Walter built them a new church
outside in the year 1443, and at the same time

ALMSHOUSES
,
CORShlA.r-1 .
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for Tneaclay, ia a picturesque gabled bouse,

dating from about the middle of the seventeenth

century. The detail ia coarse throughout,

especially in two large chimneypieces, in which
an earlier style is caricatured. Nevertheless,

the mullioned windows, the disused hooded
doorway, the flight of steps to the present front

door, the ivy-clad walls, and the broad terrace

path combine to make the general appearance
exceedingly pleasant. Corsham Court, the

next place visited, is a far more imposing edifice,

but only the south front has any interest to the

feature in the shape of a large window at the

east end of the nave contrived above the

chancel roof. The north chapel is of great

interest and beauty. It is extremely late in

style, still Gothic, but drooping into Classic in

its pendants. In the north wall is a fine wall

tomb to 'Sir William Sherrington : it bears his

initials, “ W. S.,” in the spandrels of the arch,

and the date, 156G, in a panel. The workman-
ship is of the most delicate in design and exe-

cution, and it is a fitting memorial of the

author of such good work as Sherrington did

Architectural student. This dates from 1582,
and is a good example of Elizabethan work.
The mouldings of the cornices are clean and
well proportioned, the square bay-windows are

massive and solid, while the gables, crowned
with grotesque figures, give a pleasant variety

to the skyUue. The treatment of the bays,

both in general effect and in the seotion of the
mullions, recalls Longleat, some fifteen

miles to the south. By the kindness of

Lord Methuen the party was enabled to

see the collection of pictures, which is one
of the finest private collections in the
•country. Corsham Church has suffered much
of many restorers, and possesses little to

attract a sketching party beyond two elaborate
tombs in the north chapel, one of which is the
tomb of the builder of Great Chalfield Manor-
house (a sketch of the north front of which,
and a sketch of the adjoining church, are given
on pp. 2G8-81), visited on Thursday. Much more
attractive are the almshouses, built in 1668
by a Lady Hungerford, and containing many
suggestive little bits in the shape of brackets,
panelling, bench-ends, and other woodwork. It

is true that the stone details are poor and
coarse, including the heraldic ornamentation
over the porch

;
but the porch itself is good in

outline, and the many gables which adorn the
exterior of the whole building render the
grouping picturesque from all points of view,
while the whole place has a satisfactory air of
being judiciously left alone.
By far the most exciting place of the day’s

programme was Lacock Abbey, where very
excellent work of three periods abounds. Much
of the old thirteenth-century work remains, so
do the fifteenth-century cloisters, while added
to them is some refined Renaissance work of
the time of Edward VI. The Abbey was
founded by Ela, Countess of Salisbury, in 1238,
for Augostinian canonesses, and at the Dissolu-
tion was sold to Sir William Sherrington in
1541. He converted it into a dwelling-house,
and added a large stable yard, but he left much
of the old work intact, and there it stands to
this day with its beautiful rounded caps and
vigorons vaulting and crisp corbels, while in
the cloisters the vaulted ceiling is dotted over,
at the crossing of the ribs, with curious-
coloured bosses. Sherrington’s own work
is no less good, and much of his carving
was done by one John Chapman, whom Sir
John Thynno begged in order that he might
carve him some beasts for his gables at Long-
leat (there are no gables there now)

; but his
wish could not be gratified, as Chapman was
away at Dudley, where he was putting up some
carving for my Lord Northumberland. The
time at Lacock was all too short to do the
place justice, and only a peep could be given
to the church, where there is a very unusual

at the Abbey. Both it and the chapel itself

are coloured. A hurried glance at the village

showed it to be full of picturesque bits, and
seldom has the pitiless whistle of the quarter-

master been heard with greater distress than
on this occasion.

Wo shall continue our account of the excur-

sion in our next.

THE SALISBURY MEETING OF THE
ROYAL ARCHAEOLOGICAL INSTITUTE.*

We continue our notes of this congress.

At Great Durnford Church, which was visited

after leaving Old Sarum, Mr. Georgo H. Gordon,
A.R.I.B.A., read a short paper. The church is

one of considerable interest, with two good
Norman doorways, the chancel arch and font

being also Norman. Mr. Gordon said that the

architecture of the church pointed to a date
somewhere between 1120 and 1160. Ho
thought it was probable that if the church
were carefully and conscientiously restored,

much that would be interesting and instructive

abont it might be discovered. The north door
is of Early Norman work, and is in good pre-

servation. The workmanship is rude, and the

porch is of modern date, with no pretensions to

architecture. On the north side of the nave is

some old glass of the thirteenth century,

representing the Crucifixion. Beyond is a small
fourteenth-century door, leading probably from
the church to the external steps to the rood-

loft. The chancel arch is in good preservation,

but is coated with whitewash. The string

has been cut, and there are other indica-

tions of the existence of a rood-screen.

The caps to this arch are quaint, being
an owl on the north side, representing
Night, and a dove on the south, representing
Morning. The colouring of the chancel is

modern, but is a reproduction of the ancient
design, except as to the colours, which were
originally brighter. Some curious frescoes

were found when the chancel was restored
about twelve years ago. The chancel windows
are lancets, and show no indications of Norman
work. The seats in the nave are thirteenth
century, rude, but in good preservation, and
afford a good example of the durability of oak.
The font is of late Norman date, probably
1160 or 1180, and is in good preservation. Its

design is interesting and remarkable. The
south porch has an Early Norman arch. Ex-
ternally, there are two Norman buttresses, and
on the north side is a leper’s window, which has
been filled up on the inside, but has a hinge
and latch on the outside. It is Early Gothic
in character, and is remarkably near the floor

• See pp. 200, 228, anie.
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of the church. The tower, which at first sight

appears to be Perpendicular, is Early English.

The arch between the nave and tower needs

opening out and restoring. There is some

curious Early English corbelling on the but-

tresses at the west end of the tower.

Britford Church, which was visited on the

following day, is a very interesting building.

It was restored in 1873 under the late

Mr. Street, who appears to have been most
careful in preserving the few remaining indi-

cations of what the original church had
been before the alterations carried out by

one of the Earls of Radnor during the last

century {circa 1764). It was at that period

that the massive tower and west front assumed
their present appearance, according to the

Rector, the Rev. Mr. Morris, who read a short

paper on the chnrch. He said that when the

church was restored in 1873 the last-century

porch at the west end was removed and the

present one built in the south wall of the nave.

In doing this an old round-headed arch, evi-

dently of a very early period,—presumably

of the same date as the two other round

arches in the north and south walls of the

nave, which form the special feature of interest

in tho church, were discovered. The two arches

last named were opened out for the first time in

1872, when they were found to be perfect, the

only part of them before visible being their

exterior surface in the outer wall of the church.

From their appearance they were mentioned by
Bloxam as being Saxon, but since they have

been opened out they have been generally held

to be Roman,—an opinion endorsed by the late

Mr. Street and also by Mr. Roach Smith, who
considers them to be “ Roman, tJi There

has been much discussion as to the date of the

carved work on. the arch in the north wall,

which appears to be unfinished, and also as to

the purpose of the projecting stones at the

bottom and towards the top of the springing of

the arch.

Mr. R. P. Pullan said the church was a most

interesting one, but he inclined strongly to the

belief that the arches referred to were Saxon,

built with Roman bricks. The carving on the

jambs of one of them was tho finest and richest

of its period that he remembered to have seen

in any church in the kingdom. It was some,

what later than the construction of the arches

themselves.
Mr. J. T. Micklethwaite said that the church

afforded a very interesting example of the very

earliest form of the cross church. It was

perfectly clear to him that tho first church

here consisted of a nave of exactly the same

size as the present nave. There was probably

a small sanctuary, not projecting further east-

wards thau the tower does at present. The

interesting archways whose age was in dispute

gave access to small eido chapels which were,

iu fact, the earliest development of the

transept.

Mr. Arthur Evans spoke of the carvings on

one of the arches as being decidedly Byzantine

in character, while Mr. Parke Harrison argued

that it is Saxon.

At Bradford-on-Avon, which was reached

by special train, the interesting and very

fine tithe-barn (of which we give a sketch)

was first visited, under the guidance of Mr.

C. S. Adye. It has a very fine roof. Some
discussion took place as to the date, the con-

clusion arrived at being that it was erected

circa 1330 to 1350. At a meeting of the Archi-

tectural Section, however, on the following

evening, Mr. Parke Harrison said he was not

satisfied that that decision was correct. The

buttresses were certainly Early English, but he

thought he could adduce good reasons for

believing that the walls were Norman. Firstly,

the walls were themselves out of the

perpendicular, thrown oat by the weight

of the magnificent roof. But the buttresses,

which were admittedly Early English, were

not out of the perpendicular, showing that

they must have been erected subsequently

to the main walls, in order to support them.

If the walls themselves were coeval with the

buttresses, the latter would have got out of the

perpendicular when the walls did. Secondly,

having studied masons’ marks abroad and at

home, he had a good knowledge of the Norman
masons’ marks, and he had found on the walls

of the Bradford tithe-barn certain masons’

marks which were found also at Gloucester and

in William Rufus’ahall at Westminster. Thirdly,

the tooling of the stones in the walls of the

Bradford barn showed them to be Norman.
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The Tisitors next proceeded, under the

^gnidance of Mr. Adye, to the old bridge of

Bradford-on-Avon. He pointed out that the

bridge was originally much narrower (as could

be seen by the inspection of the underside of

the arches), being only a foot or pack-horse

bridge. The bridge was widened circa 1645.

'The curious little building on one side of it

^shown in the accompanying sketch) excited

Aotne discussion. Was it ever a chapel? Aubrey

eaid it was, and this was the opinion of Precentor

Venables and the Rev. Dr. Cox. It was long used

as a lock-up, but is now, Mr. Adye said, made
available as a powder magazine ! It was the

opinion of most of the visitors who were com-

potent to judge that the dome-like roof was of

late date, probably Jacobean. The fish (a

gudgeon) which forms part of the finial is the

orablem of St. Nicholas. The inhabitants of

the town were familiarly spoken of as “ Brad-

ford gudgeon,” according to Mr. Adye, and

those who had been tenants of the lock-up were

said to have been “ under the fish and over the

water.”
The visitors proceeded next to Kingston

House, a very fine specimen of domestic archi-

tecture, and of which a small view is given

on our sheet of phototype illustrations. Mr. F.

Shum, r.S.A., read an interesting paper on the

house. In it be said that Kingston House is

one of three country mansions erected at the

same period, distinguished by the singular

beauty of tlio buildings, by the exquisite taste

displayed in the architectural features of the

surrounding terraces and balustrades, by the

rich and imposing details of the interior decora-

tions, and also by the unique similarity of the

three in style, in ornament, and in general

effect. The first of these is Kirkby, in North-

amptonshire, the seat of Lord Winchilsea; the

second is the old manor house of Claverton, near

Bath, formerly the seat of Wm. Bassett ;
and the

third the Duke’s, or Kingston House, in Brad-

ford, purchased aud restored by the late Mr.

Moulton. Longleat, situated only a few miles

from hero, is usually referred to as very similar

in stylo and about the same period. The

older parts of Kirkby House were built in

the latter end of the fifteenth century, while

that which so closely resembles Kingston House

must have been erected in the seventeenth.

The date, 1G25, of the old Manor Honse at

Claverton was, with the arras and initials of the

owner, recorded on the building itself, which

was unfortunately taken down by the late

owner, Mr. Geo. Vivian, and a new mansion

built from a design by Sir Jeffery Wyatville.

The terraces and balustrades only are preserved

intect. Kingston House clearly belongs to this

time, possibly a little later, for not only is the

building in a better state than Claverton prior

to its destraction, bat the stylo of architecture

and the details are more developed and elabo-

rately treated. The gonial and enthusiastic

John Britton, and Richardson, author of

“Observations on the Architecture of England

during the reigns of Qneon Elizabeth and

King James,” have both written descrip-

tions and published drawings of this house.

The last publication relating to it is a

volume of illustrations of Claverton and the

Duke’s House, of Bradford, published^ by Mr.

George Vivian, of the former place, in 1837,

and containing some admirable drawings of the

buildings and internal decorations. In these

works it is described as being of the Transitional

style, between the Old Tudor or Porpendicnlar

and the new or Palladian : many of the enrich-

ments are copied from German work in fashion

at that time. The front facing the south is

divided into two stories, with attics in the

gables. The windows are in beautiful propor-

tion, with stone muUions. These are formed

by three projections, the central one square,

and the two side ones recessed, with semi-

circular bows. In the centre is a large scnlp-

tnred doorway to a porch, and the summits of

the window bays are adorned with open para-

pets. The characteristic feature of this style

of architecture is, of course, the window light.

As seen from the outside, the windows are

extremely handsome ;
from within, they are in

the winter suggestive of cold, aud in the

summer of heat.

Returning through the narrow lane known as

“ The Shambles,” the visitors next proceeded

to the interesting Saxon Church of St. Laurence,

under the guidance of Mr. Adye, who has

restored the building in a very conservative

spirit, only doing what was necessary to put it

into repair and to keep it in good preservation.

He pointed out that the string-course and

arcading, partly shown in the view which forms

one of our phototype illustrations are con-

structional,—i.e., cut out of the wall-stones,

and quite irrespective of joints.

Mr. E. Chisholm Batten read an interesting

paper on the church. Ho said that very shortly

after Tna’s accession Aldhelm communicated

to him his intention of going to Romo to obtain

a grant from the Pope of the largest privileges

of a monastery for the abbey of Malmesbury

and its dependent house at Frome, to which

proposal not only Ina, but Ethelred, tbe King

of the Mercians, gave full countenance. Ald-

helm obtained at Rome a bull or charter of

privileges finm Pope Sergius exempting the

monasteries of Malmesbury and irome from

episcopal jurisdiction and secular services, and

conferring on tbe monks the privilege of

electing their abbot. After his return from

Rome Aldhelm founded a monastery at Bradford.

(It was probably not founded before that time,

as Bradford is not named in the charter of

privileges of Pope Sergius.) When Ina divided

the Bishopric of Winchester into two, in 705,

and founded the Bishopric of Sherborne, he

insisted on Aldhelm becoming tbe first bishop

of the new diocese. The monastery of Brad-

ford is first named in the episcopal letter of

Aldhelm, which he wrote in 705, stating that

ho had desired, on becoming a bishop, to resign

the position of abbot in his monasteries of

Malmesbury, Frome, aud Bradford ; but his

monks insisted on his remaining their head,

which he consented to do, and King Ina was a

witness to the letter. William of Malmesbnry,

after mentioning this episcopal letter of St.

Aldhelm, in which the monastery of Bradford is

named, adds the now well-known sentence :

—

” Et est ad hunc diem eo loci Ecclesiola

quam ad nomen beatissimi Laurentii fecessa.

prcedicatur" ; which may be translated : “And
there is to this day in that place a little church

which ho (Aldhelm) is asserted to have made
for the name of the most Blessed Lawrence.”

The question to be submitted to Ithe visitors

was :
“ Does the building now standing only

occupy the site of the church built by Aldhelm,

or is it the actual church itself ” ? Mr.

Chisholm proceeded to argue that the present

building was the building erected by Aldhelm.

He said that in a tract published by the Com-

mittee of Trustees for the preservation and

restoration of the building in 1872, Mr. Freeman

expressed his opinion of its date in these words

:

“ From tbe character of tbe building I should

be inclined to place it early in the last of the

three ante-Norman periods which I tried to

make out in my ‘ History of Architecture.’

There is certainly in this building nothing that

can be described as Norman.” 'The opinion of

the late Mr. J. H. Parker was thna expressed :

—

“ Tbe church was built, as it seems to me,

in the time of Bishop Ethelwold, between

970 aud 975, or possibly then built of wood
only and rebuilt of stone about 1025, not
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later.” The fonndation for this opinion of
Mr. Parker’s was the great similarity be-
tween the sculptured angels in the east wall
of the chancel (one of which is represented by
the annexed sketch), and the figures of angels

found in the Bened'C ional of St. Etholwold,
who held the see of Wincheatcr from A.D. 963
to 984. In 1874 Mr. Freeman, who had in the
meantime most carefully examined the build-
ing, wrote, in .his pap* r on “Ina,” printed iu
Tol. XX. of the “Transactions of the Somerset
Archmological Society”: — “As Abbot of
Malmesbury, Ealdhelm had been one of the
greatest builders of his time. The realm of
Ina was adorned with a number of churches,
the work of his saintly kinsman. Of these one
happily remains to ns, the church reared by
Ealdhelm on the scene of his nncle Cenwealh’s
victory,— the lately-rescnod chnrch of St.
Lawrence at Bradford-on-Avon. There it

stands, telling its tale that the English of the
seventh and eighth centuries were not savages
unable to put stone and mortar together.”
In pursuing his argument, Mr. Chisholm
Batten pointed out that Aldhelm certainly
built the great church at Malmesbury of stone,
and the church he built at Wareham was also
of stone. Then why not this church at
Bradford ? No one, lie said, would insist
the chnrch, as it now stood, being exclusively
the work of Aldlielui, and certainly the angels
in the east wail of the chancel might well have
been added after the nuns of Shaftesbury owned
the church. Much of the oroatnentation ex-
ternally must have been done after the erec-
tion of the walls.

At South Wraxall Manor House,—of which
we give a sketch of a gateway and (on onr
sheet of phototype illustrations) a view in the
courtyard, besides views of three of the chimney,
pieces,—Mr. C. E. Ponting, architect, Marl-
borough, read a short paper, in which he
said that this charming specimen of English
Domestic architecture illustrates in a remark-
able manner the development of the dwelling-
house from the later middle ages onwards.
The oldest parts of the building are the hall,
the kitchen, and parlour on the south of it,

with the host’s chamber over
; and the buttery,

with guests’ chamber over, on the north of
the hall. Of the latter only the roof remains
of the original features to indicate the date.
The whole of this was erected in the early
part of the fifteenth century, and probably by
Robert Long, M.P. for Wilts in 1433, who
died m 1447. Next in date (and very little
later) is the block of offices at the north-east
angle of the^ courtyard, which then stood
detached. This also has its original roof. The
entrance gateway, with the porter’s dwel'iug
over, and the buildings connecting it with the
parlour, were apparently erected at the
beginning of the sixteenth century, after the
acquisition of the Manor of Draycot Cerne by
Sir Thomas Long, as the badge of the possessor
of this manor is cut on the label termination.
The original part of the gateway only extended
to about 14 ft. from the south face, and the
quoin is visible on the west side, as well as a
blocked-np doorway forming a foot entrance
from the outtide. An enlargement, by the
erection of what Walker’calls the “ Dining Room
(east of Withdrawing Room),” with the new
guests' room over, was made at about this
time, this being indicated by the roof, with its
collar and wind-braces; and it is doubtless owing
to this not being accessible to him that Walker
sets this part of the building down as dating
from early in the reign of James I. Daring
the latter part of the reign of Elizabeth and
the early part of the succeeding one, very ex-
tensive alterations appear to have been made
in the house to adapt it to the changed habits
of the people. A fireplace was added to the
hall. The chimneypiece bears date 1598, andwas erected during the ownership of the pro-

Walter Long, who was Slieriff of Wiltsm 1601. The greatest change, however, wasmade m the remarkable remodelling of the part
north of the hall. The ancient guests’ chamber

drawing Room,” and its dimensions increased
both in length and in width; and in order to
effect this without disturbing the original roof,
a piece of the north wall was left to support it,

in such a position as to come in the centre of the
extended length of the room, and the
space between this pier and the new north
wall was built up. The whole block (of
the pier) was then made an ornamental
feature by forming five niched seats in it.

Lintels were thrown across east and west of
the pier, to carry the north plate of the roof.
A large bay was then formed on the east side
of the pier, and the widened room lengthened
8 ft. westward, the entire available space in the
new walls being occupied by mullioned win-

namo from creech or creeken, a hill,—being
placed on an isolated eminence fortified witir
a ditch and having a rampart all round the
summit. The word “ scratchy ” was sometimes
applied to land where the rock was only thinly
covered with earth, and that had been given as
the origin of the name “ Scratchbury,” but the
late Canon Jones derived the name of the camp
from the Scandinavian word scratti, a demon,*'
the idea being common in ancient times that
great works like the fortifications at Scratch-
bury were carried out by the help of evil spirits.

The fortified space has three entrances, the
south-east entrance being approached by a
narrow neck of land called Burberry. The
camp is ancient British, and the area comprised

dows of three lights in height. The beautiful
chimneypiece in this apartment (shown in
the left-hand bottom corner of the sheet of
phototypes) blocks up the doorway which
formerly led into the small chamber over
the north-west bay of the ball. The rich
coved plaster ceiling was erected under the
braces of the original roof, which were cut
off at the plate level for the purpose. The
oak panelling is apparently coeval in date.
The two rooms east of this, which Walker
terms the “ Dining Room ” and “New Guests’
I^om,” appear to have been refitted at this
time, as the chimneypieces indicate. At about
the same time a new kitchen was added. The
hall itself was enriched about the year 1600
by the erection of the carved screen. About a

;

within the fosse and vallum exceeds 40 acres-
The circuit of the outer rampart is 1 mile and
86 yards.

_

The greatest height of the vallum is
66 ft. Within the circuit are several tumuli,,
and an inner earthwork of circular form. The
material of the ramparts is chalk and earth,
obtained from the fosses and firmly bedded
together. These ancient fortresses of a primi-
tive and simple people, said Prebendary
Scartb, in conclusion, were, as features in the-
history of the races that had peopled this
island, well worth preserving, and he hoped
they would always be respected and preserved^
In the Architectural Section, the Rev.

J. A. Bennett, B.A., read a paper entitled
“The Architect of Salisbury Cathedral.” H&
commenced by remarking that it was a

Chalfield, to inspect the church and manor-
house, under the guidance of the Rev E
Kingston and Mr. E. Green. We append a
sketch of the north front of the Manor-honse
The gable shown to the left hand has nothin^
behind it, the building being partly a rtiim
Closely adjoining this end of the Manor-house
is the church, ivitli its picturesque turret
perched on tlie gable end.

Scratchbury Camp was visited on the last
day but one of the meeting. Prebendary
Scarth said that Scratchbury Camp which

the huttet,

I

common subject of regret that while we hatf,

hdnfo
* ^ ® anrroandmgs of the in enory part of the kingdom, works of art in

in., • , , I

Stone second to none in the world, the names
:im ,

pcccoeded to Great of the men who had created them were lost. It
was his aim to show that in one Master Elias,
de Derham we had the name of one of thoee.
great men of old,—one of the masters in the
school which created for us our own distinctive
Early English style, lie was a man of con-
siderable eminence among the personages of
the time. The earliest date at which the antlior
had met with the name of Elias de Derham
was in a Close Roll of A.D. 1205. In it, he,
as one of the executors of the will of Arch-
bishop Hubert Walter, was ordered to pay over

Aa bearinp on this question, one of the Tisitors, Mr
Irreville Chester, remarked that in some parts of thes
country “ Old Scratch ” was a vulgar name for the Devil,
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0 in moneys which had belonged to the then

1 Bishop of Bath. The author said he had

4 been told on whnt should bo good authority

t King John’s Palace at Westminster was
iired by Elias de Dcrham in the year 1209,

I le had not been able to verify that statc-

i'/. The next mention of bis name was fonnd
ji early will of Hugh de Wells, Bishop of

j.oln (a copy of the will is amongst the

liments of Wells Cathedral). In it Bishop

j h appointed Master Elias de Derham to be

and that the architect employed was
Elias de Derham, who seemed to hare been
in close connexion with the King, and, indeed,

to have been in much the same relationship to

him as William of Wykeham was to King
Edward III. and his successors. Mr. Bennett
continued his paper by arguing inferentially,

from certain resemblances between contempo-
rary work at Salisbury, Winchester, and Wells,

that these works must have emanated from one
master-mind, viz., that of Elias de Derham.

Bxecutor, together with his own brother

, line, Bishop of Bath. At about the same
' I he was employed as architect upon a work
.reat importance,—the Shrine of St. Thomas
JiDanterbury. The authority for that was
«thew Paris, who added to his account of the

^islation of St. Thomas, in A.D. 1220, the

t3raent that the shrine whither the body was
loved was the work “of the incomparable

f leers, Waiter de Colchester, Sacrist of St.

ins, and Elis de Derham, Canon of Salis-

Another notice of Elias de Derliam

4aout the same date was found in connexion

I L Salisbury. The Diocesan Registers spoke

im, as a canon of Salisbury, eleven times,

I there wore positive statements in the

ok of Evidences,” among the Bishop’s

u iments, that he was the builder of the
' nal house in the close called “Aula
nobea,” or “ Leden-hall.” Lelaud gave a
;age from an old martyrology of Salisbury

I’h spoke of Elias de Derham as “rector” of

'lew fabric of the church of Salisbury from
B rat foundation for twenty-five years. Pre-

llary Jones, in his history of the diocese,

il that by a sort of dim tradition Elias de

mam was believed by some to have been the

i designer of the cathedral. Prebendary
S 8 did not give a decided opinion as

3i the exact meaning of the word
’l-tor,” but there seemed to be every

1 m for taking the word in its usual sense

I

ueaning the chief person concerned, and
merely as the equivalent of “ magister

t'ltionvm,”—“ dork of the works,”—and for

d ving that the tradition was founded on
3l It seemed to Mr. Bennett also that the

I

di that Elias de Derham was employed in
j

ii architectural capacity during the samel
Jsat Salisbury, Canterbury, and Winchester, I

:] that ho accompanied Bishop Poore to'

iiiam in the midst of it all, was quite incon-
j

int with the position of a (mere) clerk of!

l:a, tho very reason for whose employment'
HI was that ho should be in daily superin-

j

dence of some particular building. Mr.!
I'ko, in his paper on the King’s Hall at]

j
jhester, which was printed in the Winchester

[

I me of the Institute for 1S45, showed, by
Hets from the Close Rolls and Liberate

[

l3, that a great deal of work was going
j.t the hall about the years 1230-1235, '

Another paper read in this Section was by
Mr. C. E. Pouting, on Edington Church. We
give a summary of the paper on another page,
and accompany it by some illustrations repro-
duced from Mr. Pontiag’s drawings for tho
restoration of the church.
We have a few more brief notes to follow in

completion of our report.

Jllustraimns.

CHURCHES AND OTHER BUILDINGS
VISITED BY THE ARCHITECTURAL
ASSOCIATION.

Bur sheet of phototype illustrations shows
some of the churches and buildings
visited by the Architectural Associa-

tion during the present week. By a coincidence
elsGwhei-e mentioned, some of these buildings

were visited a fortnight ago by the Royal
Archmological Institute, in connexion with its

meeting in Salisbury, now being reported in

our colnmos.

EDINGTON CHURCH, WILTSHIRE.

Tins fine church, of which we give plan,

transverse sections, and sonth, east, and west
elevations (as well as a small view on our
sheet of phototype illustrations), has been
visited this week by the Architectural Asso-
ciation. As elsewhere mentioned, it formed
the subject of an interesting paper read in

the Ai'chitectural Section of the Salisbury

meeting of tho* Royal Archjcological Institute

a fortnight ago by Mr. C. E. Ponting, the
architect for the restoration of the church.
Mr. Ponting, at the outset of his paper, said the
church would be restored in the most conser-
vative sense of the word. He went on to say
that the rectory of Edington belonged to the
Abbey of Rorasey, of which the rector was a
resident prebendary, and the parochial duties,

with the services in the church (the predecessor

of the building under notice) were discharged
by a vicar. About the year 1300 William of
Edington (whose surname is unknown) wa.'i

horn in the village whose name he adopted.
After education at Oxford, and having held two
previous livings, he in 1322 became rector of

Middleton Cheney, in Oxfordshire. In 13i5 he

was, by royal favour, appointed to the See of
Winchester, and shortly afterwards made Lord
High Chancellor of England. Soon after his conse-
cration to Winches ter he appears to have set about
improving the state of the church in his native
parish of Edington. He first (in 1351) arranged
with the Abbess of Romsey for the establish-

ment at Edington of a collegiate body of secular
priests under a warden. Bntashort time after

this, at the special request of the Black Prince,,

he converted his college into a monastery of the

Augustine order of Bonhommes, and built the
present church. Leland gives the following

extracts from a certain Latin book of Edington
monastery:—“3rd Jnly, 1352, was laid the-

firat stone of the monastery of Edindon.”
“ A.D. 1361. The Conventual Church of

Edindon was dedicated by Robert Wyville,

Bishop of Sarnm, to the hononr of St. James
tho Apostle, S. Katherine, and All Saints.”"

We are thus able to fix the exact date of ther

commencement and completion of the church,

the whole of which was carried out during the

bishop's lifetime. The church is especially

interesting, Mr. Ponting remarked, as marking
the period of change from one of the great-

divisions of Gothic architecture to another,

—

from the Decorated (which Parker set down as

ending about 1360, and Rickman as 1377) to
the Perpendicular (which both authorities con-

sidered as commencing abont the year 1400).

The value of the example is enhanced by
tho fact that (with tho exception, perhaps,,

of the porch, which appears to have been
added to the aisle wall rather than built up
with it, and is somewhat later in detail), the

building is all of one date, and it remains
practically unaltered, so that it presents to us
a complete specimen of the monastic church of

the fourteenth century. The tower was formerly

vaulted in stone at its lower stage, but the

corbels, springers, and wall-ribs only remain.
The chancel being the church of the monastery,
tho parish altar was doubtless placed under
the tower. The original chancel roof (which
must have been of wood and not of stone, as"

so often stated) has disappeared, and a modem
roof and plaster ceiling of about a century old

have taken its place. But the corbels which
supported tho roof trusses remain,—two on
each side,—as well as four niches, which pro-

bably contained figures of tbe Evangelists. On
the east wall, flanking tho window, are two-

niches of very elaborate design and delicate-

construction, the slender proportions of their

tabernacle work being suggestive of wood
rather than stone. In the centre of the south
side of the chancel is a doorway which (doubt-
less from its plain external appearance) has-

been considered modern, but which is richly

moulded on the inside, the label being carried

up as an ogee canopy with flanking pinnacles-

and crockets, and dying into the string course.

But the rebate for the doors is on the

outside, where the western jamb and arch

have a small plain chamfer, whilst the

eastern jamb is deeply splayed off. This-

was evidently not originally an outside entrance

to the chancel, as at present, but opened into a
long narrow chamber against the two eastern

bays. Referring to the south elevation, it will

be seen that the outer sills of the windows of

these two bays, are on this side, kept higher,,

the splays being flatter to admit of it. There
is a built-up window in the buttress at the west
end of the chamber, and an archway for pas-

sage through tho intervening one, also blocked

np. In the chancel w’all at this part there are

two built-up squints or windows (with a mullion

between) which once looked into the sanctuary.

The object of this passage-like chamber opens-

the field for mneh conjecture. It must have-

been too narrow for a sacristy. Was it the

kind of anchor-hold described by Mr. Mackenzie

Walcott, the openings being made to enable the

recluse to see the mysteries ? Or was it a place

for the leper ? However that might be, all

these features, including the doorway, were cer-

tainly coeval with the chancel. Tho roofs of"

the naves, aisles, and transepts are Jacobean,

the dates on them ranging from 1605 to 1674.

There arc reasons for believing them to be, in

general form, copies of the original. Thev
are of the king-post and tie-beam type. Th&
exterior of the church is remarkable for the-

regnlarity of its design. The west front is-

notable for its unique window and door-

way. The doorway appears to have been
intended more as au architectural feature

than for use, as tbe splayed wall -plinth-

of soft stone is carried through as a sill, and
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ahowa little sign of wear. A noticeable fact in

the design of the church is that effect is pro-

duced by good proportions, solid construction,

and rich mouldings, rather than by carving.
The capitals throughout are plainly moulded.
In concluding his paper, Mr. Pouting adduced
from this church reasons for believing that it

'was its founder, William of Edington (and not
William of Wykehatn, who has generally been
credited with it) who introduced the leading
principles of the Perpendicular style.

We may add that Mr. Ponting’s report on the
•condition of the church reveals a sad state of
neglect and dilapidation, and it is quite clear
4.hat the structural repairs which he recommends
•ought to be carried out with as little delay as
(possible if the church is to be preserved intact.

DALMATIAN ARCHITECTURE.
The page of illustrations which wo give’

-from drawings by Mr. T. J. Jackson, M.A., are
referred to in our first article this week.

NEW PREMISES, OXPORD-STREET.
We give this week a perspective view of

premises in the course of erection in Oiford-
-atreet for Mr. Henry Heath. They extend
-from Oxford-street to Hollen-street, the manu-
factory being in the rear, and already completed
:and occupied.

The erection of the front has been delayed
•till the end of this season, so as not to un-
mecessarily interfere with the business.

The front is to be faced with terra cotta from
the Burmantofts works.

Messrs. Peto Bros, are the contractors
; and

the work is being carried out from the designs
•«.nd under the superintendenco of Messrs.
Christopher & White, architects.

THE BRITISH ARCHAEOLOGICAL
ASSOCIATION.

The British Archmological Association is now
bidding its Forty - fifth Annual Congress at
Liverpool, the President, who will also continue
^n office during the ensuing year, being Sir
James Allanson Picton, F.S.A., an old member
•of the Association and inhabitant of the city.
There is an influential reception committee,
consisting of seventy or eighty of the principal
citizens and others. The Local Hon. Secretaries
jare Messrs. C. W. Blease, Ed. M. Hance, LL.B.
:and R. D. Eadcliffe, M.A.

’

The proceedings commenced at three o’clock
on Monday with an ” At Home,” ppven by the
Mayor of Liverpool, Sir James Poole, in the
Town -hall, where the reception committee
assembled to formally welcome the members of
the Congress. An adjournment was then made
to the Council - chamber, where Mr. John
Hughes, acting on behalf of the Mayor, pre-
sided.

After rendering the members a hearty wel-
come, Mr. Hnghes called upon Sir J. A. Picton
to deliver his inaugural address, and vacated
the chair for the purpose. We have the greater
part of Sir James Picton’s interesting address
in type, but it is unfortunately crowded out
this week

;
it shall appear in our next.

The address was listened to with much inte-
rest by the audience, which completely filled
the Council Chamber. At its close a vote of
•thanks to the lecturer "was proposed by the
Rev. H. H, Higgins, who dwelt upon the
important services rendered to the city by Sir
James Picton, during a long life, particularly
with respect to the Free Public Library of
Liverpool. The vote was carried by acclama-
tion, and the party adjourned to the upper
"rooms of the Town-hall, where the maces and
silver plate belonging to the Corporation were
laid out for inspection. The whole of the
charters granted to Liverpool by various kings
of England were also exhibited, and these were
-described by Mr. de Gray Birch, F.S.A., one of
the honorary secretaries of the Association.
The first m order of date is the so-called charter
-of King John. It is written on a small slip of
.parchment a few inches in length. It recites
that the burgesses who have taken up their
:abode at Liverpool are to possess free customs
.as are enjoyed by other maritime towns This
-cannot, therefore, be regarded as a Charter of
Incorporation, such as is the next in date, that
•granted by King Henry III. in 1229, by which
Liverpool js_ constituted a free town with a
"mercliant guild, no one being allowed to makeany merchandise except by a member of the

guild, or by its permission. In addition, other
rights and privileges are granted. There is no
seal to either of these documents. The charter,
or leather the confirmation of the former docu-
ments, made by King Edward III. at York, was
also exhibited. This is an interesting docu-
ment from the number of signatures of members
of the king’s court attesting it. Various other
charters of later date were also exhibited,
among them being those of King Charles I.,

William III., and the market grant of Queen
Anne.

Mr. Birch called attention to the excellent
state of preservation of the documents, which
indicates careful treatment of a better kind
than is frequently found, and the example of
the municipal authorities may be followed with
much advantage by other corporations.
Refreshments having been partaken of, the

party proceeded, under the guidance of the
Town Surveyor, to inspect St. George’s Hall,
which was specially thrown open and lighted
up for the inspection of the party, the inten-
tion having been not only to show the visitors
a monument of which Liverpool is so justly
proud, as to indicate its resemblance to some of
the works of ancient Rome. The building was
seen to great advantage. At the conclusion of
its inspection the thanks of the party were
rendered to the City Surveyor by Mr. Arthur
Cates, F.S.A.
The party then adjourned, to re-assemble at

a public dinner, which -was partaken of at the
Adelphi Hotel, under the presidency of Sir
J. A. Picton.

On Tuesday, the 16th,- the party proceeded
to inspect the remains of the old Priory of
Birkenhead, where, on assembling in the
ancient Chapter • house, a paper was read by
Mr. Charles Aldridge, F.R.I.B.A. The build-
ing was founded by Hamon de Massey in 1150
for sixteen Benedictine monks, and the lecturer
showed that although the establishment was at
first in some way considered as an offshoot
from the great Abbey of St. Werburgh, at
Cheater, yet it was independent of the parent
house. A plan was produced showing a curious
resemblance between the disposition of the
buildings at the two monasteries, both having
the domestic portions north of the church. At
Birkenhead the remains consist of the Chapter-
house and the Scriptorium over it. This build-
ing is roofed in and is in fairly good condition.
The remains of the abbot’s house on the west
side of where the cloisters have been, and the
refectory on the north side, complete the bulb
of the ruins, although portions of the north
side of the church may be traced. The
entrance to the Chapter-house and its vaulted
ceiling are of Norman date, of very plain and
early description, which are fully thirty years
earlier in date than the period so usually
assigned for the foundation. These portions
indicate that they had been erected at the
earlier period, and only devoted to the use of
the community at the date named in the docu-
ments, which seem to be well attested. Other
portions of the ruins are of early fourteenth-
century work, and there are many insertions of
later date. The broken walls form a singular
group of ivy.clad ruins hemmed in with small
modern houses, close to the present church of
Birkenhead. Reference was made to the ferry
to Liverpool owned by the monks, which is con-
tinued with all the appliances of modern times
down to our own days

; and passing mention
was made to the discovery about forty years
ago of an oak-framed bridge completely buried
beneath the modern level. The lecturer sup-
posed this to have been the work of the monks.
Since, however, it was found completely silted
up and buried beneath alluvial soil, it points
clearly to a period when the level of the land
was higher than at present. The subsidence
has to be taken in relation to the submerged
forest on the Meols shore many miles off, which
points to a similar sinking. The discovery,
which deserves more attention than was be-
stowed upon it at the time, has considerable
interest in relation to the former condition of
the district, and a Roman origin, which was
claimed for it at the time, is none too remote a
date to assign to its formation.
The party then proceeded by carriage to

Bidston Hall, one of the homes of the Stanley
family, a moderate-sized stone-built bouse,
having a long, low front with apparently a poor
modern roof, the only marks of antiquity being
the walls, the mullioned windows, a projecting
oriel, and a plain entrance door, the building
having a gloomy look from the entrance court,

and also the garden in the rear being enclosed
with low walls. Sir Jas. A. Picton described
the connexion of the Stanleys with the building,
and pointed out the most salient of its features*
also the peculiar manner in which the stone
floors are decorated with patterns by the

' present occupiers whenever they are washed.
The church, dedicated to St. Oswald, of which
only a very elegant but simple tower remains
was described by Mr. E. P. Loftus Brock*
F.S.A.

‘

Passing by the Meols shore and its sub-
merged forest, close to the supposed site of a
Roman settlement, a halt was made at West
Kirby Church, where the Rev. Canon Eaton
received the party. The church, dedicated to
St. Bridget, is a conspicuous object of no little

interest. In its restoration several stones with
incised patterns of Saxon date were found.

Progress was then made along the banks of

the Dee, whence a beautiful view was obtained
of the Irish Channel and the Welsh mountains
of Flintshire. At Thnrstasten Hall, Sir David :

and Lady Eadcliffe welcomed the party, and i

luncheon was partaken of in a large marquee.
The ancient ball was then examined, and many

i

curious features of the building pointed out.

The old fabric stands beside a beautiful new
parish church, recently completed by Mr. Pear- ;

son, which was thrown open for the inspection i

of the party. The huge mass of red sandstone :

on Thorstaston Common, was then visited, and i

here Sir Jas. Picton read a paper, pointing out :

that the stone was most probably called after '

Thor.
Rapid progress was then made to Wood- :

chorch, where the well-kept church was :

inspected, and, by invitation of the Rev. •

Canon Robin, tea was partaken of. A visit to t

the quaint old half-timbered hall at Irby had i

to be abandoned for want of time. This was :

much regretted, since the building is said to be ;

greatly decayed, and its partial renovation is

conteiE plated.

Tuesday’s proceedings were brought to a close s

by a meeting in the Walker Art Gallery, when i

the following papers were read;—“The Con- :

tinnity of Christianity in Wirral from Roman i

Times,” by the Rev. A. E. P. Gray, M.A., i

F.S.A. ;
“ Relations of Wales and Cornwall in i

the Fifth, Sixth, and Seventh Centuries,” by i

the Rev. W. S. Lach-Szyrma; and “ Considers- i

tions on the Plan of the Walls of Chester,” by i

Mr, Loftus Brock.
On Wednesday, the 17th, the party proceeded, 3

by carriages to inspect various antiquities in i

tho southern and eastern suburbs of Liverpoo^f
the first halt being made at the celebrated pre- <

historic circle of stones called Calder Stones.

Instead of their being found on some open i

moor or other site which may seem to be fitting i

to such early remains, they are, in fact, snr- i

rounded by a dwarf wall and a circle of iron >

railings, at thejunction of three well-frequented.;

roads, close to modern houses. An inscription )

indicates that they were enclosed in 1845, i

and, although their appearance through the iron >

railings is not good, yet we may be thankfol'c

that the enclosure has prevented the stones. (

from being entirely covered over with initials'!

and other marks of popular interest. Enterii^ i

throogh an iron gate into the small circular ,9

enclosure, the party listened to an able address '(

by the President, who called attention to the ;

carious cup and ring marks which occur on '

almost every one of the group of stones. Theses
are not yet obliterated. The name Calder he’i

considered to bo derived from the Saxoni'i

Galder, meaning witchcraft or magic
;

and i

nothing could be more likely than that the :

little circle of stones would have been regarded,;

with superstitious feelings by the Saxon in- i

vaders. Entering upon the -wider inquiry as to i

the age of the stones, he referred to tho large ;

extent of the earth over which stones similarly i

marked have been found, and could only say ;

that ho believed their erection to be the work i;

of some Turanian tribe at a very remote period, -i

In the discussion which ensued, Mr. de Gray

"

Birch, F.S.A., suggested that the markings on ci

the stones might probably have been rude maps
jj

of some ancient settlement. Prior to thelj

enclosure the stones bad been covered by a !

sand hillock now removed, and the sepulchral -l

nature of the circle was shown by the discovery]'

of several urns filled with burned bones, which c

were scattered by the workmen.
A short visit was paid to Messrs. Paley &

:

Austin’s fine new church at Mossley Hill, somen
of the principal features of which were pointed,

out by Mr. Paley. A visit was then paid to the.
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antifal old timber maneion, Speke Hall, which

18 thrown entirely open to the inspection of

e party by special invitation of Miss Watt,

ho welcomed the party in the old banquetinj^

kll, and where refreshment was laid out. Sir

imes Picton read a brief description of the

all, and pointed out the fine panelling brought

•om Holyrood Palace by Sir William Norris,

ho was killed in 15 t7. A moat surrounds the

lansion, the only relic of a still more ancient

uilding which once occupied the site. Entrance

I obtained by a stone bridge, 20 yards long, the

I'ork of E. N., as is recorded by the well-known

uaint inscription on the entrance. The plan

I a parallelogram of half • timber build-

iigs surrounding an inner quadrangle, in

fhich are two ancient yew - trees of

irge size. The drawing-room has a ceiling

f elaborately • modelled plaster decoration

n panels, while the beams dividing it into

iquaroa are covered with foliage decoration laid

n ;
the walls are panelled with dark oak, and

here is a quaint old fireplace covered with

arving, representing a whole generation of

iver twenty children of tho Norris family.

The bouse is filled with old panelling, carving,

lid bedsteads, chairs, tapestry, and suchlike.

The party lingered around this beautiful

inansiou, in which there is nothiug of modern

late, and which is seldom shown to tho public,

!ind left it with not a little regret. The position of

ihe building is admirably chosen, and it presents

i charming picture with its background of pretty

fid gardens and trees.

A passing visit was then paid to the

[‘Hutte,” by which name the residence of the

Ireland family is now known. It consists of

an entrance gateway of brick, approached by a

stone bridge over a moat. The work is of

Elizabethan date, and it has a coved cornice of

half-timber work. It led to the ancient Hall,

which is now demolished, but the whole site is

enclosed by the moat. The entrance door into

tho ancient Hall remains as a ruin, a good

example of fourteenth. century work, while

near it are the remains of a ohimneypiece of

Elizabethan date, and a good window.

Childwall Church was next inspected,—

a

largo building with a tower aud spire, but which

dias been almost entirely modernised in the

atyle of tho last century. There remains

withiu it an old arcade on tho south side of

the nave, of poor work, and two brasses of

the Norris family now screwed to some

panelling in tho south aisle, the brasses having

ibeen removed from the Norris monument on

the demolition of the latter, apparently about

1760.
^ ^

. After leaving the church, the party proceeded

to Sandy Knowe, Wavertroe, the residence of

tho President, on his invitation, and here an

lalegant luncheon was partaken of. The weather

ifceiug very wet, an intended inspection of the

site of Edward the Confessor’s castle at

Croxtetb, still called Castle Field, bad to bo

'given up.

We will continue our report of the proceed-

ings next week.

ST. MAUY’S CHURCH, HOLME-NBXT-
SEA.

Sir,—

A

s architect for the restoration of the

above church I am desirous of ascertaining

through the medium of your paper if any of

tho posterity of the Stone family are living in

England. It may interest them to know that in

excavating a few days ago for the foundations

of the new seating, a largo flag-stone, 6 in. in

thickness, was found at the south-east corner of

the nave with the following inscription roughly

carved thereon :

—

“ Richard Stone and Clemens hia Wife.”

In the chancel is a richly-carved monument of

alabaster aud marble with husband, wife, and

thirteen children kneeling, with the following

quaint inscription on a tablet beneath ;

" Hero undpr lyeth Richard Stone and Clemens his Wife

who lired in Wedlocke joyersly toeether for 61 years and

three months; of them proceeded 7 sonnes and 6

daughteres, and from those and theirs raised 72 children

which gave to the eayd Richard Stone and Clemeps Kjeat

comforte. Richard Stone died the 6th of October 1607

aged 87 years and Clemens died 10th day of November

god years*.”

King's Lynn, Wu. Adams, Architect.

WOLLATON HALL.

—So far as I can judge from the references to

Smithson (at pp. 165 and 234, ante), there need be

no difficulty in reconciling the statement on his

tomb with the ascertained fact that John of Padua

was the architect of this house.

Tho title “ architector ” used in the seventeontb

century was not equivalent to the modem title of

architect. It denoted a master builder.—one who,

by contract or on other terms, would carry out

building operations
;
a constructor, or, as we now

say, a “builder.” He might he capable of de-

signing and executing an ordinary structure, but

his business was building, and not designing. John

Abell, a clever and substantial Herefordshire village

carpenter, who died probably| in 1674, had an

epitaph beginning,

—

"This craggy stone a covering is for an architector's bed

but the stone has been reeut, and the word changed

to “architect’s,” in disregard of metro, and Abell,

like Smithson, is credited with works which he

never thought of claiming.

I do not know what evidence Lady Middleton may
have collected, but I suggest that it is improbable

that Smithson’s epitaph,—set up before the eyes of

those who would best know tho facts,—would state

anything but the truth. It means to state

that he built Wollaton or some considerable portion

of it, perhaps only the masons’ work, which was

probably the most important part. He might well

be “surveyor” over the other work, or standing

surveyor of the whole house when it was completed.

John of Padua would furnish the original design.

The difference which appears to exist between the

main facades aud the rest of the work rather

suggests that the builder had to finish the work

without his assistance.

Thos. Blashill

Sheffield Society of Architects and Snr-

iTeyors.—A general meeting was hold at the

: Sheffield School of Art, on Tuesday, the IGth

;m8t., to receive the report of the provisional

committee appointed at tho preliminary meeting

in May last. Mr. T. J. Flockton presided, and

there were also present Mr. C. Hadfield, Mr.

J. B. Mitchell-Withers, Mr. F. Fowler, Mr. C. J.

Innocent, Mr. G. W. Wilson, Mr. R. Davidson

(Borough Surveyor), Mr. W. C. Fenton, Mr.

W. F. Hemsoll, and a large number of the

imembersof the profession, the meeting being

•of a thorougbly representative character. The

: rules, which have been modelled on those of tho

, Manchester and other societies, wero carefully

discussed and finally adopted, and it was
idecicled that the society should be styled “The
Sheffield Society of Architects aud Surveyors,”

land that a special meeting should be called in

a fortnight’s time for tho election of officers,

;Ac.

Sale of Property.—On Wednesday last

tho Linconshire estates of the late Rev. Lord

iSaye and Sele were put up for sale by auction

at Spalding. The property, divided into 100

Hots, comprises twenty-three farms, of from

40 acres to 200 acres apiece, covering an aggre-

gate of 2,780 acres, all tithe-free, and yielding

an annual rental of nearly 5,200L In the result

only 808 acres were purchased, for 30,273L,

being at an average of less than 401. an acre,

tacludLng the buildings.

to the public than either stone or slab pavements ;

an ordinary gang of workmen will lay upwards of

300 super, yards per day, and the path can bo

thrown open to the public within three hours after

the aspbalto is laid.

2. All paths will become sloppy "in wet weather,

when worn below the kerb level,” but asphalte

oavements, having no joints for dirt to accumulate

or work through, are undoubtedly tho cleanest.

3. A reliable analysis of the asphalte used is most

important, as spurious asphaltes are, unfortunately,

often met with. Within the last
_

fi fteen years

numerous asphaltes were laid in the City of London ;

of all these, the asphalte of three companies only

now survives. Mr. Strachan’s paper dealt with

fads relating to two of these successful companies,

and would, no doubt, have included the third city

company,—which also supplies asphalte of excellent

quality for paving,— had information from an

independent and reliable source been available, lu

every case Mr. Strachan gives the situation of the

particular pavements referred to io his paper, so

that the interested or sceptical may satisfy them-

selves by personal observation.

4. Tho life of an asphalte footway pavement,

composed of 1 in. of best compressed asphalte on

3 in. of Portland cement concrete, may bo fairly

taken at from twenty to thirty years /or (he asphalte

surface, with ordinary traffic. The Local Govern-

ment Board sanction the borrowing of money by

local authorities for such pavement for a period of

twenty years. Mr. A. M. Hiscocks suggests that

the analyses and geological quotations might have

been left out of Mr. Strachau’s paper “to make

room for statistics of traffic actually sustained by

the various kinds of pavements in a number of

streets, and the effect of the traffic upon them,

together with a few simple calculations as to the

approximate coat of each material per million or

hundred million of persons passing over them. ’ To

obtain such information in a roliablo manner is not

BO easy as Mr. Hiscocks imagines. A few years ago

I had traffic returns taken for another purpose. The

traffic varies in each street daily and hourly, and is

much influenced by converging streets, character of

the surroundings, state of weather, and numerous

other circumstances
;
and in many streets tho traffic

on one side is often three or four times that of the

opposite side. How, then, aro reliable comparisons

to be made 1

5. With regard to the noise (especially at night)

of traffic on concrete slab pavements, I can testify

to this nuisance, aa I reside in a street so paved
;

and I have received numerous complaints from resi-

dents on the same subject.

T. De Courcy Meade,
Engineer and Surveyor to the Hornsey Local Board.

MASONS’ MARKS.

SiBj—Allow me to ad'l afow words to Sir Robert

Rawlinson's letter [p. 252, ante] in further explana-

tion.

In Hediceval work you will find these marks cut

on tho face of the stone
;
in all modern work they

are cut on tho top bed, and this was^ no doubt

introduced into this country with Classic architcc-

tore, requiring a finer finish to the face.

It must be remembered that the art of writing

was not generally acquired, and that in early days

operative masons, as well as tho classes above them,

signed their name with a cross.

In order that the foreman should be able to detect

the worker of a stone, and to save disputes as to a

stone being worked wrong, it was, and is still, the

custom for each mason to adopt a particular mark.

Ill early work these can be seen on the face, but

DOW they serve a double purpose : they are the

signature of the mason to his work, and an instruc-

tion to the setter as to the part of the stone that is

upwards in the building.

Robert Phillips,

Clerk of County Works for Gloucestershire.

ASPHALTE AND CONCRETE
PAVEMENTS,

Sir,

—

If the letter which appeared in your last

issue [p. 263] emanated from a slab-pavement

manufacturer, I would not have troubled to notice

it
;
but as it is signed by a C.E.

,
I would ask you to

allow me space for a few remarks on the assertions

of this captious critic.

1. When asphalte paths become worn they can be

most readily repaired, and with less inconvenience

* Dates gone.

WHAT ARE FIREPROOF MATERIALS?

SiBj A fire which occurred in Colchester m 1878

burnt three houses to the ground iu High-street.

The houses were divided from each other by 9»in.

brick walls, which wore demolished.

They were divided from the two outer adjoining

houses by old oak partitions pugged with thatch and

clay, which effectually stopped the fire.

The houses destroyed had fir joists and deal floor

boards and joinery.

No material commonly considered fireproof can

resist a flame feeding on fir and deal.

Iron will conduct the heat; atone will fly to

pieces
;
and brick crumble to dust.

While the forests of Canada and Scandinavia are

becoming exhausted, some districts in England are

becoming overgrown with oak and elm for want ofa

market. The trees are left to rot internally and
become harbours for wa'ps and other vermin.

Elm floors would be far safer than deal, and not

more expensive. Tryand lighta fire with elm, oak,

ash, or other English wood when you want an early

breakfast to enable you to catch a train !

We have had plenty of foreign competition against

home labour. Let us try a little home competition

against foreigners. W. Scabqill.

A SURVEYOR’S APPOINTMENT.

SiRj—While ou a visit to Derbyshire a few days

since, my notice was called to a recent appoint-

ment of a local Burv-eyor. If you could give it

publicity, I think you would be serving the interests

of qualified men, as your journal has always been

willing to do.

Tho Local Board of a rapidly-growing town near

Chesterfield lately required tho services of a sur-

veyor and inspector of nuisances, to fulfil the

ordinary duties of a surveyor and manage the

sewage farm.

There were three applicants selected from among
the candidates for the post : one, an architect

in practice in the adjoining town
;
another, a gentle-

man connected with building and
_

surveying for

more than twenty years
;
and the third a farmer.

The first two had long and varied experience, but

were put aside by the Board (the vice-chairman is

a C.E. ), and the farmer elected !

To teat the candidate’s knowledge before election,

the Board asked him a few questions, among them

the following :— , , • • .

The Board.—“How would you make the joints

to an earthenware drain?
”
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Tbo farmer replied, He did not know. How
would a lead joint do ?

”

When asked, “ What fall he would give drains
generally 1 ” he replied, “ As much as he could.”

T
was, however, made, and the

bocal Government Board have confirmed the same
it IS to such a person that the architects in the
distnot have now to submit plans whenever thev
bmld within his jurisdiction.

F. T. W. Goldsmith, A.R.I.B.A.

StttbBtrt's Cniumn.

LAND SURVEYING AND LEVELLING.
TUI.—FIELD-BOOK.

n HE field-book of a survey should contain
upon its first page an index to the base-
lines, not necessarily drawn to scale,

but sketched so as to indicate the relative
position of the main base-lines, and the direc-

tion in which they are chained. Thus the
index sketch of the base-lines used in plotting
from chain measureruents only, the plan shown
on page 154 (Builder, July 23), is represented
in the accompanying diagram. The base-lines'
are numbered, and an arrow upon each line
shows the direction in which they were-
measured. There is no occasion to chain a
base-line twice in order to prove its accuracy.
The tie-line is the best proof of correct measure-
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,
jnt, and is founded upon a proposition of

)iiclid (Book I., Prop. 7), that upon the same
I le, and upon the same side of it, there can-

j >t bo two different triangles, having their sides

frminating at the same extremity of the base,

ual to one another. Thus the lino marked 7

! the diagram, proceeding from a point in the

he A B to the intersection of lines marked 3

lid 6, forms a tie to the triangle formed by
Jio lines marked 1, 3 and 6 respectively.

t The main terminal stations are lettered in the

t ild-book, but not the intermediate stations,

' herwise in an extensive survey the alphabet

i 5uld soon be exhausted. A peg is driven into

jie ground at each station, and the chainage is

» ways started from the peg, which denotes the

lation. Thus, in line 2 from'station B to station

)i the zero of the chain is placed at B when
: .aining the line B C. The position of the

[• nee, twenty links back, can be most accurately

ijtermined by measuring this distance in the

Jroction of the lino B C, but this is done with

I e tape or with the chain, before measuring
he 2. The total length of line 1 at station B
8:352 links from station A. This is written in

I e liold-book sideways, ns shown, to distinguish

ii from the other chain measurements. The
i le is then continued on, to meet the fence at

i;5 links. In line 2 the measurement is con-

) lued on in a similar manner to meet the fence

> 176 links.

» Tho Surveyor should endeavour to have as

w pegs as possible near each other in

•ling in the details of a snrv’ey, a station

om which several lines radiate being more
urrcctly determined than where several single

) les commencoor terminate close to one another
li a base-line. The exact distance of an inter-

I

iediato station from the commencement of the

ise-liuo may be best distinguished by en-

( using the length entered in the field-book in

i oval or oblong, and placing a circle with a

t »t in the centre upon tho side, right or left, in

I hich the branch lino is to be chained. This is

j iown in the case of line 7, which is measured
om 170, in the line 1, to the right hand of A B.

e TIio most usual form of field-book is that

Jidicated in our diagram as pages 1, 2, and 3,

Jithtwo central lines, generally ruled in blue,

ion each page. As a rule it is not necessary

[
puge a field-book. The loaves of the book

j'lould bo regarded as forming a continuous roll,

J'vided into pages, for convenience of binding.

I he surveyor commences his entries at the

I ittom of a page, and works upwards as he
<ixjcee<l8 along th^e base-lino. Thus the bottom

I
page 3 follows immediately the top of page 2.

: To render the central column of the field-

uok intelligible, we will assume that a
i raughtsman could havo no difficulty in

Lotting the irregnlar fence-line which crosses

iiio line marked M II, if perpendicular measure-
I ents are given, as shown, at distances say

i) links apart along the line MM. If this

jiraight line, M M, be supposed to be widened
it into a column, N N, sufficiently broad to

I rite in the measnroments taken along the line

. ; M, and the offsets varying from 7 links to the

ght of 60, up to 29 links to the left of 210, be
npeated, we have practically in the form N N
I field-book, as indicated by page 2 in the

ragram. It will be observed that the vertical

les for the offsets, measured from the line

,
M, or the column N N, are omitted in a field-

,.)ok, and the distances only are figured, against

i'le lino indicating the fence. As the central

laluinn is simply provided for the convenience of

I eai'ly recording the chain measurements taken

Jiong the base-lines, and therefore practically

1 dicates a single line, the fence line at 50,

1 50, and 290 links respectively, where it crosses

1 16 base-liue A B, should not be drawn across

C lis column, but should ho sketched, as shown,
jon each aide of the column, and the measnre-
ent at the intersection upon the chain stated

ji links by figures within the column.

L Metropolitan Board of Works. — The
ioard have adopted a report of their Works
lummittoe to the effect that Ravensconrfc Park,
I ammersmith, has been purchased for 5S,000L
I his estate covers 32 acres. By a unanimous
I )te the solicitor has been instructed to furnish
. return which shall set forth (1) particulars
1

' all plots of land sold by the board to members
5^ officers of the board during the last ten

\ Jars
; (2) particulars of all land leased to mem-

Praor officers, with the annual rent and
[emiuin, if any, during the like period; and
ll) the like information of all land transferred
(

I members or officers by the Board’s lessees.

RECENT PATENTS.
ABSiaACTS OF SPECIFICATIONS.

11,502, Improvements in Closets. G., II., and
S. Jennings.

This invention relates to a further improvement
upon closets previously manufactured by tho

patoutees. A valve is specially applied, and the
Hushing arrangement is managed under better

control. Thus, the handle has fixed to it the ends
of two rods, one on each side of the valve rods, and
their other ends are fixed to a ring sliding outside

the tube in which the ring valvo-rod works. When
the handle is drawn up, the afore-mentioned ring

comes against and raises a weighted forked lever,

which opens the water supply. When the handle is

put down again, the weighted lever is not forced

down, but gradually descends by its own weight, so

that the water supply is not immediately cut off,

but tho flow oontinvies sufficiently long to fill tho

pan.

12,099, Ventilators. E. J. Gillis.

Tho ventilator, which is the subject of this

))atent, consists of poiforated zinc and tinted glass,

and is fastened to the upper part of the outside

lining of the window-frame, aud does not interfere

with the sashes in any way. Ventilation cau be
regulated as required or shut off completely. When
ventilation is required, the upper sash of the window
is to be lowered to within half an inch of bottom of

ventilator, thus admitting fre.sh air in between the

sashes, and allowing foul air to escape.

14,837, Skylight or Fanlight Opener. H. K.

Bromhead.

This contrivance consists of an endless cord work-

ing over a flanged wheel in such a way as to turn

tho wheel in either direction, This wheel is fixed

upon a rod which form.s a screw on one side of tho

wheel. This screw works in a screwed boss or nut,

placed on an arm or stay fixed to the sash. On the

other side of the wheel is a swivel or cup-and-ball

joint attached to the rod on which tho wheel is

fixed. The action of the endless cord in rotating

the wheel revolves the screw, and thus moves the

screwed boss backwards or forwards.

479, Improved Sink and Gully. John Shaw.

The grate, with a bell under it, is hinged, and
falls ovor the trap, which is so formed that it may
easily bo taken out and cleaned if required.

797, Roofing Tiles and Slates. M. Hussey
and W. Clark.

According to this invention, each tile is formed
square or of other suitable shape in plan, but has
two of its four corners cut off, the tiles or slates

being formed with flanges or not according to the

purpose for which they are required.

6,493, Metallic Roofing. L. L. Sagendorph.

The object of this invention is the same as

mentioned in the previous specification, but
applicable to metallic roofing such as is common in

America, from whence the patent is communicated.
Lips and ridges arc arranged for fastening, and the
ends of the shingles are out away to give a more
ornamental appearance.

7,614, Paving and Flooring. F. Wicks.

This invention consists in the manufacture of

blocks or slabs by means of a combination of

natural or artificial stone, slag, or other building

material with a metal or mineral so that the stones

may be embedded to a sufficient depth within the
heated metal or mineral which, on cooling, holds

the parts rigidly together, and, combined with tho
embedded materials, form compound blocks of un-

equal qualities or degrees of hardness in the work-
ing or wearing sutfaces.

new^applioationb for patents.

Aug, 5.—10,762, W. Lewis, Construction of Fire

Clay, Terra Cotta, or Fire-hrick Domestic Fire-

places.— 10,779, E. do Pass, Imitating by Casting
White and Coloured Marble.

Aug. 6.—10,816, J. Gowland, Chimney Tops,
Ventilator, or Cowls.—10,830, J. Docton, Combined
Hot and Cold Water Waste and Overflow Lead
Fittings for Baths.

Aug. 8.—10,857, W. Holland, Valve for Dis-

charging the Contents of Water-closets, Cisterns,

k,o.—10,858, J. Gill, Brick-pressing Machinery, &c.

Aug. 9.—10,881, R. Warwick. Producing Mosaic
aud inlaid Work in Wood.—10,895, J. Anderson,
Stays and Fasteners for Hinged Window-sashes,
Casements, or Doors. — 10,925, A. von Fuchs-
B5nr5t, Water-closets, Privies, &c.

Aug. 10.—10,944, N. Kimberley, Bolts, Latches,
and Locks.—10,950, J. Bean and \V. Gaines, Closing
Doors and Preventing the Slamming of same.

—

10,969, W. Akerman, Roofing Tiles.

Aug. 11.—10,990, F. Henson, Bolts for Doors,

Casements, &c.—10,998, J. Pulian and Others,
Brick-pressing Machinery.

PROVISIONAL SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.

8,786, J. Watson, Wood Graining Apparatus.

—

9,548, E. Hurley. Chimney and Ventilating

Shafts.— 9.887, J. Rust, Materia] for Colouring
Paints, Cements, &c.—7,331, J. Dudley and J.

Hamilton, Concrete and Artificial Stone Mantel-
pieces.—7,517, T. Tyzack, Saws.—10,312, R and R.

Hughes. —Gas and other Hangings.

COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.
Open to Oppoiilion for Tvo Monthe,

12,764, W. Harris, Trap for Waste-water Outlets.

12,889, H. Obbard, Chimneys and Chimney Tops
or Caps.—7,516, H. Godwin and W. Hewitt, Making
and Connecting Tile or Ceramic Fenders and Ceramic
Mouldings.—8,341, W. Griffiths, Door and Window
Fittings.—9,533, D. Goddard, Wood Block Paving
for Floors and Pavements.—9,635, J. Lindley,
Thumb Door Latches.—9,666, W. & N. Haigb,
Flooring Clamp. — 10,409, J. Gibson, Securing
Hammer-heads, Picks, &c., to Handles.

RECENT SALES OF PROPERTY.
ESTATE EXCHANGE REPORT.

Avavsi 8.

ByWBATnKBiLL & Gbbbit.
Kensington—16, Young-street, freehold £2,575
New Bond-street— No. 32, Corporation Lease 3,800
BeuDeet, Essex— Lubbing's furiD, 116a. Ir. 14p. ... A

By Walker & Ruktz.
Bethnal Green, Usk-street—Freehold site, aies

1,C80 ft lOO
Bethnal Green—The letting of fourteen plots of

land on lease, for 80 years, were all let.

ByRoBSOiT & Pbhbin.
Seven Sisters road—12, Alezandra-villas, 76 years,

ground-rent 14? l,C0O

By E. & F. SwAiNB.
Notting Hill—96, Bramley-road, 76 years, ground-

rent fi. 63 300
17, Silchester-road, freehold 710

By Mr. Ceampness.
Chigwell How—Woodlands Cottage, freehold 660

By T. H. Wakbpibld (at Finchley).
Finchley—14, 18. 20, and 21, Borghley-villas, 93

years, gronnd-reut 33L 128 1,805

August 9.

By Dhivee & Co.
Upper Clapton—The Avenue House Estate, about

7 acres, freehold 10,000
Greenwich—The Residence, Park Hall, freehold ... 1,300

By Hokhcastlb k. Pbmbbb.
Acton— 3, Brougham-villas, freehold 266
Acton, Allison-road—Endymion House and Double

View, freehold 730

By Gbebn & SOH.
Brentwood—The Brentwood Brick and Tile Works,

with fixed plant, buildings, and land, about 23
acres, freehold 3,760

By Tunlet & Co.
Walworlh-road—No. 01, 67 years, ground-rent 16?. 1,200

By P. Matthews.
Hampstead road—No. 209, 21 years, ground-rent

80? 600
St. Luke's—49, CentiaUetreet, freehold 850

By F. J. Bislet.
Eait Dulwich—130, Friern-road, freehold 300

By Nbwbon & Hahdihq.
Caledonian-Toad—91, Bemerton-street, 63 years,

ground-rent -11 240
Holloway—129, St. James’s-road, 46 years, ground-

rent 21. lOs 366
3C0, Hornsey-road, etyears, ground-rent 10? 26'J

New Southgate— 2, Station-road, 79 years, ground-
rent 4? 110

Islington, Upper-street—The letting of ten plots

of land, for 8) years, averaged from 2?. 28. to

3?. 7s, 6d. per foot frontage.

Bv Messrs. Cnoxx.
Oxted, Surrey—Brook House, freehold 610
Maidstone—The Kingsley Arms public-house, free-

hold 2,480

St. Peter-street—Tho White Swan, beer-house ... 2,060
Sevenoaks—A plot of freehold land 34

By DSBEIfUAM, Tewsox, & Co.
Byfleet, Surrey— Ground-rent of 17?. 10s., reversion

in 81 years 600
A plot of freehold land, Ca. 3r. 29p 250

Nutlleld—A plot of freehold land, Oa. 3r. 37p 200
Essex, Great Yeldham—A plot of freehold land,

la. Or. 28p 160

August 10.

By FABBnBOTHBB, Ellis, Clabk, & Co.

West Drayton—An enclosure of land, 6a. Ir. 14p. 1,100

By Brat, Young, & Co.
Willesden-lane—Improved ground-rent of 78?., term

73 years 1,450

By Rookhs, Chapuak, A Co.
Belgravia— 3, Graham-street, 34 years, ground-

rent 6? 660

63, Warwick-atreet, 36 years, ground-rent 8?. lOs. 660

By J. W. COUCHMAW.
Tottenham, High Cross—Five freehold houses,

with shops 3,235

August 11.

By Kingston & Sons.
Ealing—31, Hamilton-road, 92 rears, ground-rent

13?. 12s 1,000

By Beadel & Co.

Baainr'stoke, near — The Whits Honse, and
la. Ir. 32p., freehold 6C0

By C. C. it T. Moobh.
Ratcliff—97, Brook-street, freehold 260

By Newbon & Habding.
Potter’s Bar— 1 and 2, Heath-road, 73 years, ground-

rent 10?. 78. 2d 160

City_25
,
Wormwood-street, Corporation lease 2,180

Walworth-road — Ground-rent of 48?., term 36

years 740

By D. Y'oung.

PimUco—2 to 5, Churton-place, -13 years, ground-

rent 36? 2,105

21 and 22, Berwick-street, 32 years, ground-rent

’l5? ! 1.490

Rotberhitbo—7, Clarence-street, freehold I'.O

Camberwell, Gloucester.road—Stabling, with loft,

66 years, ground-rent 8? 60

20
,
Qloucester-road, 66 years, ground-rent 22?. ... 130
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By E. Stimson.
Peckhnm—77 to 87 od6, Cator-street, 78 years,

ffround-rent 30i

Walworih-51, Olney-street, 29 years, ground-

rent a. Ifs

2, 4, and 6, Montpelier-road, 28 years, ground-

rent 13/. lOs

38, East-street, freehold

Brocbley—18, Foiberry-road, 85 years, ground-rent

U.
6, Harcourt-road, 85 years, ground-rent 4/

Battersea, Edmund-place—Smith’s shop, &o., 76

years, ground-rent 3/

East Dulwich—257 to 263 odd, Crystal Palace-road,

90 years, ground-rent 21/. l-ls

Plumstead—79. Sandy-hill, freehold

By WiLKissos & Son (at Brighton).

West Brighton—1, Albany-villas, copyhold

2, Oiborne-rillas, copyhold

ArocsT 13.

By Wood & Spine.

Upper Holloway—82, 64. and 81, Mayton-street, 74

years, ground-rent 16/. 168

By BstTON & Sons.

Regent’s Park— 1, tome-gardens 26, years, no
ground-rent

£930

250

600
660

200
200

35

610
310

1,030

66o

970

275

glisttllsma.

Valae of Building Sites at Hampstead.
Last week a large number of building sites in

Hampstead were let by auction by Messrs.

Walker & Runtz, by order of the Metropolitan

Board of Works. The sites, forty-seven in

number, f<irmed the surplus and vacant land

acquired by the Metropolitan Board for the

construction of the new road from FitzJolm-

avenue to the junction of Heath-street and

High-street, by which a new route has been

opened out to the West End. The several sites

were let on building leases for eighty years,

the whole of the forty-seven sites covering an

area of 5-1,000 ft., or about an acre and a

quarter in extent. Eleven of the plots have

frontages to High-street, and all of these were
let, one of the plots, at tho corner of High-

street and Heath-street, containing 1,970 ft.,

and described as suitable for a bank, being let

at a rental of SOZ. per annum. The adjoining

lot, having a frontage of 800 ft., was let at a
rental of 3GI. per annnm, the remaining plots

in this thoronghfare, having frontages of from
18 ft. to 20 ft., being let at rentals averaging

about 1/. 15s. per foot frontage. Of the plots

in Heath-street, having frontages varying from

18 ft. to 40 ft., twenty were let at an average of

about 11. lOs. per foot frontage, the highest

price obtained being 1001. per annnm for a plot

having a frontage of 70 ft., and containing an
area of 9,150 ft., and described as suitable for a

public institution. Of the forty-seven plots

offered all but ten were let, the total rentals

produced by the letting being 1,0301. per

annum.
Royal College of Surgeons. — Messrs.

Higgs & Hill, of South Lambeth, contractors,

are carrying out the designs of Mr. S. Salter,

of Wobnrn-place, architect, for the addition of

another floor, in two stages, to the front portion

of the Royal College of Surgeons in Lincoln’s

Inn-fields. As it now stands, that building is

mainly the work of Sir Charles Barry, who
(1835-7) extended the front to 108 ft., and
designed the massive Ionic portico. The original

structure had been erected by Dance on the

removal hither of the College from their Hall

in Old Bailey,—site of the now Sessions House
and Criminal Courts,— upon their incorporation

in 1800. John Hunter’s anatomical collection

was opened to view here in 1813. In 1836 the

Museum was enlarged, and again some years

later, when the Fellows acquired possession of

the ground in Portngal-street, at the rear, which
had been the site of the Lincoln’s Inn-fields

Theatre, or Duke’s playhouse. About the
middle of the eighteenth century the theatre

was converted into a soldiers’ barrack, and
then into an auction-room. It was finally

demolished in August, 1848, having latterly

served for Spode & Copeland’s china warehouse.
The Institution of Civil Engineers.

—

By warrant under the Queen’s sign manual,
letters patent under the Great Seal of the
United Kingdom, dated the 3rd of August, have
been issued, granting a Supplemental Charter
to the Institution of Civil Engineers, extending
the power to acquire and hold lands from 1,0001.,

—as in the orginal Charter of 1828,—to 8,000Z.

annual value.

Appointment. — Sir Henry Tichbourne,
Bart., has appointed Messrs. Thnrgood & Martin,
of Chancery-lane, surveyors to his Doughty
Estates, situate in the neighbourhood of Bedford-
row, Great James-street, John-street, Doughty-
street, and King’s-read.

Hyde Park Court, Limited. — Messrs.

Archer «fc Green, of Buckingham-street, Strand,

are appointed architects to this new under-

taking. The Company propose to erect a range

of about 500 residential chambers on a plot of

ground between Albert-gate and the Drive,

Hyde Park. ’This site has been leased by them
for a term of ninety years, at 7,OOOZ. per

annum, with a right reserved of acquiring the

freehold on twenty-two years’ purchase. It

has frontages of nearly 200 ft. along Knights-

bridge-road and the Park, and extends over

28,300 ft. superficial. The buildings are esti-

mated to cost 160,300Z. ;
the furniture and

fittings, 45,1G0Z.
;
Messrs. J. W. Hobbs & Co.,

Limited, of Southwark Bridge-road, being the

contractors. The members will have the use of

the club-rooms in common 5
and ladies will be

received in the drawing-rooms and the

strangers’ dining-room, bnt will not be admitted

as residents. Each member’s individual ex-

penses for rent and living are calculated to

range from 150Z. to 200Z. a year.

Unitarian Ckurch, Carlisle.—Mr. H.
Higginson, architect, whoso plans of a

Unitarian Church and School were recently

selected in a limited competition, has now
received instructions to proceed with the

working drawings of same. The site, which is

a very awkward one, has a rounded corner of

50 ft. radius. Tbe difficulty has been overcome

by stepping back tbe walls of main building

and forming a triangular porch (with curved
front) surmounted by a circular turret. The
style of building may be termed modernised
Romanesque. The walls will he faced with

local red stone relieved with glazed tiles or

faience ware of a rather sombre tint. Accom-
modation will be provided for 210 persons with

children’s and choir galleries. The cost will be

about 1,800Z.

Stockport Technical School Competi-
tion.—A meeting of tho Executive Committee
of the Stockport Technical School was held on the

8th inst., to receive the report of Mr. A. M.
Fowler, the Borough Surveyor, on the twenty*,

two sets of plans submitted in competition.'

Mr. Fowler drew tbe attention of the committee
specially to two designs, but declined to say

which in his opinion was the best, preferring to

leave it to tbe committee. After a lengthy
(liscnssion and careful examination of the

drawings, the committee unanimonsly selected

the design under the motto “ Stet,” the author
being Mr. George Sedger, of London.

The Registration of Plumbers.—“ At the

fifty-fifth annnal meeting of the British Medical
Association, the following resolution, proposed
by Dr. T. Churton, and seconded by Dr. J. W.
Sloore, was carried unanimously ;

‘ That the
Section of Public Medicine, convinced of its

absolute necessity in the interest of the common
weal, is strongly of opinion that an organised

and eBBcient system of Registration of Plumbers
and of Plumbing Work should be put into force

in all parts of the United Kingdom.’ ”

—

Britiah

Medical Journal, Ang. 13, 1887.

Building in Oxford-Street.—A large block
of shops with oflices and chambers over is

about to be erected on the corner plot of ground,
Oxford-street and Charing Cross-road (having a
frontage of about 106 ft.) by Messrs. Marler &
Bennett, of Sloane-street, from designs pre-

pared by Mr. T. Marcus Houghton.

PRICES CURRENT OF MATERIALS.
TIMBER.

Greenheart, B.G ton
Teat, E.I load
Sequoia, U.S foot cube
Ash, Canada load
Birch
Elm „
Fir, Dantsic, &o
Oak „
Canada

Fine, Canada red

,, yellow
Lath, Dantsie fathom

8t. Petersburg
Wainscot, Riga log

,, Odessa, crown
Deals, Finland,2nd and 1st... std.100

,, 4th and 3rd
Riga
Bt. Petersburg, Ist yellow

,, 2nd

Swedish
White Sea
Canada, Pine, 1st

,, „ 2nd

„ ,, 3rd, &c
,, Spruce, 1st

,, ,, 3rdand2Qd

£. B. d.

6 10 0
8 10 0
0 2 3

3 0 0
2 0 0
3 10 0
1 10 0
2 10 0
3 0 0
2 0 0
2 0 0
3 0 0
4 0 0
0 0 0
2 10 0
7 0 0
6 10 0
6 10 0
8 0 0
7 0 0
e 10 0000000
16 0 0
10 0 0
6 0 0
8 0 0
6 0 0

£. a. d.

7 10 0
13 0 0
0 3 0
4 10 0
3 10 0
4 10 0
4 0 0
4 10 0
6 0 0
3 10 0
4 0 0
6 0 0
6 10 0

0 0 0
3 0 0
8 0 0
6 10 0
7 0 0
13 0 0
8 0 0
8 10 0

0 0 0

0 0 0
24 0 0
16 0 0
9 0 0
9 0 0
7 0 0

TIMBER (eontmued). £ s. d. £. B. a.

New Brunswick, &c 6 0 0
10 10

Flooring Boards, sq., 1 in.. pre-
pared. First 0 0 0 11

Other qualities 0 4 0 0 8
Cedar, Cuba .foot 0
Honduras, &c 0 3

Mahoganjj Cuba 0 4 0 0
St. Domingo, cargo ayersge 0 4 0 0
Mexican

,, 3* 0 0
Tobasco ,, 0 3,^ 0 0
Honduras ,, 0 4 0 0 5

Maple. Bird's-eye 0 6 0 0 7

Box, Turkey ..ton 6 0 12 0 0
Satin, St. Domingo .foot 0 0 6 0 0 9

n 64

METALS.
Ikon—

B

ar, Welsh, in London. ..ton 4 7 4 16 0

,, „ in Wales 4 6 4 7 6

,, Staffordshire, London 6 10 0 6 0 0
Sheets, single, in London , 6 16 0 8 10 0
Hoops ,, 6 0 0 7 0 0
Nail-rods ,, 6 16 0 6 10 0

COPPSB

—

British, cake and ingot ..ton 43 10 0 44 0 0
Best selected 44 10 0 45 10 0

Chili, bars 40 6 40 15 0
Fellow Metal lb. 0 0 0 0 0
Lead

—

Fig, Spanish ..ton 11 0 11 9 0
English, common brands.... 12 2 12 5 0

Sheet, English 12 6 0 12 19 0
Speltbe—

Silesian, special 14 12 14 16 0

Ordinary brands 14 10 0 14 12 6

Tin—

English ingots 108 0 0 0 o

ZiNO

—

English sheet ..ton 0 0 0 0 0 0

OILS.

20 10 0
0

Ceylon* 23 15 e 24 0 0

Palm. Lagos 20 !0 0 21 0 0

Rapeseed, English pale 23 0 0 0 0

Cottonseed, refined 20 15 0 0 0 0

Lubricating, U.S 6 0 6 0 0

,,
refined 6

Tuhpentenb—
American, in casks cwt. 1 9

0 14 0 0 14 0

0 6 0 10 0

TENDERS.
ALVERSTOKE (Hants).—For workshops and tramp

wards at the House of Industry, Alverstoke, Gosport,

Mr. William Teardye, architect, Gosport :

—

FuUford, Fareham £1,727 0 0

W. Lowe, Gosport 1,615 12 2

J. H. Corke, Sonthsea 1,693 0 0
Jas. Plummer, Fareham 1,650 0 0

Wm. Rapley, Gosport I,6i6 1 8

T, W. Quick, Southsea 1,646 0 0

Jas. Crockerell, Landport 1,5 0 0 0
C. 51. Dash, Gosport 1,463 0 0
J. Butt, Gosport (accepted) 1,430 0 0

BOURNEMOUTH.—For tbe supply of pipes, lolls

nuta, screw piles, 4e., in conneiicn with the storm cutfall,

laying the aame on the bed of tbe aea. acd for brickwork

in connexion therewith, for the Bournemouth Com-
misaioners. Mr. G. R. Andrews, engineerand siirTeyor ;

—

Section A, Suppli/ of Fipes.

Dorset Iron Foundry Co., Poole ... £3,480 13 llj

Wood & Co., Bonmemooth 3,064 7 3

Cochrane, Grove, & Co., London ... 2,751 4 6

E. J. Perkins, Lymington 2,724 14

W. H, Dearie, Chichester 2.7 8 18 9
Jukes, Coulaon, & Co., London 2,688 3 9

J. Harrison. Brighton 2,473 11 6

E. Howell, Poole 2,439 10 0

Butterley Co., Alfreton 2.4'.8 9 2
Siaveley Iron Co., Chesterfield 2,379 16 0

Hilton & Sons, Birmingham 2,362 lo 3
J. & S. Roberts, West Bromwich ... 2,319 17 0

The Tees Side Iron Co., London 2,337 7 4
The Clay Cross Co., Cheaterfield ... 2,231 12 6

Frere & Co., London 2,127 8 &
Duncan Bros, (mild steel) London* 1,900 0 0

Section B, Laying Pipe*.

H. I. Sanders, Southampton £6,310 0 0

Frere & Co., London 3,987 0 O
Hilton & Sons, Birmingham 3,069 0 9
Duncan Bros,, London 2,400 0 0

W. H. Dearie, Chichester 2,314 10 0

E. J. Perkins, Lymington 1.923 2 O
J. Harrison, Brighton 1,618 10 O
Dorset Iron Foundry Co., Poole* ... 802 15 9

Section C, BrieJework.

Hilton & Sons, Birmingham £377 0 9
H. I. Sanders, Southampton 33 > 0 0

W. H. Dearie, Chichester 291 15 0
J. Harrison, Brighton 243 0 0
E. J. Perkins, Lymington 239 11 6

Dorset Iron Foundry Co., Poole 2f3 7 6

Wm. Hoare, Boumemouin' 148 0 0

* Accepted.
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VIPETITIONS, CONTRACTS, & PUBLIC APPOINTMENTS.
Epitome of Advertisements in this l^umber,

COMPETITIONS.

Nature of Work. By whom required. Fremium,
Designs to be
delivered.

Page.

October 4th ix.

CONTRACTS.

LONDON, — Tor the erecUoD of ten workmen'®
cottages, meeting room, foreman’s residence, &c., at th®
Brewery, Nine Elms, 8.W., for Messrs. Thome Bros.
Messrs, Lee Bros. & Pain, architects, 8, Adelphi-terrace^
W.C.:-

Roberts Bros £9,399 0 0
Bywaters 9,294 0 0
Patrick & Son 9,250 0 0

Peto Bros 9,212 0 0
Lathey Bros 9,088 0 0
Gregory 8,987 0 0
Biggs 8.790 0 0
Holloway Bros 8,776 0 0
Turtle (i Appleton (accepted) 8,691 0 0

Nature of Work, or Materials.

’ Down and Rebuilding Bridge

ion of Stores
iling and Fitiing-np Lifts

Jhuroh, Acton Qrcoii

ng Nursing Institute, Taanton_

us Works to Workhouse Buildings

iron Oulfsil Sower
ware Pipe<8ewers, kv
dcbools
:L Caretaker's House, 4o
iCoke, and Lime
ware Fipe-Sewers
ig Roads and Laying Drains, Tunbridge
/ells

Guernsey Granite
^etftl
ruc'ion of RoaerToir

f
ement of P. O. at Bristol

cbool Buildings, Skipton
t and River Walls
igthoning Lambeth Bridge

.to CarnsgewaysA York Stone Footways

Kent Justices of the

Peace
Royal Arseni Co-op. Boo.

Wndswrth & Claphr*

By whom required.

Un

Hospital Committee
Cheltenham Union
LymingtOD Local Board
Bromley Local Board ...

Walthamstow Scbl. Bd.
Burton-on-Treut Sch.B.
Hendon Local Board ...

Tottenham Local Board
Owner, Meadow Hill

Estate
Romford Local Board,.,

Rochester Corporation
Oswestry Corporation.,

Com. of H.M. Works..
The Governors
Met. Board of Works,.,

do.
do.

Architect, Surveyor, or
Engineer.

P. W. Ruc-k
J. O. Cook
T. W. Aldwinckle
E. Monson, Jun
J. Houghton Spencer,,
— Darby
J. Lemon
Official

W. A. Longmore
R. Churchill
8. 8. Griraley
— De Pape

Official
do.

Filliter 4 Rofe
Official

do.
do.

August 23rd
August 2&th

do.
do.

August 26th
August 30th

do.
do.
do.

Bept. 1st

Sept. 2Dd
do.

Sept. 3rd
do.

Bept. 6th
do.

Bept. 7th
Bept. lOlb
Sept. 30th
October 7th

PUBLIC APPOINTMENTS.

Nature of Appointment.

ictor of Nuisances and Surveyor ....

By whom Advertised. Salary.
Applications

to be in.

Newmarket U. R. 8. A.
Doncaster Corporation

120f. per annum
2601. do.

August 29th
August 31st

Not stated ...

£8,877 13 3
8,843 0 0
8,810 14 6

8,776 0 0
8,739 19 7

8,600 9 0
8,'i86

>UENKMOUTH,—For carrying out sea-water eeheme
vateriiig roads and Hushing sewers with sea-water,

ding about thirteen miles of cast-iron pipes, engine-

,
gas engines, pumps, brick water towers and tanks,

(t wator-posrs, hydrauia, valves, Ac., for the Bonme-
.;h Commissioners. Mr. G. R. Andrews, engineer and

syor
Blake 4 Co., Staffordshire

Prero 4 Co., London
H. W. Gould, Southall
Sterling 4 Swann, Manchester....

3. Harrison, Brighton
E. J. Perkins, Lymington
Dorset Iron Foundry Co., Poole,

Wood & Co.. Bournemouth 8,378 1

W. U. Dearie, Chichester 8,217 6 o

Hilton & Sons, Birmingham 7,886 0 0

tl. I. Sanders, Southampton 7,883 8 0

W. H. Hill A Co., Plym .nth'' 6,768 0 0
• Accepted.

lUHNEMOUTH.—For kerbing, channelling, sewers,

spits, road and path metalling, for the Bournemouth
.miseiouers. Mr. 0. H. Andrews, surveyor

Stirling & Swann. Manchester £2,437 10 0

Frere 4 Co,. London 2,276 19 9

W. IToare, Bournemouth 1,769 14 1

3. Minty, Bournemouth 1,688 0 0

Geo. Troke, Bou'-nemouth 1,662 0 0

W. U. Dearie, Chichester 1,637 0 0

C. Biickland, Bournemouth 1,698 16 7

Geo. James, Bournemouth 1,669 17 10

J. Harrison, B-ighton 1,634 18 11

J. White, Bournemouth 1,540 0 0

iF. Hoare 4 Son, Bonrnemouth 1,640 10 8

John Locks, Christchurch 1,620 16 1

Hilton & Sons, Birmingham 1,480 6 9

W. H. Saunders 4 Co. Bournemouth* 1,289 3 4
• Accepted.

DURNF.MOUTH.—For the erection of public urinals

llavatories, both under and above ground, in various

8 of Bournemouth, for the Bournemouth Commis-
ers. Mr. G. R. Andrews, engineer and surveyor :

—

Crook 4 Sobs, Southampton £2,4('9 10 0

iBarrow 4 Entwistle, Bournemouth... 2,388 10 0

W. H. Dearie, Chichester 2,291 16 0

F. Hoare 4 Son, Bournemouth* 2,178 0 0
• Accepted.

REWE.—For offices, Mill-street, for Mr. E. Pedley,

Mr. F. S. Granger, M A., architect, Clinton-street,

tingham, and Mill-street, Crewe :

—

N. Johnson £650 0 0

iMicklewright 4 Wright 540 0 0

Thomas Lea 526 0 0

A. P. Cotterill (accepted) 472 0 0

ARLA3TON. — For erecting board room, public

idings. and library, for the Darlaston Local Board.

' Jethro A- Cossins, architect, Birmingham. Quantities

Jr. George Kenwriek, Unity Buildings, Temple-street,

ninvham :

—

Filler BrGS., Tamworth £8,187 17 9

J. Smith 4 Son, Birmingham 6,363 0 0

J. Everal, Malvern 6,301 0 0

J. Barnsley 4 Sons, Birmingham ... 6,84-l 0 0

W. Sapeote A Son, Birmingham 6,699 0 0

H. Lovalt, Wolverhampton 6,683 0 0

R. Thompson, Kidderminster 6,682 0 0

E. A. Horton, Brierley Hill 6,639 0 0

H. Willcock, Wolverhampton 6,474 0 0
Trow 4 Son, Wednesbury 6,428 0 0

J. Mallin, West Bromwich 6,399 0 0
. J, Jones & Son. Wolverhampton 6,358 0 0

T. Tildesley, Willenhall (accepted) 6,296 0 0

'J. Guest, Brettle Lane 6,268 0 0
Barker 4 Son, Birmingham 6,235 0 0

FINCHLEY.—For building four shops and stables in

High-street, North Finchley, for Professor Attfleld. Mr.
A. Basil Cottam, architect

-

Stillwell & Elr £2,983 0 0
Clifford A Goff 2,776 0 0

Hale 4 Twitohen, Bow Common-lane 2,70 5 0 0

[Hale 4 Twitchen's amended estimate for 2,4-40f. waa
accepted.]

HEREFORD.—For The Granary, Bath-street, Here-
ford. Mr. T. Clarkson Wakeling, architect. Quantities

by the architect

H. Welsh, Hereford £1,200 0 (

Williams, Merthyr 1,120 0 (

Merediih, Birmingham 1,119 0 C

Pritchard, Hereford 1,114 0 C

Jones A Son, Wolverhampton 1,050 0 C

Bowers 4 Co., Hereford(accepted).. 992 0 0

HORNSEY.—For street fire alarms and electric com-
munication throughout the District of the Hornsey Local
Board. Mr. T. de Courcy Meade, engineer and sur-

veyor :

— ^
Radcliffe, Birmingham £1,385 ! £100
Jennings. Lambeth
Stuart, Twickei ham
Siemens, Westminster
Sas, Bloomsbury
Telegraph Manufacturing Co,
Blackburn, Nottingham 1,000

Reid Bros., Wharf-road 992
Sharpies, Preston 989
Nelson, Leeds 972
Theiler, Caoonbury 9-W

Eidsforth 4 Mudford, Holloway 897

India Rubber, Ac. Co., Essex.. 810
Fowler. Lancaster. 4 Co., Bir-

mingham 694
Robertson & Sunderland, Hali.

1,369

1,321
1,300

1,117

1,087 100 to 120

fax ., 663 ..

420 !Blenheim, Egham (accepted)..

Exchange Telegraph Co —
A.—Maintenance per annum.

LEE (Kent).—For the erection of residence, for Mr.
Welter Garrett

Kennard Bros, (accepted) £1,100

LEWISHAM.—For alteraiions to roofs of 206 and 208,

High-street, Lewisham, for the Governors of St. Dunstan'

Charities
Kennard Bros, (accepted) £200 0 0

LONDON.—For making certain alterations and im-

provements at the Plough Tavern, 63, Fore-street, City,

for Mr. Charles Tilley. Mr. Charles Jones, architect,

161, Ebury-street :

—

Patman 4 Fotheringham £1,243 0 0

Eyles & Co 1,015 0 0

Moir, Wallis, 4 Co 898 0 0
Taylor (received too late) 790 0 0
Coulthard (accepted) 735 0 0

LONDON.— Alterations at the Fox,
Bethnal Green. Mr. Edward Brown,
Liverpool-street :

—

J. Auley
G. Mower
J. A. Taylor
Walker
Hawkings (accepted)

Bisbop's-rond,
surveyor, 21,

167 0 0

LONDON.—For additional stabliog, ehed roof, Ac., for
the London General Omnibus Company, at Kilbnrn-lane,.
Kensal Green, nuder the superintendence of Mr. G. T..

Lanham. Quantities by Mr. A. J. Bolton;

—

Flew 4 Co £2,160 0 0
King Bros 1,877 0 0
Turtle 4 Appleton 1,869 0 0
Stephens 1,864 0 0
Evans I.^IS 0 0
Gamid 1,700 0 0
Knight 1,670 0 0
Haynes 1,660 0 0
£. Toms (accepted) 1,643 0 0

LONDON.—For Homo of Industry, Bethnal Green-
road, for Miss Maepberson. Mr. George Baines, architect^
Great Winchester-street, E.C. :

—

B. J. Jerrard £2,149 0 0
T. Boyce. 2,100 0 0
R. G. Battley 2,097 0 0
H. 4 H. F. Higgs 2,080 0 0
Harris 4 Wardrop 2,077 0 0
Holliday 4 Greenwood 2,047 0 0
S. J. Scott 2,043 0 O
H. L. Holloway (Union Works,

Church-street, Deptford)* 1,878 0 ft

* Accepted.
(Time extended three weeks).

For Ironaork io Fireproof Siaircate to the above,
Oakley £120 0 ft

Walter Jones 119 0 11
E. Moreland 4 Son, Old-sireet* 97 0 ft

* Accepted.

For Oranolithic Step* to the above.
Stuart 4 Co £130 4 ft

Drake 84 0 0
Wilkinson, Gt. Oeorge-street, West-
minster (accepted) 77 16 ft

For Ironworh and Step*.
Homan 4 Rodgers £224 0 0

LONDON.—For repairs, alterations, and decorations to

Calthorpe-street Schools. Messrs. Searle 4 Hayes, archi-

tecta
Triggs (reducedestimate), £266 0 0

LONDON.—For Baptist school chauel, Honor Oak,
London, B.E. Mr. George Baines, architect. Great.
Winchester-street, E.C. :

—

W. 4 F. Croaker £1,300 0 0
Ryder 4 Son 1,240 0 0
JohnMaraland 1,195 0 0
S.J. Scott ],139 0 0
HoUid^ A Greenwood 1,120 0 0
F. A H. F. Higgs, Station Works,
Loughborough JunGtion(accepted) 1,093 0 ft

[Architect’s estimate, 1,170Z.]

LONDON.—For new mission chapel, Yerbury-roaff,
Upper Holloway. Messrs. Searle 4 Hayes, architects :

—

Climpson £1,8^4 0 0
Dove Bros 1,675 0 0
Evans 1,523 0 0
Macfarlane 1,496 0 0
Grover 4 Son 1,470
Triggs (accepted).., 1,416 0 0

LONDON.—For sanitary work to 17, Victoria Park-
square. Mr. Hale surveyor

Triggs (accepted) £105 6 0

[No competition.]

LONDON.—For repairs and decorator’s work, and
alterations to Nos. 23 and 26, Gledbow-gardens, South
Kensington. Mr. W. H. Colbran, surveyor:

—

Heath £177 0 0
Holdstock 171 0 0
H. J. Ball 4 Co 166 4 0
Nash 160 0 0

LONDON. — For artisans’ dwellings. Green-street,
Bethnal Green, for the East End Dwellings Company
(Limited). Messrs. Davis 4 Emanuel, architecte, Fins-
bury-eircus, E.C. Quantities by Mr. F. Downing, White-
hall-yard, 8.W. :

—
W. Shurmur, Clapton £8,991 0 0
John Mowlem 4 Co., Millbank 8,424 0 0
F. 4 F. J. Wood. Mile End 8,363 0 0
8. J. Jerrard, Lewisham 8,073 0 0

Wall Bros., Kentish Town 8,<27 0 ft

Thos. Boyce, Eagle Works, Hackney 7,981 0 ft

G. 8. 8. Williams A Son, Barnsbury 7,882 0 ft

Colls 4 Sons, Moorgate-street 7,876 0 0
Harris 4 Wardrop, Limehonse 7,844 0 ft

Lawrence A Sons, Wharf-road, N.... 7,785 0 0
Grover 4 Son, New Nofth.road, N.* 7,641 0 0

* Accepted.

LONDON.—For the erection of Mission Hall in the-

Hornsey-rood, in connexion with St. Mark's Church,.

Tollington Park. Mr. W. Jacomb Gibbon, architect :

—

Macfarlane Bros, (accepted) £2,475 0 0

LONDON.—For alterations at 7, Queen's-gardens^
Bayswater. Mr. W. Jacomb Gibbons, architect

Bead 4 Son
E. L. Nunn
Gibbon 4 Son (accepted)

..£443

LONDON.—For repairs and decorations at No. 31,

York-place, Portman-aquare, for Mr. R. A. Knight. Mr.
Alfred J. Hopkins, architect, 27, Mortimer - street.

Regent-street, W. :

—

Turner £618 0 0
Adams 601 0 0
Reed 667 0 0
Asbvrell 640 11 0
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XONDON.—For an extension of the Wiltshire Brewery,
.^lackoey-road, for Messrs. Chandler & Company. Mr. F.
-TV'arburton Stent, architect. Quantities supplied :

—

Ashby Bros £7,193 0 0
Bywater 7,440 0 0
Brass 7,163 0 0
Sawyer 6,993 0 0

LONDOH.—For rebuildieff No. 33, Hertford-street,
IMayfair, for Miss Pacbe Mr. A. J. Style, Westminster-
•chambers, architect. Quantities by Mr. W. H.llearle;

—

Haylock £1,533 0 0
Adamson 4,365 0 0
Colls 4,230 0 0
Bywatera 3,966 0 0
Simpson 3,950 0 0
Woodward 3,827 0 0

TOTTENHAM.—For sundry works in repairs to Nos.
18 to 34, Templeton-road, for the North Suburban Build-
inp Society :

—

Exton & Burton, Birkbeck Works, King8land‘...£393
• Accepted.

[No competition.]

*.• SPECIAL NOTICE. — Lists of Tenders
frequently reach us too late for insertion. They should

be delivered at our office, 46, Catherine - street, W.O.,
not later than 12 Noon on THURSDAYS.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
MANCHESTER. — For the erection of a house at

iFallowlield, near Manchester, for Dr. A. Emrys Jones.
Messrs. E. A F. Hewitt, architects. Albert-square, Man-
chester:

—

Southern & Sons £1,750 0 0
Wilson, Toft, A Huntley 1,713 0 0
Robert Neill A Sons 1,70) 0 0
Shaw 1,697 0 0
Johnson 1,695 0 0
Wood 1,659 0 0
Brown A Son (accepted) 1,647 0 0

NEASDEN (Middlesex). — For restoring the parish
church of Neasden-cum-Kiogsbnry :

—

A. B. C. D.
'Priestly A Gurney £S88 ... £95 ... £99 ... £54
J. Twyford, Neasden 851 ... 51 ... 179 ... 97
Koberts, Islington* 834 ... 60 ... 164 ... 64

A. General restorations to nave and roof.
B. Oak porcb.
C. Re-seating in oak.
D. Bc-seating in deal.

• Accepted.

POLEGATE (Sussex),—For drainage works, outfall
•works, and machinery, for the Hailsham Union. Mr.
•C. O. Blaber, engineer. Mr. G. Fuller, surveyir

Contract iVo. 1 .—Pipe Seicer, SlanJiolee, (j-c.

Thomas Reeves. Staplehurst £1,793 0 0
John Juckeon.EnBeld 1,645 0 0
'Bostel Bros,, Brighton 1,6 0 0 0
G, Osaenton, Erith, Kent 1,463 0 0
Piper A Son, Hastings 1,-143 0 0
John Moon, St. Leonards 1,371 0 0
Innes A Wood, Birmingham 1,354 19 6
J. Harrison, Brighton ],337 0 n
James Hayward, Eastbourne 1,300 10 0
A. Cattley, London ],?96 0 0
Parsons A Sons, Hove ],2.'8 0 0
W. H. Dearie, Chichester (accepted) 1,191 17 0

"Contract jVo. 2.— Outfi.lt VTorlcs and Engine Jlouae.
Innes A Wood, Birmingham £415 J9 3
Parsons A Sons, Hove 4io 0 0
Q. Ossenton, Erith, Kent 345 0 0
W. H. Dearie, Chichester 306 11 0
J. Harrison, Brighton 290 0 0
T. Reeves, Staplehurst, Kent 286 0 0
James Hayward, Eastbourne 274 0 0
A. F. Cattley, London

. 260 0 0
Berry A Bussey, Lewes (accepted) ,,, 236 16 0

Contract No. 3.

—

Mackintrg,
Sylvester A Co., Newcastle, Stafford-

shire £i3i 6 (5

C. A. Wells, Lewes 295 7 6
Innes A Wood, Birmingham 273 18 6W. H. Dearie, Chichester

\ 272 6 0
Parsons A Sons, Hove . 262 0 0
T. Reeves, Staplehurst 257 0 0
James Hayward, Eastbourne 265 4 0
A. Shaw, Lewes 253 13 9
J. Harrison, Brighton (accepted) 339 o 0
G. Ossenton, Erith, Kent 225 0 0

STREATHAU.—For sundry works to be done at Crom-
-well Lodge. Streatbam Hill, for Mr. A. T Groom Mr
D. Henry North, architect :

—

£233 0 0
229 0 0

Exton A Burton 233 0 0
Bassett 221 10 fl

button —For the erection of six-stall stable and out-
buildings, Oak Hill-road. Sottou, Surrey, for Mr H
HVatson. Mr. J. P. Curtis, architect

Cuff £146 14 0
Balchin A ShopUud 142 0 0

140 0 0
^“raer, igg 5 g
Lye (accepted) 130 q 0

Segittered Telegraphic Addrese, “Thk Bcildbb, London,”

' Aijiiarlus" (our corTMpontlent presumably Snows tlie ordiimvy
formula for calculating the velocity over a weir'a crest. In the case
illustrateil by him such velocity may be taken as the velocity
acquired before the water deaceiids the slope, and be reckoned as
velocity of approach. The actual velocity at auy given i>oiut on the
elope will be that due to the perpeudicular height of such point
below the level of the sui-foce of water on the crest, The deptli or
thickness of the dim passing over that pjiQt will be found by
ilividiog the volume over auy unit of leugth by the velocitj).

—

W. A.—L. Bros. A P.—"Ferrum" (the Paris market; Jersey
market

;
Derby market-hall

;
Bradford markets ; Leeds market ;

Smilhheld ; the present and proposed Huddersfield markets
;
new

market about to 1je erected at Uarlisle; these are some of the
principal ones of the class you inquire about).—L. V. H. (hardly to
the point).—N. aud N.—B. W. P. (Jrawinga received).—B. * E.—
A. J. H.—T. C. W.

AJ] statements of facts, lists of tenders, Ac., must bs accompanied
by the name and addreaa of the lender, not necesaarlly for publication

We are compelled to decline pointing out books and giving

NbTB.—The responalblllty of signed articles, and papers read at
public meetinga, rests, of coures, with the authors.

ffe cannot undertake to return rejected communicallont.
Letters or communications (beyond mere news-items) which have

been duplicated for other Jcuruals, are MOT DESIRED.
All commnnlcatioDs recarding literary and artistic matters sbonld

be addressed to THE EDITOR; all communicatioui relating to
advertisements and other exclusively business matters should be
addressed to THE PUBLISHER, and not to the Editor.

FIRE BRICKS.
BEST STOURBRIDGE FIRE BRICKS, and Cement Fire

Clay, Gas Retorts. Muffies, Ac. Fire Bricks aud Blocks for the
Highest Heats, for Iron Blast Furnaces, Forge. Rolling, Puddling,
aud Steel Furnaces, Flint Glass Furnaces, Boasting and Refining
Furnaces, Chemical Works, Cuke Ovens, Ac. Boiler Seating Blocks,
Pine Covers, Locomotive Bricks, Tuyeres, Steel Runners, Orate
Bocks. Special Sizes and Shapes mode to Englneeers' Drawings.

Prices quoted to any Port or Railway Station.
Loudon Agents :

—

R. CULL & SON, Palmerston-buildings, E.C.

GLAZED BRICKS.
OATES A GREEN, HALIFAX.

8LAZED BRICKS (White and Coloured), Special Salt-glazed
Brlcka, Ssultary Tubes, Glazed Barthemwiire Sinks, Cattle, Sheep,
and Pig Troughs, Horse Mangers, Patent Automatic Trough Closet,
Patent Flush Tank. Fentilatlug Bricks, Patent Ventilating GulUea
and Traps, Patent Chimney Pula for Down Draughts.

Six Prize Medals. Copies of Testimonials sent if required.
London Agents ;

—

R. CULL A SON, Palmerston-baildingfl, E.C.

BLUE BRICKS.
THE KETLEY BRICK COMPANY. KINOSWINFOED

Btaflordshire. Manufacturers of Blue Bricks.
London Agents ;

—

R. CULL A SON, Palmerstoa-buildiDgs, E.C.

DRAIN PIPES.
Lime, Cement, Bricks. Slates, Laths, Hair, Plaster, Wall Copings,

Channel Bricks, Blue and Red Ridges. Red Plain Tiles aud Fan
Tiles, Closet Pans and Traps. Beuds, Junctions, Ac, all sizes.
Chimney-Pots, Red and White, PRICES on APPLICATION.

R. CULL A SON'S Stores, Railway Arches,
London-street, Bethnal Green Station, E.

Chief Office :—72, Palmerston • buildings, Old Broad-street, E.C,

Best Bath Stone.
CORSHAM DOWN.

]

FARLEIGH DOWN.
BOX GROUND. I COMBE DOWN.
WESTWOOD GROUND.

|

STOKE GROUND.
RANDELL, SAUNDERS, &, CO., Ld.,

CoRSHAM, Wilts.

Bath Stone.
Pictor’s Monks’ Park. Combe Down.
Corsham Down. Stoke Ground.

Box Ground. Winsley Ground.
Farleigb Down. West Wood.

PICTOR & SONS, Box, Wilts. [Advt.

Donltingf Freestone and Ham Hill Stone '

of best quality, in blocks, or prepared ready for :

fixing. An inspection of the Doulting Quarries
is respectfully solicited; and Architects and .

others are CAUTIONED against inferior atone. 1

Prices, delivered to any part of the United 1

Kingdom, given on application to CHARLES ^

TRASK & SONS, Norton-sub-Hamdon, Ilmin-

ster, Somerset.—Agent, Mr. E. WILLIAMS, :

No. 16, Craven-street, Strand, W.C. [Advt.

Boolting Free Stone

HAM HILL STONE,

BLUE LIAS LIMB

(Gronnd or Lump),

For prices, &o., ad* i

drees 8. & J. STAPLE, .

Quarry Owners, Stone 1

and Lime Merchants,

Stoke • under • Ham, .

Ilmlnster. [Advt.

Asphalte.—The Seyssel and Metallic Lava 1

Asphalte Company (Mr. H. Glenn), Office, 88, I

Poultry, E.C.—The best and cheapeet materials
1

for damp courses, railway arches, warehouse
floors, fiat roofs, stables, cow-sbeds, and milk,

rooms, granaries, tun-rooms, and terraces. [Advt i

Asphalte.
Beysael, Patent Metallio Lava, and

White Asphaltes.
M. 8TODART & GO.

Office

:

No. 90, Cannon-street. E.O. [ADvr

SFB.AGUB & CO.,

LITHOGRAPHERS,
Employ a large and efficient Staff especially for

Bills of Quantities, Ac.

22, Martin’s-lane, Cannon-street, E.C. [Advt,

To Builders, Builders’ Supply MeichantB,
and Others. —WnALLEV’s WAXisa-CLosET, for usiog

waste water from lavatories, sinks, roofs, &c
,
will flosh

immediately after bein); used. Costs 60 per cent, less than
ordinary water-closets. No water cistern required. J(o

fittings. No water supply. Simplicity and etToi'tiveneH

guarauteed. Being largely adopted and giving every

satisfaction.

Testimonials from Sanitary Engineers, Sanitary Id.

specters, Medical Officers, &c. Highly spoken of by the

leading trade papers.
Prices, drawings, and full particulars, on application to

BROOKS & PICKUP,
Towneley Colliery, Burnley.

[
Adti.

Remedy for Damp Walls.—Applied in

dry weather CARSON’S ANTI-DAMP SOLU-
TION is an economical and effectual CURE.

—

Pull particulars (post-free) WALTER CARSON
& SONS, La Belle Sauvage-yard, Ludgate

Hill, London. [AdvT.

MICHELMORE & REAP,

ft

Manufoctuxen of

cH,ARU^s'°:'jLSj)_m.iNCEls;^

QOLLINGE’S.PATENT HING^i
LEVER, SCREW, & BARREL BOLTS,

A LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO BUILDERS.

36a, borough road,
LONDON, 8.B.

TWELVE GOLD AND SILVER MEDALS AWARDED.

Zlirc ROOFING-.
F. BRABY & CO.

XiOIsr3DO:tT. O-LJASGOW.
353 to 362, Euston-road. e and 8, Hatton Garden. 47 and 49, St. Enoch-aquare.

VIEILLE MONTAGNE SOLE MANUFACTURING AGENTS.
NO SOLDSR. NO EXTERNAL FASTENINOS.

rarticulars on AiipUcation. Chief Offices .-—Fitzroij Woi-7:s, EXISTON HOAD, LONDON, N.W.
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“ Walks m Home”

HE extraordinary

popularity of this

book,* which has

now reached its

twelfth edition,

must clearly be due

to its supplying a

real want, commonly

felt by the general

mass of English-

speaking visitors to

tome, most of whom are neither learned in

[ lassical archicology nor very familar with the

istory of Mediieval art.

II For this purpose the general scheme of the

ook is a very good one
;
the grouping of the

I laces described into a series of walks about

I tome has many conveniences, and it is always

leasant and sometimes instructive to read the

Lumerous extracts which are so copiously

aserted from English, French, and American

writers on the very site to which the quoted

ossage refers. Moreover, Mr. Hare has con-

iderable literary facility and the gift of

hutting things in a pleasant and readable way,

aluable qualities in a book meant for

l^pular use.

I' Other qualifications are, however, necessary

!ti the author of a work on Ancient and

ledimval Rome. Some classical scholarship

nd some real acquaintance with the science of

irchceology are absolutely essential, and in

ihese qualifications Mr. Hare appears to be

I'lmost wholly deficient.

r The result is that nearly every page is

marred by some inaccuracy or blunder, very

irequently of the most serious kind, both in

he descriptions of the existing remains, and

Jso in the accounts of the accepted theories

1 elating to the attribution and history of the

I rations buildings. It would be a weary and

I hankless task to make out a complete list of

ilr. Hare’s mis-statements •, a few examples

' nay suffice to show that our accusation is not

, nade without some just ground. At p. 124 of

'ol. i. we read that the great flight of steps

, eading up to the Church of Ara CwU marks

I
‘ the site of the famous staircase to the temple

i if Jupiter Capitolinus.” Now, putting aside

he fact that recent discoveries on the other

I leak of the Capitoline Hill have made it

I Jmost, if not quite, certain that the Church of

i.ra Coeli stands on the ancient Arx, and not

in the site of the great Tuscan temple of

lupiter, wo know that till the fourteenth

; lentury there wirs no access whatever to the

>apitolium from the side of the Campus

' * Walks in Rome. By Augaatus J. C. Hare. Twelfth

I idilion, reTiBcd. London ; Smith, Elder, k Co.

CONTENTS.
The Cbnrcb at Val tie Orace, Paris 311

Cbunb of St. Maxy, BUr of tbs Sea. HastingB 311

Stonelands, Suasex 311

Further Notea of the Saliebtuy Meeting of the Bo;al Arcbieo-

logical iDBtitute 312

Flamaleatl Chux'-b, nvrta 312

Qlaagow Architectural ABBOciatiun 314

Tlie Studeut’B Column : Land Surveyiug aud Levelling.—IX... SIS

Martius
;
the steep ascents, both to the temple

of Juno Moneta and to that of Capitoline

Jupiter, being alike on the side of the Forum

Romanum. In ancient times an inaccessible

cliff, strengthened by a fortification wall,

formed a complete defence on the western side,

—that by which the Capitolium is now most

easily approached.

In describing the so-called Tahularium, which

occupies the Forum side of the Capitoline Hill,

Mr. Hare writes,
—“ This is one of the earliest

architectural relics in Rome. It is built in

the Etruscan style, of huge blocks of tufa or

peperino.” The fact is that both the documen-

tary history of the building and the character

of its masonry show that it is not older than

the early part of the first century B.C. In

what may be called “the Etruscan style” blocks

of much greater size, and of very varying

dimensions, are used
;
while in the Tahularium

(so-called) the blocks are all accurately worked

to the same sizes, 4 ft. by 2 ft. by 2 ft., so that

the courses of “headers” and “stretchem”

work in with absolute regularity in the fashion

of a modem well-built brick wall in “ English

bond,”—a method of building which certainly

was not developed to this extreme pitch of

accuracy till the latter years of the Republican

period.

The long staircase leading down through

the Tahularium to the Forum level, of which

Mr, Hare says (i., 130) that “traces exist,”

is, on the contrary, the best-preserved portion

of the building ;
all its sixty-four steps are as

sharp and perfect as when they were built,

mainly owing to the disuse of this approach

caused by Domitian, who built the existing

Temple of Vespasian close up against the

Tahularium in such a way that the cella of the

temple completely blocked up the only lower

access to the staircase.

The celebrated inscriptions known as the

Fasti Consulares were discovered, not near

any temple of Minerva Chalcidica (as we are

told, i., 147), but near the Temple of Vesta.

This is an important point, as Mr. F. M.

Nichols has recently shown in an interesting

paper (printed in Archaologia, vol. 50, part i.)

that there are many reasons for believing that

these consular lists were engraved on the

marble walls of a chamber in the Regia, the

official residence of the Pontifex Maximus,

remains of which have recently been exposed

close by the Temple of Vesta.

With regard to the Forum of Julius Cresar,

(i., 180), Mr, Hare writes :
— “ The only

visible remains of this Forum are some courses

of high square blocks of stone {Lapis Gabinus)

in a dirty court.” A careful examination of the

remains will show that much more than this

really exists. There is a series of arched

I
openings, behind each of which is a -vaulted

KiagBton Uou8«. BraUfoid pn-Avon 31S

L«u<l8lip, Dorking Tuanel ^1^

InBcrlptlon at Wellow Church 31S

Bninnon'B Fireproof Construction

Recent Selea o( Froperty SIS

MiBccUivnea 318

The Chnrch of BL M»ry.le-8trund 316

Prices Current of BaiWlng MaUriftls 316

chamber, still well preserved, though partly

buried below the modern ground level. The

construction of these arches is of special

interest as an example of the skilful Roman use

of different materials. The head of each opening

is formed by a very carefully-jointed flat arch,

made of brown tufa, not Lapis Gabinus^ except

the springers and key-stones, which are of

the harder cream-white travertine. Over

each flat arch is a semicircular relieving

arch with tufa voussoirs. The vaults

of the chambers are of concrete, made of

pozzolana, lime, and fragments of tufa. These

chambers, which once probably surrounded the-

whole Forum Julium, appear to have been

offices for lawyers’ clerks and other officials

connected with the business of the place.

There is no authority for the author’s state-

ment (i., 186) that distances within the walls

of Rome were inscribed upon the Umbilicits

Eoma, which stood close to the Arch of

Severus, on what has been conjecturally

called the Gracostasis. Except a bare mention

in the Regionary catalogues, little or nothing

is known about the Umbilicus, Judging

from its name and the conical shape of the

existing remains, it was probably a sort of

copy of the celebrated Omphalos at Delphi,

which was supposed to mark the centre of

the world. The form of the Omphalos, which

is represented on various Greek vases and

coins, especially on the electrum staters

of Cyzicus and silver tetradrachms of the

Seleucidm, seems to have been very similar

to the brick and concrete cone in the

Forum Romanum, from which aU the once

rich marble linings have been stripped off.

The account of the adjoining Rostra, together

with a good deal more of the newly-inserted

paragraphs about recent discoveries, is taken,

without any acknowledgment whatever, from

Middleton’s “ Ancient Rome in 1885,” but witb

his usual inaccuracy Mr. Hare has introduced

blunders of his own among the borrowed in-

formation.

At i., 202, we are told that “ the front of the

Church of S. Adriano is a fragment of the

basilica of /F.inilina Paulus ”
;
the real site of

til is basilica was to the east of the church, and

its remains, if any exist, are hidden 20 ft.

below the present level, under a row of modem
houses. The Commendatore Lanciani lias

pointed out, in his able monograph on the

history of the Curia or Senate House, that it

is this building, as reconstructed in the reign

of Diocletian, which still partly exists as the

Church of St. Adriano.

At i., 230-31, Mr. Hare appears to think

that the upper story of the Colosseum was

built by Titus ;
whereas, the Flavian work

really ends witb the third tier of open arches ;

the remainder was very carelessly built in tha
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time of Severus Alexander and GordianusIII.,

after a fire caused by lightning, which burnt

the upper galleries, which at that time were of

wood. The difference of workmanship between

the masonry of the Flavian period, c. 80 A.D.,

and that of the third century, is very striking,

the later part being mostly composed of drums
of columns, pieces of entablature, and other

fragments taken from older buildings, and very

clumsily fitted together.

A more serious blunder is contained in the

statement (at i., 206) that the Basilica of Con-
stantine occupies the site of the Temple of

Peace.

This magnificent temple, one of the most
splendid in Eome, formed the central object in

Vespasian’s Forum Pacis
;
part of its precinct

wall still exists, built of massive blocks of

peperino, with a doorway formed in travertine

under a neatly-jointed flat arch. The basilica

of Constantine stands quite clear of the Forum
of Peace

;
and, indeed, the Templum Pacis

had been rebuilt by Severus after the fire in

the reign of Commodus, and was still standing

when Maxentius and Constantine built the

great basilica. The real site of the Temple
was near the Church of S. Cosmo e Damiano,
on the side away from the basilica.

One passage (L, 308) is so very funny that

we must quote the whole of it. It appears
not to be intended for a joke. Describing the
Flavian Palace on the Palatine, Mr. Hare
writes :— Beyond the triclinium is a dis-

gusting memorial of Roman Imperial life, in

the Vomitoriumy with indications of its basin,

whither the feasters retired to tickle their

throats with feathers, and come back with
renewed appetite to the banquet.” This
novel meaning applied to the common Latin
word vomitoriuvi is the more startling, as

at i., 231, Mr. Hare uses it in its right mean-
ing as a passage for the exit of a crowd. It

need hardly be said that the indications of
such a basin exist only in Mr. Hare’s imagina-
tion, or were perhaps derived from the fertile

invention of some valet de place. The house
buried under the peristyle of the Flavian
Palace is not, as Mr. Hare states at i., 30G,
any part of the Palace of Augustus, which
really stood quite clear of Domitian’s Palace
on the S.E. Any of the more recently pub-
lished plans of the Palatine will show this.

The author does not often commit himself
to a translation of the Latin which he quotes,
but it may be noted that schola does not mean
school in such a connexion as Schola Xanthi
^see i., 256), or Schola Graces, and that the
word peeudo-pcrijHeral (i., 259) does not mean
“one side being enclosed in other buildings.”
A better Latin scholar would know that

Varro is not an authority with regard to the
etymology of Roman names, and would not
have seriously quoted the derivation of
Esquiline (Hill) from “ cxcuHus, because of the
ornamental groves which were planted by
Servius Tullius.” It is really derived from
es-quil-iae, “ the dwellers outside,” the root
“ quil ” occurring in in-quil-inus, “ dwellers
within.” Varro’s other derivations, such as
velabrum from vehcrc, to carry, because people
were ferried across its pools, are equally fanciful
and groundless, as was nearly all the etymology
of two thousand years ago, and yet this is the
authority which is usually given throughout
the book.

Mr. Hare’.s knowledge of Mediaeval art and
archjeology is little if any more complete than
his acquaintance with the Classical period.
He give3_(ii., 219) the year 1370 as the date
of the unique “Pointed” Church of S. Maria
sopra Minerva

;
the fact being that it was

built in 1280-90 by the same Dominican
architect-monks who designed another grand
church far their order,—that of S. Maria
Novella at Florence. The lovely cloisters of
S. Paolo fuori le Mura, designed by one of
the Cosmati in about the year 1285, is called
by Mr. Hare _(ii., 425) a work of the twelfth
century, in spite of its obvious connexion both
in ^te and design with the Lateran cloisters,
which he rightly refers to the thirteenth
century.

Another misstatement at ii., 427 (note) is
more excusable, as it has been previously
made by many writers on Medimval art

“Among the most interesting of the objects

lost in the fire [that which destroyed the nave
of S. Paolo fuori le Mura in 1823] were the

bronze gates ordered by Hildebrand (after-

wards Gregory VII.) when legate at Con-
stantinople, for Pantaleone Caatelli, in 1070,

and adorned with fifty-four Scriptural com-
positions, wrought in silver thread.” These
very valuable relics of the eleventh century
were happily preserved from the flames, and
are now kept in a large wooden case in the

sacristy of S. Paolo, where they are very
seldom seen by visitor.?, as a special permission

from the ecclesiastical authorities is required

in order to get the case unlocked. Mr. Hare’s
“ silver thread ” really is a fine variety of niello,

with broadly-drawn silver inlay.

One* great fault in the sections of this work
devoted to Medireval art is the utter want of

selection in describing pictures and sculpture.

Long lists of quite worthless paintings are

given, and really notable works of art are

often passed over without notice. Thus, in

the account of S. Maria Maggiore, a good
deal of space is devoted to the costly rubbish
in the Capella Borghese, and nothing is said

about tho magnificent reliefs by the great

Florentine sculptor, Mino da Fiesole, which
are now built in to the walls of the apse,

inside the church, under the windows. These
reliefs, together with a number of others,

—one signed by Mino,—now in the sacristy,

once formed part of a magnificent reredos

behind the high altar, which in the seventeenth
century was broken up and its reliefs dis-

persed
; when perfect it must have been the

largest and most elaborate of all this sculptor’s

works. Another of Mino’s finest works is also

passed over in silence, namely, the reredos in

the N.E. chapel of S. Gregorio on the Coelian.

Mr. Hare does casually mention the altar,

which belonged to this reredos, and is now
moved to the other side of the church, but
he says nothing sis to its authorship.

The account of another beautiful work of
the Florentine is strangely blundered. At
i., 38, note 2, we read :

— “ The beautiful

fifteenth-century altar of four virgin saints at

S. Cosimato in Tnistevere is said to have been
brought from this chapel,” i.e., that of Card.
Oibo, in the Church of S. Maria del Popolo.
This so-called “altar” is really the tomb of
Cardinal Cibo himself, the altar which now
stands under it is quite a modern addition.

Several other instances exist in Rome of a
fine fifteenth-century tomb having been made
into the reredos for a later altar. A note-
able example is to be seen at the east end of
the south aisle of the Church of S. Cecilia.

With regard to the fifteenth-century bronze
doors of St. Peter’s, Mr. Hare repeats an often-
corrected blunder of Vasari. The Simone,
who with Filarete modelled and cast this noble
piece of bronze-work, was not the brother
or any relation whatever to the Florentine
Donatello. His real name was Simone di
Ghini, and he was also the principal sculptor
of the effigy of Pope Martin V., which at ii.,

103, is attributed to Filarete.

The truth is that this later part of the work
needs as much careful revision and pruning as

that which deals with ancient Rome, and the
general conclusion that one is led to is that a
book which deals with so complex and often
difficult a subject requires on the part of its

author more knowledge and much more power
of patient labour than Mr. Hare possesses.

It is greatly to be regretted that so very
successful a work (financially) as this should
not possess the solid merit of accuracy

;
it

would obviously be no less pleasant reading,
and no less suited to the general public if all

its many blunders were carefully sought out
and corrected. The so-called “ revision ” of this
last edition appears to have done little or
nothing in this direction

The Metropolitan Fire Brigade.—

A

lecture on “Oor Fire Defences” was given
before the members of the Balloon Society, on
the 19th inst., by Mr. Jenkyn Ingram, who, in
the course of his address, contended that Captain
Shaw’s position was too autocratic, and that
the brigade should be controlled by a committee
with more expert knowledge.

BURGES’S “DETAILS OF STONE
WORK.”

HIS thin folio forms a second volume^
or second series of the illustrations

of Burges’s architectural designs,

of which the companion volume,
showing the general designs of buddings, has
already been issued under the editorship of

Mr. Pullan, and was noticed in the Bxdlder
for June 23, 1883. Three or four of the same
plates, giving general views of buildings, are

repeated in this volume, in order to render the

meaning of the details more obvious.

Burges’s curioixs and very rough, and even,

one may say, ugly drawings, illustrating his

studies on the spot of Medieval masonry and
detail, published a good many years ago, will

be in the memory of many of our readers,

though not many, perhaps, possess a copy, for

the edition and its circulation were, if we
remember rightly, somewhat limited. The
plates, both in their subjects and manner of

drawing, were strongly marked by Burges’s

sturdy and defiant originality, which, indeed,

was in this case so defiant that some of his

most intimate friends and architectural allies

confessed to a difficulty in swallowing the fare

put before them. The work now before us,

—

a much smaller one in page area,—does not

partake of ;the ov.tr6 character of the larger

stonework drawings just referred to. It con-

sists, in fact, of general plans and sections of

some of Burges’s most remarkable designs,

executed or unexecuted, accompanied by
details of portions, with plans and sections

showing the masonry construction. The
general sections and elevations are of the most

businesslike character, drawn squarely and
mechanically in line, with the details merely

blocked out in outline for further delineation

in larger drawings.

In a short preface the editor, after remark-

ing truly that correct detail no less than good

proportion is essential to the perfection of

Gothic architecture, claims for Burges that,

while extremely accurate in his knowledge of

Gothic detail (which no one will question), he

had the power of so using his collected

materials as to produce originality and correct-

ness without copyism. Among the buildings

illustrated in this volume, which include Cork
Cathedral and Hartford College, Connecticut

(executed), and the School of Art, Bombay,
and the Memorial Church for Constantinople

(unexecuted), “each was adapted to suit the

climate, the site for which it was intended,

and the circumstances under which it was

designed. In his own house, which was one

of his best works, although there are ideas

taken from Greek and Assyrian architecture,

they are carried out exactly as a thirteenth-

century architect would have carried them
out had he possessed the enlarged oppor-

tunities of observation that we possess in the

present day.” That is true enough as far as it

goes, but there is exactly tbe rub ; Burges did

carry out buildings “ exactly as a thirteenth-

century architect would have carried them

out,” and Mr. Pullan puts forth this qualifica-

tion as if it were to satisfy all demands. But
why did not Burges endeavour to carry out

buildings exactly as a nineteenth-century

architect should carry them out ? That he had
“ a great power of assiiuOation ” is quite true

;

be assimilated the Mediteval spirit more fully,

in reality, than either Street or Scott

did
;
and it is also true that he adapted

his buildings to their sites and purposes

with a considerable amount of variety and

originality. But it is the variety and

originality of a thirteenth-century architect,

not of a nineteenth-century one. And it is for

that reason that, as we turn over these pages

we seem to be looking back at a chapter of

architectural revival of which the page has been

already turned. Mr. Pullan notes that there

is a great deal of “ discordance ” in the detail

of Gothic architecture as carried out now, an

admixture of English, French, German, and

Italian details from both ecclesiastical and

domestic buildings. If this charge is intended

* The Architectural Deaipn* of W. Burges, A.B.A.
Details of Stonework. Edited by R. P. Pullan, F.B.A.,

F.E.I.B.A. London: B.T.Batsford. 1887.
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I against the leading men who have practised

I )thic architecture during the revival, we
( rdly think it is true

;
not, at any rate, to the

I tent which is implied. But it is curious,
' nost pathetic, to read that “ this will not be

[ in future, when increased knowledge and a

Dre extended power of analysis will enable

I'ople to distinguish good architecture from
jferior ”

;
and so we are offered Burges’s

himilated Mediteval architecture as an
isistance in the right direction. Does not
'ir. PuUan perceive any sign that the page is

>med, and that this particular chapter of

I chitectural revival is pretty nearly closed ?

; We do not question the interest of the pub-

1 lation, however
; we only question it having

[ e precise kind of value which the editor

I tributes to it,—in that it comes too late.

I'lrge.s’s plates are more likely to warn the

indent off Gothic revival than to spur him in

irrying it on, for the kind of work they
I esent is so palpably out of touch with the

resent day. In the first place, the spirit of

. e architecture is so completely and uncom-
i'omisingly Medimval

;
and the English world

:i8 pretty well got over its Medieval fever,

hen it is nonsense to say there is notcopyism.
is true that in the general scheme of com-

• mation and distribution of the materials there

I originality. In the design for the Bombay
; ihool of Art, for instance, there is a distinct

leatment of Gothic to suit it to a tropical

. imate. Perforated slabs were, wherever
jtacticable, to be substituted for glass win-

. )ws. The roofs were to be of low pitch, and
lamed double, to allow of perfect ventilation,

id the eaves were to have great projection, in

der in some degree to shade the windows.

1 'll this is well, though, after all, it is not more
lan the exercise of ordinary common sense,

: r no one could have lived in a Gothic building

I . that climate if it had not been modified for

lie circumstances. But then, we are told,

, Mr. Burges chose the architecture of the
’ tter part of the twelfth century, which is

liaracterised by broad masses and deep
iiadows, as that most suitable for an Eastern
I imate.” But why the European style of the

Ivelfth century for an Eastern country? Why,
• ' there must be a past style adopted, not take

: ae native to the soil 1 or, finally, was it not

ossible, by “power of assimilation,” to develop
' jmething “ characterised by broad masses and
eep shadows,” without going back to the

Itvelfth century for it? We cannot be sur-

I vised that Burges did not attempt to do so,

iiecause he lived in the midst of the Gothic
I lovement, and the most original of us can
.
.ardly go right against the stream

;
but we are

lurprised that Mr. Pullan should not perceive

hat things have moved since then. How-
I

ver, granting that in this and in the memorial
' hutch design there is an adaptation to the

ite and circumstances which takes each of

he designs, as a whole, out of the region of

'ppyiam, surely it cannot be denied that the

I letails shown in these pages are full of copy-
sm. They are, for the most part, simply

[larly French Gothic adopted wholesale. And
vhere they are modified, they are not improved.
The massive character of this phase of Gothic

I
vas, no doubt, peculiarly attractive to Burges’s

jenius, which leaned towards weight and mass
I n architectural expression ; but his desire for

.;.hese qualities led him to exaggerate his

Inodels
;
and a good deal of the detail shown

! n these plates, the short, thick, stunted shafts

md big capitals and bases, impresses as, though
'oowerful, decidedly wanting m refinement

;
in

jome cases even “clumsy” would hardly be
x>o harsh a word to apply to it.

The real value of these drawings to the
irchitectural student, old and young, consists,

. m the first place, in the preference for solidity

ind massiveness which they show, the absence
of anything that is flimsy or at variance with

: monumental character; but still more in the
iavidence given, by the detail drawings more
.especially, of Burges’s truly architectural feel-

ing in designing. His way of treating the
: sections and plans is so distinctly that of a
man who was not designing a design, but

: building a building. Everything in his detail

seems thought out with reference to the putting
; together of the stones, and not as a process of

putting lines on paper. We should not

recommend any young student to go to the

book to study Gothic detail, or to adopt his

style from it, as if that were the same thing as

going to original medimval work, as the editor

fondly suggests. But what he is likely to acquire

from the study of it is a feeling for massive-

ness and monumental character in architecture,

and a clearer perception of the relation between
masonic construction and outward architectural

expression. We do not know that all the

constructive details are to be recommended as

models,—at least, if we take the drawings as

intended accurately to show the jointing. The
student will learn from them how solid and
massive was Burges’s manner of putting

stones together, and how religiously he carried

his string-course stones right through the wall,

so as to make them real constructive bond
and not mere ornamental facing. The details

of Cork Cathedral tower may be studied with

particular advantage, and the section through

the nave. But we should hope that Burges
did not really mean the window-
label stones in the drawings for

Brisbane Cathedral, for instance

(plate 12), to be shaped as shown
on the section (see A in figure).

If the stone was really intended

to be cut that way, it is not

only a great waste of labour and
material, but it is a form in

which, in the event of any settle-

ment, the stone would be almost

sure to crack at the angle
;
and

if it is not meant so (and we can hardly think

it is), the drawing is misleading for purposes of

study.

The drawings were, however, well worth pub-
lishing, as the recordofavery gifted and original

architect’s manner of working, and though the

editor somewhat exaggerates their value as

models, they are well worth study if taken as

sources of architectural inspiration and instruc-

tion, though not as models of style. Mr. Pullan
speaks of possible future volumes containing

illustrations of Burges’s designs for woodwork
and metal-work. These could hardly fail to

be of interest; probably of greater interest

than the volume we are now noticing, as there

would be more scope in them for the exercise

of the powerful originality in detail which
Burges undoubtedly possessed, but which, in

regard to purely architectural detail was, to our
thinking, somewhat weakened by his loyalty to

Medix'val precedent.

NOTES.
UKING the remarkably severe

thunderstorm which prevailed in

London for nearly three hours on
the evening of the 17th inst.,

several buildings were struck by the electric

fluid and more or less damaged. The most
serious case which has come to our notice

is that of the spire of Christ Church, Endell-

street. Long Acre, which has been very badly
shattered, especially on its north-eastern side.

The spire, which rises to the height of about
120 ft., was built, with the church, more than
forty years ago, the architect being Mr
Benjamin Ferrey. (A view and description

of the church appeared in the Builder for

March 8, 1845.) The stone appears to be
a variety of Batli, and is in parts very much
decayed. An iron finial surmounts the spire,

but there was no lightning-conductor. The
electric fluid apparently struck the iron finial,

by which it seems to have been conducted into

the interior of the spire, and, possibly
attracted by iron cramps in the stonework, to

have burst its way through to the outside

of the spire, carrying away large masses of
stone. The side of the spire most afi'ected

looks as though it had suftered bombardment,
great holes being made in it. These holes,

especially one above the uppermost lucarne,

have been partly filled up again by blocks of

stone, displaced from above, lodging there in

their descent, and showing by their projection
that they were only just saved from falling to
a lower level. Altogether, the spire is in a
very precarious condition, as may be seen by
viewing it through a glass from the workhouse

yard adjoining. An inspection of the interior

still further reveals the ruined condition of the

spire, and makes one marvel how it holds

together. Services have been discontinued in

the church, and a considerable area of the street

in front of the spire has been hoarded in, and the

carriage traffic diverted for fear of the effects of

vibration. The work of restoring the spire has

been very promptly placed in the hands of

Messrs. R. Aviss & Co., of Putney, and we wish

them and their workmen well out of their

hazardous undertaking. Mr. Coleman, their

courteous representative on the works, pointed

out to us the curious way in which the electric

fluid, on reaching the base of the tower, travelled

for some fifteen yards or so along the iron railings

on the north side of the church, and was con-

ducted by an iron stay-bar into the eastern-

most buttress but one, seriously rupturing it.

At this point the course of the fluid is lost

sight of. The moral of this and of many
previous casualties is, of course, that every

church and every prominent building ought to

be provided with a lightning-conductor, whose
efficiency should be periodically tested.

Mr. DE lisle, the member who “did not

even smile,” deserves the best tlianks of

all who are interested in decorative painting

generally, and in the completion of the decora-

tion of our national palace of legislature more
particularly, for his sensible letter in the Times
of Tuesday in regard to the unfinished decora-

tion of the Central Hall of the Houses of

Parliament. As Mr. De Lisle says, the exist-

ing mosaic of St. George by Mr. Poynter “ may
not be faultless,” but its general effect is

“bright and splendid” (we presume Mr. De
Lisle uses “splendid” in its literal Latin

sense), and its cost, 650Z
,
might be said to be

almost absurdly small for a work of high-class

design, covering so large an area, and executed

in so costly and laborious a method as mosaic.

To our thinking, Mr. Poynter’s design deserves

a good deal more than the faint praise which
even those in favour of continuing the series

have been content to bestow upon it. His
“ St. George ” is a fine and heroic-looking

figure, and the general effect of the design is

decorative and well suited to mosaic. But, at

all events, it is a commencement of the scheme
of decoration, which ought to be continued,

and which has long remained incomplete, to

our national discredit. Mr. De Lisle is also

quite right in his conclusion that mosaic alone

can be advantageously or rightly employed for

the completion of the series of pictures in the

central octagon, and that for one more reason

than he seems to be aware of. Not only is it

the case that the brilliant scheme of decora-

tion of the Central Hall, with its gilding and
stained glass, requires a no less brilliant

medium than mosaic for its pictorial decora-

tion
;

but also, the one area having now
been filled with mosaic, the treatment of

the other similar spaces with fresco, as one
or two of the aesthetic (?) blockheads in the

House have proposed, would be a proceeding
architecturally out of the question, unless those

who propose it are prepared to back out Mr.
Poynter’s mosaic, and replace it also with
fresco. Mosaic and fresco will not range

together
;
and fresco pictures would be killed

in that position by their decorative surround-

ings. We fear Mr. De Lisle’s appeal has little

chance of success in an assembly where vulgarity

and economic claptrap are so rampant as in

the present House of Commons
; but he is, at

all events, to be thanked for having made one
more effort to arouse attention to the dis-

creditable manner in which the central

rendezvous of our legislative palace, the

architectural keystone of the design, is left

year after year in its incomplete state, a
derision to visitors, foreign and English alike.

By an order of the 4th of July last, only just
published in the Journal Offi-ciel of August

25th, the French Minister of Public Instruc-

tion and Fine Arts has created, in connexion
with the Museum of Comparative Sculpture,

at the Trocadtiro, a French Chair or Professor-

ship of Medieval and Renaissance Architec-

ture
;
and M. de Baudot, Inspector-General of

“Travaux Dioedsains,” and member of the
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Commission des Monuments Historiques, is

nominated as the first occupant of the office.

This appointment has a certain significance, as

it implies a desire on the part of the Govern-

ment to promote a more definite and regular

study of that phase of architecture, which

though it is recognised by many in France

as more especially “ national ” than any

other, is yet little studied at the Ecole des

Beaux Arts. M. de Baudot is the oldest

Inspector-General of “ travaux diocesains,”

and one of the most devoted disciples and fol-

lowers of Viollet-le-Duc.

The
subscriptions to the second series of the

New Obligations on the Panama Canal,

which was opened on the 26th July, 1887,

show a marked abatement in the confidence

with which M. de Lesseps's appeals are

responded to in France. The three per cent,

loan of October 3, 1883, amounting to

12,000,000^, was all taken, at a discount of

43 per cent. Of the first series of the “ New
Obligations ” at 3 per cent, issued at a discount

of 55 per cent, 91‘7 per cent, were taken last

year. Of the offer of the present year, also at

3 per cent, at a discount of 56 per cent., only

517 per cent, has been applied for, giving a

cash amount of 4,556,000/., for which the

Company incurs a liability of 10,355,480/.

The total loan liabilities of the Company, out-

side of the original capital of 12,000,000/.,

now amount to 53,900,880/. (less a small

reduction for the action of the sinking fund).

For this the Company acknowledges the

receipt of 29,909,348/. in cash, showing a

rebate of 23,991,532/, The total to the debit

of capital account thus stands at 65,900,880/.,

of which some 8,000,000/. is in hand. The

annual sum required for interest on the above,

together with -i per cent, for sinking fund, is

2,668,458/. The total amount of excavation for

the canal and river deviations is now estimated

at 150,000,000 cubic metres. This estimate

must, however, be considerably under the

mark, as the river deviations will be very

much increased in volume by the abandon-

ment of the Barrage or dam at Gamboa. The

deep cuttings, moreover, are only estimated

for at slopes of, and under, 1 to 1 ;
at which

there can be no rational anticipation that they

will stand. From the monthly accounts of

excavation published from time to time it

appears that 36,000,000 of cubic m/.‘tres have

been excavated since 1879, leaving 114,000,000

cubic mkres, out of the minimum estimate

above quoted, to be excavated on July Ist last.

The rate of progress for 1886 was very nearly

one million cubic metres per month, and this

has been increased by about one-sixth during

the first six months of 1887. At this rate of

progress it would take eight years to complete

the excavation. But the true limit of time

(apart from the question of the Chagres floods,

and the Rio Grande diversion) is found in the

Culebra cutting, which, in less than two kilo-

metres of length, is estimated (at 1 to 1

slopes) to contain 25,000,000 cubic metres

of rock, sand, and clay. Of this unprecedented

volume only about one-tenth, or 2,550,000

cubic metres, have yet been excavated. The
largest return made from this cutting in any

month hitherto was 122,000 cubic metres in

May last ;
the volume, however, sinking to

50,000 cubic metres for June. At the most
rapid rate yet given it would take fifteen years

to execute this cutting, if the work were un-

interrupted, and if the slopes stand as designed.

In the course of fifteen years 40,000,000/. will

be required to pay the amount of interest due
on the money already raised, to say nothing of

that required to carry on the works for the

period above indicated. The above figures are

all taken from the authorised publications of

the company.

A very conspicuous object from the harbour
of Queenstown is now the New Roman

Catholic Cathedral, which stands almost in the

centre of the 1 ines of houses which run along the
margin of the bay and line the steep slopes

above. It would have been impossible to

have chosen a finer site, and the building is

by far the most conspicuous object as vessels

draw towards the quays from the sea. Un-

fortunately, however, the building is incom-

plete, and its further progress is at present

delayed for want of funds. Externally it is

to all appearances nearly complete, except

that the tower has yet been carried no further

than the height of the roof. The south side

of the building is seen from the bay, as it is

buUt along the side of the hill from west to

east. The most prominent feature is the

southern transept, with a rose window and

small side towers and pinnacles. The east end

is in the form of an apse, whilst the unfinished

tower stands in front of the west end, that is

to say, at the south-west corner of the building.

We understand that the building is internally

also unfinished. It is most unfortunate when
a striking and important building in a con-

spicuous situation is left in a state which is

almost worse than not being in existence at

all. It says little for the genuine interest of

the Irish Roman Catholics in their religion or

their country that they allow this work to

remain unfinished.

WHEN English watering-places are annually

overrun it is difficult not to be struck

with the way in which those on this side of the

water neglect the attractions of the glorious

bay of Queenstown,—the Cove of Cork,—and

the delightful shores of the Lee from Cork to

Haulbowline, The bay is one of the finest

boating waters in the world. There are addi-

tional attractions in the vessels of all nations

which trade there, and in the splendid mail

packets to and from America
;

there are

steamers plying on bay and river, and direct

railway communication with Cork and Dublin
;

yet there are scores of sites for houses unoccu-

pied, and an almost total dearth of tourists.

^rHE effect of the treatment of sewage
-L described in a paper sent to us by Mr.

Richard Weaver, C.E., F.C.S., can only be

known by trial
;
but there are certain leading

conditions which must be fulfilled in one or

other respect in every place, according to cir-

cumstances. These are not the same in all,

but in most places nothing should be added to

the sewage which would prevent it being used

beneficially on land, and the same may be said

of the solid residue separated from the sewage

in tanks by settlement, and the clarification of

the effluent water by chemical ingredients
;

for we take it that, sooner or later, the sewage

of most towns must be applied to land before

it is finally got rid of and passes beyond the

control of the sanitary authorities. The agri-

cultural chemist may form a pretty accurate

notion of the probable effect of the “ fer-

chlor ” proposed in this case when its pre-

cise nature and composition are stated ;

and we should advise the inventor to make
sure, before he goes any farther, that the

new ingredient he proposes to add to the

sewage will have no detrimental effect when it

comes in contact with the soil, whether it be a

light or a stiff soil, and whatever composed of,

unless, indeed, the process be intended for

exceptional cases only, and we cannot suppose

that to be the object of the inventor. If the

proposed treatment should turn out satisfactory

in this respect, we should say it would prove

to be a valuable discovery, for it would pro-

bably be effective in deodorising the sewage in

its passage through the sewers, if applied at

their upper ends
;
but it would hardly be

practicable to apply it, as is suggested in the

paper, at the heads of the house-drains. In

any case in which these are laid so as not to

carry off the sewage cleanly and quickly away
from the house, they must perforce continue to

give off foul air, until they are taken up and
laid properly, for the frequent attention re-

quired to deodorise them would be given by
but few persons, if any. Corporations and
other sanitary authorities, however, can easily

deal with the sewers in this way.

By the fire which broke out at Knole House,
Sevenoaks, on Tuesday, the 16th of

August, the barn,—one of ita oldest features,

—and the adjoining stables were destroyed.

The barn was a relic of the time of Archbishop
Thomas Bourchier (died 1486), who rebuilt

most of the house, enclosed the park, and
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devised both to his own metropolitical See
of Canterbury. His successor, John Morton
(died 1500), made some additions. The hall,

chapel, chaplain’s room, servants’ “gaol,” and
the gate-house are of these two prelates’ days.

The gate-house is very like to that by Morton,

the building archbishop, at Lambeth House.

Cranmer, fearful of what the laity should say,

exchanged the house for certain lands to the

Crown. Thus it passed by favour through

various hands, including those of the Protector

Somerset
;
John Dudley, Duke of Northumber-

land
;
Cardinal Pole

;
and the Earl of Leicester.

Ultimately Elizabeth bestowed it upon Thomas
Sackville, first Earl of Dorset, in whose line it

has continued ever since, save for a break

during the Usurpation, and an alienation by
Richard, third earl, to Alderman Henry Smith,

.

of London, which his nephew redeemed.

Lord Dorset, who died (suddenly in the

council chamber, Whitehall) in 1608, also

enlarged the house in the Early Italian or

Classic style then in vogue. The water-spouts

which he set up throughout the premises bear

date 1605. Richard, fifth earl (died 1677) made
substantial repairs

;
his imion with the Lady

Frances Cranfield, heir to her brother Lionel,

the Earl of Middlesex, is recorded by the arms

of their two houses upon the garden gates, the

dial, and elsewhere. The mansion narrowly

escaped from destruction by a fire, which, on the

ChristmasDay morning, 1817, was discovered in

the Venetian chamber, and consumed the state

bed that had been originally made for King
James II.’s use, together with some valuable

pictures and Gobelins tapestry. Its earlier

annals begin with Baldwin de Bethune, temp.

John, and so on to the Marischals, Earls of

Pembroke
;

the Bigods, Earls of Norfolk

;

and Otho de Grandison, temp. Edward I.

Viewed from without, the various buildings,

in a great diversity of style, cover about five

acres, and standwithin a magnificently-timbered

park extending over some 1,000 acres. Within

is a priceless collection of paintings, with some

furniture and decorations dating from the six-

teenth and seventeenth centuries. Whilst the

property itself takes a foremost rank amongst

the historic seats of England, the prospect as

viewed from River Hill over Western Kent
with Penshurst, home of the Sidneys, in the

nearer distance between the foreground and

the Sussex downs and hills of Hampshire,

spreads out unsurpassed in this country.

WRITING to the Standard, “ F. R. A. S.’'

suggests that to the scientific reports in

our daily papers be added a notice of the exact

error of Westminster Palace clock at any fixed

hour of the preceding day. This error, by the

way, is ascertained twice daily. On the 10th

of August last the clock was advanced four

seconds, having remained untouched since the

29th of March last. In telling us to regulate

our own clocks and watches by marking the

first note of any hour as it is struck upon Big

Ben,“F.R. A. S.” forgets one important element

of the observation : we must also make allow-

ance for the time that the sound has taken to

reach our ears: so his recommendation is of but

little practical use.

A LOCAL committee invite contributions

towards the restoration of the Martyrs’

Memorial at Dartford, Kent. This stands in

the old burial-ground on the site of an ancient

chapel that was dedicated to St. Edmund-the-

Martyr. It commemorates the burning at the

stake, on July I7th, 1555, in Queen Mary’s

reign, of Christopher Waid and two of his

fellow-townsmen for their adherence to the

Protestant faith. A similar movement has

been made in respect of the monument to

Robert Nelson, author of “ Fasts and Festivals

of the Church,” who was the first person to he

interred (1715) in the burial-ground of St.

George-the-Martyr, Holborn, next north of

the Foundling Hospital, London. The Latin

epitaph was composed by Bishop Sraalridge.

Mr. Butterfield has examined the monument,

and it is estimated that 60/. will meet the

necessary repairs and provide a suitable railing.

Mrs. HOLMES, honorary secretary to

Lord Meath’s Public Gardens Associa-

tion, wrote recently to the Times directing
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) attention to recent encroachments upon
rBurton’s, olim Great or College, Court,
iClielsea, Lying between Koyal Avenue and
St. Leonard’s - terrace, this once open space

uwas lately leased to the General commanding
the Home District for a soldiers’ cricket-

i ground, to the exclusion, for all practical

[• purposes, of the public. A Treasury grant of
i;800/. was made for preparing tne ground

;

titwo pavilions have been set up
;
and, unless

the matter be vigorously handled, there is

imuch danger that the ground will soon be
I quite converted into a private enclosure. It
X is to be observed that the grove of trees and
the Royal Avenue bear, north-west, towards

I,Kensington Palace. The story runs that

) Queen Anne intended to make a road and
( avenue from the Soldiers’ Hospital, across

the Court and the fields beyond, to her home
' at Kensington. The Court extends over about
twelve acres, and was bought with the public

) funds in 1G82.

There is an amusing paper in the current
number of the Nineteenth Century, by the

tRev. Dr. Jessop, on the “Trials of a Country
•: Parson,” in the course of which he describes a
I.,visit he lately paid to a chimch “ to which a
(very hurricane of a man had been recently
x appointed, and which he had already set him-
’self about to restore”;

—

“ He know no more about architecture than I do
I about Sanscrit, and less about history than I do
uabout chemistry. Ho had a small army of brick-
1
.
layers picking and slopping aboiit the sacred edifice,

Kearing down this and digging up that, and
; smalming (a good word this) over the other. And
this worthy had not even consulted the parish

J clerk !
‘ Of course, you have a faculty for this ?

’

I I suggested. 'Not I! Faculty, indeed! I have
Imodo up my mind to have nothing whatever to do
1 with any officials or professionals of any sort or
I kind

;
I am my own architect !

’ Now, if a man
(choosos to be his own tailor, nobody wOl bo much
< tho worse, and nobody will much care

;
but when a

man sets himself to ‘ restore ’ a church by the light
t of nature, it is a much more serious matter, anditis
w almost beyond belief what a brisk and bouncing
[lyoung follow, with the best intentions and an
i .mmeaeurable fund of ignoranco to fall back upon,
bian do without any one interfering with him. You
iiell him that he will got into a scrape, that the
1 bishop will bo down upon him, that there are such
4 things as law courts. He smiles the benevolent
j jmile of superior wisdom, and dashes on with heroic
1 valour. If ho calls himself a Ritualist, he gets rid of
. ;ho Jacobean pulpit, or the royal arms, or the Ton
ilOommandments, and sets up a construction which be
»lls a roredos, all tinsel, and putty, and papier-

ImAch^, hurls away the old pews before you know
I whore you are, nails tho brasses to tho walls, sets up
; a loctem, and intones the service, keeping well
I within the chancel, from which he firmly banishes
' all worshippers who are not males. As for that
i ^llery at tho west end where the singers used to
) sit for a couple of centuries, and never failed to take
I their part with conscious pride in their own per-
3 formances, that is abomination in his oyea,—that
1 must go of course, ‘ to throw out tho belfry arch,
you 806

,
aud to bring the ringers into closercon*

inexion with the worship of the sanctuary.’ ‘llove
s to see the bell-ropes,' said one of these dear woll-
t. meaning young clergymen to me. . , . But if an
iienergeticyoungroforraor calls himself an Evangelical
she is, if possible, a more dangerous renovator than
j the other. Then tho axes and hammers come in
I ^ith a vengeance. None of your pagan inscriptions
e 'or him, teaching false doctrine and popery. None
•'if your Orate pro anivia, none of your crosses and
I remains of frescoes on his walls; St. Christopher
t with tho Child upon his shoulder wading through
I the stream, St. Sebastian stuck all over with arrows,
1 or St. Peter with those very objectionable keys. As
i br the rood-screen, away with it. Are we not kings
iind priests ? If you must have a division between

affiochancol and the nave, setup tho pulpit there, tall,

tprominent, significant
;
and if the preacher cannot

'ihe heard, then learn the lessons which our graud-
» fathers taught us, and let there bo a sounding-board.
The serious part of all this passionate meddling

I with tho quo ante is that any young incum-
Joentcan come in and play the wildest havoc with
)ur old churches without any one interfering with

.iiim. Tho beneficed clerk is master of the situa-

,
:ion, and is frightfully more so now that Church-

X ntes have boon abolished than he was before. It
c ,s no one’s interest to open his mouth : is he not
'i nducted into possession of tho sacred building, and
•- s he not, therefore, tenant for life of the freehold ?

' Vs long as he makes himself liable for all the
t jxpense, it is surely better to let him have his way.
i I ain’t a-going to interfere,’ says one after another

;

i ind in six weeks a church which had upon its win-
i lows and its doors, upon its every stone and timber,
I he marks and evidence which constituted a con-
odnuous chronicle, picturing,—not telling,—a tale
i )f the faith and hope, and folly and errors, and

devotion and sorrow, and striving after a higher
ideal, and painful groping for more light in the
gloom,--a tale that goes back a thousand years

;
a

tale of the rude forefathers ot the village world,
which still regards the bouse of God as somehow
its own,—in six weeks, I say, all this is as effectually
obliterated as if a ton of dynamite had been
exploded in one of the vaults, and the genius of
smugness had claimed the comminuted fragments
as her own.”

This, it is needless to remark, is only one side
of the picture and of the question, and we
only quote it as such. To nave one side put
with picturesqueness and point is, however,
worth something,—provided we always recog-
nise clearly that it ts only one side.

TT appears that the southern colonies are
-L making a decided move in favour of ex-
plomtion of that unknown waste, the Antarctic
region of this planet. The Antarctic Com-
mittee which has been, according to the Times,
appointed by the Royal Society of Victoria
and Royal Geographical Society of Australia,
has memorialised the Premier of Victoria in
favour of offering bonuses to stimulate Antarctic
research. Bonuses will be given for the con-
veyance of scientific observers into south
latitudes, special bonuses for oil from fish

caught south of 60 degrees S., and further
ones for passing 70 degrees S. A flying survey
of any coast lines not in the Admiralty charts
is desired, and the discovery of new waterways
and harbours for wintering. We have no doubt
that before long we shall hear, however, of a
special expedition for the exclusive object of
Antarctic research. Grumblers will say that
“ no practical advantage ” is to be derived
from it, and no doubt the lives of adventurous
men will be sacrificed to the fascination of

South Pole exploration as they have been to

that of the North Pole
;
but it is likely to go

on for all that, and we wish it good speed.
That restlessness of the human spirit, which
can never be content till we know all about
our globe that is to be known, is one of the
things that makes life worth living

;
and any

who may perish in the attempt to increase our
stock of knowledge will at least lie in honoured
though perhaps unknown graves.

THE ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION
EXCURSION.

Rekuming onr account of the Excursion of
the Architectural Association, the first place
visited ou Wednesday, the 17th inst., was
South Wraiall (see phototype illustratioDS in
last week’s BuilAer), This is a very inte-
resting manor-house of two styles. Perpendi-
cular and Elizabethan, The house is now,
and always has been, in the possession of
the family of Long, which emerged into history
under the patronage of the Hnngerfords of
Faiieigh, bnt which has outlined that race, and
has achieved distinction on its own account. It

right, there seems little doubt that the son of
tho founder of the family began the manor-
house, which was further enlarged by his great-
grandson, Sir Thomas Long, about the year
1500. The means of dating his work are
afforded by a heraldic device,—a marshal’®
lock,—which Sir Thomas was the first of th&
family to display, he inherting it, as it were,
from his mother. The cognisance once adopted
was freely used afterwards, and appears in the
work added a hundred years later, when the
somewhat straggling Perpendicular in which
Sir Thomas worked had given way to the bold
Renaissance of his great-grandson, Sir Walter.
The chief features due to him are the lino

drawing-room and the chimney-pieces of severak
other rooms. Three of these were illustrated
in our last number, and the bold and original
nature of the work is evident at a glance.
The designers of this and of much other-
Renaissanco work seem to have aimed at
effect : their work is strong if not refined.

Sometimes it is both; but any way preferable
to tho tame proprieties of a later date. Th»
drawing-room is a very interesting example of
an alteration of existing work. Sir Walter
widened the old room by 4 ft. or 5 ft., but
retained the old roof and wall plate. In order
to do this he left or built a large mass of
masonry projecting from one side to carry the
plate; this he ornamented with niches and
clothed with panelling, thereby converting it

into an agreeable feature, and one which lends
much interest to the plan of the room. Then,
at opposite comers of the apartment, he made
great windows of many square-headed lights,

he covered the old timbers with a fine plaster
ceiling, and, behold, a room such as men love to-

look upon. Unfortunately, it is a thoroughfare
room in two directions, and this mistake in
planning, combined with other inconveniences
of a similar nature, no doubt led to the disuse
of the house as a family residence. Its empti-
ness, however, enabled the excursionists to-

sketch and measure without let or hindrance.
One drawback an emptyhouse brings with it, and
that is, that the garden is neglected. At South
Wraxall this is the case, but the flagged paths
and the great stone piers (see illustration in
last week’s Bailder) show what possibilities;

there are.

In great contrast to South Wraxall is

Kingston House at Bradford-on-Avon (see
view in last week’s Builder). Hero we have
a fine house occupied, and surrounded by
beautifully-kept gardens ; but Kingston House
excited no interest in comparison. The
fact is, Kingston House has been restored.
According to the best authority, it has been
restored with the utmost care

;
piece by piece

the decayed work was taken out and replaced,,

the new work being an exact reproduction of
the old. Bat with all this care it fails te
attract the arcbitectnral sketcher. His aim is.

to get at the thoughts and ways of his pre-
decessors at first hand, and not through the
medium of facsimiles, however exact. Hence
he will desert the fine, clean, scraped work,.

is said that one of my Lord Hungerford’s suite
in the beginning of the fifteenth century was a
tall fellow called Long Thomas, or according to
another authority, Henri le Preux. This
adjective “ long,” by dint of constant use, was
finally adopted as a surname, and Long Thomas
became Thomas Long, or Henry Long, accord-
ing to the other authority. Whichever may be

beautiful though it may be, and content himself
with some dirty, chipped affair, whose very dirt
and chippiness attest the hand of Time at each
glance the sketcher raises towards it.

The town of Bradford-on-Aron itself is very
picturesque, owing much of its charm to its

situation on the side of a steep hill, and some,
perhaps, to the fact that in its early days it
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also contains ranch later work, equally delicate

and refined, althongh belonging to what some
people are pleased to call the Pagan style

of the Kenaissauce. The pulpit, reredos,

and font-cover are examples, and are hardly

notable than the great tomb to Sir

Edward Lewis, who died in 1630. On an

altar tomb lie the beautiful figures of Sir

Edward and his wife, while above them hovers a
cherub offering the crown of life. The cherub

bangs from the panelled soffit of the flat

canopy, which is supported by columns. The
recess is partly screened by curtains, which are

drawn back and tied round the columns. Above
the canopy rises a tablet carrying the arms,

while below the recumbent figures kneel effigies

of five children. The panelled ceilings are also

Jacobean in date, and though poor in detail

they give a rich effect to the church, and are of

great historical interest. It is earnestly to be

hoped that in the restoration now proceeding

every effort will be made to preserve them.

Three other important monuments deserve

notice, one is the Cheney Chantry, or what
remains of it, in the nave

;
another is a Late

Gothic tomb to an unknown ecclesiastic, in the

south transept. It is elaborately and richly

coloured, and from the rebus which adorns it

in various places,—a sprig of bay and a tun,

barrel,—it is supposed to commemorate one

John Baynton. A curious feature is that the

recumbent figure rests its feet not on an ani-

mal, as is usual, but on a barrel. The
third monument is one by Chautrey, of which

we reproduced a photograph last week. It is

to the memory of Sir Simon Richard Brissett

Taylor, who died in 1815, and it was erected by
his sister, Martha Taylor, who died in 1817.

As is always the case with a good building, the

time allotted to Edington passed all too quickly,

and it was with regret that the party moved
away towards Westbury. The church here, it

rose the hills of Monmouthshire and the hazy

mountains of Wales,—a vast view, recalling in

extent and character the panorama from Edge
Hill seen on the Banbury excursion. Marsh-

field was next visited. It is a long, straggling,

little town, dating principally from the time of

William and Mary. When once there, no doubt

something may be found to sketch, either at

the church, the almshouse, or in the street, but

there is nothing of commanding interest. Very
different is Cold Ashton, where the church aud

manor-house abound in useful scraps. The
church was built by one Thomas Key, whose

rebus, a T and a key, occurs frequently. The
pulpit, which is recessed in the wall, has a

crocheted canopy over it, and is approached

by the same steps that used to lead to the rood-

loft. It is figured in Dollman’s book. The
manor-house dates from early in the seventeenth

century 5 it was probably built by a John

Pipwell, who lived there in 1608, and who
subsequently sold it to John Gunning, Mayor
and Alderman of Bristol, who was alive in 1645.

He built the elegant stone gateway in the front,

and adorned it with his arms,—three culverins

or guns. The house is now a farmhouse, aud
has been altered somewhat to suit its changed
purpose, but a great deal of Jacobean wood-

work is left, as well as some plaster ceilings,

some of which bear exquisite designs in low

relief. The view from the front of the house

across the valley of St. Catherine’s is very

charming, and gives Cold Ashton an advantage

over most contemporary houses, for they were
usually built down in a bole with little prospect

beyond their own beautiful gardens. From
Cold Ashton,—Ashton Frigida, as it is called in

fourteenth-century documents,—the way lay

down the hilly road that winds along the

wooded aide of St. Catherine’s valley to the

church and court-house of that name. The
house is said to have been built by Prior

became the home of weavers from the Low
Countries. Its most remarkable monument is

the celebrated Saxon chapel, which within the

last fifteen years has been discovered and

rescued from oblivion, and is now carefully

attended to and duly appreciated. It is, how-

ever, a building which 'would better grace an

account of the doings of an archaeological

society than of an excursion of sketchers. As

to the church, it may be said of this as of many
others, that interest may be extracted from any

church dating from Mediaeval times, even

though it offers little for the pencil to note.

The other principal features in the town are the

Tithe Barn and the Bridge, both of which, as

well as the Saxon chapel, we illustrated last

week.
At Westwood, where the party went next,

they found a church with a beautiful panelled

tower and a corner stair-turret carried up, and

crowned with a crookotod stone cupola. Inside

some fragmentary glass attracted attention, as

well as a wooden pulpit, dated 1607, and a very

florid altar-rail, or low screen, of the time pro-

bably of Charles I. The adjacent manor-house,

though retaining little internal work, has a pic-

turesque exterior, and, combined with the

recessed windows of the excellent north aisle,

or chapel, and the panelled tower, forms a group

of great architectural interest.

On Thursday, the first resting-place was

Great Chalfield Manor-honse, of which we gave

an illustration last week. In some respects it

recalls South Wraxall, from which it is distant

about three miles
;
but the work here is of a

slightly better character, although a little later.

Nothing beyond the exterior remains, and since

it was illustrated by Walker some part has been

pulled down
;
but the front of the house is loft,

and so are the ranges of farm buildings, as well

as traces of the moat, and of the fine stew-

ponds. It is a place well worthy of study, if

only for the plan of the whole premises, which

may be said to include the church, for it serves

few people besides those living in the Manor-

house.
Soon after leaving Chalfield an accident

occurred to one of the two vehicles conveying

the party, whereby the day’s arrangements

were somewhat upset, Keovil being omitted

altogether, ani a shorter time allowed for the

remaining buildings. Of these, Steeple Ashton

was the first. The village takes its name,—not

from its church, which has only a tower,—but

from the staple, or market, which formerly

existed hero. The church (of which we gave a

small view last week) is, at first sight, an

imposing one, but a closer inspection shows the

detail to be very coarse and of vmpleasing pro-

portions. The church has had a spire twice,

but it fell down twice, and, taking this as an

intimation of a Divine objection to such a
feature in that village, those concerned decided

nob to attempt to reconstruct it. Leland gives

the popular derivation of the name, and men-
tions the spire. He says (cir. 1536), “It is a
praty litle market Towne, and hathe praty

Buyldinges. It standitbe muohe by clotbiars.

There is in it a very fayre chorohe, buyldyd in

the Mynd of Men now lyvynge. The spired

Steple of Stone is very fayre and higho, and of

that it is cawllyd Steple Asscheton. Robart
Longe, clothyar, buyldyd the Northe Isle, Walter
Lucas, clothyar, boildyd the Sowthe Isle, of

theyr proper costes.’’

Bub far more interesting is the splendid

church of Edington. Splendid, at any rate, it

once was, for a long period of neglect has ren-

dered a thorough restoration necessary. Last
week we gave some illustrations and a short

historical account of the edifice, which, on
the occasion of the visit of the Association,

was described by Mr. J. D. Sedding, who,
in a paper which did justice to the beauties

of the place, uttered rank heresies in respect

of William of Edington’s connexion with
the building thereof. Certainly the work
ascribed to the same man here and at Win-
chester is very different in character, and
apparently in date, and possibly the heresy of

to-day may become the true faith of to-morrow

;

but the time at disposal was limited, and even
archfoological disputes sank into the second
place in the presence of suoh beautiful work as
there was on every hand. The original struc-

ture presents windows of an excellent type,

fair canopied niches, supported by exquisitely-
carved figures, whose drapery is rendered with
the masterly arrangement and the delicacy of
execution which mark the period, and which
may well be the despair of modern carvers. It

must be confessed, did not tend to lessen the

regret, for thoughinteresting enough historically,

it does not contain much of the food for which
the excursionists crave, nor was there much
time to do anything more than glance round it.

The last day, Friday, began with the house of

Hamswell, said bo be a corruption of St. Anne’s
Well, which is in an adjoining field. Its waters
are esteemed very efficacious in diseases of the

eyes. The house once belonged to the Whit-
tingtons, and two heraldic creatures, said to be

cats, grin out from the ivy over a garden door.

There is not much architecture visible through
the thick leaves of the ivy, but the front porch
is clear. It is late in date, and is surmounted
by a broken pediment, in which the parts of the
pediment are so small as to be what physiologists

call rudimentary organa. The garden is

charmingly old-fashioned, the ground sloping

away from the house in terraces down to a
Dutch canal, along the straight sides of which
runs a broad grass walk with an arbour at each
end. A very short stay was made here, and
then the party went on to Marshfield. Their
way led them along the ridge of a hill with a
wide view on either side; to the south-east lay

the winding valley where St. Catherine's Court
House lies hidden, to the west stretched a broad
plain, right away to the Severn, beyond which

Cantlow in 1499, but it looks later; and thei

porch no doubt dates, as generally stated, fromc

the early days of Charles I. It is unusually

good in design. The angles axe canted, andi

rile canted side contains a niche on tbei

ground-floor, aud on the upper floor one light .

of a mullioned window that makes the circuit;

of the whole projection. The doorway is round-:

headed and flanked by columns, while the sides;'

of the porch itself are pierced with an open';

arcade of three small arches carried onroundedii

stone balusters. The whole is crowned with:

an open balustrade. The house stands on the;

side of a hill, and is surrounded with well-kopt[

gardens. The approach is by a broad gravel 1

sweep and flights of grey, timeworn steps,'

through an ivy-covered arch on to the level 1

space in front of the porch. The house facesd

sideways, and beyond it the garden continnesi

in smooth lawns and long lofty terraces, with:

stone balustrades, backed by a high hedge ofi

trimmed yew, through which a small arch gives:

a glimpse of further walks. When the presentf

owners came here the place was dismantled and:

in decay, but through their energy and good;

taste it is now panelled in keeping with itsi

style, and abounds in nice bits of woodwork,-

which, though not native to the place, are by
this time thoroughly naturalised. The church,'
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which is reached by part of the same path
that leads to the house, is a small struc-

ture, very carefully kept up. It has re-

mains of some stained glass which has been
worked up into the cast window in a very
clever way, and matched with now glass hardly
distinguishable from the old. The east and
west walls are lined with tiles of harmonious
colours, and the whole effect is as pleasing as

well may be.

This was the last place on the programme,
and it formed a pleasant termination to a
pleasant week. The party returned to Bath
with the vision lingering in their minds of the

ivy-clad house, the soft sward of the stately

terraces, and the lichen - strewn stops, all

embosomed in trees and removed
“ r*r from the madding orowd’g ignoble strife.’'

TEE BRITISH ARCHiEOLOGICAL
ASSOCIATION.

Continuing our report (see p. 282, ante) of

the Liverpool Congress of this Association, at
the evening meeting on Wednesday, the 17th
inst., a paper was read on “ Old Liverpool
Chino,” by Mr. W. U. Cope, F.S.A., in which
the rise and progress of this old local trade
wero detailed, and reference made to the
examples in the Mayer collection, presented
to the town in 1867.

A second paper followed on the “ Manx and
Cornish Languages, considered Historically,”

by the Rev. \V. S. Lach-Szyrma.
Thursday morning, the 18tb, proved to be

very wot, and the party was considerably
thinned in consequence. Still, agoodly number
proceeded by rail to Runcorn, whence carriages
in readiness conveyed them to the ruins of
Halton Castle, once a place of considerable
strength, on an elevated hill of conical form,
but now only a mass of broken walls remains,
forming a conspicuous feature for many miles,
the view from the castle hill being one of great
extent and beauty.
A hasty perambulation of the walls was

made through the rain, after which the history
of the building was related by Messrs. Ed. M.
Hance and M. Morton, while Mr. Loftus Brock
described the architectural features, and par-
ticularly referred to the existence of some
walls, now portion of the inner ballium, built of
large blocks of stone without mortar, having an
archway cub out of a single stone. These may
probably be of Roman date. The site was
occupied by the Ancient Britons and by the
Bomans, for whom it was an important out-
post to guard the road to Warrington. It was
a place of strength in Norman times, and finally

ceased to exist at the conclusion of tho civil

wars, when it was dismantled.
Fine weather rewarded the visitors during

the remainder of tho day, and progress being
resumed, at Warrington the local museum was
inspected. There is hero an interesting collec-
tion of antiquities, mostly acquired from local
discoveries by the late Dr. Kendrick, an old
Associate. Hero are most of the articles dis-
covered at V’llderspool, most probably the
Condate of the Romans, including a curious
mask of clay, called a tragic mask, although its
appearance is very much at variance with its
name. Here are also portions of a curious
encaustic tile pavement, found not long since
on the site of the old Friary church, at the
junction of Friars’ Gate with Friars’ Green.
A plan of the discoveries then made is also
exhibited. The church bad a long chancel,
75 ft. long by 24 ft., a very short nave, 1?7 ft.
wide, divided from the former by a narrow
space, on which was once, doubtless, one of the
slender steeples so common to churches of
Friars. There was also a singular transept at
tho north side, larger than the nave, since it
was 64 ft. by 44 ft. wide, divided into a central
nave, with two side-aisles. The building has
entirely passed away, the ground plan being
only preserved by the few relics exhibited and
by a series of photographs.

After luncheon Sir J. A. Picton pointed out
two remarkable specimens of black and white
houses in the Market Place and elsewhere, after
which progress was made along the old Roman
road, now occupied for the most part by the
main highway to Winwick, where a justly cele-
brated church was thrown open for inspection.
The building stands on high ground, and its tall
tower and spire are visible for a considerable
distance. It is built of yellow stone and is
mainly of the fourteenth century, the arcades of
the nave being of different designs on each side,

that on the north being the most elaborate. The
chancel is of stately proportions, but very much
restored. An inscription arouml the S.W. angle

of the exterior records the death of St. Oswald
and his connexion with the parish. There is a
stone covered with interlaced patterns of Saxon
date now placed just clear of the east end of the

church. It is the two arms of the upper part

of an enormous cross. The patterns are of

much beauty and interest. There are no
portions of tho shaft remaining.
A lengthy drive along the Roman road

brought the party to Wigan, where, on arriving

at the Municipal Buildings, an address of

welcome was read by the Mayor, who after-

wards invited the inspection of the two maces
of the Corporation, one of which is a handsome
work of the reign of Charles II. There are also

a fine sword of state and other articles of

interest, all of which, with the various charters,

were laid out for the party.

Tho beautiful church of Wigan was visited,

and a short stay made there, all too short for

its examination. It is a fine building of the

fifteenth century, with good details, thoroughly
and well restored. The tower is on the north

side of the north aisle opening out from the

building. Short as the visit was, it seriously

curtailed the length of the evening meeting at

the Walker Art Gallery, where a paper was
read on the Calder scones, by Mr. C. Romilly
Allen, F.S.A. (Scot.), Rhind Lecturer.

Friday's proceedings were devoted to a
survey of some of the works of Liverpool of to-

day, and had more reference to the realisation

of what is going on in the busy world of the

town than to works of the past. Still, not a

little of antiquarian lore was put before the

members. The proceedings commenced by a

survey of the site of old Liverpool Castle, which
is now in a great measure occupied by the

present St. George’s Church. The happy idea

of marking out the extent of the old building

bad occurred to Mr. E. W. Cox, and he ac-

cordingly carried it out by having the outline

of the circular bastions of the walls indicated

by white markings on the surface of the

modern roadway and pavement, crossed and re-

crossed as they are by tramways. The ontline

was seen to great advantage, and inspected not
only by the members of the Congress, bat by a
great number of citizens, until the lines were
obliterated by the ceaseless traffic.

St. Nicholas Church, which stands on the

site of the old parish church, was inspected,

and the tower and spire of open work, erected

early in the century before the period of the

Gothic revival, received its meed of praise. It

was explained by Mr. Hance.
A visit was then paid to the enormous block

of buildings, the Waterloo grain warehouses,
where the party was met by the engineer, Mr.
A. G. Lyster. The buildings have capacity for

the storage of 68,000 tons, the floor space
comprising eleven acres. The arrangements
for the discharge of cargoes and the distribution

of the grain were indicated and explained, and
one of the enormous 100-ton cranes was put in

motion. The hydraulic pumps are of great

power and excellence.

A visit was next paid to the White Star
steamer the Britannic, which had only arrived

in tho Alexandra Dock from New York on the

previous evening. Here they were received by
Captain Parsell, the commander, and Captain

Hewett, the marine superiutendent. Embark-
ing on the Dock Board’s tender, the Hodgson, a

number of the docks were steamed through,

and on being transferred to the Vigilant tender

a visit was paid to the Cunard steamer, the

Umbria, which lay in mid-water on the Mersey.

After inspecting this fine vessel, the Vigilant

took the party to Eastham Ferry, where car-

riages being in readiness, the party proceeded to

CarlettPark, the handsome modern residence of

the Rev. W. E. Torr. There is a beautiful little

chapel adjoining the mansion, of recent erection,

from the design of Mr. Douglas, which was
inspected, after which the carriages conveyed
the party to Eastham Church. Here Mr. Torr

read a paper on the history of the parish, and
Mr. Loftus Brock described the architectural

features of the building, attentioii being drawn
to tho tower and spire, which are of sturdy

proportions of fourteenth-century date, and
with the peculiarity of having gablets at the

angles of the spire instead of pinnacles. The
old font was also pointed out as being of Saxon
date, as is also that of the adjoining chnrch at

Bebington. Both have mouldings of early

design, and there is no carving on either.

In the evening a conversazione was held in

the Walker Art Galleries, all of which were
thrown open to the visitors, as well as the
Picton Reading-room. The party was received

by Sir J. A. Picton and Miss Picton, and by
members of the Art Committee. A paper was
read during the evening on “ A Victorian Era
in Romano-British History, supported by Coins

and Inscriptions,” by Mr. Thomas Morgan,
F.S.A.

The sun shone brightly on Saturday when
the inspection of the Mayer Collection at the
Free Public Museum took place. This mag-
nificent gift to the town was made by Mr,
Mayer during his lifetime, in 1867, and it fills,

with some additions made daring recent years,

the whole of a large galleried building. There
is a good representative collection of ancient

Egyptian, Babylonian, Assyrian, and Etruscan
antiquities, arranged on the ground floor. The
central galleries contain objects of Medireval

times, and those of later date are placed in

the topmost gallery, the attention of the visitor

being thus directed upwards from the works of

earliest date. Mr. Mayor was for many years

an active member of the Association, and the
visit was not merely one for the gratification of

the inspection, bat as some sort of tribute to the
memory of an old member. Among the earliest-

exhibits is a small collection of goldsmiths*

work of great beauty, mostly Etruscan. There
are also two silver vases from Canino; other

notable objects are several dyptiebs of Roman
and Byzantine date, a set of toys from the

grave of a Roman child, from Cologne, a
series of moulds for the production of Samian
ware bowls, many examples of Greek and
Roman glass, a fine Nola ware black dish,

modelled in high relief, and a band of linen-

17 ft. long, woven with an elaborate pattern.

It came from a mummy, and was found at

Memphis. Here is also the Faussett collection of

Anglo-Saxon antiquities which Mr. Mayer fortu-

nately puroliaged after it had been declined by
the British Museum. It is admirably arranged,

a separate compartment being provided to
contain all the articles found in each grave.

Among the articles is the celebrated Kingston

Fibula, doubtless the finest Saxon brooch in

existence. Its all but perfect condition and
brightness render it diflScalt to realise that it

is about 1350 years old. Not to speak of the

ethnological portion, it may be sufficient to say

that the third gallery contains a fine collection

of Old English and German wares, encaustic

tiles, a splendid display of old Wedgwood ware,

Dresden china, and particnlarly of Old Liverpool

pottery.

The members and visitors left the masenm
andproceeded, by the 11-45 train, to Burscough

to inspect the ruins of the priory, and also the

excavations now being made by tho Earl of

Derby to determine the extent of the church

in which so many members of the Earl’s

ancestors were interred. Only two of the piers

of a fourteenth-century tower remain, but the

excavations have already revealed sufficient to-

show that tho church consisted of an aialeless

nave, chancel, and transepts, and that at some
later date than the original building a obapel had

been built in the angle of the north transept and

nave, opening into both of these portions of

the church by arches. The party was met by
the Earl’s agent, who exhibited an early chalice

which had been found during the excavations,

and Mr. Loftus Brook pointed out a great

number of masons’ marks which had been laid

open to view by the removal of accumulated

earth.

Progress was then made for the fine large

church of Ormskirk, which was described by
the Rector, Sir J. A. Picton, and Mr. Brock,

who referred to the local tradition that the

large western tower was erected after the

Dissolution to contain bells from Bnrscough.

The tower is evidently built of masonry worked

for some other purpose. The chnrch is re-

markable for having a tower and spire at the

west end of the south aisle, in addition to the

tower.

After luncheon at Ormskirk, a visit was paid

to the beautiful old church at Halshull, which

was described by the Rev. Canon Blundell and

Mr. Brock. It has a tower and spire of

fourteenth-century date, the latter springing

from an octagonal belfry, as at Ormskirk. The
most remarkable feature in the church is its

very fine chancel, a work of the close of the

fourteenth century, the design, at least of the

upper part, having fine window tracery almost

Perpendicular in style. There are two elegant
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turrets north nnd south of the chancel arch.

The church has recently been admirably re-

fitored by Messrs. Paley & Austin.

KAfter inspecting some curious ruins in Canon
Blundell’s grounds, of fourteenth-century date,

Cl visit was paid to Lydiate Chapel, passing on
the way the curious old half-timbered Hall of

Lydiate and an old stone cross in the grounds
of the new R.C. Chm:oh. The chapel, which is

an mine, consists of a pinnacled tower, a south
porch, and a nave, there being no defined

chancel. There are no windows on the north
side. The building is of late fifteenth-centnry

date, and in its state of ruin, with its partial

•covering of ivy, makes a pretty object in the
landscape. The day was now drawing to its

-close, but the celebrated church of Sefton being
in the programme a visit was paid to it, although
by doing so it was impossible to catch the train

buck in time to hold tho closing evening meet-
ing. The building possesses the finest screen
•work and carved pews to be found in the country.
There is also a curious incised slab dated 1450,
and the tower and spire form a portion of an
earlier church. The church is dated 1511, bub
many of the windows are dated 15-t2 and later

years, having been erected by various donors.

None of the windows have enspings to the
tracery.

Monday last, the 22nd, was one of the extra
days of the Congress, but it was, in its results,

the most important of all, for it was devoted
principally to determine the age of the walls of

Cheater, recently said to be no older than the
time of James I. or Charles I. A large party
proceeded from Liverpool by an early train to
Chester, and on arriving there they paid a visit

to the ancient Church of St. John, now sadly
shorn of its fair proportions by the fall of its

dofty tower, until within the last few years
one of the most conspicuous objects in the
-city. The party were surprised to find that
no attempt has been made to rebuild the
tower, the ruins of the ground-story of which
alone remain. On the contrary a curious
gabletted structure has been erected at the east
end, which is in strange contrast with all the
ancient work around it. The Kov. S. Cooper
.Scott conducted the visitors over the building
and related its history. After inspecting the
grand interior of the church, the ruins of the
-choir of the Collegiate Church were inspected,
and afterwards the. Chapter-house, which, like
that of Llandaff Cathedral, is a square building
on the south side. It is now devoted to the
storage of a great many remarkable fragments
taken from the ruins, among which none exceed
in interest some sepulchral crosses of Saxon
date. Proceeding to the Cathedral the Ven.
Archdeacon Barber, in the absence of the Dean,
received the party, and conducted them over
the whole of the building, the window recently
completed in the south transept, formerly
St. Oswald’s Church, being greatly admired.
A paper was subsequently read by Mr.

Boach Smith, F.S.A,, in which a recent theory
with respect to tho late date of the walls of
the city was criticised, and the reasonableness
of the Eoman origin was insisted upon. It is
known that the walls are built without either
mortar or bonding courses of tiles, and analogous
instances were pointed out, not only in England
but in Prance. Mr. Loftus Brock followed, and
referring to a series of excavations which have
been made in various positions, he said that
they revealed a uniformity of design wherever
the ancient wall had been opened out. The
wall consisted of huge blocks of red sand-
stone, in some cases 5 ft. in length, pub
together without mortar and presenting
tooled patterns on the outer face. A cham-
fered plinth has been met with. The work
is Roman in every position where the ex-
cavations have been made. An enormous
•quantity of carved and moulded stones have
been found built into the Roman wall in Eoman
•times. These dispose of two objections that
have been made to the early date claimed for
the wall,—the first being the absence of mortar.
These stones are for some series of earlier build-
ings, but none of them show any trace of
mortar. If there was none in these there was
no need for mortar when put to their second
use in tho city wall. Again, a part of the
latter has a moulded comice, which has recently
been stated to be no earlier than the time of
James I. Its counterpart, however, of Eoman
date has been found built up in the centre of the
city wall, showing that the fwmer is Roman
also. Before proceeding to a survey of the
walla under Mr. Brock’s guidance, a large

number of the city charters were inspected, Mr.
Earwaker pointing out many curious items of

information, his comments being supplemented
by Mr. de Gray Birch, P.S.A., the importance of

publishing the charters and the curious books
of proceedings being strongly urged upon the

Corporation. Proceeding to the excavation at

the Kaleyard, the wall was found to bo of

massive blocks resting on a bed of puddled clay

and stones, and having a chamfered plinth.

Another excavation at tho extreme end of the
Cathedral close reveals similar oonsbrnction, and
this spot was chosen since the wall has only
recently been freed from abutting buildings

which have hidden it from soon after the Siege
of Chester. Proceeding to the principal exca-

vation, north of the Pheenix Tower, an enor-

mous mass of cornices, Ac., were laid out for

inspection just as they had been taken oat of

the wall. The wall itself is of similar construc-

tion as already observed. The excavation on
tho Roodeye was then inspected. Instead of a
single row of massive stones resting on a quick-

sand, as has been recently stated, the huge
wall was found to go down to a considerable

depth. The excavation has been carried down
for 13 ft., and no bottom has been found. The
excavation had to be suspended owing to the
rising of water.

Sir James Picton, at the last point, summed
up the evidence which had been laid before
them by Mr. Jones, the City Surveyor, and Mr.
Brock, and said that it was impossible to con-
sider the remarkable work they had inspected
as anything else than of Roman date. In doing
so, he appeared to express the opinion of the
meeting. A visit was then paid to a plain
Roman arch, the jambs of which are embedded
in masonry of Norman date, at the angle of

the old castle keep. After which the Museum
was visited, and its interesting collection of

Roman antiquities inspected. The two Roman
columns belonging to the large building found
in Bridge-street, about fifteen years ago, were
then seen. These remain in situ, and possess
circular bases, shafts, and large carved capitals.

The party then returned to Liverpool, to pro-
ceed on Tuesday to Lancaster, and on Wednes-
day to Furness Abbey.
Thus has ended a pleasant and agreeable

meeting, which has done good service if only
in bringing additional information to bear upon
the question with respect to the age of the
walls of Chester.

NOTES FROM OXFORD.
The University is, at the present time, in-

creasing to a large extent the number of its
academical buildings. With one or two excep-
tions these are all Renaissance in style, forming
a pleasing contrast to the, in many places,
unsatisfactory detail of the older work.

First may be mentioned the further additions
to the Examination Schools, the present build-
ing being placed just east of Mr. Jackson’s fine
block in the High-street, and although forming
a separate design, is joined to the larger build-
ing by a low wall. It will be used for the
“unattached” students of the University, and
contains a fine examination-room on the first

floor, approached by a wide staircase, besides
the usual rooms and offices. The High-street
front has three picturesque gables

; but perhaps
the best “ bit” is the charming oriel corbelled
out at the south-east angle and looking into the
quadrangle of the schools. When this is finished
and has acquired the tone of the larger block, it

will form, perhaps, the most striking group of
modern work in the city.

At Trinity College the President’s bouse,
which, with the Chapel, forms the north side
of the new quadrangle facing Broad-street, is

being covered in. This, as well as the finished
eastern block, is in what may be termed the
“ Kirby Hall ” type of Renaissance, and very
happy the result seems to be. The stonework
of the

_

east block has, like the schools, toned
down in a very satisfactory manner, including
the stone slates, which are so much seen on both
old and new buildings, the old roofs having been
chiefly covered with slates from Stonesfield in
the neighbourhood, while in the new buildings
slates from the Cotswolds have been used.
Brazenose College is also making further

additions, the work now being carried out
having a considerable frontage to the High-
street just west of St. Mary’s Church. This,
which will be the Principal’s House, will form
the south side of a new quadrangle, of which

the west side has already been built. A ?

picturesque Common Room, which reminds one i

of the “Tribunal” at Glastonbury, is being j

finished internally. At present tho Principal’s i

House is scarcely above ground, and demoli- i

tions are still going on to make room for the (

new work, which will form a fine addition to (

the High-street.

Hertford is rebuilding its hall on the west ii

side of the quad facing the old schools, and this •

will be in a style harmonising with the present '!

buildings, which date chiefly from the eighteenth 1

century, with additions by Mr. Garbett in 1820.

)

So far all the work noticed is being carried fl

out from Mr. Jackson’s design.

Mr. Champueys’s Nonconformist college, to <

be called Mansfield College, near the parks, and r

of which drawings were in this year’s Academy, ?i

is now jnst above ground, portions of the cbapel
plinth being in position, but it will doubtless be n

some little time before the works are sufficiently
;

advanced for the general effect to be properly *

realised.

Magdalen tower has two of its pinnacles t

enveloped in scaffolding, as they were in an i

unsafe condition and required rebuilding. Thiail

tower is probably one of the best bits of)

masonry in Oxford, and does not seem to have'
been affected by the weather and blackened,!

like most of the university buildings. Thei|

stone used in these, Headington, seems to have '

been badly chosen, and requires constant r

attention. .

Of lately finished buildings it is bardlyH
necessary to speak, but a day will be well spentu

amongst the new buildings of the University;;

generally. Tho most important are Mr. T. G.j

Jackson’s work at the Schools, Trinity, Corpu8i|

Christi (a picturesque block nearly oppositen

Merton Chapel), Brazenose, Lincoln, and Somer-i
ville Hall. In George-street is the High Schoolci

for Boys, with an imposing entrance and pic*(]

turesque louvre, and on the Banbury-road justij

beyond St. Giles’s Church, the High School fort

Girls, in the Queen Anne style, and built oft.

brick, both also by Mr. Jackson.

At the end of Broad-street is Mr. Champneya’a;
Indian Institute, -with its boldly-treated anglql

staircase tower. This is only partially com*n
pleted, as it is intended to extend to somei

considerable distance southward facing thet

Clarendon building.

The north aide of St. John the Baptist’s Quad,t.

at Magdalen, is being completed by Messran

Bodley & Gamer, who have also designed the!

new entrance from High-street and the nefS)

quadrangle westward.
In Holywell-sfcreet will be found some furfcherc

additions to New College, by Mr. Ohampneys,')

in the Perpendicular style, including a FellowsV:

house and students’ rooms. There are some;

good windows on the south side facing thd

grounds.
The neighbourhood of Cxford has been ex«;

tending rapidly, especially the northern districts;

and the general design of tho villas is moret;

satisfactory than is generally found, an absence;'

of unmeaning ornament being a noticeable!

feature in the work. On Headington Hill, sCf,

well known for its fine general view of the city,;

two or three large private residences have
been and are being built.

Cn the left-hand side of the Cowley-road is a

very simple but charming block of buildings^'

known as Nazareth House, and built by Mri'

Tasker. It is in brick with stone dressingSj'

haviog a cbapel and sacristy standing on a sub-li

structure, and a block westward containing!!

rooms for children and the “ aged and infirm." .i

The chapel and upper rooms being approached^

by a stair in a semi-octagonal turret, which prO'i

jects from the middle of the south front.

There is also at Cowley a new chorch of SS.Ji

Mary and John, the north side of the navw
being an effective piece of Early Decoratei-

Gothic.

Competition for a House of Farliamenti
at Buenos Ayres.—The Parliament of the:

Argentine Republic has voted the sum of eight!

million piastres (1,600,OOOi.) for a Parliament;
House. Invitations are to be issued shortly tot

the architects of all countries to compete fore

designs. The two best designs are to receiver

premiums of 40,000 piastres (8,000Z.) andii

10,000 piastres {2,OOOZ.) respectively. Thei
conditions of the competition arc to be forwarded)'!

immediately to the representatives of thei

Argentine Republic abroad. Designs and plansr

must be deposited with the latter by April Isti

next. Ominous date

!
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SIK J. A. PIOTON, I-.S-A., ON
ARCHEOLOGY AT LIVERPOOL.

We extract the following from the inaugural

oddroas given bj Sir James Picton last week as

President of the Liverpool Congress of the

British Archmological Association :

—

When the proposal of an Archaeological

Congress at Liverpool was first propounded, it

, was received in some quarters with a smile of

incredulity,—almost of contempt. What, it was
. asked, could there be in common between a city

of mushroom growth,—all whose energies are

I absorbed in ships and cotton, com, sugar,
i timber, and tobacco,—with the stately remains
. and venerable traditions of ancient and Mediaeval
' Bngland P

The question is a natural one, but it is not
difiicult to answer. More than forty genera-
tions have passed since our Anglo-Saxon fore-

. fathers first planted the sapling which has
; borne such goodly fruit; and within this long
interval there has been no period which has not

I been distinguished by events having an impor-
tant bearing, both locally and nationally, on

: the progress, fusion, and development of the
I English character and English institutions. A
; large portion of these events have left visible

! memorial.^ behind, and many others lie im-
I bedded in our traditions, laws, manners, and
I customs, which it is the province of the archmo-

j

legist to bring out and illustrate.

1 In applying these remarks to Liverpool and
its neighbourhood, I may observe that, although

. the visible remains of antiquity are not
numerous, some of them are of great interest,

1 and carry us back to periods beyond the reach
of historical research. Our Congress is that of
an association for the study of arohcoology,

,
which, I suppose, is distinguished from the

i etady of paleontology by its limitation to what
I
concerns the human race; but there are cases
in which the two departments are conterminous,
or, rather, overlap each other, and where the

j
events in the one cannot be understood with-

I cut reference to the changes in the other.
< ^his, I think, will be found to be the case in

( the district with which wo have to deal.
The sphere of our inquiries and observations

during the present Congress will bo found
1 principally, though not exclusively, to lie in the
• vicinity of the estuary of the Mersey, which
i ftias been the vivifying source of the commercial
.
progress and prosperity of the district

; and
t here, at the outset, we are launched upon a
I field of inquiry which carries us back into the
; prehistorical ages, whore, in the absence of
j dMuments, we have to grope our way in the
t twilight of tradition, and to draw our
! inferences from the visible phenomena pre*
, aentod to our observation. Dogmatism would
I hero be out of place. We have to tread

cautiously, and to frame our conclusions with
{ modesty and reserve.
. The Mersey has been from the earliest ages
: the dividing line between two very important
I districts of England. When the Bomans first
i penetrated into the country, the northern bank
. was occupied by the Brigantes, and the
. aoutheru by the Cornavii, two of the most
I powerful Celtic tribes. Under the Koman
I dominion, the Mersey separated the two pro-

vinces of Maxima Cmsariensis to the north, and
Flavin Cmsariensis to the south. During the
Saxon period, the northern merged into the
province or sub-kingdom of Deira, whilst the
^uthern side formed part of the province of
Mercia. The estuary has ever since maintained
its character, as indicated by its Saxon name,

; Mero-sea, “ the boundary water.”
Now, the first thing which strikes us iu

wfereuco to the history of the estuary is the
fact that all the other rivers along the west
Mast, the Conway, the Voryd (or Clwyd), the

I the nibble, the Lune,—have Celtic or
'Cymric names. The Roman geographers,
Ptolemy and Antoninus, give these names in a

I Latinised form. The Mersey is not mentioned
by them at all, and it has no Celtic name,
•oupposing the estuary had at that time existed
in its present shape, such an omission would be
nnaccouutable. We are, therefore, drawn to the
inclusion that subseqnent to, or during the
latter part of, the Roman dominion, a serious
change most have taken place in the physical
features of the locality. These features them-
selves bear similar testimony. That there has
been a considerable depression of the land
along tho^ coast is manifest upon very slight
investigation. The submarine forests which
extend below high-water mark on both sides of

the estuary, with stamps of trees in situ, many
bearing marks of the axe j

the recorded inroads

of the sea upon the land which formerly
stretched much further to the westward ; the
fact that a large portion of the peninsula has to

be protected from submergence by a costly

embankment ; with other circumstances which
cannot here be detailed, unite to prove that the

level of the laud has undergone material altera,

tions.

It has hence been inferred that previous to

this change the channel of the Mersey formed a
freshwater lake, extending from Runcorn Gap
to Seacombe, fed by tho waters of the Irwell

and the Weaver, the overflow discharging itself

through Wallasey Pool and across a wide extent

of marshy land into the sea, not far from the

present embonchuro of the Dee. This seems to

be confirmed by the place name, “ Walla’s-ey,”

or island, given to the rocky eminence where
the church now stands. The depression of the

coast, which admitted the sea into tho lake,

giving a new outlet, such portion of the marshes
as were above the sea level would naturally

silt up in the course of time, and become dry
land.

To what race the earliest inhabitants of the
district belonged we have no satisfactory evi-

dence. Such relics as wo possess seem to point

to the pro-Celtic period, moat probably to the

neo-lithic age. In tho year 1867 an ancient

cemetery was discovered at Wavertree, near
Olive Mount, in which wore found a number of

earthenware urns, containing ashes and burned
bones. In 1859 a tumulus was opened at

Winwick, between Newton and Warrington,
from which similar urns were unearthed, con-

taining burned bones and stone implements.
Another relic of the primeval period is the

circle of unhewn stones, about four miles from
Liverpool, called the “ Calderstones,'’ which,
though not of large dimensions, is of a very in-

teresting character. The circle stands at the

intersecting point of the three townships of

Wavertree, Woolton, and Allerton. The name
Calder is evidently a corruption of Anglo-Saxon
Qaldor, sorcery, enchantment. The rongh
Teutonic warriors, whose superstitions were of

a diSerent character, would be awed by the

mysterious Druidical rites associated with the

stone circle, and would naturally ascribe them
to witchcraft. These stones offer a very re-

markable example of the cup and ring sculp-

tures which have so much perplexed the anti-

quaries to account for and explain.*

In the dawn of history, during tho Celtic

occupation, the soil was comparatively barren
and the population sparse. There are no visible

remains of this period, and the evidence of

place names is very restricted. We find two
casesof Jnce (Ynys), island

;
B7'i/n, an eminence;

Llandican ; K'nocl:-t07-um ; Dove (dhue). It is

probable that the Saxons on their arrival found
the district, to a groat extent, waste. Several

circumstances seem to lead to this conclusion.

The counties of Norfolk and Lancaster are

nearly equal iu area. When they were divided

into hundreds and parishes, probably about the

end of the ninth century, some proportionate

reference must have been made to the number
ofinhabitants. Norfolkis divided into thirty-three

hundreds and 666 parishes. Lancaster has only

six hundreds and sixty-six original parishes.

Again, the frequent occurrence in the names
of places of the tenns Moss,—Moor,—Wood,

—

Carr,—indicate a large extent of waste or un-

cultivated land.

There is no record of tho date of the Saxon

or Angle conquest of this district, but it most

probably occurred during tho latter part of the

sixth century, under Ella, King of the Nor-

thumbrians, who reigned from A.D. 560 to 588.

The settlers gave to the localities tho usual

Saxon nomenclature. There are the tons, the

hams, the burys, the leys, the ings, the worths,

&c. We have not many remains which can

be traced to Anglo-Saxon times. Oswald, who
reigned in Northumbria from A.D. 634 to

642, had a palace or stronghold at Winwick,

near which be was defeated and slain by Penda,

King of Mercia. This is commemorated by a

Mediaeval inscription on the church of Winwick.

King Edward the Confessor possessed a castle

at West Derby, about four miles from Liver-

• The late Professor Sir Jumes Simpson, of Edinburgh,

wrote, in 1865, an article on this subject which will be
found in the Transactions of the Historical Society of

Lancashire and Cheshire, toI. irii. He carries back the

origin of the Calderstones to a very remote antiquity,

ascribing them to a Turanian race, which preceded the

advent of the Celts or Cymry.

pool, the site of which is still designated the

Castle Hill.

The arrival of tho Danes, and their settle-

ment in this district on both sides of the
estuary, bad an important influence on the

history of the locality, and forms a very in*

tercsting subject of inquiry. Little is said about
it in our annals, but, by a careful comparison
of the various sources of information, it is

possible to put together a connected narrative

of the circumstances. The Danes first ap-

peared in English waters A.D. 787, when they
harried the Southern coast. After a century
of plunder they began to settle in the land,

working their way westward and northward
from the east coast. In 868, they had par-

tially accomplished the conquest of Mercia,

and established their head-quarters at Nottiug-

ham. In 877, the Danish fleet went west abont,

and plundered the coast of Wales. The tide

of conquest then sot in from the north by sea.

The Hebrides, or Western Islands, the Isle of

Man, and a considerable portion of the East
and North of Ireland were captured by the

Northmen. It is probable that the Danish
settlements in the estuary of the Mersey date

from this period,—about the latter end of the

ninth century.

The Saxon Chronicle gives a very graphic

narrative of the proceedings of the Danes iu

this district at that time. Under date A.D.

894, we read that “ the Danes in East Anglia

made a forced march across the country to

reach their brethren in Cheshire.” The record

states that, having committed their wives,

their ships, and their booty to the East Angles,

they marched on the stretch day and night till

they arrived at a western city in Wirheal, that

is called Chester (Lega-ceaster). “ There the

army could not overtake them ere they arrived

within the work. They beset tho work without

for two days, took all tho cattle that was there-

about, slew the men whom they could overtake

without the work, and all the corn they either

burned or consumed with tbeir horses every

evening. That was about a twelvemonth since

they first came hither over sea.” There is a

singular reminiscence of this expedition in the

name of Knutsford, or Cnutsford, in Cheshire.

This is evidently of Danish origin
;
yet it occurs

in the midst of a purely Mercian or Anglian

district. It lies, however, in the direct track

followed by tbe Danish forces, and, doubtless,

commemorates the fording of a small stream,

probably in flood, by the army under the com-

mand of Knut, a Danish chief,—not, of course,

the 'great King Cnut, or Canute. The next

year, A.D. 895, tho chronicle informs us, “the
Danes wont from Wirheal into North Wales,

for they could not remain, because they were
stripped both of the cattle and the corn they

had acquired by plunder. They then went
again out of North Wales with the booty they

had acquired there, and marched over North-

umberland and East Anglia, so that tho king’s

army could not reach thorn till they came into

Essex eastward.”

About this time a very remarkable woman
exercised an important influence in this part of

the country. This was Ethelflaeda, the “ Lady
of Mercia,” daughter of King Alfred, the wife,

and afterwards widow, of Ethelred, Eorlderman
of Mercia. Tho peninsula of Wirral, in

Cheshire, and the district between Cheater and
Runcorn, on the Mersey, formed a sort of

debatable battle-ground between the Saxons,

the Danes, and tbe Welsh, as the Britons began

now to be called. At the end of the ninth

century, the Britons had been pretty well

driven beyond the Dee. Tbe operations of

King Edward the elder were ably assisted by
his sister Ethelflaeda, who restored the city of

Chester, — which bad remained waste and

desolate for three hundred years,—extending

its area, and rebuilding tbe walls.

Ethelflaeda, to secure her possessions, erected

several fortresses : one at Runcorn on the

Mersey; another atThelwall, near Warrington,

to defend the passages over tho river; and

one at Warburton, in the direct track of the

Danish invaders.

The land then had peace for seventy years,

but in A.D. 980 we read that the coast of

Cheshire was plundered by the Danes; and in

997, for the last time, North Wales was ravaged

by a piratical attack. During this period the

Danish nomenclature and institutions were
becoming established in the district, which
constituted an isolated Danish colony, separated

from the eastern, midland, and northern Danes

by intermediate districts purely Saxon. It ia
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not difficult to trace their course. They
must have arrived by sea and have left

their mark in the names given to the salient

points along the coast; Orme’s Head, Carnar*

TOnshire
;

Worms Head, Glamorgan
;

the

islands of Bardsey, Ramsey, and Caldey
;
the

Nase; Stackpole; the Skerries Rocks; the Point

of Aire
;
Linney Head

;
with others. The Isle

of Angies-ey and the Isle of Man were both

originally called Mona, the modern name having

been given to the former by the Danes to dis-

tinguish it as the island attached to the Angles.

These invaders must have made the estuary of

the Mersey their line of disembarkation, and
thence have spread from each shore north and

sonth. Evidence of this is manifestfrom various

sources. Had they formed a single column
from whatever point they had advanced, they

wonld, like their predecessors the Saxons and
Angles, have marked their course by the

nomenclatnre of their settlements. This they

have done, bnt the pecnliarity in this case is

that the place names are to a great extent

dnplicated, the same occurring on both sides of

the Mersey. The Thing-tvall,—the bill of

connsel, the place of assembly, where the laws

were made and promulgated and the armed
forces mustered,—has its representatives both

in West Derby and Wirral, where the eminences
are still to be seen, crowned, one by a windmill

the other by a modern mansion. The isolation

of this Danish colony will be manifest on acorn'

parison of the place names.
In South Lancashire the Danish names

principally occur in the Hundred of West
Derby. Going northward, in the Hundred of

Leyland they are almost entirely wanting.
AmoundemeBS and Lonsdale are Danish; and,

as we proceed into Westmoreland and Cumber-
land, the names of the parishes and villages are

to a great extent Danish. Proceeding eastward
frem Cheshire, we find few or no Danish names
in Staffordshire. In East Derbyshire, Notting-

hamshire, and Leicestershire, which constituted

the main portion of the ancient Danelagh, they
are, as might be expected, predominant. The
Danish names in Cheshire are principally found
in the Wirral peninsula. Within these limits

wo find the suffix hy, equivalent to the Saxon
ham, such as Frankby, Pensby, Helsby,
Formby, Whitby

; the dales, Ainsdale, Skelmers-
dale, Birkdale ; the islets, Wallasey, Bewsey,
Sankey, Aldersey

;
the eminences, Childwall,

Heswall, &c. Many of these Danish names are
common to both sides of the Mersey, as Kirkby,
Meola, Ness, Roby or Raby, Crosby or Greasby.
The Hondreda of West Derby in Lancashire
and Wirral in Cheshire are of Danish origin.

Derby (Dyr-by) is the home of the wild game.
Wirral (Wir-bsel) is from Wir, the sea, and
Halla, a slope, which describes the district

sloping on one side to the Dee, and on the
other to the Mersey. The term Hale, with a
similar significance, is found in place names
in Lancashire and elsewhere. The Saxon
“ Hundred ” was converted into the Danish
“Wapentake,” so called from the mode of
acknowledging allegiance to the “ Thing,” or
Court, by tonching the spear of the chief, fixed

erect as a sign of authority. The Wapentake
Courts in West Derby and Wirral wore con.
tinned down to a recent period. The most visibly
prominent of the Danish relics hereabouts
is the Great Stone of Thor, about eight miles
from Birkenhead and two miles from Tbingwall,
on an eminence overlooking the Dee. The
name of the place, ” Tbnr-stane-ton,” c-orrnpted
into Thurstaston, is indicative of its origin.

It is a huge, isolated rock of red sandstone
rising in the middle of a natural amphitheatre
of four or five acres, acauped into shape by
human hands. It corresponds in every respect
with the recorded customs of the heathen
Danes in the festivities and sacrifices annually
made in honour of the God of Thunder. It is

probable, however, that it was never com-
pleted. The conversion of the Danes to
Christianity followed close upon their settle-
ment in the latter pert of the ninth century.
The peace of Wedtnore, between King Alfred
and Guthrum, the Danish monarch, by which
the Danes undertook to renounce heathenism
and enter the Christian Church, was agreed to
in 880. Soon afterwards, we find Christian
churches rising up, with Danish names attached,
in close proximity to Saxon communities. Such
are West Kirkby, and Kirkby-in-Walley (now
Wallasey), not far distant from Wood-chnrch

;

and, in Lancashire, Kirkby and Orms-kirk, not
remote from the Saxon Chnrch-town. I have
•perhaps extended to an unreasonable length

these Danish reminiscences ;
but they are not

generally noticed, and they throw considerable

ight on the early history of tho district.

Of the period between the Norman Conquest

and the Reformation, there are many remaining

relics of interest to the archmologist. The soil

not being fertile, and the inhabitants few in

number, this neighbourhood cannot vie in its

ancient remains with the eastern and southern

counties ;
and the rapid rise of manufactures

and commerce during the last centnry has led

to the destruction of many.
At the parcelling out of the great Norman

fiefs, the peninsula of Wirral was inclnded in

the grant to Hugh Lupus, and the Hundred of

West Derby fell into the hands of Roger de

Poitou, a member of the great family of Mont-

gomery. Domesday Book has no specific

record under the head of ‘‘ Lancaster-Scire.”

The southern part is included in “Cestre*

Scire,” under the heading, “Inter Ripam et

Mersham.” The northern portion forms part

of Yorkshire, but the record is incomplete.

We obtain from this source a concise but

graphic glimpse of the state of this locality

about twenty years after the Conquest. We
find that the extensive manor of Derbei (West
Derby), with six bereivichs or outlying hamlets,

bad belonged to King Edward the Confessor, and
rendered in farm a rent of

“ xxvi pounds and
ii shillings.” Previous to the surrey, the grant

of Roger de Poitou had been forfeited to the

crown, which retained the fief in its own bands.

The Hundred of West Derby was granted in

fee to forty-eight thanes, all of whom were
under a custom to render two ores of twenty-

four pennies each for each carnoate of land.

The thanes all bear Saxon names. They were
under an obligation, like the villeins, to main-

tain the king’s houses, and the hays and stands

in the wood. Whoever came not to these as he
ought was fined 28., and afterwards had to

come to tho work until it was finished. Each
of them sent his mowers one day in August to

cut the King’s corn. If any free man com-
mitted theft, or forestel, or heinfare, he was
fined 28. According to the Domesday record,

a considerable portion of this district was dense
forest. In West Derby there was a wood six

miles by three. In Latham, MelUng, Lydiate,

Crosby, and Woolton, there were woods from
three to six miles long by one and a half to

three miles wide. In Cheshire, such names as
Woodchnreb, Woodside, Birken-head, and Holt
Hill, indicate the existence of a largo extent of

timber. According to the old rhyme,

—

' Prom Birkef Wood to Hilberee
A squirrel might hop from tree to tree.’

Owing to the circumstances of the case and
the sparse population, there was no necessity
for the means of defence adopted in more fertile

districts.

We have no Norman feudal castles in this

part of the country. Of Lancaster Castle little

remains besides the entrance gateway and the
flanking towers. The castle of Liverpool was
erected by King John in the early part of the
thirteenth centnry. It consisted of a number
of towers or bastions connected by curtain
walls, surrounded by a deep fosse cut in the rock.

It was demolished about 1721, and St. George’:
Church erected on the site. The outline of the

area is marked by tho surrounding streets.

Another fortified mansion called the Tower
was erected or fortified by Sir John de Stanley,
the founder of the Derby family, in Liverpool,
on the margin of the estnary. This was
removed in 1819, and its place is now occupied
by Tower Buildings. A castle was also erected
by King John, at Shotwick, on the Dee. to
guard the passage into Wales, which has en-
tirely disappeared.
The ecclesiastical remains in tho neigh-

bourhood are not remarkable for stateliness,

but are interesting from their associations.
The principal monastic establishment is the
Priory of Birkenhead, founded about the
year 1153 by Hamo de Massie, third Baron of
Dunham, for sixteen monks of the Benedictine
order. The remains are still standing, and will
form an interesting visit daring the Congress.
Priories also existed in Lancashire at Burscough.
Holland, and Windlesbaw, bnt have disap
peai-ed, leaving only fragmentary remains.
The churches are nnmerons, and many of

them worth attention. In Wirral, Bebington
Church is an interesting admixture of Norman
and late Gothic. Woodchurch is an admirable
specimen of a village church, carefully main
tained and lovingly preserved. West Kirkby,

Heswall, and Eastham will probably also be-

visited. On the Lancashire side there are

several Mediaeval churches worthy of inspec-

tion. Sefton isa very complete example of late

Gothic unaltered, with some good woodwork
and a rood screen. Ormskirk is remarkable for

its duplicate steeples, a tower and a spire aide

by side. Wigan has a fine old parish church
with a grand tower. Childwall, Halsall',

Aughton, Huyton, and Winwick will probably

attract your attention. The latter has a good
specimen of a chancel screen. At Lydiate

will be seen an ecclesiastical structure, com-
menced just previous to the dissolution, and
never completed.

Of noblemen’s mansions, Knowsley Hall, the

seat of the Stanleys, Earls of Derby, has many
points about it worthy of notice. Old Latbom
House, the seat of the heroic defence during

the Civil Wars by Charlotte de la Tremouille,

Countess of Derby, was taken down about 1724,

and the present modern structure erected in its

place. Croxtetb, the mansion of the Moljneuxs,

Earls of Sefton, was erected about the begin-

ning of the eighteenth century. Haigh Hall,

near Wigan, the seat of the Earl of Crawford
and Balcarres, is a modem mansion, which con-

tained a rich and valuable library of rare and
curious works, recently dispersed.

There are many manor houses scattered

about this part of the country, which will welT

repay a visit. In Liverpool there formerly

existed two : the Old Hall, within the pre-

cincts, which gave its name to Oldhall-

street; and Bank Hall, outside the town,

of which Bank Hall-street is a reminis-

cence. Both belonged to the family of

Moore, anciently De la More. Bank Hall

was a Mediceval moated building, extending

round three aides of a court, with a fine hall.

It was removed about 1774. Speke Hall, the

ancient seat of the Norreys family,—which

will, I trust, be visited by the Congress,—is one

of the purest specimens of half-timbered moated

houses existing. The Mansion of the “ Hutte,"

belonging to the Irelandea, in the same neigh-

bourhood, has little left except the entrance

gateway and moat, with a few other fragment?,

which show it to have been an extensive and
noble bnilding. Hale Hall, the seat of the

Blackburnes, is a qnaint brick building, and is

worthy of a visit on acconnt of the neafc

pictnresque village attached. Lydiate Hall

and Rufford Hall are good specimens of the

black and white architecture. Poole Hal?,

in Wirral, is an interesting example of a

Medifoval mansion in stone. Hooton Hall is

a modern building occupying the site of a

fine old timbered mansion belonging to the

elder branch of the Stanley family. The HalJ,

which has been unocenpied for some years, has

many points worthy of inspection.

The City of Liverpool, to the outward eye,

has little to interest the antiquary. There is

not a building within its precincts two hundred

years old. The scale on which it was originally

set ont was so circumscribed, its streets and

ways were so narrow, and its buildings so

mean, that, as commerce developed, the

destruction of the whole or a large portion of

the original structures became absolutely

necessary. I have already mentioned the

castle and the tower, both long sir dismantled.

The only other original building was the

Parochial Chapel, now the Parish Church of

Sb. Nicholas, erected in the fourteenth centnry.

This was rebuilt in 1774, in the atrocious style

of Batty Langley Gothic, leaving standing tho

tower and spire. In 1810 the spire unfor-

tunately fell on a Sunday morning, burying in

its ruins a large part of the congregation just

assembled. In 1819, a new tower was erected,

crowned with an open lantern, in a very satis-

factory style of architecture.*

The remainder of Sir James Picton’s address

mainly dealt with the Municipal History of

Liverpool, of which we have spoken in review-

ing his two interesting volumes of Memorials of

Liverpool.

Proposed Town-hall, Lewisham. — A
Town-hall is proposed to be erected at Lewis-

ham, estimated cost 8,0001. We hear that Mr.

Albert L. Gny has been appointed architect.

The building will include shops, offices, large

hall to seat 1,000, and two small halls, &c.

• Imitated, howcTer, from the laatem of the large and '

fine church at Newcastle, dedicated to the same saint. I
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Stables, 4'c., Stonelands, Sussex.—Mr. E. W. Mountford, Architect.

Jllustralions.

,A CHAPELLE DBS MOMS, AT AVIOTH,
NEAR MONTMfiDY.

jS^^niS exquisite work of the fourteenth

in mI century is to bo found at Avioth, a
la.CTl small village in the north-west corner

I

f the department of Menrthe-et-Mosolle, four

riles from Montmedy, and not far from Sedan,

t is situated at the angle of the village church,

nd near the entrance gateway to the cemetery,

Ind is built upon a kind of raised platform, a

little over 3 ft. high from the ground, unfortu-

jately not clearly shown in our illustration, but

jarplained by the annexed plan at P.

originally existed to receive the alms that the

bystanders might give for the benefit of souls

in purgatory.

The raison d'etre of tho raised platform would

be clearly seen on the Jour des Morts, when an

important mass is celebrated, and tho priest,

after it is over, descends upon the platform,

and there exhorts those assembled to pray for

the dead, and finally gives his benediction.

The clearstory was originally glazed in order

probably to protect the lamp which undoubtedly

hung from the apex of the vault, and was kept

burning throughout the night, and probably

used also at burial celebrations in the cemetery.

Thus, this chapel may be regarded as an

elaborate “ lanteme des morts,” so many

or-’l*

ora. <=€5/

I Tho lower part of the chapel is quite open,

md has the altar enclosed in the recess (A), so

nxranged that, while it shelters the officiating

oriest from the violence of the wind and rain,

lit, nevertheless, allows him to be seen by every

oerson assembled. On the left-hand side of

:;he altar is a small corbelled piscina (B), .and

in the pavement of the centre of the chapel

may yet be seen the position (C) occupied by
a stone coffer of considerable dimensions, which

examples of which exist in the centre and west

of France. Originally, they consisted simply

of an isolated column, in the centre of which

a lamp was raised some height, and was
allowed to show its light for miles round by
unglazed openings through the column. They
were placed at the entrance of abbeys,

monasteries, cemeteries, leper hospitals, charnel

houses, &o., but almost invariably near some
frequented main road

;
their use being to

protect the living from the fear of ghosts and
evil spirits, and to remind them to pray for the

dead.

From this simple column it is not difficult to

imagine how the idea became elaborated and
developed until it attained the beauty and rich-

ness of the example at Avioth.

THE CHURCH OF VAL DE GRACE,
PARIS.

We give a view this week of this fine

Renaissance church, which was one of the

objects specially visited by the members
attending the last Congress of French Archi-

tects in June of this year. The church was
commenced in 1645, from the designs of

Francois Mansard and Leraercier, and (its con-

struction having been interrupted by political

troubles), was completed twenty years under

Lemuet, Gabriel Ledru, and Duval. The abbey

with which it was connected is now transformed

into a military hospital. Some further par-

ticulars in regard to it will be found in our

report of the Congress. (See Euilder, June 18 of

this year, page 898.)

CHURCH OF ST. MARY STAR OF THE
SEA, HASTINGS.

Tins church was founded by Mr. Coventry

Patmore, by a donation of 5,000i., and built by
the Pious Society of Missions.

The material used in the walls is beach

pebbles, with irregular layers of tiles. The
dressings are of Bath stone. The church is

situated in the upper portion of the High-street

of old Hastings, in which the west end stands,

and as the ground falls considerably towards

the east, there are extensive crypts beneath, a

portion of which was used as a temporary

church during the erection of the super-

structure, and is now converted into class-

rooms. The cost of the whole church was
about 11,0001.

Mr. Basil Cbampneys is the architect, and
Messrs. Bell & Sons, of Saffron Walden, were

the contractors.

STONELANDS, SUSSEX.

This house, now nearly completed, is the pro-

perty of Mr. F. Frank, and stands upon the side

of a hill, about a mile from the village of West
Hoathly, Sussex. Sheltered on the north and
east by pine trees, it commands beautiful and
extensive views to the south and west.

The outer walls are built entirely of sand-

stone, quarried upon the estate, and have a 2 in.

cavity in the centre and an inner lining of brick.

The roofs are covered with Broseley tiles, as is

also a portion of the npper story,
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The woodwork in the dining-room, shown in

the illustration, is entirely of oak, and the other
rooms are of corresponding character.

The wrought ironwork has been made by
Messrs. Alfred Newman & Co., and the window
•casements are by Messrs. Wenham & Waters, of
Croydon.

The whole of the contract, including entrance
lodge, stables, farm buildings, &c., has been
carried out by Mr. James Longley, of Crawley,
from the designs and under the superintendence
cf Mr. Ed. W. Mouutford, of Buckingham-
«treet. Strand.

The drawings were in this year’s exhibition
of the Royal Academy.

FURTHER NOTES OF THE SALISBURY
MEETING OF THE

ROYAL ARCH.iEOLOGICAL INSTITUTE.
We have already devoted so much space to

the proceedings of this meeting * that we must
now bring our report to a close by some brief
notes on such of the buildings and places
visited as have not been previously referred to
in detail.

First, then, with regard to Stonehenge.
Ceneral Pitt-Rivers, Mr. Arthur Evans, the
Rev. F. Duke, the Rev. Dr. Cox, and the Rev.
Prebendary Scarth all took part in discussing
the probable date of the circle, but nothing new
was advanced. General Pitt-Rivers and Mr.
Duke argued in favour of the high antiquity
cf the structure, the latter gentleman inci-
•dentally broaching a theory of his own as to
the origin of the word “ sarsen,” which he did
mot believe was a corruption of “ Saracen,” as
commonly supposed. Looking at the fine sand-
•stone of which some of these sarsen stones
were formed, he believed that their name was
derived from the noun sarse (to be found in old
-dictionaries, such as Bailey’s), which meant a
'fine sieve, the verb “ to sarse” meaning to sift
•through a fine sieve. The fineness of the sand
cf which the stones were composed might
•have led to the notion, on the part of un-
tutored natives, that the stones were composed
of sand which had been ” saraed.” From this it

would be an easy transition to “sarsed-un”
-and ultimately to “sarsen.” Mr. Arthur Evans
agreed with General Pitt-Rivers that Stone-
henge was of pre-Roman date, and spoke of
•certain resemblances between necklaces and
ether ornaments found in the barrows round
Stonehenge and similar articles discovered at
Bologna and other places on the Continent.
Dr. Cox favoured the theory that the structure
was of post -Roman date, and that it was
erected in the fourth century A.D. as a trophy
cf victory gaiued by the British tribes in driving
^way the Romans.

Amesbury [or Ambresbury] Church, visited
cn the same day, is a very interesting building,
which was described by the Rev. Precentor
Tenables. It is unusually lofty for an aisleleas
Norman church. Tho general character of the
•chancel, transepts, and crossing is Early
English, the chancel being much the statelier
part of the church, which was monastic. The
-south-western pier of the crossing affords
•evidence of having been strengthened in con-
sequence of some structural failure. There is
* very fine Norman corbel-table. In the chancel
are two fine Decorated windows, with reticulated
tracery.

Mr. Micklethwaite, in the course of some
-remarks on the church, adduced reasons for
supposing that there was originally a Saxon
chnrch on the site, and he called attention to
the absence of the screen, which, he stated,
was removed when the church was “restored,”
some years ago, when some one conceived the
^ea that the screen ought to bo removed.
Fortunately, it had been carefully preserved in
its entirety by Mr. Edwards, a local gentleman,
who had, indeed, built a museum for its preaorva-
rioD. It was in very good condition. Mr.
-Edwards authorised him to say that whenever
the vicar and churchwardens saw fit to re-erect
at in the church it was at their service.

Mr. Greville Chester said that it -was his idea
•^at, according to the Rubric of the Church of
'England, it was illegal for a chancel to be
wuthout a screen. This view was endorsed by
•o ler gentlemen, but as the discussion appeared
likely to lead to warm controversy it was not
(pursued. The church was stated to have been
restored by Mr. Butterfield. Mr. Wilham Cove

* See pp. 200, 223, 268, ante.

Kemm, of Amesbury, who was present on the
occasion of tho visit of the Archmological
Institute, has kindly forwarded us an interesting
paper* read by him, in 1876, at the Salisbury
meeting of the Wiltshire Archmological and
Natural History Society. To this paper we
may refer our readers for a detailed history of
the church.
Lake House, visited on the way from Stone-

henge, by permission of the owner and resident,
the Rev. E. Duke, is a very pleasantly-situated
and picturesque residence, of late Elizabethan
or early Jacobean date. It is of moderate
size, and very suggestive of Shaw House, near
Newbury.
Of buildings in Salisbury itself, visited by

the Institute, we have already described St.

Thomas’s Church. We have also to mention in
this connexion the interesting Poultry Cross
(partially restored some years ago)

j
the “ Hall

of John Halle,” now serving as the principal
show-room of a china and glass merchant on
the canal, bnt formerly the hall of a merchant’s
residence, dating from about 1470. It was very
conservatively restored by the elder Pugin, and
contains a specimen of his handiwork as a
painter. (Referring to Pugin, we may mention
that while on one of their carriage excur-
sions near Salisbury the visitors passed a bouse
of very pronounced Gothic character which was
said to have been built by Pugin as a resi-

dence for himself. It is now called “ The
Grange ”

; -whether moated or not we could not
learn, but some member of the party said that
as built by Pugin it was entered by a draw-
bridge). Another interesting building in Salis-
bury which was visited by the party is what
was formerly known as Audley House, an
interesting old mansion partly dating from the
second half of the fifteenth century. Within
the last two or three years it has been acquired
for the purpose of a “ Church House ” for the
diocese of Salisbury, and has been very con-
servatively restored by Messrs. Crickmay &
Son. It is admirably adapted for its new
purpose, several of its fine rooms being well
suited for council meetings, [committees, &c.,
while other rooms serve as offices, libraries,
secretaries’ rooms, &c.
Downton Cborcb, near Salisbury, -was in-

spected under the guidance of Mr. R. P. Pnllan
and the Rev. W. D. Hill, the vicar. Mr. Hill,
in the course of his paper, said that the size
and dignity of the church, and especially of the
chancel, were not duo to connexion with any
monastic establishment. The bishops of Win-
chester were lords of the manor in Saxon
times, and to their care and interest we were
probably indebted for the building of the
church. In 1382 the church was appropriated
to “ the Bishop’s table ” for the maintenance
of William of Wykeham’s scholars, and in 1385
William of Wykeham (with the licence of the
Crown and of Pope Urban VI.) appropriated
it to his new College of St.-Mary-Winton at
Winchester, to which it continnes to belong.
The church presents three distinct periods of
building. The oldest is that of the western
part of the nave, in which we have three bays
with late Normau arcade and pointed arches.
The capitals on the north side are original;
those on the south side are mainly modern imi-
tations, in cement, of the old work. Two lofty
bays of Transitional character form the eastern
extension of the nave. The eastern tower
arch is a fine specimen of Early English work,
with clustered shafts and rich mouldings. The
chancel is of the Decorated period.
While at Downton the party visited the very

curious earthworks known as the "Moot,” which
were explained by General Pitt-Rivers and the
occupier, Mr. E. P. Squarey, F.R.I. They are
now very thickly planted with trees, but an old
sketch or print is extant, dating from about
180 years ago, showing them devoid of any
trees whatever. The curiously - graded oval
enclosure, forming a sort of elongated amphi-
theatre, was, it is believed, formerly the place
of assembly or moot. During this day’s drives,
Longford Castle (described in a paper by Mr!
J. A. Gotch which we printed a fortnight agof)
and Trafalgar, the seat of Earl Nelson, were
taken en route, for the purpose of external in-
spection.

Wardour Castle, visited on the 6th inst., by
permission of Lord Arundell of Wardour, is a
late specimen of castellated architecture, and
the keep is unusually lofty. It received some
Renaissance embellishments at the hands of Sir

* ” Notes on Amesbury Church and Abber ’’

t See p. 233, ante.
^

Matthew Arundell, and some of those, espedallya:
an internal doorway, are in picturesque coatrastr.
with the more massive Gothic work above andi
around them. The old castle suffered much;-
during the Civil Wars. Subsequently the
visitors proceeded to the modem house known)
as Wardour Castle, which was designed by Pain’,
about a century ago. Much of the detaill
internally is suggestive of the -work of thei,
Brothers Adam. Lord Arundell’s valuable.l;

collection of pictures and ohjets d'art wasp
thrown open to the inspection of the visitors,

Tisbury Church, which was subsequently
visited, is a building of some architectnralu
interest. The upper stage of the tower is

(

somewhat curious, and was built about 1201,
years ago to replace the spire, which had beenej^

destroyed by lightning. Some of the visitorai,

thought it ugly, but Mr. Micklethwaite expressed
the hope it would be suffered to remain, as itii.

was a most ingenious piece of construction,
lightly built of stone; it was mainly supported!^
by an ingenious framework of timber to relieve i.

the lower stage of tbo tower (which had beenij:

badly crushed by the fall of the spire) from its u

weight.
The visitors next proceeded to Wilton House, !i

by kind permission of the Earl of Pembroke. U
The south front was rebuilt by Inigo Jones, and i.

at the same time (according to Mr. Nightingale) ii.

the wings of the east side were brought some- r,

what into harmony with it. The central poi-tion li

of tho east front is very suggestive of the old:,

Examination Schools at Oxford. The so-calledlv

“Holbein’s Porch” in the gardens, and the.,

graceful Palladian bridge are among the other;,

architectural attractions of the place. The fine

collection of pictures and antique sculpture ill v

the house were inspected with much interest.

Wilton Church, hard by, was visited as ai.

notable specimen of a modern church, builti

mainly on the lines of the Italian Basilicanii

churches. It was built some thirty years ago.;.'

at the cost of the first Lord Herbert of Lea, tbe.i

architects being Messrs. Wyatt & Brandon. It ;

has a lofty campanile, and contains a great’i
deal of old glass and mosaic work brought;,
from Italy. Canon Olivier read a paper fully 1

describing the church.
Heyteabury aud Knock Churches, both of J

which have been restored by Mr. Butterfield,!

and Heyteabury House, were also visited.

The last day’s excursion was to Rushinore,;,
where the visitors inspected General Pitt-t

Rivers’s excavations at Woodcutts, a Romano-qj
British village, where discoveries of consider-t;

able interest have been made.

FLAMSTEAD CHURCH, HERTS.
The following is the greater portion of a

paper on this church, read by Mr. S. Flintii

Clarkson, at the recent meeting of the St.^

Albans Architectural and Archmologicalqi
Society :

—
“ Totternhoe stone and flint were used in the.l;i

original work of the church. Totternhoe, in •

Beds, is situated under the slopes from the west;

side of the table-land, on the eastern edge of .

which Flanistead is placed. Rough-cast hasi

been applied with much liberality to the ex-;

ternal surfaces of the building, covering upij

both wrought stoue work and flint work. Damp-i
ness, decay of surfaces, aud odd taste are pro-r

bably responsible for this in about equal pro-c

portions. Ashlared buttresses, stone dressmgsi,

to openings, and split flint work remain visibleL

in the vestry building. The chancel has.;

wrought stoue work to windows and buttresses,

(

and split flint wall surfaces, having beeDDi

restored about 1860 by the University College,"

Oxford
;
the rectory was given to the College-;

by the will of the Rev. Robert Gunsley, incora-ii

bent of the church, who died in 1618. The sixE

arches in each of the nave arcades are all;!

carried on octagonal piers. The scale is un-i^

usually small, the distance from centre to centref

of pier being only 10 ft., and the height betweem'
cap and base 5 ft. 10 in. The tower at the west:

end is just upon 23 ft. square externally at the!

top. The chancel is 16 ft. 3 in. wide, and of

fair length. A tall Perpendicular wood-screen,^

solid for about 4 ft. of its height, and openi-

above, with nine divisions in its width, mnsi
across on the nave side of the chancel arch.:

Sedilia, piscina, and an external doorway arei

found in the south wall. In the north wall aJ

door leads into a vestry. At a little above mid;

height in the lofty room the stone corbelsf

remain which once carried a floor. The sight;
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t) em explains what looks curious in the

^gement of the windows as seen from out-

g A munimont room is found not rarely

0 a vestry in this way. The history of the

cdi is not clear at this moment in all respects,

f has been a good deal altered, and rongh-

< ind brick patchings now hide some evi-

< of date. There are, as far as we know

g.t, no contemporary documents, with nllu-

( to the church, on which conclusions or

( tes might rest. The profiles of the abacus

e cap and of the hood-mould of the arch in

1 ast wall of the tower show that there was

^rman tower, and therefore a church of

'i' early date. Possibly a good deal of the

:pnt tower is of the Norman period, with

iji openings and added buttresses
;
how

lu in Norman we cannot see through the

I beast, &c. A year cannot be named for

^work, as the archway is filled in with

onry. In the centre of this filling-in is a

>'l archway, only 7 ft. 9 in. between the

)e, of Geometrical date, say about 1200.

1 crippling of the old tower may have begun

•V, and the larger arch may have been filled

3 a precaution against further failure. The

'ir has been helped at various times since by

':•) brick buttresses and iron ties. The nave

ides must be dated at about 1195 5
they are

' beyond the period of Transition. The most

l iworthy feature in the arcades is the foliage

i:rie caps and responds
;
the ten caps of piers

111 four responds are all carved. They are

: ed in design throughout, some of the

I igns being of much merit. The leaves are

i ventional trefoiled loaves, spreading over
' bells of the capitals at different angles,

ing lost some of the stiffness and most of

III adherence to the bell which characterise

fl foliage of the Transition, as far at any rate

Ubout the year 1175 5
but the leaves are still

; nal and somewhat stiff, and are not fully

f»3ved and downward-bending as the leaves in

n r Lancet. The Lancet window remaining

n ho north-west comer of the chancel would

il us to believe that a Lancet chancel,—it

IT bo shorter than the present chancel,—was

i -ed in to the Lancet nave. The arch now
jjning from the nave into the tower has been

iKitioned as of Geometrical date (abont 1260).

ib windows, sedilia, and piscina in the chancel

i*;e been restored, but they no doubt repre-

t in the main the original work of that

}:t of the building and the chancel arch

} the original work, that is, Curvilinear work
r: I about 1330. The chancel was either

I led to or remodelled at that time. The
ll.ncel roof may well belong to the same

iod. It is a high-pitched roof in three bays,

fijh purlins, collars, collar braces, and wind

, 1X568
,
all plain in the extreme. The present

ikJirstory is a later addition. A somewhat
V ghly-sloped set-off may be seen above the

ii'Und-story arches. The upper wall is thinner

'. n the earlier work below. The roof of the

<re is a plain low-pitched roof, with strong

mbera plainly chamfered only. The carving

, the corbels under the wall-pieces is not

ijritorious
;
some have angels bearing shields,

nii some grotesques. The principals centre in

odroper way with the columns of the arcades

;

t in the aisle roofs the principals disregard

1 ) arcade in the most determined way; the

le roofs are also plain, and have plastered

I- lings. The wooden screen between the nave
. d the chancel is well moulded and fairly

- rved. There are remains of the old colouring

the division on the north of the central opon-

5
graining and varnish have not been spared

! the rest. There are a few old benches in the

Hoterumost bay of the nave, of a simple kind.

lowing for injuries, neglect, and reparations,

! 19 church is much as it was in the sixteenth

• latury
;
no important structural changes have

len made since then. The commuuion-rail is

. Iieavy oak one, supported on tnmed balusters

th twists, apparently early eighteenth century

)rk. The pulpit was moved to its present

isition against the north-east respond of the

ve, and the (characterless) tall pews were
lortened 1 ft. 6 in. about 1859, under the care

the Hev. W. H. Hinde, a benefactor to

,0 parish, who held the living from March,

58, to June, 1875. The second pier from
0 east on the north side was roughly

bated when the pulpit was placed against

1

(in the position from which Mr. Hinde
jcuoved it)

,
and it has been ingeniously sug-

isted that the signs of rough usage on the

(posite pier (south side of nave) may bo due

the pulpit being tried there before being put

on the north side. There was a narrow gallery

at the west end, which was removed about six

years ago ;
its erection and its removal did littlo

damage, but the erection of the canopy, now
removed, over the large pew at the south-east

corner of the nave, caused serious damage to

the stone respond of the arcade. Making all

explanations and allowances, it must still be

noted that the building is not in good order

;

that, in fact, it should be a pleasing example in

the eyes of the sentimentalists who delight in

unarrested decay and slovenly hacking and

patching. The bells are six in number. Five

of them have the inscription, “ Chandler made

me, 1064;” the sixth, “John Waylett, London,

fecit. 1729.” “ Chandler made me" seems to

be a favourite inscription of these founders.

Their foundry was at Drayton Parslow, Bucks,

about midway between Leighton Buzzard and

Winslow
;
and from it were snpplied a good

many bells for this neighbourhood when the

rnsh of business came at the Scstoration. The
earliest bell from the foundry now in Herts is

dated 1651 ; this would be by Anthony, the

second of the Chandlers, born i622. The com-

petition of the great London foundries led to

this one being given up in 1723. Wheu Edward
Hall, who thus gave up the struggle, died in

1736, be was described in the parish registers

as “ a poor bell founder.” Mr. North, in his

“ Church Bells of Hertfordshire,” suggests that

the “ four bells and a Sance Bell, in the staple ”

in 1552, were probably recast by Chandler in

1664 into the five bells now existing. The
font is of Tottemhoe stone, and is said to

be the original font, shaped afresh as we see

it between thirty and forty years ago. There

are two recumbent effigies under the third arch

from the chancel on the north side of the nave.

A pinnacle runs down on each side, and a

cusped crocheted canopy with embattled

cornice rises up behind the head of each of the

figures; all being nicely designed and well

executed. The figures have loose robes, feet

supported by dogs, and a scroll runs from dog

to dog. I hope the Ilev. H. Fowler’s careful

studv of this monument may tend to some

identification of the persons commemorated. Its

date is evidently about the end of the fourteenth

century, when the manor was held by the

Beauchamps. The brass on the chancel floor in

memory of John Oudeby, some time rector of

this church, who died 7th March, 1414, has a

good figure under a canopy. The Beauchamps
were lords of the manor of Flamstead from

1316 to 1471 } and the rectory and right of

patronage were till 1487 vested in the lords of

the manor. Oudeby was, it is stated on the

inscription. Canon in the Collegiate Church of

St. Mary in Warwick, in which the Beauchamps
took so much interest. The choir of that church

is said to have been built by the second Thomas
Beauchamp about 1392, and Oudeby, no doubt,

did duty in that choir. Of the wonderful

Beauchamp chapel he, of course, knew' nothing,

for the Richard Beauchamp who devised the

building of that chapel, and fixed the spot for it

during his lifetime, died at Rouen in April,

1439. The foundation was laid in 1443 ;
it was

completed in 1404, and consecrated in 1475.

The generous interest in buildings, “well, fair

and goodly bnilt,” of these great nobles seems,

however, to have expended itself without Flam-

stead gaining anything akin at their hands. The
two small brasses of about 1450 represent a

man in civil costume and his wife and children.

The inscription and four shields have disap-

peared. The rhyming inscriptions on the stone

piers of the nave arcade are so old that they

must be noticed. Their dates are 1596, 1597,

and 1598. They can hardly be the crowned

works of a fraternity of parochial versifiers. No
doubt some one person, with a suitable pocket

knife, a love for rhyming, and a pride in both,

was responsible. Here is a specimen, on the

easternmost of the piers on the south side of the

nave :

—

“ Within this yle
Where bricks are laid

There lieth buried

A Tirgin mayde
Frauneys Cordall

Was hir name
She lived and died

In godlye fame
Ano. 1&97 June VII.

”

This Frauneys Cordall, who died in 1597, was

most likely a sister of the George Cordall, born

1569, eighty-four years old in 1653, whose

virtues are recorded in another position. Some-

thing should be ascertained as to the Cordalls,

John Grigge of Cheverill’s End, John Pace, Sir

Bartholomew Fovke, and I should be glad to

have assistance in ascertaining it. The monu-
ment to “Sir Bartholomew Fovke, Knt. [died

1604, aged sixty-nine], who served Kinge

Edward, Queene Marye, and was Mr. of the

Household to Queene Elizabeth for many yeares,

and to King James that now is,” is just at this

junction of the east and south walls of the

chancel. A small figure of a knight in armour

is kneeling at a desk. The monument is in

alabaster, with little obelisks of red marble,

and was erected by “Edward Fovke, gent.,”

his brother. At the east end of the south

aisle is a large monument of black marble,

with figures in white,—a bit of solid history,

but not a beautiful work. The Thomas Saun-

ders, of Beechwood, commemorated, died in

1693. He was the grandson of the first

Saunders who came to the pariah. About 1579

Beechwood was in the possession of a Thomas
Saunders, son of John Saunders, of Amersham.
Anne, the daughter of the Thomas Saunders

who died in 1693, is one of the figures in white

marble. She is kneeling in the front, away
from the figures of the other children who died

in her father’s lifetime. Anne [born 1670, died

1719] was married to Sir Edward Sebright, of

Besford, co. Worcester, Bart., born 1666, died

1702. The baronetcy dates from 2 Car. I.

(1626). The wife of Thomas Saunders and

mother of Anne, was Ellen, daughter and heir

of Robert Sadlier, of Sopwell, St. Albans.

Sopwell came to Thomas Saunders in this way

;

it was sold by him to Sir Harbottle Grimston

(died 1683). It has apparently escaped notice

hitherto that, at the foot of the monument in

the east portion of the north wall of the chancel,

is inscribed, “ 1382, John Flaxman, fecit.”

The memorial inscription contains the names

of six Sebrights, ranging from Sir Edward
Sebright, the third baronet, husband of Anne
Saunders, died 1702, to Sir Thomas Saunders,

who died in 1764, with mention of Dame
Henrietta, who did not die till 1772. The

monument was executed during Flaxman’s seven

years’ absence in Italy, and when he was
twenty-seven years old. Perhaps it was carried

out in England from a model sent from Italy.

Several funeral monuments were produced in

that way from his models,—notably that of

Collins in Chichester Cathedral. Faith reclines

on the east side of the urn, which is placed in

the centre at the top ; and Hope with an anchor

reclines on the west side. The figures are less

than life size, the extreme distance from toe to

toe is only 7 ft. 4 in. The effect is conventional

enough to us in these years, but there is an

engaging earnestness and simplicity which will

always make the work worth looking at. Not,

of course, that the powers of the greatest

designer of sculpture England has produced

are fully shown here, for the monument was

designed in the early days of mastership, with,

figures in the round which were never

Flaxman’s forte, and was probably executed

under adverse circumstances. The large Pick-

ford tomb in the north-east portion of the

graveyard has less than no interest as a design,

but should be noticed as a memorial of the

founder of ‘‘ Pickford and Co.,” who started at

Markyate-street, in the parish of Flamstead,

what was afterwards developed into a great

system for conveying goods by road, a couple of

generations or more before railways came to the

aid of his successors. Thomas Pickford departed

this life on the 2l8t day of September, 1811.

We have at Flamstead a good specimen of

a method of finishing a chnrch tower, of

which there are several examples in the

district. A spire is always in idea a high-pitched

pyramidal or conical roof covering the whole, or

nearly the whole, area of a tower. Bat this

tower has lead gutters inside the parapets, and

a lead flat inside the gutters, and in the centre of

the load flat isa 8pirelet_(see sketches) with very

steep sides, showing in a general view as a

thin finger pointing upwards, contrasting in an

agreeable way with the simple square outlines

of the good-sized tower. There are no dis-

tinctive details by which the date can be

settled with certainty. I should be much
pleased to receive notes, with reference to

accurately dated (or dateable) examples, of flat

roofs and central spirelets of this sort. The

size of the tower at the top is 22 ft. 9 in. by

23 ft. 2 in. externally, and the spirelet is

octagonal on plan, and 5 ft. 9 in. across ; the

sides of the octagon are thus about 2 fc. 6 in.

Four of these sides are parallel to the four

sides of the tower. Chauncy in 1700 found

“ a square tower, wherein is a ring of bells, and

a shaft or spire about 20 ft. high, erected upon
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the tower covered with lead,”—the total height
to the top of the vane is evidently more nearly
30 ft. than 20 ft. The centre portion of the
tower roof is carried by a beam 12 in. by 13 in.,

running in the centre from north to south,
and by beams 10 in. by 11 in., parallel to
this beam, and at a distance of 3 ft. 4 in.

from it. Bearers 7 in. deep and 6^ in.

wide, put diagonally from the side beams
to the central one, form a square placed
anglewise in the centre of the tower

; and from
these diagonally-disposed bearers 7 in. by 6 in
pieces start in the centres of the north, east’
south, and west sides of the spirelet, also 5 in'
by 6 m. shaped pieces at its angles, and 4 in
by 5 in. ^arera in the centres of the other
Bides of the octagon. The space between the
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inclined timbers is thus less than 12 in. at the
bottom, and, of course, it is less and less
upwards. These 4 + 8-1-4 = 16 pieces, which
make out the shape of the spirelet, abut at
their upper ends against an upright post 9 in.

by 9 in., placed in the exact centre of the
tower. This upright post is framed into the
12 in. by 13 in. carrying beam, and runs up to
the vane. The tendency to alteration of form
by the wind’s action is counteracted by raking
braces, 5^ in. by 3 in., running parallel to the

,

cardinal side of the octagon, and secured at
their ends to the 7 in. by 6 in. bearers whicli
run up the centres of the cardinal sides. As
these raking braces pass the central upright, at
distances of about 4 ft., something is cut out
of each, the braces thus pressing shoulders
against the upright. Batteus, 5 in. by lin., and
2,^ in. apart take the lead covering. There are
lead rolls at the angles

; and lead rolls, making
diagoaal lines between the pieces of lead
for about two-thirds of the height, give an easy
variety to the surfaces

; above that level the
sides of the octagon have become narrow, and
single pieces of lead are used. The extreme
length of the longest bit of lead in the lower
part of the covering is about 2 ft. 10 in. The
access to the flat roof of the tower is by a
ladder placed in the centre of the bell-chamber,
and by a short and narrow door in the north-
east side of the spirelet. Additional height
would have been convenient, but that would
ha.ve forced the door into an awkward pro-
minence when seen from the village street,
unless the diagonal lines of the rolls had been
continued over it. Starting the timbers of the
octagon upon a framed curb secured against
any change or form, and some additional hori-
zontal bracing at different levels, also a better
way of hanging the lead, might be suggested;
but, although of course nothing unusual, the
general construction is simple and effective.
Descriptions and old examples being somewhat
rare, I have ventured on a rather minute account
of this, stating or implying in going along the
reason for each detail.

GLASGOW ARCHITECTURAL
ASSOCIATION.

A MEMBi^R sends us the following account of
the first sketching excursion made by the
members of this Association :

—

“ During the latter fortnight of July a small
party of members of the Glasgow Architectural
Association made the first architectural excur-
sion under its auspices, and the results, on the
whole, were of such a satisfactory nature that
there is little doubt that it will form the first
of a aeries of annual architectural tours. It was
ultimately agreed that Cheshire might prove a
happy hunting-ground, and to Cheshire it was
accordingly decided to go.
To Cheater, rtd Liverpool, and on as far

south as Nantwich, from thence by a more
easterly route to Manchester, and so back to
Glasgow, was finally the programme which
found moat acceptance. The choice of this
route was made chiefly on account of the half-
timber work in which this county is so rich,
and which forms so important a part of the
Domestic architecture of England; even in the
northern kingdom it is not without its modem
followers. On Thursday,- the 14th of July, a
start was made, our first stoppage being Liver-
pool. Here we were much delighted with
St. George’s Hall, both the exterior and interior
occupying our best attention.
The drawings for the Liverpool Cathedral

and the paintings in the Walker Art Gallerv
wore also examined. Speke Hall, about seven
miles from Liverpool, was nert visited, and a
considerable amount of sketching done by the
members. This was our first introdaotion to
real old half-timber work, and during our tour
wo did not see a finer ejample. It is built round
a quadrangle and surrounded by a moat, and is
comparatively early work, its details being
generally of a Gothic character, differing in
this respect from most of the remaining half-
timber we afterwards saw in Chester, which
was of a more Classic or Renaissance nature.
Chester was our next place of halt, and we
stayed here four days. The thanks of the
Association are duo to Mr. Lockwood, architectm Chester, for the kindly interest he took in our
procedure and the useful information he gave
regarding the places roost worthy of our atten-
tion i also to his assistant, Mr. Beswick, who
went over the ground with us and without whom
we should have missed much.

At Chester we measured Stanley House, onei
of the best examples of timber work, anr
numerous sketches were made in Bridge^
street, Whitefriars, St. John’s Church, anc'
the Cathedral. Several of the modern'
buildings in Chester were also much appre-
ciated. From Chester we went to Nantwicb,
and stayed there for two days. Here therdi
is also some half - timber work, but tht'
parish church is distinctly the most interes^j
building, and received most of our attenticai.J
The octagonal central tower and the stonfi-

pulpit and screen are specially admired and, oii

course, sketched. At Sandbach, which we next,
visited, there is an interesting half-timber lial],l:|

now used as a hotel, a Perpendicular churclii

restored by Sir Gilbert Scott, and two old crossef;

standing in the Market-place. With CongletOEj
we were disappointed, as there is not much of:l

interest there, but it is a good centre for’
riewing places of interest in the vicinity.

Astbury Church and Moreton Hall were)
visited from hence, the latter pleasing us exceed^'
ingly. It is now occupied as a farmhouse, and-
is rapidly falling into disrepair. The hall ii

approached by a stone bridge leading directr

into the courtyard over the moat, which is stilk

filled with clear water supplied by a springj.

There are several octagonal bay windows irs

the courtyard, which rise through two BtorieB/'

and each side of which is finished with i
wooden gablet and bargeboard. Some of the

tie-beams of the gables are elaborately carved
in a very spirited manner. The principal.’

feature of the bouse is the hall-room, which
occupies the third story, and is about 80 ft.i

long by 10 ft. broad. Along the entire aides of
this ball-room is a row of windows filled id!'

with leaded clear glass, the patterns of which
are many and varied. From Congleton we •

walked to Macclesfield, by way of Gawsworthn
Gawsworth Church is a most interesting Per’l

pendicular example, and is splendidly situatrfli
The wooden roof of this church and the decora-)*

tions of the beams are specially good. There,'

is also a good half-timber hall here. From;
Macclesfield, which is quite uninteresting, we
went to Adlington t® visit the Hall there, bufl

as the occupant was engaged with company,)/
we could not see the interior. Our regret at

this was great, as we understand it is oneofe-
the eights of the shire. 'We next proceeded td
Bramhall, now being restored under the direc*’'

tions of Mr. Charles Nevill, the proprietor, in,

'

a very thorough manner. Mr. Nevill waskindi.
enough to show us over the hall, explaining to;'

us his restorations and the data on which be
was proceeding. This hall is a very extensiveii

one, and has somewhat the same arrangementg
of gables in the front as Speke Hall. Some of

the original decorations of the honse have beem
lately discovered, and are very interesting, thet,

colour being specially well preserved. Fromt
Bramhall we came on to Manchester, and visitedt

the Exhibition there. Thus finished the first)

Glasgow Architectural Association tour of any
duration, but we hope to make it a permanente
part of our programme of work, and therebyi

increase the usefulness of the Association andi)

the enthusiasm of its members.”

Memorial to the late Hon. Thomas.
Grosvenor.—In the secluded churchyard of

Northwood, on the border of More Park,)

Rickmanaworth, has just been erected, in

Sicilian and Cippolino marbles, a memorial)
of the late Hon. Thomas Grosvenor. It

consists of a pierced and elaborately-carvedr

railing surrounding the grave. Each side is

formed into three panels ; the centre one has at

cross surrounded by Cippolino; on each side of

this the panels are delicately pierced. The foot)

of the memorial contains the inscription-panel,!

surrounded by highly-worked piercing. The^.

head consists of a pierced cross and the letterse

A.P.C. within a circle, and two carved scrolls ofi-

the vine, carved on both sides, and springing)

from a chalice at the base. The work wasr

designed by Mr. E. J. Poynter, R.A., and haai I

been executed by Mr. Henry Terry, sculptor, of

North Brixton.

Dnrlston Head.—On the 13th inst. the;

Crown Princess of Germany, with Sir Henryi
and Lady Ponsonby and others, visited Swanage.f i

The party, on arrival from Cowes, drove)

through Dnrlston Park to Durlston Head’,£

where they inspected the pavilion designed hy
Mr. Reginald Pinder, F.R.I.B.A., and othert

works now being effected there by Mr. George
Burt (ex-Sheriff of London), of Purbeck Housey
to whom the property belongs.
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Stnbtnt’s Cnlnmn.

?D SURVEYING AND LEVELLING.

IX.—PLOTTING A PLAN.

I

N chain surveying the accurate position

of base lines from which offsets are

taken, depends upon the intersection

iiasnred distances. In fig. 1 the base lines

B C, C A, measnro respectively 14 chains

nks, 23 chains 12 links, and 33 chains

nks. The plan need not necessarily be

ed so that the top of the paper represents

iirect north, as in an ordinary map }
but

lines should be placed in the most con-

int position to suit the shape of the survey.

11 generally bo found best to commence by

ling tho longest base line with the aid of

light edge. The position of the stations

d C at a distance of 3274 links (see fig. 1)

b are then marked with a needle pointer (see

.4) upon the line AC, and are temporarily

:ated for future reference in the process of

ing by surrounding the station point with a

I circle drawn in pencil, as shown at the

ts marked A and F in fig. 8. Tho position

e station at B is next determined by striking

’ro from the station at A with a radius equal

188 links, and then intersecting it with an

laving a radius equal to 2313 links struck

II the station at C. Figures 5 to 14 will

lar in our next article.

g. 2 illustrates four different positions of

for tho determination of station points

I chain measurements, those at E and F

;g clearly defined, while those at G and H
lap one another to such an extent, that it

ifBcult to accurately mark their exact point

htersection. The angle between the base

i should, as near as practicable, be not less

ii 60° or more than 90°. If the sides of the

ogle ABC have been correctly measured in

field, and accurately plotted to scale 5 the tie

B D drawn from station B to 1580 links

In the lino A C should scale the length

XRured in the field, namely 10 chains

links.

.8 the chain used in the field contains 100

:8, plotting and offset scales are decimally

ided. Tho subdivisions upon the edge of

h scale read simply a certain number to the

1 marked upon the scale. Thus in the scales

wn upon tho line A C the mark 10 simply

ans that there are ten equal subdivisions to

,

inch. If, therefore, the scale to which tho

a is to be plotted be a scale of one chain to

I inch, each subdivision upon the scale would

[resent ten links, and the unit lengths would

i e to be estimated by the eyo. In some scales,

lisions marked “feet” are shown upon one

’;e, which is intended to give the equivalent

'foot links corresponding with tho scale of

inter’s links marked upon the opposite edge,

on reference to fig. 3 it will be seen that a

igth of 3 Gunter’s chains or 198 ft. (3 by

(ft.) is nearly the same length upon the scale

two chains (200 ft.) upon tho edge marked

jet.” If the chain used in the field be the

') feet or any foot-divided chain, and the plan

iplotted to a scale of feet, with the use of the

lie of decimal equivalents to an inch, the

lisions marked feet upon the opposite edge of

:> scale mean nothing
;
but if the chain used

the field be a chain of Gunter’s links, and tho

Im be plotted to a scale of one chain to an

ih, with the use of a scale containing ten or

>re divisions to the inch, then measurements

lied with the edge of the scale indicating feet,

,11 give the equivalent length in foot links,

imetimes it is useful to plot with a scale of

inks ” equal to a certain number of feet to an

'5h, when Gunter’s chain has been employed

the field, and it is desired that the scale of

8 plan shall, for future reference, be an exact

mber of feet to one inch.

Fig. 4 shows the method of graphically con-

rting a given scale of feet to a required scale

Gunter’s links, and also a given scale of

inter’s links to a required scale of feet,

vo straight lines, C A and C B, intersecting

C, arc drawn at any angle apart. About 30°

a favourable angle to fix upon. The scale

: Gunter’s links is applied to the line C A
id its subdivisions are pointed off upon this

le. From C as centre with C A as radius,

e distance C A is transferred to B. A line

! then drawn from sixty-six divisions upon
le scale of Gunter's links to tho point B, and

e line C B, representing the length of one

hundred Gunter’s links, is then subdivided into

sixty-six equal parts representing 66 ft., by

drawing lines parallel to E B from the sub-

divisions upon the lino C A to the line C B.

Thus a series of similar triangles is formed,

and a scale of feet equivalent to the given scale

of Gunter’s links is arrived at. Conversely to

draw a scale of Gunter’s links equivalent to a

scale of foot links, sixty-six divisions upon the

line D F are transferred to the line D G, which

is then subdivided into 100 parts by drawing

lines parallel to a hue joining the point G with

the length of 100 divisions from D, measured in

1
the continuation of the line D F

.
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KINGSTON HOUSE, BBADFOED-ON-
AVON.

Sir,—M_r. F. Shura, F.S.A., in his paper on
Kingston House, Bradford-on-Avon, read before the

Archfeological Institute, and reported on p. 267, ante,

says that that bouse was one of three built at the

same period, and distinguished by the unique
similarity of their style in ornament and general

effect. One of these is “Kirkby," in Northampton-
shire, the seat of Lord Winchilsea

;
the second is

Claverton, near Bath
;
and the third, Kington

House. He also says that the older parts of Kirkby
House were built in the latter end of the fifteenth

century.
If by “Kirkby House” is meant Kirby Hall, once

the seat of the Marquis of "Winchilsea, but now a
ruin, no part of it is earlier than 1570, in which
year John Thorpe says he laid the first stone.

Kingston House certainly looks at least thirty years
later than this, and resembles Kirby no more than
it resembles any other of the numerous bouses built

between the years 1560 and 1620. Kingston House,
in fact, belongs to a different type, for Kirby is

built round a court, and Kingston House is a self-

contained oblong. The ornamentation, too, of

Kingston House is quite different from that of

Kirby (which I know well), except that both houses
are in the style of the Benaissance.—Yours truly,

August 20th, 1887. J. A. G.

LANDSLIP, DORKING TUNNEL.
Sir,—

I

had the opportunity of inspecting this

ight, perhaps,tunnel a few days since, and I thougl

a short report might interest your readers.

On the morning of the accident I was through
the tunnel, and to my profound surprise found that
a very large portion of the outer wall of the tunnel
was removed, consisting of the first course of brick-

work, whilst not the slightest attempt had been
made to support the centre of the arch, which was
dangerously weakened. The whole structure is in

a very dangerous state. The portion that has fallen

is about 100 yards from the south or Holmwood end
of the tunnel. On the right-hand side the brick-
work has fallen, leaving a gap of about 27 in. on
the left it is very much larger, extending right
across the crown of the arch, and many thousands
of tons have come through, forming a huge sand
hill.

The wall of the tnnnel is built in sections of 12 ft.,

and the brickwork is of the very worst description,

especially the back rings or courses. Three of them
have no mortar at all, and the bonding is very bad
indeed. It is no wonder at this very spot, during
the construction of the tunnel, two lives were lost,

and the marvel is, not that the tunnel has fallen,

but that it has held together so long. Near the
mouth of the tunnel the bricks are slipping from the
crown of the arch, and practically the tunnel must
be rebuilt, or it will simply be a death-trap to some
hapless train. How it has been patched and
mended is visible on every band, and deserves the
closest attention of the Government Inspector.

Surveyor.

INSCRIPTION AT WELLOW CHURCH.
Sir,—

I

n the Builder, date 20th inst.
,
I read on

fairly rocked to and fro by it, although I only
observed a few of my special precautions in the
building. Not tho slightest injury ensued, although
Patrick’s tall ehimney-shaft at Harwich, to the
north-east, and many chimneys to the south-west,
were thrown down. PHILIP BraNNON.

Earl Wemyss’s remarks on the occasion
referred to simply amounted to this,—that all

buildings ought to be erected on Mr. Brannon's
system, because he (Earl Wemyss) was satisfied

with it. Such sweeping recommendations are of no
practical value whatever. Mr. Brannon’s letter

would have been more to the point if he had ex-

plained exactly how he proposed to cover timber
with a concrete, and leave it free for ventilation and
inspection. As it is, hia letter is a mere assertion

of the perfection of his own scheme, which our
readers can take for what they think it worth.

RECENT SALES OP PROPERTY.
ESTATE EXCHANGE REPORT.

AcGtrsT 6.

By Glxsibb k Soirs.

(At Btighton.)
ighton—10, CsBtle-aquarc, copyhold £3,000

Acorai 16.

Bv E. W. Manx A Son.
Farabatn—The roBidence called Hale Place, and

10a. 3r. 37p., freehold 3,000

By Dbbenham, Tbwson, A Co.
Higbgate—The residence, Highgate Lodge, and

la. 2r. lip., freehold 4,300
Willesden, Harrow-road—Four freehold uafinished

sidences 3,700
Doraet-square—46, Balcombe • street, 33 years,
ground-rent 101 630

By E. A H. Lumlbt.
St. James's-street—2, Bennelt-street, freehold 3,610

By G. H. Mabtbbman A Co.
Cornwall—126 eharea, of which Ilf. 08. 6d. per share

is paid, in the Levant Tin Mine 1,662

August 17.

By Moss A JAintsoir.

Islington—Improved ground - rents of 43L per
annum, 33 years 600

By W. A. Blakbuobb.
Streatham— 72 and 74, Sonnyhill-road, 43 years,
ground-rent 61 346

Sussex, Forest-row—Highgates, and 4a. Or. 33p.,
copyhold 650

August 18.

By C. P. Whitkxet.
Clerienwell—19 and 21, Tysoe-street, 28 years,
ground-rent 201 760

By G. B. Hilliabd A Sow.
Limehouae—6, Cajley-street, copyhold

Bv E. Fbost.
Lambeth—36S and 370, Kenuington-road, 99 years,
ground-rent 81,, Duchy of Cornwall lease

Peokham—149, Sumnor-road, 27 years, ground-rent
21. 10s

TorksKire Penny Bank, SkefBeld.—Tk
directors of the Yorkshire Penny Bank, havini*
purchased a site in Fargate and New Surrei''

street (immediately opposite the site of th'

proposed Municipal Buildings), invited tl i

following firms of architects to enter into com.
petition for the proposed bank and hotel boilo
ings :—Messrs- Smith &Tweedale, W. H.Thor^
Perkin & Bulmer, Leeds; Mr. Jacobs, Hnl]]’
Messrs. Milnes & France, Bradford; Messr.;
Flockton & Gibbs and Empsall & Smith
ShofBeld. The directors decided to give th

gn should b(

nm of 251. br

tore. All th

lisallaitta.

p. 265, last column, in a notice of the Hungerford
Chapel at Wellow Church, “ ‘ Ffor love of Thee and
Mary is sake.—Praye for them that this lete make.’
What ‘lete’ might mean no one was able to say.”
Does not the line mean “Pray for those who had
this (chapel) built” 1 I think the expression “let
make" was commonly used in this sense in the
fifteenth century. A similar expression, “machen
lassen,” “ to have made,” is used in modern Gorman.

E. T. S.

*,* Of course that is the meaning. The Archi-
tectural Association Excursion party, to one of
whom we are indebted for the notes on places
visited, should have been able to make that out
among them. We are obliged to our eorrespondont
for calling attention to it.—

E

d.

BRANNON’S FIREPROOF
CONSTRUCTION.

Sir,—

T

here are three important references in
your issue ot the 13th inst., in respect to which
I am sure the impartiality of justice always observed
in the Builder will secure me space to make a few
brief remarks.

In the third item of "Notes” there is a great
misapprehension. Earl Wemyss referred to the
special application of my method to tho dome of
St. Paul's Cathedral, but even there there is not the
slightest ground for the suggestion of timber being
so treated as to endanger rot. There never was a
more thorough ventilation of the timber, nor so
complete an insulation of it from the protecting
material as well as from all fire danger.
Your correspondent, Mr. Knill Freeman, also

asks for information as to the best mode of building
to meet the danger of earthquakes. It was for this
purpose, as well as to secure safety from fire, that
I devoted myself to the development of my mooo-
litliio system. In the Essex earthquake, my house
was in tho line of greatest disturbance, and was

The Church of Sb. Mary-le-Strand.

—

Mr. Henry Poole, well known as the (West-
minster) Abbey Mason, writes to the Times to

say that in consequence of the parapets and
vases of this church having been declared to be
dangerous by the report of a surveyor in 1878,
Mr. Butterfield at that time requested him to

examine them with care for the satisfaction of
the late rector, whose leave had been asked for

their removal. His report W’as strongly in favour
of their stability. The question of the cornice

was not then raised by any one. There was
no excuse for speaking of the vases and
parapets as otherwise than perfectly secure,
— as secure against falling, under fair

treatment, as they ever had been. After
the repairs which this work received
from him in 1878 Mr. Poole says he does not
understand how the present proceedings can be
necessary. “ If these vases are to disappear,

as the four vases did, some years since, from
the angles of tho tower, the work becomes one
of mutilation. A piece of comico has now
fallen, and the removal which is going on of

other vases seems to me to imply a great want
of judgment on the part of somebody. The
cornice could be examined and repaired with-
out interference with the vases or parapets.
It is much easier to kill than to cure. I think
the course which is being taken shows panic
rather than knowledge of business.”

rountain at Brussels.—One of the orna-
mental fountains which tho English Water-
works Company at Antwerp has presented to
the town was nnveiled on the 21st inst., in

tho presence of the local authorities. It is

the work of the Belgian sculptor, Jef Lam-
beaux. It has been placed on the Grande
Place, the finest open space in the city. Part
of the cost has been met out of Baron
Nottebohm’s legacy for the embellishment of
the public squares of Antwerp. The Brussels
Museum has acquired another Rubens, repro-
senting Diana and her followers boar-hunting at
sunset. The picture is well preserved.

—

Times.

work to tho architect whose desig

chosen, and to pay an honorarit
each of the unsuccessful oompetit
architects, except Messrs. Milnes «S: France, sen
in designs. At the general board meeting hel
on Friday, August 19th, the plans of Messrit-
Perkin & Bulmer were chosen, and they wert
appointed architects- The building will consia:

of bank premises, cafe, and hotel, in the Earl
Gothic style, and will be executed in stonf'

Tho cost of the buildings and site will be up
wards of 13.000L
Pulpit, Oxford.—A pulpit of elaborate

design has been fixed in St, Barnabas Church
executed by Messrs. Heaton, Butler, & Bayne
from the design of Mr. A. W. Blomfield. Th"
Church of St. Barnabas is of the Basilica typ«^

and tho pulpit is designed with details (»'

Italian type to suit the building. The materitti'-

used is walnut. The framework is supportea*

on six pedestals, and is spaced out into ninr

bays, each containing a panel with circle abov)
itj in the circles are represented the ninr
orders of angels, and below, in the larger

panels, figures of St. Clement, St. Ignatius;

St. Polycarp, St. Chrysostom, St. Augustine or

Hippo, St. Leo the Great, St. Gregory th

Great, and St. Augustine of Canterbury. Th'
costumes of the figures have been carefull'

studied, and it is claimed that they are archaec
logically correct. The remainder of the pulpit i.

covered with elaborate decoration in gold upoi.

black ground. The staircase and balustradinJ i

are also decorated. The whole is surniounteo"'

by a very massive sounding-board, enriche?

with cresting; on tho under surface is a paintin|tii

of the Pelican.

The Preservation of Scaffold Ropes.—

i

The American Machinist states that ropes useo
for scaffolding purposes, especially in localities i

where the atmosphere is apt to destroy hempi
should be dipped, when dry, in a bath containing

20 grains of sulphate of copper to a litre

(IJ pint) of water, and kept in this solutioi'

for abont four days. The sulphate of coppeii’t

absorbed tends, it is said, to preserve ropeq
thus treated from attacks of parasites and rot.

;

A Coast Gnard Station is to be built a1

Clacton-on-Sea, consisting of an oflicer’a resiot

dence aad eight residences for the Coast Guarc i

men. Mr. W. T. Hook, Clacton-on-Sea, is thfi

contractor for the work.

PRICES CURRENT OP MATERIALS.

TIMBER,
Greemheart, B.G
Teak, E.I
Sequoia, U.8
Ash, Canada
Birch ,,

Elm
Fir, Danteic, Ao
Oak „
Canada

Fine, Canada red

,, yellow
Lath, Dantsio

St. Petersburg
Wainscot, Riga

,, Odeesa, crown
Deals, Finland, 2nd and let...std. 100

,,
4th and 3rd

Eig»
St. Feteraburg, Ist yellow

„ 2nd

,, white
Swedish
White Sea
Canada, Fine, 1st

,, ,, 2nd

,, ,, 3rd, Ac
,, Bprace, Ist

,, ,, Srd and 2nd
New Brunswick, Ac

Battens, all kinds
Flooring Boards, sq., 1 in., pre-

pared, First
Second
Other qualities

Cedar, Cuba
Honduras, Ac
Australian

Mahogany, Cuba
Domingo, cargo average

6 10
6 10
8 0

Mexican
Tobasco
Honduraa
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TIMBER {eonfinued).

le, Bird's-eje
' I. Kio
ihift

i Turbey
1, 8t. Domingo

r irto Rico
I BQt, Italian

.toa 8 0 0 11 0 0

7 0 0 9 0 0

.ton 6 0 0 12 0 0

foot 0 0 6 0 0 9

.. 0 0 6 0 0 10

0 0 a) 0 0 6i

METALS.

nt—Bar, Wel»h, in London. ..ton 4 7

, ,, in Wales 4 2

StafFordshire, London 6 10

,
leets, single, in London 0 0

oops „ 0 0

cail-rods ,, 0 0
- psa

—

British, cabe and ingot ton 43 10

' )tt selecteQ 44 10

.ueete, strong 60 0

t lili, bars 40 7

LOW Mbtal lb, 0 0

D—
I

'igj Spanish ton 11 17

langlisD, common brands 12 2

.
leet, English 13 2

METALS (continued). £. s. d.

SPBLTBa—
Silesian, special ton 14 16 0

Ordinarj brands 14 12 6

Tin-
Straits ton 103 0 0

Australian 103 2 6

English ingots 107 0 0

Zinc

—

English sheet ton 0 0 0

OILS.
Linseed ........ton 21 0 0

Goooannt, Cochin 30 0 0

Ceylon 23 16 0

Palm, Lagos 210 0

Bapeseed, English pale 23 0 0

,,
brown 21 16 0

Cottonseed, refined 20 15 0

Tallow and Oleine 26 0 0

Lubricating, D.8 6 0 0

,,
refined 6 0 0

Tubpbftikb—
American, in casks cwt. 16 9

Tab

—

Stockholm barrel 0 14 0

Archangel 0 9 6

1 16 0

0 14 6

CONTRACTS AND PUBLIC APPOINTMENTS.
Epitomg of A^ertisementa in this Number,

CONTBACTS.

ITatnre of Work, or Materials.

. mite
anting, &o
'.1, CoKO, and Lime
aieware Pipe.Sewers

1 (Tsto Street Improvements
Daira to Sbiro Hall ;

jking Roads and Laying Drains, Tunbridge

li Welle
Mitmction of Reservoir
uarging Laundry

Lv School Buildings, Skipton

?
infectants
lening Qreen Lancs

.Jjine-llouse, See

vioos Works to Workhouse Buildings

Jtspital Buildings
Htfall Sewer
t.^ida and River Walls
(.’.•matiou of Carriageway and Lake
Jjerations A Improvomehls to Water Supply

By whom required.

Brentford Local Board
War Department
Hendon Local Board ...

Tottenham Local Board
Bognor Local Board ...

County of Hertford
Owner, Meadow Hill

Estate
Oswestry Corporation...

Managers, Kensington,

Ac., School District

The QovemorB
St. Luke’s Vestry
Tottenham Local Board

do.
Cheltenham Union
Warwick Jt. Hospital B
Dawlish Local Board...

Mot. Board of Works...
do.
do.

Architect, Surveyor, or

Engineer.

— Lacey
Qficial
8. 8. Qrimley
— De Pape
W. L. Barrett
Urban A. Smith,....

Filliter A Rofo

A. A 0. Harston ..

OJleial
do.

— De Pape
do.

Official
do.
do,
do.
do.
do.

August 30th
August dlst
Sept. 2nd

Sept. 3rd
Sept. 6th

Sept. Stb
Sept, loth

do.
Sept. 12th
Sept. 13th

do.
Sept. 14th
Sept. 17th
Sept. 30tb
October 13th
October 18th

CAMBRIDGE.—For the erection of a public-house
and three cottages in Thoday-street, Romsey Town, Cam-
bridge, Mr. F. Waters, architect. Qnantities by the
architect :

—

H. Pryor, Cambridge (accepted) £660 0 0

CLAPTON.—For pulling down and rebuilding the
Windsor Castle pnblic-honse, Clapton. Mr. Spence,
architect ;

—

Mowlem A Co £3,235 0 0
T. Boyce 2,668 0 0
W. Shurmur 2,637 0 0
CoUsASon 2,636 0 0
J. Morter 2,626 0 0
Harris A Wardrop 2,499 0 0

COVENTRY.—For works in connexion with new streets,
CoventiT. Mr. E. J. Purnell, surveyor :

—

C. G. Hill £775 0 0
C. Haywood 716 10 0
W. Boon 676 0 0
B. Wilkins 630 0 0
A. Turner A Son (accepted) 680 0 0

DURHAM.—For the erection of a cottage at Dryburo,
Durham, for Mr. John Lloyd Wharton, M. P. Mr, H. T,
Gradon, architect, Durham :

—

Wm. Walton £410 0 0
G. Gradon A Son 392 3 0
F. Gibson (accepted) 389 3 0

[All of Durham.3

EASTBOURNE.—For additions to Old Town schools.
Mr. Alfred Chandler, architect

B. Sawyers £497 0 0
S. Deadman 462 10 0
L. Hnggett 467 0 0
Newman A Hart (accepted) 4^ 0 0

FAREHAM (Haots).—For building chapel, lodge,
mortuary, boundary.waUs, Ao., for the Far^am Local
Board of Health. Mr. Albert L. Guy, architect, 78,
High-street, Lewiebam :

—

John 8. Beebervaise, Fareham £2,834 0 0
W. R. A C. Light, Portsmouth 2,481 0 0
George Stallard, Havant* 2,460 0 0
G. H. Blackman, Fareham 2,399 0 0
H. Ingram A Son, Woking 2,373 0 0
J, Crook ASon, Northam 2,237 0 0

* Amended estimate accepted.

HACKNEY.—Fop repairs, Ac., at 8t. Thomss'-equar©
Chapel, Hackney :

—

Exton A Burton £254 0 0
Woodward 217 0 0
W. Shurmur 2-17 0 0
Nixon .... . 193 0 0
Steel Bros 181 0 0

PUBLIC APPOINTMENTS.

HAMPSTEAD.—For the erection of new house at West
Heath Park Estate, Hampstead, for Mr. F. Garrett

Holloway Bros, (accepted) £2,029 0 0

[No competition.]

Nature of Appointment, By whom Advertised. Salary,
Applications

to be in.
Page.

Doncaster Corporation August 31at
Sept. 5th3i. 38. weekly

i

TENDERS.
4bARNES.—

F

or completing three semi-detached villa

Ssidences in Fitzgeridd-avenue, West Barnes Estate.

\t. Augustus Walton, surveyor, 6, King-streot, Choap-
• de
• I Harrison A Spooner, Cannon-street.. £1,057 0 0

-I Henley A Co ® ®

1! Croaker, Great Dover-street 670 0 0

' Pickersgill, Fulham 588 0 0

i| MaoLauhlan, Clapham 668 0 0

’1 Brookor, Fulham 667 0 0

p| Harvey 610 0 0

iIBARNET.—

F

or alterations and additions to Lyots-

,)WD, New Barnet, for Mr. Austin. Mr. Alfred Allen,

1 1.0., architect. Quantities supplied by Mr. A. Johnson

J. O. Richardson (accepted) £1,221 0 0

’^BETHNAL GREEN.—For new drying-closet and re-

atsiring old closet at the Workhouse, Waterloo-road,

«!ethnal Green, for the Guardians of Bethnal Qreen.

Mleasrs. A. A 0. Hurston, srchitects, Leadenhall-street.

ii.UMtitios not supplied r—
' J. W. Fraser A Co 0 0

.1 G.W. Pratt 482 0 0
' J.AF. May 410 0 0

I R. Crane 398 0 0

•I Harper Twelvetreea 385 0 0
I I Clements, Jeakes, A Co 376 17 6

I E. Thompson, Leeds (accepted) 346 10 0

'

' BURNLEY.—For house for Mr. T. Bayne, Ighten

ilrange. Burnley. Quantities by the architect, Mr. G. B.

'iawcliffe, Nicholas-streer, Burnley.

—

i

Accepted Tenders.

I

Eearsloy A Robinson (masons and
bricklayers) £656 0 0

Geo. Smith A Sons (carpenters and
joiners) 275 0 0

• S. Whitehead (plumber and glazier)... 140 0 0

f Wm. Stsnworth (slater) 89 18 0
' Preston A Son (plasterers) 72 0 0

I O. Lister (concrete flooring) 19 12 6

[Painting not included.}

BUXTED (Sussex).—For alterations and additions to

'he Lodge, Buxted, Sussex. Mr. T. Gordon, A.R.I.B.A.,

.rchitect. Quantities supplied by Mr. J. Rookwood ;

—

I Aarou Moon .£1,635 0 0

. CAMBRIDGE.—For the erection of shop and premises

n Fitzroy-street, for Mr. P. Coulson. Mr, Frank Waters,
.iTchitect. Quantities by the architect—
i

Sindall, Cambridge
I Kerndge A Shaw
I Saint (accepted)
I Willmott A Sons

361 10

CAMBRIDGE,—For reflooring the Corn Exchange
with patent wood block flooring. Quantities by the archi-

tect, Mr. Frank Waters, F.8.I,, Cambridge :

—

W. H. Stanley £898 19 6

G. Slater 801 0 0
H. C. Coulson 760 0 0
G. E. Mills 686 0 0
M, Atkin 679 17 6

P. Banvard 667 9 6

Royall Bros 659 0 0

M. Yarrow 656 0 0
H. Turner 687 0 0
Willmott A Sons (accepted) 680 0 0

CAMBRIDGE.— For the erection of a bouse in the
Cberryhinton-fields Estate, Mill-road, Cambridge. Qnan-
titles by the architect, Mr, Frank Waters, F.8.I. :

—

W. Hogg, Cambridge £295 10 0
Pamphilaa Bros., Cambridge * 286 0 0

• Accepted.

CAMBRIDGE.—For the erection of a pnblic-honse

and three cottages on the Abbey Estate, Newmarket-road,
Qnantities by the architect, Mr. F. Waters ;

—

Kerridge A Shaw, Cambridge £919 0 0
6. J. Newman. Cambridge 871 0 0
Waters A Feast, Haddenham 863 11 0
Willmi'tt A Sons, Cambridge 795 0 0
W. Saint, Cambridge 768 0 0
A. Bunting, Fenstanton, St, Ives,

Hunts (accepted) 726 0 0

CAMBRIDGE.—For the erection of refreshment-rooms
at the Cambridge Cattle Market. Quantities by the archi-

tect, Mr. Frank Waters, F.8.I.

Pamphilaa Bros,, Cambridge £1,091 16 0

P. Banyard, Cambridge 980 2 0
G. Mills, Cambridge 967 2 4

G. Slater, Cambridge 946 0 0
Mason A Sons, Haverhill 939 0 0
W. Saint, Cambridge 929 0 0
A. Bunting, Fenstanton 905 0 0

Redding, Cambridge 848 0 0
Willmoit A Sons, Cambridge * 837 0 0

* Acceptea.

CAMBRIDGE.—For paving at the Cambridge Cattle

Market with granite setts. Mr. Frank Waters,
veyor

Pamphilan Bros., Cambridge £636 0 0
G. Slater, Cambridge 646 0 0

P. (lanyard, Cambridge 622 0 0

Redding, Cambridge 676 0 0
Mason, Haverhill 653 0 0

W. Saint, Cambridge 630 0 0
G. Mills, Cambridge 625 0 0
Royall Bros., Cambridge (accepted) 604 0 0
Willmott A Son, Cambridge 604 0 0
A. Bunting, Fenstanton 502 0 0

HARROW.—For alterations at Oldfield House, Harrow
Mr. Banister Fletcher, architect ;—

Tout £275 0 0
J. 0. Richardson (accepted) 268 0 0

HOMERTON.—For erecting boondsry-wall and two
coach-honses at the Eastern Ambulance Station, Homer-
ton, for the Managers oftho Metropolitan Asylums Board.
Messrs. A. A C. Harston, architects, Leadenhall-street.
Quantities not supplied:

—

Coulsell Bros., Bethnal Green..,.,.,,, £1,362 0 0
J. Holland. Bromley 1,131 0 0
J. Derrv, (ilapham 1,0M 0 0
W. Nssl), Newland-temce, Kensing-

ton (accepted) 1,025 0 0

HURST (near Reading).—For alterations to stabUng
and barn, Ac., for Mr. K. G. Cobham. Mr. W. Ravens-
croft, architect, Reading

J, Bottrill, Reading (accepted) £386 16 9

LAVENHAM (Suffolk).—For the restoration of Laven-
ham Guildhall, for Mr. W. C. Quilter, M.P. Mr. John
Shewell Corder, architect, 9, Thurofare, Ipswich

ContraeU 1 and 2.

Hawkins, Monks Eleigh (accepted) ... £352 0 0

LIMEHOUSB.—For alterations to offices for the Aber-
deen Steam Navigation Company. Mr. George Judge,
architect :

—

Priestley A Gurney £239 0 0
J. Sparks 230 0 0
G. Nye 220 0 0

LONDON.—For alterations to the Lamb public-house,

612, Kingsland-road. Messrs. Wilson, Son, A Aldwinckle,

architects. East India-avenne, Leadenhall-street :

—

Buildere’ Work.
Andrew A Nanson £2,726 0 0

C. Coi 2,660 0 0
F. Gill 2,633 0 0
Jarvis A Son 2,499 0 0
John Hcarle A Son 2,491 0 0
Drew A Cadman 2,489 0 0
W. Shurmur 2,484 0 0
Jackson A Todd 2,386 0 0
J, Mills (accepted) 2,320 0 0

Shop Fitters' Work,
Sage A Co £980 0 0

Colls 975 0 0

Drew A Cadman (accepted) 739 0 0

LONDON. — For the erection of new offices at

Acorn Works, Edward-street, Blackfriars, for Messrs.

F W, ReynoldsA Co. Mr. Thos. W. Willie, architect:

—

T. Grant £498 0 0
W. King A Son 433 0 0
J. Nye A Co 396 0 0
J. A. Taylor 395 0 0
W. A F. Croker 390 0 0

A. R. Flew (accepted) 379 0 0

LONDON.—For reconstruction of drainage and sanitary

work at the Offices of the Strand District Board of Works,
Tavistock-street, Covent-garden. Mr. Arthur Ventris,

surveyor
DentAHellyer £190 0 0
Hayward, Tyler, A Co 160 0 0
Jennings (accepted) 110 0 0
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W LONDON.—For reconstraction of drainage and sanitary

work at the Hotel Windsor, Victoria-street. Mr. C.
Stanley Peach, architect ;

—

J. Simpson & Sons £361 0 0
Doulton 4 Co 310 0 0
Sharp 4 Co 166 14 4
Jonningi (accepted) * 160 0 0

• Add for subsequent works, 32i.

LONDON.—For alterations, 4c., to the White Bear
pablic-bouse, St. Luke’s. Mr. J. Jewhurst, architect .

—

Spencer 4 Co £630 0 0
W, Sbnrmur 499 0 0
Burch 4 Co 491 0 0
Dixon 4 Co 476 0 0
Leeks 4 Hooker 350 0 0

' LONDON.—For proMsed new honse and creche, for
Bt. Sariour's Priory, Great Cambridie-street, Hackney-
road. Mr. C. H. M. Mileham, architect. Quantities by
Messrs. Gardiner, Son, 4 Theobald;

—

Boyce . £6,830 0 0
Dore Bros 6,675 0 0
WillianiB 6,263 0 0
Dorej 6,619 0 0
Grorer; 6,590 0 0
Holloway Bros, (accepted) 6,454 0 0

[Architect's estimate, 6,4371.3

LONDON,—For the rebuilding of premises, 233, Qos-
well-road. Mr. E. H. Moore, architect, 69, Lincoln’s Inn-
flelds

Bras £1,863 0 0
Higgs 1,660 0 0
McCormack 1,686 0 0
W. Evans (accepted) 1,639 0 0

LONDON.—For shop-front and fittings, for Messrs.
Barker, Broad-street. Mr, G. Pearson, architect, Wam-
ford-conrt :

—

Sanders 4 Sons £303 13 0
Colls 270 0 0
Drew 4 Cadman 269 0 0
Ward 4 Lamble (accepted) 263 0 0

LONDON.—For new parcels oflice. alterations to offices,
and extension of roof, at London Bridge Station, for the
London, Brighton, and South Coast Rsitway Company.
Mr. F. D. Banister, engineer:

—

J, 0. Hichardson (accepted) £2,369 0 0

LONDON.—For pulling down and rebuilding 62, Fore-
street, Cripplegatc, for Mr. Howard. Mr. £. Power,
architect. Quantities by Mr. Mark W. King;

Colls 4 Sons £1,64-1 0 0
Oatfield 1,475 n q
Eaton 1,418 o 0
Orover 1,400 0 0
Bamsey 1,337 0 0
Dover 1,246 0 0
A. 4 E. Braid 1,160 0 0
J. O. Richardson (accepted) 1,169 0 0

LONDON.—For new warehouse at Kentish Town, for
Messrs. Scbuppisser 4 Son

Illingworth £2,-128 0 0
Fuller 4 Co 2,168 0 0
Lister 4 Co 1,930 0 0
Wood Bros 1,733 0 0
Leaver 4 Sods 1,767 0 0
Ashford 4 Co [, ijeo 0 0
Gould 4 Brand 1 659 0 0
Morris 4 Luke rsao 0 0
Wall Bros i,.i84 q 0
J. O. Richardson 1 3(39 q q

LONDON.—For repairs and decorations at 14, St.
John’s Wood Park. Mr. Edward Power, architect—

Gatfield 0
'

0
Birch 3/9 0 0
Hancock 303 0 0
Hughes 287 0 0
Dover 260 0 0
J. O. Richardson (accepted) 221 0 0

LUTON.—For the erection of fam-house at Nether
Crawlej^or Mr. J . Crawley, under the superintendence
of Mr. W. Eve, Union-court, Old Broad-street

William Dunham 4 Son £1 430' 0 0
Francis F. White I’aeo 0 0
George Kmgham 1,259 0 0
W. G. Dunham 1,133 q q
Richard Lord 1 14 -} q q
J. 4 A. Long 1^112 0 0
Daniel Parkus (accepted) l)o78 0 0

[All of Luton.J

MAPLEDUR^M.—For new lodges at Mapledurham,

tect“fe?adinj‘--
Kavenscroft, archil

One Lodge, Two lodges
A. W’. Dodd, Caversham... £378 0 0 £760 0® o’
8. East, Reading S50 0 0 ... 695 0 0
J. C. Cook, Beading* 326 0 0 ... 640 0 0

• Accepted,

PAIGNTON.--Por erecting end finishing a shop on thoQerstou Estate, for Mr. A. Palk. Mr. 8. Woo^bridge
jnn., architect, High-street, Brentford ’

C. 4 R. E. Drew (accepted) '..... £550 0 0
[No competition.]

PAIGNTON.—For erecting and finishing a shop on the

j^^^arcSteoV— '^oofibridget

C. 4 B. E. Drew (accepted) £208 0 0
[No competition.]

READING.—For alterations and additions to Trinity

architect, Reading. Quantities supplied by MessrsCooper 4 Sons, Maidenhead ;— ^ ^ iuessre.

* a„'l’-^v‘:*’°''»,®®*‘l'“/Jaccepted)* £2,153 0 0Subject to a few modifications. This was the lowest of
nine tenders.

READING —F^ alterations and additions to 'Orwell

^\’heele^ Bros., Reading (accepted) ... £760 0 0

READING.—For alterations to premises. Broad-street,
Reading, for Messrs. Wellstead, Son, 4 Co, Mr. W.
Bavenscroft, architect, Beading. Quantities supplied by
Messrs. Cooper 4 Sons, Maidenhead

J. Bottrill £398 10 0
W. H. Simonds 376 0 0
J. H.Margetts 341 1 0
8. East (accepted) 330 0 0

[All of Reading.]

SANDHURST.—For new porch and yestry to Sand-
hurst Church, Berks. Mr, W, Ravehscroft, architect,
Reading

Porch. Vestry.
Wheeler Bros., Beading*... £200 0 0 ..,£200 0 0

* Accepted.

SOUTHWARK.—For new street sewer, 4c,, Lavington-
street, Southwark, for the Ecclesiastical Commissioners.
Messrs, R, B. Grantham 4 Sou, engineers, Northumber-
land-avenue

Rogers 4 Dickens, Chesterton-road
(accepted) £2,093 0 0

STEPNEY.—For construetine strong - room to the
Stepney Branch of the London and Soutn-Westom Bank
(Limited). Messrs. Thoa. 4 Wm. Stone, architects. Great
Winchesler.streef :

—

W. Gregar... .£474 0 0
J. T. Booey 394 0 0
Godfry 4 Son 340 0 0
Atberton 4 Latta (accepted) 0 0

STOKE NEWINGTON.—For erecting house in Green-
lanes, for Mr. A. Meara. Mr. J. Groom, architect.
Quantities supplied

Grover 4 Son
Stirapson 4 Co. ...

Lawranoe 4 Sons
Mattock Bros
Jackson 4 Todd...,
Exton 4 Burton...,
H. L. Holloway

£2,958 ..£333
330

2,879
2.773 373
2,770 230
2,717
2,430

A.—Deduct if Portland cement facing in lieu of Portland
stone.

8TREATHAM.—For proposed public hall and drill-
room at Streatham. Mr. Edward Power, architect.
Quantities by Mr. Mark W, King

J. Smith 4 Son... 6*647

J. T. Chappell
Kirk Bros

5,425
6,320

D. Brown 4 Co
\V. M. Dabbe

5,135

A. M Deacon 4 Co 6,025

A. 4 E. Braid
H. Gatfield

4,976

Newton 4 Idle

J. 0. Richardson
4,837

4,580

TUNBRIDGE (Kent).—For the reconstruction of Great
Bridge, Tunbridge. Mr. F. W. Buck, County Surveyor
Quantities by Messrs. Buck, Son, 4 Smith

Contract A'o. 1.

—

Buildert’ Work.

J. D. Ridley, Middlesbrough.. £3,900 0 0...£336 0 0
H. Young & Co., Pimlico 3,185 0 0 ... 350 0 0
Jas. Farrow, Maidstone 2,354 19 3 ,,, 459 1 5
Turner (Limited), Watford ... 2,087 0 0 ... 660 0 0
Ball 4 Gammon, Strood I,9f0 0 0 337 15 0
Punnett 4 Sons, Tunbridge... 1,877 10 2 .", 409 1-1 6
Geo, E. Wallis, Maidstone*.,, 1,773 0 0 ... 373 0 0

A.—Separate estimates for footpaths, 4c.
* Accepted.

Contract A’o. 2.

—

Ironwork.
John Ellis, Reading £2,313 10 4
Drury 4 Biggleston, Canterbury 2’l98 5 0
Phcenii Foundry, Derby l 770 0 0
H. Young 4 Co., Pimlico 1I730 0 0
James Farrow, Maidstone 1 724 0 0
H. Moreland 4 Son, London 1*721 0 0
George E. Wallis, Maidstone l!648 0 0
Balls 4 Garrett, Maidstone 1,610 0 0
T. D, Ridley, Middlesbrough 1,'580 0 0
Weeks 4 Son, Maidstone ] 653 14 g
Turner (Limited), Watford 1*500 0 0
MstthewT. Shaw 4 Co 1,469 0 0
Ball 4 Gammon, Strood 1*425 0 0
Jukes, Conlson, Stokes, 4 Co!j

’

London 1,416 0 0
Gray Bros,, Tunbridge (accepted)... 1,359 14 3
Chas. Williams 4 Co., London 1,3S9 5 0

WOKING.—For new pavilion, Woking. Mr Wm I
Chambers, architect ;— ’ '

Woods, Weybridge £3 447 15 0
Martin Wells 4 Co., Aldershot 2*768 15 0

21276 0 0
Shears, Msybury (accepted) 2,037 0 0

WOKIN(3HAM.—For alterationa and additions to
house 4c., Wokingham, Berks, for Mr. A. J. Nicholson
Mr. >V. Bavenscroft, architect, Reading;—

Additions Repairs New
to to Harness

* v>- • Ttr ^
House. Old Part. Room.

198 0 0... 99 0 0.,. 94 0 0
J. BottnlJ, Reading* 194 0 0 ... 40 0 0 ... 77 0 0

• Accepted.

Fire Station, JTarrow.—Mr. A. E. Addis of
Hounslow, wntes to say that the amount of his tender
for these works was 1,9622., not 1,6212. as stated in the
list which we published on the 13th inst. The list
printed as sent to us by the quantity surveyor.

%• SPECIAI, NOTICE. -Lists of Tenders
frequently reach ns too Ute for insertion. They should
be delivered at our office, 46, Catherine- street, W.O,
no^later than 12 Noon on THUHSDAYs'.

TO COERESPONDENTS.

Reffiitered TeU^aphie Addreis,*"lKs BuiLPBB.LoyDos.*)

John Hampden (it U a pity you conttnae to w
lo wndlDg Buch ignorant uontenae, the publlca — v.,ui

no purpose but to proclaias your own imbecUUy).—W. a Co.-

la and paps

I compelled to docline pointing out booka and gtvlii

rublio 1

Wt cannot undertake to return r^ectad communicationt.

Letters or communications (beyond mere newa-Itema) which hstt-
been duplicated tor other Journals, are NOT DBBIBBD.

J1 communioationa regarding literary and artistic matters ehoui:
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Jiecent Excamlions m the Acro2}olis.

FEW weeks past

we regretted the

long delay of the

second part of Dr.

Fhomaides’s work

illustrating the

now-famous Acro-

polis excavations.

This second part*

makes a tardy,

but still welcome,

ppearance. It is now possible to take

omething like a systematic survey of the dis-

overies, and to point out their exceptional

I'alue for the re-construction of the history of

^.thenian art. No discovery at all comparable

las been made within the last few years
;

ndeed, we may say not since the German exca-

vations at Olympia. The Pergamene marbles,

if sensational beauty though they arc, and of

jreat mythological interest, only confirmed

That wo already knew of the florid, over-

iffTought character of the l-ater Asiatic schools.

But in the history of Athenian art there has

always hitherto been a void that ached in-

expressibly. We had our Parthenon marbles,

ibut we knew next to nothing of the art that

led up to them. This was the more tantalising,

the more unendurable, because literary tra-

idition respecting the early masters of Athens

rwas not wanting ;
we knew of the existence

of Antenor, Amphicrates, Endoios, Hegias,

Kalamis, and of the subject of some of their

works, but only by precarious conjecture could

we picture tbeir style. The famous steZe of

Aristion, signed by Aristocles, was, indeed, the

locus classmiSy and from it, with marvellous

ingenuity, a canon of opinion as to Attic

characteristics was built up,—a canon now

shown to be, in the main, correct. It is true

we have not even yet discovered any statue

inscribed with the name of a known sculptor

we have a number of bases inscribed, and a

number of statues baseless, but as yet no com-

bination has been effected
;
but the statues

found are so many, so clearly marked in type,

'

so manifestly the work of artists swayed by

tho impulse of a school, that we may safely

base our conception of pre - Pheidian art

henceforth on the material they afford us,

We can only give a brief summary of some

of the chief points of interest connected with

them, and we must refer our readers who

! desire closer detail not only to the work of

,
M. Rhoma'ides, butalso,—preferablyas regards

I the discussion of style,— to an article in the last

*L09 MuB6ea d’Athenes en Reproduction Phototypiqne

do Rhomkides Fr^res. Fouillea de I’Acropole- Athenes :

Karl Wilberg. Londres: H. Qrevel. 2nd livraison,

1887.

number of the Hellenic Journal, by Mr. E. A.

Gardner.

We must begin with a disappointing fact.

The statues uniformly represent a draped

female figure
;
but this figure we are unhappily

unable to name. We cannot even say if she is

a goddess or a human being. Inscriptions

were found with the statues containing dedica-

tions to Athene. It was, perhaps, at first

natural to suppose that Athene herself was

represented, but there is positively no evidence

for this theory : in fact, much against it, for

the statues have no analogy with any known

Athene type. The nearest analogy is un-

doubtedly the frequently-recurring type of the

woman goddess, whose wide-spread early

worship, specialised later with the cults of

Athene, Aphrodite, Artemis, and whose closest

affinity is to Aphrodite. But there is no

necessity to suppose the statues represent a

goddess at all
;
they may be the images of

priestesses or even of worshippers.

We have not space to go in detail through

the long series, we must select certain striking

examples. Unmistakably the earliest in style,

though possibly not in date, for there may bave

been intentional archaism, is the curious figure

given in plate x. This is a good instance of a

xoanon, or sacred wooden figure copied in

stone. The lower part of the statue is practi-

cally a board with drapery indicated on it.

This quaint, flat lady is own cousin to the well-

known Nicandre figure found at Delos, but the

Attic xoanon is a distinct advance on the

Delian. Not only is the drapery plainly

indicated, but the face is well modelled, the

hair elaborately dressed, and the right hand

advanced with a lively speaking gesture. The

lower part of the arm in this aud many other

of the statues is inserted by means of a socket,

thus of course the trouble of turning the elbow

is avoided.

This xoanon lady is unique among the

statues, the remainder are worked with a

constantly increasing naturalism. Broadly

speaking, they are characterised by massive

elaborate drapery disposed with but little

regard to the figure beneath, but very beautiful

from the careful symmetrical arrangement of

the folds
;
very frequently the under-chiton is

of fine, wavy, crinkled material
;
while the over-

dress falls in thick, parallel masses. The hair

is usually disposed in stiff waves round the

forehead and formal curls front and back.

Some of the figures wear a wreath. Many

of the statues have a very noticeable

appendage to the head, consisting of a straight

spike of bronze set upright in the crown. M.

Kabbadias (the discoverer of the statues)

thinks these spikes served to support a disk,

probably of wood, which protected the statues

from rain. As they were richly colourec’;

some such form of umbrella would be very

desirable. Mr. Ernest Gardner in his paper

ingeniously suggests a very probable analogy.

It has often been a puzzle how the terra-cotta

figurines keep their strangely-shaped hats on.

These hats have no crown. They are prac-

tically flat plates, rising to a point above.

They have no visible attachment, and only a

hair-pin run through the head (for the hair is

too flatly dressed) could keep them on. Ladies

of all times will suffer strange torments at the

shrine of the becoming, but this seems going a

little too far. Moreover, these impossible hats

are worn by figures already veiled, and there-

fore needing no head-gear. Mr. Gardner

suggests that they are merely a “survival, a

reminiscence of the disk that used to protect

statues in the open air reproduced in figurines

which needed no such protection.” The sug-

gestion is an interesting one from the point of

view of the terra cottas, because it is another

link in the chain of evidence that goes to

prove that these figurines were always, even

in their most naturalistic days, tinged with

ritual reminiscence. But this is by the way.

This is, perhaps, the right place to speak of

the elaborate colouring of the statues. They

have done no greater service than clearing up

the fog that has hitherto rested on the question

of colouring as applied to Greek sculpture. As

yet no coloured reproductions of the statues

have appeared, and, as our own study is based

on the phototypes, which are alone at present

accessible, we think it wisest to quote the

testimony of Mr. Gardner, who speaks from

personal observation. He resumes as follow.*?,

—“ Colour is never applied in mass to a broad

flat surface
;
thus neither the flesh nor the

whole surface of the drapery are tinted, but

they are left in the pure whiteness of the

marble, relieved only with painted details and

ornaments. The only exceptions are the hair,

which was always of a uniform reddish-brown

colour, and occasionally the under-garment

;

but this was only painted over its whole surface

when but a small part of it showed, so that

the extent of the colour was not limited. Thus

in one case it is dark green, in another dark

purple, but in neither case does much of its

extent show. In other cases, besides the

borders in the places already referred to we

sometimes find the whole surface dotted with

stars or other ornaments. The wreath* also

is generally painted. The commonest designs

are the mxander and the palmetto. The

colours most used are dark green and dark

purple
;

red and blue are also found. In

the nude parts we find red applied to

* Mr. Gardner sajs “ stephane/’ an absurd hybrid of

Greek and English. Why cannot he use an English -word

when he is writing in English, or else quote the Greek

word in its proper form ?
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the lips and the iris of the eye
;

the

eyebrows, the outlines of the eyelids, and
the iris and the pupil are sometimes
coloured with dark pigment.’' We have
had coloured fragments before, but no instance

in which we could judge of the eflect of a
coloured statue as a whole, hlr. Gardner un-

hesitatingly pronounces this effect to be
pleasing,—the colouring is so applied “as in

noway to obscure the modelling or to hide the

texture of the marble,”—it is, in fact, as Mr.
Kuskin would say, “ entirely honest,” and
there results from it no displeasure to the
understanding, but rather, to the eye, “a rich-

ness and harmony of effect that plain white
marble would not possess. There is not the
slightest tendency to the revolt of modern
taste, such as is felt when we see a completely
coloured cast

;
for it is the suspicion of inferior

material and the hiding of tnie surface that
most offends us. From the Acropolis statues
these objections are entirely removed

;
in them

the colouring adds to the effect of the sculp-
ture, but takes nothing from it.”

So far, we have said nothing of the expression
in the faces of the statues, and yet it is for

their expressiveness that they are chiefly

remarkable,—that they are, with one or two
exceptions, most distinctively Attic. We have
reserved this Attic expressiveness for special
consideration in relation to one statue by far
the most advanced and the finest of them
all (plate xiv). Moat of the series owe their
expression to the more or less frozen “ archaic
smile,” but this lady smiles her own smile.
The mouth is quite naturally moulded, and
even the hair is no longer tortured and frizzed,

but parted simply in the middle and falling in
waves to either side. No arcbu'jlogist as he
looks at this head can refrain from suggesting
the name of Kalamis,—Kalamis, of whom we
know so much by literary testimony, and
simply nothing from monuments. The earth
will possibly never give back to us a statue
inscribed with his name : but till it does we
may be allowed to fancy this Acropolis
statue to be an example of that nameless
charm which fascinated the ancient Greek and
every other art critic. When Lucian fashioned
his perfectly lovely woman he gave her the
forehead, head, hair, the perfect eyebrows, and
the soft moisture of the eyes of the Cnidian
Aphrodite of Praxiteles

;
her wrist and dehcate

finger she would borrow from Alcamenes, neck,
and mouth, and nose from Pheidias, but when
all was put together she yet lacked something
that only Kalamis could give, “modesty and a
sweet, grave, unconscious smile,” and a certain
seemliness of vesture (ro aefii'uv koI

Kdi TO ev/7ra\ic H Kai Kuofitov ri)g
avajioXrig). It is the charm that some old-
fashioned portraits have, and a very few old-
fiishioned people, a certain “subdued and
refined gracefulness,” very rare and very
haunting.

For the dating of the series of statues as a
whole we are happily not left in doubt. The
inscriptions are, from the forms of the letters,
from about 525—500 B.C. The whole series
of statues were found within a very limited
area, stretching from the north-east of the
Propylica to the Erechtbeum, close under the
Acropolis wall. It is a fortunate accident that
with them was found a quantity of refuse used
iu making the wall. The conclusion seems to
ho pretty safe that the statues were buried
during the building of the wall. The deposit
consists of three strata, each separated from
-the other by layers of wall refuse. From this
xegular disposition M. Kabbadias concludes
that what happened was as follows When
the Persians laid waste Athens, they burned
the_ temple of Athene, knocked down the
votive statues set upon it, upset the pedestals,
and did all the sacrilegious damage they could
-in a short .space of time. When tlie Athenians
came back to their desolate city they resolved
to restore the temples of the gods with even
greater magnificene. But the votive statues,
being merely votive, they did not concern
themselves about. They used them as mate-
rial for levelling the surface of the Acropolis,
it IS possible that, though they did not regard
xnem as sufficiently important to be restored
and re-set up, they may have desired by
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burying them to preserve them from further

desecration. The importance of these specula-

tions is that if they are correct they fix the
limits of the dating of the statues in one
direction. If the statues were buried on the

return of the Athenians after the Persian
invasion, and if the rubbish layers belong to

the Acropolis wall then rebuilt, they arc none

of them hss than B.C. 480. Happily, with
this dating, both inscriptions and a-ririori con-

ceptions of style are at one.

NOTES ON THE WALLS OF CHESTEE.
BY SIR JAS. A. riCTON, F.S A.

WING to the differences of opinion
expressed on an inspection of the
walls of Chester by the Royal
Archamlogical Institute in 188(5, it

was thought desirable by some members of the
British Archaeological Association, at their

recent Liverpool (Congress, to have as thorough
an investigation of the walls as time and circum-
stances would permit. Accordingly a subscrip-
tion was entered into to defray the expense of
excavating. This was done 'by consent of the
Mayor and Corporation, under the advice and
inspection of the City Surveyor, and on the
2.3rd of August a visit was paid by a con-
siderable number of members and friends.

The following notes were taken on the spot,

without any preconceived theory to maintain,
or any previous inferences to establish.

The first excavation was made in what are
called the Kale yards, at a point a little south-
east of the cathedra], which here very closely
approaches the wall. There can be no doubt
that here the wall is built on the old Roman
lines, since there is hardly room for any devia-
tion, owing to the rapid declivity of the land.
Here a trench along the wall was sunk to a
depth of 12 ft. to 15 ft. below the surface. The
lower portion of the wall, which commenced
at the bottom of the trench, was rubble work
set in mortar or clay,—it is difficult to say
which,— iu thin layers. This was carried up
about 5 ft. Then commenced courses of solid
hewn stone in blocks 1 ft. to 1 ft. 3 in. deep,
well squared, put together without mortar.
This portion started about G ft. or 7 ft. below
the ground level outside. This stone is of
good quality, but a little above the ground-
level the wall changes into coursed ashlar of
inferior stone, much decayed on the surface.

The next observations were made in a large
and deep trench sunk in a timber-yard outside
the wall.^, a little south of the Phienix tower.
Here a large quantity of Roman remains were
found loo,se, consisting of small altars or votive
stones, portions of moulded cornices, &c. One
flat stone with a memorial inscription was
found imbedded in the wall. The solid hewn
stone courses here go down to the bottom of
the trench without any rubble substructure.
The third excavation was sunk along the east

end of the north wall, with very interesting
results. The same solid squared substructure
was found, with several loose relics of moulded
work. Here a peculiarity was observed. From
the summit of the Roman wall a little above
the surface, the wall was double, with an
interval between. This was pronounced to be
Mediaeval work of uncertain date.

Observations were then taken on the north
wall, skirting the narrow valley formerly the
fosse, but now occupied by the Shropshire
Canal. Along this wall runs the cornice or
string course so often referred to. Owing to
the precipitous nature of the site it was impos-
sible* to gain access to the outside of the wall
Excavations were unnecessary, as the wall
stands on the sandstone rock which is here
scarped down perpendicularly. The general
opinion appeared to be that the greater part of
the wall, including the string or cornice, is of
Roman origin, with repairs and insertions of
subsetpient date.

Passing by the water tower, and following
the western wall southwards, we arrive at
probably the most interesting point in the
survey. The Roodee, a grassy plain, now the
racecourse, was in the olden time covered with
water, and the city wall was carried along the
coast line, which here presents a somewhat
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precipitous face of clay and soil. Here, out- i

side the wall, lie courses of stones of great :

weight and magnitude. At the former inspec- (

tion in 188G, it was argued with considerable 1

plausibility that these stones had been laid i

here to protect the foot of the wall, and pre- t

vent a landslip of the bank, and that the city ;

wall retains its original position
;
but the exca- i

vation, carried down about 15 ft. below the i

surface, presented a very different state of .

things. It was found that these large stones ?

were merely the upper courses of a strong and '

massive wall built with square ashlars and
carried down to the bottom of the trench. No
one could doubt for a moment that this is i

Roman work of an early period and of excellent i

quality. What might be the thickness of the i

wall it is impossible to ascertain without exca- i

vations which were unauthorised.
The actual city wall, of Medireval origin, is ;

not carried up in the plane of the Roman wall, i

but is set back about 8 ft. to 12 ft. To a

minor extent this is the case in other portions :

of the walls, indicating that at some period, we
know not when, the alignment of the walls had >

been laid out afresh.

Excavations were thus made on the east,

north, and west sides of the city walls. Along
j

the south side, abutting on the river, excava- .

tions were needless and impracticable.

Without entering into any hazardous specu-
.

lations, a few inferences may be drawn which I

appear to be fully sustained.

First, as to the superior quality of the Roman i

work, both in materials and workmanship.
This was admitted by all who e.xamined it. :

Whilst the Media-val facing of the walls is

weathered and crumbled so as to require con-

tinual repair, the Roman stones which have >

lain exposed to the weather probably 1,500 :

years, are as sharp and perfect as when they '

were quarried, and those built into the walls
retain their sharp angles and close joints.

Remark may naturally be made on the '

absence of tile courses, and of the stones being
laid without mortar. The Romans had several
distinct methods of constructive masonry, the
most solid being that of squared stones called

by Vitruvius Isodonium, or Saxa qur.tdrata,

which was employed where strength and
massiveness were required. The large stones,

possessing stability by their own weight,
required little or no cement. The Pont du
Card, one of the finest Roman works e.xtant,

has no mortar in the joints. In one of the
excavations at Chester a large lump of con-
crete was found of extreme hardness, consisting
of lime, sand, and pounded tile.

Another question arises as to the compara-
tive site and extent of the enceinte of the city

walls.

Few cities exhibit in their plan more decided
evidences of the original Roman castrum than
Chester. Comparing it with the details given
in the work of Hyginus, “De Castrametatione,”
written in the reign of Trajan, we find the

oblong rectangular plan
;

the Via Pretoria
intersecting the city in its length, crossed by
the Via Principalis, with the Prmtorium in the
centre, now the site of St. Peter’s Church.
This area can easily be traced, extending from
the north wall and fosse southwards to the
castle mound and river Dee, and from the
existing east wall westward to St. Nicholas-
street. This on the western side does not
correspond with the existing wall, showing a

considerable extension westward, throwing the
arrangement out of the symmetry always
maintained in the Roman castraraetation.

It has been supposed that this extension
took place at the beginning of the tenth
century, at the time when the city, after lying
waste for more than three hundred years, was
rehabilitated byEthelfi;cda,the Lady of Mercia,
but the recent excavations have entirely in-

validated his theory. The lower portion of
the wall across the Roodee is of the most
pronounced Roman character, as noted above.
The probability is that the Roodee, having
been originally a shallow lake formed by a
bend in the river, gradually silted up and
shrank away from the walls, and that this

extra-mural plot was made use of to enlarge
the city on the west side. This part of the
city has always been very sparsely built on
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ad now consists principally of grass-fields,

ith a few public buildings. This view is

onfirmed by a recent excavation in the

loodee, which brought to light a wall, appa-
ently a sea-wall or quay of the olden time,

1 The general result appears to be that the

Ttfjundations of the walls were built by the

tflomans, and that a portion of the super-

trncture still exists, mixed with work of a

iter period. The Roman work is easily

: istinguished by the superior quality of the

•tone. The walls above ground are, for the
tiost part, post-Roman of various ages. After
he irresistible evidence of the excavations it

i3 to be hoped that the question is now set at

.est.

NOTES.
MONGST the legislative business

on which the Parliamentary session

is to be congratulated, there is

one which is noteworthy from an
ndustrial point of view, and that is,

he issue of a report of the Committee on
••.forestry, which, though short, is very much to

jhe purpose. It appears that, although the

i^vord “ forest” does not convey to the modern
iBiitisher the same impression that it did to

ijuir forefathers, there are still 27,810,000 acres

W)f woodland in these islands, some belonging

lio the State, but the majority, private property.

qTimber is timber, and is therefore comparatively

/Well looked after, generally speaking, as being

tivorth more or less money
; but possibly no

kiepartment of agriculture is so deficient in

my systematic knowledge or treatment as that

))f our trees, and the science of forestry is

[Evidently limited to very few. The State,

i ndeed, appears to be the most deficient tree-

rpwner in the whole country, and a lamentable

Dttccount of the Deputy-Surveyor of the New
< Forest, England’s grandest possession of its kind,

is a proof that the State is no more to be trusted

j than anybody else in the conservation of its

;

property. There are 40,000 acres lying worth-
lessand unprofitable, because by theAct of 1877
no planting may be done there. Large en-

closures of beautiful oaks are over-ripe and
I doing actual harm, because the same Act for-

libids their removal. Now, it must be re-

I

embered that this same Act was passed by a

)dy of worthy gentlemen who knew nothing

)Out arboriculture, and consequently though
ally desirous of preserving the forest, defeated

leir own object from sheer ignorance. The
ipointment of a Forestry Board and School,

ich as is recommended in the present report,

ould prevent all this. We are one of the

w countries which never attempt to take
ire of their woods

;
and though it is true that

I the age of wood is very much, though not

entirely, superseded by iron and steel, very
valuable additions may be made to English
acreage, not only by looking after and im-
proving the trees that still remain, but by
Te-clothing our bare hills in Ireland and
Scotland, if the recommendations of the Com-
mittee be attended to in good time.

The scheme of tlie Charity Commission
for the administration of the funds of the

Briti.sh Institution is now published. The
most satisfactory feature about it seems to be
in the steps which have been taken to ensure
periodical publicity for the doings of the
Trust. The statements as to what is intended
to be done are rather vague; they only amount
to this, that the Trust shall establish scholar-

ships, to be called “ British Institution

Scholarships,” of such annual value as they
shall think fit, between the amounts of 50/.

and 100/., towards the encouragement of the
study of art

;
which scholarships shall be

/awarded as the result of examination “or
I otherwise, as the trustees think fit.” No
I scholarship is to be awarded to any candidate
It whose circumstances are not, in the opinion of
I the trustees, such as to render him or

c her a fit object of such benefit.” ThL®
i seems a most extraordinary clause to append
to a scholarship attainable by merit. It is

; generally supposed that when a scholarshi)'
; can only be obtained by working hard to
‘ surpass others, this question rights itself, as

only those to whom pecuniary assistance is of

importance will go through the necessary

trouble to obtain it. Here, according to the

wording of the scheme, we shall have men
incited to give proof of their proficiency first

and then furnish proof of their poverty after-

wards,—a most invidious kind of requirement,
which will certainly be likely to keep out of

the field people who are much hampered with
that troublesome quality called self-respect.

There is not a hint as to the nature of the

manner in which the holders of scholar-

ships are to apply the assistance beyond
the cloudy statement that it is for the

encouragement of the study of art. The
representative trustees who are to administer
according to the terms of this remarkably
unbusiness-like document, are to be appointed
as follows ;—One by the Science and Art
Department of the Committee of Council on
Education for England and Wales

;
three by

the President and Council of the Royal
Academy of Arts

;
one by each of the follow-

ing bodies,— the Royal Scottish Academy, the

Royal Hibernian Academy, the Royal Insti-

tute of Painters in Water Colours, the Hebdo-
madal Council of the University of Oxford,
the Council of the Senate of the University of

Cambridge, the Senate of the University of

London, and the Council of University College,

London. This is in more ways than one an un-
satisfactory list. The University bodies referred

to in connexion with Oxford, Cambridge, and
London, have no special claim to understand
how art is to be taught or learned

;
their

representatives will in all probability be
merely persons with msthetic “ fads ” of some
kind or other. The Royal Institute of

British Architects is, as usual in documents of

this kind, entirely ignored, and we presume
architecture, which, more than any art, requires

means in order to travel and study it fully, is

to be practically ignored as well as its repre-

sentatives. The Institute of Painters in Water
Colours, we understand, have declined to

appoint a representative
;
and under the cir-

cumstances, we can hardly be surprised at their

decision.

T
here has been some mournful corre-

spondence in the Times last week in regard
to the modernisation and spoliation of Venice.
One correspondent anticipates that the steam-
launches will soon entirely drive off the
gondolas

;
another writes thatthis consummation

must be still far distant, inasmuch as the
smaller side canals, with their low bridges, will

not afierd passage for the steam-launches.
Both correspondents mourn over the disfigure-

ment of the palaces by advertisements and of
the canals by ugly iron bridges. Here we are

entirely with them, for just the same reason

;

that we object to ugly iron bridges on the
Thames, and to vulgar and disfiguring adver-
tisements on the buildings of any city,—of

course a fortiori when the architecture to be
disfigured is in itself of exceptional interest

and beauty
;
but otherwise the principle is

the same in London as in Venice. But
where we cannot agree with the mourners
is in the idea that it is the duty and
the interest of the Venetians to keep their

ancient city in statu quo, to erect no new
buildings and to make no attempt at reviving
or stimulating commercial prosperity, in order
that Venice may remain as a picturesque
spectacle for visitors. We have no right to

require of the inhabitants of any old city that
they should be content to reduce themselves to

the condition of the custodians of a museum of

art and arehreology. We question very much
even the argument that it is to their interest

to keep it so, in order to attract the foreigner

and his gold. It is never to the interest of
any community to remain in a fossilised state.

Let not the reader imagine for a moment that
we are indifferent to the disappearance of the
ancient charm of Venice. To our natural
feelings and associations this gradual dragging
down of the old poetic places of the earth into
the light of common day is a thing to grieve over
from the very soul

;
it is the extinction of an

interest which can never be replaced. But it

is inevitable, except under conditions which
we have no right to wish for. Human society,

with its living interests, is more, after all, than
even old buildings. Better see Venice the

seat of an energetic and active community,
than a decayed society accepting alms as the
showman of its decaying buildings. Only, let

the modern Venetians endeavour to carry out
their improvements in a manner worthy of the
beauty of their ancient city. That, at least,

may fairly be required of them, in their own
interests as well as in those of the rest of
Europe.

A RATHER peculiar railway-rates diffi-

culty has arisen through the opening of
the Hull and Barnsley Railway. In order to
make the position of affairs understood, it

should be stated that, prior to the opening of
the new line, the rate for coal to Hull from all

South Yorkshire collieries withinacertain radius
was 3s. Id. per ton, nearly the whole district
being served by the North-Eastern Railway.
A speedy effect of the competition was a reduc-
tion of 3d. per ton in the rate, a similar con-
cession being afterwards made in the case of
the West Yorkshire collieries situated on these
two lines, which had previously been subject
to rates varying from 2s. 3d. to 2s. 1 Id., accord-
ing to their position. Other benefits have
resulted to the collieries served by these rival
lines, in rebates for use of wagons, itc., and,
so far,

_

the competition between the two
companies would appear to be advantageous
to the Yorkshire coal business. But it will be
seen that, as is frequently the case, the benefit
is obtained at some one else’s expense. Many
of the collieries on the Lancashire and York-
shire Railway, who formerly had a share of
the Hull coal trade, are now rendered almost
powerless to compete, as they are unable to
get reductions in their rates corresponding to
those of their more fortunately-situated neigh-
bours, and the same applies to those collieries

from which coal is conveyed to Hull by water.
The competition between the two companies
is doubtless restricted to their own systems,
and they would probably combine to keep up
the rates on traffic coming to them from lines
having no direct connexion with Hull. Be
this as it may, the result is a fair illustration
of the saying that “one man’s meat is another’s
poison,” some of the coal-owners being so
handicapped by the benefits resulting to others
from this battle of railway rates that they are
quite in despair. In the meantime, the rail-

way companies serving the Kent district are cer-
tainly losers in the new competition for the fruit
traffic, to which we alluded some weeks back.
The vessels chartered by the fruit-growers now
run from Sandwich to London and back three
times a week

;
and the hop-growers, in spite

of the concessions they obtained last season,
are about to avail themselves of this means of
transit, and expect to eff’ect a considerable
saving by it. The success of this venture will
naturally stimulate the efforts of those who
advocate the extension and improvement of
our waterways with a view to reducing transit

charges.

¥E print in another column a letter from a
correspondent in the neighbourhood of

Bath, which is worth the attention of those

who feel concerned in promoting the proper
carrying out of sanitary legislation. Our
correspondent, Mr. Abercromby Wilson, it

appears, has repeatedly drawn the attention of

the Rural Sanitary Authority of the Bath
district to the offensive state of a ditch which
runs close past his and other dwelling-houses,

and which removes, among other pleasant

matters, the refuse of a brewery. He com-
plains that not only has the Sanitary
Authority (?) omitted to take any action in

the matter, but that when another resi-

dent offered to obtain at bis own cost the
opinion and report of a competent sanitary

engineer, the proposal was received only with
ridicule. We should like to know whether
the Rural Sanitary Authority in question can
state another side to the case which would
alter the aspect of it. On the face of ir as it

stands, it appears that the Sanitary Amhurity
in question is neglecting an obvious duty,

h
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A WORK of some importance has just been

completed at Kinsale, viz., a large quay on

the west side of the harbour, running almost

the length of the town. It is faced through-

out with concrete, and has landing-places and

a pier-head. It undoubtedly adds very con-

siderably to the advantages of Kinsale as a

port of discharge. But though the Bay of

Kin.sale, if we may thus describe the estuary

of the Bandon river on which it lies, is as fine

a harbour as could be desired, it is irretrievably

handicapped by its proximity to the still more

magnificent harbour of Queenstown. It is not

an hour’s sail from the one to the other, and

thus practically all the merchant shipping goes

either to Queenstown, or, still higher, to Cork.

The mainstay of Kinsale is the mackerel fishing

in the spring, when scores of craft lie in the

bay and make it their headquartem for the

season’s fishing. But the quay in question is

larger than is necessary for the discharge of

fish, a good deal of which is taken off the boats

at sea by steam carriers. There is also a

tendency in the fishing-boats to go westward,

where a good deal of the fishing itself is prose-

cuted. The opening of the new fishing schools

at Baltimore, united to this tendency, is thus

likely to decrease the traffic at Kinsale. The

useful and important work to which we have

alluded is thus not likely to be of the use for

which its size and character fit it, and we fear

that the future prospects of Kinsale, whether

as a fishing or a general port, are not very

bright.

WE have more than once drawn attention

to the re-organisation of the publications

of the German Archfeological Institute, by

which the centre of gravity of the Association

is shifted from Rome to Berlin. The change

was clear gain to archteology, at the same time

it obviously somewhat left the Italian element

of the Institute out in the cold. This has

acted as a stimulus to local efibrt, and it is

now proposed to form an Italian society with

the title “ Institute Archeologico Italiano.”

The scheme was broached some time ago in a

letter by Signor Ruggero Bonghi to La Cultura^

and it has since received the adhesion of many
noted Italian archieologists, e.rj., Fiorelli, the

Director of Antiquities
;

Comparetti, Goz-
zadini, and others. The Roman archreological

harvest is certainly plentiful, and will no doubt
supply material for a new archfcological

periodical, but to the outsider, ignorant of

local obstacles to co-operation, and burdened
with subscriptions to countless Bulletini,

ISIittheilungen, Notizie,Musei, &c., the prospect

of this new departure has its gloomy side.

At the last meeting of the Archiiologische

Gesellschaft, at Berlin, a report of the

final completion of the Olympia Museum was

laid before the members. The King and Queen
of Greece have given the new building the

formal sanction of their presence. It stands on

the slope of the hill Druva, on a terrace

naturally formed. Its plan comprises a large

central hall, two stories high, two side halls,

and four corner rooms. The central hall is

approached by a good-sized entrance-hall, with

staircases to a clearstory gallery. The building

is just large enough to allow of the pediment
groups being set up in their natural disposition

along the side walls. They are arranged

according to the scheme proposed by Dr.

Curtius, but Dr. Treu’s variant scheme can be
studied on the cast model placed for the pur-

pose near at hand. It has been decided not to

place the Nikti of Pceonios at its full elevation.

The reason is not apparent, as the height given

by the clearstory gallery is amply sufficient , The
metopes are placed in one of the lateral halls,

plaster casts of those found in the earlier

French expedition, and now in the Louvre,

are added to complete the series. Of course,

the chief interest of the ordinary visitor

centres in the little room which enshrines the

Hermes. Up to the present time those who
have made the pilgrimage to Olympia have
seen the god lying flat on his back,—or rudely
propped up. It was long undecided whether
he should be placed on a new pedestal or

whether the old original base should be
mended up. We are glad to find this latter

course has been adopted. Still more satis-

factory is it to learn tliat, spite of the current

reports to the contrary, the statue has nowise

suffered from exposure. The faint traces of

red on the hair are still visible. Our account

of the Museum is taken from a letter by Mr.

Alfred Emerson to the American Journal of

Archcpolo(j]iy and from a report of the Berlin

meeting in the Berliner Philologische Wochen-
schrift of August 20.

WE recently drew attention to the remark-

able series of marble statues found last

spring on the Acropolis and just published in

the second number of the Musees JAthlnes.

We perforce passed over in silence a bronze

statuette discovered in the same site and of

even greater interest, because unique of its

kind. Descriptions of this remarkable monu-
ment bad reached England, but neither photo-

graphs nor drawings were procurable, the

only accessible reproduction at the time being

a rough woodcut in a Greek local paper. We
are glad to find that in this month’s issue of

the 'F.(piifi(pic ApxaioXoyiKi) full justice is done

to this most curious and, in its archaic

fashion, beautiful statuette. In nivaK 4 the

figure is reproduced in its two side views, and

Dr. Staes accompanies the plate with a full

description. The statuette was found imme-
diately opposite the north entrance of

the Erechtheum. It is about 15 in. high,

and represents the goddess Athene wearing

her cegis. The great point of interest about

it is its very peculiar technique. It is almost

flat, and, in fact, consists not of a figure

worked in the round, but of two plaques of

gilt bronze in very low relief, nailed together
;

it seems possible that between the two plates

there may have been a piece of wood, to

which they were nailed, and which has, of

course, decayed. Portions of the figure,— c.^.,

the feet and right arm,—are worked almost in

the round. The right side represents the

figure, though not the face, almost three-

quarters round
;

it is the best preserved,

and the most carefully worked
;

probably

it was intended to be most clearly

seen. On the left side the tegia hangs

much further down than on the right. The
face on both sides is absolutely in profile.

The whole figure is slim and graceful. The
goddess is represented as advancing probably

to meet a worshipper
;

her right hand may
have held a phiale. It is difficult to say what
purpose the figure served. There is a hole at

the top of the head and several other traces

of attachment which seem to point to the

conclusion that it was nailed to some piece of

furniture. No specimen of similar technique

is known in any other European museum.

I
F we may credit all that has been written

on the subject lately, yet another

Dagon of our youth is marked for over-

throw. Returning from his missionary

labours in China, the Abb(j Larrieu has pub-

lished a pamphlet (Paris : Leroux) to show
that the Great Wall of China not only does

not, but never did, exist. We were diligently

taught bow, in the year 214B.O., Che-Hwang-
te, of the Tsin Dynasty, “first universal

emperor” of Cathay, began his project for

everlastingly resisting attack by the hordes of

the Heung-noo. Countless maps delineate his

vast wall, some 1,300 miles in length, bounding
the northern confines of Kan-suh, Shen-se, and
Pe-che-le, and running from the province of

Kan-suh to Tin-yee, on the Gulf of Lias-long.

We call to mind many an illustration of its

towers and intermediate curtains as they
gradually disappear in direct course over the

distant mountains and valleys. We are now
told that all this embellishment is due to one
Martini, a Jesuit priest, who visited China in

1650. His accounts have been copied by one
writer after another. The Abbe avers that his

precursor quite misinterpreted the signification

of what the natives, in their ignorance of

another tongue, called their Wan-li-chang,

—

the wall of a myriad li, or miles. He opines

that the imperial scheme for a northern barrier,

whilst certainly begun, has never yet been
accomplished. Here and there along the line

exist certain walls, but these, he contends, are

either village fortifications or, at most, for use ;

only as barriers in the particular defiles where
they stand. The towers remain, he admits

; but i

these, we are now told by the Abb4, were never '

connected together by solid masonry of any
;

kind, are far asunder, and are constructed of j

earth, faced in some instances with brick. On i

the other hand, one or two correspondents of i

the daily papers write to say that they, as well 1

as Mr. William Simpson, have not only seen i

some miles of the wall, but have sketched and (

measured it.

A NEW archway has just been built in lieu i

-fi- of the wooden gate which opened into i

King’s Bench-walk. Inner Temple, from out of )

Tudor-street. It stands on the spot which we '

once hoped would be chosen for the re-erection i

of the stones of Temple Bar. The roadway
;

here passes betweenNos. 6 and 7, King’s Bench- i

walk, whereof the outer walls have in part ;

been rebuilt. Mr. Arthur Cates’s design has i

been executed in Portland stone, under the

direction of Mr. W. Oldrieve. It comprises a ;

Palladian arch, between a side doorway and i

a two-storied tower, intended for a keeper’s ’

lodge, octagonal on plan. To secure free '

way to the lodge door the north-eastern i

corner of No. 7, in the Walk, has been i

splayed off. On the keystone’s outer side is i

carved “ 1887.” Over the side door-way is a ;

panel carrying the ancient cognisance of the i

Templars in their humility, which is now com- i

monly represented by the Pegasus, in a cinque- i

foil, of the Inner Temple. The carving is i

supported by two small shields bearing the i

coat-arms of the late and present Treasurers r

of that Honourable Society. Were the octa- i

gonal tower repeated on the northern side 1

we should have a gateway somewhat like to '

that, perhaps designed by Thorpe, on the

great north road at Burghley House, by
Stamford.

T a meeting held on Wednesday, 24tb

,

August, in the Brixton Hall, a committee

was appointed to urge upon the Lambeth
Vestry and the Metropolitan Board of Works d

the importance of securing Raleigh House i

grounds as a park for the people. This finely-
f.

timbered pleasaunce, about 12^ acres in.

extent, was bought in at a recent auction for

)

39,000/. It is understood that it may be

)

purchased for 40,000/., one half of which thei

Board of Works would be asked to contribute, e

The old property,—being a traditional home ii

of Sir Walter Raleigh and situated in what i

was then known as Allington Hundred,—lies a

adjacent to Raleigh Hall, upon the northern i

slope of Tulse Hill. The river Etfra, now fi

flowing as a sewer, ran through the grounds, s

and a subterranean passage communicated c

with another old mansion upon the opposite .(

side of the highway. Raleigh may justly i

be claimed among the worthies of Surrey : i

his memory is associated with West Horsley

(where, in the south aisle of St. Mary’s 'i

Church, it is said, his head lies with his son i:

Carew) ;
with Mitcham, where he sold his house

for 2,500/. on proceeding to Guiana
;
and with 1

Beddington. At Beddington Park, once the
'

seat of the Carews, the orange-tree was first il

cultivated in England, the plants being grown ^

from some seeds carried thither by Raleigh 1

'

to his kinsman, Sir Francis Carew. We ('

learn that a neighbouring and much more •

extensive estate, that of Brockwell, or rather

;

Brookwell, Hall, is likely to be soon in thei

market, but this could only be rescued from r

the builders at a price of say about 100,000/.
(

Meanwhile an effort is being made to secure, C

for Vauxhall, the Carroun House and Lawn
estates, which the freeholder, hlr. Cobeldick,

has consented to sell for 47,500/.

Mr. JAMES EMERSON, of Northallerton, d

has bought, for 80,000/., the remainder;'

,

of Lord Ailesbury’s Yorkshire estates. Thisi

portion consists of the Whorlton-in-Cleveland r

Castle and Swainsby property, in the Stokesley

Union, North Riding. It embraces twenty!;

farms with homesteads, and covers in all nearly 1

5,900 acres, whereof one-half is moorland, c

The rental is calculated at about 3,000/. a year. .i

The whole estates have thus been disposed of'
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W the trustees for a total sum of 532,000Z.

jvliorlton Ciustle formerly belonged to the

'larons Meinill, and is believed to have been

.rst built icni}), Richard 11. Over tho main
I ntrance are the arms of D’Arcy, Grey, and

i.leinill
;
but even in Camdens time the castle

I /as old and in ruins. In the northern chancel

ball of the older church of Holy Cross is a

l(iighly-ornamented canopy, beneath which is

r he oaken effigy of a knight, cross-legged,

dhis is believed to be the monument of Sir

Nicholas de Meinell, who, tenif. Edward I,,

lield the manor by fee of giving to the arch-

iliishop of Canterbury a drinking-cup for use

jl)y his grace on the day of his consecration.

I!n King Charles I.’s reign the barony of Bruce

ftif Whorlton was bestowed (August 1st, 1641)

upon Thomas Bruce, third Lord Bruce of

IKinloss and first Earl of Elgin. For services

iJn the royal cause his son Robert was created

Karl of Ailesbury, in the peerage of England,

March 18tb, 1604. He was ancestor to the

iMan^uesses of Ailesbury.

WE lately had occasion to examine a variety

of prints illustrating Inigo Jones’s Church
i)f St. Paul, Covent-garden, as it appeared

I

aeforc and after the fire of about ninety years

lincc. The drawings comprise those by Hollar,

lohn Sellar, C. Campbell (a full set, to scale),

r. Malton (May 21, 1774), A. Pugin (plan, to

icale, November 1, 1823), J. Maurer, Hogarth,

p:c. All of these, though one of Hogarth’s

qunperfectly, delineate the eastern end of the

nhurch as resting upon a platform or base,

iwhich is mounted from north, south, and east

by flights of steps that are made within the

iHrea of the stylobate. Hogarth’s print, being

V Rich’s Glory,” shows a range of steps between

the two inner columns, only, of the pediment,

iwhich is plainly an error. The steps, the two

leastern doorways, and, within our own memory,
|the railing, have been removed. Whilst the

jjroadway at Covent-garden is practically hori-

Izontal, the fall being 7 in., southwards,

lacross the whole width of the church, the

Jchurch’s present condition here gives some
fldea of the effect that would result from

Removing the steps now at the western front

»f St. Martin’s-in-the-Fields.

T
he Metropolitan Board of Works seem

anxious to do all they can to prove (what

^required very little proof) their utter unfitness

ito meddle with London architecturally. Their

(proposition for treating the central space ad-

ijoining Piccadilly-circus, about which a ques-

tion wiis asked in the House of Commons by
iMr. De Lisle (who seems to be a member who
jrnay do good service in regard to artistic

imatters), is simply idiotic, Here is a fine open
iBpaco obtained in a crowded and central posi-

tion, and the Board propose to block the

traffic and shut out the possibility of a fine

architectural place by putting in the centre a
shapeless block of shops, presenting no archi-

tectural form, meaning, or beauty of any kind.

If, as asserted in an evening paper, this is the

I

Bchemo of the new Architect to the Board, Mr.
Blashill ought to have known better, and we
jfear that his undoubted capacity for the office

in a practical sense is not supported by the

degree of architectural taste and feeling which
are desirable in an official who may have so

much power over the architectural treatment

of new sites in London . Mr. Alan de Tatton

Egerton, who answered Mr. De Lisle’s ques-

tion, said that though several schemes for

dealing with the space had been before a Com-
mittee of the Board, no decision had been
arrived at.

WE quote the following ominous paragraph

from the St. Albans Times :

—

“ Tqe Abbey.—

A

n ugly crack is visible above

!

the eastern arch of the tower, both on its eastern

I

and western face. It appears to the non-professional
oye as though the south-east pier were sinking again.
Possibly the alterations to tho south transept have

' weakened it, or it may be that the increased weight
in tho tower is beginning to tell. It will be
remembered that somo years since additions of
great weight were placed in the bell-chamber, and

I again, after the weight fell from the chiming
apparatus, a new floor was added to the belfry, anc

.

' a great many loads of gravel were placed between
that floor and the old one, Or can it be that the

new cracks are wanted to prove tho necessity of

some other startling innovations in the way of

'restoration'? Experience teaches that when one
part of the church approaches completion, some
other part is found to be in a dangerous state and to

urgently need attention ! There seems to be only

one opinion with regard to the wretched substitutes

for the old turrets on the south transept, and that is

that they are exceptionally ugly. It is to be trusted

that whatever is done to secure the safety of the

tower no attempt will be made to alter the

character of the grandest Norman structure in

England.”

We are glad to observe tbat all the local

papers are not under the thumb of Lord
Grimthorpe. The tower is not perhaps truly

called “ the grandest Norman structure in

England ”
;

architecturally there are others

that are finer objects ; but it is unquestionably

the most historically interesting and valuable.

We have no doubt, however, that Lord Grim-
thorpe would be delighted to find an excuse to

pull it down and set up a new tower designed

by some clerk of works who would be willing

to take his money and allow him to call him-

self the architect of it, unless something is

done to tie his hands or those of the legal

custodians of the building who have let him
loose upon it.

LETTER FROM PARIS.

The monument which a committee lias pro-

posed to erect by subscription to Sergeant

Robillot, who was killed in the Tonkin war, has
given occasion for a competition which was
decided during last month. Only nineteen

sculptors responded to tho invitation of the

Committee, to whom the City authorities had
lent one of tho rooms of the Ildtel de Ville for

the exhibition of the drawings. The small

number of competitors and the weakness and
want of originality of most of the designs are

results not in favour of the principle of public

competition in cases of this kind. Tho leading

sculptors do not care about spending their

talents on the chances of a competition, and
tho juries, to say truth, are often far too

much swayed by private interests or partialities.

In this case great surprise has been felt and
expressed that the design by M. Choppin should

have been passed over. This sculptor was asso-

ciated in the matter with M. Constant Bernard,

Secretary of the SocieteCentrale des Axchitectos,

who designed the pedestal, and the whole work
was generally pronounced tho best realisation

of the character of monument required. But
the jury, in which the political element was
rather predominant, decided otherwise, and
gave the prize to M. Auguste Paris, the author

of the mediocre allegory of “ 1789,” which was
bought by the Municipal Council from this

year’s Salon. The statue by M. Paris, a

commonplace affair, is to be cast in bronze and
erected on the Boulevard Voltaire, on a pedestal

of which the principal face shows, among palms
and laurels, a sabre, leaves of paper, and a pen,

in recognition of the fact that the young
sergeant formerly belonged to the Parisian

press.

At the Ecole des Beaux Arts, tho competition

in construction has closed without any “ pre-

mibre mddaille” being awarded. The second-

class medals have been awarded to M. Vallat,

pupil of Douillard ; M. Emery, pupil of M.
Pascal; and M. Jost, pupil of M. Andre.
The competition for the painted decoration

for the Mairie of the Sixth Aj-rondisaement will

bo closed on the 30th of November.
There are to be placed, opposite the principal

facade of tho Hotel de Ville, on two of the

pedestals formed in the boundary-wall, two
statues in bronze, of which we have already

spoken, I’epresenting Art and Science
;

the

first, which figured in this year’s Salon, being

by M. Marqueste, the second by M. Blanchard.

Artistic merits apart, it is generally agreed

that the municipal palace would be better

without those seated figures, which do not

harmonise with the general style of the build-

ing. It is with these statues as with the lamps

which have been placed on other pedestals in a

similar manner ;
their outlines cut across the

lines of the fat;ade in an unfortunate manner.

Tho Parisian building authorities, who formerly

placed these adjuncts there at the suggestion

of Viollet-le-Duc, are now regretting it, and
are rather disposed to make a clean sweep of

them : certainly no one would complain. If

one is bent on reproducing an ancient building

on its old lines, it does not answer to embellish

it afterwards with statues and ornaments which
are out of keeping with the harmony of tho
structure, and Ballu made a mistake in adding
to a fa<jade in so pure and elegant a styde a
series of adjuncts the nsolessness of which is

daily more obvions.

Internally, the sculptural decorations of the
immense Galorie des F^tes is being pushed on
in preparation for the balls and entertainments
of the winter. The decorative portion of the
ceiling is executed by M. Corboz. Many sculp-

tors, among whom may be named MM. Moreau-
Vauthier, Granet, Berthet, Perrin, Croisy, and
Marioton, are completing their models of

caryatides and seated figures to go along the

coves and around the spaces which are intended

for pictorial decoration. On its part, and
before separating for tho vacation, the artistic?

committee of the n6tel de Ville, of which we
spoke in onr last, has commissioned the two
architects, MM. Deperthes and Formige, to
prepare, with tho assistance of M. Lavastre, a
general project of decoration, comprising this

same gallery, the Sallo des Caryatides and the

neighbom’ing rooms, as well as the grand stair-

case, of which the ceiling has already been
painted by the lamented Bauclry. This same
committee has resolved to utilise, in some of

the reception-rooms, some of the fine tapestries

belonging to the Municipality. Among tho

finest of these are “The Passage of tho

Granicus,” and the “Entry of Alexander into

Babylon,” executed after the designs of Lebrun •

two absolutely priceless fabrics, entitled “ Les
Chasses de Maximilian ”

;
and lastly, tho

tapestries called “De St. Gervais,” which bad
been improperly sold, twelve years ago, for tho

benefit of the church of that name, and the

restitution of which to the Municipality was
the occasion of a curious lawsuit, about which
the art journals of that date were much
interested.

Apropos of tapestries, the special museum of

the Gobelins has been enriched recently by the

acquisition of the Egyptian tapestries found in

1885 by M. Maspero at Panopolis, near Thebes,

wliore the first Coptic Christiana of Egypt were
buried. These very ancient pieces of work,

which have been lately purchased by the State,

are of great interest. Certainly, neither perfec-

tion of drawing nor variety of colouring can be
looked for in these ancient examples, nor do
they display the art and science of modern
tapestry work, but in solidity and excellence of

manufacture they show that modern industry

has added nothing to this class of manufacture.

M. de Ronchaud, whose death we recently

announced, has not been replaced at tho head
of the national museums, but there is talk of

giving the appointment to the actual Directeur

des Beaux Arts, M. Kaempfeu, who has for

many years been well known as an art-cxitic

under the name of “ Xavier Feyrnet.” In the

meantime the void is filled, as far as the Louvre
is concerned, by Admiral Paris, curator of the

Musee de Marine, who has very naturally

profited by the occasion to enlarge his own
special department; but this provisionalappoint-

ment is not likely to be permanent, and the
worthy Admiral, whatever his technical know-
ledge in his own branch of work, is hardly

equal to the situation of curator of a great art

museum, a post which requires special faculties

and special experience.

At the Gare St. Lazare the officials are now
installed in the new pavilion at the angle of the

Rue de Rome, and all the houses situated

between the street and the Place du Havre
are now in course of demolition to make room
for the grand court, towards which M. Lisch is to

erect a new fagade, terminated, at the angle of

the Rue d’Amsterdam, by a pavilion similar to

that of the Rue de R«me. The result of this

arrangement of the bnildings will be to get rid

of Ihe stairs leading to the Salles d’Attente,

which are such an inconvenience to passengers

for Normandy, Brittany, and England.

The works for the new Bourse da Commerce,
delayed for a long time by difficulties in regard

to existing rights on the site, are now being

actually pushed forward. The plans having

been long completed, there is nothing more to

wait for. The principal front facing the Rue
du Louvre will have a pediment adorned with

the arms of the city
;
above this will be a group of

sculpture symbolising Commerce and Industry;

on the ground-floor will be the police offices and
the postal and telegraph offices. On the first

and second floor will be 250 offices intended for

general business, and having intercommunication

by wrought-iron galleries. As the new Bourse
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occupies the site of the old Halle au Ble, it is

hoped that the architect, M. Blondel, 'will take

steps, in conjunction 'with the Monicipal Ad-
ministration, to save the fountain called “ De la

Halle au Ble,” near that edifice, which is the

last remnant of the H6tel de Soisaon demolished
in 1748, and was designed by Jean Bullant for

Catharine de Medicis.

At the Exhibition works, the foundations of

the Palais dos Beaux-Arts and that for the
“ Arts Liberanx ” are in preparation. These
two edifices, which are similar in plan and
arrangement, will each have a grand central

nave surrounded by a gallery, and each will

have a dome 55 metres in height. Between
these two buildings is to be formed the central

garden on the Champ de Mara, in the middle of
which will be a monumental fountain with
three basins one over the other, surmounted by
a statue of France standing on the prow of a
shij) and holding in her right baud a torch
which at night will be lighted by electricity.

Beside her will be figures representing Science,
Art, Industry, and Agriculture; at her feet,

seated amid reeds, will be a figure representing
the Seine, while Triton and Nereid figures dis-

posed along the lower basin will represent the
principal rivers of France. The piers of the
Eiffel Tower have risen to a height of 15
.metres, and we are officially assured that it is

to attain to 30 metres by the 1st of January,
and that it will be completely finished before
the end of 1888.

In connexion -tvith the Exhibition, definito

arrangements hare been officially made in

regard to the work of the committees whose
business it will be to organise the lectures on
literature, art, history, archgcology, science,
political economy, sanitation, public works; in
short, upon everything that can be made the
subject of a lecture, during the progress of the
Exhibition. In the section of fine arts, the
•organisation of these lectures will be entrusted
to MM. Bailly, Bonnat, Chaplain, Claretie,
Massenet, Louis Goose, Gounod, Eug. Guillaume,
and Meissonnier. In the section of history and
.archmology, the managers will be MM, Gaston
Boissier, Duruy, Fustel do Coulauges, Maspero,
Georges Perrot, Rambaud, Reinach, and Albert
Sorel. The choice is an excellent one, and a
set of lectures on these subjects, under the
organisation of such a committee, will probably
have a real value for learned visitors.
An attraction of a different kind is to be
furnished by two well-known artists, M. Alfred
Stevens and M. Gervex, who have obtained
.authorisation from the Government to inata!, on
a part of the Tuileries site, an immense
panoramic decoration, the cartoons for which
are already finished, and which will consist of a
kind of illustration of the period from 1789 to
the present day, including portraits of more
than 1,800 persons celebrated in politics, art,
science, the army, «&c.

Contrary to general expectation, it is the
old Theatre Lyrique, lately become the
“ Theatre de Paris,” which seems destined to
receive the homeless company of the Opera
Pomique, till the rebuilding of their own bouse.
This theatre, which the Municipality seemed
•disposed to let to the State, rather than the
Gaite, is situated on the Place du Chiitelet,

—

that is to say, a long way from the boulevards
and from the fashionable quarter of Paris,—

a

circumstance not in favour of the success of
the enterprise. Like the Du Chiitelet Theatre,
which faces it, the Tbcitre de Paris is the work
of M. Davioud. It was inaugurated iu 1862,
burned in 1871 during the Commune, and
rebuilt in 1872 by the same architect. The
exterior facade is richly decorated in the style
of the Italian Renaissance. Thesalle, which is

decorated with paintings by M, Theodore
Maillot, contains 1,600 seats,—a little less than
the Opera Comiqne; bat its aconstic properties
are excellent, and its means of egress are ample
for public safety.

Now that the metropolitan railway seems, in
•spite of the vast petition movement organised
in Peris in favour of it, to be adjourned to the
'•Greek Kalends, public opinion is a good deal
occupied about a scheme, not likely to be
realised for a good many years to come, which
would, however, exercise an immense influence
on the commercial power of the capital. We
refer to the maritime canal which the Engineer
of the “Pouts et Chaussees” Department, M.
Bouquet de la Gi-ye, proposes to establish
between Clichy and Rouen, for a total length
of more than 185 kilometres, and which, -nfith

2 miuimum depth of 6 metres, would permit all

the shipping which now stops at Rouen to come
right up to Paris. The cost is estimated at
130,000,000 francs. The Municipality is greatly
in favoiir of it, and, indeed, there is a large
section among the deputies who are prepared to
claim the condition of “ urgency ” from the
Government for it.

The Conseil-General of the Seine is about to
vote also for work of considerable importance,
to render navigable that portion of the Marne
known as the boucle de la Marne. This will be
a very useful improvement, the total cost of
which will be about 1,400,000 francs. It will
be of gi-eat service to the whole of the country
to the east of Paris, and will also have the
advantage, with a regular service of steam-
boats, of permitting tourists to visit the
beautiful country traversed by this tributary
of the Seine.

The ninth exhibition of the “ Union Centrale
des Arts Decoratifa,” though not yet com-
pletely organised, is likely to prove of special
interest, as it will be at once retrospective and
international, thanks to the co-operation of the
museum authorities of Berlin, Vienna, Brnsaeis,
Buda-Pesth, and South Kensington. The
tasteful decoration of the nave of the Palais
d’lndustrie contrasts agreeably with the vul-
garity of the industrial exhibitions which take
place there annually. The pavilions for special
exhibits, distributed among the trees of the
garden, have a picturesque effect and great
variety of construction, and the first-floor

galleries, reserved for foreign exliibits and for
those of the Union Centrale, are connected with
the ground-floor by two staircases,—too grand
for the occasion, perhaps, but the design and
decorations of which are highly creditable to
those who are responsible for them.
The death is announced of the painter,

Eugfene Medard, who has died from the effects
of a painful malady, at the age of thirty-eight.
He had studied successively under Leon Cogniet
and with M. Gerfime, obtained a medal of the
third class, 1879, and one of the second class iu
1886. He made a speciality of battle pictures,
and bad exhibited in the Salon of 1886 a
“ Combat clans nn Village,” and the “ Bataille de
Buzenval,” which was purchased by the State.
These were his last exhibited works.
We may end with a piece of good news for

archceologiats.* The Chateau d’Anet, which is

one of the architectural wonders of the Renais-
sance, is, it appears, to be rebuilt after the
I)lana of Philibert Delorme. After the death of
Diane de Poitiers, for whom Henry II. had
it built in 15-48, the chateau passed into the
hands of different proprietors. At the Revo-
lution it -was confiscated, and sold in 1798 for
3,200,000 francs. Nothing of its past glory
really remains save some ruins, a fine gateway,
some sculptures by Jean Goujon, and the
remains of a staircase. The anciont gateway
of the interior court of the chateau has been
rebuilt in the court of the Ecole des Beaux-
Arts.

BUCKINGHAM PALACE AND THE
QUEEN’S JUBILEE.

Ox the 13th of July, 1837, her Majesty first

entered into residence at Buckingham Palace.
Ten years later, the St. James’s Park front,
360 ft. iu length, was added by Blore to the
three sides of Nash’s fabric. Sir Robert Peel
had represented to the Government that the
then existing accommodation proved inade-
quate to the requirements of au increasing
royal farail}-. So the eastern railings were set
forward, and the Marble Arch, which cost
80,000Z., and had been modelled after that of
Septimias Severus at Rome, was in 1851
removed to Cumberland Gate. Blore’s esti-
mate of 150.000i. for the new works included
certain rearrangements iu the northern and
southern wings, new kitchens, &c. The southern
ball-room was added afterwards. John Nash’s
palace was erected daring the reign of George
IV., and completed temjp. his successor. It is

said to have been never occupied by the
Queen’s immediate predecessor on the throne.
The original Buckingham,—or, to speak more
* We leave the remark of onr esteemed oorreepoiidetit

as an example of the different manner in which such a
scheme may be regarded, and perhaps is generally re-
garded in France. In England, probably few of us would
regard it as a matter of much arohfpologtcal interest that
some ruined building by Wren, for instance, was to be
rebuilt from his drawings. It would never look like the
work of Wren’s day, and the interest would be, to the
minds of most of us, of sneh a purely artificial character
as hardly to be worth the money and trouble expended.

correctly, Buckinghamshire,—House was builfc i

in 1703, from the designs of Captain Wynde :

or Wynne, pupil and executor of Inigo Jones
i

and architect of Newcastle, or Powis, House (

Lincoln’s Inn-fields.

A print of 1819 in our possession corresponds
]

with the description of the house given by >

Hatton. It was built of red brick, in three i

floors
;
and had two wings, of two floors and an

attic story, with which it was connected by
circular arcades. The principal elevation had i

nine windows to each course, with two ranges ;

of four pilasters, of the Corinthian and Tuscan
i

orders, the latter being above. The wings, •

serving for servants’ lodgings and for the kitchen i

and laundry respectively, were, as also the i

arcades, fronted with pilasters of the Tuscan, i

Doric, and Ionic orders. This house, eulogised (

by De Foe in his “ Journey through England,” ’

had been erected on the site of Arlington .

Goring) House, the town residence of George i

and his son Charles (Goring), Earls of Norwich

;

which, in 1646, had been allotted to Speaker i

Lenthall. On September 21, 1674, it was, as i

Evelyn tells ua, consumed by fire. Lord i

Arlington’s property here passed to his daughter i

and heir, Isabella, Duchess of Grafton. She i

first let it to William, fourth earl and first duke t

of Devonshire, and subsequently sold it to the f

Duke of Buckinghamshire and Normanby.
Having its main entrance towards the south, i

Goring House stood over the south-eastern c

corner of the Mulberry Garden, which is at i

this date represented by part of the palace (

grounds, wherein a garden-party was lately
j

given by the Queen. Emulating the example ^

of Henri Quatre, whose enthusiasm had been c

fired by Oliver de Serres’s work, 1599, upon
q

silk-worm rearing, James I. issued a circular i

to all provincial authorities, requiring them to ^

provide for the planting of mulberry trees iu r

various parts of the realm. To such eu- i.

couragement of home manufacture of silk 1

the king was further moved by a desire “to f

wean hia people from idleness and the enormities
(

thereof.” * He set about this project, on his i

own account, by walling in rather more than q

four acres of St. James’s Park, close by the e

course of the Tyburn. Charge of the planta- ,

tion, together with a sum of 950L, and an ]

annual subsidy of 120i. for expenses, was i

committed to William Stallenge, Comptroller i

of Customs, and a successful rearer of silkworms £

in a venture of his own. In 1629, Lord Ashton •5

was appointed Keeper. He sold hia officefor406i. '

to George Goring, aud with it, apparently, the 3

site of Goring Ilonse. At the sale of Crown j

lands during the Civil War the garden was 9

bought by Anthony Dean, of St. Martin-in-the- -i

Fields parish, a prosperous shipwright at t

Harwich and Woolwich. Dean sold his lot to )

one Chipp, who retained it throughout the )[

Commonwealth. It was during Chipp’s posses-
-I

sion that the Mulberry Garden was resorted to )

by pleasure-seekers whom Cromwell had ousted 1|

from Spring Garden. Henceforth, by name of

Colby’s Mulberry Garden, it became for awhile !i

the most favourite haunt of the kind in town. .!

Its vast popularity, coupled with the perhaps i|

not always perfectly correct deportment of the
visitors, is fully vindicated by the comedies and .j

other light literature of the period. Here Sir 'j

Charles Sedley found name and inspiration for •!

the comedy he dedicated to one of the garden’s 1

chiefoat votaries ,—la belle Stewart
;
and hither '

came many a prototype of Shadwell’s Mesdames ;

Striker and Friske. Evelyn has sighed for us
at the ladies’ addiction to rouge

; so, leaving
Pepys to enjoy the ollapodrida prepared for hia

party by my lord of Sandwich’s cook, and
Dryden to Mistress Anne Reeve’s good company, '

we will turn to some matters that are less
|

familiarly known.
In the year 1666, Loi’d Arlingtonf had taken i

Goring House. He dates hence, on June 1, 1672, i

an interesting account of the engagement in I

Southwold Bay (28 May). At the death of i

Charles Goring without male issue in 1670, the
gardens were demised at a yearly rent of 1?. to I

Lord Arlington. Within a year or so they
'

ceased to be visited by the public. By a con- l

veyauce dated November 22, 1681, he buys the
site of his house and the adjoining grounds
from Sir Thomas Grosvenor, Bart., for 3,5007. 1

Westwards thereof lay an orchard and kitchen- '

garden that had been in tenure by the rich

Hugh Audley. In 1689, Arlington House was 1

* Circnlar to Slieritfa, DeputT-Lieutenauts. &c.. Harl.
MSS. 703.

+ Edward (Bennet), Baron Arlington, 1663; advanced
Viscount Thetford and Earl of Arlington 1673,
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»fimght from the Duchess of Grafton by John
./fheffiold) Dako of the County of Bucking-

im. In his plans for rebuilding, ho largely

fMBultod the convenience and comfort of hia

lidovcd and third wife, Katharine Darnley,

iridow to James (Annosley), third Earl of

.Dglesey, and daughter of Katharine Sedley

King James II. The Duke died on

urabrnary 2-1-, 1721
;
bis widow, who set great

<oro by her royal descent, on April 8, iT-tS.

Their only surviving son Edmond, died at

tiiorence, October 30, 1735, devising to bis

tfothor all his Yorkshire estates. They were
lljheritcd by her grandson Constantino Phipps,

r ‘st Lord JIulgrave. This Constantine was
ol.n to Lady Katharine Annesley, a daughter
ax the Duchess by her former marriage, by her

mion with William Phipps in 1718. Constantine
ii;hipp8, elevated Baron Mulgrave, September 3,

I j’67, had married (17-1'3) Molly, oldest daughter
ol John Lord Ilervoy,— “ Youth’s youngest
il|iughter, sweet Lepel.”

I

We are thus brought to an important, and wo
dieve novel, chapter in the history of Bucking-
im House. By an indenture of Juno 1, 1741,

k e Duchess conveys it in trust to Thomas
ilkolil, Zachary Chambers, and George
iringor. This indenture recites, by the way,
lat by letters patent of September 28th,

I Charles II., the king had let, for ninety-nine

lars, running from St. John the Baptist’s day,

I that piece of laud called the Mulberry
arclon in the parish of St. Martin-in-the-

.elds. Reserving her own life benefit therein,

i6 assigns the property upon such trusts as

le shall by deed or will determine. By a deed
)llof even date with the indenture she appoints

in trust for Lord Hervey’s benefit
;
and in the

rent of his not, within six mouths of her

jcease, formally signifying acceptance of the

mitation, she appoints it to her executors for

)ur years from her death, on trust, in favour

I such persons as sho should direct. After the

=ud four years, and after Lord Hervey’s death,

i case he should accept such limitation, the

laso and premises were to go for default to

er residuary legatee, in trust ;
and for

efanlt, then in trust to the person ultimately

ntitlcd to her personal estate. By her will,

ated February 15, 1742, the Duchess devises

II her personal estate to Constantine Phipps,
I ad bequeaths her leasehold estates in York-
I lire in trust to him and hia heirs. It is

3 >mmonly stated that Hervey did not care

I ) take possession. This statement hardly

XIoiDcides with an “ answer,” sworn April 3,

,^744, by Constantine for self and for his wife,

|ben an infant, in certain Chancery proceedings
^Sheffield v. Earl of Orrery) instituted against

llhem and the executors of the Duchess’s
dll to obtain possession of the house.

I
i'he answer clearly sets forth that very soon
^ter her death Lord Hervey did take posses-

I ion thereof, and continued in possession until

Ids death on August 5, 1743. The Sheffield of

I he suit is Charles Herbert, to whom, being
rtien “under the tuition of Mods. Brezy,

lit Utrecht,” the Duke, by his will of

ojingost 9, 1716, left the house, failing

jjiwful issue. Herbert, a natural son of the

j )uko, took tlie name of Sheffield, in terms of

ijlatise 11 of his father’s will. Lord Hard-
>3Ticke's decision of December 4, 1745, was in

I is favour on all points. He was created a
Hiarcnet on the Ist of March, 1756. In the
dluffolk Papers may be read a letter (August 1,

(1723) to Mrs. Howard, wherein the Duchess
sehearscs the terms in which she is disposed to

lart with the house to the then Prince and
) ’rincess of Wales. The negotiations fell

uhrough, but in 1761 the house was bought for

( <1,0001. of Sir Charles Sheffield, and settled

upon Queen Charlotte, by the name of “The
t^aeen’s House,” in lieu of Somerset (or Den-
; oark) House, in the Strand,
t We may add that the effigy of “La Belle

t itewart” (Dnehess of Richmond), made by a
its. Goldsmith, together with those of the

I Inchess of Buckinghamshire and her son, are
till preserved amongst the “ wax figures ” at
Vest Minster. The bodies of the two latter rest

I n the Duke’s tomb in Henry VII.’s Chapel.
Vope’s epitaph for the Duchess was never
i Inscribed on the monument

;
that by the Duke

or himself is a memorable composition, and has
^Kioasioned a considerable amount of theological

liliscuseion. The lines are altered somewhat
rom their wording as originally composed. In
clause 13 of Lis will they stood as follows :

—

‘ Pro rege smpe, pro repuhlica semper.”
•

‘ Dubius, sed non improbus vixi / Incertus
'

morior, sed intnrbatus / Humannm est uescire

& errare / Christum adveneror, Deo confido /

Oranipotenti beuevolentissirao / Ens entium
miserere mei /.”

RIVER CART NAVIGATION WORKS.

This nndertaking, for which an Act was got

last year and the contract operations of which
are now in active progrea?, furnishes a practical

and convenient example of that canal-making

for inland ship navigation purposes which has

of late been engaging so much attention all

over the world. A work, comparatively speak-

ing, of very moderate compass longitudinally, it

is yet essentially typical in its conditions and
aims, and may indeed in some sort be called the

Mersey and Manchester scheme on a greatly

reduced scale, and with certain differences in

principle, of course. The Cart,—or, to be more
precise, the “ White Cart,”—falls into the Clyde
near Renfrew, six miles below Glasgow, after

having passed the town of Paisley three miles

inland, and subsequently received the Black

,

Cart as a tributary. The latter branch is not

is possible to conceive. One fortunate feature,

however, in view of an adaptation to ship-canal

purposes consisted in the absence of important
crossings, the requirements of one bridge only,

and that an opening bridge, having to be met
all the way from Paisley to the Clyde outlet.

With the exception of a new cut to clear an

awkward bend of the original course, the works
keep to the line of the river, which otherwise

is a fairly straight one. Part of the requisite

widening elsewhere is got by sliaving away the

loft or west bank, but in following the natural

trend of the stream much the larger portion

comes off the other side. The finished result

will bo a channel with little of curve in it,

180 ft. wide at the surface, and possessing a

centre depth of 18 ft. at high water. A tow-

ing-path, 20 ft. wide, will follow the right

margin of the work from the Clyde outfall np
to the new Paisley Harbonr, the site for which
has been chosen at a point which just stops

short of the houses of the town. This

harbonr, a rough oval in shape, is formed by
exaggerating the nominal breadth of the

j

channel to a maximum width of 3-10 ft. at the

widest section, and it is flanked on the west

navigable in any practical sense. Over these

three miles below Paisley the course of the

White Cart is through an alluvial deposit of low

general elevation and very nearly flat, the

cliaunel itself being tidal as high as the

town. In spring tides and during floods the

Cart in this its lower section has always been

navigable in a kind of way for very small craft,

even back to remote times. The inhabitants of

Paisley, which is a place of some antiquity, long

ago recognised the possibilities of their river,

and in 1786 they actually set to work on the

original channel, and in a rough and ready way
deepened it to about 7 feet ordinary spring

tides. Some further trifling repair work was
done in 1836 ; and in 1853, agitation again

coming to a head, estimates were taken for works

to provide a uniform high-water depth of 12 ft.

But nothing was done. Two years ago this

perennial speculation on the lasting good to be

derived from a purposefxil enlargement of the

river’s course once more assumed the acute

stage, and so much enthusiasm was aroused

that nothing short of a scope of work which

would give access to ocean-going ships, and

equip the town for setting up as a kind of humble
rival to Glasgow, could now satisfy the revived

enterprise of the magistrates and merchants of

Paisley. The necessary Act was promptly pro-

cured, and six mouths ago ground was broken.

Paisley is a populous town of swift and steady

growth, with a large and increasing share of

many varied industries. It has even cultivated

the building of steamers (small ones neces-

sarily) on the banks of its puddle of a stream
;

and if once made a seaport de facto, it is

expected that vessels of almost the highest

class will be built on the newly-mado banks,

while, at the same time, the town will figure as

an independent emporium, in direct touch with

all the great ports of the world. If tie Paisley

experiment succeeds, many towns of similar

geographical position and promise will no doubt

be found likewise engaged in operations for

bringing the neighbouring deep-sea tide to

their own doors. The channel of the Cart has

hitherto been less than 90 ft. wide on the sur-

face, with variable depth, and a liability to

shoal at points
;
the banks unkempt, destitute

of trees, and presenting, particularly at times

of fallen tide, an aspect the most unlovely it

side by 820 ft. of strong quay wall, and on the

east by 1,100 ft. of the same. Operations

under the contract will terminate immediately

above the new harbour in a sunken weir, pre-

serving the upper and untonched portions of

the stream in statu quo. Borings over the

course of the river show that the materials to

be got rid of by excavation, dredging, and
blasting, consist largely of sand and gravel,

with some boulder clay ; also a good deal of

sandstone rock in the npper reach. The quay
walls of the harbonr are faced with a 24 ft.

height of granolithic blocks, springing from a

concrete base, 2 ft. thick, the interior consist*

ing of concrete rubble. No locks of any kind

enter into the plan of the works, and in this

higbly-important respect the new harbour of

Paisley will offer an access from the ocean quite

as unimpeded as that afforded by the older

neighbouring harbour of Glasgow. Operations

have been in progress since the beginning of

the year, and the contractors have already made
conspicuous mark on that portion of the

removable strata situated above low-water line.

It is expected that full completion will be

reached by the autumn of 1889. Messrs. Miller

& Bell, Glasgow, are the engineers; Mr. John

Kyle, resident works engineer; and the con-

tractors are Messrs. Mitchell & Ireland.

The Pharmaceatical Society’s New
Building in Bloomsbury square, for the

Pharmaceutical Society of Great Britain (Messrs.

Lansdowne & Harris, architects), is now rapidly

drawing cowards completion. With regard to

the sanitary arrangements and the ventilation,.

Jlesars. Robert Boyle & Son’s system is being

applied throughout. Boyle’s patent heating

tubes are also need for warming the fresh-air

supply to the large Examination Hall.

Civil and Mechanical Engineers’

Society.—We are asked to mention that the

offices of this society have been removed to No. 6,

Queen Aune’s-gate, Westminster, and that in

future the meetings will be held at that address.

B-oyal Victoria Hall and Coffee Tavern.

—The above hall, formerly the Victoria Theatre,

Waterloo-read, has been closed during the last

three months for thorough re-decoration and

i-enovation, and has now been opened.
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Chairs in the Bodleian Library, Oxford.

TWO CHAIRS FROM THE BODLEIAN
LIBRARY.

The two ctairs here given are in what is

known as the “ Picture Gallery" in the Bodleian
Library.

The earlier of the two is a fine specimen of
carved work, and is called the “ Fortesene ”

chair, and " probably formed a part of the
furnitare of ‘ Saldon House,’ Mnraley, Bucks,
the seat of Sir John Fortescue, the friend of

Sir Thomas Bodley, and the Chancellor of the
Exchequer in the time of Queen Elizabeth ’’

{vide card attached to chair). The total height
of the back from the seat is 2 ft. Si- in., and
1 ft. 9^ in. in breadth. The seat itself increases

to about 2 ft. in the front and is 1 ft. in.

from the floor.

The second chair, or “ Drake’s," was made out
of some of the wood from the ship which took
Drake round the world. There is a curious in-

scription written on the brass shield in Latin
on one side and English on the other. The
latter runs as follows :

—

** To this great ship which round the world hai run,
And match’d in race the chariot of the sun,
This Pjthagorean ship (for it may claim
Without presumption so deserved a name).
By tnowledge once, and transformation now,
In her new shape this sacred port allow.
Crake and his ship could not nave wish'd from Fate
An happier station or more blest estate,

For, lo ! a seat of endless bliss isgiven
To her in Oxford, and to him in Heaven.

Abbaham Cowlut, 1662.
Bent to the University ofOxford byorderof JohnDavis,

Esq., the King's Commissioner at Deptford.”

The total height of the chair is 3 ft. 10| in.,

the back being 1 ft. 8j in. in breadth, and the
seat 1 ft. 11 in. in front between the arms, and
1 ft. 8^ in. in depth. The back leans back
slightly, and realises to some extent the last

line but one of the inscription, being very com-
fortable to sit in.

West Mailing.—A stained-glass window, to
commemorate Her Majesty’s Jubilee, has
recently been placed in Addington Church,
West Mailing, by the parishioners. The win-
dow is of two lights, and contains figures of
SS. Alphege and Frances, surmounted by archi-
tectural canopies, and was designed and
executed by Messrs. Warrington & Co., of
Fitzroy-sqnare.

:

OPENING OF THE ACTON DRAINAGE
WORKS.

These works of sewage disposal, designed by
Mr. William Nicholson Lailey, Surveyor to the
Acton Local Board, were formally opened on
Thursday in last week by Mr. William Roebuck,
C.E., Chairman of the Board, in presence of a
large company of gentlemen interested in the
treatment of sewage.

Several months ago a detailed account
was given in the Builder of some experi-

ments in the treatment of sewage under the
ferrous-carbon system, which is promoted by
the International Sewage Purifying Company.
The Acton Board has entered into a provisional
agreement for seven years with this Company
to treat the sewage of the parish at the new
sewage works, occupying a site of five acres
and a half in the vicinity of the town. It should
be explained that Acton is at present allowed
to use as a sewage outlet an old water-
course (Stamford Brook), which now forms a
sower of the Metropolitan system

;
but this

privilege only extends to the sewage of houses
built before a certain date

;
and the drainage

scheme now constructed has only to deal with
the sewage of houses erected after that speci-

fied date. None of these latter houses have
been connected with the new system, but
the work will now be gradually proceeded
with. In order to demonstrate the method of
the new process, described as the magnetic-
ferrous-carbon system of treating sewage, the
Stamford Brook was tapped and the sewage
allowed to flow into the works. The sur-
roundings of the works are so admirably
laid out with well- stocked flower-beds
and carefully-gravelled paths, and the build-
ings, which include a commodious house for
the resident superintendent, are so compactly
arranged and pleasant in appearance, that
the visitor at the first approach can scarcely
resist the impression that he is not within the
precincts of some wealthily-endowed benevolent
institution. Some of the substantial details of
the works have already been given in the
Builder, but it may be here mentioned that in
most similar schemes there are two levels for
the sewers,—a high and a low. The high level
sewer conveys the sewage from the high

I land in the north and north - west and

north-eastern districts of the parish; and the

low-level sewer conveys the sewage from the

South Acton district. The sewage is dis-

charged into a channel extending along one side

of the precipitatiag-tanks, of which there are

five, three with a capacity each of 138,282

gallons, and two of 72,150 gallons. The low*

level sewage is pnmped into this channel from
a well 36 ft. deep by means of two non-con-

densing engines, 35-horse-pow6r, erected by
Mr. James Watt (late Boulton & Watt),
Soho Works, Birmingham. Running parallel

with this sewage channel is a small narrow
upper channel, which receives the chemicals
from the mixing-room, and which, by means of

a series of equidistant arms or spouts, delivers

the chemicals, the compound sewage salt,

and the ferrous - carbon in the form of a
slurry or thickish black liquid into the

lower channel at various stages of the

progress of the sewage towards the precipi-

tating-tanks. It was interesting to notice

the crude sewage as it passed along this open
channel rapidly undergoing chemical change.

A great portion of the organic matter is here

coagulated with the chemicals, carrying away
all the matter in suspension, and the grosser

portion of the company’s solution still in the

shape of ferrous iron. This coagulation is due

to the presence of the compound salts, which
consist of certain proportions of sulphate of

ainmina, snlphate of calcium, and sulphate of

magnesia. After the coagulation takes place,

then the ferrous salts come into play, defecating

the organic matter in solution. The magnetic

ferrous carbon impregnates the fluid portionof the

sewage, preventing decomposition. The treated

sewage is then allowed to stand in the tank about

three hours. The mode in which sewage is here

passed into the tank is worthy of observation.

The experience of the Company has led them to

the belief it is better that the coagulation once

formed should not be broken up, and conse-

quently the treated sewage is passed into

the tank with as little agitation as possible.

With that object in view, Mr. Lailey devised

a shoot, the lower end resting on a flushing-

platform, BO that the sewage slips down
it at an easy incline, inasmuch as the plat-

form rises with the sewage in the tank.

This shoot also prevents the incoming sewage

from stirring up the sludge as soon as it is
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^med, whict sometimes happens when the

!,dgo is allowed to fall freely into the tank,

le purified effiaont water is drawn from the

I ik by means of a floating suction, which

aws the cillaont from the surface without

I iturbing the sludge at the bottom of the tank.

Ilioagh the precipitated effluent is of a reddish
'

0
,
due to the presence of iron, it would not,

is contended, be detrimental to any stream

bo which it may flow, but the company assert

’ at, for the production of a bright pure effluent,

i fcering through their prepared beds is neces-

ry. Accordingly, one of the small tanks has

' en converted into a filtering bed, composed
1

; the following layers, — 4-in. agricultural

ain-pipes, packed close together, with shingle

led in between them
;
4 in. of pea gravel

;

in. of sand; then a layer of 10 in., composed

5 in. of magnetic spongy carbon and 5 in.

I. sand and gravel, thoroughly mixed together.

160VO this is a layer of sand 9 in. in thickness,

Mid on the top of the filter is spread 1 in. of coarse

ragnetic spongy carbon. The liquid sludge is

)?ept into a well, from which it is afterwards

imped into a rotary agitator capable of contain*

fg 11,000 gallons, for the purpose of a farther

iiixtnre with the company’s chemicals, and so

lisuringthe impossibility of putrefaction taking

ace in tbe sludge after being pressed. Sludge

ns hitherto been made by the addition of ten

1 fifteen per cent, of lime, without which it

)ould not press in the ordinary press. The

ompany contend that by their chemicals they

litain all the original manurial properties of

lie sludge which are driven off by the lime,

(bich liberates the ammonia and renders the

laosphoric acid insoluble, and, therefore, of no

he for plant life. Tbe pressing plant con-

sts of two of Drake & Muirhead’s (Maidstone)

latent filter presses consisting of thirty

caambors of 3 ft. internal diameter by l?-in.

Jiick. The sludge is forced direct into the

fresses, without the employment of compressed

jir, by specially designed duplex steam pumping
lagines, which are automatic in their action.

' he cakes when pressed fall into wagons, which

3iin on rails to the grinding-room, where they

[re ground into a powder, which is put into

lags and sold as manure.
? Mr. William Swaker ably superintended the

jarrying out of the whole of the details of these

vorks.

I The Lambeth New Workhouse Build-

sttgs.—'An extensive block of new buildings is

ow in progress in Prince’s-road, Lambeth, for

)he Guardians of the Parish of Lambeth. The
^luildings are being erected on tbe site of tbe

Id Workhouse, tbe greater portion of which

Las been taken down, and arc chiefly intended

a test-house for able-bodied paupers, the

ifuardians having decided that in future the

Present Workhouse off Lower Kennington-road

lihal! in the main be appropriated to the aged

ind infirm. Including the eastern portion of

ihe old building, which has not been removed,

/he structure will have a frontage to Prince’s-

Ixiad of about 300 ft. in length, and, being

Sjarried to a depth of 184 ft., will occupy a

ojrouud area of upwards of 55,000 ft. The
( Prince’ s-road frontage contains a deep base-

tment and three floors, tbe blocks in the rear

^containing one floor only. On the ground floor

iof the block fronting Prince’s-road are the

iinmates’ day rooms,—six in number,—three

for men on tbe west side, and also three for

fwomen on tbe east side, tbe master’s offices

being in the centre. All the upper floors

iwill contain the dormitories. The one-story

r.blocks at the rear will contain several work-
|ehops, oakum room, and hand-mill house on
the male side; whilst on the female side is

the laundry block. At tbe extreme rear in

the centre is the inmates’ dining-room, an
apartment, 50 ft. by 30 ft.

; a floor above this

being appropriated for the chapel . The basement
of tbe front block contains the male and female

i receiving wards and officers’ rooms, and stores

;

and also a number of workshops. An open
aim in the centre, enclosed by the several

blocks, contains six yards for the use of the

male and female inmates, these yards being

appropriated to the paupers, who are intended
to he specially classified according to character

and physique. Mr. T. W. Aldwinckle, of East

India-avenue, E.C., is the architect; and Mr.

W. Smith, of the Eldon Works, Harleyford-

THE INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.

Subjects for Papf,rs.—Session 18S7-88.

The Council of the Institution of Civil Engineers

invites original communications on the subjects in-

cluded in the following list, as well as on any other

questions of professional interest. For approved

papers the Council has tbo power to award pre-

miums, arising out of special funds bequeathed for

the purpose, the particulars of which are as under :

1. The Telford Fund, left “in trust, the interest

to be expended in annual premiums, under the

direction of the Council.” This bequest (with

accumulations of dividends) produces 260f. annually.

2. The Manby Donation, of the value of about

lOf. a year, given “ to form a fund for an annual

premium or premiums for papers read at the raeet-

ings.”

3. The Miller Fund, bequeathed by the testator

for the purpose of forming a fund for providing

premiums or prizes for the students of tbe said

Instiiution, upon the principle of the ‘Telford

Fund.’ " This fund (with accumulations of divi-

dends) realises 150f. per annum. Out of this fund

the Council has established a scholarship,— called

“ The Miller Scholarship of the Institution of Civil

Engineers,” and is prepared to award one such

scholarship, not exceeding 40f. in value, each year,

and tenable for three years.

4. The Howard Bequest, directed by the testator

to be applied “ for the purpose of presenting

periodically a prize or medal to the author of

treatise on any of the uses or properties of iron,

to the inventor of some now and valuable process

relating thereto, such author or inventor being a

Member, Graduate, or Associate of the said Insti-

tution.” Tho annual income amounts to nearly

161. It has been arranged to award this prize every

five years, commencing from 1877. The next award

will therefore be made in 1892.

The Council will not make any award unless a

communication of adequate merit is received, but

will give more than one premium if there are

several doserving memoirs on the same subject. In

the adjudication of tho premiums, no distinction

will be made between essays received from mem-
bers of the Institution or strangers, whether natives

or foreigners, except in tho cases of the Miller

and the Howard bequests, which are limited by the

donors.

Lid.

1. Tbo Utilisation of Unused Sources of Power in

Nature,— such as tho Tides, the Radiant Heat of the

Bui, kc.
2. Tacheometrv, or Rapid Surveying.

3. Tbe distinguishing qualities of Clay to make good

Puddle.
4 Colonial Woods suitable for Engineering purposes,

6. The influence of Sea-Water upon Portland-Cement

Mortar and Concrete.

6. The Wind-Pressure upon Structures, as inlluencea by

rn'their superficial area; (2) the form or position of the

exposed surfaces
; (3) tho shelter of adjacent bodies

;

and (4) the dynamic action of sudden gusts upoi elastic

structures. , . 3

7 Tbe Working-Strength of Iron and Steel as aliected

by '(I) tho amplitude; (2) the frequency; and (3) the

time-rate of tho stress*variations.

8. Description of any new or peculiar form of Mountain

Railways for very steep gradients.

9 Recent Irrigation-Works in California.

10. Machinery and Arrangements for DialilUng Water

by Multiple Eflei't.
_ . , n.

11. Tho effect of different Qualities of Water on the con-

dition and duration of Catt-iron Pipes.

12 On the Sale of Water by Measure.
13’ Uniformity in system (international) of Coast-

Lighting by lighthouses, light-vessels, and their auithenes,

automatic lighted beacons and buoys.

14 Recent Improvements in Cable Tramways.

15. The Present Position of the Manufacture of Bteel,-

its defects, and suggestione for its improvement.

18. The action upon Basic Steel of (1) Chromium; (2)

Aluminium; and (81 Tungsten.
.. n. 1 e

17. The Use and Testing of Open-hearth Steel tor

Boiler-making.
. , , „

18. The Production of Aluminium and its Alloys,

their Properties and Uses.

19. Manganese in its application to Metallurgy.

20. Improvements in Zinc-Smelting.

I. On Natural Gas, and its applications to the Industrial

Arts.
W. Compressed Oil-Gas, and its applications.

41. On the Spontaneous Combustion of Coal in bhips.

42. Appliances for the rapid Shipment of Coals, with a

unpsrison of different methods.

43. Electro-Motors : their theory, construction.

4«. The application of Electricity to tho Working of

Street Tramways. „ .

47. The application of Electricity to Bmelting and

Metallargical Operations.
. . ^ , • .

48. Means of msuring the Safety of Blasts in Exploeive

ir The Application of Steel Castings and of Steel

Forgings to the Construction of Ordnance and of Pro-

jectiie<.

22. Rapid-filing Guns.

23. On Forging by Hydraulic Pressure.

2-1. Tho most recent types of (1) Mail Steamers; (2)

Cargo Steamers
;
and (3) War-ships.

25, On the Use of Liquid Fuel for Steam-Boilers and

other Industrial purposes.

The Independent Testing of different

Steam-Engines, including Triple-Expansion and Quad-

ruple-Expansion Engines.
. , r,.

27 The Construction of the Working Parts of Steam-

Engines. in relation to the high pressures and tempera-

tures now becoming general.
. o

28. The practical limit to the Working-Pressure

Steam in Marine Boilers.
. 3

29. Auxiliary Engines ^connected with the Modern

Marine Engine.

30. On Speed Indicators for Locomotives.
_

31 The Construction and Efflciency of Steam-Turbines.

32. The Transmission of Steam underground in 1''“

United States, with the results obtained.

33. Hydraulic Pumps for Working at High Pressures,
_

34. Tho Relative Economy of various modes of cistn

buling Power over large Areas.

35. Descriptions of Hydraulic Rams and of Turbines,

with' actnal quantitative results.
- - v- v

38 The means of governing and economising high-

pressure fluid in Hydraulic Cranes, Engines, Ac.

37 Tools used -l'- "O.iil.llnn- Irr/n Rnfl Ht€

efli-

of Engineering.

Premiums awarded, Session 1886-87.

Tbs Council of the Institution of Civil Engineers

has awarded the following premiums ;

—

The Howard Quinquennial Prize to John Percy, M.D.,

*.R.8., Hon. M.Inst.C.E.,in recognition of his researches

on the Uses and Properties of Iron.

For Papers Lead and Di,ousted at the Ordinary Meeiinyi.

1. A Telford Metal and a Telford Premium to Alexander

Blackio William Kennedy, F.R.S., M. Inst. C.E., for his

paper on ” The Use and Equipment of Engineering Labora-

tone^
Telford Medal and a Telford Premium to John

Hopkinson, jun,. M.A., D.8c., F.R.8., M.Iost.C.E., for

his Vpe*' 0“ ” The Electric Lighthouses of Macquane and

°^3^*^'Telford Medal and a Telford Premium to Colonel

Kardley Maitland, R.A., C.B., Assoc, Inst.C.E., for his

paper on “The Treatment of Gun-Steel."

I A Telford Medal and a Telford Premium to William

WiUcocks, M. Inst.C.E., for his paper on " Irngation in

Medal and a Telford Premium to Edward
Arnott Clowes, for his paper on “ Printing-Machinery."

6 ATelford Premium toWilliam Joseph Dibdin, F.C.b.,

F.I.C., for his paper on "Sewage-Sludge and its Dis-

Telford Premium to William Santo Crimp,*

Assoe.M.Inst.C.E., for his paper on " Filter-Presses for

the Treatment of Sewage-Sludge."
.

8 A Telford Premium to John James Webster,t

M.inst.C.E., for his paper on "Dredging Operations and

9^ A Telford Premium to John Kyle, M.inst.C.E., for

his paper on " The Colombo Harbour Works, Ceylon.'

1(1 The Manby Premium to Lewis Henry Kansome,

Btud.Inat.C.E., for his paper on "The Conversion of

Timber b? Circular-saws and by Band-saws in the Pine-

owing districts of the United States.”

For Paperi printed in the ProceeJinjt teithont being

Fiteutied.

1 A Telford Medal and a Telford Premium to John

George Gamble,* M.A., M.inst.C.E., for bis paper on

"Water Bupplv in the Cape Colony."
_

2 A Watt Modal and a Telford Preminm to William

Isaac Last, Wh.So., As80(2.M-Inst.C.E., for his paper on
'* Setting out the Curves of Wheel-Teetb.”

3 ATelford Premium to Joseph Hethenngton, for bis

paper "On Utilising Waste Air in Filter-Preasipe mth
some results of Pressing Sewage-Sludge a^hiswick.’

4 A Telford Premium to Killingworth William Hedges,

M.inst.C.E., for his paper on "Central Station Electric

6 A Telford Preraiom to Charles John Wood,* M.last,

C.E., for his paper on “The Molteno Reservoir, Cape

6. A Telford Premium to Alexander Leslie f F.R.B.E.,

Inst.C.E., for bis paper on “ Salmon-Ladders in Seot-

A Telford Premium to David Alan Stevenson,

J

F.R-S.E., M. Inst. C.E., for his paper on“Ailan

Cra’g Lighthouie and Fog-Signals.

For Papers read at the Supplemental Heelings of
StudsHts.

. The Miller Scholarship to John Goodman,§ Wh.Sc.,

Stu b luat.C.E., for hia paper on “ Recent Reaearehes in

2. A Miller Prize’ to Sidney Herbert Wells, Wh.Sc.,

Stud. lost. C.E.. for hie paper
_

on “The Propelling

Machinery of Modern War-ships.”
, „ ,

3 A Miller Priz- to Robert Francis Hayward. Stud.

Inst. C.E,, and a Miller Prize to John Plati, Stud. Inst.

C.E-, for their joint paper, "Experiments on Iron and

Sieei in Tension, Torsion, and Stiear.”
»

A Miller Prize to Ernest William Moir,§ Sima, Inst,

, for his paper, "Hydraulic Appliances at the Forth

^6 A Miller Prize to Alfred John Hill, Wh.Sc., Stud.

iBt. C.B., for bis paper on " The Use of Cast-Steel in

Locomotive Construction.’'

6. A Miller Prize to Alfred Chattorton. B.80., Btad.

Inst.C.E.. for his paper on “Flour Mills and their

Machinrrv." , _ , ,

7 A Mill-r Prize to Edward Carstenaende Begundo,§

Stud. Inst. C.E., for his paper, “ Experiments on Steam-

engine Economy."

Scottish Building Grants.—In terms of

a Parliamentary Return relating to the sums

annually voted during the past ten years to the

four Scottish Universities and to the Royal

Observatory and Royal Botanic Garden, Edin-

burgh, the expenditure for new works, embracing
the purchase of sites, includes the items follow-

ing Aberdeen, 5,1G7L; Edinburgh, four

grants in aid of, 20,0001. each; St. Andrew’s,

6791.; Observatory, 1,0331.; and the Botanic

Garden, 2,3811. The last-named amount does

not include certain expenditure upon Inver-

leith House and the Edinburgh Arboretum.

Q the Building of Iron and Steel Ships,road, is the contractor. Mr. W. Chuttor is

clerk of the works. The estimated cost of the |q the Construction of Boilers,

buildings is 20,0001. 1 39. Type-Composing and Distributing Machines.

* Has previously received a Telford Premium.

+ Has previously recrived a Telford Medal and a Telfcrd

Premium.
± Has previously recivod a Manby Premium.

§ Has previously received aMil'er Prize.
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of Foundation on June 12th, 1497, some twc
years after the site had been acquired and thd
biiildinga begun. There were then existing on thei

site the almost ruinous buildings of the decayed
nunnery, which in A.D. 1133 had been founded
and dedicated to St. Mary and St. Rhadegund.
Mr. J. Willis Clark, in his valuable work “ Thd
Architectural History of the University oii

Cambridge,” gives a very interesting account oii

the several buildings, both conventual and
collegiate, together with many notes and
sketches by the late Professor Willis. It will.)

therefore, suffice to say that the conventuail
plan has evidently much influenced that of the
founder of tho college.

Bishop Alcock restored the choir, tower, and
transepts of the former conventual church, and
used it as his College Chapel

;
after removing!

the two side chapels dedicated to St. Cathcrintt
and to St. Margaret some few years later (aboubi

1510) the ruined nave was reconstructed at the
expense of Sir John Roysley (Bishop Alcoefc
died Oct. 1, 1500), partly as an ante-chapel andi
partly for residential purposes

j and there have
been found enclosed in these walls remains ofq

the pillars and arches, and of other archi-i

tectural features of the twelfth and thirteentht

centuries, which were then standing in a statet

of ruin, thus preserving to our day the severalc
steps of the architectural history of the chnrchJ
The side aisles of the nave were, however, alto-*,

gether removed, excepting some fragments ini;

the present Master's Lodge, but by this meana:
the area of tho cloister court (on the north sidei
of the church) was enlarged. Tlie old refectoryi
stood on the north side of the cloister coizrt,‘|

and on its site Bishop Alcock built his collegej

dining-hal'. Thus we find the unique plan (for.|

a college) of a cloistered quadrangle. Thiel

cloister is now modernised, but the drawing'
shows the ancient design of the windows (fromi

Logan) as they are proposed one day to be
restored. The buildings on the east and westi
sides of the cloister court (including thet

library) are Bishop Alcock’s work, with addi-1

Design for Stai7ied Glass. Small Reproductio7i from Working Drawing to

show Aryangemerit of the Constructional Bars.

Jllnsirations draperies of varied rubies. Otherwise the
colonrs are nearly confined to the draperies,
which, for the most part, stand either in close
relation with each other, or directly on the
greenish and greyish whites of the archi-
tecture.

The allegorical group which occupies the
head of tho window is treated as statnary in
whites, like the architecture.

He.nhy Holiday.

“ CHARITY.”
CAETOON FOR STAINED GLASS WINDOW.

HE nnuanal form of this window
demanded a somewhat unusual cha-
racter of design.

Given a window with a clear space of nearly
1-t ft. high, over 9 ft. wide, and a single subject
to fill it, a more or less pictorial treatment
seemed desirable, subject to constructional con-
siderations.

The space required not less than two upright
bars, and, as an important centre figure was
essential to the theme, it was necessary to avoid
a centre upright.
These being the conditions, a design was

adopted in which the architectural features
were calculated to supply the place of the usual
mullions, the upright bars being employed to
emphasise the most important u[)right archi-
tectnral lines, many of the horizontal bars
answering a corresponding purpose. (See the
accompanying small illustration from the
working drawing.)
The composition divides itself mainly into

three groups, one or two figures only crossing
r.nft "Kot-fi on oo ..i. _ .

.

JESUS COLLEGE, CAMBRIDGE.
The view shows in the foreground the

new_ buildings which have of late years been
carried out, and in the distance the ancientcarried out,

parts of the College (which have been altered
and restored), together with the block of
chambers built in 1870 under Mr. Water-
house. The chief object of the erection of
the new buildings has been to increase the
accommodation for undergraduates, a large
number of them having been obliged to reside
outside the College in default of a sufficient
number of sets of rooms being available for
them within it. It was also necessary under
the revised statutes to provide residences for
two married Fellows as disciplinary officers of
the College, as well as tutors.
The general character of the buildings

follows that of its founder, Alcock, Bishop of
Ely, to whom Henry VII. granted the Charter

- L
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ildiuga along its north side, where at present

t open to show the trees beyond it.

The Master’s Lodge has been the last work
dertaken, and it has been altered very con-

[erably inside from its former dark, ill-venti-

ed, and inconvenient state, and a new st.air-

80 has boon erected, and a new porch and

y window, with many other Btructaral

aerations.

The Undergraduates’ Block, with the Porter's

idge gates, &c., has been carried out by Mr.

mtley, of Waltham Abbey, the tutors’ houses

d the work to the ancient wing and offices by

OBsrs. Eattee & Kett; and the alterations

the Master’s Lodge by Mr. Foster, of

Bmpston
;
the ironwork is by Mr. Jones, of

anchestcr ;
and the grates by Mr. 1). 0.

byd, of Maddox-atreet. The clerk of works

xcopting for the lodge works) was Mr. Higgs.

In the three niches of the new block are

atucs executed by Messrs. Singer, of Frome,

the Blessed Virgin, St. Rhadegnnd, and St.

ihn
;

the ancient statue of Bishop Alcock

ands in a corresponding niche over his gate-

ay.

The small scale plan with references shows

e general dispositions of the buildings, the

)w portions being indicated by the darker

at.

iESlDENCES AT TUNBRIDGE WELLS.

These houses are siJuated in Limeshill-road,

imediately facing the well-known Tunbridge

'’ells Common. They are built with red brick,

iving Bath stone and blue brick dressings and

11 courses, partly covered with ornamental

ad plain weather tiling and half-timbered

ork, with stucco and incised work, the roofs

3ing covered with red and black tiling. They
re built on the hard white local sandstone, and

re fitted with the electric light. Caro has been

iken with regard to the sanitary arrange-

lents.

The houses have been designed to meet a

emand in Tunbridge Wells for residences

I an economical character, and yet possessing

loro artistic feeling than the cement and

:,ncco residences with which the place abounds.

The houses have been constructed by Messrs,

'akley & Drake, builders and contractors, of

unbridge Wells, and have been designed by

Ir. W. n. Oakley, architect, of London.

:EW PREMISES IN THE HAYMARKET.
This building, at the corner of the Hay-

larket and Coventry-street, being the first

lock erected in tho Piccadilly Improvement
cheme, is French HenaisBauce in character,

nd was designed by and carried out under

he supervision of ilr. H. H. Collins, of Old

troad - street. The lower portion is built of

Vhitbed Portland stone and granite and tho

pper part of Boer stone.

It presented many difficulties in construction,

he basement, ground, and first floors, and three

pper floors, being entirely distinct and sepa-

ated by fireproof construction. The basement

nd ground-floor being appropriated for shops,

ho first-floor being left as ono large room for the

urposes of an Exhibition-room or large hall, and

he upper portions being intended for residential

hambers, tho whole weight is thrown on the

3wer floors, and the arrangement of the neces-

ary ironwork required much careful oonsidera-

ion. The cost of the building has been about

l.OOOL

Tho contractor was Mr. Wm. Brass, of Old-

treet, E.C.; the ironwork and fireproof con-

truction were supplied by Messrs. Dennett &
ngle, with the assistance of Mr. Ordish, the

ngineer
;
the stained glass by Mr. Wm. Gibbs,

f Kingslaud-roadj the ornamental ironwork

y Messrs. Brawn & Co., of Birmingham
;
the

losaic paving by Messrs. Diespeker & Co. ;
and

he carving was executed by Mr. Sanson.

SCHOOL PREMISES, DOVER.

On one of onr lithographic sheets we give a

iew and plan illustrating a block of school

uildings with master’s residence recently

rected at Dover, on the side of Castle Hill,

verlooking the town and commanding a vie^v

f the sea beyond.

The buildings were erected from tho designs

nd under superintendence of Mr. J. Treadway

[anson, F.R.I.B.A., for Mr. J. Stanton Wise,

[.A., to meet the requirements of a private

igh-clasB school for boys.

The master’s house and school department

,
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are kept quite distinct from one another, but

have communication on each floor. The former
is entered from the higher level, and the latter

from the lower level.

The lower floor (there is no basement) of

master’s house contains, in front, kitchen offices,

and towards garden front, nrivate dining-room

with steps down to garden. On the same floor of

the boys’ department are the dining-hall, assistant

master’s room, lavatory, &c. Each department
has a separate staircase.

The i)lan of the principal floor is shown in the

illustration, and above this (in master’s house)

are bed-rooms, bath-room, &c., and in the boys’

department, dormitories, cubicles, bath-rooms
(on each floor), and assistant masters’ rooms.
There is also an isolated infirmary ward, with

bath-room and nurse’s room.
The buildings are in red brick and Bath stone,

the roofs are tiled, and the joinery is in pitch

pine.

The contractor for the works was Mr. W. J.

Adcock, of Dover.

NEW PREMISES FOR THE
LONDON AND COUNTY BANK,

UPPER NORWOOD.
Tins building, recently completed, stands at

the top of Westow Hill, close to the Crystal

Palace, having a frontage to tho main road of

3G ft. with a return frontage at the side of

31 ft. The bank entrance is in the main street

;

the entrance to tho manager’s residence and

the tradesmen’s entrance being at the side.

The entire space on the ground and basement
floors is taken up with the banking offices,

strong-rooms, book-room, clerks’ lavatories, and
cellars, the two floors above tho bank forming

tho residence for tho manager.
Tho materials used in the elevations are

Lindley’s red Mansfield stone on the ground-

floor and in the main cornice at the top, and

red Faroham bricks above the ground-floor, tho

pilasters and window dressings and all tho

brickwork at the corner being in gauged

work.
Tho walls of the strong-rooms are formed of

gault brickwork in cement (with a tier of hoop-

iron bond laid between every course for greater

security), and are lined with white glazed bricks.

The roof is formed in strong cement-concrete,

14 in. thick, with 10 in. rolled iron joists em-

bedded in it, 12 in. apart.

The internal doors and joinery of tho bank,

including the screens and desk fittings, are

executed in American walnut. The brass work

of the desk-rails, standards, and gas-fittings

has been made by Messrs. Wenbam & Waters,

of Croydon, to designs specially prepared for

the bank by the architect. The whole of the

works, including the internal bank fittings,

have been carried out by Mr. Martin Taylor,

of Croydon. Mr. G. G. Woodward acted

as clerk of tho works, under the superinten-

dence of Mr. Horace Cheston, architect, of

Groat Winchester-street.

THE EFFECT OF FREEZING ON CEMENT
MORTAR.

In a recent number of the Builder (see vol.

Hi., p. 255), the experience of German archi-

tects in the use of lime mortar during frost was

given, from which it appeared that, if lime

mortar is exposed to the action of frost for

some days, it sets as firmly as mortar made in

snmmor. This experienco has been confirmed

in the case of cement mortar by observations

made in America, which i*eveal the fact that

the behaviour of cement mortar in cold weather

is oven more favourable. From a paper read

by Mr. Alfred Noble before the American

Society of Civil Engineers, and published in

the Transactions of the Society, we learn that

in the construction of a lock at the St. Mary’s

Falls Canal (Michigan), between Lake Superior

and Lake Huron, the laying of masonry was dis-

continued about the end of October in each

year on account of the frequent recurrence of

freezing weather. On the last day of work in

1877 mortars of Portland cement and of a good

quality of American natural cement were used

in adjoining portions of the wall. The same

proportions of cement and sand, 1 to 1, were

used in both classes of mortar. This masonry

was laid during a slight rain. The following

spring the surface of the Portland cement

mortar was sound, showing perfectly the

marks of the rain drops. The natural cement

,
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mortar was disintegrated to a depth of from
3 in. to 4 in. Iii the same locality it was necessary
to lay a concrete foundation for a movable dam
in February. The weather was extremol}' cold,

generally about zero. The mortar was made
with Portland cement. Salt was used freely,

but without retarding much the freezing of the

concrete. The coucrete was at once covered
with a floor of timber and plank on which the
masonry abutments were built. Samples of

the frozen mortar set properly after being put
in a warm place. There was never any settle-

ment of the masonry, and within a few months
tho concrete sustained a pressure of 15 ft. of

water without developing any leaks. In the

construction of a bridge across Clark’s Fork of

the Columbia River, in North-western Montana,
the caissons were filled with concrete during
freezing weather. Portland cement was used.

The proportion of cement to sand was 1 to 3.

Within a week the laying of stone masonry
was commenced on these caissons, and pro-

ceeded with as rapidly as possible, without

apparent injury to the concrete, which had set

firmly. In these cases the temperature had
risen above freezing-point within two or three-

days after the concrete had been placed, and

it liad been permeated to some extent by
worm air escaping though leaks from the air-

chamber. Tho last case quoted by Mr. Noble

is the St. Louis Rivor Bridge on the Northern

Pacific Railroad, near Duluth (Minnesota),

where four small piers were bnilt in the winter

of 1884-85. During tho laying of masonry for

pier 1, the temperature varied from 0 to 20
degrees; during the building of pier 2 the

temperature was about 20 degrees higher,

and during the constrnction of the two
remaining piers the temperature was occa-

sionally above freezing - point. Portland

cement was used throughout, the proportions

of cement to sand being 1 to li for face-stone,

and 1 to 2i for backing. During extremely

cold weather salt was used freely in the mortar,

and the sand was warmed (not made hot)
;
but

with the thermometer at 20 degrees the mortar

froze quickly after being spread on the stone,

—

so quickly, indeed, that, if tho stone, being set,

could not be brought to a bearing by a little

shaking, it was necessary to raise it again,

scrape off tho now frozen mortar, and spread a

new bed. In setting the face-stone the mortar

was kept back from the face an inch or so to

facilitate subsequent pointing. A few w’oeks

later, after there had been milder weather, an

examination of the open edges of the mortar

beds showed that the mortar used during the

coldest weather had set firmly, and no difference

could be detected by examination of detached

fragments between the mortars in piers 1 and

4; that is to say, between that laid in the

coldest and that laid in the mildest weather

embraced in the period of construction of these

piers.

In the discussion which followed the reading

of the paper, some confirmatory resnlts were

given by other members of tho society. Mr.

G. S. Morison mentioned an accidental experi-

ment that occurred in the winter of 1885 in the

work of the Omaha bridge (Nebraska). Mr.

Morison had a nnmber of briquettes made of

American cements and imported Portland

cements, which were exposed to the air for

twenty-four hours and then left in the customary

way in a pail of water. Extremely cold weather

set in, and the entire lot became a solid block

of ice. When it thawed, the Portland cementa

were entirely uninjnred, but the American

cements were entirely ruined, some of them

being reduced to mud. Subsequent experi-

ments showed that the cements which stood

freezing three days after they were made could

stand freezing immediately after they were

mixed. Mr. R. B. Stanton said that he had

some experience in laying masonry in very cold

weather. In the winter of 1878-79 it was

found that a small pier on the Cincinnati

Southern Railroad was defective. The pier was

taken down and rebuilt with Louisville cement,

and with tho use of salt. The thermometer at

the time ranged from 6 to 10 degrees below

zero. The iron trestle was put upon the pier,

and during the winter no change in the masonry

was noticed. When, daring the next summer,

it became very hot, the pier seemed to sweat,

the salt came out and made the aides white, but

the cement was as bard as if it had been laid in

the summer, and there has never been any

trouble with the pier. Mr. Stanton farther

stated that in the winter of 1881, at Denver,

Colorado, in building the round house and shops
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of the Union Pacific Railroad yards, it became
oold very suddenly. The work was proceeded
with, and salt was used in lime mortar, and
every night the top was covered with a thick
coating of salt; the mortar was not really
frozen. The next summer a locomotive got
away and strack this masonry between two
windows, tearing away the lower portion and
leaving the whole keystone portion above sus-
pended and held up by the mortar, and this
cmasonry hung thus for several weeks. Some
jears ago Mr. E. C. Clarke made a number of
experimental batches of concrete, some of
Eosendale cement, and some of Portland
cement. Of these, a portion was made with a
large proportion of cement, and some weaker, of
each kind. They were made just before freezing
weather, and were left for two or three years
exposed. During the first winter the Rosen-
dale concretes, without exception, began to
weather badly on the surface, and from year to
year disintegrated. None of the Portland
cement concretes wore affected in three years,
;aIthongh lying right on the surface of the
ground in blocks about 1 foot square. Mr.
Shanahan, the Superintendent of Public
Works of the State of New York, expressed
the opinion that he would as willingly build
masonry in the winter as in the summer, so
far as its durability is concerned. He uses
Eosendale cement in building masonry, e

iolerably strong mortar,—that is, a large pro^
portion of cement to sand,—and always uses
in mixing only the strongest brine. He never
•knew of a case to fail when built iu that way.
Mr. John Bogart also stated that the result is

very satisfactory when using a strong solution
•of salt for mixing the mortar. Without the
proper nse of salt, the masonry gives way, and
gets into a bad condition.

was visited. Mr. Dunbar, the custodian, con-
ducted the party over the building, which is
interesting as one of the largest and best-pre-
served of the castles of Scotland. The after-
noon was agreeably spent in examining the
numerous fine apartments of the building, in
tracing the remains of outworks, and iu enjoy-
ing the beautiful prospects from the battle-
ments. In the evening dinner was served in
the Woodside Hotel, when Mr. David Thomson,
the president, occupied the chair, and Mr. T. L.
Watson, the vice-chair.

•GLASGOW INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS
On Thursday in last week the annual excur-

•sion of this Institute took place, the destina-
tion being Dunblane and Doune. The party
numbered about twenty, and left Glasgow at
19-20 a.m. arriving at Dunblane at lO'^lO, where
they were received at the Cathedral by the
Rev. Mr. Ritchie, minister of the parish

; Mr.
.Alexander, clerk to the heritors

;
Mr. fi'artv,

«gent for several heritors; and Dr. R. Rowand
-Ander.son, architect for the proposed restoration.
Among others present there were :—Mr. David
Thomson, President of the Institute; Mr. John
Honeyman, past-president

;
Mr. T. L. Watson,

•treasurer
; and Mr. Thomas Turnbull, a member

of the Institute practising in Wellington, New
Zealand, and at present on a visit to Europe. Mr.
David Robertson, the president of the Institnte of
Measurers

; and Mr. A. Lindsay Miller, secretary
-of the Architectural Section of the Philosopliical
Society, and other guests were also present.
iDr. Anderson conducted the party to the choir,
where (we quote from the report in the Scottish
JSews) he recounted what was known or sur-
mised of the history of the cathedral. In the
:adjoining aisle he exhibited some old illustra-
tions and his own drawings of the building, and
described some of the proposed restorations,
dwelling particularly on certain points of great
-obscurity and difficulty with which he had been
encouBtered. On these he invited the sugges-
tions of members. The party then spent some
[hours in a careful examination of the whole
•structure, and in consideration of some of the
points of difficulty. It is interesting to note
that Dr. Anderson does not intend to renovate
or restore the wasted or defaced architectural
members. His restoration is to be confined to
the rebuilding of the parts actually ruinous,
with, of course, a new roof and floor and the
•glazing of the windows. The walls and pillars
of the building were originally covered with a
thin coating of plaster, which was afterwards
decorated. No attempt will be made to restore
this. The broken and wasted monldings and
carvings are not to be touched. Satisfaction
was expressed by the visitors that the renova-
tion was not to include the effacement of the
present character of the building, as has occurred
rn BO many other cathedrals and churches. The
party then visited the ruins of the Episcopal
Palace, and a call was afterwards made
&t Archbishop Leighton’s Library, wheresome of the more curious of the old
volumes were examined. At half - past
one lunch was served at the Stirling Arms
Hotel, and a vote of thanks was passed to the
Rev. Mr. Ritchie and Dr. Anderson. At 2'43
tram was taken for Doune, where the castle

BOYLE’S "C.C.” VENTILATOR.
This ventilator is an adaptation of the cowl

made by Messrs. Robert Boyle & Son, which is
a modification of the self-acting air-pump venti-
lator. The “C.C.” ventilator is designed to be
applied to buildings where cost is often the first

consideration, and though it is not pretended
that it is such a powerful exhaust as the latest
improved form of the air-pump ventilator (1882
patent), it is recommended by the inventors as
uaefnl for such buildings as steam laundries,
engine-rooms, workshops, cow-houses, stables,
&o. It is also capable of application to schools
and meeting-houses.

Fig. L shows the design most suitable for this
class of building, whilst Fig. 2 is the form
usually employed for workshops, &c.

New Cemeteries.—The new cemetery at
Armley, in the borough of Leeds, was
opened on Saturday, the 20th of August,
by Mr. Barnsbee, chairman of the Burial
Board, to whom a silver key was pre-
sented for the purpose. Mr. J. P. Pritchett,
of Darlington, is the architect. The cere-
mony of opening the new cemetery at New
Shoreham, Sussex, took place on the 18th ulb.,
the bishop of the diocese” at the same time
consecrating a small portion of it. The ground
18 somewhat pear-shaped, and is surrounded
partly by hedges and iron fences. A care-
taker s lodge, of red kiln bricks and panelled
random fiintwork, and an oak lych-gate, occupy
the entrance, both these erections being covered
with red tiles. Mr. Arthur Loader, of Brighton,
was the architect.

“ LANDSLIP, DORKING TUNNEL.’^
Sir,—

A

letter iu the last number of your paper
headed “Landslip, Dorking Tunnel,” and signei
“ Surveyor," has been brought to my notice

;
and

as itcontains several mis-statements calculated un
necessarily to alarm the public, I shall be obliged i
you will kindly insert this letter in reply in you
next number. ^
The tunnel has for some months been undei

repair, many of the bricks forming the inner lining
(not the outer course, as described by your corre
spondopt) having partly perished. These have beat
from time to time cut out and replaced by sounc
bricks, but this work has been principally at the
north end of the tunnel. No bricks had been cuti
out at the portion of the tunnel where the disaster
occurred, and therefore the arch had not been
dangerously weakened at this point, as your corre-
spondent implies.

The descrijjtion of the brickwork that has fallen
is purely imaginary, as the timbering is not yet
sufficiently advanced to enable the extent of the
fallen brickwork to be ascertained.
No bricks have slipped from the crown of the

arch except where the crown has fallen in bodily,
but certainly not near the mouth of the tunnel, as
stated by your correspondent. The repairs are now
being carried out by Mr. Firbank, with a staff
thoroughly experienced in this kind of work, ami
the public may rest assured that the tunnel will not
be re-opened until it is thoroughly restored and fit

for traffic. The particular disaster which has
alarmed your correspondent is, inmy opinion, owing
to the accident (which he alludes to) which occurred
during the original construction of the tunnel not
having been properly repaired, the patching and
mending being merely the replacement of decayed
bricks on the inner surface, which is a very common
feature in the maintenance of old tunnels.

Fred. D. Banister, Chief Engineer.
I/.B. i: S.C.R., London Bridge Terminus,

August 31st.

WEIGHT OF FIREPROOF FLOORS.
Sir,—Every domestic floor should bear safely,

besides its own weight, a distributed load of 100 lb.
per square foot (ami warehouse floors, according to
their deslinations, from twice up to five times that
load), without subjecting any iron to a tensile strain
over 8 tons per square inch

;
for the “ 25 tons " of

Lord Grimthorpe, in hia “Essay on Domes,” is
quite unpractical, being the extreme limit of English
iron’s tenacity, which is known to bo permanently
stretched by any strain over a third of that limit.
Now, if Mr. Brannon or Earl Wemy.ss were to give
us the whole weight per square, and the weight of
iron per square, wherewith their construction
ensures these conditions in floors of two very
different spans, say 10 ft. and 30 ft., we could infer
the corresponding weights for any other span, it
being certain that, calling their span s, both the
total weight per square and that of iron per square
must be expressible in the form ns 4-

5, with a and h
two constant numbers. But this is what I cannot
gather from Mr. Brannon’s specifications, which, of
course, I studied before making my own on the
same problem. Indeed, his latest, dated 1874,
nearly convinces mo that thrice the total weight I
bold necessary, and four times the iron, would be
hardly sufficient quantities for a safe timberless
floor of his construction. With rightly-formed clay
tubes and flat bar-iron I undertake to support safely
th6_ 100 lb. per square foot, on floors that, calling
their span s feet, shall contain but these weights

Pounds of clay per square = 33 5 + 1,800.

.. iron
,, = 3 s -t- 3.

For stronger floors the iron might be increased up
to fivefold with no increase of the clay.
Such floors can also be boarded without becoming

less fire-resistant, the whole quantity of wood not
exceeding once and a quarter the boards, and being
cut off from all under-draught.
My methods for roofing and for stairs are equally

light and cheap, and with fewer forms of tube
; but

I only speak here of flooring as the main part of the
fireproof problem. E. L. Garbett.

BUMBLEDOM AND THE SANITARY
ACTS.

Sir,—

Y

ou have often pointed out in your valuable
journal the weak points in the Sanitary Acts.
Although these Acts give as large and ample
powers as could bo desired, yet as the weakest link
in a chain is the measure of its strength, so is the
willingness of the administrative authorities to carry
out their Acts the measure of their value.
The administration of the Sanitary Acts rests, as

far as country districts are concerned, with the
Rural Sanitary Authority, who frequently in prac-
tice depute their powers to a parochial committee.
Too frequently this parochial committee is more

interested in keepingdown the rates than in promoting
sanitation. Allow me to relate my own experience
as an exemplification of this. [ have been for years
a resident in the parish of Freshford, which is under
the Rural Sanitary Authority of Bath. My house
is situate in the lower portion of a valley, being the
last of some eighteen, and the only drainage we
possess is an open ditoh, which empties into the
adjoining Avon. This ditch, unfortunately for me.
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» 3WB close to my sitting-rooms and along my garden.

=: receives, amongst other offensive matters, the

jasto of a brewery, and the offensive drainage of

omo stables. When the rainfall is heavy, the

buisance is loss pronounced
;
but in a dry season

0k0 the present, the stench combines all the odours

lhat pervade Cologne.

b Now, sir, for the moral of my tale. Year after

I oar have 1 appealed to the Rural Sanitary Autho-

rity to construct a proper drain to take the drainage

If the valley. In this valley there are eighteen

louses, besides the brewery and stables I have

fienlioned. Year after year my complaint has

[jieen forwarded to the Parochial Committee by the

Sanitary Authority.

tj
The Parochial Committee wait till a thunderstorm

tias cleared the ditch, and then gravely report that

Jio nuisance exists. One of my neighbours sug-

^sto'l to the Rural Sanitary Authority that the

Ipinion of a sanitary engineer should bo taken as to

he sanitary needs of the village, and ho offered to

ibtaiii such report at his own expense, provided the

Janitary Authority would carry out its recom-

nendations. I send you cuttings from a local news-

)apcr, the Balk Jmrnal, which will show you the

ipirit in which this reasonable suggestion is received.

The suggestion that an engineer should bo con-

lulted was received with loud cries of "No, no”;
ind the suggestion that an engineer who made these

lubjects his study was more likely to form a just

ipprociation of the needs of the case was received

vith shouts of laughter.

Now, sir, I do not wish to dwell on ray own
pievances. I only put it forward as a typical case

k> show the weak points in the working of the

Sanitary Acts.

To make these Acts efficient their power should

38 entrusted to skilled professional men, who should

DO empowered to carry out what they deem neces-

sary despite all the objection that Bumbledon may
raise. Until this is done the Acts will remain in

many of the rural districts a dead letter until

typhoid fever, cholera, or some deadly epidemic

convinces even ratepayers that the laws of sanitary

Bcience are not to be defied with impunit}’.

Adebcrombv Wii^on.

THE REGISTRATION OF PLUMBERS.
Sir,—

W

ith reference to the recent resolution of

the British Medical Association in favour of the

fegistration of plumbers [see Builder, p. 286, ante],

will you favour me with space to say that this

Company has established a register for plumbers, by

which the public may distinguish those plumbers

who have given evidence of their qualification as

plumbers in conformity with clauses 4 and 5* of the

Company’s conditions. The
_

register, which

embraces both masters and journeymen, now

includes the names and addresses of several hundred

plumbers in London and the provinces, and lists

are furnished free on application. In connexion

with the City and Guilds Institute special classes of

instruction, and examinations for plumbers, have

been established, and, in co-operation with that

institute, this Company is using its utmost efforts

•to extend technical training among plumbers, who
will be hereafter required to pass an examination in

both the principles and practice of plumbing to

entitle them to registration. This company is thus

-doing its part to the full extent of its available

means, both to enable the public to disting^uish those

who are competent among the existing practitioners,

and also to provide for the adequate training of the

coming generation of plumbers. But it rests with

the public authorities, architects, and the public

generally, to help forward the movement by requir-

ing that the plumbers they engage should have

.given evidence of their being qualified craftsmen.

The benefits of the movement are, I hope, becoming

more widely recognised, and we feel that the

resolution of the British Medical Association should

gq far to impress the public with the fact that the

medical profession are fully alive to the necessity

for registering qualified plumbers in the interests

of the public health,

Stuart Knill, Alderman (Master).

1, Adelaide-huildings, London Bridge,

August 27th.

I

INSCRIPTION AT WELLOW CHURCH.
Sir,

—

The inscription in the Hungerford Chapel,

noted in your paper of the 20th, and referred to by

"E. T. S.” [p. 316, flnfe], runs thus

" tfor the love of Jhu and Mario is sake,

—

Pray for them that this lete make."

The suggestion that the meaning was " Pray for

them that built this Chapel” was discussed by the

members of the excursion party, as was also the

^suggestion that “lete” was a corruption of the

French "lit,” a bed, in which case the meaning

would be, “ Pray for them that make their bee

hero,” or "for thorn that lie here.”

Ay Excursionist.

• 4 Plumbers (Masters and Journeymen) established

in the trade prior to March 1st, 1SB6, are not neceessrily

required to undergo any examination. Admission is

granted to such plumbers on satisfactory statement or

proof of eiperionce, according to the circumstances of

«ach case. 6. All applicants who cannot sa'isfy the

Eegisteriiig Committee of their experience are required

to pass an examination by a Board of Examiners, composed

iargely of practical plumbers.

CHUROH-BUILDING NEWS.
Haigh.—St. David's Church, Haigh, near

Wigan, the new chancel of which was con-

secrated by the Lord Bishop of Liverpool, on
the 3rd nit., was built originally from the

designs of the late Mr. Thomas Rickman, one
of tho pioneers in the revival of Gothic archi-

tecture. The original chnrch was a plain

parallelogram, with a flat plastered ceiling

and plastered walls, and plain pointed windows
on each side. A few years ago Mr. Medland
Taylor, of Manchester, was consulted as to

what could be done at moderate cost with

the existing church, and last year the

work of actual building was taken in hand.

A spacious chancel has been built, and on the

south of it an organ and choristers’ vestry

projects transept-wise, and to the east of these

is the clergy vestry. The chancel arch is

pointed, but it is of very broad proportions, so as

not to protest too much against the low flab

coiling of the nave. The chancel and the oast

wall of the nave are almost entirely of atone.

Internally, the very effective streaked Runcorn

stone is used. Tho chancel fittings are all of

Dantzic oak, and the screens in the arches

adjacent to the chancel are traceried, and of

tho same material. On the north side, one bay

from the east end, is a lean-to porch. In the

floor-tiling are George Herbert’s well-known

lines:
—"Bring not thy Plow, thy plots, thy

pleasures thither, Christ Purged His Temple,

80 must thou thy heart.” The gallery has been

re-seated with open benches made out of the

old framing. The benches in the nave are of

pitch-pine. The plain plastered ceiling of the

nave has been divided out into panels with

wood mouldings and cusping. The chancel is

lighted by two large candelabra brackets, north

and south, the nave by eight pendants hung

from the ceiling. The gallery, by some of tho

old gas standards. Tho funds for the work

have been provided by public subscription,

the Earl of Crawford, Mr. RawcHffe, Mr. Fair,

and others being amongst the larger contribu-

tors. Tho work has been executed by Mr.

Winnard.
Kennington.— The Church of St. John-the-

Divine, Vassall road, Kennington, which was
erected some years since from the designs of

the late Mr. Street, R.A., is about to be com-

pleted by the erection of the tower and

spire. This chnrch has already cost up-

wards of 20,COOL The works for the erec-

tion of the tower have just been com-

menced, the foundation walls being carried to

a depth of 10 ft. below the ground line. At

the base the tower will be 25 ft. square, the

height of this portion of the structure being

108 ft. to the cornice. It will be faced with

red bricks, 2 in. thick, specially made for the

occasion, with Bath stone dressings, and will be

in every respect uniform with the architectural

character of the church as already erected. At

each angle of the tower massive buttresses

having ornamental stone capitals will be

carried up to within a few feet of the

cornice. On each side of the lower por-

•tion of the tower there is a central Gothic

window, 28 ft. in length. The upper portion

will contain the belfry and floor of the bell-loft,

and is intended to be fitted for a peal of eight

or ten bells. The west entrance to the church

will be immediately under the tower, the door-

way being surmounted by a crocketed gable,

with pinnacles on each side. The spire, which

will be entirely faced with stone, will rise to a

height of 104 ft. above the tower, the entire

height of the structure from tho ground line

being 212 ft. The bell-loft will be reached by

a winding staircase at the north side of the

tower, in which it is proposed to place an

illuminated clock and chimes. The strncture is

being erected from the designs of the late Mr.

Street, under the superintendence of his son

Mr. A. E. Street. Messrs. Dove Brothers ai-e

the contractors, and Mr. Osborne is foreman of

the works. The tower is being erected in com-

memoration of the Queen’s Jubilee.

Argentine Railway.—The Argentine

Government have ratified a contract with Mr.

John Jackson, of Clement’s-lane, London, for

the laying of 450 miles of railway, at a calcu-

lated cost of two and a quarter millions of

pounds. The permanent ways, all being of

English manufacture, will consist of three

I
separate lines.

STAINED GLASS.

Chester.—The large south transept window of

Chester Cathedral, of which the stonework has

been re-designed by Mr. A. W. Blomfield and
carried out by Messrs. Thompson & Son, of

Peterborough, has been filled with stained glass,

and was seen for the first time on Sunday, the

7th ult. The restorations and stained glass

arc the gift of Lord Egerton of Tatton. The
window consists of seven large lights and
tracery, and the subjects represented are the

Crucifixion, Nativity, and Ascension, occupying
the three centre lights, and sixteen subjects

illustrating " Faith,” taken from tho eleventh

chapter of Hebrews, are grouped around, filling

up tho lights on either side, the tracery being

filled with a representation of the Angelic

Choir. The window is designed in the spirit of

" Old Glass,” no attempt being made to copy
the "Munich” or “Pictorial” school, Lord

Egerton wishing to have a mosaic effect of

colour, combined with figure drawing after the

Italian Gothic school. The inscription reads

as follows :
—“ To the Glory of God and in

memory of William Tatton, first Baron Egerton
of Tatton, Lord Lieutenant, and Chairman of

Quarter Sessions, County of Chester, died

February, 1883. His son Wilbraham, Baron
Egerton of Tatton, restored this window
August, 1887.” The work was designed and
executed by Messrs. Heaton, Butler, & Bayne,

under the architect’s supervision.

Copston Magna (^Warwickshire ).— Tho east

window of Copston Magna Church has been

filled with stained glass in memory of the

Toone family, at the cost of its surviving

members. It has three lights, and contains the

Nativity, the Crucifixion, and the Entombment,

:
the traceries being filled with types of these

events, the Burning Bush, tho Pelican in her

Piety, and Jonah devoured by the Whale, with

the emblem of the Blessed Trinity, and mono-
grams of the Holy Name. Under the main
subjects are Three Angels holding scrolls

inscribed with the words of tho Apostles’

Creed which refer thereto. The work was
designed and drawn by Mr. N. H. J. Westlake,

F.S.A., and produced by the firm of Lavers &
Westlake under the direction of Mr. E.

Swinfeu Harris, F.R.l.B.A.

Stabjnt’s (ffolumn.

LAND SURVEYING AND LEVELLING.
X.—PLOTTING A PLAN.

IG. 5 illustrates a good form of drawing

table, having a slob or slots, as shown iu

the section, fig. G, for the drawing-paper

to slide into, when the draughtsman leans

against the outer rail in the process of plotting.

By the use of this precaution the drawiug-paper

is prevented from becoming creased when
plotting at the top of the plan, as it cau bo

pulled through the slot, as indicated by the

dotted line iu fig. G.

Fig. 8 illustrates the plotting of the angles

taken between the base-lines in a transverse

survey by means of the circular protractor.

Tho station pegs which are indicated in the

field, as shown by figs. 10 and 11, are marked

upon the plan with a small pencil circle, sur-

rounding the station point, as shown at the

termination of the base-lines, Nos. 1 and 5, iu

fig- 8.

Fig. 7 illustrates Stanley’s patent potractor,

the construction being explained by its accom-

panying sections. By its use angles already

plotted upon paper can be measured off with-

out drawing in extra lines upon the map or

plan. The instrument is formed of two con-

centric circular pieces. The outer of these

circles is divided into degrees, and sub-divided

either into halves or thirds of a degree, while

the inner circle carries a vernier, which enables

the operator to read to minutes. Two arms,

as shown in plan and section, are mounted

upon these two circular rings, and have each

one of their edges radiating from the centre of

the instrument. These arms can be moved to

include any angle up to nearly 3b0
,
the amount

or size of which is then recorded by the index

mark upon the scale of divisions. The instru-

ment is made of metal, having the underside of

the two radiating arms, and the lower surface

of the outer ring, in tho same plane
;
so that

when tho protractor is placed upon the plan,

tho arms can be set to the lines, between which

the required angle is to be measured. If these
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;ne8 do not actually meet, the length of the

xm permits the angle to bo set without pro-

ucing the direction of the lines in pencil to

.etermiue their point of intersection.

Fig. 9 illustrates a station pointer, which is used

a a similar manner to a protractor, but it will be
bsorvocl there are two radiating movable arms
rith verniers attached, one upon each side of a
fentral arm fixed at zero. These arms marked
\j are each set by means of their respective

damp and tangent screw at D, to the required

ingle with the line B A. The instrument thus

damped is moved about upon the plan, until

he edges of the fixed arms B C, B A, and B C
fespectively coincide with the points upon the

dan which indicate the stations observed, when
aking the two angles with B A in the field.

Jy means of a needle pointer (fig. 14) the

losition of B can then be fixed. Lengthening
)ars to the arms are provided with the instru-

nent for use when required.

The best form of beam and compasses for

dotting long base-lines from chain measure-
nents ojily, is shown in fig. 12, the top table

'orming the letter T, giving lateral rigidity to

-he beam. When only a straight edge is used
,0 hold the beam compasses for a long measnre-
nent, it is apt to become bent horizontally while
itriking in the arcs, and the length of tho radius

8 thereby shortened. Fig. 13 shows two other
:oi'ms of beams, one of a triangular shape, and
iho other of a tubular shape, the latter with a
miversal centre-piece marked L, the top of which
its into one of the boxes in place of the points
E or F. The tube between M and N slides

vitbin the tube between K and M, and the
lube holding B slides within the centre tube
Tom M toN. Clamping-screws marked K, il,

are provided for fixing the tubes in position

it the required distance.

1 Few TTords on Portland Cement. By A
Manufacturer. London: E. i F. N. Spon.
1887.

fnE “Manufacturer” is Mr. D. L. Collins, of

he firm of Gibbs & Co., Limited, who thinks,

'ery reasonably, that in spite of the attention
shich engineers have given to Portland cement,
he experience and opinion of a manufacturer
pho has been constantly handling it for many
’ears, in the endeavour to produce stuff of a
horoughly good quality, ought to be of some
'alue. The publication is a mere pamphlet of a
ew pages, and contains no superfluous words,
’he main point in it is the suggestioq that the
lement of time is not sufficiently regarded
,t present in tests for tensile strength

j
or,

ather, that its importance and significance

xe not rightly understood, and that cement

may be mixed so as to ensure a high tensile

test at a short date, which, if tested a longer

date, would be found to give a lower result

from excess of lime. He also wishes to draw
attention to the influence of circumstances,

state of the atmosphere, and treatment by
the manipulator, Ac., as varying the results of

tests from the same cement. Indeed, be gives

comparative tests at seven days’ age of the

same cement in two cases made up by the

same gauger, and tested apparently in the same
neighbourhood, giving breakage at 372 Ib. and
510 lb. respectively. His experience, he says,

leads him to the conclusion that there is still

very much to be learned about the laws which
govern Portland cement

;
and in this probably

the most accomplished engineering experts will

readily concur.

First Lessons in Science, designed for the Use of

Children. By the late Bight Rev. John
Wir-LiAM CoLENso, D.D., Bishop of Natal,

1853-1883. London : W. Bidgway. 1887.

This book was written to give general ideas on
the broader outlines of science to a class of

adult natives in Colenso’s diocese. The present

volume, as we see from the original preface,

was intended as the first of a series ; it deals

with the main facts of astronomy, including

those which concern the figure and move-
ments of the earth ; others of tho series, which
we conclude was not carried farther, would
have dealt with geology and other branches of

science in tuim. What was adapted to the

comprehension of the African adult is supposed,

we presume, to be pretty nearly equally fitted

for assimilation by the English child
;
and cer-

tainly the book is admirably adapted to give a

young reader hia first ideas as to astronomical

truths, in language at the same time simple

and Bcientfic ; and no one will doubt that a

mind so keen and eager as Colenso’s would

have kept abreast of the times in matters of

this kind, and not deal out exploded theories to

the youthful mind. It is curious, considering

the terrible reputation as a “
scoffing sceptic”

which its author at one time enjoyed, that

possibly the one objection which may be made
to the book is that, for a scientific primer,

there is a little too much religious preaching

worked into it.

The Duties of a Clerk of Works. By John
Leaning. London: B. T. Batsford. 1887.

This is a small book, giving in a very brief and

pointed manner the outlines of a clerk of work’s

duties. A little less brevity would have been

as well in some places
;

for instance, in the

paragraph on “Concrete” (p. 22), it should

have been mentioned that rough and angular

fragments should be employed in preference to

smooth or rounded ones (one of the moat
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important points in tho production of good
concrete) j and, in the remarks under head of
“ Bricklayer,” it might have been as well to
give a reason for the direction, “ See that
cement is spread out and exposed to the air in a
dry place before using it.” The “ clerk of works”
will find the reason if he looks in the Builder,

Jan. 3, 1885, “ Student’s Column,” pp. 51, 52.

The direction in regard to engaging a clerk of

works, to inquire what he has previously done,
“ and engage none but those who have credit-

ably superintended a building in that capacity,”

presents a certain difficulty, for in that case
how is any one ever to begin being a clerk of
works ? Every man must have his first appoint-
ment in all branches of work. The quondam
architect’s assistant often makes a good clerk

of works, says Mr. Leaning, “ his knowledge
of drawing and detail is of great advantage to

bim”j but “one of the disadvantages of this

type of clerk of works is his possible inter-

ference with detail of which sometimes he knows
more than his employer the architect, and is con-
sequently tempted to deal with matters which
are not in his province.” That depends very
much on what sort of man “ his employer the
architect” may happen to be ;

there are some
with whom no clerk of works would venture to
take such a liberty

;
others, certainly, who,

conscious of their own shortcomings, might be
grateful or indifferent. In a general way, how-
ever, our impression is that the engagement of

a “ quondam architect’s assistant ’’as clerk of

works is usually a capital thing for the said

assistant
;

it enables him to complete his educa-
tion in a practical direction,—at the expense of

tho architect’s client. Even in such cases, how-
ever, a conscientious young man who means
business and does his best, and takes care to

get very full instructions from his principal,

may be able to make mother-wit and close

attention stand to a great extent in the stead of

practical experience. The model clerk of works
is only the development of experience ; no one
can really fill the office all at once. Let him
begin on small and unimportant buildings, and
BO qualify himself for looking after the more
complicated construction and conflicting inte-

rests in connexion with larger ones. And lot

him get Mr. Leaning’s little book, which contains

much common sense in a small compass, and
will certainly be of use to him in the way of

suggestion.

RECENT PATENTS.
ABSTRACTS OF SPECIFICATIONS.

9,186, Step Ladders. J. 0. Nicholson.

According to this invention two or more ladders
slide one within the other, with iron or brass or

wooden guide strips fixed in the strings of one
ladder and sliding in grooves in the strings of the
other ladder. The strings of the bottom ladder

are held together by dovetailed pieces across

back edges, the bottom tread being a fixture, the
other treads being pivoted on the back edge and
chimed into quadrant shape so as to allow them to

turn back and upper ladder to slide up or down in

front of treads. Back stays slide on the same
principle. The ladder can be extended and fixed

at any height.

11,583, Purifying Air and Cooling Rooms in

Dwelling-houses. C. H. Joliffe.

The ventilators which are the subject of this

patent are screened by meshes of tine wire or

cotton wool in layers, and the air is led through
pipes submerged in tanks, wherebyit is cooled. The
admission and flow of air can be regulated at will,

so that apartments may be kept at one desired

temperature.

12,042, Casement or Fanlight Fasteners.

H. J. Broadway.
These stays and fasteners are designed for holding

the window firm in position when open, and giving

greater security when closed. A bar or sHdo works
on a flat bar or stay of metal, being held in position

by an eccentric boss or lever which grips the bar,

and so holds and fixes it in position. The stay or

fastener according to this invention is simple and
cheap.

17,158, Briquettes. S. P. Wilding.

The briquettes are, by this invention, made from
ore, small coal, coal dust, saw dust, &c. Molasses

and linseed oil are used to bind the mass, which is

then subjected to pressure. This mixture gives a

briquette which is impervious to moist air or water,

even when the surface is_injured.

7,966, Inlaid Floors. W. Boeling.

By this invention the flooring plates are made
with a top and bottom plate connected by means of

cross battens, and with the intermediate space filled

in with pitch, asphalte, or any suitable material.

The plates are then laid as a floor, part being laid

in concrete
;

as, for instance, a^border or pattern

across.



COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.

RECENT SALES OF PROPERTY.
ESTATE EXCHANGE REPORT.

AirGC3T 18.

By WoRSrOLD & HATWiBD.
Dover—3, St. James-lane, freehold £240

1, Cowgate-hill, 93 years, ground-rent 21 236
9, Waterloo-crescent, 48 years, ground-rent lOZ.... 1,175
6 to a, Saxon-street, 39 years, ground-rent 4Z 1,460

7, Effingham - crescent, 39 years, ground - rent
4Z. 11b 700

6, Yorb-street, freehold 335
11, Market-square, freehold 1,326

Maxton, near Dover, Hardwiek-road—Kent cottage,
freehold 220

August 22.

By Sedgwick, Son, &, Wball.
Paddington—9, 10, and 15, Aiuberley-road, 75 years,

ground-rent 18Z 780

August 23.

By Dbbbnhaii, Tewson, & Co.
Pimlico, Hugli-atreet—An improved ground-rent of

8Z., term 39 years 120

By A. RicnARDS.
Wood Green—3, 4, and 6, Sussex-terrace, 78 years,

ground-rent 35Z. los 360
11 and 12, William's-terrace, 76 years, ground-
rent 9Z 210

By Rogers, Chapman, & Thomas.
Streatham, Lewin-road—A plot of freehold land ... 260

August 24.

By F. Holloway.
Stoke Newington— 6, Defoe-road, 77 years, ground-

rent 5Z. 10a 150

By R. Tomlinson & Co.
Maida Vale— 6, 6, and 7, Elgin-terrace, 74 years,

^ound-reut 21Z 1,100
Barking— 6 and 6, Axe-street, 90 years, ground-

rent 15Z 635
1 to 24, Cooke-street, leasehold 1,940

August 26.

By Beaded & Co.
Stanford-le-Hope, Essex—Three enclosures of free-

hold land, 8a. Or. 23p 730
By W. W. Jenkinson.

Isle of Ely—Hobouru's farm, 113a. 3r. Ip., free-
hold 2,170

By Topus & Eobbsts.
Streatham—Pembroke House, 67 years, ground-

rent -lOZ 2,950

By E. Stimson.
Kennington—60, 61, and 63, Walcot-square, 20

years, groand-rent 30Z 675
G4 and 65, Walcot-square, 20 years, ground-rent

12Z 395
Lambelh—20 and 21, Crozier-stroet, 37 years,

ground-rent 10Z. 138. 4d 700
Peckham—36, 38, and 40, Brayard-road, 80 years,

ground-rent 9/. 163. 6d 705
Balham, Larch-road—A plot of freehold land 4i)0

Whitechapel, Graces-alley— Ground-rent of 6Z. Ss.,
reversion in years 260

Westminster Bridge-road—2 to 6, Duke-street, 31
years, ground-rent Is 770

Camberwell— 2, 4, and 18, Victory-square, 93 years,
ground-rent 15Z. 15s 390

By Newbon & Habding.
Clerkenwell—9, ArliEgton-street, 24 years, ground-

vent 6Z. 63 320
Barnsbury—6, Brooksby-street, 22 years, ground-

rent 6Z. 5s 3.30

Holloway-road— 3''. Hornsey-road, freehold 270
34, Hornsey-road, freehold 273

Stoke Newington— 28 to 34 even, Woodlea-road, 86
years, ground-rent 22Z 840

64, Lordship-road, 56 years, ground-rent 8Z 370
Highbury—77 to 85 odd, Higbbury-quadrant, 63

years, ground-rent 37Z. lOs. 2,000

Hornsey-road— 113, 116, and 117, Corbjn-street, 83
years, ground-rent I8Z. 18s £721

116, Thorpedale - road, 83 years, ground-rent
5Z. 12s. 6d 19

August 26.

By C. D. Field & Sons.
Camberwell—1 to 11, Bonsor-street, 74 years,

ground-rent 47Z. 4 b 2,32,

glisallama.

University Collegfe, Bristol. — Thii'l

College has been recently enabled to make a
notable advance in the matter of engineermp
education, owing to the generosity of local firmsr

At a meeting held in the early part of thfl

present year, under the presidency of Mr'
Alfred Fry, the desirability of instituting engi-j

neering scholarships was considered. The pra&i

tical outcome of this meeting was that most
of the firms of the neighbourhood agreed tc

institute Bursaries or Scholarships at theii'

works. The holders of these are to be nomy
nated by the College authorities. Some wili

be awarded on the results of the annual examic
nations, while others will be reserved for de-'

serving students who may be unable to pay thfc

usual premiums required on entrance into the

works. The educational scheme adopted af

Bristol does not include any attempt to impart
practical workshop instruction within the

College walls, but the students spend six months
(April to October) in each year acquiring prac*i

tical experience in the works and drawing-officee

of engineers in the West of England. This:

system is stated to answer so well that Messrs.

Stothert & Pitt, of Bath, and the Bristol Wagon
Works Company propose to make it obligatory
on all their pupils to attend the College coursBE

in the winter months for the first three years
of their pupilage. Several firms have alsd

signified their willingness to take College,

students for short periods, so that civil engi-

neering and electrical engineering pupils may:
spend one or two terms of six months in works,
while at the same time mechanical engineers
may have experience in two or three different

establishments during their College career.

In return for these concessions, the Council of

the College has decided to permit deserving
apprentices or artisans, nominated by the loc^
engineers, to attend the College courses at

reduced rates. It is expected that about nine

first-class scholarships and a larger number of

second-class ones will be available during the

coming session. Tho following are the iiameB

of the firms which have already placed at the

disposal of the College anthorities one or more
Scholarship places in their works, on c.xcep-

tioually favourable terms :— Messrs. Stothert &
Pitt, Bath

;
The Bristol Wagon Works Com-

pany, Bristol
;
Messrs. Cox <t Co., Falmouth j

Messrs. Newall & Co., Bristol; Messrs. Wil-
loughby Bros., Plymouth; Messrs. Bush & De
Soyres, Bristol

;
Mr. Thos. Beckett, Atlas

Engine Works, Bristol; Messrs. John Watts &
Co., Bristol; and Messrs. Spencer »*c Co.y

Molksham, Wilts.

Isotliermal System of Building.—This
new system of building (according to the

Deutschcr Dachdeclier), is principally based
upon the employment of iron in layers between
which isolating agents (air and materials of

organic composition) are alternated in such a
manner as to effect complete protection against

cold as well as heat. The various parts of tho

buildings being constructed in factories, ex-

pedition and cheapness are insured. There is

comparatively little brickwork, it being only

used in the cellars, foundations, and chimneys.
As soon as the last coat of oil-paint is dry, the

bouse is ready for occupation. The building of

such a house takes four to five weeks, and can
bo carried on in winter as well as in summer.
The inventor of the system, Herr. Hielemnnn, of

Berlin, claims, moreover, that it insures com-
plete dryness, and a saving of about one-third

in the cost of building. It is, however, only

apjjlicable to structures not more than two
stories high, such as agricultural and industrial

buildings, dwelling-houses, villas, workmen’s
dwellings, &c. Cottages with two rooms and
cellars, &c., can bo erected for 112/. 10s., this

sum including stove, painting, paper-hanging,
&c. Villas with five rooms coat 240/., and with
eight rooms, 450/. Sheds, stables, and similar

erections, can be put up from Is. per square
foot of surface built over. The use of oil-

paint gives these structures a cheerful appear-
ance. ’ A building executed on this plan may
be seen at the Berlin goods station of the

Potsdam Railway.
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8,648, Fireproof Column. A. W. Raroage.

The outside shell of tlie column or stanchien

which is the subject of this invention is of rolled

steel quarter cylindrical plates or plates with
flanges riveted together, and used in combination
with steel stays. Cement or concrete is used to fill

up the hollow fireproof pillar.

9,808, Plumber’s Portable Furnace. W. P.

Thompson.
This furnace is adapted for use with naphtha,

gasoline, or any of the light hydrocarbons. The
receptacle for the liquid fuel is in the base or lower
part of the apparatus, which base forms the found-
ation upon which the other parts are mounted and
into which they are connected. Provision is made
for placing the irons while heating. Tho oil is fed

to the burner through the lower standard by means
of an air pump {after the manner of the mechanism
of a moderator lamp) contained in the apparatus,

and the flow of the illuminating fluid is regulated
by a needle-valve.

10,4-27, Cutting Edges of WaU-paper. J. &
J. Eccles.
The paper is drawn through rollers, and circular

cutters at each end trim the edges as the paper
passes through. The improvements aro in the
direction of simplicity and strength of worliing

parts.

2,291, Ventilating Apparatus. E. M. Young
and G. B. Moss.

In connexion with the fireplaces of the room
chambers are placed for exhausting the foul air from
the rooms or halls. The air-chambers becoming
heated the foul air is drawn from the apartment and
passes up the chimney-shaft.

3,757, Hanging Doors and Casements. W. S.

Pilditch.

By this invention the hinges are so placed that by
working a groove of a quarter circle both in one of

the back edges of the door and a similar one in the
corresponding edge of the door-post the hinges will

to the necessary extent become embedded in the
two qu.arter circles, and by this arrangement the

edge of the door and that of the door-post is con-

stantly maintained in such close contiguity that for

all practical purposes prying eyes are barred and
draughts of air excluded. By a mechanical arrange-
ment also, tho door when required can be put back
parallel to the wall without detriment or distur-

bance of the hinges. The leaf of tho hinge is secured
to a moulding or other elevation e.xtending from top
to bottom of the door and equal in height to the
moulding of the architrave.

7,438, Saws for Stone or Marble. E. Edwards.
Sand is generally used in cutting stone. The

blades or saws are, by this invention, so placed that
they produce a rapid and continuous displacement of
the sand under the rubbing action of the blades.
Grooves are formed upon both sides of the blade so
that they alternate vfith each other, or holes aro
pierced for the purpose of retaining the sand, and
thus increase the cutting power of the saws.

NEW APPLICATIONS FOR PATENTS.
Avg.Vl.—11,039, J. Kenyon and Others, Wind,

Rain, or Dust Preventers for Doors.—11,045, A.
Harris and J. Luckock, Window Fastenings.
Ang. 13.—11,068, J. Speakman, Paint Restorers

or Removers.—11,0/8, T. Shelley, Securing Sheets
of Zinc or other Metal to Roofs, &c.
Aug. 15.—11,109, J. Garrett, Preventing Smoky

Chimneys.— 11,119, J. Guest, Axes, Adaes, &c.
Aug. 16.—11,193, J. Halo and C. Simmons,

Water-closet Pans and Traps.—11,196, E. Thomas,
Door Fastenings.—11,205, H. Gregeen, Combina-
tion Gully-trap and Channel.
Aug. 17 .— 11,221, J. Sington, Screws and Screw-

drivers.—11,244, T. Carpenter, Sliding Chandeliers,
Gaseliers. &c.
Aug. 18.—11,283, W. Bull, Roofing Tiles, &c.

—

11,287, De Pennefather, Ventilating Rooms, &c.

—

11,297, H. Lake, Door Latches.—11,304, J. Gilbert
and J. Golding, Fastening for Windows and Sashes.
— 11,316, R. Wyatt, Flushing Cistern and Water-
waste Preventer.

Aug. 19.—11,321, W. Harrington, Adjusting and
Attaching Door Knobs to Spindles.—11,334, A. and
R. Knox, Wood Planing Machines.—11,339, K
Finch, Svphon Flushing Cisterns.

Aug. 20.—11,378, J. C'anland, Attaching Door-
knobs to Spindles.

Aug. 22.—11,410, J. Reid, Rendering Doors,
Windows, Casements, &c., Draught-proof.—11,424,
J. Carter, Air-chambered and Receding Party-walls.—11,434, 0. Elphick, Syphon Cisterns.—11,435, A.
Allom, Ventilation.— 11,438, J. Cantle, Fireproof
Holders for Joists for Party-walls.
Aug. 23.—11,490, R. Winn, Syphonic Apparatus

for Discharging Water from Flushing Tanks or
Cisterns.

Aug. 24.—11,508, R. Harrison, Devices for
Opening and Closing Fanlights, Sashes, he .

—

11,509, II. Warrington and W. Hewlett, Bricks and
Building Blocks.
Aug. 25.—11,566.—R. Brenmehl, Door Furniture.

PROVISIONAL SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.
13,209, W. Lutwyebe, Producing Mosaics by

Means of Enamelled Substances and Coloured
Glass.— 4,323, F. Smith, Door Springs and Checks.— 9,716, J. Hirschfekl, Fastening for Doors.

—

9,846, P. Bishop, Locking or Fastening Window
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Sashes, either when wholly or partially Closed.

—

9,971, S. Hazeland, Machinery for Planing Wood.

—

10,042, A. Boult, Roof and Roofing Material.

—

10,054, G. Lundberry, Door, Cupbeard, and similar

Fastenings.—9,605, G. Tnnes, Manufacture of Port-
land Cement, A:c.—10,310, A. Sutherland, Service
Cisterns and Valves for Water-closets.—10,361, J.

Phillips, Ventilation of Sewers.—10,511, W. Swet-
tenham, Automatic Flushing Apparatus for Water-
closets.

—

10
,
550

,
J. Rickard, Tip Wagons and

Carts.—3,950, J. Inshaw, Domestic Fireplaces.

—

9,757, J. Turner, Explosive Alarm for the Protec-
tion of Windows, Doors, &c.— 9,984, G. Parkiuson,
Headstones, Curbings, and Palisadings combined.
—10,086, J. Dungey, Cnp-and-ball Joints for Gas-
fittings.— 10,292, J. Rhodes, Door Bolts.— 10,449,
R. Bettle, Boring Bits. — 10,816, J. Gowland
Chimney Tops, Ventilators, and Cowls.— 9,627, F.

Pilkington, Fireproofing Columns, Stanchions,

Girders, Ceilings, Walls, &c.—9,695, W. Wise,
Windows and Window Fittings.—10,244, J. Rigby,
Manufacture of Cement.—10,324, H. Matthews,
Portland Cement.

Open to OppotUion for Tko Month%.

12,514, T. Lane, Window-sash Fastenings.

—

13,033, M. Heighley, Syphon Flushing Cisterns.

—

3,431, J. Duckett, Water-closets.— 6,381, F. Fer-
guson, Clay, Terra Cotta, or Cement Blocks having
a hollow Tube formed in same, and constructed to

form a Continuous Pipe on the Faces of Buildings.
—9,908, H. Henry, Cowl or Chimney Cap.—11,637,
M. Macleod, Dry Glazing.—13,209, W. Lutwyche,
Producing Mosaics by Means of Enamelled Sub-
stances and Coloured Glass.—13,436, J. Harrington,
Spirit Levels.— 13,445, D. Anderson, Flushing
Apparatus.—13,468, G. Wickham, Syphon Cisterns.—15,419, J. Hodges, Mortise and Rim Locks.

—

10,250, C. Rogers, Wood Screws. — 13,555, J.

Horrocks, Ventilation of Buildings, Sewers, &c.

—

14,146, W. Bevan, Sash Fastener.—16,105, J. Craig,
Outlet Ventilators,
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iPhe Rebuilding' of Chelmsford Work-
-.ase.—At a meeting of the Gnarilians of

'nelmsford Union, held last week, the chief

^hness before the Board was the considera-

In of the plans submitted for the rebuilding

i{ the Union House. Mr. E. Corder (Chair-

q'm) presided, and there wore twenty-six other

ijiardiaus present. At a previous meeting it

Hs decided to ask Mr. F. Chancellor, Mr. C.

eirtwee, and Mr. F. Whitmore, architects, of

II olmsford, to send in plans for the now build-

All three gentlemen did so, and the

ms were referred by the Guardians to

il Building Committee for examination. This

mmitteo now presented their report

under:—“The Clerk submitted to us

B schemes and plans which he had

ceivod from the architects for the re-erection

the workhouse, bearing the several mottoS;

Jnion is Strength,’ ‘ Kelpie,’ and ‘ Adapta.

m.’ The committee having carefully cx-

ained the plans, it was resolved that they

nnot recommend the adoption of the plans

' ‘ Kelpie,’ The plans of the other two com-

ititors were then put to the vote, when there

ipeared six in favour of ‘ Union is Strength ’

id four in favour of ‘Adaptation.’ It was,

lerefore, resolved that the goardians be

commended to adopt the scheme and

ans sent in with the motto ‘ Union is

irength.’” After some discussion, the

bairniaii moved, Mr. A. C. Veley seconded

id it was resolved, that the report of the

immittee be received and adopted. The

OBcd letter bearing the motto “ Union

rength” was opened, and it was found that

le accepted plans were those of Mr, F
hancellor. The plans marked “Adaptation,’'

hich seriously competed in committee with

lose approved by the Guardians, belonged to

[r. C. Pertwee ;
and those marked “Kelpie”

1 Mr. F. Whitmore. The Building Committee

ere then instructed to meet Mr. Chancellor and

)mplete the plans and specifications for the

ocal Government Board.

The Stavanger Cathedral, Norway.

—

n a recent article on the state of this cathedral

10 Norwegian technical journal Teknisk

Tgeakrift says ;
—“ During recent years the work

f restoring this celebrated Norwegian edifice,

36 second cathedral in Norway after that of

'hroudhjem, has, thanks to the munificence of

he corporation of this city, been almost com-

letcd, and the building is now one of the

ights which no artistic visitor toNorway should

lias, though tho position of the town, by being

omewhat out of the ordinary tourist track, has

endcred this cathedral less known than its pro-

otype at Throndhjem. The cathedral of

tavanger was built in the middle of the

wolfth century by one Reinald or Bagnhald, a

louk from the Winchester Cathedral, who, by
h© order of King Sigurd Jerusalemfarer,

rought over workmen from England for this

nrpose. This explains the remarkable simi-

irity between certain parts of these two
athedrals, and also why the first cathedral was
ODsecratedto St. Swithin, Bishop of Winchester,

37-803. In 1273 the cathedral was almost de-

troyed by fire, and it was not till the middle of

he fifteenth century that it was fully restored.

Lt that period it attained the greatest magni-

icence, having eighteen altars, &c. ;
but the

leformation soon destroyed all this, and for

breo centuries the edifice remained to decay,

tripped of all its interior ornaments. In the

niddlo of tho eighteenth century the whole

nterior was, by tho order of some Yaudal

uthority, “whitewashed,” a process whereby
,11 the fine Gothic tracery and ornaments were
ihliterated. It is curious to know that about

be same period a similar outrage was per-

letrated in the Throndhjem Cathedral. Thus it

emained until 1867, when some art-loving cor-

loration of the city decided upon restoring the

sathedral as near as possible to its ancient

nagtiificenco, on a plan submitted by a well-

mown Norwegian ax'chitect, Herr vou der

jippe, and this work has since been carried

>ut most satisfactorily, the principal and most
irduous task being to remove the “ whitewash”
eferred to. The nave, the oldest part of the

lathedral, is over 100 ft. in length and about

)0 ft. in width. It is built of grey granite,

with sandstone cornices, window and door

arames. In the manner of basilican churches.

on the insido zigzag tracery, whilst, curiously

enough, the capital of one is ornamented with
old Pagan Noreo dragon tracery. On the west
side there has once been a large tower, but it

has been found impossible to rebuild this on
account of the walls of the cathedral now de-

viating from the perpendicular. The choir, which
in all probability dates from the fire in 1272, is

70 ft. in length, and with the same height and
width as the nave. It is chiefly built of sand-

stone, and in tho richest Anglo-Gothic stylo, and
is one of the finest pieces of ancient architec-

ture in Scandinavia. The roof is supported by
Gothic pillars and groined, the windows being

ornamented with beautiful foliation. In the

east gable is a large, handsome stained-glass

window, with figures of the four Evangelists.

There is also a magnificently-carved baptismal

font of sandstone, dating from the earliest time

of the cathedral.

The Xiondon Parochial Charities Act.
1883 .—By an Act of the current session the

Ecclesiastical Commissioners, as owners, are

authorised to sell about 53 acres of Cliasold

Park, Stoke Newington, to the Metropolitan

Board of Works and the Hackney District

Board, or to either of them, for preservation as

an open space. The purchase-money is to be

contributed by various metropolitan pariah and
district Boards, including the South Hornsey
Local Board, into whoso parish portion of the

park extends. The Act further provides for a

contribution not exceeding ‘i7,500L being made
out of the charity fnnds dealt with by the

Loudon Parochial Charities Act of 1883. The
Coal, Corn, and Finance Committee of the

Common Conncil have just reported in favour

of tho making of this last-named contribution.

At a delegates' meeting of the London Trades’

Council, held on Tuesday, 23rd August, in the

Memorial Hall, Farringdon-street, a resolution

was passed, on the motion of Mr. C. J. Drum-
mond, Secretary to the Loudon Society of Com-
positoi's, supporting the Chaiaty Commissioners’

scheme for erecting technical schools,
—“ in the

best sense of the word,”— in various parts of

the metropolis. It is proposed to erect the first

one on the site of Farringdon, olim Fleet,

Market, the coat to be defrayed oat of the

parochial funds of St. Bride’s under provision

of this Act.

TIMBER leoniinued).

Latb, Dantaio fathom
St. Feteraburg

Wainacot, Riga log

„ Odeaaa, crown
DealB,FinlaDd,2DdandlBt...8td.l00

„ 4th and 3rd
Riga
8t. Petersburg, let yellow

,, 2Dd

,, white
Bwediah
'White Sea
Canada, Fine, lat

,, ,, 2nd

,, ,, 3rd, to.

,, Spruce, lat

,, ,, 3rd and 2nd
New Brunawick, tc

Battens, ali kinds
Flooring Boards, aq., 1 in., pre-

pared, Firat
Second
Other qualities

Cedar, Cuba foot

Hondoraa, tc
Anatralian

3 0 0 6 0 0
4 0 0 6 10 0
0 0 0 0 0 0

7 0 0 8 0 0

8 0 0 13 0 0
7 0 0 8 0 ©
6 10 0 8 10 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 ©
18 0 0 24 0 ©
10 0 0 16 0 0
6 0 0 » 0 0
8 0 0 9 0 ©
6 0 0 7 0 ©

0 6 0 0 11 0
0 6 6 0 7 6
0 4 0 0 6 0
0 0 3i 0 0 34
0 0 3 0 0 34
0 0 2 0 0 3
0 0 4 0 0 6

PEICES CUERENT OF MATERIALS.
£. a, d. £. 8. d.

. .. ton 6 10 0 7 10 0

load 8 10 0 13 0 0

.foot cnbe
load

TIMBER.
Greenheart, B.G
Teak, E.I
Sequoia, U.8
Ash, Canada
Birch
Elm
Fir, Dantsic, to
Oak ,,

Canada
Pine, Canada red

,, yellow...

2 0 0

3 10 0
1 10
2 10

4 10
3 10
4 10

3 0 0 6 0 0

200 3 10 0

2 0 0 4 0 0

omingo, cargo average 0 0 4 0 0

Mexican ,, ...... 0 0 34 0 0 3f
Tobaaco ,, ...... 0 0 3j 0 0 6

Honduras ,, 0 0 3t 0 0 6

Maple, Bird's-eye 0 0 6 0 0 7
Roae, Kio ton 8 0 0 11 0 0

Bakia 7 0 0 9 0 ©
_oi, Turkey ...ton 6 0 0 12 0 0

Setin, St. Domingo foot 0 0 6 0 0 ©
Porto Rico 0 0 8 0 0 10

Welnut, Italien 0 0 34 0 0 64

METALS.
InoiT— Bar, Welsh, in London. ..ton 4 7 6 4 16 0

„ in Wales 4 2 6 4 7 6

,,
Staffordshire, London 6 10 0 8 0 0

Sheets, single, in London 0 0 0 0 0 ©
Hoops ,, 0 0 0 0 0 0

Nail-rods „ 0 0 0 0 0 0

British, cake and ingot ton 43 10 0 44 0 ©
Beit selectea 44 10 0 46 10 0

Sheets, strong 60 0 0 0 0 0

Chili, bars 40 7 6 40 16 0
Ybllow Mital lb. 0 0 0 0 0 0

Lbad— . . , „
Pig, Spanish .......ton 11 18 9 0 0 ©
English, common brands 12 2 6 12 6 0

Sheet, English 13 3 9 0 0 ©

Silesian, special ton 14 17 6 16 0 0
Ordinary brands 14 16 0 14 17 6

^'straits ton 103 0 0 0 0 0

Australian 103 2 6 ® ®

English ingots 106 6 0 0 0 0

English sheet ton 0 0 0 0 0 0

OILS.
Linseed ton 20 17 6 21 2 6
Cocoanut, Cochin 30 0 0 33 0 0

Ceylon 23 15 0 24 0 0

Palm, Lagks" 21 10 0 22 0 0

Rapeaeed, English pale 23 10 0 23 15 0

brown 22 6 0 0 0 0

Cottonseed, refined 20 16 0 21 0 0

Tallow and Oleine 25 0 0 46 0 0

Lubricating, U.8 ® ? 9 ,9 9 9
,,

refined,. 6 0 0 12 0 0

TCBPBMIWB— , „ , io A
American, in casks ....cwt. 16 9 1 lo 0

^Vtockholm barrel 0 14 0 0 14 6

Archangel 0 9 6 0 9 9

CONTRACTS AND PUBLIC APPOINTMENTS.
Epitome of Advertisementa in this Nwnber.

CONTRACTS^

Nature of Work, or Materials.

Repairs to Shire Hall

Guernsey Granite
Supply and Delivery of Granite

New School Buildings, Skiptou

Disinfectants
Widening Green Lanes
Engine-House, &c
Broken Granite and Granite Curb

Tuking-down and Rebuilding Bridge

Turret Clock
Drainage Works
Repairing, Cleansing, and Painting School, 4c.

Erecting and Enlarging Schools, Repairs, &c.

By whom required.

County of Hertford
Gravesend U. 8. A
Woodford Local Board

Tho Governors
St. Luke’s Vestry
Tottenham Local Board

do.

East Ham Local Board
Kent Justices of the

Peace
Malvern Local Board...

Central London Sch. Dis,

do.

School Brd. for London

Architect, Snrveyoi
Engioeer,

Urban A. Smith..,

Official

J. W. Hooper ....

Q^ctaf
do.

— De Pape
do.

W. H. Savage ....

F.W. Ruck
J. E. Palmer
A. Allen, Jon.

H. Jarvis 4 Son ,

Official

Sept, 9th
Sept, loth

Sept. 12th
Sept. 13th

do.

Sept. 14th
Sept. I7th
Sept. 19tb

PUBLIC APPOINTMENTS.

Nature of Appointment. By whom Advertised. Salary.
Applications

to be in.
Page.

Clerk of Works
Aston Bd. of Guardians.

Civil Service Com
31. 10b. weekly
Not stated

Sept. 12tb
Bept. 27th Sv*

TENDERS.
BROMLF-Y.—Additions to “ Invicta Works,’'Bromley-

by-Bow. Mr. Cheater Foulsham, architect. Quantities

by Mr. Charles H. Goode:—
«« 400 n 0

Atherton 4 Latta ............ 0 0

Sbl^Srd": y-g s
»

BROMLEY (Kent).—For sewer extensions, for the

Bromley Local Board. Mr. Hugh S. Cregeen, surveyor:—

a n

Johnson „ «
Harris & Wardrop 2,--d u u

Walker ....
2,218 0 u

«« » »

F. Lansbury (accepted) ^
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CARLISLE,—Accepted for gutting end converting into
BIX dwelling-houseB the old Whip Manufaotorj, for Mr.
Jno. B. Armstrong. Mr. Charles Armstrong, architect,
Carliale ;

—

Sricklayer and JiTaton.
Alex. McGuinnese, Carlisle £143 3 0

Carprnfer and Joiner.
Joseph Hindson, Carlisle 71 7 0

Ptaeterer.
Samuel Fergusson, Carlisle 35 10 0

Cement and Fireproof Floors,
Samuel Fergusson 62 10 0

Plumber.
George Sowerbf 16 0 0

Painting and Glazing.
David Canning 11 8 6

DAEENTH (Kent).—For external painting and repairs

^ the ^Asylum for Imbeciles, Darenth, near Dartford,
Sent, for the Managers of the Metropolitan Asylum
District. Messrs. A. & C. Harston, architects, 15, Leaden,
hall-street. Quantities not supplied;

—

A. Sewell £2,450 0 0
W. Tutfee 1,695 0 0
Cullen 4 Co 1,392 1 6
Vigor A Co 1,170 0 0
G. Foxley i,030 0 0
McLachlan 974 0 0
E. Proctor 883 0 0
W. Hadlow, 72, Biggin-street, Dover* 685 18 3

* Accepted.

DARENTH (Kent).—For alterations and additions
to the mortuary at the School for Imbecile Children,
Darenth, Kent, for the Managers of the Metropolitan
.Asylum District. Messrs. A. A C. Harston, architects,
16, Leadenhall.street

W.8hurmnr,LowerClspton (accepted) £289 10 0

HUCKNALL TORKARD.—For the enlargement of the
Parish Church, Hucbnall Torkard. Mr. Robt, C. Clarke
architect, Nottingham;— ’

Parnell A Son, Rugby £4.428 0 0
Dennett A Ingle. Nottiugham 4,383 0 0
Thompson, Peterborongh 4,354 0 0
Hodson A Son, Nottingham 4,081 0 0
Rudd A Son, Grantham 4,081 0 0
Vickers. Nottingham 4,050 0 0
Smith A Lumn, Newark 3,903 0 0
Fish A Sob, Nottingham (accepted) . 3,734 0 0

KING'S LYNN.—For buildiog furnishing store at
King's Lynn (bricks and plate-glass being found by the
proprietor), for Mr. Alfred Jermyn. Mr. W. Adams
architect ;— '

R. Dye (accepted) £1,238 0 0
[Eight tenders were received, the amount of the highest

being 1,820L]

LEITONSTONE.—For the completion of the Bethnal
Green Schools at Leytonstone, Essex, for the Guardians
Messrs. A. A C. Harston, architects, 16, Leadenhall-street.
'Quantities supplied :

—

Third Contract.
J. AH. Cocks £23,999 0 0
^ir®51*Son 23.318 0 0

T -.r w 22.450 0 0
J. Holland 22,360 0 0
K. Edwards 22,210 0 0

^ Brown A Co 22,170 0 0W. Johnson 22,000 0 0
o. Unst 21 983 0 0
Jackson A Todd, 192

, Hackney-road* 2 l |650 0 0
J. S. Robson, Snaresbrook 21,384 0 0

* Accepted. Messrs. JacKson & Todd carried out Con-
tracts Nos. 1 and 2.

LONDC^. — For alterations and additions to theKoebuck Tavern, Backney-road, for Messrs. Bruce Bros.
Messrs. Williams A Son, architects :

£987 0 0
Thomerson ggg q q
Ivory

946 0 0
Jackson A Todd (accepted) 915 0 g

LONDON.—For the erection of the Olive Branch
Tavern. Waterloo-road. for Messrs. Hart A Son. Mr.
J. G. Finch Noyes, architect

Patrick £6,937 0 0
Boyce 6,862 0 0
Patman A Co 6,072 0 0
Kiliby A Gayford 0,536 0 0
Lawrence A Son 6,485 0 0
Canning A Mullens e’iSS 0 0
Spencer A Co 6,350 0 0
Jackson A Todd (accepted) 6,290 0 0

LONDON.—For alterations and additions to the Col-
Chester Anus, Salisbury-street, Jaraaica-road, Bermondsey.
Messrs. Williams A Son, architects :

Staines A Son £724 0 0
Salt

. 614 0 0
Jackson A Todd (accepted) 689 0 0

D*’
‘ u®

of factory and warehouse,
at Mount-street, Bethnal Green, for Messrs. Nicholson ADons. Mr. C. H, Winter, are! itect —

Jackson A Todd * £5,570 0 0
• Revised estimate accepted.

LONDON.—For alterations and additions at George-
yavd, Soho-square, for Messrs. A. Goslett A Co. Mr.
S. C. Capes, architect. Quantities not sopplied —

Bush £735 0 0
Chappell 623 0 0
Lawrence 566 0 0
Nightingale 623 0 0

LONDON.—For gasatting works at the Crown' and
Anchor, 'Finsbnry ;

—

Earl A Philps £123 10 0
Green A Son 114 0 0
Clark ... 94 7 6
W. Winn (accepted) 85 0 0

LONDON.—For building new ball-room at 16, Salis-
bury-road, Dalaton, for Mr. Hind. Mr, Wm. Shiosbridge,
architect;— “ ’

Steel Bros £260 0 0
Bearing A Son 200 0 0
Anley 240 0 0

LONDON.—For the erection of a house in Bgerton-
gardens, South Kensington, for Mr. W. Whetherley. Mr.
T. H. Smith, architect, 17, BasinghaU-street

Matthews A Co £4,400 0 0*
• Exclusive of internal painting and decorations.

LONDON. -For rebuilding the Goat in Boots public-
house, Fulham-road, and the erection of three houses and
shops on site adjoining, for Mr. W. Prangnell. Mr. T.H.
Smith, architect, 17, BasinghaU-street. Quantities by
Mr. J. T. Walford, 110, Buclcingham Palace-road ;

W. Grcgar £4,914
J. A J. Greenwood 4,815
Patman A Fotheringham 4,704
E, Lawrence A Sons) 4,701
Holliday A Greenwood... 4.579
Jackson A Todd 4,235
Spencer A Co 4,167
Turtle A Appleton* 4,025

* Accepted subject to i

Publie-honse. Houses.
..£3,337

3,185
3,210
3,016

... 2,700

... 2,799

cdificatioDE

Total.

£8,261
8,000
7,914

7,717

7,591
6,925
6,907

6,857

ORPINGTON (Kent).—For Mission Chapel at Crofton.
Mr. St. Pierre Harris, A.R.I.B.A., arehitectand surveyor,
1, BasinghaU-street, and Orpington ;

—

H. Bomerford A Son, Clapham £485 0 0
W. Holt, Croydon* 469 0 0

• Accepted with additions at 520(.

PORTSMOUTH,—For reseating, alterations, heating
apparatus, cleaning, and painting, Ac., Daniel-street
Wesleyan Chapel, Portsea. Mr. A. E. J. Guy, architect
Albert-road, Southsea. Quantities by Mr. Jas. W. Stroud’
33, Lion-terrace, Portsea :— ' ’

Matthews Bros., Portsea £1,336 11 6
P. Francis, Southsea l’,293 0 0
W. R. A C. Light, Laodport l’l09 0 0
T. Bowler, Stamshaw 1.039 0 0
Crook A Sons, Southampton 1 022 0 0
C. Dye, Landport i'(X)9 0 0
F. White, Landport l,f01 0 0
E. A A, Spriggings, Stamshaw *923 0 0
J. Crockerell, Landport 995 0 0
Outridge A Reading, Landport 897 0 0
Scammell A DowdeU, Landport 877 0 0
T. Quick, Southsea 827 0 0
T. P, Hall, Bedford-road, Southsea* 720 0 0

* Accepted.

PORTSMOUTH.—For reseating, gaUery front rostrum'
-l.- TTr--..,, . .and painting and decorating the Wesley Chapel, Amnderl

street, Landjiort. Mr. A. E. J. Guy, architect, Albert
road. Quantities by Mr. Jas. W. Stroud, Lion-terraorl
Portsea

J. Crockerell, Landport £1,200 0 0)'
W. Learmouth, Landport 1,106 0 0 )

W. Colthemp, Landport I,f83 0 0 I

Windebank, Portsea 1,070 0 0 1

R. Stokes, Southsea 1,060 0 0 i|

C. Dye, Landport 1,036 0 0 );

T. W. Quick, Southsea 987 0 0 'i

T. P. HaU, Southsea 981 0 0 I

Scammel A Dowdell, Wingfield-
I

street, Landport (accepted) 975 0 0 '1

READING.—For erecting new house in HamUton-roadd
Reading, for Mr. C. Batho. Mr. Jos. Morris, srehiteetd
Reading;

—

John Bottrill, Reading (accepted) £676 0 0
[No competition.]

|

ROMFORD (Essex).—For erecting a cottage hospitaii
Messrs. Frank Brown A John S. Corder, joint architectsii

9, Thorofare, Ipswich
Hines £710 0 0
Hammond A Son 664 0 0
Dowsing A Davis (accepted) 600 0 0
Booth 684 0 0

SANDY (Beds).—For the erection of Baptist Chapel)
Sandy. Messrs. Usher A Anthony, architects. 9. 81

Faui'^a.square, Bedford
Kimberley, Banbury £2,439 0 0
Jacklin, Koyston 2,400 0 0
Foster, Kempston 2,296 0 0
White, Bedford 2,265 0 0
Harrison, Bedford 2,220 0 0
Saint, Cambridge 2,184 0 0
Warton A Walker, Bedford 2,140 0 0
Pago, Buckden 2,<''26 0 0
Rainaford A Bartle, Pottoa 1,944 0 0
Peters, Potton 1,909 0 0
Woodman, Potton 1,898 0 0
EUwood A Son, Sandy... 1,865 0 0
Wade, St. Neots (accepted) 1,798 0 0

SOUTH SHIELDS. — For alterations to businesj
premises, for Mr. T. A. Dry, jun. Mr. Henry Grievesr
A.R.I.B.A., architect ;—

Jos. Wright, South Shields £476 17 0
Charles F. Temple, South Shields 410 10 0
Gilfillan A Hall, Sooth Shields 365 10 0
George Goddard, South Shields 365 0 0
Nicholas Napier, Sonth Shields 339 0 0
William Scott, South Shields 333 10 0
John Yeeles, Jarrow 305 0 0
W. J. Robertson, Sonth Shields 299 11 0
Stephen Sheriff, South Shields* 286 0 0
John Shields, South Shields 230 0 0

* Accepted.

WANDSWORTH.—For lifts at the Infirmary erteU'
lion, St. John’s HiU, New Wandsworth, for the Gnsrdiann
of the Wandsworth and Clapham Union. Mr. Thos. W'
Aldwinckle, architect, 2, East India-avenne :

—

G. Scott A Son £360 0 0 1!
Clark, Bunnett, A Co 246 10 0
Geo. Johnson 235 15 0
Archd. Smith A Stevens 198 15 0
Waygood A Co 196 15 0
W. R. DeU A Son 138 0 0
Atwood A Co 180 0 0
T. Thomas A Sons 176 0 0
Middleton 122 0 0!!

WEST MARDEN (Sussex).—For completing house and
stables at West Marden, Sussex, for Mr. Alexander Beales
Mr. William J. Martin, F.R.I.B.A., architect, Reading i—

Robert Pink, Godalining £594 0 0
J. A A. Gammon, Potersfield 651 0 0
J. Crook A Sons, Southampton 507 17 6
Snell A Co., Maidenhead 490 0 0
Couzens A Chase, West Marden 454 11 0
Joseph King 373 17 7

WIX (Essex).— For the erection of new chancel, and
restoration and reseating the nave, of St. Mary's Church,'
for the Vicar and Wardens. Messrs, Wadmore A Baker,
architects, 35, Great St. Helens, London. Quantities sum
plied :

—

Chancel. Nave. Total.
Alfred Coe, Ipswich £410 ..,£462 10 .

J. Grimes, Colchester 395 ... 453 0 .

Everett A Son, Colchester 370.
’

325 .

386 0
373 0

726 0 :

TWELVE GOLD AND SILVER MEDALS AWARDED.

IRON CISTERNS.
F. BRABY & CO.

VERY PROMPT SUPPLY.

LARGE
Particulars on application,

LONDON

:

352 to 362, Euston-road.

STOCK READY.

CYLINDERS FOR HOT-WATER CIRCULATION.
LIVERPOOL:

6 and 8, Hatton Garden.
GLASGOW:

Petershill-road.
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Technical School and College Building,

[|HE large and practi-

cal volume brought

outunderthia title*

by an architect

who has made a

special study of the

subj ect,may be said

to be a book for

the times ; for

though the recently

proposed Technical Education Bill failed to

pass, owing in great measure to its own in-

herently unsatisfactory character, there is no

doubt that technical education is fairly in the

air at last in this country, and that the pro-

vision of buildings for the efficient and con-

venient administration of this class of instruc-

tion is one of the special services which will

be increasingly demanded from English archi-

tects for the next quarter of a century, and

for which they will require to qualify them-

selves. Mr. Robins, the author of the present

volume, and Mr. Waterhouse, the architect of

more than one large and in the main successful

technical school, have secured the honour of

leading the way.

Mr. Robins logically concludes that before

considering what is required in schools for

technical education, it is well to come to some

conclusion as to what technical education con-

sists in and what is its main object. In regard

to this there have been many dillerent opinions,

but the reasonable view, and the one which is

likely to be adopted by the majority of those

who give any thought to the subject,

that expressed by Professor Huxley, Professor

Ayrton, and the late Professor Fleeming

Jenkin, from each of whom are quoted (p. 13)

expressions which practically all concur in the

same opinion, viz., that the object of technical

education is not to teach trades (which Pro-

fessor Jenkin characterised as “ a mischievous

delusion ”), but to give a training in the prin-

ciples of applied science generally, with some

more special instruction in that branch of

science which bears more immediately on the

trade which the student intends to follow
;

but not professing to teach him any of the

special manipulation of his trade : that he must

learn elsewhere.

It is obvious that an institution on a large

scale, to give general instruction on applied

science, would be one of a very extensive and

complicated nature, including the provision of

a great variety of what may be termed

• Technical School anij College Building : being a

Treatise on the Design and Construction of Applied

Science and Art Buildings, and their suitable Fittings and

Sanitation; with a chapter on Technical Education. By

Edward Cookworthy Robins, F.S.A., F.K.I.B.A., 4c.

London: Whittaker & Co. 1887.

“ scientific plant.” Indeed, the programme of

a German “ Bcahchulc of the first grade,” for

students between the ages of ten and nineteen,

is a little bewildering to the mind. It in-

cludes German, French, and English
;
a little

Latin, and “ plenty of mathematics ”
;
a fair

knowledge of natural history, chemistry, physics,

iStc.
;
and the list ends up with “ history, geo-

graphy, singing, gymnastics, drawing, machine-

drawing, and religion.”* We do not find

among the diagrams of apparatus given in

Mr. Robins’s book any plans or sections of

the desks and apparatus for teaching religion,

though we have no doubt the systematic

German mind will have developed something

of the kind. Apart, however, from the

“ religion,” this curriculum, with its languages,

history, and geography, is, of course, beyond

the scope of a technical school, properly so

called. And it is one of the points in which

the book seems a little defective, that we do

not find anywhere a distinct summary of what

the author considers should be included in a

Technical College, and of the accommodation

required in such a building, and the best

manner of arranging and planning the various

departments, in themselves and in relation to

oneanother. The reader can gather a great deal

about the requirements from a comparison of

the plans and descriptions of various existing

buildings
;
but we have not found any definite

description of the requirements for a model

technical college
;
and the buildings illustrated

to which the term “ college ” would properly

apply, as establishments including the whole

curriculum of a technical or scientific educa-

tion, are not numerous. The majority of them

are schools for special training in one or twc)

branches of technical study
;
and in regard

to these we observe that chemical schools and

laboratories occupy by far the largest place : in

fact, the great majority of the illustrations of

materiel refer entirely to chemistry. One

reason, of course, for this is that rooms and

plant for chemical classes present special

difficulties in planning and arrangement, owing

to the necessity for a complicated service of

taps, pipes, and sinks, and. still more for a

special and thorough system of exhaust venti-

lation to draw oti' foul gases
;
and no doubt the

many ingenious contrivances which have been

adopted to serve this latter end, as well as to

form a perfectly convenient arrangement of

tables, shelves, and seats, are of special interest,

and represent that portion of the furniture of a

science school which most emphatically calls

for special knowledge and study on the part

* We heard a story of a well-lmown painter, who was

educated abroad, lamenling that he had received a check

early in life, from having “failed in chemistry and

religion.” It appears this may have been uttered m sober

seriousness.

of the architect. Nevertheless, there seems

rather too much space bestowed on this branch

of the subject in comparison with others which

are hardly illustrated at all.

The programme of the Polytecknihum of

Zurich (quoted page 18), comes nearest per-

haps to the proper programme of a technical

school. This Mr. Robins gives as including

“Physics, chemistry, machine, engineering,*

architecture, drawing, modelling, agriculture,

forestry, botany, &c.” What remains to be

added under the head of “
See.” of course,

we cannot say
;
probably only unimportant

matters. Architecture appears to us to be

out of the proper scope of a technical college,

which might as well in that case include orna-

mental design and other artistic subjects ;
but

it is possible that “ architecture ” really means

here “ bunding construction.” Our idea of the

programme of a technical college would be to

include physics, chemistry, and mechanics ;

physiology, botany, and mineralogy ;
mathe-

matics, geometry, and drawing the latter not

in tbe artistic sense, but as the cultivation of

the power of delineating on paper whatever it

is desired to illustrate. The three first heads

include the study of the forces of nature
;
the

three next that of the facts in regard to the

three great divisions of animal, vegetable, and

mineral life (so to speak)
;
the three last deal

with the power of measuring and comparing

imaginary and visible quantities or forces, and

of delineation in intelligible form. Such sub-

jects as engineering, architecture, agriculture,

forestry, &c., appear to us to be beyond the

proper scope of a technical college
;
they are

the practical applications of theoretic know-

ledge to special ends ;
they are, in fact,

“trades,” and it is not the business of a

technical college to teach trades. A man who

intends to be an architect, an engineer, or a

cultivator of land, should go to an architect’s

or engineer’s office,t or to an agricultural

school, from the technical college, bringing his

general theoretical knowledge acquired at the

college to bear on the special problems of his

intended profession.

No college exactly on such a plan is figured

among Mr. Robins’s illustrations ;
but the

mass of information, and the number of plans

of various buildings which are given, will be

of great use to any one in putting together a

complete scheme, and as affording suggestions

and memoranda as to what is needed in each

department. We only complain that there is a

want of systematic exposition. On p. 45, in the

* So in text
;
probably the comma is a misprint, and it

should read machine-engineerlDg,” i.e., mechanical

engineering.

t Speaking of coarse in reference to Eogland, where

there are no architectural and engineering colleges, except

those for preparation for the Royal Engineers and for the

Indian Public Works Department.
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chapter on “Buildings for Applied Science
and Art Instruction,” we read “ To proceed
to details. It is desirable, in the first place,
to note the particular accommodation required
for some of the leading special subjects,
number and relative portion of apartments

;

in short, the systematic general arrangement
of the plan.” This is just what we want, but
we do not get it. We only get details about
the arrangement of the chemical department,
and then we go oft to plans and descriptions of
various foreign buildings. A great deal, as
we have said, may be extracted from these

;

but to present a number of different examples
for inspection, and merely let us pick what we
can out of them, is hardly a complete manner
of treating the subject.

In a general way, the English plans given in
the book are much less formal and probably
more utilitarian in arrangement than the
foreign ones. They are mostly, it must be
admitted, not such large buildings

;
but the

Erench and Germans are, as might be expected,
very much possessed with the idea of architec-
tural symmetry in laying out buildings of this
kind

;
the architectural arrangement seems to

come first, as far as the main massing of the
plan is concerned, and the groups of rooms are
then fitted into it. This, it is needless to
observe, is not the most practical or philo-
sophical manner of going to work

; and it is
not surprising that we are conscious of waste
spaces and passages that either “lead to
nothing,” or take an unconscionably round-
about course in leading to something, in some
of these Continental plans. The desideratum
is, to have suflBcient space for light and ventila-
tion,^ without unduly long passages of com-
munication, and especially to have those apart-
ments which have to be used in conjunction
with one another near together. Thus, in the
case of one chemical laboratory, it is mentioned
that the balance-room was at such a distance
from the laboratory that the journey to it was
always deferred as long as possible

;
which, we

presume, implies that guess work was used in
some stages of an analysis where accurate
weighing would have been desirable.

There is a separate chapter on “ Fittings for
Applied Science Buildings,” but this again is
mainly occupied with chemical laboratory
fittings, No doubt, for reasons above men-
taoned, these are the most difficult to deal
with, and a great many sections are shown of
various_ ingenious arrangements for carrying
oft noxious gases at once from the work-table,
for the study of which we must refer the
reader to the iUustrations in Mr. Eobins’s
pages. Two of the most efficient seem to be
that at Finsbury, designed by Dr. Armstrong
and shown on plate 50, where there is a down°
draught escape running, with a narrow opening
along the whole length of the draught closet’
and the one in use at the South Kensington
building, which is essentially the same form of
outlet contrived so as to serve two sets of
workem, the down-draught Hue, with its two
sides, forming a kind of partition down the
centre of the table, each side forming prac-
tically a septate table. In nearly all cases
a collecting hood is placed over the table so
as to catch the vapours and convey them totp e.xtract flue. A very ingenious modifica-
^on of the draught-closet is that invented by
Professor Hofman, and shown in plate 47
AV hen draught - doset flues puss directly
upwards (which is sometimes, it may be pre-
sumed, a more convenient arranaement
when an extracting system of ventilation is
employed) it is found tiat condensed
liquid and dirt_ are very liable to drop into
the closet and vitiate experiments there bein<^
performed. The Hofman method takes thehue up with a hend towards the back of the
closet at first, then under the vertical
portion IS formed a receptacle for receiving
anything that may fall from the fine. Inmost of the recently-constructed large public
laboratories, we are told, the fines from the

closets are all connected with the
ccntr.ll fine, and the draught is produced
either by a shaft with a furnace in it or bya fan, aueut which Mr. Eobins observes that

£ito a A P '>e introducedmto a chemical laboratory
; “no two opposite
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ways should be provided for the escape of the
air

;
and, as the draught-closets cannot well

he too efficient, the whole of the air of the
laboratory may be exhausted through them,
but it is better to have additional outlets.”
This seems rather a contradiction. The
author mentions elsewhere that in certain
cases extract ventilation through the draught-
closets has answered completely. As he says,
and as every one knows, it is no use trying to
extract forcibly through two separate systems
of outlets, for that is merely making one a
passage to the other, and in that case what
do we want with additional outlets ?

_

Id regard to ventilation, the author is en-
tirely

_

for mechanical ventilation, as every
scientific architect must inevitably be now,
after all the evidence that has been before us
as to the relative efficiency of mechanical and
what is rather absurdly termed natural venti-
lation. He seems to be against injection of
air, though he quotes the testimony of Professor
Carnelly, of University College, Dublin, to the
effect that the system of forcing in air by air-
pumps, over heated pipes, and allowing it to
escape by the draught closets, instead of ex-
tracting fi’om them by aspiration, had answered
very well there. We should be disposed to
prefer the extraction system,— in the case, at all
events, of a chemical laboratory, where it is so
requisite to remove gases instantly and by the
most direct path. A hood opening into an
extract flue would be m^re certain and imme-
diate in its action of extracting gases
formed in its neighbourhood, than a S3'^stem
in which general pressure of the air in
the room was the agent. The gas
formed by a special experiment might even,
m that case, be dispersed to some extent before
being forced up the nearest extraction-flue.
From the chapter on “ Heating and Ventila-
tion,” in which a great deal of information,
not new mostly, is very conveniently sum-
marised, it appears that the propulsion system
at I insbury Technical College has developed
various defects,— dust comes from the flues,
which are pargeted, and the heating and ven-
tilation are so closely connected that quicker
ventilation cannot be had without additional
heat : a point to make a memorandum of in
regard to the working of combined warminf
and ventilation.

_

At the City and Guilds
Institute, the evil of dust has been obviated
by using flues lined with a glazed surface. It
is noted that at this institution the internal iron
smoke-flue has been removed from the main
ventilating shaft, “ the experience gained at’
Finsbury College proving its comparative
inefficiency, and an extract fan has been fixed
at the top of the shaft, worked by gearing
from the engine in the basement”: another
point to be noted by those who trust to a
smoke -flue up the ventilating shaft as an
aspirator. As we have said, a great deal of
information is collected in this chapter, and
the wholesome example is quoted of Herr
Baeckelmans, architect, of Antwerp, who
refused to carry out the erection of the town
hospital, because the Hospital Committee
would not appoint an engineer to consider the
plans with him, with regard to the heating and
ventilation, before the foundations were laid.
Honour to Herr Baeckelmans, and may we all
be more Iike_ him I Among the various methods
of ventilation noted and illustrated with
varying favour by the author, is one which
we venture to think is quite over-rated. This
is the plan, described on page 167, of admitting
fresh cold air through perforations in the
bed-mould of the cornice of the room, and
extracting through perforations in the upper
member of the same, into an upcast flue with
a cowl or a gas jet at the bottom, or into a
smoke flue. This is recommended by Mr.
Ivobson, who says :

—
“ I can speak strongly

in its favour for facility of application, sight-
liness, economy of first cost, and self-acting
properties.” If the “pull” is a pretty strong
one, we should imagine it would be very “selE
acting,” and that if those who recommend it
will go up a ladder and smoke a cigar close to
the inlet perforations, they will see the smoke
taking the “ girt” of the cornice and going
the shortest way into the extract perforations.
If it does not, it will be because the pull is a

very weak one, and in that case it is inefficient
in another manner.
Among the special difficulties which have to

be encountered in the design of a technical
school, the most prominent, next to that of
carrying off the fumes from the chemical-
laboratory, is the problem of providing, also in
the chemical department, a perfectly steady!
table for the delicate tests carried on in the
balance-room. We should hardly have thought
the difficulty need be greater than that of
mounting an equatorial telescope, though thei
author speaks as if it were. In one of thei
foreign laboratories he found the balance-room
so planned as to be a passage from one room to
another,—certainly a very stupid oversight.
He mentions that in one case a satisfactory
table had been formed by supporting it on
beams under and disconnected from the actual
floor. If this was successful, d fortiori a con*
Crete table, built up from the foundations, and
with the floor framed round it so as not to
touch it, ought to answer. Of course, in cities
there is a great deal of tremor of the ground
to be reckoned with

j equatorial telescopes of
apy consequence are generally kept out of
cities. Professor Ayrton has been experiment-
ing, it appears, with schemes for supporting
tables on water, with the view, we presume, of
escaping earth tremors

;
but so far without

success.

A few “pictures” of technical educational
buildings by the author are added to the work,
but in general the illustrations are, as is fitting,
severely practical

;
and the large number of

details of fittings, very carefully drawn in
elevation and section, are of great value and
interest, whether regarded as precedents and
models for adoption, or as suggestions for
further improvement and thinking out of the
subject. For the present, and probably for some
time to come, Mr. Eobins’s book is the autho-
rity on the subject of which it treats, and is a
record of a practical experience extending over
a good many years, and turned to good account,
though, as we have said, there might have been
more logic and system in its arrangement. The
volume is appropriately dedicated to Professor
Huxley.

EEPOET OF THE “ SELECT COM-
MITTEE ON ADMIEALTY AND WAR
OFFICE (SITES).”

E have already commented on the
miserable and discreditable result
of the deliberations of the Com-
mittee above referred to. After; — —w«.— iviciicu LU. .rt-lie

going through the show of a large architectura
competition, in which a design, open certainl'
to many objections, practical andarchitecturai
was selected, the Committee have now recom
mended that the scheme for a new buildin;
should be abandoned, and that a piece o
cheap patchwork should be made with an oli
building which has nothing to recommend it

and new ones in regard to which the mail
object seems to be to make a bid for popularity
on the ground of economy, and to cut dowi
the whole scheme to the level of the “ chea]
and nasty.” Even on purely architectura
grounds the decision, as we have already said
is one of which the country ought to bi
ashamed. But the detail of the report bring}
it out in an even more ignominious light
The existing main building of the Admiralty
is notoriously an ill-designed and clurasj
affair, not worth preserving on architectura!
grounds, and which could only be an excre-
scence on any design with which it might
be incorporated. For this, of course, tht
general public and the legislative body care
nothing, national architecture being one of the
things which, in the eyes of the public and oi

politicians, is of no consequence whatever.
But we do profess to be a practical nation, and
in that light, at least, it may he matter for ques-
tion with most reasonable people whether a very
wise orrational thing has been done in proposing
to retain and utilise, as part of an important
public building, a structure which is stated, on
good evidence, to have an essentially defective
foundation,—“ the building is erected upon
oak planking with sleepers laid upon it, and
that oak planking lies upon a sort of mud
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foundation containing water,'**—which has

already settled considerably
;
which is given a

life of about seventy-five years at the best

;

which would probably settle further if any
additional weight were placed on it

;
and which

cannot be made practically suitable for its pro-

posed purpose without raising one story and
adding another; in other words, putting on that

additional weight which the evidence shows
that it will not bear. A more lame and im-

potent conclusion it would be impossible to

imagine, or one saying less for the good sense

or good taste of those who have arrived at it

from such premises.

As usual in these cases, there is a good
deal that is amusing in the proceedings, or that

would be amusing to any one of a cynical

turn of mind. There is no sort of evidence of

architectural interest in the proceedings, the

•object of a great portion of which seems to

have been to exhibit once more the cross-

examining powers of one officious and vain
busybody, whose sole object is to get, if

possible, his own way, That Mr. Shaw-
Lefevre has not got it in this case is certainly

from no want of special pleading or of industry

in examining and being examined. In his pro-

posed “report,” Mr. Shaw-Lefevre takes upon
himself to affirm that it is “admitted on all

hands " that the internal arrangements of

Messrs. Leeming’s design were excellent, and
that there “ is ample light and air to every

part of it.^’ He must be perfectly aware that

there was strong dissatisfaction in many
quarters among persons who have a claim to

be called experts in such matters, in regard

to the provision for light and air in the

smaller courts, and that they were con-

demned in the strongest terms by those

who know more about such matters than

Mr. Shaw-Lefevre ever knew or is ever likely

to know. As to the design itself, it was a

very commonplace one, ornate but not noble

;

but though we should have had no pleasure in

seeing it built, we cannot but feel, after read-

ing the evidence in the report, that the con-

'clusion come to is likely to prove an even
;greater fiasco than the result of the competi-
tion. An architect of genius might still make
something of the proposed buildings, in a
simple way, and apart from the old building

it is proposed to retain ; but then we are only

to have the same architects, cut down to plain

work. Of course, if any change had been
made, the Messrs. Leeming deserved, as a
matter of justice, full compensation; but we
do not see that, when the scheme was
abandoned, they had any absolute claim to

be employed on the new scheme. However,
they seem very desirous to be accommodating,
and to carry out the building in any way
which the authorities are pleased to prescribe

;

and that is no doubt one of the first of virtues

in an architect, according to the English official

mind.
From the lengthy evidence given by Mr.

Shaw-Lefevre,—which consists, in fact, to a

great extent, of a sort of essay in favour of
his own views,—it appears that the objection to

take Drummond’s and Biddulph’s banks was
on the ground that the two firms had been
allowed to build them without any intimation

that the ground might be wanted by the

Government, and that therefore there would
have been something unchivalrous in dis-

possessing them. There is something in this,

no doubt
; but it is hardly what ought to

stand in the way of a great public work. If

it is the case that Messrs. Drummond ofl'ered

their land to the Government before building,

and got no reply, that is one more item of

the blundering which has run through the

whole history. Among other points in this

evidence ” the witness is good enough to

assure us that the competition was “a fair

representation of the architectural talent of

the country,” and that he can speak on that

point, as he alone knows the names beyond
those of the nine selected. We do not know,
it is true, the names of any other competitors
except those who asked us to publish their

designs
; but we know who were some of

those who did not and would not compete
;

and we know that if the architectural talent

of the countrj was fairly represented, the Com-
mittee did it great injustice, for one or two
of the nine designs they selected for premia-
tion were not only poor but absolutely vulgar.

It is true we have Mr. Hardwick’s evidence

in admiration of the selected design
;
but Mr.

Hardwick is the designer of Drummond’s
bank.

Among other points in the evidence, we
observe that Mr. Shaw-Lefevre admits that in

getting a vote for 10,000L on account of the

new building he intended to commit Parlia-

ment to that design, and to the employment
of those architects. Did the members who
voted know that 1 As Mr. Isaacs observed, it

was, to say the least, “ a very informal way of

doing it.” Among other curious points in the

evidence is Mr. Taylor’s theory, in regard to the

lighting of the quadrangle buildings, that beyond
forty-five degrees you get no more light even if

the opposite buildings were removed altogether.

He modified this in the next reply into the

form that it is the “recognised angle for lighting

a building,” which is certainly a new way of

putting it. It is what a man has a right to

demand by law under certain circumstances,

but does Mr. Taylor really believe that if a

window is receiving light at an angle of

45 degrees over the top of an opposite build-

ing, that it will get no better light if that

building is removed ? He will not find many
people who are in the habit of using their eyes

to agree with him. Then Mr. Taylor, who
gives evidence obviously in favour of Mr.
Shaw-Lefevre’s position, wants us to believe

that it was quite a delusion to be shocked at

the narrow, funnel - like appearance of the

small courts as shown on the model (which

gave many persons the first real idea of what

the effect of building in this way would be)
;

that this was the wrong way to regard it
;

that it would be quite different if you were

down in the courts and looked up at the light.

We should say that a well would look darker and

deeper when you were down in it than when
you were on the top

;
but it is not a mere

question of light,—that is just the mistake
;

it

is much more a question of ventilation, of

having deep well - like receptacles in the

interior of a building, which must inevitably

become, in all still and warm weather, recep-

tacles of stagnant and impure air.

Some question was raised by Mr. Isaacs

in the course of the sitting as to the estimated

cost of the alternative schemes, and we imagine

that his questions and evidence (though very

likely without his intending that result)

operated a good deal with some of the com-

mittee in swaying them towards the econo-

mical conclusion ultimately adopted. Messrs.

Leeming’s original design was estimated at

a cubical cost of Is. a foot, and Mr. Taylor

laid down that the alternative and much
plainer building in which the old Admiralty

was to be incorporated, would be Is. 2d. a

foot. This comparative proposition seems

preposterous on the face of it
;
and Mr. Isaacs

pointed out that the Hotel Victoria, a building

of about the same degree of decorative treat-

ment externally as Messrs. Leeming’s design,

came to Is. 6d. a cubic foot. His estimate of

the possibility of executing the alternative

buildings at OAd. or 7d. a foot was an excess

in the other direction, unless they were to be

of prison-like plainness. But Is. a foQt would

hardly do for Messrs. Leeming’s design. No
doubt it would be less decoratively finished in-

ternally than a modern hotel,—for the most part

at least
;
but all the elaborate arrangements for

heating, ventilation, and sanitation which would

be demanded in a great set of publicofficesof the

present day, have a great effect in sending up

the price, and we should imagine Is. 3d. per

foot would be nearer than Is. Some of the

ideas afloat in the Committee about cubing are

rather curious. Sir William Harcourt seems

to have got hold of a notion, derived, as he

said, “ from Mr. Denison’s ‘ Book on Building,’

which is an authority on the subject,” that a

large building must necessarily be taken at a

higher rate per cube foot than a smaller one.

We can imagine that Sir Wm. Harcourt would

be just the kind of person who would take

“Denison’s ‘Book on Building’” to be an

authority
;
but the idea that a building with a

proportionally greater amount of empty cubic

space in it as compared with cube of walling,

is to cost more per cube foot, is certainly

original. Mr. Taylor endeavoured to set him
right by putting in the saving clause that it

would depend on whether the larger building

had rooms of the same size as the smaller one,

i.e., a proportionately large number of small

rooms and cross walls
;
but the matter does

not seem to have been made clear. Mr. Shaw-
Lefevre seems to have twisted this correction

of Mr. Taylor’s into another absurdity in the

opposite direction, for he asks the (questions

(2008-9), “ The rooms are lower, are they not ?

That would tend to add to the cost ? ” !

Mr. Ewan Christian gave very decisive

evidence :

—

“ My view is very decidedly that the bite cannot
be properly completed without the purchase of the

two banks and of the bouses which intervene

between them. I consider that the purchase and
the clearing away of those buildings is essential to

the groat improvement that ought to be made in

connexion with this great public odidee. It is a
magnificent site, and it would bo a vory great pity

to spoil it for the sake of the saving that would be
effected by leaving those buildings untouched.”

Mr. Christian pointed out strongly the

importance of taking advantage also of the

occasion to widen the upper part of White-

hall, which could otherwise probably never

be done, and said the losing the chance would
be “ a national misfortune.” Few Englishmen
probably would see it in that light, because few
Englishmenunderstandthevaluetoacityof such

an improvement in its architectural effective-

ness. Mr. Christian was one of the witnesses

from whom the astute cross-examiner of the

Committee could not get all the replies he

wanted. The following little extract is

amusing
;

the object of the questions being,

of course, to show that Mr. Shaw-Lefevre’s

scheme was a splendid one, without the

expense of purchasing the banks and widening

Whitehall :

—

“920. I presume you would be of the opinion

that the facade to the Mall and to the Parade offers

a vory unOsual opportunity for architecture?

—

Decidedly.
921. It is a very important site, is it not?—

A

most important site
;
that is the view I maintain.

922. Probably in London there is no more im-
portant position than wovi'd be occupied by a build-

ing with one frontage to Pall-mall and the other to

the Parade ?—Entirely so
;
and for (hat reason I

want to see ll'hitehall widened.

923. I am merely asking you now about the Mall

and the Parade
;
do you consider those very im-

portant frontages ?—Most important frontages.

924. And that a building facing these two front-

ages would be a very important one in London?—

I

think that it would be one of the most important

operations carried out during this century.

925. Do you think it unreasonable, therefore, that

an important building should be placed there? —

I

do not think so at all
;
on the contrary, I want to

see it very much
;
hut that is the reason why 1 want

to see Whitehall widened."

Mr. W. H. Smith was cross-examined in

the same pertinacious manner
; asked, for

instance, if he thought it would be a wise

course to extend a building with the admitted

defects of the old Admiralty building ? Mr.
Shaw-Lefevre knew perfectly well that no one

had proposed to “extend the defects” of the

building
;

it was proposed simply to leave it

incorporated in the new building. In his

answers to this and other catch questions Mr.
Smith was very practical, and in his objection

to the useless columns projected in front of the

original design, and their effect on the lighting

of the rooms. But Mr. W. H. Smith’s main
confession of faith is irritatingly characteristic

of what we have come to in England, “ It

would be much more economical,” he observes,

“to construct a building simply for purposes

of business than for architectural effect

I hope that public opinion will come round to

erect what I should call a building for busi-

ness purposes and not constructed for archi-

tectural effect.” Public opinion, we fear, is

only too ready to endorse such a sentiment,

without waiting for any coming round. That

is ^Yhat we have come to ;
and a melancholy

goal it is. We are a nation of shopkeepers ;

and the moat eminent and successful shop-

keeper of the day can see nothing to value ia
Mr. John Taylor's evidence.
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architectural splendour,—no consideration in

regard to a great national building but “ how
much can we save on it ?

”

NOTES.
dreadful calamity at Exeter has, of

course, brought out the usual fresh

iB rail crop of suggestions and advice about

in™?®* the construction of theatres, which
are repeated after each calamity and forgotten

again till the next theatre coniiagration revives

them. Some of these are the mere unpractical

fancies of frightened persons. Among the

measures which really may be carried out with

great advantage, and which are within practical

possibility, are the lighting of all theatres by
incandescent electric lamps, the provision of

an iron fireproof curtain between the stage and
the house, which should be used habitually at

each performance, and the employment of

some less combustible material than canvas for

the scenery. The use of a fine wire gauze for

painting on, which has been suggested, would,

we believe, be practicable and beneficial, but
it would be possibly too costly to be readily

adopted, except where it was desired to keep
the scenery for repeated and permanent use,

when the superior lasting powers of the wire

might do something towards restoring the first

outlay. We do not believe actors would ever

be reconciled to an iron stage floor to replace

the boards
;
and the eft'ect upon the acoustic

properties of the house would probably be
bad, The daily use of the cut-off iron curtain

is an important point, as the evidence in the

E.xeter case goes to show that the rapidity

of the conflagration was mainly due to the

flames being blown towards the auditorium by
draughts from doors in the stage portion of the
hotrse. The suggestions for exterior balconies to

which the audience could betake themselves till

rescued we do not think are very rational.

If they were to he made safe against a sudden
crowd they would be very costly to con-

struct, and if audiences will get into panics
there would very likely be as much loss of

life from a rush to the doors on to the balcony,
—and perhaps even from the crowd pushing
those in front of them over the parapet,—as

from the rush to the ordinary exit doors. It

is, after aU, in most cases the unfortunate
people who kill themselves, and not the fire

which kills them. The evidence in regard
to the Exeter disaster, so far. seems to

indicate that the exit from the gallery was de-

cidedly inadequate; but it also leads to the con-

clusion that no one need have been hurt if people
had kept their heads. To take military order
and walk downstairs in step, three abreast or

two abreast, or as many as the width of the stairs

allows, is the thing to do
;
and two or three

men with cool heads might induce a crowd to

do this. Unfortunately the gallery, usually
the most crowded part of the house and the
furthest from the street, is generally occupied
by just the kind of crowd which is most liable

to go into an unreasoning panic. Until people
can be cured of giving way to panics they will

kill themselves whenever there is an alarm of
fire in a theatre, and structural improvements
will be of little avail.

WE have received a circular in regard to the
aims of the National Association for the

Promotion of Technical Education, which was
inaugurated at a meeting held in London on
July 1st of this year, and of which Lord
Hartington is President. Among the Vice-
Presidents and members of the Executive
Committee are Professor Huxley, Professor
Tyndall, Sir Lyon Playfair, Sir John Lubbock,
Sir F. Bramwell, Sir Henry Roscoe, and others.

The subjects which it is proposed should first

engage the attention of the Association are at
present tabulated as follow

:

“1. The encouragement of Educational Reform,
whether by legislation or otherwise,' to be carried
out by the following amongst other means :

—

(a) The promotion in our primary schools of the
better training of the hand and eye by improved
instruction in drawing, in the elements of science,
and the elementary use of tools, (i) The introduc-
tion of such changes in the present system of
primary instruction as may bo necessary to enable
children to take advantage of technical teaching.
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(c) The more extended provision of higher
elementary schools, where technical education may
bo provided for those who are fit to take advantage
of it. {(1) The reform of the present system of
evening schools, with special provisions for the
encouragement of technical {including commercial
and agricultural) instruction. («) The development,
organisation, and maintenance of a system of

secondary education throughout the country, with
a view to placing the higher technical and commer-
cial education in our schools and colle^os on a better
footing. (/) The improvement of the training of

teachers, so that they may take an efieotive part in

the work which the Association desires to forward.
2. The formation of a central consultative body,
which will give opportunities for conference between
persons of various classes and from different locali-

ties, will form and influence public opioion, and
will obtain public support for the furtherance of

technical education. 3. The collection of informa-
tion as to the existing means for carrying out the
work of technical education, and the best methods
of extending and organising it throughout the
United Kingdom. 4. The preparation, in a popular
form, of information to be obtained from Reports
of Commissions, Consular Reports, and from various
other sources (including, if necessary, special

inquiries at home and abroad), for diffusion through-
out the country."

It is proposed to form branches in various

industrial towns, and a circular letter has been
addressed to those known to be interested in

the subject, asking them to give the names of

others in their town or district who would be
able to give advice as to the work of the Asso-
ciation, and also information as to what has

been actually done in the way of technical

education in their own neighbourhood. This

appears a business-like way of getting an
enlightened public opinion on the subject, and
promoting public interest in it, which is an
almost necessary preliminary to getting any
complete educational measure carried out.

I
N the matter of absurd wrong-headedness,

the Trades Union Congress appears to go
from bad to worse. It now meets not to con-

sider questions of trade, but to criticise

political action from a Utopian standpoint of

its own, on which the glorified working man
takes his place as the centre of the universe.

The usual clamour about an eight hours’

movement was brought forward, on the prin-

ciple apparently that the less work we do the

more prosperous we shall be, and Mr. Broad-
hurst was taken to task for having presumed
to vote against aii eight-hours amendment in

the Coal Mines Bill. Mr. Broadhurst, how-
ever, is not the member to put up with this

kind of thing, or to allow himself to be dragged
at the heels of a committee, and he gave the
principal accuser, a certain Mr. Hardie, “frae
the North,” an answer which must have made
him feel rather small.

A new use has been discovered for the water
of the river Thames as it is found near

Blackwall. It makes an efficient ink. Whether
the fluid is agreeable, or even inoffensive, in the

inkstand is nob stated. But letters have been
written to the daily papers in this medium,
and as they have appeared in print the ink
has, at all events, remained legible when dry.

The attention of the Home Secretary was
called to this phenomenon in the House of

Commons, on September 1st, and Mr.Matthews
expressed the hope that “ when the new works
now in progress are completed the cause of

complaint will be lessened, if not removed.”
It would be consolatory to have the scientific

ground for the hope stated. It seems not to

have occurred to any one to ask for an ex-

planation of the colour. The Metropolitan
Board ought not to be surprised at its appear-
ance. It is only the recurrence of what has
taken place at Bradford, Northampton, Lei-
cester, Clifton, Cheltenham,—in fact, every-
where where a mixture of lime with any iron salt

has been applied to sewage. This fact has
been brought before the Institution of Civil

Engineers (‘‘Minutes of Proceedings,” vol. 85,

p. 223); nor is the colour the worst part of
the aflair. The first action of the compound is

apparently satisfactory, and clarification goes
on rapidly. But after a sufficient lapse of time
in the laboratory, or after a flow of four or five

miles down the river, a secondary action com-
mences, and the liberation of hydrogen gas
causes an intolerable nuisance. At North-

ampton 62‘30 grains out of 119‘78 grains of (

foreign matter per gallon were precipitated by >

chloride of iron and lime, which removed al- I

most the whole of the suspended matter in i

the sewage, while increasing that in solution, c

But the secondary action was so offensive that i

the Court of Chancery granted an injunction i:

against the process, which was in consequence j

abandoned, as was the case in the other '

places mentioned. The treatment of the whole I

volume of London sewage by the same process ?

may thus be not unreasonably expected to in-

1

tensLfy the nuisance, which has thus far justified (

the warning given at the Institution of Civil i

Engineers.

^PHE subject of the Channel Tunnel has com&:
-L up at the British Association in the shape- -

of a report, drawn up by Mr. F. Brady, Mr. i

Pigou, and Professor Boyd Dawkins. The
report is entirely in favour of the tunnel, so- '

far as the behaviour of the ground, as far as-

.

the boring has been carried, is concerned. I

The authors of the report are contemptuous
about the military objections, their report •

being obviously made in what are supposed to-

'

be commercial interests. But they do not touch I

on the subject of the means of properly venti- :

lating a tunnel twenty-five miles long, with no <

possibility of intermediate upcast shafts. This, t

independently of the military objections, is

one of the points which must be satisfactorily '

settled before things are allowed to go further. :

The Law and City Courts Committee re*

commend the Corporation to take no i

further steps at present to acquire the site of

No. 84, Basinghall-street for the new Court,
since they have failed to make satisfactory '

terms with the leaseholders and tenants. On :

the other hand, they advocate the adoption of

some plans and elevations, in the Gothic style,

as an alternative for some others in the Italian

style, all prepared by Mr. A. Murray, acting
architect. Mr. Murray’s plans cover the pre-
sent Court site, together with the Guildhall
stores and land tax rooms, and are capable of
extension so as to take in the now site of
No. 84, Basinghall-street, if it be eventually
secured. The cost of the initial buildings is

estimated at about 14,500Z. to which should be
added 1,5007. for fittings. A complete deve-
lopment of the scheme would involve an addi-
tional outlay of say 6,0007. The Committee
accordingly ask for authority to draw for

16,0007. upon the City of London Court
general fund wherewith to proceed with the
erection of new Court buildings.

A
dditional buildings are about to be

- erected by the Government at Edinburgh
Castle, and, judging from past experience, we
are not sanguine as to the result being a gain
from an festhetic point of view. We gather from
the iScotsman that the Town Council, “in their
capacity as Guardians of the amenity of the
City, urged certain objections to the scheme.”
The principal part of this scheme consists in
the erection of a guard-house at the entrance to
the ancient fortress, and certain adjuncts. “ It

was thought that the guard-room might have
been more artistically designed, and fears were
expressed that the screen wall would interfere

with the view of the Castle Rock. It is not
clear whether these objections took written
shape, but recently, when the subject was
revived, the Council were informed that the
day of grace for lodging objections had passed,

and that the scheme must be proceeded with
as designed by the English officials.” The
guard-house is to be in a “ castellated ” style

of architecture, with loopholes, battlemented
parapet, guroyles, and turrets, rising to a
height of 50 ft., pierced by a circular arch-

way. The upper floor is to be utilised as a
court-martial room. Contracts for the build-

ing have been entered into, which will now be
pushed on with all convenient speed.

OTHING shows the unquenchable vitality

of the United States so much as its rail-

way mileage account for 1886 and part of this

year. Notwithstanding strikes, droughts, and
depression of trade, the enormous quantity
of 10,000 miles is expected to be the sum
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of this year’s laying, more than ever baa

been known before except in 1882, when
11,568 miles were put down. This brings

up the total of the American railway

mileage to 141,300 mi!e.s, half of which has

made its appearance altogether since 1874,

70,000 miles in thirteen years. As might be
expected, some parts of the country are specially

active in railway making, the Eastern or older

States contributing little or nothing to the

general stock, while the South (Texas par-

ticularly) and the North-West have been the

busiest, showing the growth of population and
industrial undertakings. The fact is that the

Southern States, though pretty old in years,

have practically only just begun their real

commercial life (always excepting cotton), and
so far are only on a par with younger States

in the North-West, like Kansas and Dakota.

Even at the very moderate estimate of

25,0U0 dols. per mile, including stations, put
down for the construction of North American
railways, the 93,750,000 dols. is a pretty large

sum to disburse for carriage purposes.

An interesting bas-relief relating to the myth
of Pentheus has just been published in the

“Bullettino della Commissione Archeologica

Communale di Roma” (xv., 7). It was found

during the excavations carried on by Sir Savile

Lumley, the English Ambassador, in the Via
Portnense. The figure of Pentheus occupies

the centre of the design
;
in his right hand he

holds a sword which he has just drawn from

the scabbard he holds in his left. On either

side of him is a Mmnad brandishing a thyrsos

and with a snake coiled about her left arm.

The type of the design is much the same as

that currently employed to represent Orestes

pursued by the Furies, but from the fact that

the two women hold thyrsi in their hands
there can be no doubt of their Bacchic intent,

and hence the youth they pursue must be
Pentheus. The relief is executed in the

pseudo-archaic style, and Sig. Borsari, who
edits it, thinks that from the character of the

tomb in which it was found it belongs to the

first century A.D. Figured monuments of the

myth of Pentheus are notably rare.

CINCE the discovery of the Pergamene frieze

^ with the Gigantomachia, special interest

has naturally attached to everything dealing

with the mythology of the Giants. It might
almost certainly have been predicted that

Germany would shortly furnish us with an

exhaustive treatise on the myth as it appears

in literature and art. Such a treatise is in

fact “ Die Giganten und Titanen in der Antiken
Sage und Kunst,” just published by Dr.

Maximilian Mayer,—a book which will be
read by only a few, but referred to by many.
Herr Mayer devotes the first part of bis book
to the literature of the subject. He gives all

the variant saga of the Giants and Titans col-

lectively, and of the several individual Giants

and Titans whose names have come down to

us. Next, he gives in chronological sequence

the various forms of the Gigantomachia.

Under the head of Art, he goes through, first,

tbe description of works of art that have
perished

;
then representations on vases,

sculptures, and smaller monuments, such as

terra-cotta gems and coins. The book is

illustrated by three plates and a few wood-
cuts.

I
'HE house, No. 42, Lothian-street, Edin-

burgh, which was formerly occupied by
Thom:is de Quincey, and where he died in

1859, has been distinguished by a tablet,

composed of tiles with an ornamental border,

the letters being in ivory white on an Indian

red ground. The inscription is as follows :

—

THOMAS DE QUINCEY,
Probe Writer,

Born 1785—Died 1859,

Lived Here.

Something of a similar description is to be
done upon a new building in course of erection

in Chambers-street, upon the site of the house

where Sir Walter Scott was born. The house

where he resided in Castle-street might also be

distinguished, and there are many others

throughout the city which were occupied by

men of note where tablets might be inserted.

The pillar which is to receive the statue of the
Duke of Buccleuch, by Mr. Boehm, has been
complete for several weeks

;
the statue and

other sculptures are on the ground ready to be
fitted up, but nothing is being done. A high
canvas screen hides all within from view, and
we are given to understand that things will

remain in daiu quo till the 6th of next month,
when there will be a ceremonial inauguration
and banquet.

EY the removal of some old houses at the
south-west corner of Little Queen-street,

Holborn, there is now afforded an excellent

opportunity of making a great and long-needed
improvement. The point in question is at the
junction of Little Queen-street with Great
Queen-street, and everybody who knows these

streets is aware of the large amount of vehicular

traffic which they take, and is acquainted with
the great frequency of accidents and blocks,

caused by the narrowness of Little Queen-
street and the abruptness of the turn into

Great Queen-street. We would commend to

the notice of the Holborn District Board of

Works, and others whom it may concern, the

desirability of utilising part of the now vacant
site by rounding-off the angle so as the better

to accommodate the ever-increasing traffic.

That the traffic is increasing is shown by the

fact that these two streets now form part of

the route of two lines of omnibuses, running
between the King’s Cross and Victoria termini.

Great t^ueen-street and Little Queen-street

certainly form an important link between main
arteries for through traffic, and the improve-

ment which is now possible may therefore, we
think, be fairly regarded as “metropolitan”
rather than “local” in character,—a distinction

which, if recognised at Spring-gardens, would
permit of half of the cost (which cannot be

very considerable) being defrayed by the

Metropolitan Board of Works.

From a report published in the Nouvcllcs

Anyiales de la Construction, the total area

of the streets of Paris, measured between the

kerbs, amounted at the end of 1886 to

8,517,109 square metres (91,678,065 square

feet), of which 6,252,000 square metres are laid

in granite, 1,608,100 square metres mac-
adamised, 302,000 square mitres asphalted,

and 355,000 square metres provided with wood
pavement. The cost last year for relaying and
repairs amounted to 11,000,000 fr. (440, 000^.).

To put all the streets of Paris into thorough

order would require about 75,000,000 fr.

(3,000,000?.), of which 15 million.s would have

to be spent in changing macadamised roads

into pavement, and 60 millions in improving

existing pavements. It has not yet been

determined in what way the latter is to be

effected. The bed of concrete under a pave-

ment of stone cubes, which has been tried in

the Rue St. Lazare, has not answered. The noise

caused by the passing traffic has been increased,

whilst the vibration is felt more than ever in the

houses. It has been found, moreover, that the

Yvette sandstone employed, notwithstanding

its great hardness, is being crushed between

the bed of concrete and the wheels of vehicles

as between an anvil and a hammer. The
experimental pavement laid down in the Rue
de Rivoli, in which a layer of sand has been

introduced between tbe bed of concrete and

the stone cubes, in order to ensure a certain

amount of elasticity, has proved more suc-

cessful. Wood pavements appear to give

every ^satisfaction at Paris, and they are now
also to be introduced in the tracks .of tram-

ways.

The
surplus fund derived from the Inter-

national Exhibition of last year at Edin-

burgh has not yet been disposed of. To aid

in the building of a mechanical laboratory in

connexion with the chair of Engineering in

the University, for which a sum of 10,000?. is

needed, Professor Armstrong has advanced a

claim upon that fund. “ No provision,” says

the Professor, “ has been made for supplying

the department with anything in the shape of

a proper equipment for teaching appliances

viewed from the modern standpoint,”—a state

of things which he trusts will be remedied.

I
N the series of “ QEffentliche Vortriige,”

published annually at Basle, and which for

the most part treat of scientific subjects, Dr.
Hugo Blumner, a Zurich professor, has a paper
worth reading on the “Life and Education of

a Greek Artist ” (Lebens und Bildungsgang
eines griechischen Kiinstlers). As he rightly

says, to write the history of any individual

artist would be impossible
; we have no Vasari

for Greek artists
;
but to put together a sort

of mosaic of scattered notices, and thereby
construct for artist life as a whole a sort of

conjectural biography, is a possible and by no
means an unprofitable task. He has brought
together a number of interesting details asto the

status of the artist, his relation to his model, the

relation of master and pupil, students’ fees, the

price of works of art, and the like. It will

surprise many to learn that enthusiasts about
art as the Greeks were, they nevertheless

looked down with a frank contempt on
the artist as a handicraftsman. This rule

of general etiquette was, it is true, honoured
in the breach : Pheidias was tbe friend of

Pericles, and Lysippus the companion of

Alexander : but an artist had to rise to

pre-eminence before he rid himself of the

social slur. The locus classicus on this

point is, of course, Lucian’s account of his own
brief apprenticeship to art in the sculptor’s

studio. Lucian, the most susceptible of art

critics, puts into the mouth of his dream-lady,

Eloquence (a special pleader, it is true), this

description of a statuary’s life :

—“ By turning

statuary you will become nothing but a low
mechanic, living on the work of your hands,

and confining all your hopes and desires to

that alone
;
getting a mean and scanty subsis-

tence in obscurity, poor and dejected, neither

serviceable to your friends nor formidable to

your enemies, neither courted nor envied by
your fellow eitizens ; a low plebeian always,

like the timid hare, in dread of your superiors,

and looking up with adoration to the great and
eloquent above you. Should you even become
a Pheidias or Polycletos, all men will admire

your skill, but not one, whilst they are in their

senses, will wish to change conditions with

you
;

for, after all, you will be considered as

a vulgar mechanic (xttpuivuK), who lives by the

labour of his hands.” Certainly the modern cult

of the craftsman was not in vogue at Athens.

A CORRESPONDENT, writing in reference

to our foot-note to the article on “ Recent

Excavations at the Acropolis ” (page 319, a7ite),

observes that arfipavy) is not correctly trans-

lated a “wreath.” It is not; a “circlet”

would be the more correct expression. But
when our correspondent goes on to defend

the use of “stephane” as an English word,

we are quite impenitent. There is an absurd

tendency in the present day to invent new
systems of nomenclature in art and archoBology

(not to speak of such varieties as Alpine club

slang, with its “ aretes ” and “ schrunds,” &c.) :

South Kensington has a jargon of its own
;

Greek archa-ologists threaten us with another.

There are English words enough to describe

most objects in art, without using bastard

Anglo-Greek.

J
UDGING from the report in UEvxulation,

an architectural contemporary hailing from

Brussels, of an excursion by a party of Belgian

architects to Maestricht, Aix-la-Chapelle, and

Cologne, recently, the architectural confraternity

in that part of the world seem to have a gay and
light-hearted manner of enjoying themselves

and entertaining their confreres. At a dinner

given to the visitors at the “ Dragon d’Or,” at

Cologne, the usual toasts and speeches were

varied by the singing of songs composed for

the occasion. The chorus of one of them

is sufficiently to the point for quotation :

—

" Ob gothisch ob roman,
Man fAagt’s mittrinken an,

Ob Renaissance und Zopf,

Es trinkt ein joder Tropf,

Rococco, N^ogrec,

Das bat ein Jeder weg,

Im Fiitm'schen Stjl, Pariser Styl, ira Misch*
maschstyl, mit Schnickschnack ^del,

—

Bei allem Bruen, das ich nannte.

Da trinkt man stets das anerkannte

Das elegante und pikante,

—

Hooooh
1 La Soci€t4 _Centrale d’Architecture—Hurrah !

"
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ENGLISH AROHiEOLOGISTS IN
BRITTANY.

On the evening of Thursday, the 11th of

August, the day but one following the close of

the Salisbury meeting of the Royal Archaeolo-

gical Institute, a party of the members, joined

by several members of the Wiltshire Archreolo-

gical Society, started from Sonthanipton for

Cherbourg to fulfil an invitation given in the

spring of this year to the members of the

Institute by the Societe Polymathiqne du
Morbilian, asking them to visit their district in

the south of Brittany, which is one of the

richest in the world in prehistoric remains. We
are indebted to a member of the party for the

following account of the visit :

—

The travellers arrived at Cherbourg early on
Friday morning, the 12th iust., after a fine

passage, and by midday reached Contances,

their first stopping-place, where they visited the
cathedral, the churches of St. Nicholas and
St. Pierre, and the public gardens. The present

cathedral is stated to have been commenced in

1206, on the site of an earlier eleventh-century

church, of which no remains are now visible.

Whether this date bo correct or not, the church
is undoubtedly of early thirteenth-century date,

and very nearly coeval with Salisbury Cathe-

dral, which the visitors had seen only a few
days previously. It contrasts with Salisbury by
having a lofty lantern to%ver as an integral part

of the design of the original builders; and the

two churches show how the architects of France
and England worked side by side, each carrying

out the same principles. The cathedral was
readily thrown open to the party, who, by the

kindness of the authorities and of the Mayor
of the town, had an ample opportunity of

inspecting every part of it. The glorious

lantern is too well known to require more than
passing mention

;
but the exquisite foliage

carving to be found in many parts of the
church, but especially in the two lateral porches
so singularly placed at the extreme west
end of the nave, received, as it deserved, atten-

tive study. It has np to the present happily

escaped restoration, and should on no account
be missed by any architectural visitor to

Contances. The demon of restoration, doing
his destructive work all over France, is happily
absent from Contances just now. Some repairs

are being done, chiefly to the north windows of

the nave and to the lantern. A beautiful

chapel on the south side of the choir is in a
sadly neglected condition, bnt probably requires
little more than cleaning and the removal of a

mass of incongruous fnruiture. The other two
churches of Coutances are often overlooked, but
arc both interesting. St. Nicholas, a large

cruciform church, has choir and crossing of

apparently late thirteenth-century work, with
later nave, while St. Pierre, a Flamboyant
church, also cruciform in plan, is surmounted
by an octagonal lantern, Renaissance in style,

the design evidently inspired by that of the
cathedral, and showing bow the architects of

the sixteenth century could apply in their o-wn
style a design used in the cathedral by those of

the thirteenth. In domestic work the city

cannot be called rich, but there arc very many
old honses to be found which have so far
escaped the hand of the restorer.

One of the great beauties of Coutances is its

public garden bequeathed to the town, together
with his house now used as a museum by a
private citizen. After the fatigues of the day
and the previous night, its quiet shade and fine

view were exceedingly grateful to the English
party. The visitors went on in the evening to
Pont Orson, where they spent the night, visiting

next day Mont St. Michel. This noble pile of
buildings has now been taken over as a national
monument by the French Government, who,
although they allow no religious service within
the walls, are busily engaged in putting the
church and monastery through a process of
restoration. The spirit in which this is carried
out may be judged from the fact that after
thoroughly scraping the First Pointed carving of
the cloister, which was, perhaps, in beauty,
second to no Gothic carving in the world,
making all the shafts “ as good as new,” the
ambulatory has been covered with a high-
pitched roof of black glazed tiles having a
broad band of brightly-glazed tiles coloured
orange and bine carried horizontally half-way
np the roof completely round the four sides of
the square. The church is now in hand for com-
plete restoration,—by no means the first time
it has gone through the process, and it is much

to be feared that in a few months hardly a
stone of the fine Norman nave and transepts,

which, if correctly dated 1020, are among the
earliest known specimens of Norman work left

us, will be seen in its original condition. The
dormitory, which is placed in an unusual position
on the east side of the cloister, and on the same
level, is next to be taken in hand, after which
the turns of the Salle des Chevaliers and the
Salle des Moines will, no doubt, come. All who
wish to see the Mount before this destructive
process is carried ont should lose no time in

visiting it.

Pont Orson, where the travellers first saw
Brittany, is generally overlooked by visitors to
Mont Sb. Michel, who pass throngh it without
stopping

;
but there is a good deal to be found

there of interest to architect and archaeologist.

The church has a Norman nave, with central
tower, chancel, and transepts of later date.
The sculpture of the Norman south door of the
nave is very remarkable. The tympanum is

plain, but in the middle of it is sculptured in

low relief the figure of a man standing appa-
rently with his hands on each side of his waist,
while a bird, nearly as tall as the man, standing
erect, with the end of his tail in the ground,
and his two feet on the man’s right hip, is peck-
ing at his neck with his beak. The members
were much pozzled by these figures, and would
be glad if any of our readers could give an
explanation of their meaning. In the north
transept chapel is a sculptured reredos of
Renaissance work, representing scenes from
the life of Our Lord in very high relief. It is

much mutilated, and the kneeling figures of the
donor and his wife in the lowest panel to the
right of the spectator are almost broken away,
but enough of them remains to identify tlieir

dress. Another large panel, worked probably
by the same hand, is now at the side of the
chapel under the window. These sculptures
are stated to have been all removed from a
destroyed chapel of a lapsed guild. The guild
is said to have been founded in the thirteenth
century. The church is almost paved with
grave slabs of a very peculiar character. They
are lettered with very large letters in relief,

moat of them having nearly the form of Lom-
bardic lettering. These stones are mostly
dated between 1600 and 1700, and go to show
that the little village was a place of some im-
portance during that century, a surmise borne
out by the houses still standing. There are
several good old houses left, especially an old
blacksmith’s forge in the main street. It may
possibly be of sixteenth-century date, and is

almost unaltered, with shingle roof and thick
oak posts, by which generation after generation
of horses have stood to be shod.
On their return from Mont St. Michel, the

archaeological party left for Rennes, arriving
there rather late on Saturday evening. Although
great part of Rennes presents no objects of
interest beyond those found in ordinary French
towns, and is in consequence often avoided by
architectural travellers, there is in the old parts
of the town, which escaped the fire of 1720, a
great deal of Domestic work left, dating from the
fifteenth century downwards,—much mutilated,
no doubt, but happily unrestored. This is chiefly

to be found in the neighbourhood of the cathe-
dral. The Rue St. Yves is almost entirely com-
posed of old houses, and there is one especially

fine example of a late fifteenth-century house
a few doors up a small street turning ont of the
Rue de la Monnaye. Up a court, immediately
opposite the west door of the cathedral, much
coucoaled by houses, is one of the old city gates,

in very fair preservation.

The cathedral is entirely modern, having
been finished as late as ISi?, but it contains
some good modern wall-paintings in the choir.

The other churches have little calling for
remark. There is a good Late Flamboyant
chnrch, now desecrated, near the Quay and the
Rue St. Yves.
The Museum was visited by the travellers,

the custodian having been informed of their
intention by the President of the Rennes
Archajological Society. It contains a fair

collection of stone implements, but not much
of local interest. There are some new cases
filled with flint fiakes, <tc., from the neighbour-
hood of Dal, with a notice that the best speci-
mens are withdrawn for further examination.
We could not learn any particalai's about these
finds, but they may turn out to be of great
archaeological value. We uuderstand that it is

intended to publish full information shortly.

A great part of the afternoon was spetit in the

Public Garden, ene of the great beauties of
Rennes, and on Monday morning the party
started for Vannes by the first train.

They arrived at Vannes about midday, and
were met at the station by Admiral Tremlett,
an old and ranch-esteemed member of the
Institute, under whose guidance the various
places in South Brittany were visited. After
seeing part of the town the party was received
by the Count de Limur at his mansion, and
there shown the splendid collection of minerals,
brought together entirely by himself. He
especially called the attention of the visitors to

specimens of jadeite from a vein he discovered
some years ago at Roquedas, a few miles from
Vannes, and which bears a remarkable similarity
to that of New Caledonia. Ho also pointed
out some specimens of stalactites formed of
oxide of iron, almost pare, from caves in

Finisterre, near the Pointe du Raz.
Later in the afternoon the archmologiats

visited the museum of the Societd Polymathique,
and were there met by Dr. De Closmadeuc and
other members of the society

;
but many others

were prevented from attending by the fact that
the 15th of August was the date of a religious

fdte, the Assumption of the Virgin, very strictly

observed in Brittany. On their way to the
museum the English met one of the church pro-
cessions (consisting chiefly of children) which are
so often seen here. Dr. De Closmadeuc, who was
himself present at the finding of many of the
treasures in the museum, devoted much of his

time to going through it and explaining the
exhibits. Here are preserved the polished
stone axes, ifec., found in the Mont St. Michel,
Carnac, the Butte de Tumiac, and in most of the
more important dolmens and eveavations made
in the Morbihan district

;
and no museum in

Europe is richer than that of Vannes in its own
class of neolithic implements.
On Tuesday morning, August 16th, the party

started in carriages for the peninsula of Rhys,
which forms the southern shore of the Morbihan
Sea, shutting it ont from the Bay of Biscay.
This peninsula is generally low and flat, but
enjoys a very mild climate. It is about the
moat northerly part of Franco in which vines
are cultivated, vineyards being entirely want-
ing at Vannes, Anray, and the other places
visited by the tourists. There are large salt-

ponds on the flat shores, the manufacture of
salt from sea water and the breeding of oysters
being about the only local industry except
agriculture. After a drive of some ten miles
the carriages stopped at the Castle of Sucinio,
a well-preserved ruin, built by the Dnkes of

Brittany originally in 1250, but almost or
entirely rebuilt in 1420. The moat is very well
preserved

;
it is now dry, but holds some water

in winter and probably in ordinary summers.
Of the seven towers six remain with their
curtain walls very perfect and still crowned by
machicolations, but the battlements are en-
tirely lost. In plan the castle was an irregular

pentagon, the east face consisting of the gate
and gate towers, two angle towers, one of

which contained the well, and a tower in which
was the chapel, between the gate and the well
tower. The window of the chapel and the
springers of the vault are well preserved,
and the well and well - chamber are almost
perfect.

Leaving Sucinio for Sarzeau, the road runs
for some distance parallel to a very high,
ancient wall, apparently the boundary of a
chase or park belonging to the owners of the
castle. In this wall long strings of stones are
occasionally found, set herring-bone wise, but
this is not at all uncommon in Mediseval build-

ings in this neighbourhood.
At Sarzeau, where the halt for lunch was

made, there is little of interest except a few
old houses and farm buildings in the village,

and a good Renaissance chfiteau a little way
out of it. It was the birthplace of Le Sage,
author of “ Gil Bias,” and the house in which
he was born is still pointed out, but the part
now visible can hardly have been built in his

day.

The next place visited was St. Gildas, situated
close to the open sea, on the southern side of
the peninsula, and frequented in summer for

sea bathing. This was the site of a very
ancient monastery, said to have been founded
by St. Gildas, in the sixth century, but more
famous from having been once under the rule

of Abelard. The transepts and eastern limb
of the twelfth-century church, in the Roman-
esque style of the Loire and AngouUme, still

remains, but the arches forming the chevat
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I have just been taken down and rebuilt, and the

I whole church is undergoing restoration. It is

'HOW usod as tho parish church. Somo very

I curious capitals, supposed to be those of the

'nave arcades destroyed in the last century, are
'

still in the floor,—two, one on each side of the

door, being used ns holy water basins.
' The convent buildings arc all moderi], and
aro occupied by a few Religeuses who take in

boarders during the bathing season, but these

are expected to conform to rather strict rules.

From St. Gildaa the party returned to

Vannes by road, passing at a distance tho

Butte do Tumiac, ono of the finest tumuli

known, and ono which some years ago richly

rewarded the explorations of tho Societe Poly-

mathiquo. The chamber then discovered in it

is now inaccessible, being filled up with detritus

from tho mound above.

THE RELICS IN PICCADILLY.

SoMB alleged sixteenth-century relics have
been discovered in Piccadilly. They comprise,

we read, a mass of parchment MSS., sporting

gnus, bronze armour, and a red granite tomb
or sarcophagus. These articles were found in

a series of arches at a depth of from 10 ft. to

17 ft. below the surface, in the course of ex-

cavations that are being made for the new
premises of the Junior Travellers’ Club, Nos.

90-7, at the south-western corner of White
Horse-street, by tho Badminton Club. Bearing
in mind tho history of this portion of tho high-

way,— until comparatively recent times a
country road,—it would seem that the things

found can boast of but little antiquity. For,

according to a copy plan, penes ivos, of the

Lord Berkeley’s Estate, as surveyed in 1670, the

modern White Horse-street stands in what was
then known as tho Stone Bridge Fields. These
fields, being a plot of 9 acres, triangular in

shape, woro divided by the Aye Brooke, or

Tyburn, from tho Shoulder of Mutton Field

(nearly 4 acres) and the Great Brooke Field

(13 acres). The Tyburn hero ran south-west-

wards, in its course from the Penneless Bank,
at Hay Hill Farm, to the hollow eastwards of the
Brooke Shott, where, at the ancient Cow ford,

it crossed the highway to Bath, Exeter, and
Western England. This hollow, latterly known
as Stonebridge Close, is still plainly discernible

both in Piccadilly and the Green, formerly the
Upper, Park. It often lay quite under water, and
at times even the bridge failed to render the road
passable, as for instance, when in March, 1692,
Sir Robert Atkyns, Speaker, was prevented by
the flood from attending an urgent meeting of

the Commons. A contemporary account of

Wyatt’s rebellion describes the posting of

cannon upon the eminence at Brooke Shott
(where the Parliament afterwards planted a
fort or redoubt, in 1043), and tho placing of

troops of horse along “the road [Piccadilly],

above the new bridge over against St.

James’s.’’ “ Berkely Fields,’’ again, arc set out
in a plan of the Grosvenor Estate, as surveyed
for building improvements, in 1723. The
Brooke Shott, famous for its ice-houses and
duels, was subsequently taken in for the
plantation, or Wilderness, attached to the
Ranger’s Lodge, which R. Adam built in 1768.

We find by a State Paper that in 160G-7
had been built the wall which, until abont
forty years ago, bounded the Green Park
along its Piccadilly side. From various other

maps and plans it clearly appears that until 150
years ago, at most, the northern side of Picca-

dilly, in this portion of the thoroughfare now
so-called, was not occupied, save by some
masons’ yards, a few small tenements here and
there, and one or two inns. Amongst these inns

were the Hercules’ Pillars, familiar to readers

of “ Tom Jones,” and the Greyhound (its site

bought by the Earl of Coventry in 1764, for

10,000 guineas), the Half-Moon, and the White
Horse. The signs of the last two named are

preserved in existing thoroughfares. The
White Horse inn, its yard and paddock reaching

at the back to Shepherd’s, or, rather, Shep-

pard’s Market, was standing as late as 1752,

according to Mr. H. B. Wheatley’s “Round Abont
Piccadilly.” But the inn is unmistakably cited

in Baldwin's “ New Complete Guide for 1774-5.”

In John Lockie’s “ Topography of London,
1810,” White Hoi’se-street, Piccadilly, appears.

Meanwhile the building of Piccadilly, as we now
know it, had gradnally extended westwards.

In 1710 Bolton-street was the most westernly

street in this quarter of the town. Bath House

at its corner (west) was built for William
PoUeney (Lcid Bath), but has been rebuilt by
Alexander Baring, elevated Lord Ashburton,*
lOtb April, 1835. Tho next turning is Clarges-

street (1717-8). Just beyond, on the site of

Carter’s statuary works, stood Hertford House,
once the Pulteney Hotel, which, having been
originally built for tho Earl of Barrymore
by Novosiolski and added to by Smirko,
was re-erected, mainly with the existing stones,

in 1851. The next is what is mentioned
in the “New Complete Guide,” wf supra, as

Half-Moon-sfcreet, Hyde Park-road. Then
comes White Horse-street. Wo may add that
next east of Carter’s statuary works, “ near to

the Queen’s Jlead House, in Hyde Park-road,”

was the workshop of John Van Nost, a maker
of leaden figures, who came to England with
King William III.

THE ANNUAL REPORT OF THE LOCAL
GOVERNMENT BOARD.

The Sixteenth Annual Report of the Local

Government Board, 1836-87, just issued,* is

dated “June, 1887,” so that, considering its

bulk (including appendices it consists of up-

wards of 600 pages), it has made its appear-

ance within what,—for a Government publica-

tion,—must be regarded as a fairly reasonable

interval. The Report itself, signed by the

President of the Board, the Right Hon. C. T.

Ritchie, occupies 172 pages, and is divided into

three parts, viz.,—I., Relief of the Poor and

the Poor Rate; II., Local Government and

the Public Health ;
III., Local Taxation and

Valuation. It is with tho second section that

we and our readers are most directly concerned,

from asanitary point of view j but it is impossible

to read tliroogh the Report without seeing that

all three of the subjects enumerated are more
closely affected by each other than is always

remembered.
With regard to Poor Law Relief, it appears

that on the Ist of January last the total number
of paupers of all classes in England and Wales

in receipt of relief was 822,215, of whom 201,598

were indoor and 620,517 out-door paupers. As
compared with the returns of the Ist of January,

1886, these figures show a net increase of 9,201,

or I’l per cent, on the total number of paupers.

On the other hand, it is satisfactory (bearing in

mind the continuous increase in the amount
expended on the relief of the poor during the

ten preceding years) to find from the returns

that the cost of the relief of the poor during

tho year ending Lady Day, 1886 (8,296,2301.)

was 195,3701. less than in the preceding year.

This expenditure represented an average charge

of 6s. Oi^d. per head on tlie estimated

population, being 2td. per head less than in the

preceding year, and an average rate of Is. lid.

in the pound on the rateable value of tho pro-

perty liable to contribute to the Poor-rate. The

Report chronicles a fair amount of work in the

shape of the erection of new bnildinga for poor-

law administration, and enumerates several

important new works of the kind which need

to be taken in hand as soon as possible.

Appendix B contains the reports of the several

Poor-Law Inspectors. We notice that Mr. R.

Hedley, the Inspector for the district com-

prising the Metropolis, confirms what was our

view at the time of the “Mansion House

Fund." He says he believes that the Man-

sion House Fund, which was hastily collected

and hastily distributed in the early part of the

year under review, “has had its effect in

increasing the number of persons chargeable to

the poor-rates,”—mainly, wo suppose (though

we do not notice that Mr. Hedley says so),

because the existence of a big fund to be doled

away attracted from the country large numbers

of helpless or shiftless people who would not

otherwise have come to London, but who, now

they are hero, are some of them a burden

upon the rates, while others are in the over-

glutted labour market. It is not surprising,

therefore, to find Mr. Hedley coming to the con-

clusion that a farther increase of pauperism m
the metropolis may be looked for, “ unless m
the near future we are favoured by a great m-

creaso in commercial activity.” Although Mr.

Hedley doubts the very exceptional character

of the distress of the year 1886 in the metro-

polis, he says,

—

•' I believe that the building trade in London was during

the year perhaps more depressed than any other. I have

been told that there are many ofSces and warehouses in

the City and central parts of the metropolis which are
unnccupied, and 1 know that in some unions there are

hundreds, aye thousands, of empty houses.*
The liuild'ing trade of London must always he large, for

purpo‘eB of renewal only, but it is di/lhiult to wish for ft

revival of activity in the covering of sere upon acre and
(ield after hold of the ontskirts of Lonflon with row upon
row of brick dwelling-houses

;
and I could gladly learn

that many of those who have hitherto been engaged in

work of tDat kind had been absorbed into other brauches of

industry.”

These words aro full of suggestiveness, and,

in BO far as they are directed towanls the

stopping of “jerry” building, wo quite sympa-
thise with them, though obvioasly it would
11 become us to deprecate tho growth of the

legitimate building industries of tho metro-
polis.

Turning now to the second section of the

Report, viz., th.at dealing with “ Local Govern-

mont and Public Health,” we find that

since the constitution of the Local Govern-
ment Board on its present basis in August,

1871, it has sanctioned the bori-owing, by

Urban and Rural Sanitary Authorities, of

amounts reaching a gross total of 30,722,0671.

By far the greater proportion of these loans

has been sanctioned for the purpose of sani-

tary improvements in Urban Districts, to be

executed under the provisions of the Sanitary

Acts, the Public Health Act, 1875, and Local

Acts and Provisional Orders. The remainder

has been sanctioned principally for the exe-

cution of sanitary improvements in Rural

Districts, or for improvement schemes in

Urban Districts under tho Artisans’ and

Labourers’ Dwellings Improvement Act,

1875. Of the amount mentioned, thirty-one

millions and a quarter have been sanctioned

as expenditure for sanitary purposes in urban

districts, 2,378,3311. for similar works in rural

districts, and 2,21-3,3531. for expenditure under

tho Artisans’ and Labourers’ Dwellings Act.

In addition, the Board has since its constitution

sanctioned loans to joint boards to the amount

of 950,2841. These loans are in respect of

systems of sewerage and sewage disposal, or

for the provision of hospitals. With regard to

the appointment and salaries of sanitary

officers, we are glad to notice the following

passages in the Report,

—

” In some of the esses in which wo received applications

for sanctions to appointments under our Rcgulalions, with

a view to the repayment of a moiety of the salanos of the

officers out of the Parliamentary Grant, the arrangeinents

proposed did not appear to us to be satisfactory, and we
deemed it necessary to withhold our assent.

We have in previons Reports, referred to the in-

adequacy of the salaries frequently proposed by Sanitary

Authorities, and during the past year we received numerous

proposals, when an office becamo vacant, to reduce the

salary previously assigned to it. In many cases, however,

the e’xisliog salaries did not appear to ns to be more than

adequate to secure the efficient discharge of the duties,

and we therefore felt compelled to withhold our assent.

We are fully sensible of the reasons urged by many

Authorities for endeavouring to reduce local expenclitu'e,

and are desirous of co-operating with them in this direc-

tion whenever such reduction may be effected without

impairing the efficiency of local administration. There

are however, other considerations to which we cannot hut

attwh great weight, especially in those cases ‘o

oiety of the salary of the officer is repaid ont of th.

• London: Printed for Her Majesty’s Stationery Office
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Parliamentary Grant, for the proper distribution of which

' Th7o”fect”oMhe Grant is not only to relieve the local

rates by means of a subvention from ImpPT»»l Revenue,

but also to secure the appointment of efiicient officers by

aiding the local Autboniiea to pay such

afford an adequate remuneration for the proper discharge

of the duties which devolve upon tho officers.

It appoars that during the year ended on the

Slst of March last, the sum of 71,9531. was dts-

tributed out of this grant in aid of tho payment

of salaries of Medical Officers of Health and

Inspectors of Nnisances.

During the year the Engineering Inspectors

of the Board held local inquiries in respect of

451 applications by Sanitary and other Autho-

rities for sanction to borrow money for public

works. We are glad to learn that the special

Survey of Sanitary Districts which was men-

tioned in the Board’s last Report as being m
prooress, in view of the possible introduction

of cholera into this country, was contmuecl

during the year on the same lines as m 1885,

with the result that upwards of 550 ^listricts

have now been visited, and the respective Autho-

rities have since been communicated with as to

the most pressing sanitary needs which the

survey brought to light.

With regard to the third section ot the

Report “ Local Taxation and Valuation,’ it

appears that the aggregate receipts of the

Local Authorities during the financial year

1884 - 85, excluding loans, amounted to

43 849,181L The total amount of loans out-

• We Bte afraid that this state of things still obtains.
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standing at tlie end of the same period was
173,207,9681., as compared with 92,820,100L

at the end of the year 1874-5,—an increase of

eighty millions in ten years.

The appendices to the Report contain a great
mass of detail as to the work of the Board and
its officers, including the report on the Metropo-
litan Water Supply for the year 188G by Major-
General A. de C. Scott, the Water Examiner, ap-

pointed under the Metropolis Water Act, 1871,

in succession to the late Sir Francis Bolton.
From this report we notice that “ constant
supply” has been greatly extended over the
systems of nearly all the companies providing
the metropolis with water.

REFUSE DESTRUCTORS AND TIIETR

RESULTS UP TO THE PRESENT TIME.

This was the subject of a paper read by
Mr. C. Jones, Assoc. Inst. C.E., Ealing, at the
^•eoent annual meeting of the Association of

Municipal and Sanitary Engineers, and the
discussion of which was postponed to the
district meeting held at West Bromwich on
Saturday last. We quote some passages from
the paper :

—

It must bo taken as an acknowledged fact

that there is some difficulty in constructing a
suitable furnace for burning refuse, and there

is little doubt that the experience of many
years gained by “Fryer’s Destructor” has done
immense service, if not actually made this

particular system a success. Turning to the
several inventions brought out, it would appear
at first sight that the object sought to be carried

out was simple and easily to be performed
;
but

after trials sometimes extending over two or
three years, and with different kinds of refuse
at different towns, they have nearly all been at

last abandoned. All these trials tended to
show that we must move with the greatest
caution in adopting any particular process.

Furnaces of the ordinary typo were used in

London districts and in Northern towns over
thirty years ago, but most of these wore built
either by contractors or those who did not con-
sider,—in a scientific way, at any rate,—the
action of heat, and how to utilise the small com-
bustible portion contained in refuse to bum up
the larger quantity of less combustible material.
The shape and general construction of the fire-

brick arches were wrong, tlie arrangements for
feeding were bad, and the flues and passages
for gases were designed more by guesswork
than calculation. It is, therefore, no wonder
that these proved to be only feeble attempts to
introduce the principle of fire. It was found
necessary to burn coal or other fuel in these
furnaces in order to dispose of the refuse as
collected, and they were ultimately used only
for burning paper, straw, hampers and baskets,
and other light materials, and several are used
for that purpose at the present moment. One
of these furnaces was built by the Corporation
of Manchester about 1873, and many altera-
tions were made from time to time. After
three or four years’ experiments, about the
year 1876, Mr. Fryer, of Nottingham, appears
to have come upon the scene of action and
arranged with the Corporation for a trial of
his furnace, which he named the “Destructor.”
This trial turned out sufficiently successful to
induce the authorities to have another erected,
and in a very short period they had no loss than
three largo destructors built upon Fryer’s
patent.

The Birmingham Corporation followed next;
then came Leeds and Bradford. These de-
structors have been seen by most of the
members of this Association, and called forth
a very able paper from our late esteemed friend
Mr. Moraut. About this date Messrs. Pearse
& Lupton, of Bradford, invented a furnace for
dealing with town refuse, and the Corporation
(of which Mr. Pearse was then a member)
allowed them 50i. for a six months’ trial of
their invention. These furnaces consisted of
fire-brick arches, feeding hoppers, and regulating
dampers, with perforated fire-brick walls at the
back of each cell. The inventor claimed
many advantages, and especially mentioned
the perforated wall for dealing with offensive
gases.

The trial appears to have been conducted
upon fair lines. The Sanitary Committee
instructed one of its officials to remain with
them and note the quantity of work done, the
wear and tear of cells, and the amount of smoke
and smell given off; and the inventors were

allowed to engage their own men and work the
apparatus in any way they thought proper.
Although several improvements were made, and
a fair amount of refuse burned, they abandoned
the trial.

The next invention was that of Pickard, who
had been employed by the Leeds Corporation
as foreman at the Destructor works ; he called
bis refuse destructor the “ Gourmand,” and it

consisted of a large fire arch with two sets of
furnace bars and two furnace months to one
cell. Although there was nothing to favour
this form of cell, there was certainly one part
of his invention which is of the highest import-
ance, and that is the flues and second fires

;
he

conducted his gases from the cells down an
horizontal flue and erected two ordinary fire-

places in this flue with the fires crossing it, or
the fire-bars at right angles to the flue. If
he had built his furnace carefully, and made
continuous practical trials, he would probably
have adopted several other features contained
in the “ Fume Cremator,” and thus have
solved that part of the problem in advance of

the author.

Immediately afterwards Healey brought out
his refuse furnace, and the author found that
Mr. Healey was engaged as assistant to Mr.
Bryan when at Blackburn, and the erection of

a“Fryer”was carried out at the time. An
agreement was made with the makers, and a
furnace called Fryer’s and Healey’s destructor
was erected at Bradford. The arches and fur-

naces were like Fryer’s, and following in the
steps of the two previous inventors it was
attempted to purify the gases. The main arch
was constructed hollow over the top ; the
gases were made to pass at the back of each
cell down the sides and over the arches, and
the high temperature of the arches and floes

was to have destroyed the offensive gases.
This, however, did not take place, and although
this destructor has been altered and experi-
mented upon at great expense, no advantages
have hitherto been obtained.
Then followed Thwaite, with a boiler and

refuse furnace combined. It consisted of a
vertical boiler with a hopper in the centre at
the usual place for the chimney, and the boat
of the boiling water and hot gases were said to
prepare the refuse for combustion.
Then came Young, of Glasgow, with his

refuse furnace, consisting of an ordinary fur-

nace with closed ashpits. Air is blown into

this ashpit by a powerful fan, and combustion
thus facilitated. The refuse burnt is composed
of paper, straw, and light materials, and is

readily consumed, whilst the cinders are picked
out and burnt under an ordinary boiler. The
author believes that Mr. newson,of Leeds, made
the blowing of air under the ashpits a prin-
cipal part of his patents taken out last year.
The next to enter the field was Mr. Wilkin-

son, of Birmingham; he bad considerable ex-
perience with two kinds of furnaces, viz.,

Fryer’s destructors and Fryer’s carboniser, and
it was thought his inventions would contain
some advantages over those already used by
bis Corporation. They consisted of cells with
fire-brick arches and flat fire-bars, with large
double furnace mouths and a perforated wall at
the back of each cell, similar to that invented
by Pearse and Lupton, and Mr. Wilkinson spoke
so high of their use that the Corporation of
Blackpool were induced to erect one about two
years ago. These furnaces have been found to
cost a great deal for repairs, and will probably
be abandoned and replaced by Fryer’s this year.
The next inventor was Barton, who con-

structed a long single furnace with two fires,

and the refuse was dragged through by a long
endless chain, which was moved at intervals
by a windlass as the refuse became consumed.
It is evident that no great heat could be gene-
rated, or the chain would be burnt and the pro-
cess stopped.
Then followed Stafford and Pearson, of

Burnley, with the “ Beehive,” which is so
familiar to our members that it is unnecesaary
to describe its construction.

lu the valuable digest prepared by Mr.
Clavey, of Burton-upon-Trent, for bis Board
in 1886, ondsr the head of Burnley, where the
“ Beehive ” was born, in answer to the query
as to whether “the destructor gives satisfac-
tiou,” the reply is, “ It gives every satisfac-
tion ”

; but on turning to Leicester, where it

was in the hands of one of our most experienced
officers, I find the reply to the same question as
follows, that “ the Beehive did not give satis-

faction, and had been demolished.”
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At Bradford, “the Beehive was abandoned
within three months of its erection, on account
of the excessive cost of working it.”

Details are given in a tabulated statement
supplied by Mr. Gordon as to the experiments
carried out at Leicester with the Beehive,
which did not give satisfaction. Turning to
Richmond, where, in answer to similar ques-
tions, the reply is, “ They had two Beehive
destructors, which did not give satisfaction, and
were closed on account of several law actions.”

The author took the trouble to visit the Bee-
hive destructor at Burnley, thinking that he
might be induced to have it at Ealing, and the
answers just given justified the opinion he then
formed. A few weeks subsequently to the
opening of the Beehive at Richmond, the
author was invited by tbo Vestry, who sought
his advice in conjunction with Dr. Tidy, in con-
nexion with a law action. The Vestry found
that the best remedy was to close them.
The manufacturer of the Beehive subsequently

invented the “ Nelson.” The author has no
personal knowledge of this apparatus, but one
was erected in the town of Nelson as a private

speculation, and like the others referred to ap-

pears to have found no great favour.

Another apparatus was invented by Hardie,
of Burnley, and consists of the old saddle
boiler with an inclined furnace underneath, and
he proposed to do away with chimneys by
adopting the air-blowing principle, somewhat
like Young & Co., Glasgow.
Mr. Jacob, Borough Engineer of Salford,

designed a furnace for bnrning sewage sludge,

also town refuse
;
but from what I can gather,

the Corporation, after investigation, decided to

erect a “Fryer” in preference. Its construc-

tion was upon the limekiln model, and is

illustrated in a late volume of the “Proceedings
of the Institution of Civil Engineers.”

Next on the list is Ogden, of Burnley, with a
refuse furnace constructed with two fires and
a boiler over the top : he claims several ad-

vantages over all others; first, the burning of

offensive gases by passing them through a coke
fire, and also the carbonising of refuse and
retaining its fertilising properties.

Finally, we have Horsfall, of Leeds, with an
ordinary furnace with closed ashpit and the
combustion maintained by a combination of

steam and air being blown in under the fire-

bars. This principle was tried in Manchester
in 1876, in Warrington in 1880, and has been in

use at Rochdale since 1881, under boiler fur-

naces that are burning screened refuse. There
have been numerous other refuse furnaces in-

vented, but as they have not been placed
before the public, there is no need to name
them.
Having enumerated, so far as has been ascer-

tained, all the various destructors brought before

the public, it is found that at the present time
there are probably not more than about thirty

of every description in use in England, varying
in size from two to twelve cells, and the various
models actually in use, so far as can be gathered,

consist of Fryer’s, Healey’s, the Beehive, the
Nelson, and the one at Birmingham known as
the “ Wilkinson.” Consequently the subject

appears at first sight to be one of great

simplicity, but a few minutes’ consideration

will convince every one present who has had to

deal with the difficulties that gather around
this matter, that it is no easy thing to reduce
into ordinary space the many questions that of

necessity arise. Those who are engaged in the
larger towns of England, such as Manchester,
Birmingham, Leeds, and London, are fully

alive to the immense difficulties which have to

be coped with in settling what may be called

the dustbin nuisance. Whilst our towns and
the suburban parts of our district were con-
tent, and shoots were without difficulty pro-

vided, whilst sanitary science bad not yet dis-

tended its nostrils to gather up every whiff

borne upon every wind that tells its tale of what
ought not to be, and whilst thousands of tons

of refuse garbage were transported from our

neighbourhoods and dealt with as circumstances
might dictate or necessity require, in somebody
else’s neighbourhood, it was well; but that

time has for ever passed away, and the

absolute necessity of dealing with this growing
difficulty has come home in a very painful

manner to most of our local authorities,

whether they be coustituted under the powers
of the Public Health Act, or the Metropolis

Management Act of London.
It is during the last ten or fifteen years these

difficulties have principally cropped up ; and
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jipon Tefferring to data supplied by Mr. Santo

llrimp, i« whicb be includos somo twenty-five

ijowns (omitting Manchester and Birmingham,

i'fhich were of still earlier date), it appears

hat among the early destructors erected was
he one built in Leeds in 1877. The next

iln date are another at Leeds in 1879, and
jjithors in Heokmondwike and Warrington in

ihe same year. Then follow Blackburn, Brad-

Jord, and Bury in 1881 ; Boltou, Hull, Netting-

.iiarn, and Salford in 1882 ;
Ealing 1883

;
New-

iiiastle, Preston, and Whitechapel in 1886; and
believe that Bonrnemoutb, Batley, Longton,

^ tnd Battersea, with other towns, are now erect-

'ng or are upon tho point of erecting de-

)itructor8.

It was at one of the meetings of the Asso-

Jiiation at Leeds, under the presidency of the

ate Mr. Morant, that the author first saw
E fryer’s destructor, and the difficulty oxpe-

) ienced at Ealing, not only with the house

jefuso, but with tho sewage sludge, led the

oi.utbor’fco look for a remedy in tho apparatus

ilhere seen at work. Very shortly his Board

! et him have the destructor, and a 2 coll

dlestmctor was built. The author then en-

deavoured to settle the sludge question, and
' san only repeat what has been said again and
; kgain, that he found the destructor absolutely

Pertain in its work, and saw that be had

jiecured a most valuable appliance, and one

Dy means of which he ooaW without difficulty

I 'id himself of a most unendurable nuisance and,

[iotfU'cuftl expense. It was soon found that a

j'-cell destructor was not sufficient for the

Jmthor’s purpose, and consequently the next

Gleason two more colls were erected, and at the

t

jresent moment the destructor at Ealing is

tealing with the sewage sludge of a population
l.)f 19,000 and tho house refuse of 22,000. The

i

idoption of this mode of dealing with sewage
iludge has produced a groat deal of discussion

mi not a little difference of opinion. This

lottor ffoaMLrk referg morepartioularly to the

Ikletropdlitan Board of Works, hfiying

I

ieard sometfciDg of what the author was doing,
ried some experiments for themselves, and,
ittemptlng to burn their sludge in a Hoffmau
din, signally failed, and Mr. Dibdin states that

t was the cause of offensive effluvia and could

lot be carried out without a nuisance. The
lubhor cannot help expressing surprise that tho

kletropolitan Board of Works, with all their

'esouroes of wealth and engineering skill,

ihould not have carried out their experiments

n all integrity end with the best appliances

bat could bo bad. The dealing with the metro-

jjolitan sewage was a question o< multiplication

’)f power, and the author is Bbill of opinion

bhat the gigantic sludge barges now being built

fvill have to give way to a more scientific mode
)f dealing with tho difficulty than that of

^rrj-ing the sludge out to sea and there pre-
jipitating it for the benefit of the finny denizens
)f the deep or to be encountered by unfortunate
passenger vessels.

During the years tho author has been burn-
ng sludge at Ealing he has nev'er used a press,

aor has he used any other fuel in the destructor
ban that supplied by tho house refuse. A very
:ew days after the sludge has been pumped on
;o the ash beds, all tho draining and drying
lecessary has taken place, and the material
mrns readily. In corroboration I may quote
in extract from Dr. Tidy’s lecture at the Society
)f Arts, April 1-ith, 1886 :

—

“To my tuiod, the destructor has reached its highest
itate of perfection at Ealing, from the great thought
.hat Mr. Jones, the Surveyor at Ealing, has given to it.

ffis sludge there is mixed with house refuse, and burnt.
Ur. Jones's view is that evny loicn producen tiiffieient

iouie refute to burn the sludpe. One has to notice the
lifferences of destructors. I have seen a good many
njBolf, and I shonld say the dilferences are mainly two

;

Irst, a certain escape of offensive vapours from the shaft,
md I think those offensive vapours are mainly due to
Mrtial burning,— the destructive uistillaiion, as a matter
)f fact, of themstetials, instead of their complete destrnc-
•ion; secondly, the escape of line sand and such like from
;he shaft at certain stages of the operation, 1 have seen
hose two nuisances very well marked, and I bad occas'on
0 advise on them on moro than one occasion. I cannot
lelp thinking myself that in Jones’s destructor, where he
>1*068 a muffle furnace or ‘fume destroyer,’ as ho calls
t, between the furnace and the main shaft, he has, in a
froat measure, met those two difficulties,"

The author would call attention to on© of the
Imost valuable papers which has appeared in

ihe scientific world upon this question, viz., the
feport made by tho well-known scientist, Dr.

William Odling, at the request of the Bradford
Authority, who had both Fryer’s and Healey’s
Jestructors at work. Those who have gone into

ibis question closely know that one of the

difficulties to be contended with is one springing
from the sensitiveness which is felt by the
authorities of almost every town when the
question of smell is introduced ; although no
one can, for a moment, expect to go into

sewage works or the dustyard of any im-
portant town and find it smelling sweet as
lavender. There does seem to be a very strong
feeling that it is an impossibility to pat up a
destructor without creating an intolerable stink,

and there has been admittedly somo slight

ground for the statement. Those who were in

the committee-room of the House upon the
Kensington Vestry Bill will remember the

awful and heartrending acconnts by some of the
opponents of the scheme as they detailed the

horrors that would arise in the erection of a
destructor. This apparently happened at Brad-
ford, and so Dr. Odling was called in to decide

tho qaestion. The following are bis conclu-

sions :

—

“1. The furnaces should be of the same general form
and dimensious as those at present in use. They should
not, however, be built ia double blocks back to back, but
in single blocks, so as to be readily accessible both at back
and front.

2. The drying up of the fresh refuss In the furnaces,
before ita aclually taking fire, should be better provided
for, apd the moist vapour given off by the drying, instead
of being allowed to escape at once into the main ffue,

should be caused to pass over and through the mass of

actively burning refuse. This would effect several desirable

objects. The incipient burning of the refuse would, in
the first place, be leas and less objectionable in proportion
to the dryness of this refuse. Secondly, any possible
ollenoe fronj the discharge of the vapours given off in the

mere drying would bo provided for. Lastly, the passage
of the watery vapour or eteam given off in the drying,

through the actively burning portion of the refuse, would
tend to make this portion burn with a flame, a very

desirable result as an aid to the destruction of the

empyreumatic vapours given off in the stage of incipient

burning. At present, the foreman in charge oecasionaliy

delivers, with some such view, a jet of water on to the

actively burning refuse, but the oontinuous passage

through this burning refuse of the watery vapour given

off in the drying of the fresh refuse would be far more
effioacifus.

3. The opening into the flues leading from the furnace
to the main flue should be so situated and arranged that
the smoke and vapour given off bj the incipient burning,

togotner with ft Sufficient supply of air, shonld be caused,

on its way into the flues, to pass over the most actively

burning portion of tho refuse, and thereby get almost, if

not quite, completely consumed.
4. The flues into which the products alike of the drying,

the incipient burning, and the active burning first pass

from the furnace on their way to the main flue should be
of some length, but of no greater size than neces‘ary, and

be constructed with a view to their being maintained at

as high a degree of heat as practicable. It is to these

etrongly heated flues that the complete destruction of any
residue of unconsumed empyreumatic vapour must be

entrusted. No amount of mere heating, however, will of

itself cause their destruction. They must be sufficiently

strongly heated in admixture with a sufficiency of air in

order to effect their burning or deslruotion. The flues

serving for this purpose might also be made available to

aid in some measure the drying up of the fresh refuse

passing into the furnace."

From tho very first invention to the last,

there have been attempts made to deal with

tho difficulties arising from the gases given off

from burning refuse; and besides those named
with the inventions specified, there have been

many schemes tried both by tho authorities

who have them in use and the inventors. I'ryer

patented a method of water spray a few years

ago; the water was distributed in a kind of

shower by a revolving shaft in the centre of a

chamber to which the gases were conducted

like an ordinary showor-bath. Another inven-

tion was introduced by an engineer in Salford,

who conveyed tho gases over a long water

channel and baffled them with revolving discs

or wheels. This invention claimed not only

to deodorise the gases, but to precipitate and

retain the ammonia in the water or other fluid.

Mr. Hewson at one time strongly recommended

this invention. All these experiments and

inventions point to one end, and all of them

were more or less puffed up ;
several corpora-

tions were unfortunate enough to give them a

trial, probably led on by the sanguine state-

ments of the makers
;
but we have the evidence

and experience of our fellow-engineers who

have worked them, which is of the greatest

value to the members of this Association, and at

once gives a clear and honest account of their

capacity after they had left tho hand of the

inventor or manufacturer. In placing tVo^e

facts before the meeting, the author has

endeavoured to give them in a fair and practical

manner, and with a desire to call attention to

those inventors who have conceived tho idea

of passing gases through and into separate

furnaces. It will, however, be seen that most

of them simply suggested an ordinary coke

furnace, and the author’s first experiments

were conducted with a fire of this kind
;

bat

although considerable power was found in such

a furnace, there were many details which

reqnired farther development before practical

success was attained.

An ordinary furnace was found to consume
an enormous quantity of coke, and at once
raised the cost of treatment to more than
double, while the heat generated passed away
into the chimney without utilising all its power
to consume tho offensive yet burnable gases.
Therefore it was necessary to consider how an
arrangement could bo contrived which would
reduce the consumption of coke and would
effectually destroy offensive gases ;

in other
words, a muffle furnace was wanted which
could be retained at a very high temperature
ready to receive tho vapours and gases at any
time, and keep them inside it sufficiently long
to thoroughly deodorise them

;
and all this had

to be effectually done with a small consumption
of fuel, with no extra cost for labour, and
with no groat incroaso of wear and tear.

In bis experiments the author found that gases
were very similar to wind, and that by baffles

they could be conducted in any direction
;

it was
found that if they could be baffled and deflected

without injuring tho speed or draught, they
might be kept sufficiently long in the furnace

to consume and deodoriso their offensive pro-

perties. It was also found by the regulated

admission of oxygen that the fire could be
maintained at one glowing temperature with a
small consumption of coko and oven breeze,

and that it required very little attention. It

must be left to others to say the author ba%

succeeded in those very important points

referred to by tho following independent and
disinterested anthorities.

In evidence before a Select Committee of the

House of Commons, Mr. T. Codrington,

M.Inst.C.E,, one of the Inspectors of the Local

Government Board, said:—“He noticed im-

provements in many ways, and thought Fryer’s

with all tho latest improvements was one
^•jifable for doing its work, and considered tho

‘ Fame Cremator ' a very great safeguard

against nuisance or annoyance, as it mucu
increased the heat, and enabled a more thorough
destruction of noxious gases and half-burnt

paper and other things which escape.”
Mr. Alfred Fletcher, Chief Inspector under

tho Alkali Acts, and Mr. John T. Harrison,

Inspector under the Local Government Board

;

Mr. Alfred Fryer, inventor of the destructor,

and numerous others, have spoken highly of

the fume cremator; and I can only follow their

remarks by inviting the members of this

Association to come at any time and judge of

its merits themselves.

Finally, tho results have entirely, so far as

the destruction of tho gases is concerned,

confirmed the view taken by Dr. Odling; and
further, the whole of tho machinery is worked
by the steam obtained from this simple appa-

ratus. The author need hardly remind engi-

neers how valuable the results thus obtained

may be where power is required, and the ease

with which tho power may be utilised as

circura.stances dictate.

Tho paper was supplemented by a selection

from a mass of information tho author has

received upon tho subject, contained in a report

by Mr. W. G. Laws, City Engineer, Newcastle-

ou-Tyne.
We postpone our report of the discussion.

SHEFFIELD SOCIETY OF ARCHITECTS
AND SURVEYORS.

A MEETING of this Society was held on
Wednesday, Slst August, at the School of Art.

Jlr. J. B. Mitchell Withers presided.

The meeting was well attended, members
were enrolled, and the following officers for

1887-8 elected :

—

President.—Mr. T. J. Plockton, F.S.I.

Vice-President.—Mr. F. Fowler, F.S.I.

Treasurer. — Mr. J. B. Mitchell Withers,

F.R.I.B.A.
Secretari/.—Mr. W. C. Fenton.

Council.—Mr. C. Hadfield, F.R.I.B.A.; Mr.

C. J. Innocent, A.R.I.B.A., F.S.I.; Mr. J. D.

Webster, F.R.I.B.A.; Mr. E. M. Gibbs; and

Mr. E. Holmes.

It was resolved, on the motion of Mr. E. M.

Gibbs, seconded by Mr. B. H. Wigbtman,

—

“ That the Council ascertain the terms on which

the School of Art Council would allow the use

of their committee - room and library for

reference.”

A vote of thanks to tho chairman concluded

the proceedings.
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THE PKOGRESS AND POSITION UP
SANITATION.

LETTER P’RO.M THE QUEEN.

Wr. Edwin Chadwick, C.B., as President of

tlio Association of Public Sanitary Inspectors,

has received the following letter in acknow-
ledgment of a Jnbilee Address of congratula-

tion presented to Her Majesty by that body :

“ Whitehall, August 20, 1587.

Sib,
I have bad the honour to lay before the Queen the loyal

and dutiful address of the Pretideut, Chairman of the Cnum-il
and Members of the Council of the Association of Public
Sanitary Inspectors for England and Wale.4, on the occa-
sion ot Her Majesty attaining the fiftieth Tear of her
reign, and I have to inform you that Her Majesty was
pleased to receive the same very graciously, snd to com-
mand me to erpress her gratification at the results referred
to as springing from the adraiiiistration of the laws deiling
with saoitaryTuattprs to whicli she has signified her assent.

I have the honour to be.
Sir,

Your obedient Bervant,

Henby MATruBWS.''

In the Address referred to, the Sanitary
Inspectors, after e.xpressitig their grateful

sense of the blessincs they had enjoyed in

common with other of Her Majesty’s subjects

during her long and glorious reign, set forth

that :

—

“ As humble executive officers, we have been enabled to
aid in the practical application of the new sanitary science
which has been first developed during yonr reign, with the
powerful aid of your lamented Prince Consort, by which
mainly, and with as yet very rudimentary and imperfect
executive arrangersents, the general health of your sub-
jecls has been far advanced beyond that of any gieat
State of Europe or of the Uni'ed States of America

;
ihat

the mean duration of life of all your subjects has already
been augmented by three years and a half; that on the
last year’s population of England and Wales there bus
been a saving of eighty-four thousand cases of dea'hs,
and of more than one million seven hundred thousand
cases of sickness over the average rates of death and the
average sickness rates at the commencement of your
Majesty’s reign

;
that instances of general application

have been presented of reductions of the death rates of
the civil population by ono-third and one-half

;
that by

more complete applications of our science the death-rate
of your Home Armv Las been fe-iuCey V'" tnor* luan or-e-
balf, and of JCUT Indian Ar.t.y by more'^ than fonr-lifths,
ana lhat these experiences are available for the whole of
the civil popolation of yonr Empire

;
that particular and

decided
_

examples have been achieved by the practical
application of sanitary science, as displayed in district
half-time schools, and by which far greater reductions of
the present excessive infantile death - rates may be
accomplished, and far greater redoctiona of (he burthens
of excessive sickness and deaths of all Your Majesty's sub-
jects. By a further advance in the tame lines, by superior
sanitary education and inspection, it may be confidently
anticipated that during the continuance of Your Majoty’s
reign still greater results may be achieved than those of
the last half-century.”

Jllastraltons.

DECORATIVE SCULPTURE FOR THE
INDIAN PENINSULAR RAILWAY TER-
MINUS ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICES,
BOMBAY.

HESE ecuIptuTtd gronpa and statues
have been executed in London by Mr.
Thomas Earp, of the lirru of Earp, Son,

& Hobbs, for decoration of the exterior of the
above-named terminal station, at Bombay.
The central figure of “Progress,” 14 ft. in

height, in three stones, is intended to hold in
the right hand a flaming torch of copper, gilt,

whilst the left hand rests upon a winged wheel
by her side. This figure surmounts the central
dome of the building.

The groups in the tympanums represent, the
one “Science,” embodying Astronomy, Elec-
tricity, Physical Geography, Medicine, Chemis-
try, Mechanics

; the other “ Trade,” represent-
ing the central figure of Peace fostering inter-
change of relations between East and West,
peace being an essential condition of Com-
merce.

The lion and tiger are for the gate piers of
the entrance to the station, and measure 9 ft.

6 in. in length and 5 ft. 6 in. in height. The
three groups belowreprcsent,— (1) “Commerce,”
the central figure expressing invitation and
welcome, the left-hand figure holding Britannia’s
Trident, the right - hand figure with laurel
wreath for successful enterprise

; (2) “Agricul-
ture ”

: the central figure with cornucopia and
ploughshare, “Plenty”; the left-hand figure
with dibble and seeds, “Sowing”; the right-
hand figure with sickle and wheat “ Reaping ”

;

and (3) “Civil Engineering,” the central figure
shown with cylinder of steam-engine

;
the left-

hand figure “ Military Engineering,” with
gunner’s qnadrant

; the right-hand figure with
^rew propeller representing “Naval Engineer-
ing.” These groups are 10 ft. in height and
8 ft. 6 in. in breadth, and in three stones each.

The figure of the Queen Empress (shown in

annexed cut) is 9 ft. 6 in. in height, and in one
stone. Her Majesty is represented in State
robes and orders, holding in either hand the
sceptre and orb.

Statue of Her Majesty, forming part of the

Decorative Sculpture of the Indian Penhisnlar
Ttailicay Terminus, Bombay.—Mr. Thos. Earp,
Sculptor.

In addition to the sculpture here illustrated

there are decorative lions and griffins for the
gables, and also nine large portrait heads, in

circles, representing Lord Dnfferin, Sir Bartle
Frere, &c.

These works were carefully packed in strong
iron-bound cases, and having arrived at their

destination by steamer from London without
sustaining damage, have now been placed in

position.

The work has all been executed in Bath stone.

NEW CHURCH AT STRATTON.
The newchurch now being built, from Mr. T. G.

Jackson’s design, at Stratton, in Hampshire, is

to supersede a very mean modern structure of

brick, which stands on low ground in Stratton
Park. The new chnrch, which is being erected
at the expense of the Earl of Northbrook and
the Hon. Francis Baring, is situated on higher
ground, nearer the village. The materials are
brick, with flint facing and dressings of Chil-

mark stone externally, and of chalk internally.

The spire is of timber and shingled. The seats
and other fittings are to be of oak throughout.
The contractors for the general work are

Messrs. Parnell & Son, of Rugby, and Mr. R.
Evans is clerk of works.

[Sept. 10, 1887.

NEW CHURCH AT NORTHINGTON,.
HAMPSHIRE.

The present church at Northington, near-
Alresford, in Hampshire, is a modern structure,
of no particular architectural interest, though
it was improved to some extent- a few years,
ago by Mr. Butterfield.

It is now proposed to replace it by an en-
tirely new chnrch, from the designs of Mr. T-
G. Jackson, which is to stand a few yards
away from the present site. The new church,
which is to be erected at the expense of Lord.
Ashburton, will contain sittings for 260 persona,,

and will be constructed of brick, with flint

facirgs, and with dressings of Chilmark stone
outside and chalk inside.

Our illustration is taken from a sepia draw-
ing by the architect, exhibited this year in the-

Royal Academy.

CLUB-HOUSE, SEIPSTON-ON-STOUR.
This building is about to be erected by the-

liberality of Mr. Frederick Townsend, M.P.
It contains billiard - room, reading • room>
recreation-room, kitchen, &c., on the ground?-
floor, and a public hall above, approached by
two staircases, and having an open timber roof.

In connexion with the ball is a retiring or
green room, with an attic for stores, above.
The walls are of red brick, the roofs covered
with Broseley tiles. The timber is to be oak,

cut upon the estate of Mr. Townsend, and the
lowest tender (by Mr. John King, of Shipston-
on-Stonr) amounts to 1,0641. The architect iff

Mr. Ed. W. Mountford, A.R.I.B.A., of 22; Biiok--

ingham-street, Strand.
The drawing was in the exhibition of the;

Royal Academy.

A VILLAGE SHOP AND FOUR COTTAGES'
AT BOULTING, SOMERSET.

These buildings are designed (the cottages,

being already built) for a site in the village of

Doulting, which belongs to Sir Richard H. Paget,

Bart., M.P., and is renowned for its quarries of

the excellent “ Doulting ” stone as well as for

the ancient “ Abbott’s Barn.”
The accommodation in each cottage is, on tha

ground-floor, a porch, living-room (14 ft. by
11 ft.), kitchen, and pantry, and on the upper
floor three bedrooms, each having separate-

access to the staircase. The shop is about the-

size of two cottages, and is situated facing tha

church and two main roads, and being in the

curve of two other roads is in a prominent

position. The oriel window lights a sitting-

room, whence a very pleasant view is obtained.

The materials arc, for walling throughout,.

Doulting stone from Messrs. Charles Trask <&

Son’s quarries, “ hammer-dressed,” with finely-

wrought window and other dressings; the gable

copings, tops of chimney-stacks, &c., are of the

harder or weather beds of the Chelynch quarries.

The roofs are covered with slates.

The ground on which the cottages stand

naturally lies about 3 ft. above the adjoining

road level, and an attempt has been made to.

turn this irregularity to account in the design..

Mr. George J. Skipper, of Norwich, is the archi-

tect of the work, and Mr. F. W. Pullen, of

Shepton Mallet, the contractor.

Gilch-tiat Engineering Scholarships.

—

We may draw attention to these scholarships,

to be competed for at University College. The-

examination is intended to be such, as car. be

passed by a well-taught school-boy fresh from

school, and will be held on the 29th and 30bh of

September. Candidates must send in notice to

the Secretary of University College of their

intention to compete, not later than September
23rd. The scholarships are of the value of 35Z.,

and tenable for two years.

The Ifighting of the House of Commons.
Mr. Plunket, the First Commissioner of Works,

in answer to a question put by Mr. Graham
hist week, said that there was no doubt that,

the use of gas in the cloister used as the cloak-

room was doing a certain amount of injury to

the stonework of the roof, and he quite agreed

as to the advisability of substituting electric

lighting. Unfortunately, there was the odious

question of expense, and he had been for some
time engaged in having estimates prepared

which he hoped very soon to submit to the

proper authorities.
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Alterations and Additions to a Cottage at HaslemeTC, Surrey.—Mr. TU. A. Pite, Architect.

COTTAGE, HASLEMEEE.
' The illustration shows additions made to an

[ancient cottage at Haslemere, for Mr. Rayner

iJtorr, who has rescued the premises from con-

pinuiog as a double tenement.
‘ The ground story is stone, while the upper

hart and roofs are oak framed and tile hung,

tfhe house has many levels. The work was
tarried out under the superintendence of Mr.

lYilliam A. Pite.
’ The small drawing from which the cut is

[•eproduced was hung in the Royal Academy
fixchitectural Room this season.

I

MECHANICAL SCIENCE AND THE
1

EDUCATION OF ENGINEERS,

i In the Mechanical Science Section of the

British Association Meeting at Manchester last

jtveek, the President of the Section, Professor

Osborne Reynolds, in the course of his inaugural

liddresB, reviewed the achievements in me-

chanical science accomplished since the last

meeting of the Association in Manchester,

itwenty-six years ago. It was always difficult,

ho said, to arrive at a just appreciation of the

relative importance of the events of our own
time

;
and in any endeavour to review or take

stock of the mechanical advance of the last

quarter of a century, during which time things

mechanical had divided the attention of the

civilised world with matters political, it seemed

very necessary to remember that as the me-

chanical age got older its relative activity was

not to be gauged by the relative number and

importance of such epoch-marking mechanical

departures as compared with those which had

distinguished past periods. However high or

low an estimate we might form of the probable

future importance of some of these inventions,

and however much disappointment we may feel

at the non-success which has attended some of

the boldest and apparently most promising

departures, such as the Crampton process for

substituting a blast of coal duet for the

ordinary furnace, or Sir Henry Bessemer’s

endeavours to prevent distressing motion at

sea, there was still no ground for discourage-

ment. For whether or not this period be

henceforth remarkable for what may be called

the origination of new mechanical species, is a

small matter compared with the fact that it had

undoubtedly been remarkable for unprecedented

achievements in the development of higher

states of organisation in those mechanical

species which were already in existence. There

has never been a time in which mechanical

revolutions had followed one another with

such rapidity. lu all the main depart-

ments of practical mechanics progress

had been so rapid that appliances have

been superseded long before reaching the

term of their natural existence. . . . That

the character and rate of recent mechanical

advance were both exactly such as would be

expected to follow, as the result of a deeper

and broader knowledge of scientific methods

and the principles involved, seemed to be the

very best proof of advance in that other side

of mechanical science in which this section took

interest, or, more correctly, for which it exists,

—the increase and spread of mechanical

knowledge. Elementary education, whatever

might be its subjects, must of necessity depend

for its permanent existence on some source of

higher knowledge in those subjects. Without
|

raising such questions ns whether there exist at

present means of training efficient teachers in

all the branches for which technical education

is promised, or whether such means would be

forthcoming as a result of tho demand of
|

teachers, he recalled the recent progress made

towards a higher training in that branch of

science which most directly relates to mechanical

progress, and which, according to no less an

authority than the late Professor Rankine,

received its first impulse from the institution of

Section G. Professor Gordon, who held the

chair of mechanics in Glasgow University, was

the first in this country to collect and embody

in his lectures, and subsequently in a text-book,

the important though scattered results of

individual efforts to found the laws of practical

mechanics on exact science. And at the time

Rankine was speaking, the chair to which

Rankine himself was called the same year was

the only chair in this country from which such

lectures were given. Since that time the appreci-

ation of that science has steadily increased; other

colleges took up the subject mostly as forming

part of courses entitled engineering or naval

science. Amongst these was Owens College, in

which,not til 1 after tho last meeting inMauohester

of this Association, the leading engineers founded

and endowed, which is more important, the

chair which it has been my fortune to occupy
for nineteen years. During the earlier part of

this time both teachers and students were
labouring under the disadvantage ai’ising from.

tlie novelty of the subject,—the former having

to make an almost arbitrary selection of what
they would teach, and the latter not knowing
exactly what it was they were going to learn.

Gradually, however, by the help of experience

from the somewhat earlier French schools and

with the admirable works of Rankine as a

foundation, the lectures or theoretical courses,

had become clear and distinct, while the advan-

tage to be gained had become so generally

recognised that of late years there had been

almost a scramble to found new colleges to

teach engineering, or to introduce such teaching

into existing colleges ;
and most satisfactory to-

those engaged in the introduction of the subject

was the fact that it was from engineers them-

selves that the interest and funds necessary for

the work had come. Since 1807 tho Owens-

College had received gifts and bequests from,

engineers, including those of the highest stand-

ing in the neighbourhood, of upwards of

150,000?. It could not for one moment be

doubted that this movement had been brought

about by the conviction of the necessity of an
' education which, in its subjects and methods of

teaching, was much more closely related than

was tho older system of the universities,,

to the actual work which the students may
eventually be called upon to undertake,—that

it was, in fact, evidence of the appreciation, by

those having tho greatest experience, of the

necessity of higher scientific training for engi-

neers. This was what engineering schools

during their struggle for existence bad endea-

voured to supply. And in spite of the danger

which seems to beset all schools as they become

older, to fall into the academic or pure,—not.

because it was the most desirable to be learned,

but because it is by far the easiest to teach,—in

spite of this danger, such in this case is the

pressure from without, that it may be hoped the

schools of engineering and applied science

might be kept up to the mark, both in extend-

ing our knowledge of the laws and principW-
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— TRIGONOMETRICAL EXPRESSIONS —

AB = AC X SIN AC8

2
ACB = ®

'y^p - = = SIN CAB

CB = AC X COS ACB

2 lilf = = COT CAB

AB = CB X TAN ACB

^
SEC ACB= = C0SECCAE

AC = CB X SEC ACB

5
ŜEC ACB = = SEC CAB

AC = AB X COSEC ACB

g
C_OT_ACB = |^=ef =T.ANiA8

CB AB X COT ACB

TABLE OF NATURAL SINES

DEC SINES DEC SINES DEC SINES

O •oo 3 1 •51503 6 1 •87461
1 •01745 32 •52991 62 •88294
2 -03489 33 •54463 63 •89100
3 •05233 34 •55919 64 •89879
4 •06975 35 •57357 65 •90630
5 •08715 36 •58778 66 •91354
6 •10452 37 •60181 67 •92050
7 •I2I86 38 •61566 68 •92718
e •13917 39 •62932 69 •93358
9 •15643 4 O •64278 70 •93969
lO •17364 4 1 •65605 7 1 •94551
1

1

•19080 42 •66913 72 •95105
12 •20791 43 •68199 7 3 •95630
13 •22495 44 •69465 74 •96126
14 •24192 45 •70710 75 •96592
15 •25881 46 •71933 76 •97029
16 •27563 47 •73135 77 •97437

•29237 48 •74314 7 8 •97814’
18 •30901 49 •75470 79 •98162
1 9 •32556 50 •76604 80 •98480
20 •34202 5 1 •77714 8 1 •98768
2 1 •35836 52 •78801 82 • 99026
22 •3 7460 53 •79863 83 •99254
23 •39073 54 •80901 84 • 99452
2 4 •40673 55 •81915 85 - 99619
2 5 •42261 56 •82903 86 •99756
26 •43837 57 •83867 87 •99862
2 7 •45399 58 •84804 88 •99939
28 •46947 59 •85716 89 •99984
29
30

•48480
•50000

60 •86602 90 1-00000

COSINE A = sine(90 -A)

••which more immediately -underlie the results
practical experience in art, and. in teaching tl
methods of most useful application

;
and th,

while encouraged to offer every inducement
the attainment of a sound knowledge of tl
principles, they -would not be allowed to ft
into the^ fatally easy errors of carrying tl
abstractions of this science outside all po
sible application, or blocking the way by tl
insistence on impossible preliminary attainmen
in mathematics and pure science. To be haih
as one of the greatest inducements to keepit
-alive m engineering schools a real scientif
interest in the practical work which is going c
around them was the introduction of -what ai
now called_ engineering laboratories, in whic
students might familiarise themselves with tl
actual subjects for which the theoretical woi
was undertaken, and have placed before thei
in their most naked forms the data an
mechanical actions in which practical achievi
ments depend, as well as being taught the us
ot all those instruments and methods of measur.ment which it was one of the first objects (

these laboratories to extend and to perfect, anwinch measurements are now, as the result of
better knowledge of principles, rapidly dii
placing the older methods of arriving at cm
-elusions in engineering. During the erectioand fitting of the Whitworth Laboratory iOwens College, which was now on the verge c

impressing to sethe goodwill shown toward the work by ever?body who had had to do with it. Everyonwho had paid attention to the histoiy o
•mechanical progress must have been impresse

number of recorded aftempts to decide the broader questions in eno-ineering by systematio experiments, as well aby the great results which in the long ruihave apparently followed as the effect o/thes.few researches. He said apparently, because i

was certain that there have been other re-
searches which probably, on account of failure
to attain some immediate object, have nob been
recorded, altliough they may have yielded
valuable experience which, though not put on
record, has, before it was forgotten, led to other
attenipts.^ But even discounting sneb lost re-
searches, it was very evident that mechanical
science was in the past very much hampered
by the want of sufficient inducement to the
undertaking of experiments to settle questions
of the utmost importance to general advance,
but which liad not promised pecuniary
returns, scientific questions -w'hich involved
? o^f^fer sacrifice of time and money than
individuals could afford. To what all this
might load us it was no part of his
uudertaking to consider, but he ventured to
end his address on the progress of mechanical
science during the past twenty-six years by
what appeared to him the most satisfactory
conclusion, viz., that to such mechanical pro-
gress there is apparently no end

j for, as in
the past so in the future, each step in any
direction would remove limits and carry us
past barriers which have till then blocked the
way in other directions, and so what for the
time might appear to be a visible end or prac-
tical limit would turn out but a bend in the
road.

T i-'j. *.• ,
lesiuenc oi t

Institntion of Civil Engineers, moved a rote
thanks to Prof. Osborne Reynolds, which w
seconded by Mr. J. Abernethy, who remark-
that the subject of technical education touch-
upon m the address was of the utmost impc
tance. If we were to compete successful
with foreigners and Americans, the enginee
ot the future must he instructed, more thi
they had been in the past, in technical scien-
or applied mechanics.
The resolution was carried.

Stubtnt’s Column.
LAND SURVEYING AND LEVELLING.

XI.—TRIGONOMETBIC.-VL SURVEYING.

n F any two straight lines, such as A C
and B C, intersect one another at the
point C, and if, from any point in one

of the lines such as B C, at any distance B from
C upon the side forming an acute angle with
the other line A C, we draw a perpendicular to
meet the other Hue A C, a right-angled triangle
•will be formed, in which B C will represent the
base, A B the perpendicular, and the A C the
hypothenuae subtending the right angle.
Mathematical tables have been formed, giving

the ratio between any two adjacent sides of
a triangle, so that by the aid of these tables,
when we know the length of any one side, and
the value in degrees and parts of a degree of
either of the acute angles ACB or C A B, we
can prive at the length of the adjacent side
forming the angle, and then, having arrived at
the length of two sides of the triangle, we can
easily determine the length of the third side,
either by a further use of these tables, or by
the application of the 47th proposition of the
first book of Euclid.

The trigonometrical values furnished by the
tables are denominated as follows :—(!) the sine
of the angle, found by dividing the length of
the perpendicular by the length of the hypo-
thenuse; (2) the cosine of the angle, found by
dividing the length of the base by the length of
the hypothenuae; (3) the tangent of the angle,
found by dividing the length of the perpen-
dicular by the length of the base; (4) the
secant of the angle, found by dividing the
length of the hypothenuse by the length of the
base

; (5) the cosecant of the angle, found by
dividing the length of the hypothenuse by the
length of the perpendicular; and (6) the cotan-
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ABLE OF NATURAL COTANGENTS

rc COTAN DEC COTAN DEC COTAN

o INFINITE 31 1-6642 6 1 •55432
1 57-2899 32 1-6003 62 •53170

2 28-6362 33 1-5398 63 • 50952
3 1 9-0811 34 1-4825 64 •48773

4 14-3006 35 1-4281 65 •46630
5 11-4300 36 1-3763 66 •44522
6 9-5143 37 1-3270 67 •42447
7 8-1443 38 1-2799 68 •40402
8 7-1 1 53 39 1-2348 69 •38386
9 6-3137 40 I-I9I7 70 •36397
O 5-6712 4 1 1-1503 7 1

• 34432
1 5-1445 42 1-1106 72 32491
2 4-7046 4 3 1-0723 7 3 30573
3 4-3314 4 4 1-0355 7 4 •28674
4 4-0107 45 l-OOOO 7 5 •26794
5 3-7320 46 •96568 76 •24932

16 3-4874 47 •93251 77 •23086
17 3-2708 48 •90040 78 •21255

18 3-0776 49 •86928 79 •19438

19 2-9042 50 •83909 80 •17632

10 2-7474 5 1 •80978 8 1 •15838

1
2-6050 52 •78128 82 *14054

;2 2-4750 53 •75355 83 •12278
>3 2-3558 54 •72654 84 10510
? 4 2-2460 55 -70020 85 •08748
? 5 2-1445 56 •67450 86 •06992
^6 2-0503 57 •64940 87 •05240
27 1-9626 58 •62486 88 •03492
28 1*8807 59 •60086 89 •01745
29
30

1-80 40
1-7320

60 •57735 90 •0

TAN A = COTAN (90 — A)

TABLE OF NATURAL COSECANTS

DEC COSEC DEC COSEC DEC COSEC

o INFINITE 3 1 1-9416 6 1 1-14335

1 57-2986 32 1-8870 62 1-13257

2 28-6537 33 1-8360 63 1-12232

3 1 9-1073 34 1-7882 64 1-11260

4 14-3355 35 1-7434 65 1-10337

5 11-4737 36 1-7013 66 1-09463
6 9-5667 37 1-6616 67 1-08636
7 8-2055 38 1-6242 68 1-07853
8 7-1852 39 1-5890 69 1-07114

9 6-3924 40 1-5557 70 1-06417

10 5-7587 4 ! 1-5242 7 1 1-05762
1 1 5-2408 42 1-4944 7 2 1-05146

12 4-8097 43 1-4662 73 1-04569

13 4-4454 4 4 1-4395 74 1-04029

14 4-1335 45 1-4142 75 1-03527

15 3-8637 46 1-39016 76 1-03061

16 3-6279 47 1-36732 77 1-02630
17 3-4203 48 1-34563 78 1-02234

18 3-2360 49 1-32 501 79 1-01871

19 3-0715 50 1-30540 80 1-01542

20 2-9238 5 I 1-28675 8 1 1-01246

2 1 2-7904 52 1-26901 82 1-00982

22 2-6694 53 1-25213 83 1-00750
23 2-5593 54 1-23606 84 1-00550

24 2-4585 55 1-22077 85 1-00381

25 2-3662 56 1-20621 86 1-00244

26 2-2811 57 1-19236 87 1-00137

27 2-2026 58 1-17917 88 1-00060
28 2-1300 59 1-16663 89 1-00015

29
30

2-0626
2-0000

^0 1-15470 90 1-00000

SEcant A = cosec (90-A)

t of tbe angle, found by dividing the length

he base by the length of the perpendicular,

f in the triangle ABC the hypothenuse

3 represent the radius of a circle equal

unity, then the sine of the angle will

expressed by the length of the perpen-

ilnr, and the cosine of the angle will

expressed by the length of the base.

; if the length of the base be a radius

al to unity, as shown in the diagram, then

length of the perpendicular will express the

ue of the tangent, and the length of the

jothenuso will express the valne of the

ant. Hence the names sine, tangent, secant,

died to these expressions, sine signifying a

) opposite the angle, and secant a line

ting the circle.

n the case of the angle CAB, the lino C B
aid become the perpendicular drawn from
point B, at a distance, B A, from the point

intersection A, to meet the line C A in the

nt C, and B A would become the base

ni which the perpendicular would be

wn. Henco the sine, tangent, aud secant of

angle A C B become respectively the cosine,

cotangent, and the cosecant of the com-
ment to the angle A C B ; that is, of the

'le CAB. Furthermore, it will be observed

t in either angle the reciprocal of the sine

jqual to the cosecant, the reciprocal of the

gent is equal to tho cotangent, and the

iprocal of the secant is equal to the cosine,

t will also be observed that whatever the

> of the triangle, provided the angles remain
I same, these ratios will by the principle of

lilar triangles remain tho same
;

so that

en the length of one side is known, the

gth of the other sides in any particular

ingle can be determined.
'o facilitate the process of calculation, tables

Offarithmic sines and cosines are published
;

- to explain our subject, it will be sufficient

to refer only to tho accompanying table of

natural equivalents for whole degrees. Thus

suppose we require the value of the cotangent

for ail angle of 62 degrees 27 minutes. By the

tables,
Cot 62* = -53I70

Cot 63° = -50952

Difference for 1®=* ‘02218.

27
Approximate difference for (’02218)

= •009981.

• Cot 62° 27' approximately = (’53170-

’009981) “’521719.

To calculate this accurately we must express

the cotangent in terms of the sine and cosine,

as the tables to which we have to refer only

state, when single minutes are required, the

values of the sines and cosines of angles
;
thus.

Cot 62°
cos 62° 27'_ •1625225

sin 62° 27'~ -8866075

The reduction of this vulgar fraction, which

will bo found equal to= '5216767, will show the

value of tho application of logarithms.

Tho approximate result, ’521719,18 seen to

be correct for three places of decimals, but for

application to the plotting of long base-lines

the more accurate process must be applied.

Caucasus Wood.—A recent St. Petersburg

journal comments on the increasing exporta-

tion of Caucasus wood, both nut-wood and

palm-wood, which ai‘e sold by weight. The

palm attains a height of 35 ft., and is not found

in forests, bub in isolated groups. The year

1883 showed exportations of uut-wood at

27,683 cwt., and palm-wood, 32,328 cwt. ;
while

in 1885 the increase had run up to 36,370 cwt.,

and 61,252 cwt. respectively,—nearly double

of the latter in the two years.

SANITARY CONGRESS AT BOLTON.

The teuth Autumn Congress of the Sanitary

Institute of Great Britain will be held at Bolton

from September 20th to September 2-ith. In

connexion with it there will, as usual, be an

exhibition of sanitary apparatus and appliances,

which will remain open until October 15th.

Tho following is the order of proceedings :

—

Tuetday, September 20,

I p.m.—Beception by the Mayor, at the Town.halJ.

1-30 p m.—Public Luncheon.

3 p.m.—Opening of Exhibition by the Mayor.

8 p.m.— First General Meeting; Opening Address by Eight

Hon. Lord Basing, F.R.S.

Wednetday, September 21.

Section I.—“ Sanitary Science end Preventive Medicine.’*

10'30 a m —Address by Prof. J. Russell Reynolds, M.D.,

F.R.S.. F.E.C.P.

II a.m. to 1 p.m.— Papers and Diseussiona.

8 p.m.

—

Convereazione ia the Town-hsll.

Thinday, September 22.

Conference of Medical OUioers of Health.

10’30 a m Papers and Discussions on matters which

come specially within the province of Medical

OiBcers of Health.

Section II.—“ Engineering and Architecture.”

10 30 am.—Address by Prof. T. Hayter Lewis, F.S.A.

F.R.I.B.A.

11 a.m. to 1 p.m.—Papers and Discussions.

2

to 5 p.n

8 p.n
’

Ditto.

—Lecture to the Congre
M.D., F.R.S.

1 by Arthur Ransome,

Frid'iy, September 23.

Section III.—” Chemistry, Meteorology, end Geology.”

10’30 a m.—Address by August Dupr<5, Ph.D., F.C.S.,

F.R.S.

11 a.m. to 1 p.m.—Papers and Discussions.

3

to 4 p.m.—Ditto.
6 p.m.—Closing General Meeting of Congress.

Saturday, September 21.

Excursions in the morning.
, ,, . t

8 nm -Addresses to the Working Classes by Major Lamo-
' rock Flower

;
A. Wynter Blyth, M.R.C.S.

;

.Henry Law, M.lnst.C.E.
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IS A OONSEEVATOHY OR GREENHOUSE
A BUILDING ?

KNIGHTLEY V. COLLINS.

This question was once more determined in the
affirmative. The District Surveyor for Hammer-
smith, Mr. Kuigiitley, summoned Mr. Collins, of
Cumberland Park, for erecting a largo glass house
and omitting concrete foundations to the support-
ing walls. It seems that Mr. Collins had erected
the house in question for his sons, who are florists,
and contended that such structures were not build-
ings, but trade fixtures. The building in question
is in the shape of the letter L, with a frontai^e
towards the ^High-road of 27 ft., and a depth of
65 ft. The enclosing walls are of various heights,
some 2 ft. 9 in., others 3 ft. 9 in., and some nearly
7 ft., with piers hero and there 13 ft. above the
surface of the ground.

Mr. Knightiey presented a drawing of the struc-
ture, with a figure drawn by the sido to serve as a
scale of comparison, and called the attention of the
Magistrate to section 6 of tho Act of 1855, and
contended that although in some cases it might be
difficult to define what is a building, in this case
that difficulty did not arise, as such structures as
this wero defined to be buildings, and as such par-
tially exempted. He quoted the fir^t part of sec. 6,
and the 15th rule of the same section, and by-law
No. _3, in support of his contention as to its being
a building, and in justification of his demand for
concrete.

Mr. Collins quoted the first rule of the first
schedule, and contended ho had complied with the
law.

Knightiey replied that the by-law directing
concrete to be used, except tho site be anatural bed
of gravel, repealed the rule quoted by Mr. Collins.
He also said that builders in his district could not
plead ignorance of the law, a.s when the by-laws
were first published by the Metropolitan Board of
Works he had copies struck ofl; and when builders
gave notice a copy was banded to them

;
he bad

distributed many hundreds, and Mr. Collins had had
his copy. When tho trenches were dug, Mr. Collins
complained of being asked to use concrete. Mr.
Knightiey advised him to apply to the Board, who
had relaxing powers, but he refused. Mr. Knightiey
then said, Mr. Collins, you must put in tho con-
crete, but he refused that also

;
but when the

decision was given against him, be then said he
should apply to tbe Board. Mr. Knightiey said he
objected, as he was out of court by the effluxion of
time, and asked for an order in the terms of the
summons, which Mr. Bennett, tho magistrate
granted. ’

ARCHITECTS’ PLANS DETAINED.
CLARKE V. COUSINS.

Upon the application last Monday, at Bow-street,
of Mr. Luke, counsel for the complainant, an archi-
tect, at 3, Gordon-square, Mr. Bridge, after some
discussion of the point of law, decided that an archi-
tect’s p .us of buildioes about to be erected in
South wark aro not “papers relating to land"
within the exception mentioned in 2 and 3 Viet.,
^p. 37, sec. 40, and accordingly ordered the
defendant, a builder, who had detained the plans,
to deliver them up (or pay 14/., their value), and
3/. 3s. costs.

“ DUTIES OP A CLERK OF WORKS."
Sir,—Having had my money’s worth in “Lean-

mg’s Quantities," I bought lately and have been
reading Mr. Leaning’s last little (very little,—equal
to about three leaves of the Builder) and dear
(very dear) book, “The Duties of a Clerk of
Works.’’
The following items and extracts appear to me

to require some further explanation from tho
author, if he will kindly so far favour us • or per-
haps comment from yourself and your readers
might be useful :

—

x-

—“Have it mixed in quanti-
ties sufficient only for daily use.” It used to be
mixed fresh and used hoi” in the specificationsofmy youth, but now moat people more wisely prefer

a large quantity of mortar to be made up well
heaped or covered, cooled as long as possible re-
beaten, and used stiff. Tho boasted Roman mortar
was not made from day to day as required, and

newly-made mortar must be.

,
selenitic lime for lathed

work. I have heard the recommendation to avoid
ita use for the setting coat of ceilings, but have
never heard that it is to be avoided for the laying or
pncking-up coat and the floating coats. Indeed it
IS specially recommended by some for these pur-
poses. ‘

1

floors are not strongly timbered, tho
laying of the floor-boards will often break the key of
pIasteriDg_ of ceilings, and many of them will fall

:

but there is less danger of this if there are no ceiling
joist^ Mr. Leaning does not surely mean what ispnnted, from which his readers might infer that
there would be less danger to the ceiling below from

nailing the floor-boards
above if the ceiling laths are nailed directly to under-

joists inter.Tening between the plaster and the floor joists. At

any rate, we have always been taught to the exact
contrary.

P. 43, Pninter .
—“ Do not allow too much oil and

turps to ho mixed with tho colours ’’ (no mention
here of lead, only colours), “especially regard this
for surfaces to bo varnished.” Most people know
that varnish cannot be properly applied over a full
ou coat. The coat immediately under the Tarnish
should be o.flal one, containing little or no oil.

P. 44, “See that varnish is not diluted by the
addition of turpentine.” Would not this takeoff
its gloss, which might be required in some excep-
tional instances

) Is not tho usual method to dilute
with oil, not turps?

P. 44, “ Where work is varnished, special atten-
tion to sizing will produce best results." This
requires the explanation that it applies only to
unpainted work, or in some exceptional cases to old
work_ painted or varnished, or both, when not
re-painted or re-varnished. In now work, size
between paint or varnish may save a coat of
varnish, but is bad work. Is the idea to neutralise
the oil in tho undercoat of paint, which oil should
not have been applied ? Architect.

PROVINCIAL NEWS.
Chester-le-Street. — The extensive building

works commenced by the Cheater-le-Streeb
Co-Operative Society two years ago are now
on the point of completion. New shops, &c.,
for the following departments have been pro-
vided, viz. :—Drapery; boots, shoes, and hard-
ware

; tailoring, millinery, furnishings, butcher-
ing, and groceries

; besides cocoa-room and
restaurant, reading-room, library, and lava-
tories for ladies and gentlemen. Extensive
stabling and cart-shed accommodation have been
provided, together with cattle lairs and
slaugbter-honse. Thirty - one cottages have
also been erected, containing four and five
rooms each, and the adjoining streets paved
and sewered. Tho total coat has been about
14,000/., excluding valne of land. The work
baa been divided among various contractors,
tbe principal being Messre. J. Burnett & Son,
of Birtley

;
Mr. Wm. Tliompson, of Cheater-le-

Street
;
and Mr. John Yeeles, of Jarrow. The

architects from whose plans and under whose
superintendence the whole has been carried
out are Messrs. S. Oswald & Son, of Newcastle-
on-Tyne.

Chichester. — Major Hector Tulloch, In-
spector for the Local Government Board, held
an inquiry on Tuesday last respecting an appli-
cation made by the Coriioration of Chichester
for sanction to borrow the sura of 2,250/. for
the erection of an Infections Diseases Hospital.
The City Surveyor, Mr. Striugfellow, produced

|

the plans, which, the Inspector stated, had
received the approval of the Local Government
Board. Considerable opposition was raised by
members of the Ratepayers’ Association and
others as to the site selected by the Council,
and alternative sites were suggested, which,
however, did not appear to favourably impress
the Inspector.

Heydon (Norfolk).—Colonel W. E. G. Lytton-
Bulwer, J.P., of Heydon Hall, is erecting, in
commemoration of Her Majesty’s Jubilee, a
canopy over the well on Heydon village green.
Tlie moulded jambs, arches, and buttresses are
of special made brickwork, from the works of
Mr. G. Gunton, of Costessey

;
the roof is covered

with pressed Broaeley tiles, and is surmounted
at its apex by a cut and shaped terminal covered
with lead. A panel bearing an inscription, and
a seat, will be provided in one of the'sidea. Mr.
George J. Skipper is the architect.

Street (Somerset).—The Jubilee Committee
of Street decided to commemorate the fiftieth
year of Her Majesty’s reign by erecting a new
vestry-room for the parish. Mr. George J.
Skipper, architect, of Norwich, designed the
building, and Mr. P. Huish, builder, has taken
the contrast for carrying out the works. Pro-
vision is made on the first floor for the vestry-
room, committee, and strong rooms

; on the
ground floor are the entrance, waiting-room,
lavatory, and w.c.

;
also fire-brigade station,

and stores, and hearse-house adjoining. A
caretaker’s honse is attached to and com-
municating with the rest of the building.
The whole is built of local Blue Lias Lime
atone with Ham Hill stone dressings, and is of
late Gothic style.

Competition for the New Government
Buildings at Christiania. — Nearly one
hundred applications have been received from
architects for prospectuses and plans of the
new Government buildings to be erected at
Christiania, to which we recently referred.

RECENT PATENTS.
ABSTRACTS OF SPECIFICATIONS.

10,298, White Pigments. P. W. Lyte.
This invention relates to an improvement upon a.

process descrihed in a previous specification, and:
has for its basis tho use of soluble compounds of
lead which are chemically combined with other lead:
bye-products so as to greatly increase the coveringi
power of the paints made from it.

11,434, Kitchen Ranges. R. Hunter and
John Tarnbull.

This invention consists in providing in connexion i

with tbe fire-grate a movable bottom with improved
i

devices for vertically raising or lowering aud
sustaining the same, so that the depth of thel
burning fuel may thereby be regulated, and a
shallow fire be maintained in proximity to cooking
utensils placed over it on the level of the hob by
raising the movable bottom, and a deep fire, adapted

.

for roasting and cooking in front of the grate, bein»;
obtained by lowering the bottom and filling up the-'
grate with fuel. Suitable mechanism for raising
and lowering the bars is fitted to each range for the
above-mentioned purpo.ses.

12,397, Panlight and Casement Opener. H.
Whibeley.

The opener for fanlights and casements, which
is the subject of this invention, consists of a
pivoted slotted bracket attached to the fixed frame
of the casement or window. In the slot of this,
bracket ia a runner attached to a bar or arm

;
at the

other end of the bar or arm is formed a toothed
quadrant, which is operated by a worm carried in
suitable brackets and attached to the casement to
be opened or shut. The worm is operated by a
pulley and cord or chain. Tho action is as follows :
—When the window is closed the bar lies close to
the casement, clear of the window to be opened

;
on

turning the worm one way it opens the casement by
forcing out tbe end of the bar upon which the
runner is carried, tbe runner passing along the
pivoted bracket. By reversing the revolution of
the worm the end of the bar carrying the runner is
forced inwards, and the window is thereby closed

12,401, PaBtening Casements, &c. E. W.
Taylor.

A rack or toothed bar with an automatic catch or
clutch are tho main features of this invention,
which is described in minute detail in the
specification.

12,526, Step-Ladders. R. Baird.

A step-ladder made in accordance with this patent
is joinfod or hinged in the middle

;
underneath the

top step of the bottom or first half of tho ladder
are two sliding bolts, fastened together by a spiraT
spring, and shooting into sockets when the ladder
is extended, so as to ensure ita being rigid. When
the ladder is to be used as steps the bolts are drawn
inward, and the ladder then doubled

;
a quadrani

keeps the two halves of the steps firm.

16,294, Sash-Fasteners. H. T. Bassett.

The object of the contrivance which is the subjeefr
of this patent is to prevent the window being
forced by a knife or other instrument from the out-
side, and to draw the sashes closer together to
prevent rattling. A screw is fixed so that when it

is screwed up against the lever it cannot be moved
nor the window opened.

9,246, Moistening Air and Yeutilation. W.
Thompson.

The improvements which are included in this-

patent refer to the use of special arrangements for
injecting a jet or jets of water for ventilation and
air-moisteniug purposes, applicable to the U-shape
as well as to the flat cup-shaped ventilating appa-
ratus. One' strong jet is used, but is divided or
disintegrated so as to ensure the full force of the-
spray. One cloud or sheet of water is formed by-

all the patterns of jets. This ia afterwards broken
up into spray, which moistens thoroughly the air
passing near it.

NEW APPLICATIONS FOR PATENTS.

Aug. 26.—11,587, J. Holt, Latches and Bolts for
Doors.—11,624, J. Hanna and T. Shillington-,
Stoves.

Awg. 27.—11,664, J. Munier and N. Salvaire,
Colouring or Staining Wood. —11,671, G. and
Needham, Window-fasteners.
A vg. 29.—11,684, J. Tomkys, Attaching Door

Knobs to Spindles.—11,703, A. Rose and R. Hunter^
Safety Fasteners for Window-sashes.—11,713, B.
Russell, Radiators for Heating and Ventilating.
Aug. 30.—11,742, J. Honeyman, Drain Pipes.

—

11,744, T. Crook and W. Ormrod, Briekmaking-
Machines.—11,745, W. Ormrod, Self-lubricating
Mould for Briekmaking Machines. — 11,752, J,
Goodman, Bricks for the better Fixing of Wood-
work, &c.—11,772. S. Spencer, Window Fastenings
Ang. 31.—11,787, E. Bailey, Cupboard Turn.

—

11,829, W. Crozier, Locking Sash-fasteners.

Sept. 1.—11,833, R. Herrmann, WallPapers, kc.

PROVISIONAL SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.
10,114, J. Wallas, Heads of Rainwater Pipes, &c.—10,446, C. Howe, Plaster of Paris.—10,481, S.

Alley, and J. MacLellan, Water Meters.—10,562^
W. Sargent, Water-waste Preventer for giving ai
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shand After fluah.—10,608, F. Hemming, Wood
leers.— 10,461, T. Bray, Syphon Water-waste
ivontcr Cistern for Water-closets.—10,704, C.

fer, Combined Door Fastener and Indicator.

—

1358, J. Gill, Machinery for Making Pottery,

jessing Bricks, &c.

K COMPLETK SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.

1 Open to Oppoeition for Tvio 2fonlAi.

i

1,121, II. Harris, Window Fastenings.—12,330,
Tylor, Waste Preventing Cistern for Water-

sets.—13,&37, D. Lyon, Flushing Apparatus and
i^ter-waste Proventer for Water-closet Cisterns.

—

.'119, P. Richards, Trapping Drains or Sowers.

—

80, C. Latter, Fixing Sheets and Roll Caps of

pper, icc., for Roofing Purposes.— 8,621, J.

etschmaun and J.Goulson, Flushing Cisterns for

iter c'osets, &c. — 9,800, A. Boult, Window
Bteners.—9,960, A. Earl, Door Bolts, &c.— 13,597,

Parsons, Fall Pipes and Fixing same.—13,692,
Popplowell, Clamping Devices.—14,045, W.

anville, Electric Bells and Indicators.

RECENT SALES OF PROPERTY.
ESTATE EXCHANGE BEPOET.

AnousT 26.

By RBTIfOl.D8 & Easoiv.

iBbnry, Clifton-street—Ground-rent of lOL 169.,

reveraion in 18 years £5B0
Ironnd-rent of 6J. lOs., reversion in 27 years 320
jomsbury— 26. Glouceater-street, freehold 1,400

gware-road—Ground-rents of 861., terms of 14
and 11 years 6CO

ArocsT 30.

By C. & H. White.
uth Lambeth— 'lO, 48, and 60, Wileox-rosd; and
1 to 4, little Spring-place, 35 years, ground-rent
201. lOs 000

ipham-rise—13, 15, and 17, Fenwict-placc; and
a ground-rent of 16L term 60 years, gronnd-rent
111 680

AtTQUST 31.

By W. k F. HoconTOX.
d Ford—76, 78, and 80, St. Btephen'a-road, with
yards, stabling, and sheds in rear, freehold 860

SorTBMBBB 1,

By Foster A Cbanfield.
omley-by-Bow—8 to 18, even, Cobden-street, 63
years, ground-rent 181 876

glisallanta.

» Remnneration to Architects for Com-
fstitive Desig'ns.—Towards the close of the
iiat year the following architects were invited

E

’ the trustees of the “ Shannon Fund ” to send
designs for a new Church of St, Kevin, at
ingsland Park, viz., Thomas Drew, R.H.A.

;

E.MuiTay, P.R.I. A.I. j J. F. Fuller, F.R.I.A.I.
j

j, R. Carroll, F.R.I.A.I.
;
and A. G. Jones. The

,\nd being under the control of the Court of

jhancory, a formal application was made to the
lord Chancellor (Ashbourne) to the effect that
i)ie unsuccessful competitors should be remune-
^ited for their time and trouble in preparing
H'awings. His Lordship, in response, expressed
*8 opinion that professional mon should not bo
Inked to give their time and experience without
bing fairly remunerated, and he accordingly
|ade an order that the unsuccessful architects

fc paid fifteen guineas each out of the funds in

liurt. As we have already stated, Mr. Drew
lok first place, and Mr. Murray second .—Irish

wilder.

I Douglas (Isle of Man).—The proprietors
i the Twemlow’s Yard Property have awarded
ie first premium of 351. to Mr. Clarke, archi-

^ct, of Liverpool, for the best scheme snb-
litted for developing the property to the best
rlvantage for building purposes. The second
romium of 151. has been awarded to Messrs.
tephoD J. Holliday, architect, and H. Bertram
iichols, A.M.I.C.E., of Birmingham, joint

ithors of the plans placed second in order of
erit.

I The Standard Measure of Length, in
hdia.—A Reuter’s telegram, dated Simla,
^ptember 1, says that the Government of
!idia has under consideration legislation fixing

'le English yard as the standard measure of
ingth for British India, and also legislation for

I© punishment of false trade descriptions, on
le lines of the Bill promoted by the British
oard of Trade regarding fraudulent marks on
erchandise.

St. Edmund’s Church, in Lombard-street,
>s been lately improved by the removal
’ the old stone steps in the chancel. These
ive been replaced by steps of white marble,
id the floor has been relaid with black and
hite marble tiles. The work has been carried
it by Messrs. Arthur Lee & Bros., of Bristol.

M. Chevreuil, tho distinguished French
.rant, whose researches in connexion with
dour are known to many of our readers, has
at entered upon his one-buudred-and-second
:ar.

Rapid Construction of a Chimney. —
Dingler's Journal records the construction, in
the short space of fifteen days, of a factory
chimney in Belgium, 92 ft. high, 5 ft. 6 in. in

diameter at the bottom, 3 ft. 6 in. at the top,

on the system know as Max Ferbeck’s. The
mode of construction is described as follows ;

—

At the bottom of a pit 21 ft. 6 in. deep, 18 ft.

long, and 16 ft. 6 in. wide, a layer of concrete
1 ft. 4 in. deep, and consisting of equal parts of

sand and cement, was spread out, and upon this

bed fir beams 7 in. square were laid. Then fol-

lowed anotb3r layer of cement 1 ft. 6 in. deep,
but consisting of one-third cement and two-
thirds sand. Upon this foundation the base of
the chimney was constructed of ordinary bricks
up to 6 ft. above the ground, after which
the work was handed over to the contractor,
M. Max Ferbeck, who completed tho chimney
in twelve days with a workman and a
labourer. Four different shapes of hooklike
radial bricks in five sizes were employed, the
bricks locking into each other two ways with
their hooks. The mortar used was partly
ordinary mortar, partly mortar mixed with
cement} the pointing was done with cement
mortar. The shaft was constructed without
outside scaffolding. The sides of tho chimney
have a thickness of only 13 in. at the bottom
and not quite 7 in. at tho top. The total

weight of the brickwork is estimated at 60 tons,

and the total cost was 93L, of which 271- was
for freight and duty). It may be doubted
whether the employment of a chimney base
of the nature described, the use of different

kinds of mortar sotting at various degrees of

quickness, and the rapid method of constnic-

tion are to be recommended in building high
factory chimneys.

Sale of Properties.—By direction of Lord
Rodney will be put up for auction, on the 14th
instant, at Hereford, the property known as

Berrington, near to Leominster. The Hall is a
fine mansion, bnilt of stone lined with brick, in

the Italian style, and stands in a park of about

350 acres. The rest of the estate, corre-

sponding to what is known as the " Home of

the Herefords,” includes some twenty- two
farms, about 4,300 acres of land in all. The
rental value is estimated at nearly 6,500i. per

annum. On a later date will bo offered also the

two Yorkshiro (North] Riding) properties of

Hilton Manor and tho Hall, Sutton-on-tbe-

Foreat. The latter, consisting of a good old

red brick house, and 3,600 acres of land, valued

at 4,100L a year, is of interest as associated

with the memory of Sterne, who was for a

while vicar of the parish. The parish, situated

eight miles north from York, lies within the

ancient Galtros forest. Hilton, between Yarm
and Stokesley, is a former residence of the

Earl of Burlington and the Duke of Devon-
shire. The estate, watered by the Leven,

comprises tlie whole parish of 1,360 acres, and
yields a rental of 2,000L a year. The advow-

son of tho living, worth 140Z. per annum, g?ea

with the freehold.

A New Building Estate at Lowestoft.

—

A property designated the Kirkley Cliff Estate,

at South Lowestoft, has recently been laid out

for building upon, and last week the first

portion of the property, containing fifty-six

sites, was offered for sale in a marquee erected

on the estate by Mr. A. G. Notley. Several of

the plots submitted, having'frontages to the sea

of 20 ft., and depths of 135 ft., were sold at

from 601. to 701. each, two corner plots of

larger dimensions being sold for 1501. and 801.

each. The sale also included several marine resi-

dences, and a number of shops and dwelling-

honses erected on the estate by Jlessrs. Lucas

Bros., of London. The marine residences, seven

in number, on Cliff-terrace, facing the sea, said

to be let at rentals of 751. and 801. per

annum, were sold for 1,5001. each, two other

villas realising 8001. and 5001. respectively.

Eight residences, designated Kirkley Cottages,

were sold at prices varying from 3001. to 8601.

each, whilst fifteen shops and dwelling-houses

realised 4201. and 4501. each. The total

proceeds of the sale amounted to upwards of

19.0001.

New Museum at Brussels.—The city of

Brussels has acquired a new museum building

by the reconstruction of the handsome Maison

du Roi, on the Grande Place. The museum
contains a vastly valuable collection of civic

paintings and other obiets d’arf of the same
nature, acquired by the city from time to

time.

The Increasing Use of Cement in
Germany. — The Sprechsaal remarks that
scarcely any German industry has made such
progress within the last twenty years as the
manufacture of Portland cement. Not only
have cement testa and kindred topics been dis-

ensaed in trade journals from all points of view,
but each factory has been trying to increase its

out-put. With increased production comes the
necessity for an extended sale, and thus
attempts have been made to use cement for tho
entire construction of work in which it normally
is only used as a binding agent. It is, however,
urged that no substances are more liable to be
affected by atmospheric influences than cement
and cement concrete; and, moreover, that no
other building materials are more dependent upon
the conscientiousness of the contractor, sand
and small stones being cheap and cement dear.
About tho end of 1885 the Prussian Govern-
ment issued regulations enjoining as restricted
use as possible of cement for elevated building
purposes. This measure seems, however, to

have had but little practical result. While
defects in ordinary masonry can bo seen during
the period of construction or before the com-
pletion of a building, such is not the case with
cement work. A single cask of insufficiently

binding cement may bring about tlie destruc-
tion of an important structure, various in-

stances being adduced in support of those
assertions. The most serious point in con-
nexion with this question is considered to be
the use of cement concrete for purposes of

drainage, special danger arising from the de-

structive acids and alkaline influences to which
such work is necessarily subjected. The favour-
able reports which have from time to time been
circulated as to the satisfactory results obtained
in such cases by the use of cement are considered
by the Sprechsaal to demand a searebing inves-

tigation, it being considered that the work is,

in many cases, too new to allow of its merits
being decided upon the basis of present expe-
rience. 'I'his article has given room to some
interesting controversy in German technical
circles, tho importance of tho interests ranged
on each side of the question giving a practical

form to the discussion.

Protection of Theatres from Fire.

—

Since the burning of the Opera Cornique, French
and German technical journals have been
largely discussing the best means to bo adopted
for preventing the spread of fire in theatres,

and some of tho suggestions set forth may be
of interest and value in view of the terriblo

catastrophe at Exeter. Thus most of the
French jounials advocate the compulsory intro-

duction of electric light in theatres, and that
the scenery, Ac., bo made of fireproof materials,

whilst one, tho well-known Qinie Civil, recom-
mends the adoption of flock silk instead of

canvas for the scenery. This material, the

journals says, is somewhat more expensive than
canvas, but possesses iu return the advantage
of being more durable and burning slower,

almost like tinder. It further states that tho

Theatrical Committee appointed in Paris after

the Opera Cornique catastrophe applied to a
Dr. Gehring, an engineer, and mayor of

Landshut, inviting him to furnish particulars

of the theatrical scenery invented by him and
patented some years ago. Dr. Gehring’s

scenery is made of metallic and semi-metallic

wire netting, which maybe painted on with the

same facility as canvas, whilst being incom-

bustible. Even nnder the greatest beat the

material only glows and becomes charred. The
Committee has since decided upon recommending
the material for the scenery at the now Opera
Comiquo. The journal further draws attention

to the automatic extinguishing apparatus

adopted in certain American theatres, consisting

of a great cistern of water, from the bottom of

which pipes ran in various directions. Tho
latter are closed at tho other end by means of a

composition consisting of lead, tin, and bismuth,

which melts at a temperature of 75'’C., whereby
water is immediately poured down in torrents

on the place on fire. At the same time an
automatic alarum bell warns the attendants of

the danger threatening.

M. Hugo Birger.—The death is announced,

at the early age of thirty-seven, of the cele-

brated Swedish painter, M. Hugo Birger.

Having studied at the Academy of Arts in

Stockholm, he gained, in 1877, the Royal Gold

Medal for his painting, “ The Fall of Adam.”
Since then Birger studied iu France and Spain,

where he produced a number of works, which
realised large sums iu his native country.
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Hygienic Investigation in Stockholm.
One of the last reports of the Hygienic Board
of the city of Stockholm contains a paper by
Herr K. Sonden on a series of researches carried
out last year on the purity and temperature of
the air in a number of public buildings in that
city, particularly where the electric light has
superseded gas, which are, highly interesting.

In all twenty buildings were visited,—some two,
three, or four times,—the method adopted in

the research being the so-called Pettenkorff, a
method whereby the ijurity of the air is deter-
mined by the amount of carbonic acid it con-
tains. Beginning with the theatres, we find
that in the Eoyal Grand Theatre, on the electric

light being partially introduced instead of
gas, there was a groat improvement of
the air both as regards purity and tem-
perature, although the improvement vras not
BO complete as in other theatres examined, as,

for instance, the Court Theatre of Munich,
where the electric light has entirely superseded
gas. In the Dramatic Theatre, too, great
improvement appears manifest since the gas-
burners in the building were reconstructed so
as to promote ventilation instead of, as before,
increasing the volome of carbonic acid and
raise the temperature. Thus, whilst four years
ago, five per cent, of carbonic acid was not
unusual with a temperature of about 30'' C., the
greatest amount noted last year was only 2'6

per cent., and the highest temperature 24" C.
In the New Theatre, on the other hand, where
a similar system of gas-lighting has also been
introduced, and where, moreover, there is an
air-fan, no improvement of the air has been
effected, a result which the analysts cannot as
yet explain, although they ascribe it to a bad
circulation of air. However, of all the Stock-
holm theatres, the so-called Southern Theatre
was found the worst, the amount of carbonic
acid in the air on the second tier rising some-
times to six pro mille, and the temperature to
30° C. This theatre is, however, situated
in a part of Stockholm where the hygienic
arrangements are very inferior. Turning
to the churches and lecture-room, we find that
in one of the former, during a meeting of the
Salvation Army, the amount of carbonic acid
rose to 6'22 per cent. In another church during
evening service, the carbonic acid rose to 5'41

per cent., with a temperature of 24'8° C. In
the Klara Church, the principal church in
Stockholm, an analysis was made when the
church was crowded, showing that whilst the
temperature only varied from at the
beginning of the service to 19-5° at the end,
the amount of carbonic acid rose from 1'75 to
57 per cent. Of other buildings examined
may he mentioned one at the lecture-hall in a
public college, where the amount of carbonic
acid in the air at the close of the lecture was
2 per cent., and one of the superior courts,
where it was G‘25 per cent. The researches in
factories, &c., embraced three snuff and tobacco
manufactories, and seven printing-offices, and
in^ the former the air was naturally greatly
mixed with tobacco dust, whilst in one snuff
factory every cubic m^tre of air contained
half a gramme of fine snuff. In another
tobacco manufactory, where the electric
light had everywhere superseded gas, the
amount of carbonic acid in the so-
called rolling-room was, nevertheles,s, from 4 to
5'3 per cent. In some of the printing-offices
the air was very bad, in one containing over
5-41 per cent., but in another, that of the
StocJcholm Daily Journal, it was only O o per
cent., viz., almost pure. It was found that
where good ventilators had been introduced
the improvement of the air was very marked.
It is intended to continue these researches, as
the Hygienic Board is of opinion that they will
greatly tend to improve the sanitary condition
of huildiogs where large numbers of people are
occupied.
Codnor Sewerage.—A meeting of the rate-

payers of this Derbyshire district was held on
the 5th, to consider a scheme of sewerage sub-
mitted by Mr. W. H. Eadford, C.E., of Notting-
ham, as an alternative to one previously drawn
ont by the Surveyor to the Basford Guardians,
who are the Authority in the district. The
ratepayers approved Mr. Eadford’s scheme as
the cheapest and most efficient in their opinion
cost of works, 3,900/. The Basford Guardians
last Tuesday decided to send the two schemes
to tJiG_ Local Government Board, accompanied
by an intimation that the local vestry preferred

The Hnssian Portland Cement Trade.

—

An article in the Journal du Cdramisfe et du
Chaufournier quotes a statement of the French
Consul at Moscow that English, German, and
Swedish cements are imported in relatively
large quantities into Northern and Central
Euasia. Stettin cement is in special demand,
and the Swedish mark, “three crowns,” from
Lomna, in the province of Skanske, is largely
sold. English Portland cement sells at a price
about equal to 3s. Id. to 3 b. 4d. per cwt. gross

Malthouse, Cardiff.—A large malthous
now being completed for the Cardiff Mali
Company, on the East Moors, Cardiff.
contains four growing-floors, 110 ft. long
50 ft. wide, and two double-floor kilns, 35

the duty forming about a quarter of the price
(lOJd. per cwt.). German and Swedish
cements range from 3 per cent, to 5 per cent,
below the price of the English article. Eussian
cement is considered superior to English in
quality, Government contracts stipulating its

exclusive use. The principal markets for the
sale of imported cemeut are St. Petersburg
and Biga. Importation at the latter point has,
however, sensibly diminished. At Moscow,
the consumption of foreign cement is limited,
on account of the competition of factories
situated in the industrial district of the city.
Amongst the principal Eussian factories are the
following ;

—

Annual pro-
duotjon.
Barrpla.

1. Company succeedinp C. C. Sclunidt, Riga... 120,000
2. Cement Company, Podolsk 80,000
3. Cement Company, PortKund.TeBenherg... Ss’oOO
4. E. LipLardt & Co., Moscow (Works at

Tzurora) 20,000
6. Stanislas Cjechanorsky, Grodzeta (Poland) 60,OCO

By the Customs returns it would seem that the
total imports in 1885 were 4fi,814 tons, against
53,289 tons in the preceding year.
Extensive Building Operations in

Hamburg.—It is now four years ago, says
a Hamburg journal, since the extensive build-
ing operations necessitated by this city joining
the German Customs Bund were commenced,
when, in order to provide sufficient space for
the free trade harbour on one aide and the duty
dock on the other, some 20,000 inhabitants had
to quit their dwellings. This great revolution
took place in the old part of the town. From
the returns now furnished for the four years
to the end of 188G, it appears that a sum of
5,300,000/. has been expended in this under-
taking, of which the German Empire pays
2,000,000/., extended over five years. Of the
above-mentioned sum 3.350,000/. have been
expended in erecting new buildings, and
200,000/. as interest on loans, making a total
of 3,550,000/. The greatest outlay appears to
have been in purchase of ground, under which
item a sum of 2,000,000/. was expended on the
Hamburg side of the Elbe alone. On the other
hand, it may be mentioned that the “ golden
times” anticipated fonr years ago by our
building speculators, artisans, and workmen
have failed to put in an appearance, a circum-
stance which may he ascribed to the severe
competition offered from beyond the city, the
great influx of workmen from Silesia, Poland
and even Italy,—the latter working for a mini,
mum of wages, though being excellent and
reliable workmen,—and the means of transport
becoming every day easier, which have the
effect of lowering the price of labour as well
material. A large number of houses have been
sold below their cost. For excavations and
foundation work almost only foreign labourers
were employed, chiefly Italians, their Hamburg
co?i/r^res showing a decided objection to hard
work.
Folding Steel Gates and Shutters,

—

These, which are patented by the “Bostwick
Folding Steel Gate and Shutter Co.,” consist of
steel shutters with the vertical bars connected
by two or three series of short bars arranged
trcllis-wise, working on centres at the point
where they intersect eacli other and the
vertical bar, but with the ends of the
cross pieces working loose in channels in the
vertical bars. By this arrangement it is

possible to push the whole of the vertical bars
close up together, into a space of a few inches,
and if necessary the whole, when closed up, can
be further turned round on a hinge and lie against
the window or door jamb, like an ordinary
shutter. Among the advantages are security
combined with ventilation, as the shutter can
be drawn out and locked across a door or
window without obstructing air or mucli light.
The straight backwards and forwards motion
in one plane, in closing up or pulling out the
shutter, is a convenience, as the shutter does

AT,. T)
j— 'votijr jyicicrieu not interfere with curtains or blinds in process

be^ t

^ asking them to choose the of being closed. The invention seems likely tobest scheme. he a useful one.

by 31 ft. The building is designed to w
on the improved system introduced by Mr.
>Stopes, the well-known maltsters’ eugineer
London. The ground, first, second, and tt
floors, are to be used as growing floors,

fourth floor as a barley-loft, and the roof a
malt-store, containing 30,000 cubic feet
storage space, besides a 10-ft. wide gangv
running down the middle, the hays at each (

being used for screening-loft, store-tank,
,

In the harley-loft is placed a 6 h,-p, Griffi

patent gas engine, and the shafting for drivi

a band-conveyer in the roof, elevators, s
sack-hoists. Four of Free’s patent conic
bottomed steeping cisterns are also in t

loft, and between each pair is a small eleva'

for raising barley into the loft above, whei
it passes over screens into the steeping-tanl
Under these tanks are trap-doors in all t

floors, whereby the steeped grain can be let (

to grow on any floor at the maltster’s pleasu:
The lowest floor of the kilns contains t

furnaces, coal-store, &c.
;
also an office for t

manager, a mess-room for the men, lavatorii

&c. The floor above is a malt-store, containi:

15,000 cubic feet of storage space, and ov
this again is the top of the furnace shaft, ai

hot-air dispersing chamber. Above this, ai

level with the top growing floor, is the low
drying floor, of Fison’s perforated tiles; ai

level with the barley loft is the upper dryii

floor, of Hermann’s patent wedge-shaped wii

No cowls are fixed on the outlets above, whi(
are left open, except for pyramidal roofs sa
ported on jmsts, to keep the rain from enterii

the kilns. The upper kiln floors are loaded 1

an elevator, and emptied by openings con

municating with the lower kiln-floors. TheE(
the malt can either be passed through spon
into the malt-store beneath, or raised I

another elevator to the band-conveyor in tl

roof, by which it can be delivered over screei

into the bins. The building is very snbstant
ally erected in brickwork, faced with re

Pencoed bricks. The floors throughout are (

concrete, supported on rolled iron jo'sts an
cast-iron stanchions. The roof is arranged wit

a special view to storing malt, and is lined ii

side and out with boarding. Upon the outf

hoarding is laid tarred felt, and upou that tfc

battens and slates. The steeping-tanks ai

supplied and fixed by Messrs. Goddar
& Massey, of Nottingham

; the kiln-floors b
MessBfi. Stopes & Co., of Loudon

;
the maebiner

and gas-engine by Messrs. Spencer & Co., c

Melkshain
;
the architect’s advising engines

being Mr. J. Gillett, of Penarth
;
the gas an

water services by Messrs. Cross Bros., c

Catdiff
;

the iron construction by Messrt

Williams & Sons, of Cardiff, under the genera
contractors, Messrs. Shepherd & Son, of Cardifl

The architect is Mr. F. Baldwin, 17, Clinrch

street, Cardiff; and the clerk of work’s diitie

have been very efficiently discharged by Mi
David Owen.
Discovery of Sculpture by Thorwaldsen

During the recent repairing of a house a

Neucrwall (in Hamburg), one of the most im
portant business quarters of the town, tw<

original works of art by Thorwaldsen have beei

discovered. The former owner of the house

Herr Hartzen, a dealer in artistic objects, wai

a friend of the famous Danish sculptor, anc

when the former, after the destruction o

Hamburg by fire some forty years ago, rebuil

his house, Thorwaldsen presented him wirh fom
hauts reliefs, representing the arts of paiutmg
sculpture, architecture, and music, for thi

purpose of ornamenting the front of th(

building. Time and weather have, however,
destroyed tlie two former, hut the discovery o

the latter has saved them from destruction

their restoration having now been taken ii

band. There cannot, from the facts s'ated

be the slightest doubt as to the genuineness o.

these works of art.

—

Haminrgcr Nachrichlen.

Extension of the Metropolitan Haiiv ay:

A further extension of the Metropolitan Rail;

way was opened on the Ist inst. from Pinner

to Kingswood and Eickmansworth for passenge*;

traffic. The line is in course of couatruefinn to

St. Albans, Aylesbury, Oxford, &c. The com
pauy intend, it is said (in the daily ]iapers)t

to extend their system as far as Birmingham:
Can this possibly be true ? If so, the company
will require re-naming.
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XI Strike of Joiners at Elswick.—On the
D3t inst. aI)out 200 joiners employed at the
fiswick Shipyard of Messrs. Armstrong,
dfitcbell, & Co., camo ont on strike in con-
ejquence of a dispute as to the carpentering
’ nd joining work, the carpenters receiving
.3. a week more than the joiners.

B “New Premises in the Haymarket.’’

—

S

rith reference to these premises, described and
lustrated in our last, we are asked to mention

,
bat all the stoves,—chimney-pieces in marble

L nd American walnut, as also the tile-hearths,

c.,—were supplied by Mr. N. Maurice, of
iraemar-road, Tottenham.
Exhibition of Painting and Sculpture

t Brussels.—On the let inst. the king,
ccompanied by the Connt of Flanders and
Tinco Baudouin, opened an exhibition of
aiuting and sculpture in the galleries formerly
ocupied by old pictures. It will remain open
ntil Nov. 1.

PRICES CURRENT OF MATERIALS,
TIMBER,

raenheftrt, B,0
load

...foot cube
eak, B.I.
aqnoia, U.S
ah, Canada

#irch
. Im
Xir, Dantaic, &o.

4 Canada
^ine, Canada red
; ,, yellow
jath, Dantaio
J St. Peterabnrg
wainacot, Riu*

5 ,, Odeaaa, crown
t'eala, Finland, 2nd and let,..8td. 100

„ 4th and 3rd

I Riga
. 8t. Petersburg, lat yellow

,,
2nd

,, white
» Bwediah
i White Sea
C Canada, Pine, let

i

„ „ 2nd

,, ,, 3rd, &c

^ „ Spruce, lat

I ,, „ 3rd and 2nd

£. B. d.

6 10 0
8 10

£. a. d.

7 10 0

0 2 3 0 3 0
4 10
3 10
4 103 10

1 10
2 10 0 4 10 0
3 0 0 6 0 0
2 0 0 3 10 0
2 0 0 4 0 0

fathom 3 0 0 5 0 0400 6 10 0
log 0 0 0 0 0 0

2 10 0 3 0 0
7 0 0 8 0 0
6 10 0 e 10 0
6 10 0 7 0 0
8 0 0 13 0 0
7 0 0 8 0 0
e 10 0 8 10 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0

16 0 0 24 0 0
10 0 0 16 0 0
6 0 0 0 0 0
8 0 0 9 0 0
6 0 0 7 0 0

TIMBER {eontinuei).

New Brunawiclc, Ac
Battens, all kinds
Flooring Boards, sq., 1 in.,

pared, First
Second
Other qualities

Cedar, Cuba
Honduras, &c
Australian

Mahogany, Cuba
St. Domingo, cargo average
Mexican

,,
Tobasco „
Hondaras

,,
Maple, Bird’s-eye
Hose, Rio
Bahia

Box, Turkey .....ton
Batin, St. Domingo foot
Porto Rico

Walnut, Italian

METALS.
Ibob—

B

ar, Welsh, in London...ton

„ „ in Wales
,, Btalfordshire, London

COPPEB

—

British, cake and ingot ...ton

Best selected
Sheets, strong
Chili, bars

Lead—
Pig, Spanish ton
English, common brands
Sheet, English

Spbltbb—
Silesian, special ton
Ordinary brands

Tut—
Straits ton
Australian
English ingots

OILS.
Linseed
Cocoanut, Cochin
Ceylon

Palm, Lagos
Rapeseed, English pale .

,, brown
Cottonseed, refined
Tallow and Oleine
Lubricating, U.S

,, refined
TOBPBltTIirB—
American, in casks ....

Tab—
Stockholm
Archangel

0 8 0 0 11 0
0 6 6 0 7 6
0 4 0 0 6 0

foot 0 0 Si 0 0
0 0 3 0 0 3i
0 0 2 0 0 3

0 0 4 0 0 6

0 0 3i 0 0 31
0 0 34 0 0 6
0 0 34 0 0 6

0 0 6 0 0 7
.ton 8 0 0 11 0 0

... 7 0 0 0 0 0
.ton 6 0 0 12 0 0
foot 0 0 6 0 0 0

... 0 0 6 0 0 10

... 0 0 34 0 0 64

60 0 0 0 0 0

12 1 3 0 0 0
12 6 0 12 7 6
13 6 3 0 0 0

15 0 0 16 2 6
14 17 6 0 0 0

102 10 0 0 0 0
103 5 0 0 0 0
106 10 0 0 0 0

...ton 20 10 0

25 0 0 46 0 0
6 0 0 6 0 0
6 0 0 12 0 0

...barrel 0 14 0 0 14 6

0 9 6 0 9 9

CONTRACTS AND PUBLIC APPOINTMENTS.
Epitoms of Advertisements in this Number.

CONTRACTS.

TENDERS
J ACTON.— For the erection of the first portion of the
proposed Church of St. Alban the Martyr, Acton Green,
London, Mr. Edward Monsoti, jun., A.R.I.B.A., architect,

icton
. J. Dorey, Brentford (accepted) £3,SCO 0 0

I
ACTON.—For the erection of five cottages in Mont-

iomery-^oad, Acton Green, London. Mr. EdwardMonson,
,un., A.R.I.B.A., architect, Acton :

—

Geo. Thomas, Acton Green (ac-

cepted) £1,076 0 0

BEDDINGTON.—For proposed alterations and repairs

; Brandries Hill House, Beddington. Mr. C, Innes,

rohiteet, 27, Queon-street, City ;

—

Prestige & Co,, Pimlico
Dawson & Sou, Beddington
Maides & Harper, Croydon
J. Smith Sl Sons, South Norwood
Macov & Sons, Strand
T. J. Messom, Twickenham

,. £3.819 0

.. 3,818 0

.. 3,752 0
3,607 0

,. 3,327 0
3,195 0

BARNET.—For coach-house and stable, for Mr.
Imms. Mr. E. B. Julian, architect :

—

Gray £166 0 0
Royer 165 0 0
Marriott Bros, (accepted) 140 0 0

BARNET.—For alterations at Lyonedc
Mr. A. Allen, architect ;

—

Dainton
Elhvood
Wilkins
Marriott Bros
Ansell
Mattock
Noble
Harris
Richardson

£1,965
1,798
1.665

1,660
1.666

1,491

1,472
1,227
1,221

BERMONDSEY.— For the erection of new shop on
forecoort, and sundry alterations and repairs to house and
shop, No. 234, Southwark Park-road, for Mr. Jacks. Mr.
Edward Crosse, architect, 32, Bermondsey-square :

—

A. White & Co., Rotherhilbo £196 0 0
J. Almond, Bermondsey 186 0 0
G. Smithers, Bermondsey (accepted) 180 0 0

BERMONDSEY.—For rebuilding two back additions

and underiiiunicg walls and piers, and new water supolies,

to Nos. 46 nnd 43, Camilla - road, for Mr. H. Hankin.
Mr. Edward Crosse, architect :

—

A. White & Co., Rotherhithe £196 0 0
G. Smithers, Bermondsey 187 0 0
J. Almond, Bermondsey (accepted) ... 185 10 0

BLACEHEATH.—For alterations and decorations at
St. John's Church, Blackheatb, Kent. Messrs. Drury t
Lovejoy, architects, Bncklersbury ;

—

H. L. Holloway £698 0 0
G, F. Havoll 630 0 0
Smith & Son (accepted) 474 0 0

BROMLEY (Kent).-For alterations and additions at
147, and 148, High-street, Bromley, for Mr. Georgs'
Pyrko. Mr. G. 8. W. Tappen, architect. Quantities bp^
Messrs. Daflield 5; Player, High-street, Bromley, Kent

J. Crossley £710 0 0
Arnaud (.77 0 0
D. Pavne 676 0 0
J. Maddiiigton, Sydenham 619 0 0
W. A. Grubb (accepted) 676 0 0

[All of Bromley.]

BROOKE (I.W.).—For making a new road at Brooke,
I.W., fortheRoral National Lifeboat Institution. Mr.
J. E. Haynes, surveyor :

—

J. Kingswill (accepted) £136 0 0

BROOKE (I.W.).—For making a new road, at Brooke-
corncr, I.W., for the Highway Oommiaaioners. Mr. J. E.
Haynes, surveyor;—

F. Coker £135 0 0
J. Kingswill (accepted) 123 0 0

CHELSEA.—For works at 289, King’s-road, for Mr.
Lockyer. Mr. H. W. Budd, architect, 76, Vincent-
square :— Alterations.

Prestige 4 Co. (accepted) £96 0 0
Shop Filiingi,

Sage 4 Co. (accepted) 180 0 0

Nature of Work, or Materials. By whom required.
Architect, Surveyor, or

Engineer,
Tenders te be

delivered.
Page.

Bromley Local Board ..

Bast Ham Local Board
Kent Justices
S. Hornsey Local Board

do.
Midland Railway Co. ...

Leicester Corporation

Finchley Local Board,..
The Imperial Institute
Burnham Local Board
Lewisham Bd. ofWks.
Fulham Vestry
Hendon Local Board ...

Sept. 13th
do.

Sept. 14th
do,
do.

Sept. 16th

Sept. ICth
Sept. 19th

do.
Sept. 2()th

do.
Sept. 21at
Sept. 23rd
Sept. 26th
October 3rd
October 4th
Not stated...

X.

X.

I.

I.

X.

rokeu Granite and Granite Curl)
akiog-down and Rebuilding Bridge
oad Materials
emoval of Dust and House Refuse
Ireclion of Station Buildings, Gospel Oak ...

anitary Shed, 4o.
rection of Manufactory, Stratford
touse-Draiii Connexions
'oundatioDS of Proposed Buildings
ewage Works
!orbing. Metalling, and Channelling Works
;oad-mskii)g and Paving Works
ewering and Making-up Roads, 4c

W. H. Savage
F, W. Ruck
K. Fry

do.
A. A. Langley
.T. Gordon
E. Monson, Juu
G. W. Brumell
T. E. Colcutt
J. H. Palmer
O^cial

do.
S. 8. Grimley

tores an 1 Materials
Ileaning, 4(‘., Margin of Pond, Peckham
[oases and Shops, Homerton

Great’Westem Ry. Co.
Mot. Board of Works...

do.
do.

R. Stapleton

PUBLIC APPOINTMENTS.

Nature of Appointment, By whom Advertised. Salary,
Applications
to be in.

Page

Liiistant Surveyor of Bnildings
Iraughtsman and Assi-tant Surveyors

Civil Service Com
do.

Not stated
do.

Sept. 27th
do. liT.

CHELSEA.—For the erection of buBiness premises,
warehouses, and stabling, at King’s-road, CbeUea, for Mr.
Chas. Knowles. Mr. W. H. Collbran, architect, 94, Glou-
eester-road, South Kensington. Quantities by Mr. E.
Parker

Higgs 4 Hill £6,444 0 0
Martin Wells 4 Co 6.002 0 0
Hy, Smith 4 Son 5,997 0 0
Holliday 4 Greenwood 6,887 0 0
StimpsoB 4 Son 6,686 0 0
Holloway Bros 6,624 0 0
Hearn 4 Co 6,663 0 0
Lorden 4 Son 6,496 0 0
Green 4 Lea 6,386 0 0
Cbae. Wall 6,349 0 0

CHERTSEY (Surrey),—For repairs to Cowley Fariix
and Estate

6. Marsh, wosing £162 3 0
C. Fifleld 147 16 0
II. Brown, Addlestone 143 0 0
H, O. Nesmyth, Chertsey (accepted)... 149 0 0

CLERKENWELL.—For Conservative club premisee
and Hall, Penton-ptreet, Clerkenwell. Mr. H. C. Leete,
surveyor. Quantities supplied :

—

E. C. Howell A Son £3,762 0 0
G. Stephenson 3,733 0 0
0. P. Mills 3 667 0 0
F. R. Turtle 3,699 0 0
W. 4 H. Castle 3,440 0 0
A. G. Allard 3.4’ 0 0 0
W. L. Kellaway, Clerkenwell 3,288 0 0
J. Beale, Westminster 3,212 0 0

DEPTFORD.—For alterations and additions to Dept-
ford Lower-road Schools, for the School Board for Londou,
Mr. Thos. J. Bailer, architect:

—

W. Smith £4,274 0 0
C. F. Kearley 4,269 0 0
B. E. Nightingale 4,197 0 0
J. 4 J. Greenwood 4,160 0 0
W. Downes 4,133 0 0
C. Cox ... 3,968 0 0
Kirk 4 Randal! 3,943 0 0
W. Johnson S.Sf'S 0 0
Stimpson 4 Co 3.770 0 0
Atherton 4 Latia 3,696 0 0
H. L. Holloway 3,919 0 0

ENFIELD.—For alteraiiona and additions to the Pied
Bull public-house, Bull's Cross, for Mr. Q. Gripper.
Messrs. Soarle, Halton, 4 Bowyer, architects, Totten-
ham :

—
Additions Repairs to Now
to House. Old part. Stables.

Patman, Enfield £409 £ll0 £260
Porter, Tottenham ... 395 87 227
Lawrence, Waltham 325 88 181

FOREST GATE.—For the erection of three shops, with
dweliings, situate on premises adjoining the Princess
Alice public-house, Romford-road, for Mr. Charles J.
Knowles. Mr. James F. Wesley, architect. Quantities
by the arcl itect ;

—

J. 4 J. Greenwood £4,100 0 0
W. Shurmur 3,867 0 0
W. Gregar 3,733 0 0
J. Morier 8,673 0 0
Harris & Wardrop 3,666 0 0
M. Gentry 3,660 0 0
W. Watson 3,620 0 0

HAVERFORDWEST.—For the erection of additiosal
class-rooms, do'mitories, and other additions and altera-
tions to the Haverfordwest Lloyd’s Free Grammar School,
for the Governors. Mr. D. lEdward Thomas, architect,
Haverfordwest. Quantities by the architect :

—

Jenkins Bros., Swansea £3,756 0 0
W. Summons, Hakin, Milford Haven 3,018 0 0
Codd 4 Davies. Haverfordwest 2,858 0 0
Joseph Lewis, Haverfordwest 2,463 0 0
Thos. Jenkins, Peleomb, near Haver-
fordwest (accepted) 2,241 0 0

KILBURN.—For completion of block of flats, Priory
Park-road, for Mr. John Harris. Qnantities eupplied by

architect, Mr. Richard ” '

Kilbnm :

—

William Smith
Turtle 4 Appleton ,

Macey4Sons
G. Neal
H. Beckett
J. M. Goodwin
Carlin

Hansom, High-road,

., £2.995 0

.. 2,825 0

.. 2,375 0

.. 2,276 0
2,161 0

.. 2,110 10
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LEE (Kent),—For the erection of a villa residence at

Lee-road, Lee, for Mr. W. E. Hill. Mr. A. H. Kersey,
architect. Quantities supplied

Holliday & Greenwood £1,729 0 0
H, L. Holloway l 724 0 0
Delby ... I’yio 0 0
Burmsn & Son l.65-i 0 0
F. & F, H. Higgs., ... 1,617 0 0
Castle 1 402 0 0

LEICESTER.—For new streets and scwo’s on the
Westcotes Estate, NarborouRh-road, for the Rev. Joseph
Harris. Messrs. W. Milliean & H. Gibson, surveyors ;

—

Jones i Fitzmaurice, Birmingham £1,620 17 5
E. T. Hutchinson, Leicester 1,524 0 0
J. Lea, Ratby 1,416 0 0
J. Smith, BelgraTe 1,349 16 2
W. Cordon, Nottingham 1,324 10 0
D. W. Ward, Whetstone 1,299 12 11
J. D. Gibbins, Leicester 1,274 10 0
S. & E. Bentley, Leicester 1,236 0 0

LONDON.—For alterations and repairs, painting, &c.,
to the Pitt’s Head public-honse. comer of Old-street,
E.O., for Mr. J. Jay. Mr. Joseph G. Needham, architect.
No. 11, Powerscroft-road, Lower Clapton, N. :

—

King £290 0 0
Harrison & Co 254 10 0
J. Walter 217 18 0
8. W. Hawkings 242 0 0
J- Long 210 0 0
Watson 227 17 7

6a»Jithngi.
J. Ungar & Co 33 10 0

LONDON.— For the erection of a new club-house at
Settle-street, Commercial-road, for the Rev. H.arry Wilson.
,M.A. Mr. Henry Wilson, architect. Quantities by Mr,
Thornicraft ;

—

Dove Bros £1,015 0 0
E. Laurence 981 0 0
H. L. Holloway (accepted) 969 0 0

LONDON.—Foralterations and repairs to the Old Cock
Tavern, Highbury, for Mr. Richard Baker. Qaanfities by
the architect, Mr. Arthur W. Seville, 99, Strand

Drew & Cadman £2,866 0 0
O. H. & A. Bywaters 2,807 0 0
G. S. Williams & Son 2,720 0 0
W. Oldrey & Co 2,650 0 0
Ward & Lamble 2,641 0 0
J.T. Chappell 2,476 0 0
Bpeucer & Co 2,376 0 0

Feiclerer't Fillingi.
Watts & Co 2S4 0 0
Helling 245 0 0
Heath 217 0 0

LONDON.—For rebuilding the Goldsmiths’ Arms, Bar-
tholomew-close. Mr. H. W. Budd, architect, 76, Vincent-
aqaare :

—

Bush (accepted) £1,900 0 0

Peu-terer, j-e.

Moody (accepted) 187 10 0
Gds Fiffingt,

Sngg & Co. (accepted) 120 0 0

LONDON.—Forrebuildingfive hoases andehops, Cross-
street, Islington, for Dr. Wsite. Mr. C. Freeman
Murray, architect. Quantities by Mr. C. Dannell

Bradford £1,737 o' 0
Canning i Mnllins 1,646 0 0
W. i F. Croaker

.. i 637 0 0
Spencer A Co.* i’67o 0 0

Accepted, the amuunc oeing reauoed to l,25()f.

LONDON.—For the erection of a warehouse in Theo-
bald s-road, 4V.C., for Messrs, A. & H. Rowley. Messrs.
Isaacs & Florence, architects :

—
H. T. William £1,576 0 0
B.Wire 1,658 0 0
Jackson A Todd 1 349 0 0
J- I.’3i9 0 0
v\ ilbiDSOu Brothers 1316 0 0
J. Wells A Son (accepted) 1,287 0 0

MANCHE.8TER.—For house for Mr. J, T. Doyle at
Kersal, Manchester. Messrs. E. A F. Hewitt, architects,
9, Albert-square. Manchester

Robert Neill A Sons £1,230 0 0
Edward Wood 1,130 0 0Wm. Brown A Son l’li7 0 0Wm. Southern A Sons (accepted) ... l|u5 0 0Wm. Shaw 1,100 0 0

PLUMSTEAD.—For erecting premises for the Royal
Arsenal Co-operative Society. Mr. J. 0. Cook archi-
tect

|ro<:tor £2,995 0 0
Bishop Bros 2,860 0 0
Combs 2,846 0 0

? 2,732 0 0
i. Johnson 2,695 0 0
S^barpe 2.660 0 0
R. Q. batuey, uid h.ent-road* 2,634 0 0

• Accepted.

PUTNEY.—For Portland stonework to the elevation of
Mfaite Lion Hotel, Putney Bridge, for Mr W G SUcock
Mr. Geo, Treacher, architect, 23, Carter-lane

—

’

Herndge (accepted) £475 q q

EOEHAMPTON.—For new drains, manholes, plumbers’
•work’ ventilation, and other improvements, alterations
and additions to Tregew, Roehampton Park, for MissGrant Suttie. Mr. Charles Edward Gritton, A M Inst C E
architect, London :

•

R. Aviss A Co., Putney Bridge
(accepted)

q q

cli.pel at Komford.

StainssASon £3,344 0 0

Harris A Wardrop
;;;;;; 3,’079 J [[Hammond

^ ^

J. Allen A Sons (accepted) 2*750 0 0

[Sept. 10, 1887.

STEPNEY.—For mating sundry alterations and sddi.
tions at The Star (formerH the Y'ork) beerhouse. Com-

1 — J 17 .... M. -vv. Baxter. Mr. James F.mercial-road, E., for Mr.
Wesley, architect, 277, Romford-road, Forest Gate

Heiaer. £630 0 0
Salt .... 557 0 0
Lusk .547 0 0
Harris A Wardrop 540 0 0
Trent Bros I" 639 0 0
Marchant 633 10 0
J. H. Johnson 523 0 0
Hearie A Son 493 0 0
John Walker (accepted) 464 0 0

STOKE NEWINGTON.—For additions to the Presby-
terian Church, Stoke Newington. Messrs. Potts. Sulmaa
A Hennings, architects. Quantities by Mr. G. Fleet-

Roberts
Colwell
Grover A Sons
Chessum
Scrivener
Nordan
Mattock Bros
Oliver
Dabbs .

Harris A Wardrop
J. Alien A Sons (accepted)

.. £1,545 0 0

.. 1,620 0 0

.. 1,620 0 0

.. 1,490 0 0

.. 1,480 0 0
.. 1,445 0 0

1,373 0 0
.. 1,354 0 0
.. 1,347 0 0
.. 1,338 0 0
.. 1,293 0 0

STREATHAM.—For stabling at Streatham, for Sir A
Kirby. Mr. W. T. Hollands, architect, 27, Chancery,
lane :— •'

Ling, Deptford £1,590 0 0
Bedman 1^400 0 0
Holloway 1^350 0 0
Mason, Streatham 1,293 0 0
Deacon, Lower Norwood and Hay-

’

ward’s Heath 1 275 0 0

TULSE HILL.—For repairs a d decorations st Not-
bngham Cottage, 123, Upper Tube Hill, for Mr, G.
Dormer. Mr. Edward Crosse, architect, 32, Bermondsey-
souarei

—

square :

—

S. Kipps. Borough £100 » o
F.AU.F. Higgs, Loughboro’ Junction 81 0 0
Peacock Bros., Tulse Hill (accepted) 69 0 0

TUNBRIDGE WELLS.—For building a cottage resi-
dence at Hadlow Down, near Tonbridge Wells, for Mrs.
F. Hoggins. Mr. T, Gordon, architect, 3, Courtfleld-
gardens, S.W. Quantities supplied by Mr. J. Bookwood.
33, Argyll-street, W. ;

’

Moon, Rotherfield (accepted) £1,247 0 0

WHETSTONE—For erecting a Congregational school
chapel at Oakleigh Park, Wbetstoue. Mr. Geo Baines 4
Great Winche.ster-street, E.C., architect—

Bryor £2,972 0 0
^errard 3_93i 0 0
H. L. Holloway 2,850 0 0
Harris A Wardrop 2,738 0 0
H. A H. F. Higgs ..V.V.V.'

Staines A Son
Lawrence A Sons
Neave A Neave .

Holliday A Greenwood
Grover A Son,.,,

W. Johofoo ...

J. Gregory A Co
G. Dobson
8. J. Scott
E. G. Batiley, Old Kent-road*

* Accepted, with modiBcations.

2,735 0 0
- 684 0 0
2.672 0 0
3,635 0 0
2,590 0 0
2.673 0 0
2,650 0 0
2,487 0 0
2,476 0 0
2,469 0 0
.372 0 0

WILLE8DEN.—For repairs, painting, Ac., to the
chapels at Paddington Cemetery, Willesden. Mr R
Gadsden, surveyor ;

—

Plumber, liarrow.road £109 0 0
Dsvey A Co., Paddington 78 0 0
O'Neil, Paddington. 66 0 0
John Butland, Paddington 59 13 .4

Siggers, Maida Vale 69 0 0

*•* SPFjCIAL notice. — Lists of Tenders
frequently reach us too late for insertion. They should
be delivered at our office, 46, Catherine - street. W.O
not later than 12 Noon on THURSDAYS.

PUBLISHEirS NOTICES,
Segitiered Telegraphic Addre$i, “Twb Buildbb, Lobdob.”

CHARGES FOR ADVERTISEMENTS.
BITPATIONS VACANT, PARTNBEBHIP8, APPRENTICBBHIPB

TEADE. AND GENERAL AJJVEBTI8EMENT8.SG lines (about ftlty words) or nnder is Kd
Each additional Udb (about ten words Qb 6d*

Terms for Berios of Trade Advertisements, also for special Adver-Uiementa on front paga. Competitions, Contracts, Bales by Auction,
Ac, may be obtained on application to the Publisher.

SITUATIONS WANTED,
POUE Lines (about THIRTY words) or under . Ss 6dBach additional line (about ten words) Os! 6i

PREPAYMENT IS ABSOLUTELY NECESSARY.
’

'*,*— be sent, but all small sums should beremittM by Cash In Registered Letter er by Money Order, payable
at the Poat-offlee, Coveat-gardeu. W,C. to

*

DOUGLAS FOURDRINIER, Publisher.
Addressed to No. 46. Catherine-sGeet, W.O.

c^n-ent week's Issue must reach the Office
befine THREE 0 clock p.m. on THURSDAY.

SPECIAL.~-*LTERATI0N9 in standing advertise-
MENTS or ORDERS TO DISCONTINUE same

Office before TEN o'clock on WEDNES-

b'« responsible for DRAWIN03 TESTI-MONIALS, Ac. lelt at the Office in reply to Advertisements and
strongly recommendithatof the latter COPIESONLY should be'eent

PEE80N8 Advertising In ' The Builder." may have HeptieicKldrettod
to l/te Ojflce, 46. Catherine-street, Covent Garden W 0
fret of charge. Letters will be forwarded if addressed
envelopes are sent, together with sufficient stamps tocover the postage

Printed on THIN PABEE, for FOREIGN CIB-uu i.&Ai lUN, IB issued every week.

TERMS OP SUBSCRIPTION.
" THE BUILDER " la supplied niitscT from the Office to residentsany part of the United Kingdona at the rate of 19s, per annumPB^aiD. To all parts of Europe, America. Australia, and NewZealand, 268. ^r aunnm. To India, China, Ceylon, 4c. 30b. pera^™. ^mittancBs payable to DOUGLAS FOUBDRINIHB.

Publisher, Ho. 48. Catherine-street. W.O.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

RegieiereJ Telegraphic Addrete, “’Thb Boildbb, Loimi

l. (wi. -
,

the point of your letter).—C. A C.—F.— P. L. B.— F. E T., Buenos Ayres (not suitable for our
tratlon pages].—0. W. 0.—W. 4 B.—B, B. (we cannot continue
correspondence. You have misread the statement about " repl,
decayed bricks "

;
replaciug means taking them out and inse

In^lheir^ places).—A, W. E. S. (below our mark).—E. ]

(too late).—F. J. B. (too late).

All statements of facta, lists of tenders, 4c., znnst be accomp
by the name and address of the sender, not necessarily for public
We are compelled to decline pointing out books and g

We connoJ underiaJee to return refected communicalUme.
Letters or communications (beyond mere news-items) which

been duplicated for other JonmaJs. are NOT DESIRED.
AD communications regarding literary and artistic matters si

be addressed to THE EDITOR
;

all communications relatb
advertisements and other exclusively business matters shon
addressed to THE PUBLISHER, and not to the Editor.

Best Bath Stone.
COESHAM DOWN,

[
FARLEIGH DO'V

BOX GROUND. I COMBE DOWl
WESTWOOD GROUND.

|

STOKE GROU
RANDELL, SAUNDERS, & CO., ]

CoBSHAM, Wilts.

Bath Stone.
Pictor’s Monks’ Park. Combe Down.
Corsham Down. Stoke Ground.

Box Ground. Winsley Grou;
Farleigh Down. West Wood.

PICTOR & SONS, Box, Wilts. [A

THB CHELYNCH
STONE.

Doniting Freestone,
The atone from these qn

ia known as the “Wi
Beds," and is of a
cryataUine nature, ami
doubtedly ene of the
durable atones in Englan

Ib of the aame cirat
nature aa the Chelynch J

bnt finer in texture, and
Boitablefor finemoulded

THE
BEAMBLEDITCH

STONE.

HAM HILL STONE.
Greater facilities have been provide

working these quarries, aud the stone <

supplied in large quantities at short notic
Prices, and every information give

application to CHAELES TEASK & I

Norton-sub-Hamdon, near Ilmiuster, Son
London Agent — Mr. E. WILLIAl

16, Craven-street, Strand, W.O.
[

Doniting Free Stone For prices, ko.,

.

HAM HILL STONE,
d™"" S. A J. STAP

BLUB LIAS LIMB

(Ground or Lump),

Quarry O-wners, Sfl

and Lime Meroba
Stoke • under Hi
Ilminster. [A:(

Asphalte.—The Seyssel and Metallic I
Asphalte Company (Mr. H. Glenn), Offioey

Poultry, E.C.—The best and cheapest mater
for damp courses, railway arches, warehtl
floors, flat roofs, stables, cow-sheds, and n
rooms, granaries, tnn-rooms, and terraces. [A.

Asphalte.
Beysael, Patent Metallic Lava, and

White Asphaltea.
M. 8TODAET A 00.

Office

:

No. 90, Cannon-street, E.O. [A

SPRAGUE & CO.,

PHOTOLITHOGEAPHERS,

32, Martin’s-lane,

Cannon-street, E.C. [Ai:

To Builders, Builders’ Supply MercKai;
and Others. — Whallby's Water-Closet, for i

waste water from lavatoriea, ainka, roofs, &c., will li

immediately after being used. Coats 60 per cent, less '

ordinary water-cloaela. No water eiatern required.!
fittings. No water supply. Simplicity and etfective'
guaranteed. Being largely adopted and giving e
satisfaction.

Testimonials from Sanitary Engineers, SanitaryT
apectors, Medical Officers, &c. Highly spoken of b’l

leading trade papers.
Prices, drawings, and full particulara, on applicatid

BEOOKS & PICKUP,
Towneley Colliery, Burnley.

[A

Remedy for Damp Walls.—Applied
dry weather CARSON’S ANTI-DAMP SOI
TION is an economical and effectual CURB
Pull particulars (post-free) WALTER CARS
& SONS, La Belle Sauvage-yard, Ludg
Hill, London. [A^
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Crreeh Sepulchral Monuments.

F the minor works

of art that ancient

Greece has left us,

perhaps none have

commanded such

ready attention or

such universal ad-

miration as the

large and con-

stantly - increasing

38 of grave reliefs. Their full beauty

only be realised, it is true, at Athens

f, in the large collection in the Central

seum
;

and still better at the Hagia

IS, where a number of the best speci-

iS still remain in situ, and where the

lialist will necessarily study them
;

but

general public need not wander further

1 (the cellars of) the British Museum, or,

ie desire full daylight, he may see in the

Ith Kensington Museum casts of upwards

twenty well-selected instances,

iny one who looks at these reliefs for the

t time will be struck, not only by their

uty, but by their extreme simplicity
;
here,

least, he will think, there can be little

iculty of interpretation,—we are in the

sence of no recondite mythology. We have

one a citizen with his dog
;
on another a

ther and child ; another, a lady with her

ette-box
;
another, a youth mounted on his

se,—everywhere humanity in its simplest,

3t natural aspects. If it were so, the present

)er would not be needed, except, perhaps,

efly to call attention to certain special

lUties of execution, and to fix an easily-

ertained chronological sequence. The case

ar otherwise
;
grave archmological difficulties

re arisen on the mature consideration of

ise apparently simple designs,—-difficulties,

1 solution of which is necessary to their full

derstanding and realisation, and also, in

:t, to their artistic appreciation.

As is well known, it is the intention of the

ussian Archaeological Institute to collect

;etber in one vast corpus all the available

iterial, i.e., the whole series of Attic grave

iefs. Till this is done no doubt a number of

portant parts must remain obscure, but

innately we need not wait for the comple-

n of this important work to lay down
jadly the outlines of interpretation, though

3se may leave a wide margin for future

notation and correction.

If we desire to understand the meaning of

3 later and finer reliefs (such as 5, 6, 7), we
ist go back to earlier work (e.y., 1, 3), in

lich, while the technical dexterity is less,

3 utterance of thought is clearer and more

3cise. We have advisedly selected for our

series of illustrations, not in all cases speci-

mens of the greatest beauty, but rather such a

series as shall exemplify certain tendencies of

thought and developments of tradition. We
can, in a brief article, only summarise certain

conflicting views, and register what we believe

to be the present high-water mark of archcoo-

logical opinion. Those who desire a fuller

conspectus will do wisely to read two papers

on the subject, to both of which we and all who

subsequently write on the subject must be

deeply indebted ;— (1) A paper on “A Sepul-

chml Relief from Tarentum,” in vol. v. of the

Hellenic Journal, by Professor Percy Gardner,

who, in connexion with one particular monu-

ment, takes occasion to discuss the interpreta-

tion of the whole class to which it belongs
;

(2) Dr. Furtwangler’s introduction to “ La

Collection Sabouroff,—Sculptures.” In these

two papers will be found references to the

whole previous literature of the subject.

Fig. 1-

We turn to the first of our reliefs (fig. 1), a

monument in itself quaint and curious enough

to awaken curiosity. This relief is the earliest

in style, the finest and the best preserved of a

series of similar slabs found in 1877 in the

neighbourhood of Sparta, a little to the south

of the village of Chrysapha. It once formed

part of the Sabourofli collection, and was bought

by the Berlin Museum with the rest of the

Sabouroff marbles ;
a cast of a similar relief,

but of inferior workmanship, can be seen at

South Kensington (cat. 20). The subject

is clear enough. Two colossal seated figures

are depicted, the front one of which, a man,

turns full face and holds a wine-cup of the

shape known as a kantharos. By his side is

seated a woman who draws her veil about her

with a gesture of natural modesty very fre-

quent in early Greek art. She wears the

peaked shoes of Asia Minor, the man wears

sandals. Behind the throne-like chair a

bearded serpent uprears itself. To the seated

pair two small figures approach, a man and

woman, the man hears a cock and an egg, the

woman a flower and a pomegranate
;

these

details are hardly discernible in the small-

sized illustration here given, though obvious

enough in the original. The technique of

this remarkable relief is so peculiar that

it is impossible to pass it over in silence,

though it is the meaning of the scene depicted

that chiefly concerns us. The whole design is

worked strictly in profile with the exception

of the face of the seated man, which is turned

full and which thereby dominates the whole

relief. He seems to look not at the figures

that approach but at the spectator. Further,

and this can he well seen on the South Ken-

sington cast, the design is cut in a succession

of flat, superimposed planes, not modelled. It

in fact suggests the technique of wood, not of

stone. We turn to the interpretation, and

first it is important to note the place of finding.

The relief was found standing erect on a

tumulus composed of earth and stones, and

near to it was found a slab inscribed 'Ep/iaro?,

“ of Hermes.” There can be little doubt,

therefore, that the enclosure was sacred

to the Hermes of the lower world, the

Chthonic Hermes. The symbols repre-

sented point also to the lower world ;

the serpent, cock, pomegranate, egg, and the

dog and horse, which in certain instances

appear, have all to do with the worship of the

infernal deities. By what name precisely we

are to call the seated couple it would be hard

to say. The more mythology is studied the

more clear it becomes that gods and goddesses,

whose functions were almost exactly identical,

were locally worshipped under different names

;

nay, indeed, that even in the same locality,

owing to the importation of other cults, the

same god could have two different names. In

all parts of Greece we find a divine pair ruling

over the lower world : the names of Pluto and

Persephone were most widely adopted, but we

have also at Eleusis two Chthonic divinities

known only under the general terms of “The

God” and “The Goddess” (o Otof and n Qio).

We have also Zeus Chthonios and Ge Chthonia,

and at Athens the cult of Neleus and Basileia ;

at Hermione we have Klymenos and Chthonia.

We must, therefore, leave the precise names of

the Chthonic couple undetermined, only being

sure that they represent the double power,

male and female, that in the lower world, by

analogy with the upper, rule humanity.

But we are not at the end of the interpre-

tation. If the relief here represented stood

alone, the mythological meaning might

suffice ;
but among the other analogous

monuments are some which demand further

elucidation. In one, notably, a dog springs
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4ip against the knee of the seated figure,

two others are inFcribed with the names
of mortals, Tt/(0(cX7/c and Api-rroJcXrjg. Here
we can scarcely suppose that deities are
repre.seated, and so a fresh perplexity is added.
Perhaps if literature did not step in to help
«3, the right solution could never have been
found. The seated figures are, in fact, in one
way mortal, in another divine : they represent
the (h ad heroiscd,—ancestors who are figured
u ler the semblance of gods of the Tower
world. The Egyptians believed that the soul
of the pious man was made in some mysterious
way one with Osiris

;
and the Greek believed

his dead ancestor ruled as a very living and
real divinity in the world below. Alcestis
when she died became “a blessed daimon,”
powerful to answer prayer. Her tomb was,—

_

“ Like the gods
Honour'd, a vonoration to a world

Of wanderers. Of the wanderers struck thereby,W ho else hail sail'd past in his merchant ship.
Ay, he shall leave ship, land, long wind his way
Up to the mountain summit, till there brc'ik
Speech forth, ‘ So this was she, then, died of old
To save her husband. Now a deity
She bends above us. Ilai], beniguant one I

Oivegood !

"

[Sept. 17, 1887. J

because chronologically it is nearest, but
because it illustrates a further development of
the same belief. The marble of which the
slab is made is Pentelic, but from the style it

is presumably the work of a Bteotian sculptor,
and it dates about the middle or end of the
fourth century B.C. It belongs to a class of
monuments not set up over tombs, but dedi-
cated within the precincts of the burying-
place. It is, in fact, a memorial tablet offered
to the gods of the lower world. Such tablets
were either fixed in the wall of the shrine or
erected on a pillar. This one, evidently from
the form, stood on a pillar, in the way frequently
depicted on painted vases.

The analogy with the preceding monument
is obvious. We have the heroic couple and the
procession of miniature worshippers. The man,
however, no longer simply holds a kantharos,
he is regularly engaged at a banquet. He lies

Ionian fashion, his wife is seated by his side.

A slave boy attends to draw wine from the
amphora. Near the couch is a table heaped
with the little, conical cakes, probably those
which went by the name of “ pyramids.” Here,
again, we have a mingling of the human and
the divine, but the human seems to be getting

come to determine the order of priority, iti

more likely that this element of the banqq
was tr;m.sferred from heroes to gods than v
versd, at least the custom of libation, i.e., pourir
wine on the ground, can only have arisen i

connexion with Chthonic cults. The tabll

we have selected is again only one of a Ian
series,— the same in type, but varying
detail,—and offering in many instances dif

culties in the minutias of interpretation ini

which we cannot now enter.

So far the two series of monuments we hai
considered have this common principle as t'l

basis of their designs, that tney represent til

dead man as he is supposed to he afUr death, i. i

in heroised form with divine attributes at;|

.functions. We may say in passing that d
I the whole this manner of representation n

characteristic of the Dorian stock. We noi

pass to a series of monuments actuated \

another motive, i.e., the desire to represent tl

dead man as he actually was during life, bil

as we shall see, this class, in the main loniaii

could not be rightly understood withoii

realising the meaning of the other
;
the moj

simple, human, and naturalistic of the secom
series are yet tinged with some flavour of tb

Nor was this any special canonisation, the
meed of notable virtue

;
it was the ordinary

state of the departed,—conceived of as
mysteriously powerful because beyond the
sphere of sense. Artistotle says the dead
were reckoned as having become more power-
ful {Kpiirroi-uv 7)^7} yeyoi'orwi-). Plato (Laws,
xi., 927) says that “the souls of the dead
have the power after their death of taking
an interest in human afl’airs,” “ and there”
fore, men should have a fear not only of the
gods above, but in the second place of the
souls of the departed.” It would be easy to
multiply references of this kind. It is enough
if we grasp the fact that the departed
ancestor of any family of note became a sort
of god, and was worshipped with a cult care-
fully prescribed and handed down from
generation to generation. Ills tomb became a
shrine, to which the pious descendant brought
lus ottering. It Avas this ancestor worship
that gave rise, no doubt, to many a local
divinity, and it is this ancestor worship that
is represented in the Sparta reliefs. The two
tiny figures are the pious descendants who, no
doubt, ofl'ered the relief with the double pur-
pose of commemorating their ancestors and
appeasing those Chthonic deities,—by whatever
name they were called,—whose functions were
in part shared by the dead man and his wife.

_

Our next relief (fig. 2) takes us a step further
in the same direction

; we take it next not

the upper hand. But for the crown on the re-
clining hero’s head, and the approachiug wor-
shippers, the banquet might be that of a mere
mortal. The cakes, indeed, have a somewhat
sacred air, as this shape of cake Ls supposed to
have been offered to Demeter. It is, in fact,

the old story, the mortal conceived of as a god
after death

;
the gods loved feasting, so the

dead man when he is a happy daemon will
feast at will. Plato (Laws, ii., 3G3) is severe
on this widespread and comfortable faith. He
says ;

—
“ Still grander are the gifts of Heaven

which Musmus and his son Eumolpos ofter the
just : they take them down into the world
below, where they have the Saints lying on
couches at a feast, everlastingly drunk, with
garlands on tlieir heads : their idea seems to be
that an immortality of drunkenness is the
highest meed of virtue.” We are not con-
cerned here with the morality of this heaven,
though no doubt, being a conception perfectly
honest and genuine, it was cogent as a motive
power. What we have to notice is, that this
feast of the beatified is only another evidence
of their deification. It was part of the regular
worship of certain gods, notably the Dioscuri
and yEsculapiios, who all of them are of the
nature of god-heroes, that a table (rpoTrt^a)

should be spread for them, and a couch pre-

pared for their reclining
;
then when they had

well eaten and well drunk, they were easy to
be entreated. It seems probable that if we

Fig. 3.

heroising faith,— the types of the two seriei

act and counteract on each other.

This is admirably seen in the monumenf
selected for our third (fig. 3) illustration. It

is the so-called “ Leucothea ” relief, from the
Villa Albani

;
where it was found is unknown,

but it is probably a piece of Attic work. The
older school of interpreters, who were keen to

scent mythology everywhere, held that it repre-
sented Leucothea nursing the infant Dionysos.
But certainly no mythological interpretation is

needed
;

it is a human mother, not a goddess,
who with large tender hands takes her
youngest born upon her knee and holds him,

—

a charming touch of re.ilism,—at just a little

distance that she may the better see the face
which to her, at least, is lovely. It is a
maid-servant, not a nymph, who waits with
the elder children till the mother has looked
her fill. Beneath the lady’s chair is a work-
basket of ancient pattern, for she is thrifty
matron as well as loving mother. It is, how-
ever, instructive to note that the mother was
mistaken for a goddess : she is seated in a

chair of regal splendour with arms to it, always
a note of dignity, and a foot-stool

;
if she w'ere

to rise to her feet she would overtop the maid-
servant by nearly one-half, and though this may
be due to the general principle of isocephalism
so carefully observed in the best Greek reliefs,

yet it denotes also exalted rank. 'VVhat, how-
ever, is most suggestive for our purpose is to
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-mpare this relief with the Spartan stele

g. 1) : manifestly they are the same in tifpc,

art form
;

the seated regal figure, the

iproaching procession
;
but the severe hieratic

tual of god and worshippers has melted into

le humanity of mother, children, and maid
;
it

the old form touched with a new meaning,

his is the history of countles.s of the loveliest

ttic compositions, an old Doric type softened

ito Ionian grace, an austere dogma trans-

gured into a human truth. Spoken of as one

lolated instance, this may seem fanciful, but

e venture to say that the more deeply Greek

rt is studied the more this traditional element

felt,—this habit of keeping the old form and
iforming it with a new spirit.

stela?, with one figure only, and such compo-
sitions seem to have been much in favour in

the early part of the fifth century. They are

singularly dignified and singularly unemotional.

As a rule, they are purely human in intent,

but sometimes, as where a maiden holds a dove,

or a youth a cock, ic is hard, indeed, to say

whether there be not latent some notion of

deification. Often, in all probability, the

sculptor was as little clear on the matter

as we are. We turn, last of all, to two monu-
ments (figs. G and 7) both of great beauty, and
which open up quite a new field of inquiry.

jS

i

Fiij. -I. Fig. :

In a large number of reliefs the purely

imman element alone appears; thus in our fourth

instance (fig. 4) we have the simple figure of a

citizen leaning on his staff, a lekythos for his

n-nointing on his wrist, and his dog beside him.

There is nothing of the god here. This stele

now stands in the Naples Museum, much dis-

regarded, quite unphotographed (except by

ourselves), a pure bit of early Greek work

among a host of vulgar Grmco-Roman reliefs.

The modelling of the figure is obviously im-

perfect, specially in the right arm, but no one

will deny that this very simple composition has

the charm of a perfect sobriety and serenity.

It is surmounted by an akroterion of great

heauty. Looking on to the stele in figure G, we

may see how this architectural form of decora-

tion speedily became corrupted by the intro-

I

duction of a certain degree of naturalism. We
may say in passing that these akroteria are of

the utmost importance in the classification and

dating of the stelrn, and also of no small interest

in connexion with the history of the Ionic and

Corinthian capitals, but such questions are

beside the purport of the present paper. It

may be also suggested that in the dog

who so frequently appears on Attic stelre we
have a sort of echo or reminiscence of the

symbolic, sacred dog who appears in the early

;

type forms
;
not that he has here the smallest

: symbolic meaning, but that he was part of the

j

traditional stock-in-trade of the grave relief-

;

maker, and therefore apt to appear where he

j

could appropriately he worked in.

Very similar in general conception to the

Naples stele is our fifth instance (fig. 5), a monu-

ment found at Karystos, in Eubiea, and now in

the Berlin Museum. It once formed part of the

Sabouroft' collection. The most superficial

critic will see at once its likeness to the style

of the Parthenon marbles, and we have in-

cluded it, not from any special interest in its

interpretation, but for its intrinsic beauty,

and because it shows more conclusively than

any a priori reasoning how widely felt was the

inliuence of Pheidias.

Our last two instances have been long, narrow

Vigrf-:

iV/. G.

We take first the simpler composition (from

a stele in Berlin), fig. G. We have repre-

sented here husband and wife, Meneas and

Menekraleia, clasping hands. The form of

the letters dates the monument as belonging

to tbe first quarter of the fourth century B.C.

The drapery is distinctly post-Pheidian, espe-

cially the fold of mantle thrown over the wrist

of Meneas. The drapery also of Menekraleia

shows that tendency to swirl the folds about

the body which is very different from the

august but somewhat non-natural schemes of

Pheidias. In fig. 7 the central notion is the

same
;
husband and wife again clasp hands,

but the scene is amplified by the presence of a

mourning attendant, and the style is grander

and bears more of the stamp of the individual

artist. The two priocipal figures, husband and

wife, are inscribed Thraseas of the deme of

Perithoidai and Euandria. The head of

Thraseas is ideal, but with a touch of por-

traiture about mouth and nose. He is dressed

in the simple hiniation, leaving the breast

exposed
;
in the original the working of the

skin is beautifully executed, both on breast

and arm, and tbe wrinkles of the hand-joints

almost overstep the limits of permissible

realism. The rendering of the maid-servant’s

head and figure are very remarkable. She is

a subordinate figure, and yet, by the accident

of a traditional composition, she occupies the

central position. Fearing that she may
distract the spectator’s eye the artist has

literally only sketched her in, and she has

quite the effect of being in a back plane, and
yet the face is perfectly expressive and the

sorrowful look is obtained by very simple

means, by a prominence of the upper lid and a

depression of the inner corner of the eye.

What is the action intended? Most people,

at first sight, would say the parting of husband

and wife, the visible image of the supreme

XO‘pf. Such was long the current interpreta-

tion
; but there are obvious difficulties : both

husband and wife are dead, tbeir names are

conjointly inscribed
;
further, it is noticeable

that in tliese so-called “parting scenes” all

expression of grief is confined to the sub-

ordinate figures,— slaves, attendants, and the

like. Here, notably, only the maid-servant

droops her head in grief, husband and wife

look face to face with perfect serenity. Some
would argue this is only the ideal calm of the

thoroughbred Greek, and, indeed, this point is no

doubt one to be considered. Whatever they felt,

the Greeks disliked in art a rude exhibition

of emotion
;
but this is not the real clue to

the mystery. The scene intended is the x"‘P*

of meeting, not the x”'P‘ of farewell, the

eternal all-hail of husband and wife. It is

doubtful w’hether, in the best days of Greek

taste, a sculptor would have allowed himself

to depict on a funeral monument a scene of

such vivid suffering as that of the earthly

parting
;
to them, as to us, the supreme fact

of life was companionship, and the supreme

loss of death parting.

“ Here we suffer grief and pain,”

the hymn says, and with a fine transition from

the general to the poignant particular

“ Hero wo meet to part again

bub all that the Greeks felt or that we feel is not

meet for expression in art oi the monumental

kind, and they figured, therefore, here again as

in the old Spartan stela-, what was io be, the

meeting in Hades :
“ in their death they were

not divided.” The slave might mourn
;
he

was left behind, of no account, above or below ;

but the husband and wife are serene with

clasped hands, for love is stronger than

death. So it seems to us now in looking

at this ancient gravestone, and probably,

in fact, what happened was something of

this fashion. The wife died, perhaps,

first
;

her image was set up and her name
engraved, and they made her seated on a chair

after the pattern of the older lower-world

goddess, and as the husband knew that he too

must follow soon, he bade the sculptor make a

gravestone with the two together, only his

name was not graven yet awhile. Perhaps

they planned it together before her death, and

it comforted both their hearts with that strange

mixture of faith and sentiment which humanity

at all times finds so sustaining. We have to

remember, indeed, that with the Greeks in the

case of husband and wife love was far more of

a social instinct than a romantic sentiment

;

but of whatever nature that love might be, we
have in these gravestones with the clasped

hands the image, not of severance, but of

marriage for all time.

In conclusion, it is most necessary to guard

against thesupposition that the two several ways

of regarding the dead man on his monument

were successive developments. They subsisted,

side by side,— tbe one, perhaps, that of the

people, the other of the educated few
;
the one

obtaining ultimately on votive commemorative

tablets, the other rather on actual sepulchral

monuments. We must beware how we tabu-

late and date the shifting of human conviction,

specially before tbe days when the analysis of

sentiment begins. If we could have Socratically

questioned the Greek of the fifth century B.C.

we should speedily have reduced him to the

confession of beliefs logically incompatible,

—

the fine warp of his reasoned conviction

tangled inextricably with a web of materialistic

tradition.
b
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“THE HEALTH OF NATIONS.”

THE two volumes recently published
under this title are rather difficult

to define. The title-page title is

given below.* The outside cover
bears the words, “ The Health of Nations,” in

one corner, and “Edwin Chadwick ” in another.

In the preface Dr. Richardson says that “the
author of the works herewith submitted to the

public ” did him the honour to entrust the
publication to his care, leaving the selection

and arrangement entirely to his responsibility.

The title, “ A Review of the Works,” suggests

that the book is a criticism of ]\Ir. Chadwick’s
writings by Dr. Richardson. The terms of the
preface imply that the book consists of a
selection from Mr. Chadwick’s writings. It

does not appear, however, that either con-

clusion is correct. The book is really a resume,
or what is vulgarly called a “ boiling-down,” of

i\Ir. Chadwick’s writings and opinions upon the
various important subjects in relation to sani-

tary progress and general public well-being
with which his name is so indissolubly con-

nected. It takes a little while to find this out,

however, when we are put on the wrong scent
in two directions at once

;
and even when we

have fairly discovered the principle of the
volume, the result is rather confusing,
We have a reference to an essay con-

tributed by Mr. Chadwick to the West-
minster Review of a certain date. The editor,

as we suppose we must call him, proceeds to

summarise the contents of this essay. The
whole chapter is beaded “ Practice and Pro-
gress.” The real title of the essay in question
was “An Essay on the Means of Insurance
against the Casualties of Sickness, Decrepi-
tude, and Mortality,” and this is quoted in the
preamble of the chapter. Then commences a
summary of its contents, interspersed with
remarks by the “ editor,” under the sub-
heading “Social History, 1828”; then
summary of another portion under a second
sub-heading, “ Practical Men,” with which the
chapter ends. But the next chapter, headed
“ The Value of Life,” is, we find, on reading
it, only another sub-heading of the summary
of the same essay. Between this illogical

arrangement, and the odd way in which what
are apparently Dr. Richardson’s own remarks
are mixedup with Mr. Chad wick’s,it is impossible
to say which of them we are to regard as the
author, and it requires considerable attention
to find out at any particular paragraph whether
we are reading Mr. Chadwick’s or Dr. Richard-
son’s words : in some places it is entirely

doubtful. This method, or want of method,
renders the book, well-intentioned as it un-
doubtedly is, a most confusing and irritating

one to read. It would have been far more to

the purpose to have reprinted entire some of
the most important and typical of Mr. Chad-
wick’s writings, with some historical notes as
to the circumstances under which they were
written.

The “editor” has, however, so far adopted
a method that he does classify his subjects
under some main headings. The first volume
includes. “ Pnlitie.n] nnd T?.r'nnrtmi^''jl ” -m/I

“ Educational and Social ”
; the second volume

is devoted to the sections “ Sanitary and
Preventive of Disease ” and “Prevention of
Pauperism and Poverty.”
From our point of view the work of Mr.

Chadwick as a great sanitary reformer is of the
most interest, and it is in connexion with sani-
tation that he had, perhaps, the greatest reputa-
tion with the general public, so that Kingsley
many years ago proposed in his “Yeast” (a
social and sanitary novel) that be should be
celebrated in a kind of modern “ jEneid,” to be
called the “ Chadwickiad.” It appears, how-
ever, that it was in connexion with the subject
of life insurance that his thoughts were first

turned towards sanitary problems. This was
while writing the article we have already re-
ferred to for the Westminster Revieiv, on“ The
Means of Insurance.” He told Dr. Richardson
ibat in the first part of his work he was merely

The Health of Nations: a Review of the Works of
Chadwiek

;
with^a Biographical Dissertation. By

London: Longmans,

interested in the results of the calculations as
they came out in reply to the questions he had
formulated from general observation and in-
duction. But as the labour progressed there
developed what he termed the “ sanitary idea,”
the idea that man could, by getting at first

principles and arriving at the causes which
affect health, mould life altogether differently,

and “ beat what hitherto had been accepted as
fate

The earlier fights of Mr. Chadwick in the
cause of sanitation took place so long ago that
at the present moment his name may be little

familiar even to some who are unconsciously
following in his stejw

;
and he has, perhaps,

had less reputation than most men who have
done so much useful work, from his not being
specially connected with any one line of work.
As Dr. Richardson said in a paper he wrote in
the Social Scic7icc Review five-and-twenty years
ago, Mr. Chadwick made laws, but was not in
the Legislature

;
did something for sanitation,

but was not a doctor; had a hand in educa-
tion, but was not a schoolmaster; and Dr.
Richardson then prophesied that the future
biographer of this man would be at a loss

to classify him. It is, perhaps, in kindness
to the future biographer that this rhumi has
been brought out. The doctor’s own opinion

;

of his hero’s work is summed up in the
title he has chosen for his book,—“ The Health
of Nations,” selected inasmuch as there was
nothing advanced in Mr. Chadwick’s writings
which did not bear on the happiness and well-
being of the people. That is true

;
and, per-

haps, the best definition of Mr. Chadwick’s
part in modern life would be to say that he was
a great social and sanitary reformer.
The greater portion of that section of the

book in vol. ii., which deals with sanitation
and the state of dwellings, is extracted from
the Report on the Sanitary Condition of the
Labouring Classes of Great Britain, prepared
by Mr. Chadwick as Secretary to the Com-
mission of Inquiry, appointed in 1839, as to
the causes of disease amoug the labouring
classes of the metropolis and in other parts
of the kingdom. Dr. Richardson extracts
many chapters, in his own confused fashion,
out of this Report, and it is singular to observe
how very modern some of the remarks, made
not far from fifty years ago, appear even at
the present moment

;
in other words, how

much the writer was in advance of the general
knowledge and perceptions of his own day.
Most of the propositions which have now
passed into articles of sanitary faith are found
stated here

;
and occasionally, on the other

hand, we are struck by remarks in regard to
the circumstances which originate disease,
which remind us that this was half a century
ago, and that proceedings now universally
condemned were then the ordinary every-day
way of doing things. The following passage
is at least satisfactory as an indication that we
have made some progress :

—

“The sewerage of the metropolis, though it is a
frequent subject of boast to those who have not
examiDcd its operations or effects, will be found to
be a vast monument of defective administration,
of lavish expenditure, and extremely defective
execution. The general defect of these works is,

that they are so constructed as to accumulate
deposits within them

;
and the accumulations remain

for years, and are at last only removed at a great
expense and in an offensive manner by hand labour
and cartage.

_

The effect is to generate and retain
in large quantities before the houses the gases which
it is the object of cleansingto remove. ... It may
be mentioned as another instance of the absence of
appropriate knowledge that has governed these
structural arrangements that a large proportion of
the most expensive sewers aro constructed with
flat bottoms. In proportion as the water is spread
the flow is impeded, and the deposit of matter it
may hold in suspension increased.”

Benjamin Ward’ Richardeon.
Green, i Co. 1887.

It is curious to read this now. One would
have imagined that, apart from anything that
could be called scientific study of the subject,
ordinary observation and common sense might
have warned men against fiat-bottomed drains
for a drainage carrying solids in suspension.
But so it is

;
a thing is obvious to one genera-

tion which was quite overlooked by the pre-
ceding one

; and that many facts in regard to
drainage are obvious to every one now is in a
great measure to be attributed to the influence

of the man to whom they were equally obvious
fifty years ago.

The further chapters in this section of the
subject deal with the condition of “Streets
and Pavings,” next “ Water and Health,” in
the course of which, by the way, is the record
of the fact that at one time there were three
different water companies passing through
the

_

same streets of a considerable
portion of London and competing with each
other

; of course, with threefold mains and se
many separate systems of service pipes. The
chapter on Land Drainage and Health is an
admirable one, and we quite concur in Dr,
Richardson’s remark as to the simplicity and
force with which the points are brought before
the reader. “ Ventilation and Work ” includes
a description of a tailor’s work-room at that

period, from which there is little doubt Kingsley
took his description in “ Alton Locke.” “ Over-
crowding in Private Houses,” “ Medical Officers

of Health,” “ Common Lodging Houses,” and
“Sanitary Dwellings for the Wage Classes’^
are among other branches of the subject which
were treated of, and which form chapters in

the present work. In the last-named chapter
is a significant fact which might have its

practical application now. In certain emigrant
ships there were very bad sanitary conditions and
very high death-rates till it was determined
to contract with the owners not for the number
shipped, but for thenumber landed alive and well
at the end of the voyage. The effect was most
striking

; the shippers improved their sanitary
appliances, and engaged officers of health to
take care of the passengers, paying them also
“ by results.” “ By these contracts we en-
sured to every poor passenger affectionate at-

tendance, and at least one sincere mourner if

anything happened to him.” The result was
the lowering of the death-rate by one-half.

“A War-ship’s Worth of Sanitation,” a con-
sideration of what could be done with the
cost of one first-class man-of-war towards
improving public sanitary conditions, is another
point in this portion of the work. The chapter
on the disposal of the dead is of interest ;
and in connexion with this subject it is worth
while to mention a letter from Carlyle to Mr.
Chadwick, in 1850, in which the Chelsea
philosopher states, in his own characteristic

manner, his long-felt approval of cremation
as the most rational means of disposal of the-

dead.

The book, unsatisfactory as it is in form,,

should be read through by those who aru
interested in the subjects of which it treats, as-

giving information as to the history of a very
important branch of modern progress, and of
the part played by one determined and
practical man in promoting it. Dr. Richardson
admits that his friend evinced neither oratorical

nor literary gifts in his statements of his theses
by word or by pen

;
but be impressed you as a

writer who always had carefully prepared facts
behind him to justify all his conclusions

; and
of his determined attitude in pressing his con-
victions a dramatic idea is con^ eyed in a quota-
tion from a semi-humorous article in the Daily
A’eR-s of August 19, 1846, referring to his evi-

dence before the Poor Law Commissioners :

—

“ Chadwick stands alone, dark and terrible as
MOton’s hero, confronting the whole three
Commissioners, who are waxing more and
more vehement,” the evidence not being to
their minds. And, indeed, Mr, Chadwick has
never been one to incline to that time-honoured
Governmental request, “ Prophesy unto us
smooth things, prophesy deceits.” He may
claim the distinction of having probably told
more disagreeable truths than any Englishman
of his generation

; and he has had the satisfac-

tion of living to see most, if not all of them,
admitted and acted upon.

A Big Walnut Log.—The Glasgow Herald
says that there was recently landed ex S.S. Lord
O'Hcill, from Baltimore, U.S., one of the largest
logs of black walnut imported into the Clyde.
Its extreme measnre is 17 ft. long, 42 in. broad,
containing over 200 cubic feet calliper measure-
ment. To those interested in trees it will not
only appear a rare but also a valuable specimen.
It has been consigned to Messrs. Allison, Cous-
land, & Hamilton, timber brokers, of Glasgow.
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NOTES.

E referred last week to the question

of the ventilation of the pro-

posed Channel Tunnel. As a
ittafi2.gj.si matter of expense, this is no in-

Jjonsiderable item to he carried to the debit

4)f working cost. But there is a much more
jierious question than that of the cost of venti-

ijation. It is one which the advocates of the

tunnel, whether scientific or otherwise, have
lM>nveniently left out of sight. This is, the

<legrec to which the capacity of the tunnel

Tor transport is limited by the fouling of

];he air by the consumption of coal. That
•imit, so far as our present engines for

.ocomotive traction are concerned, is very

aarrow, Wo cannot put the weight of pure

:arbon that would be burned by an engine

itted for the tunnel service at less than 20 lb.

per mile, and probably this estimate would
prove far too low. But this consumption
ivould liberate 73 lb. of carbonic acid gas per

mile. A mile of tunnel will contain about
two million cubic feet of space, or 100,000 lb.

of air. The passage of two trains, whether
following or crossing, through a mile of tunnel,

would thus raise the proportion of carbonic

acid gas from the normal rate of 4 in 10,000
parts, to that of 1 in 1,000 parts, which is not

fit for respiration. In addition to the gas from

the fire would be that formed by the respi-

ratory process of the passengers. Thus, after

ithe passage of every two, or at the outside

^three trains, the tunnel would be impassable

tin safety. Ten miles an hour may be taken as

[the practical limit of speed of an air current

for ventilation
; so that an interval of at least

[two hours must be allowed after each pair of

Irtrains to renew the air. Increasing the weight
of the trains in order to reduce their number
Iwill not much mend the matter, as the con-

3sumption of fuel, and the formation of gas,

lincreases with the weight of the train. Sup-
iposing, then, the impurity of the atmosphere
Inot to be more than the proportion at which
I delicate persons begin to succumb, aud that

•the ventilating apparatus is in good order

to produce a current of air at the rate of ten

miles an hour, the capacity of the tunnel will

allow for the passage of twenty-four trains in

the twenty-four hours, or about half the

• average frequency of the trains on the railways

of the United Kingdom. How is the line to

;p“y 1

The proprietors and lessees of theatres seem
minded to make the best of the occasion

of the late dreadful disaster to advertise each
I the safety of his own theatre, and the special

I provisions for the safety of the public which
leach has made, or is about to make. We have
I these confidences after every theatre disaster

;

and in general they are very much a repetition

of the same statements as have been made on
each previous occasion. Mr. Pinero is, how-

' ever, entitled to the credit at least of novelty,

in his proposal that before the curtain rises

every evening the proprietor should come
to the footlights and make a speech explaining

to the audience the arrangements for exit in

case of accident. This is a typical example of

the wild kind of proposition which is apt to be
made, and to find its w'ay into print, when
people’s heads are full of the danger of theatres.

Cannot Mr. Pinero realise that as long as such
an address from the manager were paid any
attention to, it would be the very thing to

alarm nervous old women of both sexes, and
put them all on the qui rive for imaginary

danger, where it did not exist
;
and secondly,

that it would certainly degenerate in a very

short time into a mere ritual, to which no one

would pay any attention ? And if an accident

or an alarm did take place, and the audience

got into a fright, would they remember direc-

tions they had heard, any more than directions

that were printed? Not they. Then another

wiseacre, Mr. T. A. Brocklebank, writes to the

Times to ask why the steps leading to the exit

door cannot be made to lead instead of

dotcii to the door, so as to give less encourage-

ment and facility for rushes. It has apparently

not occurred to Mr. Brocklebank that one

reason against his proposition is that doors
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are usually, for convenience, made on the
ground-level. It is possible to render theatres

much less liable to fire than they now are, and
it ought to be insisted on (officially) that they
should be so

;
but render theatres as fire-

resisting as you can, as we observed last week
(and as we perceive, our respected con-

temporary, the Field, urges in a very spirited

aud sensible article in its last issue), until

people learn not to be such fools as to rush into

panics, and trample each other to death on the
first alarm of fire, no theatre, except an open-
air one, will be really safe.

S
INCE the foregoing remarks were written,

one really important improvement has
been announced by Sir George Chubb, in a
letter to the Times of Wednesday. He states

that his firm can now make doors which, while
they can be locked so as to be secure from the

outside, will give way at once on a push from
the inside. This, we have ascertained, is an
entirely new device, and is to be put into

operation in the new theatre in the Strand, at

the instance of the architect, Mr. W. Emden,
who is to be commended for the attention he
appears to be giving to provisions for public

safety in the two new theatres in which he is

professionally concerned. The invention is not

yet, we are told, quite in a stage for publica-

tion, but we shall probably have further infor-

mation to give in regard to it. In the mean-
time,^however, we may say that, from inspec-

tion of a model of the apparatus, we are

convinced that it is a perfectly good and
efficient means of accomplishing what is

desired. The push must be made on a special

portion of the framing of the door
;
but by

selecting the central lock-rail as the operating

portion, and projecting it a little, no one can

lean against the door without its opening as

intended.

The International Congress on Hygiene
is to be held at Vienna from the

2Gth of September to the 2nd of October.

Among the subjects of interest to our

readers which are to be discussed are various

reports, by reporters delegated from last

year’s Congress, on matters connected with

sanitation. Dr. Giirtner, Professor of Hygiene

at the University of Jena, is to report on the

tests to be used to ascertain the hygienic

condition of drinkiug-water and lavatory-

water. “M. le Dr. Frankland, Professeur

de Chimie a Yew-Eeigate” (so in the pro-

gramme), will give a report on the purifica-

tion of sewage discharge in connexion with the

question of the contamination of river water
;

Dr. Kdnig, Professor of Agricultural Chemistry

at Munster, and Dr. Miintz, Professor at the

“Institut National Agronomique” of Paris,

will present reports on the same subject.

M. Durand-Claye, Engineer-in-chief ‘‘des

Ponts et Chaussi^es” at Paris, and Major

Humphreys, of Memphis, Tennessee, will

present reports on the working of the Waring

and Shone systems of ejection. The means

for the provision of solar light and warmth to

buildings will be the subject of reports by

M. Clement, Physician of the Hotel-Dieu at

Lyons
;
Dr. Knauff, Professor of Hygiene at the

University of Heidelberg
;
M. Trulat, whose

name is well known to our readers ; and

M. Gruber, architect, and Professor at the

“ iicole Sup^rieure du Genie ” at Vienna. We
have not space to give all the names of readers

of papers and reports, but other subjects to be

discussed are Instruction in Hygi(.'ne at

Elementary and Secondary Schools
;

Isolated

Hospitals and their Methods of Construction
;

Hygiene of Boats, especially those of the

mercantile marine
;

Tests for the Sanitary

Condition of Air ;
and the Use of Lead Pipes

(by Dr. Hamon of Boulogne). Professor

Corfield contributes a report on the question

of some precautions against the spread of

infectious diseases, but in general England

seems to be taking a very small part in

the proceedings. No doubt considerations

of locality and language have something to do

with this abstention. Vienna is not, geogra-

phically speaking, very central.
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WHILE we in England are laboriously

endeavouring to get money to commence
the Manchester Ship Canal, similar under-
takings are being carried on abroad with con-
siderable determination and success. The
chief one is the Corinth Canal, which is near-
ing its completion, having been commenced in

1882,—a period of five years. It was intended
to have it ready by the beginning of next year,

but unforeseen circumstances (as in Exhibi-
tions) have intervened, and so the opening is

postponed. Another great work (also in

Greece) is the drainage of an enormous marshy
district, known as Lake Copais, in Northern
Bmotia, which, whatever the KvSog, or money,
which the English company, who are the
undertakers, get out of it, will give 27,000
acres of profitable land to the Grecian kingdom,
and, so far, do somebody good. The opening
is also recorded of a canal between Havre and
Tancarville, on one of the Seine reaches
between Havre and Rouen, with a branch to

HarHeur, at a cost of 1,000,000/. A new basin

of 523 acres, the basin of Du Belloy, connects
the canal with the port, and the accommoda-
tion is so ample that it is expected that the
goods freight between Havre and Paris will

be reduced by two francs per ton.

T
he catastrophes at the Opera Comique and

that at Exeter have caused a lively dis-

cussion in the Berlin press as to the chances of

escape of the spectators in the various Berlin
theatres in case of fire. The consensus of
opinion appears to be that the conditions of
escape are fairly favourable at the Opernhaus,
the Schauspielhau8,andthe Friedrich Wilhelm-
stadt Theatre, but very bad in all the rest. In
the Opernhaus and Schauspielhaus the stalla

may be emptied in a couple of minutes through
four large doors opening outwards. The
same is the case with the pit, at the back
of the stalls, which has separate exits,

whilst broad concrete staircases offer similar

facilities for the occupants of the upper tiers

and gallery. The Friedrich Wilhelmstadt
Theatre, being quite a new building, deserves

special mention. The architect has here paid
particular attention to the causes of the Ring
Theatre catastrophe in Vienna some years ago.

From the gallery two broad concrete .staircases

lead down to the ground floor, besides which
the people in the gallery may, through nume-
rous unlatched windows, opening outwards,

descend, by means of iron ladders, to the

roof of the first floor, and thence, by a second

set of iron ladders, into the garden below.

From the stalls five specially - constructed

doors lead directly into the garden, besides

the two ordinary doors opening on the foyer.

Moreover, the scenery and woodwork in the

theatre are impregnated with some composi-

tion rendering them incombustible. In all

the theatres of Berlin there are now iron

curtains, and special reserve exits have been
added, whilst oil lamps are lighted in

all corridors, passages, and rooms during a

performance, in case of accident to the gas

supply. With the exception of the above-

mentioned theatre, however, the rest appear to

be as bad as can be. The Berliner Bdrsen

Zeitung, in referring to this subject, states that

in one theatre two pillars have recently been

raised in the stall lobbies with a view to divide

the human current in case of a panic, but which

will undoubtedly do more harm than good.

In another, the lobbies are so narrow, and the

cloak-room is situated so awkwardly, that even

under ordinary circumstances the spectators

have at the end of the performance to stand

closely packed for upwards of twenty minutes

before they can get out. It would be im-

possible here for a single individual to pene-

trate the crowd. In certain other Berlin

theatres the spectators can only reach their

seats on climbing high, narrow staircases,

and in one theatre the corridors and passages

form a veritable maze. In consequence of

these disclosures, all the leading Berlin journals

now demand that there shall be at least two
doors on each side of the ground-floor leading

directly into the open
;

that all doors shall

open outwardly, and that every tier shall have

special fireproof staircases, to be used only in

case of fire, leading directly into the open
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One journal also demands the entire abolition

of stage boxes, and of the boxes slightly raised

above the stalls, where such exist. Further-

more, it is demanded that the attendants, box-

keepers, and other functionaries, shall be

ordered, under heavy penalties, to remain at

their posts in case of danger, and not be the

first to run away, as was the case in Paris.

These men, it is maintained, should be the last

to leave the building, and they should offer the

public the same example of coolness and
courage as a captain and crew of a sinking

ship. Finally, it should be the impera-

tive duty of the firemen at all theatres

every night to test the working of the

W’ater hydrants and the telegraph, and
see that all doors intended for exit are un-

locked. It is stated that in all Berlin theatres

the iron curtain is tried every night, so that

there is hardly any fear of this important
protection failing, as was the case at the Opera
Comique, through the rusting of the mechanism.
Nevertheless, it has been proposed that the

working of the iron curtain shall be intrusted

to a man who is seated in front of it, and who,
by a simple contrivance, is unable to quit his

seat until the iron curtain has descended.

Such an arrangement seems carrying matters
to an absurd length

;
in short, it is panic

legislation.

^^IIE Burgh Engineer and the Firemaster of
J- Edinburgh have been instructed by the

Lord Provost to examine the theatres and
places of amusement, and to submit to the Town
Oouncil, as ;early as possible, a report of their

-examination, with any suggestions that may
occur to them of improvements to aid in

securing the safety of the public. This is, of

course, an outcome of the recent disastrous

event at Exeter. Similar warnings have been
given before, which have caused a like tempo-
rary action, productive of no practical result,

not only in Edinburgh, but elsewhere. Legis-

lative enactment, stringently carried out,

would probably be the most effective measure.

Since this was written, Newsome’s Circus, in

Nicholson - street, has been burnt dowu,
fortunately without loss of life.

An appeal is made by the Committee for

the Preservation of St. Botolph’s Priory

‘Church, Colchester, for funds to assist in such

repairs as are necessary for the preservation of

these beautiful and interesting remains, which
have been for some time in danger of falling

to further ruin in process of natural decay.

Mr. Loftus Brock is the architect who has

been consulted, and no one will doubt that in

his hands necessary practical work will be
-combined with every care to carry out repairs

without any injury to the archaeological value
-of the remains. In the course of his report on
the present state of the remains, and the

course to be taken with regard to them, Mr.
Brock says :

—

“ The ruing consist of the piers and arches of the
cave, the walling of the west front (the upper por-
tions are gone), the base of what appears to have
been a tower at the south-west of tho front, of
peculiar plan, and the walls of the north and south
aisles.

The wailing consists of brick taken from some
ancient Roman buildings, in more or less of a frag-
mentary condition, of all sizes and thicknes'os,
fragments of roofing, and fiue-tilee. There are also
•fl.nt walling and masses of septaria. The whole is

put together with mortar formed of poor aand, and
it Ls not too good to resist the action of the elo-

ments. It is of very early Norman work
The church having been unroofed since the siege,
the effect of the elemonts for so maay years upnn
the masonry, composed as stated, has been no more
than might have bean expected. Tho ruin is weak-
ened over its whole surface, the joints between ti e
R-iman bricks are so open that a ru’e will pa.S8 in
more than 6 in. in almost every joint, the masonry
of the upper part of the nave-arcade is thoroughly
separated from the mortar, parts of the outer rings
of the remaining arches have fallen, and much of
the remainder is so dangerous that entrance to the
ruin must be denied to every one except such as
may be willing to use the greatest care in inspecting.
Parts of tho west front, where there are two tiers
of interlaced arcading, have fallen

;
other portions

may be expected to fall at any moment.”

What Mr. Brock proposes is to strengthen the
piers and supports in some places, to exclude
the passage of wet through the walling by

grouting the loose masonry on top, and after-

wards covering it with a mass of cement con-

crete spread to a slope to throw off the wet

;

to rebuild the portions of the arches which
have recently fallen, in order to increase the
lateral support

;
to cut out all loose portions

of the walhng, and to replace the same stones

and brick in their original positions
;
to re-

point the whole of the surfaces
;

to cover over

the small remaining piece of vaulting to the

south-west tower with cement concrete. Shores
have been applied, and some of the missing
parts rebuilt solidly in cement

;
but the heavy

work necessary to be done to the nave-piers,

and to secure, in part, the west front, have,
however, exhausted the funds at the com-
mittee’s disposal

;
the pointing of the front

has hardly been commenced, and the opera-

tions are at a standstill. Subscriptions will

be gratefully received by the Rev. T. R.
Corbett, Colchester, the Treasurer to the

Preservation Committee.

Dr. DORPFELD’S discovery of the older

Athene temple in the Acropolis raises a
host of questions which the discoverer himself
is the first eagerly to discuss. The Miiihci-
hair/cn of the German Archa'ological Institute

at Athens publishes, side by side in the same
issue(xii.), with delightful frankness, two papers,

one by Dr. Dorpfeld, the other by Dr. Peter-
sen, embodying views diametrically opposite.

Dr. Diirpfeld starts the interesting hypothesis
that when allusion is made to the

“
old temple

of Athene” (o TraXaibt; vaoQ or o dpxaTof 7’nof)

the reference is not, as has always been sup-

posed, to the Erechtheum, but to his own newly-
discovered temple. Further, he thinks that

the oTTiaBuSonoQ, the back chamber in which
the bulk of the State treasure was kept, belongs
to this earlier temple, not to the Parthenon.
It is still more startling to hear that Pausanias
actually saw and (in a partially corrupt passage)

noted this temple. Dr. Dorpfeld gives a map, in

which he marks the exact route taken about
and up to this temple. Dr. Petersen will

have none of this. The two papers deserve,

and are sure to receive, much attention from
Classical scholars as well as archaeologists

proper.

T
he last number of the American Journal

of Archccology (III., pi. xiii. and xiv.)

,

devotes two beautiful coloured plates to tlie

illustration of the Dieiilafoy excavations, to

which we recently drew attention. The
monument selected is the remarkable enamelled
frieze of Persian warriors. The explorer him-
self thinks we have in this frieze a representa-

tion of the famous body of troops known as

the Ten Thousand, who were also called,

Herodotus tells us (vii., 83), “ The Immortals,”
for the following reason :— If one of their

body failed, either by the stroke of death or

disease, forthwith his place was filled up by
another man, so that their number was at no
time either greater or less than 10,000.

Herodotus goes on to say that these Persians

were “ adorned with the greatest magnificence
;

.... besides their arms, they glittered all

over with gold, vast quantities of which they
wore about their persons.” Certainly the dress

and accoutrements of the warriors of the frieze

is of striking splendour and of excellent deco-

rative effect. No idea of this efi’ect can be
obtained from any but a coloured reproduction.

The warriors are depicted in profile. E-ach one
carries on his left shoulder a bow and large

quiver, elaborately decorated. The dresses are

all cut of the same pattern, but very various in

colour,—some gold embroidered with yellow
or green starlike flowers, others white with
.various coloured stars. The low boots are gold
or blue

;
the head-dress uniformly green.

Th"} plates are accompanied by a letter

from M. Miinant, describing the excavations in

general. The same number of the Journal has
a paper by Dr. "Waldstein on the school of
“ Pasiteles.’’ He brings some additional argu-
ments for referring the Venus Genetrix and the
Esquiline Venus to, if not Pasiteles, at least

some sculptor of the Pasitelean manner.
Greek art is this time somewhat slenderly

represented. Out of seven original articles

four are devoted to Oriental matters. One of
1
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these papers treats of “ Forgeries of Assyrian
and liabylonian Antiquities.” If the plates

given are really facsimiles of such forgeries

American buyers must be easily cheated. The
paper would have appeared more appropriately

in some purely popular journal. Mr. Frothing-
ham’s discussion of “ a proto-ionic capital and
bird-worship,” though it mainly concerns an
Oriental cylinder, is of great interest, not only
from the point of view of architecture, but also

from the light it throws on the origin of an art

form frequently found on Greek vases, i.c.. the

Ionic column surmounted by a bird, raven,

harpy, or siren.

I
N reference to recent controversy about the

age of the walls of Chester, we hear that,

at a meeting of the Town Council of Chester
on Wednesday, at which Sir Jas. Picton and
Sir Henry Dryden were present, a letter from
Mr. Arthur Cates was read suggesting that the

wall on the Roodee should be entirely cleared

for its whole length and the foundations care-

fully examined. Sir Jas. Picton addressed the

Council in favour of the proposal, and said it

should be regarded as a matter of national
interest and one for which a public subscrip-

tion might very well be opened. He did not

consider that the citizens of Chester were fairly

to be called upon to spend their money in

finding antiquities for other people’s study and
interest, though, of course, they might con-

tribute their share. Sir Henry Dryden, who,
we may assume, did not oppose such a move-
ment, entered, however, a very requisite caution
as to the necessity of protecting the work from
the weather if it were uncovered. The Town
Council appear, from the report that has
reached us, to have been entirely in favour of

facilitating such investigations, so that we may
expect to have further information in regard
to Chester walls before long.

A CORRESPONDENT writes: — “Mr.
William Nelson, of Edinburgh, publisher,

died at his residence, Salisbury Green, on the

morning of Saturday last. He was a man of

very cultivated taste, and his picturesque
house, overlooking the Queen’s Park, and
commanding a view eastward to North Ber-
wick Law and the Bass Rock, was stored
with beautiful works of art

; but he was far

from being selfish in his love of the beautiful,

and desired that others should share it. To
him the City is indebted for various improve-
ments, among others for the restoration of St.

Bernard’s Well and the adjoining grounds, and
for the restoration of the ancient lauildings in

the Castle at present in progress. It appears
that a few days before his last illness Mr.
Nelson signified bis approval of the finished
drawings for the restoration of the Parliament
House in the Castle, prepared by his architect,

Mr. H. J. Blanc, and gave him instructions
regarding certain proposed additions to St.

Margaret’s Chapel. The Argyle Tower is now
almost ready to be handed over to the autho-
rities

;
it has been restored in a very satis-

factory manner. Although a public benefactor,
Mr. Nelson shrank from publicity, and refused
honours which were oflered to him, preferring
the pleasures of home to the allurements of

office. He was most generous in his dealings
with his employes, looking after them during
sickness, and not losing sight of those depen-
dent upon them in the event of their being
overtaken by death.”

T
he Albert Fine-Art Album,, of which two
or three numbers have been sent to us (no

publisher’s name), appears to be a collection of

a series of designs by Mr. Sopon Bezirdjian,
whose name appears on the title-page, and who
apparently is designer and publisher also. He
states that “ his object is to introduce to this

country, and to the West generally, a pure
knowledge of and taste for the best forms only
of Oriental art.” This is a rather ambitious
mission, and we do not know whether we could
accept all the designs in the numbers before us
as representing the best forms only of Oriental
art. In some of them the colour is very crude.
Most of the designs, however, show good
draughtsmanship and some originaEty. But
Mr. Bezirdjian is under two misconceptions :
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rl n the first place, there are a good many artists

ind architects in England who know, at all

oivents, much more about Oriental design than

K.ae seems to be aware of
;
and secondly, what

ilohose who are interested in Oriental design

kwant is not original designs made for the

tpurpose of publication, but fine illustrations

fijf the best types of existing work. If Mr.

jjBezirdjian will give them that, he will be

mnore likely to find a public for the Albert

t'Album.

bTlIE “Goat in Boo‘3 Tavern,” No. 333,

-i- Fulham-road, at the corner of Park, once

•iLovers’ Walk, is about to be rebuilt from the

[idesigns of Mr. T. H. Smith. Messrs. Turtle &
:|iAppleton are the contractors. The story of

Ithis sign, in its later guise a relic of Morland,

iris not a little curious. The tavern stands in

iiwhat some thirty years since was known as

^Little Chelsea Village. In 1(JG3 a house here

awas known as the Goat at Little Chelsea
;

land until the year 1713 it had the right of

flcommonage for two cows and one heifer

on the neighbouring Chelsea Heath. The

Joriginal sign of the Goat is said to have

been painted by James Christopher Le Blon,

[’a Fleming, who is believed to have died, 1740,

i in a hospital at Paris. In the early part

lof last century a favourite sign for post-houses

iwas that of Mercury with the legend “ Mer-

fccurius Is Der Goden Boode.” The words

der goden boode ” became corrupted into

r.“ The Goat in Boots.” The story goes that

iiMorland, employed by mine host to re-paint

Ithis particular sign-board in lieu of discharging

ihis drink-bill, equipped the goat w’ith a whip,

nhanging-sword, jack-boots, and spurs. The
);sign-board has been painted again with tawdry

liembellishments, so that little or none of

iMorland’s handiwork appears. There is one

I. other tavern of this sign in London, at

. Stanhope-street, Euston-road.

. ^pHE neighbourhood of Annan, in Dumfries-

shire, has become celebrated of late years,

.not only in the United Kingdom, but in

r America, for the red and pink sandstones

{.raised in many large quarries there. We had

Doccasion to allude to this fact in describing

nthe “ Red Corsehill” stone last year (see the

iiSuilder, vol. li.. 1886, p. 894). We have now
' before us a sample from the Warmanbie Estate

.
Quarry, also near Annan, on which our opinion

I has been asked. It is a very fine-grained red

n sandstone, of the age known to geologists as

i: Triassic or New Red, and is made of minute

I. particles of quartz, which in themselves are

!' practically imperishable. The first (question in

such a case is. What is the nature of the mate-

, rial (if any) which binds these particles together?

I For on this almost the whole of its weathering

I properties depend. In the case of many stones

i this could not be ascertained without a micro-

:
scopical analysis, but here the semi-conchoidal

I: fracture exhibited by the stone shows at once

II that silica is one of the cementing materials ;

whilst its red colour, its aspect, and the free-

dom with which it can be cut, equally demon-
; strate that it is also bound together partly by
peroxide of iron, and partly by compression. Of

' these, the last-mentioned is the least desirable

qualification, the first being a very good one.

The silica existing as a cementing material is

’ secondary in origin, and although it is not so

' durable as the crystalline quartz grains

which it binds together, it nevertheless

is a first - class cement. The stone is

not quite such a dark red colour as the “ Red
Corsehill ” which usually comes to the London

I market, but other tints are no doubt obtain-

able, as they are in most quarries. When
treated with hydrochloric acid it does not

:
appreciably effervesce, and the amount of

I carbonate of lime must be exceedingly small,

that which is present probably existing in a

: crystalline form in minute particles of felspar.

It is very compact, takes a sharp angle, and is

apparently very easily wrought, approaching

in this respect the limestones.

N exhibition of work done by the students

who are taught at the Polytechnic Insti-

tution, which has been held during the last

few days, was advertised as one which “ should

be visited by all who are interested in technical

education.” As we observed last week, the

teaching of special trades is not what we
should define as the object of “ technical

education,” properly so called
;
and as far as

the evidence of results goes, it is the teaching

of trades, or special kinds of manufacture, which

is carried on at the Polytechnic. But there

seems to be a good deal of useful and in-

structive work done. Among the exhibits we
observe there are working drawings of building

construction, plans and sections of houses,

drawings of brick-bonding, and various details

of iron construction. It does not appear, how-

ever, that the models for the teaching of this

class of work are all irreproachable. It is clear

that there are model drawings of some kind,

as the same section of comice is repeated by
two different workers in their detail drawings,

and shows the comice stones most insufficiently

bedded, in comparison with their projection :

a cornice should never project more than its

bed on the wall. Then,

again, it can hardly be
said that this is the most
scientific method of form-

ing the abutment of a

principal rafter on a tie-

beam, but it appears to be passed by the

authorities. The wood- carving work is good,

and some of the plaster modelling that is

shown is also very creditable. In the same

room we observed a model of a hot-water

circulating system for a house
;
good, only that

there are two nearly horizontal lengths in the

flow-pipe, a thing to be avoided if possible, as

it checks the flow. The models of a king and

queen post roof, near this, are deficient in that

the method of framing is not shown in a work-

manlike manner
;
the pieces are put together

and painted over, so that it is impossible to

see if the joinings are properly made or not,

and it looks rather as if they were not, in

which case the model is only a toy. Among
the exhibits in the down-stairs room is a really

admirable piece of work, in the shape of a

bicycle, built by one of the students. Art

handicraft seems to be the department least

cultivated ;
we noticed a metal coffee-pot,

“hammered work” : very good workmanship,

but bad and inelegant in form, totally without

artistic spirit
;
and the same thing struck us

in regard to other manufactured articles.

Wood-carving, as an object in itself, is carried

out with considerable tsiste and feeling
;
but

applied art seems to be neglected or not

understood.

FURTHER NOTES BY AN ENGLISH
ARCHEOLOGIST IN BRITTANY.*

Wednesday, August l7th, was perhaps the

most mterestiug day of the whole tour made by

the party from the Royal Archeological Insti-

tute. The gentleman to whom wo were in-

debted for the notes already published sends ns

the following :

—

On account of the tide an early start was

uecessary, and, punctually by six o clock, the

whole party assembled on the quay of the dock

at Vannes to start by the little steamboat

engaged to take them to Lockmariaker. Here

they were soon joined by the Vice-President

and many other members of the Sooicte Poly-

mathiqne, the President being prevented froin

attending by a family bereavement. Some of

the members of that Society joined the English

party, the others following in a second steamer,

and proceeded down the Riviere de Vannes for

the Morbihan Sea, passing Roquedas, the spot

where the jadeite was discovered, the He aux

Moines and Gavr Innis, both to be visited on

the return trip. The two small steamers reached

Lockmariaker, in a heavy shower of ram,

early in the forenoon. This was almost the

only rain the tr.avellers met with during their

visit to Brittany. After sheltering for some

time until it held up, the members of both

French and English societies together went on

to the curious twelfth-century apsidal church

of Lockmariaker. Uutside they were shown an

ancient cross with an inscription, said to be yet

unread, standing against the wall of the church-

yard. After waiting here for a short time, the

party was taken charge of by M. Mabe, Inspector

* See p. 368.

under Governmentof Ancient Monuments in the

district, who conducted them to the megalithic

remains. It is hardly possible to mention

these in detail, but first among them is the

great menhir (vertical stone) named Men-er-

Uroeck. This megalith, now fallen and broken

in pieces, must have been, when upright and

whole, nearly 05 ft. in length. It has some-

times been said that the pieces now prostrate

formed not one, bnt two menhirs ;
but if any

of the English visitors had even entertained a

doubt upon this point, it must have been dissi-

pated by the examination of the stones under
the guidance of M. Mahe and Dr. de Closma-

denc. At Lockmariaker many of the members
of the Institute saw for the first time those

wonderful marks on the stones of the dolmens

which have given rise to so much controversy.

On the under side of the Dol-ar-Marchadourien

is the outlined figure of the axe, so like the

axe used in the present d.ay by the Indians of

North America and other aborigines. The
horse-shoe shaped, L-shaped, and other usnal

marks, are found abundantly in the dolmens

here, generally in the supporting stones, as also

the so-called cup-marks,—little round sinkings

in the stone a few inches in diameter. Nearly

all the dolmens of this neighbourhood show

traces of the tumuli which once covered them,

and in many cases, though they now stand

exposed, they are surrounded by the debris of

their mounds. At Lockmariaker there are no-

alignmouts of stones, nor are any circles of

stones fonnd there; bnt the menhirs (upright

stones) and the dolmens are the largest in.

Brittany,^—perhaps in the world. The vil-

lage stands on the site of a Roman city,,

up to the present unidentified, although the

name of Dariorigum has sometimes been

assigned to it. It is an accepted fact that in

Brittany wherever any large number of pre-

historic remains are found Roman remains are

found also. Last year the ruins of a Roman
temple were unearthed in a garden near the

church, some portions of columns and the lower

part of an altar being found. Only the last

line of the inscription, — the usual votive

dedication,—remained, and the visitors were

informed that it is the only inscription found at-

Lockmariaker. It is much to bo wished that

the upper half, with the name of the deity,,

may come to light, but at present all exca-

vation is stopped, and the site of the temple-

has been covered up.

The members of the two societies (English

and French) lunched together in the public-

school in the rear of the Mairie, and were

joined by the local clergy and others. After

lunch, M. Lo Cbanoine Le Mene, on behalf of

the Societe Polymathiquo, bid the English

visitors welcome in the kindest terms, and was

seconded by Dr. de Closmadeuc in a learned

and eloquent speech. The toast, which was

drunk with enthusiasm, was responded to by

Mr. Joseph Brown, Q.C., on behalf of the Royal

Archmological Institute, who concluded by

wishing success and prosperity to the Socieio

Polymathique.
Immediately afterwards the party again took

steamer and proceeded to the Island of Gavr

Innis, the property of Dr. de Closmadeuc, and

there visited n sepulchral chamber, still covered

with its tumulus formed of loose stones, in the

supports of which are carved the axe-heads and

other designs which have been so often pub-

lished. The axe-heads of this tumulns differ-

from nearly all the designs on the dolmens of

the neighbourhood by being well and cleanly

cut in relief, whereas the other markings are

merely outlined on the stone. Here is also the

channel, some 3 ft. long and 4 in. deep, cut m
the supporting stones of the chamber, the use

of which is as great a mystery now as when it

was first discovered. One thing only can be

said which is that the chamber m the tumulus

at Gavr Innis shows that its builders had made

an immense advance in the art of using tools

over that shown by the builders of the other

Bculotured dolmens in the neighbourhood. The

tumulus was opened in 1832, when several

broken hatchets of dionte, &c., were found;

some of these are deposited in the Vannes

Museum. Some interesting Medimval remains

have also been found in the island. From

Gavr Innis the Island of Er Lame was seen m
the distance, where the double circle of stones,

in the form of the figure 8, may still be traced

at low tide, but is almost lost in the sea.

On the way back to Vannes the party landed

at the He aux Moines, and there visited the

stone circle of Kergonan, the largest in the
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llorbihan, bat nmcb interfered with by farm
buildings erected in the centre.

The morning of the following day was again
spent in the Museum at Vannes, when the
Curator, the Chanoine le M^ne, together with
Dr. de Cloamadouc, a second time favoured
the visitors by showing them over it and
explaining its contents. In the afternoon the
party, accompanied by Admiral Tremlett, left

Vannes for Carnac and Plouharnel. The sleep-

ing accommodation in those two villages being
but very limited, it was necessary to divide the
travellers between them. The remainder of
the day, with Friday, August 18, and the
greater part of Saturday, were spent visiting

the megalithic remains, which extend, with
occasional breaks, for a distance of some four
or five miles from Brdeven (some mile and a
half west of Plouharnel) to near La Trinito,

east of Carnac. From Mont St. Michel, near
Carnac, an immense cairn or tumulus, composed
of loose stones, and crowned by a small chapel,
the best general view is obtained, and from its

summit most of the alignments of stones are
visible. Tliia tumulus was opened in 1863 by
the Societe Polymatbique, and at its

foot are some interesting remains of a sup-
posed twelfth-century monastery, discovered
some years ago by the late Mr. James Miln.
The alignments of Meneo are those nearest
Carnac, and consist of eleven lines of menhirs,
ending near the farm of Menec in a semicircle.
A little farther on, at Kerlescan, a quadri-
lateral enclosure of stones has its fourth side
completed by a long barrow. There is also a
quadrilateral at Courcounno, near Erdeven.
The many dolmens bearing sculptures were
duly visited j among others that in the park at

Kercado, on the capstone of which is a rudely-

outlined axe. Many of these monuments have
now been purchased by the Government, and
will in future be preserved from further destruc-
tion

;
but very many, and among them some of

the most interesting, still remain in private
hands. These are being broken up by the
peasants on all sides, and are used simply
as quarries whenever stone is required

;
in

addition to this, much damage is yearly done to
the dolmens by careless diggings in the earth
at their bases, causing the supports to give
way and the capstones to fall.

On the evening of Saturday, August 20, the
party of archmologists left Plouharnel Station
for the quaint old town of Quimper, when they
visited the cathedral, the western spires and
great part of the towers of which wore built
from designs of M. Viollet le Duo. From
thence they went on to Pont I’Abbe. This
interesting little place was formerly the seat of
a Cai’melite monastery, of which the church
remains in good preservation, as well as part
of the abbey buildings. The cloisters, having got
into a bad state of dilapidation, were removed a
few years ago, to the great regret of all lovers
of antiquities. From Pont TAbbe the party
drove to Penmarch, visiting the church on the
way. The projecting headland is singularly
like St. David’s Head, in Pembrokeshire.
On their return the excursionists were most

hospitably entertained by M. da Cbatellier, at
his chateau of Kernuz, when bo showed them
his splendid museum, brought together by him-
self and Ills father, the richest collection in the
world in antiquities from the department of
Finisterre. After this they returned to Pont
I’Abbe, where they dispersed, having bad a most
enjoyable and instructive excursion, and found
many kind friends in Brittany.

TWO MODERN PARIS CHURCHES.
For some years Paris has erected very few

religious edifices. The stoppage in this class of
building, which has given France so many
remarkable and noble architectural monuments,
may bo ascribed to two causes : the large
number of existing churches, which are Bafil-
cient for present requirements, and the special
bent of the administration, since 1879, in the
direction of civil architecture. Accordingly,
with the exception of the American Church not
long since inaugurated,—and which is of course
not a national building, being erected by the
American community for themselves,— no new
church has been erected in Paris since that of
Notre Dame at Auteuil, which dates from
1880.

This church was the work of one of the most
eminent members of the Academie des Beaux
Arts, M. Emile Vaudremer, who also designed
the church of St. Pierre at Montronge, of the

interior of which a lithograph illustration will
be found on another page. These two churches,
both based on the basilica form, represent
therefore the most recent church architecture
of Paris.

The church of Montronge is the oldest, having
been commenced in the last years of the Empire

;

the building was interrupted by the siege and
the Commune, and was finally completed about
twelve years ago. It stands at the acute angle
formed by the Avenue d’Orleans where it inter-
sects the Avenue de Maine. The plan of the
site, narrow at the entrance facade, and very
w-ide at the apsidal end, constituted a special
difBoulty in dealing with the design, which the

architect endeavoured to surmount by building
a large square porch in advance of the nave,
and giving great lateral extension to the
transepts. The choir is arranged so as to

allow of the [side aisles being continued round
it. In the centre is a ciborium decorated at
the four angles with figures of angels, executed
by M. Maniglier, and carried on polished marble
columns. Above the entrance-porch is a clock-
tower and campanile, about 190 ft. in height.
The nave has a round-arched arcade of eight
bays, on granite columns. Under the church
is a large crypt, used as a religious school.

The total external length of the building, in-

clusive of porch and apse, is about 230 ft., and
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ntie interior height of the nave is about 65 ft. The
,ihoir, however, is raised to a height of about

.,0 ft. The tower, the lower portions of the

Ugades, and the cornices, window jambs, string

iourses, capitals of the nave, Ac., are in hard

I'shlar, the remainder in hammer-dressed work
;

- ibe roofs are tiled. The timber construction is

(11 shown internally. The furniture and fittings

ore in wared oak.

i; The painted decoration is entirely in low
^ ones

;
the main portion of it consists of some

mural paintings in the cupolas of the transepts,

shaded yin monochrome. In the tympanuni of

ho porch is a painting on porcelain, and a

iftatue of St. Peter, by 11. Maniglier; a fine

(iTonp in marble, by M. L. Dnrocher
;

and
various bas-reliefs of considerable merit. The
-rindows, which are numerous and mostly
'reated in grisaille, are the design of an able

liiupil of Delacroix, II. Oudinot, who has exe-

cuted many important commissions for the

iJovernraent. The total cost of the building

. raa about 1,900,000 francs, or 892 francs per
iiquare m&tre.

1 The Church of Notre Dame d’Auteuil is not

)'et completely finished, and has cost up to the

'Dreeent moment about 1,100,000 francs. Here
li.gain M. Vaudremer had to contend with a diffi-

lult site, very narrow at the fagade and with a
I'apid fall towards the Seine. The general style

if the building is somewhat based on the
lomanesque architecture of the South of

Ij'rance. The plan takes the form of an
[iilongated rectangle, with transepts, and termi-

Siating in a polygonal apse. The entrance
J'agade, of which wo give a view, is surmounted
I )y a turret of very original design, rather more
'ihan IGO ft. in height. The total length of the

tihorch is a little over 200 ft.; the nave and
nransepta 60 ft. in height, the choir rising to

nearly 90 ft. The declivity of the ground has

[•endered it possihlo to secure a crypt abont IGft.

: iigh below part of the floor. The nave is divided

nto six bays of round arches, carried on stone

• jolumns, and the foundations are ef concrete.

The building generally, like that of Moutrouge,
s in rubbed stone for the tower, plinth, strings,

ind dressings, and of hammer-dressed stone for

.he filling.

! In regard to decoration, up to this time the
building is poor enough. In the crypt the
visitor may remark a monumental bas-relief in

marble, the work of Debay, and which came
from the preceding chorch, as well as a “ Hater
Dolorosa ” by Carpeaux, whose somewhat Pagan
type of genius did not, however, lend itself very
well to the representation of religious figures

and feelings. In the transepts are some bas-

reliefs in bronze, gilt, the gifts of some of the
congregation. The figure of the Virgin and
Child in the interior of the entrance porch is

the work of II. Maniglier. The windows are
filled with some good glass with figure subjects,

lexecuted by MM. Roussel, of Beauvais and
Avenct, after cartoons by M. Theodore Maillot.

It should be added that, from want of sufficient

funds the dome, which, according to the original

•design should have surmounted the crossing,

.has not yet been carried out. This, when
^executed, is to be composed of brick with stone
bands, and lighted by circular-headed windows.
It will rest on a polygonal surbaso with
pyramids at the angles, and will be surmounted
by a cone-shaped lantern.

The former curd of Auteuil, the Abbe
iLamazon, who was appointed Bishop of

Limoges and is since dead, contributed largely

to the building of this church, in support
of which he gave altogether no less than
'400,000 francs.

THE LIVERPOOL AUTUMN EXHIBITION.

The seventeenth Exhibition of Pictures by
I Modern Artists, at the Walker Art Gallery,

Liverpool, was opened on Monday, Ihe 5th inst.

It contains in all 1,279 works of art, including

oils, water-colours, architectoral drawings, and
leculpture.

There are, of course, on the walls several

'
pictures from the late Exhibition of the Royal
Academy, some of which have already been

^ noticed in the Builder. Among them we find

*‘The Christ Bearer,” by Mr. W. F. Yeames;
1 Samson,” the largo and ugly picture by Mr. S.

J. Solomon (which has been purchased by Mr. J.

Harrison, of Liverpool, and presented to tbe

Corporation for tbe permanent gallery: a

very doubtful gift)
;

“ Carnation, Lily, Lily,

Rose," by Mr. J. A. Sargent; “Whittington’s
Banquet,” by the late D. W. Wynlield ;

“ First

Boats away after a Gale,” by Mr. H. Moore;
Portrait of Baron de Worms, M.P., by Mr.

F. Holl
;

“ Itobert Barns, November, 1785,”

by Mr. J. Hodgson; “Kyle Akin,” by Mr.
J. Brett; “The Love Feast,” and “Callista,

the Image-maker,” byMr. B. Long; “Domini-
cans in Feathers,” and “ Tlie Old Tortoise,” by
Mr. H. S. Marks; and Mr. Ernest Normand’s
‘Jealousy is cruel as the grave.” This is a

fair contribution for a provincial exhibition to

have secured, and tlie best of the pictures above
enumerated form, especially as to figure-

subjects, the cream of the collection.

In going through the rooms of the gallery we
also meet with a great number of works now
seen for the first time by the public, well

worthy attention,—and as a whole the collection

is one of great and varied interest, and pro-

bably above the average. Among tbe previously

exhibited pictures are also Mr. Hacker’s

“Pelagia and Philaramon” from “Hypatia”
(2-J-2), and Mr. Collier’s “Lilith” (315), both of

which will be remembered in the Groevenor
Gallery of this season.

“ The White Lady of Nuremberg” (962), by
Mr. Wyke Bayliss, an interior of a Gothic

church with a shrine, is a fine picture. The
effect of the stained glass, however, though
rich in colour, is rather deficient in trans-

parency, and the lights and shadows are some-

what scattered. The florid Gothic work is well

given. “The Schoolboard at Homo,” byMr.
Faod, is one of hie interiors with a female

figure and children, the former of whom
strongly reminds us of the very pleasing one

exhibited at Liverpool last year under the title

of “ When the Bairns are in Bed,” and which

was bought by the Corporation, though the

present figure is scarcely e{[unl to its pre-

decessor. “ Helpless,” by Mr. T. C. Gotch,

and Mr. Ayerst Ingram (128), is a ship-

wreck on an immense scale, but the amount of

subject is scarcely proportiouato to the canvas

it covers. The wliole scene is a sort of study

in light greys, and deficient in contrast of light

and shadow. The wreck is well put in, as are

also the foreground figures. No. 8, “ A
Penzance Trawler off the Cornish Coast,”

by Mr. John Frazer, is very pure iu tone,

and full of atmosphere. If it has a fault, it is

that parts of the water in the foreground,

though good in form and motion, are a little

hard. Mr. C. Napier Hemy has two pictures,

“The Trawler’s Pant,” a characteristic bit,

tbe boat stem on, well drawn, and his nsual

green transparent water. “ On the Harbour

Bar,” bis second work, a water-colour, is not so

successful, especially iu the treatment of the

ses", which is rather opaque, and the general

execution of the drawing not equal to this

artist’s oils. Mr. E. Green's picture, “ Sunrise

at Jerusalem ” (583), looking over the Pool of

llezekiah, is fine in effect, and the architectural

character of the buildings of the ancient city

is well portrayed.

There are several very good works, both in

oil and water-colour, having picturesque por-

tions of street architecture for thoir subject.

Among these may be specially mentioned

“Summer-time in a Cornish Village” (536),

by Mr. John McDougal. This drawing, a

water-colour, is wonderfully bright and pure in

its lights, and equally true and cool in its

shadows, preserving the details of tbe build-

ings, while satisfying the eye as an effective

work of art. In the same line follows Mr.

Hampson Brown in bis “ Bidston Village”

(-135), which, while it is a faithful tran-

script of tbe village scene, is a contrast

to the former iu being somewhat realistic

and lacking its sunny and atmospheric effect.

Iu “Tbe Caryatides” (315), by Mr. H.

Holiday, we have an architectural subject well

drawn. It is a moonlight effect. Exception

might be taken to tbe greenish tone of the

picture, but there is a fine feeliug throughout it.

Tbe strictly architectural drawings are, as

before, accommodated in what the printed cata-

logue calls “The Vestibule,” but which is, in

fact, simply the staircase, where any one

trying to study them is constantly interrupted

by the passing and repassing of visitors to tbe

rooms of the gallery.
_

Among a number of designs of local interest

are those of Messrs. Lewis Hornblower & Son

for tho “ Proposed Rebuilding of Rnfford Hall,

a good specimen of English Domestic archi-

tecture ;
and a “ Design for Buildings in

Victoria-street, Liverpool,” by Mr. H. Summer

Q 197) is an example of the modern street
' i_._v f.>iA fnrmor
(1 ly/), IS an ei-auiptu —

r, nr

Mohitecture which is fast effacing the former
|

Mr. S. M. For.

aspect of plain old Liverpool, as it was familiar

to the resident of twenty or thirty years ago.

Thf-re are also a great number of other

designs, many of them by Liverpool architects,

apparently well adapted to their purposes, and
many of them possessing considerable merit

and originality of design.
“ Graythwaite Hall, Windermere,” for Lieut.-

Col. Sandys, M.P., is an effective design for a

large mansion in the Elizabethan style by Mr.

R. Knill Freeman. It was noticed in the course

of our remarks on the Royal Academy architec-

tectural exhibits of this year, among which it

had a place.
“ Church for Rogerstone, Mon.,” Mr. Thomas

M. Lockwood. This was also noticed in our

review of the Royal Academy drawings.

“Stokesay Castle,” Mr. James H. Cook.

An exceedingly well • executed sepia drawing

from a set which obtained the R.I.B.A. Silver

Medal, showing a picturesque bit of black-and-

white timber work mounted on the foundations

and remains of the walls of tho old castle.

“ Lewis’s Now Premises, Ranelagh - street,

Liverpool,” Mr. Walter W. Thomas, architect, to

replace those recently destroyed by fire. This

is a design in white and red brick with tall

clock-tower fronting the street, and working

into the design the tower in the roar still

standing. The lower story is an uninterrupted

row of plate-glass windows, upon which the

whole lofty superstructure appears to stand,

—

too common a feature in modern shop architec-

ture.
“ Wesleyan Chapel and Schools, Durham-

road, Gateshead,” by Messrs. C. 0. Ellison <k

Sons. This is a Geometric Decorated design

with high-pitched roof and tower and spire;

the adjacent schools being kept in liarmony with

tho principal building. The same architects

also exhibit design for “ Wesleyan Chapel, Palm-

grove, Oxton,” much in the same stylo as the

foregoing, with boll-turret only.

“ New English Presbyterian Chapel, Llan-

dudno,” Mr. T. G. Williams, architect, is an

Early English design with some features of

Geometric Decorated. It has a small tower and

spirelet.

Messrs. Bare and Beckwith send a series of

designs for “ Villas at Spital, Cheshire.” Those

are of the cottage ornee typo, with some black-

and-white work introduced with good effect.

“ The Hall and Billiard Rooms, Ruunymede,

West Derby,” Messrs. F. & G. Holme, are two
drawings in sepia of elaborately-decorated

rooms of Classical character with richly-carved

woodwork and panelled ceilings, well proper,

tioned and good in detail.
* 'rcstcombe, Fullerton,” Mr. W. D. Carbe,

is a picturesque design in English domestic

Gothic with some black-and-white work intro-

duced. It is an effective composition.

“ Design for Commemorative Schools and

Clock-tower,” Mr. Edward Hodkinson. This

was in the Royal Academy exhibition of this

year, and was noticed in the course of our

remarks on that collection.

“New Offices, Tomple-court, Liverpool,” by

Mr. G. E. Carroll, is a good design for com-

mercial buildings, in red brick with carved

Btono doorway and window dressings.

“ Smoking-room, Portland-place, London,”

Mr. W. D. Caroe. An effective interior, Eliza-

bethan in character, panelled in wood.

“Design for a House in Aigburth Drive,

Seftnn Park, Liverpool,” by Mr. James W.

Crofts; and “House to be erected” in tho

same park, by Messrs. F. & G. Holme, are both

of good design, in tho mixed style so much

adopted in our modern dwelling-house archi-

tecture, and seem well adapted to their sites.

“ Design for Town-ball, Grantham,” and

“Design for Memorial Clock-Tower, Pier-head,”

both by Mr. E. Winter. The former is a Classical

design in stone, relieved by marble columns at

the upper story windows and doorway, and

Burmonnted by a small clock-tower. The latter

is a Gothic design, tbe clock turret being

supported on four open arches, but it does not

possess any very original features.

“A Small Country House,” Mr. Ernest H.

Jones, is a pleasing specimen of Domestic

Gothic, with black and white timber-work

introduced.

The sculpture is not an extensive collection.

It includes model bust of Philip James Bailey,

author of “ Festus ” (life study in plaster for

proposed statue), by Mr. J. A. P. Macbnde;

“ Puck ” (plaster statuette), by Mr. Hargreaves

Bond; “A Child of tbe Lagoons,” a bronze, by
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IMPHOVEMBNTS IN THE MANUFAOTUEE
OP POKTLAND CEMEMT*

So irmch lias been said and written on and in
relation to Portland cement, that further com-
munications upon the subject may appear to

many of the present company to be superfluous.

But is this really so ? The author thinks not,

and he hopes by the following communication
to place before this meeting some facts which
have up to the present time, or until within a
very recent date, been practically disregarded
or overlooked in the production of this valuable
material, so essential in carrying out the
important works of the present day, whether
of docks and harbours, our coast defences, or
our more numerous operations on land, in-

clnding the construction of our railways,
tunnels, and bridges, aqueducts, viaducts,
foundations, &o.

The author does not propose to occupy the
time of this meeting by referring to the origin
or the circumstances attendant upon the early
history of this material, the manufacture of
which has now assumed such gigantic propor-
tions,—these matters have already been fully

dealt with by other more competent authori-
ties ; but rather to direct the attention of those
interested therein to certain modifications,
which he considers improvements, by means of
which a large proportion of capital unnecessarily
involved in its manufacture may be set free in
the fntnre, the method of manafactnre simpli-
fied, the cost of manipulation reduced, and
stronger and more uniformly reliable cement
be placed within the reach of those upon whom
devolves the duty and responsibility of con-
strncting works of a substantial and permanent
character; bub in order to do this it will be
necessary to allude to certain palpable errors
and defects which, in the author’s opinion, are
perpetuated, and arc in general practice at the
present day.

Portland cement is, as is well known, com-
posed of a mixture of chalk, or other carbonate
of lime, and clay,—such as is obtained on the
banks of the Thames or the Medway,— inti-

mately mixed and then subjected to heat in a
kiln, producing incipient fusion, thereby forming
i chemical combination of lime with silica and
alumina, or practically of lime with dehydrated
clay.

In order to effect this, the usual method is to
place the mechanically-mixed chalk and clay
(technically called sliury), in lamps varying in
size, say, from 4 to 10 lb., in kilus with alternate
layers of coke, and raise the mass to a glowing
heat sufficient to effect tbo required combina-
tion, in the form of very hard clinker. These
kilns differ in capacity, but perhaps a fair
average size would be capable of producing
about 30 tons of clinker, requiring for the
operation, say, from 60 to 70 tons of the dried
slurry, with from 13 to 15 tons of coke or
other fuel.

The kiln, after being thus loaded, is lighted
by means of wood and shavings at the base,
and, as a matter of course, the lumps of slurry
at the lower part of the kiln are burnt first,

hot the moisture and sulphurons gases liberated
by the heat are condensed by the cooler layers
above, and remain until the heat from combus-
tion, gradually ascending, raises the tempera-
ture to a sufficient degree to drive them further
upwards, until at length they escape at the top
of the kiln. The time occupied in loading,
b^ing, and drawing a kiln of 30 tons of
clinker averages about seven days.

It will be readily understood that the outside
of the clinker so produced must have been
subjected to a much greater amount of heat
than was necessary, before the centre of sneh
clinker could have received sufficient to have
produced the incipient fusion necessary to effect
the chemical combination of its ingredients;
and the result is not only a considerable waste
of heat, but, the clinker is not uniformly
burnt; a portion of the outer part has to be
ffiscarded as over-burnt and useless, whilst the
inner part is insufficiently burnt, and has to be
re-burned afterwards.

Moreover, the clinker, which is of excessively
kard character, baa to be reduced, by means of
a crusher, to particles sufficiently small to be
admitted by the millstones, where it is ground
into a fine powder, to become the Portland
cement of commerce.
This process of manufacture is almost iden-

, ^ P“P®^ read before the Mechanical Science Section of
tfte Untiah Association of Mancheeler, by Mr. Frederick
itanaome, A.I.C.E

tical in principle and in practice with that
described and patented by Mr. Joseph Aspden
in the year 1824, and thongh various methods
havo been adopted for improving the quality of
the cement and for utilising the waste heat by
drying the slurry previous to calcination, still

the main feature of burning the material in
mass in large and expensive kilns remained the
same, and is continued in practice to the present
day.

The attention of the author was directed to
this subject some time since in consequence of
the failure of a structure in which Portland
cement formed an essential element, and he had
not proceeded far in his investigation of the
cause of the failure when he was struck with
what appeared to him to be the unscientific
method adoj^ted in its manufacture, and the
uncertain results that must necessarily accrue
therefrom.

Admitting, in the first place, that the mate-
rials employed were considered the best and
most economical for the purpose readily
accessible,—viz., chalk and an alluvial deposit
found in abundance on the banks of the Thames
and the Medway,—and being intimately mixed
together in suitable proportions, was it neceS'
sary, in order to effect the chemical combina-
tion of the ingredients at an intense heat, to
employ such massive and expensive structures
of masonry, occupying such an enormous space
of valuable ground, tvith tall chimney-stacks
for the purpose of discharging the objection-
able gases, &c., at a great height in order to
reduce the nuisance to the surrounding neigh,
bourhood ?

Again, was it possible to effect the perfect
calcination of the interior of the lumps alluded
to without bestowing upon the onter portions a
greater heat than was necessary for the pur-
pose, causing a wasteful expenditure both of
time and fuel? And, further, as cement is

required to be used in the state of powder,
could not the mixture of the raw materials be
calcined in that state, thereby avoiding the
production of such a hard clinker, which has
afterwards to be broken np and reduced to
fine powder by grinding in an ordinary mill ?

The foregoing are some of the defects which
the author applied himself to remove, and be
now desires to draw attention to the way in
which the object has been attained by the
substitution of a revolving furnace for the
massive cement-kilns now in general nse, and
by the application of gaseous products to effect
calcination, in the place of coke or other solid
fuel. The revolving furnace consists of a
cylindrical casing of steel or boiler plate sup-
ported upon steel rollers (and rotated by means
of a worm and wheel, driven by a pulley upon
the shaft carrying the worm) lined with good
refractory fire-brick, so arranged that certain
courses are set so as to form three or more
radial projecting fins or ledges. The cylindrical
casing is provided with two circnlar rails or
pathways, turned perfectly true, to revolve
upon the steel rollers, mounted on suitable
brickwork, with regenerative flues, by passing
through which the gas and air severally become
heated, before they meet in the combustion-
chamber, at the mouth of the revolving furnace;
the gas may be supplied from slack coal or
other hydrocarbon burned in any suitable gas
producer (such, for instance, as those for which
patents have been obtained by Messrs. Brook &
Wilson, of Middlesbrough, or by Mr. Thwaite,
of Liverpool), which producer may be placed in
any convenient situation.

The cement mixture or slnrry,—instead of
being burned in lumps,—is passed between
rollers or any snitable mill, when it readily
falls into coarse, dry powder, which powder is

thence conveyed by an elevator and fed into
the revolving furnace by means of a hopper
and pipe, which, being set at an angle with the
horizon, as it turns, gradually conveys the
cement material in a tortuous path towards the
lower and hotter end, where it is discharged
properly calcined.

The material having been fed into the upper
end of the cylinder falls through the flame to
the lower side to it

;
the cylinder being in

motion lifts it on its advancing side, where it

rests against one of its projecting fins or ledges,
until it has reached such an angle that it shoots
o-ff in a shower through the flame and falls once
more on the lower side

;
this again causes it to

travel in a similar path, and every rotation of
the cylinder produces a like effect, so that by
the time it arrives at the lower and hotter
end it has pursued a roughly helical path,

during which it has been constantly lifted and
shot through the flame, occupying about half an
hour in its transit.

To some who have been accustomed to the
more tedious process of kiln-burning, the time
thus occupied may appear insufficient to effect

the combinations necessary to produce the
required result

;
but it will be seen that the

conditions here attained are, in fact, those
best suited to carry out effectively the
chemical changes necessary for the production
of cement. The raw material being in powder
offers every facility for the speedy liberation of

water and carbonic acid, the operation being
greatly hastened by the velocity of the furnace
gases through which the particles pass.

That such is practically the case is shown by
the following analysis of cement so burnt in the
revolving furnace or cylinder :-

Carbonic acid, snhydrons
Sulphuric acid, anhydrous
Silica soluble
Silica insoluble
Alumina and oxide of iron

Magnesia, water, and alkalies ..

0-40
0-26

24
0-60
10-68
61-48

2-oa

100-00

Again, fineness of the particles results in
their being speedily heated to a uniform tempe-
ratnre, so that they do not serve as nuclei for

the condensation of the moisture existing in the
furnace gas. The calcined material, on reaching
the lower end of the furnace, is discharged on
to the floor, or on to a suitable “ conveyor,” and
removed to a convenient locality for cooling and
subsequent grinding or finishing.

It, however, is not in the condition of hard,
heavy clinkers such as are produced in the

ordinary cement - kiln, which require special

machinery for breaking np into smaller pieces
before being admitted between tbe millstones
for the final purpose of grinding; nor does it

consist of an overburnt exterior and an under-
burnt “core” or centre portion; but it issues

from the cylindrical furnace in a condition
resembling in appearance coarse gunpowder^
with occasional agglutinations of small friable

particles, readily reduced to fine powder in an
ordinary mill, requiring but small power to

work, and producing bnt little wear and tear

upon tbe millstones.

Tbe operation is continuous. The revolver or
furnace, once started, works on night and day,

receiving the adjusted quantity of powdered
material at the upper or feed end, and deliver*

ing its equivalent in properly-burnt cement at

the opposite end, thus effecting a great saving
of time and preventing the enormous waste of

heat and serious injury to the brickwork, &c.>

incidental to the cooling down, withdrawing the

charge, and re-loading the ordinary kiln.

Cement, when taken from the furnace,

weighed 110 lb. per bushel. Cement, when
ground, leaving 10 per cent, on sieve with
2,500 holes to the inch, weighed 121 lb. per
bushel, and when cold 1181b. per bushel.

"When made into briquettes the tensile break-
ing strain upon the square inch—

•

At 4 days was 410 lb. per square inch.
At 6 days „ 6101b. „
At M days „ 8lf>)b. „ „
At 49 days ,, 900 lb.

,, ,,

At 76 days „ 1040 lb. ,, ,,

A cylindrical furnace, such as the anthor has
described, is capable of turning out at least

20 tons of good cement per day of twenty-four
hours, with a consumption of about 3 tons of

slack coal. It will be readily understood that
these furnaces can be worked more economically
in pairs than singly, as they can be so arranged
that one producer may furnish a sufficient

quantity of gas for the supply of two cylinders,

and the same labour will suffice; but in ordei
to provide for possible contingencies the author
advises that a spare gas-producer and an extra
furnace should be in readiness, so that by a
simple arrangement of valves, <fec., two
cylinders may always be in operation whilst
from any cause one may be undergoing tempo-
rary repairs, and by this means any diminution
in the output may be avoided.

The advantages accruing from the employ
ment of gas-producers for such a purpose have
been abundantly proved in steel and glass-

making industries, where a saving of from fifty

to seventy per cent, of the fuel formerly em-
ployed has been effected. The cost is smalli

they occupy little room, they can be placed at
any reasonable distance from tbe place where
the gas is to be consnmed, any labourer can
shovel the slack into them, and they do nob
require skilled supervision.
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It 18 cl&imed by tb6 aotbor of tbis papor that

the following are florae of tbe advantages de-

rivable from tbe adoption of this method of

nianafacturing Portland cement, as compared
with tho more complex system :

—

(1) Economy of space,—the furnaces, with

their appurtenances, requiring only about one-

fourth the space of what would be occupied by
the ordinary kilns for producing a given quantity

of finished cement.

(2) By continuous working, loss of fuel by
cooling and subsequently re-beating of the kiln

walls is avoided.

(3) Economy of repairs, which are of a simple

and comparatively inexpensive character and of

much loss frequent occurrence, as no racking is

occasioned by the constant rapid changes of

temperature.

(4) Economy in first cost.

(5) Economy in grinding, a friable granular

substance being produced instead of a hard

clinker, whereby crushers are quite abolished,

and tho wear and tear of millstones greatly

reduced.

(6) Economy of labour,—the conveyance to

and the removal from the revolving furnace

being conducted automatically by mechanical

“elevators” and “ conveyors.”

(7) Improved quality of the cement, from

non-mixture with fuel, ash, or other impurities,

and no over-burning or under-burning of the

material.

(8) Thorough control,—from the facility of

increasing or diminishing tho flow of cxraahed

slurry, and of regulating the heat in the furnace

as desirable.

(9) Absence of smoke and deleterious

gases.

It is well known that in some localities the

materials from which Portland cement is made
are of such a powdery character that they have

to bo combined, being moulded into balls or

bricks previous to calcination in tbe ordinary

way, thus entailing expense which would be

entirely obviated by tho adoption of the

revolving furnace. This has been proved by

the author, who has produced cement of a fine

quality with a mixture of slag-sand from the

blast furnaces of the Cleveland iron district,

—

prepared according to Mr. Charles Wood’s pro-

cess,—with a proper proportion of chalk or

other carbonate of lime, which, in consequence

of the friable nature of the compound, he was

unable to convert in tho ordinary cement-kiln,

but which, when burnt in the revolving

furnace, gave the most satisfactory results.

The cement so made possessed extraor-

dinary strength and hardness. It has with-

stood climate influences for many years,

and it has been a matter of surprise that

ironmasters and others have not adopted such a

meaus of converting a waste material,—which,

at the present time entails upon its producers

constant heavy outlay for its removal,—into a

remunerative branch of industry, by the

expenditure of a comparatively small amount of

capital.

Tho demand for Portland cement has iu-

croa8^d, and is still increasing, at a rapid rate.

It is being manufactured upon a gigantic scale.

Great interests are involved, large sums of

money are expended in tho erection and main-

tenance of expensive plant for its production,

and the author submits that the development of

any method which will impi'ove the quality,

and, at the same time, reduce the cost of

manufacture of this valuable material, will tend

to increase the prosperity of one of our great

national industries, and stimulato commercial

enterprise.

Works aro in progress for manufacturing

cement by this improved process, aad tbe author

trusts the time is not far distant when the

unsightly structures which now disfigure the

banks of some of our rivers will be abolished,

—

the present cement-kilns, like the windmills,

once such a common feature of onr country,

will be regarded as curiosities of tho past, and

the manufacturers cease to be complained of as

causing nuisances to their neighbours.

Hope Chapel, Wigan.—The Building Com-
mittee having advertised for designs for a new
chapel, near the Market-square, received about

a dozen designs from various architects. They
ultimately selected, we hear, the one submitted

by Mr. George Heaton, architect and civil engi-

neer, of Wigan, as being entitled to the premium
offered, viz., fifteen guineas. The cost of the

building will be about S,000l.

flksirafions.

OHnEOH OF SAN GIOVANNI IN

ZOOOOLI, VITERBO.

HE view of the interior of this church is

from a beautiful pencil sketch by Mr.

Gerald Horsley,—a model of architec-

tural sketching in pencil. As will bo seen, it is

a small Romanesque church of a good deal of

interest and remarkable for its nearly unadorned

simplicity of treatment.

STATUE OF HANDEL.

The statno of the great composer, of which

we give an illustration in this number, was
exhibited in this year’s Salon, and is intended

to be placed in the vestibule leading to the grand

staircase in the Paris Opera House.

The sculptor, M. Jean Jules Salmaon, though

hia name is not much known in England, is an

artist whose talent was recognised by the award

of medals at the Salon as long ago as 1863 and

1865, and at the Great Exhibition of 1867. He
is Professor of Sculpture at the Ecole des Arts

Industriels at Geueva. Among his principal

works in former years may be mentioned “ La
Dovideuse,” a bronze statue exhibited at the

Salon of 1S69 and now at the Luxembourg

;

“La Jugement de Paris,” a polychromatic

group in terra-cotta (Salon of 1869) j
“ Phrynee

(levant I’Areopage,” a bronze (Salon of 1870)

;

“ Henri IV.,” a plaster statue for the H6tel de

Ville of Rochelle (Salon of 1876). We may
mention also four caryatide figures representing

Comedy, Folly, Satire, and Music, which form

decorations to the faejade of the Vaudeville

Theatie ;
“ L’Innocence, L’Amour, et La Folie,” a

terra-cotta group the property of the Prince of

Wales ;
and ' The First Ascent of Mont Blanc,”

which was in this year’s Salon.

In the statue of Handel, M. Salmson has very

finely realised the character of the man, as

known to us from the various biographical

notices and records of his highly characteristic

sayings and manners which are extant,—a man
with a strongly-pronounced individuality, and a

nature at once proud, defiant, and yet generous

;

and there is a sturdy power in the figure and

expression which seems well in keeping also

with the character of tbe composer’s artistic

productions.

ST. PHILIP'S CHURCH, BUCKINGHAM
PALACE-ROAD, LONDON.

This church is now in course of erection for

Canon Fleming, as a Mission Church to St.

Michael’s, Chester-square.

The Duke of Westminster gave the site, and

has contributed largely to the building.

The designs have been somewhat altered

since the perspectives were made. The plan

we give, however, is as executed.

The materials used are Gaiosborongh bricks

for the outside facing, and stocks inside for

plastering on; tbe core of the walls being of

cement concrete, bonded with iron. Doulting

stone is used for outside work and Corsliam

inside. The roofs are of pitch pine and fir,

covered with Broseley tiles.

The fleebo (which is loftier than shown on the

view) will be covered with 26-oz. copper.

Tho church will be seated with chairs, and
will hold about 800. The cost, exclusive of

furniture, will be slightly over 6,000?.

Messrs. Macey & Sons, Strand, are the con-

tractors. Mr. T. W. Creed is clerk of works,

and the architects are Messrs. Demaine &
Brierley, of York.

SCHEME FOR THE DECORATION OP
A DRAWING-ROOM.

In this scheme tbe painted frieze of peacocks

is treated mainly in blues and greeus on gold ;

it is divided into long panels by winged genii

carved and gilded. The walls are hung with

red figured silk in panels; the woodwork is in

rosewood, with carved panels ;
the architraves,

dado capping, and skirting are ebonised. In the

centre panels of tho largo doors are bronz&
medallion heads of Poetry and Music ; tho

smaller panels being enriched by marble

plaques in tbe cartouches. A frieze of Cupids

and seahorses over the doors is carved and
bronze gilt, with a central tablet of lapis lazuli

for the inscription. John T. Shaw.
[The design was bung in tho Architectural

P.oom at the Royal Academy of this year.]

Proposed Registration of Edinburgh.
Plumbers.—A meeting of the master plumbers

of Edinburgh and Leith was held on the 9tb

inst., there being upwards of fifty masters

present. The object of the meeting was to

cx)n8ider the subject of the registration of

plumbers, which was laid before a previous

meeting by a deputation from the Worshipful

Company of Plumbers, London. The meeting

unanimously approved of the registration of

both masters and men, and appointed a com-

mittee of thirteen to represent them at a.

public meeting to be held under the presidency

of the Lord Provost.

The Borough Surveyorship of Doncaster.

On tho 8th inst. a special meeting of the Council

in Committee was held, to consider the appHca-

tiona for the position of Borough Surveyor. The
salary is 250Z. a year. There were 154 applica-

tions, which had been reduced to ten, and these

were further reduced to five, as follows, who are

to meet the Council on the 20th, when the final

selection will be made:—W. Spink, Dukinfieldj

S. G. Gamble, Grantham j
W. H. R. Crabtree,

Rotherham, Resident Engineer of the Rother-

ham Waterworks, who obtained the highest

number of votes; H. C. Crummack, York; and

R. J. Duff, Doncaster, Assistant Borough Sur-

veyor.
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Jenmngs and Brewer's Fatmt Electro-:[lechanical Apparahts for Indicating and Registering the Levels of Liquids.—Fig. 1.

JENNINGS AND BREWER’S APPARATUS
FOR INDICATING THE LEVELS OP
LIQUIDS IN RESERVOIRS, SEWERS,

The object of this invention, wbich baa been
patented by the inventors and is manufactured
fcy Mr. George Jennings, of Stangate, Lambeth,
is to register correctly the fluctuations in level
of water or sewage at any distance from the
point of observation, as, for instance, in reser-
voirs some miles outside towns, or outfall
sewers in low-lying portions of districts liable

to flooding. In such cases the apparatus will
bo found of considerable use and in many
instances invaluable, as it indicates truly what
is taking place in the reservoir or sewer. It
formed the subject of a short paper read by Mr.
Walter Jennings at tlie recent Leicester meeting
•of the Association of Municipal Engineers and
Surveyors. The following is a general description
of the apparatus. The above illustration (tig. 1)
shows the apparatus working in connexion with
a reservoir in which is a cylinder and containing

Fig. 2 shows the arrangement of the trans-
mitter (marked D in fig. 1). The weight G,
when raised by the movement of the float, i.s

held m position by a clutch on the lever A
catching against a pin on the double revolving
arm E. The weight G is released by the
lever A when thrust out by a pin on the
revolving disc B striking against the adjustable
cam on the lever A at C, thereby releasing the
weight G and causing the double arm E to
revolve one half turn, when it is again caught
and retained by a similar arrangement on the
obverse side of the transmitter, so that at every
period of rise or fall of the liquid in the reser-
voir the lever A, being alternately acted upon
by the disc B, first releases and subsequently
bolds in position the revolving arm E. The
latter, in revolving, presses together the two
springs H for an appreciable space of time, thus
completing an electric circuit.

Fig. 3 is a kind of isometrical bird's-eye view
of the back of the transmitter, showing the
commutator and the spindle to which is

attached the shaft on which the piilley B
rotates.

tooth and causes the wheels to revolve one £

section of the circumference and allows the •

opposite pawl to resume its former position, i

thus immovably fixing the escapement wheels i

A, wbich are fixed with the teeth opposite, »

Fig. 4.

thus providing a similar action to take place

when the current is reversed by the com-
mutator.

The inventors claim that the apparatus is

also applicable for denoting the direction and
velocity of air-currents. Into this phase of the

invention we need not here enter, but we may

Fig. 2.

fhe float A. The float is connected to a chain
{lasBingover the pulley B, the deadweight of
the float being counterpoised by a weight
attached to the other end of the chain. The
pulley B is keyed to the shaft C, which sets in
motion the mechanism of the transmitter D,
and at every inch or other period or difference
of level (as may be arranged) of rise or fall, an
electric current is transmitted along the line E
to the indicator or receiver F, which may be
•situated at any distance from the reservoir and
is usually fired in the engine-room at the
pumping station. A recording arrangement, G,
can be added, so that a permanent record can
be kept of the varying levels during each week

attached to the revolving drum
which contains a clockwork movement.

'

Fig. 3.

Fig. 4 shows the mechanism of the indicator
or receiver when at rest.

Fig. 5 is an enlarged view of the upper part
of the same mechanism when an electric
current from the transmitter is received,-—the
rods n II having been elevated by the action
of the electro-magnets, thereby lifting the levers
G G, to which are pivoted the pawls one tooth
higher of the wheel Aj at the same time a pin
at the end of the lever G draws out the oppo-
site pawl clear of the wheel A, and the current,
passing through the coils J, attracts the arma-
ture on the end of the lever E, the reverse end
of which is pointed at D to fit into the notched
break wheel B. Upon the current being broken
the break is instantly released, and the pawl
that has been raised upon falling engages a

Fig. 5.

mention that when the apparatus was exhi-

bited and described at the meeting before

referred to, the general opinion of the borough
surveyors and engineers then assembled was
that the apparatus is likely to prove of great

practical and public utility, especially in

indicating the level of water in sewers.
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AROniTEOTURAL ASSOCIATION

I The Architectural Association on Saturday,

lio 10th instant, mado one of their vacation

isits to Ascott, tlie seat of Mr. Leopold de

jOthschild, situated near Leighton Buzzard,

ijw being enlarged under the direction of

teBsrs. Devoy & Williams, architects.

I The house was formerly quite a small farm*

tiase, and has been added to at various times,

ho present additions consist of a now billiard-

!)om (the present billiard-room being converted

ito a dining-room), and new kitchen and

:5ice8, and largo suites of servants’ bedrooms

ad nurseries. The kitchen and sculleries are

luilt with glazed bricks internally, with glazed

trick cove to ceiling; arrangements are being

iiado to light the whole of the building with

(lectric light. The house still retains traces of

IB cottage origin in the height of the two

»ries, the ground-floor being 9 ft. and the

ippor floor 7 ft. high. Tho billiard-room, now
16 dining-room, is higher, and so also is the

ew billiard-room : both these rooms are

anelled throughout in oak.

1 Tho external treatment is half timber and

pngh cast, with tilo hangings ; the garden

I'ontage is very extended and picturesquely

jrokeu up by various projections.

• The position of the house is very charmiug,

living a fine view across an undulating country

u the Chiltern Hills. The gardens, which have

ucently been enlarged, are beautifully timbered

ad planted.

The stables, near the house, which is

|rranged with two yards, have thatched roofs,

ad are very extensive. They contained forty

orses at the time of tho visit, which constitute

[r. Rothschild’s hunting stud, the racehorses

leing at the stud-farm and at Newmarket.
! The stagliounds are kept in another part of

he grounds, and the kennels were visited, and

Ireat interest shown in the various arrange-

laents for feeding the hounds. The pack, which

lonsists of thirty-two honnds, wore let out into

he paddock for the benefit' of tho members,
,nd were much admired.

1 In consequence of illness in Lord Rosebery’s

amily, tho proposed visit to Mentmore had to

•6 postponed. The house is about four miles

irom Ascott, and can be distinctly seen from

leveral parts of the grounds at Ascott. Instead

if visiting Mentmore, therefore, the party

liroceeded to Leighton-Buzzard, and examined

he fine parish church. This church is cruci-

:orm on plan, with a tower and stone spire at

he crossing. The spire is remarkable for its

sntasis and small broaching. There is a fine

vooclen rood-screen with curiously -carved

[IragouB on the points of the cusps of the

lentral arch, and bird crockets on some of the

iither arches. There are good stalls in the

i'hoir with return against the rood-screen.

THE WALLS OF CHESTER.

I Sir,—

I

n your issue of the .3rd inst. [p. 320]

Lhere is an article by Sir James Picton, on the

;;nestion as to whether the present walls of

ilhester show any trace of Roman work. As
Lhere has been, and still is, a great conflict of

ppinion on the subject, permit me, as one of

'he original promoters of the non-Roman
i,hGory, to say a few words in reply to Sir

Tames.
i His article may be divided into two parts,

firstly, ou tho portion of the walls seen by the

^cha'ological Institute last year ; and secondly,

m the new excavation, near the Pheenix

Power. Sir James says that at the Kaleyards

.he wall “is built on the old Roman lines.’’

rhis has never been denied : in fact, from the

u'Tewgate angle to the Pheenix Tower, and
r,hence to Morgan’s Mount, the wall, as I

lave argued, both in my “ Roman Cheshire”

Ind elsewhere, is on Roman lines. Of the

vail at this point (the Kaleyards), Sir James
laid last year, after both Mr. Slirubsole and

nyself had explained to him the result of the

ixcavations made by the late Dean Howson at

ts base, that “it exhibited no signs of Roman
vork ;

the charaoteristlo wide mortar joints of

Joman work were wholly absent” {Builder,

iugust 21st, 188G), and this was chiefly from

ixamination of the large stones projecting at

he base and in front of which the excavations

lad been made. But when Mr. Brock, on the

}2nd ult., remarked upon the close joints of the

tones at this point, “ so close that he could not

nseal the bl^a of a peu-kuife in them”,

{Chester Couranf, August 31st), Sir James
endorsed his view and declared the wall

Roman. As stated in my “ Roman Cheshire,”

I believe the base of tho wall at tho Kaleyards
to be of the time of Edward I., and I think

Sir James will find similar close joints without

mortar in portions of buildings of much later

date.

Sir James further states that there was a
“ peculiarity ” at the east end of the north

wall ;
“ a little above tho surface tho wall was

double, with an interval between. This was
pronounced to be Medimval work of uncertain

date.” This is exactly where Roman tomb-
stones, &c., have been found in the wall from
base to summit. The tombstone of a Prcrfectus

CaitroTum was met with 6 ft. above the ground
surface, whilst a stono bearing two figures, one
an ecclesiastic, has been found at the base and
in the centre of the wall. Was the latter

placed in position first ? If so, according to

Sir James’s idea, it proves that the base must
have been erected in post Roman times, the

summit in Roman times, an inverse chrono-

logical arrangement.
The North Gate cornice, and wall adjoining,

which I have described in “ Roman Cheshire,”

as being composed of Roman stones, brought

from some large building (the interior, which
Sir James has not seen, is very like the hollow

wall he describes above as “ Medimval, of

uncertain date”), he speaks of as being of

Roman origin, with repairs and insertions of

subsequent date. No one denies the existence

of Roman stones in its face
;
but when were

they placed there ? We have every reason to

believe, in tho reign of Anne, when all this

part of the wall was greatly repaired. The
large stones on the Roodee are next referred

to by Sir James. Last year, whilst helping

him up on to the lowermost stone, he remarked

to me, “ This is no Roman wall.” To him, and

to tho Institute generally, whom it had fallen

to ray lot to conduct round the walls, I ex-

plained the resnit of the excavations made in

front of these stones, to the depth of 15 ft., a

year or two previously, by order of tho Mayor,

and he expressly then stated that the stones

could not be a Roman wall, but merely (as partial

excavations had shown) a retainer to keep the

bank from slipping. I believe, as I then and had
previously stated, that the stones are Roman,
taken from a large building. Sir James is

perhaps not aware that at something like

100 ft. behind these stones the remains of a

Roman villa lie buried, and if the stones were
placed there in Roman times (which I do not

for a moment think) it was to keep the ground

on which the villa stood from slipping forward

(as it has done in the immediate vicinity) into

the estuary. They are entirely out of the line

of the present walls, and the original wall of the

castruni scsems to have been far inside, to the

eastward ;
and from the summit of the plateau

on which the fortress was built the sloping

ground to tho Roodeye is found to be full of the

remains of villas (including that named above)

and private graveyards, to the very side of tho

estuary, sure indicia of the spot being e.xtra-

mural. A large number both of architects and

archmologiats still hold the opinion I have

named with regard to these throe portions of

the walls, and 1 believe that one or two publi-

cations on the subject are forthcoming.

It was a committee of experts, appointed by

the Archreological Institute, who last year

examined the walls generally, and especially

the points named, and their verdict delivered

by the Rev. Dr. Bruce (the historian, and for

forty years the incessant explorer of the Roman
wall) was that “nothing they had seen was

Roman work in situP I am glad to see that

even Sir James partially confirms this verdict,

for he says in his recent article, “ The walls

above ground are, for tho most part, post-

Roman, of various age.” This was the great

point contended for last year, hut I have stated

in “ Roman Cheshire” and elsewhere, over and

over again, that we may expect to find traces

of the Roman foundations of the walla, aud this

was verified in March last by the foundation

of the destroyed southern wall being en-

countered in Bridge-street. It was 8 ft.

thick, formed of boulders set in concrete,

and so hard that it was with the very

greatest difficulty cut through in order to

lay gas-pipes. But as to the portion just laid

bare on the north face, a loosely-built wall,

without mortar from base to summit, of

stones of various sizes, though chiefly large

ones, many of them taken from Roman build-

ings, others tombstones, friezes, cornices, &c.,

it presents no feature whatever of Roman con-

struction. I am perfectly aware that in such
works as the aqueduct at Nisraes, referred to

by Sir James at Chester, immense square stones

were employed for building without mortar;
but I will ask him the further question, Did he
ever know of a Roman casf7-um whoso walls

from base to summit were built without mortar ?

Mr. Roach Smith, in reply to a letter of mine,

brought forward the fact of the foundations of

Riebborough, Ileculvor, and Lymne having no
mortar, but he said nothing of the super-

structure. That is a solid mass of atones, con-

crete, &c., from base to summit.
Instead of the controversy on this subject

being “ set at rest,” as Sir James hopes, I fear

it is only just inaugurated.
VV. Thompson Watkin.

Liverpool, Sept. 13, 1887.

Sin,—Allow me to suggest a course by which
irresistible evidence, and not assumptive evidence,

could be obtained, as to the fact that the excava-

tions of August last “have entirely invalidated”

the theory of Ilyginus.

His life, in the early part of the first century, was
before tho time of Trajan, for the eastern Preetoria

at Rome was constructed on the lines of Hyginus,
A.D. 23, and gives a length and breadth of 2,320 ft.

by 1,620 ft. This length is found in Chester from

Newgate to Pheenix Tower
;
tho breadth thence to

Morgan’s Mount ;
the other sides, or, rather, side

and end, aro now existing beneath two perpen-

diculars erected on those known base lines on
tho east and north

;
approximately, under Nicholas-

strect aud its continuation, and in Pepper-street

and through the centra of the garden of the Probate

Court in Whitefriars.

Until these existing, yet buried, foundations are

disproved, I hold that the theory of Hyginus was

put into practice in Chester, as the discovery of the

hypocaust in Bridge-street and Feathers-lane proves

the site of the valetudinarium.

Allow me to take exception to another remark in

tho article,—“The Via Prfetoria, intersecting the

city in its length, crossed by tho Via Principalis.”

The Via Pra?toria led only from the Prmtorian Gate

(the North Gate, near Whitefriars) up to tho Vis

Principalis (to the site of St. Poter’s Church), and
did not cross that street.

With these corrections, I cordially agree with the

remarks. Geo. Esdaile.

Stretford, Sept. 13, 1887.

SHONE’S ejectors IN THE RECENT
RAIN-STORMS.

Sm,—It was prophesied some time ago

by certain uncivil engineers, who are very

hostile to Shone’s hydro-pneumatic system of

drainage, that upon a very heavy rain-storm

occurring at "Westminster Shone’s three ejectors,

of 1,100 gallons aggregate capacity, and Atkin-

son’s four gas-engines of four horse-power each,

at the Houses of Parliament, would be over-

powered aud the basoments there drowned. On
the l7th ultimo a phenomenal and tropical rain-

fall occurred at Westminster, far beyond an}'-

thing of the kind that has taken place in London

for many years past, namely, of 0'59 in. in depth

per hour, or 14T6 in. per day of twenty-four

hours. As the area draining to the ejectors is

10 acres, the quantity of water draining there-

from to be ejected was 357 cubic feet, or 2,227

gallons per minute.

This quantity the three ejectors and the four

gas-engines, all working together, successfully

discharged, without any flooding whatever of

the basement. It results from this fact that

the ejectors received and discharged 1,113

gallons of water every half-minute during the

storm. The lift was 20 ft. to the head of water

in the main sower outside, and 1,113 gallons of

compressed air at 10 lb. pressure on the square

inch were produced by the gas-engines and con-

sumed by the ejectors per half-minute. I may
state that for about two minutes the reserved

storm water sub - way received about 2,000

gallons of water from the overflow thereto in

the sewage manhole, which, however, soon

drained away as the storm subsided.

I am glad to congratulate Mr. Shone on his

ejectors performing their functions so admir-

ably and so successfully. I felt assured that

they would do so from what I had seen of their

performance elsewhere. It was this that gave

me confidence to recommend their adoption,

under the peculiar circumstances, at the Houses

of Parliament, in preference to ordinary pumps,

whether centrifugal or otherwise.

John Phillies, -C.E.
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SETTING OUT A PERPENDICULAR WITH THE CHAIN ONLY
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obstacles IN RANGING SURVEY LINES
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Column,

LAND SURVEYING AND LEVELLING, 3

XII.—SETTING OUT LINES.

Pe)-j)endiculars .—A perpendicular in a hori-n

zontal plane to a base line may be set out wit&i

the use of a chain only, in the manner shown by 1

figures 1, 2, and 3. A right-angled triangle is

formed, haying its sides in the proportion of

the numbers given in the accompanying table 3

to fig. 1 ;
but the proportion of 3, 4, and 5 is

generally selected, as the points of intersection (

at the angles are hero more clearly defined than

!

they would be if the proportion of the other i

lengths were taken. A distance of 40 links is

measured along the base line in fig. 1 from thel

point at which the direction of a right angle is

required. The assistants then hold the handle!

of the chain at V, and the 80th tally at U, (

while the surveyor holds the 50th tally, and c

pulls up the chain at T, so as to form the sides (

of the triangle T U V, respectively equal to I

50 and 30 links with the chain. T U is thus i

set out at right angles to V U. If, instead of t

40 links, 30 links be measured along the base i

line from U to V, then the 90th tally mnst be I

held at U to obtain a similar triangle as shown c

in fig. 2. Shonld the chain be suspected to be I

out of order, as indicated by the dotted lines in i

fig. 2, the exact direction of a right angle may i

be obtained by setting out the triangle upon

:

both sides of a perpendicular and bisecting the f

distance marked by the SOch tally upon the i

chain to obtain the position of the full line, i

shown in fig. 2, between the dotted trianglesS*!

If the 50th tally comes to the same point in i

both cases it shows the method to have been

:

correctly applied and the chain to be suffi-

1

eiently accurate for the purpose. In fig. 3 an i

equilateral triangle is formed by measuring

:

25 links along the base line upon each side ot(

the point at which the right angle is required> (

and while the handle at each end of the chain i

is held by the assistants at the points so arrived ;

at, the surveyor pulls out the chain and marks I

the position of the 50th tally, through which :

the perpendiciilar line would pass.

Obstacles.— Pig. 4 shows how the distance [

H I may be measured when a rectangle can be .

SETTING

HQTc-THi A/tcu ror.:ic'^

^ AT rn£ iMTCPiCCTIOM OF
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MAVlMC BCCH PRO'iCO
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rmed U])on both sides of it, and fig. 5 shows

)W the distance N 0 may be measured when
can bo passed upon one side only. With a

ew of proving the accuracy of the work the

lirpendiculars at each end are erected upon
.)th sides of the base line in fig. 4, while in

I'. 5 double perpendiculars are set out at each

^id upon the side of the building that admits of

,ia method. The buildings can be surveyed
|r offset measurements from the sides of these

Ictangles. The right angles can be best set

at either by the use of the optical square or

loss staff. A theodolite being adjusted generally

:r long vision only, will not be found to be so

(icnrato for the short distances at which the

igles are hero fixed.

Curves .— The angle between a tangent lino

id a chord being proved by the consideration
' Case 1 to be equal to half the angle at the

pntre of the circle subtended by any given

ngth of chord we are enabled to set out a
irve as shown in the diagram (fig. 1), the

ngth of the successive chord lines and chord

les produced being measured with a chain

id the offsets >vith a tape. The unit angle,

j' angle in which the chord is equal to the

lidius, is seen to be 57'295 degrees at the

bntre of the circle, giving a tangential angle

lith the chord, equal to 28‘648 degrees, or
'19 minutes nearly. This unit tangential

jiglo serves as a constant, which enables us

i>
set out various points in a curve independent

(' the determination of the centre of the circle.

iANCIENT CHAIIl IN THE BODLEIAN
LIBllAKY.

jSiR,—In regard to the chair illustrated in our

^uo for Sept. 3 [p. 326J, called the “Fortescue,”

:id of which it is said “it probably formed a part

t the funiiture of Saldon House, Mursley, Bucks,

lie seat of Sir John Fortescue," the internal evi-

ence implies that the original owner must bo a
ifferent person.

I On the finely-carved back of the chair there are

>0 heraldic lions rampant, supporters to what
hpoar.'i, by the fruit at the top, to bo a fig-tree,

heso lions are presumably the supporters of the

figinal owner, for whom the chair was made,
part from any colour in the carving, these lions

kactly represent the supporters of the Duke of

jmgstoii, viz,, two lions rampant sahle,—as de-

leted in the “Notitia Anglicana," which is the

idest authority I have (1724) : whereas the For-

I8CU 0 supporters aro, two greyhounds anjent,

iically gorged or, with line ffults.

Robkrt Essert.
i Korlhariipton, Sept. 9tb, 1887.

:
DUTIES OP A CLERK OF WORKS.

iSin,—The letter of “ Architect ’’ in your last issue

1. 378] complains of the brevity of my tract. I

liow there is a popular prejudice in favour of

[lantity, but I have endeavoured to make these

;w pages as concise as might bo, and I have no
csiro to add to them at present.

• The clause on p. 36 is so palpably a clerical error

lat I do not think it will mislead any one. The
lords should be, “ if there are ceiling joists."

I
The other clauses referred to I am content to

lave as they’ stand. John Leaning.

VARIORUM.
I The Science and Art Department’s “ Directory

•evised to July, 1887), with Regulations for

;8tablishiDg and Conducting Science and Art
[ohools and Classes,” has just been issued, price

|,xpence (London : Eyre & Spottiswoode). The
[lies in the present edition, we are told,

lauporsedo those in all former editions,” hut

larc alwaj’s subject to revision.” The “ Direc-

)ry ” gives “ the Regulations common to

icience and Art,” and describes the nature of

he “ aid granted towards instroction in Science

nd Art.” As an autboricative setting-forth of

ao wishes and commands of “ South Keneing-
j)n,” the book will be very handy for reference,

ly students as well as by teachers. Mr.
lanister Fletcher, F.R.I.B.A., has done well to

ublish in pamphlet form his lecture, delivered

t Carpenters’ Hall in March last, on “ English
arpenters and Foreign Competition ” (London ;

l.T. Bat8ford,52, High Holborn). As was noticed

I our 'Columns at the time, the lecture abounds
II statistics and other information pregnant with
'•leaning to our English carpenters, who should

ot'be slow to profit by Mr. Banister Fletcher’s

Taming words. “ Health, and how to pro-

lote it, with Hints on House Drainage,” &c.,

i -a’broc/i«j-e consisting of a paper read by Mr.
7. J. Addiscott, Assistant Inspector, Sanitaiy
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Department, Plymouth, in the George-street

Lecture Hall (London : Alexander & Shep-

heard). Mr. Addiscott’s views are, in the

main, sound, and for the most part they

are well expressed, but there are some bad
misprints in the pamphlet, notably in line 18

of page 8, where for “facial” read “ fcecal.”

“ Petroleum : Hints to those who use

it,” is an illustrated pamphlet (printed by
White & Pike, Moor-street, Birmingham), con-

sisting of a scries of articles by Mr. Boverton
Redwood, F.C.S., and other authorities on the

subject, who give statistics and other particulars

relating to the natural supply of the oil, both

Amoricau and Russian, the construction and
use of petroleum lamps in relation to safety,

the detection of bad and dangerous oils, and tbe

use of petroleum as a fuel. Now that the dark

evenings of winter are approaching, this

pamphlet, if carefully read (it is sold for

threepence), may be the means of prevent-

ing many a lamp “ accident.” From
the City and Guilds of London Institute we
have received the “ Programme of Techno-
logical Examinations, Session 1887 - 88 ”

(London : Published at tho Central Institute,

Exhibition-road, South Kensington). This is a
work of similar character and nsefulnoss to

that mentioned at the outset as emanating
from the Science and Art Department. In

the list of subjects and examiners we find the

following :— Carpentry and Joinery, Examiner,

Mr. Banister Fletcher
;
Brickwork aod Masonry,

Mr. John Slater j
Plumbers’ work, Mr. S.

S. Hcllyor. We notice that candidates in

either grade of Plumbers' work may, in

addition to the written examination in that

subject, present themselves for a practical

examination, and candidates who pass this

practical examination will receive a special

certificate. Tbe syllabuses of all other subjects

have been revised, and important alterations

made in some of them, particularly in Subject 34,

“ Carpentry and Joinery.” From the Pheenix

Fire Office (19, Lombard-sti’eet) wo have

received a copy of tbo second issue of the

tenth edition of “ The Phienix Fire Office Rules

for Electric Light Installations and Electrical

Power Installations,” as drawn up by Mr.

Musgrave Heaphy, C.E. We noticed tbo ninth

edition when issued a few months ago (see

Builder, May 28, 1887, p. 793). Mr. Heaphy
informs us that although the rules have been

extensively adopted since 1882 (they being the

first of the kind, he says, dra^wn u]) in this

country)
,
not a single fire Las yet occurred from

any electrical installation that has been carried

out in compliance with them. Wo notice, how-

ever, that Mr. Heaphy still deems it allow-

able for conductors to pass through party -walls,

provision being made “so that the conductors

cannot be a means whereby fire can be com-

municated from one risk to another.” In our

opinion, as we said when noticing the ninth

edition, it is most undesirable that conductors

should pass through a party-wall at all, and we
think that such a course should be absolutely

forbidden. We cannot but adhere to our view

that if several houses are fed with the electric

current from a common source, the connexions

of the branches with the main should be per-

fectly separate for each house. But this not-

withstanding, the value of Mr. Heaphy’s rules

as a whole is undoubted, and that they are

widely appreciated is shown in the fact that

they are largely used in America and the

Colonies, while they have been translated into

various foreign languages. As we have before

said of these rules, no one should attempt to

put op even a small installation without their

guidance.

RECENT PATENTS.
ABSTRACTS OF SPECIFICATIONS.

12,574, Automatic Draught Regulators for

Furnaces, &c. E. C. Mills.

According to this invention a copper expansion-

rod is fixed in a straight length of the return pipe,

and one end of the rod being fixed and the other

free to move, a connexion is made by suitable

mechanism on to the draught-door or damper of

the furnace. When, by reason of the heat, or

increased heat of the fluid iu the return pipe, the

afore-mentioned rod expands, the slight motion of

its free end is multiplied largely by a slight

angularity of the strut arms and tension rods,

which are so fixed as to form a kind of combined

horizontal and vertical lazy-toBgs. The motions of

the final pairs of rods are added together by the

quadrant lever, whose fulcrum, mounted on the

slidiug tube, travels in one direction, while its
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“power centre” is caused by the internal rod to

travel in the opposite direction
;
tbe weight or

quadrant end thus traversing twice the distance it

would if its fulcrum were stationary.

12,806, Improved Slide Rule. G. Bousfield.

The rule which is tho subject of this patent has
been constructed primarily to simplify the measuring
of round, square, and unsquared timber, but it is

also capable of very many other usea The inventor
claims, “in a slide rule the combiuatiou of a scale

for taking off quantities from plans, a decimal slide

for solving the various problems now obtained by
the ordinary brass slide in slide rule.s, duodecimal
scale for cubing round, square, aod unsquared
timber or scantling, and a graduated scale of

standard measurement for showing, without calcula-

tion, a comparison between lineal, superficial, and
cubic feet of any size, aud the relative St. Peters-

burg standard measurement; the instrument also

serving the purpose of an ordinary two-foot rule.”

12,889, Chimney Tops or Caps. H. S.

Obbard.

Tho mouth or orifice of tbe pot made according to
this invention is contracted, and a fluted outer
beading slopes inwards and upwards towards tbe
mouth, so as to cause tbe smoke to issue with more
force. Tbo wind will carry tho smoko upwards by
means of tbe fluted beading, and by a slight over-
lapping of tbo mouth by the cap the wind is pre-
vented from blowing down the chimney.

8,341, Improvements in Door and Window
Fittings. W. Grifiifchs.

The principal part of the invention is the use of a
flat-beaded stud or pivot forced down into a socket
by a flat spring. This is adapted as a fastening for

doors and windows.

9,583, Wood Block Paving. D. Goddard.
Tho blocks in this system of paving are grooved

both for the keys or tongues which bind them,
and also on tbe lower edges for fixing the block to
cement or aspbalte bed,

0,635, Thumb Latches. J. Lurdley.

Tho latches which are tbe subject of this patent,

instead of being mounted on a fixed stud or pivot,

are mounted with a short crank arrangement by
which the latch can be more easily lifted, and can
also be used as a bolt by being pushed forward
under a stud which prevents it from being raised

from the outside.

9,660, Improved Flooring Cramp. W. B.and
N. N. Haigh.

The principal iiiiprovoment in this invention con-
sists in making a cheap and efficient flooring cramp
in as simple n manner as possible, and to dispense
with the necessity for screwing or otherwise winding
back the sliding Bead to release tbe board after

nailing
;
after, by the action of a lever, the board

has been forced home. Pressure on a little foot-

plate at tbe side releases the ratchet which held it

fast BO long as was required. The construction is

simple.
NEW APPUOATIONS FOB PATENTS.

Sepl. 2.—11,903, II. Hosack, Heating and Circu-

lating Water.—11,912, A. Boult, Door Fasteners.

—

11,937, J. Homan, Fireproof Floors.

Sept. 3.—11,957, J. Wiltshaw, Mounts of Door
and Other Knobs.—11,961, B. Turner, Door Springs.
—11,966, J. Better, Stoves and Fireplaces.

Sept. 5.—11,993, G. Woodcroft, Sash Fasteners.

—11,996, S. Rhodes, Making Bricks.—12,014, G.
Brewer, Automatic Apparatus for Closing Doors.—

-

12,023, G. Hayes, Bars for Glazed Sashes.

Sept. 6.—12,034, A. Ledger, Drawing Boards and
T-squares.— 12,052, H. and S. Denham, “Filler”
used in French polishing.

Sept. 7.— 12,116, E. Johnson, Lock Knob aud
Spindle.—12,117, J. Leo, Heating and Circulating

*Water
Sept. 8.—12,133, T. Robinson, Cross Cut Saw

Benches.—12,141, G. Kelley, Four-handed Rever-

sible Door Lock and Latch.—12,156, W. Allen

and R. Holmes, Bolts for Doors, Windows, Case-

ments, Sic.—12,161, G. Redfem, Water Meter.

PROVISIONAL SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.

10,281, Q. Backus, Domestic Stoves and Chimney-
pieces in combination.—10,376, C. Perrot and
Others, Stove Grates.—10,762, W. Lewis, Fire-clay,

Terra-Cotta, or Fire-brick Domestic Fireplaces.

—

10,779, E. de Pass, Imitation White and Coloured

Jilarble.—10,377, W. Youlten, Fireproof Floor

Construction.—10,895, J. Anderson, Stays and Fas-

teners for Hinged Window-sashes, Casements, or

Doors.—10,902, E. Deacon, Locks, Catches, or

Latches.—10,925, A. von Fuchs-Bauret, Water-
closets, Privies, &c.—10,990, F. Henson, Bolts for

Doors, Casements, &c.—11,193, J. Hale and C.

Simmons, Water-closet Pans and Traps.—11,324,

J. Smith and A. Roberts, Lavatories, &c.—11,435,

A. Allom, Ventilation,—11,205, H, Gregeen, Com-
bination Gully Trap and Channel.

COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.
Open to Oppotiiion /or Tico Monfii.

14,245, W. Stuttle, Hot-water Boiler for Heating
Greenhouses, ConservatorieB, &c.—14,284, E. Verity

and Others, Lever Latch for Doors.—14,322, J.

SmeatoD, Water-closets. — 6,539, F. Caulfield,

Levelling and Surveying Instruments.— 8,507, A.
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Miller, Sectional Monuments.—10,726, A. Boult,

Privies and Privy Seats.—13,603, 0. Whitehouse,
Augers and Boring Bits.—13,616, B. Scbolefield,

Brick and Tile Making Machinery.—11,443, A.

lleiiderson, Door Latches, &o.—14,448, H. John-
son, Lock Bait for Windows, Doors, kc.—14,469,

11. & A. Foster, Sawing Machinery.—14,538, W.
Sargent, Circular Glass Ventilators.—8,755, E.

Emanuel, Flushing aud Trapping Overflows to

Water-closets.

KECENT SALES OF PEOPEETY.
ESTATE EXCHANGE REPORT.

SeI’IEMIIbb 6.

By Jambs Lewis & Co.
Kentish Town—64, Willes-road, 3i years, gronnd-

rent 6Z

Camden Town—186, Great College-atrett, 42 years,

ground-rent Ids

Sbj’temueb 7.

By Fbank Hahd.s.
Greenwich—17, Stockwell-strcot, freehold
Catford— 1 and 2. Kuyenshourne-Tillas, 70 years,

ground-rent 6Z

SarTEMBHR 6.

By E. Btikson.
Peekhem—43, Cop’eston-rrad, freehold
Camberwell—111, Grosveoor-park, 26^ years,

ground-rent. 41. ICs

Walworth—9, 10, 11, Smith-street, 19 years,ground-
rent 121

Clapham, 8t. Stephen’s-terrace—A ground-rent of

8S/. per ant um, 78 years
CaoD'Dg Town—A ground-rent of 80Z. lOs. per

annum, 71 years
Brixton—30, Eaeburn-street, 86 years, ground-rent

6Z. 12a. 6d
Wandsworih— 8, Riverhall-street, 45 years, ground-

tez...

Peckham Rye—6, Amott-atreet, 86 years, ground.
rent 4Z. 10a

By Blake & Dahkatt.
Greenwich—14, ColloKe-place East, 18 years,

ground-rent IZ. 158
Deptford—28 and 29, James-street, Cl years, ground-

t 6Z...

Greenwich—109, King George-atreet, freehold

By C. C. & T. Moobb.
Wile End—62 to 70 even, Ernest-atreet, freehold ...

Commercial-road East—No. C&3, Ci years, ground-
rent 7Z

Stratford—14 and 16, Borford-street
;
and 1, Wharf-

road, 79 years, ground-rent 12Z. 10a

14, Wharf-road, freehold

IHtsctllanta.

Sale of Enildingf Sites at Lee-on-the-
Solent.—A few days ago a largo company
attended a sale of building sites by Messrs.
Lumley, at the new sea-side watering place of
Lee-on-the-Solcnt, The prices realised for the
several lots sold were double those obtained at

the early sales of the estate. The number of
plots offered was twenty-eight, of various sizes,

several of them containing an area of half an
acre aud upwards. On the sale commencing,
there was an active demand for the several
sites submitted. Three shop plots in the
High-street, near the pier, having frontages of
36 ft., and depths of 120 ft., were sold for 651.

each. Three other sites in Cambridge-road and
Portsmouth-road, having frontages of 120 ft.

and similar depths, realised 96J. each. Two
sites in Portsmouth-road, containing an area of
half an acre each, with frontages of 8S ft., aud
depths of 250 ft., were sold for 145Z. and 1551.

each. The highest prices obtained were 2701.

for a block in Goaport-road, having a frontage
of 392 ft. and a depth of 105 ft., and containing
an area of nearly an acre, and 2201. for

another block opposite, having the same front,

age of 392 ft., and a depth of 80 ft., and con-
taining an area of nearly three-quarters of an
acre. The purchaser of these two plots was Mr.
Clifton, of London. It was stated that the
plots afforded sites for the erection of nearly
sixty cottages with 14 ft. frontages. A number
of smaller plots, having frontages of from
40 ft. to 70 ft., and depths of from SO ft. to
100 ft., were sold at prices ranging from 401. to
551. each.

“ Leaflets of Furniture.”—Under this title,

Messrs. Walker & Sons, the well-known cabinet
manufactnrers of Bunhill-row, are now sending
forth by instalments a preliminary issue of a
portion of a new illustrated catalogue. The
leaflets include illustrations of hall, library,
dining-room, drawing-room, and bedroom furni-

ture (most of it suitable in design), as well as a
selection of Messrs. Walker’s excellent wood
chimneypieces and overmantels. We have, on
former occasions, spoken of the excellence of
workmanship which characterises Messrs.
Walker’s productions.
Church Fittings.—A set of oak choir-stalls

has been placed in Brewood Chnrch by a former
parishioner, in commemoration of his residence
in the neighbourhood for twenty-three years.
They were constructed by Messrs. Jones &
Willis, of Birmingham and London.

The Employers’ Liability Bill.—At the

meeting of the Trades’ Union Congress at

Swansea last week, Mr. luglis moved ;
—“That

this Congress regrets that the Government has
failed to carry out the promise to deal with this

subject during the present session of Parlia-

menfc, and urges upon the Parliamentary Com-
mittee to persevere with the matter until an
amendment of the existing law is carried upon
the lines of the measure promoted by Messrs.

Burt and Broadhurst.” Mr. Inglia went through
the proposed amendments to the present Act,
all of which he said he cordially approved of.

The employer should be reai)Oiisible for the
negligence of any person in his service, because
they knew it was an easy matter for employers
to relieve themselves from responsibility

by their definition of “ the person in charge.”
It should also be made illegal for employers to

contract out of the Act. Ho felt assured that

the Congress would confirm the amendments
proposed, and he trusted that the members of

the Parliamentary Committee would use every
effort to get them passed. Mr. Matkin (Liver-

pool), who seconded the motion, thooght they
ought to do something more than express their

opinion, of which no notice would be taken.

The Parliamentary Committee should impress
upon members of Parliament in the various
districts the necessity of passing the amend-
ments proposed. Mr. Pitt (Glasgow) and Mr.
Munro (Belfast) said they did not think that

three years’ compensation was sotficient in

cases of permanent injoiy or death. Mr.
Inglis said that the Bill provided for compen-
sation op to 500L After some further dis-

cussion, the motion was carried.

Tasmanian Forests.—The Hobart eoiTe-

spoudent of the Australasian Builder writes :

—

“ Our new Minister of Land and Works has
promised to bring the conservation of Tasmanian
forests into a practical shape. At present
restrictions prevent the cutting and sale of

timber either for export or for use in our owu
markets, the latter a very manifest absurdity,

because when the cutting is restricted to legiti-

mate use there is no fear that the abundance
of timber we possess can ever be unduly
depleted. A ridiculous instance of how the
present restrictions work was recently given on
the west coast, where a bridge is being erected
across a river, the materials used being Ameri-
can and New Zealand timber, imported at a
heavy cost, while along the banks on each side

of the stream fine timber is growing in abund-
ance,—blue gum, myrtle, stringy bark, and
celery top pine,—all eminently suited for the
purpose. It is proposed now to lay open a good
many acres of pine-bearing land on the west
coast for public use, which will be the means of

yielding revenue to the public exchequer, and a
great convenience to the building trade and the

general community.”
Builders' and Contractors’ Hardware.

—

Messrs. F. W. lleynolds & Co., of 73, South-
wark-street, have sent us a very well-got-up
and useful trade book, entitled “ Architects’

Illustrated Catalogue of Builders’ and Con-
tractors’ Hardware.” It contains particulars

of open and close fire kitcheners, portable and
“ self-setting ” ranges, boilers, gas-cooking
apparatus, slow-combustion and register stoves
(many of them appropriate and good in design),
“ parsons’ grates,” &c. This section of the
catalogne is very complete. The catalogue
also contains a large selection of Messrs.

Reynolds’s patent and other locks and furni-

ture, brass-work, &c. Their new patent
double-handed lover mortise and rim locks have
much to recommend them. Stable fittings,

sanitary appliances, and cast and wrought iron

gates aud railings are some of the numerous
other goods figured and described in this very
useful and presentable catalogue.

Messrs. R. Waygood & Co.—We have
received from Messrs. R. Waygood & Co., the
well-known engineers and life-makers, a copy of

the Gazette notice of the alterations in their

firm, consequent on the retirement of the senior

partner, Mr. J. M. Day, in favour of his son,

Mr. Charles Day, who has for many years held
a leading position in the business. We under-
stand that, notwithstanding his retirement,
Mr. Day, senior, will continue for the present to
give the firm the benefit of his long experience
in those departments which were under his
more immediate personal control. The partners
of the firm, as now constituted, are Mr. W. R.
Green, Mr. H. C. Walker, and Mr. C. Day. The
firm will continue to be known as “ R. Waygood
& Co.”

The Importation of Bricks and TilesJ
into Turkey.—A correspondent of the Man-:
Chester Courier, writing from Constantinople^c
lays particular emphasis on the great demandr
for bricks, tiles, and draining pipes which he
says exists in Turkey. Largo quantities of
solid and hollow bricks used to be iraportedt
formerly from Marseilles, but these are now
produced in the country itself, and all foreigui’

competition becomes impossible when such ai

low-priced and heavy article has to hear?
freight, duty, and loss by breakage. Flat tilesl

13^ to the square metre are furnished by
Marseilles, and are substituted in all new build. L

ings, and arc displacing the round tiles pro-i
duced in the country, which break under a .

slight weight. About 2,000,000 of such flatl

tiles are exported annually from Marseilles to
Constantinople. They weigh 2,550 kilos., andi
their price in Marseilles is about 76 fr. Freight;
per steamer may be reckoned at 10 fr. per ton^iti

and at about 5 fr. by sailing vessel. These tiles'

are, therefore, burdened with 50 per cent, of
expenses in the shape of freight, duty, &c., and

:

yet prove a profitable article of exportation, at

least at present.

Glasgow Architectural Associatiou.—

'

The usual monthly meeting was held on the!
6th inst.,—the President in the chair,—whem
three short papers were read. The first of tliese,?!

“Friezes and Pilasters of the Italian Reuais-i
sauce,” by Mr. Geo. Tndhope, ere dealing wicbi
the subject-matter in detail, was prefaced by a
brief notice of the general principles regulatingi
the choice and application of ornament. A
second paper by Mr. Geo. Mackenzie consideredf
the figure subjects introduced into the sculp-

f.

tured ornaments of the same style, particularly ij

the examples of Della Robbia, Raffaelle, Fiesole,lt

and other masters. The third paper washy:
Mr. Wm. M‘G. Petrie, and described the orna- ;

ments of one building, the Church of Sta-.i

Maria at Brescia, one of the richest examples o

in Italy, illnstrated like the preceding paper by '

numerous photographs, but supplemented by j

several sepia drawings. A short discussion?

ensued, followed by thanks to the severalii

essayists.

Architecture at the University ofc
Sydney.—From the Sydney Morning IleraHl'
for July 2l8t we learn that at a meeting of thebi

Senate of the University of Sydney, seven?;
applications which had been received for the

:

position of Lecturer in Architecture during i.

Michaelmas Term were received and duly con-n
sidered. It was resolved, on the motion of the j

Vice-Chancellor, seconded by Professor Gnrney, j—“That Mr. John Snlman, P.R.T.B.A., be?,

appointed to 'the office.” Professor Gnrney
gave notice of the following motion,—“ That al

Mr. Sulman be authorised to expend a sum not t

exceeding lOOZ. in preparing diagrams or:
drawings, &c., for use in his course of lectures e'

on architecture.” Mr. Sulman, whom we con- n

gratulate, is well known in London.
New Railway Station at Gloucester—

Mr. Jenkins, of Plymouth, to whom the con- o

tract was let at about 20,0001., last week com- cl

menced operations for the construction of the i

new Great Western Railway Station at i|

Gloucester. A number of men are engaged in i^

digging foundations on the ground in the rear ii

of the houses in George-street.

Grosvenor Gallery.—We are glad to learn •

from the Athena:uni that there is shortly to be
an exhibition at this Gallery of the works of )|

the Russian painter, Verestschagin, an artist of ?

remarkably original genius, whose works are '

well worthy of more attention than they have 1

hitherto received in this country.

PRICES CURRENT OF MATERIALS.
TIMBER.

load
...foot cube

load

Qreenheart, B.G,
Teak, E.I
Sequoia, U.S. ...

Ash, Canada
Birch ,,

Elm
ffir, Dantsic, Ac
Oak ,,

Canada
Pine, Canada red

,, yellow
Lath, Dantsic

St. Petersburg
Wainscot, Riga

,, Odessa, crown
Deals, Finland, 2nd and Is t...8td,100

,, 4th and 3rd
Riga
8t. Petersburg, Ist yellow

,, 2nd ,,

,, white

£. 9. d. I

7 10
8 10 0 13 0 0
0 2 3 0 3 0'

3 10
1 10
2 10

4 10

3 10
4 10

0 0 3 10 0 C

2 0 0 4 0 0 C

.fathom 3 0 0 6 0 0

...log

4 0 0 6 10 0 (

6 10 0
6 10 0

0 0
7 0 0 8 0 0
e 10 0 8 10 0
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TIMBER (eonfinued).

wedish
Vhite Sea
lanada, Pine, Ist

,, 2nd
,, 3rd, to

Spruce, let

,, 3rd and 2nd
lew Brnnewick, Ac
ttens, all kinds
oritii' Boards, eq., 1 in., pre-
pared, First

lecond
i)ther qaalitioa

iar, Cuba foot
londuras, Ac
Lnstralien

hOKany, Cuba
It. D'iidiqi'o, cargo arerage
lexican „
?obaBco ,,
londunis „
pie. Bird’s-eye
le, Rio
lania

i, Turkey
lin, 8t. Domingo
i'orto Rico
idnut, Italian

' METALS.
)1T—Bar, Welsh, in London..

,, in Wales
Stalfordshire, London

600 It 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
16 0 0 24 0 0
10 0 0 16 0 0
6 0 0 8 0 0

6 0 0 7 0 0

0 8 0 0 11 0
0 6 6 0 7 6
0 4 0 0 6 0
0 0 3i 0 0 3^
0 0 3 0 0 3*

0 0 3i 0 0

0 0 6 0 0 7

...toB 8 0 0 1] 0 0
7 0 0 9 0 0

...ton 6 0 0 12 0 0

..foot 0 0 6 0 0 9

0 0 6 0 0 10
0 0 3| 0 0 6i

.ton 4 7 6 4 16 0

6 10 0 6 0 0

15 0 40 0 0

13 6 3 0 0 0

British, cake and ingot ton 43
Best selectea 4-1

Sheets, strong go
Cbili, bars 39

Lbad—
Pig, Spanish ....ton 12
English, common brands...
Sheet, English

SPBr.TBB—
Silesian, special ton 16 6 0
Ordinary brands 16 0 0

Tik—
Straits ton 103 0 0
Australian 103 10 0
English ingots 106 10 0

OILS.
Linseed ton 20 6 0
Cocoanut, Cochin 31 0 0
Ceylon .. 23 16 9

Palm, Lagoa 22 0 0
Kapeseed, English pale 24 0 0

„ brown 22 16 0
Cottonseed, refined 21 10 0
Tallow and Oleine 26 0 0
Lubricating, U.8 6 0 0

„ refined 6 0 0
Tcbpbwtinb —
American, in casks cwt, 14 6

Tab—
Stockholm barrel 0 14 0
Archangel 0 9 6

OMPETITIONS, CONTRACTS, & PUBLIC APPOINTMENTS.
Epitome of Advertisementa tn this Number,

COMPETITIONS.

Nature of Work. By whom required. Premium. Deatgnsto be
debvered. Pegt'.

Biunent, Southport Lifeb’t Dis. Fund Com. Not stated Not ststod... ix.

CONTRACTS.

Nature of Work, or Msteriale. By whom required. Architect, Surveyor, or
Engineer.

Tenders to be
delivered.

Page.

sting and Metalling Road

ring Roofs, Repairing Guttering, Ac
indations of Proposed Buildings
iwood
bing, Metalling, and Chanuelling Works
'ering and Malnng-up Itoada, Ac
mdary-Wall, S.W, Hospital
•th Porch to Pariah Church, Petersflold ...

Trustees, Foyle Charity
Estate, Guildford ...

Mot. Asylums Board ...

The Imperial Institute
Chelsea Guardians
Le'visham Bd. ofWks.
Hendon Local Board ...

Met. Asylums Board ...

The Committee
Morley Corporation ...

City of London Union
Com. of H.M. Works.
Willesden Local Board

do.
Wandsworth Bd. of Wks

W. G. Lower
Official

T. E. Collcutt
Official

Official
S. 8. Qrimley
Q^etal
A. W. Blomfield

Sept. 17th
Sept. 10th

do.

Sept. 20th
do.

Sept. 23rd
do.

Sept. 24th
Sept. 2eth

do.
Sept. 27th

do.
do.

Sept. 28th
Not stated...

do.

do.

X.

X.

.

ewood
arginff Post-Offlee, Shrewsbury
»lic Olllces, Kilburn
ken Guernsey Granite
ting-up and Paving Rond, Ac

do,
do.

E. Harnor
0. Claude Robson...
Official

do.

do.
do.

Gosling A Gosling

;liah Eight-Day Dial Clocks
otioD of School, Ac
UD Laundry, Baths, Ac., Tunbridge Wells

School Brd. for London
do.

PUBLIC APPOINTMENTS.

Nature of Appointment. By whom Advertised. Salary.
Applications

to be in.
Pago

istant Surveyor of Buildings
^ughtsmao and A88i^tant Surveyors

Civil Service Com
do.

Not stated
do.

Sept. 27th
do.

xiv.

TENDERS.
lERMONDSEY.—For rebuilding four cottages. Wood-
^•placo, Bermondsey, for Mr. Wilkins. Mr. E. Crosse,
ihitect :

—

£605 0 0
[No competition.]

'EOYDON.—For the erection of “ Salyation Army
:•racks’' at Croydon, for “ General ” Booth. Mr. E. J.
isrwood, architect, 101, Queen Victoria-street, E.C.
antities bythearchitect:—

i Ho«o A White, Wallingtou £1,990 0 0
Maidfs A Harper, Croydon 1,997 0 0
Smith A Bulled, Croydon 1,889 0 0
F. J. Coxhead, Leytonatone* 1,683 0 0

* Accepted.

-'INGRINGHOE (Essex).—For the erection of cow-
d, pulliO'.’ down and rebuilding farm residence at

Hast Quay Farm, Fingringhoe, near Colchester, for

Henry Goody. Mr. J. W. Start, architect and aur-
mr, Colchrster ;

—

Harrison £1,008 0 0
Dobsim 973 0 0
Chambers 835 0 0
Shesd, Colchester (accepted) 836 0 0

ILOUCESTER.—For the erection of " Salxation Army
•rack^” at Gloucester, for “General” Booth. Mr.
J. Sherwood, architect, 101, Queen Victoria-street,
adon, E.C. Quantities by the architect :

—

Geo. Gardner, Gloucester..
J. Munday, Wimbledon
D. Lane, Gloucester
W. Wiiliaros, Gloucester
W. Jones, Gloucester
P. J. Coxhead. Leytonatone
D. C. Jonos A Co., Gloucester...

£1,166 17
1,110 0
1,010 0

948 0 0

lAMPSTEAD.—For new public baths, Finchley-road,
mpatead. Messrs. Spalding A Auld, architects. Queu-
es by Mr. Q. Fleetwood :

—

John Allen A Sons (accepted) ,,,,,,£13,425 0 0

LLANRWST.— For erection of stables and other oat-
buildings, for Mr. It. Joue*. Mr. W. B. Jones, architect,
Anglesra Estate Ottices, Menai Bridge :

—

W. A O. Pritchard, Llanfair, F.Q.* ... £280 0 0
* Accepted.

LONDON.—For alteratioDS to 73 and 77, Queen Tio-
toria-street, E.C. Mr. Robert J. Worley, architect :

—

E. Toms £1,686 0 0
Green A Lee 1,567 0 0

E. Lawranco A Sons (accepted) 1,563 0 0

LONDON.—For rebuilding No. 21, Wigmore-street, W.
Mr R. J. Worley, architect. Quantities by Mr. R. C,

Qleed
Bush £3,016 0 0
Perkins 2,945 0 0
Smith 2,883 0 0
Perry A Co. 2,751 0 0

W. A F. Croaker 2,763 0 0
Downs 2,746 0 0
E. LawTance A Sons 2,685 0 0
E. Toms 2,643 0 0
Green A Lee 2,465 0 0

LONDON.—For erecting warehonse. No. 69, Mansell-
street, Whitechapel, for Messrs. S. A H. Harris. Messrs.
Wigg, Oliver, A Son, architects. Quantities by Mr.
Herbert Paine :

—

Pritchard A Sons £3,060 0 0
Eaton 2,638 0 0
Little 2,585 0 0
Conder 2,479 0 0
Exton A Burton 2,119 0 0
Lask 2,112 0 0
Cunsett Bros 2,063 0 0

LONDON.—For alterations to shop premise*, 161 and
103. Old Kent-road, for Mr. T. Summers. Mr. J. 8.

Quilter architect :

—

First Contract,

Wm. Downs £1,220 0 0
Canning A Mullins 1,071 0 0
E. G. Battley, Old Kent-rosd* 997 0 0

* Accepted.

LONDON.—For building house and shop, at 4C8,
Bethnal Green-road. Mr. J. W. Brooker, architect ;

—

Royal A Co £780 0 0
Allen 780 0 0
Burman A Son 690 0 0
W. A F,Croaker 608 0 0
Battley 665 0 0
Garrett 663 0 0

LONDON.—For alterations and additions to The Axe,
Nuns-court, Aldermanbury. Mr. A. Dixon, architect

Walker £432 0 0
A. White A Co 419 0 0
Blyton 290 0 0

LYMINGTON.—For sewerage works at Lymingtoa-
Mr. James Lemon, M.Inst.C.E., Engineer

T. Neave, Leytonatone £16,685 0 0
Howell, Poofe 14,996 7 7
Whettam, Weymouth 13,360 0 0
Sanders, Souibampton ... 13,346 0 0
Edwards, Bouthborne-on-
Sea 13,334 0 0

Neave A Son, Pad^gton 13,300 0 0
Oseiiton, Erith 13,176 0 0
Perkins, Lymington 13,047 0 0
Harrison. Brighton .. 13,000 0 0
Adams, Eingsland-road 12,993 0 0
Frere A Co., London 12,960 0 0
Meader, Cowes 12,600 0 0
Kingswell, Isle of Wight... 12,400 0 0
BillA Co

,
Plymouth 11,997 0 0 .

Hall, T. P., Soulhsea* 11,953 0 0 .

W. H. Dearie, Chichester 11,490 0 0 ,

* Accepted.
t Amended tenders to postpone the commencement of

the outfall works until March, 1888.

..£11,929 lot

.. 11,752 Ot

.. 11,380 Ot

NEW MALDON.—For alterations and additions to Th&
Orange, New Ualdon. Messrs. £. Thomas A Son, archi-
tects :

—

Scolfield £342 0 0
Millar 190 0 0
A. White A Co 167 0 0
Taylor A Son 110 0 0

NORWOOD. — For the erection of a Free Library
building, for the Lambeth Libraries Commissioners. Mr.
Sidney B. J. Smith, A.R.I.B.A., architect, 16, York-
buildings, Adelphi, Quantities supplied

Fittings,
£4,966 ... £450
3,783 ... 419

Wallis Bros
Hull, Beddall, A Co
W. Smith
Nightingale
Holliday A Greenwood
Higgs A Hill

Candler
J. A C. Bowyer
J. O. liichardaon
F. A F. H. Higgs*

3,750

3,653
3,719
3,694
3,430

426

* Accepted.

Total.
.. £5,406

4,232
4,185

4,078
4,060
4,042
4,<00
3,994
3,948
3,870

RAMSGATE.—For the erection of “Salvation Army
barracks” at Ramsgate, for “Genera!" Booth. Mr.
E. J. Sherwood, architect, 101, Queen Victoria-street,
London, E.C. Quantities by the architect :

—

Large SmrJl
Halt. Hall.

J. Munday, Wimbledon £1,660 0 ...£220
W. W. Martin, Ramjgate... 1,616 0 ... 105 ...

F. J. Coxhead, Leytonatone 1,331 0 166 ...

M. Cozens, Canterbury* ... — ...
—

Amos A Ford, Whitstablef 1,193 10 ... 169 ...

* Too late. Accepted for large hall.

Total.

, £1,870
, 1,710
. 1,497

1,487
1,360

RICHMOND (Surrey).—For the supply of York stono
paving and road materials. Mr. Walter Brooke,
A. M.Inst.C.E., Town Surveyor :

—

York Paving, A.
B. d. s. d.

Bentley A Hay, Eaatrick, Brighoose
J. Brooke A Bona, Hipperbolme,
near Halifax (acceptea) — 6 6

Camm Bros. Brighouse, Yorkshire 6 5 4 4
W. T. Chadwick, Liverpool 6 0 6 6
S. Genise A Co., Rotherhithe — 0 6
Hill A Sons, Manchester — 4 2
J. Munro A Son, Richmond 6 10 6 44
J. Milnes A Son, Brighouse, York-

shire 6 0 6 6

Nowell A Robson, Kensington 6 6 6 4
Scotgate Ash Co., Pateloy Bridge,.. — 6 4
Triekett A Sons, Miilwall — 6 4
Vint Bros,

,
Idle, near Bradford — 6 9

S. H. Watkins Brentford 6 11 5 11

E. Webster A Co., Ecoleahill — 6 9
A. Price per yard delivered in parish yard.
B. Price per yard delivered on railway.

Food Materials (atper cubic yard).

Broken

Guernsey

Chalk Flints. 0 a

wE

G. Alldred, Strand -on- the.
B. d. a. d.

Green
C. Covington, Railway Wharf,

— _ 4 7 4 7

— —

-

4 7 4 7
Daily, Twickenham — 4 6 4 4
Downs, Richmond
Eastwood A Co., Belvedere-

11 4 12 9 4 0* 4 O*

road, Lamb'tb — 4 2
Emtnerson A Co., Brentford ... — 6 6 4 9
Fennings A Co.,London Bridge
J. Hereford, Care, near Fever-

11 10 — — —

4 7
F. D. Kennedy, Richmond.:..,,

A. A F. Manuelle, Lesdenhall-
13 6 6 6 6 2

street

C. M. Manuelle, Fenchurch-
11 7 ~

street 12 0
11 6 —

Nowell A Robson, Kensington LI 0* — — —
G. Pearce, Brentford — 4 11 4 6
J. Runnalls, Penzance — 12 3* —
Wills A Packlan, Sittingbourne “ 4 8
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RAMSGATE.—For certain alterations and additions to

Christ Church Schools, Ramsgate. Mr. E. L. Elgar,

architect, Ramsgate ;
—

W. H. Port £368 0 0
Kewbv Bros 330 0 0

J. H.'Forvealk 807 10 0
<r. Claris 3'tO 10 0
H. Bowrnau 295 0 0
J. Newhy 296 0 0

White Bros, (accepted) 257 10 0

RICHMOND (Surrey).—For the erection of a billiard-

Toom, lavatory, &c ,
at the Richmond Club, for Mr. H.

Graham. Mr. F. W. Rhodes, .architect, 80, Cornhill,

E.C.
Winser & Co., 62, Buckingham Palace-
road (accepted) £913 10 0

STOCKPORT.— For the erectioR of industrial schools

for girls, at Offerton, near Stockport. Mr. James Hunt,
architect, Warren-street, Stochpurt. Quantities by the
architect :

—

J. F. Hayes, Tyldesley £3,700 0 0
R. Bateson, Stockport 3 441 10 0
J. Broadhurst, Stockport 3,329 0 0
W. Southern & Sons, Manchester ... 3,250 0 0
R. Neill & Son, Manchester 3,220 0 0
W. S. A H. C. Brown, Stockport ... 3,183 0 0
W. Brown A Sons, Salford 3,135 0 0
W. Shaw, Manchester 3,110 0 0
T. A W. Meadows, Stockport 3,104 0 0
Burgoss A Galt, Manchester 3,062 0 0
G. Maofarlane, Manchester 3,i 60 0 0
S. Robinson, Hyde 2,935 0 0
John Lee, Stockport 2,960 0 0
Froggart A Briggs, Stockport* 2,943 0 0
W. Storrs A Co., Limited, Stalybridge (too late)

.

• Accepted.

STOCKPORT,—For additions and alterations to Wes-
leyan chapel, Heaton Moor. Mr. James Hunt, architect.

No. 4, Warren-street, Stockport:

—

W. Shaw, Manchester £1,981 0 0

K. Bateson, Stockport 1,978 0 0

W. Southern A Sons, Manchester ... 1,945 0 0
8. Robinson, Hyde 1.933 0 0
G. Macfarlane, Manchester 1,88) 0 0
Burgess A Galt, Manchester 1,840 0 0
Brown Bros., Stockport 1,798 0 0
Froggatt A Briggs, Stockport 1,739 0 0

THAMES DITTON.—For building village hall, Thames
Ditton, for Mr. H. Speer. Mr. A. J. Style, architect,

d, Weatminster-chambers
Boarded
Ceiling.

C. AT. Atkins £1,080 0 0 ... —
Matthews 790 0 o ••• —
Callingham 755 0 0 ... £9 10 0
Oldridge A Sons 744 10 0 ... 13 6 0

PUBLISHER'S NOTICES.

R«ffiiier$d Telegraphie Addre«»,*‘Ts'a BuiLDBB, LonboS."

CHARGES FOR ADVERTISEMENTS.
BITUATIONa VACANT, PARTNEfiaHIPS. APPRBNTICBaHIPS,

TRADE, AND OENERAL ADVERTlSEMENTa.
Blx Hne* (about &ity words) or under 4a. 6d.
Each additional line [about ton worda Oa. 6d.

Teroia for aeriaa of 'Trade Advertiaementa, also for apecial Adver*
tiaenienta on front page, Conjpetitioaa. Contracts, Salea by Auction,
ac, may be obtained on application to the Fubliaber.

eiTPATIONa WANTED.
FOUR Llnea (about THIRTY worda) or under te. »d.
Bach additional line (about ten worda) Oa. Bd.

PREPAYMENT IS ABSOLUTELY NECBS3ART.
Stamps mutt not be aent, but all amaU aume should be

remitted by Caah in Registered Letter or by Money Order, payable
at the Poat-offlee, Covent-garden, W.O. to

DOUGLAS FOURDEINIER, Publliher.
Addressed to No. 46. Catherine-atreet, W.O.

Advertiaementa for the current week's Issue must reach the Office
befiue THREE o'clock p.m. oa THURSDAY.

SPECIAL -alterations in standing advertise--./i rionirna -Ti-. TlTor-r.l.I'i-rvr.i oORDERS TO Discontinue
must reach the Office before TEN o'clock onWEUNESl
DAY mominga.

The Publisher cannot bo responsible for DRAWINGS TE3TI-
MONIAI£. 4c. left at the Office in reply to Advertlsementa. and
strongly recommends that of the latter COPIESONLY should be sent

PERSONS Advertising In “The Builder," may have Repliu addretted
to the Office, 46, Catherine-street, Cevent Garden. W.O.
free 0/ charge. Letters will be forwarded if addreesed
envelopes are seut, together with sufficient stamps to
cover the postage

AN EDITION Printed oa THIN PAPER, for FOREIGN CIR-
CULATION, ia Issued every week.

TERMS OP SUBSCRIPTION.
“ THE BUILDER " ie supplied dirsct from the Office to resldente

In any part of the United Kingdom at the rate of 19s. per annum
PftiPiiD. To all parts of Europe, America, Auatralla, and New
Zealand, S6a. per annum. To India, China, Ceylon, *c. 30a. per
annum. Remittances payable to DOUGLAS FOURDRINIBR,
Publisher. No. 46, Catherine-street. W.O.

EIRE ERICKS.
BEST STOURBRIDGE FIRE BRICKS, and Cement Fire

Clay, Gas Retorts, Muffle*, Ac. Fire Bncke and Blocks for the
Highest Heats, for Iron Blast Furnaces, Forge, Bolling. Puddling,
and Steel Furnaces, Flint Olftsa Furnaces, Roasting and Retlulng
Furnaces, Chemical Works, Coke Ovens, Ac. Boiler Seating Blocka
Flue Covers, Ixicouiotive Bricks, Tuyeres, Steel Rnnners, Grate
Backa. Special Sizes and Shapes made to Eiigineeere' Drawings.

Prices quoted to any Port or Railway Station.
London Agents:

—

R. CULL & SON, Palmerston-huildings, E.C.

WESTMINSTER.—For the erection of the Iddes'eigh
Mansiona, Westminster. Mr. Robert J. Worley, architect.

Quantities supplied:

—

E. Lawraaee & Sons (accepted) £26,000 0 0

*,* SPECIAL NOTICE. — Lists of Tenders
freqaently reach us too late for insertion. They should
be delivered at onr office, 46, Catherine-street. W.C.,
Jiot later than 12 Noon on THURSDAYS.

GLAZED ERICKS.
OATES & GREEN, HALIFAX.

GLAZED BRICKS (White and Coloured), Special Salt-glaied
Bricks Bauitary Tubes, Glazed Earthemware Sinks, Cattle, Sheep
and Pig Trough-s, Horae Mangers. Patent Automatic Trough Closet]
Patent Flush Tank. Fentilatlug Bricks, Patent Ventilating Gullies
and Traps, Patent Chimney Pula fur Down Draughts.

blx Prize Medals, Copies of Testimonials aent if required.
London Agents :

—

R. CULL k SON, Palraerston-bnildings, E.C.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

JtegteteTed Telegraphic Addrett, “Tea Bcxldbb, London.”

W. P. B.—L. A. 8. [we cannot accept slatlstiee of that kind without
'full evidence of reliability. There ia no cla.is of facts in regard to
which there are more innccnrate statements published).—A. B.
(hardly worth while).—E. L. 0. [already explained).-!. S. G.-B. E.— J. P.— J. U. (shall have ntUntion),—W. T. C. (there are many
practical difflculties in the way of your suggestion, especially in
building in towns),—H. R, 4 Co.—C. B. (much too long).—G. C. (sug-
gestion anticipated),—M. V. (shall have considcrnllon).—E. D.

—

A- Wilson (we cannot find space for further tonespoiideuce on the
auhject).-W. S,—.1. W. 8. (should send amount),—A. WliiSeld (cer-

tainly safer to cut the sap wood off ).— F. 4 H. (too late).—A. 4 G.
<ditto).—E. W. W. (shall have attention).

All statement* of f*cte, lists of teuders, 4c,. most be accompanied
by the name and address of the sender, not necessarily for publication
We are compeUed to decline pointing out book* and giving

t.ddresses.

Notb.—

T

he respouslhllity of signed articles, and papers read at
public meetings, rests, of course, with the authors.

We cannot undertake to rerura rejected eommunieatione.
X/etters or communications (beyond mere newe-item*) which have

been duplicated lor other Journals, are NOT DESIRED.
All communications regarding literary and artistic matters should

be addressed to THE EDITOR; all commuuicatious relating to
advertisements and other exclusively business matters should be
addressed to THE PUBLISHER, and not to the Editor.

BLUE BRICKS.
THE KETLEY BRICK COMPANY, KINOfiWINFOED

Staflordshlre. Manufacturers of Blue Brick*.
London Agvnlc ;

—

R. CULL & SON, PiilmerstoQ-bDildingg, E.C.

DRAIN PIPES.
Lime, Cement, Bricks, Slates, Laths, Hair, Plaster, Wall Copings,

Channel Bricks, Blue and Red Ridges. Red Plain Tiles and Pan
Tiles, Closet Pans and Traps. Bends, Junctions. Ac. all size*
Chimney-Pots, Red and White. PRICES on APPLICATION.

B. CULL & SON'S StoreSj Railway ArcheB,
London-atreet, Bethnal Green Station, E.

Chief Office:—72, Palmerston -buildings. Old Broad-street, E.C.

Best Bath Stone.
CORSHAM DOWN.

|

FARLEIGH DOWN.
BOX GROUND.

|

COMBE DOWN
WESTWOOD GROUND.

[

STOKE GROUND
RANDELL, SAUNDERS, & CO., Ld.,

CoBSHAM, Wilts.

Bath Stone.
Pictor’s Monks’ Park. Combe Down.
Corsham Down. Stoke Ground.

Box Ground. Winsley Ground.
Farleigh Down. West Wood,

PICTOR & SONS, Box, Wilts. [Advt.

Donltin^ Freestone and Ham Hill Stone
of best quabty, in blocks, or prepared ready for

fixing. An inspection of the Doulting QuarrieB
is respectfully solicited ; and Architects and
others are CAUTIONED against inferior stone.

Prices, delivered to any part of the United
Kingdom, given on application to CHARLES
TRASK & SONS, Norton-suh-Hamdon, ILmin-

ster, Somerset.—Agent, Mr, E. WILLIAMS,
No. 16, Craven-street, Strand, W.C. [Advt,

Donlting Free Stone

HAM HILL STONE,

BLUE LIAS LIMB

(Ground or Lump),

For prices, &o., ad-

dress S. & J. STAPLE,
Quarry Owners, Stone

and Lime Merchants,

Stoke - under • Ham,
Ilminster. [Advt,

Asphalte.—The Seyesel and Metallio Lavs
Asphalte Company (Mr. H. Glenn), Office, 88,

Ponltry, E.C.—The best and cheapest materiali

for damp courses, railway arches, warehouse
floors, flat roofs, stables, cow-sheds, and milk-

rooms, granaries, tun-rooms, and terraces. [Advt

Asphalte.
Seyssel, Patent Metallio Lava, and

White Asphaltes.

M. STODART & CO.

No. 90, Cannon- street, E.O. [Advt

SPHAGUB & CO.,

LITHOGRAPHERS,
Employ a large and efficient Staff especially foi

Hills of Qoantities, &c.

22, Martin’s-lane, Cannon-street, E.C. [Advt.

To Builders, Builders’ Supply Merchants,
and Others. —

W

haJjLey's Wateb-Closet, for uainj

waata water from lavatoriea. sinks, roofs, &i;
,
will fioil

immediately after boinf; used. Costs 60 per cent, less tkat

ordinary water-closets. No water cistern required. Nt
Eitings. No water supply. Simplicity and effectiveneai

guarauteed. Being largely adopted and giving everj

satisfaction.

Testimonials from Sanitary Engineers, Sanitary In
spectors, Medical Officers, Ac. Highly spoken of by tL
leading trade papers.

Prices, drawings, and full particulars, on application t<

BROOKS & PICKUP,
Towneley Colliery, Burnley.

I
Adti

Remedy for Damp Walls.—Applied ir

dry weather CARSON’S ANTI-DAMP SOLU
TION is afi economical and effectual CURE.—
Full particulars (post-free) WALTER CARSON
& SONS, La Belle Sauvage-yard, Ludgat
Hill, London. [Advt

MICHELMORE & REAP
MxuulactnieiB of

POLLINGE’S PATENT HINGES
VZ LEVER, SCREW, 4 BARBEL BOLT8

„ ‘FALL DOWN " GATB STOPS.
and IMPROVaD GATE FITTINGS of every Deecrlptioi

36a, borough road
LONDON, 8.E.

LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO BUILDERS.

F. BRABY & C0,’8 PATENT CLAZINC
Gr..A.ss sstr free:,

ALLOWING EXPANSION AND CONTRACTION, AND PRECLUDING BREAKAGE.
®

ABSOLUTELY WATERTIGHT. PAINTING AND PUTTY SUPERSEDED.

OVER THREE MILLION FEET FIXED.
DEAWINQS AND PRICES ON APPLICATION.

- OUEIjS SEOTIOJSrS OlsT VIE w.
LONDON: LIVERPOOL: GLASGOW:

"

-9.52 to 362
, EUSTON ROAD. 6 and 8, HATTON GARDEN. 47 & 49 , ST. ENOCH SQUARE
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The Rmian Wall in Scotland.

I T H I N thirty
minutes’ 'walk of

the outskirts of

Glasgow, on the

north - west, and

well overtaken by

the five-mile radius

from the Royal

Exchange of that

city, is still to be

: found a small, hut wonderfully-preserved por-

tion of the military barrier which Antoninus

Pius caused his legions to draw across the

I isthmus between the Forth and the Clyde,

A.D. 140. Although thus at the doors of the

i<5itizens, so to speak, with an excellent public

: road hard by, its existence is not at all generally

known to them,—perhaps not generally known
even to those of them who are distinctly smitten

, by the infection of antiquarian research. The
best parts of the Roman Wall between the

Forth and the Clyde, as pointed out in a

former Builder article, are to be found

on its mid - sections between Kirkin-

tilloch and Falkirk, the remains discoverable

to east and west of this great central stretch

having, as a rule, made more rapid progress to

the goal of complete efFacement. Neverthe-

less, both to east and west of this central

stretch exceptional vestiges are to be found,

—

to wit, a carefully-tended portion within the

park ground of Callendar House to the east,

.and to the west this other most interesting

sample, situated quite within the suburban
area of Glasgow, and now to be more parti-

cularly referred to. Examined on a modern
map, the work of the engineers of Lollius

Urbicus, the general who then commanded
the imperial forces in North Britain, is

found entering Stirlingshire from the east

after traversing half the breadth of Lin-

lithgowshire. Thence it passes into a de-

tached portion of Dumbartonshire, which
ultimately leaving, it dips for a mile or two
just within the north-western border line of

Lanarkshire, after that re-entering Stirliog-

shire at a narrow south-western spur of that

county, and finally passing into Dumbarton-
shire mainland, where the western termination

of the work has place.

From Kirkintilloch westward the remains

are generally difficult of recognition, except to

the practised eye
;
but on Ferguston Muir,

within the south-western spur of Stirlingshire,

above alluded to, and close to the point where

the three last-named counties meet, there is a

short strip which has been little aftected by the

hand of man since the date of its construction,

in the year 140, and not very much by the

influence of the elements. Ferguston Muir,

once of wide extent, borders the north-west

turnpike out of Glasgow on the route to

Strathblane and Aberfoyle. It is not quite

five miles from the centre of the city, and near

to the point in question the Loch Katrine

Aqueduct cuts in upon the ground, crosses the

site of the wall
,
and passes citywards. The

major portion of it has long since been

“de-moored” under the gradual advance of

tillage operations and experiments. Quite

recently the encroachments of suburban

villa builders have further pared away

what agriculture bad spared, and, the

upland being breezy and healthful here,

if Glasgow flourishes as it has done,

perhaps the whole of it is bound to go the

same road some day. But that time is not

quite come yet, and a small part of the moor

remains, unmolested apparently for nearly

seventeen and a half centuries, and with the

trench of Lollius Urbicus scored across it

about as plain as ever it was. A country road

(which at this point is no less than the

ancient military way itself,—that military way

which accompanied the barrier over the whole

of its length at a variable distance southward,

rarely exceeding 1.'30 yards, and traces ofwhich

are here and there still discernible), skirts the

moor from the direction of New Kilpatrick,

after crossing at right-angles the main turn-

pike above mentioned, and thence mounting a

somewhat steep rise of the ground which here

occurs. The small portion of the moor still un-

disturbed is bounded on the south by this parish

road,—or forgotten military causeway, rather,

—

while to the west, and of very moderate acreage

indeed, there is a field in tillage which is all

that now shields the relict from the onward

march of the villas with which the road is

becoming fringed, the latest built and most

advanced of these being only at the further

breadth thereof, and perched right on the site

of the all but rubbed-out Roman work itself.

Fields in crop or grass adjoin to the north and

east, and also on the other, or southern side of

the parish roadway. The strip of virgin moor

possesses, perhaps, barely 200 square yards of

area in all, and from the road there is nothing

out of the way to catch the eye, the Roman

work being visible, indeed, in the swelling of

the southern agger, but not in such a manner

as, at that distance, to suggest anything more

than the natural surface contour of a patch of

unproductive ground. It is only when the

wire fence has been furtively violated, and

the one hundred and fifty yards’ breadth

to the north traversed, that the truth of the

matter begins to be dreamed of. Such chanced,

a few weeks ago, to he the incidental expe-

rience of the writer, who certainly knew him-

self to be not far from the line of the Roman

I
vallum, and was unquestionably on the scent

for traces of it in thus incontinently constituting

himself a trespasser, but had not the faintest

notion that here, so far to the west, a really

“ good bit ” was still existent On gaining the

summit of what seems at first but a broad

natural furrow, but which is, indeed, the

southern agger of the work, only a good deal

flattened, the fosse or ditch at the feet of the

spectator at once stands confessed, the bottom

partially clogged, but still in well-defined

measurements, and in shape and cutting

virtually as the Roman digging implements

left it. For a stretch of nearly three hundred

yards the work proclaims itself in lines

unmistakably bold, and at either extremity

where the trench suddenly levels up into fields

long under tillage, the course of the obliterated

vallum is still discovered to the eye by a streak

of difterently-tinted vegetation, as if the

throwing out of the ditch earth and (after

some centuries) the filling of it in again had

made a lasting mark on its capacity for grass

growth. Across the unreclaimed portion of

the moor the ancient barrier holds its way quite

regular and unbroken, the fosse from 8 ft. to

10 ft. of clear depth, and at least 20 ft. wide

from lip to lip. Measurements varied at

various parts of the Roman wall in Scotland,

according to the exigencies of the position for

attack and defence, and here it has been by no

means of quite maximum proportions, but

rather of a size midway between the largest

and the average. As a specimen, however, it

is scarcely inferior to the best preserved

portions still existing in the neighbourhood

of Castlecary, Roughcastle, and Tamfour, a

little to the west of Falkirk. The main agger,

or wall of earth, on the south brink is of

course trained off in its angles and altitude by

centuries of beating down action on the part of

the elements
;
but it is there distinct enough

over the whole of the 300 yards (or thereabouts)

of moor remnant, and its summit level is still

to be measured by feet. According to the plan

followed by the Roman military engineers, the

earthen wall, when making its way across

morass ground, rested on a foundation of

roughly-dressed stone laid in thinnish courses

of from 10 ft. to 18 ft. broad, and here such

foundation exists still, to be unearthed by com-

paratively small exertion of spade work

although concealed from the unaided eye. It

is, indeed, well on record that from this point

on Ferguston Muir eastward for about a mile

the proprietor of the ground quite early in last

century systematically levelled the main agger

of the work, and in doing this filled up the

fosse, in order to quarry and carry away a

sufficiency of the Roman foundation stones

wherewith to build the new park wall be had

decided to erect, and in this wall surrounding

the neighbouring demesne of Douglaston these
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(The line of dots shows existing condition where well preserved.)

stones are to be seen to this day. The af^crer

on the north bank, always of small size^as
compared with its southern companion, and
certainly not continuous from sea to sea,
is distinctly visible on the Ferguston
patch

;
thickish turf grass clothes the whole,

down even to the bottom of the fosse, the
sides of which also afford growth space for
some scanty shrubwood planted promiscuously
by the unstudying hand of nature. The only
modern contrivance traceable to the hand of
man is an open runlet of small dimensions cut
by some rural drainsman from end to end along
the bottom of the trench (a ditch within a
ditch), dry in summer, and in wet times carry-
ing oft’ the superabundant moisture to a neigh-
bouring burn. For the most part devious in
the course pursued, the Roman work is re-
markably so in the section of which this Fer-
guston strip forms a fraction, more particularly
after passing the site of the fort where New
Kilpatrick now stands, and until that of Kirk-
intilloch is caught up. The land here is

almost wholly reclaimed now, the very small
fragment, above particularised, being about as
belated a portion as any, although, considered
ns no more than a bit of waste ground, it also
may be held as fairly drained. Morass surface
must have been painfully abundant in the
second century of the Christian era, how-
ever, and, as we now see, the Roman work
perforce became uncommonly erratic of gait,
perpetually zig-zagging in obtuse angles with
the view of picking out the least unpromising
of the rather unfavourable routes which were
alone at disposal.

The Roman wall here, as elsewhere along its
course, is locally known as “ Grjcm’s Dyke,”
and the story has been told times without
number how that a Caledonian chieftain named
Gra'me bore from his northern fastnesses in
force upon the bander of the invader.®, throw-
ing down a portion of it, and thus carving out
a passage for himself and his followers, with
the result that the people at once took to call-
ing the rampart by the new name of “ Gramme’s
Dyke,” and persevered in that ever after. In
some accounts the actual spot where this
alleged forlorn hope exploit took place is set
down,^ but the whole story bears strong
suspicion of gratuitous fabrication, the original
author having most likely simply set his
faculty of invention to work to account for the
otherwise incomprehensible title of “ Grmm’s
Dyke,” some centuries after the original signi-
fication of the word Graun, or Gra-ms, or Grime
had been forgotten. Doubtless, the Cale-
donians early found their way to the south of
the barrier by simple dint of swarming into
the ditch (for the most part dry), and climbing
out of it again and over the agger on the oppo-
site side, a feat not c.illing for any extra-
ordinary exertion on the part of mountaineers,
at least, at points where the work was un-
guarded by soldiers,—but the special violation
put to the credit of the mythical Grmme must
be held m the main as apcchryphal, since, un-
fortunately for the ingenious bit of North
Irtish ftctioD, there are extant in England
i,0.xfordshire and Hampshire, for example)
various bits of Roman work of similar earth-
work construction, also known locally as
Grimes ’ or “ Grimm’s ” Dyke. It is almost

beyond
_

all question that the term Grmm
or Grimm is generic

; and that the

Grmni of Scotland and the Grime or
Grimm of the south of England (perhaps
also the “ Grim ” of Grimsby) are one and the
same. It has been hazarded that the title is
of Celtic parentage, and simply means the
‘black” dyke; but this eft’ort at solution
hardly affords satisfaction, for the aggers and
ditch, although no doubt black and grimy
enough when fresh from the spade, would
speedily become covered with a growth of
vegetation. However, by the title of Gra-me’s
Dyke or by any other name the wall of
Antoninus Pius is but little noticed or dis-
cussed on the part of the people through whose
towns and fields it passes. Population abounds
in the neighbourhood of Falkirk, Kirkin-
tilloch, the two Kilpatricks, and Dunlocher,
and especially where the ancient Roman work
all but touches Glasgow, but probably out of
the inhabitants of these places (Glasgow
included) not one in ten thousand ever
consciously saw a bit of it. The small portion
above described is, of course, no new discovery,
being well enough known to a handful ^
people. It is also duly mentioned in Horsley’s
“Britannia Romana,” published in 1732 and
recognised as well preserved then, but even so
recently as 150 years ago good bits were much
more plentiful than now, and the mention
accorded is after all only a passing one.

NOTES.
HE^ verdict of the jury on the

Exeter Theatre fire, which all our
readers will have seen in the
daily papers of Thursday, is no

doubt what may be called an indignation
verdict, and on one or two points the remarks, C..TU l;UC ICUiillHa
made are certainly very unreasonable

; as, for
instance, that if the architect had raised the
roof of the auditorium it would have carried
up the smoke and allowed the audience time
to escape. This was in accordance with the
evidence of one witness, but that was merely
the witness’s opinion, not a statement of fact,
and no raising of the roof would have really
made any appreciable difl'erence in the collection
of the smoke, unless it had been raised to a
height quite unreasonable and such as would
have injured the acousticqualities of the theatre.
But in general, the verdict, strong as it is, must
be_ accepted, as far as we can gather from the
evidence, as a just one. The licensing magis-
trates must bear considerable responsibility for
their carelessness in not satisfying themselves
that the changes they required had'been carried
out; but we fear it is impossible to deny that
the main omis of the matter rests on the archi-
tect,_ Mr. Phipps, who, as a theatre-building
specialist, ought to have been the person to be
most urgent in insisting on every possible
structural precaution being taken, whereas he
appears to have adopted the opposite part of
making light of the requirements and even
promising things which he never took care
to see performed. We do not say that any
one is responsible for all the fatal result,
because in the panic in which the gallery
audience obviously were we believe they
would not in any case have got out without
some fatal results

; but there can be no doubt
that the catastrophe was rendered much worse
than it might have been owing to the struc-
tural defects in the building. The main factors

in this were the want of sufficient exit from
the gallery, the want of a fire-resisting curtain
at the proscenium (we purposely avoid the
word_ “fireproof”), and the existence of the
door in the wall between the stage and audi-
torium portions of the house, through which
the smoke seems to have obtained direct access
to the gallery stairs. The partition wall itself
being thinner than the Board of Works’ require-
ments did not affect the result in this case,
though we hold that the wall between stage
and auditorium portions should rather be
18 in. than 9 in. Of course, a theatre built as
this was might have gone on safely for years,
but a sudden fire finds out its weak points.
We wish we could defend the architect, but we
can see no ground for doing so. He seems to
have gone into the matter with as light a heart
as if fatal disasters from the burning of theatres
had never been heard of. We regret this o»
more than personal grounds, since it casts a
discredit on the architectural profession, which
many ill-natured and illogical people will be
eager to make the most of.

A LTHOUGH railways are of course made
with the intention, or, at least, the hope

of attracting commerce, very few have suc-
ceeded so far iis the Canadian Pacific Railway
in so short a time after its opening. Nor is it
only the traffic of the country that it has
monopolised, for that goes without saying, but
it is that it has diverted already so much of
the sea traffic. Japan, for instance, is having
its trade revolutionised since the opening of
the line, and particularly in the articles of tea
and silk. Last year the great route for tea was
through the Suez Canal, while the silk went
to America via San Francisco. Now, how-
ever, the Canadian Pacific steamers take it for
transport to Vapcouver, and the Vice-Consul
at Hiogo states it to be hi.s conviction that in
a very short time not only the tea, but a fair
share of the general export trade, will go
altogether by Vancouver. It is no wonder
that the trade of some of the Japanese ports;
such as Yokohama, should have increased
during the year by 1,250,000/. One of the
great increases, curiously enough, is in wire,
the Japanese having, to a great extent, dis-
carded their national bamboo umbrellas, and
taken to making and wearing umbrellas and
parasols on the European model.

WE hear that the Exhibition to be held at
Glasgow next year will include one

feature of remarkable interest. The promoters
of the Exhibition, we are told, intend to do
for sculpture what the Manchester Exhibition
of this year has done for painting, and to form
a representative collection of the sculpture of
the last half-century. This is, indeed, news
of interest to all lovers of art. At Manchester
the splendid exhibition of paintings of the last
fifty years was supplemented only by a few
scattered works of sculpture, placed here and
there as ornaments, but forming a very unim-
portant portion of the Exhibition. And it has
been nearly the same in all similar Great Exhi-
bitions, as far as we can call to mind. Sculpr
ture has never been represented collectively on,
a large scale, and in a manner worthy of so
great and intellectual a branch of art. The
information reached us informally and in-

course of conversation, but we have no reason
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doubt that it is correct, and we wish the

anagement of the Glasgow Exhibition every

iccess in so admirable a proposal. It will

•aw many of us to Glasgow who might not

herwiso go. It is to be hoped that the best

ilvice will be sought in regard to the design,

[rrangement, and lighting of the sculpture

lilleries,—even more important with sculpture

(lan with pictures.

i T is now a month since the Act was passed

1 - empowering the Richmond Authorities to

orm a joint Board to carry out the scheme of

irainage designed by Mr. Melliss and approved

ty the Local Government Board, but as yet

ittere are no signs that even the preliminary

iteps are being taken to form this Board.

:licbmond is the greatest sinner in the matter

f discharging crude polluting sewage into the

Jpper Thames, and for sanitary reasons which

iflfect a much larger constituency than the

lesidents of the immediate neighbourhood it is

lighly desirable that the Richmond Authorities

ihould proceed with the carrying out of this

ipproved scheme without a day’s delay. It is

;.rue that the Act relieves these Authorities for

jhree years of any of the liabilities as to the

oenalities attached to the discharging of crude

liewage into the Thames, but this immunity
may be swept away, even within the three

years, if the Local Government Board be of

iDpinion that there is “unreasonable delay in

tne preparation for, or the carrying out of, the

works.” The Chertsey Authorities have just

been fined 50^, at the instance of the Thames
(Conservators, for allowing unpurified sewage to

(pass into the Thames. Indications are not

wanting that the Conservancy Board mean
inow to enforce more actively than ever the

full requirements of law against delinquent

(Authorities. It will be seen from a recent

lisBUc of the Builder that Acton, another of the

iThames Valley Authorities, has completed a

new scheme of drainage, and is now passing a

(Clarified effluent instead of polluting sewage

(into the Thames.

Paul’s was in situ. But as regards the extent of

the town, it is to be ob.served that many of the

principal stacets had but single lines of houses.

In Rotherhithe, Lambeth, and Southwark
there are scarcely any houses at all. Spital-

fields, Goodman’s-fields, and so between Rat-

clitfe and Wap|)ing
;

Bloomsbury, and the

ground between Pall Mall and Tyburn,—all is

fields
;
whilst the greater part of Clerkenwell,

Cripplegate, and Shoreditch parishes is vacant.

Whittock’s engraved drawing, to a smaller

scale, though it makes a prettier picture than

Wyuegaarde’s, cannot be taken as authentic

for purposes of accurate topography, since it

contains certain features which are not chrono-

logically correct.

have been struck by these reliefs. They are so

unlike anything to be seen elsewhere. In fact,

they are unique, found only in the necropolis

of Felsina. Up to the publication of this mono-

graph they were but little known to the general

public. The most usual subject of the designs

is the departure of the soul for the lower

world. This is represented by a warrior in a

chariot drawn by winged horses, or by a scene

of parting. The style of the reliefs can now
be conveniently studied in the four plates with

which Signor Gozzadini accompanies his article.

It has been his life’s work to elucidate these

antiquities at Bologna, and it te right that_ it

should be widely known that the Museo Civico

owes much of its perfection to his care.

FOUCART, in the Bulletin de Corre-

spo7idance llcIUnique (1887, p. 129),

publishes two inscriptions found at the

Peirmus, which have a very general interest,

as they deal with the rebuilding of the Long
Walls by Konon. They also help to settle the

site of the Temple of Aphrodite (Aphrodision),

mentioned by Pausanias. He says (book i.,

5) :

—“Near the sea there is a temple to

Aphrodite, built by Konon, when he obtained

the victory over the fleet of the Lacedmmonians
off Cnidus in Caria.” The inscription dealing

with the Aphrodision runs :
—“In the archon-

ship of Euboulides, beginning at the sign, as

you go to the right in front of the gates of

the Aphrodision, 790 ft. ;
Demosthenes the

Bmotian was contractor, together with the

supply of stone.” The other inscription

reads:—“In the archonship of Diophantos,

in the month of Skirophorion, for jobs by the

day (ra Ka9 i/fiipav tpyo) paid for teams bring-

ing stone, IGO drachmas
;

iron instruments,

53 drachmas.” M. Foucart fully discusses the

inscriptions and gives a plan of the portion of

the topography of the Peirams to which they

refer.

The
“ Societa delle forze Idrauliche,” in its

recent excavations at the so-called “ Villa

WE are, of course, not going to make any
suggestion at this juncture as to where

. liability lies for the miserable railway accident

at Hexthorpe, but it is impossible to avoid a

j

comment about the extraordinary and what
1 seems to us, we confess, almost lunatic pro-

1 ceeding, which it appears is adopted by some
. railway managements, of suspending the block

I
system on the days when there is an extra

!

pressure of traffic. The block system was

I

invented to insure trains against the disasters

arising from one train overtaking and running

;
into another that was stationary

;
a danger

!
which was recognised as a serious one even

when traffic was in a normal and regular con-

( dition. There comes a day when traffic has to

i be thrown out of its normal course and when
, there are extra chances of accident, and then

;
the block system is suspended ! Of course

. it may be replied that the working of the

!
trains by flag signals is really a temporary

block system on shorter lengths of line. So

, it is, if properly carried out ;
but to change the

i whole system suddenly, and to rely on a

number of extra signallers, just at a time when

I

there is extra risk on the line and when extra

I caution is required, does seem a most extra-

ordinary proceeding. No doubt the passengers

i

will grumble very much if they are kept wait-

I ing at a block signal box
;
nine-tenths of rail-

I
way passengers are utterly ignorant and un-

reasonable in regard to the working of rail-

ways
;
but it is better that they should grumble

I
in safety than be taken lighthearted into danger

of a terrible death.

ITT’E hear that Mr. H. A. Rogers, of New
» V Southgate, has issued, in two large sheets,

an etching of London, Southwark, and West-

minster, as they appeared in the middle of

the sixteenth century. The drawing is based

upon N. Whittock’s reproduction, or rather,

as we should call it, amplification of Antony
van den Wynegaarde’s bird’s-eye view,—sonre-

times known as the Sutherland view,—which

is now preserved in the Bodleian Library at

Oxford. When the Fleming made his ink and

sepia drawing, circa 1550, the spire of old St.

of Mmeenas,” seems to have at length happily

set at rest the name and purport of that pro-

blematical buildiog. Nibby’s conjecture proves

now to be correct. It is no villa at all, but a

part of the Heracleion, a temple of approxi-

mately the same shape as the Temple of

Forttina at Prameste. A fragment has been

found bearingthe inscription,“.i'EdituiH(erculis

Victoria).” Several “ cippi ” are inscribed

“ Curatores fani Herculis Victoris,” also a

fragment of a cornice in which the club of

Hercules appears repeatedly as a decorative

motive. As yet the full plan of the temple

and the extent of its dependencies is not made
out, but the Society, to whom the site belongs,

intend thoroughly to explore the whole build-

ing. A provisional account appears in the

Notizie de^li Scavi di Antichitd (1887, p. 25),

by Sig. Luigi Borsari, who publishes a number

of the inscriptions. A full account, with topo-

graphical map and architectural details, is

promised shortly.

From
the annual report of the Hellenic

Society, just is-sued to members, it appears

that the Council have determined to alter

the form of the Journal of the Society to

Imperial 8vo., and to include the plates with the

text, instead of issuing an extra atlas of plates.

A double folding page will be used where any

illustration is required larger than the page

size. The change will be for the better: it is

troublesome to keep a periodical in a dual

form. There is also to be added to the

Journal, as soon as it can be arranged for, a

supplement, giving a notice of new publica-

tions on Greek archaeology, and a summary of

foreign periodicals. This will be a very valu-

able addition.

WE have received some specimen plates of

a work which is being brought out by

Mr. E. L. Conder in illustration of the noble

church of Long Melford, in Suffolk. The
drawings sent us are admirably executed, and

show the greatest care in the carrying out of

the work, and if the whole publication is equal

to these it will be one of the best of our mono-

graphs of English buildings.

The
Metropolitan Railway Company have,

as we lately mentioned, opened their

line to Rickmansworth, thus laying them-

selves out for a certain amount of purely

country and long-distance traffic. Baker-street

thus becomes a terminus, hut of all stations in

London it would be difficult to find one worse

adapted for this purpose. To endeavour to

carry on a long-distance traffic in a manner

satisfactory to the public or the shareholders a

proper terminus is necessary, and such a one

should have been made at Baker-street beforc-

the Rickmansworth extension was opened. It

was the more necessary to undertake this work

because the present station, whether we regard'

that part of it used for the main-line traffic or

that in which the northern trains arrive and'

depart, is the most inconvenient and unwhole-

some in the metropolis. After being nearly

suffocated in the main portion, a passenger is

almost squeezed to a pancake or pushed on to

the permanent way when on the narrow plat-

form of the St. John’s Wood line. This want

of accommodation at Baker-street is the more

noticeable because the stations on the northern

extension are large and well-designed buildings.

'ITTTE believe the last contribution to periodical

VV literature by Signor Gozzadini (whose loss

to Italian archicology we have so recently had

to deplore) was a paper in the Bevue Archco-

lotjiquc on the very curious sepulchral reliefs

in the Museo Civico at Bologna. The most

casual tourist who has wandered through

the Museo Civico,—we say advisedly the best-

arranged classical museum in Europe,—must

WE have received a prospectus of a proposed

art exhibition to be held at Derby in

the month of December and January next. It

is to be divided into three sections : I. Non-

competitive, for professional artists only, in-

cluding the leading branches of the fine arts ;

II. Competitive, for loc.al amateurs
;

III.

Competitive, and open to professional or

amateur artists alike and independent of

locality. This latter class includes a variety of

the minor arts to which lady amateurs are

more especially devoted, such as paintings on

opal, crystoleum painting, designs for Christmas

cards, &c., as well as the more orthodox applied

arts included under the term “art-needle work.”

There is likely to be a fine conglomeration of

curiosities under this heading. There may very

likely be a good collection in the non-competi-

tive and purely exhibition section, as many
artists are glad of a new opportunity of exhi-

biting their works at a time when most both

of the London and provincial exhibitions are

closed. But we do not augur much for the rest of

the exhibition, and the selection of the judges-

is rather a puzzle to us. There are only three-

judges announced to pronounce upon and

adjudge prizes for all this variety of work, and

not one of them is an artist, as far as our know-

ledge of their names tells us. Mr. W. H. Go^s,

F.G.S
,
of Bank House, Stoke-upon-Trent, and

Mr. H. J, Fenton, Waterdale, Doncaster, are,

we presume, amateurs taking an interest in

art ;
Messrs. Raphael Tuck & Sons, fine-art

publishers, whose names are well known in

that capacity, form the third person of this

trinity of judges. With all respect to these

gentlemen, we think it is rather presumptuous

of them to invite artists, professional and

amateur, from all parts of the country, to

submit works to their judgment for the award

of medals
;
and if they have, as the phrase is,

h
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“ power to add to their number,” they would
do wisely to invite the assistance of one or two
artists of known standing

;
they will be more

likely to have a good exhibition in that

NOTES OF A HOLIDAY ON THE
NOKFOLK COAST.

Wren Mr. John Knightley was so indignant
with the Highbury apothecary forpresuming to

think that he ought to have taken his family to

Cromer instead of to Southend for their health, *

ho did not dispute the sanitary superiority of

Cromer. It was the question of the expense
and trouble of moving a whole family so long a
distance in coaching days, which he thought he
understood better than Mr. Perry. It appears
from the episode, that Cromer was in Jane
Austen’s day a recognised superior watering-
place, a proper place to go to if you could
afford it. For a long time since then it seems
to have been quiescent, remaining until very
recent years beyond the limit of the railway
system ; now railway extension has brought it

within reach of excursionists, while at the same
time the temporary residence of royalty,

—

foreign royalty, it is true, but still royalty,—has
sanctified it in the eyes of society, and daring
this autumn Cromer has been another " London-
by-the-Sea,” swarming with visitors, and its

sands covered with cricket and lawn-tennis
players. This over-populous condition, which
we had not realised from report, would hardly
have been an extra attraction. But the fates

were kind to us : Cromer was “ full up,” as the
tramcar conductors phrase it, but we could find

accommodation at Overstrand, a couple of
miles eastward along the coast.

Now, Overstrand turned out to be an ideal

place for a seaside holiday. A splendid beach
j

no promenade or pier or any such mundane
vanities, a few visitors dotted about, and a
small native population of fishermen, frank-

spoken courteous fellows, whose boats formed
one element in the picturesque of the scene.
The accepted type of boat in this part of the
•coast has a marked character of its own. As
will be seen from the subjoined sketch, it has

not the usual square stern, but is sharp at both
ends, the object being, we were told, to render
them more manageable in beaching in rough
weather, the sharp stern not being so liable to

be kicked up by the surf when approaching the
beach. The rowlocks, too, consisting of circular
holes through which the oars are drawn, are
quite peculiar to this part of the coast. They
are capital little craft, keeping wonderfully dry
OQ a breezy day, and will stand a great deal of
rough weather. The method of shaping the
upper planks, narrow at the ends and widening
in the centre, is duly emphasised with true artistic

j ropriety in the painting of the boats; gene-
rally the top plank is red or blue, the next
white, which gives a marked character, quite
distinct from the commonplace narrow stripe
of uniform width with which boats are usually
decorated. The method of conveying the boats
up the beach after landing is a characteristic
incident of the place

;
the straight, heavy, sea-

oars (so different from the river type of oar) are
passed through the circular rowlocks so as to
project on each side of the boats, and six strong
fellows in sou’-weaters and big boots march up
in step, three on each side, carrying the boat
between them by the oars; and if Mr. J. C.
Hook wants a new foreground group for one
of his pictures he will not easily find a better
or more picturesque one than this.

The coast here, on the round shoulder that
juts out eastward of the Wash, looks nearly
north, and looking out from the beach, there is
nothing but sea water between us and the
North Pole, a fact with which the keen sharp air
of the landward breeze is quite in harmony. The
shore lies beneath high cliffs with an undulating
skyline, composed of soft clayey strata, which
have been for centuries gradually going into
the sea. The coast line is now the section of
what were once undulating downs falling in

long slopes to the sea ; at present, between
Overstrand and Cromer especially, the slope is

upwards towards the sea, as will be seen from
the sketch, “Near Overstrand,” looking along
the coast towards Cromer. The wave of the
laud, 80 to speak, sweeps upwards, but has been
cut off just at the crest

;
one can almost see in

imagination the continuing lines of the contours

at Sidestrand, about a mile from Overstrand.
On first seeing this rained tower, shown in the
sketch, in the middle of a deserted graveyard,
we supposed it to have been long ago dis-

mantled, but the dates on the gravestones read
as late as to 1854. On inquiry, we learned that
the people were so much afraid of a landslip
and of the church, about forty yards from the

as they once were. So great has been the
advance of the sea, or rather the wearing down
of the land by its action, that the site of the
township of Shipden, under which Cromer
was formerly included, has gone under the sea
since the making of Domesday Book. Remains
of the church of Shipden were formerly to be
seen above water, off Cromer at low tide; and

were known as the Church Rocks. A Cromer
fisherman informed us that last year they,
for the first time, remained invisible at
all states of the tide : so the church under
the sea must be suffering further dis-
establishment. An example of the practical

edge of the cliff, coming down suddenly some
day, that they declined coming to church, and
the church was accordingly pulled down and
the materials used towards the erection of a
new one at a safe distance inland, the tower
being left as a landmark for the fishermen. So
there it stands amid the forgotten gravestones,
the centre of a curiously melancholy scene.

The round tower is of a type that is found here
and there about the country, but only in very
small churches (this tower is, perhaps, 35 ft.

high)
; the form was evidently adopted, in

these cases, for economy, to avoid the quoiu-
work at the angles necessary in building with
flint pebbles, the staple walling material of the
district.

It is a beautiful walk from Ovoretrand to

Cromer over the high undulating downs, their

margins relieved, on a fine day, against a deep-
blue expanse of sea. Among the natural inci-

dents of the neighbourhood is the abundance of

poppies, which grow everywhere in profusion.
One part of the downs close to Overatrand was
glorious with wild vegetation of all colours, but
the scarlet masses of poppies predominating;
and it was curious to notice that on grey days,
when there was no direct sunlight, the poppies
seemed more vivid than usual, their strong
colour requiring no help from sunlight, while
the other vegetation retired into neutral tints.

On the margin of the cliffs, when the wind
blew off the land, the swallows indulged in a
little pastime, which we found quite as inte-

resting as they did. They flew about in num-
bers under the lee of the cliffs to get shelter

from the wind, but every now and then one
would mount up above the cliff edges make a
pretence for a moment of beating against the
wind, and then stiffen its wings and enjoy the
luxury of being fairly blown away with a sweep
to leeward. It was evidently a recognised and
popular sport in the swallow world, and a very
pretty little spectacle it made.
Cromer as it was,—old Cromer,—is getting

pretty well extinguished amid the new streets
and houses growing up around the old town.
The old portion is curious and characteristic;
narrow-winding streets without footwalks, which
a modern omnibus fills up as the giant and his
horse fill up the street of the old French town
in Dore’s illustrations to Rabelais. The new
houses are mostly in the accepted manner of the
district for domestic architecture : flint walling
with brick or stone dressings, and are in general
in good taste. The only noticeable building is

the church ; a large Late Gothic church, very
solidly built (apparently) of flint with stone

' Uirfe Jane Austen’s “ Emma.”

. ^ ^
X-*- --

t Xjx.xiv.ij MUXXU ^cx^pexx i:?ixux Y / Ui
influence m the neighbourhood of this fragility dressings, howbeit the chancel seems to have
01 the coast line la ahowu in the old churchyard

I fallen into ruins at some period, leaving only
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10 flint rubble core of one pier etanding. The
lancol is just now being rebuilt, the core of

le old pier being incorporated in the now work,

ft proceeding of rather doubtful utility. No
jorkman wo spoke to on the building could

: 1 I US who was the architect directing the
|ork, 80 sublime is the indifference of the
hilding artisan on that point. Tlio tower is

! fine solid piece of work, on a considerable

cale, and of the usual type of the larger

owers of the district. We may give an illus-

ration of it on another occasion. Internally,

he nave is spacious and lofty, but somewhat
are and cold-looking

; there are one or two
mall but interesting bits of brass in the floor.

Vestwards of the old town is quite a new
istrict, and a new local line of railway has
lat been opened in that direction, one idea
1 connosion with which is that a new
easido “ neighbourhood " may bo achieved

at and about Ruuton, two or three miles
from Cromer. The traffic must bo limited
at present, since in offering a shilling at the
Runton booking-office for a 6d. ticket back
to Cromer, we were unable to get change
without a special appeal to the station-master.
Cromer, however, if things go on as they are,

must soon overflow into neighbouring localities,

and we fear our unsophisticated Overstrand will

not long retain its simplicity. One or two
small rows of villas and shops (the latter as yet

untenanted) look ominous of change already;

the supremacy of the one shop in the place kept

bv “
,
roiiomaker and grocer ” (that was the

combination), will be contested ;
and the new

villas will cut out the lodgings where, as at

other great houses, such as Blenheim and

Hampton Court, all the rooms opened one out

of another, and where, among other waifs and

strays of the past, we came on odd bits of

silver such as the two spoons (history unknown)
figuring here, and which seemed curious and
pretty enough for illustration.

Architecturally speaking, we are in the
region of flint building

;
but there are more

ways than one of building flint walla. The
employment of the wrong way, in a good many
instances, has led to unhappy results, which
have left their record behind. The wrong w.ay

is to build walls of rounded flints stuck into
mortar of doubtful consistency, after the
fashion of raisins in a plum-pudding, and with
no through bond of any kind. The results are
dramatically indicated in the remains of what

,

was probably once the very fine, certainly very
large and massive, tower of North Walsham, a
few miles inland. This came down by the run
fifty or sixty years ago, the west wall and half

the north and south walls going, and leaving
the remainder a gap-toothed ruin. The section
of the walls thus exposed to view shows plainly

enough why they fell
;
much more plainly,

indeed, than it explains how they managed to
stand for the best part of four centuries. The
wall was a mere pehble-and-mortar pudding.
But evidences of the same state of things

appeared nearer to our doors. For, at Over-
strand, there is but the ruin of the old church,
and the new one, not many years old, is built

close to it. Under the ivy of the old ruins are
to be seen evidences that it was, on a small
scale, a rather fine specimen of flint walling
with inlaid decorative arcades and other like

adornments. The church has two periods of
history. First the eastern half of it got into
such a crazy state, that, two hundred years or
80 after its foundation, this portion of the church
was abandoned, and in the “ churchwarden ora ”

a cross wall was built cutting off and enclosing
the western half of the church

;
the north and

south outrance doors (for there were both) were
built up as far as the springing of the arches,

leaving the rest of the openings as triangular
windows, and this portion of the edifice was
accepted as the church. In recent times this

portion also has become dilapidated, and the
tower (still standing, and containing some good
bits of detail) is said to be unsafe, aud the new
church, a prim little modern Gothic edifice, was
built in the same precinct. This is not a very
out-of-the-way history in itself

;
but it does

rather strike one when one finds history repeat-

ing itself in other parishes on just the same
lines. For instance, at Mundesley, five or six

miles off down the coast, the church is now in

the “ second stage,” as illustrated by the ruins

of Overstraod; that Is, the eastern portion is

ruinous and unroofed, and the western portion

kept in repair and used for service. At Anting-
ham, again, a few miles inland, we noticed the
same phenomenon of a ruined church standing
close to a later one in use ; the later building in

this case seemed to bo Late Gothic, and not a
modern one

;
but we sighted it, to say truth, on

the return portion of a twenty-mile walk, and
in pouring rain, and considerations of time aud
the elements interfered with closer survey.

But one carries away a general impression that

the Norfolk coast is a region where a good
many things are going to pieces, including the

coast itself.

Among things, however, that show no sign of

going to pieces, is the largest church-tower in

the neighbourhood of which we are speaking,

the grand and massive tower of South Repps,
of which we have given a tolerably careful

sketch. The rest of the church, externally,

is uninteresting, and promised so little that

we did not waste time by going inside :

the tower is the great attraction. There are,

as we observed, two ways of building with
flints, and South Repps is emphatically an
example of the other way. The flints are

mostly squared and coursed (the labour of

doing this must have been very great), the
external and re-entering angles solidly built up
in stone,—in the re-entering angles of the
buttresses all the stones are worked in one
solid piece for the two faces, leaving no joint

at the angle ; aud such buttresses ! such solid

rock-like masses of walling, as it really does

one good to see. The decorative details of the
tower, as will be seen, are few and simple, but
they are in the most refined taste,—not a touch
of gimcrack anywhere, and worked out through-

out in the most conscientious manner. The
square traceried light in the middle stage

of the tower is a very general feature in the

towers of this district
;

it occurs in the same
way at Cromer and Worstead, and other large

towers
;
and even in so small a church as the
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intcreBtinp little one at Erpinghatn, -with its

little sanctna bell-cot, the square light in the
tower is not forgotten, though there it is

reduced to a mere little port-hole with a single

quatrefoil in it. The large west window at

South Bepps is of a remarkable and, as far

as we are aware, unique design, in some of

its points. Unfortunately, it is in reality in a
very unhappy state, being almost entirely built

np between the tracery (this was in that blessed

how the grand old tower seems rather to
scorn it.

North Repps Church is a much smaller struc-

ture, remarkable mainly for the excellent work-
manship of its walls. Trunch Church, the roof
of which we have all admired in “ Brandon’s
Open Timber Roofs” and similar illustrative

books, is within a walk of Overstrand, and the
roof, with its pierced-work spandrels, seems in

wonderfully good preservation. The other lion

“churchwarden era,” no doubt!) and cemented
over, nearly half the tracery being broken out

;

but as the complete design of one side of the

window remains projecting beyond the cemented
face, we have ventured to restore it in the

sketch. (The “ Anti-scrape Society ’’ no doubt
would like to keep it as it is, as “ an interesting

memorial of the taste and feeling of our fore-

fathers.”) In all probability the angle termi-

nations of the tower either once had, or were

intended to have, crocketed pinnacles, like

those of its neighbours at Cromer and Wor-
stcad

; but we cannot help feeling that it is

better without them ;
they would have spoiled

the massive character of the whole. As a
matter of proportion, the tower is perhaps a
little too high for its width, or too narrow for
its height; but it is a monument of fine and
conscientious mason’s work. At the turn of the
road opposite the churchyard is what modern
taste would call a charming example of a Queen
Anne red brick dwelling-house; but it looks a
little prim in that neighbourhood, and some-

of the church is the elaborate and rich late font-

cover, of which the upper portion is much de-
parted, but it must have been a fine and rich

piece of work of its date. The church itself is

disappointingly small in comparison with its

repute, and not of much interest in its masonic
details ; there is a remarkably well - moulded
doorway in the south wall of the chancel, which
is in “ the boobs.” Knapton, a mile or two
further on, with its famous roof, is also remark-
ably unattractive externally and as a building.
Among the larger churches of the immediate

neighbourhood we are speaking of, Worstead
and North Walahara are prominent. The latter,

to the catastrophe of whose tower we have
already referred, is poor externally, though big;
but internally it is a very fine church, large and
spacious, and with a fine though late arcade.
Among special objects of interest in the church
are some painted panels once forming portions
of a rcredos, or of the rood-loft, and some re-

markably fine pieces of carving, also probably
parts of an old rood-loft, which are at present
hidden out of sight at the back of some seats at

the west end. The chancel contains an ex-

ceedingly fine Renaissance tomb to one of the
Pastons (of the family of the “ Paston Letters”),
of which we will give a drawing shortly, and a
capital Renaissance chair is preserved in the
vestry, of which a sketch is subjoined. A couple
of large and exceedingly vigorous grotesque
spout-heads, which once formed part of the
ornaments of the tower, are also preserved in
the church.

Worstead Church is of the same large and
spacious type in the interior, and with a fine
and well-preserved bammerbeam roof, which,
however, has been bedevilled over lately with a
coat of paint of an odious livid flesh-colour,

apparently with the object of making the
church lighter. Whoever did it may con-
gratulate themselves on having gone far to
destroy the dignity and impressiveness of the
interior. There is a rood-loft in situ, but very
much restored and patched up, containing
panels painted with figures after the same
manner as those to be seen at North Walsham.
There is a considerable amount of inlay deco-
ration in stone and flint on the exterior of this

church
;

arcading and quatrefoils, &c., from
some of which latter, by the way, the flints

have fallen out, having been too superficially
inserted. In general, however, the exterior
masonry is firm and solid, and the tower is a
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good one, but rather spoiled by its dispropor- '•

tionatelj high crocketed pinnacles.

It was impossible to be in the neighbourhood 1

without a look once more at Norwich, dropping ’

down by train over the level country, about t

which glide slowly the large sails of boats^
,

floating on water mostly invisible from the ;

railway, in a curious ghostly fashion. Norwich )

is not one of the largest or one of the most- I

beautiful of our cathedrals, but it is certainly /

one of the most interesting, and reminds one ;

again how remarkably varions our cathedrals •<

really are, in spite of similarity of generaS j

scheme and of certain classes of details. If E

the builders of modern Gothic churches had }

tried a little more of that kind of variety (even >

while keeping to pure orthodoxy of detail),
,

they would have made a better thing of it. .

Looking at the apsidal end, with its flying but*

tresses, from the roof of the north transept, it

occurred to us that possibly no one had sketched i

it from this point before. So, there it is,*^

for what it is worth. We saw something else •

too, which we could not sketch, but the men- •

tion of which is not to be pretermitted. While- •

“prospecting,” as the Americans say, on the >

roof, a thunderstoiun of the first order got up, .

passing away to the northward a little clear of '

the cathedral. Overhead came an enormous t

pile of thundercloud, as black as ink, except

for those curls of white vapour which often

accompany a cloud of this kind, and, as one
may say, intensify its expression

;
against the •

cloud the cathedral spire, which seemed to go- •

right up into it, actually glittered ;
below was i

the mass of trees in the Close all waving in the •

storm
;
to the north were constant flashes of

lightning (we saw four separate silver streaks

shake perpendicularly downward in the space
of a second or two), and to the east a patch of

clear bright sky, just by way of adding inten-

sity by ontrast. It was a Turner picture of

the grandest type, with sound and movement
added. It is not every day one secs a thunder-

storm from the top of a cathedral
;
but it ia

well worth seeing when you do.

SANITARY EXHIBITION AT BOLTON.
The Health Exhibition which was opened od

Tuesday afternoon in the fine Drill Hall in

Silverwell-street, Bolton, in connexion with the

Tenth Autumn Congress of the Sanitary In-

stitute of Great Britain, is, if not quite so large

as some of its forerunners, a fairly good and
typical Exhibition, and the citizens of Bolton
and the neighbonring towns may find in it-

specimens of most of the best sanitary ai>
pliances and materials now before the public,

as well as exemplifications of the best methods
of fitting and construction. Like preceding
Exhibitions under the auspices of the Sanitary
Institute, and unlike others too numerous to

mention, the Exhibition was ready by the time
appointed for the opening ceremony,—a result

partly due to the requirements of the judges,

and partly to the labours of the Curator, Mr. E.
L. Box.

The Exhibition is divided into five classes,

viz., Class I., Building Materials, Machinery,
and Construction

;
Class II., Water Supply and

Sewerage; Class III., Heating, Lighting and
Ventilation

;
Class IV., Personal Hygiene,

Foods, and Disinfectants; and Class V., Mis-

cellaneous. Each of these classes is subdivided

into a number of sections, but inasmuch as a
great many of the exhibitors have goods on
exhibition coming under several sections, we
will, to save needless repetition of exhibitors'

names, proceed to notice the exhibits stali-by-

stall so far as may be necessary.

At Stall No. ] Messrs. Manlove, Alliott,

Fryer, &, Co., of Nottingham, exhibit a model
of Fryer’s furnace, known as the “ Destructor,”

for burning town refuse. This model and other

models and drawings of kindred apparatus in

the Exhibition, to be hereafter referred to, will

be looked at and compared with interest now
that the question of the disposal of towns’

refuse is becoming, in more than one sense, s
“ burning ” one in many localities. The subject

was recently treated of by Mr. Charles Jones,

the Surveyor to the Local Board of Ealing, in

a paper read before the Association of Municipal

and Sanitary Engineers and Surveyors, a sum-
mary of which appeared in the Builder a fort-

night ago, and of the discussion on which we
give a report this week. The same exhibitor®

• See lithograph in this week’s isane.
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«how, amongst, other things, one of Washington
Lyon’s admirai)le steam disinfectors.

Stall No. 2 is that of the Lumley Brick Com-
pany, Fence Houses, Durham, who exhibit some
very good white and coloured enamelled bricks,

^gethor with fireclay goods. At Stall No. 3,

Mr. R. de Soldonhoff, of Cardiff, exhibits a
^Jrawing showing the construction of his

patented “ Incinerating Sludge Furnaces,” to

-be used in conjunction with tlie operation of

coking,

—

i.e., coke - making. The patentee

-locates his incinerating furnaces between coke

ovens. In a small pamphlet which has been
printed by the exhibitor, he gives the following

I

results as having been obtained during fifteen

I -weeks’ work with two furnaces, each 14 ft- long,

1 at Leyton:—Weekly average weight of wet
i sludge put into the two furnaces, 23 tons

I
(3 cwt. ;

weekly average weight of ash taken

j

out of the furnaces, 4 tons 17 cwt. 0 qr. 20 lb.

;

!
weekly average weight of coal used, 7 tons

i 11 cwt. ;
weekly average weight of coke

obtained, 5 tons 1 cwt. We cannot here enter

I further into detail about these furnaces, but they

i

appear to be worth attention. Whether their

I

operation is prodnctivo of any nuisance wo do

I
not know. What do the Leyton people say ?

I
Mr. James Gregson, of Bolton, Stall No. 4,

I
-shows a very good arrangement for fixing rain-

i
water and other pipes.to walls, so as to permit of

1
the ready renewal of a single length. The pipe

i is kept well away from the wall, and the ears or

I lugs are provided with slots of a reversed key-

I hole shape,— i. e., having a circular hole, with a

i vertical slit opening from the top part of the

i
hole. Each length of pipe is suspended on

I large flange-headed galvanised iron nails, the

I
heads of which ate admitted through the

;
circular part of the “keyhole,” the pipe

I
then dropping down to the extent of the

1

length of the vertical slit referred to,

1
which admits the stem of the nail, securely

I

'holding the pipe in poeiti-.)n. The lugs

j
or ears are attached to the socket at

i
the top of each length of pipe, and while the

!
-socket is two or three times as deep as the

1 sockets of the common rain-water pipes, the

j

-spigot end of the length of pipe above only

I

drops half - way down into the socket, thus

I
leaving more than sufiicient play or power of

i
4;eIo8coping between each length of pipe to allow

1 not only of any length being readily lifted out

\
-and replaced, but to permit of the ready fixing

i
-of the lengths whatever may be the irregularities

1
in the courses of brickwork. The lugs or ears

;
can be readily applied to the ordinary rain-water

pipes, thus keeping them away from the walla,

though without affording the vertical play whicli

•is given by the deep sockets of Mr. Gregson’s

patent pipes.

At Stall No. 5 Messrs. James Richmond &

I

^o., of Burnley, exhibit a model of the

I

“ Nelson ” town-refuse destroyer. Close by is

I

shown a model of T. & T. Vicars’a improved

I

-self-acting smokeless furnaces, for the use of

!
-which tli»-re is great scope in ^Manchester and

the sarroonding districts.

Messrs. Doulton A Co., of Lambeth (Stall 27),

iiave a very good display of sanitary appliances

I

and materials, besides their “ Peto ” fireproof
'

flooring, which was fully described and illus-

trated by us on the occasion of the Leicester

Exhibition, two years ago.* It is a method

of flooring which is well worthy of the

•attention of architects, and we are able to

•announce that it is to be used throughout

in the rebuilding of Mr. William White-

ley’s recently - destroyed premises in West-

bourne Grove. We think it probable that if,

unhappily, future fires break out in the pre-

Tnises now being rebuilt, they will, by the aid

of this system of construction (coupled with

precautionary measures as to the situation of

•staircases and lift-shafts), be confined to one

floor,—supposing that incendiaries have not

free scope to fire more than one floor at a

time ;
for simultaneous outbreaks of fire due

to accident alone are very unlikely to occur.

Messrs. Doulton also exhibit their patent safety

'house drainage pipes, which are made in extra

long lengths of 3 H., thus diminishing the

number of joints. These pipes are made of tho

-best stoneware, with a highly-enamelled sur-

face both inside and outside, and are connected

together by their patent self-adjusting joint,

which we fully described and illustrated last

•year in our account of the Sanitary Exhibition

at York.f This joint, while being self-adjust-

• See Builder, Sept. 10, 1885, p. 416, and Dec. 19, same

vear, p. 877.

t See.B»ifJ<T, Oct.2and-e, 1888, pp. 481, 639.

Joint (or

ing and flexible, is perfectly watertight, and has

been found very valuable and helpful in laying

drain-pipes in wet ground, as at Acton and
elsewhere. Messrs. Doulton exhibit the applica-

tion of these pipes, thus jointed, as soil-pipes, so

that stoneware may be used throughout a

building for closets, traps, soil-pipes, and
drains, thus avoiding difficulties and objections

to the jointing of metal and stoneware. The
elasticity in the joints to which we have referred

allows of settlements or deflections in the

lines of piping,—^whether used horizontally as

house-drains, or vertically as soil-pipes,—with-

out tho joints ceasing to be air-tight or water-

tight. Those who have not already made them-

selves acquainted with this system of jointing (in

which no cement is used) should do so, as it

promises to effect quite a revolution in drainage

work. Another useful sanitary appliance

shown by these exhibitors is Hellyer’s patent

“Anti-D” trap made in stoneware.

Exigencies of space compel us to break off

here, but we will next week conclude our

account of the most notable appliances and

materials in the Exhibition, which will remain

open until and inclusive of Saturday, October

15th.

The report of the judges of tlie Exhibition

made the following among other awards and
recommendations :

—

Medale and Special Cert'Jieali

BeDois, E., Bolton.— Smoke-Preventing Stoker and Cannel

Furnace.
Lovibond, J. W., Salisbury.—Tintometer.

'Constantine Bros., Bolton. — Dr. Jaeger's Sanitary

Clothing.
•Heap's Dry Closet Company.—Dry Earth Closet without

Separator.
-Doulton A Co., Lambeth.—Peto Flooring.

'Manlove, Alliott, KryertA Co., Nottingham.—Washington
Lyon's Steam Disinfector.

‘Grecnal! A Co., Manchester.—Steam Washer.
'Duulton A Co., Lambeth.— Self-adjusting

Stoneware Pipes.
'Morrell’s Sanitary Company, Manchester. — Morrell'

' Cinder-Sifting Ash Closet.

•White, W. P., A Co., London,—Nioholl's Soot, and Salt

Closet.

Certijicafei of 'MerU.

Haslatn, J., Bolton.—Hand Fire Eitincteur.

Maritime and General Improvement Company, London.

—

Loeb’s Respirators.

Gregson, J., Bolton,—Removable Rain-water Pipe.

Vause, J., A Son, Bolton.— Shanks’ Reliable Water-wasti

Preventer; Craig’s White Enamelled Sinks; RutTord’.

Enamelled Fire-Clsy Bath
;
Shanks’ Imperial Lavatory

;

Shanks’ Wash-Out Closet and Cistern combined, for

country use
;
Shanks’ Tubal Wash-Out Closet; t-hanks'

Urinal with' Tilting Flasher
;

Cast-Iron Smooth-bore

Drain Pipes and Fi'tings.

Cuerden, R., Bolton,—Shanks' Kelirible Water-waste Pre.

venter; Sharks’ Imperial lavatory; Morrison's Spray

Lavatory
;
Shnnks’ Tubal Wash-Out Closet,

x^embry A Co.. Manchester.—Through Colour Linoleum.

Maritime and General Improvement Company, Loudon.—
Portable Hlectrie Glow Lamp.

Control Air Propeller Company, Bolton.—Humidifier and

M^rell's^Sanitary Company, Manchester.—Cinder-Sifting

Dust-bin. _ ,

Poultou A Co., Lambeth.— Stoneware Safety Pipes, in

long lentbs.
, • . . , -

Parkinson, Sweanev, A Co., Manchester.— Air-tight Soil-

Pail, with Slide Catch.
. „ , , i • u

Robertshsw, J., Manchester.—Laws’ Pathway Rubbish-

Receiver.

Exhibit Selected for further Practical Trial.

With regard to the following [among other] eshibits,

the Judges are unable to give tbeir decision uutil they

bare submitted the exhibits to

extended practical examination in

opening of the Exhibition

Doultf n A Co., Lambeth .—Improved Siphon Flush Tank.

Vicars. T. A T.. Liverpool.-Mechauioal Stoker.

Milton Syer, London.— Siphon Waste Preventers, Nos. 1

Do Soldenhotf, R., Cardiff.— Incinerating Sludge Furnaces.

International Water and Sewage Purification Company,-

Systems of Water and Sewage Purification.

Begg. G., Bolton.—Cbamberland-Pasteur Filter; Slack A

Brownlow’s Filter.

International Water and Sewage Purification Company.—

Aromatic Disinfecting Po-wder and Liquid.

Calvert, F. C.,ACo., Manchester.—Soluble 70 per cent.

Carbolic Acid. _ , . - t. ,,

Kirkhsm J W., Bolton.—Blackman Air-Prop^iler.

Control Air-Propeller Company, Bolton.— Air-Proof

Wood E. Manchester.-Air-Propeller.

Rolhwell. J.. Famworth.—Air-Propeller.

-Eolus Waterspray Company, London,—Keidels Hydro-

Maigneot'p".' A., London.— High-pressure Filter; Water-

LBkin,^B°^!^anchfster.—Compound Carbolic Powder and

Fryer, & C".,
.

N, tlieeham -Fryep'.

Kite b., i Co., London.—Turret Venlilntor, nnd Counter.

poise Chimney-breast Ventilator.

Cuerden R.. BoUon.-Hale’s ^ entdator, Banner s Ro-

tating Ventilator, Banner’s Inlet A entilator
;
Chromite

Disinfectant.

Honghton, J., Liverpool.—Eureka Chimney-oowl.
Rothwell, J., Famwortb.—Revolving Screw Combination

Ventilator.
H5olus Waterspray Company, London.—Stafford's Venti-

lator, Pollock's Downcast Ship Ventilator.

International Paint Company, London.-Sanitary Magnetic

Fire-proof Paint.

Maepherson, D., A Co., Manchester.— Foochow Enamel.

Bolton Paint Company, Bolton.—Oxide Paints.

Asbestos Fire • proof Paint Company, Manchester.

—

Asbestos Fire-proof Paint.
White, W. P., A Co., London.-Soot and Salt Urinal.

Doulton A Co., Lambeth.—Anti-D Stoneware Trap.

Hargreaves A B»rdaley, Oldham.—Eclipse Gas Governor

Stott A Co., Manchester.—Combined Gas Governor snd

Cut-off Valve.
Pourness, !£., A Co., Manchester.— Regenerative Gas
Lamp.

-Eolus Waterspray Company.—Capell’s Fan.

The following exhibit, which has gained a certificate, is

deferred in competition for the award of a medal

Galloway, J., Bolton.— Lightning Fire Extmcleur.

[lo following, which have gained medals and starred

certificates at previous Exhibitions, are now so well known
and their merits are BO fully appreciated, that the J udges

do not think it necessary to make any further award to

them :

—

Moule’s Earth-Closet Company.—Moule’s Earth-Closet.

Calvert A Co.. Manchester.—Pure Carbolic Acid.

Cuerden, R. Bolton.— Potts’ Edinburgh Sewer-Trap.

Vause, J., A Son, Bolton.—Buchan’s Disconnecting Trap

and Access Pipe.

The report is signed by the judges, viz. ;—Mr’

Rogers Field, B.A., M.Inst. C.E. (Chairman) »

Mr. A. Wynter Blyth, M.K.C.S.j Mr. W. Eassie,

C.E. ;
Mr. Henry La-w, M.Inst. C.E.; Mr. J.

Wallace Peggs, A.M.Inst. C.E. ;
Mr. U.

Saxon Snell, F.R.I.B.A.; Mr. Ernest Turner,

F.R.I.B.A.; and Dr. Louis Parkes, Secretary.

more completi

1 is possible before the

-Air-Propeller.

* Exhibits which have already received medals at the

previous Exhibitions of the Institute are excluded from

Awards of Medals, but those exhibits to which a second

medal would otherwife be awarded receive special certifl-

catee, and these are distinguished jn the list by astonska.

ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION
VISITS.

Trf. Architectural Associatiou, on Saturday,

the I7ch inst., made a vacation visit to Minley

Manor, near Faruborough, the residence of

Mr. Currie. The original house -was designed

by Mr. Glutton, and is a florid example of Gothic

treatment, with a good deal of French feeling.

The present additions are from the designs of

Messrs. Devey & Williams, and comprise, in

addition to extensive remodelling in the interior

of the house, a chapel, kitchen, offices, stables,

orangery, and entrance-conrt. The chapel is

built with square random Kentish rag, dressed

to quite a smooth face, and worked with a very

fine joint. The upper part of the wall has

squared flint panels. The chapol is surrounded

with a cloister. Tho dining-room is panelled

with wood, treated in the Renaissance style,

with a very rich wooden mantelpiece, and ac

tho end of the dining-room is a smoking-room,

with oak panelling in character with Mr.

Glutton’s detail. The staircase, wluch is ar-

ranged around a thick wall, is hung with French

tapestry. There is also some good French

ironwork in the boose.
_ _

The afternoon was devoted to a visit to

Bramsbill House, Hampshire, the residence of

Sir William Cope.
, ,

The present house was built by Edward,

Lord Zouebe, 1605 to 1612. which latter date

ia on some of tlie ornamental stack-pipe heads,

with the initials E. Z. (Edward Zonclie), from

tho designs of John Thorpe. The house is sup-

posed to be built on some of the foundations

of an older house, built by Thomas Foxlcy,

who was a coiiteirporary of William of Wyko-

bam This older bouse was probably built

round a courtyard 100 ft. by 8U ft., and Thorpe

almost filled tip this inner space, ther6_ being

only a narrow well some 12 ft. wide left m tho

centre of the house. There is a tradition

that the house was intended to be purchased

for the residence of Henry, Prince of Wales,

the eldest sou of James I., and the ornament

over the oriel window in the principal front is

tliooght to be the three feathers of his crest.

The house is built of red brick and Heading-

ton stone. Many of the mullions, however, are

of brick and plastered.

The entrance-hall has a fine screen, decorated

with shields, on which are painted the arms of

the Cope family, and at the upper tnd of the

hall is a dais. From this end a staircase is

reached, and, passing beyond the staircase, are

three rooms, used as dining-room, drawing and

billiard-room. The staircase is an oak stamoase

that was brought from Eversley Manor by the

present owner. On the first floor to the left la

a splendid drawing-room with an elaborate

plaster ceiling, having a double pattern with

pendants. The mantelpiece is a very pure

Italian Renaissance design in two stories, the

lower Doric, the upper Ionic, in red and white

marble, the hearth having a red ani -white
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m'lrble pattern similar to the mantelpiece, and
the dog-irons and grate are evidently of con-

temporary design. The tapestry in this room is

from designs by Rubens. The next room has a

fine plaster ceiling of rather simpler pattern

and good chimney-piece
;
beyond this is the long

gallery, which extends the whole depth of the
house. This room is panelled with dealbolection

moulded panelling, and contains an interesting

collection of enrios of all sorts. The legend of

the mistletoe bough used by Haines Bailey and
Rogers, is associated with this house, but Sir

William Cope stated that no brido in the family
had ever died on the day of her marriage, and
the only way he can account for the origin of

the legend was that an ancestor who lived in

Italy a long time probably bought a chest in

which an Italian lady is said to have died under
circumstances somewhat similar to the ballad.

This chest, of which a photograph was shown, is

not at present in the house. The Jlorgan family
at Newport, Monmouth, also claim this legend,
and show what purports to ho the original

chest. To the right of the staircase is the
drawing-roon\ over the hall, a charming room
with the circular bay over the entrance, from
which a fine view is obtained. The ceiling in

this room is elaborately wrought. Opening out
of this room through a four centred arch is the
chapel, which is r^uite a museum, and contains

a fine piece of tapestry dated as early as 1450.

But the principal feature of the house is the
t'rrace, which measures 101- ft. in length, and
has at cither end a double-arched summer-
house. All the i)ictures of this restore the
balustrade, but Sir William, who has had the
coping carefully examined, is of the opinion
that the short pieces at either end are all

that ever existed. The time allowed was all

too brief to do justice to the hon.-o, and the
host gave a cordial invitation to pay another
visit next year.

RROPESSOR T. HATTER LEWIS ON THE
LAYINO-OtJT OF TOWN AREAS.*
SANIT.'^KY INSTITUTE OF GKEAT BBlTAiN.

I.v availing myself of the privilege of address-
ing the members of this Congress in this active
and stirring town, which is spreading itself out
in every direction, I have thought it well to
bring before them a subject of great interest,

but which has not been hitherto much dis-

cussed. viz., the extensiou of our great cities

and the erection of new ones; and to suggest
sucli a course as would ensure tliat such require-
ments as are row considered to be necessary
for their healthful occupation may be j)rovided
for at the outset.

Of the conditions to be noted in selecting a
site for a new city, we have descriptions by
writers of all ages, from Vitruvius in the first

century, to Dr. Parkes in his well-known work
of our own time. But this is a subject too
large for a short address, and it is of the exten-
sions only that T wish now to .speak. They
have, almost invariably, been carried out by
speculators without any general definite guiding
plan, with little or no foretlinuglit for future
extension, and with slight provision for supply-
ing the inevitable future wants of the iuhabi-
tauta. Thus, in course of time, spaces have to
bo cleared out for churches, schools, institutes,
baths, and such like edifices as are now re-
quired for a large popnlation, and clearances
have to be made to allow for its free breathin".
The extension of the cities takes place fn
different directions and from different motives.
The well-to-do citizens leave their smoky

town and confined houses to form now suburbs,
•where they may breathe freely in their open
gardens.
The artisans cluster together at first for

cheapness and for nearness to thc-ir work.
Then comes over-crow<ling and then Sanitary
Acts, and then suddenly the neiglibouring fields
are invaded, and acres of ground are covered
with new small houses, put up as a speculation
in the cheapest way, with just so much
breathing-space as tho local by-laws (if there
be any) will allow.

Now if this be the time of activity in building
new towns and extending old ones, it is also
pre-eminently the time of activity and power in
corporate bodies. From Town Conncils to
Vestries, from Trade Guilds to Trade Unions

-o
Address given l.y Professor T. Havter Lewis

L .H.I.B.A., as President of Section 11., Engineering and
Architecture, at the Bolton Congre.a of the Sanitary
Institute.

from companies formed for their own benefit

and companies formed (all honour be to them)
for tho benefit of their fellow-citizen.s,— an
active part is being taken in public work.
New and extensive powers are being acquired

and exercised by Corporations for the sewage,
the supply of water* and of gas, for providing
open spaces, regulating tho width of streets,

and even the height of rooms and size of

windows. Your own by-laws are sufficient

evidence of this.

Now I simply wish to extend these powers.
I wish that when it may appear evident to a
Corporation that any district will require before
long a large accession of houses for a population
which is clearly increasing to an overflow, such
Corporation shall have tho powers (and I think
that public opinion will roipiire it to exercise

them) to acquire control over the requisite land,

— to formulate a general plan, giving the width
and direction of tho streets,— to provide spaces
for such public buildings as are certain to bs
required in a well-regulated community, and
for such open spaces as are required for its

healthy enjoyment.
My scheme is not a very grand one in any

respect; I simply want to provide at first for

those requirements which must eventually be
provided, which can only be fulfilled at a great
cost, and even then imperfectly, if not so

provided at first. I do not even suggest that
the Corporation should build, but that it should
give general guiding directions, leaving the
working-out to private persons, or to such
companies as have of late done so much good
in boilding dwellings of various classes, from
tho higliest to the lowest.

To show that such powers as I have indicated
might well be called into being on behalf of

even a high-class district, I might have brought
before you tho earnest attempt made, some
thirty-five years ago,t by the late Professor
Cockerell, R.A., to obtain a public control over
the proposed buildings at Hampstead, a suburb
now covered with houses.

As I was reminded by my friend, Mr. Roge’-s

Field, the Professor drew out a design by which
the whole of that suburb might have been built

over oil one definite plan, utilising tho various
hills and valleys, so as to take every advantage
of its picturesque beauties. Public opinion was
not ripe for snch a course tlicii, and this grand
opportunity was lost.

[Professor Lewis then described, with the aid

of a map, a district of London, and the mis-
takes made in laying it ont, and proceeded to

point out in detail on another map the manner
in which the same district might have been laid

out, by forethonght, 80 as to accommodate the
same number of persons with more convenience
for trafiic and with greater attention to pro-

vision for healthful and enjoyable life. The
details of Professor Lewis’s remarks, however,
can hardly be intelligibly follow'ed apart from
the diagrams, and we proceed to the more
general remarks arising out of the subject.]

I now ask you to bear with me whilst I enter,

in some detail, as to the public works and
buildings for which provision should be made.
I assume that, as a matter of course, tho sewers,
water, and gas supplied, will be provided in the
usual way, so I need not detain you as to these.

In the first place, I would set aside a strip of

land outside the whole district for the park,
which I take for granted would ultimately be
required, no matter what the rank of the
adjoining houses may be. Its distance from
the furthest point would be about that sug-
gested by Mr. Beeant, viz., half to three-

quarters of a mile. The size which I suggest
here is about the same as that of the Hesketh
Park at Soutliport, which is in one of the best
parts of the town, and much smaller than the
one here. The position of this open space
would provide well, also, for the future exten-

sion of the town, and would afford the advan-
tages obtained in the same way a.s, o.y., at

Hastings, where tho pretty St. Andrew’s
Gardens, starting from tho old town, pass
round at the back of tho houses, and are
coutinued to St. Leonards, making an
admirable belt of free open air and foliage.

Neither in this case, nor in that of public
hui'dings, do I propose the work to he under-
ta-'.u at the first, but only so to arrange, at
the first, that the sites shall be so reserved as

to be available when required. As to these, I

need do no more than mention offices for the

* Bolton Corporation Waterworks, 1881, and Bolton
Corporation Acts, ls72, 1877, and 1882, pp. 8, 26.

t fide Builder, toI, xi. (1853), p. 417.
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local authorities, and the library, reading-room,
science and art schools, and other buildings
required for tho particular locality.

In the arrangement of those public buildings
it would be difficult to take a better example
than that of Soutliport, whose Lord-street and
Albert-road form one of the prettiest vistas

that I know (Itrustithat Birkdale will pardon
me for classing it with its neighbour),—and I

use the word “ prettiest ” advisedly, as I could
not, of course, compare it with such grand
thoroughfares, each unrivalled in its waj', as

the High-street of Oxford, or Princes-street at

Edinburgh.
At Southport the chief public buildings are

located behind a group of trees, and I know of

few more pleasing views than that of the spires

and turrets of Christ Church, the Presbyterian
Church, and the municipal and other buildings,,

towering above tho foliage, whilst between the

trees the buildings themselves are picturesquely

seen.

Outside the park I should place the infirmary
and convalescent home, a position in which
they would have free light and air. If any one-

suggests that such a position would be too-

public, and lessen tho enjoyment of the park,

I would refer him to your own infirmary and
children’s hospital (the latter the gift, I believe,

of your townsman, Dr. Chadwick, and his

family), and ask him whether, as a simple-

matter of landscape effect, to say nothing of

the value of such an outlook to the patients, he
•would wisli this picturesque building, designed-

by one of your able townsmen, Mr. Knill

Freeman, to be removed. Or, again, think of

the charming way. and without the slightest-

feeling of sadness, in which the promenade at

Southport ends with such a building, whilst at

two such different places as Manchester and,

Hastings the Infirmary forms one of their most
prominent buildings. Next to your noble To\\ti-

hall and the old churches, the most prominent
building is, I think, the market. I do not, of

coarse, propose any snch grand building as

yours for my district. It might be open at the

sides, but covered, as at Preston and Blackpool,,

or be enclosed as hei’e and at Southport, or St.

John’s at Blackpool. I know that many towns
of importance (I may, I think, name Norwich
and Cambridge amongst them) have still little

more than open and uncovered market-places,

healthy-looking and pretty, with fruit, and
flowers, and vegetables, on a £ne day ; but we-

often have quite other days in our country, and
the attempts at covering up and protecting the
stalls then turns the market-place into a

wretched collection of tumble-down huts,—

I

had almost said as bad as Fleetwood. If the

quarter be chiefly for artisans, public wash-
houses will be indispensable, and, in any case,

no matter what the class of inhabitants may
be, I look upon public baths also as a provision

which can scarcely be valued too highly. For
these baths and wash-houses I have suggested
no definite site, as this would depend bo very

much on tho kind of inhabitants.

Nor have I marked out definitely sites for-

churches, chapels, or schools. All these are-

provided for in the district as it exists, and sites

would undoubtedly be claimed for and pro-

vided, whatever the general plan might be.

I come now to some other details, as to which
I may not possibly have your assent. First, as

to drinking-fountains. That such small ones as

are now commonly seen should be provided, you
will doubtless quite approve. There are many
excellent examples in most of the towns in.

these parts, each combining a drinking-fountain

with a public lamp, and being really an orna-

ment to the streets. But I want something
more than these, as much for the sake of health

as for ornaments to the to^wn.

You know well enough that all the water in

use for your houses is stored in cisterns ; and
although in past times these cisterns were-

looked npon as being worthy to be seen, and so-

were oniamented in a way which is now the-

envy and admiration of workmen and artiste-

alike, they are now rough ugly things, stored

away out of sight in any convenient closet or

loft which will hold them, and for all their

owners know of them may be considered as the

property of the spiders. You depend upon

your plumber to clean them out once a year..

Perhaps he does
;

perhaps he doesn’t. You
are none the 'wiser. But imagine what often

happens in the houses of a poorer class. I

need not go into details, but I say that a good
supply of water, pure for drinking, is an
element of health which ought to be provided
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and that you cannot provide it in a better way
than by fountains. Tliese, in wbat are now
called “ tbe Dark Ages,” formed some of tbe

chief ornaments of a town, and I see no reason

why they should not do so now.
I don’t want to bring in such v-ast bodies of

water as were brought through miles of

aqueducts into Rome, or such lavish displays as

you have seen, c.g., in Paris, or oven such

things as our fountains in Trafnlgar-squarc.

Nearly all these send their waters into the

drains.

There are fountains oven now in most of our

towns,—a very elegant one at Southport, for

example; but, again, with all the water running

to waste ; whereas in some of the most

i
picturesque Medieeval examples, it came out in

small useful jets, as I would have them here ;

and I feel no doubt that, by a skilful arrange-

I ment of gas jets, the effects of frost might be

I

prevented, and a great boon thus conferred in

winter, on rich and poor alike
;

whilst, by a
skilful design, they could be some of tlie most

i pleasiug ornaments to the town that could be

I conceived. And, as part of the water must go

)

to waste, send it to feed a small stream in the

I
park, like the one here or at Hastings,

i Another accessory I must mention is that of

i seats placed at intervals between tbe trees. I

\ shall, no doubt, have tbe same objection made
i to them as to tbe trees, and my answer would

;
be the same.

Then, to complete my plan, I would have a

)
small open space opposite to each railway

I station. Now wo have to sec, before entering

: into the question of the kind of houses to be

f
provided, how much the plans which I have

I suggested have trespassed upon the space now
I occupied.

I have laid out my main roads in verj’ much
!

the same general direction as the present ones,

1 though in less circuitous lines
;

hut I have

I
made them 60 ft. wide instead of 40 ft., and

t have set apart spaces for public buildings, &c.

I
Tbe smaller streets I have made 40 ft. wide,

1 the width required by the Model By-laws being

I
36 ft. The space which I have assigned to the

!
park need not bo taken into our calculation, as

1 it is altogether outside that now built on ;
and

! I think you will readily see that the great
i waste of space necessitated by the irregular

1
plan of the district, as now actually existing,

1 would allow to a very great extent, if not

[
altogether, for the extra space which the sug-

I gested re-arrangement would require.

;
As to the general arrangements of the streets

I
and houses, I will call your attention to some
methods, unusual to us, with which one meets
abroad. I omit any notice of tbe large many-
storied houses which are familiar to you on the
Continent, and I shall take, as examples, one of
the northern towns in Europe, Hamburg, and
one of the southern ones, Naples. Several years
since, I was commissioned to make a detailed
report on the former town, for one of the prin-
cipal Insurance Offices (the Union) of London,
and I was thus led to see more of it than,
perhaps, moat of the people who visit it. The
arrangement is peculiar. The main streets are
wide, and give to a casiial passer-by scaixely
any indication of their affording access to any
other streets. But a nearer inspection shows

I numerous doorways, so low and narrow that

[

they appear to lead only into cellars, and
I through which you have often to descend by
I steps, and these lead into the streets behind,

[

locally named Hofs, which wc should call alleys,
1 and which are, of course, completely closed

[

against ventilation from the main street. They
I

vary from 20 ft. to as little as 5 ft. in width,
I

the houses in the wider streets overhanging on

I

each side and being densely populated. They
usually abut on canals, and when these are dry

' the result in hot weather may bo imagined.
!

This arrangement, intended, no donbt, to bring
' different classes of people together, reminds one
' of the Wynds of Edinburgh, but with all their
' evils intensified, and a worse result could
I scarcely be imagined. Very many of these
' have been demolished, but a large number still

remain.
I take yon down now to tbe sunny south at

I Naples, where the same attempt has been
made. It is not in my province now to describe
the ordinary houses there, of the horrors of
which Sig. Gallenga and Mrs. Oliphant have
given most vivid descriptions, but only the par-
ticular class to which I have alluded, and which
may be seen to perfection in the drive through
Portici. The streets throoghoiit are wide, and
lined for the greater part of their length with

frames of macaroni hung out to dry, and many
here will no doubt well remember both the
sight and the smell. Tbe houses on each side

are several stories high, the first floors (piani
nohili) having wide balconies, and altogether
having a cheerful look and being tenanted by
well-to-do and often wealthy people, whose
apartments are entered from an internal court
approached from the street by a lofty carriage

gateway, througli which one has lovely glimpses
of beautiful gardens sloping down to the Bay of
Naples. But the lower stories throughout,
close on the ground, are tenanted by humbler
classes, their rooms entered from the street.

Here, again, wo meet with an attempt to

combine the classes, and thus to prevent one
neighbourhood being given up to the poor and
another to the rich.

But again this fails. The lower rooms have
no windows or other openings at the back, and
derive the whole of their light and air from the
street. The state of the inner rooms, usually
parted off by a curtain as sleeping apartments,
in the heat of an Italian summer may be
imagined ; and these rooms are not inadequately
described by Mrs. Oliphant as "dark caverns
with one vast door, giving all the light that can
penetrate.” Were it not that the people live

almost entirely in the open air, they must be
decimated. The same arrangement will be
found in roost other Italian towns, but in them
there is, usually, some opening, however small,

at the back.
Something of the same kind would appear to

be adopted, judging from the plan only, in a
flourishiug town in our own country,—viz.,

Great Yarmouth, the arrangement of which is

very peculiar, and unlike that of any other

English town with which I am acquainted. I

show a drawing of this, enlarged from one
which was kindly drawn for mo by Mr. ^Vrthur

Hewitt, an architect in tbe town, who has
supplemented the Ordnance Map by many im-

portant details. The main streets are wide and
well ventilated, and lined with good houses

(mostly shops) several stories high ; and
running between these streets at intervals

of about 45 ft. are long narrow alleys,

termed Rows, out of which lead houses of an
inferior class. Looking at the plan only, this

would seem to bo no better than Hamburg

;

but in reality they are vastly better. The
entrances are open for their whole height to a

wide street at each end, or to the spacious quay;
the alloys are cleanly kept and well paved, the

bouses in them are low, so as to intercept the

light and air very slightly, and each has a small

court attached to it; and the whole arrange-

ment, 80 far as I can ascertain, is not prejudicial

to health. Nevertheless, thenarrowness of the

streets does, no donbt, to some extent, clash

with the golden rule which Dr. Riebardsou put

very strongly in his well-known lecture at

Croydon (1879) : "Make the sun your fellow-

workman,” which is mnch the same as the

Italian proverb, " Whore the sun does not enter

the doctor does.”

Now, in remodelling our district, what system

shall we adopt as to tbe houses ? The first

question is as to their number of stories. This

subject is a serious one, for hundreds of acres

near our towns are now being covered with

two-storiod dwellings, clustered close together

in popnlous neighbourhoods, or semi-detached

when more in the suburbs. As to this, I do not

wish to lengthen my paper by going into any

argument, bnb I mast briefly allude to some of

the leadingfacts. The governing idea in respect

of the self-contained bouses of two stories is,

of course, that of privacy, or, in the better class

of houses, the absence of stairs ;
but in many

of our new London squares one large open space,

garden, or yard (according to tbe class of bouse)

,

is common to all
;
and tbe separate booses are

being largely superseded by the dwellings in

flats. At tbe first sight the two-storied houses

would appear to have the recommendation of

ensuring a less dense population than in the

many-storied ones; but I wish to consider the

subject on the basis of the same number of

inhabitants in each case, tbe area gained by the

extra stories being appropriated to open spaces

in the way of yards or gardens, so that no

question as to the bearing of the density of the

population upon their health will arise here.

In considering tbe relative merits of tbe

different styles of houses, tbe first fact which

presents itself is, that with those of two stories

only, the whole of their inhabitants must live and

sleep either immediately over the ground or

directly under tbe roofs.

I need scarcely say that the nearer to the
earth the ground-floor is the cheaper it is to

build, as less height of wall is rer[nired ; and
the consequence is that the floor is raised a few
inches only above the street level, and tbe

occupant has only that space between him and
the earth. The rest of tbe inhabitants must
live and sleep directly under the roof,—not a
very pleasant experience even in well-built

houses, whether through the heat of summer
or cold of winter; and very many here, doubt-

less, know what is the case where the house is

run up cheaply merely to sell. In point of

economy of building, and of course of rent, it

must be borne in mind that, though the thick-

ness of the lower walls must be somewhat
greater in a high bouse than a low one, one roof

will cover, and one foundation hold up, four or

more stories, as well as they will cover and hold

up two.

As to the general feelings with respect to

the subject, I recall and agree with the words
of my predecessor. Professor Roger Smith, in

his address at Glasgow in 1683,* that the

system of flats is opposed to the genera)

feeling; and I agree with him, also, when he
says that they arc not so unpopular now, and
have many advantages.

Of course, the height of houses, whether in

flats or separate, varies very mnch, buildings

of five, sir, or seven stories being common
enough,—my own house has six

;
but I pro-

pose, in the comparative plans which I show,

to limit our consideration to four stories,

which is the limit suggested by Professor

Robinson, in his address at Newcastle, 1883.

f

My plan shows, first, the actual space at present

occupied by two blocks, each of fifty-eight

two-storied houses, and their open areas of

streets and yards; and, secondly, the space

which would be occupied aud the area gained,

if the same number of inhabitants lodged in

half the number of houses, but four stories in

height. The contrast as to open space is

rather striking, and with increased height the

size of that space ^Till of course increase.

One thing more. In his well-known address

in 1879, Dr. Richardson spoke of his ideal cities

as competing with each other in the beautiful

as well as the useful, and 1 have spoken all the

way through of doing what we have to do in

the streets, the buildings, the fountains, in such

a manner as to give a cheerful aspect to the

scene, and afford some scope, however slight,

to the feeling of beauty which is inherent in

mankind, whether for colour or form, for a
flower or a building, and not to offend the eye

by the mean and tbe ugly.

Years back, in the prime of his life, Mr.

Ruskin pointed ontj most forcibly " that it is

chiefly by private and not by public effort that

a city is adorned, and that it did not matter

how many beautiful public buildings it may
possess if they are not supported by and in

harmony with the private houses (and, I may
add, of the factories) of the town,” and if it bo
held that all wc have to do is to provide houses

which shall be fairly comfortable, whether for

rich or poor, and that rows of such houses will

answer all the purpose if built with windows
large enough and numerous enough, and that

nothing else in them need be studied, then I say

that our town lacks one great feature which
might conduce to the pleasure of its inhabi-

tants, and in neglecting that we have neglected

one means, however slight, towards that health-

ful mental state which helps the bodily so well.

Masoury and Construction. — Mr.

Lawrence Harvey’s valuable class instructions

on the subject of Geomet^ as applied to

Masonry and Construction will be resumed at

the City and Guilds Institute, on Monday even-

ings, from October 17th. The instruction is

divided into three courses. The first course

comprises the lessons given last year, by which

a general idea of tbe different methods of stone-

cutting will be obtained. In tbe two following

courses, the applications of geometry and

drawing will be more kept in view, and the

exercises of cutting made subordinate to that.

The present course deals with only half the

subjects which a complete course of scientific

masonry should treat, and it is hoped that a

higher series of lessons will be initiated next

year.

• Traasactions of the Saaitary Inatitafe, 1883.

f Transactions of the Sanitary Institnte, 1882-3,

p. 186.

t Lectures at Edinburgh, 1854.
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THE BRADFORD WATER SUPPLY.
The following is the preliminary report

of the Bradford Waterworks Committee, sub-
mitted to the Town Council last week, as

to the scheme for additional water supply.
After stating the circumstances under which,
after the drought of 1884, the Committee, con-
sidering it neces-ary to proTido an extended
area of water-supply, instructed their engineer
(Mr. Binnie) to go thoroughly into the whole
subject, the report says the first investigation,

directed to the utilisation of our existing
Parliamentary powers, proved that the works
authorised by them would be as e.xpensive as
the works already executed, and that as they
had been designed merely as additions, none
of them would prove more than temporary
expedients to overcome present difficulties, aud
that the advantages gained by their con-
struction would be exhausted nearly as soon
as the works could be completed. Pending the
investigations which Mr. Binnie was making,
a pamphlet was published by Mr. Paterson
and sent to each member of the Council
respecting a scheme in the Masham district.

Mr. Joseph Smith and Mr. Rooke also kindly
suggested a scheme on the Cragg Brook, a
tributary of the Calder

; aud various other
gentlemen contributed other suggestions of
more or less value through the newspapers or
otherwise. The whole of them received the
most careful consideration. Without entering
into unnecessary details, it may be stated, as
the result of Mr. Binnie’s investigations, that
the Cragg Brook scheme presented very serious
difficulties

;
and that the only practicable

schemes which would meet the requirements of
the Corporation were a 6U])ply from the Wharfe
at Buckden, and a supply from the Masham
district, so laid out as to deliver the water by
gravitation and without pumping into the
Heaton Reservoir, and so designed as to give a
service reservoir at some point near the town.
The Committee deemed the matter of such
importance as to require personal investiga-
tion, and therefore the Buckden district
was inspected by the whole Committee,
and the Masham district was inspected by the
Works Sub-Committee. It being the opinion of
the Committee that the choice of site for the
new works must rest between the Buckden and
Masham schemes, they considered it proper that,
on a subject of such importance to the town, and
likely to involve heavy expenditure, it would be
wise to obtain the opinion of Mr. Hawksley as
to which of the two schemes was preferable.
It was known that Mr. Hawksley had on former
occasions to make himself familiar with the
peculiarities and distinguishing features of each
of these districts in reference to other schemes
for the supply of other towns, extending back
as far as 1854. His authority on the subject
was invaluable

;
and, accordingly, in the early

part of last year, the whole subject was laid
before him, including the scheme suggested by
Messrs. Smith & Rooke, and Sir. Paterson's pam-
phlet. The instructions to Jlr. Hawksley were
to give the Committee his unbiassed opinion after
duly considering all the materials laid before
him and making such inspections of the districts
as he thought necessary; aud, accordingly,
having considered all the information laid before
him, and having visited the sites, he attended
the Committee on Tuesday, the 30th of August
last, to state his views. He advised that the
Cragg Brook scheme was impracticable, on
account of tbe small supply that would be
derived therefrom, and of the enormous oiiposi-
tion that would be met with

; and as regards
the Buckden and Masham schemes, that
although a copious supply could be obtained
from Buckden at a little less cost than from
Masham, it was harder water than that from
the latter district, and that the Masham water
was much better adapted for the supply of
the manufacturing industries of Bradford.
He did not apprehend any formidable oppo-
sition to either scheme, and found that
the Masham scheme would enable the Corpora-
tion to adhere to their system of giving com-
pensation by separate gathering-ground and
separate reservoir, whilst at Buckden the Cor-
poration would have to nnclcrtako the supply
of a guaranteed quantity daily to the mill-
owners. In these views Mr. Binnie fuUv con-
curred. After enumerating the several gronnda

^ agreement in opinion on the part of Mr.
Hawksley and Mr. Binnie, the report adds that
whilst Jlr. Hawksley was before the Committee,

I

a number of questious were put to him, and

' amongst them whether he had considered Mr.
Paterson’s pamphlet, and in reply he stated
that ho had done so, but considered the scheme
suggested by Mr. Binnie to the Committee as
the better. At the same time he added that it

was not his business to come into conflict with
anyof the gentlemen who had kindly volunteered
projected schemes, but it was simply his duty to
tell them which, in hisopinion,waa the best course
for the Corporation to adopt. As the Council
will naturally wish to have some information
supplied as to thecost of the alternative schemes
of Bnekdeu aud Masham, the Committee have
to state that the estimated expense of the
Buckden scheme would be l,133,200i., and for
the first instalment 831,250?.; in the case of
the Masham scheme, the cost would probably
be 1,292,000?., the first instalment required
would be 906,000?. In conclusion, the report
states that the Committee have felt very great
anxiety on this business. They are unanimously
of opinion that the supply of water ought to be
such as will meet the growing requirements of
the town, not only as regards purity, but also
as regards softness, and they are equally unani-
mons in their desire to avoid embarking un-
necessarily in any costly enterprise, but they
are convinced that an increased water-supply
must be obtained so as to meet the growth of
the population aud trade of the district, which,
before the coustruction of any large works,
certainly requiring from eight to ten years for
completion, will, in the ordinary course of
things, outrun any present available supply.

MR. J. HAMBLET’S BRICKWORKS.
Ox the occasion of the recent West Bromwich

meeting of the Association of Municipal Engi-
neers. a visit was paid to Mr. Joseph Hamblet’s
Piercy brickworks, at the Albion. The visitors
were met by Mr. Hamblet and his nephew, who
conducted them over the works, explaining
without the slightest reserve the various pro-
cesses in making bricks, tiles, and fancy articles.
First came the blasting process in the marl-
hole, where great quantities of marl and
rock wore blasted by dynamite aud conveyed
by tramway to iron wagons and thence to the
grindiug-raills. One of the most remarkable
features of the marl is the fact that (according
to the report in the West Bromwich WeeJely
News) it is suitable fur either red goods or blue,
and every article manufactured is from exactly
the same clay, the only difference being in the
length of time in burning, the hardest and
most durable being caused by increasing and
longer continued beat, tbe blue bricks being
exactly the saniG as the red, only burned longer.
The rock and marl, some of the i)ieceB being of
great size, is tipped into and passed through
two pairs of rolls into the first mixing-pan aud
watered. Then it goes through another pair of
rolls, after which it is conveyed by endless
bauds into a fourth pair, and passed into the
second mixing-pan. This is then sufficiently
prepared for the ordinary wire-cut blue or
brindled bricks. For the best blue facing and
paving bricks, the mar] and rock in a plastic
condition is passed through a fifth pair of large
rolls, through another mixing-pan, and conveyed
by an endless elevator band to the machine, and
made into tbe best blue bricks for paving, &c.
Upwards of 200-horae power is employed in the
various processes of manufacturing. The bricks
are taken from the machine in barrows by
women and youths, and put on flues heated by
fire, where they remain until sufficiently dry
for pressing or otherwise. Mr. Hamblet’s
patent steam presses are excellent, being
worked by friction discs, which are com-
puted to give a pressing strain of 120 tons
on each brick or paviour when in a semi-dry
state, and any pattern can be pressed on
the face of them. It is claimed that the
bricks finished by this process withstand the
highest crushing strain for bricks yet known,
viz, 1,064 tons per square foot, ns tested
by Ivirkaldy. Copings for walls are here made
by means of wood moulds, some of the stock
kinds being made by steam press. The kilns,

- known as Scotch kilns,—are lined all over the
insides with firebricks, but are soon destroyed
by the heat required for the burning of blue
bricks. About a fortnight is required to fill,

burn, and empty, tbe bricks being subjected to
the fire for about eight days and nights. They
are afterwards loaded into boats and conveyed
by rail to various parts of the country. One
of the most interesting processes is the manu-
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facture of encaustic tiles and terra cotta of
every description, The fancy tiles have the
patterns pressed on to them by a very simple
but interesting process, some of them having to
undergo as many as six different pressings.
The ridge and chimney-pot machine is a very
interesting one, aud the articles are stated
to be superior to the ordinary hand-made
goods. Mr. Joseph Hamblet has recently added
several branches of trade to his extensive
works. Foremost of them is the architectural
terra-cotta department

;
here there are being

produced at the present time great blocks of
richly foliated and delicately modelled red
terra cotta of the finest surface, aud as true as
blocks of stone. Great technical skill is re-

quired in the manipulation of these blocks,
and locally it is anticipated that South
Staffordshire will soon be in the van of the clay
trade in artistic productions as well as in the
enduring material with which Mr. Hainblet’s
name has been associated.

Jllustratiuns.

WTKDOW, CHESTER CATHEDRAL.
HE large south transept window of

Chester Cathedral, of which the stone-
work was re-designed by Mr. A. W.

Blomfield, has been filled with stained glass, the

gift of Loi-d Egerton of Tatton. The subjects
represented are the Crucifixion, Kativity, and
Ascension, occupying the three centre lights,

aud sixteen subjects illustrating “ Faith,” taken
from the eleventh chapter of Hebrews, are

grouped around, filling np tbe lights on either

side, the tracery being filled with a representa-
tion of the Angelic Choir. The window is

designed in the spirit of ‘‘Old Glass,” no
attempt being made to copy the '• Munich” or

“Pictorial" school, Lord Egerton wishing to

have a mosaic effect of colour, combined with
figure drawing after the Italian Gothic school.

The work was designed and executed by Messrs.
Heaton, Butler, &. Bayne, under the architect’s

supervision.

NEW FREE LIBRARY, NORWOOD.
The building shown in our illustration is now

being erected on Knight’s Hill, Lower Norwood,
for the Lambeth Libraries Commissioners, and
is the first of several new libraries which are in

contemplation. The site adjoins the new
Post Office premises. The front is to be built

of red bricks relieved with Ham Hill stone and
terra-cotta, the arches and other parts being of

gauged work. The pilasters over the main
entrance will have busts of some men eminent
in literature

;
all the otlier carving is to be

emblematic of tbe use for which tbe building
is erected. In tbe basement are lavatories, a

large book-store, heating-chamber, &c., and
over the front portion is a librarian’s house. The
fittings have all been specially designed by the
architect, and the bookshelves are adjustable to

any size book. Every book in the library will

be shown on the indicator which is on the
counter. The floors will be of wood blocks,

and the ventilation, warming, and lighting

have been carefully considered.
The builders are Messrs F. & H. F. Higgs,

of Loughborough Junction, S.E. ; the architect

is Mr. Sidney R. J. Smith.

FOLKINGTON MANOR, SUSSEX.
The view of this house, the residence of Mr.

T. E. A. Gwynne, J.P., shows the additions that
have been made and those that are proposed
(shown in the plan by a grey tint). A visitor

who knew the estate a few years ago would no
doubt be sorely puzzled to recognise it now. The
old public road passed within 20 yards of tbe

drawing-room windows, the old cramped stables

were close to the front door, and the mansion
was so shut iu as to be practically hidden. Now
the site of the road is occupied by flower-beds

and terraced gardens, the old stables have
been pulled down, aud the hunters and hacks
are stabled in luxurious quarters shown in the

view. IVhen the dining-room and library are

completed the mansion aud its belongings will

without doubt be one of the most perfect in

Sussex. Mr. Gwynne is his own contractor,
employing a regular staff of estate workmen,
by whom the work has been carried out in

very substantial and creditable manner-. The
architect is Mr. Peter Dollar.
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SUGGESTED AMENDMENTS IN

SANITAIiY LAWS.

The Right Hou. Lord Basiog, F.R.S. who
{then Mr. Sclater-Booth) was President of the

Local Government Board from 187-i to 1880, is

President of the Congress now being held at

Bolton under the auspices of the Sanitary

[nstitute of Great Britain, and on Tuesday

evening he delivered the opening address of the

iCongress, from which we extract the follow-

ing :

—

For my own part, I do not wish to appear

before you as an optimist or a pessimist,

—

icertainly not as an optimist. Passing by for

the moment the question of the standard or

ideal at which we should aim, I find plenty of

material for legislation, change, and iinprove-

iment stored up in various ways, and ready to

be put forward when time can be afforded for

jauything except questions affecting the condi-

tion of Ireland. The more important of these

i(of which I shall presently give a catalogue)

'have been derived by what I have already

(described as the moat legitimate and satis-

factory of all methods, viz., from applications

to Parliament on the part of private Bill pro-

imoters, mostly our larger and more populous

icities and towns, during the last six or eight

lyears. I have twice during that period acted

.as chairman of the Pai'liamentary Committees

to which the more important of these Bills have

(been referred; referred, however, with the view

of curtailing rather than encouraging excep-

tional legislation, and of moderating the

[.tendency to extravagant expenditure by means

of borrowed money. Many of the provisions

(mentioned in the list have been conceded,

lothers are so far recognised as needful to be

i provided that they will undoubtedly bo included

‘in the next, nay I hope the approaching, amend-

ment of the Public Uealth Act, 1875.

I well remember, amongst the most striking

and comprehensive of the applications which

have been made to Parliament of late years, an

elaborate consolidation and amendment of the

: Bolton Improvement Act, which, together with

I
some others of the like authority, has exercised

I no small weight in the process of selection to

which I have alluded.

Although the Public Health Act, 1875, may be

said to be complete as a general measure, so far

as regards the accepted sanitary requirements

.at that time, subsequent experience has shown
it is now capable of amendment in several im-

iportant particulars.

The following arc some of the amendments
which have been suggested :

—

1. The importance of separating sewage from

i
surface water is now recognised.

The Act is, in its present form, practically

prohibitive of schemes for that purpose; and

I power is therefore wanted to enable Local

I Authorities to provide a dual system of drainage

.

iThe Corporation of Keadiug were so sensible of

the importance of this arrangement that they

i

were mainly induced by a consideration of it

' to promote their local Act of 1881.

2. Provisions are needed to prevent injury to

, the structure of sewers and their obstruction,

and the evolution from them of specially

noxious vapours from chemical works, etc.

3. It has been frequently urged that com-
munications between drains and sewers should

Tie undertaken by the Local Authority, at the

cost of the owner, instead of by the owner. The
central authority should be empowered to decide

upon the junction of the sewers of one Authority

with those of another.

•I. Local Authorities might have power to

regulate, in addition to materials, size, &c., the

ventilation and height of sleeping-rooms, the

trapping and junction of drains, &c.,in connexion

witli dwelling-houses. More powers are also

needed with regard to enforcing the repairs of

vaults, &c., under streets. Provision is also

needed for the regular inspection of houses

during their construction, to see that proper

materials are used.

5. Provisions would seem desirable for

prohibiting the construction of rooms over

privies ;
and power might be given to impose

a penalty on persons who, after notice, neglect

to repair or cleanse their water-closets, earth-

closets, privies, or ash-pits.

G. Local Authorities, who undertake or con-

tract for the removal of house refuse, can-

not make by-laws relatively to such removal.

They should have power to make by-laws

ancillary to tne work so undertaken by them or

their contract'ors.

7. Larger powers sliould be given to Sanitary
Authorities for the protection, both within and
beyond tbeir limits, from pollution of water
courses from which they derive their water-
supply; and lords of manors might be
empowered to make grants of waste lands for

purposes conpected with water-supply.
8. Parliament has very generally accepted in

local Acts proposals for the prohibition of the
use as dwellings of premises constructed, and
ostensibly intended, solely for use as “ lock-up
shops.” There- might now be a general enact-
ment to this effect.

1). A Local Authority should have power to
cancel the registration of a common lodging-
house. They cannot do so now.

10. Back-to-back houses should be prohibited

in future.

11. Power should be given to proceed against

offenders when an article of food has been
found unlit for use after it has been sold, or
where it has not been exposed for sale, but
delivered under contract.

12. Many local Acts empower the LocalAntho-
rity to disinfect houses. This might now be
made general.

13. A oonsiderable number of Local Autho-
rities have obtained Acts enabling them to

require medical practitioners to notify any
occurrence of dangerous infectious disease.

Power should be given to the central autho-

rity to clotho Local Authorities with this power
on application, so that they need not incur the

expense of a local Act for the purpose.
1-k Sanitary Authorities should be authorised

to issue notices and advertisements warning the

inhabitants against conduct likely to spread in-

fectious disease.

15. It is dosiiable that some power should he
given to remove to hospitals persons attacked

with infectious disease, when isolation is not

otherwise practicable.

16. Local Authorities should be enabled to

provide, temporary shelter for members of a

family in which infectious disease has appeared,

whilst the house is being disinfected and
cleansed, and to provide nurses for attendance
upon persons suffering from infectious disease.

17. A penalty should be imposed on persons

ceasing to occupy houses where there has been

infectious disease without previous disinfection

or notice to owners, or making false answers.

18. Bodies of persona dying in hospital of

infections disease not to he removed except

for burial, and corpses not to be carried in

public conveyances other than hearses.

19. The Medical Officer of Health should be

empowered to enter a house where he has

reason to suspect the existence of infectious

disease on obtaining a magistrate’s order.

On the other hand, I certainly do not wish to

appear before you as a pessiiiiiet, and I feel

bound, as the final result of ray experience, such

as it has been, to say, that, having regard to

the comparative novelty, and to the difficulty

and obscurity of tbe subject, to the dislike of

control, and to the great expense attending

works of sewerage and water supply ;
still

more, when we remember the disinclination of

Parliament to turn aside from the more striking

and generally interesting matters which make
or mar tbo fortunes of Governments and parties,

—I feel more than satisfied, on looking back

over a period of thirty years, to find that so

much has been really accomplished. At this

moment, my apprehension undoubtedly is that,

in the anxiety to escape from the irksomeness

of detail, and in the hurry to establish local

government, generally on a wider and more
popular basis, mischief may unwittingly be

done through misappreciation of the difficulties

under whicli that which now exists has been

built up, and of the great risk which may be

run if such central control as is really still

required were to be hastily surrendered.

But, further, that a pessimist view is really

unjust and untenable, statistics abundantly

prove. I have already given more than suffi-

cient for my case, but I will take the liberty of

borrowing, what I am sure our veteran champion,

Mr. Chadwick, will readily lend, a few of the

more striking illustrations which he gave to the

world on a recent occasion when celebrating the

Jubilee of Sanitary Science :

—

" The present reduced annual death-rate for the metro-

polis mav bo stated at 19 in 1,000, but the sanitary engi-

neer could undertake its reduction by 5 in 1 ,000, and at a

cost greatly below the existing insurance charges for sick-

ness, loss of work, and death. On what experiences, it

may be asked, are the statements as to that conclusion

based? The answer may be, that they are based on that

which has been done for the common lodging-houses,—old

buildings, once the seat of pestilences, but now cleared of

them by very rudimentary sanitary measures
;
and on

what has been done in blocks of buildines in tbe metro-
polis, and in old urban districts, such as Ralisbnry, where
the d'ath-rate, as high as 40 in l,0CO, has been reduced (o
16 in IjOOCO

;
in Dover, where 28 in 1,( 00, is now about 14

;

in Rugby, where 24 in l.f.OO, is now under 12
;
in Croydon,

where 28, is now 10 to 15; in Mattock, where 19, is now9.’'

Mr. Chadwick then proceeded to make Bomo
remarks leading up to the important subject of

the economy of sanitation which be has recently
worked into shape, and which I trust he may
be able to lay before this conference, no branch
of the subject being more likely to influence the
poi)ular imagination.

These and similar statistics have been put
before the Sanitary Institute by Presidents and
other speakers year after year, but they cannot
be repeated too often. The period of activity

is too soon followed by a relapse into apathy,

and even when, through the agency of epidemics
or other exciting causes, the time for construc-
tive legislation comes round again, wo shall find

that the growing tondency to disparaging and
fault-finding criticism on the part of public

writers and speakers, coupled with the spirit of

obstruction which now seems to bo paramount
in Parliament, will render the task of the

Government increasingly difficult. They will

accordingly require all the backing which
public opinion can confer, enlightened as it

must bo by efforts such as this and other

kindred associations are making, to carry them
safely through tho rocks and quicksands which
will most assuredly beset their progress.

The address which I have thus ventured to

lay before the Congress has been couched, for

the most part, in abstract terms. But we must
not forget that we are meeting in one of the

most thriving industrial centres of tbe great

county of Lancaster, and I trust that consider-

able attention will bo given to the application

of sanitary science to the needs of the popula-

tions which have grown up in these manufac-
turing districts. The cotton manufacturers have
exorcised no small influence in times past over

the financial policy of tbe country. If the

wealth and prosperity which followed, and in

some degree flowed from, that policy, have
caused an aggregation of human beings in and
about the central towns to multiply with a

rapidity and to an extent projudlcal to healthy

conditions, it is here that we should look for

activity in remedial measures, and a ready

recourse to all that can be done in the way of

amelioration. Can it be said that the result is

perfectly satisfactory ? Is not the death-rate

higher than it should be, and that even in

Bolton, which is more healthy than many
places that might be named hereabouts ?

Does it not, for instance, compare unfavour-

ably with that of London? And, if so,

do we find earnestness and discrimination

on tbe part of the local authorities in pressing

forward remedial measures, and acquiescence

on the part of the people in submitting to the

necessary expense ? I have referred to the

Bolton Improvement Act; but there are few
towns of any size in the County Palatine which

are not provided with similar facilities in the

same way, and all are subject to the provisions

of the Public Health Act, which, in the greater

part of Lancashire, is doubly effective, as tho

sanitary districts are mostly of an urban
character. In fixing their Congress at Leicester

the year before last, the Sanitary Institute was
not afraid to beard the lion of anti-vaccination

in his den (to little purpose, I fear, if the state-

ments of a letter in yesterday’s Times are well

founded). Let it not be said that we come only

to prophesy smooth things at Bolton. We
know the energy and capacity of the Lancas-

trian population. We must not shrink from
holding up before them the highest ideal, and,

I may add, the material advantages which are

involved in determined efforts after sanitary

improvements. Thus our visit to the North
may become, as we should desire, a useful

stimulus locally, as well as a signal manifesto of

the principles wo profess, and of the great

national objects we have in view (applause).

Mr. H. Shepherd Cross, M.P., in moving a

vote of thanks to Lord Basing for his address,

expressed the indebtedness of the country to

sanitarians, by whose labours and researches

improvements in sanitary conditions had been

brought about with tbe result, not only of

diminishing the death-rate, but of preventing

sickness. And it should, he thought, be more
often borne in mind that the reduction of the

death-rate did not half express the advantages

which the nation gained from the labours of the

sanitarians. Let them remember the amount
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of sickness which was prevented by the obser-
vance of sanitary conditions, and the consequent
gain to the coramuiiity, as contrasted with the pri-

vation and penury which oftenfollowed through
the illness of the wage-earner of tlie family,
even when the illness did not terminate in

death. 3Ie thought the Congress was much
indebted to Lord Basing for his excellent
address, in which he had clearly traced the
course of recent sanitary legislation and its

results,—results which the noble Lord himself
had some share in bringing about (applause)

.

Professor J. Russell Reynolds, M.D., F.R.S.,
President of Section I. of the Congress (Sani-
tary Science and Preventive Medicine), in
seconding the motion, said that he was glad to
find that there was a growing opinion in favour
of the compulsory registration of disease as well
as death, and when that opinion ripened into
action, and complete statistics of disease were
collected, some more than doubtful assumptions,
based upon or deduced from mortality statistics,

would be corrected or verified, while Iho
increased precautions which would inevitably
follow from the publication of such statistics
would, no doubt, tend to reduce death-rates still

further. Speaking as a physician, ho was able
to testify that,—until within the last few years
especially,—nothing could be more slovenly,
not to say dishonest, than the way in which the
existence of disease of an infectious sort had
been concealed. As illustrating the importance
of having statistics not only of deaths but of
disease, he might call the attention of the
Congress to the fact that while much was being
said just now as to the prevalence of scarlet
fever in London, the mortality had, happily,
not been high

;
indeed, during the present

epidemic the mortality from that disease had
been below the average of previons years. The
proposed compulsory registration of infectious
disease, to which Lord Basing had referred in
his address, was thus a matter of the greatest
importance (hear, hear).
The motion for a vote of thanks, having been

put to the meeting by Professor Corfield, was
carried by acclamation.
Lord Basing, in acknowledgment, referred to

the labours of Lord Norton (formerly Sir
Charles Adderley) in connexion with sanitary
legislation and administration.

REFUSE DESTRUCTORS AND THEIR
RESULTS UP TO THE PRESENT TIME.
A FORTNIGHT ago (p. .360, nnfe), we gave the

substance of a paper on this subject read by
Mr. Charles Jones. Surveyor to the Local Board
of Ealing, at the Leicester meeting of the
Association of Municipal and Sanitary Engi-
neers and Surveyors. In the discussion which
followed the reading of the paper,
Mr. Lemon (Southampton) said,—I, together

with my friend, Mr. Jones, visited Leeds, and
went back rather impressed with the value of
the destructor

;
and, with other members of the

Town Council, succeeded in getting a destructor
erected. At the first blush of the thing, a
destructor looks like an expensive and wasteful
article. In Southampton the refuse was sold
for about is. Cd, per ton. The cost of the
destruction, you have been told by Mr. Jones, is
about Is. per ton. Thus the actual loss is
about 2s. 6d. per ton. This is rather a large
Item in the expenditure of a town, but on the
other side you get the advantages from the
burning of the refuse. This, I think, ought
not to be lost sight of. In conversation with
Messrs. Fryer the other day, I found that in
towns where the power generated is utilised,
the loss is remarkably small. I do not think
according to what he told me, that 20 per cent!
of the towns in England where destructors are
used turn the power generated by burning the
refuse to any advantage. Now Mr. Cartwright,
the Borough Surveyor of Bury, in the paper
read by Mr. Santo Crimp, gives some results
bearing on this point. He says that sixteen tons
of refuse daily would enable an S-borse-power
indicated engine to be worked twenty-four
hours by the steam generated. If you work
this out, you will find it is i-horse-power per
ton. 1 think that is a very simple and useful
fact to remember. In my own borough the
amount of refuse burnt daily is about 50 tons,
and we get about JO-horse-power, a somewhat
higher result than that given by Mr. Cart-
wright. But you must bear in mind that the
quality of refuse varies considerably during
the year. I do not think Mr. Cartwright has

over-estimated the power, and if you take his
datum, which is a very simple one, you will have
something on which you can found your calcu-
lations. If the refuse of Leicester, which has
a population of about 140,000, were utilised,
you would get a useful effective power of about
seventy horses. This is a thing which ought
not to be overlooked; and tins is to be set off

as against any increased expenditure in the use
of a destructor. As time is short, I will turn
to the burning of sludge. I do not agree with
the conclusions of my friend Mr. Jones as to the
burning of sludge. I do not think that is the
solution of the difficulty. In my own borough,
we had a very long litigation with cement
manufacturers, and that was occasioned by the
complaints of their works being a nuisance to
the neighbourhood. Now, if the burning of
the mud of cement is a nuisance, under careful
management, I am quite certain that the burn-
ing of sludge containing about 90 per cent, of
water must be a nuisance, unless it is very
carefully managed indeed. I should hesitate,
myself, to adopt the method of burning sludge
referred to by Mr. Jones. I have seen his
works; they are admirably arranged and
excellently managed. But, as to burning sludge
with the refuse, I must say I do not think it is

the right thing to do. However, he gets rid of
a nuisance, and that is saying something for
him.

Mr. Hewson (Leeds).—I am glad of the
opportunity of speaking, because I wish to do
some service to the Association. I am not here
to advocate any of the processes named by
Mr. Jones

; I am here simply to give the
Association the benefit of my experience on
this subject, to state what the Leeds Corpora-
tion have done. Yon have been told that the
Corporation of Leeds were the first Corporation
to build destructors. About the working of
these destructors, the management of them,
and my experience of them, I think I can give
a few useful notes to those who have destructors
but have not had much experience, and those
who may have destructors. At Leeds, we had
no sooner built the destructor than, of course,
there were complaints of the disagreeable smell
from tho chimney. I ought to say that the
destructor is built practically in the centre of
the town, where there is a dense population

;
aud

you can readily conceive that if there were any
cause of complaint, we should soon hear of it.

There being cause for complaint, we did soon,
hear of it. The Corporation naturally endea-
voured to remedy the evil by raising the
chimney. But that did not remove the evil.

There were still discharged out of the chimney
quantities of di.sagreeable fumes and dust. For
a certain distance around the works, according
to the direction of the wind, there was a sort of
“salting and peppering” constantly going on,

From that time to the present this difficulty has
existed, and to get rid of it has been the primary
object of the different experiments we have
made. To get rid of this dust, we first of all

made recesses in the horizoutal flue which
passes between the two rows of furnaces. The
flue, I onght to tell you, is something like 6 ft.

wide, with sunk recesses on the right and left,

forming store chambers for the dust passing
along to deposit in. We found this did not
answer because of the smallness of the pro-
vision. We found, indeed, that after two days
these chambers were filled with dust, and the
nuisance was as bad as ever. The result to-day
is this :—We make these recesses in the bottom
of the flue as large as we can, but every Sunday
we clean out the bottom of tho shaft,—that is,

the bottom of the chimney. Notwithstanding
that we make the horizontal flue the length of
this room, the 6-ft. chamber at the bottom of
the chimney-shaft, after a week’s work, is

pretty nearly stopped np. In fact, there is a
struggle between the draught and the specific
gravity of the dust, until there is only just
enough space to allow the heated fumes to
escape, no doubt bearing with them a great
quantity of dust. Well, gentlemen, this dust
difficulty remains with us until to-day. With a
view of getting rid of it we visited Mr. Jones’s
crematory at Ealing a fortnight ago, and were
very pleased with the result. We were told by
Mr. Jones that he gotavery high heat,—1,500°,

whereas at Leeds we only got 700°. There-
fore his crematory is very effective, because if

you get a furnace at 1,500°, through which
these fumes have to pass, you will necessarily
get a great deal more perfect combustion.
That I think will be patent to all of us. With
regard to the nuisance of the smoke, there is

another thing we have found it necessary to do
and that is to watch very carefully the charging! a

The men very mnch preferred to charge the ten t

or twelve cells right away, and then light their (

pipes and go and sknlk for an hour or two. v

They preferred that system to the one we have
now adopted in Leeds of charging only a pair of
cells at a time. We used to charge the cells il

as quickly as the men cared to do it, every r

hours. The cells are back to back, and we-

n

now make them charge every twenty-four :

minutes. The result is that we do not have i

coming out of our chimney-stack for half the 1;

time large volumes of disagreeable fumes from ')

the cells being charged regularly. Only a very i

small quantity is now visible. By this system,, o

too, we get a more uniform heat. Under the I

old system, immediately after the general firing o

the temperature went down 150 degrees. Among n

the other things we tried to secure better com- i

bustion was that of making a great number of '

holes in the fire doors, so as to let in a quantity t

of oxygen over the fire, and to make this more i

effective wo put in bafflers on the soffit of the b

arches. These we secured to the arched roof f

by pieces of sheet iron, which would have the i

effect, when the current passing through these s

holes struck against these bafflers, of throwing i

it down upon the fire. These were very useful, i

and the two things together did a great deal ;

towards giving us a redder fire and leas dead t

matter on the top of the burning fire. The- i

committee wished to do something better, for :

still -vN'e had complaints
;
we then raised the i

chimney-stack 30 yards higher. Even to-day,
j

however, the fumes which come from the top i

are very heavy, and when the wind is quiet the i

lee side of the country suffers from a very dis- 6

agreeable smell, within a radius of perhaps a
mile,—the peculiar dry smell of burning wetfit
dank, vegetable matter. We tried after this a i

system of blowing. I laid round the whole of a ;

block of ten furnaces a lino of 12-in. pipes, and .i

out of each of these I took a junction of i

10 in. into each ash - place, and I got the i'

mouth of each ash-place bricked up round each 1

junction. Well, of course, when I came to .i

utilise this system I found I had not the neces- 3

sary power. Although we consumed 50 tons of i

refuse per day, I found we bad not more power
than some sixteen or seventeen horse-power,— -

that is, break power outside the engine. I then i

wrote to the most noted men in the country
;

who make blowers,—who make this a speciality '

and supply large blowers. I got from three- i

firms estimates of tlie cost of machinery and (

blowers sufficient to do the work, with a :

guarantee that the machinery would be sufficient i

to produce the necessary blasts in each of the (

cells. But it came to this, that I really could f

not undertake it without 50 horse-power at ,

command. A system of blowing into an enclosed (

ash-place practically requires 5 horse-power per v

cell. After the pipes bad been laid, whilst i

thinking about this and talking over the i

question with the man who had done the work, :

he said, “ What do yon think about putting a i

steam jet under each fire-grate ? Rip your :

machinery out, and take steam actually to the (

work to be done.” 1 replied, “ We will try it.’*
'

Well, we have attached it to a pair of the cells, i

in the manner yon see in the section before you- i

A steam pipe is turned into an open pipe which I

passes into the built-up ash place. We found ;

that, acting in a sense after the manner of an i

injector, it induces a current of air to presa !

under the fire-bars, which gives me most readily
;

over 1,500 degrees of heat. The effect upon the i

fire, of course, is much more rapid consumption :

and much more flame, due to the admission of

hydrogen in the shape of steam. This, in fact, .

is what we are doing now. When I speak of a !

jet of steam I speak of a quarter of an inch
'

jet, and a pressure of anything between 25 lb. i

and 30 lb. The committee have ordered me to- .

attach the system to the other furnaces; but,

at a meeting -whicb we had the other day, we .

were not quite sure whether it would not be i

better to adopt a system of furnaces like- i

those attached to Mr. Jones’s crematory. '

One of the members of the committee, ’

not a scientific man, but a hard - beaded
Yorkshireman, put a very plain proposi-

tion. He said, “I know, of course, that beat
is heat, but that will not do everything. I can

understand that heat will make substances
break up, and reorganise themselves as different

gases, but I can understand that heat might
not be a perfect core. I cannot help thinking :

that if these fumes were passed through clean '

fire they would really come out less barmfnl
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iian if paBsed through high heat where the

re was not clean.” Peraonally I am not

ihemist sufficient to deal with this aspect

f the question. However, aa some testimony

!? Mr. Jones’s efforts in this matter, I thought

, had better name it. Then as to cost : I may
ay wo have made all sorts of attempts in the

ray of economy iu dealing with our destructors.

?e have two destructors, so that the carting is

ot so great as if we ooly had one. But I

annot get the cost any lower than lOd.,—that

fj,
including every charge for capital and de-

preciation. I think I have now told you all we
avc done

;
as to the future, whether the steam

Ire have at present will bo sufficient for the ten

tells yet remains to bo seen. I think it will,

I

ecauso wo know we can now work 15 to 18-

orso power continuously, in the way of making
nortar. We certainly ought to be able with

jlouble tho heat. If we raise the heat up to

1,500 degrees through tho twenty-four hours,

these units of heat are obliged to go some-

ivhero ;
and if wo utilise them by putting thorn

Into water, wo shall have a better supply of

tteara in proportion.

I

Sir Robert Rawlinson. — This question of

Infuse destruction is so important that I have

induced tho Local Government Board to permit

no to authorise one of the inspectors to under-

take the collection of information on this point.

entrustod this to Mr. Codrington, one of the

inspectors, whose report has not yet been com-

pleted. lie has been visiting tho various

blaces, and I dare say he has come into contact

vith some of you gentlemen. Ho is getting

ipogother such information as ho can obtain on

this point.

1 The discussion of tho subject was resumed at

che recent West Bromwich meeting of the

Midland District of tlie Association, when
I Mr. Andrews, of Bournemouth, stated that

after a good deal of inquiry they had erected

there a destructor on the principle advocated

by Mr. Jones, and started it last week. It cost

them about 3,000^.,—6001. for three acres of

land, 0001. for the ironwork, and 1,5001. for the

brickwork and chimney-shaft ; the latter costing

about 5001., and being 137 ft. high.

^ Mr. Dent, of Nelson, said that with the

F‘ Beehive” deatmetor they were destroying

I-efuae at a cost of Is. 3d. per ton, apart from

the cost of the cremator.

The President (Mr. Gordon) remarked that

taking the coat of destrnction at Is. per ton,

they had to add to that the cost of carriage to

the place. If they could reduce that cost it

appeared to him they would do much to end the

difficulty found in getting these destructors

accepted, and the destruction of noxious emana-
tions, so that destructors could bo erected in

the centre of populous localities, was involved

in that. That was claimed to have been

attained by Mr. Jones. But he was not sure

they had arrived at the best method yet.

Still, they owed a debt of gratitude to Mr.

Jones for the pains he had taken in working up
the subject, and the information he had laid

before them.

COMPETITIONS.
' Helston Public Rooms.—The Helston Public

Rooms Company invited architects by public

advertisement to submit plana and specifica-

tions for their new buildings, and ofiered a

premium for the beat design. Twenty archi-

tects competed, and the committee appointed

to report upon tho drawings advised the adop-

tion of tho design bearing the motto “St.

Michael,” the author of which is Mr. Charles

E. Dyer, of Plymouth. The new buildings

will occupy a central position, upon a site part

of which is at present ocenpied by the Old

Grammar School. This building is a well-built

and substantial structure, and possesses more
merit as an architectural composition than the

majority of buildings of its period. It has, iu

addition, many interesting associations con-

nected with it, and on these grounds, and upon
the score of economy, it lias been considered

advisable to retain and embody with the new
building the more important portions of it. In

addition to the reading-room and library (to

which the Old Grammar School is devoted) the

buildings will comprise a business-room, a large

committee - room for the use of friendly

societies, smoking and billiard rooms, and a

large hall, with suitable retiring-rooms.

—

Western J/omint/ News.
Kingswinford Board Schools.—In the com-

petition for tho new schools at Mount Pleasant,

Quarry Bank, Brierley Hill, for the Kingswin-

ford School Board, the Board have accepted

the design submitted by Messrs. G. B. Nichols

& Son, of Birmingham, and have given them
instructions to proceed with the contract draw-
ings-

THE WALLS OF CHESTER.

Sir,—The question is not what the eminent
antiquaries, whoso names are published by Mr.

Thompson Watkin [p. -ill, ante] as supporting

bis theory of tho age of the walls of Chester,

thought in 1886 ; but what they think now,
after the publication of tho impartial verdict of

Sir James Picton, Mr. Loftus Brock, and the

meeting at Chester of the Archmological

Association.

At the Congress of the Archaeological Insti-

tute the evidence brought forward by Messrs.

Shrubsolo and Watkin was of an ex parte kind
;

and Mr. Shnibsole, from his long residence at

Chester, was accepted, too hastily, as possess-

ing a correct knowledge of the age and character

of the walls. I know that some of the gentle-

men then marshalled on the side of the Jacobean

theory aro now opposed to it ; and we do not

see one writing to support it.

The partial construction of Roman town walls

with the monuments of an earlier time has been

long well known as of frequent occurrence. I

may instance Bordeaux, Dijon, Sens, Narbonne,

in France; and Arlou, in Belgium, so well de-

scribed by Mr. H. Schuermans, President of the

Court of Appeal at Li^ge. The walls of London
afford an example in this country, as the Guild-

hall Museum, through the exertions of Mr. J. E.

Price, will testify. All these walls appear to

have been partly built by the Romans with

these sculptures. It was at first supposed that

the portions containing sculptures were repara-

tions, but additional evidence appears to show
that they are of the age of the walls them-

selves.

All the sculptures found in the walls of

Chester are Roman. That adduced by Mr.

Watkin as a Medimval ecclestosttc is a Romano-
British girl holding a mirror, an example of

which from the walls of Bordeaux I have given

in my Collectanea Antiqua.

Ml*. Watkin says I have said nothing of the

superstructure of the walls of Richborongh,

Reculver, and Lymne. Surely it is not needed

for me to repeat in such a discussion what I

have published over and over again. They are

faced with small squared stones, and bonded at

intervals with tiles. The Chester walls have

large squared stones, and no tiloa. This was
adduced by Messrs. Shi-nbsole and Watkin as

evidence for their not being Roman. They did

not consider the walls of Isurium (Aldborough),

nor those of the castra to the north, nor the

Great Wall itself. C. Roach Smith.

Strood, Sept. 19, 1887.

Sir,—Mr. Thompson Watkin, in your issue of

the 17th, refers to the jointing in the unmortared

masonry of the walls of Chester and to some
(alleged) change of opinion on the part of Sir

James Picton when I “ remarked upon tho close

joints of the stones.” The words referred to

convey the impression that Sir James’s opinion

was suddenly expressed, and after this piece of

evidence only had been adduced.

Such was not the case. As I have elsewhere

said, nothing could be more complete than were

the facilities, uot only for Sir James, but for all

our members present, to see the work laid open

for observation, and for all to form impartial

and unbiassed opinions. It was only at the

close of the long tour of inspection, and after

the last of the evidences had been inspected,

that he summed up the results of the visit, and

his opinion was expressed. I heard it then for

the first time.

I have no need now to notice many of the

other points named in your correspondent’s

letter, since I shall have many other oppor-

tunities of doing BO, but it may be of service at

this stage of this interesting discussion if I

refer to what he says of the section of the wall

at the position named, west of the Pheenix

Tower, one of the places laid open by the

excavations. My doing so will render a better

idea of the nature of the wall to your readers

who may not have inspected the work, and be

of service for future discussion. The wall of

Chester here consists of a massive base of huge

stones,—sandstone, set without mortar, having

fairly close joints in front (outside the city)
,
and

resting on solid rock, which is, beyond the wall,

scarped to a considerable depth to form the
external ditch, the site of which is now the canal.

The foundation consists of a projecting course,

bedded level in the rock. There is then an
irregularly-chamfered plinth, from which the
wall rises to a height of about 10 ft. without
mortar, and 8 ft. with mortar, the whole having
a eonsiderable batter inwards. There is then
a neatly-worked chamfered course, and the

wall terminates in an ordinary parapet, breast
high, coped with a doubled splayed course.

The whole of the interest in this dis-

cussion centres in the lower part, the un-
mortared masonry. This is of coursed work,,

laid fairly horizontally, but with a tendency to

follow the inequalities of the ground. The
stones are of great size and weight, some being
as much as 5 ft. in length. The thickness at

the base is about 8 ft. The upper mortared-

portion consists of smaller stones, generally im
poor condition, while the reverse is the case iu

the lower part. On the inner side are clear

traces of a sloping bank of earth, which appears*

at some time to have formed a moans of

manning the wall, such as we see, of Roman
date, at Silchesterj of Medimval date on a
Roman base, at Chichester; and of Modimval
date entirely, at Great Yarmouth and many
other places. On this bank, on the inner face,,

a rough supporting wall, 7 ft. high, is built with
mortar, having no foundation at all, and with
hardly any sort of bond or support from the-

solid wall of masonry, but exhibiting the open
joint described by Sir James. The inner face

of the wall has been apparently removed before-

the formation of this wall, although its face

originally may never have been so smooth as
the outer one, consequent upon the backing of

earth. Earth now fills many of the interstices-

of the nnmortared stones, which I hold to be-

Roman, but whether formed so or the result of

percolation, I am unable to say, although I think

the latter.

This inner wall carries the present paved
way within tho parapet, wliich forms the well-

known and greatly enjoyed promenade which
goes all round the city.

It is in the unmortared part of the wall that

the recent remarkable discovery of Roman
inscribed, moulded, and sculptured stones has-

taken place,—a discovery which is still in pro-

gress, for hardly a single day seems to pass
without some fresh result being obtained. Not
a single stone has been found in the mortared
part of the wall.

This distinction is not alluded to by your cor-

respondent, but since it is so significant as to

the date of the wall it is of importance to be
stated. It was in this part that his “ eccle-

siastic” (so called) was found.

Such is, briefly, the wall which is referred to.

While this is the description at tho point

named, it is in fact the same generally all

round the city wherever it has been opened, the-

most apparent differences being that near the-

north gate the nnmortared masonry rises much
higher and ends in a moulded comice

;
that at

the Roodeye it goes down very deep, and the

plinth has not yet been met with, and there is-

Borae mortar to the large stones; and else-

where, as at the Kaleyards, the foundation

consists of layers of small atones set in puddled

clay where there is no rock. There are, how-
ever, many technical details to be referred to,,

and since their discussion will be so well under-

stood by the tribunal of your readers, I willspeak.

of them fully as soon as your correspondent

will favour me with some more definite state-

ment than he has yet done as to what he con-

siders to be the age of the oldest portion of

the wall. I need not trouble him relative to-

the small part called the Kaleyards wall, which

stands by itself, the present wall of the city*

here making a small irregular bend, and thereby

leaving it outside the line. This, I understand

him to say, is Edwardian iu date. His state-

ment as to the other parts is not so clear. In-

a recent number of the Chester Courant he-

believed it to be the work of some Puritan

builder. In his recent letter, p. 411, he states

its date to be “ in the reign of Anne.” We are

both referring to the large Roman stones on

the face and at the base of the wall. Will he

kindly tell me (1) which of these statements

he considers most likely to be true ? (2) Do-

not his remarks apply (as I undertand them to

do) to the whole of the walls of Chester, the

Kaleyards wall alone excepted ? The period

he may name will imply the building at that

time of the whole of the wall, since these stones

form the base and the portions above the base.
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I will conclude these remarks promptly on
heing favoured with replies to these two
inquiries, and I hope my reply will be sufficient

to convince the majority of your readers and
perhaps ev’en your correspondent that wherever
the nnmortared stones occnr there is Roman
work in situ, especially since he already admits
that the site of the walls is Roman, that the
large walling stones are Roman, although
removed from elsewhere, and that the cornice
next the north gate is also Roman, but under
•similar conditions. As he must be aware, each
-of these three important items has been
•denied, and their assertion was among the
principal things to which I had to address
myself at Chester {ininus the removal theory).

E. P. Loftcs Brock.
30, Great Russell-s(reet, ir.C.

SAFETY IN THEATRES.
Sir,—Amongst the many letters written lately

Teepecting the safety of the public in theatres, the
true cause of accidents has often been lost sight of.

Suggestions are being made generally of safety
from fire, whereas it is not a question of fire simply,
iron and water curtains to the proscenium are
^undoubtedly useful in case of fire on a stage, always
provided they are kept in working order and used
when required.

It is, however, not merely a question of fire, as
witness the disastrous accident at Sunderland and
elsewhere, where accidents and loss of life occurred
from panic only.
Amongst the many proposals are the following :

—

1. Outside balconies. This is really impracticable.
In the first place, it would spoil any elevation, and
again a rush from the inside on to the balcony
means death as certain as down a staircase.

2. Going up steps to exit. This is a good idea,
but unfortunately cannot be applied to a gallery.

3. Doors to open outwards by pressure from the
inside is a good suggestion, as you remark in your
last issue, but is no new idea

;
such doors are at

present in use and have been so for some years.
4. Wide staircases are a great mistake, people

cling to the handrails on either side, and in the ru.sh
persons in the centre are almost sure to be pushed
down by those behind.

5. And lastly, it cannot be too strongly impressed
upon the minds of theatrical managers,—a second
uxit in case of a panic is almost an absurdity, as any
playgoer will admit upon giving the matter careful
•consideration. Suppose the public to be admitted
to the gallery up a certain staircase

; in case of
•panic, where will they rush ? Not to a different
staircase to which they entered, be exit printed over
it in letters ever so large. They 7citl endeavour to
go down the same sWrcase they entered by ; they
Are certain that leads into the street. Other exits
may not do so, or doors may be locked and bolted
at the bottom. The public have no faith in second
exits. Again, if the public were admitted by two
separate staircases, confusion would still arise : the
playgoer again makes towards the door be entered.
There would doubtless be less crushing, and more
persons would escape.

The only way I can see out of the difficulty is to
make a very broad staircase, os already suggested,
but with this addition,—a newel wall, say about
•4 ft. 6 in. high (so that a person could look over it),
•should run down the centre of it, forming, as it
were, two separate staircases, side by side, each say
Z ft. wide. The audience on entering can then sec
that the two staircsses are real exits, the doors
being side by side both at entrance and exit. No
pass doors, as they are called, should be allowed to
enter this staircase from other partsof the building.
The staircase should be built of concrete, and en-
closed by brick walls from top to bottom, with a
•concrete flat or roof over (no daylight is required
in theatre staircases), thus making it absolutely
fireproof, provided it be lighted either with oil
lamps or electricity, so that in case the gas fails,
the public can see their way out. Playgokr.

*** In regard to suggestion 3, we may observe
•that the form of door referred to in our note (p.
•387} is entirely new in the principle and manner of
working it. In regard to 4, the Builder has
-repeatedly and strongly pointed out the danger of
too wide staircases without a centre balusGr. As
to No. 1, we entirely concur with our correspondent.

SHONE’S EJECTORS IN THE RECENT
RAIN-STORMS.”

Sir,—In your issue of September l/th [p. 411] ihe
appears a letter, signed ‘‘John Phillips, C.E ,”
•which an attempt is made to controvert statemer
aboutthe incapacity of the Shone installation to dt
with the rainfall, made at a meeting of the Society
Engineers by engineers to whom the epithet
uncivil 13 applied. As I was one,—I believe t
only one, who made the statements referred to.
feel sure you will allow me space to reply to t
letter signed by Mr. Phillips.
My views were backed up by uncontrovertik

arguments, stated plainly and straightforwardly,
but without the slightest taint of rudeness or dis-

courtesy. If Mr. Shone and his friends cannotbear
honest criticism without indulging in personalities,

they should neither road papers nor write letters
challenging public discussion.

The statement made by myself was simply this,

that the cellars of the Houses of Parliament would
be worse flooded than they have been before if 1 in.

of rain fell in one hour, when the maximum height
to which the sewage has to be raised from the
ejectors is equal to 20 ft. Mr. Shone may well say
‘‘Save me from my friends !

” The contents of the
letter prove, beyond question, that the cellars under
the assigned condition would be flooded. Accepting
Mr. Phillips's statement that the four gas-engines
and three ejectors could deal with a rainfall of ^ in.

in an hour, with the exception of 2,000 gallons, it
:

follows that the remaining two-fifths must be
stored up somewhere within the precincts of tbe
palace, i.e., in the sewers and cellars. If 2,227
gallons per minute is tho result of rainfall at the
rate of ^ in. per hour, an increase of two-fifths
would add 1,484 gallons to the rate of flow per
minute, or a total during the hour of 89,040 gallons,
so that storage would have to he provided for

91.000 gallons below the surface level of tbo sewage
in the metropolitan sewers because, previously to the
Shone Installation, there was a slight flooding of

the cellars, when the height of tbe surface of the
sewage in those sewers corresponded with the 20 ft.

lift of the Shone Installation.

The description of a rainfall of 0‘59 in. per hour
as tropical simply exposes the ignorance of the
writer of the letter. A fall of 1 in. per hour is not
by any means uncommon, and rainha.s been known
to fall in the neighbourhood of London at tbe rate
of more than 3 in. per hour for a period of fully

half an hour. If, therefore, any of the archive.? of
the Houses of Parliament are stored in the base-
ment, it is plainly tho duty of the officials in charge
to remove them to safer quarters.
The whole contents of the letter are, however,

from beginning to end a tissue of mistakes. Unless
the oflScial reports are wrong, although tho whole
area occupied by the Palace is ten acres, tho rainfall

from eight acres only enters the stwers. Certainly
Mr. Phillips cannot object to my taking tho lesser

area as the basis for discussing tho question. A
rainfall of 1 in. per hour on eight acres is equiva-
lent to 3,025 gallons per minute

;
so that if the

three tjeotors could discharge against a 20 ft.

maximum head 2,200 gallons a minute, as Mr.
Phillips affirms they did, reservoir capacity for

48.000 gallons only would suffice to prevent the
flooding of the cellars. In the installation there are
two ejectors of 300 gallons capacity, and one of
500 gallons. So that Mr. Phillips’s statement that
the three ejectors contain 1,100 gallons is correct.
The discharging capacity of the ejectors does not,
however, depend upon the capacity of tbe ejectors,

but on tbe size of the inlet and discharge pipes,

and the power expended in producing velocity.

Now tho size of these pipes is the same in all the
ejectors. Why, then, did Mr. Shone specify tho
500-gallon ejector, seeing that it can discharge no
more per minute than either of the 300-gallon
ejectors !

At my request the foreman in charge of the
works measured these pipes, and told me that the
outside diameter was only 6 in. Tois I found to

agree with the diagrams in the pamphlet presented
by Mr. Shone to the members of Parliament. The
inside diameter cannot, therefore, e.xceod 5 in. In
order, therefore, that the three ejectors should
discharge 2,227 gallons a minute, each must dis-

charge 742 gallons a minute, which means really
discharging 371 gallons in fifteen seconds, if the
times of filling and discharging are equal. The
velocity of discharge in the S-in. pipe must, there-
fore, have been nearly 30 ft. per second. Leaving
out of consideration (he resistance due (n friction

and valve motion, the head necessary to produce
this velocity woxild be 14 ft., which, added to 20 fc.,

the dead lift, makes up a total of 34 ft. Tho corre-
sponding air pressure is 15 Ib. to the square inch.
Taking into account the neglected resistances, tho
result claimed by Mr. Phillips could not have been
produced with less than 18 lb. air pressure. Of
course an equal pressure would be required to pro-
duce the same inlet velocity, or the surface of the
sewage in the pump most have been at least 14 ft.

above tho top of the ejectors. tlow does Mr.
Phillips reconcile this with tho statement that only
2.000 gallons were stored at the end of the hour in
the subway above the 12-in. pipe ?

I shall be obliged if Mr. Phillips will state how
the height of the sewage in the metropolitan sewers
was as.eriaiued. There are no means of doing this
within the precincts of Speaker’s Green, except the
pump connected with the ejector, and if the state-
ment that 2,000 gallons only were stored in tho
laboratory is correct, the surface of the sewage in
the pump cau never have been more than 6 in.

above the 12-iD. pipe.

I have carefully kept wi hin the limits of the
qtiestion raised by Iflr. Phillij^a’s letter, but, if

challenged, I am quite prepared to maintain the
correctness of all the statements I made at the
meeting. I enclose my card, and beg to subscribe
myself as one of the

Miscalled Uncivil Engineers.
September 20th.

BE LITTLE QUEEN-STREET.
Sib,—I observe in the Builder of the 10th inst. a ;

“Note” drawing attention to the desirability of

effecting a public improvement by rounding off the I

angle of Little Queen-street and Great Queen-street, .•

and I therefore write to inform you that the Board !

of Works for the St. Giles District, in which i

district the property is situated, has for several
:

months been negotiating with the owners for the ;

acqnisition of the property for that purpose, and I 1

am pleased to add that such negotiations are likely :

to be satisfactorily completed and the improvement j

carried out.

G. Wallace, Surveyor to the Board.

197, Uigkllolhorn, W.C.

A CURIOUS POSITION.

Sir,—Will you allow me to ask any of your i

readers if they ever were in a scrape like the follow- >

ing
;
and if so, how they got out of it '?

A year or two ago a gentleman was about to build :

four houses,—two pairs,—to cost about 2,000f. each .

pair. He asked me to prepare the drawings, speci-

fication, and agreement for them. I did so, and, i

luckily, arranged with a most respectable builder to

build them, who began one pair. When these were :

ready for the roofs, my client wrote me a letter, i

saying he would be his own architect for tho second i

pair, and accordingly ordered the builder to b^in :

them, using my plans and specification and copying :

the pair first begun. My position was really I

ridiculous, but I was powerless
;
as soon as I got up i

a floor, he got the builder to build the same in all ;

respects with the second pair, and so he continued

to do, till both pairs were finished, and the owner :

refuses to pay me a farthing for the second pair. If

none of your readers have been in a similar diffi- 1

culty, may I ask you to give your opinion on the

point ? A. B. C.

*** The question is essentially a legal one, and i

the legal right of the client to act as he did depends, .

we should imagine, a good deal on the precise word- '

ing in which tbe commission was given. If our •

correspondent means to press the matter, he had
better consult a lawyer and give him full par-

'

ticulars.

REFUSE CREMATORS.
Sir,—

I

n your issue of the 10th insL [p. 360], I

notice a report of the paper read by Mr. C. Jones, ;

of Ealing, before the Association of Municipal and :

Sanitary Engineers. He has rightly found that i

certain local authorities have discarded the cheaper •

forms of destructors, which he names, but he omits

to state that the coat of working his “ Fume Cre- i

mator," as at present constructed, U so excessive

that in one place at least it has already fallen into

disuse.* I would point out the “fume furnace" •

on his patent No. 8,690, dated July 18th, 1885, is

not novel, as my patent, No. 7.703, dated June 25 th,

1885, covers the entire substance of his so-called •

invention. As a matter of fact, a furnace corre-

sponding almost line for line with bis Patent draw-

ing was built and worked several months prior to

July, 1885, at South-street, Bradford, and it is now
working in connexion with four of my reluse

cremators, Mr. Wilde, the manager of the Bradford

Corporation destructors, being the real inventorof

that furnace. Should evidence of this be required,

it will be forthcoming, as also the fact that tbe use

of separate coke fires has been found to be very

costly where steam ia not required. Mr. Jones is

entirely wrong in his remarks aluut alterations of

and experiments made with my cremators at South-

street, Bradford, as the accompauving extract from

a letter irom the Borough Surveyor clearly

proves :

—

“ Borough Surve'or's Office,

Town-hall, Bradford,
February 25th, 1887.

Dear Sir,— .... Tour South-street Destructor has for

over three years done the suiie amount of work with ibe

same degree of efficiency as Fryer’s Destructor at

Hammerton-street, in proporlion to the number of cells.

Complaints were, however, made by residents intheneigb-
bournood of each destructor, about a tuisance or smell

arising from the vapours and fumes discharged from the

respective chinmey-shafts
;
in oroer to remedy which your

aervieea were called into requisition, and you tried several

exporimente and made several alterations at your South-

street Destruc'or, but with little or no success.
The experiments were tried at South-street inpreferenoe

to Hammerton-street, not because the nuisance was

greater from your destructor than from Fryer’s, hut

merely because it was more convenient, both on account of

its position and on the score of economy.
The South-street Destructor ia i.ot in uae at present,

simply because the Corporation have avery convenient and

suitable tip for the dryer portion of tbe midden refuse

made in that locality. This tip will probably remain open

for nearly another twelvemonths, after which it ia iu tended

to resume operations at South-street. . . . Tours truly,

(Signed) J. H. CoX.

B. D. Healey, Esq.”

The report of Dr. William Odiing is freely quoted

by Mr. Jones, but he does not appear to be aware

,
of the fact that, when Dr. Odiing a^^ked to be put

in communication with one of those by whom

• It seems a little tdd that at Burnley the “ Beehive"
works as satisfactorily as the “Fumo Cremator” does

I at Ealing, proving the local interest in each.
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radford furnaces were constructed, I was the

trson called in to confer with him and the Borough
irveyor. It is desirable to have more positive

formation from disinterested authorities as to cost

fuel for the “ Fumes Cremator.” As to generating
'

earn by the otherwise waste heat, most engineers
low what can be done in that direction, but many
ithoritiea do not require steam from every cremator
ley build, and consequently the cost of fuel in

ich cases is very great.

My Economic Duplex Cremator, patent No. 9,342,

.D. 1886, which is constructed to burn its own
imes, is provided with large reversing valves

milar to those used in a Siemens gas furnace,

he fumes from the green rtfuse in one grate are

Msed over the grate of the adjoining furnace,

his arrangement carries out in tne fullest degree
le conclusions arrived at by Dr. Odling in his

jport of September 9th, 1885, to the Bradford
lOrporatioD. The furnaces are charged alternately,

0 that one grate of a pair is always at a good beat
hen the other grate is giving off its smoke and
ipour. I enclose full description of this furnace

»r your future reference.

B. D. ITeaI-RY, Assoc.M.Inst.C.E.
Liverpool, September 15th, 1887.

early in October at the Philharmonic. The
private view and a conversazione, with an address

by Mr. G. D. Leslie, R.A., will be on the 11th,

when a good show of the works of local and
other artists is expected. Among the exhibitors

will be Major-General Lacy, the President

;

Messrs. Thomas Skeats and H. Masters, of the
Ordnance Department; Mr. Drinkwater Butt,

Mrs. Keary, &c.
Westbury (IFtKs).—Extensive additions are

now being made to the Angel Factory, West-
bury, Wilts, for Mr. W. 11. Laverton, which
comprise thirty new looms, engine and boiler

houses, &c. Messrs. Taylor & Challen, of

Birmingham, arc the engineers. Messrs. Halli-

day & Anderson, of Cardiff, are the architects.

PBOVINCIAL NEWS.
• Ashburton.—The foundation-stone of a new
lottage Hospital was laid at Ashburton, on the

:9tb inst., the site being situated on the eastern
ntskirts of the town, near the Newton-road,
'he building will have a south frontage of

00 ft., with a depth of 50 ft. in the centre, but
he side wings will not have so great a depth,

leing only one story high. There will be four
vards, all of which will be on the ground-floor,

nd on each side of the entrance the matron’s
ipartments will be situated. Next to these
ooms will bo other small wards for special

'ases. At one end of the ground-floor will be
he male ward, and at the other extremity will

e the female ward. There will be two large

nd two small wards, the larger being 13 ft. 6 ii

igh, and will each contain four beds. The
mall wards will be 10 ft. high. Oit theground-
ioor will be the operating-room, which will bo
t the back

;
and near to it a bath-room will be

rovided. At the back of all will be a kitchen
•nd laundry. The second floor will be need as
he committee-room and servants’ apartments,
'he building will be fitted with all conveniences,
•nd the ventilation and sanitary matters will

lavo special attention. Mr. P. E. Mascy, of

)ld Bond-street, London, is the architect; the

lontract for the erection being taken by Messrs,

lurrell & Roberts, of Plymootb, for the sum
if l,240i.

Kingston-on-Thames .—An extensive range of
iew buildings, forming a dep6t and warehouses,
as just been erected at Kingston for Messrs
I'ickford & Co., the well-known carriers, as 2

entre for their increasing business in the dia

k*ict. The building has a frontage of 80 ft

nd a depth of 87 ft., tlius covering a ground
trea of about 7,300 ft. It is between 40 ft

nd 50 ft. in height, and contains four floors.

:t is faced with red Chelmsford brick, relieved

y moulded brick string courses and dressings

ti Portland and Corsehiil stone. The ground.
Loor arches of the gates and windows aro all

n blue Staffordshire and rod ganged brick, the
rindow lights being all of wrought iron. In
iutting in the foundations it was found ncces-
ary to go down to a depth of about 15 ft.,

vhich is about the level of the bed of the
I'hames. On the ground-floor there are two large

loods sheds, both sheds being covered in with
passive iron girders and joists, upon which is

lid a concrete floor, forming a fireproof screen
^etween the goods sheds and the depositories

iverhead. On this floor there is a large extent
if stabling. The whole of the floor is paved
»ith Norwegian granite cubes laid on a bed of
loncretc. The first, second, and third floors

bntain large warehouses, shut in by iron doors,

nd approached by fireproof staircases. The
/est side of the block contains the agent’s
esidence, and also the offices for carrying on
he business of the centre. The building has
oat upwards of 8,0001. Messrs. Bressey &
jiddon Walters, of Bishopagate-street Within,
re the architects, and the contractors are
lessrs. Harris & Wardrop, of Limehouse.
Ir. Thrush has acted as clerk of the works.
Ryde .—The Rjde Art Society will open its

ighth annual exhibition on the 28th inst., under
he presidency of Sir William Levinge, Bart,
'he judge of the competition works will he
Ir. Drinkwater Butt.

Southanijdon ,-—The second annual exhibition

f the Southampton Art Society will take place

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.
Abergwynfi {Glamorgan).—A mission church

is about to be erected here, from the designs

of Messrs. Halliday & Anderson, architects,

Cardiff and Llandaff.

Bickington. — The new reredoB recently

erected in the newly-restored parish church of

St. Mary’s, Bickington, three miles or so distant

from Ashburton, has just been wholly com-
pleted by the introduction of some sculpture by
Mr. Harry Hems, consisting of figures of angels

npon pedestals at either side of the base of the

central gable, and of three large panels carved

in high relief. The scene of the Nativity is in

the centre, whilst angels swinging thuribles

occupy the flanking panels at either side. The
parishioners aro indebted to the Rev. William
Smith, their vicar, for the gift of the work.
Kilburn .—The Church of St. Paul, Kilbuim*

square, has just been reopened, after extensive

alterations and repairs. The old high pews
have given place to modern seats of polished

pitch pine, a new aisle has been made in the
centre of the nave, a new choir vestry has been
made under the south gallery, and the chancel

window has been considerably enlarged. The
chancel platform has been enlarged, and the

altar-rails set forward, and the building has
been fitted with Keith’s patent heating appa-

ratus. The whole of the interior has been re-

painted and decorated. The old flooring has
been taken up, the accumulated rubbish of fifty

years has been carted away, lime concrete has
been spread over the whole surface . of the

ground, and, after making provision for the

free circulation of fresh air beneath, new floor-

ing has been laid. New slating has been put
on the roof, and new lead gutters, the old bad
compo. has been cut away and replaced by new,

the clock face baa been renovated, and the

whole exterior face of the building has been re-

painted. The work has been executed from the

plane and under the direction of Mr. Alexander

N. Hansell, by Mr. R. A. Yerbury, of Kilburn,

at a coat of about 930?.

North Witham (Lincolnshire).—For some
months past the parish church has been under
repair, and was completed and rc-opened on

the 15th instant. The nave and chancel are of

Norman work, the tower and spire, windows,

and roof being of late fourteenth-century work.

The walls have been underpinned, and all stone-

work carefully repaired, new buttresses, organ-

chamber, and vestry being added. The roofs

have been reconstructed to old pitch in Dantzic

oak, the old lead being recast in churchyard

and relaid. The whole of the interior fittings

arc of oak. The inside walls have been repointed.

Mr. Wade, builder, St. Neots, executed the

works, under the direction of Mr. Withers,

architect, London.

RECENT PATENTS.
ABSTRACTS OF SPECIFICATIONS.

11,037, Dry Glazing. M. Macleod.

According to this invention, an improved sash

bar of zinc or other soft metal is used. This bar

is so formed as to allow for the insertion of an

iron rod or pipe, or is strengthened by bars of

metal or other rigid material of T or H rail, or

other forms. Upon this are sprung or slided caps of

zinc retained in their places by rivete or by clasps

of steel, &c., sprung over the outside of the cap

when it is in place. Drip channels aro provided for,

and brackets or lugs for carrying the improved

forma of sash bars are also described.

12,514, Window Sash Fastenings. T. E.

Lane.

This fastener is mainly designed to prevent the

opening of the windows from without, and for ren-

dering them perfectly draught and snow proof, and

obviating the rattling in windy weather. A ever
latch or catch is so made that when it is pulled

forward it wedges the sash fast, and slips into a
recess fitted to receive it, and by a turn of the front
screw the whole fastening is effected.

13,035, Gas Chandeliers and Fittings. G. J.

Williams.

The object of this invention is to dispense with
the water-slide by employing folding rods or hollow
arms jointed like lazy tongs. The arms of the said

lazy tongs are hollow, and the gas is led along and
through these. Weights are fitted as in ordinary
chandeliers.

13,416, Lead Pigments. J. B. Hannay.
It is claimed that by this invention a pure or

nearly pure amorphous sulphate of lead is obtained
by treating lead compounds, ores, slag, waste, itc.,

in an improved furnace and by the addition of

iron pyrites. A very pure white is said to be-

obtaiued.

3,431, Improvements relating to Water-
closets. James Duckett.

In these closets, waste water, such as surface,

roof, or slop water, is utilised. 'The trap of th&
closet is formed with an opening or space, the
bottom of which is on a level with the surface of

the water, and so large that articles deposited in the
trap and incapable of being flushed through the same
may be readily removed. The trap and framework
for carrying the tipper are constructed of one piece

of earthenware, so as to prevent leakage in the joints

and to obtain a better base.

6,381, Cement Blocks, &c. F. 0. Ferguson.

Instead of the iron or lead pipes attached to

buildings, blocks or bricks with hollow tubes or
perforations are, according to this invention, used,
each fitted so as to form a continuous pipe in any
direction, and jointed in cement. This will obviate

the necessity of painting, kc., and the tube is far

less subject to changes in temperature.

9,908, Cowl or Chimney Cap. H. F. Henry.

According to this invention, a Y-shaped cap is

fitted so that the products of combustion will bo
divided and deflected outward in their passage
through the cap. Shields or plates and cones aro
fitted so as to obtain the greatest force of wind
for exhausting the chimney shaft.

NEW APPLICATIONS FOR PATENTS.

Sept. 9.—12,195, R. k G. Ellis, “Dog” for Fas-
tening together Timber. — 12,207, J. Cartland,

Bolts for Doors, kc.—12,239, R. Johnson and T.
Benton, Hand Saws.— 12,247, A. Spamer, Shaping
and Trimming Slate.

Sept. 10.— 12,266, J. Bradshaw, Chimney Pot.

—

12,2/1, J. Davies, Brick Kilna—12,279, E. Wil-
liams and J. Morgan, Domestic Fire-grates.

—

12,291, W. Fraser, Automatic Door Closer.—12,301,

A. Van Raalte, [Steam Pile Drivers or Hammers.

—

12,307, J. Peckover, Scone Saws and Sawing
Machines.

Sept. 12.-12,328, A. Melville, Fireproof Curtains
for Theatres and other Buildings.— 12,341, E.

Kirby, Window Fastenings.

Sept. 13.—12,362, P. Barrett, Counterbalancing
Window Sash.—12,377, T. Sharp, Preventing the
Spreading of Fire in Theatres, kc.— 12,383, B.

Cocker, Protection for Gas-piping in cose of Fire.

—12,4^, G. Paxton, jnn., Corrugated Sheet Metal
Roofs, kc.—12,434, F. Alford, Ventilator.

Sept. 14. —12,466, R. Hunter, Locks for Doors
and Gates.-—12,467, A. Winrow and H. Tandv,
Biiokmaking Machines. — 12,488, J. McConnell,
Ventilating, Warming, Cooling, kc.

Sept. 15.—12,534, W. Ducker, Portable Buildings.

12.538, G. Redfem, Tile -making Machines.

—

12.539, G. Redfern, Draught, Wind, Rain, and Fog
Excluders for Doors and Windows.

PROVISIONAL SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.

10,548, W. Burt and C. Payn, Sliding Window
Sashes, Panels, kc.— 10,556, T. Buck, jun.. Brick,

and Tile Making Machines.—11,007, C. Rhs Bonne,
Staircase Lift.—11,045, A. Harris and Others,

Window Fastenings. — 11,321, W. Harrington,
Adjusting and Attaching Door Knobs to Spindles.

—

11,624, J. Stanna and T. Shillington, Stoves.

—

10,969, W. Akerman, Roofing Tiles.—11,265, H.
Baugert, Flush Bolts.—11,566, R. Breumehl, Door
Furniture.—11,863, D. Kempson, Drawback and
Rim Locke.

COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.

Open to Oppoeiiion for Tvo iiontht.

13,139, A. Berriman, Preventing the Escape of

Gas when Taps are left accidentally open.—13,984,

W. Lindeay, Moulding Bricks or Blocks.—14,206,

R. Lee, Fastenings for Windows.—14,674, W. Scott

and Others, Portland Cements, &c.—15,012, H.
Maoevoy and Others, Portland Cement.—3,390, J.

McKee, Register Grates or Stoves for House Fire-

places.— 11,889, F. Lyte, Manufacture of Pigments.
—14,848, G. Barker, Ventilating Buildings.—15,144<

W. Phillips, Water Taps.—9,783, A. Bayer and O.

Mott, Cramp for Flooring and Other Woodwork.
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SETTING OUT CURVES
^WITHOUT THE USE OF A THEODOLITE

FIGURE I NOTE- rwf AMCiet^SCMAY B£ PLOTTED

BY AfiCS.IMTEPSECTIMC AT THE POlPT C,
STPUCM fPOM THE POINTS Q.AMOKaS
cehtpes.yuth padu equai roBAfo/?

AC pespectively.— the line BD
'^y^HAVINC BEEN MEASUPED IN THE FIELD

.
CAN BE

NOTE— IN FIGURE 2. THE ANCLES AT B
qtaCAN be taken with a box SEXTANT,

i o SUFFICIENTLY ACCURATE FOR ALL
PRACTICAL PURPOSES.

Vl^ e^THE OF^r7--?'‘^QjSi^ARDsBlA.
,

WHEN TRIGONOMETRICAL TABLES ARE
\ AVAILABLE THE FOLLOWING METHOD
MAY BE ADOPTED:

A4r FIGURE I—TO DETERMI NE THE L E N CJ H S __OF T_H_E_

TANGENT LINES BFaND BC alSO THE P^IJIQN OF
THE MIDDLE POINT KiN TH E CURVE FHCw I THO U T

THE USE OF TRIGONOMETR ICAL TA B LE S-M E A SUR E

FROM THE INTERSECTION PEG B.ANY EQUAL LENGTHS
BA.AND BCalONG THE LINES BKaND BJ.— MEASURE
THE DISTANCE FROM AtoCaND BISECT IT IN D.THEN
MEASURE THE DISTANCE DB THE SIDES OF THE
TRIANGLES AD.B andCDBwILL BE EACH PROPORTIONAL
TO THE SIDES OF THE TRIANGLES E.FB OR E.CB.

PESPESTIVEir. FPOM THE INTEPSECTI

:COT EBC — COTi ABC

RAD X COTj ABC
W TO DETEPmiNE THf DISTANCE Of THE MIDDLE POINTH Of THE CUPVE FHCfPOM
TTX UfTEFSECTKiN PEC^ EBC= COSEC^ABC

EB = EC X COSECi ABC

EB - RAD =RAD[COSECi ABC - I

Stuiient’s Culumn.

LAND SURVEYING AND LEVELLING.
XIII.—SETTING OUT CURVES.

BHE method illustrated in Case 2 may be
adopted when the angle between the
tangent lines at their point of inter-

section is less than 120°, and the radius of the
curve to be set out is less than five chains, or
330 ft. The point B at the intersection of the
base-line B K and B J having been determined
by placing a ranging rod at B, so as to appear
in the direction of these two lines; a certain
distance, say one chain, or two chains, is

measured from B to A, and the same distance
from B to C along these base-lines. If the
distance between B and C be then measured
and bisected in D, and the line joining B to D
be also measured, we shall have formed two
right-angled triangles, B D A and B D C, the
length of the sides of which will now be known.
These lengths can next be employed to calculate
the required lengths of the sides B F, B E, and
B G, in the triangles BEE and BEG, where
F E and F G represent the radius of the curve
F H G J and B F, B G represent respectively
the lengths of the tangent lines drawn from
their point of intersection to the commence-
ment and end of the curvo. It will be seen that
the triangle B D C or (B D A) is similar to the
ti'iangle BEG (or B E F), because the angles
at B are common to both triangles, and the
right angle B D C (or B D A) is equal to the
right angle B G E (or B F E).
The required radius is decided upon by ex-

periment. If it is necessary for the curve to
pass through or near certain points, such as F,
n, and G, a longer radius would be found to
increase the lengths of the lines B F, B H, and
B G, while a shorter radius would reduce the
lengths of these lines.

The same length for the tangent lines may be
arrived at by the process illustrated in Case 3,
but the operation is here assisted by taking the
angle between the tangent lines at their point of
intersection with an optical instrument, and after-
wards calculating the required measurement
for the length of the line B F, B H, and B G,
with the use of trigonometrical tables (see
Builder, Sept. 10, pp. 376, 377).

In the triangle B G E (fig. 2), B G would

FIGURE 3

FIGURE 6

STRATINC DIRECTIONS

1 GIVEN IN THE FIELD FOR SETTING
' A POLE A. AT RIGHT ANCLES TO THE

LINE BC.WITH THE USE OF AN
OPTICAL SQUARE, OR A BOX-
SEXTANT HAVING ITS VERNIER
INDEX TURNED TO 90 DECREES.

TO OBTAIN COINCIDENCE WlTHlNTHE
NSTRUMENT BETWEEN THE POLES OR

©A I
RANGING RODS
WHEN THEY STAND

^gKipon different

LEVELS, THE

'"©Aa. i^STRUf

£ TURNED
VERTICALLY SYTHE

/*^pHAND,UNT,LTHE
. (^^COINCIDENCE IS

ANCiNC ^ Direction
IS indicated by

THE ARROWS IM

T HE ELEVATION

IHOWN BY FIC 5.

EYE 7 END
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(present the base, G E the perpendicular, and
E the hypothenoae, of a triangle for deter-

ning the correct trigonometrical expressions
be employed. In the triangle B F E we have
F as the base, F E as the perpendicular, and
E as the hypothenuae. To determine the
iigth of the tangent lines, B F or B G, we
\mme a radius which fixes the length of the

le of the triangle denominated as a “perpen-
cular,” and then wo calculate the length of

e “base,” by the application of the equivalent
rnished by the tables for “ the length of the
i.se divided by the length of the perpendicular,”

a triangle having the angle F B E. Similarly

determine the length of B H, we calculate

6 length of the hypothenuae from the assnmed
agth of the perpendicular in the triangle, and
:btract from the length of B E the length of

e radius H E.

Fig. 3 shows the method of holding the box
ixtant over the point B in fig. 2, when taking

le angle ABC. The value of the angle so
itained is bisected, and tho direction of the

le B E is set out by placing a ranging rod
.lywhere in tho line B E, so that the angle
B A is half the angle A B C. The position
this line B E should be checked by setting

lib tho line B E, from the side B C. If any
fference is found by this checking, in tho
')sition of the pole to be placed upon the line

isecting the angle, A B C, we have only finally

, fix the pole E midway between the two
bints arrived at, after taking the half-angle
iparately upon each side of B E, as indicated

/ the dotted lines in tig. 4. But when two
)les are set up for view upon each of the
aes B A and B C respectively, and tho pole at
is carefully pulled upon one side out of the
srpendicular, as shown in fig. 3, to enable the
iintre of the instrument to be vertically over
e point B, and at the same time in line with
e two poles viewed, the angle ABC may be
iken with sullicient accuracy by means of a
ix sextant to obtain the half-angle correct
longh for all practical purposes.
To determine intermediate points in the
irvo between F and H, and between G and H
ig. 2) ,

wo can apply the formnla give in Case 1

\iuilder, Sept. 17, p. 412), for the measurement
I offsets from the tangent lines F B and G B,
; it will be observed in the diagram which
lustrates Case 1, that so long as tho tangential
3gle BAD remains comparatively small,

e length calculated for B S may be measured
om D at right angles to the tangent line, to

stermine a point in the curve. Hence, sub-
ituting the term ” distauce ” measured along
.6 tangent line for the term “chord” in the
|nation (Case 1), wc obtain for Cases 2 aird 3
e formula,

—

Ollaet
2 radius.

loohs.

le Common Health. By B. W. Rich.ardson,
M.D., F.R.S. London: Longmans, Green, &
Co. 1887.

the thousands of those who daily move about
eir various occupations and constitute our
ipulation, how few give even a passing
ought to the art of living, beyond what
iplies totheir immediate wants and pleasures.
10 devoting of any special time or atten-
in to acquiring knowledge on such a subject
iuld seem to many actually ridiculous. The
nerality of people live their lives in easy
quiescence with things as they find them, and
ke little trouble to acquaint themselves with
6 physical problems of life. There is no
ouse now for their being ignorant of the
ndamental laws of health, for Dr. Richard-
d’s little hook, which he has appropriately
dicated to Mr. Godwin (the late Editor of

e Builder, one who has spent so much of
I life in trying to get people to look at the
ith in regard to sanitary matters), will bear
ire than one reading, so startling is the
liter and so binding on. the attention.
Dr. Richardson commences his dissertations
initio, and shows into what mistakes wo fall

ring the seedtime of health
;

perhaps he
iher overdraws the picture, for if we are to
cept his view as the normal state of things,
would seem matter for wonder that any
ildren at all emerge from that perilous
jition, let alone in the proper condition of
.mina for after-life. To childhood succeed
noation and recreation, the latter of which
I only look upon as a matter of convenience.

while the education is piled on with ruthless
disregard to the too often weakly frame that
has to bear it ; aud now that tho system
of competitive examinations, which formerly
only applied to boys and young men, is extended
to girls, the evils induced are more patent than
ever. Dress, in all that relates to health,
naturally has a chapter devoted to it, and as
naturally brings woman to the fore as to her
capabilities for nursing and as a sanitary
reformer. Upper and Lower, or in other words,
London as it should be, is deeply interesting,
although perhaps a little Utopian, especially as
to the renovation of Upper London. However,
it is good to hear such plain speaking as Dr.
Richardson gives us, even if a little exaggerated
(as all “ prophets ” do exaggerate)

;
and let ns

hope that the advocated reforms may soon
follow.

Notes on Concrete and TForlcs in Concrete. By
John Newman, Assoc.M.Inst.C.E. London:
E. &. F. N. Spon.

A VEEY practical little book, carefully compiled,
and one which all writers of specifications for
concrete work would do well to peruse. The
author docs not lay down his own opinion
without proof, but be gives quotations from
various indisputable authorities, and then
draws evident conclusions from them. The
book contains reliable information for
all engaged. upon public works. The author
deals with the question of the comparative
fineness and weight of Portland cement. He
shows that to specify too heavy a cement is to
invite a manufacturer to deliver residue, and
that a weight test alone, without naming a
specific degree of fineness, can give no certain
indication of strength. Ho draws attention to
the importance of specifying either the nnmber
of meshes per lineal inch in a sieve measuring
both ways, or else to state the size of the wire in

a sieve, and the size of the openings when used
for testing the fineness of the grinding in a
cement. He recommends that a detailed
analysis of the composition of Portland cement
should accompany its delivery at the works.
Tho time at which cement is weighed, whether
immediately upon its receipt from tho manufac-
faotnrer’s or after some days’ storage, is also

seen to exert an influence upon the result. The
period and conditions required for tests of neat
cement are further enlarged upon. In a series

of very elaborate and useful experiments made
by Mr. Grant, of the Metropolitan Board of
Works, when acting as resident engineer for the
main drainage works of the metropolis, the
cement was required to pass through a sieve of
400 holes to the square inch, and the weight of
the shifted cement had to be 110^ lb. per striked
bushel. At the Dover Harbour works the same
degree of fineness was required for a cement
weighing 120 lb. a bushel. The cement em-
ployed is often stated to be required to pass
through a sieve of 2,500 meshes to the inch,

leaving a residue of only 10 per cent. These
references show how different are the general
opinions that are entertained upon the subject,

and yet how often, when concrete work is to be
specified, the designer takes up the first speci-

fication he can lay his hands upon, and blindly

copies it, supposing it will be adopted. A
perusal of Mr. Newman’s valuable little

handbook will point out the importance of

a more careful investigation of the subject

than is usually supposed to be necessary.

The author’s chapter upon sand, gravel, and
stone is thoroughly practical. He also deals

with the shipping and air-slacking of cement,
the composition, mixing, and setting of concrete

in different situations, and the depositing in

place by barrows, blocks, and bags.

Designing Wrought and Cast Iron Structures.

By Henky Apams, M. Inst. C.E., M. Inst M.E.
London ; 60, Queen Victoria-street.

This little pamphlet, consisting of thirty pages
and two large folding plates, forms Part IV. of

an instructive series, and contains notes, calcu-

lations, tables, stress diagrams, and working
drawings for a trussed fir beam with a rolling

load, a cast-iron stanchion calculated to bear a
required dead load, and the consideration of the

arrangement and calculations required in

riveted joints. Sneh pamphlets, containing

actual examples which occur in practice, pro-

perly worked out, are of great value, but we
regret the occurrence of certain misprints, such

Wl Wl
as on p. 6 the expressions and ought

central load respectively. On p. 11, line 2, in
describing holding-down bolts, the letter “ t ” is

omitted in the copy before us. On page 12,
under the heading “Weight of Structure,” the
angle-iron 4 in. x 3 in. x f = 2 x 2'5 cub. in.

X 1 ft. 7 in. long, should be 26 lb., not 8 lb.

On p. 13, the item cast-iron strut (exclusive of
patteiTi), 60 lb. at 2d. would be lOs., not lOs. Gd.
as stated; and the item, wrought-iron in bolts,

nuts, washers, tie-rods, and short pieces angle-
iron, weighing 2 cwt. 0 qr. 17 lb. at 20s. would
cost 21. 38., not 21. 2a. Id. Also, same page, tho
item for flanged rail and bending, 3 cwt. 0 qr.
16 lb., at lOs., would come to 11. Ils. 5d., not
11. 11s. 7d. Again, on p. 25, under the heading
“ Cost of Stanchion,” the weight should be
0‘31 tons, as stated on p. 12. The decimal point
is omitted on p, 13. The author has probably
entrusted the working out of his results to au
assistant, and not checked them with sufficient

care himself. Those who are studying the
subject for the first time, can not be otherwise
than pnzzled at those blemishes, which we
trost may be corrected in a future edition.

The author would have done well to explain
the introduction of the constant in the expression
W1

upon page 6. His remarks upon the use of

double rods in page 9 are very practical. There
is an unfortunate ambiguity in the author’s

description of cruciform and m section stan-

chions. We think the expression “least breadth,”
which is usually adopted in tho application of

Gordon’s formula, would bo more intelligible

than “diameter over arms” upon page 16.

When comparing tho strength of a cruciform
section upon page 18 with a hollow cylindrical

column, the author seems to have forgotten that

at the commencement of his chapter he led us
to judge that he would have said something
about the relative strength of an m section.

According to Hodgkinson’s experiments, the

relative strengths are in the following propor-

tions, all the pillars being of the same weight
aud length and rounded at the ends (see

“Phil. Trans.,” 1840, pp. 413-419).

Hollow cylindrical pillar — 100
M shaped stanchion — 75

-p shaped pillar — 41

Hence the author’s remark of “ nearly double
the strength” upon page 18 applies only to the
cruciform section.

STAINED GLASS.

Andover.—Three stained-glass windows have
been placed in the chancel of Christ Church,
Swauuell, Andover, to the memory of the late

Lieut.-Col. Earle. They represent our Saviour’s

sayings of himself,—“ I am the Bread of Life,”

“lam the true Vine,” and “I am the good
Shepherd,” and were designed by Mr. P. H.
Newmau. When funds are forthcoming it is

proposed to fill the other windows of the build-

ing with illustrations of Scriptural allusions to

agricultural subjects, as appropriate to the

locality.

Dundee.—We learu from the Scotsman that

Mesers.Barnett & Sons, glass-stainers,Leith,have
just completed for St. Joseph’s Roman Catholic

Chnrch, Dundee, a large memorial window, which
consists of three lancets, having overhead a cir-

cular light in which is represented a dove (em-
blematic of the Holy Spirit) hovering over the

group of figures below. The latter consists of

the Virgin with the infant Jesus in her arms,

and in the side lights sitting and kneeling

figures of saints. The Virgin is represented

standing on a globe on which the greater part

of the western hemisphere is faintly outlined,

her foot upon the head of a twining serpent.

In the side lights are representations of St.

Anna, St. Joseph, St. John, and St. Dominic.
These are flanked by two smaller lancets con-

taining figures of St. Andrew and St. Patrick.

Taunton .—A memorial window on the north

side of the chancel of the Church of St. Mary
Magdalene, Taunton, has just been erected by
Messrs. Clayton & Bell. It is a three-light

window, representing St. Mary, B.V., in the

central compartment, St. Joseph being in the

western, and St. John in the eastern light. It

is stated that the oak screen, which originally

stood in the church, has been erected in

Bampton parish church, which has lately been
reopened after the completion of repairs and
alterations.

Wangford .—The old parish church at Wang-
certainly to be reversed for a distributed and

j

ford, Suffolk, has lately been restored, and a
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four-light west window has been erected to the

memory of the late Earl of Stradbroke, by the

members of his family. The window represents
“ Our Saviour driving the Money-changers from
the Temple ” in the left-hand light, while the

two centre openings are occupied by the subject

of “ Solomon Building the Temple ” {as appro-

priate in reference to the recent restoration of

the church), and the fourth light represents
“ The bringing back of the Ark to the Temple
by the Priests.” These three subjects are

surmounted by Perpendicular canopies, having
in each case a corresponding base. There is

some very intricate tracery in which floating

angels bearing shields, with the ‘‘Alpha” and
” Omega,” and emblems of the four Evangelists

form the principal part. The window was
designed and executed by Messrs. Gibbs &
Howard, of London, under the superintendence

of Mr. E. L. Blackburn, architect, of Win-
chester.

RECENT SALES OF PROPERTY.
ESTATE EXCHANGE BEPORT.

SKrTBirtiBB 12.

By Woods & Snelunc.
Botherhithe—13, Prioee's-street, freehold £275

By ScHoriBLD Jc Evaxb.
Msrylebone—12, (treat Cbe-terfield-atreet, Hi

years, ground-reot 13Z 240

SRI'IBMBEn 13.

Bt R. Rcti.bv.
Holloway— 2, Cornwallis-road, 76 years, groand-

rent'ei 276
Kentieb-iowQ— 71, Fortess-road, 77 years, ground-

rent 101 3S0
Edgware-road—2flA, Qiieen-street, 13 years, grout d-

rent 131 256

By W. S. Lyon.
Bichenond, Pa-adise-road—Two freehold houses,

and a schoolroom 1,000
Brorupton—30, Ovington-square, 37 years, ground-

rent 101. lOs 1,800

By T. Stbvbns.
Marylebone—26, Samford-slreet, 38 years, ground-

rent 41 220

By J. Morgan.
Sutton, Grove-road— Freehold ground-rents of

1251. lOe. per annum, reversion in 63 years 3,015

By Dbbenh.am, Tewson, 4 Co. (at Lowestoft).
Suffolk, Hopton—Hoptoo Hall Estate, containing

71a. 2r, 19p., part freehold and part copyhold... 3,000

September 14.

By Ward & Clarke.
Teddington, Lodge-roid—Two plota of land, free-

hold 325

By C. P. Whitei.ey.
King’a-eross—Freehold ground-rents of 401. per

annum, reversion in 56 years 976
Soho—24 and 26, Peter-stre'et, freehold 810

By Alfred Spai.v & Son.
Harwich, George-street—A plot of freehold land ... 31
Poplar—227, High-s'reet, freehold 195

11 snd 13, Hill-street, freehold 180

September 15.

By F. J. Bislbt.
Botherhithe—480, Rotherhithe-strert, freehold 186

34, Abbeyfield road, 68 years, grouud-rent 41 240

By Foster A Ckanfibld.
Homsey.Etherley-road—The residence called “The

Limes,’* 90 years, ground-rent 121. 12a 290
13, Waldegrave-road, 92 years, ground-rent 61. ... 220
70, Westlleld-road, 80 years, ground-rent 6/ 146

Kingston-on-Thames, Birketihead-avenue—The resi-
dence called ' Brooklands,” 99 years, ground-
rent 101. Kb 270

glisrdlanfa.
Automatic Controlling Appliance for

Lightning Conductors.— The Electrotech-
Tiischer Ameiger remarks that lightning con-
ductors have been found defective in one
respect, there having been no means of ascer-
taining whether lightning has been conveyed
through them. According to a method patented
by Messrs. Hoyer & Glahn (of Schonebeck, on
the Elbe), an insulated copper wire is intro-
daced into the conducting apparatus and is

wound round an iron core. The core ends in a
plate, over which a small magnetic steel plate
is anspended. The latter communicates with a
registering appliance, by which its movements
are recorded. When a current of electricity
passes through the conductor the iron core
becomes magnetised and attracts the cor-
responding pole of the small steel plate.
After the cessation of the magnetic action the
small plate will remain in its position on
accoont of the attraction existing between one
of its poles and the iron core previously
mentioned. From the position of the indicator
it will then be possible afterwards to determine
whether lightning has passed through the
conductor, and in what direction. In order to
restore the appliance to its original condition
the indicator is turned back, the small steel
})late being thus liberated and again suspended.
It is stated that several hundreds of these
appliances are already in use.

Excavations of the Ancient City of
Sybaris.—According to a statement recently

made in a Naples jonmal, the Italian Govern-
ment has decided upon granting the funds
required for excavating the site on which the
ancient city of Sybaris stood, the home of the
Sybarites, situated in the bay of Tarento. In
a work on “ Great Greece,” the well-known
French archmologist, M. Lenormant, clearly

and distinctly fixes the site of the city destroyed
some 2,4(X) years ago, so that no more difficulty

is anticipated in finding it than -was the case
with Olympia. By the bay of Tarento, in the
domain which has justly been called Magna
Grmcia, Sybaris was the leading city, excelling

in wealth and magnificence any other Hellenic

colony along this lovely coast. However, as is

generally known, the effeminate Sybarites were
conquered by the inhabitants of the sister town
Kroton, the city of Pythagoras. It was razed
to the ground, and the ruins caused temporarily
to disappear by diverting the waters of the
river Kratis across the site. In the course of

centuries a layer of earth nine metres in thick-

ness has been formed over the ruins. The
destruction of the city took place in the year
510 B.C., blit it is nevertheless believed that

objects may still be found among the ruins

which will give a vivid picture of Hellenic

cnlture and life at that remote period, perhaps
as vivid as those of Rome at a later period
rendered by Pompeii, particularly as the latter

was only a little village, whilst Sybaris was the

principal city of the Hellenic colonies in Italy.

The ruins of the city are situated near the rail-

way station of Buffalonia, in the fertile valley

through which the river Kratis runs, close to

the little town of Caasano.
Destruction of Zinc from Contact witR

Brickwork.—The Deutsche Bauzeiiung remarks
that in the Berlin Market Buildings, Nos. II.

and III., zinc roofing, which had been laid upon
brickwork without the employment of any
intervening substance, exhibited after a short

time perforations and other signs of injury.

These were more particularly apparent at the

eaves, and only at the portions where the zinc

had been in immediate contact with the brick-

work. Analysis proved that the latter contained
soluble sabs to the extent of 1T4 per cent.,

and that this proportion was sufficient to cause
the injury which had resulted. The destructive

process had, moreover, been hastened in its

operation by damp from the brickwork which
had not completely dried. The use of a layer

of carton-pierre, or sirniiar material, between
the zinc and the brickwork is consequently
strongly advocated by Herr Schulze in the
above-named journal.

Whichcoi’d Memorial.—Our readers will

be interested to know that a memorial to the

late Mr. John Whichcord, F.S.A., who died

January 9th, 1885, aged sixty-one years, has
been erected by his widow at Kensal Green
Cemetery, where it forms a conspicuous object,

the height being 12 ft. G in. The material is

Portland stone, and the design is by Mr. E. R.

Robson, F.S.A.
Sale of Building Land.—On Thursday

evening last, at the King William the Fourth
Tavern, East Greenwich, a sale was held of

sixty-one plots of building ground, in Marsh-
road, and a newly-formed street leading there-

from, and called Azof-street. The plots were
mostly of 15-ft. frontage, and those with a
depth of about 50 ft., realised from 42L to 45i.

;

those with a depth of 75 ft. to 90 ft., 52L to

551. Three front plots, 16 ft. 6 in. frontage and
80 ft. in depth, realised 631. each. Most of the

plots were sold, all of which were charged with
a contribution of 41. each towards roads and
sewerage.
Action of Frost upon Fresh Mortar.

—

The Deutsche Bauzeitung recently quoted the
results of experiments made at Schandau as to

the effect produced by adding salt in various

proportions to the water used in mixing mortar j

the fact that mortar made with sea water resists

frost better than that made with fresh water
having suggested these tests. Samples were
subjected to variations in the winter of at least

14 degrees between day and night temperature
(the latter descending as low as 17° F.). Those
which had been mixed with fresh water were
found after twenty-one days’ exposure and
seven days’ sojourn iu a heated room, to have
lost their consistency, while those with which
salt had been mixed (up to the proportion of

eight per cent, of the water) possessed varions
degrees of resistance, indicating the efficacy of
the admixture.

Begistration of Plumbers in Man- •

cheater.—The master and operative plumbera i

of Manchester last week respectively met to i

consider the question of registration in the i

trade, and each meeting has declared in favour '

of the scheme. The matter is one of consider-
able public moment, and the present movement
is intended not only to raise the status of the i

craft, but also to afford the public some pro-

tection against bad workmanship. The i

“Worshipful Company of Plumbers” is one ^

of the London Guilds that has endeavoured
to make itself really useful to the trade it

represents. It is 500 years since the Plumbers’
Company made an ordinance that ‘‘no one of

'

the trade of plumbers shall meddle with works »

touching such trade except by the assent
of the best and [most skilled men in the i

said trade, testifying that he knows how '

well and lawfully to do bis work, so that the >

said trade may not be scandalised or the com-
monalty damaged and deceived by folks who do >

not know their trade.” He would be a bold 1

man who ventured to assert that there are not ^

instances within this district,'—not to go further •

afield,—where the commonalty is “damaged I

and deceived by folks who do not understand” '

the trade of plumbing. To say that there are *

incompetent men and incompetent masters in i

all trades may be true, but is neither consolatory ’

nor a good argument against the adoption of i

any feasible plan by which efficient plumbing •

may be secured. Probably no artisan holds the ;

keys of disea.se^ in his grasp so completely aa >.

the plumber, who by good workmanship may ;

exclude forces inimical to health, or by his in- -

competency may give entrances to malign, i

influences that inflict suffering and e^'en death i

upon their victims. As (he result of the •

Congress convened by the Plumbers’ Company
;

at the Health Exhibition, there has been estab- •

lished a “ General Council to secure the greater i

efficiency of plumbing and draining work in :

dveelling-honses.” This Council includes repre-

sentatives of the trade and of the general

public, and its Registration Committee decides i

upon the claims of all candidates to be con-

sidered masters of their craft. The man i

who satisfies an impartially constituted body
]

receives a certificate as a registered .

plumber. Degrees are becoming more varied i

in form, and R.P. will give the public '

to understand that the rightful owner of '

that literal addendum has given substantial i

proof that he is a master of the art of plumb- i

ing. Much will, of course, depend upon the

constitution of the Local Council. The Man- i

cheater masters have elected twelve represen- i

tatives, the operative plumbers have nominated i

the same number, and at a subsequent meeting
]

the public will be asked to appoint a third '

dozen. In this way the interests of the trade

and of the community are harmonised, the

competent workman is duly recognised, and the

public safeguarded from absolute ignorance and

incapacity.—Manchester Guardian.

Paint for Soft Boards. — The Thonin-

dustrie Zeitung quotes a receipt for a paint,

equally effective and durable, which can he

applied with an ordinary brush to soft boarder
—24 lb. good joiners’ glue, 1-rV oz. powdered :

bichromate of potash, 3^ oz. aniline brown^ i

2^ gallons water. These materials are mixed

in a metal pot and six hours afterwards heated

to boiling point, the mixture being applied at a

moderately warm temperature. The object of

postponing the heating is to allow the glue to

expand and dissolve easily without burning, its

cohesive properties being thus unimpaired. In

a few days, under the influence of daylight, this

coloured, paint becomes quite waterproof and

insoluble. The above quantity, which would be

sufficient for five medinm-sized rooms, costs

about Ss.

Protection of lightning Conductors on

Chimneys.

—

The Jllustr irte Zeitung fUr Blechin-

dustrie recommends the following method oi

protecting the copper wires of lightning con-

ductors on factory chimneys from being affected

by the fire gases to the influence of which they

are anbjected. The wires thus exposed should

be first provided with an inenlating covering of

india-rubber, over which a protective composi-

tion should be applied of the thickness of 2-5tli3

of an inch. The latter is prepared by mixing

ground fire-brick with finely chopped straw and

clay-water into a moderately thick paste. After

the composition has dried, asbestos string should

I

be wound round it so as to prevent its crnmbling

j

away.
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: Rojn»ey-on-Sea.—Tbo Littlestone Estate,
ithin three-quarters of a mile of the town of

ow Romney, has been laid out as
latering-place, the land having been disposed
for that purpose by the Corporation of that

icient borough, one of the original Cinque
orta. Between forty and fifty houses have
iready been erected, and others are being
lilt on the parade facing the sea. The whole
f the land is freehold, with the land-tax and
the redeemed. On the 0th inst. the first

brtion of the estate was offered for sale at the
lailway Station Hotel, Romney-on-Sea. There
as a good attendance of visitors, the South-

jastern Railway Company having ruu
necial train from Charing Cross and
annon-street. About eighty plots were
Id, including a site for a large hotel on
,e Parade. This plot, 150 ft. by 150 ft.,

hich realisotl 050Z., was sold subject to the
mdition that the purchaser is to erect a hotel

,
accordance with plana approved by the

sensing authorities, and for which a provisional

-scnce has been granted. Four corner plots on
'6 Parade, 30 ft. by 80 ft., were sold, three for

55f. per plot, and one for 1201. Twenty other
tots on the Parade were sold

;
these were 20 ft.

^ 80 ft., and they realised from 951. to lOoi,

plot. The other land offered was situated in

!ree new roads, at right angles with the sea-

;ont, viz., the Littlestone-road, direct from
Ijw llomnoy to the sea (the railway station
' in this road, midway between the old town
d the sea), the Queen’s-road and the Victoria-

In the Viotoria-road and Qaeon’s-road,
sts 20 ft. by 150 ft. were sold for 501. per
ot. In the Littlestone-road plots 20 ft. by
0 ft. were sold for prices varying from 501.

! 571. lOs. per plot. With the exception of

le hotel plot, the buildings on all the foregoing

ota are to bo private houses. Near to the
ilway station in the Littlestone-road fifteen

Dts were sold for shops, 18 ft. by 120 ft. these
nlised prices varying from 651. to 751. per
)t. It is proposed to offer a second portion
' the estate for sale in the spring of next
ar. The roads of the new town are already
hted by gas. The promoters of this enter-

ise for changing an old Cinque Port which has,

1 quite recently, been without a railway
ition nearer than fourteen miles, expect that
B very extensive sands extending to Dym-
urch, three miles to the north, and to

ingcncsB, five miles to the south, will prove
great attraction to visitors At places these
ads are nearly a mile wide at low-water, and
B country folk tell of races once having been
Id on them, and they are now used as
ling ground by the neighbouring gentry.
Copenhagen.—At the last meeting of the
rporation of Copenhagen, it was decided to

act a now town-hall in that city. It will be
uated in a central position facing the Hay-
vrket, and continued to the West Bridi^e.

the building will be located the whole civil

ministration of the city of Copenhagen. As,
wever, designs and estimates have to bo
dted for the new hall, and decided npon, it is

rdly probable that the work of erection can
takeu in hand before the early part of 1S89.

. the same occasion the subject of improving
3 overcrowded and unsanitary part of the city

s discussed, as well as the extensive building
srations decided upon to be effected during
3 next few years. There are to be erected
aew prison, new workhouses, and barracks,
udes which the market-places are to be
'ulated, the fire-brigade extended and re-

'anised, the hospital at the Biegedam en-
ged, and the water and gas supplies of
! city extended and improved. The total
it of these extensive works is estimated
about 1,000,OOOL It was also stated that
ire were then over 4,000 residences (fiats) to
in Copenhagen, most of which were intended
the humbler classes, being 750 more than

the same period of 1886. The medical and
jienio journal Ugeskrift fer Lceger (weekly
rnal for physicians) recently discussed the
posal for new hospitals in and near Copen-
fen, and expressed the opinion that it would
far more preferable to erect a number of
ill buildings than one large one.

Phe English Church at Copenhagen.

—

i stained-glass windows in the chancel of
i church have been presented by Sir Francis
)k, and the west windows by his Excellency
Hon. Sir Edmund Mouson, K.C.M.G., her
jesty’s Minister in Denmark, the whole work
g by Messrs. Heaton, Butler, & Bayne, of
rick-street, London.

The New Post-office Buildings in St.
Martin’s-le-Grand.—Active preparations are
being made for the commencement of the new
Post-office buildings in St. Martin’s-le-Grand,
and this week the second sale of the materials
of the buildings to be removed has takeu place.
Messrs. Horne, Son, & Eversfield disposed of
the materials of the Queen’s Hotel, the building
known as the Railway Receiving Offices,
together with a largo block of warehouses
and other premises in Angel-street, Bnll and
Mouth-street, and King Edward-street, pre-
vious to the demolition of the buildings and
clearing the site. The block at the corner of
Bull and Mouth-street and King Edward-street,
and also a large block between Angel-street,
King Edward-street, and the churchyard of St.
Botolph, Aldersgate-street, have already been
taken down

;
and when the materials of the

buildings sold this week are removed the entire
site for the intended new Post-office buildings
will have been cleared, with the exception of
the French Protestant Church, which still

remains standing, owing, wo learn, to a differ-

ence between the church authorities aud the
Post Office as to the sum to be paid by the
latter in compensation. It is stated that the
Post Office atithorities have offered 20,000L for
the church and grounds, but that the repre-
sentatives of the church want 31,000f., and the
probability is that the claim will have to be
decided by arbitration.

Proposed Agra Water-works.—A plan for
furnishing Agra with a purer supply of water
has been under discussion for some years. Here-
tofore, however, it has been bat a scheme. Now
that the Municipality have resolved to push
forward the project, it may be considered that
there is every prospect of the iubabitants seeing
their wishes fulfilled. The source of supply is

to be the Jumna, which will provide compara-
tively clean water, and in sufficient quantity,
during ten months of tho year, the discharge
falling in tho hot weather, May and June,
to about Sef ft. per second; and, in addition to

the decrease in the supply, the water at this

season contains an amount of organic matter.
The system of filtration has not been finally

settled
;

the choice is said to He between
the lime aud metallic iron processes. The dis-

tribution of water is to be effected through
twelve miles of piping, furnished with stand-
posts on three patterns, viz., tho ordinary one
with two or four taps, those with roofs and
cattle-troughs for bazaars, &c., and others for
filling bullock 7nussaks to provide a supply for

the outskirts of the town to where the pipes do
not lead.—Indian Engineer.

A Dust Destructor for Hornsey.—The
Hornsey Local Board, on Monday night, decided,

with only one out of fourteen members in opposi-

tion, to adopt the scheme of their surveyor and
engineer, Mr. T. dc Courcy Meade, C.E., for the

erection, at a cost of about 12,0001, of a
destructor for cremating the dust and house
refuse of the parish of Hornsey, which contains

a population of 40,000. Mr. Meade submitted

a set of elaborate plans, and his scheme, which
was characterised as a most complete one, was
adopted in its entirety. The destructor is to bo
fitted with the Jones Fume Cremator, and it was
asserted by several members who have inspected

most of i^he sixty destructors now in operation

in various parts of the country that, built upon
the lines laid down by the Surveyor, it cannot
possibly create any nuisance to the inhabitants.

The site selected is on a piece of land abutting

on High-street, Hornsey, in close proximity to

tho mortuary recently erected by Mr. Meade.

Institution of Meahanical Engineers.

—

An ordinary general meeting of this Institution

will be hold on Friday evening, the 30th of

September, at 25, Great George-street, West-

minster, by kind permission of the Council of

the Institution of Civil Engineers. The chair

will be taken by the President, Mr. Edward H.

Carbutt, and the discussion will be resumed on

the paper read at the Spring meeting on the

17th of May last, by Major English, R.E.,

entitled “ Experiments on the Distribution of

Heat in a Stationary Steam-engine.” The
following paper will be read and discussed, as

far as time permits :
—

“ On Irrigating Ma-
chinery on the Pacific Coast,” by Mr. John
Richards, of San Francisco.

Metallurgy.—A series of lectures and de-

monstrations on metallurgy will be commenced
at King’s College, London, on October 10th, by
Professor A. K. Huntingdon, with the assistance

of Mr. W. G. M'Millan as demonstrator.
|

PRICES CURRENT OF MATERIALS.
TIMBER. £. 9. d. £. a. d.

Oreenhwt, B.Q ton 6 0 0 7 10 0
Teak, E.I load 0 0 0 13 ff 0
Sequma, U.8 foot cube

load

I
pro*

Aeh, Canada
Birch ,,

Elm „ I

Fir, Dantsic, &a
Oak
Canada

Pine, Canada red

,, yellow
Lath, Pantaio

8t. Petersburg
Wainscot, Eiga

, Odessa, orowD
Deals,FiDland,2ndandlst,.,8td.l00

,, 4th and 3rd
Ripa
8t. Petersburg, Ist yellow

„ 2nd
,, white

Swedish ..

White Sea
Canada, Pine, Ist

„ „ 2nd
,, ,, 3rd, &o
,, Spruce, Ist

,, „ 3rd and 2nd
New Brunewick, Ac

Battens, all kinds
Flooring Boards, aq., 1

pared, First
Second
Other qualities

Cedar, Cubs foot
Honduras, Ac
Australian

MahoMoy, Cnba
St. Domingo, cargo average
Mexican „
Tobaaco ,, ... .

Honduras ,,
Maple, Bird's-eye
Bose, Rio ton
Babia

Box, Turkey ton
Satin, St, Doming)
Porto Rico

Walnut, Italian ...

METALS.
Isoir— Bar, Welsh, in London.

„ ,, in Wales
,, Staffordshire, London

COPPBB—
British, cake and :

Best selected
Sheets, strong
Chili, bare

Tbllow Mbtal
Lbad

—

Pig, Spanish
Englisn, common brands.
Sheet, English

Spblteb—
Silesian, special

Ordinary brands
Tin—

Straits

Australian
English ingote

2 0 0
3 10 0
1 10 0
2 10 0

4 10
3 10
4 10

3 0 0 3 10 0
2 0 0 4 0 9

,fathom 3 0 0 6 0 9

log 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 10 0 309
7 0 0 8 0 0

8 0 0 13 0 0
7 0 0 8 0 9
6 10 0 8 10 0
6 0 0 14 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
le 0 0 24 0 9
10 0 0 16 0 0
6 0 0 9 0 0
8 0 0 9 0 0
6 0 0 7 0 0
6 0 0 6 10 a
4 0 0 10 10 0

0 8 0 0 11 0
0 6 6 0 7 9
0 4 0 0 6 0
0 0 31 0 0

0 0 3 0 0 3
0 0 4 0 0 6t
0 0 4 0 0 6i
0 0 31 0 0 3}

..ton 8 0 0 11 0 0
7 0 0 9 0 0

..ton 6 0 0 12 0 0

.foot 0 0 6 0 0
0 10
0 6}

ngot .

.ton 4 16 0 6 0 0
4 2 6 4 10 0
6 10 0 6 0 0

60 0 0 0 0 0
39 10 0 39 16 0

..lb. 0 0 4i 0 0 4?.

ton 12 0 0 0 0 0
12 6 0 0 0 0
13 6 0 0 0 0

ton 15 7 0 16 10 0
.... 16 5 0 16 7 e

.ton 102 15 0
. 103 0 0 0 0 9
. 106 0 0 0 0 0

OILS,
Linseed
Cocoannt, Cochin
Ceylon

Palm, Lagos
Bapeseed, English pale

Cottonseed, refined
Tallow and Oleine
Lubricating, U.S

,, refined
ToBPBNTnm —
American, in casks cwt.

Tab

—

Stockholm barrel

ton 20 6 0 20 10 0-

24 0 0 24 6 0

26 0 0 46 0 0-

6 0 0 6 0 0-

6 0 0 12 0 0

0 14 0 0 14 6

Archangel 0 9 6

TENDERS.
BECKENHAM.—For the erection of house, stable,

aoh-house, Ac., in tho Wickham.road, for Mr. Jamea
Edgeombo. Mr. Alfred Parnscott, surveyor, 156, West-
minster Bridge-road, 8.E. :

—

Kydd £1,293 16 4

Astell .. 1,260 0 0

Syme A Duncan 1,223 0 0
Lovelock (accepted) 1,191 0 0

BERMONDSEY.—For the erection of shop on fore-

court, and alteration to house. No. 104, Jamaica-road',

Bermondsey, for Mr. 8. Wilson. Mr. E. Crosse, archi-

tect :—
A. White A Co. (accepted) £146 0 0

[No competition.]

CHELSEA.—For the erection of Holy Trinity Girls'

and Infants' School, Upper Chelsea. Mr. F. W. Roper,
architect. Quantities by Messrs. Barber, Boxall, A
Barber :

—

Richardson A Son £4,996 0 0

8. J. Jerrard 3,677 0 0
T. Boyce 3,673 0 0
J. Holloway 3,660 0 0

C. Wall 3,616 0 0

W. Johnson (accepted) 3,600 0 0

CHIDDINGSTONE (Kent!.-For Great MUl Bridge,

Chiddingstone. Mr. F. W. Ruck, County Survey&t.

Quantities by Messrs. Ruck, Bon, A Smith:—
Dover, Wood, A Co., Blackfriars £899 0 0

Ball A Gamnion, Strood 666 0 0

E. Wilkins, Loose 649 0 0
G. E. Wallis. Maidstone 64t 0 0
Money Marsland, Cbislehurst 633 1 1

Punnett A Sons. Tonbridge 613 10 8-

James Farrow, Maidstone (accepted). 689 0 0
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CONTRACTS AND PUBLIC APPOINTMENTS.
Epitome of Advertisements in this Nximber.

CONTRACTS.

Natnre of Work, or Materials. By whom required.
Architect, Surveyor, or

Engineer.
Tenders te be

delivered.
Page

Sept. 26th
Sept 27th

do.
Sept. 38th
Sept. 29th

do.

October 3rd
October 4th

do.
do.

October 5th
October 13th
October 1-lth

Not stated..,

Public Offices, Kilburn .

Broken Guernsey Granite
"Willesden Local Board

do.
B. Hamor
0. Claude Eobsou

ii.

xii.

AsphaUe Paving, Owen-street
Repairing Albemarle-street
New Sewers, Ac
Supplying and Laying "Victoria Stone
General Wo'ks, House Drainage, Ac
MUl-Shed, Bath-Rooms, Ac
Wood.Paving Works
Drainage, Roads and Fencing
Police Station, Sutton Coldfield
Rebuilding Residences, Cadogan.place

Clerkenwell Vestry
do.

Holborn Board of Wks.
Leyton Local Board

do.
Edmonton Union
Westminatr Bd, of Wka
Putney Burial Board..,

County of Warwick

do.
do.

lewis H. Isaacs

do.
T.E. Knigbtley
G. R. W. "VVheeler

J. C. Radford
Wm.Lait
W. M. L. Seaman

PUBLIC APPOINTMENTS.

Nature of Appointment. By whom Advertised. Salary.
Applications

to be in.
Page

HAMPSTEAD.—For bailiing an additional Btory and
other works at West-hill Lodge, Hampstead, for Mr.
Horatio Webb. Mr. George Edwards, architect:

—

Wall Bros ,.£697 0 0
"Ward & Lamble 685 0 0
Green & Leo 677 0 0
Longmire & Burge 676 0 0
8. Barnett (accepted) 675 0 0

LONDON.—For fitting up stab'ing at Pear Tree-street,
Goawell-road, E.C., for Messrs. Carter, Paterson, & Co.
(Limited), under the sunerinteudence of Mr. William Eve,
Union-court, Old Broad-stroet, E,C. ;

—
Brass & Son £716 0 0
Harris & Wardrop 696 0 0
F. & H. F. Higgs, Loughboro’ Jnnc-

tion (accepted) 635 0 0

HORSMONDEN (Kent).—For alterations and addi-
tions to Sherrenden House, for Mr. J. G. Hodgskin.
Mr. Thomas Potter, architect, Berenoalis. Quantities
supplied

Pryor & Co., Maidstone £697 0 0
Wallis & Clements, Maidstone 669 0 0
Wiltshire, Sevenoaks 6-l>8 0 0
Martin, Horsmonden 624 0 0
Wm. Brown, Shepherd 's-bush* 685 11 0

* Accepted.

KETTERING.—For the erection of club premises in

Wellington-street. Kettering, for the Kettering Working
Men’s Club. Mr. H. A. Cooper, architect. Quantities
supplied by architect

Rudd & Son, Grantham
Wm. Clough, Broughton
Margetts i Neal Kettering ....

Chas. Sharman, Kettering
Sami. Manby, Kettering
•Jno. Coltman, Kettering
Jno. Bellamy, Kettering
C. S F. Henson, Kettering ...

H. F. Henson, Kettering
Dickens & Mutton, Kettering
Geo. Ginns, Kettering
Geo. Henson, Kettering (accepieo)

LONDON.—For erecting workshop, &c., at Whistler-
street, Drayton Park, N., for Mr. H. C. Halse, under the
superintendence of Mr. William Eve, Union-court, Old
Broad-atreet, E.C. :

—

Wilaher £397 0 0
Harris & Wardrop 394 0 0
Hamliu 3.59 (1 0
Avis & Son

F. & H. F. ii'igga 320 6
Clark, Hornsey Park-road (accepted). 318 10

342 0

£1,432 0
1,3:’2 10 (

1,270 0
1,210 0
1,197 0
1,190 0
1,190 0
1,187 0
1,177 0
1,176 0
1,172

1,169

LONDON.—For the erection of workshops, warehouse,
and show-rooms, in the Westminster Bridge-roud, for
Messrs. Geo. Wright & Co. Mr. Alfred Painacott, snr-
veyor, 156, Westminster Bridge-road, S.E.

Peacock Bros, (accepted) £i,16S 0 0

LONDON.—For repairs, &c., at No. 1, Vernon-place,
loomsbury, for Mr. Cronin. Mr. T. W. Willis, arcl i-

teot :

—

J. A. Taylor £379 0 0
Ansoll 363 o 0
Hackworth, 340 0 0

Edward Barlow, Rothwell 1,160 0 0

LAMBETH.—Accepted for pulling down and rebuilding
The Angel public-house, Lambeth-walk, for Mr. .I.Craigen.
Slessrs. Stock, Page, & Stock, architects, 9, Denman-
street, London Bridge, S.E. ;

—

John Beale, Westminster Bridge-road £2,692
[No competition.

J

LONDON.—For alterations and additions at No. 78,
Goswell-road, for the London Provident Buildine Societv

T.W. Willis, architect;-
King & Son £953 0 0
J. Aniey gflO 0 0
Grant 859 0 0
Flew & Co 837 0 0
J. A. Taylor 799 0 0

LLANDAFF.—For the erection of a billiard-room at
lilandatf House, Llandaff, for Mr. John Gunn. Quantities
by Mr. Norman Wight, Cardiff. Messrs. Halliday i
Anderson, architects, Cardiff and Llandaff ;

—

Turner & Sons. Cardiff £660 0 0
Chas. Bird, Cardiff 607 0 0
D. J. Davies, Cardiff 497 0 0
8. Smallridge, Cardiff 480 0 0
J. Hopkins, Cardiff 480 0 0
A. Trotman, Cardiff 475 0 0
W. Ashley, Cardiff 472 14 9
T. A W, Cox, Llandaff (accepted) 389 0 0

NORWOOD.—For
Si'

i and alterations to seventeen

Edmeston, architects and surveyora
Robson
Oonld & Brand
Smith & Sons
KynochiCo

0 0
4.1-42 0 0

Taylor ...

Croaker
Mayo ....

3,736 . .

3,419 0 0
2,398 0 0
2,330 0 0
2,164 13 6

LONDON.— For alterations and additions to No. 26,
Wimpole-street, W., and stables in rear, for Mr. Morrant
Baker. Mr. Alexander Payne and Mr. F. M. Elgood,
joint architects

Thomas Boyce £1,527 0 0
Hall, Beddall, & Co.* 1,476 0 0

* Accepted, with modifications.

ORTON (Northants).—Fcr the restoration of All Saints’
Church, Orton, Northants. Mr. H. A. Coopen, architect,
Kettering

Fred. Barlow, Rothwell £290 0 0

LONDON.—For alterations to The Dun Cow, and
•building two shops adjoining, in the Old Kent-rcad, for
Mr. T. Hill. Mr, J. C. Reynolds, architect. Quantities
mot supplied ;

—

Kynoch £4.200 0 0
Parker 3_986 0 0
Drew & Cadman 3,819 0 0
Croaker 3 833 0 0

PADDINGTON.—For repairs, Ac., to No. 12, Talbot-
scjuare, Paddington. Mr. A. Parnacott, surveyor, 166,
Westminster Bridge road :

—

Bray & Pope £178 0 0
Peacock Bros 151 O' 0
Lapthorne & Co 129 0 0

[Sept. 24, 1887.

PENGE.—For alterations and additions to Fern Lodge.'

Oakfield-road, for Mr. Chas. 'W. Jefferies. Mr. Alfreii

Painacott, surveyor, 156, Westminster Bridge-road:—
Lapthorne & Co £450 0 0 )

Burgees 4 Co 325 0 0 I

Lovelock 285 0 0 I

ST. LEONARD’S-ON-SEA. — For the erection of i
new bank, Grand Parade, St. Leonard’s-on-Sea, for thi

London and County Banking Company (Limited). Mr
Richard A. Hill, F.R I.B.A. (Fowler&HiE), architect:—

1

Naylar, Rochester £4,990 0 0
Eldtidge & Son, Hastings 4,876 0 0

Adcock, Dover -4,859 0 0
Hughes, 8t. Leonard’s 4,857 0 0
Eldridge & Cruttenden, St. Leonard's 4,821 0 0
White, St. Leonard’s 4,800 0 0
H. E. Cruttenden, St. Leonard's 4,738 0 0

Salter, St. Leonard’s (accepted) 4,475 0 0

£6,150 0
6,108 0
6,068 0

6,963 0
6,8‘)3 0 I

SOUTHWARK,—For rebuilding premises in Park-i

street and Stoney-street, Sonthwark, for Messrs. White At

Son. Messrs. I'Anson & Son, architects :

Brown, Sou, & Bloomfield,.,
Downs
Ashby & Horner
Patman & Fotheringhani ...

Groves & Sons
Killby & Gayford
Kirk 4 Randall
J. & J. Greenwood
Colls & Sons
Brass & Sons
Adamson Sc, Sons
Balaam Bros
Kvnoch & l;o

Rider & Sons
Nightingale

6,7 2 0
6.608 0
6,687 0
6,637 0

6,6<0 0 0

6.585 0 0
6,570 0 0
6,430 0 0

STRATFORD.—For the erection of a manufactow at

Stratford, Essex. Mr. Edward Monson, jun,, A.K.I.B.Ai, .

architect, Acton :

—

W. H. Siroonds, Reading £4,070 0 0
W. A. Gibbs, Poplar 4,020 0 0

F. T. Chinclien, Kensal Green 4,000 0 0

S. Sabey & Son, Islington-green 3,997 0 0

E. C. Howell & Son, Lambeth 3.760 0 0

W. N. Dabbs, Sfamford-bil! 3,765 0 0
G. Muoday & Son, Savage-gardens... 3,726 0 0
H. Ingram, "WokiDg 3,690 0 0
F. & H. F. Higgs, Loughboro’ June. 3,600 0 0
G. Stephenson, Bishopsgatc-street... 3,587 0 0
F. L. Green, Holborn 3,541 0 0

J. T. Chappell, Pimlico 3,448 0 0

Smith Wilkinson, St. Thomas-road... 3,425 0 0

Mark Gentry, Stamford 3,290 0 0

F. R. Turtle, Northcote-road 3,125 0 0

W, H. Lascelles & Co,, Bunhill-row* 3,088 5 0
J. M. Goodwin, Kilburn 3,085 10 6

* Accepted.

STREATHAM,—For the erection of a new picture-

1

gallery at Park Hill, Streatbam - common, S.W., for

Mr. Henry Tate. Mr. Sidney R. J. Smith, A.R.I.B.A,, 1

architect, 15, York-buildings, Adelphi
With Inner Outer <

Skylight. only, '

Higgs & Hill, South Lambeth-rcad... £H0'i £884

G. Candler, Brixton-hill* 720 635
* Accepted.

SUTTON (Surrey).—For alterations and additions to

Camden House, Sntton. for Mr. 8. Ezekiel. Mr. E.

Douglas Hoylaud, architect, 45, Fenchurch-street, E.C.

Quantities supplied by Mr. T, Marcus Houghton, Imperial 1

Buildings, Lurtgate-cireus, E.C,;—
Hickeabotham £4,725 0 0

Brown 4,590 0 0

Puzey A Lumley 4,165 0 0

Smith 4,158 0 0

Knight A Bennett 4,068 0 0

Page 3,930 0 0

Potter 3,665 0 0

TOTTENHAM. — For works in connexion with the

ridening of Green-lanes, at certain points between the

pariah boundary of Finsbury Park and the Alexandra.

Park Tavern, for the Tottenham Local Board of Health.

Mr. W. A. H. de Pape, engineer:

—

J. Botterill, Finchley £3,811 0 0
Grover A Co., Finsbury 3,080 0 0

Woodham A Fry, Greenwich 2,021 0 0

W. Nichols, Wood Green 1,996 4 3

F. Adams, Kingsland 1,966 9 4
Williamson, Green Lanes 1,723 16 7

Bradshaw A Co,, Tottenham 1,674 14 11

A. Catley, Lloyd-square, W.C 1,622 0 0

J. RendaU, Walthamstow 1,614 2 5

J. Bloomfield, West Green 1,643 15 0

J. Wain, Battersea 1,480 0 0

P.VIGNTON.—For the erection of 1a photographi
shop and dwelling-honse, on the Girslon Estate, Paignton,
for Mr. Rawlings. Mr. S. Wordbiidge, jun.," architect*
No. 210, High-street, Brentford ;—

H. Rabbich (accepted) £604

TOTTENHAM,—For the erection of an engine and

boiler house, chimney-shaft, water-tower, Ac., at the

Longwater Pumping Station, for the Tottenham Local

Board of Health. Mr. W. A. H. de Pape, engineer:

—

C. Dickinson, Loughboro' Junction £l,5-i9 15 9

Hy. Hilton A Son, Birmingham 4,131 0 0

Goo. Bell, Tottenham -1,660 6 0

C. 'Wall, Chelsea 4,015 0 0

J. Robson, Suaresbrook 3,904 17 9

"Wilkinson, Finsbury Park 3,875 0 0

P. Hart, West Green 3,858 19 9

NOW READY, p. W. lillYNOIsDS & CO.’S

ARCHITECTS’ ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE
Of Contractors and Builders’ Hardware, comprisiug’ Kitclieners, Ilanges, Tiled and otter Stoves, Chimney-pieces, Tiles,

Locks. Brass-foundry, Ironmongery, Sanitary Goods, &c., &c.
160 pages, and containing over 600 Illustrations. A copy sent posWree on receipt of Trade Card.

r lA/ RrVIVfni RQ SL nn wholesale and lilxporfc
r. fl. nLIlVULUO OC UU. Hardware Merchants.

J—. WII I I ^ ^ Wl i IV.'.-iw .1^ • — •

73, SOUTHWARK ST., LONDON, S.E.
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The Proposed Nicaragua Canal.

F late years so much
attention has been

paid to the progress

of the Panama
Canal that the con-

sideration of the

rival scheme, the

subject of this

article, has been

comparatively
jieglected. The United States Government

lave from time to time caused official surveys

io be made across Nicaragua with the view of

ponstructing a canal from the Caribbean Sea

to the Pacific Ocean through that country, and

ffe will now endeavour to describe the results

iichieved.

I The general direction taken by all the

Purveys is from Greytown on the Caribbean

Sea to Brito on the Pacific side, taking

Advantage of the Rio San Juan, Lake Nica-

pagua, one or two minor streams, and the Rio

Grande. They vary considerably, however, as

to the methods of constructing the canal, as

well as in important details of the line of

route. Every scheme comprbing the main con-

struction must necessarily have Lake Nicaragua

as a summit level of the canal, whilst the Rio

San Juan being the outlet of the lake (on the

eastern side) must also be largely utilised.

The lake is about ninety miles long and from

thirty-five to forty-five miles wide, and in the

irainy season of 1878 its surface attained an

elevation of 110 ft. above the mean level of

the sea, which is no doubt a fair maximum.

From this it will be seen that a canal without

docks is impracticable. The chief points to be

dittended to, then, are how to convert the Rio San

Juan into an arm of the lake in such a direc-

tion as to obtain the smallest number of locks,

with as little expense, and in as short a distance

as possible, on the one side
;
and as to which

•of the valleys is to be taken in conjunction

with the Rio Grande, with the same objects, on

<the other.

Col. 0. W. Childs, a well-known American

engineer, in 1850-51, made the first careful

instrumental survey for a canal along this

route for the “ American Atlantic and Pacific

.Ship Canal Company.”

In 1872-73 Commander E. P. Lull, U.S.N.,

•made a more extended survey, and he proposed

that the canal should be made from Greytowa,

through some small lagoons and hills, joining

•the San Juan at the junction of that river with

•the San Juanillo, as indicated by dotted lines

on the plan (see next page), and along the

valley to Lake Nicaragua, thence across the

lake joining the Pacific by means of the

valleys of the Rio del Jledio and Rio Grande,

to Brito. The total distance of the route

would be 180'76 miles, of which Gl'7 miles

would have to be cut. It was proposed to

work the canal by means of twenty-one locks

with four dams, the length of the summit level

being 102 miles, and the estimated cost of the

whole 52,577,718 dols.

In 1880 the United States sent another

expedition, under Mr. A. G. Menocal, civil

engineer, U.S.N., with a view to further

examine the ground on the western section

from Lake Nicaragua to Brito. The survey of

1872-73, as wo have seen, proposed to make

the canal by way of the Rio del Medio and

Rio Grande. At the same time it was per-

fectly well known that the Rio Grande could

be approached from the lake up the Rio

Lajas. No matter which of these two streams

were utilised, the position of the nearest lock

to the lake, or, in other words, the westernmost

extension of the summit level of the canal,

would be identical. The deepest cuttings

required to reach this point are, by the Lajas

route, 43 ft. 9 in.
;
by the del Medio, 134 ft. ;

the length of the respective routes being

17-27 miles and 16-33 miles. The estimated

cost of the latter route, however, exceeded

that of the former by several millions of

dollars
;

but after mature consideration,

and by reason of better natural surface

drainage (so essential to the stability of a work

of this kind, built in a country subject to a

large rainfall), the Rio del Medio route was

favoured by the surveyors. On this line no

watercourse of considerable size would be

taken into the canal, and as its watershed is so

small, no fears were entertained of damage

from freshets. On the Lajas route the con-

ditions were dissimilar. The Rio Grande,

which is a mountain stream of extensive and

rapidly- inclined watershed and precipitous

channel, approaches the canal from the south-

east, and turning to the north-east passes

through a narrow valley of a width but little

greater than that required for the canal. The

channel of the river has an average width of

60 ft., and a depth of from 15 ft. to 20 ft.

Col. Childs proposed to receive this stream

into the canal by a waste-weir, and he esti-

mated its maximum flow at 5,670 cubic feet

per second. Mr. Menocal, in the course of

his examination of this district, however,

shows that the maximum flow may be as great

as 10,000 cubic feet per second
;
whilst it is

clear that so large a volume of water could not

be received into the canal, at a time when

least needed as a feeder, even under the most

favourable conditions of flow, without danger

to navigation, and to the stability of the works.

This was the greatest objection to the Lajas

route, and for the time it was deemed almost

insuperable.

The principal object of Mr. Menocal’s

survey was for the special purpose of ascer-

taining the practicability of turning the Rio

Grande into the Lake, thereby leaving the

narrow valley now occupied by its channel

across the divide, free for the construction of

the canal. This was shown to be quite possible

by making a dam across the river and cutting

an artificial channel for it into the basin of the

Lajas, as shown on the plan. Furthermore,

this survey showed the expediency of cuttingan

artificial channel near the mouth of the Lajas

in such a position as to cause the waters of that

river to enter the lake about one mile south of

its present mouth, thus leaving its bed at this

point free for the canal.

The head-waters of the Rio Grande having

been disposed of, it is evident that provision

mu.'it be made for its tributaries. Of these, it

is proposed to receive the Espinal (just above

the highest lock) into the canal by means of a

waste-weir. The other streams would be

allowed to empty themselves as at present into

the main channel, but in some cases where it

seems advisable the canal would cut across

sharp curves of the river, and artificial channels

would then have to be made to accommodate it.

It is proposed to pass some small brooks from

the northward under the canal to the river.

Seven waste weirs are to be constructed at

suitable points for the discharge of surplus

water. The survey of 1872-73 proposed

to overcome the ditlerence of level between

the lake and low tide at Brito by milking

eleven locks
;

whilst that of Mr. Menocal

provides only four locks, as will be seen

on the plan. The lifts proposed are as

follows :—For lock No. 7, a variable lift of

from 24-2 ft. to 3318 ft, depending on the

state of the tide ;
for No. 6, 29-7 ft ; for

No. 5, 29-7 ft.
;
for No. 4, 26 4 ft The esti-

mated cost of the work, following out Mr.

Menocal’s scheme, is much less than that by

way of the Rio del Medio. The survey of

1880 in the main confirmed that of 1872-73

in regard to harbours at either end of the

canal, about which there seems to be no serious

difficulty.

In 1885 Mr. Menocal was ordered to make

another survey, the operations of which were

to be confined to the re-location of the eastern

section of the canal. Two important modi-

fications of the location of the 1872-73 survey

were contemplated, either of which would, if

found to be practicable, shorten the distance

very materially, simplify the engineering

problem by the elimination of sharp curves

and by a reduction of the watershed that had

to be provided for by the old location, and

diminish the cost considerably.

One of these changes consisted in the con-

struction of a dam just below the confluence
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At length, a suitable way was found across

the divide, and the line advanced over it

and down the precipitous eastern slope, where
a river valley fortunately was found trending
for some distance in the direction of Greytown.
The elevation of the divide between the western
and eastern flowing waters is 280 ft., but as
it was found impossible to plan the canal
so as to conform to all the turns of the valley,
the proposed line cuts several spurs which rise
a number of feet above this height. The
amount of blasting and excavation required at
this point is very considerable, and forms the
most expensive item in the estimates

;

7,760,312 cubic yards of solid rock must be
excavated, the cost of which is estimated at
11, 640,-468 dollars.

On the eastern slope of the divide, it will be
necessary to have a lock (No. 3 on plan). This
is the highest lock proposed by the scheme
on going from the lake towards Greytown

;

the summit level of the canal, therefore, is to be
preserved from lock No. 4 on the western
section to lock No. 3 on the eastern, a distance
of ] 44'8 miles. In order to maintain this level,
however, several considerable works have to be
executed, the three most important of which
are

: (1) the construction of a dam across the
San Juan, so as to raise its waters to the
required height

; (2) the cutting through the
hills which divide the San Juan from the head
of the valley of the San Francisco

;
and (3)

the erection of an embankment across the San
Francisco between the place where that stream
receives its main tributary and the San Juan.
The site of the dam was fixed at a suitable

spot sixty-four miles from the lake (as shown
on plan) between two opposite steep and rocky

[Oct. 1, 1887.

to insure its safe navigation at night. With:
ample water power at several points this cana
be done with but little expense. In 22-37 miles i

or 57 per cent, of the canal in excavation the!
prism is large enough for vessels in transit to 1

pass each other; the remaining distance ini
which large vessels cannot conveniently pass s

is so divided that the longest is only 3-67 miles e

in length. The daily water supply is much:
in excess of that actually required for working:
the canal. A railroad will be constructed:
from Greytown to the dam across the Fio San »:

Juan, and between the Lake and Brito.

The estimated cost of the whole is i

64,036,197 dollars, which includes 25 per cent. I

for contingencies and many minor expenses :

which we have not alluded to. The estimates ?

of the survey of 1872-73 calculated on the n

same basis and deducted shows a diflerence in i

favour of the location of 1885 of 16,921,98^ ‘

dollars.

The accompanying diagrams represent the i

designs for the taU-gate of Lock No. 3 of the <

proposed Nicaragua Ship Canal following out

"

the scheme of Mr. A. C. Menocal in his Report i

of the 1885 survey, At first he intended to :

recommend iron sliding gates for all the lockaj^i

but for the one in question which, as we have (

seen, is proposed to have a life of 53ft., such gates i

would not answer. The tail-gate of this lock, :

with a total height of 88 ft., of which 58 ft.

would project out of the water when the lock
is empty, required additional provision to ;

counteract possible wind pressure and guide it \

safely across the chamber. Some difiiculty was •

experienced in settling this point, but eventu- •

ally Mr. R. E. Peary, Mr. Menocal’s principal '

assistant in the survey, suggested a rolling i

of the San Juan and Sarapiqui, by w'hich 22|
addition.al miles of the San Juan could be
made navigable, and the actual canal excava-
tion from the dam to Greytown reduced to

about 21 miles through a comparatively level

country. Col. Childs had proposed to raise

the waters of the river about l4 ft. by the
construction of a dam at that point

; and later,

in 1879, M. Blanchett, an enthusiastic French-
man, had proposed to convert the river above
that point into an extension of the lake by the
construction of a dam, 74 ft. high, at the
same place.

The other proposed change consisted in

taking a line from Greytown direct to the
valley of the river San Francisco, and through
this valley to the San Juan, instead of joining
that river near its confluence with the San
Juanillo. The alteration would, of course,
necessitate cutting through the divide between
the valleys of the San Juanillo and San
Francisco.

The first-mentioned project failed
;
for a hill

on the right hank of the San Juan, which at
first seemed favourable enough, was shown to
be surrounded by swarap.s, and not connected
with a continuous range into the interior

;

whilst on ascending the Sarapiqui for 10 miles
no high land was found on either side. It
was, therefore, discovered that to raise the
water of the San Juan by a dam at that point,
as had been so often proposed, was impossible.
The second project fared much better. A

systematic survey was carried up the Rio
San Francisco and its tributaries leading
Ciistwards, with a view to finding the easiest
pa.«s across the divide. About three mites
from the San Juan that river divides into two

branches
: the main stream takes a north-

westerly direction through a broad and com-
valley coufiued by two ranges

elevation of the river being about
60 tt. above the sea, having a mean width of
about 50 ft. between its clay banks, and a
flow in the dry season of not more than 100
cubic feet per second. The other branch, or
tributary, runs in an easterly direction through
a wide level valley, and iu its course receives
two or three small creeks. A great deal of
attention was paid to this district. It was
previously entirely unknown, even to natives,
iluch of the work was carried on in wet
swamps, where travelling was fatiguing in the
extreme, officers and men being compelled, in
many instances, to go over long distances
buried to the waist in mud and water, with
a very uncertain bottom to stand upon At
the summit of some of the elevations, high
trees were climbed, in order to obtain a
\uew of the country and make sketches of
the high ranges surrounding the valley, and
in Mr. I\Ienocal’s report he states that this
method of obtaining information as to the
topography saved much labour, and contri-
buted in a great measure to tlie favourable
results accomplished by the party. He sugae,st3
tint m making an extensive and detailed topo-
graphical survey of that region, where the
engineer can only jiscertain what lies 10 ft
ahead of him by cuttiog his way through the
dense vegetation, the construction of towers of
observation on several prominent noints, and
perhaps reconimissance.s by balloon: would be
the meens of obtuiniiig readily, and at com-
paratively small expense, information whichwould require, by the system he was com-

moltt,
for want of other means, many

month.s of arduous labour.
i

hills, extending on either side to the mountains
in the interior. The dam is proposed to be
52 ft. in height, and it will convert the upper
valley of the San Juan and that of the San
Carlo.? (a tributary) into an extension of Lake
Nicaragua. The valleys of the San Francisco
and its chief tributary will also be filled with
water, as the hills above alluded to can easily
be cut through, and it will be equally practi-
cable to construct the embankment across the
San Francisco. The last-mentioned work is

proposed to be 6,500 ft. long on the crest, and
51 ft. maximum depth. It having been shown
to be possible to extend the summit of the
canal to Lock No. 3, the only remaining diffi-

culty is to get rid of the drop to the tide level
of the Caribbean Sea. This, Mr. Menocal says,
can be done by making three locks, as shown.
The drops of these are as follows: — For
26 ft. From Lock No. 1 to Greytown the
Lock No. 3, 53 ft.

;
for No. 2, 27 ft.

;
for No. 1,

canal would pass across the flat basin of the
San Juanillo, cutting that stream in several
places, and the swamps of the lagoon region.
An artificial channel must be cut, south of the
canal, to divert the San Juanillo, and another,
nortli of it, to give the Benard lagoon and its

tributaries an independent outlet to the sea.

We have now traced the route as proposed
by hlr. Menocal from the Pacific to the
Atlantic. Its total length is 169-8 miles, of
which 38-98 miles are to be excavated canal and
130-82 miles navigation by Lake Nicaragua,
the Rio San Juan, and the basin of the Rio San
Francisco

;
and there are to be seven locks. The

time required for a vessel to pass through from
Greytown to Brito is estimated at thirty hours.
The mininmiu radius of canal curves is 4,000 ft.

Provision has been made for illuminating the
route by electricity, wherever necessary, so as

gate which seems to fulfil the requirements (

+ - ^
the case.

In describing this Mr. Menocal says that
the principal device consists of a rolling or
tumbling gate

;
a lateral recess in one side of

the lock-chamber into which the gate retreats
when opened

; rails upon which the gate
travels

;
a car spanning the recess and travel-

ling backwards and forwards upon a track laid
on the top of the lock

; and a rod strut, or
pivoted truss, connecting the car with the
gate. In shape, the gate may be described as a
rectangular upper portion resting on a curved
lower portion, the inner or rear part of this

curve being a quadrant of a circle of suck
radius that the length of the arc of the-

quadrant is equal to the width of the lock,
so that the travel of the gate in rolling through
90° will carry it entirely within the gate recess.
The lower part of the gate, to a point 1 ft. or
2 ft. above the lower water-level, and the inner
or rear side of the gate will be built, as a water-
tight compartment, to contain a shifting water
ballast

; the remainder of the gate being open,
trusses, plated on the down-stream side

;
the

centre of gravity being kept by this means
near the centre of the arc on which the gate
rolls, and the balance more perfectly main-
tained. The gate travels preferably on rails

raised above the floor of the lock in order to

prevent any accumulation of foreign materials
upon their surfaces.

Flanges upon the curved bottom of the
gate_ prevent any lateral movement, and any
possibility of slipping backward or forward
during manceuvriiig is precluded by four
chains, each equal in length to the arc of the
rolling quadrant, arranged in pairs, one pair
being attached at one end to the gate

I at the upper extremity of the quadrant (thes
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PLAN
(GATE. OPEN)

Rolling Lock Gate for Proposed Nicaragua Canal.
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gate being closed and erect), and at the other

end to the bottom of the lock directly under
the lower extremity of the rolling quadrant.
The other pair is placed in the reverse direc-

tion, and both pairs are so arranged that one
unwinds at the same rate that the other is

w'ound up when the gate is in motion.

The action of the connecting-rod or truss

will be seen from the diagrams. It is attached

to the car, which is a rigid rectangular frame,
spanning the gate recess, and supported on
trucks travelling on two rails placed at right

angles to the axis of the lock, one on each side

of the gate recess. Motion is given to this

car by a compressed air or hydraulic engine
situated on the car, which drives a shaft bear-

ing two drums, and each of these drums carry-

ing several turns of a fixed cable. The gate
and car are worked backward and forward by
simply reversing tlie motion of the drums.
One of the most novel poi*Qts in the gate

is that the displacement of the lower water-
tight compartment, when the gate is bearing
on the rails, will always be largely in excess of
the weight of the gate

;
therefore it is necessary

to admit water, and it will be seen that the
amount of it may be so regulated that the
gate shall exert a pressure of 5 or 50 tons on
the rails, or shall just touch them without
exerting any pressure at all

;
in other words

the gate may be adjusted to any weight. It

may be worked, therefore, with the expendi-
ture of hut little more power than is necessary
to give it motion. The minor details of the
diagrams will sufficiently explain themselves.

In Mr. MenocaVs estimate of the cost of the
canal he has simply provided sliding gates for

the other locks, though eventually the rolling

gate may be universally adopted.

NOTES.

H ite verdict of manslaughter against

the engine-driver of the train which
caused the Hexthorpe disaster was
a foregone conclusion for every

one who could understand the meaning of
the evidence. But it shows astonishing
blindness and want of perception on the
part of the coroner and jury, that they
should have entirely passed over, as a
matter not worth comment, the conduct
of the Railway Company in taking off the
safeguard of the usual “ block " working
on the very kind of occasion when such a
safeguard is above all needed. We have com-
mented strongly on this in a previous number,
and we are glad to see that since then the
Timas has also done so in a leading article on the
catastrophe. The engine-driver was the person
directly culpable, no doubt, as if he had obeyed
his orders the accident would not have hap-
pened

;
but a railway company which alters the

whole system of working the traffic at the very
moment of danger, and takes off the attention
of its drivers from the usual system of signals
to a temporary and much inferior system (for

flags held on the road level are much more
easily missed than signals on the ordinary
elevated post, — which the driver, besides,
knows where to look for), cannot escape the
verdict of heavy moral responsibility, and
it appears

_

to us to be a matter for
legislative interference. A characteristic in-
cident of the inquiry,—what might be called
an amusing incident if the occasion had been
a less serious one,—was the benevolent speech
of the Chairman of the Manchester, Sheffield,
and Lincolnshire Railway, Sir E. Watkin, who
graciously consoled the relatives of the unfor-
tunate victims with an assurance that his
Company did not intend to contest any claims
for compensation, well knowing that his Com-
pany had not the shadow of a case for con-
testing them.

K REPORT has just appeared on the condi-
tion of the working classes which cannot

fail to oft'er much that is interesting, as all

information about them must be, although, at
the same time, it is rather negative in its
character, and, what is worse, not altogether
reliable in what it tells us. The main I

object of the Report appears to be directed

-

towards the distress which was said to prevail
about the time that there was such an outcry
last year, and as one parish was as good as

another for the purpose, four different indus-
trial districts in London were chosen, contain-
ing about 200,000 population. Of course, the
whole of these people were not applied to, and
out of the rest a good many failed to furnish
the necessary information. Altogether, about
29,500 were amenable to being questioned.
Of these, 7.3 per cent, were or had been
generally in work, and 27 per cent, out of
work, the greater part of them being dock
labourers. These latter, indeed, have been worse
oft' than any class of workmen since October 31
last year, when the inquiry was commenced.
In the building trade, some of the items look
rather formidable, the total of the unemployed
dock labourers being 89 per cent., masons and
bricklayers 79, painters and glaziers 72.
cabinetmakers and turners 61, carpenters and
joiners, and blacksmiths and coppersmiths, 29
per cent. Dr. Ogle, of the Census Office, states
that there is a marked tendency in many of
the answers, especially in the poorer classes, to

over-estimate the expenses and under-estimate
the resources.

^‘'HE ISIetropoIitan Board of Works re-
L assembles this week, after the recess.

The arimda paper contains a great many items,
but only two or three of them are of general
interest. Among the communications to be
received is a letter from the Strand District
Board of Works “ expressing a hope that the
Board will not permit any building to be
erected on any part of the open space at the
Piccadilly end of Shaftesbury Avenue.” We
have already expressed our hope that nothing
of the kind will be permitted. After this hit
of common sense from the Strand District
Board of Works it is the more unpleasant
to read the next item on the agenda
paper, which refers to a “ memorial from
residents and ratepayers of St. Mary-le-
Strand, asking the [Metropolitan] Board to
take into consideration the necessity for
widening a portion of the Strand by the
removal of the Church of St. M.ary - le -

Strand.” It is but just to the Strand Dis-
trict Board of Works to say that the parish
of St. Mary-le-Strand is only one of three
parishes represented by the District Board,
whose collective wisdom will, we trust, out-
weigh the proposals of the “residents and
ratepayers” of St. Mary - le - Strand. We
should like to see their names. To refer to
another item on the age7ida, not very pleasant
reading to the majority of the Board must be
the “ letters from, the Vestries of Kensington,
Camberwell, Shoreditch, Clerkenwell, Pad-
dington, Hammersmith, and Fulham, and the
St. Saviour’s, St. Clave’s, and Holborn Dis-
trict Boards, in favour of the appointment
of a Royal Commission to inquire into the
Board’s past and present system of dealing
with surplus lands, &c.” We cannot help
thinking that the Board would have gained in
public opinion if it had consented to the
appointment of the proposed Royal Commis-
sion a few months ago. To appoint a com-
mittee of its own body, as it did, is very much
as if it said, “ Let us inquire into and report
upon our o^vn conduct.” We make the fore-
going excerpts from the agenda, and supple-
ment them by a running commentary, in
full remembrance of the indignation ex-
pressed by a member of the Board at
what he was pleased to term the “ mon-
strous ” conduct of “ a paper published
on Friday morning” (which answers to our
description) commenting, in paragraphs and
articles “ which must necessarily have been
written the day before,” on the proceedings of
the Board ! Does not the member in ques-
tion know that the agenda for the Board’s
meeting on Friday is always sent to the editors
of the London papers on Wednesday ? For
what purpose is it sent, if not for the public
information ? Does not the honourable mem-
ber know that an even more august body than
the Metropolitan Board of Works, viz., the
House of Commons, issues its “ Orders of the
Day,” “ Votes,” &c., in advance of its sittings ?

And did he never read articles in the daily
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papers based upon those documents, or fore*
casting the result of a debate or a division ?

T)ROFESSOR CORFIELD, in a letter to thei
-L Times of the 26th, explains that at the con-;

ference of Medical Officers of Health he did
not say, as reported, that “there was not ai

medical officer present who was not better able
to certify (as to the sanitary condition of

bouses than any half-dozen members of the.

Institutes of Civil Engineers or Architects,”
hut that, with the exception of some half-i

dozen engineers who have paid special attention^

to the sanitation of houses, any properly-
qualified medical officer of health was better
able to give an opinion as to the sanitary con-

dition of a bouse, even as regards its drainage:

arrangements, than any number of civil

engineers. Professor Corfield is good enough
to make some exception in his remarks as

regards architects, and to admit that they are

becoming “ alive to the importance of con-

structing houses that are fit to live in.” This

is very kind of him, but we must still take

exception to the view that medical officers

are always and all round better judges of .such

a matter than an architect or engineer. The
medical officer knows in what hygienic state

he wishes the building to be, but he is by no
means necessarily an equally good judge of the

efficiency of the mechanical aids provided to

regulate draining and ventilation. Many a

specious-looking patent contrivance is brought
forward, with all kinds of promises as to what
it will do, which to any man of mechanical
knowledge shows its inherent weakness at

once
;
and on such a point an engineer or an

architect is unquestionably a better judge
than a man who has had medical training

only.

A REPORT has been drawn up by Mr.
Strachan, the able Surveyor to the Chelsea

Vestry, ou the question of dust collection, and
has been printed and circulated, as touching on
a matter of public interest. It appears that, in

consequence of a number of complaints from
inhabitants of Keusal Town about the non-

removal of dust, the dust contractor had a

special order to clear the dust on certain days
from every house in the district, and men were
put to check the work done. This supervision

disclosed, in the first place, the fact that the

contractor had omitted calling at 632 out of a

total of 3,180 houses. But the returns of this

and of a further and more vigorous collectioi^

when it was proved that every house was
called on for its dust, disclosed the fact that

for 359 householders who allowed the dust to

be removed, no less than 2,549 refused; in

round numbers, one in eight saw no necessity

for a weekly removal of dust. The answer in

many cases was that the dust-bin was “ not

full yet.” The Surveyor proposes that in these

circumstances an effort should be made to

abolish the brick dust-bin, holding about a cubic

yard, and to have zinc covered pails sub-

stituted, of such a size as will hold the dust

for one week only. The frequent removal

would be a necessity then, and the emptying
of the zinc pail itself into the cart, instead of

carrying out the refuse in separate baskets,

would be a much more cleanly method, and
give less chance of the scattering and leaving

about of unwholesome matter in the process

of removal. Mr. Strachan adds the following

recommendation :

—

“That a few persons be proceeded against before

the magistrate for refo.sing to allow the dust to be

removed. By Sec. 12t) of the Metropolis Manage-
ment Act, 1855, a penalty not exceeding 5L is

m.ado the liability of every occupier who refuses or

does not permit the dust to be removed from his

premises when the dustmen call. The intention of

this section was to prevent the householder dis-

posing of his dust to any other than the pn per dust-

man, for it had a monetary value in those days.

The section, however, is yet in force, and it can be

applied to-day to the higher purpose of cetnpelling

the removal of the dost for sanitary, if not for

monetary, considerations."

“ Is that the law ? ” as Shylock says. If so,

we hope it may be put in force without delay,

for the good of the subject, in all quarters of

London, The oddest point about the matter

is that seven persons out of eight, in a whole
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larish, should be so foolish as apparently
Imost to resent the offer to remove from their

lOuses rubbish which is not only a nuisance,

•ut the keeping of which may be even
(angcrous to their own health, as well as that

f their neighbours.

mn SAUL SAMUEL, Agent-General for

J New South 'Wales, has just purchased, for

he State House Museum, in Sydney, some
nteresting and authentic relics of Captain
‘look's voyage in the Eiideaimir. Cook gave
‘hese to Sir Joseph Banks, who bequeathed
hem to Dr. Robert Brown. The latter stored

hem in his Museum, No. 17, Dean-street,

5oho, at the rear of, and attached to, Banks’s
lesidence in Soho-square. Having lain for-

.[otten during many years in a closed-up cup-
board, they were discovered in 1859 by Mr.
/ohn Calvert, a subsequent occupant, who
,)Ought them, together with other articles

i.8S0ciated with Captain Cook and with
iBanks’s domicile here. The house of Sir

loseph Banks, in Soho-s({uare, is No. 32
formerly No. 30), and now the Hospital for

Diseases of the Heart. Subsequently to his

leath here, on the 19th of August, 1820, it was
liccupied until 1855 by the Linn.'ean Society,

ibunded in 1788, who removed hither from
iJerrard-street, Soho. Banks and Dr. Solander,
I pupil of Linnmus, were appointed naturalists

lO the exploring expedition under Lieutenant
fames Cook’s command, which sailed in the
’iJudeavoitry 370 tons, from Plymouth Sound
'1708), to make discoveries in the Pacific and
ijouth Seas, and to observe the transit of Venus
it Otaheite on June 3rd of the following year,

rbe books and herbarium of Linnreus were
offered to Banks for 1,000^ They were pur-
bhased by Sir John Smith in 1784, at a slight

idvance beyond that sum, on Banks saying
lie could not afford to seize so golden an oppor-
unity. Banks devised this house to the
Linna'an Society. Herein he used to give
lis week-day breakfasts and Sunday evening
••onversazioyii to the Fellows of the Royal
Society, whereof he was elected President in

1777, in succession to Sir John Pringle. The
aame of Banks does not occur in the list of

lubscribers to “ A Voyage to the Pacific

Ocean,” 1776-80, by Cook and King, edit.

1784
;
and is not mentioned in that work,

riie “ Mrs. Cook, Mile End-road,” is the
Captain’s widow, then an inmate of the
Frinity Almshouses there.

[
N the course of the construction of a drain
at Rome, from the Piazza della Carrette to

che Flavian Amphitheatre, the workmen have
discovered two large fragments of a tine marble
frieze which is thought to represent a Giganto-
jnEichia. The two slabs are published in

[phototype in the last number of the Bulletino
della Commissione Archmologica Communah
^xv. 8), with an explanatory article by Signor
D. L. Visconti. The frieze is undoubtedly of
?reat interest, and of the finest Grmco-Roman
ityle, dating probably about the time of
Augustus, but we venture to doubt if it repre-
sents a Gigantomachia. Since the Pergamene
axcavations there has been a general tendency
bo find Gigantomachias everywhere. One of
the persons represented is a charming figure of
Artemis in short chiton and high boots

;
she

is just in the act of drawing an arrow from her
‘:iuiver, and the whole pose is closely analogous
bo that of the “Diana of Versailles,” with
this peculiarity that the new Artemis is

winged. Near her stands a fully-draped
matronly figure, with the head veiled.
Signor Visconti calls her Gaia, the Earth
Mother

;
but her attitude of complete repose

is utterly at variance with the regular tradition

of the Gaia of the Gigantomachia, who is

uniformly represented as a turbulent and
igonised suppliant. At the right side of the
first fragment the lower part of a figure re-

mains, and a hand holding a mallet, with
which he seems to be cutting at a tree, behind
two figures, with torches and excited drapery,
svidently Furies or Mxnads. We can ofl'er

ao satisfactory solution to the problem

;

but Signor Visconti’s explanation seems to
.IS not only improbable, but impossible. In-

1

luenced by his own theory as to the Giganto-
[

machia, Signor Visconti is inclined to think
that the frieze formed part of the elevation of
the Temple of Terra, the Earth, founded by
the Consul Publius Sempronius, during the
war against the Piceni (A.U.C. 484), rebuilt
under the auspices of Cicero, 697, and probably
again restored by Augustus. Here, again,
though the supposition is interesting, anything
like proof is wholly wanting.

TN clearing the ground for the new Post-office
-L buildings at Aldersgate it is to be hoped
that some efforts will be made to examine, if

not, indeed, to preserve, a notable relic of the
old London "Wall. That structure now stands
as the southern boundary of the disused burial-

grounds of St. Botolph Without, Alderegate,
and Christ Church, Newgate, which have lately

been opened for public recreation. This wall
is a portion of the length,—Stow gives its

,

measure as 66 perches, — that lay between
Aldersgate and Newgate. It is unquestion-
ably a piece of the City wall. But we cannot
agree with the Times, which says in a recent
article upon “ Roman London,” that “the line

of the City wall was, so far as is known, never
changed from the time of its first erection.” For
the original City wall lay entirely within a
later line of defence. Long before London
received the honourable style of “Augusta” a
strong rampart had been placed around the

Arx or Trctoriuvi which the Romans had
planted on the left bank of the Wall brook

;

and which had Lang bourne to the north and
Dowgate and Billingsgate at its southern
angles, west and east respectively. This too,

be it observed, at a time when the river’s

northern shore lay further inland than at pre-

sent. Whether that fortified settlement formed
the principal Roman station is open to discus-

sion, since Ptolemy has placed London in the
territory of the Cantii, that is, on the southern
shore of the Thames. But numerous dis-

coveries tend to show that extensive suburbs
had surrounded the citadel by the time of

Constantine, and, teste Sir William Tite, the

later and quite encompassing w.all was built

during the period 350-369 A.D. Constan-
tius II. and Julian the Apostate wore
Emperors of Rome in that interval. Circum-
scribing an area rather less than the 390 acres

of Hyde Park, the length of this City wall is

variously computed by divers authorities. The
return southwards to Mountfitchet (at Black-

friars) from an angle by the present infirmary

of Christ Hospital, may be accounted for by
the circumstance that here extended the Fleet’s

steep bluff, along whose elevation the wall was
carried. Again, in terms of Edward I.’s

charter ad hoc to the Black Friars, it was
enlarged so as to include the precincts of their

Dominican monastery in its south-western

limits. A re-entrant angle was made at the

present corner of Little Bridge-street and St.

Martin’s-court, Ludgate, where, until lately, a

portion of the re-constructed wall, east and
west, remained above ground.

T the last session of the Berlin Archteological

Society Dr. Furtwiingler read a paper

which should be widely useful to all amateur
collectors of antiquities as well as to the pro-

fessional archreologist. He dealt with the

unhappily now widespread fraudulent terra

cottas from Asia Minor. With the exception

of gems there is, perhaps, no class of antiquities

as to which deception is so easy. A certain

modernness of style even in the originals

makes falsification comparatively easy. Unless,

however, the impostor is a well - trained

archmologist,—a combination happily rare,

—

he is sure to blunder in the minutine of

style, and he is apt to introduce motives

which do not appear actually until the

time of Renaissance work. Such motives

Dr. Furtwiingler classifies. They principally

occur in schemes of drapery, the shape and
decoration of armour and utensils. Further,

there is another pitfall open to the unwary
manufacturer. He sometimes introduces

motives which he knows to be antique, but

which from other sources it is ascertained

were out of fashion at the time, c.g., Charon
I and bis boat, a motive which had disappeared

[

by the date of the originals. Dr. Furtwiingler’s

Jong and exhaustive study of terra cottas in

connexion with the Sabouroff collection make
his opinion of great weight. A report of the

paper appears in the Berlin WochcnschHft.

CONJECTURE is still busy with the

restoration of the Hermes of Praxiteles ;

indeed, it is a problem of which, till some
lucky discovery settles the question, archae-

ologists are not likely to weary. Flasch, in

his article on Olympia in Baumeister’s last

issue of the Denhnuiler des Klassischen Alter-

thians, maintains that Hermes is conceived of

as cupbearer to the infant god. As such he
holds a rhytoD, and the little Dionysos a
“ phiale.” The rhyton is natural enough, but
the motive of the baby god holding the

“phiale” is too formal to be acceptable. "We are

glad to learn (from the Berliner Bhilologische

Wochenschrift, 1887, 38), that Professor

MilchoeJfer, while he brings his high authority

to support the rhyton, disallows the “ phiale.”

Hermes, he thinks, holds the rhyton, the little

wine-god leans forward to try and get it, but
Hermes seems to say, “ Not yet

;
not yet.”

There is no pouring out of a libation,—

a

notion utterly inconsistent with the general

conception of the group. A paper by Professor

Milchoeffer, in support of his views, is pro-

mised shortly.

S
OME notable changes have recently been
made in the matter of archieologlcal ap-

pointments. Dr. Ilenzen’s recently-lamented

death left open, perhaps, the most important
and influential archiuological position in

Europe,—the Directorship of the German
Institute in Rome. This is to be filled by Dr.
Petersen. To undertake his new duties, Dr.
Petersen resigns the headship of the German
Institute at Athens. This falls,—and the ap-
pointment must be matter of universal con-
gratulation,—to the eminent architect, Dr.
Ddrpfeld. Last, but for the future of classical

archmology in England all-important, Professor

Percy Gardner leaves the Medal Room of the

British Museum to fill the Professorship of

Arcba3ology in Oxford, a chair reconstituted

since the resignation of Professor Ramsey. There
is great work to be done in Oxford, and there

are, happily, no two opinions as to whether
Professor Gardner is the man to do it.

E fear that Dr. Lee has not done much
good to the cause of economy in Lambeth

by his letters in the Times against the purchase
of land for the proposed "Vauxball Park. We
have no doubt he meant well, but it is pretty

clear that he has been wrong in some of his

facts as to the market value of the land in

question. It must be admitted that the fact

of a member of the Lambeth Vestry being the

owner of the land is, as those in favour of the

purchase admit, “ unfortunate,” and one cannot
but think that there has been something
“.providential,” from a Vestry point of view,

in the idea of a ])ark at Vauxhall being just

now started
;
but it hardly follows that the

purchase of the land and the formation of a
park may not be a benefit to the neighbour-

hood for all that. We imagine it will be so.

The
Richmond and Twickenham Local

Authorities, finding that the Thames
Conservancy Board refuse to admit the justice

of their complaint as to the deplorable con-

dition of the river Thames in their neighbour-
hood, are organising concerted action for the

purpose of promoting a Bill in Parliament for

the construction of the often-discussed lock

and weir. The Lock and Weir Committee of

the Richmond Vestry are now inviting and
receiving ideas and proposals from engineers as

to a structure which will meet these two con-

ditions,—give the inhabitants in this neigh-

bourhood all the water they desire in the river

at low tide, especially duriog summer
;
and

disturb as little as possible the tidal flow of

the river at any period of the year. The
contention of the residents of the Richmond
district is that, although the recent dredging
operations have had the effect of deepening
the centre channel, this draws the water from
the side shallows and leaves long stretches of

muddy banks exposed to view at low tide
; and
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that these operations have, in fact, been

gradually lowering the general level of low

tides to such an extent as to expose the foun-

dations of the railway bridge at Richmond.
Artists now complain that the river element

in the beautiful landscape prospect from Rich-

mond Hill is being destroyed, owing to the

narrowing of the stream brought about, not

only by the dredging operations, but the filling

up of some of the broad reaches, such i\s that

opposite Ham House, with shingle. It is con-

tended that, although all this work is no doubt
favourable to the purposes of navigation, the

question should be brought to an issue whether
the Thames Conservancy Board, in view of

the enormous and yearly increasing number
of persons who use this portion of the

river for purposes of recreation and health,

should be permitted to sacrifice the

interests of this portion of the com-
munity to those of Trade and Commerce.
This is, no doubt, a question to be asked.

All the engineering authorities to whom we
have spoken on the subject are in unison as to

the belief that another weir would be detri-

mental to the tidal portion of the river, by
diminishing the “ demand,” as it is termed, for

water, and lessening the scour, and leading to

the detriment of the navigable channel in the

lower portion of the river
;
and some, at least,

of those who hold this opinion are men of

exceptional experience in river engineering.

We entirely agree, however, in the opinion

that a weir at Richmond would be an immense
boon to that beautiful locality in itself, and
that the beauty of Richmond is getting seriously

deteriorated by the present state of the river
;

and if it can be satisfactorily shown that a

weir can be placed there without injuring the

lower river, no one would be more glad to see

it than we should.

There
is satisfaction in noting that our

capital city is now, whatever defects still

remain, quoted in high (or hygienic) places as

a model of sanitary conditions. At the

Hygienic Congress at Vienna, Herr Pettenkofer,

lecturing on hygienic education and the

necessity of spreading hygienic principles

among all classes of society, largely quoted
English authorities, and in alluding to the

English proverb, “ Cleanliness is next to God-
liness,” remarked that the statistics of the

mortality of London show how hygienic piety

has been rewarded by Heaven. Here is com-
fort and encouragement indeed for apostles

of hygiene, toiling in the narrow way that

leadeth unto life.

LETTER PROM PARIS.

The holiday period in Paris does not take

effect, at all events, at the Champs do Mars,

where the Exhibition works have proceeded
vigoronsly during the last month. The glass

roof of the “ Galeries des Exhibitions Diveraes ”

is just finished, and the great machine gallery

is now being taken in hand. The footings for

the ekewbacks of the immense arch-shaped
girders are being formed, and in a short time
the hnge carves of the wrought-iron principals

will be rising into the air. On the other side

the levelling of the surface of the Champs
de Mars is proceeding, in preparation for the
plantations and ornamental gardens which will

extend up to the terraces of the Palace. M.
Alphand, to whom Paris is indebted for the
creation of its modern promenades, has under-
taken the personal direction of this portion of

the works. The Eiffel Tower proceeds, the four
'iron columns pursuing their parallel course
upwards and growing visibly before the eye.

Eight hundred tons of metal have already been
placed in position. The whole tower will absorb
about C,600 tons, and at the rate at which the
work is going, a height of 75 metres will pro-

bably be reached by the end of the year.

In connexion with the Exhibition, it may be
mentioned that two architects, M. Lahgee and
I'l. Gilbert, are to submit to the Municipal
C'luncil, which has appointed a special com-
mittee to deal with it, plans for an “ H^tel
International ” intended for the delegations
of working men who are expected to come to
Pa-is during the year 1889.
We spoke in onr last of a grand panorama

which M. Alfred Stevens and M. Gervex were
preparing in view of the Exhibition. As a

pendant to this, M. Castcllani, who has made a
speciality of this kind of exhibition, has under-
taken the production of an extremely compli-
cated panorama, which he entitles “ Tout Paris,”

and which will certainly be one of the curiosities

of 1889. It was to M. Castellani that we were
indebted for the curious panorama of the
" Monde Aote-diluvien,” established in the
Jardin d’Acclimatatlon, and which has fallen

a prey to fire. There is also an interesting

restoration of the Bastille in process of con-

struction near the Champ de Mars, in the

Avenue Labourdonnaye, which will include

not only the too-celebrated fortress, but also

the street and the Porte St. Antoine, and
the other contiguous streets, with a faithful

reproduction of the houses, shops, and signs
of the period. This resurrection of a defunct
corner of Paris is being made from authentic
documents, and in a most realistic manner.

For some time public opinion has been excited

by acts of vandalism of the same kind as that

of which Carpeaux' famous group of “ La Danse”
was a victim some fifteen years ago. If it is the
fact that political and religious feeling is the
cause of the injuries done to statues in some
cases, such as the breakages at Luneville
and the hostile manifestations made against

the statue of Voltaire recently erected in the
Jura, one cannot protest too much against acts

which give evidence of a spirit quite at variance
with civilisation. But there is a kind of financial

vandalism which is quite as annoying in its

results, and which has succeeded in spoiling the
new St. Lazare railway station. Considering
the building at the angle of the Rne de
Rome, and seeing the pickaxe employed
in the demolition of the long pile of houses

bordering the Rne St. Lazare, one hoped,
according to the designs of M. Lisch, to see

extending along the street a fine monumental
fagade worthy of the importance of the struc-

ture and of the situation. And what has hap-

pened? The wealthy company of the “ Chemins
de Fer de I’Ouest,” for whom apparently the

a-'sthetic side of things has no interest, while

leaving M. Lisch to build his fagade, has decided

to raise in front of it, along the border of the

street, an immense Terminus Hotel 100 metres
long and 20 metres high, which will completely

mask the station, and present nothing to the eye
but an immense square block of stone. The
idea of a terminus hotel is a very good one in

itself, of course, bat it should have been placed

at the side, not in the front as it is, to destroy

the view of a fine architectural work. It is

much to be hoped that the State or Municipal

Authorities will interfere, in any future case of

the same kind, to prevent such a piece of archi-

tectural spoliation of Paris for a mere question

of £. s. d.

It is now fifty years that we have been
repairing and restoring the Sainte Cbapelle,

and scaffoldings have masked its beauties for

half a century. The limited resources at the

command of the Commission des Monuments
Historiques chiefly account for this unfortunate

delay of the work, the completion of which
even now seems still a long way off. We may
record, however, a vote of 50,000 francs to-

wards it, which will enable M. Boeswilwald to

complete the upper portion before long, when
it is to be hoped the Government will see its

way to further pecuniary sacrifices.

M. Deck, whose appointment as Director of

the establishment at Sfevres we announced
recently, has taken a step which has given

great satisfaction to all the artists and artisans

at work there. Under M. Deck’s predecessor

they were under a rule of military precision

during the whole time they were in the esta-

blishment, which they could only enter or

leave at regulation hours. This annoying
discipline has beeu abolished by the new
Director. ” Piecework ” is re-established, and
the painters and modellers attached to the esta-

blishment enjoy from henceforth the liberty

they have long demanded, and which is in fact

almost necessary to the carrying on of artistic

work
;
and under M. Deck’s rule we may expect

to see Sevres a genuine atelier, and not a mere
‘‘ fabrique.”

The question of the housing of the Opiira

Comique Company is now settled, and in a few
days its members will be installed in the

Theitro des Nations, the house which saw the

first representation of Gounod’s “ Faust.” As
an epilogue to the melancholy tragedy, they are

occupied at the H6tel de Ville about the monu-
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ment to those who perished, which is to be-

erected at Pere La Chaise, over the burial

apace given gratuitously by the Municipality.

In the same well-known cemetery there is also-

to he inaugurated a funeral chapel which M.
Aklrephe, the architect, has been commissioned:
to construct over the tomb of M. Thiers, the
former President of the Republic.

This monument, on which M. Chapu and M-
Mercie have worked, rises by the aide of the-

cemetery chapel, at the summit of the bill

situated opposite the principal entrance of the-

necropolis. It is of rectangular form, built in Re-
naissance style; the fagade 9 metres in length,,

and the height 14 metres. In the centre of the-

principal fagade is an arcade, closed by a bronze
gate, opening between two Corinthian columns
on granite pedestals, and which carry a com-
plete entablatnre and attic. In the centre of
the attic a tablet of green marble bears the
following inscription in gold letters : I’ATBIAM

DiLEXiT : VERiTATE.M COLCIT. In the interior'

four large arches sustain a domical cupola, with

a central window, which gives a dim light at once
to the chapel and the crypt under it, which ia

surrounded by a stone balustrade. Access is

given to the crypt by a staircase of thirty steps.

The cupola is decorated with figures symbolical
of Science, Literature, Eloquence, and History,,

sculptured by M. Mercie on the surfaces of the

four pendentives. At the back of the chapel is

placed a fine group by the same sculptor, repre-

senting ” Thiers repondant a I’appel d’immor-
talite.” This short account will in itself give

some idea of the importance of this funeral

monnmeiit, which, from an artistic point of
view, is undoubtedly the most remarkable thing
in Pere La Chaise.

Besides the new H6tel du Mont do Piete, at

the angle of the Rue de Rennes and the Rue dU'

Regard, and which is to be opened in January*

next, there are several important buildings ia

prospect. There is, first, a new hospital to be
erected in the 19th Arrondissement, and the-

construction of a new Mairic in the 18th,

Arrondissement, in place of the wretched little

house hitherto devoted to the municipal service

of one of the largest districts of Paris. This

latter will undoubtedly be the subject of a
public competition.

The Municipal Council for its part haff

decided, as we have already mentioned, on the
erection of a School of Typography, to be called

the “ Ecole du Livre,” which is to be built

in the 13th Arrondissement, on ground situated'

at the angle of the Boulevard d’ltalie and the
Rue de Gentilly. M. C. Lucas, whose name is

well known to our readers, has been commis-
sioned to prepare plans for this great establish-

ment, the construction of which will offer, oa
account of the slope of the ground, considerable

difficulties. When the plans are completed and
approved by the Prefect of the Seine, they
will be submitted to the Municipal Council^

which baa already created many professional

schools in Paris, such as the ” Ecole d’EbeniB-

terie,” the “Ecole de Serrurerie ” and “ de

Mecanique,” the excellent results of which can-

now be appreciated. It is also announced that

the State proposes to create a Museum of

Oriental Art in which all the Oriental work now
in the Louvre will be collected, along with that

in the Palaces of Compifegne and Fontainebleau-

This new museum ia, however, still only an.

ideal project, and considering the limited

resources of the Ministry of Public Instruction,

it is not easy to predict whether or when it can

be realised.

It may he of some interest to English readers

to give the programme of the course of Instruc-

tion in Architecture which has been laid down
for M. de Baudot, for his new chair at the

Trocadero, the proper locality for which would

be the Ecole des Beaux-Arts.
The coarse, which fills what has hitherto

been a serious gap in the official instrnction

programme, will include three parts —
lat part. Exposition of methods of construc-

tion, employment of materials, building appa-

ratus (appareil), oonstructiom and planning of

buildings, vaulting, carpentry, removal of rain-

water, design of buildings in reference to their

purposes; their artistic expression, their deco-

ration, their proportions ;
drawing and design,

of mouldings
;

sonlpture in its relation to

architecture.

2od part. Restoration of buildings, Expla-

nations of the restorations undertaken under

the auspices of the Commission du Monuments
Historiques since its foundation

;
works re-

quired in underpinning
;

shoring
;
modes and
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t systems of scaffolding
;

general conduct of

;
building oporations.

3rd j)art. Study of the relations between the

. Middle Ages and the Renaissance ;
comparison

I of buildings of these two periods with each

1 other and with the monuments of earlier

\

epochs.
This course has received the complete appro-

I
'bation of the Commission des Monuments

1 Ifistoriques. It will be supplemented by
photographs and drawings, and visits to

I

ibuildings in progress. M. de Baudot proposes

I also, by way of giving a practical turn to this

<Ticw experiment, to organise competitions, the

I

winners of which will have the opportunity of

, "doing work for the Commission and on diocesan

I

buildings.

The “envois” of the students at the Villa

I Medicis, according to the new regulation of the

I
Academio des Beaux-Arte, will be exhibited for

I
«ight days during the latter half of the month

< of October. In the section of architecture M.

I
'Esquio, a four years’ pupil, has sent a restor-

( ation of the villa of Hadrian at Tivoli

;

I M. Redon (third year), a drawing of the actual

I -atate, and a restoration of, the Temple of

,
Concorde; M. d’Espouy (second year), a con-

I
.sidorablo number of water colours, among

I which arc some interesting studies of interior

i
-decoration, as well as some details of the

!
Campo Santo at Pisa; and M. Andre (first

I
year) has sent drawings of the Tomb of

;
Cecilia Metella and of fragments found in the

i
iForum of Trojan. In the commencement of

i
October will be exhibited the forty - five

I designs sent in for the Troyon Competition.

\

The premium is 1,200 francs, and the sue-

I
cessful work becomes the property of the State,

t
The Academio des Beaux Arts baa awarded the

I
Joan Leclairo prize of 1,000 francs to MM.

j
Conin and Marcel Berger, pupils of M. Gaudet.

Among other artistic nows we may mention

I the intended transformation of the Ar&nes do

1 Lut6ce into a public square ; the discovery at

1 Beaumout-sur-Oise, near Paris, of a Gallo-

I fioman cemetery; the opening of an Exhibition

of Ancient and Modem Engravings in the

Galerie Georges Petit, to remain open bill the

end of November; and lastly, the Commission
for tw’O Busts in Marble for the Opera House,

that of Felicien David by M. Steiner, and that

vof Taglioni by Mdme. Lanre Coutan.

The death is announced of an architect of

talent who was little known to the younger
-generation of the present day, but who had a
legitimate reputation at the commencement of

the reign of Louis Philippe,—Daniel Ramee,
who has died at the age of 81. He was much
•occupied for the Monuments Hiatoriques, and to

him wo owe the restoration of the Palais de
Justice of Beauvais, as well as of many carious

ohurches, such as that of Saint Vulfran at

Abbeville, Notre Dame de Noyon, the Church
of St. Riguier, that of Senlis, &c. He was also

a very learned writer, who has left numerous
works, among which we may mention a

general history of architecture, a dictionary of

terms used in architecture (in four languages),

a history of “ Monumens, Ancienset Modernes,”
a monogmph of the Cathedral of Notre Dame
de Noyon, &c., *fec. He was, in every accepta-

tion of the word, a good man and a con-

.scientiouB artist and lover of his art.

P.S.—The departure of the Ministre des

Travaux Publics for England is announced,

accompanied by the Directeur des Chemins-de-
Ter. They are to -visit successively Liverpool,

Glasgow, and Edinburgh, and the London Docks
and the Metropolitan Railway. Tho moving
.cause of the expedition is understood to be the

x^uestion of the Paris Metropolitan Railway,

which must come before the Legislature again

•during the ensuing Session.

Heavy Iiightning —Lord Grimthorpe, d

•propos of lightning conductors, with his cus-

tomary courtesy, writes to the Times of his

opponent’s (also a correspondent to the leading

journal) desire to " display his own smartness,”

and speaks of that opponent’s opinions as

mere nonsense, due to his ignorance.” He
concludes, “If he wants the last word, he is

welcome to it.” Lord Grimthorpe’s last word
.(if really the last) is preferable.

—

Punch.

Bremoval.—Mr. Henry Bassant, parquet

floor manufacturer, has removed from IS, Wells-

mewB, Oxford-street, to new and more oom-

TOodions premises, 89, Charlotte-street, Fitzroy-

«quare, W.

FURTHER NOTES ON THE SANITARY
EXHIBITION AT BOLTON.*

We conclude our notes of the exhibition now
being held at Bolton under the auspices of the

Sanitary Institute of Groat Britain.

Messrs. Capobourne & Co., of tho Cement
Works, West Hartlepool, exhibit (Stall 6) speci-

mens of cement and concrete in their various

applications, and one of Faija’s patent cement-
testing machines. The next Stall (7) is that of

the Bolton Paint Company, Limited, who have
on exhibition some pigments of good colour,

together with dryers, varnishes, brushes, and
painters’ tools generally. The Asbestos Fire-

proof Paint Company (Stall 8) exhibit the

applications of their material ; and some floral

panels, stated to bo executed with it, seem to

show that it is capable of being used in any
colour, so that in skilful and artistic hands the

beet results may be obtained. Tho Buttermero
Green Slate Company, of Keswick (Stall 9),

show a piece of roof covered with their slates,

which arc admirable in texture and colour. At
the next Stall (No. 10) the Ball Hill Fire Clay

Company, Darwon, exhibit some very good
white and coloured enamelled bricks.

Hardie’s furnace for burning town refuse is

shown in model and by drawings on Stall 13.

To describe it in detail would take up more
space than we can here devote to it, but the

inventor claims that by its use the materials to

bo burnt are dried in a close chamber, the

noxious vapours and gases generated being

drawn through the furnace and there consumed,
thus avoiding all nuisance. Mr. llardie’s inven-

tion is well worth examination at the present

time, when increasing difficulties are felt in the

disposal of the refuse of large towns in a

manner at once ecouomical and inoffensive. We
do not pledge ourselves, without further

examination, and without learning the results

of practical trials, that Mr. Ilardie has solved

the problem, but ho has, at any rate, con-

tributed some suggestions towards its solution.

At Stall 14 is exhibited a model of a double

ash-cloeet, submitted by the Scavenging and

Sewage Committee of the Borough of Bolton as

a suitable apparatus for use in Lancashire towns
where there is no water-carriage system of

sewerage, or where water-carriage is only in

partial operation. The model represents what
appears to be a very simple and effective ap-

paratus. At the next stand, Messrs. James
Duckett & Son, of Burnley, exhibit what they call

their patent “ self-acting water-closet,” which is

entirely flushed with waste-water. It is only ap-

plicable to situations on the ground floor or

in the basement, and when it is located on the

ground-floor, the “pan,” which is oval on plan

and vertical in section, is two or three times as

deep as the ordinary hopper, in order, while

keeping the normal height of seat above the

ground-level, to get the trap at a sufficient

depth to be flnabed by tho waste water from

slop-sink and yard. No arrangements are made
for flashing the sides of the deep vertical oval

“pan” which we have described, bnt it could

probably bo cleaned by other means when
necessary. In the arrangement which would be

most often fonnd practicable, the inventor

leads the sink-pipe through the house-wall

and discharges it over a grid which covers

the tilting-box or chamber,
_

which is in

stoneware. Inside this tilting-box is the

tilting-tank, a scoop-shaped vessel, also of

stoneware, nicely poised on brass or gun-metal

trunnions so as to tilt and discharge its con-

tents when full, and to immediately return to

its position for re-filling. The liquid discharged

by tbe tilting - vessel passes along a trapped

stoneware drain-pipe laid at a fall beneath the

yard, and so enters the trap at the bottom of

the closet “pan” before described, and flushes it.

Tho snrface-water from the yard, as well as the

rain-water from the roofs, is made to pass

through the grid and tilting-tank, and so all

available waste-water la made use of for flushing

the closet : but there seems to be no provision

for catching grease and solid matters coming

from the sink, the presence of which might

create in time a stoppage in the trap under the

w.c. A useful little detail connected with this

appliance consists in the brass bolts and nuts

which, while effectually preventing the removal

of tbe grid by children, readily permit of its

removal when it is necessary to examine the

tilting chamber or tank. Other closets of this

type, though differing in details, are shown by

• Builder, p. 423, ante.

other exhibitors, but it is hardly necessary to

describe them.
Various forms of dry closet are shown,

including the British Sanitary Company’s
earth closet, Morrell’s cinder - sifting closet

apparatus and cinder-sifting dustbin, NicboU’a

antiseptic sanitary closets, and Moule's earth-

closets, all of which have been frequently

described and are well known to our readers.

At Stall 20 the International Water and

Sewage Purification Company (Limited) exhibit

a section of their magnetic spongy carbon

filter ns used at the Acton Sewage Works,

recently referred to at some length in our

columns.
Close by (Stall 80), Mr. J. W. Lovibond, of

Salisbury, exhibits a very ingenious instrument

which be calls the “ Tintometer,” which is used

not only to determine the colour of water, but

is capable of use in a variety of industries,

—

brewing, dyeing, and bleaching among others.

Tho water of the Croal shows very badly under

the teat of this iustruraent. Those of the Irwell

and Thames arc not shown.
In the annexe to the Drill Hall there are only

one or two exhibits of any interest to onr

readers. The most notable of these are ihe

“ Control Air-propeller,” shown by the Control

Ail- Propeller Company, and a very well devised

inlet for warm and moist air,—a necessary con-

dition for work in cotton-milla.

While speaking of ventilators we may mention

that the yEolus Water Spray Company have,

as usual, a very good display of their varied

and efficient appliances for warming and venti-

lating.

Messrs. C. Kite & Co., of Chalton-street,

exhibit their admirable undor-roof ventilators

and their excellent silent automatic counter-

poise ventilator, of the merits of which we
have spoken on {)revious occasions. The latter

apparatus is noiseless in action and extremely

sensitive, and is now being adopted for the

inlets to drain - ventilating pipes, in order

effectually to prevent unpleasant consequences

(where such inlets arc near to window-*) in the

event of a reversal of tbe direction of the

current of air in the pipe.

Messrs. J. Wright & Co., of Westminster-

chambers, exhibit their now almost^ indis-

pensable fireproof fixing-blocks, of which the

latest ajiplication is their use as floor joists,

—

the “ fixing-blocks ” when so applied taking the

form of continuons lengths of the material of

which they are made embedded in or keyed into

the concrete, the floor-boards being nailed direct

to the continuons fixing-blocks thus provided. A
specimen piece of floor so constructed is shown

by the exhibitors.

Mr. C. H. Sidebotham (Stall 22) exhibits

some useful sanitary fittings, but the pedestal

closet in stoneware, to be flushed by waste

water by a tipping arrangement, does not

appear to be by any means perfect. A novelty,

shown by this exhibitor, is Wright <t Sut-

cliffe’s “ Hair-dressers’ Complete Hot-Water

Apparatus,” which contains in the centre a

hot-water boiler, with receptacles for hot-water

and soap and brush-holders for three customers

at a time. The hot-water receptacles are

fitted with wastes, and altogether the apparatus

is exceedingly compact and convenient.

Mr. R. Cuerden and Messrs. James Vauae &

Son are large exhibitors, but the articles and

appliances they exhibit arc, for the most part,

those of other makers, and are very well known.

We have now touched upon most of the

principal typical exliibits in the departments in

which our readers are most fully interested.

Bnt Class IV.. " Fersonal Hygiene, Foods, and

Disinfectants,” is an exceptionally large and

interesting one.
, , i. mu

We gave a list of the awards m our last. 1 he

exhibition will, as then stated, remain open nntil

the evening of Saturday, October 15.

Changes at the Local Government

Board,—We have reason to believe that, in

fulfilment of a recent Treasury minute of

reorganisation, some considerable changes will

goon be effected in the engineering and medical

staffs of the Local Government Board.—

Sanitary Record.

Stables at Tolkington Manor.—In our

notice of this mansion, which we illustrated in

our last, it should have have been stated that

the fittings of the stables were supplied by

MuBgrave & Co. (Limited), of New Bond-street

and Belfast. They embody all the latest im-

provements in such fittings.
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The above clanses provide ample means for

recovery of the cost of constrnction of such
•works as bring the supply into the bouses or to

stand-posts, whether such supply is obtained by
a Rural Sanitary Authority direct or by agree-
ment with a neighbouring Authority or water
company. Nothing in these sections, however,
provides for cases in w'hich the geological

formation or altitude of houses to bo supplied
prevents the supply of water by means of pipes,

either to stand-pipes or into honses. Section 3
of the Public Health ("Water) Act, 1878 (framed
upon the evidence given before Mr. Alexander
Browne’s Committee), was intended to deal
with cases in •which the supply can only be
obtained by draw-wells or hand-pumps

;
but

this section has, it appears to me, not been
used to the extent which might have been
expected, on account of the opposition generally
found in rural districts, based on the objection
on the part of a ratepayer well supplied with
water in one part of a parish to pay for the
sinking of wells or fixing of pumps for the
benefit of others, perhaps several miles distant.

It is true that the framers of the Act in ques-
tion foresaw this difficulty, and apparently
intended that Sub-section 5 should meet it.

Sub-section 5 is as follows :

—

“Where the owners of two or more houses have failed
to complj with the requirements of the notices served on
them under this section, and the Authority might under
this Act execute the necessary works for providine a
water supply for each house, the Authority may, if it

appears to them desirable, and no greatT expense would
be incurred thereby, execute works for the joint supply of
water to those houses, and apportion the expenses as they
deem just.”

In Section 3 power ia given to caitae works to
be executed (wells to be made) at a coat not
exceeding 81. 13s. 4d., or, in certain cases, 131.

for each house. If water wore in all cases
sufficiently near the surface to enable a sepa-
rate well for each house to be sunk for this

sum, tht^re would be no difficulty in recovering
it by means of a rate of 2d. or 3d. per week on
the property benefited. But it is prec’sely in

such districts that a sufficiency of wells
(though not necessarily pure) already exists.

It is for cases in which the wells bare to be
50 ft., 100 ft., or more in depth, that the power
of charging the cost on the property benefited
rather than on the whole parish is desirable.
At first sight nothing would appear ea.sier ihan
to deal with the matter as follows oiider Sub-
section 5.

Suppose there are ten houses sufficiently near
together to use one well, and that au.h well be
made and provided with a pump, or windlass
with bucket, chain, &c., at a total cost of 1301.

If each house-owner paid 131., or 3d. per week
(Section 3), a water-supply for these ten houses
would be provided at the cost of those benefit-
ing from it, without increase of rates, or those
receiving no advantage from it, and dwelling
perhaps miles from it. For reasons which I do not
propose to discuss, Sub-section 5 is not so read,
the result being that works are seldom carried
out under this section,—a thing much to bo
revetted, as I believe that much of the oppo-
sition which retards, and in somo cases prevents
entirely, the adoption of some form of public
water supply, would be withdrawn if it were
possible to work under this section. I do not
venture to suggest any special alteration or
modification in the wording of this section, bat
I have drawn attention to the matter, as I
believe it to be one with which the future of
village water-supply is closely connected.

^ Perpetual Calendar.—IVe have received
from Messrs. Gordon & Gotcb, the publishers,
a “ Perpetual Dial Calendar,” consisting of
two cards, turning on the centre, one over the
other, and so arranged as to give the day of
the week for any date from the year 1753 to
the year 2005. It is ingeniou.s, though the
only practical advantage of such a thing is
when it ia required to find the day of the
week for a date either far back or far in
advance of the existing year, which it is some
times necessary to do.
University College Architectural

I.ectures.—“Education, Cultivation, and E.x-
amination” is the comprehensive title selected
by Professor Roger Smith for the openincr
lecture of hie courses at University College, to
be delivered at half-past seven on Wednesday
next, the 5th of October. The subject -^^-ill, of
course, be treated mainly as it bears upon the
study of architecture. The classes will begin
the following week.

ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION VISITS.

The last vacation visit of the Architectural
Association was made on Saturday, the 24.th
inst., to a house in Cadogan-place, built from
the designs of Messrs. George and Peto. The
exterior is a picturesque treatment of Flemish
character, built with red brick and buff terra
cotta. The entrance lobby is arranged with a
mezzanine boudoir, which is approached by a
separate staircase from the hall and opens out
into the drawing - room -with an arcading,
forming a kind of pallery. Tho drawing-room
has a very rich plaster ceiling

; the staircase is

framed of oak, wrought all over with carving
;

the dining-room is panelled with oak, the upper
panels being covered with carving

;
the billiard-

room, over the dining-room, has an open timber
roof of oak with a lantern light, a charmingly
sunny effect being given by covering the lantern
with silver and bronze lacquer; the boys’
room, off the billiard-room, is to be panelled
throughout. The whole of the house is arranged
with a double system of electric and gas light-

ing, the electricity being generated under the
stable by a dynamo and eiglit-horse-power gas
engine. The stables, which are in the rear of
the house, and are fitted for eight horses, can
be reached by a passage from the dining-room,

—

a very ingenious piece of planning. 'The entire
house is full of the most piquant and picturesque
features, and is certainly the most interesting
and complete specimen of a modern town house
that the Association has visited. The interest
felt was evidenced by the large number of
members who attended the visit.

fllttstratwns.

DECORATIVE PAINTINGS FOR THE
CHURCH OF ST. GREGORY, SUDBURY.

H HE designs published in this number
are to be painted as wall decorations
in this church

; they are designed by
Mr. Avoling Green, and are to be executed in
spirit fresco. The figures are life-size. The
following brief notes on the history of the
church and neighbourhood, for which we are
indebted to Mr. Green, may bo of interest i

—

The town of Sud- or South Bury was the prin-
cipal borough of South-east Anglia as far back
as A.D. 797, when “ The Anglo-Saxon Chronicle”
mentions the death of Bishop Alfrin at Sudbury.
About tho year 970 Atherie founded a hospital,
giving a moiety of Northoo to St. Edmund’s
Bury and the other to St. Gregory’s, Sudbury.
Not long after this the Lady Ethelfleda, widow
of Bethnoth, Duke of East Anglia, bequeathed
the laud at Weadinga Felder ( Waldiugfield) to
St. Gregory’s Church, Suthbyngensis (Sudbury),
as her sister had desired on her death-bed. This
Count Be(r)thnoth most bravely resisted the
Danish invaders, and was killed in battle at
Maldon, in Essex, and buried at Ely Abbey.
His widow also helped to found the Abbey at
Ely, and gave a fine piece of tapestry on which
she had worked her husband’s exploits. In
Domesday Survey St. Gregory’s ia said to
possess fifty acres of land and fifty of meadow.
The Manor of Sudbury, with many others was
conferred by William I. on Richard de Clare,
afterwards Earl of Gloucester and Hereford.
Its first charters were granted by this powerful
family. In the reign of King John, Amicia,
Countess of Clare, gave this church and its pro-
perty to the Prioress of Eaton, which grant was
ratified by Henry II.

Coming down to the later half of the four-
teenth century we are probably contemporary
with the present building, for it was purchased
from the Nuns of Eaton by Simon de Sudbury,
afterwards Lord High Chancellor of England
and Archbishop of Canterbury, and finally
beheaded by tho rabble of Wat Tyler’s re-
bellion in IS'Sl.

The present church is mostly in the Early
Perpendicular style, and has a very fine tower
with a peal of eight bells. It underwent large
alterations in pre • Reformation times. The
chancel arch is of an earlier date than the piers
which support it, and has been spread open to
suit its present position. Simon raised the
roof of the nave and bnilt the clearstory. The
north arcade belongs to A.D. 1350, and the
south may be as late as 1530. The fine chancel,
with its lofty Perpendicular windows, ia 62 ft.

long by 21 ft. wide. Its size and length and
noble altar may be due to the fact that Simon

of Sndbury established close by the church a.

College of Secnlar Priests on the ground where'
his father’s house stood, now occupied by the 1

Union House. The twenty oaken “Miserere”!
stalls still retain their original position. Thel
church contains a remarkably fine font-cover of
rich tracery and tabernacle work, over 12 ft. I

high, richly painted. This church had fallen i

into very serious decay, and thirty yema ago
i

was closed as being dangerous, but it has been f

gradually restored to something like its pristine i

glory under the guidance of Mr. Butterfield, 1

freely and generoosly given. The area of the 1

church is mainly seated with chairs and every i

seat is free.

“PROPOSED CHURCH OF ST. MICHAEL.”
This church was designed to be built of <

stone thronghout, and upon ground sloping, so :

that the eastern chapel would be on a lower i

level than the rest of the church. Steps from
the chancel aisles would lead to a passage s

under the higher level of the chancel, and so i

in to the chapel, which would also have an
external door.

The drawing from which it is taken was ex-

hibited at the last Royal Academy Exhibition.
The author does not give us any information in

regard to the locality of the building, and we
therefore publish it as an Academy exhibit, i

with the title under which it was accepted at i

the Academy.

ALL SAINTS CHURCH, SOUTHEND-ON-
SEA.

The church, of which a view is given in this i

number, is built of red brick both inside and
out. The roofs are covered with Broseley tiles '

of a purple tint. The accommodation, when .

complete, will be for 468. The church is seated :

with chairs. All the roofs inside are boarded
on the face of rafters, and ribs planted on the I

face of boarding, and spaced out into different

panels for future decoration. This is done on
account of the gun-firing in the neighbourhood, •

which would bring down the plaster from the :

roofs. The architect is Mr. James Brooks.

THE MONUMENT TO THE LATE
MR. WHICHCORD.

We give this week a view of this monument i

in Kensal Green Cemetery, referred to in our

last issue, which has been designed by Mr. E.

R. Robson to the memory of the late Mr. I

Whiclicord, Fellow and Past-President of the :

Royal Institute of British Architects.

FOUR SOMERSETSHIRE TOWERS.
The four towers shown here are reduced

from measured drawings by Mr. J. Gerhard
Tiarks. They are good examples of the archi-

tectural characteristics of this class of towers.

NORTH PORCH, EARFLEUR.
The town of Harfleur, as everyone know?, is

situated a few miles from Havre, and was
formerly the chief port at the mouth of the

Seine, but, owing to the silting up of the

channel, it has been left high and dry, and
Havre has taken its place. The to-wn was
taken in 1415 by Henry V., after a forty days'

siege, and the tradition is that Henry vowed to

erect a church in memory of his triumph.
The north aisle of the church, with its fine

porch, of which we give a sketch, and the

tower, were probably erected in pursuance of

this resolve. The body of the cbnrch has

suffered so much from repairs and decay, that its

interest has been nearly obliterated. There

are some good timbered houses round about,

and the whole place is delightfully picturesque.

P. W.

Surveyorsliip, Tiverton.—On Wednesday,
the 2l8tult., Mr. John Siddalls, Surveyor and

Inspector to the Brownbills Local Board, was
elected by the Tiverton Town Council to the

office of Borough Surveyor, at a salary of 2251.

per annum.
Balusters and Newels.—Messrs. Carter &

Aynsley send us a volume of designs of balus-

ters and newels kept, we presume, in stock.

They do not show anything new or original,

bot may be useful to select from when it is not

deemed necessary to go to the expense of making
such things from special designs.
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N THE “SANITARY REGISTRATION OF
BUILDINGS BILL, 1887.”*

As the Sanitary llegistration of Buildings

,;ni, 1887, has received a good deal of attention

II some quarters, while its importance as affect-

3g householders seems to have been lost sight

f by those most interested in its provisions, a

ew remarks on what is proposed to be effected

ly the Bill may not be inopportune. The object

i this Bill is stated to be the compulsory

legistration of tbe sanitary condition of all

buildings used for certain specified purposes,

md the voluntary registration of any other

buildings.

, A very strong feeling exists, it is thought,

bat the general sanitary condition of buildings

:B not what it should bo, and as there is at

oresent no means, short of having the building

Inspected by a professional man at some ex-

pense, which enables an intending occupier to

inow anything of the sanitary condition of the

(house be proposes to rent; and as, in the case

of hotels, asylums, and other buildings of this

description, even this protection is not afforded,

for it is obviously impossible for every visitor

to an hotel, every father who sends his son to

Bchool or college, to have the sanitary condition

of such buildings examined
;

it is, therefore,

thought that if the owners and occupiers of

such buildings could be obliged or encouraged

to have their properties inspected, and these

(inspections registered, such an arrangement

iwould give confidence to the public, and would

be of general advantage, both to the nsers of

rtho buildings and to tbe owners and occupiers;

laud it is hoped that when these advantages

ibecoino apparent, owners of houses not in-

jcludcd in the list of those which must bo

|registored compulsorily, would see that it is to

itheir advantage to have their properties regis-

[tered, and would voluntarily take the same
(course.

t Should it be found possible to draft a Bill

i
which would effect this change in the liability

of owners, and oblige them to be able to show
I the satisfactory sanitary condition of their

(property at any time, and to do this in a simple

.and efficacious manner without throwing any
I undue burden on any person or class of persons,

it seems pretty clear that a public benefit

would be the result. But whether the Bill

I
lately before Parliament would have the desired

l-effect, or would in itself be a public benefit,

; may be doubted ;
and tbe writer is of opinion

.that the objections to it, as at present drafted,

are many and serious, and it is with them that

he now proposes to deal briefly.

The Bill provides that hotels, schools,

I
colleges, hospitals, asylums, and lodging-houses

I shall be put in a satisfactory sanitary condition

and registered ; but if it be necessary that

I these buildings should be certified by a licentiate

in sanitary practice, it is equally, if not more,

necessary and important that boarding-houses,

I restaurants, bakeries, butcheries, dairies, and
.places of whatsoever description where food is

collected, stored, or manufactured, and whence
it is distributed, should come under the same
category. The first-named places are all more
or less subject to publicity in cases of illness or

epidemic, but how much evil may result from
faulty sanitation in the latter, who can say ?

To trace any illness arising from bad drainage
in the buildings named in the Bill is compara-
tively easy, in those indicated by the writer

exceedingly difficult
;

yet these latter are

entirely omitted from the provisions of the

Bill.

The Bill is one of registration only; and
although the Local Government Board is

specified as the authority under which the Bill

«hou!d be put in force, if it be enacted, no
power is given to that body beyond the regis-

tration of the acts of tbe Licentiates in Sanitary
Practice, who, so Ung as they act up to certain

•very vaguely defined requirements specified in

Clause 10, have a free hand and are answerable

to nobody, and do not draw their power to act

from any authority save that of the Bill itself,

and their own ability to obtain a certificate or

’licence. This seems to be rather an invidious

position for a Board entrusted with the super-

Tision of sanitary matters, and as registering

machinery only is required, the writer suggests

that such machinery already exists in the

• On the "Sanitary Registration of Buildings Bill,

1887." From a paper by Mr, Reginald E. Middleton,
M.Iost.C.E., M.Inst.M.E., Vice-President of the CiTilsnd

Mechanical Engineers' Soo.'ety. Read at tbe Congress of

the Sanitary Institute of Great Britain at Bolton.

persons of the Registrar - General and his

Registrars of births, deaths, and marriages

;

and that this machinery might be used with less

friction and to more advantage than that in-

dicated in the Bill.

It is left an open question in the Bill as to

who shall bear the expense of the alterations

rendered necessary by its provisions, and it may
be inferred that, as the occupier would be the
person who would have to pay tho penalty if

the work were not done, nnd as he would bo
more easily reached than any other person, he
would be made to bear this cost. This does
not seem to be just, as, if there be an obliga-
tion on tbe part of somebody, as is certainly
implied by the existence of this Bill, that build-

ings should be in a sanitary condition, such
obligation mu*Jt surely rest with the owner of
tho building in question

;
it is, therefore, sug-

gested that it should be a provision of this or
any similar Bill, that the occupier should have
power to recover from thb owner in tlie same or
a similar manner as is provided in Clause 97 of

the Metropolitan Building Act.
In like manner no provision is made for the

localising of the charges which would be incurred
in enforcing the provisions of the Act, in print-

ing and forwarding notices, in registering
Licentiates and buildings, and in carrying out
tbe necessary examinations; it is, therefore,

suggested that fees should be charged for each
of those acts, with the exception of printing

and sending notices, and that any expense in-

curred beyond the amount provided by tho fees

should be supplied by tho department of the
Registrar-General, and should be under his

control.

In the Bill before us, it is provided that (1)
Members of the Royal Institute of British

Architects, Members of the Institution of Civil

Engineers, and Members of tho Royal Institute

of Architects of Ireland, who are registered in

accordance with this Act as qualified in sanitary

practice;, (2) Architects and Civil Engineers

who have been in practice three years at the

passing of this Act, and who shall before the

Ist day of January, 1890, prove to the satis-

faction of the Local Government Board that

their practice as architects or civil engineers

has been a bon<l-fide one, and has included tbe

designing and carrying out of constructive

works
; (3) Sanitary associations incorporated

by licence of tbe Board of Trade
; (4) Medical

practitioners registered as qualified in sanitary

science; (5) Persons who are medical officers of

health at the passing of this Act
; (6) Such

other persons as the Local Government Board
may consider qualified, shall receive licences in

sanitary practice, and that those licences shall

be given free of cost to those who come under

Sections 1, 4, and 5 of this clause.

What is intended by the words, “who are

registered in accordance with this Act as

qualified in sanitary practice,” and ” registered

as qualified in sanitary science,”is not very clear.

If it be intended that Clause 9 is to refer to

those after whose designation this limitation is

placed, it refers to the members of the three

leading institutious, who must be examined by
examiners, themselves unlicensed and unregis-

tered, appointed by the respective institutions,

before they can receive licences to practise;

while architects and engineers who do not

belong to any institution have merely to satisfy

the Local Government Board of tbe ho7ia fides

of their practice and experience. Sanitary

associations and medical officers of health are

under no limitations at all, and any other

persons whom tbe Local Government Board

may consider qualified will receive licences to

practise. If this be the true reading of

Clauses Nos. 7, 8, and 9, it is so manifestly

absurd that it does not require further com-

ment, especially as medical practitioners are

required to be qualified in sanitary science, not

in sanitary practice,—a very different thing,

—

and no provision is made by examination or

otherwise for their registration as having this

qualification.

If the interpretation given above be the true

one, then the order of precedence stands as

follows:—1. Sanitary associations; 2. Medical

officers of health; 3. Such persons as the Local

Government Board may consider qualified ;

4. Architects and engineers not members of

one of the institutions named; 6. Members of

the institutions; 0. Medical practitioners.

Tho highest place in the list is taken by sani-

tary assooiations, who, as corporations, have no

knowledge whatever of sanitary matters
;
who

do not deal with these things tberaselves, but

through their subordinates and officials
;
who

are practically exempt from tho penal clauses

which are introduced for the punishment of

those who contravene the provisions of tho

Bill
;
and who are, as corporations, simply

collections of business men who, by Joining

forces, are able to employ qualified experts to

do the necessary work
;
and who, again as cor-

porations, are able to advertise themselves,

which the qualified expert, who does the work,
is by professional etiquette prevented from
doing. The claim of any corporation to receive

a licence in sanitary practice is so utterly

absurd that tho writer does not think it neces-

sary to carry the argument further, and pre-

sumes that he has failed to attach their true

meaning to these clauses.

If, however, it be intended that all the persons
mentioned should receive licences, the position

is not much better
;
there are other professional

members of the institutions named fully as well

entitled to practise in sanitary science as their

brethren who have attained to full membership,
and they cannot do this as corporate members
of these institutions, but must get their licences

under Section 2, as other architects and engi-

neers. Sanitary associations still retain an
equal position with professional men

;
medical

practitioners may be qualified in sanitary

science, but are not, unless in a few isolated

cases, in sanitary practice, and are therefore

not qualified to inspect and superintend work,

which, perhaps, more than any other requires

practical knowledge to ensure its excellence.

Medical officers of health labour under tbe

same disabilities as medical practitioners, and
are besides hampered by their official position,

and tho other persons should not exist as other

persons
;

if they wish to practise they can do so

as professional men, or not at all.

To follow these arguments to their conclusion,

it is considered that only corporate professional

members of the institutions named, to which

may bo added the Institution of Civil Engineers

of Ireland, who have reached the age of twenty-

seven years, should receive licences on applica-

tion
;
that architects and engineers who come

under Section 2 should satisfy the examiners in

the same manner as it is here provided that they

shall satisfy tbe Local Government Board ; that

all other porsons shall be required, to pass an

examination before they can receive their

licences; and that the words “corporations”

and “ associations ” should be entirely removed
from ihe Bill.

If such vague and meagre minimum require-

ments as those contained in Clause 10 be con-

sidered to bo a sufficient protection to the

public,—and this can only be the case if it be

thought that the understanding on this subject

is so thorough and general that there can be no

difference of opinion,—why introduce any such

clause at all ? If, on the other hand, this

thorough and general consensus of opinion does

not exist, it is absolutely necessary that the

specification should be as full and ample as it

possibly can be on broad Hues ; and this can be

no hardship to anybody, for if tho consensus of

opinion be general, the specification will be

followed naturally and without effort
;

if the

consensus of opinion be not general, or if there

be any sanitarians who are ignorant of modern
reqnirements, it is tho more necessary that

there should be a complete and binding specifi-

cation, to which reference can be made and

from which no divergence can be permitted.

In Clause 14 it is provided that after the

lapse of five years a building shall be considered

uncertified; also that any alteration to any

building which affects tho sanitary arrange-

ments of such building shall render the certifi-

cate null and void ; but no provision is made for

enforcing the publication of such alterations,

which might easily be carried out without their

coming to the knowledge of the Sanitary

Registration Authority, or of any person inte-

rested in preserving the satisfactory sanitary

condition of any building. It is suggested that

the builder or any person who carries out such

alterations should be bound to inform the

Sanitary Registration Authority of such altera-

tions being made, under penalty as for mis-

demeanour iu case of non-compliance with

these requirements. As the enactment of such

a Bill as that under consideration would he

likely to give rise to much advertising of ability

and readiness to certify for the condition of

buildings by those who are not prevented by

professional etiquette from taking this course

to make themselves known, it is proposed that

a clause should bo introduced rendering it penal,
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by loss of licence or otherwise, for any licentiate

to advertise, or allow to be advertised, his
ability and willingness to grant certificates,

otherwise than as is provided for in the Bill,

that is to say, by the published lists of licentiates;
also, as abuses might arise from licentiates
who were owners or part-owners or otherwise
pecuniarily interested in buildings certifying
for their own property, it is thought that pro-
vision should be made against this danger, by
enacting that no licentiate shall grant a certifi-

cate for any house or building of which he is

the owner or part-owner or in which he has any
,

pecuniary interest other than as an advisor in
its construction.

It is not thought advisable that any penalty
should be recoverable before a justice of the
peace unless he be sitting in court.
The writer trn.ststhat these few remarks may

be sufiicient to stimulate discussion, and that
thereby valuable information may be obtained
which may result in a Bill being drafted and
eventually enacted, which shall bo satisfactory
to all persons interested.

A NEW CEMENT-GRINDING MILL.
One of the most important of buildiug

materials in the present day is Portland cement,
and its extensive use in the many purposes for
which it is employed renders every moans of
improvement in its quality and in the cost of
production a matter of widespread interest to
the building trades. In former days the cement
was far less carefully burnt than is now the
universal practice ; and in those days it was sold
as it was ground and came from the mills. Now,
on the other hand, the practice of sieving has got
firm hold amongst the manufactnrers, and the
tendency to finer and finer sieving increases.
The milling thus becomes a serious part of
the commercial production, and many firms
have made considerable expenditure on trials of
new machinery, but hitherto with little practical
results. Amongst those who have tried to keep
themselves in the van of progress are Messrs.
Booth, of Borstal, on the river Medway, which,
with the neighbouring Thames, may be looked
upon as the birthplace of the Portland cement
industry, which has attained to immense dimeu-
sions, although the origin itself is within the
memory of this generation.

This firm has recently put up one of the com-
posite edge-runner mills of Messrs. Dutrulle &
Co., and on Monday, the 10th ult., a large party
of cement-makers and factory-managers were
present at a crucial trial of the apparatus, which
was made by Messrs. Taylor & Neate, at their
engineering works at Rochester.
The idea of the new mill is a very simple one :

so much BO, indeed, that (as is the case with so
many good practical inventions) the moment it

is seen one wonders that it has never been put
into practice before. It may be briefly said to be
two pairs of edge-runners working in the same
pan. But it is rather more than this, for one
couple is composed of two runners of unequal
diameters, each running on its own bed, whilst
the other pair are runners of equal diameters
running on one bed common to both. These
beds are in the form of ring steps. The smallest
and lightest runner, on the upper and inner
circle, takes the broken-up cliuker as the feed
falls in. From this step the first emshings are
swept by a trailing rake, or scraper, on to the
second step, where the materials get crushed
down again by the second-sized runner. From
this, again, the crushed material is raked off in
like manner on to the outer ring, where the two
largest edge-runuers pulverise it to an almost
impalpable powder. The elevators take the
final ground materials up to circular sieves,
with very fine meshes

;
and the residue, after

sifting, is returned to the mill. No doubt a good
deal of the success attained is duo to the hard
and roughly crystalline structureof the steolused
for the facings of the runners, and which wears
to an almost granitic surface. But it is clear
also that this composite mill is doing the work
of three ordinary mills at once, without the
time, labour, and expense which would bo
incurred in transferring the loads under treat-
ment for considerable distances from one ordi-
nary mill to another. Or we may say that the
stuff must he kept for at least three times the
length of period in a common mortar-mill to
grind it down to the same degree of fineness.
In fact, more than three times the period would

in the common mortar-
mill there would always be a thicker load in the

pan, the intermingled duet in which would
keep the surfaces of the edge-runner and the
bed apart, and so diminish the speed and
capacity of reduction by the mill-stones. In
the new mill the full value of the first two
runners is got upon the first and second break-
downs

; and finally only small materials in a
thin layer come under the action of the finishing
rollers, which are, in this way, able to crush
down very rapidly, through the nearness of their
surfaces with that of the mill-bed. The Borstal
machine is closely housed io a wooden casing,
and the whole occupies a very compact space
indeed.

In the trials the speed of feeding was very
fast

; but not too much so for excellent results
to be obtained, as was thoroughly demonstrated
by the sievings themselves. It is clear, how-
ever, that by a little experience the feed can be
absolutely adjusted to the exact degree of
milling to which the materials should be sub-
jected

; and with such care in the setting of the
speed of feed, perfect uniformity would bo
attained in the cement produced. The feed is

made direct into a hopper leading to the mill.
Of the mill itself, the bed is permanently fixed,
and both couples of runners revolve round a
central vertical shaft, which can be driven
either at top or at bottom by crown-wheels
and pinions. The indicator-diasrrams w’ere
taken at the trial by Mr. Neate

;
and the weigh-

ing and sifting was supervised by Mr. Hollick,
of Greenwich, one of the visitors present, and
well experienced in the manufacture of cement.
The results of the engine-power were ;—Mean
speed of the horizontal two-cylinder engine,
67 4 revolutions per minute; average gross
power of right cylinder, 35'5 indicated horse
power, of left cylinder, 33-3

: total, 68-8 indicated
horse power. The power exerted by right
cylinder in overcoming friction of the engine
and ^shafting was 11-93; of the left cylinder,
10-87

;
in all, 22-8 indicated horse-power. The

net po-ft'er, therefore, absorbed by the mill in
grinding the materials was, as obtained by
deducting friction horse - power from gross
horse-power, 46 indicated horse-power for the
half-hour run.
The results of the weighing and sifting tests,

as weighed by Mr. Hollick, were 39-25 cwt.
;

the tem])eratftre of the cement by centigrade
tliermometer, 37'5 degrees; by Fahrenheit
thermometer, 99-5 degrees

;
the weight per

bushel, 117 lb. The residue from the cement
on sifting through a 150 by 150 mesh sieve,
40 per cent.

; through a 80 by 80 mesh sieve,
24 per cent.

; and through a 50 by 50 sieve,
12-5 per cent. The net power absorbed per ton
of cement ground per hour will be 11-72 actual
horse-power.
There were present amongst the -visitors and

experts Mr. Johnson, of Northfleet; Mr.
Courtney, of Sittingbourne

; Mr. Hall, of
Rugby

;
Mr. Weigner, Mr. Formby, Jlr.

Craske, and many others, as well as the
patentee, Mr. Dutrulle, and a favo\irable opinion
was expressed without exception by all the
practical men.

THE WALLS OF CHESTER.
Sir,—

I

n reply to Messrs. Roach Smith and
Loftus Brock, in your last number [p. 4413, I
will reply as briefly as possible, considering the
amount of ground to be travelled over.

Mr. Smith, whose letters are always worthy of
study and consideration, says it is not the question
what the Archajological Institute thought in
1886, but what they think now. Just so. I
have been in communication with many of the
members, and they by all means bold the same
opinion they did in 1886. Jlr. Smith names
the impartial verdict of Sir James Picton and
Mr. Loftus Brock. The former of these gentle-
men, in his last letter on the subject {Liverpool
Coitrier, Sept. 17th), says that he will pronounce
“no opinion as to the date or the builders” of
the walls, but waits further investigations. As
Mr. Brock was the only other speaker at
Chester, it follows that his ipse dixit was by
some, perhaps, tacitly acquiesced in (though
very few actual members of the Association
were present, the bulk being Liverpool visitors),
whilst the anti-Roman party were, as I have
said elsewhere, by agreement silent.
As to the Jacobean theory, I have never said

a word about it one way or the other
; but as to

the writers on the non-Roman side, they are, at
least, as numerous as those on the other. More
will be, however, forthcoming immediately.

Mr. Smith quotes a number of examples in

France, &c., of walls built up with the fragments
of Roman monuments, but there has been in the
cases of many of these towns much discussion
and much doubt as to the .age of tho walla so
built. With regard to the two London in-
stances (Tower-hill and Camomile-street), Mr.
J. E. Price, who, on behalf of the Corporation,
pperintended the excavation of tho latter, aaye
in his published report that both may be of the
thirteenth century. "With the exception of the
mortar, they are both similar to Chester.

That the sculpture which Mr. Smith says is a
Romano-British girl holding a mirror is not so
is the verdict of 99 out of every 100 persons
who have seen it. Nearly every one recognises
it as a male, most as an ecclesiastic, and many
see the remains of a nimbus round the head,
with a vessel holding the consecrated wafer in
the hands. It may, no doubt, bo perfectly true
that Mr. Smith has engraved in the “ Collectanea
Antiqua ” the figure of a girl holding a mirror
found at Bordeaux, but it is not like the stone
named.

Mr. Smith refers again to the castra at Rich-
borough, &c. He said at first that these casiro
had no mortar in their foundations, and conse-
quently that they resembled the wall newly
laid bare at Chester. I pointed ont that they
were solidly cemented from summit to base,
whereas at Cheater there was no mortar what-
ever, nor had there been, and I asked him if he
ever knew of the wall of a Roman castrv/n
(not other buildings or aqueducts, &c.) iu which
there was no mortar used from base to
summit ? He has not yet answered the ques-
tion, but says that at Riohborough, &c., there
are small stones with tiles, aud at Chester the
stones are large. It is not a question of the
size of the stones, or the presence or absence of
tiles. Did he ever see the wall of a Roman
castrum built without mortar ? * Ho alludes to
the Roman wall, &c., saying I had not con-
sidex-ed its large stones. Why the great wall
is a solid mass of concrete

;
the size of the

stones is a secondary question. Dr. Bruce, the
historian of the wall, has distinctly said that
“ he did not believe that the Romans over built
a wall without the use of mortar.” Mr. Smith
will surely accept testimony like this from
such a quarter. And with this may be put Mr.
Smith’s own words on the Chester walls
(“ Collect. Autiq.,” vol. vi., p. 43), “A question
naturally arises, not why the prevailing features
of Roman mural masomy should be so uniform
and so marked, but why that at Chester should
form an exception to the general rule.” The
excavations just made, and those made three or
four years since, have answered the question
by showing that the wall is not Roman. Mr.
Brock, following suit to Mr. Smith’s words as
above, said in his address at Chester that the
Romans had introduced “ novelties ” into
Roman architecture when building this north
wall at that place. Has Mr. Brock, any more
than Mr. Smith, seen a similar wall in a Roman
castntm ? Has he ever seen in the wall of such
a castrum a cornice projecting some 18 in. on
the exterior,Jas if purposely to assist an escalade?
Or if the Romans had introduced such a feature,
would it have been preserved all through the
Middle Ages and the Parliamentary war, when
it would have been more thau ever of advan-
tage to besiegers ? Mr. Brock’s remarks as to
Sir J. Picton I have anticipated in the Academy
of last week, and replied to in what I have said
above on Mr. Smith’s letter.

But if this wall be Roman, what will Mr.
Brock say to the portion west of the North Gate ?

In 1883, the inner face of this fell down, and
when the necessary repairs were made it was
resolved to cut anew passage {or gate) through
it. In doing so, it was found that the wall
(proper) -was, beneath the pavement, nearly
hollow ; some little distance lower, between the
external aud internal faces, there was the lower
part of an internal older wall, formed of rudely-
shaped stones, some 6 in. square, with a
quantity of poor mortar, and a “ filling in” like

the rubble walls of old churches, but percolating
water had removed this to the depth of 6 ft.,

and had thus been the means of bringing down
the present interior face. Competent judges
decided that this wall was probably Edwardian,
but that it could not be earlier than Late
Norman. The [decayed wall was supported to
half its height on the outer face by a much
newer aud sloping one, acting as a buttress,
from 4 ft. to 6 ft. wide at the base, aud sloping

* I leave out of the question the town-walls in FraBce,
Belgium, &c., whieh Mr. Smith names as built up of
moEuments, as the origin of these is disputed.

-TV— *
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l

,

0 a poiot, which had never been bonded to

first named. Mr. Sbrnbaole passed his arm
> the space between them. This buttressing

il -was composed of fragments of Roman
]ices, friezes, split columns, bases, and
(ibstones, one of the latter, with an inscrip-

» in good preservation, being removed from
; with close joints anti no mortar, much
fembling the wall lately laid bare near the

cuix Tower. Was this low, sloping, and
tressing wall of earlier date than the wall

.ch it supported ? The mouldings were all

Dcd to the inside. Some of the fragments
' nowin the Museum, and I have engraved
m, as well as the inscribed tombstone, in

‘‘Roman Cheshire.” Here is an almost

ct counterpart of the wall lately laid bare,

will Mr. Brock assert that the buttressing

1 was Roman, whilst the main one was beyond
question of Mcdimval date ? A little beyond
•jononeof the towers of the wall (Pemberton’s

’•lour) there is an inscription which tells us
It in 1708 “ divers wide breaches in these

Us were rebuilt and other decays therein

re repaired, two thousand yards of the pave-
bt were new flagged or paved, and the whole
'aired, regulated, and adorned at the expense

lone thousand pounds or upwards.” The
hrnesB of the buttressing wall, it being com-
latively little worn, suggests at once that it

Is part of the reparations named as being

^cte<l in 1708, for the breach made by the

rliamentariaus was certainly not left open
' that date, whilst as to the adommenis I take

)> cornice to the east of the north gate to be one
^bem. The wall here was found some three

four years since to be exactly like what Sir

Pictou has described it a few yards distant,

loublo, with an interval between. This was
'>nounced to be Mediasval work of uncertain

le.” But it was so from the rock surface,

U the stones snrmonnted by the cornice,

•lugh Roman, liave been removed from else-

!ere. And if so many Roman stones were
bg about Chester, as Kiug in his “Vale
yal,” and even Dr. Stukeloy in bis “Iter
ealo” inform ns, there is little difficulty in

erstaiiding that the “buttressing” wall I

?e spoken of, and the cornice and stones at

) North Gate, were among the repaii'S noticed

taking place in the reign of Anne. I have
elt upon all these at greater length in

’.Oman Cheshire.” I will not dispute Mr.
Dck's measurements, &c., but 1 have not at

jsent time to go into them. The stone

iriug the “ecclesiastical” figure was, I

tnit, found in the “ unmortared ” part, near

i base of the wall, and near its centre. I

oe Mr. Brock will gather from this and my
.er letter that I believe the ncwly-excavated
•tionof theuorthwall tobave been constructed

:te present state (or mostly so) immediately
hr the siege, the North Gate cornice and walla

I the “buttressing” wall during the repairs

A.nue’8 reign, whilst as to the Roodeye stones

0 not recognise them, cither above ground or

:he 15 ft. beneath ground (where they are

ular), as a wall in any sense. They are

side the Roman area, at the comer of a
go creek, where the clay bank would be

'ticularly liable, from the tide of the estuary

1 the water of the creek, to bo gradually

shed away, and they have been placed there

prevent it. Perhaps also they may have
ed as the abutment of a bridge which
ssed the creek, and of which the base of the

responding abutment, with possibly inter-

ling piers, may yet be found beneath the

ik on which tlie present walls are bnilt.

)m old maps, the creek was still a large one
Elizabeth’s time.

believe in finding foundations of the Roman
ds of Chester, as Mr. Brock does, on the east

I north sides, but they will be like those

ently discovered on the south side, of

ilders set in massive concrete, with possibly

sandstone blocks and tile layers above them

.

W. Thompson Watkin.

liver-pool, Sept. 26, 1887.

'.8.—If I were “at all hazards” to advocate

Roman theory, I could fiud in the removal
the northern wall of the castrum to its

sent line from that of Abbey-court, and
sequent enclosure of an extra-mural ceme-

r (“Roman Cheshire,” pp. 87-8), a reason

the presence of Roman tombstones in the

them wall. But that wall is not of Roman
k, and at the time the cemetery was inclosed

stones would not be so desecrated.

“SHONE’S EJECTORS IN THE RECENT
RAINSTORMS.”

Sir,—

I

have rend the letter of your correspondent
who styles himself “ Miscalled Uncivil Engineer,”
which appears in your last issue [p. 442J, iu reply
to Mr. John Phillips’s letter which appeared in jour
issue of the 17th inat.

Mr. Phillips's )>rimary object in writing to you
wa«, as I behove, to prove the adequacy of the now
works,— (1) from his own point of view as the engineer
who originally suggested them

; (2) from the point
of view of the Select Comroitiee of the House of

Commons which elected to act upon his suggestions.
You will agree with me, Sir, that to judge fairly

of the success or non-success of the works at the
Houses of Parliament, and of the relative worth-
lessness of the statements of your correspondent,
your readers ought to know what I undertook to do
at the Houses of Parliament. Because, if I can
prove that I have done what I undertook to do for

the Government, I fail to see why, except on one
hypothesis, your correspondent or anybody else

should deny to Mr. Phillips and myself the grati-

fication we think we are justly entitled to enjoy, in

explaining to the sanitary world, through you, that
notwithstanding the prophecies of a certain clique

of engineers to the contrary, the works carried out
are, in reality, a great success.

Those of your readers who are really desirous to

understand in principle and in detail the nature and
character of the important works carried out at the
Houses of Parliament, I would respectfully refer to

the illustrated “enlarged edition” of a work which
I have just published through Messrs. E. & B’. N.
Spon, descriptive of them.

For my present purpose it is sufficient to say that
the maximum quantity of sewage and rainfall in

combination, which I stated to the First Commis-
sioner of Her Majesty’s Works and Public Buildings,

that the four Atkinson gas-engine air-compressors,

and the three pneumatic sewage-ejectors, working
together, would receive and discharge into the Metro-
politan sewer, when that sewer was surcharged with

storm-water to the greatest extent ever known or

recorded, was 1,200 gallons per minute. Now, the
question is this,—Did the gas-engine air-compressors
and the pneumatic ejectors discharge this quantity,

as Mr. Phillipg would have you believe they did, and
considerably more, on the 17th ult., when there was
a rainfall at the rate of 0‘69 in. per hour, or at the
rate of 14 'Id in. in the twenty-four hours 1

I believe they did, because the surf.ace area
drained into the ejectors is ten acres, more or less,

aud this consists for the most part of roofed and
paved surfaces over which the rainfall would and
does pass extraordinarily rapidly. Of course, if

the rain p.assed from this area to the ejectors as

quickly as it fell, the .’quantity with the sewage
would be equal to 2,280 gallons per minute.
Now, whatever tho rate was at which that raiu

re.achoci the ejectors,— and I know from experience

it must have been nearly as rapidly as it fell,—the

ejectors dealt with the whole of it, with the excep-
tion of about 2,000 gallons, as stated by Mr.
Phillips. This quantity overflowed, ns it mis
designed to overjluir, into what remains of the big

old sower, which is retained specially for tho tem-
por.ary storage of such heavy downpours as I am
describing. Not a drop got into tho basements.

The Meteorological Office at We.stminster gives

the rainfall as being O'.^O in. only, whilst Mr.
Syraondsrecord8itasbemgl’42in.inCamden-square,
N.W. The data ihus obtained furnish incontro-

vertible proofs that the plant put down at the

Houses of Parliament is able to deal with much
more than 1,200 gallons per minute,—the quantity

which I stated would be the maximum quantity it

would deal with.

In this connexion I desire to state that SirRobert

Rawlinson, in hi.s evidence before the Select Com-
mitteo of the House of Commons appointed to

inquire into this subject, gave it as his opinion, that

if pumps, when duplicated, were provided to deal

with a maximum quantity of 400 gallons per minute,

they would be more than sufficient to deal with the

rainfalls stated by the officials of Her Majesty’s

Office of Works, &c., to bo the rainfalls that give

trouble, &c.

It is manifest, therefore, that, as I provided power

to deal with three times this quantity per minute,

and more, the works carried out must be deemed to

be adequate for all reasonable rainfall emergencies
;

and if so, is it not sheer nonsense for your corre-

spondent to write about “ the incapacity of the

Shone installation to deal with the rainfall ” ? What
rainfall? I ask. Throe inches per hour, as stated

byyoor correspondent?

Is there any engineer, in bis senses, who would

provide pumping power to deal with 3 in. of rainfall

per hour, or 11,344 gallons (off the ten acres) every

minute, in or out of England ?

Your correspondent persists in stating that the

inlet and delivery pipes of the Houses of Parliament

ejectors are 5 in. iu di.ameter. I ought to know,—
aud I again assure your correspondent, for the last

time, that they are 6 in. in diameter; and as he

admitted at the meeting of the Society of Engineers

that the installation, as existing at the Houses of

Parliament, would deal with 1,000 gallons per

minute
;
and as the capacity of pipes to receive

and discharge sewage varies as tho square root of

tho fifth power of their diameters, it follows that

tho installation after all, according to your corre-

spondent’s own calcul-atioD, will deal with 1,677
gallons per minute. Isaac Shone.

Sir,—

F

rom your correspondent's letter at p. 442
in last week's Builder, he evidently thinks that 1

was present at the meeting he refers to. I beg to

say I was not, and know nothing of tho assertions
be indulged in at that meeting.
For some years past certain engineers have

opposed the adoption of Mr. Shone’s ejectors, not
by fair criticism, but by distorted statements. ItiE--

charitable to suppose that some have done this-

because they are unacquainted with the true
principles and capabilities of the ejectors, and
therefore are unable to distinguish right from wrong
in regard to them.
Your correspondent has mistaken tho 6-in.

receiving and discharging pipes of the ejectors for-

5-in. pipes. On this false datum he has soared away
into tho regions of imagination, and it would be
unprofitable labour to follow him in hia wanderings.
The ejectors are now largely in demand, and the
more thoir merits are known and understood, tho
more they will be employed.

In my former letter, atp. 411 iu the TJjti'Wer of the-

17th Sept., I described a few undeniable facts in re-

gard to what the ejectors successfully accomplished
during a most trying ordeal on the 17th August. It

is very likely that during the two minutes when the
2,000 gallons of water overflowed into the subway
reservoir, twice the registered rainfall in West-
minster came down, namely 2 4- ‘fiO = 1'18 in. per
hour, for at Battersea and at Camden Town more
than 1^ in. per hour was registered during the same-

raiu-storm, With the probable rainfall of lT8in.
per hour, the basements of the Houses of Parlia-

ment were not flooded, nor would they have been
had 2 in. per hour fallen for a short time, as the
subway reservoir would have contained the surplus-

water which the ejectors could not then have dis-

charged without the head of water therein reaching

the basement levels.

Whoever has a desire to know what the perform-
ance of the ejectors was on the day referred to,

—

which was far beyond what they were designed to-

perform,—wovild do well to refer to my previous-

letter. John Philups, C.E.

REFUSE DESTRUCTORS AND
CREMATORS.

Sir,—

M

y attention has been drawn to a report of

the paper read by Mr. Jones, of Ealing, before the

Association of Municipal and Sanitary Engineers at

West Bromwich. [See Builder, p. 360,

I consider Mr. Jones's criticisms on all dostructorB-

but one most unfair, and I take it that bis paper, as

a whole, is more in the form of an advertising

lecture than a resuvii of what has been accomplished

by “refuse destructors and their results up to the

present time.”

[ do not intend to wade through the whole of
what I term an egotistical production of a self-styled

“Author,” but rather to refer to the remarks on.

the system named the “Beehive,” which I have

patented.

Mr. Jones says, “ In tho valuable digest prepared

by Mr. Clavey, of Burton-upon-Trent, for Ms Board-

in 1886, under the head of Burnley, where the

‘Beehive’ was born, in answer to the query as to

whether ‘the destructor gives satisfaction,’ tho

reply is, ‘ It gives every satisfaction ’

;
but on turning

to Leicester, where it was in the hands of one of

our most experienced officers, I find the reply to the

same question as follows, ‘That the “Beehive”
does not give satisfaction.’

”

Now, Mr. Jones throws a doubt on the accuracy

of the reply from Burnley, but I can inform him-

that the answer above quoted is perfectly correct,

and was retimned by me, and I defy Mr. Jones or

any other person who has visited Burnley and-

inspected the “Beehive” to give any evidence to-

the contrary.

He also refers to Richmond and Bradford, but has-

not been sufficiently explicit in bis details to show
tho reason why the “ Beehive” has failed at these

places; and 1 consider this a want of fairness on

his part. Nor can I understand how Mr. Jones-

should be of the opinion, through his visit to
Burnley, that the destructor was not a success;,

though 1 can now account for its non-success at

Richmond, when it has to bo judged by a critic who
had an interest in another similar invention.

How is it Mr. Jones has not told us more about

his own cremator and its working at Blackburn ?

In looking over the columns of the BlackburKt

Standard of February 5th, 1887, I find these-

remarks applied to the so-called “Cremator”:—
“ Since the la^t Council meeting I have examined

the Cremator, aud found it doing little or no work
at all. The nuisance was as bad that week as it

was before.”

This is a quotation from one of ihe Councillors of

that town, and 1 presume it applies to this cele-

brated Cremator as patented by Mr. Jones, who-

went to Blackburn to icspect it after its erection in

December last, and approved of its working.

Iq conclusion, I consider that if Mr. Jones wishes

to criticise inventions, he should go into all the fact&

of the case, and not pick out matters detrimental

to one and of value to others.

John E. SiArroRD.
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THEATRE DOORS.
Sir,—

Y

our correspondent “Playgoer," in his
•otherwise admirable letter [p. 442, anlt\, is mistaken
in saying that the form of door-fnstenings arranged
by me at Mr. Walter Emden’s sugge.stion ^‘is no
new idea.’’* You were good enough to inspect the
•full size model of the arrangement, and as a result
of that inspection the Builder says that the inven-
tion “is entirely new in the principle and manner
of working it.

”

The object sought and now obtained was to have
a concealed fastening which (1) would give way upon
pressure being applied against the inside of the
door

; (2) could not be opened from the outside except
by its own key

;
but (3) could never be locked, either

on the inside or the outside, so as to prevent inside
pressure opening the door.

If your correspondent will kindly call here and
see the simple apparatus he will be in a better
position to judge of its merits

;
or if he will state

where such doors, as ho thinks, have previously
-been in use, I shall be glad to inspect them and see
wherein the new door differs.

George Hatter Chubb.

“ DESIGNING WROUGHT AND CAST IRON
STRUCTURES."

Sir,—

I

thank your reviewer for pointing out
some printers’ and clerical errors in Part iv. of

Designing Ironwork.” ^ on p. 6 should be—
70 ^ 270

the constant being taken from previous notes of
actual weights. The other corrections are self-
evident.

I do not wish to retort with a “tn gitoone," but in
the review should be H

; p. 12 should be p. 24

;

and the reference to p. 13 is imaginary.
’

Henry Adams.
*** We are glad to receive the author’s correction

of the formula upon page 6. Our other references
io pages agree with the copy sent to us

;
but wo

acknowledge that the section shown thus h by our
printers was intended by us to be thus, H as
pointed out by Mr. Adams.

'

SELENITIC MORTAR.
_

Sib,- -Our attention has been called to the advice
,^ven in Mr. Leaning’s book, “The Duties of a
Clerk of Works,” to “ avoid use of selenitic lime for
lathed work,” and to “Architect’s” letter which
appeared in your issue of Sept. 10th [p. 378].We find that practical plasterers who understand
•the use of selenitic, entirely concur in “ Architect’s”
views, and are strongly in favour of using this
material mtb proper proportions of hair and putty
for both the pricking-up and the floating coats on
lathed work.

this out in our eomment on “ Playgoer’s”

FiCURL 3

Capital work of this kind is being done with I

selenitic every day, and we suspect some bad work,
done either by inexperienced men or with an inferior
quality of selenitic, is the cause of Mr. Leaning’s
veto.

Charles Nelson & Co., Limited,
Manufacturers of Selenitic Cement.

ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.
Sib,—Will you kindly allow us to call attention

through your journal to the elementary class for the
study of decoration and ornament, which will be
commenced this session under the guidance of Mr.
Cole A. Adams, The first meeting will be held at
No. 9, Conduit-street, on Thursday, October 13tb,
at 6'30 p,m., when the course of study to be pur-
sued will be explained. Students wishing to join
should send in their names at once to the Secretary,
Mr. Walter H. Hewish, 14, Holden - terrace,
Grosvenor-gardens, S.W. The fees and ndes will

be similar to those of the other elementary classes,

Thos. Edwabd Pbtce, ) rj q
Fbedebic R. Fabbow, I

Stutrint’s Column.

LAND SURVEYING AND LEVELLING.
SIV.—SETTING OUT CURVES.

nHERE great accuracy is not required,
the application of the formula derived
from Case 1 may be adopted, by the

method shown in Case 3, for setting out offsets

at right angles to a tangent line. The first offset
nearest the junction of the curve with the
tangent line is thus easily calculated, being
equal to the length measured along the tangent

line, divided by twice the radina of the enrve

(see fig. 3), and if the remaining offsets be set

out at the same distance apart, measured along

the tangent line, the succeeding offsets, Nos, 2,

3, 4, and 5, will be respectively equal in propor-

tion to the square of these numbers, or 4, 9, 16,

and 25 times the length of the first offset. As
the middle point in the curve is approached, the

tangential angle between the chord and the

tangent line increases, and the amount of error

in the length of the offset so calculated will also

be increased. This error can, however, be kept

small by setting out a new tangent line as

shown in fig. 3.

When the angle formed at B is smaller than

that shown in Case 4, fig. 1, it will prolnvbly ba

found a more convenient mode for setting out

the curve, to adopt ore of the following

methods :— (1) In the case of a radina not

greater than one chain, to divert one or both

or a portion of one of the lines A B and B C,

making them parallel to one another. Then

mark ont a semicircle between them by

twisting the chain round from the centre of a

line set out at right angles to the tangent lines,

which line will join the beginning with the end

of the curve. (2) In the case of a radios over

one chain in length, join any two points K and

L in the tangent lines B A and B C, and

calculate the lengths B K and B L in fig. 1,

from the following formulae :
—

sine ABC
. sine B K LBL=KL^.
sine ABC

Then proceed as in Case 3, If the tangeni
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'ts F and G bo joined by a chord line F G
curve might also be Bet out by offsetB

'sured from the chord, as shown in Case 4,

5. The middle point J is found by measuring

length of the chord II G and bisecting it.

distance J M or J K to the points M or K
:rhich offsets are required is next measured,

the square of the distance is subtracted

la the square of the radius. The square root

be result is then determined, and from it is

uracted the square root of the radius squared

us half the chord squared. This is ex-

ised in the formula) given upon the

fram.
c the point of intersection of the tangent

8 is inaccessible the application of the

joula) for finding the distances B K and K L
1. 1) becomes necessary when Case 3 or Case 4

|,o be adopted. Where obstructions occur

in the line of the curve itself, the application

the method shown in Case 4, fig. 2 is often

lisablo.

n fig. 1 the true measurements for setting

a curve are given, the distances along the

gent lino from the beginning or end of the

ve being respectively equal to the half

rds, or the sines of the angles at the centre

the circle for a radius equal in length to a

jle unit ; while the length of the offsets at

it angles to the tangent lines are found by
itracting from a unit of measurement the

ue of the cosines of the angles at the

itre of the same circle. If, as shown in

1, the angles taken at the centre of the

lie be equal,—that is, if the angles taken bo
itended by equal chords,—the points marked
m the curve will be at equal distances apart,

r = the distance in links measured along the

gent line by the chain the offset to be

aaured by a tape or rod will amount to

— T® expressed in links. Tables are

ilisbed in a form suitable for carrying in the

jket which give the length of various offsets

stated distances for different radii.

RECENT PATENTS.

ABSTRACTS OF SPECIFICATIONS.

11,766, Apparatus for Inducing Draught in

imneys. T. Carter and W. B. Tully.

Vcscording to this invention, compresBod air or

am forced through jets inside the funnel or

mney is used to induce a current of air for

kught or ventilation.

13,436, Iraprovemonts in Spirit Levels. J.

Harrington.

Chis invention consists of a slide, made oi brass

horn for protecting the glasses of spirit levels,

is is fixed underneath the face-plate immediately

ir the spirit-glass. The slid© is sometimes used

protecting the glass only
;
or it may, if desired,

made the whole length of the level, in which case

s used and figured as a scale.

13,555, Ventilation of Buildings. J. Horrocks.

rhe idea of this invention is to pump fresh air

ng pipes of any length by means of a steam or

ler engine fixed at one ena. Means are taken to

infect and deodorise the air as it passes through

) pipes. The system is to be worked in sections,

d the air being turned in at one end the foul air

forced out by the fresh pure air and escapes into

} atmosphere by means of a tall stack or euch-

e appliance. It is thought possible to bring to

3 City of London country air for tbo better vonti-

ion of dwellings.

13,698, Door Furniture. J. Brownrigg.

By this invention a small bush with a flango is

jured to the door. The rose is then fixed against

flush with the face, but with the bush protruding,

screw spindle is pushed through the door, and an

ter loose rose is screwed along the spindle against

3 fixed rose. The face of this loose rose is

ghtly sunk to receive a thin washer and the

oulder of the loose knob. When those are

•ewed tightly up all works smoothly, and the

tion is simple and durable.

16,105, Outlet Ventilators. J. Craig.

The bottom part of tho ventilator is formed of an

long funnel, tho top of which is divided into

out three equal parts, one part on each side,

vered in an angular direction, which forms the

Df. A funnel is fixed on the inside of the venti-

or divided into two or more compartments,

cording to size of the ventilator. An intercepting

annel is inserted into the bottom funnel in a

sition to catch anything that may descend from

9 top funnel and discharge the same at the open

tlets at each end.

9,817, Material for Covering Walls on Floors.

By this invention it is claimed that paper of a

id more than usually suitable to receive emboss^
tterns is made of wood pulp and straw pulp in

varied proportions, as different degrees of hardness

or resiliency are required. The pulp mixture is

made into strong paper, in tho usual way, and this

papor, before it has dried and set, is embossed by
pressing rollers or pressing blocks. When dried the

pattern or protuberances retain their form. Felt or

fabric may be cemented on or between layers of the
paper.

10,250, Wood Screws. C. D. Rogers.

According to this patent, the diameter of the core

or bottom of tho screw (at tho commencement of

th© screw thread nearest the head) is made to

gradually increase up to its intersection with the

bead, thereby forming a conical shank. The
thread is of tho coarse gimlet kind most useful for

wood screws.

NEW APPLICATIONS FOB PATENTS.

Sept. 16.—12,570, W. Foster, Connecting Pipes to

Water-closet Basins, &c.

Sept. 17.—12,603, W. Baird, Fastenings for Doors
of Theatres, Halls, kc.—12,614, J. Ilird and J.

Ford, Casement Windows and Doors.—12,618, P.

Ayton, Combined Door Springs and Pneumatic
Checks.—12,632, J. Lyman, Paint. —12,638, A.
Rammage, Flooring or Decking for Bridge Work
and Building Construction.—12,640, F. Barnett,

Self-lowering Metallic or other Fireproof Material

Shutters for Prosceniums of Theatres.
3c;>f. 19. — 12,654, H. Lomax, Fasteners for

Windows and Doors.— 12,691, L. Chinnery, Window
Sash Silencer.—12,695, C. Groombridge, Auto-
matically Closing Gates and Doora—12,710, D.
Grove, Portable Buildinga

Sent. 20.—12,765, M. Samuel, Plastic Compound
for tne Production of Moulded and Decorated Tiles,

Slabs, &c. — 12,768, W. Lake, Sash Lock and
Fastener.—12,775, W, Manders, Red or White
Faced Stock Bricks.

Se2)t. 21.—12,817, M. Clarke, Fireproof Curtains

for Theatres, Music Halls, ko.—12,821, S. Pitt,

Weather Guard for Doors, Windows, kc.

Sept. 22.—12,857, H. Waddington, Ventilator.

—

12,864, J. Lyman, Roofing Material.—12,872, M.
Blanchard, Bricks for Wells, &c.

PROVISIONAL SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.

9,939, P. Born, Cooling the Air in Rooms, &c.

—

10,426, T. Moore, Lifters and Fasteners for Sky-
lights, Window Sashes, &c.—10,642, G. Redfern,

Preventing tbo Leakage of Water around Chimney
or other Pipes passing through the Roofs of Build-

ings.—11,039, J. Kenyon and Others, Preventing

Passage of Wind, Rain, or Dust beneath Doors.—
11,109, J. Garrett, Chimney Top.—11,686, J. Tom-
kys, Attaching Door-knobs to Spindles. —10,284,

J. Wilson, Walls, Buildings, Floors, Chimneys, &c.

—10 436, J. Wilson, Walls, Buildings, Floors, &c.

—11,283, W. Boll, Roofing Tiles, &o.— 11,509, H.

Warrington and W. Hewlett, Bricks and other

Blocks for Building Purposes.

COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.

Open io Oppoeition for Tno Montke.

13,452, J. Hoot, Fitting, Ornamenting, and
Decorating Shops, kc.—14,491, R. Henry, Sash-line

Fasteners.—14,939, E. Smith, Regulating the

Supply of Water to Closets, &c.—15,038, J. Gregson,

Rain-water, Soil, and Stove Pipes, and Fixing same.

—15,546, A. Henderson, Syphon Trap Closet Pans.

—16,708, M. Syer, Syphon Cisterns for Flushing

Closets, &c.—8,965, R. Gamble. Burglar Alarm
Detector for Windows, kc.—11,297, H. Lake, Door
Latches.—11,339, E. Finch, Syphon Flushing

Cisterns. —14.223, J. Tall, Concrete Wall Con-

struction.—14,442, A. Henderson, Fixing Door-

knobs to Spindles.—15,184, G. Stierlin, Fanlights,

Windows, Ventilators, &c.—15,312, G. Ewing,

Flushing Apparatus for Water-closets, kc.—15,628,

H. Walker and R. Carey, Hydraulic Lifts.

RECENT SALES OF PROPERTY.
ESTATE EXCHANGE EEPOET.

Ssprsmsa 9.

By Dbivbe i Co. (at Exeter).

South Devon, near Totoee-Weebboume Barton

Farm, containing 202s. Or. 36p., freehold £10,000

SSFTBUnSB 21.

By JosECA Bakkb A Sow.

Pinner, Middlesex — Down’s Farm, containing

94a. 2r. 36p., freehold

Battersea—36, 37, and 39, Falcon.rosd, 93 years,

ground-rent 21f. 16s

Heme Hill — 67, Shakespeare-road, 79 years,

ground-rent 61

By C. A. Richibdb.

Holbom—2, Castle-court, freehold

By E. A S. Smith.

Lision-gTOTe.Orcus-street—Improved ground-rents

of 1001. 8 b. per annum, 34 years

Clerkenwell—16, Lloyd-square, 34 years, ground-

rent

By Ellis, Mobbis, Sutheblaitd, A Co.

Maidenhead, Ray Park—The residence, “ Seaforth

Lodge," 77 years, ground-rent lOi

Bbptbmbbb 22.

7,200

1,776

460

365

1,010

460

1,420

By Fakbbbothbb, Ellis, Clabk, A Co.

Plymouth—The Promenade Pier 12,000

By Douglas Youhg.
Pimlico— 7, Churton-place 42yearfl, groand-rent 61. 490

Stockwell^S, Aytonn-rosd, 60 years, ground-rent

By Nbwbon a Habding.
Kensington—32 and 33, Edwardes-square, 22 years,

ground-rent 4Z. lOs

Islington-24, Wellingtoa-stroet, 44 years, ground-
rent 81 £400-

King’s-cross—17 to 22, North-avenue, 47 years,

ground-rent 2U 660
Barnsbury — 20, Olford-r/sd, 63 years, groutd-rent

If 490

Sbptbudbb 23.

By Bakbb a Soks.
Sussex, Slinfold—Freehold farm buildings, and

26la, 3r. 96p 4,640'

Brondesbury, Salisbury-road—The residence called

The Oaks," 91 years, ground-rent 16f. 168.... 1,090

Spitalflelda, Lamb-street—Freehold ground-rent of
20f. per annum, reversion in years 870^

High Holbom—A profit rental of 260f., increasing

in four years to 3001. per annum, 42 years,

ground-rent 60f 4,370

MEETINGS.
Mohdat, Octobeb 3.

Society of Engineeri.—Mr. R. J. Hutton on "Stability
of Factory Chimneys." 7'30 p.m.

Clerki (if Worki’ Attoeiaiion {Carpenlert’ Hall).

—

General quarterly meeting. 8 p.m.

Tcbsdat, Octobbb 4.

Farket Mueeum (Lecluree for Saiwiary Inepectori).^
Dr. Louis Parkes on " Water Supply, Drinking Water,,
Pollution of Water.’’ 8 p.m.

WBDKBSDAr, Octobbb 6.

Vnivertlly College.—Professor Roger Smith’s Opening
Lecture in Architecture. 7'30p.m.

Buildert' Foremen and Cterki qf Wnrke' Inetitution .

—

Ordioary meeting. 8'30 p.m.
Licerpool Enyineering So(detg.—Mr. P. Hudleston on-

'"The Coal Shipping Appliances of tho Port of Liver-
pool.’’

Feioat, Octodbb 7.

Architectural Aeeoeiation .— Concereazione at the West-
minster Town-ball. 8 p.m.
Parkee Mueeum (Lecturee for Sanitary Inepecton).—

I

Professor H. Robinson on "Drainage Constmotion.’^

8 p.m.

gCisttllanra.

The Folaometer Eng’ineering Company'
are about to bring out a new and simple auto-

matic pumping-machine for lifting sewage or
other liquids from one level to another. The
machine is likely to bo of much service in town
sewerage works where difficulties of level have
to be encountered. The machine is worked, at-

a very small expenditure, by the pressure of

water obtained from tho street water-main. It

is automatic in action. The presence of sewage
is necessary to sot it working, but when the

flow of sewage ceases the pump comes to a
standstill. We have this week seen one of

these machines in action at the Company’s
Works, Nine Elms, Vauxhall. At the samfr

time, we bad an opportunity of noting the great

adaptability to almost all conceivable condi-

tions of contractors’ work, of this Company’s
now well-known pumping appliance, the Pulso-

meter, which requires no staging, but can be
slung or suspended down a shaft, or in any
other situation, the ateam-pipe being led down
to it. Their deep-well pumping engine, “ The
Deane,” is direct acting, and is admirably

adapted for raising water from contracted,

shafts, artesian wells, Ac. Another speciality

of the Company is the “Thames Filter,” the
filtering medium being sponge, which is cleansed

by simple mechanism. A large installation of

these filters has been fixed at the works of the

London Hydraulic Power Company, where
about 10,000 gallons of water per hour of

Thames water are filtered by them to a defined

standard of purity, thus saving the heavy cost

of a supply from one of the water companies.

Filters for swimming-baths and other purposes

are also made by the Company.
A New Gas Soiler for Conservatories.

—Mr. G. Shrewsbury, of Newgate-stroet, has-

lately brought out a new gas boiler for con-

servatories, which he calls the “ Reliance.’^

Now that the sharp frosty nights are approach-

ing this boiler, it appears to us, will be found

well worth examination. It is claimed for it

that it may be placed in perfect safety inside

the conservatory, as there is an equal pressure

of air on the inlet and outlet pipes. The outer

case of the boiler is made air-tight, and all the

air for the supply of the burner is drawn down
the inlet pipe from outside the conservatory

and is led into the bottom of the air-tight

outer case of the boiler. The pipe for the

escape of the products of combustion is led

ont of the top of the case, thus keeping up a

syphonic action in the pipes and case, main-
taining the pure air in the conservatory. This

boiler was patented as recently as July last, bnt

was previously carefully tested throughout the

whole of last winter by the patentee in bis own
conservatory, and found to answer well, we are

informed, under all conditions and changes of

weather.
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Sale of Building' Land at Cromer.—Ou
Slonday lasb a large and important ealo of

building sitea,—the second during the present
season, took place at Cromer, -where a consider-

able impetus is at the present time being given
to building, not only within the area of the old
•seaside town itself, but also in the neighbour-
hood immediately around. The property sub-
mitted to competition on Monday comprised
the second portion of the Suffield Park Estate,

belonging to Lord SufBeld. It consisted of

142 lots, divided into sites of various sizes, for

the erection of different classes of houses, the
frontages ranging from 15 ft. to 40 ft., with
corresponding depths, three of the plots, which
were exceptionally largo, having frontages of

50 ft., S)3 ft.. 130 ft., and 155 ft. Tho property
offered is situated in a charming valley, with
the Lighthouse Hills and the rugged and
majestic cliffs immediately to tho north-
east commanding a picturesfjuo view of

the German Ocean, with the shore nearly
100 ft. below the lofty cliffs, the scenery
inland to the south-east and south-west being
equally picturesque. Messrs. Haker & Sons
condnoted tho sale, in conjunction with Messrs.
Spelman, land agents, of Norwich and Yar-
mouth. Mr. Baker, in introducing the property,
enlarged upon the natural beauties and attrac-

tions of Cromer, which, he observed, was fast

becoming the moat favourite watering-place on
the north-east coast. On the sale proceeding
every lot was rapidly purchased, the smaller
lobs, having 15 ft. frontages, averaging about
12Z. each

;
those having 20 ft. frontages loi.

each ; those with 25 ft. frontages from '311. to

S2l. each ; and those having 30 ft. frontages
from 40L to 45L each. An hotel plot having a
frontage of 57 ft., and a return frontage cf

00 ft., realised lOOL, and the three large plots

above referred to were sold for 135L, 140L, and
145L each. The entire proceeds of the sale

amounted to about 3,800L

Bconomic Geology.—A aeries of thirty lec-

tures on this subject is to be commenced by Mr.
G. F. Harris, F.G.S., at the Birkbeck Institute,

on Wednesday evenings, commencing October 5.

The lectures are intended especially to give
practical as well as theoretical geological
information to architects, civil and mining
engineers, builders, &c., and deals, among
other subjects, with the selection of stone for

building purposes, experiments in testing dura-
bility of stone, crushing weight, absorption of

water, chemical and microscopical analysis,

weathering, &c.
;
the distribntion and shape of

the water-bearing and non-watcr-hearing strata
in England and Wales; water-supply from
lakes and rivers

;
reservoirs, analyses of water,

rainfall, filtering; canal and railway enttings
and embankments, landslips, faults, and drain-
age ; concrete, cement, lime-kilns, mortar, &c.

Lightning Conductor Tests.—Amid some
disputes about lightning conductors recently by
people who do not all know what they are talking
about, the following from a letter signed “ J. A.
Fleming ” in a recent number of the Times is a
suggestion worth keeping in mind:—“ Not only
is it necessary to have a properly fitted con-
ductor or system of conductors to every valuable
bnilding, hut it is above all things necessary to

have a periodical electrical test applied to the
conductor in order to ascertain if the earth plate
is making ‘good earth.’ The proper manner
of doing this is to ran a second isolated cable
parallel to the conductor and making contact
with it near the top. This testing cable should
have a separate earth plate. A simple electrical

test, applied easily, -will then enable an observer
to state whether that conductor is au efficient

lightning protector, or only an additional soorce
of danger.”

A Ne-w Italian Canal.—Two members of
the Italian Parliament, Signori Fazzari and
Moraudin, have presented to thoir Government a
plan for a new canal, navigable for large vessels,
through the province of Catanzaro, whereby
ships bound from the Tyrrhenian into the
Ionian Soa will save the detour around Sicily,

or the passage through the Straits of Messina.
The canal would bo thirty-five miles in length,
and will follow the course of the rivers Aniatoo
and Corucus, and by regulating the waters
of these two rivers it is estimated that
80,000 hectares of land will be reclaimed, an
area suSicient to cover tho interest on the
capital required for the construction of the
canal.

^

The new waterway, the promoters
maintain, would be of great value to vessels
trading in the Levant and Black Sea.

Engineering, &c., at University College,
London.—We notice from the prospectus of
University College, London, Engineering De-
partment, that the work of this College com-
mences for tho Session on the 5th of October.
Tho instruction in Surveying and the lec-

tures in the various branches of Civil Eugi-
necring ai-e given by Prof. L. F. Vernon-
Harcourt. The general lectures on Engi-
neering and Machine Design, as well as the
work in the engineering laboratory, are in

the hands of Professor Alex. W. Kennedy. In
this laboratory, the arrangements of which
formed a principal subject of the paper on
“Tbo Use and Equipment of Engineering
Laboratories,” read by Professor Kennedy
before the Institution of Civil Engineers last

winter, students go through for themselves
during the session a systeinatically-ai-ranged
course of experimenial work in connexion with
elasticity and the strength of materials, the
efficiency and economy of steam boilers and
engines, the appliances for which have been
considerably extended during the last few
months. Electrical Technology is under
the care of Profes.sor Fleming, by whom
(with Professor Carey Foster) a dynamo
installation has lately been fitted up for the
purpose of practical experimentation in “applied
electricity.” Economic Geology is treated as a
special subject in a short course of lectures by
Professor T. G. Bnnney, and Chemistry as
applied to Engineering and Architecture in a
course by Professor Charles Graham. In addi-
tion to these matters directly connected with
engineering, the College provides ample instruc-
tion in all the sciences on which engineering
is based, mathematics, mechanics, physics,
chemistry, geology, &c., and very special atten-
tion is given to graphic methods of calculation
as .applied to scientific and technical problems
in the lectures and drawing class of Professor
Karl Pearson.
The Sanitary Condition of Large Cities.

Dr. Jacques Bertillon, chief of the Paris Bureau
of Statistics, publishes in the Revue d'Hygiine
a comparative statement of the sanitary con-
dition of the chief European and American
cities during 1886. The author gives the pro-
portion of deaths per 100,000 of the living

population for certain preventible diseases.

The proportion of deaths caused by typhoid
fever was as follows for French cities ;

—

Be8an<;on, 205; Toulouse, 118; Marseilles, 108;
Nancy, 65

;
Bordeaux, 60; Paris, 46 ; Lyons, 40.

These are high figures as compared with those
for certain cities of other European conntries.

The proportion per 100,000 was, in Liverpool,

34 ;
Manchester, 33 ; Brussels, 29 ; Dresden, 18 ;

London, 17 ;
Amsterdam, 16; Berlin, 16; Edin-

burgh, 15; Copenhagen, 13; Leipzig, 11;
Vienna, 11. A few large cities, however,
suffered more severely from this disease. At
Saragossa the proportion was 128; Sc. Peters-
burg, 113; Milan, 71 ;

Philadelphia, 65; Balti-

more. 46. The great outbreaks of smallpox
during tho past year are shown by the follow-

ing figures, giving the number of deaths per
100,000 of tho population, viz.:—Marseilles,

573 ;
Bnda-Pest, 358 ;

Saragossa, 221 ;
Eome,

128; Rheims, 110; Zurich, 100; Milan, Gl.

Some of the figures for scarlet fever were :

—

Hanover, 285 ;
Buda-Pest, 127 ; St. Petersburg,

93; Glasgow, 68; Leeds, 57; Brooklyn, 51;
Liverpool, 47; Miinchen, 34; Leipzig, 28;
Berlin, 21 ;

Paris, 18 ;
London, 17 ; Vienna, 16 ;

Lyons, 13; Amsterdam, 6; Marseilles, 5;
Rome, 5. For diphtheria some of the figures

were :—Grenada, 491 ;
Niiniberg, 240; Brooklyn,

170; Dresden, 169; Marseilles, 163; Berlin,

128; Buda-Pest, 128; Hamburg, 123; Phila-

delphia, 11 3 ;
Leipzig, 110; Miinchen, 86 ;

Amster-
dam, 74; Paris, 73; St. Petersburg, 63 ; Rome, 52

;

Lyont, 38 ;
London, 33 ; Edinburgh, 32 ;

Glas-

gow, 29 ;
Liverpool, 21. The above diseases

appearing generally in epidemic form, an other-

wise healthy city may show a large death-rate
for any particular year. It is otherwise with
such diseases as consumption, for instance, of

which Dr. Bertillon gives statistics, which do
not vary much from year to year. The highest
proportion occurred at Buda-Pest, where 70S
died of the disease in 100,000 inhabitants. Then
follow Vienna, with 664 deaths

;
Niirnberg,

483; Paris, 470; Marseilles, 4i8
;
Lyons, 444;

Miinchen, 390; Dresden, 387; Berlin, 334;
Brussels, 315; Leipzig, 315; Rome, 213. Of
American cities, New Orleans had the highest
death-rate, 382

;
Brooklyn following, with 313 ;

and Philadelphia, with 296 deaths per 100,000.
With the exception of Belfast, where the pro-
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portion was 472, the large cities of the United
Kingdom show very favourably compared with
Continental cities, Glasgow having but 278*
Loudon, 202; and Edinburgh, but 193 deaths
from consumption out of 100,000 inhabitants.
The figures given above,—taking into account
changes which have been mostly for the
better,—prove that tho greatest mortality from
consumption exists in large Austrian cities, the
smallest in English cities. The death-rates
from scarlet favor were highest in Germany,
from diphtheria in Spain and Germany, from
small-pox in France and Austria, from typhoid
fever iu France and Spain. It is satisfactory
to find that tho death-rates from all the causes
mentioned in English cities are amongst the
lowest.

Scliools, Formby, Lancashire,—The schools
attached to St. Mary’s R.C. Church, Formby,
have recently beeu enlarged, and two additional
class-rooms have been built in the same style

as the existing buildings. Crosby light pink
bricks have been used for the general walling,

with Edwards’s Ruabon red and blue bricks in

strings, arches, buttress, weatherings, &c. The
interior is plasterod throughout with a cemented
dado. Roof principals are exposed, stained,

and varnished. The work has been carried out
by Mr. Edward Blackburn, builder, of King’s-
road, Bootle, from plans by and tinder the super-
iutendence of the architect, Mr. Fred. H. Peate,
of Liverpool.

PRICES CURRENT OP MATERIALS.
TIMBER. £. a. d. £. a. d.

Greenheart, B.G ton 6 0 0 7 10 0
Teak, E.I load 8 0 0 13 0 0
Sequoia, U.3 foot cube 0 2 3 0 3 0
Aah, Canada load 3 0 0 4 10 0
Birch „ 2 0 0 3 10 0
Elm „ 3 10 0 4 10 0
Fir, Dantaic, &o 1 10 0 4 0 0
Oak „ 2 10 0 4 10 0
Canada 8 0 0 6 0 0

Pine, Canada red 2 0 0 3 10 0

,, yellow 3 0 0 4 0 0
Lath, Dantsic fathom 3 0 0 6 0 0

3t. Petersburg 4 0 0 6 10 0
Wainscot, Riga log 0 0 0 0 0 0

,, Odessa, crown 2 10 0 3 0 0
Deals, Finland, 2ndandl8t...std. 100 7 0 0 8 0 0

„ 4th and 3rd 6 10 0 6 10 0
Riga 6 10 0 7 0 0

8t. Petersburg, Ist yellow 8 0 0 13 0 0

,, 2nd
,, 7 0 0 8 0 0

,, white 6 10 0 8 10 0
Swedish 6 0 0 I'i 0 0
White Sea 0 0 0 0 0 0
Canada, Pine, Ist 10 0 0 24 0 0

,, „ 2nd 10 0 0 15 0 0

,, ,, 3rd, &o 6 0 0 9 0 0

,, Spruce, Ist BOO 900
„ „ 3rd and 2nd 6 0 0 7 0 0

New Brunswick, &c 6 0 0 0 10 0
Battens, all kinds 4 0 0 10 10 0
Flooring Boards, sq., 1 in., pre-

pared, First 0 8 0 0 11 0
Second 0 6 0 0 7 6
Other qualities 0 4 0 0 6 0

Cedar, Cuba foot 0 0 SJ 0 0 3^
Honduras, &c 0 0 3 0 0 §1
Australian 0 0 2 0 0 3

Mahogany, Cuba 0 0 4 0 0 6i
St. Domingo, cargo average 0 0 4 0 0 6i

Mexican „
Tobasco ,, ,

Honduras
,,

Maple, Bird's-eye
Rose, Rio ..toa
Bahia

Box, Turkey ton
Satin, St. Domingo foot
Porto Rico

Walnut, Italian

METALS.
Ibos—

B

ar, Welsh, in London.., ton 4 16 0

„ ,, in Wales 4 2 6

,, Staffordshire, London 6 10 0
COPPBB—

British, cake and ingot ton 43 10 0
Beat selecteQ 44 10 0
Sheets, strong 60 0 0
Cbili, bars 39 10 0

Yrilow Metal, lb. 0 0
Lead—
Pig, Spanish ton 1117 6
English, common brands 12 2 6
Sheet, English 13 2 6

Spbltbh—
Silesian, special ton 15 10 0
Ordinary brands 16 7 6

Tin

—

Straits ton 103 15 0
Australian 103 0 0
English ingots 106 0 0

OILS.
Linseed ...ton 19 15 0
Oocoaaut, Cochin 31 0 0
Ceylon 23 15 0

Palm, Lagos 22 0 0
Rapeseed, English pale 24 15 0

,, brown 23 6 0
Cottonseed, refined 21 10 0
Tallow and Oleine 26 0 0
Lubricating, U.8 6 0 0

,, refined 6 0 0
Tobpbwtinb —
American, in casks ewt. 1 i 9

Tab—
Stockholm ....barrel 0 14 0
Archangel 0 0 6

31

3i

3i
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OMPETITIONS, CONTRACTS, & PUBLIC APPOINTMENTS.
Epitome of AAvertiaemenU in thie Mimber.

COUFETITIONS.

Nature of Work, By whom required. Premium, Desi^sto be
delivered. Page.

Not stated... ix.

CONTRACTS.

Nature of Work, or Materials, By whom required. Architect, Surveyor, or
Engineer,

Tenders te be
delivered.

Page.

October 5th
October 10th
October lltb

do.
do.

October 12th
do.

oken Granite do. do. it.

lad-Making and Paving Works Uammeramith Vestry,,, do. ir.

oblic Memorial Clock, Hindley, near Wigan
1,-p. Steam Boiler, for Heating Apparatus

Improvement Com. G. 4 VV. R. Low October 22nd
Nov. let

Not stated...

do.
do.

ix.

ir

ii.

'ection of Scarborough Constitutional Club

FUBI.IC APPOINTMENTS.

Katare of Appointment.

lerk of Works 3. Sliields, Ac., BarialB Not stated
,

irve)'or and Engineer Tottenham Local Board 40 7

Bf whom Advertised,

TENDEES.
ARNOLD (Notts) For paving, kerhing, ehannelling,

id culverting in Wa»h-pond-laDe, Arnold, tor the Arnold

ocal Board of Health. Quantities by the engineer,

Ir. Fredk. Jackson, 18, Low Pavement, Nottingham :

—

Contract Contract
No. 1. No. 2.

F. Haywood, Wortley £1,002 18 0 ...£266 6 0

D. Barry, Nottingham 733 11 3 ... 187 3 3

J. Hawley, Ilkeston 606 16 0 ... 1C3 6 0

H. Vickers, Nottingham ... 698 0 0 ... 185 0 0

J. Bradley, Lincoln 609 14 0 ... 221 15 0

W. Cordon, Bnrton Joyce 617 9 6 ... 140 16 0
JohnQroiives, Front-street,

Arnold 618 0 0* ... 146 0 0*

K. Morris, Arnold 600 0 0 ... 160 0 0

J. Shortlaud, Nottingham. 411 19 6 ... 101 16 0

fEngineer'a estimates, 56IL 15s. 6d. and 164L 12s. lOd.^
• Accepted.

ASHFORD (Kent).—For the construction of earthenware

ipe-sowers, precipitation works, etlluent water-tanks, 4c.,

or the Ashford Local Board. Messrs. Jones & Ballard,

nginoers :

—

£9,801 £270 0 0

8,980 301 18 0
8.900 268 15 0
0,550 31 0 0

8,403 350 0 0
8,279 200 15 0
7,908 290 7 0
7.900 257 0 0
7,881 271 13 0
7,690 270 0 0

7,658 258 0 0

7,645 285 0 0

7,600 258 0 0

7,40) 290 7 7

W. J. Botterill,.

R. Nicholson
Neavo 4 Co
J. Wood
H. Potter
G. n. Donne & i

D. F. Beale
Davis & Leaney
Howland Bros...

G. Osenton
J. Trollope
J. Jackson
J. Piper & Son,.

Innes & Wood...
A. Perry & Co...

W.&J. Deune 0,913 200 0 0

T. Reeves 0,777 182 0 0
G. E. Wallis (accepted) 6,500 300 0 0

A.—Extra for Doulton’s Joints.

BANSTEAD.—For enlarging laundry at the Kensington
nd Chelsea Schools, Banstead, for the Managers ot the
Kensington and Chelsea School District. Messrs. A. 4. C.
iarston, architects, 15, Leadenhall-street, E.C. Quantities
ot supplied ;

—

Flew 4 Co £260 0 0
Barton 4 Son 248 0 0
Woodhouse 230 10 0
Cogswell 216 0 0
Newton 4 Idle 207 0 0
Lye 197 0 0
Balcbin 4 Shopland 179 0 0
Turtle 176 0 0
Potter.... 168 0 0
Wm. Taylor, Banstead (accepted) 136 0 0

BARNET.—For completing two residential villas cn the
lyonsdowne Estate, now Barnet, tor mr, T. B. Mee. Mr.
b Henry North, architect :

—

Exton 4 Burton, Birkbeck Works,
Kingsland (accepted) £1,386 0 0

[No competition.]

BATTERSEA.—For re-constructing a 3 ft. 6 in. by 2 ft.

rick Ecwer, and other works, in Now-road, Battersea, for
le Board of Works for the Wandsworth District. Mr.
. T. I’ilditch, surveyor

Hindle 4 Morrish £3.698 0
Cooke 4 Co 3,254 0
E. 4 W. lies 3,117 0
J.King 3,100 0
Dickenson ...,„ 2.750 0
McKenzie 2,702 10
Keltett 2,539 0
Marshall 2,444 0
Mayo 2,306 0
Pizzey 2,190 0

2,176 0
G. Neal ....."i;;; 1,960 0
KilUngback 1,900 0
J. Meats 1,795 0

[Surveyor’s estimate. 2,923f.]

DBLLAGIO (Surrey) .—For the erection of bungalows
at Hill-crest, Bellagio, near East Grinstead, Surrey, for
Mr. Arthur Burr. Mr. Walter J. Kbbetta, F.R.I.B A.,
architect, Savoy House, 115, Strand, W.C.

Teodors submitted by Mr. Heniy Baylis, builder,
Highbury.

No. 1 Bungalow ..

A. B.

* Accepted.

BELLAGIO (Surrey).—For tho erection of a bungalow
at Furzelleld Chase, Bellagio, near East Grinstead, Surrey,
for Mr. J. II. Maekay. Mr. Walter J . Ebbette, archi-
tect:—

H. Baylis £133 0 0

BLACKHEATH.—For alterations and additions to the
Three Tuna, Blaekheatb, for Mr. F. Walton. Mr. John
Jas. Downes, architect, 183, Lewisham High-road

Schollield £750 0 0
II. L. Holloway 740 0 0
Lorden 4 Sons (accepted) 655 0 0

CHELSEA.—For tho erection of two studios at St.
Leonard’s-terraoe, for Messrs. Cocks 4 Elsworthy (design
No. 2). Mr. Walter J. Ebbetts, F.E.I.B.A., architect.
Savoy House, 116, Strand, W.C. :

—

H. Baylis (accepted) £016 0 0

CHESTHR-LE-STREET (Durham), — For erecting
block of oflices and cottages, near The Hermitage, for
Mr. Lindsay Wood. Mr. H. T. Grodon, architect,
Durham. Quantities by Mr G. D. Irwin, Sunderland:

Tremble 4 Co., Hetton-le-llole £1,452 8 0
Haswell 4 Waugb, Gateshead 1,411 12 4
Atkin 4 Co., South Shields 1,397 0 0
Gradon 4 Son, Durham 1,332 3 0
Wm. Thompson, Cheater-le-Stroct... 1,365 0 0
G. H. Bell. Bishop Auckland 1,383 8 0
Jaspar Kell, Birrnioghani 1,360 0 0
Goo, Douglass, Sunderland 1,364 0 0
Wu). Lodge, Plawsworth 1,337 8 0
Thompson 4 Son, Cbester-le-Streot . 1,334 2 0
W. C. Atkinson, Stockton-on-Tees... 1,326 0 0
Robson 4 Son, Chester-le-Stieet 1,322 6 0
R. Sanderson, Birmingham 1,320 0 0
John Jopling, Chestor-le-Street 1,305 6 0
Wm. Foster, Croxdale 1,300 0 0
Thos. Akenhead, Stamfordham 1,293 3 0
Thos. Wood, Jarrow-on-Tyne 1,231 13 0
.Tohn G. Kilburn, South Shields 1,217 0 0
John Jennings, Chester-le-Streot ... 1,123 0 0

CLAPTON.—For additions and alterations, consisting
of new assembly-room, studio, class-rooms, lavatories, Ac.,
at the High School for Girls, Marriott-terriico, Clapton, for

the Girls' Public Day School Company (Limited). Mr. J.
Osborne Smith, architect, 34, Southampton-street, Strand.
Quantities by Mr. F. H. A. Hardcastle :

—

J. J. Greenwood £2,775 0 0
W. Gregor 2,722 0 0
M. Msnley 2,583 0 0
Wall Bros 2,497 0 0
J. Bentley 2,350 0 0
Exton A Barton 2,297 0 0
Barrett 4 Tower, Hackney* 2,283 0 0
Dove Bros.t 1,875 0 0

• Accepted. + Withdrawn.

DEPTFORD.—For alterations and additions to No. 60,
New King-street, Deptford, for Mrs. Freak. Mr. John
Jas. Downes, architect, 183, Lewisham High-road:

—

Martin £360 0 0
Blaker (accepted) 209 10 0

DEPTFORD.—For repairs and sanitary work to ten
houses, Wotton-place, Mill-lane, Deptford, for Mrs.
Longinotto. Mr. John Jas. Downes, architect :

—

Allwright £126 0 0
S. Best 95 0 0
Blaker (accepted) 73 0 0

DEPTFORD.—For alterations and repairs to a ware-
house, Tanner’s-hill, Deptford, for Messrs. J. F. A.
Dandridge. Mr. John Jss. Downes, architect :

—

H. L. Holloway £100 0 0

EYE (SuflFolk).—For new farm and other buildings at
the Kerrison Thorodon Reformatory, Eye, Suffolk, for the
Managing Committee. Mr. Frank Whitmore, architect,
Chelmsford :—

A. Disa, Colchester (accepted) £700 0 0

HASTINGS.—For restaurant and bar-tlttingg at the
Palace Hotel. Mr. Arthur Wells, architect;

—

Smee 4 Co., Finsbory-pavement £1,389 0 0
Taylor Bros.. Hsstinge 1,376 0 0
C. Hughes, St. Leonards 1,360 0 0
G. Vigor, Hastings 1,293 0 0
Sanders 4 Son, New Oxford-street,.. 1,279 It 0
Sage A Co., Grsy’s Inn-road 1,175 13 0
J. Walker, Ponlar 97 5 0 0
H. E. Cruttenden, St. Leonards. 967 0 0
T. Salter, St. Leonards (accepted) ... 940 0 0

Peicterer'a Work.
Sanders 4 Sen, New Oxford-street* 180 0 0

• Accepted.

KENS.AL GREEN. —For the erection of two shops,
Kensal Green, W., for Mr. J. Welford. Messrs. Raymond
4 Webbe, architects, 10, Bundell-road, W. :

—

Msrlin Wells 4 Co £1,4':0 0 0
W. Oldccy 4 Co 1,225 0 0
F. T. Chinchen, Ken»al Green* 1,300 0 0

* Accepted.

KENSINGTON.—For additions, alteralions, and sani-

tary works (exclusive of decoration), at 107, Holland-road,
for Mr. James Caldwell. Mr. Edward Tidman, C.E,,
architect and surveyor, Connaught Mansions, Victoria-
street, Westminster, 8.W.:

—

Giles Bennett £286 0 0
Harrison 4 Son 2£9 0 0
T. A. Owers 256 0 0
H. J. Ball & Co. (accepted) 210 0 0

LIVERPOOL,—For the erection of the Stanley Park
Baptist Church, Walton-lane. Mr. Frederick H. Peate,
architect, 4c., 11, South Castle-street. Quantities sup-
plied :

—

Ed. Blackburn £6,360 1 0
Ed. Bostock 6,564 0 0
Thos. Tyson 6,199 t> 0
Morrison 4 Sons 6,100 0 0
W. H. Clark 6,060 0 0
Bichd. Oates 4,992 0 0
BellABuroie 4,804 0 0
J. 4 G. Chappell 4,725 0 0
Thos. Bridge, jun., 4 Co 4,097 0 0
Brown 4 Backhouse 4,638 0 0
Thomas Urmson 4,633 0 0
Nicholson 4 Clarke 4,600 0 0
Geo. Woods 4 Sons 4,600 0 0
Hughes 4 Stirling* 4,59) 0 0
Not signed 4,680 0 0
Wm. Thornton 4 Sons 4,676 0 0
Wm.AJ. Cairdt 4,67-i 18 6
Rallies 4 Campbell 4,650 19 6
Edmund Gabbutt 4,628 0 0
Thomas Spencer' 4,495 0 0

* Not on form ot Tender,

f Accepted, with deductions.
[Architect's competition estimate, design B (since

winch many alterations and additions have been made),
4,3C0f.]

[All of Liverpool and district.]

LONDON.—For erecting the new City of London
Court, Gu'ldhall-yard and Basinghall-street. Mr. Andrew
Murray, architect, Guildhall. Quantities by Messrs. R. L.
Curtis 4 Sons, 119 and 120, London-wall, E.C., and Mr.
Frederick Thomson, 5, Great Jamea-atreet, W.C, :—

T., D-.i, Extra if

Portland Total.
Stone.

Lawrence £16,900 ...£1,406 ...£18,305
Condei 10,840 ... 1.320 ... 18,100
Grover 16,800 ... 1,340 ... 18,140
Colls , 16,440 ... 1,400 ... 17,840
Boyce 16,973 ... 1,000 ... 16,973
Patman 4 Folhetingham... 16,000 ... 050 ... 16,960
Cubitt 14,835 ... I.ICO ... 16,935
Trollope 13,686 ... 2,263 ... 15.849
Chappell 14,639 ... 1,140 ... 15,679
Ashby 4 Horner 14,530 ... 1,0'16 ... 16,675
Holland 4 Hsnnen 14,300 ... 980 ... 16,280
Scrivener 14,110 1,085 ... 16,196
Perry 13,684 ... 1,100 ... 14,694
Nightingale 13,620 ... 1,000 ... 16,620
Gentry 13,475 ... 950 ... 14,425
Mowlem 13,426 ... 974 ... 14,399
Morter (accepted) 12,827 ... 810 ... 13,037

LONDON,—For alterations and repairs at the Queen’s
Hoad, 405, Strand, for Mr. J. Swinyard. Mr. Edward
Clark, architect, 433, West Strand. Quantities by the
architect :

—

Wm, Smith £676 0 0
T. L, Green 436 0 0
Wilkinson Bros 425 0 0
A. Huod 416 0 0
Grover 4 Co 406 0 0
John .\niey 393 0 0
Bishop Bros. 4 Marston 290 0 0

LONDON.—For rebuilding the Britannia beer-house,
Cambridge-road, E., for Mias M. A. Peron, Mr. Edward
Clark, architect, 432, West Strand. Quantities by the
architect

Wm. Smith £1,095 0 0
T. L. Green 979 0 0
John Anley 926 0 0
John Beale 918 0 0
Bishop Bros. & Marston 805 0 0
J. O. Richardson 863 0 0
A. Hood 748 0 0

LONDON.—For repairs, Ac., at No. 7, Sergeants’ Inn,
E.C., for Dr. K. W. T. Brooks, Mr, Edward Clark,
architect, 432, West Strand:-

8. Charlton £175 10 0
F. White 150 0 0
T. L. Green 137 0 0
Bishop Bros, 4 Marston (accepted) ,,, 89 0 0
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LONDON.—For repairs, &c
,
at 21''. Strand, for Mr.

Loesrenstark. Mr. Edward Clark, architect, 433, West
Strand :

—

T. L. Green £137 0 0
John Anley 130 0 0
Bishop Bros, it Marston 112 0 0
F. White 9) 0 0

LONDON.—For the erection of warehouse, Newington-

. Bsttley £3,lfi0

W. & F. Croaker (accepted) 2,010 0 0

LONDON.—For proposed residence and staliles, at
No. 18, Notting Hil -square, for Mr. A . W. Tuer. Mr.
J. T. Newman, architect, 2, Fen-court, Fenchurch-street,
£.C. Quantities by Messrs. R. L. Cartis k Sons;

—

Allowance
House,

Holland k Hannen ., £5,590
B. E. Nightingale ... 4,993
Bywatera 4,890
J. Morter 4,733 ,

Lawrance & Sons ... 4,714 .

Gregory k Co 4,679

Stable. Old Total.
Materials.

.£1,436 ...£80 ...£6,946

. 1,284 ... 11 ... 6,272

. 1,220 ,,. 161 ... 6.949
,

1,180 ... 60 ... 6,803
. 1,120 ... 61 ... 6,774
, 1,177 ... — ... 6,766

LONDON.—For building five shops in St. Clement's-
road, Notting Hill, for Mr. A Taylor. Mr. H. Richardson,
architect ;

—

Lyford, Notting Hill £649 0 0
Cross, Nottinu Hill 625 0 0
Hearing & Son, Islington 670 0 0
Billing, Hounslow 469 0 0

TAUNTON.—For erecting Victoria Jubilee Nursing
Institute, Taunton and Somerset Hospital. Mr. J.
Houghton Spencer, architect :

—

First Amended
Estimate. Estimate.

Potter, Taunton £5,180 £3,745
Pollard, Bridgwater 5,163 3,618
Rend“ll & Son, Taunton 6,100 3,78)
Morse & Aspiller, Taunton ,,. 6,067 3,650
Templeman, Taunton 4,961 3,360*
Church, Bristol 4,832 3,681
Fox, Taunton 4,823 3,426
Geo. Pollard, Taunton 4,670 3,400
Verrier 4 Son, Taunton 4,489 3,618
Henry Spiller, Taunton 4,450 3,350
William Gibson, Exeter 4,300 3,300
Bcaren, Bristol 4,260 3,600

* Accepted at 3,340/.

WINCHESTER.—For the erection of two pairs of semi-
detached villas at Kingsgate-street, Winchester, for Mr.
J. Cooper. Mr. T. Stopher, architect:

—

J. Crook & Sons, Southampton* £1,697 0 0
* Accepted.

WROTHAM (Kent).—For the erection of three cottages
at Borough Green, Wrotham, Kent, for Mr. John A.
Arnold. Mr. H. Hardwioke Langston, architect, 9, Great
James-street, Bedford-row, London. Quantities not
supplied

Falkner, London £896 0 0
Leonard, lehtam 019 0 0
Bnrgess k Langridgc, Snodland 624 10 0
Bishop Bros., Birling 498 10 0
Bemark, Borough Green 450 0 0

*•* SPECIAL NOTICE. — Lists of Tenders
frequently reach us too late for insertion. They should
be delivered at oor office, 46, Catherine - street, W.O.,
not later than 12 Noon on THUHSDAYS.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Begitiered TeUgraphie Addren, “ Thr BpildBB, LoHDOIt.”

R. B, k S'>u.—A. R.-O. F, H.-W. W. L. (receivea).-C. N. * Co.—O. H. C.—W. P. (most of these auggeitious are perfectly un-
practical. You cannot count on securing, in a crowded town, a eite
for an ordinary theatre with three sides open, except at a cost which
would be prohibitive).—If, W. P, (should send am»uatl.—A. J. H.
(too late).

AU sUtemeste of facta, llete of tenders, Ac., must be accompamled
by the name and addressol thesender, not neceeMarlly for publication
Wo are compelled to decline pointing out books and glylna

addresaes.

Not*.—

T

he reeponeibllfty of signed artlelei, and paperi read at
public meetings, reata, of course, with the author*.

W* camot imdertaXe 19 return rejected conmunieationt.
Letters or eommitnioatlons (beyond mere news-ltema) which have

been duplicated for other Journals, are NOT DESIRED.
All communication* regarding literary and artistic matter* »hould

be addressed to THE EDITOR; all communication* relating to
advertisements and other exclusively business matter* should be
addressed to THE PDBLIBHBE, and no< to the Editor.

PUBLISHER’S NOTICES.

RtgUiered Telegraphic Addreet,''TBK 'B\nLi>n, London.”

CHARGES FOR ADVERTISEMENTS.
SITUATIONS VACANT, PARTNERSHIPS, APPRENTICESHIPS.

TRADE. AND GENERAL ADVERTISEMENTS.
81i lines (about fifty words) or under 48, 8d.
Bach additional line (about ten words 0*. 8d.

Terms for Series of Trade Advertisements, also for special Advei-
tlsementa on front page. Competitions, Contracts, Bale* by Anctlon,
he. may be obtained on application to the Publisher,

SITUATIONS WANTED.
FOUR Lines (about THIRTY worus) or under Is. 6d.
Bach additional line (about ten wor^l Os. Sd.

PREPAYMENT 13 ABSOLUTELY NECESSARY.
Stamp* mutt not be sent, but all small sums should be

remitted by Cash in Registered Letter or by Honey Order, payable
at the Post-office. Coveut-garden. W.C. to

DOUGLAS FOURDBINIEB, Publisher,
Addressed to No. 46, Calherlne-street. W,0.

Advertisements for the current week's Issue must reach the Office
beline THREE o’clock p.m. on THURSDAY.

SPECIAL —-ALTERATIONS IN STANDING ADVERTISE-
MENT8 or ORDERS TO DISCONTINUE same,

must reach the Office before TEN o’clock on WEDNES-
DAY inomiogs.

^e_ I^bllsher cannot be responsible for DRAWINGS TESTI-
left at the Office in reply to Advertisemeute, and
... ... . ... latterOOPIESONLYshouldbesent.

PEBSONB Advertising In “The Builder,"may have Keplieiaddreteed
to the OJ^ce, 48. Catherine-street, Cevent Garden. W.O.
free a/ charge. Letters will be forwarded if addressed
envelopes are sent, together with sufficient stamps to

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
“ THE BUILDER " is supplied dirbct from the Office to residents

In any part of the United Kingdom at the rata of tSa. per annum
PaKPAiD. To all parts of Europe, America, Anstralia, and New
Zealand, 268. per annum. To India, China, Ceylon, Ac. SOs. per
annum. Remittances payable to DOUGLAS FOURDBINIEB,
PnbUsber, No. 46. Catheidne-street W.O.

EIRE BRICKS.
BEST STOURBRIDGE FIRB BRICKS, and Cement Fire

Clay. Gas Retorts, Muffles. Ac. Fire Brick* and Blocks for the
Highest Heats, for Iron Blast Furnaces, Forge, Rolling, Puddling,
and Steel Furnaces, Flint Glass Furnaces, Roasting and Refining
Furnaces, Chemical Works. Coke Ovens, Ac. Boiler Seating Blocks,
Flue Covers. Locomotive Bricks. Tuyere*. Steel Runners. Grate
Backs, Special Sixes and Shapes ma>le to Englneeers' Drawings.

Frices quoted to any Port or Railway Station.
London Agents:

—

R. CULL & SON, Palmerston-buildings, E.C.

GLAZED BRICKS.
OATES 4 GREEN, HALIFAX.

GLAZED BRICKS (White and Coloured). Special Salt-glazed
Bricks. Sanitary Tubes, Glazed Barthemwnre Sinks, Cattle, Sheep,
and Pig Troughs. Horse Maugers. Patent Automatic Trough Closet,
Patent Flush Tank. Ventilating Bricks. Patent Ventilating Gullies
and Traps, Patent Chimney Pots for Down Draught*.

Six Prize Medals. Copies of Testimonials sent if required.
Loudon Agents :

—

E. CULL & SON, Palmerston-boildiDgs, E.C.

BLUE BRICKS.
THE KETLEY BRICK COMPANY. KINGRWINFORD

BtaSordshire. Manufacturers of Blue Bricks,
London Agvuta :

—

E. CULL 4 SON, Palmerston-buildingB, E.O.

DRAIN PIPES.
Lime, Cement, Bricks, Slates, Laths, Hair, Plaster, Wall Copings,

Channel Bricks, Blue and R^ Ridges. Red Plain Tiles and Pan
Tiles, Closet Pans and Traps, Bends, Junctions, Ac. alt sizes.
Chimney-Pots. Bed and White. PRICES on APPLICATION.

E. CULL 4 SON’S Stores, Railway Arches,

Best Bath Stone.

CORSHAM DOWN.
|

FAKLEIGH DOWN.

BOX GROUND. I COMBE DOWN.
WESTWOOD GROUND.

|

STOKE GROUND.
RANDELL, SAUNDERS, & CO., Ld.,

CoBSHAM, Wilts.

Bath Stone.
Pictor’s Monks’ Park. Combe Down.
Corsham Down. Stoke Ground.

Box Ground. Winsley Ground.
Farleigh Down. West Wood.

PICTOR & SONS, Box, Wilts. [Advt.

Donlting^ Freestone and Ham Hill Stone
of beat quality, in blocks, or prepared ready foi
fixing. An inspection of the Doulting Quarries
is respectfully solicited

; and Architects and
others are CAUTIONED against inferior atone.

Prices, delivered to any part of the United
Kingdom, given on application to CHARLES
TRASK & SONS, Norton-snb-Hamdon, Ilmin*
ster, Somerset.—Agent, Mr. E. WILLIAMS,
No. 16, Craven-street, Strand, W.C. [Adtp.

Doulting Free Stone For prices, &o., ad*

HAM HITT ftTOMH
dress 8. & J. STAPLE,HAM HILL STONE, Qaarry Owners, Stone

BLUE LIAS LIMB Merchants,
Stoke under - Ham,

(Ground or Lump), Hminster. fADyt,

Asphalte.—The Seyssel and Metallic Lava
Asphalte Company (Mr. H. Glenn), Office, 88,

Poultry, E.C.—The best and cheapest materiale

for damp courses, railway arches, warehouse
floors, flat roofs, stables, cow-sheds, and milk-

rooms, granaries, tun-rooms, and terraces. [Advt

Asphalte.
Beysael, Patent Metallic Lavs, and

White Asphaltes.

M. STODAET A CO.
Office

:

No. 90, Cannon-street, B.O. [Advt

SFHAGUB & CO.’S

INK-PHOTO PROCESS,

22, Martin’s-lane,

Cannon-street, E.C. [jiDVT.

To Builders, Builders’ Supply Merchants*
and Others. — Whalley’s WiiBR-CLoeBT, for nsiDB
wastewater from lavatories, sinks, roofs, 4c., wOl flosb

immediately after being used. Costs 60 per cent, less than
ordinary water-closets. No water cistern required, No
fittings. No water supply. Simplicity and etfectiveness

guaranteed. Being largely adopted and giving every
satisfaction.

Testimonials from Sanitary Engineers. Sanita^ In-
spectors, Medical Officers, &c. Highly spoken of iy the
leading trade papers.

Prices, drawings, and full particulars, on appUcation tfr

BROOKS & PICKUP,
Towneley Colliery, Burnley.

TAdti.

Remedy for Damp Walls,—Applied in

dry weather CARSON’S ANTI-DAMP SOLU-
TION is an economical and effectual CURE.

—

Full particnlars (post-free) WALTER CARSON
& SONS, La Belle Sauvage-yard, Lndgate
Hill, London. [Advt,

MICHELMORE & REAP,
Hannlactnrers of

POLLINGE’S PATENT HINGES,
LETBB, 8CEEW, 4 BARBEL BOLTS,
BeU-AcUng “FALL DOWN ’’ GATB STOPS,

and IMPROVED OATS FITTINGS of evezy Dwcrlptlca

36a, borough road
LONDON. 8.E.

A LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO BUILDERS.

TWELVE GOLD AND SILVER MEDALS AWARDED.ZINC ROOFING-.
F. BRABY & CO.

++ XjZ'V'ek/Zpool. a-L^sa-ow.
352 to 362, Euston-road. 6 and 8, Hatton Garden. 47 and 49, St. Enoch-square..

VIEILLE MONTAGNE SOLE MANUFACTURING AGENTS.
NO SOLDER. NO EXTERNAL FASTENINGS.

Particulars on Application, Chief Offices ;—Fitzroij Works, EUSTON HOAD, LONDON, N.W.
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Our National Maps.

T seems somewhat

strange that the

national maps of a

kingdom such as

ours, the mother of

vast colonies, to

whose inhabitants

every foot of British

soil is, or should be,

dear and sacred,

and who are dca-

ined to hand down to a remote posterity, not

nly our language, our customs, and our laws,

ut also our local histories and traditions,

hould be only now, at the close of the iiine-

eeiith century, nearing their completion, and

hat it is only now that the colonist is able to

rocure an authentic and explicit map of the

-arish where his forefathers lived and died,

/here he himself, perhaps, first saw the light,

nd the names of whose homesteads, woods,

elds, streams, commons, and winding lanes

lave been handed down to his children as

lousehold words.

Turning from a perhaps somewhat poetical

dew to one of a practical nature, it seems still

uore strange that a business-like nation such

is ours should have ignored to so late a period

n its history tho immense advantages to be

)btained from a national survey of the kingdom,

ind that the War Ofiace, the county, parish,

)ity, town, and village authorities
;
the railway,

janiii, gas, water, mining, and other companies;

ashery boards, land-owners, tenant farmers,

parochial clergy, and others, to say nothing of

jntiquaries, students of history, geology,

mineralogy, botany, &c., should only recently be

ible to obtain efficient and authentic maps of

the parts of the kingdom in which they may be

interested.

While the National Survey has been in hand
generations have come and gone, and though

its late commencement and its still more tardy

execution are to be regretted, delay has

allowed the use of recent discoveries of science,

and tho Ordnance Survey authorities have thus

been enabled to present us with a finished

work which, even in 18G7, was rightly pro-

nounced by competent French authorities to

be “sans precedent et qui devrait servir de

models i\ toutes les nations civilisees.”

Our national maps, faithful and true pictures

as they are of the land of our inheritance, with

all its venerable histories and traditions, are

yet far from being sufficiently known, appre-

ciated, or understood, even by those whose

training should naturally enable them to value

the skilled execution displayed, or delight in

the remarkable collection of geographical,

historical, topographical, and antiquarian detail

that is laid before them.

In time, doubtless, those interested in the

training of the young,—the men and women

of the next generation,—will appreciate the

parish sheets of the Ordnance Survey, which

can now be procured at such trifling cost, and,

mastering the details themselves, will learn

with surprise what a valuable source of in-

struction the maps can be made; how great a

love for home and country can, by their aid,

be evoked
;
and what healthy interest in the

study of history, botany, geology, &c., can be

called into existence and steadily maintained.

Country walks, fishing excursions, visits to

ancient objects, or historical sites can be, step

by step, traced on the map
;
distances, areas of

fields, woods, and commons, noted and com-

pared
;
heights, inclinations of roads, falls of

streams, can be observed
;
and memoranda

made as to the haunts of the/auHo, and as to

the localities of different botanical and geo-

logical subjects. In short, in careful and

appreciative hands, the parish sheets of the

Ordnance Survey could be made to play a

most important part in the education of the

young, for, apart from the instruction to be

derived from them in regard to archmological

and historical study, who can doubt the good

effect of children being early trained to observe

heights and distances, and to judge of areas,

especially in the case of boys who are destined

to follow many of the professions,—to become

military commanders, engineers, architects, or

surveyors ?

Of the various classes of national maps issued

by the Ordnance Survey Department, there

are three of chief importance, viz., those on the

respective scales of

10560 2500 500

or in other words, on the scales of 6 in. to the

mile, 25'344 in. to the mile, and 12C-62 in. to

the mile, which aaid scales are further designated

as the county, parish, and town scales.

It is much to be regretted that instead of

the county scale of 6 in. to the mile

the slightly larger scale of 6-336 in. was not

used, and of which the equivalent is the

fraction for then we should have had

the parish scale an equi-multiple of the countj

scale, just as the town scale is of the parish,—

an immense advantage, hut one which engi-

neers and surveyors can, perhaps, atone fully

appreciate.

Unfortunately, the country was, in the early

days of the Survey, too much wedded to the

I duodecimal subdivision of the lineal foot, and

I

to the octave subdivision of the inch, for

Parliament to sanction such an innovation as

a 6'336 scale; and so we were doomed to have

in our county sheets 1 lineal inch representing

10,560 lineal inches on the ground, instead of

tho more readily handled, more easily sub-

divided, and more promptly reckoned number
of 10,000 inches.

The credit of proposing the scale for

the parish sheets is due to Capt. Dawson, R.E.,

who in 1837 strenuously urged its adoption.

In 1853 the question of the scale was still

undecided, and the Treasury consulted the

most eminent scientific societies and men of

science in the kingdom on the subject, with

the result that opinions were divided in favour

of a scale of 24 in. to the mile and one of three

chains to the inch, the latter being the scale on

which the old, unofficial, and consequently

very inaccurate, maps had been prepared for

the use of the Tithe Commissioners.

If these two scales be, by the simple rule of

proportion, converted into fractions, they will

appear as and ^
The supporters of the scale now seeing

their chance, urged that their scale was a mean

between the two proposed scales ;
that having

been the scale sanctioned by Napoleon I. for

the Cadastral Survey of France, it had been

found admirably suitable ;
that it was easily

divisible
;
and, finally, that one square inch on

a map of this scale exactly represented one

English acre, which last fact, considering the

scale is of French origin, is somewhat curious.

It was thus the even now much-wondered-

at and ignorantly-abused scale of 25'344 in.

to a mile came into use.

The town scale of happily followed,

and to this scale all towns of more than 4,000

inhabitants are laid down.

Our city and town authorities require to

be furnished with a block plan, amongst

others, of all new buildings proposed to be

erected within their jurisdiction. At present

there is no particular scale, except a minimum

one, prescribed for such block plans, but with

the splendid town maps now furnished by the

Ordnance Survey Department, city and town

authorities would do well to require all block

plans sent in to them to be on a scale of

41-66 ft. to the inch (~:\so that such plans
'SOO/

could be at once transferred to their own maps,

by which means the latter could be properly

and effectively kept up to date.

Architects, in many cases, prepare their
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drawings on a scale of 8 ft. to the inch, which

is equivalent to If, however, a scale of

I

scale exactly five times the size of the Ordnance
town .scale, and thus we should have our
buildings, our towns, and our parishes all laid

down in harmony with each other, to very
great national advantage and economy. Not,
however, until the decimal subdivision of the
fact is generally adopted in place of the present
tediousand troublesome duodecimal sub-division
can such a change be looked for.

The system of the Ordnance scales having
been discussed, it will be interesting to note
how the kingdom has been divided and sub-

divided for the purpose of giving the public
plana of convenient .size, and suitable for ready
reference

;
and the following explanation, though

in reality the order is inverted, will, perhaps,
suffice.

Parallel north and south lines being drawn
at a distance from each other of six miles are
crossed by parallel east and west lines at
intervals of four miles, and the whole kingdom
is thus broken up into rectangular sections,
each containing twenty-four square miles. Tliese
sections, being laid down on a scale of 6 in. to the
mile, give convenient sized maps of 3 ft. by 2 ft.

The sections of which each county is composed
4ir6 known as its county sheets, and are de-

signated by Roman numerals. Small key
county maps, on which all the parishes are
delineated, are published, showing where these
rectangular sections fall and the numbers of
the same, and thus one is able to select at
once the particular sheet or sheets required.

Again, each county sheet is subdivided into
16 equal rectangular sections, numbered
consecutively from 1 to IG, and these sections

being laid down on a scale of —

—

give i

25U0
®

what are known as parish sheets. For each
parish a key map is also published, and by
its aid all the parish sheets which go to form
the complete map of the parish can be

-at once selected : and since the scale of
^

25U0

is nearly four times the size of the G in. ^
^

\ 10560/
scale, each sixteenth portion of the latter,
when redrawn to a scale four times as large,*
will give a map almost the same size as the
parent map, which size, as we have seen above,
is very convenient.

The quantity of ground shown in a parish
sheet is the sixteenth part of twenty-four
square miles

;
that is, 1.', square mile or

960 acres.

Where any town containing more than 4,000
inhabitants exists on the parish sheets, these
sheets are subdivided into twenty-five equal
rectangular sections, and each section being

enlarged five times, i.c., to a scale of

•pu
exact size of the parent sheet.

Ihese sections are numbered consecutively
pom I to 25. Each town is provided with a
key map, simUar to the parish key npips, and
hence the town sheet or sheets are readily
selected.

In purchasing Ordnance sheets thvouf'h a
local agent, or ordering the same from London,
care mu^ be taken to quote the correct
number (Roman numerals) of the county she'-t
required. Should a parish sheet only be
wanted, its proper number, which lies bet ween
1 and IG, must be written after the Roman
number of its parent county sheet

; and should
a town sheet be required its proper number,
lying between 1 and 25, should be written

sheTt
of it.s own parent parish

In order to comprehend the system on whichtbepanp sheets are drawn recourse must be
had to the ‘Book of Reference ” published for
every parish, which contains an index map of
the parish, an explanation of all the terms and
sjmbols used, and the area, to the thousandth

and enclosure.
,

o
^‘^dnance Survey Department has taken

Ia wise and advanced step in giving the areas
I

of all the enclosures in the kingdom in statute
acres and decimals of acres only, thus finally
abolishing “customary” land measurement,
and tending to do away with the subdivision
of English acres into roods and perches. Allu-
sion has been already made to our tedious and
troublesome subdivision of the lineal foot

;
the

same objections stand good against our present
subdivision of the acre, and equally, if not more
so, against our cumbersome ton of 2,240 lb.,

with its subdivisions into hundredweights,
quarters, and stones. The American and
Canadian system of expressing all weights in
pounds only, until the “ short ton ” of 2,000 lb.

is arrived at, is much to be admired, and pro-
bably a change in our system of weights and
measures in the direction shown would do
more to further the collection of valuable
agricultural statistics than generally could be
believed.

It will be noticed that in addition to a scale
of feet, the Ordnance maps are also furnished
with a scale of chains and links. Gunter, the
mathematician, more than two centuries ago,
conferred a benefit on his country by the intro-
duction of a chain of such a length that ten
square chains, i.e., an area ten chains long by
one chain broad, were equal to one statute acre.
Gunter’s chain, the length of which is GG ft.,

is divided decimally into 100 links, and hence
100,000 square links represent one acre. Thus
the acreage of any piece of land can be
found by simply multiplying the mean breadth
in links by the mean length, and dividing the
product by 100,000, the answer being the
acreage to a thousandth part of an acre.

For ready reference to Ordnance sheets a
convenient method will be found to endorse
on each of the four corners of the back of
every sheet its proper numbers, and the sixteen
subdivisions of each county sheet being rolled
together will thus form one family or group,
whose surname is, as it were, the Roman
numeral of the county sheet. The different
families of each county being then placed in
numerical order, any particular sheet required
can_ be at once selected. The town .sheets,

similarly endorsed, should also be rolled to-
gether. The small index or key maps of the
county, parishes, and towns should be kept at
hand, when a glance will suffice to show the
number of any particular sheet that may be
required.

In our national maps the hedges are
delineated by a single line only, this line
denoting the centre of the hedge, and to which
the acreage of each field is calculated.

It has been objected that the actual acreages
are not thus always shown, since, in practice,
some hedges arc included and some excluded
ill computing areas of fields

;
but the Ordnance

Survey Department ha.s nothing whatever to
do with the boundaries of private property,
and rests content with endeavouring to pro-
duce a perfect picture of the kingdom, such ns
would appear from a balloon exactly over every
point of the same. This picture, in convenient
sections, is on sale to the humblest farmer
and to the smallest land-owner, as freely as it

is to the wealthiest proprietor, and at a price
astonishingly small.

I ranee was long before us in the execution
of her Cadastral Survey, but the maps of the
same are uot published, as ours are, for sale to
the public, and thus that nation is deprived of
almost all the immense benefits we enjoy.
Without our national maps, giving, as they do,
an accurate impartial plan of the whole of the
kingdom on a fixed scale, with identical styles
of drawing and with identical symbols, a
proper system of land transfer and registra-

tion would be impossible, and on the final

passing of the present Land Transfer Bill the
importance of the national maps will become
increasingly manifest. For the benefit of the
public it may then seem desirable to permit
the sales of local Ordnance sheets at the post-
offices, and to exhibit in each post-office the
index or key maps.

For those who wish to go more fully into
the study of the subject, we may recommend
the valuable work on “ The Ordnance Survey
of tlie United Kingdom,”* by Lieut.-Colonel

White, R.E., published last autumn,—a book
which should be read and studied by every
lover of his country.

LES ARTISTES CELEBRES.”
NDER this general title there has
been appearing for some time a
series of short biographical and
critical notices of eminent artists

* tv. Blackwood & Sons. 188S,

of all ages, by various authors, written in

French, and published in Paris, but on which
the name of a London publi.shiiig house also

appears. They form very pretty octavo
volumes, in a vellum cover of artistic de.sign,

and the contents bear out the fair promise of
the exterior, at all events as far as the literary

portion of the work is concerned. The main
facts in the lives of the artists dealt with are

given in a readable form
;
but a higher value

is given to these biographical essays by the

admirable spirit of critical analysis of the

art and the artist which pervades them. The
illustrations are not all that could be desired,

the slight and rather crude engravings serving

rather as memoranda than as illustrations of

some of the more celebrated works referred to.

On the other hand, a good many reproductions
of facsimile sketches, hitherto unpublished, are

scattered about the pages, and these, which
can be adequately represented by an inexpen-
sive process, are of real interest.

The volumes, so far as we have at present
from time to time received them, deal with the

genius and works of Plieidias, Donatello (we
name them in chronological order), Ligier

Richier, Palissy, Callot, Rembrandt, Edelinck,
Laniour, Reynolds (this is the last one which
has appeared), Prud’hon, Delacroix, Decamps,
Fortuny, and Regnaulb : the respective authors’

names are given below.*
In regard to the great Athenian sculptor,

M. Collignon remarks with truth that it is

more easy to relate the legendary than the real

history of Plieidias (the French writers still

retain the ‘spelling “Phidias,” which has
been nearly abandoned in Germany and
England), and the essay is, in fact, in the
main a critical analysis of his known work,
accompanied by illustrations mostly taken
from the British Museum treasures, and which
are better executed and more worthy of their

subject than is the case in some of the other

volumes of the series. The author makes no
attempt at restoration of the pediment sculp-

tures in the illustrations, but gives illustrations

of some cognate groups, such as a “dispute
of Athene and Poseidon ” from a vase found
at Kertch, and coins representiug statues of

Atlienc, which may give the general reader a

better idea of the probable original and complete
form of the central group of the west front,

and of the colossal statue in the interior of

the temple, than he could get from descrip-

tions alone. The general question of the

arrangement and signification of the groups is

too large a subject to go into a notice of a work
which is only one of a series

;
M. Collignon

devotes a good deal of Bjiace to it, and concurs
with Mr. Waldstein in regarding the figure in

the library of St. Mark at Venice, and of which
a cast has been placed among the Elgin marbles
in our Museum, as probably one of the west
front figures of the Parthenon

;
at all events,

as certainly the work of Pheidias. JI. Collignon

• Les Artistes C<51obrea :

—

Donatello. Par Eug<^no Miintz, Conaervatear do
I'Ecolo dea Beaux-Arts. 1885.
Henri Eegnault. Par Roger Marx. 1856.
Decamps. Par Charles Cli^ment. 1886.
Fortuny. Par Charles Yriarte, Inapecteur dea Beaux-

Arts. 1836.
Jean Lamour. Par Charles Cocmault, ConsoiTateur du

Musiie historiquo lorraiu, u Nancy. 1886.
Jacques rallot. Par Marius Vsehon. 1836.
Gerard Edelinck. Par le Vicomte Henri Delaborde,

Secriitaire Pcrpdtuel de I'Acaddmie dea Beaux-Arts.
1886,

Bernard Paliasy. Par Philippe Burty, Inapecteur des
Beaux-Arts. 1836.

Rembrandt. Par Kmile Michel. 1886.
Phidias. Par Maxime Collignon, Profeasenr Suppleant

a la Facultc des Leitres de Paris. 1886.
Prud’hon. Par Pierre Gauthiez, Ant-ien fildre da

I'Ecole Normale Supdrieurc, Bibliothi'que de rArseoal.
1886.
Joshua Reynolds. Par Ernest Chesneau. 1887.
Eugene Delacroix. Par Eugene Veron, Directeur de

I’Arf. 1887.
Ligier Richier, Sculpteur lorraiu du XVIe. siecle. Par

Charles Couroault. 1887.

Paris : J. Eouam. London ; Gilbert 'Wood ft Co.
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uches on the question, what was the precise

urt which Pheidias himself had in the execu-

m of these two great series of sculptures,

jrsonal execution of the whole with his

?n hand was, of course, out of the

liestion. The French critic seems to in-

ine to the opinion that Pheidias himself

odelled the whole in clay, giving the execu-

)n in marble to various sculptors in his

elier

;

that unity of conception and feeling,

ith clift'erence in handiwork, is the evidence

ven by the work preserved to us
;
and there

a certain distinction between the style of

apery in the dilferent figures, which is larger

id bolder in some, and more minute and
•oken in others. But in the main one's

leling is that since a.ssistance must have been
bployed in producing the whole, the general

pity of effect in the execution is marvellous,

id is an indication of the extent to which
iheidias was able to impres.s his own style

id feeling on his subordinates.

I
The life of Donatello, who may be called the

iheidias of the Early Renaissance, comes not

nsuitably after that of the great Greek. To
sure, Donatello was an artist who lived in

incomplete or childlike period of art, while

i'heidias represented a period of manhood
;

ut Donatello’s greatest work, the St. George,

[resents, as M. Muntz observes, a grand sim-

ilicity of pose “ which would have enchanted the

freeks themselves,” and which places the work
itellectually in close relation with the finest

Ireek work in an aesthetic sense, while there is

/bat may be termed a moral beauty about it of

/hicb the Greek mind had hardly a conception,

n bis numerous bas-reliefs, moreover, Dona-
bUo shows a close artistic relationshi]), though
nknown to himself, with such work as the

Parthenon frieze : there is the same low relief,

he same severity of line, the .same delicate

lerception of the conditions and capabilities of

las-relief, and we never see one of Donatello’s

vorks of this class without thinking of the

ireeks, though here again we find a tenderness

.nd holiness of sentiment to which Greek art

jresents no parallel, the feeling represented in

ucha word as “holy” having, indeed, as far as

VO have anyevidence, no place or existence at all

n Greek art and literature
;
some of the Greek

jrave reliefs, of which we said something
•ecently, come nearest to it, though liere the

’eeling is rather pensive than religiou.s, in the

^ost-Ohristian sense of the word.

Considerable interest attaches to the essays

m Delacroix and Decamps, those two remark-
vble artists of the earlier part of the century,

vhen French painting was in a more healthy

lud vigorous state than it can be said to he
low. It is curious at the present moment to

cead that the works of Delacroix evoked the

most violent hostility for a long time from

jritics and from the artists of the old school,

m account of their revolutionary style and
revolt from the classic models of the “ ficole.”

rhe best-known works of Delacroix would bo
regarded by most critics now as quite within

the most orthodox canons of art, but his

biographer, M. "V^eron, evidently regards him
:is a somewhat erratic genius, since he draws a

contrast between the character of his work
and of his life, the violent and tragic character

of his paintings and the calm and well-regu-

lated conditions of his own existence. It

appears, however, that Delacroix so far carried

the enthusiasm of his artistic side into bis life as

to have been at all times a very effusive friend

or admirer of the people he loved and the

things he admired. His portrait, with what
the French call a strongly-marked “meri-

dional ” character, accentuated by his tangled

mass of dark hair, indicates this kind of

nature. As far as his art was concerned,

our own judgment would be that he

was a remarkable instance of an artist

essentially romantic in style and feeling, but
-working within the strict lines of artistic form
and propriety, combining passion and emotion
with a remarkable degree of artistic balance

and self-control. His “'Waterloo,” of which
•a reduction from an etching is given, is an
example of this. This is a work of great

pathos
;
a dark hill-side, a wounded man, and

two dead horses, that is all
;

it tells its tale

with great effect, but there is no straining after

the dramatic in it, nothing stagey or overdone.
Among the works from which illustrations are

given, and which are not much known, is his

series of illustrations of “ Faust,” of which the
scene of the death of Valentine is illustrated,

and also the broad and powerful pen-sketch
made for a title-page to the set. Among the

illustrations of sketches, the finest in the book
is the “ Education of Achilles,” a most
vigorous design, representing the young
Achilles astride on the back of the centaur,

who is galloping away from the spectator, and
pointing with his band at some mark at which
Achilles aims his arrow, the figures of Achilles

and the centaur both with a consen-

taneous impulse and bend in the same
direction, which gives wonderful force to

the composition. Delacroix was at war with
the Academic set, or rather they were at war
with him, for most of his life, though he
received a tardy election at last. In connexion
with the subject of the Academy elections,

the author relates a story about another

artist, M. Rude, who was invited by two
members, X. and Y., to apply for admis-

sion to the Acad6mie. He was balloted out,

and heard from X. that Y. had voted against

hijn. He charged Y. with this on meeting
him, saying he had learned it from X. “ Well,’'

was the reply, “ X. did not vote for you either,

for you had not a single vote,”—an interesting

illustration of the ways of Academie.s.

Delacroix was born in April, 17i)8
;

his

brilliant compeer, Decantps, about five years

later, as he said himself, “ on the third day of

the third month of the tliird year of the

century.” The volume devoted to Decamps is

disappointing in the selection of the illustra-

tions, in which ratlier disproportionate place

is given to his earlier satirical and caricature

work, very clever in itself, but not the kind of

thing we connect with the name of Decamps.
Of iiis more serious works the selection does

not seem very judicious
;
at any rate, we have

seen finer things of Decamps’ than any of which
illustrations are given here, except perhaps the
“ Christ in the Prmtorium,” the original of

which we have not had the good fortune to see,

and of which the engraving given is a very poor

one, but wliich appears to he a remarkable

Rembrandtish kind of work, an energetic

contrast of expression between the calm

face of Christ and tlio various vulgar and
mocking figures around, brutal both in

attitude and expression. It is a pity

that a good illustration of “ The Patrol at

Smyrna” (one of Sir Richard Wallace’s

pictures) was not given
;

it is certainly

one of his most characteristic works.

The illustration of “Christ Crossing the Lake
of Genesareth,” which is a well-executed one,

gives a good idea of his special power in land-

scape ;
as also the smaller engraving “ Paysage

en Syrie,” with its square masses of white

buildings in the foreground. M. Clement
comments on the manner in which Decamps
used architecture in combination with land-

scape and figures in his paintings

" Ce root d’architecturo ne doit d’ailleurs pas fibre

pris dans son sens ordinaire. L’artihitecturo n’est

pas lit pour sa beautfi, comme dans les vues de Cana-

letto, ou dans les paysages de Claude Lorrain
;

elle

n’y est pas non plus pour servir do Thfilltre 5. 1’aotion,

comme e’est le cas dans los peintures dficoratives de

Tficole Vdnitienno, et en particuHer dans cellos do

Paul Veronese. C’est la muraille, grande, ntie,

muette, projebant son ombre myst^rieuse sur

les portions du tableau vivoment et franche-

ment 6olair6es, L’ombre portae, hfiritago des

peintres Espagnols, piorre angulairo de la doctrine

de Decamps, joue li tout son rfile. L’harmonit.

n’est pas dfitruite par les contrastes les plus violents
;

I'ceil passe, presque sans transition ot sans etre

blessfi, de la lumifere la plus ardente, la plus

ficlatante, des ombres intenses, transparentes, et

profondes. Les figures ses dfitaclient dans les

demitoiotea par des tours de force de science ot

d’adresse. lei ie sujet importe pen ^ Decamps;
une rue de village en Italie, une cour de ferme en

France, un porche d’%lise aveo une mendiante,

quelques animaux sur uu fumier, un intfirieur de

boutique k Smyrne ou ^ Beyrouth, tout lui sert

poursuivre cette lumifire, c© protfie, dans ses infinies

modifications.”

It is true also, in another sense, that “ the

subject mattered little to Decamps,” since he

was one of those peculiarly^ artistic artists, so

to speak, to whom a subject is merely an oppor-

tunity for artistic effect, not for any story, still

les.s for any moral. His fine head, of which a

good portrait is given, expresses this com-
pletely

;
it is the head of the draughtsman,

the man with an eye for effect in everything,

but as far as possible from an artist with a
theory or a mission. The military character

in his physiognomy, visible in this portrait, is

still more brought out in that capital group of

the leading French arti.sts of his period, half

soldiers half painters, in Mr. Armstead’s relief

on the Albert Memorial.
Of another gifted artist, who was indeed,

too unhappily for the country which has lost

him, both painter and soldier, Henri Regnault,
we have no space to say more than to direct

the reader’s attention to this sympathetic
sketch of his life and works by M. Roger
Marx. A good engraving is given of the bust

of Regnault from the moimment in the icole
des Beanx-Arts,— and wliat a liead it is ! The
very ideal of intellectual manliness and vigour.

A good many facsimiles of his studies are given
;

some admirable sketches of dogs, and a brilliant

study for an illustration to De Mussel’s
“ Namouna.” Perhaps tlie force and originality

of Rcgnault’s genius are best shown in his

“Judith and Holofcrnes,” which is such a
contra.st in its terti])le realism to the con-
ventional Judith of respectable painters. His
“General Prim” is an ardent young man’s
piece of bravado

;
of tremendous spirit, but

still bravado; and liLs “Execution in a

Moorish Palace ” we always regretted
;

it is too

brutal
;
and if the Prus.sians had not cut short

his life he would possibly have lived to think
so liimsflf.

Among the le.9S famous subjects of these

essays, the sketch of the Lorraine sculptor,

Ligicr Ricl)ier, is of considerable interest, and
the small outline engravings of his works
show, in many cases, great though rather

naive originality. The very best, perhaps,

tliough ilia sense rather painful, are the figures

of the penitent and impenitent thief, from
the Church of St. Pierre at Bar-le-duc : these,

by the way, we observe are only “ attributed ”

to hiui. He wiis born someivhere about 1500.

The thin volume on Jean Lamour, by M. Cour-
nault, gives a good many illustrations of his

elegant Louis Quinze grilles, gates, and
lanterns. 51. "Yachon gives some account of

Callot, the master of grotesque, with a number
of characteristic examples, including a fac-

simile of his large etching of the temptation

of St. Antony (a subject after Callot’s own
heart), and another of the well-known print

showing the Pont Neuf and the old tower of

the Porte des Vesles, with a big basket let

down from it like a gigantic spider at the end of

his line. The life of Prud’hon, one of the cold

and pretty classicists of the eighteenth century,

has the merit of being better illustrated than

some of the lives which would have been
better worth good illustrations. Reynolds,

desci'ibed as “ le plus cclcbre, mais, a nos yeux
du moins, non le plus illustre” of English
painters, is treated of by 51. Cbesneau with a

certain enthusiasm for many of his works ;

M. Chesneau, indeed, admits that Ms portraits

taken en masse are a wonderful collection, but
he accuses Reynolds of having almost always

in his, eye some ideal model, Murillo or some
one else, rather than the sitter he had in

reality before him. What the author means
he illustrates rather well by instancing as an ex-

ception the “Lord Heathfleld,” where bethinks

the artist was really carried away by patriotic

admiration for the commander and for the

occasion, and gave a truly unaffected and
grand picture of a great commander, without

afi'ectatiou or pretence. Among the portraits

of women he thinks Reynold’s chef d’cenvre is

“ Nelly O’Brien,” but he does not say which
Nelly O’Brien. He winds up :

—
“ En un mot,

il s’exhale plus souvent des ccuvres de Sir

Joshua Reynolds une odeur d’atelier, d’huilc,

et de vernis, qu’un parfum de reality.” We
can understand the grounds for this opinion,

but we think it is pushed rather too far.'* The

* As a set-off against this, it is related in the Life of
Delacroix that on first comiDg to Englaod and seeing the
works of EngliBb painters, he was so struck with the style

of CoDStable that be forthwith almost repainted the
picture he was then st work on, the “Massacre de Scio,’*

in an effort to emnlate the vigour and freedom of the
English artist's technique.
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illustnitions given from Reynolds’s works are

mostly very poor, and do no justice to the

originals.

Taken generally, however, these are a very
interesting and valuable set of monographs,
written with true critical perception, and form-
ing very pleasant and thoughtful essays in

artistic biography.

NOTES.
SIROFESSOR MARSHALL, in a

letter to the Times of Monday,
proposes that, in order to lessen

the danger to the audience from
fire breaking out on the stage, the stage should

bo ventilated from the auditorium, and that a

number of extractors should be placed over

the roof of the stage portion of the building,

openings below in this portion being kept
closed, and thus a continual current should
be drawn from the auditorium on to the

stage. The whole object of this absurd
and unpractical suggestion is to obviate the
tendency of the fire to spread towards the
auditorium, as an iron curtain, though useful,

as Professor Marshall admits, may not be let

down at once
;
that is, some one may be stupid

or may not do his duty. And so, for no better

reason than this, the actors are all to breathe
the air the audience have already breathed,
and to have direct ventilation cut off from
them, and the whole movement of the air is to

be set up in such a direction as to militate

against the acoustic properties of the house !

Did it never occur to Professor Marshall that

it is more difficult to make yourself heard
against a current of air than speaking with
it ? or did he never hear that the securing of a
ventilation current from the stage side towards
the house (not from the stage area itself, but
from that direction) is a decided help to the
acoustic qualities of a theatre ? Really between
the nonsense that peoi)le write to the daily

papers and the nonsense that has been sent
to us (but which we, at any rate, know
better than to waste type on), it seems as

if most people had gone out of their minds
on the subject of theatres, and had for-

gotten that one object of a theatre is that
people should bear and see a play in it.

One person writes to us to know why all

theatres are not built entirely of concrete and
iron, and with an iron floor and bearers for

the stage. Let him try it, and see how actors

and audience will like it, and how many letters

will appear in the Times abusing architects for

building theatres in which actors cannot make
themselves heard. One of the few sensible

and practical letters we have seen on the sub-

ject is that of Madame Marie Roze in the
Times of Wednesday, suggesting that the first

thing to be thought of is improving the state

of things behind the scenes
;
taking g;\slights

away from dangerous proximity to combustible
materials, and making the attendants who
have charge of lights and of hose criminally
responsible if anything goes wrong through
their neglect. Electric lighting (incandescent
lights) behind the scenes is the most practical
step towards safety from accidental conflagra-
tion of scenery, &c,

;
and the general adoption

of that system on the stage at all events, if

not in the auditorium, would] render theatres
a great deal safer.

Bad as the public health is just now in

London with so much scarlet and enteric

fever prevailing, it should be a subject of
heartfelt congratulation that the cholera has so

far given us the go-by, although it still hangs
about Southern Italy and Malta in an
unpleasant manner. There was a most inter-

esting discussion at the recent Vienna Sanitary
Congress on the subject of quarantine, the
uselessness of which was generally conceded,
while England was specially singled out as the
country which has taken the lead in demon-
strating^ its inutility, by never imposing
Cjuarantine on people or things arriving from
India, where most of the cholera has its source.
The theory of contagion arising through water
supply was disputed by Professor Gruber,
while, on the other hand. Dr. Spatuzzi, of
Naples, pointed out how that city had enjoyed

comparative immunity ever since the new
waterworks had been finished. Professor
Pettenkofer lectured on the influences which,
in his opinion, locality and season had upon
the disease. Of course, entire immunitv on
such a subject could not be expected, though
it was satisfactory to hear from some of the
greatest Continental authorities of the day,
that we in England are considered to be on
the right tack in sound and logical treatment.

^PHE Local Authorities of Croydon are carry-

ing on a systematic house-to-house sani-

tary inspection, evidently with all the beneficial
results upon public health which have attended
similar steps in some of the suburban districts.

A pleasing feature of these inspections is that
the owning and occupying public, recognisint;

more and more the importance of such work,
are putting forth now a helping instead of a
frustrating hand to the sanitary officials. A
large proportion of inhabitants no sooner hear
that such a step is to be undertaken than they
invite the authorities to examine the sanitary
condition of their houses, and in very few
cases has the surveyor to issue the threaten-
ing legal notice to remedy the discovered
defects. It appears from the annual health
report of Croydon that nearly 5,000 houses,
large and small, have been visited during the
year, and with only one or two exceptions have
the owners failed to comply with the simple
note of the Surveyor, pointing out the sanitary
defects and the necessary remedies. The work
appears to have already perceptibly decreased
the death-rate. The death-rate for the seven
weeks ending September 10th last was 14'15

per thousand of the population, notwithstand-
ing that at this period of the year the rate of

infant mortality is high in consequence of the
hot weather. The death-rate for the year was
14'52 per thousand, though the mean
rate for the preceding ten years was
IG’72. The death-rate of Croydon is, according
to the Registrar General’s return, about 2 lower
than the rate this year iu the ring of suburbs
round London, 3'28 lower than the smaller
towns and country districts of London, and
478 lower than England and Wales generally.

It may be added that in Croydon 4G1 of the
better class of houses were inspected during
the year, and G.3 had defects in sanitary
arrangements, such as would allow the escape
of sewer gas into the house. As many as 229
were inspected at the special request of the
owners

;
of these 85 were free from defects,

79 had defects which permit of the escape
of sewer gas

;
and the others had only

minor defects. 3,884 small houses or
cottages were inspected : 884 of these were
in an insanitary condition, but chiefly owing to

dirt,—4,460 re-inspections were made to secure
the execution of the necessary remedial work.
It seems that the drainage defects were almost
exclusively found in the older houses, and that
in new properties, as a rule, the approved sani-

tary arrangements have been^carried out.

from personal inspection and testing we are
satisfied that it does create a decided and pretty
powerful extract draught even without the aid
of the fire or of any other artificial heat neap
the upcast pipe. "With the fire as a further
assistance there would seem to be no possible
doubt of its efficiency, unless the draught of

the fire itself up the ordinary flue should act

E,levafTon

IPlan
as a pull the reverse way of the system

;
thfe

we have not tested, but we should think this

result improbable. As to the function per-
formed by the cylinder the inventors them-
selves do not seem quite clear, but they state asa
fact that without the intervention of the
cylinder it refuses to act, or is liable to do-

so, and that the result is the same if the upcast
pipe is taken from the top instead of from the-

lower portion of the cylinder. The extract^

of course, presupposes a corresponding area of
inlet, but this is not dealt with as part of the-

patent. We inspected it under every dis-

advantage, with a temporary fixture and no
artificial heat to stimulate the flow, and under
those circumstances it is an efficient and pretty
powerful extractor from the upper portion of

the room, without any mechanical appliances.

T
he small diagram appended shows the

principle of a method of extract ventila-

tion patented by Messrs. Young tS: JIoss. The
following is the inventors’ description :

—

“A grating is placed near the ceiling line, from
which a pipe descends in the brickwork of the
chimney-breast to the floor level, and then enters a
small chamber or cylinder, through a syphon
(all the apparatus being placed out of sight behind
the firegrate)

;
a short pipe is taken from this

chamber, and communicates with the chimney-flue,
terminating just above the fireplace opening; the
action of the draught (which is greatest at this
point) on the end of this pipe, combined with the
heating of the cylinder which is in contact with
the fire, helps to draw rapidly off the vitiated air
from the top of the room into the cylinder, and
from thence into the chimney-flue. No reverse
action is possible, the cylinder serving as an
effectual trap and disconnector. In summer, in
ordinary rooms the fireplace opening is better closed
up, as by this means the draught up the flue is

materially increased. Where the chimney-flues are
defective, a gas jet may be placed within the
cylinder.”

We have always upheld that vitiated air should
be extracted from the upper part of a residen-
tial apartment, to which it naturally gravitates
(or levitates), and not be coaxed down again

;

and this system has this recommendation
;
and

A GOOD deal of excitement is being caused
at Athens by the report of a discovery at

Mantinea. The excavators there have come
upon three large sculptured slabs, with a
representation of the contest between Apollo
and Marsyas. ilarsyas appears with the-

Phrygian flute, his proper attribute
;
Apollo-

with the lyre. The two are surrounded by
the Muses, who are present as judges. The
great interest of the slabs consists in the possi-

bility of their identification with the designs-

in the pedestal of a statue seen and described
by Pausanias (book viii.) in his account of his-

visit to Mantinea. He says :
—“And the

Mantineans have a double temple divided down
the middle by a wall. In one part there is a-

statue by Alcamenes of /Esculapius
;
the other

is the shrine of Leto and her children.

Praxiteles made the statues iu the third gene-
ration after Alcamenes. On the basis of these

there are Muse and Marsyas plaTjing on the

Jiutc.’' If Praxiteles made the statues, did he
not also carve the pedestal ? The reliefs are

described as of the utmost beauty of execu-

tion. They are to be taken to the Central

Museum at Athens. True, Pausanias only

saw one Muse
;
but then, perhaps, he only

looked at one side of the pedestal

WE have not had an opportunity as yet

of making an inspection of the Roman
remains at Tockington Court Farm, near

Bristol, but, if we accept the detailed account
published in the Bristol Times and Mirror
of the 1st of this month, the discovery is

one of no little importance and interest. It is
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d to read that the first discovery of Roman
mains on the farm, by a mason employed
some alterations in the buildings, was in

,84, and that, though the discovery was so

: appreciated that, it was decided to cover

> the mosaic pavement discovered lest it

lould be injured by the frost (the discovery

ving been made in the winter), after

is was done everything about it was
rgotten till a few weeks ago Mr. Smith,

e farmer tenant on this part of the

bate, was reminded of it by coming on some
her Roman remains while cutting a drain

ross his yard, and this led to a renewed
vestigation and to the finding of some large

eces of mosaic pavement, one of them,
cording to the Bristol journal before referred

!,
of about 14 ft. by 10 ft., as well as another

lece 18 ft. square, and elsewhere a portion
I ft. long by 10 ft. wide. The place has

idently been the site of a large Roman villa,

:it as to the precise value of the remains, of

iurse, we will express no opinion without a
lecial examination.

reviewed some time back (vol. lii.,

' p. 491) at considerable length Drs.

urtwiingler and Loeschke’s last issue of

.ykiinische Thongefiisse, and expressed at

,e time our warm adherence to their view
.at the Mycenre antiquities generally were
autochthonic (Achrean) origin. This view

e retain unshaken, but it is only fair to

)te that it has been recently very ably con

-

overted by Drs. Diimmler and Studniczka.
he German archieologists have a way of Tun-

ing and also fighting in couples, which
snotes rather the magnitude of their under-
ikings than any individual inadequacy. The
oint stoutly maintained by these two last

imbatants is that the Mycenie antiquities are

ot autochthonic, not Achrean, but in the
lain foreign and of Carian origin. The argu-
lents to and fro are too complex to be
immarised, but the paper .which embodies
aem could not remain unnoted here, and
eserves to be carefully read. It appears in

le Mitiheilungen des Archiiologischen InstiUits

lthe7iy xii., Nos. 1 and 2.

piIE Carpathio vases noted (p. 83) in Dr.
L Furtwiingler’s work just cited have been
resented by Mr. Paton to the British

Juseum. The Classical Hevictofoi October,

—

number which well maintains the high level
.' interest of the journal,—gives a list of

irther acquisitions. In addition to the above
ases, Mr. Paton gives the Assarlik antiquities

iscussed in the Ildhnic Jownal (viii. 04-82),
id three other vases of the Mycenrean type,

.fter these the most interesting acquisitions

:e a lekythos (oil-fiask) from Tarentum of
eculiar technique, white on black with details

i butf
;

a large hydria in the so-called

ihalcitlian style, with frieze of warriors, horse-
len, &c.

;
and a curious bronze plaque deco-

ited in panels, each panel containing a pair of

ude figures. This plaque is apparently a
ough and probably late imitation of the sort

f bronze work found at Olympia. The
levicio continues its full yet concise summaries
f foreign Classical periodicals, literary and
rchrcological.

any information of the existence of the recently-

formed Museum, and School of Art in
Chester, of which he only heard from a
friend a few days after his visit. M.
Villars rather criticises, and we think with
reason, the habit of erecting modern buildings
in the Rows in direct imitation of the old half-

timber houses
;

the intention he thinks is

praiseworthy, and shows an appreciation of the
picturesque element in the ancient structures,

but he considers the contrast in tone and
appearance between the old thing and the
obviously modern imitation has a very un-
satisfactory result. These articles in the Art
Journal should be looked at by those who are
interested in seeing how our towns and villages

appear, both as regards architectural and human
character (for there are plenty of capital figure

sketches), in the eyes of an obviously clever

and cultivated foreigner.

TIIE College Hall at Worcester, which has
been lately restored under the care of Mr.

Christian, was reopened on Monday last. Now
serving for the purposes of the Cathedral, or

King’s, School, this fabric had been the
Monastery refectory. Its upper portion dates

from the fourteenth century, whilst the lower
floor, with its undercroft, is two hundred years
older. Henry VIII. gave to the Dean and
Canons’ charge a boys’ school which would
seem to have existed here concurrently with
the original establishment of the see. Accord-
ing to Smith and Onslow’s “ History of the

Diocese ” (1883), this see dates from 680 A.D.,
—Ethelrhed being then king of the Mercians,
—when Bosel was consecrated first bishop.

Bosel had for his church, in the old border-

land of the Hwiccas, or "Wiccians, that of

St. Peter, founded by Saxulph, bishop of

Lichfield. Wolstan, twenty-fifth bishop, re-

built the church in 1030. Amongst its more
celebrated bishops in early days were Oswald
and Dunstan. The refectory stands against

the southern side of the cloisters, and has

latterly been used for the Festivals of the

Three Choirs. During the course of its restora-

tion a staircase leading up to the roof and some
blocked-up windows were discovei’ed. The
Ecclesiastical Commissioners meet the expense
of the new works, which exceeds 5,000/.

C
HE series of notes by “ A Foreign Artist
and Author in England,” which are in

)rogress in the pages of tlie Art Jownud, ac-

iomp.inied by many excellent sketches, deal
his month with Chester, coming, therefore,

ather apropos, just when such a discussion on
he Walls of Chester is being carried on
hough the coincidence appears to be quite
iccidental. The author (M. Villars, a French-
nan, we presume) does not go into questions
)f archmology, but deals with the artistic and
picturesque aspects of the places he visits,

riie article this month.includes a sketch on the
iValls of Chester, and another on the Rows, both
jxceedingly faithful to the locality. Mr. Villars

comments, with some excusable sharpness, on
he fact that when inquiring in the city as to the
jxistence of any art or archfcological museum,
ae was sent to the little worthless collections in

;wo of the old turrets on the walls which are

miscalled museums, and that no one gave him

practically the work has been well carried out.

The proposal to empty one fifth of the water
every day, so that it should be completely
changed once in five days, seems most inade-
quate ; a swimming-bath should either have a
current running through it, or should be com-
pletely emptied and refilled every day, at all

events if it is in full use. Possibly considera-

tions of water supply have affected this portion
of the arrangements.

^FHE Government, we are informed, has
A sanctioned the definitive adoption of the
iron process, invented and patented by Mr.
Conder, M. Inst. C.E., at Chichester Barracks,
and the War Department has taken over the
supervision of the works, which have been
conducted by Mr. Conder for the last fifteen

months, under the order of the Secretary of
State for War. This looks as if experience
had proved it to be a practical success, and we
congratulate Mr. Conder thereon.

The Art Journal announces that its “Art
Annual” for 1887 will be devoted to the

life and work of J. L. E. Meissonier, “ whose
pictures fetch such fabulous prices.” We are

very glad they have chosen so good a subject,

but why tag it with the statement about
“ fabulous prices”? That has certainly nothing

to do with the artistic value of Meissonier’s

work, nor does that remarkable artist need

any such ad captandam statement to draw
attention to his works. The literary portion

of the work is to be done by Mr. Lionel

Robinson. The principal illustration will be

a photogravure of “ La Rixe,” one of the most

popular and one of the cleverest of the artist’s

works, as a representation of vigorous action,

though not one of those in which his peculiar

genius is shown in its finest aspect.

T
he Indian Engineer for September 3rd

gives a description and plans and sections

of the new swimming-bath in process of con-

struction at Calcutta. The bath itself is

100 ft. by 35 ft., enclosed in an oblong building

with an iron roof, with the necessary offices,

wailing-rooms, &c., at the entrance end, and

dressing boxes ranged along one side of the bath.

The retaining walls of the bath are stepped from

2 ft. thick at the top to 4 ft. 6 in. at the

bottom, and under the bath is a bed of concrete

2 ft. thick. The retaining walls, as far as we
can gather from the description, are of brick,

these and the bottom of the bath being lined

with ^ in. Portland cement. The edges of the

platform round the bath are to be faced with

stone. The general design of the bath is

by Mr. W. B. Gwyther, and the contract

was taken by Messrs. Mackintosh, Burn,

& Co., for 35,000 rupees. The exterior design

is about as ugly and devoid of architec-

tural feeling as anything well could be, but

I^R. ALFRED GREIG, of Leed.s, has
designed a new form of traction engine

for tramways, which is intended to dispense
with the heavy wear and tear consequent upon
the working parts of such engines being close

to the road surface, and, therefore, always
exposed to either dust or mud, which rapidly
grinds away the working surfaces. In Mr.
Greig’s engine the cylinders and working parts

are mounted, traction engine principle, on the
top of the' boiler, instead of underneath, as we
find it in the tramway engines now in use.

The engine is 11 ft. G in. long, 5 ft. 8 in. wide,
and 9 ft. Gin. high, and has a boiler of the loco-

motive type, burning ordinary gas coke, and
working at a pressure of 180 lb. per square
inch. There are two cylinders, each bit in. in

diameter by 10-in. stroke, and the power is

transmitted through spur gearing to the
driving-wheels, as in ordinary steam traction

engines. It is taken from a pinion on the
crank shaft to an intermediate wheel, which
gears into other wheels, one on each of the
driving-axles, thus dispensing with coupling
rods. The engine is carried on spring wheels,
which save the wear and tear of sliding axle-

boxes and improve the running. The exhaust
steam is conducted to an air-condenser placed

above the engine, and over the tubes of which
cold air is drawn by means of a Blackman air-

propeller, driven by a small auxiliary engine.

This fan, which is placed in the roof over the

boiler-flue, for there is no chimney-stack, also

creates the necessary draught for maintaining
steam. The engine is fitted with all the Board
of Trade requirements, including an automatic
steam brake, which shuts off steam directly

the engine reaches a speed of nine miles an
hour. The new engine, with which a very
satisfactory trial run was made recently

on the West Brighton and Shoreham Tram-
ways, about the worst road in the kingdom
for locomstive work, appears to be eminently
suited for working tramways by steam
efficiently and economically. It has been con-

structed by Messrs. Aveling & Porter,

Rochester.

WE have received from the publishers of

Church Bells an “Album of Notable
Midland Churches,” containing illustrations

and descriptions of a good many churches,

some of which are not very well known. The
engravings are unfortunately poor in style, hut
they seem to aim at correctness, and with the

descriptions the Album may be regarded as a
useful memorandum of some churches that aro

worth keeping in mind.

WE regret very much to learn that Mr.
Beresford Hope is dangerously ill, at his

residence at Bedgebury, in Kent.

T^ROM th^ letters o£the special correspondent
-L of the Times at Bolton it appears that not

only is the institution of the “picket” in full

operation, but that tradesmen in the neigh-

bourhood find it, or think it, necessary to write

letters to the local papers to contradict any
rumour that they have supplied provisions or

they are used to that in ludia, that paradise
|

other necessaries for the imported workmen,

of engineer-architects : it would appear that
|

It appears that numbers of non-society
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workmen 'who would be glad of work are

struggling in vain to break through the

cordon of pickets to get to the work
which is offered them, and those who
do get in have to be provided with food and

lodging, as they cannot safely go out again.

There can be no two words about such a system.

A man who refuses to work except under

certain conditions may be right, or may be

mistaken, he may even be unreasonable, but

we cannot say more than that : but a man who
endeavours forcibly to prevent fellow men in

search of work from doing work which he

himself will not do on the same terms is a

selfish scoundrel, and that is the plain English

of the matter.

THE TRAINING OF AN ARCHITECT.
On Wednesday evening Professoi’ Roger Smith

gave tho introductory lecture to the architec-

tural classes at University College, tho subject

being “ Education, Cultivation, and Examina-
tion.” After a general review of the subject,

in tho course of which he deprecated the fre-

quent abuse of examination and the popular
cramming system of the day, while expressing
an opinion that the examinations for Associate-

ship of the Institute of Architects -were such
rCiS could not well bo passed by mere cramming,
the Professor continued :

—

Having now considered general education,

cultivation, and examination, I propose to

pass to these subjects as they specially

affect ourselves as students of architecture

;

and in approaching this division of the sub-
ject, I desire emphatically to point out that
every architect ought to be a cultivated as
well as an educated man. I shall have to

point out later on that not a few of the studies

and pursuits which to men in other stations

are simply aids to cultivation, form part of the
architect’s special professional training

;
but

apart from that, if he he not a man of culti-

vation, ho will not do his duty well, and he
will not properly occupy the position which a
member of so liberal and resjionsible a pro-
fession ought to hold in society. You may
perhaps remember that I said early in this

lecture that “ the object of education is to equip
the student for the part bo has to play on the
stage of tlie world." If I can sketch for you
the part which the architect should he prepared
to play you will more readily compi’chend the
training he requires. Let us examine “ the
architect's part.’’ There are three directions in

which knowledge, skill, and experience are
expected of him,— (1) As to buildings and
structure; (2) As to men and affairs; (3) As
to drawing and art. And I propose to take
these in their order.

I. An architect ought to be familiar with
'buil'lingn and structure. He ought to know all

sorts of buildings, their various purposes, and
how those purposes are provided for,—all that
makes them suitable or unsuitable for use, and
for any emergencies for which they ought to be
prepared. He ought to know structure also,

—

that is to say, all the materials of which build-

ings are usually made, their appearance, quali-

ties, defects,—the marks of goodness or badness
in them, and the modes in which they are
wrought, tlio work they will have to do in the
structure, and their fitness for it. He ought
to understand the sites and surroundings of
buildings,—drainage and sanitation, fittings and
appliances, and should have mastered tho
scientific principles upon which such things as
heating, ventilation, lightning conductors, and
cooking apparatus should be arranged, as well

as their practical details. He has to under-
stand the decay and disruption of buildings,

and the risks of decay and accident that beset
them, and how to guard against such risks.

Again, an architect onght to know something
about the history of buildings, and the most
important structures in the world. He ought
to know the artistic principles upon which good
buildings have been designed, and the forms,
mouldings, enrichments, and features which
have been to the great artists in architecture
what the colours on his palette are to the
painter. And he onght to know by personal
knowledge and experience, by measuring and
drawing out in some cases, and by sketching
and noting in others, a considerable amount of
good architecture and good ornament, some of
which ought to be from other countries than
our own. And with some of this architecture

he ought to be familiarly, nay, intimately,

acquainted. Further, he requires to be at home
upon buildings in course of construction, to

foresee what is likely to be successful or other-

wise, whether in arrangement, construction, or
design

;
and to be able to correct defects and

prevent mistakes, alike of design and of con-

struction, before it is too late.

II. Again, the architect is required to know
men and affairs as well as building. You will

come to find, as you advance in life, that in

every professional calling, as, indeed, in every
important position in life, a knowledge of men
is the most valuable of all acquisitions. Even
the solitary student, or the lonely landscape-
painter, works for others, and if he succeeds
it is either because his mind is so in harmony
with the thoughts of his time that he involun-
tarily produces what others delight in, or else

because his powers of calculation and observa-
tion enable him to take tho measure, so to

speak, of the men of his generation, and
cleverly to produce (possibly without sympathy)
some work sufficiently in harmony with the
time to please them. Far more is it the case
with ourselves whose work is from first to last

done in contact with our fellow creatures, that
a knowledge of what men like and think and
do is essential to success. The inception of any
architectural undertaking grows out of the
desire of other people to erect a building. The
material carrying of it out is done by other
hands than the architect’s under the control of

another head, often fuller of the desire to make
money than to make a building

;
and the whole

nndertaking is beset by difficulties, emer-
gencies, and varied transactions, in which the
architect has to unravel one tangled skein after

another with different people. In short, from
that early stage in his career, when an archi-

tect has to establish his position, make a con-
nexion, and inspire confidence sufficient to

induce persons to put their work into his hands,
to the close of tho transaction, when the last

instalment of his own fees is paid him, he has
need of tact, resource, a command of temper,
preseace of mind, good common sense, the
ability to write a clear letter, and, in short, the
qualities, natural and acquired, which enable a
man to get on well with his fellow-men. All

tniB must be combined with a knowledge of
affairs. All this intercourse with other people
rises out of matters that have relation to the
buildings, or the site for them, or the materials
of them, or the uses they are to be put to, the
laws affecting them, or the customs, or the
prejudices, or conflicting interests of tho folk

who have to deal with them. Now, in every one
of these things the architect or chief builder,

if he is to be chief, must be sufficiently posted
up to take the lead. He must be familiar with
such of the forms of transacting business,

correspondence, accounts, vouchers, &c., as are
used in building affairs, and such laws, customs,
rights, as are incidents of or affect his work,
and, in addition, with an infinite number of
things that bear on it only indirectly. Esti-

mates, accounts, the value of the things that
are used iu making buildings, tho value of

buildings themselves, and of the laud they
stand on. Road-making, repairs, light and air,

the statute and common law as affecting build-

ings and property,—on all these affairs he is

expected to be able to give advice,—and sound
advice. He ought to know something about
every use that a building can be jmt to, and
though BO much is almost unattainable, yet he
ought to be constantly approaching to such a

state of unusual knowledge of what goes on
under all roofs the longer he lives.

III. Drawing and Art .—We build our build-

ings ou paper to an extent never hitherto
practised, but rendered apparently necessary
by the modem contract system

;
but more than

this, we study with the pencil when we examine
existing work. The pencil aids to develop
and fix oor ideas when we are designing

; with
the pencil we make our intentions clear to our
clients, and at a later period to the surveyors
who prepare the estimate, and the artisans who
carry out tho work. Drawing, then, is a most
essential,—the most essential of aeqaisitious

for an architect. The best draughtsman may
possibly never make an architect, though I

do not think such a result need often
occur ; but no architect can hope to succeed at

the present time who does not draw well, and
is not familiar with all that ought to be and
habitually is done in drawing out architectural I

designs, plans, and details, from first to last. I

Familiarity with plans is not a substitute for
]
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familiarity with building, but it is an admirable
introduction to buildings, and the best possible

aid to the raasteri-ug of them. The draughts-
manship that is necessary will extend beyond
familiarity with plan - drawing. A good
draughtsman must have so far mastered the

use of the instruments as to be able to think

through his -bow pencil or his straight-edge,

and he must be able to draw all the ornament
in his buildings, including representations of

the human figure, that his drawings shall be
serviceable guides to the workmen. Ho ought
to have mastered perspective, and to be at home
to some extent iu colour. Finally, in the use of

these means he should have the feeling and
inspiration of the artist, and he should have
sympathy with and a knowledge of other walks
of art as well as his own. Art which I have
named last, on the principle on which the most
famous performer is placed at the foot of a
play-bill (" and Adelina Patti," for example) is

that which determines the level at which
our architect .shall work. If he can be the

artist in feeling and training, and iu what
be designs, his work may be noble architecture,

and certainly will be good. Being an artist,

be it remembered, rffiates to everything that

developes a sense of beauty in form, line, and
colour, and in all the allied parts as well as in

our own. I need hardly point out that this

considerable range of knowledge and experi-

ence will take years to acquire,—in fact, it is

the work of a lifetime ; but what we are con-

cerned with is that approach to it which
justifies a beginning. This ideal portrait is

nob often, however,—even if time enough .be

taken,—carried out symmetrically and com-
pletely. Opportunity enables a man to

accumulate experience, knowledge, and skill

in one direction. The lack of opportnnity,

or of will, or taste, cramps him in another;
and 80 it comes to pass that most men are

better in one walk of this profession than
in another,—fortunate if they are able to find

that class of work for which they are most
fit. In passing I ought to point out that more
than one of the matters that figured in

our enumeration of the cultivated man’s
acquisitions or methods are almost essential to

tho architect. This is especially the case with
his drawing and his cultivation of the fine arts.

He almost alone of all professional men should,

as a matter of course, include foreign travel as

a part of his training. Ho also, in common
with all professional men, should cultivate hia

mind and pofvera by Bacon’s method of read-

ing, writing, and social intercourse. In short,

he shoiild be a cultivated man. I now turn to

the standard which has been set up by the

Royal Instituteof British Architects as marking
what they consider should be the attainments
of a youug architect before he is admitted as an
Associate of that body. This standard we find

set forth in the programme of the examination
and in the specimen examination papers pub-
lished, and thongh my statement is in less detail

than the series of subjects of examination, you
will find that those subjects group themselves
under ray broader headings perfectly well. My
first heading is “Buildings.” To the subjects

which I embraced under this head the pro-

gramme allots 400 out of the total of 700 marks,
divided as under :—History of architecture,

100; mouldings, features, and ornaments, 100;
sanitary science, strength of materials, and
shoring, 100 ;

materials and construction, 100.

You see that the largest demands, even when a
deduction, which I shall come to directly, has
been allowed, are made under this head. This

is partly on account of the fundamental im-
portance of a knowledge of buildings, and
partly because fair opportunities for acquiring

that knowledge are open to yon in your student

days. My second head was “ Men and Affairs.”

This comprises two heads in the examination
programme, between which 100 marks are

allotted. They are :—Specifications and esti-

mating, 75 ;
professional practice, 25. The

first of these two subjects most students can
easily acquire, and skill in it can be readily

tested by examinations
;
but much of the know-

ledge comprised under the head of professional

practice cannot be acquired till later in life, so

but few marks are allotted to the subject;

moreover, the skill, tact, self-possession, and
judgment needed for the transaction of business

are not matters in which a candidate can be

directly examined ; thongh, as far as they come
out in his viva voce examination, they will be

sure to have a share in examining the result.

My third head, “ Drawing and Art," is directly
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ireprcscnted by one heading only, Plan, Section,

.and Elevation, to which 200 marks arc allotted.

Of course a proportion which tho programme
Idoos not disclose of tho marks allotted to tho

first group of subjects will bo given to the

; sketches with which tho answers are to be

.illustrated, and, as far as they go, these marks

Iwill increase tho proportion devoted to drawing

I and art at tho expense of those devoted to kni^w-

iledge of buildings
;
butitis not likely that this

1
could ever take place to so great an extent as to

equalise tho two. This examination grows, as

lyon know, out of tho voluntary examination,

which acted as a pioneer to prepare the way.

I had the honour of having some share in pro-

[paring tho preliminaries of that examination,

land am, alas! the only survivor of the five

iwho acted as examiners and moderators on

[the first occasion, the others being Scott, Digby
^ Wyatt, Ashpitol, and John Papworth. Some of

those who organised and subsequently recast

the scheme still remain,—among them, I am
happy to say, my immediate predecessor in

this class, Professor Ilayter Lewis, to whose
initiation as honorary secretary to the Institute,

more than to the action of any other person,

wc owe it that to-day we have an entrance

examination for Associates of the Institute.

1 The advantages which it was considered that

.students would obtain were, first, that the pro-

I

gramme would make it clear what directions

in tho opinion of persons qualified to judge an

I architect’s studies and his preparation for tho

I

serious work of his profession ought to take;

land, secondly, that the examination itself

I

would establish a standard of attainment which

;

it is not unreasonable to expect that every

[Student with the usual moans of study at com-

I

maud shall reach before ho looks upon himself

as qualified to practise. The Institute by adopt-

I

ing this examination as the door through which
every Associate must enter, had in one sense

I doubled tho value of it, for it had added
a double stimulus to work. Passing has

I always been a distinction; but now failure

to pass entails a very serious professional

I

disability. Of all things I should deprecate,

I
—and I think in this I should speak the feelings

of the examiners and council generally,—

I

I

should deprecate this examination being looked

: upon, or coming at any future day to be looked

,
upon, as ail arbitrary test. It is intended to be,

I and I think is so worked by tho Board who
;
undertake it, as really to be a test of qiialifica-

:
tion. That is to say, a man is not held fit to be

I
admitted to the Institute because he has passed

; the examinations, but because he has fitted

I

himself to perform the duties of an architect,

1
and the examiners will direct their questions

I 80 as to satisfy themselves of this fact only.

I Whenever, or if ever, the examination fails to

i
keep up its character in this respect, if it

;
admits what are called oatch-questioDB, and

;

sinks to the level, for example, of the_^ Civil

I Service examinations, where a man is passed

as a consequence of his having temporarily

I worked up certain subjects, it will fail of its

! real object. Consider, then, that your duty

I
really is to prepare yourselves for practice, and

' that this examination is an incident in such
I preparation. And do not consider that you are

. to prepare yourselves for examination, aud that

if you can worry through yon are sure to be
right as far as fitness for your professional life

goes. If we have now arrived at some clear

I understanding of what you require to prepare

'
you for practice, the only questions which it

remains for mo to deal with are first, tho broad
question of liow generally you are to obtain it,

I and the narrower one of how much of it you
can get hero from me ? I am not going to

delay you in order at any length to examine
any scheme of architectural education not at

present in actual force, aud within reach. Such
an examination you will find in the reports in

the professional papers of the conference on

education held in May last. I should, however,
like to refer, before I pass from tho subject, to

the programme of instruction in several of the

American colleges, which, through the kind-

ness of Mr. Cates, have been brought under the

notice of many architects. In these programmes
a course of scientific instruction is in each

case provided, lasting several years, and taking

in its turn history and draughtsmanship ; but

without enough attempt, so far as I can see, at

securing for the student any familiarity with

buildings. I trust that if these ai-o seriously

examined as precedents, it will be by the help

of the light thrown upon them by observations

from the pen of Mr. Wace appended to them.

The American schemes appear to me too

theoretical, not artistic enough, and in other

ways not suited as models for an English course

of architecture, should such a course come to

bo established, as is very probable. It will be

even less necessary to raise tho question of

technical education for artisans, which is one of

the most important ones of the present day.

The subject before us to-night is, it is true, to

a groat extent, a branch of technical education,

for it relates to tho education nf the architect

for tho exercise of his art, and time will not

servo us to travel outside its limits. I propose

to pass at onco now to the question of how,

with the opportunities that London at present

offers, yon can be educated for your profession?

Even that stage of prejiaratiou wliioh the Insti-

tute examination marks cannot bo reached

without time. To become a groat architect is

the labour of half a lifetime. We have, how-

ever, had great architects in this country, and

have them now; so it is clear that whether our

appliances and methods are the very best or

not, at least they caTi suffice. I once heard

one of tho greatest of modern water-colourists

exclaim, before a gathering of artists, “It is

not the water in the brush, but the spirit in the

man that makes a painter in water-colours!’’

This is quite true ;
and if we take any great

architect,—say, Sir Charles Barry,—it was the

spirit in the man that made him what be was
;

still, the water-colourist does have water in his

brush, and Barry reached his eminence by some

path. Let us turn to the published memoir of

him, and ask what was that path ? Pupilage

for a long term, travel for a long term, and

then continuous effort,—first Lo obtain, and

then to carry out, responsible practice,—is the

answer that wo shall obtain. Now, that simple

programme will form the outlino of the only

course at present open to the architectural

student of tho present day, and I recommend

both parts of it to your cordial adoption, not

necessarily as tho best possible programme,—on

that I offer no opinion here,—but as the best

possible in London in the year 18S7
;
and I will

endeavour to show how much pupilage and

travel themselves can do for you, and what can

be done to fill out, add to, and supplement

these two cardinal elements. With or without

sound preliminary training, let us suppose that

the student begins his career as a pupil. The

life of Barry tells us that he was articled for

and worked out seven years. This is not perhaps

too long for a man to work at the drawing-

board, but it is too long to be in one place.

The term now fashionable is three years, which

is too short, and I believe that, as a rule, four

years is a very useful term, and that then most

men had better change, and spend two other

years seeing tho practice of other offices as

assistants, and, as a rule, as paid assistants. I

have not much to suggest to pupils ;
but I ought

to point out that what is_ really intended to be

done for them is not to teach them as they were

taught at school, but to give them a chance.^ In

consideration of tho premium he has paid, a

young man who for a long time is more of a

hindrance than a help is tolerated in a place

where the work would go on better without

him, and it is an understood thing that he is to

be allowed opportunities of learning if he will

use them. This,—though it may not sound a

very precious privilege,—is really of far more

value than most young men have the remotest

idea of, and tho great danger, especially for

students who come straight from school and have

not had the training in self-cnlture which

college affords is that the opportunities may

not be properly made use of. Let me urge on

the notice of auy pupils who may bear me,

half a dozen or so friendly hints ;—first, to

consider no trifle beneath their notice ;
seconcBy,

torecognise thatto acquire habits of punctuality,

order, the mode of conducting simple affairs,

endorsing letters, convoying messages, &c., are

all essential to their success in after-life as

business men; thirdly, to do everything en-

trusted to them as well as they can, hut as far

as possible to secure the difficult jobs and pass

the easy ones on to some one else ;
fourtlily, to

let nothing pass that they do not understand

without extorting an explanation from some

one ;
fifehly, to visit the buildings on hand and

the builders’ workshops whenever there is a

chance ;
lastly, to make sketches aud notes of

every possible thing, insignificant or other-

wise. A pupil who will spend his four years

in the practice of this line of conduct

will leave the office a good deal nearer

being an architect than he entered it. It

is, ^perhaps, right to add that though I may
have given what does not seem a very brilliant

account of pupilage, and though I am about to

show that it must be supplemented somehow,
I do not think that what it supplies can be got

elsewhere. So practical a pursuit as an archi-

tect’s business can, I think, only be learnt by
taking part in tho actual conduct of it

;
and

though many pupils would do bettor had they

spent some time in preparatory study before

being articled, I see no reasonable prospect of

any system being introduced to supersede

pupilage without great disadvantage. In the

pupil’s career I include any subsequent time
spent in somewhat similar work, though under

the name of an improver or assistant. A still

more useful addition to a pupil’s course is a

time spent in a position somewhat analogoua

to that of a clerk of works, or as resident

assistant to a clerk of works, or as resident

draughtsman on some building. Naturally,

this is a rare chance. Very few pupils of five

or six years' standing, if any, are really fit to-

ho of much service as clerks of works; but if

they can in any capacity spend some time on a

building, they will find opportunities for ac-

quiring practical knowledge that are invalu-

able. Let us DOW inquire what advantage the

student ought to be able to reap from pupilage,

and from that kind of extension of it which I

have sketched. First, as to buildings, our first

head. He will learn little or nothing of their

history, and in the ordinary course he will see

little or nothing of old buildings, but he will

have opportunities in a disjointed way of

acquiring familiarity with many of the features,

ornaments, mouldings, decorations, and with

the general design of the buildings in course of

erection by the architect to whom he is articled,

and not unfrequcntly with the design of some
ancient buildings, as shown in prints, books,

' photographs, and sketches,—Classic, Gothic, or

Renaissance, according to the proclivities of his

master. He ought to have the opportunity of

acquiring a pretty thorough knowledge of ordi-

nary construction, ard in some cases of special

construction, and of learning how to specify

and how to make approximate estimates. He
will be sure to have opportunities of learning

something about materials; but probably most
of them will be wasted unless he gains elsewhere

some general systematic familiarity with the

subject theoretically. He may get some
acquaintance with tho appearance of buildings

in course of erection, and of course it may
happen that he may come into contact with old

buildings in course of decay ;
but this experience

is generally reserved for later days. Passing

to my second head “ Familiarity with Men and

Affairs.” In a large office a pupil rarely has-

anything to do with men and not much with

business. In a small office, the pupil often has

to see people, and to devote part of his time to

letter writing or accounts and writing oat

reports, and from all of which engagements he

will by degrees learn that valuable familiarity

with men and things which we terra business

habits. If he is at all observant and does his

best to make himself useful, and especially if he

writes a good hand,—a valuable, and, I regret to

add, a rare acquisition,—onglit to become perr-

fectly familiar with all the ordinary business

documents that an architect has to do with, and

80 when he enters upon practice this part of his

office routine will be at his fingers’ ends. Much
of the proper dealing with men must, however,

be learned from bis actual responsible contact

with affairs in real life. My third head was
“Drawing and Art.” If a pupil goes into an office

properly prepared, or, at least, well up in draw-

ing the figure, and he has fair abilities, four

yeai'S ought to make him at least a fair draughts-

man. If in four years he thoroughly merits

the praise of being a really good draughtsman,

he has done well. The routine of preparing

drawings from first to last should be familiar

to him, and be, generally speaking, will have

had au opportunity of makinghimself acquainted

with perspective. Making designs is another

matter; it depends upon other things than

office work, and will not be learned in the office.

As to art, as applied to buildings, or as seen in

pr.inting and sculpture, if the student is articled

to an artist, and artistic work is being done

during his term, he ought to gain much artistic

training from office work. If (as is often the

case) there is little to teach him fine art going

on, he has to look for it elsewhere, and he

need not look in vain, for many of the best

artists in our profession have been brought up

in offices where they had little chance of learn-
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ing the fine art of architecture, though fortu-
nately for them the technical art of building
was learnable thoroughly. If I am correct in

the -view I have taken, it seems that the student
unavoidably, and in the nature of things, is to
look elsowlicre than to the architect to whom
he is articled and the associates with whom he
will work in the office for preliminary prepara-
tion and for several important parts of his
training. .As for preliminary preparation, it is

impossible for an ax’chitect to have too good an
education, and I wish that every student were
a graduate of one of our Universities

; but, at
any rate, I hope that most will have obtained a
thorough English training, with a good know-
ledge of, at least, one modern language, a fair
amount of mathematics, and the elements of
some of the natural sciences

; that is to say,
physics, and, if possible, geology and chemistry

;

and last, but not least, that he will be well
grounded in drawing. It is seldom that a youth
or his friends select architecture for his pro-
fession without his having some amount of
skill in drawing; but it lias rarely been carried
far enough. The student should be able to
draw the human figure from the antique
fairly well, and ought to know something
of perspective and landscape. If he has
not advanced at least as far as this, it is better
to spend some months at a drawing-school
before entering an office at all. Some actual
work in a joiner’s shop is not a bad preparation
for pupilage. Whether any part of this, which
I call preliminary work, has to bo taken up in
addition or not, the following portions of the
equipment I sketched a short time back must, it

seems, be got elsewhere than at the office

;

As to Buildings, their history; much of their
construction and materials, and science, and
the superintendence of work. The study of
existing buildings. As to Drawing and Art,
design and the I'eflnements of draughtsman-
ship, and fine art generally. As to Men and
Affairs, all those parts of the conduct of
practice which lie beyond ordinary routine,
including the law of buildings. The most im-
portant of these is the study of erecting build-
ings, and I wish with all great emphasis to lay
down distinctly the truth,— sometimes I fear
forgotten,—that to study the buildings you
must go to them. The knowledge about buildings
which lectures, books, photographs, and
prints convey, is not a knowledge of buildings.
You must see, study, and sketch tliem.
There is very great advantage in a student,
after a sufficient number of years have
been spent in preparing himself, taking a
tour, an extended tour, and a continuous
tour through as many of the regions of
Europe that are architecturally rich as he
can, and if it can be extended into the East
so much the better. This sort of tour has,
I think, fallen in the estimation of students
partly because the facilities for short trips are
now so good, partly, I think, because many men
during the last twenty-five years have practised
little else than English Gothic, and such have
been contented to limit tbeir studies to this
country, with perhaps a visit or two to Franco,
Belgium, and Germany. But the star of English
Gothic is setting, and the student cannot afford
to neglect Classic, Renaissance, Romanesque,
and Byzantine examples, such as he must cross
the Channel to study : and for good reasons
which 1 cannot stop to go into now, six separate
trips of a month each do not do one half, pro-
bably less than half, the good that one tour of
six monchs will do. Some building or buildings
most at some time be examined very tboroughly.
I am disposed to think that the balance of
advantage is on the side of comparatively few
good examples most thoroughly investigated
rather than a large number less completely
studied. Each building selected should be
measured and drawn out in detail, so that the
drawing would suffice to re-erect the building,
or the parts of it which are of architectural
merit, if it were burnt. It is obviously con-
venient m many cases to select some English
building for this kind of analysis. Of course
a much larger number of buildings must in
addition be less thoroughly treated. Though
I have nrged the loug Continental tour as
desirable,—and, let me add, moat enjoyable,
it must not be supposed that short periods’ of
study of buildings near home are not great
helps. Never lose a chance of visifcingt ex-
amining, and drawing good work, old or new.
There is a certain amount of very good old
Gothic, and fairly good old Renaissance, to be

of both sorts bore is quite as well worth study
as the old, only let it be the best. London also
presents opportunities of studies in museums, of
which, I think, few architectural students avail
themselves as they might. \Ye have antique
work in the British Museum. We have au un-
rivalled collection of Decorative work, and
Renaissance, and Oriental specimens at the
South Kensington Museum, where there is also
a magnificent series of casts, including many
that would form excellent studies for architects.
At the Architectural Museum there is a rich
collection of Media?val architecture; and at
the Crystal Palace a series of casts and models
of every age, the Renaissance, Byzantine,
and Gothic being very good indeed. In all

these places students who want to work can
get leave to draw with very little difficulty.

I now turn to the other points in which the
student of architecture requires help. First, I

am bound, I think, to refer to that provision
which this college has made for assisting him,
a jirovision of which I am prond to say that in
the past a large number of meu now snccess-
fully pursuing the practice, and in later
years numbers of men whom I hope to
see successful iu life, have availed themselves.
Those portions of your necessary studies in
which you can be helped by attending classes
here are,— (1) The history of buildings. This,
with an e.xararaation into their features, details,
and the growth and metamorphoses of archi-
tectural styles, forms the subject of the A, or
art course hero. I do not pretend for a moment
to have time, in a session of thirty evenings, or
the ability, to tell the students all they require
to know

;
but I claim that the course here gives

a systematic and connected view of this
history of ancient and modem architecture. I
endeavour to make the subject interesting, and
prefer to content myself with only taking up
as much as can bo done thoroughly, rather than
to attempt to get over too much ground. There
is a magnificent series of diagrams, which are
lent to students to work from as well as hung
np in the room, and I have endeavoured, with
a success of which I confess I am a little
proud, to induce the stndents themselves to
draw illustrations of the subjects of the
lectures.

The Materials ond the CoustrMction of
buildings from the subject of course B, and
here, as in the history of architecture as au
art, I am far, indeed, from attempting to
cover the whole field; but the course is con-
secutive, systematic, and thorough

; it takes
up all the priucijial building materials, and
how to us© them, and I endeavour to make sure
work as w© go. From both these coui-ses I

believe students derive the advantage that
they have planted in their minds a sufficiently
connected view of the art iu the one case, and
of construction in the other, for them to be
able to appreciate the meaning of every fact
which comes under tbeir notice either in their
reading or sketching, or on buildings; in other
words, that beyond direct gains they are
enabled to get advantage from many other
sources of information which would other-
wise be of less service. I desire to state
very plainly that these courses are not so
much directed to enable students to pass
the examination at Conduit • street as to
give them a real help in their education as
architects

;
but I believe that in this way they

will more efficiently aid those who are going in
for these examinations than if I attempted to
shape them exactly to fit the course of the
question papers. I think, too, the final examina-
tion at the end of the term, and an inter-
mediate one, which it is usual to hold, are of
great service to those who are preparing for
the Institute examination, by enabling them to
see how much they are able to accomplish in
answering a previously unseen paper of ques-
tions on architecture within a fixed period, and
quite without assistance. I am sometimes
asked if these courses give enough information
to enable students to pass these divisions of the
examination to which they respectively relate.
My answer is, that it depends upon the student.
If he simply attends and takes some notes,
and does nothing else,—Certainly not. If he
attends, and gives time and study at home to
the subject, and tries to make all that he heard
in the class-room his own, and then to pursue
the lines suggested for further private reading
at points where want of time obliges one to
curtail part of a subject,—Yes. Not, however,
forgetting that personal familiarity with somemef witL In T J i-u 7

—
^
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to snccess in the examination. Course C pro-
poses to give such information on the general
conduct ,of building operations and architec-
tural practice, and on some of the laws
respecting buildings, as is moat needed by men
beginning practice, including some notice of
the supervision of building works, and the
decay of buildings, and the measures to be
taken to secure dangerous and ruinous struc-
tures. Here, again, I think that by giving
what is moat serviceable to the young archi-
tect, I am doing my best for him in hia
preparation for hia examination. Here the
work of this college stops; but I have little

hesitation in saying that it will help yon
in the departments to which it is directed
to master your subjects more thoroughly
than by solitary study you easily can, and
that what you will learn in this room
is adapted to form the groundwork upon which
your own further work may usefully stand. I
regret that time warns mo that I must condense
as far as possible what remains for me to say,
and give you bare references in place of stating
matters at length. Before leaving this college
I must point out that some of the sciences
bearing upon architecture can be well studied
here, and that the Slade school affords excel-
lent means of instruction in drawing the figure,
though iu neither case are the courses specially
arranged for architects. Some particulars of
those will be found at the foot of the prospectus
of my lectures. At King’s College Professor
Kerr gives a course of lectures on the Arts of
Construction. Ilis ability and his long experi-
ence as a public lecturer are too well known for
it to be requisite that I should say more to

point out the value of the course. The most
important subject remaining, Architectural
Design, is to be learned best at the Royal
Academy. One must bo a good draughtsman
to get in

; but here not only is good drawing
made better under the eye of that accom-
plished architect and teacher, Mr. Phen^
Spiers, but design is practised under the
personal direction of the very first architeota
of the day, those I mean who have the honour
of being members of the Academy. No oppor-
tunity 80 good as this exists, and no better
opportunity well could be devised for students
to acquire skill iu design

;
and quite apart from

the medals and prizes, this is enough to repay
you for any trouble taken in obtaining ad-
mission. Next, I must refer to the Architectural
Association and its work, a subject so consider-

able that I cannot do more than glance at it

on general terms. A students’ mutual improve-
ment society, numbering about 1,000 members,
with a library and at least a dozen classes and
courses of lectures, and its own travelling

studentship and series of valuable prizes, it is

an organisation of great importance and with
vast possibilities for good. I hope you will all

belong to it, for from it individual portions of

your architectural equipment can be well ob-
tained. It is sometimes said that there are
imperfections connected with the scheme of

the Association, the most serious being that
tbo work is to a certain extent fragmentary,
and in the nature of things unequal, and that

some of the amateur teachers are not practised
instructors. Whether this be so or no, the
facilities offered are very many and very great,

and especially so in that all-important branch
of your studies, the study of design. The
elementary class of design, the class of design,

and class for colour decoration are woi’fchy the

attention of you all as open to you before you
can enter the Royal Academy, and to these
classes many an architect is indebted for hia

first opportunity of learning and practising

design. The practical side of our art is studied

by the members of the Association in many
classes, each good iu its way, and each
taking up a useful portion of the work.
The visits to modern buildings, which are

organised by the Association, are a means of

learning how the best work of the present day
is being done, and in themselves would be
worth joining for. In the Brown Book of the

Association you will find the whole programme
set forth, and there, too, you will find the regu-
lations and programmes of all the other
organisations which I have alluded to. Let
me recommend to your notice the page of advice
to students which that pamphlet contains, and
to your practice the personal consultation with
a member of the committee of advice which it

suggests and recommends. Among the
announcements iu the Brown Book, one will

appear for the first time which I should he
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jlad to believe will bo continued for many
?ears, — tho Studio established by Messrs.

Bagf'allay & Millard. This new and as yet

antried venture, is fortunately in good hands,

ind if proceeded with, ought to afford admirable

Assistance to students in draughtsmanship and
llosign and I hope also in construction. The Royal
|[nBtitute of British Architects does not give any
:3our808 of instruction, but it possesses the best

larchitectural library in London, and this is now
laccessiblo without charge and without more
rihan the needful formalities to all working
students of architecture, including students at

ithis college. The City and Guilds Institute has

r^ven in the month of July short courses of

t

ectures on subjects, moat of which are of value

0 architects. These, no doubt, will be repeated

next summer. The establishment at this Insti-

itute of various classes hearing on our pursuits

lis in contemplation, meantime a class of excep-

kional instruction in masonry was conducted
there last session by Mr. Harvey, and this

Subject is to be pursued together with the allied

[subject of descriptive geometry, under the same
Iteachors this season. The instruction given by
iMr. Harvey is spoken of by those who know
(most about it as exceptionally good, and there

LB nowhere else where the same subject, treated

(from an architect’s point of view, is taught so

thoroughly and practically. Here I might well

fend, were it not that I know that this address,

or much of it, will, by the courtesy of the pro-

ffeseioual press, be read by students who cannot
iget to London, or who, being in London, cannot
see their way to getting to Gower-street or
Conduit-street. To any such I should like, with
your permission, to address a parting word, and
to say, “ Courage, my friend. Remember, it is

/ the spirit in the man, not tho water in the

ibrnsh
’ ”

;
and though I have spent the evening

describing useful aids to study, there are few
of them which a resolute and energetic student

cannot dispense with. What I take to beabso-
ilutoly essential is first work in an office, and
that I take it yon have

;
secondly, buildings

to study, and there is hardly a parish in

lEngland where there is not at least a frag-

ment of the noble Medimval architecture of

our country within your reach
;
thirdly, books,

End of those you must manage gomehow to

get hold of a few, but if your choice be
Inot largo you must the more thoroughly
snaster the ones you have

j
and lastly,

finstruction in drawing. That happily the
techools of art have spread through the country.
tEeacl, I pray you, the “ Advice to Students,”
•issued by the Institute of Architects, and ap-
Ipondod to the programme of tho examinations,
(and you will notice that there is but scant
'•reference to the London advantages which 1

have dwelt upon, though I have good reason to
(think that the Board of Examiners are not
(•insensible to their value

;
but that the coarse

.'pointed out is oue which a student, with com-
Iparativcly little aid, may fight out for himself.
IStill, I am quite sure that the aid offered here
a,nd elsewhere will make that course easier,

• shorter, and I thiuk, surer. In taking leave
of the subject and releasing you, let me revert
to what was said earlier in the evening upon
cultivation. I trust that each one of you will

(mot simply learn his profession and push bis

way, but will cultivate bis mind, and so suc-
‘cesafully that he shall be known, not merely
as a safe constructor or a brilliaut designer,
but as a man of taste, of judgment, of varied

; knowledge, of some accomplishments : in short,

t that be shall be an ornament to his profession.

Class of Masonry.—We hear that the City
and Guilds of Loudon Institute is having a

! olasa-room specially fitted for Mr. Lawrence
,
Harvey’s class of masonry. It will bo lighted

( in such a way that the light will be thrown

I

direct on the drawing or work of each pupil,

I
and that all cross lights and dazzling of the
eyes will be avoided. The pupils will only
have to bring their drawing instruments,
•drawing boards being provided by tho Guilds
Institute. The class will begin work on the
17th inst. Intending members who have not
yet applied are requested to send their names
before that date to Mr. Lawrence Harvey, 10,

I 'Great Queen-street, Westminster, S.W.
The Association of Public Sanitary

Inspectors.—At the annual general meeting
of this association, held at Westminster Town-
hall, on Satui-day last, October 1, Mr. Hugh
Alexander, Chief Sanitary Inspector, Shore-

ditch, was unanimously elected Chairman of the

Coimcil, rice Mr. G. B. Jerram, C.E.

Jllustralions.

INTERIOR OF A RENAISSANCE
CHURCH.

HIS is a study exhibited a couple of years

since at the exhibition of tho “ Man-
chester Academy of Fine Arts,” in

which it is endeavoured to adopt the Renais-

sance style for a modern town church, in

accordance with the requirements of Anglican

ritual. The chief points aimed at are, 1, Eco-

nomy in tho coat of fabric (the chancel

only being lined with stone)
; 2, Clear floor

space, with uninterrupted view of the altar and
pulpit ; and 3, Wail space for the adoption of a

complete scheme of pictorial decoration.

The church is calculated to seat 1,070,

exclusive of choir and clergy, the nave being

102 ft. long, divided into five bays (and having

a narthex of 17 ft. more on the west end), and
39 ft. in clear width ;

the aisles, intended only

as passage ways, 8 ft. clear; the chancel and
sacrarium 41 ft. long, and having on tho north

side a morning chapel, and on the south, organ,

vestries, &c.

The triforium of the nave contains illustra-

tions of the suffrages in the Litany :
” By the

Mystery of Thy Holy Incarnation,” &c. ; with

tho four major prophets and four evangelists

over the chancel arch, on the jambs of which are

SS. Peter and Paul, the pillars of the church.

The chancel is surmounted by a dome, pro-

posed to contain an “ Adoration of the Lamb,”
and the transept roofs have angel figures bearing

the titles of Our Lord from Isaiah and St. John.

Behind the altar (which is raised thirteen steps

from the floor of the nave) a reredos, after the

manner of well-known Flemish examples, and

setting forth pictorially the Eucharistic mystery,

extends the width of the church.

The view given shows tho north-east angle of

the nave, with chancel and morning chapel

beyond. W. IIenky Jewitt.

COMPETITION DESIGN OF FULHAM
YESTRY HALL.

Tnis is the elevation of a design which was

sent in for the above-named very ill-managed

competition, by Messrs. Cheston & Perkin, and

the drawing was subsequently accepted for

exhibition in the architectural room of the

Royal Academy. Tho elevation is picturesque

in effect, and well suited to tho architectural

associations of the locality. It was intended

to be executed in red brick and terra-cotta.

NEW STOCK EXCHANGE BUILDINGS.

TiiE recent additions to the Stock Exchange

on an area of 20,700 ft., between Old Broad-

street and Throgmorton-street, consist chiefly of

anew “ House” (so-called) for markets joined

to the old " House,” each being about 8,000 ft.

in area; also of committee-rooms and offices,

with a frontage of 9G ft. iu Throgmorton-street,

and offices let to brokers, with a frontage, which

will be 18G ft. when completed, in Old Broad-

gt.j-eet, through both, an entrance to the Stock

Exchange. In the basement of the latter are

electric lighting and heating and ventilating

Lgine-rooms.

The new ‘
‘ House ” has an octagonal hall and

dome, 70 ft. diameter and 100 ft. high, two

•ched transepts with apses, and irregular

Materials used Peterhead granite high

inths, dome piers in large blocks with moulded

ises frieze round, doorways and archways ;

xlf-polished Aubigny and Portland stone

•ches. coruices and pendeiitives
;

Pavonazzetta

arrara marble walls, built with them. The

Dme riveted iron construction shows inside

ith moulded panels of Hitchins’s wire-work

lasteriug; tho latter also over trausepts, and

le same plastering in ceilings throughout the

iiilding. Entrances, lobbies, and staircases

ned with Turkey red, Ipplepen and luitian

larble. Joiner’s work : wainscot and ma-

ngany. The dome covered with diamond-

laped leaves in copper; all other roofs with

lad. The fronts in the streets are Portland

.one and granite.
.

Below the new Stock Exchange is a settling-

mm, lighted by electricity, as are also the

roiiK rooms and tho bandrags abore. ibo

lastoring of tho old “House'' has boon

mored, the pillars covered mth Koroo and

Hallo-Antico marblo from the Homan quarries

491

near Carthage, with Belgian pedestals, the

walls with Pavouazzetta.

About 700,OOU cubic feet of air, cooled or

warmed as required, are driven in per hour by

fans, the exhausted air also being drawn away
by similar means.
The work has been carried out from the

pesigns and under the superintendence of

Mr. J. J. Cole.

HOUSES, CHISWICK.

The drawing now published illustrates three

buildings on Chiswick Mall. To the immediate

right is shown old Walpole House, recently

repaired for re-occupatiou. There is much that

is interesting in its history, as it extends back

to the Domesday Survey. In the Mouasticon

it is mentioned as iu possession of the Dean and

Chai)ter of Westminster, a prebendal house

belonging to them having stood upon its site.

Walford states that Parbara, Duchess of Cleve-

land in Charles II.’s time, died in the house, and

that Dan. O’Connell later lived there some
years.

Next to Walpole House are two semi-detached

houses recently erected, and further to the left

is Eyot Villa, the residence of Mr. John Thorny-

croft. Mr. John Belcher was the architect, and

all the works have been executed by Messrs.

Adamson. The drawing was iu the ^recent

Royal Academy exhibition.

TOMBSTONES OF THE SEVENTEENTH
AND EIGHTEENTH CENTURIES.

M.vnt of our country churchyards contain

examples worth preserving of these interesting

memorials. Frequently moss and lichen so

thickly cover them, that the ornament is nearly

hidden, hut they have probably acted as a pre-

servative.

The examples here given are taken from four

churchyards only. The Quenningtou altar

tomb is much injured by tho roots and stems of

ivy, and the turf is now above tho base ;
but

the one in Tewkesbury Abbey churchyard has

been recently removed, and carefully re-set,

owing, we believe, to the judicious and loving

care of Mr. Collins, the builder. It is of a fine

grained stone, and the carving delicately

finished, but it is weather-worn in places.

Some of the designs are rude, but there is a

character and feeling about many quite lacking

in much of the modern machine-made work for

the like purpose ;
and they seem to show that

a certain traditional art lingered among maanna

in quiet country places long after it had dis-

. appeared from largo towns.

The Gothic revival has caused rather a feeling

of contempt for them, quite undeserved, and

has led, in many instances, to their destruction.

All antiquarian and artistic feeling should be

opposed to this, and it is the desire to foster a

bettor appreciation of them which induces us

to give these illustrations.

Society of Eng^ineers.—Tho Society o

Engineers had its first meeting for the Session

1887-8, on Monday evening, October 3rd, at the

Town-hall, Westminster, Professor H. Robinson,

President, in the chair, when a paper was read

on ‘‘Stability of Factory Chimneys,” by Mr.

R. J. Hutton. Tho author entered fully mto

the theory of stability of tall chimneys, point-

ing out some errors in the formulm ordinarily

used, and, in connexion with stability, con-

sidered the relative effects of wind pressure

on various forms, as circular, octagonal, and

square, and at various angles. He then showed

that the section of chimney which combined

the highest theoretical stability with the least

amount of material was not the same as that

required by practical considerations for its

greatest efficiency in producing draught, and

that a compromise had to be effected between

the two forms. Some examples of successful

chimneys wero then given, aud also of some

that bad failed, with an examination of the

causes of failure.

New Tlieatre at Brighton.—We hoar that

the plans for the new Eden Theatre, to be erected

in the King’s-road, Brighton, were passed by the

Local Authorities last week, and the work -vrill

be commenced in a few days. The building

will, we are informed, “ bo practically fireproof,

and’ provided with ample exits. Some special

features will be introduced in the construction

by the architect, Mr. Frank Matcbam, of

London.



MONUMENT TO BISHOP COURTENAY,
WINCHESTER CATHEDRAL.

Tins monnment, designed by Mr. G. H.
Kitchin, architect (the son of the Dean of
Winchester), has been placed on the spot where
the remains of the tomb of Bishop Peter
Courtenay, who died on the l'2nd September,
14J2, were discovered by the present Dean in
December, 1.S85. The coffin was then discovered
having on its lid a long cross, at the foot of
which was a small shield with the Courtenay
arms. Round the coffin-lid was che inscription
Hie recondita sunt ossa Petri Courtenay

Episcopi primo Exon, deinde Winton, qui obiit
A.D. Mccccxc'ii.”

As the tomb stands close up to Fox’s Screen
three sides only of it are seen. (}f these the
long northward front has three chief panels
In the centre are the arms of the Bishop im-
paled with those of the See of Winchester
under the mitre

; the shield has for supporters
two dolphins, as we see them round the shield
outside the Lady Chapel. Underneath is the
Bishop s own motto, which appears al.«o in the
Lady Chapel, “In gloriam Dei.’’ The right
and left panels bear each a shield in centre,
charged, the one with the Tudor rose, the other

Portcullis, symbols which indicate
the Bishop’s close connexion with his friend and
master, Henry Yll. In the outermost small
pii^nels of the^ front is a symbolic ornament,
which the Bishop employed elsewhere, a T
cross, with the initials P.C. attached, and a bell
anspended from it. This bell is an allusion to

le great ‘ Peter’s Bell,’’ which the Bishop gave
to Exeter Cathedral.

^ ^
'

The panel which fills the western end of the
tomb bears the coat of the Courtenay family,
with two swans as supporters on it; and over
it and the corresponding panel on the east front
is a scroll bearing the motto, “Honor Deo et
Regi.” The supporters of the eastern shield,
which carries the arms of his father and mother,
are two boars.

The leaser ornaments, the T cross and bell,
and the gerbs and sickles in the spandrels of
the larger

_

panels, are all taken from tbo
splendid chimney-piece which the Bishop placed
in his palace at Exeter, where it is still to be

I he carving has been executed by Mr.
Whitley, under Mr. Kitchin’s superintendence.

ON THE size: OF HOUSE DRAINS, AND
THE USE AND MISUSE OF TRAPS.*§
Recent investigations seem to prove that

certain elements of ordinary atmospheric air,
chiefly o.xygen,— acting upon aerobian

microbes, destroy or attenuate their virulence,
so that in either case the microbe, as a vehicle
of specific disease, is annihilated. The sig-
nificance of this fact, in relation to the proper
ventilation of sewer and house drains, has, I
think, not been generally realised. The earlier
advocates of such ventilation,—among whom I
venture to claim a j.''iace,—aimed rather at the
dilution and rapid removal of sewage emana-
tions than at the destruction of associated
microscopic organisms; bnt they were not

* From a paper by Mr. jebn Iloaejiuan, P.R.I.B A
read at the Bolton Congress of the Sanitary Insdtute.

'

without some apprehension of the truth, sinae
demonstrated, that such organisms are prac-
tically destroyed by the action of atmospheric
oxygen. It is exactly thirty years since I myself
published a paper on sewer ventilation, in which
I endeavoured to arouse the better class of my
fellow-citizens by pointing out tlie fact that
while they in the most elevated and least
crowded parts of the city had to submit to the
frequent recurrence of epidemic disease, the
people on the banks of the river (which seemed
to them so pestiferous) were almost exempt
from anything of the kind. And my explana-
tion was this : I said that “tho agents at work
in both localities were identical, but they were
differently developed." In the one case tainted
air, undiluted and confined for miles in unven-
tilatcd sewers, remained pestilential, whereas
in the other, “ mingling freely with the atmo-
sphere, it became harmless,—as a homcco-
pathic globule in a glass of water.” I should
be inclined to use very much the same language
now,—and I regret to say there is almost as
much need to use it,—but we have made an
immense stride when we are able to plant our
feet upon ascertained fact instead of reasonable
bnt somewhat vague deduction.
We may, indeed, sa}’ that we have now a new

and potent argument in favour of drain ventila-

tion. We advise it not merely for the dilution
of noxions gases, and their rapid removal, or for
the relief of hydrostatic pressure, or tho aeration
of sewage, but also for the destruction of disease-

germs, or at least the attenuation of suspended
virus; and it is evident that if we succeed io

this we render our aerial drainage, if I may so
cull it, innocuous, so that even if it accidentally
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•. gained admission to our houses it would do no

T barm. To secure this, however, even partially,

il it is obvious that wo must allow a much larger

I

volume of fresh air to pass through our drains

i than has hitherto been customary,—iu short, the

4 more nearly we can make them approach in

i* airiness to the condition of open drains the better,

ij
Tliose remarks ajiply to drains of every size,

S

hut in this short paper I shall refer to house-

drains only. One reason why I do so is that it

^
Boems almost a hopeless task to convince those

who have control of the common sewers that

anything in the shape of ventilation is called

for. After nearly forty years of sanitarian

effort, argument, entreaty, and painful and
costly experiences, it is now almost as necessary

as ever that those who connect their drains

with common sewers should carefully protect

themselves against the risks they run in doing
BO. In this and many other things, sanitarians

have been very much like the “ importuuate
widow,'’ but after so many years’ ineffectual

reiteration of the same tale, they may almost

be pardoned if they begin to despond. In the

case of house-drains, however, they are able to

appeal to individuals, and individuals are more
amenable to reason. Now, our house-drains are

under our own control
;
wo can cut them off

entirely from the common sewer and ventilate

them as much as we like
;
and in view of the

facts already referred to, this important
question presents itself : Do we in practice

ventilate our house-drains sufficiently to secure
the best results P I think it is perfectly mani-
fest that wo do not, nud that it is simply
impossible to do so with drains of the size

generally used.

Pipes of small diameter are recommended to

facilitate rapid flow and scour; but we want
rapid flow and scour of aerial as well as of

liquid sewage, and wo are met by this difiiculty,

,
that whereas small pipes are best for the one

•i purpose, large pipes are absolutely necessary for

y the other. Now, while we admit the import-

ance of dealing with the aerial as well as the

n

liquid contents of drains, we have hitherto made
no adequate provision for doing so. Wo have,

lino doubt, several schemes of drain ventilation

y which aro theoretically good, and which are

B useful so far as they go
;
but they stop a very

K loug way short of that thorough flashing of the
^drains with fresh air which is desirable. In
order to bring out clearly the difference between
what is usually done and what I think ought to

be dune, let us suppose that we are dealing

with a house of moderate size, having, say,

two baths, three water-closets, three basins, and
three sinks. A 4-in. pipe would suffice to carry
away the sewage from such a house, but iu

i

practice a 6-in. pipe would probably be used.

Now in many,—I fear I must still say in most,

—cases no attempt would be made to ventilate

this drain at all, although soil-pipes connected
with it would for the most part be ventilated.

In some an outlet-shaft would be provided, 2 in.

din diameter, in some 3 in., and, iu a com-
paratively small number, shafts 4 in. or 4i in.

in diameter. Let us consider the state of

matters iu such a drain with the outlet-shaft of

the largest size. If we suppose that the
contents of the drain would fill a 4.in. pipe, the

4i in. shaft would give an area almost equal to

that of the remaining empty segment of the
0 in. pipe, so that, roughly, what we have to do
is to ventilate a tube, say 5 in. in diameter aud
100 ft. long, the greater part of which is

horizontal. Even assuming that there are no
restricting cowls or gratings at either end, it is

manifest that in such a tube there conld hardly
be any appreciable current without the applica-

tion of great mechanical force, even if we
suppose the tube to be smooth aud empty.
jBut the tube we have to deal with is neither.

It is rough, and it has for the greater part of
its course an exposed surface, greater than that
of a 5-in. tube, part of which is in motion in an
opposite direction to that which the aerial

current would naturally take. In such circum-
Btancos it is evident that the current would not
only be sluggish, but variable, now in one
direction, now in another, and often, when
opposing forces were well balanced, stagnant.

Mif such be the condition of a drain with a 5-in.

dair-outlet, I need hardly pause to consider the
{^condition of the great majority now in use,

f'which have nothing like so much ventilation.
Of course everything depends on what we

wmean by ventilation. If we mean by that term
risuch a change of air in the pipes as is possible
f.'Under the conditions just described, wo may
iiadmit that some of our house drains are venti-

lated
;
but if we mean by it constant flushing

of our drains with fresh air having something
like its normal proportion of oxygen, then I fear

wo must say that none of our house-drains are

ventilated
;
with such restricted sectional area

and consequent friction the thing is impossible.

The question then comes to be, can we
provide the air space necessary for ventilation

without either e.xtendiug the exposed surface of

the sewage or of the contaminated periphery
with which the air must come in contact ? I

venture to think that it is quite possible, and
indeed easy, to do so by means of a simple
contrivance which I now submit to you
(see diagram). A drain-pipe Buch as this may

be made of any ordinary size, but assuming
that one having the upper portion 12 in. in

diameter would suffice, let us contrast it with
the drain already described. In the first we
had a sectional area for the transmission of air

of (omitting fractions) 15 in., in the other you
have 120 in.

;
iu the first the surface of sewage

exposed is 6 in., in the other 2*^ in., assuming
that the maximum flow would fill a 4-in.

pipe
;

BO that in this new pipe there would
be fully a half less exposed surface of sewage
and eight times the amount of air with
increased velocity ;

besides which the fiow

of sewage would be more rapid, being more
confined. In auch a drain 100 ft. long, open
and unobstructed at both euds, the current

would not be overpowered by friction, and would
hardly be affected by the comparatively trifling

area of moving surface
;
and we by uo means

advise that it should be open at the two ends
only, but at as many points as practicable along
its course. Dealing with comparatively pure
air we should be at liberty to make intermediate

openings without risk,—the fresh air would thus

have the upper hand and keep it. We can give

air as well as water too much to do, and in fact

it is more dangerous to overcharge air than
water with impurity.

But while I recommend the use of large pipes

immediately in counexion with the house,—that

is to say, on tha inlet side of the manhole and
intercepting trap,— I must observe that in most
cases it will be advisable to nso pipes of small
diameter between the intercepting trap and the
outfall, especially if tliat outfall be a common
sewer. In that case our object must bo to leave

no room for air in tho pipe,—to use pipes large

enough to hold the sewage aud no more, so that

when full, or nearly full, the air may be expelled

from them. I speak of things as they are, not

as they ought to be. Our sewers ought to be iu

a different condition, but while they remain a
source of danger the more completely we shut

them off from our dwellings the better, and tho
less we allow their polluted air to remain in

contact with the seal of our intercepting trap

the better. Where the outfall is good and the

branch may be safely ventilated the large pipe

of the section shown will be best. In short, the

use of the one or the other is indicated by tho

practicability or otherwise of thorough ventila-

tion.

I must now make one or two remarks on the

use of traps in connexion with a thoroughly
ventilated house-drain. The complete isolation

of a house-drain is a fundamental condition.

It must not be connected aerially either with a
common drain or with the drain of any other

house. Having secured that condition by
means familiar to you all, and having also

secured the thorough flushing of the drain with
fresh air and water, it follows that trapping, as

a protection against foul air, is unnecessary.

We are practically safe, and the fewer traps

we have either outside or inside the better.

We do not require to trap soil-pipes, rain-water
pipes, or gullies

;
and by leaving them trapless

we only the bettor insure the purity of the air

in the drain. The truth is that by a multi-

plicity of traps we create a multiplicity of
obstructions and deposits, and to that extent

interfere with the rapid cleansing and efficient

ventilation of the drain. The only excuse for

using traps inside at sinks, baths, and the
like, is to protect the inmates from cold

draughts and smells from waste-pipes. For
this purpose some obstruction is no doubt
necessary, but it need not take the form of a
syphon trap. If it does it is most desirable that

every trap of the kind should be accessible

and cleanaable from tho vessel with which it

is connected. Scullery sinks should be pro-

vided with a grease-box, which would also serve

as a trap ;
but it ought to be inside, easily got

at, and regularly cleaned by the servant who
works at the sink. By appliances at present in

use it is impossible to catch the grease iu

close proximity to the sink, especially where
much hot water is nsed, but I think the
difficulty may be got over by a contrivance

which I shall now describe. This consists of

a shallow box encased with cold water, and
covered with a movable grating resting about

i in. or more, according to circumstances,
below the level to which the waste water will

rise. The casing or jacket is really an expan-
sion of the cold water supply to the sink, and
the water in it would therefore be frequently

replaced. Tho contents of the sink entoring-

this box would at once spread over the cold

bottom and impinge against the cold sides and
raised central division. Much of the grease
would rise through the grating and congeal

above it, and thence be easily removed ; but a
good deal would, no doubt, adhere to the bottom
and sides of the box. A depression is made at
the end of the box to catch sand or other solids

the size would he in proportion to the amount of

work to he done in the sink. It is evident that

such a box would be quite easily cleaned, and
that the cleaning of ic could not be neglected
without interfering with the use of the sink ;

moreover, as it would not be enclosed in any
way, it would not be out of sight and therefoi’e

out of mind.
I shall conclude with a word or two about

the tra])piDg of water-closets. The ordinary
wash-out closets have necessarily traps which
prevent the inconvenientor otherwise objection-

able ingress of external air, but I have no doubt
that a good valve closet without any trap is

hygienically a greatly superior apparatus. The
external air is effectually excluded in this case

bj the water held in the basin
;
bat it would be

sufficiently excluded by the valve itself if we
assume that the air in the house - drain is

innocuous ; there is, therefore, no use of a trap

iu addition to the valve, and without that

obstruction the contents of the closet are at

once discharged into the drain and carried clear

of the house in a few seconds. In this way
you not only with certainty get quit of excre-

mentitious matter, but also of water which has
been in contact with it ; whereas in trapped
closets you may get rid of the former but not

of the latter, aud in many varieties you get

rid of neither. It is about twelve years since

I first ventured to use trapless closets, aud I

have recently had an opportunity of comparing
some of these, which have been in use for more
than ten years, with trapped closets of about
the same ago, with the following result : in uo
case was I able to detect the slightest smell

from a trapless closet, however long I held
the valve open, and in every case where the
closet was trapped a most offensive smell was
perceptible if the valve were kept open for a
few seconds. All my experience, indeed, points

to this,—that our best chance of safety lies m
so contriving our house-drains and plumber-
work that there shall not be one single receptacle

where stagnation is possible throughout our
entire system, and that the pure air of heaven
shall constantly permeate every nook and cranny
of it.

Besides plenty of air, a good scour, and
periodical flushing, one thing more is desirable,

if not essential, if the contents of our house-
drains are to be harmless, and that is that thoy
should be regularly cleaned. I may not enter

upon this subject now, but venture to say that I

see no difficulty whatever in having this cleaning

done periodically at less expense, and with very
mneh less trouble to the occupants of the house,

than a somewhat analogous operation to which
we are quite accustomed,—the sweeping of

chimneys. There is, indeed, no reason why we-

should not have drain • sweeps as well as
chimney-sweeps.
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PUBLIC SEWEES, AND HOUSE
DEAINAGE*
Public Sewers.

As tlie necessity for some of the requirements
of house drainage depeuds on the sewer, the
writer proposes to say a few words on this

subject before dealing with house-di’aiuage
proper.

So far as the drainage of a house is con-
cerned, it is necessary to deal with sewers as
they exist, not with a theoretically perfect con-
dition of things. Sewers, as separate pieces
of construction, may be, and frequently are,
admirable; but as channels for the rapid
removal of all that passes into them they arc
faulty.

Sewers in most of our towns are designed not
only for the removal of excreta and vegetable
matter, but they have also to receive a large
amount of storm-water, necessitating the pre-
sence of washings from roofs, street sweepings,
Ac., and they should therefore be constructed
to provide a rate of flow in them which shall
remove much heavier substances than those
contained in sewage proper. If this be not
done, the more ponderable matter will subside,
and even if this subsidence be regular, there
will be a considerably reduced rate of flow due
to friction

; and as the subsidence never is

regular, bars will be formed in the sewer which,
unless removed by flushing or excavating, will
in time close the sewer altogether, or make it

nothing better than a cesspool.

^

The necessities of practice and the configura-
tion of the ground in almost all cases prevent
the possibility of sewers, worked by gravity
only, being laid to such gradients as will pro-
duce a regular rate of flow sufficiently rapid to
remove the ponderable matter, or the sewage
proper, in a spaco of time sufficiently short to
prevent deposits and fermentation in the sewer

;

thus, as fermentation must necessarily take
place, and as the householder has no power over
the cleansing or ventilation of the sewer, it

becomes his duty to separate the occupants of
bis house from the possible and probable effects
cf any direct connexion with a receptacle or
uhannel which contains gases injurious to
health, and may contain the germs of serious
disease which have passed into it from some
other habitation.

If the drainage of all houses were in such a
oondition as to get rid of all matter liable to
decomposition at once, and it were not the fact
that, owing to the faulty construction of many
house-drains, decomposition has already become
active before the matter to be removed has ever
reached the sower

; if the sewer were self-
cleansing and thoroughly ventilated, and the
dangerous matterwere removed before fermenta-
tion set in

; if it were not the channel through
which must necessarily be passed e.xcreta carry-
ing with them the germs of disease, there would
be no necessity for the careful separation of
the several systems of house-drainage from the
•sewer proper. But, as sewers do receive matter
already decomposed, as they do not at once
remove matter subject to decomposition, and as
they are not thoroughly ventilated, it is neces-
sary that each house should be disconnected as
effectually as possible from any chance of con-
tamination from this source, and the inter-
cepting trap between the main house-drain and
the sewer is a necessity.
Much exception is taken to the system at

present in force for the ventilation of sewers,
and It 18 proposed by some to put a large
ventilating-shaft at the head of every sewer

;

but a very small amount of calculation will
prove clearly that, even if the openings into
the street were closed, any such system would
be perfectly ineffectual, and that if the street-
cpenings remain as they arc, any such ventila-
tion wonld not extend beyond the first or second
of these openings. If sewers could be cut off
into short lengths with an effectual seal at
either end there would be no difficulty about
the matter; such an arrangement is easily
ventilated; but how to ventilate a large length
and area of pipes, opening in many places
cither into the air or to other sewers, the writer
knows not. The ventilation of a coal-pit will
serve to illustrate the difficulty.

Street-openings are frequently offensive to
the sense of smell because the sewer is foul, butthi^ not a reason for closing np the openings

i-' w M T L E. Middleton.
M.Ine^ M.E.. Yice-Bresident of the CiMechanical Engineera’ Societj, Read at theCongress of the Sanitary Institute,

into the streets, which would have the effect of

forcing the gases into the houses by the pressure
of the sewage when increased in volume during
the day, or by a sudden access of storm-water,
or by the expansion of the gases themselves, or
by a combination of two or more of these forces

;

but it is a reason for increasing the number of
openings, and thus reducing the temperature
in the sewer as compared with the outside
atmosphere in cold weather, and dil uting the gases
to the utmost extent possible. It is of course
obvious that if fresh air be admitted foul air

must bo expelled.

If sewers can be efficiently ventilated there
should be no delay in doing it. The proposal
which seems to tho writer to have the most
practical value is that of can-ying a pipe from
the sewer to a point above the roof of every
house, or of certain houses on one side of the
street only, or alternately on one side and the
other, but so that ventilatiug-pipes shall not be
opposite each other on the two sides of the
street. The ventilators should not be connected
with the house-drain or with that part of it

which is in the street (as this is liable to be
flooded, and the ventilation would then be
stopped), but with the highest point in the
sewer. To make such a system of ventilation
efficient, it would be necessary that a street-
opening should be placed midway between each
pair of ventilatiiig-shafts; or if the shafts did
not rise to the same elevation above the sewer,
they should be so spaced that each should
receive an equal amount of air in proportion to
its requirements from tho street-opening, and
the latter should be of ample dimensions, so
that the indraught should not be checked.
Taking tho difference of temperature between
the column of air in tho ventilating-pipe and
that of the atmosphere at the street-opening at
5 ,

or assuming that the exjiansiou of the gases
produces a head equal to this difference of tem-
perature, then a 4-in. pipe 40 ft. high might be
expected to change the air in a 60 ft. length of
3 ft. sewer running one-third full, in 13'7 minutes
(see Hood on “ Warming and Ventilating
Buildings,” p. 364) ; or in other words, in order
to change the air in 27 cubic feet capacity of
sewer five times per hour, a ventilating-pipe
40 ^ffc. high, and having a sectional area of
12'5G in. -will be required, on the supposition
that a difference of temperature equal to 5°, or
a difference of head representing the same
amount can be secured. Having made these
few remarks on the condition and ventilation
of sewers, the writer proposes to proceed to the
consideration of house-drainage pi’oper.

House-Drainage.

It is proposed to take certain propositions as
axioms granted by all sanitarians, and to enlarge
on these. The axioms arc taken from a report
prepared by a committee appointed by the
Civil and Mechanical Engineers’ Society. If no
remark bo made on any particular axiom it is
considered that none is required.

(1.) Every drain, or part of a drain, inside
a house, and all soil-pipes, shall be water-tight
throughout. The writer believes that this
requirement can be thoroughly carried out
with glazed stoneware pipes, if they be
thoroughly bedded in concrete, and no con-
tact witli any part of the foundation of the
house be permitted. He, however, prefers to
use cast-iron pipes where a drain passes through
a house, and considers that with this material
it is to be preferred that tlie supports should
be at considerable intervals, that access to
all the joints should be simple and easy, and
that the drain should be in such a position that
it will come under constant inspection. Under
these conditions leakage can be quickly de-
tected, and injuries from rusting may be reduced
to a minimum.

(2.) The main drain of the bouse shall be
ventilated at its upper extremity by means of a
continuation of the soil-pipe, or by a special
pipe provided for the purpose, such ventilating-
pipe, whether connected with the soil-pipe or
otherwise, having a clear sectional area of at
least 10 square inches throughout, and being
carried to such a height that its outlet shall be
at least 3 ft. above the eaves of the roof, and
the same distance above any window or open-
ing in the roof not being a chimney, and not
less than G ft. distant from any chimney or
opening in the roof, whether of the house to
which it belongs, or of the next adjoining house,
measured in any direction. The main soil-pipe
shall be similarly ventilated, and if there be
more than one soil-pipe, then each such soil-

pipe which shall be longer between the basin o
the closet ami the main drain than 8 ft. shall

be similarly ventila,ted. The main drain sbal
be disconnected from the sewer or cesspit bj

means of a syphou trap of approved construe,
tion, provided with means for cleaning the traf
and the portion of the drain between the tray

and the sewer or cesspit, and it shall be ventii

lated by an inlet air-pipe or ventilated disconc
necting manhole

;
and if there be more than

one outlet ventilating-pipe connected with the

house-drain, then each such portion of clraiii

and outlet ventilating-pipe shall be provided
with a suitable syphou trap and an inlet airi

pipe, or disconnecting manhole, as alreadj
described

; and the area of the inlet air-pips

shall in all cases be at least double that of the

outlet ventilating-pipe in the clear.

It is contended by some writers that the
inlet for fresh air should be at the head of ths
drain, and the outlet at or near the disconnects
ing manhole. The objection to this arrange?
ment is that the soil-pipe will either remaiD
unventilated, or a separate system of ventilatioE'

will have to be provided for it, thus introducing:

unnecessary complications. The argument ir

its favour, that it follows the flow of the draini
does not seem to bo at all conclusive, for as nc

house-drain ever runs more than one-third fnllj

unless under most exceptional circumstancesi
tliere is not much reason to fear that the air

passing up tho drain, which is more volatile

than tho water flowing down it, would have its

current arrested by the traversing current of

water; on the contrary, it is probable that the
effect would be that the current of air would be
temporarily accelerated, and especially would
this be the case when, as frequently happens/
the drain has a diameter of 6 in., while that of
the ventilator is 4 in.

;
also, if the water in the

drain were giving f>ff vapour, this would rise in

the drain aud travel in a direction contrary tc

that of the water
;

this, therefore, seems to be
the natural direction of the current.

Writers have repeatedly stated that the
number of ventilating-sbafts should, if possible,
be increased indefinitely, and from some of the
statements to this effect it may be inferred that
the relative elevation of the several shafts is a
matter of no importance, and that rain-water
pipe.s may be used for this purpose. It cannot
be too often or too urgently repeated that this

is altogether a mistake (see Hood on “ Warm-i
ing and Ventiiatiou of Buildings,” p. 360); that
under no circumstances should rain-water pipes
be used as drain veutilators; they cannot go
above the eaves of the roof, and therefore the
foul air from them is liable to enter the bouse;
also, if more than one upcast shaft be used it

will not,—unless each shaft be of exactly the
same height, beared to exactly the same:
extent, and affected by the wind in just the same:
manner, — increase the ventilating efficiency,:

but will rather dimiuieh it. Tho writer has
frequently come across systems of veutilationi

which were faulty on this account
; but wbeni

the system of ventilation is simple,—that is to

say, where there is one upcast shaft for each'
inlet, wliere the inlet opening is of ample
dimensions, and leads as directly into the drain,

as possible, with few or no angles or bends,—he
has found no difficulty, aud ho is of opinioni

that cowls of any kind should be avoided, andi

that a mica return flap on the inlet opening is

unnecessary. Where the work can afford it,

a ventilating disconnecting manhole should be

built, as it affords easy access to the drain
;
but

a perfectly satisfactory arrangement can be
made without it so long as the drain remains
in good order.

The disconnecting trap should be self-

cleansing
;
therefore it must be of large radius,

with easy curves in all directions, and there

must be no projections or corners in it which
will either arrest the flow through it or tend to

collect deposit. These requirements condemn
all forms of dip trap, aud, in fact, the only trap

which will satisfy them is the ordinary syphon
trap, if the radii of the curves be sufficiently

great, and it be of good form throughout and
well glazed. No inspection pipe in the middle

of the length of the trap is possible
;

this

would seriously retard the flow and cause de-

posit. A cascade action is recommended by
some, but consideration will, it is thought, show
that this action, while it may, by the greater

head obtained with a small supply of water,

force an obstructed trap, does not really offer

any advantage which does not exist to a

greater degree in the ordinary syphon described

above. If with the cascade action a greater
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local head be obtained with a reduced amount
of water, it is at the sacrifice of the general

gradient of the drain, and therefore of the rate

of flow in it. With the cascade action the

Idiatanco travelled is greater than with the

iother system for the same fall, and the very
fact of the head being obtained proves oon-

iclusively that this trap has a retarding effect

on the flow, and the conclusion arrived at by
itho writer is that it is far better to make the

jbost of the gradient procurable, to have a

llengtli of drain next to the trap from 1 ft. 6 in.

Ito 2 ft. long, falling at the rate of 1 in 6, than
ito have a local vortical fall, whether small or

great, and that in this manner a far better

ecouriug action and a cleaner trap would be
eeoured than with a cascade action trap.

(3.) No pipe which passes through any part of

la house, not being a soil-pipe or soil-drain, shall

be connected directly with the main drain.

(4.) No water-closet shall bo situated next to

a larder or place where food is stored. No pan-

oloset or shall bo used, and every water-

closet shall bo trapped, and shall be arranged so

as to prevent syphonage.

(5.) The overflows from safes of closets and
of baths, and from cisterns, shall bo discharged
ifnto the open air in an exposed position, and
[ehall not bo connected with the soil-drain or
rain-water pi])es, either directly or indirectly,

[but shall act as detectors.

I
(6.) All sinks, baths, lavatories, and urinals

tehall be trapped with suitable traps, and the

discharges from them shall be carried outside

the walls of the house, and shall not be con-

nected directly with any soil-drain, nor shall

they be introduced under the grating of any
trap, but they shall terminate in the open air,

land not near any window or other opening.
The writer is aware that many sanitarians

prefer to introduce the pipes loading from
sinks, &c., under the gratings of the yard
gullies; but ho thinks that this is a mistake, and
that it is far preferable that the discharge
should be made fully in the open air, so that
there may be as little chance as possible of the
collection of any matter in the pipes, than that
it should be bidden out of sight and, possibly,

choked. If the gratings became foul from this

cause, it is better that this should be apparent
than that it should be hidden

; it is the object

of scientific drainage to bring any collections of

;foul matter to light, not to hide them.

I

(7.) All water-closets, urinals, and slop-sinks
[ehall be provided with suitable flushing-cisterns,

land the flushing-pipe for any closet shall not
[

have a less internal diameter than in., and
ithe height of the flushing-cistern above any
|oloBet, urinal, or slop-sink, shall not bo less than
;4 ft. It shall be impossible to draw water
jfrom any cistern used for flushing purposes for

any other purpose than that of flushing.

(8.) The cisterns used for general purposes
lehall be easily accessible, and shall be provided
jwith covers ventilated into the open air outside
|the house by a rising pipe other than the over-
'flow-pipe

;
and no pipe from them shall be

iconnected in any way with any soil-pipe, drain,

lor with any pipe receiving the discharge from any
'bath, lavatory, urinal, sink, or flushing-cistern.
I (9.) No rain-water pipe nsed to receive the
Iwaste from any bath, lavatory, sink, or urinal,

shall be placed near a window or other opening

;

land no rain-water drain shall connect directly
with a soil-drain, and no rain-water pipe shall

be used as, or connected with, the soil-pipe nor
as a veutilating-pipe.

Though there are many bad sanitary appli-
lances in the market, the selection of good ones
lis a simple matter, requiring little more than
icommon-senso knowledge, it being obvious that
^eharp bends and angles and straight vertical

.sides are undesirable; that all utensils should
retain matter liable to decomposition for as
short a time as possible, and should pass it

quickly to the drain, which in its torn should pass
it quickly to the sewer. Complications both in

.apparatus and in the drains and ventilating and
inspecting chambers, are most undesirable, and
.economy without loss of efficiency should be
studied. Finally, whatever sanitary work is

done, it is of the first importance that it should
be done well, that the construction should be
thoroughly accurate, and carried out in a
trustworthy manner.

City of London Court.—A new building
for the City of London Court, designed by
Mr. Murray, is, the City Press says, to be
arected by the Corporation, at a cost of nearly
I4,000i.

THE WALLS OF CHBSTEll.

Sir,—Mr. Thompson Watkin says I have not
answered his question about the absence of

mortar in the Chester walls, or, I suppose, in a
portion of them. I have, it seems, in vain
referred him to the walls of Dijon, Sens, Bor-
deaux, and Artois. In all of these, as in the

walls of other towns, the sculptures wore placed
carefully without mortar, just as they were
found in the Chester and London walls. The
castra of Richborough, Recnlver, and Lymne
aro, or should bo, well known to arobmologists.

Like that of Chester, the walla are upon layers

of boulders without mortar, but above they are
strongly cemented. It is in the absence of

any underground foundation that the walls of

Roman castra are distinguished from Medimval
buildings.

When Mr. Watkin asserts that the origin and
date of the Continental walls, mentioned above,

have been disputed, he is correct; but the
arguments used to prove them Medimval wore
as illogical and futile as those adduced in favour

of a Jacobean theory to explain the walls of

Chester. M. Schuermans, in a masterly article

on the walls of Artois, has shown the utter im-
possibility of their being other than Roman.
See the BtP.letin des Commissions Royales d’Art
et d'Archiologie, 1877.

Mr. Watkin says that the eminent gentle-

men whose names he prints as converts to the

theory of himself and Mr. Shrubaole still adhere
to their opinion. But is it really so ? We do
not see them writing in snpport of it.

As soon as possible, I shall endeavour to give

my views on what aro now the important ques-

tions, namely, to what cause may we ascribe

the peculiar construction of the Chester walls ;

and the probable period. In the meantime, I

rest in perfect confidence that truth and com-
mon sense will prevail.

C. Roach Smith.
Temple-place, Strood, October 1st, 1887.

Sir,—

I

will endeavour to complete my
remarks on this subject, now that I have Mr.
Watkin's reply, page 476. Before doing so I

will answer one of his inquiries, the remainder
as we proceed. Do I know of any Roman wall

in. England built entirely without mortar ? No.
Here is, however, one of the most telling argu-

ments in favour of the Roman theory. If the
Romans did not build the wall thus, could any
other people ? They are, at least, likely to have
done so. They would have relied upon the

huge size of the stones and their Continental

custom, and it would have been in harmony
with other works already cited whore, in part,

mortar is not used. We can in tliese works
trace their tendency to construct in this manner.
On the other hand, would any builders of the

seventeenth century, or of the time of Anne
;

or, to go back to the Edwardian period, since a
part of the wall is pronounced to be of that-

time, have been likely to build without mortar ?

Can Mr. Watkin tell me of any city wall so

ex’oeted ? Or, can he tell me of any other
important building ? There are three periods

for him to choose from. It must be remembered
that there was artillery to be guarded against,

and is there even the bare possibility of its being
omitted in a work of such magnitude as the

walls of Chester ? I have already shown that

it is the lower portion only that is so con-

structed. Are the builders of either of the

three periods likely to have built the base
without, and the upper part with, mortar?
The details of the construction now require

notice, and the uniformity of design wherever
opened is fii'st in importance. At all the points

observed there are the same lower courses of

massive stones, much the same tool-marks, a
plinth of varying size, as we find in the Roman
wall of Loudon. No mortar, e.xcept to the

Roodeye wall, whore it is used because it had
more to do; to resist, perhaps, the wash of the

tides and certainly the thrnst of the bank.

This mortar is as hard as flint, and Mr. Frank R.
Williams has detected pounded brick in it, and
has sent me specimens. The work is the same
except the mortar, at the Kaleyards, called

Edwardian by your correspondent, the same
wherever the massive stones are visible. This

uniformity of design in the lower portions

proves that the latter were built at one time,

and it is incredible to think that it could have
been so rebuilt at any one of the three periods

named, the lower part without, the upper part

with, mortar. The absence of mortar to stones

confessedly Roman is an item of detail of no

;

little value, since, even on the supposition that
the stones were brought from some other Roman
buildings, it proves that the Romans did actually

build largely without mortar at Chester. The
same remark applies equally to the moulded
stones which have evidently been taken from a
large number of small buildings, which were in

like manner built without mortar, except to
some of the upright joints. If re-used in Roman
times, the absence of mortar is accounted for.

If at any later time, it seems incredible. There
aro the stones, open to the observation of every
one, and their evidence in this respect is not
capable of being denied. There is, however, an
important detail which must now be considered.

None of the stones that I have seen have Lewis-
holes of modern, form. Mr. Jones has kindly
measured what does appear for me. They
average only 11 iu. deep, 1 in. broad, and 6 in.

long, straight aides. Some are X’Shaped. It

seems impossible or nearly so for stones to be
lifted by their moans, and if so they indicate
that the stones were rolled into position,

that labour was cheap, aud that progress was
slow.

la any builder of the seventeenth century, or
later, with such a mass of work to do, likely to

have undertaken it without at least some of our
modern appliances ? Is not this evidence fatal

to any late date ?

I may here note Mr. Watkin’s remarks rela-

tive to the recent rebuilding of part of the
wall west of the North Gate. The work he
describes could hardly be Roman, except, per-

haps, that what ho calls the buttress wall may
have been, in part, the backing of the wall of
Roman date. He is speaking of the south
face. Lot him look at the north. Nearly all

the way up to the little gate referred to, going
west from the North Gate, ho will see an almost
continuous coursta of Romau atones, in some
cases two, in some three, mostly of large sizes,

with tool-mark patterns, which appear never to

have been disturbed. How far this goes below
ground I cannot say. In Mr. Hughes’s shed,

just east of the new opening, and ninety-four

paces west from the centre of the North Gate,

is a curious set-off, made up, not with the cham-
fered plinths as to the east of the North Gate,
bat with a quarter-round springing from a fillet,

very like one of the coping stones we found
built up in the wall. Beside this is another
stone similar, but shifted in position, as some of

the other Roman stones aro. All above is of

later date, and if opened it is very likely it

would be found to resemble the bulk of the

poor work described. Why did not your corre-

spondent say something as to these stones ?

They have always been visible, they are very
distinct, and tell their own tale. They can be
found again west of the opening named. I

am unable to divine your correspondent’s
objection to regard these stones as Roman work
in situ. They clearly form part of the wall

left and right of the North Gate, where we
know, from Pennant’s description and view, that

a Roman double archway existed until the

middle of last century. What more reasonable

than that the wall should survive when the

gate has been pulled down? In reply to his

question, I cannot tell him of any cornice to

any other Roman city wall, nor can he tell me
of any such wall which retains its full height.

We have nothing, therefore, to judge by.

But there is other evidence,—that of cost.

It is a very easy thing for any one to assert any
date that he considers possible; but at Chester,

I believe, this can all be checked by docu-

mentary evidence. Mr. Earwaker, in his

interesting discourse at the Town-hall, told us

that there were hundreds of documents showing
the acts of the municipality. I have not
examined them, and the test I am now about to

propose ought to be decisive for or against me.
I therefore asked your correspondent,—p. 411,

—(1) which statement as to age he considered

most likely to be true, and (2) relative to the

extent.

He replies (p. 477), “I believe the newly-
excavated portion of the north wall to have
been constructed in its present state (or mostly
so) immediately after the siege

;
the North

Gate, cornice, and walls ” “during the repairs

in Anne’s reign.”

He does not, thus, say that the whole of the

city walls are of these dates, as I had under-

stood him to do in some of bis other letters.

I am unable, therefore, to carry out my test to

the whole of the city wall, but still to sufficient

for the purpose.

j

I accept his answer, but it is bound to apply
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equally to the small portion of the north wall
from the North Gate to the Phcenix Tower, a
distance of 39-tft., where the wall is only of
moderate height, excepting a portion which I

will not incinde, for it is thinner, clearly of

later date than the Homan stones, which do not
appear here. They go visibly from one of these
points to the other, allowing 50 ft. to clear the
modem work at tlie North Gate, and also the
other exception named in addition. The part
of the wall above the Roman masonry we must
assume for this purpose to have been erected at
the same time, as I made clear in my inquiry,

or later.

I have taken out the quantities of this por-
tion, and find that, at current local prices,

which I have verified, it would cost 2,5b0h to

erect the small length of wall as it now stands,
the stone being supposed to be ready to hand
for use from some older wall and not bought.

Let your correspondent reduce this to the
currency of teivp. Charles I. or Queen Anne,
and let liira, or any of his local friends, trace
the records of the municipality to find entry of
it. I will add to this, to make it even more
certain. The Murangers of Chester have (or
had) the task of the repair of the wall. Let
him search through their accounts as well. If

the entry had ever to be made he is sure to find
some allnsion to so heavy a work. Alas ! for
the Murangere, theirs could have been no easy
ofticc, if yonr correspondent is right, for this

cost applies to only 3‘J-l ft. out of eight or nine
thousand feet, forming the entire circuit of the
city wall.

This is not all. If a careful observer
examines these walls ho will be able readily to
find traces of repair after repair. At the North
Gate he can count six such places close together.
If this were a new wall at the periods named,
the unhappy castodians must have had to pay
for all of these since its erection ! What a small
outlay does the l,O00L for repairs, tevip. Queen
Anne, recorded at Pemberton’s Parlour appear ?

Yet it is spoken of as a heavy outlay (as it

doubtless was). The work then done can be
readily traced. It seems to be among the
newest portions of the wall, done in great part
with poorly selected stone, laid after the
foolish local plan, any way except on its natural
bod. Beside this work, the Roman stones
appear to be uninjured.
The Roodoye wall is referred to, and Mr.

Watkin ventures upon a supposition derived
from its present position, with the readiness so
often met with. Conjectures in this respect
are of no value. I have my own, but I do not
state them for this reason. In tho meantime
it has to be remembered that it lines out
exactly with the present western wall at Water
Gate.

Finally, your correspondent refers to the
ease with which Roman stones lying about
Chester could have been found when wanted
and he thus accounts for their presence in the
wall. Let him take a rule and measure the
cubic contents of the vast mass of what he
acknowledges to be Roman stones, now in the
wall. He will be startled at the quantity, and
be bound to abandon the supposition. In the
short length of the North Wall already referred
to, it amounts to about 21,840 cubic feet.
This is sufficient to build a block of masonry
about as lofty as the central tower of the
cathedral, and about 1-i ft. square, but perfectly
solid.

A still greater obstacle than the possibility
of finding such a mass of stone lying abont is
the fact that the walls are very fairly coursed.
Each is slightly different from those above and
below, and there is a certain amount of varia-
tion. The builders had, therefore, not only to
find Roman stones, but stones that would fit in
with the courses, the facework being undis-
turbed. While this search was snpposed to be
made, the suburbs of Chester were lying in
rnin after the siege, and stone, if wanted, must
have been abundant. There was, therefore, no
necessity to search for Roman stones.'
My remarks have been demurred to on

account of the few hours I spent at Chester.
I found the time all too long to go through
baseless theories, which ought never to have
been pub forward. I addressed myself to this
exarninalion unfettered by any preconceived
opinion, except, perhaps, rather in favour of
the non-Roman theory, from a recently pub-
lished article. I am assured that the great
bulk of observers will come to the conclusion
that the unmortared portions of the walls of
Chester are of Roman date, in situ, although

that Roman date may be a late one, and that
the mortared parts are of varying Medimval
periods down to our own day.

E. P. Loftus Brock.

Sir,—

M

r. Brock, in doscrihiog a section nf our
north wall (p. 441, unfe), writes that from the
base the wall rises to a height of about 1 n ft. with-
out mortar, and 8 fc. with mortar." Allow me to
correct this. I have visited the excavati jn with the
City Surveyor, and on the spot ascertained that
from the base the wall of massive stones rises to
the height of the so-called Roman cornice 19 ft. 4 In.

,

and is without mortar in its several courses, dry earth
supplying its place. Tho mortar seen by Mr. Brock
is a moHern and superficial repair on tho inner face
only. This correction is material, since in judging
of its a^e, or whether it is Roman or otherwise, it

is important to know whether 19 ft. of the wall, or,

according to Mr. Brock, only 10 ft. of it, is without
mortar. Over the area returned by Mr. Brock as
mortar, I saw a workman passing his arm between
the layers of stone, first removing the dry earth,
and then feeling for inscribed stones. I do not
think ho could have done this with Roman work.
I think that most of your readers will agree with
me that a wall made up of 19 ft. of loose stones
without mortar, supported behind by 14 ft. of soil,

has scarcely the look or characteristic features of
a Roman military wall, or is likely to deceive any
one familiar with such work,

George W. Shrdbsole.
Chei^tey, Oct. 1st, 1887.

Sib,

—

Permit me to supplement my letter in last
week’s Builder (p. 470] with a few remarks, more
especially on the subject of tho Roodeye atones,
serving, amongst other purposes, as tho abutment
of a bridge across the creek, Naturally there is

much inquiry on the point. Excavations on the
Roodeye in 1874, for a new intercepting sewer,
revealed the fact that this creek af its moidk bad
been some 3o0 ft. wide. Mr. Shrubsole read a very
interesting paper on it before the Chester Arebreo-
logicai Society (see Chester Cotvanl, March 28th,
1877), and in my “ Roman Cheshire ’’ I have gone
fully into the matter. Its bed was peat, covered
with silt, and above was rubbish of post-Roman and
Saxon times. It existed, though almost completely
choked up, till the beginning of this century, or, iii

fact, till some forty years since, being a large open
drain. The deep depression in the field between
the wall and the Militia Barracks, and the deep
"dip" in the Avail iksolf, reveal its site.

Toe existence of this creek explains, as I have
pointed out (" Rom. Chesh.,’’ p. 103), the passage
m the “Polychronicon ” that Elfleda “enclosed
the city with now walls, and made it nigh two
such as it was before, so that the castle that
was sometime by the water without the walls is

now in the town within the walls." Why the castle
any more than the whole of the western side of the
walls should be “by the water” would be puzzling,
if we had not evidence that the castle rock was
more or less surrounded with water, the creek being
on its north side, and the extension of the wall from
Newgate round tho castle, to meet the advanced
Saxon wall on the Roodeye side, in the vicinity of
this creek explains how the castle came to be
included within the walls.

But was the mouth of this creek built upoti by
Elfleda? I think not: but only excavation can show
this. If not, a bridge would be necessary, but I do
pot think it would be an arched one, prob.=»bly in
imitation of Roman work

;
there would bo one or

two rude stone pillars and a roadway of timber.
I have always admitted that the large stones sup-

porting the bank at this place are of Roman origin,
though not in. situ, and I should much like to see
excaA'ations in their rear. Sir James Picton, I may
add, thoroughly seconds this idea, and thinks more
would be learned by an excavation on the spot
named than in any other.

W. Thompson Watkin.
Liverpool, Oct. 3rd, 1887.

REFUSE DESTRUCTORS.
Sir,—I, with others, have reason of complaint

against the general tenor of Mr. Jones’s remarks
upon Furnaces for the Destruction of Towns
Refuse in his paper of a few weeks ago, a reprint of
which appeared in your paper of the 10th ult.

In refering to Hardie’s patent, Mr. Jones says it
is composed of the old saddle-shaped boiler. This
is not the case. Again, be says I use forced draught
somewhat like Young of Glasgow

;
again he is

incorrect, and does not take the least notice of the
most essential part of the patent, viz. : the drying
of the refuse in closed vessels or chambers, heated
by the waste heat and flame given off by the
burning of the refuse on the hearth of the
furnace,

_

and drawing off tho noxious vapours as
they arise through the fan with fresh air, the
mixture is forced into the ashpit, and through
the burning refuse of the hearth of furnace (which
in my patent extends the whole length and width).
The bulk of the noxious vapours arise during the

drying of the refuse, and up to now the drying has
been carried out in open flues leading to the chimney,
and from thence to the surrounding atmosphere^
which it contaminatee. This is the fault of furnaces

[Oct. 8, 1887.

of the type of Fryer k Co., and others. lamawar?
that Mr. Jones says that in passing through hi
crematory furnace the objectionable fumes are l)urne>i

and destroyed. I say, but to a very limited extent
unless with very large additional cost of apparatus
It being impossible to burn them without air, o
other supporter of combustion, if cold air is usee
temperature is reduced, or if heated there is th'
increased expenditure of heating it, besides re
quiring a separate furnace for the work. In m;
system the fumes of the drying-chamber are draws
off and mixed with air (required for combustion^
passed through the grate-bars of the furnace ii

minuto quantities, and with this fresh air, passing
immediately through the fire, enters into combusi
tion, along with the matter on the hearth, anc
becomes innoxious before going to the chimn^'
This is done by a single furnace.

It is evident that Sir. Jones, having omitted anv
remarks upon such portions of my patent as art
considered points of value, had not examined thti

specification properly, or that his omissions had:

an object. He ought to have been more explicit it

his remarks, or should have left out any mentior:
of it. T. G. Habdie.

:

Burnluj, Oct. 4, 1887.

BOLTON EXHIBITION.
Sib,

—

Thanks for your graphic notice of oui
patent w.c. in your Saturday’s issue.

May we be allowed to point out to you that you
are wrong in saying we have no means of cleansing
trap of w.c. If you will kindly refer to tho diagram
again, you will find we provide ready means ol

access to this trap, and with regard to the washing
of the pan, we beg to inform you that in practice:

we find very little if any soil touching the back oi

sides. The pan extends considerably towards the
back to prevent its being soiled.

Duckett & Son. ,

THEATRES.
Sir,—

T

o prevent such events as that at Exeter,!

how would it answer to give always to every person
as they pass in to any public meeting or entertain-,

meet a small plan with sections showing all the
means of entrance of such building ? Many would
understand them, and thus be as well acquainted
with the internal arrangement of such buildings as

they are with the outside streets.

It would more than pay tho manager of such
public buildings or hotels by the advertisements:
which might be printed upon the back.

R. F. Campbell. ,

This is done, we understand, at Drury Laae,:

and it is a right thing to do, but it will not in itself,

prevent panics, though it may do something to

mitigato the results.

PROVINCIAL NEWS.
Bury St. Edmunds .—A new lodge is about to

be built at the entrance to the Bury St;

Edmunds Grammar School for the Governore.
Mr. Frank Whitmore, of Chelmsford, is the
architect.

Gallowhill (Northumberland). — A large;

conntry mansion is in progress at Gallowhill,

near Bolam, for Mr. Charles Perkins, J.P. The'

contractors are Messrs. Joseph Burnett & Son,
of Birtley, and the architects are Messrs.

Septimus Oswald it Son, of Newcaatle-OH-
Tyne.

Liverpool .—The foundation-stone of the new
engineering and technical department of the

Liverpool University College was laid on the

Ist inst. by the Mayor (Sir James Poole). The
want of more accommodation has long been
felt, and the architect, Mr. Waterhouse, has
been asked to scheme ont a building capable of

accommodating the main departments of the

college, excluding the scientific and technical;

his plans have been approved by the council,

aud sketch plans were exhibited to the public

on Saturday. The building, of which the foun-

dation-stone was laid on Saturday, consists of

a shaped block resembling the form of the

letter L. The long portion of the block forms
a room about 100 ft. iu length, which is to be
a Joiner’s workshop. The shorter part of the

block comprises the laboratory, lecture-ball, and
various class-i'ooms. The longer side of the

block faces Brownlow Hill, and has a frontage

of 170 ft. The eastern face extends 102 ft.,

and it is here that the main entrance will be

constructed, it being an arched doorway 12 ft.

in height, and opening into an entrance hall.

The style of the building is Gothic. Upon the

ground-floor there will be the joiner’s shop. The
entrance hall of the other part of the building

leads into a large laboratory. Behind the

eastern frontage of the building there is to be

a boiler-house, in which will be placed the

furnaces and boilers necessary to drive the
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Iiacbmery of the Bhops, and to work
lie lift which runs from the ground floor

.1 tho top story. The boilers will also supply

•le hot-water pipes with which the entire build-

ItgB are to be heated, pipes extending through
11 the rooms on each floor. Upon the first

Dor the chief room is for a museum, the

.'ontago being to Brownlow-hill. The lecture-

ill, which is 40 ft. by 34 ft., has seat room
i»r over a hundred students. On the same
•)or there is an apparatus room, small lecture

Lll, and rooms for tho professor and asaist-

[ats. A lavatory and two rooms for the

jjoommodation of the porter complete the

[roTision of the first floor. The main part of

|ie second floor is occupied by a large draw-

!ig-room. An examining-room and class-room

>ce to tho south, and upon this floor are also

i superintendent’s room, and several small
liagram rooms. The height of the main build-

:ig roof is 60 ft., while a small tower, which
laes beyond the rest of the building, reaches

i3 ft.

j

3forpcf7i. — New business premises are in

[3arsc of erection in Bridge-street for Alderman
k B. Grey. Mr. James Waterston, mason, and
ilessrs. G. & C. Haswell, joiners, are the con-

[.•actors employed. The architects are Messrs.

ieptimuB Oswald & Son, of Nowcastle-on-

IS-ae.

CHUECH-BUILDING NEWS.
1
Holme-next-Sea.—St. Mary’s Church, Ilolme-

ieit-Sea, which has been closed for tho last two
lionths for the purposes of restoration, was

E

-opened on Sunday, the 25th ult. The work
restoration was commenced about three years
ace, when tho roof, which was in a very dilapi-

ated state, was replaced by a new one. The
f.d-fashionod pews, which were painted in

krioua colours, have now been removed and
'ew open benches substituted. Prayer desks
lave beeu placed in the chancel, and a stone
|Ulpit has been presented to the church by
liiss Blyth. The works have been carried out

|y
Ml*. Southgate, of Hunstanton, under the

lirection of Mr. William Adams, architect,

lynn.

\

London .—A new church for the English
resbyterian Congregation was opened on
'Wednesday, the 5th inst., at Vanbrugh Park,
llackheath. Tho building consists of a nave,
[•anaepts, lecture hall, class-rooms, Ac. The
xterior is of Kentish llag and Bath stone, and
'le whole of the roof, pews, pulpit, reredos, &c-,
f selected pitch-pine and the outer doors of

)ak. The tower and spire at the angle of the
uilding towards towards Mycento and Van-
|rugh Park roads is over 100 ft. high. The site

as presented by Mr. Young, a member of the
angregation. Mr. Thomas Arnold was the
rchitoct and Mr. James Morter, of Stratford,

10 contractor. The stained glass was executed

y Messrs. Pepper & Boyes, the carving by Mr.
illen, the gas pendants by Messrs. Marshall, of

holtenham, the enclosing fencing by Messrs,
ayliss, and the heating by Messrs. Haden &
on, of Trowbridge.
Olio* Winchendon (Buclc.’t).—The interesting

btlo church of Over Winchendon, near Ayles-
ury, has recently been re-opened by the Bishop
: Oxford, after renovation under the direction
’ Mr. William White, F.S.A. The plans
ere prepared some fifteen years ago, but
le raising of sufficient funds proved a con-
derable difficulty and caused much delay
I carrying ont the work. The chancel is of

ie period of transition from Norman, with two
meet windows in the east gable and a corbel
atween them inside, with the string course
dtrod round it, on which was placed, perhaps,
le image of a saint, or, as is thought more
bely, a rood. If circumstances should permit,
is proposed to put a large cross here, made of

'.d oak, reaching up to the roof, with a reredos
eueath containing a representation of St.

[ary and St. John on either side of the base,
ainted on canopied panels, for which the
gures have been already drawn by the archi-

)ct. In each side wall are three lancets, and
a the south a recoss, apparently of a priest’s

oor, now blocked on the outside, and imme-
iately westward of this is a low side window,
ISO blocked, of later date. There is a pointed
nancel arch of simple or rather of rude con-
•-ruotion, and a screen of later date against
hich new oak “ return stalls ” have been fixed.

; is within memory that the wooden stops to
le rood-loft remained. The nave is of Norman
ate, aud in its south wall is a richly-moulded

doorway, and one simple window, of Norman
date, with a recessed arch inside. The timber
porch has been reconstructed as before, but
without the plastering. The north door has been
opened out

;
the north aisle is of fourteenth-

century date
;
the windows have flowing tracery.

The aisle opens from the nave with two round
arches, and one pointed with flat soffits and large
rectangular piers evidently cut through the old

wall. The chancel fittings are of oak. The old

altar and altar-rails have been re-used some-
what altered. Some Modimval benches have
been refixed at the west end. The other
benches are made up in deal. They stand on
floors of wood block. The passages and the
chancel are laid with the old slabs, one con-
taining a good brass made up with tiles.

Shretvshunj .—The dedication of Holy Trinity
Church, Belle Vue, Shrewsbury, which has been
rebuilt, took place last week. The old church,
whose foundations were begun in July, 1836,
consisted of a nave 60 ft. by 46 ft., with a flat

plaster ceiling 24 ft. high
; at the west end was

a small tower, under which was the entrance
lobby, from this was a staircase leading to a
large inconvenient gallery

5 a very small apse
at the east end formed the chancel. A new
chancel with side aisles was built in 1861, by
the late Mr. S. Pountney Smith, and this is the
only portion of the old structure at present
standing. The foundation stone of the new
nave was laid twelve months ago. The new
nave is 87 ft. long by 25 ft. wide, and baa north
and south aisles 14 ft. 6 in. wide, with arcades
of five spans

;
the nave is lighted by clearstory

windows, and is 30 ft. high to the wall- plate.

The roofs are all of red deal, boarded aud felted

on the outside and covered with Sedan green
slates. The whole of tho work has been
carried out in brick, tbe exterior and interior

being faced with Ruabon red pressed bricks,

relieved with dressings and bands of Grinshill

stone, and tbe arches of arcades are formed
with outer ring of brick and inner ring of stone,

the columns being Forest of Doan blue stone,

with caps aud bases of Grinshill. The levels of

the old chancel floor have been altered to suit

the now nave, the altar being approached by
eight steps. The nave and aisles are seated
with low-framed benches of pitch-pine, chairs

being placed in tho chancel aisles, and also at

the west end of the nave, and the north aisle of

the chancel will be fitted up for daily services.

The choir stalls aro of oak, and will accommo-
date fifty persons. Tbe flooring under all seats

is laid with wood blocks, making a noiseless and
dry floor; the passages and porches havo been
laid with plain red tiles, in herring-bone pattern,

by Messrs. George Woolliscroft & Son, of

Hanley. Tbe encaustic paving of tho chancel
is the work of Messrs. Minton, Hollins, & Co.,

of Stoke-on-Trent. A baptistery is formed by
a semicircular projection from the west wall of

tho nave
;

the roof of this is covered with
copper, the floor will be laid in mosaics, and the

lower part of the wall will be adorned with
fresco painting

;
the old font, which is of

meagre proportion and design, is temporarily
refixed, a new one of alabaster having been
promised. Tbe organ has been moved to a new
position, and rebuilt. The glazing of the
windows is in cathedral tinted glass, executed
by Mr. John Davies, of Shrewsbury. Ventila-

tion is provided by means of inlets through the
aisle walls, and the church is lighted by striog-

courses of gas jets, both sides of the nave, 21 ft.

from the floor, and brackets in the aisles. This
work has been carried ont by Messrs. Alltree &
Lea, of Shrewsbury. The heating has been
executed by Messrs. J. L. Bacon & Co., of

London, by means of a Iv-in. iron piping, laid

in trenches down the passages of the nave and
aisles. A general scheme of subjects for filling

the windows of the church with painted glass

has been prepared by Messrs. Heaton, Butler, A
Bayne. Two of the windows in the aisle have
already been filled in by them, and also the five

lights in the baptistery. Tho church will ac-

commodate 822 people, being an increase over
the old church of about 340 sittings. The
whole of the work has been executed by Mr.
Richard Price, builder, Shrewsbury, from the
design and under the superintendence of the
architects, Messrs. Lloyd Oswell A Pountney
Smith, of Shrewsbury. Mr. H. L. Whittingham
was the clerk of the works throughout.

Sutton (Surrey).—New Christ Church, Sutton,
is designed in the Gothic style of the early

part of tho thirteenth century, and is intended,
when complete, to accommodate 1,000 wor-
shippers. The work in the present contract

consists of nave, 92 ft. long, 30 ft. wide, and
48 ft. in height from the floor to the semi-
circular barrel vaulted ceiling; north and south
aisles, of the same length as the nave

;
chancel

;

on the north side of the chancel, clergy vestry,
choir vestry, organ-chamber, furnace-room, lava-

tories, Ac. Accommodation will thus be afforded
for 900 persons, inclusive of the choir. The
tower and spire, which will be 160 ft. in height,
the northern baptistery, south chapel, and south
porch, are intended to be dealt with in a future
contract. The materials employed in the con-
struction are local stock bricks for walls, faced
internally aud externally with local red bricks ;

Monk’s Park Bath stone for columns, caps, and
bases of interior and for external weatherings,
and Broseley pressed roofing tiles for roof
coverings. Internally the floors will be paved
with wood blocks, with the exception of the
space within the communion-rails, where Brose-
ley pressed tiles of ornamental pattern will bo
used. The warming is to be effected by means
of hot water on the low-pressure system, the
pipes being carried under the whole length of
aisles, and ventilation is provided for by con-
trollable air inlets through the hot-watcr pipes
and in the sills of windows, and exhaust venti-

lation through the ceilings. A special feature
is made of the organ, the chamber of which
is on the north side of the chancel imme-
diately over the choir vestry, with a separate
chamber for bellows and blowing-engine, in
the basement. The organ manoal will be
placed on the south side of the chancel adjoin-

ing the reading-desk, and will be connected to

the organ with pneumatic tabes carried in a
tunnel constructed under tho floor of chancel.
The seating, choir stalls, and most of tbe
furniture and fittings, are included in the
present contract, amounting to £6,788, which
is being carried out by Messrs. T. Gregory A
Co. from the designs of Mr. J. T. Newman,
F.ll.I.B.A., and Mr. William Jacques, A.R.I.B.A.

STAINED GLASS.
Canterbury .—A large painted window, with

subjects of the “Ascension,” “Agony in tho
Garden,” Ac., and containing the Fagge and
Macclesfield arms, has lately been erected in
the parish church, Westhere, to the memory of
the late Mrs. Parker, wife of Major F. G. S.
Parker. Tho window, which is fourteenth-
century in character, has portraits of the
deceased lady and her son introduced, and has
been designed and executed by Messrs. Cbas.
Evans A Co., under the supervision of tho
architect, Mr. E. P. Loftus Brock, F.S.A.

Endcrhy .—This parish church has lately been
further enriched by the addition of a painted
Jubilee window with representations of St.
George, Ac., the work of Messrs. Chaa. Evans
A Co. An elaborately-engraved brass beneath
has the following inscription:—“To the glory
of God and in commemoration of the 50th year
of tbe reign of Queen Victoria. Erected by
the Congregation. June, 1887.”

Preston. — A stained • glass window has
recently been placed in St. Wilfrid’s Church,
Preston, representing figures of St. Elizabeth,
St. Peter, and St. Agnes. The work was de-
signed and executed by Messrs. Warrington A
Co., of London.
Southampton. — There has recently been

erected in St. Luke’s Church, Newtown, South-
ampton, by Mr. Gamlen, of Newtown House, a
two-light staiued-glass window, in memory of
his wife. It contains four scenes from the
10th chapter of St. Mark, relating to the heal-
ing of tbe blind Bartimtens by Christ. The
work has beeu designed and executed by Mayer
A Co., of London and Munich.

School of Art Woodcarving.—The School
of Art Woodcarving at the City and Guilds
Institute, Exhibition-road, South Kensington,
has re-opened after the usual summer vacation.
To bring the benefits of the school more within
the reach of tho artisan class a remission of
half fees for tbe evening class is made to
artisan students connected with the trade.

Instruction is also given by cori’espondence to
amateurs unable to attend the school classes.

During the past year the students have been
engaged on various architectural and other
important works. The public are permitted to
visit the school and inspect the work in hand
on application to the manager on any weekday
except Saturday between the hours of 11 a.m.
and 4 p.m.
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SETTING OUT CURVES
- WITH THE USE OF A THEODOLITE

MOTE - THE THEODOLITE IS SET UP 0 VER THE POINT

HARHEDKaTTHE JUNCTION OF THE CURVE VUTH THE

STRAICHT UNE,AND THE VERNIER UPON THE HORI-

lONTAL PLATE CLAMPED TO 3BO' OR lERO. THE

«05S HAIRS IN THE TELESCOPE ARE THEM DIRECTED

TONIARDS ANY PEC UPON THE TANCENT LINE, THE

LIMB Of THE INSTRUMENT IS CLAMPED WITH
CROSS HAIRS ACCURATELY SET ON THE TANCENT

THE VERNIER PLATE UNCLAMPEO. AND THE
TANCENTIAL ANCLES SET OUT AS REQUIREO.

-TO RETURN TO A TANCENT LINE AT THE END OF A CURVE
,
SET UP

THE THEODOLITE OVER THE POINT Of JUNCTIOnO Of THE STRAICHT LINE

DH YHTH THE CURVE DCB.ifT THE CROSS HAIRS CUT SOME DISTANT BACH

PEC IN THE CURVE WHICH CAM BE SEEN, AND LET THE VERNIER PLATE BE

CLAMPED AT THE CALCULATED TANCENTIAL ANCLE FOR THE LENCTH OF

ARC TAHEN— THEN CLAMP THE LONER LIMB Of THE INSTRUMENT.

REVERSEOR TRANSIT THE TELESCOPE— TRAVERSE AND RECLAMP
THE VERNIER PLATE TO lERO-THEN SET OUT A STRAICHT ^ y
LINeOHiNTHE DIRECTION SO OBTAINED. y/0CASE 5 -
FIGURE I

— RANKINE’S SYSTEM —

NOTE— TO CONTINUE ArURVE
FROM AN INTERMEDIATE PEC

UP THE THEODOLITE OVER THE PEC FROM NMOL
THE CURVE ISTOBE CONTIHUED. PROCEED AS
DESCRIBED ABOVE FOR FINDING THE DIRECTION

C Of THE TANCENT LINE ATTHIS PEC. THEN CLAMP
THE VERHIER PLATE AT THE REOUlRW TANCENTIAL
ancle^DH.marh out the points at a DisnJKE

CURVE. FOR THE MEASUREMENT OF THE CHORD. AS IS

ASSUMED FOR THE RADIUS— IN RAILWAY WORN, GUNTER'S
CHAIN IS MOST CENENALlY EMPLOYED.— CURVES OF
ONER TWO MILESIl60 CHAIN^ RADIUS

. CAN BE SET OUT
ACCURATELY BY TWO CHAIN-CHORDS, i ACCOMPLISHED
BY MEASURING THE CHORDS WITH A COUPLE Of CHAINS
TIED TOGETHER, AND TAHIMC AS THE UNIT ANCLE DOUBLE
piC VALUE QFTHE TANCENTIAL ANCLE FOR A SINGLE CHAIM CHORD-

FROMZiEOUAL TO THE LENCTH OF CHORD TAKEN
AND CONTINUE AS MANYMULTIPLES AS REQUIRED.

NOTE - IN SETTINC OUT A CUR VE TO THE LEff ' bFA
fMKENT UN£. AS SHOWN IN FIGURE I .

THE TANCEN TIAL
ANCLES GIVEN IN THE TABLE. AND THEIR MULTIPLES. MUST
BE SEVERALLY SUBTRACTED FROM 300°JO OBTAIN THE
ANCLES TO BEHEAD UPON THE VERNIER PLATE.

,ain£D’

^ pwfss of

* be ° FICORE t-THL LENCTH OF A CURVE IS CENCRALLV
*

B'’ ARRIVED AT.IH PRACTICE. BY MEASUREMEHT WITH A

°/|N CHAIH ROUND THE POINTS A- B -C" D-E-SfT OUT
£ m THE FIELD-. THE LENCTH MAY BE CHECKED IF

DESIRED BY THE FOLLOWtHC CALCULATION
££AcrH >r3-l416 OO 582 *'R|

Xf*»Of niiNi IN TANci ANCLeI

Stutrcnt's Column:*

LAND SURVEYING AND LEVELLING.
XV.—SETTING OUT CURVES.

C.‘vSE 5 illustrates the best method for setting

out curyes of very large radii, and is based upon
the fact proved in Case 1, that at any portion

of a circular curve, the angle subtended by an
arc of a fixed length is constantly the same, no
matter in what part of the curve the arc or

distance be taken, and the angle subtended by
any other distance is projjortional to that

distance. To apply this principle in practice,

the late Professor Rankine suggested the

measurement of a chord line, which should be
taken in comparative short lengths, so as to be
practically equal to the length of the curved line

adjacent to the length of chord. An accurate

circle might thus be completely set out the same
as a polygon of an infinite number of sides; but in

practice, so long as the length of the curve line

is not more than one link greater than the length

of chord, the method is accurate. Referring to

fig. 1 it will be seen that the length of the chord
A B is practically equal to the length of the
curve A B, but the length of the chord A C is

less than the length of the curve ABC, and
the length of the chord A E is very much leas

than the length of the curve ABODE.
The length of a chord lino which subtends an

angle of 60 degrees at the centre of a circle is

equal to the radius; but the length of an arc or

curve equal to the radius subtends an angle at

the centre of the circle of 57’29 degrees. For a
radius of two miles (IGO chains) itwillbe found
that the length of a chord of two chains is

approximately equal to the length of the curve
it connects, but that for a radius of less than
one-tenth of this distance (16 chains) it is

advisable to take half-chain chords. For carves
of less than 5 chains (330 ft.) radios, the arc
subtending an angle of 60 degrees at the centre
of the circle is so soon approached, and the
length of chords to be measured would be so
small, that the method shown in Case 3 will

furnish the best curve. On the other hand,
when Case 3 is applied to curves of over
5 chains radius, the length of the tangent
lines from their point of intersection to
the commencement and end of the curve
is so long, while the perpendicular offsets
become so short, that the method explained by
Case 5, with the use of a theodolite for setting
out the tangential angles, is more advisable.

A very convenient list of tangential angles
multiples for curves, from 5 to 200 radius, and
Las been compiled by Mr. Alexander Beazoley,
M.Insfc.C.E., and is published as a set, printed
on card, for use in the field. The special card,

giving the required tangential angles for any
required radius, can be placed on the theodolite
in one of the clip spring pieces which are
intended to hold the magnifying-glass for the
reading of the vernier. The angles marked
upon the card are calculated from the formula
given in Case 1, namely, “Angle in minutes
equals the chord divided by radius when the
resnlt is multiplied by 1719.” This angle is set

out with the use of the opposite vernier, as
indicated by the small sketch of the plan of

a theodolite at the top of our diagram.
We give a copy of the figures upon one of

these cards as an illustration :

—

Radius 20.

1 1 26 358 34
2 2 52 357 8
3 4 I7i 355 42}
4 5 43i- 354 16}
5 7 9t 352 50}
(i 8 35| 351 24-V

7 10 If 349 58}
8 11 27f 348 32}
9 12 53J- 347 6f
10 14 19f 345 40}

Multiples for 20 Rad.
85-94367

171-88734
257-83101

343-77‘i68

429-71835
515-66202
601-60569
687-54936
773-49302

With the use of a book containing the angles
required, the angle is read, and the book placed
away in the pocket, so as to leave both hands
free for setting the instrument

; but with the use
of a card temporarily fixed upon the theodolite
the angles to be sot ont are constantly under
inspection.

Nineteenth. Century Art Society.—Mon-
day, the 10th inst., has been appointed for the
reception of works of art intended for the
Autnmn Exhibition of the Nineteenth Century
Art Society, at the Conduit-street Galleries.

VARIORUM.
Messrs. Crosby, Lockwood, & Son have sent

us their list of books for the forthcoming
season. The list includes “A Dictionary of
Terms used in the Practice of Mechanical
Engineering : comprising upwards of 6,000
definitions,” compiled and edited by the
author of “Pattern Making”; “Practical
Surveying : a Textbook for Students preparing
for Examinations or the Colonies,” by George
W. Uaill, A.M.I.C.E., anthor of “ The Statistic®

of the Water - supply of Groat Britain ”
j

“Marble and Marble Workers: A Handbook
for Architects, Artists, Masons, and Students,

”

by Arthur Lee, author of “ A Visit to Carrara,’*'

“The Working of Marble,” Ac.; “Our
Granite Industries,” by G. F. Harris, F.G .S. ^
“ Tables, Memoranda, and Calculated Re-
sults for Mechanics, Engineers, Architoota,

Builders, Surveyors, Ac.,” selected and arrangecl

by Francis Smith, fourth edition
;

“ Lock-
wood’s Builder’s and Contractor’s Price Boot
for 1888, containing the latest prices of
materials and labour in all trades connected
with building,” edited by F. T. W. Miller,

A.R-I.B.A.; and “House Painting, Graining,
Marbling, and Sign Writing, with a Coarse or

Elementary Drawing, and a Collection of

useful Receipts,” by Ellis A. Davidson, fifth

edition, with coloured plates. Mr. B. T.
Batsford, of 52, High Holborn, has sent u&
his new catalogue of new and second-hand
books on Civil and Mechanical Engineering,
Geology, Electricity, and many other scientifio

subjects. The catalogue will repay perusal, a.^

it includes a large number of standard works
“without which no [technical] library is com-
plete.” “ Shorthand Celebrities of the Past,”

by Edward Pocknell, Past-President of the
Shorthand Society, illustrated by twenty-two
porti'aits drawn by Arthur Frederics (London :

James Wade, 18, Tavistock - street, Covent-

garden), is an interesting and timely ’souvenir

of the recent very successful International

Shorthand Congress held in London. The text

consists of short biographies of twenty-eighfc
“ celebrities,” from Trithemius, or Trittenheim,

Abbot of Spanheim (1483-1506), down to Jamea
Henry Lewis (1786-1853). The list of short-

hand worthies thus treated of inelndeB John
Jewell (1522-1571), Bishop of Salisbury; Dr.

Timothy Bright, whose tercentenary was one of

the events celebrated by the recent Congress ;

John Byrom, F.R.S. (1691-1763) ; and Thomas
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'.Jaruey (1705-1770), whose history is some-
/hat remarkable. While shorthand now plays

:. very important part in the work of the world,

ihere are many who believe that it is as yet in

ts infancy, tlioiit;h it has made j^eat strides

ritbin the last fifty years, owinjr mainly to the

iibours of Mr. Isaac Pitman, the inventor of

lihonography, wlio has lived to see the jubilee

;f the introduction of iiis system of shorthand,

|-an event which was marked during the

pongrcBs by the presentation to his family of

lis bust, an admirable portrait-bust from the

ihisol of Mr. Brock. It is satisfactory to see

hat pari passu with the practical use of the

'.rt, the literature and what may be called the

rohmology of shorthand are not being
leglected, for besides Mr. Pocknell there are

thcr workers in this field, most notably Dr.

festby-Gibson, who has just published his

'Bibliography of Shorthand.”

RECENT PATENTS.
ABSTRACTS OF SPECIFICATIONS.

11,121, Window Fastenings. H. S. ITarris.

At the top ledge of the lower sash of an ordinary

rindow, a plate of brass, having two sides fixed at

ight angles to it, is placed ; a lever is secured
lelwcei) these sides by means of a pin running
hrough it and the aforesaid sides. Fastened to the
ulato at one end of the lover, is a spiral spring, and
ver the same end of tlio lever is a pin or small

lieco of metal, which koops the lever in position,

eady for use. To the lower ledge is nllixed a catch.

Vith this apparatus, tho window being closed, the

nd of tho lever and the catch meet and lock

[lUtomatically, rendering it impossible for the window
|0 bo closed without being secured. It cannot, more-
ver, be opened from the outside. When opening
ho window it is only necessary to press tho end of

ibe lover, thereby depressing the spring and un-
'ocking the casement.

13,597, Fall Pipes, &c. J. Parsons.

I
One end of the fall-pip-'S or pipes used for various

lurposes, ns soil-pipes, waste-pipes, rain-water pipes,

to., are made with one end slightly narrowed or
ontracted, and on the other eud is a socket to

orrespond with tho taporedend. When two pipes

re connected, tho jointing subatance is compressed

[y tho weight of the pipe above it, and a solid joint

eflected. The method of fastening is also itn-

roved, nails or spikes being driven into the wall at

n acute angle, and thus holding the pipes without
ibe necessity of cutting plug-holes in the brickwork.

i 17,119, Trapping Drains and Sewera. P. F.

licharda.

; A trap having on the intake side a floating ball

i copper, supported on a curved dip, forming the
ator seal, with a clear water-way round the curved
,ip, is the imprt'vert form. On tho tide or other
raters rising on the outgo side of the trap, the water
ji the trap riae.s and so Hoa's the ball and blocks it

igainst the intake of the trap, and on the Jailing

|f tho ball tho trap again comes into action.

j

12,330, Waste-Preventing Cisterns. J. J.

;’ylor.

I
Tho improvomont is in stamping the cisterns,

rhich are known as ” two-gallon waste-preventing
isterns,” out of one piece, care being taken to

nneal Iho iron after each diflbrent stamping opera-

13,537, Improved Flushing Apparatus. D.
<yon.

Tho idea is to raise water by partial vacuum over
nd into the top of a trapped outlet, tho top of

tbich is at loRst in. above tho standing level of

'ater in the cistern on tho discharge of tho water
yphonage ensues without the employment of valves
r tight-fiiting parts. The specification describes
le mech.iuisra for this purpose.

6,280, Fixing Rooting Sheets. C. J. Latter.

A forked piece of metal ia employed in combina-
on with the double or folded edaed roll caps
souring the roll cap to the roof by sliding into the
olding-dowQ clips before described. A saddlo-
iece is also fitted to tlio tUnged end ol the roll cap
1 such manner that, when used against a drip or
all, the same is a perfectly water-tight joint.

9,9G6, Bolts for Doors. A. E. Earl.

The object is increased safety, and consists in

assing a pin through a bole in an ordinary bolt, so
lat when the bolt is shoe forward it cannot bo
ashed back without first removing the pin.

NEW APPLICATIONS FOR PATENTS.

•Sejjf. 23.—12,803, S. Harrison, Testing Gas Pipes
id Fittings. — 12,906, T. Murphy, Compressed
ir Door Regulators.—12,910, A. Wells, Revolving
7ood Shutters.

Sept. 24.—12,935, J. Macmeikan, Wind Guards
id Ventilators.—12,975, W. Horn, Door Latch.

Sepl. 26,—12,979, A. Knevett, Domestic Fire-

grates.—12,991, W. Murray, Gates.—13,011, W.
Jones, Pipe Cutters.—13,018, R. Prowse and D.
Doig, Sliding Windows, &c.—13,022, J. Carey,
Roofing Tiles, &c.—13,02.5, .1. Fisher and L. Booth,
Fireproof Curtains or Screens for Theatres and
other Public Buildings.

liept. 27.—13,065, E. Weldon, attaching the
Blades of Saws to Handles.

Sept. 28.—13,110, A. Harris and J. Hannay,
Fireproof Theatre Curtains.—13, 111, S. Bennett,
Hoists or Lifts.—13,127, A. Stephenson, Butt-hinge
and Method of Fixing same to Doors.—13,161, S.

Huntley, Devices for Facilitating the Cleaning of
Drains, kc.

Sept. 29.— 13,180, J. Hargreaves, Manufacture of
Cement, —13,193, J. k T. Stanley, Preventing tho
Spread of Fire in Theatres, &c.—13,207. A. Morley
and H. Wilson, Indicators for Electric Bells.

PROVISIONAL SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.

11,068, J. Speakman, Paint Restorers and
Removers.— 11,334, A. and R. Knox, Wood Planing
Machines.—11,434, 0. Elphick, Syphon Cisterns.

—

11,438, J. Cantle, Fireproof Holders for Joists for

Party Walls.—11,587, J. Holt, Latches and Bolts
for Doors, kc.—11,703, A. Rose and R. Hunter,
Safety Fasteners for Window-sashes.—11,745, W.
Ormrod, Self-lubricating Mould for Brickmaking
Machines.—11,772, S. Spencer, Window Fastening.
— 11,829, W. Crozier, Locking Sash Fastener.

—

12,034, A. Ledger, Drawing-boards and T Squares.
—12,279, E. Williams and J. Morgan, Fire-grates.
—10,950, J. Bean and W. Gaines, Closing Doors
and Preventing the Slamming of Same.—11,410, J.

Reid, Rendering Doors, Windows, Casements, &c.
Air-tight or Draught-proof.— 11,833, R. Herrmann,
Wall-papers, &c.— 11,937, J. Homan, Fireproof
Floors.- 11,961, B. Turner, Door Springs.—12,014,

G. Brower, Automatic Apparatus for Closing Doors.
—12,052, W. and S. Denham, “Filler” for French
Polishing.

COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.

Open to OppotitioH for Tvo Monthe.

12,463, F. Pronvay, Saws.—12,374, W. Buchan,
Ventilators. — 15,493, J. Shanks, Lavatories or
Wash-hand Basins. — 16.612, C. Harris, Gas
Chandeliers, Gaseliers, and Brackets.—1,463, B.

Bancroft, Automatically Closing Doors, kc.—1,493,
J. and J. Wilson, Curing Smoky Chimneys.—9,122,
J. Lowe, White Lead.—10,230, C. Gregson, Con-
crete Walls, &c.—14,580, II. Porry, Machine for

Sizing and Varnishing Paper-hangings.—15,386, A.
Illidge, Indicator Bolts for Doors.— 15,584, P.
Walker, Ventilators.—3,488, S. Hill, Door-spring.
—4,001, E. Ledger, Shop Window-fittings.—9,187,
A. Reichert and G. Yingliug, Sawing Machine.

RECENT SALES OF PROPERTY.
ESTATE EXCHANGE REPORT.

SErTBMBBB 20.

By Mr. Woods.
Blandford-sqiiare

—

2^ aud 21, Byron-street, 64 years.
Bround-rent 71. 10b £290

By Bakbb a Sows (at Cromer).
Norfolk, Cromer—142 plots of freehold land 3,060

SBriBMDEB 27.

By E. Robins 4 Hinb.
Dalaton— Ground-rents of 39(. a year, term 30 years 490

By H. Haines & Soy.
Holloway—Improved ground-rents of 132L lOs.,

By P. Hodson.
Crouch Hill—106, Stroud Oreon-road, 88 years,

ground-rent 8/. Ss 460

By W. A. Blaxeuobk.
Briston—23, HoUaud-road, 37 years, ground-rent

4L lOs 200
Westminster—3, Koehampton-street, 39 years,

ground-rent lOl 465

By Fcllbe 4 Fclubb.
Upper Clapton—Ground-rents of 48Z., reversion in

94year8 1,310
Mount Pleasant-lsne, Moreton Lodge, freehold... 2,110
Ground-rents of 43L, term 16 years 410

By T. Bannister (at Hayward's Heath).
Hayward’s Heath (near)—Hanlye Fann, contain-

iog 158a. 3r. 13p., freehold 6,400
Part of Gravelye Farm. 30a. Ir. 4p., freehold 1,800

SEPTBirUEB 28.

By M.ableb 4 Bbnnbtt.

Battersea—86, Castle. sireet, 90 years, ground-rent
51. 6e 240

Nos. 6S, 67, 59, and 61, loworth-street, 90 years,
ground-rent 20( 660

West Brompton—16, 18, and 20, Colherne-street,

77 years, ground.rent 37(. lOs 2,100
South Kenaington—5, Station-buildings, 14 years,

ground-rent 161 150

SErXEMDEB 29.

By J. Lbbs.

Miekleham—A pair of copyhold cottages 340
Copyhold hnsintas premises and goodwill 730
Four cottages and a plot of land, part freehold
and part copyhold 980

By J. Q. Pbbvost.
Leytonstone-road—Two plots of freehold land 80
Mile End-32 to 40, even, Ernest-street, freehold... 990
Limehouse— 65 and 67, Church-row, freehold 195
Mile End—121 and 127, St. Paul's-road, 88 years,

groond-rent 5( 466
No. 6, Gold-stroet, 36 years, ground-rent 21, ITa. 6d. 215

By H. A. Hendebson.
Dalston—103, Norfolk-read, 74 years, ground-rent

51 £360
Hackney—32, Avenue-road, freehold 376

By E. Btimson.
South Lambeth-road—22 and 23, Thome-road, 74

years, ground-rent lOf 6-40
Peckham, Qiieen’e-road—Lime Cottage, 27 yean,

ground-rent 51 160
Peckham Kye—No. 198, 8t. Ann’s Lodge, 26 years,

ground.rent 16( 600
Kentish Town—5 and 6, Clarence-grove, 41 years,

gronnd-rent 8L 10a 435
City—The lease and goodwill of 33, Bishopsgate-

street Without, term 16 years 740
Southwark—6, Merrick-square, 38 years, ground-

rent 51 460
Wandsworth—10 to 22, even, Edmund-street, 66

years, ground-rent 24/. 10s 6(0

Sbptbubeb 30.

By C. 4 H. Whitb.
Brixton, Elliot-road—Langton Lodge and Langton

Villa, 70 years, ground-rent 4/ 360
Old Kent-road—2 and 4, Unwin-road, 96 years,

ground-rent 2il, 65

MEETINGS.
Tdbsdat, October 11,

Farkes Maeeum {Lectures for Sanxtary Inspectors).—
Mr. J. Gordon, on "Scavenging, Disposal of Befuse and
Sewage.” 8 p.m.

Fbidat, Octodrb 14.

Farkes Sluseum {Lectures for Sanitary Inspectors),—
Professor W. H. Corfleld, M.A., M.D., on “ Sanitary
Appliances." 8 p.m.

P^isallams.

The Water Supply of Tottenham.

—

Having regard tothe very rapid development of
the district under their jurisdiction, the Totten-
ham Local Board of Health aremaking important
extensions to their system of water supply.
The works include an artesian well at the
Longwater pumping station, 12 ft. in diameter
down to the chalk, and carried by a 2-l!-in.

boring in tho chalk to a depth of 450 ft. from
the surface

;
two SO-horse-power engines,

pumps, boilers, water-tower, and engine-house.
Tho scheme has been designed by Mr. W. A. H.
Do Pape, Chief Waterworks Engineer, and the
operations are being conducted under his-

personal superintendence. Mr. W. Brown, of
Tottenham, is the contractor for sinking the
well

;
Messrs. Wood Bros., of Sowerby Bridge,

for making tho engines; and Messrs. Wilkinson
Bros, for erecting tho buildings. Tho works
recently constructed from Mr. De Pape’s
plans comprise large reservoirs and a water-
tower at Mount Pleasant. The entire scheme
will evolve an outlay of 25,0(X)i., and when it

is completed Tottenham will occupy a very
favourable position in respect to its water
supply as compared with many other districts

adjacent to London. As to quality, it is stated
that the water which is obtained from the
chalk stands nearly equal to Kent and Colne
Valley in the analytical reperts of Dr. Frank-
land to the Registrar-General. A singular
feature in connexion with the sinking of the
well is the variation in actual strata from those
shown by the trial boring: in one instance a
layer of limestone rock, 15 ft. thick, being met
with, the substance having previously been
entirely unknown in the district.

The Edinburgh Theatres.—The Scotsman-
says that the Burgh Engineer and Piremaster
have completed a portion of their report on the
condition of the Edinburgh theatres, and the
remainder, which is in progress, is expected to
be ready at an early date. The part prepared
deals with the Lyceum Theatre and Newsome’s
Circus, and bears evidence of a close examina-
tion having been made into both houses. The
strictures passed on the circus are now, of
course, of little account, the building having
been burned to the gronnd, but the result of
tho inspection of the Lyceum will be made the
subject of mature deliberation. It is under-
stood that in respect to this theatre several
recommendations with the view to further
insuring the public safety are made. While on
this subject, we may mention that it is said to
be the intention of Mr. and Madame Newsome
to rebuild their circus in Nicolson-street, Edin-
burgh, as soon as matters are settled with the
insurance company.

Brussels.—Anew National Theatre is being
built in Brussels. When completed it will be
the largest and finest theatre in the country,
and is to be named the Flemish Theatre. For
the ventilation Messrs. Robert Boyle & Son’s
system has been adopted, the extraction of the
vitiated air being effected by the latest im-
proved form of the air-pump ventilator.
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Liverpool Engineering" Society. — The
usual fortnightly meetings of this Society were
resumed at the Royal Institution, Colqnitt-

street, on Wednesday, October 5th, Mr. John
J. Webster, M.Inst. C.E., President, in the

chair. A paper was read by Mr. F. Huddleston,

M.Inst. C.E., on the Coaling Appliances of the

Port of Liverpool. The coal annually shipped

at Liverpool, Birkenhead, and Garston is rather

more than three million tons
;
from 600,000 to

650,000 tons is exported to foreign parts, most
of the rest being used as bunker coal. The
Liverpool High Level Coal Railway at the

Wellington and Bramley-Moore Docks was
opened for use in 1856, and in 1884 the accom-
modation was doubled. The appliances consist

of nine hydraulic cranes, with powers varying
from 10^ to 24 tons, used to load vessels of all

classes, and one balance-tip for loading flats.

The traffic at the present time is carried on by
means of locomotives and hydraulic capstans,

bat up to the year 1884 horses only were used.

The level of the railway is about 21 ft. above
the quay, the space beneath it being made use

of as sheds, &c., and there is no interference

with the ordinary traffic to and from the

docks. The coal shipped is from the
north - west and south - west coalfields of

Lancashire, and is brought down by the
Lancashire and Yorkshire Railway Company,
who provide extensive sidings at Sand-
hills. The Birkenhead appliances consist of

three hydrantic hoists and seven low-level

balance-tips in the east and west floats. The
hoists are used for vessels of large size, while
the balance-tips put bunker coal into flats,

which are afterwards taken alongside the
steamships in the various docks; about 200,000
tons of South Wales coal is shipped yearly at
Birkenhead for bunker use. The shunting at
the tips is done by horses. Tlie sidings for coal

wagons are at the Cavendish Wharf. Liverpool
and Birkenhead together ship two million tons

per annum. At the North-Western Railway
Company’s Docks, at Garston, there are eight
vertical drop-balance-tips worked from a high
level and fed by hydraulic capstans. These
ship annually rather over one million tons of

coal from South-West Lancashire, the greater
part of which probably goes coastwise.
The German Screw Industry. — The

manufacture of screws in Germany is chiefly

centred at Berlin, where screws are now made
in such quantities and of such qualities that
these products are esteemed not only in

Germany, but in other conntries. The principal
manufactnre is that of fine screws worked
bright, from the larger sizes for machinery,
down to the smaller kinds for watch-work, &c.,

the materials employed being iron, steel, brass,

German silver, &o. Efforts are now being made
to increase the production of rough black screws
for ordinary wood and ironwork. This class of
screws has hitherto been principally made in

Westphalia, but the development of screw-
making machinery which will take the place
of hand labour, in Berlin will, it is considered,
cause a great change. There are in the West-
phalian district, near Hagen, fifteen screw
manufactories, employing in all about 3,000
workpeople. The Berlin industry comprises
twenty-eight factories, with about 1,500 work-
people. As these are, however, almost
exclusively engaged in the manufacture of
screws, while at the various establishments
near Hagen only about one-third of the work-
people are employed in this particular industry,
it is claimed that Berlin is at least as important
a seat of screw manufactnre as the Hagen
district. Berlin used at one time to draw its

supplies of raw material almost entirely from
Westphalia, but of late years the constantly in-

creasing employment of ingot steel instead of
finished iron, has developed the use of Bruns-
wick raw material, from Peine, which is cheaper
than the Westphalian product, owing to the
shorter railway journey it has to make. Steam
machinery is exclusively employed for making
bright screws, one factory having lately erected
a new steam-engine of 45 horse-power. Tlie
screw-making machines in use are upon a
system invented by Kernaul some thirty-five
years ago, but which has since been much im-
proved. The manufacture of these screw-
making machines constitutes a special branch
of Berlin industry. The introduction of new
automatic machinery will, it is expected, lead
to a farther development of the manufacture
of screws, more particularly in connexion with
the making of nuts for the larger sizes of
machine bolts. The history of the Berlin screw

manufacture is considered to disprove the

assertion that an important metal article can
only be made in the immediate vicinity of the

works where the raw material is produced.
This result is attributed to the intelligence and
skill of the Berlin workmen.

—

Iron.

Electric Wire Casings.— Mr. Samuel
Elliott, of Newbury, has sent ns his book of

designs and sections for moulded wood casings

and covers for electric wires, many of which
are of new design. Architects and others

concerned for buildings in which electric

lighting is used will find it worth while to

obtain this catalogue.

Sanitary Appliances. — Messrs. Thos.
Crapper & Co., of Marlborongh-road, Chelsea,

have sent us a copy of their illustrated cata-

logue of sanitary appliances, and we have
recently had an opportunity of inspecting at

the works some of the items shown in it.

Their improved fittings for baths are very
simple

;
each valve is separate, and can be

easily disconnected. Some good closet apparatus
are on the list; of these we may specially

mention the “ Elastic Valve-Closet,” No. 2,

which has a special rim to prevent the escape
of water over it. A cheaper apparatus is the
“Marlborough” closet, which is of the pedestal
type, in one piece of earthenware. Messrs.
Crapper & Co. also make a very good syphon
water-waste preventer, fitted with tranquil pipe
for deadening the sound of filling. We might
make a long list of commendable things to be
found in the catalogue, but we conclude by
mentioning Messrs. Crapper’s excellent air-tight

frames and covers for manholes, side entrances
to drains, &c. The covers are not hinged to

the frames, so can readily bo removed when
necessary, so as to allow full access to the
manhole or entrance.

The Middlesex Hospital.—The new build-

ings, which have been in course of erection for

the past twelve months, were opened on Mon-
day by the Lord Mayor. The Trained Nnrsea’
Institute is a plain substantial building, erected
on the lines of the adjoining Nurses’ Horae, and
affords accommodation for twenty-four trained
nurses, including sitting-room, bath-rooms,
office, store and linen-rooms. A door is formed
in the division wall on each floor, giving access
to the homo and the hospital, on the base-
ment floor a large dining-hall has been built,

and is connected to the existing refectory. The
kitchen has been enlarged, and is fitted up
with gas ovens, steam closet, boiling coppers,

&c. The heating is by steam coils, and the
ventilation is by Verity's patent waterspray
tubes, with a large exhaust cowl on top. The
Residential College is a large building, erected
for the accommodation of the medical students
practising at the hospital

;
it contains separate

apartments for thirty-three students, with the
warden’s bed and sitting-room, bath-rooms, and
box-room. On the ground-floor is a large
dining-hall, a common room, and a study or
reading-room. The entrance is from Cleve-
land-street, and opens into a spacious entrance-
hall

;
another entrance is from the hospital

garden. The basement contains stewards’
rooms, kitchen, scullery, stores, and servants’

rooms. The front is built of stock bricks,
with red brick dressings, the cornices being in

moulded red bricks to match. The garden
front is of a more ornamental character, being
bnilb of red bricks with buff-coloured terra-

cotta dressings. There are four tiers of bay
windows, with casements and fanlights. A
porch entrance is here added with ornamental
iron gates, and railings on each side to match.
In addition to the present medical school
buildings, another large building has been
added, giving a lecture theatre, physiological
class-room, laboratory, library, students’ and
Inncheon-room. These are approached by a
fireproof staircase constructed in a wing ad-

joining, openings being made in the walls,

giving access to the rooms on the several floors.

The entrance is from Cleveland-street, with
another entrance from the Hospital garden.
The entrance-hall and corridors are paved with
Ebner’s polished marble concrete, Hyatt’s
prismatic lens lights being used to give addi-
tional light to the lavatories below. The whole
of these buildings, as also the museum, is

heated by hot-water xnpes and coils. The
library and lectnre theatre are lighted by
Wenham lamps, the other gastittings being of
the ordinary kind. In the hospital considerable
additions and alterations have been made

;

the old steam boiler has been replaced by
a new one of the marine multitubular

type : this is made of steel plates, anq
is worked at a pressure of 80 lb. on thi!

square inch
; a Bradford’s large size bydri|

extractor, and a large size washing machini:

have been added, also a 4-ft. Blackman’s ainl

propeller
;
two sets of drying houses heated b )

4-in. steam pijjes were also necessary to meet
the increased demands on this portion of tht

work. The hospital kitchen has been fittet

with modern cooking appliances, all of whici
were supplied and fixed by Messrs. Slater <

Co., of High Holborn. The terra cottt

was supplied by Messrs. Wilcock & Co., o
Burmantofts, Leeds, 2,097 pieces being madt
and delivered in seven weeks. The iror

railings are by Richardson, Ellson, & Co. Th'

stoves, chimney-pieces, and tile hearths frott

Thos. Elsley, of Great Portland-stroet. Th'

locks and furniture were made to master keytj

by Charles Smith & Sons, of Birmingham!
The furnishing is by Shoolbred & Co. Th'

fittings and sanitary appliances are fror

ilessrs. Dent & Hellyer, of Newcsstle-street

Strand. Messrs. Holland & Hannen were th.

contractors, Mr. Beal being their foreman c

works. Mr. Keith D. Young is the architect!

and Mr. Thomas Gamage the clerk of works.

Englisli MacRinery for America.—W1
have previously had occasion to record thl

manufacture of some splendid specimens of tht

roll casters’ and roll turners’ art in Sout,i

Staffordshire, for use in linoleum mills. Hitherti

the rolls have been mainly for Scotch millfl

Now, howevei', the United States have come t

this country for a complete machine plant fd
linoleum mills, weighing altogether some 30t

tons. The whole work is in the hands of

Gloucester millwright, and the rolls have bee?

supplied from the West Bromwich localitj

Three very fine rolls have been dcspatchect

weighing respectively about 13 tons, 20 tonn

and 24 tons, and the turning of the same in tht

lathe has been accomplished very successfully

The work is quite a triumph of the ongineei^

craft, and deserves special mention. The roll

are made with a hollow core through the centre

through which, in operating on the liuoleur

manufacture, a jet of steam is constantly kep
passing to keep the rolls warm. The more ini

portance attaches to the contract since tht

Ameidcan buyers intimate that if the plam

when erected is fonnd to work satisfactorily, ’

duplicate order may probably be placed.-.

Engineer.

A Year's Building Operations R
Glasgow.—At a meeting of the GlasgOT!

Dean of Guild Court the other day. Lord Dea?

of Guild Blackie submitted a summary of tht

year's transactions of the Court. During tht

twelve mouths ending Slat August last tht

number of linings granted was 238, being a

excess of 38 beyond the numbers of the previoa

year. The excess was wholly due to an increase?

number applicable to chnrches, halls, and sohoolc

warehouses, stores, &c., and to alterations ani:

additions. Those applicable to shops, 39 in ah

were fewer by three than those of the previoro

year. These 39 linings comprised 1,023 houses

and 79 shops, as compared with 1,262 houses

and 52 shops in the previous year. The aggrei

gate value of the property included in the 231

linings was estimated at 424,730L, as comparer
with 394,5401. in the preceding year. Th':

excess was due to the increase under th.

four headings of “public buildings,” “churches'

halls, &c.,” “ warehouses, stores,

“alterations and additions," which amouiitet

to 250,280L, as against 186,490L in the previorr

year. Gn the other hand, dwelling-houses ani

shops had decreased from 208,050L in the pre;

ceding year to 174,450L Comparing the amount
of business transacted in the Court five yeaci

ago, he said that in 1883 dwelling-house:'

figured to the amount of only 88,6501, and liai

risen in 1887 to 174,450i. ;
warehouses, storer

and workshops, which in 1883 stood at 291,46111

were in the past year registered at only 73,1001

Churches, halls, and schools had during thl

same period risen from 35,5001. to 63,2001., am
alterations and additions had decreased fron

71,6701. to 58,9301. These figures, he said, dii

not seem to indicate any marked revival in tht

local building trades, but possibly, looking t

the fact of the area of the municipality being ’

fixed quantity, and now presenting a comparaj

tively fi.xed space for the erection of new build

ings, the figures he had quoted might b

susceptible of a more encoui-aging interprets:

tion than he had felt at liberty to put upo:

them.
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The Obelisk in Central Park, New York.
Itbough it was stated a year ago, as recorded
the Builder of October 2nd, 1886, that the

gyptian obelisk in Central Park, New York,
id not been so thoroughly protected by the hot
iraffin treatment it received in the autnmn of
185 as was expected, a second year’s expe-
ance somewhat modifies that statement. The
telisk has just been examined again, and the
suit of the examination is to the effect that
e treatment has been useful as a preventive
'further scaling from the action of frost. This
3uld seem to prove that the effects of theprc-
rvative process adojjted only begin to show
emselvos after a lapse of time.
Peterhead.—Messrs. D. Macandrew & Co.,

Aberdeen, whose offer was accepted (in

stober last year) for the erection of the
rious structures comprising tho prison and
cesBories for the accommodation of the con-
ots to be employed in the construction of the
arbour of Refuge at Peterhead, have been
ishing the work forward with great expedi.
>n. Tho governor’s honse, offices and stores,
chelor officers' quarters, warders' quarters,
tcheu, baths and washhouses, and infirmary,

e all slated, and the plasterers progressing
pidly inside. The mason work of the gate-
use and refractory cell block will be com-
jted by the end of this month (October). The
11 block is 156 ft, 10 in. long by 40 ft. wide, four
jries in height, and built entirely of cement
Hereto. A spacious corridor, 18 ft. wide,
ns tho entire length of the building, and
[tends to the full height of the block, viz.,

I

ft. The cells are ranged on each aide of this

rridor, twenty-six on each side, fifty-two on
sh floor, or 208 in all. Three tiers of galleries

e carried round the corridor at the levels of

3 first, second, and third floors respectively,

ing reached by one main central iron stair-

je. Each cell is separately ventilated. All

|3 other buildings are of rubble granite
isonry of the dull red colour of the well-
own Peterliead granite. The door and
pdow lintels, quoins, plinths, string and
•nice courses, chimney copings, and other
jjssings are moulded ' of cement concrete

3 polished by hand, giving the appearance
freestone, looking exceedingly well and in

pmony with the red granite. Even in a
ality where granite is so abundant and so
uly obtained as at Peterhead, the Prison
mmissioners have saved nearly 2,000i. by the
option of concrete dressings. The whole of
5 cell blocks will bo heated by powerful hot-
I stoves. The prison will be lighted with gas
)plied by the Corporation of Peterhead. The
3 of the prison is on a clay bank, 40 ft. or
ft. above the level of the sea just adjoining

;

3 the whole of the buildings will be drained
means of glazed tile-ware pipes discharging
0 tho sea. The prison works are expected to

finished in May next year, and the total cost
1 amount to 31,000L The buildings are
ligued by the official architects of II.M.’s

sou Commissioners for Scotland, and are
ng carried out nuder the superintendence of

jor McHardy, the Acting Commissioner.
Alford is surveyor, and Mr. John

ckintosh the resident clerk of works.
I

PRICES CURRENT OP MATERIALS
TIMBER. £. s. d. £. B d.

Greenheart, R G 6 0 0 7 1C 0
Teak, E.I. .load BOO 13 C 0

0 2 3 0 3 0

Birch ,, 2 0 0 10 0
Elm ,, 3 10 0 4 IQ 0

Oak „ 2 10 0 4 10 0

,, yellow 2 0 0 4 0 0
Lath, Dantsio fathom 3 0 0 6 0 0

St. Petersburg 4 0 0 6 10 0
Vvainseot, Riga 0 0 0 0 0 0

,, Odessa, crown 2 10 0 0
Deals, Finland, 2nd and lBt...Btd. 100 7 0 0 8 0 0

,, 4th and 3rd 6 10 0 6 10 0
6 10 0 7 0 0

St. Petersburg, Ist yellow .. 8 0 0 13 0 0
„ 2nd „ 7 0 0 8 0 0

6 10 0 8 10 0
Swedish 6 0 0 14 0

Canada, Pine, lat 16 0 0 24 0 0

,, ,, 2nd 10 0 0 16 0 0

,, ,, 3rd, Ac 6 0 0 9 0 0

,, Spruce, 1st 8 0 0 9 0 0
.. 3rd and 2nc 5 0 0 7 0

New Brunswick, Ac 6 0 0 6 10 0
Battens, all kinds 10 10
Flooring Boards, so.. 1 in.. pre-

Cedar, Cuba foot 0 0 31 0 0
Honduras. Ac 0 0 3 0 0 3

Mahogany, Cuba 0 0 4 0 0
St. Domingo, cargo average 0 0 4 0 0 6
Mexican 0 0 31 0 0 3
Tobasco 0 0
Honduras ,, 0 0 31 0 0 6

Maple, Bird'a-eve 0 0 6 0 0 7

Box, Turkey ,ton 6 0 0 12 0 0
Satin. 8t. Domingo foot 0 0 6 0 0 9

0 0 31

METALS,
iBOtr—Bar, W'elsh, in London. .ton 4 15 0 6 0 0

,, ,, in Wales 4 2 0 4 10 0

,, Staffordshire, London 6 10 0 6 0 0
Copper

—

British, cake and ingot ....... 43 10 0 44 0 0

Chili, bars 39 15 0 •10 0 0
0 0 41 a

Lbxd

—

Pig, Spanish 11 10 3 0 0 0
English, common brands 12 0 0 0 0 0
Sheet, English 13 3 0 0 0

Bprutbs

—

Silesian, special 16 16 0 16 17 6
Ordinary brands 16 10 0 16 12 6

Tik—

Australian 105 10 0 0 0 0
English ingots 108 0 0 0 0 0

OILS.

Ceylon 23 16 9 0 0 0
Palm. Lagos 22 0 0 0 0 0
Rapeseed, English pale 26 6 0 25 10 0

,, brown 24 0 0 0 0 0
Cottonseed, refined 21 10 0 0 0 0
Tallow and Oleine 25 0 0 46 0 0
Lubricating, D.8 6 0 0 6 0 0

,, refined 6 0 0 12 0 3

Tuepemtinb —
American, in casks cwt. 14 9

Tab—
Stockholm barrel 0 14 0 0 14 6
Archangel 0 9 6 0 9 9

CONTRACTS AND PUBLIC APPOINTMENTS.
Epitome of Advertisements in this Number,

CONTRACTS.

Nature of Work, or Materials. By whom required.
Architect, Surveyor, or

Engineer.
Tenders te he
delivered.

Page

Putney Buiial Board ... ij

-rii

da Warehouse, Oldham L. AN. W. Rail. Co.... do. October 19th vii

kmen's Institute, Ac., York North Eastern Rail. Co. W. Bell do. iL
Engine House, Ac

.Iron Work do. do. October 25th
jT

s and Coke, Drain Pipes and Stores
Uxbridge Local Board...

Finchley Local Board...

r”-.

ren Granite and Pit Gravel, Ac
ic Memorial Clock, Hindley, near Wigan

G. W. Brumell October Slst
Nov. 1st

PUBLIC APPOINTMENTS.

Nature of Appointment. By whom Advertised, Salary.
Applications

to be in.
Page.

xvi.

Local Board of Health 1501
k of Works - Birmingham Town Cncl. 4L -is. weekly October 19th

TENDERS.
BASINGSTOKE.—For furailuro end fittings for the

Basingstoke School Board. Mr. C. Bell, F.R.I.B.A.,
architect, 0, New Broad-street, K.C.

Croolt & Son
CollingB A Graves
Filne Bros.
Chappell
Goodall
North of E. 8. F. Co
Taylor
Heywood
Newbnry
Kingbee
Neweon
Educational Supply Association
'W'aae o: j-zean, ivonaon (acceptea;

£893 17

862 10
.. 660 0

0 0

7 0

BEXHILL (Snjsex),—For finishiDg two honses in the
Western-road. Mr. J. B. Wall, architect, Walbrook :

—

J. King £620 0 0
J. Colo. 487 0 0
W. Sands 480 0 0
Murrell Bros 425 0 0

BIRMINGHAM.'— For supplying the wrooght-iron
casenienta for the new Victoria Law Courts, Corporation-
street, Birmingham. Messrs. Aston Webb A E. Ingress
Bell, architects, 19, Queen Anne's Gate, Westminster

H. Hope, Birzniugham (accepted) £663 0 0

Exton A Burton, Kingsland (accepted) £103 0 0
[No competition.)

BLACKFRIARS.—For sundry works at No. 13, Black-
friars-road, for Mr. A. Cohen, Mr. C. H. Flack, archi-
tect :

—
Exton A Burton, Kingsland (accepted)£124 0 0

BOW.—For alterations to the Earl of Eglinton public-
house, St. Stephen's-road, Bow. Mr, Joseph Harris,
architect :

—

Lusk £256 0 0
Timson
Welker
Salt (accepted)

COLCHESTER.—For the alteratiota and additions to
No. 64, Priory-street, for Mrs. E. White. Mr. J. W.
Start, architect and surveyor, Cups Cbambere, Col-
chester:-

Dupont £193 0 0
Shead 184 0 0
Chambers 168 15 0
Ambrose (accepted) 142 0 0

EAST WICKHAM.—For the erection of a honse at
East Wickham. Mr. A. R. Btenning, architect

Douglas A Paine £1,779 0 0
CtoBsley 1,866 0 0
Cooper 1,660 0 0
Duncan 1,615 0 0
Sabey A Son 1,680 0 0
Bray 1,679 0 0
Kent Building Co 1,629 0 0

FAREHAM (Hants).—For the erection of new whiting
orks, cottages, stabling, chimney-shaft, and other works

(exclusive of large iron roof), for Mr. Henry Rogers. Mr.
Fred Bath, F.R.I.B.A., F.S.I., Crofrn-chambers, Salis-

bury, architect. Quantities supplied:—
.1. A A. Gammon, Petersfield £2,736 0 0
W. J. A C. 8. Young, Salisbury 2,579 0 0
6. Stallard, Havant 2,440 0 0
H. J. Kite, baliabnry 2,414 10 6

G. H. Blackman, Fareham 2,278 12 0
J. Plummer, Kureham 2,274 7 3
W. R. A C. Light, Portsmouth 2,260 0 0
J. H. Corke, Southsea 2,033 0 0
C. Mitchell, Woodfalle, Downton*.., 1,972 19 5

H. Ingram A Son, Wokingt 1,900 16 Oi
* Accepted, subject to reduction for gravel and cement,

t Withdrawn.
For large Iron Jioof to the above.

J. Lysaght, Limited, Bristol (accepted).

GIPSY HILL. — For decorative works to General
Brownlow’s house, 87, Gipsy-hill. Mr. J. B. Wall, archi-

tect, Walbrook:-
Stacey Bros £170 0 0
P, Wilkes 135 0 0
W.Phippen 132 7 0
T. D. Leng 130 0 0

HADHAM (Herts).—For the erection of a public hall

for the Much Hadbam Public Hall Company, Limited:

—

Cates, Pnekeridge £630 0 0
Burton, Sawbridgeworth 602 0 0
Whitaker, Standon 598 11 0
Ealestrap, Hadham 617 10 6
Thurgooa, Hadham 439 15 0

HAMPTON.—For repairing roof, Ac., at the Girls*

Orphan Homo, Tacgly Park, Hampton. Mr. Tabberer,
architect ;

—

Richardson 122 15 0
Brown A Powis 117 0 0
Horwood 91 0 0
Bailey (accepted) 86 18 0

KEW.—For erecting two semi-detached villas at Forest-

road, Kew, for Mr. J. T. Sharpe :

—

Bowd A Lighiioot ^accepleu; £600 0 0

LAVER8TOCK (near Salisbury).—For the erection of
)w school-buildings and other works. Mr. Fred Bath,

F.R.I.B.A., F.S.I., Crown. chambers, Salisbury, architect.
Quantities supplied ;

—

Jerrard A Stevens, Salisbury
J. Vi. Hopkins, Wilton
E. Hale, Salisbury
Troghorn A Saunders, Lavorstock...

F. Beale, Andover
T. Dawkins, Barford St. Martin
"VV. J. A C. S. Young, Salisbury

G. Harris, Salisbury
Webb A Co,, Bslisbary
C. Mitchell, Downton
G. Dolman, Salisbury
H. J. Kite, Salisbury

H. Ingram A Son, Woking 740 19 2}

. £987 16 0

915 19 0
S03 0 0
689 9 0
852 15 0
840 0 0
817 13 0
779 6 0
775 6 7
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LEIGH (Besex).—For alterations, additions, and

i
rovements to the pottery buildinps and managing
irector’s hoiwe, for the Victoria Pottery Company,

Limited. Mr. Alfred J. Hopkins, architect, 27, Mortimer*
street, London. Qnantities supplied:

—

J. Higgs, London £2,669 0 0
W. Spendelow, Southend 2,264 10 6
8. Darke & Son, Southend 2,090 0 0
Baker & Wiseman, Southend 2,054 10 0
J. W. Steward, Sonthend 1,871 0 0
Bullock & Woodiwiss, Southend 1,799 1 4

LONDON. — For erecting lectore-hall and retiring-
rooms for the Directors of the Stoke Neeincton Assembly
Rooms Company, under the superintendence of Mr.
William Ere, 10, Union-court, Old Broad-street, E.C. •

—

8. Page £1,069 0 0
Weed ward 1,009 0 0
Hayworth 998 0 0
Brown 918 0 0
Mills gcjo 0 0
Holland 900 0 0
Harris & Wardrop 886 0 0
Higgs 885 0 0
Godfrey 877 0 0
Daous, jiiunerst rarK (accepteu) ... 865 0 0

LONDON.—For the erection of a house in Wigmore-
street. Mr. Leo W. Goodwyn, architect:

—

Hayward & Co £3,313 0 0
Crossley 2,220 0 0
Dnrtnall ... 2,117 0 0
Adamson 2,015 0 0
Sabey & Son 1,827 0 0
Liddiart 1,776 0 0

LONDON.—For building additional story to warehonse,
Queen-street, Mile End New Town, for Messrs. Burrell &
Co. Mr. John Hudson, architect, 80, Leman-street, E.;

—

Eaton & Co., Whitechapel £398 0 0
Little, Whitechapel 380 0 0
W. Gladding, Mile End (accepted) ... 323 0 0

LONDON,—For alterations and repairs at 37 and 39,
Cadogan-place, Pont-street, S.W., for Messrs. Richards &
Son :

—
Bowd & Lightfoot (accepted) £110 0 0

LONDON.—For alterations at the Three Colts, London-
wall. Messrs. Alexander & Gibson, architects, 40, Great
James-atreet, Bedford-row :

—

Mattock Bros £1,616 0 0
Oldis

, i^.j95 0 0
Wilkinson Bros 1,475 14 0
^Anley

. q q
Beale

. i 168 0 0
Gould & Brand 1,143 0 0

LONDON .—For an extension of the Wiltshire Brewery
Hackney-road, for Messrs. Chandler A Co. Mr F )V
Stent, are' itect :

—

Ashby Bros £7,493 0 0
Byvfator q q
Brass 7^163 q q
J. W. Sawyer, Claphnm Park-road* 6,992 0 0

* Accepted.

LYME REGIS.— For four almshouses for the Jnbilee
Committee, Lyme Regis, Dorset. Messrs. Stokes &H^an, architects, 31, Great Jamea-street, Bedford.

First Amended
,> T Ti •

Tender Tender.
Cooper Lyme Regis £is6 3 0 ...£435 9 0
H-mdall, Lyme Regis 470 0 0 ...*430 0 0
Parsons & Perryman,Aiminster 421 0 0 ... 407 0 0

* Accepted.

MARYLRBONE.—For the erection of new business-
preraiaes .ud dwelling-house, on the site of Nos. 63 and 04,
Paddington-street, Marylebone, W., for Mr. Joseph
Chaplain. Mr. Thomas Durrans, architect, 44. Upper
Baker-Btreet, N.W.

£2,997 0 0
2,990 0 0

Patman & Fotheringhain 2*961 0 0
2*790 0 0
2,784 0 0

” Bros 2,762 0 0
By^af^rs 2.695 0 0

Stanley Bird 2,600 0 0
Simpson A Sons 2,6fO 0 0
Higgs (accepted) 2,298 0 0

SOUTHSEA. — For the erection of a misaion-hail’Kmg.^reet, Southaea. Mr. James Newman, nrchi'

0 0
656 0 0

H. & W. Evans (accepted) 450 0 0

SANDOWN.—For the erection of a purifying-bouse
y?' Sandown Gas and Coke Companr,Limited Mr. James Newman, eneineer— ^

Hayden 193 13 0

R. Gnthii .. 1^3 Q QGeorge Hayles (accepted) 136 0 0

SANDOWN. — For the erection of public ofEces,
Sandown, for tho Sandown Local Board. Mr. James
Newman, architect. Quantities supplied;

—

W. Jolliffo £760 0 0
E. W. Daish 740 0 0
G. Thomas & Son 736 0 0
I. Barton 719 0 0
R. J. Sibley 699 0 0
R. GrilBn 663 16 0
H. Attrill 651 fl 0
G. Hayles 618 0 0
F. Oolenutt 616 0 0
J. Ball (accepted) 690 0 0

Best Bath Stone.

COKSHAM DOWN.
|
FAKLEIGH DOW

BOX GROUND.
I

COMBE DOWN.
WESTWOOD GROUND.

|

STOKE GROUN
RANDELL, SAUNDERS, & CO., L:

CoRSHAM, Wilts,

TUNBRIDGE WELLS. — Proposed new hooee on
Meadow Hill Ejtate, for Mr. M. A. H. Edwardes, Mr.
W. B. Hughes, architect. Quantities supplied :

—

Judd £1,020 0 0
T. Ryder 1,600 0 0
Charlwood 4 Son 998 0 0
J. Jarria 984 0 0
W. H. Canty 939 0 0

WE.5T THURROCK (Eesi-x).—For building new club-
room, stable, and other additions to the Fox and Goose
public-house. West Thurrock, Essex, for Messrs. Ind,
Coope, & Co., Limited. Mr. John Hudson, architect, 80,
Leman-street, E. ;

—

Hammond & Son, Romford £609 0 0
Eaton & Co., Whitechapel 659 0 0
W. Gladding, Mile End (accepted) ... 644 0 0

WOOLWICH.—For partly rebuilding and other repairs
*oNo. 1, Hill-street, Woolwich, for Mr. J. J. Bothamley,
Mr. A. T. H. Stouehara, architect, 6, Moorgate-street.
E.C.

Bridel, Greenwich £233 0 0
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The Milan Cathedral Goinpetiiion.

OW far the fourteen

architects* who are

to join issue in the

final competition

for tho faij’ade of

Milan Cathedral

will keep to the

lines and character

oftheirfirst sketches

it is, of course, im-

' possible to say ;
but

wc may presume

that the second series will not differ materially

from tho first, as most of the competitors will

naturally reason with themselves that they

were selected for certain qualities exhibited in

their first designs, and that it will be, to say

the least, prudent not to depart very far from

these, lest in so doing they should unwittingly

part with the very qualities which gained them

!

the premium in the first instance. "What it is

I

proposed by the competitors to put in the place

of the present jumble of a facade we can there-

j

fore pretty well guess ;
and it is of some

' interest to consider what has to bo done, and

which of several principles shown in the first

designs is to be preferred.

According to the constant habit in Italy, Milan

Cathedral, built late in the fourteenth and com-

pleted (except the facade) in the fifteenth

century, was left without the facade in the

hope that, by taking more time to think about

it, something finer could eventually be achieved

than was apparent at the moment. This habit

of Italian architects, though it looks rather

!
like being afraid of their job at the time, has

I

had the advantage of leaving some splendid

I pieces of work to do for their successors, and

I

providing a constant subject of architectural

j

interest and excitement in the efi'orts made

1 from time to time by this or that architect to

1
produce a design worthy of the occasion, and

I

to get it accepted and carried out. Florence

I has waited till the present day for the com-

j

pletion of its front ;
Milan is only just now in

I prospect of seeing the work carried out
;
and

; there are many lesser buildings in Italy still

i awaiting the addition of that architectural

j

frontispiece which, in all probability, they are

t doomed to fiill into decay without ever receiving.

' Milan, however, has the funds, or the greater

I
part of them, in hand, through the munificence

of a late citizen, and the completion is likely

. to turn out a solid thing, and not a mere affair

on paper
;
so that the result becomes a matter

of, we may hope, some immediate interest.

There have been various designs made for

* The nnmber is reduced to fourteen, as our readers

may remember, by the lamented death of Tschagin, the

Bussian architect, one of the fifteen selected competitors.

the facade at different times. Pellegrini had

a commission to complete it in the sixteenth

century, and did actiuilly produce a Classic

faQade somewhat of the style of Carlo

Maderno’swest front of St. Peter,with an enor-

mous order and a fronton in the centre of it,

of which Fergusson truly observes that “ it was

fortunate that it was not carried out.” Ap-

parently, however, his Classic doorways were

built in the middle of the blank facade,

because the design of Buzzi, made early in the

seventeenth century, which in its general lines

is evidently desigued to match the features of

the Gothic edifice in the rear, nevertheless

shows purely Classic doorways and windows

closely resembling those actually existing.

The actual fiigade, completed in the early part

of the present century by Amati, seems to have

been partly suggested by Buzzi’s
;

at all

events, it represents the same general idea,

imitation Gothic details built up around Classic

doors and windows, in the attempt to connect

together these two incongruous elements.

In both de.signs, massive Gothic buttresses

or piers are run up between the ranks of the

Classic window openings and pediments, but

Buzzi’s design differs in one impoi tant respect

from the existing one, in that it terminates

with a large tower and spire at each extremity

or flank of the fagade. The existing facade

has only a large panelled pier,—architecturally

speaking, a collection of buttresses and

pinnacles, at the angles
;

massive enough,

but nothing to call a tower. It is this very

question, whether the new facade should or

should not have flanking towers, wliich has

been greatly debated at Milan
;
though this is

only one of two or three crucial questions

which suggest themselves in considering the

subject.

It is an understood condition, specially

named in the first conditions of competition, that

the designs must conform to the style and the

architectural arrangement of the building
;
and

in all but one of the first designs there seems

an obvious intention to do this. As to the

general style of the buildiog there is, of course,

no difficulty in defining what that is, and in

following it in the new design. There is of

course the question, which some critics may

raise, as to whether a facade may not be

regarded as a separate work in itself, to be

judged apart from the rest of the building, and

erected in any style wliich the architect feels

most in sympathy with, or which is the

favoured style of his day. Of course this has

been done in other instances, but we do not

think precedent justifies it. With the excep-

tion of the front, Milan is homogeneous in

style and built very nearly in one period. The

additiou of the facade should be the completion

of the design, not a new feature, however

effective, in an incongruous style. This con

elusion, we fear, condemns the design of the

only English architect, Mr. Bradc, who was

fortunate enough to bo numbered among the

chosen fifteen. Ilis design, the small illustra-

tion of which, reproduced from Vlllustrazione

Italiana, gives a sufficient general idea of the

treatment, is evidently a fine piece of modern

Gothic, and it is probable that the complete

drawings on a larger scale would quite justify

the compliment that has been paid to his

ability
;
but such a design is absolutely un-

suited for tho position, and would, in fact, be

absurdly incongruous
;
and while we are glad

that one English architect, at least, has been

found worthy to be counted among the suc-

cessful ones, we should be still more pleased if

his design had been one which we could wish

to see carried out, and which we could con-

scientiously support as one with a high claim

to be chosen. This it is impossible, however,

to do
;

the choice of a design in a school of

Gothic so different from that of Milan would

be a complete mistake, and would be felt to-

be so by Italian architects and critics generally,,

if we are not much mistaken
;
and Mr. Brade-

would do wisely, if he really wishes to have a

chance of ultimate success, to modify his

design in the second competition so as to-

harmonise with the environment.

It may be a question whether, as the general

mass and proportion of the existing facade

have become familiar to the eye, the new de.sign

should not more or less conform to its general

outlines and proportions. Some of the com-

petitors evidently have thought so, and have

aimed at doing this, among them Signor

Locati, of Milan, the small engraving of whose

design we give from the Italian paper before

named. Tlie main arrangement of this has

much similarity to that of the existing fagade ",

the chief difference being that a circular window

is substituted under the central gable, and that

the raking lines of the front are made much
lower and flatter in their slope. The slope of

the existing fagade follows the steep lines of

Buzzi’s design, and one or two other competi-

tors also have followed this pi*ecedent, but it is

not a good one. It is next to impossible to

give monumental character to the front of a

great cathedral with a gable termination with

steeply-sloped lines. The thing becomes

smaller and loses dignity at once. The design

of Signor Locati avoids this defect, and is

fairly monumental in style, and may be said to

be one of the best and most suitable of those

in which towers are not included j
but one

must admit that, though in good taste, it is

rather mechanical in design, and does not

show any stroke of genius.

The questions which concern the suitability

of the new design to the architectural arrange-
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meat of the present building, are principally
the extent to which the sloping lines of the
roofs should or should not be expressed in the
lines of the front, and whetlier tlie doors
should be arranged so as to indicate and form
entrances to each of the five aisles. This latter
point is also one which has been much dis-
cussed. The five-aisled plan is one of the
prominent characteristics of the church, and
should be distinctly expressed externally. A
cathedral church with three aisles usually shows
three doors in its facade, and on the same
principle it would seem right that the five
aisles_ should express themselves externally
likewise. The selected competitors themselves
show a majority in favour of tliis view : nine
of them show five doors

;
MM. Ilartel and

Neckelmann sliow two centre doors and two
side ones

;
Herr Becker, Signor Brentano, and

Signor Beltrami .show three
;

and Signor
Azzolini shows an alternative elevation witli
three or five doors. There is sometliing to be
said in favour of the greater mass given to
the outer portions of the facade by not cutting
doors out of them : but tiie whole question
depends somewhat on the general treatment of
the design. The question is about the outer
doors; there can be no doubt that the pair
in the intermediate portion of the fumade
are desirable; and all the competitors are
in agreement on that head. Wlierc the
outer pair are added they should at least be
small ones, unless where there is a great mass
of building placed at the extremity of the
facade and accentuating it. Thus in M.
Heperthes’ design, where there are angle towers
which overtop the central lantern, the large
doors at the outward position are rightlv
placed.

_

In such a design as that of Signor
Locati it would, of course, have been a com-
plete mistake to have placed large doors in
this portion of the facade

;
though his range

of_ doors, diminisluDg each way in a kind of
arithmetical progression, has again, like the
rest of his design, a somewhat mechanical
appearance. Altogether, we may conclude
that while most considerations are in favour
of the five-door arrangement, the point must
be decided with reference to the general archi-
tectural treatment of each design.
The question of towers or no towers is a

more difficult one. Fergusson wa.s of opinion
that the want of some such features is greatly

felt in the building as it stands,” and we are
disposed to agree with him. The question is
whether they should be dominate or be sub-
ordinate to the central tower. Our opinion
would be that the best result would be
obtained by towers on a tolerably large scale,
but just sufficiently subordinate to the central
tower to group as subordinate. M. Deperthes,
as will be seen from the small illustration of
his desigii (also from a cut in L’lUnstm-ione
itahana), has thought this subordination un-
necessary, and has carried up bis new towers
to almost exactly the same height as the central
one

;
indeed, slightly overtopping it. We cannot

think this kind ot three-legged composition
would be satisfactory, though M. Deperthes’
front IS a vigorous and spirited design in itself,
llie late M Tscliagin, whose design weal.sogive
(from L Illusiruzione), has shown a better
sense of proportion and subordination in his
treatment of the towers, which in tliis case
however, are placed over the ends of the inter-
nmdiate aiul^ not of the outer aisles. The
efiect of this is good enough in tlie elevation of
the facade, but how would it be in the view of
the building seen from the opposite direction,
with the Ciins of the outer aisles projectinw
beyond the towers ?

i j =,

On the whole, we may divide the selected
designs into 0) those which employ a central
mass and no flanking towei-s

; (2) those which
employ towers over the iotermediate aisles

;and (dqt hose which employ towers over the

%
Of those which treat the building with

towers over the intermediate aisles and not at

S! is that of MM. Hartel and

i nhr Srt 117
'‘‘^n^er-sized illustration from

u
^t-awing, furnished bythe authors. Here the western towers Je

[Oct. 15, 1887.

kept a little in subordination to the central
tower, and the architects have been able, by
keeping the towers towards the centre, to get
sufficient appearance of height to harmomse
with the geqeral character of the rest of the
building, without carrying their towers actually
to such a height as to overpeer the central
tower

;
and this is one of the advantages of

the arrangement of keeping the towers towards
the centre instead of at the extreme angles of
the facade. The design by the late M.
Tschagin places the towers, as we observed,
in the same manner, but keeping them lower
and this appears to us to be one of the best
compositions of the set. The question of
indicating the rake of the roofs in the fui’ade
is very variously viewed by the competitors.
In Tschagin’s design, as will be seen, the centre
portion is kept horizontal, and the side aisle
terminations beyond the towers are shown
with a slope. MM. Hartel and Neckelmanii
reverse this treatment, and keep the wings
horizontal. Theirs is, perhaps, the preferable
method, if the slope is not shown in both
portions, but we do not like the strong hori-
zontal hand being left with nothing over it

between the large towers and the angle
turrets

;
it certainly wants a little filling ”in

and connexion there
;
the tall angle turrets are

too much cut oft’ from the main mass of the
facade. The method of keeping the large
towers at the extremities of the facade Is
illustrated in the other lithograph, illus'trating
a design submitted by Messrs. Pugin & Pugim
The large drawing from which this was
taken in pencil, washed with Indi.in ink, is
very sketchy in execution, and has come
out proportionately so in the lithograph,
but it shows the general eft’ect of the
design. This design had the misfortune of
being delayed several days on the road beyond
what it should have been, and the authorities,
keeping to the letter of the law, though they
exhibited it with the others, refused to allow
it to be included in the competition. Mr.
Brade is one of those who has adopted the
principle of having a very lofty and important
central gable, the sitle towers being kept
rather in subordination

; the central feature is

very finely treated in itself, though, as observed,
quite out of keeping with the .style of the main
building. The design by M. Deperthes, the
Parisian architect, tliougii there is a great deal
of vigour about it, strikes us as too wide; in
the elevation the central tower seen in the rear
fills it up, but when seen in perepective apart
from this combination, it would appear rather
abnormally high at the angles and wanting
something in the centre of tlie skyline to con-
nect the whole. In the de.sign by Signor
Moretti, of Milan, the central feature” is
strongly emphasised, the whole ruiuiing very
much on the lines of the existing fa^uide,
except that the angle portions are raised into
richly - treated spires, which are, however,
slightly subordinate to the central finial in
height.

_

In general composition, Signor
Moretti’s is a very well thought out design,
and entirely in keeping with the character of
the building. Herr Dick, of Vienna, has had
the ‘‘votive church” in his mind, and runs up
two immense spires at the extreme angles on
the same kind of lines as the famous Vienna
spHe, and far out-topping the central spire.
v\ e prefer to leave the latter predominant,
Biough Herr l ick's design is a very impressive
if rather a sensational one

; Signor Brentano,
of Milan, shows something of the same
character of design and composition, but on a
much smaller scale, and keeping the spires in
subordination to the centre. The design hy
Signor Beltrami, of Milan, eschews towers
altogether, having a centre mass with a low-
pitched pinnacled gable, and dropping the side
masses successively at the ends of the inter-
mediate and outer aisles respectively. This is
a design showing much line detail, and,
thanks to the author’s courtesy in sendin^^ ns
photographs, we shall be able to illustrate it
shortly. It has the merit of precisely express-
ing the composition of the building in the
rear of the fa^'ado. A special point in this
design is the proposition to build a campanile
(as mentioned by Mr. Waterhouse in a com-
munication to the Builder of June 11th of

this year), not in immediate connexion wit;
the facade, but as a central object in tbt
square in front of the cathedral, workini
into it the Renaissance details of the existini-
facade. Signor Azzolini, of Bologna, am
Signor Nordio, of Trieste, adopt much th!

same principle of design as Signor Beltrami, ba
the raking line is too marked and too prominem
in both their designs, giving a triangular o
gabled effect which is by no means ^ignifiei
in so large a structure. The design by Signo:
lerrario, of Lilian, is one with lofty spires a
the extremities, and a comparatively lov
centre; that of Signor Bianchi, of Milani
much on the same lines, but the centre is kep'
higher, and so far it is better; in Signoi
Ferrario’s there would be too great a gap
between the towers. In both these last two
a bad effect is produced, to our thinking, bjl

the raking lines over the intermediate aislesi

dropping towards and butting against thd
towers

;
this has an awkward effect : it would!

have been better to connect the towers
horizontally with the central mass. Herri
Becker’s design is another of the “ triangular ’

fronts, the raking line being carried right down
from the point of the central gable to the
extreme end in a straight line, scarcely broken'
by the heads of buttresses running through it.

That is certainly not the way to do it. Another.
Vienna architect, Herr Weber, adopts some-,
what the same principle, only treating the;
outer aisles with horizontal cornices at a lower
level. In both these designs the centre gable,,
running up to a mere point with nothing to:
give accentuation to it, has a poor and weak
effect. Id both of them, on the other band, the:
principal portals are treated in a fine and bold,
manner.

There is none among fhe designs but has itsl

fine points, and there are several among them
which are unquestionably fine conceptions, and
would form a not unworthy completion to the
building

; and nearly all of them appear to liave
been designed with a conscientious effort to
produce something in keeping with the
character of the cathedral.

PHOTOGRAPHY AND ART.
HE annual exhibition of the Photo

graphic Society of Great Britain, a
present open in the moms of th.

1 Society of Water Colours, contain!
a good many things that are really wortl
looking at for their success of execution or foi

the beauty of the objects which they represent
and though the interest which this exhibition
excites is cold indeed compared with that
aroused by the cla.ss of exhibitions which we are
accustomed to see in these rooms, tlie very con-
trast of feeling naturally suggests some reflec-
tions as to the contrast between these two
methods of representation, the chemical and
manual, and what photography can and cannot
accomplish.

The days are long past when photography
offered to us as representations of landscape
only some half intelligible assortments of
masses of dark and light. Comparatively
speaking, the advance of late years is wonderful
in this department of photographing

; and a
good many of the landscape photographs can
be really eiijoyed for their intrinsic beauty of
representation. In almost all cases, indeed,
it would seem that something is lost

; one
point is sacrificed to another, except where the
scene offers special circumstances peculiarly
suitable to be dealt with by photography. “A
Frosty Walk” (.31), for instance, °by Mr. H,
Tolley, represents a phase of nature, theground
whitened by hoar frost, which falls in admir-
ably with the special powers and the charac-
teristic tone of photography. In “At Ham,
Derbyshire ” (52), by the same exhibitor, the
main point in the picture consists in the complex
and delicate ramifications of the boughs and
twigs of a bare tree, which form a network
acrop nearly the whole surface of the picture,
leaving the landscape to be seen through
them. This anatomy of the tree, caught in
every detail with the greatest sharpness,
is an exquisite object in itself, and it is of
real value in another sense, as a recoui-ixv t tia ct lOCUIU
of natural fact more elaborate than any paintei
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could emulate by the labour of the eye and
hand. “ Falcon Gra^, Derwentwater " (235),

again, by Mr. T. A. Greeu, is composed in this

way of a foreground tree, a noble tree, and a

distance retiring behind it
;

the distance is

beautifully soft, but we fancy something of it

has been lost and that the softness is really

incompleteness
;

nevertheless, the result is

beautiful in its way. Mr. Scamell’s “ Cottages
at Steventon” (557), with the minute elabora-

tion of the foliage and the broad mass of white
light on the houses, is a most effective little

bit, and here, it will be observed, there is no
distance at all, and this is just one of the
scenes in which photography succeeds best.

Mr. Green’s “ Head of Buttermere ” (236) is

very soft and aerial in effect, but as in many
of these soft and rather misty views, the sky
is lost, or only seen in faint and uncertain
indications of cloud forms. One must except
also the water from the foreground of “ Cottages
at Steventon,”—water appears to be in every
case and under all circumstances a failure in

photography. We have not found one success-
ful example in this collection. Smooth water,

giving much reflected light, becomes woolly in

texture and loses all hint of water
;
rough

water looks only like a dry, wrinkled surface.

Instantaneous renderings of breaking waves or
surf, as in “A Ground Swell” (462), by Mr.
W. P. Marsh, show the sensitiveness of the
modern plate, which can catch a wave actually

on the curl, hut as a representation of water it

is valueless, almost disagreeable to look at,

except solely as a business record of facts

of form, which a sea-painter may perhaps find

useful to refer to. Among other landscape
subjects which are successful may be mentioned
the two platinotypo photographs “ On the
Thames ’* (425), exhibited by the School of
Military Engineering, the lower plate espe-

cially : two by Mr. F. M. Sutcliffe (548, 540),
the first a fine little scene carefully chosen for

effect,—two trees on a ridge of down near the
foreground, and a cloudy evening sky behind,
a photograph into which something like poetic
feeling has been conveyed

;
“View of Mod

Wyn from Festiniog” (535), by Mr. 0. E.
Nesbam, in which the large extent and aerial

perspective of the hills is finely reproduced,
though the sky seems to have been lost

;
“The

Lea at Ware ” (552), by Mr. Edgar Clifton, a
carefully-chosen subject, with an old b;»rge in

the foreground,—artistic feeling is shown here
in the choice of subject and point of view, at

all events; “Dunluce Castle ” (219), by Mr.
Vernon Heath, of which the same may be said

;

and “ Carolling,” by Mr. H. P. Eobinson (40),
a landscape with two figures walking througli
fields, in which the landscape has really the
softness and distance of a water-colour paint-
ing, but we imagine this has been touched
upon and is not pure photographing work.

The figures in this last, however, jar upon
the sentiment of the scene

;
they are supposed

to be two rustic women singing as they fro

through the field. Mr. Thorne Waite or Mr. Tom
Lloyd would have made a couple of expres.sive

figures of them, in harmony with the feeling
of the landscape; here we are brought down
to the plain prose of commonplace everyday
life, and the result is a total failure. The
study of this and of a good many other photo-
graphic subjects compiled with similar aims is

very instructive. It shows what we owe to
art and artists in the production of the rastic
idylls which form such a prominent and such a
generally beautiful portion of our water-colour
exhibitions. The photographers are very fond
of trying to do the same thing, and the
failure in most instances, where the picture is

simply a direct chemical transcript from nature,
is complete and in many cases almost ludicrous.
A Pretty Hop-picker” (63) seated on a stile is

: not pretty a bit
;
her face is a dead dull blank.

I Mr. J. Gale shows some cottage or rural scents
with figures, — the most successful being
“Saturday Afternoon” (249), where he has
been rather fortunate in his figures, and the
broad mass of light on the white cottage is a
good piece of eflect. In others, such as “ Too
Wet for the Woods To-day ” (245), the figures
of an old woman leaning over the gate and a

man coming up to it are simply vulgar. We
can fancf what Mrs. Allingham ^vould have
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;
and the same thought occurs in

reference to “ St. Catharine’s Hill, Guildford ”

(61), a charming nook of land.scape with a little

girl seated in the midst of it just in the spot

where “ the figure” is wanted,—it is all right

so far
;
but the common, inexpressive counte-

nance of the child spoils it
;
the artist’s hand

was wanting. So again in “The Secret” (553),

by Mrs. Payne, a little girl and boy
;
a charming

expression has been caught in the former, but
the boy’s face looks dull and sulky. Photo-
graphy, in fact, gives in general the commonest
and poorest expression of tho countenance

;

the artist seeks out and gives the best expres-

sion ; and there is the gulf between photo-
graphy and art,—or at least a part of it

;
for

the still greater and essential distinction lies

in the delight we all find in creating ourselves,

or in studying the creations of others. Pho-
tography merely copies

;
the artist,— even the

most nominally realistic artist,—does far more
than copy

;
and nowhere can this distinction

be more clearly seen and more strongly felt

than in studying the efforts of photographers
to produce pictures of human life. “ Home,
sweet Home” (41), an interior by Mr. Lyddell
Sawyer, is another, we might almost say
flagrant, example

;
the little bunched-up figure

of the child held up in its father’s arms is

ciipitiil, and would be worth the attention of

a painter, but the figures and physiognomies
of the parents reduce the whole thing to sheer
vulgarity.

Among really successful figure scenes we
may, however, mention the little sleeping

child, “Tired out” (482), by Mr. 11. W.
Robinson, a perfect little picture just as it is.

In what has been with the public the great

and popular function of photography, the
taking of portraits pure and simple, there are

some brilliant successes. Among these the

three “ Studies,” by Mr. M’Leish (292) are

admirable
;
the photographer has been fortu-

nate in his subjects, but he has also known
how to light the profile portrait of the beautiful

young girl on the right so as to give the

most brilliant and striking efi’ect to it. A
medal has been awarded to another series of

large portraits by Mr. W. J. Byrne (283),
but from the artist’s point of view these are

not so good as No. 292, and in particular in the
centre figure of the girl’s head, nearly life-

size, the modelling of the month has been quite

lost.

As on former occasions, architecture, which
of all classes of subject lends itself best to

photography and loses least by any defects of

the process, is the least represented of any
class of subject. There is a fine and remark-
ably sharp view of St. Paul’s Cathedral (20)
by Mr. J. Bracebridge Hilditch, which, con-
sidering that it is an enlargement from the

original negative, is a triumph of clear defini-

tion. It has been touched upon here and
there with white for high lights, but so

obviously as not to constitute any deception.

Mr. Richard Keene shows some “ Interiors of

Osmaston Manor” (4) ; Mr. W. Webster some
interiors of “Eaton Hall” (21), Mr. Salmon
has some good photographs from St. Bartho-
lomew’s and other City churches, Mr. T. M.
Browning gives a good view of the Ponte
Vecchio at Florence, and Mr. Bedford Lemere
has been successful in producing some very
elaborate interior detail from rooms in “ Beau
Manor ” (92). Perhaps the most remarkable
of all the architectural photographs for sharp-

ness of definition are the two by Mr. Mold of

interiors of St. Mary’s Church, Banbury (189
and 432), a Classic interior which appears to

have undergone recent decoration. Consider-
ing the difficulties in regard to light in interiors

these may be called extraordinarily successful.

But we should recommend the Society to pay
more attention to architectural photography,
especially of ancient works, in their exhibi-

tions ; tlaere is no class of subject in which
their work can show to more advantage or be
of more value.

Among the curiosities of the exhibition is

an architectural curiosity also, a photograph of

a real contemporary series of lake dwellings, in

full occupation, at Tupuselai, in New Guinea
(404). Any architect visiting the exhibition

would find it worth while to look at this.
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There are various photographs of flashes of
lightning (but these are getting common now);
photomicrographs of minute objects from plant
and insect life by Mr. F. H. Evans, for which
the exhibitor has received a medal

;
the photo-

graph of the claws of the house-spider, mngni-
fied 240 times, is one of the most remarkable
and successful of these. Mr. G. W. Webster has
somehow succeeded in photographing a couple
of skylarks and their nest, the one bird on the
ground, the other just hovering down

;
how he

managed to get so close to the birds as to secure
the photograph without frightening them away
is the marvel; but the bird in flight illustrates

one of the weak points of instantaneous photo-
graphy; the bird’s wings seem stationary, just as

in the case of the instantaneous photograph of
an express train which we noticed on another
occasion : all idea of motion is taken away,
wheels and wings alike are stopped dead. Mr.
Sidney Tebbutt shows a photograph taken on
a moonlight night in Saxony,—“full moon and
cloudless sky, exposure three hours, from ten
p.m. to one a.m.”; but here again photography
fails,—it conveys no idea of moonlight : the
lens, in fact, sees more than the human eye
can, and as we mentally refer to our experi-
ence from actual vision, the photographic
result appears false, though in a scientific

sense it may be true enough. On the whole,
the more we study photography, the more we
feel how far removed is real art from mere
imitation of nature

;
how much of the

pleasure we derive from painting springs
really, unknown perhaps either to spectator or
artist, from that expression of the artist’s own
mental mood, and that sympathetic response
to it in the mind of the spectator, which mere
photographic reproduction is powerless either
to express for the one or to awaken in the
other.

NOTES.
HE paintings by M. Verestchagin at
the Grosvenor Gallery are somewhat
of a disappointment, not from any

' want of power, for there is plenty of
that, but from the prevalence of mere big
realistic war pictures, mingled with what may
be called stage effects. The latter element is

certainly predominant in the three big canvases
grouped under the title “The Forgotten
Soldier,” the first showing a cold snowy
mountain range with a vulture hovering

;
the

second the vulture in progress downwards
through the intermediate mists

;
the third the

dead soldier and the vultures in congress. The
enow picture is fine, but there is nothing
in it to compensate for the size of the
canvas employed. The battle scenes are of
genuine intere.st in their way, but it is

the interest of realistic description, not of
artistic treatment. Among these one of the
best is “Before the Attack” on Plevna (79),
with the unfortunate soldiers huddled on the
ground on a wretched rainy morning, preparing
to tramp through the mud and be shot on the
way to the ramparts in the distance. This
and various other works of the same kind give
a vivid idea (or we should imagine so) of the
gross realities of war with the tinsel taken off

;

and from M. Verestchagin’s method of
treating them, and from some stray remarks in
the catalogue, we gather that this is his
intention, and that he is in fact a kind of
Erckmanu-Chatrian in painting. In a
kindred spirit he places alongside each other
three large paintings of executions

; in the
centre one of crucifixion under the Romans,
on the left a scene showing English troops
blowing some Indian scoundrels from the
guns after the mutiny, and on the right an
execution by hanging in Russia, a thick
snow falling and a row of gallows dimly
seen through it. This is a double cut, we
presume, at English and Russian barbarity.
There may be various opinions on the morale
of the subject, -which it is not our business to
go into

;
but it is not the kind of thing one

goes to an art-gallery to see. Our remembrance
of some earlier works of M. Verestchagin’s
led us to expect something different from this.

Among the small paintings are some beau-
tiful little things, especially some interiors of
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Indian palaces, and two views of the Taj at

Agra, from the gardens, in sunset and in early

morning light, which are delightful. A large

interior of “the private mosque of the Great

Moguls at Delhi” (95), shows M. Verestchagin

as an exceedingly fine draughtsman of architec-

ture on a large scale
;
though here again the

canvas seems on a much larger scale than the

subject really requires. The exhibition is well

worth seeing in its way, but one cannot help

regretting that a painter of M. Verestchagin’s

talents should have devoted himself so much
to this merely realistic illustration of painful

scene.s. He might have done higher things than

these, with his powers.

^pIIE interests of the Panama Canal Company
J- will not be materially advanced by the

advocacy of writers who are either hopelessly

ignorant of the A B C of engineering, or

presume on an equal amount of ignorance on

the part of those whom they address. The
well-known Paris correspondent of the Times

leads the van of this kind of advocacy.

He is good enough to explain that “ what
was done at Suez will be done at Panama.

The canal at first will not be made either of

its full depth or full width, but will be

navigated by large vessels before it has been

.

entirely completed.” This sounds very plausi-

ble to those who think that one canal is as

good as another. But the simplest calculation

shows the absurdity of the statement. In the

Suez Canal, over the course of which but one

hill worth notice occurs, the excavation below
the water-line, on the original section, was very

nearly equal to the excavation above it. By
halving the width a temporary reduction of

about 22 per cent, was effected in the bulk of

the excavation. The Panama Canal, according

to its published section, has a bulk of 21

millions of cubic metres to be excavated

below the water level, and of 110 millions of

cubic metres above it. To halve the width of

the canal would thus make a most insignificant

reduction in its cubic contents, as the slopes

must be the same whatever be the width of

the water-way, and a mere vertical slice of 11

metres is all that would be for the moment
left uncut. The great problems of the 3(>0 ft.

of cutting, and of the disposal of the 40 ft.

floods of the Chagres, would remain unaffected

by the reduction of width. The effect of

leaving in one or two metres in depth at the

bottom of the canal would be hardly appreci-

able in figures of such colossal magnitude.
Matters must be in a bad way if advocacy of

this kind is .sanctioned by hi. de Lesseps.

The new number of the Statistical Society’s

Journal contains an excellent article on
the Mortality of the Troops serving in the

United Kingdom from Consumption, by Dr.
Lawson, Inspector-General of Hospitals. Of
course, on such a subject there is much that is

retrospective
; but it is very encouraging as

showing us the great improvements between
1SG2, the date of the alteration, and now.
Ventilation was at a particularly low ebb in

barrack life in early days. In a report of 1861
upon 162 barracks containing in the aggregate

5,33!) rooms, giving accommodation to 75,801
men, on the basis of 600 cubic feet for each
man, the Commissioners recommended that
the number of tenants should be reduced to

53,806 men. In 82 barracks, told off for

42,589 men, there were no means of ventilation

provided
;

in 78 others the means were
deficient, and what there were acted in-

efficiently
;
and in only one barrack was the

ventilation as could be wished. Tommy
Atkins, if he had known it, might well have
founded a grievance, that he was not allowed
that cheapest of all God’s blessings, fresh air.

Of course, improved ventilation wa.s not the
sole agent in lessening the mortality of phthisis,

but it was a very important one, and one that
was of particular interest to all those who
were concerned in the erection of public
buildings. The author also speaks well of what
may be called rural barracks or camps, such
as .^dershot, the Curragh, Shornclifie, &c., in
which the men get the advantage of country
air to a much greater degree than those who
are penned up in town barracks.

By the death of Mr. Grierson, which oc-

curred on Friday last, the Great Western
Kailway Company lose a most energetic officer,

and the railway interest an able and powerful

champion. The deceased gentleman had only

been seriously ill for a very short time, and
the announcement of his death caused general

surprise and regret. The chief of the exe-

cutive of a system which has, by the absorp-

tion of other lines, acquired a greater mileage

than any other railway in this country, must
necessarily be a man of varied attainments,

and the late General Manager of the Great

Western was eminently fitted for the position.

He had, during the long period of his con-

nexion with the Company, successfully over-

come much opposition, and surmounted many
obstacles

;
and he had no inconsiderable share

in bringing the line to its present satisfactory

position. His book on “ Railway Rates, Eng-
lish and Foreign,” which was published last

December, is one of the most important that

has appeared on this subject, and bears evi-

dences of very careful research and far-extend-

ing inquiry. As its professed object was to

refute some of the charges just then rather

frequently made against railway companies,

the work is naturally somewhat biassed, and
not altogetlier free from errors of detail and
incorrect conclusions. At the same time the

public are indebted to Mr. Grierson for a great

de:il of very useful information, and the rail-

way interest for a fund of powerful and
ingenious argument, and his loss will be felt on
all hands.

I
T is announced that an “ apprentices’ exhibi-

tion” will be held in the People’s Palace
in East London, the object being “ to encourage
the old apprentice.ship system, which is gene-

rally admitted, to the detriment of English

industry, to be gradually dying out.” All

boys and girls who are serving their time as

bound apprentices within the metropolitan

area of London will be qualified to exhibit,

and the Committee will be prepared to con-

sider any special cases of boys and girls who,
though not legally indentured, are bond Jidc

serving an employer for a fixed term of years,

for the purpose of learning a trade, within the

same area . Every exhibit must be the genuine
liandiwork of the exhibitor. The list of the

Council includes the names of Professor Huxley,
Sir Henry Roscoe, Sir W. Hart D>ke, and Sir

Lyon Playfair. The exhibition will be opened
on December 19th. It is an excellent move,
and we hope it will be a success : it can hardly

fail to be of considerable interest.

D r. ALFRED CARPENTER writes to the

Times to call attention to the state of the

River Cam. He says :—
“During the past four years it has been my

privilege to assist at the examination of candidates
for the diploma of public health which is now
granted by the University. In each succeeding
year I have seen unmistakable signs of an approach-
ing catastrophe unless the local authorities do their

manifest duty at an early date. The odours given
off during the past week from the bed and borders
of the stream between Trinity boathouse and Stour-
bridge-green, and even down to Fen Ditton, were
very alarming to me, and had I sons at the
University I should, for their sakes, positively
prohibit boating on the river.”

Dr. Carpenter goes on to warn the local

authorities against trusting to disinfectants,

and that the only safe course is to put the

sewage on land instead of putting it into the
river

;
but as it is supposed by the Board of

Work-s that the sewage of Loudon is to be
successfully treated with disinfectant.s it is

improbable that Dr. Carpenter’s words will

persuade the Cambridge authorities that their

much smaller aggregate cannot be treated in

the same manner. Dr. Carpenter assumc.s that

the University authorities have no jurisdiction

or cannot get their wishes attended to by the
town authorities, and th.at otherwise this state

of things could not possibly be allowed to

continue
;
but he should not be too sure of that.

Men may be very learned in the higher mathe-
matics without understanding the simpler
problem of sanitation, and possibly the Dons
do not go on the river much. If it is in the

state which Dr. Carpenter describes the rowing

juen are certainly to be doubly pitied. It isi

bad enough to be condemned to row on a river

about as wide as Bond-street and with no
depth or weight of water, but if even this

:

amount of water is largely mixed with sewage-;

the Cambridge undergraduates might well

!

felicitate those of Harvard on the superiority

of their river accommodation, as they are-

reported by our friend Punch to have done in

choice Latin ;
“ Vos estis diabolice fortunati :

noster est bestia flumiuis.”

T
he Milan correspondent of the Courier dc'

PArt, commenting on the conditions for the

second competition for the new facade to Milan
Cathedral, observes that no directions have
been given and no opinion expressed in the

conditions as to whether the fagade should
have five portals or only three, or whether
there should be flanking towers at each side of
it, “selon le systems ultramontain ”

;
but adds

that, after the result of the first competition,

every one seems to be of the mind that the

towers are not necessary to the success or

completeness of the project. He goes on to

observe that one clause in the new conditions

seems to imply that the premium will be with-

held from any one who sends in a design out

of keeping with the style and “ organi.sm ” of

the existing building
;
that this very proper

restriction was, however, laid down in the co]>

ditions of the first competition, and was prac-

tically ignored by the jury, since they selected

among the fifteen a design in the style of English
Gothic of the thirteenth century, and have there-

fore no right to take up a new position in the

nnitter now. It is certainly the case, as we noted
at the time, that the first conditions required

the competitors to conform to the style of the

existing building, and in that case they

certainly should not have selected a design
“ in the English style of the thirteenth

century ”
;
but if they selected the design

referred to because it evinced genius, and if

they at the same time make it dear to the

designer of the same that he must modify his

design into conformity with the style and
period of the existing building, they will placn

themselves in the right for declining the

premium if the architect neglects their inti-

mation.

S a rule the Musco Italiano di Antidtita

Classica concerns itself chiefly with ques-

tions of epigraphy and the like, interesting

only to the specialist. In a recent number,
however (ii. 1), the editor himself, the well-

known scholar and arcbaiologist, Sig. Compa-
retti, gives us a paper of very human interest.

He has collected together all the known in-

stances, six in number, of representations oi

Sappho in vase-painting. It is a fiimiliar fact

that vase-painters do not represent historical

personages unless under very exceptional

circumstances : we look in vain for Solon, or

Pericles, or Demosthenes. If a historical

person wants to be perpetuated on a vase he
must contrive to gather round him a halo of

mythological romance. So it was with Sappho.

She was the tenth Muse, and as such was
nowise out of place in the cycle of mythology.

Ovid (if the epistle be genuine), among the

purely mythological heroines he addressed,

included Sappho. It would be impossible

here even to enumerate all the interesting

points as to literary tradition, artistic treat-

ment, and notably epigraphy, to which, in

connexion with these vases, Sig. Comparetti

calls attention. He gives plates of five out of

the six. Three have been published before,

and are here reproduced for comparison. Two-

appear for the first time. They each have
special interest,— one, from the little known
collection of the Countess Dzialinsky, is the

earliest representation of Sappho we have: the

design, though red figured, is quite archaic in

manner. The other is indisputably the most

interesting of all the Sappho vases. Sappho

is seated, surrounded by three of her women
disciples. She is reading intently from a roll,

on which can clearly be made out a dactylic

line of halting scansion from one of her own
poems :

—

9ioi i/fpiiov iirtuv ap^o^fi dWtoi'.

A famous Cambridge scholar (of anti-archico-
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iogiciil prcjudic6) W3.s onc6 heard to say h©

i‘ would give all the Greek pots that were ever

llUcovered for one new fragment of Sappho.”

Dne of the despised “pots” has returned

lim good for evil. The existence of the vase

las long been known
;

it is only surprising

/haj a piece of such exceptional interest has so

]ODg escaped publication.

i^R. W. THOMPSON WATKIN writes to

LtX u3 that the Roman tesselated pavement at

Ifof'kiiigton, which last week we described

p. 487) as having first been found in 1884,

vas discovered as far back as 1780, and that in

leyer’s “History of Bristol” (vol. i., p. 203),

mblishcd in 1821, it is thus referred to :

—

‘ We have one pavement of this kind nearer

0 Bristol, at a place now reduced to a farni-

louse, now called Tockington Park, eight or

lino miles distant on the right-hand a.H you go

0 Gloucester. It was discovered about A.D.
785 in the farm-yard, not more than a foot

inder ground, and a large quantity of dung
lay over it, on removing which some part of it,

ibout a yard square, was laid open. The
esseric were rather larger than they are gene-

ally found, formed into a pattern as usual.

7ery little notice was taken of it and it was
oon forgotten

;
the number of foundation walls

round it make it highly probable that this is

he site of a Roman villa ns yet unexplored.”

'The discoveries in 1884 were some more
ragments of tesselated pavement and the base

f a column or pedestal.” Wc shall have

urther information to give on the subject next

t

veek, after visiting the site.

HE collection of Greek and Roman sculp-

ture now arranged in tlie old print-room

i place quite unsuitable to and unworthy of

pe collection), and consisting, to a great extent,

jf funereal and monumental bas-reliefs and
iiblets, which have been long hidden out of

[gilt in cellars, is a most interesting and valu-

ple addition to the classic antiquities depart-

Lent. Among the Greek work arc one or

vo very fine grave-reliefs, of the class to which
e called some special attention a short time
nee

;
and there are some fragments in the

pllection which are interesting in an
[rchitectural point of view. One cannot

3lp being struck by the remarkably “Renais-

1i

nce ” look of some of the Roman work,

dicating that some of the early Renaissance

ulptors were more direct imitators and repro-

icers of Roman work and Roman feeling

an has been fully recognised. The reliefs of

ildron in one or two examples are very like

e work of Luca della Robbia, and the heads

Antistius and Antistiii, a Consul and his wife,

high relief, beneath scalloped canopies, are

ings we should have expected to find in the

orentine Court at South Kensington. These
ads are obviously portraits, and that of the

msul, with his mean physiognomy and
Ibnormally large ear.s, shows what a low type

if man could succeed in securing this con-

lenient and often lucrative post under the

[irnpirc. We may have more to say about the

pllection.

R. FURTWANGLER thinks that he has

identified as an original work from the band
jf Praxiteles a beautiful marble bead now at

i-thens. The head was found at Eleusis, and
i'as published in two phototype reproductions

|l the E<l»{intpig ApxatoXoyiK}) (1886, pi. 10). It

dll now, of course, attract a great deal of atten-

;on and controversy. It represents a youth
Idth long heavy hair, confined by a simple

.and, and the expression is certainly tinged

I'ith that gentle contemplative melancholy
j'hich we are accustomed to associate with

I'raxlteles. If Dr. Eurtwiingler’s surmise be
jorreot, we have a head not only of great

iiterest, as coming from Praxiteles, but also

ine the subject of which is both novel

nd important. He thinks the statue, of

.•Inch the head only remains, represents

lubouleus, a somewhat shadowy personality,

f whom we should be glad to know more,

•ome mythologists make him the brother of

ae arch-EIeusinian ploughman, Triptolenios ;

thers say ho was the swine-herd whose swine
fere swallowed up in the earthquake that ac-

companied the rape of Persephone. Anyhow,
he is a personality closely bound up with the
worship of the two ilreafi goddesses at Eleusis.

The worship is authenticated by several in-

scriptions. It is known from an inscription on
a Roman copy that Praxiteles made a statue of

Eubouleus, and presumably it was executed
for Eleusis. The paper, which is of great
interest, is reported in the rhiloloffischt^

IFochenschn'/t, Oct. 8.

The authorities of the Berlin Museum have
just issued (for sevenpence) a little book

which, tliough it is in intent a guide-book to

the Pergamene marbles, should be of much
service to all students of ancient art. It gives

a brief but very complete account of the whole
course of the excavations, and has two plans of
the city of Pergamos as it is now laid bare.

As few persons ever consult and still fewer
posse.ss the magnificent illustrated work which
the Prussian Government is in course of
publishing on the excavations, this little book
supplies a real need for the general public.

The birthplace and early home of Dr.
Johnson, which is to be put up for sale at

auction in the course of next week, stands over
against the place of his baptism, St. Mary’s
Church,—since rebuilt iu memory of Bishop
Lonsdale,—and has a return frontage to the
Market-place, Lichfield. Facing the house is

his statue, by Lucas
;

whereof one piece of

sculpture commemorates Johnson’s penance in

the market of Uttoxeter. The house was
built, as his own freehold, by the father,

Michael Johnson, a native of Cubley, Derby-
shire, who for some wliile of his career as a
bookseller enjoyed no mean repute among his

fellow citizens. But suffering reverses of

fortune he had nothing to lea,vo at his death
(December, 1731), except this house to his

widow, and a few pounds for his sons, Natha-
nael and Samuel. Here the latter was born
on September 18 (new style), 1709. It formed
his home, perhaps, until his unsuccessful ven-
ture in opening a school, in 1736, at Edial
Hail, near to Lichfield. Meanwhile, he had
been iu residence for fourteen or fifteen months
at Pembroke, Oxford, had served as usher
at Market Bosworth (1732), and had sojourned
a few months at Birmingham. In March, 1737,
Johnson came up to London, and, after a return
for three months to Lichfield, brought his wife

to town in that same year. Jlichael Johnson
had added to the house : this entry is made iu

the civic books:—“ 1708, July 13. Agreed, that

Mr. Michael Johnson, bookseller, have a lease

of Ins encroachments of his house in Sadler’s

Street for forty yearn, at 2s. 6d. per asi.”

That lease was subsequently renewed to the

son by the Corporation, and without fine, in

token of their respect for his character and
eminence. In the codicil dated December 9,

1784, to his will, Dr. Johnson devises, in trust,

to his executors for sale or disposal “ my
messuage or tenement situate at Lichfield

. . . . with the appurtenances in the tenure

and occupation of Mrs. Bond .... or of Mr.
Hinchman, her under-tenant.” Edial Hall was
pulled down about eightyyears since. A view
of it from a sketch by J. T. Smith, together

with one of the Lichfield house by E. Fmden,
after Clarkson Stanfield, R. A., were reproduced
for Croker’s work.

T the meeting of the Metropolitan Asylums
Board last week, Sir E. Galsworthy,

the Chairman, criticised the requirements of

the Local Government Board as to the “ tem-

porary ” character of the hospital buildings to

be erected at Darenth or elsewhere. If, he
said, the buildings were to be of brick, and the

managers had approved of brick and rejected

wood, as objectionable, dangerous, and, in the

long run, as very expensive, they must neces-

sarily be of some permanence. Dr. Bridges

said that with regard to the alleged ambiguity

as to “temporary” buildings, he meant by this

that such buildings only should be erected as

might be pulled down, and suggested that the

one-storied brick huts at Hampstead might
serve as a model of what could be done at

Darenth. But why not try Lascelles’s concrete

cottages ? Those seem just the kind of thing

for the purpose
; inexpensive, capable of being

made warm enough, easily put up at short
notice, and ea.sily removed. The discussion
seems to have been carried on as if there were
no way of building but with bricks.

WHETHER the Royal Institute of Water-
Colour Painters will much advance the

cause of art by their Art Union is somewhat
doubtful. They will distribute a certain
number of good drawings and engraving.s,
which will fall into the possession of a large
number of persons who will care very little

more for art in consequence. The love of
speculation rather than of art is the main
motive which induces most persons to sub-
scribe to a lottery of this kind. Those who
desire to beautify their homes can already do
so at a low cost by the purchase of the publi-
cations of the Autotype Company, and the
numerous etchings and engravings which are
within the reach of any one who can afibrd
to spend a pound or two on art. The Insti-
tute would do much more to advance the love
of art by having small exhibitions of really
good water-colour drawings in some of the
suburbs of the metropolis, and m small towns
where there are no opportunities of studying
art, than by the lottery which they have just
established.

A CORRESPONDENT, who signs himself
“ A Victim,” writes to the 2'imts to tell

how he and other persons at Gotham,—we beg
pardon, Worthing,—have been cruelly taken
in. A man calls at the houses, evidently
selecting the time when the nurse is out, and
there is no one to take proper care of th&
inmates, and begs to fix gas-burners, at 23.

each, which will save 50 per cent, of the gas.
He is so persevering that they cannot resist his
blandishments, and allow him to fix burners all

over the house, which are discovered after-
wards to be another number of the same class
of burner that has been removed, by the same
makers, and to be purchased at 3d. each, and
which consume more gas than those removed.
The “ V ictim ” adds that it would be an
interesting and profitable employment for the
readers of the Times to calculate the amount
of profit made by the traveller who thus takes
in the unsophisticated inhabitants of Worthing.
We do not see where their interest and profit
will come in

;
but there is a certain kind of

pathetic amusement to be derived from the
contemplation of a person, apparently able to
read and write, and therefore with some sort
of education, allowing himself to be taken in
by so transparent a hoax, and then solemnly
warning the public through the newspapers, as
if all the rest of the world were as silly as
himself. Next time the “ Victim ” is taken in
(we can hardly suppose that so suitable a
subject for simple frauds will be long over-
looked), and writes his account of it to the
papers, he had better sign himself “ A Simple-
ton”

;
and if any more bogey men with

wonderful gas-burners call, he should ask
nui-se before he buys them.

NOTES AT THE
EXHIBITION or ECCLESIASTICAL ART

AT WOLVERHAMPTON.
Fbom the point of view of lovers of art and

history it is very much to be regretted that the
annual exhibitions connected with the Church
Congress are so much better supported by
manufacturers of church furniture, plate, and
decorations than by those who possess ancient,
heaatiful, or curious objects which they might
lend to swell the interest and importance of the
“ loan collection ” that always forms one feature
of the show. Manufacturers cannot be blamed
if, seeing that the exliibition depends almost
wholly upon them, they insist npon the best
light and positions for their stalls, and force
the ancient church plate and rare embroideries
to take refuge in dark little back rooms, as last
year, oriu a poorly-lighted basement, as on this
occasion. Surely, among the possessions of the
multitude of highly-cultivated men,—chiefly
clergymen,—who take part in these Congresses,
enongh of intsrest might be fouud to fill a
moderate-sized room, such as was this vear
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devoted to the collection, without inclading

what is hut very remotely, if at all, connected

with ecclesiastical art, and without finding it

necessary to fill up with photographs and
modern manufacturers’ specimens which, how-
ever beautiful, are quite out of place in such a

collection. We fear that the position which
the objects on loan year after year occupy, and
the smallness of their number and interest,

must act and re-act on one another. Few care

to take the trouble and risk of lending their

treasures only to find them put in a dark corner

of a cellar
j

yet, if the treasures are few and
insignificant, their claims are overlooked or set

aside. Who will be the first to put these loan

collections on a better footing, their patrons or

the management ?

Among the most stiiking objects to be seen

.

in the cases this year was a silver crucifix, fig. 1,

fig. 4, is one of the only two prje-Reformation
patens to be found in the county of Worcester,
the other being in Worcester Cathedral. It is

Off in. across, very thin
;
and the workmanship,

which is of the most primitive description, is

beginning to be obliterated by constant polish-

ing. In the same case was an old pewter
flagon, fig. 5, formerly used in Whittington
Chapel, Worcestershire; it measures exactly

8 in. in height to the lip, and is a good specimen
of a number of similar vessels that once served
to hold the sacramental wine in a large number

trated by us last year, were the originals them-
selves. Among the latter, No. 257 was an
elaborate and rather large chalice, with some
pretty fifteenth-century architectural detail,

but poor in outline. The chalice and paten
belonging to Hamstall Ridware Church, Stafford-
shire, figs. 2 and 3, are well-known specimens of
pra.’-Reformation church plate, and the silver
pattn, No. 56, from Cofton Ilackett Church,

of churches, and still serve the same purpose
in a few places. In another case are to be
seen several ivory caskets and other objects
of some interest, lent by ilr. David Jewell and
other gentlemen, among which we noticed a
brass Russian Icon of the ordinary design,
somewhat similar to a smaller silver one which

•which appears to have once formed part of a
processional cross. The thin silver plate which
forms the background has evidently been fixed

to woodwork, the holes for the nails or screws
still showing. The extreme dimensions of the
fragment are 111 in. by Sin. The figure, of

rude workmanship, with long body and short
legs, but expressive features, is in high relief,

and has been much battered out of shape in

parts,— it, with the cross on which it hangs,
still bears traces of gilding. The nimbus is of
cloisonnd enamel, red and blue. The treatment
suggests a very early origin. In the same case
were a number of chalices and patens, most of

them very skilful imitations of ancient originals

;

others, some of which appeared and were illus-

we illustrated last year. The largest of the
ivory coffers was a good specimen of fifteenth-
contury German workmanship carved with
several series of figures of saints. In the same
case we noticed a small ivory diptich of fair

workmanship, and six grotesque heads carved
in ivory, said to be caricatures of the Popes,

coarse. At the side of the room, and lent b
the same exhibitor, the Rev. A. R. Harrison,

;

a beautiful piece of silk embroidery worked i

delicate tones, on cream-coloured silk.
'

seems to be the centre portion of an Italial

altar-cloth. The centre is occupied by a crot

on a gilt gronnd, surrounded by an oval garlan
of fiowers. The field is ocenpied by flyin

birds, and the upper border consists of swaj
of flowers supported by birds. The charm c

the work lies in the delicacy of the drawin
and colour. Close beside this exhibit hangs
beautiful drawing of Prior Cranden’s Chapei
Ely, by Mr. W. H. Bidlake, M.A.
Mr. Cecil Harcourt Smith has lent a numbe

of Persian and Eastern fabrics of various kindj

carpets, shawls, and cloths, some of which ai

very lovely
;
the patterns are chiefly geometries

or arrangements of conventionalised foliage an
flowers

;
in fact, what the patterns of Persia

and Eastern stuffs generally are,—exquisitel

designed, drawn, and coloured, but pae

describing in detail. We particularly noticei

No. 25, a large hanging or quilt of yellow sill

embroidered with birds and flowers
;
Nos. 9 an

12, fabrics of cloth of gold, and No. 13, scarle

silk, with a small sprinkled flower pattern.

Messrs. Doulton have lent Mr. Tinworth’

terra-cotta of “The Prodigal Son,” and severs

smaller works by the same artist. In the forme
the prodigal is the centre figure, seated on
stool, his hair and beard unkempt, looking dowi

and away from his father, who stands holdinj

the band on which he is abont to place a ring

which be is taking from a child who runs to bin

with it. On one side a kneeling slave place'

shoes upon the feet, which he has just washed
and on the other a female brings the new robe

The elder son appears through the lattice fron

outside, pointing to the fatted calf which «
being brought in at the door. The compositior

is completed by the introduction of figure!

gathering the grapes that hang from the lattice

roof, children, and musicians.

Messrs. Jones & Willis have lent some very

beautiful vestments and altar frontals.

Upstairs the most beautiful exhibit is that

of the “Autotype Company,” consisting of

exquisite reproductions by their photographic

process of pictures and drawings, among which
are conspicuous the Sistiue “Madonna,” Da
Vinci’s “Last Supper” (from the engraving),

Rnbeua’s “Assumption,” Francia’s “ Pieta,”

Reynolds’s angels’ heads, Sir Frederick
Leighton’s 8. K. frescoes of “Manufacturing
Art as applied to Peace and War.” Near these

are Messrs. West & Collier’s church chairs, a

varied collection of useful specimens. The
largest room is chiefly devoted to church furni-

ture, stained glass, &c. The chief stalls are

occupied by Messrs. Jones & Willis and Messrs.
Benham & Frond, Limited, who both show some
good metal work in lecterns, lamps, altar furni-

ture, &o., and some beautiful embroidered
altar frontals. Messrs. Jones & Willis show
several specimens of church furniture in oak,

notably a pulpit of better design than is

generally to be found in manufacturers’ patterns

books. Messrs. George M. Hammer & Co.

exhibit a large quantity of cheap church and
school furniture and fittings, which will meet
the demands of those who have little to spen^

veral

full of genial humour. Conspicuous at one
end of the room hangs an old Italian church
banner, elaborately embroidered in gold and
colours on white silk, it is now sadly faded
aud torn. In the centre is an Assumption of
the Virgin, and at the foot a representation of
a scene which is a little inexplicable ; three
flames or fires seem to be rising from a lake
whereat a cow on the bank sinks on her knees,
while the herd falls backwards in astonishment,
and a town to the right of the picture collapses
into ruins. The workmanship of the banner is

very beaiitif.:'’, but the de.sign is wild and

Messrs. Mayer, of Munich, have sent several

speciraens of stained glass, which, though it

may tend to counteract the just prejudice of

many persons against Munich glass, will pro-

bably still be too opaque for modem English

taste. On the staircase are some beautiful

cartoons for stained glass, aud one fine specimen
of sneh work by Messrs. Ward & Hughes.

In one top room are a wrought-iron chancel

screen for a Lichfield church, and some
wrought-iron panels, very well executed by Mr.

Culwick, of Lichfield. Here that doubtless

useful body, the Religious Tract Society, also

has a stall, and here it visibly justifies its con-

nexion with ecclesiastical art by hanging upon
the walls the moat atrocious coloured printsj*

illustrative of the second part of the Pilgrim'r

Progress, that were probably ' ever executed.

In the same room Messrs. Beal & Co. show some
specimens of altar furniture, embroidery, &o.

In the large room the “ East Grinstead School

of Embroidery” have a collection of some of

the best embroidery in the exhibition. We
noticed particularly a gilt stole with a figure of

St. George on one end and a white damask
chasuble with gold embroidery. The Deco-

rative Needlework Society also shows some

very good embroidery, and the Arundel Society

some of its finest plates.
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THE CONDITION OP THE THAMES.

(
Mr. Hamsay, Surveyor to the Twickenham

jocal Board, has prepared and submitted to

liat authority a detailed report on the present

bndition of the Thames between Teddington
id Richmond. The causes of that condi-

lon and the suggested remedies are dealt

ith at considerable length by Mr. Ramsay,
ho removal of Old London Bridge, with its

irrow arches, is regarded as one of the chief

lusns of the scarcity of water in these parts
’ the river. It appears that before the

irnoval of that structure in 1823 the low-water

ark at Richmond was 6 ft. 3 in. below Trinity

gli-water mark. In 1800, however, the low-

vel mark at Richmond had fallen to 7 ft. 7 in.

ilow Trinity high-water mark, while in 1887

has fallen to about 9 ft. 6 in. Even at

eddington the low-level water-mark has fallen

om 2 ft. in 1823 to nearly 7 ft. in 1887 below

tgh water at Trinity. The old bridge acted as

dam, and between that and Blackfriars Bridge

16 soil was silted up to such an extent that

Jtivc dredging operations bad to be constantly

irried on between the two bridges. Dredging
serations subsequently to the erection of

le new bridge have also tended to

wer the water-levels of the river from Ted-
jigton Weir to Westminster. By the removal
: shoals wlih’h prevented tbo water from
jwing freely down the incline or bed of the

ver, the motion of the water has been
nokoned, and it runs away in a shorter time.

I is pointed out that the luw-water level at

ondou Bridge in 1823 was 14-tO ft. below
rinity high-water mark. It was reduced by
le removal of the old bridge and dredging

)eratiou6 to 20 ft. in 1805. Mr. Ramsay lays

msidorable stress on the abstraction of the

rge quantity of water from the river by the

irions water companies as a circumstance
ntributiug greatly to the scarcity of water in

e upper reaches of the Thames. It is curious

note that the maximum aggregate quantity

10,000,000 gallons daily) which the several

mpanies are permitted by their Acts to draw
Dm the river, is about half the quantity which
6668 daily over Teddington Weir during the

y period of the summer season. Mr. Ramsay
.turally enough argues that a further extension

power to the water companies in the direction

enabling them to draw a larger supply of

iter than they can obtain at present from this

orco would be an unwise proceeding. He
Berts that the dredging operations in the Upper
lames recommended in 1873 by Sir John
lode and Captain Calver, have so far not been
tended with the anticipated results. The
ject in view then was to deepen the channel
tween Teddington and Richmond Bridge, so

to give a uniform depth of 3 ft. 6 in. at low
iter of spring tides, and a bottom width of

0 ft.
;

the banks to slope uniformly to the

tent of '1 ft. in one, and provision was made
r making an even high-level mark, by topping
e irregular banks with the gravel produced in

e drerlging. This uiiifurm depth was planned
1 the assumption that the water companies
istraeted daily their maximum quantity of

iter, namely, 110,000,000 gallons. But it is

tinted out that the effect of tho dredging to

ako the channel the prescribed width of

10 ft. has been to lower the water level within
e Richmond and Twickenham district,

ndering navigation, eveu for pleasure-boats,

most impracticable at low tide, and exposing
.0 unsightly muddy banks. It is admitted,
)Wovcr, that the formation of uniform
opes made from tho banks of the river along
e Surrey side is in itself a great improve-
ent. They will when completed not only
nd to improve tho river for navigation

2mr-
l>aes, but will materially reduce the large

[nount of sediment which is continually being
ashed from the ragged banks and dejmsited
1 tho foreshoroe. Another cause assigned for

le scarcity of water in the Upper Thames
!
the rapidity with which storm water, owing

11 the exteusion of modern systems of drainage,
i)ws into and passes out of the river. In order

I
preserve this storm water for the benefit of

le Upper Tbames, Mr. Ramsay suggests that
number of reservoirs should be constructed at

le mouth of the tributaries of the Thames,
here the stored-up water could be let into the
ver when it was wanted. Mr. Ramsay is in

.vour of a lock and weir between Teddington
id laleworth as a means of restoring the
ivigable condition of the Upper Thames either
ir trade or pleasure. He deals at length with the

j

various objections, official and otherwise, which
have been advanced against a lock and weir,

—

such as the depositing of mud in tho region of

the still waters created by the structure ;
tho

aggravation of this evil by the discharge of

numerous sewers and drains into the river above
the site of the proposed weir; tho withdrawal
of 15,131,000 cubic feet of tidal water, which
at present operates iu maintaining the channel

by its Bcourage; and lastly, the delay to barges.

The objections as to the withdrawal of the tidal

water and possible flooding, can, Mr. Ramsay
asserts, bo met by dredging tho river between
Putney or Barnes and the proposed lock, where
“some deposition of mud and silt would in-

evitably take place.” As the proposed lock

and weir would be half tidal, silting above the

lock was not to be feared, as only a small

jiroportion of the matter in suspension would
pass over it after the waters had reached the

height of half tide. Considerable scavenging

powers may be arranged for and secured in the

structural arrangemeuts of the weii', by which
the whole tidal column may be permitted to

pass through on the ebb until it re.nehed the

half-tide level, when the weir would be closed.

As to the discharge of sewers and drains

into tho basin above tho weir, Mr. Ramsay
thinks that the objection may be practically

dispensed with, from ]the fact that the whole
of the sewage in the district above the weir
will, under schemes now approved or works
already carried out, be intercepted from
tho river. Tlie objection as to the delay

which would be occasioned to the barges
passing through tlie lock would be trifling com-
pared to the delays which have to be undergone
because of the impassable condition of the

river, so far as barges are concerned, in the

Riclimond district. With a half-tidul lock the

gates would be opened on the flood when
the tide ha<l risen 5 ft. on to tho level of the

top of the weir, and craft would then pass freely

through the lock from that time until the tide

had fallen to the corresponding level on the

succeeding tide. Mr, Ramsay concludes his

elaborate report by the observation that until

the Metropolitan Board have fulfilled their duty
as a sanitary anthority, by intercepting the

metropolitan sewer storm outfalls between
London and other bridges, and improved the

condition of their main sewer outfall at

Barking, offensive sewage matter will always be
deposited in the upper Thames.

ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION
CONVERSAZIONE.

Tue Architectural Association commenced
tho session, as usual, with a conversazione,

which was held at the Westminster Town Hall

on Friday, the 7th inst.

The largo hall, iu which a reception was held
by the President, Mr. John Slater, B.A., was
devoted to an exhibition of art manufactures ;

and during the evening the band of the 2ud
Life Guards played at iutervals. Two chamber
concerts were given in the|Council Chamber, iu

which, under the direction of Mr. Malcolm
Lawson, Miss Emily Lawson, Miss Isabel

Toraaliu, Miss Amy Hickliug, Mr. D’Arcy
Ferris, and Mr. Hubert Thorndike took part.

The prize drawings and the work done in the
various classes were exhibited in four committee-
rooms. During tho evening the President
announced the names of the prize-winners :

—

Architectural Association Medal (Design for

College Gateway).—Mr. G. G. Woodward.
Architectural Union Company’s Vrize.—Ist,

Mr. W. A. Webb; 2nd, Mr. H. P. B. Downing.
Architectural Association Travelling Student-

ship.— 1st, Mr. A. H. Hart; 2nd, Mr. H. P. B.
Downing.

Aldu'inckle Travelling Studentship.—Mr. W.
M. Duke.

Ernest Turner Prize.—Mr. H. C. A. Colville.

Dlai-hill Prize.— Mr. H. E. Mallet.

Lectures on Architecture.—1st, Not awarded
;

2nd, Mr. F. L. Jones; 3ni, Mr. V. T. Jones.

Lectures on Construction.—Ist, Mr. H. S.

Wood ; 2nd, Mr. H. G. Lidstone
;
3i‘d, Mr. H. Y.

Lanchestcr. Honourable Mention : Mr. A. B.

Yeates, Mr. H. Ermrich, Mr. H. E. Mathews.
Class of Colour Decoration.—Prize, Mr. W.

Dowes. Honoiu’able Mention : Mr. H. V. Lan-
chester.

Class of Design.—Ist, Mr. C. E. Bateman;
2nd, Mr. U. R. Applebee; 3rd, Mr. E. W.
Monro.

,

Elementai-y Class of Design,—Section I. : 1st,

Mr. R. D. Warry
;
2nd, Mr. A. W. Jarvis; 3rd,

Mr. H. Woodington. Honourable Mention :

Mr. A. B. Yeates. Section II. ; lat, Mr. A. W.
Cleaver; 2nd, Mr. J. Ellwood. Honourable
Mention : Mr. D. J. Blow, Mr. R. A. J. Bidwell.

Advanced Class of Construction.—Mr. J. C.

Agutter.

Class of Construction.—Ist, Mr. W. D. Gravel! j

2nd, Mr. F. R. Oglesby.
Elementary Class of Construction.—Ist, Mr.

H. Ermrich; 2nd, Mr. A. W. Jervis and Mr.
L. V. Hunt.

Quantity Class.—1st, Mr. W. J. Bamher; 2nd,
Not awarded.

Essay Prize.—No competition.
The Prize Committee reported that the work

done in the Elementary Class of Design was of

unusual merit.

Amongst the exhibitors were Messrs. Holland,
who exhibited an unnsually massive mahogany
mantel-piece designed for a house in Sydney,
and an interesting oak sideboard made up of

old work from the design of Mr. J. II. Rush-
brook, architect. Messrs. Bindley had an ingle

uook complete, with fire-screeus to match, in

white painted woodwork, and some quietly-

designed pieces of furniture. Messrs. Morris
showed some of their tapestries, and Messrs.

Newman had a good collection of wrought-iron

work. The Coalbrookdale Company exhibited

some good specimens of their cast-iron work from
designs by tlie late Alfred Stevens and Talbert.

Messrs. G. Trollope & Son exhibited some
large specimens of Mexican onyx in the form of

pedestals and balustrades, and also some stained

wooden panels in imitation of inlay work. Mr.
Longden exhibited some good dog-grates and
tiles, and Messrs. Jeffries some wall papers.

Messrs. Walker exhibited in one of the com-
mittee-rooms the grate designed by Mr. T.

Pridgin Teale, M.A., which was the subject of

a paper read by Mr. Teale at the Association.

The stove was fixed and alight, and seemed to

give very good results. An exhibition of electric

lighting for domestic purposes was made by
Mr. M. J. Scott, in the form of portable lamps
and fixed lights, worked fj-om small accumu-
lators. Messrs. Jenks & Wood exhibited some
good specimens of furniture. Messrs. George
Wright & Sons had on view a statuary marble
chimneypiece, of good design and workmanship,
fitted with one of their patent “ As you like it

’*

grates.

NEW HOSPITAL, KTNGSLAND-ROAD.

Tins hospital, the first portion of which has

just been erected in Kingsland-road, was
opened on October 1st. The institution was
originally named the Metropolitan Free Hos-

pital, but the title has recently been changed,

and tho institution is now known as the

Metropolitan Provident Hospital, patients, with

the exception of accident cases, which will

continue to be treated free, being rcqtiired to

make a small weekly contribution whilst in-

mates. The hospital has at present a frontage

to Kingsland-road of 180 ft. in length, the

administrative block being carried to a height

of upwards of 80 ft., whilst the ward block is

limited to CO ft. height. From Kingsland-road

the return frontage extends about 130 ft. in

depth, the building covering a ground area of

about 23,500 ft. The administrative block is at

present at the south end of the general eleva-

tion, but on the completion of the entire scheme

this portion will form the central feature,

whilst the block containing the patients’ wards,

extending to tbo northern boundary, and com-

prising abont three - fourths of tho entire

frontage, will have, on completion, a similar

block extending to the southern boundary.

The administrative block is faced with red

brick and Portland stoue. The afljoiuing block

northwards, containing the patients’ wards, has

five floors, the elevation baing faced with stock

brick, relieved by red brick bands and string

courses. The south end portion of this part

of the frontage is formed by a series of

bay windows, giving an octagonal plan,

and is surmounted by a turret. At the

rear of the administrative block is an

open area, and immediately beyond it

westward is another large block running

parallel with tbo Kingsland-road blocks. The
whole of the wards are connected with the

administrative block by a series of covered

corridors at each floor level. The adminis-

trative block contains the medical officers’

apartments, clerks’ and secretary’s offices,

board-room, convalescent room, nurses’ day-
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O^ices and Chambers, 3 and 4, Lincoln’s Inn Fields.—Mr. J. Sawyer, Architect.

room, atid also tlio matron’s, doctors’, nurses’,
and servants’ apartments, and their bedrooms,
and having on the topmost floor, in direct
cominunicatiou with a patients’ lift, a large
operating theatre, fitted with all requirements,
and communicating direct with a choloroform
and instrument room. The main wards are
about 93 ft. in length and 24 ft. in width, each
ward having accommodation for twenty-four
beds. The wards are ventilated by flues and
air hoses under each bed - head. The ven-
tilating system has been carried out from the
design of Mr. Collins, one of the architects
of the building, the terra-cotta inlets having
been supplied by Messrs. Doulton & Co.
The culinary department is in the basement,
and there are patients’ and food lifts from the
basement to each floor supplied by Mr.
Goddard. The wards and other portions of the
building are heated by Galton’s stoves. Hot-
water is supplied throughout the entire building
by means of boilers and steam heaters, the
arrangements having been carried out by Mr.
Frazer. Protection in case of an ou Lbroak from
fire 18 afforded by hydrants placed on every
floo_r,_ both internally and externally, in such
positions as to command the entire frontages of
the building, the system having been carried
out by Messrs. Shand & Mason. Lightning con-
ductors have been placed on every point likely

danger from lightning by Messrs.
Cuttmg & Co. The gas-fitter’s work throughout

has been executed by lUr. Cannon. The cost of
the building, exclusive of the land, so far as
completed, will be about 25,0U0L, which will be
increased to 40,000/. when the additional wing
is built. ilessrs. 11. H. Collins and James
Edmeston ore the joiut architects, and Mr.
Shurmur is the general contractor. Mr. Huxley
has acted as clerk of the works.

Nos. 3 & 4, LINCOLN'S INN FIELDS.
Tue accompanying cut show’s the elevation

of the original design of the above-named new
building in Lincoln’s Inn-fields, which in execu-
tion has been somewhat modified in the upper
part, above the fourth story. The buildiug,
w’hich stands on the northern side of Lincoln’s
Inn-fields, is used for offices and residential
chambers. The front is faced with Port-
land stone. The work was carried ont by
Messrs. Chapman Pros., of Kennington, for
Mr. T. Clarke. Mr. Joseph Sawyer, of London
and Spalding, is the architect.

Uffonument to Siossini. — It has been
decided by the inhabitants of Florence to erect
a monument in honour of lloasini on his grave
in the Cathedral of Santa Croce. It will be
erected by the sculptor Passaglia, and will con-
sist of a portrait statue in marble of the com-
poser, ou the base of which figures in has relief
symboli.singsome of his most celebrated works
will be executed. i .-'jj - - - . -

Sir,

—

I will trouble you to correct a printerfi
error in the priating of my last letter. I did mil
write Ariois, but.lr/oa. Arlon is the capital of til

Duchy of Luxemberg, and is situated about fourteeo
miles from the towu of Luxemberg. It is thi

modern representative of the Orolaunum of thI

Itinerary of Antoninus. It is there called a Vicuc
and therefore it may be supposed to have beet
walled at a comparatively late time, probably s
about the close of the third century. The wals
were built, in the lower parts, with dislocatei
sculptures of monuments, chiefly sepulchral, lai;

without mortar, although the portions above wen
cemented. In this there is a great similarity to tht
walls of Chester, and to others to which I proposi
to refer ere long.

Mr. Shrubsole having obligingly sent me a photc
graph of the sculptured stone he and Mr. Watkil
imagine to be Meditcval, I may remark that it in n
way changes my view of Mr. Brock’s sketch, onl:
that I discern in the hands of the second personagtj
also a girl, the foreshortened figure of an animm
probably a pet cat, such &s we find on one of tht
stones from the walls of Bordeaux previousli
referred to. On this I have just received from Mi
Robert Blair, F.S. A., the following opinions:

—

have seen the photograph of tho Chester so-callel
Mediaival stone from the walls, at Dr. Bruoe’ft
Both he and 1 agree that it is, beyond all doubi'
Roman.” c. Roach Smith.

Temple Place, hy Sirood, October lOtb, 1887.

Sir,—

I

n reply to Mr. Sbrubsolo’s letter [p. 5121
permit mo to say that the mortared part of tht
wail, with small stones, and the unmortared low®
part of massive one.s, are fairly of the dimensionu
1 have given, and that they were taken with tht
City Surveyor.

Is your correspondent referring to the satni
place ? His mention of a cornice leads me to thioH
thai he is not doing so, for there is none at the poini
I named. Where the cornice does occur (it bogin'i
about 50 ft. east of tho North Gate), tho largr
Roman stones go quite from base to cornice, thil

being their greatest height
;
but this is not the poini

I named. At other places along the wail they ar,"^

lower than the height I gave, in some cases being
only one or more courses high

;
in others they are

not visible. The height I gave refers only to the
point named. At other places the wall is much
higher, in others rather less.

Mr. Shrubsole saw a man thrust in his arm
“between the layers of stone, first removing the
dry earth,” aud asks if this can be Roman work 1

I did something of the sort myself, but it was ii

places whore the removal of inscribed stones madfr
it possible to do so. I cau but thiuk th.at youi
correspooclout has taken some of these gaps foJ
what ho reports, although I have already called
attention to the lact that there is earth in tho opeO'
joints. It is a peculiarity that these joints do not
appear ever to have been filled in either with
pebbles or broken stones. I think that few antb
quaries will object to tho removal of Roman stouef
Irom a later Roman wall, but many gaps have
been made here which have to be filled iu with
modern masonry.

I saw none of the unmortared part formed oi

“loose ” stones,—all Ls a compact mass. It might
not be incorrect to say so of some of the poorly-l
built mortared wall above it, particularly the innen
face.

I will take this opportunity of correcting a mistake'
my letter (p. 511). What I then said of North

Gate applies to East Gate. There are so many diverse'

views of the latter that I took one to apply to thel

former, following the inscription on the gate itselft

relative to its Roman fonndatious, on being rebuilt
in 1808. Mr. Thompson Watkia, whose “Roman
Cbeshiro,” I had not to hand at the moinenfc,
acknowledges, p. 100, that these foundations are of

Roman date. 'This brings out the fact that, instead!

of there being but one Roman gate in line with thel

present walls, there were in reality two in existence,

until fairly recent times. Surely this must make it

more difficult for Mr. Watkin to believe that thel

massive stones in the walls, which bo acknowledges:
to be Roman, could ever have been shifted in

position, as be asserts. There they are, in line with
the gates in both cases, where Roman walls musti
have been.

Into his interesting conjectures relative to what
Elfieda did at Chester, I need not enter, except to

say that whatever was done must be regarded in

relation to the Castle. There is there a grassy;

mound upon which the Normans did not erect their

:

masonry keep. No one who has studied an inte-

resting series of articles in some past volumes of the I

Builder, under initials whereby we can readily recog-
nise the name of an esteemed antiquary, cau doubt i

the Saxon origin of such works. I am not an advocate

.

for theorising without certain facts, but iu this case

.

it may be a safe supposition to consider this mound
as the work of Elfieda, aud as the key of her forti-

1

ficatioiis, which, from analogy with other works, we
should expect to have been ditche.s aud earthen

:

banks with stockading, and not masonry.

E. P. Loftus Brock.

No. 36, Great Russell-slreei, TU.C.
October lltb, 1887.

THE WALLS OF CHESTER.



I 'Sib,—

I

asked Mr. C. Roach Smith in my last if

i ho ever know of the walls of a Roman castrian. (not
* of buildings or aqueducts) having bpon built without

I
mortar, and I added that I would not include the

j

walls of the towns on the Continent which he
I named, as the date of their erection bad been dis-

' Butod. Mr. Smith does not answer the question,

I
T>ut evades it

;
and, while admitting that I am right

' in saying the date of the erection of these Con-
I
tinontal walls has been disputed, says that it is *' in

\ vain he has referred me to them, i.e., to prove that

I the Chester wall is Roman. Certainly it 15 in vain
i that he has referred me to them, when the only

:
instances he can refer to of so-called Roman walls

' •of caslra built without mortar are these disputed
' ones, and, like the portion just laid bare at Chester,
' ihey are composed of sculptured and inscribed

! stones. Therefore, at the outset, there is the same
' suspicion as to tho origin of the Chester fragment,
' which seems more than ever confirmed by the

t -opinions of many archaeologists concerning the
' walls similarly composed (though with tho addition
' of mortar) in London.

Mr. Smith's comparison with Richborough, &c.,
' does not bold good

; for the newly-excavated por-
tion at Chester is not, like Richborough, &o., built

I

upon layers of boulders. In the only foundation of
‘ boulders laid bare at Cheater (that of the destroyed
«outhern wall), the boulders are set in strong Roman

' concrete.

With regard to Mr. Smith's statement that tho
' Arguments as to the Continental walls he named,
not being Roman, are “as illogical and futile as

those adduced in favour of a Jacobean theory to

explain tho walls of Chester," I maysay that I have
neither started, advocated, nor discussed any
•“Jacobean" theory. My viows are explained at

' length in my reply to Mr. Brock in your issue of

£>eptember 24tb.

Mr. Brock candidly admits that he does not know
of any ctislruvi in Britain, the walls of which were
built without mortar, but refers to these doubtful

Continental examples, and says they aro a strong
Argument in favour of the Chester fragment being
Roman. I should opine it wasjustthesedibcredited
Continental examples that would help to increase the
evidence against tho Roman origin of the Chester
fragment. He seems to be misinformed also as to
tho extent of the mortared portion of the latter.

The only mortar is at the extreme upper part, and
that is modern.

Next, Mr. Brock avers that Roman mortar has
been “ detected" on the Roodeye stones. Certainly
it has. It was ‘^detected’’ during the recent exca-
vations made in front of them three or four years
since, fragments of it adhering to some of them

;

and this fact, with tho nature of the tooling on some
of the stones laid bare, helped me to see that the
latter were Roman, brought from a large building.

Mr. Brock will, however, Ji/id no lasers of Roman
mortar beUceen the stones.

Mr. Brock states also that the evidence shows
that the stones in the newly-excavated part of tho
north wall were not lifted into their places by means
of the lewis-holes still existing in some of them, but
they wore rolled into position, that “labour was
cheap, and that progress was slow." He asks whether
any seventeenth-century builder would have done
this, and if it is not fatal to any late date. Whether
*‘any sevonteeuth-coatury builder" would have

done this is beside the question. Tho Parlia-

mentarian army (whom 1 have put down as

the builders of this fragment) could do it, and
labour would consequently bo “cheap.” With a
strong force, I see no necessity for progress being

“slow.”
Mr. Brock’s remarks as to the number of stones

from “the ruined subxirbs" lying about after the

siege that would be available for rebuilding the wall

instead of searching for Roman stones, to my mind
contradict what he has just before stated. If the

stones were “rolled into position," would they be
carted or rolled all the way from the suburbs ?

Numerous ruined Roman buildings were close at

hand (and also tho building of doubtful date lying

parallel with the north wall, opposite the Deanery,

laid bare in 18S4), and there need be no “ searching,

”

unless taking up visible foundations, &c., be deemed
; “searching,” whilst the tombstones turned up in

Lady Barrow’s Hey and elsewhere, when the nume-
rous entrenchments wero mode, would be ready to

hand. Many (or most) of the stones of the former
wall (probably of Edwardian date) would be lying

about also, close to their former positions, and Mr.

Brock f-liould bear this in mind, in his formidable

calculation of the amount of stone required, and
also in bis calculation of cost.

Coming to tho “buttressing wall,” Mr. Brock
remarks that I am speaking of the south f.vce of

tho north wall. He is mistaken. The “ buttressing

wall ” is on tho northern face, whilst as to the

North Gate existing as a double Roman archway
until the middle of the last century, he is still more
strangely mistaken. No Roman archway existed at

any of the Chester gates until the last century, but
it is the East Gate that Pennant describes and
engraves, as mentioned by Mr. Brock, who cannot
have read the singular aud varied accounts of it

which I have collected aud given in “ Roman
Choshire.”

Ormerod (“Hist, of Cheshire,” vol. i., p. 2S1)

says:—“The (North) gate at the period of its

demolition, consisted of a dark, narrow, and incon-

venient passage under a pointed arch, over which
was a mean and ruinous gaol, equally incon-

venient, and varying little in appearance from the

delineation of it given by Randle Holme in Harl.

MSS.. 2073.”

This gate was pulled down in 1808, but, as I have

said (“Rom. Chesh.,” p. 106), it was probably

built upon Roman foundations, which may still beleft

undisturbed beneath the present structure. If a
Roman arch had existed here in the last century, we
might, as Mr. Brock suggests, go into the question

of Ruman work near it. But no one has ever

advanced the least claim to the old North Gate
(which was remembered by many who have
died within tho last fifteen years) having been
Roman.
Whether any further excavation is to be made

near these wails (though Roman inscribed stones are

in sight, and only wait to be dislodged) I cannot say.

Canon Raine, in last Saturday’s Academy, advocates

every Roman inscribed stone which has been
detected, being taken out, on the ground of the

wall being of comparatively modern construction.

W. Thompson Watkin.

Liverpool, October 10th, 1887.

Illustrations.

DESIGNS FOR MILAN CATHEDRAL
FAgADE.

E give this week a lithograph of Mlf.
Hartel & Neckelmanu’a design, ac-

cepted in the first competition for the

new facade of Milan Cathedral, from a photo-

graph of their drawing forwarded to us by the

architects
;
and another of a design by Messrs.

Pugin A Pugin, exhibited with the others, but

excluded from the competition on account of

delay in delivery, the fanlt, we understand, of

onoof the railway companies. Further remarks
on the subject will be found on another page.

Tho ILbxstrazione lialiana published small

woodcuts, iu a recent number, of all the designs,

from which we have reproduced four, which
may be useful as giving a general idea of some
of the designs, thongb, of course, they cannot

represent the detail in any adequate manner.

NEW HOUSES, THE BEACH, WALMER,
KENT.

The drawing from which our illustration is

taken was exhibited in this year's Academy
exhibition. The buildings have been erected

by day work by Mr. A. Tod, from the designs

aud under the personal superintendence of Mr.

James Neale, F.S.A. The three larger houses

on the right are finished and occupied, bat the

other house shown on the drawing is not yefc

erected.

A COUNTRY HOUSE.
This house, of which we give a plan and

perspective sketch, is to be built of red bricks,

with stone muHioned windows and dressings;

tho half-timber work is in oak ; tiles of au
orange-red colour are to be used for the roofs

and weather tiling. The estimated cost is

2,750L Mr. Langton Dennis is the architect.

ENTRANCE LODGE, WALMER, KENT.
The illustration is taken from a drawing

exhibited at the Royal Academy. The Lodge
has been erected by Mr. Tod, from the designs

and under the personal supervision of the

architect, Mr. James Neale, F.S.A. There were
no contracts excepting for the following works :

Messrs. Frost Bros., of Deal, for the gai and
plumbing ;

and Messrs. Potter & Son, of

London, for the ornamental irijnwork. The
lower walls of the Lodge are hollow, being faced

with Kentish rag, worked in courses and backed
with brickwork, with quoins of red Teynham
bricks. The upper story is of timber and
pebble-dashing ;

the roofs are covered with
Collier’s Reading tiles. The sweep of the gates

was arranged io as to preserve the two large

trees, as shown on the drawing.
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•“SflONE’S EJECTORS IN THE RECENT
RAINSTORMS.”

Sir,—

T

he defenders of the Shone system of

raising liquids would hare a very good brief, so far

as low lifts are concerned, if tbe assumptions on
which the theoretical calculations of efficiency are

based could be relied upon, viz., that tho losses

duo to leakage and fall of temperature are prac-
tically inappreciable. The excessive value of the
ratio of power to work, which Mr. Shone after

about ten years’ osperienco has found it necessary
to adopt, proves conclusively that he has fouud from
Actual practical results that the losses due to these
•causes are very heavy. Hemolitiou of tbe argu-
meuts of tho “clique" will further the objects ho
has in view much more effectually than insiuuations
cf improper motives. Statements and arguments
either fenced wither passed over in silence are ipso

Jacto admitted to be correct.

In claiming to have discharged bis duty as engi-
neer by providing engine power capable of pumpiog
A larger volume of sewage than the committee
authorised him to provide for, Mr. Shone virtually
niisclaims having acted as chief engineer respon-
sible for designing and carrying out an installation
capable of dealing with the whole discharge from
the Palace sewers. ‘Who, then, was tho responsible
engineer? I certainly thought that Mr. Shone had
designed the whole of the works as they are now
carried out. Were the plans countersigned by some
higher authority? Mr. Shone says that he has
provided pumping power capable of dealing with
more than three times the volume tbe committee
Authorised him lo provide for. By whose authority
did he make this additional outlay ? Clearly, if be
was not the responsible engineer, ho had no right,
proprio molu, to deviate from the instructions of
the committee.

I agree (olo ccelo with Sir Robert Rawlinson in
€xing upon 400 gallons a minute as the maximum
volume necessary to bo provided for by pumping.
Provision for dealing with a larger volume by this
means involves a useless waste of public money.
The excess storm-water ought to be discharged
through a storm-water outlet. There is iu the
existing installation a 12-in. pipe connecting tho
sump with the metropolitan sowors, provided with
A reflux valve, so that whenever the surface of the
sewage in the sump is higher thau that of the
-sewage in the metropolitan sewers, the sewage will
flow by gravitation from the sump to the .sewer.
Mr. Ault, the ])artner of Mr. Shone in the paper
which he read at tho meeting of the Society of
Eogdneers, suggested that this outlet might be used
in dry weather to let the Palace sewage How into
the city sowers by gravitation. If that plan were
Adopted, whenever the pipe was not full, there would
be established a free communication, by which the
sewer gas of the city sowers in its hot weather con-
centrated state, would flow back into the subway,
and the main object of the huge installation
would be frustrated. Mr. Shone, however, in his
pamphlet, presented to tbe members, states th.at it
will act automatically as a storm-water overflow
when the pumping power is overcome. Jlr. Shone'
therefore, or whoever may be the engineer respon-
sible for the success of the work, has not made the
mistake of supposing a storm-water outlet to be
•unnecessary, but tho mistake of designing ono of
insufficient capacity.

I am quite sure that none of the “cliqiro " have
the least desire to deny Mr. Shone and Mr. Phillips
the gratifleation due to success. Those gentlemen
must, however, prove the validity of their ciaini.
I emphatically assert that time will prove the instal-
lation to be a failure, not only as a means of dis-
charging tbe sewage, but in a sanitary point of
view. I am sure you will grant me space to repeat
the reasons which cause me to hold these views, and
to state them iu such away that silence on Mr.
^>hone’B part must convince your readers of their
truth.

i uimpa ua» tiuL answereQ eicner or t

crucial questions I asked, viz.. How did he asc
tain the height of the sewage in tho raetropr)Iit
sewers, and (I admit indirectly) the depth of t

sewage in the subway close to the pump? 1
•bottom is flat, 3 ft. wide, and laid at a gradient o
in 225, so that a depth of 12 in. above the conen
close to the sump would correspond with a stcra
cf 2,000 gallons. Tho 0 in. above the pipe in my 1

letter is a clerical error
;

it should be 16 in. I a
ask Mr. Shone to state what is the maximum
(Pressure used since the commencement.

Mr. Phillips has stated that with an air pressi
of 10 lb. per square inch tbe four gas engines w.
Able to discharge in an hour the whole of tbe ra
fall on ten acres at the rate of '59 in. per hour w
the exception of 2,000 gallons against a bead
-0 ft. I think Mr. Phillips has overstated

i

acreage, but he has committed himself to the sta
aiient that the whole of the sewage discharged by 1

Palace sewers was dealt with in the way describ.
Mr. Phillips seems to think that for an interval
two miDutes the rate of fall may have been dout
'59 in. per hour, but I presumo neither he nor ^
Shone questions the accuracy of the Westmins
gauge as to the total raiufail in the hour In i

printed report. I did not see Mr. Shone’s ver
-statement that the pipes are 6 in., and concluc
he bad found he was mistaken. I find they
6 m. For argument, I wiU also take the minim

area, -viz., eight acres. This will correspond with
1,782 gallons per minute, of which, according to
Mr. Phillips, 34 gallons per minute were stored,
leaving 1,748 gallons per minute to be otherwise
disposed of. If the whole was pumped each ejector
must have discharged 583 gallons in thirty seconds,
or at the rate of 19'4 gallons per second. Tbe
corresponding velocity in the 6-in. pipe would bo
16 ft., and the theoretical head duo to this velocity
4 ft., which corresponds with an air pressure of I'S.
The pressure due to the dead life of 20 ft. is S'8 lb.,

so that without any allowance for friction or valve
resistance, tbe air pressure cauoot have been less
thau 10‘6 lb. Adding, as before, 3 Ib. to overcome
these resistances, we get the minimum necessary
pressure of 13'6 lb. to the square inch. The area
of the valve passages is rarely equal to two-thirds of
the pipes. In the case of the Palace ejectors I feel
sure it is not equal to this, but if equal to it, the
velocity in the valve passages would be 2^ times
that iu the pipes, or 37 ft. per second. This corre-
sponds to a theoretical head of 20 ft., the corre-
sponding air pres.sure being 8'8 lb., or the minimum
total pressure 17'6 lb., without any allowance for
heads due to friction and contraction. A discharge
of 300 gallons per minute from each ejector would
only require half the pipe velocity, and the S'8 lb.

would be reduced to 2'2, or the minimum pressure
necessary to discharge 900 gallons a minute against
a 20 ft. head, 11 lb. It is possible, therefore, that
a pressure of 12 lb. to the square inch would be
sufficient to discharge 1,000 gallons a minute. As
a matter of fact, I know from actual observation
that the ejectors cannot discharge 300 gallons a
minute against a 20 ft. head with 10 Ib. air pressure.
Mr. Shone has utterly misrepresented what I said
at the meeting of the Society of Engineers about
the discharging capacity of the ejectors. I never
stated that the ejectors could discharge 1,000
gallons a minute against a 20 ft. head with an air
pressm-o of 10 lb., and I emphatically deny stating
that the estimate I did give was based on theoretical
calculations. As a matter of fact, Igavo the details
of tho three observations of the time of discharge
of tbe 500-gallon ejector, tho times in each
case being as nearly as possible equal and a
little under forty-five seconds. If then the ejector
discharged 500 gallons, the rate of discharge
was about 330 gallons a minute. As the diameter
of the pipes of the 300-gallon ejector is tho same as
that ot the 500-gallon ejector, the discharging
capacity of each ejector is the same, and I now ask
Mr. Shone the question, which Mr. rhillip.s has
declined to .answer for him, Why did he specify the
5n0-gallon ejector ? On the day I examined the
installation there had been a little rain in tho morn-
ingi—sufficient to necessitate the use of two gas-
engines, —but it had ceased about two hours before
my visit, and one engine was doing the work with
ease. It is therefore quite certain that the sewage
in the metropolitan sewers cannot have differed
much in depth from its normal eleven o’clock level,
so that the maximum lift cannot have exceeded 1 4 ft.

The engines are calculated to exert only 4-h.p. at
the brake, where the air-pressure is 10 lb., aud as
they can exert .o-b.p. brake-power, they would be
able to supply air compressed to 12 lb. per square
inch, and at this pressure I estimated that the three
ejectors mii^ht be able to di.schargo 1,000 gallons
against a 20 ft. head. Mr. Shone, however, is not
entitled to claim the reserve power provided to meet
accidents toinachinery, in estimating tho discharging
capacity of his installation. As there are throe
ejectors, he is entitled to claim two-thirds. The
discharging capacity, therefore, with 10 lb. air-
pressure would not exceed 500 (five hundred), and
with 12 lb. air-pressure 7U0 (seven hundred), gallons
per minute against a 20 ft. head.

'Taking I jOt'O gallons as the maximum volume,
which the ejectors can discharge in a minute against
a 20 ft.^ head, with 12 lb. air-pressure, the work esti-
mated in weight of water raised will be 6-h.p., and
the necessity engine brai-e power 20-h.p,, which is
certainly equal to fully 27-h.p. indicated, or the ratio
of indicated horse-power to tbe horse-power in work
done 41- to 1. I know that Mr. Shone bases his
calculation on a discharge ofouco a minute

;
in other

words, iu fixing his engine-power, he estimated for
a discharge of 900 gallons a minu e, since tho 500-
gallon ejector cannot discharge more than the 300-
gallon. This Lo thought could be raised 20 ft. high
with 101b. air-pressure, corre-ponding to 16-h.p.
brake horse-power of gas-engines equal to at least
21-h.p. indicated. As the work iu weight of water
raised is only 5^ h.p., the ratio of horse-power indi-
cated to horse-power in actual wo- k estimaced to bo
Dece.ss.ary by Mr. Shone himself is nearly 4;].
Expenence has shown that it is no! sniJicieiif.

1 do not in the least doubt Mr. Phillips’s veracity,
but lie is I-ibouring under a misapprehension as to
the actual facts of the case, which will be effectually
removed when he prepares his answers to the two
crucial questions I have had to ask him a second
time.

'That Mr. Shone should have provided, as he
deliberately states that he has dune, a reservoir for
diluted sewage extending the whole length of the
Houses of Parliament, is simply incomprehensible.
Ever since ho took up the sewage question his whole
efforts have been directed to procure the condemna-
tion of large sewers laid at flat gradients, whether or
not intended to be used as reservoirs. He has
always described them as elongated cesspools. They
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are, however, cesspools which can be periodically
flushed. The reservoir be has provided at tho Houses
of Parliament is an elongated cesspool in a much
worse state than those sewers, because its contents
will be stagnant and tho sewage sediment spread
over a flat concreto bottom 3 ft, wido. No rainfall
goes directly into this “ subway ’’ reservoir. All has
to pass through the 12 in. sewer so that the contents
of the reservoir must necessarily be very foul. The
fact that tho whole discharge passes through this
12 in. pipe makes the flooding of the Victoria Tower
quadrangle inevitable long before tbe sewage in the
sump rises to tbe maximum height attained by the
sewage in the city sewers, because the head neces-
sary to force the 3,000 gallons a minute correspond-
ing to a rainfall of 1 in. cannot be less than 12 ft.

In other words, the surface of the sewage at the
Victoria Towor will be 12 ft. higher than tbe surface
at Speaker’s Green.
There are several largo pockets iu tbe crown of

the subway which, until recently, wore simply
reservoirs of foul air. In the printed repurt of
Mr. Ault’s paper it is stated that these are now
ventilated by gratings. No wonder there are foul
smells in the courtyards.

'The remedy for these defects is, however, simple.
Separate collecting sewers should be provided for

tbe rainfall discharging directly into the subwa^
the brickwork block between tho city and Palace
sewers replaced by a reflux valve the full size ot the
sewer, and tho communication between tbe sump
and the subway stopped.

Mr. Shone has not challenged the accuracy of the
rest of the statements I made at the meeting

;
his

silence, therefore, must be taken as an acknowledg-
ment of their truth.

As I have been compelled to contradict two state-
ments made by Mr. Shone, I feel that I ought no
longer to use a “nom do plume.” I therefore,
subscribe my name and address,

William Hoiialdson.
2, Westminster Chambers.

“NEW METHOD OF VENTILATION.”
Sib,—

W

ehave read the description in your current
issue [p. 486] of what the patentees, in a circular issued
by them, term a “ new method of ventilation but
far from being new, it is really a very old methoi^
we having applied it to fireplaces as far back m
fifteen years ago at our old offices at Mansion House
Buildings. Instead of a cyliudor the bottom of the
shaft brought down from the ceiling level termi-
nated at the floor-level in au air-tight casing, made
of mica, enclosing the fire-place, so that tho tiro was
made to draw its supply of air down through the
ventilating tubes, and no draught was experienced
by any one sitting in front of the firo, as is the case
with the ordinary fire-grate.

We later on discovered that the idea of carrying
a tube down from tho ceiling, an<l connecting it with
the throat of the chimney, was not original, a
Mr. Hoey, of Glasgow, having used this arrange-
ment about five years before, but without the air-

tight casing.

About nine years ago we applied this principle to

large sugar works at Greenock, there being six shafts
emjiloyed altogether for the ventilation of the char-
room, the shafts being led down from the ceiling,

and communicating wiih the ashpits of tho furnaces,
which wore otherwise made air-tight below the
furnace-bars. Many years ago wo took out a patent
for the application of this principle for the ventila-

tion of steam-ships, pipes being led from the
different parts of the vessel down to the furnaces,
which were made to draw their supply of air through
these channels.

Wo are not surprised that the patentees are, as

you say, in some doubt as to tbe function of “the
cylinder.’’ We have carefully studied this part of

the arrangement, but fail to see what possible
advantage can arise from its use. The inventors
say that in the event of a reversal of the current in

the chimney it will prevent back draught in the
ventilating tube, but even allowing that it did so,

which we doubt, a simjilo valve placed in the shaft
would effect tho same thing at considerably’ less cost

and trouble. Our experience of this principle, as

applied to buildings, is that there is no advantage
whatever iu bringing a shaft down from the ceiling

and connecting it with the chimney, as an urdinara
mica flap ventilator fixed in the chimney-breast ar
the ceiling level answers the purpose equally]

well, if not better, and the cost of the one as com-
pared with the other is a mere trifle, amounting to

only a few shillings, whilst, with regard to tbe

trouble and labour involved iu the fixing, there is

no comparison. Both plans depend for their action

upon whatever updraught there may exist in tho

flue ; in many flues, evtn without a tire, there is to be
found a strong natural updraught, which would
create an exhaust through either the mica flap

ventilator or tho vertical tube, though in the latter

there would be tho increased friction to contend
with and the resistance offered by drawing Joan-
loards tho highly rarified air usually found at the

ceiling level, especially when the gas is lighted, and
the natural tendency of which is to ascend and not

descend. It is simply going contrary to the laws of

nature to try and ventilate a room by drawing the

hot-air downwards.
We observe that the patentees recommend where

there is a defective draught in the flue that a gas
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|et or blast fan be employed to create an exhaust.

We priBume they do not contend that such an

lipplicatinn ia novel, and if they consider the u-se of

either a pas jet or a fan as necossary before ventilation

jjan bo secured, for what aro wo indebted to their

vertical tube and cylinder, which of themselves

oannot possibly affect the draught one way or the

other, they being admittedly inoperative and there-

fore useless unless an updraught either already exists

or is created in the upcast line by other moans
independent of and outside their arrangement, and
which must certainly be credited with whatever
purront that may be found in tho vertical pipe ?

I

Robert A. Boyle & Son (Limited).

\ 64, Holborn Viaduct, October lUh, 1887.

Sir,—

T

his system I have usod years ago, and
found it successful. It was known as Dr. Chowne’s
lystem. Dr. Chowno was also in the tiold before

robin, as he brought in the fresh air upon the same
principle as Tobin. €. B. A.

L
Sib,—

M

ay I bo allowed to explain that as to the
ain function of the cylinder there can be no doubt,

ilhe cylinder or chamber, being in many cases in

lactual contact with tho fire, becomes heated, the

Iraroficatioii that ensues causes a rapid displacement
tof air without (or, better, combined with) tho
draught of the chimney acting on the end of tho

lexit-pipe. It is exactly the same thing as heating a
room and opening a window, tho cooler air (because

,of its greater density) immediately displaces the

kvarmer and rushes into the room. The interposi-

tion of tho cylinder is absolutely necessary ns a dis-

connector, otherwise the downcast and upcast pipes,

beiug continuous, are liable to become boated by
Conduction, aud then a reverse action is at once set

up, or its efficiency is greatly impaired, as we have
frequently proved by experiment.

G. B. Moss.

%* Our correspondent, nevertheless, told us when
we were examining the model that be did not know
why the upcast draught should refuse to act without
the cylinder, and suggested two or throe theories
without adopting any ono of them.

ORDNANCE MAP SCALES.
Sir,—I notice that in your article on the Ordnance

Survey in last week’s Builder, one of the arguments
iput forth by tho advocates for the scale is that
a square inch on a map drawn to" that proportion
.equals exactly one English acre. I beg to state

that this is not quite correct, as one square inch
Equals only 4822‘53 square yards, and I fail to see
that this is an acre. Although perhaps near enough
for ordinary agricultural purposes, it would not
answer if applied to town work.

In tho case of tho scale, one square inch will

bs found to contain 192 '9 square yards.

F. 0. Williams.

*, 1̂

* Tho word “exactly” should not certainly

have been employed sans jdirase

;

“practically”
would have been more correct; but it is “exactly”
to tho eye

;
it would require a magnifying glass to

detect the difference of the square inch and the
aero on the scale, and that was all that was
intended.

FIRES IN THEATRES.
Sir,—

1

read Mr. Campbell’s letter in your last

week’s issue, suggesting the engraving of the plan
of every theatre on tho back of tho programme.
Now, if everybody understood a plan tho idea would
bo an excellent one

;
but my experience convinces

me that not one in a hundred does.*
On one occasion I was retained upon an “ancient

lights ” case, before a special jury, aud, notwith-
standing tho plans, sections, aud photographs which
were put in, the jury could not comprehend it, and
ultimately a model bad to be made in cardboard.

It has struck me that if a red light were placed
over every door of exit, and a finger painted on
glass (with a gas-jet behind), directing, the way
would be quickly seen by the audience.

William Adams.

COOKING STOVES.
Sib,—

C

an you or any of your readers inform me
of a really good cooking-stovo ? It should be able

bo accomplish the following objects :

—

1. Roast in front of fire as well as roast and bake
in ovens.

2. Grill on top of fire as well as fry, and have a
hot-plato for stews and sauces, boiling, ko.

3. Heat a boiler sufficient to give water for a bath
when required.

4. Above all, it should ventiUte so that the smell

of the cooking should be carried away instead of
oermoating the kitchen, as is usual now.

5. I need hardly say it should be economical in

}oals.

I have had several stoves in my kitchen, and they
ire all faulty, and will only effect half the opera-
dons that a really efficient stove ought to accom-
plish. I would not mind the cost if 1 could find a
itovo that would effect tho above objects.

Paterfamilias.
Oct. 6th, 1887.

• We have already eipreBsed the eamo opinion,—En,

PROVINCIAL NEWS.
Birmingham.—The Birmingham Gazette states

that some Medimval remains have been dis-

covered in clearing the ground for new pre-

mises in that city. A new building is about to

bo erected in tho Priory, and in the excavations

for tho foundations a massive red sandstone
wall lias been revealed, which is supposed to be
a part of tho hospital or priory of St. Thomas,
founded in 1285. Arrangements have been
made for the remains of the wall to be photo-

graphed and sketched.
Boxornejnouth .—The new mission hall in con-

nexion with St. Michael’s Church, Bournemouth,
was opened by a special service on Michaelmas
Day, at which workmen employed on the bnild-

ing, as well as the congregation of St. Miohaol’s

Church, attended. Mr. R. Finder was the archi-

tect of the new building, and Messrs. E. Jones
& Son the contractors. The cost was about
COOL

Bridgwater.—On the 6th inst., tho formal
opening of premises for the Young Men’s
Christian Association, to be known as the

“George Williams” Memorial Hall, took place

at Bridgwater. The hall has been built to

commemorate the fact of Mr. Williams being
founder of the organisation. The building has
frontages to Eastover of 45 ft. and 83 ft. to

Salmon-parade, and is designed in the Classic

style of architecture. It has been executed
with local red brick, relieved with Ham Hill

stone dressings and white brick in the piert, tho

moulded string-courses being in moulded bricks.

At the front of the building, on the ground-
floor, a large reading-room and library, with
secretary’s room attached, has been placed.

Behind the reading-room there is a meeting or

lecture room, with accommodation for 130
adults. Attached to this room is the junior

club-room. A gymnasium has also been fitted

up with gymnastic appliances. The floor has
been formed with solid wood blocks to deaden
the sound. The large hall is 50 ft. in length by
30 ft. in width, aud has a height of 2-I- ft., the
total accommodation beiug for 460 adults.

Towards the front, a large room intended as a
young men’s parlour has been placed. On the
floor above are two other commodious rooms.

The sanitary appliances are said to be arranged
on the most approved scientific principles.

Including the furniture, the entire outlay

amounted to 3,6001. Messrs. W. G. Habershon
& Fawckner, of London, Newjiort, and Cardiff,

gratniiously prepared plans and specifications.

Mr. H. W. Pollard, of Eastover, whose tender
amounted to 2,490/., was the builder.

Kingston' on- TJiames.— The Corporation of

Kingston - on - Thamos, in a Bill which they
propose to promote in Parliament next session

will apply, among other privileges, for powers
to provide additional wharf accommodation.
The estimated expenditure of the improvement
is from 1,000/. to 1,200/. This includes the

cost of a concrete wall, with granite coping,

necessary to give an additional frontage of

470 ft., with mooring rings or posts, and gi-anito

pitching, with stone steps 100 ft. wide for boats.

The gross annual amount of tonnage unloaded
at the public wharf at present is 26,000 tons,

and it is estimated that about 1,500 tons more
are carried by barges that are driven elsewhere
to unload in consequence of the poor accommo-
dation. Should the powers sought be granted,
advertisements would probably be issued inviting

tenders from contractors.

Ncivcastle. — At a meeting of the Town
Council last week the Deputy Town Clerk (Mr.

W. E. Cartwright) read the letter from the
Lords of the Treasury, which has been already
published, agreeing to a loan of 10,000/. for the

purpose of executing the scheme of the public

buildings, which comprises a free library,

assembly room, council chamber, school of art,

Ac. Tho Public Buildings Committee recom-
mend the Council to accept the tender sent in

by Mr. John Galliraore, in April, 1886, for the

erection of the buildings in accordance with the

plans and specifications, at a cost of 12,000/.

This was agreed to, aud the Corporation seal

affixed to the contract, tho work to be com-
pleted by June 24th, 18S9. It appears that the

highest tender, by Messrs. Lucas, of London,

was for 18,628/. Is is to be hoped Mr.

Gallimoremay be able to carry out the work for

less than two-thirds of that amount with satis-

faction both to himself and the Corporation.

Bedcar.—Major-General C. Phipps Carey held

an inquiry at Redcar on the 6th inst. in response

to an application from the Local Board to borrow
|

1,500/. for laying out pleasure-gardens. Mr.
James Howeroft, their surveyor, presented the
plans which he had prepared, and explained the
mode of carrying out the proposed work.
Royton .—At a recent meeting of the Royton

Local Board, the plans prepared by Mr. R.
Vawser, C.E., Manchester, for the main drain-

age of tho district, and tho treatment of the
sewage thereof at an estimated coat of about
27,000/., were unanimously adopted, and the
clerk was instructed to submit tho same to

tho Local Government Board for their approval.

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.
Deivshury .—Tho consecration of the newly-

built portion of Dewsbury Parish Church, took
place on tho 30th ult., the Bishop of Ripon
officiating. Tho new part consists in the en-
largement of the nave by 31 ft. in length and
24 ft. in width, this extension making the nave
98 ft. long. The north and south transept have
been each increased 27 ft. by 30 ft., tho chancel
46 ft. by 24 ft., the morning chapel 30 ft. by
19 ft., organ-chamber 30 ft. by 19 ft., clergy
vestry 14 ft. by 12 ft., and choir-vestry 20 ft.

by 13 ft. The length of nave and chancel
together make a total length of 144 ft., the
average height being 34 ft. Eacli transept has
two throe-light windows of varied designs.

Several stained-glass windows have been added.
The new east window, which is in seven lights,

has also been filled with stained glass. On the
south side of the chancel is a lofty double three-
light stained-glass window, in memory of the
Rev. Thomas Allbutt, M.A., for many years
vicar of Dewsbury. On the same side of the
chancel there are sodilia in three bays, with,

piscina adjoining. The screens on either side
of tho chancol, near the morning chapel, are of

stone, with tracery heads and moulded cornices.

Two porches, one on the north and one on the
south side, have been added; tho south porch
has a stained-glass window. The walls of the
new building have been built of ashlar, from
Netherton quarries, Huddersfield. All the
woodwork is of oak, and the roof of each
transept is supported only on oak columns, from
which rise circular ribs, and the roofs to the
nave, chancel, and other parts of the new
building, have richly-moulded princip.als, with
elaborate oak tracery. The roofing is covered
with lead and felt, on oak boards. The floors

are for the most part of redwood blocks, by
Messrs. Thomas Gregory & Co., of London, laid

in pitch, on a bed of cement concrete. The
floor of tho chancel is covered with encanstio

tiles, and the aisles with plain rod aud black,

all by Messrs. Godwin & Sons, of Hereford.

The seats are of oak, as also are the choir

stalls
;
the latter beiug finely moulded, and

having open fronts with tracery heads. The
church is ventilated by inlet tubes and grates

placed at tho lower part of the window and
outlet siding casements fixed in the windows.
The church will be warmed by hot water on
the low-pressure system, the pipes running
under each aisle, and covered with perforated
iron grates. The ground plan of this church
was left by the late G. E. Street, R.A., but the

whole of the elevations, with the exception of

the chancel arcade, and all the details and
fittings, are by Mr. A. E. Street. Mr. A. H.
Kirk, a local architect, has superintended
the whole of the works

;
the clerk of

works being Mr. W. H. Williams. The heating

apparatus have been gratuitously fixed by
Messrs. M. Newsome, Sons, A Spedding, and
the gas supply has been undertaken by Mr. H.
Blackburn. The contract for the eastward ex-

tension was taken by Messrs. J. A W. Beanland,

of Bradford, for the sum of 14,000/. It is pro-

posed to mako further alterations and additions

at a future date.

Southport .—The new church of St. Philip’s,

Southport, was consecrated by the Bishop of

Liverfiool, on the 11th inst. The church
consists of nave, north aud south aisles,

transepts, and chancel : on tho south side of
the latter are the vestries for clergy and choir,

with moveable screens. The total length of

the church internally is 131 ft., and across the
transepts 77 ft.; the width of the chancel
is 23 ft. The height of the nave from
floor to wall-plate is 36 ft., and to apex of ridge
61 ft. The nave ia divided by stone columns
into fine bays. The nave is lighted on each
side with ten clearstory windows, in the west
front of which is a large traceried five-light

window; the transepts showing externally as
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CIRCULAR CURVES
RELATIVE VALUE OF USEFUL ANCLES TO ANCLE OF INTERSECUCtN

IF ANY TWO LINES BE SET OUT FROM THE STARTING POINTS OF THE CURVE HAVING THE SUM OF
THEIR TANGENTIAL ANCLES (E + S') =®0—X .THE INTERSECTION OF THESE TWO LINES WILL BE A
POINT IN THE CURVE.— BY A SERIES OF SUCH POINTS THE WHOLE CURVE MAY BE SET OUT IF THE
COUNTRY BE SUFFICIENTLY OPEN TO ALLOW OF IT — WHEN THE COUNTRY IS UNEVEN. THE METHOD
SHOWN IN FIC I BY SHIFTING AND RE-SETTING UP THE THEODOLITE WHERE NECESSARY IS
MORE APPLICABLE —

MARINE SURVEYING

coupled gables, 'with a four-light window in
the centre of each gable : and the east eiid of
the chancel has a five-light tracery window,
with trefoil terminals to the main cuspingR.
At the west end of the south aisle rises a tower
to the height of 110 ft. In the tower a bell by
Messrs. John Taylor & Co., of Loughborough,
is fitted, and provision is made for a peal of
eight bells. The pulpit and font, in alabaster,
are the work of Messrs. Norbury, Paterson, &
Co., sculptors, of Liverpool, the carved oak
communion-tablo being by the same firm. The
chancel-floor has been laid with mosaic, by
Messrs. Eiiiot, Olsten, Olney, & Co., of Man-
chester. The decoration of the nave and
chancel with light and simple tints, with stencil
patterns laid on, has been carried out by Mr.
Reuben Bennett, of Manchester. The reredos
is in oak, with carved panels, by a local carver,
Mr. R. A. Maofeeter. The church was designed
by Mr. R. F. Tolson, of Manchester, the style
being known as Geometrical Gothic of an Early
English type. Messrs. \V. Brown & Son, of
Stafford, were the general contractors for the
nndertaking.

Sarveyorship Appointment.—Mr. Peter
Dodd, who has for six years hold the post of
Assistant Surveyor to the Tunbridge Wells
Local Board, has been appointed to the Town
Surveyorsbip of Southend-on-Sea.
Tile Works.—Messrs. Malkin, Edge, & Co.,

of Burslem, have opened a London House, at
Sandringham-buildings, Charing Cross-road.

StuiiLni’s fiolamn.

LAND SURVEYING AND LEVELLING.
XVI.—SETTING OUT CURVES.

HE ])oles shown in the direction of the
chord lines A B, A C, A D, fig. 1

(Builder, Oct. 8, p. 514), are not 1

generally necessary. The nsual method is for
one man to hold one end of the chain at the
last point determined, taking care, if the

,

carve be flat, to place his body upon the outside
j

of the curve, so as not to impede the line of
sight when the theodolite is set for fixing
the next point in the curve. The other
assistant pulls out the chain or the tape to the
given length, and holds up a peg or lath, which
he kseps vertical at the correct distance, i

moving it about as directed by the surveyor, ^

to the right or left hand, until it accurately ^

appears in the required direction. Should any ^

obstacle render it necessary to remove and re-

1

set up the theodolite over a new point in the
|

curve, the direction of a new tangent line must I

be found by the method shown in fig. 1 (Case
j

5), and the same process of sotting-out by'
means of tangential angles re - commenced.
The nse of the tangential angles, which are!
calculated from the formula proved by Case 1
(Builder, Sept. 17, p. 412), enables the curve I

to be set out to the right-hand side of the
[

tangent line, when the theodolite is placed
]over the beginning of the curve, as the primary I

scale of divisions upon the horizontal circle of
[

the instrument is numbered to read in the-

direction of the hands of a watch : hence
when the curve is to be set out to the left-

hand aide of a tangent line, the column upon,

the card containing the differences of the

tangential angles must be adopted. Thus with
a radius of 20 chains, if 1° 25' 57" be the tan-

gential angle for a chord of one chain in length,

and an angle of 2° 51' 54'' be the tangential
angle for the intersection of a second chord of

one chain’s length round the arc, when the

curve is to be set out to the right-hand side of

the tangent line
;
then the tangential angles to

be employed for setting out two points at the

same distances for a curve to the left-hand side

of the tangent line will be 358° 34' 3" and 357°
8' 6" respectively.

Fig. 2 illustrates a method of setting out
curves with the use of two theodolites,

each set up respectively over points at the-

beginning and the end of a curve, when the

angle of intersection between the tangent lines

which pass through those points is known.
In road work curves maybe set out by offsets

from lines drawn upon a plan, and afterwarda
be checked by means of offsets from the tangent
lines. In railway work it is always well to

have a length of straight line between two
curves, when in I'oad-work it is desirable to

accnrately set out one curve rnnning into-

another, the formula given in fig. 3 may be
employed. The proof is given in figs . 4 and fi.

C B = R sin. A — E* sin.* A—
4
^Rr

If R = 7 and r=5 when A = 20°

sin. A = sin. 20° = -342

R sin. A = 7 X •342 = 2-394

sin.® A = T109G4
R- sin.® A = 7 X 7 (-116964)

= 5-731376

And sin. ^ = sin. 10°= -173

sin.® -^
= -029929

4 R-i- (-029929) =4-190060.

The square root of the difference between.
5-731376 and 4-190060 equals 1-241.

And (2-394 — 1-241) = 1-153 = C B, the distance

required.

iu Marine Surveying, the use of two theodo-

lites upon the shore can be employed for

recording the position of a sounding by the

intersection of lines making known angles -with

a gpven base-line. When the box sextant is used
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)y the surveyor out in a boat, the position is

lixed by taking simultaneously the bearings of

liirec known objects on shore, such as D, B, P,

;ir in the case of a river section to be plotted

ipon the line E G, the bearing of two objects,

) and F, situated respectively to the right and
eft of that lino. The station pointer (see

\3uilder, Sept. 3, p. 349) is used for recording

upon the plan the position of the soundings
has taken.

STAINED GLASS.

Horstead. — A two • light painted Jubilee

vindow, with subjects from St. Matthew and
it. Paul introduced, has recently been erected

n this parish church. The artists are Messrs.

Iharles Evans & Co., of London.
Leeds .—A stained-glass window has been

)reBented to the church of the Holy Trinity,

liOeds. The subject is the Raising of Jairus’s

Daughter, and it is in memory of some of the

eachors in the Sunday School. It is from the

itudio of Messrs. Powell Brothers, of Leeds.

Merton Abfcei/.—Messrs. Chas. Evans & Co.

lave lately erected two painted windows, with
jiubjects taken from “ The Poor are the Lord’s ”

lind “He called them unto Him,” at Christ
Jhurcb, Mitcham, the gifts of Mr. M. J. Harris

lind Mr. H. Stevens.

I
Wcdnesburij . — The painted window, with

mbjects taken from the texts, “ I was a
iltranger,” and “ Sick and ye visited me,'

iiubscribed for by the parishioners to perpetuate
he memory of the Vicar’s late wife, Mrs. Fanny
l.i'isher Tuthill, has just been erected by the

urtist.s, Messrs. Chas. Evans & Co., who also

lupplied the ornamental brass, with inscription,

U foot.

RECENT PATENTS.
A8STHACT8 OF SPECIFICATIONS.

: 13,016, Brickmaking Machinery. R. Schole-

ield.

, The improvements in brickmaking machinery of

[he rohary typo .are in the direction of so regulating
'.nd adapting the apparatus that os the mould in

ine cylinder is being filled with clay, the contents of

inether mould in the same cylinder is being dis-

ihargod and forced into tho mould of a second
cylinder

;
the same operation also ejecting a com-

•letoly pressed form from a second or opposite
would in the same second cylinder. Thecyltndera,
poulds, and rollers are all mounted on the same
ramowork.

. 13,898, Step Ladders. J. T. Bower.

Two flaps of tho ladder are connected by moans
»f a rule or knuckle-jointod hinge, so that when tho
ladder is open tho flaps or sides of thesteps are kept
[part. A self acting catch is also affixed to the sides

0 keep the parts of the ladder together when closed.

\n additional leg is also fitted, and this, combined
yith the two parts of the stops, makes a kind of

ripod, which gives great firmness to the ladder.

14,322, Water-closets. J. Smeaton.

1
Suitable improveraouts in the flushing .apparatus

.nd delivery ring are the subjeota of this specifica-

jon, which also relates to the masking of the ordi-

,ary appearance of a "rapid flush” or “flush-out
losot ” by a kind of vase. The distinctive name
f "Amphora ” is given to this description of basin
n this last account.

14,-448, Lock-bolt for Windows, Doors, &c.

I. Johnson.

A small push bolt having an extra slit made in

be catch socket so that when the bolt is pushed
jrward and turned a pin in the bolt engages there-
/ith forms the look-bolt claimed in this patent.

14,538, Circular Glass Ventilators. W.
•argent.

Instead of the circular ventilator moved with a
top, a spindle is arranged to a flange with an oval
oBs, underneath is another movable flange wiih a
imilai' oval boss upon which tho circular glass cover

I placed, a double stop is fixed which only allows
he cover to revolve a quarter of a turn. When
eoessary a spiral spring is fitted so that the
entilator may be moved backward and forward
’ith a single cord.

15,642, Safes and Strong Rooms. G. Allen.

The improvement consists in hardening the
ivets which hold together the different parts of

ifes, kc., so as to be as impregnable to a drilling

istnimout as the plate itself.

8,755, Flushing and Trapping Overflows to

Fater-Closets. E. Emmanuel.
Four or more indentations or channels are sunk

ito the basin from the top flushing rim directly

snneoting with ihe overflow holes which are
scessed on the top side

;
the bottom outer edge

eing level with the outline of the basin. The inside

of the holes are cut away at an angle, so that the
water convoyed by the indentations or channels is

convoyed directly into the overflow, thus thoroughly
flushing and trapping it.

NEW APPLICATIONS FOR PATENTS.

Sept. 30.—13,230, H, Marie, Drawing-boards.

—

13,240, W. Scott, Heating and Ventilating Public
and Private Buildings.—13,258, W. Dutton, Re-
volving Door-posts, &c., for Public Buildings and

OcC. 1.-13,322, E. Solvay, Lime-kilns.—13,329,
D. Ratcliff, Safes and Strong-rooms.

Ocl. 3.—13,342, R. Platt, Window-sash Fastener.
—13,376, B. Harrass, Artifici.al Compounds in

Imitation of Wood.—13,339, D. Lang, Pipe Joint.

Oct. 4. — 13,396, A. Wells, Revolving Wood
Shutters.—13,421, R. Burkitt and G. Green, Com-
bined Lifting Latch and Bolt.—13,434, R. Bradshaw,
Fireproof Curtains or Partitions for Theatres.

—

13,444, W. Webb, Sewer Ventilation.

Oct. 5.—13,467, W. Smith, Manufacture of Cement.—13,472, J. Coppard, Closing or Opening Doors,
Windows, kc.—13,497, H. Smith, Swing Doors.

—

13,508, W. Ballantine and R. Blackie, Flushing
Cisiorna for Water-closets.

Oct. 6.— 13,524, W. He.arn, Fastening Windows.

—

13,528, J. Thrush, Traps for Drains.—13,537, T.
Fawcett, Brick Making and Drying Machinery.

PROVISIONAL SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.

11,966, J. Petter, Stoves and Fireplaces.— 12,271,
J. Davies, Brick Kiln8.-12,524, 12,525, and 12,526,

G. Snelus and Others, Manufacture of Cements.

—

11,591, R. Harrison, Flush Bolts for Doors.— 11,752,

J. Goodman, Bricks for the better Fixing of Wood-
work and other Materials.—11,993, G. Woodcroft,
Sash Fasteners.—12,133, T. Robinson, Cross-cut
Saw-benchos.—12,264, C. Mackey and E. Bailey,

Securing Knobs to Doors.—12,771, W. Lake, Facili-

tating Escape from Burning Buildings.

COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.
Open to Oppoiition for T\eo Mcnthe.

15,759, R. de Ridder and W. Bennett, Heating
Public Buildings and Houses.— 3,256, G. Jeffery,

Covering for Roofs.—7,846, J. Anderson, Dove-
tailing Machines for Open Dovetails.— 11,787, E.
Bailey, Cupboard Turn.—14,557, C. Friedrick, Shop
Counters.—15,542, J. Fisher, Latch for Doors,
Windows, Gates, &c.— 12,023, G. Haye.s, Bare for

Glazed Sashes.—12,031, H. Allison, Paints and
Paint Compounds.

RECENT SALES OF PROPERTY.
ESTATE EXCHANGE REPORT.

OCTODBH 3.

By E. Woods.
Wandsworth—88 and 90, Putney Bridge-road, free-

hold £700
Camberwell New-road—Ro. 23‘1, term 24 years,

ground-rent 400
Lambeth—37 to 41, and 44, 45, and 10, King-street,

22 years, ground-rent 321 846
Stratford—8 and 10, Cruikshank-road, and 2, 4, and

6, Buekit'gham-road, 86 years, ground-rent
211. lOs 750

Hendon— 1 and 2, MiUon-road, 96 years, ground-
rent 101 290

OCTODBB 4.

By Sebbbik & Coltuiit.
Kentish Town—8 and 10, Kelly-street, 60 years,

gronnd-rent 81 610
Now Cross— 110, Malpas-road, 78 years, ground-

rent 41 246

By H. Rutlbt.
Barnsbury— 66, Bride-street, 72 years, ground-rent

61 300
Isleworth— 3, Tolson-road, freehold 190

By Bbaw, Borxbtt, k Eldbidgb.
Wimbledon—The freehold residence, Ty Clyd 2,300

OCTOBEB 6.

By H. H. MosTiGu.
Stepney—1, John-street, copyhold 107

By Fabbbrothbb, Ellis, k Co.
Little Bognor, Sussex — the residences, Brookdean

and The Holts, about 6 acres, freehold 6,101

By CooPBK & Qodldixg.
Islington—Improved ground-rents of 701., term 32

years 980
A rental of 401. a year, term 17 years 300

By Teutlb & Moobb.
Homerton—119, 2 2, 204, and 236, Wick-road,

freehold 1,125
Forest Lane—1 and 2, Sarah ’s-villas, freehold 396

By Dale k Sox.
Bromley—95 to 101, odd, Swaton-road, 76 years,

ground-rent 141 800
Bethnal Green— 3"7, Cambridge-road, 80 years,

ground-rent 101 460

OCTOBBB 6.

By Nbwboit k Habding.
Islington—82, Prebend-street, 40 years, ground-

rent 4/. 4s 316
13, Union-square, 40 years, ground-rent 61. 5s. ... 460

Pentonville—23, Baker-street, 21 years, ground-
rent 161 160

New North-road—11, Arlington-square, 40 years,
gronnd-rent 01. 6s 635

By C. WiLtox.
I

Portland Estate— 5 and 62, Foley-street, 17 years,
grourd-rent 461 1,060

1

MEETINGS.
Tdebdat, Octodbb 18.

Parkee Miiteum {Lecture! for Snmtary Inepeciore).—
Mr. C. E. Cassal. F.C.8., FI.C., on “Food (including
Milk), Sale of Food and Drugs Act." 8 p.m.

Olaegoto Architectural Areociation. — Visit to the
AtboDfrum Buildings. 6'15 p.m.
Mancheeter Architectural Ateociation.—Convereazione.

7-30 p m.

Wbdxbsdat, Octobbb 19,

Liverpool Engineering Societij. — Mr. C. Harrison
Townsend on “ Ornament and Design : iheir Relation and
Subordination in Engineering Works.”

Bjiitdera’ Foremen and Clerke qfWorke' Inetitution.'—
Quarterly meeting. 8 30 p.m.

Fbidat, Octodbb 21.

Parkee Mneeum (Lecturee for Sanitary Inepecfora),—
Paper on “ Infectious Diseases and Methods of Disinfec-
tion." 8 p.m.

glistjllama.

Money Value of Human Life. — Sir

Spencer Wells >vTiting to tho Times to correct
a statement about a speech at the Hygienic
Congress, says his estimate of the gain to the
State of the increased numbers of human lives

during the last fifty years, which may fairly be
calculated as tho fruit of medical and sanitary
•work, is “ at least 300,000,000/. Any one who
will refer to the invaluable work of the late Dr.
W. Farr on ‘Vital Statistics’ may see the
grounds upon which he has calculated that ‘ the
minimum value of the population of the
United Kingdom, men, women, and children, is

159i. a head; that is, the value inherent in

them as a productive, money-earning race
(page 61). Our population has increased in
less than fifty years fully eight millions. Each
individual of these eight millions was worth
to the State 159/. It surely must be a very
moderate estimate to regard two of these eight
millions of increasing numbers of more healthy
subjects as a clear gain due to sanitation, and
the simple multiplication of two millions by
159/. gives the result 318,000,000/.”

The Imperial Institute.—The Building
Committee having made a selection from a list

of forty-six applicants to tender for the first

portion of the foundations contract, received
offers from the following firms :—J. & J. Green-
wood, Brass & Sons, Thompson (Peterborough),
Lovatt (Wolverhampton), Dover Bros., Lucas
Bros., Macey & Son, Barnsley (Birmingham),
Kirk & Randall, Muuday & Sons, Higgs & Hill,

Trollope & Sons, and Mowlem & Co. The
tender of Messrs. Mowlem & Co. being tho
lowest, and their schedule of prices for extras
comparing favourably with those of the other
firms, their tender has been accepted by the
committee, and the works will commence very
shortly. Mr. G. Wallis, who was formerly Chief
Clerk of the Works in the construction of the
Royal Courts of Justice, has been appointed
clerk of the works for this contract.

City Commission of Sewers.—At a meeting
on the 11th, Mr. Graham King presiding, the
Finance and Improvement Committee brought
up a report on the memorial of inhabitants and
ratepayers for widening the southern end of
Milk-street in Cheapside. The committee were
of opinion that the proposed improvement was
a very desirable one, and they recommended
that notices should be served to take the neces-
rary property to carry it out. Mr. Green, in

moving the adoption of the report, said there
•was no street between Wood-street and King-
street sufficiently wide to allow of two vehicles
passing abreast. The improvement would coat
about 30,000/. Mr. Treloar thought the widen-
ing of Ludgate-hill, which had been twenty
years in progress, ought to be completed before
any fresh scheme was undertaken, while Mr.
Deputy Bedford aud other members advocated
the widening of Fenchurch-street in preference.
Ultimately the committee’s report was adopted.
Birmingham Art Work for Australia.

—

There is just completed at the studio of the late
John Raddis, Aston-road, a pulpit and font for

a new church at East Maitland, N.S.W. The
pulpit is supported by Devonshire marble
columns, resting upon polished alabaster bases
and surmounted by carved capitals. Above the
floor line other marble shafts carry a number
of canopied niches. In the centre compart-
ment, which is larger than the others, Our Lord
is represented seated on a throne with lambs
lying at His feet, and His Apostles kneeling and
standing around Him. In the recesses on
either side are figures of Peter and Paul. Two
other niches are occupied by Moses and Elias.

The font is of Caen stone, with marble shafts.
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The tancaskire and Ckesliire Anti-

quarian Society held their first nieeing of tlie

session at Chetham College on the 7th iust.

Professor Boyd-Dawkine, who presided, spoke of

the important addition to archa?ological know-

ledge that had been obtained by the researches

of General Pitt-Kivers, who, during the last

three years, had been working out the Koman
remains in the district of Vviltshiro. General

Pitt-Rirors had worked ont in the neighbour-

hood of his house in Wiltshire a very remark-

able series of Roman villages. Up to the

present time the great Roman palaces in this

country had been traced out, but they were not

absolutely certain as to the condition of the

country villages. General Pitt-Rivers had,

however, explored in the neighbourhood of his

house a whole set of villages, the date of which

went back, according to the coins that were
fonnd, as far as A.D. 252. This discovery, he
maintained, was of great importance, because it

threw light on a period of history of which little

was known.
Obituary. -- Wo regret to announce the

decease, on the 5th inst., of Mr. J. S. Edmeaton,
the eldest son of Mr, James Edmeston. Mr. J.

S. Edmeston assisted his father in the carrying

out of many of his works, one of the most
recent being the large building known as

Olympia, adjoining Addison-i’oad Station, Ken-
sington, which was designed by Mr. Cole, bnt
completed under the superintendence of Mr.
Jas. Edmeston. Mr. J. S. Edmeston was ap-

pointed early this year District Surveyor for

Charlton, Lee, and Kidbrook.

Competition.—No less than sixty sets of

plans have been sent in for the Gloucester

Public Baths Competition, besides two others

sent too late to bo admitted. It is to be hoped
the Gloucester Corporation, upon whose scheme
all this labour has been expended, will feel it

incumbent on them to make every effort towards
discovering and adopting the best plans, apart

from all partial consiilerations, so that the great

number whose labour must be thrown away
may at least have the satisfaction of feeling

that they have been fairly treated.

Glasgow Artists and the International
Exhibition.—As a result of the agitation by
Glasgow artists for larger representation on the
Pino Arts Committee of the International

Exhibition, it has been agreed that five

additional artists should bo invited to join the
committee. Mr. James Guthrie, Mr. A. K.
Brown, and Mr. P. Macgregor Wilson were
chosen from among the Glasgow artists

j
Mr.

Robert Hcrdman, R.S.A., as representing the

Royal Scottish Academy, and Mr. Colin Hunter,
A.R.A., the Royal Academy.

—

Scotsman.
Bridge of Allan Museum.—The new

Macfarlane Museum, which has been in course
of erection for about two years, has just been
formally opened. The founder was the late

Mr. Macfarlane, who, after a very successful

career in Manchester, returned to settle down
in Bridge of Allan, spending his well-earned
leisure in forming a collection of natural history
objects. The building is of the Early French
Gothic style of the thirteenth century.

New Art Museum at Kiel.—The Corpora-
tion of the city of Kiel has decided on erecting

a new museum of art. The German Govern-
ment has promised a grant of 5,000L towards
this object, provided that the cost of the build-

ing does not exceed 12,000?. Towards the
balance, 7,000?., tbe province of Holstein will

contribute 5,000?., tbe city of Kiel 1,500?., and
private persons 500?. A free site for the build-

ing will be granted by the town.
The New Palace of Christiansborg.

—

During the last few weeks the designs sub-
mitted for the new Palace of Christiansborg at

Copenhagen, which was destroyed by fire some
years ago, have been exhibited in the Arts
Exhibition building in that city, but as yet none
has beoQ accepted by the committee of selec-

tion. The new building will accommodate the
Court as well as the Houses of Parliament, but
entirely separated from each other.

Paisley.—A new Congregational Church,
erected from designs by IMr. John B. Wilson,
of Glasgow, has just been opened at Paisley.
The church is in Early Gothic style and has a
tower and spire 100 ft. high. Sittings are pro-
vided for about 500 persons, and there are also
a hall seating 200, class-rooms, vestry, ladies’
room, &c. The total cost is under 3,000?.
A Correction.—We are asked to state that

the slates used for the Church of Holy Trinity,
Bsllo Vue, Shrewsbury, were not Sedan Green,
bnt ‘‘ Ashton & Green’s Permanent Green.”

Glasgow.—The Liberal Club in Bucbanan-
street was formally opened last week by Mr,

James Campbell, of Tnllichewan. The main
entrance opens into a spacious hall with Corin-

thian columns and floor laid with mosaic tiles.

In front is the grand staircase, lighted with

large windows with stained glass. A dining-

room, GO ft. by 34 ft., the ceiling of which is

treated in moulded panels, occupies the main
portion of this floor. A recess at the side of

the dining-room enclosed with stained glass

screen forms a service-room, having a hoist.

&c., in communication with the kitchen depart-

ment on the basement floor. The semicircular

heads of tho window.s and their lower portions

are filled with rich-coloured stained glass, having
appropriate figure subjects and ornamental
designs. To the right of the entrance hall are

the porter’s desk and luggage-room, a writing-

room with telephone, the clubmaster’s business-

room iu communication with rooms upstairs,

and a servants’ stair, which extends from the

basement floor to the attic, and thus isolates the

servants entirely from the main portion of the

house. This stair also communicates with the

entrance from the court at the north end of the

building for the reception of goods, and is over-

looked from the clubmaster’s office. Behind
the stair on this floor are placed the cloak-room
and spacious lavatory accommodation. On tlie

principal floor are the reading and writing

rooms, separated from each other by a glass

screen ;
the lesser dining-room or smoking-room,

—with service-room in communication with
the kitchen,—adjoining

;
while the billiard and

card rooms, having convenient lavatory accom-
modation attached, are placed on the mid-
landing of the stair. The work has been carried

out under the superintondenceof Mr. Alexander
Skirving. The following are the names of con-

tractors and others employed on the building :

—

Messrs. A. & R. Anderson, builders; Messrs.
Archibald ifTarlaii & Son, joiners; Mr. R. S.

Bathgate, plasterer; Messrs. Fulton & Wulker,
plumbers; Jlessrs. Buchan & M'Intyre, gas-

fitters; Jlessrs. James Combe & Son, heating;

Mr. John Orr & Co., painting; Messrs. M'Cul-
loch A Gow, stained glass

;
Mr. Mair, inspector

;

Messrs. Shields A Walker, measurers. The
furniture is being supplied by Messrs. Alex.
Cree A Co. for the reading and writing rooms

;

Messrs. Gumming A Smith, the dining-room;
Messrs. F. A G. Smith, the members’ bed-rooms

;

Messrs. Moir A Kemp, tbe ironmongery
; and

Messrs. Norval A Wilson, the billiard-tables.

The Safety of Public Buildings.—At the
Leamington Petty Sessions, the other day, the

Mayor announced that, in consequence of the
Exeter disaster, they had had all the local

licensed buildings inspected by tho Borough
Surveyor, with tho object of ensuring the
safety of the public

;
and the magistrates had

also visited the buildings themselves. At the

Theatre Royal the only change necessary to

make it absolutely safe was that there

should be an additional door loading into

the street from the orchestra stalls and
the reserve pit. At the music-hall a new
stone staircase, 6 ft. wide, was to be constructed
from the ante-room into the street, and an
additional hydrant placed on the stage. They
suggested that Local Authorities should have
additional powers conferred upon them to

inspect other important buildings,—such as
churches, chapels, places of amusement, and
schools, and to require, where necessary, any
alterations to be made to ensure the public

safety in case of fire or panic. The Reading
magistrates decided the other day to adjourn
the application for a licence for the theatre for

a month to give time to provide a better exit

from the gallery, and to make other struc-

tural alterations. A similar course was taken
with regard to the Town-hall and another
building in order to provide better exits.

At the request of the Justices of the borough
of Middlesbrough, Mr. G. G. Hoskius, archi-

tect, of Darlington, has during the last fort-

night inspected the Theatre Royal, Prince of

Wales Theatre, Oxford Music-hall, Oddfellows’
Hall, Cleveland Hall, Temperance Hall, and the
Music-hall at the Albert Park Hotel, and made
reports on the means of egress from the several
places. The licence to the Oddfellows’ Hall
was renewed, and, after hearing the report, the
Jirstiees granted a provisional licence for one
month to the Cleveland and Temperance Halls,
daring which period the suggestions of 5Ir.

Hoskins are to bo carried out. The question of

renewing the licences of the two theatres,

music-hall, Ac., has not yet been considered.
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Tree Planting and Drainage.—It is noti
merely an aesthetic fancy, bnt equally a prudent
regard for the health of the community, which;
baa led civic authorities to plant with bordering!
trees many of the greater thoroughfares in i

towns and cities. By this arrangement the
advantages of a purer air and of shade in i

warm weather are gained for the townsman, i

besides the implied increase of space and the
amenity conferred by thus practically transport-
ing a strip of country into town. It is one of.

the happiest features in tbe development of
cities now so rapid, that in their outer and

.

growing zone the hard lines of road, wall, and.
railing are interrupted at frequent intervals by i

spaces of green sward and by tho luxuriant :

foliage of climbing shrub and spreading tree. Iu
so far we have learnt the lesson of experience,

;

and, in thus preserving round our homes

:

a healthy atmosphere and some degree of
rustic beauty, are wiser for ourselves than the i

town dwellers of a former generation. Still,

we ax*e not always duly careful even in our i

wisdom, as the sequel shows. This very custom
of tree-planting in streets is open to a danger
fortunately not common, but still grave enough
to counteract, where it exists, the best effects

of rural surroundings. It has happened
repeatedly, as we are reminded by the letter

of a recent writer on this subject, that the
roots of trees in their growth have sought out
the crevices of drain-pipes adjacent, and pene-
trating these, have grown with such vigour on
the nourishment which they found there as
completely to choke the pipes and prevent the
exit of sewage. We have here, of course, no
argument against the continuance of the boule-
vard system, but certainly a caution, enjoining
first the more perfect adaptation of drain seg-

ments, and secondly, a kind of care not always
observed in the relative arrangement of way-
side shrubs and trees.

—

Lancet.

Raveuscourt Park. — We are informed
that the Metropolitan Board of Works and the
Hammersmith Vestry have at last secured to
the public for ever the thirty odd acres of

meadow and foliage which form tho beautiful'

demesne of Ravenscourt Park. For some con-
siderable time it was very doubtful whether
it would be given up to building purposes or
devoted to public use, as, after accepting the
offer of the Local Authorities, the owners placed

tho estate in Chancery, when a higher bid was
made for it by a Nottingham gentleman, which
the Court of Chancery was bound to accept;
meanwhile, the Board had obtained Parlia-

mentary powers to borrow the required pur-
chase money. The purchaser then offered to

sell the property to the Boai'd at a profit,

reserving to himself the mansion and gardens
around it. This being declined, other terms
were arranged, and the park and house wore
obtained at a cost of 58,000?. It is expected
that the park will be thrown open early in the

ensuing spring. A library and museum are
proposed to be located in the house, which is

a quaint old place, having many panelled rooms
and a handsome old oak staircase. The acqui-

sition of tlie park will manifestly be of great

benefit to the surrounding neighbourhood,
which will now probably come more under tbe

attentive notice of the enterprising builder.

A Teclinical Scliool for Preston.—The
Harris Trustees, Preston, have granted ont of

the funds at their disposal 30,000?. towards the

furnishing and endowing of a technical school

for Preston. Of this, 10,00U?. only can be
spent upon the building and furnishing. After

consulting with members of the Royal Com-
mission and others, the Council of the Harris

Institute, the present technical school, have

decided to apply to the Preston Corporation for

a grant of 10,000?. towards the erection of the

new school, it being felt that 20,000?. will be

required to build and furnish an efficient school,

which will contribute largely to tbe improve-

ment of the operatives and artisans and to the

commercial development of the district. The
Preston Corporation have already consented to

provide a central site.

New Law Court for the City.—The works

have been commenced in connexion with tbe

new City of London Court, and the foundation-

stone is very shortly to be laid by Mr. Bridgman,
chairman of the Law and City Courts Com-
mittee of the Corporation. The site is in

Guildhall-buildings, Basinghall-street, near the

old Bankruptcy Court. 'The building will be

erected from the design of Mr. Andrew Murray,

and the contract has been, taken by Mr. Morter,

of Stratford, for 13,637?.
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Uetropolitan Board of Works Improve-
mt. — On Tuesday afternoon Mr. Ueorge
.wards, deputy-chairman of the Metropolitan

ard of Works (who was accompanied by Mr.
Eider Cook, J.P.. and Mr. J. Lenanton,

jresentatives of the Poplar district at Spring-

rdens), opened the new street between
ttou-street and Prestons-road, Poplar, con-

noted at a cost of about 15,000i., a moiety of

lioh was paid by the Metropolitan Board,

lo recognised the improvement as a metro-
litan one. The new street will enable the

ivy tralKc from the east side of tho South-
st India Dock and from the large factories at

bitt Town to pass into the East Tndia-road,

tboub making, as hitliorto, an awkward and
QgcruuB detonr through a very narrow part of

gh-street, Poplar.

iPEICES CUERENT OF MATERIALS.

load
...foot culie

load

Uoheart, £.0.
Lit, E.I
juoia, U.S
L Caaada

r ::::::

I, Dantsic, ko.

tanada
Canada red

,, yellow
ih, Dantsio
't. Petersburg
lisscot, Riga

,, Odessa, crown
.klB, Finland,2ud and lst...8td.l00

,, 4th and 3rd
;iga

t, Petersburg, Ist yellow

,,
2nd

,, white
wedish
Phite Bea
laoada. Pine, 1st

,, ,, 2nd

,, ,, 3rd, &o
,, Spruce, lat

,, „ 3rd and 2Dd
'ew Brunswick, 4c
tens, all kinds

s. d. e. B. d.

60 7 10 0
0 0 12 10 0

2 3 0 3 0
4 10 0
3 10 0
4 10 03 10

1 10
2 10

2 0 0 3 10 0
2 0 0 4 0 0

fathom 3 0 0 6 0 0
4 0 0 6 10 0

log 0 0 0 0 0 0

6 10 0 6 10 0
6 10 0 7 0 0

8 10 0 13 0 0
7 0 0 8 0 0
0 10 0 8 10 0
6 0 0 14 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
16 0 0 24 0 0
10 0 0 16 0 0

6 0 0 7 0 0

I
pre>

...foot

TIMBER (conlinued).

Flooring Boards, sq,, 1 in.

pared. First
Second
Other qualities

Cedar, Cuba
Honduras, &c
Australian 0

Mahogany. Cuba 0
St. Domingo, cargo average 0
Mexican

,, 0
Tobasco ,, 0
Honduras .. 0

Maple, Bird's-eye

£. 9. d. £. B, d.

4 0 0 6 0

Kose, Rio ton

Box, Turkey ton
Satin, St. Domingo
Porto Rico

foot

...ton 32 0 0 0 0 0
12 2 6 0 0 0
13 6 0 0 0 0

Walnut, Italian ..

METALS.
Ibok—Bar, Welsh, in London. ..ton

,, ,, in Wales

,, Staifordshire, London
COPPBB

—

British, cake and ingot ton
Best seiectea
Sheets, strong
Chili, bars

YbI.LOW METiL .....lb.

Lbau

—

Englisr

,

Sheet, English
Spbltbb—

Silesian, special ton 15 16 0
Ordinary brands 16 12 6

Tin—
Straits ton 105 16 0
Australian 106 10 0
English ingots 108 10 0

OILS.
Linseed ton 10 12 6
Cocoanut, Cochin
Ceylon

Palm, Lagos
Bapeseed, English pale

,, brown
Cottonseed, refined
Tallow and Oleine
Lubricating, U.S

,, refined
Tcbpbntine —
American, in casks cwt.

Tab

—

Stockholm barrel
Archangel 0

0 0
0 0 5^

0 0 3}

0 6 0 0 7

0 0 11 0 0

6 0 0 12 0 0

4 16 0 600
4 2 6 4 10 0
6 10 0 0 0 0

60 0 0 0 0 0
39 12 6 40 0 0
0 0 4} 0 0 4}

30 0 0 32 0 0
23 15 0 24 0 0

22 0 0 0 0 0
26 6 0 26 10 0
24 0 0 0 0 0
20 16 0 0 0 0

26 0 0 46 0 0
6 0 0 6 0 0
6 0 0 12 0 0

0 14 0 0 14 6

CONTRACTS AND PUBLIC APPOINTMENTS.
Epitome of Advertiaements in this Number.

CONTRACTS.

Jfatnre of Work, or Materials.

p Vans
eration of Lavatory Fitiings

rkmen'e Institute, Ac., York
lerground Urinals, &c
istrnction of Shed for Steam-Roller
im Road-Roller and Water-Cart
iporary Mortuary
ining and Painting Pier, Ac
inty Police-Station at Suodland
ing.up P.O. at Redditcli

t-Iron Work
at Guard Station, Isle of Wight
nish Boiler
ougbt-Iron Roof, Ac

king-up Roads, Ac
•nite and Ballast
tal 8orting-OIIli.'0

,
Higbgate

h-Rooms, W.C.'s, A Extension of Kitchen
ken Granite and Pit Gravel, Ac
king-up Roads, Ac
ihen, Scullery, Ac., at Workhouse

By whom required.

Halifax Hgh. Lvl.Ao. R.C
Edmonton Union
Mile End Vestry
Lambeth Guardians
North Eastern Rail. Co.
Com. of Sewers
Hendon Local Board

do.
do.

Met. Asylums Board ...

Kent Justices
Com. of H.M. Works...
Com. of Sewers
Admiralty
Uxbridge Local Board..
Canterbury Cor
Hackney Board of Wka
Bromley U. R. S. A. ...

Walthamstow Local Bd.
Com. of H.M, Works...
Bromley Union
Finchley Local Board...
Bromley Local Board...

Barnet Union

Architect, Burreyor, or
Engineer.

J. Fraser A Sons ..

T. E. Koightley....

J. M. Knight
Offlnial

W. Bell.

0_glcicd

S. S. Grimley
do.
do.

do.

do.
G. Eves
Official

J. Lovegrove
Official
H. S. Ridings
Official

do.
G. W. Bmmell...
H. S. Cregeen ...

Official

Tenders te be
delivered. Pa

October 16th
October 18th
October 19th

do.

do.
October 2l8t
October 34th

do. jy
do. IT
do.
do.

October 26th
do.

do.
do. ji

October 26tb
do.

October 27th
October 23th

do.

do. iy
October 31st W
Nov. 1st

Nov. 3rd ii.

PUBLIC APFOINTMBNTid.

Nature of Appointmont, By whom Advertised. Salary,
Applications

to be in.
Page.

October 21th
m Eoad-Roller and Engine-Driver do. Not stated xiv.
eman of Paviors and Sewermen St. Olave Bd.ofWks.... 21. 68. weekly do.

TENDERS.
DDISCOMBE (Surrey).—For proposed extension to
Church of St. Mary Magdalrne. Mr. Dsn. R. Dale,
I. I.B.A., architect;—
Hoare A Son £1,800 0 0

fNo competition.]

MLWCH.—For the erection of a gamekeeper’s
,agc on the Marquis of Anglesey's Estate at Amlwch,
W. E. Jones, architect, Menai Bridge;—
Owen Thomas, Amlwch (accepted) ... £170 0 0

ROMLEY (Kent).—For the erection of two shops,
mley, Kent, for Mr. Harris. Mr. W. A. Williams,
litecr, 61, High-strert, Bromley. Quantities by Mr.
Ham Mills, 26, Budge-row, Cannon-street, E.C. :

—

T. Crojsley £1,9.60 0 0
W. A. Grubb 3,875 0 0
J. C. Aruard A Son 1,830 0 0
D. Payne (accepted) 1,726 0 0
C. Batehell 1,673 0 0

CHICHESTER.—For alterations and repair to Rancton
Home, near Chichester. Mr. T. 8. Archer, F.E.I.B.A.,
architect

Hclt £1,260 0 0
Dearie 1,065 0 0
Rodgers 1,022 15 0
Evans, Southsea 936 0 0
Budden 900 0 0

CLERKENWELL —For erecting premises in Clerken-
well-cloae, E.C., for Mr. William Pye. Messrs. Iron A
Higgins, architects, 9, Buckingham - street, Adelpbi,
Quantities by Mr. A. J. Beesley;

—

G.F. Williams £1,479 0 0 Harris A Wardrop

Braes A Son 1,396 0 0
J. A J. Greenwood 1,380 0 0

Johnson
Patman A Fotheriogham

Twjford A Carter 1,349 15 10
Grover A Son 1,334 0 0
8. R. Liimble (accepted) 1,287 0 0
W. Buckeridge (withdrawn) 1,120 0 0

Godfrey A Son
Holland
F. A H.F. Higgs, Loughboro’ Junction

* Accepted.

CROYDON (Surrey).—For completing two detache(3
villas on tho Blunt Farm Estate, South Croydon. Mr.
Dan. R. Dale, F.R.I.B.A., architect ;

—
Hoare A Son £650 0 0
Dockng 676 0 0
Horrocks (accepted) 626 0 0

EASTON.—For a new vicarage-house at Easton, near
Wells, for the Rev. J. Holderness. Messrs. Barker A
Cross, architects, Weston-snper-Mare.

Dowland (accepted) £1,395 0 0

EGERTON (Kent),—For a parsonage-house at Egerton,
near Pluckley, Kent, for the Rev. F. Mercer. Mr. Trmp!&
I>. Moore, arcliitect, 0, Downshire-bill, • Hampstead, N.W.
Quantities by Mr. John fi. Lofting, Norfolk-rosd, Maiden-
head :

—
Silver A Sons, Maidenhead £2,180 0 0
Thompson, Peterborough 1,981 0 0
Higgs, London 1,970 0 0
Wood A Son, Bonghton Monchelsea 1,910 0 0
Edwards, Charing 1,905 0 0
Vaughan, Maidstone 1,863 0 0
Knock, Ashford* 1,776 0 0

* Accepted, subject to alterations.

EGHAM (Surrey).—For additional works at MiltoD
Park, Egbaro, for Baron de Worms. Mr. Dan. R. Dale,
F.E.I.B.A., architect :—

•

Hoare A Son (accepted) £1,6C0 0 0

[No competition.]

LAMBETH.—For enlarging the Victory-p'aee School
(East Lambeth B) by 37 places, for draining, tar-paving,
and enclosing the additional lu' d purchased by the Board,
and for carrying out the additions and improvements to
the existing school, for the School Board for London. Mr.
T. J. Bailey, architect.-

—

F. R. Turtle £4,579 4 4
King Bros. A Co 3,865 0 0
J.l yerman 3,€6 1 0 0
C. Cox 3,636 0 0
T. L. Green 3.493 0 0
J. Marsland 3,-185 0 0
Norris A Luke 3,394 0 0
H. L. Holloway 3,285 0 0
Stimpeon A Co 3,276 0 0
W. Johnson 3,239 0 0
S. J. Jerrard* 3,239 0 O
W. Buckeridge 3,216 0 0

• Recommended by the Works Committee for acceptance.

LONDON.—For the extension of the ofEces in Old
Broad-street, E.C^ for the Managers of the Stock Ex-
change. Mr. J. J. Cole, architect, 24, Finsbury-circua,
E.C. Quantities by Mr. James Barnett, 90, Cannon-
street. E.C.

Kiilby A Qayford £13,420 0 0
Ashby Bros 12,9b7 0 0
J. T. Chappell 12,632 0 O
Colls A Sons 12,410 0 0
A. Bush 12,139 0 0
Lawrence A Sons 11,985 0 0
VV. Brass A Son (accepted) 11,777 0 0

LONDON.—For alterations and additions to Nos. 87
and 89, Cadogan.pUce, 8.W., for Mr. Barker. Mr. W.
M. L. Seaman, architect

Lascelles £2,500 0 0 1

Martin 2,288 19 7
Drew A Cadraan 2,261 0 o
Green A Lane 2,222 0 0
Oarlick 2,198 0 u
Rhodes 2,175 0 o
Scharien 2,097 0 0
Stimpeon 2,090 0 0
Robson 2,022 0 0
Ockenden 1,997 0 0
Rnyment
White
Smith
Ingram
Ashford
Braid
Bowd A Lightfoot
Hewitt
Qfoome

1,907 0 0
1,991 17 8
1.841 0 0
1,783 0 0
1,770 0 0
1,692 0 0
1,660 0 0
1,381 0 0
790 0 0 !

LONDON.—For works at St. Mary’s Church, Spital-
sqiiare, for the Rev. Morris Thomas. Mr. Dan. R. Dale,
F.R.T.B.A., architect :

—

Pritchard A Son (accepted) £240 0 0

[No competition.]

LONDON.—For alterations at the Golden Last tavern.
Cannon-street, E.C. Mr. R. A. Lewcock, 89, Bishopsgate-
street Witbin, E.C., srihitect;

—

J. Walker £1,300 0 0
Salt 1,221 0 0
J. Anley 983 0 0
Jackson A Todd
J. Ivory 915 0
Speam A Co 9-10 0
Steel Bros
Stej henson

0 0

LONDON.—For an improvement at the Carpenters’
Arras, James-street, Oxford-street. Mr. R. A. Lewcock,
architect, 88, Bishopsgate street Within, E.C. ;—

J. Walker £134 0 0
Barrett A Power 123 0 0
Speam A Co 110 0 0
Goodall li>2 0 0
Steel Bros 69 0 0
Stephenson 56 0 0

LONDON.—For the rebuilding of shop and premises.
No. 16, Great Turnstile, for Mr. H. B. Read, under the
superintendence of Mr. William Eve, 10, Union-court, Old
Broad-street, E.C. i

—

Baxter £809 0 0
795 0 0
776 0 0
741 0 n
738 0 0
721 0 0
720 0 0
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LONDOy.—For the erection of vioarage for St.
Thomas's. Regent-street, on site of Nos. 13 and 13, King-
street, Regent-street, W. Messrs. George Lansdown &
Harriss, VVarwick-street, Charing Cross, architects:

—

Kirk & Randall £4.306 0 0
Stimpson £ Co 4,075 0 0
B. G. Bird 4,040 0 0
W. Downs 4,037 0 0
Colls 4 Son 4,039 0 0
J. Morter 3,996 0 0
Bywaters 3,860 0 0
H. & E. Lea (accepted) 3,791 0 0

LONDON.—For stables and workmen's dwellings. West
Smithfield, for Messrs. Williamson. Mr. Geo. Pearson,
ATchit'-cc, Warnford-coiirt, E.C.

Peacock Bros, (accepted) £3,462 0 0*
• Hiclusire ( f coat of party walls.

MARYLEBONE. — Kor the enlargement of the
Burghley-road School (Marylebone, W^) by 400 place.s,
for the School Board for London. Mr. T. J. Bailey*,
architect

W. Evans £3.899 0 0
T. Bendon 3,863 0 0
T. L, Green 3,858 0 0
8. AW. Pattinson 3.793 17 4
H. L. Holloway 3,735 0 0
H. Hart 3,723 0 0
Stimpson & Co 3,613 0 0
W.ll Bros 3,689 0 0
W. Johnson 3,430 0 0
W. Buck-ridge* 3,243 0 0

* Recommended by the Works Committee for acceptance.

NORTHAMPTON.— Fcr additions to Northampton
Oeneral Infirmary. Mr. W. Hull, architect

Cosford £3.997 0 0
Fisher 3.803 0 0
Finnegan 3,750 0 0
Branson 3,733 0 0
Jarvis, Banbury 3,650 0 0
Reynolds 3,600 0 0
Green Bros 3,568 0 0
Clayson 3,660 0 0
Martin (accepted) 3,660 0 0
Wingrove 3,456 0 0

Brs
WaU Bros

Bywaters
HarHs & Wardropp
Manley

. Lawrence & Son
C. Anseli, Lambeth (accepted)

new Congregational schools, Plashet,
Mr. E. C, Robins, architect :—

-

£4,107 0 0
4.056 0 0
4,019 0 0
3,969 0 0
3,953 0 0
3,891

0 0
0 0

PUTNEY.—For new wing and restorationato Colebrook
Lodge, Putney Heath. Mr. Dan. R. Dale, F.R.T.B.A.,
architect

Hoare &. Son (accepted) £3,670 0 0
[No competition.]

RAMSGATE.—For converting St. James’s Theatre into
a parish hall, for the Eev. H. Bartram. Messrs. Hinds 4
Son, architects :

—

Sackett Bros £190 0 0
Miller igg 0 0
Jarman iri n n
Bowman
Duckett
Marrin (accepted)
Collins.

157 10

WEST HAM.— For altering and extending the Infant
Department of the Odessa-road Schools, situate in Odessi
road. Forest Gate, E., for the West Ham School Bonrt
Mr. J. T. Newman, F.R.I B.A

,
architect, 2, Fen-courl

Fenchurch-street, E.C. Quantities by Messrs R ]
Curtis 4 Son •— ' ' '

G. J Hosking £2.037 0 0
J. Morter q q

Rffd 1,989 0 0
1^900 Q 0

J. Catley* 1^869 0 0
Accepted, subject to approval of Education Departmen

WEST HAMPSTEAD.—For marble-mosaic paving iHackney U<.llege. Mr. M. P. Manning, architect —
W. 4 M. Mainzer (accepted) £151 0 0

NOTICE. — Lists of Tendei
frequently reach ns too late for inaertion. Thevshoul
be delivered at onr office, 46. Catherine - street WQnot later than 12 Noon on THURSDAVa'.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Regiitered Telegraphic Addreis, “The Buildbb, LoyDOif.’*

la not (lue that we can imbliih, beiiii? practically an aUvertiaemeiid.—w. I , B. (no apace thia wrek) —T. L de P.—K. W. C. (the medala
referred to will not he of much value to any one ; the eahlbitlon wae
an acknowleilgi-d failure).—C, K- 0. (we cniiimt enter into the
queattoni.— T. L. P. (ahould reiirt aaiouuta).— F. G. U. (ditto).—
H, E. P, (too late),-C. F. R. (ditto!.

' '

All Btatemeuta of facta, Kate of tenders, 4c., must be accompanied
by the name and addreee of the sender, not neceaaarlly for publication

are compelled to decline pointing out booha and rivlnE
addreaeea. • —

«

Nora.—The reapoaalblllty of aijrned artlclee, and papers read at
public meetinga, roata, of courae, with the autliora.

We cannot undertake to return rejected communicationt.
Letters or commniiicationa (beyond mere newa-ltema) which have

been duplicated for other Jouruala, are NOT DESIRED.
All coinmunicationa tevarding literary and artiatic matters ahould

be eddreaaed to THE EDITOR; all commuuicationa relating to
advertiseaieute and other eicluaively bqaineae matters should be
addreeaed to THE PUBLISHER, and not to the Editor.

To Builders, Builders' Supply Merchant
and Others. — Whailey '8 Water-Closet, for uam
waate water from lavatories, ainka, roofs, 4c

,
will flu

immediately after being naed. Costs 60 per cent, leas tb
ordinary water-closets. No wa'er ciatern required. I
fittings. No water supply. Simplicity and eU'cctiTenef
euaraiiteed. Being largely adopted and giving eve;
satisfaction.

Testimonials from Sanitary Engineers, Sanitary 1
specters, Medical Officers, 4c. Highly spoken of byt)
leading trade papers.

Prices, drawings, and full particulars, on application

BROOKS & PICKUP,
Towneley Colliery, Bomley.

IAdtI

Remedy for Damp Walls.—Applied S

dry weather CARSON’S ANTI-DAMP SOLt
TION is an economical and effectual CURE.-I
Fall particulars (post-free) WALTER CARSOl'
& SONS, La Belle Sauvage-yard, Ludgafe
Hill, London. [Adv5

Best Bath Stone.
CORSHAM DOWN.

I
FAKLEIGH DOWN

Scaffold Poles, fresh Peterabnrg, 35 ft., 3a. 9d

28 ft., 23. ; 23 ft., la. -id. each. A prime parcel of clet

selected 1 by 11 and 1 by 11 Pitch-Pine, in the Surro

Docks, cheap
;
also a very choice parcel of 12 ft. and 13 f

3 by 11 second dry Y'eUow Pine, at a very low price.

J. ARCHER SMITH,
Timber Merchant and Importer,

No. 271, Southwark Bridge-road and Greyhound Bridgi

Old Kent-road, S.E. [Anr

BOX GROUND. I COMBE DOWN.
WESTWOOD GROUND.

|

STOKE GROUND.
RANDELL, SAUNDERS, & CO., Ld.,

CoRSHAM, Wilts.

Bath Stone.
Pictor’s Monks’ Park. Combe Down.
Corsham Down. Stoke Ground.

Box Ground. Winsley Ground.
Earleifrli Down. West Wood.

PICTOR & SONS, Box, Wilts. [Advt.

EIRE BRICKS.
BEST STOURBRIDGE FIRE BRICKS, aud Cement PI

CUy. Ota Retorta, MiilBee, 4c. Fire Bncka and Blocks for U
Highest Henta. for Iron Buiat Furnacea, Forge, Rolling, Puddllni
and Steel Furnaces. Flint Olaaa Furiiicea, Eoajiting and Eeflnim
Furnacea, Chemical Worka, Coke Ovena, 4c. Boiler Seating Blockl
Flue Covera, Locomotive Bricka, Tuyerea, Steel Ruunera, Or»<
Backa, Special Sizes and Shapea miule to Engiueeere' Drawlngi.

Prieea quoted to any Port or Railway Station.
Loudon Agents :—

R. CULL & SON, Palmerston-huildings, E.(

Donlting- Freestone and Ham Hill Stone
of best quality, in blocks, or prepared ready for
filing. An inspection of the DouJting Quarries
is respectfully solicited; and Architects and
others are CAUTIONED against inferior stone.
Prices, delivered to any part of the United
Kingdom, given on application to CHARLES
TRASK & SONS, Norton-sub-Hamdon, Ilmin-
ster, Somerset.—Agent, Mr. E. WILLIAMS,
No. 16, Craven-street, Strand, W.C. [Advt.

GLAZED BRICKS.
OATES 4 GEEEN, HALIFAX.

GLAZED BRICKS [White and Coloured). Bt>eclal Salt-gUst
Bricka. Sanitary Tubea, Glazed Eartheruware Biaka, Cattle, Sheei
and Pig Trouglia, Horae Maugera, Patent Automatic Trough ClOM
Patent Fluah Tank. Ventilating Bricka, Patent Ventilating Goffi
and Trapa, Patent Chimney Pots for Down Draughts.

Six Prize Medala. Copiea of Tcatimonlala aeut if required.
Loudon Agents :

—

B. CULL 4 80f<, Palmerston-biiildinga, E.C.
Bonltingf Free Stone For prices, 4o., ad-

IT A IT TTTT T am/-vxTTj.
^ress S. A J. STAPLE,HAM HILL STONE, Quarry OwRere, Ston,)

BLUE LIAS LIMB Merchants,
Stoke under • Ham,

(Ground or Lump), Ilminster. [Advt.

BLUE BRICKS.
THE KKTLBY BRICK COMPANY, KINGi^WlNFOBD •"

Stsfiordshlre. Manufacturers of Blue Bricka.
London Agents :

—

E. CULL 4 SON, Palmerston-buildings, E.C.

Asphalte.—The Seyssel and Metallic Lavs
Asphalte Company (Mr. H. Glenn), Office, 88,
Poultry, E.C.—The best and cheapest materials
for damp courses, railway arches, warehouse
floors, flat roofs, stables, oow-sheds, and milk-
rooms, granaries, tun-rooms, and terrace8.[ADVT

DRAIN PIPES.
Lime. Cement, Bricka, Slates, Latha, Hair, Plaater. Wall Coping;

Cbannul Bricka, Blue and Red Ridgoa, Red Plain Tiles and Pi
Tilee, Closet Fana and Trapa. Bends, Junctions, 4c. all alie
Chimney-Pota, Red and White. PRICES on APPLICATION.

B. CULL 4 SON’S Stores, Eailway Arohea,
London-atreet, Bethnal Green Station, E.

Chief OfBce:—72. Palmereton • buildings. Old Broad-atreet, B,l

Asphalte.
Seysael, Patent Metallic Lava, and

White Asphaltes.
M. STODART & CO.

Office :

No. 90, Cannon-street, E.O. [Advt

MICHELMORE & REAP
Manufacturers of

CHARLES^X Ch.LLINCElS <T> PATENT •

SPRAGUE & CO.,

LITHOGRAPHERS,
Employ a large and efficient Staff especially for

Bills Df Quantities, <S:c.

22, Martiu’s-lane, Cannon-street, E.C. [Advt.

0 •

pOLLINGE’S PATENT HINGEE
LEVEE, 8CBEW, 4 BAEEEL BOLTS

t' a Self-Acting “FALL DOWN " GATE STOPS,
and IMPROVED GATE FITTINGS of every DeeurlpMot

£iil 36a, borough roap
LONDON. 8.E.

A LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO BUILDERS.

TWELVE GOLD AND SILVER MEDALS AWARDED.

IRON CISTERNS.
F. BRABY & CO.

VERY PROMPT SUPPLY.

LARGE STOCK READY.
Particulars on application.

LONDON

:

352 to 362, Euston-road.

CYLINDERS FOR HOT-WATER CIRCULATK
LIVERPOOL:

6 and 8, Hatton Garden.
GLASGOW:

Petershill-road.
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The Roman Villa at Tockington.

have already called

attention to the

Eoman villa at

Tockington. We
are now able to

render some de-

tailed particulars

of what is, in fact,

a remarkable dis-

covery. Not only

DCS the building prove to be of large extent,

.it already many pavements of really great

jauty and purity of design have been met

itb.

The site is Tockington Park Farm, a home-

ead which stands back at some considerable

[stance from the ridgeway, the main Roman
lad from Gloucester going south-west into

omerset. It is also close to the line of the

iknield-street, which led westwardly to Aust,

? old passage, across the Severn, thus con-

Bcting the roadway from Caerleon and Caer-

ent direct with the Fossway leading to

irencester. The villa was, therefore, in close

roximity with many important centres of

jpulation in Roman times, by direct com-

;unication. The locality is also rich in other

dic-s of tbe conquerors of the world, there

eing a great number of fortified posts on the

djacent hills, as well as sites of other villas.

a fact, there is abundant evidence tliat the

Dunty of Gloucester must have been a very

lYOurite portion of the country to the

Romans, who were not slow to render it of

asy access from end to end of Britain.

The best way of reaching Tockington is by

rain from Bristol to Patchway Station, on the

.ne now connecting South Wales and Mon-
louthshire direct with the West of England

y means of the new Severn Tunnel. A pleasant

ralk or drive along the course of the old

idgeway, still used as the main road from

Bristol to Gloucester, leads past tbe site of the

ilia. The village of Almondsbury has to be

assed through, and the Swan Inn will have

0 be noted by tbe traveller, for no refresh-

iient can be had on the site. The village

tands on elevated ground, and Almondsbury

Jreen, a charming spot, of rough undulating

;round, covered with a rich profusion of ferns

nd wild flowers, commands a magnificent

lanorama over tlie surrounding country, across

he estuary of the Severn, to the high hills of

ilonmouthshire, and over the site of Caerwent,

lidden in a valley. On the green are distinct

races of a small earthwork, showing that here,

ividently, was a fortified post to guard the

oadway which rises up the side of the hill.

passing glance may be given at the parish

:hurch, the quaint leaded spire of which is

lost in the foliage growing on the side of the

bill, although it stands on high ground over-

looking the valley of the Severn. Good scenery

awaits the traveller on every side until the

path to the right leading to the villa is reached,

just before coming to the eighth milestone out

from Bristol. “ To Roman Villa,” in the newest

of letters, on a po.st, gives clear direction, and

the site is accordingly reached without diffi-

culty.

Tockington Farmhouse is a plain, comfort-

able homestead, having its small piece of

garden before it, a stock-yard to the left, a

series of other farm-buildings in the rear, and

a rick-yard nearly in front. Tbe site, quite

up to the garden, including the road to the

buildings in the rear, and generally the whole

of the area, is now the scene of all the con-

fusion that excavation works bring in their

train. Small trenches have been cut across

and across the ground, revealing long founda-

tions of walls, which only remain about 1 ft. 6 in.

or 2 ft. high, traces of rooms, elaborate pave-

ments, and all the outline of the villa, which is,

in fact, on the site of the farmhouse itself. A
cursory examination of the modern buildings

shows that they are all arranged in parallel lines

one to another.

They face south. This arrangement at right

angles was hardly usual in the planning of such

buildings, which generally grew up much as

they were wanted, without regard to their

relation one to another.

More careful examination shows that the

somewhat modern buildings contain truces of

ancient woodwork and masonry, and also the

fact that some of the walls are actually on the

foundations of those of the Roman villa. This

explains their arrangement at right angles, for

since the axis of the villa is all but exactly

north and south, it follows that the ancient

and the modern lines coincide. The former

have regulated the latter, and this can be traced

by abundant evidence, especially in relation to

the continuance of occupation of tbe site,

perhaps from very ancient times. It is certain,

at any rate, that the ground has been occupied

from Mediffival times.

The plan of the villa, as far as it has been

at present opened, shows some points of re-

semblance to similar buildings, with many

others of difierence. It appears to have con-

sisted of two long lines of rooms going north

and south.

The size is not small, the length being about

208 ft. from north to south, by 115 ft. from

west to east ;
but these figures only represent

the general size of the block already excavated.

The buildings are arranged in a series of small

rooms, which doubtless opened from a corridor

7 ft. wide, facing west. There are traces of a

second line of buildings parallel with this main

wing, to the east, while a series of rooms, only

partially opened, appears to have connected

the two blocks on the north.

There is certainly a southern block of build-

ings, for many rooms have actually been

opened, together with" a corridor, about 9 ft.

wide, which has been followed for 50 ft. with-

out its termination being reached. At the

south-west is an extension of the line, out of

axis, for the rooms are brought more to the

west. Such, in brief outline, is the plan of

the villa. The rooms already opened are

twenty-three in number, and of these no less

than six have tesselated pavements, mostly of

considerable beauty. Commencing at the

extreme north end of the excavations, we find

a room of moderate dimensions, the walls of

which are about 3 ft. high. Here arc traces

of a masonry seat all round the room, the

walls of M’hich are covered with white plaster.

The floor is paved, as is also that of the

adjacent room. Careful examination will show

that these two apartments were originally one,

the division wall being clearly an after in-

sertion, since it is built up against the

plastered wall surface. Still going south, the

next room is one of much interest, for it con-

tains one of the most beautiful, although not

the largest, of the tesselated pavements. The

room is 13 ft. 10 in. by 10 ft. 1 in. The

pattern consists of a circular centre containing

an arrangement of lobed leaves set diagonally.

This is inclosed in a guilloche border. Beyond

are some lozenge panels, set diagonally within

a square, the four central triangular panels

between the diagonal figures being filled in

with small triangles alternately black and

white. Each diagonal figure is subdivided,'and

nearer to the main circle than the outer

lozenge panels are patterns not unlike in-

verted vases, the handles of which terminate

in scrolls. The composition is completed to

the size of the room by varying borders right

and left, and finally by a large border of Greek

fret forming fylfot crosses. The groundwork

is white, and the colours are red and blue-

black. One corner of the pavement has been

repaired with coarser tesserie, evidently in

Roman times, to make good some wear or

accident,—the work being laid without regard

to the completion of the pattern. This fine

pavement is, unfortunately, in poor condition,

owing to the falling in of some flues beneath

it, which brought heat from a hypocaust close

at hand. This room was opened about fifty-

five yearn ago, when it was discovered by acci-

dent, and the pavement uncovered. It was

subsequently filled in again, and all knowledge

of its existence had passed away. After the

recent discovery of the villa, the tenant, Mr.

Smith, received an anonymous letter in which

the writer spoke of this pavement and its
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position. Search was accordingly made for it

in a portion of the grounds away from the
other excavations, and it was found, as were
also the rooms already described, together with
a fourth room to the south of it. It is of
interest to note that the west wall of these
four rooms forms the base of the present old
luilding, formerly used as a granary.
At the south-east angle of the fourth room

the excavators found a curious S(^uare pit-like

chamber, 4 ft. 5 in. by 4 ft. 3 in., and 3 ft. 4 in.

deep, It gave access by an opening 2 ft. wide,
over wliicli is a weU-turned segmental arch,
into the hypocaust already referred to.

Entrance to this is closed by a slab of red local
stone, set diagonally and mortared in at the
back. It has been broken in the attempt to
force an entrance, which has not yet been
effected.

The continuation of these apartments, to
complete the eastern wing, has not been
traced further, but foundations have been met
with on the other side of the Farm House as if

in continuation. Proceeding along the northern
buildings a small portion of one room, in front
of the southern wall of the granary, has been
fonned. It has a pavement with a simple
guilloche pattern. Commencing now with the
principal, or western group of buildings, we
come to the most northerly room, which has a
pavement formed of a large double Greek fret,

much the same as has been already described,
blue-black on a white ground. Next to this,
going south, is a room which has had a very
good pavement, now in very poor condition.
One part of it is beneath a shed, the other is in
the open path, and, since it is only about 8 in.

beneath the modern level, it has suffered very
badly. Fortunately, two of the angles remain,
and part of the centre, sufficient for the whole
of the pattern to be made out. It consisted of
a central panel, a parallelogram filled with
lohed leaves set diagonally, surrounded by a
guilloche. There is then a band of plain
groundwork and another guilloche. Next to
this is the largest pavement, forming the floor
of a room 18 ft. by 18 ft. This is still a fine
work, although it is in very poor condition,
owing to its small depth beneath the present
prface. Its groundwork being decayed,
it is bent and furrowed badly, but the
colours are still bright and the pattern
can_ be well made out. It consists of
a circle surrounded by a guilloche enclosing
a smaller circle containing a cross of
interlaced work, with rounded ends. The
mam circle has a pretty pattern of leaf-iike
form, interlaced. The circle is enclosed by
two squares of guilloches, one set diawonallj
and interlaced with the other, the whole beino-
enclosed hj an octagonal guilloche border, the
angles of which are brought back again to the
square form by continuation of the borders,
there being a small square panel at each corner
interlaced with the octagonal border, and
having a pattern something like an inverted
vase at the angles, two being of one pattern
and the other two of another. The main
octagon has its space.?, up to the interlaced
squares first described, filled in with various
lozenge panels at the angles, which contain
circles of very varying design, the centres
of the composition having panels filled in with
involved guilloches, circles, &c. The outer
square has first a pattern of small stepped
triangular form, and is concluded by a border
next the walls, of enlaced guilloche orna-
ment The colours, as before, are red and
blue-black on a white ground.
Various apartments extend southward.?

where begins the corridor, and the plannina of
the walls to a different angle. Since these
walls are not bonded into the others it is
reasonable to conclude that this portion was an
addition to the main bunding. No pavements
have been found to these rooms, although it ismore than probable that they have existed,
iesselated pavement is, however, avain met
with 111 the southern corridor, where a fine,
bold Greek fret can be distinctly traced. One
portion has a circular piece of paving, level

Tha; u .
of several wedge-

shaned stnnp!! u-Livio a-i.. • i ...p.

manner stated, rather than by a single circular

stone, is not easy to determine.
The walls forming the apartments vary in

width from 2 ft. 3 in. to 1 ft. 10 in. They are
built of local stone, roughly dressed, not
squared, and are put together with mortar in

which no iiounded brick has been used.
Pounded brick is to he found in the concrete
beds or backings for the pavements. No
Roman tile or brick appears in the construc-
tion of the walls, although the bright red of
the pavements is formed by tesserte of cut
brick. The white groundwork is of stone dug
in the neighbourhood, while tlie blue-black is

also local material.

The articles found in the excavations have
not been of very great interest, nor have they
been very numerous. A few fragments of
pottery only have been met witli, of varyinj
colours, including two or three small pieces of
Samian ware

;
a single third bmss coin of

Carausius
; an iron strigil

;
while a few small

oyster-shells proved that the Romans of this
part of the country had the same taste for
the succulent bivalve as their brethren else-
where. Many split bones have also been
found, showing that they had been broken for
the extraction of marrow. Some features, in-
dicative of the structure of the building, were
met with, and from these we learn that it was,
for the most part, roofed with split Pennant
stone slabs, 2 ft. long, 13 in. wide, and 1 in.
thick, both ends of the slabs being cut dia-
raond-wise. There were a few fragments of
flat flanged roofing tiles, and also of the
circular tiles to cover over the flanges, but
since these were not very numerous, it may be
supposed that stone was the principal covering.
The slabs were perforated for one large nail
each. These were of iron, as was sufficiently
proved by a portion of one of the nails still

remaining. Several pieces of hypocaust tiles
were met with to convey the hot-air to various
parts of the building, having patterns scored
upon them. The patterns were not, however,
intended as decoration, but only as a key for
plastering. This was attested by the fact that
their impression Wiis actually found on the back
of some of the fragments of coloured plaster
found in the rooms. The base of a circular
column was discovered in one of the apart-
ments near the principal pavement, the shaft,
8 in. diameter, being broken oft'. It is very
ne;itly and truly worked, very similar to an
attic base, commencing with a square plinth.
Examination shows that it has not been worked
by hand, but turned in a lathe. The most
remarkable discovery remains to be noticed.
It is a stone table slab, 2 ft. 11 in. long by

fc. .3 in. broad- ;),nd .31 in hhi/^U1 ft. 3 in. broad, and 3| in. thick.

The under side is slightly dished, and the
upper side shows that a back of some
sort rested upon it. Three of the edges
are chamfered, square stops being left in Hie
centre of the front, at the angles, and at the
ends. The chamfer is filled in with a sunk
ornament, precisely like the star pattern so
often found in Early Norman churches, slightly
varied to the front. There is a neatly-worked
cable moulding at the top edge of the chamfer,
and the fillet beneath it is ornamented by a
series of small sunk squares. A pattern, varied
in each case, is also worked on the faces of the
blocks left as stops to the chamfer. It was
discovered a year ago in digging a drain in the
stack-yard, not very far to tlie south-east of
the end of the excavation of the south corridor.
When found it was standing on four rough
stone supports, and it was broken in removal.
It is difficult to assign a use to this object,
which appears to have stood as described, in
the open air. It is possible that it was placed
as a table to support some statues of domestic
or local deities, in front of an altar. Diligent
search should certainly be made for the missing
supports.

°

The course of the excavations revealed
evidences with respect to the fate of the
buildings, at least to a considerable extent.
Traces of conflagration were fOvUid in more

ago, as well as more recently, yet the receir

discovery of these interesting remains wa^
effected in consequence of the building of )

new wall, to form a boundary to the preset
stock-yard, in the autumn of last year. On(
of the wallers cut through the largest of th:

p.avements, to get a foundation, and noi

knowing the nature of the small coloured
tessera-, proceeded with his work, puttinfi

a few of them into his pocket. Some timi

afterwards he happened to show them to tki

steward of the estate, who at once reoogniset:

that they had formed a portion of a Romam
pavement. Search was made, and the beautiful

mosaic was exposed to view. It was prudenth
covered over again, to protect it from the frosto

of winter, and, in the mean time, the nature 03

the discovery having been brought before thet

executive of the Bristol and Gloucestershire
Antiquarian Society, an exhaustive exploration.(

as far as funds might allow, was resolved uponc
Sir John Maclean, F.S.A., kindly undertook
the oversight and direction of the work, whicli
is of itself sufficient to say that it has been
well and efficiently done, aided by a subscrip-i

tion, which is, however, not yet sufficient in

amount to uncover the whole of the site. Mr,>

Smith, the tenant, has very generously per-f

mitted his lawn and yards to be cut into andi
trenched, and has in every way taken the most
lively interest in the works.
A meeting of the members of the Bristol andi

Gloucestershire Society was held on the sitei

on the 14th inst., where a very large number of

ladies and gentlemen assembled to inspect thei

progress of the excavations.

tuc ia;:e cnmnAco,* i ,

than One spot. Not Only was there deposit of

shaped sto^nes’ivhich form the" ""This tocefofTe’
1 of a portion of the

THE DICTIONARY OF ARCHITECTURE.:
HIS mysterious publication,* the com-:
inencement of which dates from an;
unknown period, and which seems, i

officially at least, to belong to not
one and to come from nowhere, has just evolved t

another instalment of itself, in the shape of

'

what is variously called its seventh volume or (

its Twenty-second Part; for the Dictionary has ;

two title-pages, which do not agree. We have »

adopted the simpler form, as what we suppose ?

is intended for the real title-page. This volume i

completes the letters “ R ” and “ S,” leaving,
s

we are informed, only one volume to complete :

the whole, so that we might hope to see the i

entire work within a brief period, were it i

not that we are told, in the same breath, so to

speak, that the production of this volume has
exhausted the funds in hand, and that 650?. wiU
be required to complete the Dictionary. This
is not a very large sum, comparatively speaking,

;

but perhaps more than will be quite readily
raised in these not very flourishing times. The i

size and consequent expense have been con- i

siderably increased, we are told, beyond what i

was originally calculated on, owing to the
constant increase in the number of terms ;

coming under notice and requiring elucidation. i

The number of terms in the original list for

R and S, for instance, w’as 1,664, whereas the -

number of terms actually treated under these '

letters is .3,131. That is the way dictionaries
do

;
they always increa.se as they go along,

:

fresh subjects which ought to be treated
continually presenting themselves to the .

memory of the compiler, or being introduced
to his notice by correspondents

;
and the com-

parative increase in the number of subjects
treated over those originally proposed speaks
well in itself for the care of the compiler? and
their anxiety to include among their subjects
whatever has a proper claim to be included.

It must also be noted to the credit of the
compilers that they have not allowed them-
selves to be tempted, by the constant increase
of matter, to launch out into articles or essays
beyond the proper scope of a dictionary, but
have kept to the real object of a dictionary,
viz., to give information

;
instead of allowing it

to grow, like another contemporary dictionary
we could name, into a conglomeration of

lengthy essays compiled according to the
idiosyncrasies of each contributor, without any
guiding principle running through it. The

.
. o — X,. .. Kv/miwti \ji tiie .

* Dictionary of Arcbitectuve. Isaued by the
in the pavements having been found about 100 years ^ Tofv!L“

iu^atrations.
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ijage is a fine bold folio, the type admirably
,:lear, and the articles are short and practical;

ulmost erring, perhaps, on the side of too much
orevity than in the other direction. The large

,mmbcr of references to works on many of the

jiiibjects treated of are very useful, and may
i)ften save a great deal of time and trouble to

lihose who are anxious to know where to go for

detailed information on any particular subject.

great many of these lists of books or examples
ire of considerable length, and though they
Dccupy comparatively little space (sometimes
lialf a column or more), they represent, as every
one who has been unwise enough to undertake
ihat kind of task knows very well, a good deal

)f tedious labour and research. In this respect,

iind in its general form and style, the Dictionary
is a distinctly business-like publication

;
there

a no show or literary pretence about it
;
the

object is evidently to put the main facts about
iach subject in as terse a manner and in us

small a space as possible.

I
All this is very good so far

;
but we regret

;o say that closer examination does not con-
vince one that the work has been done as it

might and should liave been. There is every
sign of good intentions, but there are certainly

signs that the contributors and compilers are

not quite up to the mark in dealing with some
subjects, and especially that they are somewhat
.intupiated in their notions. Of all things, it

is required of a dictionary that it should be
up to date, and that is exactly what the Dic-
tionary of Architecture appears not to be.

There is a fine old crusted air of bygone days
about it, which is picturesque, but not quite
what is wanted in a dictionary which is to be
useful for tlie future and not for the past
generations. This is curiously obvious in the
dates of the books and periodicals quoted.
They are nearly all from publications twenty
or thirty years old or more, as if the com-
pilers were unacquainted with what was
passing at the present moment. “ The
Builder Journal ” is frequently quoted,
but it is nearly always from numbers
many years ago. If the compilers had looked
a little more than they seem to have done at

the Builder of the last ten years, they might
have been better posted up than they are, in

some matters, at all events. There is at times
also a curious obscurity of diction, arising ap-
parently from the eft'ort to get a great deal into

a few words : a most praiseworthy aim, the
achievement of which, however, has not been
granted to every writer.

The first article we open at is “ Racquet
Court,” where we read, “ The floor must be of

hard-rubbed slabs with rubbed edges.” Slabs
of what? Under the heading “Slab” the
-dictionary gives “a large flat but not very
thick portion of any material” : so that does
not help us. “For ventilation, iron gratings

may be built into the walls flush with the
plastering, the bars should be formed diagonally
at an angle of forty-five degrees upwards from
the entrance [of what ?], and not more than

f in. apart, so as to be in a line with, and not
to hinder, the flight of the balls.” Will the
architect who is going to build a racquet-court
gain much from that ? And, supposing it were
•intelligible, is plaster the proper internal finish

for a racquet-court? We are not, at the
moment, in a position to dogmatise on the
subject, but we should doubt it. Under the
head of “ Rain-water Cistern and Tank,” it is

mentioned that “ Buck’s Patent Percolator
prevents the first portion of the rainfall (which
brings down impurities from the roofs) passing
into the storing-tank.” There is no mention of
Roberts’s rain-water separator, the best-known
and most recently improved apparatus of this

kind, the latest form of which may be found
illustrated, with full descriptive details, in the
Builder for June 11th of this year; but that, of
course, is much too recent for the “Dictionary
of Architecture.”

On the next page we read : “Rain-water pipes
are often used as drain-pipes from upper water-
closets ”

;
this is seriously given as if it were

an approved practice, without a hint that there
is anything to disapprove of in it. It should
seem from this that the compilers do not read
modern books on sanitation, and do not know
that the disconnection from the drain should

be by a different method for these two
classes of pipes. Next page, “Random
Coursed Work” is defined as “stone walling
where the courses are not continued of the
same sized stones,” an instance of clumsi-
ness of expression leading to ambiguity. That
definition would be as applicable to rubble
walling. It should have been, “ where the
courses are continuous, but not with the same
sized stones,” In thearticleon“RetainingWall”
the Dictionary deals only in generalities

;
“such

a wall is battered on the outside face from 1 in.

to in. to the foot, the greatest degree of
batter (which is often curved) being given to

the foot of the wall.” We might have expected
in a dictionary for architects to find some
particulars as to the circumstances under
which a retaining wall should be curved, as
well as some formula for obtaining the curve.
We proceed, “Counterforts are invariably
carried up at the back of a retaining wall,

piers are also sometimes placed on {sic) the face,

which break the monotony and hide any
settlements which may subsequently occur.”
This htis nothing special to retaining walls

;
it

might apply to_ any wall. The article, too,

proceeds to point out as one of the best
examples of a curved retaining wall in a
cutting, that on the London and North-western
Railway between Euston and Camden Town,
“though it failed.” To select as the best example
an admitted failure seems in keeping with the
rest of this rather singular article. It is also

observed that “the soil when filled in against the
wall requires great care, or a failure eventually
occurs ”

;
but what kind of “ care ” is required,

or what kind of failure impends, is left to the
imagination.

Under “Sor Syphon Trap”tln3 is allwegct

:

“ A trap formed of pipes of lead, stoneware, or
other material” [it should have been “a pipe”
of lead, &c.], “ worked somewhat to the form
of the letter S. It is preferable to the
D-trap which has lately been improved by its

being formed of one diameter.” The last

sentence, which stands exactly thus, with no
punctuation, reaches the climax of ambiguity.
Which has been improved, and which is formed
of one diameter, and what does that mean ?

It is refreshing, however, to find the spirit of

the sanitarian awake on the next page, under
the heading “ Safe,” “ a plate of lead turned up
at the edges and laid on a floor, as under a
bath, water-closet apparatus, washing basin,

and such like, to retain any overflow of water,

and by a pipe to carry it away; this pipe
should not enter a soil-pipe.” But, un-
fortunately, Homer nods on the same page
over “ Saint Chapelle ” (sic). We might have
expected under this head to find some special

word about the famous Parisian building,
which is the Sainte Chapelle all the (archi-

tectural) world over
;

but at any rate a
reference to a French dictionary would have
revealed the fact that Chapelle is a noun
feminine, and tliat the corresponding adjective

is “ Sainte,” and not “ Saint.”

In the note on sawdust, when saying that
“ in buildings it is placed in floors and in parti-

tions, to deaden sound,” it should at least have
been added that it should be thoroughly
stoved first

;
it might usefully also have been

added that slag wool is preferable for this

purpose. The latter material, however, is

duly dealt with under its own heading.
“Sculpture Gallery” is defined only as a
“ large apartment specially designed for the
exhibition of works of sculpture.” We all

know that
;
the dictionary might have said

something as to the requirements of a sculp-

ture gallery, the best way of lighting, and the
best existing examples. In the article on
“Seasoning Timber” we are first told that
the seasoning is “ A process of preparing
timber without the use of means for its pre-
preservation,” a fine instance of dictionary
ambiguity. Among the mechanical processes

of seasoning no mention is made of “the
Common -Sense Drying Apparatus” fully

described and illustrated in the Builder of
October 31, 1885, and which is the latest

important improvement in seasoning methods.
Under “Sheep-cot” these two apparently

contradictory statements look as if an expla-
nation was wanted “ The front wall, 4 ft.

high to the eaves
;

no walls are needed.’'
Under the heading “ soil-pipe ” we are advised
to have soil-pipes within the house (in order to
get a warm up-current up them), a recom-
mendation totally at variance with most both
of theory and experience

;
and we are told a

stoneware pipe is better than metal. It might
be, if we could get it in long lengths, but nob
with all the joints which are inevitable; and
the advice is decidedly dangerous.
The definition of “ Suspension Bridge ” is

very amusing
;
it is stated to be “ a roadway for

spanning wide valleys and rivers, suspended
from inverted iron bows of chains or wire
ropes ”

;
as if the curved form assumed by the

chains were an essential element in the con-
struction, or as if the chains were intentionally
made curved, and then “ inverted.” This is,

on the whole, one of the very silliest definitions

we ever saw of a piece of construction. Does
not the writer suppose that engineers would
be very glad to strain the chains across level,

if they could get rid of the element of their
weight ? The sentence is really childish.

Under the head of “swimming baths,” it is

stated dogmatically that “ dressing- boxes
are to open directly on the water’s edge,
and not on a pljitforin.’’ We have never
been in a swimming-bath in which this

arrangement was adopted, and suspect that it

is only some “ fad ” of the writer’s
;

it could
only be done where dressing-boxes had no
doors, and were pretty wide, otherwise how
is a man to get his awing of body and arras

preparatory to taking a header? And it would
be exceedingly inconvenient to have all passage

.
along the side of the bath stopped by boxes
coming to the edge, and leaving no gangway.
It is absurd to have such a direction inserted
in a work of this kind, as if it were a sine quit

non. Then for scientific precision and clear-

ness of language we may recommend the
definition of syphon :

—“A bent tube, having
one leg shorter than the other. It acts from
the pressure of the atmosphere being removed
from the surface of a fluid, which enables it

to rise above its common level.” Wliat rises,

the fluid or the syphon ? And how and for

what purpose does it “act”? Possibly the writer
of that sentence might have known what he
meant by it, but he evidently did not intend
to communicate his knowledge to the reader.

Finally, we may suggest that if the writer
of the article on “ Stone ” had paid any
attention to the series of articles on “ Our
Building Stones ” in the Builder of January
to June, 1886 (“Students’ Column”), he
might have been in the way of giving some
rather more scientific tests for stone, and
generally giving a better account of his

subject than is apparent in the short, empirical,
and unsatisfactory article on so important a
subject as “stone.” He quotes “Building
Stones used in London, Builder Journal, 1858,
by W. Papworth,” and that is just about the
date the Dictionary likes to go back to

;
but he

would have learned more on this subject, at
any rate, from the Builder of 1886.

The Dictionary of Architecture, in short,

is well-intentioned and highly respectable, but
it might have been a good deal better if it had
not, like some other respectable institutions,

maintained a considerable leaven of what is

termed by irreverent persons “ old-fogeyism.”
We hope the Dictionary will reach a speedy

completion, and that funds will then be further
raised without delay for issuing a new and
thoroughly revised edition

;
which will cer-

tainly be necessary if it is to take a permanent
place as the Standard English Dictionary of
Architecture.

Ventilating Gas Radiator. — Mr. E.
Craven sends us a description and illustratio i

of what he calls the Clapham Ventilati’'g
Asbestos Gas Radiator. This is an ashes os
gas stove in the form of a fire-grate, with a
series of vertical tubes in contact with the
grate both at each side and the back, which
give a large heating surface, as well as inducing
a current of warm-air into the room through
the series of pipes. This principle has been often
used, of course, but this grate seems designed to
make the most of the heat generated, taking it

from the back as well as from the sides of the
gas fire.

b
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NOTES.
|E .shall give an illustration of “Terry's

I

Theatre,” -with a plan and section,

I shortly
;
meantime we may say that

i an inspection of the house justifies

in the main what lia.s been said as to the care

which has been taken to render the building

fire-resisting and to ait’ord ample e.xit. The
arrangement of the various “ extra exits ” is

very well planned, and the push doors work
most satisfactorily. There is one point, how-
ever, which requires explanation. The extra

exit from the gallery is very well arranged by
a straight staircase, with one landing, right down
to the street

;
this extra exit also serves the

upper circle by a door opening on to the landing
through the upper circle refreshment-room. But
the street door at the bottom of this long stair-

case is not a push-door, but a locked one, and
as there is no appearance that this door is to

be generally in use (it leads only to the gallery

and the refreshment-room aforesaid, and past
no officially guarded post), there seems the
chance that it may be found shut when there
is an escape made from above

;
and this would

prove very serious; it would be a complete trap.

Unless this door is to be open every evening,

it ought, of all doors, to be a push door. The
exit from the dress circle is very well managed,
there being a curtained doorway opening on to

a small landing at the end of each tier of seats,

the landings kept level with the tier. There
is one door on each side of the stage through
the partition wall between it and the audi-
torium

;
an iron one and locked

;
but several

persons, we are told, would have keys of

it. In regard to absolute separation of the
stage from the auditorium, that is a weak
point, of course, the principle of the theatre
being that the auditorium is fire-proof and
the stage cut off and exposed to the action
of sprinklers. The asbestos curtain seems
likely to cut off fire sufficiently for the period
necessary to allow of egress

;
it gives less

appearance of security than the iron one, hut
it is more manageable

;
it is strained on an

iron framing. The fronts of the circle seats are
of fibrous plaster on an iron framing, with
wired plaster behind

;
something of this

kind was, of course, necessary here if wood
were not to be used, as it is essential to

have something vibratory and that will not
make sharp echoes in such a situation. The
rest is all iron and concrete, and looks solid,

clean, but rather cold. The acoustic qualities
we have not yet tested fairly at a perform-
ance : hut, in any case, it must be remembered
that this is a very small theatre, and would
not in itself settle the acoustic question. We
can hardly, we confess, imagine a theatre of the
fir-st size built in this way which would not
he disagreeable and trying for the voice of the
actor and the eers of the audience.

nrE are indebted to the courtesy of I\Ir.

' ^ Waterhouse, who, as will be remembered,
is one of the jurors on the Milan competition,
for a copy of the conditions of the second com-
petition for the proposed new facade, which
have apparently only been sent to the jurors
and to the competitors. From these conditions
it appears that our conclusion, embodied in a
“ Note ” in last week’s issue (p. 522) is correct,
viz., that the Committee of management are in
a position, on the terms of their circular to
competitors, to withhold the premium from any
competitor who does not conform to the condi-
tions of the competition : and that one of these
conditions, most explicitly laid down, is that
the new design must be in conformity with the
construction, the architectural form, and the
style and decorative character of the exist-
ing edifice : we quote the precise words of the
document:—“E richiesto quale condi/ione
assoluta che la nuova facciatasiaccordiintiuia-
mento con la ossatura organica costruttiva, con
le forme architectoniche delT edificio, e con lo
stile ed il carattere decorativo delle sue parti
piii vecchie.” There is no mistake about the
wording and intention of that, and it is per-
fectly clear that after that the Committee have
hound themselves not to select a design which
does not conform to the style of the cathedral :

and in this we consider they are entirely in the

right. We have never admired much the .style

of Milan, hut it is a homogeneous whole, and
it would be an artistic absurdity to complete

j

it in a Gothic of a different manner and drawn
from a different country and period.

E print in another column a letter from
the Institute of Architects, a copy of

which has already appeared in the Times
(where, by the way, the “ Institute ” is mis-
printed the “Eoyal Society of Architects”),
expressing the official opinion of the repre-

sentative body of architects in condemnation
of the proposal to pull down St. Mary-le-Strand
Church, and pomting out that the traffic

requirements may be met by continuing the

road to the north of the church. In the Builder
for December 2(5, 1885, we gave a reproduction
of a bird’s-eye view, made by a very comije-
tent architectural artist for the Strand Improve-
ment Association, showing how effectively

this could be done so as to leave a road to the
north of the two churches, up to the angle of
the Law Courts, making a portion of the space
between them, which would not come into the
line of traffic, into a garden. This scheme
if carried out would be a great public im-
provement, botli practically and architecturally.

In regard to the pulling down of old churches
wp are by no means bigoted conservatives, and
we have before expressed our opinion that in

one or two cases the practical advantages have
fully compensated for the loss of churches
which, though old and of some historical inte-

rest, were really of no great beauty. But the

case of St. Mary-le-Strand is quite different
;

the steeple is one of the most graceful and
original of CUissical steeples in London, and is

the architectural centre of the Strand vista.

The wish to have such a building in such a
position pulled down to gain a street accom-
modation which can be far better gained in

another ivay is so stupid and senseless that it

is impossible to argue seriously witli those who
could propose it.

T OBD ROSEBERY’S [speech at Keighley
L^ last week was a refreshing change among
political orations, for he spoke clearly and well

on the subject of technical education. The
speech was well timed, for the present is the

time at which public attention should be
directed to this question. The Government
Bill of last Session was a kind of pilot balloon,

and if the people of this country are sincerely

desirous of keeping abreast of other nations in

commerce and manufiveture they will do well

to set resolutely to work to establish a sound
system of technical education throughout the

country. Unless general interest be .shown in

this question, the Goverument will not attempt
to pass so thorough a Bill as they would if public

opinion be clearly and resolutely expressed.

Lord Rosebery will do much more to enlarge his

reputation among his countrymen by pressing

tins question on the attention of the public

than by following the example of other official

Liberals, who can find nothing to say but that

Ireland blocks the way and so that no other
subject can 1)6 dealt with by Parliament. It

is one thing to hold firm to an opinion, it is

quite another to exclude all subjects but the
one from public discussion. Jilr. Morley and
other eminent Liberals are wrong in thus
narrowing their public efforts, and we are

thankful that Lord Rosebery is more wide-
minded than many of his late colleagues.

^HESE are, indeed, the days of big railways,
-L as of everything else, and an undertaking
that swallows up a whole continent is alluded
to in a matter-of-fact little paragraph, altliough

it may be pregnant with the future fate of
nations. On this occasion Russia is in tlie

field with a proposal to make a line from
St. Peterslmrg across Siberia to Vladivostock,
on the Pacific coast, and, what is more, to do it

out of her own resources without asking any
other country for help, guarantees, or a loan.

It is to go through Ormsk, Tomsk, the Baikal
region, and the Amoor goldfields, amongst
other places

;
and although, of course, im-

primis of military and strategetical importance,
it will have a strong eye to developing Siberia’s

industrial resources. It will take five years in

,

building, and will cost 300,0')a,0(X)' roubles^

,

(1 rouble = Ss. 2d.), which will include five-'

^

large bridges at 6,000,000 roubles each. In.l

the Crimean war, Vladivostock w.as not of so-'

much note as a war station and arsenal as It i»
now, and in case of another dispute between

.

tlie two countries, it might play a very decided

.

part in that quarter of the Russian dominionsi.
:

OUR advertisement columns contain an-i

announcement of an examination to be-,

held at Manchester in February of candidates i

for Associateship of the Institute of Archi-.
tects

;
an examination instituted for the

convenience of provincial candidates who may;
not find it easy to come up to London for.

examination. The examining body will consist i

of members of the Manchester Society of

Architects and a member of the Londom
Board of Examiners, and we are given to-

understand that Manchester has been selected
as a town which is so far central as to give, it

is hoped, facilities for candidates from Liver- i

pool, Leeds, and Sheffield to enter for examin-
ation with less inconvenience than by coming i

to London
;
and even candidates from Scotland

will find Manchester nearer than London-g^
We may point out that the examination papers-

1

of the Institute of Architects are carefully'

framed, and the passing of these examinations
is now a real test of professional competency,

'

the value of which is likely to increase.

WE have received the programme of an
Institution to he called the London

College of Architecture, established at 46,
Great Orraond-street, of which Messrs. A.

'

Hessell Tiltman aud W. Henry Wood are the
directors, “aided by qualified assistants.” The
curriculum is a very full one, including
mathematics and mechanics, plane and de-

scriptive geometry, chemistry, geology, building
construction, history of architecture, drawing,
designing, colour decoration, general profes-

sional practice, See. This is an ambitious pro-
gramme enough

;
and no doubt a College

which gave satisfactory and sufficient instruc-

tion in all these varied and important subjects-

would have a future before it. But we have
no information as to who are the professors whe
are to give instruction in all these subjects, and
we should imagine that those who are thinking
of adopting a Collegiate study of architecture
and its cognate subjects would wish to have
some information on that head first.

I
N a recent issue (Sept. 3), when treating of

the “ recent excavations in the Acropolis,”
we were obliged regretfully to own that, spite

of the extraordinary yield of statues, there had-

not yet been discovered “ any statue inscribed

with the name of a known sculptor.” We had
a number of bases inscribed and a number of
statues baseless, but as yet no combination had
been effected. Just such a combination Dr.

Studniezka thinks he has achieved. He has-

put together a base, signed by Antenor, and a
fragment of two feet, and these, united with
the remarkable statue published by Rhomaides-
(pi. vi.), make up, he thinks, a complete com-
position. If he is right the style of the great
archaic master Antenor, the sculptor of the
world-famed statues of Harmodios and Aristo-

geiton, carried off by Xerxes, is no longer
“ matter for precarious conjecture.” In a
question so all-important, spite of the careful

drawings and measurements given by Dr.

Studniezka, we prefer reserving our judgment
till we have examined the originals now in the-

central Museum at Athens. As far as we can

judge by the drawing, there seems to be as yet a

good piece wanting betw'een the upper part of

the statue and the recently - discovered feet.

Dr. Studniezka gives a reconstruction of the

whole composition, in which we think be

clearly makes out one point, and that is that

whatever the statue was that stood on the

basis it was of size and weight, to our jninds,

disproportionate to the column that supported
it. That it was the custom to set up large

votive statues, and even complicated groups,

which far overlapped the dimensions of the

supporting column and which gave them a very

zuistatic effect, is knowir from the copies of

such votive offerings which appear on vase
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WE are glad to see tliat practical subjects

are having their full share of attention

in the scheme of the Architectural Association

classes and lectures for the ensuing session
;

not that we are by any means disposed to

attach less importance to the artistic side of

architecture, but that we have sometimes
thought that the tendency of the Association

was rather to lean towards the artistic side at

the expense of the other. The practical sub-

jects in the programme include a course of

lectures on Construction, by Mr. Lovegrove;
a course on Graphical Statics, by Mr. Quick

;

and a course on Land Surveying (including

both lectures and field works), by Mr. A. T.

Walmisley. The list of subjects to be treated

by the Advanced Class of Design includes some
which it should be interesting as well as useful

to work out.

T
tlE la.st number of the “ Journal of the

Eoyal Historical and Archjeological Asso-
ciation of Ireland,"* published quarterly, con-
tains tJie fourth of a series of articles on the
“ Rude Stone Monuments of Sligo,” by Mr.
W. G. Wood -Martin, Fellow and General
Secretary of the Society, which is largely illus-

trated, and goes very fully into the subject.

The series of articles is still in continuation.

^RINCE PIOMEINO, the owner of the
-A- Villa Ludovisi, has allowed the publica-

tion of a monument of great interest and
singular beauty, just discovered in his grounds,
which occupy, it will be remembered, the site

of the Gardens of Sallust. The monument
consists of three slabs of marble forming
three sides of a square, and all sculptured in

rather high relief. Had there been four sides

instead of three, we should have supposed
they had 'formed a square puteal

;
as it is, it

is difficult to see what purpose an enclosure

of only three sides could have served, unless,

assignor Visconti conjectures, it formed the
railing that enclosed a subterraneous stair-

case. However, the chief interest lies in the

sculptured reliefs. The centre relief is a group
of three figures, a young girl, dressed in the
thinnest possible Ionic chiton, clinging close

to her figure, is just rising out of a stream,
supported on either side by an attendant
maiden

; they also wear long full chitons with
sleeves

;
they hold a piece of drapery,- -evidently

a sort of bath towel,—in front of the bathing
maiden. We have no hesitation in saying that,

merely considered as a composition, the relief

is one of the most charming things ancient art

has left us. The interest, however, of the
design is doubled by the fact that obviously
we have here no ordinary bathing scene. It

is difficult to communicate an impression of
this sort, but every archmologist will agree
with Signor Visconti that the whole pose and
manner of the figures indicates a solemn rite,

a baptism in honour of a god. Who the god
is there can be little doubt. It is well known
that at the lesser Eleusinian mysteries, cele-

brated in honour e.si)ecially of Persephone and
Dionysos bathing in the Ilissus was an impor-
hmt part of the ritual {irapu tov ’IXiaaov ov rh
KaOapfibif TtXovffi roig tXaTToai pvonipioig'). Suffi

cient ordinary bathing scenes remain to us on
vases to make us sure that what Sig. Visconti
calls “ la severa decenza ” of the long Ionic
robe worn by the bathing maiden is due to
ritual intent. He does not point out, what
seems to us manifest, that the “ type ” of the

maiden rising from the water is the same as

that of Persephone rising from Hades,—no
doubt, an instructive piece of symbolism. On
the other two sides are respectively a nude
maiden playing on the tibire, no doubt in honour
of Dionysos and a closely - draped maiden
lighting a lamp, again in honour of Perseiihone.

The monument is executed in the finest

archaistic style. We can only hope that Prince
Piombino 'will allow casts^ to be taken. It is

published in phototype in the September
number of the BuUetiino della Comviissione
Archcol. Communale of Rome.

pOPIES of four of Mr. G. F. Watts's paint-

ings, executed under his superintendence,

and which have received their finishing touches
from the artist’s own hands, have been pre-

sented by him to the Church of St. Jude,
Whitechapel, and are now hung there as per-

manent additions to the decoration of the
church. We have occasionally mentioned the
annual loan exhibitions of paintings which the
Vicar of St. Jude’s, the Rev. S. A. Barnett,
instituted some yeans ago in the schools during
the Easter hslidays. Mr. Watts, who believes

so fervently in the moral influence of art, took
a great interest in these exhibitions, and many
of his finest works have been seen from time
to time in St. Jude’s Schoolrooms. The pre-

sentation of tliese copies of his paintings to the
church is a farther and very practical testimony
of his interest in the efforts to bring art

within tho knowledge and interest of those

who are called “ the ma.sses.” The pic-

tures of which copies have been presented
are “Love and Death” (the painter’s greatest

work), “ The Messenger of Death,” “ Death
crowning Innocence,” and “ The Good Sama-
ritan.” The moral or religious turn of the
three last-named subjects i.s obvious enough ;

“ Love and Death,” however, we never regarded
as having any moral at all, or as being any-
thing hut a grand and impressive allegory of
the most tragic contrast of human life. Mr.
Watts may think well to read a moral into it

now, but we suspect it is a moral superim-
posed afterwards. However, the experiment
of thus introducing modern art into the church
is of much interest, and perhaps so good a
precedent may he followed elsewhere.

Mr. WYON sends us an impression of

a Jubilee medal which was struck from
his design for presentation to her Majesty.
The gold medal from this die is among the
presents exhibited at St. James’s Palace. The
obverse bears a profile portrait of the Queen,
which is a very good piece of modelling,

—

certainly far superior to that which has recently

appeared on the current coinage of the realm
;

the reverse represents Victoria, enthroned,
attended by a rather mixed assortment of
mythological personages, with a decorative
Gothic background to the group. This alle-

gorical design is not, to say truth, more in-

teresting than such designs mostly are in

modern work
; but the portrait on the obverse

-

is a success.

WE arc informed that an unfortunate hitch
has occurred in regard to the Buccleuch

Memorial in Edinburgh -which will delay its

completioH beyond the time contemplated.' A
proper understanding does not appear to have
bean come to between the architect of the
monument and the sculptor of the statue, for
when an attempt was made to place Mr.
Boehm’s figure of the Duke upon the summit
of the column it was found that there was not
sufficient standing-room, a foot projecting over
in front and a mass of drapery behind. This
of itself would be awkward enough, but when
it is known that the capital is .surrounded by
a bronze cresting tvithin which the figure was
intended to stand, it is obvious that a new
arrangement must be made.* As formerly
described in this place, the memorial is in the
form of an octagonal Gothic column, orna-
mented with bas-reliefs, heraldic devices, &c.
in bronze, all of which has been fitted into its

place and found satisfactory, excepting, as
above stated, the culminating feature. It
seems rather odd that a sculptor and an archi-

tect should not be able to make both ends
meet better than this.

T
he more serious portion of Mr. Harry

Furniss’s collection of sketches, called
“ Politics and Society,” to be seen at 25, Old
Bond-street, is the best -worth looking out.

The ultra-comic outline sketches of scenes in
Parliament, which often figure as the headings
to Fni^ch’s “Essence of Parliament,” are well
enough there, but not -w'orth collecting, with
two or three exceptions. It is otherwise with
the single-figure sketches of Members, which
have appeared as cuts in that same series of
humorous summaries of Parliamentary pro-
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paintings. Dr. Studniezka’s paper, a long and
complex one, appears in the last number of the

Jahrbuch of the Prussian Institute.

I

i

The monuments and memorial tablets at

St. Olave’s, Old Jewry, together with the

[remains of interments in that church, will

shortly be removed. Failing application by
the representatives of the deceased in any
particular case, the monuments will be trans-

ferred to the newly-constituted pari,sh church

of St. Margaret, Lothbury, and the exhumated
remains to the City of London cemetery at

Little Ilford, Essex. These proceedings are

authorised under the late Bishop of London’s

Union of Benefices Act, whereby a union has

been made of the City parishes of St. Margaret,

Lothbury
;

St. Olave
;

St. Martin, Pomeroy

;

St. Mildred, Poultry
;

St. Mary, Colechurch
;

St. Christopher-le-Stocks
;
and St. Bartholo-

mew-by-the-Exebange. It is not genemlly

known that under the Act the Ecclessiastical

Commissioners are enabled to provide a sum
not exceeding 101. in each instance of removal
under the circumstances which have arisen

here.

Yet another bit of “ Old London ” is to

temporarily receive form and substance

[Mr. Thomas Harris has undertaken to repro-

,
duce a portion of that once highly popular

[resort,—Marylebone Gardens. It will serve

.as the “setting” of a bazaar for liquidating a

I debt upon the parish church of St. Maryle-
ibone, built by Thomas Hardwicke (1813-17),

whereof the interior has been entirely re-

imodelled and decorated by Mr. Harris in

11884-5. Tho baziuir will be open during the

llast week of November, in the Portman
[Rooms, Baker-street, more familiarly known,
I perhaps, as what used to be Madame Tussaud’s.

j\Ve understand that Mr. Harris proposes to

I
base his design upon a view republished in

; Messrs. Cassell’s “ Old and New London,” and
I
therein described as being taken from a print

of 1780; at which time, by the way, the

[Gardens had been practically closed for two
!
years and more, and their site taken for build-

ling purposes. There are extant other views
I showing “ the grand walk and the orchestra

I with tlie musick a-playing,”— as, for instiince,

I
those by J. Donnowell and R. Sayer. These

I are dated 1755, when the gardens had reached
to the height of their fashion. Marylebone
Gardens had their origin in a bowling-green

attached to the Rose of Normandy Inn in the
High-street. This, as Long’s Bowling-green,

I half a mile distant from town, is cited in the
fZondon GauUe of January 11, 1691

;
and in

tan advertisement of nearly thirty years later is

I styled tlie Marylebone Bowling Green. John
Locke in his diary (1679) writes about tho

several persons of quality who came hither

to play at bowls. Pepys speaks of going
; abroad to walk in the garden at Marrowbone.
Tho Duke of Buckinghamshhe, as Lady Mary

i Wortley Montiigue’s ol't-quoted couplet reminds
: us, was its warm patron. Gay alludes to the
more than questionable character of some of

its frequenters. Bigg’s and Broughton’s
I sparring and broadsword amphitheatres, to-

gether with other haunts of the “ fancy,”

>vere not far distant. In 1739, a charge
' was made for admission. The silver tickets

will be copied for this present occasion, and
hot cakes served d la those of the noted Miss
Trusler, daughter of the proprietor, circa 1760.

Gaming-tables aud the performance, by Arne,
of Handel’s music, formed a great attraction.

The Mr. Fountayne who is mentioned in the

anecdote of Handel and hi.s self-confessed
“ very poor stuftV' as related by J. T. Smith,
kept the school, hard by, which long enjoyed a
high reputation. The main entrance stood over
against the present parochkvl National schools

in High-street. The grounds lay eastwards as

far as Harley-street, covering Devonshire- place,

with parts of Beaumont-street and Devonshire-
street. Some relics of their trees may still be
seen within the area we indicate. Rysbrach’s
workshop was situated here, as appears from a
couveyauce by Lowe, the singer, of his property
in the Gardens for his creditors, in the year
1769.

• Dublin : Hodges, Figgis, & Co. London : Williams
& Norgate. 1887.

* Since the aboYe Note was written tho cresting has
been remoTed,
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ceedings, and 'which occupy the whole lowest

line on the walls all round the room. Except

that the heads of the figures are of exaggerated

size in most cases, these can hardly be called

caricatures
;

they only just emphasise the

special character of each Member’s physical

composition, and in some cases (which it would

be rather unkind to name specially) Mr.
Furniss can hardly be said to have
gone beyond nature at all. The whole of

these little very personal sketches, which
look a great deal better in the original

drawing.? than in their necessarily rather

reduced reproductions in Punch, are full of

keen observation and clever satire, but we can

hardly join with some of our contemporaries in

calling it “ good-natured ” satire
; at all events,

we do not imagine that will bo the view taken

by the originals of some of the sketches.

Among the perfectly serious portrait studies

are some very fine ones, among which we may
mention the “ Earl of Iddesleigh ” and the

“Marquis of Salisbury’' (20 and 31), done for

the EiKjU^h lUuslrati'.d Magazine; “ Two Lord
Chancellors” (218) for the same publication;

“Last Visit of Lord Beaconsfield to the House
of Commons ” (232), done for JJnrper's Maga-
2171?, and “A Jubilee Council of Past Masters”

(200) drawn for Punch, but which is serious

enough, and in which Mr. Furniss has rivalled

Mr. TennicI in the latter artist’s own line.

I
N reference to the question of giving plans

of theatres with the playbills or admission
tickets, which has been recently suggested, it

appears that this is the constant custom in

America, and a correspondent has sent us two
playbills of the Casino Theatre, New York,
and another house, containing plans of the
respective houses with brief descriptions of the
exits and where they lead out to. As we have
said, this is a good thing to do, and a practice

that might very well be adopted generally, and
then people with any common sense and
presence of mind would know which way to

turn if there were an alarm, and might,
perhaps, assist in guiding others. We are still

of opinion, however, that those who are able
or likely to make any use of such plans form a

very small proportion indeed of an average
theatre audience.

‘•AT OUR COURT AT ST. JAMES’S.”
TIIK queen’s jubilee PRESENTS.

Rv admission into St. James's to see the
(Queen’s Jubilee presents the public are enabled
to pass through some of the most interesting
portions of the Palace. The crowd arc formed
into a queue in the Colour Court, wherein until
of late years the Palace guard used to be
relieved every morning. On the right, above
the modern Ionic colonnade,* is part of the
Chapel, dating back more than 350 years ago.
Here, too, may be seen some earlier portions of
the main gate-house, its turrets denuded of the
customary leaden “ typos," or cupolas, which is

attributed to Holbein. It was ornamented with
love-knots that commemorate a time when
Anne Boleyn’s star had risen. The clock was
made by Clay in 1731 ; new dials were inserted
at the repairs to the gate in 1831. Ascending
the principal staircase, the public enter the
suite of rooms which are now used for Levees
only, since the Drawing-rooms have been held
at Buckingham Palace. At the head of the
staircase is the Gnard Chamber or Armoury,
opening into the Tapestry, or old Presence,
Chamber. The tapestry was worked for King
Charles II., and delineates a, to him, higbly-
congenial story. The Tudor chimney-piece, in
stone, of this chamber bears, amongst other
devices, the initials “ H. A." From the bay-
window, on the left, it has long been customary
to proclaim the sovereign on accession to the
throne. This -window overlooks wdiat used to
be known as the Chair Court, and the roadway
into the Mall. The roadway has been laid
through the former Friary garden, appertaining
to the Capuchins, Avho came hither in the train
of Katharine of Braganza. Pepys recounts his
visits to ” the new buildings," whereof the
chapel was, temp. William III., assigned to a

• Tliia incongruouB addition to a Tudor gateway has a
romterpart in Wren's colonnade,—in itself a fine com-
P'-’i'ion, -for the Ring's Grand Staircase, Clock Court
liau3p‘on Court.

congregation of French refugees. It has been
rebuilt as tbe Lutheran or German Chapel. A
part of the Palace’s north-eastern wing, by the
chapel, was burnt in January, 1809, and not re-

constructed. According to an old bird’s-eye

view, the road into the Mall ran a few yards to

the east of its existing course.

Next come, in the order named, Queen Anne’s
Room, the Red Drawing-room, and the Throne
Room, or Presence Chamber. Into the furthest

apartment was carried Dr. Johnson, in his

infancy, that he might be touched by Queen
Anne. His gold touch-piece is preserved in

the British Museum. This suite of rooms,
facing southwards, ranges along the garden
evenly with the Mall. To the leH is the park
gate, at which, on August 3rd, 178G, Margaret
Nicholson attempted to stab George III. Be-
neath the garden wall is a raised mound or
terrace. This may be a continuation of the
raised walk which Nell Gwynne had made for her
in the gai'den of her second house in Pall Mall,

being that whereupon she would stand to

talk with King Charles as be sanntered in

the park. Beyond the Throne Room is an
ante-chamber, at the south-western angle of
the building, wherein at ten in the morning of

Trinity Sunday, Juno lOtb, 1688,—a day long
kept sacred by bis faithful adherents,—was
born “ the most unfortunate of princes, destined
to seventy-seven years of exile and wandering,
of vain projects, of honours more galling than
insults, and of hopes such as make the heart
sick."*

Northwards from the Throne Room stands the
Corridor, forming a aide of the Engine Court,
and bearing on its inner walls the portraits of

Henry, Prince of Wales, and all our sovereigns
from Henry VII 1. to Queen Anne. These are
by or after the old masters. The light-coloured
hair of King James II. is noteworthy, as .also

the tall, large person of Queen Mary, his

daughter, which, as contrasted with her hus-
band’s smaller frame, is strikingly emphasised
by their waxen effigies at West Slinster. From
the corridor wo pass through a lobby or ante-
chamber into the Banqueting Hall, which was
erected in 1822, and is lighted by gas. It

contains some paintings of military scenes,
including a copy of llaffaelle’s Battle of Con-
stantine, in the Vatican; Lille, Tournay,
Vittoria, the death of the Duke of Brunswick at
Qnatre Bras, and Sir Charles Napier’s defeat of
the Ameers at Meanoo, in the Scinde war of

1843. Thus we quit the Palace by tbe Ambas-
sadors’ staircase, having the chapel now to our
right, over against tlie apartments of H.R H.
the Duchess of Cambridge. That block of
buildings abutting against Cleveland-row
occupies the site of the Guards’ suttling-liouae,

and was built for Frederick, Prince of Wales,
on his marriage. The Chapel Royal stands
over tbe site of that of the ancient hospital,

whereof the precincts extended northwards to
near the end of Ai-lington-street. In the course
of enlargement fay Sir Robert Smirke in the
year 1836, several remains of the previous
structure were discovered. The ceiling is said
to have been designed and coloured by Holbein,
but it has been repaired and repainted often
enough since his day. The register records the
marriage, on the 24th of February, 1670, of
Sir Christopher Wren to his second wife, Jane
Fitzwilliams (Peter Cunningham).

Situated within the ancient manor of Eia, tbe
site of the Palace and park forms portion of
that dismal swamp which lay about the Eya
brook, or Tyburn, and retained here and there
traces of the dense thickets to the norlh and
west of London which King Offa of Mercia
cites in his charter to Westminster (785). In
such a watery waste, itself adjoining to Pollen-
stock and the Bulinga Pen,t as being then
sufficiently remote from town was founded,

—

we cannot say precisely when, but anterior to
the Conquest,— an hospital, dedicated to St.

Jamos-tbe-Less of Jerusalem, for “fourteen
poor sisters, maidens that were leprous, there
to live chastely and honestly in divine service ”

(Stow). The pristine endowment of about 160
acres was subsequently increased by pious
citizens to tbe extent of nearly 320 acres of
fields about Westminster, together with 80 acres
of land and wood in Hampstead, Hendon, and
Chalcott (Chalk Farm). Meanwhile, .a brotlier-
hood of six clerks and two laymen had been set

* Lord Macaulav's “ History of Enplaod,” chap. viii.

+ This fen (Tothill) and the Cuforde (Cowford, in tbe
Green Park) are set out in King Edgar's delimitaiion of
ihe Minster Manor,—A,D. 951. But Kemble dates this
twenty years later.
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up for the conduct of religions offices. King
Edward I. not only confirmed these gifts, but,
in rivalry -with his subjects, granted (1290) a
fair, to be celebrated in St. Jamea’s-fields, to
begin on St. James’s Eve, July 2-ith, and to
continue during five days. The profits of toll,

and hire of booths, &c., went to the sisterhood,

and, moreover, it -w’as decreed, in their behalf,
that all shops in the City of London should
remain closed for the while that this fair lasted.

The fair was revived in the fields north of the
present Piccadilly by King James II., who
ordained that it should be open during the first

fifteen days of May, thus giving a name to the
quarter now known as Mayfair. In the reign
of Henry III. the hospital was rebuilt by
Berkyng, abbot of West Minster (1222-46).
Henry VI. bestowed its perpetual custody
upon Eton College, which to this day owns
much of the property, locally styled South
Hampstead, beyond Primrose Hill. On
succeeding to Wolaey at York Place, King
Henry VIII. coveted the prospect that
stretched westwards to the view from his new
Whitehall. So in 1532 he compounded with the
authorities of Eton College, and in exchange for
the Leper Hospital, then valued at lOOL a year,
gave to them Chattisham with other property
ill Suffolk. In the charter of feoffment, statute
23 Henry VIII., c. 21, in conveyance from Abbot
Islip (1500-1533) to Henry UIII., is mentioned
an ancient landmark, Eye Cross. This stood
alongside of the Eya brook, on the confines of
the hospital meadow. Some would connect it

with the stone cross near to which onr Norman
kings held their placita or public courts and
assemblies,—a relic of the Frankish jours de
Mai. In many records, 22 Edward I. placita
quo warranto, for example, these are said to
have been held “ apud stone cross in county
Middlesex." About this time, too, the king
had from the monks at Westminster, in lieu of
their Benedictine cell or channtry at Hurley,
Berkshire, some 100 acres, part wliereof he
converted into the modern St. James’s Park.
The cell at Hurley had been dissolved by
Wolaey for his project of endowing colleges at
Ipswicli and 0.tford. On the eastern verge of
his park the king set up a tennis-conrt, cockpit,
bowling-green, and tilt-yard, and, at the further
corner, built himself a new house over the
hospital site. Ho assuaged all compunc-
tions of conscience in granting “ by his especial
grace and his own pleasure” an annuity of

6L IBs. 4d. to one inmate of the Spital, Jane
Harwood by name.* This is the “ faire man-
sion" cited by Holinshed,—at first known as
the Manor, or St. James’s, House, shown in

its original shape in Wynegaarde’s view of
Loudon, and more clearly in his separate
drawing bearing date 1558. Some hold that
Holboin, who died 1543, planned the build-

ings, and that Cromwell, Earl of Essex, super-
intended the works. What the latter describes as

the “sumptuous wall of brick” wherewith
Henry enclosed his demesne is mentioned in

the statute 28 Henry VIII., c. 12, for determin-
ing the limits of the royal palaces in West-
minster. The Act rehearses that the sovereign
“ thereunto adjoining has made a park, walled
and environed with brick and stone, and therein
has devised and ordained many and singular com-
modious things, pleasures and other necessaries,

most apt and convenient to appertain only to

80 noble a prince, for his singular comfort,
pastime, and solace.” It will be remembered
that he dealt in the same princely fashion with
the parks of Marylebone and Hyde. Of the
necessaries wo will say nothing,—the other
uses for which the park was devised were
amply vindicated by Henry and bis successors
on the throne.

St. James’s Palace has none other rival than
Windsor in fulness of its chronicles concerning
the domestic annals of our dynasties of Tndor
and Stewart, Orange and Guelph. It has
witnessed the deaths of Mary I.

;
of Henry,

Prince of Wales, after two years’ residence; of

Anne Hyde, Duchess of York; and, under cir-

cumstances of nnnsual fortitude, of Wilhelniina
Carolina of An32')ach, wife to George II.

Daring the period 1638-41 Marie de’ Medici
found refuge t in the home of her daughter,
the “Rose and Lily” Queen, who here gave
birth to Charles II., his brother James and
his sister Elizabeth. As in the case of the

• Rymer’s " F’sdera,” xiv., fo, 683.

t There is extaut a small contemporary print showing
the Colour Court, and how ‘‘La Eeyne d'Angleter . . . .

se jette aux pieda de la Reyne sa mere a sou arrirde dans le

PalajB de S. James.’'
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Tower, this palace has been a prison, King
I Charles was brought hithor from Windsor
I
(January 19th) for trial in Westminster Hall.

On Monday, the 29th of January, he bade fare-

!
well to his captive children, Henry and Eliza-

;beth, the others being out of the country. The
following day, at about ten a.m., he started

to walk through the snow to the scaffold

;before Whitehall, stopping on the way for

a cup of water at the Spring Garden by a
itree he and his older brother had planted there.

•The Loyalist Duke of Hamilton, Arthur, first

iLord Cape), and Henry Rich, Earl Holland,
underwent imprisonnient in St. James’s prior to

iexecution of their sentence in New Palace-yard.
. At night-time of November 4th, 1677 the
iPrincoss Mary was married, in her bed-chamber,
.to William of Orange. The chapel she subse-

iqnently decorated with the flags captured from
|hor father’s forces at the Boyne. Here, also,

[her sister espoused Prince George of Denmark,
[and hero were married two of George II.’s

[daughters,—Anne, Princess Royal, to William,
IPrinco of Orange (1734), whom she determined
to have,“ even if he were a baboon,” and Mary,
jto Frederick, Landgrave of Hesse Cassel (1740).
iTheir sister, Caroline, died in the palace, com-
iforting herself by deeds of charity, for an
lunfortunate attachment to Lord Hervey,

—

'Pope’s “ mere white card of ass’s milk.” In
ithis chapel, also, have been celebrated the
jnuptials of Frederick, Prince of Wales and
lAugusta of Saxc-Gotha

;
of George IV. and

iCaroline of Brunswick; and of her present
iJIajesty, and Victoria, the Crown Princess of
iGermany.
I

Having thus recalled some of the history and
lassociations of the building, we may proceed to
some consideration of its present contents,
regarded from an artistic point of view. This,

to be sure, is not the point of view of most of
the visitors, for among the immense crowd of

persons who are daily struggling, in a qniet
and good-humonred way, through the barriers

in the courtyard of the Palace, up the staircase
and round the rooms, there are probably very
few wlio care one jot about the artistic qualities
of what they see. Indeed, if one might judge
solely from the remarks overheard, “ certainly ”

would bo a better word than “ probably.”
Curiosity, especially about what is connected
with royalty, a love of what is costly or magni-
ficent, a loyalty none the less real because
shown in a way which benefits rather them-
selves than the object of it, and a mere desire
for something new, are the feelings which guide
most of the feet that pass to St. James’s Palace
just now. There is, nevertheless, a good deal
to be seen there that might tempt the lovers of
art and beauty. Apart from the exhibition
altogether, there are some good pictures on the
walls of the rooms, especially portraits, some of

them by artists whose names alone must attract
attention, and whose work one ought to see
when an opportunity like the present occurs.
The first room at the head of the staircase on

entering is bung round with suits of armour
;
in

it there are three valuable presents to Her
Majesty from Indian potentates. One of them
is a suit of horse trappings of surpassing mag-
nificence, and the others are trophies of
enormous elephant tusks mounted upon rose-
wood stands and covered with golden orna-
ments, very costly, carved with wonderful skill,

—and beauty of a sort,—but entirely barbarous
in conception. These are the presents of the
Maharajah of Travancore. In the second room
is some old tapestry. The third is fitted with
glass cases containing a variety of costly objects,
among which we noticed the following as of
some artistic value also : a large and beautiful
embossed silver bowl, presented by Lord and
Lady Rothschild

; an enormous centrepiece and
vase wrought in steel, with some beautifully-
executed medallions containing figure subjects,
and some fine damascened work in gold aud
silver; a tall silver and silver-gilt vase pre-
sented by the King and Queen of the Belgians,
very beautifully designed and executed

;
and a

simple but exquisitely - formed silver bowl
embossed in the style of the last centnry, pre-
sented by the boys of the Charterhouse,
perhaps the best piece of English silversmith’s
work in the room, as far as refinement of form
and ornament are concerned. In the same
room is a finely-designed and executed vase in

dull silver supported by four small nude figures

well worthy of their Italian origin. The vase is

tbeprcsentofourfellowsubjectsresident in Italy.

Another case contains, among other things,

a pair of beautiful vases from the Worcester

potteries, ornamented with a delicate foliage

pattern of Persian character. The commercial
element oro2)a uj) in this room in the form of a
case of presents from manufacturers of Turkey
towels, colours, &c., consisting of samples of

their wares. Near the door hangs an embroidered
quilt from Macclesfield, with some beautiful

work in the borders, but the centre exhibits the
crown in a nimbus of rays, and that it was that

attracted the attention of several persons as we
stood by it, nob the borders. In the third room
the first object to attract attention is a portrait

in oil of the Maharanee of Travancore, pre-
sented by herself. If it is a faithful witness
she must be a very charming person. In tliis

room are a large number of presents from
India, consisting chiefly of chased silver jugs,

caskets, and cups, mostly very delicately chased
in the well-known patterns of which as yet, at

any rate, one does not tire. Many are set with
turquoises pretty thickly sprinkled, and looking

very well in the silver. There are some carved
ivory caskets

; two of them, from the Maharajah
of Kuch Behar and the inhabitants of Bombay,
show distinct traces of European influence, but
we could not say certainly that they are the

worse artistically. One silver casket is in the
form of a temple, and there is the model of a
palanquin in silver, beautifully executed, and
decidedly pretty enough to excuse the puerility

of the design. In one case are a number of

Indian inlaid and damascened boxes and vases
of good shapes, and at the end of the room the
Pope’s present of a capital copy in mosaic of

very small cubes of Raffaelle’s figure of Poetry
in the Stanzo of the Vatican, which it is un-

necessary to describe.

The next room, which is the throne-room, is

chiefly devoted to illuminated addressee in table

cases. Most of these are of no artistic interest

whatever, and one from the British Consulate
at Berlin, otherwise beautiful, is spoiled by a
vulgar representation of the British crown in a
nimbus of gilt rays. Some ostrich feather

screens from the Cape Colony, which occupy a
case in the middle of this room, are marvellous
in their pure feathery whiteness. In the last

room but one are stacked along the wall a
number of plain deal boxes containing signa-

tures of subscribers to tbo Women’s Jubilee

Offering. The rest of the floor space is occu-
pied by a series of screens, on which are hung
collections of water-colour drawings made and
presented by the members of tbo Royal Society
of Painters in Water Colours and by the Insti-

tute of Painters in Water Colours, among which
are to bo seen sketches by H.R.H. the Princess

of Wales and U.I.H. the Crown Princess of

Germany, as bon. members of the two societies,

respectively showing that these eminent ladies

are at least as skilful with the brush as moat good
amateurs. Space fails us to mention all the

well-known names of the contributors to these

collections, and criticism of the few works in

which the artists have failed to do themselves

justice would be ungenerous. Among the best,

we noticed " Roadside Pastures, Picardy,” by
David Murray; ‘‘A Sketch of Dean’s Yard,

Westminster,” by Herbert Marshall
;

” A Surrey
Cottager,” — Mrs. Allinghara, — nn old man
sitting, with his pipe in his mouth, by the fire

to have his portrait taken; “After Winter
Rains,” W. Eyre Walker; “Coming into Port,

Venice,” Clara Montalba; “ A Highland
Cottage,” Birket Foster; two sketches by
Mr. Ruskin

;

“ Colliers Discharging,” W. S.

Wyllio; “ Going to Church,” Sir J. D. Linton;

&c. In the last room is Mr. Gunter’s great

Jubilee cake, w’bioh looks very much as one
would expect it to look, as well as some quilts

and the banner used at the Children’s Festival.

On the whole there, is a great deal of good
work, artistically, among the many offerings

by which friends, subjects, and independent

admirers liave testified their appreciation of a

sovereign whose long reign has been productive

of so much good to her people, and whose per-

sonal character has endeared her to them.

English artists, too, may congratulate them-

selves upon the notably superior artistic cha-

racter of work produced at home over that

which has been sent from most other countries.

Builders’ Benevolent Institution.—The
fortieth annual dinner in aid of the funds of

this excellent charity will take place on Thurs-

day evening, Nov. 3, in tbo Hall of the Wor-
shipful Company of Carj^enters, London-wall,
Mr. Herbert H. Bartlett, President, in the
chair.

FLOOD PREVENTION WORKS AT
LEICESTER.

Leicester has until within the last year or
two suffered for very many years from the
flooding of the surface of the streets in the
lower portions of the town

;
and entire districts

thickly populated (chiefly by the working classes)

were, from timo to time, inundated; but the
several mill-owners along the line of the river

Soar, and the canals i>a86ing through the town,
have also been largo sufferers through their
mills being flooded and by large and valuable
stocks of goods being damaged or spoiled, to say
nothing of the number of hands thrown out of
work during the inundations, and the sickness
and loss of health resulting from the occupancy
of the flooded dwellings, which were for months
afterwards damp and a source of danger to

the inmates. The immediate danger has been
met as promptly as circumstances wonld admit
of by the cleansing of the cellars and ground-
floors of the dwellings, by the removal of the
mud and filth left behind on the subsidence
of the waters, and by the use of disinfectants;
but it is not to be wondered at that before
much could be done the health of the occupants
of the flooded houses should have suffered. That
the constant recurrence of such inundations
has given rise to loud complaints, and been
followed in each case by public meetings
urging the Corporation to adopt comprehensive
measures of relief, is only what might naturally
be expected to occur on the part of the inhabi-
tants of any district subject to such inunda-
tions.

The Corporation have, in fact, had the sub-
ject before them from time to time for the past
thirty years. The first report was made to
them in November, 1853, by Messrs. Crossley &
Foxton, and this report was reprinted in 1861,
and again in 1867. In 1869 Messrs. Hawkshaw
& Hawksley reported on the subject, and the
late Borough Surveyor reported thereon in

1872.

Acts of Parliament were obtained in 1868,

1874, and 1876 for dealing with the lower
reaches of the river, and the sum of about
124,4001. has been expended in dealing with the
river from a weir constructed in 1875 at Messrs.
Evans’s Mill to the Belgrave Mill, a distance of

130 chains, and in dealing with the canal from
the Lime Kin Wharf, also to the Belgrave Mill,

a distance of 70 chains, including the lowering
of the Willow Brook from the Lime Kilu Lock
to the Midland Railway, a distance of 60 chains,

in connexion with which latter work a new by-
pass for a distance of 220 lineal yards through
Wood-street, and an additional tunnel 100 yards
long under the Midland Railway goods yard,

had to be constructed.
The first works undertaken under the 1868

Act, namely, the widening of the Swans’ Nest
Grass Weir, the construction of sluice gates
and cutting of a new channel from Swane’ Nest
Weir to the Belgrave Mill, a weir at Evans’s Mill,

and a new Hood river channel to Hitchcock’s
Weir, and the widening of the river beyond,
towards Thompson’s Factory, have since proved
inadequate, aud another new weir and further
widening of the river between Evans’s Weir and
the North Bridge have been carried out mider
an Act of Parliament obtained in 1881, while a
new stone weir has taken the place of the

Swans’ Nest Grass Weir, and the river has been
farther widened between it and the Belgrave
Mill under tlie 1874 Act. Fig. 1 is a map
showing the works from the North Bridge to

the Freemen’s Meadow.
The works executed under the 1874 and 1876

Acts are of an extensive nature, and for this

account of them, aud of the further works, we
are indebted to Mr. Gordon, the Borongb Sur-

veyor. The works done under the two Acta
named consist of a practically uew river channel

varying from 80 ft. to 90 ft. bottom width, with
pitched slopes 2 to 1, and in the lower reach

with extra flood slopes giving an increased

width of 45 ft. of river in floods. From Evans’s
Weir to the new weir, which has been con-

structed at the Abbey Corner in connexion

with the new park, the water has been lowered

3 ft. 6 in. From this latter weir to the Swans’

Nest New Weir, constructed at Belgrave, the

water has also been lowered 3 ft. 6 in. The
works have been carried beyond the borough
boundary to the Belgrave Mill, where a new
towing-path bridge of 100 ft. span across the

river has been erected.

Starting back from the New Swans’ Nest
Weir, where a new lock has been constructed
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under tbe direction of Mr. Gordon by Corpora-

tion workmen, under great pressure, in order

to be ready for the opening of tbe park by
their Royal Highnesses the Prince and Princess

of Wales, in May, 3882. The whole of what
is called St. Margaret’s Pasture, across which
this road runs, has been raised to the level

of tho new rood since, and is now used

as a recreation ground. A new bridge

has also been constructed by Messrs. Shaw
& Co., of London, across the canal, 40 ft.

in width between the parapets, together with

improved approaches from Pasture-lane and
Lower Church-gate, under the direction of

Mr. Gordon, the Borough Surveyor. The
expenditure upon tbe Abbey Park-road, Slater-

street extension. Pasture-lane Bridge, and
approaches, not included in the previously-

mentioned sum, amounts to about 6,000Z.

The important works now in progress were
lately visited and inspected with much interest

by the members of the Association of Municipal

and Sanitary Engineers and Surveyors, of which
body Mr. Gordon is this year the President.

An extraordinary flood having occurred in July,

1880, which flooded about 422 acres of land

and streets in the upper reaches of the river

above the point to which tbe River Improve-
ment Works had been carried, tbe Highway
Committee instructed Mr. Griffith to report

upon tho best means of preventing fnture

flooding. He reported on 23rd August, 1880,

and his report was then submitted to Mr.
Hawksley, who approved it generally, with some
modifications. A Bill was then deposited in

Parliament under the advice of Mr. Hawksley.
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ironwork of the towing-path bridge across the

new weir and the entrance to Mr. Hitchcock’s
basin was let to the Bridge and Roofing Co., of

Darlaston, for 8491. Soon after Messrs. Kellett

& Bentley’s contract was commenced, the two-
span bridge, erected in 1875 over the flood

course at Soar-lane as a roadway-bridge to the
Midland Railway goods and coal wharf, was
washed clown, or rendered so dangerous, by the

effects of a flood which occurred in 1882, that

the portions of it left standing had to be taken
down. Under tho Act of 1881 it was intended

to add another span to this bridge, but this

calamity rendered it necessary to build an
entirely new bridge of three spans, and the

case being pressing, a separate contract was
advertised, Messrs. Kellett & Bentley being

again the successful contractors. In the mean-
time the traffic had to be carried on across the

adjoining railway bridge. The addition to

this latter bridge, with retaining walls and the

inverting of the river bed in connexion there-

with, was also let to Messrs. Kellett &
Bentley.

This section of the work embraces, in addi-

tion to tbe bridge work mentioned, tho widen-

ing of the flood course for a distance of 533
lineal yards between the Soar-lane Bridges and
the North Bridge from the original width of

45 ft. to a width of 75 ft. and 95 ft., the

necessary land for the purpose having been
obtained from Lord Dysart on the north side,

and from Mr. Hitchcock on the south side.

The slopes of the river channel are pitched

with rough-dressed granite pitching, 12 in.

deep, set with blue lias lime to a height of

at a lower level, a new channel has been ent

for the canal until the old line of canal is inter-

sected, which has been regulated, widened, and
deepened, and is practically a new canal at a
3 ft. G in. lower level for a distance of 70 chains

up to the Lime Kiln Wharf, where another new
lock of 3 ft. G in. lift has been constructed.

In connexion with these works a new road

1,000 yards long has been constructed from
what was formerly called Sidney-street (but

now the Abbey Park-road), right across the

Abbey Meadow, and along by tho old abbey
wall to the abbey lane. Two bridges have had
to be constructed for this road, one across the

canal, of 45 ft. span and 30 ft. between the

parapets, and the other across the river, of

three spans, viz., two of 30 ft. and one of 40 ft.,

also with 30 ft. width between the parapets.

The road along the abbey wall, and at the
other end from Belgrave-road to the first

bridge, is 40 ft. in width, but between the
bridges along the whole length of the pai'k it

is 50 ft. in width. These works wore originally

designed ))y Mr. Stephens, the late Borough
Surveyor, and the detailed plans were worked
out by Mr. Hewet, C.E., under Mr. Stephens’s
directions. The execution of the works was
eventually entrusted to Mr. Griffith, C.E.,

and have been carried through by him
under the direction of the Flood Works
Sub-Committee, with the exception of the
formation of the road between the Bel-
grave-road and the Abbey-lane, which was
carried ont under the direction of the present
Borough Surveyor, Mr. Gordon, C.E., by Cor-
poration workmen. The works carried out

Scale, of Chiains

Fig. 1 .—Map showing the Leicester Flood Prevention TForfes from the Freemeji's Meadow to the Korth Bridge.

under tho 1868 Act were executed by Messrs.

Smart & Thumb, of Nottingham
; and Mr.

John Lea, of Leicester, carried out the new
weir at Evans's Mill and the flood-channel in

connexion therewith under the 1874 Act.

Messrs. Bunton & Woodiwiss, contractors, of

Derby, exeented the works on the river between
tho North Bridge and Belgrave Mill, including

the weir in connexion with the park, the new
bridges at the Abbey Corner, and across the

canal, also the New Swans’ Nest Weir and the
canal lock in connexion therewith. The towing-
path bridge at Belgrave was erected by Messrs.
Richards & Sons, of Leicester. Messrs.
Whittaker Bros., contractors, of Leeds, carried

out the canal works, including the new lock at

the Lime Kiln Wharf.
The new park has been formed upon about

68 acres of the Abbey Meadow, which was
subject to constant flooding, but was drained
by the lowering of the weirago, while the
surplus soil arising from the river excavations
was used to form embankments round the park,
and also to form mounds and undulations to

give artistic effect to the design of the land-
scape gai’deners, Messrs. Biirron & Sons, of

Elvastou, Borrowash, near Derby, who obtained
tho premium awarded for the best plans of the
park in a public competition, .and were en-
trusted with the superintendence of its laying-
out and construction, and with the planting of
the whole. The draining, formation of the roads,
and other earth works, wore carried out by work-
men in the employ of tho Corporation, under
the direction of Mr. Griffith and Messrs. Barron,
and tho lodges and pavilion were erected from
the designs and under the direction of Mr. Tait,
architect, Leicester. The total cost of the park
works was about 29,340Z., exclusive of land.
The new road, 520 yards long, from Slater-
street to the western entrance, was constructed

The Bill received the sanction of Parlia-

ment in July, 1881. Mr. Gordon had in the
meantime taken office as Borough Surveyor,
under the obligation to take charge of these
works in addition to Lis other official duties;

but, as nothing farther than Parliamentary
plans had been prepared, nothing could he
done until a complete survey on a large
scale and detail plans had been made, which,
owing to the greater intricacies of the work,
and interests involved, was likely to occupy
some time. Some of the works under the
former Acts, more especially the Canal and
Willow Brook Works, and the formation of

the Park, were then in full swing, and great
efforts were being made to get the latter

ready for opening in May, 1882. Little pro-
gress was therefore made with the prepara-
tion of plana for the new flood works until

tho new Borough Surveyor was requested to

report on the condition or state thereof, when
he recommended increased assistance to push
them forward. Towards the end of 1882 some
time was also lost by an alternative scheme
being again revived, on which Mr. Gordon
was requested to report, as well as on the
probable efficiency of tho Parliamentary scheme
generally.

A commencement was made in July, 1882, by
the lowering of the North Lock, the contract
for which, with towing-path wall in connexion
therewith, was let to Messrs. Whittaker. Tbe
Castle Mill Lock was also lowered at tho same
time to enable the canal traffic to be carried on
when the water was lowered in tho town pond to
the proposed level of the new weirs. The next
contract was let to Messrs. Kellett & Bentley,
in April, 1883, for 13,9901. Further works
were subsequently let to them, bringing up tbe
value of tho works undertaken by them to
20,6581. In connexion with this section, the

3 ft. 6 in. above the water level, or 6 ft. 6 in.

above the bed of the river, the remainder of the

slope being turfed. The slope is 2 to 1 on the

north aide, and on the south li to 1 along the

Midland Railway Company’s wharf, varying
along Mr. Hitchcock’s garden from a battered
wall to a slope of to 1. Beyond this, along

tho land of the trustees of the late Mr. Abell,

the slope is 2 to 1. In Mr. Hitchcock’s garden
two bays or arms of the river, the one forming
the overflow from the old weir, and the other

from four flood-gates, widened out towards the

present line of river, and were washed into deep

holes, so that the intended pitched slope across

these bays had, in reality, to be made more of

the character of a strong retaining-wal! with a
stiff batter, and this had to be continued, in a

modified form, all along these premises, as the

intervening ground was found to be all made-
ground of a somewhat treacherous character,

'i'he backing up of this pitching, which, in this

case, is carried up to the ground-level, consists

of lias lime concrete, and is of considerable

thickness.

Near to the North Bridge tho whole of the

works of Messrs. Thompson had to be under-

pinned for a depth of 5 ft. Those of Messrs.

Hawley, Mr. Hollingworth, and Mr.Forsell, had

also to bo underpinned along the Tail Race of

the North Mill, and a new retaining-wall and
brick invert bad to be constructed in connexion
therewith, owing to the immense scour of the

water in a flood over a weir which had to be

constructed between the higher and lower

levels of this race having undermined the

foundations.

The new weir constructed at the west end of

Mr. Hitchcock’s garden is intended to pass the

flood waters flowing past the weir higher op the

river and through the bridge of the railway

company along the canal towards the North
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liock, and will act as an anxiliary to the weir at
Evans’s Mill. It consists of four spans, each of

430 ft. in tho clear, with ashlar piers to carry
the wrought-iron towing-path bridge over it,

and will pass 130.67-i cubic foet per minute
with a head of 2 ft. of water on the crest, not-

withstanding that it is calculated that the latter

will be drowned to the extent of about a foot
in an extreme flood. The fall from the crest of
the weir to tho water below at summer level is

5 ft. 5 in., the depth of water on the low side

lieing 3 ft., and on the high side 5 ft. G in. The
foundation and body of tho weir consist of

•cement concrete in the proportion of 9 to 1

4ind 6 to 1, faced with Derbyshire ashlar block-
ing, the crest stone being granite, hainmer-
•droased, 3 ft. 6 in. wide and 1 ft. 6 in. deep.
The bed of tho river for tho whole width of
iOO ft. opposite this weir, from the toe stone of
the weir to the opposite bank, consists of
cement concrete varying in thickness from 2 ft.

C in. to 1 ft. G in., and forms therefore an ex-

tended apron to the weir. This was found to

•be necessary owing to tho bed of the river con-
sisting of gravel at tho level at which it had to

be formed. (See cross section, fig. 2.)

At the east end of tho weir a new loading
basin has been formed for Mr. Hitchcock, of the
North Mill, the old and irregular form of the
'basin having been abandoned at the request of

that gentleman, who contributed the increased
cost involved. The new walla of this basin are
constructed of lias lime concrete faced with
brindle brick. The entrance to it from the

pipe from the river, and the construction of a
new well in the centre of his ground.
The next contract was let in September, 1883,

to ^Messrs. Pilling & Co., of Manchester, and
was for that section of the works between Soar-
lane and the West Bridge on the one band, and
the Braunstone Gate Bridge on the other,

amounting to 28,0001., but to which other works
were added under their schednle, and, including
another section of the river np to what is known
as the Grass Weir, bringing up the total amount
of work executed by that firm to 41,4731.

This contract included the widening and
deepening of tho Leicester Navigation from
Soar-lane to the West Bridge

; and the widen-
ing and deepening of tho river Soar from its

junction with the Leicester Navigation to the
Braunstone Gate Bridge, and all works in con-
nexion therewith. It embraced the following
works, viz. :

—
1. The underpinning of the whole of the

buildings abutting on the river Soar between
the Braunstone Gate Bridge and the eastern
corner of Messrs. Turner’s factory, together
with such new retaining walls as were required
along the route.

2. The providing of an additional flood arch
at the Bow Bridge.

3. The diversion of the river in an oblique
direction by means of two covered outlets, or
tunnels, each of 22 ft. span, for a length of
220 ft., under the Midland Railway West Bridge,
station yard, and sidings, in lieu of the old
wooden structure, which was almost at right

near Mr. Hitchcock’s basin, in time of flood

discharge 200,793 cubic feet per minute without
the aid of flood-gates. Pour sets of flood-gates

have, however, been placed in this weir, each

G ft. broad by 5 ft. 7 in. in height. Two of

them are placed in the bay next the Midland
wharf, and two in tho third bay from the

eastern abutment. Part of tho outhouses of

Evans’s Mill have been taken to give a better

water-way for this weir, and land at the eastern

end of the weir, which could not bo utilised for

weir purposes, has been given up in exchange.

The weir and the towing-path and retaining

walls are of similar construction to those pre-

viously described.

The underpinning has in all cases been done
with brickwork in Portland cement, and faced
with brindle bricks to the height of the water-

line. The entire bed of tho river between the

toe of the weir to and throngh the Soar-lane

Bridge is lined with 9 in. of brickwork in

cement on a bed of 15 in. of lias lime con-

crete, the finishing ring of brickwork being
brindle brick. There are 4,879 square yards of

this class of work below this weir, forming one
continuous apron throngh the bridges.

In widening the canal above the weir, part of

the old station, and more particularly a portion

of the original board-room and birth-place, it

may be said, of the Midland Railway Company,
had to be demolished, together with stabling

and storage buildings, while for the diversion of

the River Soar nuder the railway, cottages and
other stabling were acquired and removed.

Fij. 2.

—

Cross Section of River Soar Improvements on line E F of Map through, Hitchcock’s Weir,

{N.D.—For “Lime Concrete" read “ Cement Concrete”)

canal is spanned by a wrought-iron bridge of

'70 ft. span in continuation of the towing-path,

and giving a clear headway of 8 ft. for boats

and barges passing into the basin.

Between Boar-lane and the North Lock the

K3anal has been widened and deepened, with the

object of giving increased sectional area and
lowering tho water to tho extent of 1 ft. lOJ in.

The depth of water at the lower level is

•5 ft. G in., although the original depth was not

more than 4 ft. 2 in., so that the bed of the

oanal has been lowered about 3 ft. 2V in. The
increased sectional area thus gained and the

lowered level of the water will, it is anticipated,

fully prevent future overflowing of the river

and flooding of the district. New towing-path

walls have been constructed throughout tho

whole of this length, consisting of cement
concrete, the length between Soar-lane and the

new weir being faced with brindle brick, tbat

itetweeu Hitchcock’s basin and the North Lock
being floated and rendered with cement and
lined. On the opposite side, along the Midland
Railway Co.’s wharf, a similar wall has been
•constructed, but of lias lime concrete, all

these walls being coped with a heavy ashlar

coping.

Heavy underpinning works andnewretaining
walls had to be executed in connexion with
Messrs. Collier Messrs. Bowmar’s premises
adjoining the North Lock. New intakes and
water supply works, consisting of wells and
settling-tanks, had also to be carried out in

<;onnexion with these works, and similar works
have had to be executed for Mr. Hitchcock, in-

•eluding in this case the laying of a 12-iuoIi

angles to the canal and railway, and which

caused such serious obstruction to the flow of

water in the past.

4. The widening of the river between the

Bow Bridge and the above outlet on land taken

from the railway company, and the construction

along such length of a heavy retaining wall with

a protecting railing along the top thereof.

5. The widening and deepening of the canal

from the West Bridge to Soar-lane, the land

required for these works being taken from the

Midland Railway Co.’s West Bridge Station at

great cost.

6. Anew towing-path wall constructed from

the West Bridge to Evans’s Weir, beyond which,

fora length of 110 yards to Soar-lane Bridge,

the height of the retaining wall is 16 ft. above

the bed of the river, protected by an iron

railing.

On the opposite or east side of the river

various new river walls have been constructed

and a considerable amount of difficult under-

pinning of buildings completed. For a length of

120 ft. at the hack of houses in All Saints’-road

and All Saints’-place, it was thought advisable to

take down the outhouses, in the shape of wash-

house.?, water-closets, and ashpits, resting on

the river wall, and to rebuild them after a new
retaining wall had been built, rather than

attempt to underpin the old wall aud buildings.

Tho new weir at Evans’s Mill consists of six

bays or spans, each 50 ft. in the clear, with

piers between them to carry a wrought-iron

towing-path bridge. This weir will, therefore,

with a head of 2 ft. 6 in. of water on it, acting

as a drowned weir, as iu the case of the weir

The additional section added to this contract

already referred to was a very expensive diver-

sion of the Old Soar from the Braunstone Gate
Bridge to the Grass Weir, including the bridge,

which is 45 ft. span and 220 ft. in length, and
the cost of which was 7,310L The additional

cost of this section, including the bridge, was
10,7631., bringing np the expenditure under the

1881 aud 1884 Acts, to 110,0001. This includes,

,

however, lands purchased under compulsory
powers not yet dealt with, and from the sale

of which there will be a surplus which will

go towards the works yet to be executed.

The extreme length and peculiarconstruction

of the above bridge arose from the necessity

of improving the flow of the river, which
formerly crossed Braunstone Gate at right

angles through the old Roman bridge, and
also from the need of providing for a new road
to open up land belonging to the Corporation,

being at the same time the commencement of a
much-needed means of communication between
tho eastern and western portions of the town.
The works of the upper reach now in progress

and partly let, and for which farther borrowing
powers to the extent of 60,0001. under an Act of

1884 had to be songht, consist of making an
entirely new river channel about a mile long in

lieu of the present canal from the West Bridge

to the viaduct of the Burton Branch of the

Midland Railway, and of widening and deepen-

ing the river Soar for a length of 920 yards

from the Old Grass Weir to the junction with the

aforesaid new river channel at a point near the

present bathing station. The present Castle

Weir and lock will both he done away with
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entirely, and the water above this point lowered
to the extent of 4 ft. 10 in. for a distance of

483 yards up to the Swans’ Mill Lock, which
will also be done away with, and the level of

water in the canal lowered to the extent of

7 ft. 6 in. from this point upwards for a distance
of 1,000 yards to the new weir and lock, with a
lift of 7 ft. G in,, now being constructed at about
130 yards from and below the railway viaduct,
opposite the Freemen’s Meadow (see fisr. 3).
This channel, which is to answer as a navigable
canal, will be in one pond or level throughout, and
will be capable of carrying a tnaximnin flood to

the point at which the old Soar branches off, and
two-thirds of the flood water below that point.

It will have a bottom width of 60 ft. ffir the
latter section, with slopes of 2 to 1, pitched
with granite pitching 13 in. deep to a height of
4 ft. above the water-line on the one side, whilst
on the other side there will be a concrete
towing-path wall faced with brindle brick and
provided with a Derbyshire stone coping,
finished 2 ft. above the ordinary water-level.
The towing-path will be 10 ft. wide, and the
slope on the west side thereof also 2 to 1. The
slopes on both sides of the flood course will be
carried up to a height of 3 ft. G in. above the
anticipated flood level.

The old river Soar proper will be intersected
by the new flood course about 170 yards to the
north-west of the present stone weir, and will be
regulated and deepened with a bottom width of
30 ft. and slopes of 2 to 1 from this intersecting
point down to the Old Grass Weir, which will
be demolished, and the surface-water level of
the river lowered to the extent of 4 ft. 10 in.

for a distance of 920 yards, making one con-
tinuous pond or level of one mile and a half in
length, from the Freeman’s Meadow to the
North Lock.

As a part of this scheme it is proposed to
widen tlie West Bridge, to give increased
waterway, effecting at the same time a mneh-
desired street improvement by the erection of
anew bridge for a greater width of roadway,
at a lower level, with an improved gradient.
It is also intended to provide for other bridges
along the new flood course for opening up the
Corporation estate lying between the canal and
river, and for which, together with new roads,
the Estate Committee has made a provision of
15,0001. In conne.xion with this provision, a
new road, extending from Braunstone Gate
across the river and new flood coarse into the
Newarke, was projected and discussed by the
Council, and plans deposited with Parliament,
bnt eventually withdrawn. In October, 1881, a
plan was prepared by the Borough Surveyor,
under the directions of the Estate Committee’
and approved by the Council, for other new
roads in connexion with the flood scheme, but
these are not included in the e.stiraates for
works now anthorised farther than that no
doubt some of the requisite bridges will be
carried out.

^

The new flood course forms nearly a straight
line from the proposed new weir to the West
Bridge, crossing both the old river and the
canal, and the works yet to be completed
will have to he carried on in such a manner as
not to interfere with or interrupt the traffic
of the Leicestershire and Northamptonshire
Union Canal.
At the junction of the Old Soar with the

flood course, the towing-path will be carried
over the mouth of the former by a wrought-
iron bridge of 90 ft. span. The weir and lock-
now being constructed near the railway viaduct
are similar in construction to those already
described, excepting that the section of the
weir and lock walls are proportionately greater
and suited to the greater lift of 7

’ft. 6 in.’
which this lock will have. (See cross section,
fig. 3.) The length of the weir will be
500 ft. clear of all obstructions, as there
will in this case be no piers, as with those
previously described. A maximum flood of
400,OUO cubic feet per minute will give a head
of 2 ft. 5 in. on the crest of this weir, thus
reducing the former flood level from 2 ft. to
3 ft. on the high side of the weir, and beyond
the railway to a considerable extent, even if no
widening and deepening of the river and canal
towards St. Mary’s Mills be nndertaken. The
contract for this weir and lock, and the flood
basins of about 5^ acres in extent in con-
nexion therewith, was let to Mr. Evans, of
Birmingham, in March last, for 18 OOOZ
and will be completed in March next. It
1 .^ proposed to raise the whole of the laud
Lcljngiug to the Corporation, and called the

'

Bedo House Meadows, 3 ft. G in. above the
anticipated flood level, and to form an embank-
ment on the east side of the now flood course
up to the now weir, fm the high side of which
the embankment will be correspondingly higher.
The lowered summer water level of the
whole of this section, and the reduced flood
level which it is anticipated will ensue from the
removal of the Castle Mill and Swans’ Mill
locks, together with the increased sectional
area given to both the new flood course and
river, will have the effect of freeing from flood-
ing the whole of the land hitherto subject to
it, and afford increased facilities for drainage,
the lowering of the water and flood lines
being, in fact, equivalent to a raising of the
entire district several feet above the river and
canal,—advantages which must result in an
inestimable improvement of the sanitary con-
ditions of the whole of the districts affected.
The money spent and to be spent upon these

works for the prevention of floods has been :

—

Under the Acts of 1869-1874 and 1876 £124 991
A iaQiAct rf 1891 86,000
Works in progress and yet to be let under
Act of leair 60,0f0

Roads sad Bridges, 1886 Act islooo

Porchoae of Abbey Meadow,
68 acres of which hare been
deroted to the formation of the
Abbey Park, for £40,268

Construction and laying-out of park 29,340
Approaches and roods 6,000

76,698

£360,689

We may add that the members of the Asso-
ciation of Municijial and Sanitary Engineers
and Surveyors were much impressed with the
magnitude and importance of these river works,
which are such as are seldom seen in an inland
town.

fllastrations.

EXAMPLES OP SPAXISH MEDIAEVAL
AEOHITEOTCRE.

SAN JUAN DE LOS RETE.-^, TOLEDO.

nHIS church was erected by Ferdinand
and Isabella in 1476, noted by Street
as “ the only great Gothic work in

Toledo besides the cathedral." Street says,
" there is a nave of four bays, a cimborio or
raised lantern at the crossing, roofed with an
octagonal vault with groined pendentives,
quasi-transepts (they are, in fact, mere shallow
square recesses), and a short apsidal choir of
five unequal sides." The view, from a photo-
graph by Laurent, of Madrid, shows the choir
end of the building.

SAN ESTEBAN, SEGOVIA.

This view (also from a photograph by
Laurent) shows as a main object the re-
markable thirteenth.century steeple, with arches
slightly pointed in the lower stage, the point
apparently gradually disappearing as the
work ascends, till the upper stage shows
a completely round - arched arcade. Street
expresses great admiration for the effective
manner in which the angles are treated, not
with an ordinary angle shaft, but as a large
splay with a shaft set in the centre of it.

The illustration also affords curious evidence of
the little reliance which is to be placed on
engravings made from sketches even under the
best snperintendence. It may be supposed
that no author would have been more careful
than Street about the correctness cf his illus-
trations

j
yet the view in his book shows two

faces of the tower, one of them the same that
is shoivn here, with the arches in the third and
fourth stages decidedly, and even rather
sharply pointed; the incorrectness of which
will be obvious from a glance at the illustra-
tion produced from a photogi-aph of the actual
building.

EDINBURGH MUNICIPAL BUILDINGS
COMPETITION.

We publish this week the two principal eleva-
tions^ submitted by Mr. G. E. Corson, of Leeds,
in this competition, together with a small scale-
plan of the floor on the level of the entrance
from High-street.

BRADFORD NEW POST-OFFICE.
This building has been erected on a site

purchased from the Corporation, and having
an area of about 2,500 yards, it being part

of the arrangement that the area in front
of the new building should he maintained
as an open space. The building is faced with
Bolton Wood stone, the rear portions having
dressings of the same, the walling being from
the Heaton Quarries. The roofs are covered
with Bangor green slates. The public entrances
have polished Shap granite architraves^ and the
doors are of wainscot. The lobbies are faced
with Bolton Wood stone, and doorways to the
public offices are of teak, with pilasters and
pediments on the inner sides. The public office

is GO ft. in length by 30 ft. in width, and has
a dado of Burmantofts faience, the ceiling is

panelled and ribbed, and the beams are sup-
ported by pilasters. The sorting-office, in the
rear of the public office, is 155 ft. in length,
with an average width of 32 ft. There are
also on the ground-floor registered letter, private
box, and inquiry offices

; also offices for the
Postmaster, clerks, and medical officer, and
rooms for the messengers. A roadway extends
round the rear of the buildings, part being
roofed over for a cart-shed and loading plat-
form. The principal posting-boxes are under
the portico at the northern end of the front,

but there are also posting-boxes in the public
office. The instrument-room, the dimensions
of which are 86 ft. by 29 ft., is on the first floor,

where are also placed the telephone and super-
intendent’s rooms, retiring-rooms for male and
female clerks, approached from the roadway at
the rear by separate staircases; and on the
second floor are the battery-room, the office of
the telegraph inspector, rooms for the linemen
and mechanics, and the caretaker’s apartments.
The basement is occupied by stores, kitchens,
for clerks, postmen, pneumatic apparatus,,
engine, &c. The general contractors were:
Messrs. Beanland, of Bradford

;
the carving to

the central dormer and panels over windows
were exeented by Mr. Frith, of London ; the
wrought and cast-iron railings and gates by Mr.
Tomlinson-Walker, of York; the clock was
supplied by Messrs. Potts, of Leeds

;
the

internal fittings by Mr. Elder, of Hayes; and
the public and sorting offices and instrument-
rooms are lighted by Founess lamps. The
architect is Mr. Henry Tanner, and the clerk
of works was Mr. Thomas Leake.

COMPETITIVE DESIGN FOR WILLESDEN
PUBLIC OFFICES.

This design, submitted by Messrs. Newman-
<& Newman, was placed second in the competi-
tion for the proposed Public Offices at.

Willesden.
It appears that the design placed first, by

Mr. Harnor, was formally accepted, subject to-

its being capable of being carried out at a cost
of not more than 6,0001., the stipulated limit.

It appears that the lowest contractor’s estimate
is considerably above that snra, and the authors
of the second-placed design ask, with some-
reason, whether they ought not to have th&
opportunity of showing whether their design
comes within the stipulated cost. In strict
equity they certainly have a right to make
this claim, and to have it considered.

congregational CHURCH, GEORGE-
STREET, CROYDON.

The total length of this church is 108 ft., and-
width 54 ft., providing sittings on the ground-
floor for 800, and over 200 in an end gallery,

the aisles being so arranged that side galleries

can be added if needful. There are two main,
entrances to the ground-floor of the church in

front, also two separate staircases to the end
gallery and two back entrances, all with swing
doors. Thus the church is rapidly emptied.

Beneath the church is a large sohool-roora.

15 ft. high, and capable of seating 600 people
at a public meeting, whilst class-rooms annexed/
give a total capacity for Sunday-school work
for 1,100 children.

Internally, the church is faced with gaulfc

bricks, and has Bath stone dressings and"

arcades,—the school and rooms being plastered.
Externally, the front as shown is faced with.

Kentish rag.

The total cost of the wholo was 9,700L (ex-

clusive of upper part of tower and spire, whichi
is not yet erected), the contract being carried
out by Messrs. Perry & Co. Mr. John Salman;,
of London and Sydney, being the architects
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ARNOLD’S CEMENT^TESTER.
1 Mr. AnNOtn’s method consists in making the

I
briquette by filling the mould with a proper
quantity by weight of dry cement, and then
iconsoliclating it under a press (see fig. 1),

the requisite amount of water necessary being
Isuckeil up from a bath by the cement
Itvhile the briquette is under the press. The
jmoulds (sec figs. 2, 3, and 4) are made

the mould, are placed upon the top of the
(cement before it is inserted in the press, so

Ibhat when the die is properly pressed down, its

»p is level with the top of the mould, and no
.'further compression can take place. Thus a
aniforinity of pressure is insured upon each
priquette moulded from the same cement. But
IB the moulds are filled by weight, the bulk
would vary with cements of different weights
per bushel, and a slight difference in the
(pressure would be the result, with the use
of cements of various qualities, unless different

bhickneeses of dies were employed.
I The chief advantages possessed by Arnold’s

bachiue appear to be the following :—An ezpe-
Uenced man is not absolutely essential to form
ihe briquette. The cement takes up the required

(juantity of water, and no more. Thus the

lample is neither drowned nor parched. The
liection of the fractured area is free from air-

poles, and the results of the tests from the
•lamo cement show a greater uniformity than
san be obtained by hand-moulded briquettes.

; The following advantages are also claimed by
ho patentee, which, if borne out, will prove of

ip^at importance to those engaged in testing

<:emont, viz., that evidence of a blowing cement
ifill be noticed in twenty-four hours after

moulding the briquette, and that owing to the
moment not being disturbed after its admixture
with water, particles of free lime can be detected
lit the fractured area.

^ It may be anticipated that a greater strength
vill be indicated by the machine-made briquettes,

While hand-made briquettes will give a result

Clearer that obtained in actual practice, and
probably some slight modification in specifying

oemeut would be required to obtain the ordi-

pary quality of cement if Arnold’s process were
generally adopted.
' While on the subject, wo may observe that it

Would be a great advantage in the way of fair-

ness and the avoidance of disputes between
consumers and makers of cement, if one form
of testing machine were universally adopted,
jibough we cannot say that we think it at
ill probable that any such uniformity will be
irrived at for some time to come.

I Obituary.—We record with much regret the
ieath of Mr. Robert Hunt, F.R.S., late Keeper
)f the Mining Records, which occurred on the
L7th inst. Mr. Hunt, who had recently com-
pleted his eightieth year, was a voluminous
writer upon scientific subjects. Besides pro-
ducing several works of his own, he edited
:;hree editions of Ure’s “Dictionary of Arts,
Manufactures, aud Mines.”
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Brich and Concrete Piers Designed by Mr. A. TF. BlomHeld.
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STRENGTH OF BRICK AND CONCRETE
PIERS.

Sir,—Some time since, in designing a large
brick church, I determined, for several reasons,
to employ in the nave arcade circular columns
2 ft. 6 in. in diameter, constructed with an outer
casing of purpose • made radiating Leicester
bricks in cement, and a core of Portland cement
concrete composed of fine shingle and sand and
cement in the proportion of three to one. This
mode of constructing the columns was objected
to as unsafe, and ultimately I had to give way
and substitute Bath stone, as the work could
not be delayed sufficiently long to test by or-
periment the safety of my first intention.

No doubt of it had ever occurred to my mind,
and my experience of the strength of Portland
cement concrete, extending now over many
years, gave me such confidence in the correct-

ness of my judgment that I determined, with
an eye to the future, to make some experimente
with the assistance of Messrs. Kirkaldy.
These trials have lately been carried out, and

I now enclose Messrs. Kirkaldy’s report. I

also send drawings of the columns I intended
to use, and of the short lengths submitted to
the tests.

I should mention that no column of larger
diameter than 2 ft. can he tested in Messrs.
Kirkaldy’s machine, so that I could not submit
a section of the column as actually designed,

nor could I use the purpose-made radiating flat

bricks. I therefore caused shafts 3 ft. long
and 2 ft. in diameter to be constructed with
rough-cut Leicester bricks, which being frogged
were less suitable for the purpose and moro
liable to crack under pressure ; the core was
filled with concrete such as I intended to use.
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These shafts resisted the greatest pressure

•which Mr. Kirkaldy’s machine could bring to

bear without crushing, and with no apparent

injury except to the casing of bricks. They
may now be seen, exactly as they left the

machine, in the yard of Mr. Woodward, 96^^,

Curtain-road, E.C.
Seeing that Portland cement concrete con-

tinues to increase in strength for many months
^Bome authorities say two years) after it is

made, and that these shafts bad only been
made four months

;
that they were not so

perfectly constructed as the actual columns
would have been

j
and that owing to the limited

capability of the machine the pressure could

not be continued to the crushing point, the
experiments were neither so exhaustive nor so

satisfactory as could be wished, bub the results

are extremely interesting as far as they go, and
sufficient to prove conclusively the ample
strength of such columns as I intended to use.

In this 2^articular case the weight on each
column, allowing for wind pressure, could never
have exceeded fifteen tons per square foot of

sectional area.

Arthur W. Blomfield.

October 5th, 1887.

Subjoined is Messrs. Kirkaldy & Son’s state-

ment of the results of their tests :

—

Eepori on Results of Experiments in Testing Composite-Columns, Concrete and Bride, for Mr. Arthur

W. Blomfield, by Messrs. David Kirkaldy ^ Sou, 99, SoiUhivark-street. October 1st, 1887.

Results of Experiments to ascertain the Eesiatance to Thrusting Stress of four 13-in. Cubes of Concrete, mixed
here by Man from Mr. J. Woodward :

—

Test No. Description. Dimensions.
<

Cracked slightly.
Crushed,

steelyard dropped.

Stress.

per

eq.

in.

o-

o.

Stress.

per

sq.

in.

per

gq.

ft.

V. inches. lb. lb. tons lb. Ib^ tons
2,253 1 f 13-0 12-Ox 13-0 l-l-l-O 252,970 1,767 113-0 278,240 1,932 124-2

2,253 1 3 of eravel to 1 of cement. 1 12-0 12-0xl2'0 144-0 234,350 1,658 100-2 272,870 1,095 121-8

2,251 f Made May 27. ^ 12-0 12-0x13-0 144-0 240,230 1,668 107-3 269,180 1,869 120-1

2,250 J L 12-0 12-Ox 12-0 14-1-0 220,330 1,630 08-4 268,660 1,865 119 9

Moan 234,467 1,628 104-7 272,313 1,890 121-6

Bedded between pieces of pine J in. thick.

' Results of Experiments to ascertain the Resistance, to a gradually increased Thrusting Stress, of six Bricks,
veceixed from Mr. J. Woodward:—

Test No, Description, Dimensions.
Base
Area.

Stress in pounds when

Cracked
slightly.

Cracked
generally.

Crnshed,
steelyard
dropped.

V.
2,256
2,266
2,254

2,269
2,268

2,267

Bed Brick, recessed both sides
inches.

2-65 8-90 X 4-25

2-75 9-10 X 4-36
2-76 9 05 X 4-33
2-75 9-10 X 4 36
3 76 9-10 X 4-30

2-75 9-10 X 4-36

sq. in,

37-82

39-68
39-19

39-68
39-63

39-68

77,500
71,700
68,000
62,20)
57,200
61,900

96,2)0
90,100
87,420
84.600
81,COO
68.600

99.160
95,820
91,780
90,810
80,330
85,290

39-29 61,750 84,637 92,032

lb. per square inch.. 1,648 2,161 2,342

Tons per square foot 106-9 138-6 150-8

Bedded between pieces of pine | in, thick.

Result of Tests of two Composite Columns, composed of Bricks and Cement of the same quality, as subjected to
the above Tests :— ^

Approximate area of Concrete, 176 square inches. Brickwork, 276 square inches.

.n . J
column, 12 courses, 36 in. high, 24 in. diameter, 452 square inches area.Cracked shghtly with 605,000 lb. = 235-4 tons

;
cracked generally, 626,660 lb. = 2797 tons. Her sq. in. of area, 1,386 lb.

^ Concrete column, 13 courses, 36 in. high. 24 in. diameter, 452 square inches area.Cracked sbghtly with 6-.,000 lb. = 233 0 tons
;
cracked generally, 635,000 lb. - 283-6 tons. Ter sq. in. of area, lb.

Aarars W. BLOiipiEtn, Esq., 6, Montagu-place, Montsgu-square, London, W.
Da%-id KrExiLDi' & Sox,

THE RECENT FIRE AT WHITELEY’S,
As the adjourned inquest on the death of the

persona killed in this fire is to be resumed on
Monday, a short summary of the evidence
already given may be of use.

The inquiry was opened on August 10th last,
-in the Westbourne Park Institute, by Dr.
Danford Thomas, Coroner for Central Middle-
sex.

Four deaths resulted from the fire, the im-
mediate cause being the fall of the external
wall of the factory, a building at the back part
of the premises in the Qneen’s-road. The said
wall fell into Douglas-place. Several witnesses
suggested that the wall had been blown out by
an explosion, but Mr. William Penfold, Engineer
of the Metropolitan Fire Brigade, who was
present before the wall fell, heard no explosion.

Mr. James E. Saunders, member of the
Metropolitan Board of Works, said he was the
architect of the factory in Douglas-place, and of
the buildings in the Queen’s-road. The factory
was first burnt in 1883 ; it was then restored,
the damaged brickwork being first removed,
•but the remainder was utilised in position. The
walls were 23 in. thick from the basement up
to the first floor

j 18 in. thick froTn the first
floor up to the third floor

; and 14 in. thick on
-the fourth floor. Each floor was formed with
iron girders_ and wooden joists. The first floor
was -what is called “fireproof,” being formed
with iron joists resting on the iron girders.

The iron girders and joists ran into the walls,
as also did the wooden joists. The walls with the
iron joists and those with the wooden joists had
equally given way. A large block of brickwork
had been thrust outwards and then laid in
Douglas-place, at a great distance from the
wall. lie did not think that this block of brick-
work could have reached its position by the
simple collapse of the wall without some force
to thrust it outwards. Inside the four external
walls the floors were supported on iron columns,
which were carried right U]* to the roof. The
ironwork was not encased with cement or other
material. The gas pipes were all of iron.

In cross-examination, Mr. Saunders said:

—

The walls in the basement were built in cement,
and the other portions of the factory walls
were built in mortar. The large block of brick-
work in Douglas-place was from the wall above
the second floor, if not above the third. It was
lying face upwards, about 20 ft. from the wall
from which it fell. Its weiglit was about two
tons. It had not been moved since it fell. He
was of opinion that some expansive force caused
the wall to fall. If the wall had siniply fallen
out, the large block of brickwork would have
fallen with the face downwartls.

Mr. Horace Gundry said he was the District
Surveyor for Paddington, appointed by the
Metropolitan Board of Works. He was the
District Surveyor during the erection of the
whole of Mr. Whiteley’s premises in Donglas-
place and in the Queen’s-road. He had sur-
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veyed the buildings since the fire in 1883, an.!

since the last fire, and he concurred in th
opinion expressed by Mr. Saunders as to th

i

falling of the large block of brickwork i:

Douglas-place. Some of the bricks had fallel

in blocks, and these had no appearance o,

having been subjected to much heat. In a fir

mortar becomes pulverised, and the work dial

integrated
;
but the large block of brickwor»i

referred to was quite solid.

The inqniry was then adjourned to Angus’
17th, the jury requesting the Coroner to call ili

an expert in explosives to examine the bnildmlj

and report thereon.
On the second day of the inquiry, Augusi

17th, Colonel Majendie submitted a most esf

haustive report in which he said that not onlv

could the position and appearance of the larg.i

block of brickwork in Douglas-place be quit;

reasonably accounted for without recourse t’

the explosive theory, but there were points thali

very strongly, if not conclusively, negatived thv

theory of an explosion. He was assured bt
Captain Shaw and Mr. Palmer that it was quiti;

consistent with their experience that largi

masses of brickwork should come to rest at fa<

greater distances than 20 ft. from the wall frou

which they fell. There was o-vidence that .IJ

fire of more or less formidable proportion(|'

existed before the walls fell. Colonel Majendie
concluded his report in the following words:—

)

"I believe the fire to have originated from aome othel.

cause {other than explosive) which it is no part of coj duti(

to explore
;
that this fire was, so to spealc, “bottled up ” fc'j

a considerable time
;
that the fall of the building was tli

result of the fire, and nothing else, such fall being in m'

respects inconsistent with the experience of the Eiih
Brigade, and that the supposed “ explosions “ were eithS*

the noise of the falling building, or not inconceivabU
some minor secondary explosion of gaseous atmospbere^i
or steam, or noisj ignitions of infiammable substances.” ,)

A letter from Captain Shaw was read, ii

which be said :—
j

“ How the idea of an explosion at Whiteley’s originatsl
I cannot say

;
but, so far as I am aware, it is sbaolatell|

and entirely without any shadow of foundation.”
|

Professor Alexander Kennedy, C.E., F.R.Si
said he was Professor of Engineering at Univerl
sity College, London. He had inspected tbi

scene of the fire, and bad heard that an explc*

sion was suggested as the cause. He found n (

broken glass, and the idea that an explosxvn

such as dynamite or gunpowder was used wa^
negatived. He examined an iron girder 16 f J

long which had fallen into Douglas-place; ii

was only V in. out of straight; for about 4 ft

or 5 ft., from its blue state, it had evidentli}

been very hot. The joist was covered 'wit'i

burned paint and dust, but beyond the 4 ft. c(

5 ft. there was no sign of any serious heas(

The front end of the joist rested on stone. On>;

tier of columns was left standing complete aftei

the fire. He did not think that the expansiaj
of the girders could have so affected the walsj

as to cause them to fall.

In cross-examination. Professor Kennedy
said, according to the plans the girders weri
placed in pockets, to allow for expansion. Wit'l

the exception of the external walls the entiit|

structure of the factory rested on iron colummj

,

The girders resting on these columns were 80 £J

long; they were bolted together ateachcolumi
but not to the walls. The bolts were loo8<

These details of the ironwork he gave from tl

plans. There was no figure showing the spao

for expansion. It might have been about threi

quarters of an inch in each wall. He though
that would be sufficient allowance for expansio.i!

In some cases brickwork had been drawn aws’l

with the iron girders.

Mr. Samuel J. Mackie, C.E., said he had hil

large experience in explosives ; he had examimi
the building, and fully concurred with Colon.

Majendie’s evidence. In his opinion the girdr

which had fallen into Douglas-place had beo

red-bot, and was oxydised over the surface.

In cross-examination, Mr. Mackie said tbeli

had been no flaking or scaling of the girdaj

If it had been red-hot only for a short time,

would not expect to find it scaled.

The jury then retired, and, after a consulhi

tion of half an hour, they returned, when t (

foreman said that they had unaniraomil

rerolved to ask the Coroner to adjoai’o. tl

inquiry till Monday, October 24th, at 10 o’clocn

in order that further investigations might t;

made, which, under the circumstances, the

thought should be undertaken by the Goverc

ment. The inquiry was adjourned according:!

and we understand that further evidence as i

the construction of the building will be si:

1
mitted to the jury on Monday next.
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HE CLASGOW INTERNATIONAL EXHI-

BITION (1888) BUILDINGS.

These Iraildings, facing Kelvin Park and the

iw University, ai'e making rapid progress,

ley occupy a site lying between the river

:olvin and Sandyford-street and Dumbarton-

,ad, which but a few weeks ago formed

le recreation ground for tho youth of the

Bsteru districts of Glasgow, but which is now
most covered with buildings in various stages

' progress. Tho foundations were completed

)out the middle of July, and immediately

leroafter the contract for the erection of

le superstructure was arranged and opera-

ons commenced. Tho progress made since

len has been very rapid, and is to the credit

' all concerned. It is always well to take time

Y the forelock, and in no case is that more true

lan in such a case as tho present. Exhibition

uildings are proverbially behind time 5
and if

lose now in progress are completely finished

hen they are opened they will be nearly

nique in that respect. If one may judge from

hat has already been done, however, it will

ot be tho fault of the architect or the con-

factor if the building is not finished
;
and if the

lain building is roofed before the winter

weather sots in, which we understand it is

leant to be, the satisfactory completion of the

rork in good time may be considered assured,

'he building, as it is being erected, is consider-

bly larger than was at first proposed. At an

arly stage it was seen that the demand for

pace would probably exceed the original anti-

ipitations, and it was therefore determined that

he building should be as large as the available

ite would permit. The increase is proportion-

,tely greatest in the machinery annexe. This

las been extended in area fully 35 per cent.,

.nd the main building 15 per cent., the

otal increase being about 20 per cent.

From an article which recently appeared in

he Olasgow Herald we give a few details as to

he dimensions and area covered by the bnild-

nge, which may be of interest. The extreme

ength of the space roofed in is about 1,450 ft,,

)r over a quarter of a mile, and the extreme

)repdth 360 ft. The main building for general

ixhibits, &c., is 1,050 ft. in length, being rather

Dore than the length of the main building of

ho Manchester Exhibition, while it is consider-

ibly wider than the latter building. The
nachinery annexe is about 330 ft. in length by
ibont 285 ft. in breadth. This department is

tomewliat smaller in area than at Manchester,

)ut as the class of exhibits which may be

jxpected in the Glasgow district will occupy

esB space per exhibit than those at Man-

ihester (cotton - spinning machinery, &c.,

vhich requires large floor - space), tho col-

action will, it is hoped, not be less nume-

x)us or representative of the engineering

ndustries than that at present in the Man-
jhester Exhibition. Tho general arrangement

)f the main building is very simple,—always

in advantage in buildings of this class. A grand

lentral avenue, GO ft. in width, extends along

;he whole length of the main building, inter-

jected at the centre by a transverse avenue of

;he same width. Ou either side of the former

.8 a series of courts, 50 ft. in width, and vary-

Dg from 100 ft. to 100 ft. in length. At the

jast end of the grand avenue the large concert-

hall is placed. It is about 160 ft. in length by

100 ft. in width, with a large recess for the

5rgan and a spacious platform for an orchestra

ind chorus. This hall will accommodate an

ludienee of at least 3,000 persons.

The fine-art galleries are to he made a special

feature of the Exhibition. They cover an area

of about 3,200 square yards, divided into ten

galleries, tho largest of which is 150 ft. in

length and 3G ft. in width. Three of the

galleries measure 100 ft. by 33 ft. (about the

same, length ns the large gallery in the Fine-

Art Institute, and 3 ft. wider), and other three

G5 ft. by 33 ft. Those galleries are for pictures.

Two galleries, 85 ft. in length by 25 ft. in width,

are arranged for architectural drawings, photo-

graphs, etchings, &c., and there is a sculpture

gallery, 150 ft. long by 25 ft. in width. The
walls 'of this section of the building are of

brick, and the roofs are of iron. The floor is

to he laid solid on concrete
;

all tho openings

between the galleries and between them and the

main building are to have iron doors, made by
Messrs. Chubb & Co. (Limited), and the build-

ing will bo practically fireproof.

Apart from the picture galleries, the building

generally is constructed of wood (tho roof being

of iron), with the exception of the kitchens and

certain walla erected for fire prevention pur-

poses, which are to be of brick. As a further

protection against tho spread of fire in the main

building, it maybe mentioned that tho whole

area under tho building is to bo divided into

numerous sections by brick walls built up
between tho joists to the level of tho floor. At
various points inside the building there will be

firemen’s stations, and hydrants will be placed

at short intervals along the main avenue and in

the courts. The chief dining and refreshment

rooms are at the west end of the main building,

and as several spacious apartments, besides

kitchens, stoves, are provided, ample accommo-
dation is being reserved for this important

department. Like the fine-art galleries, this

section is to a large extent isolated from the

main building and separated from it by brick

walls.

Tho great central dome, constructed of

wronght iron, will be the chief feature. It

will rise to a height of about 140 ft., and there

arc four octagonal minarets or towers grouped

round it. Besides these towers, the long line of

the roof is broken np by other towers of varied

design.

Any notice of the Exhibition would be in-

complete without a reference to tho work being

done and to be done outside the main buildings.

A large part of the park on both sides of the

Kelvin is to be enclosed, to form the Exhibition

grounds. In these grounds a number of build-

ings have to be erected,—dining-rooms, tea-

rooms, refreshment-rooms of various kinds, and

for other purposes. All these are being arranged

for, and will necessarily be commenced very

soon.

To provide facilities for exhibiting working

models in the naval engineering and sbip-

building section, it has been agreed to deepen

the river Kelvin, between tho weir and the

Prince of Wales Bridge, and that work is now
being carried out. It has also been resolved to

erect a new bridge, close to the present iron

bridge, to meet the requirements of the enor-

mous traffic between the two sides of the river.

A great attraction in the grounds will be tho
“ fairy fountain.” A similar fountain was shown
at the Colonial Exhibition in Loudon, and may
now be seen at Manchester.

For the accommodation of the archmological

section of the fine arts department, and for

exhibiSs of stained glass, tapestry, ancient

furniture work, ironwork, &c., a building which

will be a reproduction of the Bishop’s Palace

of Glasgow has been proposed, and if it is

erected it will probably occupy a site on the

slope below the University buildings.

ST. MARY-LE-STRAND CHURCH.

giRj—V^e are directed by the Council of the

Royal Institute of British Architects to address

you in reference to the Church of St. Mary-le-

Strand. They consider that in a matter of such

public importance they need offer no apology

for troubling you with an expression of their

opinion to the effect that the obstruction to tho

traffic in the Strand, stated to be due to the

existence of this church, can be most effectually

remedied not by its removal, as has been sug-

gested, but by the construction of an improved

roadway on its northern side, as contemplated

in a plan which, wo are informed, was approved

by the Metropolitan Board of Works some years

ago.

The Council arc further of opinion that,

though obviously most desirable to put the

church into thorough structut-al repair, any
reparations to a building possessing such great

artistic value as this should bo carried out in

strict accordance with the original design,

departure from which is earnestly to be depre-

cated.

J. Macvicar Anuersox, Hon. Secretary.

William H. White, Secretary.

Royal Institute of British Architects,

9, Con(ila^s^ree^, Hanover-square, London, TF.

October I7fch, 1887.

THE WALLS OF CHESTER.
—Mr. Thompson Watkin’s letter, p. 527, calls

for some reply from mo. Ilis letter is in no way an
answer to my challenge. I have proposed to him a

test which is a practical and a crucial one, to prove

the accuracy, or otherwise, of his assertion that

entire portions (from base to summit) of these wails

are of the time of tho Commonwealth or of the

reign of Queen Anne. If the bill has ever been

paid it must bo in existence, or, at any rate, there

must be reference to the spending of so largo a sum
for so large a work. I have told him what the

amount was likely to be for a specified portion only,

and where the bill or reference to it is likely to be
found (if tho work were over done as he says it

was). I call upon him to prove his repeated

assertions by producing this bill, or your readers

and myself will know that he cannot do so. If he

cannot, it will show that the work was never done
at either of the times ho names, and that the archi-

tectural evidences of the work itself, which show
a Roman origin, so far as the unmortared parts

and the Roodeye wall are concerned, may be taken

as certain evidences of date by those who will read

them aright. But then tijo dates named by your

correspondent must be dismissed as the crudest of

fancies.

To make matters worse for himself, he speaks,

p. 527, of the work having been done by tho

“Parliamentary Army.” Can ho bring forward any
record? Surely, if an army was set to carryout

such a heavy mass of masonry as this, there must b©
some notice of it. Without such evidence being

adduced, is your correspondent justified in making
such a suggestion, especially since there is no record

of any other Parliamentary army having erected

any wall to any other city ?

Mr. Watkin may accept as fully as I intended my
remarks to be, that the Roodoyo wall is built with

mortar. It had, as I expressed myself, more to do.

This is not mortar adhering to the stones from some
previous use, as he sugieests, but the mass of the

wall is constructed with mortar, in which Mr.

Williams has detected pounded brick. The word
“ detected ” ho will notice, if ho reads carefully, is

used by me not for the detection of mortar, but of

pounded brick in it. Tho lower courses do not show
any such cementing, I am told, as if it bad been

washed out from tho face, perhaps, by the action of

tide
;
and whore the wall clears the Rank, the

mortar is, at any rate, not apparent, resembling, in

this respect, the other Roman walling elsewhere.

In my calculationa, which your correspondent

calls “formidable,”—and they are so for bis hypo-

thesis,—I have allowed nothing for the value of the

stone used, and have said so, p. 512.

E. P. Loftus Brock.
London, October 18th, 1887.

Sir,—Of the opening in our north wall, Mr. Brock
wrote recently in your columns, “ that from the base

it rises to tho height of about 10 ft. without mortar,

and 8 ft. with mortar.” After visiting the spot in

question, I was able to inform him, as I did in your
columns [see p. 512, ants'], that there was at the spot

mentioned 19 ft., and not 10 ft. of wall without

mortar. Since then, I have seen a drawing of the

wall at tho Townhall, showing nearly M ft. of

mortarless wall. Such being the fact, it is neither

correct nor generous of Mr. Brock to say [p. 526,

ante] that the “parts of the wall are fairly of the

dimensions he has given.” I do not see it
;
and

I invite Mr. Brock to get the correct height of the

unmortared part of the wall, and publish the result

in your columns.
Mr. Brock says of the unmortared walls, “all is

a compact mass.” That your readers may be in a
position to form an opinion of the wall in question,

let me give a description of its interior composition,

from the published account of the visit of Sir Henry
Dryden :

—“ Nearly the whole of tho material of the

part taken out and rebuilt consisted of sculptured

stones,—plinths, cornices, copings, sepulchral slabs,

bas-reliefs of figures about 2 ft. high, and other

moulded stones,— evidently the remains of large,

ornate, solid buildings.”

Given the above material, with dry earth as the

bonding element, to form a wall, would it be possible

to do so?—and worthy of being called a “compact
mass?” Some, I have no doubt, will ask, how a
wall of this kind manages to hold together. The
answer is, that it is backed up by 14 ft. of earth.

The composition of the whole being as I have

stated above, with earth only between the stones,

there was no difficulty in putting the arm between
tho various courses.

George W. Sorubsole.
Chester, Oct. 17th.

Sir,—Mr. Brock, in the last number of the Builder

fp. 526) says that the “existence” of the founda-

tions of tho Homan North Gate, or, in fact, of two

Roman gates, until “fairly recent times, must make
it more difficult for Mr. Watkin to believe that

the massive stones in the walls, which he acknow-
ledges to be Roman, could have over been shifted

in position, as he asserts. Thera they are in lino

with the gates, in both cases where Roman walls

must have been."
He will see by my letter in the same number that

neither of the gates was Roman “ until fairly recent

times,” though I think tho later gates (Medifcval)

were probably built upon their foundations; but

with regard to the “massive stones" in the walls,

especially near tho North Gate, as Mr. Brock admits

they have been brought from Roman buildings they

must have been “shifted in position ” by somebody.

Mr. Brock says by the Romans themselves. Who-
ever placed them in their present position was

almost bound to do so if the Roman line of wall was

to be kept ;
and as Mr. Brock is aware that I hold

that the present north and oast walls, from New
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Gate to Morgan’s Mount, are more or Jess on the
site of their Roman predecessors, it is merely the
question of who moved them.
With regard to the views of Dr. Bruce and Mr.

Blair on the “ ecclesiastical ” stone, I may say that
the Rev. II. C. Scarth, and many antiquaries and
architects, hold that the stone is ecclesiastical.

Mr. R. S. Ferguson, without speaking absolutely,
thinks it more like a Medisval ecclesiastical stone
than otherwise.

W. Thompson Watkin.
Liverpool, Oct. 17th, 1SS7.

“SHORE’S EJECTORS IN THE RECENT
RAINSTORMS.”

Sir,—It is really unprofitable labour to attempt
to answer Mr. Donaldson’s long inconsequent letter

at p. 546 in this week’s Builder. But as he seems
very desirous of having a further answer from me,
I will indulge him so far.

As to his first and second paragraphs, the sen-
tences therein are mere assumptions, without any
facts to uphold them, and therefore are not worthy
of argument or consideration.

As to his third paragraph, I have nothing to say
against his gathering himselfamong others under the
wings of the gentleman he has named. He says,
*‘the excess storm-water ought to be discharged
through a storm-water outlet,” and he refers to ‘‘a

12 in. pipe connecting the sump with the metro-
politan sewers.” These observations prove that he
is unacquainted with the real facts of the matters
he questions. If he wishes to learn what the facts
are, let him explore the places, and there ascertain
them for himself. Then ha may be able to discover
in what he is wrong in his deductions.
As to his fourth paragraph, in which he says

*'tbat time will prove the installation to be a
failure, not only as a means of discharging the
sewage, but in a sanitary point of view,” time and
circumstances have already incontestably, proved
that he and the clique be represents are false pro-
phets. The ejectors and the gas engines have
effectually done their work under varying circum-
stances since Christmas last, and will, I am certain,
continue to do so. If the installation should ever
fail or get out of order, it will be through the neg-
lect, inattention, or wilful damage to it of those
having charge of it.

As to his fifth paragraph, that I have not
answered his ‘‘crucial questions,” viz., how I
ascertained the height of the sewage in the metro-
politan sewers, and the depth of the sewage in the
subway reservoir,—Imay state that I have bad special
experience in ascertaining these matters, and there-
fore no one is better acquainted with the various
depths or altitudes of the sewage and rainfall flow-
ing in the metropolitan sewers in Westminster and
elsewhere both in dry and wet weather than I am.
I also am as well acquainted with the depth of the
sewage in the subway reservoir when 2,000 gallons,
or any other quantity, overflows into it. I may add
that the air pressure used since the commencement
has been 10 lb. per square inch

;
that no more pres-

sure has been, or ever will be, required under any
circumstances

;
that the lift has never exceeded,

and will never exceed, 20 ft.
;
and that there never

will be any flooding of the basements.
As to his sixth, seventh, eighth, and remaining

paragraphs, I may dispose of them by again stating
the facts of the case, which ho has not and cannot
disprove, namely, (l)that the rain-storm at West-
minster, on August 17[h last, was 0-59 iu, per hour

;

(2) that the area draining to the ejectors is 10 acres

;

(3) that the quantity of water draining from this
area to the ejectors was 357 cubic feet, or 2,227
gallons per minute

; (4) that this quantity of water
(except 2,000 gallons which overflowed for two
minutes into the subway reservoir), Shone’s three
ejectors of 1,100 gallons aggregate capacity, and
Atkinson's four gas-engines of 4-h.p. each, all work-
ing together, successfully discharged at the rate of
1,113^ gallons per half-minute, without .any flooding
whatever of the basements

;
and (5) that the lift was

20 ft. to the head of water in the main low-level sewer
outside. These are ‘‘the actual facts of the case.” It
is, therefore, not I who am ‘‘labouring under a mis-
apprehension,” but Mr. Donaldson himself, who will
not accept the facts, and imagines and argues on all
sorts of things which are beside the question. If
he wants to know what the beads of water were on
the 17th of August, on the receiving and discharging
sides of the ejectors, let him go to the places, and
ascertain, if he can, the particulars for himself. I
very much doubt, however, his capability to' do

iue uyaro-pneumatic system of drainage, as
vented by Mr. Shone, and carried out at Eastboui

of Parliament, at Henley-on-Than
at \\ arrington, at Southampton, and elsewhere
now so well understood and appreciated by scienti
sanitary engineers, and ihe intelligent rate-pav
pubhc, that nothing Mr. Donaldson, or the cli
he represents, may say in depreciation of it
have the slightest effect in retarding its adopti
Let all who are interested in sanitary drain^c
to the authorities at the places I have name^

;

sy^e
to the actual working of

I beg to say, in conclusion, that I shall not mmy tme by again answering Mr. Donaldson.
October 15lh,18S7. JOHH PalLLlpi

*** Mr. Phillips will not be placed under any
necessity to answer further letters from Mr. Donald-
son,— in our columns, at ell events. We have
received a copy of a reprint of a letter addressed to
the editor of the New York Sanifarp Engineer,
s'OTcd by Mr, Donaldson, and dated December 17,
1084, consisting entirely of a strong recommenda-
tion of Mr. Shone's system, and observing, among
other things, that “the safeguards used under
the ordinary system, namely, storm-water over-
flows, can be with equal ease used to relieve the
ejectors when the Shone system of sewage is adopted.”
Mr. Donaldson describes himself in this letter as
” a personal friend of Mr. Shone, engaged with
him in promoting drainage schemes on his system.”
The reprint of this letter bears on the cover a
second letter, dated ten days later, and signed jointly
by “William Donaldson" and “Shone and Ault,”
addressed to the Improvement Commissioners of
Cambridge, and inviting their attention to the
recommendation of the Shone system contained in

Mr. Donaldson's letter to the Sa7ii(ar], Engineer.
It appears, therefore, that Mr. Donaldson was very
recently doing all he could to recommend the system
which he is now doing all he can to disparage. After
that, the least we can say is, we cannot attach such
value to Mr. Donaldson’s opinions or statements on
the subject as to waste any more space upon them.
If Mr. Shone thinks it worth while to renly
categorically to the statements in Mr. DonaldsoVs
last letter, he can have space to do so in our next,
and then the correspondence must close.

A DECIMAL SYSTEM.
Sir,—In your recent article [see p. 483, anie\

on “ Our National Maps,” you allude to “ our
tedious and troublesome duodecimal subdivision
of the lineal foot,” and to the great advantage of
substituting a decimal subdivision. This subject
is of such great importance that I hope you
will not allow it to drop

;
for there is nothing .

by which you could do a greater service both
to architects and to the nation at large than by
setting on foot such a reform. One great defect of
our present system is that it utterly fails in the
essential point of facilitating accuracy, by the want
of minute and regular subdivisions of the inch.
Our eighths and sixteenths are always awkward,
and for accurate calculation quite useless

; hence,
whenever scientific men have to use careful and
minute measurements, they are obliged to discard
English measures altogether, and to use not only
French measures, but French terms, which are so
gaining ground that we shall have to adopt them
bodily unless we speedily render our own system
convenient and adapted to scientific necessities. For
larger measures we are overburdened with useless
and cumbersome cross-divisions, and a simplifica-
tion of these is urgently needed. The random use
of yards and feet in linear measure is bad enough

;

but our square measures, in which some things are
reckoned by the square foot, others by the square
yard, some by the “square” of 100 square feet,
others by the “rod” of 272, and where no number
of linear yards makes up the sido of a square acre,
would strike a stranger as an absurdity, apparently
designed to cause waste of labour and facilitate

confusion.
It would be hard, but would it be impossible, to

divide the foot into tenths, hundredths, and thou-
sandths, to abolish the yard, and make all larger
measures multiples of a foot? We should thus at
once have a simple and logical system, still retain-
ing a link by which all measures could be easily
converted from the old to the new

;
and we should

save ourselves from the much harder alternative of
embracing the entirely different system of France,
with its long, ugly names, which otherwise appears
to be inevit.able. Shall it he reform or revolution?
None would benefit by the former more than archi-
tects

; will not they lead the way ?

A. S. Flower.

A NEW METHOD OF VENTILATION.
Sir,—Messrs. Boyle’s letter in the Builder of the

15th inst. (which must not be too severely criticised,
as their monopoly is being attacked) may be briefly
condensed thus :

—“Your system of ventilating from
above downwards is not new, has been tried before,
and is contrary to the laws of nature.” Messrs.
Boyle recommend their own system of a mica flap
(outlet) ventilator as answering every purpose which
ours professes to do. Our own experience, and that,
we venture to think, of most people who have had to
do with tbe system they advocate, is that it is not
satisfactory. These ventilators are noisy, and we
have heard of one instance at least in which they
had to bo blocked up from this cause alone.
Our letter in yours of the 15th inst. [p. 547,

ante] will have explained the reason for the
interposition of the cylinder in our system of
ventilation, viz., as a disconnector to prevent
the beating of the downcast pipe, which, with-
out some such mode of isolating it, would be
liable to become heated in the same manner as the

:

upcast pipe, and thus probably cause a reverse
action. It has other functions, one of which we
suspect to be additional motive power due to the
rarefaction and expansion of the air within by reason

[Oct. 22, 1887.

of the beat; but this is a point on which we d
not at the present moment feel justified on er
larging until further investigations enable us b
speak with more certainty. It is to be inferrei

that Messrs. Boyle's experiment in a somewhafu
similar direction to ours in ventilating the sugai;

mills at Greenock failed in a more or less clegreei.-

but this is easily explained to us by two facts,—first

that the place of exit of the couductiug shaft

employed by them was not the point of maximum
draught in the flue, as in our system

; and sccondijc:

that the shafts, not being disconnected somewhena
in their course (for which purpose we insert 'i

cglindtv loUh a syphon), were liable to become heats
throughout, and so gradually lose their efficacy 8j;i

air conductors, and possibly even cause a reverfii

action to be set up. It is true that hot ai:i

naturally rises, but this tendency can be modi
fled by superior attraction, and this is whff
we claim for our invention. We have not i:i

actual practice had to employ artificial means ((;<

creating a draught, but in certain cases in summtm
this may be necessary, or where the flue is defectiv®

:

and to provide for such contingencies we suggeej
that a gas-jet may be used with advantage in th

cylinder, and a blast fan can be applied to the fluK

by us in large halls, but in any case this latter oab (

refers to our comprehensive scheme for ventilatinli

large buildings. Lastly, we would invite Messraj
Boyle, or any of your readers who take an intereui:

in this important problem of sanitary science, t,(

inspect our system, which we feel sure will earn I

conviction to tho most sceptical.

Young & Moss»

Aberdeen New Public Baths.—The cer«i

mony of opening the newly finished PubbT:
Baths at Aberdeen took place ©n the 12th insit

Lord Provost Henderson presided. Tbe bnilc:!

inga (which cost 6,000Z.) belong to a limiteii

liability company, who have secured a site eii

the east end of Constitution-street, abutting o t

the Links, and measuring nearly an acre, g,i

that there is space to enlarge the buildings ^
the venture proves a great success. The from
buildings, two stories in height, face theQueen'ji
Links, from which place of recreation they ar;i

well seen, and present a pleasing contrast to th j

rather plain buildings in the neighbourhoob*
The front elevation is 90 ft. in length, tho matei
rials used being white Aberdeenshire granite hi

hammer-blocked ashlar, relieved with dresseu"

string courses and pediments, &c. In the from
block there are on the ground-floor the entrancil-

lobbies, staircase, ticket office, superintendent'h
rooms, cloak-room, and refreshment-room j am
on the first floor a spacious billiard-roonxi

directors’ room, and first and second clatl

slipper baths, Russian bath, dressing-rooms, Au
At the west end of the front block are 8ituate.i|

the steam-boiler house and engine and pumii

rooms. The principal feature of the buildingnl

however, is tbe swimming-bath lying at til

rear. This bath is 75 ft. long by 30 ft. wid'i

with a depth of 3 ft. C in. at one end, gradualVi

increasing to 7 ft. at the other, and is lined witrl

white enamelled tiles. Along the sides of the batit

are ranged dressing-boxes and also fresh-wate/

foot-baths, lavatories, &c. In the hall con
taining the swimming-bath is a promenade anS
gallery to accommodate about 500 spectatorcl

At one end there is a commodious gymnasiuna
The upper part of the roof is glass, and ventb
lation is provided by means of moveable loavi'

boards in the roof. The bnildings are heat©*
throughout by steam pipes. The water for tht«

baths is pumped from the sea, abont 600 yardif

distant, through 9-in. cast-iron pipes laid acroew

the Queen’s Links. The water is drawn fror

the sea by a 25-h.p. engine and centrifugai

pump, capable of filling tbe swimming-bath ii

two hours, thus admitting of the water beind

changed once a day or oftener if requiree:

Before being used in tbe baths the salt wata>
will be filtered through beds of sand and grave'

and perforated pipes. The equipments of thil

baths are on the best modern models, and hav;

been erected from designs by Messrs. Jenkirri

& Marr, civil engineers and architeotw

Aberdeen.

The Swintou Local Board and thl

Pollution of the Irwell.—The Sw'inton Local

Board, who have been served with notices b
both Captain Dauntesey, of Agecroft Hall, ans:

the Salford Rivers Conservancy Committee, t,»

cease polluting Slack Brook, Pendlehury, am
the river Irwell, have invited Mr. Vawser, C.E.

of Manchester, to visit Pendlebury and repon

upon the scheme prepared by the Board’t

surveyors for dealing with the sewage of fch

above district. The Board have purchasa
several acres of land for erecting precipitatict

and other works .—Manchester Guardian.
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Stdiitnl’s Cotemn.

LAND SURVEYING AND LEVELLING.
XVII.—ENLARGING AND REDUCING PLANS.

V^lIIE eolargemont of plans by the aid of

3 either the pentagraph or the eidograph
can never be recommended where great

jonracy is of importance. Where possible, the
ast way is to replot the whole survey from the
aid-book to the enlarged scale required. But
may be well, nevertheless, to describe these
istrumonts, as they are of use under some
rcumstances.

The pentagraph is usually made of brass, and
insists of four flat bars, so fi.xed as always to
)rm a parallelogram in all positions of the
istrumont. The two longer bars shown in the
?uro are united by a double pivot, which is

seel to the end of one of the bars, and works
i two holes placed at the end of the other,
he pencil point is attached to one of these
irs, and the tracer point to the other bar.

he two shorter bars are fixed by pivots to the
ngcr bars, and are also joined at their opposite
ids in a similar manner to the joint uniting
10 longer bars. The position of either the
sncil or of the tracing-point is a fixture, while
le position of the fulcrum attached to one of
10 shorter bars and the position of either the
acingor the pencil point which is attached to
16 adjacent longer bar can be shifted to suit
le proportion required for reduction. This
Ijustment is effected by means of sliding
5X68

,
which can be fixed at any part of the

ijacent long and short bars by turning milled-
saded clamp screws. The fulcrum contains
lead weight, to which is fixed a bright iron or
eel pin, over which the whole instrument
•avels when in use, being balanced by the six
•ory wheels, which rest upon the drawing
iper or table upon which the instrument is

orking. It is important that the drawing-
iper should lie perfectly fiat upon a level
itic, otherwise the wheels upon which the
istrument is mounted will sustain frequent
irks, which will lead to inaccuracy in the
rawing.

In the eidograph, consisting mainly of three
brass bars, these supporting wheels are dis-

pensed with, and the whole instrument is solely

supported by the central fixed stand over which
it works. The bar marked A carries the tracer
and the bar marked B carries the pencil. The
central bar is clamped at C. When employed
for reduction, as shown in the detail plan, the
portion of the central bar carrying the bar
marked A is heavier than the portion of the
central bar caiTying the bar marked B. Hence
the balance-weight is placed upon the short end
of the central bar to steady the instrument in

such a position that the whole is balanced over
the fulcrum under C.

The geometrical construction of these instru-

ments is based upon the principle involved in

the construction of similar triangles. In both
the pentagraph and the eidograph the pencil-
holder, the tracer, and the fulcrum should
under all circumstances be in a right line when
set up ready for use, so that a fine string
stretched from the pencil-holder to the tracer-

holder should pass over the fulcrum as indi-

cated by the dotted line shown in the diagram
which illustrates the eidograph. Otherwise the
instrument is not correctly set.

The pencil-holder is made to slide easily up
and down the cylinder in which it rests, and
the draughtsman is enabled to raise it off the
paper when not required to mark by gently
pulling the silk cord attached to the lever arm,
which cord passes over the bars of the instru-

ment to the tracer point to which it can be
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fastened if desired, so that the draughtsman

can prevent false or unnecessary marks being

made upon the paper by passing over the cord

at the tracer end two fingers of the same hand
that moves the tracer. Additional small

weights are provided to rest upon the top of

the pencil-holder when the pencil is required

to make strong marks upon the paper.

When the plan to be reduced contains

numerous buildings, the use of the proportional

compass will be found advisable. Those fitted

with a rack gearing for the movement of

the slider are the best, as they can be
most accurately set by means of the milled-

beaded adjusting screw shown in the diagram,

and when clamped by the opposite milled-

headed screw, are not liable to slip. To move
the adjusting screw, the clamp screw must be
first loosened, and the instrument is then so

set that when the arms are opened, the dis-

tance between the points marked A and C
bears the required proportion to the distance

between the points marked B and D. The plan

to be reduced, and the paper upon which the

reduced plan is to be plotted, are covered with
squares drawn to their correct scales respec-

tively, and the intersection of the lines are
indexed for reference by numbers in the one
direction, and by letters in the other direction.

“EDohs.

Sanitary Engineering for India, By B. R.
Harrington, C.E. Calcutta: W. Newman
& Co. 18S7.

“ Sanitary Engineering,” the title of a work
lately published in Calcutta, has been written,
the author states, with a view to affording
instructions ‘‘to mnnicipal officials and others
not specially informed on the subject.” Sani-
tation, though sorely needed, cannot be said to
have yet obtained a firm footing in India, and
Mr. Harrington may be right when he observes
that the methods and works which are needed
by, and adapted to, European conditions are
not applicable as yet to Eastern countries. In
his remarks, however, on the disposal of sewage,
he seems to have overlooked the fact that their
prejudices must, at all events for a long time
to come, prevent the Hindoo portion of the
agricultural community being reconciled to the
idea of sewage farms.

The second division of Mr. Harrington’s

treatise is devoted to the kindred subject of

the water-supply of towns, which is perhaps of

greater importance than that of drainage iu a
climate which during nine months of the year

is perfectly dry. It is undoubtedly true that

the health of the native population is more
dependent on, and is more affected by, the
quality of the water-supply than by the con-

dition of the drainage, and is therefore deserving

of prior attention. The author states that
“ the pressure system ” is not adapted to Indian
towns generally, and the statistics of com-
parative cost per head of population, if correct,

go to prove his assertion. Without accepting
his views altogether, it may be admitted that,

as n general rule, there is no need to adopt the
European system for the supply of towns, and
that the wants of the population generally may
bo sufficiently met by a simple gravitation

system. But Mr. Harrington argues too ex-

,

clueively from the situation of the great cities

of Upper India, and the existing sources of

supply from snow-fed rivers. In the peninsula
different conditions prevail, and it is only from
a few rivers that a perennial supply of water
can bo depended upon; hence a system of

storage is absolutely necessary, and where such
a system has to be resorted to, the supply
under pressure necessarily follows both on the

score of economy in distribution and preven-
tion of waste, as well as security from pollution.

In no other way could the cities of Madras and
Bombay have been supplied. There are many
other cities in Mysore, the Deccan, and Rajpu-
tana similarly situated. Where, however, it is

possible to draw direct from snow-fed rivers, as
in Upper India, undoubtedly water may he
supplied by simple gravitation so as to meet all

the requirements of a town or village com-
munity, but it is questionable whether Mr.
Harrington has realised all the difficulties of

securing the permanency of the off-take in

rivers whose beds are constantly shifting and
whoso level varies so much in tho season of
flood and low water. His plan of distribution,

however, as illustrated in his diagrams, certainly

seems to combine practical effectiveness as well
as simplicity; and if there are no local objec-
tions thereto, it undoubtedly is deserving of con-
sideration on the score of economy, and may,
it is to bo hoped, if it has not already done
so, attract the attention of the authorities in

India.
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A Treatise upon Cable or Hope Traction av‘

applied to the Working of Stre.et and othel

Railways. By J. Bucknall Smith. Londonb
Offices of Engineering. 1887.

i

This book consists of a reprint of a series cii

articles which have lately appeared in th

'

pages of our contemporary Engineering. Th’.

author has been engaged for some time past ii

carrying out the practical work connected wit;t'

the subject of which he treats, and his wor/L

has a real and living interest for those who mari

be engaged in working ont problems of a lik

nature. This is a point that will not be ui:

appreciated by practical working engineers in

the present day, when tho schoolman an;i

theorist occupy so much of the technical boolq

producing field. I

In his preface Mr. Smith tells us that upwaroc
of twelve and a half miliiona sterling have hee<i

expended upon tramways in this kingdom alon4
and three per cent, of the entire population

is carried daily by this means of transport, an<
in some cities one person in five, 20 per cent, di

the population, travels daily on street railroad!’

This being the case, it is evident that tramwayt
should have a literature, and Mr. Bucknav
Smith supplies the most important contributioll,

yet issued of a no inconsiderable branch of th i

subject, and one, if the author is right in h
opinions, that will take a far more promineES
position in the near future. I,

The modern tramway,—a term, by the byti

againstwhich the author exclaims,—wasfirateni

ployed in the United States as early as 1832, bx r

it was not until 1852 that the first successful linlr

was laid down. The first type of street railroarl

was introduced in this country at Birkenhead ii

1860, and the next year obtained temporairi

footing in London. The “ Endless Cab'.^

Haulage System,” the chief subject of tlii

book, was introduced during the year 1873 B:

San Francisco, aud had the important merit (4

achieving a marked financial success. Sinoj

then it has been adopted in other cities of tl>

United States and has crossed the ocean tt

Australia and New Zealand, besides being triet

in other countries. In England we first hai

practical experience of the system on oil

suburban height of Highgato Hill, where 'it

cable line was built in the year 1883, ar.!

similar works are described as being in couriu

of construction in other parts of London and :i|

Edinburgh and Birmingham.
In his introductory chapter the author givrf

further particulars relating to the introductictl

of tramways in general. In 1875 powers weni

granted by Act of Parliament authorising stead

traction, and, as our readers are aware, eleij

tricity and compressed air have both been uaEi

for supplying motive power. We can hardij

expect to see the other fast rising source i|

motive power, gas, used for locomotive pn*

poses, although even that is possible if atartlirl

improvements in gas producers and means i|

refrigeration are in store
;
but the petroleud

engine may yet propel tbe streetcars of oi|

cities, althongh here again we want vast stridd

of improvement to bring such a motive powil

within the range of practical problems. ^

These speculations are, however, beside tli

mark, and we must return to our author an
his cable haulage, which is very muchwithl
the field of engineering practice. Sir Frederic:

Bramwell told the members of the Britii

Association at Manchester, a few weeks agi

that rope haulage was first introduced by r

less a person than the great Brunei (we do n^l

know whether Sir Frederick meant to incla(l|

mining operations) in the construction of tit

Thames Tunnel; and some of our readers,•1

alas ! too few now, for time passes,— ct-J

remember when tho trains on the BlackwEil

Railway were hauled from Poplar by ropet

worked by stationary engines. This, howevei

was a very different system to that which U
Smith has been instrumental in introduoiri

into this country from across the Atlantic.
;

will be as well, however, to let our authii

enumerate the merits of his system in his ovl

words. It offers important advantages, by r

ducing the working and maintenance expense!

by avoiding dirt, smoke, sparks, and steaa

and by obviating cruelty to horses. On t i

last point Mr. Smith lays considerable streo

and not without reason. The working life ofi:

tram horse averages 4^ years, and annual,

about 5,000 horses are crippled, used up, '

destroyed by the tramways of this count-',

alone. In other words, the existence and e:

of a tram horse might be described -witho’

exaggeration as death by slow torture, and -hi
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rnst that tliero are few, even in this ago of

ractical considerations, wlio would not wel-

ome any system that would put an end to eo

inch misery to tho most faithful and uncom-
'laining of our dumb servants. But even for

he hard-headed “practical” man the me-
banical haulage should have attractions. With
.orse Of mule traction, 77 per cent, of the
abings of a tramway are absorbed by hauling.

!herc can be little doubt that a mechanical
ystem can be devised that will move tfam-cara
t a less costly rate than this, and we may
ope, therefore, that steam locomotives, cables,

r electricity may come more and more into

se, even if Mr. Smith is right in his somewhat
jnical if over-true remark that, “in practice,

to may rest assured that the public and com-
lanies, however professedly humane, will still

ontiiiue to use animal power so long as it

oits their convenience or their pockets.”
Leaving, however, what Mr. Smith refers to

B “ ethical recommendations,” we may give a
-rief glance at the contents of the book. We
.nd first mention made of tho application of

opG haulage to mining jjurposes, and the
.uthor then goes on to give some particulars of
he old Blackwall Railway, to which we have
Iready made reference. Other early cable
ailways are also referred to, covering a
leographical range from Canterbuiy to Hong
Cong. In 1844 there were thirty-seven miles
f wire rope used for hauling on the Durham
nd Sunderland Railway.
To work the system of endless cable traction

here are, of course, required powerful stationary
.auling engines. At Ilighgato, where the line

i about a mile in length and of unusual diffi-

olty to work, there are two twenty-five horee-

)0WGr engines situated in one house at the top
f the hill. The cable passes from the winding
Irnms round gnido pulleys into tho trench
fhich runs between the rails wherever the cars
lave to bo pulled. From beneath the cars
here descends a gripping arrangement by
vhic'h the car can be attached to or released
rom the rope at will, as it may be necessary
0 stop or go on. The continuous slot, through
yhich the gripper descends, is I in. wide. Tho
;ablo is made of crucible steel wire. It is

{ in. in circumference and weighs about five

.ons.

Tho various devices by which difficulties

nherent to such a means of locomotion are got
)ver arc explained in the book. The author
nvois, in clear and simple language, descriptions
)f most of tho important features; and the
llostrations with which the work abounds are
idmirably suited for conveying n sufficient idea
)f tho mechanical problems dealt with. A
jhapter is devoted to tho explanation of the
jrocess of wire-rope manufacture, and the work
concludes with a well-w’ritten descriptiou of the
Dity and Southwark subway scheme.

SteamHe<tting Problems; or, Questions, Ansuiers,
and Descriptions relating to Steam Heating
and Steam Fitting. From the Sanitary Engi-
neer. New York : Tho Sanitary Engineer.

Fnis is, in fact, a kind of reprint of “Answers
:o Correspondents ” given in the Sanitary
Engineer, and it contains a good deal of valuable
information, even to experts in steam heating.
Many of the replies are small essays, taking the
questions submitted for their text. The answers
xnd questions were apparently given as they
appeared in tho pages of our contemporary, the
labour of the editor or compiler having only
been that of classifying them into sections.
Iho various heads under which the subject is

treated are as follow:—Boilers, Value of
Heating Surfaces, Radiators aud Heaters,
Piping aud Fitting, Ventilation, Steam, Cutting
Nipples and Bending Pipes, Raising Water
A.utomatically, Moisture on Walls, and Mis-
:elIaneou8 Q.uestions. The reader will not,
Df course, expect to find all these sub-
jects exhaustively treated, for it could hardly
bo hoped that correspondents would be so com-
plftisant as to frame their questions to this
3nd,—indeed, their chief characteristic appears
to bo to ask the same question over and over
igain. There is, however, a great deal of
Information packed away in these answers,
ilthough some of them appear to be of not
very recent date, and the numerous illustra-
tions are well calculated to help the text.
Taken in the way we have indicated, we have

ao hesitation in recommending the book to the
notice of English practitioners.

RECENT PATENTS.
ABSTRACTS OF SPECIFICATIONS,

11,889, Improvements in the Manufacture of
Pigments. F. W. Lyte.

This invention refers to an improvement on a
previous specification in which tho process of pro-
ducing the pigment from basic salts is described.
The principal difference is in the drying, grinding,
and subjecting tho material previously named to
groat pressure.

14,200, Improvements in Window Fastenings.
R. A. Lee.

The object of this invention is to secure the
window-sashes in any desired position for venti-
lation, &o., and to prevent the window- sash
being opened above a fixed distance from the
inside. The apparatus consists of a wedge-shaped
box with a foot or flange at its base, the box
being open at the front, and made with a slot
at the back and top to allow of a T-piece sliding
in it. A T-shaped stud of metal is also made so
that its atom will slide thmugh tho wedge-shaped
box. Two pieces of india-rubber are placed round
these, and the action is that the T-piece is allowed
to rest on the top of tho slot, and takes its own
position, with the india-rubber resting against the
sash; but ns soon as it is attempted to raise the
bottom or lower the top sash, the T-pieco, with the
rubber, movea down towards tho thin end of the
wedged-shaped facing, aud prevents the window
from being opened.

13,983, Improved Boss Valve. J. Creighton.

This valve is designed to obviate the inconvenience
of cutting off the supply from a number when one of
the serie.s is out of order, or during the temporary
removal of one or more of the taps. Tho invention
relates to the class of valves known as Regulator
valves, aud by means of it the supply of water from
the main is regulated or entirely shut off. The
vaive being placed in tho box, the action of un-
screwing the tap checks, or stops the supply,
whereas when the tap is screwed homo, the valve
opens, and the flow is continuous,

14.674, Portland Cement. Vf. Scott and
Others.

According to this invention, Portland, Roman, or
hydraulic cement is mixed with flints, gravel, or

flint sand, and slaked lime. These materials are put
into a suitable reducing apparatus whereby the
mixture is reduced to a very tine powder, and with
a certain proportion of iugredients a quick-setting
cement is produced.

1-4,848, Ventilating Buildings. G. Barker.

The system of ventilation which is the subject of
this patent is particularly designed for dwelling-
rooms, and consists in admitting air through a
double door, which appears to tho eye as an ordi-

nary door only. Tho current of air is guided in any
way desired, but preferably brought in at the out-
side near tho lower panels of the door, and admitted
into the apartment as near the ceiling as possible.

9,783, Flooring Cramp. A. S. Bayer and C.

F. Mott.

The bed plate of this cramp has rearwardly pro-
jecting spurs on its under face, which bed them-
selves in tho joists or beam, with a notch at the
rear end for engagement with a fixed abutment. A
cross-headed pusher is fitted to slide in guides on
the upper face of tho bed-plate, and is operated by a
cam formed on a hand-lever pivoted in rear of the
push-head between a pair of upright plates rising
b'om the becl-plate, one of the uprights being
formed with rack-teeth, with which a point on the
lever engages to hold the lever and push-head up
to work. The cam is connected with the push-
head by a slotted link to facilitate the withdrawal.

NEW APPLICATIONS FOR PATENTS.

Oct. 7.—13,576, W. Aubin, Fastenings for Window-
sashes, kc.

Oct. 8.—13,634, W. Day and G. Dimmer, Water-
waste Preventer Syphon flushing Cistern.—13,656,
W. Rickwood, Plates and Buttons for Fixing and
Securing Roof Coverings, &c.

Oct. 10.— 13,675, T. Potter, Door Checks and
Closers.—13,676, H. Harris, Flushing Cisterns.

—

13,678, F. Pelzer, Turbine Ventilator.—13,680. J.

Season, Construction of Roofs.—13,688, H. Gross,
Brick aud Tile Kilns, &c.—13,705, C. Stewart,
Machine for M.aking Dowel Pins.

Oct. 11.—13,740, C. Duplany, Fireproof Curtains
for Theatres and Construction of such Buildings.

—

13,782, G. Willsmer, Dustbins.
Oct. 12.— 13,796, W. Hopkins, Hanging or

Poising Doors.—13,826, C. Smith, Flush Cistern and
Appliances for Closets.— 13,828, G. Humblet,
Hollow Fireproof Partitions.

Oct, 13.—13,856, A. Heath, Securing [Knobs to
Spindles.—13,859, H. Steven, Fastenings for Rain-
water Pipes, &c.—13,869, 0. Evans, Painters’
Brush Binder. — 13,902, K. Punshon, Paving,
Flooring, and Roofing Material. — 13,912, A.
Osterberg.—Fastening or Fixing Window-sashes,
&c.—13,920, J. and B. Craven, Machines for Making
Sanitary and Drain Pipes.

PROVISIONAL SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.

10.675, J. Riokerby, Combined Compasses, Calli-
pers, T and Set Square, Ate.—11,221, J. Sington,

Screws and Screw-drivers. — 12,116, E. Johnson,
Attaching Door-knobs to Spindles.—12,304, W.
Heath and W. Geddes, Fireproof Curtains for
Theatres, ko.—12,328, A. Melville, Fireproof Cur-
tains for Theatres and other Buildings.—12,362, P.
Barrett, Counterbalancing Window-sashes.—12,434,
F. Alford, Ventilator.—12,893, S. Harrison, Test-
ing Gas Pipes and Fittings.—9,384, J. Miller,
Ventilators.—12,239, R. Johnson and T. Benton,
Iland-Saws.—12,341, E. Kirby, Window-fastenings,
kc.—12,467, A. Winrow and H. Tandy, Brick-
making Machines.—12,707, C. Peak, Metal Door
and Window Plates.—19,935, J. Macmeikan, Wind-
guards and Ventilators.—13,001, J. Hudson, Auto-
matic Fire Sprinklers.

COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.
Open to Oppoiition for T«e Monthe,

14,126, D. WilkiD.v, Chimney and Ventilating
Shaft-tops.—16,213, W. Murray, Window Sashes
and Frames.—267, J. Gamble, Warming and Venti-
lating Houses, &c.—366, T. Sterne, Ventilating
Rooms or Buildings.—12,948, J. Lowe, Machine for
Cutting the Edges of Wall-paper. — 16,293, J.
lekringill. Securing and Ornamenting Parquetry.

—

16,390, L. Oppenbeimer, Wood-block Flooring.

—

I, 364, W. Farrell, Gauge for obtaining Lines,
Angles, kc., in Working Mouldings on Stone,

—

II, 109, J. Carretb, Chimney-top,

RECENT SALES OF PROPERTY.
ESTATE EXCHANGE REPORT.

OCTOBEB 10.

By Watbbeb & SoKS.
Chobham, Surrey—Millbrook Farm, lOSs. Ir. 24p. £6,roO
Eucloeurea of Ireehold land, 8a. Ir. 3-Jp 620

OctOBBB 11.

By G. A. WiLKiNsow.
City—46, Fetter-lane, freehold 1,170
Bobertsbridge, Sussex—Walter’s Farm, containing

127a. Or. 3p 2,250
Enclosures of land adjoining, 14b. Ir. lOp 470

OCTOBXB 12.

By L. Fabmbb.
Minories—^19, Church-street, freehold 710

By Mr. Ellis.
Bermondsey—107 and 109, Jamaica-road, freehold 906

13 and 16, Francombe-street, freehold 445
By W. Baebbtt.

Upper Sydenham-Oe, 98, and 100, Wella-road, 73

_

years, ground-rent 16/ 615
Brixton— 38 and 39, Thomton-street, 37 years,

ground-rent 3/ 405
OCTOBBB 13.

By E. Stimsow.
Brixton— 8 and 10, Effra Parade, freehold 1,290
Pimlico—39, GiUiugham-street, 37 years, ground-

rent 6/ 623
Now Kent-road — 18, Falmouth-road, 18 years,

ground-rent 6/ 225
Lambeth—38, Caroline-streot, freehold -ilO
Camberwell—296 and 299, Albaoy-road, freehold ... 780

By E. Eichabdb & Co.
Wandsworth, Trinity-road-The residence called

Holmesdale, freehold 600
By Nbwbok & Habdixg.

Islington—10, Upper Park-street, 23 years, ground-
rent 6/ 300

KingsUnd — 17, De Beauvoir-square, 25 years,
ground-rent 4/ 325

Dalston—43, Lansdowne-road, 61 years, ground-
rent 21. 28 340

Hackney-road—29, 31, and 33, llassard-road, free-
hold 1,090

20 and 23, Dunloe-street, freehold 650
173, Morning.lane, freehold 336

Homerton—11, Berger-road, freehold 275

MEETINGS.
Fridat, Octobbh 21.

Architectural Aeeociation.— Opening Meeting of the
Session. Address by the President, Mr. John Slater.
B.A. 7-30 p.m.

Society of Aniiquariee qf Scotland (Rhind Lrefuree in
AreAao%y).—Mr. Alexander 8. Murray, LL.D., on “The
Archieology of Greece.” I. 4 p.m.

Mondat, Octobke 21.

Society qf Antiquariei qf Scotland (Rkind Zeetures in
Archeology).—Mr. Alexander S. Murray, LL.D., on “Tho
Arcbffiology of Greece.” II. -4 p.m.

Tcesbat, Octobeb 26.

Parkee Muieum {Lecturee for Sanitary Inepecfore).—
Mr. J. F. J. Sykes, B. 8c., M.R.C.S., on “ General
Powers and Duties of Inspectors of Nuisances: Method
of Inspection.” 8 p.m.

Olaegoic Architectural Aeiocialion. — Mr. J. J. Burnet,
F.S.A., on “ The Architect’s Assistant.”

Wednesday, Octobeb 26.

Society of Aniiquariee qf Scotland {Rhind Zeefuree in
Archaology) ,—M^r. Alexander S. Murray, LL.D., on “ The
Archceology of Greece.” III. 4p,m.

Fbidat, Octobeb 28.

ParJeee SZueeum (Zecturei for Sanitary inepeefore),—
Mr, J. F. J. Sykes, B. Be., M.R.C.S., on “Nature of
Nuisances, including Nuisances tbe abatement of which is
difficult.” 8 p.m.

Society of Aniiquariee qf Scotland [Rhind Zecturee in
Archaotogy).—Mr. Alexander S. Murray, LL.D., on “ The
Arcbaiology of Greece.” IV. 4 p.m,

Auctioneere' JBenesolent Fund. — Annual Meeting.
3 p.m,

Sattjbdit, Octobeb 22.

Aldenham Inetitufe [Ooldington Crescent, F.W.) —
Professor Silvanos P. Thompson, D. Sc„ on “ Technical
Education." 8 p.m.
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rireproof Paints.—A Danish manufactnrer,

Horr H. Didricbsen, of Copenhagen, has pro-

duced some fireproof paints with which experi-

ments have just been made. Two little wooden
buildings were erected, furnished with curtains,

&c., one building being painted with the new
paint and the other not. The latter was
consumed in nine minutes, whilst the former

was at the end of a quarter of an hour not

warmer than that the walls could be touched,

although only in. in thickness. Other experi-

ments were also made with thatched roofs,

those coated with the paint not burning, but

only becoming cb arred ;
whilst gauze, such as is

used for theatrical dresses, showed an equal

resistance to burn. Even when petroleum was
poured on wood thus impregnated the fire made
but little progress. M. Didricbsen has patented

his invention.

The Theatres of Brussels.—The grand

opera in Brussels, the Thcdtre de la Monnaie,

which was opened a few weeks ago, has been
greatly improved. The passages have been
widened, and the number of exits increased in

all parts of the house, whilst the orchestra has

been so constructed as to be raised and lowered

in order to make the performers invisible when
Wagner’s operas are being played, according

to the composer’s favourite arrangement.
The house is still lighted with gas, but

in the course of the present month it

will bo replaced by the electric light. In
Belgium, by the bye, all theatres are under
the supervision of the local authorities

;
thus

in the smaller towns the Commissioner of

Police is responsible for all safety arrangements
in case of fire. Daring tbe last few mouths
nearly all Belgian theatres have, in consequence

of the fires in Paris and at Exeter, been greatly

improved, whilst one, the Theatre des Galeries,

in Brussels, has been condemned. The new
Flemish theatre opened in that city a couple of

weeks ago is fitted with iron galleries with
numerous exits, whence iron ladders lead down
to the floor of the house.

Barwash, Sussex.—The new (E,.C.) Church
of St. Joseph, built by JIadame de los

Heros, of Southover Hall and Carlton House-
terrace, has been opened. The church is built

of local bricks with Bath stone dressings, is

cruciform on plan, and consists of nave,
chancel, and side chapels, these latter forming
the transepts. The chapels and chancel have
circular apsidal ends and a delicate arcading
runs round each. The nave has wagon vaulting
in brick in pointed .form, carried on stone
transverse ribs, and terminating against the
chancel arch. The side chapels are domed in

brick and stone. The chancel is elaborately
groined, the filling in being of fine brick. The
carving has been executed by Mr. A. Stevens

;

tbe hot-water heating by Mr. F. W. Gritten
;

tbe marble mosaic by Mr. R. Davison
;

the
glazing by Messrs. Bell & Co. The Presbytery
adjoining the church is also near completion.
The contract has been satisfactorily carried
out, under tbe architect, by Mr. E. Tburton,
of Tunbridge Wells.

Window-Cleaning Accidents.—Attention
has been repeatedly called to the extreme risk

to which servants are exposed when standing
or sitting on the outside ledges of windows for
tbe purpose of cleaning them. It should go
without saying that such work is wholly unfit
for female servants, and they ought never to
be permitted to clean the outside of windows
at all. Even for men, unless they are steady,
careful, and “ strong ’’-beaded, there is much
danger. Yet what is to be done ? The pro-
fessed window-cleaners are generally reckless
of carpets and paint, and the percenta^'e of
panes of glass they break, while repudiating ail
liability for damages on frivolous pretences, is

very large ; moreover, they are so arbitrary in
their practices and aberrant in their arithmetic,
that it is a misery to employ them. Windows
ought to be so constructed as regards sashes
that they could be cleaned from the inside.
Where this is not practicable, it is better to use
long-bandied pads, which do not necessitate
either standing or sitting on tbe ledges, or
leaning against the too often broken or insecure
frames themselves. It is lamentable that
limbs and lives shoold be imperilled and oc-
casionally sacrificed in tbe performance of a
simple and quite ordinaiy domestic function
which ought to he wholly free from risk.—
Lancet.

Manchester Architectural Association.
The annual conversazione of the Manchester
Architectural Association was held on Tuesday,
October 18, in tbe lecture-hall of theAthenaoum,
Princess-street. There was a large attendance
of members and their friends, who were
received by the President of the Association,

Mr. A. H. Davies-Colley, A.R.I.B.A., who also

delivered a short address, in which he reviewed
the work of the year, and welcomed the
members and guests. Mr. Davies-Colley was
supported by Mr. Lawrence Booth, Past-
President

j
Mr. A. E. Murray, Honorary

Secretary of the Royal Institute of Architects
of Ireland

;
Mr. G. G. Hoskins, President of

the Northern Architectural Association ; Mr.
J. Murgatroyd, Mr. Medland Taylor, and other
gentlemen. There were also present, Mr. E.
Kirby, President of the Liverpool Architectural
Society; Mr. J. Ely, Honorary Secretary of the
Manchester Society of Architects; Mr. Alder-

man Bennett, &c. Letters of apology for

absence had been received from Mr. E. I’Anson,
President of tbe Royal Institute of British

Architects
;
Mr. W. H. White, tbe Secretary of

the Royal Institute; and Mr. A. McGibbou,
Hon. Secretary of tbe Glasgow Architectural
Association. An attractive exhibition of archi-

tectural drawings and models, decorative art

and furniture, and specimens of building
materials and construction, were inspected by
the guests during the evening

; and selections

of vocal and instrumental music were given at
intervals, the latter by the band of the Agecroft
Rowing Club.
Stanningley, Leeds.—Mr. Briggs Priestley,

M.P., laid the memorial stone of a new Con-
gregational Sunday School at Stanningley on
Saturday, the 8th inst. The portion of the
building of which the memorial stone was laid

is part of a larger scheme which it is intended
to carry out, which will consist of an extension
of the chapel adjoining, with new rostrum,
communion screen, choir seats, &c., and which
is being built by Messrs. Wordsworth & Maskell,
of Leeds. At the rear of the chapel it is

intended to erect four new class - rooms,
averaging 15 ft. by l-i ft., and an infants’ room,
24 ft. by 22 ft., with gallery. The communica-
tion with the chapel is to be by a covered
corridor and vestibule from the outside. On
the basement will be a heating-chamber and
kitchen. The communication with the upper
floor wiil be obtained by means of a hoist. The
warming will be by hot water, on the low-
pressure principle. The chapel extension will

add 100 sittings to the present seat accommo-
dation, and the estimated cost is 7501. Mr. S.

Robinson, Bradford, is the architect.

Election of Water Engineer of Notting-
ham.—Out of over ninety applicants for the
post of Water Engineer to the Nottingham
Corporation, nine were invited to appear before
tbe committee on Friday, the 14th inst. The
following were the selected gentlemen ;—Mr.
H. J. Clarson, Surveyor and Manager, Tam-
worth Waterworks

;
Mr. L. T. Godfrey Evans,

M.E., Liverpool Corporation Waterworks; Mr.
J. E. Hughes, Loudon; Mr. W. A. IL De Pape,
M.I.M.E., Tottenham Local Board of Health

;

Mr. C. H. Priestley, Assoc.-Mem. Inst. C.E.,
Cardiff Waterworks; Mr. H. Preston, Gran-
tham Waterworks Compeny; Mr. Whitton,
Nottingham Corporation Waterworks

; Mr.
Willink, Yyrnwy Water Scheme of the Liver-
pool Corporation Waterworks. The committee
decided by nine to four in favour of Mr. W. A.
H. De Pape, M.I.M.E., subject to the confirma-
tion by the Nottingham Council.
Cemetery Chapels, South Shields.—In a

competition limited to the architects of South
Shields, the Burial Board of that town have
selected the following designs submitted for
their proposed new cemetery chapels and
superintendent’s house :—1,

“ Respice Finem,”
by Mr. Henry Grieves, A.R.I.B.A.

; 2, “ Accipe
Homo,” by Messrs. Stout & Dockwray. Six
designs were sent in. The Board have given
instructions to the author of the first to carry
out the works, and have awarded a premium
of ten guineas to the authors of the second
design.

Marble Mosaic Hearths.—Messrs. W. &
M. Mainzer send us a sheet of chromolitho-
graphed examples of their marble mosaic
hearths. The designs in themselves are of no
great interest, but they serve to indicate what
class of work can be executed for hearths in
this materia], the effect of which in such a
position, and with a good design, is a very
agreeable change from tiles.

Glasgow.— Tbe Stockwell Free Churcli'

erected in Pollokshiolds, for the Stockwe'i
Free Church Congregation, was opened o
Sunday last. The bnildings, which are veiv

extensive, comprising a church seating 1,00,-

people, church hall seating 480, large class;

rooms, session house, ladies’ room, vestry,

&c., have been designed by Mr. John I

Wilson, of Glasgow, his scheme havinr

been selected by the Committee from thoo
submitted in competition. The style of arch-i

tecture is a free treatment of Italian Renais:

sance, with a massive tower rising to a heigh;!

of 140 ft., and containing a fine bronze bell dl

nearly two tons weight. The entrance vestibnk^
which is semi-octagonal in form, and unuaualli

spacious, has a mosaic floor, laid by Mr. T!

Main, of Glasgow. The interior of the churci-

is somewhat novel in treatment, and, bein’,

free from columns supporting the roof, has i

very light and open effect. The area, 52 fs

wide, is roofed over in. a single span wits

a double coved ceiling, across which the roa:

principals are partly shown. The following ar j

the contractors for the various departments oi

the work, mainly of Glasgow :—Mason, Mr. li

Shannon
;
wright,Mr.D. Buchanan; plumber, M;

:

W. Anderson
;
slater, Mr. A. Sinclair

;
plastereiil

Mr. A. Brown
;
glazier, Messrs. Meikle & Sonel

painter, Mr. W. Stevenson; gasfitters, Mr. II
Bnchan, Glasgow, and Mr. T. Brawn, of BiiJ

mingbam. Heating, Messrs. Cook & Co., Edk
burgh ; upholstery and carpets, Messrs. P. & J'

Smith; tiles and mosaic, Mr. T. Main; an;

wrought-iron gates and railings, Mr. Georgi
Adam, Purheck. Mr. George Banks was cler!

of works.

Tbe EeigbUy Technical Institute.-s

The new wing of this Institute was formalls

opened by the Master of the Clothworkeri
Company of London (Dr. James Self), on tl:

14th inst. The whole building forms thru
sides of a square, with a large open court i^

the centre. The style of the new wing is

harmony with that of the main structure, ar>

the entrance is formed by a spacious vestibnll

approached under monlded arches, surmonntex

by a balcony. Surrounding the vestibule is i

stone arcade, which on one side gives access t»

tbe hall of the new school, and on the other li

a cloak and crush room. The chemical lectmti

theatre, which is 52 ft. long, 30 ft. wide, ar

,

23 ft. high, is entered from the level of the hsi

and the vestibule. Adjoining the theatre is >

lecture-room, and in close proximity to a wie<

corridor a spacious apartment is situated, whid’

will be utilised as a workshop and weavin,*

room. This apartment is 70 ft. long and 30 &
wide. The upper floors are reached by a broe

staircase leading from the hall. Several claS

rooms occupy the first floor, and on the secori

floor a musenm, 90 ft. long by 28 ft. wide, i.'

placed. On this floor also is the chemicil

laboratory, which tneasnres 70 ft. long by 30ii|

wide. The entire cost of the building, includii|

the fitting and furnishing, is estimated l|

12,000J. The architects are Messrs. W. & I-

Mawson, Bradford.

Tbe Munich Exbibition of 1888.— T-’

Bavarian Association of Industrial Art h
(according to the Sprechsaal) organised i|

Exhibition to be held at Munich from May ^
October, 1888; the principal object of which-i

to display the progress made during the Isi

twelve years by German industrial art. T
development of art in Germany will be repi'

sented from an historical point of view by I

fitting up of a series of rooms in tbe styles

the principal artistic epochs ; these apartmerij

being fitly devoted to the reception of specimeil

of the older styles of German industrial a
|

Modern works are to be grouped according
national and corporate associations, GermEj
Austrian, and Swiss artists being invited

exhibit, and the necessary supervision bei>

exercised by local and central committe-'j

Arrangements are being made for the decor!

tive treatment of the rooms at the cost of t'j

exhibitors, but where collective exhibits si

organised tbe exhibitors will be allowed cl

carry out the decorative work in conjunotit;

with the directors of tbe enterprise. T
question of awards and distinctions will 1

treated by a commission representing t

various countries taking part in' the displf[

The official circular refers to the previc;

Exhibition of 1876 as having given a mark '

impetus to artistic progress, and urges upon i;

concerned the duty of making the forthcomit;

display in every respect successful.
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The Water Supply of Italian Towns.

—

In the inquirj' on the sanitary condition of all

the Italian towns and villages instituted in

1885, the following data, according to the

Reichsauzeiger (Berlin), were obtained with

regard to the supply of drinking water. In

2,491 communes, with 6,196,584 inhabitants,

only spring-water was consumed
; 1,583 com-

mnnes, with 5,207,744 inhabitants, had only

well water
j 1,732 (5,065,703 inhabitants)

spring and well-water, and 130 (721,893 inhab-

itants) only water collected in cisterns for con-

sumption. In 1,321 communes, with 7,020,229

inhabitants, cistern-water in combination with

spring and well water was drank, whilst 946
jommunes, with 3,201,803 inhabitants drew
their drinking water exclusively or chiefly from
fivers, and 55 communes with 79,154 inhabi-

tants from lakes. Spring-water is consumed
shiefly by the populations of Liguria, Latium,
the Abruzzi, the Basilicata, Calabria, Sicily, and
Sardinia

;
well-water preponderates in Pied-

mont, Lombardy, and Emilia
j

cisterns are

found most frequently in Tuscany, the Mark,
Emilia, Campania, Apnlia, and Sicily

;
river-

water meets with the largest consumption in

Venetia and by the population living near
to the mountains of Lombardy, Piedmont,
Liguria, and Tuscany; lake-water is drunk
aear the large lakes of North Italy. In

2,720 communes drinking water is brought
longer or shorter distances in metal or wooden
pipes, or in conduits constructed of masonry,
cement, or clay

; in 447 communes the supply

.8 simply through open channels. In 614 com-
munes lead pipes are used in taking drinking-

water to towns and houses. In 6,763 Italian

communes, with a population of 22,434,735

persons, the required drinking-water is supplied

in sufficient qaantities
;

in 1,495 communes,
with 6,024,375 inhabitants, the quantity fur-

nished is insufficient. Regarding quality, it is

stated that, with a sufficient supply of drinking-

water, 8r8 per cent, of the communes have
jood, 13T per cent, medium, and 5'1 per cent,

bad water; in the case of the communes with
insufficient supply, the proportions are 56'3,

25-5, and 18-2 per cent.

PRICES CURRENT OF MATERIALS.
TIMBER.

Jreenhesrt, B.G- ton
load

Lsh, Canada
3ircb ,,

Jim
fit, Danteic, 4o
)ak
Canada

load

Pine, Canada red

,, yellow..

£. a. d.

6 6 0
S 0 0
0 2 3
3 0 0
2 0 0

3 10 0
1 10 0
2 10 0
3 0 0
2 0 0
2 0 0

£. B. d.

7 10 0
12 10 0
0 3 0
4 10 0
3 10 0
4 10 0
4 0 h
4 10 0
8 0 0
3 10 0
4 0 0

TIMBER [continued).

Lath, Dantsio fathom
8t. Petersburg

WainBcot, Riga log

,, Odessa, crown,.
Deals, Finland, 2nd and 1st... Btd.100

,,
4th and 3rd

Kige
8t. Petereburg, lat yellow

„ 2nd „
,, white

Swedish
White Sea
Canada, Pine, let

,, „ 2nd

„ ,, 3rd, &c
,, Spruce, Ist

,, „ 3rd and 2nd
New Brunswick, 4c

Battens, all kinds
Flooring Boards, aq., 1 in,, pre-

pared, First
Second
Other qualities

Cedar, Cuba foot
Honduras, 4c
Australian

Mahogany. Cuba
St. Domingo, cargo average
Mexican ..

Tobasco ,,

Honduras ..

Maple, Bird's-eye

,

£. e. d. £. B, d.

3 0 0 6 0 0
4 0 0 6 10 0

0 0 0 0 0 0
2 10 0 3 0 0

7 0 0 0 0 0

6 10 0 6 10 0
6 10 0 7 0 0

8 10 0 13 0 0

7 0 0 8 0 0
6 10 0 8 10 0

6 0 0 14 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0
16 0 0 24 0 0
10 0 0 15 0 0
6 0 0 9 0 0
8 0 0 9 0 0
6 0 0 7 0 0
6 0 0 6 10 0
400 10 10 0

0 8 0 0 11 0
0 6 6 0 7 6
0 4 0 0 6 0
0 0 3i 0 0 31

0 0 2 0 0 3

0 0 4 0 0
0 0 4 0 0

Rose, Rio
Bania

ton

Box, Turkey ton
Batin, St. Domingo
Porto Rico

foot

Walnut, Italian

0 0 6 0 0 7
8 0 0 11 0 0
7 0 0 9 0 0
6 0 0 12 0 0
0 0 6 0 0 9
0 0 6 0 0 10

0 0 3i 0 0 6

METALS.
Ibow—

B

ar, Welsh, in London. ..ton 4 16 0

,, in Wales 4 6 0
Staffordshire, London ...... 6 10 0

COPPZB

—

British, cake and ingot ton 42 0 0
Best selectea 44 10 0
Sheets, strong 49 10 0
Chili, bars 39 12 6

Ybllow Mbtil lb. 0 0 4|
LSiD—

Pig, Spanish ton 12 0 0
Englisn, common brands 12 6 0
Sheet, English 13 6 0

Spbltbb—
Silesian, special ton 15 17 6
Ordinary brands 16 12 6

Tiir—
Straits ton 105 16 0
Australian 106 10 0
English ingots 108 10 0

OILS.
Linseed
Gocoanut, Cochin
Ceylon

Palm, Lagos
Bapeseed, English pale

,, brown
Cottonseed, refined
Tallow and Oleine
Lubricating, U.8

,,
refined

Turpbittinb —
American, in casks ..

Tab

—

Stockholm barrel

43 10
46 10
50 0

Archangel 0

ton 19 12 6 19 16 0
30 0 0 32 0 0
23 15 8 24 0 0
22 0 0 0 0 0
26 6 0 25 10 0

26 0 0 46 0 0
6 0 0 6 0 0
6 0 0 12 0 0

,cwt, 1 4 9 0 0 0

0 14 0 0 14 6

CONTRACTS AND PUBLIC APPOINTMENTS.
Epitome of Advertisements »n this Number,

CONTRACTS.

TENDERS.
BAT8WATEB. — For the erection of a private

dwelling-house at 2, Bayswater Hill, W., for Mr. John
Newton Mappin. Mr. Wilfred J, Hardcastle, architect.

Quantities by Mr. W. Thortiicraft, 70, Guilford-street,

W.C.:—
Hou.-. “"“ft""’

Foster 4 Dicksee £8.670 ... £329 ... £8,999
Pafneil 4 Son............ 8.662 ... 340 ,,, 8,992

Colls 4 Sons 8,629 ... 310 ... 8,939

Higgs & Hill 8.540 ... 294 ... 8,834

E. Lawrance & Sons... 8,379 ... 305 ... 8,684

E. C. Howell 4 Bon* 7,894 ... 314 ... 8,208
• Accept'd.

BOURNEMOUTH.— For pianoforte warehouse, for

Messrs. Price 4 Sons. Messrs. Lawson 4 Donkin, archi-

tects, Bournemouth ;

—

George 4 Harding
George James
Bigler 4 Crane
F. Hoare 4 Son ...

G. Bevan
Barrow 4 Entwisle
Lucas 4 CoBser
P. Walden
Scott 4 Mitchell ...

W. Hoare
Jenkins 4 Son

£1,295 0 0
1,176 0 0
1,170 0 0

1,149 0 0
1,098 0 0
1,C89 0 0
997 0 0
986 0 0
986 0 0
948 0 0
946 0 0

BRACKNELL (Berks).—For house and shop at Brack-
nell, Berks. Mr. J. T. Lawrence, architect, Leighton
Buzzard :

—

Brooking, Slough £2,927 0 0
Snell & Co., Maidenhead 2,700 0 0
Hughes, Wokingham 2,670 14 2

Searle, Reading 2,600 0 0
Charman, Ascot 2,600 0 0
Woodbridge, Maidenhead 2,600 0 0
Margetts, Reading 2,336 0 0
Oades Bros., Fgham 2,326 0 0
Newland, Cobham 2,300 0 0
Green Bros., CoInbrook 2,300 0 0
Addis, Hounslow 2,267 0 0
Trust, Ascot 2,250 0 0
Werubam, Reading 2,164 0 0
Winter 4 Til', Reding 2,150 0 0
Simmonds, Reading 2,079 0 0
Newberry, Reading 1,976 0 0

BRIGHTON.—For the erection of Mr. James Willing’s
presentation clock tower to the borough of Brighton

G. Smith & Co.. London £1,544 0 0
J. Barnes, Brighton 1,470 0 0
Carey 4 Corben, London 1,452 0 0
King Bros. 4 Co., Norwood 1,442 0 0
W. Phillips 4 Co., Brighton 1,416 0 0
Cheesman & Co., Brighton 1,410 0 0
J. T. Chappell, London 1,342 0 0

BURY ST. EDMUNDS. -For the erection of a gate
lodge at the Free Grammar School, Bnry St. Edmunds,
for the Governors. Mr. F. Whitmore, architect, Chelms-
ford :

—

Frost £246 10 0
Robinson, jnn 234 0 0
F. Toobe (accepted) 208 0 0

[AU of Bury St. Edmunds.]

CHELMSFORD.—For alterations to Boarded Bama
Farm, Chelmsford, for Sir H. B. P. St. John Mildmay,
Bart., Dogmersfield Park, Wincbfleld. Mr. F. Whitmore,
architect, Chelmsford:

—

Beaumont £250 0 0
Moss 241 0 0
Baker (accepted) 235 0 0

[All of Cheimsforf.j

CLERKENWELL.—For reinstating No. 168, St. John-
street, Clerkeowell, E.C., for the Hand-in-Hand Insur-

ance Society. Mr. Robert Willey, architect, F.K.I.B.A.,

66, Ludgate Hill, B.C. :

—

Clarke 4 Bracey, City £857 0 0
Barter & Sons,'City 625 0 0

Ashby Bros, (accepted) 529 0 0

Nature of Work, or Materials, By whom required.
Aiohitect, Surveyor, or

Engineer.
Tenders te be

delivered.
Page

team Road-Roller and Water-Cart do. do. do. ii.

emporary Mortuary do. do. do. ii

oast Guard Station, Isle of Wight Admiralty do. do. ii.

Uxbridge Local Board..,

rought-Iron Roof, 4c
Tii

Bromley U. R. 8. A. ...

Wndswrth 4 Claphm Un
9t. Martio-iu.the-Fields'

abour Sheds and other Works
'ood Paving

T. W. Aldwinckle do. xii.

\estry Official do. xii.

rokcn Granite and Flints Twickenham Local Brd. H. M. Ramsey do. Tii

Walthamstow Local Bd. H. 8. Ridings October 23th
iL

Newcastle Jubilee Ex. H.Carrick October 29th Tii

orming and Mahing-up Road Beckenham Local Brd. Q. B. Carlton October 3l8t xii

Tii

Met. Board of Works .. do. Nov. Ist

alargemont of P.O. at Woolwich Com. of H.M. Works... do. do. ii

Tii

xii.

itchen, Sculterv. 4o., at Workhouse Barnet Union do. do.
sying Cast-Iron Pipe Sewer
one Work, Iron Railings, &c St. Pancras Burial Bd. Official Nov. 7th ili.

on Fencing Rochester Corporation do. Nov. 8th
aking-up Roads, 4c Bromley Local Board... H. S. Cregeen do. ii.

PUBLIC APPOINTMENTS.

Nature of Appointment. By whom Advertised. Salary.
Applioationa

to be in.
Page.

erk of Works
earn Road-Roller and Engine-Driver

Hendon Local Board ...

do.
32. 38. weekly October 24th

do.
October 28th

do.

xvi,

xvi.

CLEVBDON (Somerset).—For the Jubilee Memorial
Almshouses. Messrs. Barker 4 Cross, architects, Weston-
super-Mare :

—

H. Forse £450 0 0

W. Greeu 386 0 0
W. Dowiand (accepted) 296 0 0

A. Pollard 230 0 0

CRICKLEWOOD.—For the erection

Cricklewood, for Mr. Thos. Read :

—

of four shops

Thorpe 2.149 0
2,095

2.087 0
White 2,COO 0 0

1,986 0

Ditcham 1,985 0
Fordham 1,910 0

Gregory 1,850 0

Girmley 1,843

Favey

Arthur 1,760
1,725 0 0

Judson 1,676 10 0
Woodhouae (accepted) 1,632 0 0

DULWICH.—For the making of roads, sewors, and
drains, and lake, 4c., at Dulwich Park, for the Metropolitan
Board of Works :

—

Osenten, Krith £23,247 0 0

Adams, London 21,901 0 0
Meston, London 19,476 0 0

Mayo 4 Co., Britton 19.400 0 0
Harris, Camberwell 17,465 0 0
Bath 4 Blackmore, Clapham* 16,400 0 0

• Accepted,

EALING.— For alte ing and decorating Grimston
Lawn, Ealing, W. Mr. H. Phelps Drew, architect, 99,

Gloucester-read, 8.W.
Bailey, Ealing £550 0 0
Norton, Chelsea 520 0 0
Bye, Ealing* 480 0 0

* Ac.'epted subject to additions.
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EARNBOROUGU.—For alterations and additions to

the Cambridop Hotel, Fsmborongh, Hants. Mr. Stanley

Parker, architect :
—

Prestige £5fl3 0 0

Bishop (accepted) 455 0 0

FULHAM.—For the erection of shops at Stamford
Bridge, Fulhani-road, for the executors of the late Mr.
John Bowden. Mr. A. Benyon Tinker, architect, 4, New
Inn Chambers, Strand, W.C. :

—
W. H. Smith £2,59) 0 0
Stimpson & Co 2,393 0 0
Prestige Sc Co., Cambridge Wharf,

Grosrenor-road, 8.W. (accepted) 2,273 0 0

HARLOW (Essex).— For alterations to new hall, Mr.
Chas. Granville Baker, architect, 6, Bloomsbury-square,
W.C.:—

Tbos. Eider & Sons £703 0 0
[No competition,'}

HAROLD WOOD (E^sex).—For the first two pairs of
semi-detached workmen’s cottages, on t'ne Powisbrook
Estate, Harold Wood, Essex, for Mr. Alfred Rutley.
Messrs. C. & F. Entley, architects, 11, Dowgate Hill :

—

Henry Tassie, first pair £220 0 0
Bernard Cooney, second pair, with
extra bedrooms 235 0 0

ISLINGTON.—For now entrance and shop front at the
Islington Bazaar, for the Home and Colonial Trading
Association, Limited. Mr. Robert Willey, architect,
6H, Ludgate Hill, E.C. :

—
Sabey & Son, Islington £118 0 0
Jones Bros., Ealing 375 0 0
Ashby Bros., City (accepted) 310 0 0

KINGSLAND.—Amended tenders for alterations to the
Lamb pubhe^bouse, Eingsland. Messrs, Wilson, Son, &
Aldwinckle, architects :

—

Hearle & Son £1,297 0 0
Drew & Cadman 1,199 0 0
W. Shurmur 1,143 0 0
Jarvis & Son 1,140 0 0
Jackson & Todd 1,119 0 0
J. * H. MiUs 1,'90 0 0

LAMBETH.—For the erection of new moulding-mills*
&c., at York-road, Lambeth, for Messrs. M‘Gaw A Co.
Mr. R. P. Whellock, architect. Quantities by Mr. H. E.
Pollard

A. Mackie £7,332 0 0
W. Howard & Co 6,795 0 0
Longmire & Burge 6,686 0 0
B. Hosegood 6,323 0 0
W. Brass* Son 6,292 0 o
Colls & Son 9,239 0 0
Rider * Son 6,162 0 0
C. Aneell 0,161 0 0
E. G. Howell & Son 6,969 0 0
J. Holloway (accepted) 6,890 0 0

LONDON.—For new baths and lanndrj' at Hampstead.
Mr. Henry 8. Legg, architect, Christ's Hospital,
London :

—

For the Building,
Manby £2,717 0 0
Gould & Brand 2,636 0 0
A. ilackworth 2,385 0 0
Bradford & Son 2,339 0 0
Allen & Son 2,312 0 0
"Wall Bros 2,292 0 0

For the Engineer't Work.
Fraser & Co £1,253 0 0
Bradford 1,091 0 0
Berry & Co 925 0 0

LONDON.—For alterations and improvements at No. 1,
Moorgate-street, City. Mr. Henry S. Legg, architect,
Christ's Hospital, London

Colls £1,74-5 0 0
Perry & Co 1,715 0 0
Brass 1,704 0 0
Simpson 1,660 0 0

LONDON.—For alterations and stables to Nos. 171 and
173, Lancaster-road, W., for Mr. W. Taylor. Mr. Stanley
Parker, architect, 427, Edgware.road, W.

Mark £1,406 0 0
Roberts 1,321 0 0
Lyford (accepted) 1,114 0 0

LONDON.—For the ereolion of a shop and ware-
house, No. 16, Chiswell-street, E.C., for Mr. John Dale.
Mr. E. W. Brooking, architect, 4t, Finsbury-eircus, E.C.
Quantities by Mr. C. W. Stephenson. 38, Parliament-
street, 8.W.

W. Goodman £4.555 0 0
Clarke & Bracey 4,435 0 0
J. Morter 4,(37 0 0
E. Lawrance & Sons 4,020 0 0
J. Grover & Son 3*957 0 0
Killby A Gayford 3,920 0 0
Patman & Fotheringham (accepted) 3,893 0 0

LONDON.—For warehouses, Chiswell-street. Mr F
Chambers, architect :

—

Holland & Hannen £10 443 0 0
Greenwood 9,999 q 0
Killby & Gayford 9,733 0 0
Stubbs 9,490 0 0
Grover & Son 9,400 0 0
Sabey 4 Son 9,300 0 0
Lawrence & Son 3 695 0 0

8HIPTON (Wilts).—For rebuilding the Old Boot Inn, Best Bath Stone.

S R”t™“

,

COKSHAM DOWN.
|

FAKLEIGH DOW^'
Messrs. C.

HiU, E.C. :—
J. Wort, Salisbury £870
Pike & Son, Andover (less 302. for old

materials)*.., 765

R. G. Battley, London 765
• Accepted.

SOUTHALL,—For the erection of a eow-ahed, &c., at

Southall, Middlesex, for Mr. George Gosney. Mr. Robt.

Willey, architect, 06, Ludgate Hill, E.C. :

—

Hanson * Son, Southall (accepted) ... £189 17 0

SOUTHEND (Essex).—For erecting a house, Booth
Church-rosd. Mr. W. J. Wood, A.R.I.B.A., architect, 1,

Finsbury- circus, E.C. Quantities by Mr. Jas. Kennedy,

31, Great James-street, Bedford-row, W.C. :

—

Alp & Tentris £1,731 0 0
Steward 1,637 0 0

Baker & Wiseman 1,631 0 0

Darke 1,417 0 0
Woodhims 1,279 0 0

SOL'THEND (Essex). — For erecting the Tictoria

Hospital. Mr. W. J. Wood, A.R.I.B.A., architect, 1,

Finsbury-circus. E.C. ;

—

Darke & Son £1,317 10 0

Steward 1,291 1 6

Wh .... 1,237 16 0

Alp & Tentris 1,183 10 0

Woodhams 1,142 0 0
Baker & Wiseman 1,134 0 0

[Hot and cold water supply and sanitary arrange-

ments not included in these eatimates.J

STRATFORD.—For alterations to the front of No. 100,

Broadway, Stratford, pulling down present premises,

No. 102, and rebuildiug, Lt Messrs. 'Young & Marten.
Mr. Arthur Ashbridge, architect, 76, Leadenhall-strcet,

E.C. :—
A* Bt Total,

Thomerson & Son £1,992 . .,£1,326 . ,.£3,317
J. Anley 1,650 .. 1,689 . .. 3,239

J. H. Johnson 1,729 , .. 1,149 .... 2.878

Hearle & Son 1,699 .. 1,171 . 2,870

Atherton * Latta .... 1,750 . .. 1,100 . .. 2,850

Vt. Shurmur 1,719 . .. 1,080 . .. 2.799

Mark Gentry 1,720 1,075 . .. 2,795

A. Reed 1,619 . .. 1,121 . .. 2,740

J. Cattley 1,698 . .. 978 .... 2,676

Boulter * Leei 1,614 . 984 ,... 2,498

A* Front building. B+ For the erection of store

vith workshop o r at r X Accepted.

SUNNINGDALE.—For alterations ’and additions to

Mr. Kington’s premises at Sunningdale. Mr. Byrne,
architect and surveyor. Ascot

Norris, Sunningdale £495 0 0

Cbarman, Ascot 490 0 0

Watson, Ascot 487 0 0

Bland, Sunninghill 485 0 0
Walker, Sunninghill 472 12 0
Trust, Ascot 4i5 0 0

WALWORTH.—For alterations, *c., at the King’s
Head Tavern, Walworth-road, 8.E., for Mr. Hunt, pro-
irietor. Mr. George Treacher, architect. Quantities by
ilr. C. Dannell ;

—

Fuller* Coulthurst... £1,648 0 0
Turtle * Appleton 1,445 0 0

Barman* Son 1,435 0 0
Tyerman 1,265 0 0
Teale 1,210 0 0
Royal 1,159 0 0

"WANDSWORTH.—For fitting np pumps, Ac., at the
" Wandsworth, for theInfirmary, St. John’s Hill,

Guardians of the Poor of the Wandsworth and Clapham
Union. Mr. Thos. W. Aldwinckle, architect, 2, East
ludia-avenue, LeadenhaU-street, E.C. :

—

J. Taylor & Sons £750 0 0
T. Horn & Sons 731 0 0
Z. D. Berry & Sons ,510 0 0
J. * F. May 690 0 0
Z. Hills & Co 607 0 0
Weyman * Johnson 617 10 0
T. Hunt * Sons (accepted) 470 0 0

WAPPING.—For reinstating Seaward’s Wharf, High-
street, Wapping. Mr. Robert Willey, architect, 66,street, Wapping. Mr.
Ludgate Hill, E.C., :

—

Latter * Son, Little Britain £140 0 0

WAPPING.—For sundry works at premises in Globe-
street, Wapping, for the Hand-in-Hand Insurance Society,
Mr. Robert Willey, architect, 66, Ludgate Hill, E.C.

W. Larter & Son, Little Britain £110 0 0

BOX GROUND. I COMBE DOWN.:i
WESTWOOD GROUND.

]

STOKE GROUN,
RANDELL, SAUNDERS, & CO., Lil

CoBSHAM, Wilts.

Bath Stone.
Pictor’s Monks’ Park. Combe Down,
Corsham Down. Stoke Ground. ,

Box Ground. Winsley Groundit

Farleigh Down. West Wood.
PICTOR & SONS, Box, Wilts. [Ad-^i,

THE CHELYNCH
STONE.

THE
BBAMBLEDITCH

STONE.

Boulting Freestone.
.. The atone from these qnam

is known as the '‘Weatb
Beds,” and is of a ve

crystalline nature, and i

doubtedly one of the mil

durable stones in England, i

Is of the same cirstallB

nature as the Chel3mcn Stoit

but finer in texture, and mo
Boitable for finemoalded wor

HAM HILL STONE.
Greater facilities have been provided f

working these quarries, and the stone can 3

supplied in large quantities at short notice.

Prices, and every information given, >

application to CHARLES TRASK & SON'
Norton-snb-Hamdon, near Ilminster, Somerst

London Agent — Mr. E. WILLIAMS,

'

16, Craven-street, Strand, W.C. [Ami

BoTilting Free Stone For prices, &o., a

dress 8. & J. STAPH
HAM HILL STONE, Quarry Owners, Stot

BLDB LIAS LIMB Heroism
Stoke • nnder - Han

(Ground or Lamp), Ilminster. [Adti

WHITECHAPEL.—For sundry repairs at premises,
Nos. 101a. and 102, WhiteohapeUroad, E. Mr. Robert
Willey, architect :

—

W. Larter * Son, Little Britain £145 0 0

LONDOR.— For alterations to the Royal George
lub.ic house, Charing Cross-road, for Mr. Winsor. Mr.
rt . Ansell, architect :

—

Sodden £415 q 0
J. Beale (accepted) 384 0 0

MANCHESTER.— For slterations and additions to
Congregation*.! Sunday Schools, Ruaholme Mr J L
Earker, A.R I.B.A, architect :—

• • .

^o.. Darnborotigh £931 9 q
Wilson, Toft, * Huntley 836 0 0
Thos. Rome 775 0 q

Edward W ood cro n o
William Maben. gig q 0William Shaw (accepted) 648 0 0

*.* SPECIAL NOTICE. — Lists of Tenders
frequently reach os too late for insertion. They should
be delivered at onr oflSce, 46, Catherine • street. W.O.,
not later than 12 Noon on THURSDA'Y'S.

Asphalts.—The Seyssel and Metallic La*

Asphalte Company (Mr. H. Glenn), Office, I,

Poultry, E.C.—The best and cheapest materis

for damp courses, railway arches, warehom
floors, flat roofs, stables, oow-sheds, and mih

rooms, granaries, tun-rooms, and terraces.[Aik

Asphalte.
Beyssel, Patent Metallic Lava, and

White Asphaltes.

M. STODAET & 0 0.
Office

:

No. 90, Cannon-street, B.O. [Ad.

SFHAGUE & CO.,

LITHOGRAPHERS AND PRINTERS,

Estate Plans and Particulars of Sale prompi
executed.

22, Martin’s-lane, Cannon-street, E.C. [Ad'

To Builders, Builders’ Supply Merchan.
and Others. — WnAiLEY's Watbe-Closet, for usi

wastewater from lavatories, sinks, roofs, &c., will fii

immediately after being used. Costs 60 per cent, less tl

ordinary water-closets. No water cistern required,

fittings. No water supply. Simplicity and etfectiveBi

guaranteed. Being largely adopted and giving eve

satisfaction.

Testimonials from Sanitary Engineers, Sanitary

specters, Medical Officers, &c. Highly spoken of by
leading trade papers.

Prices, drawings, and full particulars, on applicatioj

BROOKS & PICKUP,
Towneley Colliery, Burnley.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Begtttered Telegraphic Addrets, *‘The BciLDBB,Loyiiow.*'

A. W.—D. D. & Son.—F. W.—T. C. U.—J, B, W.—W. 4 M. M.—
W. G.—E. M. (no lemtirks of the kind have appeared, as far as we
can aacertain).—W. M. S. (appeared last week),—C. I), .(ditto].—
F. B. (should have sent aiuounts).—W. C. P.—R. E.—W. P.—
D. H. P.—G. F.—H. H. 4 Co.-G, B.—E. M, Juu.—J. W. S.—F. M.
(next week).—H. T. B. (too late).

All statements of facts, lists of tenders, Ac., most he accompanied
by the name and address of the sender, not necesaartlyfor publication

ad^*
“ve compelled to decline pointing out books and giving

Notb.—

T

he responsibility of signed articles, and papers read at
public meetings, rests, of course, with the authors.
We cannot undertaifce to return rejected communieationt.
Letters or communications {beyond mere news-items) which have

been duplicated for other Journals, are NOT DESIRED.
All communications regarding literary and artistic matters should

ba adikesaed to THE EDITOR; aU cominuuicationa relating to
advertisements and other exclusively business matters should be
addressed to THE PUBLiaUBB, and not to the Editor.

Estate Agency Offices,

No. 10, Union-court, Old Broad-street, t|

London, E.C., Tuesday, Oct. 18, 18871

Deae Bib,—

R

eferring to your articles in the " Studeij

Column” during the last five weeks, on “Setting^i

Curves," it occurs to me to offer to any of your read;!

who wish further to pursue the subject, a copy or coyl

of my complete work thereon, with full tables of f;

angles, distances, and offsets required in practice (of wb
the publishing price is half a guinea) at 3a. 6d. a copj]

applied for at my above address, previously to the 3

proximo. The book, I believe, was reviewed in y
columns at the time of publication, but I herewith s

you a copy for immediate reference. It is now a worh
proved utility.

|

As a constant subscriber of nineteen years’ standing

,

your journal,

I remain, dear sir, yours faithfully,

DATID LIVINGSTON, 0.1

To the Editor of the Builder,

No. 46, Catherine-street, Strand, W.C.

P.8.—Applications by post should enclose a further!

per copy to prepay the postage in forwarding the bow
D. L. [A
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The Late Mr. Beresford Hope.

HE death of Mr,

Beresford Hope calls

for something more

than a passing notice

ill the pages of a

journal devoted to

architecture, if only

on account of the

fact that he was the

only amateur since

Earl cle Grey, the

irst President, who was ever considered worthy

'o fill the office of President of the Institute of

Iritish Architects. But apart from this claim

o commemoration, the active part which Mr.

3ope took in promoting church building, his

preat munificence in aid of such work, his

cnowledge of and enthusiasm for Mediceval

^chitecture and art, his loyalty towards all

bat was best in the architectural profession,

»nd his interest in their work, render his a

lame of which all English architects will think

vith regard and gratitude. There is some-

ihing beyond this, too, which the death of Mr.

Bope suggests. For he may be said to have

seen one of the moat prominent representatives

if a great movement which has run its course

ind passed away. His name is indissolubly

Donnected with the Gothic revival and with

the great modern church building age of the

England of this century. Many of us can

remember well how great was the zeal, how

fervent the hope and enthusiasm for the future,

which characterised the writings and speak-

ings and the whole course of action of the

leading architects and ecclesiologists who were

associated with that movement
;
how certain

they all were about it, how fully persuaded

in their own minds that there was a glorious

future for English Medieval architecture,

starting on the basis of the great works of

the fourteenth or the thirteenth century (for

in this matter there were fluctuations of faith)

and going on continually to greater and

nobler developments. And of this faith Mr.

Hope was no wavering or backsliding disciple.

He stuck to his guns to the last, and, with a

persistence which had its pathetic aspect, he,

at the last meeting of the Architectural

Museum at which he presided, went through

the same profession of love for and belief in

Medijcval art as the starting-point of modern

architecture, before an audience which gave

him its applause and respect, but not its

credence. The movement with which he was

so closely associated died, in fact, before him.

And now his own death seems to remove one

of the most noteworthy links between irs and

a past period of architectural history, which, so

fast do things move in these latter days, seems

already far behind and forgotten, hidden away,

as it were, behind the balustrades and flower-

pots of the new Renaissance. Let us think

kindly, however, of the Gothic revival and its

champions. All revivals are in their nature

doomed to be transitory
;
but at least the

Gothic revivalists worshipped a noble and pure

phase of the art, which stooped not to such

gauds as pots and balustrades.

Mr. Hope was born in 1820, the son of the

Mr. Thomas Hope who distinguished himself as

the author of a kind of modern Greek novel or

romance under the title of “ Anastasius,” from

which he got the sobriquet of “Anastasius

Hope,” by which he has been sometimes

•eferred to in print as if it were lus real name.

Mr, Hope the elder had, however, other claims

to remembrance besides this work, which have

been overlooked in the notices which have ap-

peared in the daily papers. He was the author

book of illustrations of “ Household Furni-

ture and Interior Decorations,” executed from

his own designs, which was published in 1807,

and consists of a number of finely-executed

outline plates of rooms and furniture designed

on severe antique models ;
and he also wrote a

History of Architecture,” in two volumes,

publislied in 1834, which is, of course, out of

date in the light of recent archteological know-

ledge, but which is a well- >vritten and com-

prehensive treatise from the point of view of

the author’s day, and deserves not to be for-

gotten. Both the wealth and tastes of the son

may be said to have been hereditary, for

Thomas Hope was an enthusiast about Greek

art and architecture, which was the taste of his

day, and the son’s architectural proclivities

turned in the same manner towards Gothic,

as the taste of his own day
;

the general

interest in art and architecture was inherited
;

the particular form it took in father and son

respectively was merely an example of

harmonisiog with the environment. Mr.

Beresford Hope’s architectural leanings were

probably influenced by,—at least, they were

closely connected with,—his ecclesiastical

creed : he was throughout his life an earnest

and devoted adherent of the moderate High

Church party, and was one of the first and

most important members of the Ecclesiological

Society, in which sound Church views and

correct Gothic detail went hand in hand.

The election of Mr. Beresford Hope to

the oflice of President of the Institute of

Architects, to which we have already re-

ferred, did not take place without considerable

opposition and paper warfare, as our own

columns of the early part of the year 1865

bear witness ;
and we then expressed our

decided opinion, with the greatest respect and

friendly feeling to Mr. Hope, that the election

of an amateur President as the head of an

essentially professional body was a mistake,

especially in regard to the discussion in Council

of the many purely professional questions

which must inevitably come before such a body.

This opinion no one at the present moment will

be likely to dissent from ; but it must be added

that in the address which Mr. Hope delivered

from the presidential chair at the opening

of the Session 1865-6 of the Institute, he

did much to justify, so far, the choice of the

majority who voted his election. Instead of

giving, as iniglit have been expected, an address

from his own special point of view as an

ecclesiologist, Mr. Hope adopted the broadest

view possible of the profession of archi-

tecture
;

and bis address (which will be

found in the Builder of November 11,

1865, under the heading “ Architects, Engi-

neers, and the Coming Season ”) was in the

main a most sensible and well-written appeal

in favour of doing away with the strong but,

as he considered, arbitrary and unnecessary

line of demarcation which in modern times

has been drawn between the profession of

architect and engineer. He wished to see

engineers included in the ranks of the Insti-

tute of Architects, that so each branch of the

profession, now too much separated, might be

drawn into closer union, and each might learn

something from the other. “ The world should

not,” he urged, “continue to deceive itself

with the belief that Stephenson and Brunei

were not architects,—self-made architects, it

may be, just as the mathematician Wren
and the physician Perrault were self-made

architects, but, like those worthies of the seven-

teenth century, great architects. The notion

that because to them architecture came without

its usual training, therefore the engineer is for

the future to dispense 'with the trained and

learned architect for the construction of build-

ings whose monumental elevation gives its

colour to our age, is a wrong on our whole

craft of architecture.” The idea which Mr.

Hope proceeded to enlarge upon was that all

works were not engineering, in the true sense

of the term, because they were executed by

engineers
;

that great railway stiitioDS and

viaducts were really works of architecture

;

those who erected them were in reality doing,

well or ill, architectunil work
;
that in order

to do it well they required architectural train-

ing and study, the study of the past, as much

as those who undertook any other class of

building
;

whereas pure engineering practi-

cally repudiates the past, or uses it only to

point a self-exalting contrast. “ I do not say,”

he added, “ that engineers themselves do so ;

but this repudiation of the past is the neces-

sary price at which the constructive part of

the engineer’s business can any longer be

formally divided from architecture.” In the
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sane address Mr. Hope took a very high view
of the part which ought to be played by the
Iistitute of Architects.

"The In-tit'ite ought to be, without rival anl
without demur, the central regulating Areopagus of
Architecture,—of architecture as a science and
architecture as an art

;
of architecture as practised

by its professional votaries, and as studied by the
amateur, — as loved by both, — throughout this
imperial realm. Toe time should come when the
absence of those letters which denote some grade in
the Institute from the name of any one who
practises architecture should be as much cause for
inquiry, as the absence of academic distinction from
that of the clergyman who has the misfortune to be
a ‘ literate.’

”

Thus the amateur president sketched out a
position for the Institute which it has certainly
of late been doing its best to fulfil, and which
it may entirely fulfil if the best members of
the architectural profession will be true to it

and to the highest interests of their profes-
sion : for that is where the rub really lies,

Among Mr. Hope’s various essays and
addresses on architectural subjects are some
which will repay perusal, even from the stand-
point of the present moment. Some of the
best of these were addresses delivered at the
Architectural Museum, and published after-
wards as pamphlets. In one entitled “ The
Common Sense of Art,” delivered in 1858, h.
gave a fairly comprehensive view of what he
thought might be evolved in the way of archi-
tectural novelty and originality, from an
eclectic study of the whole field of Gothic
architecture, answering at some length the
question he quaintly propounded at the outset,
“ What are we to eclect?’’ Eclecticism has run
wild since then, but Mr. Hope’s view was a
broad one for the time, and would have been
thought by many conservative Gothicists of
that day a great deal too broad. Thus
it is, in architecture as well as in politics

;

the liberalism of one generation is the
conservatism of the next. In another
address, given at the same place in 1864,

“ Art Workman’s Position,” heon the “ Art Workman’s ..
,

made one claim for the art-w’orkman which is

only now beginning to meet with any response,
viz., that the name of the actual maker and
designer should be connected with a piece of
art-work, and not only the name of the people
who sell it

;
and he urged this not only on

behalf of the art-workman in order that he
might have the credit of his work, but on
behalf of art and of the public, in order that
the actual executor of the work mierht have
the stimulus to do his be.st which can only
exist along with public reputation for liis

work, coupled as it must be also with liability
to wholesome public criticism.

Mr. Hope’s most important contribution to
the literature of architecture was, however,
his book, published by Mr. Murray in 1861^
on the ‘ English Cathedral of the Nineteenth
Century.” This is, of course, in one sense,
purely a Churchman’s book, and some portions
of its contents deal rather with what may be
called ecclesiastical polity than architecture

;

but, so far as it deals with the architectural
question from the writer’s point of view, it is
admirably done, clearly and eloquently written,
and very carefully illustrated. A great point
in the book is the stress which he laid on the
desirability of large-scale churches, churches of
cathedml type, in fact, if not quite of cathedral

deal in his lifetime, his manner was what
might be called a little pompous, only that the
word rather implies something sour and ill-

tempered, which lie certainly was not
;

and he generally managed to make some
good hit in his speeches, whether on
architecture or any other subject, and
enjoyed his joke quite as much as his

audience did
;
and if his friends smiled at

his little peculiarities of this kind, they did
not like him the less. He was, to sum
up, a typical and withal very favourable
example of the wealthy amateur and patron
of art, with much more knowledge of one
branch of art, at all events, than wealthy
patrons usually possess

;
one who used his

wealth in this direction both with judgment
and liberality, and did his best to encourage
what he believed to be the best.

In the Builder for March 12, 1870, we gave a
portrait of Mr. Hope, which is a very good
likeness of him as he then was.
The funeral at Kilndown, on Wednesday,

was attended by a great number of relatives
and friends of the deceased, and the coffin was
almost hidden from view beneath the ofi’erings

of wreaths and flowers heaped upon it. The
monumental tomb in Kilndown Churchyard
was erected some years ago, from the designs
of Mes.srs. Carpenter & Ingelow, at the time
of Lady Mildred Hope’s death. It is a monu-
ment of some elaboration, in the Gothic style

which Mr. Hope so loved, and an illustration

of it will be found in the Builder of May 6
1882.

BRITISH MUSEUM.
ROOM OF GREEK AND ROMAN SCULPTURE IN

RELIEF.

E have already (p. 523) called atten-
tion to the new room in which some
of the Greek and Roman reliefs so
long buried in the dark b;isenient3

have now been restored to exhibition and a
certain amount of daylight. It would be

size. He wanted a small number of impressive
'

spacious buildings rather than a greater
number of small parish churches of the average
scale and pattern

; .and if the most is to be
made out of the picturesque and artistically
eleyatiiig side of cliurch worship, there can be
no doubt that he was iu the right. The whole
book IS of course, based on the assumption
that Gothic IS the only style to be taken into
coii.sideration for churches,—it could hardly
have been otherwise at that period,—but it
contains a great deal of evcelleiit criticism and
suggestion, which might be applicable to
church building independently of style.

1 ersonally, Mr. Beresford Hope was a man
with many friends; possibly he had some
enemies, as no one is without; but we cannot
say we ever heard of them. He was a genial,
courteous, kindly man, with a kindly manner,in public speaking, of which he did a vood

premature at present to criticise the arrange-
ment of the.se sculptures, as the deficiencies
under which they are now seen are due to
temporary circumstances for which the niggard-
liness of the Treasury is responsible, and which,
it is to be hoped, may soon be remedied.

These sculptures, it will be remembered, are
mainly sepulchral reliefs of Greek and Roman
workmanship, dating roughly from about the
fourth century B.C. clown to the third century
A.D.

;
many of them came to the Museum with

the Townley Collection, others from the Earl of
Aberdeen, Lord Elgin, Lord Stratford de Red-
clifie, and Colonel Leake. In 1852 they were
crowded out for want of space and withdrawn
from exhibition, and from that period till now
their place has known them no more. Thev
have practically ceased to exist for the general
public, except in Corbould’s fine drawings in
the “ Museum Marbles.”
About eighteen months ago the removal of

the Department of Prints to new buildings
left a room vacant, and amongst the many
clamorous applications for this vacant space it

was considered that the “ buried sculptures,”
with their record of thirty-five years in
disgrace, had a prior claim. This room had
been used as a study by the previous occu-
pants, and obviously a good deal of alteration
was necessary in order to prepare it for the new
tenants. When, however, the question came
forward of granting the funds for this purpose,
the Treasury absolutely declined

;
thirty-five

years were in their sight hut as yesterday,
and their Lordships were of opinion that
the alteration proposed was not of urgent
necessity and should bs postponed for the
present. The sum set apart for this purpose
out of Museum funds reverted to the Exchequer
as savings. Fortunately, in England it some-
times happens that when public spirit fails
private munificence comes to the rescue. A
small balance remaining from the White
bequest has been available for the little that
was required to render the room at least
presentable. Bub the whole story is an
interesting evidence of Briti.sh bureaucracy.

If funds should ever he forthcoming, the room
will assume a very different aspect. The

sculptures now fixed in the walls will remain)
but the windows in the west wall will h'
built up, and large skylights will take theiij

place. By this means the whole space ofau
additional wall will he gained, and the preseuG
unsuitable side light will be done away with
The present wooden floor will be removef
entirely, and a stronger one built on the levc
of the Elgin Room

;
and as a small flight c

steps will lead from the Mausoleum Rooa
passage direct into the reconstructed room, tht

whole floor space will in future be availabll

for exhibition of sculptures. The floor spaci

thu.s provided will be occupied with the finl

series of large sarcophagi, with subjects i:

relief, which are still waiting in the basemenfci
round the walls will be placed the sculpturei
in low relief, which are now temporaril'i

ranged in rows across the room
; while tt

sculptures in high relief, built in the wall)

will be seen at a more convenient height thai

they are from the present floor. Furthermore!
the new level of the floor will allow for :

basement, corresponding in height to that o
the present Grmco - Roman basement, whici
will admit of the exhibition of those objeeb
for which there is no space above

;
for it musi

not be .supposed that one, or even two, nevt

rooms would exhaust the wealth which the cellars

are ready to disgorge. Besides the large saw
enphagi, already mentioned, there are a host o

sculptures still awaiting release
;
upwards o

forty more reliefs, a set of casts illustrating th(

development of the Akroterion on Athenian
stelre ; a large series of capitals and othei

members architecturally most interesting
;
and

a complete columbarium, fitted up with all thil

various forms of marble sepulchral urn in usa

in Roman times, some of which are of
tremely beautiful work in alabaster.

To turn from what is still unseen to that
which is visible, it must be confessed that at

present the first sight of the new room wiV
appear somewhat bewildering, especially tcl

those who have not even by lantern-light seen
these treasures during their incarceratioD>

Until the room is finally arranged, it is only
possible here briefly to point out some of thd
leading features of interest.

In the collection now on view, we have
represented all the different forms of Greek-
and Roman sepulchral monument. The earliest:

type of tomb found in Greece is probably the:

so-called “cupola” grave, which consisted ofc

a subterranean domed chamber, covered with:

a heap of earth, After the cupolal

form had disappeared the was some-f
times raised to an enormous size, as we know'
from a law of Solon restricting a work of thisi

kind to the labour of five men for five days;
Gradually this gave way to the simple grave,'

marked by a slender shaft, on which a more or:

less elaborate design came to be either carved*

or painted. We know that both forms ofc

burial existed in the time of Plato, whoi
distinguishes between the xw/.ia and Xiffiva-

sTTKjrljfiaro. The Egyptians, on the other:

hand, from the earliest times, buried their dead,
in a wooden sarcophagus, the sides of which:
were painted with subjects and inscriptions ;;

and probably about the time when the Greek I

traders were imitating Egyptian wares at

Naukratia on the Delta, this custom was con-;

veyed to Greece. In the First Vase Room is;

a terra-cotta sarcophagus, painted with Greek!
designs of the sixth century, from Rhodes..*
A further stage is represented by the beautiful
sarcophagus at Florence {Hellenic Journal,
vol. iv., p. 354, pll. xxxvi-viii.), painted with!
a battle of Greeks and Amazons, of about thei‘

beginning of the third century B.C., and the
analogous example found at Kertch. Buti
beyond a few isolated iu.stances, which, how-'
ever, are sufficient to show us the continuous i;

stages of evolution, the Greeks do not seem to >

have much affected the decorated sarcophagus.:
How prevalent it was among the Romans we
may judge from the large series of small chests

:

arranged on the southernmost shelf across the
new room. The lid of the Egyptian proto -

1

type took a form which was intended to repre- 1 :

sent the likeness of the deceased ; and so it 1

follows that in Etruscan, and often in Roman
imitations, the marble figure of the dead cij

person reclines on the cover, while the paint- ;!'
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ings on the sides arc here replaced by sculp-

ture in relief. Sometimes the sarcophagus

|vas taken to represent, in miniature, the actual

pouse, and the lid is then carved in imitation

|)f a tiled roof, with the edge finished off as

imbrices
;
one example here exhibited has the

cront carved in the form of the facade of a
iRoman house, with columns and pilasters, and
[bur doorways. In the same row are two
[reliefs of special interest : the one represents

:wo gladiators in combat, inscribed with the

names probably of the schools,

—

familia;,— to

which they belonged, with the single word
ii7r<Xv0?j<Tav, signifying that Death had pre-
sented them with the foil of dismissal

;
on the

bther is the very rare representation of a
skeleton, with a somewhat cynical reference

to Death the leveller, “When only this is left,

who is to tell whether I have been a Hylas or

h Therseites ?
”

' In the next row (No. 2 from the south side)

is a set of banquet scenes, which furnish a rich

illustration of the Greek ideas of a future state

dealt with in our previous article (p. 383). One
of these, marking probably the tomb of some
bold sea captain, has in low relief beside his

inscription the effigy of the galley in which he
served.

In the third row are principally low reliefs

of a better period, where the figures are freer

and the composition, as a rule, quite simple
;

graceful figures of ladies at their toilet, or in

their earthiy home, friends meeting or parting
with a friendly grasp of the hand : here is

Athene, personifying perhaps the Athenian
demos, crowning the citizen who has deserved
well of her. One very fine relief from Athens
commemorates three ladies of Sestos who died
far from their native town

; on another, which
marked the tomb of fallen warriors, a female
figure pours wine for a snake who twines
around the trophy which they, perhaps, had
helped to win, while a mourning comrade
stands beside his horse looking on. The snake
is frequently employed, specially in early art,

as the symbolic watchfulness which guards the
tomb, perhaps also not without some reference

to its Chtbonian character. A similar relief in

the Louvre is explained as the thanksgiving
sacrifice of a general for a victory. In that

instance, the snake is probably the attribute

of Athene Polias.

The next row (No. 4) contains a beautiful
series of stelm illustrating the slender shafts of
•the best period, crowned with the graceful
akroterion in the form of a palmette : it is

instructive to note how the ornament, beginning
as the simple finish to the angle of the pedi-
ment, grows into the main feature of the
monument, covering, as it were, with its

luxuriant beauty the shaft which gave it

birth. One stele in this row deserves special

attention
;
the main relief is in the form of the

special funeral amphora, on which are carved
the figures of two warriors, Archiades and
Polemonikos. This amphora is supported by
a sphinx, who faces the spectator, but whose
body, on an heraldic principle common in

early art, but very rare in this good period,
•is flattened out as it were on both sides

of the head. This stele formerly belonged to

Lord Guilford, owner of the famous Corinthian
puteal, which has long since disappeared. The
etele was obtained at a London sale by Mr.
•George Plucknett, who recently presented it to
the Museum. May we not hope that its long-

lost companion, the puteal, which must be
somewhere in England, may also one day find
its way here ?

The vase which is depicted on the Guilford
stele has a peculiar significance in connexion
with many other marble vases here exhibited.
From the earliest times vases are an indispens-
able accompaniment of Greek funeral rites

;

they were employed for the funeral ceremonies,
for furnishing the tomb, and sometimes for
holding the ashes of the dead. Made of earth,
they represented, perhaps, indistinctly the
element into which human life must resolve
itself : an epitaph of Zonas in the Anthol.
Pal

,
xi., 43, says,

—

Aog fioi rovK yatijr; nnrovijufvov aSv KomWov
yiv6fiT}v, Kni vf’ a Kciaoix’

And so it came that a special fabric grew up
intended solely for this purpose, and the

beautiful series of polychrome lekythi of the

fourth century show us the shape most in

vogue
: probably from this period date the

large marble lekythi here exhibited, in which
the Viise takes the place of the stele, and the
painted scenes are replaced by an inscription

on sculpture. In another passage of the
Anthology, Erinna says,

—

“ My funeral shaft, and marble shapes that dwell
Beside it, and sad urn, receptacle
Of all I am, salute who seek my tomb,
If from my own, or other cities come.”

(Garnett’s translation.)

Of course, the form of the vase, imitated
from terra cotta into marble, undergoes in the
new material certain modifications. As a
direct development of the idea, we have in

Roman times the marble and alabaster actually

intended for the ashes, to be placed in

columbaria.

On the north wall of the room are fixed some
of the most beautiful of the later reliefs

;
on

one of these, on the left, is a pastoral scene,

with a pair of goats butting, bulls, and cows
;

at each end is a shepherd with his dog, the one
asleep in the noonday heat, while his com-
panion breathes upon his pipes

;
the whole is an

idyll instinct with the spirit of Theokritus.
On the right is a charming decorative design of

a frieze of Amazons half reclining, each holding
up her crescent shield. In the centre is the
head of a sleeping baby, which looks as if it

had come direct from a canvas of Raftaelle. On
the same wall is a curious late design of the
carceres of the circus, out of which issue two
Erotes driving chariots, to which are harnessed
pairs of greyhounds, a scene which one would
expect on late Roman gems, and which is pro-

bably of the same period as the gems of this

class.

On the south wall are twm long slabs sculp-

tured with similar subjects, but which show
interesting differences of treatment. The one
on the right has tlie Nine Muses, each with
a feather in her hair, plucked from the
vanquished sirens, and with her distinguishing
attribute : in the centre are Apollo striking

the lyre, and Athene. It is curious to note
that the lyre of Apollo and one Muse rests on
a column, as if these reliefs had been copied
from statues in the round. A similar group
occurs on a sarcophagus in Berlin representing
the contest of Apollo and Marsyas. In the
group on the left the Nine Muses meet us
again, but here they are divided off into pairs,

each pair standing within a richly-sculptured

niche between two columns : the treatment of

this composition is strikingly like some of the
early ecclesiastical sculpture of the Renais-
sance : a likeness which is further suggested
by the style of another group on the same wall

;

it is a very late relief, representing boys at

play, which,* an inscription informs us, was
dedicated by a father to his son, “Filio super
Omni caritate dulcissimo.” The wealth of new
material here offered for the study of Greek
and Roman sculpture and thought in their

latest phase will probably prove the most
attractive feature of the new room

;
the

interest of these sculptures will have a special

claim on all students of Medijeval art.

NOTES.

HN spite of the long and elaborate
evidence given by Mr. Walker at
the inquest in connexion with the
fire at Whiteley’s (printed in

another column), we are not inclined to

accept the theory that the wall was pushed
out by the expansion of the girders. Theo-
retically, no doubt, a length of butted girders
such as existed there would expand to the
extent of 6 in. or 8 in., if the fire had no action
upon the iron e.xcept in the direction of its

length, but the probability is that before that
degree of expansion in length was reached, the
iron would have buckled and twisted so much
in various directions that the expansion in
length would be nullified, or the actual result

might even be a contraction so far as the action
of the beams on the walls was concerned.
The conclusion arrived at by Mr. Walker
is perfectly logical if the iron did exactly

what it is assumed it would do
; but the

fact is, no one can say what iron will

do in a fire. Our opinion is that the
wall fell from the action of heat upon it,

assisted by the disturbing action of the girders

under the influence of heat; but we do not

think there is anything to prove that this

disturbing action was a pushing - out one
arising from direct expansion of the iron-

work
; and it may just as likely have been

a dragging weight and leverage exerted by
iron which had twisted and lost its bearing
power, and was hanging and dragging on the

walls. Of course the iron does expand with
the heat of a fire, but it may and probably will

have become distorted in so many other ways by
the time it comes to that point, that it cannot be
regarded as a matter of simple linear expansion
in length. The real moral is,—protect your
iron with a heat-resisting coating, which will

give time to put the fire out before the iron

can feel it to any serious extent.

T ORD RANDOLPH CHURCHILL has
-Lj been enlightening the public on art at

the Science and Art Schools at Newcastle.
Lord Randolph seems to have had a misgiving
that he was not much of an authority on such
subjects, and in regard to the arts of painting,

sculpture, and music he confined himself to the
comfortable generalisation that these three

arts “are holding their own not only amongst
certain classes of this country, but over the
whole mass of the population of this country.”

What Lord Randolph means by that he best

knows. Probably it was intended as the kind
of pleasant generality which would draw
applause and might mean anything or nothing.
But there is another art about which Lord
Randolph is compelled to speak more plainly,

that of architecture. He does not find it pro-

gressing. He was recently appointed (as,

indeed, we observed with some amusement) on
a Special Committee on the War Ofifice sites

question, and is therefore, no doubt, consti-

tuted i2)so facto an authority on architecture.

The War Office designs were all very bad,

Lord Randolph thinks, and so English archi-

tecture is in a bad way. Now, as a matter of
fact, one of the designs was much better than
Lord Randolph knows of

;
but the generally

unsatisfactory character of the selected designs
was due in great measure first to the fact that

the Government conditions were such that

many of the first architects of the day would
have nothing to do with the competition, and
secondly to the fact that one meddling and
pragmatical amateur on the first committee of

selection managed the rejection of some much
better designs because they did not agree with
his preconceived notions. The Law Courts is a
failure, no doubt

; not, however, because it is

Gothic, but because it is badly planned, and in

this case again the failure is due to the fact that

the authorities weakly allowed the best plan,

which they had premiated as such, to be
pushed on one side. The most audacious state-

ment of this amateur exponent of architecture

is that there is no trace of architectural excel-

lence in the residential architecture of to-day.

It is a fact that there are a larger number of

picturesque houses, houses in w’hich artistic

eflect, externally and internally, is carefully

studied, being built during the present genera-

tion than for many generations previous ;
and

it may be useful to Lord Randolph (or, at any
rate, to those who listened to his clap-trap) to

know that one of the most gifted of the

younger architects of France, M. Paul Saddle,
in some recent articles on English architecture

contributed to a French periodical, has ex-
pressed his special admiration of the English
Domestic architecture in the warmest terms;
and Frenchmen are not by any means
given to praising English art. But then M.
Saddle knows something about ajchitectur.il

design and Lord Randolph knows nothin:,

and that makes all the difference.

The Transactions of the Institute of Archi-
tects become more and more interesting

and valuable in regard to their illu.strative

contents. The third volume of the New Series,

which is just in the hands of members, is full

of architectural illustrations, many of them of
great beauty and interest The Institute

b
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acted well in giving a large series of Mr. A. B.

Mitchell’s drawings as Soane Medallist : these

are admirable in their combination of freedom

of effect with architectural accuracy, and are

beautifully reproduced by the phototype pro-

cess. Mr. Bidlake’s drawings as Pugin

Travelling Student include very careful

measured illustrations of the north porch

at Spalding Church
;
and two pencil draw-

ings by Mr. Oakeshott (Aldwinckle Student),

are also given. There is a whole series

of illustrations to Mr. Brindley’s paper

on the uso of marble, showing a number
of examples of the decorative use of this mate-

rial. Mr. T. G. Jackson’s drawing of the

remarkable doorway at Trail is also repro-

duced as a double-page plate by the phototype

process. There are a considerable number of

illustrations of Japanese domestic architecture

appended to Mr. Conder’s paper on that sub-

ject, including some reproductions from photo-

graphs of interiors by the phototype process.

Some sketches in Shropshire and Worcester-

shire, by Mr. II. D. Walton, are also of con-

siderable interest, and very well executed. In

fact, from being what it once was, a mere collec-

tion of papers, the Transacfio?isoftheInstituteof

Architects luis become a volume of things full

of artistic beauty and interest, and we heartily

congratulate the Institute on their new volume,

and hope it may have many equally worthy

successors. Among special points in the

literary portion of the present volume may be

mentioned the reprint of Mr. WyattPapworth’s
paper on “ English Buildings in the Middle
Ages,” which contains a great deal of curious

information on prices and the mode of con-

ducting building operations at that period, and
ill a historical point of view is of permanent
value.

C
ONSIDERABLE interest is being taken in

this country in a railway case now pro-

ceeding in America involving the question of

“undue preference.” The suit is against the

Cincinnati and New Orleans and the Texas
Pacific lines for “discriminating” in freight

rales in favour of the Standard Oil Company.
This latter concern is a tremendous monopoly,
and has been able to apply such pressure to

the Railway Companies as to compel them to

refuse to convey the oil of its competitors.

Whatever may be said as to the adequacy of

our laws relating to railways, those relating to

undue preference are clear enough to make it

impossible for such arbitrary proceedings to be
taken with us, and the injustice involved in

the case in question is so glaring that it is

probable that Mr. Rice, the complainant, will

win his suit. He claims tliat the ofiending

companies should forfeit their charters,— a

very heavy penalty, — for their abuse of

privilege, so that a verdict in his favour would
place them in a most peculiar position. Some
years ago a verdict was given against another
railway company for “ discriminating ” in

favour of the very same concern, and the

present complainant appears to have been far

more hardly used than were the firm (Messrs.

Scofield & Co.) who instituted the proceedings

alluded to. That case was fully argued at

Cleveland before a jury composed of men
selected especially for the case, and, although
the damages awarded were considerably below
the amount claimed, the principle of the right

of the State to interfere in such matters was
clearly affirmed.

A MOTIONLESS GRINDER at first sight

seems an impossibility, but nevertheless

such an instrument has been produced. When,
however, we learn that the motion is contained
in the particles to be operated on themselves,
the mystery is explained. The pneumatic
pulveriser, row being introduced by the British
Pneumatic Pulveriser Co., works on this prin-
ciple. The material to Ije operated upon is

fed into a couple of receptacles or hoppers
placed side by side a short distance apart.
Close to the bottom of each of the hoppers
there is a small pipe-like opening, the mouths
of these openings pointing towards each other.
A jet of superheated steam or compressed air
is introduced into each opening, aud in this
way the particles of the material to be pul-

'

verised are thrown violently against each

other, and the result is a powder of any

required degree of fineness ranging between a

coarse sand and an impalpable powder. The
company have issued an ecstatic circular as

full of italics and superlatives as a young
lady’s letter, in which they set forth the virtues

of the apparatus. From this we learn that

some of the most difficult substances, such as

chrome iron ore, quartz, corundum, cast-iron

chips and turnings, granite, French chalk,

soap-stone, &c., have been successfully treated.

The possibility of an improved grinder for

cementrmaking is a point that more nearly

interests us, and we are pleased to learn that

the pneumatic pulveriser has been used for

this purpose with most gratifying results.

When nsed for reducing clinker cement to

powder, a fineness corresponding to a mesh of

200 holes to the inch has been readily obtained.

“Diamond cut diamond’’ has always been

recognised as the leading canon of pulverisa-

tion, and the apparatus in question appears

admirably adapted for extending the principle.

T
he relation between science and nature has

received a fresh exemplification in the

newly-discovered connexion between agricul-

ture aud the iron trade. Everybody nowadays
has heard of the Thomas & Gilchrist process,

by which the phosphorus, which is so bad for

steel-making purposes, is eliminated cheaply
and quickly from the iron, where it is often

very abundant. The resulting rubbish is

known as “ slag,” which hitherto was deemed
waste material and which contains an immense
deal of phosphoric lime. Any stray iron in

it is first separated, and the slag, which in the

early clays of the iron trade grew into perfect

mountains of hideous blackness around the

site of the works, is ground into a fine powder,
when it forms an admirable fertiliser, far ex-

ceeding the capabilities of guano, coprolite,

or bonedust. The quality of the powder de-

pends on the fineness of the grinding
;

it con-

,

tains as much phosphoric acid as superphos-
' phate, while the price is only one third.

T\R. DUMMLEE, in a recent paper, tries to
-L/ rescue from the reproach of being
“Etruscan” a small but im portant class of Greek
vases which have not hitherto received the at-

tention they deserve. As six out of the twenty
specimens he enumerates belong to the British

Museum, his theory will be weighed with
interest in England. All of the vases that we
have seen (the five at Wurzburg we take on
trust from Dr. Diimmler’s account) certainly

bear an unmistakable stamp of identity of

fabrique. They also have a puzzling barbaric

air, which, of course, is the reason that they

have so long been shelved as Etruscan. Dr.
Dlimmler thinks they are Greek work under
the intiuence of Scythian surroundings

;
in fact,

that they were made at some colony in the

Pontus, exported probably to Corinth, thence
re-exported to Italy. He bases this opinion,

which be frankly acknowledges is only opinion,

on one of the series, an amphora in the Museo
Gregoriano at Rome, on the shoulder-piece of

which a combat is depicted in thoroughly
Scythian fashion

;
three horsemen in peaked

Scythian caps turn round in rapid flight to

shoot at their pursuers. Herodotus (vii. 64)
describes the Scythians as wearing sharp-

pointed caps, to which he gives the Eastern
name “kurbasia.” Their custom of fighting

ill feigned retreat was well known, not only
Heredotus but Plato refers to it, in the
Laches

;
he uses the Scythians as stock ex-

ample of men who fight flying as well as pur-
suing (wffTTfp TTOUKfli ^KvBai XifOl'TOl ovx qrTOi'

(pivyoi’TiQ n ciionoi’TiQ fidxtoOtn). Dr. Diiiiimler
riglitly says that a number of questions must
await the complete and accurate publication
of the whole series. He gives five instances
in plates viii. and ix. of the last issue of the
Balletino of the German Institute in which his

paper appears.

TN the same number (11. Heft., .3, 1887) Dr.
-L Hartwig gives two autotype plates of a
head of Parian marble, in the possession of Mr.
E. Hang, once American Consul at Rome. The
head is in itself of fine work and considerable
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interest, but Dr. Hartwig’s paper seems to us

little more than a string of precarious conjec-a

tures. From some marks in the head it is

conjectured that it was provided with a

coronal of rays, and hence was intended to-

represent the sun-god Helios. It is comparedi.

with a rayed terra-cotta head, also in thel

possession of Mr. E. Haug, and with the well-1

known coins of Rhodes with the Helios typej;

The marble head seems to have been attacheds

to a body, and, from the turn of the neck, it is

possible that the complete statue stood in a

quadriga. From this it is, of course, only a I

step to think of the Helios, by Lysippos, thel

work for which the artist was most highly

celebrated in antiquity. In fact. Dr. Hartwig.
thinks that we have here a marble copy of'

early date of the original bronze. We feel’

inclined to say with the Scotchman : “Mebbel'
yes, and mebbe na.”

The last vacant site in Chambers-street,^

Edinburgh, has been disposed of by the:

Improvement Trust. By an arrangement!

between the trustees and the gentleman toti

whom the site has been disposed of, a memoriaLi

tablet is to be placed in the building which is
'

in course of erection, bearing the inscription :

—

“ Near this spot stood the house iu which Sirl'

Walter Scott was born, August 15, 1771.
j

Erected by the Magistrates aud Town Council ji

Sir Thomas Clark, Lord Provost ; Jamesti

Lessels, Architect.”

T
he President of the Royal Scotti.sb^

Academy, Sir William Fettes Douglas,ij

ha.s represented to the Merchant Company ou
Edinburgh that it would be a graceful act/

were the Company to provide a statue of Adanii:

Smith, to be erected in the new National/

Portrait Gallery now approaching completion.!'

This appeal has been unavailing, as it appears:

the Company are fettered by their rules as tot

the disposal of the funds under their manage-^

ment. An effort is, however, being made tot

procure the money required for the statue by;i

public subscription.

The Indian Engineer of October 1st con-i;

taius an interesting account, with illusn^

trations, of the process of “launching” the!

Torkham Bridge girders over the Meheob:
river. The river is in a deep ravine,!;

and subject to sadden and violent floods,li

so that building the girders below anffi

hoisting them vertically was out of thel

que.stion, and they were built on the clifi'

side and hoisted or landed forward into positioni

by the aid of a steel rope stretched across thel.

ravine, the trailing end of the girder being

taken by a roller working on rolled beams hiidi

as rails. The details of the attachment and:

method of working are given in the diagrams. •

T
he collection of drawings by the members.

of the Dutch Watercolour Society now.

on view at the Goupil Gallery in New Bond-
street includes some fine things, but also shows’’

that the Society is entirely devoted to a

mannerism of the “blottesque” type. There:

can hardly be said to be a finished drawing ini

the room, though there are some very fine undi

powerful sketches of landscape, nearly all of a

murky and desolate type, melancholy having'

apparently marked the modern Dutch School

for its own. Among the best of these coldl

pastorals are Bakhuyzen’s “Spring Evening”;

(22), Du Chattel’s “ Winter” (30), andi

Bastert’s “ Winter Evening ” (39), Bakbuyzcn’si

“Wood, Winter” (60), and Poggenbeck’s;
“ Winter’s Evening” (95). Mauve’s “ Across;

the Village ” (95), with a back view of a flock oft

sheep, shows a remarkable power of indicating'

forms of animals in the middle distance!

without giving a single detail,— a power which

means, of course, very careful study, though it

look.s careless
;
but the same artist’s “ Returni

of the Flock” (56), where the sheep come upi

nearer to the foreground, might be entitled

“ Return of the Smudges,” and shows a tone

and colour in landscape 'which we are thankful!

to think exists nowhere on this earth. Ini

Gabriel’s “ Landscape ” (2) it is impossible toi

make out whether the middle portion repre-'

sents a river or a wet road after rain
;
aften
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titrying Bome time we gave it up. Among
the architectural subjects are two large

i-iinteriors by Bosboom (11, 18), executed on a
lithin paper, which is pasted on a mount so as to

'leave ridges and wrinkles over the surface
;
as

•this occurs in botli drawings, it is evidently by

,

design, and is about asshallow a piece of trickery

:.as could be. If the painter had given the
tsanie trouble to getting his architectural lines

^'perpendicular it would have been better for
’ ois work. There are two or three little bits of
(Israels; among others, one, “Reading the
kBible” (102), which is interesting as showing
awhat the artist’s style was in his early days

;

the others appear to be recent works. Van
pEssen’s “Heads of Lion and Lioness” (28) is

i in admirable piece of animal painting. In
lanot her room is to be seen a Large “ Pastorale ”

,
by Ilenner, a nude figure relieved against a

libackground of sombre trees, under an evening

I'jky, piping to another who listens
;
the scale is

jjlarger than necessary for the subject ; it would
bbave done as well or better half the size

;
but

^Lt is a pure poetic fancy expressed in rich

Ipolour, which is worth all the dingy achieve-

ents of the Dutch water-colour artists.

A COLLECTION of drawings, under the
title of “ The Sunny South,” by Mr. G. Q. B.

ITalbot, is on view at the gallery of the I'dne

Art Society. The landscapes show what may
ifoc called good painting, but no great force or
iiriginality

;
the artist has been successful, how-

ever, in representing a curious and striking

^iffect of “ Morning Mist from IMontrcux” (39).
'Che drawings dealing with architectural sub-
ijlects are very good

; we may notice particularly

I
,he little drawing of “A Marabout’s Tomb,

IjiUgiers” (31), which is very bright and spark-
jing in effect. Arcliitectural subjects seem to
pe Mr. Talbot’s best point, though there are
[put a small proportion of them in the col-

lection.

Ip^IR WILLIAM MUIR, Principal of the
Edinburgh University, in his opening

iliddress for the winter session, delivered last

!,!veek, referred to the outward .aspect of the
University, and to the additional embellish-
Inents it had recently received, specialising
jhe dome over the entrance to the quadrangle
bf the old college building.s. These buildings,
pc said, had been hopelessly closed in by the
lioisy bustle of crowded streets, but now the
building, as befitted one of the great edifices

bf their beautiful city, could be discerned from
lifar. He also alluded to the haud.some foun-
rain erected in the quadrangle by Dr. Gum-
ming,—“a touching monument of the affection,

—^iclatis hand peritnree of the octogenarian
'ounder toward his Alma il/a/cr.” He inti-

inated that arnangements were in train for the
erection of the academic hall to be attached
!:o the new buildings. He alluded to the
[irogress made in regard to the building for the
iStudents’ Union, and to the eft'orts being
made to provide university houses or hotels
or the accommodation of the students,—

a

V'novcment which he wished would meet with

t

wery success, .and he felt that success was
jertaiii if they were carefully planned and
arranged, and well regulated.

FT .appears that a proposal to build a hotel
on Shepperton Eyot, near Shepperton

flLock, has excited the re.asonable apprehension
of the West Surrey Waiter Company, whose
intake is a short distance below the Eyot, and
twho apprehend that their water supply must
[inevitably bo contaminated by the drainage
rrom the proposed hotel. Their secretary has
liddressed a letter to the Rural Sanitary Board,
iDointing out that if such a building were
ferocted “ it might become a serious matter
i':o the district supplied by this Company,”
; IS it unquestionably might, and probably
Itwould. Plans of the hotel would h.ave

‘;o be submitted to the Board for ap-
'loroval : so the architect and proprietors of
;he same would do wisely to consider in the
imeantime wh.at can be done to provide for the
itlrainage of tlie hotel otherwise than by sending
.'t into the river. They will probably find it

:lifiiculty to get permission to do the Latter
i':Vom any Sanitary Authority properly alive to
I'.ts re.sponsibilities.

T
he .special number of the Art Annual,

forming what used to be called the
Christmas number of the Art Journal, is

already out
;
we suppose before long Christmas

numbers will be published at Midsummer.
As before noted, it consists of a sketch of the

life and work of Meissonier, by Mr. Lionel

Robinson, with a number of illustrations from
the painter’s works. These include an
admirable photogravure of “La Rixe,” as a
frontispiece, and a very successful engraving
by Mr. Curey after “Waiting for .an Audience”

;

there are also engr.avings of the brothers V.an

de Velde, and of the celebrated picture of the

retreat from Russia. The smaller illustrations

go to prove that Meissonier is a very
difficult artist to reproduce, and that much
of the painter’s delicate art evaporates in the

process ; few of the cuts gave any just idea
of the delicacy of the originals. Some
reproductions of original studies by Meissonier
are of considerable interest, and will be new to

most readers. The study of horses on page 24
shows the c.are which Meissonier gave to the

repi’esentation of the animal which he has

rendered so splendidly in m.any of his small

masterpieces. The view of the painter’s house
in P.ari3 is a very poor .specimen of architec-

tural sketching, Mr. Robinson’s biographical

essay contains a good deal that is of interest

as to the painter’s method of working, &c.

HOW many of our readers are aw.are that

there is a journal devoted especially to

bookbinding, under the title of The Book-
binder f It is published monthly,* and the

number dated October 25th contains three

interesting illustrations of the bookbinder’s

craft, one by Dupiu (1498), and another of a

quarto bound by Francis Bedford, and another
of the “ Hortus Sanitatis,” a book bound at

Str.asburg in 153G, but in the quasi-Oriental

style derived from Venice, the first Paradise
of bookbinder.^. There is something else in The
Bookbinder which interests us more, however,

namely, a suggestion that “ finishers ” who are :

readers of the journal should, from time to

time, send designs to its Editor worked out in

printers’ ink on white paper, and that any that

seemed worthy of it should be published.

That is a direct and practical encouragement
tn artistic effort on the part of working book-
binders, and we should be interested to see

wh.at it results in.

“ OLD BRICKS FOR SALE,”—BOW-STREET
AND COVENT GARDEN.

The best known, perhaps, though by no
means the most popular house in London, will

very soon have been razed to the ground. An
important scheme for improvements on the
Duke of Bedford’s estate, at the north-eastern
side of Covont Garden, involves the destruc-

tion of the old Bedford Hotel, in the East,

or Little, Piazza,—its back premises and the
kitchen extending far behind Eussell-street

;

and of the former Bow-street Police-court.

This latter is Nos. 4 and 4.a, and with it

will fall the adjoining premises, Nos. 3 and
5, in that same street. Since the removal
of the criminal business to the new Courts ou
the opposite side of the way these premises have
hitherto been occupied by various theatrical

agents, hosiers, and costumiers. For the uew
buildings, erected in 1879,t were demolished all

the premises which lay within the area bounded
by Broad-conrt, Cross-court, and Duke’s-court,

and the last-named alley, a turning out of Bow-
street, was abolished.

In Sir Patrick Colquhoun’s workjwe read

that a poHce'-court with three magistrates was
first established at Bow-street in the year 1749,

and that seven other metropolitan courts were
subsequently opened in terms of the Statute
32 Geo. III., c. 53. At Bow-street presided the

celebr.ated Sir John Fielding, a descendant of

Sir William Fielding, first Earl of Denbigh, and
3'ounger half-brother to Henry Fielding, the

novelist. Despite the affliction of blindness,

Sir John Fielding composed numerous didactic

works, amongst them being a description of the

* 'William Clovres & Sons.

t ForTiewand plans of the new coarts and police ofEees

(Mr. John Taylor, architect) see Builder for June 21,

1879.

t A Treatise on the Police of the Metropolis, &c. By
a Magistrate. Third edition. 1796.

cities of London and Westminster, 1776, 12mo.
His ability and rectitude elevated the character
of the office of a metropolitan Justice, which in
those days had sunk to very lowrepnto. Having
succeeded to his brother, whoso efforts for the
Hanoverian cause were, in December, 1748,
rewarded by the then paltry place of Acting
Justice for Middlesex and Westminster, he
removed to Bow-street. His house there, occu-
pying the site nnder review, was destroyed,
with all its contents, by the No Popery rioters
on Tuesday, Juno 6th, 1780. He died at
Brompton, four months afterwards, in Septem-
ber of Chat year. That house, moreover,
had another claim to fame, for it was
thence, on February 28th, 1749, that Henry
Fielding gave forth to the world his labour
of some years, “A History of Tom Jones,
a Foundling.” Its snccessor, built of red
brick, may yet be distinguished by a stuccoed
front, rising one story above its neigh-
bours, by the railing before Nos. 3 and 4
and 4a having terminals in shape of Roman
fasces whereof all but two of tho axes are
broken off, and by its high-pitched gable at the
rear. The police-court and cells to the south
were on the ground-floor at the back, and had a
large apartment in the basement. But these
features are now in ruins

;
all movable fittings

have been carted away; and an extensive
clearance is being made, preparatory, as we
gather, to the opening out of a wide thorough-
fare from Bow-street in alignment with the
Northern or Great Piazza, and King -street
beyond. These changes, combined with others
of recent date, quite alter the aspect of this
familiar street.

At daybreak on the morning of Wednes-
day, March 5th, 1856, Covont-garden Theatre,
which Sir Robert Smirke had rebuilt in

1808-9, was totally consumed by a fire that
broke out towards the close of a masquerade
ball given by Anderson, the soi-disant “ Wizard
of the North.” Of that house the pit and box
entrances were in Bow-street. The theatre was
reconstructed by the Messrs. Lucas, after the late

E. M. Barry’s designs, and at a total cost exceed-
ing 70,OOOL Then followed the ridiculous and for
many years useless Floral Hall,which was opened
on March 7th, 1860, by a ball to celebrate the
constitution of our Volunteer RiQo Corps. For
its southern entrance the continuity of Inigo
Jones’s Piazza was ruthlessly broken, and
arches of cast-iron substituted for the arcade.
Gye’s project foi” a large central flower-market
is at length, however, partially realised, since
within the past few weeks the Floral Hall has
been adapted for service as a fruit dep6t in con-
nexion with tho market in Covent-garden.
“ I’ve had to-day a Djzen Billet Doux
From Fops and Wits, and Cits, and Bow Street Beaux."

Thus did Mrs. Bracegirdle begin an epi-

logue, by Dryden, on the boards of Drnry-
lane. Sir Walter Scott comments on the
passage by observing that a billet-doux from
Bow-street would now bo less flattering than
alarming. But in Dryden’s time Bow-street
was eminently the Bond-street of the town. It

was originally laid out in the year 1637, being
more curved in shape than it is at present, and
terminated towards the upper end, beyond
Hart-street, in a cul-de-sac that abutted against
the back of Long-acre at a spot a few yards
east of Phcenix-alley, since Hanover-conrt, the
last home of John Taylor, the Water Poet.
Hatton, in his “ New View of London” (1708)
calls it “a spacious Str. betn. Russel S(r.,

Covent Garden, SEly, and near Lov(; Acre.”

Strype, writing in 1730, describes it as being
“open and large with very good honses, well
inhabited, and resorted unto by gentry for
lodgings, as are most of the other houses in
this pariah” [St. Paul’s]. But within four or
five years it rapidly declined in favour; a
downfall to which the Police - court, with
its inevitable surroundings, in all likelihood

largely contributed. Amongst its inhabi-

tants during the decadence vt-ere Edmnnd
Curll, at No. 1 ;

Spranger Barry, over what is

now Mrs. Edwards’s ham and beef shop, and
was formerly Will’s Coffee-house;* and Dr.
Johnson, who came hither from the “ Black
Boy” in the Strand, and quitted bis lodgings
for others in Holborn. For Rich’s theatre was
pulled down the house which Dr. Radcliffe had
occupied during the interval 1687-1714. It

was whilst residing here that he had the famous
passage of arms about the garden door with

* This shop, with a private door opening oat of Bow.
street, is now 21, EuBsell-sfreet. First known as the Red
Cow, and then as The Rose.
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Sir Godfrey Kneller, who lived in the Eastern

Piazza (Bedford Hotel). Three doors from

Kadcliffe, at the widow Hilton’s, opposite to

the “Cock,” lived Wycherley, with his wife,

the Lady Letitia, widow to Charles, second Earl

of Drogheda ;
and it is in the “ Cock ’ tavern, on

the eastern side of Bow-street, that he lays two

of the best scenes of his “ Plain Dealer,”

wherein, as elsewhere, he excels all our comic

dramatists for his truth of detection of what is

cant, and in exposing hyprocrisy t the play is

worth volumes of sermons. Tonson, too, had

his private house and printing - office in

Bow - street. At No. 3 lived Marcellus

Laroone (1680.1702), who drew the figures

for Tempest’s “ Cries of London." The

house which Grinling Gibbons occupied for

many years was, if wo mistake not, over against

the present Strand Union Relief and Register

offices. On the eastern side, too, once lived

Major Mohun, the actor, and William Longue-

ville, friend to the author of “ Hudibras.” In

this street was born (1601) Robert Harley,

Earl of Oxford ;
and Waller for two years was

tenant of the house on the site of the old

Police-court. Here Waller composed his

famous Panegyric upon Cromwell, for whose

superiority as compared with his subsequent

Congratulation he excused himself to the King

in saying that poets succeed better in fiction

than in truth. In his rooms at the northern

end of the street, Bonnell Thornton held (1762)

an exhibition of paintings in ridicule of

the Society of Arts,—for as yet the Royal

Academy was not,—which we have seen imi-

tated in our own day by Mr. Furness’s humorous
set of drawings recently collected at the

Grosvenor Gallery. To finish, though not to

complete our list of worthies, we must cite one

other name,—as immortal, indeed, as any we
have mentioned. Snkey receives a letter, gives

it to Will Honeycomb, and Sir Andrew Free-

port reads it to the club, which concludes :

—

“If you would go down to the country, and

leave off all your vanities but your singing, let

me know at my lodgings in Bow-street, Covent-

garden, and you shall be encouraged by your

humble servant, Roger de Coverloy.”

THE ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION;
THE PEESIOENT’S ADDRESS.

Tee first meeting of this Association for the

present session took place on the 21st inst. in

the meeting-room of the Royal Institute of

British Architects, which has been kindly

placed at the disposal of the Architectural

Association for its meetings. Mr. John Slater,

B.A. (President), occupied the chair, and there

was a very large attendance.

Seventy gentlemen were nominated for mem-
bership, and Mr. William Emerson was elected

a member by acclamation.

The Chairman announced that Mr. P. J.

Marvin had been nominated to serve on the
Committee in place of Mr. E. Guy Dawber,
resigned. The name of Mr. W. J. H. Levorton
also being proposed, it was decided to take the
vote on a later occasion.

Votes of thanks were passed to those gentle-

men who had afforded facilities for the inte-

resting visits made during the vacation. Totes
of thanks were also passed to the Entertain-

ments Committee, to Mr. Briggs, and to the
various exhibitors at the recent conversazione,

a special vote being awarded to the Manager
of the Hotel Windsor for kindly lending a
pianoforte in an emergency without remu-
neration.

The Chairman then distributed the prizes, of

which we published a list in the Builder for

Oct. 15, p. 525, to which we may now add that
the Sketch Book Prize was awarded to Mr.
•A. B. Pite.

The annual report of the Committee, and the
Treasurer’s account, were adopted by the
meeting, and a speoial vote of thanks passed to

the hon. auditors, Mr. A. C. BuJmer Booth and
F. E. Eales.

Mr. Slater, who was very cordially received,
then delivered his Presidential address, which '

was as follows :

—

Gentlemen,—My first duty in rising to address
you this evening is to express my warmest
acknowledgments to the members of this
Association, both those who are present and
many who are absent, for the honour you have
done me in electing me to this position. The
feelings of the occupant of this chair on the
thresbalcl of his year of office must necessarily

be of somewhat complex character, as mingled

with the pride and satisfaction one experi-

ences at having been thought worthy of filling

the position of President of the Architectural

Association, there must be considerable anxiety

as to one’s ability to perform its duties in

such a way as to maintain the prestige of the

Association at the high level which it has

attained.

When an association or society is approach-

ing the fiftieth year of its existence, and num-
bers on its roll nearly 1,000 members, no one

can for a moment call in question its complete

success, for its position speaks for itself and is

beyond cavil. But it appears to me that in this

very success lurks an element of danger which,

unless it be carefully guarded against by those

who have the conduct of the affairs of the

society, may at no very distant time threaten the

stability of the fabric which has been so care-

fully reared. This danger is twofold : on the

one hand, there is the tendency to point to

what has been done and to ignore the ever-

changing conditions of the times, and conse-

quently to crystallise; on the other hand is the

tendency to ignore the past and to rush eagerly

and impetuously along new paths without care-

fully studying the direction which those paths

take. We shall beat guard against this double

danger in the case of such an Association as

our own by occasionally reviewing its history

and ascertaining what were the aims and objects

of its founders, by seeing how these aims have

been varied with the growing requirements of

the times and how in the present day they still

demand modification. It seems to be the fate

of all great undertakings to have their origin

wrapped in a certain amount of obscurity, and
this Association is no exception to the general

rule, as the records of its early years are most
meagre

;
but I believe it to be a well-authenti-

cated fact that it developed from the Society of

Architectural Draughtsmen, which was founded

in 18-12 by a small band of earnest workers.

The objects of this Society were threefold.

1. To assist the members in obtaining employ-
ment. 2. To foster good draughtsmanship, by
making it a rule that every member should

furnish quarterly a drawing of some executed

architectural subject. 3. The establishment of

a benefit fund upon which the members could

draw in the 'event of sickness. I may say in

passing that I think it would have been a wise

thing if the Association could have retained as

part of its fnnetions this last object in some
form or other.

The society had some difficulty in getting a
firm footing; but in July, 1845, the Builder had
a short notice of it, stating that “ the associa-

tion seems now to be very satisfactorily

organised, and promises to be useful in facili-

tating communications between its members
and the profession generally.” The works con-

tributed by the members turned out to be of

such excellence and of so much general interest

that in September, 1845, the first public

exhibition of drawings was held in rooms in

Southampton-street, Strand. This attracted
genera! attention, and was of great use in

increasing the number of members. On
February 3rd, 1847, a most important and, as

the Germans would say, epoch-making, paper
was read by Professor (then Mr.) Kerr, in

which he sketched the outline of an architec-

tural association of students for mutual in-

struction and improvement. The opening sen-

tences of that paper were as follow:—“When
I say that the present system of architectural

education is extremely defective, I may appeal
for confirmation to the experience of every one
of you, and this is so much the case that the
architect is perfectly anomalous among profes-

sionals.” That, gentlemen, was over forty

years ago. Looking at the experience that has
been gained since then, and making every
allowance for the improved opportunities of

study which now exist, should we be far wrong
in using precisely the same language in this

year of grace, 1887? Can we say now that the
present system of architectural education is

other than extremely defective, or that the
architect’s position, as compared with that of

other professional men, is other than absurdly,

—

I might almost say disgracefully,—anomalous ?

The result of this paper was the establishment
of the Architectural Association, which held its

first conversazione in Lyon’s Inn Hall on
October 8th, 184-7, the report of which says that
“it was held under very promising circum-
stances, more than 100 gentlemen being
present.” Com2iare that meeting with our con-

[Oct. 29, 1887.

versazione a fortnight ago, and yon will have
some notion of the progress which the Associa-

tion has made. In November, 1847, it numbered
eighty members. The objects of the Associa-

tion were stated to be,— (1) the development of

true principles of criticism in architecture;

(2) the advancement of the study of design;

(3) the provision of means whereby the student

may acquire an aptitude for applying and
extending the present materials of the art.

The new society soon gave evidence of its

vitality by appointing a committee to investi-

gate the question of competitions, which, even
then, was a burning one, and in 1849 a very able

report was issued. Matters seem to have gone on
more or less successfully for the next few years

until we come to 1856, which was a stormy
year in the annals of the Association. On May
2nd in that year a series of resolutions were
moved, the last of which affirmed “ that the

Architectural Association having been virtually

renounced by both the elder and the younger
members of the profession, there are sufficient

reasons for taking the requisite measures for

dissolving the society." I am unable to trace

the causes which led to this resolution being

proposed,—fortunately it was not carried,—but

there had evidently been considerable differences

of opinion among the members, much friction

between the Association and the Institute, and
some very outspoken criticism of the latter’s

proceedings. The discussion which ensued on
the moving of this resolution led the Institute

to take what I believe was its first formal
recognition of the Association by addressing to

its officers a very dignified letter, which con-

tained suggestions for a much closer union

between the two bodies, and which finished

with these weighty words which I would urge

every architect of to-day to take to heart, for

they are as true now as ever they were :
—“ The

Council desire to record their opinion that every

alienation among its members tends to a lower-

ing of the social weight and position of the

profession as a body, and that a policy of

affiliation is infinitely to be preferred to one of

repulsion and isolation.” Unfortunately, the

only idea of union which the Institute seemed
able to grasp at that time was that of complete

fusion, and after a certain amount of discus-

sion, a resolution was passed that this was not

expedient. It was evidently felt that the

Charter was not liberal enough for the Associa-

tion. Notwithstanding the internal condition of

the Architectural Association in this year, it had
just previously done one of the most important

services ever rendered to the profession, as, in

November, 1885, it memorialised the Institute

on the subject of examinations, and begged that

body to frame some kind of examination for

students, the passing of which should be the

outward and visible sign of honest study, hard
work, or intrinsic ability. The Association was
very urgent in this matter, as although the idea

of holding examinations did not find favour

with the Royal Institute of British Architects

at the time, it was pressed again and again,

until at last, — not, however, till six years

had passed,—the Voluntary Examination was
instituted. It is both curious and interesting

at this time to see what matters the Associa-

tion turned its attention to; for instance, in the

next year, 1857, a formal resolution was passed

expressing the opinion of the Association “ that

the privilege of the Saturday half - holiday

should be accorded to the pupils and assistants

of architects in London and the United
Kingdom.” Ton see the immense vitality of

the young body : the vexed subject of competi-

tions was not too high for it, nor the Satur-

day half -holiday too low. An important

event occurred in 1859, namely, the removal of

the Association from Lyon’s Inn Hall to

Conduit-street, the first conversazione being

held there on April 2nd, 1859. It is very inter-

esting to notice that, even at that time, there

were such strong sticklers for independence as

to oppose this move, on the ground that it must
bring the Association too much under the influ-

ence of the Royal Institute of British Architects.

Notwithstanding all its vitality, however, it is

clear that the Association had not yet got into

its pi'oper groove, as we find that again in 1860

a resolution was proposed and carried to this

effect :
“ That the members of the Architectural

Association have not afforded and do not afford

that practical support in its working which is

necessary for carrying out its objects, and that

it is, therefore, desirable that the committee
should further consider and report whether

I

there is any course short of closing its oper-
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ations whicli they can recommend for the

adoption of the Aaaooiation.” A epecial com*
mitteo was appointed, and they reported the

condition of the Aaeociation to be critical, but

as its usefnlneas had been very great they were
unwilling to recommend that it be broken up
until every means had been tried to restore ita

efficiency. Most fortunately for ua, and for

many hundreds of others who have passed
through the ranks of the Association, means
were found to restore its efficiency

i new claasea

were formed, and a lending library waa esta-

blished, the value of which cannot be over-

stated
;

and from that time to the present,

with alight and inevitable vicissitudca, it has
gone on increasing its numbers and widening
its sphere of action until it has become the
large and powerful body which it now is. Now,
gentlemen, I have compiled this haaty sketch
of the early history of the Association because
I think it both interesting and instructive. We
are now able to take a judicial view of those
years. What is the reason that after com-
pleting its tenth year, on two occasions within
five years thoughts of closing its operations
were seriously entertained P Forty years ago
design and draughtsmanship were considered
almost the sole essentials for an architect,

—

the nucleus of the Association, as we have
Been, was the Society of Architectural
Draughtsmen. Design waa its main object.

For the first twelve years after its formation
the Claes of Design was the only class iu

existence; then in 1859 a class of modelling
was formed, which had but a languid existence
and finally expired in 1863. The whole scope
and objects of the Association were too narrow
and were kept too rigidly to the original lines.

New ideas as to the necessity of an architect’s

acquiring some practical and scientific know-
ledge were gaining ground, and it was by con-
forming to these ideas, by widening the whole
range of mutual study, by the institution of such
classes as those for preparation for the Volun-
tary Examination of the Royal Institute of

British Architects, which have gradually
developed into the various classes which we
now have, by leaving the old tracks and by
entering upon new courses, that failure was
averted and success assured. May I venture,
most respectfully but m»8t earnestly, to beg
some of those old and honoured members of

the Architectural Association who have done
and are still doing yeoman service for it, and
who sometimes think that we are venturing
upon somewhat risky experiments, to look back
on those years, 1856 to 1860, and to bear in

mind the, words of the American poet, who
says :

—

“New occasioDB bring new duties.
Time makes old things seem nooouth -

They must aye bo pressing onward
’

Who would keep abreast of troth :
"

and by truth I mean the growing requirements
of the times.

I do not ignore the opposite danger which I

alluded to, that of going too fast and too far in

now directions, but yon must remember that,
although the individual constituents of the
committee are constantly changing, it always
contains more old than new members, so that
there will always be a preponderating incli-

nation towards following precedent rather than
towards departing from it

; and when any
terribly novel course is suggested, as occurred
for instance when the daring iconoclastic pro-
posal to raise the subscription was mooted, the
conservatism of the general body can always be
successfully appealed to to resist innovation.
To turn now from the historic to the more

immediate past, it is my pleasant lot to con-
gratulate the members upon a most prosperous
session

;
the meetings have been well attended,

the classes have been more numerous than ever
before, and the work done has been of a very
high order of merit. I cannot refrain from
making special mention of the Masonry Class,

which Mr. Lawrence Harvey kindly conducted
gratuitously, and I feel confident that every
member of that class will appreciate the
advantages of joining it increasingly as his

professional practice enlarges, for nothing gives
a man greater facility in designing than a
thorough knowledge of form, and I can con-
ceive of no better way of gaining this know-
ledge than by acquiring practical experience in
the various problems of stone-cutting. I trust
that this class will not be allowed to lapse, biit

that many members will avail themselves of

Mr. Harvey’s instruction at the City Guilds

Institution. Mr. Quick’s lectures on “ Graphic

Statics ” also deserve a word of mention, and
I would strongly recommend them to the more
advanced students. It is much to be regretted

that the Class of Colour Decoration has not

been better supported, and I cannot help think-

ing that there are many students whose tastes

lie in that direction who wonld derive great

benefit from joining this class j and as an
inducement to the study of this branch of our

art, I would remind you of the valuable Owen
Jones Studentship at the Institute, which is

now given for the best design in colour

decoration, for which this class would form an
admirable practising ground. The lectures

will be continued on slightly different lines

from those of the past session. Mr. Tarver
gives up the History lectures, and the best

thanks of the Association are due to him for

the immense amount of time and trouble which
he has given to these lectures. Other short

courses will be given by Mr. Sedding and Mr.

Stannus, the latter gentleman taking the Classic

and Continental styles, and Mr. Sedding con-

fining himself to English architecture. Mr.

Lovegrove, who always gives his time and
labours ungrudgingly to the Association, will

continue his excellent course of lectures on

Construction. In connexion with these classes

and lectures, it is worth noting that by the

liberality of extraneous donors the list of prizes

that can be obtained by students has been mach
enlarged. This I think a matter for congratu-

lation. Possibly in an ideal community work
would always be pursued for its own sake,

but I am quite sure ninety-nine persons out of

a hundred work better if they have a goal to

aim for, and the healthy stimulus of friendly

rivalry for a prize is, in my opinion, productive

of great good. But this friendly emulation is

a very different thing from pot-hunting, which
should be guarded against most rigidly, and I

believe it is effectually guarded against by our

rules. With reference to these prizes, I would
specially call your attention to the foreign

travelling studentship which Mr. Aldwinckle’s
liberality has thrown open to the members of

the Association, the regulations for which have

been slightly modified. It would be telling a
thrice-told tale were I to attempt to describe

the manifold advantages which foreign travel

affords to an architect : it is, in fact, absolutely

indispensable. I feel confident many stndents

would be glad of the assistance which this

prize would afford them, and I do most earnestly

hope that at the close of the current session

the Committee will not have the thankless

task of informing Mr. Aldwinckle that there

has been no worthy candidate for his prize.

It is a matter of great regret to the Committee
that one prize has not been awarded, owing to

the fact that there has noc been a single com-
petitor for it : I allude to the Essay Prize. Now
this is not as it should be. However clever an
architect may be, a little literary grace will

never come amiss to him, and the information

gained in reading up for the Essay Prize,

combined with the practice in putting down the

result of your reading in good, nervous, idio-

matic English, will be of great value to every

student. I do beg of you to bear this in mind,

and I hope we shall have good competition for

this prize next year. The vacation visits insti-

tuted last year have more than kept np their

popularity, and serve an important educational

purpose, affording students an opportunity of

inspecting both old historical specimens of

English architecture, like Loseley and Sutton

Place, and the new methods of the most able

modern practitioners. The annual excursion,

which was first set on foot by the late Mr. Sharpe,

is still most attractive. In reviewing the past

session I must not overlook one very pleasing

event, viz., the appointment of an old President

of the Association, Mr. Blasbill, who has shown
the groat interest which he still retains in its

work in the most practical way by founding a
studentship, to the important post of Superin-

tending Architect of the Metropolitan Board
of Works. To another member of the Associa-

tion, Mr. Collcntt, has been awarded the high

honour and the difficult task of carrying out

the important buildings of the Imperial Insti-

tute, and it is worthy of remark that of the

six gentlemen who were selected to compete

for this work four are members of this Asso-

ciation.

A word of notice is due to the establish-

ment of the “ A. A. Notes,” under the editor-

I

ship of one of the most hardworking, versatile,

and efficient officers the Association has ever

had, Mr. H. D. Appleton. The work of the

Association is now so extensive and of so varied

a nature that some such publication was much
wanted in order to keep members courant

with what is being done. It offers an admirable

medium for suggestions of improvement and
for friendly criticism of the action of the

executive, and as the subscription is very

low, I hope this next session its circulation will

largely increase.

One of the salient features of the last few
years’ history of the Association has been the

increase of the entente cordiale between us and
the Royal Institute of British Architects, the

outward and visible sign of which is that we are

holding our meeting in this room, and I heartily

congratulate the members upon the fact, as I

feel sure you will all be much more comfortable

than downstairs. I propose to examine this

closer connexion between these two bodies

somewhat in detail, because I am most anxious

that there should be no misunderstanding

among the members of this Association as to its

meaning. I pointed out to you that when we
first moved to Condnit-street some members
objected, on the ground that we were getting too

close to the Institute, and some may hold the

same opinion as to this latest move. Now,
gentlemen, I believe I am only stating the

literal fact when I say that there is not a single

member of your committee who is not

thoroughly convinced that anything tending

to diminish the independence and freedom of

action of this body, anything likely to make the

Association an appanage or dependency upon
any larger body, whatever it may be called,

would be to sign the death-warrant of the

Architectnral Association. I .am one of the

strongest advocates for making the connexion

between the two bodies as close and intimate as

possible, but I am a stronger opponent of any-

thing approaching amalgamation. Each body
has work to do which cannot be done by the

other, but each can give the other material and
valuable assistance. At one time, as I men-
tioned in the brief resumd of the history of the

Association, there was a feeling of jealousy and
coldness between the two bodies which was most
prejudicial to the interests of each, which lost

this Association the services of some of its

ablest and most hardworking members, and
which, if persisted in, would, I verily believe,

have wrecked the Association. It would be

useless to inquire now as to where the fault lay,

but probably it would be found to be on both

sides ;
bat those feelings have now gone, never,

I trust, to return, and it should be and I believe

will be the earnest endeavour of the two bodies

to work together for the advancement of educa-

tion, the furtherance of art, and the general

well-being of our noble profession. The proud

motto of the Institute, ‘‘Usui oivium decori

urbium,” can only be realised by following the

motto of this Association, “ Design with beauty,

build in truth.” That there is ample work
connected with the architectural profession

wanting doing that would tax the energies of

any Society or combination of Societies, how-

ever powerful, must be patent to any one who
has given the slightest attention to the position

of architecture and architects at the present

time in this country ;
and this work can only be

done, not by frittering away energies in isolated

attempts at improvement, not by blaming the

executive of this or that institution for not

doing more and yet moving never a finger to

help them, not by opposing endeavours to

obtain increased powers and enlarged means

of usefulness, but by uniting hand to hand

and shoulder to shoulder, and making the

most urgent endeavours to attack the problem

as a whole. What the precise form of relation-

ship between this Association and the Institute

will be when the latter gets into full work under

its new Charter and By-laws is not yet quite

clear, but it seems to me that it should be some-

thing like that existing between the University

and its colleges. These all manage their own
affairs entirely and provide for their students

the means of obtaining instruction
;
but the

University, by the establishment of degrees and

shaping the examinations, and by grants for

lectureships,exercises considerable influence upon

the curriculum and always avails itself of the

advice and co-operation of the executive of the

colleges. Of course, the analogy is not com-

plete, as a University has to do exclusively

with teaching, whereas a society like the

Institute has mnch to do with practice as well

as with education. But the examination which

was set en foot by the Institute has shown most

clearly that architectural training and education
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are the subjects which mo.st emphatically require

urgent attention. This exami7iation seems to

me to be semewhat like an advanced guard sent

forward to examine au enemy’s country, and the

chief thing that has been discovered is the

nakedness of the land. The difficulty of pro-

viding adequate means of a?qairing professional

knowledge for the young men who are coming
into tho profession every year in shoals is

almost appalling in its magnitude. I do not

ignore the existing means, rather would I call

special attention to them, such as the two colleges

in London whose architectural students are pre-

sided over by two eminent professors, both of

whom are past-Presidents of this Association,

and where, as I can testify from personal expe-

rience,excellent work is done
;
and I fully acknow-

ledge the efforts which are being made by Sir

Philip Magnus at the City Guilds Institute, and
by other technical colleges and schools in the
country, and latest of all by the plucky action

of two members of this body in establishing a
studio

; but when you take the average yearly
number of students at all these institutions for

the past few years and compare it with the
number who enter this Association, it is per-

fectly evident that the institutions I have
named do not reach one tithe of those who are
preparing themselves for architectural practice.

In this matter of education the Association has
for some time been well in the van. Since I

became acquainted with the inner working of

the Association I have been perfectly amazed
at the amount of voluntary work which it does,

which is most honourable to tho Association
and the members. But the question arises

whether this voluntary work is adequate
and whether it is the best. Many of tho
older members of the body tell us that
tho voluntary system is the essence of the
Association. By all means let it remain
so, and there can bo no question that there will

be ample room for all the voluntary work that
can be obtained. But is there any reason why
this should not be supplemented by more ex-
tended educational work of a higher kind, and
which cannot be obtained gratis ? There is

many an able man perfectly competent to

conduct classes, or to give lectures, who simply
cannot afford to give his time for nothing, or
even for the ludicrously small sum which the
Association pays its lecturers, and I confess T

can see nothing derogatory to this Associa-
tion in accepting grants for lectureships, as
shadowed forth in the opening address of the
President of the Institute last year, supposing
funds were available from the Institute

j
for I

really believe that the limit has been very
nearly reached of the voluntary work of the
Association.

A writer in the “A. A. Notes” has perti-
nently asked what provision tho Association
makes for preparing its members for the
Institute Examination, and has suggested
sweeping reforms in the methods of im-
parting inatrnctiou. It is not a complicated
arithmetical problem to ascertain what 1,000
half-guineas amount to, and a glance at the
revenue account will show what balance the
Association has, after paying the absolutely
necessary outgoings, for increasing its useful-
ness in this way

; and for my part I think the
suggestions to which I have alluded worthy of
the most serious attention. In this connexion
may I venture to make au appeal to members
of the Association ? I believe some old mem-
bers hold the opinion that after a time they
should resign membership of tho Association,
and leave the work to younger men. As far as
tho work is concerned, this may be so ; but
I would remind them that very little can be
done without the sinews of war, and I would
beg of them to leave their names on the books,
and give us their small contributions yearly,
upon which so much depends. The committee
would willingly do more to assist with the pre-
paration of candidates for the Institute Ex-
amination if they could, but I very much fear
they have got to the end of their tether. And
after all, gentlemen, tho question does force
itself upon my mind very frequently,—Do we
get the best "work of one individual in a thou-
sand if it is given voluntarily ?

Tho Institute Examination is so intimately
connected with our work that no excuses are
needed for referring to it again, althouf^h it has
been dealt with by every President of the last
three or four years. Some people consider the
examination a success: these are those who
look at it from the outside, and see that a fair
number of candidates present themselves-

others, who look at it more from the inside, and
have opportnnities for judging of the nature of

,

the work done, are sometimes disposed to be
despondent and vote it a failure. But 1 do not
think two opinions exist as to the immense
amount of good which has been already done
by its establishment. Credeexperto. Ask every
candidate who has presented himself, whether
he passed the first time, whether he failed at tho

first attempt and has subsequently succeeded in

passing, or even if be has as yet only made
tho attempt to pass, and I believe every one
will tell you that the mere preparation for the
Examination has done much to widen his horizon

and to increase his interest in everytliing con-
nected with his professional work. I am not

,

saying that either the general scheme or the
details of the Examination are perfect, because
I believe both require modification, and I quite

hope to see improvements made in it before
another year has expired, but what I want to

impress upon all members of this Association,

whether students or masters, and if by chance
any faint echo of these words of mine may
reach them, others who are not members of

this Association, is this : that passing the Insti-

tute Examination, and the subsequent if not
consequent Associateahip, should be considered
as essential a jiart of the training of an archi-

tect as being articled or learning to design. I

do not believe it possible to overrate the value
of such an examination if it be made the goal of

our early studies in methodising and focussing,

so to speak, those studies. I know from personal
experience how difficult it used to be twenty
years ago, ay, bow difficult it is for every one
of us as we grow older, to avoid being dilettanti

or sciolists, and howapt wo are to consider super-
ficial knowledge sound knowledge, simply from
the lack of some means of patting it to the test.

This test the Examination supplies, and I want
every student of the Association to make up
bis mind that it will be in some degree a dis-

grace not to pass it, and every master to feel it

a duty to assist his pupil to pass it, with advice
and instruction on the one hand, and by allow-
ing him time to prepare for it on the other. I

should like to endorse, as strongly as I possibly
can, tho recommendation of Mr. I’Anson that
the Examination should be recognised by a
clause in the indentures of every articled pupil.

And this applies not only to London, but to the
provinces also. Tliero are differences in the
mode of carrying on practice in the provinces
and in London, which prove almost insuperable
obstacles to framing rules of practice which
shonld be equally applicable in all circum-
stances and in all parts of the country

; but the
necessity of recognising this Examination is

equally binding upon all members of the pro-
fession wherever they may be established. It

is a gratifying fact that although it has only
been established five years the Examination has
been already held at three provincial centres,
and I should strongly advocate increasing the
number of centres, even though the candidates
were very few at first, because I believe it

would awaken an interest in the subject, and
open new ground. I ^e no reason why,
supposing funds were available, the Association
should not assist in this work. We have for a
long time had one country branch affiliated to
ourselves, and I do not think it would be difficult

to devise a scheme whereby other provincial
societies might enter into relations with us,
somewhat on the lines of affiliation, to the
mutual advantage both of them and of our-
selves

; in fact, I think it quite possible that
this Association may turn out to be the medium
for bringing about that consolidation of all

branches of the profession which is aimed at
by the various suggestions for federation which
have been so much discussed during the last
twelve months. Instruction by correspondence
cannot, of course, be so efficient as by word of
mouth, but still it is largely adopted by the
Universities, and in our own case I believe the
Birmingham members attach great value to the
papers which are sent down from London for
perusal by the country members of tho Con-
struction Class

; and this class teaching might
Ibe supplemented by occasional visits from

the London members, or by lectures on
the Institute Examination, or in other ways.
These are only suggestions which I throw out
as instances of what might be done in the way
of additional work. There is, however, one
warning which the student should ever bear in
mind in reference to the E-xamination. Look
at it not as an end, but as a means

;
not as the

climax of your studies, but as an incentive to
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fresh ones
;
not, as the logicians would say, as a

terminus ad quern, but a terminus a quo and if

you take this view of it, there will be no fear of
its becoming anything but an unmixed good.
In commenting upon the state of architectural
education before an assembly like this, I always
have an uncomfortable feeling that I am open
to the criticism of carrying coals to Newcastle.
I am sure that every one here would endorse
my words, but the people who want convincing
are the outside public,—the parents and guar-
dians of the youths who are soon to be sent out
in a plastic state to be moulded into more or
leas capable architects. Until the general
public are convinced that architecture is a
liberal profession, and must be treated liberally,

we shall not see the improvement which is so
desirable. It is useless to roar a substantial
building upon a rotten foundation, and we may
go on improving the facilities for architectural
education in vain unless tho absolute necessity
of a thorough and first-rate general education
for an architect is fully recognised. It is

thought quite natural that before studying Law
or Medicine a boy should go through a college
course, and after that he would not be expected
to earn anything worth speaking of for some
years; but many lads are articled to an archi-
tect at the age say of sixteen or less, and are ex-
pected after three years to be able to earn their
own living. What is wanted to be known is that
such a system as this is not only unwise and
ineffective, but that it is extravagant, and that
in the long run it will pay better in actual
pounds, shilliuga, and pence, to keep a boy at
school for another two years and then give him
a course at a technical college or at one of the
Universities before he is articled to an
architect. Just look at what is required of an
architect nowadays. Not only must he be able
to design anything, from a stable to a church,
aud be fully acquainted with the nature aud
properties of the materials which he uses, but
he must be a bit of a geologist in order to
distinguish between alternative sites for a house
that are submitted to his decision ; he must
know enough chemistry to be able te advise on
the prevention or cure of decay in timber or in

stone; he must be a mathematician and com-
petent to calculate the atraius on the various
parts of the buildings which he erects

;
he

most have sufficient knowledge of electrical

science to be able to exercise a certain amount
of individual judgment as to the merits of rival

schemes of electric lighting; while as to sani-

tation, if he is not able to give a good account
of his drains, and to justify his scheme of traps,

disconnecting chambers, &o., he will be held up
to obloquy by some candid critic in the press as
being very nearly guilty of manslaughter. In
fact, so multifarious are the duties that au
architect is called upon to perform that his

client seems sometimes to expect him to have
a mechanical engineer up his sleeve aud a
specialist in each of his pockets. You may
employ specialists for these various works if you
like, but depend upon it if anything goes wrong,
you the architect would be the first person
called over the coals by your client. And yet,

though all these things are required of him by
the public, will any one say that in very many
cases the public recognition of an architect’s

services and position is at all what he ought to
expect if he be a capable man ? And that is a
condition which we all should do our best to see
fulfilled as far as training can fulfil it.

Tlie practice of architecture used not always
to be held in low esteem. Cicero classes the
architect as next in importance to the physician,

and tho Romans generally accounted architec-

ture the most respectable, as it was then the
most lucrative, of all the arts. The same views
obtained during the later years of the Roman
Empire. In the latter part of the fifth cen-

tury, A.D., the Emperor Theodoric issued a
document which appears to be a sort of general
instruction to bis Government architects, and
wliich proceeds thus -.

—
“ It is no slight business

which is entrusted to you, since by the prac-

tice of your art you have to carry out the
ardent desire which possesses us of erecting
new buildings. Whether it be a question of

beautifying a city or of erecting a praatorium
for ourselves, we look to you to give practical

embodiment to the schemes which we have in
our mind. We wish to have expression given
to our ideas in so appropriate and so stable a
fashion that the only difference between our
buildings aud those of the ancients should be
their newness. What can be a more honourable
employment ! what a more glorious function

!
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than that of bequeathing to the remotest
ngcs monuments which will assure for yon the

I

admiration and the plaudits of posterity. For
it is your task to direct the mason, the sculptor,

I
the bronze woi ker, the plaster modeller, and the

; artist in mosaic. You have to teach them
what they are ignorant of and to solve the dilh-

culties brought to you by this host of artificers

who work under your guidance and who must
have recoui’se to your better judgment. See,

then, what resources ho should have who lias so

many to instruct. J3ut you will enjoy the

reward of your labours, and the success of tlio

oporiitions which you direct will form your
eulogy. Observe the distinction which yon
enjoy. You walk immediately in front of

ourselves surrounded by a numerous cortu'je

with the gold wand in your hand, a prerogative
wliicb, as it brings you near our person,

announces that to you we liavo entrusted the

care of onr palaces.”* This was the recog-
nition given to the art of architecture by the
rude king of the Ostrogoths, and I fear wo shall

look long and look in vain for such appreciation

now. But, gentlemen, let ua boar this in mind,
that the recognition of our profession depends
upon each individual one of us. The out-

ward display which is so striking a feature

of our times and under the influence of

which the speculating builder runs up elegant
villas with elaborate stone dressings outside and
onriched plaster cornices inside, while he builds
bis walls with bats and shufTs and forgets to

parge his flues and to conuect his drain-pipes,

—

this same display has afl’oeted the architect, and
is seen not only in the palatial exteriors which
mark some of our now bnildings, but also, I von-
tnro to think, in the excessive modern elaboration

of draughtsmanship. Yon most remember that
it is not so much elegance of drawing as know-
ledge of details that is required in practi--al

work; that comfort and substantiality in the
erected building will be more appreciated by
the client than the appearance of the plan and
elevations on paper; so that while not neglect-
ing draughtamauship,—don’t imagine I am dis-

paraging that,—try and make it only a moans
of assuring more accurate knowledge. Our
profession is really a noble one, and it behoves
US all never to lose sight of this fact. We
have a responsibility not only to our clients, but
to oarselves and our colleagues. We should
each of ua consider that in us as individuals

is deposited the honour of the whole body
;

that a delinquency on our part, a lapse

from the high standard which we should
set up for ourselves, or oven only a mani-
fest display of incompotency iu work which
is entrusted to us, may do far-reaching harm
and is a slight upon the other members of
our profession. We should bear iu mind, as

Bacon says, that wo have “ ns well to create
good precedents as to follow them,” and
although we cannot all be a Michelangelo or a
Brunelleschi and hand our names down to

posterity “in records that defy the tooth of

time,” we can all earnestly endeavour to do
thoroughly and well the work that comes imme-
diately to our hand, and if this spirit animates
us, whether as students in our preparation or as

principals in our practice, we shall do what lies

in our power to uphold the dignity of our
art and to hand on the Lamp of Architecture
with its lustre undimmed to those who arc to

come after us.

[A report of the discussion which followed is

in type, but for want of space we are obliged to

hold it over uutil next week.]

Tlie Surveyors’ Institution.—The fiiat

ordinary general meeting of this Institution for

the present session will be held on Monday,
November 14th, 1887, when the President, Mr.
W. J. Beadel, M.P., will open the session with
an address. Chair to bo taken at eight o’clock.

Hospitals Association.—The second even-
ing meeting of the fifth session of the llospitals

Association will be held (by kind permission of

the Weekly Board) at the Boai-d-room of the
Middlesex Hospital, Berners-streeb, Oxford-
atreeb, on Wednesday, the 9th of November, at

•8 p.m., Sir Douglas Galton, K.C.B., in the chair.

A paper will be read by Mr. Keith D. Young,
F.R.I.B.A., on “ Hospital Construction,” to be
followed by a discussion. Cards of admission
can bo obtained, on application, from Mr.
Howard J. Collins, secretary, the Hospitals
Association, Norfolk House, Norfolk-street,
W.C.
* Casaiodorus Tariarain, lib. vii., c. t. “ Formula cura

Palatii."

Illusfratxans*

THE SCREEN AT ST. ALBAN’S.

E give a view in tlie present number of

the celebrated screen at St. Alban’s

Cathedral, as it has now been re-

stored.

The condition of the screen when it was
proposed to restore it is well exhibited in Nash’s
picture (engraved in Clntterbiick’a “History
of Herts ”), except that the unsightly and in-

congrxiouB plaster work there shown as cover-

ing the place of the cross and the six central

niches was removed by the late rector, Dr.

Nicholson.

The bases of the four upper niches and the

canopies and bases of the lower ones had been
shaved off fiat to enable the plaster-work to bo
put on. It removal showed the original face of

the stone on the blank space whore the cross

had been. The top of the screen had served as

a thoroughfare from ouo side of tho triforium

to tho other, and, as a natural consequence,

tho whole of the cresting, except one small

fragment, had boon knocked off. All the

pinnacles of the tabernacle work had been

knocked off, and almost in every case not

broken bat removed from the leaded sockets.

The only part wautonly damaged, if we except

tho crucifix, was the tabernacle work over the

altar, its creating and the ornamental filliug-in

of the hollow above the pinnacles h.aving been
destroyed, and the pinnacles themselves and
the ornamental work of the bases much
damaged.
The central portion of the tabernacle work

above the cross,—that which corresponds to tho

“spire” in the Winchester screen,—was appa-

rently an ancient reparation, made by patting

together pieces which were not meant to be

together. Apparently they were ill-pnt together,

and the whole thing was, in fact, askew and
unsafe, and had been supported at some later

time by a classical bracket of rather bad work-

manship. In this no other alteration has been
made than to reset it and make it straight and
safe, and to substitute a cauopy for the bracket.

The two or thi’ee fragments of pinnacles

which bad not given way at the headings, but

bad remained fast, though broken, gave an indi-

cation for the restoration of the others, and in

this the tabernacle work of the smaller niches.

fortunately quite uninjured, afforded great help

The new pinnacles were not servilely copied

but independently designed.

The scheme of the screen was evidently a
group of the Crucifixion in the centre, over the

altar, and at the two sides figures, of saints,

witnesses in later time.s to the faith in tho

religion of Christ, of which His Crucifixion was
the crowning act. The group consisted of the

crucified Saviour and the witnesses then pre-

sent, namely, Ilia Mother and St. John, four

angels above,and four more adoring, in tbo smaller

niches. These ten figures are completed and in

their places, but the central figure is not yet put
in hand. It is to be hoped, as the work has gone
so far, that it will be completed ere long.

The scheme for filling the other niches was
this. As tho chroniclers bad left no record of

what figures filled them it was necessary to

choose those who were most appropriate, viz.,

English Saints who bore some relation to

the Abbey, foreign Saints who have the

same qualification, and Saints in the English
Calendar.

In these two classes may be mentioned the

Ven. Bede, the historiographer of St. Alban ;
St.

Hugh of Lincoln, in whose Diocese tho Abbey
was

;
St. Benedict, whose rule the Abbey

followed
; and (among the small statues) St.

Osyth, who with others here represented had
an altar in the Abbey.
There arc also included two who were not

Saints, King Offa 11., who founded the Abbey,
and Pope Adrian, the only English Pope, who
was born close to St. Alban’s.

The only statues now remaining to be done
are Saints Augustine, Alban, Amphibalus, and
Erkenwald (all nearly completed), and the

figures of the Annunciation, which will occupy
the two canted niches north and south. There
are also two of the small niches unfilled.

The material of the screen is clunch, and of

the statues Mansfield Woodhouse stone.

The thirteen niches over the altar will contain

alabaster statuettes, about 15 in. high, of Our
Lord (in majesty) and Twelve Apostles. Two
only are yet iu place.

There are twenty full-sized statues, four

smaller, and twenty-eight still smaller ; the

height of the large niches to the soffit being

about 6 ft. 6V in., the second size 4 ft. 3^ in.,

the third 3 ft. 3 in., and those for the two kneel-

ing angels 2 ft. 9 in.
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PLAN DRESS CIRCLE

‘ Terry’s Theatre,” Strand.—Plan and Section.

behind the scenes, a hydrant being in each 1

circle, one on each aide, while the whole of the (

stage and flies, both above and below, are (

dominated also with a system of sprinklersj ;

which spiinklers are commanded by valves at

the stage-door, and are always ready. Thnsi >

while the auditorium is entirely fire-proof^ f

the stage can be deluged, at a few moments* >

notice, with a perfect sheet of water, •

entirely preventing the spread of fire-.

:

The stage wood-work is all coated with I

fire-proof paint. The ironwork is so arranged i

that it stands alone, the whole being tied (

together with steel anchorages and bars. The i

ironwork is then cased with concrete, this being
|

again topped with Eureka concrete, while the i

under portion or any part which still remains i

exposed is cased in plaster. The auditorium j

and stage are botn separately ventilated by

;

direct exhausts in the roof of each. The stage i

is divided from the auditorium by the
proscenium, being closed by an asbestos fire-!

proof curtain. The whole of the bnilding isi

lighted by electricity, which is supplied by
the Sir Contts Lindsay Company of the Gros^-

venor Gallery, no engines, dynamos, &c., being]
in the building. The theatre, both in exterior)

and interior, is in the Flemish style, the interior)

colouring being a deep brown pink and apple*:

green and gold, all the silk curtains and hang-!
ings being of the same colours. The seats,!

which are made with enamelled iron frames,

i

are covered in the same colours, plash and
brocade.”

^

The small print by Le Keux, of which we
give a reproduction, is of some interest as
showing a former restoration (on paper), with-
out the figures. In it will be seen the classical
bracket before referred to, supporting the
central pinnacle.

The restoration has been carried out at the
cost of Mr. H. Hucks Gibbs, and under his
direction, but with the assistance and advice of
an’erainent architect.* The carving and sculp-
ture has been executed by Mr. Harry Hems.
Four of the figures are shown to a larger

scale at the sides of the plate
; on the left, the

"Virgin and St. Boniface
; on the right, the

Apostle St. John, and St. Richard.

BT. ALHAIS’S SHRINE.
The shrine, of fourteenth-century date, wh

now stands in the centre of the Saint’s Cha|
at St. Albao’s Abbey, was found in fragmc
during the restoration in February, 1872,-80
portiODs having been previously found in 18
The whole of the main structure is of Purbi
m^ble, the vaulting and traceried panels ins
being of clunch, and still retaining considera
traces of gold and colour. A notice of

1870
® ^ Builder for Mai

1872. The drawing here given was exhibi
in the Royal Academy this year.

— R^. W. Padz.

rftLnnf to appealrewoua which it la not our buainesa to inquire into.

TERRY’S THEATRE, STRAND.
We give a view of this new theatre, together

with a plan and section which will better ex-
plain the special arrangements which have been
made for exits, and to which we have already
referred.

The architect sends us the following descrip-
tion of the arrangement and constrnction of
the house, which has already appeared in
nearly the same words in some of the daily
papers, but which we may usefully repeat here
in immediate connexion with the illnstrations :

—

‘‘ The main entrances to the dress circle,
stalls, and boxes are in the Strand, the extra
gallery exit being also in the Strand. The
extra exit to the dress circle is in Savoy-
buildings, as are both the pit entrances, extra
exit, and the gallery entrance. There are three
tiers, pit and stalls, balcony and dress circle,
and gallery and upper boxes. Each part of the
house has two or more exits. The total exit
accommodation is, according to the regulations
of the Board of Works, equal to 3,500 people,
while, as before stated, the holding capacity of
the theatre is o:*.ly 800 persons. The whole,
includiDg the roof, is constructed of concrete
and iron, no wood being nsed in the auditorium,
except for doors and windows, while all the neces-
sary woodwork before and behind the curtain is
coated with Sir Seymour Blane’s fireproof paint.
A thorough system of hydrants in the best
available positions is placed both before and

The architect is Mr. Walter Emden, assisted

by Mr. George Harrison, C.E., as to the hydrant

;

and water arrangements. The contractors are
Messrs. Holliday & Greenwood. The iron-work
is by Messrs. M. T. Shaw & Co. ; and the water

:

apparatus by Messrs. Rose. The carton-pierre
has been executed by Messrs. Battiscombe &
Harriss, and the famishing by Messrs.

;

Atkinson ; while the tile decorations have been
executed by Messrs. Doulton. Mr. E. Bell has.
executed the painted decorations

;
Mr. Rust is

doing the mosaic paving; Messrs. Vaughan &!
Brown have executed the gas-fittings, and
Messrs. Verity Bros, the electric light fittings.)

Mr. S. M. Egan has acted as clerk of works.

THE NEW UNION CLUB-HOUSBi
NEWCASTLE- DPON-TYNE.

This building, of which we publish an illus-

tration, stands upon a plot of ground extending
130 ft. in Rosemary-lane, by 71 ft. in Westgate-
road. It adjoins the neighbouring buildings in

Westgate-road, and is bounded by Rosemary-
lane and St. John’s Church on the west, and by
new promises on the north. The principal*

fa(jade8 are in Westgate-road and Rosemary-
lane. These fronts of the building are enriched
with oriels thrown out on the first floor, and?

with balconies and other highly effective orna-

mental features. The building is constrncted
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ta Frudharn stone, and stands upon a plinth

riif grey Aberdeen granite.

The ground-plan shows the arrangement of

cibe building. On the first floor are the drawing-
noom, smoking-room, and'other principal rooms
i|if the club-house. On the second floor a few
iiedrooms’j with the necessary dressing and

i

i»ath rooms, and above, the usual domestic
}jrflices and servants’ apartments.
The kitchen, with its offices and accessories,

ir# in the upper story of the wing extending
[own Rosemary-lane.

I' The work throughout has been executed

jy Messrs. Shaftoe & Barry, of York,
<Tho were the contractors for the build-

<Dg. The warming and ventilating arrange-
inents are by Mr. W. W. Phipson, the

ijirnamental plastering by Messrs. Jackson
jJon, the kitchen fittings by Messrs. Clements,
reakeB, & Co., the stained glass and ornamental
klazing by Messrs. Powell & Son, the marble
Inosaio pavements by Messrs. Burke & Co., and
['he gas service and fittings by Messrs. Stevens
K Co., and Messrs. Barkentin & Krall, all of

[London. The marble chimney-pieces were
jupplied by Messrs. Walker & Emley, and the
Moves and grates by Messrs. Mather & Arm-
trong, of Newcastle, who also fitted up the
iystem of pneumatic bells. The contract for

J^he whole of the furniture, which has been
ilesigned in harmony with the building, has
l>een executed by Messrs. Robson & Son, of

lilewcastle. Mr. G. C. Davies acted throughout
La the architect’s clerk of works.

I NEWPORT-ROAD SCHOOLS, LEYTON.
I These schools, affording accommodation for

1,040 children, in three departments, have been
L^ted at Leyton, Essex, for the Leyton School
lloard, from the designs of Mr. J. T. Newman,
^chitect, at a cost, inclusive of caretaker’s
Mouse, boundary-wall, Ac., of 7,9101. The
ivorks have been carried out by Mr. James
Morter, builder, of Stratford, B.

3‘RINCIPAL ENTRANCE, “ EDDESBURY.”
I The illustration is the principal entrance of
(' Eddesbury,” the residence of Mr. James
|iatbam, situate in “West Derby,” near Liver-
.KJol. The house is built of red Ruabon brick
ind red Runcorn stone. The roof is coveredwith
ixeen slates from the Tilberthwaite quarries.
RL considerable part of the internal fittings and
Inishings is of oak. The architect is Mr. J.

I'rancis Doyle, of Liverpool.

lOLY TRINITY CHURCH, GATESHEAD.
The design illustrated this week, by Messrs,

lept. Oswald & Son, architects, of Newcastle-
n-Tyne, was selected in limited competition.

I The design is really for the enlargement of

the existing chnrch, which will be utilised as
the south aisle of the new edifice. Its west
front, shown on the exterior view, is ancient,

dating from 124S, and will be preserved abso-
lutely intact. The remainder of the present
church, which was restored and re-roofed about
fifty years ago, will be interfered with as little

as possible, an arcade being substituted for its

north wall. The pillars and arches of this

arcade are spaced so as to leave the old roof,

with its wall posts and corbels, exactly as at

present. This roof, although of a different

style from the rest of the building, is internally

of graceful form, and its retention seems
desirable for many reasons. The western
gallery will be taken away, displaying internally

the full proportions of the window, now partly
hidden. With these exceptions, the present
edifice will be left practically unaltered.
The walls of the church will be built of local

stone, plastered internally, unless (as is hoped)
funds are forthcoming to line the interior with
stone, which is very desirable, especially in the
chancel and nave. The roof timbers will be of
pitch pine, left the natural colour, without
stain or varnish. The church will be seated
with chairs for about 600 persons. The
furnishings of the chancel may have to be
temporary in the first instance, but will be
added gradually as adequate funds become
available for permanent reredos, choir-stalls,

chancel-screen and gates, lectern, pulpit, &c.,

of suitable architectural character.
It may be noted that tradition affirms the

site of this church to be that of a Saxon monas-
tery, of which records prove the existence prior
to A.D. 653.

THE FIRE AT WHITELEY’S.*

The inquest as to the death of the four persons
killed by the fall of the wall at the time of the
fire at Whiteloy’s in Angust last was resumed
and concluded on Monday, before Dr. Danford
Thomas, Coroner for Central Middlesex.

Mr. Charles Robert Walker, C.E., of Great
Qneen-street, Westminster, said that on the
26th of August he received instructions from
the Coroner to examine Mr. Whiteley’a premises,
with a view to ascertain the construction of the
ironwork, the relation of the ironwork to the
brickwork, and the expansion of the iron under
great heat. He had to report that the factory
in Douglas-plaoe was a building about 80 ft.

from east to west, and 72 ft. from north to

south (or facing Douglas-place). It consisted
of four floors and a ground-floor,—five in all.

The height from the ground to the upper ceiling

was about 55 ft. The first floor was said to be
a “fire-proof” floor, and all the others were
strong wooden floors supported on iron girders.

The ceilings were of match-boarding, and the
joists appeared to be very strong, and closely
laid together, so that the girders were thoroughly
sandwiched between timber, which at the time
of the fire would be very dry. The iron girders
were supported by columns extending from the
basement to the roof, except in one case, where
a partition wall was carried to the first-floor

level, and columns were carried from the level
of that wall to the roof. There were three tiers

of girders and columns extending from the
basement to the roof, and one tier extending
from the first floor to the roof. In the
provision - shop in Douglas-place, a build-
ing of four stories and ground-floor, about
150 ft. loug, and varying from 30 ft. to 40 ft.

in width, the floors were carried in a similar
way; the ground - floor was a “fireproof”
floor. Girders were largely used in other por-
tions of the building in connexion with wood-
work, and in some cases in connexion with “ fire-

proof " flooring, but the girders generally were
isolated, and ran parallel to the street. With
regard to the construction of the ironwork, in

the factory in Douglas-place the girders carry-
ing the floors were rolled iron joists, 12 in. by
6 in., weighing about 56 lb. per foot. They
were in lengths of about 16 ft., and were carried
on four cast-iron colnmus. The ends of the
girders were bolted to the columns, different

methods of connexion being adopted,—one on
the ground-floor, another on the :^Bt floor,

another on the second floor, another on the
third and fourth floors. All those methods of
connexion had the same effect, namely, that of
securely bolting the girders through the column
to each other, or making one continuous girder
of the whole length, the ends of which con-

tinuous girder were in the wall. The columns'
varied in diameter (the stronger being at the-

bottom), and were bolted together vertically, so
that the girders with the columns formed three
frames about 76 ft. long by 66 ft. high. The
fourth frame rested upon the partition wall
carried to the first-floor level, and was there-
fore about 76 ft. long by 46 ft. high. The first

or “ fireproof ” floor consisted of rolled iron

j oists, 8 in. by 4 in., laid at right-angles to the large
girders, and the ends of those joists rested on the
wall before mentioned. That wall also sup-
ported one end of the short joists carrying the
other portion of the first floor. In this floor
there were two main girders side by side
instead of one, as in the other floors, in order
to obtain additional strength for the heavy
floor. At the time of his inspection, none of
the girders remained fixed to the columns, so
that his examination did not show whether they
were closely bolted together or not, but he had
every reason to believe that they were closely
bolted together. The girders in the provision-
shop in Douglas-place remained intact at the
time of his inspection : they were securely
bolted to the columns. There was no allowance
whatever for expansion or lateral play

; in fact,
it might be said in both cases that the walla
were tied together by moans of girders. With
regard to the relation of the ironwork to the
brickwork, at the time he made his examinatioQ
one girder only remained in the western wall of
the factory ; that girder was bent at right
angles aboat 3 ft. from the wall, and stood in

that position. There wore five holes in the
brickwork from which the girders had fallen.

In one of those holes, where the first-floor

girder had been, there was a clear impression
of the girder on the brickwork at the back of
the hole. The hole was about 6 in. deep. Two
other boles on the first-floor level were of about
the same depth, and the two holes at the level

of the second-floor girders were about 7 in. or
8 in. deep. In the weal ern wall seven girders
remained fixed, two of which, however, were sup-
ported by columns, and five hung from the wall,
one girderstandingoutborlzontally from the wall.
He could see three holes from which the girders
had fallen

; these appeared to be about 14 iru

deep, and judging from the appearance of one
he should think that there was a pocket op
space at the back of the end of that girder. As
both the girders in the east and west wall
remained standing firmly in the wall, be con-
cluded that they were closely and firmly built
in, or they could not possibly have remained ia
such a position. It was not possible for him
to have any of the brickwork round these
girders cut away at the time when he made his
first examination. He endeavoured to arrange
to see the girders when the men were pulling
down the wall

;
he was unable to do so, but

from his examination of the girders after they
were taken down they appeared to have been
firmly built into the brickwork. He also found
that one of the girders on the ground-floor level

in the east wall was firmly built in the brick-
work, and that the bricks actually touched the
back of the girder. In the provision-shop in
Douglas-place he was able to examine a nnmber
of girders when the wall was being pulled
down, and they were bnilt into the brickwork.
He had an interview with Mr. Saunders, the
architect, who kindly afforded him full informa-
tion, and went through the detail drawings of
the destroyed building with him. Mr. Saunders
informed him that “ pockets ” were not men-
tioned in the specification, but that instruc-

tions were generally given to keep the ends of
the girders clear. Mr. Saunders also showed
him details of the ironwork, from which he was
able to distinctly state that there was no
allowance or provision for expansion at the
connexion between the girders and columns,
except such small play as there might be
between a i in. bolt passing through an inch,

hole in the log on the column and through e.

J in. hole in the girder, and that was assuming
that the ends of the girders did not butt
against the column. On the 30th of September,
having arranged with Mr. Saunders to meet his

assistant, Mr. Point, he bad two holes ont in the
brickwork at the back of two of the girders.

He found in one case the brickwork built close
up to the back of the girder; in the other case
a very small apace was left, but not a “ pocket.”'

In the case of two heavy girders in other parte;
of the building he found that there was a pocket
at the back of the girder, but in all cases the
girders were built around and securely to the-

wall at the face. He felt bound to say, how-See Builder, p. 660, ante.
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ever, that Mr. Point, Mr. Saunders’s assistant,

told him that if any pockets ” were left it was
by accident and not by design. With regard to

the question of the expansion of iron under heat,

in ordinary temperature the expansion was so

slight that in building little heed need be paid

to it. But the expansion increased in direct

ratio to the temperature, and up to 200° Pahr. it

was about one eight-hundredth of the length.

It was, therefore, necessary to endeavour to

ascertain the temperature of the girders during
the lire. A great quantity of melted lead was
found in the factory, and he bad also seen a
piece of metal consisting of part of a girder,

part of a column, part of a steam-pipe, and
other pieces of iron, partially melted and fused

together, so that the temperature must
have been very great. Many of the girders

must have been red - hot, as was, indeed,

quite clear from the red scales upon them.
In such a case the expansion would be

tV in- or even ^ in. per foot of girder. In the
case, therefore, of what was practically a con-

tinuons girder 80 ft. long, the expansion would
be 6 in. or 8 in. over all. It was then neces-
sary to consider how much of that expansion
would be communicated direct to the ends of

the girders. Eolled iron joists were not very
stiff laterally, and in expanding they would
probably buckle and arch somewhat, especially

as the girders were fixed at the ends. On the
other hand, the fact that the columns were
bolted together, and that the floors would rest

on the girders during the early part of the fire,

would help to keep the girders from buckling.
He did not think that the whole of the expan-
sion could have goue to the walls, but he
believed that about 2 iu. of that expansion
would be communicated to each end of the
girders and against the walls. Though the
resistance offered by the ends of the girders
being firmly built into the walls might tend to
increase the buckling, buckling so caused
would not lessen the strain upon the walls.

In his opinion the expansion of the girders
caused considerable outward thrust upon
the walls, and as the ends of the girders
were not absolutely free, that expansion
would tend to push the walls over. In a small
building near the factory, called the “ stables,”
he noticed two rolled iron joists about 30 ft.

long had thrust and bulged outwards the brick-
work near their ends. He believed that was
due to the expansion of those girders under
•great heat. The bolts which lie produced would
show that there had been very great expansion
in the girders. A short bolt which must have
connected a third or fourth 'floor girder to a
column had been bent as with a hydraulic press,
the depth from the head to the bend exactly
corresponding with the thickness of the lug on
the column and from the nut to the bend vi-ith

the thickness of the web of the girder. In his
opinion, that bolt had not been bent by the fall
of the girder, like another bolt produced, which
showed the manner in which it had been
wrenched by the falling of the girders. Two
long bolts (produced), which had come from a
second-floor girder, also showed evidence of ex-
pansion in the girders. In addition to the
iron girders in the factory, there was a
considerable amount of shafting running
both parallel to and at right angles to
Dooglas-place. It was urged that the north
wall of the factory also fell into what is
called “Whiteley’s-mews,” and that there
were no girders in that wall. The ends of
the short rolled iron joists which carried the
fireproof floor were said to be in the north
wall, and those joists might have communicated
the expansion of the longer cross-joists to
the wall. The ends of the strong wooden
joists carrying all the floors were also in that
wall, and when the main girders carrying the
joists fell, the joists falling might have over-
thrown the wall. Iron, when used in a build-
ing, could only expand to the extent stated
when submitted to great heat, as iu a fire. The
ends of the girders being firmly built into the
walls, the expansion of the girders would cause
an outward thrnst upon the walls,—already
weakened by the heat of the fire

; and such
thrust did, in his opinion, afford a reasonable
explanation of the falling of the walls. The
walls were well built, and the brickwork was
very good indeed. He had no desire to find
fault with the building. He believed the
ordinary method of construction bad been
obseived, and that there were many buildings
similarly constructed. °

In answer to questions put by the Foreman

of the Jury (Mr. Mark H. Judge), Mr. Walker
said that before he had seen the results of this

fire, he should probably have built the ware-
house in the same way. He could not give any
other explanation of the fall of the wall except
that it was due to the pushing force exerted by
the expansion of the girders. Asked whether
the walls of a building ought to be tiod together
by iron girders, and whether iron girders ought
to be built tight into the walls, Mr. Walker said
where the girders were meant to carry wood
floors he would make special provision for the
expansion of the girders, but in fireproof

floors he did not think that would be
necessary.

Mr. W. B. Lewis, M. Inst. C.E., was the next
witness. He said he had had experience in iron
and brick construction, and that the building
which was the subject of inquiry was con-
structed in the manner usually adopted for such
buildings. He could not agree with Mr.
Walker in thinking that the expansion of the
girders had much to do with the falling down
of the wall. The wall was, no doubt, subjected
to very great heat. He thought that the
tendency of the girders would be to pull the
wails in rather than to push them out, but he
should attribute the weakening of the walls to
the heat to which they were exposed, apart
from the girders altogether. Iu common
structures like the one under inquiry it was
not usual to make any allowance for the con-
traction or expansion of the ironwork.
By the Foreman of the Jury.—The expansion

and contraction of iron under ordinary tempera-
tures was so slight that it was not necessary to
make any special provision for it. In other
words, it was only usual to provide for safety
in such structures under ordinary circumstances.
This was not a “ fireproof ” building, and there-
fore no special means would be taken to protect
the ironwork, notwithstanding that ironwork in

the presence of fire was an element of danger
rather than of security.

By Mr. Roche (representing Mr. Wliiteley).

—

His belief was that a girder 12 in. by 6 in.

would buckle and twist by the heat long before
it could exert any effect upon the wall.

Mr. F. \V. Shields, M.Inst.C.E., said he had
bad considerable experience in iron construc-
tion, and his opinion was that the iron girders
had practically no effect upon the falling of the
wall. He thought that the wall fell owing to
the operation of an ordinary law of nature.
The heat inside the building expanded the wall,
which was cool on the outside, and this differ-

ence of external and internal temperature
caused the wall to buckle, without any pull or
thrust from the girders.

By the Foreman of the Jury.—He should, if

this had been his own building, have built the
girders solidly into the brickwork, for the
reason that the girders supporting the various
floors of a building were needed for use also as
ties from wall to wall. He did not think that
the wall could have fallen from the thrust of
the continuous length of girder through the
application of heat at a distance from the
interior face of the wall. Did not know that
the wall fell within a very few minutes of the
alarm of the fire having been given, and before
the tire had itself reached the inner face of the
wall. Did not know that immediately the wall
fell upon the people whose lives were lost, the
firemen who set to work in removing the d6hris
found that the bricks were not too hot to
handle, as they would have been bad the wall
fallen owing to the direct action of heat.
By the Coroner.—The brickwork was very

good.

Mr. T. Chatfeild Clarke, F.R.T.B.A., said that
as surveyor to a large fire office he bad had
considerable experience of the behaviour of
buildings under fire. He had looked at the
drawings, plans, sections, Ac. of the destroyed
warehouse, as erected from the plans of the
architect, Mr. J. E. Saunders, and as the result
of the examination he was prepared to say
that if he (witness) had had to construct the
building, with its particular requirements, he
should have constructed it iu exactly the same
manner as that adopted by Mr. Saunders. As
to the strength of walls, that was a matter
which was regulated by the Metropolitan
Building Act. It was the universal practice to
make use of cross girders as ties from wall to
wall.

Iu answer to a question by tbo Foreman of
the Jury, Mr. Chatfeild Clarke said he did nob
consider that the expansion of the girders was
an appreciable factor in the destruction of the
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wall, and therefore he should not be diepoaedi
to alter the construction on that score.

Mr. J. Tavenor Perry, A.R.I.B.A., said thafci

as surveyor to a fire insurance office, and as
architect to the Alhambra iu Leicoster-square,!
be bad had much experience iu connexion withi
the effects of fire upon iron construction, and
he had found, in buildings erected as the onei

under inquiry was, with the iron girders builh
iu as ties, that the tendency of the ironwork
was not to expand and force the walls out, bub
rather, by the sagging of the girders under the
action of heat, to drag the walls inwards, the.

girders sometimes falling inwards from thab
cause without pulling the walls with them. A
case of that kind happened at the burning of

the Alhambra, when a large built-up girder,!

about 50 ft. long by 4 ft. 6 in. deep, which had
been put in about twelve months before to

carry a considerable part of the weight of the
dome, fell inside the building, leaving the walla
which carried it intact. That girder rested on
stone templates. In bis expei'ieuce, when
iron subjected to the action of heat began to

expand appreciably, the tendency was to sag
immediately.

Mr. J. Howard Colls, President of the Insfci-i

tute of Builders, was next called. Ho said
that as a builder of much experience in the
erection of such buildings as the one which was
the subject of inquiry, he had never seen it

specified that the ends of the girders were to

rest free in pockets with room for expansioB;
It was the usual practice to build in the en5a
of the girders most carefully, and where thab
was .not done the work would be regarded aa

having been ” scamped.” It was most neces-!

sary to make use of the girders as ties. If

they bad not been built in iu this particular!

building, he did not believe it would have stood
to be burnt down ; it would have fallen down, i

The next witness -was Mr. E. H. Wallia,!

M. Inst. C.E. Examined by the Coroner, he
said that he could not but conclude, from hik
examination of the plans, that primarily the
girders, from their construction and disposi-

tion, had, when expanded by heat, exercised
considerable effect in pushing out the walls.

In the total length of 80 ft. the expansion'
would not have been less than 3 in. or 4 in.,

—

say, 1^ in. or 2 in. at each end. That might;
not seem much, but acting on a wall pos*:

sibly already weakened by the action of fire, it,

might easily be sufficient to push a wall over.
Captain Shaw, the Chief of the Metropolitan.

Fire Brigade, was the last witness called. In
answer to questions put by the Coroner, he said
that wliile his experience showed that many
walls were crippled and weakened by heat, irrd-i

apective of the disturbing element of iron con-!

struction, there could be no doubt that the
expansion and perhaps the contraction of iron*

was a frequent source of the collapse of biiild-l

iugs attacked by fire. What might have been
the precise sequence of causes in regard to the
fall of this building he could not say

;
but it

was his experience that, as a rule, the walls of

buildings in which the floors, Ac., were of wood,,
stood longer under fire, and more often sur-:

vived fire, then che walls of buildings in which
iron construction was used.
The Coroner having summed up the evidence,:

the jury retired to consider their verdict. After,

being absent for about half an hour, they re-

turned the following verdict :

—

" That the four deue^sed persoDi were found dead andi
did die from the mortal etfects of fractures of the skull
and oth-r injuries, nrisine from the falling of a wall at a
time when there was a fire at Mr. William Whiteley’s.
Although there is not sulllcient evidence to show how the.

fire originated, yet we are of opinion that it was the work
of an incendiary or incendiaries."

To this verdict they desired to append the
following rider :

—

“ First, that the present state of the law in regard to
fires is most nnaalisfac ory, inasmuch as it would have
allowed the fire at Mr. Whiteley's premises to have passed
without any olHdal inquiry but for the deaths resulting
therefrom.

Secondly, that provision should be made by law for an
ofR-.ial inquiry into the origin and circumstances of all

fires.

Thirdly, that such an inquiry would tend to diminish
the frequency of fires, by making felony more easy of
detection and bybrioging public censure, if not punisfi
meiit, ou persons responsible for fires arising from carP
lessness or want of precaution.

Fourthly, that the information and statistics which
would result from fire inquiries would expose faulty and
inferior work and thus lead to improvements in building
constructions.

Fifthly, that the serious danger which may result from
UBBcientiflo oenstruetioo where ironwork is largely used
calls for immediate attention, with a view to such an
amendment in the Building Act as will secure the requiaite
supervision.”
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CASE UNDER THE METROPOLITAN
' BUILDING ACT.

i NEGLKf.'T TO GIVE ROTiCE TO DISTRICT

I

SURVEYOR.

iT tbo Worahip-streot Police-court a few days

•30, before Mr. Bushby, the District Surveyor

I

East Hackney North (Mr. Mecson) summoued
ssrs. Brooke, Simpson, it Spiller (Limited), for

laltios for having exocatod works to four build-

8 without notice.

efonciants’ counsel objected that the summons
addressed to the old firm instead of the present
pauy, but the District Surveyor produced a

,;6r from the company on the subject of the
timons, and the summons was amended by the
tlitioD of tlie word “ limited.” The defendants
med exemption under section 6, eonteuding that

clause was to bo construed as “ 60 ft. from the
rest buildings (and ground) of an adjoining
lor.”

Deluded in one alleged offence was the repair of

external wall, in which about 100 new bricks

wed on tho face of the wall, and the District

veyor considered this was a repair affecting the
stniclion of the wall, because if tho now work
I boon taken away tho brickwork over it would
e fallen.

'he Magistrate decided that tho context of tho

t of tho exempting clause referred to, as well as

general policy of the Act, shut out tho construe-
1 put upon it by the defendants

;
and as the

Idings to which the works were done were within
ft. of other buildings belonging to the defendants,
District Surveyor was entitled to notices. The
air was not to bo considered n work requiring

f

ico, because old bricks were simjjly replaced by
r, and there was no alteration as if stone bad been
stitutod for bricks, or tho wall had been made
fcker.

'he defendants woro fined il. and 12s. 6d. costs.

THE WALLS OF CHESTER.
llR,—I have to ask of you tho favour to correct
mo a slight error in one of my letters, in which I

pled tho namo of Mr. Shrubsole with that of Mr.
pmpson Watkin, as believing in the Mediieval age
the Homan sculpture of two figures,

rfr. Shrubsole assures mo that he has expressed
such opinion. C. Roach Smith.
Urood, Oct. 24.

!ir,—

P

ermit me, in a few lines, to reply to
. Brock’s last letter. I am told that if tho
isent walls of Cheater at the two points I have
ioatod wore built, one in tbo time of the Common-
ilth, and the other in tho reign of Anne, the
ills" must be in existence, and that if I cannot
duco them, it will show that the work was not
le at either of the times ” I name.
IS we know from Randle Holme and others that
60 breaches were made at different times in the
Is during the siege, it follows that they must
e been at some time repau-ed. As the great
aeh is well known to have been a little to the
it of tho Phoenix Towor, the Parliamentarian
ly, when they obtained possession of the city,

lid, as I have before said, rebuild not only this
ach, but the others, to mitigate the danger of an
ick by the Royalists, by whom they might at
r moment be besieged. But if Mr. Brock really
ms au sh'ieux to ask me for tho “bill ” which the
•liamentariau array incurred, I may as well ask
1 for the “ bill” the 20th legion incurred, if they
It this part of tho wall. In neither case would

Jr "bill” be necessary. The soldiers and " im-
jssed ” hands would, in either case, do tho work.
Its to the “bill” for the work done in Queen
ne's time, if Mr. Brock does not believe the
jription put up by the Chester City Council on
completion of the work, almost immediately

ve the buttressing wall, which I take to be part
ithe work then done, I am afraid ho will not,
Hove, " though one rose from the dead” to con-
1 it. The inscription (which I have previously
siTod to in my correspondence with Mr. Brock),
. up on the face of Pemberton’s Parlour, tolls us
t in 1708 “divers wide breaches iu these walls
'0 rebuilt, and other decays therein were re-
rod, two thousands yards of the pavement wore
7 flagged or paved, aud the whole repaired,
lulated, and adorned at tho expense of one thou-
d pounds or upwards.” Here is the amount of
!
“ bill '' for the portion executed in Queen Anne's
e.

ileferring to the Roodeye wall and its mortar,
ich Mr. Brock says is Roman, I will merely
ute from the report of tho City Surveyor, Mr.
M. Jones, read at a meeting of the Chester
[shajological Society, February 24th, 1SS4. Ho
,s (speaking of tho excavation he made in front
it) :—“ I have not found either at tho Kaleyards,
i txcepl in tico courses just Icrel mth the ground at
\Roodee, mortar in the joints.” This mortar has
' u well examined, and it is comparatively modern.
Brock speaks of the mortar below the present

ol having boon “washed out ” by tho “ action of
: tide.” He may rely upon it that if any
i’ashing took place,” it would bo the soft sand-
lae that would yield, and not the grand Roman
|.oiete, if it h ever been there.

Finally, he alludes to my use of the word “for-

midable” with reference to bis calculation for

labour, and the quantity of stone, S:c. My con-

tention was, and is, that if tbo Parliamentarians
repaired the large breach, as I believe they did, the
cost, even including that of “tbo stone,” which
Mr. Brock says he has omitted, would be com-
paratively nil. With stone at hand from the old

ruined wall, Roman ruins, aud tombstones close at

hand, forced work from tho .army, and impressed
work from tho citizens, tho wall could be rebuilt

both very cheaply aud vei-y rapidly.

W. TH0MI*S0X W.V.TKIX.

P.S.— It is, of course, quite possible that in the
archives of the Chester Corporation some accounts
constituting a “ bill” may be found, for tho repairs

effected in 1708, and also some papers (though I

doubt it) referring to the reparations by the Par-

liaraontarian army. But as this would involve a
long search, perhaps some of the Chester autho-
rities will try it. As it is certain that repairs did
take place at theso periods, it is Mr. Brock’s place
to procure these “bills,” if extant, and disprove
the views I have argued by them.

Sir,—

I

will cheerfully reply to any inquiries of

your correspondents relative to the interesting sub-

ject of tbo age of the walls of Chester
;
but is not

Mr. Watkin making needless comments as to

whether or not I am correct in calling the middle of

the last and the beginning of this century, “fairly

recent times” ? 1 think 1 am right in doing so, but
tho point to be kept in mind is that two Roman
gates did actually stand in tho line of two of the
present walls, and thus proving their course. Ho
says [p. 582] that there is between him aud me
“ merely the question as to who moved the stones,”

acknowledged by both of us to be Roman, which
form the base of the wall. In this certainly lies the
bulk of the discussion as it stands at present, now
that tho age of the ecclosiastical-looking figure may
be taken as determined. For his opinion, however,
that they are not in situ, he is bound to believe

(1) that the Romau foundations where tho Roman
wall stood have boon entirely obliterated, and the

whole mass of the old walls removed, from the
positiou mostly under notice by me, from North
Gate to the Pheenix Tower, and wherever else the
Roman stones occur as the base of the present wall

;

(2) that the base of the Kaleyards wall was built

xoithout mortar, temp. Edwardian
; (3) that one part

of the north wall was built without mortar in Parlia-

mentary times; (4) that another part was built

again without mortar, temp. Queen Anno
; (5) that

all the enormous mass of Roman stones was dug
from convenient old Roman foundations by the Parlia-

mentarians within the city after the siege, while all

the sepulchral stones were found without the city

before that event
; (6) that the new base was built

without mortar, and either tho upper pare with
mortar at the same time, or else the upper part went
to decay since the middle of the seventeenth
century or later, and bad to bo rebuilt with mortar.

All those improbabilities have to be faced before bo
can put forth any claim to substantiate bis belief.

All are avoided by the theory that the Roman stones
are where the Romans placed them when tho wall

was built. I have asked him for proof
;
none is

forthcoming. There is but your correspondent’s
repeated assertion. I asked him long since to point

out an Edwardian building erected without mortar
in support of his belief. He has not done so. 1

knew that he could not. Your readers are aw.ire

of tbo universal use of mortar in all Modimval
buildings down to our own days. Yet here at

Chester, according to your correspondent, age
after ago must have built without it. For
myself, with a somewhat extended knowledge of

the technicalities of building construction, I cannot
point to a single instance of any Meditevai building

in England erected without mortar.

The mere fact, however, of the absence of mortar
is, of itself, evidence of high antiquity, and it is

surprising that it is not so accepted by your two
correspondents. The whole mass of the walling of

ancient British hill forts, from Cornwall to Northum-
berland, from the borders to the extreme end of

Scotland, from end to end of Wales, in Ireland, on
the Continent, in all these tho absence of mortar
where walling occurs is universal.

These walls are built of stones far smaller than
anything I have seen at Chester, and they still

stand in many examples. I have already referred to

the feeling for the use of unmortared masonry by
the Romans, and your correspondent’s rejection of

the evidence of Continental examples will not be
followed, I feel sure, by the majority of your
readers.

Mr. Shrubsole, p. 581, still doubts my measure-
ment. This can readily be determined. I hope to be
at Chester shortly, and shall be very happy to meet
him, if he will let me, and have a pleasant visit to the
spot. We can there measure it together. His belief

as to tho poorness of the erection of the unmortarod
part of the wall, I think, carries its own refutation

with it, for if erected as he states, it would certainly

cot stand. But it does stand. It must be remem-
bered that the earthen supporting bank does not
exist along a large portion of the wall, and where it

IS highest
The height I have given for the Roman work is a

good working average, at the point named. It

would not have been fair to havo overstated it, since

it would have increased by so much tho already
heavy mass of Roman walling I have specified, all of
which Mr. Watkin has to account for from his
Reman foundations. Tho discussion of the measure-
ment hardly aflects any principle, and I have already
acknowledged that in other places the Roman part
is higher, at others lower.

E. P. LoFTUs Brock.

We havo not space to continue the corre-

spondence on this iutereating subject further at

present.

PUBLIC APPOINTMENTS.
Sir,—

T

he Shirley and Freemantlo Local Board
recently advertised for a Surveyor. From a
Southampton paper I havo just noticed that that
body’ met tho same evening on which the applica-
tions had to be sont in, and there and then made
the final selection out of sixty-six applicants. Does
not this look as if the affair had been “cut and
dried” and settled beforehand?

I do not complain of the successful candidate (who
is no doubt perfectly competent) obtaining what
influence he could

;
but I do think tho Board are

greatly to blame in advertising and putting so many
persons to trouble and expense if they had no
intention of fairly considering all the applications
sent in, 0. E. H. T.

COMPETITIVE DESIGNS
FOR WILLESDEN PUBLIC OFFICES.

Sib,—

I

n your issue of last week, under the above
heading the following statement was made, viz. :

—
“ It appears that tho design placed first by Mr.
Harnor was formally accepted, subject to its being
capable of being carried out at a cost of not more
than G,UOOf.,—the stipulated limit. It appears that
the lowest contractor’s estimate is considerably above
that sum,” &c.

As this matter is still before the Board, and is

: being considered by them, I do not feel myself at
liberty to enter into the question beyond saying
that the design has undergone certain modifica-
tions, which therefore render any comparison with,

the original sum named misleading. I can, however,
say that, allowance being made for these, tho lowest
tender is as near the stipulated sum as can reason-
ably be expected,

Edward Uabnob.
October 22ad, 1887.

We wrote on the basis of a newspaper report
of the proceedings at the Willosden Local Board,
which, as Mr. Harnor’s letter seems to imply, may
not have given a correct idea of the whole case.

Of course, we have no wish to prejudice Mr. Harnor
in any way, but we have a strong opinion that the
conditions under which a competition design has
been accepted ought, in fairness to all concerned,
to be strictly observed.

TERRY’S THEATRE.
Sib,—

I

note, in your description of tho above, in

this week’s Builder, that you mention the gallery
extra exit door on to the streer. 'fliis door will

never bo locked at night at all until after the per-
formance is over. The only reason it has been kept
locked during the day timo is because the rooms in

the Strand block are not quite finished yet.

I may say, with regard to the coldness of the
appearance, that this is not a necessary adjunct to a
fireproof building; the walla could be papered or
coloured as warmly as desired. Tho reason for this

cold colour is that it shall not absorb the light or
detract from the stage or dresses of the audience
at the same time, as the effect that is given of air

makes the audience feel more satisfied as to ventila-

tion. Walter Emden,

Uxteusions at the Royal Collegfe of
Surgeons.—The Royal College of Surgeous, in

Lincoln’s Inn-fields, is at present undergoing
a considerable enlargement by the addition of

two floors, which, increase the height of tho

structure by from 20 ft. to 30 ft., the building

having now an elevation of about 80 ft. from,

the ground level. Each of the new floors has

nine windows carried cross the frontage, the

lower floor windows being circular in form. A
main cornice and balustrade is surmounted by
vases. The new floors cover the entire ground
area occupied by the building, extending in

depth to the rear in Portugal-atreet. They are

intended for professional workrooms and scien-

tific laboratories in connexion with the college.

The library of the college is also about to be

extended, and one of the houses in Lincoln’s

Inn-fields, on the east side of the college, has

been purchased, and is now undergoing altera-

tions for the purpose of adapting it to library

purposes. Mr. Salter, of VVoburn-place, is the

architect; aud Messrs. Higgs & Hill ‘are the

contractors.
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COMPUTING SCALE
NOTE l-pLAce ;

THEM HAVING PLACED THE COMPUTING SCALE PARALLEL TO ONE
OF THESE LINES MOVE THE CENTRE WIRE C BY MEANS OF
THE HANDLE D FROM END TO END OF EACH OF THE
RECTANGLES FORMED ON THE TRACING PAPER BY THE AREA
TO BE CALCULATED.— A SERIES OF LENGTHS IS THUS MEASURED
OFF BY THE MOVEABLE FRAME AND THE SCALE RECORDS THE
AREA TRAVERSED.— THE WIRE C IS SET TO lEflO BY BRINGING
THE FRAME AGAINST THE STOP PIECE F. — THE IVORY SLIPS
MARKED E ARE TO COVER THE SCALES NOT IN USE.

2^ INCHES

It 6i oo

lit T DO

IV DO

Sluhtni’s ®olKmn.

LAND SURVEYING AND LEVELLING.
—1N8TRUMKNTS FOR TilE CALCULATION OF

AREA.

HE annexed illustration shows a portion
of a computing scale usually made to
3 chains to 1 inch. The large figures

denote acres, and the subdivisions numbered
1, 2, 3 indicate roods. The perches are engraved
upon the ivory scale attached to a movable
metal frame, the use of which will be under*
stood upon reference to the drawing of a
complete instrument, as shown above, which
illustrates the type of computing scale used at
the Tithe Commission Office. The application
to a plan is explained in note 1. Four scales
are shown upon this instrument (see note 2).
The example given supposes the plan to be
drawn to a scale of 4 chains to 1 in., in which
^se the calculated distance between the parallel
Jinef jpon the tracing-paper is seen to be i in.,

when the upper scale marked 1 is to be em-
ployed, and a length of 2^ in. is seen to measure
an acre. The wire line C in the frame A B is

first so set that the frame rests against the stop-
piece P. It is then placed upon the tracing-
paper over the area to be calculated so as to
start from zero at the line M, with the edge of
the scale parallel to the lines upon the tracing-
paper, and after carefully moving the frame so
that the line C traverses from JI toN the instru-
ment is then lifted up and replaced with its

edge parallel to the lower lines upon the tracing-

;

paper, so that the wire C starts from 0 at the
same position on the scale as it indicated when
at N. The frame is traversed over each
rectangle successively from M to N, 0 to P,

Q to B, S to T, &c., by means of the handle D
(see section upon the line T Z), and thus by a
series of mechanical additions the area can be
read off the scale in acres, roods, and poles.
With the use of the upper scale, as shown, when
the frame reaches the stop-piece L it indicates
that five acres have been traversed.

In Merrett’s improved computing scale the

screw in the metal frame is made to act ai

clamp, and different scales are snppHed to

the same metal frame, instead of the ivi

pieces employed to cover the scales which, i

not required for nse in the instrument adopi

by the Tithe Commission Office. The readi

edge is also bevelled off against the scale.

In the Planimeter the bar B F can be ms

either to sHde in the box to which the other a

is attached (see fig. 1) or can be permanen
fixed to this box. In the latter case it is ci

structed to record square inches only. In 1

former case it will record square inches wl

the mark upon the sliding box is made to co

immediately under the mark upon the bar E

which is situated near the figures 22‘174

fig. 4. The sliding box is fixed to the slid

arm E F by the clamp screw H, and the t

marks above alluded to are made to coincide

the movement of the slow-motion screw F. I

horizontal wheel M records the square umti

one revolution, the wheel L records aqn

units and tenth parts of a square unit, and

vernier attached outside the wheel L enal
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(idrodths of a sqaare unit to be read. When
|i needle-point D is placed outside the area to

i

calculated no account is tahen of the figures

)n the sliding bar E F, but when the needle-

nt D is placed inside the area to be calcn-

ed, the number engraved upon the bar is to

(added to the reading of the instrument after

|i boundary of the area has been completely

iversod by the pointer S, before the first

:.ding of the instrument is dedneted. We
(l give an example in a future article to show
|> application.

,
—In the “ Student's Column ” in the Builder

lOctober 15th, you give a formula for ranging
ves which you illustrate by diagram, merely
ting that the proof is contained in tho figs. 4 and
I have taken tho trouble to work out tho solu-

1 from the said figs., and I obtain the following

tatioD, which you will see differs very much in

m from that which you give :

—

1=11 sin A- \/(R-r)’- |(R-r)- R vorsin A
j

i

Vould you kindly say if this is not correct, or

lid you give the detailed analysis of your own
lation, and obligo,

Railway Assistant ?

The geomotrical proof is shown in fig. 4

lildcr, October 15th, p. 648). Tho algebraical

of is illustrated by fig. 5.

^ig. 4. —In order that the circle with tho centre

in fig. 3, should touch the tangent line E A, its

.tro must line in a line parallel to it, at a distance

al to its radius (see fig. 4), and in order that it

uld touch the circle having its centre at K, its

tro must be in a circle having a radius equal to

I' difference of tho two given radii, concentrical

h the circle D C, which touches the tangent line

[ (fig. 4). Ther^jfore it lies in the intersection of

iparallol line and tho circle with a radius equal to

I differences of the two given radii. This inlersec-

a comes in the point G (fig. 4). Tho problem,
refore, algebraically revolves itself into the

owing:

—

If A=-tho angle F C E=A CH =N C K (fig. 5),
' R= radius of original curve,

i r=radiu8 of new curve,

m N C=R cos A,
' MC=}-,
;
MG=NK-GP,

I N K=R sin A,

; G p= \/kG'‘-kp^

[KG5=(R-r)’

;
KP2=(NC-MC)®=(Rco3A-j-)2

|. G P= A/(R-r)»-(Rcos A-r)2

= V'B? - 2 R - R’eos’ A-1-2 R r cos A- r’

= \/r* (1 - cos* A)+2Rr (cos A - 1)

vC

= R*8m*A + 2Rr(l-2sin*..̂2-i)

' R*sm*A-4Rr8iD*f

MG = Rsin A- ^^y^R’ein’A— ^4RrsiQ*-^^

Q. E. D. (see Builder, Oct. 15, p. 548).

I^.B.—The “Railway Assistant” has since
itton to say that ho has found the right solution,
lioh agrees with ours ! It is a pity he did not
so before giving all this trouble, but as tho

j.wer may be useful to others, we leave it to
bd.

RECENT PATENTS.
ABSTRACTS OF SPECIFICATIONS.

1.3,419, Panelling, Ac. W. H. Carmont.
n order to prevent the warping of wood, and for
tber convenience, the panelling is, according to
} invention, made up of different thicknesses of
)d glued or cemented closely together, with the
lio or fibre placed crosswise. The wood is pressed
imoulde, and the process may be applied to a
iety of purposes where combined strength and
itness are required, such as in the mamffacture
llight furniture, &c., and is especially suitable in
03 where tho wood is exposed to the weather,
:or instance in the bodies of vehicles.

.4,223, Concrete Wall Construction. J. Tall.

Iccording to this invention, in order to effect an
ier connexion and disconnexion of the panels or
ges used in concrete building a rotatable bolt is

d, which by a half turn in one direction secures
I panels, and by a half-round turn in the other
ectiou allows them to be detached.

L5,03S, Rain-water, Stove, and other Pipes.
GregBon.

Jy this invention, the nails or holdfasts are per-
uently fixed in the wall, and on the spigot or

faucet, which is made much longer than usual, ears
are oast, having holes so made that while the ear
is passed over the nail by the lower hole, the weight
of the pipe causes it to pass to a second one,
where it may be fixed by wedge. The projections
are also thicker than ordinary to allow the pipe
to stand away from the walls.

15,184, Fanlights, Windows, &c. G. Stierlin.

Tho fanlight made in accordance with this inven-

tion is mounted on spring hinges. The spring catch
is pulled, which unlocks tho fanlight, at the same
time it falls open. It is kept in any position by
fastening a link of the chain on a peg at the side

of the door.

15,546, Syphon Trap Closet-pans. A. C.

Henderson.

The apparatus which is the subject of this inven-
tion is inodorous, and is designed to prevent sower
gas entering the house. Tho trap is in the form of

an S, and is connected with the basin. Arrange-
ments are made for flushing both basin and trap,

and the form is designod to seal tho trap against
the inflow of sewer gas.

16,708, Syphon Cisterns. M. Syer.

According to this invention, tho tube is flushed
with water, and has tho confined air acting as a
valve to keep back the water and close the water-
way

;
then a small bent tube attached to the

syphon cover, charged with water by means of a
hole in this small tube, in its turn acts as a valve
to keep back the confined air under cover. To this

bent tube is connected a small blow or suction pipe,
used in conjunction with a “push" arrangemont or
lever, with sucker or plunger attached. Air is blown
into the bent tube, and the trapping water therein
is blown or sucked out, thus releasing the confined
air, and allowing the water to flow down the syphon
tube when all the water in the cistern is syphoned
out.

NEW APPU0AT10N8 FOR PATENTS.

Ocl. 14.—13,928, J. Hind and F. Sharp, Auto-
matically Opening Doors from the Interior of Build-
ings in Cases of Emergency.—13,946, H. Whiteley,
Opening and Closing Fanlights and Casements.

—

13,951, W. Hewitt, Fixing Glass and other Roofing.—13,973, Sir G. Chubb and Others, Strong Rooms
and Safes.—13,975, W. Moore, Preventing the
Bursting of Water Pipes by Frost.

Oct. 15.—'13,979, W. Taylor and G. Holley, Wind-
guards for Chimneys and Ventilators.—14,025, Sir

G. Chubb and G. Exton, Unfastening and Fastening
Doors, Ac.

Oct. 17.—14,041, E. Holt, Automatic Drain Cocks
or Valves.—14,045, S. Tuddenham, Metal Bars and
Frames for Windows, Doors, Panels, Ac.—14,056, J.

Boanland, Hinge for Doors, Gates, or Windows.

—

14,078, H. Elliott, Glazing Greenhouses, &c.
Oct. 18.—14,101, C. Gardner, Waterfall Fireproof

Partition and Drop Screen.—14,113, E. Tarver,
Construction of Theatres.—14,167, J. Greenslade,
Window Frames and Sashes.

Oct. 19.—14,184, J. Fairbaimand R. Jones, Door
and Window Fasteners.—14,206, D. Sorfleet, Auto-
matic Draught, Dust, and Rain Excluder for Doors.—14,229, H. Lake, Wood Paving.

Oct, 20.—14,243, J. Dowman, Keeping Window
or Door Sashea Raised or Open at any required
Height.—14,281, J. Potter, Fireplaces.—14,287, P.
Keegan, Fastening Show Case Doors or Window
Casement.—14,294, W. Webb, Sewer Sanitation.

PROVISIONAL SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.

6,383, F. Bosshardt, Levels and Clinometers.

—

12,072, E. Whibley, Cutting Tables for Band-sawing
and Fret-sawing Machines.—12,266, J. Bradshaw,
Chimney Pot. — 12,439, J. Adams, Safety Exit
Apparatus for Theatres, &o.—12,420, G. Paxton,
juD., Corrugated Sheet Metal Roofs, &c.—12,466,
R. Hunter, Door and Gate Locks.—12,538, g!
Redfern, Draught, Wind, and Rain Excluders for
Doors and Windows.—12,614, J. Hird and J. Ford,
Casement Windows and Doors.—5,510, H. St E.
Riello, Machine for Making Pegs for joining
together Joinery, Carpentry, Cabinet Work, &c.

—

11,742, J. Honoyman, Drain Pipes.—12,195, R. St

G. Ellis, “Dog" for Fastening together Timber
for Temporary Staging, See.—12,312, H. Lake,
Removable Stair Treads. — 12,570, W. Foster,
Connecting Pipes to Water-closet Basins, Stc.

—

12,603, W. Baird, Fastenings for Doors of Theatres,
Halls, Stc.—12,775, W. Manders, Red or White
Faced Stock Bricks.—12,817, M. Clarke, Fireproof
Curtains for Theatres, Sic —13,111, S. Bennett,
Hoists or Lifts.—13,207, A. Morley and H. Wilson,
Indicators for Electric Bells.—13,329, D. Ratcliff,

Safes and Strong-rooms.

COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.
Open to Oppotition for Tko Montht,

16,637, E. Mileson, Mantel-board.—16,811, H.
House and H. House, jun., Door Checks and
Buffers.—8,939, J. and J. Crombie, Concrete Pave-
ments, Floors, Ac.-10,461, T. Bray, Syphon Water-
waste Preventer Cistern for Water-closets.—12,161,
G. Redfern, Water-meter.—12,638, A. Rammage,
Flooring or Decking for Bridge Work and Building
Construction.—16,847, F. Collins, Door-bolts, Stc.

—

7,983, J. Root, Distemper, Paint, and other Brushes.—12,821, S. Pitt, Weather-guard for Doors, Win-
dows, Stc.

RECENT SALES OP PROPERTY.
ESTATE EXCHANGE BEPOET.

OCIOBEB 17.

By Messrs. Cobb.
Kent, near Lenham Station—The Wychling Honao

Estate, 339a. 3r. 32p £4^61
By Gough & Dors.

Olapham—60, Hieh-street, 23 years, groond-rent
12i. lOs 7. 4(

By Mobtuibb, Jovbs, & Hbkbt.
Nottingham, Parker-street—The Boyal Oak Beer

House 2,4(

OCIOBEB 18.

By DEBBIfHAM, Tbwsoh, & Co.
Horosey-lane, Dreaden.road—A plot of freehold

land If

By F. J. Bislbt,
Bermondsey—29 and 28, Jamaica-road, 30 years,

ground-rent 6f. lOs 4;
Two cottages in rear, 30 years, ground-rent 4j'.

... 31

By C. C. Txtlor & Sow.
Bt. George's-in-East—120, Cornw.ll-street, 78 years,

grouod-rent 16f 2(

OCIOBBB 19.

By T. Tubxbb,
Harrow-road — 28, Braviogton- road, 91 years,

ground-rent 7i 3(

By Baxteh, Patnb, & Lbppbi.

fceeht

By Inman, Shabp, L Habbinoton.
Leytonstone—Four plots of freehold land 1

By J. Dawson t Sox.
Thames Ditton—The freehold residence. Concer

HiU ; 1^2
Octobeb 20.

By B. Bbown.
Stepney—33 and 31, Rectory-square, 77 years,

ground-rent 9f 7
Cnbitt-towa—Ground-rents of 65L, reversion in

97 years 1^3
Ground-rents of 69L, reversion in 95 years 1 1
Ground-rents of 73f., reversi m in 95 years ijl
Ground-rents of 30L, reversion in 97 years 6

By J. Pousir.
Claphsm—99 to 105 odd, Leaihwaite-road, 94 years,

ground-rent 261 1

1

By C. D. Fibld & Sons.
Blackfriars—68 and 60. Burrey-road, copyhold 4
Bankside—29, Pitt's-place, freehold 1
Bermondsey—65, 8t. James’s-road, freehold

6

No. 1, CoUett-road 4
By Nbwbon a Habding.

Ealing—16, WoodviUe-road, 94 years, eround-rent
IQI. 158 7. 1,1

Kingsland—48, Shackelwell-lane, 77 years, ground-
rent Id 4

Stoke Newington—9, 10, 12, and 14, Church-street]
copyhold . .( 17

Bennondsey—Ground-rent of 60L, reversion in 16
years

,. j k
Stoke Newington—Ground-rent of 30Z., reversion in

73 years
. .. 7

No. 106, Albi<’n-road, freehold 6
Clerkenwell—3, Warden-place, freehold 3
Pondera’s End Station, near—Freehold rent of SOL

tor 37 years 7
Brighton— Ground-rent of ISL lOs., reversion in 42

years 3
Stoke Newington—45 and 47, Green.Ianes, freehold 8

OCTOBBE 21.

By Rushwobth A Stevbns.
Kingaland—87, 89, 91, and 93, Dosnham-road, 32

years, ground-rent If 1 3
Pimlico—8, Buckingham-stroet, 10 years, ground-

’

rent 4f. 4s ii

MEETINGS.
SiTUBDAT, October 29.

Aetociation of Municipal and Sanitary Engineer! and
Surveyor! (Home Countit! District Meeting at Luton,
Seda).—'M.T.W.S. Leete on " Luton Sewage, Past and
Present.” Visits to Pumping Station and Sewage Farm,
Ac.

Monday, Octobbe 31.
Society of Anliquariei of Scotland {Shind Lecture! m

Archaology).—Mr. Alexander S. Murray, LL.D., on " The
Archteology of Greece.*’ V. 4 p.m.

TcBaniT, Novembbe 1.

Tarke! {Lecture! for Sanitary Impecton),—-
Dr. Charles Kelly on “ Sanitary Law^General Enact-
ments, Public Health Act, 1875, Model Bye-law.” 8 p.m.

Society of Biblical Arckceology.~{\) Mr. E. A. Wallis
Budge, M.A., on "The Tombs at Aswan excavated by
Sir P. W. Grenfell, K.C.B. (2) Dr. W. Pleyte on "A
Papyrus in tho British Museum, recording an Egyptian
Oracle,” S p.m.
Manchtiter Architectural Association.—Address bv the

President, Mr. A. H. Davies - Colley, AB.I.B.A
7-30 p.m.

Wednesday, NorsMBEB 2.

Builders' Foremen and Clerks qf Works'
Ordinary Meeting. 8'30 p.m.
Liverpool Engineering Society. — Mr. Hy. Pooley,

Jon., on "Automatic Weighing."
Society (ff Antiquaries ^ Scotland {Ehind Lectures in

Arckceotogy)

.

—Mr. Alexander 8. Murray, LL.D., on "The
Archaology of Greece." VI. 4 p.m.

Thursday, November 3.

Builders’ Benevolent Institution. — Fortieth Annual
Dinner, at Carpenters’ Hall, London WaO. 0 p.m.
Boyal Archsological Inititute.—[\) Mr. F. H. Griffith

on “ Work of the Egypt Exploration Fend in the Spring
ot 1987." (2) Mr. Herbert Jones "On Antiquities in
Brittany, lately visited by the Royal Archmologic^ Insti-
tute.” -ip.m.

FstDAY, November 4.

Architectural Auociation,—Mr. J. C. L. Sparkes on
" Architectural Modelling." 7 30 p.m.
Farkes Museum [Lectures for Sanitary Inspec(ors).~-

Mr. A. Wynter Biyth, M.R.C.S., L.S A,, on " Metropo-
politan Acts, Bye-Laws of Metropolitan Board of Works."
8 p.m,

Satubdat, Novembbe 6.

Asiociafion qf Public Sanitary Inspectors.—Adiiess
by the Chairman of Council, Mr. Hugh .^eiander, 6 p.m.
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Tlie Leland Club.—The four days’ proceed-

ings of this wandering body of antiquaries came
to a pleasant and snccessfal termination on

Tuesday last week, at Mayfield Palace, which in-

teresting old bnilding, said to have been founded

by St. Dunstan, was coorteously shown to the

party by one of the holy mothers of the sister-

hood nowoccopying the historical edifice, which

they have converted, with great care of the

early work, to their religious uses, and gene-

rally repaired and restored throughout. Bay-

ham Abbey, some ten miles distant, had been

visited in the first part of the day, when the

remains were described and commented on by
Mr. John Eeynolds, of Bristol, who, throughout

the excursion, gave additional interest to the

various castles, churches, and monastic build-

ings visited by the Lelanders by his lucid

explanations of their architectural features and
history generally. Mr. George Patrick, of

Wandsworth, at Maplestead “ Round Church,”

where he read an excellent paper on its history

and foundation by the Knights Hospitallers, and
at Rochester Cathedral, which he described iu

a short and telling address, added much to the

instruction and interest of his listeners, as also

by hia paper on Hedingham Castle, and the

doings of tho great De Vere familj’, who, as

Earls of Oxford, resided in that Norman strong-

hold in an uninterrupted succession for some
500 years. A word of praise must also be
gratefully awarded to Mr. Rendle, who, on the

first day of the meeting (Friday, the 11th inet.),

gave the above society an admira])le paper “ On
:

the History of Southwark,” in the Church of

St. Mary Overy, followed by Mr. Thomas
Morgan, F.S.A., and Mr. R. E. Way, with

a description of Gower’s and other famous
tombs therein, and the Roman antiquities still

constantly discovered in digging foundations

in various parts of the old Borough
;
many

curious objects and several rare Roman coins

of his own collecting the latter gentleman
exhibited on the occasion. At the .:V^rraourers’

and Braziers’ Hall, which, by the kindly

invitation of that ancient and bononrable
Company, the Lelanders visited the same
afternoon, Mr. Charles J. Shoppee, a past-

master, gave them a short but compre-
hensive history of the guild, accompanied
by an exhibition of the arms, consisting of

valuable suits of armour, rare old swords and
other weapons of war, as well as pointing out
the many fine old pictures, portraits, and rare
engravings, and also exhibiting the rich and
curious plate belonging to the Company. In
the evening of this day, the members of the
above club closed their interesting doings by
paying a visit to the French (Huguenot)
Hospital, near Dalston, of which Mr. A.
Giraud Browning, the Secretary, afterwards
gave an account, as he led the members of the
club through the passages and chambers of the
” Hospice.” At Rochester, ou Monday, Mr.
C. Roach Smith, F.S.A., as an honorary
member of the Leland Club, met the party at

the railway station, conducting them through
the cathedral and the remains of the fine old

Norman castle afterwards, at each of which he
kindly gave short descriptions of their origin

and history, and also of the Roman foundation
of Durobriose (Rochester) itself. At “Kit’s
Coty House,” which was visited later in the
day, he delivered a comprehensive address
upon the nature of such pre-historic monu-
ments.
A New Cathedral Cloister at Exeter.

—

A few days ago Lord Clinton laid the corner-
stone of a new cloister, at the south side of

Exeter Cathedral. The scheme is to restore
the old cloister, with a library, and the former
foundation has been traced and tbe bnilding will

be erected according to the original form. The
library will be over the cloister, extending from
east to west. The total cost has not been
estimated, but that of tbe portion in hand will
be 4,000J. Tbe 4,OOOL will provide five bays of
the cloister, with library, staircases, and lava-
tories. The architect is Mr. John L. Pearson,
E.A., of London, and tho builders, Messrs.
Luscombe & Son, of Exeter.
The Society of Engineers' Visit to

Acton and Ealing.—Our account of the
Society of Engineers’ visit to the sewage works
at Acton and Ealing, the refuse destructor at
Ealing, and tlie new storage reservoir at North
Ealing for the Grand Junction Water Company,
is unavoidably held over this week, for want of
space.

The Office of City Architect.—At the

meeting of the Court of Common Council last

week, the Officers and Clerks’ Committee brought

up a report on the reference to consider the

nature, duties, and emoluments of the office of

City Architect, which has recently become
vacant by the death of Sir Horace Jones. They
submitted information as to the extent of the

duties which devolved upon the department of

the City Architect during the tenure of office

by Sir H. Jones from 1864 to 1887. They con-

sidered that, looking to the extentand character

of the new works executed under Sir H. Jones’s

direction, it was improbable that for some time

to come the necessity for the employment of a
gentleman of snch acquirements would arise.

The committee had, therefore, after very care-

ful consideration, decided to recommend the

appointment, at a salary of 800h a year, of a

gentleman of ability and capacity as the head

of the department, to be called the City Sur-

veyor, who should be competent, in ordinary

circumstances, to undertake the discharge of

the duties of an architect, except such as

required the highest professional services.

Mr. Sly, the Chairman, then moved the

adoption of the committee’s report, and

stated that since the death of the City

Architect the work of the department had been

carried on most satisfactorily, and plans and

specifications of the new City of London Court

had been prepared and approved. Major

Joseph, as an amendment, proposed that the

appointment of an Architect and Surveyor

should be continued. The subject gave rise to

a long discussion. On a division, the amend-
ment was lost by 79 votes to 71. Mr. Deputy
Ashby moved the adjournment of the debate,

which was lost, and tho report was ultimately

adopted by a majority of 11, though Mr. George
Shaw at once gave notice of a motion to

rescind the resolution.

The Glasgow Institute of Architects.

—

Tbe twentieth annual general meeting of the

Glasgow Institute of Architects (Incorporated)

was held in the Religious Institution Rooms,
Glasgow, on the 18th inst., Mr. David Thomson,
President, in the chair. Tho report of the

Council, which was read by Mr. William

,
MacLean, the secretary, gave an account of the

work of tho Institute during the year. The
financial statement, submitted by Mr. T. L.

Watson, showed a balance in favour of the

Institute of 289L Is. 5d. In moving the adop-

tion of the reports, the Chairman congratulated

the members on the flourishing state of the

society. As to the proposed Registration Bill,

he had attended a conference in London, and
had expressed the opinion, on behalf of the

Council, that they would oppose tho formation

of a central association in London for the regu-

lation of all professional matters in the pro-

vinces.

Employes’ Supper. — A very pleasant

gathering of the employes of the firm of

Messrs. Banning & Sons, contractors, London,
who are engaged in the work of restoring the

pariah church of Frolesworth, took place at the

residence of Mr. Hoggins, farmer, on Monday
evening last. The work of restoration being
near to completion, Mr. H. Banning, junior

member of the firm, took the opportunity of

complimenting their employes for the assiduity

and workmanlike manner wliich has marked
their conduct during the somewhat short and
forced period (owing to the approach of winter)

that the work has been in progress by enter-

taining them to a substantial supper.

The Late Lord Iddesleigh.—A statue to

the memory of the late Lord Iddesleigh was
unveiled at Exeter on Wednesday, the 19th
inst., by the Lord-Lieutenant of Devon (Lord
Clinton). It has been execxited in Sicilian

marble by Mr. J. E. Boebm, Esq., A.R.A., and is

described as a most faithful likeness. It stands
on a pedestal of polished grey Haytor (Devon-
shire) granite, which has been executed for tbe
sculptor by Messrs. J. Easton & Son, of

Exeter.

Koyal Institute of British Architects.

—

The opening meeting of this Institute for the

present session will take place on Monday
evening, November 7tb, when there will be a
ballot for new members, and the President
(5Ir. Edward I’Anson, F.G.S.) will deliver his

opening address.
Bradford Post-Office.— We are asked to

mention that the wood block-flooring at tho
Bradford post-office (illustrated iu our last) was
laid by Messrs. M. C. Duffy & Son, Limited, of

Bermondsey.
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Mr. Conder’s Sewage Purificatiom
Process.—The Rural Sanitary Authority fori

Surrey has recommended the adoption of thul

system in connexion with the drainage intc

Beomond’s Watercourse, Chertsey. At the
meeting of the Board last week Mr. Durranti

presented to the Board a report on the question;:

in the course of which he said, as reported ir

the Surrey Adrerftser .•
—“1 have again visited

the Chichester outfall, and from what I saw
and the sample of eflluent water obtained, I am
of opinion that the scheme without propen
settling tanks being provided wonld be of little:

or no use for the purpose required for Chertsej^
or any of our villages iu the valley of the

Thames. Mr. Conder, who himself visitedi

Chertsey last Saturday, also pointed out anothen
grave difficulty, namely, the uncertain flow oi

the refuse from the brewery, but this he in*i

formed me could be got over by the Sanitary
Authority requiring that the brewery refuse
should be so purified by the brewers themselves,*

before entering the main drain, as to be harm-i
less to the scheme. From these facts I would
beg to suggest that Mr. Conder be asked to put
up his apparatus, and that temporary tanks bel

provided, so that the scheme can be tested*

before any other steps are taken.” The Board
then gave their assent to try the scheme.
Association of Municipal and Sanitary]

Engineers and Surveyors.—The fourth

examination of candidates for the offices of

Municipal Engineer and Local Board Surveyor,:

carried out under the auspices of this associ-t

ation, was held at the Town-ball, Manchester^
on Friday and Saturday, the 7th and 8th of

October, 1887. The examiners in the several

subjects were:— 1, Engineering as applied to

Municipal Works, Mr. E. B. Ellice Clark,'

M.I.C.E., County Surveyor, Sussex (West), late.

Surveyor to the Commissioners, Hove; 2, Build-1

ing Construction, Mr. W. G. Laws, City

Engineer, Newcaatle-on-Tyne
; 3, Sanitary

Science, Mr. J. Gordon, M.I.C.E., Borougli
Engineer, Leicester, President of the Assooi-t

ation
; 4, Public Health Law, Mr. H. P.

Boulnois, M.I.C.E., Borough Engineer, Ports-t

mouth. Tbe following gentlemen, having:

satisfied the examiners, were granted their

certificates of competency by the Council

Messrs. J. Cook, T. E. W. Mollor, J. W. Metcalf,

W. Parker, R. W. Smith-Saville, F. D. Ward.
Appointment.—Out of 100 applications for*

the appointment of clerk of works for the out-i

fall sewerage works at Burnham, Mr. A. E.

White, of Westminster, has been elected. Mr.
Henry Hill, of High Wycombe, is the con-

tractor.

Cremation in Sweden.—The first crema-
torium in Sweden was finished at Stockholm a

few weeks ago, and tho first cremation in that

country was carried out on Saturday last.

PRICES CURRENT OF MATERIALS.
TIMBER.

Greenheart, B.G ton
Teak, E.I loaiS

Sequoia, U.8 foot cube
Ash, Canada load

Birch

Fir, Dantsie, &c
Oak
Canada

Pine, Canada red

,, yellow
Lath, Dantsie fathom

St. Petersburg
Wainscot, Riga log

,, Odessa, crown
Deals, Finland, 2ndand l8t...Btd.lOO

„ 4th and 3rd
Riga
St. Petersburg, 1st yellow

„ 2nd „

Swedish
White Sea
Canada, Fine, Ist

,, ,, 2nd

,, ,, 3rd, &c
,, Spruce, 1st

,, „ 3rd and 2nd
New Brunswick, ie

Battens, all kinds
Flooring Boards, sq., 1 in.,

pared. First

Second
Other qualities

Cedar, Cuba
Hondnras, &e
Australian

Mahogany, Cuba
Bt. D'nningo, cargo aTerago
Mexican ,,

Tobasco ,,

Honduras ,,

Maple, Bird's-eye
Rose, Rio
Bahia

pro*

.foot

£. a. d. £. B. d.<

6 5 0 7 10 0
8 0 0 12 10 0
0 2 3 0 3 0
3 0 0 4 10 0
2 0 0 3 10 0
3 10 0 4 10 0
1 10 0 4 0 0

2 10 0 4 10 0
3 0 0 6 0 0
2 0 0 3 10 0

2 0 0 4 0 0

3 0 0 6 0 0
4 0 0 6 10 0
0 0 0 0 0 0

2 10 0 3 0 0
7 0 0 8 0 0

6

10 0 6 10 0

6 10 0 7 0 0

8 10 0 13 0 0
7 0 0 8 0 0

6 10 0 8 10 0

6 0 0 14 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

18 0 0 24 0 0
10 0 0 16 0 0

6 0 0 9 0 0

8 0 0 6 0 0

6 0 0 7 0 0
6 0 0 6 10 0

400 10 10 0

0 8 0 0 11 0

0 6 6 0 7 8

0 4 0 0 6 0

0 0 31 0 0 31

0 0 2i 0 0 31

0 0 2 0 0 3

0 0 4 0 0 61

0 0 4 0 0 Si

0 0 3 0 0 3i

0 0 3i 0 0 6

0 0 34 0 0 5

0 0 6 0 0 7

8 0 0 11 0 0

7 0 0 9 0 0
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TIMBER £, b. d.

t, Turkey ton 6 0 0
in, St. Domingo foot 0 0 6

*orto Rico 0 0 0

)Iiiat, Italian 0 0 3)

METALS.
iir—Bar, Welsh, in London...ton 4 16 0

,, ,, in Wales 4 6 0

,,
Staffordshire, London 6 10 0

PPBS

—

Irilisb, cake and ingot ton 43 10 0
lest eelectea 45 0 0
iheets, strong 60 0 0
Jhili, bars 39 17 0
tLOW MBTan lb. 0 0 4J

’ig, Spanish ton 12 2 6
{ogliau, common brands 12 7 0
Ibeet, English 13 7 0
StTBB—
tilesian, special ton 16 6 0
Irdinary brands 16 0 0

METALS {continued), £. b. d,
Tiir—

Straits ton 120 0 0
Aostralian 120 0 0
English ingots 120 10 0

OILS.
Linseed ton 19 10 0
Cocoannt, Cochin 30 0 0
Ceylon 24 0 0

Palm, Lagos 22 0 0
Rapeseed, English pale 26 10 0

,, brown 24 0 0
Cottonseed, refined 20 0 0
Tallow and Oleine 26 0 0
Lubricating, U.8 6 0 0

,, refined 6 0 0
TUBPBirTllfB —
American, in casks cwt. 14 9

Tab—
Stockholm barrel 0 14 0
Archangel 0 9 0

OMPETITIONS, CONTRACTS, & PUBLIC APPOINTMENTS.
Epitome of Advertiaemente tn this Humber.

COMPETITIONS.

Lambeth.—

F

or the erection of a new library build-
ing in the South Lsmbeth-road, to be presented by Mr.
Henry T«te, J.P., to the Lambeth Libraries Commis-
sioners. Mr. Sidney R. J. Sm'th, A.R.I.B.A, architect,
No. 15, York Buddings, Adelphi, W.C. Quantities
supplied :

—

Portland Doniting p-..-
stone dressings, stone dressings.

G. Csnd’er £5,050 ... £1,900 ... £500
J. & C. Bowyer 4,927 ... 4,794 ... 3d8
W. Smith 4,865 ... 4.806 ... 493
Holliday & Green- ‘

wood 4,747 ... 4,707 ... 397
Hall, Beddall & Co. 4,680 ... 4,615 ... 603
F. & H. P. Higgs... A.eil ... 4,405 ... 390
J. Mills 4,800 ... 4,650 ... 450
Higgs 4 Hill 4,330 ... 4,294 ... 374

'

Nightingale* 4,270 ... 4,225 ... 390
• Accepted.

Nature of Work. By whom required. Freminm. Designsto be
delivered.

Pago.

Nov. 16th u.

CONTRACTS.

Nature of Work, or Materials, By whom reqnired.
Architect, Bnrveyor, or

Engineer,
Tenders te be

delivered.
Page.

Beckenham Local Brd. October 3l8t
Not. Ist

Nov. 2nd
Nov. 4ih
Nov. 7th

Nov. 8lh
do.

Nov. 9th
Nov, 10th
Nov. 11th
Nov. 16th

do.
Not stated...

ix

lentrnc'ture, Liverpool Uuivoraity College
aying Carriageways, 4c

vering, &c,. Works
rks to Mortuary Buildings

king-iip and Paving Roads
ad-makiog and Paving Works
iaans’ Workshops, Vegetable Stores, 4<;.

Hendon Local Board ...

St. Luke's (Middlesex)
S. 8. Qrimley

Wandsworth Bd. of Wks
Hammersmith Vestry...

Met. Asylums Board ...

do.
do.
do.

H. Saxon Snell

Official

do.

e-Escapo Bridges, 4o
posal of Dust, Ashes, 4c

St. George's Union
Fulham Vestry

PUBLIC APPOINTMENTS.

Nature of Appointment. By whom Advertised. Salary. Applications
to be in.

Page.

trict Surveyor, Charlton, Lee, 4c
rveyor of Buildings, Public Works, Ireland

Met. Board of Works,..
Civil Service Com

Nov. 2nd
Nov. 16th

liv.
do.

TENDERS.
3ARNES (Surrey).—For erecting a missien-ha'l in

ilway-street, Mr. W. H. Atkiu Berry, A.R.I.B.A.,
hitect, 35. Bedford-row, W.C. Quantities by Mr.
3. Kennedy, 31, Great James-atreet, Bedford-row,
.0 . 1—
Adamson & Son, Putney £900 0 0
J. Hill, Barnes 890 0 0
A. cate, Barnes 786 0 0
A. Hunt, Barnes 733 0 0

lIRMINGHAM. — For the erection of two semi-
lached houses in the Hampton-road, Birchfield, Mr.
OB. G. Price, architect, Birmiugbam :

—

John Hopkins, Birmingham (accepted)£740 0 0

3IRMINGHAM.—For the erection of 30 bonses and
taees iu Ike Chain Walk, Lozells, for Mr. Ezra Riley.
’. Thos. G. Price, architect, Birmingham. Quantities
the architect :

—

Williams, Aston £5,33') 0 0
Hughes, Handeworth 4.930 0 0
Halbert, Handawortb
Bloore, Aston
Archer, Kirmingham
Barker, Handjworth
Bamlield, Aston
Twigg, Birmingham
Pritchard, Bnndaworth
Johnson, Nechells
Hopkins, Aston (accepted) .

4,860

4,831

4,775
4,790
3,9(10

3,530

3,470

Mr,
1 rooi 01 the Greengrocery
F. Baker, C.E., Borough

JANTERBURT.—For
rket. Canterbury,
wevor;

—

Hodgson
Wiltshire
Jnkes & Co

-Tfoi

Rendle k Co
Newton & Co
Willov & Co
Pocook
Goddard k Massay

Wiltshin

lEPTFOED.—For the erection of a warehotse, New
ig-street, Deptford, for Mr. G. Beck. Mr. Horace T.
oner, A.R.I.B.A., architect, 29 and 31, King street,
ajiaide, Quantities by_Mr. C. A. Garrett

(accepted).

J] W. Dixon & Co., Hackney £1,121
J. T. Sterens, Now Eltham 1,090 0
H. Potter, Lower Clapton 1,014 0
A. Thomas, New Cross 974 0
T. D. Long, Dept'ord 941 0
8. SchoHield, Dopiford 918 0
8. J. Jerrard, Lewisham 789 0
H. L.Holloway,** New Cross 779 19

* Accepted EUOject to modincation.

DENBURY (South Devon).—For dwelling.honse at
Denbury, South Devon, for Mr. Josiah Badcock. Mr. S
Segar, architect :

—

J. Southcombe, Torquay £196 13 0
Sorcombe & King, Newton Abb it 364 0 0
J. Zesley & Son, Newton Abbot 350 0 0
J. H. Poaden, Ashburton 329 0 0
F. Barrow, Newton Abbot (accepted) 326 15 0

EALING.—For the erection of a house in the Hamilton-
road, Ealing, for Mr. J. Lee Thomas. Mr. Robert Willey,
F.R.I.B.A., architect, 66, Ludgate-hill, E C. :

Mr. Thomas Nye, Ealing (accepted) £1,720 0 0

EAST GRIN3TEAD.—For the erection of Board room,
offices, and surveyor’s residence, for the East Grinstead
Local Board. Mr. W. N. Martin, architect, Wimbledon.
Quantities by the arebitect

J. Longley, Crawley £9]i o 0
J. CsrJos 888 0 (1

A. Foster, East Grinstead 852 16 6
R. Pink, Godalmiug 847 0 0
CriaweD & Chitty, East Grinstead 837 17 0
W. Pledge, East Grinstead 789 14 4
J. Beard, East Grinstead 757 0 0
J. Morris, East Grinstead 740 0 0
Charlwood Bros.,* East Grinstead ... 685 0 0

• Accepted.

QOSBERTON (Lincolnshire).—For the ereclion of a
cemetery chapel at Qoaberton, for the Qosberton Burial
Board. Mr. Joseph Sawyer, architect, Spalding. Quan-
tities prepared by the architect :

—

Thomas Pick, ^oalding £174 0 0
J. B. Newton, East Heckingtoa 395 0 0
C. A. Wntson, Spalding 392 0 0
W. H. Lyon, Stamford . 330 0 0
H. Hobson, Hngathorpe 357 0 0
W. Emerson, Stamford 347 0 0
W. Greenfield, Boston 330 0 0
John Langley, Kirton
John Holmes, Wainfleet (accepted).,. 325
James Leafe, Boston 331

0 0
0 0
0 0

GUILDFORD. — For alterations to premises, new
stabling, &e., Piteh-plaoe, for Robinson’s Trost. Mr
J. William Stevens, 21, New Bridge-street, E.C-, architect
and surveyor :

—

G. Strudwick £303 q 0
Tribe & Robioaon 303 0 0
E- Downes 343 12 0
E- Glew 329 0 0
E. Seaber (accepted)' 259 0 0

HAND3WOETH,—For the erection of one detached
and two semi-detached residences at Handsworth, near
Birmingham. Mr. Thomas G. Price, architect, Birming-
ham. Quantities bv the architect :

—
Harley k Son, Smethwick £1,680 0 0
Johnson, Nechells 1,415 0 0
Twigg, Birmingham (accepted) 1,441 0 0
Hulbert, Handsworth 1,393 0 0

LEICESTER.—For saniiary shed with retaining walls
in connexion therewith to be erected by the Corporation
of Leicester in tbe boroughiof Leicester, on land belonging
to the Grest Northern Railway Company. .'Mr. if,
Gordon, M. Inst. C.E., Borough Surveyor, Leicester—

James Evans £2,336 6 6
E. B. Pipes 2,032 8 6
Clarke & Garrett 2,012 0 0
8. 4 E. Bentley 2,003 0 0
John Mareton 1,998 0 0
T. 4 II Herbert 1,991 12 10
John Bentley 1,962 0 0
J. A, Sharpe 4 Sons 1,915 0 0
Tyers 4 Yat s i,9oi 10 0
J.O. Jewsbury 1,899 0 0
Duibnry 4 Son (accepted) 1,877 10 7

[All of Leicester,j

LEICESTER. — For boarded fence, together with
entrauce-gates, 4o., to be erected round the Groby-road
Sanitary Depot, for the Corporation of Leicester. Mr. J,
Gordon, M, Inst. O.E., Borough Surveyor

AEred Plant £179 0 0
T T Brown 15519 0
Charles Baas 153 0 0
Qimsm 4 Sons (accepted) 149 8 6

[All of Leicester.]

LEICESTER.—For the erection of additional w c.’s at
the Market House. Leicester. Mr. J. Gordon M. Inst.
C.E., Borough Surveyor:—

J.O. Jewsbury £139 19 0
Geiliffo 110 0 0
Sharpe 4 Sons 1(0 15 0

-f-
Elunt 109 10 0

J. Chester (accepted) 103 0 0
[All of Leicester.]

LONDON.—For alterations and now fittings to the
Cross Keys Public House, Theobald'a-road, W C for
Mr. Belsey. Mr. A. Seville, architect. Strand

Drew 4 Caiiman £l,49i 0 0 1

J-Anley i,297 0 o'
Ward 4 Larable 1,287 0 0
Yardlev 4 Sons l’287 0 0
Riley Bros... 1,231 q 0
T. hoyden (accepted) 810 0 0!

LONDON.—For counter and newtering at the Cross
Keys Public House, Theobald's-road, W.C., for Mr.
Belsey. Mr. A. SaviJIe, architect. Strand:

—

W. Helling... ..£145 0 0
T. Heath 139 q 0
Farmiloe 4 Sons 133 0 0
Y'ardley 4 Sons ”... 131 0 0
Watts 4 Co 128 17 q
G.F. Moody, 12115 0

LONDON. — For alterations and additions to the
Queen a Arms, Hackney . road, for Mr. D’Ardeone.
Messrs, Williams 4 Son, architect s ;

—

Jackson 4 Todd £1,570 0 0
1,266 0 0

Blames i,232 0 0
Ibomerson 4 Son (accepted) 1,169 0 0

LONDON. — For alterations and additions at 21
Berkeley-square, for Mr. A. Guthrie. Mr. R. Selden
Wornum, architect. No quantities supplied:

Kiuninmont 4 Sons, Paddington £1,760 0 0
G. P. Kent, 8 uth Kensington 1,738 0 0
Thomas Husiey, South Kensington 1,721 0 0

LONDON.—For re-building the Bedford Arras East-
street, Walworth, for Mr. John Harris. Mr. F. A, Powell
architect, Kenningtou Park-road :— *

Holliday 4 Greenwood £2,217 0 0
Jones 2,’i87 9 9
-An'ey 2,164 0 0
Tyerman 2,126 0 0
Knight 2,100 0 0
Gould 4 Brand..., 2,097 0 0
Burniau4 8ona 1,997 0 0
W. 4 H. Castle (accepted) 1,873 0 0

rONDON.—For alterations and repairs, carpmtera'
and joiners’ work, painting, 4e., for the Mayfield Sanitary
Laundry Comptny, Gilleapie-road, Highbury, N. :—

r.Blandford,* Avenell-r..ad, Highbury £319 10 0
• Accepted.

LONDON.— For the erection of a new school for
1,000 children, to take the place of the present Hornsey-
road School (Finsbury AZ^). for the School Board for
London. Mr, T, J. Bailey, architect :—

J. Tyerman £14.523 0 0
W. M. Dabbs 12,417 0 0
StimpsonACo 11,280 0 0
W. Johnson 11,243 0 0
C. Wall,* Lot’s-road, Chelsea 10,790 0 0

Recommended by the Works Committee for acceptance.

LONDON.—For the enlargement of the Sydenham
Hill-road School (Greenwich AN), by 2(K) place,’, for the
School Board for London. Mr. T. J. Bailev, architect :—

King Bros, & Co £2,474 0 0
C. Wall 2,353 0 0
W. Johnson,* Wandsworth Common 2,345 0 0

• Recommended by the Works Committee for acceptance.
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LONDON.—For alterations and additions to the Bull,

No. 2, Old Kent-road, and for the erection of two houses

adjoining the Bull, for Mr. H. H. Finch. Mr. A. E.

'Hughe'*, architect;—
Faulkner £2,413 0 0
David King & Son 2,263 0 0

Drew&Cadman 2,231 0 0
Dow< B 2.143 0 0

G. S. Williams 2,132 0 0

MONMOUTH.—For building two vestries, 8t. Thomas's
'Church, Overmonnow. Mr, F. A. Powell, architect,

Monmouth
W. Simmons (accepted) £233 0 0

MONMOUTH.—For re-building No. 3, Agincourt-
-square, for Mr. Frederick Wright. Mr. F. A. Powell,
archiiect. Monmouth

W. C. Shannon £493 0 0

C. Morgan 416 0 0
W. Simmona (accepted) 340 0 0

NUNHEAD.—For new Baptist chapel, schoolroom,
-and vestries. Messrs. Chas. Gray Searle & Son, architects.

•Quantities by the architect :

—

L. H. A R. Hoberts £6,721 0 0

Wui. Goodman 6,665 0 0
Dove Bros 6,436 0 0
Higgs A Hill 4,891 0 0

F. AH. F. Higgs 4,870 0 0

B. B. Nighting^e 4,813 0 0
John Woodward 4,813 0 0

PARKESTON (Essex).—For proposed schools for the

Ramsey School Board. Mr. H. A. Wooster Reeves, archi-

•tect, 14, Devonshire-square, Bishopagate, and at Colchester.

'Qnantities supplied :

—

Kenney, Ipswich £8,999 0 0

Horlock, Manor Park 3,3B0 0 0
Wawman, Felixstowe 3,316 0 0
Oldridge, Colchester 3,300 0 0
Grimwood, Sudbury 3,260 0 0
Bunting, Fenstanton 3,160 0 0

Dobson, Colchester 3,080 0 0
Gibbons, Ipswich 2,860 0 0
Disa, Colchester 2,785 0 0

ST. MARY CRAY (Kent).—For rebuilding a comer
ehop at Bf. Mary Crav^ Kent, for Mr. G. Ogburn. Mr.
Bt. Pierre Harris, architect and surveyor, 1, Basinghall-
Btreet, E C. :

—

Hart Bros £670 0 0
Knight 670 0 0
M. Mrtraland 663 0 0
Somerford A Son 639 0 0
Taylor A Son 663 0 0
F. Wood (accepted) 663 0 0

WESTON-SUPER-MARE.—For the second section of

work to three houses in Wallisoote-road, for Mr. R. Fear.
Messrs. Barker A Cross, architects

Vowles £300 0 0
Durston 290 0 0
Williams.., 268 12 10
Pollard (accepted) 266 0 0

.* SPECIAL NOTICE. — Lists of Tenders
freq,aenUy reach os too late for insertion. They should
be delivered at our oflBce, 46, Catherine - street, W.O.,
not later than 12 Noon on THUBSDAYS.

TO COaUESPONDENTS.

Segiilered Telegraphic Address, “'The Boildhb, Loimoif.”

M, & Sons (rour letter aeeme to be practicallj an advertieemeDt of
a special form of Are extingruisher. For that oar advertising columas
are open).-H.T. G. (thanks).—O.T.—R. B.—H. G. (then you read the
Builder to very little purpose).—W. S, C.—R. B. A Sons (your letter
is not one that we can print, a great deal of it being entirely un-
called for by anything in the letter to which It professes to be a
reply).—T. 3. M‘C.—C. E.—W. V!. (we do not think the architectural
profession will accept you os their champion)

,

All statemeuts of facta, lists of tenders, Ac., must be accompanied
by the name and address of the eeader, not necessarily for publication
We are compelled to decline pointing oat books and giving

addresses.

NoTS.—The responsibility of signed articles, and papers read at
public meetings, rests, of course, with the authors.

Wt cannot undertake to return rejected communications.
Letters or commnnicatioDs (beyond mere news-items) which hays

been duplicated for other journals, are NOT DESIRED.
All communications regarding literary and artistic matters ebonld

be addressed to THE EDITOR; all cornmnnications relating to
advertisements and other exclnsively boslness matters shonld be
addressed to THE PUBLISHER, and not to the Editor.

Best Bath. Stone.

CORSHAM DOWN. I FARLEIGH DOWN
BOX GROUND. I COMBE DOWN.
WESTWOOD GROUND.

|

STOKE GROUND.
RANDELL, SAUNDERS, & CO., Ld.,

CoBSHAM, Wilts.

SOUTH SHIELDS.— For the, erection of cemetery
chapele and auperintendeat'B house, situate near Westoe,
.for the South Bhielda Burial Board. Mr. Henry Grieves,
.A.R.I.B.A., archiiect, South Shields. Qnantitiea supplied
l)y Mr. George Connell, Neweastle-on-Tyne :

—

Wm. Kennedy, Jarrow £6,180 12 0
Wm. Scott, South Shields 4,886 3 7i
R. Brown, South Shields 4,819 1 2\
j. Young, South Shields 4,398 16 7
F. Mackey, South Shields 4,147 18 4
H. Napier, S^mth Shields 4,008 2

R. Allison, Whitburn 3,897 10 5
Hudson A Co. . South Shields* 3,760 10 8
Atkin A Co., South Shields 3,627 0 0
R. Wilson, South Shields 3,240 10 0

• Accepted.

SOUTH SHIELDS.—For alterations and erection of
two shops at Nos. 1 and 3, Victoria-terrace, South Shields,
forMr. W. Gowans, M.D. Mr. Henry Grieves, A. R.I. B. A.,
•architect, South Shields :

—

8. Sheriff £560 0 0
J. GilhUan 635 10 0
R. Atkm A Co 486 0 0
W. Scoti 467 3 0
N. Napier 430 10 0
G. Goddard 422 4 0
-J. Ayre 408 0 0
Goodwin A Son (accepted) 399 10 0

[All of South Shields.]

TOTTENHAM.—For maHog-up, Ac., Bremar-roaO, for
the Local Board of Health, Tottenham :

—

Nicholls, Wood Green £467 0 0
Kendall, Walthamstow 466 1 10
Bloomfield, Tottenham 402 16 7
Trickett A Son, Millwall 395 0 0
Adams, Kingsland 381 0 0
Griffiths, Kingsland 376 0 0
Bradshaw A Co., Tottenham (accept^) 341 11 2

Bath. Stone.
Pictor’s Monks’ Park. Combe Down.
Corsbam Down. Stoke Ground.

Box Ground. Winsley Ground.
Farleigb Down. West Wood.

PICTOR & SONS, Box, Wilts. [Advt.

Bonlting Freestone and Ham Hill Stone
of beat quality, in blocks, or prepared ready for

fixing. An inspection of the Doulting (Quarries
is respectfully solicited

; and Arcbitects and
others are CAUTIONED against inferior stone.
Prices, delivered to any part of the United
Kingdom, given on application to CHARLES
TRASK & SONS, Norton-sub-Hamdon, Ilmin-
ster, Somerset.—Agent, Mr. E. WILLIAMS,
No. 16, Craven-street, Strand, W.O. [Advt.

Boulting Fre« Stone For prices, &a., ad-

dress 8. & J. STAPLE,HAM HILL STONE, Qaairy Owners, Stone

BLUB LIAS LIMB Merohants,
Stoke • under - Ham,

(Ground or Lump), Ilminster. [Advt.

Asphalts.—The Seyssel and MetalUo Lava
Asphalte Company (Mr. H. Glenn), Office, 88,
Poultry, E.C.—The beat and cheapest materials
for damp oonraes, railway arches, warehouse
floors, flat roofs, stables, oow-sheds, and milk-
rooms, granaries, ton-rooms, and terraces. [Advt

Asphalte.
SejBsel, Patent Metallic Lava, and

White Asphaltes.
M. STODART & 0 0.

Office

:

No. 90, Cannon-street, B.O. [Ad^t

SFUAGUB & CO.,

STATIONERS, &c.,

Keep a Special Stock of Sundries for

Professional Offices.

22, Martin’e-lane, Cannon-street, E.C. [AdvTj

To B'uilders, Builders’ Supply Merchants)
and Others. —Whallbt'b Watbe-Closet, for usin,:

wastewater from lavatories, sinks, roofs, Ac., will fluall

immediately after being used. Costs 60 per cent, less that

ordinary water-closets. No water cistern required. N
fittings. No water supply. Simplicity and effectivenesi

guaranteed. Being largely adopted and giving even
satisfaction.

Testimonials from Sanitary Engineers, Sanitary Is

spectors, Medical Officers, Ac. Highly spoken of tiy th
leading trade papers.

Prices, drawings, and full particulars, on application t*

BROOKS & PICKUP,
Towneley Colliery, Burnley.

fAnvT]

Scaffold Poles, fresh Petersburg, 35 ft., 3s. 9d.)

28 ft., 2s. ;
22 ft., la. 4d. each. A prime parcel of eleai]

selected Ibyll and 1 by 11 Pitch-Pine, in the Surre

Docks, cheap
;
also a very choice parcel of 12 ft. and 13 ffi

3 by 11 second dry Yellow Pine, at a very low price,

J. ARCHER SMITH,
Timber Merchant and Importer,

No. 271, Southwark Bridge-road and Greyhound Bridgi'

Old Kent-road, 8.E. [Anr.

FIRE BRICKS.
BEST STOURBRIDGE FIRE BRICKS, and Cement Ft

Clav, Goa Retorts, Muhles, he. Fire Bricks and Blocks for tl

Highest Heats, for Iron Blast Furnaces, Forge, Bolling, Paddlin'
and Steel Funiacea, Flint Glass Furnaces, Roosting and BeOniz
Furnaces, Chemical Works, Coke Ovens, Ac, Boiler Seating Block
Flue Covers, Locomotive Bricks, Tuferes, Steel Runners, Oral
Backs. Special Sizes and Shapes maile to Engineeers’ Drawings.

!

Prices quoted to any Port or Railway Station.
London Agents;—

R. CULL & SON, Pahnerston-bwlding$, E.C

GLAZED BRICKS.
OATES A GREEN, HALIFAX.

GLAZED BRICKS (White and Coloured), Special Balt-glai<

Bricks. Sanitary Tubes, Glazed Earthemware Sinks, Cattle, Shed
and Fig Troughs, Horse Mangers. Patent Antomatic Trongh OlosV

Patent Flush Tank. Ventilating Bricks. Patent Ventilating GulU
and Traps. Patent Chimney Pots for Down Draughts.

Six Prize Medals. Copies of Testimonials sent U required.
London Agents :—

R. CULL A BON, Palmeraton-buildiuga, E.C.

BLUE BRICKS.
THE KETLEY BRICK COMPANY, KINGRWINFOED I

StaSordshire. Mannfactarers of Blue Bricks,
London Agvnts :

—

R. CULL A SON, Palmerston-bnildinga, E.O.

DRAIN PIPES.
Lime, Cement, Bricks, Slates, Laths, Hair, Plaster, Wall Copini

Channel Bricks, Blue and Red Ridges. Bed Plain Tiles and?
Tiles, Closet Fans and Traps. Bends, Jnnctlons, Ac. all slz

Chimney-Pots, Red and White. PRICES on APPLICATION.
B. CULL A SON’S Storea, Railway Archea,
Loudon-street, Bethsal Green Station, B.

Chief Office:—72, Palmerston • bulldlngi, Old Broad-atreet, E

MICHELMORE & REAE
Honulastarers of

0 CHARLES—jgCJU.LINCElS,!

nOLLINGE’S PATENT HINGE
yj LEVER, SCREW, A BARREL BOM

36a, borough eoai
LONDON, B.E

LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO BUILDERS.

F. BRABY & C0.’S PATENT BLAZING
Cr]L.yASS SET FREE,

ALLOWING EXPANSION AND CONTRACTION, AND PRECLUDING BREAKAGE.
®

ABSOLDTELY WATERTIGHT. PAINTING AND POTTY SUPERSEDED.

OVER THREE MiLLlOH FEET FIXED.
DEAWINGS AND PBICES ON APPLICATION.— M odeijS .A-isrx) SEOTionsrs oir vie "W. ^

LONDON: LIVERPOOL: GLASGOW;
°

to 362, EUSTON ROAD. 6 and 8, HATTON GARDEN. 47 & 49, ST. ENOCH SQUARt
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Christian ISynihulism in Great Britain

and Ireland.

has been for

g time a want

work treating

the Early

jtian symbol-

)f the British

ds, and anti-

ies were there-

inuch gratified

. it was known

I
that the subject had been selected for the

!
Khind Lectures in Archieology for 1885,

I
and entrusted to the pen of Mr. J. Romilly

Alien, F.S.A. Scot., who had already given

J

proof of his ability to deal w’ith the sub-

I

ject in a manner befitting the needs of the

work. These lectures have just been pub-

lished,* with numerous illustrations from the

author’s own drawings, and the work appears

before the public with the merit of being

unique, concise, and comprehensive. In his

first lecture, Mr. Alleu treats of the Christian

symbolism in foreign countries, by way of

clearing the ground for the introduetion of the

true scope of the design. IIo defines symbol-

ism as a means of conveying ideas and facts

to the mind by representations which are, in

the first place, merely pictorial, but by frequent

repetition, gradually assume certain stereo-

typed or conventional forms. Hence it is a

system whereby pictures of natural objects,

or scenes of which the historical aspect

is well known, are made to express

allegorically something beyond the apparent

fact, and thus .set in motion a train of

thought which leads us on to the contempla-

tion of those abstract ideas associated more or

less directly with the thing depicted. In this

way, every religious representation may, in

fact, be symbolically treated.

In the early days of art, however, the subjects

selected for symbolical reference by the primi-

tive art-workers were nat’^rally limited, and

perhaps there were liardly more than a dozen

scenes in the life of Christ which found favour

in their eyes. If these eaily and prominent

subjects were classified, they would properly

fall into several divisions, such as the

Historical (chiefly Old Testament history),

which symbolise events in the life of Christ, as

the sacrifice of Isaac or Moses striking the

rock
;

the Parabolic, already in their very

essence used figuratively, and hence merely a

transference from literature to art, as the alle-

gorical story of Dives and Lazarus
;
and so forth.

* Early Chriatian Symboliam in Great Britain and
Ireland before the Thirteenth Century. “ The Rhind
Lecturea in Archicology for 1886." By J. Ronully Allen,

F.S.A. Scot. London: "Whiting & Co., 30, 33, Sardinia-

atreet. 1837.

The Mystic and Supernatural subjects depict,

for example, the Day of Judgment, the Binding

of Satan, and the Jaws of Hell. Rites and

Ceremonies, the Church and her Officers, form

another class. The moral and spiritual life

of man, the virtues and vices, the conflicts

between Good and Evil, the Deadly Sins, and

Death itself, comprise another section. Then

follow the subjects suggested by the proper-

ties of the animal, vegetable, and mineral

world, such as the qualities of birds, beasts,

fishes, gold, &c., applied in a spiritual

manner to Christian doctrines. To these

follow tho subjects connected with the uni-

verse, and with the progress of nature, as

the seasons, the Zodiac, the heavenly bodies,

and other personifications. Human pursuits,

and subordinate objects taken in lieu of the

subjects to which they belong,—as the key for

St. Peter and the sword for St. Paul,—and

monograms, close the list.

If we arrange these things according to

their literary sources they fall into the

following divisions :
— Pagan prototypes

adapted to Christian teaching, as the myth

of Orpheus applied to Jesus Christ, or

the ancient gems engraved with portraits of

deities and emperors set in Mediceval rings

with Christian inscriptions
;
Scriptural subjects,

which are usually selected from the most pro-

minent features of the faith
;
Apocryphal sub-

jects, derived from the uncanonical books,

which, on account of the attractive philoso-

phical and moral apophthegms they contained,

were, nevertheless, greatly admired and

frequently quoted in the early Mediaeval

period; subjects from the lives of the saints,

which are, however, rare at the early periods
;

and, histly, the scientific subjects, such as

those found in the “ Bestiaries,” or illustrated

works of emblematic zoology, so favourite and

yet so grossly misunderstood a science in the

days of which Mr, Allen takes cognisance.

There are numerous contemporary remains,

one might almost say an inexhaustible field,

capable of supplying examples to the student

of Early Christian symbolism, and, indeed, the

only profitable way to understand this

symbolism is to examine the literature

of the period, and to search contemporary

illustrated manuscripts, which alone give the

clue to the conventional method of treating

particular subjects, and alone enable us to

divine the actual ideas of the artists who
designed them. The rudeness of the execu-

tion of some of the earliest Christian sculptures

is shown by Mr.Allen to have been a stumbling-

block to many inquirers, who have failed to

interpret accurately (as well they might) the

meaning of some subjects, by not making suffi-

cient allowance for the want of art-training

in remote places and dis^t times. These

sculptures, like the debased designs on ancient

British and Gaulish coins, were copied, bar-

barou.sly enough, from well-executed classical

models, and are often quite as unintelligible

as the coins themselves are, until placed side

by side with the originals, when the meaning

is quite apparent.

The sources of chief importance for the

general study of Christian art are, first

of all, the paintings on the walls and

roofs of sepulchral chambers in the catacombs

at Rome
;

the sepulchral tablets bearing

Christian symbols, the sculptured sarcophagi,

and the minor objects found in the catacombs.

These, which are of paramount importance in

this behalf, range in date from A.D. 50 to 400.

The peculiarities of Christian art which these

catacombs enshrine have frequently been

treated of in illustrated worics. One of the

best and latest is perhaps the new edi-

tion of Mr. William Palmer’s work on the

subject. But we are inclined to believe

that as yet sufficient attention to these

splendid remains has not been given by those

who seek to explain our own earliest national

phases of sculpture and illustration. Mr.
Allen gives, under this branch of his work, a

capital and lucid description of the catacombs

and their contents, and here it may be said

that we hardly yet properly value the labours

of Bosio, Fabretti, Seroux d’Aginconrt, and

De Rossi, who indefatigably devoted their time

and attention to the exploration and explana-

tion of what was in their day a new and

unknown braneh of archieology.

From A.D. 400 to 700 we must rely on the

second source,—that, namely, of paintings and

mosaic work employed in the decoration of the

internal surfaces of ecclesiastical buildings in

Italy and the Eastern Empire,—the sarcophagi

deposited in the basilicas at Rome, Ravenna,

Milan, Arles, and elsewhere,—the early

ivories, the miniatures in the Latin, Greek,,

and other manuscripts, engraved gems, coins,

crystal objects, and other minor relics. A
third period, 700 to 1050, is illustrated by the

decorations of churches as before, added te

which must he mentioned the pre-Normau

sculptured crosses in Great Britain, miniatures

in contemporary manuscripts, and some objects,

such as belt clasps, which the Burgundian

graves have yielded up to reward the patience

of the explorer. The last period of which

Mr. Allen takes notice, A.D. 1050 to 1200,

when the Byzantine style finally retires before

the Gothic advance, is more richly endowed

with greater variety of objects. Subsidiary

portions of churches, as fonts, pavements,

capitals of columns, friezes, sculptured slabs,

stained - glass windows, ornamented doors,

pulpits, screens, shrines, and a vast number of

relics, all intimately connected with the church
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lend^ their aid to the student
;
but almost all

of these betray the manifest stamp of imitation

of older examples by reason of the conven-

tionalism with which they are replete.

One of the many interesting phases of

catacomb art is the admixture of Pagan idea

and treatment with the Christian element
or motive. This Mr. Allen accounts for

in two ways : firstly, the necessity of

disguising Christian doctrines during the

times of persecution
;

and, secondly, the

difficulty of creating a new system of

symbolism without founding it, to a certain

extent, on what had gone before. To the
former fact it is owing that the elegant and
attractive subject of Orpheus charming the

beasts with his lyre occurs three times under
circumstances which point to its symbolical

application to the Saviour’s word softening the

hardness of Pagan hearts. The representation

of the Good Shepherd has, again, been com-
pared by some to the statues of Hermes
Kriophorus. Of Old Testament types the
most striking and the most tragic are alone
selected by early Christian sculptors. Hence
occur :—The Temptation of Adam and Eve

;

Noah and his Ark
;

the Sacrifice of Isaac
;

Moses striking the Rock
;
Moses and the

Burning Bush, typical of the Christ de-
livering sinners

;
Daniel in the Lions’ Den

;

the three Children in the Fiery Furnace

;

Jonah (in four scenes)
; and David with a

sling. Similarly, too, the New Testament
subjects are by no means numerous. Those
most frequently occurring are the Raising
of Lazarus, who is generally upright and
swathed with bandages, in a niche, with
pediment and side columns, almost reminding
us of the conventional appearance of the
mummified Osiris (typical of the defunct person
to whom he is likened) in Egyptian art, whose
myth, indeed, has some points in common with
the symbolical aspect of Lazarus : the miracles
of Changing the Water into Wine, the Loaves
and Fishes, Healing the Blind, the Paralytic
carrying his Bed, the Feast of the Seven
Disciples by the Sea of Tiberias, and St.
Peter saved from Drowning. Other subjects,
not so frequently found, include the Virgin
and Child, the Adoration of the Magi, Herod,
St. John baptising Christ, the Wise and
Foolish Virgins, and some others.

Of early Christian gilded glass, the
British Museum contains several specimens
which will be seen to the best advan-
tage when hir. Franks opens to the public,—
as we hope he will before long,—the new
Gallery of Glass and Fictilia, which will
prove to be one of the most attractive fine-art
additions to that institution. Several inscrip-
tions occur on the.se relics, one of the most
common being “ Pie Zeses,” a Gneco-Latin
salutation of “Drink, and long life to thee.”
Some, at least, of these arc said to have served
as ministerial chalices, and the inscriptions
would then refer to the Eucharist. Those
with stains of blood on them are believed
to have contained the blood of the early
martyrs scooped up at the scene of execution,
and piously deposited in the catacombs by
their friends

; at the same time, it must be
borne in mind, although Mr. Allen does not
appear to allude to it, that very similar in-
scriptions are found on Romano-British pot-
tery used for purely convivial purposes

; as
“ Bihc,'’ Bibanuis pie’' *'vive,” ^‘vivas’’
“sese," '‘rifa,” and so on.

’

The sculptured sarcophagi in the Lateran
Museum have contributed many valuable
scenes from the Old and New Testa-
ments. It is curious that while the
miracle of the Loaves and Fishes occurs
twenty times on these sculptures, and the
apprehension of Peter as often, there are only
®“H?''?/^‘^mples of the Nativity of our Lord
and of the Bearing of the Cross. The Tempta-
tion of Adam and Eve, and Daniel in the
Lions Den, occur each fourteen times

; Jonah’s^orv, twenty-three times
;
Moses striking the

Rock, twenty-one times
; but the Passage

ot the Red Sea,—no doubt a difficult sub-
ject_ to represent,-only once. The ancient
L-hriatian ivories, in like manner, contribute
other scenes to make up the tale of Biblical
allegories. The best known is probably the

“Franks Casket” in the British Museum, of

Scandinavian art, bearing Runic inscriptions,

and representations of the Adoration of the
Magi, and the Flight of the Jews from
Jeiusalem.

Manuscripts are so rare at this early
period, and the material of which they
consist so frail compared with stone, gems,
metals, or ivory, that it is not to be
wondered at that this class of relics does
not contribute so rich a harvest of early

Christian pictures to the consideration of

the inquirer. There are two Greek MSS. of

Genesis, one at Vienna, and the other, much
injured by fire, at the British Museum, which
between them originally contained nearly .300

miniatures, whereas the Greek Gospels seldom
contain any pictures beyond portraits of the
Four Evangelists. The Alcuine Bible of the
ninth century : the Bible and Psalter of Charles
the Bald, of the ninth century, at Paris

;
the

“ Codex Aureus ” of the same date in the
British Museum

;
the Oxford Cajdmon

;
the

Book of Kells
;

the Duke of Devonshire’s
.^thelwold, and a few others, belong to this

class; but Mr. Allen has curiously enough
omitted to cite in this part of his work the
Utrecht Psalter, which some have attributed
to the sixth century, a literary connecting-link
between England and the Continent of high
antiquity and remarkable interest, not only
for its history and pala'Ographical value, but
for its profuse illustrations which bear upon
early Christian symbolism.
Mr. Allen’s second lecture treats of the

symbolism of the Romano-British period
and of the Celtic sepulchral monuments,
between A.D. 50 and 400. Of the
few Christian relics of this period Mr.
Allen gives good notices. The cross on
the lid of a sarcophagus, found in 1869
during excavations on the north side of

Fi'j. 1.

Westminster Abbey (fig. ]), with inscription
in memory of Valerius Amandiuns, is, by
some, conjectured to belong to this period

;

but Mr. Allen inclines to believe that the
sarcophagus and its cover, which seems not to
fit in every respect, were appropriated by an
unknown Christian, perhaps in the fifth or
sixth century, at which time the cross was cut.
Few, however, will deny the close similarity of
the cross with those found, incised or in low
relief, on tomb slabs of six hundred years
later than the suggested date, and we fear that
the evidence for early Christianity in England
resting on this relic must be received with
very great hesitation. The number of sepul-
chral remains belonging to the period of
Roman occupation which show any Christian

I

traces is, as the author declares, infinitesimally I

small
;
a silver bowl, two pewter cakes, a piece

of Samian ware, a terra-cotta lamp, and a few
similar objects, make up the total on which
the whole argument for Roman Christianity in
England rests. Christianity, if indeed it were
introduced in Roman times among us, must
have made little or no progress in those times.

Celtic sepulchral monuments, on the other
hand, abound with Christian evidences, chiefly

the Cki-rho, or sacred monogram of the name

yiOi\aT
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Fig. 2.

of Our Lord, fig. 2, as on the tomb-
stone of Carausius, at Penmachno, co.

Carnarvon, measuring 1 ft. 10 in. by 11 in.

No one can doubt the remote antiquity
of this stone. Many others could be cited,

and the author has gathered up numerous
examples of early ornamental crosses on
sepulchral stones of the Celtic age, as, for ex-
ample, the six kinds figured by him from slabs

at Clonmacnoise
;
the latter illustration shows

what is known as the “ window-frame” pattern.

Among other conventional remains of the
period none yield in interest to the so-called
“ hog-backed recumbent monuments,” found
in Scotland and northern England, but not
elsewhere. The precise symbolism of these
does not appear to be yet clearly ascertained.

It may, indeed, be questioned whether they are
to be classed with Christian symbolistic re-

mains, seeing that they carry no determinative
emblems, although they undoubtedly belong
to a Christian period, for their ornamental
features correspond with those of the sculp-
tured crosses of the pre- Norman period. They
are generally about 6 ft. long and 1 ft. 6 in.

wide and high
;

those at Brorapton, co. York
(fig. 3), are good examples. There are some
also, not mentioned by Mr. Alien, at Durham.
The conventional form consists of a central
ridge running the whole length of the stone,
from which the sides slope away. It is highest
in the middle, and so possess a “hog-backed”
appearance, and the sides are ornamented with
murks like scales or tiles. The most remark-
able feature is that of the end, which takes
the form of the huge head of an animal, or a
muzzled bear’s head and body. As there is no
evidence of a strictly Christian character on
them, a.s we have already said, may they not
be a survival of a Pagan form of burial,

existent archaically in early Christian times,
but before the use of Christian symbolism on
sepulchral stones had become universally
imperative ?

The third and fourth lectures discuss the
High Crosses of Ireland and their subjects on
shaft and base. These two essays occupy a
large portion of the book, and form the best
critical account extant on the subject. The
rudeness of the design and work, the strict
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conventionality they exhibit, the peculiar feel-

ing which they indicate, may be well gathered
from two corresponding designs of the Sacrifice

of Isaac (fig. 4) ; the first on the arm of
the Cross of St. Patrick and St. Columba
at Kells

;
the latter on the shaft of the

Great Cross at Monasterboice. This type,

with but little alteration, lingered on as late

as the eighteenth century in some parts of

Scotland, and Mr. Allen figures a stone dated
1774, in Logierait churchyard, co. Perth, the
sculptor of which has evidently drawn inspira-

tion from, but not improved upon, the first

ideiis of the Celtic designs. As other examples
of this class of art we may mention Daniel
in the Lions’ Den, the Flight into Egypt,
and the Miracle of the Loaves and Fishes
on the base of the Moone Abbey Cross,

as characteristic of Early Christian symbolism
as taught by the Irish Church in the early
period under review. There is one subject
which Mr. Allen has not clearly explained. It is

a bird holding a circular disc in its beak coming
down between two persons holding crooked
staves, which occurs twice at Kells and once at
Nigg, Koss-shire, where thestaves areexchanged
for open books. The author thinks that this

refers to St. Paul and St. Anthony breaking
bread in the desert

;
but the idea is obscure

and too far-fetched. It is probably represen-
tative of an episode in the life of a Celtic

saint. It is not unlikely that this refers to
St. Hilda, of Whitby, and St. Aidan. In the
seal of Whitby Abbey, in the British Museum,
St. Hilda, with staff and book, stands between
two tonsured priests, each celebrating the
Eucharist with a chalice on an altar. Over each
cup is a bird flying down, and holding a round
disc, intended for the wafer, in its beak. Exa-
mination of the life and miracles of St. Hilda
would no doubt throw light on this subject.

Passing over much that is worthy of notice
among these Irish symbolics, we find the fifth

lecture devoted to the consideration of Norman
sculpture, cliiefly in the architectural details
of churches, from A.D. 1066 to 1200. This
is a truly vast field, and really deserved a
separate treatment in another volume. It is

here introduced with a prefatory examination
of Saxon architecture and details of sculpture,
and, of course, can only deal with a limited
number of the extant specimens. How
striking some of them are may be gathered
from one example here given, the Baptism of
Our Lord, on the font at Bridekirk, Cumber-
land. There is a Runic inscription on the font,
and the peculiar treatment of the foliage points
to the eleventh century for the time of its

execution (see fig. 5). Of a later date, but
of equal interest, is the Norman leaden font
with zodiacal signs and monthly employments
in Brookland Church, Kent. These subjects
should be compared with those found so
frequently in manuscript calendars.

The concluding lecture deals with the
Mediaeval Bestiary, or Book of Emblematical
Animals, so favourite a work in the libraries

of old. There are several specimens in the
British Museum, nine among them illustrated,
as we gather from Mr. Birch’s and Mr.
Jenner’s “Catalogue,” and Mr. Allen’s list of
all the extant MSS. will be of great use to
future inquirers. The texts of many have
been published, and probably the “Bestiaire
Divin,” by Hippeau, Caen, 1852, is the most
comprehensive work on the subject, but the
whole subject awaits comparative and classified
treatment. The symbolism which encircles
most of the animals in the sumewhatlimited and
fanciful list of Mediaeval fauna, is not difficult

to be conjectured
; but there are some more

abstruse subjects, as the tcrobolem, or turrohohn,
two stones which emit fire, that are found in
the East on a mountain, one male, one female,
and ofhuman semblance, which almost savour
of the marvels told byMandeville and his p e-
cursors. The.se two stones typify firstly the
love between the opposite sexes, but metaphori-
cally, those who wish to lead a life of chastity,
are hereby enj oined in the accompanying descrip-
tive text to avoid the society of women, and thus
escape the temptatioES which ensnared Adam,
Samson, David, and Solomon. These curious
subjects occur also on a font at Alne, in
Northumberland. The work closes with full
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indexes. It fills a want in our antiquarian

art literature in a very praiseworthy way, and

Mr. Allen will no doubt receive what he

really deserves, much credit and advanced

reputation for this his latest contribution to

archeological literature.

S HE last number of the Journal of

Proceedings of the Institute of

Architects contains an appeal,

signed by Mr. Richards Julian,

oil behalf of the “Dictionary of Archi-

tecture," recalling the circumstances of its

foundation, and mentioning that it is neces-

sary to appeal to the old members as well as to

new subscribers for funds to complete the

work. The unsatisfactory nature of the last

volume we have already referred to, and it now

appears from Mr. Julian’s letter that the whole

of the literary matter is at present furnished by

Mr. Wyatt Papworth, ivho was always editor,

and appears now to be the sole survivor of

those who originally contributed to the

Dictionary. Now, with no possible unkind-

ness or disrespect to Mr. Papworth, it is

.‘i irely only reasonable to point out that no ous

man can write a dictionary of such a subject as

Architecture ;
and that this is not the method

on which an adequate dictionary could possibly

be produced. A first - class dictionary of

this kind can only be produced by the co-

operation of many writers, each treating of the

subjects he knows most of, and controlled by

a competent and far-seeing editor, who knows

what men to go to for each class of subject, and

has sufficient general knowledge both of archi-

tecture and literature to control and keep up

to the mark the whole form of the Dictionary,

and to see that scientific and other definitions

are given in logical and intelligible language.

To suppose that any one man can be editor

and all the contributors rolled into one is to

suppose what is absurd, and what can only lead

to such unfortunate results as those we pointed

out in reviewing the new volume of the Diction-

ary two or three weeks ago. A certain class of

articles, such as thaton Serlio (whichis reprinted,

as a “ specimen,’’ we presume, in the Institute

Journal), have been done by hir. Papworth as

well as they could be done
;
we must be grateful

for them
;
they are a class of articles which

require a great deal of laborious research
;
but

if Mr. Papworth is wise he will on his own
account decline for the future to represent the

whole staff of the Dictionary : the position is

neither fair to himself nor to the Dictionary.

Then we are told in said paragraph in the

Journal that this state of things was rendered

necessary by the decease of the old contri-

butors (a brilliant staff undoubtedly), and that

it was found “ impossible to replace them."

Has any effort been made to do so ? We very

much doubt it. And does Mr. Julian really

expect us to believe that it would not be easy

to find men who could furnish better articles

than those on Suspension Bridge, Syphon,

and others, the absurdity and even absolute

incorrectness of which we pointed out the

other day ? If an appeal is to be made for

fresh subscriptions to complete the Dictionary,

we hope that the appeal will be met by a

refusal of any further aid until the working out

of the Dictionary is placed on such a footing

as to ensure a very different result from that

presented to us iu the volume just completed.

I
T is gratifying to find that the strike at

Bolton has terminated in an agreement on
the part of masters and men to refer their

dispute to a “ Board of Conciliation,” who are

to take evidence upon the rates paid in other

towns, and draw up a scale for the Bolton

men ;
but it is a sad reflection that both sides

could not agree to a measure of that kind before

costing each other this loss of time and work
and money, and on one side distress and
poverty, which in the case of many will not

terminate with the strike. We read in the
daily papers that “ in consequence of the em-
ployers importing men during the struggle,

not more than half of the strike hands can find

work,”—a bitter lesson which, however, to

judge by the past, we fear will be read in vain.

Dr. SCHLIEMANN has obtained from the

Greek Government permission to make
excavations in the island of Cerigo, the

ancient Cythera. It would be too much to

hope that he will discover the ancient wooden
statue of the goddess Aphrodite in complete

armour which Pausanias saw when he visited

the island, but unless time has dealt very

unkindly with the remains of the temple he

will surely be able to restore to us some notion

of the plan of this the most ancient precinct of

the goddess on Hellenic ground. This temple

of “ the Heavenly Aphrodite ” was, Pausanias

says, at once the most ancient and the most
holy of the Greek temples to Aphrodite.

Further, we may hope at Cythera to come
upon many a missing link between East and
West. It was an early Phcenician settlement.

“ The temple of Cythera,” says Herodotus

(i., 105), “was built by the Phrenician.s who
belong to this part of Syria,”

—

i.c., to the part

about Ascalon, “ where was the earliest of all

the temples to the Heavenly Aphrodite.” The
excavations are to be begun at once.

ON
the agenda paper for this week’s

meeting of the Metropolitan Board of

Works we see that IMr. F. H. Fowler has given

notice of his intention to move :

—

" That it be referred tD the Works and General

Purposes Committee to consider and report on the

desirability of the Board proposing the following

amendments of the law relating to buildings and
streets :

—

‘ That the open space now required by law to be

left at the rear of dwolling-houses should be increased,

80 far as regards suburban districts,

i That a greater width tfian 40 ft. should be re-
' required for now streets in suburban districts.

That owners of land, when laying the same out

fer building on a large scale, should be reqtured so

to arrange as that a suitable proportion of the land

miy he left open and unbuilt upon in the interest of

the public health and comfort.’"

There is very much to be said in favour of

these proposals, as thoughtful people who have

witnessed the “development” of suburban

building estates must have been long ago con-

vinced. Particularly is this so with rcgai’d to the

melancholy fragments of ground which, when
attached to suburban houses, are called

,

“gardens,” albeit they are gardens in which,

for want of sun and air, nothing will grow.

The way in which what are called the “ back-

additions” to hoirses are often made to jut out

over the greater part of the so-called “gardens,”

throwing each other into the shade, and pre-

venting the free access of sunshine and wind to

the windows of dwelling-rooms, is something
like a satire on onr much-vaunted sanitary

knowledge. Such houses may comply with

the letter of the law, but they evade its spirit.

T
hanks to Mr. EIUs Lever’s importunity,

the miners of Great Britain appear likely

to be provided at last with a safer light than
they have had all these many years. Although
the coal-owner of old times would have been
horrified to find that the Davy lamp, by which
he set such store, was now condemned as use-

less, together with several others, such as

the CUanny and the Museler, none of these in

point of fact gave enough light, and were not
safe in meeting an explosive current with a

velocity of G ft. per second. The new Act,

which has been framed with great care, forbids

the use of any lamp which will not meet this

not uncommon emergency ; and this difficulty

is claimed to be solved by the Edison Company,
which has produced a miner’s portable electric

lamp, giving comparative .safety, and a great

increase of light. It must not, however, be
expected to insure complete immunity, for the

circumstances of each mine differ so much in

themselves,—for while naked lights may be
used in one without danger, another is so

fiery that it is impossible to enter it without
safety lamps. Nor must we overlook the
tendency of many colliers to unlock the old
lamps for the purpose of getting more light.

So reckless were some of the men, that false

keys made of hard cheese-rind have been found
in the pockets of the dead after an explosion.

Against such rashness there was no remedy,
except the invention of a new lamp which
should not offer any temptations for tampering
with it.

T
he Cambridge Senate has entered into ;(

contract with Messrs. Luscombe for th

proposed new buildings of the University

Library. The contract price is 13,685^., o

which amount 400?. is to he expended upoi

sculpture. The existing library is stored ii

the upper floors of two quadrangles on Senat:

House-hill, between Cains and King’s, ano

close to the ancient sites of Milne-street (no\

represented by the Trinity Hall and Queene
lanes), the church of St. Johu the Baptist, ami

the hostels of St. Edmund, St, Austel, anu

St. Nicholas. The fabric dates from the middl

of the fifteenth century. There is extant ;

highly-interesting list, drawn up in the yea

1473, which gives the then classification o

the books, and shows the positions o

the stalls and deslcs along the first floo'

of the southern side of the older quadrangl

that overlooked the already-appropriated sit

of King’s Chapel. Thomas Rotherham
Archbishop of York, a bountiful bene,

factor in kind to the library, erected

circa 1475, the Gothic front whic:

appears in the print by Loggan. Thai

frontage was replaced with a Classical ordei

about 170 years ago, but its central gateway

was preserved and reconstructed for the stable:

at Madingley Hall, near to Cambridge. Thi

alteration, together with others, was eflected t

make room for King George I.’s gift to tin

University of the 30,000 volumes which h

had bought for 0,000?.,—the library of Dii

Moore, Bishop of Ely. The sovereign’s donai

tion evoked the well-known epigram iu con

nexion with Oxford and the troop of liorse

together with Sir Thomas Browne’s equall;,

famous rejoinder. Under the catalogue roon

were held the Divinity Schools, removed, ii

1879, to the Selwyn Divinity School building

over against St. John’s, and designed b;

Basil Champneys. The library was enlargec

twenty-one years ago, at a cost of uearb

15,000?.

Following the example of the manageiii

who collaborate with authors in the pro:

duction of dramatic pieces, Mr. Henry Irvinf

has collaborated with Mr. Alfred Darbyshire

of Manchester, and designed, in conjunctiot

with him, what is, if we may believe the Ditih

Tdegraj^h (which is absurdly eft’usive on tht

subject), an absolutely safe theatre. There ii

very little that is novel in Mr. Irving’s theatre

a ground-plan and section of which, to a scalt

of 32 ft. to an inch, is given in the Daili

Telegraph for October 29th. The only notice-

able novelty is the abolition of the gallery, tht

audience usually occupying that part of the

house being placed on the ground-floor in the

rear of the pit. There is only one tier oi

horizontal division for the accommodation ol

the public above the pit level, and this is

divided into an upper circle and a lower circle;

There are two means of exit from every part

of the house, and these exits, with the excep-

tion of the exits from the upper and lower

circle, are arranged on opposite sides. The

theatre is detached upon all four sides, which

may perhaps represent an ideal theatre, but it

is one that is difficult of realisation in London,

and, indeed, in most cities, and by imagining

the site to be entirely disengaged from the

adjacent buildings, many of the difficulties

which beset an architect in designing a theatre

are evaded, hut not successfully overcome.

There is a general deficiency of lobby accom-i

modation, which would render the exits,

especially from the dearer portions of the house,

liable to be obstructed on the audience leaving

the theatre.

I
N connexion with the consecration of Trurc

Cathedral, which took place on Thursday,

the 3rd inst., we have received a small sheet

of diagrams forming a key to the scheme ol

subjects represented in the coloured windows

executed by Messrs. Clayton & Bell. The

diagram gives the outlines of the great east

window, consisting of three long lancets with

three shorter ones beneath, the two rose-

windows in the transepts, the little lancet

lights under the south transept rose, the single

lights in the east of the two choir aisles, the

four lancets in the baptistery, and of one ol

NOTES.
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tlic double two-light hate windows in the old
church, now called the old choir aisle. Tho
subjects of the east window are “The Church
Triumphant” in the upper division, and the
life of Our Lord in the lower one. The
former is represented by Our Lord in majesty,
with the seven gifts of the spirit over hi.s

head, while beneath and around him are
grouped archangels, the Blessed Virgin, the
Holy Innocents, patriarchs, apostles, martyrs,
prophets, and Tiie Church. The Gospel
story is told in the time - honoured and
obvious way by representation.s of the chief

incidents, among which the Nativity, tlie

Crucifi.xion, and the Resurrection of course
have the chief places. The north tran-

sept window is called the “ Root of Jesse,”

and is genealogical. The Virgin and Child
occupy the centre, round which twenty-four
of the earthly ancestors of the Messiah arc
grouped. The chief places are given to Jesse,

David, Solomon, and Rchoboam, the older
patriarch.H coming next. The south rose window
is called “ Pentecost,” and represents the Holy
Spirit in the form of a dove, surrounded by
Cherubim and Seraphim, and by the twelve
Apo.^'tles. The three lancets under it present
incidents in the early history of the Church,
commencing with the stoning of St. Stephen
and ending with the entry of St. Augustine
into Cantei'bury. In the baptistery windows
St. Paul, St. Cybi, St. Constantine, and St.
Winnow represent respectively the Church,
the Priest, the King, and the Ascetic, the
lower divisions of the same windows being
devoted to scenes from the life of St. Martyn.
The two single lights at the ends of the choir
aisles are devoted to St. Stephen and St.

John the Evangelist respectively.

The Society of “ Painter-Etchers ” (a foolish

title, the real meaning of which is merely
that they arc etchers of original subjects and
not of other people’.s pictures) opened their
sixth annual Exhibition at 160, New Bond-
street, this week. The Exhibition is rather
smaller numerically tlian in some previous
year.s. In other respects it is fully up to its

usual level. As usual, there are a good many
works which seem to outstep the true province
of etching, and show efforts to work up etching
after the semblance of engraving

; which
is only doing what engraving can do with more
force, brilliancy, and permanence. The essential
powers of etching lie in the great freedom for
which it affords scope, and in contrasts,—broad
:ontrasts,—of light and shadow, not weakened
by over-working ; and though many of the
I'laborated work.s show great diligence and
ielicacy, we confess that we have more plea-
mre in etchings pure and simple, according to
die old creed, wliere a few free lines and touches
ire made to mean a great deal. The elabo-
rated etching appeals to the eye

;
the pure line

itching to the mind. As examples of the
atter kind of work we many mention Mr.
Short’s “Shore Entrances, Bosham” (28);
Mr. F. Slocombe’s “Pastoral Farm” (67);
Mr. Short’s “ Staithes " (133) ; and Mr. Pen-
lell’s “Chelsea” (153). The last-named artist
jets a brilliant and powerful effect, in the true
ipirit of etching, in his “Trafalgar Square”
95), in which the oppo.sition of light and
hadow is very strikingly arranged, and the
column and statue become little more than a
lark silhouette against the sky

; the only way
lerhaps, artistically, to remove it from vul-
garity. There are a considerable numher of
irchitectural drawings, to which class of sub-
ects _Mr. C. 0. Murray is a large and laborious
ontributor

; and though his numerous works,
- “ The ’Prentice Pillar, Roslin ” (73),
‘Edinburgh Castle from Grass Market ” (79),
' Durham Cathedral ” (87), &c., — hardly
xhibit genius, they show artistic feel-

ag, an eye for effect, and conscientious
rorkmanship

; the Edinburgh Castle, with
he castle showing light above the dark old
ouses of the Grass Market, is the finest. Mr.
i. H. Haig’s “Return from the Fair” (48), a
ery large etching, showing a scene in an
ncient town with an old Gothic bridge making

^

great mass of light in the middle of the
icture, is a very powerful thing

; Mr. C. J.
Vatson’s “ Whitefriars Bridge, Norwich ” (50),

and Mr. J. Watkins’s “Ponte de Canareggio,
Venice” (53), are also fine works of similar

type. Mrs. Harry Hine’s “Durham” (33)
should be looked at. There are a certain
number of wonderfully soft-looking pictures
which get much of their half-light from dirty
stains over the ground, which we do not call

true etching, though this is what at once takes
the fancy of the uninitiated. Mr. Strang’s
portraits (20, 22, 23) are good examples of
true etching portraiture, the modelling being
obtained almost entirely by lines in one
direction without cross hatching, a method of
representing modelling of surfaces which is

admirably adapted to give freedom of effect

and retain the appearance of light, and which
seems peculiarly adapted to etching : in

engraving it would have a somewhat hard and
unfinished effect. The President, Mr. Seymour
linden, does not exhibit this year.

WE have received an announcement of an
intended exhibition, to be held in London

next year (date and place not yet given), of
appliances for safety again,st fire, water, and
burglars, or, as it is rather ungrammatically
headed in the circular, a “Fire, Water, and
Burglar Proof Exhibition.” The architects of
the country, and especially those devoting their
attention to the construction of theatres, will

be invited to exhibit their models, “ for which
substantial awards will be given.” The archi-
tects of the country, if they are wise, will pro-
bably -wait to see under what kind of auspices
the exhibition is to be carried out, and who
aro to make the “substantial awards.” The
thing appears to us rather like au attempt to
make capital out of the recent frights people
have had about fires. The addition of the
contrivances for safety against burglars is an
attraction of a separate nature, certainly. It
will probably furnish an interesting and use-
ful study to the gentlemen of that profession,
and enable them to prepare fresh appliances to
overcome the difficulties which an unsym-
pathic public is disposed to place in their
way.

Alarmed bythe deplonible loss of life at the
Opera Comique Theatre, Paris, the Italian

Government has recently issued a circular to
tho various Prefects calling their attention to
the urgent necessity of protectiog the public
from the risk of fire in theatres, and promul-
gating a new and much more stringent series
of regulations with regard to the con.struction of
such buildings. These regulations are simple, but
effective, and go far beyond any rules that have
hitherto been framed for that purpose. Theatre
buildings must be entirely isolated on all sides,

and have exits on every side opening into a
public street. The pit must have at least three
principal exits, one at the back and one at each
of tlie sides delivering directly into the street.

There must not be more than three tiers of
boxes, exclusive of tho pit tier, as a general rule,

but if a fourth tier be constructed it must be
provided with two staircases and two separate
exits. A separate exit must be provided at
the back of the stage leading directly into the
street for tho use of the performers. Two
staircases and two separate exits must be
provided for the three tiers of boxes, dis-

tinct from the other staircases and exits. The
staircases and exits should be wide and com-
modious, as well as the corridors, and all doors
should open outwards. These regulations are
to apply to all new theatres, as well as to those
which are substantially rebuilt. The ends
aimed at are excellent, but are they always
possible 1 and will not the requirement of
isolation of the site prove in some cases
practically prohibitory ?

^HE exhibition of drawings and sketches at
-L 160, New Bond-street, under the title,
“ Summer Time on the South Coast from Rye
to Penzance,” by Mr. C. Gregory, contains
some pretty drawings, but is hardly of that
amount of interest to justify a special and
separate exhibition. The fashion for “one-
man ” exhibitions is developing, but it ought to

be understood that rather high powers are
required for an artist to render a gallery
attractive by an exhibition of his own sketches

only, and that it is not given to every one to
achieve this.

^HBRE is another exhibition of Mr. Ernest
^ George’s water-colour sketches of archi-
tectural subjects at the Fine Art Society’s
Gallery, which is, if anything, better than the
last one (from an architectural subject point of
view, him entendic)

; more equable in style.

This artist has acquired great freedom and
facility in the representation of architectural
scenes in water-colour, in a manner which is

sketchy, but with sufficient indication of detail,
and in which a complete balance of effect is

preserved, which we thought was not always
the case in the former exhibition of his draw-
ings in the same room. It is hardly necessary
to pick out any drawings for special mention;
the interest of the subject and the merit of
execution is so very equable : Mr. George
never rises above what may be called archi-
tectural sketching, and never fails below a high
point of excellence in that. The collection
makes, independently of its artistic merit, a
very good comparative collection of picturesque
architecture, wortli the study of all who are
interested in the subject.

^ERRIBLE things seem to have been
-L happening at the Grosvenor Gallery, as
shadowed forth in a correspondence printed
in the Times of Wedne.sday, between Mr.
Alma Tadenia, Mr. Burne Jones, Mr.
Comyns Carr, and Mr. C. E. Halle.
The latter two gentlemen, a.s every one
knows, have been for a long time officially
connected with the Gallery, but it appears
from the correspondence that Sir Coutts
Lindsay has been pursuing, or has shown an
intention to pursue, a cour.se which is “ at
variance with the dignity of art,” and Mr.
Haliti and Mr. Carr will have none of it,

and print letters from Mr. Tadema and Mr.
Burne Jones to say that they are quite right.
This is followed in Tliursday’s Times by a
lofty rebuke in the “ Grand Seigneur ” style
from Sir Coutts Lindsay, who imiilies that his
“salaried assistants” have been endeavouring
repeatedly to make demands on him to which
he could not accede, “ accompanied by threats
of resignation,” and to his regret he has been
“ obliged to sever the connexion.” All this is

mystcriou.s and puzzling to the outsider.
According to Messrs. Carr and HalkS they
have left Sir Coutts

; according to the latter,
he has left them

;
but neither of them gives

any hint of the nature of the artistic heresie.s
which have led to this melancholy disruption
of ancient ties. Is it Verestchagin that has
vexed the souls of tho believers ? We are not
told. The result will probably be a gain to
the Royal Academy exhibitions, as far as Sir.
Burne Jones and Mr. Tadema are concerned.
But where will Mr. Hallci get his picture.s
hung ?

LETTER FROM PARIS.
The rules which govern the Corps dee Fonts

et ChauSEdes in France are as those of the
Modes and Persians, and no engineer, whatever
his standing and position, can override them.
Consequently it comes to pass that M. Alphand,
who has for some time held the position of
Inspectear-General of the First Class, having
on the 27th of October attained tho age gf
seventy, was the same day placed “ en rctraite,”
in virtue of the rule to that effect. But inas-
much as this indefatigable worker is still, in
spite of bis age, full of energy and activity, the
Government has departed from its rule so far
as to retain him in an irregular fashion, “liora
cadre,” as “ Directeur des Travaux,” and
General Director of the Exhibition works, and
a unity of administration is thus assured for
the present, in municipal operations.
At the Exhibition, the foundations of the

Galerie des Machines are completed, and the
piers for tho Palais des Beaux-Arta and of the
‘‘Arts Libdraux” are to be commenced almost
immediately. The domes of these two palaces
have been commissioned from the " Societe des
Fonts et Travaux en Per.” In the “ Palais des
Groupes diverees,” designed, by M. Bonvard,
the covering in and glazing are complete, and the
complicated work of the Dome is being proceeded
with. This will run to a height of 60 mitres.
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The levelling up of the Champs de Mars is in

progress, and the planting of trees has been

commenced, in order that they may have time

to grow and develop into a thick foliage by the

year of the Exhibition.

The Eiffel Tower hss been in check for a

time, whilst the carpenters were getting up

the scaffolding, of 4-2 metres in height,

•which was to serve for the building of the

arched supports. The base of each pier will

shortly be sarrounded with a facing of masonry,

and the erection is now near the point when
the metal bearers for the first platform can be

riveted on. After that the scaffolding can be

dispensed with, as there will then be the central

point d'aiipui necessary for the erection of the

main body of the tower.

The Ministry of Commerce has decided to

institute a retrospective exhibition of labour

and of anthropological science, which is to pre-

sent a kind of complete tableau of the history

of labour in all times and countries. An exhi-

bition of this kind was vainly attempted in

1867 and in 1878; and it will certainly prove

one of the curiosities of the Exhibition of 1889.

It will comprise five divisions : anthropological

and ethnographical science
;
liberal arts

;
art-

work and handicrafts ;
methods of transport

;

and military art. A committee presided over

.by M. Jules Simon, and assisted by M. Ernest

Renan, has been charged with the preparation

and classification af this portion of the Exhibi-

tion
;
among the members of the committee is

M. Charles Yriarte.

It had been intended to utilise as a “ Salle de
• Spectacle ” the space included between the four

great piers of the Eiffel tower, but as this

would shut out the vista of the central pavilion

-the idea has been abandoned, and it is now
intended to erect a decorative fountain there,

a model for 'which has been executed by M. de

Saint-Vidal,apapil of Carpeaux. This fountain

will stand within a basin of 20 metres diameter,

with five faces accentuated by pedestals bearing

statues symbolical of the five continents of the

globe. In the centre will be a sphere around
which will be grouped statues personifying
“ History,” ” Commerce,” ‘‘ Sleep,” and “ Love.”

What is the connexion of ideas in this oddly

assorted group, it is not easy to understand

;

one thing is pretty evident, that by the year

1889 Paris will have become a kind of museum
of allegorical and symbolical figures. On the

sphere will bo another figure representing
” Night,” reclining, and supporting on her right

hand a genius who will carry a torch which will

be lighted with electric light. The water will

flow from among the rocks supporting the

sphere, and fall in successive cascades to the

basin below. The whole erection will be about

30 ft. high, and will bo lighted up at night by
•variously-coloured electric lights.

Paris has now one more educational bnilding,

In the new cc liege or ” Lycee ” for young girls,

opened a few days ago in the Rue de llocher,

and called the ” Lycee Racine.” It has been
built after the design and under the direction

of M. Gout, who has produced a facade in the

Roman style, sober enough in aspect, but not

without elegance. The interior, which has

accommodation for 300 pupils, has a fine

principal staircase ; the planning is good, and
'there is a successful application of enamelled
'brick for the decoration of the walls and ceil-

ings of the schoolrooms.

The works in connexion with the Bourse de

Commerce are now in active progress, especially

the removal of the buildings adjoining the old

Halle aux Bles, which is at present standing
completely isolated. Amid the ruins of the

streets demolished for the construction of the

Rue du Louvre, the iron cupola of Legrand and
Molinos rears conspicuously its great metallic

structure, looking ouriously like an enormous
pigeon-house. New building is going on at a
little distance from it

;
and, besides the Bourse

itself, there are being erected, at each side of

its main entrance, two large hotels, adorned
with colonnades and galleries, giving accommo-
dation which is much wanted in this crowded
and central business quarter. These build-

ings have been designed so as to harmonise with
the design of M. Blondel’s central building;

not like the new hotel at the Gare St. Laxare,
about which we have already complained, and
which has I'nined the effect of M. Lisch’s

faijade of the railway station, and blocked up a
new open space almost before it can be said to
have existed.

The Metropolitan Railway, which was be-
lieVhd to be dead, has arisen from its ashes.

M. Heredia, returned from England, is hasten-

ing to submit to the Council a new scheme,

very doubtful in point of economy, as its cost

will exceed by ten million francs that of the

scheme already blackballed. As the new pro-

ject is for an entirely subterranean railway,

there will probably be a strong Parliamentary

opposition to it, without counting the popular

opposition of the Parisian public, who like light

and air, and have no love for travelling through

sulphur-laden tnnnels like those in the neigh-

bourhood of Baker-street and Portland-road.

Among works of smaller size, but not of less

interest, we may notice the rebuilding of the

fine stone staircase leading to the Chapel of tho

Cluny Museum. It is sufficient to add that

this restoration has been confided to M.

Bceswilwald to assure every one that it will bo

carried out with the greatest care and in a

conservative spirit.

Among the many measures taken daring the

recess to protect the Paris theatres from a

calamity like that at the Opera Comiquo, may
be mentioned the clever manner in which one

of the 'most dangerous theatres iu Paris has

been transformed. We refer to the Palais

Royal Theatre, which is now hardlyrecognisable.

We are not speaking of all the compulsory

modifications,—electric lighting, iron curtain,

hydrants, &c. We refer to what has been done

externally. In place of the old sombre and
mean-looking wall lining the Rue de Valois,

and presenting no outlet, there is a brick

facade adorned with mosaics, with two galleries

on each story communicating with each other

by permanent staircases from the roof to the

first-floor level, whence a movable stair can be

let down to the street level when needed. These

stairs and balconies are treated in such a

manner as to complete the general design,

producing an effect certainly original and not

unpleasing. M. Paul Sedille was tho architect

for the alterations.

The crematorium erected in Pfcre la Chaise,

from the designs of M. Formige, has excited a

good deal of public curiosity. Until some
soecial legislation authorises the process the cre-

matorium will only be used for the destruction

of hospital d4bris. The Fours-Gorini system

is employed
;
a corpse can be burned in two

hours, leaving 4 kilogrammes (nearly 9 Ih.) of

ashes. As to the structure itself, the inaugu-

ration of which will take place shortly, the

exterior decoration of it is hardly completed

;

and there is to be added to it a grand vestibule

with a room for the reception of families. It

has the form of a parallelogram in three stages,

and is snrmounted by two extract chimneys in

white stone. At tho back are three domes,

each covering a creniatoi'y chamber
;
these rise

above an entablatnre with a sculptured frieze.

Bands of red stone are alternated with the

white, and the principal fagade is to ba further

decorated with black and white marble.

At Pere la Chaise also, a monument is being

erected to tho caricaturist Andre Gill, who
died some years ago, having enjoyed, in the

days of the Empire, a reputation much beyond
what his real talent justified. The monument
is a very simple one, surmounted by a bronze

bust of the artist, executed by Madame Laure
Martin Coutan.
We have already mentioned that the Union

Centrale des Arts Decoratifs have instituted

three competitions, the first for painters, the

second for sculptors, and the third for archi-

tects. The decision on these was given last

month
;
the architeclnral competition lias had

the best results, aud the Judges have asked

that the premium of 2,000 francs, awat tied to

M. Hourlier, should be raised to 3,000, and that

the third premium, awarded to M. Maincent,

should be raised from 1,000 to 2,000 franca. As
to the painters’ competition, the best design,

that of M. Mazerolles, did not fulfil the con-

ditions of the programme. In the section of

sculpture, the jury premiated the designs of

MM. Deloye, Faivre Lindeneher, aud Cor-
donnicr.

In the past month there have been two com-
petitions at the Ecole dea Beaux Arts, of which
the most important, founded by the mother of

the eminent landscape-painter Troyon. takes
place every two years. On this occasion the

prize has been carried off by M. Raymond
Moisaon, pupil of M. Paul Sacn.
Though writing of Paris we may mention here

the competition concluded at Rouen a few days
ago, for the erection of a monument commemo-
rative of the Franco-German war. The first

premi"m was awarded to "M. Georges Chedanne

architect, and M. Ben&t, sculptor; other pre*

miums were also given.

The changes which we announced in the

administration of the Beaux Arts have been
effected. M. Castagnary has replaced M.
Kaempfen at the head of this important

“Service,” and the latter has succeeded M.
Ronchaud as Director - General of National

Museums. If one may believe the current

reports, M. Castagnary has come into office with

his hands full of reforms. One does not think

much of these “new broom” professions; we
shall be content if he will only carry out the

little reform of ha'viDg explanatory notices

affixed to the paintings and statues in the

national museums
;

a little improvement
which has been demanded for twenty years, to

relieve visitors from the necessity of purchasing

a costly aud unwieldy catalogue.

The mention of this reminds us that the

Municipal Administration of Paris have deter*

mined to place on tho faijades of public build-

ings, in a conspicuous manner, the names of

the architects who have designed them, with the

dates of their foundation and completion
;
a

regulation which may prove in the end very

useful in regard to the history of the public

buildings of Paris.

An exhibition of modern engravings lately

opened in the Georges Petit Gallery brings out

the curious contrast between the works of the

old French masters of the burin, such as

Mantenil, Dupont, and others, and the engravers

of the new school, in which “I’ean forte” pre-

dominates, and which has replaced the old

mathematical regularity of hatching by a bold

sparkle and play of light and shade of which the

old Classic school never dreamed. Among the

works of the older school that are exhibited

may be mentioned some splendid plates by

Pollet, who was also a master of water-colour

and miniature
;
various engravings by Martinet

after the pictures of Delacroix
;

the famous

Hemicycle des Beaux-Arts, engraved by Dupont
after Delaroche

;
views of Paris by Meryon,

the lithographs of military scenes by Charlet

and Raffet, and the humorous subjects of

Gavarni aud Daumier. Among the works of

the new school are those of Charles Jacques,

mostly animal subjects full of truth and life;

the peasant scenes of Millet, the masterly works

of F. Gaillard and Waltner, the etchings of

Bracquemond, and those of Lhermihte, who is

as powerful with the needle as ho is with the

pencil. This collection is of real interest in its

bonring on the history of the art of the last fifty

years.

During the month two well-known painters

have died. Hippolyte Lazerges had been pro-

ducing for a long period au extraordinary

amount of work. A great many of the pro-

vincial museums and art galleries possess

pictures by him, among which we may cite

especially the “St. Pierre” (Montpellier

Museum), tho “ Chemin de Calvaire” (Orleans

Museum), the “ Vierge Intercedant” (Limoges

Museum). He executed also some important

religious paintings at Narbonne, Orleans,

Nantes, Rouen, and Fontainebleau; and in

Paris he decorated a chapel in St. Eustache

Church, as well as a portion of the church of

the Sorbonne. Lazerges was also a composer

of music. As a painter he studied under

David D’Angers. He received medals in the

Salons of 1843, '48, and ’57.

The painter James Bertrand,whose decease we
have also to record, was better known in Eng-

land than Lazerges. He had very fine talent,

with a rather mannered style, and painted

elegiac subjects of a pleasing but somewhat
melancholy turn, and with a certain monotony

of style and subject which ended in rather

wearying the public of his works. He had

received many medals in various Salons, and

exhibited two pictures this year, “Mignon”
and “ Ste. Cecile.”

We hear also of the death of M. Charles

Leon Delalande, an architect of talent, designer

of the Theatre of Cherbourg, and who built

the Theatre de la Renaissance at Paris in 1874,

and that of the Nouveantes in 1879. The
“ Service de Architecture ” of the city of Paris

has also lost one of its best members, Julien

Henard, formerly censeur of the Societe Centrale,

who has died after a long and lingering illness,

leaving behind him the reputation of an able

designer and a conscientious arsist. He was a

pupil of Hippolyte Lebas, and obtained the

Prix de Rome in 1837, and received medals iu

various Salons at later dates. The Commission

des Monuments Historiques possesses a large
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cellection of his drawings and studies. Ilis

last executed work was the new Mairie of the

Twelfth AiTondisBement (Bercy), of which,

however, he had not the satisfaction of com-

pleting the Salle desFCtes, which MM. Auguste

Cain, Barrias, and Delaplanohe are to decorate.

This indefatigable worker died at the age of

seventy-six, poor, but universally respected,

and leaving to his sou, M. Gaston lliinard (also

an architect) the example of a blameless life,

and an absolute disinterestedness which placed

the objects of his art before all material

considerations ; one of the highest eulogies we
can give to any artist.

LONDON WATEE-SUPPLY AND
EEMOVAL.

The seventh annual number of Mr. Alfred

Lass’s analyses of the accounts of the metro-

politan water companies fully keeps up the

high character of that excellent summary. It

is instructive to bo shown at a glance, by com-

parison with former numbers, the movement of

this great industry. Comparing this, the number
for 1886, with that for 1882, which w’e happen

to have at hand, wo obtain the following

measure of the progress in four years,—

a

period of sufficient length to be significant :

—

The average number of houses supplied

monthly during the year with water has

increased from 033,102 in 1882 to 713,147 in

188G; or by 12‘6 per cent, in the four years.

The average daily supply per house was the

same in the two years, viz., 181 gallons, or

between 21 and 24i gallons per head of the

population for domestic consumption only.

The number of houses under constant supply

rose from 202,1-13 in 1882, to 3-t5,0-i8 in 1886 ;

or from 3L'l per cent, to 481 per cent, of the

whole number. It is to be noted that this

improvement docs not appear, as fur as these

figures go, to have affected the supply per

head.
The total capital employed has diminished

from 61‘726d. to 57493d. per 1,000 gallons

supplied, or by nearly 7 per cent.; the total

amounts being 13,192,7131. and 14,180,6971.

respectively, or an increase of 7 6 per cent.

These figures show a marked increase in the

economy of the capital outlay. The total cost

of maintenance and management in 1882 wap
2-68Gd., and in 1886, 2-564d. per 1,000 gallons

;

showing an economy of 4 per cent, in working
coat. The net water-rates were 7'307d. per

1,000 gallons in 1882; 6,842d. in 1886; the

profit on trading, 4,689d. in the former year,

4,345d. in the latter. The net dividend per cent,

on stock and share capital is not stated for

1882, but was 9’20 per cent, in 1886. Thus
the consumers paid, in 1886, 6'3 per cent, less

than they did in 1882. The net profit appears

to have been 7'3 per cent, less, but it will be
remembered that the capital was nearly 7 per
cent, less, taking the 1,000 gallons of supply
as the unit of comparison. And as the supply
of water per individual was substantially the
same in both years, the companies may be
congratulated on having benefited their cus-

tomers to the extent of 0 per cent, in the
period under review, without any appreciable

loss to their shareholders. The cost per million

gallons cannot be considered high for so great
a city. It is kept down, as an average, by the
extraordinary cheapness of the supply of the
155,294 houses of East London, which is at the
rate of 4T23(1. per 1,000 gallons.

It is instructive to compare the results of the
concurrent, if not competitive, working of the
water supply, divided as it is into eight inde-

pendent districts, with those of the enormous
concentration of the operations for the removal
of this supply from the metropolis when its

functions have been discharged. The working
expenses of the main drainage system were
stated by Sir J. W. Bazalgette, in February,
1884, at Od. per inhabitant per annum. This
was probably for 1882, as there had not been
time to work out the figures for 1883 when the
aper was drawn up. For 1885 the cost rose to

•3d. per unit; and for 1886 it was no less than
10'45d. per unit, with the certain prospect of a
considerable rise, from the operations contem-
plated at Barking and at Crossness. Taking
the allowance of the Metropolitan Board of
Works of 5 per cent, on capital for interest

and sinking fund, the total cost of the drainage,
and the very imperfect disinfection attempted
during last year, came to 28. 4jd- per
unit of the population, as stated by Sir

J. W. Bazalgette in 1884, with an allowance

of 2^ per cent, per annum of increment. What
will be the cost for 1887 and for 1888 it is not

for us to predict, but the matter is one as to the

full elucidation of which the ratepayers will do

well to be alive. The cleansing of the main and

intercepting sewers, which is done by hand,

cost 13,000/. in 1886; pumping cost 47,886/.;

and “ sewerage experiments and deodorising

sewers and at outfalls,” cost 107,063/. And
the Thames is said by those who know it well

to have been worse than ever, the water being

this year as foul at Woolwich as it was in former

years at Greenwich.
The actual quantity of water supplied by the

eight companies has risen from 140 millions

of gallons per day, in 1882, to 162 million

gallons in 1886. The average daily supply

during the year, for all purposes, was 30T3
gallons, and for domestic use alone 24‘10 gallons

per head in 1882; 30-40 gallons for all purposes,

and 24'39 gallons for domestic use, in 1886,

showing a very slight proportionate increase

both in the trade supply and in the

domestic snpjdy, in the period comjmred.

The increase has thus been at the rate of

5i millions of daily gallons per year. The total

population supplied by the eight companies

amounted to the large number of 4,748,265 in

1882, and 5,348,601 in 1886, showing an increase

of 12-6 per cent, in the fonr years. This

number, however, includes the inhabitants of a

larger area than comes under the government

of the Metropolitan Board of Works. It is

thus not easy to obtain that comparison between

the water supplied and the sewage removed,

which it would be of some value to establish.

Eain and subsoil water may be expected to make
the outgoing volume considerably more than

that supplied by the water companies. But

156,800,000 daily gallons is the quantity of

sewage on which Mr. Dibdin’s calculations as

to the cost of treatment, brought before the

Institute of Civil Engineers in January, 1887,

are based. Taking this as the outtlow for 1885,

it is almost identical with the volume of supply,

and must, therefore, apparently have been

estimated on that basis. Sir Joseph Bazalgette

gives a population of 4,000,000, and a water

supply of 133,500,000 gallons daily for 1884.

THE SOCIETY OF ENGINEEHS :

VISIT TO ACTON AND EALING.

On Wednesday, the 19th ult., some fifty or

sixty members of the Society of Engineers,

headed by Professor Henry Kobinaon, Presi-

dent; Mr. A. T. Walmisley, Vice-President;

Mr. Perry F. Nursey and Mr. Jabez Church,

past-Presidents ;
Messrs. Henry Adams, W. A.

Valon, and W. N. Colam, members of Council

;

and Mr. C. J. Light, Secretary, visited the new
sewage works at Acton, where they were re-

ceived by Mr. W. Roebuck, C.E., Chairman of

the Acton Local Board, Mr. C. Nicholson Lailey,

Engineer to the Board, and other gentlemen.

Acton, as many of our readers will know, is

a large and growing suburban neighbourhood

bordering on the metropolitan boundary to the

west, and like other neighbourhoods similarly

situate, it has been obliged to form a drainage

system of its own, quite independent of the

metropolitan main drainage system. After con-

sideration of other similar works, the Local Board

has adopted the system introduced by the Inter-

national Water and Sewage Purification Com-

pany, which, it is stated, has been successful at

several places in France, but which is now
being used at Acton for the first time in England

on a large scale. The results of full experience

in this case will be awaited with great interest,

the more so that the whole question is in so

unsettled a state at present. We gave a

tolerably full description of these works at

Acton in the Builder for Sept. 3 last, p. 326;

bnt we may hero mention that the sewage is

treated by a combined process of precipitation

and filtration. The precipitant used is magnetic

ferrous carbon mixed with compound sewage

salts, viz., sulphates of alumina, iron, calcium,

and magnesia. This precipitant is gradually

supplied to the sewage as it flows in a channel

running along one side of the three precipitating

tanks, which have a total capacity of 416,500

gallons. After precipitation is completed, the

first ettluent is drawn off by a floating suction

and passed through a filter-bed consisting of

4 in. of ordinary drainage-pipes closely laid in

shingle, 4 in. of fine gravel, 6 in. of sand, and

10 in. of magnetic spongy carbon, well mixed

with an equal quantity of sand and gravel.

Then comes a layer of sand, 9 in. thick, and on

top a layer of 1 in. of coarse magnetic spongy

carbon. The second effluent is drawn off fi’om

this filter-bed and'Iischarged by an outfull-sewer

into the Thames. No lime being used in the treat-

ment of the sludge, it is considered to be of

high value for manurial purposes. It is pre-

pared for sale by means of Drake i Mnirhead’s

patent filter-presses, into which it is forced

by specially - designed duplex steam pumps.

The works, as now constructed, can, it is

calculated, deal with the sewage of a popu-

lation of 20,000, but the machinery is

capable of dealing with a largely-increased

population. The, works were designed by

and carried out under the superintendence of

Mr. C. Nicholson Lailey, the Engineer to the

Acton Local Board, upon whom they reflect

much credit, the buildings being pleasing in

character. The works, as a whole, are entirely

devoid of the unpleasant odours which so com-

monly pertain to sewage works. Dr. Angell,

F.I.C., and Mr. Frank Candy, gave some ex-

planation of the chemical aspect of the process,

regarding the efficiency of which Professor

Robinson spoke in very high terms. He
congratulated the Local Board and the rate-

payers of the district upon the successful result

of what he knew had been a very long and up-

hill fight. From an engineering point of view,

he said, the works commended themselves to

all the visitors, for they had been constructed on

economical principles, though with an amount

of taste in the buildings which the members of

the profession might take example by. The

working of the particular system of sewage

treatment which had been adopted here was in

its infancy, but considered in their sanitary

aspect, he was of opinion that so far as could

be judged at present the works were a complete

success. They were being conducted without

the slightest smell,—without a trace of the

odour which had been hitherto regarded as in-

separable from sewage works. From what he

bad seen of it he thought that this process of

treatment was one which bad a very great

future. This be said as an old sewage
“ expert,” but without entering into details of

cost, &c., which were not yet before them,

though they hoped shortly to have a paper on

the subject, giving full particulars, by Mr.

Lailey, the Engineer of the works.

The visitors then proceeded in carriages to

visit tlie refuse-destructor and sewage works at

Ealing, where they were received by Mr.

Charles Jones, the Engineer to the Ealing Local

Board. The refuse-destmctor, while generally

based on the plan of Fryer’s destructor,

has some distinctive points, by virtue of which

Mr. Jones claims to have attained unusually

satisfactory results. The chief of these is the

addition of a muffle furnace between the

furnace proper and the main shaft, by moans

of which combustion is rendered more com-

plete. No fuel except the ordinary house

refuse is used, and no objectionable fumes are

given off. At this dep6t the sewage slndge of

19,000 people, and the house refuse^ of 22,000,

are being dealt with. It must in candour

be said that these works presented a somewhat

painful contrast to those just previously visited

by the members, both to the senses of sight and

smell
;
but then, as Mr. Jones pointed out, they

were never meant for ” show ” works, and have

been in constant operation for twenty-five

years. It was admitted by the visitors that

to Mr. Jones was doe the merit of having been

the first to deal practically and effectually, and

at the same time economically, with the sewage

and refuse of a hitherto unsewered district in the

Thames valley
;
but it was hinted that perhaps

the works were now conducted in a somewhat

too conservative spirit. The sewage is treated

by the lime process of precipitation, and the

effluent is stated to satisfy the Thames Con-

servators, though (judging by the odour which

it emits as it falls over the weir at the

works) it does not seem to he an altogether

desirable liquid to enter the Thames at Kew.

The sl'iidge is disposed of in this wige: The

dry-honse refuse, contents of dust-bina, street-

sweepings, &c., are carted to the depGt and

tipped into very large compartments or bins.

This dry refuse is spread in layers of about

12 in. thick, then some of the sewage sludge

from the tanks is pumped on to it, then another

layer of dry stuff is spread, followed by another

moistening with sludge, and so on, until the bin

is full. The whole is then allowed to stand for

from six or seven to ten days, according to the
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and wliafc is not carted away by the
farmers or market gardeners for use as manure
(they are at liberty to come and take away as
much as they want, without charge) is burnt in

the destructor. In connexion with the de-

structor, Mr. Jones’s muffle furnace, through
which all the fames from the destructor have
to pass, was examined by the visitors. It is said

to maintain a temperature of 1,500 degrees, and
appeared to be doing its work very effectually.

Mr. Jones stated that all the refuse brought to
the depot was dealt with at a cost of O^d. per
ton. The visitors cordially thanked Mr. Jones
for his explanations.

The visitors were next driven to see the work
now in progress for the construction of the
new water-storage reservoir of the Grand
Junction Water Company at Ealing. This
reservoir is a very fine piece of earthwork,
involving both excavation and embanking. The
visitors were received by Mr. Alex. Fraser, the
Engineer to the Company, and by Mr. B. P.
Ellis, of the firm of Aird & Sons, the con-
tractors for the work. Tho reservoir is situated
near Hanger Hill, to the north of Ealing, and
occupies ten acres of land. The water surface,
when the reservoir is full, will bo about six

acres ; the depth of water will be from 35 ft.

to 40 ft., and the reservoir will contain about
51,000,000 gallons. The level of the top of
this water will be 193 ft. 6 in. above Ordnance
datum . The reservoir will be used Sor the storage
of filtered water, filled from the pumping station
at Kow Bridge, through a line of 30-in. pipes,
which are connected with the principal mains
leading to the West End portion of the com-
pany’s district. At tho reservoir this line of
pipes will terminate in a well, in which there
will be an inlet into the reservoir, and a branch
outlet from it, the passage of the water being
governed by 30-in. hanging valves and 30-in.
sluice valves. The outlet branch is carried
under the bottom of the reservoir, and
leads from the lower part of a filter or strainer,
the water passing in at the top of the filtering
material on its way to the district. The
filter will prevent leaves or other extraneons
matter from passing into tho mains. The
reservoir vrill provide for the great increase in
the demand for water during the hot weather in
the London season, and will at all times prove a
great convenience in case of accident to the
machinery at the pumping stations, as from its
elevation it will command the greater part of
the West End district. Tho ground occupied
by the reservoir is on the slope of a hill, the
south or upper end being at about the level of
top water, while the ground at the north or
lower end is at the level of the bottom of the
reservoir

; the excavated material (about
150,000 cubic yards) is used for the formation
of the banks, and there will be no surplus to
remove. The banks have been formed with
slopes of 1^ to 1, except that at the
north end, where the bank will be 65 ft.
high, the outer slope will be 2^ to 1.
The whole of the ground consists of clay, and
the banks aie formed of this material

;
the

bottom and internal slopes are puddled and
punned, and covered with concrete 12 in. in
thickness, composed of Thames ballast and
Portland cement in the proportion of 6 to 1.
The internal slopes will be paved with Candy’s
vitrified bricks on edge in cement, and will be
surmonnted by a vertical wall 5 ft. 6 in. high,
having a coping of hollow terra-cotta blocks.
The filter before referred to is circular on
plan, 65 ft. internal diameter, and con-
structed of brickwork in cement, faced with
vitrified bricks, and coped in a similar manner
to tho reservoir. Tho filtering material will
be fine gravel, laid on perforated iron plates.
There will be a handrail round the reservoir
and filter (from the top of which, it may be
mentioned, there is a fine view of the surround-
ing country, including Harrow and neighbour-
hood). On the top of the hill a somewhat
remarkable geological formation, which has
been the cause of considerable trouble and
expense, was met with. The ground at this
part was full of pot-holes of gravel, resting on
sand and silt, into which the gravel appears to
have been pressed, possibly, it is thought, by
the action of ice. This sand, on being exposed,
particularly in wet weather, cannot be made to
stand at any slope, and it has been found neces-
sary to construct a heavy wall of concrete at the

tract, by Messrs. Aird & Sons, the total cost bein^^

about 36,0001., including pipes, sluices, and
other ironwork. The Portland cement is sup-
plied by the Burbam Company, near Maidstone.
The ballast is obtained from the Thames, and
is landed at Kew Bridge. The vitrified bricks
and terra-cotta coping are manufactured at tlie

Great Western Potteries, Torringtou, North
Devon. The valves are from Messrs. Laidlaw &
Sons, of Glasgow, and the hanging valves by
Messrs. Oakes & Co., Alperton, Derby.
The day being fine and bright, tho work

was seen under very advantageous eireum
stances, and the excellence and completeness
of the contractors’ arrangements and plant,
as well as the remarkable dexterity and strength
of some of the navvies and the no less remark-
able docility and intelligence of the horses
employed on the work, called forth much
admiration from the visitors, who for tho
most part, after thanking Mr. Fraser and Mr.
Ellis for their courtesy, returned by train to
the City and dined together at the Guildhall
Tavern, thus bringing a pleasant and instructive
day’s proceedings to a close.

- -
.J

base of the south slope of the reservoir, to nre-vonf fViei il.. p , ' - rvent the falling of the surface ground and avoiddamage to the public road and the ad
j oin ing reser-Toir. Tho work is being carried out, under con-

THE AKCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.
The following is a report of the discussion

which followed the delivery of Mr. Slater’s
presidential address* at tho opening meeting of
this Association :

—

Professor Kerr said ; — I have been asked
to move a vote of thanks to the President
for his address. It is very pleasing to
me to see so many young men here
to ' night, exhibiting so much enthusiasm

;

and I trust that the applause which has
been so thoroughly indulged in will be absorbed
into the walls of this room and come out again
upon occasions when this room is otherwise
occupied (laughter). Mr. President, you have
awakened in my mind very pleasing recollec-
tions of forty years ago, and perhaps the
gentlemen present will excuse me if I say a
few words on the subject. The origin of this
Association was a demand for education, and
for education only. The previously existing
Society of Architectural Draughtsmen had no
such object in view, and it had become quite
effete as regarded its own objects. The rooms
in Southampton-street, Strand, were the offices
of Mr. Jayne, who was Secretary to the Associa-
tion of Architectural Draughtsmen. The Presi-
dent of that Society, Mr. James Wylson, an ex-
ceedingly worthy man, who had for many years,
I believe, been at the head of Sydney Smirke’s
office, went to Glasgow to establish himself
there, where he died a few years afterwards
without having been very successful. When I
occupied the chair, which my friend occupies so
much more worthily, forty years ago, you must
not suppose that I was of his age, because I was
one

^

of the younger and more enthusiastic
spirits. At that time the old gentlemen who
belonged to the Society of Architeotural
Draughtsmen came in very handy in order to
supply that little wisdom of which uecesaarily
we stood in need. We, like yourselves, were
looking forward, and not backward, and the
“old fogies,” as we then considered them,
supplied the element of wisdom. The address
from which my friend has quoted a few words
was an address I delivered to that Society
of Architectural Draughtsmen, and we, the
younger men, filled the room. Shortly afterwards
this Association was founded, not in 1842, but in
1847. Wo then got a locus in Lyon’s Inn Hall,
where the Globe Theatre now stands, and the
first meeting to which reference has been made
was a very interesting one. Although a very
young man, I had succeeded somehow or other
in making a good deal of fuss, and I
bold enough to ask two very distinguished
men, as they then were, one of whom is still
distinguished amongst us, viz.. Professor
Donaldson and Mr. George Godwin, to come
down and give us a lift. They did so in a
kindly way, and it was those two gentlemen
who helped to start the Association, because
they immediately lifted ns up to tho level of
something like practical connexion with the
world of professional business. A short time
afterwards I read a paper

; I forget what it
was about, but I suppose it was something very
pretentious, and I was then bold enongh to ask,
whom do you think ? to come down and hear it ?
Why, Professor Cockerell, the prince of
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European architects, and Mr. Beresford-Hope,
deceased yesterday. Those two gentlemen
came in the kindest way. Tho older men of
those days were, as the older men are now,
simply delighted to help forward youth in its

enterprise in the direction of edneation and
professional advancement. Professor Cockerell
in all his dignity, delivered a fine classical
speech to your predecessors. Mr. Beresford-
Hope, then only twenty-seven years of age,
characteristically contradicted Professor
Cockerell. Cockerell’s speech was a Classic
one, and Mr. Beresford-Hope’s was neces-
sarily Gothic, and I well remember the calm
Olympian indignation of Cockerell as he said,

—

“I knew the gentleman’s father; he did not
hold such opinions.” Now, sir, I am obliged
to you for allowing me to be a little garrulous
upon old times. What you have said about
education commends itself particularly to my
mind, and stimulates me to impress it

upon those gentlemen present, because from
that day in February, 1847, up to the present
tine, tkis Association has never swerved from
its one purpose, viz., to advance the education
of the architectural student. That is the one
purpose above all others which you are safe in
still following, and it is the one purpose beyond
which I hope you will not allow yourselves to
go very far. The President has mentioned the
time when the proposition was made by some
one to abandon the Association altogether in
1856. My friend Mr. Rickman was the pro-
poser, and all of you who know him will not
doubt that there was very good reason for the
motion he made. The reason was this. The
young men of that time had not the pluck to
go forward, and the same state of things oc-
curred at the other critical period tho President
has mentioned; but there is no want of pluck
now

; sometimes there is too much of it, and
if there has been a good deal too much of it on
various occasions since then, put it to the
credit of the Association. Because when they
tell me that young men are conceited, I say,
“ Of course they are, and so let them be en-
couraged. What is the use of starting life at
all if they do not start full of hope and
determination?” There is an old Scotch
saying that “If you bode for a silk gown you
will get the sleeve o’t,” and why should we
grudge you, who are full ef animal spirits, and
all sorts of exultation and delight, that motive
power which lies at the very root of sacceas ?

Now, gentlemen, I hope you will go forward in
this enterprise of encouraging the education
of the architectural profession, which is a large
one, and one in which great hononr is to be
gained. I am glad, for my own part, to
find from the President, who is one of the
Examiners, that there is a little hesitation
as to whether tho Institute Examination is a
sacceas or not, and for this reason, that I am
very much afraid of the tendency in any
examination of the sort (to go a little be-
yond the necessities of the case (applause).
I am happy to find that the young men,
in their own way, are indicating a little

dissatisfaction in that precise view of the
Let me tell yon what the Examination of

the Institute ought to bo. It ought to be the
simplest and plainest teat to draw the line
between the young man who is educated suffi-

ciently and the young man who is not educated
sufficiently (applause). Nothing farther than,
that; it ought to be nothing else and nothing
more. The Institute has no right to establish
an academical standard that is in the least
degree above the requirements of the pro-
fession, or more than is necessary for the
drawing of that line of demarcation (applause).
It seems to me, in taking that view of the case,
that one of the next steps the Institute must
take is to establish examinations in such a way
that they may be conducted in writing and
drawing in all parts of the country without
involving tho necessity for the examinee to
come up to London or to any other centre of
civilisation in the land. I may tell yon that I

have a peculiar mode of examining my class in
King’s College, which I find to be exceedingly
successful. I never charge tho memory with
anything, and I never set a catch question
(applause). I never suppose it possible that
any student can in any way compromise his
honour (reuewed applause). I say, “ You may
bring your notes and tbe library of the British
Museum, if you like.” I give them so many
questions periodically

;
they take the questions

home with them, and in the course of ten days
they return the answers, and I seldom have had
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Dy opportunity of complaining of the quality

r of any suspicion of collusion as regards the
reduction of thorn. Why, then, should tlie Insti-

tute,—and I do not say it is so,—why should
he Institute have any suspicion of the honour
of the Architectural students throughout the
•-ouutry ? I would send the Institute Examina-
ion paper all over the country to whomsoever
iesired it, and if ho duly answered the ques-
hions on his Examination paper, certified by some
jproper authority, I should give him his degree
(upon it. I see no reason whatever for young
[men to be expected to come to the large centres.

[[ may be a little before my time, but it seems
fio me it must come to that in the end. From
iwhat I read in the journals, and from the

fillustrations more particularly, it has become
ippareut to mo of lato years that the quality of
the architects who are working in the recesses
jf the kingdom,—notin the centres of industry,

but in tho smaller country towns,—is vastly
superior to anything that any class of architect
possessed in my day. Tho draughtsmanship,
'or instance, seems to mo wonderful. I do not
mow where tho young men acquire such
iccomplishments. In my day there was no
mch dranghtsmanship possible

5
and so it is in

;he papers we read, and in tho questions and
inswers wc read in some of the journals. It is

jvident that the standard of education has
•iseii vastly within the last few years, and that
lot alone in London, Liverpool, Manchester, and
Glasgow, but all over the country (applause).
Professor T. Roger Smith.—I ask permission

o rise for the purpose of seconding tho vote of
banks which has been proposed in so able and
ntoresting a speech by my old friend aud
ioUeague in this Association, and in many other
forks,—Professor Kerr. And, in doing so, I

im placing myself in a very difficult position,

>ecause, having listened to the brilliant address
rhich he has given ns, I am asking you to bear
me or two words which I know will not possess
mything of the same brilliancy, though they
Ivill be uttered with equal goodwill. I have
nuch pleasure, Sir, in congratulating you upon
•ccupying the very important position you
>ccupy as President of this Association. We
lave been associated together in various ways
or a considerable number of years, and it is a
jreat pleasure to me to see you in that position.
Jnt I am equally glad to be able to cougratu-
ato the members on having secured you as
heir President (applanse). As I have justsaid,
have known Mr. Slater in various capacities

or a good many years, and I am quite sure that
hero is no man among those who could aspire
0 the position of President of the Association
vho is, in my judgment, more likoly to be
seful to you, and to acquit himself better in
ho duties he is called upon to fulfil (applause).
am not about to go back over old ground,

hough I feel very much tempted to do so, but I

ihould like to say that I was one of those who
lad something to do with the Association at and
ifter the period of the second idea of giving-up
vhich has been referred to. We did not give
ip, but went on through a stroke of good
lortiine, and that wo did go on successfully I

jhink was very much due to tho kindness of
'loveral of the elder members of the profession,
:vho, at my request,—I being President at the
|.ime,—came and gave us a series of excellent
Dapers on subjects of great interest. Sir Gilbert
iJcott, Mr. Ashpitel, and others, came among
lis, aud the mere effect of what they put before us
vasau immense stimulus aud attraction, and wa.s
!)ne of the most important agencies which helped
.0 re-start the Association on the course which
las culminated in so large a meeting to-night.
5ut I should like to say one word with re-
gard to the future, which is impressed upon
lie by the fact that there is, if I may use
ffie phrase, “ something in the air.” The
nine seems to have come, or to be coming,
vhen a very considerable change ought to be
nade, and, I believe, will be made,—some
change which one can hardly quite grasp,—iu
/he professional education of men training for
)ur profession. I feel perfectly sure that if the
Exaniinatiou goes on,—and go on it must,

—

ffiere will very soon be a feeling that syste-
natic preparation for it is essential. It strikes
no that it is for you, as members of the Associa-
4on, aud for those directing yeur affairs, to look
/his fact in the face ; to find if it be a fact, aud
/O do tho best you can to make such ciianges,
mch advances, aud such reorganisation of
methods as may fairly secure to yourselves a
arge share in any chaugo in the system of
iducation which we in the Association are fairly

entitled to expect. This Association has been
the educating body of the profession for many
years, aud I should be sorry to think that if any
change took place it would be in the direction of

taking away from the interest and value of its

work. I do nob think it need be : I do not think

it ought to be ; but I do think it will be
right for you during the next few years to look

the necessiues of tho case very fully in the

face, and to do your best to systematise and
render more thorough and complete the system

of education given hero. I do not mean to say

that individual things aro to he better taught,

because I believe that many individual

things are as well taught as they could

possibly bo in an organisation of the sort;

but I do think it is possible that the whole
scheme conld .be more complete, and I really

think such greater completeness is wanted
in order that a larger number of men should

feel themselves fit year by year to present

themselves for examination with courage and
with the confidence of securing success.

I have no doubt that in the future an in-

creasing nnmbor of the members of the Asso
ciationwill present themselves for examination
Bnd will secure success, and reflect credit both

upon themselves and upon the society. I will

not detain you longer ; I wish you a very

prosperous session, and every possible success

in the educating work of the Association during

the year (applause).

Mr. T. M. Rickman, F.S.A., said that his

name had been mentioned as having proposed a

resolution, many years ago, for winding up the

Association, and he would therefore like to

explain tho circumstances of the case. Mr.

Cates and he, finding the Association to bo in

a bad way, and that no interest was being taken

in the papers read, proposed a series of ten or

twelve resolutions. That had preci8:'ly the effect

he had expected. Tho whole of the resolutions up
to the lost one were passed unanimously, as no
one could doubt the statements brought for-

ward, but when they reached tho last resolution

the answer was, “ No, we won’t.” That was
just tho answer Mr. Cates and he had anti-

cipated. The members then put their shoulders

to the wheel, and the result was, as the Presi-

dent had explained, that the Institute shortly

afterwards began to take an interest in the

Association, which progressed better from that

time onwards. The members of the Associ-

ation since he bad had to do with it had been
devoted to self-help and helping one another.

Several views might be taken of architectural

education, but, so far as bis experience went,

tho greatest assistance that the young architoct

could receive was from his fellows in the office.

Those therefore who studied in connexion with

the Association had the advantage of meeting
others who had things fresh in their minds, and
he hoped that state of things would always
continue (applause).

Mr. E. C. Robins, F.S.A., said he wished to note

the fact that the future Examinations would be
carefully looked after, in the interest of the

members, bccaaso their President was one of

the examiners. Tho suggestions made by
Professor Kerr would also receive most careful

attention. He did not believe that they, the

examiners, got the credit they deserved, and he,

for one, would bo willing to make the Examina-
tion as easy as would be wise in proving those

who passed to be worthy of the confidence of

the public generally. With that reservation,

which was of tho utmost importance, he was
delighted to hear the true and liberal expres-

sions of opinion which had been given that

evening. He also wished to say a word in

regard to the elder members of the profession,

who still maintained their connexion with the

Association. He felt considerable pride iu being

one of them, becauso he always took great inte-

rest not only in young architects, but in rising

men generally. Those who had bad to make
their own way must know that the difficulties

of doing BO were nowadays, perhaps, rather

increased than diminished by the large demands
made by the public, aud by the enormous

number of persons who were ready to answer

those demands. He did think, therefore, that

'

tho elder members of the profession might do

something more than pay their ordinary half-

guinea with the rest of the younger men. As
had been shadowed forth from tho chair,

there was a hope that some moans would

bo forthcoming for establishing paid pro-

fessorships, and he trusted the elder members
of the profession would come forward aud aid

in the work; for himself ho would be most

happy to help (applause). Perhaps the reason

that had not been done before was because the

question had never been mooted. There was a
feeling that the work had been well done in the
narrow way in which it had been carried out,

but, under the advice of such a man as Mr.
Siatex*, any educational scheme would neces-

sarily be a well-considered one. It would be all

the better if it made them quite free from the
necessity of appealing to the Institute, which
had a large work of its own that it ought to be
doing. The members of the Association had
the means of teaching themselves and their

fellows, as well as of extending that education

by finding proper teachers of a higher quality

than tlxey had yet been able to acquire.

Mr. J. Douglass Mathews said that he joined

the Association when it was just emerging from
tho shadow of darkness into the light which had
continued increasing year by year, each year

being a greater success than the one preceding.

To his mind the great advantage of the Associa-

tion had been the elastic way in which it had
been ruled and tbe manner in which it bad
afforded to all its members the opportunity of

improving themselves by establishing those

classc.s which were necessary to that improve-

ment. During the twenty-eight years in which
he had known the Association there had never

been anything that might be termed a drastic

alteration
;
things seemed to have gone on one

after another, and necessities were met as

they presented themselves. He could not

help thinking that if the same policy

were still adhered to the Association could

be as useful in tho future as it had
been in tbe past. They had never sat down
and said,

—‘‘We will simply do what we
have been in the habit of doing, aud we won't

move ”
;
but they had moved with the times,

though not, perhaps, so fast as Professor Kerr
would have liked. At the same time they had
always been on the look out to provide for the

things that were wanted. Those who were as

old or older than himself would admit that the

present was very different to the past. Com-
plaint had been made by many that they were
very much behind the age, and that they

required many things they had not got. Tbe
Examination was tho result of combined
perseverance on the part of the Association,

and would never have been brought into exist-

ence but for that body. If, then, the Ex-

aminatiin had necessitated other require-

ments which the Association did not possess,

they would doubtless be provided. At the

same time he should look with a great

amount of jealousy upon the original scheme
of the Association being lost. They had
hitherto been working almost wholly from

a voluntary point of view, and when they

looked at the great success that had been

attained, they might take pride in the amount
of voluntary work done. He dissented from

the President’s remark that tho limit of

voluntary work had now almost been reached.

On the contrary, the work was increasing, and

with the increase men were ready and willing

to help it forward. Therefore, if they once

gave the ‘‘cold shoulder” to voluntary work,

the doom of the Association would bo

sealed. With respect to tho Examina-

tion, he was sorry to hear it implied that

it was not so successful as might have been

anticipated. He could not help thinking,

considering the short time that had elapsed,

and the great amount of opposition to

it in the first instance, that the result had

been fairly satisfacto^. When the matter

was first proposed it was an understood

thing that the Examination should increase in

stiffness as time went on. He might say that

never had a catch question been set, nor had

there been any desire on tbe part of the

examiners to prevent the passing of any man.

Their desire had always been to assist young

men in every shape and way, and if, as con-

stantly happened, little slips occurred, oppor-

tunities were given for correction in the course

of the Examination. At the same time, as Mr.

Robins had said, the standard of the Examina-

tion must be kept up if it was to be of any good

at all (hear, hear).

The vote of thanks was then put, and carried

by acclamation.

The Chairman, in replying, said that Mr.

Mathews had misunderstood him in supposing

that he did not think the Examin.tion a

success. What he had meant to convey was
that some people thought so, but he agreed

with Mr. Mathews that, considering the number
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of men who had come ap during the eiiort

'

time that had elapsed siuce it was established,

they bad every reason to be satisfied. Prof.

Kerr appeared to be somewhat in advance of

the times. He (the speaker*) had had some
little experience of the kind of examination

referred to by the Professor, because in

certain classes of the Association questions

were set which the candidates had time to

answer to the best of their ability. No doubt
some of his hearers had read Mark Twain’s book
describing a journey to the Holy Land with a

number of people, who, whenever they saw a

veiled female, invariably exclaimed, “ What a

iladonna-like form !
” At last, Mark Twain

said,
— “I know what's coming; I know

where they get their sentiments from”; and
he (ILr. Slater) was bound to say that the

answer to the queries, in too many instances,

showed where they were obtained. Such a

system would not do for the Examination, but

he could endorse what Sir. Mathews had said,

that there were no catch questions, and that

the desire of the examiners throughout was
very much greater to pass the candidate than
to “ pluck” him (applause).

The proceedings then terminated.

ARCHITECTURAL SOCIETIES.

Leeds and Yorkshire Architectural Society.

—

The twelfth session of the Leeds and Yorkshire
Architectural Society was commenced on
Monday evening at the rooms in Infirmary-
street, Leeds, when there was an exhibition of

prize drawings, and a soiree in connexion with
the Sketching Clob. The President (Mr. C. R.
Chorley) occupied the chair. The following
prizes, gained daring the last session, were dis-

tributed by the President:— A. E. Dixon,
31. 38., for the prize for design of monument to

a statesman ; IL 11s. Cd., being half the amount
of prize, for drawings illnstrating construc-

tion of church roofs
;

21. 2s., for best set of

drawings executed for the Associated Sketching
Club. F. W. Bedford, prize of IZ. Is., for

designs executed for the winter session of the
Associated SKetching Club. F. Mitchell, prize

of IZ. Is., for essays during winter session of
Sketching Clnb. The President then proceeded
to give his inaugural address. After referring

to the prosperous condition of the Society,

he said that among the discouraging cir-

cumstances attending the work of the Society
was one which, he regretted to say, formed an
evec-insolnble problem to those who were
interested in the rising generation of architects.

He referred to the apathy of architectural
students respecting the serious responsibility
of their future, and their great disregard for the
demands which their profession makes on them
for continuons and systematic study of the
information required in acquiring a mastery of
their calling. The instances of this culpable
neglect to avail themselves of the opportunities
afforded them for improvement had been more
than usually noticeable of late. The courses of
lectures on construction, to be given at the
Yorkshire College by Professor Barr, which
were supported by the Society, and which had
the widest publicity given them amongst archi-
tectural students throughout the county, had
fa'iled to elicit anything like the response that
might have been expected. On the motion of
Mr. J. B. Fraser, seconded by Mr. H. Perkin, a
vote of thanks was given to the President for
his address.

Liverpool Architectural Society. — The first

meeting of this Society for the present session
was held at the Royal Institution, Colquitt-
etreet, on Monday evening last, when the
opening address was delivered by Mr. Edmnnd
Kirby, A.R.I.B.A., the President. In the
course of his address, Mr. Kirby referred at
some length to the important question of the
safety of theatres, which, he said, deserved
the earliest attention of Parliament, and he
trusted it would not be long before we had
compulsory and comprehensive legislation
passed to incorporate the rules of the con-
atruction not only of theatres hot of every
public assembly room within thS scope of the
ordinary Municipal Buildings Laws throughout
the country. In the discussion which followed,
Mr. G. E. Grayson, Mr. Thomas Cook, Mr. J.
M. Hay, Mr. H. B. Bare, Mr. Alex. White,
and Mr. C. Aldridge took part, and a vote of
thanks was given to the President for his
address.

ifancZiesfer Architectural Association.—Yhe
Manchester Architectural Association held its

first meeting of the session 18S7-S on Tuesday
last, when there was a large attendance. There
were several new members nominated, and the

secretary handed in a large number of books
which had been received for the library. The
President (Mr. Davies • Colley) presented the

prizes to the successful students in the Classes of

Design and Construction (Messrs. Ernest Farrar,

A. S. Chadwick, and R. Booth). Mr. Mould,

the hon. secretary, announced that tir. John
Slater, B.A., the president of the London Archi-

tectural Association, had consented to read a

paper on November 29tb, on “ Modern Architec-

tural Education.” The hon. secretary also read a

number of communications, among them being

one from the Royal Institute of British Archi-

tects, dated October 12th (which was received

with applause), thanking the Association “for
the excellent step taken” of forming a reading-

class for the examination in architecture, and
stating that in consequence the Royal Institute

had decided to hold the examination in Man-
chester next February. The preliminaries dis-

posed of, the President delivered the opening
address of the session.

Illustrations.

CHURCH OF ST. ANNE, ROATH,
CARDIFF.

HIS Church, which was partially opened
for service on the Eve of St. Michael
and All Angels will, when completed,

consist of a nave, with north and south aisles,

a choir of considerable dimensions, shallow

transepts on either side of the western portion

of the choir, a morning chapel on the southern
side of the sacrarinm, and a clergy vestry on
the northern side of the same. The choir vestry

will occupy the lower part of the north transept,

while the npper part will contain the organ.

The total length of the church internally will

be 99 ft., and the total width across the nave
and aisles will be AS ft., while the height from
the nave-floor to the underside of the curved
ribs forming the internal roof-line will be 41 ft.

6 in.

As will be seen by reference to the plan, the
site for which the church had to be designed
was very confined, and the only means of ob-

taining sufficient length between the street to

the exst and the already-existing school to the
west, was to start the east wall right against

the pavement at the one end, and to allow the
west wall to stand as close as possible to tho
school building at the other. This shortness of
the site will also force the morning chapel and
the clergy vestry up to the pavement line, and
it will make it necessary to shorten the north
aisle at the west end.

In order to give due prominence to the
western entrance, which otherwise would be
entirely hidden behind the school, a narthex
will be added whenever the completion of the
church may be taken in hand : at present only
the choir, including the^!?cZie, together with the
lower portion of three bays of the nave, are
finished permanently

;
but the nave has been

extended to the west wall in a temporary
manner, and the whole has been covered with a
temporary roof at the level of the string-course
below the clearstory windows.
The church will be seated with chairs, and

will accommodate upwards of 400 people.
As far as possible a dark-grey local stone has

been used for the exterior of the building, but
where freestone was necessary, Box Ground
Bath stone has been employed. Internally, the
dressings are of Corsham Down atone, and the
remainder of the wall-surfaces are plastered.
The choir will eventually have a curved

boarded ceiling underneath the rafters
j
the

chancel arch, and the arch at the steps leading
op to tho sacrarium, are composed of double
wooden ribs, with panelled soffits between. The
nave-roof will be of the same form, but open,
and it will be divided into bays by single ribs
over each pier. From the nave-piers to the
aisle walls will occur stone arches springing
from a lower level than the nave arcade

; these
transverse arches will support the clearstory
buttresses, which further east are taken by the
walls of the transepts.
The executed work has been efficiently

carried out by Messrs. Shepton & Son, of
Cardiff.

The drawing from which the illustration is

taken, was in the last exhibition at the Royal
Academy, J, Aethur Reeve.

ST. CECILIA WINDOW, CHRIST CHURCH. ,

OXFORD.
This is, perhaps, the best known of the*

Burne Jones windows in Christ Church, Oxford. .

White glass is largely employed, the draperies' >

of the three large figures being entirely white,
,

and very delicately shaded. There is a certain c

sculpturesque simplicity about the design very '

suitable to the material it is wrought in. The :

drapery is everywhere carefully thought out, .

and not a series of folds put in mechanically

to fill op the design, as is frequently the case :

in glass painting. Tho flesh is matted over t

with red, and tells warm against the drapery. ,

The wings of the angels are pale blue. The lead i

lines are used as far as possible to emphasise

the design, but where they are introduced to ;

meet tho exigencies of the leading, no attempt I

at concealment is made, which is as it should

be, a glass • painting being a glass - painting
;

withouD attempting or pretending to be any-

thing else.

The three small compartments below, repre-

senting episodes in the life of St. Cecilia, are t

richer in colour than the upper portions of the t

lights, a greater variety of tints being intro-

duced, and yet so delicate are the colours, and :

so skilfully are they blended, that they present

no harsh contrast to the more important por- '

tions of the window.

PALACE COURT, BAYSWATER.
Tnis residence is now being erected on tho .

site of the old Shaftesbury House in tho Bays-

water-road, for Mr. J. J. Fellows, the Agent-

1

General for New Bruuswick. The designs of,

the architects, Messrs. W. Harvey «Ss Bernard i

Smith, were selected in a limited competition, i

and immediately put into execution.

The building is faced with dark red Rowland <

Castle bricks li in. in thickness, the cornices ;

and dressings being in stone from the Sydnope <

Quarry, Matlock Bridge.

The contract for the carcass is being carried

ont by Mr. Bush, of Gower-street, at a cost of )

about lOjGOOZ.

The drawing from which the illustration is i

taken was exhibited in the Royal Academy of )

this year, but has been slightly modified for )

publication, and the plans added.

SEDILIA, IIECKINGTON CHURCH,
LINCOLNSHIRE.

The beautiful sedilia in the chancel of this i

church, of which we give an illustration in

this number, have undergone sad mutilation in

bygone times. Many of the figures arc either i

broken or entirely gone, but the grandly de-

:

signed foliage is almost perfect. The crockets :

are extremely rich and diversified, and are

boldly carved. Tho caps to columns are, both

in their foliage and moulding, somewhat i

different, giving indications of a Transitional

'

spirit.

The illustrations are from drawings by Mr.

:

Lionel Littlewood.

Liverpool Engineering Society. — The i

usual fortnightly meeting of this Society was

'

held at the Royal Institution, Colquitt-street,
^

Liverpool, on Wednesday last, November 20(1,

.

Mr. John J. Webster, M. Inst. C.E., President,'

in the chair. A paper was read by Mr. Henry

Pooley, jun., entitled “ Antomatic Weighing

Machines.” The author commenced by giving

a short account of tho earliest form of com-

pound lever 'i\'eigbing machine, and its subse-

quent improvement by the addition of steelyard '

and weights. Tho further introduction of the i

steelyard without loose weights was then dealt

with, together with the circumstances which led

to the adoption of self-indicating machines, i

The attempts to make self-indicating machines

of high capacity on the spring-balance principle

were referi’cd to, and the reasons for their

failure given. The invention by Messrs. Roberts I

&, Stroudley of the combined lever and spriug

indicator was then described, and an account

was given of the experiments with the machine-

and the further invention of the hydrostatic*:

indicator. Automatic weighing apparatus for

dealing with grain in bulk, rice, seed, &c., were

then dealt with, and the author concluded by

describing the arrangement and working of the:

equal-beam weighing machine and hopper.
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HEATH’S rlREPROOF CURTAIN EOK
THEATRES.

We have had two opportunities of witnessinfj

rials of Heath’s patent fireproof curtain for

heatres. Althougli, for obvious reasons, the
rials have not been conducted on other than
“ model ” scale, except as to the thickness

f tlio curtain itself (which in the experi-

icnts has been of the same substance,

—

omething less than | in. thick,—as would
e used for a full-sized theatre curtain),

he ordeals to which the curtain has been
objected, as detailed hereafter, have been
ery severe.

The curtain is made of canvas on the
uditoriuin side, lined with Bell’s spongy
sbestos cloth on the side next tlio stage, both
abrics being quilted together. The roller

n which the curtain is rolled is placed in

he cellar of the theatre at the back of

,nd close to the footings of the proscenium
vail, and below any opening in the wall.

'he upper edge of the curtain is fastened to

light iron lattice girder, extending about
ft. beyond the proscenium opening on either

ide, the ends of which slide in grooves and
re mounted with friction wheels

; from
hese ends chains or wire ropes pass up-
'ards and over pulley wheels, and at their

xtremities are attached counterbalance weights
xceeding the combined weight of the girder
nd curtain. In the cellar, and below the roller

n which the curtain is rolled, is situate a tank
r trough of water the length of the roller, and
ontaining another roller (see diagram)

;
and

le curtain is carried under and round this roller

nd through the water, so that on rising the
•bole of the curtain is wet. Longitudinal traps
re formed in the mezzanine and stage floors

nmediately over the curtain girder. The
artain is wound round the roller by simple
inch and gearing, and kept in its place by a
awl dropping into the gear-wheel. At the
des of the proscenium iron flanges extend the
hole height of the curtain, and when the

curtain has risen, these instantly and auto-
matically pivot and close the edges of the
curtain, clamping the sides and preventing the
escape of smoke or flame (see lower part of

diagram, which is a plan showing one side of
the proscenium opening and one edge of the
curtain clamped or pressed against the wall).

At the same time the girder engages a lever
which opens a sluice-cock in a water-main, which
extends along the inside of the top of the pro-
scenium opening, and is perforated with jet-

holes, so that the curtain is kept wet all the
time that it is up. This water can, of course,

be supplied from a main or cistern.

Tho action of the whole ai>paratus is as
follows:—On an alarm of fire being given, by
merely touching with tho finger a trigger
which moves the pawl, the counterbalance
weight descends instantly, and the girder and
curtain rapidly rise from the trough of water
through tho traps in the mezzanine and stage
floors to the top of the proscenium opening, the
iron pivoted flanges on either side clip its edges,
and the water main is tamed on.

The model by which the apparatus was tested
is, we were informed, one-eighth the size of
Drury-lano Theatre, and the curtain is raised in

one second and a half. In tho actnal theatre it

would rise 40 ft. in about four seconds, with
scarcely any noise or vibration, and could be
returned to its normal position in about three
minutes. The model is made of strong plate
iron, strengthened by angle and tee iron so far as
the stage is concerned

;
and of thin wood, painted,

for the proscenium and front part of the stage.

Between the stage and tho front there is only
the curtain. On the occasions of the experi-
ments the iron stage part of the model has been
filled with wood and shavings, sprinkled with
petroleum, and when lighted an intense fire has
been burning for more than half an hour at each
trial, making the iron structure in parts red
hot, while the temperatnre in front within 1 in.

of the curtain has not exceeded 90°. After tho
trials the curtain remained intact.

We may add that it is proposed to paint the
canvas or auditorium side of tho curtain in

oils, so that it may be made to look like a pic-

torial drop scene. But it appears to us that
the tendency to shrinkage on the part of the
constantly wetted canvas, tethered to its un-
shrinkable lining of asbestos cloth, will some-
what interfere with this proposal. It is further
proposed, and rightly so, that tho enrtain shall

be raised and lowered at least once or twice in
the presence of the audience during every per-
formance, to the end that it may be kept in

proper working order, and become familiar to

the audience. A question that occurs to oor
mind, however, is whether a large expanse of

wet canvas (whether painted or not) would nob
have a decided tendency, if left exposed to the
auditorium for any appreciable interval of
time, to chill the house and to iodneo colds ?

So far as could be judged from witnessing
tho trials referred to, the invention is one of

much practical value. It appears to be only a
question of mechanical arrangement to cause
tho curtain when drawn up to be closely clipped
to or pressed against the proscenium wall.

Daily use of the curtain, and frequent inspec-
tion of the water supply arrangements,* should
go far to ensure the safety of an audience, by
preventing unreasoning panic in the event of

a fire breaking ont on the stage of a theatre.

The now curtain, as it seems to ue, will resist

fire for a much longer time than would be
necessary for the orderly and oven leisurely

clearance of tho auditorium
; bub we are not

BO sanguine as its inventor when he confidently
said that where his curtain is used insurance
companies will be able to insure the auditorium
of a theatre at Is. 6d. per cent. They would
probably be unwilling to do so, for, although
the curtain might for an indefinite period,
so long as it remained intact, resist the
spread of fire to tho anditorium, there is a
possibility that a falling beam or girder would
rend or tear the enrtain, and thus impair or
destroy its effectiveness. But this consider-
ation notwithstanding, tho invention is one
well deserving attention by architects of

theatres, theatrical managers, and authorities

and officials more or less responsible for the
safety of theatres.

* It ahoald be mentioned that the jets of water
arranged as described to pour down the inside of the
curtain would not come into play every time the curtain is

raised, but only in case of fire. The water would be turned
on simply by pulling the lever further over than would be
required mer^y to tmae the curtain.

CASE UNDER THE METROPOLITAN
BUILDING ACT.

NEGLECTING TO GIVE NOTICE.

At the Marylebooe Police Court on October 26th,
Messrs. Dixon & Dowse, of 31, Westbourne-terraco
North, Builders, were summoned by Mr. H. Gundry,
the District Surveyor of Paddington, for neglecting
to give him notice of a building in the rear of 36,
Hatborley-grove, for Mr. W. Owen, of Westbourne-
grovo. The defendants pleaded forgetfulness.
The District Surveyor said that he pressed this

case from no motive of pique or profit, but to per-
form his duty. The defendants had in previous
cases neglected giving notice of buildings, and he read
copies of letters of complaint ho had addressed to
them on those occasions. In reply to the magistrate,
the District Surveyor said he had not prosecuted the
defendants in those cases. He further said that
several of the works done for Mr. Owen in the
conversion of private houses into business premises
required great care and attention, as no other pro-
fessional surveyor was employed. In one case tho
first information conveyed to the District Surveyor of
works to the foundations of two of these houses was
the news that they bad fallen into the street. The
defendants were not the builders employed on that
occasion.

Mr. Mansfield imposed a fine of 3L, and 236.

costs.

"SHONE’S EJECTORS IN THE RECENT
RAINSTORMS.”

The following letter was sent to us too
late for publication last week :

—

Sib,—

I

avail myself of your kind offer to accord
me space in this week's issue of your paper, to reply
to Mr. Donaldson’s letter which appeared in the
Builder on the 15th of October.

1. The ratio of power to work is strictly accord-
ing to the theoretical calculations, and is very
moderate for low lifts, but somewhat greater than
for direct pumping for lifts above 45 ft.

This ratio is greater than is shown by calculations
which were made public by Mr, Donaldson some
time ago. He did not then, however, take into
consideration that air compressed adiabatically
cannot be credited with a larger volume than air

compressed isotherraally, because the larger
volume is entirely due to the higher temperature,
which, in cases where the air compressors and the
ejector stations are widely apart, disappears before
the air gets into and out of the pneumatic ejectors.

So far as my experience goes,—and I may say
that Mr. Donaldson has never had any practical
experience of my system,—it entirely confirms
theoretical calculations as to all possible losses.

Where these losses exceed the calculated losses,

they must be due solely to bad workmanship and
materials, as every practical engineer will be aware.
Mr. Donaldson’s statement, therefore, that, ‘‘the

excessive value of the ratio of power to work which
Mr. Shone, after about ten years’ experience, has
found it necessary to adopt, proves conclusively.

See.,’’ is the creation of his own imagination. It has
no foundation in fact.

2. Mr. Donaldson’s statement as to whether or
not I was the responsible engineer, requires no
answer.

3. It is not stated in the p.amphlet presented to

the Members of the Imperial Legislature that the
12 -10 .

pipe connecting the manhole with the metro-
politan sewer would “act automatically as a storm-
water overflow when the pumping-power is over-

come.”
There is both a reflux valve and a sluice valve on

this pipe, which are kept shut, and the 12-in. pipe
is also syphoned, so that it is not possible for the
“sower gas of the city sewers” to flow baek into
the palace sewers, neither is there any free com-
munication between the palace sewers and the
metropolitan sewer, by means of this 12-in. pipe.

4. Tho height of the sewage in the metropolitan
sewer and in the subway close to the ejectors can
bo distinctly seen by the water-marks left behind.
Even comparatively clear river or sea water will

leave a distinct high-water mark
;
and sewage-

marks are quite unmistakable. But independently
of such marks, the height in both cases can be
correctly ascertoined by tho special apparatus pro-
vided for the purpose,

—

vide ray pamphlet* just
issued.

Apropos of this aspect of Mr. Donaldson’s criti-

cism, let me quote what ho himself wrote to the late

Lower Thames Valley Main Drainage Board when
he was urging the adoption of my system for the
whole of the Lower Thames Valley drainage district.

He wrote as follows :
—‘‘By the use of the ejectors

the two following most important advantages are
gained.”

(a). “ No reservoirs for the temporary storage of
the sewage will be required either within the limits

of tho drainage area, or at any point between those
limits and Bisiey Moor.”

(f;). “Directly the sewage reaches the ejector
stations it flows into the ejectors, which discharge
it, whilst quite fresh, into the sealed iron mains, so

that, in a sanitary point of view, the system we
shall recommend will be absolutely perfect.”

• £. & F. N. Bpon.
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5. The maximum air-pressure used, so far,

about 11 lb. per square inch.

6. Sir. Phillips stated the acreage correctly
;
and

I believe that he is right, too, in putting the
maximum rainfall of the 17th of August last at the
rate of over 1 in. per hour. This is the rainfall, bo
it observed, which Mr. Donaldson stated at the
meeting of the Society of Engineers on April 3rd
last would yield 3,000 gallons per minute for the
ejectors to deal with

;
and this is the rainfall which

he prophesied would disable the Shone installation,

submerge the subway, and inundate the basement
•of the palace. And, Noah-like, in his letter to you,
he warns the officials to be on the look out, lest any
valuables should be damaged when the deluge does
come. But, unlike Noah, bis prophesy as to what
would follow the deluge proved to be false.

The facts as regards the rainfall of the 17th of

August last are brieSy these :—Mr. Symons, in his

instructive monthly Meteorological Magazine for
October, says, “ As mentioned in our last issue, the
thunderstorm which occurred over the metropolis
•on the evening of August 17th was one of excep-
tional intensity, and the most severe for several
years At Camden-square rain commenced
at 6.50 p.m. and ceased at 9.15 p.m.”
In 1 hour, from 7 p.m. to 8 p.m., 1’2'1 in. fell.

In 30 mins. ,, 7 „ 7.30 ,,
’45

In 30 „ „ 7.30 „ 8 ,, -79 ,,

In 22 „ „ 7.42 „ 8.4 ,, -66 „
In 10 „ „ 7.45 „ 7.55 „ -50 „
According to the above record, in 30 minutes

•79 in. of rain fell; or, at the rate of 1-58 in. per
hour, or 37 ’92 in. per day of 24 hours

;
and in 10

minutes '50 in. fell, or at the rate of 3 in. per hour,
•or 72 in. per day of 24 hours. If this is not pheno-
menal and tropical for England, as stated by Mr.
Phillips, I should like to know what is.

If we only add the 1'58 in. per hour, as above, to
the -59 in. per hour recorded by the Meteorological
Office in Victoria-street {whoso facilities for gauging
are not, I understand, as complete as Mr. Symons’s
are), and take the mean of the two quantities, we
have a rainfall of 1‘08 in. per hour; and yet the
Shone installation did not kil. The subway was
not submerged, nor did a drop of rain find its way
on to the basements of the palace. These are hard
ifacta which Mr. Donaldson cannot, and will never
be able to, calculate away.

Mr. Donaldson is now compelled, reluctantly, to
admit that the inlet-pipes to, and the outlet-pipes
from, the ejector are 6 in. and not 5 in. in diameter,
as persistently stated by him, and upon which latter
size his conclusions as to the capacity of the
installation, viz., 1,000 gallons per minute, as gdven
to the Society of Engineers, was based.

His assumption that the area of the valve passages
•of tho ejectors is not equal to two-thirds of the area
of the 6-in. pipe is quite orronoous. It is, in fact,

times greater than the area of this pipo.
He also over-estimates the friction in tho pipes.

It is quite certain that the co-efficient of friction
xiiminisbes very sensibly as the velocity increases,
which hydraulic fact, apparently, Mr. Donaldson
ignores.

Moreover, Mr. Donaldson seems to be ignorant of
the fact that the gas engine is, as a rule, worked at
half power.
The turning of a handle makes the air-com-

pressing cylinder single-acting, and even this single
end is only compressing air half the time, as the
action of the inlet valves is stopped automatically
as soon as the standard pressure is reached.

When, therefore, Mr. Donaldson states that he
observed that the 500 gallon ejector occupied about
forty-five seconds iu discharging its contents, it
must be understood that owing to this mode of
•working, the air pressure sinks quickly when the
500 gallon ejector discharges

;
and when two

ejectors discharge together or immediately after one
another, the pressure goes down to about 5 lb., and
then the sewage is not discharged any quicker than
the compressed air is supplied, i.t., at the rate of
from 150 to 200 gallons per miuuto. The power
exerted by the gas engines is not constant but
vanes according to the work done. No wonder
therefore, Mr. Donaldson’s calculations should give
erroneous results when they are based on erroneous
data.

7. I specified a 500-gaUon ejector because I felt
sure that the head of water available during a
-thunderstorm would be sufficient to force sewage
through 12 ft. of 6-io. pipe at tho rate of 1,000
gallons per minute, and a pressure of 11 lb per
square inch, steadily maintained, is sufficient to
force it out at the same rate. I deny that the 500-
ga Ion ejector will discharge no more than the 350-
galloD ejector.*

8. The power of a gas engine is, as already stated,
not constant, but varies according to the number of
explosions m the gas cylinder. Anyone familiar
with steam engine trials will know the difficukv ofobtaining correct results with one single motor

understand the
exti^eme difficulty of obtaining trustworthy resultswith a plant of gw-engines, air-compressors, and
•ejectors, each of which is working intermittently.

_
The miDimam lifts are not eiactlv alike in hoth

As near as I have been able to ascertain, it takes
sixteen indicated horse-power to lift 1,200 gallons of
water 25 ft. high, which is equal to doing 9-h.p.
actual work.
Tho question is, where is the pump that will give

better results at one pumping station / To set aside
for the moment the sanitary aspect of the question,
so admirably explained by Mr. Donaldson in (4)
herein, I may state that I have never yet seen a
pump that will take 10 gallons or 1,000 gallons per
minute of raw unscreened sewage automaticaliy at
one pumping station on the old lines, and certainly
I have never yet seen or heard of any apparatus
which can be actuated as my ejectors can be at a
dozen, more or less, stations one mile or more apart,
without necessitating the erection of more than one
pumping station, the work being done with a
degree of economy almost equal to that which is

obtainable at one pumping station on the old lines.

9. With regard to storing rain-water in the old
sewer : the new 12-inch sewer is laid at an average
gradient of 1 in 179. It is also well ventilated and
flushed, and is not, and never will be, foul.
Tho contamination of the rain-water flowing

through it is inappreciable, and the subway or old
sewer is only used for storage when the rainfall u
enorynously excessive.

The ordinary flow of sewage is only 50 gallons per
minute, and 1,200 gallons of rain-water mixed with
it would, therefore, dilute the sewage twenty-four
times. Sanitary engineers consider that sewage
whon mixed with four times its volume of clean
water is practically harmless and fit to turn into
rivers, &c.

If the subway were filled with such water, it would
only take the ejectors about one hour and a half to
empty, so that there would be no time for such
waters to become offensive. But, before the old
Palace sewer was altered by mo, this subway formed
the major part of the sewor, which was always more
or less submerged with foul sewage waters flowing
back from tho metropolitan sewers in periods of
heavy rainfall, and especially so in periods of
moderately heavy, but steady continuous rainfalls.

(10). With regard to the ventilation of the sub-
way, I must repeat what I told Mr. Donaldson at
the meeting of the Society of Eogiueors, viz., that
the air in it is as sweet as in any ordinary room.
The gatings in the courtyards are not air outlets,
but air inlets, and fresh atmospheric air is drawn
through them into the subway, and is canded away
by the upcast shaft in the Clock Tower.
Nothing but a radical reversal of the law of

gravitation (or some malicious act) can alter this
state of things. I say, therefore, it is absolutely
untrue that foul air proceeds from the ventilating
holes in the gratings on tho manhole cover over the
pockets of the subway.
The Office of Works are now busily engaged in

altering and building anew a number of the old
drain connexions, with the new 12 in. main sewer,
and possibly smells may have proceeded from some
of these, with which I did not interfere, and with
the condition of which I am consequently in no way
responsible. But to state that the smells, if any,
proceed from the subway, or from the new r2-in.
sewer, is to state that which is absolutely false.

In conclusion, I desire to say that if this corre-
spondence should happen to be seen by any one
really and honestly interested in my hydro-pneu-
matic system, I wish he or they would put my
veracity, as set forth in tho letter, to the test.
My firm_ (Shone & Ault) is prepared to undertake

the designing and carrying out of engineering works
on the Shone system, on the distinct understanding
that they shall not be paid their commission until
the results calculated by us in tho first instance
have been verified by actual work done. More I
cannot do in support of what I have advanced in
this letter against Mr. Donaldson’s subtle and
uncalled-for criticisms of me and my hydro-pneu-
matic system of house and town drainage.

,
Isaac Shone.

4, Westminster Chambers.

chief cause of tho evils complained of. It was
generally easy to lock off the air of the public
sewor from tho house by means of a good disconneolji-

ing-trap, but it often cost a good deal to sort the
leaking drains and soil-pipes, &c., on the house side
of tho said trap.

It is not ventilation of the public sewers, as Mr.
Iloneymau’s words seem to imply, that has made
our high West-End houses healthier now than they
were ten years ago : so 1 think Mr. Honeyman's
deductions hero are fallacious.

As to what is said on p. 492 about the oxygen in
the atmosphere destroying microbes, we must take
this cum grano, as wo elsewhere read lately that the
spores or eggs of some would come to life after pass-
ing through strong acids and hot or boiling water.
I therefore think it is a mistake to suppose that
by merely enlarging the house-drain in the manner
Mr. Honeyman shows on p. 509, any escape of
air from it into our houses would do no barm.
In my opinion, the stinking air and panicles from
and off his lower 4-iD. pipe would, in the course of
time, foul the whole inner surface of his upper 12-iD.

drain, and so, in the long run, matters would bo
worse instead of better, while the expense of this

extra large and peculiarly-shaped pipe would be
enormous.

If an alteration is wanted in the present round
drain-pipe, then J. & M. Craig’s 6-iD.,—less or more,
—egg-shaped pipe with rest has less surface for

fouling than the style shown by Mr. Honeyman, and
could be nearly as easily used as tho ordinary drain-
pipes.

On p. 509, Mr. Honeyman asks a very important
question in saying, “Do we in practice ventilate our
house-drains sufficiently to secure the best results?"
He thinks not, because tho drains are not large

enough. Now the great point here is, what are the
“’best results ’’

? [n reply, I say what is safest for

the inmates and best for the general health of the
commuoity. In this view, making the drains larger
would do more harm than good. The extra ventila*

tion Mr. Honeyman desires would contaminate the
general atmosphere of our towns all the more (and
it is bad ^ough already), without doing a particle
of good to the safety of our houses. Those are
best protected by keeping tho drain air out of them,
and the experiments made by Dr. Carmichael, of

Glasgow, clearly proved that one good water-trap is

worth all the ventilation in the world (hat can
practically be given. Even when fully exposed in

the open air we often find that tilth stinks abomin-
ably : so when this is the case, how, in the name of

common-sense, could tho confined air in a 12-iD.

pipe prevent it ?

Further, iu the case of soil-pipes I should like

Mr. Honeyman to explain how he imagines that
these would bo or could be any better aerated by
the air from his 12-in. drain-pipe, already partly
contaminated, than by fresh air direct from the
atmosphere, as is being done at present by himself,
and by me and others.

Ue might as well tell us that it would be an im-
provement to add a teaspoouful of ink to the clean
water we wash our faces in.

I consider that to go to the great expense ot

laying down drains 16 in. by 12 in., as illustrated
by Mr. Honeyman on page 509, in place of ordinary
6-in. drain-pipes merely for the purpose of greater'
aeration to the drain would be a great mistake
aud a pure waste of money,—the game is not worth
the candle.
The sectional system of house-drainage, when

properly done with ordinary-sized pipes and no
more inlet ventilation than really necessary, is much
safer and better than the plan proposed now by Mr.
Honeyman. To make the fresh-air inlet of the
drain '‘twice the size of the outlet’’ as proposed
by Mr. Middleton, on page 510, is absurd, especially
when the inlet is on the ground level, as the wind
there sometimes sucks the air out. Instead of
being larger I assert that the fresh-air inlet might
often, wiih advantage, be only a quarter, or less,

the areaof the outlet, provided the outlet is notless
than 4 in. in diameter.

ON THE SIZE OF HOUSE DRAINS, AND
THE USE AND MISUSE OF TRAPS.

Sir,—

A

nything coming from Mr. Honeyman is
bound to command attention, and so will the paper
he read to the Bolton Congress of the Sanitary
Institute, as published under the above heading on
pp. 492 and 509 of the Builder (October 8th). I
am sorry to find, however, that I tanuot agree with
much that he says. He seems to me to sacrifice the
practical to the theoretical.

Mr. Honeyman says that thirty years ago he
blamed the sowers for the frequent recurrence of
epidemic disease in the dwellings of the West-End
better-class citizens of Glasgow, which were highly
elevated. It so happened that about ten years ago a
cry was got up against the sewers here from the same
quarter, and I am not sure but damages against the
city were called for. I thereunon published in one
of the Glasgow papers that there was no use of these
highly-elevated West-End rich people blamino- the
public sewers for bad smells in their house's, as
these, in my opinion, arose from defects in their
own drains. Most or all of the houses have had
their drainage improved since, and I think it was
found that if there were faults connected with tho
sewers, the private bad drainage was, perhaps, the

Experimenting with a 6-iD. drain lately which
had a 4-ia. iron blow-off pipe carried iip to above
the chimney, and with one of my fixed exhaust
ventilators on top, I found the air entering the
6-in. eye-pipe of the house side of the trap at the
rate of 80 ft. a minute. I then contracted the inlet
area to only 2^ in. diameter, when the air rushed
in at the rate of 400 ft. per minute through the

in. inlet.

Mr. Honeyman is not very logical when he
upholds the virtue of the water-trap for locking off

the sewer air, but condemns it as useless for locking
off' drain air from either soil-pipes, rain-water pipes,
or gullies, aud wants all these used so as to better
“ pmify ’’ or ventilate tho drain. He forgets that
by his plan ho is sacrificing the people for the sake
of an imaginary benefit to the drain.

I deny Mr. Honeyman’s assertion that "by a
multiplicity of traps we create a multiplicity of

obstructions and deposits’’; that is, if the traps
are properly used. In praclice, and in or at many
houses I tiud the opposite the case, and the plumber
has more opportunities of judging as to this, after

1 the work is done, than the architect.

I do not agree with Mr. Honeyman that tho
grease-trap of the sink should be inside. I con-

I
rider it should bo outside, and especially if the sink

be next an outer wall. A grease-trap inside generally
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SURVEYiNC TELESCOPES.
ncj.

nC./.2.3.SHOW TH£ ADJUSTMENTS OF THE EYEP/ECE TO OBVIATE PARALLAX.

*. OE COLL/MA T/QN.

IN r/C.l.THE EYEPIECE IS CORRECTLY FOCUSSED ANd'pARa'uTxTsobViATED.
PARALLEL RAYS FROM OBJECT CLASS TO OBJECT VIEWED

JJM^.E_CgUIMAT±Ofl,_ _

IN FIC.2.THE EYEPIECE IS TOO MUCH OUT, AND PARALLAX EXISTS

/ r
i|_ .

LINE OF COLLIMATION.
•J 1 ,— 1

IN FIC.3.THE EYEPIECE IS TOO MUCH IN, AND PARALLAX EXISTS.

^
LI^,_OF_SOlCOLJJMAXION^

IN nc. 4. THE EYEPIECE IS CORRECTLY FOCUSSED, BUT THE OBJECT CLASS
REQUIRES FOCUSSINC FOR THE DISTANT OBJECTrIT IS CORRECT IN FIC S
FOR A NEAR OBJECT ' *

FIC. S. SHOWS THE EYEPIECE AND OBJECT CLASS CORRECTLY FOCUSSED FOR
A NEAR OBJECT'.-RAYS SLICHTLY CONVERGE TOWARDS OBJECT VIEWED.

FIC.6

LINE OF SIGHT.

nc.e.sHows the long or erect eyepiece attached to a^theodolite?

FIG. 7.

FIG.l. SHOWS THE TELESCOPE ATTACHED TO a"BOX SEXTANT*

Not. 5
, 1887.]

uses offence when being cleansed, and especially
done carelessly.

I also oppose very strongly Mr. Honeyman’a idea
.page 500, third column, that a valve closet
Ihoui^ any woLer-traf helow it, is a “superior
gienic apparatus.” I consider it a grand appliance
• manuCaoturing diphtheria. Even supposing Mr.
;)neyroan’s new drain-pipe could have its atmo-
aero like “ the pure air of heaven,” the sides of
3 vertical soil-pipe might perse be contaminated,
1

, after the waler-fixisk dried in the inpe, disease-
sducing particles might get dislodged, and be
i^ed up through the closet, if the valve wore not
ht, and so kill a child looking into the closet, as
Jdren often do. Mr. S. S. Hellyor, of London,
o write.s strongly of the advantage of having a
^r-trap below a valve closet.
- am very sorry to find that I differ so far from
. Honeyman in what he has said. I would
her have hoard him advocating the necessity of
ring purer air in our sitting-rooms and bedrooms,
most cases, the air of these is far from being as
an as it should be, W. P. Buchan.
7lat(]o\o, October 8tb, 1887.

LIBERALITY OP THE GUILDFORD
RURAL SANITARY AUTHORITY.
—I startled by an advertisement in the

•rexj Advertiser for a competent inspector of
sances at the enormous salary of 1505 per
mm, to inoludo travelling expenses, ’and out of
ich he is to keop a horse and conveyance and
'ote his whole time to the duties of the office,
doubt in these times of keen competition there

I he a largo number of candidates for this very
rative appointment,— possibly even some good
a amongst thorn. But what I wish to know is
«: do the

_

Guildford Rural Sanitary Authority
lly think it possible for any ono to keep up a
aectable position on 1505 per annum, keeping
of this very modest salary a horse and trap, and
'ing all travelling expenses, besides resisting the
iptetions of the numerous bribes to which a man
this office is so frecjuently offered to overlook
.11 affairs? The subject does not require much
ig into to see which is the better off, the journey-
1 in constant work (and there are plenty of them
1 in these slack times) with 30s. per week, or
sanitary inspector with 1505 per annum, and

'

', probably, has worked many extra hours
ond his daily work to obtain the necessary kuow-
je to fill this office.

Not One of the Candidates.

THE FIRE AT WHITELEY'S.
R,—Referring to your note at p. 591 on Mr.
kor s evidence [p. 615] before the coroner as to
“pushing-out ” action on the walls “ arising from
direct expansion of the ironwork,” it may be
resting to place on record our observations at
.her large fire which took place some ten years
9 at the Bromley Rice Mills at Bow. There the
s remained standing, but in several places the
iwork of the thick and high walls had been so
sed against from the interior as to slide on its
80 that at the girder line it was moved, and
e to overhang the course of brickwork boiow
16 extent of over half an inch, and this at levels
he walls which were weighted with several
'rincumbent stories. There was no other ex-
atiou of the movement than that it was caused
he direct expansion of the iron floor girders
)d at short distances apart, the ends of which
in contact with the walls. It should, however,
otod that these girders were of cast iron.

A. & C. Haeston.

ailding in St. Bride-street.—The whole
le vacant land on the east side of St. Bride-
st, a large portion of which remained un-
i upon for some years after the completion
le street, is now covered with buildings of
ircantile character. Two large blocks are
on the point of completion. The St. Bride-
it frontage of the two blocks to the junction
Stoneentter-street is 270 ft. long, being

t two-thirds of the entire length of the
it. The principal block has a frontage of
't., with a return frontage of 200 ft. long
onecutter-street. It is a lofty building of
oors, nearly 80 ft. in. height, and is intended
varehoiises, shops, and offices, there being
irds of one hundred of the last-named
of apartments. The elevations are faced
white Suffolk brick and stone, each floor
lining a range of fourteen three-light
ows. Mr. Groom, of Broad-street-build-
is the architect. The adjoining block

.ward, which contains four floors, is faced
patent red brick, with fluted piers in
•cotta. Carved stone bands and friezes
irried across the frontage at the foot of
floor.

Stuirjnt’s Column,

LAND SURVEYING AND LEVELLING.
XIS.—SDEVETING TELESCOPES.

IGS, 1 to 7 illustrate the ordinary forms
of telescopes used in field work, figs. 1
to 5 applying to a level through which

a level staff is read, and the cone of rays formed
in each case between the eye-piece and the
object-glass is shown by dotted lines upon this
diagram. Having carefully set up the instru-
ment as explained by figs. 1 and 2 in Builder,
May 7, p. 686, the eye piece must be first

adjusted for 'parallax. When the image of the
object viewed, formed by the object-glass,
either falls short of, or beyond the place of the
cross hairs, the error arising from this cause is
termed parallax, and the poi-pose of the adjust-
ment is to make the focus of the eye-piece
coincide with the focus of the object-glass.
If this adjustment is perfect, the image of the
object viewed will appear to coincide with the
cross hairs when the eye is moved backwards
and forwards, as explained in the Builder
March 5, p. 369. If imperfect, the image will
appear to waver when the eye of the observer
is moved. When the image appears to shift in
the opposite direction to the head, the eye-piece
must be drawn out a little further} when in the
same direction, the eye-piece mast be drawn a
little inwards. So long as the eye-piece remains
undisturbed, the process need not be repeated
for the same eye, but would in all probability
need alteration to suit the eye of another
person. The position of the object-glass with
reference totheeye-piece will need alteration at,
every change of distance of the object viewed
as shown in figs. 4 and 5. The focus of a large
lens is always a small circle,—nob a point, as
indicated in the diagram,—but no real image
can be formed, as there is no screen to receive
it. The rays simply meet at a point called
the focus, and proceed on their course through
the several lenses composing the eye-piece.
The rays are always turned out of the eye-piece
parallel to one another, aud then the eye of the
observer focusses them open the retina. The

rays between the object-glass and the object
viewed slightly converge towards a near object
(fig- °)j but the more distant the object the
more parallel do these rays become.
An object - glass may be formed of two

or more lenses. Two lenses are the most
common, the number employed depending
upon the circumstances of focal length and
aperture. Both the dispersive and refractive
properties of the lenses have to bo considered
by the maker. Three lenses are considered to
provide the ’raost perfect achromatism (seo
Builder, March 5, p. 369). One advantage of
the use of three lenses in an object-glass is that
the outside lenses protect the central flint glass
portion and prevent it becoming stained and
tarnished. A flatter surface can also be given
to the lenses when three are employed, and a
sharper definition of the object viewed pro-
vided. The lenses must have a common axis.
The axis of the telescope should be parallel with
the axis of the cylindrical pieces in which it is

held in the Y’s, but the exact coincidence of
the cross hairs with the axis of the telescope is
not absolutely essential to correct levelling.
The cross hairs consist of single threads

of a spider’s web placed in a sliding frame
forming a diaphragm, as shown in fig. 3
(BuiWer, April 23, p. 624). These spider’s
lines are extremely fine, aud, at the same
time, perfectly opaque. Other fine material
is apt to be slightly fringed along its edge,
and to cause confused vision when magnified.
In adjusting the horizontal cross-hair so as
to make the line of sight (technically called
the line of collimation) parallel to the run of
the outside bubble, when set level (Builder,
April 30, p. 657), if we slack one of the vertical
collimation screws slightly, aud tighten the
opposite one, we can adjust the horizontal cross
hair so as to obtain accurate results in levelling,
although the cross wire may not traverse the
axis of the telescope. Strictly speaking, each
time the object-glass is removed this adjustment
needs testing.

Fig. 1 shows a detailed explanation of the
decimal divisions upon a level staff (see fig. 2).
Fig. 3 shows the amount of field included in the
vision under ordinary circumstances. Wilh the



DIAGRAM ILLUSTRATING THE READINGS UPON A LEVEL STAFF

use of a positive eye-piece an inverted image at 1 last week the word
upon line 4 from the end of column 3, so that

the whole line reads “horizontal wheel M records

ten square units in,” &c.

COMPUTING SCALES.

*** One of the two annexed illustrations
shows a form of computing scale with one set
of divisions thereon indicating acres and roods,
the perches being read upon the attached ivory
scale as explained in the Builder, October 29th,
p. 618. The second illustration shows Merrett’s
computing scale, in which one metal frame can
be applied to various scales. In the instrument
used by the Tithe Commission office these scales
were seen in our illustration {Builder, October
29th, p. 618) to be engraved one under the
other upon the same scale and upon the same

'''
III our description of the Planimeterside of it.

Terry’s Theatre.—We are asked to say that
the electric light fittings in this theatre were
carried out by Messrs. Vaughan & Brown, not
by Messrs. Verity. We took the name from
the account originally furnished by the archi-

tect.

nestoratioxL of Capesthorne Hall Chapel,
Cheshire.—The chapel attached to Capesthorne
Hall, the seat of Mr. W. Broraley-Daveuport,
M.P., has just been re-opened by the Bishop of

Chester, after a thorough restoration. The cost

has been about 5,000h Messrs. H. & F. Lea, of

London, were the contractors, and the stonework
has been entrusted to Mr. Leadbeater, of Alderley

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.
Cleckheaton {Yorkshire). — The fonndatioi

stone of the Church of St. Luke, Cleol

heaton, Yorkshire, has just been laid

the Bishop of Ripon (Dr. Boyd Carpenter;

The church,—which is being erected froi

the designs and under the soperintendenc

of Mr. Medland Taylor, architect, of MaJ

cheater,—is in the Geometrical Decorate

Gothic style, and consists of a nave, north an

south aisle, and chancel. The aisles are carrie

round the western end of the nave, which te

minates in a semi-hexagonal apse, at the extrec

point of which is tbe baptistery,—an nnnsni

and picturesque arrangement. The chancel;

well raised, seven steps leading up to the alta

The windows are mostly traceried, those in ti

clearstory being square-headed and simpler i

character than in other parts of the bnildin-

The floor is of wood blocks, with tiles in tl

chancel and passages. The principal entrain

to the church is by a south-western porch nnd

tbe tower. There are other doors at nort

west and south-east, making in all three f

exit. Advantage has been taken of the natnr

slope of the ground to form a parish room ai

choir vestry, which extend under the whole I

the chancel, and from which a spacious sto;

staircase leads up into the church. Accomm
dation is provided for 650 persons, tbe sittin

being all free and unappropriated. The char

will be built entirely of stone, both inside a;

out. There will be no plaster. The contra

for the church, with tower, spire, pariah rooi

and all fittings complete, has been taken ;

Messrs. J. & W. Beanland, builders, Bradfo:

for the sum of 5,OOOL

Exeter .—There has just been added to t

Sidwell’s Church, Exeter, some new stalls.

English oak. The new stalls stand upon ci

platforms, and each seat measures 12 ft. 6

long. The fronts are- of open tracery w<

divided by uprights, upon which occur crocke:

pinnacles. The seats have their backs car
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id traceried. The stalls have been designed

I
Mr. R. Medley Fulford, F.R.I.B.A., of

i:etnr, and have been made by Mr. Harry
ems, also of Exeter.
iMacclesfield.— The Bishop of Chester con-

orated, a few days ago, the Church of St.

;hn, Macclesfield. The foundation-stone of

e edifice was laid in September, 1884, but the
nds only permitted of the erection of half of

,6 nave, and for three years service has been
inducted there, it having been licensed for

at purpose by the Bishop. Congregations
jcame so overcrowded, however, as to render
e completion of the plan imperative, and Mr.
•omIey-Davenport, M.P., laid the foundation
Ijne of the extension. The style of building

of the thirteenth-century. The nave has
ur bays, with two side aisles, and is 50 ft. in

iigth; there is an apsidal chancel, 31 ft. by
ft., with an organ-chamber on the north side,

d two vestries for clergy and choirs on the
uth side. The church is seated for 300. A
tined-glaas two-light window, of which the
bjects are the “Crucifixion” and “Moses
Iding the Brazen Serpent,” baa been placed
tho east-end window. The coat of the build-

j will be about 6,000J. Messrs. Valmister &
•iggs, of Macclesfield, were the architects,

d Sir. Haywood, of Alderlcy Edge, the con-
ictor.

Plymouth .—The consecration of St. Matthias’s

lurch, Plymouth, took place on the 25th ult.

le building is in tho Perpendicular style, and
naists of navo, north and south aisles and
Tches, chancel, with vestry on the north side

d organ-chamber on the south, and tower at

0 west end of the nave. The tower is about
0 ft. high, and is of the Somersetshire typo,

th belfry windows filled with open traceried

)rk. It is terminated by an embattled
rapet with corner pinnacles. Tho nave from
e tower-arch to the chancel is divided from
9 aisles by five bays of four-centred arches
Bath stone springing from moulded piers,

d columns with red Mansfield stone shafts
d Bath stone moulded caps and bases, and is

hted by three-b'ght traceried square-headed
larstory windows, with stone relieving arches,
.e side aisles are lighted by three-light
iceried windows. The chancel, divided from
} nave by a moulded two-centred arch, having
•elieving arch over of green polyphant and
1 Mansfield stone, is separated from the
jan-chamber by a four-centred arch, and has
the oast end a traceried window of seven
hts. On the north side are three two-light
udows above the vestry roof. The roofs of the
VO and of the chancel are of oak and pitch
le, and are of hammer-beam construction, the
lin portions having moulded with traceried
andrela and moulded and carved cornices,

the chancel the trusses are borne by angels,
ilptnred in stone. The organ-chamber roof
of similar form to that of the chancel. The
ws and chaucol-stalls are of oak. The font
of Boer stone and Devon marble, and the
Ipitis of oak, on abase of marble and free-

)nc. The glazing has been executed by
jssrs. Fouracre & Watson, of Stonehouse.
le chancel pavement is from the Worcester
leries, and the other pavements of tiles have
en obtained of Messrs. Woolescroft. The
urch is warmed by Porrit’s underground air-

trming apparatus. The building is erected of
^rnouth limestone, lined with Horrabridge
ick, the dressings and moulded and traceried
rts being chiefly of Box Ground and Sumsion’s
)nks Park stone, Portland stone being em-
)yed for the more exposed parts. The vestry
d aisle roofs are covered with lead, the other
ifs with Delabole slate. The wood and stone
rving has been executed by Mr. Hems,
Exeter. The church will accommodate about
D people. The architects were Messrs. Hine
Ddgers, the contractors being Messrs. Finch
Son, Plymouth. Mr. Waymouth has been
> clerk of works.
Shustoke .—The parish church of Shustoke,
,ioh was partly destroyed by fire through
htning m Juno of last year, was re-opened by
) Bishop of Worcester on the 25th ult. Tho
i penetrated the walls of the nave to the
,ent of five or six inches, and these have been
led up with red and grey sandstone from
tts Green, and surmounted by a cornice of
liington stone, with carved corbels under
:h of the principal.s. Above is a carved
oden cornice connecting them with the roof.
i latter, which is of pitch pine, is of wide
.n. It is divided into five large bays with
id principals arched up to the tie-beams, and

ornamented with a carved floral design. The
new seats are of English oak, and the floor

beneath is laid with oak blocks. The aisles are
floored with Portland and York stone and slate

squares. A new font has been added in place

of the old Norman one. A new pulpit of

traceried design, in oak, with a stone base, has

also been added. The upper part of the chancel

arch has been entirely rebuilt, with carved
corbels on each side. On the outside of the east

belfry window tho mitred head of St. Cuthbert
has been reproduced. A new east window of

three lights, with traceried head, deeply-cut

mouldings with shafts and caps to jambs,
and mullions and carved flowers round
the head outside, has been inserted, and
is being filled with stained glass by
Messrs. Burlison & Grylla. The choir seats

are of oak, and an oak lectern has been added.

The roof has been covered with Broseley

tiles, the battlements of the tower have
been rebuilt with Hollington stone of red and
light grey, with new gargoyles, together with
new pinnacles at each of the angles. The top
of the spire has been repaired with a new finial.

Messrs. Bodley & Garner, of London, are the

architects, and the contract was taken by
Messrs. Stephens & Bastow, while Mr. David
Knight has officiated as clerk of works. The
church has been fitted with hot-water heating
apparatus by Messrs. Pox, of London.

Stone {Staffordshire).—The Church of St.

Michael, Stone, having had recently added to

it a chancel, organ-chamber, and vestries, the

same were consecrated by the Bishop of the

Diocese a short time ago. The style of archi-

tecture adopted for the new portions is Late
Perpendicular, the material used being Weston
stone. The chancel is connected with the nave
by a bold arch, and in the south wall is an arch
opening into the organ-chamber. At the oast-

end is a large stained-glass window of six

lights. The subjects represented in the window
are “The Last Supper,” “The Crucifixion,”

and “ The Adoration of the Lamb.” The floor

is laid with encaustic tiles. The roof is open
framed, of pitch pine, and the choir-stalls and
altar are of oak. The plaster ceiling of the
nave has been replaced by a wood-panelled
ceiling, and the west gallery has been removed,
thus disconnecting the north and south galleries.

The work has been carried out by Mr. N.
Barlow, of Stoke-on-Trent, from plans prepared
by Messrs. Scrivener & Sons, of Hanley, the
total cost of the improvements being 3,500i.

RECENT PATENTS.
ABSTRACTS OF SPECIFICATIONS.

14,580, Sizing and Varnishing Pap er-bangings
H. A. Perry.

This invention relates to a machine with two
rollers placed one above the other, so that when the
lower one is turned by a handle the upper one
revolves in the opposite direction. Above and
parallel with the rollers is a metal rod which holds
the paper, and below the lower roller a tray is

placed to hold the size or varnish. A scraper is

kept close to the lower roller by springs. The
upper roller is covered with waterproof material, and
the lower one with flannel.

15,374, Ventilators. W. P. Buchan.
This invention is claimed as an improvement on

a previous specification, and has for its object the
better adaptation of valve-boxes for the purposes
of exhaust ventilation without the use or aid of
external exhaust induced current ventilators. The
self-actinff valve-box is fitted in any suitable position,
and it will thoroughly ventilate the apartment by
its own action.

15,493, Lavatories or Washhand Basins. J.

Shanks.

According to this invention, the basin is made
with its deepest part near the front, so that a
person washing his hands does not require to lean
over BO far as when the deepest part is at the middle
or near the back. The form of the basin is like a
pie-dish, and tho waste-pipe is fitted to an outlet at
an incline at the bottom of the basin. The taps
and fittings are preferably protected by the
porcelain.

15,584, Ventilators. P. M. Walker.
According to this invention, a double plate is

employed, each side perforated
;
but the perfora-

tions are in no case opposite each other
;

this
prevents draught. Sometimes the perforations arc
oblique or radial to the surface of the plate.

G33, Improved Clamp for Picture-frames.
G. Jackson.

By this invention, instead of causing the jaw or
gripping portion to move in a horizontal direction.

the moulding is held vertically and gripped while in
that position. Frames may be made much more
quickly by one operator instead of two. A wing
nut with long lugs or ears is used, and a smaller nut
clamps the moulding to the table, the vertical posi-
tion being the chief improvement claimed.

1,463, Spring Door-closer. B. Bancroft.

The torsional strain of a spiral spring is, by this
invention, made the motive power. When the door
is opened, the spring (which is enclosed in a shoe or
easing in the door) is slightly twisted, but when the
door is released, it will in resuming its straight
position close the door.

1,493, Chimney Cowl. J. S. and J. T.
Wilson.

The top of the cowl wh'ch is the subject
of this patent is open, with a vane just
above it governing a shield or protection three-
quarters round the cowl. The action prevents
downdraught, gives free sensitive motion round, and
is a guard against different eddies of wind.

NEW APPLICATIONS FOB PATENTS.

Oct. 21.—14,318, F. Curtis, Wrought-Iron Door
Latches.

Oct, 22.—14,381, B. Banks, Flushing Cistems or
Water-waste Preventers. — 14,384, R. Hockiog,
Water-closets.—14,387, S. Hellyer, Water-closets
aud Urinals, and Flushing same. — 14,389, S.
Rhodes, Brick Machinery. — 14,392, 14,393, and
14,394, G. Snelus and Others, Manufacture of
Cements.—14,405, J. Cathie, Domestic or Open
Fire Grates.

Oct. 24.—14,421, E. & J. Verity and B. Banks,
Automatic Casement Stay.—14,422, G. Newman,
Door Springs and Checks.—14,442, G. Farini, Fire-
proof Curtains for Theatres, &c. — 14,456, G.
Maltster, Ventilators.—14,460, P. Davies, Sink
Cones and Stink Traps and Casting them with
Lead.

Oct. 25.-14,507, C. Watts, Balancing Elbow
Levers for opening Ventilators, Windows, &c.

—

14,545, M. Frankenberg, Parquetry Wood Floor-
ing.

Oct. 26.—14,554, R. Leo, Concrete and Cement
Fireproof Building Materials, Bridges, &c.—14,556,
J. Stones, Fireproof Curtains or Screens for
Theatres and Large Openings.

Oct. 27.—14,630, W. Ihne, Ladders.—14,639, H.
Alexander, Ventilator for Roofs, Shafts, Pipes, &c,

PROVISIONAL SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.

10,142, J. Mason, Hinged or Pivotod Skylights,
Ventilators, Doors, ic.—12,207, J. Cartland, Door
Bolts, &CC.—12,640, F. Barnett, Self-lowering and
Adjusting Metallic or other Fireproof Material
Shutters for Theatres, &c.— 12,919, A. Wells,
Revolving Wood Shutters. — 12,975, W. Horn,
Door Latch.— 12,991, W. Murray, Gates.--13,06.5,
E. Weldon, Attaching Blades of Saws to Handles.

—

13,180, J. Hargreaves, Manufacture of Cements.

—

7,124, H. Snell, Glazing Windows, &c.—13,110, A.
Harris and J. Haunay, Fireproof Theatre Cur-
tains.— 13,161, S. Huntley, Devices for Cleansing
Drains.—13,193, J. & S. Stanley, Structural Means
for Extinguishing and Preventing the Spread of
Fires in Theatres, &o.—13,434, R. Bradshaw, Fire-
proof Curtains or Partitions for Theatres, Ac.
13,444, W. Webb, Sewer Ventilation.—13,497, H.
Smith, Swing Doors.—13,537. T. Fawcett, Brick-
making and Drying Machinery.—13,973, Sir G,
Chubb and Others, Strong Rooms and Safes.

COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.
Open to OppoiUion for Tteo itonthi.

13,532, J. Fondu, Apparatus for Affording Escape
from Buildings.— 1.5, 678, H. Sully, Glazed Pave-
ment Lights.—15,875, J. Coppard, Preventing the
Rattling or Jarring of Windows or Doors.— 17,019,
G. Henley, Building Hollow Walls. — 9,099, T.
Weston, Wood Screw.—16,945, C. Swindell, Stove
Grates and Fireplaces.—78, J. Gray, Automatic
Door-holder.—11,912, A. Boult, Door Fasteners.

—

12,534, W. Ducker, Portable Buildings. — 12,710,
D. Grove, Portable Buildings.

A Jubilee Calamity.—We are asked to
draw attention to the sad case of Mr. James
Lees, late manager for the Goole Gas and
Water Company, aud formerly in business in
Carlisle as an iion-foander and contractor for
ironwork used in buildings, in piers, and in
roofing. At a public display of fireworks on
Jubilee Day, a portion of the fireworks, which
ought to have been harmless, exploded. Mr.
Lees was much injured, and has lost his sight,
so that, at forty-eight, he is blind for life, with
a wife, and two daughters too young to earn
anything. The town of Goole is raising a fund,
vested in trustees, to whom Mr. G. W. Cutts,
solicitor, is secretary ; but the sum required is

larger than can be raised in Goole, and an
appeal is therefore made to the public, and
especially to those connected with gas aud
water undertakings, and with building and
engineering.
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BEOENT SALES OF PEOPERTT.
ESTATE EXCHANGE REPORT.

October 20.

Bj WOBSFOLD & HaTWABD.
At DoTer.

j)oTer—9 and 10, Albert-terrace, freehold £365

26, Clarendon-street, freehold 226

86 and 36, BiRgin-street, freehold 900

21 and 26, Priory-road, freehold 660

7, 8t. Martin’s -place, 37 years, grotmd-rent

11.178 340

1 and 2, Clarence-place, freehold 495

October 21.

By Gravbs & Soif.

Netting Hill—99, Bramley-road, 67 years, ground-
rent 9f. 10a 260

Bayswater—12, ^cher Mews, 66 years, ground-
rent 3f 80

OCTOBEE 25.

By Waltok & Lee.
Eases, Layer Breton—The Lodge, and 20a. Ir. 12p.,

freehold 1,990

By DBBBNnAM, Tewson, & Co.

291a. 2r. 7p., freehold 24,000

Hackney-road and Treadway-street—Ground-rents
of 28L 6s., rerersion in 18i years 1,100

Ground-rents of lOL, reversion in 18^ years 1,000

Treadway-street and Temple-street — Ground-
rents of 160f,, reversion in 18i years 21,700

Minerva-atreet—Ground-rents of 51., reversion in

185 vears 1,520
Old Bethnal Green-road, &c.—Ground-rents of

45/., reversion in 18^ years 6,820

OCTOBEE 26.

By D. Smith, Son, & Oaklet.
Cockspur-street—No. 30, freehold 6,700

High Holborn—No. 325, freehold 3,600

Oiford-street—163, Wardour-street, freehold 2,200

By R. J. CoLLiEB.
Clapton

—

i, Kenninghall-road, freehold 450

Hackney—8
,

Tciwer-slreet, 87 years, ground-rent
6/. lOs 245

Tottenham—6
,
Tweed-terrace, freehold 145

By Wagstaff & 'VVabuan.
Canonbury — 23, Canonbury - square, 31 years,

ground-rent 23/ 200
Highbury—18, Petbertou-road, 62 years, ground-

reut 10/. lOs 850

By Bbiant & Son.
Bermondsey—2 to S.’Macks-road, 33 rears, ground-

rent 12/ 830
Peckham—12 and 13, Manaton-road, 79 years,

ground-rent;6 /. 23 420

65, 67, and 69, Philp-road, 79 years, ground-rent
9/. 33 630

By J. A. & W. Thaep.
Bethnal Green—17, Mead-street, freehold 180
St. John's Wood—14, North Bank, 21 years,

ground-rent 10/. lOs 280
Westhourne Park—16, Westbourne Park Villas,

45SJ years, gronnd-rent 9/ 7C0

By Temple k Moobb.
Ilomerton—19, Water-lane, 29 years, ground-rent

2 /. 53 116
10 to 13, College-street, 65 years, ground-rent

12/ 70
16 to 20, Warwick Villaa, freehold 950

By A. Spain & Son.
Mile End—20, Burdett-rond, 60 years, ground-

rent 4/ 620

33, Burdelt-road, GO years, ground-rent 4/ 660

OCTOBBB 27.

By G. Head & Co.
Leicester-square—17, Bnpert-street, freehold ...... 930

By Nbwbon & Habbino.
Hoxton— 9, Bookham-street, 47 years, ground-rent

6 /. Ss 416
Holloway—107 and 109, Meroer's-road, 80 years,

ground-rent 15/ 800
Dalston — 11, Livermere-road, 62 years, groond-

rent 4/ 360
Tollington Park—87, Regina-road, 77 years, gronnd-

rent 6/. 6s 205
Bayswater

—

8, Kildare-gardens, 61 years, ground-
rent 8/ 1,060

Walthamstow, Markhouse-road — Rose Cottage,
freehold 406

By W. W. Jbnkinson.
Woodside, near Croydon—Woodside Cottage, with

grounds, freehofd 600
A plot of freehold land 250

Old Chsrltou- Ground-rent of 17/. 12s. 6d., rever-
sion in 20 years 620

Victoria.road—Ground-rents of 62/,, reversion in

53 years 1,360
Vietoria-road—Ground-rents of 60/., reversion in

54 years 1,660
Victoria-road—Ground-rent of 8/..2j., reversion in

77 years 210
Victoria-road—Ground-rent of 29/. 28, reversion

in 93 years 726
Woolwich— Ground-rent of 26/., reversion in 25

years 630
Nelson-street—Ground-rent of 14/. Is., reversion

in 46 years 340
Margaret-place—Ground-rent of 12/., reversion in

65 years 285
Rodney-street—Gronnd-rent of 10/., reversion in

60 years 365
Nelson-street—Ground-rent of 15/., reversion in

41 years ... 345
By C. R. Cross.

Upton Manor—Ground-rents of 26/. 6a., reversion
in 98 Tears 30O

Netting Hill—Gronnd-rents of 67/. lOs., reversion
in 79 years 1 626

Uxbridge-road—72, Frithville-gardens, 90 years,
ground-rent 8 /. Ss 250

By E. Sthison.
Old Kent-road—2 and 4, Blockhonse-street, 73

years, ground-rent 9/. 10s 330
22

,
Blockboose- street, 73 years, gronnd-rent

4/. 153 jgg
Lambeth—2 to 8

, Fraser-street, copyhold l OOO

Kennington—4 and 6, Henry-street, copyhold

Mildmay Park — 72, Mildmay-grove, 60 years,

ground-rent 71

City—43 and 44, Lombard-street, held for 49 and

70 years, at ground-rents of 670/

Upper Mitcham— 3 and 4, York-plsce, 27 years,

ground-reut 14/. 14s

Lower Tooting, Merton-road—Freehold house and
shop

By H. J. Buss & Sons.
Milo End— 63, Wfst-street, freehold

01, Globe-road, freehold

34, 8t. Peter-street, 43 years, ground-rent

3/. 6s

Stepney Green — 8, Latimer-street, 69 years,

ground-rent 3/. 10s

Commercial-ruad—4 and 6, Queen’s Court j and I,

2, and 3, Butty-place, 13 years, ground-rent
8/. 163

Mile End—Improved ground-rents of 11/., term 31

Stoke Newington — 47, Milton-road, 65 years,

ground-rent 4/

Great Marylebone-street-No. 48, term 7 years,

gronnd-rent 30/

Holloway—141, Tufnell Park-road, 18 years, ground-
rent 8 / -

By C. C. & T. Moobb.
Bow—14 and 10, Burgess-street, 74 years, ground-

rent 6 /. Ss

South Bromley—31, BrigVt-street, freehold

Stratford—42 and 41, Mager-road, 68 years, ground-
rent 4/

4 to 16 even, Norfolk-place, 06 years, ground-rent
14/

23 and 25, Queen-street, 66 years, ground-rent 4/.

Mile End—22 and 23, King-street, freehold

Poplar—41, Rook-street, freehold

Limehouse—7, White's Kents, freehold
Stepney—20, 21, and 22, Waiter-street, 28 years,

ground-rent 3/

Mile End—12 to 22, Baker-street, 10 years, ground-
rent 77/

4 to 16 even, and 18 to 29 even, Ciark-street
;
and

1, .Tohn’s-place, 11 years, ground-rent 87/

1 and 2, Woodbine Cottages, 63 years, ground-
rent 8/

Southend—Four plots of freehold land

Octobeb 28.

By E. Holswobth.
Stamford Hill— 94, Olinda-road, 92 years, ground-

rent 5/

G. B. Smallpeick.
Hampstead—The residence, Belton Grange, freehold

By Baker & Sons.
Wandsworth—Ground-rents of 7C/., reversion in 91

Ground-rents of 2 /., reversion in 43 years
Harrow, near— 1, Albion-villas, freehold

£820

300

250

215
646

360

240

80

70

190

350

420

325
320

170

810

620
100
100

566

450

G50

160

3,030

1,415
615

1,060

MEETINGS.
Satubdat. November 6.

Asiociafion of Ptihlia Sanitaiy Inspectors.—
by the Cbairraan of Council, Mr. Hugh Alexander. 6 p.m.

Monday, Novembeb 7.

Poyal Insiiluie of British Architects .—The President
(Mr. Edward I’Anson, F.G.3., will deliver the Opening
Address of the Session, 8 p.m.

Society of Engineers. — Mr. Perry F. Nuraey on
’ Primary Batteries for Illuminating Purposes.

"

7-30 p.m.
Eoyixl Institution.—GexiMa.} Monthly meeting. 6 p.m.
Clerks of Works' Association {.Carpenters' Hall).

—

Monthly Meeting. 8 p.m.

Tuesday, Novembeb 8.

Institution of Oivi/ Engineers .— (1) Address by the
President, Mr. George B. Bruce. (2) Presrutation of
Medals, Premiums, and Prizes awarded during last

Session. 8 p.m.
Wbdne.sdat, Novbmbeb 9.

Sospitals Asso.'ialio7i.—Ba^eT by Mr. Keith D. Young
on “ Hospital Construction,” Sir Douglas Gallon in the
chair. (Board Room, Middlesex Hospital.) 8 p.m.

Thursday, Novembeb 10.

Society of Telegraph - Ejtgineers and Electricians .

—

Mr. E. otallibrass.'F.R.G.S., on “Deep-Sea Sounding in
connexion with Subiiariue Telegraphy,” 8 p.m.

Ulisttllama,

The Institution of Civil Engineers.

—

The ordinary meetings will be resumed on
Tuesday, the 8th of November, and be con-
tinued weekly till the end of May. At the
opening of the Session, Mr. Geo. B. Bruce
(President) will deliver his Address. Or. sub-
sequent occasions, the following papers are to

be read with a view to discussion :
—“ Accidents

in Mines,” Part II., by Sir Frederick Abel,
C.B., F.R.S. ;

“ Electrical Tramways : the Bess-

brook and Newry Tramway,” by Dr. Edw.
Hopkinson, M>A.

;
“ The ‘ Jubilee ’ Bridge over

the river Hooghly on the line of the East
Indian Eailway,” by Sir Bradford Leslie,

K.C.I.E.; and “The Alexandra Dock, Hull,”
by A. C. Hurtzig. The Supplemental Meetings
of Students have been appointed to commence
on Friday, November 18th, and to take place at

nearly fortnightly intervals. Among the sub-
jects which will engage attention during the
early part of the Session are:—“ The Classifi-

cation of Continuous Eailway-Brakes,” by A.
Wharton Metcalfe; and “Railway-Engineering
in British North America,” by Robert J.

Money.
Eeland Club.—In our notice of the pro-

ceedings of this society (p. C20, ante) for
“Durobriose” (ancient name of Rochester)
read “ Durobrivee.”

[Nov. 5, 1887.

The New Cathedral at Truro was con
secrated on Thursday last, Nov. 3. It hai

beeu in course of erection since 1879, from th(

designs of Mr. John L. Pearson, R.A. Thf
nave has yet to be completed. When complete
the total length of the cathedral will be 300 ft.

and the height of the central spire 250 ft. The
width of the nave and choir is 29 ft., and the

height to the vaulting 70 ft. The plan of the

church as a whole comprises a nave and aialee

of nine bays, with two western towers and
spires, a large western porch, and a south porch,

the great transept with its aisles and a bap-

tistery in the angle between the south trausepi

aisle and the nave aisle
; a large tower anc

spire over the crossing; the choir, with ar

eastern transept opposite the altar and one baj

behind the altar forming a retrochoir ; one choii

aisle on the north side, and three on the soutl

side, of which the outermost is part of the ole

parish church
;

a small tower and spire at the

west end of this aisle abutting upon the mair
south transept; and the vestries, which are

obtained inn crypt below the choir. The design

comprises, besides, a cloister court to the nortli

of the nave, and an octagonal chapter house or

the east side of the court. Of this ambitiouE

scheme the eastern part of the church is alone

at present completed. The choir with all its

aisles, the eastern transept, the great transept

with its aisles, the baptistery, and the lower part

of two nave bays,—these are all finished, and
the central tower just shows above the roof.

One aisle of the old church has been retained

and incorporated in the new building. In round

figures tbo cost of the fabric so far has been

7-1,000/., the ultimate cost being estimated at

05,000/. The bnilders employed are Messrs. J.

Shillitoe & Son, of Bury St. Edmunds. The
clerk of works originally engaged was Mr.

Bubb, and since his death Mr. R. Swain has

taken his place. The altar has been painted by

Mr. J. R. Clayton, and the stained-glass windows
are by Messrs. Clayton & Bell. A great deal

of the sculpture and carving has been done by
Mr. Hitch & Messrs. Luscombe & Son, of

Exeter, and by Mr. T. Nicholls. The stones

selected for external use were granite from

Penryu for the ashlar face, and Bath stone for

the dressings. The whole of the dressings,

indeed, inside and out, including the massive

columns, are of Bath stone, and we are in-

formed that nearly the whole of it has been

supplied from the quarries of Messrs, llandell,

Saunders, & Co. (Limited), of Corsham. In-

ternally the ashlaring is of St. Stephen’s

granite. For thin shafts among the clustered

columns a slaty blue stone from Polyphant has

been lai’gely used. Another stone of a broivnish*

grey hue from Duporth has been less freely

introduced, and in other cases the shafts have

been formed of the brown Ham Hill stone, or

the strong yellow stone of Northampton, anclia

one place of porphyry.
The RussianNaphtha Industry.—Accord-

ing to the Novoye Vremja, a Russian entrepreneur

and engineer has submitted a plan to the

Rnasiau Government for the development of

the naphtha industry of Russia, which will

most likely be accepted. M. J. P. Klinow, the

gentleman referred to, proposes the laying

down on the peninsula of Apscheron, famous
for its naphtha wells, a network of pipes with a
main pipe to the port of Batoum or Poti, where

the oil is to be refined. The network will be of

such dimensions as to be capable of conveying,

by means of hydranlic pumping machinery,

200.000 pood of naphtha in every twenty-four

hours to either port. The company formed to

carry out the scheme will have a capital of

fourteen million roubles, and has deposited

100.000 roubles with the Government, to revert

to the latter in case of non-performance of the

nnclertaking.

Tlie International Ezliibition in Bar-

celona.—-Great activity prevails at Barcelona

with the erection of the buildings for the Inter-

national Exhibition to be opened in that

city early next year. They are already far

advanced, and will, in connexion with extensive

gardens now being laid out, be very imposmg.i

From England many applications for space

have been received, particularly as regards

machinery and engineering, whilst several'

foreign Governments give official adhesion to

the Exhibition.

New Museum at Antwerp. — A newi

museum has just been opened at Antwerp,

called the Museum of Industry and Commerce.

It contains samples of Belgian industry and

foreign produce.
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I Enlargement of the Memorial Hall,
•Parringdon-street.—The Memorial Hall in

iFarringdon-streot is at present being con-
Ijidcrnbly enlarged bj the extension of the
building northward. The Farringdon-street
(frontage is being lengthened in the direction of
Fleet-lane to the extent of about 30 ft., and
when the works are completed the FaiTingdon
street elevation of the building will be nearly
ll20 ft. long. The return frontage of the
enlarged structure is carried in an eastward
direction along Fleet-lane to the extent of
abont 90 ft. Including the basement, it will

pontain five floors, and will in every respect
be uniform in architectural character with the
Kjresent building. The height of the building to
•/he main cornice will be W ft., and to an orna-
mental iron cresting surmounting the roof about
|10 ft. Tho basement will be occupied by stores,
,.ho ground and all tho upper floors containing
iiflicos, of which there will bo five on each floor,

fogether with large warehouses in tho rear of
jach floor which are intended to be let off. The
building, which was commenced in Mai-ch last,

lias already been carried up to the third floor,

out during tho last ton or twelve weeks the
jvorks have been suspended in consequence of a
dispute between tho trustees of the hall and
he owner of some property on tho north side

Ilf Fleet-lane, respecting a claim made by die
atter on account of ancient lights. The pro*
lierty in question is at the corner of Farringdon-
itreet and Fleet-lane, and it is stated that the
>wner asks 2,0001. as compensation, which claim
he trustees couaider excessive. Mr. W. D.
phurch, of South-place, Finsbury, is the archi-
tect, and tho contractor is Mr. Holloway, of
uavender Hill, Battersea.

!
Progress of the Dock and River Works

.t Preston.—Mr. Walker, the contractor for
ho large now dock of forty acres on the aito

,f tho Marsh, at Preston, adjoining the Kibble, I

3 making rapid progress with the under-
hking, and it is expected that it will be ready
or tho admission of water early in tho coming
lear. During the necessary excavations an
^teresting discovery has been made, amongst
feveral historical relies which have from time
b time been met with during the progress of
he works. It consists of an ancient canoe,
ihout 9 ft. in length, and something lik

II width, “midships,’' its depth beinj
boro than a foot. It is composed of o
Ippears to liave been formed out of thi

f a troe, in one solirl block. Tho belief

i has been embedded in the earth

imultaueously with the construction of t

bek, several steam dredgers being at work.
I Luton Sewage Works.—A Home Counti
listrict Meeting of the Association of Municif
bd Sanitary Engineers and Surveyors w.._
jld at Luton on Saturday last, when Mr. W.

^ him. Tho w’orks possess some po
neoial novelty and interest. A rrsumd of the
i per is in type, bnt it is ^necessarily held over
is week for want of space. We hope to give
next week.
Statue of tke late Mr. Samuel Morley,
1 Saturday, the 22ud ult., a statue of the
te Mr. Samuel Morley was unveiled at Bristol
' Sir Joseph Weston, in the presence of
‘,000 spectators. Tho statue is of Sicilian
nrble, and is 8 ft. in height. It is the work of
r. Havard Thomas, of Chelsea. It stands on
polished granite pedestal, 11 ft. in height,
le pedestal was provided and erected by
SRsrs. Arthur Lee Bros., of .Bristol.

Commercial Failures. — According to
nap's A[ercanTile Gazette, the number of
ilures in England and Wales gazetted during
0 week ending Saturday, October 29th, was
. The number in the corresponding week of
it year was 96, showing a decrease of 10,
ing a net decrease in 1887, to date, of 18.
10 failures in the building trades during the
lek ending October 29th wore 6, as against
and 10 in tho corresponding weeks of 1886
d 18Su respectively.

Removal.—Messrs. George Waller & Co.,
ing to the expiration of the lease of their
jmises at Holland-street (where they have
in established over fifty years), have removed
57, Park-street and Bear Gardens, Southwark,
5. (near the dry arch of Southwark bridge,
ri*ey side)

.

The County Surveyorship of Hertford
shire. — Wo note that the Hertfordshire
Michaelmas Court of Quarter Sessions, held
on tho 20th of October, decided to increase the
salary of the County Surveyor, Mr. Urban
Smith, C.E., of Westminster, from 4001. to
500Z. per annum.
Sewage Treatment.— lecture on the

“ Treatment of Sewago by the Iron Process, as
used at Chichester Barracks and Windsor
Castle,” will be delivered by Mr. Conder,
M. Inst. C.E., at the Koyal Engineers’ Institute,
School of Military Engineering, Chatham, on
Thursday, the 17th inst., at 5.30 p.m.
The New City of London Court.—At the

invitation of Mr. Bridgman (Chairman of the
Law and City Courts Committee), the Lord
Chancellor has consented to lay the foundation
stone of the new City of London Court on
Wednesday, November 23rd .—City Press.

PRICES CURRENT OF MATERIALS.

load
foot cube

load

TIMBER.
Greenheart, B.G.
Teak, E.I
Sequoia, U.8
Ash, Canada
Birch
Elm „
Fir, Dantsic, Ao
Oak „
Canada

,

Pine, Canada reii

,, yellow....
Lath, Dantsio

8t. Petersburg
Wainscot, Riga

,, Odessa, crown
Deals, Finland, 2nd and lst,,,8td.

,, 4th and 3rd
Ri(?a

8t. Petersburg, Ist yeUow
>1 2ad „
,, white

Swedish
White Sea
Canada, Pine, let

,, ,, 2nd
,, ,, 3rd, Ac
,, Spruce, 1st

II 11 3rd and 2nd ..

New Brunswick, Ac

ton 6 5 0

£. a. (

7 10
12 10

0 2 3 0 3 0
4 10
3 10
4 103 10

1 10
2 10
3 0 0 6 0 0200 3 10 0
2 0 0 4 0 0

.fathom 3 0 0 6 0 0
4 0 0 6 10 0

log 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 10 0 3 0 0

100 7 0 0 8 0 0
6 10 0 6 10 0
6 10 0 7 0 0
8 10 0 13 0 0
7 0 0 BOO
6 10 0 8 10 0
0 0 0 11 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
16 0 0 24 0 0
10 0 0 16 0 0
6 0 0 9 0 0
6 0 0 9 0 0

TIMBER (coaftnued), £,
Battens, all kinds 4
Flooring Boards, eq., 1 in., pre*

pared, First 0
Second 0
Other qualities 0

Cedar, Cuba foot 0
Honduras, Ac 0
Australian 0

Mahogany, Cuba 0

80 0 11 0
6 6 0 7 6
4 0 0 6 0

0 0 Si
2} 0 0 3i

u 2 0 0 3
0 4 0 0 ei
0 4 0 0 6i
0 3 0 0 3*

0 0 34 0 0 6
0 0 3i 0 0 6
0 0 6 0 0 7

ton 8 0 0 11 0 0
7 0 0 9 0 0

ton 6 0 0 12 0 0
foot 0 0 6 0 0 0

0 0 6 0 0 10
0 0 3i 0 0 5

METALS.
Isoir—Bar, Welsh, in London... ton 4 16 0 6 0 0

„ ,, in Wales 4 6 0 4 10 O
,, StaSordshire, London 6 10 0 6 0 0

COPPBB

—

British, cake and ingot ton 47 10 0 48 0 0
Best selectea 49 10 0 60 0 0
Sheets, strong 62 10 0 63 0 0
Chili, bars 41

8t.:
Mei
Tobaeco
Hondnras

Maple, Bird’s-eye ....

Rose, Bio
Bahia

Box, Totkey
Satin, St. Domingo
Porto Rico

Walnut, Italian .......

Tbllow Mbtil...
L14D—

Pig, Spanish
English, common brands...
Sheet, English

Bfbltbb

—

Silesian, special
Ordinary brands

Tih—
Straits

Australian
English ingots

OILS.
Linseed ton
Cocoanut, Cochin
Ceylon

Palm, Lagoa
Eapeseed, English pale

Cottonseed, refined
Tallow and Oleine
Lubricating, U.8

,, refined

TVBPElTTIirB —
American, in casks ewt.

Tab—
Stockholm barrel

...ib. 0 0 0 0 0 0

..ton 12 7 6 12 10 0
12 12 6 000
13 12 6 13 15 0

..ton 16 6 0 16 7 6
16 0 0 0 0 0

. 123 0 0 0 0 0

19 6 0 19 7 6
30 0 0 32 0 0
24 0 0 0 0 0
22 0 0 0 0 0
26 0 0 25 6 0
23 10 0 23 16 0
19 IS 0 0 0 0
26 0 0 46 0 0
6 0 0 8 0 0
6 0 0 12 0 0

Archangel 0 10
0 16 0 0 0 0

CONTRACTS AND PUBLIC APPOINTMENTS.
Epitome of Advertisements in this Number,

CONTRACTS.

Nature of Work, or Materials. By whom required.
Architect, Borreyor, or

Engineer.

Transshipping Shed, Ac., Newhaven
Sewering, Ac., V/orka .

L. B.AS. C. Ry. Co....
Hendon Local Board ...

St. Luke's (Middlesex)

F. D. Banister

Works to Mortuary Buildings

Making-up and Paving Roads
Road-makinp and Pavin(» Works

Wandsworth Bd. of Wka Official

Guernsey Granite Spalls
Repair of Private Roads
Kerbing, Tar-Paving, Ac., Work
Galvanised Iron Pails

Road-Making and Paving Works
Boys’ School
Electric Light

.Dartford Union
Croydon Cor.
Lewisham Bd. ofWks,
Vestry of St. Matthew,

Bethnal Green
Fulham Vestry
Loughton School Board

do.
do.
do.

do.
J. P. Norrington
Jas. Cubitt

Stores and Materials
Exhibition Buildings. Brussels .. ..

Cheshire Lines Com.... do.

Barracks, Buildings, Southend-on-Sea
Wood-Block Flooring

Salvation Army E. ,1. Sherwoed

PUBLIC APPOINTMENTB.

Nature of Appointment, By whom Advertised, Salary,

Insnector of Nuiaanena
Surveyor of Buildings, Public Works, Ireland

Bridgnorth Union
Civil Service Com. Not atated .... . .

delivered. Page.

do. it.

Nov. 8th J-

do.
Nov. 9th

Nov. 16th iL
do.

Nov. 16th
do. j;

Nov. 30th
Dec. Ist
Dec. 3r(i

ot stated...

do.
do. I.

Applications
to be in.

TENDERS.
BANBURY.—For erection of two cottages of Mr

Wise :

—

G«nt £212 0 0
Claridgo 2IO 0 0
Jarvis 207 0 0

BICESTER.—For the erection of New “Salvation
Army" Barracks for “ General ’* Booth. Mr. B J. Sher-
wood. architect, 101, Queen Yictoria-street, E.C

Grimsley A Son, Bices’er £500 0 0
Coxhead, Leytonstone 444 0 0

BLACKHEATH.—For new premises at Blaekheath,
for the London and Provincial Bank (Limited) .—Mr. E.
H. Bourchier, architect, 32, Great George-street, West-
minster

Smith £3,136 0 0
Allen A Fairhead 3,110 0 0
bark 2,030 0 0
Oldridge A Son 2,817 0 0
Gregory A Co 2,843 0 0
Haveli 2.705 0 0
Bush 2,779 0 0
Jerrard 2,735 0 0

CLAPTON.—For the erection of a temporary exhibi-
tion Building for “ General" Booth. Mr. E. J. Sherwood
architect, 101, Queen Victoria-street, E.C. :

*

Willesden Paper Co. (accepted) £151 0 0

CEPN_ (North Wales), — For the erection of new
Salvation Army" Barracks for "General" Booth.

Mr. E. J. Sherwood, architect, 101, Queen Victoria-
street, E.C.

Weale A Co., Ludlow ,,.£163 0 0

CLEVEDON (Somerset).—For alterations and addi-
tions to premises known as Glendale, for the Rev. G 8
Newmana, Messrs. Barker A Cross, architects

Elston, Clevedon £533 18 0
Hardwidge A Tanner, Clevedon 483 10 0
Dondand, Easton 435 0 0
HiJl, Clevedon (accepted) m n n

FOLKESTONE.—For alterations totheBralstone Hall,
for “General” Booth. Mr. E. J. Sherwood, architect,
It'l, Queen Victoria-street, E.C. :

—

Alderton A Wheeler, Cambridge £216 0 0
Coxhead, Leytonstone (accepted) 200 0 0

GRIMSBURT.—For the erection of six cottages, for
Mr. R. Gibbs. Mr. H. Hopkins, surveyor :

—

Claridge £780 0 0
Grant 740 0 0
Jarvis 705 0 0

HITCHIN.—For the erection of New “Salvation
Army" Barracks for “General" Booth. Mr. E. J.
Sherwood, architect, 101, Queen Victoria-street, E.C. :

Foster, Hitchin £702 0 0
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. £1,139 0 0
1,017 14 11

ELTHAM.—For eODitruction of Footscraj Road South

Sewer, for the Board of Works for the Plumstead District.

Mr. J. Lee Bennett, Barreyor :

—

W. HarriB, Camberwell
J. Randle, Walthamstow
G. Oaenton, Erith

W. A J. Woodhams, Sydenham
C. KiUingbaek, Camden Town...

T. Adams, Kingsland
W. Porter, Hackney
H. Potter, Clapton (accepted)...

Woodhams & Fry, (Greenwich.

918 16

MAIDSTONE.—For taking down and rebnildine ware-
houie, at Bridge Wharf, UndercHffe, Maidstone, tor Mr.
William Taylor. Messrs. Ruck, Son, A Smith, architects.

Quantities supplied :
—

Cox Brothers, Maidstone
E. Vaughan, Maidstone
A. N. Pryer A Co,, Maidstone ..

T. Elmore, Maidstone
E. Wilkins. Loose
Wallis A Clomenta, Maidstone*

* Accepted.

LEICESTER.—For the supply and erection of four

independent rotatiTO Woolf Compound Beam Pumping
Engines, together with eight Lancashire steel boilers and

other machinery and plant in connexion therewith, for the

oew Sewage Pnmping Station, according to designs, plans,

and speciflcations, by Mr. J. Q-ordon, M. Inst. C.E.,

borough surveyor :

—

PADDINGTON.—For the erection of addition to pro.
mises, Irongate Wharf, Paddington, for the London
General Omnibus Company, under the superintendence

A.
£. 8. d.

B,

R. Dsglish A Co., St. Helen’s,

Lancaihire —
J. Simpson A Co., Limited,
London —

J. Simpson A Co,, Limited.,

London, for three com-
pound High Duty Work-
ington Engines 31,477 13 3 .,

Fawcett, Preston, A Co.,
Direct Acting Vertical

Compound Intermediate
Receirer end Surface Con-
densing Engines 33,000 0 0 ,

Thomewill and Warbam,
Bnrton-on-Trent —

Hatborn A Davoy, Leeds —
Hathorn A Darey, Leeds,
Improved Differential

Compound Surface Con-
densing En^nes 21,685 0 0 .

Sever A Dorling, Dewsbury

e. d.

Mr. G. T, Lanham. Quantities by
Bolton :

—

Knight
Hack
Oarrud
Manley
Turtle A Appletc
Stephenson
Toma
Hunt

PUTNEY.—For e’tering Nos. 6 and 7, Salisbury Pave-
ment, Higb-street, Putney, for the London and County
Banking Company's New Branch Bank. Messrs. Thomas
A William Stone, architects, 3, Great Winchester-
street, E.C. :

—

Corncockle Portland
Stone. Cement.

W. Gregar £1,820 £1,696
Adam on 1,446 1,390
Dabbs 1,450 1,300
Higgs 1,380 1,161
Turtle A Appleton 1,288 1,128
Parsons 1,225 1,090
Avis A Co. (accepted) 1,099 989

Xillesball Iron. Co., Oaken-
... 37,800 0 0

D. Stewart A Co., Glasgow... — ... 26,423 2 0

J. Watt A Co., London —
... 24,250 0 0

Easton A Anderson, London ... 33,794 0 0

Wood Brothers, Bowerby
Bridge ... 32,864 0 0

Girnson A Co
,
Leicester* ... ... 32,629

G. Kirk A Co., Stoke-on-
Trent _

... 21,103 0 0

ROMFORD.—For alterations to the Old Wesleyan
Chapel [purchased by the “Salvation Army”) for
“ General ” Booth. Mr. B. J. Sherwood, architect, 101,
Queen Victoria. street, B.C.

Coxhead, Leytonstone £230 0 0
Dowsing A Edwards, Romford 226 0 0
Hammond A Son, Romford * 219 0 0

• Accepted.

F. Silvester A Co., New-
castle. Staffs — ... 18,947

A. Engine Builder’s Design.
B. Borough Surveyor's design and specification.

* Accepted.

LONDON.—For alteration*, Ac., at 14, Cranbourne-
street, Leicester-square, for Mr. Hawes. Mr. L, Solomon,
architect, New Broad-street :—

Sage A Co
Drew A Cadman
Tardley A Sons (accepted) .

, £476 0

331 10

LONDON.—For new shop fronts, Ac., at 16, Cran-
bourne-street, Leicester-square, for Mr. Thrower, Mr. A.
J. Boulton, architect, Lincoln’s Inn Fields :—

Bay A Son £116 7 0
Drew A Cadman 113 0 0
Ysrdley A Sons 69 6 0
Monday 97 0 0

LONDON.—For re-bnilding in Mayfair. Mr. R. Fabian
Rnssell, F.R.I.B.A., architect, 6, Moorgate - street,

E. C. :—
J. Woodward (accepted) £8,730 0 0

LONDON.—For addition to No. 89, Blackfriars-road,
Mr. W. H. Bovey, architect :

—

Child £285 0 0
Hoare A Son (accepted) 270 0 0

LONDON.—For re-building Nos. 43 and 45, Great
Titcbfield-street, and Nos. 1 and 1a, Little Titchfield-
street, W., for Mr. W. M. Nerney. Mr. Walter J.
Miller, architect. Quantities by Messrs. J. A A. E.
Boll

Perkins £3.967 0 (

Oldrey A Co 3,968 0 (

Simpson A Son 3,926 0 (

Colls A Son 3,795 0 (

Bywaters 3.676 0 i

Patman A Fotheringhsm 3,473 0 <

LONDON.—For alterations and additions to the Rising
Sun, Bridge-road, Battersea, 8.W., for Mr. G. Sansom,
ilr. H. I. Newton, architect, 17, Queen Anne’s Gate,
Westminster ;

—

Gill

S. Goddeo
8. R. Lamble
Burman A Son
Fincher
J. Walker, Poplar (accepted)

,. £927

For Feiclerer'i Work.
E. Kemble £120 0
J. Davidson 112 5
Banders A Son 107 14
Heath, Goswell-road (accepted) 103 0

..£1,249 0 0
. 1,223 0 0
.. 1,192 10 0
.. 1,177 17 6
.. 1,164 10 0

£1,900
1,247
1,181

1,173
1,119

1,087
l,nl9

Parker ..

Hayues.., 0 0

SCARBOROUGH. — For erecting the Scarborough
Constitutional Club, Mr. Henry A.
Twickenham :

—

Bissett, Sheffield
Jackson, Hull
Barry, Scarborough
Binns, Bradford
Livingston, Scarborough
Bastinnan, Scarborough
Martin, Maidenhead
Pedbury, Scarborough
Peacock, Scarborough
Wellburn, Scarborough (accepted)

Chet

. £4,427 0 0
. 4,398 0 0
. 4,233 0 0
. 4,213 0 0
. 4,110 0 0
. 3,997 0 0
. 3,980 0 0
. 3,938 0 0
. 3.8*8 0 0
. 3,774 0 0

TO COBRESPONDENTS.

Segi$tered Telegraphie Addrest, “The BcilJ>BB,LoirDOH.“

E. P. L. B.—S. E.-G. C.—C. H. T.—J. A. 0.—H. H.—C. t B,—
A. C.—H. C. a Sons (we caoDot retom to tbe labjectl.^

W. M. L. 8. (too email).—H. F. (under our mark).—A. W. 0. (too
' ite : see etanding notice at end o( tenders).

All statements of facts, lists of tenden, Ao., most be accompanied
by the name and address of the sender, not necessarily (or pnbllcatlon

» are compelled to deoUns pointing oat books and giving
addresses.

Non.—The responslbiUty of signed articles, and papers read at
public meetings, rests, of course, with the authors.

Wt eanttol undertake to return rejected eommunicalione.
Letters or communications (beyond mere news-items) which havs

been dupUcated for other Journals, are NOT UBSIBED.
All commnnlcations regarding literary and artistic matters shonld

be addressed to THE EDITOB ; all cornmnnicatloni relating to
advertisements and other exclusively buslnesa matters should bs
addressed to THE FUBLI8HEB. and not to the Editor.

Best Bath Stone.

CORSHAM DOWN. 1 FARLEIGH DOWN
BOX GROUND.

j

COMBE DOWN.
WESTWOOD GROUND.

|
STOKE GROUND.

RANDELL, SAUNDERS, & CO., Ld.,

CoBSHAM, Wilts.

Bath Stone.
Pictor’e Monks’ Park. Combe Down.
Corsham Down. Stoke Ground.

Box Ground. Wineley Ground.
Farleigb Down. West Wood.

PICTOR & SONS, Box, Wilts. [Advt.

THE CHELYNCH
STONE.

Donlting Freestone.
The atone from theae guarriei

ia known sa the “ Weather
Beds,’’ end ia of a very

cryatelline nature, and on*
doubtedly one of the moat
durable atonea in England.

Ia of the same crvatallioe

nature as the Cbelyncn Stone,

but finer in texture, and more
Buitable for finemoulded work.

STOCKTON-ON-TEES. — For alterationa to akating
rink (purchased by the *' Salvation A'my ”) for

“General" Booth. Mr. E. J. Sherwood, architect, 101,
Queen Victoria-street, E.C.

Cooke, Stockton £0-48 0 0
Jeynea, Stockton 629 0 0
Atkinson, Stockton 648 0 0
Coxhead, Leytonatone 630 0 0
Davison, Stockton 494 0 0
Earnahaw 450 0 0
Welch, Stockton (accepted) 43) 0 0

THE
BRAMBLEDITCH

STONE.

HAM HILL STONE.
Greater facilities have been provided for

working these quarries, and the stone can be

supplied in large quantities at short notice.

Prices, and every information given, on

application to CHARLES TRASK & SONS,
Norton-sub-Hamdon, near Ilminster, Somerset.

London Agent — Mr. E. WILLIAMS,
16, Craven-street, Strand, W.C. [AdvT.

THAMES DITTON. — For
Ditton, Surrey, Messrs. C. A
Dowgate Hill, E.C. :—

Kavanagh £1,775
Quittenton 1,707
Woollett - 1,085
Whargridge, Croydon (accepted) ... 1,681

road at Thames
Eutley, surveyors.

5 3

WANDSWORTH.—For erecting labour aheda, 4c., at
Gairatt-lane, for the Guardians of the Poor of the Waods-
worth and Clapham Union. Mr. Thomas W. Aldwinckle,
architect, 2, East India Avenue, Leadenhall-street :

—

B. E. Nightingale £2,251 0 0
W. Hammond 1,981 0 0
W. J. Beale 1,965 0 0
F.R. Turtle 1,961 0 0
W. Johnson 1,960 0 0
Kirk A Randall 1,847 0 0
R. Mayo (accept^) 1,639 0 0

WILLESUEN.—For the erection of now pnblic offices

for the Willesden Local Board. Mr. Edward Harnor,
architect. Quantities by Messrs. Northcroft, Son, &
Neighbour

Cowley A Drake
Wall Bros
A. A R. Flew A Co
B. E. Nightingale
H. Ingram A Sou
Kirk AEandall
Kilby A Gsyford
H. WiUcoet
F. A F. Higga
W. H. Aahfold A Co..,

A. A E. Braid
J. Allen A Son
W. Oldrey A Co
J. M, Goodwin
Charles Wall

. £7,985 0
7,597 0
7,150 0

LONDON. — For rebuilding and enlarging Mesars.
MeGaw A Co.'a Moulding Mills, York-road, Lambeth
e.W. Mr. Robert P. Whellock, architect, 45, Finsbury-
pavement, E,C. Quantities by Mr. H. Pollard 14
Duke-street, Ade’phi, W.C. ;— ’ ’

A. Mackie £7,184 0 0
V, . Howard A Co 6,715 18 I
^nraire ABurgej' 6,664 0 0
W. Brass A Son 0^234 0 0
B. Hoaegood ejeg o 0
Colls A Bona
T. Rider A Son
C. Ansell
E. C. Howell A Son
James Holloway*

j,

• Accepted subject to modifications.

6,843 0 i

6,729 0 i

0,720 0 '

6,670 0 '

6,040 0
6,610 0 I

6,690 0
6,645 0
6,490 0
6,180 0
6,085 0

Donlting Free Stone For prices, &c., sd*

dress 8. & J. STAPLE,
HAM HILL STONE, (^aarry Owners, Stone

BLUE LIAS LIMB Mero^nts,
Stoke • under • Ham,

(Ground or Lump), Ilminster. [Advt.

Asplialte.—The Seyssel and Metallic Lavi

Asphalte Company (Mr. H. Glenn), Office, 86

Poultry, B.C.—The best and cheapest material!

for damp courses, railway arches, warehoose

floors, flat roofs, stables, cow-sheds, and milki

rooms, granaries, tun-rooms, and terrace8.[ADTi

Aephalte.
Seyssel, Patent Metallic Lava, and

White Asphaltes.

M. STODART & CO.
Office

:

No. 90, Cannon-street, B.O. [Advi

SFBAGUE & CO.’S

INK-PHOTO PROCESS,

22, Martin’s-Iane,

Cannon-street, E.C. [Advt

6,187

6,107
6,100
5,869

WREXHAM.—For alterations to Old National Schools
(purchased by the “Salvation Army’*) for “ General ’’

Hooth, Mr. E. J. Sherwood, architect, 101, Queen
Vietoria-atreet, E.C. :

—

Weale A Co., Ludlow £380 0 0

WROTHAM,—For the erection of New “Salvation
Army" Barracks (wooden), for "General” Booth.
Mr. E. J. Sherwood, archiieet, 101, Queen Victoria-
street, E.C. :—

Semark, Boro’ Green (accepted) £195 0 0

To Builders, Builders’ Supply Mercliants
and Otters. —WHiiLET’B Water-Closet, for uaini

waste water from lavatories, sinks, roofs, Ac
,
will flusl

immediately after being used. Costs 60 per cent, less tba'

ordinary water-closets. No water cistern required. X
fittings. No water supply. Simplicity and offectivene#

guaranteed. Being largely adopted and giving ever

satisfaction.

Testimonials from Sanitary Engineers, Sanitary Ii

Bpectora, Medical Officers, Ac. Highly spoken of by tbi

leading trade papers.
Prices, drawings, and full particnlars, on application b

BROOKS & PICKUP,
Towneley Colliery, Bumley.

(Aim

Garside’s Noted Bedfordshire Coarse asi

Fine Silver Sand.— Is lerfectly free from impnri^
and the best and cheapest in the market. All qualities n

QTs-ninTA-r -at.-. t- • . a n. a Btock, foF evorv porpose requited in the building trade, ftt

,?1V
P«tpo«e«- ah PU« grit

!

Apply to
GEORGE GARSIDE, June.,

Leighton Buzzard, [ADVT.t

frequently reach us too late for insertion. They shonld
be delivered at onr office, 46, Catherine -street, W.O.,
not later than 12 Noon on THPH8DAY8.
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Traro Cathedral.

HE opening of this

cathedral, the first

entirely new cathe-

dral consecrated in

England since St.

Paul’s, is an incident

of considerable in-

terest, architectu-

rally as well as from

other points of view.

The circunostances

are different, certainly. St. Paul’s was built at

a time when Church feeling, as now understood,

was at a very low ebb, and when architecture

spurned all reminiscence of Medimval bar-

barism as a thing almost beneath its notice.

Truro Cathedral is the offspring of a revival,

or so we are assured, of the Medireval church

in her earnestness and her aspirations, and is

built by an architect who has studied Medieval
architecture in preference to any other style,

and whose evident object it is to restore the

Mediajval cathedral as fully as possible.

We fear it cannot be hoped that Truro will

ever reach the reputation enjoyed by St. Paul’s

as a powerful and original architectural

design ; the detail is even more conservative

and more of a reproduction than the Kenaissance

detail of Wren
;
and the general design, if one

may compare buildings so different in their

style, is certainly far inferior to Wren’s in

dignity, power, and unity of conception. It

has its points of special interest, however,

beyond those of mere Gothic correctness.

The cathedra], as most of our readers are

aware, is nothing like complete, and we fear

it is somewhat doubtful whether the funds will

ever be raised to complete it. The fact is, the

position is unfortunate for those who take an

ecclesiastical view of things. The whole of

that part of England is very much permeated

by “ the demon of Dissent,” and we heard it

roundly asserted by intluential people in the

neighbourhood that Trun» did not want a

cathedral, and that it was a foolish expendi-

ture of money. Many of those who hold

this view have, nevertheless, from what may
be called an esprit de county, and from

a hatred of being thought illiberal, subscribed

pretty largely to the new cathedral
; but it is

more than hinted that this flow of liberality is

now run out. With the wisdom or unwisdom,

the necessity or otherwise, of diviiiing the

Exeter diocese and founding a separate

bishopric at Truro we have nothing to do
;
but

since it is founded, we certainly desire that

the new bishop should have a cathedral, and as

fine a cathedral as circumstances will admit of,

just because a cathedral is a beautiful thing,

and forms a centre for the artistic and musical

life of the district
;

a place where people may
see something grander and nobler than they can

see in their ordinary parish church (or chapel)

;

and we should imagine that' even Dissenters of

the more cultured order would like a cathedral

as a place to see and go into, even if they

declined on conscientious grounds to join in the

service. For these reasons, and apart from

any questions of religious sect, we very much
desire to see Truro Cathedral completed, and

we think it will be for the general good and

happiness of the greatest number that it should

be completed.

The complete plan of Truro, as proposed,

includes a nave and choir
;
principal transepts

at the crossing and subsidiary eastern tran-

septs
;
a cloister and an octagonal chapter-

house on the northern side of the cathedral
;
a

centre tower with spire
;
two smaller western

towers
;
and a campanile or small tower at the

ea.stern side of the south transept. Of this

there is now built the choir and both transepts,

and two bays of the nave, on plan; the central

tower is curried up to such a height that it

just clears the nave roof, and the small tower

or campanile adjoining the transept is com-

pleted.

The first glimpse of the cathedral on going

up the narrow street facing the south transept

is decidedly disappointing. The design and

detail of the aforesaid uimpauile is prominent,

and it is not happy. It produces the impres-

sion of a rather hard, thin, straight-lined

structure, with a square-sided pyramidal

copper-covered roof (a very ugly form) rising

from a very slight corbel table or eaves

moulding
;
the clock, projecting at right angles

to the wall, is a miserable little aftair
;
the

whole thing looks poor and hard, and (which

is a very serious defect) it looks out of scale
;

it looks like a tower of small size built on the

scale and lines of a larger one, and we are at

once convinced that if we saw it in a drawing

with no figures to give scale to it, we should take

it for larger than it is. The sense of thinness

is increased by the fact that the upper portion,

in which is hung the old peal of bells formerly

belonging to the Church of St. Mary which

stood on this site, is cut up into long narrow

openings with neither glass nor lucarnes in

them,—simply bare slits
; and we are told it

is not intended to put lucarnes : if so, this is a

great mistake, the tower would' look twice as

well with something to fill up these blank

openings. It is a very unfortunate feature to

have standing as the prominent one on the

approach to what is at present the main
entrance

;
but it must be added that this tower

is decidedly the weakest portion of the exterior

design. The adjoining transept has a front

much more effective than the campanile seems

to promise. There is a cleverly-contrived and

richly-decorated porch (the carved decuration

being, however, not all completed yet), of three

arches, and with the side arches and ihoi r super-

structure canted back at an obtuse aiigi** with

the centre portion
;
above the balust'iirle of

the porch rises a large recessed arch, with a
drop moulding in the archivolt, giving a deep
shadow, and including under that a large

circular window: the gable of the tninsept

is covered with a hatched wall diaper. To the

left is the baptistery, which is fitted in the

angle of nave and transept, and shows a

segment of a circle externally. The 8r\leof

the building is Early English, ofsomewh.it the

type of the portions of the same date at

Lincoln, mingled with a certain c arncter

which belongs to Mr. Pearson’s i-hnrch

buildings, and is more easily recogni-ed than

described. There is the solidity (on a smaller

scale) of Lincoln, but not the grace and refine-

ment; but there is, at all events, no gimcrack,

no pretty Gothic” about it.

Eastward of the transept occurs one of the

most interesting features, both external ly and
internally,—the old aisle of St. Mary’s ‘ hurch,

the only portion of the older edifice whicii was

thought worth preserving, but which ct-rtiiinly

was, and it has repaid the modfrn architt'ct’s

care and reverence for it by leading him to

what is, in fact, the most Lntere.sring pordim of

hU design, to be described further when we
speak of the interior. The aisle is an e.xainple

of very good late work of very marked
characteristics. It stands, or is le't, just

outside of the south aisle of the choir,

and nearly flush with the south wall of

the transept-, thus filling up an angle

of the site at this part. The wide windows
are segmental-headed, divided into two main
lights by very thick mullions branching each

way at the top, and subdivided further by
muUious of a subordinate order. Above the

windows runs a string-course, and over it a
line of flatly-cut quatrefoil panels, and then a

battlemented finish. Above this rather rich-

looking piece of late work we see the more
solid-looking and rather Lincoln-like clear-

story of the new building, with its flying but^

tresses coming down and losing themselves to

the eye behiiid the interesting battlements

of the old aisle ; and what the flying

buttresses abut upon we will see when
we come inside ; for that is the pith of the

matter. The eastern transept is not defined

on the ground plan externally, but rises above

the aisle roofs ;
the main feature in it is a group

of four large separate lancet window.^, regu-

larly spaced. In the opposite or nonh-east

transept there are also four windows, but they

are in two couplets separated by a central

pier, and are further divided vertically into

two stories by a cross row of large quatre-
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foil lights. This slight variation of corre

spending portions of the building is i

characteristic feature of it, and is illustrated

in various other ways. The east end is a fine

and bold piece of design, though here we
think that the representation of it in drawing
would convey the impression of larger scale

than it actually is
;
in other words, that the

design is of that plain and monumental kind
which would be more suitable, and would tell

better, on a building of the largest sciUe than
in this comparatively small one. The windows
are plain lancets, in two stories, the lower ones
with small buttresses between them, and with
very deep jambs and archivolt mouldings,
producing a deep and eflective shadow

;
the

upper tier of windows are loftier in proportion,
and treated in a rather lighter manner. The
main buttresses here and elsewhere are of the
type of design which we are accustomed to in
hir. Pearson’s churches, running up with very
straight unbroken lines for a great part of their
height, before any sot-oft’is made. It is a form
of buttress which conduces very much to a
generally solid and monumental appearance,
which the eastern portion of the Cathedral
certainly possesses. The walling, which is

externally of Penryn granite with Bath stone
dressings, has been admirably executed

; no
better work could be seen.

On entering by the south transept door we
find ourselves in a modern Gothic interior,
which is a more complete combination of new
workmanship and Medimval forms than any-
thing since Street’s nave of Bristol Catliedral

;

only that was a modern completion of a
Mediicval design, this is a modern Medieval
design entirely. The impression of a certain
want of solidity, and deficiency in scale, which
we noticed in the exterior, is not characteristic
of the interior. The whole is in keeping, as an
example of a well-built and carefully-designed
cathedral, of the second order of size, a cathe-
dral to be classed, when completed, with such
buildings as Norwich and Wells in regard to
scale and dimension. The interior is con-
sistently carried out in Early English style, of
rather early than late type

;
there are hardly

any carved capitals, almost the entire decorative
expression depending on severely-designed
mouldings of the orthodox Early English tyj)e,

and at this part of the church almost the only
ornament visible is a couple of “ dog-tooth ”

enrichments in the crossing arches. The
crossing piers consist of a cluster of larger and
smaller shafts, unbroken by bands, except on
the shafts next the abutting wall planes, where
the string-courses at the base of the triforiuiu,
and the upper members of the caps of the
transept arcade, just clip the adjacent shaft, so
as to give a connexion between the piers and
the adjoining work. The crossing arches
are scored with a deep shadow on either side
of the central moulding, outside of which
again come the dog-tooth members afore.said

;

it makes a fine and effective arch, but to all
appearance a little too flat in section to be
entirely in keeping with the style selected

;
at

least, it ha.-i that effect from below, so far as
the central portion of the arch mould is con-
cerned. The outer members of the arch do
not descend to the impo.st, but meet on a small
angle-shaft standing on the main caps

;
pretty,

but a little at variance with the effect of
which one demands in such a situation.

Above the crossing arches there is a massive
and heavy corbelled cornice supporting a
gallery with a balustrade pierced with quatre-
tuil openings, and above this is a lantern-stage
with an arcaded gallery round. The corbellinc/
under the gallery is curiously irregular in the
spacing and size of the corbels, a fancy of
which we fail to see the advantage, unless they

*

are old details worked up.
The main composition of the lower portion

shows the orthoJox arrantrement of arcade,
tniormm, and clearstory. The transepts have
two narrow bays on either side of the crossing
except on the south-west side, where the
baptistery is fitted into the angle between
transept and nave, and opens by a large arcli
to the transept with two sub-arches carried ona slender pier with four shafts of the greyPolphant stone which has been used for
thus giving play of colour and accentuation

to the lines of piers and vaulting shafts. This
stone is introduced in thin shafts, in the cross-

ing piers, the vaulting shafts, and elsewhere
;

its tone is a very agreeable light grey, with
slight mottle on it, just sufficient to give a little

surface and textui-e. The triforium is very
boldly treated in the transepts, with two orders

of shafts carrying arch-moulds over the whole
bay, the outer one (carried by a grey .shaft)

moulded, the inner one simply chamfered
;
a

third order of shafts fills up the space with a
sub-arcade, carrying a spandrel wall pierced
with one or more quatrefoil openings, with
small dog-tooth on tlie edge, the effect of which
is not happy

;
it gives the openings a ragged

look. The clearstory is a large one, of two-
light windows, with a long detached shaft on
the inner wall plane, leaving a gallery passage
between it and the window. The vault is a
simple quadripartite with cross-ribs dividing
the bays, lined out with an efiective section
giving a couple of thin dark lines on either
side of the central roll.

The north transept design, which faces one
on entering the door, shows a gallery carried on
two arches on the ground story, the imposts
ranging with those of the transept arcade,
but the arches kept lower. As we have before
observed, there is a constant variation of

treatment about the interior, another of the
points in which it so strongly resembles a
Medimval cathedral. Above the gallery,

which has a balustrade pierced in quatre-
foils, is a range of three two-light windows,
with cinquefoil lights in the heads (plate-

tracery)
; and above these the whole of

the transept wall is filled up by a very
large circular window, treated not exactly

“wheelwise,” but with four large circles

filled up by smaller ones, and subsidiary
tracery forms, and filled with stained glass.*

This glass is most happily designed for the
situation. It is true that the subjects cannot be
made out from below, at least without a
lorgnette

;
but, for ourselves, we opine that

the spectator need not afflict himself about
that. One sees the very best stained-glass
windows rather by faith than by sight. It is

satisfactory to the intellect to know that it is

not designed by accident, and dues mean some-
thing

;
but the nuiin point is that it should

produce a fine and rich effect in the ensemble
of the interior

;
and Messrs. Clayton & Bell

have succeeded in that. There is a rich, un-

,

certain, jewelled effect in the north transept
window which is very satisfactory to one’s sense
of the picturesque : we care not for more,
having no kind of doubt that the legends
embodied in it are perfectly orthodox and
appropriate, and perhaps their very uncertainty
to the e^’e allows one to give a wide range to

their meaning. Viollet-le-Duc has related how,
when he was first taken into Notre Bame as a
child, he thought the sounds of the organ
proceeded from the colours of the great rose-

window
;
and that is not a bad way to think

of a stained window,—as a kind of coloured
music.

The design of the south transept wall (it

will be understood that we have been standing
with our back to it all this time) shows a
circular window also, and beneath it a range of
three windows treated differently from those of
the north transept

; single lights, deep-set in

the wall, with a massive pier between them,
pierced through for the triforium passage.
These have been filled with stained glass,
which the corresponding range of lights in the
north transept very much require, for at present
their mass of light beneath the coloured circular
window has a very harsh effect. The circular
window in the south transept is designed more
on the radiating or wheel fashion. We approve
of the variation, but prefer the design, of the
north window

; the south is somewhat
mechanical, and does not lend itself to
stained glass effect so well.

The baptistery, to M’hich we have already
referred, is a very pretty architectural incident
of the church. A square-vaulted bay, making
a kind of ante-chapel to it, intervenes between
it and the west wall of the transept ; then comes

• We fjave a brief aumniary of the aubjeuts of the
stained elasa windows ifl the cathedral in our laat isaue,

[Nov. 12, 1887.

the actual baptistery, a circular-vaulted com-
partment with one-quarter of the circle defined

by the outer wall, the remainder by piers and
arches which are ingeniously and picturesquely

connected with the main work around them.
The floor is raised on two circular steps of

marble, which are again raised on a single

marble step following the square outline, and
also faced with dark polished marble. The
flooris laid with ageonietrical design in coloured

marbles, looking well enough, but not Mediaeval
in character, nor in fact with very much
character about it at all. It would have cost

no more in the working to have made it of a

more thoughtful and characteristic design.

The font, again, is raised on three circular

polished marble steps, two of dark grey and
one of an amber-toned veined marble. The
base and bowl of the font are of a dark red
marble, with shafts of very dark green veined
with a lighter colour. The carved caps of the

shafts come out badly in this dark material

;

the modelling does not define clearly, and they

look like irregular spongy masses
;
a point to be

remembered in treating material of this kind :

it will not repay elaborate carving. The font-

cover is of wood of the miniature tracery and
buttress work of which there are so many
examples, ancient and modern : it is well

enough done, but it is like a great many other

things of the same kind, and is almost osten-

tatiously devoid of originality or novelty.

The outer wall of the baptistery is decorated

with a wall-arcade of trefoiled arches with,

dark marble shafts. The baptistery is lighted

by narrow lancet windows, filled with stained

gloss, with small pictorial subjects divided by
stages of diaper work

;
the general effect is

good.

The choir is raised, between the main arcades,

on a flight of three steps in the first instance,

bottom and upper ones of grey mottled marble,

the middle one of nearly black marble
;
* these .

project out into the crossing, leaving a small

platform on the upper step
;
and a fourth

marble-faced step rises flush with the inner .

order of the crossing arch. In the choir the i

same general architectural ordinance is

repeated as in the transepts, but with some i

variation and enriclunent of detail. The arches i

are enriched with dog-tooth ornaments
;
those i

of the triforium also with these and other

:

enrichments
;
and one or two of the triforium .

caps oil the south side are carved with the usual

form of Early English foliage, rather capriciously
j

used, as if by accident or by an inspiration of :

the workman. Whether the intention was to :

give this kind of idea we know not. The :

vault is of the same simple character as in :

the transepts. The vaulting surfaces in both :

are left perfectly plain, of unadorned courses •

of stone, but in the choir the transverse :

vaulting ribs are enriched. The plan of the ;

choir piers is very effective, consisting of two :

large cylindrical members, columns one quartet i

engaged to each other in fact, coupled in the :

transverse direction of the building, and with a ;

much smaller shaft in the nook formed liy ;

their junction on the east and west side of i

each pier. This is a most effective pier, and 1

its breadth and massiveness of appearance :

give additional effect by contrast to the :

rather delicate lines and shadows of the :

arch mouldings. The choir arcade is very
i

lofty in its proportions
;
perhaps it would be :

more correct to say that the arches are very ,

narrow, for the scale of the architecture is i

* We give, from the authorised handbook to the i

Cathedral (which, by the way, is disfigured by most i

wretched illustrations) the following particulars as to :

marbles used in the choir floor. The steps are of Froaterly
i

marble and serpentine alternitely. The mosaic panel
between the two highest of these first steps is formed of

varied Devocsbire marbles with the exception of the small .

green squares, whii-h are of Vert Antique. The pavement i

in the centre of the choir is formed of various designs ia :

dark red (Qrr-tensteic) dark green (Verc des Alpea), vrith I

large red iquares (Rouge Royal), the cream-coloured i

bordering being of Jura marble. Between the next steps ;

are two 1 ’Og panels on the north side, with light red slabs

(Rouge de Veronne), dark red (Rouge Royal), dark green i

(Vert dca Alpes)
;
on the south side, light green slabs •

(Cippolino), and dark red (Rouge Royal). The next level ;

is laid with red marble (Gretenstein), green (Cippolino), I

and cream coloured (Haateville). The veined steps of the

Sanctoary are of Pavonazza marble, and the mosaic of dark 1

red (Rosso Antieo), light red (Rouge Jasper), dark green i

(Vert Antique), and light green (Irish). In the panel, 1

between atyis 1 and 2, is ihe bright blue circle in the .

centre, of Lapis Lazuli. These marbles are gifts from ;

various individuals.
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small, and the whole effect is that of elegance
iuther than power. The choir floor is raised
V step at the middle of the third bay from the
crossing, and another step at the eastern pier
>f the fourth bay : at the eastern pier of the
nfth bay is another step with the altar-rail,
t’he Taulting shafts are stopped on corbels on
ihree of the piers

; the two easternmost ones
iescend to (or rather rise from) the floor ; we
«^ish they all did

;
the springing of them from

i corbel half-way up the pier has the sanction
if precedent, of course, but it has an un-
atisfactory effect, and injures the constructive
mity of plan and superstructure. At the
'astern end of the choir is the second transept
already alluded to, flanking the sanctuary with
wo lofty arches, from which a flood of light
lesceuds at this point, with very fine eftect.
-he altar-space is flanked by a richly^designed
creen with sedilia at each side, and at the back
i the lofty and very richly-carved reredos, form-
ag a very effective termination to the vista of
he lower portion of the building. An ambu-
itory xs carried round behind this screen, and
bove it are seen the three large lancet windows,
little too wide in proportion to their height,

)r our thinking
;
they would have done with

little more jamb and little less glass, but
ley nevertheless make a fine termination to
16 architectural vista, and the stained glass
ere also is very rich and jewelled in effect,
he vault cuts rather awkwardly down upon
le windows : not more so than in many
[ediasval cathedrals, but it is a defect never-
leless, which it would have been much better
> have amended than to have copied

;
but, of

ourse, we do not expect to persuade modern
lothic architects of that. The general
ppearance of the chancel is very rich

;
the

:eps around the space and around the altar are
f Pavonazza marble

;
the altar frontal is a fine

iece of textile design
; the rail is a good piece

f bra.ss work. The floor here, as in the
aptistery, is the weak point. It is sumptuous
lOugh in its material,—an inlay of various
olished marbles

;
but, in the first place, the

esigns themselves are commonplace, and pre-
int little or no thought or invention, relying
jparently only on the beauty of the material
vhich is the most vulgar source of efi'ect);

id, secondly, what design there is is distinctly
lassical in character and out of Iceeping with
le ruling architectural style of the building.*
f course something is to be said for conveni-
ice of treating the material

; circular centres
various colours are a feature to which marble

lay lends itself very well
; but more thought

ight have produced a more artistic and
iginal floor, iu keeping with Mediaeval
sling, without much more expenditure of
5rk in cutting out the marble

; and we
nnot but think that in this portion of the
lilding (the marbled floor, by the way,
tends over the greater part of the choir,
ough very much concealed under matting)
e eftect produced is by no means proper-
mate to the value of the materials and the
irk, and a little more care in design be-
iwed on it would have made a great difference
this respect. How far the architect is re
Dnsible for all these details we know not.
The choir aisles follow the lower level of
) nave, and would seem to be designed to
simply ambulatories, but the southern one is

'nished with seats. Adjoining this southern
le is the old aisle of old St. Mary’s Church,
which reference has already been made, and
:e is certainly the most interesting and
gmal portion of the interior of the cathe-
J, which presents at this point an appear-
:_e as picturesque as it is unique. The
ire to preserve the whole aisle, the only
tion of the old church, we are told, which
} worth preserving, w;is encumbered by the
ctical difficulty of finding abutment for the
ir vault of the cathedral. The manner in
ich this bis been done constitutes, to an
hitect at any rate, the most interesting point
he cathedral. What would under ordinary
iumstances have been the outer wall
the southern aisle becomes an arcade.
’ee or four feet distant from this is

Infect, the character of the work is very similar to
of the floor of the Laternn Church at Home, of which
t IS given in page 666 of the present issue.

another arcade, supporting what is really
the north wall of St. Mary’s aisle. On
the other side of this arcade is the aisle
itself of the old church. Between the two
arcades are solid walls carried by cross arches,
on which are seated the buttresses against
which, above the roof, abut the flying buttresses
which cross the cathedral ai.sle and take the
thrust of the central vault of the choir. These
cro.ss walls, where visible internally, are
panelled in the manner of late Gothic work,
thus making an architectural transition from
the early Gothic style of the new building to
the late style of St. Mary’s aisle. The latter
is divided troin the cathedral by an arcade of
segmental arches, making another of the varied
incidents of the interior. A more happy in-
stance of making an architectural beauty out
of a constructive difficulty has seldom* been
seen

;
it is a thing done in a true architectural

spirit, and Mr. Pearson may well be nroud
of it.

On either side of the choir, towards the
east end, are the steps leading down to the
crypt, which is a very extensive one, with all
the characteristics of an ancient crypt

;
in

particular, the pretence is kept up of its being
of an earlier date than the work above it, and
the capitals and vaulting ribs are of distinctly
Transitional character : a little architectural
joke which may be pardoned. It is quite in
keeping with constructive requirements that
the crypt should be of a more solid and
massive architecture than the superstructure

;

and. as we are dealing at Truro Cathedral
entirely with reproductions of old styles, it

seems quite in keeping to choose an older and
more massive one for the architectural treatment
of the crypt : if we are doing archajological
architecture let us be quite consistent, and do
it thoroughly. The architectural effect of the
crypt is marred by its being cut up into
vestries, &c., so that the vista through it is
destroyed. In the crypt is kept the church
plate, which has been mostly specially designed
with the exception of an alms-plate of Renais'
sauce design (not of Renaissance date), pre^
sented by a well-wisher

;
the chalices, patens,

and crosses are all of the established Medieval
pattern, and call for no special remark, with
the exception of one presented by the bishop.
This represents the value of many rings and
jewels, which were presentations to the bishop
at different times, and which he wished to con-
secrate to church use

; and a large number of
these have been worked into the design

; set
in the body of the chalice according to a
symmetrical scheme. The eftect is very good
and original. The chalice follows also the
usual lines of a Medieval chalice, and none
could be better, either practically or artistically
but there is a good deal of originality of detail,
especially in the manner in which the jewels
on the base are set in the middle of a delicate
meandering pattern of conventional foliage
lines relieved on the surface of the metal.
The reredos, which is crowded with sculp-

ture, is rather injured in architectural effect by
a want of duly emphasised architectural lines of
construction

;
it is a mass of carving, rich in

effect, but somewhat over-elaborated
; there

are no plain surfiices or sufficiently prominent
mouldings to architectuxalise it, so to speak,
and the consequence is a somewhat pie-crust
effect, taken as a whole

; the top line of it is

too level and unbroken, it wants outline. The
central portion of the sculpture represents the
Crucifixion, with our Lord in Majesty above

;

the side portions are occupied with sculptures
of typical events in Old Testament history,
and figures of prophets and apostles. The
work was executed by Mr. N. Hitch, of
Kennington

;
and in detail there is much fine

work in it.

The Bishop’s Throne, on the sonth side of
the choir, is a fine piece of woodwork, executed
in Burmese teak, by Messrs. Luscorabe & Son,
of Exeter. Over the seat is a spire of open
work and pinnacles, which is very well exe-
cuted, but seems rather cut short iu proportion

;

it has not the soaring effect which might
have been obtained by loftier proportions.
The whole of this, however, is excellent carved
work of its kind, crisp and effective, and not
over-finished

;
and the poppy-heads to the

divisions between the bishop’s and the chap-
lain’s seats are vigorous and original both in
design and execution. Two of them contain
figures, back to back, so as to face each way,
representing St. Gregory, St. Jerome, St.
Augustine, and St. Ambrose

;
the two outer

ones are original designs of dragons grappling
in combat, their serrated wings extending
upwards, and forming the upper surface of the
carving.

The grille which encloses the choir, and
shuts it out from the side aisles, is a piece of
wrought ironwork, consisting of delicate scroll-
work between solid uprights. The general
effect is very good, but the design does not
present any striking originality, and, consider-
ing that it is, of course, all wrought work and
each portion worked separately, we should
have expected to find more variety in the
detail, which is, in fact, little more than a
repetition of the same forms over and over
again.

^

It appears to us that this kind of
repetition is exactly what, though inevitable in
cast ironwork, we ought to escape from in
wrought work. A general similarity with
variation in detail is what should be aimed at
in such work. The brass lectern, with but-
tresses surmounted by figures of the four
Evangelists, is sound and solid work, but of
rather the regulation “ecclesiastical brass-
work ” type.

The pulpit, which is of polished Hopton
wood stone from the Wivksworth quarries, in
Nottinghamshire, is designed with plain
moulded arches and capitals in the lower
portion, supporting a richly-carved upper^stage,
with panels in which are carved figures °of
Noah, Moses, Elijah, St. John the°Baptist,
Christ, and St. Paul. These are well executed,
but the grouping of the figure of Christ in a
series along with the others, and in no dis-
tinctive or promiuent situation, seems a little
out of keeping. The polished stone has an
admirable surface and lustre, having almost
the appearance of alabaster.

The Renaissance monuments from old St.
Mary’s Church have been preserved and set
up in difterent situations in the choir ambu-
latory and elsewhere

;
and the principal of

these, to the memory of one “ Richard Robarts,
of Truroe,” which is placed in the centre of
the north transept wall, is a fine example of a
well-known type of Renaissance monument of
the earlier part of the seventeenth ceuturv'.
It includes two reposing figures of the deceased
and his wife, which were originally coloured,
and the colouring has been restored from indi-
cations which remained. It is probable that
the restoration represents very much what was
there, but the eftect is what might be called
rather “ gingerbread”

;
the different portions of

the costume are realistically coloured, and it
inay be doubted whether such a mistake
in taste as this was worth restoring and
perpetuating. Over the figures is a circular-
arched recess carried on coupled marble
columns, the space under the arch being occu-
pied by an inscription tablet of dark "marble
(the inscription cut in English, which is not
usual at thi.s date), surrounded by bold strap
and scroll ornament filling up the rest of the
space. This part of the work is remarkably
similar to that on the same portion of the
Paston monument in North WaLham Church,
Norfolk, to which we referred recently

; so
like as to suggest the idea of its having been
by the same hand, in spite of the distance in
locality

; but the figures are by no means equal
in delicacy of execution to that at North
Walsham, and the colouring makes them appear
luore commonplace in style, perhaps, than they
really are.

A word must be added as to the organ.
This has been placed in the two north-west
bays of the choir triforium,—not the best place
for an organ, as it is too high up, both for effect
and for the practical purpose of supporting the
choir

; but we must admit that it is difficult to
see where else it could have well been placed
without interfering with the architectural effect
of the building. The old position of the
cathedral organ on a screen across the front of
the choir was in itself a very fine and effective
one architecturally, but then the old English
cathedral organs were much smaller than our

h
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great modern instruments: the whole organ

could hardly be placed there now, and the

division of the instrument by placing parts of

it below is bad for its effect. The organ is a

large one by Mr. Willis, and one of the finest

of his instruments that we have ever heard
;

the cathedral may certainly be congratulated

on the possession of it. It has at present no

case beyond a mere base or corbel of wood-

work. In the position in which it is placed

there is scope for doing something very beauti-

ful and efiective with the case, whenever funds

can be spared for this purpose.

The fittings of the cathedral, it will be per-

ceived, arc of a sumptuous character as far as

they have been carried out, and if there is a

little too much of the “ecclesiastical ^art-

furniture shop ” about some of them, this is

not the case with all, and there seems to have

been a serious endeavour to carry out this

portion of the work in a manner worthy of the

occasion.

As we have before said, we should have very

much wished to have seen the new cathedral

made an opportunity for attempting what

might have been called a nineteenth-century

cathedral iu an architectural sense, rather tlmn

a mere repetition of the Mediaeval cathedral,

In the present condition of clerical leanings on

such subjects, it would, we suppose, be hopeless

to expect such a thing, eveii if the architect

wished to make so difficult an experiment. If,

however, it was a sine qua nun that we were to

have a modern Medimval cathedral, it was at

least desirable that we should have as good

a one as possible
;
and with the exception of

one or two portions of the exterior of the

building, to which we have referred, it may be

said that this has been done, and that as far as

the interior, at any rate, is concerned, Truro

has a Gothic cathedral that is as good as a

Medieval one. In fact, but for the general

look of new work everywhere, it would have

been difficult to believe sometimes that we
were not actually in a cathedral of the

thirteenth century, so completely has Mr.

Pearson mastered and assimilated the spirit

and character of Medireval work. In this

respect he is without a rival among the archi-

tects of the day.

desirable, nothing is required but that Govern-

ment should officially recognise the Institute

Examination.

T
he meeting of the Court of Common
Council, which was held on Thursday last

week, was mainly occupied in a discussion of

the question whether the office of City Archi-

tect should be continued, a discussion which

ended in a resolution that it should be con-

tinued, and in the rescinding of the determina-

tion come to at a previous meeting to abolish the

office of Architect and appoint a Surveyor

only. We could not have desired a more

complete endorsement of the views which wc

have already expressed on the subject. It was

urged that it would be a great mistake for the

Common Council to endeavour to “economise in

brainpower” which wasthe worst sort of economy

in the present day, and that “ the primary con-

sideration with the Corporation must be to

secure the services of an officer not only com-

petent to discharge with the greatest possible

efficiency the duties of the allied professions of

an architect and surveyor, but who shall also

be possessed of such professional and social

status as to justify the Court in entrusting him

with the large expenditure and numerous

responsibilities which do, and must always,

attach to the supervision and control of the

City buildings, and the professional manage-

ment (under the direction of the Court) of the

Corporation property in the City.” In all

which we entirely concur,” and congratulate

the Court on their decision. It only remains

to hope that a really first-class man may be

appointed.

members, would get all the Acts they wanted

passed in the Parliament of Westminster, and

so would England, if her representatives would

think more of the business of the nation than

of advertising themselves by much speaking.

NOTES.

HE last number of the Journal of

Proceedings of the Institute of

Architects contains a communica-

tion signed by Mr. Cates concern

ing the question of the “ Registration of

Architects,” in which it is urged that any

T
he Government are about to do what a

Parliamentary Committee recommended

more than fifty years ago, viz., to publish the

Acts of each Session in a portable volume at a

cheap rate. But this is not sufficient. Each

Act of Parliament should be published in a

handy form as well as in the large size as at

present, so that a person who may not desire

all the Acts of each Session may be able to

have one or more which are useful to him in a

compact form. Thus many who might like to

have the Trustee Savings Bank Act of last

Session as a convenient leaflet might not wish

to have the Technical Schools (Scotland) Act.

We have more than once pointed out that

sufficient facilities are not given to the public

for obtaining Government publications in a

convenient form. We hope this intention of

publishing the Statutes at a low price will be

followed in regard to many other publications.

For some time scaffolding has been up

before the old houses forming the Holborn

front of Staple Inn, and of course the “ Anti-

Scrape Society” have been wanting to know
what was going on, and meddling and dic-

tating as usual The building is in the hands

of Mr. Waterhouse, and what is being done

is simply this : it is necessary to repair the

upper stories (the ground floor is let as shops

which will remain in statu quo, or mostly so),

to render them habitable for tenants
;
and the

cement on the front being very much damaged

in places, had to be removed. It was then

found that there was a nearly complete “ post-

and-pan ” design under the cement. Now
Mr. Waterhouse (who we believe is quite as

much interested in preserving ancient wori

where possible as the “Anti-Scrape Society’”

argued that, as the cement must, at any rate,

be removed and renewed, the new coat oj

cement would be no part of the old wor^

and that it would be much better not to re-

cement, but to show the old woodwork under-

neath. In a few places the old timbers would

require renewing, but the greater part of ii

is old work iu fairly good condition, and t(

cement it up again merely because s me othei

people cemented it up a good while ago, and

because we have got accustomed to seeing it

as a cemented front (for those are the argu-

ments of the “Anti-Scrape Society”), would

be a perfectly absurd proceeding. In om
opinion Mr. Waterhouse has decided on thi

only course consistent with common sense

Bay windows are to be thrown out on thi

first floor (another sinful act, of course), bn

bay windows were there before
;

the trace

of them are evident, and the reinstatinj

of them is not a merely archaeological point

it is an important addition to the comfor

and cheerfulness of the rooms. The ol(

woodwork, when it is exposed, will be oiled

the new stained and varnished, so that evej

in this respect there will be “ no deception'

whatever.

JN regard to the recent fire at Whiteley^t

such step as a Government Registration of

Architects would probably be injurious to the

character of the profession rather than other-

wise, ;13 the limits would almOvSt necessarily

have to be so wide that it would certainly

take in many who, though they might

pass in practical subjects sufficiently,

would be no credit to the profession and

no advancement to the art of architecture.

How far this is likely to be the case has

been already pretty well indicated in the

nature aud methods of the agitation about

it which has been attempted by a small knot

of persons who are trying to advertise them-

selves as reformers of the profession. Mr.

Cates’s suggestion on the matter (which we
gather represents the feeling of the Institute

Council, though it is not officially so stated) is

that if it is considered desirable that the

public should have some definite evidence that

an architect is a competent and trustworthy

member of bis profession, that evidence can be
most properly as well as effectually furnished

by the examination for membership of the

Institute of Architects
;
in fact, that in future,

now that the passing of a by no means easy

or superficial examination is a sine qua non
for becoming an Associate of the Institute,

membership of the Institute would be iu

itself a testimonial of qualification as an archi-

tect. This has been our opinion all along.

The machinery for an examination test is all

prepared and complete, by the body which is

the proper representative of the profession
;

and if Government intervention is thought

I
N reference to the Statutes of last session,

it may be advisable to point out that a

measure dealing with technical education in

Scotland now forms Chapter 64 of the Session.

The subjects to be taught in the technical

schools must be approved from time to time

by the Scotch Education Department, a School

Board having previously provided the school,

and having fixed the fees. In order, however,

to obtain a grant from the Department of

Science and Art for a subject, every school

provided under the Act must be conducted, so

far as the subject is coucerned, iu accordance

with the conditions specified by that body.

Yet, in respect of subjects other than these

last, the school is to be conducted in accord-

ance with the conditions of the Scotch Educa-

tion Code, under the heading of “Technical

Schools.” This seems an absurd division.

Clearly the Scotch Education Department is
'

the proper body to have control over all

the subjects, and we can see no reason why
a grant from the Department of Science

and Art should not be made on the application

of the Scotch Education Department. But it

would be far better to allow grants to the

latter from the Consolidated Fund rather than

from the Department of Science and Art. We
do not propose to go into the further details

to be found in this Act, having stated its most
prominent features. It shows, at any rate,

one thing, that for all practical purposes the

Scotch manage their own affairs, for as their

Parliamentary representatives agreed to the

Bill it became law. Irish representatives, if

they were as business-like as the Scotch

and the question of the influence of th

expansion of the iron girders in throwing dow
the walls, Mr. S. Griffith writes to us fror

Railway Foundry, Reading ” :

—

The expansion of tho girders in abuilding whe

a fire occurs appears to me to occur thus :

—

At the commencement of the fire tho gird©

would expand '000006 times their length for eac

degree of temperature, and this would continc

until the iron became so weakened by the heat th*

the girders would yield to their own weight at

droop, so shortening their length. I presume thi

we may take it that the girders would retain the

rigidity until they were at least 600° of tem^per

ture, or, say, an increase of more than 500°.
^

this bo so, the expansion would bo 500 x 'OOGOOft

length of girder, and assuming the length to t

80 ft., we get tho total expansion to be '003 x 80^
3'16S in.

;
tho movement would therefore prob^

be some 3 in. to 4 in. on the two walls, or in. i

2 in. on each if both were free to move.

After this the shortening action would prob^
commence. The power of heat is practi<«

irresistible, and these movements would certain

occur.

I think the above will show clearly what occum

at Messrs. Whiteley's.”

Of course no one doubts that the girde

expanded with the heat
;
but there are thri

questions left in doubt ;— 1st. Is it certau^

even probable, that the series of short girder

end to end, as described to have been the co;

stvuctiou at Whiteley’s, all expanded regular!

and equably, under a fire which cannot hai

attacked all of them from the same mouier

so as just to get their maximum expansif

altogether at the same moment, which is

necessary supposition so as to get o'

correspondent’s “ 3'168 in. ” It must he i

membered that it was not a single girder, but

length of short girders abutting on each oth»

2nd. Is it probable that one wall would rema:

rigid while the other moved’ 3rd. Havi-

regard to our first query, and that it is ve
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little probable that the extreme expansion of
the girders was exerted all at the same moment,
is it certain, or even quite probable, that a posh
pf 2 in. or 2^ in., let us say, applied very
gradually, should overthrow entirely a well-
built wall? Did Mr. Griffith ever see a wall
,:hat was out of the perpendicular pushed up
mto its place bodily by hydraulic presses?
iThc operation is the reverse, no doubt, of the
supposed one at Whiteley’s; but the success
with which it has been done in several cases
irgues that walls are not so easily broken up
oy a steady push, even of much more than
:wo or three inches.

fN the case of Bird v. Andrew, the Court
of Appeal have recently thrown some

light on the legal meaning of the words
|‘ plentiful supply of good water ” to a
louse in a contract of sale. The judg-
ment would seem equally to apply to a lease
ir any other form of demi.se. The house in
(uestion had a supply from an adjoining farm

;

bat is, the well was on it. This farm was the
)roperty of another person, who had not granted
',n easement to the purchaser of the house.
?he easement was afterwards granted, but it

mly comprised a right to use the water in com-
Qon with the owner of the farm. It might,
herefore, be that the owner of the farm would,
cting (juite reasonably, take so much water {is

i^ould leave the house - owner short of this
ecessary element. The Court, therefore, decided
hat there was not a supply sufficient to fulfil

he meaning of the contract, .and therefore
le purchase of the estivte need not be carried
ut. The ciise seems to show that a supply
f water from a spring on another person’s
md will never be regarded jis a sufficient
ipply unless the owner of the house has a
riority in its user to all other persons.

F Sir Spencer Wells does not succeed, even
during his lifetime, in converting a great

any people to cremation, it will not be for
ant of earnest pleading and common-sense,
is recent speech before the Medico-
hirurgical Society at Nottingham was full

facts and figures which even a child could
iderstand

;
and if English society was not so

ipregnated with sentimentality, that bane of
e nineteenth century, English people would
on see how much cremation would be to
leir advantage. Sir Spencer shows how
'ban burial_ gave place to suburban, which
now described as highly dangerous,—many

meteries being overcrowded and surrounded
^ houses,—though when they wore made they
2re isolated in the country. During the last
rce months we have added to our London
meteries no less than 476 bodies of epidemic
itients,—added, it must be remembered, to
ound already seething witli myriads of
ganisms aud evolving subtle effiuvia to the
ready overladen atmosphere. Putting aside
ch a trifle as health for tho living, it is

)tewortliy what expense would be saved
T cremation. As there are no coffins or
aves required, two items of considerable
St are at once struck out. For a humble
nerul the fees are very small, and even
a good middle-class funeral, lo;. would

ver the whole thing
; and when one thinks

the small fortunes of which those h.orpies,

e undertakers, fleece the public, by parading
e word “sentiment,” cremation appears to
hr advantages which only want to be better
lown to be appreciated.

'BE reported state of the Rochdale Town-
hall, which was only built about twenty

ar.s ago, shows how necessary it is not only
design work well, but to see that it is carried
t well. It appears that the building has
en surveyed, and that it requires immediate
•roofing, besides other repairs which should
t have been necessary at this date. At a
lent meeting of the Town Council, one of the
iuncillors stated that the contractor formerly
iployed on the building bad admitted to him
It he “scamped” the work systematically,
it, if so, why did neither architect nor clerk
works find him out? The result seems to
jue a great want of proper supervision during
i construction of the building. The Town-

hall was erected from the designs of Mr. W. H.
Crossland, architect. A view and plan of the
building, with description, will be found in

tlie Builder for November 24, 18G6 ; and a
view of tho interior of the hall was published
by us in our number for February 12, 1876.

1^11. S. LEE BAPTY, the present Manager
of the Manchester Exhibition, has been

appointed Commissioner-General for theBritish
Empire Section of the Belgian International
Exhibition, which is to be held at Brussels
from May to October, 1888. In the list of
classes of exhibits it does not appear that the
higher branches of the Fine Arts are included

;

at least, the only direct mention of art is in
the heading “ Decorative Art,” which, as
generally_ used in this country, does not
include high-class sculpture and painting. It
would be well that this point should be made
clear. Among tho classes of exhibits in the
list which may be of interest to our readers
are “ Scientific Instruments,” “ Furniture,”
“Ornamental Metal Work,” “Heating and
Ventilation,” “ Lighting,” “ Mining,” “ Metal-
lurgy,” “ Machinery {ind Machine Tools,” &c.

THE two new picture.s by Sir John MillaisA at Mr. McLean’s Gallery, though entitled
“II Penseroso” and “L’Allegro,” are not
allegorical_ figures of Pensiveness and Mirth,
but portraits, or so we may presume, of young
ladies in modern costume. The titles should
have been “La Penserosa” and “L’AlIegra”

;

the titles of Milton’s two poems, which are
adopted here, refer, of course, to the men who
are supposed to be tho speakers, not to the
nymphs who are invoked. “ La Penserosa,”
then (for we prefer to be grammatical), is a
portrait of a noble-looking young woman,
a brunette, in a dark dress, with a thoughtful
expression of countenance, framed in a scene
where amiiss of foliage on one side, and rather
faint indications of distance and sky behind
arc blended with the figure into a most delicate
harmony of colour, illustrating how much art
there is in Sir John Millais’s making up of
backgrounds for his figures, even when the work
seems very slight. One sad defect, however,
mars the picture

; the waist of the) figure is

painfully contracted. It is almost impossible
that it could have been so in his model, for no
young woman could have such a general look
of healthy physique with such a waist as that.
If it were so, as an abnormal phenomenon, the
painter had surely better have corrected it; as it
is, it is a blot on a beautiful work, and will be so
generally felt to be so thatwo suspect this portion
of the work will have to be ultimately repainted.
“L’Allegra” is a brilliant and strong painting
of a blonde young woman, with her back
nearly to the spectator, and her face turned so
as to show in profile. The flesh is painted
with great delicacy. The rest of the picture is

rather criardc, a confusion of bright points and
frippery. Between these hangs a grand paint-
ing of the head and chest of a lioness, by
Mdlle. Rosa Bonheur, remarkable for breadth
of style, truth of texture, and the expression
of immense muscular power conveyed in it, a
wonderful piece of work for a woman to have
produced. Among the other paintings in the
same gallery is a remarkably good example of
Miss Clara Moutalba’s work (46), “Amster-
dam,” a painting of powerful effect, and less
mannered than many of hers that we have
seen; and a very sweet little figure by Mr,
Fildes, entitled “An English Maiden” (63)!
Some landscapes by Neubert have a certain
picturesqueness of composition, but are veryWd and mannered in execution.

WE cannot say that the winter exhibition
at Messrs. Tooth & Son’s Gallery is a

very interesting one. It contains, however a
beautiful work by Mr. H. W. B. Davis “ On
the Coast of Bretagne ” (51), an eftective
Cairo scene by Mr. Logsdail” (25), totally
destitute, however, of artistic finish or refine-
ment

;
and some good smaller works, especialh-

two small Venetian pictures by M. Gallegos
(113 and 120), on either side of a picture by
M. Lheriuitte, “ Toil and Thrift” (117), which
should be looked at, though we do not con-
sider M. Lbermitte by any means as great a

master in colour as in black and white. The
central picture of the collection, “ A Court
Matinee” (91), by M. Biirbudos, an interior
crowded with figures, is supremely clever in
the brilliant painting of glittering dresses and
details and in the amount of character in the
faces of the fashionable mob

;
but it is dis-

agreeable and staring in colour, and almost
revoltingly cynical in feeling. There is a good
landscape by Mr. Keeley Halswelle (95), in
which he may be congratulated on at last
having got a new sky in exchange for his old
stcely-grey one

; another good little Venice
picture by M. Senit (99), and one or two
figure pictures by M. de Bluas, very good work,
but only of moderate interest.

have been sent an interesting little paper*
» ' on the process of mezzotint engraving,

read by Mr. Wilfrid Ball at the little literary
and archmological society which meets under
the title of the “ Sette of Odde Volumes.”
It gives a brief account of the process,
and the principal difficulties attendant upon
it, with an In meuioriam note at the
end on the_ recent death of “one of the
most promising workers in pure mezzotint,”
the late Mr. C. W. Campbell. Mr. Ball com-
plains that Watt, the inventor of the steam-
epgine, caused indirectly the decline of mezzo-
tint in England, by suggesting the use of steel
instead of copper for engravers. As soon as it

became known that 1,000 impressions could be
taken from a steel plate, while only eighty could
be taken from a copper plate, the latter were
driven out of the market, and the depth of
tone obtainable from copper gave way to com-
parative crudity when steel was employed.
We have no doubt, however, that Watt thought
he was doing the world a service in introducing
steel. It is not given to engineers to com-
prehend these things.

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH
ARCHITECTS:

THE PKESIDENT’s ADDRESS.
The first meeting of this Institute for the

present Session was held on Monday evening
last, Mr. Edward I’Aneon, F.G.S. (President)
in the chair.

The Secretaiy (Mr. W. H. White) announced
a large number of donations to the library,
specially mentioning a sketch-book which had
belonged to the late Mr. George Devey, and
was now presented by the esccutors.

’

The ballot for new members was next taken,
when the following gentlemen were elected’
viz. :— ’

As FeUoivs.—'M.r. J. C. Maddison, of Christ-
church, Canterbury, N.Z.j Mr. W. H. Powell
(Associate), Southampton-street, Bloomsbury-
Mr. J. Jorman (Associate), Paul-street, Exeter

-

Mr. T. M. Lockwood, Foregate-street, Chester,-
and Mr. A. Hill (Associate), Geovges-street
Cork.

Aif Associates.—Mr. H. T. Gradon, Saddler-
street, Durham; Mr. R. M. D. Foil, Bernard-
street, Rnssell-sqnare

; Mr. H. H. Fox, HM
Indian Public Works Department, Burmah-
Mr. G. C. Smith, Gosforth, Newcastle-on-Tyne-
Mr. C. J. Marshall, Ebury-street, S.W.

; Mr!
E. H. Selby, Craven-street, Charing Cross’; Mr!
W. H. White, Lawford-road, Camdon-road ;’

Mr!
R. Williams, Holly Bank, Haslemere

; Mr.’s. j!
Bennet, Harmer-atreet, Gravesend

; Mr. J. w!
Brooker, Railway Approach, London Bridge •

Mr. E. R. Lloyd, Moseley, Birmingham; Mr!
P. W. Marks, Hamngton-gardens

; Mr. J. W.
Stonhold, Stanhope-street, Regent’s Park • Mr.
H. A. Gregg, St. Helen’s-place, E.C. ;’

Mr!
F. B. L. Harris, Lawford-road, Camden-road

; Mr.
A. E. WorsJey, Stanhope-street, Regent’s Park •

Mr. T. Moore, Whip’s Cross, Walthamstow
; and

Mr. H. L. Paterson, Wilborforce-road, Finsburv
Park.

^

As Hon. Associate.—Sir John Coode, K.C.M.G.,
Westminster-chambers, Victoria-street.

’

Mr. Ralph Nevill, while the ballot was pro-
ceeding, called attention to the lightino- of the
library after dark. It was effected by means of
argand burners, which, he said, experience had
shown were perhaps the greatest consumers of
gas and givers-out of heat and bad products of
any forms of lighting. Failing the electric
light, he suggested the adoption of the Welsbach

* Published by B. Dnnthome.
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light, -whicli was economical, and threw out

little heat or noxious products.

The President said that if Mr. Nevill would

write to the Secretaries the question would

receive dne consideration.

The President next delivered the opening

address of the session, which we print nearly

in extenso. Mr. I’ Anson said,

—

Gentlemen,—Entering as we now are on

another session, and looking back, as is the

custom, on the work of the past, I cannot

refrain from alluding to the fact that we are

passing through, in one great respect, an excep-

tional year,—the year of the Queen’s Jubilee,

which has brought to this capital so many of

our fellow subjects from all parts of the

empire, and also so many illnstrious and dis-

tinguished visitors, who came to share and

enhance our rejoicings.

One of the outcomes of this memorable

Jubilee has been the foundation of an Imperial

Institute, and the commencement of anew and

great building, designed by one of our Fellows,

Mr. Collcutt (applause), and obtained by him

in a competition limited to a few members of

the architectural profession. For the purpose

cf founding and erecting this Imperial Institute

subscriptions have been solicited, and in many
cases the invitation has been liberally responded

to. We amongst others were invited to take

our part in the foundation, but unfortunately

architects sadly lack the power to afford that

material assistance which their feelings natu-

rally prompt them to give. The larger number
of the members of this body who are in a

position to subscribe arc members of other bodies

which have contributed to that fund, and they

cannot be expected to send double subscrip-

tions ;
while, in our corporate capacity, the

sum we might be prepared to send, even if we
had the power under our constitution,—which

I doubt,—would be relatively so small that we
could hardly venture to offer it (hear, hear).

Nevertheless, I am afraid that this enforced

absDention has been detrimental to architec-

ture, for we live in an ago when the do ut des

of diplomacy, and the quid pro quo of com-

merce, are often too rigorously exacted. In

the composition of the Executive Council for

the Imperial Institute, the representation of

architecture is, I regret to say, conspicuotisly

absent, unless, indeed, it is considered that Sir

Frederic Leighton, as the President of tho Royal

Academy, represents Architecture as well as

Painting and Sculpture. We are, however,

none the less loyal to the principles involved in

the foundation and objects of the Imperial

Institute 5 it is only that our pecuniary

resources are inadequate,—disproportioned to

our good will,—and, this being once understood

by the authorities concerned, we may rest

quietly assured that a fuller representation of

Architecture than now exists on their Council

will be deemed uot only wise, but essential.

Whilst on this subject, it occurs to me to

remark that one most fitting work for the

Imperial Institute would be the production of a

thorough and complete record,—perfect in all

its details,—of the more important architec-

tural monuments contained in India, and the

many historical sites and ruined cities to be
found within the varions dependencies of Great
Britain and Ireland. This, no doubt, has

already been accomplished to a slight extent by
private enterjmise and liberality, but there is

no complete or national work of the kind j and
I venture to hope that there may soon be found
means, by the agency of the new Imperial

Institute, to furnish the world with at least a

catalogue of the Iliatorical Monuments extant
within the confines of the British Empire
(applause).

Ill the remarks just made, I have spoken
with full cognisance of the responsible position

I hold, and I have now to add that, as your
President, I have recently fulfilled the sad duty
of attending the funeral of the late Mr. Beres-
ford-Hope, one of the most emineut of my
predecessors in this chair (applause). Among
other professional men who accompanied roe on
this mournful occasion were Mr. Brooks, Mr.
Carpenter, and Mr. Cates. The funeral service

was solemnised in Kilndown Church, which,
with St. Augustine’s College at Canterbury and
Ely Cathedral, forms one of the chief memo-
rials of his munificence. Although not a
member of the profession, Mr. Beresford-Hope
always took a lively interest in the promotion
of Architecture, and whether in his place in
Puvliaraent, or when engaged in the many other
duties he undertook, was ever ready to assist

professional architects by his counsel and

active support. He was an enthusiastic and a

staunch admirer of the works of the Middle

Ages in England j
and with the movement

known as the Gothic Revival his name will

always be associated. As President of this

Body, President of the Architectural Museum,
and, at an earlier period, as President of the

Cambridge Camden Society (afterwards called

the Ecclesiological Society), he will be remem-
bered among us and our successors. Bub this

is not the time to do more than refer generally

to his varied artistic and literary occupations,

and to bis numerous contributions to the cause

of art. His death is a loss to the Institute,

both as regards the brilliant Reuicit’ of which he

was the proprietor, and as regards the Hoose of

Commons, in which his authority on architec-

tural questions was nndeniable.

Mr. Beresford Hope was the only Honorary
Fellow who, since the death of the first Presi-

dent, Earl do Grey, K.G., has occupied the chair

of the Institute, and it is, I believe, a source of

satisfaction to many members that, by the

terms of the Supplemental Charter granted to

the Institute in the Spring of the current year,

Honorary Fellows aro still eligible for election

as President. It is also agreeable to reflect

that, in asking for fresh powers and privileges,

—

some of which involved the repeal of the larger

portion of the original Charter,—we have been

permitted to retain any benefits accruing from

tho relative antiquity of our incorporation.

What are these new powers, these new privi-

leges ? I doubt, gentlemen, whether you have

quite realised the character of them, and so,

with yonr permission, I will recapitulate their

principal points. We humbly asked, taking

into consideration the importance of this body

and the necessity of maintaining a high standard

of architectural knowledge in the country, for

power to hold Examinations and to grant

certificates or diplomas in connexion therewith
;

and we have obtained the right to hold and

establish Examinations not only within the

United Kingdom, but also in any Colony or

dependency thereof, and in India. We have

obtained the right to use distinguishing affi.xes ;

and also power to declare, in the year 1892,

that every person desiring to be admitted a

Fellow must have passed an Examination. In

five years’ time we shall have the right to say

to outsiders, who may wish to become Fellows,

—

“ You shall not enter the corporation of British

Architects except through the ranks of the

Associate class ”
5
or we may say,

—“ You shall

not enter the ranks of the Fellows until you
have passed a special Examination.” Moreover,

the Examination test which we ventured, in

1882, to impose upon all candidates for the

Associateship is now a right which we are

empowered to exercise. These, in my opinion,

are powers and privileges the possession of

which entails responsibility of a very high

character towards the public and towards onr-

selves
;
and they form a basis upon which all

minor professional questions must rest, if any
superstructure is to rise out of them. As for

the charges in the constitution of our internal

affairs, they are equally important in their

character, but to ourselves principally. The
property of the Institute, which was originally

vested solely and abaolately in the Class of

Fellows, is to be vested in the corporate body;

the Associates, who by the original Charter could

not vote or interfere in the affairs of the

Institute, will have the right, with certain

exceptions, to vote at the general meetings.

The Honorary Associates, who by the original

Charter did not exist, are recognised, and will

have the right, with certain exceptions and
under other limitations, to vote at the general

meetings. Moreover, the mode of voting and
the number of votes which shall form an effective

majority at such meetings are to be decided

by By-laws. All these modifications and
developments of our original powers and privi-

leges have been obtained not without some
difficulty,— not wibhont even some division

amongst ourselves,—but I think that we may
congratulate the Institute upon the result

;
nor

must we forget the warm and efficient support
we obtained in this matter from the non-
Metropolitan societies, who shared in our dis-

cussions on the subject, and loyally assisted us
throughout (applause).

The triennial Conference* hold inMay brought
us into most agreeable contact with our pro-

vincial brethren
;
indeed, it is a gratifying fact

' Full reports of the papers and discussions were given
in special Supplements to the Builder at the time.
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that,—owing to the importance of the questions

affecting our profession with which we have

lately had to deal,—we have been so frequently

in close relationship with them ;
and it is in the

highest degree satisfactory to find that, what-

ever onr individual opinions may be on these

subjects, when we are brought closely together

we act better, understand each other better,

and promote better what we may mutually feel

to be for the best interests of the important

profession to which we belong.

One meeting was profitably occupied in con-

sidering the subject of professional education,

introduced by au important contribution from

the Rev. Professor Babcock, of Cornell

University, New York State
;
and amongst the

valuable papers which followed was one by Mr.

Lawrence Booth, then President of the Man-
chester Architectural Associatiou. This gentle-

man, a Fellow of our body, attempted to show
how the authority and usefulness of the

Institute could be increased by the adoption of

an educational scheme which, if successful in

its working, would within a few years lay a

solid foundation whereon an appeal to Parlia-

ment might be based for stringent powers of

repression against unqualified practitioners of

architecture. Other papers,—including one by
Mr. J. A. Gotch, who was then the President

of tho Architectural Association,—offered sag-

gestions of like importance, and the whole

resulted in a series of resolutions being adopted

by the meeting, embodying a practical scheme

for organising a complete system of progressive

Examinations. These resolutions were ;

—

'* 1 . That it is desirable that the guidance and direction

of the education of those enteringtheaTchiteetnral profes-

sion shoold be undertaken by the Royal Institute of British

Architects.
2. That to realise this end the Royal Institute of British

Architects should prepare a scheme of a complete system

of Examination.
3. That such system should comprise lat, BTeliminary

Examination for pupils entering the profession as a test of

general knowledge, those passing this to be Probationers

R.I.B.A.
;

2nd, Intermediate Examination for pupils in

their third yoar or earlier, for the general principles of art

and construction, those passing this to be atudeata

R.I.B.A.
;
3rd, Final and Foee Examination to qualify for

A. R.I.B.A., at twenty-three years of age orearlier; and

that no subscription be required from Probationersorfrom

Students.
4. That this system should be arranged with the co.

operation of the local societies by whose agency the

details of the Examinations could be carried out,’'

At that meeting, Liverpool, Birmingham^

Leeds, Bristol, Glasgow, and Dublin were

represented, and your Council, feeling that

suggestions from so representative a gathering

should be duly respected, referred the rescind

tions to the special Education Committee, for

the purpose of considering the manner in

which they should be realised.

There are, possibly, difficulties as yet unfore:

seen, which may impede the carrying ont of anj

complete scheme, but the idea expressed ii

these resolutions is so good, and so likely U
benefit the profession, that I do not hesitate tc

enlarge npon it. The new Charter haviD|

conferred on the Institute the power to hole

Examinations, and ultimately to make such

Examinations the only means of entrance, it if

moat desirable that immediately on a young

man entering the profession he should b<

started in a course of study which will ulti'.

mately lead him up to the desired end.

The Preliminary Examination will test the

general knowledge and lead schoolmasters t(

systematise the studies of the pupil and tc

direct his attention in particular to those

essential branches of knowledge which the

Examination will indicate.

The Interanediate will be for the probationer,

a stage at which he will test his elementarj

architectural knowledge, and in the propara"

tion of which he will lay a solid foundation

for his future studies.

The Final will give him a standard for the

development of his studies so as to place him

in a position to enter on the active practice

of his profession, ready to apply the principles

and details he has acquired, and to furthei

pursue his work until fully prepared to cntei

on that ultimate Examination which in a fev

years may be established as a preliminary

qualification for the Fellowship.

I hope that when the scheme thus set forth

is matured, it may formulate such modes 0 )

procedure as may lead to our entrusting tha

preliminary Examinations to local societies in

the manner so well indicated in the paper 1

have mentioned by Mr. Lawrence Booth)

Meanwhile, in the Spring of 1888, an Examina"

tion will be beld under the anspices of tha

Manchester Architectural Society, this centre



laving been selected as likely to be convenient
5 oandiclatea from the great towns in the
icinity, and oven to those who may come
rom further north, and from Scotland. The
izaminatioQ will bo conducted on the same
nes as those to be held in London this

lonth and in March. The Chairman of the
iondon Board of Examiners will probably
ttend, and, as at former provincial Examina-
ions, assist the Board, selected by the local

ociety, but composed entirely of Fellows of

he Institute. In thus endeavouring to bring
Ixamination closer home to non-metropolitan
rchitects and students, the Institute is, I am
uro you will feel, studying the best interests

f the profession, and doing much to weld the
rholo profession into one united body.
It has been sought, moreover, to direct the

ttention of young architects in practice to the
Ibligatory Examination, which now forms the
nly entrance to the degree of Associate of

his Institute. The uumber of such architects

/ho would be worthy members of this body,
>ut who have not yot joined its ranks, will, I

m convinced, continue to increase, because
ndoubtedly the preparation for and passing
hrongh the Examination, respecting tlie advan-
ages of which those architects who have
lasaed express themselves warmly, are con-
iderable

;
and it cannot be too widely known

hat this Examination is framed so as to have
Bgard to the position of architects in actual
ractice. Indeed, I know that the Examiners
re in the habit of giving the fullest considcra-
lon to the professional status of such candi-
ates. I therefore most cordially invite all

hose younger members of our profession who,
hough not Fellows or Associates of the Insti-

ate, are already in practice, to prepare for
Ixaminatiou, and thus qualify themselves for
dmissioii into our ranks.

To another of the meetings of the General
onforeuce your Council referred the report of
le special Federation Committee, in order to
licit an epinion as to the feasibility or desira-
ility of carrying into effect any or all of the
roposals made in that report. The meeting
as a thoroughly representative one, and the
jport was returned, after a few slight modifica-
OQS, with a request that it might be taken into
msideration. This has been partly done, and
le matter is now in the hands of a special
jmmittee engaged in the preparation of draft
^-laws according to the terms of the .Snpplo-
ental Charter granted to the Institute in the
pring of the enrrent year; and I have every
ason to believe that before many weeks are
rer it will be possible to convene a special
mera! meeting for the purpose of considering
le same. Meanwhile, without pledging myself
' agree with all the provisions of the report, I

ay perhaps be allowed to express satisfaction
ith their general tenor. The Conference of
187 has resolved that the centre of any federa-
an of the members of the profession within
le Empire is and shall be the Royal Institute
British Architects, and the expressed object
view is to establish a oloser connexion than
>w exists between British architects generally,
• as to promote the advancement of our art,
irmony of practice, and intercommunication.
Dr this purpose, roughly speaking, the Insti-
ite is to organise periodical conferences in the
•ovinces as well ns in London

; the local
icietiea, which are to retain their identity and
ime, a*nd the management of their internal
fairs, are to adopt the “Schedule of Profes-
onal Practice and Charges “ sanctioned by the
istitute, with a proviso that, so far as may not
) inconsistent with the spirit of such Schedule,
ley may arrange terms for the guidance of
leir own members in circumstances not covered
T the Schedule

;
they are also to afford every

acticable assistauce to students in preparing
r the Examination in Architecture

; and,
rther, local examinations are to be held by a
oiety or group of societies, of persons desirous
qualifying for candidature as Associates of

le Institute. In return, the Institute is to
ind over to the local societies a proportion of
e amount received by the Institute in annual
ibscriptions from their members. These ai-e
lO main points of the report of our special
adoration Committee, and they seem to me,
I they seemed to the Conference meeting
hich discussed them, quite feasible,—indeed,
ninontly desirable. There are, of course,
stails, especially of professional practice,
hich will require caro and time to work out
id assimilate

; but I trust that both in London
id in the Provinces the leading men will
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exercise mutual forbearance while completing
the minor arrangements of a scheme likely to

benefit the whole profession, and to the success
of which I wish a hearty God-speed.
The consideration of a very important

subject,— the proposed “Registration” of

architects,—also took place at the Conference,
when, after a lengthy discussion, it was
resolved to recommend this question to the
careful consideration of your Council. The
matter is now before a special committee,
composed of members whose names are given
in the Kalendar just issued, and who are
fairly representative of both town and country.
Mr. Connon, of Leeds, has accepted the post
of Hon. Secretary to the Committee; and
those who know the energy and ability of

that gentleman will not fail to conclude that
the work will not be allowed to flag.

Gentlemen, this is a very important question.

It has been strongly pressed upon us from
withont. It is also clear that many amongst
us think it a right step to take. But the
critics will ask,—Is it for the good of the
public ? Is this movement a disinterested

one (hear, hear) or is it not ? Is it to make
a trade-union of the profession (No, no),—to

exclude all those who have not been admitted
within the inner circle from sharing in the
emoluments of those who are within ? Will it

really protect and guard the public from in-

competent men ? (“ Yes ” and “ No ”). For my
part, before venturing upon any conclusion as
to the desirability or the reverse of “ Registra-
tion,”—whatever that terra may imply,— I

think that we may ask ourselves two veiy apt
and pertinent questions :—First, as to the form
in which the registration of architects may be
best effected

; and, secondly, whether the fact
of having passed those Examinations for
admission to the Institute, now sanctioned by
Royal Charter, and to which 1 have just
referred, will not accomplish,—to all intents
and purposes, and sulEcient for the present
time,—the main object of registration as con-
templated by the Conference of May last

(loud applause).

Considering that the Institute has now been
established for more than fifty years, the
passing away of those who in their youth and
vigour were among the earliest members of the
body must be looked for, and indeed is inevit-

able. The first of our losses during the past
session is that of Mr. George Devey, a Fellow
since 185(5, who of late years was but little

amongst us; Le was an able artist in every
way, an accomplished architect, and those who
knew him personally speak of him as kindly
and fascinating in his manners (hear, hear).
George Vuliiamy, a past Vice-President, who
was well known to all of us, was a man of
courteous and obliging manner, which engaged
our cordial esteem. A devoted lover of art, he
delighted in discoursing on the great works of
the Renaissance. He was, however, com-
paratively early in life, appointed to the
honourable and responsible position of Super-
intending Architect to the Metropolitan Board
of Works, and he had little opportunity of
doing any purely architectural work. George
Bell, Fellow, of Glasgow, J. R. Botham, Fellow,
of Birmingham, and Thomas Henry Sapsford,
City Architect at Sydney, are also among our
losses; the latter gentleman’s decease was
announced at the meeting following his election.

The next to mention is Sir Horace Jones, and I

think I may emphatically say no one was on
more friendly terms with the vast majority of

the members, or better known amongst us, than
he, for he was a truly genial and kindly man
(applause) ; his active career has so recently
closed,—the man and his works are so well
remembered,—that it is onnecessary for me to

enlarge on his personal qualities, or his ability

as a professional man. I knew him from the
commencement of his professional career, when
he went to the same office in the City as I for a
time did

;
and I observe in a memoir of him

that he esteemed bis position here as your
President, as I do, as the crowning honour of

his life (applause). Ambrose Poynter, one of

the Founders of this Institute, and in the
earliest years a very active member, was joint

Honorary Secretary, and contributed several

Papers to the “ Transactions ” between the
years 1839 and 1818; he had a considerable
professional practice many years ago, and his

name is worthily continued in the person of his

son, Mr. E. J. Poynter, a distinguished
Painter and Royal Academician. Robert
Parris, Fellow, a member of the firm of

Wiltshire & Parris, was a gentleman who
practised honourably and successfully as an
architect and surveyor in Lambeth; the firm of
which he was a member was originally styled
Bailey & Wiltshire, and it was to that office, I

believe, the late Sir Charles Barry was ap-
prenticed. George Barnes Williams, Fellow,
was the successor to Mr. George Smith, whose
architectural practice in the early part of this

century was very extensive, and who also had
a large business as a surveyor, which class of

business was, in my early professional recollec-

tions, so almost entirely in the hands of George
Smith, David Riddel Roper, James White
Higgins, and my late father, that I recollect

our much valued Fellow, Mr. George Pownall
(who, with Sir Henry Arthur Hunt, is amongst
the few of my early contemporaries now living),

observing to me, we being then young and
ardent aspirants for professional work, that
until these men had passed away there could be
no work for ns (laughter). Mr. Williams was
Mr. George Smith’s assistant, and succeeded to
the Survoyorship of the Mercers’ Company, to
that of the Morden College Estates, and of
others. His principal architectural work, in

my recollection, is the rebnilding of the
Mercers’ Hall, and he also restored the hall of

the Vintners’ Company. George Goldie,

Associate, whose practice was chiefly in eccle-

siastical buildings,—his principal works being
the Pro-Cathedral at Kensington, and the
Church of St. John of Jerusalem in Great
Ormond-strect,—was an architect of talent,

well known and justly much appreciated (hear,

hear). Among the Associates I regret to have
to mention the loss of Oswald Adshead, Thomas
Farrer, Harry Saxon Snell, Robert A. Frazer,

Andrew Edwards, and Vincent Wing; also J.

Stanning Edmeston and Arthur Harland,
whose deaths at an early age have just oc-

curred; and among the Hon. Associates that
of Major-General Moody, late of the Royal
Engineers. In Messrs. Ruprich-Robert and
Olivier Rayet, the world of art and archeo-
logy has lost much, and Professor vou Neu-
reuther, another Hon. Corresponding Member,
and an architect of distinction, who resided at
Munich, is also deceased.
Amongst the events which have occurred

since I last had the honour of addressing
you is the election of our esteemed Fellow,
Mr. Blashill (applause) to the poet of Superin-
tending Architect to the Metropolitan Board
of Works, which is a position of much import-
ance. When it is considered that the formation
of new streets

j
the compensation to be paid on

the removal of buildings necessary for the
formation of these streets

;
the checking

and examination of the returns of the District

Surveyors, which arc made every month; the
sometimes difficult task of regulating new lines

of frontage, and advising the Board generally

on all building questions arisiug out of the
Building Acts, affecting the interests of some
four millions of people, devolve upon this

functionary,— you will admit that it is no light

or irresponsible work which is placed in the

bands of the SuperintendingArchitect. Another
noteworthy and to us most interesting event,

which has only just been announced, is that the

Corporation of the City of London, after having
decided to elect a Surveyor to carry on part of
tho work so ably conducted by our late Past-

President, Sir Horace Jones,—a decision which
from the first was, I believe, by many members
of the Corporation, considered a retrograde
movement,—have reconsidered the matter, and
have felt it desirable not to depart from the
ancient custom of placing an architect on the
listof their high officials (applause). They thus
recognise, it seems to me, the dignity of our
profession, and the strength which the old and
powerful Corporation of the City of London
feel is thus added to their administrative power
by the existence of such an officer (applause).

Appointments of this kind are amongst the few
advantages incident to our profession

;
they are

posts of high honour, and although the emolu-

ments are not perhaps equal to those which
exist in the higher branches of the legal pro-

fession, they cannot be said to be other than
liberal. Indeed, the office is such as any
amongst us might be proud to hold ; and I

recollect when Mr. Banning was elected, that

Sir William Tite, who was afterwards one of

our most distinguished, and certainly one of

our most able, Presidents, was a candidate for

the post (hear, hear).

It has been my most pleasing privilege to

place in the hands of our respected Paat-Pre-
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sident, Hr. Ewan. Christian, the Royal Gold

Medal ;
and looking to the importance of some

of Mr. Christian’s very numerona works, the

conscientious care with which he has dealt with

those to us most precious national monuments
which we have inherited, with which he has to

deal,-—these considerations, together with the

universal esteem and respect in which he is

held, induced us to recommeud him to Her
Majesty as a fit recipient of this honour.

The Exhibition of the Students’ work, held in

the Conduit-street Galleries last January, was
one of the best, if not the best, we have ever

had. There c.an be no doubt whatever that the

number of young men who can now produce

sketches and measured drawings of the highest

quality, both as regards accuracy and artistic

power, has largely increased.

The Committee of the new British School at

Athens, who report that there is every cause

for satisfaction in the progress already made,

and that it is intended to provide board and

lodging at a moderate rate in the school bnild-

ing for a limited number of students, have just

made a proposal to us of some importance and
interest. They are prepared to contribute the

sum of 50L towards the expenses of any duly

qualified architectural student whom your

Council may select to send out to Athens
daring the session now opened (applause). The
conditions attached to the grant are,— (1) That

the said student shall reside at least four months
in Greece

; (2) That he shall hold himself at

the disposal of the Director of the school to

assist in excavations if required (laughter).

I am glad to be able to remind yon that the

Institute now fosters to the best of its ability

the Architects’ Benevolent Society, which is

administered partly under our care, and within

this building. It has an accumulated fund

of over 7,0001., which, considering the long

time the Society has been established, is but a
moderate, I ought rather to say, a very small

capital. I fear it must be taken as another
illustration of the fact that architects’ coffers

are not as a rale overflowing with riches. It

was proposed to endeavour to increase the fund
in the trnly British fashion of dining together,

and thereby stimulating the charitable senti-

ments which we all entertain at heart, especially

in a cause in which we are so closely interested

as the relief of distressed brethren, their widows
and orphans. Through the kindness of our
Fellow, Mr. Banister Fletcher, one of the Court
of the Carpenters’ Company, it was hoped that

this suggested dinner might take place,—and
at Carpenters’ Hall, which would have been
gladly lent,—but at present it has been found
impracticable to make any definite arrangements
for the purpose.

There is another subject I cannot leave un-
noticed,—that is the issue of a further volume
of the “ Dictionary of Architectare.” It is moat
gratifying to see this work progressing so satis-

factorily, as regards the matter it contains.
But wheu will it be completed P Some of us
who saw its commencement may nob live to see

its completion. Nevertheless, let us help as
best we may towards this mneh-to-be-desired
resnlt. If, after all, it is too ambitious a work
for this Institate, or any Committee of the
Institute, to have taken in hand, what honour,
what gratitude is duo to the devoted few who,
as a labour, and a very heavy labour, too,

—

of love, are bringing this important work to an
end ! I need but point to the volume just issued
to induce yon to examine it carefully. I am
told by those who know most about the Insti-

tute library that very few books in it are more
often consulted than the “ Dictionary of Archi-
tecture,” by foreign as well as home readers,

and none, I am convinced, afford more informa-
tion on matters of fact than does this durable
monument of Mr. Wyatt Papworth’s learning
and research.*

Nothing that has transpired during the past
year has induced a belief that the Institute
may be brought more closely into relationship
with the Royal Academy. Although, in the
early part of the year, it was stated that pro-
posals involving serious modifications in the
constitution of that body were being considered

* We qtiite concur with the President that there is a
mine of inform tion of a certain kind in the '* Dictionary,”
but we must repeat, and with emphasis, that there are
articles in it which are utterly onwsrthy of such a
dictionary, either from being out of date in information or
scientiBcatly inaccurate in their statoruents aud their
literarr expreasio-.

; and we think it is much to be regretted
that the President should hare publicly given the eancti"n
and approval of the Institnte toadietionary which contains
articles that would render it a subject of ridicule to any
scientific man or sanitary engineer who took it up,—Ed,

by its members, no communication on the

subject has been received, and any action that

may have been taken by the Academy has been

without results as regards ourselves.

On the other hand, an arrangement of some
significance has been made between the Archi-

tecturalAssociation and the Institute (applause)

.

Before separating for the recess we received a

communication from the Committeeof thejnnior

body, asking for permission to use our rooms
for their ordinary Friday evening meetings, as,

in consequence of the present number of classes

and an increase of work generally, the Associa-

tion found the accommodation at their disposal

too limited. Since then, your Council, having

left the matter to be settled by the Secretaries

of the Institute aud a small Sub-Committee of

the Association, have willingly consented to an

arrangement whereby, daring this session, our

meeting- rcom wOl be occupied once a fortnight

by the Association, and, I have every reason to

believe, with the entire concurrence of the

members of both bodies (applause). It is a

source of extreme gratification to me to know
that the mutual assistance long rendered is thus

appreciated by both Societies in a manner so

cordial, and, as the excellent President of the

Arcliitectural Association showed, in his recent

Address delivered from this chair,* so sincere.

The aims of both are identical
;
we exist for a

like purpose. In the Supplemental Charter and
its Examination clauses, the objects for which
both are working have been defined. The
lustitnte, while urging the members of the

younger Society to maintain their absolute

independence, will, in my opinion, further the

interests of the profession by endeavouring to

enlarge the capacities of the Architectural

Associatien as an educational body (applause).

And now, gentlemen, having reviewed the

prominent events of the period which has

passed since I first had the honour to read a

Presidential Address to you,—and this is the

last time it will be my privilege to do so,—

I

commend to your attention some of the impor-

tant questions which will come before you this

session, namely, the settling of the By-laws to

bo made under our Supplemental Charter
;
the

development of oar scheme of Federation ; and
the consideration of the very important subject

of “Registration” (hear, hear). There is also

a very difficult and certainly important snbject,

—initiated here some years ago,—on which we
have gathered the opinion of some of our most
able and experienced members. I refer to the

vexed qixestion of
“ Light and Air.” I have not

ventured, although much engaged with the sub-

ject, to give an opinion on it myself, but I know
that a mass of evidence has been collected by a
special Committee of the Institute, the work of

wliich has been transferred to the Standing
Committee for Science, — work which well

merits further consideration, with a view to the
framing of some practical suggestions in regard
to this matter.

Gentlemen, a great deal has been written
and said of late about the progress of the last

fifty years. To many of you I have no doubt
that such a period seems a long time, but,

believe me, it is barely anything at all in the
life of a corporation

; and to every one, whether
he bo an old man or a yonng man, I would say,

—Do not be in a harry. It was only last year
that the London Colleges of Physicians and of

Surgeons combined for educational purposes,
and for the furtherance of professional educa-
tion; yet the College of Physicians was founded
early io the sixteenth century, and the snrgeons
can trace their existence back to the reign of

Edward II., and even earlier. The position of
the English surgeons is now as eminent as that
of any other of the learned or scientific pro-

fessions
;
but less than a hundred years ago, in

1790, one of the Masters of the College of

Surgeons, on retiring from office, wrote to his

subordinates an extraordinary letter. “ Your
theatre,” said bo, “ is without lectures

;
your

library room, without books, is converted into an
office for your clerk

;
and your committee-room

has become an eating parlour.” Again, in 1844,
only forty-three years ago, a Charter granted to
the Surgeons constitnted a new order of
Fellows,—a grade higher than members,—who
were to qualify for the distinction by strict

examination, or by selection from among
deserving members. It is unnecessary to tell

you the results of that great step
;

you will
draw your own inferences from the parallel I

have ventured to place before you. No class

• Printed in the SuilJer for October 29 last.

of men have been reviled, even for centuries,

with more bitterness, and with more wit, than

the physicians and surgeons. They have
been assailed with clamour inside and outside

their ranks
;
they have met with every kind

of opposition. Such things, however, do no
harm, for, when the caose is good, opposition

to it creates no new enemies ; on the con-

trary, it consolidates old friendships, brings

back waverers, and strengthens the ties of

interest and duty which unite the members of

a sound and flourishing Society like that to

which you, gentlemen, and I have the advan-
tage to belong (applause)

.

Mr. A. W. Blorafield, M.A., Vice-President,

said,—In the interesting and exhaustive

address to which we have just listened, you
made a suggestion to which I should like to give

practical effect at once, by proposing that a
vote of condolence be passed with the family

of onr former distinguished President, Mr.

Beresford Hope, and that our Secretary be

instructed to convoy it in the usual maimer to

the proper quarter (hear, hear)

.

Mr. Ewan Christian seconded the motion,

which was carried.

Mr. Blomfield.—It now becomes my pleasing

duty to propose a vote of thanks to the Presi-

dent for the very interesting address to which
wo have just listened. As far as I can judge

he has touched upon every point of interest

that might have been expected to be alluded to

in an address of the kind. I am sure yon will

all feel with me considerahlo regret that this is

the last time wo shall have the pleasure of

hearing such an address from him from the

Presidential chair. I think, gentlemen, it is

hardly necessary for me formally to propose

a vote of thanks to the President for his

address, for I am sure it will be carried by
acclamation (ap-planse).

Mr. John Slater, B.A.—Gentlemen, as repre-

senting the Architectural Association, I have
been requested to-night to second the vote of

thanks to the President of this Institute, which
has been proposed by Mr. Blomfield. I esteem

it an hononr to the Architectural Association,

as it is a personal honour to myself, to have
had this duty placed in my hands. You, Sir,

have alluded to the new arrangement which has

been made between this Institute and the Archi-.

tectnral Association, with regard to the use of

this room by the younger body, and I am glad

to take this opportunity to thank you, and the

members of the Institute, for the cordial and
ready manner in which they acceded to our

request. The gain on our part is undoubted.

We shall be very much more comfortable in

this room than in the room downstairs,

where we were both hot and stuffy. However,

I hope the advantage may not be entirely one-*

sided. A wish was thrown out a fortnight ago

that some of the exuberant vitality of the

younger body, some of the enthusiasm with

which its meetings are condneted, might

permeate these walls, and he reproduced at

the meetings of the Institute. Whether this

be BO or not, whether it be wanted or not,

—

for I am not quite sure that there have

not been meetings of the Institute during

the past two or three years at which there

has been no lack of exuberance or enthui

siasm,—I think that anything which makes
this Institute and this room the recognised

centre of the architectural life and work of the

day, whether as regards the metropolis or the proi

vinces, must be an undoubted good (applause);

So, Sir, while thoronghly appreciating and

strongly advocating a close connexion of thi^

kind between the two bodies, I am very pleased

indeed to find you approving and endorsing the

views which I pat forward as to the work which

has to be done, with reference to the profession;

being better done by the two bodies indepen-

dently and under separate executives (applause)

To use an illustration from chemistry ,
I cannot

help thinking that the mutual reactions betweeE

two independent bodies will prevent the stagna<

tion which would certainly ensue from a com-

plete amalgamation. You have alluded to the

probable extension and furtherance of the

excellent scheme of Examination. I cannoi

help thinking it a striking feature of the timei

that, BO far as I am aware, this proposal

extending the Examinations is not met, and li

not likely to meet, with anything like the samf

amount of opposition with which the original

institution of the Obligatory Examination waf-

received. I think. Sir, that is most encourag
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(ng. T believe nearly every one is beginning to

feel that Examinationa, if properly conducted,

—

lud I would like to underline these words as
strongly as I can,—that Examinations, if

properly conducted, are invaluable in foster-

ing and improving arohitectaral education.
A.nd that is the solo reason for the existence
of the Examination at all. The Examina-
tion here must certainly not be framed on
any rigid lines. It must not be an Examina-
tion the passing of which by students will

be dependent upon those students uttering the
shibboleth of this or that examiner. They must
be widely framed, giving free scope to individual

joniuB,—if you like, to individual eccentricity,

—

but they must be thoroagh, and they must be
3uch Examinations that a preparation for them
will constitute a real education in the fullest

and widest sense of the term (applause). I

wish every member of the Institute, and every
jnember of oar body, would make himself
icquainted with, and try to appreciate, the
iignificauce of the work that is now being done
for and by what are called the lower classes,

—

I mean the skilled artisans and workmen in

and about Eondon and other large cities. On
Saturday last I had the pleasure of going over
the Finsbury Technical College, and of hearing
i most able and interesting address from its

Principal. I believe I am not stating more than
the exact truth when I say that a young man
jf ordinary intelligence, who has passed through
: wo years class work in that institution, would
be better suited for an architect even than a
!uan who had gone tbrongh three, four, or five

j'ears of ordinary articles. It would bo pur-
juiug the subject too far to point out where
this leads to ; I will only commend the thought
:o you, because if I am correct in this belief,

lud if it is a fact, it becomes a serious question
IS to what is to become of the class of men
ivho are more architectural draughtsmen,
ind nothing else (hear, hear). You have
illuded, Sir, and I was pleased you did
JO, to the cordial relations which subsist
between this Institute and our provincial
arethren. There used to be a time when the
dea was held that possibly this Institute con-
fidered itself as representing too exclusively
jho metropolitan members of the body. I am
juito snretbat oven if any idea or wish existed
low to continue that state of things,—and I am
juito sure no Ruch wish does exist,—the energy
)f many of the provincial bodies, and the
luccess to which they have attained, would
!ompel their recognition by this Institute, aud
vould ensure their views and feelings being
.horougbly considered in any work which was
indertakeii. The question of federation is a
Host difficult one, and I cannot help thinking
ihat wo should all do well to lay to heart the
A-ise and weighty words of the concluding sen-
tences of your address; for I am very sure of this,
that any attempt to rush through an ill-con-
sidered and immaturo scheme, eith^er of federa-
tion, registration, or any other -ation you like,
would bo the most fatal mistake which could
be possibly made by any one who has at heart
the real interests of the profession at large.
We must not be in a hurry, but must look at
the matter in all its dotaiE and bearings, and
if we do that I venture to think that the day is
not far distant when we shall bo really able
to mature a lasting federation,—a federation of
aims, federation of interests, a federation of
responsibilities, and a federation of honours.
That, I believe, is the kind of federation which
many of the country members have been look-
ing for, and have come to think is perhaps only
a poet 8 dream to hope for. But if we carry
out the suggestions you have made, and
seriously consider all the points which bear
upon the subject, I think that the members
of the Committee who have the subject in
charge will be able to do a good deal to speed
that lORg-looked-for day (applause).

Professor Kerr.—I should like to add a few
words to the very able speech of my friend who
seconded the vote of thanks to our respected
and excellent President. Sir, you have to-night,
in the course of your remarks, although they
were eminently of a practical character, done,
in my opinion, a great deal to inculcate that
form of exertion for the advancement of the
dignity of the profession which I think has
always characterised our Presidential addresses
here. Ton have referred to the advancement
of that excellent end by education, and by the
Examinations which are proposed to be insti-
tuted and consolidated for the admission of
oiembers into this body. With regard to the

Registration and Federation schemes, you have
also said many wise things. I am sure wo will

all remember what you have said, and act upou
what you have advised. But there is another
subject to which you have alluded, which my
friend, Hr. Slater, has not adverted to, and
that is the loss we have sustained by the
decease of Mr. Beresford Hope. The motion
made for the vote of condolence will stand
by itself, and will not prevent my saying
a very few words upon the subject of that loss.

It has always seemed to me that during the last

forty years, the tendency of this profession has
been a little downward. You and I, Sir, and
some who are of our age, can remember the
time when meetings of the Institute were
addressed by men who had, as we thought then,

very much more exalted aims than wo have
been accustomed to in public since. Three
movements seem to me to have taken place, all

under the guidance of exceedingly able amateurs,
during the last forty years. There has been
the movement identified with the name of

Fergusson, which had for its end the advance-
ment of the dignity of the profession by means
of learning. Mr. Fergusson’s learning was of

the most extraordinary kind. There was
another movement, the leader of which is still

with ns,—^the movement for the advancement
of architecture amongst the other arts by means
of emotion,—I refer to Mr. Ruskin. But the
principal movement of the three is that which
is identified with the leadership of Mr. Beres-
ford Hope, which was the advancement of the
profession by means of the influence of tradi-

tion. Mr. Beresford Hope was the representa-
tive of tradition, and principally of our own
tradition, although our differences of opinion
on the subject may be of a very lively character.

1 am pleased to find that some one is to read
a biographical notice of Mr. Beresford Hope
in the course of the session, and I trust the
opportunity will be taken of dealing with
that very distinguished man, not as a mere
individual unit of a group, but as the represen-
tative of a very' largo aim, and of a very great
and considerable movement. I have always
thought that, apart from all differences of
opinion amongst ourselves on questions of taste,

the Mediceval renaissance of the last genera-
tion is one of the most marvellous movements
of ability and enthusiasm in art which the
history of the world’s art can show. It was
peculiar to England, and it was peculiarly
creditable to England, and it is that movement
that I identify with the name of Mr. Beresford
Hope. I trust, therefore, when the time comes,
we shall be able to enter more fully into the
consideration of his career, and that the very-

distinguished attitude which ho assumed and so

successfully maintained will not be forgotten
(applause).

The vote of thanks was then carried by
acclamation, and the President said a few words
in reply.

ARCniTECTUR.iL MODELLING.*
I HAVE been asked to say a few words on

a subject not usually regarded as one of tlie

first importance in the education of the yonng
architect, but it is one which, I venture to

think, is of the deepest interest to him and his

future clients. It is the light and shade of his

building; and in assuming that the practice or

the art of modelling can help forward this

important section of the great art, I must say
that it enters into the consideration that should

be given to every tonch on a building that
involves light and shade, which is no less than
every particle of relief that is used to

ornament the structure. Now the modelled
decoration of a single abstract panel is simple
enough, and wo see in many competitions that

are annually held, that it is a question that

deals with the systematic, orderly, and pleasant

distribution of various details, natural or con-

ventional, in high, or low, or flattest possible

relief, but who can say more than that, in itself,

the panel, as such, is a pleasant object, not
offensive by any disproportion of form, light,

and shade or half tone H

But the problem is a very different thing when
a panel has to be so made as to take its place

among an already distribnted arrangement of

mouldings or other projections; whether these

are the proper attributes of any particular style

or the accidental results of peculiar lighting.

* A p»per by Mr, J. C. L. Sparkes, of the National
Art Training School, South KeuHlngton, read before tho
Architectural Association on the 4th inst.

Then the panel has to fit its prescribed place,

and the prescription of colour that surrounds it

must be thoughtfully consulted and studied,

that the designer may forward the harmony
of tho whole mass.

This involves a very subtle question, namely,
that of the colour of a building. Of course, I

do not mean anything that relates to pigment,
but to the general tone that the light and shade
of the plastic mass produces on the artistic

observer.

Equally the colour of a statue is, of coarse,

not any pigment with which it may have been
tinted, but the value in grey that it presents,

and a capable sculptor uses bis colour with all

the taste with which he is gifted to convey
his sense of breadth or complexity, light or
dark, whichever quality may best explain his

meaning.
The colour of tho hair of a sitter may be

represented approximately, the depth of tho
colour of the eye, or the over-balance of some
too heavy shadow may be made right by the

proper understanding of this vital principle.

Now, colour in a building is much the same
as colour in a statue ; it requires a large ex-

perience ; and in architecture as in painting and
sculpture, demands a refined taste to express

a breadth that shall be perfectly harmonious
and never bald. I take as an illustration the
diametrically different treatment that a panel
designed to bo exposed on the south facade of

a building in full daylight or sunlight, should

receive, from what must be applied to the same
panel if its mission is to decorate a staircase

with a narrow top light. So consider the

different treatment visible in the Venus of Milo,

formed to be seen in the broad light of southern
daylight in harmony with the large breadths of

simple Classic wall surface, and the draped
figure of a saint from its position in the over-

arching porch of a Gothic cathedral. The
colour in the two is absolutely opposite

;
first

in the building, and, of necessity, in the details

that decorate it.

Or take a faQade of Bramante and one of a
Romanesque building, and the difference is as

light to dark, breadth of light to its opposite.

Tho conditions under which every portion of the

decoration of these opposite and contrasting

works of art are so obvions that I suppose
no one will take exception to the proposition

that follows on, viz., That every detail must be
modelled to contribute to the general tone,

whether this be in the direction of breadth and
light or in massive dark

; or, further, that this

willdemand of the architect a knowledge of effect

and a mastery of detail that can only be attained

by dealing with each moulding and each relief

as a part of a whole. The decoration should bo
plastic and amenable to each wish or fancy of

.
its anthor.

Light and shade enter into the ultimate

treatment of each angle, cornice, surface, and
plane, large or small ; therefore all combine to

give “ colour ” to a building. If we accept the

truth of this statement, how necessary, then, is

it that the yonng architect should modal.

Colour, then, can consist of the aggregate
values of light and shade in its largest

significance, and must be studied down to its

smallest details. And this involves the con-

sideration of how it is to be done.

Tho historic method,—that is, a progressive

course of graduated form from early to late in

any particular style,—seems at first sight the

most reasonable and satisfactory, so far as

mere modelling goes, and is indeed so, if we
aim merely to give a clear idea of form, surface

treatment, and light and shad© of particular

parts of any building; and with this in view
the student shonld commence with some rather

simple panel, and learn the use of his material

from the free imitation of the chosen object,

never losing sight of the fact that many beau-

tiful objects, such, for instance, as those carved
in hard stone, wherein the greatest fineness of

line is possible and is expressed, are clearly not

suitable for copying in clay. In such a case a
translation may be made.
Or again, a rough piece of wood-carving,

partly saw-work and mainly gouge-work, is not

to be imitated in clay; here the careful and
capable guidance of a good teacher is necessary.

But enough remains that is quite right iu

method for the architect to copy accurately

and even servilely.

The genius of the material deserves some
study. Clay is plastic

;
it is added piece by

piece, layer on layer, until the desired contours

I are reached.
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This is the very opposite of a carving, when
out of a block tlie desired contour and figure

are cut; and it is sometimes difficult for a
student to realise that he must not scrape and
carve down a lump of clay to some smaller
form.

For those reasons the examples shonld be
wisely chosen in consonance with the genius of
the material.

With this in view the architectural student
should model not only architectural details, but
also the human figure, for in this section of
study colour will become one of the qoalities he
will learn to appreciate; and if he should be
able to obtain any great power in figure
modelling, the question of colour in his work
will be constantly before him, and in that
case he will. I am certain, not fail to admit its

very great importance.
As to where this study can be carried on,

I for a few minntes ask leave to call yonr
attention to the isolation, if 1 may use the
word, that surrounds the average Government
Art School. Tho manufacturer does not, to
the full of his requirements or opportunities,
use the art school, in many cases the manu-
facturer is absolutely indifferent,—and a
condition of isolation undoubtedly often
exists between the school of art and the manu-
facturer. Tho connecting link i.s, I am
convinced, to be found in the secondary, or
technical, or advanced 8chor>Ia of art, where
the classes shall be few, with masters
who shall be specialists, the best men in their
calling, and where the work shall be essentially
practical and techuical, and carried im to the
farthest pos.'^ible poinl. The art school has pre-
pared the ground, the technical school sows the
particular crop it is desired to raise, and the
mamifactur. r and employer of art labour see
their interests are advanced by tiie excellent
teaching their apprentices may obtain in these
secondary sciiools. An important instance of
such an extension of art-school work is seen in
the Technical Art School at K.^-nnington, which
ha3_ grown out of the Lambeth School of Art,
an institution that, unaided, has done its share
of work in holjiing the local manufacture to a
name and an importance that has generally been
admitted thpy have attained.

I invite the attention of all interested in this
work to this school, where instruction is given
by a modeller and sculptor, capable in all the
varied sections of architectural decoration, and
in figure no Jess.

I say sincerely that the entire district is
deeply mdebred to Mr. William Silver Frith
for the wotk he is doing in the South of
London.

I wish to say that the clearBightediicss of
the City and Guilds of Londou Institute has
alio wed r his absolutely necessary work to be done

;

and further, I here wish to record my grateful
sense of their liberality that so fully supports
one of the most interesting auti useful Art
Schools ill this city.

[^ant of space this week compels ns to
hold over our report of the discussion which
followed.]

St. John’s Church, Macclesfield.—Mr.
E. A. Briggs, A.IM.B.A., writes:—“I notice
that in the account of the consecration of St.
John's Church, Mhcclesfield, in your last issue
ot the }l‘nl(Ier you state the architects are
Messrs. Ulmister & Briggs, of Macclesfield.
It should have been Messrs. Killmister & Briges
joint architects, London.”

'

|llttstrati:0ns.

EXAMPLES OF ANCIENT WORK IN
PORPHYRY.

HESE examples are given in this number
as affording a kind of practical and
artistic comment on the paper on

Porphyry read by Mr. Brindley at the recent
meeting of the British Association, an abstract
of which is given in another column. The two
sarcophagi from the Vatican illustrate the use
of porphyry in relief sculpture; the seat
illustrates its applicability to the symmetrical
and conventional forms of classic ornament.

The fourth illustration, the Tomb of Costanza,
is the most characteristic of the four, giving
an example of a treatment in strongly marked
and rigid lines of design precisely suited to the
nature of the material.
The accompanying illustration of the floor of

the Lateran Church at Rome is an instance of
the use of porphyry for the larger central
masses of the inlay.

DUKE STREET MANSIONS, GROSVENOR
SQUARE.

This block of residential flats is now in rapid
course of erection in Duke-street, Grosvenor-
sqoare, close to the corner of Oxford-street.

Ihe building will form a conspicuous feature
from Oxford-street, and will be even more so
when the remainder of Duke-street is widened,
which work will probably be commenced very
shortly. The end flanked by the two turrets
faces towards the square, whence an uninter-
rupted view will directly be obtained, as the
Duke of Westminster is about to demolish a
block of houses adjoining, and form an orna-
mental garden in its stead.

I he ground floor and basement are intended
for business premises, while two entrances
(with hooded pediments over), and staircases
lead to the residential flats above.

There are four sets on each floor, varying
somewhat in size, but each set is complete and
self-contained.

The plana will e.xplain the general arrange-
ment, which broadly may be described as having
every reception and bed room to the front,
while the domestic arrangements, Ac., mono-
polise tho back.
Tbe building is being carried out by Messrs.

Howell & Son, of Bristol and London, with the-

terra-cotta work by Messrs. Doulton, of Lam-
beth, while Mr. Sprague is acting as general
foreman. The architect is Mr. J. T. Wimperis.
The drawing from which the illustration is

taken was in the Royal Academy exhibition of
this year.

WILLESDEN NEW PUBLIC OFFICES.
This design was submitted in the recent com-

petition for tbe above offices by Mr. Arthur
Ardron. It was proposed to use red brick and
stone dressings for the external fronts, and
strawberry-coloured tiles for the roofs, except-
ing to tower and turret, which would be of lead.

The building to the right of the view shows d.

public hall proposed to be erected at a future
time, and was not included in the stipulated
amount of G,OOOL The upper part of the-
tower would contain chamber for clock, water
cisterns, Ac.

CHRIST CHURCH, PAIGNTON.
This church is being built to supply addi-

tional accommodation in the district of
Paignton, on a site eligible for church,
schools, and parsonage house, given by the
Ecclesiastical Commissioners (who have also
contributed towards the endowment). The
foundation-stone was laid early in the year
by the Bishop of the diocese, and tho work
is now being rapidly proceeded with. The-
church consists of a nave 30 ft. wide, with'
narrow aisles to be used as passages only,
north and south transepts, chancel, 24 ft. wide,
with apsidal end, organ-chamber, and vestry.
A narthex is provided at the west end giving-
access both to the nave and aisles. The t^ower,
which is at the south-west angle of the build-
ing, serves as a baptistery, and is furnished
with a lofty spire, 180 ft. high. Accommodation'
is provided for 550 persons.

The walls are being bnilt with local red
sandstone, squared and tooled on the face both
for the interior and exterior, with Bath stone
for all dressings, with the exception of the-

plinth courses, which are of Marychurch lime-
stone. The whole of the floor space, -with the'

exception of tbe chancel and narthex, is to be-

laid with wood-block paving.
Tbe design was chosen in a limited competi-

tion, and is the joint work of Mr. Edward
Gabriel and Mr. W. G. Conldrey, under whose-
supervieion the work is now being carr^d out-
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INTERIOR LOOKING EAST, ST. DENIS.—From a Pencil Sketch by the late Mb. G. ). Street.
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he contractors aro Messrs. C. & R. E. Drew, of
laigntoD, Mr. A. Leemiog, of Torquay, acting
1j clerk of works.

i

SKETCHES BY THE
LATE MR. G. E. STREET.

1 These are reproduced from pencil sketches

y Mr. Street. They are of interest, not only
i being his work, bat as representing a method
i rapidly obtaining the facts of a building in
icetching, giving the main features in broad
itline, and filling up enough of the detail to
iirm a memorandum of the whole architectural
eatment.

EGYPTIAN PORPHYRY.
The following is an abstract of a paper by
r. W. Brindley, read at the recent meeting

r the British Association at Manchester, on
Egyptian Porphyry and its Uses, with an
ccount of a recent Visit to the ancient Quarries
iross the Eastern Desert in Egypt” :

—
jMany persona ask the question, what is

gyptian porphyry ? the reply being, It is a
;d-purple coloured stone of considerable hard-
iss, susceptible of a high polish, containing
hito and pink crystals of felspar in a ailicious
^ste. It was called porphyry from its colour,
e imperial purple, the heir apparent
tor Constantine the Great being named the
i)rphyrogenitus, or born in the porphyry room,
liich was at Constantinople. In architecture
kder the Cmsars it was the most valuable
literial the empire could produce, and has
maincd so down to the present day, it being
ach sought after by art collectors of the
kid. Grand examples are seen in the
molith colnmns of St. Sophia, Constantinople,
:d in some of the edifices of Rome. It was
10 nsed for scnlptnre, sarcophagi, &c., and
ring the Middle Ages immense quantities were
t up for costly pavements, similar to the one
the sanctuary of Westminster Abbey, where
10 a slab maybe seen in the tomb of Henry III.,
acerning which Dean Stanley remarked “it
up the abbey.”
Ancient writers differ as to the whereabouts
the old quarries, Pliny saying they were in
ypt, and capable of producing blocks of any
3. These qnarries were actually rediscovered
Burton and Wilkinson in 1823, and visited
Lepsius in 181-5, but as uoither of them had
)ught away speoimens, nor taken any notes
to the quantity of porphyry remaining, their
armation was not of the practical value it

;ht have been, and ns in late years it has
n announced that the qnarries have been
covered first in one country, then in another,
looame somewhat perplexing.
have had the pleasure of examining rock

cimons of all the localities mentioned by
ions modern authorities, and have found
t none of them are antique porphyry,
therefore resolved to follow the footsteps

Wilkinson.

n company with my wife, in Fobrnary this
r I arrived at Cairo, and was fortunate,
)ugh Sir Evelyn Baring, in being introduced
Ir. E. A. Ployer, a gentleman aotually con-
iant with this Desert, and who was able to
ply me with a map from Keneh on the Nile
rympsa, on the Red Sea. We then proceeded
lie First Cataract on the Nile, especially to
the ancient granite quarries that supplied
pt with materials for her temples and
isks. Here I observed that these quarries
onlysupplied the deep red, but the rose and
• grsy also, the colours often coming in con-
in the same block. The so-called obelisk
other large blocks remaining in the quarries
all of Roman date, and the system of
ryingwas, in my opinion, by metal wedges,
not wood, as is generally supposed,—the

i method being used to break up the im-
36 granite statue of Rameses at Thebes,
mingnow to Keneh, where onr caravan was
ed,—first of nine camels, which ultimately
to fifteen, and nineteen attendants, all
water, tents, and bedding, with provender
16 camels, having to be carried for three
8 in case of emergency,—after several
'8 through the obstruction of the Mudir,
•he obstinacy of the Bedouin sheiks, we at
:ot on our way, and, passing through streets
'tiers, soon reached the outskirts of the
L’t. The first day we went through a wide
ftu, with a well-trodden camel road.
3 next day we encamped at an ancient
in station, protected by a picturesque fort
1 adjoining height, where fragments of

Egyptian porphyry were found. The following
day at noon an important station, with reser-
voir, fort, and wells (now dry), was passed. The
road now lay through an extensive open plain.
In the evening the low rocks of the igneous
range were reached, the gradual ascent from
the Nile to this point being 6U0 ft.

The next day till noon our way was between
bills of rod granite and black shaley trap rocks

;

here part of a porphyry column was passed. At
luncheon time another important station called
the Monastery was reached, where lay a number
of porphyry blocks partly buried in the sand.
A ride of fifteen miles, through picturesque
rocks with the high mountains in the distance,
brought us to the charming valley of Waddi
Kittar, hemmed in on three sides with pre-
cipitous mountains 5,000 to 6,000 ft. high, the
valley leading to a gorge in which is a dripping
well of excellent water, with ferns, figs, and
palms. Here the camels drank, a day’s rest
being taken in this valley, where was another
Roman station. Soon after leaving Kittar we
reached tho watershed, the altitude being
2,400 ft., the drainage going respectively to the
Nile and the Red Sea. The immense porphyry
mountain of Gebel Duchan we were now along-
side of, and arriving a few hours afterwards
at an old Roman station, with an interesting
fort at the foot of a mountain pass, we decided
to encamp, whilst I made my excursions on
Gebel Dnchan to find the old qnarries.
The Desert route thus passed over, with its

forts and wells, must be older than the Christian
era, as Strabo, who visited Egypt in the reign of
Augustus, remarks about this route to Myos
Horraos, which was the high way to India, as
follows :

—“ Now watering places are provided,
water is also obtained by digging to a great
depth, and rain-water is found, althongh rain
rarely falls, which is also collected in reservoirs.”

I began my mountain ascent at 5'30 the next
morning, in company with a Bedouin and a
Luxor Arab. We followed an ancient Roman
road which went direct from a well near our
camp to the pass of the mountain. At an alti-

tude of over 2,000 ft., we found a station similar
to those in the desert. From hence to the sum-
mit of the pass tho road is a narrow tract
zigzagging on one side of a ravine, and very
difficult of ascent, being partly covered with
fallen rocks. At 8'30 we arrived at the top of
the pass, the height being 3,100 ft. Here is a
square watch-tower. I had now got very dis-
heartened, not having found in ascending a
fragment of porphyry. Tho view on the other
side revealed a regular amphitheatre of rocks,
all desolate, like an extinct volcano; while in
the bottom could be seen an old town (the
Medoeneh), where my companions thought I

was going, but espying, by the aid of a good
field-glass, porphyry colouring on the opposite
mountain, I resolved to go thither. To this my
attendants moat positively objected. What
further encouraged me was that the old path
I could see divided half of the way down,

—

one part going direct to the town, the other
to the purple tinting opposite. We went on
to the junction, my companions stopping
behind, I taking from them my cold tea, lunch,
and sketch satchel, making them tempting offers
of good “backaheish” to accompany me, but
all with no avail

; so I proceeded alone, when in
about seven minutes I heard a noise and found
they were following me. On arriving at the
foot of the opposite mountain my delight knew
no bounds, the ground being strewn with pieces
of the most sumptuous porphyry, while a little
farther on was the actual pitched way or slide,
some 15 ft. wide, down which the blocks came,
with piers at the aides for lowering them, while
a number of blocks, some of large size and
others broken, lay here

; there were also
adjoining a number of workmen’s sheds. This
road for a short distance was very good, but
after awhile it became strewn with masses of
rock, and in many places was utterly destroyed
by the periodical torrents, the scrambling and
climbing being most difficult under a cloudless
sky. Near the top the road was good again,
but, instead of it leading me into the quarry, I
found it going over the mountain and coold
trace it winding down another valley. It was
now noon and I was completely exhausted

:

so, finding shade under a ledge of rock,
we took our lunch, after which I made a hasty
sketch of a most marvellous view over the Red
Sea, with Sinai in the distance. Now refreshed
and retracing my steps, I began again to climb,
shortly arriving at a number of workmen’s
huts, and next an extensive face of rook, in

which I expected to find worked veins of
porphyry, but nothing could I see but “ ochre ”

colour, when presently I noticed that the rock
and all the loose masses were covered with
wedge-holes the same as in the granite quarries
of Assouan. I was at a loss to know for what
purpose this stone had been quarried, or what
it really was, it looking much like felspar

; so-
knocking off with the hammer a flake chip, I
immediately discovered that it was porphyry,
all the solid rock and everything under my
feet being the same precious material, the sur-
face colour being simply an oebreoua wash from
some rocks above. Further examination
showed me where the Romans had extracted
their grandest masses, and not only do these
quarries produce the usual spotted variety, but
all the brecciated sorts and green greys. I
noticed one pilaster block of large size, part
wedged off by a series of holes in the vertical
face of the rock. It would have been almost
impossible to expand wooden wedges with
water in this position. I feel sure they used
iron, or rather steel tools, for dressing the
stone, and I do not see why they should not
have used metal for wedges.
The road I mentioned before as going down

in another valley I think was the road for
blocks at a later date, as this would save
twenty-five miles between this spot and the
Monastery station; and in this valley is another
town with workshops containing unfinished
porphyry objects.

The altitude of the great quarry I found to
be 3,650 ft. I now determined to return by a
path I could see going towards the “ Medeeneh”
(the old town). This path led me alongside of
a number of small qnarries, of thin bed, but
good colour, the porphyry being in a grey
coloured granite, extremely rotten, breaking up
like dried earth or decayed Purbeck marble.
At one spot I observed a bust roughly shaped,
and mortars part finished. We got into the
valley at about 3'30, and found the old town on
a slight elevation, out of the way of the
torrents. It was much larger, but very similar
to the stations along the Desert road. In
the plain of the valley there is also a cistern,
with piers all round, and plastered, on which are
scratched rude drawings of ships with single
masts.

Further up the valley is a small Roman
temple, the portico of which is in granite, with
a Greek inscription of the time of Hadrian,
which reads thus For the safety and
perpetual success of our Lord the Emperor
Hadrian and his whole house, this temple and
its precincts were dedicated to the Sun-god,
great Serapis, and the gods associated with him,
by Epaphroditus Sigerianus, a slave of the
Emperor, when Rbammius Martialis was
Prefect of Egypt, Marciua Ulpius Chreaimus
procurator of the quarries, and Rufus procu-
leianus [superintendent of the marble works].”
In a similar inscription at Djebel Fateereh,
Epaphroditus dedicated another temple to
Serapis, A.D. 418, he is called “ lessee of the
quarries.” Inside is a small altar. The whole
is now in mins. On the plastered wall of tho
cell, in large red letters, are W. 1823, L. 1845,
S. 1877-78 ; following which bad example, I
added, in indigo, “ W. B. 1887, and qnarries,”
the letters meaning Wilkinson, Lepsius, and
Schweinfurth, according to which later autho»
rity there is another station down the valley,
and a dep6t further back for the loading of the
blocks, which were taken to the Nile, a distance
of 96 miles. The new route will be by a gentle
incline to the Red Sea, which is abont 25 miles.
The Bedouin found in a ravine some good water,
and we now made our way back for the camp,
arriving at the Saddle Pass at five, it being
sunset, and quite dark before we well reached
the plain. When going on in single file, the
Bedouin disappeared into a deep ravine, escap-
ing with a cut leg, which he plastered with
sand. We arrived at the camp very late, the
dragoman having posted lanterns on the rock
hillocks to guide us. After a day of rest and
sketching, we returned for Keneh by the same
route, arriving safely at the Nile after thirteen
days spent in the Desert, and 170 miles of
camel riding. Lastly, getting back to Cairo,
terms for a concession to rework the quarries
were agreed npon, which have since been
ratified.

Trinity College, Dublin.—The alterations
which were being made at this College are now
completed. They include improvements in the
ventilation, Boyle’s ventilators being used.
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BUILDERS’ BENEVOLENT INSTITUTION.
ANNUAL DINNER.

The fortieth anniversary dinner in aid of the

funds of this Institution was held on Thursday,

the 3rd inat., at Carpenters’ Hall, London-wall.

Mr. Herbert H. Bartlett (of the firm of Perry
Co.), President of the Institution, occupied

the chair, and was supported by Mr. H. Clifford

Smith (Master of the Carpenters’ Company),
Mr. Basil E. Peto, Mr. H. Colls, Mr. T. P. Rider,

Mr. George Plucknett, J.P., Mr. L. H. Isaacs,

M.P., Mr. Banister Fletcher, F.R.I.B.A., and
•other friends of the Institution.

The Chairman gave the toast of “ Her Majesty
the Queen, the Prince and Princess of Wales,

and the rest of the Royal Family.”

Mr. Basil Ellis gave the toast of “ The Army,
Navy, and Reserve Forces,” Major Brutton
replying for the “ Army and Navy,” and Col.

Banister Fletcher for ” The Reserve Forces.”

The Chairman, in proposing tho toast of the

evening, ” Success to the Builders’ Benevolent
Institution,” said that the history of the charity

was an honourable one. Since its foundation

it had granted relief to no fewer than 234
pensioners. During the past year ten deaths
had occurred among the recipients, and nine

persona who had been waiting for the benefits

•of the charity bad been elected. The total

number of pensioners on the Fund was now
thirty-two men and thirty-three women. There
was a large annual expenditure, and the com*
mittee were deeply anxious to obtain new
subscribers, as many who had given regularly

to the Institution had been removed by death.

The income of the past year had not been
sufiicient to meet the expenditure, and it bad
therefore been found necessary to withdraw the
balance of the reserve fund. There had been
a large increase during the year in the number
•of applicants seeking election, and that would
continue to be the case as the building trade
and the population went on extending. The
-expenses of administration were as low as
they could possibly be, and no expensive
machinery was employed. It might be news
to some of his hearers to learn that the
building trade gave employment to more
people than any other single trade in this

country. It was an important trade, but was
o-t the same time a life of great uncertainty,
being continually subject to untoward events,

any one of which was quite sufficient to plunge
a man from a comfortable position into a cou-
•dition of need. The fall was often very sudden,
and it was important that those who were able
should do all they could to mitigate and alle-

viate it. Good as donations were, annual sub-

scriptions were much more valuable, as they
could pat the Association on such a basis as
would enable the committee to provide not only
for what they had actually in hand, but also for
the claims which were always coming in. Hewas
sorry to find that the annual subscriptions had
fallen off, as many of the subscribers had died,

while others, from causes beyond their control,
had been obliged to discontinue theii* annual
payments. He would, therefore, impress upon
his hearers the desirability of each of them
getting at least two friends who would be
willing to give a small annual amount, as it

would give the Committee greater confidence
in administering the funds of the Institution.
The toast having been duly honoured,
The Chairman next gave “ The Health of the

Carpenters' Company.” The builders, ho said,

felt almost like “ brother chips” in meeting in
that fine hall, and chips, too, of a good old
block. The Carpenters’ Company had done
much good work in building schools and
establishing scholarships, and it gave the
Builders’ Benevolent Institution quite an im-
portant standing before the world when it was
seen that they were being recognised and
helped by one of the great City Companies.
The toast was very heartily received.
Mr. H. Clifford Smith (Master of the Car-

penters’ Company), in returning thanks, said
that there was a close connexion between his
Company and the Builders’ Benevolent Institu-
tion, for the carpenters were the only recognised
builders at the time of the creation of the
Company. They were all working on parallel
lines for the benefit of the craft, although at
opposite extremes. The Institution was holding
out the hand of benevolence to those who had
failed in the battle of life, while the Company
was striving to prepare the rising generation to
take a, higher stand than their predecessors had
occupied. He concluded by making an appeal

to tho great employers of labour to make the

Exhibition to be held by the Carpenters’

Company in the Spring a great success.

Mr. L. H. Isaacs, M.P., gave,—“ The Chair-

man aud President,”— adding that he had
watched Mr. Bartlett’s career with great in-

terest, and it had not surprised him to find that

gentleman occupying the chair on such an im-

portant occasion.

The toast was well received, and the Chair-

man replied in suitable terms.

Mr. T. F. Franklin proposed the toast of

The Vice-Presidents and Trustees,” which
was responded to by Mr. Thos. F. Rider and
Mr. Howard Colls.

Mr. Basil E. Peto proposed “ The Treasurer”
(Mr. Georgo Plucknett, J.P.), and referred in

feeling terms to Mr. Plncknett’s unremitting
interest in the welfare of the Institution.

Mr. Plucknett, in replying, remarked that if

all the Londen builders would exercise their

privilege of subscribing to the Institution, the

Committee would not have year by year to

make such an urgent appeal to the old sub-

scribers.

Mr. W. Shepherd gave “ The .^Vrchitects and
Surveyors.” Those engaged in the building

trade know how important it was to have the

sympathy aud consideration of the two pro-

fessions. To a certain extent the destinies of

the builders were iu their hands. The archi-

tectural profession had improved wonderfully,

and great credit was due to the Royal Institute

of British Architects for their efforts in raising

the tone of the profession. As to the other

portion of tho toast, he did not know who
would not place himself in the hands of a proper

quantity sui’veyor. He coupled with the toast

the names of Mr- Banister Fletcher and Mr.
C. B. Arding.

Mr. Banister Fletcher said ho thought such

meetings of arcliitects aud builders were of the

highest value and usefulness. He begged the

builders to consider the enormous difficulties

under which architects laboured. Architects

were commonly supposed to be antagonistic to

the builders, but that was not the case. They
wished to lot the public know that their desire

was simply to see that the work was honestly

carried out, and that the builder should have
his fair profit.

Mr. C. B. Arding responded for the Sur-

veyors.

Mr. C. E. Edwards gave the concluding toast,

The Committee and Stewards,” which was
responded to by Messrs. J. T. Bolding and J.

Hill.

In the course of the evening subsoriptions
and donations amounting to 7011. (of which
sum 4571. appeared on the President’s list)

were announced.

Francis, R. F. C., 10 ;
Goodcbild, J., 3 ; Grellier,

W., 24 ;
Hamilton, F. W., 5 ;

Hamilton, J., lo;

Hamilton-Gordon, G., 8; Hardcastle, W. J., 10 j

Haslehurst, E., 12 ;
Heyes, A., 5 ;

Inskipp, G.,

18 J
Jackson, G., 18; Lean, G. A., 15; Nash,

W. H., 17 ; Pelly, H. A., 8; Saunders, C. G., 5;

Saunders, M. L., 8; Slater, J., B.A., 1; Spiers,

W. L., 15 ; Stevens, W. H., 15; Stock, H. W.,

18; Swatraan, E. L., 3; and Woodthorjie, E.,

jun., M.A., 3.

The results of the voting were as follows :

—

First Second
Ballot. Ballot.

Bridpman, H. H. (24th application) 23 ... 6
Grellier, W (25'h ,, ) 16 ... —
Hardcastle, W. J. (11th „ ) 31 6

Saunders. M. L.... ( 9th ,, ) 19 ... 8

Spiers, W.L (16tti „ )
36 — 23

Stock, H. W (19lh „ ) 27 ... 7
Woodthorpe, E.,
Jun ( 4th ,, ) 16 ... —

The foregoing seven names were returned,

by the scrutineers as having the highest

number of votes cast iu the first ballot to

reduce the number to six, but as there was
a tie here between Messrs. Grellier aud
Woodthorpe, the Board resolved by show of

bauds to strike out both names without ballot-

ing as to which of the two should be retained,

-

although not without the question being raised

by Mr. Hughes whether that course could

fairly be taken, having regard to the terms of

the Board’s Standing Orders, previously quoted.

The second ballot gave the results above
indicated, and as there were fifty-one mem-
bers of the Board present at the time it will

be seen that all the candidates except Mr.

Spiers received less than 20 per cent, of the

total number of votes, and so Mr. Spiers was
declared to be duly elected.

AWARDS AT THE ADELAIDE
EXHIBITION.

The following are among the awards which
have been made to exhibitors at the Adelaide:

Jubilee Exhibition. The order of merit gained

is indicated by the figures in parentheses, the

first order being notified by I, the second order

by 2, and the third order by 3 :

—

John Uall & Co., Stourbridge, glazed bricks,

white and coloured, firebricks, &c. (1).

J. Cowan & Son, Blaydon-on-Tyne, fireclay, gia

retorts, and firebricks (1).

Maw & Co., Shropshire, encaustic tiles (IL

Godwin & Son, Withington, near Hereford,,

encaustic and other tiles (1).

Webb’s Worcester Tileries Company, Worcester,^

window and other glass (1).

Mark Abrahams, Wormwood-street, London,
Hayward's patent prism lights (1).

H. A. Cawkwell, High-street, Malvern, mosaic

and encaustic tiles (1).

Ashton & Green (Limited), tiles for pavement (2).

ELECTION OF A DISTRICT SURVEYOR
Thirty-two gentlemen presented themselves

at the Metropolitan Board of Works on the 4th
inst. as candidates for the vacancy in the
District Surveyorship of Charlton, Lee, and
Kidbrooke, caused by the death of Mr. J. S.

Edmeeton, who was only elected to that office

in January last.* The election was conducted
by ballot, in accordance with the Standing
Orders of the Board of 1st April, 1887 (No. 8),
regulating the election of District Surveyors,

“ That on the occasion of future elections of District
Survejors the number of candidates be reduced to six, at a
Meeting of tho Board, by one ballot, at which each
Member may vote for six persona whose names are in the
printed list; and that the result of such first ballot be
ascertained by scrutineers, consisting of two Members of
the Board, to be appointed for that purpose, together with
the Clerk or his representative."
"That the six candidates selected in the manner pre-

scribed by the foregoing Resolution be balloted for, each
Member cf the Board voting for one candidate only, until
some one candidate has the votes of a majority of the
Members present; and that at each ballot the name of the
candidate having the smallest number of votes, and also
names of all candidates who have less than 20 per cent, of
the total number of votes, be struck off the list."

E. Smith & Co., Coalville, Leicestershire, orna-

mental wall aud floor tiles (1).

Maw & Co., Shropshire, majolica vases and

plates (1).

Belleek Pottery Co., Belleek, Ireland, china^

Pariau, aud earthenware (1).

Watcombe Pottery Co., Devon, terra-cotta orna-

ments (2).

E. J. D. Bodley, London, cbinaware (2).

Adderley & Lawson, Stoke-on-Trent, china and

earthenware (3).

The Plastic Decoration and Papier Mich^ Co,,

21, Wellington-street, Strand, London, fibroui

plaster, carton • pierre, and papier -mffchfi orna-

ments (1).

Hayward Tyler & Co., Whitecross-street, London,

steam pumps (1).

F. W. Reynolds ii Co., Acorn Works, Edwards

street, Blackfriars-road, London, wood-working

machinery (1).

The following are the names of the candi-
dates, the figures appended thereto indicating
the number of previous applications made by
eacbf :

—

Blackbourn, H., 3 ; Bridgman, H. H., 23

;

Brooker, J. W., 2; Cheston, H., 18; Coggin, C. T.,

1 ; Cowper, P., 6; Bales, F. E., 5 ;
Edwards, G.,

10; Farrow, F. R., 3; Ferguson, J. M., 23;

* See Builder, Feb, 6, 1887, p. 216.
t This information was, for the first time, printed on

the cards distributed amongst the Members of the Board,
but does not appear to have inflnencod the voting so much
as might have been expected.

The Hegistratiou of Plumbers in Man-
chester.—A meeting of the District Counoi

recently formed for the promotion of the regis'

tration of plumbers was held last week at th(

offices of Mr. Fred. Scott, 100, King-street

Mr. William Jaffrey was asked to take th(

chair, and there were also present nineteei

members of the Council, representing mastei

plumbers, operatives, and the public. On tbi

motion of Mr. Jaffrey, seconded by Mr. M
Ingram, Mr. John Holden, F.R.I.B.A., wa
appointed Chairman of the Council, and there

upon Mr. Jaffrey vacated the chair for him. i

communication from the Plumbers’ Compau]

of London, offering guidance to the locfl

Council in organising, and containing a state

ment of the conditions of registration at presen

enforced by the London Company, was reac

A Sub-committee, including representatives o

operatives and masters, was appointed to collec

information and draft rules.
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C^£ ^tnbcnfs

Column.

LAND SURVEYING
AND LEVELLING.

XX.—LEVELLING.

HE field work con-
nected with the
process of taking

levels may be illustrated

by the diagram headed
“ flying levels,” that is,

levels in which a descrip-

tion is not required of
all the intermediate points

upon which the staff is

to bo held in order to

connect the work. Sup-
pose the level of the point

A. is known by previous
levelling to be 60 ft. above
a given datum, and that
it is simply required to

ascertain the level of the
point H. The distance

apart, as well as the un-
even nature of the surface

of the ground between the
points A and H, render it

necessary to call upon
intermediate points, such
as B, C, B, E, F, and G,
and to re-set up the in-

strument between each
change of position in the
level staff. The instru-

ment is set up level

between A and B ; the
staff is placed upon A,
and found to read 2'20.

This is booked as a
hack - sight, because we
are looking back upon a
point the level of which is

already known. The tele-

scopo is then revolved
horizontally; the staffman

is directed to move for-

ward to B, or to a point

where the observer can
read as great a height

upon the staff as possible,'

owing to the falling

inclination of the ground.
The staff at B is booked
as a foresight, because
the observer is here
looking forward to a
point the level of which
he does not yet know.
Having read B he then

moves the instrument

forward, while the staff-

man is entrusted to

maintain the foot of the

level-staff very carefully

upon the point B. To
assist the staffman in so

doing he generally employs
a foot-plate «r iron peg'

{Builder, May 7th, p. 686),

and waves the staff upon
it to and from the tele-

scope, over a vertical line

as there shown (fig. 6)

when the observer ia

readiug the divisions.

With the instrument in

the new position between
B and C, placed so as to

read as low down as

practicable upon the staff,

the sight I'll is then read.

This is booked as a back-

sight, because when the

level book is reduced, the

level of the point B can
be arrived at before the

sight I'll is considered.

Suppose the ground to be
snob that the instrument

is placed upon the left

hand of A, when the

sights 2'20 and 12'09 are

read, or upon the left

hand of B, when I'll and
11'70 are read •with the
telescope pointing in the
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LEVEL BOOK-PACE
NOTE— THE LINES OE CO LL !MA T ! 0N

,
AT THE !R RESPECTIVE LEVELS

ARE HERE DRAWN, SOLELY FOR THE PURPOSE OF SHOWING
THE CONNEXION BETWEEN TH E S TA FF REA D ! N C S , W H! CH
ARE BOOHED IN THE FI£LD;AND THE SECTION, WHICH IS

PLOTTED FROM THE R EDU C ED L E VE L S .

NOTE -THE LETTERS BJ A, DENOTE BACH , FORE AND INTERMEDIATE SIGHTS RESPECTIVELY.

same direction. The first sights taken with the
instruments would still be booked as “back-
sights” for the reason above stated, although
the observer would be looking forward, in each
case, so far as direction is concerned.
The position of the level staff is localised, not

that of the level. The level is simply set up in any
convenient position for reading the staff. The
intermediate spots upon which the staff is held
between A and H can be described, if required,

by letters referring to an accurate plan, from
which the horizontal distances can be afterwards
measured with a scale for the purposes of plot-

ting, or the whole can be chained in the field

as a section.

Where the ground is undulatory, and an
accurate vertical section is required, it will be
found necessary to take some sights between
the first and last, with the level in any single
position. These are called intermediate sights,

and the entries for the diagram of “ Level
Book,” page 2, will be found in the Buildevy
May 14, p. 734, Forms of Level Book, Nos. 1

and 4.

In the diagram of ” Flying Levels,” if the
back-sight at A reads 2-20, the level of the line

of colhmation would be 62 20, and the level of
the ground at B would be found by subtracting
the fore-sight 12'09 from G2'20, giving a result
of 60T1. Again, adding the back-sight, ITl
to SO'll, we obtain the level of the new line of
collimation between B and C, equal to 51-22,

and subtracting the fore-sight 11-70 we obtain
39’52 as the level of the ground at C. Thus,
by continuously adding the back-sights and
subtracting the fore • sights taken between
A and H, we may obtain the reduced level of
the point H as 39-42. This will be clear upon
reference to the diagram.
Now, if instead of first adding 2-20 to 60-00,

and subtracting 12'09, we took the difference
between 2-20 and 12-09 and subtracted this
difference from 60-00, we should obtain the same
result, 5011, independent of any calculation for
the level of the line of collimation. It will
be seen that this is exactly the usual method
adopted in a level book, in which columns are
provided for the amounts of rise and fall; the
difference constituting a rise when the fore-sight
is leas than the back-sight, as between D and
C, or E and F

; or a fall when the fore-sight
is greater than the back-sight, as betweenA and
B, or C and D.

Truro Cathedral. — We are asked to say
that this cathedral is warmed by Mr. John
Grandy’s patent combined system of pure warm
air and hot water. At the opening services an
equable temperature of 57 degrees Fahr. was
maintained throughout the building.

THE LAW OF LIGHT AS AFFECTING
STREET IMPROVEMENTS.

At the meeting of the Metropolitan Board of

Works on the 4th inst., Mr. Edwin Lawrence

moved :

—

“ That it be referred to the Works and General Pur-
pones Committee to consider and report as to the de-ir-

ability of inserting in one of the Board's Bills a clause
giving power to the Board, when forming new streets, to

provide that all the ancient lights and other easements
interfered with by the new buildings erected shall be dealt
with by compensation and not by injunction.'’

Mr. Lawrence said he had supposed that his

motion related to a matter of such importance
that it might be formally agreed to refer it to

the Works Committee without any remarks
from him

; but inasmuch as he found that some
members of the Board were of opinion that the

motion proposed to interfere with what was
called the common law of the country, he
thought he might be allowed to say a few
words by way of showing the necessity of some
change in the law. The members of the Board
wonld be well aware that it was impossible

to walk through any of the new streets

opened out from time to time without seeing

the dilapidated back premises which abutted

.
upon property acquired by the Board adorned
with large boards on which were painted the
words “ Ancient Lights.” The presence of

those boards meant that it would be in most
cases quite impossible to erect new and im-
portant buildings fronting to the new streets

without making terms with the persons claim-

ingto be interested in the lights of the buildings

behind; and by the existing state of the law
such persons were practically able to impose
what terms they chose, or else to alto-

gether stop the progress of important build-

ings ; in other words, the law, as it at

present existed, facilitated the levying of
blackmail. He might quote numerous in-

stances of that, bat he would mention only
one, with all the details of which he was
thoroughly familiar. He was interested, as
trustee, in the erection of a handsome public
building. There was a wall some 11 ft. or
12 ft. high behind the site, and beyond that
wall, at a distance of 4 ft. 6in., there was a
sort of wooden shanty, somewhat resembling a
bathing-machine. That structure had originally
been mounted on small wheels, in order to

evade the District Surveyor; but in coarse of

time the wheels became buried in tbe earth, or
were removed, and the stmcture rested for its

whole extent on the ground. That illegally-

constructed shanty had stood in that position
for twenty-two years,—long enough to acquire
a legal right to light in respect of a small

window, a window the light of which could not

have sustained any real damage by the new
building. The owner of that doubtfully-acquired

right was advised by architects, surveyors, and
lawyers to ^pply for an injunction, which he
obtained, with the result that, although the

injunction was eventually dismissed, the

trustees lost considerably more than 1,0001.

That was an instance of the way in which
the operation of the present law by means of

injunction frequently inflicted cruel injustice

upon the owners of property. He had
recently returned from America ;

while there,

his attention had been called, by some
of his American friends, to the absolute,

absurdity of tbe legislature of England passing'

a law sanctioning tbe making of new and im-

portant streets in London, while at the same
time permitting the owners of “ancient lights””

to obtain injunctions in restraint of that work.

Of coarse the owners of all proved rights'

should be compensated, and compensated to the

full, for the damage that they might suffer, and
that was a course of procedure that would fully

meet the justice of the case. But under the

present law, which the Judges had very strictly

interpreted of late years, with a tendency to

greater strictness every year, the hardships

were very great. About ten years ago there'

seemed to be some disposition amongst tbe

Judges to relax the stringency of the law
;
but

tbe prevailing tendency now was towards the

utmost rigidity of interpretation, the Judges

saying, in effect, “ If the law is wrong, yon

must repeal the law ;
out duty is to administer

the law as it exists.” That rigidity of inter-

pretation was adhered to by the Judges even in

cases where people might have stolen or sur-

reptitiously acquired their ‘‘ rights ” to light.

Among other consequences of that strict in-

teroretation of the law, the Metropolitan

Board of Works, when they wished to com-

plete the new streets which they formedj

found themselves checked by injunctions, ob-

tained by owners of old property often with

a sole view to the levying of black mail, and

the result of that state of things was to throw

an immense amount of buBmess into the hands

of people who went about acquiring and pro-

secuting these rights to “ancient lights” upon

certain conditions as to sharing the plunder.

He used the word “ plunder ” advisedly. People

wonld not bid for the Board’s plots of land

where claims' to ancient lights were raised,

because they knew that to do so would be to

bid for law-suits and injunctions
;
therefore

until there was a change in the law the Board’s

street improvements would necessarily remain

a long time incomplete.

It was resolved nem, con. to refer the ques-

tion to the Works Committee.
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“ST. AUGOSTINE.”
yin,—In your article on the restoration of the
Toat Screen ot St. Albao’a, published October 29th,
ou speak of Saint Augustine. May I say that
tr. Surtees has, I believe, conclusively proved the
rofix of “saint," when applied to the famous
postlo, to be incorrect. I quote the following, in

ipport of my assertion, from bis essay in the
ourml of the Archaeological Association, pp. 295-6,
ol. xl. :

—

"A not uncommon error amongst arcbmologists
to write and speak of Augustine, the monk arch-
ishopof Canterbury .... as <Sainf Augustine, a
tie of canonisation which alone of the two
•Ugustines should belong to St. Augustine, the
ather and Bishop of Nippo, who died 430 A.D.,
nd to whom, by common, universal consent, it has
Ben invariably given Churches undoubt-
lly have been, and are being, occasionally dedi-
ited to Augustine of Canterbury as Saint
ugustine We find Fuller, Southey, and
le best writers on English Church history terming
im A ugustine only
Wheatly, in the calendar for the month of
[arch, when naming Pope Gregory, has observed
lat his memory was celebrated in England for
inding ‘ Austin the monk [not St. Austin], with
irty other missionaries, to convert tho Saxons.
. . , Proceeding next to Wheatly’s calendar for
le month of August, 28th of that mouth, we find
3 thus writes :

—

‘Saint Augustine (that i.s, the
ather and author) was bom at Togaste, a town in
umidia, in Africa, in the year 354.’ ....
But, further, if additional authority is wanted, we
3ed only turn to the calendar prefixed to our
rayer-Book

;
thus, in the latest edition, we find ;

—
May 26. Augustine, Archbishop,’ and ‘ August 28,
lint Augustine, Bishop.’

’’

H. Littlehales.
Bexley Heath, Nov. 4.

KENDALL ROAD SCHOOLS,
COLCHESTER.

Sir,— In accordance with an advertisement ap-
jaring in 'your last issue [p.x.],l which “invites
ohitects to send in plans for schools to accom-
odate 300 children, about to be erected in the
endall-road, Colchester. Full particulars, with
an of ground, on application,” I made applioa-
on, and was duly favoured with a copy of the
full particulars,” which I considered to be totally
adequate (evidently drafted by a novice) and in-
ifficient to enable any one to prepare drawings
ith any degree of certainty as to what is really
lely to suit, itco very important points being
nittod, the first of paramount importance, viz.,

10 cost per head
;
not even the roughest approxi-

ation being voluntoered, whether 5/. or lOf. per
lad. Second. Who is to be the judge of the
eritsof the drawings sent in, and as to their being
accordance with the requirements of the Educa-

Bn Department ? Further than this, it is not
ated whether the premiated design may, or may
)t, be rewarded with a handsome bonus of lOf., or
hether its contributor may get the work at tho
iml 5 per cent., and 2^ per cent, for quantities ?

is to be hoped the persons who can afford to throw
vay time and money on such a speculation will be
warded.

One who Decunes, with Thanks.

RECENT PATENTS.
ABSTRACTS OF SPECIFICATIONS.

15,759, Heating Apparatus. R. P. de Ridder
id W. Bennett.

This invention relates to the “ small bore ” system
hot-water pipes, and the improvements are in the
reotion of providing for the escape of air or steam
any should be generated in the pipes, or should
e pressure rise too high for safety. An expansion
be, in combination with a heating pipe, is placed
the highest point of the heating pipe, and safety-
Ives of special construction whereby air and not
3am or water is allowed to escape are used. By
6 use of a relief valve the pressure can be regulated
desired.

3,256, Covering for Roofs. G. F. Jefferey.

In some roof coverings in common use felted
iterial is used, but this is liable to the incon-
nience that when once laid, and after short ex-
sure to the weather, it is difficult to remove the
vering intact, so as to be equally serviceable in
Ber places. The present invention is designed to
viatc this defect. A fabric of jute is dressed with
ing (a mixture of drying oil and white lead or
alk)

;
a second coating is applied to the outside

•face, and the covering is ready for use.

7,846, Dovetailing Machines. J. Anderson.
Upon a suitable frame or stand are mounted
•ee or more horizontal spindles in adjustable
wings, capable of being placed any desired dis-
loe apart, and having cutters fixed at either end,
i driven from a suitable countershaft. On each
0 of the main frame or stand is fitted in vertical
les a bracket, carrying a table upon horizontal
les, upon which the wood is secured. Beneath

this is a rotating shaft carrying suitable cams,
giving motion to tho brackets, and lateral motion to
tho table, so that as the wood rises to the cutters,

the desired angle is obtained to form the pin or
tenon on the one piece, and on the other piece the
holes or tails formed by the corresponding cutters.
Dovetails of any space and size can be made.

11,787, Cnpboard Turn. E. V. Bailey.

Instead of making the turn in a single piece,

it is (according to this invention) made in two
parts, jointed af their outer ends

;
one part

is screwed, the other has a square gap at its end.
Tho first is screwed on, and then the second piece
turned back, so that it locks and fixes the turn on
the square screwed spindle.

12,031, Paints and Compounds. H. J.

Allison,

This invention consists in grinding the pigments
with oil obtained from the germs of Indian corn or
maize, instead of linseed oil. It is claimed that
the colours are more permanent, work much
smoother, do not “chalk” or scale, and that the
paints are cheaper. Dryers are mixed when found
necessary, but com oil has in itself considerable
drying properties.

NEW APPLICATIOKS FOB PATENTS,

Oct. 28.—14,663, P. Monro, Guides for Band-saw
Blades.—14,686, A. Crossley, Refractory Bricks for
Lining Furnaces, &c.

Oct. 29.—14.716, A. Hopkins, Fastening and
Securing Woud-block Flooring, &c. — 14,734, S.

Carnaby, Opening and Closing Balanced Windows,
Ventilators, &c.

Oct. 31.—14,776, S. Timings and S. Hill, Spring
Catches or Fasteners for Doors or Windows.
Nov. 1.—14,847, B. and C. Townend, Preventing

Draughts under Door-bottoms.—14,851, J. Coulter,
Stone-dressing Machinery. — 14,881, D. Nicholl,
Construction of Temporary Structures, —14,897,
P. Von Kryatoffovitoh, Artificial Granite.

Nov. 2.—14,955, D. Bostel, Syphon Flushing
Cisterns.

Nov. 3. -14,973, P. Justice, Ventilating Buildings,
&c.—15,002, H. Reinicke, Ventilating Closets.—
15,008, W. Brandt, Fireproof Compositions, &c. ;

PROVISIONAL SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.

12,291, W. Fraser, Automatic Door Closer and
Check.—12,473, A. Harrison, Wood-block Flooring.
—12,691, L. Chinnery, Window-sash Silencer.

—

13,675, T. Potter, Door Checks.—13,680, J. Season,
Construction of Roofs.— 13,692, J. Miller, Ex-
tinc’ion of Fires in Theatres, &c.—13,826, C. Smith,
Flush Cistern Appliances for Closets.—13,786, T.
Heiliwell, Fixing and Securing Sheets of Glass,
Zinc, Slate, &c., to Roofs, Flats, or Sides of Railway
Stations, Greenhouses, &c. — 13,856, A, Heath,
Securing Knobs to Spindles.

COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.
Open to Opposition for Tieo Monthe.

14,934, T. Cooke .and W. Boyens, Raising,
Lowering, and Holding in Position Sliding Windows
or Sashes.— 424, W. White, Roads and Pavements,
and Paving Blocks for same.— 609, G. Brodie and
J. Prior, Firegrates,—12,632, J. Lvman, Water-
proof Compositions or Paints.—16,809, E. Hughes,
Circular-saw Benches.—16,956, W. Stevens, Venti-
lating and Flushing Water-closets.—43, W. Marten,
Domestic Firegrates.—4,046, P. Chinnery, Window
Fasteners.—11,283, W. Bull, Roofing Tiles, &c.

—

12,307, J. Peckover, Saws and Machinery for Sawing
Stone.

RECENT SALES OP PROPERTY.
ESTATE EXCHANGE REPORT.

Sbptkmbkb 31.

By G. B. Smallpeice.
Woting—1, Chertsey.road, freehold £450

11, Chertsey-road, The Temperance Hotel 600
Goldwotth-road—Six freehold villa residences ... 1,375

OCTOBEE 13.

By WOBSFOLD & Hxywabd.
Rinpwodd. Kent—Two freehold houses 305
A plot of freehold land, 3a. Or. 30p 601
Three plots of land 103

October 26.

By P. D. Tucxbit & Co.
(At Kingston.)

Kingston—Eleven plots of freehold land 874

OCTOBBB 31.

By Chadwick & Sons.
High Holbom— No. 195, freehold 2,2SO
Paddington—32 and 67, Amberley-road, 76 years,

ground-rent 13/ 790
Clapham—97, Grandison-road, 96 years, ground-rent

6i. IO3 235
By Mr. Dean.

Clerkenwell—3 to 7 and 15, Spa Cottages, 23 years,
gronnd-rent 24/ 740

By Protheroe & Mobrib.
Buokhurst Hill—I'hree freehold plots of land 156

November 1.

By A. Rickards.
Westminster—22, 24, and 26, Ponsonby-terrace, 43

years, ground-rent 18/ 1,030
38a, Ponsonby-place, and 3, Eoehampton-street,

4 ' years, ground-rent 10/ 670
Tottenfiam— 7, 9, anrt 9, Williams-place, freehold... 366
Edmonton— 1, Adelaide-place, 63 years, gronnd-rent

2/. lOs 126

By E. i H. Luulbt.
Regent-street—8, Camaby-atreet, freehold 1,620

By F. Hards.
Blackheath, Humber-road—The Chestnuts, free-

hold £1.490
East Greenwich—19, kdvrard-street, freehold 390
Peckham—48, 50, 62, and 66, Dennett’s-road, free-

hold 1,27S

By Sedgwick, Son, A Wbaii.,
Bushey, Herts—The Horae and Chains, freehold

beer-house 770
Four freehold cottages 335

Harrow—Two plots of freehold land 77
Novbubbb 2.

By Humphrexs, Skitt, & Hcmphrexs,
Lewisham—13 and 16, Molesworth-road, 74 years,

ground-rent 6/, 148 360
Millbrook, Hants—The residence Boselands, and

14 acres, term 74 Tears, subject to the Lives of
the Prince of Wales and the Duke of Edin-
burgh, also a Policy for 1,500/., subject to the
said lives 1,190

By Temple & Moore.
Stepney Green—No, 98, freehold 316
Old Ford—37 and 39, Auckland-road, freehold 765

14 and 10, Chisenhalo-road 206
Ground-rent of 20/., reversion in 78 years 445
Milton, next Gravesend — 1 to 7, Elizabeth-

terrace, freehold 280
Sevenoaks, near — A plot of freehold land,

la. Or. 21p 180
Windsor, Clewer Green — 1 and 2, Prospect

Cottages, freehold 810
A cottage, and 10a. 2r. 4p. freehold 1,200

By C. A. Richabdb.
Weeley, Essex-Four cottages, and a plot of land... 420
The freehold residence, Mouut Pleasant, and

8a. Ir. 7p 800
Two enclosures of land, 4a. 3r. 4p., freehold 210

Thorpe - le - Soken — Two enclosures of laud,
4a. Ir. 18p 200

Mile End-road—No. 307, 80 years, ground-rent 71... 400
Tulse Hill— 4, 6, and 8, Park Villas, freehold 1,390

By E. Tibet & Son.
Mile End— 62 and 64, Sceptre-street, 26 years,

ground-rent 7/. 10a 120

NoVEStBER 3.

By Robinson & Rtokin.
St. Luke's — Ground-rent of 51. Ids, reversion in

30 years 180
Islington-Ground-rent of 21/. 128., reversion in

40 years 600
Ground-rent of 4/., reversion in 32 years 126
Ground-rent of 8/. 8a., reversion in 34 years 216
Ground-rent of 6/., reversion in 24 years 320
Ground-rent of 9/., reversion in 33 years ' 300
Grouod-rent of 51, reversion in 40 years 140

Holloway—4 and 4L Grove-street, freehold 600
79, Eden Grove, 80 years, ground-rent 3/. 3s 160

By Walton & Lbb.
Chester-square—No. 29, term 34 years, grouod-rent

36/ 3,600
35, Royal Oak Mews, 34 years, no ground-rent ... 476

Bv Newbon & Harding,
Islington— 10, Coiebrook-row, 28 years, ground-

rent 10/. lOs 375
Stoke Newington—62, Lordship-road, 66 years,

ground-rent 8/ 360
66, 68, and 70, Lordship-road, 66 years, ground-

rent 24/ 1,020
Homsey-road — 107, 109, and 111, Corbjn-street,

83 years, ground-rent 18/. ISs 730
136, Corbyn-street, 83 vears, ground-rent 6/. 63.... 240
148 and 152, Thorpedale-road, 83 years, ground-

rent 11/. 6s 415
Stoke Newington— 24, Woodlea-road, 80 years,

ground-rent 5/. lOs 225
By Robert Boxes.

Bethnal Green—26 and 27, Morpeth-street, 54yearB,
ground-rent 6/ 676

Old Ford-road—No. 107, term 66 years, ground-
rent 67. lOs 360

Bethnal Green-road — 129, Canrobert-street, 64
years, ground-rent 2/. 158 150

By P. D. Tcckbtt & Co.
Forest Gate, The Plashet Hall Estate—Eighty.

three plots of freehold land 3,214
Novbmdbb 4.

By Weston & Son.
Stockwell—26, 28, and 30, Edithna-street, 87 years,

ground-rent 16/ 645
Briston — 105, Loughborough Park, 35 years,

ground-rent 71 350
By W, Hall.

Cheshunt—1 and 2, Victoria Cottages, copyhold ... 200

The Society of Arts.—The first meeting of
the one-huudred-and-thirty-fourth sesaion of the
Society of Arts will be held on Wednesday, the
16th of November, when the opening address
will be delivered by Sir Douglas Galton, K.C.B.,
D.C .L., LL.D., F.R.S., Chairman of the Council.
Previous to Christmas there will be four
ordinary meetings in addition to the opening
meeting. During the session there will be six

courses of Cantor lectures, including “ The
Elements of Architectural Design,” by H. H.
Statham; “ The Modern Microscope” (being a
continuation of the recent course of Cantor
lectures on the “ Microscope ”), by John Mayall,
Jan.

; “Alloys,” by Prof. W. Chandler Roberts-
Austen, F.R.S. ; and “ The Decoration and
Illustration of Books,” by Walter Crane.
Destruction of an Ancient Castle by

Pire.—Last week the famous Polish castle

belonging to Prince Gartoryski, near Cracow,
was totally detroyed by fire. The building,

—

one of the finest in Poland,—dated from the
sixteenth century. The fire, wliich originated
in the Prince’s bedroom, destroyed the valuable
library, the collection of paintings, and many
other costly works of art.
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MEETINGS.
MoNDAT, NOVEJtBBE 14.

Surveyors' Insfifution.—Tho Presideat, Mr. W. J.

Beadel, M.P., will deliver the opeBing address of the

Session. 8 p.m.
Leeds and Yorkshire Archilectural Society. — Mr.

Basil Chatnpneys on “Victorian Architecture and Origi-

nality.” 7'30 p.m.

Tcesdat, Notembbb 16.

Institution of Cipti Enqineers.—Sir F. A. Abel, C.B.,

P.R.S., cn “ Accidents in Mines.” II. 8 p.m.

Manchester Architectural Association.—Mr. J. Corbett

on “ House Water Fittings.” 7'30 p.m.

Wbdhbsday, Noveitoeb 16.

Society of Arfs.SiT Douglas Galton, K.C.B., F.R.8.,

Chairman of the Council, will deliver the opening address

of the Session. 8 p.m.
. -j x

British Archceological .4woc!ofion.— (1) The President,

Sir James A. Picton, F.8.A.. F.R.I.B.A., on "The City

Walla of Chester.” ^2) livsumd of the Session 1896-97, by

Mr. T. Morgan.F.S.A. 8 ji.m.

Royal Meteorological Society .—7 p.m.
Builders' Foremen and Clerks cf Works' Jnsiitntion.—

Ordinary meeting. 8'30 p.m.
. ,

Liverpool Fnainecring Society. — A special General

Meeting to consider alteration of rules. 7-30 p.m.

Thuesdat, Noveudeb 17.

Farkes Museum of Hygiene.— Earl of Meath on
*' The Importance of Open Spaces.” 6 p.m.

Royal Engineers' Institute, Chatham.—Mr. F. R. Conder,

on “ Treatm-'nt of Sewage by the Iron Process, as used at

Chichester Barracks and Windsor Castle.” 6‘30 p.m.

Feidat, Novembee 18.

Architectural Association. — Mr. U. D. Appleton on
“ Our Sketching Club Scheme.” 7‘30 p.m.

Institution of Civil Engineers iSiudents' Meeting). ~
Mr. John Holliday on “ Boiler Eiperiraents and Fuel

Economy.” 7'30 p.m.

glisallama.

Birmingham Architectural Association.

Ou the 4th inst. the opening conversazione of

this Association for tho present session was held

in the Assembly Rooms, Edgbaston. About
500 ladies and gentlemen attended. The

Association, as many of our readers know, is

tho only provincial society affiliated with the

Architeetnral Association of London. Draw-
ings, &c., were lent by Messrs. Aston Webb,
W. n. Bidlake, \V. Millard, F. Evans, Osborn &
Reading, Henman & Timmins, Proud &Fanlkner,

Essex & Niool, D. Arkell, Dunn & Hipkiss,

J. J. Bateman, J. Cotton, J. A. Chatwin,

V. Scruton, George & Peto, T. W. P. Newton,

W. Hale, Hawley Lloyd, H. Naden, W. Lethaby,

Phene Spiers, M. J. Landsell, Ingall & Son,

J. P. Osborne, R. W. Edis, J. A. Cossins,

J. Brooks, J. Douglas, E. J. May, A. Lee,

J. Oldrid Scott, Freeman Smith. A. B.

Phipson, Cronch & Butler, Wood & Kendrick,

and C. E. Bateman. Mr. Harold Baker lent

a collection of photographs. Amongst the

visitors present were Mr. W. Kenrick, M.P.,

Mr. G. Dixon, M.P., Mr. Jesse Collings, M.P.,

Mr. L. Tait, Mr. Malins, Mr. Tildeu, Pro-

fessor Smith, Professor Hillhonse (Mason
College), the Rev. R. L. Porter, the Rev. J.

Wood, the Rev. F. Williams, Mr. B. Windle,

T. Bunce, R. F. Martineau, H. Rogers,

AV. Player, J. R. Holliday, Major Brooks, Col.

Tarte, Mr. J. Hardman, &c. Apologies for

non-attendance were received from Sir T. Mar-
tineau (Mayor), Mr. R. Chamberlain, M.P., the

Right Hon. J. Chamberlain, M.P., Sir James
Sawyer, Mr. Dale, Rev. Canon Bowlby, the

Rt. Hon. R. W. Lyttleton, Mr. S. Timmins, Mr.
T. Pratt, Messrs. A. Webb, E. I. Bell, J. D. Mul-
lins, W. S. Till, J. H. Shorthouse, L. Smith,

&c., and from the President of the Royal Insti-

tute of British Architects and the Presidents

of seven other architectural societies.

The Public Library, Ediuburgli.—Esti-

mates for the erection of the Public Library
Buildings, in Edinburgh, have been accepted.

They amount to 1 9, 3851.,which is 4,OOOZ . or 5,000i.

lessthanwas anticipated. This leaves a margin
of 10,000L for furnishing, electric lighting, &c.

The plans submitted by Mr. Washington Browne,
which secured the first premium in the competi-
tion, have been altered to some extent both as
regards the exterior elevations and internal

arrangement. These alterations are considered

as decided improvements and as giving enhanced
value to the exterior, which has been raised

2 ft. in height, the projecting wing to the north
now having its cornice on a level with the rest

of the elevation. The high-pitched roof over
the main building has also been heightened,
the lantern at its summit being now 10 ft.

higher than before. The total height from the
level of George IV. Bridge will now be 118 ft.

An alteration has also been effected on the
principal doorway, which is now the centre of
three equal arches, and a fourth arch has been
repeated in the large window of the projecting
wing.

Conference on Teclinical Instruction.

—

An exceedingly interesting and important con-

ference was held on Saturday evening at the

Finsbury Technical College, to discuss the

question of technical education, particularly as

it affects the apprenticeship system. Mr. J.

Rowlands, M.P., presided. Professor Silvanus

P. Thompson (Principal of the City and Guilds

of London Institute) opened the discussion with

a paper on “ The Present Position of the

Technical Instruction Question.” He referred

to numerous institutions in the metropolis and
the provinces wherein educational work of a

technical character was going on, especially

alluding to the group of agencies now esta-

blished by the City and Guilds of London
Institute, and contrasted the great efforts which

were being made on the Continent to promote

technical instruction with what had been done

in this country. With regard to the future

organisation of technical instruction, he con-

tended that the Science and Art Depart-

ment did not understand its first principles,

and did not comprehend that; the adapta-

tion of the teaching to local wants and

the adaptation of the design to the material

were the very essence of technical instruction.

The friends of the technical education move-
ment might congratulate themselves that the

Technical Instruction Bill of last Session was
withdrawn before it reached Committee. The
first and most important point of all for the

national organisation of technical instruction

was to secure the creation of a real Education

Department under a real Minister of Education.

We have some notes of the disenssion which
followed, but owing to pressure on our space

we cannot give them this week. Mr. Owen
Roberts (Clerk to the Clothworkers’ Company)
said that at a meeting of the Court of that Com-
pany a few days ago, a decision was come to to

turn all tho scholarships given by that Company
to the London School Board into technical

scholarships.

The Late Mr. Hew M. Wardrop.—AVe

regret to hear of tho death of this young
Edinburgh architect, which took place at Udny
Castle, Aberdeenshire, on the 4th inst. Mr.
Hew Montgomery AVardrop was the second

son of tho late Mr. Maitland Wardrop, of the

firm of Wardrop &Reid, architects. He received

his early training as an architect in his father’s

office, and he was for some time thereafter an
assistant to Mr. G. B. Street. He spent a year

or two also abroad in the study of the great

cathedrals of the Continent, and he was in the

colonies also for a time on account of his health,

which was never robnst. On the death of his

fatlier, four or five years ago, he took his place

in the business. Mr. Reid dying shortly there-

after, new arrangements were made, and the

firm was merged in that of Wardrop, Anderson,
& Browne. Siibsequently it became Wardrop
& Anderson,—the senior partner being Dr.

Rowand Anderson. Mr. Wardrop, who was
only thirty-one years of age, had a very exten-

sive county connexion, and bad designed or

carried out the restoration of several mansion-

houses in various parts of the country. Among
theso may be mentioned Tillyfour House,
Aberdeenshire; Pitmedden House, Aberdeen-
shire; Ballochmyle, Ayrshire; and Hoddam
Castle.

Society of Engineers.—At a meeting of

the Society of Engineers, held at Westminster
Town-hall, on Monday evening, November 7th,

Professor Henry Robinson (President) in the

chair, a paper was read by Mr. Perry F. Nursey
(Past-President), on “ Primary Batteries for

Illuminating Purposes.” Tho author com-
menced by observing that there was a wide
field open for electric lighting by primary
batteries in houses generally, owing to the

costliness of the steam-driven dynamo-electric
systems. He then explained the principles of

the primary battery, and ontlined its history

;

after which he laid down the leading condi-

tions which should obtain in a battery for

electric lighting on a broad and general scale.

The Old Chelsea Vestry-hall has lately

been externally renovated and re-decorated
throughont. The contract has been carried out
by Mr. AV. H. McLachlan, of Berners-street,
under the supervision of Mi’. George Straohan,
the >Sarveyor to the A^estry.

House, Palace Court, Bayswater.—Re-
ferring to onr account of Mr. Fellows’s House,
Palace Court, Bayswater, we are asked to mention
that the carving and sculpture is the work of
of Mr. Gilbert Searle, of Walworth.

Inquests on Fires.—We consider that the
powers which the coroner formerly possessed
of holding inquests in cases of fire where no
death occurred should be again restored to him.
That be had this power in times past is certain p

and, further, his power extended to the inquiry

of other felonies, such as burglaries and prison

breach. Hawkins, in his “ Pleas of the Crown,”
contends that the power of the coroner ir^

those cases was conferred upon him by statute

(Edward I.), and was never expressly taken
away from him. Some few years ago an
attempt was made to establish the authority of

coroners to hold inquests in cases of fire, but
the question was settled by the leading case of
” Regina v. Herford,” in which Lord Chief

Justice Cockburn, in delivering judgment, said:
“ We have the authority of three of the greatest

writers who have expounded and illustrated the

law of England for saying that the office of

coroner with reference to felonies is limited to

cases of homicide on view of the body.”
Again, Lord Cockburn stayed the coroner for

Manchester, who had commenced an inquisition

as to a fire, with this judgment: “As to the

importance to the public that coroners should

have the jnrisdiction, there are two opinions.

I express none. Some of the coroners in

modern times have exercised this jurisdiction,

some have not. If they are to exercise it in

this and other felonies after the disuse of it for

five or six centuries, let it be given tbem by
the Legislature, and not revived by this court.”

The late Sir John Humphi’eys, coroner for East
Middlesex, held an inquest at Hackney in

respect of a fire where no life was lost. This
he did at the special request of the church-

wardens and inhabitants of the district, as fires

were of such frequent occurrence. The case

turned out to be one of arson, but the magi-
strates refused to reimburse the coroner for

the expenses incurred in the holding of the
inquest, on the ground that the said inquest was
not legally held.

—

Lancet.

Decrease of tlie Iron Manufacture in
Prance.—The influences supposed to operate

by those who take a pessimist view of the state

of British industries, will not find mneh sup-

port from the recent returns concerning French
iron and steel trades and mining industries.

The Journal Officiel brings the following sta-

tistics coucerning French mines, &c., for ISSS
and 1836 :—The number of mines at work had

snuk from 504 to 476, or a reduction of 28.

Of 1,380 concessioned mines, therefore, only

904 were worked. Of the 476 which are worked
only 20-1 yielded any profit. Two-thirds of the

mines which are worked are collieries, and they

employ nine-tenths of all the miners, and had

an output lof 19,500,000 tons of coal, 500,000

less than in 1884, and 2,000,000 less than in

1883. The selling price fell 60 c. as compared
to the year before ;

still the selling price at

the mines reached 11'73 f. per ton. The cost

of getting fell 43 c. from that of 1884. The
number of workpeople engaged was 111,500,

nearly 10,000 fewer than in 1884, and 15,000

less than in 1SS3. There was an increase of

output of 543,000 tons in 1886, against that of

1885. The decrease in the production of iron

is remarkable. In 1883 it amounted to two

million tons of manufactured iron and steel ; in

1884, 1,872,000 tons of crude, and 1,380,000

tons of iron and steel ; in 1885, the two quan-

tities were 1,634,000 tons and 1,336,000 tons

;

and in 1886, 1,508,000 tons and 1,234,000 tons.

The number of steam-engines working steadily

increased, but for the most part in small

factories and in agriculture, whilst those in largo

industrial establishments decreased. The

number of steam vessels, curiously enough, has

remained almost stationary, although, by the

law of 1883, the State has paid to the com-

mercial marine,—as premiums for registered

bought vessels, for building new ones, and on

cargo freights,—a sum of twenty-six million

francs, not reckoning the regular subventions

to post-steamers. Equally noteworthy is the

fact that the number of locomotives on the

railways had decreased from 9,241 to 9,150,

although 1,461 kom. of new lines had been

opened.

—

Engineer.

Liverpool Corporation, Free Lectures.

—

Mr. MacBride, whose lectures on sculpture at

the British Museum we have before referred to,

has been giving a course of four lectures on

sculpture at the Rotunda Lecture Hall in

Liverpool, which have been, we le.arn from the

Liverpool papers, very largly attended. Sir

James Picton occupied the chair at the opening

lecture.
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PRICES CURRENT OE MATERIALS.
TIMBER. £. a, d.

lr«enheart, B.G ....ton 6 6 0
'eak, B.I load 8 0 0
lequoia, U.9 foot cube 0 2 3
i#b, Canada load 3 0 0
Jirch

,, 2 0 0
eim
''ir, Dantsic, &o
)ak

,,

. Canada
?ine, Canada red

,, 7ellow
jath, Dantsic fathom
8t. PetersVurg

Vainacot, Riea log

M Odessa, crown
leala, Finland, 2nd and lBt...Btd.lO0

„ 4th and 3rd
Biga
8t. Petersburg, Ist yellow

,, 2nd „

Swedish
White Sea
Canada, Pine, let

,, ,, 2nd
,, ,, 3rd, &o
„ Spruce, Ist

,, ,, Srd and 2Dd
New Brunswick, &c.

lattens, all kinds
flooring Boards, eq., 1 in., pre-

pared, First
Second
Other qualities

ledar, Cuba foot
Honduras, Ac
Australian

dahogany, Cuba
8t. Domingo, cargo average
Mexican

,,

Tobasco
,,

Honduras

£. B. d.

7 10 0
12 10 0
0 3 0
4 10 0
3 10 0
4 10 03 10

1 10
2 10
3 0 0 6 0 0200 3 10 0
2 0 0 4 0 0
3 0 0 6 0 0
4 0 0 6 10 0
0 0 0 0 0 0

6 10 0 6 10 0
6 10 0 7 0 0
8 10 0 13 0 0
7 0 0 8 0 0
6 10 0 8 10 0GOO 14 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
16 0 0 24 0 0
10 0 0 16 0 0
6 0 0 9 0 0
8 0 0 9 0 0
6 0 0 7 0 0

080 0 11 0
0 6 6 0 7 6
0 4 0 0 6 0
0 0 3 0 0 3^
0 0 2} 0 0 3}
0 0 2 0 0 3

0 0 4} 0 0 7
0 0 4} 0 0 6

0 0 3 0 0 3}
0 0 3} 0 0 6
0 0 3} 0 0 6

TIMBBB (coniinued). £. a. d.
Maple, Bird’s-eye 0 0 6
Bose, Bio ton 8 0 0
Bahia 7 0 0

Box, Turkey ton 6 0 0
Satin, St. Domingo foot 0 0 6
Porto Rico 0 0 6

Walnut, Italian 0 0 3}

METALS.
Iboit—

B

or, Welsh, in London. ..ton 4 16 0

„ „ in Wales 4 6 0
,, Staffordshire, London 6 10 0

OOPPSB—
British, cake and ingot ton 40 0 0
Best selected 60 10 0
Sheets, strong 64 10 0
Chili, bars 46 2 6

Tbllow Mktil lb, 0 0 4}
Lbai>

—

Fig, Spanish .....ton 12 17 6
Englisn, common brands 13 6 0
Sheet, English 14 2 0

Spsltbb—
Silesian, special ton 16 17 6
Ordinary brands 16 12 6

Tiir

—

Straits...^ ton 131 10 0
Australian 131 10 0
English ingots 133 10 0

OILS.
Linseed ton 19 0 0
Ooooanut, Cochin 30 0 0
Ceylon 24 0 0

Palm, Lagoa 22 0 0
Bapeaeed, English pale 25 10 0

„ brown 23 15 0
Cottonseed, refined 19 16 0
Tallow and Oleine 26 0 0
Lubricating, U .

8

6 0 0

„ refined 6 0 0
Tukpbhtikb —
American, in casks cwt. 14 9

Tah

—

Stockholm barrel 0 15 0
Archangel 0 10 6

COMPETITIONS AND CONTRACTS.
Epitome of Advertisements in this Number,

COMPETITIONS.

Nature of Work. By whom required. Premium. Desire to be
debvered. Page.

inoleum and Floor-Cloth Dcsiirns Mitcham Linoleum Co.... 2001 Not stated... ii.

CONTRACTS.

Nature of Work, or Materials.

loniovnl of Refuse

’aving Works
Jaking-up and Paving Roads ....

load-making nticl Paving Works .

le-Erecting Bridge
?ar- Paving, &o .

Jxhibitiou Buildings, Brussels ....

By whom required.
Architect, Buiweyor, or

Engineer.
Tenders te be
delivered.

Page.

Lewisham Bd. ofWks. Oficial
Vestry of St. Matthew,

Bethnal Green do.
St. Luke’s (Middlesex)

Vestry do.
St. George's {East) Ves, do.
Wandsworth Bd. ofWks do.
Walthamstow Local Bd. H. 8. Hidings

Nov. 29th
Met. Board of Works,.. Official ix.

Maxwell A Tuke Not stated.., ii.

TENDERS.
ASHTEAD (Surrev). — For the erection of a lodge to

Ireyille Park, for Mr, J. Ilogett. Mr. Lionel Littlewood,
rchitect, 9, Great James-street, Bedford-row, W.O.

Harris 4 Son, Woking £707 0 0
Jones, London 010 0 0
Batehclar, Leatherhead 688 0 0
Skiitoa, Leatherhoad 678 0 0
Jackson, London .. 623 0 0
Hards, Ewell (accepted) 407 0 0

ASHTEAD (Surrey).—For the erection of a cottage at
Irevillo Park, for Mr. Payne Jennings. Mr. Lionel
dttlewood, architect :

—

Hard", Ewell £1,095 0 0
Harris 4 Son, Woking 1,060 0 0
Graham, London 867 0 0
.tones, London 760 0 0
Jackson, London 679 0 0
Batohelar, Leatherhead 667 17 6
Skilton, Leatherhead 640 0 0

ASHTEAD (Surrey). — For the erection of a house in
Voodflelddane for Miss Coates. Mr. Lionel Littlewood,
rchitect ;

—

Hards, Ewell £1,149 0 0
Graham, London 1,026 0 0
Jackson, London 950 0 0
Jones, London 94,^ 0 0
Skilton, Leatherhead (accepted) 937 0 0

DERBY.—For the erection of new Sunday Schools-,
ecture Hall, Infants’ School, and Class Rooms, tor the
rustees of the Derwent-street Congregational Church.
Ir. J. Brierley Preston, architect, St. Mary’s Gate'
>erby. Quantities supplied by the architect :

’

W. Walkerdine £1,120 0 0
R. Weston 1 086

^ '

T. Kelham
11. Vernon
C. Wagg

,

G. Pemberton
W. Eaton (accepted)

[All of Derby.]

For Heating Apparatus

A. Bindley, Nottingham £89 10
Astle & Co., Derby (accepted) 77 0

1,039 0 0
1,038 2 0
1,030 0 0
1,028110 0
1,014 0 0

DULWICH.—For alterations, painting, Ac., at the
Roaendale Hotel, West Dulwich, for Mr. James
Riddail

C. Strange £185 0 0
Weedon A Smith 176 0 0
W. Groom 175 0 0
J. Stephens (accepted) 113 0 0

EASTBOURNE.—For building inn and premises at
junction of St. John’s Mill-road and Willmgdon-road,
Eastbourne, for Mr. H. E. Hurst. Messrs. Fuller A
Oakdon, architects. 10, Cornfield - road, Eastbourne.
Quantities bv Mr. Robev E. Carnenter •

—

J. Martin
Deadman
M. Martin
Russell
Miller A Selmea
J. Wood
Dore A Son
Cornwell A Sons
Parker
C. Wren
Newman A Hart
Haggett A Pattenden ..

Bishop A Thorpe
Stanbridge A Tapper ..

J. Hookham
Coster

,.£1,790 0 0
.. 1,789 16 0

1,770 0 0
. 1,766 0 0
.. 1,747 0 0
. 1,695 0 0

,. 1.617 0 0
. 1,695 0 0
. 1,675 0 0
. 1,665 0 0
. 1,549 0 0
. 1,645 0 0
. 1,479 12 0
. 1,473 0

1,3 0 0
0 0

GREENWICH.—For alterations and repairs at Nos. 80
to 94, London-street, Greenwich, for the Worshipful
'’Company of Drapers. Mr. C. Reilly, architect

Holloway Bros £1,123 0 0
Staines A Son 1,049 0 0
W. Smith A Son l'o20 0 0
Howell ’990 0 0
N. Lidstone 999 q q
Jorrard 947 0 0
Qaisford 794 0 0

HARROW^.—For the erection of a residence at Harrow
for the Harrow Park Estate Company. Mr. W. c!
Marshall, architect. Qnantities by Mr. E. J. P^ •—

Brass A Son £8,916 0 0
Estcourt 8,788 0 0
Foster 8,68) 0 0
Bywaters 9,365 0 0
I'Pe 8,314 0 0
Stimpson 8,210 0 0
Nightingale 8,160 0 0
Peto Bros 8,102 0 0
Perry A Co 0 0

HEMEL HEMPSTEAD.—For the formation of market-
place and erection of shambles and three dwelling-bonses
with shops, for the Town Improvement Committee of
Hemel Hempstead. Herts. Messrs. George A W. Ralph
Low, architects. Quantities not furnished :

—

W. Sear, Hemel Hempstead £3,409 0 0
Finchen A Smith, Tring 3,269 0 0
G. Smart, Luton 3.219 0 0
J. Payne, Hemel Hempstead* 3,028 0 0
Lissaman, Luton 2,686 0 0
C. Coote, London 2,685 0 0

* Accepted.

KENSINGTON.—For the erection of a workshop,
Stamford-road, W. Mr. Lionel Littlewood, architect,
9, Great James-street, Bedford-row, W.C. :—

Humphreys, Hyde Park (accepted) ... £195 0 0
[Seven tenders received.]

KENSINGTOh .—For the erection of new premises off*
Stamford-road. Mr. Lionel Littlewood, architect —

Bryon £637 g' 0
W'llcock 649 17 q
Kent 407 0 0
Lmey 42O 0 0
Jones 389 q 0
Olson (accepted) 339 0 0

KENSINGTON.—For various a'terations, 191 Earl’e
Court-road. S.W., for Messrs. Blake A Co. Messrs.
Morley A Letts, surveyors :

—

Wright A Co £250 0 0
Toten A Sons, Gloucester-road* 196 0 0

• Accepted.

KENSINGTON.—For sanitary and decorative repairs
at 12, Penywem-road. Messrs. Morley A Letts sur-
veyors

’

Hook, Belgrave-road (accepted) £144 0 0

KENSINGTON.—For finishing No. 46, Nevern-aquare
S W., for he Eiecutnx of the late Robert Whitaker
Messrs. Morley A Letts, surveyors, Earl's CourN

0 0
Oldrey igy q q
loien A Sons, Gloucester-road* 118 0 0

• Accepted.

KEW.—For decorations, Ellesmere, Kew-road. Messrs
Morley A Letts, surveyors

Blasby, Kew (accepted) £113 0 0

LEICESTER.—For the construction of about 470 yard
of pipe sewers, with manholes, lampholes and other work
in connexion therewith, in the Borough of Leiceatei
Plans, specification, and quantities by J Oordor
M. Inst. C.E., Borough Surve^r;-

T. Smart, Nottingham £74i 8
J. Dickson, St. Albans 459 17
lunesA Wood, Birmingham 425 1
B. A E. Bentley, Leicester* 306 3

* Accepted.

Alternative.

.! £457 9 7

.. 414 7 0

.. 350 19 2

LONDON.—For the Victoria Concert Hall, Lancham-
place, Regent-street. Mr. T. E. Knightley and Mr. C. J.
Phipps, F.S.A., architects. Quantities by Messrs. Batter-
bury A Huxley ;-

J. Morter £48,714 0 0
Hollide.y A Greenwood 47,420 0 0
Howell 461900 0 0
Boyce 46,850 0 0
Higgs A Hill 46,733 0 0
Mowlem 46,485 0 0
Nightingale 45,828 0 0
Perry A Co 45,789 0 0
Lovett, Wolverhampton 45,685 0 0
Stanley Bird 45,578 0 0
Brass A Son 45,655 0 0
Parnell, Rugby 45,400 0 0
H. A J. Greenwood 45,356 0 0
PetoBros... 44,444 0 0
Patman A Fotheringham.,, 43,BW 0 0
Stephens A Bastow 43,477 0 0
Bywaters 43,367 0 0
Kirk A Randall 43 346 0 0
Charles Wall 42

I
4OJ 0 0

Lucas A Bon 42 225 0 0

LONDON.—For extra works at the Old Cock Tavern,
Highbury, for Mr. Richard Baker. Mr. Arthur W Seville
architect, 99, Strand, London, W.C. :—

Decorative Workfor Qrill Foom,
C. E. Birch £368 10 0
Doulton A Co 353 0 0
Webb A Co 350 0 0
Siaipson A Sons (accepted) 3e0 0 0
Carter, Johnson, A Co 3.15 0 0
Campbell Tile Co. (part only) 183 0 0

Oas Fitlinge,

Strode A Go £300 0 0
J. Dodson 345 0 0
Vaughan A Brown (accepted)

.".’.I," 318 0 0
E. Pragnell igy 0 0

Qrill and HoUitaier Fittingi.

T. Waller A Co. (accepted) £103 0 0

LONDON.— For alterations at the Milford Haven
Tavern, Caledonian-road. Mr. R. A. Lewcoek, architect,
88

,
Bishopsgate-atreet Within, E.O. :

—

Stephenson
. £204 0 0

Goodall
. 165 0 0

Spencer A Co 16J 0 0
Steel Bros

, 141 0 0
Ivory . 136 0 0

LONDON.—For repairs to No. 14, St. Luke’s-road, W.,
for Mr. John Hughes. Mr. Arthur W. Saviile, architect,
99, Strand, Loudon, W.C. :

—

J. Cutting A Sons £185 0 0
C. H. Cutting A Sons 181 0 0
Spencer A Co lyo 0 9
G. E. Lupton A Sons (accept^) 141 0 0
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LONDON,— For the erection of Beaufort Mansions,
Queen Anne’s Gate, S.W. Mr. S. C. Orerton, archi-

tect :

—

Perry A Co. (accepted) £16,600 0 0

LONDON —For reinstating warehouses at Bt. Kathe-
rines’ Wharf, after Are, for the General Steam NsTigation
•Company. Mr. A, R. Stenning, architect. Quantities by
Mr. E, A. B. Crockett :

—

W. Webster £i.889 0 0

Macey k Sons 4,573 0 0

J. & J. Greenwood 4,441 0 0

Ashby k Horner 4,180 0 0

J. Sparkee 3,970 0 0

Cubitt A Co 3,780 0 0
B. B. Nightingale 3,687 0 0
Outhwaite & Son 3,636 0 0

LONDON.—For re-bnilding No. 21, Warwick-lane,
Ludgate Hill, E.C., for Mr. R. Cook and Mr. Bradsha'w.
Mr. Alfred J. Beesley, architect. Quantities supplied :

—

Williams £1,590 0 0
Lamble 1,689 0 0
Lascollea 1,498 0 0
Heath 1,471 0 0
PnzST & Lumley 1,470 0 0
A. White 4 Co. (accepted) 1,389 0 0

LONDON.—For sanitary and other works at No. 7i

Upper Brook-street, Grosrenor-square. Mr. T. Darrans,
-A.R.I.B.A., architect, 41, Upper Baker-street :

—

J. Andrews £398 10 0
R. Wright ... 382 10 0
Stanley Bird 370 0 0
T. Stevenson 369 0 0

LONDON.—For Portland and Bath stone froit, 145,
Cannon-street, E.C. Mr. Delissa Joseph, architect, 17,
Basinghall-street, E.C.

Seale £252 0 0
Herridge (accepted) 252 0 0

LUTON.—For alterations and additions to business
promises, Waiter-street, and Cheapside, Luton, for Mr.
Albert Troll. Mr. A. E. Smith, architect, Luton

J. Saunders £74115 0
R. Ford 670 0 0
Neville Bros 565 0 0
Slough Bros 606 0 0
G. W. Pryer (accepted) 415 0 0

[All of Luton.]

PUTNEY.—For erecting dairy and premises. Lower
Richmond-road, Putney, for Mr. William James. Mr. G.
F. Calvert, architect, 53, Acton • street, Gray's Inn-
road
Longland,!, Castle-street, Long Acre ... £1,254 0
Phillips, Manchester-street, King’s Cross 960 0
Harling, Rodner-teiTace, Putney 805 0
Bovden, Gray’s Inn-road, W.C 793 0
Williams,* Derwent Works, Potnev 789 0
Channon, Lower Richmond-road, Putney 613 0

* Accepted,

EOTHERHITHE. — For buildiog parish room. All
Saints, Rotherhithe, Messrs. Wilson & Beesley, arohi-
'cects. Quantities supplied ;

—

Heath
Lamble

£870

Pritcnard
A. White & Co,.,

Williams
•Tohoson
Wells
Bullers

785 0 0
744 10 0

SALISBURY.—For the erection of new shop and
dwelling-house in Catherine-street, for Mr L T Fulker
Mr. Fred Bath, P.B.I.B.A., architect, Crown Cham^
oers. Salisbury. Quantities anpplied

F. Dibhin, Salisbui7 .. £770 10 0
J. W. Hookins, Wilton 7-18 lo 0
G. Dolman, Salisbury 722 0 0
W. J. & C. 8. Young, Salisbury 702 0 0
Gilbert Harris, Salisbury 698 0 0Webb 4 Co., Salisbury (accepted) 610 5 0

TOTTENHAM.—For paving with asphalte the paths
Btation-road and Jolly Butchers' Hill, Wood Gre
•ior the Tottenham Local Board of Health

McCTecdA Cc £359 iq q
Tnckett & Son n n

i ^ Si I I
G. Bell .. 336 1*^ 6
Bradshaw 4 Co., London and Totten-
ham (accepted) 325 17 1

UPTON, E.—For two bouse" in Boleyn-road,',Upton, 1

for Mr. Collins. Mr. H. Betholl, architect :

—

W. Parsons, Plashet, E £760 0 0
Chickoo, Plaistow 743 0 0
J. Baxter, Upton. E 687 0 0
Allerton & Fox, West Ham 675 0 0

W. Wyles, Plashet (accepted) 628 11 0

WANDSWORTH.—For the erection of new offices for

the Wandsworth Board of Works. Mr. W, Newton
Dunn, architect. Quantities by Messrs. Franklin &
Andrews ;

—

Parsons £7,577 0 0
Brass 4 Son 7,660 0 0
Rider & Son 7,378 0 0
Aries & Son 7,060 0 0
Liddistt 7,026 0 0
Shepherd 6,983 0 0
Downes 6,922 0 0
Kynoch 4 Co. (accepted) 6,386 0 0

%* SPECIAL NOTICE. — Lists of Tenders
frequently reach us too late for insertiou. They should
be delivered at our office, 46, Catherine-street. W.O.,
not later than 12 Noon on THURSDAYS.

TO COSRESPONDENTS.

Seffuiered Telegraphic Addreee, " The Buildeb, LoWdoh.”

R. M. T.—H. L.—K. TIroa. & Co,—8. & Co.—W. H. M —W. F. U.—
0. a R.— P. a Co.—A. E. S.— I. B, P.—M. T. (thanka for the inti
tioii).—R. M, F,— P, a Co.—B. E. N.— '• Scrutator '• (the architec
certaluly entitled to a comntlaaion oa the cost of re-bnllding; bj
your accouut he waa engaged to see that the aplre waa properly
rebuilt

; of courae, therefore hie profeaaional aervlcea in aupervlalon
worth Boruethiog. The uiual fee for aupervialou without design

li per cent. We may add, however, that the architect placed him
f in rather a falae poaition by conaenting to act practically ai

contractor alao).—H. * D,—J. P. P.—C, D. M.—W. I. C. (we do no
--rt ailTertiaeineutafor tendera gratuitoualy).—E. J. B, [too late).-

H, (loo late).—S. 3. O, (too late).

II atatementa of facta, llata of tenden, &c., muat be accompanied
he name and addreas of the eender, not neceeaartly (or publication
e are compelled to decline pointing out booka and giving

addreaaei.

Nova.—The reaponalblllty of aigned artlelea, and papera read at
pabllc meetlnga, reata. of courae, with the authora.
We cannot undertake to return rejected communicatione.
Lettera or communicatione (beyond mere newa-lteme) which have

been duplicated for other Joumala, are NOT DESIRED.
All eotnmnnicationa regarding literary and artietic mattera ahould

be addreaaed to THE EDITOR
;

all communicatlona relating to
advertlsemente and other exclusively buainesa mattera ahould be
addreosed to THE FDBLIBHBB. and not to the Editor.

Best Bath Stone.

CORSHAM DOWN.
|

PARLEIGH DOWN
BOX ground! I COMBE DOWN.
WESTWOOD GROUND.

|

STOKE GROUND.
RANDELL, SAUNDERS, & CO., Ld.,

CoRSHAM, Wilts.

Bath Stone.
Pictor’s Monks’ Park. Combe Down.
Coreham Down. Stoke Ground.

Box Ground. Wineley Ground.
Farleigh Down. Weet Wood.

PICTOR & SONS, Box, Wilts. [Advt.

Boulting Freestone and Ham Hill Stone
of beet quality, in blocks, or prepared ready for
fixing. An inspection of the Donlting Qnarries
is respectfully solicited; and Architects and
others are CAUTIONED against inferior stone.
Prices, delivered to any part of the United
Kingdom, given on application to CHARLES
TRASK & SONS, Norton-sub-Hamdon, Ilmin-
ster, Somerset.—Agent, Mr. E. WILLIAMS,
No. 16, Craven-street, Strand, W.C. [Advt.

Donlting Free Stone

HAM HILL 8TONB,

BLUB LIAS LIMB

(Ground or Lamp),

For prices, Ao., ad-
dress S. & J. STAPLE,
Quarry Owners, Stone
and Lime Merchants,
Stoke • under • Ham,
Ilminster. [Advt.

I

Asphalte.—The Seyssel and Metallic Lava
I Asphalte Company (Mr. H. Glenn), Office, 88,

; Poultry, E.C.—The best and cheapest materials
for damp courses, railway arches, warehouse
floors, flat roofs, stables, cow-sheds, and milk-

rooms, granaries, tnn-rooms, and terrac6B.[ADVT

Asphalte.
Seyssel, Patent Metallic Lava, and

White Asphaltes.
M. 8TODART A 0 0.

Office

:

No. 90, Cannon-street, E.O. [Advt

SPRAGUE & CO.,

PHOTOLITHOGRAPHERS,

22, Martin’s-lane,

Cannon-street, E.C. [Advt.

To Builders, Builders’ Supply Merchants,
and Others. —Whalley's Watbu-Closbt, for using
waste water from lavatories, sinks, roofs, &c., -will flush

immediately after being used. Costa 60 per cent, less than
ordinary water-closets. No water cistern required. No
fittings. No water supply, Simplicity and effectiveneei
guaranteed. Being largely adopted and giving every
satisfaction.

Testimonials from Sanitary Engineers. Sanitary In.

specters, Medical Officers, 4e. Highly spoken of by the
leading trade papers.

Prices, drawings, and full particulars, on application to

BROOKS & PICKUP,
Towneley Colliery, Bnrnley.

iAnrr.

EIRE BRICKS.
BEST STOURBRIDGE FIRE BRICKS. Aud Cement Fire

Clay, Oab Retorts. UuffleB, Ac. Fire Bricke and Blocks for the
Highest HeAts, tor Iron Blast Furnaces, Forge, Rolling, Puddling,
and Steel Funiacea, Flint Glass Furnaces, Roasting aud Kednlng
Furnaces. Cbeiuical Works. Coke Ovens, Ac. Boiler Seating Blocki,
Flue Coven. Locomotive Bricks. Tuyeres, Steel Burners, Grate
Backs. Special Sizes and Shapes made to Engiueeere’ Drawinga.

Prices quoted to any Port or Railway Station.
London Agents

R. CULL & SON, Palmerston-buildings, E.C.

GLAZED BRICKS.
OATES 4 GEEEN, HALIFAX.

GLAZED BRICKS (White and Coloured), Special Salt-glazed
Bricks. Sanitary Tubes, Glazed Eartheruware Slides, Cattle, Sheep,
and Pig Troughs, Horse Hangers. Patent Automatic Trough Cloiet,
Patent Plush Tank. Ventilating Bricke, Patent Ventilating Gulliei
and Traps. Patent Chimney Po1« for Down Draughts.

Six Prize Medals. Copies of Testiinoulals sent if required.
I^ndon Agents :

—

R. CULL 4 SOM, Palmerston-boildingB, E.C.

BLUE BRICKS.
THE EETLEY BRICK COMPANY, KINGSWINFORD

Stadordsblre. Macufactuiere of Blue Bricks.
London Agents :

—

B. CULL & SON, Palmeraton-buildiogs, E.C.

DRAIN PIPES.
Lime, Cement, Bricks, Slates, Laths, Hair, Plaster, Wall Coplngl,

Channel Bricks, Blue and Bed Ridges. Bed Plain Tiles and Fan
Tiles, Closet Pans and Traps. Bends, Junctions, die. all size*.

Chimney-Pots, Bed and White. PBICB8 ou APPLICATION.
B. CULL 4 SON'S Stores, Railway Arohes,
Londou-atreet, Bethnal Green Station, £.

Chief Office;—72, Palmerston -boildings, Old Broad-street, E.O,

MICHELMORE & REAP,
Manufacturers of

POLLINGE’S PATENT HINGES,
\J LEVER, SCREW, 4 BAEEEL BOLTS,

BeU-Acting "FALL DOWN" GATE STOPS,
and IMPROVED GATE FITTINGS of every DescrlptlOB

36a. borough road,
Prices Reduced. LIST SENT ON

APPLICATION.

TWELVE GOLD AND SILVER MEDALS AWARDED.ZINC ROOFIPTG-.
F. BRABY & CO.

O-LZASCa-OW.
352 to 362, Enston-road. 0 and 8, Hatton Garden. 47 and 49, St. Enocli-sqiiare.

VIEILLE MONTAGNE SOLE MANUFACTURING AGENTS.NO SOIeDER. NO EXTERNAL FASTENINGS
1 articulars on Api>lication. Chief Offices .-—Fit^iroij Works, EUSTON EOAD, LONDON, N. W.
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Jiccollcclions of M. de Lcsseps.

HE two volumes of

autobiographical re-

miniscences of M.
Ferdinand de Les-

Bcps, an English ver-

sion of which has

been published in

London,* contains

less of interest to

architectural and

engineering readers

n might have been expected, considering

nature of the work in connexion with

ich its author’s chief reputation has been

de. The rule played by M. de Lesseps,

D is, perhaps, more truly a citizen of the

'Id than any other living man except Prince

march, has been as much that of a

lomatist, a politician, and a financier, as

t of an engineer
;
and his two volumes are

food deal occupied with matters which

Y bo said to lie outside of our special

vince. Of engineering information, in the

ct sense of the word, there is in truth liltle

nothing,—M. de Lesseps appearing, in

nexion with the Suez and Panama
lal schemes, rather in the light of a

eral director and a diplomatic nego-

or than an engineer. There is, however,

ood deal in regard to the correspondence

'Ut the Suez Canal scheme showing the

rking of various interests behind the scenes,

ich is of considerable signi6cance now that

canal, once so contemned and prophesied

inst in this country, as a thing impracticable

L vain, has been long ago quietly accepted

m accomplished fact. The statement of the

aaina scheme from M. de Lesseps’ point of

w is also of some interest, though this is

y sketched in a brief and general manner,

vl. de Lesseps is not autobiographical, in the

;al and complete sense; he does not begin,

t is to say, with a sketch of his parentage

I genealogy, or an account of his boyhood,

e “ Recollections ” open witli an account of

mission to Rome in 1849, and as the whole

this portion of the work is entirely political,

may pass it over here without further

lark. But the greater part of the rest of

first volume, as well as a portion of the

ond, is occupied with “The Origin of the

?z Canal,” a title which, in fact, is made to

lude the main history of all the negotiations

I fights and difficulties connected with

ting it done,—the latter, we regret to say,

stly emanating from England,

file whole thing came about in a more

EeeoUections of Forty Years. By Ferdinand de
aepa. Translated by C. B. Pitman. London : Chap-
i & Hall. 1837.

accidental kind of way than would be generally

imagined now. M. de Lesseps, having the

good luck to have a mother-iu-Uw who wa.s

both very wealthy and very much attached to

him, was, after his recall from Rome, living on

and managing for her an estate in France, on

which he had restored an ancient castle which

had belonged to Agues Sorel. While thus

occupied, he heard of the death of Abbas

Pasha, the Viceroy of Egypt, and the succes-

sion of the youngest son of Mehemet Ali,

whom he had known and taught to ride as a

boy. On hearing of his former pupil’s acces-

sion to power, he wrote congratulating him,

and received in reply what he evidently

wished for, an invitation to come to

Cairo. The question of a Suez canal had been

a favourite one with M. de Lesseps long

before, and he had already, he tells us, studied

it in every detail. Here was the opportunity,

and the former riding pupil was primed with

the idea, and seems to have fallen into it in a

most docile and teachable spirit. As riding

was the beginning of his acquaintance with

the Viceroy, so riding seems to have had some

influence in getting him the concession for the

canal
;
or, at all events, M. de Lesseps thought

so. The Viceroy called together all his generals

to consult them on the question. “ As I rode

out with them on horseback, and as they were

inclined to think more of a man who could

jump a fence than of a savant and a book-

worm, they were well disposed towards me.”

The Viceroy told the generals to seat them-

selves on some chairs in front of the divan,

repeated the conversation he and M. de Lesseps

had just had together, and asked for their

opinions on the proposals of “his friend.”

“ They stared at me and looked as if they

thought that their master’s friend, whom
they had just seen put his horse over

a wall, could not be otherwise than right

;

they raised their hands to their heads as their

master spoke, in sign of assent. The dinner

was brought in on a salver, and, just as we had

been of one assent, so we all dipped our

spoons into one and the same tureen, which

contained some excellent soup. Such is the

faithful and true narrative of the most

important negotiation I ever undertook or am
likely to undertake.”

The idea of the canal had been made a

favourite one in 51. de Lesseps’s mind by the

perusal of the report of Napoleon’s engineer,

Lepere, in favour of the scheme; a report made
by Napoleon’s command during his early

campaign in Egypt. Short and simple as Wiis

the first step, the consent of the Viceroy,

there avixs much work to go through before the

funds could be raised and the diplomatic

fears and objections of various Govern-

ments overcome, England being, as every

' " The Size of House Drains ontl the TTs« and Misuse of Traps 713

The Student's Coluom : Land SurreruiS and Levelling,—XXI. , . 719

Churcb-Buildlng Neva 720

Books: — Hsaluck's Metal TtimeTS Usndybook (LockwoodI

;

Hasluck's Wood Turner’s Hand-book (Lockwood) ; Days and
Hours in a Oordeu (Stock) 721

Recent Patents 721

Recent Bales of Property 722

Moetiuge 722

MisceUaoea 72S

Prices Current of BuUding Materials 722

one knows too well now, the principal

and most persistent opponent of the canal

;

and the correspondence on the subject

with Lord Palmerston and other persons

high in poAver in this country, in Avhich

the same objections (very selfish ones, by the

way, from an international point of view) were

repeated over and over again, is not pleasant

reading for Englishmen, and ought to bo a

lesson against the violent and pugnacious

opposition of a scheme of the kind merely

because it is new, or because it is supposed

that somebody or other’s interests will be hurt

by it, The perseverance, energy, and diplo-

matic tact which M. de Lesseps showed in

combating against this opposition comes out

very Avell in the series of letters printed, and

the author may bo excused for bis obvious

egoistic satisfaction in the publication of corre-

spondence which shows hoAv everybody said he

was Avrong, and how, nevertheless, he was

right all the time. It would hardly be in

human nature, and certainly it Avas not much
M. de Lesseps’s nature, not to indulge in

a good deal of the “ I-told-you-so ”

spirit, with such unusually good material for

it. His diplomatic instinct is displayed at an

early period of the narrative, when at an

audience of various important officials, in-

cluding all the representatives of foreign

powers, the Viceroy announced that he had

resolved to open up the Isthmus of Suez by a

maritime canal, and to entrust M. de Lesseps

with the formation of a company, composed of

capitalists of all nations, to Avhich he could

cede the right to execute this enterprise.

“Then speaking to me, he said ‘ la not this so V
I then spoke a few words, taking care to let

the spontaneity and merit of the decision

remain with him, to avoid ruffling the suscepti-

bilities of foreigners.” The Viceroy observed to

the Consul-General of the United States," Well,

M. de Leon, we are going to start an oppo-

sition to the Panama Canal” (which was then

a scheme talked of in America), “and we shall

be done before you”; which, indeed, has

proved strictly true.

It was a singular coincidence, as M. de

Lesseps notes, that the house assigned to him
by the Viceroy, the “ Palace of the Mu^afirs,”

Avas the one which had been the residence of

the Egyptian Institute at the time of Napoleon’s

expedition, and that it was here that the

scientific committee appointed by Napoleon to

consider the practicability of the canal used to

meet
; so that there seems a remarkable

continuity of events in the fact of the actual

carrying out of the canal being designed and

directed in the same house. M. de Lesseps

himself seems to have been treated quite as a

potentate, and was informed that he had

twenty horses at his disposal, ten for harness
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and ten for riding, besides “a state coach
richly gilt, a barouche, a landau, and ‘ my
lord.’” When he drove away from a confer-

ence with the Viceroy, in his state coach
drawn by four white horses going at full

gallop through the narrow streets of Cairo, the

footmen, in spite of his admonitions, delivered

blows with their staves right and left to keep
off the native foot-passengers, who stood

up unrescntingly against the walls, ex-

claiming, “ Ah, there is a great lord going by
;

glory be to God.” Another little story shows
in a more serious manner the amount of

influence which M. de Lesseps possessed.

Every one remembers the incident of the

French inen-uf-war .steaming away in pro-

cession before the bombardment of Alexandria.

From M. de Lesseps’ account, it appears that

this movement, which occasioned such comment
throughout Europe, was pretty directly due to

him :

—

“Being in London at the time of the Englich
Expedition, I learned that Alexandria was about to
be bombarded. No one else knew of it, so I cams
at once back to Paris, andbeggod MM. de Freyci"et
and Ferry to come from the Elysde, wbe) o a
cabinet council was being held. I said to th-.Tii.

‘
I

warn you that Alexandria, which we have cr.-t.-'b

and which, thanks to the engineers, sailors,

whom we have sent out, has prospered, is about to

be bombarded. Well, France must not be respon-
sible lor the carnage. When I know it it had a
population of 45, OIK), nowithas 200,000inhabitants.
It was created by France, and we cannot bombard
it.’ A telegram was then sent to our tieet ordering
it to withdraw. I relate aU these facts, as they are
but little known. Our Government, which behaved
very straightforwardly in the matter, quite under-
stood the situatioii, and could have no part or lot

in the destruction of the town."

This, we urlmib, is “politics,”—very much
so ; but it throws such a light on the power
and influence, in his own country, of the maker
of the Suez Canal, that we cannot forbear
quoting it.

The long story of the English opposition to
the canal, about which much may be read in
these pages, we cannot go into in detail.

The account given of Lord Palmerston’s ob-
jections and his reasons for them, both as
to the matter and maoner of them, is little

creditable either to his judgment or his
good taste or courtesy

;
but, naturally, M. de

Lesseps may be supposed to make the worst
of him. The point which M. de Lesseps
specially

^

wi.shes to lay stress on about
England is, that it was actually to our im-
mediate interests to have a direct way to
India, and yet we opposed the canal. Tlie
letters of this portion of the book give a vivid
idea of the author’s untiring and ubiquitous
energy in opposing the opponents of his scheme,
to which ill general, however, he found the com-
mercial magnate.s of this country favourable.
Among the opponents was Robert Stephen.son,
strangely enough, who appears to have relied
on a rather partial survey of the ground
made by him in conjunction with some
French engineers in 1847. M. de Lesseps
says in a letter from (-onstantinople to
Barthclemy St. Hilaire. “Mr. Stephenson
admits, in a letter to the Times, that he only
visited a part of the Isthmus. I know what
part that \s, for I my.self saw the tracks of his
carriage-wheels, which did not extend more
than a league beyond Suez.” Stephenson
should have remembered in what a desert
country he was travelling, and have had his
wheel-marks obliterated. One of the principal
bugbears which the author had to contend
against was the idea entertained by many
persons, based on the result of a survey made
by Napoleon’s engineers, that there was a con-
siderable difference of level between the
seas on either side of the isthmus. M. de
Lesseps appears to have declined any
belief in this theory from the outset,—he is
one of those men who is not disposed to believe
anything_thatisadver.se to his own schemes

;but in this instance a more careful surveqq or
one ruiide under more favourable conditions
(tor that of Napoleon was made in the midst
of warlike operations) dispelled this illusion,
though with some difficulty

;
for so great was

the respect entertained (and with reason) for
Napoleons brilliant b.ind of savants of the!
tormer generation, that some of those who had

taken part in the more recent, and, as it

proved, more correct survey, were at first

inclined to doubt their own results.* It is

worth note that this is one of the very diffi-

culties which have been made a good deal of

in regard to the Panama canal, and M. de

Lesseps, of course, argues from the one case to

the other. He had declared from the first

that the canal would not require locks,

that it was to be essentially a mari-

time, and not an inland dxnal. In the

course of his remarks on this point, in the

first volume, he says (p, 141):—“I stuck to

my text in spite of all opposition, and my
obstinacy iias had its reward. I intend to act

just in the same way at Panama, though many
engineers would prefer, on account of the

difference in level, not of the seivs but of the

tides, to construct a lock. I would not have
one at Sue.^, and I do not intend to at Panama,
as thus I effect r. saving of more th.an a million

and a half.”' M. di. Le«seps does not, however,
explain in this passq-,;. u . v he means to work
a canal witheu-t n lacL, nen there is a differ-

ence of some it. b'.ween the tide at one

end and that at th:- fiber end of the canal

;

and more, when v. jome to the remarks on
the subject cf the I mama ranul, at the latter

part of vcl. ii j v/j re.ul that in consequence of

the Pacific tida bcbig 1!) ft. G in. at Panama,
while the Atlantic tide at Colon is only

2 ft., “ which would cause currents of four

or five knots an hour in the canal, and
create a danger to navigation,” the method
will be adopted of having a waiting basin

and a tidal gate at Panama. That is not

exactly the same thing as a lock, in one sense,

but it is the same essentially, and means some-
thing very diflferent from a maritime canal of

the same class as that of Suez
;
and it is odd

indeed after this to read (page lO.'j) that “ upon
the proposal of the engineers of the Suez
Canal the Commis.sion |for inquiring into the
Panama Canal scheme] decided by a large

majority against the system of Jocks, and
declared strongly in favour of an open canal

071 the level, the feasibility of which seemed
quite clear if the Colon-Panama line were
adopted.” So that apparently M. de Lesseps
sees no difference between an open canal “ on
the level ” and a canal with a tidal gate and a

1!) fc. rise and fall of tide.

The summary given of the various schemes
proposed for the Inter-Oceanic Canal is of

considerable interest, as it gives the main
facts as to what has been proposed wdthin a
small compass and in a readable form. The
subject occupied the consideration of the

International Congress at Paris in 1875, and a
kind of international jury was formed to collect

the necessary information and give an opinion
in detail. This Jury or Congress was divided
into five Committees, with the object that each
should thoroughly inquire into one branch of
the subject, one taking probable traffic, another
probable income, another the question of
rentes, &c. Several schemes were ultimately
brought before the Congress. , Seiior de Garay,
on the part of the Mexican route, proposed a
route by the Tehuantepec isthmus, with a
canal 150 miles long, a summit level of 975 ft.,

and sixty locks, and which would have
required twelve days for the passage of a
vessel,— a scheme which was rejected at once.

The Nicaragua scheme, of which a pretty
full detail, with some illustrations, was
given in our columns recently,! had,
M. de Lesseps admits, a good deal to

recommend it, and he speak.s well of it as

admirably conceived and propounded
;
which,

it may be observed, is a gooil deal more fair-

ness and courtesy than M. de Lesseps and bis

scheme liave received at the hands of the pro-
jectors of the Nicaragua scheme. This and
the Panama scheme alone were seriously enter-
tained for final consideration by the Congress,
and the Panama route was deliberately
selected as the one possessing the greatest
advantages, requiring no series of locks, with
their costly constructions, and promising a
quicker passage than any of the others. The
voting for it, on May 29, 1879, was by the

I
* See aeummary of the master at this stage given in the

I

Builder for January 26, 1856.

, t Builder, October 1, 1887,

large majority of 78 to 8, with 12 non-voters
j

some of whom, however, were the official or

professional representatives of other schemes.

M. de Lesseps does not go into the

present financial aspect of the canal scheme,
no doubt because that would be very dry

reading for a book of this kind. Nor does

he say much about the progress of the work
since 1879, which would also be dry reading.

He brings before the reader at every oppor-

tunity the parallel between the opposition and
the prophecies of failure which were made
against the Suez Canal, and its triumphant
success in spite of all : and the moral we are

intended to draw is obvious; indeed, if it were
not, the autlior saves any trouble by drawing
it liimself, ou more than one page of his

book, but avoids drawing any attention to

the enormous discrepancy between the two

schemes in regard to the natural difficulties of

site in the two cases. He roundly asserts that

the canal will be open in 1889. No one

would be more glad to see it than we shoul^
but we cannot at present see our way to

accepting M. de Lesseps’ couleur de ivse

prophecies. That the canal will ultimately be

completed we believe, because France is so far

committed to it now that it has become almost

a point of national honour to carry it through,

and it is in reality only a question of time and

money
;

but how much of these two measures

of value will be consumed over it yet remains

to be seen.

DESIGNS BY THE LATE \V. BURGES.

M
' IE noticed briefly some time ago a few

j

of the first-published phot(igraph3

I

of this series of illu.strations of

i Burges’s decorative designs, edited

and annotated by Mr.Pullan. The portfolio,*

including twenty-three subjects, is now com-

plete, and forms a highly-interesting collection

of designs,—not all, certainly, of the same
interest, but all marked by the strong indi-

viduality of style and manner which belonged

to everything tliat Burges produced.

The photographs numbered 2 and 3 illus-

tr<ate the design for the decoration of St. Paul’s,

which, though it was undoubtedly a remarkable

piece of work in its way, was such a pr&;

posterous scheme when regarded as a worlc to

be actually carried out, that only a verj

doubtful kind of credit attaches to it, though

it was, perhaps, worth while to keep tku

memorial of it. We are disposed to thhJ
however, that Burges never regarded tSe

design as one that would be carried out
;

in

fact, he himself said to us in speaking of the

St. Paul’s decorative scheme, “Nothing will

be really done ”
;
and we suspect that, know-

ing that the scheme was out of the pale oi

practical probabilities, he simply amused him-

self with showing how he would have deco-

rated St. Paul’s if be had built it. It it

impossible that he could ever have seriously

supposed tliat he would be allowed to hack

away the whole interior masonry to replace

it with slabs of marble ;
and almost impossibll

to us to imagine that he could ever, in his innei

mind, have seriously wished to do this. II

he did, it said little for his critical judgment

or his respect for the work of a distinguished

predecessor.

Nor do the sculpture subjects which are

illustrated entirely justify their position. We
cannot say how much superior they may have

looked in Burges’s original drawings, for they

are the work of carvers, not of .sculptors,—like

most of the work done in modern churches;

The selections from the Waltham Abbey

reredos look much better in these photographe

than in the actual work, because we get them

apart from the tawdry colour with which the

work has been bedizened
;

the figures have

much point of pose and expression,—they tS
their story well, in a sense

;
but they are on^

like Mediaeval sculpture a little belter modellec

than usual, though the decorative adjuncts

are very good. It is otherwise wlien we coiat

to purely decorative work. There Burges was

alway.s picturesque, and always original

and forcible in his treatment of his subject ant

* Published by B. T. Gatsford.
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!
‘tnaterial. Plate 9, for instance, f^ives us the

' stall-ends from Cork Cathedral. Here there are
' no antifiuatod “ poppy-heads,” of the accepted
' form, which has been imitated ad ixauscwn,
'but pierced open-work scrolls of conventional
foliage, graceful in design but perfectly solid

' and .substantial in their full and well-fed steins
and leaves, each with a bird .sculptured in the

' centre of the principal compartment, and seen
hi outline in tlie midst of a nearly clear space.

' This is a cliarming bit of work, and an ex-
' cellent study of what conventional foliatre in
' its best form really means. The Pastoral staff,
plate 14, of which, by Mr. Pullan’a permission,
we give a reproduction (see plate in this
number), is a good example of the characte-
ristic vigour with which Burges reproduced
a Medieval idea

; the crockets, and the
position of the sculpture in the curve of
the staff, are derived from Medimval work

;

tut the device of the St. George and the
'flnigon, and . the bound woman below, is
'Completely original as here applied, and the

' dngon growing out of the staff-end is Medieval
in the best sense

;
it has the Medimval spirit,

quite apart from anything like copyism. Still
more may this be said of the decanter designs,
of which also we give a reproduction

;
the

force and vigour of the griffin handles, with
their strongly-marked lines and savage grip on
the bottle with tlieir fore-paws, can hardly be
too highly rated

;
this is one of the best

pieces of modern grotesque to he seen. The
basket-work business on the top of the
decanters is a mistake, and forms an annov-
ing blemi.sh in an otherwise remarkably
fine piece of woik. Tlie bodies of these
decanters are glass, the necks of malachite
and porphyry, the metalwork of silver, and the
Ibosses inlaid with Greek, Roman, and Byzan-
tine coins. These were designed by the artist
for his own use, he having been in the habit of
applying such fees as he got for literary work
or in competitions in the production of objects
•of this kind made from his own design. A
•collection of glasses, with mountings, plate 21
shows also some curious and picturesque
fancies in design, especially a bottle standing
on two claws, and with a bird’s head and beak
for stopper.

It was hardly worth w’liile to include in the
set Burges’s grotesque design of St. Simeon
Stylites,—a good joke for the moment, no
doubt, but not worth stereotyping : and it may
be some question whether the kind of Mediieval
force exhibited in this collection generally will
letain its hold permanently on the taste and
interest of the modern generation. While the
memory of Burges’s career and talents is still

present, all the work into which he put his
\)wn interest will be valued

;
but we doubt

•whether many people, even now, would care
to furnish their houses with this type of w’ork.
It is powerful, but somewhat heavy and in-
elegant

; admirable work of its kind, but not
the kind to retain its bold on another genera-
tion. Its highest interest, perhaps, arises from
the fact that it is thoroughly well done in its
•^ay, and that there is evidence in every line
of it that the man who designed it enjoyed
doing it,—a kind of interest which, mifortu-
natoly, very little modern decorative work does
exhibit.

THE METROPOLITAN BOARD OF
WORKS AND THE LAW OF LIGHT.
Ig^iUVlAST week we published [p. 68(i] a re-

|l ^^31 Edwin Lawrence’s speech
at a meeting of the Metropolitan

' “I Board of Works in regard to the law
light, the result of which was that the subject

has been referred to a Committee of tlie Board.
We have no wish to prejudge the report of the
Committee in question, but it appears to be
very doubtful it any improvement in the law
in regard to the obstruction of light can be
made without altering it in toto in respect
to the erection of new buildings. So far as
obstruction by new buildings for public pur-
poses is concerned, the law is clear. It is laid
lo-wn in express terms in Roscoe’s “ Digest of
:he Law of Light,” in Article 33 “ An ease-
ment of light being an interest in land for
Jphich compensation may he claimed under the

Lands Clauses Consolidation Act, 1845, a person
the light of whose liou.se is obstru cted by works
in course of erection by a public body created
by the Legislature to whose undertaking
the provisions of the Act are applicable cannot
bring an ordinary action for damages or pro-
ceed for an injunction, but must proceed under
s. (18 of the Lands Clauses Act to obtain com-
pensation.” That statement of the law is

liased on several cases, in one of which
it was attempted to obtain an injunction
against the School Board for London,
But these have lately been approved and,
as it appears to us, amplified by Mr.
Justice North in the recently-reported case
of Wigram v. Fryer, “ Law Reports,” 36
Chancery Division, p. 87 (October monthly
number, 1887). In that case the defendant
Iryer had obtained, on a sub-lease from the
executors of one Pink, a plot of land for the
purpose of erecting thereon artisans’ dwellings.
Pink, in his turn, had obtained his lease from
the Metropolitan Board of Works, who had
taken the land in question under a special Act
in order that artisan.s’ dwellings might be built,

upon it. Through what we must regard as an
extraordinary legislative oversight, the Board
had no powers themselves to erect the build-
ings. “It cannot be done,” said Mr. Justice
North, “by the Board erecting the buildings
themselves

;
it can only be done by letting or

selling to some person who is to do the same
thing.” Fryer obstructed certain ancient lights
belonging to Wigram, and the question was
whether the ordinary rule of law, viz. : tlie

granting of an injunction or of damage.s,
applied to such a case as this. We do ^lot
propose to go through the reasons by which
Mr.^ Justice North arrived at his decision.
Suffice it to say in his own words that “ the
contention that by the Board’.s disposing of the
property the right against them has ceased,
and that there can he no right against Mr.
Fryer for compensation, and therefore that
there must be a right for an injunction, can-
not be sustained.” Finally, he said, “ I am of
opinion thatwhat is being done here is in com-
pliance with the Act, and that the plaintiff's
remedy, if he is injured, should be by
obtaining compensation and not by injunction.”
In this case the buildings were in a sense build-
ings for a public purpose

;
but, on the other

hand, when the Board for the purpose of public
advantage makes a new street, and, as a con-
sequence thereof, persons under leases from the
Board erect new buildings of a private nature,
then there is really but an infinitesimal differ-
ence between the two cases. In the latter
case, compensation should be granted in the
way in which it is given under the
Lands Clauses Act, and the ordinary legal
remedies should be suspended. That, as we
understand it, is Mr. Lawrence’s contention,
and this recent case of Wigram v. Fryer seems
to extend the law so much that there should
be no difficulty in carrying it a step further.
W ithout a careful perusal of a number of
statutes it would be unwise to hazard an
opinion on the actual rights at present of the
Board or of the lessees, in the case of the
erection of shops or other similar buildings.
But it niay possibly be found that even now the
Acts, if there is an obstruction of light by
such erections, override the ordinary law. If
they do not, it would be but a slight step
to make the law as laid down in the decision
we have referred to, and others which pre-
cede it, applicable to all cases in which new
buildings are constructed by the Board or their
lessees.

NOTES.
HE new “ Sheffield Society of Archi-
tects and Surveyors,” which held
Its opening meeting at the I^Tont-
gomery Hall, Sheffield, on Tuesday

last, seems to have made a good beginning,
and promises to be an active and energetfe
Society. More than fifty members were
present at the meeting, at which the Presi-
dent, Mr. T. J. I'Tockton, read the opening
address, in which he described the objects
of the Society, which included the formation
of classes among the associates and students
in the subjects of the design, construc-

tion, and the history of architecture
; the

preparation of candidates for examination by
the leading societies

; communication and ex-
change of opinion with the Royal Institute of
British Architects, the Surveyors’ Institute,
and other kindred societie.», and the receipt of
their papers, and the ultimate formation of a
library. He concluded by quoting the closing
words of the President’s address at the meet-
ing of the Architectural Association, in which
he counselled his hearers to uphold and extend
the dignity and usefulness of their profession.
Mr. C. Hadfield proposed a vote of thanks to
the President, which was seconded byMr.J.B.
Mitchell-Withers. A number of paintings and
engravings, lent for the occasion, were ex-
hibited; among others, drawings in oil and
water colours by Mr. Mitchell-Withers, and a
design by the late Godfrey Sykes (lent by Mr.
Hadfield; for decorating the ceiling of the old
telegraphic newsroom at Sheffield, a design
which unfortunately hail never been carried out,
Mr.^ Frederick Fowler, Vice-President of the
Society, exhibited a number of photographs of
the Forth Bridge work, of which liis brother,
Sir John Fowler, is chief engineer. Amono"
the papers already announced for the session
are one on “ Registration,” by Mr. T. Wreghitt
Connon

;
on “ the Value of Association

and Federation,” by Mr. J. Murgatroyd

;

on “ Interest in Architectural Design,” by
Mr. C. Hadfield; and on “Architectural
Education,” by Professor Roger Smith.
The Society at present numbers, it appears,
seventy-three members, so that a large propor-
tion ot the actual members attended the open-
ing meeting. We hope the Society will
progress in numbers and in usefulness. The
papers already announced, as noticed above,
are all on rather general subjects

;
no doubt

special subjects of artistic and scientific interest
will be taken up in due time : this should be
kept in view, as, after ail, the real object of
professional societies of this kind should be,
in the words of the fffiarterof the Institute,
“ to advance the art of Architecture.”

'’THE important paper on accidents in mines,
L read by Sir F. Abel last Tuesday at the
Institution of Civil Engineers, brings forward
one curious and unexpected source of danger,
arising out of the improved ventilation” of
mines in the present day. The old lamps of
Davy, Stephenson, and Clanny were really
safe, he said, in the very moderate ventilating
air-currents then to be met with in coal mines”
but the improvements in the ventilation of
coal mines have led to a great increase in.

the velocity of air-currents therein, under
which the old lamps are no longer safe, as,
when exposed for a short period to currents of
air charged with fire-damp and travelling at
high velocities, a commimication is likely to
be established between the flame and the gas
and air mixture surrounding the lamps. Sir
Frederick Abel, as might have been expected,
regarded aportable incandescent electric, light as
the niiner’s safety-lamp of the future; the two
principal difficulties connected with this being
those relating to cost and weight. The lamp
must carry its own battery, primary or secon-
dary. Mr. Swan has made a secondary-
batttyy lamp which weighs only 7 lb., though
this is heavier than desirable

; thirty of them,
however, have been in use at tlieRisca Colliery
for three months. Since then Mr. Jas. Pitkin
has constructed one with equal results, and
between 5 lb. and 6 lb. vv’eiglit. Sir Frederick
referred to several primary-battery lamps, by
Messrs. Trouve, Coad, Schanschieff, and Blum-
berg, which were successful, except in regard
to the length of maintenance of light, which
does not appear to have been got up tot'^e
requirements of mining work as yet, with
primary batteries. The recharging of small
primary batteries is more troublesome than the
restoration of power in secondary batteries

;
the

latter, however, pre-suppose the possession of
a generator. As, however, there is every
probability that a general electric lighting
tystem will before long be in use in all
important mines, the power for recharging will
be at h.and, and therefore the secondary electric
lamp, all things considered, seems likely to be
the safety-lamp of the future for coal mines.

b
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C
APTAIN SHAW’S report on the Exeter

Theatre fire is very strong in condemnation

of the construction of 'the theatre, enumerating

no fewer than twelve defects of construction in

regard to danger from fire. Among these he

specially mentions the introduction of shops

into the side of the building most suitable for

providing easy means of exit, for the purpose

of securing a rental of 35/. a year only, so

that for the sake of this small sum the

audience were placed in continual addi-

tional jeopardy. Three other special

points noted by Captain Shaw are that

there was no provision made for dealing with

an outbreak of fire in the flies, which was the

very part where the greatest danger neces-

sarily existed ;
that many of the passages and

corridors which, according to the agreement

and understanding, were to have been con-

structed of fire-resisting materials, supported

and enclosed by brick walls, were of wood,

enclosed by lath and plaster or by match-board-

ing ;
and that the exit from the stalls and

dress-boxes, as originally designed, was

cramped and tortuous, and was only partly

rectified by the emergency exit, which brought

the occupants of those parts into direct conflict

with the whole of the occupants of the gallery

and a portion of the dress-circle. Captain

Shaw places the real responsibility for the

disaster with the licensing authorities, con-

sidering that having accepted the theatre

as built, and having licensed it, they

had no right after that to shift any part

of the responsibility on the architect or on

other persons, and that the jury in censuring

the architect have laid the foundation of a

precedent which would lead, if adopted, to end-

less difficulties ;
and he asks why they should

not also include the contractor, the derk of

works, the masons, plumbers, &c. This is not

quite logical, as all these are supposed to work

according to the architect’s directions ;
but in

his main position, that the authorities who

have licensed the theatre are, from that

moment, the really responsible people, is,

no doubt, correct. This, of course, does not

in any way preclude the moral responsibility

of the architect in all such cases, as the

designer of the theatre
;

it only places the

legal responsibility on the proper shoulders.

From a letter published in last week’s

Atkenmm, it appears that Mr. Penrose,

after visitii g the Tiryns remains in company

with Dr. Dorpfeld, and making a more minute

examination of them, has come to toe con-

clusion that the objections which have been

made to the assumed antiquity of these

remains, and which he brought under the

consideration of a special meeting at the rooms

of the Society of Antiquaries some little time

back,* cannot be sustained. Mr. Penrose

says in his letter (addressed originally to a

member of the Hellenic Society) ;

—

“Tho suBpiciouB points [in regard to the remains

at TirjTis and Mycenre] were sufficiently brought

forward in the discussion which took place in the

summer of 1886, in the rooms of tho Society of

Antiquaries. I do not think that their discussion

was unreasonable, but my late visit convinced me
that they were all capable of explanation, and that

both at Tiryns and at Mycenre the parallel antiquity

of Dr. Schliemann’s recent discoveries and the

great Pelasgic works can be established. An im-

portant point in the controversy related to the use

of the stone saw. It was argued that the evidence

of this instrument on some of the stones in the

palace proved it 'of later date than the walls of tho

citadel ;
hut I found that this argument broke

down
;
for there were evident marks of its use on

tho pillars of the great gateways both at Tiryns

and Mycenfe.
Another very natural ’difficulty arose from the

badness of the construction of the palace walls and
the smallness of the stones used. The walls are

certainly more carelessly built than one would have
expected, and are generally composed of small

stones
;
but there are exceptions, and one remark-

able stone, which forms the floor of the bath-room,
would have required as difficult handling as any of

the atones of the fortress. There is also a harmony
both in direction and extent, as marked by special

quoins and returns, between the external walls and
those of the palace, which very strongly points out
their contemporary construction.”

• See full report in the Builder for July 10, 1886, p, 48.

T
he Greek Government have decided to

re-erect the great stone lion of Chajrouea.

Dr. Dtirpfeld is to choose the exact spot, and

to superintend this important work. The lion,

it will be remembered, was seen by Pausanias.

He says, speaking of Chreronea, “as one comes

to the city there is the sepulchre of the

Boeotians who fell fighting against Philip.

There is no inscription, but the figure of a

Hon stands over it, a symbol of the brave spirit

of these men. The inscription is left out, I

suppose, because it was the will of the gods

that the fortune of these men should not equal

their courage.” Of the 300 bodies originally

buried there, 260 have been discovered, some
with the lance-heads still adhering to the skull.

The skeletons have been preserved by Fiorelli’s

gypsum method. The lion itself is a splendid

specimen of fourth- century work. We are

specially glad it is to be set up over the grave

of the fallen, as it i.s one of those monuments
which can only have its due artistic value

when set up in situ.

M KIESERITZKY, Sub-director of the

• Hermitage Antiquities, publishes,—we
refnret to say in Russian,—an interesting

account of a statue of Aphrodite, recently

acquired for the Hermitage Collection. The
statue goes by the name of the Gatschina

Aphrodite. Till quite lately it stood in that

portion of the park of the Gatschina Palace

known as the Menagerie. It is to the credit

of the sculptor, M. A. Chijoff, that at the

revision of the Gatschina sculptures, he called

the attention of the Director of the Hermitage,

M. A. A. Vassilichikoff, to the statue, and at

his instance, “ by the supreme goodness of his

Imperial Majesty,” it was safely lodged in the

Imperial Museum. Truly, the climate of

Russia is not well suited to the al fresco exhi-

bition of valuable marbles. The statue is an

excellent replica of the CapitoHne Aphrodite

type, with the accessory dolphin of the Medici

type. It is ill Parian marble, and of fine

execution. It will certainly displace at once

in public favour the wretched statue which

goes by the name of the “ Hermitage Venus.”

The most interesting point about the Gatschina

statue is the head. The body accords so closely

with the CapitoHne statue that no further

comment is needed. The head differs markedly.

In fact, such resemblance as there is is purely

exteroal, e.g., the arrangement of the hair.

The head, M. Kieseritzky thinks, must be

compared, not to the CapitoHne statue, but

to a bead in the Vatican Museum (Museo
Chiaromonti, No. A, 513), found near the

Baths of Diocletian, and representing a later,

more idealised, less animate Aphrodite type.

We are bound to say we take the comparison

on trust from M. Kieseritzky, whose excellent

eye for style is well known; the phototype

plate that accompanies his paper is so utterly

bad that no judgment can be based on it.

Harrow school has long been in

possession of a valuable collection of

antiquities presented by Sir John Gardner

Wilkinson, partly during bis lifetime and
partly by bequest on his death. These anti-

quities consisted of Egyptian antiquities,

Chissical antiquities, coins and medals, and
fossils and stones from Derbyshire. When some
years back we paid a visit to the coUection,

specially with a view to the inspection of the

Greek vases, we found the objects of our

research covered with dust and dirt, muddled
up with fossils and odds and ends of every

description, in the Vaughan Library. A boy
must, indeed, have had a keen archmological

“flaire” to discover their merit. But as

regards the Classical antiquities, Mr. Cecil

Torr,—whose name, like that of another hero,

should be written in golden letters on some
Rhodian shrine,—has changed all that. With
no small difficulty he got permission to attack

the collection, mount, set up, and arrange

the specimens, and have them transferred to

the Museum of the School, where they

are now duly exhibited. The catalogue

of the Egyptian antiquities is by Mr. Budge,
of the British Museum

;
that of the Classical

antiquities by Mr. Torr himself. Both are

printed at Mr. Torr’s expense. Mr. Torr’s

catalogue will, of course, be mainly in use by
visitors to the Harrow Museum. It is weU,
however, that it should be widely known that

the book is much more than a catalogue. To
begin with, there is an excellent preface-

marked by the writer’s well-known vigour of

view and directness of expression, and dealing

with that now momentous question, the claims

of archcTology in classical education. In the-

plainest fashion he gives a boy or a beginner of

any sort directions how to set about Classical

archreology, what books to read, and what to

expect to get out of them. Further, each

department of antiquitie.s is preceded by a

few introductory remarks, just enough to set

the student looking aright
;
so that in vases,,

bronzes, terra cottas, gems, there is, at least, a

solid foundation laid, and in the matter, c.y., of

Etruscan moulded vases and Samian red ware,,

just the information is given which the student

often looks for in vain. We would only

suggest the addition of a very brief bibliography

of the subject, just to point boys on to the

right literature.

TTTE have received from Mr. Stephen W.
Vt Williams, F.R.I.B.A., a reprint of bis-

interesting paper read at the last annual meet-

ing of the Cambrian Archreological Associa-

tion, at Denbigh, August 23rd, 1887, on the-

remains of Strata Florida Abbey, in Cardigan-

shire. This was an abbey of Transitional date,,

of which the principal portions now standing

are the west doorway, with a very deeply-

moulded round-arched doorway, and the north-

west portion of the north transept, but there

appear to have been sufficient remains to-

make out the complete plan of the church,

which is the usual plan of a Cistercian church,

with a small square - ended choir, of no
great length, and transepts with a series of six

chapels, three on each side, on the eastern face

of the transepts
;

these chapels are square-

ended, not apsidal, as they are often founds

Mr. Williams makes out the nave piers to have-

been large square piers with semi-cylindrical

shafts of large size at each end, the whole

giving a large oblong mass of masonry moro
than twice as long as its thickness

;
on the

sides towards the aisles each pier had a flat

pilaster or respond. The bases of the tower-

piers have been uncovered, and it is found that

one peculiarity is that the west and eastern piers

did not correspond ;
the western piers ranged

with the thickness of the nave arcade piers,

but the eastern ones, standing between the

chancel arch and the range of openings of the

transept chapels, are of larger area and of

greater elaboration of plan. We should think

it doubtful whether the western piers of the

crossing were, as shown on Mr. Williams’s plan,

of less mass and length east and west than the

ordinary piers of the arcade
;

it is certainly

quite contrary to what we usually find in the-

tower piers in early work. Mr. Williams says,

“ Fragments found in the immediate vicinity

of the piers which have been uncovered lead-

me to believe that the nave arcade was of

pointed arches richly moulded, and carried on

square piers with semicircular attached shafts,

on the line of the arches carrying the inner

members, and with three-quarter nook .shafts-

in square recessed jamb-moulds carrying the

outer members of the arcade.” He has not as-

yet found on the outer walls of the aisles any

responds corresponding with those on the

piers. From fragments found in the neigh-

bourhood of the crossing it is believed that-

the tower arches were pointed and richly

moulded.

S
OJIE recent numbers of the Venice News^

an English journal published at Venice,

contain a short series of papers by Signor

Boni, translated from La Riforma, on the

ancient building called the Fondaco dei Turchi.

The object of the paper is partly to give a

history of the old building, and partly a history

of and a protest against the restoration of it,

which has practically amounted to rebuilding

it. The ancient building had fallen into decay,

but Signor Boni’s position is that decay might

have been arrested and the remains of the

building preserved. Instead of this, it was

determined to restore it, and, according to
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inor Bom (who, however, takes rather
jtrong view of these matters), it was re-
ilt from the foundations, the sculptured,
ails touched up and improved, and the
|;oration, commenced in 1860, carried out
!) scrupulously, as not to leave u.s the hope
|finding any part, even the smallest, which
imay look upon with confidence as a relic of
I ancient palace.’’ The Fondaco is now, says
inor Boni, faced with marble, but an old
|•km!ln who remembered the ancient struc-

?, told him the primitive walling was brick
h stone dressings. We confess we should
b this cum grano. The marble seems more
bable. Some remarks on the towers which
now added we may cpioto at length :

—

Any ono who compares the modernised fa(;ade
ho Fondaco with^that which is seen in photo-
>h8 of the ancient palace will perhaps find
self embarrassed on account of tho addition to
.side towers, and tho ornamental embattling of
cornice. The existence of those towers is entirely
/od by the wood ongravinp; of 1500, once attri-
)d to Diirer, and although the new towers cannot
jonsidered as authoritatively correct, it is into-
ing to romombor that tho early Venetian palaces
:t have had the appearance of massive stnic-
is of brick, with strong towers at the angles,
TO against tho frequent popular revolutions, and
nst tho incursions of the pirates, pagana cl

lelisuma gens. These forms became familiar to
minds of the Venetians, and two or three cen-
ss afterwards, when tho city became rich and
quil, when there was no more fear of incursions,
Venice began to beautify itself, tho principal
ures of its primitive palaces were preserved, and
' wore adorned by clothing the brickwork, or
building in sculptures or discs of precious
bios, developing the vast breadth of brick wall
a series of columns brought from the East, and
;ening and decorating tho battlements."

[E twenty-first Annual Convention of the
American Institute of Architects was held
Jhicago on tho 19th, 20th, and 21st of hist
•th. A long and interesting communica-
or report on education was presented by
Secretary to the Committee on Education,
he course of which it was remarked that
uch has been said in regard to the eleva-
ot the profession by a State system of

nination and licences for architects, but it

Qs to me that this but partially tends
ards the end in view, and that a more
ain method is to raise its foundations by
dng the professional training ns good as
lible, than to lift it by the hair, so to speak,
i cmnpulsory examination. Real improve-
•t will only come thaough the better educa-

1

and preparation of its members, how-
_ obtained, and by the resulting gradual
lination of ignorant men ”

;
an opinion from

other side of tho water which may be of
e interest here at the present moment.
Adler read a paper on the “ Paramount
uirements of Large Theatres,” giving a
r able and comprehensive survey of "the
ect, though containing nothing that would
lew to most of our readers.

"E have more than once called attention
to the need of making the underground

vays a connecting chain between the great
vay termini of the metropolis. An advance
recently been made in this direction,

igh it should have been done long ago. We
de to the opening of a subway between the
rt Western station and Praod- street
ion. Liverpool-street and Paddington on
north are now, therefore, directly connected
i the Metropolitan Railway. It should be
ible to make some kind of connexion with
ton, which is in many respects the most
igetatable ” terminus in the metropolis,

,g unconnected with the underground lines
out of the direct route of omnibuses.

[E thirteenth volume of the “ Proceedings
of the Association of Municipal and

itary Engineers ” contains a number of
ul papers on sanitary and practical subjects,
-iding one on Cremation, by Mr. Eassie,
on the Construction and Maintenance of
sadamised Roans, by Mr. J. W. Brown.
Jones’s paper on Refuse Destructors, with
discussion which followed, of which we have
ntly given the substance. The volume
ades also papers on the Drainage of

Portsmouth, by Mr. H. P. Boulnois ; de-
scription of tho Sanitary Works of Kidder-
minster, by Mr. A. Comber

;
Asphalte and

Concrete Pavements, by Mr. Strachan, &c.
A great deal nf the last-named paper, and of
that on the Portsmouth drainage, also appeared
in our columns at the time they were read.

TT has been decided that the architectural
-L section of the Glasgow Exhibition, for which
a gallery has been set apart in the Exhibition
buildings, is to be distinctly international in
character, and an effort will be made to get
together representative works from different
countries. It has been also decided to admit
photographs of work designed by the exhibitor
only, and accompanied by drawings, if possible.
Tlio committee will also endeavour to get
together some good models, and a limited
selection of decorative objects, church-plate,
&c., of tlie highest cla.ss, in order to give
further iatere.st to the Architectural Gallery.

^HE Mitcham Linoleum and Floor-cloth^ Company, we are glad to see, are otiering
prizes to a considerable amount for the best
designs suitable to linoleum and floor-cloth.

There is every room for improvement on the
commonplace designs usually seen, and it is

perfectly possible to render linoleum an artistic

covering instead of a mere collectionofcommon-
place trade patterns, and that without even
adding to the ex2)ense of manufacture. The
awards will be made by the Directors of the
Company, assisted by Mr. G. H. Birch. It is

to be hoped that som»‘ good designs will be
secured in response to an invitation the spirit

and intent of which are highly to be
commended.

^HE acquittal of the driver and fireman of
the train which caused the Hexthorpe

calamity will have come as a surprise to many
who road the evidence given before the Coroner

;

but there can be very little doubt that this
leniency towards the men who immediately
caused the disaster is really a kind of indirect
expression of the opinion of the jury that the
company were even more to blame than the
men, and that after the evidence which had been
given as to the confusion in sign.alling, and the
culpable laxity and want of method in the
arrangements made for an occasion of
extra traffic and consequently extra danger,
the blame resting with the higher authorities
of the Manchester, Sheffield, and Lincolnshire
Railway was so great that it would have been
unfair to make scapegoats of the engine-driver
and fireman. We do not see the logic of this.

The extra difficulties put in the way of the
men, and the want of properly worded and
methodical instructions to them, would have
been a good reason for a mitigation of sentence

;

but there is no doubt from the evidence that the
driver was careless and did not see or attend to
signals whicli ho ought to have seen

;
and the

culpability of bis superiors does not remove all

responsibility from him. The case is a very
discreditable one to the railway company
principally concerned, and, though they cannot
bo made criminally responsible, we hope they
will not be allowed to hear the last of it with
the close of this trial.

Sanitary Institute of Great Britain.

—

At an cxatniDatinn, held November 10th and
11th, sixty-two candidates presented them-
selves,—eight ns Local Surveyors and fifty-four
as Inspectors of Nuisances. The Institute’s
Certificate of Competency to discharge the
duties of Local Surveyor was awarded to
Messrs. Adam H. Campbell, John W. Hunt, and
Donald Grant Macdonald. The Institute’s
Certificate of Competency to discharge the
duties of Inspector of Nuisances was awarded
to Messrs. W. J. Addiscott, F. A. Aris, R. Bell,
R. Rutland, W. S. Devey, T. J. M. Flower, W.
F. Pordham, C. T. Gardner, T. W, Golds, W.
Grant, 11. Hilliam, R. A. Houghton, P. Hoy, R.
W. Jasper, D. Jones, T. A. Kitchen, J. W. Lear,
W. Lee, D. G. Macdonald, A. McNair, S. Minty,
A. R. Patrick, A. Ferry, G. M. Pettit, J. Shelton,
T. D. Stewart, J. Taylor, T. Thomas, E. Winter,
R. White, and W. Teo.

THE SURVEYORS’ INSTITUTION.
Mr. W. j. Beadel, M.P., who is President

(for the second year) of the Surveyors’ Institu-
tion, delivered tho opening address for the
session on Monday evening last. After a few
introductory remarks he said :

—

I do not forget that with my present term
of office closes the second decade of our exist-
ence as an Institution. It is not necessary to
dwell at length upon what has be^n accom-
plished during that comparatively brief period
in the life of a professional society

;
but this

may be said, without fear of contradiction, that
this Institution is an instance of progressive
prosperity difficult to match elsewhere, whether
regard is had to its early incorporation, to the
status it has socurnd for its members, or to tho
extent to which it represents tlie profession in
whose interests it exists. I wish it W'-rc possible
to look back over the twenty years tif our annals
with unmised satisfaction. As in all human
affairs, if we have successes to chronicle so
have wo losses to deplore. Uappilv, our first
President, Mr. John Glutton, is siill with us
(applause), and long may he remain so; but
wo cannot help calling to mind on occasions
like the present the many honoured contem-
poraries who have assisted in budding up this
Institution, and who are no longer by our
side

Before passing to more special subjects, let
me refer to an event which makes the year
1887 an annus mirabilis in our history, I
allude to the Jubilee of the reign of one of the
moat illustrious and most beloved of Sovereigns.
This Institution, incoporated under a Royal
Charter granted by her Majesty, availed itself
of the opportnnty of assuring her. in a dutiful
address, that tho surveyors of England were
among the most loyal and devoted of her sub-
jects (hear, hoar).

Tho mention of tho Jubilee yesr naturally
leads one’s thoughts to the vast changes in
all matters relating to property which have
taken place during the fifty years of Queen
Victoria’s reign. This period (comparing great
things with small) as nearly as possibla coincides
with the age of the Land Surveytirs’ Club, which
was, in a certain sense, the nucleus out of which
this Institution was developed. It is no re-
flection on tho memory of those who founded
that Club to say that they wonid have been
astonished could they have foreseen the onor-
mons multiplication of transactions in every
kind of property which has distinguished the
intervening period of fifty years, and which all
fall more or less within the province of the
surveyor of the present day.

This great increase in the extent and variety
of tho surveyor’s duties necessitates a more
careful and accurate training for his life’s work;
and it is the boast of this Institution that it

made haste to recognise the fact by making
provision for tho careful education of its pro-
fessional successors. Among the Students whom
I see before mo is seated, no doubt, a future
President of this Institution. If so, I hope,
and am sure, that he will reroenib'^r in his
Inaugural Address to do ua the justice of
admitting that we did the best we could in our
day to secure for those who will follow us the
position to which we consider the surveyor
entitled, but which he cannot attain without
the special and exact training long looked upon
as necessary in other professions (hoar, hoar).

It is impossible to exaggerate the impurtanco
of our Examinations with reference to the
future of the Institntion. When we applied for
and obtained onr Charter of Incorporation in
1881, it was resolved, after long and cirefnl
consideration, to postpone the compulsory
Examination for Professional Associates for
three years from the date of the Charter, and
for Fellows for ten years from the same date,
meanwhile introducing both ExaniiiiHtions in a
voluntary form, in order to avoid the shock of a
sndden transition from the old state of things
to the new. Ten years seemed a period
remote enough in 1881, and, as a matter of
fact, was looked upon as too remote by some
of the more sanguine promoters of onr
Examination system. More than six years of
this period has, however, since expired, and
we are now, so to speak, aImo.it within sight
of the time when our system of admitting
members will undergo a complete change by the
operation of Clause 29 of our Charier, which
finally closes, in a year or two’s time, tlie access
to Professional Membership against all who are
unwilling to submit themselves to the E.xamina-
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tion tests. It has never been, and I trust

never will bo, the policy of this Institution to

canvass for new members; but it is only just

to remind those of our professional brethren

who are eligible for membership, but who,

being of mature years and of established pro-

fessional position, are not likely to ofier them-

selves for examination, that the period within

which they can join the Institution without

examination is rapidly drawing to a close under

the terms and conditions of the Charter. I

find that an impression prevails to some extent

that the compulsory Examination for Follows

has already corae into force ; and I think it well,

therefore, by this explanation to dispel the mis-

apprehension.

It will be of some interest to review the pro-

gress made during tho last six years towards
leavening the Institntion with examined men,
in anticipation of the more exclusive system
towards which we are hastening. Since the

year 1S81, 503 candidates of all classes have
offered themselves for examination, of whom
345 have satisfied the Examii\ers. Of those

345, 185 were candidates for Studentship and
160 for Professional Membership. Of the

160 who have passed the Professional Quali-

fying Examinations, 127 (a large proportion)

have since been elected, or are in process of elec-

tion, as Members, and a large majority of the

remaining 33 are taking steps for joining

the Institution. Placing these 127 Members,
by E.xamiuatiou, in comparison with the whole
Professional Membership (that is, excluding
Honorary Members, Ordinary Associates, and
Students),' it appears that the Members who
have actually qualified by Examination, at the
present date, already amount to nearly 15 per
cent, of the whole Professional Membership,
which, as I have already said, represents a very
respectable leaven of the new order of things
(hear, bear). This calculation leaves out of

account about 100 Students who have already
passed the first step in the Examination system.

It is impossible to forecast wbat the total

increase in the number of Members will be (it

will probably be considorable) in the next four
years, but assuming, as we are justified in doing
by statistics, that not less than forty will pass
the Professional Examinations during each of
those four years, it will be seen that we shall

have on our Register at the end of the period
the names of upwards of 300 Members possessing
a certificate of having passed an Examination
of the most exhaustive but most practical

description in every kind of professional know-
ledge not absolutely dependent upon long expe-
rience.

It may be stated in connexion with our
education system that the Institution carefully
abstains from anything in the nature of teach-
ing functions, and it is, therefore, with the
greatest satisfaction I record the fact that the
most cordial working relations exist between
ourselves and valuable centres of professional
instruction, sneh as the Royal Agricultnral
College, Cirencester, and the College of Agri-
culture, Downton (hear, hear).

Altogether, the Institution has reason to be
proud of tbo success which has attended its

efforts to secure a sound technical education
for tho rising generation of surveyors,—

a

snccess far beyoud the moat sanguine antici-
pations

;
and it only remains to urge all sur-

veyors and land-agents of standing (whether
members or not of the Institntion) to co-operate
with the Council in this direction by seeing
that their sons, their pupils, or their assistants
do not lose the opportunity which onr Examina-
tion system offers of obtaining certificates of
competency, the value of which, in relation to
their future career, must be admitted (hear,
bear)

.

The remainder of Mr. Beadel’s address was
devoted to agricultural Tiiatters, and to tbo
legislation or proceedings in Parliament in
relation thereto. We quote one passage from
this part of tho address :

—

The Select Committee on Forestry, to which
I alluded last year, being reappointed, held
another series of sittings, during which Mr.
John Glutton and another of our members,
Mr. Evan Powell, wore called upon to give
evidence, and a report of considerable value
and interest has been issued, taking up very
much the line of the views put forward by our
Secretary, Mr. Rogers (bear, hear). The
Committee, whose recommendations cannot be
said to err on tho side of extravagance, were
apparently not altogether satisfied as to the
poisihiliiy of estahl’shing a School, and pro-

pose, as an intermediate step, to constitute a
Board of Forestry, composed of delegates from
various bodies, such as the Royal Agricnltural

Society of England, the Highland and Agricul-

tural Society of Scotland, and this Institution.

A Board so constituted would, no doubt, be
better fitted for dealing with the subject than
a sub-Department of State, and might be
trusted to carry ou its operations on sound and
practical lines, and with a view to actual needs
and possibilities. Steps are, I understand,

being taken to ascertain the extent to which
the societies invited to send delegates to the

Board are prepared to co-operate in giving

effect to the recommendations of the Com-
mittee. I believe I am not saying too ranch
on behalf of our institution in stating that we
shall be willing to do anj’thing in this or in any
other way which may seem to offer a prospect

of bringing relief, however small, to the landed
interests of this country (applause).

On the motion of Mr. E. P. Squaroy, seconded
by Mr. Wheeler, Q.C., a vote of thanks was
given to Mr. Beadel for his address.

LUTON SEWAGE WORKS.
A Homk Counties District Meeting of the

Association of Municipal and Sanitary Engineers
and Surveyors was held at Luton on Satur-
day, tho 2l(th ult. The members met in tbe
Council Chamber, there being present Mr. J.

Gordon, of Leicester (President), Mr. Lewis
Angoll (West Ham), Mr. Ellice Clark (West
Sussex), Mr. J. P. Barber (Islington), Mr. John
Lund (Bedford), Mr. E. Sharman (Welling-

borough), Mr. G. Cannon (Aylesbury), Mr.
W. ir. Wilds (Hertford), Mr. J. P. Norrington
(Fulham), Mr. C. Jones (Ealing), Mr. W.
Weaver (Kensington), Mr. G. Weston (Padding-
ton), Mr. W. B. Bromley (Heston and Isle-

worth), Mr. T. G. Lawson (Southgate), Mr. W.
Santo Crimp (Wimbledon), Mr, R. S. Lloyd
(Messrs. Hayward Tyler & Co.), Mr. T. de
Courcy Meade (Hornsey), and others. Also
the Mayor (Councillor H. Blundell) and other
members of the Corporation, Mr. W. H. Leete
(Borough Surveyor), Major Flower (Consulting
Engineer of the Lee Conservancy Board), and
other gentlemen.

Mr. W. H. Leete, Borough Surveyor of Luton,
read a paper on “ Luton Sewage, past and
present.” The population at the present time
is about 30,500 ;

rateable value, 104 316L
;
muni-

,

cipal area, 2,600 acres; and there are thirty miles
of roads and streets. Luton is situated at the
head of the Lea watershed, and above the

;

intake of tbe New River Company and the
large lakes on Luton Hoo estate. It has been
jealously watched by tbe riparian authorities,

and precautions constantly enforced to prevent
pollution of the Lea and lakes. Of recent
years, during droughts the Lea has been almost
dried up. About the year 1800 there were
only five streets in Luton, and within three
years of that date the first bridge was erected
over tbe stream. The original industry was
malting, no fewer than sixty kilns being at one
time worked, also a few tanneries, and there
were six water corn-mills on the stream. The
straw-plait industry was introduced by Lorraine
plaiters, who left Scotland, owing to trouble-
some times, in the reign of Mary Queen of
Scots, and tbe trade has nnw an annual turn-
over of 1,750,000L In 1821 the population
was 2,980, and there were 5St3 houses. Up
to 1850 the drainage was by open ditches and
drains direct into tbe river. The Public
Health Act of 18-18 was adopted, and the
first meeting of the Local Board was held on
August 12, 1850. Tho owner of the Luton Hoo
estate obtained an injunction to restrain tbe
Authority from pollnting the stream, and in

1856 a scheme was initiated, 1,^- acre of land
between Park-road and IVindmill-road being
pnrehased, and outfall works arranged, with
engine and boiler, receiving tanks, filter-beds,

and lime-mixing apparatus, in connexion with
which an intercepting sewer was constructed
about a mile in extent, on the advice of Sir
Joseph Bazalgette. Extensions were made
from time to time. In 1868 the Authority was
served with notice to conform to tbe Act
(cap. 154, Jnly 30, 1868) for the preservation
and improvement of the Lea. By the efforts
of the late Mr. E. 0. Williams, Alderman
Higgins, and Mr. G. Bailey, Clerk to the Board,
a clause was inserted in the Act, allowing
Luton to continue discharging sewage water
into the river after purification by Higgs’s
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process, or such other which from time to timf

might be in use as the best known practicabU

process, providing they did not increase the

sectional area of the existing sewerage and

drainage works. From time to time, to meet
the wishes of the Conservators, several pro-

cesses were applied, such as Whitthread’s, the

Native Guano Company’s, and others, but all

failed to improve on the simple lime process,

In rainy seasons tbe sewage is very much
diluted with subsoil and spring water, and is

continuously deeply coloured by dyes used in

tbe local trade. Daring the past six years

plaiting has become almost obsolete, owing to

the enormous importation of cheaper foreign

plaits, and the indnstry consists of making up

the foreign-made plaits. This has driven the

villagers into the town, and created a great

demand for cottage property. Finding that

the sewage could not be satisfactorily clarified

by the use of chemicals and precipitation, the

Authority, recently changed from a Local

Board to a Municipal Corporation, in 1878

obtained a loan of 10,0001. for further works,

which included the removal of the last re-

maining w'ater-mill ou the stream, providing a

new outfall, purchasing five acres and leasing

17^ acres of land, which was terraced and

drained, &c., laying down new machinery with

rising main. After using chemicals and pre-

cipitating the solids, the partially clarified sewage
was pumped upon the land, but tho effluent

remained highly coloured ; 800,000 gallons of

sewage were pumped six days each week.

Chemical treatment was again tried, viz., Hill’s

salts of magnesium and tar, with lime, the

patentee having the works at his disposal foi

six months, only to fail more signally, leaving

the works in a filthy condition. Mr. John
Hanson’s black ash was also tried, but was

found to be quite ineffective, not in the least

tonching the colour. Between 1870 and 1333

the population increased one-third, and com-
plaints again arose. After much inquiry, the

Town Council acquired the present farm, which
comprises 71 a. 12 r. 27 p., at an average price

of 12SL per acre. It adjoins tbe borough
boundary, and its extremity is fully a mile

beyond tbe pumping • station. Its greatest

height is 184 ft. The soil, for the most part,

has a shallow staple on a chalk base, somewhat
loose, and free from large fissures. Tbe land is

served by a IG-in. rising main, 1,541 yards long,

prolonged by al2-in. main, 220 yards in extent,

with eleven valves serving eleven levels from
10 ft. to 184 ft. There are four earth-made

tanks, two at 62 ft. height, one at 117 ft., and
one at 125 ft., each having a small sludge bed.

The tanks will hold 1,023,700 gallons, and may
be filled twice in twenty-four hours. They cost

93. per 1,000 gallons. Tbe conduits from the

various levels are simply earth cuts to a fall of

1 in. per chain, following the contour of the

hill-sides. They extend slightly over three

miles, and coat 8fd. per yard. About 9 acres

at the foot and side of the hill are levelled and

ridged to secure uniform distribution of sewage
withont any large accumnlation at tbe foot of

the hill. The cost was 16L an acre. The chief

crop is rye-grass, with about 16 acres arable,^

growing corn for the Corporation horses. As
to crops, some years we have been able to show
a profit, but last year’s superabundant produce

caused the crops to be almost given away,

entailing a deficit. As the sewage enters the

works it passes through a series of screens.-

Three tanks, holding about 700,000 gallons, are

used to hold the night flow. They are connected!

with a well in the new engine-house, 9 ft. in

diameter and 1 1 ft. deep, into which the 18-in.

suction-pipe of the new pumps is carried.

The boilers are equal to 130 horse power. Tbe
new engines are 100 - horse power coupled

horizontal rotating high-pressuro condensing
engines. The pumps are lO^in. diameter, of

the horizontal double-acting type. The new
plant is capable of raising 1^ million gallons

of sewage per day of twelve hours, 200 ft.

high. As to coal consumption, twenty days^

working at various levels showed a c^st of id.

per thousand gallons, taking coal at 11s. per

ton on tbe works. Two days’ consumption of

coal working to the highest lift, showed a cost

of 7-l6ths of a penny per 1,000 gallons. The
new machinery was designed and executed by

Messrs. Hayward Tyler, Howard, & Co., of

London and Luton, tbe contract sum being

2,7601., which, with a few extras, will possibly

bring the amount in round figures to 3,0001.

The results of the working from May 21 to the

present time have been very satisfactory.
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bon now disposes of its entire sewage with-
an outlet to the river, The dry-weather

V of sewage in twenty-four hours is 820,521
Ions

;
in wot weather it is more than double.

) old engines repaired will raise 800,000
Ions in twelve hours. With them and the
7 plant we can lift 2i million gallons in
live hours. The town water supply equals
,000 gallons per day. A few months ago
re were over 2,000 cubic yfirds of sindgo
ut the pumping station. It has all been
loved to the neighbouring farms, and the
Igo is now daily pumped with the sewage to
new farm a mile distant. At the request of
Town Council, the whole of this work was
igned and carried out by himself (Mr.
te), excepting the machinery, the design for
ch was the result of a competition. The
ine-housG, boiler-house, shaft, Ac., cost
'31. We have been able to keep within the
mate (20,0001.), and so far the result has
2 quite aati.sfactory. The Assooiation may
0 viewed more scientific work as regards
construction of the tanks and conduits,
larger outlay was avoided on account of
distance of the farm from the town and the
r, particularly as we have a splendid chalk
1 of a possible depth (as has been stated by
ogists) of 300 or more feet.

he President (Mr. J. Gordon, of Leicester)
ted remarks from the Mayor and Major
ver, whom he described as the High Police
tmissioner of the River Lea.
be Mayor briefly referred to the favourable
imstances which had attended the carrying
of the scheme by Mr. Leete, and the esperi-
id service rendered by Alderman Higgins
others.

ajor Flower said that from much experi-
1 he had como to the conclusion that laud
the only absolute purifier of sewage matter
-s to render it fit to be discharged into a
r from which people drew their drinkiiig-
ir. He had great respect for many
nical processes, and they would meet the
Is of some places, while being totally inade-
e in others. At Luton for a time chemical
tment supplemented by filtration on a small

,

of land sulliced, but ultimately the sewage
'

became so loaded with chemicals and dyeing
refuse as to render it exceedingly difficult of
treatment

j
and chemical processes, which

might be sufficient in other towns, had no effect
whatever upon it. He felt that he should
hardly bo doing his duty as an official if he did
not say how pleased those whom he had the
honour to serve were with the honourable and
thoroughly English way in which Luton had
met the necessities of its position.

The party then drove in carriages to the
sewage works, where they inspected the
machinery and arrangements. They then pro-
ceeded to the farm and inspected the irrigation
scheme, which was highly commended for its

simplicity and effectiveness. A visit was then
paid to the waterworks, for the inspection of
the engine and pumps, which were highly
approved. On retnrning the visitors were
shown over the factory of Messrs. Carruthers
Brothers, and witnessed the various processes
of manufacturing straw and felt bonnets and
hats. It had been intended to inspect the dye
works of Messrs. T. Lye & Son, but time did
not allow of it.

On returning to the Council-cbamber the
visitors and members of the Corporation were
entertained at luncheon by the Mayor.

Roman Frescoes purchased by Gei’raany.
The famous frescoes in the Casa Bartholdi in

Home, by Cornelius, Overbeck, Schadow, and
Veitz, representing the history of Joseph,
which were purchased some time ago by the
National Museum of Berlin, are now being
taken out of the walls by Professor Bandini
prior to their despatch to Berlin.

Restoration of the Cathedral of Upsala.
The restoration of the Cathedral of Upsala, the
oldest edifice of this kind in Sweden, which has
been in progress for some years, is nearing
completion. The work, which involves the re-
building of the principal tower, destroyed by
fire many years ago, is being carried out under
the supervision of HerrF. Langlett, architect to
the Swedish Government, and a sum of 10,000i.
has already been expended thereon.

PULPIT, HUISII EPISCOPI, SOMERSET.
This is an interesting example of Decorative

work of the early part of the seventeenth
century. Some of the ornament is very good
of its kind, and the general effect is rich ; but
the curiously entomological appearance of the
reversed feature shown in the upper band of
the detail drawings is certainly not to be
commended ; the lower portion looks more like

the body and hind legs of a beetle than like

any form derived from vegetation, and tlie

curves of the different portions do not
harmonise with each other. The other bands
of ornamental design are much better in this
respect.

THE ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.
The second meeting of this Association foi

the present Session was held on the 4th inst. in

the meeting-room of the Royal Institute of
British Architects, Mr. John Slater, B.A. (Presi-

dent), in the chair.

The following seventy new members were
elected, viz. :

—

Messrs. G. S. Fleetwood, A. C. Williams, A. H. Knott,
P, D, Smith, J. R. Clunis, A. H. Moore. P. A. GriiiRtead,
E. R. Seqiieira, E. D. Webb, A. C. Walker, J. Peter,
G. H. Kox, T. P. Simpson, J. Geihin, F. A. Huntley,
A. CorderjT. W. H. Brooks, E. Carless, A. T. Pope, B.
C. Bailey. E. Carter, C. E. Gray, A. P. Cocks. C. H.
Strange. W. H. Winder, W, M. Paton, E. Archer, R.
Scarfe, P. L. Waterhouse, E. G. Angel, O. Oettel, Ernest
H. Belby, J. E. Jetferaon, A. Gladdiug, H. G. Robins, F.
•I. Waller, A. C. Henderson, J. F. Parker, H. Rice, F. H.
Greeusway, H. N. Smith, C. N. Johnson, E. "W. Wonnaeott,
F. T. White, H. B. Young, J. T. MasterR, J. G. Whyte,
O. L. Ormo, H. W. R. Sholleld, C. H. Cbeston, A. Field,
A. B. Jneksou, F. T. Davys. C. W. Riches, T. P. Clarkson,
A. T. GrilEth, 8. F. Bartlcet, A, E. Habersbon, H. A.
Green, P. G. Eade. W. G. Icgram, C. A. B. Smith, W.
J. Roome, A. M. Wakley, J. Angold, D. Gibson, F. E.
Hollinworih, E. H. Hill, R. B. Lindsey, and A. T.
Walmsley.

Mr. P. J. Marvin was next elected to fill the
vacancy on the Committee caused by the
resignation of Mr. D.iwber.

Mr. J. C. L. Sparkes next read a paper on
“ Architectural Modelling,” which we printed
last week (p. 065).

In the course of the discussion which fol-

lowed,
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Mr. Lawrence Harvey said that this year he

had had a conversation with Professor Lasius,

of Zurich, who considered modelling to be a

very important sabject for architects. The
reason was that the scnlpture on a building was
part of the design, and could not be ignored.

If, then, they did not understand modelling,

another man brought in work which did not
harmonise with the design of the architect.

Another important thing, not only in the

matter of modelling, but also with regard to

carving, was that a totally different design had
to be made, according to the material. Mr.
Sparkes had mentioned the fact that marble
could not be imitated in clay, nor could a

marble design be carried out in Bath stone.

The ornament must be different, and allowance
must be made for thick instead of thin arrises.

He might refer to a new invention of wood
carving for doors. There was first the panel,

on which woods of different colours were glued,

the ornaments being carved out of the masses
of wood. That got over one of the great diffi-

culties in wood-carving, in working the back-
ground even. Mr. Sparkes had referred to

colour, but what was colour in sculpture ? They
bad to learn what colour in architecture was
without paint being put on. Colour meant the

difference of treatment of surface so as, by
contrast, to bring up one surface above another.

Ho would quote a case to show what Mr.
Sparkes meant. He remembered seeing M.
(ruillaume carving a bust of the Archbishop of

Paris, who was murdered by the Communists.
M. Guillaume said he was carving the bust as a
study of colour. On being asked what be
meant, M. Guillaume explained that the Arch-
bishop’s face was of the most refined and
intellectual character, and full of delicate

lines. To bring out those he had treated the
mitre perfectly plain so as to have the polished

surface contrasting with the delicate work of

the face. That was what was meant by colour,

and it was the same in every art,—the contrast

between light and shade, between seriousness

and liveliness
;
and as sculpture was one of the

great means of getting that colour, it was
perfectly indispensable for an artistic architect

to study sculpture and carving.
Mr. Leonard Stokes said he agreed with Mr.

Sparkes that modelling was very necessary to

the architect, as he was expected to do a great
many things other people could not do. For
instance, he had to see round a corner, and
unless he was able to model in his mind he
could never realise what his building would be
like. So long as architects could only grasp
one elevation at a time their buildings would
not be as satisfactory as if thoy were able to
grasp the block or modelled mass in their minds.
To be able to model detail was no doubt very
useful, but more attention should be paid to
form in masses, and perhaps less,—although
these, too, were very important in their proper
place,—to small matters such as panels. He
agreed as to the necessity of the architect being
able to show a modeller how a thing should be
done, although the modeller might not always
like it. Mr. Stokes concluded by proposing a
vote of thanks to Mr. Sparkes.
Mr. H. D. Appleton inquired whether Mr.

Sparkes had had any architectural students in
his schools, and, if so, what amount of success
they had achieved ? It seemed to him that
if architects were to be artists, and be capable
of doing all the work they had to superintend,
the life of an architect would not be worth
living. He seconded the vote of thanks.
Mr. Frank Jones asked Mr. Sparkes whether

he preferred modeliiug to seeing the building
in perspective ? He did not quite understand,
too, whether Mr. Sparkes wished a model
to be made of the whole building, or merely of
some of the ornamental detail, of which they
might get an idea if it were drawn out full
size.

Mr. H. Swinfen Harris remarked that if

architects wished to make sure that their
buildings would be effective in appearance of out-
line, there was nothing so excellent as modelling
them as a whole. In support of that, ho might
mention the buildings of Mr. George Devey,
which were the results of models made to scale
in wood. If the detail was to be beautiful, so
should be the building as a whole. Nothing,
therefore, was so important to the members of
the architectural profession as to understand
the modelling of their buildings to a relative
scale, so that they might form an idea of the
effect produced before all attempts to improve
t wore too late.

Mr. W. H. Atkin Berry, as an old pupil of Mr.
Sparkes, supported the vote of thanks.

Mr. H. W. Pratt said that the subject of

modelling was a very interesting one, and no
doubt architects did not see their details carried

out in plaster and modelled before being
executed as much as they might do. The old

question of expense had a great deal to do with

that. If modelling were taught in secondary or

technical schools they might be tempted to go
in for a little too much ornament. No doubt the

extent to which modelling might be carried

would be an inducement to apply plaster orna-

ment to wood backgrounds, and so on,—a species

of ornament requiring to be used with the

utmost care. Much of that kiud of thing was
to be seen now-a-days in cbimnoypieces of

wood with considerable ornamentation by the

application of plaster, which, he considered, was
a wrong application of the principle of modelling.

With regard to carving iu marble, stone, or

wood, how did Mr. Sparkes propose that the

modeller should go to work in order to produce
what was required iu those different materials ?

Modelling in plaster would not give the effects

of marble or stone. He could understand in

large work or in moulded work, where they had
not an opportunity of judging the effect at great
heights, or certain positions, proper models
made beforehand might be of use. But in the

case of small work, well within the range of the

eye, he did not see how plaster would give the

effect of the particular material intended to be
employed. As to sculpture, he supposed uo
one would place a piece of sculpture on a build-

iug without first having a cast made of it.

With regard to ornament, the same man. who
made the model would not be the person who
would carry out the work, and it would put the

carver on a lower scale than if he produced it

from his own. brain, and carved it by his own
hand.
The Chairman said that Mr. Sparkes bad

referred very modestly to the Lambeth School

of Art, but it was pretty well known that ho
had as much to do in raising the tone of artistic

labour iu Lambeth and Kennington as any man
in London. It was curious how littlo attention

was given in this country to matters connected
with architectural education, which were con-

sidered of importance abroad. He believed

that in the Ecole dos Beaux Arts in Paris, as

well as in almost every Continental and
American Architectural School, modelling was
one of the subjects young architects were com-
pelled to study. And not only was modelling
useful from an artistic point of view, in the
arrangement of details, but it was also of

extreme use constructionally. It was a matter
of difficulty to tell if the roofs were all right

from the drawings, and nothing could be more
educational than for the student or office

assistant to model his roofs in a piece of soap,

or some similar substance. Every one, he sup-
posed, would agree with what Mr. Sparkes had
said about material. It had struck him, when
listening to Mr. Harvey’s remarks about wood,
that he was advocating the use of that material
in mneh the same way as plaster was used in

sgraffito decoration, which was not a proper
treatment for wood. Mr. Pratt supposed that
no one would put sculpture upon a building
unless he had casts made first, to show the
effect

;
but they had only to walk through some

of the London streets to see that such was uot
the case. Anything more incongruous than
some of the huge pieces of masonry or plaster
on London buildings could hardly be imagined.
Something had been said as to Mr. Devey’s
success being due to the fact that his buildings
were modelled in wood, but it must be remem-
bered that he was very fortunate iu his clients,

and never at a loss for any money to bo ex-
pended. A great many of their clients, on the
contrary, would look askance if asked to pay
for models of buildings they were having
designed. Mr. Sparkes had made a remark
about the City and Guilds of London Technical
Institute, and the members of the Architec-
tural Association felt strongly that they also
owed a debt of gratitude for the way in which
one of tho rooms of that body had been
placed at the disposal of the Class of Masonry.
Ho believed he was not saying anything which
was not known when he added that the same
Institute was considering how in various other
ways architectural education in London could
be fostered and helped.
The vote of thanks was then put, and was

very cordially received.
Mr. Sparkes, in replying, said his meaning

was not that the architect ought to make full

models, so to speak, of his buildings. That, he
took it, belonged to another work ; nor did he
think that the architect, with all the things he
had to learn pressing on his time, would arrive

at a great pitch of success as an original

modeller. What he meant was that by the

practice of modelling that higher sense should

be stimulated which one perceived was moving
the greater architects. He could not express

that by any other means than that of colour.

He well remembered his first impression on

seeing the fagade of the Cancellaria at Romej
it was a new vision, for tho old well-known
parts had been so arranged that they pro-

duced quite a new effect. One might tak{

the archoeological view of ornament, and

demonstrate what the Egyptians, Greeks.

Homans, and every other nation had used
but that was not quite the thiug he wanted
to bring out. After all, the use of the severa

parts was a matter of detail, but the effect thej

produced was what he should like young archi-

tects to 'study. To demonstrate the use ol

a modelled elevation, Mr. Sparkes referred

to Mr. Herkomer’s new bouse at Bushey
which, he said, was one of amateur plan, and

a building for which an American architeoi

had given an elevation. Tho plan was extra

ordinar}’, but one of his (the speaker’s) stndenti

made a model of it
;

it was a very difficol

thing to realise without a model, as the house wa;

one which would make an architect’s hair sfcant

on end. At the same time, it was an artisti

building, with an enormous amount of ligh

and shade about it. Mr. Herkomer was reall'

erecting his house from the inside outwards,

building first the furniture, and then a ahel

which eventually would be encased in the es

ternal apartments. 'With this in view a numbe
of wood-carving machines were employee
driven by a gas engine, and these macbinei

working a number of drills, were used b
workmen iu sinking the ground of the oroB

ment, leaving the pattern a mere silhouetfcj

which was then carved. That was, no doubt,

saving of labour, but it took away the characte

of a hand - worked ground. On the sam
principle he also objected to Mr. Harv^
advocacy of glueing layers of wood togethei

and then carving panels out of such layers E

as to secure uniformity of background. Wh;
the very irregularity of the ground in han(

work gave life, which a merely mechanioi

treatment took away. He had been asked <

say how many architects ho had had in h
modelling classes. He did uot know that t

had any, and possibly that was tho reason wb
he was addressing the Architectural Assooii

tion (a laugh). The union of stone-carving an

modelling had been a great success. The stoni

carver had a very limited outlook before bin

and it was not likely be would trouble hirase

much about colour or the refinements of ar

80 he fell into the condition of unintelligei

drudgery which was so common in this age (

divided labour. But they had taken thoE

men, and put before them a totally differei

ideal, by making them model from the finei

forms. Such men, after a thorough techniol

knowledge of the treatment of stones of variot

textures, made most excellent designs. M
Harvey’s remarks about M. Guillaume wei

to the point. The greatest sculptors worke

for colour, and the balance of colour, and whs

was now done by the sculptor might be done b

the skilful architect in his buildings if b

know the enormous capabilities of tho material

in proper distribution.

The Sanitary Registration Bill.—At th

ordinary meeting of the Council of the Sanitar

Assurance Association, 5
,
Argyll- place, Regeni

street, on Monday last. Sir Joseph Fayrei

K.C.S.I., F.R.S., in the chair, the followin

resolution was unanimously passed, on tb

motion of Mr. H. Rutberfurd, seconded b

Mr. Andrew Stirling :
—

“

That the principle c

the SanitaryRegistration of Buildings Bill,-

viz., that the law should forbid any biiildin

being used for public or semi-public purposerf

unless and until the arrangements for tb

water-supply, drainage, and ventilation of sue

building shall have been certified as Bati8fact<^

by some qualified person,—having been vei;

widely approved, a determined effort ought t

be made to pass the Bill into law during nes

session, and in order to facilitate its progress i

Parliament it will be desirable to introduce tb

measure iu the House of Lords.”
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flkslrattons.

DESIGNS BY THE LATE W. BURGES.

nHE designs for a pastoral staff, and for

decanters, by tlie late W. Burges, are
reproduced from the portfolio of

photographs of his work brought out by Mr.
Pullan, some remarks on which will be found in

another columu.

RESTORATION OF ALL SAINTS CHURCH,
ASHDON, ESSEX.

The proposed work in counesion with the
above consists not only of the rebuilding of
walls, buttresses, windows, &c., as showu by
hatched lines upon the plan given with our
illustraLions, but also of removing the lead from
the roofs, thoroughly repairing and renewing
the same, and re-covering the nave and chancel
with tiles and the aisles with lead

; taking up
the present floors and removing the galleries,

seating, &c., and laying wood-block flooring on
concrete; removing old plaster; repairing the
flint-work externally, and plaster internally,
and also the stonework to windows, doors, &c.,
which is, unfortunately, of local “clunch,”or
chalk j removing the earth outside to below the
floor-level, and forming a gutter round the
building ; a now oak pulpit

;
reseating in oak,

with oak screens lo form vestries and to the
tower archway, itc.

Want of funds has prevented the promoters
doing more than a small portion of this work.
An oak pulpit, execnted from the designs of the
architect, Mr. John W. Alexander, of Middles-
brough, by Messrs. Ilattee & Kett, of Cambridge,
has been placed in the church in memory of
the late rector, and the refluoriug and reseating
of the church has been partially carried out by
Messrs. W. Bell & Sons, of Saffron Walden.
The fabric is of Jiistoric interest, as it is con-

sidered to be upon the site of a minster erected
A.D. 1010 to comtneniurate the battle fought
upon or near its site, between Edmund Iron-
sides and Cnut.
The Rector, the Rev. H. B. Swete, D.D.,

•writes thus to the architect ;

—

“ I h.ave not had time to work out the history of
our church and parish, my own studies lying
another way. But I will put down what I have
collected.

1. In Domesday (Eisex D., p. cxii} the place is
called As-endiina, aud describeu as a domain held
by Ralf Baiguard.

2. The Cotton MS., \esp. F. xv., which emtains
a number of documents connected with the Cluniac
Pnory of St. Pancras, Lewes, has repeated refer-
ences to the church and rectory of Ashdon
(Essenduna, Assendena, Asshendon)’ From these
it appears that ‘G. de Esseuduna Miles ’ presented
the benefice to the rector and monks of St. Pancras
somewhere about the year 1200. Subsequent deed.s
seem clearly to identify tho ‘Knights of Essendun’
with the Baignard family.

*
‘describe the battle fought

A.D. lUlf) between Edmund Ironsides and Cnut at a
place _m Essex called Assandun. They add that on
the Bite of the battle Cnut raised a minster, and
that he endowed priests to sing for tho souls of the

minster was dedicated in 1020 by
Archbishop Walstun of York, in the presence of
Cnut and a great company of earls and bishops.
But within a century it had given place to a small
church under tho charge of a pari.^h priest.

4. Although Professor Freeman asserts the con-
trary, the weight of the evidence is iu favour of
idODtifying Ascenduna or Ashdon with Cnut’s
Assandun. 1 Lave taken the trouble to go to
Ashingdon, the other cLiimant for this honouF, and
have sifted Professor Freeman’s note on the spot.
Both ancient spellings and topographical consider-
ations point to Ashdon. Barilow Hills, of course had
nothing to do with the battle. But the field below
the church is full of apparent earthworks

; graves
ot bcaodmavian origin have been found in it and a
great mound at the foot of tho field consists of
cartloads of or,ranic remains mixed with limeamoDg^he remains being large quantities of rivershelUsh, presumably brought by the Danes from
the Essex coast, and bones of oxen,—the relics Itake It, of their last feast before the battle.”

’

The west end is lighted by a four-light window
with richly-traceried head. At the west end are
two entrance-doors with traceried tympanums.
There is a gallery supported by stone arches,
and approached by a turiet staircase, which
forms one of the buttresses of the tower. The
chapel at the west end is approached from the
vestibule under the gallery. The baptistery is

also approached from the vestibule, and is iu

the lower stage of the tower.
The tower and spire, which is not yet built,

will rise to a height of 1G5 ft.

The aisles are lighted by triplet windows,
with cusped heads in each bay. The respond of
the nave arca-ding at the east end has been
made sufficiently wide to admit of a small arch
through which the priest can pass to enable him
to administer the Holy Communion, the Com-
munion-rail extending the whole width of the
church.
The chancel is divided from the nave by a

stone arcb, 45 ft. in height. The mouldings of
the arch die on a cap aud shaft, supported by a
canopied niche on each side, in which are placed
figures of Our Lady and St. Joseph. The
haunches of the arch are weighted by pinnacles,
which rise to a height of 10 ft.

The roof of the nave is constructed with
cross-braced principals supported on caps and
shafts, the bases of which are corbelled out

;
in

each principal is a curved rib
;
the roof itself is

boarded, aud divided into panels by moulded
ribs.

The chancel is apsidal in form, having angle
bnttressea. It is lighted at the east end by a
three-light window with traceried head. Over
this window is a gable corbelled out and snr-
mounted by a stone cross. The other bays of
the chancel are lighted by two-light windows
with traceried and cusped heads. The roof is

similar in design to that of the nave, but
richer in detail. The walls between the side
chapels and the chancel are pierced with arches.
There are rose-windows iu the side chipels.
The total length of the church is M2 ft.

inside, the width ob ft., and the height G2 ft.

The sacristy, which adjoins the presbytery,
is connected to the church by a cloister. The
materials used are local stone for facing, with
dressings of Bath stone, the latter being used
throughout for the interior work, with the
exception of the columns to the nave arcading,
which are octagonal in form, aud are of Dum-
fries stone built in courses.
The building is being carried out under the

direction of Mr. Cruikahank, the clerk of
works.

ST. JOSEPH’S CATHOLIC CHURCH,
SWANSEA.

This church, which is nearly completed, has
been designed by Messrs. Pngin A Pugin. It
consists of nave, aisles, chancel, two chapels at
the chancel end, and one by the entrance to the
church.
The uave is divided into e

CRICKET PAVILION, CHARTERHOUSE,
GODALMING,

The pavilion, which measures about 100 ft-

by 20 ft., has been erected on the playground,
and contains, on the grouud-floor, shop, bakery,
and brewery, dressing and club-rooms, umpire’s
room, aud roller-shed.

Iu the centre, on the first floor, is a large
room for cricket dinners and the use of visitors
at athletic sports, Ac. A platform with stepped
seats is placed in the middle.
The building is of framed timber, Burnetised,

and filled with concrete of selenitic lime, and
fastened to dwarf walls of selenitic concrete.
The tiles are laid in concrete in the manner
introduced by the architect, :Mr. Ralph Neviil,
F .8.A. Messrs. Tompsett & Kingham, of Farn’
ham, were the builders.

The drawing was in the Royal Academy
exhibition of this year.

BINDON, DEVONSHIRE.
Bixdox, near Axmouth, in Devonshire, must

not he confused with Bindon in Dorsetshire.
1 he Dorsetshire Bindon, which is near Wool, is
celebrated for the ruins of its Cistercian abbev.
Tho Devonshire Bindon consists of an old farm-
house, or grange, of which we give illustrations.
It is very interesting as an example of one of
the smaller manor-houses of the Middle Ages.
The building itself is erected in the shape of
the letter \_, the perpendicular having two
roofs, with a valley between, and the horizontal
a gabled roof and a “lean-to.” There is a fore-
court, enclosed by stone walls, and entered by
a semicircular arched gateway just at the angle
of the two lines of the L, and facing into this
court IS the principal entrance of the house.

very much modernised. It is, however, separated
from the entrance-passage by a very pretty
Early Perpendicular screen, similar in design to
that of the chapel, shown in our illustration.

Turning to the right, one enters the principal
parlour, which, unfortunately, has been papered,
but still retains its old carved stone chimney-
piece, and is lighted by two three-light
Perpendicular windows, which are shown e.x-

ternally in our view from the garden. The
staircase has been altered at the same time
that the porch was built, bub the principal
lauding is in its old condition, and is extremely
interesting. It has a finely-moulded ceiling,

and a screeD separating it from a very
curious little domestic chapel

;
the great

peculiarity is that this screen, instead of
rimning north and south, runs east and west,
and has a doorway with a finely-panelled oak
door close to its western cud. The screen was
formerly open, but has been boarded up inter-
nally, and the cbapel is now converted into a
bedroom

; it receives light from a large three-
light Perpendicular window (now partly
blocked up) on the south side. The exterior of
this window is shown in our view from the-
garden, and the interior of itin our sketch of the
landing and chapel. A very rich and beantifuli
niche, with the remains of a piscina under it, is

to be seen in the easternmost jamb of the win-
dow. The exact date of this chapel can be fortu-
nately ascertained, as there exists at Exeter a
licence granted by Bishop Lacy to Roger Wyke
in 14-25, permitting him to have Mass said iir

this chapel. Several of the rooms, and espe-
cially the offices in the south wing, are in-

their original condition. They are plain-

almost to rudeness, but very picturesque. We
were told that about thirty years ago there
existed a kind of tower or heavy stone building
attached to this house, which went by the
name of the jail, which was pulled down

j and-
it is not improbable that this may have been-
the remains of a still earlier house, especially
as some proportion of the walling and a little-

square-headed trefoil window near the porch
also look like portions of some earlier struc-
ture. Bindon is, or was, at any rate, a short-
time back, for sale, and it is much to be desired-
that it may fall into the hands of some ono-
who will see to its preservation, as fifteenth-

century manor-houses containing chapels are-

by no means common in England, and it is a
remarkably interesting specimen.

PRIORY OF ST. LEONARD, STAMFORD.
The illustration represents the west front of'

this highly-interesting priory, which was built
in the eleventh century, by William the Con-
queror and Carileph, Bishop of Durham, upon
the site of a monastery founded in the middle
of the seventh century by W'ilfred, tutor oT
Priuce Alkfrid. Here, we are told, lie the-
remains of Henry of Stamford, prior of Fine-hale,,

who was buried in 1320, and “ after his inter-
ment a light like a sunbeam was seen shining
upon his grave.” The building, as now seen,,

was carefully restored by the late Marquis of
Exeter, and consists of the west end of the
nave, with five bays of the north arcade, and'
part of the clearstory. Only the two eastera-
most bays of the arcade can be said to be of the-

time of Carileph, as the details of thesuceoeding
style gradually show themselves in the remain-
ing bays, and are fully developed in the west-
front, which is a fine example of Transitional'
work. A. D. W.

porting the clearetoiy, whiohls piereeS^threr ' Pl.Vah “I
addition, probably of

light windott-B with t^iceriedErin Entering by the porch, toa with ttaceried head, in each hay. ' the7eTtT,-the“ha„,EEd 7, aTitcErand ^7;

The Lenham Chimes.—The old chimes in
the tower of the parish church were started last
week, after remaining silent for eight or ten*
years The machinery, -which had fallen into
bad repair, has been restored and repaired, and'
nine tunes added as a Jubilee memorial, con-
tributed by the inhabitants of Lenham. The
whole of the work has been carried out by the-

well-known firm of Lund & Blockley, clock andj
carillon manufacturers, of Pall Mall, London.
The same firm, we believe, has just erected a
full quarter turret clock in the pariah church
of Birchington. Kent, as a Jubilee memorial.
The Oder-Spree Canal.—The canal, uow in

course of construction between tbe rivers Oder
and Spree, in Germany, will be 85 kilometres
in length, and cost, it is estimated, about
030,000/. The work on it, which was begun in

October, 1886, will, it is expected, be finished in

1880. The canal will probably become an im-
portant agent in the commerce of Northern.
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mcncement of an improvement long called for,

and to which we have given whatever support
was in oar power.

New Cottages, Ned Lion Row, Windsor.

Plan of Cottages, Red Lion Rotv, TT^indsor.

IMPROVEMENTS AT WINDSOR.
We publish an illustration of some new
ttages for the poorer class of inhabitants,

lioh have recently been erected in the Bier-
36 district of Windsor. They have been built

Mr. Richardson-Gardner, M.P., on the old
6 of Red Lion-row, from the design of Mr.
ephen Wyborn, architect, Windsor. From a
aitavy and structural point of view these
ttages are said to be satisfactory; and they
9i moreover, let at a rental which brings them
ill within the reach of all. The Builder so long
0 as 1871 condemned the Bier-lane district

Windsor
;
since which the whole of the old

arts and alleys which disfigure and demoralise
1 Royal borough have been pronounced by

.

the Inspectors of the Local Government Board
in their report of last January to be “ still

pitiably bad.” The Rev. Arthur Robins,
the Rector of the pariah in which Bier - lane
and many of the worst quarters of Windsor
are situated, has long struggled, unsup-
j)orted by those in Windsor who should
have been the first to give him their moral and
material support, to get human homes for the
Windsor poor and to aid him in continuing the
work of rescue originated in the town by the
late Prince Consort. He has, however, never
ceased until at last the reconstruction of the
homes of the Windsor poor has begun ; and,
though the buildings are not of architectural
interest in one sense, we are glad to publish an
illustration of them as a memorial of the com-

SEWER VENTILATION.
At a recent meeting of the Wimbledon Local

Board the following important report on sewer
ventilation was presented to them by their
Engineer, Mr. W. Santo Crimp, Assoc.-Mem.
Inst. C.E., a memorial having been presented to
the Board on the subject :

—

” The persons signing the memorial reside in
all ports of the district, south of the railway

;

the complaints are, therefore, of a general
rather than of a particular nature.

By far the larger proportion of the sewers in
the entire district fulfil the conditions of per-
fect sewers, i.e., they have gradients sufficiently

steep to render them self • cleansing, are
thoroughly ventilated, and are frequently
flushed. As it is proved by the memorialists
that tho emission of foul smells is of constant
and general occurrence, the obvious conclusion
is that the system of ventilation at the street
level is an obnoxious one. In my opinion some
other method should be adopted.

In e.xperiraenting on the Thornton Hill sewer,
during the past summer, some unexpected and
striking results were obtained. The sewer was
trapped off the Worple-road outfall into which
it discharges, and the syphon was provided with
an air-pipe brought to the surface; the termina-
tion of tho sewer, near the Ridgway, was
furnished with a (i-in. pipe, to which a powerful
fan was attached. All the known openings
were closed, with the exception of the air-pipe
at the foot of the hill, out of which the sewer
air poured in a continuous stream. The fan
was worked for some time and extracted large
volumes of air, but all the time the air poured
out at the foot of the hill in undiminislied
quantity. On trying the openings nearer the
fan the air poured out of these as soon as the
covers were removed, and at the nearest man-
hole to the fan, distant about 400 ft., the air
was not affected. The experiments prove how
uncontrollable the gases are, and how useless
shafts with furnaces would be. All through
the summer the gases poured down the hills

into the Worple-road outfall
; in cold weather

the gases travel up the hills : thus the difficulties

of ventilation are increased.

It cannot be shown that the excessive venti-
lation of sewers,—which are too small for men
to work in,—is necessary or of the smallest
advantage if the gases can be disposed of else-
where than at the street level; all that is

required is that sufficient vent should be pro-
vided to render the admission of sewer air into
our dwellings impossible. If houses are them-
selves properly drained, this is accomplished,
even where sewers are unventilated, since if

the gases were forced through the disconnect-
ing trap, they would pass up the vent-pipe of
the house-drain. If vent-pipes be provided for
each of the sewers, and if these pipes are placed
in carefully-selected positions, the necessity
for the street openings would cease, and they
might be closed. I suggest that this coarse be
adopted ; it is the best method of dealing with
the question, in my opinion. Ventilating
lamp-posts are, as a rule, the cheapest, and
may be used in a great many cases; in others,
pipes should be carried up trees and houses.
All the sewers in the district can be treated
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in the manner snggeated at a cost of about

5001. As I have successfully dealt with upwards

of fifty ofieusively-sraelling manholes during

the past five years, by the means suggested,

success may be said to be assured."

NEW BOARD SCHOOLS IN LONDON.

TnK deposit of plana customary at the closing

of the year is already made by the School

Board for London. At their offices on the

Victoria Embankment may be seen those which

relate to the next forthcoming school supply

for the metropolis. Neglecting, for the present,

two alternative sites, we find that the Board's

plans concern thirty-two sites either for new or

the enlargement of existing schools, being for

thirteen on the northern side and nineteen on

the southern side of the Thames. The southern

district includes the two large divisions of East

Lambeth and West Lambeth. In West Lam-
beth ten new sites are scheduled, their area

extending over an estimate of 215,195 ft. super-

ficial. Ocher sites are distributed throughout

certain divisions, as follows ; — East Lam-
beth Division: St. Mary, Newington, and

St. Giles, Camberwell, parishes, three. South-

wark Division ; St. George-the-Martyr, St.

Saviour, and Christchurch parishes, three.

Greenwich Division : St. Giles, Camberwell,

and Plumstead parishes, three. The West
Lambeth sites lie in the parishes of Wands-
worth, Tooting, Clapham, St. Mary Lambeth,
St. George-the-Martyr, and Battersea. Chelsea

Division ; Fnlhara and Chelsea parishes, three
j

and Hammersmith, one, at Ellcrslie-rosd, by
Old Oak Farm, being about 72,780 square feet.

Tower Hamlets Division : St. George-in-the-

East and Mile End Old Town parishes, two.

Hackney Division : Shoreditch, Hackney and
Tottenham, and St. Matthew Bethnal Green,

parishes, three. Finsbury Division : St. Mary
Islington, and St. Luke’s parishes, four. These
areas, some of them being vacant spaces, make
a grand total of nearly 755,000 feet superficial,

or, say, 12^ acres, with a possible addition of

rather more than 18,000 ft. having regard to

the two alternative sites at Earlsfield, Wands-
worth and Fulham. The figures show an
increase over the estimates for last year, when
a minimnm of sixteen sites, equivalent to

between 10 and 11 acres, were scheduled for

appropriation by the Board.

INFRINGEMENT OF COPYRIGHT OF
THE BUILDER.

cox AND ANOTHER V. PARDON AND OTHERS.

This action came on for trial before Mr.
Justice Kekewich on the 11th inst. The
plaintiffs, as the registered proprietors of the
Builder, sought to restrain the defendants,
Pardon & Sons, the printers, and the General
Publishing Company, as publishers, of the Brick,
Tile, and Builders' Gazette, from publishing and
selling any number of that periodical containing
any article, essay, note, or other matter copied
or colourably altered from any aiticle, essay,
note, or other matter contained in the Builder.

Mr. W. Barber, Q.C., and Mr. Hadley
appeared for the plaintiffs, and Mr. Henderson
for the defendant Company. The defendants
Pardon & Sons did not appear.
An interim injanction was, on the 16th of

December, 1886, granted by Mr. Justice
Stirling. It was alleged and admitted that the
defendants copied 'verbatitn several articles,

essays, and notes from the Builder in infringe-
ment of the plaintiffs’ copyright.

Mr. Jnstice Kekewich now made an order for
a perpetual injunction, and ordered the defen-
dants Pardon & Sons to pay 501. damages and
costs.

PICCADILLY CIRCUS.
Sir,—Would it not be well that this matter

should be looked at in a broad way, without
letbiug the existing lines of the buildings have
undue influence ? If a fine scheme were pre-
pared, it could be carried out in parts,—perhaps
realised in its completeness fifty years hence,—unless some public benefactors or unexpected
windfall should hasten the process. Most of us
are agreed that if a grand open space can be
kept, it may be a success. It will, however,
need to be shaped ruthlessly

j the thoroughfares
coming in at odd places and at varying angles
would afford a splendid problem to any one, left
free to settle for himself which are the essen-

tial, and which are the accidental, temporary

features. The idea of a circus would probably

disappear at an early stage, and most of the

surrounding buildings would have new front-

ages before the place assumed a definite,

monumental shape.

Are we, however, prepared to think of the

matter otherwise than within very narrow

limits ? To leave things very much as they

are,—to lot the vacant bit of land against

Shaftesbury Avenue to a speculator, and accept

his view of the right design for a building

which will pay,—to hoard round the two spaces

in the centre of the place, and trust to some-

thing turning up to indicate a use to which
they might be put,—would be following the

accepted precedents j—not a very noble coarse,

but a fairly safe one. Perhaps, however,

middle courses may be worth considering still.

These would, as I take it, involve the reten-

tion of the circus, and its completion in some
sufficiently emphatic way. A building of less

height than the existing buildings on the west

side would fail to emphasise the circus form
;

the space would, with low buildings, be only a

little less shapeless than at present. The
vacant ground beyond the circumference of the

circle might be liberally dealt with, not utilised

to the last inch, but it would be necessary to use

the larger portion of it in order to obtain a

mass of building sufficiently powerful. Is the

idea of continuing the street by archways under

buildings,—an idea which some members of the

Metropolitan Board of Works seem to have

thongbt worth consideration,—to be pub aside

if the poinis to be aimed at are the retention

and completion of the circus, and the penetra-

tion of the circumference of the new portion by
the roadway P Such archways would, of course,

be of very large size, both wide and lofty. A
large area, lighted from above, might be

arranged so as to make the middle of the space

under the archways brilliantly lighted, and bo a

novel feature, rising from tho vaults of the

archways, something like a lantern tower as

seen from below, serving also for the lighting

of corridors, &c., in the buildings, which should

be of a public or semi-public character. The
great gateway to Burlington House and the

entrance to Somerset House are prominent

London examples of the idea, and, if treated in

a becoming way, something notable in the way
of architectural character might result.

This, however, is only thrown out by the

way,—a catholic spirit with reference to the

unshaped future being reckoned praiseworthy.

The idea of a completed circus being abandoned,

archways and buildings over them and all

similar schemes would vanish. But what
should we then aim at in the near and in tho

ultimate future ? Is any one ready to propose

that a fine architectural place shall be created,

and to point out what that would necessarily

involve, who is persuaded and persuasive

enough to make other people hold strongly

the same opinion ? I fear very much that the

business will drift, and another opportunity

will be lost for a long day. Perhaps some
general discussion might help to clear the air,

and enable people to see things in their right

relative importance. Few could fail to vote

for the fine architectural place, at once and
with both hands, if some very rich person or

the National Exchequer provided the funds.

Yery many people seem to think, however,
that too much may be attempted in one genera-

tion, and that it may bo better to advance a

little gently in this place, as a good deal has
been done already, and as London is large and
ratepayers aro human. An Architect.

“THE SIZE OF HOUSE DRAINS, AND
THE USE AND MISUSE OF TRAPS."
Sir,—Mr. W. P. Buchan must be content with

my reply to his strictures published in another
journal, before bis letter lo you, p. 650 (which
1 have just seen), appeared. There is one mis-

statement in that letter, however, which perhaps
I should notice. Mr. Buchan says that though
thirty years ago I advocated the ventilation and
flushing of sewers, it was nut till ten years after

that that the great truth was revealed to the
world, by Mr. W. P. Buchan, that the best safe-

guard against the admission of foul air into

houses -was the uso of disconnecting - traps

between the house and the sewer ! This is too
ridiculous. There was no novelty in this idea

in 1857, and in a paper which I read in 1858 to

the Glasgow Architectural Society,—in the
hearing of Mr. Buchan, I think,-^which was

published, and noticed in the Builder of thl

period, I used these words :
—“It requires bi

a moment’s reflection to perceive that tl

proper and common-sense course to adopt is t

prevent the foul air from getting into the how
at all. It must not, and need not, he tolerate

within our doors.” At the same meeting

exhibited a trap which I bad designed 'i

facilitate this complete disconnexion,—a trE|

which, for the purpose, has nob been material^

improved upon since by Mr. Buchan or any oi

else. I am tempted to refer to this subje

chiefly because there seems to be a growin

disposition among certain specialists,—and eve

architects, who should speak for themselv:

and claim as much ignorance as they please,v

to discredit architects as sanitary engineers. .

must be quite clear, I think, that thirty yeei

ago I did not require to be taught by Mr. W. <

Buchan; neither can I now tolerate the idi

that architects are to be instructed and diotafc

to by sanitary plumbers or sanitary doctot

however eminent, in one of the simple

branches of their ordinary professional work..

John Honetman.

Sib,—

I

n a letter on the subject of house draim
published in your issue of November 5th, I

Buchan remarks that my statement, that the ic

ventilator in a system of house drainage should h;

twice the area of the outlet ventilator, is absus

This may or may not be true
;

I, of course, tht

that it is not true, and one of my principal reas:

for this opinion is that I find from my own exp<

ence that the ventilation arranged as I proposed

my paper on house drainage read before ;

Sanitary Congress at Bolton is always satisfactc

and I have never had a complaint of back-draufi

I think that Mr. Buchan proves too much;i

states that with a 4-m. outlet and a 6-in. u

ventilator the rate of admission of air was 80 ft. t

minute, while with a 2^-in. inlet the ratet

admission was increased to 400 ft. par miuute
;

t,

with the same outlet of 4 in. in diameter r

quantity of air in cubic feet passing through 1

inlet was in the first case 15'7 and in the sect

16 ’5 per minute
;
but this is contrary to the nai

of things, and it is not possible that with the sj

exertion of force the larger quantity of air sbd

pass through the smaller opening
;
therefore eiy

the conditions were not the same in the two cac

or the figures given are not mathemaucally cons

If no more air be passed through the drain \

the contracted opening than with the larger om
fail to see the force of Mr. Buchan’s argument
what advantage he gains by increasing the spee;

the current of air from 80 ft. to 400 ft. per mini

This increase of speed must be purely local, for •

were continued any distance the quantity of:

passed through the drain would be mater;

decreased, owing to the increased friction
;
I do

the other hand, see disadvantages which may f

from the increased speed of admission. If f

corners or angles be met with while the air is j

ing in at this speed eddies will be set up which;

have the effect of producing increased friction,:

thus reducing the efficiency of the ventilation,

i

any such eddies must tend to produce back-drau

which is what it is desired to avoid.

Reginald E. MiDDLEia

Birmingham Architectural Asaociati

The first ordinary meeting of this Asaociatioi

the current session was held in the Librais

Queen’s College on Tuesday evening, Nov. 1

Eleven gentlemen were nominated for mem
ship. Mr. W. Doubleday (Vice-President)

'

the chair. A paper was read by Mr. J

Bradley, B.A. (Loud.), entitled “ A Gossip a

Old MSS." The lecture was illustrated'

many fine examples from illuminated m:

scripts. A vote of thanks, proposed by>

Doubleday, and supported by Mr. W. H-
lake and Mr. Victor Scruton (Hon. Sec.)'

unanimously accorded to Mr. Bradley fof

very erudite analysis of this once famoii*:|;

After a response from Mr. Bradley tbe meil

terminated.
Rochdale New Station.—We are infoi

that the directors of the Lancashire and I

shire Railway Company have accepted

estimate of Mr. T. W. HelUwell, Brighou)

execute the whole of the zinc roofing!

glazing on their intended new statin

Rochdale. The work is to be done on Helli;,-

patent systems of glazing without puttyil

zinc roofing without external fasteniujij

solder. The total area is about 81,000 tJj

feet of glass aud 28,800 super, feet of zined

New University in Washington.-d
Catholic community of Washington baa de(|

upon building a new Catholic university foil

city. It is to cost about 800,000 dollars, rl

of which has already been collected, aicl

work of erection is to begin at once.



Stutjcnt's Column.

LAND SURVEYING AND LEVELLING.
XXI.—LONGITUDINAL AND TRANSVERSE SECTIONS.

T least three assistants are required

when taking a section,—two men at the

chain and a man to hold the staff.

The staffman calls out the number of links

upon the chain at which the staff is held, and
the surveyor books the total number of links

in the column lieaded “Lengths” {Builder,

May 14, p. 734), and describes the various
positions of the staff (when necessary) under
the heading “ Remarks.” When the ground

is of an undulating nature at close intervals,

intermediate sights (ButWcj, Nov. 12, p. 686)

are required to bo taken. These occur

as shown in the form of Level Book above
alluded to, between the back-sight and fore-

sight at any single setting up of the level. The
chain usually employed in the field for measur-
ing the horizontal distances contains 100 links.

Each foot upon the level staff used for taking

the vertical heights is divided into tenths, and
each tenth subdivided into hundredths, as shown
by figs. 1 to 3 of the Builder, Nov. 5, p. 652.

In a longitudinal section (fig. 2) all distances

are expressed in the Level Book as measured
from the starting-point. In transverse sections

(fig. 3) the distances are expressed as being so

many links either upon the left hand or right

hand of the centre line. Plotting scales are

decimally divided {Builder, August 27, p. 315),

and express chains and links when used for

horizontal measurements, the same divisions

denoting feet and decimal parts of a foot when
used for scaling the vertical heights.

The datum line should be first ruled in

indian ink when plotting a longitudinal section

(fig. 1), care being taken that the line is

perfectly straight and drawn long enough from
the beginning to the end of the section to

need no subsequent prolongation. Its nominal

height is then to be indicated, and should be



fixed in terms of the reduced levels in the
Level Book so as to suit the section to be
plotted. The level of the datum line having
been thus determined, as so much above or
below some known bench mark or datum point
outside the section, the horizontal measure-
ments are then marked in pencil for the
purposes of plotting the section, along the
datum line. In the case before us these
distances are to be scaled 0, 200, 375, 400, (fco.,

links to 600 at the end of one page of the Level
Book. The section is plotted page by page, as
follows :—Vertical lines are first ruled in jjencil

through the marks at 0, 200, 375, &c., upon the
datura line (see fig. 1) with the aid of a set-

square sliding against a straight edge, set
parallel to the datum line. The set-square
employed should be long enough to draw these
vertical lines of sufficient length so as to need
no further prolongation when scaling the
heights. These heights are obtained from the
column of reduced levels in the Level Book and
are scaled from the datum line, the heights
being, for the sake of accuracy, carefully
marked thereon with a fine needle pointer
{BxLilder, Sept. 3, fig. 14, p. 348). A fine-
pointed pencil is nob accurate enough when the
comparatively small scale of the section is con-
sidered. The points so pricked off are joined
by a fine black line ruled in ink, and this is best
done if the surface line is inked in before
plotting another page of the Level Book.
The position of the datum points or bench

marks are indicated upon the plan in fig. 2 near
each end of the longitudinal section. Where the
section is taken upon a curve, the radius of the
curve (in this case 20 chains) is figured upon the
longitudinal section. The tangent lines to this
curve intersect at the peg A upon the plan (see
fig. 2) off the line of the section. A horizontal
line, as shown in fig. 2, is usually drawn above
the section, parallel to the datura line. Dotted
lines are drawn vertically from the line indi-
cating the surface of the ground to this hori-
zontal line at all points requiring description,
and the description is generally written in at an
angle of about 45 to this line, as shown.
Where a peg is left in the ground upon the
section at this point the vertical dotted line is
carried down to the datum line, so as accurately
to mark its position in a horizontal direction.

Transverse sections (as shown in fig. 3) have
their position marked upon the longitudinal
section as well as upon the plan. They are
taken for a distance of either one or two chains
as required upon each side of the centre line
and in order to continue the levelling between
the bench marks, they are levelled alternatelv
thus C. S. No. 1 is taken from right to left.

C. S. No. 2 from left to right, C. S. No. 3 from
right to left, as indicated by the arrows upon the
plan. This continuous method is found in

practice to be the most satisfactory way of
connecting transverse sections with a longi-

tudinal section.

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.
Acton .—The memorial stone of the new

Church of Sc. Alban the Martyr, Acton Green,
was laid on the 18ch ult. by Mrs. Nelson on
behalf of Mr. C. Montague Nelson, J.P., of

Hanger Hill, Ealing, who was prevented from
attending by an accident. The parish is to be
formed out of All Saints, South Acton. The
church will be 135 ft. 3 in. from east to west,
and 53 ft. 3 in. from north to south, internal
dimensions

; and will seat 750 adults, giving
each the space required by the Incorporated
Church Building Society. It will consist of

nave and chancel, with north and sout.h aisles,

vestry, and organ-chamber, with heating-vanlt
under morning chapel, 12 ft. by 29 fc,, semi-
octagonal baptistery, 20 ft. by 10 ft., two porches
at the west end, and an entrance at the north-
east corner of the nave

;
there will also be a

lofty clearstory on an arcading of five brick
arches springing from quatrefoil columns, and

; the height from floor to ridge of nave will be
55 ft. The building is to be in the Early
English style, and is being carried out from a
design and under the personal superintendence
of Mr. Edward Monson, jun., A.R.I.B.A., of
Acton. The walls are to be built of bricks
faced externally and internally with best red
local bricks, which are of a very bright colour,
and will be relieved with dressings of Bath
stone and blue Staffordshire brick bands ; the
roofs are to be of yellow deal of the hammer-
beam form, double boarded, and covered with
felt and North Welsh slating, an air space being
left between the two lots of boarding to secure
ventilation

;
the flooring of the aisles is to be of

solid wood blocks on concrete, the other part
will be laid with floor boards and joists. The
building is to be warmed with hot air, upon
Messrs. Haden’s principle, and ventilation is to
be provided for by means of vertical shafts
carried up in the thickness of the external walls
under each of the side windows, covered on the
top with polished brass hit-and-miss gratings
as inlets, and large openings in each gable
and clearstory for ontlets, — all thoroughly
under control. The cost of the building (inclu-
ding seating, lighting, and warming arrange,
ments) is estimated at 5,000Z., but it is only
intended at present to erect the nave, aisles.

and baptistery, and to enclose the site with a
substantial brick wall, and the contract for this

has been taken for the snm of 3,5001. by Mr.
Joseph Dorey, of Old Brentford.

Birniingham.— St. James’s Chnrch, Ashted,
which has been closed for about two months fo?

partial restoration, was re-opened on the 5th,

by the Lord Bishop of Worcester. The interior

of the church has been thoroughly repaired,

the hot-water apparatus increased, and the
timbers of the roof and ceiling that were
decayed have been renewed. The south and
east walls of the church, which were badly
cracked, have been underbuilt. The organ has
been moved to the east end of the church, and
a baptistery formed at the west end. The work
has been carried out by Messrs. Jeffrey & Sons,
under the superintendence and instructions of

Messrs. Osborn & Reading, architects, of Bir-

mingham.
Coovibe-in~Teignhead .—The renovation of the

Church of Coombe-in-Teignhead baa just been
commenced under the direction of Mr. R.
Medley Fulford, F.R.I.B.A., of Exeter. The
general work has been entrusted to Mr. Hugh
Mills, builder, of Newton Abbot, and the
restoration of the old rood-screen has been
entrusted to Mr. Harry Hems, of Exeter.

Dodhroolce .—Dodbrooke parish church has
just been restored, and will shortly be reopened.
The church is in the Perpendicular style,

and the restoration has been in hand since

Septembei', 1886. A new north aisle has been
added, thus providing about ninety additional

sittings. The chancel has been entirely rebuilt,

the flooring being of Hopton Wood stone and
slate set in diamond pattern, the steps leading to

the altar are formed of slabs of the same stone.

The Communion-table is of oak and the choir-

seats are of wainscot oak with linen-panelled

fronts. The east window is traceried and
filled with cathedral glass. The north aisle is

divided from the chancel and nave by three
new Dartmoor granite arches and three old

ones. The new chancel aisle contains two
stained-glass windows, and the west window of
the north aisle is also filled with stained-glass.

The south aisle is, with the exception of the
tower, the only part of the church which has

been left intact, but the removal of the ceiling

has exposed an oak roof with carving and bosses.

A new roof covering the nave and north

aisle is of the same pattern as that of the south
aisle, but the material is deal instead of oak.

The pulpit is the old one, of oak, and a new
lectern, also of oak, has been added. The font

has been re-erected on a stone base of Dartmoor
granite. The west end gallery has been taken
away. The new seats are of pitch-pine, with
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linen-panelled backs and fronts. All the windows
not stained are filled with cathedral glass, sup-
plied by Mr. Eorsman, of Plymouth. The total

cost of the restoration is about 2,OOOJ. The
architect was Mr. J. D. Sedding, of London, and
the contractors were Messrs. S. Farr & Sons, of

West Alvington.
Gullane (N.B.).—A new church is to be

erected at Gullane, N.B., from the designs of
Mr. Honeyman, of Glasgow. The old church,
an interesting building of the twelfth century,
has been for many years ruinous. It will not
bo interfered with, but its niost important
remaining feature, the chancel arch, will be
reproduced in the new building. The chancel
will have an apsidal end, and all the walla
inside will be faced with the local freestone.
The contractor is Mr. George Easton, North
Berwick.

Lillington .—The centre portion of the reredos
for Lillington Church, near Leamington, has
now been placed in position. It is a representa-
tion of the “ Lord’s Supper” in high relief, the
figures being carved out of a solid block of
Caon stone, about 18 in. thick. The panel is

surmounted by a battleraented cornice, with
a string of Early English carving beneath.
This is supported by columns of Devonshire
marble of rich colouring. The structure is not
yet completed, inasmuch as side wings (which
are designed to rise to a much greater altitude
than the centre portion) have yet to bo added.
The whole of the work has been entrusted to
Messrs. Jones & Willis, of Birmingham.

Wainjieet {TAncolnshtre)
.—There has recently

been erected a new chancel and vestry to All
/Saints’ Church, Wainfieet. It is built of bricks
with stone dressings, the internal walls plastered
with rough stucco. Tlie roof is of pitch pine,
having moulded principals and ribs, and covered
with bine slates. The new chancel and side arches
are moulded, of Bath atone. Granitic specular
paving is used. The stalls are of pitch pine.
The hoUwater heating apparatus is by King &
Go., of Hull. The work done has cost about
850/., and has been carried out under the
superintendence of Mr. J. B. Corby, architect,
of Stamford, by Mr. John Holmes, builder, of
Wainfieet.

Woking. — The foundation-stone of Christ
Church, Woking (Station), was laid on the lObh,
by the Duchess of Albany. The church will be
built of red brick and stone, w'ith wide and lofty
nave, and no aisles. Wiien completed will seat
about 800. The character of tbo work is

thirteenth century, from the designs of Mr.
W. F. Unsworth, of London. The contractors
for the first section of the work are Me.ssrs.
J-.imea Harris & Son, of Woking.

Koohs.

The Metal Turner's Handyiook : a Practical
Manual for Workers at the Foot-Lathe. By
Paol N. Hasldck. London: Crosby Lockwood
& Co.

R. HASLUCK is a practical man, who
writes in a practical manner on a
very practical subject. Still, this

book is not without its faults. It consists
of about 150 pages of small octavo of not
very closely printed matter, and there are
numerous illustrations incorporated in the text.

T5ie work is evidently intended for novices in

the art of turning, otherwise it has no rai.s-on.

i'otre, and it is from the novice’s point of view
that we shall criticise it. The anther, after a
few introductory sentences, commences at once
with the simplest form of lathe used for metal
work. On page 3 is a small illustratiou giving

4 general view of a plain lathe, and on succeed-
ing pages arc five other illustrations of similar
ijpes. It is here that we find the chief imper-
fection of tlie work. Tho tyro in tnmery
would naturally expect a description of the
.nachine tool on which tho art depends,
jub Mr. Hasluck gives no general ex-
planation before proceeding to deal with
he different patterns of tools made by the
Marions makers he has selected for illustration,

riius tho student is confused at first start with a
imnbor of terms of which be has no knowledge.
'Ve will suppose bis natural intelligence will
;ell him which is the bed, gap, headstock, and
;o what parts some other of the simpler or more
jbvious terms refer; yet he can hardly be
txpected to know, wkhout previous explana-
ion, which is the “mandrel,” “tail -pin,”
‘ cone-ceutres,” “ back-gear,” “ bridge piece,”

“ poppet,” “ tail-end,” Ac., all of which terms
are used in the few pages which comprise the
first chapter.

Mr. Hasluck courageously gives the names of

makers and their list quotations for the various

tools he illustrates. It is a practice to be com-
mended, for cost is generally a prime considera-

tion with purchasers of small machine tools.

To go to makers’ catalogues, however, is always
dangerous, and tho author has fallen into the
usual error of such a course. The main part
of his first chapter reads like nothing so

much as a paste-and-scissors compilation of

trade catalogues : a source from which the illus-

trations also appear to have been mainly taken.

These are the only faults we have to find with
the book, and to some extent they are apparent
throughout its course. For the rest, there is a
great deal of useful information and many sound
ideas set forth in the limited space the author
has allotted to himself in which to treat so large

a subject. There are separate chapters treating

of geared lathes, screw-cutting lathes, overhead
gearing, slide - rests, chucks, cutter -spindles,

cutter-frames, milling and planing attachments,
circular cutters, slide-rest tools and cutter-bars,

tool grinding, &c.

There is yet plenty of room for a good and
not costly book on the lathe, of a thoroughly
elementary and explanatory nature. The
work under notice, as we have intimated,
can hardly come under this definition; for a
pretty wide knowledge of the lathe’s

mechanism is presupposed by the author.

Mr. Hasluck, however, appears so well qualified

for the task that we hope some day ho may
undertake it, although, to succeed, he must
make up his mind to depend less on catalogue
blocks, and have special sectional and other
drawings prepared, with reference letters, to

illustrate the text.

The TFood Turner's Handybook ; a Practical

Manual for Workers at the Lathe. By Paul
N. Hasluck. London : Crosby Lockwood &
Co. 1887.

This is a companion book to that just noticed,

and is, on the whole, a more satisfactory work.
There is an absence of that catalogue element
to which we have already referred, and the

illustrations are generally better calculated to

help tl 0 text. The author commences with
illustrations and descriptions of lathes, and
then goes on to treat of the important subject

of the hand tools used for turning wood. In
this section there are some excellent remarks
on cutting angles. Rounding tools and various

lathe appliances are next dealt with, and de-

scriptions with illnstrations of simple and auto-

matic-feed rounding machines are also given;
althongh it may be doubted whether these

come strictly within the scope of a work on
turning, an operation generally supposed only
to bo performed by means of the lathe. There
is a good chapter on ohucks, and another on
fitting up a lathe. The latter has several good
illustrations,—one, an outline drawing giving

two views of a lathe, being furnished with refer-

ence letters. After this examples of work are

given :
“ lady's companion, pin-cnshion, chess-

men,” &c.; and then come instructions fortum-
ing billiard-balls, the Pons asinorum of amateur
turners. The work concludes with a short

chapter on copying lathes. On the whole, the

book is to bo recommended as fulfilling a
definite purpose, and contains as much informa-

tion as could be reasonably expected within its

compass.

Days and Hours in, a Garden. By E. V. B.

Gth edition. London : Elliot Stock. 1887.

Tde dress of this little book is so pretty and
graceful that, had it treated of the driest and
most uninteresting subjects, there would have
been found some few curious enough to turn its

pages; but as it is, “the Garden Story” is as
seductive as many of the three-volume novels
that are drifting about, and when once the
reader begins it he feels he must follow the
footsteps of the months, and see the com-
pletion of the year’s life. There are some
qnaint little illustrations and bead-pieces, and
though the language is somewhat flowery

throughout, the wise may find many useful and
practical suggestions for the making and
keeping of a garden. The author is evidently

a close observer of nature, animate and in-

animate, and speaks of the flowers, and birds,

and bees as if they and he were dear friends.

Each month is treated separately, and we
hardly know which chapter is the pleasantest,

unless it be that on the “ merry month of
May.” We cannot agree with tho author,
though, wheu he asks if it is not time the
artists should cease trying to paint the May
blossoms. Wliy should we be denied apple
blossoms in our paintings whilst we have such
artists as Mrs. Allingham (and others we could
name) to paint them ? Neither do we sympa-
thise with the sorrow the author seems to feel

on seeing the carts laden with daffodils going
up to London. There are many dwellers in our
smoky city who love the country sights and
scents, and to whom a bunch of shining daffodils

gives real pleasure. On the whole, the “ Days
and Hours in a Garden” arc fall of pleasant
thoughts and musings, and when we have gone
through the course of the year and closed the
book, we learn (if we knew it not before) that
“ to the attentive eye each moment of the year
has its own beauty.”

RECENT PATENTS.
ABSTEACTS OF SPECIFICATIONS.

14,126, Chimney Tops. D. Wilkins.

The chimney-top which is the subject of this
invention consists of an inner and outer case, the
inner case reaching about half way up the outer
case. The space left between these, forms the air-
ebamber for the purpose of receiving the smoke and
down-draught, wnich is directed into the chamber
by means of the conical-shaped cover over tho inner
case and then conveyed to the outer air through an
opening left around the baso of the outer case. The
inner case is surmounted by a couieal-shaped cover
which is connected by rods slipping in rings, so
that when, in sweeping the chimney, the cover is

raised by the sweep's brush, it falls back into its

place when the brush is withdrawn.

16,213, Window-sashes. W. Murray.
According to this invention, the sliding sashes

balance one another, although weights, moving in
a groove in the lower sash, are fitted for balancing
the upper sash when required. The beading which
keeps the sashes moving closely together is fixed
with a spring, allowing the sashes to bo easily
removed when required. A part of one side of the
frame is made to fold back upon hinges so that the
sashes can be taken out. The window in that case
slides into the recess, and is thus removed from the
groove on the opposite side. If desired the sashes
can then be attached to binges and swing
horizontally.

16,293, Securing and Ornamenting Parquetry.
J. Ickringill.

This invention relates to certain improvements in
parquetry flooring, especially with a view to obviate
the defect of the tendency for one strip to rise above
another, and to conceal tho me.'ins used for securing
the parquetry strips; and for ornament. The
pattern is laid in a geometrical manner, and the
edges of tho strips are grooved for the reception of
tongues. Or, countersunk holes are sunk in the
ground work, which, after the screws are inserted to
fasten the work more securely, are plugged tight
with hard woods in patterns.

16,390, Wood-block Flooring. L. Oppen-
heimer.

By this invention holes are made in the blocks,
and they aro fastened by nails or screws to each
other. Tho foundation is the same as is in general
use.

366, Ventilating Rooms, &c. T. Sterne
(Paris).

The claim in this invention describes the arrange-
ment as “ Means or apparatus for ventilating rooms
or buildings by the combination of a fresh-air inlet
apparatus composed of valves or flaps, which can
only open inwards, with a foul or vitiated air dis-

charge apparatus which can only open outwards,
the inlet and discharge being identical with each
other in construction, except that ono is the reverse
of the other.”

11,109, Improved Chimney -top. J. H.
Garrett.

According to this invention, a square earthenware
pot having four openings is employed. Two of
these are on one side, and two on the opposite side.

Connected with the openings is an inclined plane or
web running upwards, and also attached to each
side. The top lip of each of these planes or webs
projects beyond the centre of the pot, thus prevent-
ing a straight down-draught

;
for if the down-

draught should miss the first plane and opening, it

has still three others to pass
;

the four upward
draughts are, however, sufficient to prevent this.

The whole chimney-top is in one piece.

NEW APPLICATIONS FOR PATENTS.

A’ov. 4.— 15,028, J. Lander, Artificial Stone for
Flooring, Decorating, &c.—15,065, F. Ransome,
Manufacture of Cement.

iVov. 5.—15,071, J. Wright, Chimney-top and
Ventilator.—15,088, R. Payne, Wind-proof Cowl.

—

15,096, S. and A. Fenn, Fireplaces of Kilns or
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Ovens for Burning Bricks, &c.

—

15,114, G. Sonnen-

thal. Pile-drivers.
. ,

_
7 —15,145, G. Denys, Unfastening the Doors

of Theatres, &c.—15,159, J. Lee, Groove and Tongue

Cutting Machine.
, ^ ,

jVoti. 8.—15,173, J. Bean and W. Gaines, Appa-

ratus for Closing Doors and Preventing Slamming of

same.—15,188, G. Wicks, Raising, Lowering, and

Reversing Window-sashes. — 15,197, D. AUport,

Lessening the Slamming of Doors, &,c.—15,203, J.

West, Water-waste Flushing Cisterns.—lo, 211, A.

Boult, Wire-lathing. ^
Aov. 9.—15,261, J. Dunning and B. Priestley,

Opening, Closing, or Adjn.sting Fanlights, Tipler

Windows, Skylights, &c. — 15,306, J. Panwela

Water-meters.—15,327, M. Ende and A. Buchanan,

Iron and Steel Flooring for Bridges.

Xov. 10.- 15,355, A. Patrick, Brick-making

Machinery. — 15,356, A. Patrick, Brick-making

Machines. — 15,372, J. Morris, Ventilator and

Chimney-cowl. — 15,395, R. McGregor, Bricks,

Blocks, Tiles, See.

PEOVISIONAL SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.

13 467 W Smith, Manufacture of Cements.—

13,508, W. Ballantine and R. Blackie, Flushing

Cisterns for Water-closets, &c.—13,384, R. andW.
Hocking, Water-closets, &c.—16,896, J. Fagan,

Flushing Cisterns, &c.—13,240, W. Scott, Heating

and Ventilating.-13,258, W. Dutton, Revolving

Door-posts for Public Buildings.—13,528, J. Thrush,

Traps for Drains, Sewers, &c.—13,713, M. Morgan

and J. White, Raising and Lowering Window-
sashes, Skylights, &c.—14.113, E. Tarver, Construc-

tion of Theatres.— 14,167, d. Greensiade, Window-
Frames and Sashes.—14,229, H. Lake, Wood-
paving.—14,393 and 14,394, G. Snelus and others,

Manufacture of Cements. — 14,456, G. Maltster,

Ventilators.—14,630, W. Shine, Ladders.

COMPLETE ePECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.

Open to Oppoeition for Tko Month*.

176, T. Wilson and H. Johnson, Ventilating

Apartments.—302,
_

Garvie, jiin.
^

Garvie, jiin.. Pile-driving

Apparatus. — 743, ^E. Dive, Ventilating Apparatus.

6,307, E. Zahn, Water-trap.—0,888, J. Savage,

Safety Bolt for Windows, Doors, and Casements.

—

10,968, P. Alrig, Portable Cranes.—12.473, A.

Harrison, Wood-block Flooring.—12,768, W. Lake,

Sash Lock and Fastener.—17,130, A. Mack, Arti-

ficial Boards, Slabs, Mouldings, &c.—437, J. Thomp-
son, Ventilators and Chimney-cowls.—10,636, T.

Baker, Draught Regulators for the Fronts of Fire-

places.

RECENT SALES OF PROPERTY.
ESTATE EXCHANGE EEPOET.

NovsirnER 3.

By GtASiRR & SojfB.

LAt Brighton.)

Bteyning, near—New Horton Farm, 135a. Or. 25p.,

freehold £7,300

1.650

Novihbbb 7.

By G. A. Wii.KixsoN.
WhitecroBa-street— 1 to 6, Cherry Tree-court, free-

hold
Begent-street—37 and 39, Maddox-street, and 1,

Mill-atreet, freehold

36, Muddox-street, freehold

Novbmbke 8.

By Furubr, Price, & Furber.
Hackney—91, 96, and 93, VVcll-atreet, and 1 to

odd, Balcom-atreet, freehold 2,630
Addiscombe—13, Alesandra-road, freehold

4,030

By F. J.'Bislbt.

Bermondsey—1 and 3, Reverdy-road, 59 years,

ground-rent £766
112 and 114, Lucey-road, 67 years, ground-rent 81. 630

By Retholds & Eason.

Kilburn—14, Victoria-villas, 78 years, ground-rent

lOL
Dalston—56 and ‘58. Marlborougli-road, 68 years,

ground-rent 71

By C. C. & T. Moore.

St. George's-in-the-East—10, Umberston-atreet,

freehold
Rotherhithe—43 and 45, Clarence-street ; 6 and 7,

Dcdd's-place
;
2 and 4, Forsyth-street

;
and a

plot of land, freehold 775

Tottenham—8 and 9, Tavistoek-villae, freehold 600

By Fuller & Fuller.

St. Luke’s—126 and 127, Upper Whitecross-street,

freehold 3,000

42 to 45, Banner-street, freehold 1,100

Bethnal Green—62, 64, and 66, Ssle-street, 9 years,

ground-rent 71 470

November 11.

By Baker & Sons.

Fiuchlev-road—An enclosure of freehold land,

.5a. 2r. 3p 1.510

Sarlesden—4 and 6, Fortune Gate-terrace, freehold 3,260

Slinfold, Sussex—Four enclosures of land,

16a. Or. 16p., freehold 600

By Green & Son.
Upper Norwood. Mowbray-road—Two houses, 86

years, ground-rent 1,105

Islington— 137, 165, and 161, Caledonian'Toad, 63

years, ground-rent 75/ 1,790

171 and 181, Caledonian-road, 63 years, ground-

rent 1,370

165 and 169, Copenhagen-street, 53 years, ground-

rent 40/. 10s 460

179, 181, and 183, Copenhageu-street. 63 years,

ground-rent .58/. 10s 1,050

Improved ground.rent of 66/., term 63 years;

and the r.'vertion to 64/. a year, life aged 73

years, term 63 years v"' 1.410

By W. 'W. Jbnkinbon.

Camden Town, Rochester-square—Ground-rent of

25/., term 59 years 610

Camden Town, Wilmot-place — Ground-rent of

17/. lOs., term 66 years 370

Brixton—62, Barrington-road, 35 years, ground-

rent 8/. 2s 320

64, Barringtou-road, 35 years, ground-rent 71. lOs. 280

MEETINGS.
Monday, Novemrhe 21.

Jloyal Ineiifute of SritUh Architeefa.—Mr. W. Brindley,

F.K.M.8., on *' Building and Decorative Stones of Egypt.”

Tuesday, Noveubee 22.

Inaiilution of Cinil Engineera. —Further discussion on
Sir F. A. Abel’s paper on ” Accidents in Mines.”8 p.m.

Wednesday, November 23.

Society of Arta.— Professor Silvanus P. Thompsoi
' The a .ercurial Air-Pump.”

Thursday, November 24.

Society qf Telegraph - Engineer* and ElectHc^an*.-

(1) Dr. J. A. Fleming M.A,,
’ —
id Mr. C. H. Gimingh:

Instruments for the Measurement of Electro-

motive Force and Electrical Power.” (2) Professor \V.

E. Ayrton, F.R,8.,8nd Mr. J. Perry, F.H.8., on ‘‘Port-

able Voltmeters for Measuriug Alternating Potential

Differences.” 8 p.m.

Friday, November 25.

Glaagow Architectural Aaaociation. — Mr. J. J. Burnet,
F. 8.A., on ‘‘The Architect's Assistant.”

lisctUanja,

By Rogers, Chapman, & Thomas.
Hammersmith—26 and 27, York-road, 70 years,

ground-rent 6/. Gs

Netting Hill—94, Princes-road, 71 years, ground-
rent 71. 68

Clarendon-road, a plot of land, 60 years, no
«oond-rent 115

1, Railway Mews, 76 years, no ground-rent 305

83, Cornwall-roacl, 77 years, ground-rent 10/ 1,395

41, Archer-street, 66 years, ground-rent 71. 7s. ... 700
Shepherd’s Bush-road-Ground-rent of 100/., rever-

sion in 88 years 2,450
West Ham, Stephenson-street—Ground-rent of

16/., reversion in 77 years 305

2,000

By A. Richards.

Green-lanes—An enclosure of freehold land,
14a, Ir. 33p

Edmonton-Three freehold enclosures of land,
27a. 3r. 34p 5,425

Windmill-road—The Huxley Flour Mills, free-
hold 500

Firs-lsne — Freehold cottages and land,
6a. Ir. 31p 760

November 10.

By J. Jacobs & Sons.
Paddington—16 and 17, Market-street, 34 years,

ground-rent 8/ 305

By Coleman & Co.

Clapton—80, Blnrton-road, 94 years, 'ground-rent
6/. 6s 300

By E. Stimfon.

Camberwell—1 to 11 odd, Sultan-street, 78 years,
ground-reot 27/ 450

Peckham—233 to 239 odd, St. George’s-road, free-
hold 1 100

Lambeth—28, 27, and 28, Wood-street, 22 years,
ground-rent 18/

Clapham-29, Sandmore-road, 94 years, ground-
rent 71. l«ls.

Ne'w Baths at Hyde.—The Mayor of

Hyde, Mr. J. Cbeetham, recently laid the

foundation-stone of some new baths, the cost

of which will be -t,300L The b'uilding is situ-

ated in Union-street, and is set back 16 ft. from
the street. Loading from the two main entrances

are a set of slipper baths, 7 ft. by 7 ft., fitted with

porcelain. There is also a plunge-bath, with a

water area of 75 ft. by 25 ft., the ground area
being 89 ft. by 40 ft., and this is supplemented
by thirty-eight dressing-boxes, two shower and
foot baths, and other conveniences. The room
will be spanned by a light iron roof, the under-

side of the spars being boarded. The light is

obtained from a ridge skylight running the full

length of the building, and raised above tlie

roof, with Louvre ventilators. The water will

be G ft. deep at one end, and 3 ft. G in. at the
other, and the sides and bottom will be lined

with, white enamelled bricks. The walls will

be faced to a height of 5 ft. with brown salt-

glazed bricks, and above this with grey bricks.

The women’s plunge-bath will bo carried out in

the same manner, the size of the water area
being 33 ft. by 17 ft., and the ground area
42 ft. 6 in. by 25 ft. 6 in. At the back of the
large plunge-bath will be the laundry, and
raised above it about 6 ft., the space below
being used as the boiler-house. The laundry
•will bo fitted with machinery, by Messrs.
Bradford & Co., of Salford, who have also

undertaken the engineers’ work. Mr. S. War-
burton, of Miles Platting, is carrying out the
contract for the boilers. The architect is Mr.

67, Solon-road, 92 years, ground-rent 6Z. 17s. 6

Roman Discoveries in Trieste.—Recently

some interesting archaeological discoveries have
been made in Trieste. During the pulling down
and excavating of certain parts of the old city,

in ox’der to provide more light and space, a
number of Roman graves and sarcophagi have

been encountered, and some days ago the work-

men engaged in some canal work at Barcola, in

that city, came upon the remains of a Roman
building, the mosaic floors of which were in

excellent state of preservation. By continued

excavations, three of these floors were laid

bare. They consist of the usual tessera;,

having a border of black or white marble.

In a fourth room, not yet completely exca-

vated, the mosaic reveals the feature of a
dolphin. It is believed that the remains are

those of the villa of a Roman patrician. An
aciueduct has also been discovered, leading from

a neighbouring hill to the villa, the calcined

clay pipes of which are almost uninjured. The
excavations, which are expected to bring

further interesting archgeological discoveries

to light, are conducted by Prof. Puschi for the
Archreological Slusenm at Trieste.

Stone Bridges v. Iron Bridges. —
According to the Railroad Gazette, the Pennsyl-

vania Railroad Company is gradually replacing-

the existing iron bridges of short span oh its

lines by bridges of quarry-stone or brickwork-

The experience has been that the iron bridges

were not only a constant source of anxiety, but

constituted a continual drain upon the income

of the Company. It was necessary to inspect

them regularly and carefully, and to repair or

strengthen and in some cases even renew
them. The fact, too, that the weights to be-

carried by railway bridges are steadily

increasing, and that it is impossible to foresee

what those weights may be, say in five or ten

years’ time, has also been taken into considera-

tion in resolving upon the change. It is like-

wise urged in favour of masonry bridges that,

although their first cost may be greater than

that of iron bridges, they involve little expense

afterwards for inspection and maintenance;

that they sustain heavy weights much more-

efficiently, and are less liable to injury or

destruction by accident than lattice bridges of

iron or wood.
Metropolitan Building Act, 1885:

District Surveyors’ Pees.—A question of

some interest to builders and others was
decided at the Woolwich. Police-court, on the-

2ad inst., when Mr. Davis, builder, of New
Eltham, was summoned by the District Sur-

veyor, for payment of 3?. 23. Gd., the fee due-

upon the erection of a house at Southwood-

road, Eltham. The defendant disputed the

amount charged, upon the ground that the

cellar should nob be regarded as a story in

calculating the foe. Mr. Marsham decided that

the cellar constituted a story, and made an

order for payment of the fee claimed, together

with costs.

Dolfor.—Two two-light stained-glasswindows
have recently been erected in Dolfor Church,

Newtown, Montgomeryshire. One is in com-

memoration of her Majesty’s jubilee, aud illus-

trates the figures of King David and Esther,

a medallion of Queen Victoria appearing in the

top part of the tracery; the other represents

the figures of SS. John and Paul. The execution

of the work was entrusted to Messrs. Jones &
Willis, of Birmingham.

Britisli Scliool at Athens.—Mr. Penrose

has now retired from the post of Director of

this Institution, which he accepted temporarily

when it was started under the auspices of the

Hellenic Society, aud has been succeeded by 1

Mr. Ernest Gardner.

Bnshton.—A three-light painted window hae

just been fixed at Rnshton parish church, to the

memory of Mrs. Fanny Isabella Wilson, daughter

of the late Rev. Francis Smith. Tho window is

from the studio of Messrs. Charles Evans & Co.,

and is the gift of Mr. Edmund Smith.

PRICES CURRENT OF MATERIALS.

J. W. Beaumont, of Manchester, the clerk of
|

Dantsic'

TIMBER.
GrecDheart, B.Lr
Teak, £.1
Sequoia, U.3
Ash, Canada
Birch ,,

Elm
Fir, Dantsic, &o
Oak „
Canada

Fine, Canada red
yellow

£. e. d. £. I

...ton 6 5 0 7 10 0 i

load
..foot cube

load

800 12 10 0

0 2 3 0 3 D ’

3 10 0
1 10 0
2 10 0

4 10
3 10

4 10

4 10

6 0
3 10

2 0 0 4 0 0 (

320
I
works being Mr. Hill,

...fathom 3 0 0 6 0 0 il

St. Petersburg 4 0 0
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TIMBRE (eontinued), £. s. fi. £. s. d.

scot, Riga log 0 0 0 0 0 0
Odessa, crown 2 10 0 3 0 0

, Finland, 2DdaDdl8t...Btd.100 7 0 0 6 0 0

„ 4th and 3rd 6 10 0 6 10 0
a 6 10 0 7 0 0
Petersburg, Ist yellow 8 10 0 13 0 0

„ 2Bd „ 7 0 0 8 0 0

„ white 6 10 0 8 10 0

METALS. £. a. d. £. s. d.
laoir-Bar, Welsh, in London. ..ton a 15 0 6 0 0

„ „ in Wales 4 6 0 4 10 0

,, Staffordshire, London
,

6 10 0 6 0 0
COPPBB

—

British, cake and ingot ton 49 0 0 49 10 0
Best aeleotea 60 10 0 61 10 0
Sheets, strong 64 10 0 65 0 0
Chili, bars 43 5 0 4.5 0 0

ute Sea 0 0 0 0 0 0
(lada, Pine, let 16 0 0 24 0 0

, „ 2nd 10 0 0 16 0 0

, „ 3rd, 4o 6 0 0 0 0 0

, Spruce, Ist 8 0 0 9 0 0

, „ 3rd and 2nd 6 0 0 7 0 0
w Brunswick, &c 6 0 0 6 10 0
ns, all kinds 4 0 0 10 10 0
nng Boards, sq., 1 in., pre-
ared, First 0 8 0 0 11 0

Lbad—
Fig, Spanish ton 12 17 6 0 0 0
Englisn, common brands 13 6 0 0 0 0
Sheet, English 14 2 6 0 0 0

Spblteb—
Silesian, special ton 17 0 0 17 6 0
Ordinary brands 16 15 0 16 17 6

Tik

—

Straits, ....... .ton 133 10 0 0 0 0
Australian 133 10 0 0 0 0

ler qualities 0 4 0 0 0 0
r, Cuba foot 0 0 3 0 0 3i
nduras, Ac 0 0 0 0 3^
Btralian 0 0 2 0 0 3

OILS.
Linseed ton 19 2 6 ]9 7 6
Coooannt, Cochin 30 0 0 32 0 0

gany, Cuba 0 0 4J 0 0 7
Domingo, cargo average 0 0 4^ 0 0 6
xican „ 0 0 3 0 0 3}
basco „ 0 0 3} 0 0 6
nduras ,, 0 0 3} 0 0 6
e. Bird's-eye 0 0 6 0 0 7
Bio toa 8 0 0 11 0 0

>1*.. ..7 0 0 0 0 0
Turkey ton 6 0 0 12 0 0
,
St. Domingo foot 0 0 6 0 0 9

rto Rico 0 0 6 0 0 10
nt, Italian 0 0 3} 0 0 6

Palm, Lagos 22 0 0 0 0 0
Eapeseed, English pale 26 15 0 26 0 0

„ brown 24 6 0 24 10 0
Cottonseed, refined 19 16 0 0 0 0
Tallow and Oleine 26 0 0 45 0 0
Lubricating, U.8 6 0 0 6 0 0

„ refined 6 0 0 12 0 0
Tubpbwtine —
American, in casks ewt, 1 4 9 0 0 0

Tab—
Stockholm barrel 0 16 0 0 0 0
Archangel 0 10 6 0 0 0

•MPETITIONS, CONTRACTS, & PUBLIC APPOINTMENTS.
Epitome of Advertisements $n this Number.

COMPETITIONS.

Nature of Work. By whom required. Premium. Designsto be
deUvered.

Deo. 29th
Not stated...

Page.

rgoment of Local Board OITlceB

eum and Floor-Cloth Designs
Horsham Local Board
Mitcham Linoleum Co.,..

201. and lOZ
2001 it

CONTRACTS.

Nature of Work, or Materials. By whom required.
Architect, Surveyor, or

Engineer.
Tenders to be

delivered.
Page.

ng-up and Psving Roads
oval of Snow, Ice, and Snow Sludge

Paving, Casual Wards
•making and Paving Works
en Granite, Siltings, and Flints
reeling Bridge

Wandsworth Bd. ofWka
St. Martin-ia-the-Fields’

Vestry
Wndswrth A Claphm Un
Walthamstow Local Bd.
Dover Town Council ...

Oxford Local Board ,,,

Official

do.
T. W. AJdwinotle
H. 8. Ridings
Official

W. H. White.

Nov. 22nd

Nov. 24th
do.

Nov. 25th
Nov. 2Sth
Nov. 29th
Dec. 7th
Dec. 14th

Not stated...

X.

X.
ks and General Repairs (three years) ...

rgement of Schools
Great Eastern Ry. Co. J. Wilson

PUBLIC APPOINTMENTS.

Nature of Appointment. By whom Advertised, Salary,
Applications

to be in.
Page

ghtsraau and Assistant Gold Coast Government Nov. 24th

HINCKLEY.—For erection of factory, cotton ehed,
and engine and boiler hoaae, for lilessrs. Orrill, Jactaon^
& Co. Mr. J. Wella, architect ;

—

T. & a. Harrold £1,109 0
J. & W. Harrold 1,036 10
Groves & Rowley 986 0
Littlor .. 875 14
Farmer & Greaves 869 15
Goodman 845 6
Jones 812 19

Foxoq 841 6

Shilton, Stoke Golding,* (accepted) 810 0

* The rest of Hinckley.

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

HULL.—For the erection and completion of proposed
Salvation Array Barracks buildings in Madely-street,
Hesale-road, Hull, for General Booth. Mr. E. J. Sher-

wood, architect, 101, Queen Victoria-street, E.C. Quan-
tities by the architect

F. J. Coxheiid, Leytonstone* £896 0
F. Southern 857 2
J. F. Freeman 855 0
J. Dawps 810 14

E. Good 840 0

W. Lison 804 0
P. Beelby 800 0
J.Garbult 800 0
S. Adkinsnn 795 0
M. Harper 787 8
F. Blackburn 782 19
F. Hall 781 13
J. Drury 775 0

0
8
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
14
0

" The rest ot Hod.

LONDON.—For rebuilding Nos. 43 and 44, Chalfon-
street, Euston-road, for Mr. H. Duligall. Mr. Edwin J.
Sadgrove, architect, 30, Plemtng-road, B.E. :

—

Jones £1,606 0 0
Langham 1,396 0 0
Phillips 1,167 0 0
Boyden (accepted) 1,100 0 0

LONDON.—For erecting new tripe house and shop,
Ac., and in generallyrepairing and painting the whole of
the premises. No. 329, Wslworth-road. Walworth, S.K.,
for Mr. J. W. Martell. Mr. James F. Wesley, architect.
Forest-gate, E. Quantities supplied by the architect :

—

H. Bodien £1,314 0 0
W. Downs 1,(188 0 0
J. Walker 1,076 0 0
G. E. Baney 1,046 0 0
G. Limn 1,020 0 0
J. A. Taylor 1,019 0 0

LONDON.—For erecting dwelling-houses in
Sutton-street. Mr. R. W. Hohden, architect:

—

Little £769 0
Cook & Co 760 0
Lyford , 730 0
Jackson & Todd 639 0
Exton & Burton 637 0
W. G. Allard 685 0
Lusk 670 0

Little-

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

PAIGNTON (Devon).—For the erection of two new
business premises. Nos. 8 and 9, Palace-avenue, for Mr.
J. M. Ktngwill. Mr, G. Boudon Bridgman, architect,
Paignto'i

:
—

H. P. Rabbick £1,680 0 0
Henry Webber 1,434 0 0
Marcus Bridgman (accepted) 1,39117 6

£A11 of Paignton.]

TENDERS.
•ISTOL.-For erecting a pair of cottages at Clyde-
ice, Bedroinster, for Mr. J. B. Hasell. Mr. Herbert
nes, architect
ilowliu A Son £617 0 0

EPSOM.—For erecting cottage hospital in commemo-
ration of her Majesty’s jubilee, for Epsom, Ewell, and
neighbourhood. Mr. J. R. Harding, architect, Epsom :—

Original Plan and Specijicathn.

Hughes, Ashtesd £2,800 0 0
Jeal, Epsom 2,600 0 0

3. Humphreys 690 7 6
V. Church 684 0 0

G. Hards, Ewell 2,430 0 0
Batchelor, Leatherhead 2,399 0 0
8. Hards, Ewell 2,398 0 0

Sastabrook A Sons 497 0 0
V. Veals 468 0 0
). R. Lewis 435 0 0
. Perrolt 428 10 0
W. Aspinsll 404 18 0

V. P. Jones (accepted) 390 0 0

ISTOL.—For rebuilding portions of the Redcross-
t Tannery, Bristol, for Mr. Hy. Deusham. Mr.
sert J . Jones, architect :

—

B. Wilkins A Sons £1,876 0 0
teplicBS A Bastow 1,849 0 0
3. Humphreys 1,737 3 6
Vm. Church 1,738 0 0
I. B. Milsom 1,720 10 0

Skelton, Leatherhead 2,379 0 0
Nye, Epsom 2,364 10 7
Howe A White, Carshalton 2,360 0 0
Chivington, Epsom 2,325 0 0
Taylor, Banstead 2,316 0 0

Amended Plan and Specification,

A*.
Nye £1,994 0 £1,994 0
G. Hards 1,937 0 1,854 0
Howe A White 1,850 0 1,860 0
Hughes 1,"90 0 1,808 0
Jeal 1,788 10 1,788 10
Batchelor 1,667 0 1,7.45 0
Skelton 1,700 0 1,730 0
Taylor 1,695 0 1,621 0

no. Perrott 1,6SI0 0 0
. K. Davis 1,660 0 0
Sastabrook A Sens 1,641 0 0
R. Lewis (accepted) 1,662 0 0

OMLEY (Kent).—For wrought-iron fencing in the
n's Mead, for the Bromlev Local Board. Mr. Hugh
egecn, surveyor:

—

Droggon A Co £394 8 3
’erkins A Bellamy 349 13 0
\I. Lloyd ... ,

SIO 0 0

8. Hards l'498 0 1,492 6}
• If Broseley tiles in lieu of Broomhall tiles on roof,

t Accepted.

FULHAM.-For the erection of three sets of fire-

escape bridges and sun-rooms at the St. Gerrge’s Union
Infirmary, Fulham-road, S.W., for the GuarcGans of the
Poor of St. George’s Union. Messrs. H. Saxon Snell A Son,
architects, London :—

M. T. Shaw A Co £3,860 0 0
K. W. Wilkinson A Co 3,756 0 0

Iill A Smith 323 14 6
layliss, Jones, A Bayliss 319 12 6
d. E. Mitchell A Co. (accepted) 312 11 0

LING. — For alterations and repairs to Knoylo
e, Castlebar-road, Ealing. Mr. H. McLschUn,
I.B.A., architect, 17, Farringdon-street, London. No
dtiei ;

—

V. T. Johnson £1,360 0 0
*enny A Co., Ealing 992 0 0
Nye, Ealing 980 0 0

k. A£. Braid, Chelsea (accepted)... 840 0 0
3. Morby, City (withdrawn) 650 0 0

J. J. Robson 3 392 0 0
Gardner, Anderson, A Clarke 3,200 0 0
St. Pancras Iron Works 2,954 0 0
Bartle A Co 2,764 0 0
Potter A Sons (aceepteii) 2,474 0 0

HALSTEAD (Kent).—For rebuilding farm buildings,
Ac., after fire, at Broke Farm, Halatesd, Kent. Messrs!
Daniel Smith, Son, A Oakley, architects, 10, Waterloo-
place :

—

Taylor A Son, Bromley (accepted). .. £1,050 0 0
[No competition.]

PAIGNTON.—For the erection of business premises
at No. 7, Palace-avenue, for Mr. W. Lambshead. Mr. G,
Sondon Bridgman, architect, Paignton :

—

Marcus Bridgman (accepted) £916 10 0

PAIGNTON.—For alterations and additions to No, 14,
Adelphi-terrace, Paignton, for Mr. J. B. Macaulay. Mr.
G. Soudon Bridgman, architect, Paignton :

Robert Evans £668 0 0
Henry Webber (accepted) 658 10 0

JFor Boundary-ivalh to Oroundt,

Henry Webber 89 6 0
[All of Paignton.]

PLAISTOW.—For finishing five houses at Plaistow,
under the superintendence of Mr. Bagge, Aldersgato
Chambers :

—

Henley £1,480 0 0
P-ai
Whicher ..

Williams A Beeves
Timson
G. Barker, Whitechapel
Rowley
Sunley (withdrawn)

918 n 0
798 10 0
"15 0 0

PUTNEY.-For alterations to the Prince of Wales
Farm Dairy, Putney, for Mr. Wm. James. Mr. Edwin
J. Sadgrove, architect, 30, Fleming-road, S.E. :

—

Longland £1,254 0 0
Phillips 960 0 0
Harling SOS 0 0
Boyden 798 0 0
Williams (accepted) 789 0 0
Channon (withdrawn) 543 0 0

STRATFORD.-For pile driving, and repairs to wharf,
for Messrs. Ashton & Green, Stratford, E. :

—

Gibbs £370 0 0
Carter 330 6 0
Reed 247 0 0
Potter 189 10 0
J. J. Robson, Snaresbrook (accepted) 184 13 0
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BROMLEY (Kent).—For BPwering, levelling, kerbing, &c., the following private streeta, for the Bromley Local Board. Mr. Hugh 8. Cregeen, anrreyor:—

Newbury
Road.

j <
&

§0

c
B

(S

bourne Road.

® o'

? o
.Ses 1

Recrea-

tion

Hoad

1
Martin’s

Road.

p

il
z

Walter’s

Yard.

Park

End.

Park

£ a. d. £ B. d. £ d. £ d. £ d. £ n d. £ B d. £ B. d. £. d. £. e. d. £. a. d. £. a. <

Win. Gibson 831 1 nil 19 10 368 8 2 930 18 404 18 539 18 596 19 812 14 10 189 8 4 230 0 10 1470 11 0 231 6
Wm, Harris 657 19 886 14 8 296 7 10 812 14 441 4 466 4 10 497 5 651 18 128 17 8 200 10 0 9 9 186 3

6^4 15 813 19 260 8 686 0 365 16 398 3 10 451 19 694 16 112 18 0 *151 16 6 1161 9 4 165 1

Uiudle & Momsb (Limited) ... .591 10 10 799 19 347 1.5 3 734 9 379 19 406 10 463 16 11 662 2 106 3 4 183 19 3 1186 0 6 163 10
J. L. Csttell 661 3 764 19 233 12 0 6,59 14 0 360 14 10 390 3 440 3 643 13 10 103 1 8 227 4 3 i<-90 11 0 162 9
J. Alowlem & Co 687 19 788 13 245 9 691 11 385 0 399 6 10 -149 5 676 9 105 1 7 158 4 0 1108 0 9 164 16

E.&W. Iif*8 6-51 13 10 740 4 245 2 669 0 359 1 357 13 416 17 642 10 11 103 8 9 180 10 10 1018 11 4 160 0
Woodham & Fry 638 1 741 14 11 243 7 11 648 6 349 6 385 3 417 7 iO 641 12 10 lii6 10 4 169 16 980 10 5 146 17 1

T. Hail 540 13 719 3 329 5 663 12 11 352 18 380 4 10 408 1 528 4 97 14 4 226 13 996 15 0 142 6

T. Ad-ms 569 10 11 744 18 246 4 10 671 14 4 355 14 380 18 4 415 12 650 6 102 16 10 154 16 Ui70 11 3 166 4
J. G B Marshall 633 4 709 14 232 13 633 3 10 343 0 371 7 400 13 519 6 98 18 11 166 17 10(’4 14 8 143 16 ]

Elv Perkins .. 595 13 797 7 10 257 10 702 10 375 19 417 4 440 12 600 15 120 12 170 9 10 1102 8 4 167 4
Wm. Porter 610 6 683 6 223 8 623 16 331 19 361 6 390 7 S'!! 6 95 13 957 15 136 13 ]

T. Lansbury •469 16 •631 3 •2r4 17 696 9 317 10 348 11 •360 10 ••483 11 92 13 170 1 •9 '2 n 131 18

E. Peill & Sons 4.SI 7 650 2 2''9 17 •564 19 •302 7 11 •332 17 383 6 479 16 *91 12 180 12 926 IS •131 7 :

A. Palmer 455 2 605 16 196 3 606 11 270 8 298 8 336 6 447 18 85 IS 130 4 813 0 0 121 19

• Accepted.

WEST IIADDON. — For the first aeetion of the
restoration of All Saints’ Church, W'^eat Haddou, North-
amptonshire. Mr. W. Millican, architect, Leicester:

—

A*
C. Claridge, Banbury, Oxon £544 0 0
Law & King, Lutterworth 525 0 0
E. Jarvis, Banbury 608 0 0
Jno. Ge“, Darentry 410 0 0
W. * J. H. Martin, Market Har-
borough 389 0 0

Roberts A Son. Weedon (accepted) ... 379 0 0
G. W. Mifchell, Northampton 310 0 0

* Net amount of tender, after deducing allowance for
old materials.

*.* SPECIAL NOTICE. — Lists of Tenders
frequently reach ns too late for insertion. They should
bo delivered at our office, 46, Catherine • street. W.O.,
not later than 12 Noon on THtIRSDAYS.

TO COSEESPONDENTS.

ItegxtleTed Telegraphic Addrei$," TB'i BpildBB, Lqitdow.**

A. M. P.—B. i SoQS.-E. 8. R—A. O. O. fwe have Already
evpre»ed our opinion in the precisely opposite direction. The view
•ivlvocated by the Society appears tons simply absurd, and not worth
taking into contideratlon). — M. P. — “ Carpenter " (consult a
Bol^cit^r.^ IMs mU uur province to give legal advlcej.— C. H.—A. C.

amenta o(
me and add.

I compelled to decline pointing out hooka and glvtng

fPe cannot undertake to return rejected commtinicaeione.
Letters or cornmnnlcatious (beyond mere news-items) which hav

been duplicated for other Journals, are NOT DE8IRBD.
All couimnnicatlons regarding literary and artistic matters should

be addressed to THK EDITOR
; all communications relating t

advertisements and other exclusively business matters sbonld b
addressed to THE PUBLISHER, and noC to the Editor.

Best Bath. Stone.

CORSHAM DOWN.
|

FARLEIGH DOWN
BOX GROUND. I COMBE DOWN.
WESTWOOD GROUND.

|

STOKE GROUND.
RANDELL, SAUNDERS, & CO., Ld.,

CoHSHAM, Wilts.

Bath. Stone.
Pieter’s Monks’ Park. Combe Down.
Corsham Down. Stoke Ground.

Box Ground. Winsley Ground.
Farleigh Down. West Wood.

PICTOR & SONS, Box, Wilts. [Advt.

Boulting Freestone.

THE CHELYNCH
STONE.

1
THE

BRAMBLEDITCH
STONE.

The stone from these quarries
is known as the '‘Weather
Beds," and is of a very
crystalline nature, and un-
doubtedly one of the most
durable stones in Bugland,

Is of the same crystalline

nature as the ChelyucL Stone,
but finer in texture, and more
suitable for fine moulded work.

HAM HILL STONE.
Greater facilities have been provided for

working these qnarries, and the stone can be
supplied in large quantities at short notice.

Prices, and every information given, on
application to CHARLES TRASK & SONS,
Norton-eub-Hamdon, near Ilmineter, Somerset.

London Agent — Mr. E. WILLIAMS,
16, Craven-street, Strand, W.C. [Advt.

Sotiltliig Free Stone

HAM HILL STONE,

BLUE LIAS LIMB

(Ground or Lnmp).

For prices, &o., t

dress 8, & J. 8TAPI
Quarry Owners, Stc
and Lime Merohan
Stoke • under • Ha
Ilminster. [Ad'

Asphalte.—The Seyesel and Metallic La
Asphalte Company (Mr. H, Glenn), Office, •

Poultry, E.C.—The best and cheapest materi
for damp courses, railway arches, warehoi
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The Old Chateaux of the Low Countries,

and their Surroundings.

']RY few of the old

Flemish chateaux re-

taia their gardens and

surroundings u nal *

tered. The region in

which the greater

number of Flemish

chateaux were situated

was for a century the

battle-ground of Europe, and before things

had time to recover, most of the noble families

to whom these estates belonged were ruined

by revolution, their houses pillaged and burnt,

gardens cut down, water-courses choked up,

80 that it is only here and there that we find a

little nook of the pretty garden which has

escaped
;

a broken moss-covered fountain, in

which the Triton has been in vain blowing

through the empty shell, from which the water

has ceased to run for nearly a century
; a

terrace overgrown with weeds ; or a picturesque

Burainer-house forlorn and roofless. Fortu-

nately, however, the engravings of Wenceslaus
Hollar, Erlinger, Harrewyn, Vanweerden,

Peeters, Vorstermans, Bruyn, Vanheil, and
others have, in their illustrations of such works
as “Brabantia Sacra et Profana,” “Castella et

Pretoria Nobillium Brabuntiie,” ' Les D(51ices

de Brabant,” “Les Diilices de Holland,” and
the illustrations of a still earlier work, Ait-

singer’s “De Leone Belgico,” left us carefully-

executed bird’s-eye views of so many of these

buildings and their surroundings, that we are

able, with a little study and care, to restore,

mentally at least, the aspect of these beautiful

homes of the old Dutch and Flemish nobles and
country gentlemen

;
and when the difficulties of

the situation are taken into consideration
;
when

it is remembered how very little nature had
done in the way of making this vast flat level

country picturesque or pretty, we must admit

that the art of rendering the surroundings of

a house attractive and pleasant has seldom

been so well understood or carried to so high

a perfection as by the architects and gardeners

of the Low Countries during the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries, and it is a remarkable

fact that with such unpromising circumstances

and conditions the Dutch set the example of

gardening to the whole of the rest of Europe.

We find imitations of Dutch gardening not

only in England (in spite of the demolition of

many of them wrought by “Capability Brown”
and his .school) and France, but even in Spain,

Italy, and the south of Germany
;
in fact, one

of the most perfect examples of a Dutch
garden that we ever remember to have seen

is that surrounding the little country chateau

of the Prince - Bishops .of Wurzburg at

Veitshciccheim, in Bavaria. So far had the

Dutch, in the opinion of the people of the

time, overcome all the difficulties that sur-

rounded them, that even countries which

possessed all the natural advantages of hill

and dale, and of varied and distant landscape,

absolutely sacrificed it all for the purpose of

obtaining a perfectly flat, level garden, after

the manner of the Dutch.

It is not our purpose here to enter at any

length into the question of the architecture of

Dutch and Flemish houses, except so far as it

affects the arrangements of their gardens and

other surroundings. As a rule, they were

generally somewhat square and formal in

design and plan, for, the site being perfectly

level, both convenience and appropriateness

suggested a somewhat symmetrical treatment,

and the general squareness of design was

best suited for buildings which were to

contain square apartments, with flat ceil-

ings, lit by square - headed windows,

entered by square - headed doorways, with

walls usually constructed of brick with stone

bands, all of which were dictated by necessity

and convenience. These old Low Country

chateaux were thoroughly suited to the wants

of those who inhabited them, and were not

only comfortable but cheerful and dignified

dwellings
;
they had none of the ostentatious

and pompous discomfort of the English

“Classical” mansions: they had no useless

Corinthian porticos darkening the windows,

no sham pediments concealing the garrets, no

imitation parapets to hide the gutters and

make them leal; into the bedrooms, no nymphs
holding urns to serve as chimneys, no imprac-

ticable doors to keep some practicable one in

countenance. Any symmetry or regularity

which is to be found in them was the result

either of convenience or necessity.

It is much to be regretted that so few of

these interesting old mansions now remain

entire. We come across them, however, in

the districts surrounding Arnheim, Zutphen,

Brabant, and Limburg, their stately avenues

and extinguisher - crowned or bulb -capped

towers adding a pleasant feature to the some-

what monotonous landscape. These spires or

steeples crowning the towers are the only

features that were purely ornamental, and did

not result from necessity or convenience.

The principal buildings of a Dutch chateau
,

were usually arranged round a square court

with towers at the angles
;
examples, however,

do occur in which the courtyard is polygonal or

octagonal, as at Geesbeke, Reves, Terelst, &c.

This, which may be called the main building,

was surrounded by a moat, which came right

up to the walls, as is still the case at the great

palace of “ La Hague,” and is shown in nearly

all the illustrations in the works to which we

have referred. It was approached by one or

more bridges, one arch of which was replaced

by a drawbridge and defended by a strong

gate or tower, which served not only for the

purpose of defence, but the upper story of

which very frequently formed a clock-tower

and dove-cot.

One of the bridges led to the Bas Court,

where were situated tho stables, farm huild-

ings, granaries, &c. These were, again, gene-

rally surrounded by a moat, and approached

from the road by a drawbridge and gate
;
not

unfrequently the clock-tower itself was situated

in the Bas Court. Another bridge usually

gave access to the great garden, or pleasaimce,

which was generally on the opposite side to the

Bas Court, though there are examples of it

being on the same side. The great orchard

and the kitchen garden were close to the Bas

Court, though sometimes divided from it by a

moat. The whole of the gardens and sur-

roundings were, again, enclosed by a large moat.

Thus it will bo seen that the space enclosed

within the outer moat usually consisted of four

islands, one of which was occupied by the

principal buildings of the chateau, a second by

the Bas Court, a third by the garden or

pleasaunce, and a fourth by the orchards and

kitchen gardens. Occasionally, though very

rarely, the pleasaunce was on the same isLvnd

as the main buildings of the chateau,—this

appears to have been the case at Eversbergh.

Amongst the principal buildings of the castle

was always a large hall
;
it was, however, gene-

rally, not an independent structure like the halls

of our English mansions, but was arranged

in the lower story of the building with

rooms over it. One example, however, the

:
castle at Tergeuren, had a magnificent hall,

just like our English Medieval mansions. The

chapel seems usually to have opened out from

the hall, and in some instances the apse pro-

jects out over the moat, and is supported either

upon a corbel or, as at Laer, upon columns and

arches which rise out of the moat itself. At
Herlier the chapel appears to have been in the

Bas Court, but judging from Erlinger’s view it

appears to be of a very much earlier date

than the buildings of the castle, and it is

probable that they may have had scruples about

removing it, though convenience may have

dictated a difi'erent situation for the main

buildings of the castle, as it is not to be sup-

posed that, in the Middle Ages, they would

have deliberately set down a chapel among the

pig-styes and stables of the Bas Court.

The great garden, or pleasaunce, which forms

such a beautiful feature in these Datch

chateaux, was nearly always placed in such a

position as to be overlooked by the windows

of the principal apartments of the castle. It

was generally subdivided into square com-
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partuients by lofty clipped hedges, and some-

times by little camds and water-courses
;
the

viviers or fish-pon<ls, wliich were such very im-

portant accessories to these houses, were

generally placed in an isolated position, out-

side the pleasure-garden.®, as at Haldenberge.

This was not always the case, because the great

moat round the house itself not unfrequently

served the purpose, and at La Hague the moat
is still called Le Vivier. Thi.s also appears

to have been the case at Brochem,* near

Lierre, which, judging of it from the four

drawings given in Somere.s and Eavenstein’s

‘•(.'astella et Prcctoria Brabantia',” must have
been, as far as its surroundings are concerned,

one of the tinestchatcaux in the Low Countries.

At Bouchaut, however, where there is another

very tine castle, with buildings more Gothic
in character than those at Brochem, altliough

the moat round the castle is a regular lake as

to size, we find three large fish-p-mds as well
;

here, too, the moat is oval in form, and not

large vivier with a narrow causeway separating

it from the river. A large square garden of a

very elaborate description stands iu the midst
of the vivier, approachable only by the cause-

way. Dams, waterwheels, and sluices are

hinted at, or represented in these old en-

gravings
;
these were erected for the purpose

of preventing the stagnation of the water.

The great moat round the house appears
always to have been upon a slightly

higher level than the water-courses and canals

surrounding the gardens, and waste leats

appear to have been provided in every case, so

tbut the surface water from the great, moat
could be drained off and its depth regulated

by any surplus being carried off into the

canals, and through them to a general “ escape

stream.” The edges of all the canals, viviers,

and water-courses are cut rigidly straight, and
arc not uiifrequently furnished with a stone or

marble lip. This was not done for the sake of

appearance alone, but as a sanitary precaution,
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only from 1757. Many of the illustrations

are poor copies of those in Someres and Raven-"
stein. Several interesting facts, however, are’

brought to light by it
;
for we find that many

^

of the chateaux had been rebuilt between
the publication cf the two works, notably the

chateau at Breda, which had been re-erected'

by William III. of England.
|

The earlier engraving.? show very carefully

the commencement of mischief in the build-

ings that are out of repair. Weeds areindi-'

cated in the moats, dams broken down, the

edges of the ponds and canals are ragged and'
uneven, and the water stagnant

;
but where

the mansions are in good repair we find every-

thing neat and clean, and in good order,—swans
in the moat, ornamental pleasure-boats on the

canals filled with gaily-dres.sed people, and men
fishing with nets and rods in the viviers.

We have alluded to the great garden, or
“ pleasaunce,” which forms such a striking

feature in the old Flemish country-houses. •

The Chateau and Grounds of Brochem.

square or rectangular, as is usually the case.
A curious feature also is the canal, wliich fjrms
a second or outer moat, leaving a narrow
causeway or strip of land between it and the
great moat. The pleasure-garden and Bas Court
have each the separate moat, and the avenues
and water-walks are remarkably extensive.
At Diepesteyn the fish-ponds are shown

verj large indeed
;
in fact, they cover a greater

area than the castle and grounds together.t At
Leew the fish-ponds are also very large, and
this castle possesses the rather nnu.snal feature
of a garden attached to the house and enclosed
within the same moat. It is true that iu
addition to this little garden we have the
pleasaunce as usual on the opposite side of the
moat

;
another peculiarity is the fact that the

Bas Court is between the bouse and the
pleasaunce. All the best anartments of the
house, however, loolced on to the little garden
within the moat, of course, not into the Bas
Court

; a small kind of jetty bearing a wooden
structure, probably a bathing or fishing house,
runs out of the pleasaunce into the oreat
vivier. ”

The chateau of Loapouge has an unusually

t

See view of
See plate of

thiB chateau aubjoined.
lithograph aketches in this namber.

as it prevented the accumulation of weeds,
.scum, and vermin at the edges. With cave and
attention paid to regulating the levels of the
water, and constant cleaning, these extensive
waterworks were probably not ."so deleterious
to iiealtb as is usually supposed

;
ljut of course,

directly these [irecautions were neglected, and
the sluices and dams allowed to fall into ruin,
the effect was disastrous, and it is not sur-
prising that the elaborate waterwoi'k.s of these
old chateaux became plague spots when the'
country was overrun by an invading army,
the beautiful castle reduced to ruin, the
gardens laid waste, the water-courses choked
up, iind the viviers overgrown with rank
vegetation. Even when Harrewyn, Hollar,
iSic., made the drawings and engravings for
the works which we have mentioned, several
of the castles in Brabant had evidently
fallen into bad repair, and some of them
were completely in ruin. These views are not
dated, as a rule, but we find upon Hollar’s
engraving of Antwerp Cathedral, in“ Someres
and Eavenstein,” the date 1(149, and there is

every probabilty that the other views in this
Avork were made about the same time. The
work itself is dated 1694. “Les Delices de
Brabant” is a very inferior book, and dates

This usually was nearly square in plan, sur-

rounded by a moat, and subdivided either by
clipped hedges or small water-courses. In
nearly every case there is a centre object,

—

generally a fountain. These fountains some-
times consisted of a small pond, with a jet d’eau,

_

but more frequently they were elaborately and
beautifully designed structures, with basins,

‘

statues, and architectural details, and would
|

appear toha\ e been constructed either of marble
|

or metal Avork (probably bronze). A remark-:
ably elegant one is shoAvn at Percke, in the I

centre of a “ pleasaunce,” with very elabor.itely-

1

arranged beds, clipped hedges, &c. (see plate).!

At Wemmele, a curious summer-house ofj

clipped greenery forms the centre object (see I

' plate) ; and in the “ Chateau of the Lords of
' Daysbourg,” a tjll clipped tree occupies this
' position. The paths sometimes radiate from

,

this centre object, thus subdividing the garden
into triangular compartments

;
but more

generally the subdivisions are square, the four

squares nearest to the centre having their

inner edges cut away in the form of four seg-

ments of a circle, so as to leave space for

,

a circular path round the fountain or other
^

central object. At Ter-Veuren, a very large'

and magnificent chateau, the great garden is

'
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subdivided into four equal squares. There
Ts no object in the centre, which is simply
formed by the intersection of four paths, but
each of the four squares has its own centre
•object, which in each case consists of a statue
•upon a rather lofty pedestal, with a low-clipped
circle of box round its base. Sometimes when
'the pleasaunce ” is large it is divided into two
•distinct parts by a little canal or a tall-clipped
hedge, the communication between one part
and the other being either by a bridge or by a
little ornamental archway of clipped greenery.
When this is the case the two portions of the
garden are treated in a totally dissimilar
manner, one generally having paths and hedges
•radiating from the centre, and the other laid
out in squares. The great garden was nearly
always inclosed by a tall clipped hedge, con-
siderably higher than those forming the sub-
division, leaving a pathway between itself and
•the canal or water-course, which formed the
extreme boundary of the garden

; sometimes
this path had a tall hedge on either side. The
hedges appear generally to have been 8 ft. or

^9 those which formed the sub-
divisions of the great garden seem to have been
-about 4 ft. high. The spaces enclosed between
•the low hedges are either planted out as flower
beds or planted with foliage of various colours
-clipped and arranged in elaborate patterns, not
unlike those upon a Persian shawl. There are
no indications of coloured earths being used

;

in fact, that kind of ornamentation was rather
Italian than Dutch. Possibly the Italians,
finding their climate too dry to get the plants
•^vhich were clipped into these elaborate patterns
in the Low Countries to grow with them, intro-
duced the ornamentation by means of coloured
•earths as a kind of imitation.

There were always one or more summer-
houses in the great garden or pleasaunce, fre-
quently as many as four, one in each corner.
They were most frequently compo.sed of cut
•greenery, but were also occasionally of brick or
•atone. A good deal of elaboration appears to
have been expended upon them. At Wcmmele,
Gaesbeck, and Percke there are good examples!
'Sometimes they were enclosed and had door-
ways and glazed windows, and were covered
with domical roofs, but occasionally they were
-open all round.

A “Green Vault,” composed of trees with
their branches trained so as to meet over-
head and thus shade the pathway, forming a
-delightful promenade in very hot or in wet
weather, is another frequent feature. One is

shown in our view of Brochem. Niches or
archways cut in the tall hedges are also occa-
aionally to be met with. These niches and
archways are sometimes open, but not unfre-
quently they are filled with urns, statues, &c.
•as is_ also shown in the sketch of Brochem.
Nothing could well be more beautiful than the
•effect of a white marble statue in such a posi-
tion, and there is, perhaps, no more charming
way of introducing statuary into a garden

;

the coutr.ist between the white marble and the
dark green of a clipped yew hedge is very
Ibeautiful.

The kitchen-gardens and orchards, which
are often shown as being very extensive, do
not call for any special description, as they
were pretty much what those features of a
country-house still are.

A belt of trees generally surrounded the
whole domain, and a long avenue led up to the
principal entrance or bridge leading to the
chateau

;
if it was a large and important

estate, there were several of these avenues, all
radiating from the mansion. Ham House, near
Richmond, in this particular strongly resembles
the treatment of an old Flemish chateau, the
tind of unenclosed park which surrounds it,

and the long, straight avenues of trees, quite
•recall the surroundings of a chateau of the Low
Countries. A labyrinth or a maze is some-
times to be seen, and what would appear to be
'Ornamental vineyards seem to be indicated.

The little chateau of the Prince-bishops of
Wurzburg

_

at Veitshoccheim, to which we
have previously alluded, possesses a most
charming feature, though one which we should
Jiardly have expected to find in the surround-
ings of an episcopal palace

;
it is no less than

a complete open-air theatre, the auditorium

composed of various tiers of seats all covered
with green turf, and the scenes of the stage are
entirely of clipped greenery.
We do not find, however, any indications of

the great isolated conservatory or ball-room
whictj is to be found in some English houses,
notably Ivensingftm Palace. Possibly this was
a more modern introduction, and may have
been an imitation of the garden - hall, or
belvedere, of the Italian Palazzo. These struc-
tures certainly found their way into Germany.
We find two very remarkable examples in
Prague, in the belvedere of the king's garden,
and the so-called hall of Wallenstein’s palace.
Amongst the buildings of the Bas Court of
these Flemish chateaux, it is true, we occa-
sionally find buildings represented with great
open arcades in front, but these must have
been carriage or cart sheds, the fact of their
being always in the Bas Court must exclude
any idea of their having been intended as
pleasure-houses or ball-rooms. Terraces with
urns .and statues on their balustrades, which
form such a striking feature in some of our old
English gardens, would not appear to liave
been very popular in the Low Countries, as in
all tlie views we have examined we only find
three chateaux which exhibit them to any
extent

;
the most important is that in the

castle of the Baron de Steil and Overhem, and
liere the terrace seems to have been rendered
necessary by the fall of the ground, a circum-
stance somewhat uncommon in the Low
Countries.

Some portion of our description of these
Low Country mansions, and their surroundings,
may recall to the minds of our readers the
gardens at Hampton (Jourt Palace, and no
doubt as origmally laid out they were com-
pletely Dutch in character. The water-works,
canals, Aic., are still pretty perfect, but the
gardens themselves have been nearly spoiled
through the English landscape - gardeners

;

great bald lawns, and huge, wide gravel paths,
beloved by English gardeners and hated by
every man who has the slightest feeling for
picturesqueness, now occupy the site of the
trim clipped gardens of former times. The
old yew trees, it is true, are allowed to remain,
but they are absolutely out of place amidst
their modern surroundings. Not content with
ruining the gardens at Hampton Court, a few
years ago the forecourt, with its beautiful
wrought-iron gates and enclosures, which gave
such a scale and dignity to the east front of
the building, were removed, portions of them
being stowed away in the South Kensington
Museum. Surely there is sufficient artistic
taste m the country to see the propriety of
replacing these, and to admit that Sir Chris-
topher Wren understood how to treat the sur-
roundings of his buildings in a more appro-
priate manner than the modern landscape-
gardener does it. The present huge gravel
path, or rather gravel desert, out of which the
building rises, is destructive of all scale, and
gives it an isolated and forlorn appearance.
Now, it is just this kind of dull, dreary, isola-
tion which the Flemish builders, and, for the
matter^ of that, the old English builders as
well, did everything in their power to avoid.
There can be little doubt that the gardens and
surroundings of old houses were designed and
arranged by the architect of the house himself,
and it is for this reason that they always seem
right in scale and appropriate to the biiilding;
whereas the modern landscape-gardener, know-
ing nothing whatever about architecture, locks
upon a garden simply as a garden, without any
reference whatever to its surrounding objects.
He has an idea handed down to him from the
“ Capability Brown ” school that a great, un-
broken lawn “gives breadth,” that a wide
gravel path “gives a noble approach,” and,
consequently, he will give you these features
whether your garden is 30 ft. or three miles
square. Now, the old designers of gardens,
before they planted a tree or laid out a path)
considered how it was to alfect the buildings
and other objects which were in its proximitj^

In addition to the reasons that we have giv en
for a very careful and exhaustive study of the
scale of surrounding objects, the Flemings and
Dutch had a still further reason for studying
this point in the laying out of their gardens

With them, distant views and even glimpses of
a distant landscape were things to be thoroughly
avoided. Even in Englaml the Mediaeval,
Elizabethan, and (|)ueen Anne house-builders
never went out of their way to obtain extended
views from their houses

;
it was left for the

dreary Classical architects, at the close of the
last and the coniinenconient of the present
century, to stick their mansions on the top of
some bleak, desolate bill, pleasantly exposed
to the east wind, and unsheltered from the
sun’s rays during the dog days. But the
Dutch and Flemings had every possible reason
for excluding distant vievvs. A vast level tract
of unbroken country, with a aluggi.sh canal
rtowing through it, was not calculated to form
an enlivening prospect from a drawing-room
window, and they consequently took° great
care that there should be no outlet beyond the
pleasant gardens, high-clipped hedges, and
avenues surrounding the domain.
The conservatories, orchid houses, forcing

houses,^ pajmeries, ferneries, and other glass”
covered buildings, which usually form such ugly
adjuncts to our country houses, are, of course,
not to be found in the aucient chateaux of the
Low Countries

;
nor in the chateaux of the

Low Countries do we find other hideous
surroundings of tlie modern country house

;

they liad no gas-works, enirine-hou.se, or steani-
laiuulries to deal with. Whether they would
have found some picturesque treatment for
these hideous adjuncts of a modern country
house we are unable to say, though from the
pretty way in which they treated the various
buildings of the Bas Court, from the beauty of
all old barms, granaries, farm buildings, wind-
mills, and water-mills, they might have hit
upon some means of rendering these buildings
at any rate less disfiguring to their surroundin'^
than they are at the present day.

”

NOTES.
DE LESSEES has made a new

j|

application to the French Govern-
ment to sanction the emission of
a lottery loan for the Panama

Canal. The sum for which he now asks,
A4C ijU W . J.S K

IS 565 million francs, with a farther and un
defined sum for the conversion of some o
the actual debt. If this new Loan is sanctioned
M. de Lesseps states that, “ on the day of th'
opening, in 1890, the Canal will have cost ou.
thousand and five hundred million of francs.
This figure, however, large as it is, by no mean,
represents the total cost at that date, accordin'
to the official statements made from time t!

rime in the Bulletin dxi Canal Intcrocianique
These comprise (I) tlie constituted capital o
300,000,000 francs

; (2) the Loans of 1882, ’83
’84, and ’85, amounting to 629,833,500 francs
(3) the Loans of 1886 and 1887 (issued at 51
and 56 per cent, discount), which amount tc
717,689,000 francs

; (4) the Loans now it
question, amounting to 565,000,000 francs,
making a total of 2,212,522,500 franc?, oi
712,522,500 francs more than the sum now
suited. It is not for us, but for the directors
of the Canal, to explain this unparallelled
discrepancy in their own statements. It is
however, the fact that the rebate or discount
on items 2 and 3 amount, according to the
annual balance-sheets published in the Bulletin,
to 615,657,000 francs. This sum, though not
received in cash, forms as integral a portion of
the responsibilities of the Panama Company
as any item of their capital

;
and the Company-

are under obligations to repay the whole of the
larger sums, which we have calculated from
their own numbers of obligations issued, at
the date specified in the several conditions of
Loan. We wait to see what explanation will
be given_ of a misstatement which could
hardly fail to mislead any public writer
who had not access to the records publishe 1

by the Canal Company. The actif disponible
ou realisable on the 30th of June, 1886,
was 132,388,966 francs. The cash received for
the loans of 1886 and 1887 (less any commis-
sion or banker’s discount not published) was
320,371,180 francs. M. de Lesseps says that
on January 1, 1888, the Company will have on
hand about 110,000,000 francs, making the
expenditure for Eighteen mont^ amount to

b
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342,760,146 francs, T^-hich is equal to

13,710,400?., or nearly 762,000?. per month.

The excavation during the last six months of

1886 amounted to 5,044,000 cubic metres, that

during the first six months of 1887 amounted

to 6,900,000 cubic metres. In July and

August of the present year 1,963,000 cubic

m^itres were returned
;
the cube of September

not having been published in the BuUctvi of

the 2nd inst., which admits a considerable

falling off in the monthly total, owing to ram,

floods, and want of workmen. For the fourteen

months, therefore, the monthly excavation

amounted to nearly a million cubic metres

per month, instead of the three millions

anticipated by M. Charles de Lesseps in

March, 1886 ;
and the cost, on the rough

rule of dividing expenditure by cube of earth-

work, was 15‘24 shillings per cubic metre.

Thus if the excavation yet unfinished be

reduced, as proposed, to forty million cubic

mHres, and if it be executed at the actual

rate of one million per month,
_

three yeara

and four months’ work is requisite for this

alone, bringing us to March, 1891. This,

however, takes no note of the cost and

time required for constructing 12,000 ft.

run of locks, in a country where skilled labourers

are now receiving 26s. per day. And if it be

proposed, as appears to be the case, to run the

canal level from either end until it reaches the

14 kilomHres of mountain, up which it is now

proposed to raise the waterway, it is evident

that the problem is not one of easy solution.

As to the provision for the floods of the

Chagres, the Bulletin of September 2nd last

speaks of the commencement of the dam
between Obispo and Santa Cruz, of which the

last annual report of M. de Lesseps announced

the abandonment.

T
he judgment which Mr. Justice Kekewich

delivered in the case of the Birmingham,

Dudley, and District Banking Company v.

Ross, on Saturday last, will, if it is upheld by

the Court of Appeal, have a material effect

on the administration of the existing law of

light. There is a well-known principle of law

that a man cannot derogate from bis own

grant : so that if A grant a building to B, and

later on an adjoining piece of land to C, the

latter cannot build so as to interfere with the

light of B’s house. In the case to which we
have just referred, the Corporation of Bir-

mingham demised to the plaintiffs’ predecessor

in title a house near a thoroughfare where new
and important buildings were likely to be

erected. They were erected on adjoining land,

demised by the Corporation after that owned

by the plaintiffs, and so obscured the plain-

tiffs’ lights. Mr. Justice Kekewich held

that primarily the above principle ap-

plied, and that the plaintiffs would, under

ordinary’ circumstances, have been entitled

to an injunction, but that the prede-

cessor of the plaintiff in title “ must be taken

to have known what class of buildings were

likely to be erected in a broad street in a com-

mercial town.” Knowing this, the plaintiffs

were held not to he entitled to the relief which

they would otherwise have received. This

decision is in reality entirely a new one in

point of law. It appears to raise many diffi-

culties. For example ; A man buys a house

near a thoroughfare which is afterwards, and
at a considerable distance of time, made an

important street. Is the owner of this house

bound to anticipate this change ? We mention
this as a possible difficulty, and showing the

way in which the case in question may give

rise to trouble. So long as the law of light in

its present state exists we doubt both the

pnictical wisdom and the legal soundness of

this decision. There is also this to be observed,

that the Corporation could have at the time of

selling the house in cpiestion have made an
agreement that a perpetual easement of

light did not go with it. They not having done
so, it seems to ns the purchaser was entitled

to belie%’e that the xrsual easements went with
the building he purchased.

AMONGST the various Bills for which ap-

plication will be made by the Board of

Works in the course of next session there are

none that relate to any metropolitan impro-ye-

ment on an extensive scale
;
such as, for in-

stance, to another Shaftesbury - avenue or

Charing Cross-road. As touching their yet

incompleted project of u direct thoroughfare

from Gray’s lun-road, by the Holborn Town
Hall, through Clerkenwell to Isliugton, the

Board xuean to ask for a two years’ prolonga-

tion of the period, which is at present limited

by their Various Powers Act of 1885. It seems

that, whereas the Home Secretary has approved

of the provision made by the Board for re-

housing the working classes dispossessed in the

region to the south-west of Farringdon-road,

the Board still await Government sanction for

their scheme as in continuation of the route.

They are thus, in effect, hindered from

purchasing more of the property along

Exmouth-street and about Sadler’s Wells.

By the end of this current month the Board

will have deposited with the various local

offices concerned, all statutory plans, sections,

proposals, and the like thereto, in connexion

with their schemes, as follows. It is proposed

to transfer and vest in the Board two plots of

land in St. Giles’s, Camberwell, parish,

whereby approaches may be made to Dulwich

Park from Court-lane and Dulwich Common-
road, and to add the same to the Park which

is already under the Board’s control. Similarly,

an extension of Kenuington Park is contem-

plated, by including therein the piece of land

that now lies between the Park northwards,

and South-place. A recreation-ground for

Lewisham will be provided by the enclosure

and preservation as an open space of certain

lands by the river Ravensbourne, and situated

between Catford Hill and Ladywell. A foot-

bridge will be thrown over the Mid-Kent

railway, which passes through the ground

marked out. At Fulham it is designed to im-

prove the Middlesex approach to new Putney

Bridge by a widening of Church-street. This

involves the demolition of the houses along the

southern side, and from School House-buildings

along tbe northern side, of Church-street to

where it meets the junction of the Hurling-

ham and King’s roads. The Board of Works
for the Poplar District will be called upon to

contribute to the cost and maintenance of a

bridf^e across the Limehouse Cut, with

approach roads in Bromley (St. Leonard’s

parish), at a spot close by the North-Western

and Dock Junction Railway. A new site, it

appears, is chosen for the Thames Tunnel from

Blackwall to Greenwich, somewhat to the

west of that whose construction is sanctioned

by an Act which was obtiiined in tbe session

of this year. The Board again intend to

apply for extended provisions under their Fire

Brigade Act of 1865, with their Loans Act of

1869 ; and for power to inspect and license

houses and other places of public resort used

for stage plays, dances, music, or other enter-

ments.

I
T cannot be said that the Metropolitan Board

of Works has rehabilitated itself in public

opinion by its recent proceedings. What is

called the “ Robertson Scandal ” has been the

main theme of debate. It will be remembered
that in July last the Board, after investigating

the serious charges made against Mr. T. J.

Robertson, principal clerk in the Estates office

of the Superintending Architect’s Department,

came to the conclusion that he was deserving

of censure. Incidentally arising out of these

charges against Mr. Robertson, imputations,

more or less vague, were made against tbe

Board itself,—or a section of the Board, at

any rate
;

and the Board, in ans’wer to

these imputations, took the very singular

course of appointing itself as its own com-
mittee to inquire into its own conduct.

This inquiry, as might have been expected, led

to nothing,—partly, as is alleged by the critics

of the Board, because the Board could not

compel witnesses to come forward, and because

the evidence given by such witnesses would
not be privileged, as evidence given before a

Parliamentary Committee or a Royal Commis-
sion would be. The Board adjourned for the

recess, and the matter slept for a time
;
but

one of the first acts of the Works and General

Purposes Committee, after the recess, was to

[Nov. 26, 1887.

bring up a report recommending that “ no
further action be tiiken in relation to the-

vote of censure passed by the Board upon

Mr. Robertson in July lust.” This was met
by an amendment that “ Mr. Robertson’s

engagement with the Board be terminated at

the earliest period practicable.” The amend-

ment was lost, but only by three votes,,

and a further amendment, confirming the

censure, was carried by a large majority..

At the last meeting of the Board, a reso-

lution was carried recommending that Mr.
Robertson be removed from the Superintending

Architect’s department, and referring it to the-

Works and General Purposes Committee to-

consider to what position he should be trans-

ferred . At the same meeting a resolution was-

passed to the effect that if the Home Secretary

or the Government cared to call for an indepen-

dent public inquiry into the proceedings of the-

Board, the Board would give every facility for

the bolding of such inquiry. We hope that such

an inquiry wHl be held, and that it will be

thorough and exhaustive, for the Board and
its officers ought to be placed above suspicion.

I
T appears from a report by Mr. Wm. Crookes,

Professor Odliag, and Dr. C. Meymott
Tidy, that the water supply of London during,

the month ending October 31st was of ex-

ceptional purity, as it had been during the

three preceding months. During the months of

July, August, and September the mean pro-

portion of organic carbon in the water ob-

tained from the Thames was 0136 part m
100,000 parts of water, or less than one quarter-

of a grain per gallon. The supply dviring the

past mouth was found to be practically identical

with that of the preceding months ;
all the

samples examined, whether derived from the

Thames or the river Lea, were free from tur-

bidity, and unexceptionable as regards colour.

The public are warned that they must not

expect this high standard to be maintained

during the coming rainy season. The average-

degree of hardness was 13'19 degrees.

qiR GILBERT SCOTT’S design of thfr

0 University Buildings in Glasgow, his-

largest secular work in Scotland, has now been-

completely carried out by the addition of the-

spire to the great central tower. Sir Gilbert’s

largest ecclesiastical work, the Cathedral

Church of St. Mary, in Edinburgh, is im-

perfect as regards the two western spires and

the chapter - house, which remain unbuilt.

Dean Montgomery is exerting himself with a

view to raising a fund to meet the cost oF

erecting the spires. This work, if carried out,,

will give to the church a marked individuality

not only in the city, but as regards the whole of

Scotland, there being no ecclesiastical edifice

north of the Tweed having three towers or

spires. Glasgow Cathedral did, of old, possess-

three such features, but the central spire only

now remains.

The
value of sea-’w^ater as a sanitary agent-

is well known
;
for the flushing of drains-

and watering streets it is invaluable
;
and its

use in the form of hot baths is of great

benefit in many complaints. Such being the-'

case, it is a somewhat remarkable circumstance-

1

that greater use has not been made of the

'

inexhaustible supply where it is available..^

North Shields is one of the very few places

which have been quoted as using salt-water

for flushing purposes, and, we understand, with I

the most satisfactory results from a sanitary

'

point of view. The matter has been taken up
|

by certain members of the Edinburgh Town i

Council with a view to the introduction of a

plentiful supply of sea-’water into the city, and i

we have no doubt that if the object is attained <

a great boon will be conferred upon the-

citizens.

E are desirous to give increased publicity,

to the following memorandum in thei

Journal of Proceedinrjs of the Institute of.

Architects :

—

“ A prize of ten guineas for the encouragement

of the study of stereotomy,—offered by the Presi-

dent of the Institute and three other members of the

Council,
—

will be given next year to the candidate’
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who BubmitiS the best working drawings and model
of ‘Vaulting at an Angle of a Cloister.’ The
model.s will have to be oonstructed, probably, in the
rooms of the Institute, and in the presence of mode-
rators appointed by the Council. The competition
is an open one, but, obviously, only those who have
had previous instruction in the science of masonry
will stand any chance of obtaining the prize.
Mr. Harvoy has therefore arranged to open a special
class this December, which, he states, is to be
limited to eixteen pupils. Thanks, however, to
him, thoro are now other young architects in this
country competent to give instruction in the science
of masonry, and other classes of instruction may be
held, if the applications to attend Mr. Harvey’s
special class exceed, as will probably be the case, the
limit of sixteen which he has fixed. Moreover, all
students of masonry will do well to read the paper
by the late Professor Willis, F.R.S., on ‘The Con-
struction of the Vaults of the Middle Ages,’ in the
Tramactions, 1842.”

Mr. Lawrence Harvey’s attainments in regard
to the cliiss of subject referred to, and his
success in. teaching it, have been frequently
referred to in our columns. We are glad also
to see that the solid learning and merit of
Professor Willis’s brilliant essay are not for-
gotten by the present generation.

A N appeal is made for funds for the repair
of Fairford Church, Gloucestershire, for

which the large sum of 3,000Z. (large in relation
to the size of the church) is required, of which
sum about 700^. have been obtained from the
parishioners of Fairford and their friends. It
IS expressly declared that no attempt will be
made to “ restore ” the damage and decay from
which the stained glass has suflered, whether
from the action of the atmosphere or at the
hands of iconoclasts. It is stated that the
windows require re-leading and the roof imme-
diate repair for the safety and preservation of
the church. The re-leading of the windows
will be done upon the spot, and only one light
will be undertaken at a time. When fragments
of glass are obviously misplaced they will be
replaced in their original position by the aid of
the late Rev. J. G. Joyce’s monograph, read
before the Bristol and Gloucester Archa3ological
Society in 1878. No portion of a face or
landscape whicli is missing will be replaced
otherwise than by white glass

;
the fold of a

robe, however, it is suggested, may be supplied
by an unmistakable wash of colour on the
white ghvss. The committee will have the
assistance of Mr. T. Gambler Parry in dealing
with the windows, and every effort will, it is

stated, be made to preserve the glass in situ.

The estimated cost of the repairs to the
windows alone (with the necessary con-
tingencies) amounts to 1,000Z. Mr. F. S.
Waller, of Gloucester, is the architect for the
proposed works.

/^APTAIN MONRO, her Majesty’s Inspector

_

of Constabulary, has intimated to the
Edinburgh City Authorities his intention to
report that he considers the central police
establishment defective in its arrangements
and accommodation. There are certainly
good grounds for Captain Monro adopting such
a course, although it is hard upon the Corpora-
tion that they should be called upon to over-
haul a building the execution of which was
placed in the hands of the architect of the
Board of Works (the late Mr. Nixon) so as to
avoid the probability of what has now taken
place. The building was erected about thirty
years ago, and is most defective as regards
planning. The police-court room, and the
accommodation provided for witnesses, are such
as to entail great hardship upon persons of
respectability who, from no fault of their own,
are compelled to enter the premises. The
building is neither admirable without nor
within, and it would, in the long run, prove
the truest economy to make a clean sweep of it

and erect entirely new premises either on the
present or another site.

Mr. AISIBROSE M. POYNTER, son of
Mr. E. J. Poynter, R.A., has recently

translated for private circulation Dr. Pietro
Saccardo’s report on the principal works
executed to the basilica of St. M.ark at Venice
during the year 1885, and proposals for
additional works to be carried out in the year
1886, to which we referred at length a year
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ago {Builder, Dec. 4, 1886, p. 796). The
report was reprinted in the publication called
the Archivio Veneto, Series 11., vol. xxxii
pt. ii., 1886. With regard to the works for
the year 1886, the report concludes,—“We have
before all to complete the repair of the
principal facade in tt»e last arches to the right
with which is connected the substitution of the
antique slabs of marble on the south front as
a work embraced by the same project and the
same ministerial sanction. In tlie interior of
this part the Capella Zeno has, of course, to be
completed with the restoration of the’ semi-
circular part, very much decayed through the
saltness of the air, and with the re-applfcation
of the slabs wanting to the rest of the walls
Besides these- there still remain to be applied'
as has been said, a few pieces of the antique
mosaics of the vault

; and that of the semi-
dome ought to be taken down and replaced
preserving the two angels and remakin" the
figures of the Virgin with the Child, as they are
now reduced to a mere blot of very bad
restoration. For the model, not beinc» able
to count on the existing figure for an ap'iiroxi-
mate reproduction, we shall have recourse
to one similarly designed that exists in the
semi-dome of the cathedral at Torcello, takincr
advantage of the scaffolding that is now there
to make a tracing.

. . . Turning to the exterior
we find that the lead covering of a part of the
roof and of the cupola is in want of renovation.
In this last it will be advisable to make use of
old sheets of lead in the parts which are visible
from below in order to preserve their antique
and picturesque aspect. The walls of the three
lunettes above the facade have still to be
restored, and the gables that belong to them
with their decorations in marble, as well as the
two pinnacles placed between them.” It may
be assumed that the whole of these works have
by this time been c.arried out, and, as will be
seen, a part consists of a restoration of a restora-
tion.

DY an order of the Ministry of Public
Instruction of Fine Arts, published in

the Journal Offi,ciel of November 20th, the
‘ Service des Monuments Historiques,” which
has since 1879 had possession of the east win"
of the Trocadtiro Palace for the establishment
of a Museum of comparative Sculpture, is
authorised to take possession of the west win"'
also, to give a further development to the
museum, which will be indispensable in order
to complete the series of works by French
sculptors.

TN the Edinburgh Dean of Guild Court, held
on the 17th in.st., plans for the rebuilding

of Newsome’s Circus,—recently destroyed by
fire,—were approved of. The new building
will accommodate about 3,000 persons, and will
cost about 5,000Z. Noncombiistible materials
are to be used in every instance where prac-
ticable, and the seating is to be coated with
asbestos paint. The general feature inside is
an amphitheatre where no part of the audience
will be over another except at the main
entrance, where a small gallery is to be placed.
In the event of a panic no less than eight
separate exits will be available. An endeavour
is to be made to push forward the construction
of the building so that it may be ready for the
Christmas holidays. This hasty mode of con-
struction often leads to imperfectly-executed
work, and is the cause of many of the mishaps
which occur.

^

WE are very glad to find that between the” liberality of the British School at
Athens and that of the President of the
Institute of Architects, who have each con-
tributed 50/., there is a travelling studentship
in Greek archeology worth 100/. to be com-
peted for.^ It is not very clear whether the
studentship is to be regarded as in connexion
with the Institute or with the School at
Athens

;
the latter proposed, the Institute is

the authority to be applied to for particulars,
so we presume it is a joint matter between the
two Institutions

;
but the position is not very

clearly defined iu the note in the Journal of
Proceedings, except that the terms and con-
ditions are to be obtained “ only at the office
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of the Institute.” The selected student will
probably have to start for Athens early in
January, and there hold himself at the disposal
of Mr. Ernest Gardner, the Director of the
British School.

^HE manager of the Donegal Industrial
-L Fund, established to encourage Irish
Industries, having invited us to look at some
specimens of the work lately produced by
distressed Irish ladies and by Irish peiisants,
we have visited the depot of the Fund at 43,
Wigmore-street, and examined a small collection
of portiires, curtains, and other embroidered
and lace fabrics, which exhibit excellent
taste and skill, and look as if they ought
to be exceedingly durable. The mate-
rials used are, almost without exception, of
vegetable origin, and chiefly flax dyed with
vegetable dyes to a variety of pleasant, soft, or
sober colours. The designs are well drawn, and
exhibit a very judicious restraint, and consider-
able knowledge and skill in the combination and
distribution of forms and colours. The mate-
rial hiia, unavoidably, a somewhat hard and
coarse look when closely examined

; and the
majority of the ornamental patterns, founded
on Celtic originals, appear a little coarse and
barbarous beside themore delicate ones imitated
from Italian work

; but if the two are not seen
together this objection is not apparent, and the
simple vigour and conventional forms of the
earlier style are in themselves very pleasing.

^HE cities of the Lombard plain, between
Brescia on the east and Vercelli on the

west, possess supremely fine examples of two.
schools of architecture, the brick and terra-cotta
of the thirteenth, fourteenth, and fifteenth cen-
turies, and the Early Renaissance or Bramante
school. The Tower of Chiaravalle, the little

facade of the Church of St. M.aria in Istrada
at Mouza, and the Certosa of Pavia, are three
notable examples of the former. The sacristy
of St. Satiro at Milan, the Churches of S. M.
Incoronata at Lodi and Pavia, and the parish
churclies of Saronno and Busto Arsizio are the
finest examples of the latter. Lovers of archi-
tecture and the allied arts travelling in Italy
often miss seeing these and other important
but comparatively out-of-the-way works of
art, for want of having their importance duly
insisted upon in the usual guide-books. “Como
and Italian Lake-Land,” * by the Rev. T. W. M.
Lund, though not a guide-book in form, is such
in fact, with this further advantage, that it is
evidently written by a man of taste and
learning. It covers all the artistically im-
portant part of Lombardy, as well as the
district named in the title. Intending travel-
lers will do well to bear its existence in mind.

^FHE article on “ Architecture ” in the “British
-L Almanac and Companion for 1888,” is a.

forcible and well-written sketch of the archi-
tectural work of the year, accompanied by
some sensible and outspoken criticism on.
various points, concerning most of which we
have already expressed ourselves to pretty
much the same effect. The writer is au
advocate of progress and an opponent of
copyism, in which also we are with him.

have received from Messrs. Josiab
II Wedgwood & Sons a very elaborate

illustrated catalogue of their tile ' designs for
floors and walls. The reputation of this firm
is, of course, historical, and we have no doubt
the tiles are of excellent quality

; but as they
invite our criticism we cannot help expressing
our surprise that manufacturers whose name
h.as been connected with so much artistic work
in the past should not have made more effort
than appears here towards the production of
what could be truly culled artistic designs,
instead of mere patterns on the old well-worn
lines of squares and cross checquers and
diamonds. Of course, it is necessary to have
a certain number of easily-executed designs
which will not be too costly for ordinary work;
and the makers may say, no doubt, that the
real object of a iwttern-book is to show how
every-day demands may be supplied. We find,
however, little or nothing beyond this every-

* Loadon : W. H. Allen & Co. 1837.
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day quality. We have no positive objection

to make against the designs, unless with regard

to the colour of some of them (No. 169a, for

instance, one of the largest illustrations, is a

very crude and harsh combination of predomi-

nating greens and reds)
;
our complaint is that

they are entirely uninteresting, and show no

thought, invention, or feeling for artistic effect

in the higher sense. To arrange bands and

squares crossing each other, with different

arrangements of squares and lozenges for tilling

in the centre, is a kind of thing that a child

can do if you give him the pieces to put to-

gether
;
and among all the floor patterns we

cannot see a single one of which we can feel that

we would desire to lay our floor with for the

pleasure of seeing it. All that can be said is

that they are neat and more or less effective,

and will “ do ” very well for their purpose.

But surely something more may be done even

with machine - made tiles than this. The

designers came rather near evolving something

in Nos. 171a and 173a; but they cannot

escape from the mere Juxtaposition of alter-

nating arrangements of squares, &c. A study

of such designs as those of the Arabic school

might have suggested the step further in in-

vention and contrivance which would have

removed these from the category of “ patterns
”

to that of “ designs.”

EOYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH
ARCHITECTS.

The second ordinary meeting of this Institute

for the present session was held on Monday
evening last, Mr. Edward I’Anson, F.G.S.

(President) in the chair.

OiJ(s to the Library.

Mr. J. Macvicar Anderson (Hon. Sec.) said it

was not customary at the ordinary meetings to

put forward presentations, but two gifts which
had just come into their possession were of snch

special interest that he wished at once to

acknowledge them. The first was a chronio-

lithographic view of the Tower Bridge, sent by
direction of Mr. George Shaw, Chairman of the

Bridge House Estates Committee of the Cor-

poration of London. Considering that this was
one of the last works of the late Sir Horace
Jones, Past-President, it possessed exceptional

interest for the members of the Institute.

The other presentation was “ Architectural

Drawing.” by Mr. R. Phene Spiers, any work
emanating from whom on such a subject must
be of considerable value aud interest.

Mr. Charles Fowler drew attention to a

donation to the library which would be made
in the course of a day or two. It had occurred
to him that the Regulations of the Metro-
politan Board of Works, on the various

matters concerning buildings, did not exist in

the library in a collected form. lie had,

therefore, asked the Superintending Architect

to kindly furnish him, for the library, with a

copy of the Regulations, and had obtained
them in duplicate. These, he believed, would
be more particularly useful to the younger
members who were thinking of passing the
District Surveyor’s Examination.

Mr. C. .1. Phipps, F.S..i., remarked that the
Regulations were very illusory. When they
had followed every line of them it would be
found that the Building Act Committee of the
Board wished a great many things more.
In fact, they were not of the slightest value
(laughter).

The School of Athens.

The President drew attention to the fact that
the School of Athens had invited students to

come there and study for four months, the
only condition being that they should be pre-
pared to assist in the excavations. The School
was prepared to contribute 501. towards the
expenses of any student who desired to avail
himself of the invitation, and the Institute was
prepared to add another 50L Application should
be made before the 10th proximo to the Hon.
Secs, of the Institute. There was only one
studentship at present.

Mr. Macvicar Anderson said he must correct
the President in one particular. The Institute
was unable to contribute the 50Z., but Mr.
T' Anson himself had liberally offered to find
the additional oOI. out of his own pocket
(applause).

B^iilding and Decorath'e Stones of Egypt.

Mr. W. Brindley, F.R.M.S., read a paper on

“Building and Decorative Stones of Egypt,”

of which the following is an abstract :

—

Limestones .—The Egyptian quarries, which

played an important part in the architectural

history not only of Egypt but of the ancient

Roman Empire, were nearly all on the east

side of the Nile. The Pyramids being the

most ancient and impressive remains, the

author commenced by considering the material

used in their construction. There had origi-

nally been seventy, of which twenty still

existed. Much of the stone used was a

nummulitic limestone, quarried on the spot in

cubical blocks and built in steps. The triangular

casing was a fine cream-coloured magnesian

limestone, quarried at Toora and Masarah, and

all cut out of the solid rock to the size

required. Except in a few lower ones recently

unearthed, these stones had all been used to

build modern Cairo. A fragment shown by
Mr. Brindley, which had the vortical aud hori-

zontal joints (giving the angle correctly),

showed the surface wear of 4,000 years, with

the original tooling of the joints. No stone

could have worn better. The quarries imme-
diately behind Thebes were of fine limestone,

to which the Egyptians were very partial for

sarcophagi and small sculptures, owing to the

extreme fineness of the grain. It was like

close chalk, only much harder and of warmer
colour, and occasionally contained brown flints.

Sandstones .—Next in importance sandstone

had been mostly used for the building of

temples. It was of a warm grey colour with

fine texture. The quarries, which were at

Silsileb, consisted of extensive grottoes and open

spaces, where the workmen had followed the

best beds, cutting out the blocks with the

greatest care and tooling them on the spot.

They were then floated down the Nile on rafts.

These stones were usually set dry, the finished

faces afterwards being coated with stucco, in

some cases hardened with albumen or gum, to

receive colour decoration.

G-ranites .—The famous granite rocks of Syeno
formed part of the igneous range running
parallel with the Red Sea. The ancient quarries

were in the Eastern Desert, about two miles

from Assouan (the ancient Syene) and very ex-

tensive, but the deepest not exceeding 80 ft.

In the first was the so-called unfinished obelisk,

which was a dressed mass of rock attached on

the bottom bed and back to the parent rock
;

the length was 95 ft. and the width 11 ft. It

had a series of transverse outs on the top bed,

indicating blocks for sarcophagi. Mr. Brindley

had come to the conclusion that it was not an
obelisk, but a bed of stone, dressed by a gang
of task-workmen or convicts, to be cut up into

sarcophagi, and that it was work of the Roman
period.

Mans Claudianus .—The grey granite “ Lapis

Psaronius ” (spotted like a starling) had been
extensively used in Rome for the Foi’um of

Trajan and the monolith pillars of the Pantheon.
The quarries, which appear to have been worked
only by the Romans, were near the porphyry
quarries between the Red Sea and the Nile,

and ruins of workmen’s huts, a temple of the

Roman era, aud monastic buildings of a later

date still existed there. They appear to have
been worked only by the Romans. Mr. Floyer,

in a letter to the author, states that pillars,

59 ft. by 8 ft. 6 in. diameter, accurately wrought,
were still in the quarries. In history tVey were
called the quarries of Mods Claudianus, but
must have been worked previously to that period
as they had been used for the Pantheon.

Durability of Granites .—The granites and
syenites of Egypt had not worn well, compared
with some inferior stones. The decay was
chiefly from the peeling off of the polished

surface. Patches, a few feet square and about
an inch in thickness, all loose and ready to drop
off at the slightest touch, were to be seen. The
great polished blocks in the Temple of the
Sphinx appeared generally sound, but if tapped
with the rule sounded hollow, and the obelisks

at Karnac were peeling. It should, therefore,

be remembered with regard to our Cleopatra’s
Needle that we had not received it sound.

Jrnperial Porphyry .—The ancient Egyptians
appeared never to have discovered their most
beautiful stones; this bad been done by the
Romans, whose men of science had not neg-
lected even places most difficult of access. For
example, a noble red purple stone had been

[

found on the summit of a desolate mountain
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4,000 ft. high and 100 miles from habitations.

A colony was established of thousands of work-

men, who received their provisions from the

Nile, stations being built, wells sunk, and hnts

erected on the route. This route Mr. Brindley

and his wife had journeyed over on camels

from Keneb, for thirteen days, in order to

:

visit the quarries.* The Bedouins in whose

charge they had been were most trustworthy,

and far more intelligent than is generally

credited, having been most useful in Mr.

Brindley’s researches. The quarries were on i

Gebel Duchar (the mountain of smoke), which I

rose abruptly out of the plain in the shape of

a long horseshoe ;
the valley between contain-

;

ing a small town, wel's, and reservoir's, with a

:

temple, in pink granite, of small dimensions.

:

In addition to many ordinary roads and foot-

.

paths there existed the remains of two grand i

block roads, with piers at the sides for lowering
;

stupendous blocks by means of ropes. The
porphyry was in masses, some 120 ft. wide,

while many of the choicest varieties were only

about 10 ft. wide, and appeared to have been up-

heaved through a mass of granite and blackshaley

trap rock, the granite being burnt apparently

through the heat of the porphyry. The whole

mass appeared of fairly uniform texture, buti

some of the obtrusive parts were very different,’

being volcanic worn maseea of variously-tinted

porphyry boulders embedded in a purple

felsite paste. This gloriously coloured stonei

was the only one in the scale of colour thei

Romans lacked, and it had never become a

commercial material, having been Imperial:

from the first, and worked only by and for thei

State. There still existed about 300 monolith

porphyry pillars in Europe, and the stone wasi

to be found in Asia as far as Baalbeo andi

Palmyra. In all cases it still retained itst

freshness of colour, proving beyond a doubt itsl

dm ability. The Romans had evinced greatt

partiality to porphyry for sarcophagi. That
of Nero was the first mentioned, and the largest;

known to exist were those of Helena and Cou-i

stantia, the mother and daughter of Conetan'K

tine the Great, now in the Vatican. A roomt

named the “ Porphyrea ” in the Imperial;

Palace at Constantinople had been lined with!

porphyry brought from Rome by Constantine j

and in the reception-hall of that palace there

had been a large porphyry slab under a baldac-i

chino, on which the Emperor stood at great;

festivals. What with Christian conquerors at

Constantinople and Doge Dandolo little now
remained. The most important monument
erected by Constantine was the column 100 ftl

high, built with eight cylindrical pieces, each

11 ft. long, and this was still standing, although

damaged by fire and earthquake.
Opits Alexandrinuyn .—A great quantity oii

precious porphyry had been cut up for pave'-

ments in early Christian times. Some of thet

circular plaques were very large, one in St:

Peter’s being 8 ft. 6 in. across. According tci

Dr. Schneider, Prince Charles of Prussia hadi

formed the most famous collection of ancient

porphyry works of art, including a colossal;

statue of Minerva and a grand pavement ok

opus Alexandrinum, brought from Ravennai

Amongst the works in porphyry in this country

might be mentioned the plaques aud pavement
to the royal tombs in Westminster Abbey and

the pavement under “ Becket’s crown” at;

Canterbury. The South Kensington Museum'

contained some very beautiful examples ol

Renaissance and French work, and the British

Museum some of the Byzantine period.

3Iarble Verde Augustus .—This was a green

serpentine, and was called by other nameE^

according to the variations of the markings. II

had been used by the Egyptians for small figuren

and by the Romans for articles of vertu. M
the desert at Diu Station there had been work-

shops for small articles in porphyry and thie

serpentine. Mr. Mitchell, the geologist, hac

found it in an adjoining mountain while making

his interesting collection of rock specimens oi

the Red Sea formation, which is now part ol‘

the new museum at Cairo.

Oriental Alabaster.—The lapis onyx or marma
Arabicum of the ancients was called onyr

owing to its semi-transparency, like the fingers

nails. A number of old quarries had been;.*

discovered, and those near Benis-ooef had beeDill

re-worked for the great mosque of Mohamedl,

Ali at Cairo. Alabaster was a favourite mateVt

rial with the Egyptians and Greeks, taking itfi.|

name from the vessels for perfumed ungents; ;

• See accoont of this journey in the Builder for "Sfl

12th inst., p. I
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jailed “ alabaetrii,” and was for domestic pur-
30868 and tbe interior decoration of temples, as
fvell as for 8col[)ture and sarcophagi. The
grandest sarcophagus yet discovered was that
n the Soane Museum. Egyptian alabaster was
isually white and yellow, with occasional thiu
narkings of red and purple. Alabaster had
seen used by the Romans and Greeks for every
ieacription of <lecorative work.
Breccia Verde.—This was a very beautiful and

*are marble conglomerate, found only in Egypt,
rhe general colour was greenish, duo to the
quantity of green granite boulders, in addition
;o which wore pieces of porphyry, red jasper,
jroen felspar, different kinds of slatey rock and
ierpentinu ; the whole being cemented together

3y a greenish silicious paste. The quarries
lad been known and worked by the ancient
Egyptians and were situated at Hammamat.
riiero was a considerable quantity in Rome
ind Constantinople obtained during the Roman
jccupation, and during the Renaissance period
nuch old material had been cut up for orna-
nental purposes by the French and Italians.
The various Anathites. — Dionites, felsites,

ind all similar very hard stones, used for
iculpturo and mtimmy cases, were all dykes or
ntrusive veins formed in the igneous rocks at
lyene and in the Eastern desert.

Gems and Ornamental Stones .—The Egyptians
lad been great lapidaries, and used nearly every
lort of gem stone known to us, except the
liamond, ruby, and sapphire. The emerald
nines at Gebol Zabara bad been worked from
larly times down to that of Mahommed AH

;

he gold mines were at Gebel Allakee, south of
Lssouan, and copper was obtained near the
"Orphyry quarries.

Quarrying and working hard Stones.—Mr.
Irindley was of opinion that the Egyptian
aethods were precisely the same as our own
rero up to a few years ago, viz. :—heavy pick
ools for scrubble dressing and making holes
or wedges, the blooks being split with metal
redges; dressing masonry surfaces with large
nd small picks ; then rubbing down with flat

tone rubbers and sand j and flnishing with
ronzo or copper rubbers and emery powder,
’he wedge holes, plentiful enough in the granite
nd porphyry quarries, were the same as ours,
ome Egyptologists thought they had discovered
he resultsof gem-stone drills and saws by a few
oles and slabs being striated, but a piece of
ranite (exhibited) bored with a copper tube
nd coarse emery powder produced the same
ssnlt as found in Egypt, while Dr. Schliemann
ad told the author that he thought the stone
ammer-heads of pre-historic times were bored
dth wood and emery powder.
In tbe discussion which followed,
Mr. Waterhouse, R.A., in proposing a vote of
lanks to Mr. Brindley, remarked th^at he had
Iways considered porphyry was to building
laterials what the diamond was to other gems. It

ad hitherto been out of the reach of the ordi-
ary architect, but he hoped Mr. Brindley
ould toll them something about the re-opening
i the old quarries for the benefit of tbe jiresent
ud future generations.
Mr. Aitchiaon, A.R.A., seconded the vote of
lanks. Mr. Waterhouse’s remarks as to
orphyry were perfectly true, and he was
traid that although the quarries were re-

3ened, it would not be available at a much
•wer rate than before. Even when landed on
le shores of England it was a desperately
ird material to cut, and would consequently
3 still very costly. He had had little oppor-
inity of using porphyry, but what he had
3ed had generally cost at the rate of 5i. per
'Ot super., and that J in. thick. He had used
occasionally for slabs and pavements, much
the same way, but on a smaller scale, as it

luld be seen at Rome and elsewhere. The
lus Alexandrinum, he believed, was so termed
)t because it came from Alexandria, but
icauso it was patronised by Alexander Severus.
any of the marbles, granites, and porphyries
ere magnificent materials for ornamenting the
teriors of buildings, and porphyry had the
iculiar advantage of becoming more and more
jliabed by tbe agency of the trafiic over it.

ard materials generally would polish under
e heaviest traffic, and some of the hardest
anite laid down in the streets of London bad
id to be removed because it became too highly
dished, and consequently very slippery.
>mc years ago, when he was at the St. Katha-
ae’s Docks, he found the staircases of the
trehouses so polished by the continual
nning up and down of the labourers, that it

had to be roughed every few years to prevent
people slipping.

Mr. R. Phene Spiers, F.S.A., said that one of

the most interesting points referred to by Mr.
Brindley was the extraordinary preservation of

the materials in Egyg^ and it was impossible
for those who lived m this damp climate to

understand what a great element of destruc-
tion moisture was. Mr. Brindley had referred
to tbe action of intense heat and cold on
granite, but bo (the speaker) had no idea that
so much destruction of stone and granite sur-

faces could be produced without moisture. As
an instance of the extraordinary preservation
of materials, he might note one of the rock
tombs standing opposite the Island of Philm,
with an inscription which, though it appeared
to be of modern date, was really of the time
of Ramoses the Great.

Mr. Aitchison asked Mr. Brindley, in his

reply, to say if anything was known as to
where the porphyry enrichments of the tombs
in Westminster Abbey had come from.

Mr. Topley, F.G.S., of the Royal School of
Mines, said that Mr. Brindley had correctly
asserted that alternations of heat and cold had
as much effect in the disintegration of rocks as
moisture had. The great agency of water in

northern climes was by its freezing and
expanding with enormous force, and thus
breaking off the rocks. What happened in

dry climates was precisely the same, but from
an opposite cause. The great alternations of
temperature between day and night acted so
strongly in the contraction and expansion of
rocks that they broke off as rapidly from the
action of extreme heat as they did from intense
cold. So much was that the case that he had
been told that travellers in Arabia were some-
times woke during the night by a cracking all

round, due to the contraction of the rocks
which had been expanded during the daytime.
An interesting question had been raised by
Mr. Brindley as to the composition of the
rook he had referred to as being red porphyry.
Several papers had been written on the subject,
but it was evident that the writers of them
had examined the rook only in small pieces,
and had not had the opportunity now afforded
of seeing such large slabs. It bad been spoken
of as Breccia, and the first glance would lead
one to think it was, but it would be well to have
a further examination made of the larger
specimens. Mr. Brindley had referred to the
mosques near Cairo, but nothing had been said
about the most wonderful mosque of all, viz.,

that of Cordova, which contained some 1,200 or
1,300 columns brought from all parts of the
Mediterranean.
Mr. T. Graham Jackson, M.A., considered

that Mr. Brindley was practically the re-

discoverer of those porphyry beds, but whether
it would become a material to be used by archi-
tects remained to be seen. If porphyry and
green serpentine could be in any way brought
within the compass of ordinary means it would
be a very great aid to the development of
schemes of permanent decoration.

Mr. Freeman (Penryn) believed that some of
the hieroglyphics showed the means used by
the ancient Egyptians for transporting large
blocks, but lie was not awai’e that there was
any indication of the way in which the masses
of rock were detached. The method of cutting
up a detached block was comparatively simple,
but we had no knowledge of the ancients
having had any explosive power. He believed
that of late years great advances had been
made in the working of those very hard
materials, which would tend to introduce the
much greater use of porphyry. There were
now processes of sawing the porphyry and
granite, by which as much work could be done
in one hour as used in the olden times to occupy
two days.

The vote of thanks was then put and carried
with applause.

Mr. Brindley, in replying, stated that the
ancient quarries of porphyry were situated
about 100 miles from the Nile, and about
twenty-two geographical miles from the coast.

From the quarries to the coast there was a
gentle incline all the way, and the district was
now being surveyed for him. There were
hieroglyphics and sculptures in tbe quarries
which showed the ancient methods of drawing
by oxen and slaves. With regard to the re-

,

working of the quarries, he hoped to be able to
;

ship the stone at the port of Myoshomus, and
bring it to London rid the Suez Canal, selling

it here for about 3Z. per foot cube. Hitherto

he had had to pay 81. per foot cube. He
possessed a column for which he bad refused
7001., but he was afraid now he would have to
Lake less for it. He had received a piece of
porphyry bored at Mr. Freeman’s Granite Mills
in Cornwall at the extremely rapid rate of 4 in.

per hour. The serjientine should not be con-
founded with the English serpentine, or with
that of the Italians. The latter was used with
red porphyry, which came a few miles from
SiJarta, in Laconia. Its component parts were
the same as those of the other porphyry, with a
little colouring matter. As to the porphyry in
Westminster Abbey, it was recorded that certain
Italian workmen brought their materials with
them, and the chips found in the Chapter-house
were those which were knocked off. Ho was
not the first discoverer of tbe quarries in modern
times. Burton visited the quarries about
1832, and shortly after Sir Gardner Wilkinson
wrote an interesting account of them, but did
not bring away any chips. Lepsius had also
visited the quarries, but the man who had done
most was Schweinfiirth, who had carefully sur-
veyed and mapped the district.

APPRENTICESHIP AND TECHNICAL
EDUCATION,*

Until the present time there have been,—at
least in the majority of mechanical trades,

—

only two recognised kinds of apprenticeship.
In one tbe apprentice, entering at about four-
teen yeai’s of age, served his seven years as a
workman, receiving for his work practically
nothing beyond instruction in his trade, save a
small pittance for his weekly maintenance,
which may be taken to represent the modem
equivalent of the board and lodging which in

olden times the master gave his apprentice in

his own house. In the other the young man is

received into the works at the age of eighteen
or nineteen as a premium pupil, to serve an
apprenticeship of a very different and often
very unsatisfactory kind.

But now, it would seem, there is a third sort
of apprenticeship arising, in which the technical
college or school plays a part

j
the work of the

technical school or college being either pre-
paratory or supplementary to the commercial
apprenticeship in the shops. This remark
must not bo misunderstood. It is true that in

France, and, to some extent, in Germany and
elsewhere, a fourth kind of apprenticeship has
been attempted, namely, one in which a train-

ing wholly within the walls of a college or
school was substituted, or supposed to be sub-
stituted, in tbe place of an indnstrial appren-
ticeship. There is no need to refer to this

matter in detail, because this kind of training
does not exist in England, nor does it seem as
if such would ever meet the requirements of

British industries.

Assuredly, that is not the aim of tho
few existing British technical colleges and
schools; they aim to supplement, not to super-
sede, the actual experience of the shops.
The writer can answer for it that no
Finsbury student imagines that the work
of the College can super.sede the work of

the shops. In the case of the day students,

they know full well that their work is but
preparatory

;
in the case of the evening students

that their work is only supplementary-. It is

really a great gain to the members of the teach-
ing staff that they come into contact with both
kinds of student. It helps to preserve the
balance in tbe character of the teaching, that
it shall neither grow, on the one hand, too
theoretical, nor yet, on the other, degenerate
into merely teaching that which can be better
taught in the shops.

There are, indeed, other ways in which
technical teaching and industrial experience can
be combined, as, for example, the way that has
been followed out for some six or seven years
with marked success in the Engineering Depart-
ment of the University College of Bristol.

That institution has induced a number of local

engineering firms to enter into an arrangement
whereby the engineering students spend the
six winter months only at the college, and the
six summer months in the works; the course
extending over about three years. Of course
these students enter works as premium pupils,

not as working apprentices.

* From a paoer read by Professor Silvanos P.
Thompson, Principal of th» City and Guilds’ Technical
College, Fiasbury. at a Conference on Technical Instruc-
tion, held Norember 5th, 1887;
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The aim of the Finsbiiry College differa dis-

tinctlv in this, that ita two years’ course is

designed to obviate the subsequent payment of

a premium, and to enable the student when, at

the age of about seventeen, he enters the works,

to take his place there as a working apprentice

the same as if he had been already apprenticed

there for three years. This is, therefore, an

attempt to create a modified apprenticeship

lasting not more than five years, wherein the

College course takes the first two years and the

shops the last three. The success of the system

has certainly surpassed the expectation. There

now are, and their number is certain to increase,

a few masters who, when they take an appren-

tice for a term of five or six years, expressly

stipulate that they shall send their apprentice

to the Finsbmy Technical College for the

first two years. In some cases they pay
the fees for the apprentice. Perhaps the

time will come when the parent who
apprentices the boy wdl on his part insist that

the master shall send the apprentice for the

first two years for a preliminary technical

training. Many parents of small means do not

qnite like to take the responsibility of sending

their boys for two years to a technical school

or college on the chance that at the end of that

time they may be able to find a master willing

to take them for a shortened apprenticeship of

only three years. Amongst our day students

we have, as remarked above, a few who are

actnally apprenticed. One well-known electric-

lighting firm which takes pupils at a very high
premium, has voluntarily offered to the City and
Guilds’ Institute to take one student every two
years iu regular succession without premium,
as a pupil. In another instance, an employer,

who takes pupils at moderate premiums, makes
it a coudition that every pupil shall attend a
regular evening course of instruction at the

Finsbury Technical College. The evening class

fees at this College are in every case reduced to

one-half for apprentices, whether indentured or

not, and under this regulation there are some
250 apprentices attending the evening courses.

In oue case, a few weeks ago, a youth applied
who had just had bis indentures cancelled

because his master was either unable or un-
willing to teach him his trade, but kept him at

odd jobs.

Now these things seem to indicate that this

question of apprenticeship is really entering
upon a new phase with the growth of technical

classes. The new phase is certainly worthy of
the attention of masters, and will assuredly
receive sooner or later the attention of the
various trade societies and organisations.
Indeed, it is to be hoped that they will see
their way to helping forward the movement.
It is obviously to the interest of the various
trades that the apprentices who have entered
it should be as well and fully trained as possible.

If, owing to the altered conditions of the time
and the division of labour, the masters are
unable to teach the apprentice his trade, then
it should be regarded as a moral obligation (to

say nothing of legal obligations) upon the
master to afford his apprentice every facility

for obtaining the instruction that bo fails to
impart. Nay, ought he not to do more than
merely afford facilities; ought ho not to pro-
vide them ? Do those cabinet-makers of the
Finsbury district, who will not let their
apprentices come to the Technical College
classes at half-past seven to learn the techui-
-calities of their craft,—for there are, unfortu-
nately, some who will not,—know what an
injury they are doing to those apprentice
boys ? Do they wish the ranks of the East
London cabinet-makers to be filled with un-
instructed workmen who can only do the one
or two things that they have learned iu their
shop ? Perhaps this paper may lead to a dis-
cussion that will throw some light upon this
aspect of the question. The various trade
organisations insist, and rightly insist, on the
importance of regulations that will keep
incompetent and untrained men from creeping
into their ranks by indirect ways

;
might they

not equally rightly insist on regulations that
will preserve themselves from the incompetent
men who necessarily grow up within their own
ranks as the result of neglected and uninstructed
apprenticeship ?

The Future Organisation of Technical
Instruction.

Another most important question arising out
of the consideration of the present position of
technical instruction is the form to be given
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to its future organisation. It has become a

question of national, one may say of imperial,

importance; and it should he treated on no

narrower a basis of consideration. So far, the

only parts of the ediicational system in Great

Britain that can be considered as organised on

a national basis, are the elementary schools and

a few normal schools under the Department
of Education, and the classes in Science and
Art, including the Normal School of Science

and the National Art School at South Ken-
sington Museum, under the Department of

Science and Art. It is true that the three

Welsh University Colleges are nominally under
the Education Department ;

but practically, the

so-called Education Department is a department

of primary education only. It is also true that

the University of London is nominally under

Government, and nominally draws some 13,000i.

annually from the Treasury
;

practically, it

receives only about 2,0001., and is self-managed.

Beyond this, there is no national organisation

of education. To complete anything like a

national organisation, the following additional

departments need to bo organised ; A Depart-

ment of Secondary Education, including xinder

its operations three classes of schools or

colleges, namely (1) Higher Literary, or

Grammar Schools
; (2) Technical Schools and

Colleges
; (3) Schools of Commerce ;

A Depart-

ment of Higher Education, including under its

supervision (1) Normal Schools for Training

Teachers; (2) University Colleges of the

modern type; (3) the several Universities of

Great Britain.

It will be seen that in the above classifica-

tion, Technical Schools and Colleges have been

placed along with the Grammar Schools and
the future Schools of Commerce in a Depart-

ment of Secondary Education. The Schools

of Commerce do not yet exist
;

the Grammar
Schools,—and under that term are included

here not only the few higher middle-class

schools, but the great so-called public schools

of England, frequented almost exclusively by
the sons of the rich,—are for the most part

maintained upon old endowments originally

intended for the poor. At present they stand

in no relation whatever to our primary schools.

Fancy a system of scholarships to take capable

poor boys from the Board Schools of London to

the great secondary schoolsof Eton or Harrow !

Yet it ought to be the recognised course to the

University from the primary through the

secondary school. Think of the dislocation in

our national systems of education that is in-

volved in the fact that not one per cent, of the

masters of our public elementary schools, pro-

bably not one percent, of even the head-masters
of onr public elementary schools, have been
trained even for so short a period as one year
in any of onr Universities. The organisation

of secondary education is a matter of absolutely

vital importance in this country, but one of

which, in the clamour of party politics, scarcely

a syllable is heard. The proper co-ordination

and maintenance of the local university colleges,

though of more pressing moment, is a minor
matter compared with the task of organising

secondary education.

But the immediate question before us is:

—

What is the best form to give to the national

organisation of technical instruction ? At
present there appear to be three claimants to

the honour of directing the future organisation.

1. The City and Guilds of London Institute,

who have a claim by virtue of being, as it

were, in possession of the field, by virtue of the
large sums which they have expended upon
the promotion of technical instruction, and by
virtue of the fact that they have already, in

their scheme of technological examinations,
the germs of a national organisation. 2. The
National Society for the Promotion of Technical
Education, a body recently formed under the
presidency of the Right Hon. the Marquis of
Hartington. The claims of this body cannot
be based upon anything that it has yet done, or
upon the intimate knowledge of the subject
possessed by its members, who are mostly
eminent politicians. It is, nevertheless, a very
powerful body

;
and its appearance upon the

scene at this joncture should be considered as
an important factor. 3. The Department of
Science and Art situated at South Kensington.
The City and Guilds of London Institute has

during the decade of its existence accomplished
so much that its claims to be left in charge of
the organisation are very strong; they would
be stronger still if it were clear that its

resources, great as they are, and generously as
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they have been provided, were adequate to the

permanent maintenance of the immense work
now begun. The maintenance of the work it

has undertaken will soon overtax its present

means. Supposing that no increase is made in

the grants to the Central Institution, and to

the Finsbury Technical College, still the

Technological Examinations must be main-

tained. Last year they cost over 4,0001., this

vear nearly 5,0001., next year it will bo 6,0001.

in the meantime the available funds are

decreasing. The Grocers’ Company, which
contributed 2,0001. per annum, now contri-

butes only 1,0001. The Corporation of the City

of London, which formerly contributed 2,0001.

per annum, last year gave only 1,0001., and has

not yet sent any contribution for the year 1887.

Under these circumstauces,—unless, as can
scarcely be expected, the generous contributors

are prepared to capitalise their grants, it can
hardly be said that the permanence of their

organisation, even on its present scale, has been
secured. It is nob for me to suggest the ways
and means, but it seems to me that an organisa-

tion that has shown such splendid promise

should noc he lightly thrust aside from taking

charge of the work it has begun.

A powerful bid for the future management
of technical instruction was made by the

Department of Science and Art daring the last

session of Parliament, in the introduction of

the abandoned Technical Instruction Bill. To
understand aright tbo real importance of this

move, a little knowledge of the operation of the

Science and Art Department is requisite. It is

notorious to all who have had anything to do

with the South Kensington organisation,

whether as students or teachers, how completely

stereotyped are all the methods and ideas of

that Department. Their training in art

appears to be based upon the assumption that

all originality must be ground out of the

student by putting all students through the

same mill. In science their assumption appears

to be that any man who has passed an examin-

ation in a subject is fit to teach that subject;

and that every graduate of an English

university is fit to teach every subject iu the

whole round of the sciences. (See the Regu-

lations in the Ofilcial Directory of the Depart-

ment of Science and Art, July 1887, p. 31,

Article 10.) They draw up a syllabus of

twenty-five subjects called “ Science Subjects,”

and refuse to recognise even the existence

of auy science teaching that does not fit to

their artificial classification. Optics is not

a science unless taught along with heat and
acoustics. Heat is not a science unless

taught along with optics and acoustics.

Teaching about the steam engine is science ; but

teaching about the gas engine or the electric

motor is not ! There is a Government grant for

teaching the one
;
there is nothing for teaching

the others. The subjects must be taught in a

cut-and-dried fashion on the syllabus prepared

by the officials, quite irrespective of local

industrial applications. Everything seems to

be done that could well be done to prevent

able and independent instructors from earning

grants upon the successes of the best pupils,

and to encourage the success of the mediocre

“science teacher” in cramming mediocrities

of his school for examination in a host of mis-

cellaneous sciences. Cases have come under

my personal knowledge that illustrate the

system. In one, a most 'accomplished English

chemist, trained during several years in the

best laboratories in this country and in Ger-

many, was disallowed from earning, on his suc-

cesses as a teacher, grants which would have

been allowed without hesitation had he been

either a Master of Arts of Oxford, a Bachelor

of Theology of Durham, or even the holder of

a South Kensington Certificate in Chemistry.

In another case, an accomplished engineer and

draughtsman, who had served his time in the

great firm of Maudslay, and who had occupied

every post in engineering works up to manager,

was disallowed as a teacher of machine con-

struction and drawing because he had never

passed the South Kensington examination,

whilst at the same time any Board School

teacher who had passed that examination was
recognised as competent to teach, though he

might never have been inside an enf-inner’s

drawing office in his life! Nor are the abaurdibies

in the treatment of art less patent. A single

example will suffice. At the recent exhibition

in South Kensington Museum of the works

which had won prizes in national competition,

there were shown some wood-carvings executed
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in the Young Jleu'e Christian Polytechnic
Classes. They wore not great works of art;
there was nothing really original in the design
or treatment; they appeared to he ordinary
aabjects, perhaps a little stiffly copied, but still
very creditable works. It was a pleasure to
see them there, and to note that they had been
awarded a medal. It looked like a new dopar'
tore in South Kensington ways to see wood-
carving recognised as an art, and encouraged.
But this was not at all the official view. The
state of official art may be judged when it
4cnown that the medal awarded to these w_.
not awarded to them as wood-carving at all,
'bat simply as if they had been so much
-rai.sod ornament in clay ! There is the level
which the official mind can rise : raised orna-
ment must be judged simply as a pattern, apart
from the material in which it is to be executed,
•apart from all technical excellence. This
ithe very degradation of art. It is the divorce
of the artist from the workman, the very thing
'•that trso technical education deplores and
seeks to remedy.
Nevertheless this body, which does not

understand the first principles of technical
mstroction, which does not comprehend that
the adaptation of the teaching to the local wants,
and that the adaptation of the design to the
material, are things of the very essence of
technical instruction, is the body to which the
abandoned Technical Instruction Bill proposed
to hand over the national organisation of
teohjiical education ! According to this Bill,
this incompetent body was to be allowed to levy
rates for the purpose of teaching to the most
bookish of the scholars in our elementary
schools its five-and-tweuty specific science sub-
jects, or anything else that it might choose to
prescribe for the time being; and the term
Technical Instruction was to bo defined to
mean “instruction in the branches of science
ind art with respect to which grants are for the
umo being made by the Science and Art Depart-
ment, or in any other subject which may, for
ffie tune being, be sanctioned by the Depart-
ment. ^Vi.^ ^ ..V 1 . . I

.The friends of the technical education
movement may, indeed, congratulate themselves
-hat this amazing bill was withdrawn before it
'eachod Committee.
What, them, must be done for the national

irganisatien of technical instruction ? In the
vrjter’s opinion the first and most important
)omt of all is to secure the creation of a real
tducatioD Depai'tment under a real Minister of
tdnoation. At present we have no Minister of
''“^cation, only a Vice-President of Council,
Joseduties appear to be extensive and peculiar
Lhey comprise apparently the work of looking
,fter the regnlatioiis for statute fairs and
liseasea of cattle, of supervising the Elementary
liducation Department and the Science and Art
lepartment, and of superintending the proceed-
Qgs of the Judicial Committee of the Privy

is wanted is a real Minister
f Education, presiding over an organisation
1 which the Elementary Education Depart-
leut, the Science and Art Department, and6 Departments of Secondary (inclndino’
eohnical) and Higher Education, should ail
Ike their appropriate places under officials
3BponBiblo directly to the Minister liimself,
nd not to that mysterious body “My Lords
f Council.” Ho attempt by Parliament to
rganise technical instruction can be satia-
lotory unless it involves the appointment of
responsible Minister of Education, and a

sconstruction of the whole Departmental
lachiuery.

The ‘ Empire Palace,” Iieicester-sq^nare.
6 are informed that Messrs. Campbell, Smith,
Co., of Newman-street, who decorated the
7oeum Theatre, have been entrusted with the
hole of the decorative work at the “ Empire
akce, ’ Leicester-square, which is being done
ider the superintendence of Messrs. Romaine-
alker & Tanner, architects, who designed the
looration of the Gaiety Theatre about a year

A Xew German Canal.—In addition to the
orth isea, Baltic, and the Oder-Spree Canals,
•w m course of construction in Germany, a
an is under the consideration of the Govern-
ents of Prussia and Lubeck for a canal
tween the rivers Elbe and Trave, whereby
e city_ of Lubeck is to be placed in direct
mmunication by water with the interior

_

Germany. The estimates and designs for
IB canal have already been prepared, and the
)rk will, no doubt, shortly be taken in hand.

THE ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION’S
“SKETCHING CLUB” SCHEME.*

“ Odb Sketching Club Scheme” is an or-
ganisation for assisting architecture students
in their sketching tours. The method pro-
posed to be adopted is a complete system of
advisers and local representatives which, for
lack of better names, we had called consuls
and vice-consuls, the titles used for similar
officials in the Cyclist Touring Club, an im-
portant organisation to which wc are indebted
for the first suggestions of our scheme. I may
remark that we are not at all satisfied with the
title of oiir scheme, and that some of the
gentlemen who have kindly undertaken to help
us strongly object to being called “ consuls.”
We should, therefore, be greatly obliged if any
gentlemen can suggest better terms for both.
The object of my paper to-night is to call atten-
tion to the movement and raise a discussion on
the question of the desirability of the Associa-
tion taking the matter up and making it one of
its recognised methods of advancing^lie archi-
tectoral education of its members, and in the
event of this being agreed to, X would suggest
the formation of a committee in order to carry
on the work. And now I will endeavour to
explain our scheme.

It is suggested to divide the whole of the
United Kingdom into districts, following as
ranch as possible the county boundaries, but in
the case of the larger counties, of course, these
have again to be divided. A consul will bo ap-
pointed for each of these divisions, and np to the
present we have succeeded in filling np twenty-
seven of these, leaving twenty-five divisions to be
filled up. We are in communication with several
gentlemen about these places, but we make an
urgent appeal to all those who sympathise with
the movement to help us to fill up these vacan-
cies as soon as possible. We have onlysucceeded
in appointing ten vice - consuls up to the
present, and we are particularly anxious to
appoint as many of these as possible, as on
them will fall the chief portion of the work,
and certainly, from a student’s point of view,
the greatest benefit. It should, I think, be a
great inducement for a student to feel that he
was not only benefiting himself in his studies,
but at the same time taking pari in a work of
permanent value, for if our scheme succeeds
we hope that it will have the effect of recording
in more permanent form than the perishing
materials of which the actual buildings consist
the architecture of our country. I think we
might speedily succeed in interesting the clergy
of England and Wales in our scheme. As a
rule, they have a great interest in architecture,
and from their position in the country they are
able to afford valuable information, and often
get permission to visit buildings to which the
public are not admitted. The exact boundaries
of the divisions cannot be defined until the
appointments are made, as it is obvious that

is of vital importance to our scheme that
j

the consul should have an intimate acquaint-
ance with his district. We do not consider it

ijie qu& 7ion that the consuls should reside
their divisions, and in England and Wales

we have endeavoured to enlist the sympathy
and assistance of the Diocesan Surveyors, and
have succeeded in obtaining the consent, as
will be seen, of several of these gentlemen to
act as consuls. The following is a list of the
divisions and the appointments made, and
vacancies that have to be filled up :

—

l.~Korlherjt Diviaion,

1. Northumberland.
2. Cumberland.
3. Durham—0. Hodg«on Fowler, M.A., F.S.A

H.I.B.A.. The College, Durham.
*

4. Mid York— Q-. H. Fowler Jones, 8, Lendal, York.
6. East York—John Bilson, A.E.I.B.A., 23, Parlia-

meut-street, Hull.
6. West York—J. D. Webster, F.R.I.B. A., 21, Church-

street, Shellield.

7. Lancashire—E. Knill Freeman, F.R.I.B. A., Bolton.
•Moors, Lancashire.

II .—Northern Central Ditiiion.

8. Cheshire—T. M. Lockwood, F.R.I.B. A., Chester.
9. Derbyshire—F. J. Robinson, F.R.I.B.A., Strand

Chambers, Derby.
10. Nottingham.
11. Lincoln-James Fowler, J.P., F.R.I.B. A., Louth

Lincolnshire.
’

12. North Northampton and Rutlandshire—J. A. Gotch
.R.I.B.A., Kettering.

’

Lynatn, F.R.I.B. A., Stohe-on-

III .—Eaiteni Divition.

18.

Norfolk—E, P. Willins, A.R.I.B.A., 6, Bank Plain,
Norwich.

17. Sutfolk.
18. Cambridge—W. M. Fawcett, M.A., F.E.I.B.A., 1,

Silver-street, Cambridge.
19. Essex—Fred. Chancellor, F.R.I.B.A., 20, Finsbury-

circus, E.C.
20. Huntingdonshire and Bedfordshire.
21. Hertford.
22. Middlesex.

iy.~SoutherH Central Diviaion.

23. Warwickshire — F. B. Osborne, F.R.I.B. A., 13,
Bennett's Hill, Birmingham.

21. Worcestershire—Aston Webb, F.R.I.B.A., 19,
Queen Anne’s-gute, S.W.

25. Herefordshire and Monmouthshire—E. Seward,
A.R.I.B.A., Caruill, South Wales.

26. South Northamptonshire—W.T. Brown, A.R.I.B.A.,
Wellingborough,

27. Backinghamshire.
28. Oxfordshire—T. G. Bruton, F.8.A., F.R.I.B.A.,

17, New Inn-street, Oxford.

V .—Saiclhern DivUion.
29. Glouce'terahire.
30. West Kent—E. J. Bennett, A.R.I.B.A., 5, Harmer-

street, Gravesend.
31. East Kent—H. Benatead, F.R.I.B.A., 86, Week-

street, Maiderone.
32. Surrey—£. Locke, 8t. Miohael’a House, Basinghall-

alreet, E.C.
33. Sussex — L. W. Ridge, F.R.I.B.A.. 7. Upper

Woburn-place. W.C.
. t-r

31. West Hampshire-C. E. Pink, Castle Hill, Win-
chester.

35. East Hampshire.
36. Wiltshire— C. E. Pontine,

borough.
37. Berkshire.
38. North Somerset.
39. South Somerset.
40. Dorsetshire.
41. North Devon.
42. South Devon—

I

quay, Devon.
YI.-

Loukeridge, Marl*

A. Appleton, F.R.I.B. A., Tor-

Welah DivUion.
43. Flint. Denbigh, Carnarvon, Anglesey—A. Baker,

H, W’arwick-gardens, Kensington, W.
44. Pembroke, Cardiganabire, Carmarthenshire—D. E.

Thomas, Haverfordwest.

VII .—Scotfiah Divuion,
45. South-east Scotland.
4rt. Sonth.west Scotland.
•17. East-central Scotland.
48, West-central Scotland.
49. Northern Scotland.

^III.—/r«A Divieion.
60 . East Ireland— J. L. Robinson, A.B.H.A., 198, Great

Brunswick-street, Dublin.
61. South Ireland.
62. West Ireland.
63. North Ireland.

Dial of Vice-ConaaU.
0. West York-G. P. Terry, Buckingham Chambers,

St. James-street, SbelEeld.
11. Lincoln—R. Fowler, Louth, Lincolnshire.
14. Shropshire—W. A. Webb Somerville, Wellington,

Salop; J. F. Fogerty, Priors Lee Hall, near Shifnal
Shrops^iire. ’

22. Essex—J. W. Lee. North-street, Colchester; H.
Saul, Dover House, Fairlop-road, Leytonstone.

29. Gloucestershire—G. W. Sadler, jun., 6, Clarence

Niabett,

Parade, Cheltenham.
33. Sussex : Eastbourne Division—N. C.

A.R.I.B.A., 20, Oakley-square, W.
36. Wiltshire—C. Adye, Bradford-on-Avon.

W^C
Devon—H. E. Mallet, 11, Burton- crescent.

H. Moses, 55, Lower Cathe-

nng.
13. Staffordshire—U.

Trent.
14. Shropshire,
16. Leicester.

• A paper read by Mr. H. D. Appleton, F.R.I.B. A.,
at the meeting of the Association on the 18th inst., as
elsewhere mentioned.

With regard to the vice-consuls we are
anxious to nominate as many for each division
as will come forward. If jiossible they shonld
be resident in their respective divisions, although
a vice consul living in London who [bad an
intimate acquaintance with some locality in the
provinces could render great assistance in con-
nexion with the central register.

The duties of a consul are chiefly to receive
reports of the vice-consuls and check the in-
formation supplied by them, and supply infor-
mation to students who intend making sketch-
ing tours in his division. It will be obvious that
everything depends on the accuracy of the in-
formation registered, and we cannot expect all
the vice - consuls to be equally qualified to
make a good report on the buildings in his
district. After this information has been
checked and corrected, one of the vice-consuls,
whose duty it will be to keep the register for
the division under the superintendence of the
consul, will enter the matter in the register and
send a duplicate to the central office in London,
where copies of aU the reports will be filed.

The form of the report should, I think, be baaed
on the excellent examples to be found in Mr. E.
Sharpe’s book on the “Architectural Excur-
sions in Lincolnshire,” and to this might be
added references to books which contain
descriptions or illustrations of the building, a
note whether the building has been measured,
and, if it has been measured and not illustrated,
a reference to the place where the drawing can
be seen if possible. Wo have specially in
view, as a first step, the indexing of what
has been done in the way of illustrating
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interesting baildings. Many of tlie best

iltnatrationR are in recent publications, sucb as

our A.A. Sketch JBuok and other similar books.

The professional press contains a wonderful

collection of illustrations of old work, and the

Transactions of other societies must be carefully

searched for information. The work of keeping

this index posted up to date with the vast

number of publications will be a groat woi'k

of itself. As the scheme gets into working

order, and students avail themselves of it to

obtain information, it is to be hoped that they

will endeavour to measure up work that has

not been previously illustrated, and it should

be a point of honour with them to supply

copies of their drawings to be deposited in the

central office. A small collection of measured

drawings exists in the library of the Institute,

and some of the drawings which obtain the

Architectural Union Company’s prize are also

deposited in the library. I think, therefore,

that, we could not do better than to add to the

collection already begun, and I would suggest

that, subject to the approval of the Council of

the Institute, all the measured drawings

obtained through the agency of this sch^rae

should be presented to the Institute library,

unless this scheme can be further developed, as

I shall endeavour to indicate, and an imperial

collection be formed at the Imperial Institute,

when onr scheme might furnish the section

devoted to the United Kingdom. Should this

scheme meet with your approval this evening, I

hope that I may succeed in enlisting the

practical assistance of all present as well as

yonr sympathy, as already an enormous mass of

information exists on tbe subject. One of onr

past Presidents has favoured me with the

following list of books that must be consulted :

—

W. Ui'cott's “ Bibliographical Account of the

principal Works relating to English Topography,”

3 vols., London, ISIS, Bvo. This is, of course,

an antiquated book now, but the information in

it, and in all works containing similar infor-

mation, should be made use of, as we desire to

have, first of all, as far as they can be got at

in that way, the facts about each building as

already shown by published works.

R. Gough’s ” British Topography
;

or, an
Historical Account of what has been done for

Illustrating the Topograplxical Antiquities of

Great Britain and Ireland,” 2 vols., London,
1780, 4to., would thus come into notice also. R.

Gough gave his books on British Topography to

the Bodleian Library in 1709, and there is a
catalogue of them (Oxford, ISl-l, -4to.).

M. J. Anderson’s “ Book of British Topo-
graphy.” The index is classified under counties.

This is a comparatively new book, but refers

only to books in the British Museum.
Mr. E. Sharj^e’s account of the churches

visited in the Lincoln excursions of the Archi-
tectural Association, London, 1871, does admi-
rably for a limited number of buildings wha^ we
wish to do for the whole of the buildings in the
United Kingdom. It will be impossible (pro-

bably) to secure that every building shall be
examined afresh by a competent person. Tt

ought not, however, to be impossible to give in

the great index some account of it after ilr.

Sharpe’s method.
“Notes on tbe Churches of Kent,” by the

late Sir Stephen Glynne, Bart. (London, 1877,
Svo.), is, of course, a very different work frhm
Mr. E. Sharpe's, but it contains the carefully
recorded views of a well-intentioned and by no
means incompetent pers-'u. As edited by
Archdeacon Harrison and tbe Rev. Scott
Robertson, both possessed of good local know-
ledge, it is brought nearly up to date. The
visits of Sir Stephen Glynne were'in maiiv
instance.s made forty years ago and more. The
book might be taken as a starting-point for the
county with which it deals, the information
in it being thrown into Mr. Sharpe’s form or one
still more approved. The size of this book mav
be illustrated thus —

Mr. Sharpe’s book deals with 1 13 + 1 i -f 8=
36 buildings, and 103 — (say) 25 = 78 pages,
are devoted to them, including summaries,
appendix, &c., which make up a total of 152
pages in the volume, say two pages in a build-
ing. Sir S. Glyuue’s book deals with 312
churches in 351 pages, that is, 1-12 pages to a
bnildintf. There are 120 parishes in Herts.
Thus there is a piece of steady work cut out for
the vice-consuls of a small county, and a fine
task for the officers in a big one.

In a few “Hints on the Practical Study of
Ecclesiastical Architecture and Antiquities,”
ior the use of the Cambridge Camden Society,

4tb edition, 1843, we have a form which was

largely used for recording the whole of the

features of a building.

In Whewell’s “ German Churches,” 3rd edi-

tion, 18-42, arc some bints on methods of taking

notes as to vaulting, and which would also

deserve consideration.

The “ Ecclesiastical and Architectural Topo-

graphy of England,” published under the

sanction of the Central Committee of the

Archmological Institute of Great Britain and

Ireland (Parkers, 1851), dealt with Oxford,

Beds. Huntingdonshire, and Cambridgeshire.

The method is good, and the observers were

generally competent. The index of styles and

lists of dated examples are good features.

Domestic architecture is also brought in, as it,

and, indeed, all structures, should be in our

scheme.
With regard to unpublished matter, Sir

Stephen Glynne bad, when he died in 1874,

surveyed and put on record his notes as to

5,530 churches. The Kent publication dealt

with 312, leaving 5,218 not likely to be published

now in any separate form.

Doubtless these papers could be obtained if

]>roperly applied for by any one duly em-

powered.
Mr. E. Sharpe intended to make a complete

Hat, and give an account of the buildings in

Sussex, and, I believe, did a large amount of

the work (note the list of Mr. Sharpe’s publica-

tions in tbe “Charente” Book, published by the

Arcliitectural Association in 1853). He visited

all the churches in Sussex of ancient date

which are worthy of notice, except two (letter

of September 4th, 1853). The notes have been

preserved. “The Churches of Sussex” was, I

think, to have been tbe title of the book, as

Prof. Willis on Chichester, Rev. J. L. Petit on

Boxgrove, E. Sharpe on Shorebam
;
but the

part, “ The Church Architecture of the County

of Sussex,” by E. Sharpe, M.A., which would

justify the comprehensive title, was never

finished, though the publication was delayed for

seven years, waiting for it.

The Ecclesiological Society, no doubt, has

a great quantity of information obtained in the

name of tbe Cambridge Camden Society', which

has not been published, and, in addition to this,

in the portfolios of architects all over the

country lie innumerable drawings of interesting

buildings
;
and may I appeal to them to send a

post-card to me at 157, Wool Exchange, Cole-

man-street, E.C., if they are willing to place

these at tbe disposal of our scheme ? Fr.xctically

speaking, the great bulk of this information is

utterly lost to the public for want of proper

indexing, and the question is, how can we make
these dry bones live ? I believe that by some
such organisation as I have endeavoured to

sketch out to-night much of the valuable work
done can be made of living interest, and, in

course of time, of great historical importance.

Of late years tbei'e has been a tendency to

substitute sketching for measured drawings,

and the result has been the production of much
most delightful aud interesting work

;
but for a

register of this nature I am of opinion that,

while sketchera should not be excluded, efforts

should be made to obtain as many measured
drawings as possible, and that there is an idea

that, perhaps, after all, measuring is a better

training than sketching, is, I think, indicated

by the fact that tbe Institute has given the
example of Mr. Burges’s work as the method
to be pursued for the Edis prize. I hope I

shall not from this remark be thought to dis-

parage sketching, but for the purposes of a
register of the two I think that measured work
will have the more permanent interest.

Xow, when our scheme has got to work the
student who has made up his mind which dis-

trict he proposes to visit writes to the consul
for that division and receives from him a list

of the buildings of architectural interest and
notes of the books which refer to the particnlar
buildings and tbe number of buildings that
have been already illustrated. The student is

thus able to judge at once of the character of

the work he is about to study, and to either
reiul up beforehand the historical or antiquarian
information that he may wish to acquire to

render his studies complete or to take such
books with him as will assist him in his in-

vestigations. Of course, I do not wish to

recommend students to neglect those buildings
that have been illostrated as I am quite aware
that there are a certain number of buildings
which it is almost essential that a student
should study to really become efficient in bis

art, but I am sure that there are many rich,

examples of architecture that have not been

illustrated, and I eax fancy the student wonld

naturally be ambitious to venture ou pastures,

new. From my experience, as secretary to the

Antrual Excursion of the Architectural Associa-

tion, I know the difficulty there is in finding,

good aud accurate information about the build-

ings in particular districts. Even when we have-

had the assistance of the local architects and

the accumulated wisdom of tbe committee iL

has been the custom for some years past for

the secretary to go over the ground before the.

excursion is arranged, and report on tbe number
of good buildings to be found in the neighbour-

hood of the headquarters proposed. Now,
much of this information the private student

is quite unable to obtain, and it is to fulfil thia-

purpose that our scheme was mainly started.

To the student properly introduced to the

consul special facilities for obtaining permission

to visit buildings not usually open to tbe public-

might be granted, and generally tlie vice-

consuls would act as guide, philosopher,, and.

friend to the tourist ;
such necessary informa*-

tion as to board and lodging would also be.

supplied by the vice-consuls, and, possibly, in.

course of time, we might arrange tariffs like

our prototype the C.T.C. The reason why the

former attempts to form a register of bnildinga

in the United Kingdom, as far as I am able ta>

judge, have more or less been failures, seem to

me to be on account of the want of youthful

vitality in the undertakings, those who started

them having, in the inevitable course of events,,

grown old and passed away, leaving no suc-

cessors to carry on their work i but we hope to

attract to the scheme a constant accession of

young blood, so that the work being done by

students for students it may, like onr Asso-

ciation, always boast of perennial youth and.

enthusiastic support.

But it is always easy to create an interest in

foreign missions, distance lending enchantment,

to the view ;
but “ why should London wait ?

”

How many of us here to-night could give,,

say an American architect on a visit, a satis-

factory list of the best buildings of architec-

tural interest in London, the names of theirr

architects, and tbe dates of their erection ? It

seems to me that there is enough scope

ill London alone to occupy tbe atten-

tion of a large committee for a consider-

able period, and how grateful the provincial

students would be for carefully-prepared lists,

of buildings to visit for a holiday in London of

fourteen days, and others for longer periods, I

cannot say, but both from provincial architocta.

and our American cousins I have had applica-

tions for each lists, and I have always regretted,

that I could only very inadequately supply tbe.

information required. A vigorous effort on the-,

part of the London committee would be a.

splendid example to our country members, and.

the experience gained in arranging the register

of the wonderful collection of buildings of

interest to be found in London would be the-

best method of ascertaining what results could,

be obtained in the larger undertaking. Wben.

ic is possible to enlist the co-operation of so

many skilled hands, tbe individual labour need,

he but small. If each member of our Association-

living in London would undertake to work up-

only two buildings, we should have made a good*

start. Nearly all the London examples have been,

carefully measured, therefore it would be only

necessary to obtain copies of these drawings,

and register the other information, and a really

splendid resnlt could be obtained. I think also

the Vacation visits might co-operate with this

scheme. A little organisation similar to the-

method pursned by tbe late Mr. E. Sharpe

would produce, I am sure, most gratifying

results, aud there are still among our number a

few of the original excursionists who worked

under him, and who, I have no doubt, would bo
willing to instruct the present generation in the

way in which they worked iu their salad days.

The annual excursion in August, too, might also

take part in helping forward this work, and the

week’s excursion would be of great value to the

vice-consuls of the district, as we invariably

find that the provincial architects are glad_ to-

avail themselves of the opportunity of going:

round with our party, and often confess that

they were not aware that so much good work

existed in their particular neighbourhood. I^

have been kindly furnished by Mr. Holden, of

Manchester, with a list of the buildings of

architectural interest in the neighbourhood of

that city, which has been prepared by the Man-
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cheater Architectural Aaaociation, and I hope to
bo able to enlist the co-operation of that asso-
ciation 60 that they may join in our scheme,
and the information that they have already
collected be made at once available for our
register. I have no doubt that the other
architectural societies could easily compile
similar lists, and in this way a good start be
made in the provinces. The historical side of
the scheme would be the collection of well-
eiecnted and carefully-authenticated drawings
of buildings which the inexorable band of Time
and the equally destructive hand of the
restorer are fast removing from the face of
the land.

In conversation with an eminent diocesan
surveyor the other day, ho remarked to me
that much of the bad restoration which had
been carried out in the early part of the century
in Caen stone is suffering as mnch from decay
as the old work, and he prophesied that in a
short space of time it will be difficult to dis-

tingmsh between the restored work and the
original work. One of the benefits of our
register will therefore be to preserve the repu-
tation of the original work; and had such a
record been begun only one hundred years ago,
how much might not have been saved that is

already lost.

The President of the Royal Institute of
British Architects, in his presidential address,
remarked that “ it had occurred to him that one
most fitting work for the Imperial Institute
would be the production of a thorough and
complete record,— perfect in all its details,— of
tho more important architectural monuments
contained in India, and the many historical
sites and ruined cities to be found within the
various dependencies of Great Britain and
Ireland.” This, no doubt, has already been
accomplished to a slight extent by private
enterprise and liberality, but there is no com-
plete or national work of the kind, and I

venture to hope that there may soon bo found
means by the agency of the new Imperial
Institute to furnish the world with at least a
uatalogue of the historical monuments extant
within the coniines of the British Empire. I

venture to suggest that wo might help in this
Imperial idea by presenting the materials
for the sections devoted to the United Kingdom.
[ have said that this scheme is for students
tvorked by students, but if we might be
illowed to work for an Imperial scheme as well
IS benefit ourselves, surely it ought to give an
idditional impulse to the movement. The
President of the Institute referred to the fact
ihat, unfortunately, architects as a corporate
tody had nob beon able to contribute to the
unds of tho Imperial Institute for reasons
rhich many of us feel to be moat unanswerable

;

tut if silver and gold we have none, we can all

.elp in placing on record the splendid inberit-
uce which our forefathers have left ns. The
est work of tho past was not true for an age,
ut for all time, and as we know that day by
ay owing to natural causes this is gradually
iUt surely disappearing, what more gracious
lart could we play than to endeavour to stay
Ime’s devouring hand and record what is left
f onr glorious heritage ? The collection of such
register as Mr. I’Anson foreshadowed would
e almost the complete architectural history of
11 time, and I can imagine no prouder position
or the Association to occupy than to do its
umble part in helping forward so monu-
rental a work. What splendid material it

'onld furnish for the future historian of our
oble art! Again, the value to our colonists of
complete record of all tho architectural build-
iga in the United Kingdom would be almost
reater than to ourselves. Wo are so accus-
)med to be surrounded by these relics of old
mes that, to a certain extent, we fail to appre-
iate them

; but to those who come from new
Juntries the opportunity of studying these
orks of art and comparing them in one
rllection would, I fancy, stimulate tbeir
uthusiasm, and they would with little trouble
3 able to concentrate their study of tho actual
uildings in the short space of time most of
lem have for such work, and to select those
tamples which best illustrate the particular
ranch of the art they are interested in.

The value of some such collection is so obvious
lat surely an appeal has only to be made to
le Council of the Imperial Institute for it to
) warmly taken up, and I would suggest that
! soon as onr scheme had succeeded in making
ime substantial progress, which could be done
a very short space of time, we should offer

to place the infoi*mation it had collected at the
disposal of the Imperial Institute as a founda-
tion for the larger scheme, and that we should
push on our own work as vigorously ns possible,
so as to ci'eate a good precedent for the other
portions of the empire to take example by.
Gentlemen, I simply snggest this ambitious
view of my subject, in its ultimate develop-
ment, for your consideration, bat I hope that,
should it not meet with your approval, it

will not prejudice the simpler scheme out of
which it has grown. The value of the great
index of buildings of architectural interest is

hard to exaggerate, and this could be compiled
without the illustrations which I suggested for
the larger scheme

j
but I venture to think that

tho collection, preservation, and systematic
arrangement of carefully.measured drawings
of old buildings is well worthy of the considera-
tion of the Architectural Association as afford-
ing facilities for tho study of civil architecture,—the leading object of the Association as set
forth in the rules,—and, therefore. Sir, with
yonr permission, I will conclude by proposing
“ That the Sketching Club scheme be adopted
as one of tho recognised methods of the Archi-
tectural Association, and that the Committee
be asked to appoint a sub-committee to carry
on the work.”

[Of the discussion which followed wo give a
report on another page.]

JUttsIralions.

REHEDOS, ST. PIERRE, AVIGNON.
PIERRE D'AVIGNONiaa "Monu-

meat Historique,” and the most inter-

eating of the buildings in the town after
the cathedral and the Palace of the Popes. The
church is said to have been founded in 433

;
it

was, however, entirely rebuilt in 1358, and the
west front, which is usually considered a chef
d'cBuvre, dates only from 1512. The reredoa
that we illustrate, with the exception of the
throe full-length figures, which are evidently
modem, seems to be of about the same ago.
The church possesses a pulpit, noted for its

exceptional beauty, and some good pictures.

GATE AND GRILLE, ST. OUEN, ROUEN.
The Abbey Church of St. Ouen baa sustained

less damage than might have been expected,
seeing that it has been twice desecrated by
iconoclasts. Not only did the Revolutionists
of the First Republic tnm the church into an
armourer’s shop and erect a forge in it, but in
1502 the Huguenots made three bonfires in the
building for the purpose of destroying tho stalls,

pulpit, organ, and priests’ robes. Among other
damage done at this time, the rich screens of
gilt bronze in the arches surrounding the choir
were destroyed. Some of the arches seem to
have been subsequently built up, for it is recorded
that “ in 1743 the monks caused the five arches
surrounding the sanctuary to be opened out for
the purpose of placing in them iron grilles
enriched with gilt ornaments.”
The screen represented in our illustration is

doubtless one of those erected at that time
;

it

stands in the easternmost bay of the south
arcade, next to the three which form the apse.

ST. BARNABAS CHURCH, TUNBRIDGE
WELLS.

A C0NSIDER.\BLE amount of the work of this
church has been buried underground, as, unfor-
tunately, the only site available was on an old
filled-np stone quarry

j
consequently the founda-

tions had to be carried down 21 ft. through the
loose filling in to get to the solid rock. The
church is being built of red brick, with pillars,
arches, and dressings throughout of local stone,
a very large amount of which is being used in
the building. The chancel arcade arches are
filled in with stone tracery. The roofs are to be
of the best Crown Memel fir, which has been
specially imported for this work. In tho base-
ment there is a groined mortuary. The doors
and seats aro to be English oak; carving will be
liberally used. The work was commenced last
September, and it is expected that it will be
completed before the end of next year. The total
cost of the building complete, with fittings,

will be about 17,0001. Mr. Thomas Williams, of
London, is the builder, and the church is being
built from the designs and under the super-
intendence of Messrs. J. E. K. and J. P. Cutts,
architects.

ARBROATH ABBEY.
The remains of this interesting structure are-

situated near the centre of the town of
Arbroath, in the county of Forfar. The abbey
was founded in 1178 by William the Lion, and'
dedicated to St. Thomas A Becket, who was
slaughtered at the high altar of Canterbury
Cathedral in 1170, and canonised in 1173.

It has been the subject of much speculation
why a Scottish king should dedicate one of the-
finest of our abbeys to an English saint

;
but as

far as I am aware, no satisfactory explanation
has been found. The Norman barons also con-
tributed generously towards the endowment of
the abbey, and in 1204 King John granted a
charter of privileges to the abbot, monks, and
citizens of Arbroath, “ to buy and sell their
proper goods, through our whole territories-

(England) with the exception of London, freely
and without molestation,”
The abbey was completed and consecrated iit

1233, and was one of the richest and most
raagnificient in Scotland.
The drawing illustrates the south transept,,

known as St. Catherine’s Chapel or altar, and
shows the building as it now appears. The
details are very delicate and beautiful, and
^many interesting peculiarities are to be found
throughout the buildings. The stone used is of
a dark red colour, which weathers fairly woll,.

but the building has been subjected to a lot of
bad usage.
The abbey possessed some famous men as

abbots, amongst them being Gavin Douglas, the-
translator of Virgil. At the Reformation its

wealth was converted into a temporal lord-
ship, and in the seventeenth century the
greater part came into the hands of the
Panmuro family, whoso present representative-
is tho Earl of Dalhousie. J. S. G.

ST. GEORGE’S (ALBANY MEMORIAL)
CHURCH, CANNES.

We give an illustration of this church, which
was built from the designs of Mr. A. W.
Blomfield as a memorial to the late Duke of
Albany.
We gave full particulars in regard to tbe-

church in the Builder of January 22nd and
February 19th of this year (pages 165 and 304ij

of our last volume).

DESIGN FOR A CHAPEL.
Tnis design is by Mr. J. 0. Harris, who gained

the Soane Medallion in 1884 for a Design for a
Theological College. The design now published
was made with the idea of representing the
interior of the chapel of such a college.
The drawing from which it is taken was ift

the Royal Academy exhibition.

FIFTY YEARS’ PROGRESS IN
ENGINEERING.

the institution of civil engineers.

The President of the Institution of Civil
I Engineers, Mr. G. B. Bruce, in the course of
bis recent opening address, said that having-
entered upon his apprenticeship in the locomo-
tive works of Robert Stephensun within a few
months of the beginning of the present reign,
he chose the state of Engineering then, and in-

the Queen's Jubilee year, as the snbject of his
remarks. Starting with the workshop, in ISST"
machine - tools were practically unknown,
reliance being placed upon the skill of the-
workmen, who could chip and file by hand
almost as truly as the machine. It was
scarcely credible, but it was a fact, that there
was not a single crane in Robert Stephenson’s
shops in 1837, and the only steam-engine in
that which was tho most important locomotive
shop in the world of that day was a vibrating-
pillar-engine, with a single 16 in. cylinder and
3 ft. stroke. About the only machine-tool,
properly so-called, in the works was a planing-
machine, which probably weighed about three
tons. At the present time there were lathes-
75 ft. long, weighing 100 tons, giving a yield of
steel-turnings at the rate of 10 and 20 tons
a-day, and planing-machines weighing 90 tone
and operating over surfaces of 20 ft. by 15 ft.

Referring to the changes in the position of
the workman, in 1837 the wages of an engine-
erector in Newcastle were 238. per week,
working sixty-one hours ; in 1887 the wages
were 323. per week, working fifty-four hours-
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The increase in money earned was 39 per

<;ent., and the rise in rate of pay per hour
(from 4'52d. to 7T0d.) was 57 per cent. Taking
into consideration that the prices of nearly all

the necessaries and the ordinary comforts of

life, with the exception of English beef and
mutton, were considerably less now than in

1837, it was very clear that the position of

the British mechanic had greatly improved
during the reign of Queen Victoria, for though
he only dealt with one class of workmen, the

same circumstances had been at work in

favour of them all. Speaking of foreign

competition, the President said, “We are con-

rstantly told that the difficulty Britaiu has in

holding its own in the markets of the world is

due to our want of technical education.

’There is something in this, but in my judg-

ment very little. The true cause of the diffi-

culty is the large increase in wages and the
diminution in hours of labour. It would be
pleasant to think that this was not so, but I

have not the shadow of a doubt that it is the
main cause of the difficulty of meeting foreign
competition.” Turning from the workmen to
"the work produced by them, the President con-
trasted the 9 or 10-ton locomotive of 1837 with
the 40-ton engine of to-day, noting also that
•the bogie truck, which was in the first instance

-sent out to America from this country, had
been now largely adopted in the land of its

birth, where for so many years it was not
irecognised. In the construction of public
works great changes had occurred, mainly due
to the very extensive introduction of iron and
flteel instead of masonry, and to the use of
Portland cement concrete. These changes had
•had their greatest development in the case of

bridges, the leading dimensions of many of the
largest of which wore mentioned. The sub-
stitution of iron and steel for brick and stone
was not, however, in his view, an unmixed
^idvantage. Whatever the cause, the graceful
and time-honoured arch had largely given way
to a substitute which had neither grace nor
beauty about it, and which should therefore
be avoided, except where the physical con-
<litions to be obtained could not bo secured by
the adoption of the arch.* In this respect the
President ventured to think that former days
were better than to-day, that the use of iron
had been carried to an extreme, and that
engineers would do well to retrace their stops
And not use flat iron girders where a
brick or stone arch was admissible. The
progfress of railways might be briefly told.
In 1837, there were 200 miles of public rail-

ways open in the United Kingdom
; in 1887,

there were 19,332 miles open, representing a
total capital of 828,354,2541. The President
dwelt at some length on the great develop-
ment of iron and steel industries since 1837,
the most important changes having been
brought about by the inventions of Sir Henry
Bessemer and Sir William Siemens, with the
important modifications of Messrs. Thomas and
Gilchrist, whereby these processes were now
available in the case of ores formerly quite
unsuitable. The manufacture of iron plates,
and, later, of those of mild-steel, had enor-
mously affected the progress of steam-shipping!;
for, while the tonnage of British steamers in
1837 was only 67,969 tons, it had risen in 1886
to 4,318,153 tons. In the interval the old form
of engine had been completely altered, the
side-lever type, consuming 6 lb. and upwards
of coal per indicated horse-power per hour,
giving place successively to the compound, the
triple-expansion, and, lately, the quadruple-
expansion engine, with a coal consumption about
four times less : at the same time the effective
apeed of Atlantic liners had risen from about
9^ knots to 19 knots. The President next re-
ferred to sanitary engineering, in which, during
the Queen’s reign, the most notable advance
had been brought about by the passing of the
Public Health Act of 1848. The far-reaching
consequences of this Act and its successors
might be summed up in the fact that whereas
the annual death-rate in England in 1837 was
in many cases 30 per 1,000, it was now below
20 per 1,000. In the application of hydraulic
machinery to engineering, the progress during
fifty years bad been very great, especially in the
direction of devices for the lifting and handling
of goods, formerly entirely effected by human
labour.

_

At the present time, by the aid of
hydraulic power, it was not uncommon for a
steam collier of from 1,200 to 1,800 tons to

® eweedingly glad to find that there ia oneengineer, at all events, who can see this.—

E

d.

enter a dock at high-water, discharge her
ballast, receive her outward cargo of coal, and
leave at high water next day, all being done
within twenty-four hours. Amongst the changes
which the civil engineer had had a share in

effecting during the last fifty years, none had
taken so strong a hold on the imagination of
the world as the application of electricity to

the work and wants of man. The principles

concerned were of older knowledge than the
past bnlf-contury

;
it was mainly in the prac-

tical utilisation of this older knowledge that
advance had been made. Reference "was made
to the electric telegraph, which had developed
from the five-needle instrument of Cooke and
Wheatstone, employing six wires and working
nt about the rate of four words a minute, to
the system of multiplex and automatic tele-

graphy, by means of which si.x messages could
be sent at once on one wire, with a speed of,

say, 600 words per minute. Touching succes-
sively on the telephone, electric-light, and the
application of electricity as a motive-power,
the President hazarded the opinion that when
some way should have been discovered of

storing up in a more efficient and financially

successfnl manner the unemployed forces of

nature, such as the winds and tides, then would
electricity become a factor in the world’s life

compared with which it was at present as
nothing. In conclusion, the President re-

marked that he had purposely made no reference
to instruments of war, whether guns or ships,

holding that the [progress which spoke of

“peace on earth” was more in accord with the
sound of “ Jubilee ” than the development
which dealt with munitions of war.

THE ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.
The third meeting of this Association for

the present session, was held on the 18th inst.,

in the meeting-room of the Royal Institute of

British Architects, Mr. John Slater, B.A. (Pre-
sident), in the chair.

The following new members were elected,

viz., Messrs. S. H. White, A. Huddart, F. W.
Dorman, J. S. Stuart, W. W. Kenworthy, E.
Thornton, R. I. B. Proctor, P. W. Bedford,
P. W. Shenton, H. Tooley, W. J. Roberts, W. B.
Clarkson, E. Box, C. T. Lofts, S. B. Silcock,
H. Ayling, P. Leeds, and E. P. Howard.

Mr. T. E. Pryce (Hon. Sec.) read a letter from
Mr. Freeman, the Secretary of the Architectural
Union Company, announcing a donation of
twenty guineas to the library fund of the Archi-
tectural Association, for the purchase of books.

Mr. W. Burrell (Librarian), in proposing a vote
of thanks to the Architectural Union Company,
said it was an unsolicited gift, made without any
advance on the part of the Association.

Mr. H. W. Pratt seconded the vote.
The Chairman, in putting the motion, said

the gift was a most acceptable one, as the
number of books, especially in the lending
library, was none too great. The resolution
was then carried by acclamation.
The Chairman said that for the last few

months the Carpenters’ Company had been
forming a library of works of reference, chiefly
connected with carpentry, but including many
others connected with building, and also a
lending library. He had received a communi-
cation from Mr. Banister Fletcher, one of the
Wardens of the Carpenters’ Company, stating
that any member of the Association furnished
with a letter of introduction from the Hon.
Secs., or with his ticket of membership, would
have the advantage of using the reference
library, and be able to take home books on
paying a deposit of 5s., to be returned when
the book was brought back.

Mr. F. R. Farrow (Hon. Sec.) announced that
on the 15th inst. a meeting of the cycling
members of the Architectural Association was
held at 9, Conduit-street, when a resolution
was passed to the effect that it was advisable
to form a club to be called “ The Architectural
Association Cycling Club,” having for its object
the combination of architecture and athletics,
by instituting cycle runs to places of architec-
tural interest. It was further resolved that
the subscription should be merely nominal. Mr.
Herbert D. Appleton had been elected Captain,
the Hon. Sec. being Mr. Leonard V. Hunt, 35,
Queen \ ictoria-street, E.C. The meeting stood
adjourned until December 5th. Members of
the Architectural Association wishing to join
the Cycling Club were requested to send their
names to the Secretary.

Mr. H. D. Appleton then read a paper entitled

“Our Sketching Club Scheme,” which we print

on another page.
Mr. J. A. Gotch seconded the motion with

which Mr. Appleton’s paper concluded. To
moke an index, he said, such as Mr. Appletou
had foreshadowed, of all the references that
had been made to buildings, was a task at

the thought of which many men might quail,

though such things, of course, could be done
by the exercise of time and patience. On the
other hand, the first aspect of the question,
viz., the keeping of a list of buildings, would
seem to be quite or nearly feasible. He would
have great pleasure in undertaking the consul-
ship, or whatever the post might bo termed, of

the district in which he resided. He believed
that in that particular district it would be
possible, first of all, to tabulate all the towns
and villages, and then from personal knowledge
to put down all the most notable buildings. It

would be a difficult task to sift the good infor-

mation, as many of the books were now out of
date, and the illustrations were only of interest

from a historical point of view, and as showing
how wretchedly people used to draw (laughter).

It was also difficult to obtain reliable informa-
tion even from local architects and parsons.
The latter, as a rule, would probably be found
to be animated with an ecclesiastical and Gothic
feeling, and would know nothing about domestic
work, despising, or holding of little account, any-
thing Jacobean. What they had to do, there-

fore, was to obtain the assistance of men of
'

catholic mind, who would be willing to give
information about anything, say from the pre-

historic boat discovered at Brigg, down even
to post-Reformation work.

Sir. F. T. Baggallay proposed a vote of thanks
to Mr. Appleton for his paper. The scheme
seemed to be a most excellent one. The ordi-

nary guide-books were nearly worthless for use
when on a sketching tour, while such a list of

buildings as was now proposed would be most
helpful, especially if means were used to in-

dicate the different degrees of importance.
Mr. S. F. Clarkson seconded the vote of

thanks to Mr. Appleton.
Mr. F.M. Elgood said he thought that sketching

tours might be started in connexion with the
Cycling Club now about to be formed by some
members of the Association.

Mr. W. Randolph remarked that he would be
ready to contribute his quota of information
regarding the district with which he was
acquainted, "viz., South Yorkshire.

Mr. H. W. Pratt suggested that the consuls
and vice-consuls should be asked to supply in-

formation to head-quarters as soon as possible,

so that it might not bo necessary for students
going to their several districts to trouble them.
It would be well, too, if the consuls could in

some way furnish information as to how cer-

tain buildings could be inspected, and if possible

get permission for students and others to
measure, sketch, or inspect the buildings. He
would also advise that, say once a month, a
district should be taken up and the information
published in the “ A. A. Notes." By that means
the information wonld, in course of time, be
available for reference, and would save people
going oven to head-quarters for it. The great
indexing scheme would doubtless furnish work for

several generations, and was rather an appalling
task to talk about, let alone to commence upon,
besides which much of the information got by
the expenditure of considerable labour would
not be of much value. He would, therefore,

rather see an index attempted comprising fewer
publications, but which might be the nucleus
of a larger one. He was glad that stress had
been laid upon the fact that the Architectural
Association was the body best fitted to deal

with such a task, because it was only young men
who could give time to measuring work. When
they got older and wore engaged in practice

they would have little time for such work;
therefore it was most desirable that those who
wore in their articles should devote their time
in measuring.

Mr. F. R. Farrow said he believed it would
be necessary to centralise the information
obtained, so that members could leam what
they desired without troubling the consuls.

Mr. T. E. Pryce thought that active parties

of cyclists might very well fish out a great deal

of information which might be sent to head-
quarters without ti-oubling the consuls. He
would like to see the scheme carried out in

its integrity, but it was a difficult matter to

draw the line as to what were the important
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bnildings in a particular locality. In a weak
moment, a few years ago, ho undertook to do
flometbing of the Bamo kind for a local society,
but he found, to his astonishment, that there
was work for a long lifo-time in that one district
alone.

Mr. Clarkson advised that discrimination
should be used from the first with regard to
the list of buildings. The index, in its main
features, might be in existence in a couple of
years, and could be added to as additional
information came in.

The Chairman spoke of the scheme as one of
great value, and referred to the part which Mr.
Owen Fleming had taken in connexion with it.

Ho might say, in reply to the questions, that a
Roman wall would be a fit subject to deal with,
and that the appointment of consuls should be
left to the sub-committee. In county histories
descriptions of buildings were to bo found which
were suggestive of things to be looked at. He
was glad to hear what Mr. Appleton had said
about the measurement of old work, which was
•of more use to students than any amount of
mere sketching. Ho could also endorse what
Mr. Appleton had said about London, for many
years ago he used to take the opportunity, at
times when there was little traffic about, of

; roaming through out-of-the-way streets, and he
was astonished at the amount of interesting bits

I
-of old work he came across. He was rather
sorry to hear Mr. Pratt say that as soon as an
architect got into practice he had not time to
measure anything, finch men as Street and
others might be referred to as refuting that
idea, and be hoped that many of them, even
when they did get into practice, might not find
it so entirely absorbing as to allow no time for
picking out a little bib of work to bo measured
•or sketched.

Mr. Appleton’s motion was then unanimously
Agreed to, as was tho vote of thanks.

Mr. Appleton briefly replied.

THE ASSOCIATION OP PUBLIC
SANITARY INSPECTORS.

The inaugural address of this Association
for the present session was delivered by Mr.
Hugh Alexander (Chairman of Council), Chief
Sanitary Inspector, Shoreditch, at the West-
minster Town Hall, on the 5th inst. In the
course of it he said,—My first duty and privi-
lege in the position I occupy by your favour
this evening is to congratulate you on tho great
success that has attended our Association
during the past four years. Like good and
ondm-ing institutions generally, its foundations
being well laid, it has grown from its inaugura-
tion steadily, but surely, in popular estimation
and in the good opinion of sanitary inspectors
throughout the country, until now we number
200 members, 27 bon. members, including the
names of many of the most distinguished
jciontists of the day 5 and 13 associate-mem-
bers, who are gentlemen of position, interested
in sanitary science in various ways. We have
mcasiou also to rejoice greatly that the move-
nent is spreading widely all over the land. One
3raDcb, which numbers fifty-two members, has
)een formed for the North-Western district,
vifch its bead-quarters at Liverpool

; another
)ranch, which numbers forty-eight members,
las been formed for the Midland division, with
ts head-quarters at Birmingham

; and several
thers are projected in various largo centres of
lopulation.

This is a record which I cannot but regard as
all of promise that before long all the corape-
5nt sanitary inspectors in the kingdom will be
ousod from indifference, and will take their

>|tancl shoulder to shoulder with their comrades
111 defence of their own interest and the interests

# the public, which are one and indivisible in
gbe great cause of sanitary reform.
B And now, gentlemen, as I am sure of your
pncurrence in my estimate of what has been
|one, so also I am sure of your full sympathy
r>r a few words in recognition of our great
didebtednesB to our distinguished President
Mr. Edwin Chadwick, C.B.), not only for the

iirestige our Association enjoys in having at its
l3ad a gentleman whose name is honoured
Wroughout the world as the pioneer of sanitary
Worm, but for most valuable active interest in
be development of our cause, tbe full success
which promises to be a fitting crown to a long

I'O of the very highest usefulness devoted to
^'e interests of the State, and to the interests
1 our common bumanitv.

I would also, in your name, like to bear testi-
mony to the worth of our late energetic Chair-
man, and our invaluable secretary and treasurer,
and to their self-sacrificing labours in laying
down tho foundations, and subsequently guiding
the fortunes, of the Association during the first

four years of its existence. It was not a light
undertaking for those gentlemen in the early
days of our formation, to gather together the
units of our force, and to give purpose and
direction to its movements. Inspectors in those
times were very much like “ Hal’ 0 ’ the wynd
every man “fought for bis own hand,” and no
one gave effective support to, nor received help
from, the disorganised army to which he
belonged, and the whole force was discredited
in public estimation simply and solely for want
of guidance and organisation. This was our
condition when these three gentlemen pushed
to the front and raised the standard of “ The
Association of Public Sanitary Inspectors,”
around which wo are gathered this evening.
Mr. Jerram has left the chair, and the Associa-
tion has already testified its high appreciation
of his labours. Mr. Legg still continues, and,
I trust, will long continue, in the position of
secretary, which ho has so long filled with credit
to himself, and with signal advantage to the
Association. Mr. Raymond also retains hisi
position as treasurer, a position in which he has
won the high respect and gratitude of the Asso-
ciation for the very able manner in which he
has discharged the duties of that important
office.

What legislation may be proposed in the
coming session we must be prepared to examine
dispassionately, and disinterestedly, from the
vantage-ground of our knowledge and experience
of the law as it stands, and of the changes
which we perceive are needful, that we may, so
far as we are able, prevent misdirection in
legislation; for we moat by no means overlook
the fact that it is quite possible changes may
not moan improvement, either for the public or
for the officers of the public. It is therefore
the duty of the Association, being forwarued, to
be forearmed, and your Council, taking this
view of their duty, and looking forward to the
time which is now drawing near, presented so
far back as March, 1880, a report on “ the
impending changes in sanitary law,” as affect-
ing initial procednre.and the powers,responsibili-
ties, emoluments, and status of sanitary in-
spectors, which report was presented by a
deputation, introduced by our President, to the
President of the Local Government Board, and
received most favourably.

Gentlomen, that report was not adopted
in hot haste, in the face of a Government
Bill, but in quiet deliberative council eighteen
months ago. In that report, while legis-
lation was yet far off, it was declared that
sanitary inspectors were placed in positions
of great responsibility, armed with totally
inadequate powers to efficiently respond to the
expectations of the public; and that is the case
still. That the sanitary enactments were nn-
necessarily complicated, unreliable in admini-
stration, and not calculated to encourage
zealous officers in efforts to seenre prompt
abatement of nuisances, and they continue so
to this day. It is further declared in the
Counoil’s report that the most essential amend-
ments required in sanitary law to secure effi-

cient administration are :— (1) That sanitary
officers should he duly qualified, and should
only be removable from their position by local
authorities, for misconduct, neglect of duty,
or proved incompetence. (2) That sanitary
officers should be held more directly responsible
for the abatement of nuisances, and should be
required on their own responsibility to serve
notices on behalf of local authorities, re-
quiring all necessary works to be done for that
purpose, such notices to be read to the local
authority or committee appointed for such
purpose at their next meeting, and if approved
to he adopted, and proceedings ordered to
be taken for tho abatement of nuisances.
Penalties to accrue from the date of inspector’s
notice. (3) That more simple, stringent, and
summary powers should be given for the abate-
ment of nuisances; and lastly, that a minimum
rate of salary should be enacted for sanitary
inspectors.

It is pretty certain that everyone will a^ree
to the proposition that only a properly qnalTfied
man should be appointed to the important and
responsible position of a sanitary inspector

;

but when we come to definitions, pablic opinion
requires guidance and direction

; and, above all,

local anthorities, with whom rests the appoint-
ment of sanitary inspectors, should be restricted
and protected in their selection of those officers
by an enactment defining and prescribing
essential qualifications in candidates for that
position.

The absence of any legal or authoritative jndg-
mont upon tho essential qualifications of sani-
tary inspectors, and the results naturally arising
therefrom, suggested to the members of the
Sanitary Institute of Great Britain nine or ten
years ago the propriety of instituting examina-
tions and granting certificates of efficiency

5
and

it is roported that 238 aspirants have, up to
Jane of this year, passed those examinations,
and have gone forth stamped with the certi-
ficate of the examining body as fitted to fill the
position of sanitary inspectors. But as to the
examination, and as to the certificate of effi-

ciency, there exist grave doubts as to the
sufficiency of the one, or the reliability of the
other, as a guarantee to the public of efficiency.

It has been said by some members of the
Sanitary Institute that some form of examin-
ation must bo better than none

; but, on the
other hand, it is alleged by experienced sanitary
inspectors that unless an examination is all that
it should be, its certificate of competency must
be misleading and mischievous. The examination
of the Pharrr.aceutical Society protects the
public against poisoning, by taking care that
only skilled and properly trained men are
allowed to dispense medicine. A medical
officer of health most be a man who has
devoted his whole life to the acquirement of
medical knowledge; and a sanitary inspector,
whose business is not to care diseased bodies,
bnt to cure disease-breeding houses, it is con-
tended should bo a man trained and skilled in
building construction, so that he may be com-
petent to detect and to correct the errors and the
misdeeds of builders and builders’ workmen,
and even the mistakes of architects, and to
diagnose and trace oat the hidden causes of
disease, otherwise he and tho dwellers in houses
will be largely at the mercy of interested
persons. Can it be maintained that any man
taken from any walk of life is sufficient for
these things, if coached for a few months, so
as to secure the certificate of the Sanitary
Institute ? I think not

; and I am not alone
in that opinion. Mr. Cuhitt Nichols, the adviser
of the Home Office on Artisans’ Dwellings
Schemes, gave it in evidence to the Royal
Commission on the Housing of the Working
Classes that, in his opinion, all inspectors
ought to be acquainted with building con-
struction, and that even disciplined men of
good character, like old soldiers, who are some-
times employed, are of no use unless they have
served in the Royal Engineers. This testimony,
from a gentleman of large experience and high
authority, was fully supported by Mr. Owen,
the secretary to the Local Government Board,
and by Mr. Edwin Chadwick, our President.
The evidence of these eminent gentlemen I

may very fitly supplement with the expressed
opinion of the Chairman of the Council of the
Sanitary Institute itself, Captain Donglas
Galton, one of our honorary members, and one
of our most valued friends. In his address,
read at the annual meeting of the Sanitary
Institute, May 26th of this year, an address
full of interest and snggestiveness, there is

this passage as to treatment of infections
disease :

— “ The occurrence of a case of in-
fectious disease in any house should be in itself

taken as an index of the possibility of defects
existing, and should be yrima facie ground for
a thorough examination of the premises and
the surroundings by skilled persons.”

I quite agree with Captain Galton, for I must
assume he means men skilled and experienced
in building construction. Nevertheless,—and
it is something extraordinary,—it is not re-

quired by the Sanitary Institute that candidates
for its certificate shall be practical and ex-
perienced builders

; on the contrary, we cannot
help observing that men whose life-long avoca-
tions have not had the slightest affinity with
building operations of any kind, have been
successfully coached np, and have passed the
Institute’s examination, and are now ready at
any time, with the aid of the certificate they
have secured, to assume the functions of a
sanitary inspector.

We all remember that this examination was
instituted ostensibly to improve the status and
efficiency of sanitary inspectors, but there can
exist no donbt in the mind of any experienced
and observant sanitary inspector that it has
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missed its aim from the very first, and that its

certificate, granted as it is, wholesale to men
who are not acquainted practically with every

detail of building operations, is delusive and

dangerous to the public, and, instead of elevating

the position of sanitary inspectorship, tends

largely to its degradation. I adduce in evidence

of that the fact that it was some time back

publicly and ostentatiously announced (as a

rather good thing) that a labouring man, em-

ployed on a railway, had passed the examina-

tion of the Institute. And that announcement

was followed very shortly afterwards by an

advertisement issued by the vestry of a large

metropolitan parish, for a man who held the

certificate of the “Sanitary Institute” to fill

the position of sanitary inspector, and the

reward unblushingly offered for the man who
held that distinction, a distinction certifying

that he was a fit and proper man to discharge

the duties devolving upon a sanitary inspector,

was 30s. per week,—that is to say, the wages
due to, and often obtained by, unskilled

labourers.

Out of evil coraeth good occasionally, and in

this instance it was really fortunate that the

members of the Vestry referred to were so

mean as to permit the issue of such an adver-

tisement, for, as the result showed, they bad
correctly gauged the value of the certificate of

the Sanitary Institute, and they demonstrated

its entire worthlessness to the public, in the

fact that they had no trouble in getting what
they wanted, and for the money they offered.

I will make no further comments on the facts

I have adduced and the opinions I have quoted

than this,—that they incontestibly demonstrate

the necessity for a proper definition by law of

“ the essential qualifications required in a

Sanitary Inspector,” and to that I will only

add and submit the following questions to you,

and to enlightened local authorities, and to

society generally :— (1) Can the certificate of

the Sanitary Institute be regarded as a reliable

guarantee of efiiciency in any man seeking an
appointment as a sanitary inspector? (2) Does
the examination and certificate of the Sanitary

Institute tend to improve the status and conse-

quent efficiency of sanitary inspectors ? or does

it not rather tend to degradation and levelling

down to the status of a day labourer ?

ARCHITECTURAL SOCIETIES.

Manchester Architectural Association .—The
ordinary fortnightly meeting of this Association
was held on the 15th inst., in the Diocesan
Buildings, Mr. T. Chadwick in the chair.

Mr. J. Corbett, Sanitary Engineer, read a paper
on " House Hot-water Fittings,” which was
elaborately illustrated. The development was
traced from the crude “ set pot ” or water-box
in a cooking-range, to the present cylinder, with
its necessary circulating pipes, safety valve, &c.
Special appliances were described for intercept-

ing and removing deposits of lime and mud
from the boiler. Necessary precautions against
frost were described, and instances were quoted
of collapsed cylinders, frozen pipes, damaged
boilers, &c. A vote of thanks, proposed by
Mr. Hodgson, seconded by Mr. Woodhouse, and
supported by the chairman, was carried unaui-
mously.

Leeds and Yorkshire Architectural Society .

—

At the second meeting of the present session of
the Leeds and Yorkshire Architectural Society,
an address was delivered by Mr. Basil Champ-
neys, of London, on “Victorian Architecture
and Originality.” Mr. H. Perkin, one of the
vice-presidents, presided. The lecturer said
that architecture was very much guided by
precedents, and was bound more than any
other art by mechanical and mathematical
laws. It would therefore be unreasonable to
e.xpect any rapidity in its development or
progress. They could find but two great
original styles of architecture evolved by the
inventive powers of humanity,—Greek and
Gothic. In public taste, which must always
be a factor in the development of style, there
was no guidance for architects. But, however
bad the conditions were, he saw no reason for
despair so long as architects were not expected
to do too much. Victorian architecture had
accomplished a great deal, and had formed a
scaffolding for successful enterprise in the
future. It had shown that the essential
principles of the two great schools of archi-
tecture bad been mastered. By no conscious
effort of originality wonld real progress

come about. A vote of thanks to Mr. Champ-
ueys for his lecture was proposed by Mr. Corson,

seconded by Mr. Connon, and supported by

Principal Bodington, of the Yorkshire College.

Referring to a remark made by Mr. Connon,

Mr. Bodington said that the very essence of

success lay in their having an instructed public

to deal with. It seemed to him that the basis

of national art was to educate the public to

whom they had to appeal. Those who had seen

the Manchester Exhibition had been amazed at

the strength and fruitfulness of English art in

painting. He could not help thinking that if

they could see collected together the best archi-

tectural works of the last fifty years, it was
quite possible they might stand amazed at the

fruitfulness and strength of English archi-

tecture.

ELLIOTT’S “PERFECT SIMPLEX” METAL
WEATHER BAR.

This bar is adapted for all kinds of casements

opening inwards, and is applicable to existing

windows and doors. As will be seen by the accom-
panying section, which represents the casement

when closed, the lower bar is constructed in

sectional shape, somewhat like the letter Li and

is screwed into a groove formed in the cill, the

highest side of the bar being on the outside ;
or

it can also be screwed on to an ordinary cill

without forming any groove at all. The bar is

pierced in one place at the bottom, and a hole

is also bored through the cill to carry off the
condensation or other water that may accumu-
late in the bottom of the bar. The top bar is

somewhat similar in shape, but of a smaller
section, and is screwed into a rebate formed on
the outer edge of the casement. This bar is

also pierced to convey the condensation down
through the bottom rail, as shown. The lower
external angle of this bar is bevelled to form a
drip, which is fixed Bush with the bottom edge
of the rebate in the sash. The long edge of the
bar fixed on the casement laps on the top of

the long edge of the bar fixed in or on tl;e cill,

and forms the outside joint of the casement,
consequently the short edge of the small bar
touches the inside face of the cill bar.

This weather-bar, which speaks for itself as

to its efficiency, is manufactured by Mr. Samuel
Elliott, of the Albert Joinery and Moulding
Mills, Newbury.

Melbourne Centennial Exhibition,1888.
As some misapprehension appears still to exist

respecting the dates fixed in connexion with the
allotment of space and the opening of the
Melbonme Centennial Exhibition, we are re-
quested by the Agent-General for Victoria to

state that, as at present arranged, the opening
ceremony will take place on the Ist of Aug^ust,

1888, and that applications for space will be
received up to the 3lst of December next at the
offices of the London Commission, 8, Victoria-
chambers, Westminster.

ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.

“OCR SKETCHING CtrS SCHEME.”

Sir,—Will you kindly allow me to invite the.

assistance of all who take an interest in the proposal

made in the paper on “Our Sketching Club

Scheme,”* either by volunteering to act as vice-

consuls or, if not able to undertake the regular

duties, to furnish us with particulars of any

buildings of interest they are acquainted with?-

Any information forwarded to me at 157, Wool
Exchange, Coloman-street, E.C., will be most
gratefully acknowledged. It should be tabulated in.

the following manner :

—

We hope that the value of such a register will be
sufficient to induce all who have the power to
forward the movement to the utmost of their

ability. Herbert D. Appleton.
November 21st, 1887.

A SYMBOLIC STONE.

Sir,—After reading the article on “Christian
Symbolism in Great Britain ” which appeared in
the number of your journal for the 5th inst., lam
induced to call tbe attention of the writer or some
member of the Surrey Arcbseological Society to an
interesting specimen illustrative of the subject which
is now lying by the roadside near Weybri^e, about
a mile out of the town, and close to the barge-cut of

the river Wey
;
in fact, at present it does duty as a

guard-stone to prevent carts, &c., damaging the
Pelican Ion.

Although broken into two pieces, it will, on
inspection, be found to be part of the cover of a
stone coffin, and bears carved upon it part of a cross

and an inverted omega over another.

When put together it measures about 3 ft. long,,

and appears to have been broken where the transept

of the cross would occur, so that originally it must
have been about 7 ft. in length. The omegas are

very clearly defined.

I was informed that it was brought out of old

Weybridge Church during ite restoration.

The belief that it is well worthy of an inspection

by some one interested in these matters, and that ft

deserves a better resting-place than it now has, is-

ray excuse for troubling you with this note.

William Gibbon.

P.S.—I enclose a rongh sketch of it as I saw it a-

mouth ago.

MITCHAM LINOLEUM COMPANY’S
COMPETITION.

Sib,—In your Note on the above in last week's

issue [p. 695j you do not make any mention that the

Company reserve the right to buy any of the designs

sent in, and not premiated, at one guinea each.

Now this price, for anything of a design, drawn to
18 in. by 18 in. and coloured, is ridiculously small,

even for the draughtsmanship. I think if tbe

company were to alter this clause and allow an.

unsuccessful competitor to give them the refusal of

his designs, at a price to vary say from one to three

guineas each, they would obtain more designs of a

higher class; for competitors must bear in mind
that “ many will run and there are but few prizes.”'

V. S.

*** We have received other letters raising the

same objection, which we consider a very reasonable

THE METROPOLITAN BOARD OF WORKS
SCANDAL.

Sir,—

R

eferring to Mr. Richardson’s speech,

reported in the Financial News of Saturday last, in

which a Mr. Fuller is stated to have bought a book

of reference from one of tbe officials, I have

challenged Mr. Richardson to give the name and

address of the Mr. Fuller referred to, and I now
beg to disclaim all knowledge of such a transaction.

I am most desirous that this letter should have

publicity, as I am the only surveyor practising in

London by the name of Fuller who is a Fellow of

the Surveyors’ Institution.

George J. Fuller.

Pulpit, Truro Cathedral.—In onr iasne

of the 12th inst. (p. 659), the pulpit of Troro

Cathedral is described as being conatrncted of
“ Hopton Wood stone, from the Wirksworth

quarries in Nottinghamshire ”
: it sbonld have

been “ Derbyshire.”

The Vintners' Company.—Mr. William

Wimble, of Queen Victoria-street, has been

appointed architect and surveyor to this com-

pany .—City Press.

* Printed in this week’s Builder.
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PROVINCIAL NEWS.
Netucas^Ze-on-Pj/ne.—The foundation-stone of

the new College of Medicine, Newcastle, was
laid on the 3rd inst., by the Duke of
Northumberland. The design of the new
structure is Elizabethan, and the site is in the
Bath-road. The building is planned so as

I

to leave a quadrangle in the centre. The
western and southern sides are not being built

I

at present, but in the future will be available

I

for the extension of the physiology department,
laboratorios, animal pathology department, and
a wing containing a residential hall for fifty
students. The college now being erected con-
sists of the principal and north front, facing
Bath-road, and the east wing. This wing
•contains the anatomical department. On the
ground-floor is the dissecting-room, 70 ft. by
30 ft., lit by a “ ridge-and-furrow ” roof. Ad-
joining are a large locker-room and lavatory.
On the same floor is the anatomy theatre
^for 150 students) and professors' private
room. Above is a bone room, 20 ft. by
20 ft., and another room, 20 ft. by 15 ft.

There is a basement, containing a summer
dissecting-room, 20 ft. by 20 ft.; two rooms,
41 ft. by 30 ft., and 30 ft. by 28 ft.

; a
mortuary and infectious rooms, with private
yard ; also a heating vault, coal-cellar, store-
rooms, (tc. The walls of this wing are lined
out with glazed bricks. The main front con-
tains the entrance, in the centre under a
tower, with oriel window corbelled out above
the archway. On the right and left are
rooms for the porter and registrar. The
remainder of the ground-floor is occupied by
the council and professors’ room, 35 ft. by
25 ft., with a large bay window; a materia
medica room, 25 ft. by 25 ft.

j and a smaller
lecture theatre, 38 ft. by 25 ft., having a private
room for the professor and a dark room opening
from it. An oak staircase, with double flights
of steps, leads to the upper floor, which con-
tains the library and e.Tamination hall, 80 ft. by
35 ft., and the museum, 60 ft. by 35 ft. The
mullioned windows are being carried out in
6tone, and the walla and dressings in red bricks
•and terra cotta. The architects are Messrs.
Dunn, Hansom, & Dunn, of Newcastle, and the
principal building contract is in the hands of
Mr. S. B. Burton, of Newcastle, and amounts
to 15,0001., the first portion of the building
being entrusted under a 2,0001. contract to
Mr. Walter Scott, also of Newcastle. The
Normauby Brick and Tile Company, Middles-
brough, have the order for the red facing and
moulded bricks, and Messrs. Doulton & Co.,
Lambeth, the terra cotta. Mr. Relph is the
clerk of works. The total cost of the building
will be about 25,0001.

Stourbridge.—On the I4th inst., Earl Beau-
champ inaugurated the new Town Hall at
•Stourbridge. The building is Renaissance in
style, the material used being red brick,
with terra-cotta for the ornamental work.
There are two main entrances from Market-
street, and one for artistes, as well as one from
Smithfield to the back of the room. The hall
is 76 ft. by 40 ft., and in addition it has a stage
34 ft. wide by 26 ft. deep. The height to the
coiling is 38 ft. A gallery at the opposite end
of the stage will accommodate about 200
persons, and the floor of the hall will seat over
800. The doors have been fitted with double
axle hinges, anil there are eight exits from the
hall to the corridors and six external exits.
Cloak rooms, lavatories, and other accommoda-
tion, have been provided. The hall is lighted
by ten windows, five on each side, of cathedral
tinted glass, in stone mullions. The building
is heated by hot-water pipes, supplied by
Messrs. Jones & Attwood. In addition to
the Town Hall the Commissioners are building-

I jin connexion with it, and of uniform design”
Ra suite of public offices. The Commissioners’
jlRoom, which is to be 38 ft. long by 21 ft. w’de,
llwill have a strong room attached. There will
ilalso be offices for the Town Clerk, collector,
f^urveyor, and other officials. One of the en-
Iitrances to the Town Hall has been carried up-
jtwarda so as to form a tower 100 ft. high, con-
necteil with which is an open balcony 55 ft.
phigb. At the back of the public offices there
Twill bo the new fire-engine station, and this will
•.be accessible from Smithfield. The total cost
Ilof the hall is about 4,5001., and that of the
uTown Offices and Corn Exchange it is estimated
(will be 2,-4001. more. The architect is Mr. T.
icRobinsou, of Stourbridge, the contractor being
•Mr. J. Guest, also of Stourbridge.

DISSENTING CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.
Ifonor Oak.—Two memorial stones of a Baptist

school-chapel at Honor Oak, between Beckham
and the Crystal Palace, were laid recently.
The building will consist of a school-chapel
measuring 61 ft. 6 in. by 32 ft. 6 in. inside,

having a partly open-timbered roof and ceiled
at a height of 25 ft., with inner and outer front
lobbies, all doors opening outwards; and a
vestry, 10 ft. by 12 ft., Ac. The style is Early
Gothic, and the materials to be used externally
are red brick with Bath stone dressings, and
slated roofs. The contract for the chapel has
been taken at 1,0931. by Messrs. F. &. H, F.
Higgs, of Loughborough Junction. Dwarf
walls and iron railings are to bo erected
around the whole of the site, upon which
a new church is to be erected within four
years, when the building now in progress
will be used as a school. This is the second
chapel erected during this year under the
auspices of the London Baptist Association, the
first being at Cann Hall-road, Stratford, which
was opened in the Spring. The architect of
both buildings is Mr. George Baines, of Great
Winchester-street, London.
Newton (Leeds).—The memorial stones of a

new chapel for the accommodation of Baptisf;
and Congregationalists were recently laid at
Newton, near Leeds. Tlie exterior of the new
building will be in the fourteenth-century
Gothic, slightly decorated, with an octagon end
to Chapeltown-road. lu the centre of the
octagon the principal entrances and portico
will be placed, and above there will be an
apsed end of throe two-light windows, sup-
ported with flying buttresses, aud finished in
gablets. Above the latter there will be a
central clock tower with traceried lights and
dials in four sides. The scheme will entail the
expenditure of 6,0001. or 6,0001., exclusive of
the site. Accommodation will be provided for
over 500 worshippers. The building will be
well lighted and liavo clearstory windows.
The work will be carried out from the designs
of Mr. Archibald Neill, of Leeds.

Whetstove.—The memorial stone of a new
Congregational school-chapel at Whetstone has
recently been laid. The style of the building
is a very simple treatment of the Early Gothic.
It is faced with white bricks with Bath stone
dressings, and tiled roofs. The accommodation
on the upper floor consists of the school-chapel,
60 ft. by 35 ft., seating about 350 adults, with a
vestry, tea-making room, &c. Two fireproof
staircases load down to the lobbies. On the
ground-floor will be an infants’ class-room,
25 ft. by 18 ft.; a lecture-room, 30 ft. by 35 ft.,

with vestry, 14 ft. by 11 ft.
; and five class-

rooms, 13 ft. 9 in. by 9 ft. 6 in. each A corridor
6 ft. wide leads to the lecture-room and class-
rooms. It will be heated by hot water. The
contract for the main building, including
lighting, heating, &c., is 2,0071. The architect
is Mr. George Baines, of Great Winchester-
street, E.C., whose designs were accepted in a
limi'.ed competition. The builder is Mr. R. G.
Battley, of Old Kent-road, S.E.

York.—A new Wesleyan chapel was opened
in Bishopthorpe-road, York, on the 13th ult.
The building will seat about 650 persons, has
been erected from designs prepared by Mr.
C. Bell, of London, and is in the free Italian
style of architecture. It contains, besides the
chapel proper, a spacious schoolroom with
fifteen class-rooms opening into it, as well as
an infants’ schoolroom, &c. The coat will be
upwards of 6,0001.

STAINED GLASS.
Blackburn.—Viscount Cranborne a few days

ago unveiled a stained-glass wiudow which has
been placed in the west end of Christ Church,
Blackburn, at a cost of about 3001. The window
has been erected, as an inscription on it indi-
cates, as a “ Jubilee ” memorial. It is the
work of Mr. Swaine Bourne, of Birmingham.
The subjects treated are eleven in number,
eight being arranged in two rows in the lights,
with architectural canopies.

Charlton Atbofs.—The east wiudow of the
Parish Church has been filled with stained
glass, illustrating Faith Hope, and Charity.
The work has been designed and executed by
Messrs. Warrington & Co., of London.

Grappenhall. — The parish church of St.
Wilfrid, Grappenhall, near Warrington, has
just received a considerable addition of stained
glass. The present work consists of two five-

light windows representing the “ Adoration of
the Magi” and ‘‘Christ with the Four Evan-
gelists”; two four-light windows illustrating
” The Feeding of the Multitude ” and ‘‘ Acts of
Charity”; and one window of three lights.
This latter window contains nearly all the
ancient glass, dating from the fourteenth
century, which was scattered about in various
windows in the church. These pieces have
now been collected, and an arrangement de-
signed to bring them into use, so that the whole
shonld form one complete window. These
additions were entrusted to Messrs. Mayer &
Co., of Munich and London.

Longton.—A special service has been held
in St. James’s Church in dedication of two
two-light windows which have boon placed
in the chancel as a memorial to illustrate
and perpetuate the life and work of the
Rev. Adam Clarke, late rector of the
parish. The subjects of the windows wore
selected by a committee, and are as follows :

—

1, As teaching the ignorant, ” Our Lord
Instructing Nicodemus ”

; 2, As comforting
the afflicted, ‘‘ Our Lord Comforting Martha
aud Mary”; 3, As feeding the hungry, ‘‘Our
Lord Feeding the Five Thousand”; 4, As
visiting the sick, ‘‘ Our Lord Visiting St. Peter’s
Wife’s Mother.” Each subject has been made
to run through two lights, and is framed with
architectural canopies and bases of late
fifteenth-century character. The work was
designed and executed in the studios of Messrs.
Heaton, Butler, & Bayne, of Garrick-street,
London.

Rochester.—A three-light stained-glasswindow
has just been placed in St. Nicholas Church,
Rodhester, in commemoration of her Majesty’s
Jubilee. It is the gift of Mr. W. Patten-
Haymen, J.P. The lights are composed of
heraldic devices, with emblems, &c., a large
portrait bust of the Queen being placed in
the qnatrefoil. A similar window for the same
church has also been placed as a memorial of
the late Alderman Charles Foord by the family
of the deceased gentleman. Both windows
have been executed by Messrs. W. James &
Co., Willes-road, Kentish Town.

St. Columb (Cornwall),—St. Columb Minor
Church, Cornwall, has recently been enriched
by the fixing of a four-light window at the east
end. It represents four of the subjects from
Our Saviour’s life, viz., ” The Annunciation,”
“ The Adoration,” ‘‘ The Baptism,” and ‘‘ The
Saviour blessing the Children.” They are
surrounded by rich floral canopy work on
alternate blue and ruby grounds, the bases
being in keeping. The window is to the
memory of the late Mr. Thomas Nicholls, and
was carried out under the superintendence of
the Vicar by Messrs. Gibbs & Howard, of
Charlotte-street, Fitzroy-square, London,

Swansea.— Sir John Morris, Bart., has lately
bad erected, at his seat, Havod, Sketty Park,
a large painted window, to commemorate the
Jubilee of Queen Victoria. In addition to a
representation of Her Majesty and the royal
symbols, the window contains the Morris arms,
and the national emblems of England, Ireland,
Scotland, and Wales are worked in as a ground-
work to the whole. The window has been de-
signed and executed by Messrs. Chas. Evans &
Co., London.

Wakefield.—The west window of St. Mary’s
Church, Wakefield, has been filled with stained
glass by way of memorial to the late Misses
Scott, of St. John’s, Wakefield. Figures of
some of the greater prophets occupy the chief
lights, with the patron saint and angels in the
tracery. The work is from the studio of
Messrs. Powell Brothers, of Leeds.

Widdringfon.—A two-iight painted window to
the memory of Mary Ann Hill Firth and Mary
Ann Firth, relatives of the vicar, has recently
been executed for this parish church by Messrs.
Cbas. Evans & Co.

Destruction of a German Castle by Pire.
Last week the famous Castle of Jever, in
Oldenborg, w'as almost completely destroyed by
fire and water. The castle is the autn7nn resi-
dence of the Grand Duke of Oldenborg, whose
arrival had been announced, and it is thought
that excessive heating of the stoves of the castle
caused the fire. The building, formerly the
ancestral home of the Dukes of Anhalt Zerbot,
was one of the oldest in Germany, and famous
for its fresco paintings and Gobelins tapestry.
There is also a fine picture-gallery. Fortunately
all these art treasures, as well as the antique
furnitare, were saved.
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CONTOUR CALCULATIONS

N'2

StnJJtnTs fioteinn.

LAND STOVBTING AND LEVELLING.

XXII.—CONTOUES.

CONTOUR plan enables tbe surveyor

to Judge the undulatory nature of any
ground, and. in setting out work to run

lines approximately of equal level or of uniform

gradient. It is prepared in the following

manner. Suppose the altitude of the contour

required to be 120 ft. above a given datura, and

that the nearest reliable bench mark is known
to be at a level of 137'8C ft. above the same
datum, there is a difference of 17‘86 ft. between

the level of the bench mark and the required

contour. The instrument is set up in a convenient

position and adjusted, and if, for example, the

staff reads 2'61, this is booked as a back-sight

and shows tbe lino of collimation to be at a

level of (2-61 plus 137‘86) 140’47 ft. above the

given datum. Now the contour being 20'47 ft.

below this, it is evident that the line of collima-

tion must be lowered in position before a level

staff, 14 ft. or 16 ft. long, could be read by the

instrument when set up level. A fore-sight for

the purpose of connecting the levels is taken in

such a position that the staff is read near the

top, say at 12'85, and the level is re-set in a
new position to read near the foot of the staff,

say 1'83. Reducing tbe book we find the level

of the point upon which we changed the level

of the line of collimation to be 137'62. The
position of this point is not recorded in the
level book, as it is not required to be indi-

cated upon the plan, but we have by this

means fallen from a known level of 137‘86 to

a known level of 127'G2, and have now only

to fall 7-62 ft. lower to find the position^ of

a point npon the required contour. Adding
7-62 to 1’83 we obtain 9'45 as the necessary

reading upon the staff to give the heicht

required, and this figure is then booked for

reference in the intermediate column. If the

staff reads less than 9-40 the staffman is told to

go to lower ground, whereas if the staff reads

more than 9‘50, the staffman is told to come to

higher ground. Except where extreme pre-

cision is required, the divisions indicating

hundreds may be disregarded in reading the

staff, but it is well to observe them in the Level

Book for sake of accuracy inconnecting tbe levels.

Signals will have to be agreed npon by which

the surveyor can communicate with the staff-

man when they are too far apart to be within

hearing of one another. The position of the

contour points in the field is fixed during the

process of levelling by stout laths pointed at

the ends, so as to be left temporarily in the

ground at suitable distances apart. The
number of laths required will entirely depend

upon the intricacy of the ground and the size

of the features. Laths are placed in positions

determined by levelling at such points as will

best define tbe shape of the contour, and these

laths are afterwards surveyed in a similar

manner to points in a fence. It is advisable

only to level and lath out as much as can be

surveyed before leaving the ground for the

day.
The plan of tbe proposed reservoir shows

contours at heights having an interval of 5 ft.

between them. The altitudes are supposed to

range between 50 ft. and 100 ft. Watersheds

are indicated by a salient or outward bend in a

contour lino
;
watercourses by a re-entering bend

in the contour line. The vertical interval at

which the contours are to be levelled having been

decided, a line of section is taken (some-

times called “tbe initial line’’), upon which

pegs as temporary bench marks are fixed near

the level of each contour, and in running

the required contours the instrument is set

up so that the telescope, when levelled, maj

intersect the levelling staff which is held upoE

the initial point, or top of each contour peg

in order to arrive at the reduced level to b(

read upon the staff for tracing the requirec

contour.

The areas of the contours enclosed can be bes

arrived at with the use of aplanimeter {Builder

Oct. 29th, p. 618). The diagram indicates th

method of calculating the area enclosed by th

top bank contour. In this case the enclosur

being large it is divided into three parts, an
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one side being straight a triangle is formed in
the centre the area of which can bo most
accurately calculated in the ordinary way by
multiplying the base by half the height, as it

would be waste of time to go rouud the
boundary of any regular geometrical form with
the planimetei. The two adjoining enclosures

to the triangle being irregular in outline are
more accurately determined by the planimeter
than by drawing “ give and take lines ” in the
usual way.
The subjoined table gives a systematic

method of drawing up the statement of
capacities.

Rednced
Level.

8q. ins.

Area
on paper.

Area in

sq. feet.

60 00 0-40 1656

55-00 3-38 12168

GO-00 12-53 45108

65-00 21-24 7646-1

70 00 34-42 123912

75-00 49-04 170544

80-00 61-52 221472

85-00 74-52 2GS272

90 00 87-44 314784

95-00 111-03 303708

CALCULATION OF CAPACITIES.

PROPOSED RESERVOIR.

Content in

cubic feet
up to level.

Capacity in
galloos

up to level.

Depth. Cubic feet.

G912 X 5 34560 34560

55-00

216000

28638 X 5 143190 177750

60-00

1110938

60786 X 5 303930 481680

65-00

3010500

100188 X 5 500940 982620

70-00

“6141375

150228 X 5 751140 1733760

7o-00

10836000

199008 X 5 995040 2728800

80-00

nlTGsooo

241872 X 5 1224360 3953160

85-00

24707250
j

291528 X 5 14576-10 5410800

90 00
j

33817500

339246 X 5 1696230 7107030

95-00
I

4-4418937

j

Area of Top Bank Level 9-58 acres.

EECENT PATENTS.
AB8TBACTS OF SPECIFICATIONS.

16,701, Excavating. T. Whitaker.

This invention has for its object the application of
the steam-crane machinery to excavating. On the
iib of n portable crane a swinging arm is swivelled.
This carries an excavating-bucket with a binged or
novable bottom, so as to allow the contents to
jscape. The bucket is provided near the top with
itirriip or bow, by which it is suspended to the
lauling-chain of the crane, and is so arranged that
n excavating the pull of the chain is always in a
lirection parallel to the face of the cut, and not
lirect to the jib head. Or the chain of a horizon-
ally-moving crane carries an excavating-bucket,
vhich is guided up and against the face of the
aitting by a radius rod projecting from the wagon.
Vheii the bucket is full it is swung round and
mptied into a wagon behind the crane, or into any
ther desired place.

I 16,811, Door Checks, &c. H. House.

This invention relates to a door check after the
.merican pattern, but the arm, instead of being
iraight, is curved, and the end runs against a
ilindrical buffer which gives ease and certainty of
otion. Mechanism for regulating the pressure of
le spring, &o., is also adaptable.

16,847, Bolts for Doors. F. H. Collins.

Instead of attaching the thumb-bit, push-piece,
knob rigidly to the rod, it is by this invention

lowed to have a slight rocking motion lengthways,
d ttie underside are formed two slots or

8,939, Concrete Pavements, Floors, &o. J.& J. Crombie.

_

According to this invention the area to be covered
18 flagged with a layer of sand, and on this is arranged
a system of moulding boards, which divide the wea
to be paved into the number of flags or slabs
required. Then a layer of calico, cloth, cardboard
or some such suitable material is placed so as tomake a fair and level surface, and to prevent the
bed from being disturbed by the concrete when it is
put into the mould. By this a level surface on
both sides of the flags is ensured

; the top aides ofthe flags being trowelled in the usual manner
to make them smooth. The joints are treated withplumbago to prevent adhesion.

12,638 Plooring or Decking for Bridgework,
<io. A. W. Ramage.

This invention relates to flooring or decking usedm bndgework, culverts, lauding stages, piers &c
or for hreproof structures designed to bear a great
strain per given area. It is impossible to describem detail the improvements, but steel or iron in
suitable segments is used, the decking being filledm with concrete or similar substance.

12,821, Weather-guard for Doors, Windows
*sc. S. Pitt.

_

The guard which is the subject of this invention
instead of being in the usual form of a strip ismade of a cylinder or roller held by a spring, and
so made as to effectually shut out draught. The
inner part of the roll is elastic, while the outer
portion IS of hard felt or some durable substance.

NEW APPLICATIONS FOR PATENTS.

Sewers and Drains.—15,545, J. Lawrence, Bellows
Regulators for Water-closets.—15,560, B. Finch,
Fireproof Scenery, and Doors for same, for Theatres,
&c.

Nov. 15.—15,596, J. MacKnight, Artificial Pave-
ment.—15,603, W. Payne, Pivoting Fanlights, &c.
&C. — 15,626, A. and R. Kerr, Wood-workings
Machinery.—15.634, J. Gay and F. Wood, Fire-
bricks, &c.—15,655, F. Scheidemann and F. Bender,
Hinges.— 15,666, G. Layton,
Nov. 16.—15,690, G. Wood, Manufacture of Glass.—15,739, J. Stephens, Portland, Roman, and other

Cements.
Nov. 17.—15,763, A. Haslam and J. Settle, Fire-

places or Grates.—15,764, J. Stevenson, Fastening
Sashes, Windows, Doors, and Shutters.—15,769,
R. Bucknall, Folding Roof Trusses and Pillars.
15,771 and 15,773, F. Crane, Varnishes.—15,781, T.
Abbott, Folding Wall-ladder and Fire-escape.

PEOVISIONAL SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.

12,383, B. Cocker, Protection for Gas-piping in
Case of Fire.—12,900, T. Morris, Slate Working"
Machinery.—13,127, A. Stephenson, Butt Hinge
and iMethod of Fixing to Doors.—13,524, W. Hearn,
Fastening Windows.—13,688, H, Gross, Kilns for
Bricks, Tiles, &c.—14,281, J. Petter, Fireplaces.

—

14,422, G. Newman, Door Springs and Checks.

—

14,545, M. Frankenburg, Parquetry Wood Flooring.—14,556, J. Stones, Fireproof, Iron, or other Cur-
tains for Theatres and Large Openings.—14,634, J.
Newton, Rocking Basin Water-closet Apparatus
with Trap.—14,716, A. Hopkins, Wood-block Floor-
ing-—2,817, H. Moore, Self-locking Bolt for Doors.—13,472, J. Coppard, Closing or Opening Doors,
Windows, &c.—13,576, W. St. Aubin, Window-sasb
Fasteners, &c.—13,928, J. Hind and F. Sharp,
Automatically Opening Doors from the Interior of
Buildings in Cases of Emergency.- 13,946, H.
Whiteley, Opening and Closing Fanlights, &c.
14,206, D. Sorfleet, Automatic Wind and Rain
Excluder for Doors.—14,847, B. and C. Townend,
Draught, Dust, and Rain Excluder for Doors.—
15,114, G. Sonnenthal, Pile Drivers.

COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED,
Op»n to Oppoiiiion for Tko Month$,

14,707, R. Longe, Communicating with Upper
Stories of Buildings in Case of Fire, &o.—734, T.
Royle, Preservation of Wood, &c.—12,366, J.
Criehton and S. Robertson, Flushing Cisterns, &c.—678, E. Jones and C. Brand, Paving Blocks from
Scoria or Slag.—698, 0. Elphick, Water Waste
Preventers.— 1,954, G. Smith, Door Fasteners and
Locks.—5,796, W. Holland, Automatic Discharge
Valve for Water-closet Cisterns and Tanks.

RECENT SALES OF PROPERTY.
ESTATE EXCHANGE REPORT.

NoVBiOJBE 16.

By SisirBL B. Clark & Son.
Perthshire, near Donkeld Station—The residence

called Cardney, and 1,074 acres, freehold £9,053
By Rogbbs, Chapman, & Thomas.

Baliam, Ormeley-road—Branksome, term 92 years,
gronod-rent 71

, 5 j(^
MusweU Hill—Ground-rente of 64i.' i2e!,"reversion

years

By Dbitbe & Pbbpbct.
“‘ghbopy—11, Klfort-road, 89 years, ground-rent

250-

By Pbbkiits & Cbsab,
New Cross-road—No. 106

, freehold ... 62>
By A. & A. PiBLD.

Stepney-17, Waiter-street, 27 years, ground-rent

cesses, one at each end of the part traversed by
e thumb-bit. Into one of these slots one of the
ids can fall, where it is retained by the action of a
ring attached to the rockingthumb-piece. When
B bolt is shot the stud nearest the foro end is
gaged in the corresponding slot on the back
ite. When it is desired to withdraw the bolt, the
BBsure of the fingers first causes the thumb-bit to
5k on the disengaged stud, and withdraw the
ler stud out of the slot in which it w.as locked,
e thumb-piece can then slide to the other end of
J traverse, when the second stud falls into the Nov. 14.—15 527 G Davi? t? ^

^ spring Screen for Grates’ &c.—15,531, Dyson iS|>rem8ntioned.
| VentU.tors.-15,542, T. Worthington, Ventilating

W™. 11.-1^405, A. Orr, White Lead.-15,426,
H. Walker, Firestove3.-15,437, W. Smethurst
Ourtains, Doors, or Divisions for Theatres, &c.

.c'Y-k' Ventilators.—
15,4/5, T. Letheren, Silent Water-waste Preventer
Cistern. —15,476, E. Lofts, Ventilating 15 483 J

Indicator for Water-closets’.—
15,5Uy, R. Oakley, Warming and Ventilating Build,
ings.—15,520, W, Stanford, Jointing Stoneware and
other Pipes.

If

Marylebone—improved grouDd-rent oTls’. ’B year,’
for nine years, with reversion to 40f a year for
18 years

6
, Harcourt-street, 6 years, ground-rent 81 60

Walworth-road—No. 108, Profit rental of Bl , tern
23 years 75

ByPAEBBnOTHBB, KlLIS, & Co.
Northampton, near—Horton House, with man-

sion, advowBoa, and 2,650 acres, freehold 40 OOOA perpetual rent-charge of 64f. 168. a year I’aeo
Hackletoa—Freehold house and shop , *350
The Hackleton Working Men's Club an'd'a’plot
of land, freehold jqqAn enclosure of freehold land, Sa.’ir'.'ap.'".'.'.'.’.'.'.'.',' 690

laleworth—The freehold residence, Pendennis
find grounds

Novbmbeb 16.

By Baxtbe, ParNB, & Leppee.
Green-street Green, Kent—Two enclosures of free-

bold land, 17a. Or. 7p 2 350BeckeDbam—The residence called Rossl'yn
’

years, ground-rent 361 2 900-
Deptford—77, Church-street, freehold *250
Lambeth—306, South Lambeth-road, 62 years'

ground-rent 71 * gyg
By Flood & Sons.

Woodford, near—The freehold beerhouse called the
Pnnee of Wales nne

Netting Hill—No. 142, Portobeiio-roa'd, 72 years'
ground.rent 81 ’

14, Bucldngtam Mews, 72 years, ground-rent

13S
„ ,

TACTEasALL, Barb, & Co.
SonthKensington—25, Ifleld-road, 08 years ground-

rent 8 f 345.

- By GrBLiN & Child.
Islington—22, Linton.street, 48 years, ground-rent

''' 490
November 17.

By Wood & Tatlob.
Camberwell—Picton-street, a plot of freehold land 65
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By A. Watsoh.
Walthamstow—Hatherleigh-road, a plot of freehold

Suffolk Parb-Joad. two plots of freehold land ... 130

Hammersmith— 6, Richford-street, freehold 600

By "W. A. Blakbmobb.
Wood Green—1 and 2, Deboreh-villaa

;
1 and 2,

Oak-villas ;
and 1 and 3, May Cottages, free-

hold 1,220

Pimlico-15, Pnlford-street, 60 years, ground-rent

31. 16s 310

By Danikl Watnbt 4 Sons.
Limehouse—57 and 69, North-street, freehold 225

'Bromley—215 and 221 odd, Devon's-road, freehold 800

Poplar—47 and 63 odd, Pennyfields, copyhold 7S0

4 and 5, Turner’s-buildines, copyhold 241

Stepney-19 and 20, Mary-street, 19 years, ground-
rent il. lOs 90

Upper Clapton, High-road—Three freehold honses

with shops 3,600

1 and 2, Northwold-road, freehold 710

Horley, Surrey—Lee-street Farm, 27a. Ir. 28p.,

freehold 860

By Nbwbon 4 Habdino.
Islington—29, Compton-terraee, 30 jeara, ground-

rent \il 700
Camden Town—Improved ground-rents of 407,
term 73 years 790

Stoke Newington-41, Queen’s-road, 72 years,

ground-rent 8/ 300
Csnonbnry—49, Halton-road, 31 years, groond-rent

107. 335
Clerkenwell—26, Myddelton-street, 10 years,

ground-rent ^l 250

NovKintBB 18.

By Jones, Lang, 4 Co.
<;ity—JO and 11, Aldermanbury, 16 years, ground-

rent 36n7 1,860

By Mr. Gaigbb.
Hyde Park—16, Cembridge-street, 33 years,

ground-rent 107 1,336

By Chawtbb 4 Son.
Hackney—49 to 50 even, Moye-street, freehold 790

9, York-etreet, freehold 400

MEETINGS.
Monday, NovEirBBB 28.

Society of Aril {Cantor Zeefnres).—Mr. H. H. Statham
on “ The Elements of Architectural Design.” I. 8 p.m.

Leeds and Torkehire Architectural Society. — Mr.
J. W. Connon on “The Legal Registration of Archi-
tects.” 7’30 p.m.

Tcbbday, Novbmbbb 29.

Inititution of Gipil ’Engineer!.— Further discussion on
Sir F. A. Abel’s paper cn ” Accidents in Mines,” 8 p.m.

Wednesday, NovsirnBB 30.

Society of Art*.— Mr. J. B. Hannay on “Economical
Illumination from Waste Oils." 8 p.m.

Thubsdat, Dbcbmbbe 1.

Porifce* Muteum.—Sir Douglas Gallon, F.R.S., on
Smoke and Fog.” 6 p.m.

Fbiday, Decbhbeb 2.

AreliitectuTal Aiiociation. — Mr. F. T. Baggallay on
“ Perspective Drawing.” 7‘30p.nj.

Inititution of Civil Engineer! {Students’ Meeting). —
Mr. A. W, Metcalfe on '• The Classification of Continuous
Railway Brakes.” 7.30 p.m.

Satubdat, Dbcbstbeb 3.

Aiiocialion of Public Sanitary Inspectors.—Dr. W.
Collingridge, M.A., on “ The Doties of Port Inspectors
of Nuisances,” 6 p.m.

glisoUanea.

Tottenham Surveyorskip. — A corre-
spondent -writes :

—
” The Tottenham Local

Board having advertised for the services of an
engineer and surveyor, ninety-five candidates
applied for the appointment, from which the
following six were selected :—Messrs. F. W.
Lacey, Brentford

; F. Wike, Leicester
; G. P.

Laffan, Bridgwater; T. Bennett, Cheshunt;
A. T. Davis, Stratford-on-Avon

; and J. E.
Worth, Burslem,—all of whom attended, with
the exception of Mr. Wike, of Leicester, who
had withdrawn. None of the candidates could
have satisfied the requirements of the majority
•of the Board, judging from the fact that after
interviewing them separately, they passed a
resolution to select and interview six others. This
treatment very naturally did not meet with the
approval of the selected applicants, as Mr.
Worth, of Burslem, threatened to, and Mr.
Lacey, of Brentford, did, withdraw from the
contest. The extraordinary resolution, however,
above referred to-was on the 15th inst. rescinded,
and Mr. Worth was appointed Surveyor to the
Board without opposition.”
Awards at the Adelaide Esliibitloii.

—

With reference to the list of awards at the
Adelaide Exhibition published in our issue of
the 12th inst. (p. 6S4), we are asked to mention
that Mr. J. F. Ebner’s exhibit of mosaic,
parquet, and artistic joinery, has been awarded
a diploma of the first order of merit. It
should also have been mentioned that Messrs.
Steven Bros. & Co., of Upper Thames-atreet,
London, and Milton Ironworks, Glasgow, have
been successful in securing the first award for
their kitcheners, and the same for their orna-
mental and architectural ironwork, at the same
Exhibition.

I

British. Archaeological Association.

—

At the meeting of this Association on the 16fch

inst., Sir James A. Picton, F.S.A., President, in

the chair, an interesting series of sketches of

ancient buildings and recently - discovered

antiquities was exhibited by Mr. J. T. Irvine,

the greater number being found in the neigh-

bourhood of Peterborough. Mr. Thomas
Blashill exhibited photographs of the Roman
bnildiugs at Treves. Mr. Williams exhibited

some mortar of flint-like hardness, which had
been sawn out of the Roodeye wall, Chester, as

an example of the mortar used in its composi-

tion. There are a few fragments of Roman
brick in its composition. After some other

exhibits, a paper was read by the President on

the walla of Chester. After referring to the

differences of opinion relative to the age of the

walla which have recently been put forth, the

belief was expressed that the truth would be
arrived at only by a critical investigation, not

only of the walls themselves but of the historical

records. This the lecturer had endeavoured to

accomplish. Commencing with the notices of

old writers, many curious facts were elicited.

Thus Giralclus Cambrensis speaks of the great

quantity of Roman buildings which remained in

his time. Roger de Hoveden, William of Maitnes-

bury, Matthew Paris, and Higden, all speak of

the walls, and the latter mentions the stones

laid like the work of Hercules. Turning to the

present condition of the walls, Sir James gave

the results of the recent excavations. After

comparing the ruins of Chester with the

destruction of Anderida, which also remained
desolate for many years, he referred to the

continuous existence of Roman walls at both

places. Turning to a series of elaborate plans

showing the construction, he indicated that at

all the points where excavation has been made
and some others Roman masonry is visible.

Speaking of one of the sculptured stones, on
which the figure appears with a stole, he quoted
Horace to show that stoles worn by women
were sometimes worn by men. An animated
discussion followed, in -which Mr. George R.

Wright, F.S.A., described the fortunate coinci-

dence which enabled the members of the Asso-
ciation to visit the walls during the recent

Congress. Mr. Blashill referred to the con-

struction of the Porta Nigra, Treves, in which
no mortar was used, the masonry being put
together with metal cramps. Mr. Loftus

Brock, F.S.A., reported the latest results of the

excavations, which at the Roodeye, he said,

showed that the wall is backed up by 13 ft. of

solid Concrete-

Engineering Feats.—Our contemporary
Iron says that “ a very interesting engineering

work is in progress at the New England Rail-

road Bridge over the Connecticut, north of

Hartford. The new bridge, which is of steel,

is to stand exactly where the old wooden one
is, and the problem was how the work was to

be done without interfering with the traffic. It

is being effected in the following manner. A
number of piles -were driven, those under the

eastern spans going 30 ft. into the river-bed,

and being 50 ft. long. Above these piles tem-
porary work was constructed to support the
track, which was built up higher than it used

to be. Then the trusses of the old bridge were
removed in sections, and the old roadway
remained held up by the piles and temporary
work. It had been raised enough to leave a
space where it used to be, and here the road-

way of the new bridge is being put in. Thus
the steel bridge is being built in the place of

the wooden one, and when it is completed, all

that remains will be to remove the elevated
wooden track bod and let the trains run on the
new bridge. The steel bridge will rest tem-
porarily on the piling until its trusses are in

place.” To this we may add that such feats as
this are not unknown in this country, though
perhaps our renewals are on a smaller scale.

For instance, a new iron girder bridge has been
for some time in course of erection on the
London, Chatham, and Dover Railway, just
south of the Elephant and Castle station.

This bridge, like its predecessor, carries four
lines of rails. The old bridge -was of iron,

and its removal was necessitated by the
widening of the Walworth-road at this point.
The old bridge has been removed, the abutment
set back some 8 ft. or 10 ft., and the new
bridge is in course of construction, without
raising the level or altering the course of the
rails, and without any interruption of the traffic

beyond the slackening of the speed of the
expresses as they pass over the hea-vy wooden

staging or temporary bridge, which has three!

ways beneath it, one for foot passengers, onei|

for the tramway line, and one for ordinarjB

vehicnlar traffic. ‘The cross - beams whichl

carry the longitudinal railway sleepers of this]

temporary bridge are so arranged that, nOTOt

that the three main girders of the bridge arel

in position, the cross-girders are pushed itl

between the temporary cross-beams and con)|

nected to the main girders. When this worl|

is completed the temporary bridge will bi'j

relieved of its duty and removed. The com!

tractors for the work, which is being carried om)

under the direction of Mr. Mills, the Company’^
engineer, are Messrs. Young & Co., of Pimlico.

a

Tramway Extensions in tReMetropolisli
The period has now arrived for giving noticec)

in respect of Private Bill projects for the nex'j

Parliamentary session, which it is expected vril'l

include several applications for tramway oxten

sion in different parts of the Metropolis. Ii.

response to a memorial presented to them b;l

upwards of 12,000 of the residents and owneri

of property in Balham and Tooting, theLondoi^

Tramway Company are about to take thi,

necessary steps for obtaining Parliamentary

sanction for extending their lines from th

present terminus at Clapham, through Balham
and Upper Tooting, to High-street, Lower Toot;

ing. From the company’s present terminus tk
proposed extension would proceed along tk
east side of Claphara-comraon, thence along tk
Balham High-road, and on to Tooting, a distanc

of about three miles. The company will appl|

for powers to lay down a doable line along tht

entire distance. In the session of 1886 a bod)

of promoters designated the South MetropoHtai

Company sought similar powers. The project

received the necessary sanction of the Distric

Board and the Metropolitan Board of Work
subject to the roadway being made 47 f

throughout. This proviso caused the promoter

to withdraw their application. The HolbOK
Board of Works will support an application t

the North Metropolitan Tramways Company f(

powers to extend their lines from Clerkenwelt

road to the City boundary.

The New Koman Catholic Colleg
Buildings at Tooting.—The extensive nei

Roman Catholic College at Tooting, whici[

when completed, is intended to bo occupied di

an educational establishment in connexion wiv!

St. Joseph’s College at Clapham, is beki
rapidly proceeded with, the building bavirj

alrtady been carried to the height of thru

stories. The site upon which the College ;

being erected embraces, -with the grounds, t

area of about 18 acres. It is known as the HI

House Estate, which was some time since ptc

chased by the Roman Catholic authorities. Tl

estate was for many years in the possession i

Alderman Venables, a former Lord Mayor r

London, who occupied it as his country sesi

It is bounded on the north-west side byChuror

lane, Mitebam-road, Tooting, and extends in o

easterly direction from the burial-ground 1

Tooting parish church to the southern boundai

of Tooting Common. The portion of the si

fixed upon for the college buildings forms aboi

the most elevated part of the grounds, frc|

which there is a commanding view southwari

of the country around. The college buildinil

will cover a ground area of something li
|

25,000 ft., having frontages of about 200 ft. aj

125 ft. respectively, the structure oontainin

four stories besides a deep basement. T|
elevations are faced with red brick and stol*

dressings. Mr. W. Harvey, of Whitehall-pladf

is the architect, and Messrs. Higgs & Hill a!

the contractors, the amount of their contrx^

being about 30,000L The cost of the landil

said to have been a little more than 15,000i. 'I

Public Baths at Battersea.—The Batfcftl

sea Vestry are about to erect public baths is;

the parish. The site fixed upon forms a portit

of the Latchmere Allotments estate, about ttk

centre of the pariah. The baths will contel

two spacious swimming-baths, one first-clai:

and one second-class, the arrangement behi

that on certain days in the week they are to tr

exclusively sot apart for females. There wt

also be prsvided ten first-class and thii!

second-class slipper baths, for males, wbr

for females there will be six first-class a

fourteen second-class baths of a similar cN

racter, the entire number of private baths pi.

vided being sixty, with a corresponding numlif

of dressing-rooms. The designs for the ball

have been prepared by Mr. Rowland Plumil.

architect. The estimated cost of the baUi'

including furnishing, is 15,000J. '
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The VTest £nd and ^Wimbledon Railway

"Works,—The construction of the new line
•of railway between the Putney Bridge terminus
of the Metropolitan District line and Wimbledon,
which is now in course of construction by the
London and South-Western Company, will, it
is stated, be followed by the erection of an
extensive new station at South Kensington by
the last-named company, to bo known as their
West-end terminus. The completion of the
new route across the Thames from Fulham and
Putney to Wimbledon will enable the South-
Western Company to run main-line trains direct
from South Kensington. The works between
Wimbledon and Putney are being actively
pushed forward, and are e.'ipocted to be com-
pleted and opened early in the ensuing year,
but the through traffic between South Ken-^
sington and Wimbledon cannot bo commenced
until the completion of tlie bridge across the
Thames, which forms the heaviest portion of
the undertaking. The construction of this
bridge, which will cross the Thames immediately
to the east of the new Patney Bridge recently
erected, is, wo understand, to be commenced
next spring. It is stated that the site of the
intended new station at Sonth Kensington will
bo almost identical with that on which the
^nth-Western Company proposed to erect a
vyest-end terminus a few years since. This
site, for which the company then obtained
Parliamentary powers, is on the north-west side
>f Fulham-ioad, and embraced the property
inown as Pelham-crescent, and other property
n the immediate locality adjoining the present
south Keusiiigton Station. The designs and
slans for the intended new station were prepared,
ind the works were to have been commenced,
mt after being postponed for one or two years
lubsequently to the company obtaining their Act
he undertaking was for the time abandoned.

Registration of Plumbers.—Mr. W. R. E
loles, Secretary of the Worshipful Company of
’lumbers, London, was present in the City
chambers, Glasgow, on the 21st iusb., and dis-
ributed Certificates of Registration to
lumber of the principal master plumbers,
lao journeymen, of Glasgow and the West
Gotland. Mr. W. P. Buchan nronosed tl

..ton 5 0 0 12 0 0

.foot 0 0 6 0 0 9

TIMBER {continued).

Bor, Turkey ...

Satin, 8t. Domingo
Porto Rico ..... ..

Walnnt, Italian

METALS. £. B.

Ibox—Bar, Welsh, in London.. .ton a 16
M » in Wale# 4 5
„ Staffordshire, London 6 10

COPPHB—
British, cake and ingot ,,

o n
Best selectea
Sheets, strong
Chili, bars

Yellow Mbtai,
Lbad—
Pig, Spanish
Englisn, common brands.
Sheet, English

Spbltbb—
Silesian, special ton 17 5 0
Ordinary brands 17 0 0

0 0 6 0 0 10

66 10 0 66 10 0
62 0 0 0 0 0
61 10 0 62 0 0

METALS {continued). £. s. d. £ s d
fiif—
Straits ton 1 j6 0 0 0 0 0
Australian 146 0 0 0 0 0
English ingots 1-43 0 0 0 0 0

0

ton 12 12 6
13 0 0

. 13 17 6

OILS,
Linseed
Cocoannt, Cochin
Ceylon

Palm, Lagos !!!!!!."!!!!!!!!!

Eapeseed, English pale
,, brown

Cottonseed, reflned
Tallow and Oleine
Lubricating, U.S ”,

refined

Tubpbktinb —
American, in casks cwt.

Txe—
Stockholm barrel

ton 19 2 6 19 7 6
30 0 0 31 0 0

10 e

21 10 0 006
26 15 0 0 0 0
25 6 0 25 10 0
20 6 0 0 0 0
26 0 0 46 0 0
6 0 0 0 0 0
6 0 0 13 0 0

Archangel 0 jg

0 15 0 0 0 0

COMPETITIONS, CONTRACTS, & PUBLIC APPOINTMENTS.
Epitome of Advertisements in tMs Number.

COMPETITIONS.

Natare of Work.

Public Library and School of Art...
Hotel and Boarding House. Douglat

By whom requited.

Doncaster Corporation
Mr. Louis Kelly

Designs to be
delivered.

Nature of Work, or Materials.

Constmoting and Sewering Road, Norwood ...

Pipe.Sewer, &o
Rebuilding Steam Laundry, Windsor"'
Clearing Site, &c

”

littee, whicli was agreed to. The
osed with votes of thanks to Mr. Coles and
ouncillor Smith for their attendance.

TheOffice of City Architect.—Mr.Charles
arry, Mr. W. H. Crosslaud, and Mr. Alexander
Debles are amongst the candidates for this
•pointment.

at r

jj’ Nature of Appointment, By whom Advertised. Salary. Applications
to be in. 1

u- Two Borough Surveyors’ Assistants
1 -

88

Reading Corporation 1002. each Deo. 7th
j

PRICES CURRENT OP MATERIALS.
TIMBER. P . d. £ « H

eenheart, 1

ik, E.I
luoia, U.S.
u, Canada ..

Dantsic, &o.

Postal Sorting.QIBce, Herne Hill...
Miikiiig.up and Paving Road
Re-Erection of Iron and Slate Urinal’".'

"

Supply of Stores, Sc
Widening Bridge
Sewerage Works
Kerbiug, Tar-Paving, Graveiiing.'&ci'""'
Engine Repairs
New Post-Office, London'Bridge

"!

Enlargement and Alterations to Schooir'

By whom required. Architect, Surveyor, or
Engineer.

Governors, Whitgifc
Foundation Blake, Haddock, A Co.

0/RcialSurbiton Imp, Com. ...

St. Mary Abbott’s
(Kensington) Vestry

Com. ofH.M. Works..,
Wandsworth Bd.ol’Wks
8t. Mary, Islington
Great Northern Ky. Co.
Greenwich Bd. of Wks.
Horsham U. R. S. A....
Lewisham Bd. of Wks.
West Hum Council
Com, of H.M. Works..,
School Brd. for London

W. Weaver

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

Lewie Ani'ell

OJlcial
1

.0. 1

Page.

Dec. 20th
Not stated..,

|

TENDERS.
BETHNAL GREEN.—For the rebuilding of shop

promises for Mr. E. Woodhead. Mr. J. W. Brookor,
architect, 13, Railway Approach, London Bridge, S.E,:—

£780 0 0
Royal A Co yg,, g g

0 0VV.&F. Croaker iftfl n n
U. G. Battley ., sit 0 0
A. Uarratt & Son (accepted) 663 0 0

ton
load

...foot cube
load

0 2 3 0 3 0

anada
Canada red

,, yellow
h, Dantsio
t. Petersburg
insect, Riga
,, Odessa, crown
le, Finland,2nd and l8t,..Btd.l00

„ 4th and 3rd
•

3 10 0
1 10 0
2 10 0

4 10
3 10
4 10

2 0 0 4 0 0
.fathom 3 0 0 5 0 0

4 0 0 6 10 0
log 0 0 0 0 0 0

7 0 0 8 0 0

. Petersburg. Ist yellow ....

2nd „
„ white

rediah
bite Sea
>nada, Pine, Ist

,, 2nd
„ 3rd, io

Spruce, Ist

.. M 3rd and 2nd..
iw Brunswick, Ac
sns, all kinds .

ring Boards, .

First....

wad
her qualities .,

r, Cuba
ndnras, Ac. ,,

itmlian
igany, Cuba ..

Xlomin
edean
lasco

aduras
Bird’s-eye ..

,
1 in.,

6 10
6 10
8 10
7 0 0 8 0 0
8 10 0 8 10 0
6 0 0 11 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
16 0 0 24 0 0
10 0 0 16 0 0

6 0 0 7 0 0

0 8 0 0 11 0
0 6 8 0 7 6
0 4 0 0 6 0

..foot 0 0 3 0 0
0 0 2| 0 0
0 0 2 0 0 3

0 0 3 0 0 3}
0 0 3} 0 0 6

CAVERS HAM (near Reading).—For detached house
on the Ivy Collage Building Estate. L.r Mr. Gao
Manning. Mr. W. K. Talbot, architect, Caversham :

A. W. Dodd 0 0
‘7- Jones 410 0 0
Geo. Pilgrim 397 0 0
G. AT. Kuffell

.V." 3^6 0 0
A. J. Carter 334 g g
Patience A White, Reading (accepted) 33i> 0 0

CAVERSHAM (near Heading) .—Accepted tenders for a
detached villa, for Mr. David Cox. Mr. W R Talbot
archiiect, Caversham >

SricMnyer, ^-c.—Vi. Iviu, Caversham,
OtrpenUr and Joiner.— A.. J. Carter, Caversham
Plasterer.—AlhcA Bridgman, Caversham.
Platon.—Wn>. Jones, Readiug.
Slater and Tiler .— WormsUy A Co., HcTidiuc»
Plumber and Smith.—C. H. 'fucker, Reading!
[Work to be done under schedules, at an estimated sum

total of £78 j.]

CHELSEA.—For the erection of a Cookery Centre on
arches, aud new water-closets for the girls and infants in
connexion wiih the “ Fox” School, Silver-street (Chelsea
A).^for the School Board for London. Mr. T. J. Bailey

n sewers, Ac., for the
Pritish Land Company (Limited), on their Forest GateEstate No. S. Mr. Henry B. Micheli, surveyor •—

Killingback, Camden i'own £2,365 0 0
Catley, PentODville 2 100 0 0

Barking 2,’0’7 0 0
1,876 18 6

Cooke A Co., Battersea 1,875 0 0
Dunmore, Hornsey

. l!8ii6 0 0
Harris, Camberwell

] *774 0 0
Neal A Co., Wancaworth !.,. 1*750 0 0Wilson, Walthamstow 1741 0 0
Bloomfield, Tottenham !!!’. l'739 12 8

* Robson, Kensington !!! l’725 0 0
2'ijcnolla, Wood Green ... 1 6'’7 0 0
Piszey, Hornsey I’eso 0 0
Pei 1 A Son, Bromley, Kent ] 694 0 0
Rowland Bros., Fenny Stratford .... 1*660 0 0
Jackson, Stratford 0 0
Kent, Bermondsey (accepted) 1 487 0 0

£1,321 0

1,114 0
1,113 0
1,019 0

», Bu
Bio

0 0 6 0 0 7
...tOB 8 0 0 11 0 0

7 0 0 9 0 0

architect:

G. ilkiDson A Soni
Cowley A Drake ....

T. Bendon
Norris A Luke
W. Johnson
stimpson A co.» !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 935 0 0

* Recommended by the Works Committee for acceptance,

CHELSEA.—For alterations at the Stanley public,
kmgjs^-road, for Mr. A. Rehm, Mr. J. W.

liEMEL HEMPSTED.—For constructing a new iron
bridge 3 ' ft. span, and 20 ft. wide, near Bexmoor Wharf.
Hemel Hempstead, for the Highway Board Mr W A
Fisher, surveyor, ilemel Hempsted:—

' " '

W. W. Cranstone. Hemet Uempsted... £187 0 O'
C. Chonk, Two Waters, Hemel Hemp-
sted 135 0 0W. Sear, Hemel Hempsted* 85 0 0

Westwooa, Baillie, A Co., Poplart...!!! 72 0 0 I• Accepted,
t Ironwork only.

LONDON.— For alterations at the Northumberland
Arms imblic.house, Charing Cross, fur Mr. W. Showell.
Mr. J. v\ . Braoker, architect •

—

£1 060 0 0
W. Downs I^g48 g g
K. G. Battley 932 0 0
W. A F. Croaker 905 0 0
Burman A Sons 893 0 0E wal A Co 890 g g
A. Garratt A Son (accepted) 850 0 0

Brooker, architect :

—

Smith A Son
Wm. Downs
Mark
Jackson A Todd ",

W. A F. Croaker
R. G. Battley
Royal A Co, (accepted)

£1,369 0 0
1.274 0 0
1,239 10 0
1,220 0 0

. 1,178 0 0

. 1,098 16 0
1,W0 13 0

PENGE.—For erecting shops
119, Maple-road, for Mr. W. J.
Brooker, architect :

—

W. A F. Croaker
E. Smith
Eustace
G. J. Kick (accepted) !!

n forecourts of 117 and
Bigwood. Mr. J. W.

£260 0 0
!37 10 0
131 9 0
130 0 0

N BW CROSS.—For alterations to forecourt, and new
“"u railing, Wesleyan Chapel, New Cross-road, for

the Trustees. Mr. John James Downes, architect, 133
Lewisham High-roai, S.E .

’ ‘

Oldmau £127 0 0
127 0 0

Holloway 115 g g
Beat (accepted) 102 16 3



Geo. Belle' £10.290 0 0!

Wilson & Wain S «

SOL'THBOBOUGff.—For the enlargement of Christ

Chnrch, Sonthborough. Mr. Theodore K. Green, archi*

Strange & Sons £1,938 0 0

GallardASona 1.793 0 0

j Jarris 1,690 0 0

Wallis l.'ll^ 0 0

Cauty 1,363 0 0

Panoett & Sons 1,287 0 0

SOUTHEND.—For tbeworka required in the erection

and completion of barrack buildings, for the Salvation

Army, in Clarence-road, Southeud. Mr. E. J. Sherwood,

architect, 101, Queen Victoria-street, E.C. Quantities by

the 'architect

Scharieu & Co.. Chelsea £1,638 0 0

W. Wutaon. Ilford 1,616 0 0

Baker & Wiseman, Bouthead 1,429 0 0

J. Mundav, Wimhledon 1,420 0 0

B. Darke & Son, Southend 1,330 0 0

F. E. Woodhams, Southend 1,360 0 0

Newton & Idle, Clapham Common,.. 1,349 0 0

J. W. Steward, Southend 1,330 0 0

G. Stephenson, Biahopsgate-street... 1,324 0 0

VVtn. Tout, Hendon 1,310 0 0

Muiton A Wallis, Gravesend 1,248 0 0

E. Jarvis, Ba. bury 1,185 0 0

F. J. Coxhead, Leyionstono 1,040 0 0

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
" THB BUILDEB " Is supplied dirbct from the Office to resident*:

any part of the United Kingdom »t the rate of 19s. per annum
raKTAiD To all parts of Europe, Amenci, Australia, and Newi

Zealand, SSs. per annum. To Ja^^'^^lna, Ceylon ^annum. Remittances payable to DOUGIAK FOUKUKlMAtt.
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BEADING CASES
,

{

Best Bath Stone.

OOESHAM DOWN.
|

EAKLBIGH DOWN;

BOX GROUND, I
COMBE DOWN.

WESTWOOD GKOUND.
|

STOKE GROUND!

RANDBLL, SAUNDERS, & CO., Ld.j

CoESHAM, Wilts.

PUBLISHEirS NOTICES.

Segut»r)d Tilegraphic Addrett, “ Thb Bpildbb, LoKDOJ.**

CHARGES FOR ADVERTISEMENTS,
SITUATIONS VACANT, PARTNERSHIPS, APPRENTI0B8H1PS,

TRADE, AND GENERAL ADVERTISEMENTS.
Six lines (about fifty words) or under i®' S'
Each additional line (about ten words Us. BU.

_ermB lor Series of Trade Adrertlsementa, also lor special Adver-
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Architectural Drawing.

delightful sub-

I hiis been treated

a most practical

irier in thebean-

lly illustrated

k*by Mr. Phene
era, who, as

iter of the Archi-

ural School at

the Royal Academy,
hiM a kind of special and official call to deal
with this subject as a teacher

;
not, however,

that there is anything “academical,” in the
restrictive sense of the word, in Mr. Spiers’s
book. We do not in England, fortunately,
take that one-sided view of architectural
training which in the French and German
schools leads, as the author observes, to the
study being limited to a full acquaintance
with the accepted forms of Classical architec-
ture, and their accurate and correct delinea-
tion

; and Mr. Spiers’s book is catholicity
itself in this respect, the illustrations offered
(mostly reproduced from the drawings of
eminent architects) ranging from the most
formally correct of Classic elevations to one of
the most picturesque of Mr. Ernest George’s
tinted sketches, and including a considerable
number of flue reproductions of pencil per-
spective drawings of Medieval work. The
book is, therefore, in no way limited to the
drawing-board and T-square class of drawings,
though the consideration of these, under the
subject of “Office Work,” naturally forms an
important section of the book.

Architectural drawing occupies a peculiar
position among the various forms of draughts-
manship, owing to the fact that in archi-
tecture the drawing itself is not the ultimate
end and object

; the drawing is not the work,
but only the representation of the work.
This is most emphatically the case, of course,
in regard to geometrical working drawings,
which are hardly drawing in the usual sense,
and the object of which is to show the facts of
the building to be produced in such away that
other persons who have to work under the
architect can assimilate them

; and even a
perspective drawing of a proposed building,
though it may be so executed as to have con-
siderable artistic effect and interest, is still not
an end in itself. It is this in great measure
which renders the architectural room at an
exhibition so comparatively uninteresting to the
majority of spectators

;
in the pictures, they

have been looking at the artists’ real work :

in the architectural drawings they are only

• Architectural Drawing. By R. Phene Spiers, F.S.A.
architect. London, Paris, New Tork, and Melbourne'

ll&Co. 1S37 .

looking at the shadow, as it were, of the actual

work. And for this as well as other reasons,

architectural drawing becomes to the outsider a
kind of mystery of which he has not the clu*

;

while to the architect it is a “ mystery ” in the

old sense, a special professional accomplish-
ment with a method and an interest of its

own, appealing to the trained eye alone. It

is one curious result from this, that a very
practised artist in figure-drawing or landscape

very often cannot delineate buildings correctly

;

that you will see perhaps in the work of a
landscape painter of genius, who cau draw
and model the contours of a mountain with
great exactitude, a column of a proportion and
design such as no column ever had

;
and that

a master of figure drawing cannot get a portico

and its columns into perspective without
having a model made of it. On the other hand,
to the architect there is a special pleasure and
interest in his methods of delineating his

work, which often gives rise to a style of

drawing specially architectural in its basis and
feeling, even when it is not employed upon
strictly architectural subjects. Mr. Spiers
quotes an excellent remark on this point from
Professor Ware, of Boston,—“Architectural
drawing lies between mechanical and artistic

draughtsmanship, partaking of the nature of
both, but using- a different intellectual

method from either
;

I mean that an archi-

tect not only does a great deal of free-

hand work when working with his instruments

in a way which an engineer would consider

very nnworkraanlike, but that he uses a great

deal of geometry in his freehand work, in a
way that an artist would find impossible. He
employs, when sketching, the same intellectual

processes as if he had in hand his compasses
and set-square, instead of pencil and brush,

correcting and justifying his judgment by
purely architectural considerations.” This is

very well put, and rather novel. As an
example of the truth of it, we might refer

especially to the sketches of two architects,

Burges and ViolIet-le-Duc
;

the latter espe-

cially. Every thing he drew, even figures as

adjuncts to his drawings, or the sketch designs

for animals and foliage to be carved as decora-

tions on some chateau he was restoring, took
naturally aud insensibly an architectural pre-

cision of line, and a tendency to such an out-

line as would fill up a geometrical space.

Architectural drawing groups itself naturally,

it would seem to us, into three classes : draw-
ings made to show what a building is to be

;

drawings made as a record of what it was, and
to gain information

;
and drawings made with

the object of realising on paper the picturesque

qualities of a building, making a picture of it,

in short. We are not including in this

category the usual run of architectural per-

spectives, the main object of which is really

to show what the building is like to those who
do not understand the geometrical drawing's,

and which, to say truth, do not very often rise

to the level of really artistic works of the
higher order; it may, perhaps, be said that
they could not do so without losing the clear-

ness of definition of every portion which is

their main practical object. We refer to such
works as etchings of architectural subjects ;

works in which the knowledge of the archi-

tect is combined with the feeling of the
artist, but which aim at giving what may
be called the poetic effect of buildings-

rather than their architectural detail. This
class of work, beautiful and fascinating as it

is, does not, however, come properly within
the scope of an essentially didactic treatise like

that of Mr. Spiers
;
and his threefold division

is into “Students’ Work,” “Office Work,” and
“ Outdoor Work.” As far as the latter section,

includes the measuring and drawing of ancient

buildings, it might also be called “students’

work,” as its main object is study
; but the

“students’ work” in Mr. Spiers’s division of the

subject means the elementary study of draw-
ing and design, which every student has to go
through before he can take any useful part in

the second section of the subject,—that of

office work. In his preface Mr. Spiers com-
ments on the fact that in England the student
is expected to assist in making working draw-
ings almost as soon as he enters an office, and
that thus the regular course of study in drawing
whichthe pupilgoesthroughin foreign schoolshe

must iuEnglandgo through ouly'in a hap-hazard
manner. Mr. Spiers accepts the fact without
expressing any decided conclusion in regard to

the respective merits of the foreign and homo
system, or, rather, of the foreign system aud
our own no-systera. Some practical recom-
mendations are given in I'egard to paper and
drawing instruments, and the first section of
this part of the work is devoted to draughts-
manship. Freehand drawing from the round
is recommended as a necessary part of the

student’s work. In regard to outline drawing,

there are some remarks which we should be
disposed to query; among others, that quoted
from Mr. Burges, re the question of thick or
thin lines:—“If the draughtsman uses thick

lines, he will bo induced to make his design

massive and simple, and not give way to the

vanities of crockets and pinnacles, because he
will find that he has hardly got space to

put them in.” Surely this is putting

the cart before the horse
;

the designer’s

intention should govern the drawing, not the

drawing the intention. Then two or three

habits in regard to line drawing are referred to

which we are inclined to think are really more
a matter of fashion than is sometimes sup-
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posed. The practice of “ black-lining ” _Mr.

Spiers disniisse.s with costs, as all the artistic
j

draughtsmen do dismiss it now
;
we do_ not

defend it, and we agree that it is mechanical

;

but it has its practical use in defining the

meaning of the lines in a geometrical eleva-

tion. What the author says, however, about

it leading to inaccuracy by aftbrding a means

of covering defects, is partially true. The

same objection would apply, however, to Mr.

Stannus’s system of “ mass-lining,'’ illustrated

in an elevation in which the portions which

come forward nearest to the eye are drawn

uniformly with a blacker line, leaving the rear

portions in a thinner line
;
we also observe

tliat he draws a black line down both angles

of a projecting wing which is in the middle

plane of the elevation
;
this seems to us as

“ mechanical ” as black lining on one side only,

and not so effective. Mr. Spiers refers to the

brilliancy given to a drawing by carrj’ing

through only two or three of the lines

of a moulding, leaving the others visible

only at the junctions or mitres
;

this is

a modern method which has its merits, but

which is getting rather abused just now, and

it seems to be thought necessary to leave out

half the lines iu a drawing sometimes, to give

it a sunlit effect. It is pretty, but it is a

little bit tricky, and people will tire of it

presently. Only a little while ago the young
draughtsmen of the day settled that it was

nefarious for an artistic architect to use a ruler

in any perspective drawing, and all lines were

tobedrawn by hand. Now this is revoked,

and some of the cleverest of the younger
draughtsmen of the day, who certainly con-

sider that they know all about it, send us

perspectives with all the leading lines, vertical

at any rate, religiously ruled. "Which is right ?

We incline to the non-ruling side ; and pre-

sently we shall probably find the fashion has

gone round to that again.

Mr. Spiers devotes some space to the de-

scription of the French method of tinting

elevations with shadows geometrically set out

at an angle of 4.')’, so that the shadow really

gives the extent of the projection. We agree

with him that the effect of this method of

getting up an elevation is charming when it is

well done, but doing it well is a long business
;

and for practical purposes it may be a question

whether the game is worth the candle. The
builder who carried out the building would,
after all, look to the plan and section for the
projection, .and not to the shadowing. Some
very useful hints are given on the prosaic

operation of laying on flat colours
;
and we also

particularly agi-ee with the recommendation
that colours used on plans to distinguish
material should, as fur as possible, be arninged
with some degree of harmony, partly on the
ground (not an imaginary one) that constant
gazing on crude combinations of gaudy colours
has a tendency to blunt the student’s sense of
colour. The heated reds and Indian yellow.s

with which some people get up their walls and
ffoor.s and woodwork are enough to give one
ophthalmia.

,
111 the chapter on perspective the author

rightly puts first, a.s the object of perspective,

to assure the designer of the correctness of
his design, and in another section he dwells on
the importance of sketching designs in per-
spective. “ There are some students who, when
making elevational or sectional drawings, see,

as it were, all round their designs : there are
others to whom the drawing is merely a plane
surface covered with various lines.” There
are some, we m-ay add, who are nominally out
of the student cl:is.«, of whom this may be
said. The author describes the use of the
centrolinead, and also of what lie truly calls

the ' complicated instrument” invented by a
Frankfort architect for mechanically producing
•a perspective from a plan and section. A
drawing and description of this was sent to us
some time ago for notice, but we thought
it, though clever, too unpractical to be
worth wasting space over. ilr. .Spiers ad-
mits that the outline made by it “must be
finished by an artist ”

; and our opinion is that
a diaughtsman who could not make an outline
perspective from plan and sections better and
in less lime than this cumbrous apparatus

would enable him to do it, had better retire

from perspective business. These “perspective-

made-easy" contrivances are of no use except

for dunces, and the less tliei/ draw the better.

There is another paragraph in the chapter on

perspective which gives us pause, and which

we must quote entire, lest, peradventure, we
misrepresent the author :

—

“The di.stortion to which we have referred in

par.igraph 49 [the distortion of near objects in a

perspective including too large an angle] is most

apparent in spherical and cylindrical objects, such

as domes, cornices of circular towers, columns, &c.

A round ball, for instance, can only be rightly

represented when its centre lies actually on the

point of sight
;
at any other point on the drawing it

becomes ^Hpticiil. This can be easily proved by
supposing the ball to be enclosed in a cone, tho

apex of which is on the point of sight. The inter-

section of this cone by the plane of the picture -will

onl)/ be a circle vhen the axis of the cone is at right

angles to the plane [the italics are tho author’s], and
the only point where this occurs is on the horizontal

lino through the point of sight
;
in any other posi-

tion the section is an ellipse.”

We certainly opened the eyes of astonishment

when we read this. That the intersection of

a cone is not a circle save when the inter-

section is at right angles with the axis most

people probably know, and that all other

transverse sections of it are ellipses is also well

known
;

but that there is any way of sec-

tionising a sphere so as to make an ellipse out

of it is certainly a novelty. Does Mr. Spiers

seriously mean to affirm that tliere is any pos-

sible point of view from which the apparent

bounding outline of a sphere ceases to be

spherical ? If so, we .should be glad to have

that demoDstrated
;
if not, the author had

better revise that passage in the next edition,

and say what he does mean. At all events, it

is quite impossilile that the outline of a sphere

can be distorted when viewed from any

position, for the simple reason that all the

points on such outline are necessarily at

the same distance from the eye, the usual rays

from which form an imaginary cone which

encloses the sphere from whatever direction

we look at it. Possibly Mr. Spiers may
mean something different from what his

words seem to convey
;

but, if they mean
what they seem to mean, we have seen

no passage in an educational book on per-

spective so extraordinary since the late Mr.

Burchett attempted to demonstrate that a

circle in perspective was not an ellipse, because

the real diameter line of the circle was not the

apparent diameter line or longer axis of the

ellipse ! Mr. Spiers seems in some odd way to

have confounded spherical superficies with

spherical section. Of course he is quite right

about the distortion of spherical sections, such

as the Irises of domes which we see crawling

down the walls vercically in so many interior

perspectives, and the circular capitals and neck-

ings of columns in the foregrounds of interiors,

which we frequently see absurdly distorted in

architects’ drawings. But we defy Mr. Spiers,

or all the Royal Academy, to distort the outline

of a sphere.

In the section on design, Mr. Spiers seems to

include “ the copying of the Orders ” as an
essential part of the matter, though we are glad

to see that he does put in an apologetic footnote

to the effect that the Greek Doric and Ionic

may be substituted for the Tuscan and the

Composite. We are glad to get that recom-
mendation, at all event.**. The object suggested

in copying “ the Orders ” is the training of the

eye to a recognition of proportion and scale.

There could be no better study for this pur-

pose than Greek architecture, certainly, and,

if tliat were all, we would say well and good
;

but the conventional Roman Orders are things

which somehow it is djfficult for any one to

touch without having his higlier taste and
his fancy injured thereby, and it is reall}'^

time that kind of architectural baggage were
thrown overboard.*

With almost all that is said on working
drawings we are entirelj'^ in accordance, and
may congratulate Mr. Spiers on having been
able to obtain such excellent examples of clear,

• Of course, the student must acquaint himself with the
Roman Oidprs as matters of arcliiteetural history and
development; but that is dilferent from making them the
basis of study in design.

finished, and well-annotated drawings as those

by Mr. Waterhouse and Mr. Rowland Plumhe
which he has given as examples. This class

of drawing is the plain prose of architectural

drawing
;

its object is only the clear statement

of facts,—required, as the author observes,

to be more clear than ever now, because in

these days of elaborate quantity-taking the

contractor hardly looks at the drawings, and

consequently never properly understands, as a
“ workmjin” in the true sense ought, what he

has to do, but only what he has to pay for and

n-ovide. Prosaic as are the working drawings,

however, we should say that any architect who

is worth anything has, or should have, a pride

in getting them up not only clearly, but in a

good and workmanlike, and even in a more

or less effective style.

We have not space to go into the chapter on

out-door work, further than to say that its

recommendations appear to us all very good,

and that it is illustrated by reproductions of

some very beautiful drawings. In describing

Mr. Street’s manner of sketching, giving the

leading lines and then just the commencement

of the detail of each portion (a method which

will be found illustrated in two sketches of his

published iu the Builder for November 12th,

as well as in some previous numbers), the

author mentions what we did not know before,

that Mr. Street discarded the use of india-

rubber altogether. It is very good practice to

do so at times, and also to try sketching right

off" with a pen, taking careful note of propor-

tions before beginning
;

this latter method,

too, has inherent merits of its o\vn, giving a

very clear outline and detail which will not

rub out. Among the sketches of Gothic

subjects given are some excellent ones by

the late F. P. Cockerell, whose hand we

have only known as that of a Classic

draughtsman ;
but the best of all the

examples of this class are those of Mr.

Gerald Horsley, which are unsurpassable of

their kind. In Mr. George’s tinted sketch

(plate 13) before referred to, we do not quite

like the way of accentuating the re-entering

angles by dark black marks
;
this is hardly a

pure water-colour effect, and represents some-

thing which does not exist in natural light and

shadow efl’ects. Mr. Allom’s tinted drawing

for the Liverpool Exchange competition is

given in a tinted reproduction ;
we remember

that and his Manchester Town-hall drawings

very well
;

the reproduction hardly gives an

idea of the brilliant and bright effect which he

used to obtain by these rapidly-executed sepia

drawings
;
a part of the effectiveness of them

arose from the bold manner of leaving almost

absolutely white spaces for the higher lights,

never entirely covering the paper, giving a

great look of freedom and traiispareucy to the

whole.

Mr. Spiers’s book is got up, we may add, in

a manner worthy of the subject, and many oi

the drawings are so charming in themselves

that the book may well have an attraction for

;
general readers, while it is full of useful in-

formation and suggestion to the younger

readers within the ranks of the profession

But we should like, for all that, to know the

meaning of that mysterious passage about the

sphere in perspective.

GYMNASIA.
REEDOM from the bonds of tradition

places our American cousins in posi-

tions for taking wide surveys and ap-

propriating the best parts of different

systems of physical education which we do

not possess, but may well envy, as we gather

from a “ Circular of Information ” on physical

training in American colleges and universities,

issued some little time since by the Bureau of

Education.

Of the various ideals of manly excellence

which have prevailed at different times,—the

ancient Greek, winch was an embodiment ol

the beauty and harmony of the body, and a

joyous sense of living
;
the Mediteval, with its

monkish asceticism and contempt of the body

on the one hand, and the military and aristo-

cratic appreciation of bodily strength and skill

in the camp and the field, on the other
;
and
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the modern sanitury ideal, with its doctrine of
a healthy mind in a healthy body,—we in
'England are still largely in bondage to the
Mediaeval traditions of extremes,—of clerical in-

difference to bodily health and strength on the
one hand, and exaggerated notions of its im-
portance on the other,—while we have a very
imperfect appreciation of the necessity which
exists for their modification to meet the require-
ments of modern life, especially as it exists in

best way of removing it will be to give some
idea of the construction and uses of gymnasia
as displayed in the Report before us.

Tile American gymnasia are largely based
on the German system, which is acknowledged
to be the most perfect in Europe, but it is

reasonable to e.xpect that an ingenious and
inventive people like the Americans would
carry their system and apparatus beyond, or
outside their models, and adapt it to their own

Fig. l.—Hemcmvay Gymnasium, Harvard University, U.S. America.

large towns. However excellent may be the
results of athletic sports,—and we are second
to none in acknowledging their great value,

—

they are only obtainable by a very small portion
of our population on account of the difficulty

and expense of providing playgrounds, and we
are compelled, therefore, to look to gymnastic
training, which can be carried out in a limited
-apace and at many different places, as a sub-
-stitute, and also to attract those wlio are dis-

ideas and wants. The Hemenway gymnasium
attached to Harvard of which we give several
illustrations, is considered the most complete
institution of the kind in America, and
it is closely followed by the newer, but less

expensive, Pratt gymnasium at Amhurst,
which, through its energetic director, Dr. E.
Hitchcock, is best known in England. The
cost of the construction of the former w;is

about £22,000, and of the latter about

of the Hemenu'ay Gymnashim.Fig. 2.—3fatn Floor

^losed to neglect physical training altogether on
the assumption that it is unnecessary or incon-
sistent with intellectual pursuits. It is not
alone to our traditional taste for athletic
sports, but also to a common belief that
gymnastics are a sort of mountebankry which
aire suitable only to the circus or the stac^e,

aud, therefore, are attainable by few, and,'in
any case, not deserving the labour and atten-
tion of serious men and women. This is a very
foolish prejudice on our part, and, perhaps, the

£13,000, while the furnishing cost 4,000 and
4,463 dollars respectively. The Hemenway
gymnasium is under the direction of Dr. D.
A. Sargent, who has invented much of the
apparatus employed in this and other
American gymnasia. The building is 125 ft.

long by 113 ft. wide, and consists of a
basement and two floors. In the base-
ment there are rooms for base-ball, lacrosse,
tennis, fencing, and sparring

;
eight bowling-

alleys
; lavatories, many hundreds of lockers,

and domestic offices. The main floor,

fig. 2 (for ground plan, fig. 3, see next page),
contains the gymnastic apparatus, dressing-
rooms, and bath-rooms,—the latter consisting of
warm, cold, vapour, needle, shower, and douche
baths. On the second floor there is a room “ for
the exhibition of trophie.s,” and a rowing-room
containing sixteen rowing-machines. The appa-
ratus is arranged in a progressive series. “ It
is possible for a person to pass from the
simplest movement in calisthenics up to the
most difficult gymnastic feat without experi-
encing lameness for a day. Easy adaptation
to the capacity of the individual and facility

of application for remedying local defects and
weaknesses are thedistinguishingcharacteristics
of the apparatus.”

The Americans have not lost sight of the
physical requirements of girls. The Bryn
Mawr gymnasium was constructed with d\ie
regard for economy. In one basement are
bowling - alleys, bath - rooms, and dressing-
rooms. On the main floor is the large hall,

—

apparently without apparatus,—and a smaller
room fitted with special apparatus. It is pro-
bable that calisthenics and “light "gymnastics
(dumb-bell.s, clubs, &c.) are chiefly taught to
girls, and when entertaining and varied, they
are quite sufficient, all form of “heavy”
exercise being objectionable alike from a
physical and moral aspect.

in all the newer gymnasia the chief
feature is their tendency to approach to
those of ancient Greece in churacter, great
facilities being afforded for social intercourse,
for bathing, and for amusements. Elaborate
anthropometric observations are carried out in
all the best institutions, which serve as a guide
to the director in apportioning the exercises of
the several pupils, aud afford also interesting
scientific results.

The most ambitious and complete gymnasium
with which we are acquainted is the building
of the New York Athletic Club, which, indeed,
is not a gj'mnasium only, but a fully-equipped
club-house. The bjxsenient contains six bowl-
ing-alleys and a rifle range. In the first story
there are facilities for Turkish and Russian
bathing, and a swimming-bath 66 ft. long by
20 ft. wide. The second story contains a
reception-hall, parlour, reading-room, billiard-
room, and a restaurant. On the third floor are
a thousand lockers, a lavatory, douche-room,
reception-room, and a sparring-room. The
entire area of the fourth floor is occupied by
the gymnasium

;
it is 22 ft. high, light and

airy. Around this hall, 12 ft. from the ground,
extends a track for the use of runners

;
twenty-

two laps of it make a mile. The cost of the
building was about £'50,000. The club is in a
flourishing condition, with 1,500 members and
many persons waiting for admission. The
admission is 50 dols., and the annual subscrip-
tion 30 dollars.

a HE scheme of the O.xford an
Cambridge Schools Examinatio
Board for commercial certificati

7
— will, it is to be hoped, cause moi

attention to be paid in the higher schools (

this country to practical education. It shoul
also be the means of ascertaining the sounc
ness of the education given in the lowc
middle-clas.s schools. No one will under-rat
the advantages of a knowledge of Classics
literature, but having regard to the fact tha
the m.ijority of youths have to earn their ow
living, nothing cun be more preposterous tha
that an ordinary boy should leave schoc
without a sound knowledge of a single nioder
language. The great advantages a knew
ledge of modern languages in the case of a
architect, for example, are very obvious, an
yet we have no doubt that there are numbei
of youth.s destined for the architectural prr
fession who are spending the greater part c
their school time over Latin and Greek

; ani
not only over Latin and Greek, but over th
study of these languages simply as languaoe'
and not of the literature and the society o
ancient

_

Rome and Greece. In how man
schools is Greek art adverted to in the Greel
curriculum, in which hours are spent ove
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rates, that it was a matter of inaccurate classi-

fication,— that the traffic had been placed in

the first instance in the wrong class, and that

the Companies were eventually compelled to

own that it had been improperly dealt with.

In any case it was evidently a question that

they did not care to discuss in court. They
were doubtless unwilling to encounter Mr.
Kempson again in the law courts, for in a

previous case,—which did turn upon the right

of the railway companies to charge for ter-

minals,—that gentleman elicited a deal of

information as to the services and accommoda-
tion for which charges were made in addition

to those for conveyance, which considerably

opened the eyes of the public, and to which we-

have ourselves from time to time had occasion

to refer.
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3 .— Ground Plan of the Hememvay Gymnasium, Harvard University, Cambridge, Hass.

the manirfacture of iambics, while not a moment
is given to the ideas of the Greeks, expressed

in sculpture or architecture ! It is always

surprising, indeed, that the Institute have

not, by some memorial, directed the attention

of school-masters to the desirability of bringing

into greater prominence in boys’ studies the

art of Greece and the constructive works of

the Romans.

T
he Roman Municipal Council have recently

efi'ected what amounts to a coup d'etat in

favour of architects. Some years ago the

Council gave notice that all building applica-

tions must be accompanied by the name of an
architect who would be responsible for the due
execution of the works. Finding that this

regulation was evaded by the nomination of

unqualified persons as architects, the Council

lately called attention to the regulation, and
intimated that, with a view to the protection

of the public, in the future only such persons

would be accepted as architects who could

show that they were legally entitled to adopt

that designation. The Council appointed a

Commission to inquire into this question, and
opened a register for the inscription of the

names of duly qualified persons who should be

so certified by the Commission. The Com-
mission, in a report to the Council, which is

printed in the Transactions of the Italian

Architects’, &c., Society (Anno. IL, 1887, fas. 3),

submit that out of 166 candidates who pre-

sented themselves for registration, 125 satisfied

the Committee as to their training and profi-

ciency, which appears to be a high percentage,

— the failures being only about 18 per cent.

—

and gives a favourable impression of the con-

dition of public education in Italy. The
standard is high, and involves the taking of

a degree in physics and mathematics in the

University of Rome or Bologna,'a residence of

three years in a technical school, and a course
of instruction in a school of art.

’ ORD HENNIKER, writing to a contempo-
I rary last week, draws attention to a some-

what remarkable railway rates case. It

appears from his lordship’s remarks that

Mr. J. D. Kempson, of Birmingham,

has recently declined to pay certain charges

made by the London and North-Western
and Great Western Railway Companies
for conveyance of undamageable iron, on

the ground that they were in excess of the

Companies’ statutory rates. The companies

thereupon refused to carry the traffic without

payment of their charges, Mr. Kempson
eventually paying, under protest, and suing

both companies in the county court to recover

the excess. This, we are told, amounted in one

case to fifty-one per cent, of the rate charged
;

and in the other to no less than sixty-four

per cent, (the distances being, in each case,

very short), and in both actions the amount
has been paid into court. Lord Henniker, as

Chairman of the Railway Rates Committee,
considers that the fact of two of the leading

companies preferring to take such a course

rather than contest the cases has an important

bearing upon the railway rates question. The
first thing naturally suggested by reading these

statements is, that if these companies have

been overcharging Mr. Kempson to such an
enormous extent, and have persisted in this

course so far as to decline to convey the traffic

at lower rates until the cases were taken into

court, it may be taken for granted that

this is anything but an isolated case,

and that less energetic and determined
traders are still being considerably over-

charged. Another consideration is, that

if rates so much in excess of the legal ones are

really in force, and liable, when tested, to such
sweeping reductions as those to which Lord
Henniker draws attention, an all-round adjust-

ment would re.sult either in reduced dividends,

or in long-distance rates,—which are frequently

below the statutory maximum,—being forced

up in order to avert such an ett'ect. His lord-

ship treats the case as turning upon the ques-
tion of “terminals,” though we should have
imagined, from the wide ditference between the
amounts originally charged and the reduced

WE have received particulars of what may
turn out to be a very important enter-

prise in Ireland, and perhaps do something to

encourage Irish industries in a more practical

manner than has been evinced in some other

schemes that have been preached by philan-

thropists. This is, the lease by a Liverpool!

engineer, Mr. Spargo, of the whole of the

Marquis of Oonyngham’s estate in the Rosses^

amounting to about 70 square miles, for the

purpose of working it as a quarrying and
mining district. The site appears to be a great

granite deposit, and the report of Professor

Hull, the Director-General of the Geological

Survey of Ireland, is very favourable in

regard to the quality and variety of the

granite to be obtained here. According to

Professor Hull, there are granites of many
shades of colour, red, black, pink, and rose, and
capable, he -affirins, of receiving a polish not to

be surpassed by granites from any other source.

We should be very glad to bear of the succesa

of the enterprise, especially if it will serve the

double end of giving us more and cheaper

granite and of finding remunerative employ-

ment for Irish labour. We shall be glad to see

some specimens of the granite in due time.

T
he lighting of private buildings by elec-

tricity is, though it may be slowly, yet

surely progressing. Some of the houses in

Kensington Court are already lighted in this

manner, and the electric current has now been

extended to some houses in the neighbourhood!

of Palace Gate. The dull, dim light given by
the gas supplied to London is inferior to that'

given by good mineral oil, and we shall be

surprised if in a few years an enormous change

in the domestic lighting of our large cities is

not seen. It is contrary to all experience

that when Bond-street shops and Kensingtf n
houses enjoy a bright, clear light, shops ai d

houses elsewhere should be satisfied with : n
inferior light, which adds to the househo cl

expenses by the way in which it dirties tl e

interior of buildings.

WfE mentioned a few weeks back a very
VV complete and, indeed, exhaustive mono-
graph by Dr. Mayer on the representations of

Giants and Titans in Greek art. A similar

work on a subject more widely popular has-

just been published by Dr. Oscar Bie, of

Berlin, on the “ Muses in Ancient Art” (Die

Musen in der Antiken Kunst). Dr. Bie

makes a careful catalogue of not only all

actually extant examples, but also of works

noted in literature, but which have since

perished. He devotes a special chapter to-

the three most important sets of Hellenistic

reliefs, i.e., the vases of Halicarnassus, the

relief of Archelaos of Priene (in the British

Museum), and the Pacca and ^Medici sarco-j

phagus. A work such as this is of the greatest

use for reference, even if its issue is no new
discovery or interpretation. Dr. Bie, however,

arrives at some not unimportant conclusions.

The Muses were at first vague, both in

personality and number, rather attributes of

Apollo than distinct individuals
;

then they

became three ; later, under the influence of the

Theogony, nine,— but still with common'

attributes ;
last, and only in late days, these

functions are separate and stereotyped. The

monograph is illustrated with woodcuts.
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THE London world is, perhaps, just a little

tired of Greek plays,—the fjishion is over
<and pas.sed,—but at Cambridge a settled and
scholarly cnthu.siasm still maintains itself, nor
is it at all likely to be a mere passing mode.
The i)erformanco of the “ (Edipu.s Tyrannus,”
or, rather, the series of seven performances, was
a fitting crown to a now goodly sequence of
representations. Of course, in a tragedy so
profound and so complex the main interest is

human and dramatic
;
when Fate is weaving a

web so terrible and so tangled it seeTns
to matter little whetlier she set up her
loom in a desert or a bani. Still, so
harmonious wjis the picture presented to the
eye at the rising of the curtain that a few
words may be given to it. It may be noted in
passing that the drop scene was the same as
that used for the “ Eumeuides,” nor could it

be improved. The Delphic oracle is .still the
keynote of the piece, and we could have no
better outlook than the view from Apollo’s
temple, the two reverend guaulian eagles,
the xoana at the portiils, and the fountain of
Ciiatalia. The curtain drew up to disclose
the palace of CEdipus. The massive Doric
columns were richly toned, the two lower
drums a deep yellow, the third and upper one a
creamy white. To the architrave were affixed
gold shields. The metopes were decorated
with a series of desi^s in relief, of Oriental
character. Two butting bull.s faced each other
in the two centre juetopes, followed each,—we
must confess to our considerable surprise,—by
two sphinxes in the next pair of metopes. It
seems to us in tlio last degree improbable that
(Edipus would have decorated his palace with
the effigy of the monster he had just slain. The
slaying of the sphinx was in his days historical,
not mythical, and if the scene were to be repre-
sented at all, not her decorative image alone,
but the scene of her slaying, as seen c.g. on
the recently acquired lekythos of the British
Museum, would be chosen. Tlie front of
the palace was all ablaze with colour and
hung with wreaths of flowers. When the four
splendid young guards of (Edipus took up
their position in front the effect was most
impressive. It was a pity that, as citizens of
a plague-stricken city, these young guards
were unable to conceal tlicir amusement at
the novelty of their situation. The scene at
the opening, when the suppliants are assem-
bled, was too crowded

; but, later, when
Jocasta offers incense, the grouping and
colour were perfect. To dwell on details
of acting would be here out of place, but
it is impossible to leave unnoted the fine im-
personation of Mr. Randolph. Probably most
of those who knew the play dreaded the last
scene, when (Edipus returns with blinded eyes,
crazed with sorrow, broken by fate. No one
who saw it but felt their fears were groundless.
The blind hands feeling along the palace wall,
the stricken face, the sense of sudden physical
as well as moral shock, the utter humility that
only the sensitive o^vBvfioq could know, the
hungry tenderness of the father, and yet the
king through all,—all these, yet never a touch
of over-statement,—made up a conception such
as the modern Greek stage has certainly
never seen before. It is saying much that, for
this last act, finely suggestive though Mr.
Stanford’s music was, one wished it silent.
Fate was too manifest to need a “ Fate-motif.”

laces and embroidery, chiefly antique, which
ought to be seen by those who care for such
things. The work is, for the most part, in
unusually good preservation, and it is especially
noticeable how little the colours of most of the
Italian embroideries are faded, compared with
what one is accustomed to see in private col-
lections. The exhibits consist of Italian and
Persian embroideries on silk, Turkish em-
broideries on the usual coarse linen cloth, and
Italian, Sicilian, Greek, and Spanish laces.

The Italian work is naturally chiefly ecclesi-
astical

;
among it we noticed, especially, two

fine altar frontals on white, and a chasuble and
stole on a delicate pink ground, the whole of
which is worked over in a solid pattern.
There are several very beautiful Persian
embroideries on the rare light blue ground,
and a curious piece of Turkish work with
figures that look rather like- the Noah and
his sons that we knew in our childhood. The
laces, as laces, are, without doubt, very good
and valuable, but as specimens of art work-
manship, except for the general lightness and
delicacy that lace has, we cannot say that we
cared very much about them. ^

'THE collection of pictures, or rather sketches,
' on the Seine and Marne, by Mr. Aubrey
Hunt, which is on view at the Gonpil
Gallery, show.s their author to have a stron>T
perception of efi’ect in landscape, especially in
the treatment of clouds, with an apparently
ostentatious indifference to detail. Many of
the small paintings are really smudges as far
as everything but the general efiect at a
distance is concerned. There is a great deal of
force aud ability in many of them, as far as
they go

;
but the whole impression produced

is an unsatisfactory one, as if we were look-
ing at a number of unfinished attempts whicli
show great promise and never arrive at per-
formance.

- HOWELL & JAMES have had on
view this week a valuable collection of

THE Exhibition of the Institute of Painters
in Oil Colours, though, as usual, too

large, and including a good many things that
no one cares for (a point which, after all, it has
in common with the Academy), contains a
larger number than usual of paintings that are
of considerable interest and originality. The
President’s one contribution is an exquisite
head and bust of a very beautiful lady seen in
profile, under the title “Henriette” (310).
i\Ir. F. D. Millet, in his “ Piping Times of
Peace ” (464) seems to have been aiming at an
imitation of Sir James Linton’s technique and
style of subject

; the result is not very inte-
resting. Mr. Dendy Sadler’s “The Private
Secretary ” (383), where a pompous ass is

dictating to a secretary who evidently has his
measure, is one of the best pieces of humorous
characterisation he has ever given us, quite as
good as any of his monks, and is worth noting
as a picture which really delineates characiar,
and not merely personages. Mr. Stock’s
“Satan Dead at the Foot of the Cross" (557)
is a powerful thing in drawing, and in its

ghastly effect of colour
;

he will find few
admirers for this class of work, but he is to
be respected as an artist who is striving after
the ideal in these realistic days. Among
things that we noted specially, we may
mention “Early Morning off Penzance” (13),
''ue of Mr. Henry Moore’s dark, cold,
wobbling” seas, which suggest disagreeable

ideas about death by drowning in that
ominous-looking depth of water

;
“ A May

Morning” (18), by Mr. Tom Lloyd; “Salis-
bury after the Floods” (103), by Mr. Jas.
Webb, a rather too obvious attempt at the
manner of Turner in treating such a subject,
but a fine thing

;
“ Your Little Bill, Sir ”

(123), by Mr. Frank Dadd, a clever study
of manner and physiognomy

;
“ A Priestess

of Bacchus” (125), so-called, by Mr. John
Collier,—no, Mr. Collier, she is nothing
of the kind, she is a fine-looking lady o'f

modern life who is amusing hei-self by a
masquerade in a leopard skin

;

“ Miss Nelly
Tate as Alice in Wonderland” (143), by
Mr. J. R. Reid, a remarkable piece of colour,
well worth attention as something out of the
way in portraiture, though the face itself is
unpleasing in colour and wants transparency

;

“Autumn” (181), by Mr. R. W^ Allan, a
finely built-up and solemn landscape

;
“ Santa

Maria della Salute” (201), Mr. Arthur Severn

—

architectural details very scrabbly
; “Lengthen-

ing Shadows” (281), by Mr. Henry Gore, an
exquisite little work with a remarkable
eti'ect of light in middle distance, and two
small very-well studied figure.s in the fore-
ground

; “All Amusing Story ” (283), by Mr.
Seymour Lucas

;
“ Hampton Court” (300), by

Mr. k ulleylove, which does not accord with
our notion of the prevailing colour of the
scene; “Girgenti” (352), by Mr. Elgood, a
line representation of the old Doric ruin

;

“One of the Last Old Citizens” (SCO), by Mr.
Arthur Severn, an old steamer on the Thames
at Westminster, a variation on the theme

of Turner’s Temeraire,—dangerous ground,
but Mr. Severn has made something of it

;

“ The Hill Side ” (406), by Mr. Robert Carrick,
an admirable bit of hill landscape, full of trutli
and careful study not obtruded

;
“ The First

Snow ” (461), and “ On the Marsh, near
Brauiber” (724), by Mr. Aumonier

;
“Old

Batten’s Farm ” (588), Mr. J. R. Reid, a
remarkable study of colour

;
“ Autumn Sun-

shine ” (637), by Mr. Ernest Parton
;Autumn” (650), by M. Keelly Halswelle, a

fine scene, and getting out of the author’s too-
long-followed mannerism

;
and a “ Disused

Lime Kiln ” (702), by Mr. G. Marks. There
are many other things worth looking at, if not
remarkable paintings.

LETTER FROM PARIS.
Buinnixo,—or rather bnilders,—have been

mixed up in tlio recent political disputes which
have been going through here ; for the decora-
tions conferred on the architect and contractors
for the sumptnous residence for the chief of
the State and his son-in-law have been among
the matters commented upon in conne.xion
with the recent scandal. It is, fortunately, out
of our province to dwell on a subject which
is not creditable to anyone concerned

; but we
may contrast with this work, done at the expense
of the State, the extensive work which the Duo
d Aumale, though in exile, is still carrying on
at Chantilly for the good of the public and at
great expense to himself, in order to put this
great private collection in the beat possible
condition before the Institut formally takes
possession of its trust.

The political disturbance of the time has,
however, no effect otherwise on the State
building operations

; the Exhibition works go
on as if nothing unusual was tho matter

i and
the Eiffel Tower continues to climb, and has
passed its 40 metres of height.
The transformation of the Gardens of the

Trocadero for the exhibition of horticulture has
been commenced, and in the Champ de Mars,
aronnd the new constructions, there are rising
the plantations of the ornamental park whied
will extend to the entrance of the Pont de Jena.
In our last letter we described the fountain
which M. de Saint-Vidal has designed for th&
portion of the garden situated under the arch of
the Eiffel Tower. M. Coutanis executinganother
fountain for the wide space comprised between
the pavilions of the “Arts Liberaux,” the
“ Beanx-Arts,” and the “ Expositions Diverses.”
This fountain has two large basins, one over
the other, adorned with numerons scnlptures.
The lower basin is decorated with figures
representing “ L’Union,” “La Verite,” “La
Fortune,” and “ La Pensee.” It receives a fall
of water from the upper basin, two nifetres-
higher, from the centre of which will emerge
the “ ship ” of Paris surrounded by a group of
children. In the middle of tho ship a
monumental group, thirteen rotitres high, will
bo placed, symbolising the genius of Progress,
with wings outspread and surrounded by-
statues representing Art, Science, Industry,
and Agriculture. Before this group is a figure
of Fame, with the orthodox trumpet, and at the
holm will be seated the figure of the Republic.
A statue holding a shield with the arms of tho
City of Paris will stand in the lower basin.
Groups of children on dolphins will complete
this large composition, the model of which is
now finished.

_

It has been decided that during the Exhibi-
tion the Champ de Mars will be open to the
public at night, and brilliantly illuminated with
electric light.

In spite of M. Heredia’s return with a new
scheme, nothing is yet settled about the Metro-
politan Railway.
A large street improvement project, the idea

of which dates back to 1867, is to be executed
shortly. This is the carrying of the Rue
Caulaincourt from the upper portion of the
high ground in the 18th Arrondissement, by a
steel viaduct across the Montmartre Cemetery.
The bridge will have a gradual fall, and will be
carried on twelve cast-iron columns placed in
pairs, about 20 mitres apart. As the surface
of Montmartre is perforated by old quarries, it
is necessary to execute some subterranean
work in the way of consolidating the founda-
tions for the columns.
The Direction des Beaux-Arts has been very^ iiue ueeu vei

energetic of late, especially in regard to tli
“ Service de batiments civils.” The works at tt
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Museum being nearly finished, and the new

sculpture saloon soon about to be opened, the

department has turned its attention to Versailles

and to itsprojected repaii* and restoration. As

already observed in these columns, the palace is

in a lamentable state of decay, and M._ Leclerc,

the architect of the Museum of Versailles, lias

prepared a report and estimate for the work,

which will require 44U,000 francs for absolutely

necessary work to obviate further decay.

The new Directeur des Beaus - Arts, M.

Castagnary, has at once occupied himself with

pushing on the work of decorating the Pantheon,

which has been going very slowly ;
and it is

understood that the artists who are m arrear

with their work will be given the option of

entering into an engagement to complete it by

1889 or of retiring. Up till now MM. Piivis de

Chavaunes, Cabanel, Henri Levy, J. P. Laurens,

T. Maillot, and Joseph Blanc are the only

painters who have completed their portion of

the decoration. There remain still to be fixed

in their places the canvases of MM. E.

Delaunay, Lenepveu (who has succeeded to

Baudry’s work), Humbert, and_ lastly Meis-

sonnier, who, having regard to his usual style

of work, seems singularly chosen as an artist

to cover a portion of the great wall-spaces of u

temple, and who has up to tliis date not given

the least sign of life at the Pantheon.

An exhibition of the works of M. Puvis de

Chavannes has been opened since the IStli

of November in the galleries of M. Durand

Ruel, Rue Lafitte. It includes a certain number

of known pictures, as well as pastels, drawings,

and works hitherto unknown. We have^ seen

again here, with mnch pleasure, the admirable

cartoons of the “ Jeunessc de Sainte Genevieve,”

as well as the large compositions represent-

ing ‘‘ Travail,” “Repo.s,” ‘‘ Paix,” and ‘‘La

Guerre.”

The Committee for the decoration of the

Hdtel de Ville has been working hard for a

month, and will in a short time submit to the

Municipal Council a list of painters to receive

commissions for the Salle des FilteB, the prin-

cipal salons, the Salle de Banquets, and the

grand staircases. One of the staircases was

to have been decorated by Baudry
;

M. E.

Delaunay is to replace him, and probably no

one can better do so. It is to be hoped that

M. Puvis de Chavaunes will have a considerable

part in the decoration of the Municipal Palace.

We do not know what will be the decision of the

Council, but the idea of the Committee is that

all the leading artists of France, without dis-

tinction of school or style, should take a part

in the decoration, so that it should form for

future generations a complete rdsun^^ of the art

of painting in France at the latter part of the

nineteenth century. As we have before

observed, a considerable part of the work will

be reserved for competition, in order to give a

chance for the discovery of nnknown talent.

The Municipal Council, which, in spite of

its reputation as a Mcccenas, has iconoclastic

tendencies for everything which recalls

monarchy, is insisting ai^ew on the destruction

of the expiatory chapel raised in 1826 on the

place where Louie XVI. and Marie Antoinette

were buried. It is the work of Percier and
Fontaine, who gave it the form of an antique

sepulchre. On either side are two galleries,

imitating a series of tombs in the same style.

The chapel, situated in the interior court, is

surmounted with a dome, and decorated with a

Doric order and pediment. The interior, which
is on the pla-t of a cross, encloses a fine group
in white marble, by Bosio, representing Lonis

XVI. supported by an angel, and a statue

of Marie Antoinette, by Cortot. The erection,

the decorative effect of which may be questioned,

is, however, an interesting specimen of French
architectural design of its period. As the work
is the property of the State, however, it is not

likely that the municipal authorities will get

their way, and they will have to look elsewhere

for a site for the statue to Danton which they
wished to place here. Statues to Robespierre

and Marat [!] are also talked of; also one to

General Desaix, whose bust for some time sur-

mounted a fountain constructed by Percier for

the centre of the Place Danphine, and which
was demolished in consequence of the clearance
in connexion with the Palais de Justice.

This ‘‘statue mania,” which is spreading
everywhere, and in some places creating a con-
siderable obstacle to traffic, is extending
also beyond Paris. Bernard Palissy has his

statue at Boulogne-sur-Seine, Laplace and
Condorcet their busts at Arcueil-Cacban ;

Parmentier, the agricultural law reformer, is

to have one at Neuilly; and one to Francois

Millet, at first intended for Paris, and commis-

sioned from M. Chapu, is now to he placed at

Cherbourg.
Lyons wishes to have its monument to the

Revolution, following suit with Paris ; a com-

petition has been opened for it, and M.

Blavette, an able architect, has obtained the

premium. The sculptural portion will be

executed by M. Peynot.

Two interesting exhibitions have been opened

during the last month
;

one of the charcoal

and other drawings of M. Leon Lhermitte, and

one of the marine paintings of Emile Vernier,

!
who died about six months ago. This last

included 200 pictures and fifty water-colours and

drawings, and some fine etchings. M. Lher-

mitte’s exhibition shows him as an admirable

interpreter of nature and of peasant life, in

regard to which latter he somewhat recalls

Millet.

The ‘‘ Envois do Rome ” of the Villa Medici

students of this year are so poor and common,
place that the less said about them the better.

No better success has attended the Chaode-

saignes competition, in which thirty-two com-

petitors (architectural students) took part, and

which was thought eo unsatisfactory by tbe

judges that the prize was not awarded.

The Chamber is about to decree ‘‘ la liberte

des funerailles” : this important enactment,

which will considerably modify funeral usages,

will have, as its first effect, to hasten the com-

pletion of the crematorium, before referred to,

as cremation will then be a matter of choice,

and in all probability there will bo practical

necessity for completing the crematorinm.

The subject of lighting Paris by electricity is

to come under the special consideration of the

Municipal Council, Paris being considered to be

at present behind several of the leading pro-

vincial towns in this walk of improvement. The

idea of the Council is to establish a municipal

electric power in the basement of the Halles

Centrales, which will light that establishment

and the neighbouring Place du Cbatelet, the

Avenue Victoria, and the Place H6tel do Ville.

Six companies have asked for concessions for

the electric lighting of different quarters of the

city.

In connexion with this subject we may
mention a curious instance of the indifference

and carelessness of the Paris administration.

Though gas was the first cause of the burning

of the Opera Comique, though the company
who suffered so much through this catastrophe

are now occupying a theatre which is a

municipal property, and though severe police

regitlations for safety have been imposed and

insisted on in other theatres, the “ Theatre de

Nations,” provisionally the home of the Opera

Comique Company, is the only Paris theatre

which is not lighted by electricity !

A FEW NOTES ABOUT MARYLEBONE
MANOR AND PARK.

A V.M.UABLE and interesting series of

prints, drawings, music scores, old advertise-

ments, and the like, was exhibited last week
at the ‘‘Old Mary-bone Gardens” bazaar in

Portman Rooms, Baker-street. Mr. Harris's

collection easily divides itself into two parts,

—

illnstratiog the two areas which lie respec-

tively north and south of Marylebone-road.

Southwards is the Portland estate, to which

wo will advert presently; northwards extends

Regent’s Park, once chosen as the site of a

palace for George IV. when Regent, to be

approached by Regent-street and Portland-

place.

The largest parish in London derives its style

from the little village church of St. Mary-by-
the-bourne,*—tbe stream being the Aye brook

or Tyburn,—which was built far away in the

fields by Bishop Braybrooke in 1400 A.D.,

upon the removal of the St. John the Evan-
gelist’s Chapel that stood close by the site of

the now Court-house in Marylebone-lane. The
Lane, together with part of High-street, marks
the banks of the stream after it skirted the

western slopes of Barrow and Primrose Hills

in its course through Ossulston hundred from
the Shepherds’ Well in the Conduit Fields

• The interior forma the scene of the marriage m
Hogarth’s Rake’s Progress, 1735 (now in the Boane
Museum), and the churchyard is depicted in his Industry

[ and Idlenea*, 1747. Rebuilt in 1741 it is the existing
parish ihspel at the northern end of High-street.

(Fitzjohn - avenue) at Hampstead. The

Teobume of Eadgar’s charter to West Minster

gave name to the oftentimes shifted gallows.

Prom time immemorial it had been held of the

king by the abbess of St. Mary Barking. It

was valued in Eadward’s day at 100, but

stands at 52 shillings in the Conqueror’s

survey. Some time in the twelfth century

Tyburn Church was appropriated to St. Law-

rence de Blakemore priory in Essex; and pass-

ing, atWolsey’s request, to his foundation at

Ipswich, was ultimately taken, on the Cardinal’s

fall, by the Crown. In 1552, however, it was

granted to George Cotton and Thomas Reeve,

and did not return to the sovereign until its

purchase, in 1821, of the Duke of Portland.

Meanwhile tbe manor passed, in various portions,

through various hands, and could count among
its owners such noble houses as those of De

Vere, Fitzalan, Stanley, and Howard. Towards

the end of the fifteenth century it belonged, as

a whole, to one Thomas Hobson, who, in virtue

of au estate stretching between Tottenham

Court and Edgware roads to Cricklewood and

Hampstead, would at this day be, as Mr. Loftio

observes in his History of London (1884), one of

the richest subjects in Enrope. Tbe manor,

exchanged by Hobson to Henry VIII., in 1541,

was let by Qneen Elizabeth for the yearly sum
of 161. lls. 8d.

;
and, in 1591, to John Dixon

for a term of thirty-one years. In IGIl her

successor sold the property for 8291. 3a. 4d.,

with a reservation of the park, to Edward
Forset, whose name is commemorated by the

verse which Hogarth has copied into his

picture of the church, and which is preserved

in the now parish chapel :

—

“ These pewes vaserwd and tane in STndir

la stone thers grava what is vader :

To wit a valt for bvrial there is

Which Edward Eorset made for him and his."

A Forset’s daughter and heir, Arabella,

brought the property in marriage to Thomas

Austen. In 1710 their son, Sir John Austen, sold

it to John Holies, Duke of Newcastle, for 17,5001.,

the rental being computed at 9001. a year. His

Grace’s only daughter and heir married Edward
Harley, second Earl of Oxford and Mortimer;

and Harley’s only daughter and heir, the Lady

Margaret Cavendish, married, in 1734, William

Bentinck, second Duke of Portland. Some
seventy years ago the fourth duke of that house

exchanged the manor to tbe crown for certain

lands in Sherwood Forest, valued at 40,0001. We
may here add that the Messrs. Tilbury’s offices

in High-street, always known as Oxford House,

are reputed to have been the storehouse,

—

adapted from a girls’ school,'—of the celebrated

library and MSS. collected by Robert and

Edward Harley, the first and second Earls of

Oxford, and which was secured by the nation

for no more than 10,0001. It is very doubtful

whether the Harleys ever inhabited the Manor-

house, which subsequently became famous as

Mr. de la Place’s (in 1703), and his successor,

Mr. Fountayne’s, school for boys. It was de-

molished in 1791, and Devonshire-mews indi-

cates its site.

The views of the Mauor-liouse comprise two

coloured drawings after Hooker (1790), and

J. T. Smith’s tinted plate (1807) copied from

Goaselin’s ‘‘ long view,” showing the garden,

park, and environs as they appeared in the

year 1700. This Manor-house is believed to

have been built for the use of Henry VIII.

when bunting over Marylehone Park; and to

have been occupied by Queens Mary and

Elizabeth. Here, on 3 February, 1600, Eliza-

beth feasted the Russian ambassador, who
hunted in the Great Black Forest cf Maryla-

boune. The chase, with its preserves of

‘‘ hare, partridge, pheasant, and heron in

and about the honour of his palace of West-

minstev” is that which is cited in Henry’s

proclamation of July, 1536, against hunting or

hawking in the region “ from the palace of

Westminster [Whitehall] to St. Giles’s-in-the-

Fields, and from thence to Islington, to our

Lady of the Oak, to Highgate, to Hornsey

Park, and to Hampstead Heath.” We have

made numerous excerpta from the Reports of

tbe Historical Commission and Kalendar of

State Papers (Domestic and other Series) in

connexion with these lands. One of the earliest

is under date July 14, 1530. It relates to the

Commission of Inquiry in different counties

concerning possessions held by Thomas, cardinal

archbishop of York. Herein mention is made

of the rectories of Blakamore, Guigemarat, and

Maryborne as royal properties devoted to the

endowment of Wolsey’s college at Ipswich.
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Under date September 27, 1532, we read that
the advowsons uf Tyborn and Maryborne manors,
together with their tithes, formed part of a grant
by the sovereign to use of the <lean and canons
of St. George’s Chapel, Windsor.

In the indictment of Sir Nicholas Throg-
morton, Sir Henry Isley, and Sir Thomas
Wyatt, the rente of the rebels’ march is set
forth as from Kent to Southwark, thence by
Brentford and Marylebone Park into London.*
Cunningham cites from the Board of Works
Accounts of 1582 a payment for “ making of
two new standings in Marobone and Hide Parkea
for the Queenes Majestie and the noblemen of
Fraunce to see the huntinge ”

j the noblemen,
by the way, being the Duke of Anjou, Elizabeth’s
suitor, and his court. Reverting to the State
Papers we find a warrant, dated 25th January,
1G12, awarding lOOi. to William Stacey, under-
keeper, for his great charge in keeping deer
there for his Majesty’s recreation in hunting.
There are several later warrants to the like
purport, and others which demonstrate that the
Carey family for a while enjoyed the hereditary
keepersbip of Hyde and Marylebone Parks.
Thus, the royal sign manual to a warrant,
dated 27th July, 1611, to Sir H. Carey (Lord
Hunsdon) for 251. 138. 6d. on account of repairs
and the building of six new bridges; on 27th
February, 1615, Sir Philip Carey is made keeper
of Marylebone Park for Ids life

;
on 29th

September, 1629, Robert Kerr, bed-chamber
groom, is given a prospective grant of the
keepersbip, with 8d. per diem, in reversion to
Sir Philip and his son John Carey. In
Augu.st, 1660, John Carey, master of the buck-
honnds, is vested with custody of the Park as
long held by his ancestors. The due care uf
the game sometimes inconvenienced those who
did not profit by its custody, for under date
12th May, 1631, is a petition by the burgesses
of Westminster against the drawing off, for the
deer in the two parks, of the w.iter “ which
rises from tlie springs and wastes of the park of
Marybone and Tyboum.” There is a warrant
of 9th October, 1649, for the despatch of boat
timber from the park to the yards to build the
frigates. In the Molyneux MSS. will be found
a certificate of Sir Thomas Cawarden, Kiit.,
master of the tents and revells, of charges in
his office. One charge is of ccc.li. for the
Banketynge houses and other charges at Hyde
and Marybone Parks prepai’ed against the
Marshall Seynte Androes coinyiige thether,—of
date 8th December, 1552. Wo will finish these
extracts by quoting the following items from
Robert Reade’s account of disbursements to
Secretary Windebanke, 5th January, 1639.4-0 :

“the porters, for whipping the footman, 5b.;
the smith, for making a key of Marrowbone
Park, 2s. 6d. ; the man that bronght it, 2s.’’
At the beginning of his troubles Charles I.

mortgaged this demesne, for 4,000L, to John
Wandesfordo and Sir John Strode, Commis-
sioners for the King’s Artillery. Their suc-
cessors in title. Sir Nicholas Strode and John
Wandesford, make petition to Charles II.,

in 1662. They set forth how, in exchange
for this grant, munition of war, including
powder and artillery trains, to the value of
18,0001., had been supplied, and urge that
Sir John forfeited both life and estate, and
Wandesford suffered robbery and exile in the
Royal cause

; for it would seem that Cromwell
had nullified the king’s conveyance; and, it
is stated, settled the Park on Colonel
Harrison’s dragoons for their j)ay. After
King Charles’s execution, indeed, o’ne of the
first Acts of Parliament was to ordain that all
royal parks and houses should bo maintained
for the benefit of the Commonwealth, and
thrown open to the public. On Saturday,
November 27th, 1552, a resolution passed for
the sale of every royal park. Peter Cunning-
ham records that Marylebone Park was sold to
one John Spencer for 13,2151. Gs. 8d., including
1301. for the deer (124 in number, and of
various kinds), with 1,7741. Ss. for timber, ex-
closive of 2,976 tons reserved for the dock-
yards. He goes on to say that at the Restora-
tion Charles’s assignment was held to be good,
and the park re-assigned to the original
grantees for suoh term as should discharge the
incumbrance thereon. A warrant of May llth,
166-1-, responds to Sir Henry Beunet’s petition,
by granting to him a lease of “a moiety of
Gi’eat Saint John’s Wood, Marylebone, at a
rent of 131. 9s. j a quarter of said Wood, with
Cbalcoat’s Lane [Chalk Farm ], 61. 178. 2d.;

• Addenda Dom. S, r. 15»7-lj65. Paper of April 17,

and Marylebone Park, at a fitting rent.’’

Sir Henry Beiinet was elevated Earl of
Arlington, March 1-lth, 1663, with remainder
to his only child, Isabella, who married Henry
Eitzroy, first duke of Grafton. On November
22nd, 1675, Lord Arlington assigns to his elder
brother, John, elevated Baron Oasnlston, of
Ossulston, CO. Middlesex, on November 24th,
1682, and ancestor of tlie now Earls of
Tankerville, the remainder, thirty-eight years,
of his lease, as held at an aggregate rent of
361. 148. 6d.* Numerous crown leases and
sub-leases succeeded; yet of these it will be
enough to say that the name of one lessee,
circa 1750, is still preserved in the title of
Hinde-street, Manchester-square. Upon the
falling in, in 1811, of a lease to the Duke of
Portland, the sites of Allsop’s Farm, Kendal’s
Farm, Welland’s Farm, Park Farm and Fields,
the Jew’s Harp, Queen’s Head and Artichoke,
with other holdings, were laid out by James
Morgan after John Nash’s designs. The first

idea was to build a royal palace on the acclivity
occupied by Jenkins’ nursery, and now the
Botanical Gardens. But other counsels pre-
vailed, and the several terraces, with the villas

they surround, were jdanned and built by Nash
and the two Burtons. Tlie open arre, into
which the public were denied access until fifty

years ago, extends over about 470 acres.
Of other places represented in this unique col-

lection, we should mention two views (1822) of
the parish church over against York Gate, built
by Thomas Hardwick, 1813-17, and of which the
front elevation was afterwards amplified to
its present proportions. In our columns of the
31et of January, 1885, we gave an account of
the extensive and costly alterations within,
which have been carried out at Mr. Harris’s
hands. There is a view of the Marylebone
Basin, showing people bathing in the jiool. It

wa.s constructed in 1668 for the supply of water
to Coveiit Garden and St. Jfartin’s-laoe. This
became the site of the Portland, now St. Paul’s
Episcopal, Chapel, in Great Portland-street.
There are, besides, water-colour drawings of
Primrose Hill and the fields beyond; of tbe
old Sick House (1803), now incorporated in the
Workhouse, facing Marylebono-road, and pencil
drawings (1866) of certain portions of the
premises which were pulled down for the
new buildings along the western side of
Northumberland-street. An old joke is re-
vived by the now scarce caricature show-
ing Nash balancing himself upon the
apex of bis spire at All Souls’ Church,
Langham-place. A Pugin’s drawing of the
illumination of L. G. Otto, the French
Ambassador’s, house, in Portman-square, on the
night of the 29th of April, 1802, in celebration
of the Peace of Amiens, is noteworthy in that
it shows the “ Concord ’’ which the mob, reading
as “ Conquered,” demolished entirely. Peter
Cunningham (second edition, 1850) places this
episode in Portland-placc, an apparent error
that subsequent writers have not been slow to
follow.

ANTIQUITIES I^^ BRITTANY.
This was the subject of a paper read at a

recent meeting of the Royal Archmological
Institute, by Mr. Herbert Jones, Mr. T. H.
Baylis, Q.C., in the chair.

Mr. Jones, in the course of his paper, said
that the first object to meet the eye of the
traveller arriving at Carnac in Brittany is the
large turaulua of Mont St. Michel, crowned by
a chapel dedicated to that saint. This tumulus,
oval in plan, is built up of smallloose stones
most difficult to dig into, its dimensions as given
by M. R. Galles being about 377 ft. long, 190 ft.

broad, and 33 ft. high. It was opened at great
expense by the Societe Polymathique in 1862,
under the direction of M. Rene Galles, and
M. de Freminville, by raining a tunnel into it

from the end; but though they penetrated
nearly half way through the mound, this search
led to no result, though afterwards, by
sinking a shaft from the top in front of the
chapel, the chamber was reached. This was
formed of comparatively small stones, and con-
tained eleven celtie of jade and jadoite, one of
which was broken

; twenty-six of fibrolite, and
two of other stones : a magnificent necklace of
101 beads and nine pendants, many of a sort
of turquoise called by the French Calais ; and
a small necklace of beads, apparently of bone,
less than one-tenth of an inch in diameter.

• See Kulendar, December 9, 1689.

The interment was found between the floor of
the chamber and tlie rock below, the remains
being incinerated. It is very probable that
other chambers still remain unexplored in Mont
St. Michel, but any attempt to reach them
would be very difficult. The lower surface
of the cap - stone had cup markings in it,

These excavations are described in the Bulletin
du Societe Polymathique du Morbihan, ann.
1862, The next tumulus in size in the neigh-
bourhood is that called Le Moustoir, some
distance from Camac. This is also elliptical in
plan, and is formed of a core of loose stones
covered with earth. It is surmounted by a
menhir or upright stone at one end of no great
size. It was also opened by M. R. Galles in
1863, and is described in the Bulletin du
Societe Polymathique, 186-4. At the base are
traces of a Roman station. Three interments
were found in this tumulus: in the centre, a
cist containing a vase of peonliar shape

;
on

the west a large dolmen; and at tbe east two
small chambers. One axe only, perforated at
the end, was found, but there were several fine
flint flakes of the Pressigny class. None of
the stones had markings on them. A very
interesting tumulus, almost in its originaf
state, covering a dolmen with the allde couverte
or passage to it perfect, is in the grounds of the-
Chateau of Kercado, about three miles from-
the village of Carnac. Some of the stones are
sculptured, the cap-stone bearing the figure of
an axe similar to tbe well-known one on the
Table dcs Marchande at Lockmariaker. It was-
opened in 1863, when two stone celtm were
found, as well as a necklace of beads and'
pendants, many of which were of Calais. It
is also described in the Bulletin du Societe
Polymathique. The well-known tumulus of'
Gavr Innis, that of Mane cr Hroec near Look-
mariaker, and the Butte de Tumiac, which
stands on the point of land facing Lock-
mariaker and Gavr Innis, are all cairns of loose
stones, like Mont St. Michel. The present
owner of the island of Gavr Innis, Dr. De
Cloamadeuc, the well-known antiquary of
Vannes, has lately searched the tumulus there
in hope of discovering a second chamber,
but without result. It had been opened
previously, in 1832, when the sculptured stones
were discovered, and nothing then found has
been preserved

; the other two mounds yielded
rich treasures. In the Man^ er Hroec, ex-
plored in 1863 by M. Rene Galles and M. Lefebre,
more than 100 celt® were found, and a
splendid pendant of Calais as large as a hen’s
egg. One of the axes of jadeite was nearly
10 in. long, and one of chloromelanite over
18 in. The jade and jadeite axes were all broken
when found. Some of the stones were sculp-
tured. The Butte de Tumiac was opened iu
1853, but the cliamber is now inaccessible.
Sculptured stones were also found here, with
many coltco, &c. All the objects brought to
light by the explorations of the Societe Poly-
inatbique are preserved in their museum at
Vannes, where they are excellently shown, the
results of each excavation being kept together..
The author could not deal in his paper with the
other antiquities at Carnac and the neighbour-
hood, but he called attention to the fact that
there are there two rectangular enclosures of
stones, one with alignments commencing from
it, and tbe fourth side of which is formed of a
long low barrow. The other is unconnected
with any alignments. Many visitors to Carnac,
Mr. Jones said, will be sorry to hear that the
chapel which has so long crowned Mont St.

ilichel is about to be replaced by a uew one.

In the discussion which followed the reading
of the paper,

Mr. Josh. Brown, Q.C., made some remarks
on the alignments of Carnac, and upon our
ignorance of their object and date. He con-
sidered some of tbe theories which have been
advanced to account for them satisfactory.

Mr. Lewis mentioned tbe double circle of

stones on the Island of Er Lanic, close to Gavr
Innis, part of which is now under water, and
called attention to the probable subsidence of
the land in the Department of the Morbihan
and in the coast of Brittany.

The Rev. Prebendary Scarth and the Chair-
man also made some remarks.

The Liverpool Exhibition Buildings.

—

It is stated that a company is being formed to
obtain possession of these buildings with the
view of converting them to the purposes of a
winter-garden and place of amusement.
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THE HENLEY SEWAGE WORKS.

After the applications at Southampton,

Eastbourne, and Jhe Houses of Parliament, it

is interesting to note the gradual spread of

the Shone system of drainage. There are now
twanty-t\YO examples in operation. The diffi-

cult es which beset the disposal of the sewage

at Henley were very severe, and three designs,

based on the ordinary gravitation water-carriage

plans of modem engineers, were consecutively

rejected by the Corporation, as the Urban Sani-

tary Authority, not so much on account of

the cost, although this was heavy, the engineer’s

estimates varying from 18,000J. to 20,OOOL, but

because, on the one hand, it was not possible to

drain into the Thames, the Conservancy Board

resolutely refusing to have the river polluted;

while, on the other hand, the levels of the pro-

posed sewers did not permit of an outfall at any

but a short distance from the mass of the

town. One such scheme discharged the sewage

close to the railway station on the east, and was
consequently vigorously opposed. Another, the

best of the three, was designed to take the

sewage to a piece of land contiguous to the

western borders of the town, where a pumping-

station was to lift it 41 ft. to a reservoir, with

filter beds and an effluent channel of 700 yards

long, to the Thames. The gradients for the

sewers in this case varied from 1 in 150 to

1 in 1,000, the main drain being 51 in. iu

diameter. This site, however, was close to the

Mountfield-villas, the tenants of which were

by no means pleased with this proximity of

the discharge
;
whilst the landowners commenced

legal proceedings to prevent their properties

being damaged in value for building purposes.

Such was the condition of affairs when Mr.
Shone was called upon to apply his hydro-

pneumatic system. The main iron sewer-pipe,

or, as it is technically termed, “the c. i. sealed

outfall main,” varying in size from 5 in. to 8 in.

in diameter, commences at the eastern extremity
of the town in the Heading-road, passing under
Bell-street to a distance of three quarters of a

mile beyond the extreme westerly limits of the

town, and more than a mile beyond the outfall

of the gravitation scheme, near the "White Horse
Inn, to the solitary site of Lambridge Wood,
where the discharging station is situated at an
elevation of 116 ft. above the level of the
Thames as it bounds the Street of Henley.
There are erected the receiving tanks, the
engine, and the air-compressors. The com-
pressed air is conveyed in a smaller iron pipe
of 3 in. diameter, laid parallel with the iron

sewer, but running, of course, in an opposite
direction. From all parts of the town gravita-
tion sewers feed the sewage into the pneumatic
ejectors, which are placed in four stations at
nearly equal distances apart. As often as
these ejectors are filled the compressed air is

automatically admitted and the sewage driven
forward in the closed iron pipe without any
gases escaping at all, as is the case with the
ordinary sewers which have ventilators at
every two hundred yards. At the receiving
station the sewage is perfectly filtered in the
tanks, and the effluent water is discharged into
the soil and the chalk strata beneath, whilst the
sewage solids, compressed and dried, sell freely
for manure. Provision has been made for
6,000 inhabitants, the census of the town
being at this time about 5,000. All litigation

has been avoided, and the total cost of the
completed works has been under 15,000Z. The
works have been already some nine months in
operation.

THE OFFICE OF CITY ARCHITECT.
In addition to Messrs. Charles Barry, W. H.

Crossland, and Alexander Peebles, whose names
have already been mentioned by us, we see
that Mr. Francis Chambers and Mr. Goymour
Cuthbert are candidates for this appointment.
The Daily Neivs says that Mr. H. H. Bridgman,
C.C., having been solicited by several of his
colleagues of the .Court of Common Council to
become a candidate for the appointment, has
announced that, in the event of the Court
deciding to suspend a standing order, it

is his intention to present himself for that
position. The City Fress of Wednesday says
that at the Court of Common Council to
be held ou Thursday, Mr. Sly was to
present a report of the Officers and Clerks’
Committee, submitting for the approval of the
Court, in accordance with the reference of the
17th ult., draft duties of the office of Archi-

tect and Surveyor, and recommending that the

age of candidates for the office should not

exceed fifty years on the day of election. The
same committee would report on the following

references, viz. ;—On letter of the late Sir

Horace Jones, City Architect, for a reconsidera-

tion of the terms of his appointment, and the

arrangement of his staff. To consider whether
theappointmenfclof Vacant Lands Officer should

be continued, and generally with reference to

the same. And recommending the following

increases of salaries to the undermentioned

assistants in the Architect’s Department
from Lady Day last, viz.; Mr. Andrew
Murray, principal assistant, from GOOi. to

8001. per annum ;
Mr. Thomas Baker, officer for

surveying the City lands and Bridge House
estates, from ^5301. to 5501. per annum; Mr.

Alfred L. Gosling, second assistant (by annual

increments of 101.) from 4001. to 4501. per

annum
;
Mr. Frederick Henry Williams, third

assistant (by annual increments of 201.) from
3001. to 4001. per annum

;
and further recom-

mending that the appointment of vacant lands

officer should not be filled up, but that its duties

should revert to the Architect’s department

;

also recommending that the allowance for office

expenses and stationery should be increased

from not exceeding 1001. to not exceeding 1501.

per annum. Up to the time of goiug to press

we had not learned whether this report was
adopted.

DISCOVERIES AT ROME.

We take the following from the Roman
correspondence of the KOlnische Zeitung, which
states that “ two discoveries of importance

for the topography of ancient Rome in the

oai’lier imperial times have just been made.
During the works now in progress on the left

bank of the Tiber, parallel to the Via Giulia,

behind the church of St. Biagio della Pagnotta,

a tufa slab was brought to light. It is one of

the series of slabs, 5 ft. 3 in. by 2 ft. 6 in.,

with which the Romans marked the line of-the

shore, and was distant 40 ft. from the present
bank of the Tiber. As it was found with the

iHScription downwards, the workmen did not

take care of it, and broke it to pieces. For-

tunately, it has been possible to collect the

inscription, which is as follows:— ‘ Paullus

Fabias Persicus
|

C. Eggius Maraillus
j

L.

Sergius Paullns
\
C. Obeilius Ru . .

. j
L.

Scribonins
|
curatores riparum et alvei Tiberis

ex auctoritate Ti. Claudi Caesaris Aug. Gor-

manici Principis S. C. ripam cippis positis

terminaverunt a Trigario ad poutem Agrip-
pae.’ In the first place, it enumerates
four hitherto unknown senators to whom
was entrusted the care of the banks
and the bed of the Tiber; it also shows that
the collegium appointed under Tiberias, in the
year 15 A.D., for superintending riparian works
(to which, under the presidency of a Consul,

four senators belonged, whose tenancy of office

was for one year), was still in existence

under Claudina. Paulus Fabius Persicus is the
Consul for the year 34. The stone, at present
the only proof of riparian works under
Claudius, exactly defines the sketch of shore
from Trigarium to the Agrippa Bridge. There
are various records in existence regarding the
Trigarium, situated in the ninth region, and
which was apparently a raceconrse. The slab

now found proves that the Trigarium was
situated here on the Tiber, at the western
boundary of the ninth region. The state-
ment in the inscription, ‘ Ad pontera
Agrippae,’ is a novel topographical determina-
tion. We receive the first intimation of this
bridge, which connected the fourth and four-
teenth regions. The place where the inscrip-

tion has been found is almost midway between
two bridges. The upper, ‘ Ponte Sisto,’ appears
sometimes as ‘ pons Aurelius,’ sometimes as
‘ pons Antoninus,’ and also as ‘ pons
Janicularis,’ and was probably built by
Aurelias Autoniuus Caracalla. Later it was
restored by Valentinian and Valena, and
towards the side of the Champ de Mars adorned
with a triumphal arch. The other bridge was
first called ‘pons Xeronianus,’ and, later,
‘ Triumphalis,’ and traces of it are still left

(near S. Spirito). The stone containing the
inscription was distant from the latter
1,503 ft.; from the former, 2,105 ft.) in
the line of the river). As the existence
of a third bridge between the two mentioned
was not known, it was assumed that one of the
latter bore Agrippa’a name

; but a new dis-

covery settled all disputes. The unknown
bridge was found. During some works at the

river bank antique masonry was observed,

525 ft. below the Ponte Sisto, opposite the

present Vicolo del Polvorone. It was the

abutment of a bridge, consisting of large tufa

blocks, and bound together by iron clamps
imbedded in load. Afterwards a pier 22 ft.

wide, and still three courses of masonry high,

was discovered iu the idver bed, consisting, like

the abutment on the bank, of blocks 4 ft. high,

the clamps of which measure up to 1 ft. 4 in.

This is the solid and handsome construction of

the Aiigastan age. In these remains the

Agrippa bridge may be recognised, and as

Caracalla constructed a bridge only 525 ft.

higher up, the former must have been unfit for

use during Caracalla’s reign, or it did no longer

meet the requirements of his time.”

The Tablet reproduces the following item
from a Roman correspondent of the Frankfurter
Zeitung : “ Some time since, owing to the exer-

tions of the Passionist monk, Father Germauns,
two chambers of a Roman house of the fourth

century were discovered under the high altar of

the church of SS. John and Paul, on the Coslian

Hill. Quite lately another large chamber has

been discovered beneath the nave of the church,

which seems to have been the tabularium of

the house. The traces, very well preserved,

are visible of what must have been valuable

paintings representing wild beasts, sea-horses,

and other decorations. Especially remarkable
are two pictures of unquestionable Christian

character. Cne represents the patriarch Moses
iu the act of removing his shoes before ap-

proaching the burning bush, a subject which is

also represented in one of the pictures in the

catacomb of Calixtus. The other represents a
woman praying : she is clad in a tunic, with a
veil on her head, a necklace of pearls, and arms
outstretched. This is believed to be the first

specimen of a Roman house in which scenes of

a Christian character have been found repre-

sented. Such subjects have hitherto been
found only in the catacombs.”

ARCHITECTURAL SCCIETIES.

Birmingham Architectural Association.—The
second ordinary meeting of this Association for

the current session was held at Queen’s College

on Tuesday evening last. Mr. W. Doubleday
(Vice-President) in the chair. The following

gentlemen were elected members of the Asso-

ciation :—Messrs. S. Harris, J. Goode, G. Cox,

B. Walker, H. Wigley, C. Lea, G. Ward, H.
Bewlay, John Ward, A. Harrison, and T. Keys.

A paper on “ German Romanesque” was read

by Mr. A. Reading. A vote of thanks, pro-

posed by Mr. H. H. McConnal, and supported

by Messrs. Newton and Victor Scrutou (bon.

sec.), was unanimously accorded to Mr. Reading
for his interesting lecture

;
and after a response

from that gentleman the meeting terminated.

Edinburgh Architectural Association.— The
usual fortnightly meeting of this Association

was held on the 24th ult. in the Architectural

Hall, 42, George-street. Mr. Hippolyte J. Blanc,

President, occupied the chair. After the usual

preliminary business was disposed of, Mr..

David MacGibbon, architect, read a paper
entitled “ The Architecture of the South of

Prance : Gothic Period.” After referring to

the characteristics of the Early Romanesque
architecture of Provence, it was pointed out

how those were superseded in the fourteenth

century by the introduction of Gothic details

from tlieNorth, which were gradually engrafted

on the native style, while in many cases

designs in Northern Gothic were imported
wholesale. These changes were illustrated

with sketches from most of the towns of

Southern France. Attention was then drawn
to the important specimens of Medimval
military architecture still preserved in the

towns of Carcassonne and Aigaes-Mortes, the

walls and gates of which remain unchanged
from the thirteenth century. The peculiar

keep towers of the Riviera, similar in many
respects to those of our own country, were
described and illustrated. The lecture con-

cluded with a description of the island and
fortified monastery of St. Honorat, iu the Bay
of Cannes, a place of great interest from its

containing examples of every period of

Provencal art. At the close of the lecture a

vote of thanks was awarded to Mr. MacGibbon
for his paper.

Glasgotc Architectural Association,—The third
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De&divjrst Church : Capitals in Nave, illustrating the Development of Gothic Foliage.

Drawn ly Mr. R. TF. Collier.

of the present series of lectures in connexion
with this AssociatioQ was delivered on the
22nd n4t. by Mr. G. Washington Browne,
architect, Edinburgh, his subject being “The
Monastic Orders and Buildings in Scotland,"
the honorary president, Mr. T. L. Watson,
occupying the chair. The importance to the
architectural student of a knowledge of the
origin and development of the monastic
«ystem^ was not, the lecturer feared, sufficiently
xecognised. That, in studying its architecture,
the interest of knowing what causes, social
and

^

religious, led to the results everyone
admires, might be deepened, a brief history
was given of the rise of the various orders,
their spread over Europe,—and in Scotland
specially,—the routine life of the monks, and
the canonical rules they professed, particularly
as these affected either the arrangements or
decorations of their religious house. By a
comparison of numerous examples of the
abbeys and priories of the different orders in
Scotland it was shown that considerable lati-
tude was taken in their interpretation of these
rules. Thus Melrose, a Cistercian foundation,
violated the prohibition against figure sculp-
ture. This and other variations were caused
by artistic feeling and practical exigencies,
resulting in a character peculiar to Scotch
monastic bnildings.

Manchester Society of Architects .—The prize
of the Manchester Society of Architects for the
best essay descriptive of the Architecture of
the Manchester Town-hall, has been awarded
to Mr. Percy Scott Worthiugtou, B.A. of
Corpus Christ! College, Oxford, son of Mr.
Thomas Worthington, of Manchester. The
prizo is the gift of Mr. Murgatroyd, the Presi-
dent of the Society.

CAPITALS, DEERHURST CHURCH.
These capitals, drawn by Mr. R. W. Collier,

furnish a very curious example of the experi-
mental transition from the Norman to the
foliated type of capital. We do not suppose
that they represent the process by which Early
English foliage was evolved; probably the
mason who carved them was a little behind the
times, and inserted bits of carved foliage, such
as he had seen elsewhere, into the scalloped
capital, which he could not bring himself
entirely to part from; but they are not the less
interesting.

OBITUARY.
Mr, Ldmund JVoodthorpe.— We announce

with much regret that Mr. Edmund Woodthorpo
died suddenly, on Saturday last, at Hornsey
(while staying with friends), aged 74 years.
He was the son of a former Town Clerk of
London, and was elected an Associate of the
Royal Institute of British Architects as far
back as 1S39, becoming a Fellow in 1846. For :

nearly half a century he was District Surveyor
for Liniehouse (this district including the
parish of St. Anne, Limehouse, St. John,
Wappiug, the Precinct of St. Katherine, and
the Hamlet of Ratcliff), receiving this ap-
pointment in 1839. He was also District Sur-
veyor for the Northern Division of the City of
London. The gross receipts, according to the
last return furnished by the Metropolitan
Board of Works from the District of Limehouse
were 519Z. 43. lOd., and for the Northern
Division of the City 8851. ISs. lid. Mr. Wood-
thorpe was also Surveyor to the Girdlers’
Company and to the parish of St. Giles’s,

Cripplegato, in which capacity he acted as
architect to the Industrial Dwellings built with
parochial trust funds in Nile-stroet, Hoxton,
which were frequently referred to in the
Builder at the time of their erection, and which
were opened by the Prince and Princess of
Wales.

BUILDERS’ BENEVOLENT INSTITUTION.
ELECTION OK PENSIONERS.

An election of two pensioners on the funds of
this Institution was held at Willis’s Rooms,
St. James’s, on Thursday, November 24th, Mr.
Herbert H. Bartlett, the President, in the chair.

There were four candidates for the two
vacancies, viz., three men and one woman.
The poll was open from two to four p.m.
Shortly after the close of the poll the scruti-
neers, Messrs. Thomas Stirling and T. F. Rider,
announced the results of the polHug to be as
follows, viz.,—James Picking, 25, Shillington-
etreet, Clapham Junction, aged 61, builder
(fourth application), 1,018 votes; George N.
Cott, 12, Mordaunt-street, Brixton, aged 69,
builder (third application), 1,497 votes; John
B. Axford, 2, Brosley-terrace, Strond Green,
aged 63, builder (first application), 2,306 votes
(including 300 added in respect of former con-
tributions)

; and Ann Winter, 47, Maygrove-
road, Brondesbnry, aged 62, widow of Benjamin
Winter, builder (second application), 1,235
votes (including 210 votes added for her late
husband’s contributions). Tho successful can-
didates were therefore declared to be G. N.
Cott, and John B. Axford.
Among the friends of the Institution (other

than those already named) who took part in
the proceedings were Messrs. G. Plucknett,
J. P. (treasurer), C. Bussell, J. T. Bolding, W.
Scrivener, R. Perkins, G. B. Now, T. G. Smith,
and R. Richardson.
A vote of thanks to the Chairman closed the

proceedings.

Robert Boyle & Son (Limited).—The
second annual meeting of the shareholders in
Robert Boyle & Son (Limited), was held on
Wednesday, November 23rd, at Cannon-street
Hotel, when a dividend of twelve per cent, for
the year was declared on the ordinary shares
of the Company, free of income-tax, one-sixth
of the profits being also placed to the reserve
fund, and a balance carried forward to next year.
The Chairman, Mr. Gilbert Wood, in moving
the adoption of the report and accounts, con-
gratulated the shareholders on the prosperous
state of the business, and upon being again able
to declare a dividend of twelve per cent., which
he considered was due, not only to the recog-
nised merit of their ventilating appliances, but
to the very able management of Mr. Robert
Boyle, the managing director, who was un-
tiring in his efforts in the interests of the
Company, and also of sanitary science.—The
Managing Director, in the course of his remarks,
stated that there was a highly satisfactory
increase in the business, which he attributed to
nob only the improved form of the air-pump
ventilator they were now making, but to the
fact that they had also tried as much as possible
to meet the requirements of their clients with
regard to cost, and the quality of the articles
supplied, tho present form of the air-pump
ventilator, though much more efficient, being
now sold at about fifty per cent, less than
previous and inferior forms, besides being made
of a more ornamental character, of the best
rolled-steel plates, galvanised, while the work-
manship was of the highest class. He also
stated that the foreign agencies were develop-
ing in a very satisfactory manner, and yielding
good results, the air-pump ventilator and other
appliances having been introduced with con-
siderable success to a large number of im-
portant public buildings in Germany, France,
Belgium, Holland, Spain, America, the Colonies,
and other countries, the Danish Government
having also adopted the ventilators on their
new ironclads, whilst the German Government
had in contemplation the adoption of the air-

pump ventilator on the whole of the railway-
carriages on the German lines. Agencies were
also being establi-shed in Norway and Sweden,
from which orders had already been received.
The election of directors and auditors and a
vote of thanks to the Chairman brought the
proceedings to a close.
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Jllastrations.

NOTRE DAME, OHALONS-SDR-MAENB.
0 architect travelling in the North of

France shonld omit visiting this de-

lightful example of twelfth-century
Gothic. The town of Chalons-sur-Marne is

in itself sleepy and uninteresting, the

military element alone giving it any appear-

ance of life, and but for the two churches the

traveller would find little to detain him. The
cathedral is a large unfinished medley of styles,

possessing some features of much beauty, but
so overpowered by the great ugly Renais-

sance additions that the visitor turns his back
upon it with a sigh of relief, feeling that he may
give his undivided attention to its humbler
neighbour, the Church of Notre Dame.

This building was consecrated in the year
1183, and, fortunately, has been maintained in

a very fine state of preservation. That it merits
careful study is amply proved by the numerous
reierences to it to be found in the dictionaiy of

M. Viollet-le-Dnc, and the drawings of it made
by the late Mr. Burges.
The Cathedral consists of a nave and aisles,

>vith two western towers,—these being crowned
by wooden spires of very skilful construction

covered with lead,—north and south transepts,

choir, with chevet, and two eastern towers
which have been left unfinished

;
the height of

the nave is just under 70 ft., and the width
nearly 30 ft. The groining throughout is of the
simplest character, with boldly-projocting ribs,

which in nearly all cases are carried down to

the ground by means of shafts. The carving is

curious and of several dates; that at the west
end of the nave appears to be the oldest, and
has a decidedly Romanesque character; the caps
to the pillars in the choir are, perhaps, the latest

examples in the church, and have ordinary
knob-like leaves, as is usual in this date of
work.

It is impossible, however, to give a concise
description of this building, as its beauties and
ingenuities can only be learnt by close and
personal examination. The illustration will, in

some small measure, indicate the general de-
sign; what is wanted is a monograph com-
pletely illustrating the building. This would
be a great labour, but there can be little doubt
that it would be well repaid. A.B.M.

INTERIOR, HOLCOMBE, KENT.
The illustration is an interior view of the

drawing-room at Holcombe, recently erected
for Mr. George Winch, from the designs of
Mr. Jchn Belcher.

The chimneypiece is of marble and alabaster,
with a carved frieze. The ceiling of the ingle

nook is groined, and the walls are covered with

decorated leather. The front is treated in

colour, and the columns are of a bright red

mahogany with carved and gilt caps.

The work has been carried out by Messrs.

Foster & Dicksee, of Rugby, and the carving

by Messrs. Farmer & Brindley.

The drawing was in the recent Royal
Academy exhibition.

THE TOWER, CHURCH OF ST. JEAN,
MAESTRICHT.

Tni.s church is a somewhat neglected treasure.

It is one of the nine less-iraportanc ecclesiastical

edifices of which Maestricht boasts, beside its

Cathedral of St. Servais and its other Roman-
esque Church of Notre Dame. Our illustration

is reproduced from drawings made by Mr. John
B. Gass, A.R.I.B.A., of Bolton.

ADDITIONS TO “THE LITTLE HOUSE,”
WARGRAVE, HENLEY-ON-THAMES.
OuE drawing of “ The Little House,” at War-

grave, near Honley-on-Thames, for Sir Morell
Mackenzie, M.D., shows the new additions

recently carried out. The gable shown as
fronting towards the street is the end of the
old house, but remodelled to correspond with
the new parts. Red bricks have been used for

the walls of the ground-floor, the upper parts
being timbered, and the panels are filled in with
rough-cast work, coloured yellow ochre. Messrs.
Silver & Sons have carried out the work. Mr.
Arthur Ardron is the architect.

A DOCTOR’S HOUSE AND STABLES AT
SWINTON, MANCHESTER.

As the ground-floor arrangements of this
house are shown by the small plan accompany-
ing the sketches, it is only necessary to state,

as regards the house, that the drawing-room
is on the first floor, and is L-shaped, being
placed over the consnlting-room and snrgery.
The bath, w.c., and linen-room are over the
waiting-room and passage. There are six bed-
rooms. The washhouse and larder arc in the
basement, the whole of which is utilised.

The material used is red pressed brick for
facing, and red tiles for the roof. For internal
joinery, where not exposed to rough wear,
Californian red pine has been employed, and
has been found to stand well after a test of two
years. The house has been substantially built
throughout, at a cost of under 1,150L, including
all fittings. Messrs. Gerrard & Sons, of Swinton,
were the contractors.
The stables provide accommodation for two

horses, and have hay-loft and pigeon-cote over.
The material for outside work is similar to
that of the house, the total cost being under

300L Mr. Edward Wood, of Manchester, was
the contractor

;
and the architect is Mr. J.

Langham.

THE CARLSBRUCKE, PRAGUE.
This massive stone bridge over the Moldaui

was begun in the reign of Charles IV., 1357,

and finished 1503. It measures 1,572 Germam
feet, and is ornamented on each side with>

twenty-eight statues of saints. According tO'

the Popish legend, St. John Nepomok, th&
patron of bridges, was thrown from this bridge,

1383, by order of Wenceslaus IV., because he
refused to divulge the secret confided to himi

by the Queen in confession. The illustration ie

from a sketch by Mr. W. A. Pite.

ATRIUM PORTAL. ST. EMMERAN’S
ABBEY, RATISBON.

This very unique screen-wall and portal to
the Abbey Chnrch of St. Emmeran, Ratisbon,

possesses much that is interesting and original

in its details. It faces an open “ platz,” and
the entrances give access across the enclosure

behind to the twelfth-century Paradise-porch of

the Abbey.
The screen is composed of two stories, the-

lower one having two large entrance archways,

with arcaded recesses between and on eithen

side. The upper story is divided into three-

bays of five arches each, the centre ones beings

slightly larger, and carried on detached columns

with boldly-carved capitals ; the wall at the-

back of these recesses is plastered, and covered

with debased eighteenth-century frescoes, pro-

bably concealing others contemporary with the-

design.

The bas-relief in the centre recess of the
lower story is a good example of Germair
sixteenth-century sculpture, and was, doubt-

less, obtained from a series of stations of the

Cross ;
the arc adeover it has specially-devised

corbels for its accommodation. FVora the varia-

tion of the mouldings and the peculiar jointing

it would appear that this central recess with its

panel was an afterthought, and formed no part

of the original design, though probably the

work of the same designer. The arch-mould tO'

the recesses on either side of the entrances

returns in an ingenious manner above the

abacus of the column, and it should also be
observed that apparently these arches are cnt

ont of one single stone, as no joints can be

discerned, though the other arches are jointed,

in the usual manner.

Stanningley.—A window has lately been-

placed at the eastern end of St. Paul’s Church,

Stanningley, near Leeds. The subject is the
“ Ascension,” and the window is by Messrs.

Mayer & Co., of Munich and London.
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WATER SUPPLY,
Grail (N.B.).—The new water supply for

Crail was turned on on the 22nd ult. for the
first timo by Provost Peattie. The scheme
consists in abstracting a portion of tho Lochton
Burn above the farm steading of Toldrie,

above where there is no chance of pollution

by sewage, and conveying the water by means
of a fire-clay pipe, 10 inches in diameter and
1,920 yards in length, to filters and a service

reservoir constructed on the town’s land near
Eibbonfield. A strong spring entering the
burn about G80 yards from tho filters has been
intercepted and taken into the reservoir. Tho
two filters are 16 ft. by 14 ft. each in area, and
are capable of passing a supply of 21,000
gallons per day. The service reservoir is 30 ft.

by 14 ft., and 10 ft. deep, and holds 25,425
gallons. To keep the sun from acting on the
filtered water a galvanised wrought-iron roof
has been constructed over it. The medium of

filtration is sand, which is laid on in layers com-
mencing at the top with 18 in. of fine sand,
3 in. of gravel the size of peas, 3 in. of gravel
the size of hazel nuts, and ends with 15 in. of

broken metal, in which the drain-pipes leading
away the filtered water to the service reservoir
are laid. The main pipes to the town are 4 in.

diameter, and 2,100 yards long, while there are
1,800 yards of distributing pipes. The engineers
were Messrs. Leslie & Reid, Edinburgh, and the
contractor Mr. R. B. Stewart, Glasgow. The
total cost of the scheme has been l,800h, and
the domestic rate has been fixed at Is. 2d. per
Ih—Glatiijow Herald.

Leeds .—A special meeting of the Leeds Town
Council was held on the 18th ult. to consider
the water question. Mr. Alderman Woodhouse,
Chairman of tho Waterworks Committee, moved
the following :

—
That, ID aroordanee with tho recommendation of the

Waterworks Committee, the Council res dva as follows :
—

1. That iiotwith-tandiog that the Corporation of Leeds
hare always regarded the yallrys of the Nidd, Laver, and
Burn, as the watersheds to wbicli they would have recourse
for any future extension of their works, in consideration of
the Corporation of Bradford withdrawing Iheir proposed
application to Parliament for the Buin water, and in
further consideration of that Corporation uoderiaking not
to either directly or indirectly oppose the Corporation of
Leeds when they shaU, in the future, seek Parliamentary

E
owers to appropriate the waters of the Bum and the
aver, the Corporation of Leeds shalt undertake neither

directlc nor indirectly to oppose the Corporation of Brad,
ford ia any application which that Corporation may
hereafter make to Parliament tor the watershed of the
river, Nidd.

2. That the Counoil further undertake (for tho con.
siderations aforesaid), it requested by Bradford, to snpply
water at cost price to so much of the out-townsbips within
the limits of the Bradford area of supply as are contiguous
to Leeds, such temporary supply in no way to prejudice
the rights of Bradford over such out-townships, and such
supply to cease when requested by Bradford

; it being
further agreed that, in the event of excessive drought, or
other unloreseen or unavoidable cause, the Corporation of
Leeds shall in the first instance supply their own water
consumers before being liable to supply any wster coo-
sniiiers within the Bradford area. The Corporation of
Leeds shall further not be responsible for any accidental
stoppage of the supply, nor for aoy defect in ’the quality
of the water. And the agreement to be made between the
Leeds and Bradford Corporations shall he subject to and
not extend beyond the duties and liabilities of the Cor-
poration of Leei^s as contaiued in their existing Water-
works Acts, and the rights of all persons entitled to a
supply of water under the same.

water. This new proposal is to bring the water
from Rombald's Moor, a distance of six or seven
miles from Yeadon. The water will be collected
in a reservoir, which will be constructed on the
moor. This reservoir will have a capacity for
33,0(X),000 gallons of water, and will give a
daily supply of 111,000 gallons to the con-
sumers. The meeting unanimously decided to
adopt this scheme, w’aioh, it was stated, would
not cost more than 15,000i.

LAMBERT’S GUN METAL GLOBULAR
BIB VALVES.

Messrs. Thomas Lambert &, Sons, of Short-
street, Lambeth, have sent us one of their new
registered gun-metal globular high-pressure
bib-valves for hot or colil water. These valves
have been constructed especially for durability
under hard usage j they are of superior finish,

and are said to be capable of withstanding heat
longer than any other valve at present in use.

Lamhert’s Globular Bib-Valve.

The spindle, which revolves only in its position,
being held fast by a collar in the valve cover,
has a strong sejuare thread on which the disc
works. The seating attached to this is remov-
able for repairs, and it is guided by two wings
cast upon it, sliding freely between those cast
in the casing. The screws in the flanges are
sunk flush with the surface to admit of valve
being kept polished, and it is fitted either with
a horn knob, or with a horn crutch handle, as
shown in the engraving, such handles being
non-conductors of heat.

This was unanimously agreed to.

Liverpool.—Roar-Admiral Sir George Nares,
on behalf of the Board of Trade, has been hold-
ing an inquiry of which the object was to deter-
mine the depth at which tlie pipe-line of the
Vyrnwy water supply should be laid under the
river Mersey, and the manner in which it

should be laid. The case on behalf of the
Liverpool Corporation was to the effect that
the pipes should be laid beneath the bed of the
river at Fidler’s Ferry, and sunk 5 ft. or 6 ft.

below the bed of the river, and it was con-
tended that no risk either from dredging or
from the possible sinking of vessels or the
dragging of anchors would be involved. The
scheme suggested on behalf of the Manchester
Ship Canal was that of a tunnel at a con-
siderable distance below tho bed of the river,

through which the pipes should be laid, and this

was strongly objected to by the Liverpool Cor-
poration, on the ground, as it was put by Sir
P. Brarawell in his evidence, that it would be
>utting “ a cruel and idle expenditure on the
jtverpool Corporation for the sake of a
ihiniera.” Mr. Leader-Williams, the engineer
if the Manchester Ship Caaal, gave evidence
in behalf of that undertaking.
rendon.—The shareholders of the Yeadon

Vaterworks Company, at a meeting held on the
l4th ult., took into consideration a new scheme
or the supply of the company’s district with

The Proposed Lock and Weir at Rich-
mond.—An important step has been taken by
the Richmond and Twickenham authorities pro-
moting the movement for the erection of a lock
and weir at Isleworth Ferry with the view of
ameliorating the condition of the Thames in
these parishes. An infincntial conference of all

parties interested has been held at the oftices

of the Board of Trade. In addition to depn-
tations from the Richmond and Twickenham
authorities, there were present Sir Frederick
Nicholson, Chairman of theThames Conservancy;
Sir Digby Murray, a Conservator; Mr. Labou-
chere, M.P.

; Sir J. Whittaker Ellis, Bart., M.P.

;

Mr. Bigwood, M.P. ; and Mr. J. B. Hilditch, Engi-
neer to the Thames Conservancy. Mr. Calcraft
presided, and intimated that the Board of Trade
had no statntory power over the Conservancy,
but he would make the suggestion that the
Board of Trade name some eminent engineer
who should report to tliem on the whole ques-
tion of the condition and improvements of the
river on the upper district. All parties in the
room agreed that the suggestion was one that
should be accepted as a solution. It is under-
stood that there is reason to believe that the
Board of Trade will agree to this suggestion.
Already the Richmond and Twickenham
authorities are taking steps to appoint
an engineer to represent their interests at
the inquiry in connexion with the prepara-
tion of the report, and it is understood that
the Thames Conservancy will also appoint an
engineer to represent their interests in the
matter. The cost of these proceedings is to be
borne equally by the Thames Conservancy
Board and the Richmond and Twickenham
authorities. Sir Whittaker Ellis, Bart., M.P.,
has given 50Z. towards these expenses. It is

expected, therefore, that the whole question
will be settled by means of a friendly arrange-
ment, and that a Royal Commission will be
unnecessary.

SHORLAND’S IMPROVED MANCHESTER
GRATE.

This grate is very simple in construction,

and, as will be seen by the accompanying
section, consists of a warm-air chamber placed
at the back of the fire, between which and the
fire is a fire tile, with openings for the pas-

sage of flame and
smoke. The flame
and smoke pass
through these open-
ings, and down be-

tween the fire tile

warm - air chamber,,
then up back of the
warm - air chamber
into the smoke-flue,

in their passage
warming tho air-

chamber. The door
over the fire is

perforated to allow
of the escape of
smoke. The ashpan
or regulating air-box

is provided with a.

sliding grid, which
regulates the draught
of the fire. This ash-
pan is loose, and can
bo removed, and th&
ashes cleared out.

Cold air is brought
from the outside to
the warm-air cham-
ber, and is there
heated by the waste
heat of the fire, and
is then conveyed by
pipes, and delivered

into the same room,,
or to any contiguons apartment.
Tho advantages of the grate, as summed up

by its maker, Mr. E. H. Shorland, of Man-
chester, are :—1, It will burn coke, anthracite,

or common coal equally well ; 2, Consumes its

own smoke; 3, Cures smoky chimneys, by the
ample supply of warm air into the room, by
the draughts created in the neck of the chim-
ney, and by the special construction of the
fire-box; 4, Great economy of fuel by making
use of the spare heat, which otherwise would
all pass up the chimney, and ensuring by its

construction more complete combustion and
increased radiating power; 5, Ventilates the?

room in which the fire is situated
; 6, Main-

tains a uniform temperature in all parts of the
room, and prevents draughts; 7, Warms addi-
tional room or rooms by pure warm air.

COMPENSATION CASE.
BURNESS V. GREAT EASTERN RAILWAY CO.

Mr. Under-Sherief Gepi> and a special jury safe

at tho Royal Hotel, Southend, last week, to hear
the compensation case of Buroess v. Great Eastern
Railway Company. The company had acquired,,
under compulsory powers, land belonging to the
trustees of Mr. James Bumess for the purposes of
the extension of their line from Shonfield Junction
to Southend. The claim was for the land taken and
damage by sever-ance to the remainder. The
principal question in the case was as to whether
compensation should be allowed for sand and gravel
removed by the Company from their cutting through
the land taken. The claimants contended that they
were entitled to remuneration for the sand and
gravel to tho full amount of what was removed, at
the ordinary market value. The Company, on the
other hand, submitted that no additional compensa-
tion should be awarded, as the claimants could not,

the Company held, have sold the sand and gravel
supposing that they had dug it. Argument took
place also upon the question whether the land
possessed prospective value beyond its mere agri-

cultural value, on account of its being near to
Southend.
The jury, after consultation, returned a verdict of

3,060Z.

DILAPIDATIONS.
BATTAM V. KNIGHT.

This case was heard before the Official Referee on
the 25th ult. The plaintiff claimed 108Z. The*
defendant paid into Court 151.

The counsel engaged were Messrs. Messrs. J, V.
Austin and R. M. Bray.
The surveyors for the plaintiff were Messrs. King-

well Cole, Battam, and Delissa Joseph
;

for the
defendant, Messrs. U. J. Thurgood, E. H. P. Eason,
and Banister Fletcher.

Verdict for the defendant, with costs.
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ALLEGED NEGLIGENCE BY
CONTRACTORS.

COX V. WADDELL AND SON.

The plaintiff in this action (tried in the Queen’s

Bench Division of the Hi^h Court of Justice last

week, before Mr. J iistice Manisty) wua a land agent,

and about seven o’clock in the evening of the 27th

of January last he took a cab at Putney Bridge

Station to go to his residence at Fulham. The night

was foggy, and in the High-street, Fulham, the cab

ran upon a heap of earth, and was overturned.

This heap had been placed there by the servants

of the defendants, who were employed to remove

some pipes which were in the road. The case for

the plaintiff was that the heap was unlightod, and

that he himself was much hurt.

The jury gave a verdict for the plaintiff, damages

15QL

ST. AUGUSTINE AT ST. ALBAN’S
ABBEY.

SiB,—Those of your readers who aro passingly

interested,in this saint, of whom the Venerable Bede
speaks as “ the beloved oi God,” and whom Cap-

•grave describes minutely as " very tail by stature, of

a dark complexion, his face beautiful, but, withal,

majestical,” were probably a little surprised to hear
what Mr. H. Littlehalos had to say about him in

your issue for the 11th Nov, [p. 687].

Referring to that communication and the use

made of Mr. Surtees as an authority', Mr. Henry
Huoks Gibbs,—at whose sole cost the work I have

for the last four years been engaged upon in

renovating the high altar screen at St. Alban's

Abbey, is being executed,—says, in a letter received

a few days ago :

—

“One does not know what other arguments Mr.
Surtees may have adduced, but those which Mr.
Littlehales gives are far from being conclusive, or,

indeed, from even raising a presumption. They
amount simply to this, that Wheatly, writing in

the last century, said what was quite true, that
Pope Gregory sent Austin the monk to England
^obviously Austin was not then canonised) and that

in bis calendar of saints he gives the birth and parent-
age of the greater St. Augustine. Mr. Surtees does
not (in this extract) tell us what Wheatly says of

him of Canterbury under the date of May 26th.

The argument from the Prayer Book would prove
also, and quite as well, that St. Margaret and
St. Edward-the-Confessor were not canonised and
that St. Anne was !

"

St. Augustine still stands in my studio. Perhaps,
ere be takes bis departure for the niche prepared iu

the days of Abbot William of Wallingford,- i.e.,

just about the selfsame time that the art of printing
was just brought into England by Caxton,—Mr.
Littlehales will have had opportunities for looking
up his subject a little closer, and be able to explain
•clearer why he considers the “ Apostle of England ”

has no right to a nimbus ?

HABBi' Hems.
£.reter, Nov. 25th.

granted, was not a sufficient safeguard for local

bodies to work upon, and, as Mr. Alexander puts it,

there is no provision made for testing the candidate's

knowledge of what a building should be. As far as

local authorities are concerned this shortcoming can

bo remedied if in their advertisements for chief

inspectors they required them to hold not only the

certificate of the Sanitary Institute, but also, at

least, the “ advanced certificate” for Building Con-

struction from the Science and Art Department

;

preference should also be given those candidates

who had served say three or four years as assistants.

Until some such restrictions are made the status of

the sanitary inspector will never rise higher than

the presen: level.

With regard to the holding of the certificate of

the Sanitary Institute, it stands to reason that one

who has sat and passed the examination must know
more of his work than one who has sat and failed.

Take, for example, the late examination ; there

were 8 surveyors, 5 failed, 3 passed
;

54 as in-

spectors, 31 passed, 23 failed
;
surely the 3 and 31

were more up to their work or qualified for it than

the 5 and 23.

Why does not the Sanitary Institute set to work
and get the Charter granted them as laid down in

Section I. of their Constitution? I believe more
members and associates would be induced to come
forward than heretofore.

I may add that great complaints were made by
the provincial candidates at the recent examina-

tions, that five of the examiners had been giving

preparatory lectures on the subjects which the

candidates were to be examined in, thus heavily,

but not intentionally, handicapping the candidates

who did not reside in or near London. I think if

this were discontinued in the future, better grace

will be shown, and a more satisfied feeling will

prevail in the minds of provincial candidates.

Pbjmoutk. W. J. Addiscott.

James Wallace
;

joiner work, Mr. William

Hamilton; slater work, Mr. John Ford;

plumber work, Mr. William Murchland; iron

railing, &c., work, Mr. Robert Paton; painter

work, Messrs. R. C. Robertson & Son.

SIZE OF FRESH-AIR INLETS FOR
DRAINS.

SALT-WATER FOR ROAD-WATERING.

Sib,—

O

n p. 718, in the Builder for November 19,

Mr. R. E. Middleton would make it appear that the

indication of 400 ft. per minute through the fresh-

air inlet being reduced to 2i]-in. diameter was wrong,

because the 6-in. diameter inlet only showed 80 ft.

per minute, and he says the small inlet shows 16'5

per minute, while the large one only shows it 15'7.

Now, when the motive power is the wind, Mr,

Middleton need not expect it to be as mathemati-

cally exact during one minute as another, although

it sometimes comes remarkably near it. However,

in this case, my 25 iQ. hole was possibly barely that,

while the thickness of the rim of the anemometer
would reduce the area in the smaller opening in

greater proportion than in the larger one. The 2^ in.

hole was cut iu a piece of sbeet-lead so that friction

in the small hole was about nil. The experiment
proved that in making the openings in the fresh-air

inlet grating larger than the outlet-pipe would be

no advantage
;

while reducing its size, as stated,

simply caused the air to blow in more quickly at

the inlet-plate. W. P. Buchan.

Glasgow.

Sib,—

I

n the “ Notes ” in your issue of last week
(p. 728] you allude to the use of sea-water, and
state that for the . watering of streets it is

invaluable.” May I mention that there is one (at
least) detrimental point with reference to this, as
observed from the experience of some ten years of
street watering with sea-water in this island, viz.,
that immediately foggy or other damp weather sets
in the roads are in a terrible plight through the
heaving of the salt, which, after a whole summer’s
watering, has completely soaked the roads to a good
depth, thus (in the case of macadamised roads)
creating a vast amount of mud, which would not be
so much the case after the use of fresh-water only.
Further, after a considerable amount of “soaking
rain, the salt, heaving, seems to disintegrate the
roads, rendering them loose (under heavy traffic, at
least, such as we have with our stone), and they are
soon spoilt. And lurther, should a heavy frost
follow and then a thaw (rapid), the roads are fear-
fully cut up by the “ flaking that takes place.

_

After a thaw too, preceeded by a fall of snow, a
similar experience occurs, and the gathering of mud
on one’s soles, which at every tread lifts a cake of
this thawed road, is unpleasant to the last degree.

Intending users of sea-water for this purpose
should, therefore, well consider its results “all
round,” and my experience in this neighbourhood
may be interesting to your readers who take an
interest io this question. F. J. Barnes.

hii of Portland.

STATUS OF SANITARY INSPECTORS.
Sib,

—

The excellent and timely address of the
Chief Sanitary Inspector of Shoreditch, as reported
in your paper of Nov. 26ih [p. 753], cuntains words
spoken in season, and words that should be carefully
read over, not only by local authorities, but by all
persons who hold and seek the position of sanitary
inspector. I have for some time thought that the
certificate of the Sanitary Institute, as at present

SCOTCH NEWS.
Edinburgh .—The Scotsrman, reports that

meeting of the Joint Committee of the Cor-

porations of Edinburgh and Leitb was held on

the 23rd ult., to consider the report recently

issued by the Burgh Engineers of both towns
anent the pollution of the water of Leitb in the

harbour. The Committee agreed to recom
mend to the Corporations to proceed with

Bill in the next session of Parliament for

powers to cxecuLe a scheme on the lines of the

report of the engineers
;
also craving a remit

to prepare plans and estimates for giving effect

to the same, to be sabniitced to the Corporations

for their approval. The scheme recommended
by the engineers proposes to establish a new
intercepting sewer, beginning at the Black
Rock, in the Firth of Forth, passing along the

east end of the Edinburgh Dock, through the

Leith Links, along Dnke-street, Leith, inter-

cepting the Greenside sewer in Leith Walk,
thence, through Sprinyficld, on to Broughton
Burn sewer, and stopping at Coltbridge, at an
estimated cost of -iTjOOOi. The Lord Provost’s

Committee of the Edinburgh Town Council
have since approved of this scheme.
Kilmarnock .—The new Conservative Club

here is nearly completed. The buildings are
situated in Sturrock-street. The total cost will

be about 1,200L On the ground-floor are a
reading-room, a billiard-room, and a re-

creation - room. On the second floor is a
largo ball, capable of accommodating from
4U0 to uOO persons, with adjoining retiring-

rooms, &c. The buildings are erected of Giff-

nock stone in the Italian style of architecture.

The architect is Mr. R. S. Ingram. The follow-

iag are the contractors:—ilason work, Mr.

PROVINCIAL NEWS.

Bolton .—The Blair Convalescent Hospital,

which has been erected as a result of the

munificence of tho late Mr. Stephen Blair,

formerly M.P. for Bolton, at Bromley Cross,

near Bolton, is now practically completed, and

will shortly be opened for the free admission of

convalescents “without limit of domicile.”

The late Mr. Stephen Blau died in 1870, and

by his will he bequeathed 30,000?., 20,000i. of

which was to be devoted to the erection of the

buildiug, and 10,000?. for endowmeut purposes,

on condition that within three years of his

death a suitable site was given. Tho late Mr.

James Knowles, J.P., of Eagley, near Bolton,

generously gave the site of five acres, on which

the building is erected. The commission for

the new building, &c., was placed in the hands

of Mr. Medland Taylor, architect, of Man-
chester. According to the Manchester Courier

the hospital is divided into three portions. The
central block contains the matron’s rooms, the

administrative offices, the dining-room, the

ibrary, <S:c., whilst the male quarters are to

the east, and those for the females and children

on the west. In each case there are fine day-

rooms, the children being in a separate room,

and the men have also a smoke-room. The

J arrangements are most carefully

planned, individual privacy being attended to.

The frontage, which 6.vtenda 2-l'0 ft., is Gothic

style, courses of red brick with terra cotta

ornamentation being alternated with the

coursed stone of which tho hospital is built.

Dewsbury .—On the 24th ult. a meeting of the

Queen’s Jubilee Executive Committee of Dews-
bury took place at tho Borough Offices, under

the presidency of Alderman T. B. Fox, ex-

mayor, who was re-elected chairman. The
Secretary (the Town Clerk) reported that

arrangements had been made with the Vicar of

Dewsbury for the purchase of a portion of the

vicarage grounds, near the District Infirmary,

as a site for the technical school, at the price

of 1,000?.; and, after some discussion on the

report of a sub-committee, the requirements as

to floor-space were agreed to. It was decided

that the sub-committee should prepare instruc-

tions for architects, and that those carrying on

their profession within the municipal borough

should be invited to send in plans in a competi-

tion.

Nexvcastle’on'Tyne. — The Throat and Ear

Hospital, at present temporarily located at the

corner of Blackett-atreet and Ciayton-street-

east, is to have a permanent building com-

menced very shortly. Plans for it have been

prepared by Mr. James C. Parsons, architect.

The estimated outlay is 2,000?., exclusive of site

and furniture.

Kewton Abbot (Devon ).—The memorial stones

of the new Mid-Devon Constitutional Club were

laid on the 17th ult. The site is on the property

of the Earl of Devon in Union-street, a new
thoroughfare opening out of the main street,

Coutena-y-street. Messrs. J. W. Rowell & Son,

of Newton Abbot, are the architects, and Mr.

F. A. Stacey, of Newton Abbot, is the con-

tractor. The external facings of the wall are

of buff pressed bricks from the Great Western

Potteries, relieved with red brick and atone

dressings.

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.

Bursfow .—A reredos has just been erected

the ancient parish church of Burstow,

near Horley, Surrey, from the designs of

Mr. B. Edmund Ferrey, F.S.A. The lower part of

the composition,up to a height of about 3 ft. 6 in., i

is quite plain, and principally of Forest of Dean .

stone ;
the material used above is Corse Hill i

stone. The central portion of the reredos is

higher than the “ wings,” and is surmounted by

a rich cresting. The only subject is the Agnus i

Dei, in high relief, contained in a cinquefoil-:

headed arched recess, and this is flanked by.

rich oblong and square cusped and carvMj

panels. The “wings” aie each divided into

three shouldered and cusped arched panels.

The work was executed by Messrs. White &

Sons, of Vauxhall Bridge-road.

Falmouth.—The Prince of Wales recently:
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laid the foundation-stone of the new parish
church of All Saints, Falmouth. It is being
erected on a site given by the Earl of Kimberley,
situate at the top of Killigrew-road. The
ground-floor is in the shape of a parellelogratn,

having nave and chancel of the same width
throughout, and arcades of six bays on either

side. The chancel opens on the north and
south sides into shallow transepts. The width
of the church is 50 ft., and the total length is

120 ft. It is to be built of Plymouth limestone
with dressings of Boulting stone, and will

accommodate 700 persons. The estimated cost
is 6,0001. Mr. J. D. Sedding, of London, is the
architect; and the contractors are Messrs. J. &
G. Keiway.

0^^nnel•!hllry .—The new church of St. James,
Gunnersbury, has lately been consecrated, the
foundation-stone having been laid on April 19th.
The building is Early English in style. The
site, which has been given by the Rothschild
family, faces the High-road, and is opposite the
end of Cambridge-road. At the present time
only the nave and aisles, with baptistery and
ontrances, are built, the funds not permitting
of the church being completed. The nave and
aisles, 71 ft. long by GO ft. wide, will seat just

over 500 persons, tho end bay being utilised as
a temporary chancel and vestry. The church
is being built in Kentish rag stone, with Bath
stone dressings. Tho west front shows a lofty
gable, with broad buttresses and two double-
light windows. The side aisles at the west end
are flanked by buttresses finished with gablets.
In this front is an octagonal baptistery flanked
by the side porches with the tiled roofs. The
aisle windows are arranged in triplets with
lancet heads and between the buttresses, the
clearstory windows being in two lights. The
roof is boarded

; the nave, arcade, arches, and
dressings being in stone. The windows are set
in deep splayed jambs and arches. The roofs
are covered with Broseley tiles, and finished
internally with boarding, stained and varnished.
The floors of the entrances are tiled, and the
aisles are finished with wood - block paving.
The total cost will be about 5,300f. The archi-
tects are Messrs. T. Chatfeild Clarke & Son,
London ; the builders being Messrs. Dorey Bros.,
of Brentford.

Enottingley .—This church has been ro-oponed,
having been closed for some months during
restoration. It was one of the few remaining
churches fitted with galleries, and in which the
old fashioned high-backed pews were retained.
These pews filled nob only the nave but ein
croached into the chancel, the floor of which
was on a level with tho nave, and one-half of
the congregation sat with their backs to the
Communion-table, facing the other half of the
tvorshippers. The pews have during the recent
restoration all been cleared away, and are being
used to form a panelled dado round the church.
Phe nave has been entirely re-seated with
framed pitch-pine seats, stained and polished,
rhe floors,—except the aisles and passages,
vbich are tiled,—are laid with wood blocks,
rhe roofs have been stripped, repaired, and re-
aid with grey stone slates. New windows have
)eon built on the north side and all the windows
'lazed with oriiamontal lead glazing. The oast
vindow has been filled with painted glass. The
ihancel has been enlarged, and a new stone
)ulpit, font, and lectern provided. Tho archi-
ects were Messrs. Demaine & Brierloy. Mr.
Voolston, of Stamford, was the contractor.
fhe pulpit, font, and lectern were supplied by
lessrs. Jones & Willis, of London; and the oak
vork in tho choir was done by Messrs. John
[all, Thorpe, & Sons, of Leeds ; while the brass
'ork was done by Messrs. Guest & Chrimes, of
kOtherham ; and an embroidered altar cloth
as worked by the East Griustead sisters. The
>tal cost of the repairs has been 2,100L
Knotty Ash .—A new pulpit has just been
:aced in the Church of St. John the Divine at
notty Ash, near Liverpool. The whole of the
lee is composed of Devonshire marble. The
)dy of the pulpit is of oak, and of octagonal
an. It stands against the north wall, and on
le five sides facing the congregation are re-

seed and groined niches, each flanked by
jatherod buttresses, above which are piunucles,
agonal on plan, and terminating with crockets
d pinnacles which cub iuto the line of foliated
mice above. The niches are all ogee headed
d groined, the statues standing upon fair
deetals. Mr. Han'y Hems, of Exeter, has
rried out the work, from designs by Messrs,
dridge & Deacon, of Liverpool.
London.—St. Peter’s Church, Saffron-hill,

Holbom, is one of several built from the designs
of the late Sir Charles Barry about fifty years
ago, and in it, as in most of the churches built
at that time, tho problem was to obtain the
greatest number of seats possible. In its

original state it consisted of a centre and two
side aisles, the former wide and filled with free

seats. There was a very shallow communion
enclosure at the east end, the rails returning
north and south, and the space between the
rail and walls fitted with pews. In front of the
rail was the accustomed three-decker, north and
south galleries, and two deep west galleries, in

one of which was placed the organ. The
church has recently undergone considerable
alteration. The two west galleries have been
removed entirely, and the proportions of the
arcade, which was, to a great extent, marred by
the former eroctiona, have been shown to
advantage. Tlie large west window, which
was formerly blocked up, has now been opened
out, and the result is a large and imposing
church. The whole of the ground-floor has
been reseated with open pews of pitch pine. A
lobby has been formed at the west end

;
and a

similar screen at the east end of the north aisle

to enclose a choir-vestry. The north gallery
has been shortened one bay, and the organ
placed on the ground-floor. A chancel has been
formed at the east end, approached by two
steps, enclosed by an ornamental pierced oak
dwarf-Bcreon, and a prayer-desk and choir-
seats on each aide, also of oak. The sacrarium
has been raised two additional steps and paved
with encaustic tiles of an ornamental character.
A dorsal has been placed at the back of the
table, and ornamental coloured hangings along
the east wall. The whole of the windows have
been filled with coloured glass in ornamental
designs, two of the windows being memorials.
The church has been decorated throughout and
embellished by the use of stencilling in string-
courses, labels over the archos, and the window
and wall at the east end. The old pulpit and
lectern still remain, and are much out of
character with the rest of tho fittings; but it is

hoped these will be speedily superseded by
appropriate ones by the help of some generous
donors. The warming has been improved by
the substitution of three Gurney’s stoves for the
old ones. Tho gas-lighting has been entirely
re-arranged, and consists of an ornamental brass
corona suspended from a bracket over each
arch of the arcade, giving light to tho galleries
as well as the nave. There are also two orna-
mental standards in the chancel. The general
contractors for the works were Messrs. L. H. &
R. Roberts, of Rheidol-terrace, Islington. The
oak work in the chancel is by Messrs. Bennett,
of Glasgow. Tho glazing is by Messrs. Harrold
& Co.

; the tile pavement by [Messrs. Carter,
Johnson, & Co.; tho gas-fittings by Messrs.
Hodges. The whole of the works have been
carried out from ttie designs and under the
superinteudence of the architect, Mr. J.

Douglass Mathews, P.R.I.B..\., at a total cost,
iucludiug the heating and lighting, of about
1,5001.

Pentney (Norfolk ).—On the 17th nit. the
Bishop of Norwich re-opened the interestin'

church here, widen has been closed for some
time past for restoration. The works done
consist iu taking up the old flooring, and re-

laying a solid deal wood-block floor by Mr.
Roger Lowe, of Farnworth-by-BoIton

; setting
back the chancel to its original line, and raising
it one step above the nave floor; and re-seating
with pitch-pine the whole of the nave and
chancel, and putting a screen across the west
end of tho church to form a vestry, in the same
position as the old deal one. The organ, for-

merly at the west end, has been placed in the
chancel on the north side. The pulpit, reading-
desk, and lectern are in oak, and, together with
the entire fittings of the church, have been
designed in the characteristic Perpendicular
style prevalent in this part of Norfolk. The
fabric of the church has not been touched in

any way beyond making it water-tight. The
carving to the pulpit was done by Mr. J. E.
Kuox, of Doris-street, Lambeth. The works
have been executed by the builder, Mr. W. II.

Brown, of King’s Lynn, from the designs and
under the superintendence of Mr. E. Guy
Dawber, architect, London.

Peterborough .
—

'The new church of All Saints,
situated in the Park-road, the foundation-stone
of which was laid last year by the Bishop of
the Diocese, has been opened for service. The
building is in the Decorated style, and consists
of a high tower of four stages surmounted by a

low spire, the body of the church consisting of
nave, chancel, and north aisle. At present
only the ground stage of the tower has been
completed, and about two-thirds of the nave
and aisle. Tho chancel is complete, and the
nave is carried the length of two bays. Across
the west end, and thus dividing the nave in the
centre, a brick wall has been put up, which can
bo taken down, and the remainder of the nave
added when sufiicient funds are in hand.
Sutton stone, with Clipsham and Bath stone
dressings, has been used for the exterior, and
the interior stonework is of Bath stone and brick,

flat pointed, and distompered for decoration.
The total length of so much of the church as
erected is 67 ft. from the east end to the tempo-
rary west wall

;
the width will be -lO ft. The

roof of the nave and chancel is pointed, the
exterior being covered with tiles and the
interior panelled and ribbed with deal. The
roof to the aisle is covered with lead on the
exterior, and in the interior it is panelled with
deal. At the east end of the church there is a
large five-light window

;
tho windows in the

south aisles have three lights each, and are
square headed, while ou the north side they
have two lights, and are pointed. The floors

are of wood blocks
;
deal in the nave and aisle, but

oak in the chancel. The church will be seated
with chairs. The room formed by the lower
stage of the tower will be used as tho vestry.

The pulpit and communion-table are of oak, and
the font is of red Runcorn stone. The building
is heated by one of Musgrave’s stoves. The
total cost, as far as it has proceeded, is a little

over 2,0001. The architect is Mr. T. L. Moore,
of Hampstead, and the contract has been
carried out by Alderman Thompson, of Peter-
borough.

Putney.—St. John’s Church, Putney.—On
the 9t;h ult. the dedication of the additions to

St. John’s Church took place, the Bishop of
Rochester ofiiciating. Tho works, which have
been carried out under the direction of Messrs.
Lee, Bros., & Pain, architects, Adelphi-terrace,
comprise the new chancel aud north chancel
aisle. The architects’ designs included the
enlargement of tho clergy and choir vestries,

but tho execution of this work has been
deferred for the present. Tho builders were
Messrs. Adamson & Sons, of Putney; the
wrought iron chancel screen and gas-fittings

were supplied by Messrs. Hart, Son, Peard, &
Co. ; the marble mosaic pavement of sacrarium
was executed by Messrs. Diespeker & Co. ;

the
tile paving of chancel was supplied by Messrs.
Minton & Co. ; and the warming apparatus by
Messrs. Perkins.

Ulleskelf.—The Church of St. Saviour’s, a
“chapel of ease’’ to Kirby Wharfe, has just

been consecrated. The building is in a Late
Gothic style of architecture, and will accommo-
date about 180 people. It consists of nave and
chancel, 2i ft. wide and 68 ft. long; vestry,
14 ft. by 12 ft.; organ-chamber, porch, «S:c.

The walls are built of brick, with moulded
strings, &c., and stone traceried windows, and
the roofs are slated. A bell-turret covered with
lead, and containing a bell, marks the division

between the nave and chancel. The inside

walls are coloured, and the ceiling plastered
under tho rafters, and divided iuto panels
without moulded ribs. The floors are of wood
blocks under the seats, and the aisles are tiled.

The seats, pulpit, &c., are of deal, and panelled,

stained, and varnished. Tho warming is by
Musgrave stoves. Messrs. Demaine & Brierlcy,

of York, are the architects, and tho work has
been carried out by the following contractors :

—

Brickwork and plastering, Mr. Kidd
;
stonework,

Mr. Plows; carpenter’s and joiner’s work, Mr.
Bellcrby; slating, Messrs. Wood& Co.

;
plumb-

ing and glazing, Mr. Hodgson
;
painting, Mr.

Pearson; ironwork, Mr. Varvill.

Wedneshury.—A new chapel has just been
erected at St. James’s Church, Wedneshury, in

memory of the late Colonel J. N. Bagnall, the
style being of tho early fourteenth century.

The new chapel, or north aisle, is 33 ft. long by
21 ft. wide, and will accommodate 110 wor-
shippers. It is fitted up with au altar, piscina,

&c. The exterior of tho building is faced with
ashlar stonework, from Codsall quarries, and
the floors are laid with blocks. The nave has
been painted and decorated by Mr. Simkin, of
Wedneshury, aud a new heating apparatus has
been provided bv Messrs. James Russell & Sous,
of the Crown Tube Works. The architects

were Messrs. Horton A Scott, of Weduesbury,
and the work has been executed by Messrs.
Bernard Clarke, Sons, A Co.
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SOHOOL-BDILDINB NEWS.

Cardiff.— A new Board School has

opened at Cardiff.

been

The school is in the

D^omestic Gothic style, and is divided into

three departments, rooms for 360 girls being

provided on the ground-floor, for 360 boys on

the first floor, and for 515 infants on the

ground-floor, adjoining the girls’ school. Both

the girls’ and boys’ departments are divided

into one main and four class-rooms, each

department having cloak and store-rooms and

lavatories attached. A marching room and a

gallery running the entire length of the boys’

and girls’ departments have been provided. The
latrines are provided with Messrs. Bowes Scott

& Read’s patent trough closets, which are

flashed by 100-gallon cisterns. The work was
carried out under the supervision of Mr. A.

Llewellyn Batchelor, of Cardiff, by Messrs.

Stephens & Bastow, of Bristol. The cost has

been about 12,800L
Fairlie .—On the 22nd ult. the new school

which has been erected for Fairlie by the Largs

School Board was formally opened by Mr. C. S,

Parker, M.P. The building stands on the rising

ground at the back of the Free Church, and

cost, including access and a bridge over the

bum, about 1,800L, Mr. Walker, Fairlie, being

the architect. It will accommodate about 180

scholars.

Guisiorough .—The foundation-stone of a new
Grammar School at Guisborough has been laid

by the Marquis of Ripon. Old scappled ashlar

of the former school and almshouses has been

used for the external walls up to the window
heads of the ground-floor, relieved with buff

terra-cotta plinth, string courses, and mullioned

windows. Above the ground-floor red pressed

bricks, in Flemish bond, pointed with black ash

mortar, are used, and relieved with terra-cotta

dressings. There will be a bell turret on the

roof, and the roofs will be slated. The master’s

house will consist of a study, drawing-room,
butler's pantry, kitchen, &c. The first floor

consists of five bedrooms, corridor, dressing-

room, bath-room, &c., to the master’s house,

and two attics above. Over the school part of

the building will be a class-room, master’s'

room, and a dormitory the size of the school'

room beneath. The buildings are being erected

from plans prepared by Mr. Alfred Waterhouse,
R.A. Mr. A. White, of Guisborough, is the
contractor, and Mr. John Cook is clerk of the
works.

Leeds.—The additions recently made to the
Leeds Girls’ High School have lately been in-

augurated. A large cloak-room, 43 ft. by 20 ft.

has been added, with two of Bradford & Co.’s

drying-closets at one end, so that wet mantles
may be dried in a short time. Adjoining this

room is a new lavatory, 38 ft. by 15 ft., con-

taining twenty-four basins. On the mezzanine
floor above these rooms are provided three
small class-rooms and three music-rooms,
that piano practice may not be heard. A new
class-room, 38 ft. by IS ft. has been placed on
the first floor. The architects are Messrs.
Chorley & Connon.

Messrs. Wilson & Whitehouse, of Vernon-place,

Bloomsbury-square, London.

THE STUDENT’S COLUMN.

Owing to the necessity of some alteration in

the scale of the illustrative diagrams, we are

obliged to hold over this week’s portion of the

Student’s Column, and will give it next week in

a double chapter.

Nov. 24.—16,147, H. Munslow, Nails.—16,165. B,

Mosely, Pavementsand Roads.—16,172, G. Vaughan
and J. Weatacott, Couutera, Dressers, &c. •

paOVISIONAt SPECITICATIONS ACCEPTED.

J. B.

STAINED GLASS.
Edgiaston .—The unveiling of a new east

window at St. James’s Church, Edgbaston, took
place on the 19th ult. The treatment of the
window is designed to show Our Lord as King
and High Priest, crowned and holding the
sceptre. Standing on either aide are the figures
of the four archangels, SS. Raphael, Michael,
Gabriel, and Uriel.” In the upper part of the
lights are angels holding shields, and above, in
the tracery, are three angels playing upon
instruments of music. The rest of the window is

filled in with foliage. The work has been
executed by Messrs. John Lee & Co. of
Birmingham, from designs by Mr. Wyndham
Hughes.

ilanchester ,—The Dean and Churchwardens
of Manchester Cathedral have accepted the
offer of a well known citizen to place a
stained-glass window in the Cathedral in
memory of General Gordon. The window
consists of five lights and tracery, and is in
memory, of Gordon’s last days at Khartoum.
Gordon is the central figure of the composi-
tion, and is surrounded by his fellow-sufferers,
who look appealingly to him, whilst his own
gaze is turned to the Desert and the Nile.
Above aud around are angels bearing palms
and crowns. Tte window is the work of

RECENT PATENTS.
ABSTEACT8 OF SPECIFICATIONS.

13,352, Fire Escape from Buildings.

Fondu.

In order to allow any one to save himself by

the window, by this invention a small apparatus is

made, slipping or sliding on a rope, provided with

double friction and stop-clutches to control the

descent.

15,011, Coating Water-pipes. D. J. Duncan

and H. C. Myine.
According to this invention, the pipes are placed

in a tank in which a protective tarry mixture is

kept heated and liquid, 'and are rotated therein on

frames specially made for the purpose.

15,678, Glazed Pavement Lights. H. Sulley.

The object of this invention is to make the lighte

in such form that the noise of overhead traffic is

reduced to a minimum. The cast-iron frames a

so made as to admit of blocks or wedges of wood
mcking of other suitable material being fixed

jetween each pane of glass. The wooden wedges

prevent the feet of passers-by touching the frame,

or, in some cases, the glass, and the blocks are

shrunk in by first being dried in a furnace and then

fitted. The action of the air then makes them fast

by reason of the moisture in it.

15,875, Preventing the Rattling of Windows
and Doors. J. Coppard.
This invention consists of a box or case in which

is a spring. On the end of the sDring is a wheel or

roller. The spring in the case is bent in the form of

a V, with the roller at the top end of one of the

arms
;
when, therefore, it is placed in position, this

roller is pressed against the frame, but assists in

travelling up or down, and prevents the frame from

rattling in the grooves in which it runs.

15,945, Grates and Fireplaces. C. Swindell

The idea embodied in this patent is to control the

consumption of fuel and throw out more heat into

the apartment, and to modify the draught at will

A movable panel works at the back of the stove

grate, and is moved by chain or lever into different

positions, according to the strength of the draught

required. The fire-box is also movable, and may be

placed higher or lower, backwards or forwards, as

desired. Thus the heat is utilised to the greatest

advantage in warming the apartment.

17,019, Building Hollow Walls. G. M.

Henley.
Dovetailed or rebated bricks are used by the

inventor to make the bond, so that the inner wall is

perfectly bonded at the quoins aud the reveals with

the external wall without the use of wall ties, and

in a manner which gives free space for ventilation

throughout the building.

78, Automatic Door Holder. J. B. Gray.
By this invention a small ball or roller is held

vertically downwards and urged down by a spring.

The roller is also controlled by an adjustable break,

It runs along when the door is opened by hand, but

by a projection or shallow ledge it may be fixed so

as to prevent the door being moved by the wind,

although it is not so firmly fixed but that it may
easily be moved by hand.

9,099, Improved Wood Screw. T. R. Weston.
The point of the screw which is the subject of

this patent is fluted, and is to be driven in like a

nail until the thread of the screw is reached, when
it is turned and screwed home in the ordinary way.

NEW APPLICATIONS FOR PATENTS.

14,208, J. Ashworth and W. Kneen, Fireplaces,—

14,381, B. Banks, Flushing Cisterns or Water-

Waste Preventers.—14,421, E. aud J . Verity and B.

Banks, Automatic Casement Stay.—14,460, _P.

Davies, Sink Cones and Stink Traps and Casting

them with Lead.—14,734, S. Carnaby, Opening or

Closing Ventilators, Windows, &c. — 15,071, J-

Wright, Chimney Top and Ventilator.'—1,294_, T.

Brown, Raising, Lowering, Balancing, and Holding,

in Open or Closed Position. S'iding Window-sashes.

13,421, R, Burkitt and G. Green, Lifting Latch and

Bolt.—13,912, A. Osterberg, Fastening or Fixing

Window-sashes, Shutters, &a—14,851, F. Coulter,

Stone Dressing Machinery. —15,372, J. Morris,

Ventilator and Chimney Cowl.—15,476, E. Lofts,

Ventilating.—15,509, R. Oakley, Warming and.

Ventilating Buildings.

COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.

Opsn to Oppotition for Ttoo Months,

944, J. Stewart, Flushing Valve for Cisterns of

Water-closets, &c.—1,188, E. Ellington, Hydraulic

Lifts.—1,272, E. Gietaert, Door Locks.— 1,567, J.

Guest, Ladders and Steps. --4,583, R. Biggs, Arti-

ficial Stone, &c.—9,245, H. Dodd, Flushing Appa-

ratus.—14,389, S. Rhodes, Brick Machinery.—1,111,

J. Coltran, Fireplaces.—1,740, J. Gets, Forming
Watertight Joints for Doors and Windows.

£weU, n

Nov. 18.—15,806, J. Johnson, Chimney-top, &c.
—15,814, J. Carr, Paperhangers’ and Painters’

Combined Paste and Size.—15,868, R. Shaw, Drain-

pipes, &c.
Aov. 19.—15,889, T. Grirableby, Double Bar Lock

Roofing Tile. — 15,966, W. Thompson, Brick
Machines.—15,926, 0. Bowen, Portland Cement.

A'ov. 21.—15,981, J. Earsdon, Double Flush
Water-Waste Preventing Valves.—15,996, W. Lake,
Devices for Preventing the Slaramine of Doors.
Nov. 22.—16,014, R. Hall and J, Tinline, Fasten-

ing and Adjusting Knobs for Doors, Drawers, kc.

—

16,025, E. Boynton, Saws.—16,048, T. Wilkins,
Raising or Adjvisting Window-sashes, &c.— 16,061,
R. Reeves, Ventilation of Soil-pipes. Drains, &c.

—

16,063, J. Beesley, Fixing and Holding Scaffold

Poles, Ladders, &c.—16,070, H. Haddan, Venti-
lators, Blowers, &c.

Nov. 23.—16,092, J. Hewitt, Glazier’s Wheel
Glass Cutters.—16,119, G. Magalhaes, Water-closets,
kc.—16,137, R. Deacon, Stop and Catch for Doors 1 Bromlev
and Windows.

1
years

KBOENT SALES OF PROPEETIT.

ESTATE EXCHANGE REPORT.

Novbmdkb 17.

By WoBSFOi-D & Hxxwabd.
r Dover—The ilill House, and three oot-

freehold £525

Buckland. near Dover—6 and 6, Primrose-road, free-

hold 275

Dover—109, Hi^h-atreet, Charl'.oo, freehold 'W®

67, Bulwark-street, 41 years, j-round-rent 61. lOs. 310

49, Limekiln-street, 45 years, ground-rent 4f 170

Novbmbeb 21.

By W. J. Nbwell.
BermoDdsey— 1, Catlia-stroet, 69 years, ground-

rent 6f.. ! 280

By E. Wood.
Peckham—176, Bt. George’s-road, 76 years, ground-

rent 57. lOs •••

Brighton~19, Wake'field-road, freehold 27®

Novbmbbe 22.

By T. G. Wharton.
Dalstnn — 77, Broke-road, 67 years, ground-rent

107. 6

29, MarlboroQgh-road, 57 years, ground-rent 107. 160

By Eobirson & Fisher.

Suffolk, near Hadleigh—Potash Farm, and 30a. 3r.

30p., freeholS 325

By Dbbbhhau, Tbweon, & Co.

Clapham—9, The Pavement, 18^ years, ground-rent

•••

KentUh Town—50, Fortess-road, 26 years, ground-

rent 127 250

Shepherd's Bush—57, The Lawn, 4 years, ground-

rent 67.

By W. WlKGHAM.
Southwark—12 to 17, Sturge-street, freehold 1,400

1, 2, and 3, Taylor's-place
;

15 to 23, William-

street
; 1, la, and 2, Rodney-street, 19i years,

ground-rent 1757 'U®

113, Union-road, 19i years, ground-rent 57 180

By Chinkoch, GALawoBTHT, t Co.

Soho—76, Berwick-street, freehold 1,260

By Walkeb & Romz.
Merton—1 to 6, Double-row, freehold 256

Stoke Newington — 84, Eectory-road, 86 years,

ground-rent 57

By A. Richards.

Holloway—185, 187, and 189, Isledon-road, 63 years,

ground-rent 77

199 to 201 odd, Isledon-road, 63 years, ground-

rent 127

189, Seven Sisters-road, freehold

Drury-lane—20, 21, and 22, Bhort’s-gardens, free-

hold
Gray’s Inn-road—No. 220, term 23 yesrs, ground-

rent 107

lalington—61, College-street, 28 years, ground-rent

67.

Clerkenwell—1 to 8 and 10, Margaret-court, 12

years, ground-rent 237

Ball's Pond-road- 13, King Henry’s-walk, free-

hold
By F. Hards.

Seven Dials—The lease of 22, Little Earl-street,

term 8 years

Greenwich, Bridge-street—House and shop, free-

hold

3, Bridge-street, freehold

7 to 10, Bridge-place, freehold

Tottenham—Ground-rents of 77. lOs., reversion in

73 years

6, Laurence-road, freehold

Novehdbb ao.

By RtrsHWORTn & Stbvbns.

Peckham, Howbury-road— Ground-rente of 277.,

reversion in 88 years

Barset-road—Ground-rents of 367., reversion in 88

years
Maeheil-street—Ground-rents of 97., reversion m

89 years

By EoGBBB, Chapman, k Thomas.

Belgravia—164, Cambridge-street, 44 years, ground-

rent

23, Lupus street, 46 years, ground-rent 107. 10s...

By D. L. Gooch.
Ground-rents of 327., reversion in 96

375:

1
,
000 '

2,OOOi

330:

1261

410:

350:

1,29C

600.

162

71
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By J. M. Ki,bkck & Co.
Sibepherd 'b Bush—71, Blythe-road, 9l years, ground.

rent 13i £393

Novemtjbb 24.

By C. C. & T. MooBB.
tVhitechapel-road—No. 189, freehold 970
3t, George’s-in.EBst—J6, 18, and 20, Phillip-street,

12 years, ground-rent 9t 110
Upper Clapton—Ground rent of 40/., terra 4i years 65
St. George's-in-Bast—An improred ground-rent of

9/. 12b., terra 12 years 65
An improred ground-rent of 18/. lOa., term llj

years 125
Forest Gate—No. 2, Fowler-road, freehold 210

By T. O. Lanobidge.
Hyde Park— 1, Chilworth-street, 52 years, ground-

rent 16/ 750

I

By T. Spink.
Iblarylobone— :}2, Hereford-street, 33 years, ground-

rent 101, lOs 255

1

_

By E. Stiu'on.ear—148, High-street, 67 years, ground-rent 4/ . 160
erton— 1 to 10, Albert-street : and 11 to 26 odd,

I
36 and 37, and 18 to 28 even, Holmbrook-street,

I _

14 years, ground-rent 1801 499
iBrixton—104, Genera-road, 79 years, ground-rent
I 0/ 290
Old Kent-road— 25, 27, 33 and 36, Blockhouse-street,

73 years, ground-rent 19/ 700
i 17, QlengalUroad, 36 years, ground-rent 6/. 6a. ... 336

Novbkbbk 26.

By R. Rbid.
Drury Lane— 0, Bettorton-street, freehold 970
Pall Mall—Nos. 16 and 17, term 26 years, ground-

rent 121/. 2 b 11,000
Nos. 120 and 121, Pall Mall, 38i years, grouud-

rent M3/. ICa 12,400
By G, Bbinslkt.

dtratford—10, Idiniston-road, freehold 236
By Baksb a Sons.

Stratford—110, Major-road, freehold 610
Cishop's Stortford—A plot of freehold land 325

MEETINGS.
I Satubday, DBrEiinBE 3.

l Aiiociation of Public Sanitary Inspectori.--T}r. \V.
Collingridge, M.A., on “The Duties of Port Inspectors
bf Nuisances.” 6 p.m.

Monday, Dkckmdbe 6.
1' Jtoyal Inttihitc if British Architects.—Mr. Ralph Nevill,
.F.8. A., on “ The Auditorium of a Theatre.” 8 p.m.
i Society of Art*.— Mr. H. H. Stitham on “The Elements
of Architectural Design." If, 8 p.m.
« Suroeyors' Institution.— (1) Mr. R. Rich on “Allotment
Legislation." (2) Mr, M. Jeans on “Allotments and
pmall Holdings." 8 p.m,

I Society of ^HpineerA.—Mr. E. C. Thrupp on “ A New
formula tor the Flow of Water in Pipes and Open
llhannels.” 7.3'’ p.m.
I Clerks f Tforks' Association [Carpenters’ Hall,
ponJon Jf'all).— Mr. E. Moore on “ Groined Vaulting.”
t p.m.

TpESDAY, DBCBUDEa 6.

V Institution of Civil Engineers.—Mr. Edw. Hopkinson,
|J,A., D.S.c., on “Electrical Tramways: the Bessbrook
End Newry Tramway." 8 p.m.
I Statufical Society.—The President, the Rt. Hon. G. J.
Iloschen, M,P., will delirer his inaugural address.
‘\.i5 p.m.

I Society of Biblical Archaology.—8 p.m.

[1 Wednesday, DBCEMnEo 7.

Ctoi/ and Mechanical Engineers’ Society. — The
’resident, Mr. R. E. Middleton, will deliver the opening
Idress (Town-hall, Westminster). 7 p.m.
British Arcbieological Association.— (1) Mr. H Syer
nming. F.S.A., Scot., on “Tne Relic" snd Mementoes
Mary Stuart,” (2) 'I ho Rev. Canon Collier, F.B.A., on
Discoveries rear Andov-r.” 8 p.m.
Builders’ Foremen atid Clerks f Works’ Inslitulion.—
rdinary meeting. 8'30p.m.

ThDBSDAY, DBCEStUBB 8.

Society oj Telegraph - Engineers and E’cctric\ans .

—

) Annual General Meeting for the reception of the
nnoal Report and the Election o' Council and Ollicrrs
r the year 1888. (2) Mr. A. C. Cockbiirn, F.C.S., on
Safety Fuses for Electric Light Circuiis and on the
ising points of various metals usually erapleyrd in their
instruction." 8 p.m.
Society of Antiquaries.—8.30 p.m.
Edinburgh Architectural Association.—Mr. J. Wallice
“Italian Monuments." 8 pm.

IBisctllanta.

St. Ma.rk’s, Venice.—Mr. Ambrose Poynter
rites to say that his translation of the re-
orinpr architect’s report, from which a quota-
3n was given in the “Notes” in our last
imber, was not printed for private circulation,
,t was made for the Society for the Preaerva-
in of Ancient Buildings, by whom it is, as
understand, published. It gives the Society

better “ case ” than they generally make.
The New Railway Bridge in the
'alworth-road.—Messrs. Ball k Gammon,

^ 15, Edward-street, York-road, Lambotb, and
|(rood, Kent, write to correct a mistake made
fi| the paragraph under the heading of “ Engi-
Jiering Feats” which appeared in last week’s
piiZdcr (p. 758). It was there stated that
isBsrs. Young k Co,, of Pimlico, are the con-
diotors for the new bridge over the Walworth-
Jad, near the Elephant and Castle; but it

ijpears that Messrs. Young & Co. are merely
110 sub-contractors for the girders, the re-

dousible contractors for the whole of the work
•ing Messrs. Ball & Gammon.

A New Town-hall at Streatham.—

A

town-hall is at present in course of construction
at Streatham by a company of proprietors.
The site, which is close to the Streatham rail-

way station, occupies an area of about 5,500 ft.

The building has two main frontages, one in

Gleneldon-road, the other frontage having its

approach from the railway station, with
entrances to the hall from both frontages.
The Gleneldon-road frontage is nearly 120 ft.

in length, and contains two lofty floors, the
height to the cornice being'll ft., and to the
ridge of a high-pitched roof about 60 ft., sor-

mounted by a central flSche, fitted with louvres.
There are two principal entrances, at the north-

east and south-west ends of the frontage. The
lower portion of the elevation is faced with red
brick, the upper part of the frontage being
rough-cast, the pediments and arches to the
windows being in ganged brick. The frontage
overlooking the railway approach has three
floors, and is faced with red brick and stone
dressings. The entrance to the hall from this

frontage will be along a corridor 9 ft. in width.
The large hall on the upper floor will be 85 ft.

in length and 45 ft. in width, exclusive of a
stage. Adjoining these are also ladies’ and
gentlemen’s retiring-rooms, cloak-rooms, and
crush-rooms. The hall will seat an audience of
about SOO persons. The lower hall will be rather
smaller than that just described, but will also
have a stage or platform at the north-east end.
This floor will also contain a committee-room,
green-room, artistes’ room, and ladies’ and
gentlemen’s retiring-rooms. In addition to the
main entrances eight special exits from each
hall will be provided. The building is in a
forward state, and is expected to be ready for
occupation in January next. Mr. W. J. Holland
is the architect, and Messrs. A. M. Deacon k
Co., of West Norwood and Hayward’s Heath,
are the contractors. Mr. Robert Sutcliffe is

clerk of the works. The estimated cost of the
building is about 8,000/.

A Serviceable Cement.— A good and
serviceable cement may be prepared, according
to the American Manufacturer, in the following
manner :—Old paint, the skin forming on the
top of paint, settlings from the bottom of paint
pots, and, in fact, any refuse which contains oil,

zinc, or any other mineral body, may be need
for the purpose. This mass, especially if it is

hardened by lengthened exposure to the air, is

reduced to the consistency of cream by soaking
in some cheap oil. Heating may be resorted to
if hard paint cannot otherwise be softened.
When the whole has become soft enough to be
stirred into a homogeneous mass, more oil may
be added, and the whole worked through a
sieve and then run through an ordinaiy paint-
mill. A quantity of common whiting is next
worked into the oil and paint, in much the same
way as when putty is made. The consistency
of this jiutty, as it may now be called, should
not be as great as that of putty used for
glazing. When the whiting has been thoroughly
mixed iu and the mass well worked over, a
sufficient quantity of good Portland cement is

added to bring the putty to a consistency which
will enable it to be readily handled. VVhen in
this state the pntty may be worked into cracks
in brickwork or masonry, much in the same wav
as ordinary putty is used for filling up cracks
in woodwork. After being allowed to set and
harden it will become nearly as bard as iron,
and impervious to moisture and unaffected by
any reasonable degree of heat. The cement
thns prepared may be used for factory walls,
which frequently developo ugly gaps between
window frames and the brickwork.
Sculpture for tlie Glasgo’w International

Exhibition, 1888.~At a meeting of the Exe-
cutive Council of this Exhibition, held last week,
it was stated, in the minutes of the Fine Arts
Committee, which were approved, that a grant
of 1,500/. had been made to the Sculpture
section, which was to be expended in the
transit and insurance of fine pieces of sculpture
from Great Britain and abroad. There was
reasonable expectation, it was said, that this
section would be a great feature of the Exhi-
bition, and that probably the sculpture section,
with the assistance now given, would be very
fine.

Fire Hydrants.—Messrs. James Simpson &
Co., Limited, of Grosvenor-road, Pimlico, have
obtained the order from the Metropolitan Board
of Works to supply the whole of the fire
hydrants required by the various metropolitan
water companies for the next three years ending

[

December 31st, 1890.

The Royal Exchange.—“ Dogberry,” in
the City Press, asks (and with much reason),
“Cannot something be done to improve the
appearance of the Royal Exchange,—I mean
internally ?

” “ The walls of the ambulatories,”
he continues, “ are exceedingly dingy, the
fresco-paintings (designed by Mr. Sang, and
executed by a Munich house) are faded, and a
visitor can hardly see now what they represent,
though I think they consist of the Gresham,
the City, and the National arms, together with
those of many other countries. The ceilings of
the ambalatoriea are in a better state of pre-
servation. The pillars are covered with dust,
except so much of them aa can be reached with
a broom, and the pavement in the centre looks
as if it never had a flushing with water, which,
I believe, is the case. What the iron-covered
channels contain one can only guess,—probably
some inches of dost or mud. The marble
statue of the Queen in the centre is beyond
redemption as regards colour, for the grime
has thoroughly eaten into it, but possibly it

might be improved a little by washing. Surely
the chief commercial building in the chief com-
mercial city of the world might be brightened
up a little !

” Seeing that we have so many
dark days in this climate, and that some
amount of what light is vouchsafed to us is

shut out by the new roof over the courtyard,
it has often struck ns that the ambulatories
might be effectively illuminated by incandes-
cent electric lamps.
Sale ofthe “ West End Stock Exchange "

and French Gallery.—On Friday, the 25th
ulc., Mr. Robert Reid submitted to competition
at the Auction Mart, before a large company of
capitalists, two valuable properties at the West
End. They consisted of Crown leases, one
being the property in Pall-mall, opposite the
Reform Club, known as the “ West End Stock
Exchange,” and the other 120 and 121, Pall-
mall, opposite her Majesty’s Theatre, known as
the French Gallery. The first property offered
was the West End Stock Exchange. It was
described as having a frontage to Pall-mall of
40 fc. in length, and a depth of 60 ft., extend-
ing to the residence of the Duke of Norfolk iu
St. James’ B-square, and covering an area of
2,413 square feet. It was stated to be held
and under-leased for the rcsidne of a term of

80 years from April, 1833, from the Commis-
sioners of Woods and Forests, at a rental of
121/. per annum, and producing an annual im-
proved rental of 1,092/. The auctioneer stated
that the lease had twenty-six years to run.
After some spirited bidding it was sold for
11,000/. The French Gallery was next offered,
the particulars stating that it had a frontage to
Pall-mall of 32 ft., with a mean depth of 95 ft.,

extending to Warwick-street, and occupying an
area of 3,125 ft. It was stated to be held on a
milar Crown lease to the property above

described, and to consist of business premises
and spacious rooms suitable for exhibition pur-
poses. It was sold for 12,400/.

Bridge Across the Channel.—The Mont-
feur states that theengineersof the great Creusot
Steel VVorks are engaged in drawing oat plans
and estimates for the bridge across the Channel,
advocated by Admiral Cloue, late Mini.ster of
Marine, and that the hitter is supported in his
scheme by several leading French engineers.
It is proposed to rest the bridge on concrete
piers. The height of it is to be 40 metres,
thus enabling the largest vessels to pass under
it, and it is to bo built of iron from the above-
named woi’ks. It is to start from Cran-aux-
CEufs, south of Cape Grisnez, and run in a
straight line across the Channel to Folkestone;
this distance not being the smallest, but offering
the least depth of water. It is maintained by
the promoters of this scheme that the bridge,
unlike the Channel Tunnel, will be of no
strategical value in case of war, as the blowing-
up of a few pillars at either end would deprive
an enemy of its use. The journal named
further states that M. Heredia, the French
Minister of Works, is in favour of Admiral
Cloue’s plan, and is already taking steps for
nducing the English Government to assist in
carrying oat this gigantic scheme.

Tenders for the Position of Clerk of the
Works!—We copy the following paragraph,
verbatim et literatim, from the Western Morning
News for November 24 :

—
“ Brixhara Local Board, at a special meeting on Tuesday

evening, accepted the tender of Mr. \V. George, for the
office of clerk of works to superintend the laying down of
iron pipes for carrying water to the high levels. Hia salary
will be 16a. per week. There were four other offers, from
6b. to 1/. per week higher."
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The Atlantic - Mediterranean Canal.—

Tavo Government Commissionere in France

having prononnced favourably upon the acherae

for a canal from the Bay of Biscay to the Bay

of Toulon, a company has been formed tor

carrying the undertaking out, and recently one

of the promoters, a il. Wickershcira, gave some

particQlars of the same before an influential

meeting at Toulouse. It is decided that the

canal shall start at Bordeaux and follow the

left shore of the Garonne for a length ot

85 kilometres. It will cross that river at

Castalfarrasin, and continue along the right

shore to Toulouse, where a large harbour is to

be constructed. Hence it runs to Narbonne,

and then, trending towards the Mediterranean,

to Gruissan, where another harbour is to

be constructed similar to that at the mouth of

Amsterdam Canal. The entire length of the

canal by this course will be 525 kilometres, and

it will be fitted either with thirty-eight low or

twenty-two high locks. The depth has provision-

ally been fixed at 25 ft.; but, if tho French

Government should desire it, it will be 30 ft.,

so as to allow of the passage of ironclads.

Vessels passing through the canal will be

towed by means of locomotives running on

tracks alongside it, the rate of progress being

about eighty miles an hour. The entire passage

is computed to occupy from five to ten days,

according to the size of the vessel. M.

\Vickersheim finally expressed the belief^ that,

apart from the great commercial benefits to

be derived from this canal, it would bo of

immense strategical value, whilst
_

it would

greatly reduce the importance of Gibraltar to

England.
,

“Protected” Tire Risks.—The New iork

Board of Fire Underwriters has taken a new

departure in the regulation of insurance

policies. Twelve members of the Board have

been appointed as a “ Protective Committee

whose duty shall be to prescribe requirements

on application for the proper construction or

improvement and effectual protection of any

mercantile or manufacturing risk, including

provisions for automatic sprinklers and like

approved appliances. When a property-owner

has complied Avith the requirements of the

committee in the construction and protection

of any building, it Avill be classed as “ protected,”

and the committee is authorised to fix a reduced

rate of insurance. The committee is also em-

poAvered to modify or cancel all such contracts

if deemed necessary or advisable. In the event

of a claim for loss or damage to a protected

risk issued under this plan, the committee will

adjust the claim and apportion the amount for

which each company is liable. The amount of

insurance to be placed on any risk is to be

distributed among all of the insurance com-

panies entering the agreement. — New iorlc

Times.

Messrs. Ashton & Green have lately opened

an iron foundry at Bow Bridge, E., Avhere they

will turn out a large variety of stoves, ranges,

and other light castings. The works are very

conveniently situate at the water side, and

whilst the shops are light and spacious, every

appliance is provided that Avill tend to expedite

and economise production. Already about two

tons of work is being turned out per day, and

the Ironmorger pronounces the castings pro-

duced as equal to the best Scotch work. In

stoves and grates the firm have a variety of

new designs, and these include one constructed

on Dr. Teale’s principle, and fitted with firebrick

sides and bottom.
Proposed Improvements in the City.

—

At the last meeting of the City Commission

of Sewers, Mr. Under • Sheriff Rose - Innea

moved,

—

“ That this Commission is of opinion that the approaches

to the Tower Bridge, the completion of the widening of

Ludgate-bill, and the widening or other alteration of the

eastern end of >'ewgate-8treet, are matters of urgent im-

portance. not only to the Citv of London but to th« whole

Metropolitan area, and that they are impeded solely by

financial rjaeBtions. It, theretore, refers these three

necessary great public improvements to the Finance Com-
mittee, with instructions and power to confer with every

nece-sary authority interested therein, and so soon as the

Finance Committee is satisfied that they can be carried out

withont overburdening tee present ratepayers, the Finance

Committee prepare a Bill, if possible, for the nest

Session of Parbament, in order to carry out its arrauge-

luentB.”

The motion was negatived by 38 to 15.

Battersea Public Batiis.—Mr. Rowland
Plumbe Avrites to say that the designs for these,

mentioned in our last, were not prepared by him
solely, but in conjunctiou Avith Messrs. Horace
T. Bonner and Charles Jones as joint archi-

tects.

Civil and Mechanical Engineers'

Society.—We have received the syllabus^ of

meetings of this society for the session 1887-8.

The meetings aretobe held in the ToAA’nhall,West-

minster, on Wednesday evenings, at 7 p.m. The

following is the list -.— Dec. 7, Opening Address

by the President (Mr. R. E. Middleton, M.Inst.

C.E., M.I.M.E.) ;
Dec. 21, Paper on “ Tho Roof

of the National Agricultural Hall, Kensington,”

by Mr. A. T. Walmisley; Jan. 4, General fleet-

ing for the presentation of accounts, and

paper on “ Salmon Passes,” by Mr. A. Fairlie

Brace; Jan. 18, paper on “ Steel Sleepers,” by

Mr. H. T. flnnday ;
Feb. 1, paper on “ The Use

of Ammonia as a Refrigerating Agent,” by

Mr. T. B. Ligbtfoot; Feb. 15, paper on “ Sea

Water for Street-watering,” by Mr. S. Harding

Terry ;
Feb. 29, paper on “ Our National

Defences,” by Mr. William C. Street ;
March 14,

paper on “Tho Construction and Use of the

Hopper Dredger,” by Mr. A. C. SchOnberg;

March 28, paper on “ The Devolopiuont of

Machinery in Relation to Hand Labour,” by

Mr. Ambrose A. Myall
;

April 11, paper on

Theatres and other Public Buildings,” by

Mr. Walter Emden ;
April 25, paper on “ Rail-

ways for Rural and Undeveloped Districts, by

Mr. James B. Walton ;
May 9, General Meeting

for the presentation of report, election of

Council, &c. Visits to various works in pro-

gress Avill be made daring the session. The

annual dinner will be held at the Holborn

Restaurant, on May 23rd, 1888.

London’s Revenue.— Some idea of the vast

importance of the question of London govern-

ment reform may be formed from an examina-

tion of the returns, issued yesterday, showing

the income and expenditure of the various local

authorities of the metropolis for 1886. The

total receipts of the metropolitan vestries and

district boards during the year amounted to

over three millions and a half, of which the

sum of 3,307,9351. was raised from the rates.

This represented an average rate of a fraction

nnder 28. 7d. in the pound on 25,799,9101., the

assessable value of the metropolis outside the

jurisdiction of the Corporation of the City of

London. Tho receipts of tho Corporation

during the year amounted to nearly a million

and a quarter, of which over half a million

was raised from the oppressive coal duties.

The revenue of the Avhole of London last year,

therefore, amounted to over four millions and

three quarters. That the expenditure of such

a large sum of money annually raised for pur-

poses of local government should be in the

hands of men who, for the most part, have no

claim to be regarded as representatives of the

ratepayers, is perilous to the best interests of

the latter.—Dciily Chronicle (Nov. 26).

The Washington Monument. — The

great equestrian bronze statue to be erected to

the memory of Washington in the capital of

tho United States is now progressing towards

completion. It is being executed by Professor

Siemering, of Berlin, and the various parts are

uoAV being cast in that city. Part of the

pedestal represents a fountain, whence water

flows into two basins, Avhilst on another are

gilt animals in relief, representing the fauna of

America. On the pedestal is also a group with

a female figure in the centre representing

America, on each side of whom are American

soldiers and citizens of the time of the War of

Independence, who, kneeling, offer banners and

laurel wreaths to the ideal representative of

America. This figure wears a Phrygian cap,

her hair falling loose over her shoulders.

There are also portrait medallions of the great

commanders during the war.

John Wesley’s Chapel.—The Episcopal

Chapel in West-street, close to the two main

thoroughfares of Shaftesbury - avenue and

Charing-oroas-road, is announced to be sold

by auction on the 15th inst. It is stated that

the chapel Avas used by John Wesley, who
preached in it for more than half-a-century.

Whitfield frequently preached in it, the first

time in 1750. Wesley’s pulpit still remains in

the church, and the portable pulpit he used

when preaching in the streets is in tho vestry.

Services have been conducted in the church

until August last, AA-hen the incumbent died.

The property will be offered either as a church

or as a commercial building site.

Evidently a Joke.—According to the Pall

Hall Gazette, “the Grosvenor Gallery split is

going to lead to the opening of a new gallery.

Messrs. Halle and Carr Avill be the managers,

and it will, we understand, bo called the

Halicaruassiun.”

Value of New River Shares.—At the

Auction Mart on the 23rd ult. Messrs. Edwin
Fox & Bouefield submitted to auction about one-

half a King’s freehold share, and a smaller part

of an Adventurer’s freehold share, also thirty-

seven lOOL fully-paid new shares, and 3,0001.

Four per Cent. Debenture Stock. The King’s

and Adventurer’s shares are freehold estate,

and pass by deed, as with all real property;

these were offered in lots of 120th of a share in

each lot, the dividend on which last year was

2U. 15s. each lot, and sold at from 7001. to

201. each, giving as the value of a freehold

share from 84,0001. to 86,4001. The newsharee

paid last year 12^ per cent., and realised from

3251. to 3271. ex div. The Debenture Stock

(Four per Cent.) fetched 117 to 117^ per cent.,

also ex div. The total amount realised was
53,1361.

—

Standard.

Registration of Plumbers in Dundee.

—

One day last week Mr. W. R. E. Coles, Clerk of

the Plumbers’ Company of London, attended at

tho Town-hall, Dundee, to issue certificates

of registration to plumbers from Inverness and

Aberdeen. He aftervvards met the Committee
of the District Council for Forfarshire, Fife-

shire, and Perthshire, Avhich has its head-

quarters at Dundee. Dr. Anderson presided.

The formation of technical classes for the

plumbers of the district was diacuaaed, and

further cousiderationof the matter was deferred

until the next meeting of the Council.

West Ham Hospital. — The Stratford

Express says that the Committee for erecting this

building, in reply to an advertisement inviting

designs, have received twenty-two sets of plans.

Mr. Angell, being a member of the Committee,

Avas requested to report on the merits of such

plans, bnt declined, and the reference was
made to Professor Roger Smith, who reported

upon the merits of the various plans submitted,

and, in tho result, the Committee adopted the

design with the motto “ Hygeia.” Upon open-

ing the sealed letter bearing this motto, it was
found that Messrs. Houston, of Essex-street,

Strand, were the authors, and the premium of

501. was awarded accordingly.

Dr. Chambers’s Statue, Edinburgh.—
The Scotsnian reports that he has been unani-

mously agreed, at a meeting of the Lord

Provost’s Committee of the Edinburgh Town i

Council, to recommend to the Council that Dr.

Chambers’ statue be erected in the centre of

Chambers-street, opposite the entrance to the

Industrial Museum.

The New Alderman.—Mr. James Ebenezer'

Saunders, F.S.A., Avho was last week elected an

A-lderman of the City of London in succession

to the late Sir William M‘Arthur, is, as many
of our readers knoAv, an architect and sur-

1

veyor. He was elected a Fellow of the Royal

Institute of British Architects iu 1866, and haei

had an extensive practice.

Migration of Industries.— It is announced ^

that the Dowlais ironworks are to be removed'

to Cardiff. 'Phe ilanchester Covrieraajs that.

Messrs. Sharp, Stewart, & Co., the well-known'

locomotive builders, of Manchester, are about,

to remove their works to Glasgow.

Locks for a Ltinatic Asylum.—We hear;

that the Kent County magistrates have in-:

trusted Mr. James Hill, of Queen Victoria-

street, with the order for 450 special locks, witbl

master-key arrangements, for the Barming

Heath Lunatic Asylum.

Edinburgh Joiners’ Wages.—The Scots-

man says that the committee met on the 25tbi

ulc., when it was reported that three out of

those employers who had notified a reduction

had withdrawn their notice, and agreed to pay;

the standard wage, namely, 7d. per hour.

Wood - working Machinery. — Mr. J.

Stafford Ransome, Assoc. Mem. Inst. C.E., is

contributing a aeries of articles to our con-

temporary the Timber Trades’ Journal, entitled

Hoav to Select Wood-workiug Machinery.”

PRICES CURRENT OP MATERIALS.
£. a. d.TIMBER.

(rreenheart, B.Q-
I'eak, E.I
Sequoia, D.3
A.sli, Canada

ton
load

..foot cube
load

£. a. d.

7 10 0
13 10

0 2 3 0 3 0

Birch
Elm

,
&o,Fir, Dantsic

Oak „
Canada

Pine, Canada red

,,
yellow..

2 0
3 10
1 10

2 10

4 10

3 10

4 10

3 0 0 6 0 0

2 0 0 3 10 0

2 0 0 4 0 0
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TIMBER (continued).

lath, Dantsio fathom
8t. Pstersburg

Wainsoot, Riga ...

• t OdesBa, crown
Deals, Finland, 2iid and let. ..Btd.lOO

,, 4th and 3rd
Higa
8t. Petersburg, let yellow

• • 2ad „
,t white

Swedish
White 8ea
Canada, Pine, let

„ „ 2nd
i> ,, 3rd, &o
• I Spruce, let

>t ,, 3rd and 2nd
New Brunswick, &o

Battens, all kinds
Flooring Boards, sq., 1 in., pre-

pared, First
Second
Other qualities ”!.!!!!!

Cedar, Cuba ......foot
Hondnras. &<-•

Australian
Mahogany. Cuba

St. Domingo, cargo average
Mexican

,

Tobaseo
,,

Honduras
Maple, Bird's-eye
Bose Rio ton
Bahia

Box, Turkey .’.’.'..’...ton

Satin, St. Domingo foot
Porto Rico

Walnut, Italian !!!.!.!!!!!!!!!

£. B. d. £. B. d.

3 0 0 5 0 0
4 0 0 6 10 0

.log 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 10 0 3 0 0
7 0 0 8 0 0
6 10 0 6 10 0
6 10 0 7 0 0
a 10 0 13 0 0
7 0 0 8 0 0
6 10 0 8 10 0
6 0 0 11 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
16 0 0 24 0 0
10 0 0 16 0 0
6 0 0 9 0 0
8 0 0 9 0 0
6 0 0 7 0 0

0 8 0 0 11 0
0 6 6 0 7 6
0 4 0 0 6 0
0 0 3 0 0

0 0 2 0 0 3
0 0 0 0 7
0 0 4i 0 0 6
0 0 3 0 0 3i
0 0 3} 0 0 6
0 0 3} 0 0 6
0 0 6 0 0 7
8 0 0 11 0 0
7 0 0 9 0 0
6 0 0 12 0 0
0 0 6 0 0 9
0 0 0 0 0 10
0 0 3} 0 0 6

METALS.
laoir—Bar, Welsh, in London.,

M ,> in Wales
,, Staffordshire, London

COPPSB

—

British, cake and ingot
Best seleotett
Sheets, strong.
Chili, bars

Yrllow Mbtal.,
Lbad

—

Pig, Spanish..,
English, common brands
Sheet, English -

Bpbltbb

—

Silesian, special
Ordinary brands . . .

Tin—
8trait8...„

Australian
English ingots

OILS.
Linseed
Cocoanut, Cochin
Ceylon

Palm, Lagos
Eapeseed, English pale

,

„ brown
Cottonseed, refined
Tallow and Oleine
Lubricating, U.8

,, refined

TDBPBirTINB —
American, in casks ...,

Tab

—

Stockholm
Archangel „..

£. B. d. £. a. d.

4 15 0 6 0 0
4 6 0 4 10 0
6 10 0 6 0 0

.ton 65 0 0 66 0 0
... 68 0 0 69 0 0
... 70 0 0 0 0 0

66 0 0 0 0 0
,.lb. 0 0 0 0 0 0

.ton 13 0 0 0 0 0
... 13 6 0 0 0 0
... 14 6 0 0 0 0

• ton 17 10 0 17 12 6

... 17 5 0 17 7 6

.ton 164 0 0 0 0 0
... 161 0 0 0 0 0
... 0 0 0 0 0 0

...ton 19 2 6 19 10 0
30 0 0 31 0 0
23 15 0 24 0 0
22 0 0 22 10 0
26 10 0 27 0 0
26 10 0 0 0 0
20 10 0 0 0 0
26 0 0 45 0 0
6 0 0 6 0 0
6 0 0 12 0 0

0 16 0
0 10 6

COMPETITIONS, CONTRACTS, & PUBLIC APPOINTMENTS
Epitome of Advertisements in this Number.

Nature of Work. By whom required. Premiom, Designs to be
delirered. Page.

Public Library and School of Art: Doncaster Corporation 601. and 25Z. ... . Jan. lOtli -

CONTRACTS

Natore of Work, or Materials, By whom required. Architect, Surveyor, or
Engineer.

Tenders te be
delivered. Page.

Pioe-Sewer. Ac. Surbiton Imp, Com. ...

Wandsworth Bd.ofWka
Sir Pryce Pryce-Jones
Harrogate Corporation

Making-up and Paving Road
New Church, Newtown do. Dec. dth

do.
do.

Dec. 7th

X.

AUeraiions and Additions to Baths
Road-Making and Paving Works

K. White
Hammersmith Vestry...
Great Northern Rv. Co
L. A N. W. Rail. Co. ..

Lewisham Bd. of Wks,
West Ham Council

Official
X.'

Goods Depot, Ac., Liverpool
Kerbing, Tar-Paving, Gravelling. Ao !!!'"

Engine Repairs
ROM-Makitig and Paving Works
Road.Making and Paving Works

do.
do.
do.

do.
Dec. 13th

do.
do.
do.

Dee. 14th

I.

Willesden Local Board
Fulham Vestry
Cirshalton Local Boarti
Hertford Corporation...
Bridge House Estates

0. Claude Boharm
J. P. Norriugton X.

Well- Boring
Cast-Iron Parapet, Tower Bridge

Goods Shed. Cardiff

W.H. Wilds

J. Wolfe Barry

do
Dec. 17th X.

Dec. 20th
do

Dec. 29th
Not stated...

new fost-Ultice, London Bridge
Buildings. Ac.. Mill Dama

Com. of H.M. Works... do.
il;

^dciitioDs to Hotel, Radnorshire
Additions, Ac., to Rectory, Theale !!!”!”!!!!!’! The Rector...

Crickmav A Son
J. Norton

•i-

PUBLIC APPOINTMENTS.

Nature of Appointment. By whom Advertised. Salary. Applications
to be in.

Page.

[•wo Borough Snrvevora’ Assistant*
Tour District Superutendents
llerk of Works

Camberwell Vestry 21. 58. per week
SZ. 38. do.

Deo. 8th
XI T.

XV.

Irawing Master .. Government of Victoria
Dec. 141 n liv.
Dec. 16ih Iiv.

I-uhe’a Church, Cork. MrH. Hill, B E., architect. Messrs. Gribbon A Baker
jQjVeyors

»

Col’en Bros,, Portadown ..£11,000 0 0
J. Henry, Belfast 10,9 0 0 0

'I'
I^iblin 10.859 0 0

8- Hdl, Cork q 0
E. Fitzgerald, Cork 7,990 0 0
J.Lisk, Cork (accepted) 7^800 0 0

EALING. —For alterations and additions to Leslie
Lodge, Haven Green, and stable buildings, for Dr. Hogg.
Mr. Geo. Ashby Lean, architect. Quantities by the archi-
tect:

—

W. Shepherd £1,7-10 0 0
T. Nye.... 1,649 g 0
W.H. Waters 1,696 0 0
H. A A. J. Jones 1 4^4 6 0
Perry A Co

1I375 q q

EALING.—For building two shops and entrance to
Shaftesbury Hail, Uxbridge-road, for Mr. Sortwell Mr
Geo. Ashby Lean, architect:—

B. Mjring (accepted) £700 0 0

ENFIELD.— For coustmcting roads and sewers for the
Eastern Counties Estates Exchange, on their e’siata at
Ponder’s End :

—

- £447 0 0
Marshall 444 q g
Catley 438 0 0
Nicholla 436 0 0
hotter 410 0 q
Trueman 399 0 0
Bell soa n n
Bloomfield
J. Jackson, Enfield

396 0 0
312 0 0

_

I8LEWORTH.—For erecting a public hall and addi-
tions to the Isleworth Free Library to commemorate Her
Majesty's Jubilee. Mr. Stephen Woodbridge. iun archi-
tect, 21(1, High-atree', Brentford:—

^ ^

J. Dorey, Br-n'ford (accepted) £1,400 0 0

KILBURN.—For alterstions to No. 8, Greville-road
Kilbum. Mr. Robert Willey, architect. 66, Ludeate*
hill, E.C. :— ®

E. J. Isaacs, Hampstead £130 0 0
J. Myring, Kilbum 120 0 0
Jones Bros., Ealing (accepted) 99 10 0

LEWISHAM.—For alterations and repairs 178 and
180, Higb-street, Lewisbam. for Messrs. Newton A Down
Mr. Albert L. Guy, architect, 48, High-street, Lewisl

^>07 0 0
Firher (accepted) 105 10 0

LEWISHAM.—For new show-room, Ac 69 Hieh
street, lor Mr. George Stroud. Mr. Albert L. Guy, archi-

TENDERS.
BANBURY.—For the restoraliou of and enclming, Ac

if Beubiiry Cross, for the Town Council. Mr. W E Mills
ihitect. Banbury

J. 8. Kimberly £137 0 g
C. Mauder 136 12 6
E. Jarvis (accepted) 116 0 0
W. G. A R. R. i’homas (ironwork

only) 68 10 0

BELLAGIO (Surrey).-For the ereelion of a bungalow,
t Fiirzefield ()hsse, Beilagio, near East Grinstead, Surrev,
)r Mrs. Mariiuucci. Mr. W. J. Ebbetts, nrcbitect. Savoy
louse. Strand, W.C.

H. Baylis (accepted) £365 0 0

BELLAGIO (Surrey).—For the erection of a bungslowi
wording to design No. 7. at Uellsgio. Mr. W. J. Ebbetts,
whiteei, Savoy House, Strand :—

H. Baylis £310 0 0

BLENDON fnear Bexley).—For alterations, Ac., to the
iree Blaokhiids, Blendon, for H. AY.Nicholl (Limited).
T. Albert L. Guy, architect, 78, High-street Lewis-
‘Ti:—

S. J. Jerrard £270 0 0
J- Hoars 265 0 0
T. Knight (accepted) 252 0 0

CANONBURY.— For taking off roof, raising floors
construciing new roof. Ac., at lo, Alma-riad. Caconhury;

irSct”- ^ Messrs. Wells A Road;

Baylis £197 10 0Dealing A Son (accepted) 177 0 0

CHELSEA,—For alterations and additions to Nos 77
79, and 81 Cadogan-piaee, 8.W.. for Major-General Keith
Fraser. Messrs. Godwin A Baoley, architects. Quau-
titles by Mr. Isaac Mason -

^
No. 77. No. 79. No. 81. Total,

Lott A Sou
Taylor A Co. ...

W, Gladding*...
Holliday A
Greenwood ...

Oldrey A Co. ...

Stimppon A Co..
J. Holloway
Qarlick

£.
1,653 .

1,270 .

1,259 ,

1,710 .

1,25.5 .

1,177

. 1,216
. 1.240

. 1,112

. 1,085

.. 1,705 .

.. 1,263 .

.. 1,183 .,

. 1,322

. 1.215 .,

. 1.210 ..

. 1,108 ..

. 1,085 ..

3,603
3,590
3.660
3 310
3,220

D. A R. Kenaard (accepted)
[ 300 g g

For Fiitinge and new SAoj} Front, ^c., to above.
Salter (accepted) 334 g g

LEWISHAM.- For alterations at the Anchor Brewerr
for H. A V. N icholl (Limited). Mr. Albert L. Gny ar^N

J. Hoare (accepted) £170 0 0

LO.VDfDN.—For the erection of a block of stables and
residential flats, John’s-place, West Kensington. Messrs
LBwen-Sbarp & Arpin, architects. 3. Duke-street Adelohi'W.C, Quantities by Messrs.Morria.EvansA Son 7 John'
street, Adeli hi, W.O. :— ' '

BalhamACo £7^135 9 4
Patrick A son g ygS 0 0
Bcnvener A Co.....,.,, 6 839 0 0
Grover A Son 6,742 0 0
Peto Bro-,,.. g_597 g ^
LeslieA Knight e,670 0 0
Colls A Sons 0_32o g g
T. Boyce. g 250 0 0
Patman A rothenngham, Theobald’s-

road, W.C. (accepted) a,lC0 0 0

LONDON.—For erection of warehouse. PhiDDs-sGeet
Curtain-road, Shoreditch, E.C. Mr. John GroX archi-
tect :— If Glazed Bricks

'

and Iron Sashes
are u^^ed. Fitiinps

Simpson A Son ... £4,684 £4 994 £595
T. Boyce 4,654 4,949 i!!'” «30
Harris A Wardrop 4,628 4,888 693
Jackson * Todd... 4,390 4 700 69u
Holloway 4,305 4,'682 i!!;" sgg
Killby A Gayford. 4,286 4,470 . 559
J. Grover A Son.. 4,264 4,4.50 ggg
Allan A Son 4,240 4,493 573
W. Shurmur 4,176 4,5-45 694
Mattock Bros 4,177 4,371 577

LONDON.—For alterations, additions, Ac., to the Lord
Belgrave public-house, Leicester -square for Mr W
Booker. Messrs. J. A A. E. Bull, architects and sur'
veyors :

—

Bywaterr £2,260 0 0
Patman A Fothenngham 2 120 0 0

"
Oldrey A Co 1,994 g g
Williams 1,957 0 0

1.797 0 0
Gould A Brand...

COLCHESTER.—For alterations and additions to a
ColcEester, for Mr. J. L. Browne.

Mr. .1. W. Start, architect, Colchester •

'.....£348 0 0
Urieur, Colchester s-in n n

sSS 5 S
2f>7 0 0

“"P?;' 2?3 0 0

Diss (accepted) 260 0 0

.£722

LONDC^.—For sundry alterations and additions to the-
Kent and Essex Wharf, Lower Shadwell. Mr C Dunch
architect :— ' ' *

Curtis A Son
J. R. Hunt
J. Morter
Harris A War^op
J. A J. Greenwood
W. Shurmnr

LONDON.—For decorative repairs to shop and nre-
mises, in St. Martin's-lane, W.C., for Mr. .1 Salab Mr
Richard Peters, architect, 72, Wool Exchange Coieman'
street. E.C. :— » > -

Richardson Bros £135 g g
Watson 13g g g
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LONDON.—For alterations to No. 26, Chapel-street.

Edgware-road. W. Mr. Robert Willey, architect, 66, Lud-

gate. hill. E.C. :— .

Ashby Bros., City £190 0 0

Rhodes, Hyde Park 373 0 0

Jones, Bros., Ealing (accepted) 36J 0 0

for
NEW SOUTHGATE.—For new skittle alley, repairs,

Ac at the Orange Tree public-honse, New Sonthgatc

Messrs. Huggins & Co. Mr. W. West, architect

Sp»ncer A Co £374 0

Horton 370 0

Dearing A Son 259 0

H. A J. Cocks 240 0

OXFORD.—For the erection of a covered swimming-

bath, at Sf. Edward's School, Oxford. Mr. Wm. Hanson,

architect, Oxford. Quantities supplied

Symm A Co.
'Wilkins A Sons
J. Honou:
Wyatt A Son
T. H. Kiagerlee (accepted)

[A’l of Oxford.]

[Architect’s estimate, £1,350.]

0 0£1,497
1,333 0 0

1,315 0 0

1,268 6 10

1,174 0 0

PAIGNTON.—For the erection of a shop and dwelling-

house on the Gerston Estate, Paignton, for Mr. H. Ching.

Mr. 8. Woodbridge, jun., 210, High-street, Brentford,

architect
M. Bridgman, Paignton £610 0 0

H.Rabbich (accepted) 693 10 0

RATCLIFF. — For alterations and additions to the

Working Lad’s Institute, Butcher’s-row, E.,for Mr. E. H,

Murray. Mr. Geo. Sherrin, architect :

—

J. Chapman £762 16 6

[No competition.]

WANDSWORTH.—For paring the yards at the new

casual wards, Garratt - lane, for the Wandsworth and

Clapham Union. Mr. T. W. Aldwinckle, architect, 2, East

India-avenue, Leadenhall-street, E.C:

—

Nowell A Robson £°75 0 0

R. Maro 475 0 0

W.H. Wheeler -444 0 0

G. Neal ..
437 0 0

J. Mowlem A Co. (accepted) 411 0 0

WHITBY. For the completion of a further section of

the Whitby Sewerage Improvement Scheme
Pirth ^ £1,060 0 0

Charles 'Winterburn 768 0 0

Wm. Blooman 698 0 0

WOKING.—For the erection of a house at Woking, for

Mr T Jones. Mr. W. I. Chambers, architect

Wm. Butt, WoUing £2,400 0 0

S. Wood'*, Weybridge 2,297 0 0

Bobt. Pint, Milfo^ 2,123 0 0

E. G. Carrington, Guildford 2,100 0 0

Martin, Wells, A Co., Aldershot 2,000 0 0

G. Constable, Hampton Wick 1,948 0 0

R. Seaber, Godslming 1,850 0 0

Geo. Shears, Maybury 1,740 0 0

Ingram A Son, Woking 1,715 0 0

A. A. Gale, Woking (accepted) 1,680 0 0

The three lowest tenderers were invited to submit new
estimates on reduced plans.

The above does not include grates, chimney-pieces, hard-

ware, or ironmongery.

*,* SPECIAL HOTICE. — Lists of Tenders

(reqnently reach us too late for insertion. They should

be delivered at our office, 46, Catherine - street, W.O.,

not later than 12 Noon on THURSDAYS.

TEEMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
THB BUILDER " Is inppHed DiasoT trom the Office to residents

In any part ol the United Kingdom at the rate of 19e. per ^na
PBiTilD. To all parts of Europe. America. Australia, a^ New
Zealand, S6i. per annum. To India, China. ^
annum. Bemlttancee payable tt^I^UGLAB FOUKDRISIBB,
Publisher, Ho. 46. Oatherlne-itreet

Now
Ton* \ ‘nTXT/~* r' A Q'PQ ( NINEPENCE EACH.
KEAUliNtj UAftli.& ,-{ gy (carefully packed). Is.

Best Bath. Stone.

OORSHAM DOWN.
|

FAKLEIGH DOWN

Bath Stone.

Pictor’s Monks’ Park. Combe Down.
Corsham Down. Stoke (3-round.

Box Ground. Winsley Ground.

Farleigh Down. Weat Wood.
PICTOR & SONS, Box, Wilts. [Adtt.

STOKE NEWINGTON.—For the erection of a house

•at Green-lanes, Stoke Newmgton. for Mr. A. Mears. Mr,

John Groom, architect, 1, Broad Street-buildings. Quan-
Aities by Mr, M. King :

—

Grover A Son £3.958 0 0

Stimpson A Co. 2,886 0 0
Laurence A Son 2,879 0 0

Mattock Bros 2,773

Jackson A Todd 2,77<i

Exton A Burton 2,717

H. L. Holloway

0 0

For SfnbU Buildingt at the above JZouee.

Jackson A Todd 839 0 '

Grover A Son 827 0
Mattock Bros 799 0

J. Kent 790 0

H. L. Holloway 779 0

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Regtetered Telegraphic A.ddresi, "The Buildeb, London.”

A, M. P.—W, H. & Co. (there is plenty ol room for discussion, t

lUst be tarried on, in our columua at least, by those who bar
iminereial interest in the matter).—C. J. V. (no, and we dc

expect It ever will).

All statements of facts, lists of tenders, 4c., must be accompanied

by the name and address of the sender, not necessarily for publication

s are compeUed to decline pointing ont books and giving

Nora.—Tbs responsibility of signed articles, and papers read
pnbllc meetings, rests, of course, with the authors.

ITe cannof undertake to return rejtrted eommunicattom.
Letters or communications (beyond mere news-items) which have

been duplicated (or otbei Journals, are MOT DEBIKED.
All commnnicetlona regarding literary and artistic matters should

be addressed to THE EDITOR ; all communications relating to

advertisements and other exclusively business matters should be
addressed to THB PUBLISHER, and not to the Editor.

TOTTENHAM.-For erecting an addition to the Ice
Tdctory of the Tottenham Lager Beer Brewery, Totten-
ham. Mr. C. Duneh, architect :

—

J. A J. Greenwood £326 0 0
Capel 320 0 0
W. Sburmur 297 0 0

J. R. Hunt 262 0 0

COMBE DOWN.
STOKE GROUND.

BOX GROUND.
WESTWOOD GROUND.

RANDELL, SAUNDERS, &. CO., La,
CoRSHAM, Wilts.

THB CHBLYNCH
STONE,

Donltiug Freestone.
The stone from these qnarriea

is known as the “Weather
Beds,” and is of a very

crystalline nature, and nn-

doubtedly one or the most
durable stones in England.

Is of the same crrsialline

natnre as the ChelyncJi Stone,

but finer in texture, and more
suitable for finemonlded work.

THE
BRAMBLEDITCH

STONE.

HAM HILL STONE.
Greater facilities have been provided for

working these quarries, and the stone can be

supplied in large quantities at short notice.

Prices, and every information given, on

application to CHARLES TRASK & B()NS,

Norton-sub-Hamdon, near Ilminster, Somerset,

London Agent — Mr. E. WILLIAMS,
16, Craven-street, Strand, W.C. [Advt.

PUBLISHERS NOTICES.
BegUtered TelegraphicAddren, " Thb Bdildbb, London.”

CHARGES FOR ADVERTISEMENTS.

Donlting Free Stone For prices, &o., ad*

dress 8. & J. STAPLE,
HAM HILL STONE, Quarry Owners, Stone

BLUE LIAS LIMB »nd Lim® Merchants,

Stoke • under • Ham,
(Ground or Lump), Ilminster. rAnvr.

TUNBRIDGE WELLS.—For building a new market,
Tunbridge Wells. Me. L. M. Caley, architect. Quan-
"tities supplied by Mr. Thomas Ladds

Mansfield A Son £4.0.10 0 0
J. Crates 3,650 0 0
Beale A Son 3,398 0 0
W. T. Judd 3.178 10 0
J. Jarvis 3,176 0 0
E. Thiirbon 3,156 0 0

By direction ol the Market Committee the plans and
specification were considerably reduced and again tendered
for as under :

—
Crates £1,609 0 0
E. Thurbon 1,46'2 0 0
Beale A Son 1,387 0 0
W. T. Judd 1,343 10 0
J. Jarvis (accepted) 1,310 0 0

SITUATIONS VACANT. PARTNERSHIPS. APPRENTIOB8HIPB,
TRADE, AND GENERAL ADVERTISEMENTS.

Six lines (about &fty words) or under 48. 6d.

Each additional line (about ten words Os. 6d.

Terms (or Series of Trade Advertisements, also (or special Adver-
ttsements on front page. Competitions. Contracts, Sales by Auction,
Ac. may be obtained on application to the Publisher,

SITUATIONS WANTED.
FOUR Lines (about THIRTY words) or under Ss. ed.
Bach additional line (about ten words) Os. 6d.

PREPAYMENT IB ABSOLUTELY NECESSARY.
*•* Stamps muiC not be sent, but ail smaU Bums should be

remitted by Cash in Registered Letter er by Money Order, payable
St the Post-office. Covent-garden, W.C. to

DOUGLAS FOUBDRINIER, Publisher.
Addressed to No, 46. Cattaerlne-street, W.C.

Advertisements (or the current week's issue must reach the Office

befine THREE o’clock p.m. on THURSDAY.

WALWORTH.—For addition to laundry, at 126. Wal-
worth-road, for Meaers. Dryedale Bros. Mr. K. Me
Clymont, architect, Acre-lane, Bruton:—

Sargeant, Hackney £155 0 0
Tarrant, Walwort’-' 15'i 0 0
Money Marsland, Cbislehurst* 127 0 0

Legg, Briiton 135 0 0
• Accepted.

Asphalts.—The Seyssel and Metallic Lavs

Asphalts Company (Mr. H. Glenn), Office, 88,

Poultry, E.O.—The best and cheapest materials

for damp courses, railway arches, warehouse

floors, ‘flat roofs, stables, cow-sheds, and milk* I

rooms, granaries, tun-rooms, and terraces. [Ad^

SPECIAL, -ALTEB.A.TION8 IN STANDING ADVERTISE-
MENTS or ORDERS TO DISCONTINUE same,

it reach the Office before TEN o'clock on WEDNES-
DAY .

The Publisher cannot be responsible for DRAWINGS, TESTI-
MONIALS, Ac. left at the Office in reply to Advertisemeuts, and
strongly recommends that of Lbe latter COPIES ONLY should

'

PERSONS Advertising In The Builder," may have RepHeiaddreeied
to the Ofice, 48. Ciatherine-etreet. Cevent Garden,
free of charge. Letters will be forwarded U addn
envelopes are sent, together with sufficient stamps to

Asphalte.
Beyssel, Patent MetalUo Lava, and

White Asphaltes.

M. 8TODART & CO.

No. 90. Cannon-street. E.O. [A uyT'

SPRAGUE & CO.’S

INK-PHOTO PROCESS,

22, Martin’s-lane,

Cannon-street, E.C. [Ad\t.

Garside's Noted Bedfordshire Coarse and
Fine Silver Sand.— la i eriectly free from impurity,

i

and the best and obeapeet in the market. All qualities m
stock, for every purpose required in the building trade, fori

filtration, or for nuiterv purposes. All pure grit

!

Apply to

GEORGE QARSIDE, Jvnb..
Leighton BuzzarJ. [Advi. '

HOBBS, HART, & CO., Limited,
MAKERS TO HER MAiESTY BY SPECIAL APPOINTMENT.!

The Bank of England and its Branches, including

New Law Courts Branch, now building.

PATENT PROTECTOR AND LEVER LOCKS, for all Purposes.

STEEL SAFES, STRONG-ROOM K PARTY-WALL DOORS;
SELF-CLOSING DOORS, FOR THEATRES AND PUBLIC BUILDINGS,

As approved by the Metropolitan Board of Works (used in large numbers at Covent Garden Theatre).

IMPORTANT COMMUNICATION.—EIRE AT WHITELEY’S.
_ William Whiteley, Westbourne Grove,

HOBBS, HART, & CO-, Limited. London, Oct. 12f7i, 1887.
Gentlemen. It affords me very much pleasure to express to you my satisfaction and admiration at the splendid fire-resisting powers oi

your Strong-room doors and the Safes.
The recent fire at my establishment in my opinion subjected them to the greatest possible test, and through all, they proved invulnerable. :

The cont^ts of both Strong Rooms aud Safes were entirely preserved, although the fire was of such intense destructive force.
Ton will be pleased to hear that it has been decided to adopt your Patent Clutch-rebated Doors for all the party-walls in the new bnildingr

now m course of erection.—I am, Gentlemen, faithfully yours, (Signed) William Whitelev.

Offices and Warehouse: 76, CHEAF5XDE, Loudon; Manufactories, Wharncliffe Works, Arlington s-reet, London, N.
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IL LUST RAT IONS.
Villa Montecchio, near Vicenza (aa Reatared) : Garden Front.—Signor Michele Cajruti, Architect
An Entrance Porch in Terra Cotta.—Mr. W, H. Sugden, Architect

A Chimney-Piece in Terra Cotta.—Mr. W. H. Sugden, Architect

New Swimming and Private Baths, Boornemouth.—Mr. .John Pollard, Engineer
Premises in Oiford-strcet.— Mr. T. Chatfeild Clarice, Architect

Sidlesham Vicarage.—Mr. Lacy W. Ridge, Architect

House at Charing, Kent,— Mr. Lacy W. Ridge, Architect

Inlaid Sepulchral Slab, Siena Cathedral.—Drawn by Mr. W. S. Weatherley, F.R.I.B.A
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Travels In Tunisia

“Wlilteloy V. Barley "

Notes
Hoyal Institute of British Architects
The GrUiell Quid Medal Design fora Roof
The Aiioeiatiou of I’ubllo Saulfary Insiiccturs

A Proposed Improverasut In the Construction of Theatres.
The Sarcophagi of Sldon
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The Villa Montoochlo, near Vlccnza
Mautelpivce and Porch iu Terra-Cotta
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Swijnmlng Bath, Bouniemonth
Nos. 4lil and 4fi3, Oxford-street
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.

Sidlesham Vicarage, Sussex

House at Charing, Kent
Ancient MoiinnieDtal Slab

Society of EnKliiccrs

Perspective and Apparent Form : Architectural Association.. ..
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Travels in Tunisia,

OW thiit the old and
Classic shrines of

the architectural

pilgrim in Greece

and Italy have bC'

come -well - worn

ground, there is a

natural tendency on

the part of archi-

tectural students

and sketchers to

make the most, while they are still unhack-

neyed, of some of the regions that have not

been so much visited, sketched, and written

about. A littlo while ago wo noticed the

excellent and elaborate work by Mr. T. G.

Jackson on the architectural remains on the

east coast of the Adriatic
; and now we have a

book,* the joint production of two English

travellers, Mr. Alexander Graham and Mr.
Ashbee, on the architectural remains in what
is, apparently, a still more inclement neigh-

bourhood for the traveller and sketcher,—the

region about Tunisia. Not that there is any

difficulty in getting to Tunis itself, of course, but

the penetration of the country in order to get

at the desired architectural remains appears

to be a pretty rough business, not to be under-

taken by those (if there arc any such) who
want an architectural holiday in kid gloves.

Our two travellers, however, seem to have

been equal to anything of this kind, even to

swimming across a river with their clothes

packed on their heads, which was a necessary

I

condition of progress at one point
;

and

I

they have produced a book which contains

much information and a good many :idmirable

I

illustrations, especially of the Roman remains

I

of the country, accompanied also by notes on

the geuenrl state of the country and popula-

tion, over and above those details which are of

special interest to architectural readers.

The first characteristic of Tunis, the authors

I note, is its excessive and pervading whiteness,

I

all the cities in the neighbourhood being white,

I

but Tunis the whitest of all :
—

“ If economical

|iu most things, in whitewash the Arab is

!
extraviigant. He applies it without discrimi-

nation,—from the mosque to the koubba, from

the palace to the hovel. Bricks or mud,
marble or stone, iron or lead, all piiss under

[the same brush; inscriptions are choked up,

I
tracery is hidden, and carved capitals of.

I
beautiful design are thus made to look like

stucco imitations.” There was a time when
this might nearly have been said of England,

• Travels in Tunisia
;
with a Glossary, a Map, a Biblio-

Igraphy, and Fifty Illustrations. By Alexander Graham,
'F.R.I.B.A., and H. S. Ashbee, F.B. A., F.R.G.8. London :

.Dnlau&Co. 1887.

and it i.s on record that London was at one

time called “the white city” in consequence
of its general white plaster physiognomy, a

fact or supposition which was urged on us by
a member of a certain Society the other day
as a reason for leaving the old plaster on
Staple Inn, instead of uncovering the older

timber work. It is a curious feature in

architectural history, this persistent recurrence

of the desire to whitewash everything, develop-

ing itself as luxuriantly in the msthetic taste

of the Arab of the nineteenth century as in

that of the English churchwarden of the

eighteenth
;
and it is, perhaps, still more

singular that those who hold up their hands in

horror at the idea of now whitewashing an

ancient building will nevertheless regard

with reverence the whitewash of a former

geneiution, apparently on the principle that
“ whatever is, is right.” Not that our authors

condone the Arab whitewashings, if wo under-

stand them rightly, but they note that it

renders the cities “beautiful at a distance,”

and as part of the landscape. The whiteness

seen in the general view, however, is much
diversified in the interior of Tunis

; the

labyrinths of streets, the flying arches

from house to house across the narrow
thoroughfares, the shops with their painted

wooden columns, and the wooden doors with

quaint devices formed by numberless nail-

heads (this latter feature being apparently a

kind of charm, or so regarded) relieve to some
purpose the otherwise monotonous white sur-

faces. A curious superstition is mentioned
which we have not heard of before, that the

constant use of black along with white

voussoirs in the arches is a piece of moral
symbolism

;
it is the emblem of sin or im-

perfection, more especially when one black

voussoir is inserted as a keystone where all

the rest is white
; to build it or leave it all

white would be to assume perfection, and leave

the construction open to the revenge exercised

upon it by the spirit of evil, who has to be pro-

pitiated by this form of recognition, provided

for with black paint if “ constructive poly-

chromy ” is wanting. If this be the case, it is

a curious instance of the influence of super-

stition on architectural detail. It would be
naturally supposed that the black and white

voussoirs were the offspring of a pure desire

for picturesque effect
; at all events, they seem,

whether from association or not, to harmonise

remarkably well with the Arab style of building

generally.

The contrast between the modern and the

ancient architecture of the neighbourhood

is a very marked one. The authors give the

following brief general description of the typical

Arab town :

—

“Low, brick-built, whitewashed houses, consist*

ing generally of one story, with arched doorways
more or leas pretentious, and barred windows
planned externally without any attempt at sym-
metry, turning their backs, as it were, on narrow,
tortuous, ill-pavod etreots, iu which all kinds of

ordure and objectionable matter are deposited. In
tho midst is a mosque of oue imifonn pattern,

differing only in size and exteiit from that of soma
othertown. On higher ground stands the military

Governot’s residence, the Kaaba, or citadel. The
whole is enclosed with a whitewashed rubble wab,
crenellated, pierced for musketry, and buttressed at

intervals; pretty at a distance, but much less so in

close proximity, and quite useless for purposes of

defence. Such is the ordinary Tunisian town, almost
devoid of architectural pretensions, if we except
the Roman shafts of marble or stone that are con-

spicuous at corners of the streets, tho support and
mainstay of iH-eonstructed buildings.”

These Roman bits built-in form, one might

say, the only connexion between the archi-

tectural present and the architectural past. Of
the latter the Consular report of Colonel Sir

Lyon Playfair, for 1S8G, quoted by the

authors, says :

—“Great Roman roads radiated

from Carthage, and even an immense series of

secondary ones can still in many instances be

traced by military columns, testifying to the

ancient prosperity of the country and to the

genius of i-ts occupants, whether Punic or

Roman. Every town on the course of these

roads had its temples, basilica, palaces, forum,

and thermm, its theatre and amphitheatre.

Triumphal arches and city gates are still

found in all their classic grandeur,

and at every step the traveller meets

with Roman farms * of almost monu-
mental grandeur.” The mosques of Tunis

possess obviously some interest, as indicated

by their picturesque gateways, but they are so

jealously guarded from the incursions of the

unbeliever that the authors can give no report

as to their interior merits. One of the mosque

entrances, that to the women’s mosque at

Tunis, is given in a phototype; like some of

the other doorways illustrated, it is a curious

combination of a reminiscence of the Classic

framework combined with Moorish details

;

there is a built-up pilaster with a surbase

and plinth on either side, a capital with

a necking, and the survival of the archi-

trave in the form of a flat arch
;

and

within this framework is the horseshoe arch

and thin shaft of Moorish architecture, brought

here by the Moors when expelled from Spain.

Mr. Graham’s drawing of this door was pub-

lished in the Builder of January 10, 1885.

The entrance to the Kasba at Susa, given in

another plate, is also a curious combination of

reminiscences of quasi-Classic general form,

with corrupt or quasi-Moorish detail
; the

cornice showing nearly the outline of a Classic

* Printed “farms" in the book: posaiblj it should be
“form?."
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cornice, with a kind of reminiscence of

trifflyphs below ; the circular arch beneath

springing from a clumsily-designed pilaster

with capital and base, but the arch in sub-

orders in the Gothic manner. Several other

doorways are illustrated, and they are among

the most picturesipie illustrations in the book,

and full of character and suggestion, both in

their general forms and detail.

Even the larger palatial buildings of the

modern period, though pictureseque, are, in

most cases, it would appear, of very flimsy

construction, or are in a state of semi-ruin,

partly owing to the practice of each new Bey
building himself a new palace, the old abode

of his predecessor being either dismantled or

allowed to moulder away a.s it will. The
Bardo, the palace of the last Bey, is, the

authors say, so defective in construction that,

though it has not been dismantled, in a few

vears it will be unsafe for occupation. It

appears to contain a curious collection of

things,—shafts from Carthage, mosaics from
Italy, furniture from France, tawdry hangings,

glass, and gilding, &c., “ an unseemly collec-

tion of thing.s good and bad, but mostly

bad.” The Dar - el • Bey, or town palace,

presents internally the same spectacle of

a mixture of incongruous objects
;
but as a

building it is, judging from the view given of

the interior court, a very charming piece

of architecture in a strongly - marked
Moorish style, though built only in the

beginning of the present century. The
arcade is curious in detail, presenting some-
thing very like a thin Classical column to

begin with, on the capital of which is mounted
an oblong block on end, w’ith tbe surface inlaid

in panels, and from this spring the horse-

shoe arches with their black and white
voussoirs. Tbe general efi'ect of the whole is

charming, except the mass of bare wall at the

top, which sadly wants “treating” in some
way. There is some talk, we are told, of con-

verting this palace into a museum, a purpose
for which the authors pronounce it to be very
well suited, and in which capacity it would
supply a want in Tunis.

In strong contrast with these picturesque but
mostly peri.shable buildings of the modern period
are the grand remains of the Romans and
Ciirthageniaos, who, in an architectural sense,

were probably practically Romans, deriving their
style from the great city of which Carthage
attempted to be the political and commercial
rival. The illustrations of these are the real

•objects of greatest interest in the book. The
illustrations are, we presume, from the
drawings of Mr. Graham

;
the authors have

not given any direct clue to the distrilaution of

the joint work between them, but these
illustratious, reproduced in two tints from
water-colour drawings, resemble in manner
those of Mr. Graham’s in illustration of Roman
triumphal arches, which have already appeared
in the same method of reproduction in the
pages of the Tran.'<adions of ihe Institute of
Architects. The first of these remains which
is given is that of the aqueduct of Carthage,
which marches over the plain in the usual
magnificent manner so characteristic of the
Roman aqueduct. lu the portion shown, in
the view the aqueduct is in only one tier
(about 70 ft. high), built in a kind of concrete
in sections 3 ft. 8 in. in heiglit

;
the piers,

instead of having any spread at the impost,
batter slightly inwards with a set-off like that
of a Gothic buttress, only carried all round the
pier, and from this spring the arches. The
authors note that in another part of its course
the aqueduct did present a grand series of
super-posed arches rising to the height of
120 ft., where it crossed the Oued Melian, but
it was destroyed by a French Government
engineer in order to assist in making a new
bridge, and because he said the aqueduct
obstiucted the waterway of the river. This it
may have done, no doubt

; but nothing short
of absolute necessity could have justified such
a destruction of the finest portion of one of what
are really the greatest remains left by the
Romans m their capacity of builders. The most

quantity of the remains of three temples

which stood side by side, with the porticos

nearly in a line
;
the colonnades are all over-

thrown, but, from the interesting view given of

the actual state, there seems to be enough l

remaining to justify the restoration given on the

next plate. A triumphal arch here, of which an

illustration is given of the actual state, appears

to have difi’eredfrom the usual or most familiar

model of Roman triumphal arches in having

not merely applied columns on its face but

advanced wings on either side of the archway,

with columns spread out from the body of the

structure and carrying cross lintels, one of

which is still protruding from the face of the

masonry above the anta, though the column

which once sustained its other extremity has

disappeared. The buildiugs, we are told, were

constructed with a very hard compact

limestone, “ quite white when quarried,

but acquiring a rich golden hue after

long exposure to the sun. The other facing

materials were limestone also, but of different

shades of colour, from pale rose to deep red,

from light grey to dark slate.” This latter

piece of information is interesting, as it gives

a rather new idea as to the use of a construc-

tive polychromy in Roman masonry. The
authors do not mention where they got the

information as to the first-mentioned limestone
“ being quite white when quarried”

;
but we

presume the same stone is now to be found and
experimented on in the neighbourhood.

The authors have added to their book a very

useful bibliography, or list of the works which

have been previously written on the neigh-

bourhood of Tunis
;
and a remarkably long list

it is, showing that there is no want of literary

information to be had about the country, though

we presume that a good deal of this runs in

tlie same tracks and does not take us into the

less easily accessible places. They have also

added a small map of the neighbourhood, an

addition which saves a good deal of trouble

to the reader desirous to follow the run of

che country described. We may congratu-

late them on the production of what is a

very pleasant and readable book in itself,

though its chief value and interest consist in

tlie description of the great Roman remains

that were visited, and in the admirably exe-

cuted and produced illustrations of these and

of some of the Moorish buildings. In a

practical sense, also, the book will be of use to

any who may wish to explore the same line of

country, in giving information as to the means
(or no-means) of getting about, and the various

and apparently not slight difticnlties they will

ha7e to contend with.

“WHITELEY r. BARLEY.”

|ECRECY,” it has been often said,

“ is the badge of fraud.” If, how-
ever, the decision of Mr. Justice

Mathew in the case of Whiteley
V. Barley, delivered in the High Court on the

21st ultimo, be upheld on appeal, it would
appear that the fullest publicity given through

local journals, and transparent honesty on the

part of the officers of local authorities, will

not avail to save them from the pains and
penalties imposed by the Public Health Act on
jobbery and corruption.

We owe no apology to our readers for

bringing this, the latest case, to their notice,

as it concerns the character and welfare of an
honourable profession, which has never yet been
adequately remunerated for good service

rendered to the public, and is for that reason
exposed to manifold temptations.

The action referred to was brought by an
informer under the 193rd section of the Public
Health Act of 1 875, to recover certain penalties

from the Surveyor of the Corporation of Rams-
gate. Under several contracts made by the Cor-
poration for the improvement and drainage of
the town, the Surveyor was instructed by formal
resolution of the Works Committee to
take out the quantities of the contract
work, his fees being calculated at a sum equal

»• j ,
• i

**— I

cent, on the amount payable by the
interesting and least known of the Roman

|

Corporation under the contracts
;
and, as is

perhaps, those of
,
customary in such cases, the amount of these

ODeitia. Here are the c alias and a ' fees was charged in the contractor’s accounts,

and received by him upon obtaining a certifi-

cate from the Surveyor that the works had been

completed.

There were contracts also for main drainage

works w’lucb the defendant Barley was
appointed to supervise as engineer by a special

resolution of the Council, and for extra services

in respect of these contracts he was entitled to

receive also a percentage on the cost, together

with a sum equal to 1 ^ per cent, on the amounts

certified for taking out the quantities as a

necessary part of the preliminary engineering

work.

It was proved beyond all question that there

was no attempt at concealment in the trans-

action. All was fair and above board, and,

although the fees payable to the Town Sur- .

veyor passed through the hands and accounts

of the contractors, still there was no ground for

saying that they came from any other source

than the borough funds, lawfully chargeable

under the terms of the contracts with such,

payment. It was alleged at the trial that the

Surveyor was bound to account for them, less

his expenses out of pocket, but the jury found

that such an arrangement was not in fact made.

After some consideration, and with evident

reluctance, the judge held that the Town Sur-

veyor was a party “ concerned and interested”

in these contracts within the meaning of the

statute, and inflicted four several penalties of

50?. each, or a sum of 200?. in all,—-just one

year’s ordinary salary of the unhappy delin-

quent, whose honesty and hona Jidcs from first

to last had never been impugned
;
and further,

ill addition to these penalties, he was, in pur-

suance of the same section, declared incapable

of continuing in his office, or holding any em-

ployment under the Act.

It may be expedient to strive to make men
virtuous by Act of Parliament, and we cer-

tainly do not desire to throw blame upon the

Legislature for a laudable eflort to check the

plague of secret “ commissions,” and put their

heel upon the whole tribe of petty pilferers and

peculators who are a standing disgrace to local

self-government, and the gravest obstacle to its

extension and development
;
but we contend

that this practical interpretation of a well-

raeant.clause is a reductio nd abmniurn.

If sound in law, and we fear that it will be

so held, the position of a Town Surveyor,

always inadequately paid, may become well-

nigh’untenable ;
and it behoves the Surveyors’

Institution, or the Association of Municipal

Engineers, to bestir themselves to obtain an

amendment of the Act without delay. It has

been done before when a similar paradox was

brought to light, and by following the lines

of the amending Act, known as the 48 & 49

Viet., c. 53, there will be no difficulty in

amending the statute, so that real offenders

will be punished as they deserve, whilst taking

the sting of injustice out of a very salutary

enactment.

It was the decision of the Court of Appeal

in Burgess v. Clark, followed by an equally

startling interpretation of the Act in Todd v.

Robinson, some weeks later, which brought

about the amendment of the law. In the first

case, the Clerk of a Local Authority was held

liable and fined in the sum of 50?. for letting

rooms in his own offices to the Board at a rent

payable to himself, this being held to be an

unlawful bargain. In the second case, the

Clerk of a Sanitary Authority held a few

shares in a gas company which had con-

tracted to light the public streets at a price

which would leave a small profit to the com-

pany. He was held to have an “ interest ” in

such contract, and was also fined 50?. under

the section.

These and other similar anomalies induced

the Legislature to amend the Public Health

Act by providing that a formal resolution of

the Authority approving the transaction,

after seven days’ notice of the meeting pub-

lished in a local newspaper, should render the

letting of rooms and lands, or the holding of

shares in any public company which had

contracted with the Board, no longer un-

lawful. Moreover, the written consent of the

Attorney-General was made necessary in cer-

tain cases.

We think that the case now under review
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will serve to indicate the necessity of a still

further revision, so as to extend the exemption
from liability to honest servants, in all trans-

actions and bargains openly made and approved
by the employing authorities.

The resolutions of a public body, publicly

advertised, ought to put every ratepayer on
his guard, and in this wise many meritorious

•officers will be saved from a public condemna-
tion, which ought to be reserved for a class of
“ pestilent fellows” who love darkness because
their deeds are evil.

NOTES.

IK. SPIERS has sent us a letter

I
and a diagram in reference to

1 our remarks about the sphere in

. J perspective in our notice of his

book on architectural drawing, which we are

unable to publish this week, as the diagram
was sent late and requires an alteration in the
scale of the lettering before it can be
reproduced. We may say at once, however,
that Mr. Spiers did not intend to suggest
'that a sphere fcr se could, in any posi-

tion, be seen as distorted, but only that
its projection on the plane of the drawing
involved distortion under certain circumstiinces.

We thought he could hardly intend the former
moaning, but the sentence struck us as not
very clear in its expression. Even on this

^ground, however, we do not tliink the question,

also referred to in Mr. Baggallay’s able and
practical paper read at the Architectural

Association (and printed in another column),
is practically quite such a simple one or so

ea.sily disposed of as one or two correspondents
who have written to us appear to consider it,

for reasons which we will give wlien we print

Mr. Spiers’s letter and diagram.

^^IIE Nexu York Herald has published a
i statement of the expenditure on the
"Panama Canal to the 30th of June, 1886,
which has been drawn up by Signor Armero,
the agent of the Columbian Government.
Among the items to which Signor Armero
directs special attention are the following, the
prices being stated in dollars:— Stables,

^00,000 ;
buildings for offices, private residence

for manager, country seat for same, grounds,
&o., 5,250,000 ;

central hospital at Panama,
iiospital and ambulance at Colon, sanatorium
.at Tabago, and the pharmaceutiail staff cost,

•together, 12,760,000; the offices at New York,
Paris, and Panama cost 8,400,000

;
and there

is an item of 2,000,000 for the cost of enter-

taining guests invited to accompany M. de
Lesseps to Panama to inspect the canal during
n week’s sojourn. It will have to be very
clearly shown on Avhat evidence Signor Armero
;gives figures which, as is the case with the
.above, are not to be found in the yearly state-

rinent of accounts furnished by the Directors of

the Canal Company. Indeed, it has to be
fmade more clear than is at present the case, in

•Avhat currency the dollars above stated are
calculated, as the value of the American dollar

•would give a much larger sum than the
accounts of the Company show

;
while, at the

same time, the heavy charge of 1,784,000/. for

preliminary expenses does not appear in the
table. The total given by Signor Armero is

154,909,088 dollars. The total expenditure to

-June, 1886, according to the balance-sheet
rendered by M. de Lesseps on June 30th, 1887,
•was 640,173,195 francs. It is a remarkable
thing that among the numerous reporters who
’iiave from time to time given accounts of the
state and progress of the enterprise, only two,
as far as Ave remember,—namely, Herr Bayeler
.and Mr. Eodriques,—seem to have taken the
necessary precaution of consulting the series

-of the Bulletin du Canal Interoceanupie for

<1efinite statements as to work done and cash
'laid out.

The displacement of the centres of pro-
ductive industry from their inland homes

lo places accessible by water still goes on.

The great Atlas Works of Messrs. Sharp,
"Stewart, & Co., of Manchester, are, as we
inentioned last week, to be closed, the
business being transferred to GlasgOAv. Had

the Manchester Canal experienced less delay
in obtaining Parliamentary sanction, it is

possible that a movement so disastrous for

Lancashire would not have taken place. But
our manufacturers cannot afford to wait. The
Staffordshire Advertiser the probable
re-introduction into Parliament of the Upper
Trent Navigation Scheme, which Wcis thrown
out by the landowners’ opposition last year.

The magnificent waterway of the Trent,

neglected as it has long been, is unrivalled in

the kingdom for its natural capabilities, and
the work necessary for putting Birmingham in

direct water connexion with this arterial

channel is surprisingly little. It is estimated

that goods may be conveyed the 170 miles

from Birmingham to the Estuary of the Trent
for 8s. per ton, or about half of the lowest rate

practicable by railway. As compared Avith

existing charges, of course, the reduction Avill

be much more considerable. The Warwick
Canal Company co-operates in the promotion
of the new navigation, the opening of which
can be hardly less than of "vital importance to

Birmingham.

^FHE recently-decided case of Bateman v.

-L The Poplar District Board of Works
seems to show that some amendment is

required of the Metropolis Local Management
Act, 1855. The houses on one side of a road

at Poplar Avere drained into a 9-in. drain

running under the yards and gardens at the

back of the road, and this was connected with
a main seAver. The Court of Appeal held that

this drain was not a sewer, and so was not the

property of the District Board. The question

then arose, it being discovered that another
drain belonging to diflerent premises had been
connected with the first mentioned one with-

out the knowledge of the District Board,
whether this circumstance made the first-

mentioned drain a sewer ? Mr. Justice North
held that it did not, because the defendants
could not have knoAvn of the connexion with
reasonable care. Certainly a connexion surrep-

titiously made could not well alter the position

of the Board
;
but, on the other hand, it seems

to us that such a drain as this should be vested
in the Local Authority immediately it is made.
It is essentially a “ trunk ” sewer or drain, not
appertaining to any individual house, and it

falls within the category of general drains,

which ought to be under the charge of the
local public authority.

TT is reported that Mr. T. J. Steel, of Grace-
-L church-street, has purchiiaed for the sum of

200,000/. the Strand property of Lord Salis-

bury. The property in question, whereof the
sale Avas mooted rather more than two years

ago, comprises Cecil and Salisbury streets,

together with part of the ground between
Savoy Mansions (now being built) and the

Adelphi, lately washed by the Thames, and
extends over about 86,000 feet superficial. On
this fore-shore stand some stables, &c., and
the tenement which until about 25 years ago

was known as the “ Fox under the Hill.” Its

signboard remains across what used to be an
approach to the halfpenny steamboat pier at the

foot of Ivy Bridge-lane. In the account of a fire

in Cecil-street on the morning of Sunday,
September 5th, 1880, it Avas announced that

the flames broke out in a house AA’hich was
“ once the residence of the Cecil family ....
and in one of the rooms, Avhich amid all altera-

tions h;x3 been preserved intact, Queen
Elizabeth when a guest of the Cecil family is

said to have slept.” That can hardly be the

case, inasmuch as by 1695 had been pulled
down the tAvo tenements known as “ Great
Salisbury House ” and “ Little Salisbury

House.” These, combined, formed the original

Salisbury House, one of the famous Strand
palaces, Avhich was built westwards of the
garden of Carlisle, since Worcester, House, by
Sir Robert Cecil, James I.’s Lord High
Treasurer, elevated Baron Cecil in 1603, and
advanced Earl of Salisbury the 4th of May,
1605. QueenEIizabethwas presentat the house-

warming on the 6th of December, 1602. The
ground Avas traversed by the brook Ulebrig,

which crossed the Strand beneath the Ivy
Bridge. A vieAv of the house may be seen in

the Fauntleroy Pennant at the Soane
Museum, and in Wilkinson’s “Londina
Illustrata,” after Hollar. William, second
Earl, divided bis father’s house into two, as

indicated. He reserved one portion for his

own town mansion. Great Salisbury House.
The other portion. Little Salisbury House, was
rented to persons of quality, and was at one
time occupied by William Cavendish, third

Earl of Devonshire, husband to Elizabeth,

daughter of William, second Earl of Salisbury.

This latter house's site aa'os leased out, in

1692, for Salisbury-street, since rebuilt by
Payne, the architect, the crescent and flight of

steps at the southern end being added when
the brothers Adam obtained their Act in 1771

(Geo. III., c. 34) for making encroachments
upon the riverside. The western horn of the

crescent stands over Ivy Bridge-lane, which is

overlooked by the back bay-windows of the

street. A further portion of the estate was
let on lease, and covered by a range of simps,

the Middle Exchange, reaching from the

Strand to the bridge, or stairs, at the river’s

bank. Proving a failure, the Middle Exchange,

together with Avhat remained of Great Salisbury

House, Avas demolished in 1695, and their site

appropriated for Cecil-street, whereof the

eastern side lies within the Precinct of the

Savoy, and abuts against Carting - lane,

alongside of the Savoy Theatre. It was
whilst standing before the door of his

patron, the Earl of Devonshire’s, bouse here

tliat Hobbes was seen and cordially recog-

nised, in June, 1660, by Charles IT., who was

driving along the Strand. At the sign of the

Globe, in Cecil-street, lived, until 1715,

Partridge, cobbler, astrologer, and almanack-

maker, whom Swift pertinaciously killed in

1708. His almanack, Mcrlinus Liberatus,

did not die with him. In 1723 were adver-

tised “ Dr. Partridge’s night-drops, night-pills,

«&c., sold as before, by his widow at the Blue

Ball, in Salisbury-street.” In Cecil-street

lived Patrick, ninth Baron Gray (1706), and
Sir William Dawes, Archbishop of York,

during the interval 1721-4 : these at the end
house on the western side. No. 18, eastern

side, was, in 1800, tenanted by Dr. Wollaston,

the celebrated chemist and natural philosopher,

who invented the reflecting goniometer, dis-

covered palladium and rhodium, and familiar-

ised us with the practical uses of the camera
lucida and the blow-pipe.

T the annual presentation of prizes last

week to students attending the Life School

of the Royal Scottish Academy, Sir William
Fettes Douglas, the President, delivered an
interesting lecture on the Beginnings of Art.

He inferred from the discoveries of Schliemann
amongst the ruins of Troy that, upon the

whole, the Greek record was the least broken,

and the most steadily consecutive. “ Art,” he
said, “is the truest and most subtle guide

when men seek to judge of works of unknown
‘ provenance,’ and it would be Avell if archieo-

logists and ethnologists would look to it for

the assistance they need.” From the carvings

found in the Dordogne cave, in circumstances

and surroundings showing a state of wretched
barbarism, he judged that they were the work
of “ a race who had not been always savages,

but who were the degraded outcome of a de-

graded civilisation,— a civilisation which
probably existed before that of Egypt.”

I
N a recent issue (Oct. 8) we drew attention

to a remarkable discovery naade by the

French excavators at Mantinea,—three marble

reliefs representing the contest of Apollo and
Marsyas. It will be remembered that the

great interest of the reliefs was that, pre-

sumably, theyonce decorated the basis of certain

statues made by Praxiteles and described by
Pausanias. Since our last notice a good ma ly

particulars haA'e come to light. The reliefs

have been taken to the Central Museum at

Athens, casts are already made, and they are

shortly to be published either in the ^R<piifitpis

’ApX°'°b.oyiKfi, or the Bulletin HelUnique.

Meantime, Ave may state that each relief

measures c. r5, and that the marks of cramp-

irons which served to attach the slabs are still

1 visible. The composition is disposed as

h
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follows ;—In the centre relief, Apollo seated

holding his lyre
;
in front, Marsyas playing

on the flute, near him a Scythian
;
in each

of the two remaining slabs three Muses. Un-
happily, not only the style of the reliefs, but the

form of the cramping-irons used leaves no doubt

in the minds of experts that the relief is of

much later date than Praxiteles : so we are

bound to relinquish that cherished hope. The
further interesting question remains, are they

the reliefs seen by Pausanias ? Pausanias dis-

tinctly says (viii., 9, 1) he saw “the Muse and

Marsyas playing on the flute ” (t7rt liaQptij

MoOtra icai Mapurng avXwv). It has been

proposed to amend the singular into the plural

in order to admit the other six Muses. It

seems to us perfectly obvious that no such

emendation is necessary. Pausanius, in his

perfunctory way, glanced at the front of the

basis, saw one, and only one, draped figure play-

ing on the lyre, and concluded it w:is a Muse.
He says nothing whatever of Apollo . The
Muses have, it is reported, all the air of being

copied from statuary types, and are, therefore,

not successful in relief composition. The figure

of Marsyas is in the, no doubt, typical attitude

of the Myron replicas.

T
he Greek Arclneological Society have laid

bare the foundations of the small temple

to Roma and Augustus, on the Acropolis. The
site is twenty-five metres to the east of the

Parthenon. The building was of white

marble, circular, and surrounded by nine

Ionic columns. The diameter is seven mtitres.

The existence of such a temple has been known
since the days of Cyriac of Ancona. The
priest of Augustus, who, no doubt, presided

over this temple, had a special, inscribed seat

in the theatre
;
and there is also a seat in-

scribed with the joint names of Demos, the

Graces, and Roma. From another inscription

(G. Corpus, 478) we learn that Roma, as a

goddess, had a joint sanctuary with Augustus
on the Acropolis- A short account of the

excavation appears in the Berliner Bhilo-

logischc Wochenschrift for the 3rd inst.

N invention has been recently patented

which promises to be of material service

in all cases where the flow of water, gas, or

electric fluid has to be varied at stated hours.

Constant attendance and supervision are now
required for the purpose, and when the varia-

tion has to be made late at night, or early in

the morning, the expense of watching is an
object as well as the risk. The improvements
in question have been made by the Right
Honourable Major-General Sir J. C. Cowell,

K.C.B., an officer of the Royal Engineers. A
wheel is driven by clock-work, so as to make
one revolution in each cycle of periodic varia-

tion required. This wheel bears a horizontal

ring or disc, the surface of which is made to

rise or fall in proportion to the variation of

supply required from time to time. A regu-

lator is raised or lowered by the revolution of

this cun-ed surface, which opens or closes the

pipe or channel through which the current of

fluid passes. The utmost accuracy is thus
attainable, both as to the time and the quantity
of supply ; and the motion of machinery may
be stopped, modified, or set going at the exact
time required, without the need of any atten-

dant. In cases wliere machinery is driven by
turbines, and where arrest at a late hour, or
starting at an early hour is required, the time-
regulator will perform the function of an un-
sleeping engineer. The lowering of a gas
supply over a large area, say at one or two
o’clock in the morning, may be punctually
secured by the same means. Mechanical men
will readily recognise the valuable service that
may be rendered by the Time-regulator.

Flatted houses are now becoming common,
owing to the high prices of building sites

within cities. Where portions of these tene-
ments are owned by different parties, nice
questions are apt to arise as to the rights and
duties of the respective holders. A .strange

hitch of this sort has arisen in Edinburgh.
The fronts of two contiguous houses in the
High-street, which had been discovered to be
in a dangerous condition by the Burgh

Engineer, were ordered to he taken down.
The frontage was seven stories, and the pro-

prietors of the five lower stories have rebuilt

their portions, but the owners of the two
upmost floors decline to proceed. The roof

has been propped up, and there is considerable

risk of its being displaced by a high wind.

The matter is under the consideration of the

Dean of Guild Court. We have heard of

instances where a tenement has been taken

down and has not been replaced for years

owing to misunderstandings between the joint

owners, but never of a case like the present.

There would appear to have been no arrange-

ment entered into between the owners, as

should have been done before building opera-

tions were commenced.

T
he new premises for the accommodation of

the Elder Chair of Naval Architecture

and Marine Engineering, Ghisgow University,

are now completed and occupied. These
buildings, which also comprise a principal

gateway and janitor’s house, are the donation

of Sir William Pearce, Bart., M.P. The
picturesque and impressive facade of the old

College in High-street, with its bold corbelling,

has been incorporated in the principal front of

the new edifice, the entire stonework having

been successfully transported from east to west.

The masonry, which is of a very vigorous

character, dates back to A.D. 1632-58. The
entrance for pedestrians is through the

original arcliway, conspicuous by its massive
rusticated qiaoins and voussoirs, which opens
into a handsome arcaded piazza. The
ancient sculptured escutcheon bearing the

Royal Scottish Arms and the monogram
“ C. E. 2,” a fine old carved shield with the

firms of the University, and a tablet relating

its foundation by Bishop Turnbull, A.D. 1451,

and the curiously-carved window-head and
dormers, on which may be recognised the arms
of England, Scotland, Ireland, and France, are

embodied in the structure. These several

features have been grouped with the new work,

which is designed in harmony with the mixed
Jacobean and French style of the old College.

A Latin inscription above the principal

entrance records the circumstances of Sir

William Pearce’s gift. The access to the class-

rooms is by a circular stair tower, and
the carriage entrance gates are flanked by
massive stone turrets, rusticated to match the

principal arch, and surmounted by high-pitched

conical caps. The malleable iron gates, which
are of imposing dimensions, have been designed

by the architect in the old Scottish style of

ironwork. The entire structure constitutes a

stately and interesting entrance to the Uni-
versity precincts,—a link between the present

and the past. It may be added that the door-

way of the former Fore-hall has been re-ereoted

in its wonted position at the head of the quaint

“Lion and Unicorn ’’staircase in the Pro-
fessors’ Quadrangle, itself a relic of the old

college. The architect of these buildings is

Mr, Alexr. George Thomson, I.A., Glasgow,
who, in October, 1883, advocated in the pre.ss

the removal and re-erection of the ancient

stonework and decorative features as an
adjunct to the University in its new site at

Gilmour Hill.

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH
ARCHITECTS.

Tne third ordinary meeting of the present
session of this Institute was held on Monday
last, Mr. Edward PAnson, F.G.S. (President),
in the chair.

Obituary.

Mr. W. H. White (Secretary) announced the
death of Mr. Edmund Woodthorpe, Fellow.
The President.—It is not my intention to

trouble you with any long speech on the subject
of the aunonneemeut which has just been made
to you. I am quite sure I have only to men-
tion the name of one who was so nniversally
known amongst us, for a more cheery, bright,
and honoirrable man did not exist in the
profession. Gentlemen, with these words I
will say no more, because you will have in the
Proceedings a short paper I have written my-

self, and I have no doubt also that the profes-

sional papers will deal with the subject.

Professor Kerr.—I am glad to be allowed

to say a word on this subject. Nothing-
could be added to the very feeling testi-

mony which you have borne to Mr. Wood-
thorpe’s memory. We all knew him so exceed-

ingly well, both in this room and profession-

ally at large. He was, as you have said, a most
honourable man, most genial in his ways, and
most useful as a member taking part in our
discussions. But there is one thing I must say,

if I may he allowed to do so without verging:

upon indiscretion. We know that Mr. Wood-
thorpe held two very important offices, and
that he and his family must have been largely

dependent npon the income derived from those

offices. The headship of his family has now
devolved upon a most worthy son,—a man of
high edxication, character, and estimation. I

think I may say that we hope the authorities

will not overlook the claims of the son, as a

matter of respect to the father. If it should

be, as I think it will be, decided elsewhere, that

this will be mentioned to the Metropolitan

Board of Works, quasi officially, I am quite sure

this meeting will authorise the Council, or any
representative of the Council, to recommend
this gentleman as successor to a father so very

much respected as a public officer of the highest

standing, and possessed of great wisdom, as I

can testify from his management of our affairs

in connexion with the District Surveyors’

Association. I think, therefore, that it would!

be a most graceful testimony to the respect in

which Mr. Woodthorpe was held, if some favour

were shown to his son (applause).

The Institute Examination.

The Secretary next announced that at the
Examination lately held, twenty-five candidates
were examined, of whom nineteen had passed,

and were qualified to become candidates for the
Associateship. The following were the suc-

cessful candidates, viz. :—Messrs. A. T. Bolton,

E. J. Brydges, Tliomas Davidson, E. H. Dawson,
G. A. H. Dixon, J. W. Donald, G. W. Durreli

(from Sydney), S. G. Gosse, R. M. Grnggin,
Thomas Henry, George Hornhlower, L. V.
Hunt, W. C. Jones, John Peter, A. B. Pite, G.

W. Sadler, jun., H. A. Satchell, A. Sykes, and
W. H. Woodroffe. These, with the twenty-five

candidates who had passed in March, made
altogether forty-four who had been successful

this year (applause).

The Secretai-y further announced that the
Ashpitel Prize had been awarded to Mr. Thomas
Davidson, aged twenty-three, formerly of
Scarborough, and now of London.

Theatre Construction.

Mr. Ralph Nevill, F.S.A., then read a paper
entitled “ The Auditorium of a Theatre,” of

which the following is an abstract :

—

The author, after a few introductory remarks,
dealt with the plan of a theatre and the arrange-

ment of seats. In Englan<l, within the last few-

years, various efforts had been made to meeu
modern requirements. The drawings which
he was able to exhibit by the kindness of Mr,
Phipps and Mr. Verity would confirm that-

statement. Mr. Irving’s plan was bad, for the-

people at the back could only see the lower half

of the stage. The system of seating at the

Haymarket was the best artistically, and the

proportions allotted to the various parts of the

audience were commercially most satisfactory ;

the system was also ecoRomical in first cost,

and in proportion of cubical space to accommo-
dation. The pit, which should be as large

as possible, would, with good accommo-
dation, always prove a financial success. The
stalls should be only slightly curved, having no
central passage, and the seats should be regu-

larly alternated, so as to afford a clear view

between the heads of those in front. The
visible openings of boxes should not be more
than 5 ft. or 6 ft. high. The gallery should be
at the back, and not in the circle. It wae
important, artistically, as well as for acoustic

reasons, that the ceiling of the anditorium

should be as low as possible.

Acoustics .—The circular form of building

afforded no advantage, the best being a triangle

with the stage at the apex, as in the theatre at

Baireuth, although seats arranged on a curved

plan allowed a greater number to receive

unimpeded waves of sound. In a plan by the

author, ^ the diameter was taken for the height

from the stage level to the springing of the

ceiling J
this was lower [than most modern
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theatres, the height of which, apparently,
measarecl as much as the diameter. The lesser
height was, however, an artistic and economical,
as well as acoustic, gain. Flat ceilings
rendered the hearing in the upper part
defective

5 if curved, the sound was collected
and delivered in a body on to the upper circle.

Ventilation and fire risk wore also connected
with the ceiling ; the introduction of the sun-
light rendered it more easy to ventilate through
the centre of the roof, and some suggested a
cupola, but this he considered impracticable
and undesirable. Proposals had been made for
reversing the draught by ventilating through
the stage, but most architects would agree
with Professor Roger Smith that all draught
should bo from the actor to the audience.
Professor Smith quoted, in his treatise on
acoustics, some experiments to the effect that
though sound travelled bettor with the wind
than against, yet it travelled better still across
the wind. If this were true, and the author
believed it was, one great objection to tho
central ventilating flue disappeared. Saunders,
Professor Smith, Mr. Salomons, and nearly all

English theatrical architects, upheld wood,
while LachoJ!, followed by some of the French
architects, demanded solid construction. A
house for music required an amount of resonance,
while in one for actir g sound should be delivered
pure and distinct. Wood was, therefore, as bad
for the latter as stono or hard walla for other
reasons. Plaster was the suitable substance,
supplemented by drapery where necessary.
Wood might be a suitable lining to solid walls
if carefully selected, put together like cabinet
work, and well oiled and varnished j but floor
boards nailed to wooden joists, or match boards
papered or painted, had no beauty of tone, and
tho consequent vibration interfered with the
purity of the sound. In Terry’s Theatre no
wood was used in this way, but, instead, con-
crete floors and partitions of plaster on wire
netting and iron uprights. The ceiling should
be treated as a resonant surface, constructed
of iron and plaster, with a second roof over
enclosing a sufllciont hollow. The spaces under
tho floor and orchestra should also be hollow.
Any resonant substance need should be of
homogeneous character.

Lighting .—This onght to be regarded by tho
manager as a potent means of inspiriting an
audience. It might bo accepted that tho
electric light wonld be used, but, nevertheless,
provision must be made for gas. To be sue-
ccsefnl artistically, tho light must be various.
In the event of firo the oloctric light would be
extinguished

; the gas sunlight ought, therefore,
never to bo put out, but turned low during the
performance, and turned up full between the
acts, the electric light being turned quite out in
the first case, so that tho eye was entirely
drawn to the stage. The front of the circles
was

_

the natural place for electric lights.
Putting them high up in a cupola, and using
ground-glass globes for electric lights, was to be
strictly condemned

; the latter, though much
used, destroyed the brilliancy of the light. Tho
lights to the passage and ou the stairs should
be on a separate system altogether from that of
the auditorium or the stage, and should be
controlled from the front of tho house. To
protect against rushes of carbonic gas extin-
guishing the light, at certain points, such as
the entrance to stairs and opposite doors, small
flues and openings with thick glass fronts
should bo provided in the walls for lamps or
gas-lights.

Ventilation .—Tho electric light rendered no
great provision of fresh air necessary during a
performance. It would, however, be always
requisite to provide an exit for impure air j* and
as long as gas was used behind the scenes, there
must be sufficient ventilation to take away the
enormous aud dangerous heat at the top, with-
out creating a draught to tho stage. The sun-
burner ought to be in a little cone or drum of
its own, and have an outer ring to the shaft,
which should be opened by the same action
that turned up the light, in order that ventila-
tion might be accelerated between the Acts.

Exits and Entrayices, Stairs, cj'c.—Necessarily
the site largely governed both exits and en-
trances, aud the important point was to get
plenty of doors leading out of the auditorium.
Any part accommodating more than 200 persons

• And how is the exit to act, unless there is an inlet of
corresponding superficies? Unless this is supplied in a
proper place, the requisite exit can only sot by (bawing in
fresh air through places not intended,—doors, &c.: i.e., by
creeling draughts,—

E

d.

should have more than the usual two doors.
The pit holding 350, in a plan of his own, pos-
sessed four doors and an extra one in the
middle. All doors should have the upper panels
glazed, should open outwards, and be self-
closing, so that, when the audience were out,
the doers would be closed to fire. No more
dangerous arrangement could be concocted
than a long straight staircase. The straight
exit from Terry’s Theatre had been made
a great deal of iu the public press,
but having passed down it, he wonld
rather take his chance anywhere in the
passages of a burning theatre than be one
of a crowd going down it. No flight of stairs
should be long without at least a small landing
that might afford opportunity to resist pressure
from behind. The best form of landing-stair
was undoubtedly such as that to the gallery at
the Prinoe of Wales’s Theatre, in which four
flights of four steps each went round a centre.
The rounding-off of tho comers was a groat
improvement. The great desideratum in a
staircase was that a crowd could pass from
top to bottom without any great pressure at
any point, and in n continuous stream. A cir-
cular staircase would best attain this, the diffi-

culty of the difference in the width of tread
being overcome by using an ellipse for the
plan, in which tho steps were set to a very
largo radius, and the small ends used as
landings. There was another form of the
ellipse still more easy, and often applicable to
a theatre—thac was by forming the ellipse
round a triangle. Tho Metropolitan Board of
Works required that every staircase should be
solidly closed in on both sides. The author
ventured to say that regulation was a dangerous
mistake. A staircase iu a public building
should be open at tho sides from top to bottom

j

there should be no part from which tho pas-
sengers were unable to see what took place all
the way down, and, especially, to see the way
out. Mr. Nevill considered it would be of the
greatest advantage if all the staircases could
be concentrated in one building, and be under
one general control and supervision. A design
for such a staircase, on tho triangular plan, was
exhibited ; each flight rose 8 ft. G in., the height
of the floors. A separate staircase started from
each corner,—one to the pit circle, one to the
upper circle, and one to the gallery. The
central space was left open, and the whole
building carried up to a good height to allow
smoke or gas to escape upward. Iron foot-
rests should be built into tho stair on the inside,
up which firemeu could climb if required.

File Risks. At the present moment this was
the point of most interest in connexion with
theatres, and after deprecating more than a
certain degree of legislation and State inter-
ference, the author expressed his belief that iu
London, in a well-regulated theatre, fire risks
wore of tho slightest. Tho only particular
danger in a theatre, above other places, was the
reckless use of gas behind the scenes and the
extreme combustibility of the woodwork over
the stage. Electric light aud fireproof paints,
together with the careful use of iron and con-
crete in the structure generally, would minimise
the danger. Some form of fireproof curtain
must be obtained, and sufficient of the top of
the stage should open to form a chimney. It
was an advantage to substitute iron in the seats
where feasible, to avoid a blaze as much as
possible. The seats should be cut off by a fire-
resisting partition or wall from the corridors.
The opening in the top of the stage should not
be too largo, and the same action which opened
it should open a valve at the bottom for inlet of
air.

_

Referring to the fireproof curtain, Mr.
Nevill mentioned several, such as hydraulic
curtains of two thicknesses of iron, solid oak
or teak, asbestos, silicated cotton curtains, and
tho water curtains of Captain Heath and M.
Marius. A very useful addition to a theatre
would be a separate door aud small iron stair
in a fireproof shaft for firemen to enter from
the outside.

The reading of the paper not being concluded
until a quarter to ten,

Professor Kerr moved the adjonmment of the
discussion, as the subject was one of too great
importance to be dismissed in the quarter of an
hour which remained to them that evening.

Mr. Walter Emden said he had been invited
to be present with a view to taking part in the
discussion, and he was afraid he would not be
able to attend at the adjournment.
The President believed the paper would lead

to a long discnssion, as the subject was one of
extreme interest. They had, however, still a
quarter of an hour before them, and there was
no reason why they should net occupy that time
in commencing the discussion, at any rate.

Mr. Walter Emden then said he would he
pleased to follow the paper as far as he could ;

at tho same time, there was in it so much of
pure theory and assertion, and so much which
was opposed to practice, that it would be im-
possible to go through it iu anything like a
satisfactory manner. He would, therefore, only
take up one or two points, which seemed to him
those on which he could more particularly
touch.

_

The first was the placing of the pit
people in a better position. No manager could
afford to make his theatre a “Royal Pit
Theatre,” by giving the best portion of his
house ^to the frequenters of the pit. Mr.
Irving’s plan of putting the pit people a long
distance back was not advisable, as they would
not be able to see, they would be pretty well
suffocated by tho heat, and a great portion of
them would not hear what was going on. At
the same time, the ordinary theatre which
obtained favour in England, with its pit and
stall tier, its dress-circle tier, and its upper-
boxes and gallery tier, was tho one most suited
to thG_ habits of the people. With regard to
acoustics and the use of wood, it had now been
proved that iron and concrete were equally
good conductors of sound, creating a much
better and more resonant sound than wood
construction. No doubt plaster on wire
wonld act in much the same way, but was
it necessary? In the case of Terry’s Theatre,
the partitions between the boxes were
not of plater, but were of hollow fire-brick.
As to staircases, there was no elliptical one
which would be helpful in case of a crush,
although a crush was sometimes stopped by a
square staircase. People often got out better
by a straight staircase, but whether the straight
or square form was the better was a question
that might be debated for ever without any
satisfactory conclusion being arrived at. By
using an elliptical staircase, ho was quite sure
no one would be saved. He had had experi-
ence of one in his late offices, and everybody
stumbled who came up it, as the tendency of
the eye to look in a curved direction gave the
body a proneness to swing over. What was
required was to make the staircase as straight
and clear as possible for people coming down,
and particularly when in a state of panic. The
lecturer had made a mistake in stating that
theatres were generally lit by gas or elec-
tricity commanded from the aide of tho stage.
That was not so

j
for, according to the regula-

tions, there must be a separate meter in the
front of the building to command the lighting
of the house, the only portion of the front of
the honse commanded from the stage being the
sunlight. As to theatres being fireproof, be could
absolutely affirm from experience that no theatre
had been built, before Terry’s, that was really
what could be termed fireproof. The circles or
tiers were built in the ordinary way, with iron
girders and columns, but the intermediate con-
struction between the girders had, up to the
present time, been of wood, and, although a
small portien of concrete might have been used
in the corridors, the tiers which carried the
public had been built of wood. There was no
doubt that it was a perfectly easy matter to
build a fireproof theatre, so far as the audi-
torium was concerned, and of materials that
would not communicate fire. The difficulty and
clanger was from the stage, and it was chat
portion of the building which required to be
dealt with in the most experienced manner. As
the lecturer had not travelled outside the ques-
tion of the auditorium ho himself would stop at
the fireproof curtain. An iron curtain would
probably bucklo under the action of heat
more quickly than a wooden one, and in
doing so, its immense weight might pull
down the proscenium walls and wreck the
theatre. What was wanted most was to
save the audience by giving them time to
get out of the building. In order to do that
something was wanted which could be readily
at cc^mand. An ordinary asbestos sheet
curtain on an iron grille could be used in the
same manner as an ordinary green curtain
going up and coming down between the acta, and
such a curtain, especially if of double thickness,
would stand for a sufficient time to allow the
house to be emptied. The line of sprinklers
over the curtain would keep it cool, and it
would probably stand when everything on the
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stage was burnt out. Therefore, as long as the

curtain stood, the theatre would practically

consist of two buildings,— one on fire and the

other not. He did not consider sprinklers to

be useful when they were automatic, though

they were serviceable if placed under the

control of valves. A sprinkler with a small

spray of water was not intended to extingnish

a great fire, but rather to attack the fire

in its incipient stage. A pail of water could

have saved the Exeter Theatre had it been
applied to the part of the border which first

took fire. As to the system stated to

have been used at Drury Lane in 1812, so

far as it went, it was upon much the same
system as the modern idea of sprinklers. It

consisted of rows of pipes pierced with

holes. These might have rusted or otherwise

got out of order, and were probably found
expensive to deal with, owing to want of

pressure, because the water-supply then came
from Adelphi-terraoe. He believed the

arrangement had not fallen into disuse so much
because of its ineffectiveness as from want of

the necessary pressure, and from the pipes

being left unused, and getting out of order.

And though the present sprinkler was a very
effective and useful appliance, it would be
wrong to exaggerate its use

j
it was simply

serviceable in arresting a fire in its incipient

stase.

Mr. Alfred Darbyshire said that he had come
from Manchester to take part in the discussion.

As it had been decided to adjonrn it, he would
ask to be allowed to sead his contribution in the
form of a written document, as in all proba-

bility he would be unable to attend when the

matter came up again.

Mr. Robert Walker seconded Professor Kerr’s

proposal for the adjournment of the discussion.

The paper they bad heard contained a great

deal that was valuable, and also much that was
startling to those who knew anything about

theatres and theatre-building. It had fallen to

his lot during the last twelve years, as District

Surveyor of a central part of London in which
fifty per cent, of the largest and principal

theatres were situated, to have a great deal to

do with them. He had seen many theatres

destroyed, and many reconstructed and rebuilt,

and, from the experience he had been compelled

to gain in active service, he differed from a

great deal that Mr. Nevill had advanced. He
was therefore prepared, if the discussion

were adjourned, to re-open it on its resump-
tion. But he would like in the most
emphatic manner, as a practical architect,

associated officially with the supervision of a

large number of the London theatres, to pro-

test against one e.xpression which had fallen

from Mr. Nevill. That gentleman had said that

,

the public were under great obligation to

managers for providing theatrical eotertaiu-

, ments, and that (though he was not quite sure

\
he had caught the exact words) the question of

the number of exits, and the absolute safety

I
of the public in the buildings as regarded the

exits, were not altogether subjects for legisla-

tion of the most direct character. Now, he
must dissent entirely from that view, and
believed that it was their business, as profes-

sional men, who had to overlook those build-

ings, to see that there was the minimum of

danger attaching to them. And, so far as they

could, by legislative enactments, bring their

influence to bear, it was their solemn duty to

see that such enactments were carried out as

necessary for the absolute safety of the public.

He would, therefore, warn his hearers, as pro-

fessional men, that unless they adopted that as

a principle of their professional career and

practice, the public would sweep them away.

Mr. E. J. Tarver* then proposed a vote of

thanks to Mr. Nevill.

Mr. Octavius Hansard seconded the motion,

adding that he hoped the members would have

copies of the paper in extenso before the discus-

sion was resumed.
The resolution, on being put to the meeting,

was very cordially received.

Mr. Nevill briefly acknowledged the vote of

thanks and begged the members not to go too

much upon the abstract of his paper, which was

wanting in the great amount of detail he had

given in the paper itself.

It was then agreed to adjourn the discussion

to the first meeting of the Institute in February

next, by which time the members would have

the complete paper with the plans accompanying

it in their hands.

The President stated that the next meeting

would take place on the 19bh inst., when the

winner of the Edis Prize would be announced,

and other important business be transacted.

The proceedings then terminated.

• Some remarks which Mr. Tarver intended to make in

the discussion will be found on another page.
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THE ASSOCIATION OF PUBLIC
SANITARY INSPECTORS.

O.v Saturday last, Dec. 3, at the meeting
of this Association at the Westminster
Town-ball, Mr. Alexander (Shoreditch) pre-

siding. a paper was read by Dr. W. Colling-

ridge, Medical Officer of Health for the Port
of London, on “ The Duties of Port Inspectors
of Nuisances.” The powers of Port Sanitary
Authorities conferred in the Public Health
Acts of 1872, 1875, and the Diseases Pre-
vention Act of 1833 had, ho said, placed
Port Inspectors, so far as their duties wore
concerned, in the same position as Inspectors
of Naisanees of Urban Sanitary Authorities,
ships being now legally considered as “ houses.”
It would be dificult to exaggerate the im-
portance of the duties of sanitary authorities
on which the country relied for protection
against invasions of cholera from foreign
countries in a city which was the centre of

commerce of the entire world. As on shore,
the duties divided themselves into two parts :

first, prevention ; second, cure. In recom-
mending preventive measures the inspector
could often do more by persuasion than
by compulsion, but ho must be thoroughly
acquainted, not only with the technical
duties of an ordinary inspector, but have
a thorough acquaintance with tho con-
struction of ships of all classes, from the
stately liner to the humble barge. Tho first

essentials were effective ventilation and
the frequent cleansing of the bilge water.
That the effect of the appointment of Port
Inspectors has been valued and appreciated by
those most concerned was strongly evidenced
by the increasing number of liners and ships
which now made arrangements to have their
crew’s quarters cleansed at the earliest possible
moment after their arrival. The first point in
dealing with the second part of the subject, the
cure of disease, was to secure at tho earliest
possible moment notice of the outbreak of in-
fectious disease. The lecturer strongly com-
mended tothe imitation of thewhole metropolis a
regulation which had worked well in the Port of
London and in seven of tho largest ports in tho
kingdom. The masters of ships were bound to
report forthwith,—that is, within two hours or so,—any case of infectious disease, under a penalty
of ol. The patient was also compulsorily re-
moved into hospital. Public opinion was fast
becoming ripe for demanding compulsory notifi-
cation of disease, and a regulation enforcing that
principle all over London could not be long
delayed.

In the discussion which followed, and in which
Mr. Alexander, Mr. Jerram, Mr. Fairchild, Mr.
Fuller, and other members took part, the
speakers one after another objected strongly to
the policy of putting the Inspector of Nuisances
under the direct control of the Medical Officer.
If they were ever to raise the status of
inspector, [as they were endeavouring to do, his
authority should be collateral with, but on no
account subjected to, that of the Medical
Officer of Health.

After a vote of thanks had been accorded to
the lecturer, Mr. Middleweek (Kensington)
moved a resolution in favour of the compulsory
notification of infectious disease, which, after
discussion, was unanimously adopted.
^During tho evening an application from the
North-WesternDistrict (Liverpool) foraffiliation
to the Association was discussed and adopted,
and Liverpool was decided upon as the place
for holding the forthcoming third provincial
meeting.

A PROPOSED IMPROVEMENT IN THE
CONSTRUCTION OF THEATRES.

The following communication was intended
to he read by Mr. E. J. Tarver at the Institute
meeting on Monday evening last, as a contri-
bution to the discussion on Mr. Ralph Nevill’s
paper, elsewhere reported; but, owing to want
of time, it had to be omitted :

—

“1 should mention, at the outset, that I have
obtained a provisional patent for this improve-
ment, which is tantamount to saying that it is,
to the best of my belief, an original invention'
BO far as anything in this old world can be said
to be original

; for I hold the truth of the old
adage that ‘ nothing comes from nothing,’ and I
admit that this idea has been suggested to me
by the ancient Roman amphitheatres.

If, however, the ghost of one of those old
builders were to accuse me of copying his ideas

and were to contest the patent with me, I

should reply, in the first place, that his patent
was extinct; and, secondly, that the idea is

altered to suit modern wants.
We always speak of the ancient Romans as

a practical people, and, in this case, the opinion
is borne out by their sensible arrangements for
rapidly filling and emptying their vast amphi-
theatres. Remove the upper crust, as it were,
formed by the tiers of seats, and the sub-
structure is found to consist entirely of stair-

cases, so that the mass of spectators must have
melted away after the performance like a film

of ice in a rapid thaw.
It is hardly necessary to say that a Roman

amphitheatre is utterly unsuited to modern
dramatic performances, consisting, as it does,

of one continuous slope of seats rising from the
arena to the back benches, whence our actors
would be almost invisible and inaudible.

How, then, can the Roman system of stair-

cases be applied to modern theatres ?

This is the problem which I have endeavonred
to solve, with the object of saving life in the
case of fire or panic, and I have done so with a
result,—on paper,—which has far exceeded my
expectations.

An outbreak of fire during a performance is,

happily, a very rare occurrence
; still, it has

happened, and may happen again, or it may be
suspected, and the suspicion may produce a
panic. Any means, therefore, of reducing to

a minimum the distance between any seat in
the house and the outer air must be a distinct
gain in theatre-building.

Now, if we examine any ordinary theatre
(I do not mean a circus or a lecture theatre, but
'a theatre with the usual arrangement of dress-
circle, upper circle, and gallery), we shall find

that, with the occasional exception of the
gallery, these portions are invariably approached
from a corridor behind the highest row of seats
in each portion, and, supposing the pit to be on
tho street-level, every seat in these portions has
to be approached, first by an ascent to these
respective con’idors, and then by a descent to
all but tho back rows of seats.

Many theatres are constructed with the
dress-circle on the street-level, or nearly so,

and with the pit and stalls below that level,

a system which renders it impossible to have
dressing-rooms, &c., below the pit, and one
which is, so far, wasteful of space. Even in
such cases the upper circle and gallery have to'

be approached by the ascent and descent that
I have described and, the gallery being gene-
rally the fullest part of the house, this long
ro»t6 affects tho safety of tho largest section of
the audience.

By reversing the point of approach, that is to
say, by ascending immediately to the front or
lowest tier in each portion, it is obvious that
the distance between any seat in the theatre
and the outer air is reduced to a minimum.
On working out a set of J-in. scale plans of

a theatre of precisely the same dimensions as an
existing one in London which contains 7G6 seats,
I was delighted to find that I obtained 1,064
seats, or half as many again.

This satisfactory result dispelled the objection
that would be raised to the loss of seats where
the emerging stairs occur.

Moreover, by placing these stairs at the
extreme sides of the auditory, the audience
would, in case of panic, immediately diverge
towards the doors by which they entered,
instead of converging, as they often do now,
and they would also find themselves close to an
exit door at the foot of each staircase.
Another advantage of this system is that any

draughts admitted through the doors would be
directed into the body of the house and be
carried off by the ceiling ventilator, instead of
giving one a stiff neck as they do now from
behind.

There is yet another minor advantage in the
fact that one enters facing the numbers on the
backs of the seats, which can thus be easily
found.
The entrances are not so far forward as to

involve the danger of running towards a fire
breaking out on the stage; the movement is
rather sideways.
Comparing the number of steps (each 11 in.

by Gin., as required by the Metropolis Manage-
ment and Building Acts Amendment Act, 1878)
in this design with those of the existing theatre
that I have alluded to, taking the pit as tho datum
level, I find that that theatre has twenty-six
steps up to the dress-circle corridor (mine only
fifteen), fifty-three up to the upper-circle cor-
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ridor (mine only thirty-four), and eighty-four
up to the gallery landing (mine only :&ty-one).

It will be noticed that the position of the
gallery in my design admits of a flatter gradient,
and consequently an easier ascent to the back
seats than a gallery which is placed further
forward. This, of course, is due to the angle
of the radial line struck from the foot of the
stage.

Lastly, I would point out that my system
admits of a cantilever construction, and thereby
obviates the necessity for supporting columns,
which are fidgeting, however small they may he.

I am quite prepared to find the small saloon
accommodation objected to by those who think
that repeated refreshments during long waits
are necessary for the revenue of the manager.
Other people, however, consider this a doubtful
blessing, and find the repeated return of young
gentlemen, smelling of cigarettes, a nuisance.
The diagram plan is merely suggestive.

There are dozens of ways of treating the stairs

and gaining saloons, Ac., where the headway
admits of it, and I see no reason why the curved
dress-circle corridor should not be rendered
picturesque, by cross arches and a skilful treat-
ment of the recesses at the ends.”

[It has been arranged to exhibit the diagrams
at the adjourned meeting to discuss Mr.

,
Nevill’s paper in February.]

THE SARCOPHAGI OF SIDON.
The following coramxxnication, which has

been received by the Chairman of the Palestine
Exploration Fund from Professor T. Hayter
Lewis, appears in the Times of Thursday last.

Professor Lewis has returned from a visit to

Constantinople, where he was allowed by the
Director of the Imperial Museum to see tho
photographs of the sarcophagi:—

“ The following notes were made chiefly from
descriptions given by his Excellency Hamdi
Bey personally to myself, and are to a large
extent in his own words. They may form useful
addenda to the very admirable account given in

the last Quarterly Statement, and also to Hamdi
Bey’s own description in tho last number of the
Revue Archdologique. I bad not seen these
until after my return to London. The shaft
was about 16 ft. by 13 ft., and 50 ft. deep. In
chambers leading out of it, of which he gives
plans and sections in the Revue, were found the
following :

—

Three PhcEoician anthropoid sarcophagi, two
of these being in white marble (one male and
the other female), and the third in black
marble (female).

Seven sarcophagi of Greek design, of different

epochs, carved out of Greek marble blocks.

Three of these are similar, and one simply in

the form of pedestals, without any figure

sculpture, but with beautifully moulded and
enriched cornices and bases, which much re-

semble those of the sarcophagus in the British

Museum brought from Crete. The covers are
coped, and with pediments and acroierim. The
fourth is of the peculiar tall Lycian form, sur-

mounted by a curved roof, with gables, of which
we have two good examples in the British

Museum. But, in place of the usual panels
in and beneath the gables, the Sidou tomb has
griffins and other sculptures which are purely
Greek. On one of the long sides there are,

splendidly-sculptured, two cars, with four
horses each, iu full career. On the other side

is a hunting scene. The fifth sarcophagus (not
in the Lycian form) is equally well sculptured
with Assyrian subjects.

The sixth represents a Greek Ionic temple
with antm, but with three-quarter columns only
between the two antm, and three - quarter
columus to the sides. Between each two
columns or antm is a female figure showing
signs of deep affliction. In all there are eighteen
of these statues. The temple rests on a stylo-

bate, having a finely-moulded base and surbase,
the dado being enriched with figures, partly
scnlptnred and partly painted. The cover
represents the roof of a temple, and in the
pediment at each end is a fine group of sculp-
ture. As a curious variation from the temple
form, there is along each side, surmounting the
cornice, a tablet, on which is carved a funeral
procession. Such a decorative feature is not
unusual in sarcophagi of late date, one such
being in the British Museum, but I can call to
mind no example of such a feature surmounting
the cymatium in any temple.

All the above sarcophagi show large remains
of coloured decoration, and, as described to me,
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•confirm Hittorll’s theorios ag given in hia work
on Sicily.

The seventh sarcophngna is the grandest of

all. It is out of one block of white marble,
-about 11 ft. long, with a coped and pedimented
cover, and having no columnar decoration, but
with an enriched cornice and base, the panels
’between these, on each side, being filled with
fsculptures of marvellously fine execution. On
two of the sides the subject is the chase

;
on the

other two are represented combats between
warriors both on horse and foot. One promi-
nent figure reminded Ilamdi Bey of that of
Darius in the famous mosaic from Pompeii (and
having seen this recently I quite agree with
him), and certain characteristics on another of
‘the principal figures induces him to assign it to
Alexander.

In any case, there can scarcely be a doubt
that the sculptures represent a battle between
'Greeks and Persians, and most probably be-
tween Darius and Alexander. The cover of

this magnificent tomb is of the ordinary coped
form, but is enriched with rows of heads on the
-eaves line and on the ridge,—a very unusual
•style of finish, but which may be seen partly
-carried out on a small scale on one of the Greek
sarcophagi figured in Sir C. Fellows’s “Asia
Minor.” At each end of the eaves is a lion.

'This also reminds one of the lions’ heads and
fore paws sculptured in the roof of another
Lycian tomb figured in the same work.
The architectural details of all these sar-

•cophagi, so far as 1 can judge from the photo-
graphs, are of tho Greek type of the best
period, without a trace of Roman influence,

and the sculpture appears to be of the highest
•<3la88. It is altogether different from the bold
style of tho Pergamus sculpture, and much
•more nearly resembles the beautifully delicate
carving of the Parthenon frieze, of wliich tbo
horses, tho figures, and the drapery of the Sldoii
monument strongly remind one.
Hamdi Bey thinks that it is probably by

/Lysippus or his school; but as to this, only
some one specially qualified by a study of
ancient examples (and such a one, no doubt, be
Svill consult) could give a definite opinion. He
will have to determine, to begin with, whether
the sculpture is the product of an artist accus-
tomed to work in marble, or whether it is not
that of one accustomed to work in bronze. I
can only venture to suggest, from certain details,
that the latter is the case.
But it is not only by the sculpture that this

Tnonument has been adorned. It has been so,
in the most careful and artistic way, with
•coburing, which was (and I trust still is) in a
perfect state of preservation, and producing a
cliai'imng effect, each of the different reds,
purples, violets, »tc., being pat on in various
^ints and gradations with great delicacy, gold
being sparingly applied and with groat judg.
ment. Tho spears, &o., are of bronze. Tho
•flesh of the figures is nob coloured.

To show the care which has been taken with
this decoration I may mention that the portions
of marble which have been left untinted have
•been treated in three different ways,—viz. (i),
by the ordinary finish; (2), by being slightly
-Tonghenod; and (3), by an exquisitely fioished
surface such as one finds in the finest Greek
sciilpl lire.

As to the date of all these works, except the
one with the well-known Phccuician sarcophagus
(to which I allude below), there is no gnide
•whatever beyond what the sculptures tell. The
absence of any inscription is not surprising,
inasmuch as very few of tho sculptured sarco-
phagi (chiefly Grieco-lloman) left to ns are
‘inscribed, and I have Hamdi Bey’s authority for
saying that there is not a line, not a word, which
-could give a clue to tho date, nor anything
-definite as to the persons for whom these
splendidly-adorned tombs were made.
How was it that a great sepulchre should

have been hewn 50 ft. deep in the solitl rock,
•chambers carved out from it, these immense
blocks of the finest marble brought from
•Greece, carved by the best Greek sculptors,
painted (it would seem) by tho best Greek
artists, and then lowered into their resting-
places in times of no great antiquity, and yet
not a single record of any kind be left to give
a clue to the names of thoso for whom such
great works were done ? Possibly, in the eax-e-

ful study which Hamdi Bey is giving to the
subject, this question may receive an answer.

It will be months before the sarcophagi can
bo seen by any one, as it would be highly
dangerous to expose them, however 'slightly, to

the dnst and damp of a Constantinople winter,
as would be the case if they were uncovered
before being placed in the building now being
erected for their reception. To preserve their
colouring during their removal from Sidou the
greatest care had to be taken. Tho workmen
were required to wear gloves, and the sculptures
were protected by having cotton wool stuffed
behind them most carefnlly. This was done
by Hamdi Bey himself, the whole then being
covered by layer upon layer of soft material.
The last sarcophagus to which I shall allude

is the famous one of the Priest and King
Tabuite, tho account of which occupies a large
portion of Hamdi Boy’s article in the last Rexme
Archdologique. It is of black marble, the in-

scription on it showing it to have been the
tomb of tho son of Esmonazar, King of Sidon
(I give the name as spelt on the tablet in the
Louvre). Bat Tabaite’s tomb differs in many
important particulars from that of his father.
Both are anthropoid, but Esmunazar’s, of which
we have a copy in the British Museum, shows
the human form only in the head and shoulders,
the lines of tho sarcophagns being carved thence
straight down in a tapering form to the raised
tablet which marks the position of the feet.

This is tho case also with ten ont of the eleven
other sarcophagi in the Louvre brought from
Sidon, and in the only one (I believe) in tho
British Museum brought from the same site.

But Tabnite’s tomb has the flowing lines which
may be seen in the numerous Egyptian anthro-
poid sarcophagi which are in the same collec-

tion and in our own Museum, and which give,

to some extent, the outlines of the figures.

One corner of this tomb has been cut off, thus
giving it an irregular shape, and this part has
been polished, and a band of Egyptian hiero-

glyphs, which passes round the block, is carved
round this polished corner.

We can scarcely suppose that a king who
conld afford to have so splendid a tomb made
for him would accept an imperfect block of
marble for it, and it seems likely, therefore,
that it 'was made origmally for another person
in ancient times in Egy|it, and repaired and re-

used at a later period for Tabuite.

The descriptions and drawings of this in-

teresting tomb will form one of tho most
attractive chapters in tho detailed and illus-

trated account of tlie Sidon monuments which
Hamdi Bey is now preparing for publication

;

and considering tbo amount of care which he
took in their preservation, every one will be
glad to concede to him the full honour and
credit of first conveying the description of them
to the public in an authentic form. No donbt
it would have been better to have retained
them on their ancient site, if they could have
been so retained with safety. But my ex})eri-

enco in the East makes me confident that such
a course would have resulted in the eventual
destruction of these splendid monuments by
Moslem fanatics and Arab dealers.

Athenmum Club. T. Havter Lewis.”

COMPETITIONS.
Proposed Public Building for Neio Barnet .

—

Tho New Barnet Public Building Committee
having invited architects to send in comnetitive
designs for a building to contain a large hall,

about 75 ft. by 55 ft. (to seat not less than 700
persons); second hall, about 40 ft. by 25ft.,
with ante-rooms and other requisite offices

;

also public aud professional offices, caretaker’s
apartments, &c., the cost not to exceed 5,000i.,

have, wo are informed, received sixteen sets of
designs, which are to be publicly exhibited a
the assembly-rooms, New Barnet, on Tuesday
evening, December 13th.

Walton-le-Dale Sewerage Scheme. — Some
little time back tlio Local Board of Walton-Ie-
Dale, near Preston, Lancashire, advertised for

schemes for the sewering and disposal of the
sewage of their district. In response to this,

many schemes have been sent in. The ultimate
decision as to the merits of the various schemes
was submitted to Mr. Thomas Fenwick, C.E.,

of Leeds, and we are informed that he has just

awarded the first premium to Mr. William
Wrennall, C.E., of Liverpool, and the second
premium to Messrs. H. T. Johnson & Co., civil

engineers.

The City and Guilds of London Insti-
tute.—The prizes and certificates gained during
the past year will be distributed on Thursday,
the lath inst., at Carpenters’ Hall, by Sir John
Lubbock, Bart., M.P.

Jllttstrations.

THE VILLA MONTECCHIO, NEAR
VICENZA.

E give illustrations of the Villa

Montocchio, near Vicenza, the pro-

perty of the Contesaa Maria Nievo-
Bonin, which has been lately restored by
Signor Michele Cajrati, a talented architect of
Milan.

The villa still retains (in part) its ancient
walls, though these have been merged in the
extensive alterations necessary when trans-
forming a ruined castle of the eleventh century
into a princely villa of the nineteenth.
The old castle suffered all tho vicissitades

of war
;
in that stirring time it was stormed

by tho Vicentines in the days of Ezelino, 1232.

Its fortifications were destroyed by the Paduans
in 1386, so that Antonio della Scala, of Verona
(who had erected them anew after the attack
of the Vicentines) had to abandon the castle

finally in 1387. The Counts Niovo had the
first investiture of the land. It then passed to

the Sanbonifacios, of Verona, and the family
of Montecchio (Montague), so well known as

that of the fair Juliet, is said to have sprung
from this ancient house. In the last century
the castle was converted into a villa in the
Classical style by its owners the Counts Nievo

;

but the effect was bald, and the plan so incon-
venient that it was again altered, though with
little snccess, later on, and has now received its

latest transformation at the hands of Signor
Cajrati.

The Villa Montecchio (its high southern
fa9ade crowned with crenelated parapets imi-

tated from the fourteenth-century old castle of
Colleone in Thiene) rises on an elevated plateau,

—a broad terrace 625 ft. long (running west-
ward across its southern front),—command-
ing fine views over a country dotted with hill

villages, church spires, and country-houses,

—

the snowy peaks of the Alps in the background,
and tho deep blue sky of northern Italy over-
head. The gardens round the palace are formal
in design, while conservatories full of exotica

and tropical plants are added to beautify the
interior.

The external walls, from basement to cornice,

are covered with mouldings, carvings, and
traceries of fantastic variety and colour,

—

arabesques, scrolls, coats of arms, monograms,
and full-sized figures of warriors and historical

personages, such ns one sees painted on palace
fronts in the backgrounds of Giovanni Bellini

and Vittore Carpaccio’s pictures in Venice.

MANTELPIECE AND PORCH IN TERRA
COTTA.

These wero designs made by the architect,

Mr. W. H. Sugden, as a commission for a client,

but owing to circumstances they were not
carried out. We give them as what appear to
us good examples of characteristic terra-cotta

treatment.

SWIMMING BATH, BOURNEMOUTH.
A NEW swimming-bath aud private baths are

now in course of erection in the Bath-road,
Bournemouth. Tho illustration gives the view
of the entrance as it is approached from the
pier. The site is on ground much lower than
the road, and it was necessary to keep the roof
of the swimming bath as low as possible to avoid
interfering with the view of the houses on the

opposite side of the road.

The bath is 75 ft. long and 30 ft. wide. The
depth varies from 6 ft. at one end to 3 ft. 6 in.

at the other. It is constructed of Portland
cement concrete, and lined throughout with
white glazed bricks. The dressing boxes are of
pitch {line, and a gallery is arranged overhead
to enable visitors to view races or entertain-

ments.
The elevation towards Bath-road is faced

with Fareham red bricks and red Mansfield
stone dressings, and the roofs are covered with
strawberry-coloured tiles.

It is proposed during the winter months to
maintain an even temperature of 75^ in the
swimming-bath, and the heating is obtained by
the admission of steam into tho water through a
perforated copper pipe. A Cornish boiler sup-
plies the steam for this purpose, as well as for
pumping the salt water from the sea. The
water is pumped up through a suction-pipe.
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which is carried out to the head of the pier

into deep water, so as to ensure its purity.

Eight private baths are also to be con-
structed of concrete and glazed bricks, and to

be sunk below the floor and entered by steps.

Ladies’ and gentlemen’s waitiDg-rooms, with
lavatories attached, and an entrance-hall, com-
plete the arrangement.
The building has been carried out from the

designs of Mr. John Pollard, engineer.

NOS. 4dl AND 403, OXFORD-STREET.
Tnis building is part of the large recon-

struction of premises on the south side of
Oxford-street, on the Duke of Westminster’s
estate, and was recently erected from the
designs of Messrs. Thomas Chatfeild Clarke &
Son at a cost of about 6,000i,

The basement, ground, and first floors are
devoted to the purposes of business, so that
clear space and good light were here the
primary considerations.

The large amount of glass on the ground and
first flours in the Oxford-street elevation was
jiecesaaiy for the exhibition of furniture and
fine-art goods.

The second, third, and fourth floors of the

premises are used as a private dwelling, and are
fltted with every comfort and convenience.
The front, which partakes largely of the

style of the Brothers Adam, is executed in

Portland stone and red brick, the roofs being
of green slates.

The contractors were Messrs. E. Lawrance &
Sons, of Wharf-road, City-road ; the carving
was executed by Mr. Anstey

;
and the con-

strnctional cast-iron work was supplied by
Messrs. Young & Co., of Eccleston Ironworks,
Pimlico.

8IDLESHAM VICARAGE, SUSSEX.
This house has been erected by a grant of

1,500L, given by the Ecclesiastical Commis-
sioners, who are landowners in the parish,
aided by a sum of lOOi. voted by the Chichester
Diocesan Association. These sums together
have covered all expenses connected with the
building, including the drives and approaches.
The accommodation is that laid down by the
Commissioners, with the addition of a dressing-
room and two attics and an increase in the
size of the dining-room beyond the minimum
recognised by them. To obtain this result
careful attention to economy was given by the
architect, who had, however, to provide that

everything should be thoroughly substantial, or-

he would find it vain to submit his drawings to
the thorough criticism of the Commissioners'
architect. The lower story is enclosed with-

16-ia. hollow walls of red brick, and the firsir

floor with weather tiling secured on brickwork.

The works have been cai-ried out by Mr.
W. Irish, of Lavant, near Chichester, under-

the direction of Mr. Lacy W. Ridge, the Diocesan-

Surveyor.

HOUSE AT CHARING, KENT.
This house has been erected for Mr. Frederitas

Hardwick, M.D., on a fine site close to the rail-

way station, acd overlooking the ancient and*

interesting village of Charing, in Kent. There
are good views in all directions except towards
the south-east. That towards the north, which
includes Charing Church and the remains-

of the Archbishop’s Palace, backed by the

Chalk Downs, is so particularly interesting;

that special provision has been made for its

being seen from the drawing-room. Beyond>

the rooms shown on the plans, the house contains-

two large attics, one smaller room, and a box-

room on the second floor; and a cellar in th©

basement.
The tender of Mr. Thomas Coast, of Charing,

was accepted at a sum of 1,4361. 5s. for the

boose and stables. There has, however, been
some additional outlay on the buildings, grounds,

and fences. The works have been satisfactorily

carried out by Mr. Coast and local tradesmen
working with him, under the direction of tha

architect, Mr. Lacy W. Ridge.

ANCIENT MONUMENTAL SLAB.

The slab from the Cathedral at Siena (of

which an illustration is given) is incised and
filled with mastic. The arabesques in the borden
are black marble and mastic.

The present cathedral is only the transept of

the original design
;
the drawings of the whole

scheme, made by the architect. Maestro Landc,
still exist. The part used as the choir contains

the grand pavements, by Beccafurai, which are

chiefly in dark grey marble inlaid upon white.

These are now -visible, the planking having been
recently removed which covered them for the

past century or more.
The drawing is an illustration from a

work to be published almost immediately, oa
“ Ancient Sepulchral Monuments,” by Mr. W.
Brindley and Mr. W. S. Weatherley.

Society of Engineers.—At a meeting of

the Society of Engineers, held at Westminster

Town Hall on Monday evening, December 5th,

Professor Henry Robinson, President, in the

chair, a paper was read on “ A New Formula,

for the Flow of Water in Pipes and Open-

Channels,” by Mr. Edgar C. Thrupp. The
author said that, having worked out, by means
of graphic diagrams, a formula for the flow of

water in pipes, based on a large number of

experiments by M. Darcy and others, with some
by himself, he was induced to try, this year,

how far experiments on the flow of water in

open channels (such as those by Darcy and
Bazin, and by Major Cunningham) would be

amenable to the same mode of treatment. The
results were not only satisfactory, but un-

expectedly threw light upon some points in

the question of the flow in pipes, which had
before been difficult to explain. He bad thus

been enabled to obtain a general formula,

applicable both to pipes and open channels, and

taking into account the effects on velocity of

the varying relations between hydraulic depth,

and roughness of surface, in a manner that had
not hitherto been done. After describing the i

experiments of Professor Osborne Reynolds, .

which brought out the curious fact of a .

‘‘critical velocity” at which eddies come in,
,

for a limited range of velocities, after which i

an even flow again takes place, the author :

described the apparatus he had himself used,
,

and showed the graphic results of experiments,
,

which he bad also reduced to tabular forms. .

Fe then gave Reynolds’s formula, and Hagen’s,
:

of which latter his own was a modification, the :

changes introduced having for their object to
'

express the effects of various degrees and :

kinds of roughness in the surfaces flowed over,

with varying hydraulic depths. He concluded .

by justifying the effort to make a more accu-

rate formula, by comparing the results of I

experiments with the results obtained by
j

calculation.
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PERSPECTIVE AND APPARENT POEM.
ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.

The foarth meeting of thia Asaociation for

the present aoaaion was held on the 2nd inst.,

in the meeting-room of the Royal Institute of

British Architects, Mr. John Slater, B.A. (Pre-

sident), in the chair.

The Chairman announced that a requisition,

signed by several of the members, had been

received, asking the Committee to convene a

special business meeting, to take such steps as

might be necessary for insuring the proper

observance of Rule 22. It would be impos-

sible to hold the special business meeting on

the Friday fortnight, as Mr. T. G. Jackson, of

Oxford, would then read a paper entitled “ The
Proposal to make Architecture a Close Profes-

sion by imposing tests of Examination and

Registration.” By that time, however, the

Committe would have fixed the date for holding

the special meeting.

Mr. \V. Burrell (Hon. Librarian) announced

the donation to the library of two copies of the

“ Architect’s Register ” and the “ Transactions ”

of the Civil and Mechanical Engineers' Society.

Mr. F. T. Baggallay, A.R.I.B.A., read a

paper entitled “ Perspective Drawing, and the

Apparent Form of Objects.” The following is

the substance of it :

—

The outline of most objects, at any rate

of inanimate objects of simple form, such

as buildings, is sufficiently constant to enable

ns to predict, pretty accurately, how it will

appear from a given point of view under

certain given circumstances, and even to

draw on a sheet of paper or other surface

an outline which, looked at in a particular

way, will, theoretically, exactly resemble the

ontline of the object when looked at in a

similar way. Further than that,—and this is

what we usually try to do,—we may, by choosing

our conditions carefully, draw an outline which,

looked at in an ordinary way as drawings are

generally looked at, will resemble the outline of

the object itself with something very closely

approaching to accuracy.

This is all that perspective science pretends

to do, or can do. It enables us by a simple

scientific method, when we know the real form

and outline of an object, to make a drawing on

paper which, looked at in an ordinary way, so

strongly resembles the outline of the object as

seen from a particular point of view that we
cannot see where the two differ, and hardly that

they do differ. Put in that way, it does not

sound very much. But, when wo think how
immeasurably more is thus done for the sense

of sight than can be done for three at least of

our other four senses, it seems a great deal, and

we cannot, moreover, escape the conclusion that

some power, necessary to produce accurate im-

pressions, must be wanting in our powers of

vision, at least under some circumstances, or we
I
could not possibly produce anything differing

from something else as much as a drawing

I

differs from a building, but which at the same
time presents to the eye a scientifically correct

I
impression of the other thing in a most impor-

I
tant particular.

My interest in this subject was first stirred

I by a paper read before this Association on
I November the 24th, 1876, by Mr. Augustus

I
Frere, which he called “ Binocular Perspective

i and Natural Drawing,”—a clever paper, in

i

which, after pointing out that the greatest

;
masters have frequently not drawn in accord-

1 ance with the laws of plane perspective, the

I author went on to show that we had been fur-

nished with two eyes because “ with one eye

’ we have little cognisance of visible position”
j

I that an ordinary perspective drawing repre-

j sents things only as we see them with one eye ;

I and that “ our eyes have no inborn power of

i distinguishing the forms or magnitudes of

I
objects, nor can they discern their distance

; from themselves.” After going very carefully

I into the structure of the human eye and the

1 laws of vision, Mr. Frere ended by giving ns a
• set of rules for producing pictures of what we
I see with two eyes.

As a matter of fact, it does not need much
) demonstration to prove that it is, not only prac-

I tically but theoretically, impossible to repre-

I sent on a fiat surface, or to a small scale, even
I the erndest outline of a solid object as we see

it with our two eyes. I do not mean that our
n imperfect skill stands in the way. If a draughts-
I; mau were ever so skilful, he could not do it.

^ As pointed out by Mr. Frere, Leonardo da
i Yinoi paid much attention to perspective, and

8-:i

“came to the conclusion that objects could not
be represented in a picture as seen in nature”

j

and Malton, in bis book, says,—“ Artists would
have all objects represented in perspective as
they appear to the eyes. There is no such thing
to be done. It is not in the power of art or
science to represent on a plane any single

object as it appears.”
What stands in the way is not so much

a difficulty as an impossibility
} and, if by

binocnlar perspective, is meant a] science to
enable us to draw objects as we see them
with two eyes, in the same way that ordinary
plane perspective does enable us to draw
objects as we see them with one eye, then no
such thing as binocular perspective can possibly
exist.

Forgive me for calling your attention for a
moment to the simple natural laws which
govern our sight of objects. Wo see an object
by means of rays of light reflected from the
object upon the retina of the eye. These rays,
originating in a luminous body, proceed from
that body in every direction, and striking
upon surrounding objects are reflected from
every part of those objects in every direction.
Such of these reflected rays as happen to enter
the pupil of one of our eyes strike upon the
retina and produce a sensation which we
describe as seeing the points from which the
rays were reflected. All rays of light proceed
in straight lines ; that is to say, they do so in a
vacuam

j and the refraction that they undergo

take a simple form such as a cube, and look,

with one eye, say, at an angle of it, you cannot
see that the three plane faces you look at
are squares

;
you may guess that they are so

because it is a commoner form than a lozenge,
but that is another matter; for all yonr eye
really sees they may be lozenges of almost any
length

;
or th e four sides of each plane may be

unequal, but so long as they meet on particular
rays the image seen by the eye will remain the
same.
Now, our science of linear perspective is based

on this inability of the eye to detect distance.
It assumes that a man has but one eye, or at
least uses but one, and that, if he cannot tell

where the points that make up the outline of
the object looked at are situated on the several
rays that bring the images of them to him, then
we may, as it were, deceive him and place those
points anywhere on the rays that we choose.
We generally prefer to draw on a plane surface,

and therefore we imagine the points so situated
that they would all lie in a plane surface. All

our rules are merely directed to finding out
where each ray would cut that plane surface.
Drawings made in this way, with accnracy, are
scientifically correct representations of what we
should see with one eye from a certain spot,

but they are in no sense, of course, what we sec
with both eyes, for the imago of every point is

conveyed, by separate rays, to each eye, and ita

position is thereby fixed for us beyond the possi-

bility of doubt. Neither eye can sappose ib

6

1 y

Fig. 2.

in passing into pure air, or from air of one
denseness into air of another denseness, is so

slight that it may usually be neglected. The
area of the pupil of the eye, being greater than
that of any one point in the object looked at, is

entered by a large number of rays from each
point, called a cone or pencil of rays

;
but that

cone may conveniently be represented by the
axial ray, called the central visual ray, which
is, of course, a straight line, so that, for the

sake of simplicity and convenience we may
conceive the eye seeing every point of an object

by means of a ray of light proceeding in a
straight line from that point to the retina of

the eye, where it impresses the image of the
point, and the spectator is thereby made aware
of the direction in which the point lies. If the

ray proceeded from a different direction, the
image would, of course, either rest upon a
different part of the retina, or the whole eye
would turn round to receive it. In either case

the brain would be aware of the change. This
happens in each eye, and one eye, therefore, is

enough to tell ns the direction in which a
point lies

;
but it is not enough to tell us

how far off the point is. If it were nearer or
more distant, the image brought by the straight

ray of light would still be upon the same spot

on the retina, and, except for a slight difference

of distinctness, would be exactly the same
image, and, the effect upon the eye being thus
exactly the same, the brain could have no
cognisance of the difference.

It follows, from this inability of our eyes,

taken singly, to measure the distance of points

from themselves, that one eye cannot tell ns
the form of an object. If, for instance, you

situated anywhere but where it is, because th»
uncertainty of each is corrected by what is seen
by the other.

The condition, therefore, which enables ns to

make a correct drawing of what we see with
one eye is absent when we take both eyes into
account. If we attempted to make a section o3
the rays in this case, every point of the object
would have to be represented by two points;
otherwise it must look wrong to one eye ali

least, if not to both.

The impossibility of drawing what is seen
with both eyes may, to some extent, be demon-
strated by a very simple experiment. Hold up
an object, say a pencil, about in a line with
some more distant object, such as a pole or rod ;

look steadily with both eyes at the rod, and you
will see two pencils; squint and look at the
pencil, and you will see two rods. How will you
draw the pencil and the rod ? Shut one eye, and
you see quite clearly what to draw.
There are two more points to be noted about

binocular vision, both of which illustrate the
impossibility of making a drawing of a solid

object which will be correct for botheyes. Tbo
first is, that there are always parts of such
objects which can only be seen wth one eye-.

For instance, if you hold up a book in front

of your face with the back towards you,
each eye sees one of the covers which is

not visible to the other, and, whether you
draw one or both or neither, the picture will

be wrong for one or both eyes. The other point
is that, although a part of a solid object,—
usually the greater part,—can be seen by both
eyes, an entirely different view of it is seen by
each. In the same experiment the btick of th«
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book is seen by both eyes, but each sees a

different view of it which, if drawn, would be

wrong to the other. This experiment presents,

of course, merely an extreme case of what
occnrs, to some extent, with every solid object

we look at, thoQgh usually it is in a much
smaller degree.

With respect to the vanishing of vertical

lines, there can be no sort of doubt that, as we
look at them, we see them vanishing, both up-

wards and downwards
j
and so with horizontal

lines at right angles to the axis of vision, or, to

use a perspective term, horizontal lines parallel

to the plane of the picture. Such lines also

seem to vanish both ways.
Let A-, B, E, F (fig. 1) bo the front elevation

of a tower, and G, H, L, M its side elevation,

and suppose 0 to represent the position of a
person’s eye, then he would see the top angles

of the tower by means of the rays A 0, B 0, and
the points at the sides of the tower, just oppo-
site to him, by means of the rays C, O, D, 0.

Now project these two pairs of rays on a
plane, and suppose this person to be judging
of the width of the tower at the top, and also

immediately opposite to him, remembering that

the eye only sees direction. A and B must
-appear closer together than C and D, for they
appear to be between C and D ; that is, the
iop of the tower must appear narrower than the
part immediately opposite to or nearer the eye.

This is expressed by saying that the apparent
length of a line is measured by the size of the
visual angle.

Again, let A, B, C, D (fig. 2) be the front of
a long building immediately opposite the eye
of the spectator at 0. If he looks up at E, the
nearest point of the cornice, be looks along the
ray, 0, E; if he looks at B, he looks along 0, B.
Now, E and B are at the same height, but
•0 B is much longer than 0 B (fig. 2),
therefore E must appear higher than B, or
the line E B vanishes downwards towards B.
This has nothing whatever to do with a
man’s turning his head, as is often asserted.
The result is not in any way different if he
keeps his head and his eye perfectly still

;

except that he does not see so far, and, there-
fore, the diminution is not so perceptible.
It is simply due to the fact that a line
of a certain length at a distance sub-
tends a smaller visual angle than a line
of the same length nearer to the spectator.
The base of the triangle, in fact, remains the
same, but, the sides being longer, the angle
contained by them is more acute. To say that,
when a man moves his head to look at a thing,
he alters his horizon line or vanishing points, or
Anything else of the kind, and that that is the
reason certain lines seem to vanish, is to say
that the laws of perspective govern those of
vision, which is absurd. Leaving out of account
a slight change in the position of his eyes, what
he sees when he turns his head is exactly what
he would see if he held it still, if only his eyes
had sufficient range. The vanishing depends
only on the positions of the points looked at,
and the position of his eyes, not in the least
-on the direction in which he looks.

Of course, if lines parallel to the picture
plane seem to vanish in one direction, they
mast seem to vanish in bothj that is, ver-
tical lines seem to vanish downwards from
the point nearest to the eye as well as upwards
from the same point, and horizontal lines seem
to vanish to the left as well as to the right. In
fact, in any two parallel hues the points nearest
to the eye must look farther apart than any
similar pair of points farther away, because the
rays from them contain a larger visual angle,
and if we could project the rays on to one plane,
the further pair of points would certainly
appear to be between the nearer ones.

In the horizontal cornice, therefore, the
line appears to vanish to the horizon on
both sides of the spectator, and, as we
see no angle in the middle, it might easily
be concluded that it dues not vanish in a
straight line, but in a curve of some sort.
At first sight it seems impossible that it
should be otherwise. But it must be remem-
bered that the line we are looking at, however
•much produced, never would really meet the
horizontal plane. The appearance of meeting
IS due to the deficiency in our eyesight before
referred to, namely, that the eye, as a piece of
mechanism, can only tell ns the direction of a
point, and not its distance from us. If it were
othermse, we should see exactly what exists,
and there would be no question of appearances.
It, once more, we think of the rays which

carry the picture of the cornice line to the eye
;

we see that they will all lie in a plane surface,

in which the line itself and the centre of vision

of the eye are also situated
;

and the ap-

pearance of the line is exactly the same as the
appearance of that plane surface would be,

because the line is a part of the plane
surface. It is like looking at the edge of a
sheet of paper from a point in the edge. The
horizontal plane is another similar plane, also

passing through the centre of vision, and meet-
ing the first in a straight line; as one leaf of

a sheet of writing paper meets the other at the
fold. As the eye is situated at a point on this

line, and looks round at what it can see of these

planes, namely, their thickness or section,

always, of course, a straight line, the farther

the eye looks to right or left, the nearer the
planes appear to approach each other, until at
90° on each side they seem to meet.
Thus -we seem to see parallel straight lines

meeting at both ends, or that would meet if

produced, which is a thing that cannot exist

and cannot be drawn on a plane surface.

It can, however, and must, be represented
on a spherical surface if such a surface is used.

The early masters of perspective, the architects

and painters of the Renaissance, were especially

fond of exercising themselves in that way, by
painting architectural features on domes in

such a way that, standing in the centre under
the dome, the drum seems to be lengthened
upwards, or the surface of the dome disappears,
and other buildings, Tisually very magnificent
ones, seem to be seen surrounding the opening.
Even Correggio had the bad taste to do some-
thing of the sort in the cathedral at Parma,
and innumerable more dreadful instances by
lesser masters are to be found, as yon know.
The process is quite simple, and the rules of

plane perspective can be used, the base line

in plan being made a circle, struck from the
station point, and the heights being measured
vertically, and not on the spherical surface.

A perspective drawing may, of coarse, be
equally well made on any surface, mechanical
facilities for execution being neglected. I mean,
theoretically, it may just as well be made on one
surface as another. Circular panoramas are
drawn on cylindrical surfaces, merely in order
to get a more extended view into the picture
without apparent distortion.

The process of making a drawing on a
cylindrical surface is similar to that described
for a spherical one, and indeed it is the same
for any surface, remembering that, in setting
out on plan, the pictnro plane must be of the
same plan as the surface drawn on, and that,

in setting up heights, they must always bo set
up vertically, finishing, of course, on the picture
plane. It is to be remembered also that the
lines of the drawing are what is called a
conical projection of the lines of the object on
the surface of the picture

;
and that they will

not be straight lines when projected on curved
surfaces.

If we leave theory and come to practical
matters, the question presents itself,—oan we
make any alterations in the science of perspec-
tive, as it is now understood and practised, that
will be an improvement, in the sense of enabling
us to represent, by any scientific process, more
exactly what we see ? I believe there are many
persons who still believe that to be possible,
notwithstanding the fact that no advance has
been made since Dr. Brooke Taylor first clearly
enunciated the true principles of plane perspec-
tive, and put it upon a firm scientific basis in
his book published in 1715. Dr. Priestley in 1770
said, respecting this matter. “ Of all the imitative
arts this of perspective .... has actually been
brought the nearest to perfection . . . . as much
is known as we can imagine will ever be made
nse of.”

_

A few years later, in 1 770, Thomas llalton, in
his well-known treatise, made a very explicit
declaration on the subject. He said, “ I main-
tain that all which can be done by rule is (he
means ‘has alread}’- been’) performed on the
most perfect and infallible principles that can
be devised

; that perspective is absolutely at its
ne plus ultra.”

I firmly believe that no improvement is
possible, and that every one who examines the
subject more than very superficially will come
to the same conclusion. The limitations of
our science of perspective seem sufficiently
serious when stated in words. It only enables
US to draw what we see with one eye, stationed
at one particular spot

; and, still worse, the
picture itself, to be seen correctly, must also be

looked at with one eye, stationed at one par-
ticular spot. In practice these are not such
serious matters, for our eyes are not very
fastidious or ready to discover small in-

accuracies, and memory and imagination often
come to their aid when looking at a per-

spective drawing, and correct many of the
errors that a trained eye would otherwise
detect. But yet it is obviously worth con-
sideration whether or no these defects could be
overcome.

Binocular perspective we have already
examined, and found that to draw things as
we see them with two eyes is quite impos-
sible. The next point is not worth examina-
tion, for, obviously, we see a different view of

a solid object every time we shift the point
from which wo look at it; and, equally

obviously, we can only draw one view at once
on a flat surface.

The possibility of removing the remaining
defect, namely, that a perspective drawing must
be looked at by one eye stationed in a particular

sp^ is worth a trifle more consideration, if only

because it is so often asserted that the use of a
curved picture plane would overcome it. Every
writer on perspective has pointed out what I

have already referred to, namely, that all

our rules are merely directed to finding

out where the rays which carry the

image of an object to the eye would cut
the surface on which we draw, if we held it up
between the eye and the object, and the rays

could pass through it. The fact that a section

through those rays looks the same as the object

itself is tbe very foundation of perspective

science. We begin by making a plan of tbe

rays and of the surface to be drawn on
;
that

plan enables ns to see where certain of the rays

would cut the surface. If we are going to draw
on a flat piece of paper, of course the plan of

the paper will be a straight line
;

if on tbe

walls of a circular room or on a dome, the plan

of the circular or domical snrface will he
circular; but to draw the plan of a flat piece of

paper as a circle will, obviously, get us into

considerable difficulties, and, however we over-

come them, the result cannot be right. It

must not, however, be forgotten that it is

impossible to make persons look at a drawing
with one eye and from one particular point

;

and that, when looked at from any of tbe other

possible points (which are a great many times

more namorons than the single right one), any
and every drawing will be more or less wrong.
It is a legitimate question, therefore, whether
by sacrificing absolute correctness as regards

one point of view we could not get more nearly

correct (or, at least, less wrong) as regards all

the other points. I am inclined to think we
could do 80

,
but it would be at an expenditure

of time and labour very much greater than the

advantage gained. All that is necessary is, to

treat our drawing on the flat paper as a

development of the drawing we should get on a

spherical surface. Wo must use, of course, a
circular picture plane in the plan, and circular

height lines of various diameters, according to

the points at which they cut the sphere, and
very nearly all the lines that are straight in the

real object will, of course, become develop-

ments of circolar arcs,—that is, eliptical,—so

that the labour of making such a drawing
would bo colossal.

The rules of perspective are so perfect that,

if only means could be found to make people

look at a drawing from the right point of view,

no distortion would be apparent, however much
the picture were extended. We all know the

rule that the picture must be confined within a

visual angle of G0°
;

and the reason usually

assigned is the right one, namely, that it is all

the eye can conveniently grasp at once. A
person always wants to grasp the whole of a

picture at one view ;
and he gets far enough

away from it to do so. If we have drawn more
than is contained in that angle, no one will look

at OUT picture near enough to see it properly.

I would add, as equally important, that we
should always draw as much, at least, as will be

contained in a visual angle of 45°, and with a

similar object, namely, to induce the spectator

to go far enough off. I believe that one very

important condition of success, in making a

perspective drawing, is to arrange matters, as

far as possible, so that any one who looks at

the drawing will bo inclined to look at it from

somewhere about the right point of view. A
good deal may be done in this way without in

the least affecting tbe grouping of the picture

or tbe choice of the point of view. Besides the
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suggestion already made, I would propose that
the picture plane should always be arranged
somewhere about from 1 ft. fi in. to 2 ft. distant
from the station point in plan, because that
is the most convenient distance for looking at
a drawing that is neither very delicate nor %'ery
large and coarse.

Another thing that should always bo arranged
is to get the point of sight absolutely opposite
the centre of the picture in plan; it is very
easily done, and interferes with nothing. In
ninety-nine cases out of a hundred, people hold
a drawing exactly opposite to them in looking
at it, and not on one side or the other. I always
commence sotting out a perspective drawing in
this way :—Taking the plan, I choose a station
point at the spot from which I judge the build-
ing will look best or bo most seon; the rule
about twice the height of the nearest angle is

not of much practical use ; experience, or, failing
that, common sense, is a far better guide. I
then make up my mind how much of the
object I want to got into niy picture, and
draw linos from the extremities to the
htatioD point; then I hnd the visual centre
of the picture by bisecting the angle

;
then

^easnru the angle, and, if it is loss than 45° or
Imore than G0°, I shift the point a little nearer
to or further from the object; always along the
central ray. When all this is settled it is time
enough to think about the pictm-e plane. As
ar as the view of the object is concerned, this
;nay bo anywhere and at any angle, it will not
effect the view at all; hut, in order to get
)eoplc to look at the pictui-e from about the
ight point, I di'aw the plane at from 1 ft. 6 in . to
II ft. from the station point, as nearly as the
required size of the future picture,—if any
lizo is specified,—will allow; and always abso'
lately at right angles to the central visual ray

;

Because then the station point is opposite the
niddlo of the picture, where any one naturally
bands to look at it. There is only one more
natter that I will detain you by noticing. It is
a connexion with vertical lines and other lines
»a,rallel_ with the picture plane. I claim no
riginalifcy for my theory that such lines appear
o vanish,_ but I shall bo disappointed if I find
have failed to show quite clearly that they do

3. “Well, if they appear to vanish,” I can
tnagiue many people asking, as I have boon
Bked dozens of times before,—“ Why not draw
aem so ? ” The answer appears to me perfectly
l^ear and conclusive. In Mr. Burchett’s words
is this,—“ The appearances of the represonta-

:ons of objects are subject to the same optical
'.ws as the appearances of tho objects them-
iidves ”

; that is, if two lines in an object, which
j•.•e really straight and parallel, appear to vanish,
[t»en the representations of those lines on a
;ieet of paper will only appear to vanish
III the same way if they also are really straight
; id parallel. There is not one optical law for
|ie appearance of a straight line on a building
|id^ another optical law for the appearance of
similar straight line on a sheet of paper.
A, B, C, D (fig. 3) represent the face of a

point, some people contend that, because a
sphere always appears to the eye to have a
circular outline, therefore it should always be
drawn as a circle. That is far from being the
case, for, if it were so drawn on a plane surface,
it would only appear circular to the eye when
exactly opposite the point of vision,—a circle
which is not just opposite the eye will always
appear an ellipse, and, if you want the
appearance of a circle you must draw an
ellipse.

In conclusion, I may say that I do not regard
this subject as of purely theoretical interest.
To every draughtsman and skefccher and
designer I believe a knowledge not only of the
rules of perspective, but of what the eye or eyes
are likely really to see, is of the utmost import-
ance in enabling him, for one thing, to tell what
his eyes do actually see. A skotcher, ignorant of
such things, has to fumble and try again and
again before he can make his lines fit one
another and appear correct, for it is almost
impossible for such a man to find out what he
does really see. It enables tho designer to
know far more accurately what his designs will
look like when executed. “ Nothing,” says Dr.
Brooke Taylor, “ ought to be more familiar to a
painter than perspective, for it is the only thing
that can make the judgment correct and will
help the fancy to invent with ten times the ease
that it could do without it.”

It is only a minor advantage that an exact
knowledge of the subject will prevent draughts-
men from wasting time and jierhaps spoiling
their drawings, by trying to do what is impos.
siblo or wrong.

I will end with a quotation from the work of
Thomas Malton, He says that “ perspective
is allowed by all who are well acquainted with
it to be the basis of all the polite arts which
have their foundation in drawing.”

Fig. 3.

^er seen from E, and A‘, B‘, C, repre-
ts the pcrapeccivo view of it on a sheet

j

paper; then the visual angle, A, E, C,
the same as the visual angle A', E, C*-
rofore the apparent length of A, C is the
le as the apparent length of A', C‘.
a similar reason the apparent length of

D, is equal to the appai-ent length of B', D*,
. the lines B', A', and D', C, will appear to
ish to exactly the same extent as the lines

>1, and D, C. With reference to this same

Mr. W. H. Atkin Berry, in opening the dis-
cussion, said that Mr. Baggallay had shown
how much science and mystery underlay the
rules they were in the habit of using for every-
day perspective. It was, he thought, fortunate
that a sort of rule-of-thumb process existed
which enabled them to make perspectives
without having a thorough knowledge of all
the nnderlying theory. Ho confessed he
was still in the dark as to the theory of the
vanishing of vertical lines. He had often asked
himself how it was that lines drawn vertically
ujion the paper appeared correct, if they should
theoretically be made to vanish ? Then, again,
a tower or column built with perfectly vertical
sides did really appear to rviden at the top.
That brought them to the matter of the
diminution of columns, which was done for
the purpose of getting over the apparent widen-
ing of the mass as it extended upwards. That
fact seemed contradictory to the theory of
vertical lines vanishing upwards. Supposing,
also, a tower to be drawn with perfectly
upright sides, and with no attempt to make
them vanish, on looking at the drawing with one
eye, at the actual distance to scale of the
station-point, the lines would appear as they
would in actual execution, showing that it was
needless to provide for the upward vanishing.
As to the distance of the station-point from
the picture-plane, uo doubt theoretically it

might be desirable to fix a distance of 1 ft. 6 in.

or 2 ft., but it seemed to him it must so much
depend upon circumstances that it would be
almost impossible to adhere to such a rule. They
could not tell from what distances their
pictures would be seen. If exhibited in the
Academy they might by good fortune be
hung “on the line," or they might be “ skied,”
while the drawings might be of large or small
buildings. He had found the best way of
choosing distance from an object was to fix
the station-point at an angle of abont 48
or 50 degrees away. Then he would regulate
the picture-plane entirely by the size of
the drawing required, and not bother himself
about the distance from which it might be
viewed. Did he understand Mr. Baggallay to
say that a sphere in perspective should be
made like an ellipse ?

Mr. Baggallay replied that he had meant to
say that a sphere always looked to the eye
circular in outline, but when drawn on a flat
surface it must usually be drawn as an ellipse.

Mr. Berry continued that ho did not doubt
the accuracy of the statement, but he should
have to think it over. He concluded by
proposing a hearty vote of thanks to Mr.
Baggallay for a paper from the perusal of which

the members could not fail to derive great
benefit.

Mr. P. Jl. Farrow said the difficulty brought
forward by Mr. Berry arose from the fact that
Mr. Baggallay had taken the view of the effect
produced on the retina by the rays of light,
but had not told them that they really saw with
the brain, and not with the eyes. The images
formed on the retina were quite distinct from
the impressiou produced in the brain when
looking at an object. Moat of those who had
studied optics would know that the retinal
image appeared on the retina reversed, but it

was not seen in that position, because it simply
conveyed an idea to the brain of what was
seen. If, then, it was borne in mind that sight
depended on the brain and not upon the eye,
they would at once understand how vertical
lines did not appear to converge in reality. When
looking at a tower, the top did not appear to be
narrower, bat appeared wider than the bottom,
that being tho correction made by the brain,
acting on past experience, and overcoming the
theoretical effect. The view was, therefore,
right that on the imago on the retina the top
of the tower would be narrower than the
bottom. In looking at a photograph taken by
a lens not specially adapted for counteracting
that tendency, it would be seen that the lines
did tend upwards. The tower would appear
narrower at the top than at the bottom, because
the camera was simply acting in the same
way that the eye acted in producing the retinal
imago. Mr. Baggallay had said that one eye
could not tell the distance of an object, but that
was hardly true in its entirety, because the
notion of distance was arrived at not only from
the view got from tho convergence of the two
eyes, but also from tho past experience of bow
lines tended towards the horizon. On looking
at a horizontal cornice the point nearest to the
eye would seem higher than the point furthest
away, so that in looking at it with one eye the
same effect would be got of horizontal lines
tending towards the horizon, and not appearing
perfectly horizontal. Mr. Baggallay had also
referred to the fact of two eyes being necessary
not only for telling the distance, but also the
solidity of an object. >.o doubt that was the
case regarding near objects, but when they
were far off it was by inference from past
experience, and not by the eye, that their
solidity was known.

After a few remarks from Mr. H. 0. Cress-
well, not reportable on account of their reference
to blackboard diagrams,

Mr. H. W. Pratt said he believed the subject
had been treated some years ago before the
Association. As to the distance of the spectator
being 1 ft. 6 in. or 2 ft., a considerable amount
of judgment was necessary in the matter. He
was inclined to recommend that in preparing
perspectives of a certain size the plan should
be made to the right scale instead of attempt-
ing to get what would become a picture out of
all proportion or distorted. It seemed a pity in
drawing street architecture that the station-
point was not put near the picture, because,
although it was nice to see an elevation in a
narrow street as though it could all be seen,
yet it did not give a true idea of the building
itself as actually seen. In drawing such an
object as a spire in perspective, they should,
he thought, always curve the lines, so as to
form an entasis on paper as well as in the
actual building of it, otherwise the lines would
not appear to be straight, but rather to go in at
the sides. Mr. Pratt congratulated Mr. Bag-
gallay on the excellent paper he had given, and
concluded by seconding the vote of thanks.

Mr. A. 0. Collard said that Mr. Baggallay
appeared to have mostly dealt with such work as
the illustrations in the journals, which was the
sort of work to which architects generally
confined themselves, pictures “on the line” at
the Academy being rather beyond their scope.
Perspective, although a most admiralDle
acquiremeut in their professional work, was
somewhat overrated by architects themselves,
while tho public, on the other band, were
distinctly suspicious of architectural per-
spectives. Architects were naturally very much
prepossessed in favour of the buildings they
designed, and wished to see them carried out,

and in putting perspectives of them before
their clients they were always taken from the
very best points, and possibly where the
buildings, as was often the case in London,
could hardly bo seen at all. Then, again,
architects were fond of putting some big
buildings on the wrong side of the perspective
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and in that way creating an impression that

the building was much finer than it really

was. That was what was vulgarly termed

“ faking-up ” (laughter).

The Chairman said the meeting had listened

with great attention to Mr. Baggallay’s able

paper, and many of them would read it with

even greater interest, because he believed they '

were, like himself, in Mr. Berry’s position of

not being able to follow the whole of it. The

question of the vanishing of vertical lines was

a curious one. A most difficult question was

that of single vision with two eyes. There

was no doubt that on each retina there was

a distinct image formed of the thing looked

at, and yet practically one object only was

seen. Mr. Farrow was quite right in saying

that tbe retinal image was reversed, and that

it was an act of the brain which enabled

one to see the object the proper way up. In

looking at any particular point with one eye

it was difficult to say how far oS it was in

a direct line, and even with two eyes it was

often impossible to state the distance of such

a thing as a wire stretched horizontally.

There was nothing one was more likely to do in

walking across a field, with a wire fence, than

to run against that.

The vote of thanks was then put, and was

very cordially received.

Mr. Baggallay, in replying, said that on every

disputed point he was ready to maintain his

position. As to the vanishing of vertical lines,

he had said that they could see them vanish

with their eyes, and when they drew lines on

a sheet of paper they saw them also vanish,

exactly in the same degree as the vertical

lines in nature vanished. In the case of

columns, entasis was not given to counteract the

tendency of a vertical object appearing to

spread. Those who invented entasis took a tip

from nature. In trunks of trees, limbs of animals,

&c., the point where they were attached to

something solid was thicker than the other end.

The thinning did not occur in a straight line,

but in a curve, and that natural peculiarity

was imitated when entasis was given to

columns. He had 'not been able to see

that the top of a tower or of a column, how-
ever high, looked wider than the bottom.
People said it did, and ho must try and believe

it j but he had never himself been able to detect

it. The point on which he was weakest was the

making of the plane 1 ft. 6 in. or 2 ft. from the

point of sight, but that was only a rough sort of

estimate, and if Mr. Berry made his drawings
to be hung on the walls of the Academy, he
had better take a little longer distance

(laughter). What he bad meant to convey was,
that the point of sight should not be taken too

close. The work going on between the retina

and the brain was a difficult subject. He did

not agree with Mr. Farrow’s theory, but he was
not prepared to prove that it was wrong. He
did not see how the brain could arrive at any
conclusion, except through the retina, on what
it saw at the moment. Memory might help
to correct what the retina stated to tbe brain,

but as far as what was seen at the moment was
concerned, he could not believe that the brain
had any knowledge except from what the retina
told it. As to seeing objects upside down, it

bad been clearly explained by tbe fact that
though seen in that position, their appearance
relatively to one another was exactly the same
as if they were seen tbe right way up. Mr.
Pratt had referred to a paper on the same
subject read some years ago, and he (the
speaker) had already given the date of it,—viz.,

November 24th, 1876. They might find an
explanation of what Mr. Slater had said about
the wire in the fact that it was very much in

the plane of the eyes, and there was little or
nothing around or about it to compare ^vith it

or to show its position.

The structure complained of was erected in the

forecourt of the bouse
;
was 17 ft. long, 7 ft. 5 in.

wide, and 8 ft. high
;
and formed a lean-to addition

to the house, and was used as a shelter for goods

exposed for sale. It consisted of wooden rafters

supported by two horizontal timbers, one fixed to

the wall of the house, and one carried by three

wooden posts standing in sockets let into the

ground. The roof was of canvas laid on tbe

rafters.' Tbe front and two ends were open, and to

the posts in front was fixed a tradesman’s sign-

board.

On behalf of the District Surveyor it was con-

tended that this was a wooden structure of ^

movable or temporary character, and that the

licence of the Metropolitan Board of Works should

have been obtained for its erection.

For the defendant this was disputed, on the

ground that the structure was set back some dis-

tance from the road
;
that tbe construction was very

slight
;
that no part was fixed; and that the whole

could be removed in a few minutes.

The Magistrate held that it was a structure to

which the requirements of the Act applied, and

that no licence having been obtained lor its erec-

tion, be must order it to be removed.

of the twelfth century ;
Thompson’s translation,

1718, p. 367.
, , ,“ St. Gregory commissioned the servants of

God, Mellitu-s, Augustine, and John, with .several

others who feared the Lord, to preach to the English

nation.” — “Ordericus Vitalis” of the twelfth

century, Forester’s translation, 1853, pp. 347-8,

“ St. Gregory .... appointed Austin, or Au-

gustin, a monk of the convent of St. Andrew s at

Home, with forty other monks, to go into England,
j

.... they made a stop, and sent back Austin

'

their leader, to represent these difficulties to

St. Gregory.”—Henry’s “History of England,”

1774, vol. ii., p. 136.

Ill conclusion, let me remark that one satisfac-*

tion is, at any rate, ours. If the nimbed figure is

a mistake, it will not in any degree equal in sym-

bolical inaccuracy that of Mr. Cottingbam’s lady

bishop at Rochester. H. Littlehales.

SALT-WATER FOR STREET-WATERING.
Sib,—

Y

our correspondent’s experience is inter-

esting, but engineers will distinguish between his

facts and his theory.

It is obvious that the inconvenience he describes

[p. 788, anfe] is not tbe fault of the salt-water. On

the contrary, frost is much less liable to injure the

road watered with salt-water than that watered

with fresh-water, as it rarely happens in England

that the frost is severe enough to freeze salt-water

at all, especially at some inches under the surface.

As regards the phenomena observed after

soaking rain,” they are also without doubt wrongly

attributed to the s^t, as salt does not “heave,”

i.e., I suppose, expand when wetted, as any one may
easily prove for himself,

H. D. Pearsall, C.E.

STATUS OF SANITARY INSPECTORS.”

Sib,—

I

was glad to see in your issue of last week

[p. 788] Mr. W. J. Addiscott’s letter aneut the

status of Sanitary Inspectors, and more especially'

that part of tbs letter which dealt with the Sanitaiy i

Institute examination, and the hardship which pro-

vincial candidates have to undergo in competing

with those who reside in or near London, and thus

are able to attend the lectures, while the provincial)

candidate, let him be ever so willing, is unable to

do so unless at considerable expense.

Another hardship which they have to undergo is

in the fact that the examinations are always held in

London, and thus they have to iueur considerable

expense compared with their London brethren
;
for

instance, in my own case, should 1 go up for the

examination, my railway fare alone would amount to

over 3^., and, together with the fees for examiuatioa

(which are ridiculously high), hotel expenses,
’

’)ring the sum total to between 12i. and 14?.,|

BIRMINGHAM, DUDLEY, AND DISTRICT
BANKING CO. r. ROSS.

Sib,—We think your editorial remarks upon this

case, in your issue of the 26th ult. [p. 728], are

somewhat misleading. The buildings are not upon

adjoining sites
;
they both front a main street, but

between them, and at right-angles to the main

street, is a public thoroughfare, 20 ft. wide, called

Warwick-passage. This passage was designed and

laid out at the time the lease of plaintiffs’ property

was granted, and their buildings were designed and

built with numerous windows facing to it, with full

knowledge that a building would be erected on the

opposite side of the passage as soon as the land

could be let.

Mr. Justice Kekewich did not alter the rule of

law, that a man cannot derogate from his own
grant, but followed a dictum of Lord Justice Cotton

in a previous case, to the effect that an implied

grant could be qualified by circumstances in the

knowledge of the grantee at the time of the grant,

and held that the plaintiffs’ predecessor in title

knew that a building would be erected on the

opposite side of Warwick-passage; that the defen-

dant’s building was not an unreasonable height

;

nor, having regard to the locality, higher^ than

might have been anticipated when the plaintiffs’

lease was granted.
This decision seems to us in accordance with

common sense, but we understand the plaintiffs will

appeal. Dempster & Heaton
(Defendant’s Surveyors).

BirminglMm, December 6, 1887.

would bring t

not to mention loss of time, &c.

Why cannot the Sanitary Institute hold an

examination in the North of England, as they

hold their congresses, and thereby bring it nearer

the doors of Scotch and North of England candi-

dates 1 I am certain that if the Institute could only

see it in their power to do so, they would confer a'

great boon on candidates in the North, and

materially add to the number of candidates.

RoBT. A. Wilson.

Lee Monnt Hoiise, Bxa-n.tisland.

DEODORISING WATER-CLOSETS.
giR^—Herewith I send you a simple method of

deodorising a w.c. when supplied with water from

a separate cistern. I have tried it for three months,

and it answers very well.

Take a bottle about 5 in. deep if for a flushing

cistern, or larger for a supply cistern. Such bottles

as those used for citrate of magnesia are the best.

Fill it with permanganate of potass, cork it securely,

bore two holes in the cork with a large pin, then

suspend it upside down in the cistern by a string ot

wire passed round the neck and bottom of the

bottle and tied to a piece of wood across the top of

the cistern or to a hook hooked over the side. The

bottle should be covered by the water when the

cistern is full. This arrangement will cost 3d., and

last five or six months. It will keep the water

charged with permanganate in proportion to the

time that elapses between each discharge of the

closet or the number of holes in the cork.

Henry Ougii.

CASE UNDER THE METROPOLIS
MANAGEMENT AND BUILDING ACTS

(AMENDMENT) ACT, 1882.

TEMPORARY STRUCTURES.
On Friday, December Ist, at the Wandsworth

Police Court, before Mr. Paget, John Foster, of 5,
Mount Pleasant, Merton-road, Wandsworth, was
summoned by Professor T. Roger Smith, District
Surveyor of West Wandsworth, for having erected
at 5, Mount Pleasant a wooden structure of a
movable or temporary character without having
obtained tbe licence of the Metropolitan Board of
Works, required in lacccrdance with Section 13 of
the above-named Act. Mr. Barnard appeared for
the complainant, and Mr, Bell for the defendant.

“ ST. AUGUSTINE AT ST. ALBAN’S
ABBEY.”

Sib,—

E

eferring to a letter from Mr. Hems
[p. 788], embodying part of another from Mr. Hucks
Gibbs, published in your issue of last week, aud
relating to the question as to whether Augustine,

the missionary, has a just claim to the title of

“saint,” Mr. Hucks Gibbs writes to say that my
quotations from Mr. Surtees “amount simply to

this, that Wheally, writing in the last century, said

what was quite true, that Pope Gregory sent Austin
the monk to England (obviously Austin was not
then canonised)

”

This he seems to consider as in some mysterious
way an argument in favour of his subsequent
canonisation, and apparently considers that though
the best writers on English church history term him
Augustine only, as Mr. Surtees remarks, and I will

add also the best of writers on English history, all

these authorities are valueless, Augustine not being
canonised at the time to which they refer. When,
however, authors of the twelfth century, and later,

are found sedulously bestowing tbe title on St.

Gregory, and as carefully withholding it from
Augustine, I think this argument is proved to be of

little service.

I quote the following to substantiate my state-
ment :

—

“In the meantime Augustine was sent by Pope
St. Gregory into Britain.”—Jeffrey of Monmouth,

-

THE RECENT MEETING OF SANITARY
ENGINEERS AND SURVEYORS AT

LUTON.
Sib,—

T

he reference in the paper read by me

[see Biixlder, p. 696, axite] relative to the trial of th«

Native Guano Company’s process was, I regret tc

say, made in error.

W. H. Leete, Borough Suveyor,

Lxiton, December 3rd.

Royal Institution of Great Britain.—

Mr. Hubert Herkomer, A.R..A.., Slade Professo:

of Fine Art in tbe University of Oxford, wil

deliver three lectures at the Royal Institutioi

early next year, viz., Jan. .19, “ The Walkei

School”; Jan. 26, “My Visits to America”:

Feb. 2, “Art Education.”

Trade Smoking Conceit. — The thin

annual smoking concert of the office staff o

Messrs. Wm. Brass & Son, builders, and thei

friends, was held on Saturday evening in th

large dining-saloon of the Falstaff Restauranf

Eastcheap. Over 300 persons were presenf

including representatives from many othe

building fimas. Mr. R. Fraser was in the chaii

and Mr. G. Bland in the vice-chair. Mr. i

Cox was the accompanist at the pianoforte

The programme was diversified. The concei

was under the management of Messrs.

Arnold, C. R. Crispin, W. R. A. Hughes, an

Mr. G. W. Norris (bon. sec.).
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LAND SURVEYING AND LEVELLING.
XXni.—BAILWAV QUANTITIES.

S HE diagram illustrates a working con-
tract section for a line of railway,
6 furlongs 1 chain in length. The sur-

face levels of the natural ground having been
plotted by the method explained in our article
{Builder, November 19th, p. 719), vertical red
or blue lines are ruled upon the section at each
chain’s length perpendicular to the datum line.

The level of the datum line having been deter-
mined, the heights of the surface levels above
the datum Hue are then written, as shown
upon these vertical lines, just above the datum
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line. These heights should be derived as much
as possible from the figures contained in the

column headed “ Reduced Levels,” in the
‘‘ Level Book,” and should be only scaled as a

check upon the plotting or at points where no
reduced levels are given in the “ Level Book.”

The level of the upper surface of the rails

should next be figured upon the section. This

is arrived at by first “ grading ” the section by

stretching a piece of cotton over portions of the

irregular line which indicates the present level

of the ground, and adapting the cotton line by
successive rising or falling gradients to allow of

the amounts of banks and cuttings in each case

appearing equal to the eye. In so grading a

section, regard must be had to what is termed

the “ ruling gradient,” namely, 1 in 100, or

such other maximum inclination as is decided

to be adopted. At each change of gradient a

vertical black line is drawn in between the

datum line and the surface level, and the

heights of the rail level scaled off the section

are figured upon these vertical Unes. The
horizontal distance is then scaled, and the

inclination of the gradient calculated. If it is

desired to make the gradient so found to rise or

fall one unit in a certain multiple of chains, the

height of the rail level at the further end can

be raised or lowered the fractional tenths and
hundredths of a foot which will enable the

gradient to work out to this exact number iu

t^he given distance without remainder. The
levels of the rails at each chain’s length, or

of the “formation level,” from 9 in. to 2ft.

below the level of the upper surface of the

rails, is next arrived at by calculation, and
figured upon the section. Thus, referring

to the diagram, the difference between the

heights 109'90 and 122'20 gives 12'30 ft. in

a length of 31t chains (2,277 ft.), which is

equal to a rising gradient of 1 in 185 or

•35G7 ft. per chain (66 ft.). Hence, if we
alternately add 0‘35 and 0'36 at each chain, we
shall find we obtain 122’20 at a distance of

chains from the point where we measured
109'90. Thus if either the rail level or the
formation level (if preferred) be 109'90 at

6 chains, it will be 109‘90 plus 0'35 equals
110'25 at 7 chains? and 110'25 plus 0'36 equals
110'61 at 8 chains. The upper row of figures

upon the section shows the amount of depth of

the cutting or height of the bank. The surface

level at 6 chains being llS'oO, by subtracting
109'90 from this we obtain 8'60 depth of cutting.

The surface level at 7 chains being lil'80 and
the formation level (or it may be the rail level)

110'25, the amount of cutting is here seen to be
1‘55 as figured upon the section.

The quantities of earthwork can be most
readily arrived at by the use of Bidder’s tables

(sold in sheets, at 28. each or mounted 3s. 6d.).

The section is headed with the number of the
railway, in this case No. 1, and the banks and
cuttings are each numbered in order, the banks
in this section numbering 1 to 5, and the
cuttings 1 to 4. A viaduct is indicated in the
place of a high embankment between 9 and
18 chains and a tunnel in the place of deep
cutting between 23 and 36 chains. The adop-
tion of a viaduct or tunnel in the place of a
bank or catting is generally a question of

expense, the cheapest being usually recom-
mended, but it is also dependent upon the

A form of level book sometimes employed in

railway work is also shown, in which columns
are provided for the heights of formation levels,

embankments, and depths of excavations.

Widths of roads, and the natural slopes of

earths, should be thus tabulated :

—

Width of Centre.

Occupation Roads 16 ft.

Single Line Railway 18 ft.

Ditto ,, „ 20 ft.

Public Road 28 ft.

Double Line Railway 30 ft.

Ditto ,, 33 ft.

Turnpike Road 38 ft.

Natural Slopes of Earths.

Table of Angles made with Horizontal Line.

Gravel, average 4-0°

Dry Sand 38°

Sand 22°

Vegetable Earth 28°

Compact Earth 50°

Shingle 39°

Rubble 45°

Clay, well drained 45°

Ditto, wet 16°

and sections of road alterations is 40 ft. to the

nch. Pig. 2 shows a portion of a Parliamentary
section, in which it will be observed that ac-

cording to the Standing Orders the section is

drawn to the same horizontal scale as the plan.

The mileage and furlongpoints correspond with

the plan. The depth of all cuttings and em-
bankments at their deepest points over 5 ft.

above or below the rail level are stated, the

heights (calculated) and the inclinations of the

proposed gradients are also given. Roads that

ure cx'ossed upon the level, and all public roads

are noted, and the method of dealing with
them described (see also cross sectionB).2-'ooin8

Parliamentary Regulations foe Railways
Crossing Roads.

OcoQpa-
Turnpike Pablio tion

road. road. road,

ft. in. ft. in. ft. in.

Clear width of under bridge,
or approaoh 36 0 ... 26 0 ... 13 0

Clear height of under bridge
for a width of 12 ft 16 0 ... — ...

Ditto, for a width of 10 ft. ... — ... 16 0 ...
—

Ditto, ,, 9 ft.... — ... — ... 14 0
Ditto, at springing 12 0 ... 12 0 ...

—
Over bridge. Height of

parapets 4 0 ... 4 0 ... 4 0
Approaches. Inclination ... 1 in 30 ... 1 in 20 ... 1 in 10

Ditto. Height of fencing 3 0 ... 3 0 ... 3 0

Maximum Limits of Deviation.

In towns, 10 yards each side of centre line.

In the country, 100 yards, or 5 chains nearly.

Maximum Deviations of Level.

In towns, 2 ft. In the country, 5 ft.

Maximum Deviations of Gradient.

Gradients flatter than 1 in 100, deviation

10 ft. per mile steeper.

Ditto, steeper, 3 ft. per mile steeper.

Maximum Deviations of Curves in Construction.

Curves upwards of ^ a mile radius may be
sharpened to i mile radius.

Curves of less than J mile radius may not be
sharpened.

Pig. 6 shows the half-mile sections which
have to be taken when a railway is intended to

form a junction with an existing or an autho-

rised line of railway. The Standing Orders

state that the scale shall be the same as the

general section, and that the gradients of the

existing or authorised line of railway shall be

given for a distance of 800 yards on either side

of the point of junction.

XXIV.—parliamentary work.

The preparation of plans for Parliament con-

nected with projected schemes having reference

to railways, tramways, docks, subways, water

or gas supply, and other works, is generally

effected by correcting such portions of the

Ordnance map as show the country which lies

between the limits of deviation to be indicated

upon the deposited plan. Prior to the pub-

lication of an Ordnance map, showing any
particular country to be traversed, it was the

custom to trace the parish or tithe map and to

correct this tracing upon the ground. The
minimum scale for plans to be deposited under
Standing Orders is 4 in. to the mile, and the

minimum scale for such portions as require to

show enlarged plans of buildings is six chains

to the inch. The diagram, fig. 1, shows the

form of a finished plan. The numbers in each

enclosure refer to the Book of Reference, and
are inserted by one of the reference clerks

engaged by the solicitors to the undertaking,

whose duty it is to describe each enclosure, and
to state the names of the owners, leasees, and
occupiers in proper Parliamentary form. The
rules and regulations to be observed are

published under the name of “ Standing

Orders ” of the Houses of Lords and Commons.
It is the surveyor’s work to see that all roads,

fences, streams, buildings, county and parish

boundaries, centre line of proposed work, with
ticks indicating miles and furlongs, are

accurately shown upon the tracing which is

handed to the solicitor to reference.

An accurate plan is important, in order to

make an accurate section. The section is

seldom chained from end to end, but its posi-

tion in open country is measured from well-

defined points in the fences, and in towns from
the comers of buildings shown on the plan.

These measurements should be scaled off the

original map, and figured upon the tracing that
is to be used for setting out in the field. The

,
. — minimum scale for sections to be deposited

geological formation and the nature of the pro- under Standing Orders is 4 in. to the mile hori-
perty. The diagram illustrates the application

j

zontal scale, and 100 ft. to the inch vertical
of Bidder’s tables in tabulating the results. "— — ^— — —

"

scale. The minimum scale for cross sections adjustment.

RECENT PATENTS.
ABSTRACTS OF SPECIFICATIONS.

14,934, Sliding Sashes. T. Cooke and W. H.
Boyens.

This invention relates to an appliance for assisting

in the raising and lowering of sashes and sliding

windows, and holding them in position when raised.

A spring, formed of a loop-shaped metal bar, is

fixed at its end either to the side of the sash or the

jamb of the window, and carries in a bend formed

at the middle of its limbs the axis of a barrel or

hollow roller, the axis being fixed, with the barrel

revolving loose upon it, between the limbs of the

spring. The barrel contains a volute spring, the

inner end of which is fixed to the axis, while the

outer end is fixed to the barrel. Thus, assuming the

barrel to be turned upon its axis so as to wind up
the spring to a greater or lees extent, while the

barrel is pressed with its periphery against the jarah

of the sash by moans of the spring, it will be seen

that if the sash be moved in the direction in which

the barrel is rolling upon the jamb or sash, it will

allow the spring to unwind
;
whether its direction bo

upward or downward, the power of the spring will

assist the power of the hand in applying the motion,

while in moving the sash in a contrary direction,

the barrel will be rotated so as to wind up the spring

again. If the sash be left in any intermediate

position, it will be held there by the frictional

pressure of the barrel against the jambs or sash

caused by the spring.

16,809, Feed for Circular Saws. E. Hughes.

By this invention wheels and gearing are dis-

pensed with, but the rollers generally used with the

feed are retained. An endless band or chain is

passed round a number of sheaves or carrying drums

or rollers, and round a rotating wheel, sheave, or

drum, from which it receives motion. On the bed

of the machine are one, two, or more rollers, with

sheaves at one end round or against which the band

or chain also passes. These rollers are mounted in

slots or on movable brackets, so a.s to bo easily

adjusted to the thicknesses or inequalities of the

sm-face of the timber, and may either be tightened

into position or left loose so that the weight of the

chain or band will hold them with sufficient force

against the timber to feed it. The brackets are

somewhat in shape like “ lazy tongs,” to allow for
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Water-16,956, Ventilating and Flusliini

closets. W. J. Stevens.

A rim runs round the whole of the basin, and

terminates at the back in an up-curreut ventilating-

shaft communicating with the outside air.
_

A
flushing rim curves inwards and downwards,causing

the water to flush out the pan with great force.

17,057, Preventing Escape of Gas. H. W.
and A. F. Cole.

A frame is disposed about the burner in such a

way that it becomes heated by the flame. The tap

or valve is provided with a spring or equivalent

means of causing it to close the gas passage when
released, and a detent is so placed as to engage

with an arm handle of the tap and hold it open.

It acts by the difference of temperature actuating

mechanism which closes the valve and shuts off the

supply.
NEW APPLICATIONS FOB PATENTS.

iWov. 25.-16,234, J. Sheldon, Wall Ties or Bond
Iron.—16,233, C. Onions, Flushing Cisterns.

iVov. 26.-16,262, F. Seyde, Metallic Lathing or

Backing for Plaster or Cement Partitions and

Ceilings.—16,285, A. Johnstone, Mitreing Tools.

—

16,289, A. lllidge. Opening and Closing Fanlights,

Skylights, &c., and Retaining them in any desired

Position.— 16,300, 0. Elphick, Automatic Flushing

Nov. 28.—16,322, W. Birdthistle, Draught and

Dust Excluder for Doors, Windows, and Skirtings

of Rooms.-16,349, A. Spiess, Blocks and Other

Mouldings for Building Purposes.

Nov. 29.—16,397, J. Pollock, Lock and Latch

Furniture.— 16,399, E. Kent, Automatic Ventilating

Apparatus.
Nov. 30.-16,456, F. Cook, Preventing Air and

Dust passing under Doors.—16,459, D. Knowles,
Sash-fasteners.—16,478, W. Snawdon, Floors for

Ball-rooms.—16,488, R. Howard and Others,

Syphon Cisterns for Flushing Water-closets, &c.

Dee. 1.—16,505, W. Phillips and E. Verity, Sash

Windows.—16.506, F. Collins, Sash-fasteners.

—

16.507, F. Collins, Indicator for Door Fastenings.

—

16.508, T. Switaer, Water-wastePrevenlers.—16,512,

B. Clark, jun., Automatic Grip Handle and Lock or

Latch for Doors, Sashes. &c.—16,529, S. Bond,

Apparatus to bo used in Making Bricks, Tiles, &c,

PROVISIONAL SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.

12,654, H. Lomax, Door Fastenings.— 13.859, H.

Steven and J. Walker, Fastenings for Securing

Rain-water and Other Pipes.—13,939, J. Gregory
and F. Gilfort, Domestic Fire Escape.—14,287, P.

Keogan, Fastening Window Casemeots, Show Case
Doors, &c.— 14,507, C. Watts, Balancing Elbow
Levers for Opening Greenhouse or Other Lights,

Ventilators, or Windows.—14,955, D. Bostel,

Syphon Flushing Cisterns.—15,028, J. Lander,

Artificial Stone for Flooring, Paving, Decorating,

&c.—15,065, F. Ransome, Manufacture of Cement.
—15,406, A. Orr, White Lead.—15,520, W. Stan-

ford, Jointing Stoneware and Other Pipes.—3,568,

G. Girling, Artificial Stone.—15,203, J. West,
Water Waste Flushing Cisterns.—15,342, S. and S.

Cbatwood, Hydraulic Lifts.—15,531, J. Dyson,
Inlet Ventilators.—15,569, R. Lee, Blowpipes.

—

15,771, F. Crane, Varnishes.

COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.

Optn to Oppolition ^er Ttco Monthi.

388, A. Beauvais, jun., Automatic Bolt for Double
Doors.— 777, N. Leroy, Portable Wooden Houses.

—

1,294, T. Brown, Raising, Lowering, Balancing, and
Holding, in Closed or Open Position, the Sashes of

Sliding Windows. — 1,338, T. Ward, Hoisting
Apparatus.— 1,448, J. Bidder, Chimney Cowl or

Ventilator.— 3,630, T. Jones, Ladders.—4,359, E.

Burt, Slide Rule for Cubing Timber, &c.—14,405, J.

Cathie, Open Fire-grates.—909, J. Jeffreys, Venti-

lators.— 1,790, J. and E. Podmore, Sash Fasteners.
—3,512, A. Kitson, Step Ladders and Trestles.

—

7,571, J. Tuckett and G. Foster, Mortise Lock.

14,897, P. von Krystoffovitch, Artificial Granite.

By Bban, Bobnbtt, & Co.

Willesden, Tubb’s-road—Ground-rents of 411. ISs.,

term 97 years £820
Camberwell, Peakham-road — Ground - rents of

Ground-rents ofSi. 16a., term 33 years 116

8 and 10, Denmark-road, freehold 470

Carsbslton, Stanley-read—A plot of freehold land.,, 25

ROVBHBBB 30.

By Retholds & Easox.
Hackney—1 to 26, Essex-place, 10 years, ground-

rent 621 620
By P. Matthews.

Streatham-common—The freehold residence, Craig-

more 1,16)

By Maddox & Son.
Maida Vale—5, Aberdeen.place, 38 years, ground-

rent 61. 10s 630

Edgware.road—117, Princess-street and stabliog, 32

years, ground.rent 261. 6b 3'0

9, Milner's-mews, 30 rears, ground-rent 6Z. 6a. ... 170

Euston-square—29, Melton-street, 23 years, ground-
rent 16f. 16s

By Eastman Bbos.
Waterloo-road—No. 68, term 36 years, ground-rent

81. 18s. ad
Anerley, Croydon-road—Weighton House, 73 years,

ground-rent lOf 276

By Albxandeb Daniel Seli b & Co.
King's Cross — 181, Farringdon-road, 69 years,

ground-rent 745

Decbmdbb 1.

Bv J. G. A A. Pbbvobt.
Stepney-grees— 1, 3, and 3, Oley.place, 56 years,

ground-rent lOf. lOs 780

4. 5, and 6, Oley-place, 56 years, ground-rent
m. 10s 775

Bv Newdon a Haeding.
City.road—12. AllVed-street, 39 years, ground-rent

il. 68 420

Ieliagton~22, St. James’s-street, 33 years, ground-
rent 6f 335

Kingsland—35, Balmea-road, 42 years, ground-rent

4L .

370

laliogton—4, Arlingtou-btreet, 40 years, ground.
rent 4L 4a

Hoxtoo—50, Alma-atreet, 47 years, ground-rent 5L 43 »

1, Newton-street, 49 years, ground-rent 6/ 29')

Clerkenwell— 7, 26 to 29, Thomas-street, 22 years,

ground-rent 2\l. lOs 585

Bamaliury—97 and 99, Bride-street, freehold 820

Camden-road — 100, Brecknock - road, 01 years,

ground-rent 6f 770
Eaveistock Bill—42, Adelside-road, 52 years, no

ground-rent 780

16, Provost-road. 66 years, no ground-rent 620
By J. Dawson A Son.

Lincoln’s Inti-flelds—7, 8, 10, and 13, Portsmouth.
place, freehold 2,330

Lincoln's Inn-helds, Bear-yard—Freehold block of

buildings, area 4,000 ft 3,290

By Faubbbotebb, Ellis, A Co.
Hendon—The Slidland Hotel, freehold 7,700

9, Hamilton-terrace, freehold 2,820

Cricklewood—The Cricklewood Tavern, freehold ... 5,625

1 to 10, Cricklewood-terracc, freehold 3,600

Dbcbmheb 2.

By Etjshwobth A Stbvbns.
South Kensington—29, Queen's Gate-mews, 64 years,

ground-rent 6f 1,100
Wandsworth-road—An improved rent of 452., term

years 546
By Foster A Cbanfibld.

Poplar—1, la, 2, 3, and 4, Sophia-street
;
and 1, 2,

and 3, Elizabech-terrace, 79 years, gronnd-rent
652. 326

Wood-green~13 to 17, Somerrille-terrace, 86 years,
gronnd-rent 222, 10s

Stoke Newington—16, Painsthorpe-road, 92 years,
ground-rent 52 . 68 227

By E. OwEBs.
Fulham — Ground rents of 472., reversion

years 1,010
West Hampstead — 1, Howard-terrace, 98 years,

ground-rent 162

By Toi-lis a Habding.
Bayswater—10a, Porchester-mews,©! years, ground'

rent 22

MEETINGS.
Mondat, Decembbb 12.

III.

RECENT SALES OF PROPERTY.
ESTATE EXCHANGE REPORT.

Notbmbeb 28.

By Hobnb, Son, a Evbesfield.
Chelsea—Cremorne Wharf, area about 1 acre, free-

hold
;
and 27, Lot's-road, 73 years, ground-rent

92 £8,510
17, 19, 23, and 26, Lot’s-road, 73 years, ground-

rent 212 065
By Wbathbball A Gbeen.

Paddington—36 and 37, W'alterton-road, 76 years,
ground-rent 202 775

39 and 41, Walterton-road, 76 years, ground-rent
825

Cubitt Town — 90, Stebondale-street, 63 years,
ground-rent 52 li i

Putner—Ground-rent of 62., reversion in 75 years,.
, 220

216, Upper Riiihmond-road, freehold 640
Tuffnell Park—7, Tabley-road, 79 years, ground-

rent 72 385
By Wells A Read.

Southwark Park-ro^—Nos. 397 to 403 odd, 10
years, ground-rent 842 65

Novembbb 29.

By E. A F. Swain.
Netting Hill—30 and 32, Ladbrooke-grove, 36 years,

rent 202 i^COO
Shepherd’s Bush—10, 15, and 17, Providence-place,

22 years, ground-rent 132. lOs 416
26 and 27, Providence-place, 22 years, ground-rent

62, Ss 275

on “The Elements of Architectural Design.’’
8 p.m.
Leedi and TorkiMre Archileetural Soeiefi/. — Annual

Dinner.
ToBSDAT, DECKiTBEB 13.

IniiituHon of Civil Engineers. — Mr. E. Hopkinson,
M.A., on “Electrical Tramways: the Bessbrook and
Newry Tramway.’’ 8 p.m.
Manchester Architectural Association.—Tbe Rev. R. H.

Snape, of Bolton, on “ Scottish Cathedrals,” 7'30 p.m.

Wednesday, DscBiinjBB 14.
Society of Arts.— Sir Philip Magnus on “ Commercial

Education." 8 p.m.
Liverpool Engineering Society .—Address by the retiring

President, Mr. J. J. Websier.

Feidat, Decembbs 16.
Architectural Association.— Mr. T. G. Jackson, M.A.,

on ''The Proposal to make Architecture sClose Profession
by imposing the Teat of Examination and Registration.”
7-30 p.m.

Institution of Cio»2 Engineers (Student’s Meeting ).

—

.r. J. H. Parkin on “River-gauging at the Vyrnwy
Reservoir." 7’30 p.m.
Edhiburgh Architectural Associafi07i.—Annual Dinner.

Binuingfham. and Canal Commtuiica*
tions.—The Birmingham Gazette Bays that

since their appointment the Canal Inquiry

Committee of the Town Council have been

fully occupied in making inquiries and accu-

mulating a large amount of information. They
have devoted their energies to the best method

of improving communication with London and

other places, as well as to the consideration of

the Severn plan or Bristol Channel scheme. It

will be remembered that a circular was

issued by the committee to the principal

traders of the town and district, containing

a series of inquiries as to the traffic between

Birmingham and various large ports. Many
replies were received, and the information thus

conveyed has been carefully collated. At the

same time the circulars elicited a number of

contradictory opinions. A new proposal to

connect Birmingham with Hull by way of the

Tame Valley and the Trent, a bill to authorise

which will shortly be laid before Parliament,

will also have to receive the consideration of the

committee.
Tbe Metropolitan Board of Works.—

The agenda-paper for the meeting of the Metro-

politan Board of Works to be held this Friday,

the 9th inst., contains tbe following recom-

mendations of the Works and General Purposes

Committee :

—

That tbe resignation of Mr. W. Conquest, of the Engi-

neer’s department, be accepted as from Christmas next;

and that, from the same date, a retiring allowance of

2662. 138. 4d. a year, being forty-sixtieths of his salary of

-4002. a year, be granted to him.
That the resignation of Mr. W. Groves, of the Engi-

neer’s department, be acepted as from Christmas next

;

and that, fromlthe same date, a reiiring allowance of 1952.

a year, being thirty.nine siitieihs of hia salary of 3002. a

year, be granted to him.
That for the present no action be taken with respect to

the resignation of Mr. J. McDougall, of the Engineer’s

department ;
and that the subject be further considered at

the end of three months.
That the vacancy in the Architect’s department, caused

by the retirement of Mr. A. Clemence, be filled by the

appointment of an officer in the third class, at a com-

mencing salary of 1202. a year, and that it be referred to

the Committee to prepare and issue an advertiseiuent

inviting applications for the post.

That the Architect do prepare a specification and

schedule of prices for works and repairs to buildings that

have become the property of the Board in connexion

with street improvements and improvements under the

Artisans’, Ac., Dwellings Acts
;
and th»t, to enable this

to be done, the Architect be authorised to employ
temporarily a surveyor at 32. 38. a week.

Tbe Office of City Architect,—In addition

to the candidates for this office whose names we
mentioned last week, Mr. Herbert D. Appleton

has come forward. The Court of Common
Council, at its meeting last week, refused by a

large majority to limit tbe age of candidates to

fifty years, as proposed by the Officers’ and

Clerks’ Committee. The proposal to suspend

the 83rd standing order of the Court was also

negatived by a large majority. Inconsequence

of this, Mr. H. H. Bridgman, who is a member
of the Court, will not be a candidate. The

election will take place on Thursday next,

Dec. 15, and will be by ballot.

Pestivity at Exeter. — At Fair Park,

Exeter, on Saturday evening last, Mr. Harry
Hems entertained to supper his numerous

employes, to celebrate the twenty-first anni-

, versary of his arrival at Exeter.

Tbe Slate Trade.—Stocks being at present

low, and the demand very good, it was decided,

at a meeting of the local quarry owners held at

Carnarvon last Saturday, to advance prices

from the 1st proximo.

Blair Convalescent Hospital, Turton.
Referring to the notice in our last of the Blair
Convalescent Hospital, Turton, near Bolton,
we are asked to mention that the whole of
the ground floors have been laid with Lowe’s
Patent System of Wood Block Flooring.

PRICES CURRENT OF MATERIALS.
TIMBER. £. 8. d. £. s. d

Qreenhesrt, B.Q ton 6 6 0 7 10 '

Teak, E.I load 8 0 0 12 10 '

Sequoia, U. 8 foot cube 0 2"
Ash, Canada load 3 0
Birch 2 0

Elm „ 3 10

Fir, Dantsic, Ao 1 10

Oak „ 2 10

Canada 3 0

Fine, Canada red 2 0

,, yellow 2 0

Lath, Dantsio fathom S 0

St. Petersburg 4 0

Wainscot, Riga log

,,
Odessa, crown

Deals, Finland, 2ncl ana lat..,6ta.l00

„ 4th and Sid 6 10

Riga
8t. Petersburg, Ist yellow 8 10

„ 2nd „ ...,

,, white
Swedish
White Sea
Canada, Pine, lat

,, ,, 2nd

,, ,, 3rd, Ac

,,
Spruce, Ist

,, ,,
3rd and 2nd

New Brunswick, Ac
Battens, all kinds

4 10 >

3 10
4 10

2 10 0 3 0 0

6 10 0 7 0 0

6 10 0 8 10 0
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TIMBER (eonfitiued),

Piooring Boards, aq., 1 in., pre-
pared, Firat

Second
Other qualities

Cedar, Cuba
Honduras, &c
Australian

Mahoganj, Cuba
St. Domingo, cargo average

Tobasco
Honduras

Maple, Bird’a-eje

£. a. d. £. a. d.

0 8 0 0 11 0

0 4 0 0 6 0
foot 0 0 3 0 0

ton

Box. Turkey
Batin, St. Domingo foot

Walnut, Italian

METALS.
Ibok—Bar, Welsh, in London.,

M tt in Wales
,, StaSordabire, London

COPPBB

—

British, cake and ingot
Best selootea
Sheets, strong
Chili, hara

IFkllow Mbtil

0 0 2 0 0 3
0 0 41 0 0 7
0 0 4i 0 0 6
0 0 3 0 0 3}
0 0 3} 0 0 6
0 0 3} 0 0 6
0 0 6 0 0 7
8 0 0 11 0 0
7 0 0 9 0 0
6 0 0 12 0 0
0 0 5 0 0 9
0 0 6 0 0 10
0 0 3} 0 0 6

4 6 0 4 10 0
6 10 0 6 0 0

,ton 70 0 0 0 0 0
71 0 0 73 0 0
76 0 0 0 0 0

70 0 0 0 0 0
.lb. 0 0 0 0 0 0

METALS {confviued)

,

LBiD—
Pig, Spanish
Bnglisn, common brands
Sheet, English

Spbltbb—
Silesian, special
Ordinary brands

Tik—
Straits.,,

Australian
English ingots

£. 8 . d. £. e. d,

•ton 15 6 0 0 0 0
15 5 0 15 10 0
16 10 0 000

•ton 166 0 0 0 0 0
166 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0

OILS.
Linseed ton 19 2
Oocoanut, Cochin 30 0
Ceylon 23 15

Palm, Lagos 2a 0
Eapeseed, English pale 26 10

,, browTi 26 6
Cottonseed, refined 20 10
Tallow and Oleine 26 0
Lubricating, U .8 6 0

„ refined 6 0

Tubpewtinb

—

American, in casks cwt. 1 4

Tab—
Stockholm barrel 0 16
Archangel 0 10

0 31 0 0

CONTRACTS AND PUBLIC APPOINTMENTS.
Epitome of Advertiaementa in this Number.

CONTRACTS.

Nature of Work, or Materiali. By whom required.

Boad-Making and Paving Works
Chimney-Shaft, Ac

Willesden*l<oeal Board

Paving and other Works
Erection of Inlinnarv

Wandsworth, Ac., Un.

Mountsorrel Pitchers Gravesend U. 8 . A

Jaat-lron Parapet, Tower Bridge

Sewering and Making-up Roads

Bridge House Estates

Brentford Local Board

Wood and Stone Paving
Coachman’s Lodge, Ac., near Ewhurst
Buildings. Ac., Mill Dams
Jubilee .Clock Tower, Margate
Cast-Iron Pipe-Sewers, Ac.

Met. Board of Works...

Hull Corporation
The Committee
Surbiton Imp. Com. ...

Architect, Surveyor, or
Engineer.

O. Claude Robson.
J. M. Knight
T. W. Aldwinckle
F. G. Cooke
Official

do.

T. Wolfe Barry

J. Gordon
Official

J. Kincaid
B. J. E. Bruce
Stoner & Sons
8 . Matner

PUBLIC APPOINTMENTS.

Nature of Appointment.

Berk of Works ...

drawing Master...

By whom Advertised.

TENDERS.
[Communications for insertion under this heading must

•each us not Later than 12 Noon on 'Xhiir$daya.'\

ALNWICK.—For alterations and additions to the farm
mildings, Low Hedg«ley, for Mr. J. K. Carr-EUison, J.P.
Hr. Fred. R. Wilson, architect, Alnwick, Northtim-
lerlsnd

J. Dunn, Alnwick £2,349 0 0
W. B. Collin, Whickbam, Newcastle 1,060 0 0
J. Towers, Alnwick 1,779 0 0
R. Yeaman, Swurland, ilnwick 1,772 0 0
•J. Surtees & Son, Bolam, Morpeth... 1,70) 0 0
W. Drydon & Son, G auton, Alnwick 1,814 12 0
W. Steel, Feltou, Acklington 1,699 16 0
H. Elliott, Homclitle, Acklington ... 1,671 0 0
W. Weatboritt, Alnwick 1,566 0 0
T. Kirkup, Qlanton, Alnwick 1,656 10 0
Dodds Bros., Powburn, Alnwick 1,650 0 0
W. J. Smith, Alnwick 1,531 4 0
Jeffrey Bros., Glanton, Alnwick 1,620 10 0
J. Muokle, Thropton, Rothbury 1,617 0 0
Green&Douglas, Amble, Acklington* 1,457 12 7

• Accepted.

ALNWICK.—For alterations and additions to oottages
est Hedgeley, for Mr. J. R. Carr-Ellison, J.P. Mr.
red. R. Wilson, architect:

—

W. J. Smith. Alnwick £455 8 6
\V. Steel, Felton, Acklington 434 0 0
Dodds Bros., Powburn. Alnwick 420 0 0
T. Muckle, Thropton, Rothbury 412 3 0
W. Weatheritt, Alnwick 408 7 6
J. Surtees it Son, Bolam, Morpeth 398 0 0
John Towers, Alnwick 397 2 0
Jeffrey Bros,, Powburn, Alnwick 388 0 0
T, Kirkop, Qlanton, Alnwick* 361 11 0

* Accepted.

kLNWICE —For alterations and additions to farm
lildings, Prendwick, for Mr. J. H. Carr-ElHsou, J.P.
' frcd. R. Wilson, architect:

—

Dodds Bros., Powburn, Alnwick £236 0 0
Jeffrey Bros., Glanton, Alnwick 213 0 0
J. Suthern, Whittiugham, Alnwick ... 203 16 0
W. Drydeu & Son, Glanton, Alnwick* 189 3 0

• Accepted.

BLOOMSBURY.—For the erection of new premises, in

Duke-street and Little Russell-stroet, Bloomsbury, W.C.,
for the Dairy Supply Company, Limited. Mr. Robt. P.
Whelloek, architect, 45, Finsbury Pavement, E.C. Quan-
tides by Messrs. Franklin & Andrews :

—

Latney Bros £11,690 0 0
Ashby & Horner 11,490 0 0
Holland & Hannen 11,277 0 0
Rider A Sons 11,188 0 0
8. Bush 11,160 0 0
Patman & Fotheringbam 10,883 0 0
Colls & Sons 10,760 0 0Wm Downs 10,620 0 0
Kirk & Randall 10,438 0 0
J. T. Chappell l'i,S90 0 0
J. Allen A Sons 9,948 0 0

BUCKHURST HILL.—For the erection of a house, at
Palmerston-road, Buckhurat Hill, for Mrs. Thomas. Mr.
H. Francis, architect, Palnaerston-buildings, Old Broad-
street ;

—
H. Baylis, Highbury (accepted) £365 0 0

DARTFORD (Kent).—For repairs and improvements
to twelve cottages, at Stone. Mr. St. Pierre Harris, archi-
tect and surveyor, 1, Basinghall-street :

—
Hodges £425 0 0
R. W. Gilham 350 0 0
Knight 320 0 0
Hewitt (accepted) 289 0 0

HACKNEY.—For laying down new block flooring in
the Infanta’ department of the Wilmot-street School
(Hackney T^)

;
and for diverting the lain-water drains,

Ac., for the School Board for London. Mr. T. J. Bailey,
architect

M. C. Duffy A Son £637 13 0 !

T. Bendon 550 0 0
E. Spencer A Co 630 0 0
Wood Block Flojring Co -138 10 0
J. T. Cbappell 406 0 0
8 . Frankenberg A Co.* 325 0 0 1

• Recomuiended by the Works Committee for acceptance.

HAMPSTEAD.—For thorough repairs and sanitary
improvements to three cottages in Elm-row, Hampstead,
for Mr. F. W. Smith. Mr. H. Hardwicke i augston,
architect, 9, Great James-street, Bedford-row, London :

—

Allow old
Materials.

Grey £248 0 0 £10
Mee 226 0 0 10
Smith (accepted) 210 0 0 —
Ridout 187 15 0 —

HARROW.—For the erection of a house, Bentley
Priory, Harrow, Middlesei, for Mr. R. L. Powell. Mr. J.
F. Curwen, architect, Kendal, Cumberland. Quantities by
Mr. J. Sargeant :—

Stsines A Son
Kirby
C. Miskin
J. Beutlev
6 . A J. Waterman .

F. Latter.

..£4,341 0
4,290 0
4,164 0
4,156 0

. 4,069 0

Turner A Co
A. A B. Hanson.
Holliday A Co. .

J. T. Chappell (i

A. A E. Braid .

cepted) .,

. 3,665 0

Nor Sfablen to BenlUy Nrioru.
J. T. Chappell 1,260 0

[No competition.^

HEMEL HEMPSTEAD.—For proposed alterations and
additions to surgery, for Mrs. Ambler, Hemel Hempstead.
Mr. Q. Hubbard, architect. Quantities by Mr, J.
Sargeant .-

—

Liberty Wm. Sear £1,416 0 0
Edward Horn 1,360 0 0
William Sear (accepted) 1,316 0 0

CAMBERWELL.—For the erection of proposed Pariah-
hall, Camberwell, S.E. Mr, G. Hubbard, architect, 23,
Finsbury-circus, E.C. Quantities by Mr. J. Sargeant,
Grosvenor-gardens, 8.W. :

—

Joinery in Joinery in Joiner
Deal. Sequoia. Oak.'

HIGHGATE.— For the enlargemeot of the “ Whitting-
ton ” School, Highgate-hill (Finsbury BD; by 400 places,
for the School Board for London. Mr. T. J. Bailey, archi-
tect :

—

W. Goodman £8,714 0 0
H.L. Holloway 6,700 0 0
W. Johnson .* 6,637 0 0
J. Holloway 6,576 0 0
Stimpsou A Co.* 6,474 0 0
Wall Bros.

, 6,354 0 0
• Recommended by the Works Commitiee for acceptance

LAMBETH.—For new counter and fittings at the
Angel, Lambelh-walk, for Mr. J.Craigeo. Messrs. Stock,
Page, A Stock, architects, 9, Denman - street, London
Bridge :

—

J. Beale, Westminster Bridge - road
(accepted) £486 9 0

[No competition.

3

|1ALH AM.—For pulling-down and rebuilding the George
. tel, Balham-hill, Balham, for Mr, Thomas Crossley.

I

- G. Treacher, srchitect, 23, Carter-lane, St. Paul’s:—
l.J. Beale, Westminster Bridge-road

1
(accepted) £3,460 0 0

[No competition.]

. 3,643 .

£
Patman A Co.
BaalamBros 3,085 .

HullidayAGreenwood 3,077 .

J. T. Chappell 2,904 3,130 3!488
A. A E. Braid* 2,745 3,063 3,113

* Accepted.

. 3,G-15 .

3,237 .

... 3,233 .

... 3,873

. 3,350
3,555

CROSSNESS (Kent).—For new snrfaco condensers, Ac.
at the Crossness Sewage Pumping Station, for the Metro-
politan Board of Works. Sir J. W. Bazalgettc, engi-
neer :

—

Gwynne A Co £6,618 0 0
Hunter A English 6,230 0 0
Rennie A Co 6,500 0 0
Easton A Anderson 4,816 0 0
R. Moreland A Son 4,730 0 0
Waller A Co 4,460 0 0
W, A J, Yates 4 224 0 0
Watt A Co 3,45 j 0 0

CROYDON. — For making railway and sidings, at
Waddon Flour Mills, Croydon, for Messrs. C, Brown A
Co., Limited. Messrs. G. Elkington A Son, surveyors.
No. 95, Cannou-atreet, London

Pilling A Co., London £3,853

LONDON.—For alterations at 66 and 67, Alderman-
bury, E.C. Mr. Deliesa Joseph, architect, 17 and 18,
Basinghall-street, E.C.

Forlland and Stoke Ground Front.

A. AW. Marchant £370 0 0
Gilbert Seale. 346 7 0
George Herridge (accepted) 325 0 0

Catl, Foiled, and Riveted Ironwork.
C. Williams A Co £122 10 0
Measures Bros., A Co. 112 12 0
M. T. Shaw A Co 108 10 0
Kownson, Drew, A Co. (accepted) 99 0 0

LONDON.—For alterations to the Old Temple Club,
Milf'ord-Jane, W.C., for offices, Ac., for the People news-

432, West Strand, W.C.
teot :

—
Grover A Co -

T. L. Green
Holliday A Greenwood ....

C. Pereira
C. F. Hewlitt.
Wilkinson Bros
J. O. Richardson
Patman A Fotheringbam ..

Quantities by the archi-

..£4,359 0 0

.. 4,264 0 0
4,193 0 0

,. 4,179 0 0
3,960 0 0

,. 3,949 0 0
.. 3,9(19 0 0
. 3,863 0 0

Perry A Co., London 3i69l
Magead A Co., London 3,330
Kerry A Co., London 3,040
Thos. Rigby, Croydon 2,724
"VV. Langridge, Croydon (accepted).., 2,590

0 0
0 0

LONDON.—For erecting scene-painting room, at No. 67,
Newington -causeway, 8.E., for Mr. James Pain. Mr.
Edward Clark, architect, 432. West Strand, W.C. Quan-
tities by the architect:

—

Grover A Co £359 0 0
Wilkinson Bros 357 0 0
T.L. Green 349 0 0
J. Oliver 323 0 0

[Architect's estimate, £331.]

LONDON.—For alterations at the Britannia, Kensal-
road, W., for Mr. A. C. Duggan. Mr. Edward Clark,
architect, 432, West Strand, W.C. Qoantities by the archi-
tect :

—

T, L. Green £537 0 0
Grover A Co 620 0 0
Ransom A Co 490 0 0
J. Anley 456 0 0
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LONDOX.—For proposed alterations and additions to

No. 20, Upper Brook-street, for the Right Hon. the Lord de
Ramsey. Mr. J. Sargeant, surveyor, Groflvcnor-gardeus,

Styles & Son £l,)05 0 0

Burninghara 1,007 0 0
Armv and Navy Auxiliary Co 953 0 0
J. T. Chappell 775 9 0
A. & E. Braid (accepted) . 765 0 0

LONDON.—For the erection of the Carlyle Club. Old.
streei, K.C. Mr. G. Hubbard , architect. Quantities by
Mr. J. Sargeant :

—

Main Extra to
Buildiug FJoora.

Steel Bros , £5.720 £17
J. Morter

. 6,677 63
A. Hood 6,654

.
16

Hearle & Son 6,587 .
303

Harris & Wardrop
,

6,373 165
Patman & Co

, 6,173 ,
200

Colls & Bon 5,130 ,
141

A. k E. Braid
,

4,960
,

312
J. T. Chappell 4,890 ,

131

PAIGNTON.—For the erection of an ironmoneer’s shop
and dsvelling-house, on the Geraton Estate, Paignton, for
Mr. H. Beare. Mr. S. Woodbridge, jun., architect, 210,
High-street. Brentford :

—

M. Bridgman £071 2 0
Webber 664 16 0
Eabbieh (accepted) 653 10 0

[All of Paignton.]

EOEHAMPTON PARK.—For making-up and kerbing
of roads, at Eoehamptou Park, for the Board of Works
for the Wandsworth District. Mr. J, C. Radford, sur-
veyor :

—

Altoiuroad.
Turner £1,341 0 0
Lucas 1,251 0 0
J. Neal i,3f)0 0 0
Adams (accepted) 1,193 0 0

LSurveyot’s estimate, £1,284.]

Beuborouoh'Toad.
Turner £817
Lucas 769
Adams 741
J. Neal (accepted) 690

[Surveyor’s estimate, £796 ]

Hyacinth-road.
Turner £319
Lucas , 295
Adams 090
J. Neal (accepted) 236

[Surveyor’s estimate, £2W.]

0
0
0
0

0
&
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

TO COKRESPONDENTS.

Hegutered Telegraphic Addret», “The BcildbBjLoitdon.’’

C. L. Paris.—E. A. B.—E. G.—"A Dlsgnatcd Client" (we quite

agree with the main priuciiile that an architect ought to be respon-

sible for his work, but we cannot take the very iwculiar case you give

os typic.al ; anil in regardto tueneednf nii exaininatioii for A.B.I.B.A.

there is a very complete and searching one. as yon would have found
out if 7011 bad inquired in the light quarter, instead of golug on
letters in the dally papers from people who know nothing about it,

and who have their own purposes to serve in what they write. No
amount of exainluatioii, however, will compensate for the want of

innate coinmou-sense, which seems to have been the dedcieucy in the

Alfstatements of facts, lists of tenders, Ac., must beaccompanlsd
by the name and address of the sender, not necessarily for publication
We are compelled to decline pointing out books and giving

addresses.
NoTS.—The responsibility of signed articles, and papers read at

public meetings, rests, of course, with the authors.

We caiinot undertake to return reverted communication!.
tetters or communications (beyond mere news-items) which have

been duplicated for other Journals, are NOT DQSIBEI).
Al l communications revardlng literary and artistic matters should

be addressed to THU KUITOK; all commuuicatlous relating to

advertisements and other exclusively business matters should be
addressed to THE PnULISHER, and not to the Editor.

PUBLISHER NOTICES.
Segitfered Telegraphic Addrei$,‘'Twn Builsbb, Losdos.’’

CHARGES FOR ADVERTISEMENTS.
aiTGATIONS VACANT. PARTNERSHIPB, APPRENTIOBaHIPS.

TRADE, AND GENERAL ADVERTISEMENTS.
Six tines (about fifty words) or under 4s. 8d.

Bach additional lJue (about ten words Os. 6d.

Terms for Series of Trade Advertisement*, also for special Adver-
seineuts on front page, Competitions, Contmete, Sales by Auction,

Ac. may be obtained oh application to the Publisher.

SITUATIONS WANTED.
FOUR Lines (about THIRTY words) or under Js. 6d.

Bach additional line (about ten words) Os. 8d.

PREPAYMENT IS ABSOLUTELY NECESSARY.
J* Stamps muit not be sent, but all small sums should be

remitted by Cash in Regietered Letter or by Money Order, payable
' '• eut-garden, W.C. to

DOUGLAS FOURDRINIER, Publisher,
Addressed to No. 48, Catherine-street, W.O.

Advertisements for the current week’s issue must reach the Office

beliiie THREE o’clock p.m, on THURSDAY.

RPHni AT, “ALTERATIONS IN STANDING AD-YERTISB-OA AJVA/x.n<.
jiBigTS or ORDERS TO DISCONTINUE same,

must reach the Office before TEN o’clock on WEDNES-
DAY moriiiugs.

The Publisher cannot be responsible for DRAWINGS, TESTI-
MONIALS, Ac. left at the Office In reply to Advertisements, and
strongly recommends that of the latter COPIES ONLY should be sent.

PERSONS Advertising la “The Builder," may have RepHeeaddreiied
to the Qfflre, 46, Catherine-street. Cevent Garden, W.C.
free 0/ charge. Lettere will be forwarded if addressed
envelopes are sent, together with sufficient stamps to
cover the costasre

AN EDITION Printed on THIN PAPER, lor FOREIGN CIR-
CULATION, is issued every week

SOUTIIBOROUGH (Kent).—For the enlargement of
Christ Church, Soutfaborough. Mr. Theodore K. Green,
architect ;

—

Strange k Sons £1,938 0 0
Gallard & Sona 1,798 0 0
Jao. .Jarvis 1,69') 0 0— Wallia 1,413 0 0
W. H. Cantv i,363 0 0
Punnett &, Sona, Tonbridge* 1,287 0 0

• Accepted.

ST. Mary Cray (Kent).— For eitenaiona and repairs
St the Cray Library and Reading-room. Mr. St. Pierre
Hairia, architect, 1, Baainghall-street

**. IV. layior
E. A. Bosrera

,£667
650

T. Knight
,

635
F. Wood ;; 62i
Taylor k Son

,
436

Hart Bros 423
Somerford& Son*

. 406
• Accepted, with additiona, at £433.

WALWORTH. — For alterations at the Montpelier
Assembly Rooms. Walworth, for Mr. Thoa. Butt

J. Beale, Westminster Bridge -road
(accepted) £656 0 0

[No competition.]

SUBSCRIBERS in LONDON and the SUBURBS, by
prepaying at the Publishing Office, 193. per annum (or
4a. 9d. per quarter), can ensure receiving “ The Builder “

by Friday Horning'! poet.

FIRE BRICKS.
STOURBRIDGE BEST FIRE BUICKfl, 80«. U.

Ditto FIRE CLAY. 25*. a ton.

Also in Stock; Fire Lumps, Fire Tile*, Boiler Scetings, and
Flue Covers.

R. CULL A SON, Manufacturers,
City Stores :—Midland Railway DepOt, Royal Mint-street,

Tower Hill, E.C.
City Office: — 72, Falnierstou-buildiugs, Old Broad-street, E.C.

GLAZED BRICKS.
Best quality—White

Headers at 91. 5a. if.

Stretchers at 102. So. H.
Quoins and Bullncse at lU. ISs. M.

R, CULL A SON,
City Stores Midland Railway Dei>0t, Royal Mint-street,

Tower Hill. E.C.
City Office: — 72, Paimerston-buildings, Old Brnad-street, E.C.

BLUK BRICKS.
Common Blue Bricks at 55e. M. Best Pressed Blue Fnuiugs atl)5s. J/.

Bulluose and Stable Pavlugs at 70s. .1/.

Plinths, Copings. Ch.tiiuels, Ae. in Stock.
R. CULL A SON,

City Stores Midland Railway Depfit, Royal Mint-street,

City Office : — 72, Palinerstou-lmirdiiiga, Old Broad-street, E.C.

DRAIN PIPES.
4-inch. 6-inch. d-lnch. 12-iQch.
3d. 4d. 7d. lid. perft.

Subject t<i a large discount for railway truck loads.
Bends, Junctions, Syphons, Gullies. Ac, Kitchen Sinks, Closet Pans,

Ac. Ill Stock.
R. CULL A SON.

City Stores :—Midland Kadway Dep5t, Royal Mint-street,
Tower-hill. H.C.

City Office : — 72, Pnluierstou-buildings, Old Broad-street, E.C.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
"THE BUILDER ’’ Is supplied dibbct from the Office to reildenta

In any part of the United Kingdom at the rate of 198. per annum
PkEpaU). To all parte of Europe, America, Australia, and New
Zealand, 26a. per annum. To India, China, Ceylon, Ac. 30e. per
annum. Remittances payable to DOUGLAS FOURDSINISR,
Publisher, No, 46, Catherine-street W.O.

Now ready.
' READING GARBS f ninepence each.

^ gy icarefully packed). Is.

Best Bath. Stone.

CORSHAM DOWN.
|

FAKLEIGH DOWN
BOX GROUND. I COMBE DOWN.
WESTWOOD GROUND.

|

STOKE GROUND.
RANDELL, SAUNDERS, & CO., La,

CoESHAM, Wilts.

Bath Stone.
Piefcor’s Monks’ Park. Combe Do-wn.
Corsham Down. Stoke Ground.

Box Ground. Winsley Ground.
Farleigh Down. West Wood.

PICTOR & SONS, Box, Wilts. [Advt.

Doultiug Xh’eestone and Ham Hill Stone
of best quality, in blocks, or prepared ready for

fixing. An inspection of tbe Doulting Quarries
is respectfully solicited

5
and Architects and

others are CAUTIONED against inferior stone.

Prices, delivered to any part of the United
Kingdom, given on application to CHARLES
TRASK & SONS, Norton-sub-Hamdon, Ilmin-

ster, Somerset.—Agent, Mr. E. WILLIAMS>
No. 16, Craven-street, Strand, W.C. [Advt.

Doulting Free Stone

HAM HILL 8TONB,

BLUE LIAS LIME

(Ground or Lump),

For prioea, &o., ad-

dress 8. & J. STAPLE,
Quarry O’wners, Stone
and Lime Merobante,

Stoke - under • Ham,
Ilminster. [Advt,

Aephalte.—The Seyssel and Metallic Lava
Asphalts Company (Mr. H. Glenn), Office, 88,
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Archaic Architecture at Corinth.

MONO the papers

included in the

volume recently

issued by the

Athenian Section

of the German
Archaiological In-

stitute, great in-

terest attaches to

the report by the
present Director, Dr. Diirpfcld, on an accurate

exploration of the ruins of the archaic Doric
temple at Corinth. The "work done here is

worthy to be compared in interest with that of

the Aichieological Institute of America at

Assos, conducted, and admirably published, by
Mr. J. Thacker Clarke. In some important
respects it was not so well rewarded. No
sculptured slabs were unearthed, and none of
those details of frieze and cornice which
enabled Mr. Clarke to reproduce the complete
Doric order of the temple at Assos. In both
ca-ses the general plan was deeply encumbered
with earth, but proved recoverable in all lead-

ing particulars when this was removed. The
hexastyle of Assos revealed the greatest pecu-
liarities and variation from the type which is

elsewhere all but general. The Corinthian has
the usual distribution of the cella between
naos and opisthodomus, entered respectively
from a pronaos and epinaos, each in antis.

But at Assos there was neither epinaos nor
entrance to the cella on the west, but the
plain wall was carried across the rear at the
samo distance from the steps as upon the
sides. Upon the elevation there were these
anomalies : the sculptured design upon the
architrave, and the drums of the columns so
set that the arrises, and not the centres of the
channels of the flutes, were in line with the
axes of the plan. The slope of the proflle of
the echinus of the Corinthian example verges
to the later and more erect type.

This temple was built of the porous lime-
stone of the district, but a smooth surface was
given to it by a very thin coating of exceed-
ingly fine stucco. This method of producing
the appearance of a nobler material was em-
ployed at uBgina and in many temples of later

date, as, for instance, in the great temple of
Zeus Olympias at Elis. The Corinthian is the
earliest example preserved, and remote as must
be its date, it proves that already marble had
been used for temple structures, and with such
delicacy of treatment and workmanship as to

induce attempts to obtain the same eft'ect by a
system of imitation at the cost of considerable

labour. Tlie Roman colonists of the restored ,

city evidently repaired the temple, which might
I

have suffered from mere lapse of centuries, apart

from violence done to it in the devastating

conquest by Lucius Mummius. Traces are appa-
rent of their repair of the stucco coating, and
a number of thick tile.s bearing Latin impress
show that they gave it a new roof. In later

times it was exposed to those agencies of ruin,

storm, earthquake, and despoiling for building

materials, which have proved equal to over-

turning and all but entirely obliterating even
such a colossal structure as the Temple of

Artemis at Ephesus. Stuart, at the end of the
last century, found eleven columns stiU erect,

inclusive of one of the western pronaos and
some architraves in position. The pronaos
columns had disappeared when the French
scientific expedition explored the site in 1820,
and only the seven columns remained, which
are still standing. These the Greek Govern-
mant have caused to be secured by under-
pinning against ruin, which was otherwise too
certainly impending.

The progress of excavation soon revealed
that no general foundation had been prepared
for the building, but that separate foundations
were brought up from the solid rock at some
depth below for each several column and for

the various walls. These foundations had,
indeed, been removed from the greater part of
the area

;
their places, however, could never-

theless be determined by manifest traces of
the preparations made to receive them. The
uneven and sloping rock had not been reduced
to a level, nor bad the builders been content
to simply make smooth surfaces

; they sank
distinct beds for their lowest courses, and thus
inscribed their plan as on a sort of very un-

even drawing-board. With this guidance it

became demonstrable that the temple had been
rightly conjectured by Stuart to be hexastyle

;

it proved, moreover, to have had fifteen columns
on flank, and thus to have been a precedent
for the beautiful temple of Apollo at Bassie,

erected at the best period of Greek archi-

tecture. Lines of foundation within the limits

of the cella testified for interior columns, but
did not afford more than a presumption of their

exact number and spacing. In the opistho-

domos, and near the line of the partition wall,

was found preparation for a square solid base,

directly opposite to the entrance. It is fair

and natural to conclude that this supported
the pedestal of a statue,—that of the god or

goddess of the dedication. The assignment of

this position agrees so far with that which
Mr. Cockerell gives coujecturally to the statue

of Apollo at Bassie. Inasmuch, however, as at

Corinth there was no door of communication
between the two apartments, it seems probable
that we have here, as in the case of the Erech-
theum, a double temple, and that the eastern
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naos was assigned to an associated divinity or

hero. Pausanias, who mentions other examples

of coiubineil temples, unfortunately gives us no
assistance towards the attribution of this.

What is remarkable, in any case, here is that

some superior distinction is given to the

western and smaller apartment by the more
important dimensions which are afforded for

its epinaos, or ante-chamber, as compared with
the eastern pronaos. It has a depth of

4‘23ra., as against 2'7lm., a difference of some
4 ft. 6 in.

The only reference which Dr. Dorpfeld
makes to an application of definite proportions

in the design of the building is as between the

relative lengths of the naos (16 m.) and the

opisthodomos (9’60 m.), which, he remarks,
compare exactly as 5 : 3. But the question is

deserving of closer examination if we are to
derive the most interesting information of all

from the results of this excavation. In the
appendix contributed to the splendid work of
Mr. Cockerell on the temples of JEgina and
Bassa?, will be found some deductions

respecting the ruins, which were obtained by
comparison of the dimensions famished by
Stuart. These were suflicient to establish that

even at the very early date which the design

must certainly be referred to, the same-

principles of adjustment of dimension by
strict numerical proportion were in vogue
which were developed to the last perfection by
Ictinus at Athens and Bassm. The recognition

of the principle is distinct, though its appli-

cation is naturally more crude. There is the
same observance of a symmetry between the
height and spacing of the columns, and of'

accumte proportion between lower diameters
and void intervals. This lower diameter is

too nearly one-fourth of the height of the
column for the intention to be missed

;
and

the upper diameter, lower diameter, and abacus
have the same relative proportions of 3 ; 4 : 5
which govern those of the two .iEginetan

examples.

It was by Athenian architects of the great

age that the application of definite proportion

to architecture was most profoundly studied as

a theory, and most sedulously and scrupulously

carried out in practice in executed works
;
but

if genius in the arts, and indeed in philosophy

also, culminated at Athens, it was not exclu-

sively native there. It is highly probable that

this particular subject may have been primarily

dealt with in the flourishing but unrecorded?

days of archaic Corinth. This city was-

renowned from earliest times as the home of

inventive genius, and did much to vindicate

its repute in later historic times. Legend, as

usual, was attached to a national characteristic,

and it ascribed to the Corinthian hero Bellero-
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phou the invention of the bit and bridle,

—

hence his Pegasus on the wide - spread

Corinthian coinage. Pindar adds as other

“antique devices” to credit of the city, the

origination of the highly-artificial structure of

the enthusiastic dithyramb, and of the twin

pediments as crowning members of the temples

of the gods. On the grand archaic Francois

vase at Florence we have an elevation of a

proper Doric faq^ade, distyle in antis, but roofed

peculiarly, with no appearance of a pediment,

—

evidence not to be neglected of the late origin

of an architectural feature which was after-

wards found susceptible of such noble treat-

ment. Thucydides credits Corinth with the

construction of the first trireme,- -a model
which continued serviceable so long, but of

which it has tasked the ingenuity of modern
constructors to recover the particulars. It was
a Corinthian who afterwards so modified this

construction as to foil the onset and manreuvres

of the trained Athenian seamen, and so con-

tribute importantly to the rescue of the

Corinthian colony of Syracuse.

Instructed by examples of other temples we
look in the first instance for an accurate pro-

portion of the length and breadth .of the main
plan. The dimensions are given as 53'30m. :

21’32m., which compare with absolute ac-

curacy as 5 : 2 ;
that is, a double srpiare and a

half. In the larger dimensions of the Par-
thenon the ground-plan of 4 : 9, a double
square and a quarter, fails of like exactness,

—

though only by an excess of 0T24 ft. in a
length of 228'141.

The echinus of the capital at Corinth exceeds
one-tenth of the front top step by as much us
2 in., and no other plausible comparison pre-
sents itself. The abacus of the eastern front

of the Parthenon is exactly one-fifteenth of the
breadth (100 Greek feet) of the top step

;
the

same dimension applies to the angle abaci of
the west front, but there thj intermediate
smaller abaci are regulated by the proportion
of 7 to 8 to the interval from one to another.
In the Theseum the abacus is measured by
one-twelfth of the top step.

The temple at Corinth follows the usual
Doric rule of closing up the columns at the
angles, oiit of regard to the position of the
terminal triglyph above. It exhibits, however,
a marked example of archaism in a consider-
able difference of both diameter and interval of

columniation between the front and flanks.

The architrave stones built into the old wall of
the Athenian Acropolis are of such different

lengths as to show that this was the case with
the temple they belonged to or were intended
for

;
and the same applies to the probably

different temple, of which the plan has
recently been laid bare close to the Erech-
theum.
The difierence at Corinth is between a lower

diameter of l-72m. on front, and I'fjSm. on ffank,
or about 3^ in. in favour of the front. At the
Slime time the more open interval between the
columns is 2-28iu. front, as against 2-07 m. on
flank. This difference of full 8 in. was made
subject to strict regulation. On the front the
diameter of the column is to the void interval
proportioned exactly as 3 : 4 (r72m.-^3=0‘57 :

2'28m. -;-4=0'.57). The like compari.son on the
flank brings out the proportion of4 : 5 (r():5m.
-:-4=0-407m.

;
2-U7m. -=-5=0-41..)

A contrast so manifest was given up by
later Greek architects ns too sudden and harsh

;

that it should ever have been applied so
strongly is a fact which seems to account for
the extraordinary pains which the architect of
the Parthenon thought it worth taking in
introducing comparatively minute variations of
dimensions which no eye could distinctly appre-
ciate or even detect, but which were counted
on to produce, nevertheless, an effect of relief
of monotony and softening gradation. The
stouter angle columns have naturally a broader
abacus than those intermediate. Nothing
could have been more simple and easy than to
make all these othei-s absolutely identical
repetitions

;
instead of this we find that while

the intermediate abacus of the eastern or chief
front is adapted for the angle columns on the
w-est

;
the smaller western abacus then exceeds

those ut the south Hank, which are nearly
uniform, while those on the north ffank decrease

within moderate but not doubtful limits from

east to west. The spread of the echinus of the

capital follows the varying breadth of the

abacus, but the diameters of the columns apart

from those by the angle vary quite in-

considerably.

In the cursory examination which Mr.
Penrose in 1846 was able to make he did not

detect any curvature of the stylobate of the

Corinthian temple, that is, any rise towards the

centre upon the principle now so fully illus-

trated in the “ Principles of Athenian Archi-

tecture.” Dr. Diirpfeld, however, with superior

opportunities, certified the fact that even this

reflnement was among the archaia sQ2)hismatci

with which Pindar credits the Corinthians.

That the foundations rested undisturbed on

the solid rock made it certain that the ob-

servable difference from the horizontal was
not due to subsidence.

OUTFALL OF THE KIVER WITHAM.

JHE lowering of the water level of a

river into which land is drained is,

for drainage purposes, equivalent to

raising the land by as much as the

water level is lowered. A remarkable operation

of this kind has been effected this year at Boston,

in Lincolnshire, where the low-water level of

the tidal portion of the river Witham has been

lowered several feet at the outfall of four of the

main drains of the country, by works executed

under the direction of Mr. John Evelyn
Williams, C.E., and the effect of this on the

drainage of a large tract of low-lying land

cannot be stated at less in importance than the

virtual raising of that land several feet out of

the water. The river Witham may be said to

run in an eastwardly direction from Lincoln to

Boston and thence to the sea, or rather to the

great estuary called the Wash, which receives

also the waters of the rivers Ouse, Nene, and
Welland

;
but for practical purposes of drainage

the tidal levels of the estuary may be con-

sidered to be those of the open sea. From
Lincoln to Boston is thirty-two miles, and from

Boston to the sea eight miles, reckoning the

distances each way from the sluice upon the

river called the Grand Sluice, situated about

half a mile above Boston Bridge. Thus,

between Lincoln and the sea the river is

divided into two portions, an inland portion of

thirty-two miles above the Grand Sluice and a

tidal portion of eight miles bilow it. Into this

lower portion of the river three of the main
drains of the country have their outfall,

through sluices called respectively the Black
Sluice, about a mile and a half below the

Grand Sluice, and on the right bank of the

river
;

the Maud Foster Sluice on the left

bank, about two miles below the Grand Sluice
;

and the Hobhole Sluice, about four miles below
it, and also on the left bank of the river. The
sills over which the water runs out of the

drains are at the lowest possible levels to

which in each case the water can be drained
from the land, and every engineer places the

sill of a sea sluice as low down as possible,

having regard to the lowest level to which the

water falls outside the sluice,—not necessarily

quite so low as the lowest level to which the
water falh, but always with some reference to

that level.

The sills of these sluices on the tidal portion
of the Witham are at various levels, and,

making any necessary allowance for difference

of opinion amongst the engineers who have
from time to time carried out the former works
of the Witham drainage as to the exact height
above low water at which the sill of a sluice

should be laid, the various levels at which
these sills have been placed indicate very
different conditions of the river at different

times. Taking the low-water level of ordinarv
spring tides in the estuary as a general datum
from which to reckon the levels of all the .sills,

the sill of Hobhole Sluice is rSO ft. above the
datum, that of Maud Foster Sluice is 5-0 ft.,

Black Sluice 2-40 ft., and the Grand Sluice G'SOft.
above datum. As this last is eight miles up the
river, it would not be expected to be at the
same height above the general datum level as
the sill of Hobhole Sluice is, because the tide
might very probably not ebb out so low at the

Grand Sluice as it does at the mouth of the

river
;
but, as the original sills of the Grand

Sluice are 6-80 ft. above the level of low water

at the mouth of the river, the fact indicates an

extraordinarily bad state of things in the river

at Boston, for in that length of river, from the

sea upwards, if it were in anything like a

tolerable condition for navigation, the fall in

the surface of the water at low water would
not be more than 1 ft, and probably less, or

even perhaps none at all. The “ Grand
Sluice ” was placed there to prevent the tidal

water passing further up the river. It is an
old work, about which there has been much
contention Avhether it should be removed or

not. It has nearly ruined the shipping trade of

theport of Boston, but the works recently carried

out seem to have revived the trade. Either the

removal of the sluice or the execution of the

present works was absolutely necessary. The
sluice was made in the interests of the owners

of the fen lands, and the whole history of the

Witham Drainage shows that there has been a

continual neglect of the lower or tidal portion

of the river, forming the navigable channel

from the sea up to Boston, until now that this

most important work at the lowest part of the

outfall of the river has been done
;
a work

which has been equally beneficial to the town
of Boston, as a port, and to the neighbouring

land in respect of drainage
;
but the “ Grand

Sluice” remains. It seems that nobody has

been able to persuade the Drainage Commis-
sioners to remove it. Most people say it ought

never to have been placed there
;
but, being

there, the Commissioners have hitherto let it

remain. It has, however, been enlarged by
the addition of another opening, and its dis-

charging capacity has been made to correspond

in some measure with that of the improved
channel below it. Before these outfall works
were commenced the engineer reported to the

Witham Outfall Board, in 1878, that between
Boston Church and the Grand Sluice the

capacity of the channel for the discharge of

ordinary floods was as much as one-fourth less

than that of the Grand Sluice itself, and only

one-half of the capacity of the river above the

sluice, for carrying off a flood. He found, com-
mencing at the lowest point of the outfall of

the Witham Drainage, viz., at low water in the

estuary, that a spring tide rose 21 ft. in Clay-

hole, but only 14 ft. 11 in. at Hobhole Sluice,

and only 12 ft. 6 in. at the Black Sluice, and
the same at the Grand Sluice. Thus the low-

water level at Hobhole Sluice was 6 ft. 1 in.

above that in the estuary. At the Black

Sluice it was 8 ft. 6 in., and at the Grand
Sluice 8 ft. 6 in. above the low-water level in

the estuary, the reason being, plainly, that the

river was full of silt. Upon this report being

made, proceedings were taken to deal effec-

tually with the long-standing question of the

Witham Outfall, beginning, as every other

engineer had previously advised, at the lowest

point, and making the improvements gradually

upwards.
In May, 1887, Mr. Williams reported that

the works were then completed. The most
important section of the works is the forming

of the new outlall channel between Clayhole,

in the estuary, and Hobhole Sluice, in the

river,—a work locally known as “ The Cut
through the Clays.” The finst sod of this new
channel was cut on December 14th, 1880; it is

three miles in length, and is a mile and a half

less in length than the old circuitous channel

through the shifting sands. At each end, where
the new cut joins,—at one end the sea at

Clayhole, and at the other the river near

Hobhole Sluice,—a piece of the ground was
left in, and an embankment raised upon it

high enough to exclude the tides from the

workings inside. Between these two embank-
ments the excavation was carried on by means
of three powerful steam-navvies, eight loco-

motives, and numerous barrow and wagon
roads, and the extreme ends were afterwards

excavated by dredging. The total quantity of

excavation was nearly two million cubic yards.

Its sectional area is greater than that of either

the Suez Canal or the Amsterdam Ship Canal.

The first vessel passed through the new channel

on April 7th, 1884, and the permanent closing

of the old channel was then actively proceeded
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with. To effect this it was necessary to form
an embankmcDt acmss it, about half a mile in

length, which now joins the parishes of Fish-
toft and WybertoD. The old channel wasS

finally closed on August 29th, 1884, and the
advantage of the shorter and deeper outfall to

Clayhole was immediately seen in the increased
velocity of the ebbing waters, and this improve-
ment .steadily increased with the advance of the
work towjirds completion in the river above;
for, besides this lower and most important
portion of the new works, below Hobhole
Sluice, the river upwards from this sluice to
•the Black Sluice has been very materially
improved by dredging and the training of the
•channel by means of fascine work, and in that
portion of the channel between the Black
oluice and the Grand Sluice the discharging
capacity has been enlarged by dredging and the
.tilling of barges by hand labour. The con-
tracted section of the channel along the Church-
street frontage has been considerably widened
'vnd improved by a new breastwork of timber
piling. The navigable depth of the river has
been increased 8 ft., and, whereas before the
works were carried out the navigable capacity
of the Port of Boston admitted vessels of 300
<003 only, the formation of the new channel
.and the other work done in the river
have had the effect of admitting vessels of
.2,000 tons. With the old circuitous channel
•the scouring energy of the ebbtide was dis-
tributed and broken in struggling seaward
•through the shifting .sands, the channel shifting
^30Illetiules a mile from ejist to west in a few
weeks. The incoming tide swept over these
broken sands and carried in suspension great
•quantities of sand and mud as far as the Grand
Sluice. The estuary common to this river and
those others we have named is a large bay, two
thirds of which consist of beds of shiftinr^

sands, laid dry at low water. The depth of
the estuary varies from U fathoms to
18 fathoms. The foreshore of the coast,
where the Witham debouches, is a hard,
•stiff clay, known by the name of the
Scalp, which forms a long elbow. At this
•elbow the river Welland joins the Witham
•.almost at right angles, and before the new cut
•was made, the waters of the Witham and the
Welland met here and spread themselves out
•and lost their velocity, and with it the power
to move the sands and mud in any defined
channel, and the deposit of silt at this point
was much increased by the stagnation caused
•by the two rivers meeting almost at right
•angles. With these unfavourable conditions
of outfall it was impossible to avoid frequent
•and disastrous floods, as well as the uncertainty
and difficulty attending the navigation at those
times. On the completion of the new channel
the combined scour of the land flood and the
tidal waters was concentrated and utilised in
maintaining the shorter and deeper outfall to
Clayhole

;
and the incoming tide, instead of

rushing up the river as before, heavily charged
with matter in suspension, now flows gently in
from the estuary, and comparatively clear.
With respect to the benefit to the land to be
•derived from the lowering of the low-water
level of the river opposite the respective outfall
sluices, it cannot, perhaps, be taken to be
actually :ts much, foot for foot, as this lowering
is, because it is the extent of the lowering in
dry weather

;
whereas, ;is Sir John Hawkshaw

said, in a report to the Commissioners of the
Witham Drainage in 1861, it is mainly on the
•depression of the low water in time of floods
that the drainage depends. Nevertheless, with
so great_ a depression in the low-water level
of the tidal waters as has here been accom-
plished, that of the flood waters must neces-
sarily follow to almost as great an extent. The
•absolute gain or depression already acquired on
the low-water level at the several sea sluices is

as follows, viz. At the Grand Sluice, 4 ft.
;

at the Black Sluice, 4 ft.
;
at the Maud Foster

Sluice, 4 ft. 3 in.
;
and at the Hobhole Sluice,

6 ft. 6 in. The total expenditure, including
Parliamentary expenses and land, has been
l67,fl4U. The total area drained into the
Witham Outfall is about 700,000 acres, but of
this area only 194,649 acres contribute towards
the cost of the improvement and maintenance
of the outfaE works.

NOTES.

HWO returns relating to all authorised
g;ts undertakings in the United
Kingdom, the one comprising those
belonging to local authorities, the

other those other than those of local author-
ities, have recently been issued. Out of a
total authorised capital of 73,069,670?., the
sums of 36,639,856?. and 19,723,040?. have
been paid up or borrowed, the first by the
Companies, the second by the local authorities.
The numbers of 1,133,897 consumers are
supplied by the former, and of 996,480 by the
latter. The large quantity of 8,657,731 tons
of coal have been carbonised, yielding
87,931,537,054 cubic feet of gas. There are
19,443 miles of gas mains and 413,921 public
lamps lighted. According to these figures
rather more than 40,000 cubic feet of gas are
supplied to each individual, but, while the
Companies supply 49,000, the authorities only
supply 26,000 cubic feet per consumer. We
venture_ to question how far this part of the
return is reliable. The number of consumers
given appears to be incredibly smaU,
whether compared with the population of
the United Kingdom or with the quantity
of gas manufactured, which is 9 per cent,
more than the quantity sold. The consumers,
we are told, are calculated according to the
number of accounts. They thus represent
families, rather than individuals, a considera-
tion which would make the number of gas
users, according to the average number of
inhabitants per house, amount to between
11 and 12 millions of persons. But the num-
ber is no doubt larger, as the proportion of
large houses using gas to small ones not u.sing
it must render an average unreliable. The
local authorities do far less in the way of public
lighting than_ the companies, the latter pro-
viding a public lamp for every 4-4 individuals,
the former only one lamp for every 6'4 indi-
viduals,—counting them as consumers. The
local authorities spent 3,127,047?.

; paid
951,636?. in interest

;
and made a profit of

359,532?., during the last year. Correspond-
ing returns are not made by the companies.

THE agenda paper for the meeting of the
-L Metropolitan Board of Works to be held
a few hours after this number of the Builder
is published, contains the following paragraph
in the summary of the Works and General
Purposes Committee’s Report, viz. :

—

“5. Reporting for the information of the Board
certain circumstances which have now for the first
time come to the knowledge of the Committee with
respect to Mr. Hebb, the Assistant Architect, and
recommending that Mr. Hobb be called upon to
resign.”

We notice this paragraph with much astonish-
ment, not unmingled with regret, for we had
hoped that, regarding the letters made public
last Saturday, such an explanation would have
been forthcoming from Mr. Hebb as should
have led the Committee to take a less drastic
view of the matter than they appear from
their recommendation to be inclined to take of
it. It is stated, however, that he has been
condemned unheard. We confess ourselves
surprised that the Committee should have so
precipitately resolved upon their recommenda-
tion

; and if the Board adopts it, after its halting
determination merely to censure another official
whose conduct, as it appears to us, was far more
blameworthy than that which is attributed to
Mr. Hebb (so far as we are aware of the charge
against him), we shall know what to think of
the Board’s sense of justice. That Mr. Hebb
has been very indiscreet is evident

;
but it

appears to us that the Committee proposes to
visit that indiscretion with too severe a punish-
ment, and we hope that the Board will take
a more lenient view of the case.

A LONG paper on_ the subject of theatre
coostrucUon (which is in everybody’s

mouth now) was read by Mr. T. L. Watson,
on the 12th, before the Architectural Section
of the Philosophical Society of Glasgow. In
the course of the paper Mr. Watson drew
attention to the New York Building Law in
regard to theatres, which provides that every

theatre shall have one front to the street and a
certain amount of free space on either side of
the auditorium portion also :

—

“Every such building shall have at least one
front on the public highway or street, and in such
front there shall be suitable means of entrance and
exit for the audience. In addition to the aforesaid
entrances and exits on the public highway, there
shall be reserved for service in case of an emergency,
in every and all such buildings, an open space equal
to one-eighth of the width of the building, outside
to outside measurement, and in no case less than
8 ft. in width in the clear in its narrowest part, on
the side not bordering on the street, where said
building is located on a corner lot, and on both sides of
said building where there is but one frontage on the
street or public highway.

“Said open space shall begin on the line of the
proscenium wall, and shall extend the full length of
the auditorium proper to the wall separating the
same from the entrance.lobby or vestibule. A
separate and distinct corridor shall continue to the
street, from each open apace, through such super-
structure as may be built on the street side of the
auditorium, said corridor to be reduced in width
not more than may be required for the thickness of
the outer wall forming one side of said corridor.
The openings into and out of said corridor shall not
be reduced in width more than 3 ft. loss than the
width of said open space, said openings to be
provided with doors or gates opening towards the
street.”

An event mentioned in the latter portion of
the paper may serve as a caution in regard to
the “ sprinklers ” which are now so much
recommended for stopping a fire on the stage.
It is related that at the Ambigu Theatre in
Paris, during the day, one of the scene-shifters
made a mistake with the new apparatus for
drenching the stage with water in case of fire.

Some time before the doors opened the water
inundated the ground floor of the theatre and
damped the scenery, the ropes, and the new
iron curtain. The consequence was that when
the actors were on the stage the iron curtain
remained immovable, and the performance
was delayed half an hour. Mr. Watson accord-
ingly recommends automatic “ sprinklers." We
should not trust overmuch to these. We have
a strong impression that they would fail when
wanted as often as not.

E are glad to find that the inaugura
address of the new Lincoln and Merton

Professor of Classical Archaeology and Art at
Oxford has been published in pamphlet form.
Prof. Gardner took for his subject, “ Classical
Archaeology, wider and special," and the
address has a special value just now, as it

affords a sound basis for fixing the relation
between classical archaeology,—still, so to
speak, in its probation,— and those kindred
subjects, classical literature and chissical
history, which are already well established as
matters of University teaching. The distinc-
tion which Prof. Gardner so clearly establishes
between the wider and the special archjeology
has, no doubt, always been dimly felt, but till

now has been inarticulate
;
and it is because

of this mental confusion that much distrust of
archmology has arisen. The subject matter of
both the wider and the special is the same, but
they differ in point of view and method. “ The
wider archeology takes its start from historical
record, and never loses sight of its position as
one of the handmaids of history

;
the narrower

and more special arch.eology claims, and has
successfully established, a position as an inde-
pendent branch of study, with methods and
conclusions of its own.” Oxford is nut likely
to neglect the wider view, and she is fortunate
in having chosen for her new teacher a scholar
who, highly-trained specialist though he is,

yet never loses sight of these wider relations.

A T Pompeii the excavators have come upon
a fountain decorated with a piece of mosaic

of unusually fine workmanship. The fountain
is in the form of a niche, on the ceiling of
which Venus is repre.sented just at the monfent
when she issues forth from the sea-shell. A
little love-god is also rising from the water,
and the goddess holds him by the hand.
Beneath this group are a number of Nereids
and boys with dolphins. On the shore of the
sea two draped female figures are represented :

one is standing, the other seated
; both make

gestures of amazement at the birth of the
goddess. Opposite them is another female

b
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figure, and a fourth, between them, turns her

back to the spectator. The ^^round of the

whole is blue, with a border of shells.
_

It is

reported to be the finest fountain inosaic ever

discovered. The bouse in which it was found

has not yet been completely excavated.

TT is proposed to restore St. Nicolas Church,

J- Iveyingham, East Yorkshire, at an esti-

mated cost of 1,200?. The chancel was recently

restored by the Ecclesiastical Commissioners,

under the superintendence of INIr. Ewan
Christian. It is stated that the nave and

aisles have become not only dilapidated, but

unsafe through tho decay of the beams of the

roof. The parish is a purely agricultural one,

and an appeal has been made to the inhabitants

of the East Riding of Yorkshire for assistance.

The spire of the church serves as a landmark

in the navigation of the Humber. A sum

of 4r)2?. has been promised towards the

restoration.

WE fire informed that the wooden doorway

and hood formerly at F'airfax House,

Putney,—a very pretty specimen of seven-

teenth-century design,—has been purchased

by Mr. Seymour Lucas, A.R.A., who proposes

to erect it in front of his house. New Place,

Woodchurch-roacl, Hampstead. We gave an

illustration of the house in our last volume,

and a detail of the staircase [vol. lii., p. 263],

and some further notes and sketches by Mr.

J. Afred Jones [p. 517].

^PHE Disney Professor at Cambridge (the Rev.

-L G. F. Browne, B.D.) proposes to deliver six

lectures on Tuesdays, January 31 to March 6,

at 2'30 p.m.
;
the first lecture in the Senate

House, the remaining five at the Museum of

Arcbasology, on the interesting subject of the

Sculptured Stones of pre-Norman type in the

British Islands. The subjects and lectures will be

arranged under the following heads :—1, General

Survey, Jan. 31 ; 2, Anglian Stones,—dated

examples, Feb. 7 ; 3, Anglian Stones,—undated

examples, Feb. 14 ; 4, Anglian Stones,—Runic

and other Inscriptions, Feb. 21
; 5, Anglian

Stones,—the Christian Story and the Sagas,

Feb. 28 ; 6, Anglian Stones,—Connexion with

Rome, Ravenna, &c., March 0.

T
he Winter Exhibition of the Society of

Painters in Water Colours contains a

number of beautiful things, pre-eminent among
which is Mrs. Allingbam’s one contribution,
“ East and West” (174), a seaside scene where
a beautiful English lady is seated in the fore-

ground reading a letter from her husband in

India, while her child with the Indian nurse is

seen a little way off. As usual in Mrs. Ailing-

ham’s works, the little bit of story in the picture

is completely told, and the face of the principal

figure is lovely. The whole represents the

artist’s highest style of work. Perhaps the

work which will strike visitors most, next to

this, is Mr. A. Goodwin’s “ Gate of Zoar ”

(19S), a kind of sequel to a former picture. It

represents the destruction of the Cities of the

Plain, seen from a distance, a red rain descend-

ing from an awfal and portentous mass of

almost solid-looking sulphurous cloud. This
kind of effort at imagining something beyond
nature is a dangerous direction for an
artist to wander into

;
the thing is very

powerfully done, but it is not the kind
of subject one would like to see very much
of, even from an artist of Mr. Goodwin’s
imaginative power. Among the works which
are really “ sketches and studies ”

ai*e some by
Sir Oswald Brierley, and a frame of “ Six
Album Sketches” (121) by Mr. Walter Field;
but most of the drawings, as usual, are as

finished as those to be found in the Spring
Exhibition. Mr. A. Goodwin sends a series of

charming views of English towns,—Rochester,
Worcester, Bristol, and others,—which bid fair

to rival Turner’s vignette illustrations of
localities. We have only the fault to find of

want of force in the one giving “ Bristol,”

which is taken at the docks with the bow of a
ship in the foreground

;
but it is a little too

polished up for the subject : no one ever saw
Bristol look as clean and bright as in that
picture. Mr. Alfred Hunt is a rather larger
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contributor than usual, and seems to be

specially studying contrasts of the same scene

under different lights
;
“ Whitby ” in morning

and evening, for instance (85 and 1 27) ;

“ Robin

Hood’s Bay, Showery Evening ” (35. a very fine

work)
;
and “Robin Hood’s Bay, Afternoon”

(163). Among others who are well represented

is Mr. Cuthbert Rigby, whose “ Early Morning,

Beeley, Derbyshire ” (34), is one of the freshest

and brightest hits of morning effect we have

ever seen in a drawing. Mr. H. S. Marks has

several interesting figure studies marked by

his peculiar humour ;
the best, perhaps, is that

of the cynical old gentleman reading “A
French Novel ” (47) ;

the Puritan “ Secretary
”

(183), sealing a letter, with a face of business-

like decision, is also very good
;
and there is

a very delicate humour in the two entitled

“Sunshine” and “Rain” (29 and 36), the

same figure at the door of a house looking out-

ward in the one and inward in the other,—

a

kind of reminiscence of the old form of weather

foreteller with figures that move out and in.

Mr. Naftel’s works are exceedingly good, espe-

cially “ On the Beach, Studland ” (135). Mr.

Herbert Marshall has visited “ Fowey ” (53)

with good results. Mr. R. W. Allan’s

drawings of towns have force and origi-

nality of style, but tend to exaggeration

:

in “ Middelburg ” (62) the shadow on one side

of the street seems like some solid substance

i laid down on the roadway. Mr. Tom Lloyd’s

“Anxious Mother” (84) is one of his prettiest

if not one of his finest works. In a drawing

called “ Lawn Tennis” (112), Mr. C. Robertson

givesa foreground study of a profusion of flowers,

brilliant, but as hard as if they were cut out in

steel. Mr. G. H. Andrews’s “Bad Weather in

the North Sea” (133) is a large and rather

remarkable study of a sliip in a gale of wind
;

but the surface of the water is not “watery,”

though the tumultuous movement of it is well

suggested. In “No Customers” (150), Mr.

Arthur Hopkins gives a very highly-finished

study of vegetables and green-grocery miscel-

lanea, which is really a triumph in its way.

A considerable number of the late Mr. Oolling-

wood Smith’s works are hung at the lower end

of the room.

T
he citizens of the “Burgh of Newport,

Fife,” seem to be an unco’ canny set of

people (in their own estimation, at any rate),

if we may judge from an oflicial advertisement

which appeared in the JJiindee Cotirier last

week. The advertisement is question, signed
“ Thos. Congleton, Clerk to the Commissioners

of the Burgh of Newport,” sets forth that “ the

Commissioners invite competitive drainage

schemes for the burgh, with relative plans, and
offer a premium of 20?. for the scheme with

plan adjudged best, and 10?. for the second

best, as these may be awarded by such person

or persons of skill and experience as the Com-
missioners shall appoint, but only on the con-

ditions following, viz. :—That the schemes and
plans for which the premiums are awarded
shall become the absolute property of the Com-
missioners, who shall have right to carry out

same, in whole or in part, without employing
the successful competitors, or any of them, or

being liable to them, or any of them, in any
fee, commission, or charges, in connexion

therewith, or with the work done or other-

wise.” Even assuming that the “Burgh of

Newport” is as small a place as the “pre-
miums” oflered are insignificant, and that

consequently only a small scheme of drain-

age is required, the Commissioners ought
to be told, by “ such person or persons

of skill and experience ” as they say

they propose to “appoint,” that they cannot
reasonably expect engineers of capacity and
experience to compete. The smallness of the
premiums offered is only equalled by the
comprehensiveness of the “ conditions follow-

ing.” We cannot imagine that any self-

respecting civil engineer will respond to

this invitation. Possibly a few tyros

and people who are not engineers at all

may compete, with the result that the Burgh
Commissioners may find that, through being
“owre canny,” they have got a system of

“drainage” with the levels all wrong and the
falls all inclined upwards ! Such things have

happened before now under similar conditions,

and they have tended neither to economy nor

healthfulness.

THE ROYAL ACADEMY STUDENTS’
DESIGNS.

The designs submitted by the students for

tho various prizes given by the Royal Academy
were publicly exhibited at Burlington House on

Monday and Tuesday last. The iunovatiou of

allowing the exhibition for two days instead of

one only, as before, is an improvement which
might be extended further, even to exhibiting-

them for a week : many would be glad to look

at them if more time were allowed.

The following is the list of subjects and prize-

winners :

—

Historical PaintiDg :
“Captives.”—Gold medal and

ti-avelliog atodentship (200Z.). Arthur Ti^-ethin Nowell.

Landscape Painting :
“ Sunset after a Storm.”—Turner-

gold luedal and studentship {SOI.), Arthur Trevethiu

Nowell.
Landscape Painting :

“ An Old Water Mill.”—Creawiet:

prize {3JL), Stephen Briggs Carlill.

Painting of a Figurefrom the Life.—Silver medal, Ist,

not awarded
;
silver medal, 2nd, William Farran Littler .

Painting of a Head from the Life.—Silver medal, lat,

Minnie Jane Shubrook; silver medal, 2ad, Maud Porter.

Copy of an Oil Painting; “Man in Armour,” by Van
Dyck. Silver medal, 1st, Arthur Claude Cooke; silver

medal, 2nd, Thomas Henry Jonas.

Copy of a Landscape :
“ The Lock,” by John Constable,

B.A.—Silver medal, not awarded.

Cartoon of a Draped Figure: “Demosthenes on the Sea

Shore.”—Silver medal and prize (25L), Alfred Bernard
Sykes.
Design in Monochrome for a Figore Picture : “Jebn

and Jezebel,”—2 Kings ii. 30.33.—Arraitage prizes, Ist

(30i.) and bronze medal, William Farran Littler
;

2nd
(lOf.)

,
Walter Stanley Paget.

Design for the Decoration of a Portion of a Public-

Building :
“ Summer.” — Prize l40f.), Wm. Ernest

Reynold Stephens.
Drawing of a Figure from the Life.—Silver medal, Ist,

not awarded
;
silver medal, 2ud. Herbert James Draper.

Set of Six Drawings of a Figure from the Life.—1st

prize {SOI.), Chas. Thos. Rudkin
;

2nd prize (25i.),

Stephen Briggs Carlill; 3rd prize (15L), William Farran.

Littler; 4th prize (K’f.), Percy Short.

Drawing of a Head from the Life.—Silver medal, 1st,

Joseph Walter West; silver medal, 2nd, Mary Catherine

Abercrombie.
Drawing of a Statue or Group.—The two silver medals-

for this were not awarded.
Drawing of a Statue or Group.—Prize (lOZ.), Lydia

Bacon King.
Perspective Drawing in Cutline (open to Painters anti

Sculptors only): “The Exterior of St. Paul's Church,
Covent-gsrden.”—Silver medal, Edith A. Cooper.

Line Engraving of a Drawing of a Figure from the Life.

—No competition took place for the Gold medal and prize

(26Z.) given for this subject.

Composition in Scnlpiure :
“ An Act of Mercy.”—Golds

medal sod travelling studentship (200i.), George Jas.

Frampton.
Set of Three Models of a Figure from the Life.—Ist

S
eize (60(.), Wm. Goscombo John; 2ad prize (iOZ,), Wm.
rnest Reynold Stephens.
Model of a Design : “An Episode of the Delnge.”—let

prize (30(.), Wtn. Gescombe John; 2nd prize (lOf.),

Arthur George Walker.*
Design for a Medal .- “ A Prize Medal for a School of

Art.”—Sihor medal, not awarded.
Model of a Figure from the Life.—Silver medal, Ist,

John Rollins
;
silver medal, 2nd, Jas. NesHeld Forsyth.

Model of a Statue or Group.— Silver medal, 1st, Andrea.

C. Lucohesi
;
silver medal, 2nd, Chas. John Allen.

Model of a Statue or Group.— Prize (10(.), Wm. Henry-

Prosser.
Design in Architeetnre :

“ A Railway Terminus.”— G.>l(i

medal and travelling studentship 2iW(.), Robert Weir
Schultz.

Set of Architectural Drawings : “St. George's Chu-ch,
Bloomsbury.”-Silver medal, Ist, Percy Norman Gin-

gham; silver medal, 2nd. • « • •

Set of Architectural Designs (Upper School).— Priz,»

(26(,), William Leek.
Set of Drawings of an Architectural Design (Lower

School),—Prize (lOL)
,
William Alford.

Perspective Drawings in Outline (open to Architecto

only): “ The Caryatide Portico of tho Erechtheum,”

—

No competition took place for the silver medal given for
this subject.
Tbe Landseer Scholarships in Painting and Sculpture,

of40(.Byear each, tenable for two years, given for the-

best work, done in the examination for passing into the-

Second Terra of Studentship, have been awarded:—in

Fainting, to Ernest W. Appleby and Herbert Jamee-

Draper; in Sculpture, to William Goscombe John and
William Ernest Reynold Stephens.

In Architecture, the Gold Medal and Travel-

ling Studentship, for a design for a railway

station, has been awarded to a very clever

and original design by Mr. R. Weir Schultz,

the only one of these designs which travels-

much out of the beaten track of railway

station architecture. The author has evi-

dently set himself to consider fairly how
a railway station can be expressed in archi-

tecture in a simple, suitable, and unpre-

tending manner, discarding conventional

architectural ornamentation and adopting a

simple and bold treatment with little orna-

ment
;
and w'hat little there is has a definite-

meaning. The main portion of the end of the

building is treated with a great gable with

massive piers at the angles of tho building,

* Diaqualilled, owing to having received the same pfiz£>

in 1885.
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and a great semicircular window
; the general

idea is that of King’s Cross improved upon.
It is a pity that the autlior has stuck to the old
system of dividing up his semicircular window
with four perpendicular mullions cutting into
the circle,—the worst way of dividing np a
circular window, but one sanctioned by long
habit. Over the keystone of the window a large
clock is corbelled out, with a gablet over it,

and Hanked by basreiief figures of Day and
Night. The offices form a long low block
running across the front, with a gateway
in the centre with a deeply-recessed arch
with carved soffit, the whole centre entrance
forming a solid mass of masonry treated with
a qnasi-Doric cornice and an attic over, in
which are medallion alto-relief portraits of
Brunei, Watt, and Stephenson. The range of
offices on either side is treated with what
may bo called a Tuscan order in which the
entasis of the columns is a good deal over-
done : this portion might be improved in detail.
The author has reproduced the figures from the
Temple of the Winds over his central entrance,
which is also flanked by two figures of lions on
pedestals on either side. As a whole, the design
shows originality and thought, and is decidedly
the best of the set, though not so taking or
effective in mere drawing as some others.

No. 331 is a design of considerable merit,
more decidedly Classic in detail. The whole
rests on a high rusticated podium, which runs
all round tho building, over which in front is a
screen wall with an Ionic order, stopped by
angle pavilions at either end

;
bat as the anthor

has used his Ionic columns rightly, not as angle
columns, but as columns iu a range terminating
in piers or untcB, why did he in his entrance
pavilions use the corrupt form of the Ionic
column with the volutes at an angle of 45° ?

Are not students at the Koyal Academy
taught that this form is only a corruption
invented to facilitate tho use of the Ionic
column in all positiotis P Whereas tho true
form with the flat volutes was meant to be
used exactly in tho kind of position in which
tho author has the order here

; so that ho
has thrown away his opportunities in this
detail. There is a prettily designed clock
tower on the loft

; hut a defect of the
design is that the effect of the large semi-
circular window at the end of the main bnild-
ing is lost, as only a little bit of the curve
appears above the screen range in front. The
-author has suggested that he is up with the
times by labelling his design “electric railway
terminus.” No. 332 has a good idea iu his front,
with the deoply-recessod arch round the great
window carried down to the ground in front;
but unfortunately the plan shows that this bold

' front composition has no reference to what is

I

in the rear of it. No. 333 shows the iron roof
with no screen, between two towers, which are
kept as solid masses below, with elegant
cupolas above

;
hut tho design of the lower

buildings in front is fragmentary, and seems to
have no relation to the whole. No. 33G has
placed a hotel block in front of the station,
falling back in an elliptical recess in the centre,
the lower portion of the recess containing a
top-lighted waiting-hall, the outer line of which
projects, and completes the ellipse. This is an
idea, but not a good one

; it weakens the
centre, and is of little practical advantage on
plan. No. 337 takes somewhat the same lead-
ing idea as the prize design, bat with less
refinement of feeling, and more pretentious
detail; aud the same may be said of No. 338,
which is the better one, however, and the
perspective drawing is a very good and effective
one.

The elevation by Mr. Lcck of a London street
front, to which the prize of 25L has been
awarded, is a picturesque design with some good
bits of detail about it, aud a corbelled out
angle bay which devolopes into a circular lunette
above with some pretty decorative treatment.
The aeraicircular-lieaded windows on the first
floor are here again divided by tlie upright
mullions cutting into the circle, which, to our

t eye at least, are so disagreeable. No. 353, a
coloui’od elevation of a design of somewhat the
same type, has a good deal of merit

; so has
No. 350, but it is spoiled by the ugly scrolls
standing out on tho slopes of the gablets.
Among vai'ious designs for “ a monumental
fountain,” most of which are not very successful,
the best, perhaps, is one in a style we have
little sympathy with, No. 3-i5, a Roman one
with an architectural background, showing a
heavy rusticated Doric order, the details well

put in. Most of the designers have attempted
to make the fountain too much of an architec-
tur.al erection with a fountain attached to it,

rather than a fountain pure and simple.
The sketches abroad by the Travelling

Student for 1886 (Mr. Maclaren) are in every
way to his credit, in number, choice of subjects,
and execution. They comprise pencil sketches
and a good many studies of coloured detail.
The pencil sketches in England by the Travel-
ling Student of 1887 (Mr. E. II. Sedding) are
more slight, but very good of their kind.

Perspective, which is illustrated in the same
room, does not seem to be an attractive subject
to Academy students

; only two or three seem
to have gone in for it ; the prize has gone to a
lady for a drawing of St. Paul’s, Covent-
garden (the subject set, apparently), which does
not strike us as a very successful effort. Only
one competitor, apparently, has appeared for
the prize for measured drawings; the drawings
of St. George’s, Bloomsbury, which ho has sub-
mitted, are clear and complete, not very finished
iu execution, but showing the facts well.
The prize for the sculpture composition, the

subject being “An Act of Mercy,” has been
rightly awarded to Mr. Framptoii for a very
well-modelled and expressive group of a young
girl giving water to a prisoner who is bound.
The contrast between the youthful figure of tho
girl and tho wrinkled and haggard expression of
the captive is finely felt, and the whole is a
well-modelled and well-composed group. Among
the other designs submitted we may mention
No. 292, a wounded soldier tended by a man
and woman, and 293, a large group of the
Angel of Death releasing the captive

;
the

recumbent figure of the dying man is a fine one,
and there is a noble conception in the work.
Of the designs for a tempera painting for

wall decoration,—anbjeeb, “ Sninmer,”—tho one
selected for the prize is the only one that is

really and in the full sense decorative work,
and therefore the award cannot well be qaes-
tioned ; bnt the composition is not very
interesting : it is a kind of echo of Mr.
Albert Moore, and represents some listless
young women with no particular expression,
lying about on a marble seat in various atti-
tudes of dolce far niente enjoyment. We cannot
care for such a work; decorative painting on a
large scale is, or should be, an opportunity for
realising a great idea

; here there is little or no
idea to speak of : still, the group is well de-
signed for its purpose as far as effect and
manner of treatment are concerned. No. 157,
a Florentine scene of the Renaissance time, has
merit of the same kind

; and No. 156, a rustic
scene, is good as a picture, and the single figure
cartoon is a very nice one, but the composition
fails iu a decorative point of view from want of
massing of the figures

;
the outline of tho group

being ragged, so to speak, two figures standing
up above the rest at two points, and then a
great gap between them. Id is one desideratum
iu decorative figure painting, as in decorative
basreiief, that the group of figures should till

the space pretty evenly, and harmonise with
the lines of architectural composition aud con-
strnction. In this respect the prize design is a
success, and most of the others are not.
Tho subject for tho cartoon stndy of a draped

figure is Demosthenes practising his voice on the
sea-shore

;
and here the cartoon to which the

prize is awarded at first strikes one as by no
means the best ; it is theatrical in effect, and, to
our thinking, not so well drawn as one or two
of the others. But it has tho merit of being a
bond-fde attempt to realise the subject. The
other figures merely represent a man posed in a
certain attitude, with his drapery blown about
by the wind; one competitor has hit on an
original treatment in showing us Demosthenes
with his back to ns facing the sea, which forms
an element in the drawing. There is something
to be said for this way of treating the subject,
in the way of dramatic and picturesque effect

;

but it is not treated so as to make the moat of
the expressive action of tho figure whose face
is hidden from us. In Mr. Sykes’s figure there
is no “posing.” Demosthenes is in full shout
against the noise of tho sea, with his mouth
wide

_

open, in tho evident exercise of great
exertion; that is a realisation of the subject;
the others are not.

Having looked at the architectural drawings
first, we are going backwards through the col-
lection, and come now to the two rooms of oil-
paintings, which are hung first in order in the
rooms. The paintings for the Turner Medal
are a curious collection. It seems to be an

understood thing with the competitors that
they are to be Turneresque or nothing, and the
attempts to give sunset !a Turner result in
the most tremendous displays of crimson and
yellow, alarming to contemplate. The prize
work by Mr. A. T. Nowell (who has also gained
the prize in historical painting) is far away the
best, and, in fact, has hardly any rival among the
other.'!, and it is free from the sensational
colouring which characterises so many of tho
others. There are ono or two that deserve note,
however; No. 25 shows a fine study of sunlit
clouds, and No. 30 an effect of clear light and
open sky over a dark hill, which is certainly
fine, though tho author has not quite accom-
plished what he aimed at. In regard to the
historical paintings we feel a little doubtful
about the verdict. The prize painting (subject.
“Captives”) represents a scene where a
young man, clad in a leopard skin, is bound
to a tree, and a young woman in the fore-
ground is being bound by a soldier and a
monk. The subject suggests tho story of Laon
and Cythna in tho “Revolt of Islam”; we
know not whether this was the intention. The
woman, who throws herself forward with out-
stretched arms towards her companion in.

affliction, stretches out a most tremendous length
of right-leg behind her into the foreground, re-
minding one of the style of Fuseli’s figures

; we
should like to see Mr. Harry Furniss’s version of
that figure

;
it would not leave him much room,

however, for “ happy exaggeration.” There is
some good painting in tho picture, bat it is too
sensational, and wo were disposed to think there
were finer qualities in tho painting numbered 5.
with the old caotive Gaul sitting in tho fore-
ground and the Roman soldiers looking on. The
best after this, perhaps, was the modern treat-
ment of the subject, tho handcuffed “ Captive ”

in a railway carriage; but it makes a very dis-
agreeable picture.
The exhibition of the designs was largely

attended, aud seemed to attract a good deal of
public interest.

THE SPHERE IN PERSPECTIVE.
The following letter and diagram forwarded

by Mr. R. Phene Spiers arose oat of our
remarks on a passage in his book on “Archi-
tectural Drawing” (p. 762, an fe), and will be
of interest to many of our readers, though it
will bo seen that practically Mr. Spiers’s view
does not differ much from ours :

—
Sir, I am obliged to you not only for your

favourable notice of my work on “ Architectural
Drawing,” but for the opportunity you give me
of explaining more clearly the objects I had in
view in referring to the projections of spheres
in perspective.

The_ paragraph you have quoted must be
taken in context with the previous paragraphs,
and then, I think, will not seem so strange.

If I understand your question rightly, you do
not take exception to the actual fact, viz., that
the sphere can only be mathematically repre-
sented as a circle when its centre is on the
point of sight, but to its application in the
making of perspective drawings.* In that case
I am in accord with you, and tho illustration I
enclose will, I think, more fully explain my
meaning. I have in this illustration drawn a
sphere on the left, as I consider it always
should be drawn (with one exception, which I
will refer to later on), and onthe right a sphere
projected, as regards its main form, mathe-
matically

; as regards its outline approxi-
mately on’iy because I have desired to
show the method by which I arrived at
its projection. I have assumed the sphere-
to be intersected by a number of vertical
planes (parallel with the picture plane for
convenience of projection), and I have put in
perspective each section of the sphere. This
shows as a matter of fact that if projected
mathematically tho sphere becomes an ellipse
when not on the point of sight. In the
illustration, A B is the horizontal line, C the
point of sight, and C D represents the distance
of the spectator from the picture plane. Now
if this drawing be held at a distance, C D, from
the eye the projection on the right should ap-
pear circular, that on the left elliptical; Isay
should, because it happens unfortunately in
this particular instance, havingtaken a distance
point too close to the picture plane, and a
sphere too mnch out of the range of vision, the

* That vas oitr meaning.—

E

d.
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V. R
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45°

DISTANCE.
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eye is unable to embrace the point of sight and
j

the sphere at the same time
5
and therefore it

is necessary to look askance to see the sphere,

thereby changing position of the picture plane
;

but even looking askance at the projection

I have given of the sphere, if the drawing

be brought to within about two - thirds of

the distance C D, it will be seen that the

figure on the right has the appearance of

being circular, whilst that on the left looks

elliptical. It follows, therefore (and this

was the exception I desired to make) that

if a drawing is being prepared which will

always be seen from one point of view

(as in a peep-show, for instance) it is neces-

sary to take cognisance of the fact and project

•the various features exactly, even although in

its preparation the spheres should come out as

ellipses. It also suggests to the draughtsman ;

firstly, the great importance of selecting his

point of view so as to avoid great distortion (in

the drawing of a dome or circular vase, for

instance, to make it come, if possible, on the

vertical plane intersecting the picture plane

in the point of sight)
;

and, secondly, the

invariable necessity there will always be of

“cooking” or correcting certain features,

because the representation of a building on a

vertical plane is not always the way in which

the building might actually be viewed except at

a long distance off, and also because the drawing

will not necessarily be looked at from the point

•of view from which it is actually drawn. This

explanation will, I hope, serve to place the

subject in a clearer light before your readers.

R. Phene Spiers.

Carlton Chamhers, 12, Regent-street

N.B.—There is one other passage in your

notice which I should be glad to refer to, viz.,

the use of drawings in France with the shadows

projected at 45°. They are not sent to the con-

tractor as working drawings, but used only for

the purposes of study
j
in fact, they take the

place of our perspective drawings, and guide

the architect in his design, whilst they serve

also as competition or exhibition drawings. As
a rule, the French do not make perspective

drawings, and their architecture, I think,

loses in consequence.

There is another point, however, in regard

to the theoretical distortion of the sphere in a

perspective drawing, which we have not seen

alluded to, and whick suggests the idea that

after all there is a screw loose in the theory of

perspective, as set forth by those whom we may
here call the “ distortioners.” "When drawing
circles in perspective, which appear on the

p-iper as ellipses, we are not merely concerning
ourselves with projection on the plane of the

drawing ;
we are drawing them as we see them.

Let A represent a geometrical elevation of three

circular bodies, either circular discs or spheres,

placed in succession on any level base, such as

the top of a wall. In the geometrical elevation,

their outlines, whether they are spheres or discs,

will alike be circles. Move to one side so as to

C

take them in perspective, and if they are discs,

we shall see them, as at B, as a series of

ellipses; observe, we do not merely draw

them or project thorn so, but we see them
so, as may be practically proved by holding

up a divided scale at a fixed distance

between the eye and the object, and
measnring its apparent length and breadth

by the scale. But if the three objects are

spheres, when we take them in perspective they

are spheres still,—their apparent outline and

perspective are perfectly unaltered, and they

appear as at C. It is true that we do not see

actually the same horizon-line on any of them
that we saw when we were in front, and the

horizon-line of each sphere is, in the case of C,

in a different plane in reference to the base-

line on which the spheres are standing
;
but we

see them all as true spheres just the same as

before.

Whereupon we put two questions :— (1) Is

there not something illogical in a system
whereby we are to draw circles in perspective

as we actually see them in fact, and spheres as

we never see and conld not see them ? And
(2) Would any painter who had to introduce a
spherical object into a picture,—say, a globular

termination to a gate-pier,—venture to draw it

in an elliptical and distorted form because it

was on one side of his picture and out of the

line of sight ?

SIR F. LEIGHTON ON THE ARTISTS OF
THE RENAISSANCE.

The following is a portion of the address

delivered by the President of the Royal

Academy at the distribution of prizes to the

students on Saturday last

“

The production,

both in sculpture and painting, of the middle

period of the thirteenth century has a character

of transition. In painting, the works, for*

instance, of Cimabue and of Duccio are still

impregnated with the Byzantine spirit, and

occasionally reveal startling reminiscences of

classic dignity and power to which justice is

not, I think, sufficiently rendered. In sculp-

ture, the handiwork of Nicolo Pisano is full of

the amplitude, the rhythm, and virility of

classic art. I see iu it, indeed, the tokens of a

new life in art, but little sign of a new artistic

form,—it is not a dawn; it is an after-glow,

strange, belated, and solemn. In the art of

Giotto and the Giottesques the transformation

is fulfilled. It is an art lit up with the spirit of

St. Francis, warm with Christian love, pure

with Christian purity, simple with Christian

humility
;

it is the fit language of a pious race

endowed with an exquisite instinct of the

expressiveness of form, as form, but untrained

as yet in the knowledge of the concrete facts of

the outer world ;
an art fresh with the dew and

tenderness of youth, and yet showing, together

with this virginal quality of young life, a simple

forcefnlneas prophetic of the power of its riper

day. Within the outline of these general cha-

racteristics individuality found sufficient scope.

Awe of the doom of the wicked and a sense of

inexorable retribution inspired in minds of a

certain stamp works full of a Dantesque

severity and force; to others' militant Chris-

tianity and theological allegory furnished a

grateful field. Local particularities of tempera-

ment were reflected in local artistic production

;

in the work of the Florentines we trace that

grave sobriety which so strongly Imarked

them in the early days of their republican

freedom, and of which, later on, Pandolfini

was to draw an interesting picture.

Among the Siennese, on the other hand,

the love of splendour and luxury peculiar

to them translated itself in the gay profusion

of gold ornaments which, in their pictures,

bespangled and enriched the gorgeous raiment

of their virgins, saints, and angels. The main

external characteristics of this early phase of

art, however, are, I repeat, a keen sense of the

expressiveness of form, which translates itself

in beanty and flow of line, ignorance of the

facts of nature resulting in drawing empty as

well as inaccurate, and, we must add, a com*
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ploto indifference to landscape, with which, in
fact, it deals symbolically rather than by imita-
tion. Soon, however, the agencies which were
at work in the world of general culture miide
themselves felt also in art. You will re*
member that I pointed out to you a two-fold
current in the intellectual evolution. On the
one hand, a reaction against the fetters of
monkish rule and the doctrine of tho inherent
depravity of humanity, together with a growing
interest in man and in the phenomena of
Nature

; and, on tho other, an ever-increasing
interest in tho achievements of the pre-Christian
ages, and especially tho age of the supremacy
of Horae. Now these two agencies merged to
a great extent one into the other in the general
intellectual movement; but in Art, at least in
tho arts of painting and sculpture, for some
lapse of time only one of them made itself felt,—to their great gain,—namely, the impulse to
study man and the world ho inhabits; the
impulse, in fact, to study Nature. The
humanists, in their almost superstitious rever-
ence for the masterpieces of classic literature,
were pursued by the temptation to repeat, like
parrots, words which clothed ideas not their
own, and expressions which corresponded to
nothing in their minds. The artists were more
fortunate

; of ancient painting nothing, of
ancient sculpture little only, was before them;
and after the date of Nicolo Pisano that little
Beoms for a considerable period to have exer-
cised small influence on them. And so it hap-
pened that while men of letters were thrown into
the pursuit of knowledge which they found
clothed in a perfect artistic form at a time
when their heads were, so to speak, hardly
strong enough to carry the intoxicating draught,
artists, unhampered by the crushing example of
a past perfection, were flung straight on to the
bosom of Nattire,—where safety is. Other
circumstances also helped to shape their course.
One of tho most distinctive features in the
economy of the Italian Republics was the free
and unchecked development of the individual.
The ago was one in which every individual was
gauged exactly according to his intriiisio worth;
every capable man got the full value of his
capability

;
to every capable man all things

wore open. Accordingly, the study of the
individual forced itself upon the artist, and the
acuteness of observation, which was innate in
tho Tuscans, became manifest in a marvellous
subtlety in the rendering of individual cha-
racter. Such portraits as those of Mellini and
Palmieri, the medals of Pisanello, and the
frescos of Masaccio and Ghirlandajo will at
once occur to you. Whether they use the pen,
the pencil, or tho chisel, the Florentines of the
Renaissance are nnsurpassed in their vivid
portrayal of individual men. In its turn the
scientific spirit took possession of the Arts.
The once forbidden, now frequent, representa-
tion of the nude human form led to a desire for
the knowledge of its marvellons mechanism and
its secret structure. Anatomy, accordingly,
was pursued with zeal. Perspective, too, was
keenly studied : a science especially indis-
pensable to men whose love of architecture as
an adjunct to figures amounted almost to a
passion, and was, no doubt, in great measure,
the outcome of the haunting impression of
architectural grandeur produced in them by the
sight or by the accounts that reached them of
the stupendous ruins of ancient Rome. And in

j

the train of perspective the cognate mysteries
of foreshortening claimed their votaries and
exercised a fascination, of which, indeed, the
results were sometimes not a little ludicrous.
Tho prophet of foreshortening was Paolo
Uccello. There is in Florence, among other
works of his that might be described to
much the same effect, a battle-piece, in
which a strictly foreshortened warrior and hie

i
charger, foreshortened for the last time, for

I they He stark and dead in the forefront of the
I canvas and the fight, a horse kicking the spec-
1 tator, and a pile of lances disposed upon the
' ground, with unblushing intent to display the
artist’s science, have an altogether comic effect.
By the side of this scientific fever the joy in
re-discovered Nature manifested itself in a new
delight in landscape. The summary indication
of earth and vegetation which sufficed to the
school of Giotto soon gave way to an almost

j
undisciplined exuberance of treatment. Who

j does not remember the riot of hill and dale, of
’ tree and shrub, of vineyard and plensaunce, of
i birds and beasts, in which, on certain walls of
t the Campo Santo of Pisa, Gozzoli, for instance,
J celebrated the joyous spectacle of the world ?

And when to this spirit of simple gladness is

added the spirit of science of which I have
spoken, we get such amazing studies of leaf and
flower as Leonardo loved to draw. Thus to
Tuscan artists the new movement brought the
love of nature and the light of science. I have
said that the revived classicism for some con-
siderable period affected but little the outer
form of their art. It did, however, at au early
date largely modify the subject matter with
which artists dealt. Mythology had laid a
powerful bold on the hnraauists. The objects
of Pagan and of Christian worship were mixed
in a strange promiscuity within their minds.
The attributes of heathen gods were given to
the Almighty, of whom they loved to speak as
Jupiter Altitonans, high-thundering Jove. But
over the arlists also the heathen fables cast
their spell; gods and goddesses, satyrs and
fauns, dryads and nereids invaded their fancies
and once again impelled their hands; and Pagan
myths took their place in the studio by the side

,

of Christian verities, objects of equal homage.
You foresee, however, that under Tuscan pencils
these pagan themes will assume a thoroughly
changed complexion ; and it may be interesting
to compare, in passing, one with another, by
a special instance, the treatment of kindred
subjects by a Florentine painter and a
Florentine poet. Some portions of the
famous picture of “ Spring,” by Botticelli, in
the Gallery of the Belle Arti in Florence, recall
certain stanzas in the “ Giostra ” of Poliziano
so \nvidly as to suggest that the painter must
have had them in bis mind when he conceived
the picture. Yet, see how wholly different they
are in the order of emotion they evoke ! How
luminously joyous, how serenely sweet, and, in
this sense, how classic is the sentiment exhaled
from the music of Politian’s lines! How full
of twilight and of snbdued strange sadness is

this loveliest of Botticelli’s works ! The matter
is classic, the spirit modern and Christian. The
Renaissance has laid a stronger grip on the poet
than on the painter. But, as is natural, the
action of this complex movement on artistic
development varied in its conflict with the
Medimval spirit according to the human stuff
on which it worked. Before the close of the
fourteenth century the exclusively religious
and didactic phase of art had spent itself. The
days were past when the doctidnes of the Faith,
its comfort and its terrors, the science of
government, and the precepts of morality,
spoke to the masses, in unripe but lofty artistic
language, from the walla of church and council
chamber. Giotto had clothed in forms of art
the spirit of St. Francis, and had gone to the
grave. Simone Memmi, the champion of
militant orthodoxy, hot with the fire of St.
Dominic, and the far greater painter Arabrogio
Lorenzetti, whose solemn frescos in the Com-
munal Palace of Siena are a great sermon on the
virtues which build up a well-ordered State,
both these had ceased to live

; and now a
period had begun in which worldly subjects
and classic mythology were to invade Art; a
period in which it lost for a time much of its

ethical elevation, but during which the nourish-
ing elements of knowledge were being eagerly
absorbed and assimilated, which alone could
etjuip it for its final and its highest triumphs.
Yet even when the flood-tide to which Petrarch
had opened the gates of Mediawal civilisation
was, as it seemed, sweeping everything before
it, the old flame of religious fervour was not
everywhere spent. Even in tho middle of the
fifteenth century you might, turning aside from
the turmoil of the streets of Florence, have
seen, in his silent cell, a pious monk, absorbed
in his work, catching no echo of the outer din,
gazing with rapt eyes on a world of love and
ecstacy, the radiant creation of his own pure
and reverent soul. And if the ecstatic spirit
survived in Beato Angelico alone, perhaps, in
this undimmed serenity, the graver spirit of
religion, the Christian sadness, still touched
and tinged the mind of a Signorelli, a Botticelli,
a Perugino

; cast a tender light over the first

youth of Raffaelle Sanzio, and at last found
its fullest expression in the sublime creations
and its saddest cry in the rugged sonnets
of Michelangelo Buonarotti. But, pei'haps,
the various operation in the province of art
of the two main motive forces of the Renais-
sance,—tho impulse towards the scientific
study of nature and the impulse to reinstate
the classic spirit,—may be best illustrated
by more special reference to the work of
three typical artists whom I have already
named,—Leonardo da Vinci, Raffaelle, and

Michelangelo. Of the scientific impulse we see
the fullest expansion in that miracle of many-
sidedness,—Leonardo. A never-sated hunger
for knowledge in every form, a desire ever
burning to lift up the veil from every secret of
Creation, possessed and marked him through
life. The hidden structure of the bodies of men
and of animals, the structure of plants, the
ways of rushing waters and of wandering
winds, and every riddle in the book of Nature,
were objects of his ardent curiosity and an-
wearied study. How far beyond the horizon of
his day his prescient spirit carried him along
the fields of science in which art is not involved,
others, better than I, can tell yon. But wo
cannot, in this strange man, separate the scien-
tific investigator from the artist. In his moody
and fitful spirit, unrestingly straining forward
in the quest of some intangible new perfection,
it was the same haunting sense of mysteries
unsolved that led him, now towards scientific

prophecy, and now to the creation of a type
of human beauty more subtle and complex than
any the world had seen before. The influence
of the revival of classicism, both in its spirit and
as a form of msthetic expression, is seen at its

meridion in Raffaelle. To him the knowdedge
of such masterpieces of ancient sculpture as
were brought again to the light in his day came
when his precocious gifts were already about to
reach maturity

; and their example found a
fruitful soil in his singularly well-poised genius,
filled as it was with a stately sense of beauty
and chastened by a mind of rare refinement.
Whatever was best in the classic spirit was
absorbed and eagerly assimilated by him, and
imparted to the work of bis best day that
rhythm, that gentle gravity, and that noble
plenitude of form which are its stamp, and pro-
claim the brother of Mozart and of Sophocles.
In these two artists, then, wc see the afflatus of
the Renaissance in two distinct forms,—in its

avidity of research with Leonardo, in its classic
serenity with Raffaelle. It remains for me to
speak of one, the greatest, far, of all,

on whom, as an artist, the old world
had no direct hold or influence, though
it coloured bis intellect by blending into his
Christian orthodoxy some tinge of that Platonic
mysticism which, since Marsilio Ticino first

taught it, had fascinated the choicest spirits

of the age. I speak, of course, of Michelangelo.
His contact with the Renaissance as an artist is

traceable only in the scientific spirit and its

interest in man
;
for to the artist Michelangelo,

who saw in the human form a dim reflection of
the Divine beauty, man was the all-absorbing
and exclusive object of study. All else was in-

different to him ; to him a plain mass of green
or gray sufficiently signifies the earth. Only
once, and because the subject,—the temptation
of Eve,—demands it, does a melancholy-look-
ing trunk, with a few leaves, intrude into his

work to represent the green glory of the
forest. Giotto himself is not more scorn-
ful of its charms. And this I wish you.

to note of Michelangelo as distinguishing
him from Raffaelle,—the typo of human form
which he lifted to the fullest expressional force
is the last development of a purely indigenous
conception of human beauty, whereas the type
which we know as Raffaellesque is a Classic

ideal warmed with Christian feeling. Sublimely
alone as Buonarotti’s genius stands, towering
and unapproached, like some unsealed, heaven-
ward, mountain peak, it does but mark the
highest summit reached, in the magnificent
continuity of its evolution, by the purely native
genius of Tuscan art. Reaping, with full hands,
all tlie knowledge of his day, and conscious of
its worth, Michelangelo flung that knowledge
as fuel into tho furnace of his Medireval ardour,
and in him we see, at the height of tho Renais-
sance, the supreme type of a Medimval artist,

yet, be it remembered, a type which without
the Renaissance could not have been. As firm
in his faith, and of a soul as high, he was the
spiritual sou of Dante and his peer; a Tuscan,
a Christian, and, in the language of his art, an
immortal poet. In his grave the art of Tuscany
was buried

;
no flower grew over it. When he

died in ISfll, one Florentine of genius was still

alive,—wild Benvenuto, to whom a short span
was yet allowed. For a few years louger a
Yenusti, a Bronzino, a Daniele da Yolterra re-

mained to show how dull a thing art may
become when the soul has gone from it and
rhetoric replaces feeling. For a few years yet
good Giorgio Vasari, King of Chroniclers,

strutted in garments which he believed to be
his master’s; and then final night closed over
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The church also possesses some other interest*

ing examples of woodwork of this period.

Fig. 3 is a sketch of an old chair in Little

Bookham Church, Surrey. The church con-

tains some interesting examples of Norman
work, and also some good specimens of oak
panelling, with incised ornament.

THE NEW METROPOLITAN SEWAGE
WORKS AT BARKING OUTFALL.

As we have from time to time informed our
readers, the Metropolitan Board of Works is

now engaged in the construction of extensive

works at Barking Outfall, with a view to the

deodorisation, to some extent, of the sewage of

the northern half of the metropolis. That some
such palliative or curative measures are urgently

called for, the foul state of the Thames in the

neighbourhood of Woolwich during recent

summers has amply demonstrated
;
wliether the

chemical treatment resolved upon by the

Board will be effectual we have strong doubts,

and have already given expression to them.

As the works now in progress at Barking are

to be completed next year, and as they will

be, we fear, comparatively useless unless the

chemical process adopted be at once economical

and effective, we cannot but think that the

subject is one deserving the widest and fullest

discussion. Yet what do we find P The Board
is to be asked, at its meeting to be held a few
hours after these lines are published, to assent

to the following motion :

—

“That it be an instruction to the Works and General
Purposes Committee to print, for circulation amongst the
members of the Board only, the report presented to theni

,
by Sir Henry RoBCoe, M,P,, F.R.8., upon the deodorifa-

i tion of the sewage at the outfalls, and the state of the
Thames.''

the art of Florence. The light of Italian art
passed from the valley of the Arno to Venice,
'the city on the sea.”

Home of Industry, Bethnal Green.—
The new Home of Industry, Bethnal Green-
road, E., was opened on the 18th of November.
A building has been purchased and fitted up at
a cost of 8,OOOZ., for the purpose of training
boys for emigration, and for other philanthropic
work carried on by Miss Maepherson. The
architect was Mr. George Baines. The con-
tractor was Mr. H. L. Holloway, of Deptford.

SOME OLD ENGLISH CHAIRS.
Oj? the three chairs illustrated, fig. 1 repre-

sents an old oak chair in St. Mary’s Church,
Guildford. The back is covered with elaborate
ornament, carved, incised, and applied in
roundels. The church contains some care-
fully-preserved examples of old fresco decora-
tion.

Fig. 2 represents an old oak arm-chair in East
Horsley Church, Surrey. It is of the Jacobean
period, and the curious flowing ornament on the

I

back panel and at the bead is given in detail.

Why should this important report, by an
eminent scientist, be circulated “amongst the

members of the Board only ” ?

It is not our purpose here, however, to discuss

the chemical aspect of the question, but rather

to chronicle the progress of the very elaborate

works now in course of construction at Barking,

which we had an opportunity of visiting two or

three weeks ago. They have been designed by
the Board’s Engineer, Sir Joseph Bazalgette,

and the contract was let to Messrs. John
Mowlem & Co. some nine months ago. The
amount of the contract is 4.06,OOOL, and probably

we shall be within the mark if w© say that the

cost of the works when completed will be
5OO,OO0Z. Half a million of money is a large

sum to spend upon what many competent
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chemists and engineers regard as a mere
experiment. If the experiment tarn out

euccessful, so much the better for the long-

auffering ratepayers. If it fail, they will be in

for farther heary expenditure to carry the

sewage down to Canvey Island or elsewhere.

The works included in the contract consist of

precipitation reservoir or tanka
;
sludge settling

channels; pier and jetty for discharging the

sludge into ships and for general pnrposes

;

engine and boiler-houses for lifting the sludge

and the effluent water; iron water station;

settling pond for river water; superintendent’s

house and twelve workmen’s cottages ;
liming

•station; and tramways and pipes for various

;purposer,.

The sewage will be conveyed from the

QOrthern outfall sewer into precipitating tanks

placed on the north side of the existing resor-

•voir. There will bo thirteen of such tanks, and
the sewage will be admitted into each of them
in succession and allowed to remain in a

quiescent state to admit of the deposition of tho

•aludge. When the solid matters in tho pre-

cipitating channels are deposited, the effluent

water will he run off into the river direct if the

state of the tide is favourable; but otherwise

•into the existing reservoir.s, to be stored there

•antil tho tide has fallen sufficiently to admit of

its discharge. The sludge will be run off

into sludge - settling tanks to be placed

•on the west side of the sewer, near the

civer, whore it will be allowed to settle

.again, so as to allow of the removal of more of

'the liquid. This liquid will be drawn off and
will be used for mixing the lime water, which
will be admitted into the northern outfall sewer
aearly half a mile above the precipitating tanks,

where there will be stores for the lime and
•chambers for mixing it. The settled sludge
will be run into stores under tho tanks, and
'.Till be lifted and passed through pipes to a
pier to be constructed in tho river for the
purpose of being loaded into ships and carried

to sen.

There is a supplementary store for sludge in

case of tho siudge ships being delayed by stress

•of weather, and there are stores for the iron,

Sind sheds for its manipulation and intro-

•duction into the sewage.
There will be engine-houses with engines for

•lifting the sludge and effluent waters, and for

lifting the water containing the iron and lime
;

•coal stores; a settling pond for purifying the
Tiver water for use iu the various operations,

-and residences for the superintendent and
-some ef the workmen. Tramways will be laid

for conveying coals from the river to their

warioxB destinations in the works.
The works now in progress consist of excava-

’tions, concreting, and brickwork for the pre-
cipitatit?.a reservoir, liming station, and sludge-
settling channels

;
foundatiens for engine-

house and boiler-houses, and a jetty for loading
steamers. Two chimney-shafts, service-tank
for river water, twelve workmen’s cottages, and
41 dwelling for the superintendent have been
completed.

The old channel at Galleon’s Sluice has been
-diverted into a new channel, which has been
-recently formed. Embankments have been
••formed from spoil for the purpose of receiving
'tramways in connexion with the various works.
The principal works at present carried out
consist of excavations, concrete, and brickwork
foundations for the structural works.

The works have now been in hand, as already
•mentioned, about nine months, the first two
months of which the contractors were engaged
in building temporary jetties in the river Thames
and Barking Creek, sinking sump and getting
(plant on to works. In the remaining seven
•months they have excavated upwards of

.220,000 cube yards of ground, principally iu

long trenches for the walls of the sludge-settling

channels, and iu holes G ft. square for the
brick piers to carry the arching over ; they have
need more than 135,000 cube yards of concrete,
and built 2,GOO rods of brickwork, the woi-ks so

far executed being of the estimated value of
l70,000i. The works cover an area of about
eleven acres.

The number of men employed on the works
at the present time amounts to about 2,200, and
the quantity of permanent material unloaded
amounts to 1,600 tons x>er day, and there are
over forty boilers under steam.

The whole of the works are under the personal
superintendence of Mr. G. Marshall, Assistant-

Engineer to the Metropolitan Board of Works
;

and of Mr. J- Jackson, General Manager, and

Mr. W. Eowell, Engineer, to the contractors.

There is, it goes without saying, some admirable

plant on the works, some quick-travelling steam

cranes being especially effective and easy of

manipulation.

GLASGOW INTERNATIONAL
EXHIBITION.

The contractors have now been at work for

fully six months, and the building, including its

475,000 square feet of roofing, is already almost

completed in the rough. The great central

dome, with its four flanking towers, is almost

the only portion still awaiting much of finishing

work on the outside, and even here the ribbing

and piecing operations are far advanced,

promising a full crowning of the edifice within

the space of a few weeks. The architectural

effect of the design,—a strictly Oriental one in

its more prominent features,— is not un-

pleasing; but tho position or site which has

iDoen assigned to the erection is far from setting

off its good points to the best advantage. On
two sides,—east and south,—the houses of the

city impinge quite closely on the building, the

only separation being the breadth of a not very

wide streetway. These houses are of the “ flat”

order common in the large towns of Scotland,

compact, and of considerable height
;
and a

glance at once shows that this unfortunately

close overlooking of a large and wide-spreading,

bnt relatively not at all lofty structure, has the

effect of crowding and dwarfing the latter to a

somewhat damaging extent, while at the same
time diverting attention from the graceful lines

which the elevation undoubtedly possesses. The
situation of last year’s Edinburgh Exhibition

was much happier
;
in grounds exclusively its

own, and sufficiently remote from the nearest

city buildings to escape all injury likely to arise

from the harshness of an abrupt contrast. As
regards the Glasgow exhibition, extraordinary

effort is being put forth to reinforce the main
building with extraneous attractions, and to a
large extent the open or park side to the north,

with the river Kelvin crossing Clydewardson an

easy curve, lends itself very freely to this end.

The Kelvin is being deepened to a uniform

depth of 6 ft., and next year, over the two or

three furlongs of its course in the immediate

vicinity of the Exhibition building, fancy craft

of all kinds, including steam and electric

launches, working ship models and torpedo

boats, will be, found moving briskly to and fro.

A chronic foulness has long afflicted this once

crystal tributary of the Clyde ;
but the evil

will at least be mitigated if not removed by
the cleansing expedients now being energeti-

cally taken in liand, these consisting of an exten-

sion of the left bank sewage culvert right down
to the Clyde, and certain up-stream restrictions

governing the inflow of refuse matter. Other
extramural attractions are comprised in a

timber and plaster reproduction of Glasgow’s

ancient episcopal palace, to be utilised in

honsing the Antiquarian Section of the Exhibi-

tion, an electric fountain of 120 ft. base dia-

meter, a switchback railway, a terra-cotta

fountain, 85 ft. high, presented by Doulton &
Co., Lambeth, &g. The rather unhappy
financial results lately attending one or two
similar Exhibitions elsewhere have been

exercising the minds of the gnarantora not too

pleasantly; but, in any case, the event of next

year, regarded simply as a display, is almost

certain to rank as a high success. Considering

the plethora of grand exhibitions which the

present and recent years have produced,

Glasgow's effort may have been dated just a
little too late for a signal financial triumph

;

but having p'ut its hand to the plough, it is not

likely that the City will grudge either pains or

outlay to secure a creditable issue. The works
contract now in course of fulfilment involves

expenditure to the amount of about GO,000L

ARCHITECTURAL SOCIETIES.

Birmingham Architectural Association.—The
third ordinary meeting of the current session

was held at Queen’s College on Tuesday evening

last. Mr. W. Doubleday (vice-President) took

the chair. A paper was read by Mr. Whit-

worth Wallis, F.R.G.S., on the ” Temples,

Forum, Theatres, and Tombs of Pompeii.” The
lantern views illustrating the lecture were of

the moat interesting description. Temples,

theatres, tombs, frescoes, statuary, &c., suc-

ceeded each other in an almost bewildering

variety. The City of the Dead became, indeed,

for the time a city full of life and vivacity. The
drapery of the statues which have lately been

unearthed rival those of the best Greek period.

A vote of thanks, proposed by Mr. W. Double-

day and supported by Messrs. Newton and
Victor Scruton (bon. sec.), was unanimously
accorded to Mr. Wallis for bis very interesting

lecture, and after a response from that gentle-

man the meeting terminated.
Manchester Architectural Association.—The

last ordinary meeting was held at the Diocesan

Buildings on the 13th instant, Mr. A. H. Davies-

Colley (President) In the chair. The Rev. R. H.

Snape read a paper on “ Scotch Cathedrals.”

He prefaced his remarks by saying that as he had
spent several of his earlier years as an architect

and had visited tho whole of the English as well

as the Scotch Cathedrals, he claimed some right

to speak on this subject. Ourviewsof cathedrals

must be very much modified when we come to

Scotland, as they are more correctly speaking

simply kirks, numbering in all about fourteen.

Transepts, cloister courts, and crypts are non-

existent except in a very few cases
;
towers

and spires are also few and very irregularly

placed. The round arch is to be fonnd in nearly

every style, but the Perpendicular has hardly

an example. The crypt of tho Glasgow
Cathedaal is the finest in England or Scotland.

The abbeys more than rival tho cathedrals.

A discussion followed in which Messrs. J. T.

Hodgson, H. M. Mee, T. Chadwick, Ward, and
the chairman took part.

Edinburgh Architectural Association. — The
usual fortnightly meeting of the Association

was held on the 8th inst., in the Architec-

tural Halt, 42, George-street ;
tho President,

Mr. Hippolyte J. Blanc, occupied the chair.

After the usual preliminary business and ad-

mission of new members, Mr. John Wallace

read a paper on “ Italian Monuments.” After

an introduction explanatory of tho scope and
object of the paper, in which precedence was
given to the Early Renaissance tombs of the

fifteenth century, not only as being of singular

interest from their intrinsic excellence and
suitability for their purpose, but as throwing

valuable light on the rise of Renaissance art

and tho iutluence this department of design had
on architecture proper, the Gothic tombs of

the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries were
referred to in detail. The tombs of the Scali-

geri at Verona were described and instanced as

being, faeVe ‘princess, of supreme importance,

because giving dated examples of the best

Gothic work during the whole time of its

prevalence in Verona. The earliest examples

of Renaissance tombs,—those of the quattro-

cento period,—wore next spoken of, Tuscany
being tho home of their birth and most perfect

development. The Florentine school of sculp-

ture being at its strongest at that time, and the

best masters of the craft devoting tlieir best

energies to this class of work, it was not to bo

wondered at that for combined architectural

and sculpturesque effect these tombs stood

unrivalled. The love of pomp and ostentation

was shown to have gradually produced deca-

dence and prevented the healthy develop-

ment that might otherwise have been expected

from the early promise of Renaissance art,

—

combined, however, with increased robustness

of character,— to be commended had the

standard of refinement and excellence in sculp-

ture been preserved. The decay of taste during

the cinque-cento period, with its grandiose

effects, were traced to the same insidious

influence, only partially assisted by the genius

of Michelangelo, whose well-known tombs of

the Medici family in tlie church of St. Lorenao

at Florence were claimed to rank with the best

works of this master. The vagaries of the

Rococo School were then referred to, and
instances given of the debasement of art by

this licentious school, till, by the middle of the

seventeenth century, the last degradation was
reached. Reference was then made to the

modern Italian tombs, as exemplified in the

Campo-santo at Genoa, regret being expressed

that effort should be so misdirected
;

ignoble

realism in the dexterous representation of lace

and ribbons, and the trivial accessories of

modern dress being aimed at, to the exclusion

of the higher qualities of sculpturesque design.

The value of a study of these ancient monn-
raents was expressed with a view to inoprove-

ment in this department of design in modern
work. The paper was illustrateU by a collec-

tion of photographs. At the close a hearty

vote of thanks was awarded to the lecturer.
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THE GALPJRIE DES MACHINI

THE “GALERIE DES MACHINES” TOR
THE 1889 EXHIBITION.

We give a view of this immenso iron etrac-
tare, bot a small part, however, of the vast
show with which Paris is preparing to astonish
the world in 1S89. The ” Galerie ” is being
erected at the sonth side of the Champ de
Mars, parallel with the Avenue Lamothe
Piquet.

The architect for the work is M. Dutert,
assisted in the iron details by M. Constantin,
engineer-in-chief for the metallic construction
of the Exhibition.

The^ gallery is 420 m^t^e8 in length, and
43t metres in height, and 115 metres wide

j
in

other words, a span of nearly 380 ft.

It is intended that the structure should be
completed during the course of nest year; the
total coat will bo about three millions of francs.

Jllttstrathns.

CATHEDRAL, CHALONS-SCR-MARNE.
E gave recently Mr. Mitchell’s fine draw-
ing of the interior of this cathedral

; we
have now the pleasure of giving two

more drawings by him, one showing the exterior
of the cathedral (some description of which will
be found on page 770, ante) and the carved
capital of one of the nave piers, a fine and in-
teresting example of Early Gothic work, with
reminiscences of Greek detail in parts.

CHURCH OF ST. AUGUSTINE, HEDON.
The borough of Hedon, though now only

small and insignificant, was formerly of some
considerable importance, and dates far back
into^history, having had a charter granted to it
by King John.^ We are told that when Hull
%sa8 but a fishing village, Hedon was a thriving
seaport, enjoying the benefit of an extensive
maritime commerce. PoBseasing at one time
three churches, it is now reduced to one,
which we must confess constitutes the only

object of interest in the town. However, its

dignified appearance, purity of detail, and con-
venient size, eminently fib it to be a worthy
model, which may be studied with profit again
and again. It is yearly becoming better known
to architectural students, a number of whom,
of late years, have taken full advantage of easy
access to such a fine example of Medimval art,

and no doubt will soon be known as ” a much-
measured building.”

As will be seen from the perspective view, it

is cruciform on plan, and exemplifications of
every style of Gothic may here be found, from
Transitional to Late Perpendicular. Theearliest
part of the fabric is the south transept, the
door of which is round-arohed, with fine bold
mouldings. This transept was almost entirely
rebuilt some years ago, by the late Mr. G. E.
Street. A fise rose-window from his design fills

the gable. The chancel and north transept
follow in point of time, appearing of about the
same date, and being of pure Early English.
The front of the north transept presents as fine

a study as can be found in a moderately-sized
church. It is shown in a geometrical drawing
given on another plate, along with sections of
the mouldings. The nave is of five bays, the
four adjoining the tower of the Geometrical
period

; the remaining bay and the west front
of the ensuing period of the Later Decorated
style. The tower is about 130 ft. high.
The nave, north transept, and chancel were

restored about ten or twelve years ago by a
since-deceased local architect. Before this, the
whole of the roofs were of flat pitch, and
covered with lead, the gables having been taken
down to the eaves level, and the west window
was filled with tracery of a most atrociona
design. The chancel still retains a good Per-
pendicular window.
Nothing remains of the Lady-chapel except a

part of the east wall, which has been incor-
porated in a vestry of the Late Gothic period.

CANDELABRA PROM ITALIAN
MUSEUMS.

These two examples of Italian candelabra
are from drawings by Mr. R. A. Briggs. That

marked A is a fine work in bronze, standing
abont 6 ft. high, and is in the Bargello at
Florence. It bears on the base the device of
the Medici, a shield studded with little round
knobs, which are supposed to represent pills.

The one marked B is executed in marble,
and is in the Museo Nazionale at Naples.

THE NEW LIBRARY FOR LAMBETH.
We give an illustration of the new library

building which is being erected in the South
Lambeth-road, S.W., for the Lambeth Libraries
Commissioners. The entire cost of the build-

ing and site is being defrayed by Mr. Henry
Tate.

The materials used in the construction will be
red bricks, with Portland stone for dressings,

green slates for roofs, and copper domes to
turrets. The interior facings of reading-rooms,
Ac., will be of stock brick, relieved with red
bands and arches, the roofs beiug open timbered,
and with skylights over. The floors of the
public lobby, &c., will be of wood blocks, and the
corridors tile-paved. The front part of the
building shown on our illustration is a house
for the librarian. The general dimensions of

the various rooms are :—Newspaper and perio-

dical room, 48 ft. by 27 ft.
;
reference-room,

27 ft. by 28 ft. ;
lending libraries and book-store,

48 ft. by 23 ft. ;
women’s reading-room, 13 ft. by

13 ft.
;

private room, 13 ft. by 12 ft.
;
public

lobby, 20 ft. by 20 ft. In the basement is a
heating-chamber and book-room, Ac. The archi-

tect is Mr. Sidney R. J. Smith, and the builder
Mr. Nightingale.

HOREHAM HURST, SUSSEX.

This country residence, recently erected in
Sussex, is situated on an elevated site in park-
like grounds at the extreme corner of Hellingly
Parish, adjoining the Horeham Manor Estate.

It commands in all directions lovely views of
the county scenery and also a view of the sea.

beyond Eastbourne.
In designing the elevations the main object in

view was to produce a comfortable home in

character with the old Sussex style, and this ha.a
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been obtained by facing the building externally
to the first-floor level with dark red bricks and
Bath stone dressings, the floor above that height
being constructed with massive horizontal and
vertical timbers placed about 2 ft. apart showing
externally and filled in between the doable lath
and plastering, with 3 in. cavity, and finished

outside with solid cement and rough-oast shingle
of a warm yellowish tint, the roof being covered
with dark brown tiles and bright red ridge tiles.

The house is approached from the entrance lodge
(which is of similar design) by a winding aveuae
of oaks. Owing to the utilisation of existing
buildings on the site the relative position of

the kitchen and dining-room was unavoid-
able.

The work has been carried out by Mr. Daniel
Ashdown, builder, of Horeham-road, Sussex,
under the superintendence of the architect,.
Mr. H. Percy Monckton.

ELECTION OF CITY ARCHITECT.
The election of a City Architect and Sur-

veyor to the Corporation of London, in the-
room of the late Sir Horace Jones, took place
on Thursday afternoon last, at a meeting of
the Court of Common Council. The following

I were the candidates :—Mr. H. D. Appleton
I (age 34) ; Mr. Charles Barry (63) j Mr. Francis-
I Chambers (58) ; Mr. Goymour Cuthbert (38) ;
I Mr. W. H. Crossland (52) ;

Mr. T. Milboum (52) ;

j

Mr. C. N. Mclntyre-North (50) f Mr. Alexander-
' Peebles (47) ; Mr. J. H. Smith (34) ; Mr. B.

I

Tabberer (56) ;
and Mr. J. Tanner (53).

j

A proposal was made that the voting should'
' be by ballot, and this was eventually agreed"
I

to, and it having been announced that Messrs.
Chambers and Smith had withdrawn, the voting
was proceeded with, with the following results,
viz. :

—

Appleton, 2 votes
{ Barry, 45; Cuthbert, 6;

Crossland, 31 ;
Miibourn, 4 ; McIntyre-North,

3 5 Peebles, 85 j Tabberer, 4 ;
Tanner, 0,

^

As none of the candidates had a clear
majority of votes cast, the three standing-
highest in the list were again voted for, when
there were for Mr. Barry, 43 ; Mr. Crossland,.

I

20; and Mr. Peebles, 107.

i

Mr. Peebles was accordingly declared elected-

Lectern, Tunstead Ciiarch.—A carved oak
eagle lectern, a replica of one supplied to the-
English Church at Neuilly, near Paris, has
recently been executed for Tunstead parish,
church, by Messrs. Jones & Willis.

Proposed New Tneatre for Edinburgh.
' —We learn from the Scofsmon that in the
,

Edinburgh Dean of Guild Court plans have-

I

been lodged for the erection of a theatre on
^ ground immediately to the south of West.

I

Nicolson-street, Edinburgh.
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THE APPRENTICES’ EXHIBITION.

The Apprentices’ Exhibition, opened at the

People’s Palace, Mile End, on Saturday last, by

H.R.H. the Prince of Wales, is, on the whole,

a creditable display of work, and though it

contains nothing particularly noteworthy, it may
be visited with advantage by those for whose

special behoof it has been opened, viz., young

workmen, and apprentices, and lads about

entering npon apprenticeship. There is much
in the exhibition to interest the general public,

of course, and the exhibits of the students of

the Polytechnic and similar institutions serve to

.show that, while there is, and has been, much
>talk of late years about technical education,

some little amount of practical work is being

.done
;

but, to our thinking, one defect of the

exhibition is that the consecutive processes of

the various trades represented are not in all

oases 80 fully shown as they might be. The
oxhibits fill two long and well-lighted galleries,

parallel to each other. In the one to the left

band of the entrance some of the building

trades are toleraby well represented, and there

are a few exhibits pertaining to the same trades

in the other gallery.

The students of the School of Art Wood-
“Carving show a number of specimens, most of

them exhibiting much merit, considering the

•age of the pnpils, and giving promise of greater

-achievements in a year or two.

A few of the Cabinet-making students of the

Polytechnic Young Men’s Christian Institute

exhibit a number of articles of furniture which
are, as a rule, well designed (we do not under-
-stand that in any case the designs are by the
makers of the articles), and constructively far

superior to much of the “ shoddy ” work which
is to be seen on sale in the Tottenham Conrt-
Toad and elsewhere. A dressing-table by John
Slade, a cabinet by Albert Atkinson, and tables
by O. R. Burke and W. T. Wilkinson (all

.apprentices), may be named as examples.
Some of the students of the Plumbing

Olasses of the same excellent Institution show
a very fair collection of specimens of crafts-

manship, under the appropriate motto “ Nothing
like Lead.” John James Green, Thomas C.
Fenn, and H. E. Belton are exhibitors of some
^ood examples of pipe-bending and wiped
joints, and there are also several examples of
bossed leadwork, the most successful and
pracical of which is a lead finial by Thomas
Miller Ross, an apprentice of six years’
istanding. The portrait-busts executed iu
the same manner also exhibit much skill,

but lead is a material which does not
lend itself to agreeable effects when used for
portrait busts. There was little or nothing in
this collection, by the by, which was illus-

trative of the principles upon which plumbin"
work should he done, which is the more to be
cegretted, inasmuch as skilled workmanship in
•execution will not only not atone for work
planned on wrong principles, but may, in
<M5nceivabIe cases, intensify the oWla and dan-
gers resulting therefrom.

Several students of the same Institution
•exhibit good specimens of modelling in plaster,
but there is nothing noteworthy about them

;

like the specimens of metal-chasing and repouss^
work adjoining, also by students of the Poly-
technic, they are fairly good, and that is all.
Mr, E. King, a die-sinker, who has been three
years at his trade, receives a special award for
a panel bearing an expressively-modelled lion
in relief. Another student of the same Insti-
tution, John Smart, a stone-mason, aged 23,
-exhibits a weli-execated though somewhat
heavily - designed, window

; and adjoining,
Horatio Cauwick, aged 22, and Alfred Horne
^age not stated) exhibit specimens of fine-
jointed brickwork, such as is the vogue in“ Qaeen Anne ” work.

°

Among the best specimens of wrought-iron
work shown by the students of the Institution
several are marked ‘‘not for competition”
<why, we are not told)

5 but not coming
ander this restriction is a lantern by Albert
Higgins, age 19, which exhibits some very
delicately-executed work.

Some other students of the same school
exhibit panels of carved wood, many of them
very good in execution. J. Davis, aged 20, a
joiner, exhibits his skill in staircase work.

Passing now to exhibits not by students of
the Polytechnic School, we may mention as
meritorious the staircase models showm by A. JDown (aged 20), E. C. Davis (age not stated),
and J. Irving. Passing by some more specimens

of plumbing work of no special interest, we
come to a screen containing drawings executed

by the students of the People’s Palace Art
School, and to another screen containing me-
chanical working drawings executed by students

of the Polytechnic Day-school ; some of the

last-named drawings are models of what me-
chanical working drawings should be, with
dimensions, &c., clearly figured. Next is a

screen containing a number of well-executed

drawings giving details of building construc-

tion by Robert Sinclair, in which we noticed

some points that appeared open to criticism

;

for instance, in the drawing showing a queen-
post roof-truss, the projection of cornice shown
in a large-scale section of the outer wall seems
to be greater than would be safe in execution.

Messrs. Perry »fe Co., of Tredegar Works,
Bow, the well-known builders, exhibit a car-

penter’s shop, occupied by E. P. Trent and
P. N. Smith, two of their apprentices. Here
the various processes of mortising, tenoning,

scarfing, sawing, &c., performed by hand, as

in pre-machinery days, are exhibited in the

execution of actual work. The apprentices
here, as at several of the other stands, are

habited in Medimval costumes similar to those

which were to be seen at the shops in “ Old
London ” at the recent South Kensington exhi-

bitions.

J. J. Thompson, aged 18, a pattern-maker,

who has been four years at his trade, exhibits a
well-made model of an iron roof suitable for a

railway station
;
but this should not be exhi-

bited with the carpentry exhibits, as it was
when we saw it.

Bookbinding, printing, coopers’ work, silver-

smiths’ work, meteorological glass-blowers,

surgical instrument makers, watch and
clock makers, opticians, drawing - instrument
makers, organ-builders, lead glaziers, electric-

lighting apparatus makers, tinsmiths, brass-

fioishers, pewterers, japanning, wire-working,

fret-cutting, and potting (some of Messrs.
Doulton’s apprentices sending some vases of

good outline), shoe-making, basket - making,
carving, upholstery, and weaving are among
the other trades exhibited.

Exclusively •women’s industries do not seem
to be so largely represented ns we had expected
in an exhibition held in the East End of London

;

but of needlework and articles of clothing,

executed by young girls apprenticed to milliners

and dressmakers, there is a small but repre-
sentative show.
Some of the pupils of the Jews’ Hospital and

Orphan Asylum, West Norwood, are exhibitors

of simple articles of joinery made as the result

of technical instruction received in the work-
shop of the Institution for four hours weekly.
The exhibits are by boys of thirteen or fourteen
years of age, who have only received technical
instruction for the few hours named during
periods of from four to twelve months. Though
the articles exhibited are of a very ordinary
kind, they certainly give good evidence of what
can be accomplished with tools by boys in school
workshops

;
and the knowledge of the use of

tools is likely to be of no slight value to the
bo}s when they leave school, whatever trade
or calling they may choose to follow.

The Exhibition is to rematin open until the
31st inst.

THE INSTITUTION OF CIVIL
ENGINEEllS.

At the ordinary meeting on Tuesday, the 6tb
of December, the paper read was on “ Electrical
Tramways: the Beasbrook and Newry Tram-
way,” by Edward Hopkinson, M.A., D.Sc.,
Assoc. M. Inst.C.E.

Although a number of electrical tramways
had been constructed in the United Kingdom
during the last few years, there had hitlierto

been no attempt at the regular haulage of
minerals and goods, nor at the operation of cars
larger than the ordinary tramway type. Pro-
bably in no case had the effective power of any
single motor exceeded aboiit-1-horse-power. The
principal object of the present paper was to
describe the conatrnction and to discuss the
working of the Beasbrook and Newry Electrical
Tramway, which had been designed for the
haulage of heavy goods as well as for passenger
traffic. The length of the liue was rather more
than three miles, with an average gradient of
1 in 80, the maximum gradient being 1 in 50.
According to the conditions of the contract, ten
trains were to be run in each direction per day,
providing for a daily traffic of 100 tons of

minerals and goods, and capable of dealing with

200 tons in any single day, in addition to the

passenger traffic. The electrical locomotive

was to be capable of drawing a gross load of

18 tons on the up-journey, in addition to the

tare of the car itnelf and its full complement of

passengers, at an average speed of six miles per

hour, and a load of twelve tons at an average

speed of nine miles an hour. Also, the cost of

working, as ascertained by six mouths’ trial,

was not to exceed the cost of steam- traction on
a similar line. The line was formally taken

over by the company, as having fulfilled the

conditions of the contract, in April, 1SS6, and

had since been in regular daily operation. It

was worked entirely by water-power, the

generating station being adjacent to the

line at a distance of about one mile

from the Beesbrook Terminus. There were

two generating dynamos of the Edison-Hop-

kinson typo, driven by belting from the

turbine-shaft, which was extended into the

dynamo-shed for the purpose. The turbine

could develop 02 horse-power, and each dynamo
was intended for a normal output of 2o0 volts,

72 amperes, though they were capable of giving

a much larger output. The current -w.is con-

veyed to the locomotive-cars by a conductor of

steel, rolled in the channel form, laid midway
between the rails, and carried ou wooden
insulators nailed to alternate sleepers. The
conductor was not secured, but was simply laid

upon the insulators which fitted into the

channel, and while allowing for longitudinal

motion to compensate for changes of tempera-

ture, held it laterally. At one point the line

crossed the county road obliquely, the crossing

being 150 ft. in length. In this case the con-

ductor on the ground level was not feasible,

and an overhead conductor on Ur. JohnHopkin-
son’s system was substituted, by which the

collector on the car consisted of a bar only,

which passed under the supports of the over-

head wire, and made a rubbing contact with its

under surface. This system had been found to

give very satisfactory x'esults in practice.

The locomotive equipment of the line con-

sisted of two passenger-cars, each provided

with a motor. The body of the car was carried

on two four-wheel bogies, the motor being fixed

on the front bogie, so as to be entirely indepen-

dent of the body of the car. The longer of the

two locomotive-cars was 33 ft. in length, and

was divided into three compartments, the front

one covering the motor, and the two others

forming first and second class compartments,

t0"-8ther accommodating thirty-four passengers.

The front bogie carrying the motor had an

extended platform projecting beyond the body

of the car, and communicating by a slide door

with the dynamo compartment, thus giving the

driver direct access to all parts of the driving

machinery, which were at the same time

entirely boxed off from the passenger compart-

ments. The weight of the locomotive, including

the dynamo, was 8.V tons.

Apart from the electrical working of the line,

an important and novel feature was the plan

by which the wagons used on the line could also

bo used on the ordinary public roads, so avoid-

ing the necessity of trans-shipment, and enabling

goods to be loaded at the wharfs and drawn to

the line by horse-power and again delivered

where required. The plan was originally sug-

gested by Mr. Alfred Holt, M.Inst.C.E., of

Liverpool, and was embodied in the Lancashire

Piateways Scheme, for which a Bill was lodged

in the autumn of 1882 and subsequently with-

drawn. The idea had been worked out in a

practical form with great success by Mr. Henry
Barcroft, of Newry, one of the directors of the

Tramway Company. The wheels of the wagons

were constructed without flanges, with tires

2J in. wide, which was sufficient for use on

ordinary roads. Outside the tramway rails,

which weighed 41’25 lb. per yard, second rails

were laid, weighing 23'75 lb. per yard, with the

head J in. below the head of the larger rails.

The flangeless wheels ran upon these lower rails,

the ordinary rails forming the inside guard.

The front part of the wagon was supported on

a fore-carriage, which could either be pinned

or allowed freedom of motion as in an ordinary

road vehicle. There was a single central

coupling arranged to eegage in a jaw on the

fore-carriage, so as to guide it when not pinned.

Shafts were attached to the foro-carriage when,

the wagon was to be used on the ordinary

roads. The wagons were of sufficient strength

to carry a load of 2 tons, and their weight with-

out the shafts was 23:^ cwt. Experience had
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ehown that th# wear and tear, both on the
wheels and rails, was not excessive, and that the

traction did not much exceed, if at all, that of

ordinary trucks with flanged wheels. No
difficulty had been found with the horse-trac-

tion on ordinary roads, and the taking on and
-off was conducted with great rapidity.

Each locomotive-car was fitted with an Edison
Jlopkinson dynamo, which was geared by means
of helical-toothed wheels, and a chain to one
axle of the bogie. The special construction of

driving chain, rendered necessary by the severe

conditions under which it had to work, was
fully described. The trains were commonly
composed of one locomotive-car and three or
four trucks ; but frequently a second passenger-

car was coupled, or the number of trucks
increased to six. Thus a gross load of 30 tons

was constantly drawn at a speed of six or seven
miles per hour, on a gradient of 1 in 50. The
cars could be reversed by reversing the current
through the motor without change of lead, but
as there was a loop at each end of the line,

I

reversal was only required when shunting in

;
the sidings. The terminal loop-curves were of

I

-55 ft. radius only, but these were traversed by
I the long locomotive cars with perfect ease, to

I which the method of carrying the motor-dynamo
1
on the bogie largely contributed.

The author concluded the paper with a dis-

1 cussion of an extended series of experiments
; to determine the efficiency of the whole combi-
: tiatioQ under various conditions, and the distri-

( bution of the losses. The results wore illus-

I trated in a graphic form by a series of curves.

Under average conditions of working the total

I -electrical efiicienoy was shown to be 72'7 per

: cent., the losses being distributed thns :

—

Loss in generator 8'G per cent.

„ leakage u‘7
,,

,, resistance of conductor 6 G „

,, motor 7'7
,,

! The friction of tho bearings in both generator
( and motor, and the power lost in the driving-

gear, were excluded from these results.

In an appendix to the paper the cost of the
I ^electrical equipment of tbeline was summarised,
I and the cost of haulage per train-mile was
I shown to have boon 3'3d. over one period of five

I months, when the goods traflic was light, and
' 4'2d. when the goods traffic was heavier.

; Since the opening of tho line, the locomotive-

•i cars had registered a train-mileage of 40,000
II miles, and the tonnage had exceeded 25,000

:i tons, and the number of passengers 180,000.

The discussion of the paper was adjourned.

Inat. C.E., C. A. Trery, J. E. de Villiera, A. E. Wackrill,
Stud. Inst. C.R., C. P. Warde, Stud. Inst. C.E., G. W.
Ware, G. K. Wusey, K. Williams, J. A. Wilson, W. G.
Wood, Stud. last. C.E., V. 8. Woods, and J. T. Wvnna
as Aiiociafe Membert; and of Colonel R. Harrison. R.'
C.B., C.M.G., W. L. .Iordan, F.R.G.3., J. B. Mori^
and P. A. Scrstchley, M. A., as Aitociatee.

CIVIL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEERS’
SOCIETY.

We take the following from the opening
address of tho President, Mr. Reginald E.
Middleton, M. Inst. C.E., M.I.M.E., road on
Wednesday, December 7:

—

As the Society advances in years, it becomes
more and more difficult for each succeeding
President to find suitable matter for his
address

;
so many subjects have been so fully

and so admirably dealt with by former Presi-
dents, that he is at his wit's end to discover
something new to speak of : at least, I can say
for myself that I am in this case. A President
must not lecture on one clearly-defined subject,
he must deal with things generally

5 at any
rate, this seems to be the accepted rule. I

propose to adhere to this rule as closely as
possible, but the general theme will be technical
education.

Fivo-and-twenty years ago, when I was
learning my profession, the opportunities
offered to student.? were very different from
those which are afforded at the present day.
In those days public schools certainly, and to
a greater or less extent all schools, with a few
insignificant exceptions, placed classical know-
ledge first. Mathematics were taught to a
very limited extent, and a knowledge of four
books of Euclid, algebra to quadratic equations,
and the first rules of plane trigonometry, would
carry a boy to a higli place in the classes
devoted to these subjects. Of modem languages,
French and German were indeed taught, but in
such a way that 90 per cent, of the scholars had
no more useful knowledge of them when they
left school than they had when they went to it.

In the same manner, an equally superhcial
knowledge of modern history and modern
geography might be obtained, and of drawing

j

ancient history and geography were important,
for a classical education was the beginning and
the end of everything, and no boy could rise to
any high position in the school without classical
knowledge. Engineering classes were almost
if not entirely unknown, I do not remember
that there was any place twenty-five years ago,
where a scholastic engineering education could
be obtained, except at King’s College.
Now all this is changed

; there are many
schools of tho first order where modern
languages, modern science, and mathematics
are taught to tho exclusion of classical teaching,
and where a boy can prepare himself thoroughly
for a professional career; though even now
snfficieut attention is not given to the advan-
tages to be secured by a knowledge of
languages; and in this respect we are far
behind Continental countries, where, so far as is

practicable, an acquaintance with the moat im-
portant languages of neighbouring countries is

compulsory.
In the old days an engineering student went

straight from his school education to the office
of a civil engineer or surveyor, or to the works
of a mechanical engineer; if to either of the
former places, his course of study was then
much what it is now, he had to take his share
of the office work, of the out-door work, and of
whatever was going

;
but be baa now the advan-

tnge of being able to attend classes which did
not then exist. If, however, he goes to the
works of a mechanical engineer the case is very
much altered. In former days the hours were
from six in the morning to six at night, with one
hour and a half for meals, and on Saturdays
the works closed about four,—thus the actual
working hours per week were sixty-one

; later
this was reduced to fifty-eight, and in some
cases fifty-seven hours per week. It will be
easily understood that it required a very robust
constitution, mentally and physically, and a still

more robust determination to succeed, to enable
any one who had worked this number of hours
in, very frequently, a close and heated atmo-
sphere, to do much in the way of reading after-
wards.

In works there was, as a rule, uo attempt
, .. , ... made to educate tho pupils they associated

I tl. H. O. Roeliricht, J. C. Rolleston, H. Rumsey, W. .S. during Working-hours with the iournevmen
‘‘'“y

gf “7 inatraction!

,7. C. Taito, H. B. Taylor, F.C.H., Stud. Inst. C.E., J. H. Passed SO many weeks or months in a
jThomlinson, W. Thwaites, M.A., E. S. Tiddeman, Stud.

|

particular shop, handling particular tools and

I
It Tras auDounced that the Council had recently trana-

’I
ferred J. A. F. Aapinall, W. T. Douglass, A.K.C., \V. P.

H Oarland, H. A. James, H. Keatinp, M.A., J. B.
;i
McCallum, C. R. Manners, J. Mitchell, \V. P. Richardson,
P. H. R. Sawyer, ami B. Symons, to the class ot Membtrt,

II and have aomitted Messrs. Alford, Auderson, Anson,
li Bailey, Baker, Bellamy, Berineor, Body, Bulteel,

!

<Chapmau (H. C.), Chapman (T. H.), Chiles, Copeinan,
1: Coi, Cutbill, Dawson, Dicey, Elsee, B.A,, Emerson, jun.,

I Ennis, FadeUe, A.K.C.. Furness, Gasb, Gostlios, Green,
I ^rove, Hamer, Hiaeoi, Hopps, Jones, Klopp, Lake, La
' Roche, MacLellau, Malcolmson, Wh. Sc., Mnrrioer,
Miller, Millington, Peace, B.Sc., Wh. Sc., Probble,

I
Bansom, Haves, Reinhold, RevUl, Rivers, Roach, Roe,

: Rome, Saunders, Seltle, Sharman, Shepherd, Smith,
I. Starbuck, Stewart, Stowell, Taylor, Thompson, Tragett,

' Twinberrow (J. D.), Twinberrow (J. W.), Vaughan,
Waller, Weutworth-Sheilds, and Woolcook, as Studenh
of the Institntiot).

The first ballot for the Session 1897-88 resulted in the
I election of E. E. Benest, J. M. Burke, L. M. Clement,
!

G. L. Cook, G. S. Duncan, C. de N. Forman, E. P.
|l Haonaford, R. B. Joyner, J. Lunt, R. Moore, R. H.
|i Ryan, W. Sellers, H. Simon, J. D. Wardale, and C. E. D.
Waring, as Metuieri; of F. W. Bach, Stud. Inst. C. K.,
P. O. Baird, R. 8. W. Barnes, H. S. Bassett, Stud. Inst
G.E., C. J. Batley, Stud. Inst. C.E., J. J. B. Benson,
Stud. Inst. C.E., A. S. Biggart, T. M. Bigley, J, F.
BoaJie, Stud. Inst. C.E., A. L. Buarque, A. H. Campbell,
Stud. Inst. C.E., C. A. Carus-Wilson, B.A., A. J. Collin,
A. K. Collins, J. M. da Concei9ao, Jun., P. P. Cook, Stud.

I
Inst. C.E., F. W. Cross, Stud. Inst. C.E.. H. C.

JiCrommaek. H. H. Dalryniple-Hay, Stud. Inat. C.E., J.B.
liDenisou, H. H. G. Dunlop, Stud. Inst. C.E., J. H.

i

iDoqueniin.F. L. Dwyer, B.A.. T.C.D., S. C. Early, Stud,
llost. C.E., J. 0. Eastham, W. C. Edwards, Stud. Inst
'C.E., E. B. Ellis, Stud. Inst. C.E., E. I. Evans, Stud.

I Inst. C.E., H. 8. H. Farrar, T. W. Fowler, K. Pujiliura,
i R. 8. Glover, M.K., J. Goodman, Wh. 8c., Stud. Inst.
. <D.£., W. H. M. Greene, J. Harrison, Wh. Sc., H. A.
|;Hill, A. J. Jack, Stud. Inst. C.E,, C. C. James, P. B.
rJeejeebhoy, H. A. Johnson, stud. Inat. C.E., J. M.
I Johnston, J. E, Jones, W. G. Jones, J. P. Knight, Stud.
; Inst. C.E., G. Lane, J. I. Lawson, Stud. Inat. C.H., E. E.
i Left^bure, Stud. Inst. C.E., H. H. Leigh, D, M. Litster,
I J. E. Martin, W. H. Martin, J. A. Maughan, W. O.

J
Meade-King, O. Masayuki, A. G. Nash, B.Sc., T. Old,

I Stud. Inst. C.E., F. Orton, W. Osmond, Stud. Inst. C.B.,
1 W. L. Owen, W. Parrv, A. L, Paul, T. T. Prentice, R.
iProvis, Stud. Inst. C.fi., T. E. Quirk, E. Radcliff. F. H.
rltees, H. Reeve, T. Reunert, J. H. H. W. Rhodes.

doing such manual work as was given them to
do, or in not doing it perhaps, and they became
more or less expert handicraftsmen; but no
attempt was made to improve their theoretical
information,— if they got any it was due to
their own exertions.

If a pupil were ever so anxious to read,
where, unless he were in a position to buy
them, could he get the boobs ? The old Mechanics’
Institutes were but indifferently supplied, and
neither the present scientific periodicals nor
libraries existed.

All this is now changed : the hours of attend-
ance at works are about thirty-six per week,
and in many places only a portion of this time
need be spent in any particular shop, or in any
given work, the rest being devoted to general
observation and inquiry

; thus the learner is

not tired out with manual labour, and has only
enough to do to stimulate further research in
science. In most if not all the largo towns
and cities there are good libraries, though these
are too often inaccessible to studeuts in the
evenings, the only time when they can be
useful to pupils who are engaged during ths
day

;
there are drawing classes and technical

lectures easily obtainable, and instead of there
being only one engineering scholastic establish-
ment, there are in or near London alone six
such schools of more or leas eminence. There
are in England ten principal engineering labo-
ratories, namely, in or near London, at Uni-
versity College, at the Royal Indian Engineer-
ing College, at the City and Guilds of London
Central Institute, and at the City and Guilds
of London Institute

; in the country there are
similar establiahments at Masons’ Science
College, Birmingham

; at University College,
Bristol; Firth College, Sheffield; the Yorkshire
College, Leeds; at University College, Dundee 5

and at Owens College, Manchester. The City
and Guilds of London Institnte is establishing
branches for technical information in all the
principal towns, and engineering degrees can
be obtained at some of the Universities.
Many prizes and scholarships are given every

year to engineering students, and they are
encouraged in every way to add scientific

knowledge to the practical requirements of the
profession; indeed, there is some danger that
the value of a scholastic education may be
exaggerated at the expense of the practical
training. Far be it from me to in any way
belittle scientific knowledge, what I have
already said of tho advantages enjoyed by the
younger engineers is proof to the contrary ;

but the scientist is apt to be a theorist, and to
trust to his theoretical knowledge and to that
only, and in this case he will not be a reliable
engineer; to bo such, a man should be a com-
bination of the practical man and the scientist,

a combination not often found.
Scientific knowledge is the result of practical

experimontreduced to figures, and of theoretical
deductions from such data reduced to practice ;

but the complexity of many conditions of
forces is so great that it would take a lifetime

to formulate them accurately
;

therefore the
practical man takes in such cases the knowledge
gained by experience, which he knows to be
safe, even though be may thereby use more
material than is necessary.
The excellence of a piece of work, apart

from artistic considerations, must be judged
by the standard of its suitableness for the
duties it has to perform, and secondly by its

cost; if then critical examination into dimen-
sions increases instead of reducing the cost of
a piece of work without adding materially to
its usefulness, it is unnecessary and wasteful

; if

it both increases the cost and reduces the
efficiency it is altogether harmful. If it

were possible in this country, as it is to a
considerable extent possible in America and
the Colonies, to have standard types for bridges,
then it would be useful and right to go to the
utmost refinements in the calculations

;
for as

the conditions of working would be in all cases
similar, so, having once produced the beat type,
the dimensions would be proportional and
follow one certain rule, and the calculations
would not have to be repeated

; but the require-
ments in this country are varying, and the
question cannot be treated on the same basis.
8till, I believe that much might be done in this
direction for the simplification of bridge
designing, and especially for colonial work, and
that we should individually and collectively
benefit thereby

; and I am quite certain that
tho system of working to standard is much
neglected in this country, and that the con-
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struction of machioery generally wonld be

much advanced by its careful adoption. Though
technical education has made such strides in

the last few years, there is still much to be

done. We have several first-rate engineering

laboratories, but they are not open to the pro-

fession; the Institution of Mechanical Engineers
have made inquiries into the strength of

materials, of riveted joints, and other questions

of interest; but, speaking generally, the

carrying out of experiments is confined

to manufacturers, contractors, and others, who
have large means at their disposal. As a rule,

the makers of experiments are quite willing to

publish them
;
but, in my opinion, it should be

possible for all men to experiment at a merely
nominal expense in establishments provided at

the public cost and under the guardianship of

the scientific institutions of the country. The
making of experiments is not a simple mecha-
nical matter, to be done by any one

;
not only

is the greatest care required in correcting and
tabulating results, but a direction is also neces-
sary. A man may have every facility to haTid

and give his life to the work, and yet produce
little or nothing worth recording; while another
man who has not these facilities might, if he
had them, afford very valuable information to

the world. Experiments, if made at the public
expense, would, of course, be public property.
Exhaustive information is required in ventila-

tion, which is little understood, on the behaviour
of materials as affected by fatigue, on the flow
of fluids, and many other subjects. All these
questions are, no doubt, being investigated by
individuals

; but such investigation by single
persona is very apt to bo directed only to sup-
port some already preconceived idea, and ex-
periments carried on by several experimentalists
in a public laboratory would, in my opinion,
afford a more satisfactory and reliable result in a
shorter space of time.

A meeting was held a short time back at tho
rooms of the Society of Arts to discuss the
advisability of the promotion of technical
education, when amongst the speakers were
Lord Hartington, Lord iiosebery, Sir Lyon
Playfair, Mr. John Morley, Sir Bernhard Samuel-
Bon, Sir John Lubbock, Mr. Acland, Professor
Stewart, and others, and the conclusion arrived
at by all the speakers was, that if we are, not
only to retain, but to extend, our hold on the
commerce of the world, greater facilities must
be given for technical education. It was stated
at the meeting, and my own information on the
subject fully bears out what was said, that
although English workmen are, as a rule, fully
as well educated for their several occupations
as their fellows on the Continent, yet technical
education there is progressing relatively more
rapidly than it is here, and that wherever its
standard is highest, there also is the rate of
wages increased

;
and therefore if we wish to

maintain and improve our commercial position,
so also must we improve our own technical know-

Bakes and our own. As regards commercii
technical knowledge, the opinion expressed
not so favourable to tnis country as thatalread
recorded ; it is said that our manufacturers ai
not as ready to adapt themselves to tho roquin
ments of different countries as are those on tl
Continent; that they do not provide full ii

formation as to their manufactures in tl:

language of the country where they wish 1

make sales
; that their agents are frequent'

ignorant of the langnage of the counti
and the business habits of the nativei
that they do not exert themselves to tl
same extent or live such steady lives as tl
agents of German houses, for instance. Oi
consequence of this is that English honses he.^
employed German agents abroad, who ha'
worked well for tlieir employers for a time, bi
who have, when they got firm hold of the bus
ness, transferred their services to their ow
countrymen residentin their own country. Th
remaij: is worthy of notice; for I underatai
that German firms doing business in Englat
are subject to exactly the same treatment ;

their English rivals, and that they now find th
they, as well as the English firms, cannot safe
employ Germans as their agents

; if they d
they are liable to find their business transfern
to the Fatherland, With regard to the technic
education of workmen, it is right and necessa
that even greater facilities should be afford
for their information

; but the best results w
not be obtained until the trades unions recomse the fact that to bring men to oneunifor
level of wage, whether that level be high

low, is not the way to benefit their constituents

nor the country ; nor does it conduce to obtain-

ing or retaining good workmen. If there be a

uniform rate of wages in any branch of any
business, the tendency must be to produce
stagnation

;
no man has any inducement to

excel in his work; and if his personal character

be such that he feels he must excel, whether he
be paid for it or not, be naturally looks out for

some other country where his abilities may have
free scope, and we thus lose our best men and
only keep those who are mediocre. If a man
might look to rise to be foreman or manager
through the excellence of his labour, this might
be sufficient inducement to cause him to do his

best ;
but a good handicraftsman is not neces-

sarily, or even frequently, a good foreman or

manager.
When the trades unions, or the men who

compose these trades unions, are alive to the

fact that to insist on one uniform level rate of

wage is to destroy and enervate the energies of

the men, to make the prime cost of manufacture
higher, and therefore the rate which manu-
facturers can afford to pay for wages, lower,

—

that the only stimulus which it affords is to the

manufacturer, to cause him to produce or

obta'in machinery which will do the work as

well as the men will, and which can be managed
by labourers at a further reduction in the wages
rate,—when they see thatit is to their interest,

and is, in fact, necessary to their existence, that

better work shonld bo done at the same or a
lower price, though possibly at a higher wages
rate, in order to increase the output by
improving our markets,—then we shall not only

pick up any leeway we may have lost, but shall

more than retain oar commercial position

amongst the nations, but not sooner.

The same remarks apply to a uniform number
of hours worked : this practice must also produce
stagnation, for the strong man gains nothing by
his strength, just as with a uniform rate of

wages the clever man gets nothing for the use

of his brains, or the industrious man for his

industry. Working fewer fixed hours must also

reduce the wages rate, for no manufacturer can

afford to pay the same wages when his machinery
runs only for eight hours as he can when he can
run it for ten hours or longer. Mechanics in

America no doubt receive higher wages than are

given in this country, but they work far longer

hours for this wage than our workmen do, and
in most places the cost of living is far greater

than it is here.

ENGLISH BRICKMAKING PLANT IN
GERMANY.

THE HENNIGSDORF BRICK AND TILE WORKS, NEAR
BERLIN.

The following is a translation from the
German Brick and Tile Gazette of November
llth ;—In the 25th number of our Journal for

tho year 1884 we gave a description aud
prospective sketch of the Honnigsdorf steam
brickfield. For the benefit of those of our
readers who have not seen that number, we give

a short resume of the article referred to. The
Heunigsdorf brickfield lies about ten miles

north-west of Berlin, on the right or western
bank of the navigable river Harvel. The raw
material which is used in these works is a hard
marly clay, and cannot be used without being
washed. The yearly make of the brickfield is

at the present time about six millions of
ordinary German bricks, of which two-thirds
are hard-burnt and selected qualities for

ordinary buildings, and one-third are facing
and moulded bricks of a lemon yellow
colour. The bricks are burned in two newly,
built ring-kilns with eighteen chambers each,
and in two German kilns; and the manager,
Mr. A. Sandner, has been able to reduce the
number of wasters in the ring-kilns (which,
with those light-coloured bricks is always very
high unless great care has been exercised) to
from to 2 per cent., and the breakages to
from 0’7 per cent, to 1 per cent. The bricks
are manufactured partly by hand and partly
by machinery, the washed clay having been
previously prepared in pug-mills, of which there
are seven in one long row. The material which
is fed into these pug-mills is taken from the
slurry,backs, of which there are 12U, each having
a capacity of 300 cubic yards. Before the mate-
rial is dry enough for use it must remain in the
backs from six to eight weeks, as the water is

removed entirely by tho action of sun and air,

though the sandy bottom materially assista in
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the process. The clay, obtained from a distant

clay-pit, has until now been washed on the

brickfied by six ordinary wash-mills. The plant
is so arranged that the four kilns, with their

coal sheds, lie nearest the Harvel, leaving

ample room, however, for stacking the finished-

bricks on the water’s edge. To the westward-
of the kilns or further from the Harvel are
twenty-one drying-sheds, each capable of con-
taiuing 30,000 bricks. These sheds are built

parallel to each other with their ends towards
the river, and in the centre of them stands a
Diassive machine pressing house, the upper part
of which also carries the shafting and pulleys-

for transmitting power from the engine to the
pug-mills. North and south of this pressing-

house are respectively three and four pug-mills,
which are spaced 66 yards apart, andare arranged
parallel with the gable ends of the drying sheds.

About 100 yards furtherwestward are the engine
aud boiler houses, and to the north and south of

these stand the wash-mills, three on each side,,

in a parallel line to the pug-mills, and about
the same distance apart. Power is transmitted'

entirely by wire ropes from the engine to the
wash-mills, aud also to the png-mills, through
the press-house, as already described. The
clay-pit, of colossal dimensioua, whence the raw
material is obtained, lies four miles to the north
of the brickfield, and is connected with it by
a narrow-gauge railway. The filled trucks-

were drawn by a small locomotive, built by
Ki-auss & Co., of Munich, to the brickfield,

where the material was stored near the wash-
mills, for further use, as required. The great

cost which this mode of transport involved,

and which was chiefly due to the fact that the
Government only allowed the line to be used-

in the winter months, and to the heavy
repairs to the permanent way, caused the
owners of the brickfield, at Mr. Sandner’s
suggestion, to remove the washing plant

from the brickfield to the clay-pit, and to

bring the washed material in a pipe line-

direct to the slurry backs at the brickfield.

The new slurry plant in the clay-pit, including-

the pumps, has been supplied by Messrs.

Taylor & Neate, of Rochester, England, who
make a speciality of the erection of such
machinery, and has now been successfully at

work for three weeks. Accepting the kind-

invitation of Mr. Sandner our correspondent

.
visited the brickfield and clay-pit on October
3l8t last, and the following description of the-

new machinery is compiled partly from personal-

observations and partly from information-

kindly supplied by Mr. Sandner. After a short

inspection of the brickfield a special train,

consisting of a small open omnibus drawn by
the above-mentioned locomotive, took us to the

clay-pit iu thirty minutes. The slurry plant

itself consists of a single wash-mill erected on
the lowest point of the clay-pit, similar to that

illustrated by us on p. 549 in 1886, only the
Hennigsdorf mill has six horizontal arms aud
three harrows slang by chains, the tynesof which
drag through and stir up the clay. The diameter

of the wash-mill pit in which the harrows revolve

is 20 ft., aud its depth is 4 ft. 3 in. The
material is shot into the mill from barrows,
while water is added in a continuous stream,,

and so regulated that the slurry to be trans-

ported consists of one part clay and two parts

water. This slurry passes through a fine

grating, which keeps back the coarser portions,.

&c., and then runs into a large sand trap which
lies a little lower than the wash-mill floor where
it deposits the finer particles of sand, and then
flows on to the suction pit of the pumps. The
wash-mill normally makes twelve revolutions

per minute. The slurry is then forced by the

three-throw pumps through a cast-iron pipe-

line four miles 670 yards long. The pumps,
which are of the plunger type, have a normal
speed of twenty-one revolutions per minute,,

and a 15-in. stroke ;
a pressure gauge is fixed

in connexion with the air vessels, which
registers the pressure in the pipes. The
pressure with slurry of the above-mentioned

thickness (that is 1 part of clay to 2 parts

of water) amounts to between 120 and 135

pounds per square inch, but a larger

proportion of clay increases the pressure, and a
leas proportion of clay rednees it. A specific

gravity tube is used to determine the proper

consistency of the slurry and should register
“ 12 B ” when the correct thickness is arrived

at. The motive power for the whole plant, that

is for the slurry pump, water pump, and wash-
mill is furnisbed by a semi-portable compound
engine by R. WolJ, of Magdeburg, and is
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transmitted by leather belts. At the present

time the actnal output, which can at any
time be considerably increased, is 390 cubic

yards of slnrry, or 130 cubic yards of solid

•clay per day, or 39 cubic yards of slurry

per hour, and the velocity in the pipe line

is 30 in. per second. The pipe line, which
is 5 in. diameter, has been laid so

that the gradient changes from rise to fall

every 550 yards throughout the whole distance.

Rather more pressure is required for this

arrangement, but it has the advantage that in

case of breakage a small section only need be
•emptied, and for this latter purpose inspection

pipes with two doors each have been fixed in

strong brick pits every 550 yards. At the end
-of this pipe line are a series of distributing

pipes with sliding sluices, so that the slurry can
bo sent to the uorth or south divisions of the
•slurry back as required. The new plant has

now been working perfectly satisfactorily for

throe weeks, the fow small diSiculties incident

to every new undertaking having all been over-

come, and having been chiefly due to the burst-

ing of defective pipes. The entire cost of the
plant, including the pipe line, has been about
3,700L

COMPETITIONS.
Baptist Church, Moseley-road, Birmingham .

—

After a year’s consideration, and with profes-

sional assistance, the committee of the above
church have, we are informed, selected Mr.
Ewen Harper, architect, of Birmingham, tej

•carry out the work, at a cost of about 4,000i.

The other competitors were Mr. J. A. Cossins,

Messrs. lugall & Son, Mr. Hughes, Mr. Sutcliff,

and Mr. Newton.
Heating and Ventilation, Congleton Toxon-hall.

—In the competitionfor heating, ventilation, &c.,

•of these buildings, the plans of Messrs. Sugden
•<$^ Son, architects, Leek, have been awarded the

^rst premium.
Wesleyan Chapel, BlacJcpool .—A new chapel

is to be built for the Wesleyans at South Shore,
Blackpool, and a number of architects were
selected to submit designs for the same, the

result being that the drawings prepared by Mr.
-J. H. Burton, of Ashton - under - Lyne, were
•adojjted by the unanimous vote of the Trustees.

“TOBOGGANING SLIDES” AND THE
BUILDING ACT.
EI.KINGTON V. SMEE.

This was a case {hoard in the High Court of
Justice, Queen’s Bench Division, before Mr. Jusiioe
AVills and Mr. Justice Grantham) stated by Mr.
Biron, the magistrate sitting at Lambeth Police
<3ourt, and raised tho question whether a "tobog-
ganing slide,” erected in the grounds of the Crystal
Palace, was a building within the effect of the
Metropolitan Building Act, 1855, so as to make it

necessary for notice of the erection of the structure
to be given to the district surveyor under section 38
cf that Act. The respondent was the builder of
the slide, and the contention on bis side was that
the filido was not a “building” within the moaning
of tho Metropolitan Building Aot, or, if it was, it

I

was exempted from the operation of that Aot by
I
section 21 of the Crystal Palace Company’s Act,
1881, which provides that " the main building,

I -conservatories, and waterworks of the company, and
. the conveniencies, and other works immediately
I
connected therewith shall be exempted from the

I operation of part 1 of the Metropolitan Building
; Act, 1855.” But tho section adds, that " this
: exemption shall not extend to any dwelling-house
or building except as aforesaid upon any part of the

• property of the Company.” Tbe toboggan slide
I was erected by a company called tho Tobogganing
I Company, underan agreement with the Crystal Palace
I Company, by which the former company received a
bare licence to enter on the premises and erect
•the slide, the Palace Company receiving one- tenth
of the net receipts. The slide and the structure
(connected with it were detached from the main
building of the palace, and comprised besities the
slide, 426 fr. in length, a pavilion at one end, 63 ft.

dong, part of which was occupied by an engine-
Toom with brick walls and concrete foundations and
(roof, containing the engine used to work up the
empty sleighs. The magistrate held that tho
(Structures were " buildings” within the meaning of
;the Metropolitan Building Act, but were also within
ithe exemption of section 21 of the Crystal Palaco
'Act. He accordingly dismissed the summons
against tho respondent for not giving the notice
above-mentioned.

Jlr. Horace Avory appeared for the appellant;
tnd Mr. Murphy, Q.C., and Mr. Wildey Wright for
.he respondent.

I After some argument upon the terms of the Acts,
' The Court aliowed the appeal, holding that the

structure was within the Metropolitan Building Act,
and not within section 21 of the Crystal Palace Act.
The case was accordingly remitted to the magis-
trate.— Times.

THE PERSPECTOGRAPH.
Sib,—

M

ention being made of tho above instru-

ment in your leading article of the issue of the 8rd
inst., I would, with your permission, make a few
remarks on the subject.

I have used an apparatus of this kind during the
last four years, and made a considerable numberof
perspective outlines with it. I have it in daily use
still, and shall be glad to explain its working to any
one who takes an interest in this matter.
The Perspectograph produces a pencil outline,

which, of oourse (in common with all outlines),

"must be finished by an artist.” A very clever
perspective draughtsman may do the outline just

as good, but not better, as the outline made by the
instrument always is perfectly accurate, and no
can do it as quickly without sacrificing a great
amount of accuracy.
Although the Perspectograph is neither so c.

plicated as is generally thought, nor difficult to

work, it has the disadvantages of being delicate,

expensive, and requiring much floor-space, for which
reasons it is not suitable for general office use.

C. W. English.

PROVINCIAL NEWS.
Birmingham.—We hear that extensive addi-

tiona and improvements to the Queen’s
Hospital, Birmingham, are to be made, at a
cost of 5,000i. to 6,OOOL, and that the committee
have called in the assistance of Mr. Ewen
Harper, architect, of Birmingham.

Farnhorough. — The Parnborough Hydro-
Therapeutic Establishment was formally opened
a few days since. The baths, which are attached
to the Queen Hotel, Parnborough, are designed
for the treatment of chest diseases, rheumatism,
gout, and kindred complaints, on the Pine
system, now so much in vogue at Reichenhall,
Isohl, Baden - Baden, Hombnrg, and other
German spas. The building consists of special
inhalation rooms, robing rooms, and baths, for

the treatment of the various diseases for
which Pine extracts are used. Attached to

the establishment are complete Russian vapour
and Turkish baths, fitted up with special
douche and spray arrangements. The cooling
room or lounge is divided into cubicles for

the use of bathers who desire privacy. The
steam - heating, water supply, and pumping
arrangements, as well as the special fittings

were intrusted to and carried out by Mr.
John Smeaton, of Great Queen-street, London.
Messrs. McWilliam & Sons, of Bournemouth,
were the bniiders. The baths are formed of

glazed brick throughout.
Moreton-in-Marsh.—On the 2nd inst., the Rt.

Hon. Sir Michael Hicks-Beach formally opened
a public hall in Moreton-in-Marsh as a memo-
rial to the late Earl of Redesdale. It is the
gift of Mr. Freeman Mitford, C.B., and is Tudor
in style. It is built of local stone, from the
quarries at Bonrton-on-the-Hill. The hall is

70 ft. by 25 ft., and is panelled with oak up to
the height of about 4 ft. At the north end is a
dais a few inches above the floor level, and at
the other end the approach from a solid oak
staircase is shut off by a carved oak screen,
while above is a small gallery. The roof is

supported by carved oak beams, and is roofed
with Dean Forest slabs, and in the centre there
is a clock-tower sormounted by a vane. The
architects were Messrs. Ernest George & Peto,
of London, the builders being Messrs. Peto
Bros., also of London.

St. Helens.—The extensions of the St. Helens
Corporation Gasworks are so far completed that
on the 16th ult. gas was being made in the new
retort-house. Prior to the commencement of
these extensions, gas was made in a house con-
taining seven arches, each arch having four-
teen retorts capable of producing altogether
800,000 cubic feet of gas per day. From the
retort-hoQse the gas passes through a condenser
to be cooled, then through a scrubber into the
purifying-house, and through meters to the
holders, from which it is distributed by mains
throughout the town. The new works, so far
as they are completed, iuclude a retort-house
183 ft. long by 65 ft. wide, which will hold
212 through retorts, the generator furrmcea for
which have been erected from the designs of
Mr. C. C. Carpenter, of Vauxhall, London.
There are 424 mouthpieces. They are charged
by West’s patent machine. When in full opera-

house will be converted into a purifying-house,
the present one being inadeqnate. Up to the
present the cost has been about 15,000L, which,
is lower than the original estimate. The re-

mainder of the works, which will cost about
8,000i., will not be completed until next year.

West Bromwich .—Last year plans wore
prepared for rebuilding the receiving wards
of tho Union workhonse, and for pro-
viding a new building for the accommodation
of vagrants as well as for a now Board-room
and Union and relief ofiices. These buildings
have just been completed, at a cost of about
11,000{., and were formally opened on the
18th ult. The recent works included the re-

moval of the old dilapidated receiving and
vagrant wards, by which space has been
obtained for the new receiving wards and for
tho opening out of a roadway along the front
of the master’s residence, from which easy
access is obtained to the several departments
of the workhouse. The receiving wards for
men and women are placed on either side of
the porter's lodge, adjoining the principal
entrance from Hallam-street. Each contains
receiving, day, and sleeping-rooms, bath-room,
lavatory, and clothes store. The vagrant de-
partment is now entirely detached, and placed
on the Lyndon side of the workhonse promises.
It includes a residence for the labour master,
he and his wife respectively having control of
the male and female vagrants, who are accom-
modated in distinct buildings, on the combined
separate ceil and associated ward system. The
new Board-room, union and relief offices occupy
a position slightly to the south of the main
entrance, and are a prominent feature in the
Hallam-street front. They form a detached
block of buildings. Gas is laid on throughout
these buildings, the fittings being specially made
by Messrs. Best & Lloyd, of Cambray Works,
Handsworth. The furniture throughout has
beeu manufactured by Messrs. Marris & Norton,
from designs by and under the superintendence
of the architects, Messrs. Henman & Timmins.

Working- Hours on the Railway.—It is a
matter of notoriety that some of the most pro-
nounced examples of overwork have been, and
continue to be, furnished by tho experience of
railway employes. That accidents occur from
time to time which are more or less directly
attributable to mismanagement in this parti-
cular is not remarkable. The wonder rather is

that we do not oftener hear of them. We are
not ignorant that on the railway the observance
of a settled scale of working hours is at times
a somewhat difficult matter. The length of
journeys, unexpected delays from weather and
the like, the utility of special aptitudes pos-
sessed by particular men and required at a
given time, are some of the circumstances which
may render the due allotment of time for pur-
poses of work a matter for careful considera-
tion. When, however, we find men employed
on trains in the most responsible positions for
more than thirty hours at a stretch we are
surely justified in crediting their superiors
with most cnlpable negligence. Necessity is

said to have no law, and on this principle it

seems to be assumed that the driver of a loco-
motive should be virtually a part of his
machine. We fail to see the point, and the
public, we are assured, will hardly allow that
the personal risk which they incur by such a
proceeding can be excused by the maintenance
of a solid dividend for the benefit of share-
holders. What is wanted is a larger staff of
subordinate officials, who shall be available to
relieve one another at reasonable intervals. An
ordinary working period of twelve hours per
day is, we take it, sufficiently long for this class
of workmen, as well as for artisans engaged in
other occupations.

—

Lancet.
The Electric Light in India. — The

electric light has been introduced into the East
Indian Railway collieries, at Giridhi, by the
manager, Mr. Walter Saise, M.Inst.C.E., P.G.S.,
and marks the opening of a new era in Indian
mining. The machine used is a 30-larap
dynamo, worked by a 2^-horse-power vertical
engine, which is supplied by steam from the
pit-winding engine boilers, so that the cost of
working is practically nil. The lamps are of
the usual incandescent form, with carbon fila-

ments in hermetically 8eale(i vacuum globes,
which give a brilliant, steady light. The miners

.

are said to be delighted with the innovation,
tion it is estimated that 1,250,000 cubic feet of and go to their work with greater confidence
gas per day will be made, and the old retort- than before .—Indian Engineer,
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THE TACHEOMETER

Solumn.

LAND SUSTETING AND LEVELLING.

XSV.—DETERMIXING DIST.'kXCES.

BHE Tacbeometer (figs. 1 to 6) and the
Omnimeter (figs. 10 to 14) enable the
surveyor to determine the horizontal

distance of a point from either instrument by
means of a vertical measurement read off a level-

staff. In the tacheometer two parallel horizontal

wires are placed in the diaphragm at a given
distance from each other and at equal distances

from the central horizontal cross wire which
appears in a level. If, as in fig. 6, the distance
apart of the two parallel wires from each other
be one-hundredth of the focal length of the
object-glass, every foot which is read upon the
level staff will represent 100 ft. of horizontal
distance when the instrument is set up and its

telescope adjusted in a level position. In the
same manner, 2 ft. read upon the staff would
represent 200 ft. of distance. Figs. 1 and 2

show the special form of construction recom-
mended for tacheometers, but it is manifest
that the diaphragm arrangement could be easily

added to any levelling instrument simply by
inserting two extra cross-hairs at the correct
distance apart. The diaphragms in figs. 5 and
6 omit the central horizontal cross-hair used for
taking levels, as shown in fig. 4. In fig. 4 the

cross-hairs are fixed so as to record a horizontal

distance of 200 times the height read upon the

staff
;

fig. 5 is set to record 50 times, and fig. 6

100 times the distance. The eye-piece, as

shown in fig. 3, is fitted with a slide and rack

so as to be traversed up and down to the posi-

tions shown by the dotted lines, by turning the

milled-headed screw, D. The diaphragm itself

remains fixed. A tacheometer is almost in-

variably mado with a three - screw tribacb,

because they are generally sold upon the Conti-

nent, where a three-screw base is preferred.

Fig. 7 shows an ordinary telescope without
a stop-piece, in which the angle between the
inclined line and the horizontal has not a con-

stant value for different relative positions of the
eye-piece and the object-glass. The introduc-
tion of the stop-piece in figs. 8 and 9 serves to

maintain a constant value, but by thus choosing
certain rays and rejecting others, the effective

power of the object-glass becomes diminished :

hence the object-glass is made large in order
to balance this defect by allowing more light

to enter the telescope. The measnrement is

calculated from the centre of the instrument
in both the tacheometer and the omnimeter.
The Omnimeter (figs. 10 and 13) has a power-

ful microscope, Q R, permanently fixed at right
angles to the telescope, C D. Both microscope
and telescope move upon the same axis at right
angles to one another in every position. Thus
the line through the centre of C D is always
perpendicular to the line through the centre of

Q R. Hence, in fig. 11, if II A represent the
central portion of a level staff, the distance 0 A
can be calculated from the readings given by
the scale (fig. 14), coupled with the difference

of the divisions read upon the staff (fig. 11),

thus :

—

„ .
II N X O A>

M N X a' n' a' n’ X 0 a

_ ,
m' n' X 0 A
MN

The scale (fig. 14) is placed in fig. 10 at S T"

(see plan in fig. 12). This scale is usually 4 in-

in length, divided into 100 equal parts, the prin-

cipal divisions being pointed out by numerals

engraved over or near them, so as to be-

readily read by the microscope Q R, and each

of these 100 parts is halved by an un-numbered

line, 80 that the whole scale is divided into 200

equal parts. By the addition of a micrometer

screw, E P, the scale can be moved backwards

and forwards exactly one of these 200 sub-

divisions. The circle E F of the micrometer;

screw is further divided into 100 equal parts by

lines properly marked and numbered. Each of

these 100 parts is divided into five equal parts

by means of an attached vernier (see fig. 14).

Hence the 4-iD. scale S T is accurately and

visibly divided into 100,000 equal parts.
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Vestirjcs of Old Newcastle and Gateshead. By
W. IT. Knowles and J. li. Boyle. New-
castle : Andrew Ileid. (In progress.)

This is the first number of a publication in-
tended to be completed in twenty parts, giving
sketches and historical notes of buildings of
old NewcJistlo and its noighboorhood. The
vignette shows a charming bit of picturesque
street building, “No. 37, The Side.” This
quaint name originated from the street being
on the side of the hill on which the castle
stands. Three full-page plates are given,
including one of the well-known “ Black Gate ”
leading into what was once the castle precinct.
The notes of local history and tradition are
interesting and well written.

A Handhooh for Steam Usersy being Rules for
Engine Drivers and Boiler Attendants. By
M. Bowls Bale, M.I.M.E,, A.-M. Inst. C.E.
London ; Longmans, Green, <fc Co.

This book consists of a nnmber of rules or
hints on variou.s subjects connected with steam
machinery. The whole is arranged in four
chapters, but each subject is treated separately
and independently under a distinctive heading.
There is a legitimate scope for such a book,
and the author has executed his task in a satis-
factory manner. Even practical men of long
experionco, who know all about the matter to
begin with, may find in glancing through the
pages of the book useful reminders on things
not often ])ut in practice, even if known. There
woold be far fewer machinery accidents if the
teachings enforced by Mr. Powis Bale were
more scrupulously observed.

The Brassfoun dors' Manual. By Walter Graham.
London: Crosby Lockwood & Co.

Tins is a seventh edition of a small manual
which first saw the light over twenty-five
years ago. In the year iSGl, no doubt, it was a
meritorious publication, but it has not been
brought up to date in the last edition.

Pneumatics, including Acoustics and the Phe-
nomena of IVhid Currents. By Charles
Tomlinson, F.H.S., F.C.S. London : Crosby
Lockwood & Co. 1887.

Tins Is a fourth edition of a small handbook
that^ has been for some years before the
public. It is of an elementary character, and
possesses tlie merit of being expressed in clear
and simple language, which renders it especially
fit for the instruction of young persona. A
large part of the book is naturally devoted to
the barometer, the necessary points to be
observed for obtaining a good and reliable
instrumont being set forth. Tho causes of winds
and atmospheric phenomena are also discussed.
Another section of the book treats of the pro-
pagation of sound, and its reference to musical
intervals. An appendix deals in detail with
such matters as the anemometer, air-pump
gauge, tho glycerine barometer, and the
Spnngel punij). There are also some remarks
on weather foi-eeasts. There are several illns
jtrations of the usual type, but no index.

[The Portable Engine; its Construction and
I

Management. By William Dyson Wans-
i

BOROvert. London : Crosby Lockwood & Co.
This is an interesting little book, treating of a
subject of no little importance, witli which the
author has a practical acquaintance. It is
intended for “ ownei-s and users of steam
engines generally,” and Mr. Wansborough
aticks creditably to his text without wandering
.oo far into those more abstruse problems that
may be supposed to appeal more especially to
manufacturers and designers. The historical
lata contained in the preface are interesting,

fhe credit of originating tho portable engine is
iccorded to Richard Trevithick

;
although the

treation of the versatile Cornish miner bore
;ttle more resemblance to the modern portable
ihan the engines of the Comet to those of a
prpedo boat.
I Tlio hook opens with an elementary de-
pription of the high-pressure steam-engine
nd tho locomotive boiler. All we have to
nd fault with in this ai-e the terms. For
le expression “high-pressure" should be
iibstituted “ non-condensing.” Now, when
e have marine condensing engines working
lith an initial pressure of 180 lb. to the square
,oh, it is time the use of “ high-pressure ”

lould become obsolete as a distinctive defiui-

tion of engines often working at lower pressures.
Many non-technical readers, especially, no doubt,
those of agricultural pursuits, will thank the
author for his explanation of mechanical
draughtsmanship by aid of such familiar objects
as a cop and saucer and tea-spoon. “ Units of
Connexion” is tho title of an excellent chapter
full of information for the tyro. Under the
head of “ Construction ” the engine and boiler
are dealt with in two separate chapters also
capable of instructing any person of ordinary
intelligence on the main features of the subjects
treated of.

Perhaps, however, the bucolic soctiou, which
should supply a large contingent of Mr. Wans-

borough’s readers, may find “ d = D »

a little puzzling, but application to the nearest
schoolmaster would, doubtless, put matters in
a clearer light. But when we come to “ the
slide valve and its action,” and find ourselves
plunged into Zeuner’s graphic theory, it is,

perhaps, necessary to qualify what has been
said above about the author sticking to his
announced intention. We fear that hero
the average village schoolmaster will hardly
be able to poll our agricultural friends
through, but they can take refuge in a com-
forting alternative of skipping without, per-
haps, losing much of practical importance

;

although, of course, we by no means wish to
undervalue Zeuner’s beantiful expositions when
in their right place. A short chapter on the in-
dicator diagram follows, and the book concludes
with “ Hints to Purchasers.”
There are a great many excellent illustrations.

In these a preference is shown for the designs
emanating from a limited source; but they are,
doubtless, none the less valuable on this score.

RECENT PATENTS.
ABSTRACTS OF SPECIFICATIONS.

176, Ventilating Apparatus. T. S. Wilson
and U. T. Johnson.

According to this invention an improved appa-
ratus is fixed in the chimney-breast for ventilating
apartments. The combination with one or more
gas or atmospheric burners with a chimney open at
both ends, and enclosed in a cylindrical shell open
at the bottom, and with its upper part bent back-
wards and opening into the fii’o, the whole being
enclosed in a casing {6tted in the chimney-breast),
18 claimed. Open louvres or perforations admit the
nir from the apartment, and an aperture at the back
near the top allows the exit of air into the flue.

437, Chimney Cowls. J. D. Thompson.
Double cones, with annular sheet metal ring

cones, are the chief features of this invention, which
is for the purpose of preventing blow down in shafts
or chimneys.

743, Ventilating Apparatus. E. J. Dive,

This apparatus is composed either of two plates
capable of sliding one upon the other, or of a panel
provided with a certain nnmber of holes which can
be uncovered at will by means of a plate actuated
by a cord, the said panel being placed at any point,
to establish coraraunication with the outer air. The
holes which convey the air from the outside are
placed in an oblique direction, so that the air rises
to the ceiling and becomes slightly heated before
spreading in the apartment.

6,307, Improved Water Tap. E. Zahn.
The outlet is either in the shape of a V or half-

ball, and the spindle of the valve is placed directly
over it. The valve itself is of the same shape, and
the valve spindle and handle are attached to each
other, and move in a horizontal position. The upper
part of the spindle passes through a stuffing-box.
The means employed to open the tap are wheels or
rollers attached to the valve, which, by a turn of the
handle, will carry the valve out of its resting-place •

the wheels roiling up in a groove in the outer case.
’

10,636, Draught Regulators. T. Baker.
The draught regulators are made so as not only

to come down from the top of the fireplace as an
ordinary blower, but two side fan-like pieces an
fitted which, when drawn forward or downward
induce so great a draught that oven inferior coals
m.ay bo burnt with a bright glow. The appliance
thus fitted also answers as a fireguard, and a con-
yepiont and simple covering to the fireplace when
it is not in use during the summer months.

12,473, Wood Block Flooring. A. Harri.son.

A groove is cut on all four sides, making the lower
portion of the block narrower than the upper. As
the means of bonding the blocks together, a metal
tongue, such as may be made out of ordinary hoop-
iron, for instance, is inserted.

NEW APPLICATIONS FOR PATENTS.

Dec. 2.—10,577, J. Tourtel, Automatically
Closing Doors.—16,573, S. Bennett, Hoists and

Lifts.—16,601, 0. Andrg, Glazed Roofs.—16, 610i
R. Adams, Opening and Closing Swing Windows,
V entilators, &c., and fastening same at any desired
angle.— 16,619, S. Wilding, Lift or Elevator for
btnircases. — 16,621, J. Larmanjat, Moulding,
1 rising, and Drying Tiles having inlaid patterns.

T,
i^-—16,677, E. Nunan, xMetal Laths for

Building Purposes.

u
j. Davies, Fastening Door-

handles, Sic., to Spindles.
Dec. 6.—16,746, W. Watson and J. Judge

Machine for Dressing and Finishing Bricks, Flooring
Tiles, &c.—16,769, R. Melhuish, Joiner’s Parallel

^lacdonald, Electric Bells.

—

10,796, H. Lake, Preventing the Slamming of
Doors. -16,804, A. Boult. Flushing Cisterns.

Dec. 7.-16,814, G. Parkinson, Syphon-flushinff
Tanks or Cisterns.—16,819, T. Pease, Curvilinear
Door or Gate Hinge.—16,822, J. Smith and H.
Geaves,

_

Chimney Cowls. — 16,832, B. Turner
Hydraulic Lifts,—16,839, C. Diingate and E. Clark!
Window, Door, and similar Arches, and Ornaments
for Building Purposes.—16,848, J. Osgerby, Venti-
ator and Smoke Curer. —16,858, J. Smith, Venti-
lating Sewers, Drains, ic.

Dec. 8.—16,877, H. Maxim, Intermittent Water
Discharge for Washing out Drains, Water-closets,
etc.— 16,916, G. Smith, Disinfecting Water-closets.
—16,927, T. Ford, Hydraulic Lifts.—16,930, W.

,

Floors, Roofs, Ceilings, Partitions, ic.— 16,931, J. Gowland, Chimney-tops or Cowls.

PROVISIONAL SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.

13,239, J. Smith, Connecting Pipes.—14,639, H.
Alexander, Ventilator for Shafts, Pipes, Roofs, &c.—14,686. A. Crossley, Refractory Bricks &c
14,776, S. Timings and S. Util, Spring Catches or
Fasteners for Doors, Windows, &c.—15,173, J,
Bean and W. Gaines, Closing Doors and Preventing
Slamming of same.—15,197, D. Allport, Lessening
the Slamming of Doors, ic.— 15,405, W. Yates
Ventilating Fans.—15,483, J. Boulter, Automatic
Indicator for Water-closets, &c.— 15,666, G. Layton
Manufacture of Cement. — 16,092. J. Hewitt"
Glaziers’ Wheel Glass Cutters.—7,578. H. Wilson’
Window Sash Fasteners.—15,327, M. Eude and A.
Buchanan, Iron and Steel Flooring for Bridges.
15,355 and 15,356, A. Patrick, Brickmaking Ma-
chinery.—15,467, G. Bulmer, Ventilating Rooms.
15,545, J. Laurence, Be'lows Regulators for Water-

15,596, J. MacKnight, Artificial Pavement.
lu,/69, R. Bucknall, Folding Roof Trusses and
Pillars.—1.5,814, J. Carr, Paperhangera and Painters'
Combined Paste and Size.— 15.926, 0. Bowen
Portland Cement.—15,981, J. Earsdon, Double
Flush Water-waste-preventing Valve. 16 119 G.
Magalhaes, Water-closets.—16,147, H. Munslowl
Nails.

'

COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.
Open to Oppoeition for Two 2£onth».

14,142, H. Freese, Wood Pavements.—16,896,
J. Fagan, Flushing Cisterns, and Ball-cocks for
same.— 156, F. Wade, Utilising Wood for Paving,
&c.—2,590, E. Poole, Roofing Tiles.—2,657, R,
Grocott, Fastening Knobs to Spindles.— 14,663,
P. Mouw, Guides for Band-saw Blades.—14,973, P.
Justice, Imparting Humidity to the Air of, ’and
Ventilating Buildings.—16,171, S. Hazeland, Wood-
plamng Machinery.—1,927, R. Scott, Decorating-
Detachable Wall and Ceiling Surfaces.—2,148, w!
Bruce, Covering of Walls, &c.—3,889, F. Abbey,
Construction of Main Drains, Conduits, or Sower
Pipes.—4,255, M. Syer, Syphon Water Waste-
Preventer.—4,544, J. Williams, Metallic Window
Sashes and Frames.—8,786, J. Watson, Graining
Wood.—8,914, J. Danly, Metallic Buildings.

—

15,145, G. Denys, Unfastening the Doors ot
Theatres, &c.—15,211, A. Boult, Wire Lathing.

RECENT SALES OF PROPERTY.
ESTATE EXCHANGE REPORT.

Dbcbubeb 6.

Bv Tbittom, Bull, & Coopbb.
Hammersmith—19, The Broadway, freehold £i ei)>
Kensington—28, 29, and 30, Nevem-sqnare, 92

’

years, ground-rent 78^ 5,160
31, 33, and 39, Nevem-sqaare, 92 years, ground-

'

rent 76^ 4 7]

^

West Kensington—2, Auriol-rosd, 82 years, ground^
’

rent 161 905
4, 6, and 8, Aunol-road, 83 years, ground-rent 45f. 2,66»

Chelsea—19, Cheyno.gardms, 76 years, gronnd-
rent lU 1 qIO

Kilburn—143, High-street, 95 years, ground-rent
1,000

By Moebbll & Scobbll.
Kingeland—47, Ardleigh-road, 36 years, ground-

,,,
rents; 300

Islington—56, Prebend-street, 49 years, ground-
rent 6^. 6 b 310

Holloway—An Improved ground-rent of 61.

,

term
years gj

By WBiTHBBALL & OsBBN.
Somers Town—14, 18, 19, and 20, Oee-street, 33

years, ground-rent 44/ 990
DBCBMnEB 6.

By W. W. JBXKiNsoir.
Bayswater—77, Linden-eardens, freehold 1,940
West Hampstead—6, Mill-lane, freehold 780
22 and 34, Ravenshaw-street, 97 years, ground-
rent HZ 37(j

Ahbeb, Rutter, ftWAcnoRN.
Hoitou—30 and 30a, Huntingdoa-street, 72 years,

ground-rent Sf, 6s 700
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By B. Richaeds & Co.

•8outhgftte-14 to 20, 25 to 37, 46, 62 to 67 and 80,

TraTors-road, 90 years, groond-rent 137L 48. ... £odO

DECBiinxB 7.

By Hobbok, Richabds, & Co.

Bethnal-green— Ground-rent of 10Z. a year, rerer-

Bion ifi 73 years 356

By A. Robbbtsox.
•Camberwell—69 and 61, Charch-etreet, 89 years,

ground-rent 1,085

Decxvbbb 8.

By R. BiTiTn & Co.
Hnggin-lane, E.C.—3, Psul’s-court, freehold 1,000

By Pbickbtt, Vbitadlbs, & Co.
Stratford—80, Windmill-lane, 62 years, gronnd-

rent 2f. 10a 1®®

Hampstead-lane-Stabling and outbuildings, 71

years, ground-rent 101 400

By C. C. & T. Moobb.
Bow—147 and 149, Malmesbury-road, 69 years,

ground-rcut 71. 4s 685

Sarrow-road-21, Church-place, 93 years, ground-

rent 4f 600

11, Welling-place, end premises in Kent’s-place,

60 years, ground-rent 161 1,020

Dbcbkbbb 9.

By Obbxn a Sow.
Tleet-street-The Green Dragon public-house, free-

hold area 1,600 ft 17,760

By C. 4 H. White.
Eotherhithe—56 to 63, Adam-street, 60 years,

ground-rent 321 866

By H. Staihes.
Eingslaod-19, 21, and 23, Bentley-road, 30 years,

ground-rent lOf 265

Eethnal green—6, Matilda-street, 19 years, ground-

rent 21 80

MEKTINGS.
Batubsat, Dbceubbb 17.

Cri/$ial Palate School of Enginetring .—Award of Certi-

ficates. 1 p.m.
Mohdat, Dbceubbb 19.

Pogal Imlitute of SritUh Arehiteeie. — Papers on

^‘The Recent Development of the City of Vienna," by
Mr. Frederic E. Farrow (Holder of the Godwin Bursary)

,

-and Mr. Thomas Blashill. 8 p.m.
Soeietg of Mr. H. H. Statham on “ The Ele-

Suneyort' Imtitution. — Adjourned
Allotments." 8 p.m.
Inttniori' Imlitiile-—Various papers on '

Suitable for the Household." 8 p.m.

' Inventions

Tusbdat, Dbcbhbbb 20.

Intiitution of Civil Engineer!.— (1) Further Discussion
on Dr. Hopldnson's paper on " Electrical Tramways.”
(2, time permitting) Paper by the late Hamilton
Ooodall, Assoc. M.Icst.C.E., on *' The Use and Testing of

Open-hearth Steel for Boiler-making." 8 p.m.

WBnWBSDAT, Dbceubeb 21.

Civil and Mechanical Engineer!’ Society. — Mr.
A.T. Walmisley, M.I.C.E.,on “The Roof of the National
Agricultural Hall, Kensington." 7 p.m.
Royal Meteorological Nociefy.—Four papers. 7 p.m.
Builder!' Foremen and Clerki qf Worki’ Imtitution,—

Ordinary meeting. 8'30 p.m.
Liverpool Engineering ooeirfy.—Associated Soirie.

Tbubsuat, Dbcbhbbb 22.

Edinburgh Architectural Aaociation.—Mr. P. Oeddes on
"‘Architecture and Decoration in their Social and
'.Economic Aspects." 8 p.m.

gtisctllama.

St. Pancras.—The fonndation-Btone of the
new church for the district of Holy Cross, St.

Pancras, was laid on the 6th inst. by the Right
Hon. G. J. Goschen, on the site in Cromer-street,
Gray’s Inn-road. The church, which will seat 500
persons, is built in memory of Commodore
Goodenough, who was killed on the island
of Santa Cruz, and will have a nave, aisles,

and chancel, with two small transepts and
morning chapel. It will be entered from
the west by two porches leading into a narthex
forming the baptistry, with four nave arches on
each side on Pennant stone columns supporting
-a lofty clearstory. At the east end will be five
lancet windows under deeply-moulded arches,
and below, a reredos of alabaster. Under the
-church will be a large room for parochial pur-
poses and a library. The cost of the building
when complete will be 7,600J., but the church
proper will be finished first, leaving the lower
portions until fnnds can be obtained. The
srcbitect is Mr. Joseph Peacock, the builders
being Messrs. Killby & Gayford. It will be of
brick, with Bath stone, and the roofs covered
'with tiles.

Sobcross.—The east window in Dobcrosa
Church, near Oldham, is now filled with a
painted window. The subjects represented are
the Crucifixion and its antitype, " Moses and
the Brazen Serpent”

; with figures of St.
Mary, B.V., and Our Lord as Prophet, Priest,
-and King, &c., in the side lights. The window
18 Classic in style, and the ornament has been
kept in sympathy with the architecture of the
church. The whole of the work was designed
And executed in the studios of Messrs. Heaton,
Butler, & Bayne, of London.

Society of Engineers,—The thirty-third

annual general meeting of the Society of

Engineers was held on the 12th of December,

at the rooms of the Society, 9, Victoria-

chambers, S.W. The chair was occupied by
Professor Henry Robinson, President. The
following gentlemen were duly elected, by
ballot, as the Council and officers for the

ensuing year, viz. :—As President, Mr. Arthur

T. Walmisley; as Vice-presidents, Mr. Jonathan

R. Baillie, Professor Henry Adams, and Mr.

Robert Harris ;
as ordinary Members of

Council, Messrs. R. W. P. Birch, W. N. Colam,

W. Schonheyder, W. A. Valon, C. Anderson,

J. H. Cunningham, J. W. Restler, and J. W.
Wilson, jun., the four latter gentlemen being

new Members of Council
;
as Honorary Secre-

tary and Treasurer, Mr. Alfred Williams ; and

as Auditor, Mr. Alfred Lass. The proceedings

were terminated by a general vote of thanks

to the Council and officers for 1887, which was
duly acknowledged by the Chairman.—The
annual dinner of the Society took place on
Wednesday evening at the Guildhall Tavern.

Professor Henry Robinson, C.E., the retiring

President, occupied the chair, and among those

present were Mr. Aird, M.P., Mr. A. Manning,

C.E., Mr. W. Airy, Mr. A. T. Walmisley, C.E.,

President-elect, Messrs. Phillips, BailHe, Birch,

E. Harris, C. Horsley, Alfred Williams, hon.

secretary and treasurer, and Mr. C. J. Light,

secretary. The President, in proposing “ Success

to the Society of Engineers,” said the Society

never was in a more prosperous condition nor

its work more appreciated than now. The
published reports of their Transactions were

sought for over the length and breadth of

the world. Taking the whole of the year

broadly, it showed a successful and altogether

satisfactory state of affairs. Considering that

it was part of their system to afford to the

younger professional men opportunities for

educating themselves and gaining experience,

he was glad to be able to say that be believed

the long period of depression, and probably of

disappointment to them, was coming to an end.

He believed that for all young engineers who
properly qualified themselves and showed an
aptness for their profession there was a good

future open. Mr. Alfred Williams, “ the father

of the society,” responded. Mr. Perry F.

Nursey proposed the next toast, that of the

President, and the President, in the course of

his reply, proposed ” The President-elect,” to

which Mr. Walmisley replied.

The Fhilliarmoiiic Music Hall, Cardiff.

Last week the Philharmonic Music Hall, Cardiff

was re-opened, after having undergone complete

alteration and renovation. About seven weeks
ago, the building was closed to the public, and
the work which was then begun was kept

going practically day and night until the open-

ing. Every particle of the inside was swept
away, and a new proscenium, boxes, balcony,

and promenade erected. The building is now
in the hands of a Company. The alterations

were carried out by Mr. J. E. Jackson, builder,

Cardiff, from plans and under the superinten-

tendence of Messrs. James & Morgan, archi-

tects, Cardiff. The decorations were executed

by Messrs. Geo. Jackson & Sons ; and the

Lincrusta work by Messrs. Fredk. Walton & Co.

Entire new scenery has been set by Mr. H.
Churchward.
South Weald, Brentwood. — There has

been erected here a monument of Sicilian

marble, having a Latin cross, 6 ft. 6 in.

long, resting horizontally on five octagonal
moulded and diapered shafts, beneath
which is a moulded slab richly carved with
orchids, a favourite flower of the late Mr. 0. E.

Coope, M.P., to whose memory it has been
erected, together with the elaborate alabaster

reredos in St. Mary’s, Whitechapel (noticed in

a previous number of the Builder), from the
designs of Mr. E. C. Lee, architect, and
executed by Messrs. Earp, Son, & Hobbs, of
London and Manchester.
The Plumbers’ Company.— At the ex-

amination, held on Saturday, there were
twenty-five plumbers from various districts of
London, Hertford, Crewkerne, and Brighton.
The practical branch of the examination in-

cluded pipe -bending, joint - wiping, and roof
work; and the theoretical branch, questions
relating to the several subjects of plumbers’
materials, house-fittings, and sanitation. The
examiners were Mr. Hudson (assistant chairman
of the Registration Committee), Mr. Webb, Mr.
Lyne, Mr. Lobb, Mr. Taylor, and Mr. Millis.

Eight plumbers passed .—City Press.

Prizes for Art Workmanship. — The
judges appointed by the Council of the Society

of Arts have awarded the following prizes for

objects submitted in the Society’s Art Work-
manship Competition :—Class I.—Painted Glass.

—Second prize (151.) to William Glasby, John
E. Penwarden, and A. Lawrenson, for a painted

panel, “Music,” from a design by Henry Holi-

day. Class II.^—Glass Blowing in the Venetian
Style.—First prize (lOZ.) to T. Smith (work-

man), W. France and W. Watkins (assistants) ;

second prize (51.) to J. Hughes (workman), A.
Johnston and H. Hart (assistants). Class IV.
— Inlays in Wood.—Third prize (101.) to F.

Spalding, for a fancy octagon table. Class V.
—Lacquer.—First prize (251.) to Thomas W.
Hay, for a specimen of lacquer on wood. Class

VI.—Decorative Painting ©n Wood or other

Material.—First prize (25Z.) to John Eyre, for

painting on wood for piano front, subject,
“ Vocal and Instrumental Music.” Class VII.

Hand-tooled Bookbinding.—First prize (251.) to

T. G. Cobden-Sanderson; second prize (15Z.) to

Fred. Maullen. Class VIII.—Repousse and
Chased Work in any Metal.—First prize (251.)

to R. Holloway, for capital of column in

hammered gilding metal
;
First prize (253.) to >

A. Hubert, for specimens in silver and other '

metals, of repousse and cast chasing work ; ;

Second prize (153.) to W. Balias, for repousse '

curtain in brass, for drawing-room stove. ,

First, second, and third prizes were offered

in each class, but were not in all cases i

awarded.
The Home Iron Trade.—The English iron i

market shows a distinct improvement, and the i

prices of all descriptions of iron and steel,
,

almost without exception, are higher than they i

were a week ago. There is a steady demand 1

for pig-iron, and large purchases of iron have ;

been made for specnlative purposes, as it is \

fully expected that another “ boom ” will soon :

set in, especially in view of the probable larger i

demand from America, should the reductions in :

the tariff charges foreshadowed in President i

Cleveland’s message to Congress become a i

reality. The week has seen a general rise in t

ordinary pig-iron of from 3d. to 6d. per ton, i

and in hematites of Is. 6d. ;
but in some of the (

Scotch brands the week’s advance has been as ;

much as from la. to 28. per ton. The rise ini

Scotch pig-iron warrants is nearly 28. on the <

week. The improvement in the shipbuilding
j

trade has sent up quotations of finished iron toi

the extent of Is. 3d. a ton, whilst steel hasi

experienced an improvement of as much as 5s.

i

per ton, and Scotch steel-makers, in view of thei

rise in hematites, decline to do business except)

at an advance of lOs. on the last price, which:

was 63. Ss. per steel plates. Never before during.;

the year has the outlook been so bright, and we:

can only express the hope that the better con-:

dition of the iron trade will prove of a permanent:

character.

—

Iron.

The Ouano Process for Precipitation.

—

The Governors of Wellington College haver

renewed their agreement with the Nativer

Gnano Company for five years, on the basis ofc

an increased subsidy for the use of the processi

According to the report of the Bursar and:

medical officer of the College “ the systemi

works well and with great ease.” Moreover,:

we learn that before renewing the contract

a special committee of the governing bodjl

made full inquiry, personally inspecting thd

sanitary processes in operation at other pnblid

institutions. They reported that the method
adopted at the college, under the advice oli

Mr. Baldwin Latham, was, “ under the circumo

stances, the most advantageous that could bfl

used,” and this expression of official satisfaoi

tion is formally recited in the deed of agrees

meut.
The Mersey Railway Branch to Biri

kenhead Park,—It is stated that Messrs!

John Waddell & Sons, Edinburgh, have al;

but completed the contract for this railway)

The branch connects the Mersey Railway witli

the Wirral Railway at West Park Station, ii

the vicinity of Birkenhead, and opens up the

coast resorts of New Brighton, West Kirbjl

and the Dee side to Liverpool for the firsj

time by direct through communication vid tht

Mersey Tunnel. We understand that the codc

tractors have accepted an estimate from MiJ

T. W. Helliwell to do the whole of the glazinji

and zinc roofing required on Park StatiODi

Mr. Helliwell, it may be mentioned, did tbi

whole of the glazing on Green Lane Station

I
Borough Road Station, and Shore Road, whel

I

the railway was opened two years ago.
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The Ar‘-Union of London —Tho Art-
Union of London having attained its year
jubilee, the Council have issued an address
drawing pnb'ic attention to the results of
fifty years’ work, and pointing out “I
advantages which it affords to its members,
the hope of attracting new subscribers, and
thereby increasing its means of public useful.
TuesB.” The objects of the society, as stated ir.

the Charter, aro to promote the knowledge and
love of the Fine Arts, and their general advance-
ment in the British empire, by a wide diffusion
of the works of native artists

; to elevate Art
and to encourage its professors, by creating
increased demand for their works, and an i

proved taste on the part of the public. It ,e

under the direction of a Council of the Members,
whose services are honorary. In furtherance
of these objects, the society has collected and
disbursed no less than 504-,0001., to which con-
siderablo sums were added by i)rizeholders, in
order to acquire works of higher value than the
amounts of the prizes. The Art-Union claims
to have been largely instrumental in creating
the picture-buying pnblic of the present day.
•“ At its inauguration, in the year 1837, the
number of purchasers of works exhibited in
the public galleries was exceedingly limited,
being confined to a small circle of wealthy
amateurs. In one year alone, 1841, when the
Art-Union subscriptions amounted to 5,3001,
and the first prize of the year was Mr. Maclise’o
“ Sleeping Beauty,” price 5001. (which was
afterwards sold for 1,0001.), the list of artists
whose works were purchased by the Art-Union
comprised Ward, O’Neil, Witherington, Wool-
mor, Copley-Fielding, Creswick, Clint, David
Cox, Corbould, Dnncan, Uwins, Callow, Absolon,
Fripp, Jutsura, Yarley, Prout, Lee, Do Wint, and
others of lesser note, and there are very few of
tho Royal Academicians who have not received
tho support and patronage of the prizeholders
of the Art-Union.” The Art-Union also claims
to have kept alive the art of line-engraving and
that of medal die-engraving. On these and
other grounds the Art-Union “still looks confi-
dently for support to all lovers of art.”
The Empire Palace. Leicester-square.—

Messrs. Campbell, Smith, & Co. send us an
account of the work they have carried out here,
The scheme of decoration of the anditorium is
somewhat Persian in character, the large oval
ceiling being a kind of sumptuous Persian
carpet. The sunlight will be a large flower in
coloured glass, with the stamens and pistils of
the flower electric lights. The general colour-
ing is in turquoise and indigo blue, rose colour
and crimson, with black and gold. The
columns all round the theatre are white, with
characteristic ornament in two bines and gold.
This treatment is applied to the varions box
fronts, using in (as far as possible) the raised
ornamentation already existing. The back
and ceiling of tho gallery circle is treated
with ruby and gold leather paper. The
three other circles which are Louis Seize in
treatment, are severally rose and gold; blue
white, and gold

; and white and gold, the latter
with plush panels. The upper circle is lighted
by eighteen lamps of Persian design, in coloured
glass, with gold frames. Tho walls of the
private boxes are all covered with a highly-
enriched gold leather paper. The pit entrance
is decorated with Egyptian ornament, leading
down to a solid gold leather paper on the lower
walls, and the white and gold treatment of the
ground floor. The foyer (which is Renaissance
in character) is entered by a grand staircase,
Pompeian in treatment. The entrance-halls
are Indian, and are colonred with black and
gold, and a deep rich crimson. The work has

Romaine-Walker and Tanner, architects.
Obituary.—The death is recorded, at Giessen,

of the architect Ileinrich Ernst Schirmer, whn
was for thirty-five years in the service of the
Norwegian Government, and during that time
erected a number of public buildings in Norway,
His principal work was the i*ebuilding of
Throndhjem Cathedral, carried out between
18(39 and 1871. The Norwegian Storthing

;

twice refused Schirmer a pension for his long
I services, and it was in consequence of this
iTefusal that he returned to Germany. The
ideceasod was horn at, Leipzig, and had attained
his seventy-third year.

I The Priory Church at Brecon has
received an addition to its stained glass of
a window from the studio of Mr. Taylor, of
iBernors-street, the gift of Mr. Aneurin George,
tn memory of his wife and daughter.

Marble Replaced by Tin.— The New
York Times says that tho Board of City Trusts,
Philadelphia, on the 15th of November “signed
a contract by which the famons marble roof of
Girard College will be replaced bv an unsightly
structure of tin. The cost of the work will be
•$9,000. That of replacing the marble wonkl be
$,20,000.^ The defect in the roof was discovered
about six weeks ago, when water was found
leaking into the building. An examination of
the marble revealed tho fact that the surface
was rapidly turning into lime. The Board of
City Trusts met, and npon diaenssion of the
matter made up their mind that the practical
decomposition of the roof was due to the action
upon it of an atmosphere impregnated with
anthracite coal smoke. The roof had stood
41 years, and they concluded that $20,000 would
be too much to invest in another structure of
the same prospective life.” The same paper
says tbat^ Thomas M. Walter, the architect of
the building, died at an advanced ago a few
weeks ago. “ The College was the pride of his
life, although ho had designed the extension of
the National Capitol and many other famons
buildings. He was therefore kept in ignorance
of the mishap, which was partly duo to the use
of the roof, against his wishes, as an observa-
tory for visitors.”

Edinburgh Police Courts.—The Edin-
burgh Plans and Works Committee have re-
commended that provision be made for the
better class of witnesses in the police court,
and that double windows be placed in the court-
room. It was moved that in view of the report
of her Majesty’s Inspector of Constabulary as
to the whole accommodation in the police
chambers the matter should be delayed. The
Lord Provost thought that this showed the
mportauce of having new Municipal Buildings,
18

,
in a short time it would be found that in

rejecting the Bill they would have to go to far I

greater expense than otherwise would have
been tho case. The recommendation was, how-
ever, adopted.
Wesley Chapel, New Swindon.—The

Wesley Chapel, New Swindon, has, during
the past month, been closed for extensive
alterations. A hot-water heating-apparatus
has been put in by Mr. James Gray, of
Dauvers-street, Chelsea. The building portion
of the work was carried out by Mr. J. Webb,
of Swindon, who is also laying down wood-
block flooring. Three cathedral-glass win-
dows have been executed by Messrs. J. Hall
& Sons, of Bristol. The building is a large
one, seating nearly 1,0(X) persons on the ground-
floor.^ The total cost of the works now carried
out is 220L The work has been carried out
under the supervision of Mr. A. G. While, of
Now-road, New Swindon.
Residential Flats in Westminster.—

A

large block of residential flats is being erected
1^ Messrs. J. W. Hobbs & Co., Limited, of
Q.ueen’s-buildings, Southwark Bridge-road, S.E.,
in Carlisle-place, Victoria-street, Westminster.'
The building is six stories in height, and has a
frontage of 227 ft., with an elevation Classical
in style, consisting of a central block and two
end wings, flanked by composite pilasters, and
faced with malms and stone dressings. A large
block, consisting of about fifty flats, erected by
the same firm, on the opjiosite side of Carlisle-
place, is now approaching completion, about
thirty flats being occupied. The architect for
both blocks is Mr. George Baines.

PRICES CURRENT OF MATERIALS.
TIMBER.

Greenhesrt, B.G ton
Tosk, E.I Io»d
Sequoia, U.8 foot caba
Aah, Canada load
Birch ,, . ,,

Elm „
Fir, Dantsic, &o
Oak „ ,

Canada
Fine, Canada red

,, yellow

Lath, Dantsio

8t. Petersburg

Wainaaot, Riga

,, Odessa, crown.

Deale, Finland, 2Qd and let... std.100

,,
4th and 3rd

Riga

Bt. Petersburg, let yellow

„ 2Bd „
„ white

Swedish

White Sea
Canada, Pine, 1st

,, ,, 2nd

,, ,, 3rd, &o

,, Bprnce, let

,, „ 3rd and 2nd
New Brunswick, 4c

Battens, all kinds
Flooring Boards, sq., 1 in., pre-

pared, First
Second
Other qualities

Cedar, Cuba foot
Honduras, Ac
Anatralian

Mahogany, Cnba
St. Donungo, cargo average
Mexican „
Tobasco ,,
Hondnrae ,,

Maple, Bird’s-eye
Rose, Rio toa
Bahia

Box, Turkey
Satin, Bt. Domingo
Porto Rico

Walnut, Italian

£. s. d. £, a. d.

6 10 0 7 16 0
8 0 0 12 10 0

0 2 3 0 3 0

300 4 10 0

2 0 0 3 10 0

3 10 0 4 10 0

1 10 0 4 0 0

2 10 0 4 10 0

3 0 0 6 0 0

2 0 0 3 10 0

2 0 0 4 0 0

fathom 3 0 0 6 0 0
4 0 0 6 10 0

log 0 0 0 0 0 0

7 0 0 8 0 0

7 0 0 16 10 0
16 0 0 24 0 0
10 0 0 16 10 0

7 0 0 0 10 0

8 0 0 0 10 0

6 0 0 7 0 0
6 0 0 7 0 0
4 0 0 10 10 0

0 8 0 0 11 6
0 6 6 0 7 6
0 4 0 0 6 0
0 0 0 0 Si
0 0 3 0 0 8i
0 0 2 0 0 3
0 0 4i 0 0 7
0 0 4i 0 0 6
0 0 3i 0 0 3(
0 0 4 0 0 6
0 0 4 0 0 6
0 0 6 0 0 7
8 0 0 11 0 0
7 0 0 9 0 0
6 0 0 12 0 0

.foot 0 0 6 0 0 9
0 0 8 0 0 10
0 0 4 0 0 6i

...ton 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
76 0 0 0 0 0

METALS.
Ibof—Bar, Welsh, in London. ..ton 4 15 0 6 0 0

„ „ in Wales 4 6 0 4 10 0
,, Staffordshire, London 6 10 0 6 0 0

COPPBB

—

British, cake and ingot ....

Best selectett

Sheets, strong
Chili, bars

,

TBLI.OW Mbtal
Lbad

—

Pig, Spanish
Englisn, common brands,.,
Sheet, English

Bpbitbb—
Silesian, special
Ordinary brands

Tnr—
Straits,....

Australian
English ingots

..ton 14 6
14 15
15 10

..ton 166 0 0 0 0 0
166 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

OILS.
Linseed
Cocoacut, Cochin
Ceylon

,

Palm, Lagos ,

Rapeseed, English pale

Cottonseed, refined
Tallow and Oleine
Lnbricating, D.8

,, refined

TOBPBITTIirB

—

American, in casks cwt.
Tab

—

Stockholm barrel
Archangel 0 10

.ton 19 6 0 19 10
30 0 0 31 0 0
23 13 9 000
22 0 0 0 0 0
20 10 0 27 0 0
26 6 0 0 0 0
20 10 0 0 0 0
26 0 0 46 0 0
6 0 0 6 0 0
6 0 0 12 0 0

1 4 9 0 0 0

0 15 0 0 0 0

CONTRACTS AND PUBLIC APPOINTMENTS.
Bpitoma of Advertisements in thie Number,

CONTRACTS.

Nature of Work, or Msterials. By whom reqaired.
Architect, Snrveyor, oi

Engineer.
Tenders te be

delivered.
Page.

Kerbing and Channelling Works Official

T. Wolfe Barry
Official.

do.
Urban A. Smith
E. Fry
Official,

Cast-Iron Parapet, Tower Bridge Bridge House Estates

Street Improvements
Gasholder Tank. &c

Edmonton Local Board Dec. 27th \fi.

Lock.un. Watford Jan. 3rd
Jan. 4th
Jan. 10th

u.

Making.up Road
Retiring-Rooms, Finsbury Park
Various Works

8. Hornsey Local Board
Met. Board of Works.,. k

New Schools .. Ramsey School Board... do. u.

PUBLIC APPOINTMENTS.

Nature of Appointment.

Foreman of Roads,.,

By whom Advertised. Page.
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TENDEES.
[Communications for insertion under this heading must

reach us not later than 12 li'oon on Thurtdayt.'^

BETHNAL-GREBN. — For stabling, &c., for Mr.
James Cox, mineral water manufacturer. Mr. H. A.

Wooster Keeres, architect, 14, Devonshire-square,

Bishopsgafe. Quantities bj the architect :

—

Garrett 4 Son, Louehborough
Junction £2,700 0 0

G, W. Beale, Cambridge-heath 1,906 0 0
F. & F. J. Wood, Mile-end 1,877 0 0
Thomerson 4 Son, Hackney-road ... 1,945 0 0

J. Hughes, Old Ford 1,825 0 0
W. Sburmnr, Lower Clapton 1,692 0 0
Horlock, Manor Park 1,670 0 0
Taylor 4 Co., Cambridge-road 1,640 0 0
G. Lusk. Mile-end 1,633 0 0
A. Dies, Colchester (accepted) 1,690 0 0

£341

BEXHILL-ON-8EA.—For erecting Jubilee reading-
room. Mr. Richard A. Bill, architect

8. Ockendi'u
C. Brrv
W. G. ilewman
J. Cole
J. King (accepted)
T. B. Todd

[All of Bexhill.]

CAMBERWELL.—For paving with Limmer Asphalte
Marmora-road, for the Vestry of 8t. Giles, Camber-
well;—

Val de Travers Asphalte Company ...£693 17 0
French Asphalte Company 495 6 0
Limmer Asphalte Comp<ny 474 19 0
Brunswick Rock Asphalte Company... -i68 1 4
Bradshaw 4 Co., 62, Queen Victoria-

street, London (accepted) 413 0 0

theCATERH.4M.—For the erection of a house
Streeter Estate, Caterham. Mr. Henry Ling, architect,
M’orthumberland-chambers, Charing-cross, W.C.

T. Churchill, Godatone £795 0 0
J. 4 J. Ward, Warlingham 715 0 0
Hunter 4 Bryant. Kenley (accepted) 689 0 0

CATERHAM.—For alcerations and additions to house
required for now Post-office premises, Caterham. Mr.
Henry Ling, architect, Northumberland • chambers,
Charing-cross, W.C. .

—

Hunter 4 Bryant (accepted) £255 0 0
[No competition.

J

ENFIELD.—For the supply and laying 12,000 ft. of
straight kerb, for the Enfield Local Boarii of Health. Mr.
Wm, Kiiteringham, surveyor;— Cornish Aberdeen

per foot. per foot.

s. d. . d.
Griffiths, London
Williarason, Tottenham — 2 6
Mowlem 48onB, Westminster. 2 2 2 6
MarahiiLl, Brighton and Strat-

ford 2 1 2 3
Nowell 4 Robson, Kensington. 2 0 2 2
Bloomfield, Tottenham I 11 —
Rutty, Bromley-by-Bow 1 11 2 1
Wheeler, London l 9J
John Jackson,* Enfield 1 9 2 2\
Palmer, Birmingham 1

• Accepted for Cornish.

LONDON.—For the erection of a new Welsh chapel,
Falmouth-road, New Kent-road. Mr. William C. Evaos,
architect, 3a, Poets’-corner, 8.W. Messrs. Young 4
Brown, surveyors, 5, Henrietta-street, Covent-garden •

J. 4 W. Faulkner £6,685 0 0
Gregory 4 Co 6,157 0 0
Greenwood 6 117 0 0
Grover 4 Son e’oafi 0 oHowe 4 Williams 6,064 0 0
Peto Bros 0,n26 0 0
Downes 5^853 0 0
H. L. Holloway 6,647 0 0
H. 4 R. Evans 6,086 0 0

LONDON.—For rebuilding No. 49, Great Titchfield-
Btreet, W., forMr. Edwin Parr. Messrs. Wylson 4 Long,
architects, 21, King William-street. W.C. Quantities
supplied by Mr. Arthur W. Saviile,

9'' " • ~

Simpson & Son
W. Bodien
W. Pearce ...

Hall, Beddall, 4 Co
G. H. 4 A. Bvwaters
J. T. Chappell
W. Rhodes
W. Oldrey 4 Co.

1,637 0 0
1,602 0 0
1,-134 0 0
1,423 0 0
1,407 0 0
1,390 0 0
1,370

PatQjun 4 Fotheringham (accepted). l’337 0 0

LONDON.—For repairs at Nos. 66 and 66a. Berwick-

street, W., for Mr. W. Eckstein. Mr. Arthur W. Saviile,

architect, 99, Strand, W.C. :

—

T. W. Morris (accepted) £260 0 0

LONDON.—For the finishing of carcasses, situate 41

and 43, Walburgh-street, St. George-in-the-East, and

building additions at the rear. Mr. William Livermore,

architect :

—

A. Nicholls, Leytonstone (accepted) ... £357 10 0

NEWMARKET. — For residence for Mr. W. B.

Sheppard. Messrs. Holland 4 Bon, architects:

—

Samuel Chapman, Norwich £1,796 0 0

Cowell 4 Son, Soham 1,679 0 0

Simpson 4 Son, Newmarket 1,660 0 0

Saint 4 Son, St. Ives 1,638 0 0

Plummer, Rattleaden 1,628 0 0

Hook 4 Tebhitt, Soham 1,625 0 0

Kerridge 4 Shaw, Cambridge 1,461 0 0
Mason S. Son, Haverhill 1,420 0 0

Blyth 4 Hunt,* Newmarket 1,413 0 0
• Accepted.

SOUTHEND.—For building three houses on Royal-

terrace, for Mr. J. Brown. Mr. Q. Sherrin, architect :

—

J. Chapman, Hockney (accepted) ...£3,698 0 0

SURBITON.—For building house at Ditton-hill, for

Mr. B. Everest. Mr. Geo. Sherrin, architect:—

J. Chapman, Hackney £900 0 0

[No competition.]

WEST For repairs to pumping engines, for the

Corporation of West Ham. Mr. Lewis Angell, Borough
Engineer :

—

Hunter 4 English, Bow £532 0 0

Castray 616 0 0
Chapman 485 0 0
Stewart 4 Co., Blackwal! 476 0 0
William Harris, Stratford 454 0 0

Robinson 4 Co., Victoria Docks 425 0 0

SUBSCRIBERS in LONDON and the SUBURBS, by
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Now ready.

BEADING CASES,; ...

Best Bath. Stone.

CORSHAM DOWN.
|

FARLEIGH DOWN
BOX GROUND. I COMBE DOWN.
WESTWOOD GROUND.

[
STOKE GROUND.

HANDBLL, SAUNDERS, & CO., Ld.,
CoESHAM, Wilts.

Bath Stone.
Pieter’s Monks’ Park. Combe Down.
Corsham Down. Stoke Gronnd.

Box Gronnd.
Farleigh Down.

PICTOR & SONS,

Winsley Gronnd.
West Wood.
Box, Wilts. [Adtt.

Donltin^ Freestone.

THE CHELYNCH
STONE.

1
THE

BRAMBLBDITCE
STONE.

The stone from these qnerriee
is known as the "Weather
Bede,” and is of a very
orystalline nature, and tin-

doubtedly one of the most
durable stones in England.

Is of the same ci^Btalline

natnre as the Chelynen Stone,
but finer in texture, and more
suitable for finemonlded work.

HAM HILL STONE.
Greater facilities have been provided fo?

working these qnarries, and the stone can be
supplied in large quantities at short notice.

Prices, and every information given, on
application to CHARLES TRASK & SONS,
Norton-snb-Hamdon, near Ilminster, Somerset,

London Agent — Mr. E. WILLIAMS,
16, Craven-street, Strand, W.C. [Advt.

Donltlng Free Stone

HAM HILL STONE,

BLUB LIAS LIMB

(Gronnd or Lump),

For prioea, Ac., ad*

dress S. k J. STAPLE,
Quarry Owners, Stone
and Lime Merchants,
Stoke - under • Ham,
Ilminster. [Advt.

Asphalte.—The Seyssel and Metallio Lava
Asphalte Company (Mr. H. Glenn), Office, 88,

Poultry, E.O.—The best and cheapest materials

for damp courses, railway arches, warehouse

floors, flat roofs, stables, oow-sheda, and milk-

rooms, granaries, tun-rooms, and terraces.[AdV7

Asphalte.
Seyssel, Patent Metallio Lava, and

White Asphaltes.

M. STODABT A CO.
Office

:

No. 90, Cannon-street, E.O. [AdT7

SPRAGUE & CO.,

LITHOGRAPHERS,
Employ a large and efficient Staff especially for

Bills of Quantities, &c.

22, Martin’s-lane, Cannon-street, E.C. [Adtt.

Oarside's Noted Bedfordshire Coarse and
Tine Silver Sand.—Is perfectly free from impurity,

and the best and cheapest in the market. All qualities id

stock, for every purpose required in the building trade, for

filtration, or for nursery purposes. All pure grit

!

Apply to

GEORGE GAR8IDE, Jukb.,
Leighton Buzzard. [Adtt.

HOBBS, HART, & CO., Limited,
MAKERS TO HER MAJESTY BY SPECIAL APPOINTMENT.

The Bank of England and its Branches, including

New Law Courts Branch, now building.

PATENT PROTECTOR AND LEVER LOCKS, for all Purposes.

STEEL SAFES, STRONG-ROOM X PARTY-WALL DOORS.
SELF-CLOSING DOORS, FOR THEATRES AND PUBLIO BUILDINGS,

As approved by the Metropolitan Board of Works (uaed in large numbers at Covent Garden Theatre).

IMPORTANT COMMUNICATION.—FIRE AT WHITELEY’S.
William Whiteley, Westbourne Grove,

HOBBS, HART, & CO., Limited. London, Oct. 1887.
Gentle.men.—It affords me very much pleasure to express to you my satisfaction and admiration at the splendid fire-resisting powers of

your Strong-room doors and the Safes.
The recent fire at my establishment in my opinion subjected them to the greatest possible test, and through all, they proved invulnerable.
The contents of both Strong Rooms and Safes were entirely preserved, although the fire was of such intense destructive force.
You will be pleased to hear that it has been decided to adopt your Patent Clutch-rebated Doors for all the party-walls in the new buildings

now m course of erection.—I am, Gentlemen, faithfully yours, (Signed) William Whiteley.

Offices and \7aj^elioii8e : !76, CMBAFSIBB, Iiondon; Manufactories, ^71iarncliffe VTorks, Axlington-streetj London, N.
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Ancic7it Sepulchral Monurae.nts.

HE very fine illus'

trative volume

published by Mr,

Brindley and Mr.

Weatherley under
the above title* is,

as we are told in

the brief preface,

“ the outcome of
what was originally a comparatively small
collection of drawings of ancient sepulchral
monuments made at different times, to aid
those who, rebelling at the ordinary modern
monument, desired a worthier and more satis-
factory memorial.^’ It has been expanded into
what is intended as a text-book of monuments
of this kind, from the earliest to the latest
times, the drawings being for the most part to
a uniform scale of one inch to the foot, with
in many cases sections and details one-fourth
the real size. The book, as may be seen at a
glance, must have been the work of years.
The drawings have mostly been carefully made,
and are very well reproduced, and comprise an
immense number of examples which are not
only very fine in themselves and historically
interesting, but which are also very suggestive

^ starting-points from which to work out new
ideas in monumental designs of this kind.
The subject is so large that it may be fairly

said that no single volume could well be a
text-book of it, if we are to undersUvnd
by that a book of reference which will
contain examples of every type of monument
which has been erected by mankind to com-
memorate the departed

; and it would hardly
be possible for any one, except with an almost
unlimited command of time and funds, to pro-
duce a really complete corpus of examples of
this class of architectural designs. The sub-
ject is endless, in fact, and it is no slight credit
to the authors that they have illustrated it so
largely as they have in one folio volume

;

but it cannot be regarded as giving a com-
plete illustration of the subject. Among
the well-known types of monument, we
hardly^ find the Greek tombstone with
bas-relief subjects illustrated so well as it
deserves to be

;
the drawings given of

these show very well the various beautiful
types of foliated ornament which form the
finish to the apex of many of these works,
and which constitute a kind of comparative
study of the Greek anthemion ornament used

_

* Ancient Sepulchral Mnnuments : containing Illustra-
tions ofover Six Hundred Examples from various Countries
and from the Earliest Periods down to the End of the
Eighteenth Century; with descriptive and general Index.
By WiUiani Brindley and W. Samuel Weatherley,
F.R.I.B.A. London : Printed for the authors by Vincent
Brooks, Day, &8on. 1887.

in this portion in so many various forms and
with so many curious and significant difference.s

of detail
; but of the bas-relief sculpture

subjects the best thatare available have hardly
been selected, and those which are given are on
too small a scale for full justice to be done to

them
;
they are the smallest in scale of all the

drawings in which figures are introduced, and
they certainly deserved a large scale and
careful illustration more than any of the
Renaissance monuments to which fuller

justice has been done. Nor do we find

any example of the very best type of English
Renaissance monuments, such as we see exem-
plified in the Clopton monument at Long
Melford, and the Fasten monument at North
Walsham. We may also question whether all

the monuments figured here are re.ally such as

would present themselves as models to those
who desire “ a worthier and more satisfactory

memorial ” than the modern monument. This
remark is, in fact, a little out of date now, for

there have been some very fine monuments
executed of late years here and there, some of

them worthy to take rank with the very best
in this book {e.g., Mr. Gilbert’s Fawcett
monument in Westminster Abbey), and on the
other hand some of those that are given are,

though historically valuable, not such as we
should be prepared to hold up as by any means
models for imitation. We should imagine, for

instance, that the monument on plate 161,

with its coarse Classic details and broken
pediments, or 164, with an urn in relief on a

pyramidal slab, or Nos. 205 and 206, orNo. 208,
a pyramid with spheres at the base standing on
a surbase with & heraldic sculptured panel,

would bo the kind of thing which would
suggest in the mind of most persons a desire

for a “ worthier ” monument, something with
more refinement of detail and more seriousness

of aim and feeling about it. These examples
were, however, necessary in a historical point
of view

;
we only demur at being asked to

admire them or to consider them as examples
of what a monument ought to be

; the expres-

sion in the preface rather leads to the conclu-
sion that the authors regard all these as good
examples

;
and here we must differ.

That is, however, all the criticism we have
to make on the book, which is a very fine and
very useful one. Some of the plates which

now appear in it have been previously pub-
lished in our pages, one a fortnight ago,

the marble tablet from Siena {Builder,

December 10, p. 819), and one or two more
good while previously, one of these being

one of the finest and most characteristic in the

book, the highly-enriched cross standing in

relief against a wall in the cloister of San Juan
de los Reyes, at Toledo. The classes of monu-
ments are arranged in groups, and in each

group as far as possible chronologically. We
commence with Egyptian obelisks, of which
five are given, including two drawings of
that monument of remarkable vicissitudes

which is dated in the corner of the plate

“Heliopolis, B.C. 1500
; Alexandria, B.C. 23

;

London, A.D. 1878”: and whoknow’s whore next ?

hot it may outlast several more empires, for

anything we know. Then follow some of the
Assyrian obelisks now in the British Museum,
with their tops worked in steps or stages, two
of them in sloping lines, like an imitation on
a small scale of the type of tower with inclined
plane stages round it, which has sometimes
been made to do duty for the mythical Tower
of Babel. An important distinction between
these and the Egyptian type is that, whereas
in the latter the ornaments and sculptures
and hieroglyphics are worked in intaglio out of
the main surface of the granite, in the Assyrian
examples the sculpture subjects are enclosed in
panels formed by sinking the ground, and
leaving the figures in relief on it, their upper
surfaces being on the same plane with the
main surface

; in other words, in the Egyptian
examples, it is the design that is incised ; in
the Assyrian examples, the spaces round the
figures are incised, and the figures left in
relief.

The obelisk is one well-marked and distinct

type of monument. If we were to endeavour
to classify the forms of monument that have
been used we might, perhaps, divide them into
the obelisk form, the cross (which may be called

the Christian parallel t?> the obelisk)
; the

sarcophagus, with or without a figure, on it

;

the upright sculptured slab, including the Greek
stele

;
the horizontal sculptured slab

; similar
forms of slab with only inscription.^ and no
carving except a little bit of decorative heading
or border; and the arched recess, Gothic or
Classic, with a figure included within it. The
sarcophagus is one of the most long-lived and
most constantly-recurring forms

;
there is

something in its heavy solid form and
horizontal lines which suggests, more per-
haps than any other of the accepted monu-
mental forms, the idea of imperishable en-
durance

; and accordinglywe have it used almost
ad nauscum in modern burial-grounds, as a mere
exterior form from which all use and all its

original meaning as the receptacle for the body
has departed

;
and in many examples, such as

the tomb from St. Cecilia in Trastevere at

Rome (given in plate 174), the figure, which
originally should have been enclosed in the
sarcophagus, is sculptured as reclining on the
top of it. The sarcophagus seems to have
been the originating form of the late English
table-like monument. The two forms are

shown together, whether intentionally or not,

the two late English tombs given on plate 203,
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both of which are nearly alike in the design of

the sid^", Init in one the top is made in pedi-

ment; section, in the other it is Hat. Among
the examples given are the two from St.

Apollinare in Classe at Ravenna, which are

called sarcophagi, but which have lost the old

Roman form, and become more like cabinets,

with a semicircular top, and in one case

an arcade in relief at the side, in the

other caoe a frieze with vine scrolls and

figures of peacocks. These are very interest-

ing, and the fimt-nained one is a good bit of

miniature architectural design, but they have

lost the chancteristic ma.ssiveness and im-

perishable appearance of the Roman sarco-

phagus. Some of the examples given in this

book are of interest not only as varieties of

sarcophagus form, but as constituting examples

of different phases and styles of ornamental

treatment : there is the characteristic Etruscan

one in tlie British Museum, with its remini-

scence of a temple roof Avitli roll tiles and

antefixa*, and the band of foliage carved out

of the surface of the stone, dividing the height

in half
;
there is the Roman example found in

London in ISuS (plate 21) and now in the

British Museum, the sides decorated with

a large spiral ornament in flutes, which

is interrupted in the middle of its length

by a medallion with a head in alto-relief

within it, and the one (B.C. 298) in the

Yatican Museum (plate 20), a solid-looking

piece of work showing, however, the want of

fancy and imagination of the Romans, the

whole thing being a Roman Boric architrave

and entablature with a boldly-moulded base

added at the foot of the “entablature.” It is

noticeable that in this portion of a Boric order,

from which the column is omitted, the triglyph

is placed at the angle, as in Greek work, appa-

rently showing that the Romans, when there

were no columns to trouble them, preferred

that treatment to the one they adopted over

the column order, of thrusting the triglyph

away from the corner. There is an Egyptian
sarcophagus given on plate 5, with a pedi-

mented head and hanging wreaths, executed in

a manner sugg-s ive of the granite material in

which we presume it was worked, with wreaths
of the severest outline with no surface carving

or iudica'ions of leafage on them
;
but is this

one (at Mehallet el Kebyr) in the true sense

Egyptian ? The authors do not sugge-st a
date. It looks to us more like a Roman idea

executed by Egyptian hands.
The treatment of the cros.s in monumental

work is a curious study of variety in the way
of regarding and treating the satne object,
when we see, as here, a number of examples
from diflerent countries and periods together.

One of the most curious and interesting is one
on the first page in which crosses appear
(plate 30), a slab built, we are told, into a

ruined church in Athens, and showing a cross
with two cross arms (like a double transept)
one above the other, formed by an intei'lacing

ornament, and with a base looking like an out-
lined section of steps. In two circles under
the main arms of the cross are figures
of birds, over them two paterje. The
whole thing i.s so curious in its mingled
suggestions and reminiscences, half Classic,
half Byzantine, that it is to be regretted the
authors did not give some further iiiformatiou
as to its position and probable origin. There is,

however, practically no letter-press to the book,
and no information about the examples, except
that dates, or approximate dates, are given or
suggested to many of them in the index. The
Byzantine tablet.s from Rome and Torcello
on plate 32, in which the design consists of a
decorative arch, with a cross under ir, are, like
the Athenian example just referred to,’ very
interesting from tlie architectural point of view.
They are so much alike in design that they
must have originally belonged to the same
locality or have been even worked by the same
hands. They form a curious link between
Classic and IMediteval art. The surfaces of the
crosses on them are decorated with the old
Roman ornament of two strap forms inter-
laced so as to make a series of intercepted
circles, but at the ends and junctions of the cross
pms tlie two hands or straps are intertwined
in a manner quite at variance with Classic
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feeling. On either side of the cross is a leaf

whiclfseems a last reminiscence of the Classic

acanthus, a kind of mummy of it, with all

the life and flow gone out of it, and

on the extrados of the arch is a series

of small scrolls springing out of_ the

extrados moulding in a manner curiously

resembling the Gothic gable crocket of later

days. The various examples of crosses worked

on the faces of upright stone«, especially the

Celtic ones in Scotland, the Isle of Man, and

elsewhere, are full of suggestions in decorative

design which might be worked out afresh

with new detail. A great many example.s

are given of the form of equal-armed cross

worked upon or into a circle, which is so

effective in a decorative and symbolical sense,

and has been treated with such variety of

method and detail. Among other forms

of cross delineated here we may notice

the type of fiat slabs cut out into crosses, of

which the richly-decorated example at Kilklis-

peen, in Ireland, is one of the most remarkable

(by ilie way, no indication or information is

given as to whether this cross is or is not

monolithic, but we presume it is)
;
and another

which is variously illustrated is the type show-

ing a small cross on the top of a very long and

thin stem. This is shown in several varieties ;

a Celtic one fromTuam
;
several from Gosforth,

Cumberland
;
a country cross from Jouarre, in

Er.ince, a very curious example, labelled early

fourteenth century, and consisting of a thin

round pole with a little quasi-Romanesque

capital on the top (which, by the way, looks

much earlier than fourteenth-century), and the

cross on that. Is this a wooden or a stone cross ?

The texture of the drawing does not give any

indication, and there is no note of this, so we
presume it is stone, but it is a remarkably

thin and long affair to execute in stone. A
later one at Auvergne, but of the same general

type, follows, and one from a church in Lincoln-

shire, with a crucifix and a curious little kind

of section of a roof over it
;
and one from

Tarragona, with a shrine and little figures on

the top of the shaft, the cross and crucifix

.above. All these, differing in detail and coming
from different parts of the world, show, never-

theless, the prevalence throughout Christian

countries at one time for this peculiar form of

monumental cross, of which, probably, many
examples have disappeared, their slender pro-

portions being such as to render them peculiarly

liable to injury.

Of horizontal .slabs, a number of most inte-

resting and varied examples are included,

some of them of great beauty of design
;
we

may draw attention especially in thi.s respect

to the Early English examples shown on plate

110, and one of those from Wales (No. 2,

plate 113). A considerable number of the

Renaissance examples of monuments are given,

though not the best available, with the excep-

tion of the tomb of Eilippo Decio, of which
,
there is a reproduction in the Florentine Court
of the South Kensington Museum, and of

which admirable drawings, by Mr. Oakeshott,
were given in the Bnihlcr for June 21 and 28,

1884. The delicacyof the detail is hardly done
justice to in the manner of illustration adopted
here.

A good many of the late Renaissance
tombstones, with their pretty and naive little

ornaments of vases in relief and cherubs’ heads
are given, interspersed with simple tombstones
without any carving, but merely decorated by
ornamental enrichments and by the manner of

shaping the head. As this or something
analogous is the only form of monument
that the majority of persons can aftbrd,

a selection of examples and hints is of
practical value

;
otherwise we should have

said that the space given to them was
somewhat disproportionate. The appearance
of the urn in bas-relief on some of these
reminds us that the urn form of monument
does not appear in the book otherwise than as
a sculptured adjunct in this way. The adoption
of it gave rise to a fearful number of common-
places

;
some of them, however, were as

good as some of the other commonplaces
of seventeenth and eighteenth century
work given in the book

;
and the nrn form

has a certain claim to be recognised. It stands

on just the same footing as the sarcophagus
;

it is the retention, as a monumental feature, of

a form which was at first used for the practical

purpose of holding the ashes of the dead
;
and

if (as we have little doubt) cremation becomes

the mode of burial of the future, the urn form

of monument is likely to have a practical

meaning again, and the consideration of its

effective treatment, both in a symbolical and

in a decorative sense, will become one of the

frequent tasks of the designer of modern

sepulchral monumeuts.

A SANITARY HITCH.

HE account given in our last number
of the expenditure of nearly half a

million of money in outfall w^orks,

for one side of the Thames alone,

coupled with the evident uncertainty of pur-

pose betrayed by the effort to keep secret a

scientific report as to what these works are

expected to effect (an effort which has been so

far successful, though we perceive that Mr.

Rider Cook intends to raise the question

again), is a matter of very serious con-

sideration for the ratepayers and residents

of London. The outstanding loans of the

various metropolitan aur.horities, at the end

of the financial year 1884 - 5, amounted to

35,856,494/. Of this sum, which does not

include the capitals of the gas and water com-

panies of the district, 18,434,101/. is owed

by the Metropolitan Board of Works, and

5,582,031/. by the School Board. The former,

spending 920,000/., draws from the rates

760,000/!, the latter 887,000/. per annum. The
Metropolitan Board of Works have spent

6,346,892/. on main drainage and main sewers,

a sum which it is now proposed to increase by

probably another million. Their expenditure

in 1885 on the maintenance of the sewerage and

pumping was 75,886/. ;
to which 107,063/. was

added for “ sewerage experiments and deo-

dorising,” making a total of 182,950/. At the

same time the Thames, according not to vague

rumour but to the definite statement ot naval

officers stationed on the river, was worse last

summer below London than it ever was before.

It was as bad at Greenwich as it had previously

been at Woolwich. Not only so, but a new
feature declared itself in the river. Persons

wrote to the daily newspapers with Thames

water, which was at all events inky enough to

allow of the letters being read and printed.

Ink is probably the right word
;
for it has been

,

pointed out, ever since the details of the pre-

sent mode of treatment were made known, that

a combination of iron and lime always blackened

sewage effluent at some distance from the out-

fall, even when it appeared bright and clear in

the first instance. This result of the 107,000/.

spent in experiments is not encouraging. Nor

does it by any means form a good argument for

the patient w’aiting of the ratepayers while the

Board consider a report that they will not allow

to see the daylight.

At the same time, the Urban Sanitary

Authorities have incurred an out'itandiug debt

of 81,500,000/. ;
the Rural Sanitary Authori-

ties owe 1,485,000/. The expenditure of the

former in the year 1884-85 was 14,232,565/.,

not defrayed out of loans, and 4,150,000/. out

of loans. Tlie expenditure of the Rural Sani-

tary Authorities, from both sources, was

497,000/. Nor are these Authorities less in

the air as to any efficient sanitary measures

than the Metropolitan Board of Works. To

the present hour, when the Local Government

Board exerts a pressure on the authorities of

some dangerously unsanitary place, what is

the first step taken in consequence 'i A depu-

tation is appointed, consisting, for the most

part, of wholly inexperienced persons, to go

round the country and see what other people

are doing. Time, no doubt, in one sense of

the word, is thus gained
;
in another sense it

is lost, and money too. In one instance,

mentioned in our columns in the present year,

the results of -^uch expeditions and of the

subsequent deliberations on them has been the

expenditure of 90,000/. on outfall works for

11,000 persons, with the effect of producing an

intolerable nuisance, freely commented on in

the press and in Parliament. Such is the
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iprasent outcome of an expeofliture of ninety
Jiullions sterling, together with an annual
-outlay of fifteen niillions a year, an expendi-
ture blindly, steadily, and rapidly increasing.

It IS not the magnitude of the thing that
ahirms us

;
it is the inadequacy of the results

obtained. Nor is it so much the actual inade-
quacy of these re-sults in itself, as the want of
any definite, systematic, business-like-attempt
to grapple with the subject by bringing into a
focus all that is actually known. The con-
cealed reports and the picnic visits are
^nsistent parts of the same want of system.
•However anxious a sanitary authority may be
to know which plan would be likely to suit
them best, they are provided with no infor-
mation on the subject. The Local Govern-
ment Board will offer no opinion, and institute
no inquiry, except for the purpose of
sanctioning or otherwise an application for
loan. The entire disconnexion of all sanitary
authorities throughout the country is such as
to confine the knowledge which may anywhere
be obtained from experience to the smallest
number of people, and to prevent it, as far as
possible, from becoming public property.
We are not unaware of the manner in which

this general and contented ignorance is fostered
by that remarkable feature of our day, the
advertisement system. No ill to which flesh
IS liable is without a cheap, ready, and certain
cure, as per advertisement. If anything were
needed to make confusion doubly confounded
It would be this chorus of interested advice.W 0 are not about to suggest any method of
gettiDg_ out of the difficulty. Not that we
regard it as insuperable. If sanitary matters
were taken up by the country with a
patient resolve to get at the truth, and to fix
and publish, step by step, the progress that
13 made, the mutter would, we believe, be
easy of attainment. But we do think it the
-duty of the pre.ss to call attention to the
•enormous and increasing expenditure

;
to the

fact that expenditure is increased, perhaps
more often than not, in the teeth of the definite
knowledge of competent experts

;
and to the

fact that one great and ever-increasing incense-
cloud of dangerous and disgusting vapour is
steadily ascending, most perceptibly as the
temperature rises, from so great a portion of
•the island.
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NOTES.
SR. JACKSON paid far too great a

compliment to the agitation of
a small clique of persons for the

. registration of architects, in inakint^
It the subject of a paper before the Archu
‘tectural Association, who, as one of the
'members observed, would have been only too
glad to hear him on some more interesting
subject. With his general views we are in
concurrence, though we think he under-
•cstimates the possible importance in the future
•of the examination for entrance to membership
•of the Institute of Architects, and the meri*
-torious efforts which the Institute has recently
made to render membership of its body in
future something like a pledge of professional
proficiency in that department of professional
knowledge which can be tested by e.xamination.
-However, Mr. Jackson upheld the artistic
standard in_ architecture, and for that, at least
we thank him. His paper afforded an oppor-
tunity for the promoters of the “Bill” to
advertise themselves afresh, and to receive
some compliments on their “honest inten-
tions,” concerning which we will only say that
qjeople are to be judged in such respects by
their actions rather than by their professions

;

that those who believe in the disinterested
aims of persons who commenced operations by
sending round among the profession a printed
statement that they represented the Institute
and other societies which had categorically
irefused to have anything to do with them,
must be very simple-minded and charitable
(people indeed

;
and that the idea of the social

status of the profession being raised in this
kind of manner is too grotesque for com-
ment. We observe that the promoters

m aid of their project. With their busi
ness relation.s with the publishing depart-
ment of this journal we do not interfere, but
we hope no one will be foolish enough to
throw away any money in response to ""their
appeal. As one example of the degree to
which registration may be expected to raise
the standard of architecture, we may mention
that we were offered the other day an illustra-
tion of a new building by an architect whose
name has figured among the promoters of this
proposed Bill (not one of the signatories to the
advertisement), which, though it was in other
respects our interest to publish it as an illustra-
tion of a building likely from circumstances
to be talked about, was such a wretched
design that we felt we could not discredit our
pages with it, and preferred to decline it The
argument is hardly any better in regard to
mere constructional matters. The worst con-
structional disaster of this age,—the worst,
perhaps, of wliich we have any record in
English history,—was the fall of the Tay
Bridge. This was unquestionably in great
part the fault of the engineer, who practically
confessed as

_

much in the most pathetic
manner, by dying of a broken heart

; for that
we believe, was about the truth. But what
possible Registration Act could or ought to
have kept Sir Thomas Bouch out of the ena[-
iieenng profession? He could have passed
any examination

; he did a great deal of
good work

;
but he for once unhappily took

his re.sponsibilities too easily, and he and
others paid a fearful price for it. The remedy
for such disasters is in a higher and stricter
sense of responsibility among engineers and
architects, and you cannot secure that by
Act of Parliament.

/CONSIDERABLE alarm, we are told, has

^

been excited in the North of England by
visits that have been recently paid by member.s
of English ship-building firms to Spain, and
by the opening of negotiations for the pur-
chase, on the banks of the Bilbao river, of sites
for the establishment of ship-building and
marine engine works. Assuming the truth of
these accounts, as at least showing that there
is something in the wind, the gravity of the
indications they offer can hardly be exaggerated.
In the movements that have already taken
place, transferring the centres of production
trom inland towns to seaboard or river-served
towns, the great difference between the cost of
land and water carriage has been put forward
as a satisfactory reason for the change, great as
has been the sacrifice of capital involved. We
have ventured to ask whether, if these great
industries once took wing, it was so certain
that it would be on our own seaboard that they
would always alight. In the case of two very
important businesses the sea, it appears, is

about to be crossed. The addition of a ship-
building movement to that already noted
as to the cotton industry and the manu-
facture of artillery is an unwelcome featurem the case. It is all very well to lay the
blame on the trades unions

;
indeed, there

in our view, be no question that the

read before the Royal Statistical Society
on Tuesday evening last. It is seventeen
years since .Sir J. Danvers turned his atten-
tion to the working out of the average receipts
and expenses per passenger and per ton of
goods per mile. He is now able to state that
on the East Indian lines last year each
passenger was conveyed at the cost of about
0 82 pie, or, at the present rate of exchange,
of Is. 6d. per rupee, a little more than three-
tenths of a farthing per mile, at a profit of
about seven-tenths of a farthing

; and each
ton of goods was conveyed at the cost of 2' 15
pies, or about eight-tenths of a farthing, at a
profit of one and four-tenths of a farthing. The
Statistical Society can render no better service
to the country than by exerting its influence in
pres-sing on the Gov'ernment that powers should
be given to call upon railway companies of the
country to keep and to publish such accounts
as have been long and vainly demanded by
the professional authorities cited by Sir Juland
Danvers.

^E are glad to learn from the last issue of
the ( laasical Review (i., 10) that there is

every hope that something like systematic exca-
vations under English auspices wUl be under-
taken in Cyprus. Archieological, like other
duties, begin at home, and it is better that we
should gather in the harvest of our own island

the difficulties
of Turkish firmans and political jealousies, than,
expend our efforts further a field. Not long
ago we called attention to the remarkable
results of a tentative exploration of the site of
ancient Marion (Poli-tis Chrysokhou), the two
unique vases, — the (Edipous lekyihos and
the Pasiades alabastos. These have happily
now, as we learn from the same journal,—an
invaluable medium for archmologicat news,
passed into the keeping of the British Museum.
It is the .success of this excavation that has
at last goaded the British public into action ”

At the last meeting of the Hellenic Society it
was decided to appeal to the public for sub-
scriptions. The O.xford and Cambridcre
travelling studentships are to be turned to
account in connexion with the work. The
sanguine Review hopes that the Government
will make a special grant.

' - -- ••., -.w IJliitt irllc

ineasures adopted by many of these bodies
with a view of keeping up the rate of wages
have had a directly opposite result. But the
real source of difficulty and of danger lies
lower. Irade - union restrictions are rather
symptoms than original causes of the difficulty.
The true origin of the trouble is the fact that
as the productions of a country where the rate
of living is, from climatic causes, necessarily
high, meet with unchecked competition from
the productions of those countries where it is
low, the first may be gradually elbowed from
the market

;
and the true point for the investi-

gation of impartial and clear-minded statesmen
is, whether in the measures that have been
taken of late years for reducing the price of
certain elements of the cost of living we have
not been actually placing our own producers
more and more at the mercy of their foreitra
competitors.

”

aat space for^more than a line or

of TLll
“'7- I

two of reference to the temperate, clear,ot this Bill have oeen asking, through our and judicious paper, by Sir Juland DanveiN.advertisement cdunins, for subscriptions ' on th^ “ Defect^?

THE Berliner Rhilologiscfie JVochenschrift
(Dec. 10) reports the accidental discovery,m the island of Cos, of some sculptured

remains, which point plainly to the site of the
once famous temple ot .."Esculapius. An altar
has been found, and a marble snake, the sacred
attribute of the medicine god. It will be
remembered that Strabo (book xiv., c. ii. et
ss?.) gives an account of this temple’ well cal-
culated to excite archieological curiosity. It
was, indeed, as we know from many sources
only third in importance to those of Epidauros

says:—“In the suburb
[of Cos] IS the celebrated Asclepieion full of
votive offerings, among which is the painting
of Antigoims, by Apelles. It used also to
contain the ‘Aphrodite rising from the Sea’
^nadyomene), but that is now removed to
Rome.” He goes on to say that Hippocrates
learned much of his medical lore by studyino-
the inscriptions engraved in the temple record”
ing cures wrought there. It is true the two
chief works of art mentioned by Strabo are
pictures which must in any case long ago have
P®Tished

;
but then, who knows how many of

the ‘ votive offerings” and the medical in-
scriptions are yet below ground. The excava-
tion of the Asclepieion at Athens recently
jielded a rich harvest, but there is much as to
the details of the cult and ritual of ..^Isculapius
still to learn. It is not reported yet whether
the site is to be systematically excavated.

I
jOARSE-GRAIN pit sand is well known to be

more suitable material for making concrete
than river sand, and owing to difficulty in ob-
taining the former a French concrete-maker has
devised a machine for separating sand from
ordinary earth by washing. The apparatus
consists of a copper cylinder 3 ft. 3 in. in
diameter. It is pierced with holes of varyin-r
size, the smallest being at the top and tne
largest, about 2| in. in diameter, at the bottom-
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The shaft on which the cylinder revolves is

hollow, and through it water circulates under

pressure, escaping into the cylinder through

holes provided for the purpose. Hydtau ic

power is used for turning the cylinder at the

speed of one revolution per minute. The earth

is introduced at the top of the cylinder, where

the smallest holes are situated, and there is an

internal screw which causes it to travel through.

In this way the materials of varying coarseness

lire separated, fallintj into suitable receptacles

below, and are set' apart for their respective

uses, the coarsest being used for road-mendmg

or concrete-making. The water escaping carries

ofi‘ fine sand and vegetable earth, and is run

into one of two troughs in which it is kept

stirred by revolving blades. The fine sand is

gradually deposited, and the water, holding

vegetable matter in suspension, passes to a

series of basins in which the earth is deposited,

and finally flows away to the river. The fine

sand is used for the cement-mortar, and the

humus is in demand for agricultural purposes.

A plentiful supply of water is necessary for the

successful working of the system, but in the

case under notice its use has led to a consider-

able reduction in the price of cement pipes, to-

gether with a better quality. An account of

the working of this machine may be found in

the Mumoires de la Socii^tc des IngOnieurs

Civiles” and in the “Proceedings of the In-

stitution of Civil Engineers” for the present

year.

Dr. frank, of C'harlottenburg, has recently

given some interesting facts relative to the

use of magnesia salts in place of plaster of

Paris. Large quantities of potash are manu-

factured at Stassfurt, and magnesia salts are

produced as a by-product. The possibility of

finding some useful field for this has for some

time occupied the attention of those interested

in the industry. It was known that a mixture

of chloride of magnesium and magnesia would

produce a cement, but it was not found a

practical success owing to the tendency to

swell and blow, common to calcareous cements.

Dr. Grimdmann, of Herscbberg, has, however,

recently introduced a process which promises

to relieve the overburdened potash manu-
facturers of some of the troublesome by-pro-

duct. The magnesia is calcined and carefully

slaked, and the casting made from.it is after-

wards exposed to the action of carbonic acid

gas. The result is much the same as when a

coke fire is made up in a room recently plastered

in order to harden the material, as the coke

fire also creates carbonic acid gas. There is a

natural carbonate of magnesia, known as mag-
nesite, which is of great hardness and density,

taking a good polish. The material produced

by Dr. Grundmann’s process resembles mag-
nesite in these respects. The magnesia can

also be used for cementing, and in this way an
artificial dolomite is made when combined
with marble, or it can be used by builders as

a stucco. Further particulars may be found in

Glaser’s “Annalen fiir Gewerbe und Bau-
wesen.”

T
he results of some German experiments,

made by Herr J. Bauscliinger, to give

information on the elasticity and strength of

the wood of larch, pine, fir, and deal, have
rcently been published. The tests were made
on pieces taken from stems 13 ft. 1-^ in. long,

cut off 1 metre from the ground. A large

number of experiments were made, the

following being some of the chief conclusions

arrived at. Crushing strength and density

vary with the degree of moisture
; bending

and crushing strength form the best basis for

estimating the ipiality of the timber
;

the
bending strength is greatly influenced by the

nearness of branches to the critical section ;

the modulus of elasticity and the bending and
crushing strength are connected by some law,
which can probably be represented by a simple
linear equation.

;
where the rings of growth

have the same breadth in various samples,
those with the greater proportion of summer
growth are the stronger. The connexion
between the crushing strength and density
may be approximately represented by the
formula, B = 1,000 o - 100, where B is the

crushing stress in kilogrammes per square centi-

miitre, und ^ the density. These tests are

quoted iu the “ Proceedings of the Institution

of Civil Engineers,” vol. IxxxLx., p. 5.

“ T A NATURE ” gives some particulars

1-i communicated by Mr. H. Bonnami of an

apparatus for testing the setting of lime and

cement. It consists of a tube having, at its

lower end, a flange which rests on the piece

tested. On one side of the tube is a set screw,

and inside it there is a rod, attached to the

lower end of which is the needle by which the

test is made. This needle is I'lSO in. long,

and has a cross sectional area of O’OOIS square

inch, or one square millimfetre. On the upper

end of the rod is a table upon which zinc discs,

each weighing 1'76 oz., are placed to the

required number. The rod weighs also 1 ‘76 oz.

On the side of the rod opposite the set screw

there is a notch, the upper surface of which

forms an inclined plane. Against the latter

the end of the screw presses, and it will be

obvious that the rod may be raised or lowered

in the tube by turning the set screw either one

way or the other. The setting of the cement

is shown by the weight required to cause the

needle to penetrate a certain depth, the latter

being registered by a scale on the upper part

of the rod. The instrument is d.escribGd_ in

the “ Transactions of the Institution of Civil

Engineers,” and in the original communication

in La Xaturc tables were given showing the

diflerence in the progress of the setting of

various products^

T
he measured drawings and studies sub-

mitted for Col. Edis’s prize for “the

best series of measured drawings and sketches

of any buildings in Great Britain and Ireland,

of any style of architecture current between

1600 and 1800,” has only been responded to

by three competitors, whose merits, however,

seem on the whole pretty evenly balanced,

though wc do not question the decision arrived

at in favour of Mr. Greenslade’s set. We
understood from the terms in which Col.

Edis announced, at a meeting one evening, his

intention of offering the prize, that his idea was

tomake a practical protest in favour of measured

drawings as against picturesque sketching,

and therefore w'e were surprised to find

perspective sketches included
;

but these

appear to be secondary to the measured

drawings, which in all the three sets seem

to have been carefully done, and are,

moreover, very neatly and effectively drawn
without losiug practical clearness. The
author of the premiated set has taken the old

Exeter Guildhall as his principal subject. The
sJcetches by the late Mr. Devey, which have

been hung at the Institute, are beautiful

examples of picturesque sketching, getting a

great deal of effect by a few broad washes of

colour here and there on a toned paper. In the

Arbitration Room have been bung the draw-

ings submitted for the special Travelling

Studentship in connexion with the Archteo-

logical School at Athens. This, as elsewhere

mentioned, has been awarded to Mr. R. Elsey

Smith, whose drawings seem to show a fitness

of things in the selection, as he alone exhibits

drawings of Greek detail sketched on the spot,

and also .shows by one or two drawings from
casts of figures and busts that he is equal to

making a satisfactory drawing of a bit of

antique sculpture, which may be of practical

advantage, or even necessity, in work in con-

nexion with the School at Athens.

The best portion of the Exhibition of the

Society of British Artists, in Sufiblk-.street,

is in the first two small rooms, among the

water-colours, where there are a good many
very nice things, mostly small and slight, but
interesting and original

;
among the larger and

more finished works is a fine and solid, though
rather loaded, drawing by Mr. Bernard Evans,

of “ Bolton Abbey from the Moors ” (28).

There are two noteworthy drawings by Mr.
Fraser, “Barling Gap, Sussex” (173), and
“ Brighton Trawlers ” (93); in the latter the

craft are plunging through and throwing up
the water with great vigour, but the artist has

not got the surface and transparency of water,

— only its movement-. As to the large-

room, it contains a few good things amid-

a number of works either hopelessly mediocre-

nr ostentatiously eccentric. The “ Birth

of Venus,” by “ Mr. William - Stott of

Oldham,” as he chooses to be called, is-

a mere monstrosity ;
and we cannot but

wonder that Mr. Arthur Hill, who can paint

the figure well, as shown in his “ Young;

kave” (240), should be content to exhibit in a

gallery where such a production as this-

“ Birth of Venus” is given a central and pro-

minent place. Most of the things which are

out of the run of commonplace are absurd'

eccentricities,—clever sometimes, but not worth

going to an exhibition to look at, certainly not

Mr. Whistler’s scratches (we cannot call them.'

drawings) which are hung on the stairs. The

staircase and entrance have been treated as a^

“ symphony in white,” and look very well, but

that only makes the greater part of the interior

contents of the rooms the more disappointing..

WE frequently hear that very queer appoint-

ments are made to Surveyorships of

Local Boards and Sanitary Authorities, and a-

query we have received this week seems ti>

indicate that this idea is founded on fact. A
correspondent writes to us on the headed paper-

of a certain provincial Highway and Sanitary

Authority, under the signature of “Nemo,”
but with his name on the corner of the paper

and “ C. E.” after it, to ask us to “ give him-

the formula ” for calculating the cubic contents

of an apartment, which is a simple parallelogram

with a semi-octagon bay at one end of it and a

semi-circular bay at the other: heights figured.

This problem seems to be too much for the

“ C. E.” ! People who are so ignorant of their

profession have no right to trouble a journal

with “problems” which they ought to have-

been familiar with in their pupilage
;
and if

“Nemo” asks us any more questions of the-

kind we will give him an answer, but we will:

give it with his name and address. In the-

present case we merely tell him that he will,

find the “ formula ” for the area of a circle in

any primer of geometry, and he had better get

one and improve his education
;
the rest of the-

raatter, of course, does not even require a

“ formula.” The question is, how did this-

gentleman come to be in a position to have

his limited knowledge put to such exacting,

tests ?

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH’

ARCHITECTS.

The fourth ordinary meeting of the present

session of this Institute was held on Monday
evening last, Mr. Edward I’Ansou, F.G.S-

(President), in the chair.

The Edis Prize, Draxuings by the late Mr.

George Devey, ^c.

Mr. J. Macvicar Anderson (Hon. Sec.), an -

nounced the winner of the Edis Prize to be

Sidney K. Greenslade, of 42, Ockenden-road,.

Islington. He further intimated that thw

Studentship of 501. instituted by the Committee-

of the British School at Athens, with a simila)-

sum added by Mr. I’Anson, had been awarded

to Mr. Ravenscroft Elsey Smith, son of Professor

T. Roger Smith.

Mr. Macvicar Anderson also pointed out that

on the screens were to be seen two different sets-

of drawings of great interest and excellence.

One set had been executed in the South of

France by Mr. Needham Wilson, Soane-

Medallisbin 1886, and to whom the Council had

awarded the money premium connected with

the medallion. The other set consisted of

sketches by the late Mr. Devey, lent by his

executors for exhibition. These were of great

interest not only from the fact that Mr. Devey

was no longer with them, but also from their

intrinsic beauty and artistic excellence.

Proposed Art Exhibition at Munich.

Mr. Macvicar Anderson then read the fol-

lowing letter, addressed to tbe Secretary of the-

Institute :

—

“ Poreitjn Office, Dec. 16, 1897.

Sin, I am directed by the Marquis of Salisbury to-

state to you, for the information > f tlie Royal Institute of
British Architects, that his Lordship has been informed by

the German Ambassador at this Cnurt that, -with the-

support of the Bavarian Government, the third Inter-

national Art Exhibition will be opened at Munich fcota
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the l8t of June next until the 3rd of October, and is in-
tended to celebrate the hundredth Baniversary of the llrst
Art Exhibition held in that capital. Hia Lordship is
informed that this Exhibition ia under the patronage of
H.K.U. the Prince Regent of Bavaria, sud.asit iaspeciallv
desired to obtain the co-operation of foreign artists, with
the view of onhancing ite intereit, bo baa been requeeted
to mate it known to British artists.

I accordingly enclose you copies of the programme and
regulations of the Exhibition, io order that publicity may
be given to Its objects, and am to request you to informmo what prospect there is of British artiste taking part
tnerein.—1 am. Sir, your most obedient humble servant,

(Signed) Jauhs FsBoosBorr."

Mr. Anderson added that an answer would
be sent to the effect that the Council would have
great pleaaure in giving publicity to the com-
munication, with a view to British architects
taking part in the Exhibition.

The Recent Development of the City of Vienna.

Mr. Frederic R. Farrow (holder of the Godwin
Bursary) then read a paper on “ The Recent
Development of the City of Vienna,” of which
the following is an abstract :

—

The author commenced by describing the
separation between the City of Vienna and its
surrounding town by a system of fortifications
existing previons to 1857, and the proposals
made to remove the separation, leading to the
decree of the Emperor, issued Christmas, 1857.

Decree of the Emperor.—ThiB decree provided
for the removal of the fortifications, the appro-
priation of the area partly for open spaces,
partly for sites of public buildings, for the for-
mation of a boulevard round the city and a quay
next the Danube Canal, for the sale of surplus
land to form a fund from which were to bo
erected numerous public buildings, and for the
promotion of a competition for designs of the
proposed scheme.

Car,;jing.out ofthe Decree.—The competition
was held, an oflicial plan subsequently prepared
ju the Cilice of Works of the Ministry of the
Interior, and the work commenced. The Stadt
Park, the Palace Court, People’s Garden, Rath-
haiiB Garden, and the Place in front of the
Votive Cliuroh laid out as open spaces. The
building fund was established by the sale of
surplus land at prices ranging from 150,000b to
300,000b sterling per acre, from which was
defrayed the cost of erecting public buildines on
the Ring.

dfiiseuni of Applied Arb—Erected for the
purposes of a Museum and Technical Art
School during the years 1808-71 from the
designs of the late Freiherr von Ferstel, Royal
Gold Medallist, at a cost of (35.000b

Cur Salon in the Stadt Park.—A. building
used as concert-room and co/t', designed by
J. Garben in florid Italian Renaissance.

Opera House.—Waa the first public building
erected ou the Ring, having been built during
1861-1808 from the designs of Vauder Null and
Voii Siccardsburg, at a cost of 500,000b, for
the accommodation of an audience of 3,000
persons.

Acadei/iy of Fine Arts.—Facing the Schiller
Platz, designed by Baron von Hansen, and
erected in 187-Jr-76. Contained galleries for
casts and pictures, library and reading-room,
and accommodation for students of archi-
tecture, sculpture, painting, and etching.
Huscums of Art and Natural History.—These

twin museunia, intended to form, with the
Imperial Palace now in course of erection, one
grand couception, from the designs of Semper
and Hasenauer, were commenced in 1872 and
completed in IHSi.

Houses of Parliament.—In Classical Greek
style, designed by Baron von Hansen, con-
sisted in the main of a one-story buildino- on
a basement, and provided for a House of I^eers
and a House of Representatives, with the
necessary offices, &o.

Path-haus.—Designed by Freiherr Fi'iedrich
von Schmidt, Royal Gold Medallist, whose
jilans were selected in open competition.
Erected in 1872-1884, in Modern German
Gothic style, with an admixture of Renais-
sance features. Included a graud ball-room,
12.000 ft. superficial area and 45 ft. high, with
its attendant sapper - rooms, salons, Ac., a
council chamber and municipal oflices.

Hasenauer in florid Renaissance, thus contrast-
ing with the other buildings in the same group,—the Houses of Parliament in Greek, the Rath-
hauB in German Gothic, and the University in
severe Italian Renaissance.
Ring Theatre and its Commemorative Build-

*”17- the site of the Ring Theatre, destroyed
by fire, 8th December, 1881, Das Kaiscrliche
Stiftungs-haus had been erected, from the
designs of Baron von Schmidt. This building
contained a commemorative chapel and suites
of residences in “flats.” These latter were
especially noteworthy, as showing the latest
phase of feeling in Vienna in respect to such
domiciles, the rooms being for the most part
entered directly from a vestibule or corridor, a
distinct departure from earlier types of plan, in
which the only means of access to many of the
apartments was by transit of other rooms.

The Bourse.—Designed by Baron von Hansen,
and erected in 1870-1875 at a cost of about
350,000b The great hall, of basilican form,
195 ft. by 130 ft. in extreme dimensions ; offices
for bankers and stockbrokers, a corn exchange
Ac.

Hotels on the Ring.—The Grand Hotel, on the
Kiirutner-ring, with 300 visitors’ rooms

; the
Hotel Imperial, also on the Karntner-ring,
formerly the Palace of the Duke of Wurttem-
burg, and the Hotel Austria, on the Schotten-
ring, each with 150 rooms, and the Hotel
Motropole, on the Franz Josef’s Quay, with 400
visitors’ rooms.

Palace of the Grand Duke William.—On the
Park Ring, overlooking the Stadt Park, designed
by Baron von Hansen.

Houses in “ Flats.”— The “ Heinrichshof,”
one of the largest in Vienna, situated ou the
Ring, and built from the designs of Baron von
Hausen. The house “ Zur Kugel,” or Globe

,
House, erected in the Hof, in the Baroque style
prevalent in old Vienna, from the designs of
Ludwig Tischler, combining cafe and restaurant
with dwellings on the upper floors, planned on
the most modern system, with the rooms entered
from vestibules or corridors. House of Herr
Neumann, in the Rudolfs-platz, with stone
fa^’ade, an exception to the stucco generally
used in Vienna. The “ Arkaden-HiLuser,” near
the Rath-haus, luxuriously fitted blocks of
residences, with ca/Ja- and restaurants on the
ground floor. A group in the Stadiongasse, also
near the Rath-haus, planned on the older system
of residences in “ flats.” The Schwarzenberg
group, containing 100 dwellings in three blocks,
also planned on the older system. The private
house pf the brothers Bohm, in the Maria
Lilfer-strasse, with the ground floor arranged
for shops and small residences for letting, and
the third floor also arranged for letting. The
Commercial Bank, a combination of business
premises and residences on the upper floors.

Other Developments of Vienna Architecturally.
—The author briefly noted some of the churches
of Friedrich Schmidt, the Brigittenau, the
Weissgiirber, the Lazzaristeo, and the octagonal
planned and domed Gothic church in Fiinfhaus.

Baron von Hansen. These names would be
familiar to the Institute as those of past or
present Honorary Corresponding Members. Fol-
lowing along the wide Ringstrasse were the
two Imperial museums, and opposite to them
the new palace of the Emperor was slowly
rising. Blocks of private houses filled up
mtervals and formed backgrounds to the view.
The new Opera-house, rather beyond the view,
was a fine Renaissance building, possessing an
auditorium very successful in respect to sight
and sound. The grand church of St. Stephen
was a rare ancient example of the Gothic style,
but the Votive Church aud the Town-hall were
almost the only modern instances of Gothic in
that area, the group of spires in the latter
forming a picturesque feature above the hori-
zontal hues of the general mass of buildings.
Ihe sober character of the great mass of Italian
designs was striking. Doorways, windows, Ac.,
seemed old friends of thirty years' standing,
and, though specimens of good Renaissance
were not wanting, there was little or nothing
of the very “ free Classic ” which, in the interval
had flourished in London. The Houses of Par-

instance known to Mr.
Blashill of the successful use of the Greek style
in a large and complicated design. In this work
It was developed into life and beauty. The build-
ing was of greyish-white marble, and the interior
richly designed in coloured marbles, adorned with
figure sculpture and harmonious decorations
Figure Bciilptnre was a striking feature of the
new architecture of Vienna. It was veiw
cheaply executed, aud was employed iu every
situation in which the human figure could be
placed in the exterior of a building, and also
much used iu interiors. 'I'he back elevation of
the University building furnished a good ex-
ample of external sgraffito work. In Vienna
It seemed probable that it would long retain ite
freshness. Terra cotta was used iu eurichod
friezes and figure scnlpture. Althongh much
used, brick was seldom seen in the elevations
of important buildings, much of the architec-'

cement upon a structure
of brick. Stone was not the local building
material, but_ good grey marble, reddish-white
marble, and light grey limestones were obtained
for important buildings, besides the richly-
coloured marbles lavishly used inside the Houses
of larliament. Portland cement Ind beenmuch used, but old work executed in a local
plaster wore well, and this plaster was still
need. The new improvements were the results
of a grand combination of tact, talent, and
business capacity, and were wortliy of study.
Having referred to the employment of women
as bricklayers’ and masons’ labourers, Mr.
Blashill concluded by expressimr hia thanks to
Baron von Hansen, Baron von Hasenauer, and
Baron voo Schmidt, who had received him
cordially, and rendered him much a.ssistanco.

UUHUIUJ-O CUULaiMUU lorty-six
lecture-rooms for 6.0(X) students in the faculties
of arts, laws, medicine, and theology; three large
hails for festive occasions; examination-rooms,
aud a fine library, on the model of the Ste!
Genevi&ve at Paris, for 32,0(X) volumes aud 520
readers. The buildings were designed by Baron
you Ferstel, commenced in 1874, and completed
in 1SS5.

Court I’/icafrc.—Designed by Semper and

Mr. Thomas Blashill, Superintending Architect
to the Metropolitan Board of Works, next read
a short paper on the subject of “Architectural
Design in Viennese Buildings.” He commenced
by referring to the drawings and photographs he
had obtained during a recent visit to Vienna,
which illustrated most of the important new
buildings. A plan, prepared in the ofliceof the
architect to the municipality, showed the situa-
tion and surroundings of the city, which, as
regarded latitude and altitude, only slightly
differed from London. The climate, however,
differed materially, and the general brilliant
sunshine makes Vienna, to English eyes, first of
all, bright. It could not be called a manu-
facturing or commercial city, but more the
town residence of the Emperor aud wealthy
classes. In some of the suburbs were important
villas, but the middle classes lived mostly iu
flats, in which accommodation was far more
expensive than a house and garden in London.
The working population occupied houses of some
architectural pretensions, with rather highrvx. v. -ij-

^
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arcnueccurai pretensions, with rather hitrh

' — ..j «, XJX V Y
packed. From an elevated point, near the
beautiful “Volks garteu,” the chief of the new
buildings could bo seen: the Hof, or Court,
theatre, now being completed by Baron
von Hasenauer, sumptuous in design and
decoration and open on every side

; Ferstel’s
University, and his Votive Chuxch; the Palace
of Justice; the Town Hall, by Baron von’

rTv rZ Vienna as Godwin Bursar and iSchmidt; aud the Houses of Parliament, by
|

was to their respected friend, Mr. ’

George

Mr. William Woodward, in opening the dis-
cussion, said he had listened to :\Ir. Jackson’s
remarks before the Architectural Association
the other evening to the effect that the history
of architecture was mere antiqnariauism, and
that building operations were confined to the
builder. He had also heard Prof. Kerr, in an
eloquent and commendatory peroration, endorse
to some extent the views laid down by Mr
Jackson.

Prof. Kerr protested that Mr, Woodward was
not correctly stating what took place.

Mr. Woodward contiuned that he was, there-
fore, not surprised at the absence of the repre-
sentatives of high art, and of artistic architec-
ture, on the occasion of the reading of papers
on the laying out of streets (a voice

:

“ Query ”) ? Mr. \7oodward then went on to
criticise the way in wliich the Metropolitan
Board of Works laid out new streets in London

Mr. Henry Dawson proposed a vote of thanks
to both the readers of the papers. They were
very much indebted to Mr. Farrow for the
painstaking manner in which he had brought
the different features of Viennese architecture
before them. It would take too long to enter
into a discussion of the details contained in the
papers, but he beliered they formed, taken
together, one of the most useful contributions
of the kind the Institute bad had for some time
"ast.

Mr. Arthur Cates in seconding the vote of
thanks, said he considered the members were
very much indebted to Mr. Farrow and Mr.
Blashill. Mr. Farrow had bad the advantage
of visiting Vienna as Godwin Bursar, and it
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Godwin, ttat they owed a great deal of what

Mr. Farrow had given them (applause). Ihe

result of Mr. Farrow’s labours showed how

CTeat an advantage was to be derived by a

young man from obtaining the Bursary so

liberally and generously founded by Mr. Godwin.

He was sorry, therefore, that on the last

occasion on which the Bursary was offered

there was no competitor for it. Whether that

arose from the profound ignorance of modera

languages which characterised the generality

of the young men of the day, or from indif-

ference to foreign ideas, he could not say, put

the fact that there was not a single competitor

for the Godwin Bursary was not creditable to

the Institute or to the profession at large.

They were especially obliged to Mr. BlasmU,

considering the high position he occupied,
_

m
devoting so much attention to what was being

done in Vienna (applause). Thus that eTomng

they were favoured on the one hand with

the views of the student, and on the other

hand with those of the mature official,

highly placed. Ho believed, indeed, that

London, which had suffered so much
_

in

years past from great neglect, would derive

much advantage from the studies Mr. Blashill

had so well made and put before them that

evening. There was a curious parallelism

between what had been done in London and

what had been done in Vienna. About the year

1856 a great project was set on foot in London

for what was called the Public Offices, and a

very beautiful plan by a Belgian architect, he

believed, was presented for reconstructing the

district between Whitehall and Westminster

Bridge. The result could be seen in the Foreign

and Homo Offices, and in the shattered scheme

for the Admiralty and War Offices, which had

been withdrawn in order that the old and some-

what wretched buildings of the Admiralty

should be extended with buildings of a similar

kind, while part of the site acquired for the

Public Offices was to be sold as a commercial

speculation to meet the cost. When they con-

sidered the expenditure on those Viennese

buildings, they ought, as a nation, to be

ashamed of themselves. The contrast between

what could be seen in Vienna, Prague, Munich

Dresden, Berlin, and other Continental cities in

the way of a wise expenditure for the im-

provement of these cities, and for the people’s

pleasure, and what was done in this country was

very great indeed. He could not say that the

Continental architecture was in all degrees

perfect, but it did show much consideration for

general harmony of composition, for outlay,

and for liberality of conception. He knew of

nothing finer than the great staircase of the

University of Vienna, or the large hall of the

Eeichsrath, and the same principles governed

the whole of the designs. The key to that was

doubtless the fact that the architects were sub-

jected to academic training, which might pro-

duce some hardening of the eye and band, but

which, at the same time, gave that idea of

harmony and power of general disposition

which was so important, but which unhappily

80 many English architects neglected. He did

not know that our public bodies were so niueh

to be blamed. The architects themselves had

not the courage to lay down their plans

with due regard to liberality of disposi-

tion, but were always overcome with the

idea of economy, encouraging their employers

to cover every inch of the ground, and

especially so in London. As Mr. Farrow had
shown, ground in Vienna was at least as costly

as in London, and while house-rent was
more than double, yet they were ready

to make open spaces for the beautification of

the city, and the benefit of the public at large.

In London, and in England generally, in place

of that wise and generous expenditure, every

scheme was spoilt and blasted by what could

only be termed a profligate parsimony and
a wasteful economy. There was a curious

parallelism also between Vienna, Paris, aud
London. The Ring Strasse of Vienna was
constructed upon the site of the old fortifica-

tions. In Paris, again, the magnificent boule-

vards occupied a similar place. In London
there were no boulevards, but about the year 1750

a scheme was set on foot for forming a new road
from Islington to the City. In 1757 an Act was
passed authorising the formation of the “New
Road,’’ which was now known as Marylehone-

road, Euston-road, and the City-road, with an
express provision that the road should be of a
certain width, and that no buildings should be

who walked along the New-road of to-day would

say that it was one of the most miserable

examples to be seen in any great metropolis

(applause). If its wretched shops could be

cleared away, and the road restored to its

original state it would be evident that a

magnificent opportunity had been lost for

placing public buildings along the line, and

making a fine Ring Strasse. The opportunity

bad gone, and he only referred to it as a

warning, so that in future care should be taken

that no more of such buildings were erected on

the western part of the thoroughfare, which had

been saved by the fortunate intervention of the

freeholder. London, at one time, had magni-

ficent streets and open places, but in too many
instances the buildings had been brought up to

the edge of the road. He bad been much
struck, in successive visits to Vienna, with the

development which had taken place there.

Mr. Blashill bad shown that the stucco used

externally was not of an offensive character.

Mr. Blashill had spoken well and truly of the

respect in which the Baron von Hansen was

held by his pupils. Some three or four years

ago, when the Baron entered on his 70th year,

it was the subject of general congratulation,

and the period was marked by great festivities.

The Academy at Athena, to which reference

had been made, was a building of exceedingly

pure Greek work, and its design and execution

were of the highest character, while the marble

masonry was, iu accuracy and fineness almost

equal to the best masoury in the Parthenon.

Mr. Cates bore willing testimony to the extreme

kindness and courtesy with which the Viennese

architects received their brother professionals

from England. Of all kind friends he had met
there, the kindest was Baron von Hansen, who,

old as he was, still devoted himself to the com-

pletion of the decoration of the Roichsrath.

Professor Kerr thought the discussion had

gone into a very proper chaunel. They were

indebted to Mr. Woodward for bringing it into

that channel, and to Mr. Cates for the remarks

he had made, but what they must bear in mind

was this, tliat the authorities in this country

ceuld not exercise full powers over the architec-

tural decorations of the metropolis. They, as

architects, might fret under such a state of

things, but when they considered that the

Metropolitim Board of Works was under the

control of the ratepayers, and Parliament the

same, it was obviously impossible to achieve

such works as were accomplished by Imperial

Governments on the Continent. Public archi-

tecture did not flourish under a Government
like ours, aud be was afraid it never would

except in this way. If they went through the

City of London they would see many buildings

which, with all their faults, constituted a series

of works which were considered by foreigners

to be exceedingly creditable to English taste

and English enterprise. And it must be borne

in miud that our system of architecture

was different from any Continental system,

relying, as it did, on individuality of

design and effort. Whatever was done in

this country was accomplished by the hive of

bees working each one by itself. What was
accomplished on the Continent was done by
centralised power. This ought to be borne in

miud, and they should take to themselves the

credit of at least doing their own work in their

own way, and iu such a manner as to be con-

sidered honi-iurable by those who were strangers.

At the same time, it was well that the Institute

should never ceaae to deplore the fact of the

public authorities not being alive to the great

principle that tne decoration of a town “pays”
(applause). What would France be without

the liberal expi nditure upon art which charac-

terised her Budg-t every year ? England had
no Arc Budget, and they, as architects, could

not too often impress upon the public and the

Governmeut the great economical maxim that

the expenditure of public money upon art

was a beneficial expenditure for the nation

at large, aud a most profitable investment.

(ApplilUSe).

The President said it was now fifty years since

he saw Vienna, aud six years since the first

steps were taken to embellish and improve that

ancient city. What had fifty years of com-
parative peace after twenty or thirty years of

deaolatintr war not done ? It had not only
affected Vienua, Paris, Brussels, and Berlin,

but Londou alsn, and in spite of the short-

comings of (lur administrators and the little

interest that was admittedly felt by this nation

constructed within 50 ft. of the line. Anyone
!

in art, he would ask what had not been accom-

plished in London ? London was a fine city

among the fine cities they had been talking about,

and in spite of what bad been said regarding

the much-abused Metropolitan Board of Works,

what finer work had been accomplished amongst

the cities of Europe than the Thames Embank-
ment, which bad been carried out by that much-
maligned Board ? (applause). Some reference

had been made to the satisfactory use of

plaster on the new buildings at Vienna, and he

might add that in some of the noblest works

plaster had been very satisfactorily used.

The Farnese Palace at Rome was plastered

externally, the dressings being of stone. Many
of the finest palaces at Genoa were plastered,

and if it wore applied as plaster, and did

not pretend to be stonework, it might be satis-

factorily applied even in the grandest buildings.

The resolution was then put, and carried by
acclamation.

Mr. Farrow, in returning thanks, added that

as an illustration of the enormous rentals paid

in Vienna for a suite of rooms on a flat, one

gentleman he knew, with a salary of 300Z. a

year, was paying 1001. for his rooms on the third

floor of one of these buildings. The sgraffito,

which was used somewhat largely in Vienna,

was to a greater extent used in Buda-Pesth.

Besides the numerous Bohemians who came to

work in Vienna, large numbers of Italians also

came, the latter being employed in masonry

work.
Mr. Blashill also returned thanks, and bore

testimony to the excellent practical information

which Mr. Farrow had given them that

evening.

The President announced that the next meet-

ing, which would be a special general one,

would be held on the 16th proximo, for the

award of prizes and studentships, the work for

which was to be submitted before the 2nd of

January.
Mr. W. H. White (Secretary) announced that

the Exhibition of Candidates’ Drawings for

Studentships, Prizes, &c., which would open on

Friday, the 13bh of January, at noon, would

close on Saturday, the 21st of January, at

four p.m.
The proceedings then terminated.

THE CONSTANTINOPLE MUSEUM.

SiEj—My report to the Chairman of the

Palestine Exploration Fund (printed in your

paper of the 10th inst.) respecting the Sidon

sarcophagi has, I find, attracted much atten-

tion.

These monuments will be housed in the

Museum at Constantinople when the additions

to it are completed ;
and as I find that its exis-

tence even is very little known I think that a

short description of its present position and that

of the School of Art which is connected with it

may not be uninteresting to your readers.

The Museum is located in the gardens of the

Seraglio, and may be approached either by the

tramway leading to St. Sophia or by water, the

visitor landing at the' quay under the old walls,

which are there well seen.

A good opportunity is also thus afforded of

seeing the well-known inscription upon them,

the greater part of it being very well pre-

served.

The Museum building was formerly the

Tchinili-Kiosk ;
in itself an object of interest

as it is said to have been built A.H. 870

(A.D- 1466), and to have been the first monu-

ment erected by the Turks after their conquest

of Constantinople.

It was repaired and embellished A.D. 1500,

and is in a beautiful position, is very picturesque

both externally and internally, and is very fairly

lighted.

The collection is at present small, but com-

prises several objects of great interest. Amongst

them may be noticed a marble sarcophagus

splendidly sculptured with mythical scenes

(Ariadne, &c.), and supposed to be of the time

of the Antonines, a large collection of gold and

other objects found by Dr. Schliemann at

Hissarlik, and three terra-cotta sarcophagi

found at Clazorneme, which are considered by

the Director to be Assyrian. To me they appear

to be more nearly allied to Greek art. These

sarcophagi have no covers, but there is a

fourth sarcophagus, not yet exhibited, which

has a circular-headed cover.

The Museum possesses, also, one of the

serpent heads of the famous bronze tripod in

the Hippodrome and two bronze figures of
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extreme beauty, thjugh somewhat injured, and
assigned by various mithorities to the age of
Polycletes and Praxiteles,—certainly before
Lysippus. They are said to have been found at
Tarsus. Of these and the other interesting
contents of the Museum there is, unfortunately,
no catalogue.

When I visited the Museum some few years
since there was a very good one, drawn up in
French by M. S. Roinach, from whose descrip-
tion much of the above is given. But this
is now out of print, and no other has been
issned, the Director waiting, as he told me,
until the new objects from Sidon, &o., can be
properly housed and classified. The absence of
a catalogue and of any descriptive notices on
the objects, together with the difficulties which
are placed in the way by the attendants of
making even rough sketches, seriously interfere
with the utility of this otherwise very interesting
collection.

In the same garden, equally well-placed with
the Museum, is a school of art, to which his
Excellency Ilamdi Bey pays great attention, he
being, I am told, encouraged in this work by the
direct approval of the Sultan himself.

I went all over this school at the invitation
of Ilamdi Bey, who is anxious to make his work
widely known, and to have the co-operation in
it of Euro])0an societies and lovers of art gene-
rally, by furnishing him with casts, copies of
Transactions, &c.
There were at the time of my visit, I was

told, 130 students of various nationalities,

—

no test of any kind being required. They
were being instructed in separate class-
rooms in perspective, drawing from casts and
from life, colouring, the elements of archi-
tectural design, and, generally, in all the work
of an art school. The only objection as to the
architecti^al work which I had to offer was that
the teaching was altogether French as regarded
the style of design, although the school had the
beautiful forms and details of Byzantium at its
very doors.

But this matter may bo (and I trust will be)
remedied, and the school then be of much
benefit to native art. It certainly appears to
have a very successful beginning.

T. Eayter Lewjs.
Athenaum Cluh.

THE PROPOSAL TO MAKE ARCHI.
TECTtJRE A CLOSE PROFESSION BY
IMPOSING THE TEST OP EXAMIN-
ATION AND REGISTRATION.*
The subject on which I propose to address

you to-night is not one in which I have myself
taken any pleasure, nor does it fall within the
usual scope of those which are discussed by
your Society, which has for its object the
improvement of its associated members in that
noble art to which we have devoted our lives
The proper subject for our habitual thoughts is
not architects, but architecture

; not ourselves
but our art

; and I would* much rather have
talked to you about brick and stone, timber and
marble, than about Acts of Parliament, registers
and examinations. Bat however much we may
grudge the time which it is necessary to bestow
on questions of professional practice, it is
obvious we cannot afford to neglect such
questions entirely, especially when they affect
not only the personal well-being of architects
themselves, which is or should be a very
Becoudary consideration, but the actual well-
being and progress of architecture.
Such a question is the one which I have

chosen to speak about to-night. It is obvious
that so sweeping a revolution as that by which
what 18 now a free and liberal art, to the
pleasures and honours of which all may aspire
who can obtain employment, would be converted
into & close profession like law, physic, and
divinity,

^

to which admission could only
be obtained by apprenticeship, payment of
fees, examination, and diploma, could not
be effected without inflnencing for good or for
evil the progress of architecture in the kingdom.
It IB, therefore, a matter which ought to be
thoroughly considered in all its bearings, and
from all points of view, both by those who
toBow architecture as a profession and by all
others outside our ranks who valne the progress
of art among us. Nothing could be more

*v.*
T. G. Jackson. M.A., F.S.A., read at

the Architeotural Asaociatiou meeliog, at 9, Conduit-

Son^
Friday, December 16, 1897, as elsewhere men-

disastrous than that such a radical measure
should be hurried through ParliamcDt and
become law without any real certainty that it

is desired by the public, or even by the whole
body of architects; without any clear prospect
that it would help to improve the architecture
of the day, or even that it would not, on the
contrary, fatally injure it; without due con-
sideration for the case of those on whom the
new restrictions would press with nndeserved
hardship

; and, above all, without proper intelli-

geuce of the undoubted blessings of liberty
from State or bureaucratic control which we
should sacrifice. This thorough and impartial
consideration the proposition has never yet
received. The advocates of the measure have
had their say, and have probably said all that
18 to be said on their side of the question.
Those who object to it have been generally
silent; the success of the scheme seemed to
them unlikely, and the attempt to carry it out
not dangerous

; and they have consequently
turned away with a feeling of security from
the discussion of a question which, while it

remained a mere question, was uninteresting to
them. The time has, however, arrived when
their views ooght to be known, and the argu-
ments against the proposed change ought to be
listened to with equal attention to that which
those of their opponents have received. It is

for this reason, therefore, that I have chosen as
my subject to-night " The Proposal to make
Architecture a Close Profession by imposing
the I’eafc of Examination and Registration.'’
It seemed to me also that the discussion which
1 wish to provoke would, with special pro
priety be begun by one, like myself, who is not
a member of the lostitute or any other archi-
tectural society, and who may therefore be
regarded as in a special way able to look at the
matter impartially.

The history of the scheme and its growth
from a mere sjieculative idea into the concrete
form of a Bill, which it was sought to bring
into Parliament last session, is given briefly in
the Journal oj Proceedings of the Royal lusti-
tnte of British Architects for November last.
From that account it appears that the Conncil
of that Society for 1859-00 reported that ‘‘ the
establishment of a system of compulsory
examination, extended to all architects,
whether members or not of this Institute, was
considered desirable.” The first step taken
towards this end was the establishment of
voluntary examinations of candidates for
admission to the Institute, which, after some
twenty years, became compulsory. The further
extension of this examination is now seriously
contemplated, and Mr. Counon, the author of a
paper in the journal I have just cited, says that
‘‘should compulsory registration become an
accomplished fact, the registering and examin-
ing authority should alike be vested in the
Institute.” Meanwhile, however, iu the absence
of any sort of coercion, it would appear from
the same account that these examinations have
not been attended by a great measure of
success. From 1861-81, while the examina-
tions were voluntary, the average number of
candidates who passed annually was less than
three; while, since 1882, when the examina-
tion for admission to the Society became com-
pulsory, the number has risen only to twenty
or thirty, although, according to one state-
ment, no less than 400 students, on an average,
enter the profession yearly. It is clear, there-
fore, that we are very far from the state of
things contemplated by Mr. Connon nuder
which the Institute would hold the keys of
admission to the profession.

As a step towards the attainment of that
object, it is now proposed that all the local
architectural societies in the kingdom should
accept the Institute as a common head, to which
they should be affiliated, so that the parent
society should stand to architects in the same
relation as the Incorporated Law Society to
solicitors and attorneys. But in spite of the
analogy, this dignified position will not, it seems,
be willingly accorded to the Institute by all
those who promote compulsory registration,
and it is from the dissentients that the first
tangible scheme for closing the architectural
profession has seen the light in the form of a
Parliamentary Bill. Whether if registration
were carried the Institute would have the
management of it or not it is unnecessary to
discuss here. I should myself agree with Mr.
Connon that it would be the natural and most
convenient plan

; but this is only a matter of
detail, and I wish to-night to confine myself to

principles. Setting aside this point, the Bill,

of which I dare say most of those in the room
have seen an abstract, may bo taken to give
correctly in the main the nature and scope of
the restrictions which it is desired to place on
the pursuit of our craft. I propose to examine
them in detail.

The Bill calls itself ” The Arcliitects and
Engineers Act,” but it includes surveyors also
within its jurisdiction, and its object is to
combine architects, civil engineers, and sur-
veyors,—surely a strangely heterogeneous
assembly,—into a close profession of which the
members are to be registered after a qualifying
examination, and of course payment of certain
fees. After a certain date it is proposed that
any unregistered person calling himself an
architect shall be fined 201. for the first and
501. for each subsequent offence

; that no public
body shall give him any appointment

;
that his

certificate shall have no legal value
;
and that

he is to have no locus standi in a court of law
for recovery of his professional charges. The
only way to registration is to be in the first
place by apprenticeship to a registered archi-
tect for a term in general of five years, and
afterwards by examination. The terra of
apprenticeship is reduced to two years in the
case of assistants of five years’ standing and
students who have passed the examination of
the Institute or others like it; while assistants
of eight years’ standing are excused the
examination, though one reads with surprise that
even they are expected to serve an apprentice-
ship of two years beyond that time. Such is

the outline of the Bill, which may be summed
up in three words : registration, to which the
avenue is by apprenticeship and examination.
Looking more closely at the details of the

Bill one cannot but be struck by the unequal
measure meted out to apprenticed pupils and
assistants. The articled pupil may present
himself for examination after five years
pupilage, but the salaried assistant after
serving five years mast undergo two more as a
pupil before he can do so. Now it is likely
that before he became an assistant he had
been some years learning his business in an
inferior capacity, so that probably he would
have undergone a probation of nine or ten years
before, in the opinion of the framers of the Bill,

he was qualified to offer himself for examina-
tion. But during these five years the assistant
is at least as likely as not to have made better
use of his time than the pupil, and it is simply
unjust that the man who can afford to pay a
premium should be floated into the profession
at the end of the time, while, from want of a
golden key, his poorer companion has to go to
school again for two years more. This is a hard
case enough, but what must we say to that of
the assistant who is to be subjected to two
years’ apprenticeship after eight years of
service as a draughtsman, which probably
implies twelve years or more of training for a
profession to which the man with a premium in
his hand may obtain admission after five years
or less. If the final qualification is to be by
examination, what need is there for the further
qualification of apprenticeship ? If an assistant
or any one else can pass the examination, that
ought to be enough. But this evidently is not
the intention of the Bill, which proposes to

adopt the restrictions of the old trade guilds and
modern trade unions. Like them, it makes
apprenticeship the only door of entrance, and
as no architect in his senses would take pupils
without a premium, their services being of little

or no use even at the end of their term, the
result would be that there would be fewer
architects to share the same amount of work,
and that poor men, however well qualified,

would be left on the outside of the door, while
a golden shower of premiums would fall on
those who are on the right side of it. As the
same fortunate persons are to have the sole

right to hold public appointments, it is easy to

see who would be the gainers and who the
losers by the new state of things. Although
the Bill professes to be drawn in the public
interest, it is not our fault if it awakens that
incurable suspicion with which we regard those
who propose that certain privileges and advan-
tages should be conferred on them because it

will be for the public good that they should
enjoy them.
The preamble of the Bill, however, boldly

takes its stand on the ground of public interest.

It runs thus :
—

” Whereas it is expedient that
persons requiring professional aid in archi-

tecture, civil engineering, or surveying, should
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he enabled to distinguish qualified from un-

qualified practitioners, be it therefore enacted,

&c.

This beginning would naturally lead one to

suppose that the Bill emanated from the public,

anxious to protect itself from incompetent

practitioners. Nothing, however, can be farther

from the fact. The scheme for closing the

profession, and this Bill, which is the first out-

come of it, are the offspring of architects

;

they come from within the profession itself

and' not from without, and this alone is enough

to justify the outside public in regarding it with

suspicion. The general body of mankind is, in

fact, wholly in the dark about us ;
they neither

know nor care whether we are organised into a

close profession or not. I have even heard it

said that nineteen men out of twenty, in a

mixed company, if questioned on the subject,

would be obliged to confess that they had never

even heard of the Institute, a statement so

nearly, if I may say so, bordering on profanity,

that I should hesitate to repeat it had I not

heard it from the lips of a member of the

Council of that respected body. Nothing can

be more complete than the indifference of the

outside world to these plans for revolutionising

our condition, except its ignorance of them.

There has not been the least sign that any

one outside our own ranks is otherwise than

satisfied with things as they are, unless it be

Lord Grimthorpe, who wrote to the Times

approving the idea of examination, but saying

at the same time, that there was nobody among
us fit to be examiner. To his support, such as

it is, the promoters of the Bill are, so far as I

am concerned, heartily welcome
;
but with this

solitary exception, I know of no instance in

which the pablio have given any sign that they

require the kind of protection the Bill offers

them ; nor do I believe that if they had it they

would attach the least importance to it. Had
it been otherwise, surely the tentative and im-

perfect tests of qualification, which have been
afforded by the examinations of the Institute

would have attracted some attention. But who
can recall an instance in which membership or

non-memberahip of that or any other archi-

tectural society told to an architect’s advantage
or disadvantage ? What employer ever troubled

himself to inquire how many and what capital

letters the architect whom he thought of

employing could write after his name P On
the contrary, it is notorious that an architect

may reach the highest grade among his

brethren, and, in the estimation of the outside

world, without being a member of any archi-

tectural society, in proof of which wo need look
no farther than the list of architectural
members of the Royal Academy. Obviously,
the public are wise enough to trust rather to

their own eyes than to those of other people;
they are content to judge architects as they do
painters and scnlptors by their works, and they
find in them a better guarantee for good work-
manship than would be afforded by any diploma
or registered certificate of competency.
As to the protection against bad work which

it is pretended the Bill would give, the public
have already taken the matter into their own
hands without any aid from us, by erecting an
elaborate machinery of local boards, sanitary
authorities, and district surveyors. If this

machinery 18 properly worked, unwholesome and
nnsubstantial building ought to bo impossible,
and if bad work does manage to pass through
such a sieve it would probably pass through
any other that could be devised. If the sur-
veyor does his business it is impossible for
drains and soil pipes to convey sewer gas into
houses, or for the construction, so far as the
plans go, to be insecure, and any subsequent
failure must be the result of bad workmanship
or wilful negligence on the part of the architect
or builder in carrying out the work. Against
negligence, of course, no diploma is any pro-
tection. Whatever certificates of competency
an architect may have it will not be enough
that he should know how things ought to be
done; the j)ubUc will not rest satisfied with
that, but will insist on seeing that he does it.

No one can seriously believe that they will
dismiss their local surveyors and shut up their
Building Acts and By - laws as unnecessary
when the world is supplied with a duly certified
and registered body of architects. The regene-
rate architect, if ever he comes into being, will
have to pass local boards and their surveyors
just as we unregenerates have to do, and he
wBl be very sanguine if he supposes his diploma
will bo of any assistance to him or will be

regarded by the outside world as affording any

security which would enable them to dispense

with that of the Local Government Act. So

far as public security goes, the proposed measure

would add nothing to it
;
the present machinery

is sufficient if properly administered, and if

: necessary its efficiency can be increased and

its powers enlarged. Society may safely be left

to take care of itself in this respect, and it is

certainly no business of ours to undertake to

defend it against ourselves.

In support of the scheme for closing our pro-

fession a great point is made of the analogy of

other professions which are already closed. In

the paper by Mr. Connon, to which I have already

referred, we read,— “The demand is no new
thing. It has already been granted by the State

to tho clergy of the Established Church, to

military and naval officers, to members of the

Civil Service, to physicians, surgeons, and

apothecaries, to solicitors and barristers, to

chemists and druggists, to dentists and

veterinary surgeons, to metropolitan surveyors,

to colliery managers, to certified teachers, to

ships’ captains and mates, and to steamship

engineers.” But the analogy sought to be

drawn between these professions and oar own
craft is fallacious. Many of them have in-

herited their privileges and monoplies either

from trade guilds and mysteries of the Middle

Ages or from ecclesiastical usurpation, and

cannot be said ever to have received them
directly from the State. Others, again, like

doctors and chemists, have to deal with matters

of instant life and death, and it is clear that we
have a right to feel sure that tho man who
serves us knows the difference between Epsom
salts and oxalic acid. With a still larger number
of cases, such as those of officers in the army and

navy or the Civil Service, District Surveyors,

and certificated teachers, we have absolutely

no analogy at all, for all these persons are public

servants paid by the State, and the public which

pays has, therefore, a right to be assured that

they are worth their wages before it engages

them. In our case there is nothing parallel to

this, for the State certainly does not engage to

find a practice for those of us who prsve, by
examination, that we are competent to under-

take it. Neither is our case analogous to that

of tho Church. The established clergy enjoy

emoluments and immunities at the public

expense, and some of their acts have a certain

legal value. It is evidently only in virtue of

these endowments and official duties that they

are under State control, for in the case of other

denominations which enjoy no such privileges

there is no State control whatever, and any one

who pleases is at liberty to undertake the office

of minister without incurring any pains and
penalties. So also in the case of certificated

teachers, the Government interferes only where
there is a question of receiving a grant of

public money. Schools that receive no Govern-
ment aid may employ uncertifioated teachers if

they please. The analogy attempted to be
drawn between these cases and our own is

entirely fallacious, but even if there were any-
thing in it it would not be worth much as an
argument unless we are prepared to invite the

State to play a paternal ' part and close every
profession that is now open for fear an innocent
public should be imposed upon by incompetent
professional men.
But it is time to point out that the Bill offers

no sort of protection against the worst kind
of building that goes on in our midst. It only
aims at preventing people who do not know how
to build calling themselves architects, a matter
which need not trouble us very much, and it

leaves the “jerry-builder” unharmed so long
as he does not offend our respectability by
ranking himself as one of us. There are, of

course, bad architects in the world, but there
are few of them who do not know how to build
houses that will stand, and be wholesome to

live in. It is not, so far as I have observed, in

their buildings that the evils ocenr which are
generally complained of. I remember a case
where, after a family had lived a few days in a
new house, all the drains were mysteriously
choked up, and where, on examination, it was
found that the leaden soil-pipe was carried into
the ground and the end turned up and closed
without any pipe drain from it at all ; but this

house was one of a dozen or so built by a
speculative builder without an architect. I
remember another case in the present year
where a house fell down, which proved to have
been designed, not by an architect, but by a
plumber. And let it be observed that with

cases like these no Registration. Bill would
interfere. Let the builder call himself a builder,

and the plumber a plumber, and they would
incur no penalty. If they avoided the sound-

ing title of architect they might go on design-

ing and building these filthy and insecure

habitations as long as the Di.strict Surveyor let

them. To make the Registration Bill efficacious

it would be necessary to insist on the employ-

ment of a registered architect on every build-

ing that is put up. This would be protection

indeed with a vengeance, but though it is diffi-

cult to regard it seriously, I observe in the

same journal to which I have more than once

alluded that one gentleman actually suggests

that local authorities should be required to

condemn plans prepared by any other than a
properly-qualified architect.

Here at last we seem to have the reductio ad

absurdum of the whole scheme. It begins by
shutting the door against all but those who can
afford to pay the premium of apprenticeship,

and having thus limited the number of

architects to a fortunate few it proceeds to

sweep into their net all the building operations

of the kingdom. Surely the wildest imagin-

ation can go no further, and may well rest

satisfied with the glorious prospect of such a

good time to come.
Before leaving this branch of tho subject it is

necessary to notice one strange argument, I

must, I fear, call it a selfish argument, in favour

of making architecture a close profession. It

is supposed that in some mysterious way the

social status, as it is called, of tho profession

would be thereby raised,—an idea which
embodies a sort of complaint that architects are

not thought of as highly as they deserve.

Now, even if it were true, I must object that

this is an unworthy argument, which we ought

to bo the last persons to employ. But I believe

the complaint to be wholly unfounded; there

seldom was a time when the calling of an

architect stood higher in public estimation,

certainly there never was a time when so many
young men of higher culture and superior

position flocked into it. Among people of

educated taste it seems to me that architects

and their works receive quite as much attention

and commendation as they deserve
;
and I am

far more afraid that our profession will become

fashionable than that it will be despised. But

however this may be, it is certain that it will

gain no additional respectability from the

Registration Bill, nor will those who now think

themselves too low on the social ladder find

themselves raised by a single step if that Bill

becomes law.

Setting aside, however, this Parliament-made

gentility, which may be left to dazzle those

who fancy it, and the more solid advantages of

loaves and fishes, which the Bill is to confer

on the new profession,—setting aside, in fact,

architects themselves altogether,—let us turn

to the far more important question of what the

revolution will do for architecture.

The object which its promoters have in view

is thus stated by Dr. Connon. He says, “ That

the largest proportion of the profession are as

well educated and as highly trained as they

would be under an Act of Registration is pro-

bably true. What is sought is the exclusion of

those who sink far below the standard which

should be the lowest level of fitness.” It is

intended, therefore, that the unworthy should be

shut out by the test of examination; but

nothing is said of the exclusion of those who,

for want of means, are unable to undergo the

compulsory apprenticeship which the Bill

requires, whether they are able to pass the

test of examination or not.

This condition would have the effect of

narrowing the field to those who can afford to

pay for entering it, and there would certainly

be no gain to architecture in this. Every one

must know of eases of men who have risen

from assistants into architects and done excel-

lent work, though they have never gone through

a regular pupillage, and who would have been

lost to the profession had the proposed Bill

been in force.

But we are told, further, “ that the profes-

sion of architecture would benefit greatly hy

the universal education of its followers which

would follow from legal registration.” And
this brings me to what is, perhaps, the most

misleading of fallacies, and one which seems to

underlie all that has been written and said on

the side of registration, namely, the confusion

of examination with education.

Now, there are several ways of employing
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OKamination, Students may be examined by
•their teachers with a view of seeing whether
•they have properly nnderstood what they have
'been told, and of correcting any misappreben-
Tsions they may have fallen into. That kind
of examination is itself a means of education,
^ind is both usefnl and necessary to tho student,

who might otherwise be a long while in dis-

covering his mistakes. It is obvious, however,
that the examination for admission to a pro-
fession is not of this kind. There is another
kind of examination like that at our old

Universities, which are both teaching and
-examining bodies, where the teachers aro also

the examiners, and do in a manner review in

the University schools the result of the
University curriculnra. This kind of examina-
•tion is less educational than the other, and many
University teachers of the present day advocate
•the abolition of University examinations as the
•best thing that could happen for University
•education. Clearly, however, the examinatious
at Oxford and Cambridge have little in common
with that wo arc considering. The third typo
of examination is that for admission to the
;public services by examiners who have had
nothing to do with the education of tho candi-
•dates, but simply admit or reject them accord-
ing to their success in answering a certain
number of questions. This kind of examination
has been adopted in dealing with public appoint-
ments, less for the sake of guaranteeing the
'efficiency of the public servants than for satis-

fying the people that Government patronage is

fairly and impartially distributed. Such ex-
aminations are perhaps necessary, but, if so,

they are necessary evils; it is obvious they are
of no educational value to the student like the
•first kind, nor do they enable him to gauge his

own knowledge like the second kind; they do
not follow at the end of a long course of study
directed by the same body which conducts the
examination, and which therefore knows how
'to bring out and sift the knowledge of the
•candidates; they must therefore be general and
•superlicial, taxing the memory rather than
the intellect, and they often degenerate into
something like a game of skill between the
examiner and his victim, in which luck and
•accident play not the least part.

It is to this last class of examinations that
•ours would inevitably belong, and I can conceive
nothing more likely to divert the studies of
architectural students into unprofitable
ohaimels, or to put before them a wroug object
rfor their efforts. To work with the object of
j)a8Bing a board of examiners is a very different

thing from working to acquire knowledge.
The object is not education, but a diploma;
and the man will read, not to clear up his own
ignorance and fill up the gaps in his knowledge,
•bat to prepare himself with such scraps of
information as may como in usefully and help
him to till up his examination paper. Cram,
with all its hateful parody of real teaching,
would become the order of tho day. We should
'have superficial text-books by the dozen to

•save the student the trouble of thinking and
searching for himself, and to give him just that
«kind of smattorlng which would pass muster
with the examiners, without plantiug in his
mind any germ that might afterwards grow up
into accurate and scientific knowledge. In-
dependence of thought and freedom of research
are impossible under such a system, and without
dihese nothing original can ever be produced.
The question with the student would be, not“ what do I most want to know ? ” but “ what
will pay best in the examination ? ” That this
ds the result of the system of examination for
the pnblic service is too notorious to be
questioned

; cramming has become a lucrative
(profession, and has created a special literature
of itfi own, which all sound scholars would
wish to put on the fire back. It is only too
certain that the same effect would attend the
•establishment of a qualifying examination for
our own calling; it is the merest fallacy to
suppose that it would bo an educational
measure, and its actual result would bo that
(real architectural education, so far from being
promoted, would be positively obstructed.
But a greater difficulty than ever presents

itself when we come to the subjects which
intending architects are to take up. A for-
midable list is given in a collection of papers
on education read at the Conference of Archi-
tects larBt summer, for a copy of which I am
indebted, I believe, to Mr. Cates. It ranges
from 'mathematics in its highest branches to
(the history of architeoture in all ages and

countries, freehand, linear, and perspective

drawing, experimental mechanics, beat, optics,

acoustics, electricity, with laboratory practice in

all
;
then follow chemistry, also with laboratory

practice
;

and languages, either French or

German, or both. All this we are told is com-
prised in the first year’s course of an architect’s

training in America, and wc can only wonder
at the astounding powers of digestion which
an American architect enjoys if be can get any
nourishment out of such a surfeit of good things.

But the moat surprising thing, after all, is

that in all this magnificent programme for an
architect’s studies, architecture itself is for-

gotten. The student may bring up for exami-
nation a pitiful smattering of the great sciences

I have enumerated, which is all he can hope
to acquire in so short a time, and which he
will do well to forget as soon as ho can for

fear it should lead him into danger, and he may
show that he knows something of the various
styles of architecture of other ages and of all

countries, which is, after all, a matter rather
of antiquarianism than of art. He can also

be examined in the elements of construction
;

he can be asked how ho would lay his drains,

how he would warm and ventilate his rooms,
how he would roof over an irregular space,

how he would construct a vault or a spire or a

;

dome, or any other part of a building. Rut
all this is not architecture; this is but the

builder’s art. Architecture begins after all

that; it assumes that the building is well

planned and constructed ,—tout cela va nans
dire ,—and then it steps in and makes it

artistic and beautiful. But this is an intangible

operation that cannot be brought to the test

of examination
;
as well might you try to

examine painters or sculptors in their arts, and
if there is no actual standard by which to try

them, neither is there any by which you could
try an architectural design or pronounce its

author qualified or unqualified to practise. You
can examine a candidate in building construc-

tion, and if he shows ignorance yon can, with-

out fear of contradiction, pronounce him unfit

to be an architect on that score ; but
what examiner would dare to pluck a can-

didate on the ground that his design was
artistically bad ? One may easily imagine
the outcry that would be made, the prejudices

that would bo offended, and the battle the
examiner would have to fight with men of rival

schools. He would bo told at once that be had
exceeded his powers, and had no right to pre-

vent a man from earning his bread in the pro-

fession because his work did not happen to suit

an examiner's taste. And the objection would
be a very fair one, for architecture can no more
be brought to the bar and tried by a fixed code
than the other arts, and no board of examiners
would ever dare to attempt it.

This being so, it follows that any man who
passed in building-construction and knew how
to lay his drains, would, under the proposed
Bcbemo of registration, be ushered into the
world as an architect

;
and, not only so, bat he

would receive, as it were, tho Government
stamp or hall-mark to certify to the world that

he was, in every sense of tho word, a genuine
architect, although he might be more incapable

than his own office-boy of producing an archi-

tectural desigu that was decently tolerable to

an artist's eye. If this is what is meant by
raising the status of the profession, we may, in

all conscience, pray heartily to bo left where
we are.

It is, no doubt, the impossibility of applying
the test of examination to the artistic side of

our work that has driven the advocates of

higher examination for architects to attach an
exaggerated importance to the scientific side.

After reading the astounding list of sciences

that wo are invited to learn, one is reminded,
with Mr. Aitchison, of the knight in “Wonder-
land,” who was equipped with a mousetrap
lost he should sleep at a place overrun with mice,

and a beehive lest he should meet a swarm of

bees in his travels. We architects have no
occasion to enter the laborat(3ry of the chemist
or the physicist; the little knowledge we might
pick up there would be worse than useless, and
in any real difficulty we should be forced, after

all, to rely on the advice of tho chemist or

physicist himself. We need know no more
about optics than the simple laws of pei:8pec-

tive. In questions of heat and electricity we
must be guided by the advice of specialists,

and it is enough for us to know to whom to go,

and such general facts about those matters
as lie within the reach of every layman. Of

mathematics a very little indeed will be found
practically sufficient, and I fail to see in what
an architect would be tho better for knowing
much of botany or even geology. In all these

things we must, like other people, be content to

accept the result of other men’s studies and to

believe those who have made these sciences

their life’s work. Life is not long enough for

all this. No architect over did or ever will

make himself master of such a mass of scientific

matter, and if we merely dabble in it we shall

only be wasting our time, or, at the best,

acquiring that little knowledge which is pro-

verbially dangerous.
The main point which I want to make clear

to-night is that the examination test to which
it is proposed architects should be submitted
cannot be applied to tho artistic, but only to

the constructional qualifications of tho candi-

dates ; that is to say, not all to their skill in

architecture, but only to their knowledge of

building.

Consequently, as it admits men to our pro-

fession on mechanical grounds alone, it lowers

architecture to the level of a mechanical art,

and the change, if it ever came to pass, could

not fail to bo detrimental to the pursuit of

architecture as a fine art. It would open still

wider the breach which unfortunately divides

it from the sister arts of painting and
sculpture, and in so doing would condemn it to

a lifeless monotony and hopeless unprigres-

siveness. It is, believe me, in the extending of

an architect’s skill into the decorative arts, in

the closer nnion of himself with other artists,

in tho cultivation of the power to ornament his

own handiwork, and so of introducing con-

sistency and harmony into what otherwise is a
mere jangle of jarring notes struck by unsympa-
thetic hands, that the hope of architecture

among us lies. The true brethren of the

architect are the painter and the sculptor, not
the surveyor and the engineer, and those are no
true friends of our art who would try to

persuade us otherwise.

Let it not, however, be supposed that I under-
value any plan for protecting the public against

bad building. Against bad architecture nothing
cau protect them except their own good taste,

but against bad building it is possible to erect

safeguards. This, however, I repeat, has

already been done by a legal machinery inde-

pendent of ns, which renders any safeguard of

our own devising superfluous. If it be thought
that the present system of supervision by
local boards is inoflicient, that is a matter for

the public to see to
;

it may easily be made
more stringent, and its area of jurisdiction may
be widened so as to cover the country as well

as the towns. So farfrom wishing to supersede

the present system, I would see it improved;
in particular I should like to see the office of

local surveyor in small country towns under-

taken by persons of higher qualifications, and
in London and the larger towns I would have
tho number of District Surveyors increased till

they were able to exercise such supervision

over buildings in progress that bad construction

could not escape detection.

Let it not be supposed either that I under-

value the importance of improvement in archi-

tectural education
;
only let it not consist in

superficial dabbling in a host of scientific sub-

jects, none of which we shall have time to

master, and about which in the end we must
take the opinion of experts, but in such matters
as really belong to our craft; not in chemical
analysis of our building stones, but in practical

masonry; nob in botanical classification of onr
timber, but in actual carpentry and joinery; not

in the theories of optical science, but in the
study of light and shade and perspective effects.

A month spent on a building in progress under
the eye of a friendly clerk of works will be of

more use to a student than a year spent in the
laboratory of the chemist or the experimental
philosopher. It is a piece of training that I

always recommend to my own pupils after they
have seen something of office work, and I am
sure there are few better.

Lastly, let me not be supposed to undervalue
the constructional part of an architect’s work
because I say that this part is not architecture,

but building. Architecture follows building,

and therefore building must precede architec-

ture and is included within it. There can be
no good architecture without good building,

and I firmly believe that no man ever has
been or ever will be a good architect with-

out being first a good builder. The great
: masters of old are at least as remarkable for
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skilful conetraction as for beautiful design
;
and

[

it will be admitted that the same is true of the

most eminent architects of our own day who
have certainly shown themselves as attentive

to strength and convenience as to purely artistic

quality in their work. Sir Charles Barry,

Mr. Street, and M. Viollet-le-Doc certainly

cannot bo accused of want of construe
tive knowledege

;
no engineer could have

more skilfully saved the great central towers
of St. Alban’s and St. David’s from ruin and
set them on new and substantial legs again
than Sir Gilbert Scott

;
and I wonder bow

many of those who boast of their practical

knowledge in comparison with those whom they
call the “artist architects’’ would venture to

give a lesson in building construction to Mr.
Pearson, Mr. Butterfield, Mr. Waterhouse, Mr.
Norman Shaw, or Mr. Bodley. There is no
more fatal error than to suppose that the two
sides of our profession are antagonistic, and
nothing can be more injnrious to arcbitectural

study than to consider tbe one and ignore the
other, as any scheme of examination that can
be devised is bound to do.

Before we set to work on any revolutionary
plans and upset our present constitution let us
consider how architecture in England compares
with that of other countries where it enjoys
State protection and control, and where some-
thing like State education is provided for its

students. I qnote from a paper read at the
late Conference by Jlr. Phene Spiers, whose
knowledge of the training of architects both in

England and France entitles him to speak with
authority. He says,

—“There is no national
school of architecture here

;
there is no

traditional teaching of 200 years as in France;
so far as architectural design is concerned I

am inclined to thick this is a positive advan-
tage, and that in consequence English archi-
tecture is at present in a much more healthy
state than that either of France or Germany.
In ecclesiastical architecture it baa always been
so, and of late the progress made in domestic
and town architecture lias been such as to
outstrip entirely our foreign contemporaries.’’
One may without vanity accept this picture

as a true one. Travel where one may on the
Continent one cannot but be struck by a
certain tameness and hardness, and a cast-iron
monotony that characterises even the best work
one sees. Perhaps our worst English work is

worse than anything we see abroad, but our best
is incomparably better

;
it bears signs of life

and progress and of wholesome originality that
are wanting elsewhere

; and foreign architects
themselves now look on English architecture
and architects with a respect unknown before.
The cause of this may be found in onr

freedom from the shackles of State control on
the one hand, and the enervating influence of
State protection on the other.

Liberty and free trade are necessary to the
growth of art, and any measure for controlling
or regulating the pursuit of architecture stifles
that element which belongs to art and brings
into prominence that which is purely me-
chanical.

In Italy and Anstria the architect is a man
who has failed to qualify himself as an engineer.
It 18 the engineer who restores ancient bnild-
mgs and builds new ones, while the architect
figures as little better than a clerk of works.
Can anything more expressively illustrate tbe

tendency of legislative interference to eliminate
that element which constitutes tbe difference
between a mechanical and a fine art? Such
would be inevitably our fate if architecture
were made a close profession. Hitherto we
have been free; in onr freedom lies our hope
of the future

; our true wisdom lies in guarding
It jealously against State interference and
bureaucratic control. If engineers and sur-
veyors

_

choose to put the chain round their
necks it is no affair of ours

; but let us, at all
events, beware how we sacrifice that proud in-
dependence under which we have won for ourcountry a foremost place in the ranks of art
with the promise of still greater achievement
in the futurti.

A report of the discussion which followed
will be found on pp. 894-7.

Ab'acy.

'Pane] from Stalls,
Henry Wl’^'CLapel.

Social. Tbe “ Mutual Cycling Ciub ”
formed by the office statE of Mosers. Colls 4sons, gave a smoking concert at the Surrey

bJ^M Presi'ied oyer
y r. W. A. Colls. Among those present"ere representatiyes of several leading firms,

-a. long and varied programme was given.

Jlkslrations.

NEW CITY OP LONDON COURT,
GUILDHALL.

HE New Court Building occupies the
sites of the Old Court, the Land Tax
Offices, and the “Tap” of the Guildhall

Tavern
; it will ultimately, on the expiration

of a short lease, be extended over the site of
No. 84, Basinghall-street, and the design has
been made with the view of covering the entire
area.

On the ground. floor will be offices for clerks
and bailiffs, on the upper floor the judge’s
court, 45 by 26, and the registrar’s court,
36 e>y 26, each with a private room attached
and approached by a separate stair and

The amount of the contract is 13,637L (esti-

mate, 14,5001.) ;
the architect is Mr. Andrew

Murray, A.R.I.B.A,
; tbe builder being Mr-

James Morter, of Stratford.

STALLS, WESTMINSTER ABBEY.
We give a sheet of measured drawings anef

details of one compartment of tbe stalls in

Henry VII.’s Chapel in Westminster Abbey,
made some time since by Mr. G. G. Woodward.
From the data given in Scott’s “ Gleanings
from Westminster Abbey” it would appear
that the work was probably executed some-
where between 1512 and 1516. Some further-
information as to the work will be found in

Mr. Woodward’s notes on the face of the"

drawing.

Ciiy of London Court.—Plan of Ground-floor.

entrance. The general entrance will be in
the centre of the facade from Guildhall
Buildings, and will open into a hall and stair-
case giving access to the offices on tbe ground-
floor and to the courts above. In the basement
will be lavatories and stores for books,
papers, Ac.

The style is late Gothic, harmonising with
the Library and the new Conncil Chamber.
The external moulded work will be in Portland
stone, with grey Penryn granite plinths, tbe
walling of Kentish rag

; internally, the hall and
staircase will be of Bath stone, the open roof
of .oak ; the courts will have wainscot panelled
ceilings.

The plan has been designed with the view of
obtaining ample space and plenty of light, with
good ventilation. The warming will be effected
by means of hot-water coils and pipes, as well
as open fireplaces.

We subjoin an illustration of one of tbci
panels from another portion of the stalls, to a
larger scale, from a sketch by Mr. R. W. Paul.
The work shown here is unusually fine and bold:
in character for the period at which it was pre-
sumably executed.

ST. ANDREW’S CHURCH, LONGTON,.
LANCASHIRE.

This church is being built alongside and to-

take the place of the old parish church built in

1770,—a square structure without any points
of interest,—which will be pulled down when,
the new building is completed. The new
church, which is approaching completion, is.

being bnilt of brick faced externally with
Yorkshire parpoint stone, with red Runcorn
stone dressings externally and internally, the-

wall spaces between the stone internally being
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QfOOll^ Pig)

Chetham Hoi^pital, Manchester.—Plan.

astered. The chief features inside are the

Fty arcade and chancel arch with handsome
astered columns. The roofs are of pitch pine,

,th boarded ceilinp:s, and covered with West*

oreland slates. The seats and fittings will

30 be of pitch pine. Mr. Fecitt, of Blackburn,

the builder. The contract, exclusive of the

wer and parish room, is 4,2311. Messrs.

E. K. & J. P. Cutts are the architects.

CHETHAM HOSPITAL, MANCHESTER.
People who visit Manchester nowadays find

ry few objects of ancient architectural iu-

rest, the tide of modern improvement having

'ept away nearly every vestige of them

;

.d, even to the majority of the inhabitants of

e busy city, the fine old College now called

letham’s Hospital is practically unknown.
This relic of old Manchester stands on a

naturally defensive site, formed by the junction

of the rivers Irk and Irwell, and on a small

plateau some 40 ft. above the water-level. The
Hospital stands on the site of a series of ancient

buildings, and is supposed to have originally

been occupied by a Saxon stronghold and after-

wards by the Baron’s Hall of the ancient

Norman line of the Gresleys and De la Warres,

who were lords of the manor. Thomas de la

Warre, the last Rector of Manchester, had suc-

ceeded to the manorial rights in the year 1398,

and in 1425 he almost entirely rebuilt the

old Baron’s Hall as a College for the use of a

warden, eight fellows, four clerks, and six

choristers, who officiated in the neighbouring

Collegiate Church till the College was dissolved

in 1547.

In 1481 James Stanley, a son of the first

Lord Stanley, became warden, and that was

the first connexion of the Derby family witL
the College. In 1547 the College was dissolved

and became the property of the Earls of

Derby, till the confiscation of their estatea

under the Commonwealth.
The Civil Wars left the College in an almost,

ruinous state, and it was then Humphrey'
Chetham began the negotiations which ended
after the Restoration in the feoffees acquiring

the buildings, and, under the proviso of

Humphrey Chetham’s benevolent will, forming
it into what was then termed a hospital where

a certain number of poor boys selected from
several neighbouring parishes were fed, clothed,

and educated till of sufficient age to be appren-

ticed to some useful trade, and as such, with the-

addition of a most valuable collection of ancient

books, well kuown as the Chetham ^Library, it,

continues to this day.

>w
— <r
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Tho hospital consists of an extensive range

of buildings, but as the plates show ®nly the

parts adjoining the great hall it will be scarcely

tnecessary to refer to them in detail, though a

few remarks concerning more particularly the

-illustrations may be found interesting.

It is most difficult to ascertain with any

-degree of certainty the different dates of

•erection, as the buildings have been so altered

4ind extended as to defy any discovery with

regard to the periods when they were built.

The cloisters do not seem to form an integral

part of the first building, and alterations have

obliterated any means of ascertaining their date,

though it is assumed that the old entrance to

•the courtyard was done away with when the

large staircase was erected. Mr. Henry Taylor

thinks that the ingle nook, bay, and small stair-

case were added some fifty to a hundred years

.after De la Warre’s death, and the large stair-

•case when Humphrey Chetham’s feoffees altered

•the College, and he thinks further that the roof

of the Great Hall is the old one of the Baron’s

IHall re-used, which is probable. It will be

noticed that the ingle nook is ingeniously

"twisted, evidently to make room for the then

existing door to the courtyard, and has been

taken advantage of in erecting the staircase.

The curious old screen, the “ dole window ” at

'the high table end, and the ancient canopy are

•of much interest. A cleverly-planned little

room exists over the bay, and quatrefoil open-

•ings are cut giving a view of the hall.

The usual butteries open off the Great Hall,

:3nd at the back exists the ancient smaller hall,

now the feoffees’ room, elaborately panelled and
'decorated, and together with the present reading-

room containing some valuable ancient furni-

ture.

Altogether, this building forms an interesting

.and absorbing study, and as one of the few
remaining objects of archmological interest in

Manchester deserves special attention. Men-
•tion should be made of the fact that the famous
Doctor Dee inhabited the College when it was
partly ruinous, and tradition still points out the
-scenes of his weird incantations, and many are

the legends existing describing the fearful deeds
•there enacted. While he resided in the College
'it was shunned as an “ uncanny” place.

I gladly acknowledge my indebtedness to
Mr. Henry Taylor and to his valuable book on
The Old Halls of Lancashire and Cheshire ”

•for many facts stated above, and to the Governor
of the Hospital for his kindness in giving me
sail facilities for measuring.

J. N. W.

THE ENGINEERING AND
APPLIED SCIENCE DEPARTMENT OF

KING’S COLLEGE, LONDON.
We have received the following communica-

tion from King’s College as to the above :

—

‘‘This Department is now entering upon the
fiftieth year of its existence; a life short
•enough, it is true, when compared with those
of some of our ancient foundations, whose
•chief object was to fnrnish a so-called liberal

•education, but comparatively old amid the
numerous Technical Colleges which have
sprung up of recent years to meet a want
•which King’s College was one of the first to
recognise and to satisfy.

In 1838, the technical ‘ Department of Engi-
neering and Applied Science ’ became a distinct
branch of King's College. From the first the
Council have sought, in arranging a cujri-
<ulum, to combine a thorough knowledge of the
theoretical portions of the subjects taught with
a practical acquaintance with the methods by
which the theories are applied in the various
•experiences of engineers, whether civil or
mechanical, electrical or hydraulic, military or
sanitary, metallurgical or chemical. The
lectures, themselves illustrated largely by
diagrams, models, or experiments, have always
been supplemented as far as possible by indi-
vidual instruction and frequent practice in the
laboratory, workshop, or drawing-office, as well
as on the field

; or by visits to manufactories.
The subjects recommended for study are

Mathematics, Mechanics and Physics, Chemistry
and Metallurgy, Mineralogy and Geology, Photo-
graphy, Drawing, and Workshop practice, with
Surveying and Civil Engineering, Manufacturing
Art and Mechanical Engineering, and Building
Construction and Architecture. An intelligent
student may thus fit himself for any profes-
sional position by a sound knowledge covering

a wide range of subjects. Or he may specialise

in any branch of Engineering, or of ‘ pure

science,’ in which he may develops an interest.

The tendency of modern education on these

snbjects being increasingly practical, it may be

of interest to sketch the manner in which this

class of teaching is carried out at King’s

College.

The period of time proposed for the course

of studies is three years; and during the whole
of that time the student is expected to attend

the drawing classes, where he receives personal

instruction in the different branches of Geomet-
rical Engineering, Mechanical, and Architec-

tural drawing.
Workshop practice is progressive, and also

extends over the entire three years of study.

By making for himself various articles or models
of wood, the student first learns the use of the

lathe and the tools of the carpenter’s, turner’s,

joiner’s, and patternmaker’s shops. Passing

thence into the foundry be receives instruction

in moulding and casting in iron or brass ; in

the fitting shop he acquires the use of metal-

working tools
;
in the smithyhe gains experience

at the forge
;
and after some practice in metal

turning, and with the machine tools in the shop,

he is taught the art of working in sheet metals.

Finally, under adequate supervision, ho is en-

couraged to design and construct suitable

machines or models. The workshop is placed

in the charge of an experienced mechanical
engineer, with trained assistants in each branch
of the work. All the lathes, drilling, planing,

slotting, and other heavy machinery are driven

by steam power, but the lathes are convertible,

80 that they may also be worked with the

treadle.

The Chemical Laboratories are two in number

;

in the Junior Laboratory the second year’s

students, having already in their first year
attended a course of lectnres on Experimental
and Applied Chemistry, are trained in tbe use

of the blowpipe and in conducting such analyses

as may be ordinarily required in the practice of

their profession. In the Senior Laboratory
those students who wish to make a special study
of Chemistry may undergo a complete course

of instruction in analytical or research work;
and for the encouragement of such original

research a Scholarship has been founded in

memory of Professor Daniell, the first holder of

the Chair of Chemistry.
The Metallurgical Laboratory, together with

the lectures on Metallurgy, are attended in the
third year of the course

;
and in this year, or

in his foorth if he should elect to prolong his

studies, a student may gain the Siemens Gold
Sledal and prize, founded by the late Sir William
Siemens, ‘ with the object of stimnlating the
students of King’s College, London, to a higher
standard of proficiency in Metallurgical Science.’

This department is one of the moat recent
additions to the College, and is fully equipped
with assay, muffle, and largo brass-melbing
(orncible) furnaces, lathe, and testing machi-
nery ; it is intended for instruction in assaying
and mineral analysis, in the treatment of ores
and metallurgical products, and in the practical

examination of the properties of the metals and
their alloys.

Tho Physical Laboratory, in which Sir

Charles Wheatstone conducted his historical

experiments with the electric telegraph, and to
which he bequeathed a large collection of

apparatus, is also attended during the Course.
Here the student gains experience in the use of

the apparatus, in the methods of physical
measurement, and in the investigation of
physical and mechanical laws. An installation

of dynamo-electric machinery, with the neces-
sary instruments and apparatus for measuring
and dealing with large currents, has lately been
added in order to meet the increasing demand
for a thorough practical knowledge of electrical
science and methods.
The Photographic Laboratory is used during

the last year of study. It has recently been
much enlarged by the addition of a new glass-
house and developing room, and now affords
facilities for practice with tbe older wet-plates,
and in the manufacture and use of the more
modern dry-plates

; for portraiture, copying or
enlarging in the glass-houses

;
for architectural

studies in and around the College ; and for
landscape work after College hours.

There is also a single-lever Testing machine
of the Kirkaldy type, presented by the Cloth-
workers’ Company, and placed under the joint
control of the Professors of Mechanical
Engineering and Metallurgy. It is capable of

tensile, transverse, torsion, or compression tests

up to a strata of 50,000 lb., and is used to

demonstrate the mechanical tests usually

applied to materials, and the resistance of

bodies to rupture by different strains.

Museums containing large collections of

physical apparatus, chemical specimens,

minerals, rosks, and the like, are available for

the assistance of students to a right under-

standing and appreciation of the lectures.

In the Mathematical Coarse, the students of

each year are arranged in classes according to

their knowledge and capabilities, and thus

receive personal assistance suited to their

calibre.

In addition to these classes already described,

many of the Lecturers, whose subjects do not

permit of laboratory demonstration, give

facilities to their pupils for acquiring an insight

into practical work outside the College. Thus,

the Professor of Civil Engineering supplements

his lectnres by a course of instruction in sur-

veying in the field, so that the students may
become proficient in the use of the instruments

employed for this purpose, and the method of

arranging and calculating tbe measurements
obtained. Tho Professor of Mechanical Engi-

neering is accustomed to take his classes to

factories and workshops in the neighbourhood

of London, whore they may study the applica-

tion of the principles and devices they have

learned in the lecture-room; and thus, under

the guidance of the Professor, they obtain a

valuable working knowledge of machine con-

struction and management. In the Geology

course, also, opportunities have from time to

time been afforded of accompanying one of tbe

Professors on field expeditions.

Thus it will be seen tliat the student, fresh,

it may be, from the school-room, is first

thoroughly grounded in the theoretical portion

of a subject by means of lectnres, and is then

encouraged to confirm, enlarge, and apply his

knowledge by means of experimental work
performed by his own hands. Such is the

scheme recommended for students in general

;

hat, in addition to the matriculated students

who are attending the whole or a greater part

of the Course, there are many ‘occasional’

students, who, requiring a special knowledge of

one or more subjects, devote their whole time

to these in the Laboratory or the Class-room for

periods varying from a month to three or even

four years, according to the circumstances and

requirements of the student.”

THE ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.

The fifth meeting of this Association for

the present session was held on the 16th inst.

in the meeting-room of the Royal Institute of

British Architects, Mr. John Slater, B.A.

(President) in the chair.

The following new members were elected,

viz. :—Messrs. H. H. Dunn, G. P. D. Saul, S. A.

Stanger, J. G. Henderson, D. F. Pitt, P. R.

Smith, P. Hayton, Jan., J. H. Seakins, A. F.

Faulkner, E. A. Masey, F. C. Eden, F. Bouch,

H. W. Bannan, E. Osborn, H. J. Hicks, E. L.

Lutyens, G. P. Wagstaff, and W. E. L. Wears.

The Chairman said that at the last ordinary

meeting he announced that a requisition had

been sent in by several of the members asking

that a special business meeting should be

convened to consider the construction of one of

the rules. A sub-committee of the general

committee had been sitting to consider the

question of the affiliation of provincial societies,

and had presented a report which, if carried,

woold involve the alteration of several rules.

It, therefore, seemed needless to have two
special business meetings following each other,

and, as Mr. Somers Clarke, who had promised

to read a paper on the 20th January next, would

then be abroad it had been decided to hold the

special business meeting on that date. At the

next ordinary meeting, on the 6th proximo, he

would be able to announce the proposed altera-

tions in the rules relating to affiliated societies,

to be discussed at the same time.

Mr. T. G. Jackson, M.A., then read a paper

entitled “The Proposal to make Architecture a

Close Profession by imposing the Test of Exami-

nation and Registration,” which we print in

extenso on other of our pages.

The discussion was opened by
Mr. G. A. T. Middleton, who, as a member of

the committee which had drafted the Registra-

tion Bill, thanked Mr. Jackson for his criticisms,

as it was only by honest criticism that the Bill
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could be so altered as to make it thoroughly
acceptable. Mr. Jackson seemed to think that
the machinery at present existing was sufficient
for the protection of the public, but that was not
the case. Under the action of the Bill it would
be found that all the registered architects, engi-
neers, and surveyors would be competent men,
which could not be said of all the members of
those professions at the present time. It was
propo8c<l to include engineers and surveyors
under the Bill, but their examinations would be
distinct, and, in fact, the Bill would provide
for three professions. The examinations to be
fought shy of were such as those for the Civil
Service, where the competitors had to work for
a post, and to cram themselves with merely
snperficial knowledge. Areal examination, like
that of the Institute, did not require that kind
of cramming, and those who studied to pass it

were much improved by the preparation.
Mr. Bernard Dicksee drew attention to the

fact that the j)roposed Bill would interfere with
men at present in the profession, but who did
not come under the qualifications mentioned in
the Bill (applause). Were such men to be
turned out of the profession, because the Bill
would make it a sine qua non that every archi-
tect must be articled, unless he had been
practice prior to 1882 ?

Mr. William Woodward said ho presumed that
the object of the promoters of the Bill was first

to inquire whether the public would be better
protected if such a Bill were passed. They had

I thonght, and with some reason, that much of
I the discredit into which architects had recently
1
fallen had been from a defective architectural
knowledge. Many had asked whether such a

I Bill would convince the public that registered
;l Architects were better able to carry out works,
II or whether membership of the Institute was not
'j synonymous with its recommendations. He
jj

therefore thought the discussion should turn
'.\ more in the direction as to whether member-
ship of the Institute, with its compulsory
oxamination, would not carry more weight than
registration would, if the Bill should be passed.
It would have been better if an architect lees
distinguished than Mr. Jackson had taken up
the question, as he, in consequence of his
assured position, could look somewhat lightly
on the endeavour of the rising generation to
satisfy the public of their ability to carry out
the works which might beentrusted to them.
Mr. H. R. Gough said hehad come that evening

expecting to hear some crashing arguments used
against the Bill, but he was extremely glad to
find that the argumoata used had been so weak.
l(CrieB of “Oh, oh,” and langhter.) One thing
that had perhaps attracted more attention than
any other was the inclusion of the engineers
and surveyors. But, he would ask, who was
the engineer of fifty years ago ? Was he not
the architeot ? It was simply because
architects had become such specialists that
some of them could afford to despise con-
struction. It would be almost impossible
in a Bill of the kind to leave out the engi-
neers

j for many of them were now practising
as architects, and vice versa. An architect
lought, to a great extent, to have the know.
Hedge of the engineer, the same knowledge
I being required to put a bridge across a river
as to put a girder across a big building. Many
;who wished to look upon architecture as an art
ipnre and simple said that a man’s qualifications
loonld not be tested by examination

; but was
jany one bold enough to say that the medical
iprofesaion might tear up its Acts of Parliament,
land the public be as well or better off ? It

the qnacka who called themselves archi-
tects that they desired to get rid of. Mr.
Jackson had said that the Bill had been pro-
(moted by a body who would not look on the
llnatitute as a great central body. That was
bot the case, because the promoters of the Bill
had carefully made the Institute, so far as
architects were concerned, the central body.
(He could not see why surveyors should not be
included, as they were undoubtedly as much a
branch of the profession as the engineers.
1 Professor Kerr.—I venture to think the time
has come when the meeting ought to be called
upon not to misinterpret Mr. Jackson’s views
(cheers). There are some to whom his
phraseology may be obscure (laughter), but
‘.here arc others who remember in very old
)imes when the phraseology was in every
one’s mouth in this room, and was used
0 good purpose by many distinguished men
(low dead, but who, I hope, have left some

(applause). Without myself professing to be
much of an artist in practice, I may say
this,—that I recognise the artistic feeling, the
artistic pre-eminence of those men whom Mr,
Jackson represents here to-night (applause)
And when he speaks of architecture being an
art, and being in some way distinct from
that which precedes it,—as engineering and
construction,—why should he not be clearly
understood, and why should it be said that he
is proposing to consider construction to be the
work of the builder, and the work of the
architect to be the beautification of some other
man’s construction (applause) ? Such criticisms,

sir, are utterly unworthyofanswer, and I hope Mr.
Jackson will not take the trouble of answering
them (renewed applause). Now I hope the
meeting will understand Mr. Jackson’s views, and
see what he is contending for as regards art as
a anbatantial, and not an nnaubstantial thing.
Ue is contending for this great proposition,—if

you will allow me to put it in other language,

—

that England can afford, and that England
ought, to maintain an architectural profession
more or less suggestive of pure art. That I

understand to be Mr. Jackson’s proposition
and that pure art cannot be taught I under-
stand to be his position also. I remember poor
William Burges many a time, in his enthusiastic
way, nailing that to the wall against all

opposition. Burges was not a man,—as some
few may remember,—to enter into a detailed
and logical programme. He went at a ooncln*
sion and declared it in a straightforward
manner, caring not who opposed him

;
and those

views of architecture which he expressed are
the views Mr. Jackson now expresses, and
those which, I hope, will long be upheld in this
country (applause). At the same time, I think
Mr. Jackson, and those who follow him more
closely than I do, will not misunderstand the
views of the other side of the question as
regards the movement at present on foot. It
must be understood very clearly, and borne in
mind by every one,— and especially by the
young men whom we see here,—that the arohi-
tectnral profession, like all else, is undergoing

very great change at this moment in our
country. The profession, as it existed when I

humbly entered it, was an entirely different
thing, as it seems to me, from the profession
into which you are about to enter, and into
which some of you have entered. It
is not a change in the architectural
profession alone, but a change of the whole
social scheme of this country. That is a point,
however, into which we cannot afford time to
go ; but it will be quite sufficient to lay that
principle down, and 1 am very sure it will be
understood by all thoughtful men, however
young. Now, amongst the changes which are
taking 'place, and which have taken place, and
more particularly in connexion with our own
profession, there is one great change which is

taking place,—and I mention it as an illustra-
tion,—in the Royal Institute of British Archi-
tects, at this moment. Many years ago, when
the members were few,—and I do not say more
select than at present, becanse it is a mistake
to suppose that they were more select than
they are now,—the prominent men were, in a
certain sense, more prominent before the
public and the world at large, as the repre-
sentatives of art and learning. The Institute
was then almost exclusively a learned society.
The time and the necessity for that condition
of things have passed away. The existence of
the Royal Institute of British Architects as a
learned society, pure and simple, on anything
like the lines of the other learned societies of
London is no longer required by the public.
The change that has taken place,—and I cannot
go into the minutije of it,—is caused by the
fact that the public and professional necessities
of this country, outside and inside the Institute,
do not require the Institute exclusively to con-
fine its attention to art and learning. The
consequence is that wo are running the risk at
present of losing touch with art and learning
to a great extent. In order to prevent that,
many of those who are at the head of affairs in
the Institute are now adopting machinery,

—

which Mr. Jackson has referred to, and which
other gentlemen have refexTed to,—which is

perfectly in accord with the spirit of the age,
namely, admission by examination, which con-
stitutes an educational test so far as it can be
applied and taken for what it is worth. It is

not their intention,—as I understand, for I am
not one of them,—to constitute an academical

oehind who can speak the same language teat as we did in the old examination, which

Mr. Jackson referred to,—though I wish that
examination were iu existence now, for it was
a great deal better than the present one
(laughter). It is not their policy, as repre-
sentatives of what may be called the future
professional union which the Institute is to
constitute, to establish an academical test of
education, but it is their policy to establish an
ordinary practical test, not for the sake of
keeping out so much as of letting in; though, of
course, they are pretty much the same thing
(applause). Then come my friend Mr. Gough
and his adherents with the Registration Bill.

What is that ? It is a perfectly honest
attempt, as I read it

;
for I like to look at men’s

principles as being honest until we can prove
them to be otherwise, and I see no reason for
any jealousy in connexion with the movement
they have entered on. Their object is this : to
extend the principle of what we may
call educational exclusion or inclusion,

—

call it what you please, — so that it

shall Operate all over the country. And in
course of time, if any registratioa can be
established,—and registration, remember, is

simply entering one’s name on the register,—if

so, in course of time by this simple means you
will fiud that those who are worthy to be archi-
tects will be, they say, recognised by the public
at large, and that those who are not architects
will find they are at a proper disadvantage in
consequence. That is a perfectly honest object,
though I myself do not believe they can accom-
plish it. I do not see how it is to be done, and
loanuot see anychance of theBill being read, even
for the first time (laughter). At all events, let
us give them a fair chance, and believe that
their motives are quite as honest as the motives
of those who do not think with them. Now, so
much for the old Institute, and so much for the
new Institute. The times move, and we move
with them, and those of you who study the new
philosophy will know what I mean when I say
that you cannot help yourselves. Now we
will turn to the Architectural Association.
The Architectural Association, although not

State-recognised body, is an exceedingly
useful body in its purposes, and always has been.
The object of the Architectui*al Association is

primarily education in a purely practical way,
and nob in an academical way, to suit the pur-
poses of the time, day by day, whatever they
maybe. That is the purpose of the Architec-
tural Association, and for want of a better
moans,—and I do not know that we conld have
a better means,—we established the means of
mutual instruction. We said,—“ Let ns meet
together, and talk, and then we shall find that
we shall instrnot each other.” That is your
position now, and I should stick to it (bear,
hear). It makes one proud to belong to the
architectural profession when one hears a man
like Mr. Jackson read anoh a paper (applause),
and what struck my mind in listening to him
was this. You, gentlemen, here are full of
enthnsiasm for your art, and you have the
whole world before you, and what occurs to my
mind is this, we must not let the art die out

;

and the question is whether under the pressure
of the times the art is to die out or not (cries

of “ No, no ”). I do not wish it to do so. Mr.
Jackson has quoted very distinguished names of

men who have not been members of the Insti-

tute. Why they are not members of the In-
stitute I have never been able to discover

;
but

I know some of them, and I know they are men
who never do anything without a reason. I

should like to know, then, what their reason is.

It may be this. Has the time come when a
new body must bo formed of distinguished
artists, not in the Royal Academy, because it

is no use for half a dozen architects to be
elected by a parcel of painters (laughter),—has
the time come for establishing, probably in the
Royal Institute of British Architects, a nucleus
of art composed of great artist- architects

elected by artist-architects (cheers) ?

Mr. Arthur Cates.—I have listened with great
satisfaction and pleasure to the admirable paper
with which Mr. Jackson has favoured us, and
although he has made an onslaught on the
Examination, in the success of which I take the
deepest interest, I generally and cordially agree
with him in his observations with regard to
examinations generally. I believe with him
that nothing can be more fatal to education, or
to the sound acquisition of knowledge, than
examinations badly conducted. The examina-
tions of the Civil Service, which are based on
cramming, are fatal, not only to knowledge,
but also to the power of acquiring knowledge.
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The examinations we desire are those which
shotild teach the stndent what to learn. It is

not so much what the student absolutely knows,
but he should also have the power of acquiring

knowledge, and of how, when, and where to

acquire it. Unfortunately, when thirt3'-five

years ago or more this Association proposed to

the Institute to establish an obligatory exami-
nation, some men, who were very dear friends

of mine, thought an obligatory examination un-
desirable, and fell into what I think was a great
error by establishing a voluntary one. Latterly,

an obligatory examination has been established

for admission to the Institute, and has been in

operation for some time ; and, although not
quite a success in the way of numbers, it has
been a thorough success in the advantages
offered to those who have passed it. I know I

am speaking to many who have prepared for

that examination, and I appeal to them whether
the preparation and examination has not been
to them an advantage which they would be loth
indeed now to forfeit (applause) . That examina-
tion was established after a considerable amount
of discussion, with the view to meet the require-
ments of all. Since that time the views of the
prominent members of the Institute have taken
a considerable advance, and it was with very
great satisfaction I found at the conference
meeting on education that more extended views
were supported. And not only by gentlemen
living in London, but largely from provincial
men, there was a general idea that the archi-
tectural student, thrown into the office prac-
tically without guidance, with little oppor-
tunity given him or direct object in his studies,
might most likelj’ waste his time, and find when
he quitted the office that he had acquired a
great deal that was useless, and very little

that was useful
; that, in fact, his time had

been practically wasted. Now, the desire
of those who are now taking a lead
in the Institute, and who are pushing the
matter forward, is, that from the very moment
the young man enters the profession he shall
have before him in each year a definite course
of study which his principal shall be bound to
see that he follows

; that he shall, by two or
more examinations, have the opportunity of
testing the amount of knowledge he has
acquired

; and nothing is more important than
an examination as a test. It has fallen to my
lot, within the last few years, to come into
contact with a great number of young men,
many of whom have told me that they know a
great deal. They have said in good faith, and
with every confidence, that they were thoroughly
acquainted with certain matters, but when
I have asked them to give me evidence of it
they have said “ it had slipped their memory,” or
that they “ did not know it as well as they
thought.” What we wish to do is to remedy
this, to give them a certainty of knowledge,
and to

^

help them to cultivate accuracy of
expression, so that from the earliest times and
from their first entrance into the office the
mind, the eye, and the hand shall act
together, and that when they read a book they
shall read it not simply with their eyes but
vnth their minds and intellect; when they
sketch it shall not be merely making a
pretty picture, but they shall sketch the
subject as a work of architecture, showing
appreciation of its construction and the
motives of its designer. It is only by
a gradual course that the young man can be led
up to acquire such habits. Mr. Jackson has
taken up a position which be is fully entitled to
take, but it is a position, remember, to which
few of us can hope to attain. I think it is
almost a misfortune that he should have
expressed himself in the terms he did in regard
to the acquisition of knowledge, because though
he himself stands with many others in such a
position that his own words may be very
applicable to himself, it is different with the
poor student,-—the man of imperfect education

;

and there is no greater scandal in this
conntiy than the way young men are turned
out from the public schools, not even
taught how to acquire preliminary know-
ledge; and it is one step towards removing
that blot that I hope the Institute will
take, when it has instituted a preliminary
examination throughout the country, which the
young man entering the profession will pass
and for which the schoolmaster will be bonnd
to educate his pupils. These examinations
would not be held simply by the Institute, but
uy all the associated societies throughout the
country, and the announcement you made this

evening struck me as one of great interest,

when you spoke of affiliated societies. One
great object we have in view would be to for-

ward in'^every great town, and in the provinces,
the formation of societies of architectural stu-

dents, with aims and objects similar to those of

the Architectural Association, which would be
looking to that Association, and taking from it

their aspirations. This working harmoniously
would bind the younger members of the pro-
fession together in one link throughout the
country, and it is absolutely essential for the
welfare of the profession that something of the
kind should be done, and that thus the young
men passing from grade to grade at last would
pass the final examination, and enter the Insti-

tute. No other stamp should be wanted than
membership of the Institute after a course of

education sneh as that. There is no cramming
for it. It will be a systematic and thorough
education of all essential principles, which are

required for the acquisition of the knowledge
necessary for the architect. There will be no
deviation from those glorious principles of
liberty an 1 freedom, of which Mr. .Tackson

spoke so warmlj'. There will be no closing of

the profession. I cannotimagine anythiog worse
than the idea of establishing a close profession
in architecture. But I cannot help thinking
that, by the agency of the Institute, with the
co-operation of the societies throughout the
country, and of this Association, which has
already done so'mncb, we shall raise the posi-

tion of the profession, and give the young men
that which they have not now, viz., an oppor-
tunity of reasonably acquiring that knowledge
which is essential for the practice of architec-
ture (cheers).

Mr. Cole A. Adams proposed a vote of thanks
to Mr. Jackson and said be would have done so
with even more pleasure had his paper been on
some other subject. The matter was hardly a
happy one, he thought, to bring before the
Association, which was a body of students, to

whom questions of art and practice were more
useful than the politics of the profession, which
were better kept out of sight there. He would
not speak upon the question of registration,

but hoped that Mr. Jackson would see cause,
after what had fallen from Mr. Cates-and other
speakers, to lend his support to the Institute
Examination, and not to throw cold water
upon it.

Mr. Edgar Farman seconded the vote of
thanks, and said, with regard to the last

speaker's remark that he wished the matter
had not been brought before the Architectural
Association, that it seemed to him that if the
proposed measure was going to affect anybody,
it wonld be those students who were at present
working for a place in the profession

;
therefore

in his view no better subject could have been
selected for debate.
The Chairman said he could not help thinking

that Mr. Jackson had done a great service by
calling attention to the subject (applause). The
more it was discussed the better, and he en-

tirely agreed with what had been said as to
the desirability of not making an examination
the be-all and end-all of the student’s life and
education. An examination had no force what-
ever unless it was purely educational in its

purposes and aims. With regard to one very
celebrated man, who had been mentioned
(Mr. Street), he believed he was at one time
strongly opposed to an obligatory examination,
but changed his mind, and considered the
examination established by the Institute, and
the training for it, to be a good thing for
students. All students, it should be remem-
bered, had not the advantage of being under
the training of a man like Mr. Jackson. As a
matter of fact, a great many architectural
students had no education at all, and the only
way attention could be called to the necessity
for education was by establishing some examina-
tion which would give them something to aim
at. That, he believed, was the sole ground the
Institute had taken up, in establishing the
examination. He could not quite follow Mr.
Jackson’s analogy when he seemed to say that
three voluntary students had passed per
annum, and only twenty or thirty per annum
the obligatory examination. When the examina-
tion had been made absolutely compulsory, and
ten times as many came in, it did not seem
to be such an extreme failure. No doubt the
Institute would be glad to see more candidates,
and certainly the provinces were sending up
increased numbers. Indeed, a student educated
in a provincial office had turned out to be the

best man of the year, and had gained the.

Ashpitel prize. Mr. Jackson, again, did not

seem to be quite consistent when he said that
in connexion with the construction of many of
their public buildings, they had the assistance

of the District Surveyor, who was trained to
look after those buildings. But how did they
know that those District Surveyors were pro-

perly trained except by their having passed a.n

examination ? Surely, also, there were many
boildiugs in the country with which the District

Surveyors had no opportunity of interfering.

He was not going now to discuss the vexed,

question of Registration. He entirely agreed
with the ©pinion expressed by Professor Kerr,
and he could not see how the Bill was to pass.

The vote of thanks was then put, and met
with a very hearty reception.
Mr. Jackson, in reply, said:—I am extremely

indebted to those gentlemen who so kindly pro-

posed a vote of thanks, and also to the meeting
for so cordially passing it. As I said when I

started, registrations and architectural politics

are not what I should have liked to talk about
to-night. Our business, as I said, is not with
ourselves, but with onr art ; and your society,

—

which is especially constituted for your mutual
improvement by the discussion of our art,—is

one perhaps that at first sight does not seem
the right one to speak to on the subject. At
the same time, consisting as you do principally

of the younger members of the profession, who
are to make the profession in future, I do think
it is a matter you ought to make up your minds
about, for it concerns you a great deal more
than it does ns older men, whether you are to be
combined in a close profession from which the

promoters of the Bill think all improper persona
will be excluded, or whether you will retaiu

that liberty which I have tried to persuade you
to-night to retain, and which is essential to your
success in promoting the art to which you
devote yourselves. Therefore I hope I have
done some good by directing your attention to-

this matter, and I trust that the further discus-

sion which must follow if the Bill is brought
into Parliament, will find you to a great extent

well prepared to consider it from every point

of view. Many criticisms have been passed on.

my paper, but there is one point which I think

has not been touched upon, and pex'haps I did

not make it so clear as I intended ; that

is, that any scheme of registration which is

to bind architects into a close profession

can only have the effect,—if it succeeds at all

in doing what is intended,—of preventing

builders from calling themselves architects.

Yon will not prevent their going on and build-

ing badly
;
yon will probably prevent their

ranking themselves nominally among yourselves j,

but they will find other names under which they

will continue their evil practices, and the Regis-

tration Bill will do nothing whatever to stop bad
building. It seems to me,—and I am con-

firmed by one of the papers contributed to the

interesting collection of papers on education

read at the Architectural Conference,—that the

Bill would have the effect of forming, not, as

the writer said, two classes, but rather, I think,

three classes of people concerned in building-

There would, first of all, be those who have-

been called “ artist - architects.” It is not a
name T like, becanse I believe an architect

cannot be such unless he is also an artist

(applause). But we will not quarrel about
names. Then there will be the “ registered

architects” (laughter): and there will remain
the third class, the “jerry builders” (re-

newed laaghter) . The registration scheme
will divide us into three classes. We shall all

go on our separate ways, perfectly happy, I

dare sayj but I do not see that any of the

three classes will be the better for the change,,

unless it be the third, for it is pretty certain

that the effect will be to throw more work into

the hands of the “ jerry builder.” I am quite

certain the other two classes will suffer x

if a certain number of men are trained
to look upon the mechanical side of our

art, what I call the building side, too exclu-

sively, they will degenerate and architecture

will lose a great many good men, whereas.^

on the other hand, if you form a class of men to

look only on the artistic side, they will suffer

still more. In one matter in which I have been
misunderstood, Professor Kerr has been so kind
as to correct a false impression. I certainly

hoped in all I said to make it clear that I placed
the utmost value on the constructional qnalifi-

cations of the architect. I thought I stated

distinctly that no man could be a good archi-
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tect anIesB he were first of all a good builder.
Good architecture implies good building, and
the progress architecture has made in every age
and country has come from constructional
necessities and inventions, and so it will be
in the future. Then, as to what I said about
there already being sufficient protection against
bad building, it was pointed out that
in the country the surveyors are not,
perhaps, always up to the mark, and one
speaker suggested that the distribution of
•registered architects over the country might
better that state of things

;
but I understood

him also to suggest that country surveyors
themsolves should be required to be registered
architects. I do not see why they would be in
any way a different body of men from what
they are now. Why do not architects seek
those appointments ? Because it is not worth
their while (laughter)

; and it will be no more
worth their while if the Begistration Bill passes.
"The same class of men will present themselves,
and if they are to pass the registration exami-
nation, what kind of examination will it be that
will allow the local surveyors of country villages
to go out to the world stamped as architects ?

Is that the qualification you expect the public
to accept as a guarantee of competency ?

Another gentleman could not understand what
I meant when I said that the true brothers of
the architect were the painter and sculptor, and
not the surveyor and engineer. He said it was
only in large and important buildings that you
are able to call in the painter and sculptor, and
that people in ordinary practice have no oppor-
tunity of employing those persons. That is not
what I meant. It is, of course, only on rare
occasions that we are able to employ painting
and sculpture to any great extent

; but
what I meant to say was, that the kind of
studies to which we should devote ourselves
were the studies that would be more akin to
•those which occupied the painter and sculptor
than the mere mechanical pursuits of the
surveyor and engineer,—that we should, to a
certain extent, be painters and sculptors. An
architect who has had no training in the allied
arts can have no proper idea of decorating his
buildings with painting and sculpture if he has
the chance. Training of the artistic kind will,
on the other hand, bnng him into sympathy
with the painter and sculptor, and will reflect
itself on his architecture in a different way
from the case of a man who is not brought up
as an artist (applause). With regard to what
Mr. Cates has said, we know bis enthusiasm in
the cause of education. Like him, I wish that
the Examination, condneted by the Institute,
should have that educational character and
merit which he desires; but I do think that

I the Institute, in putting the Examination
first, has “ put the cart before the horse.”

I I would be behind no one in wishing to
i -see some general scheme of education to
I which all architectural students could be ad-

I

mitted, and I should like nothing better than
; that the Institute should put itself at the head
;

-of such a scheme. They may reply that they
: are not an educational society, but for my own

part I wish they were. I should like to see a
regular scheme of education, to which all archi-
tectural students could have access

; where
they will be sure of hearing lectures, and
having instruction given in constructional and
artistic matters, in the literature of the past,
and in the antiquarian study of our art, which
they should all know, although it is not archi-
tecture. If some general scheme could be

1 arranged, which would put tbe means of
education of that kind within the reach

: of every student, in a way that no one
now is able to find, I think it would be an

I extremely good thing for architecture, and also
I the individual. In what I said about ex-
I aminations, I was careful to distinguish that
! there are several kinds. There is only one
I kind

_

necessary, that in which the teachers
1 examine their students for the purpose of seeing
If they have understood what they have learned.

I What I object to is a qualifying examination.
In the latter case you simply teach the man

I to work for tbe examination; in the former
I -case, you teach him to acquire knowledge, and
the examination forms a mode of testing

I -whether be has acquired it or not (applause).
The meeting then terminated.

” Architecture in the Past ” is the title
vf a paper by Mr. William Simpson in the last

I number of the K.I.B.A. Journal.

AKCHITECTURAL SOCIETIES.
Royal Ins^ifwte of the Architects ofIreland.—On

Saturday last the annual meeting of the Royal
Institute of the Architects of Ireland was held in
their rooms, 37, Dawson-street. Mr. Thos.Drew
presided. Amongst those present were,
Messrs. S. Symes, J. L. Robinson, J. R. Carroll,
J. J. O’Callaghan, G. C. Asblin, W. Byrne,— Cochrane, Belfast

;
J. H. Fullerton, Armagh

;

C. M'Carthy, W. M. Mitchell, R. Miller, W.
Stirling, P. Butler, Albert E. Murray, hon. sec.
and treasurer, &c. The Hon. Secretary (Mr.
Albert E. Murray) read the annual report,
which reviewed the work of the Institute during
the year, Thirteen meetings of the Council
were held, a fact which showed that that body
had not been unmindful of the duty entrusted
to them. They had to record with regret tbe
death of two of their life members,—Mr. W. H.
Thompson, of Belfast, and Mr. Henry Hill,
Cork. They hoped to have many new members
added to the Institute. The Council had acted
very successfully as a Board of Arbitration, and
if its services in that capacity were moi*e fre-
quently availed of as between architects and
clients,much costly litigation might be prevented.
The question of architectural federation was
making steady progress, and last year a Bill was
printed and circulated, called “ The Archi-
tects' and Engineers’ Registration Bill,” the
object of the measure being that after its
passing, architects should be obliged to undergo
an examination before entering tbe profession.—Mr. Robinson, in moving the adoption of the
report, said that no doubt there were a great
many people who were not properly qnaliSed at
present practising as architects, which was a
great grievance to the regular members of the
profession.^ He criticised the action of the Board
of Works in famishing plans for nothing in the
case of many buildings to the detriment of the
profession.—The Chairman remarked that these
plans were frequently totally unsuited to the
sites and requirements.—Mr. Robinson said that
that was invariably the case. He thought that
patronage ought to be more equally divided.
The architects as a body were very much dis-
satisfied with the arrangements which existed
at present.— Mr. Carroll seconded tbe motion,
and the report was adopted.—A communica-
tion was received from the Committee of the
Technical Schools, and it was resolved that a
donation of three guineas should be made to
them on behalf of the institution. Alike sum was
also voted to the Architects’ Benevolent Society.—The Chairman read a statement with regard
to the position of architects in connexion with
the Building Acts and tbe power of the muni-
cipal authorities to interfere in the case of new
buildings. He advocated that some step should
be taken to ascertain the statutory powers of
the Corporation in this matter.—The following
gentlemen were elected on the Council for 1888

:

Messrs. Albert E. Murray, Saudham Symes,
J. J. O’Callaghan, J. R. Carroll, George C.
Asblin, Thomas Drew, Charles Geoghegan,
James H. Owen, William Mitchell, Thomas
Deane, and J. L. Robinson.—Messrs. J. H. Fuller-
ton, Armagh, and R. Langishee, Athlone, were
elected Fellows. Messrs. J. H. Pentland and
T. M. Deane were reappointed auditors.—Mr.
S. Symes was presented with an illuminated
address on the part of the Institute in recogni-
tion of his services as hon. treasurer. The
annual dinner was afterwards held at the
Grosvenor Hotel.

The Sheffield Society of Architects and Sur-
veyors.—The second meeting of this Society
for the present session was held at the School
of Art on the 13th inst., to hear an address
Mr. J. W. Connon, F.R.I.B.A., of Leeds, on
“ The Legal Registration of Architects.”
Amongst those present were Messrs. T. J.
Flockton (President, in the chair), J. B.
Mitchell Withers, C. J. Innocent, C. Hadfield
E. Holmes, W. F. Hemsoll, E. M. Gibbs, j!
Fawcett, W. F. Ragg, R. Davidson (Borough
Surveyor), A. F. Watson, T. Winder, J. M‘Inery,
E. M'Dougall, A. J. Greenwood, J. W. Wardle,
C. Gibson, H. Webster, H. W. Lockwood, w!
Potts, S. Kedward, J. Norton, W. J. Taylor
J. E. Benton, J. R. Wigfull, C. M. Hadfield,
C. B. Flockton, T. W. Moore, W. T. Campsall,
W. Watkin, Banks, J. H. Thomas, and W. C.
Fenton (hon. sec.). In the course of an able
and interesting address Mr. Connon advocated
the legal registration of architects on the basis
of the existing registration of the legal and
medical professions. He showed its advantage
(1) to the student, (2) to the architect in prac-

tice, and (3) to the public. He urged tbe de-
sirability of nnion amongst architects in pressing
this question forward for the consideration of
Parliament. A discussion ensned, in which
Messrs. Hadfield, Innocent, Holmes, Fenton,
Gibbs, and Hemsoll took part. Eventually, on
the motion of Mr. C. J. Innocent, seconded by
Mr. C. Hadfield, a hearty vote of thanks was
unanimously accorded to Mr. Connon for his
address.

COMPETITIONS.
Gloucester New Public Baths.—The Corpora-

tion called in Mr. T. Roger Smith, F.R.I.BA.,
to advise upon the sixty plans received in the
above competition, and under his advice have
awarded the first premium of 50Z. to Mr. J.
Fletcher Trew, architect, of Gloucester, for the

set of plans under motto >”
^nd the

second premium of 251. to Mr. J. Cook, archi-
tect, of Manchester, for the set of plans nnder
motto “ 6,0001.” It is proposed to publicly
exhibit all the plans in the Corn Exchange,
Gloucester, on Tuesday and Wednesday, the
3rd and 4c;h of next month.

Neiv Barnet Public Building Competition .

—

We are informed that ihe New Barnet Public
Building Committee met on the 13th inst. to
inspect the eighteen sets of designs sent in by
architects. Nine were selected for further con-
sideration at a meeting to be held the first week
in January, 1888. Prom eight to ten o’clock the
same evening the public were admitted to view
them. Eight of those selected for further con-
sideration bear the following mottoes :

—“ ^quo
Animo,” "Enterprise,” "Justice,” "Pro Bono
Publico,” “ Spes ” A (there were two designs
under motto “ Spes ” and the Committee marked
them "A” and‘‘B” respectively; ‘B” was
rejected), " Well-considered,” " 1887,” " 5,000,”
and the ninth bears a device of a star in 'a
circle. The nine rejected designs were not
considered by the Committee snitable for the
district.

Sheffield Board Schools.—At the meeting of
the Sheffield School Board on the 15th inst.,
Mr. Leader, on the minutes of the Buildings
Committee, called attention to the competitions
that had recently taken place amongst archi-
tects for the best plans for new departments.
It seemed to him (according to the report in the
Sheffield Daily Telegraph) that the competitions
were conclusively in favour of the capacity of
Mr. Innocent (the Board’s architect) to produce
the required plans, and he therefore suggested
that tbe Board might very reasonably discon-
tinue these competitions, which took up a good
deal of time, and also involved some expense.
Mr. Fletcher (chairman of the Committee) said
he believed the views of Mr. Leader were
shared to a considerable extent by the Com
mittee.

^Vorking" Iiads’ Institute, Green-wicb.
On the 8th instant the West Greenwich Ragged
School and Working Lads’ Institute. Bridge-
street, Greenwich, was opened by Mr. F. A.
Bevan. The building consists of a reading and
refreshment room, entered from the front vesti-
bule

; a kitchen, a gymnasium, and an infants’
room (with gallery), all on the ground-floor.
A wide staircase leads up from the hall to a
teachers’ room on the Mezzanine floor, and to
the first floor, which contains a large school-
room with a platform at one end and an open-
timbered boarded ceiling; class-rooms and
other accommodation. The second-floor con-
sists of two large rooms, which may be used
as dormitories for boys, and the caretaker’s
apartments. Good cellars are provided, and
the school is heated by low-pressure hot-water
pipes. The total cost, inclusive of lighting,
heating, &c., is about 2,0001. The architect
is Mr. George Baines, of London, the contractor
being Mr. H. L. Holloway, of Deptford.
Telepbones.—The Equitable Telephone Asso-

ciation has just completed an installation of
their “ Swinton” telephones at 27, Loudon-wall,
whereby all the different floors of the ware-
house are pat in direct communication with one
another and with the general and private offices.
The same company has at present in hand a
similar installation, with twenty-seven tele-
phones, in tbe new warehouse and offices of
the Co-operative Wholesale Society, Limited,
Leman-street, Whitechapel, and has also received
an order to fit up telephonic communication
between all the different wards of the Hospital

Consumptives, Ventnor, Isle of Wight.
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LINE OF FEONTAGE UNDER THE
PUBLIC HEALTH ACT.

KAKKIVELL V. THE BOURNEMOUTH COMMISSIONERS.

In this case, heard in the Queen’s Bench Division

of the High Court of Justice (before Mr. Baron

Pollock and Mr. Justice Hawkins), an important

decision was given as to sending back to magistrates

cases stated by them, to be restated on any point

on which, though they have taken evidence, they

have not given a finding or a distinct statement of

fact, and tho Court consider it material and there-

fore necessary that they should do so. The case had

arisen in this way. There bad been a complaint

against Mr. Nankivell for making an addition to his

house, by erecting a stable in bis front garden

beyond the line of houses in the “street.” The
bouses, as usual in such places as Bournemouth,

are detached, standing in gardens, and the stable

was not united to the house. The complaint was
under Section 156 of the Public Health Act, which
provides that it shall not be lawful in any urban
district, without the written consent of the

urban authority, to bring forward any bouse or

building forming part of any streot beyond the

front wall of the house or building on either side

thereof, nor to build any addition thereto beyond
the front of the house or building on either side.

The defendant, before the magistrates, contended
that the place was not a “ street,’’ and that the

house was not part of a street within the meaning
of the statutes, and that the stable was not an
“addition to the house” within the Act. The
magistrates, in stating a case for the opinion of this

Court, stated that the stable was structurally

separate from the house, and .stated the question as

to whether the place was a street, but not whether
the stable, apart from its being structurally sepa-

rate, was an addition to the house, and whether
the house was part of a “street,” within the

statutes. Tho case had been opened and partly

heard, and the Court were of opinion that they
could not decide the case without distinct findings

or statements of fact upon these points.

Mr. Foote, on the part of the defendant, sub-
mitted that the case should be sent back to the
magistrates to be restated on that point. The
cases, be said, established that, though the Justices
could not alter thuir judgment, a case could be
sent back to them to be restated on any point. [To
this the Court assented, though the Master of the
Crown Office added “ provided they have taken
evidence on the point.’’] No doubt, but here the
evidence was taken, so that the magistrates have all

the materials before them. And it is submitted that
the case should be sent back to them, to be stated

(1) by their finding and stating whether the new
building was in fact “an addition to tho bouse,” if

its being structurally separate did not prevent its

being such addition
;
and (2) whether the house was

part, of a “street” within the 156th Section of tho
Statute. This latter point, he said, had been dis-

tinctly raised before the magistrates, but they had
not given a sufficient finding or statement of fact to
raise it.

Mr. Bosanquet, Q.C., on the other side, did not
object to the case being restated on tho first point,
as to whether the stable w.as“an addition to the
house,” but as to tho other point, he insisted that
the case could not be restated so as to rai.se a now
question, and the question now raised in the case
was “ whether the place was a street.”
Mr. Foote urged, in reply, that this would not

raise the question which he desired to raise and had
raised before the magistrates,—viz., whether the
bouse was “part of a street” within tho Act. Ic
was undoubted and laid down in tho Act itself that
any road, lane, &c., would be a “street.” The
real question was whether this house was part of
the street.

The Court were clearly of opinion that this was so,
and that the magistrates ought to let them know
what they had foxind to be the fact, as to whether
this was a new building and an addition to the
house, and whether the house was part of the
street.

Case sent back accordingly.

—

Times.

CASE UNDER THE METROPOLITAN
BUILDING ACT.

A Somewhat important point was raised last
week by Mr. Knigbtloy, District Surveyor of
Hammersmith, before Mr. Paget.
A builder, named Heath, removed some 15 ft. of

earth from beneath a bay window of two stories,

and underpinned it with concrete. He gave no
notice, and on being requested to do so, wrote,
refusing, saying ho preferred to be summoned.

Hia contention was that as he had not removed
any of the walling, it was only a necessary repair.
Mr. Knightley contended that as no brickwork was
removed it could not be a repair, but that it was
work affecting the construction of an external wall;
that the bay window formed part of the enclosing
walls of tbe structure, and that what had been done
came within the meaning of the phrase “ other
work.” Section 9 he quoted, also 1st Rule of 1st
Schedule, and By-law *3, which directs the use of
concrete for foundations.

Air. Paget said the question was difficult, and that

he was willing to grant a case, but as both plaintiff

and defendant asked him to decide, he said, address-

ing defendant, “Why did you not give notice 1 It

you were sitting in a chair and someone came and
cut off the legs, your position would resemble the

bay widow after the removal of the supporting
earth, and your seat would be found to be very
uncomfortable. I shall fine you 10s., *2s. costs, and
allow the District Surveyor one guinea for his

attendance.”

THE THEATRE MANAGERS AND THE
OFFICERS OF THE METROPOLITAN

BOARD OF WORKS.
Sir,—In your last issue reference was made

to the case, which has since been very widely
noticed in the daily press, of the Assistant

Architect to the Metropolitan Board. There is

little to be said in palliation of the nnfortunate
error of judgment to which he has owned ; but
perhaps you will permit me to point out that

the conduct of the tlieatrical managers is an
indirect testimony to the steadiness (not

unknown to many London architects) with

which this official must have insisted on the

observance of the orders of the Board. What
the managers complain of is not that Mr. Hebb
got orders for the play, but that they got
nothing in return. R.

[We may here mention that the case refen*ed

to w’as discussed at the Board meeting held last

week, and its further consideration was ad-

journed until tho second meeting after the
Christmas vacation.]

“ ST. AUGUSTINE AT ST. ALBAN’S
ABBEY.”

Sir,—My attention has been called to a letter

in your issue ofthelOthinst. [p.824], writtenby
Mr. H. Littlehales, and I dare say you will allow

me to correct an error into which he has fallen in

his comments on a letter of mine to Mr. Hems,
of Exeter. I have not that letter before me,
hat I am quite sure that I .did not, as Mr. Little-

hales supposes, allege that the mention of

Archbishop Augustine by his name alone with-

out the prefix of Saint, was in any way “an
argument in favour of his subsequent canonisa-

tion.” My point was that my critic was
mistaken in arguing that his being so mentioned
was a proof that he was not canonised after-

wards, and was, in fact, not canonised at all.

I do not think we can recognise Henry or any
modern historian as an authority on the subject.

They must, of necessity, be only compilers from
ancient historians.

To some of those ancient historians Mr. Little-

hales rightly appeals, but I do not know on
what grounds he considers those particular ones
worthy to be ranked among “ the best writers

of English History.” Ordericus Vitalis does, as

he says, at least in one passage, call tho Arch-
bishop “ Augustine,” while he calls the Pope
who sent him “ Saint Gregory.” So also does
Roger de Wendover, writing at about the same
time

;
but while Roger usually calls him “ Vir

Domini” and often “ Beatus Augostinua,” he
calls him also “ Sanctus Augustinus.” I appre-
hend that one such affirmative instance must
outweigh a shoal of such negative instances as
those quoted from translations of Ordericus and
Jeffery of Monmouth.

Gocelin, a historiographer of St. Augustine
(A.D. 1080 or 1000) (see the Acta Sanctorum),
calls the Archbishop (as he does also the Pope)
sometimes by his name alone, sometimes
“ Beatus,” when writing of bis acts in this

life, but be calls him also and not seldom
“ Sanctns Augustinus,” and he expressly says
that by a decree of the Council of Clovestroo,
A.D. 747, his name was inserted in the
Litany.
Neither Henry nor Hume asserts that Augus-

tine was not canonised ; but even if they had
done so I should prefer the authority of Roeer
do Wendover and Gocelin to theirs; and I

should be satisfied that Pope Innocent knew
what he was talking about when, in 1356, he
ordered the Feast of St. Augustine of Canterbury
to be kept as a “ double.”
The negative argument which Mr. Littlehales

adduced from the reformed English Calendar
would decanonise forty-three out of the fifty-

four “ black letter” Saints, Popes’ councils and
formal canonisations to the contrary notwith-
standing.

As to the statues in the high altar screen at
St. Alban’s, St. Augustine’s canonisation was
not a necessary condition of his admission into

that company, for I have admitted among the
saints some few others, who, for their con-

nexion with St. Alban’s, were worthy of such
commemoration.

Henry Hucks Gibbs.
December 20, 1887.

We cannot find space for any further
correspondence on this subject.

WALTON-LE-DALE SEWERAGE SCHEME.
Sir,—

I

read with some surprise in tbe issue of
your journal for the 10th inst. [p. 803] that “ some
little time back” the above Authority advertised
for competitive schemes, and that Mr. Thomas
Feu'vick, C.E, of Leeds, has awarded the
premiums.
The words “ some little time back,” and the name

of the adjudicator in this matter, prompt me to

write to you to say that “ some little time back”"
means two years within six weeks since the schemes
were deposited with the Board. This long delay
has, no doubt, been a disappointment to others
along with myselt; but this is augmented by the
news that the adjudicator, to the best of my know-
ledge, has not carried out a sewerage scheme under
the modern requirements of the past twenty years
of the Local Government Board.

Therefore, if experts are invited to compete, as
I have no doubt some have done, it is most unfair

to my mind that a non-expert should be the judg&
in such matters.

I have refrained from expressing an opinion as to
tho time the Board have taken, but this case'

suggests the question whether or not the Local
Government Board should not exercise some
restrictive power to limit local authorities and
prevent tritiing with the time of an industrious class

of professional men, to say nothing of the large
amount of capital and time expended on a scheme
of this magnitude.

Competitor, M. Inst. C.E.

OWNERSHIP OP DRAWINGS.
Sir,—

C

an any of your numerous readers inform
mo who has a right to the plans of the buildings

completed under an architect, who wrote to the
proprietor as follows:—“According to promise, I

herewith enclose my professional charges for pre-

paring plans and details of, and superintending the
erection of, your new premises, as above, viz., I

agree to charge you for the above works, five per
cent, upon the coat of same.” JONius.

Unless any stipulation to the contrary be
made (which does not appear in this case as stated

above) we are advised that in law the building
owner has the right to the plans

;
see the case of

Eddy V. M'Govern, in “Roscoe’s Building Cases,”"

p. 31. As a matter of equity we dissent Irom this,,

holding that the plans are the architect’s means ol

working in order to carry out a design, and that

they should be bis property
;
but the law appears to-

be tbe other way.

PARISH TAKING OVER ROADS.
Sir,—

W

hat are the requisites to be fulfilled-

before the parish takes over a new road ?

Ls it at the pleasure of the Vestry whether a new
road shall be taken over or not, although the parties

interested may be able to show that tho usual condi-

tions have been fulfilled, or is there any, and what,
remedy in case of refusal of the Vestry ?

Reference to statutes or cases will oblige.

Fheeholdeb,

“ Wliiteley's.”—The “Universal Provider’s’^

premises in Queen’s-road, Bayswater, are rapidly

rising from their ashes. As we have on
two or three occasions mentioned, th&
“ Doulton-Peto ” hollow terra-cotta or fire-

brick flooring is being adopted throughout-

the new buildings. We published a section

and fall description of this flooring in the-

Builder for Dec. 19, 1885, p. 877, and a section

of it is now appearing in our advertisement
columns. By the use of this flooring the iron

joists are entirely covered, and a good key ia

left for plastering. The flooring is light, and
permits of ready and rapid fixing with very

little support in the way of centering, which
can be suspended from above, and struck as-

soon as the cement joints are sot, when tho

'
plasterers can commence work nnderneath-

The same system is being adopted for tlie-

roofs of the now buildings, which will be flat.

This method of flooring deserves to be better

known than it is, on account of its lightness,

rapidity of construction, and fire - resisting

qualities. About 116,000 ft. super, of flooring

are now being laid at Wbiteley’s on this-

system. Mr. W. Brass is tbe general con-

tractor, and Alderman J. E. Saunders ia tbe

architect.
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WELL’S APPARATUS FOR JUDGING DISTANCES

OBSTACLES IN MEASURING SURVEY LINES

Column.

LAND SURVEYING AND LEVELLING.
XXVI.—DETERMINING DISTANCES.

H IG. 15 illustrates Wells’ apparatus,
wliich can be fixed to the diaphragm
of any levelling telescope for the pur-

pose of judging distance when taking trial

levels without chaining the horizontal distances.
It can also bo inti'oduced for the purpose of a
check on chain measurements. The vertical
distance between the horizontal cross-hair and
the needle-point, A, can be regulated within the
limits marked “ Traverse of needle ” in the
diaphragm by means of the micrometer screw
B, the top of which, as shown in the plan, is

graduated to servo as a reference for setting
the needle-point to any given distance. The
inde.v - pointer to this graduated circle is

fixed upon the front of the breech end of
the telescope, over the eye - piece, as shown
in the front view. The needle, which is worked

{

np and down by the micrometer screw B, travels
, in the same vertical plane as that in which the

j

cross-hairs are fixed. To set the needle
! measure any distance, say 100 ft. upon level

j

ground, set up the level so that the telescope
I stands over one end of the measured distance,

;

while the staff is held at the other end. Focus
• the telescope accurately, and move the needle-
'
point A ia the diaphragm by the screw-besid B,

until exactly 1 ft. of the staff image is enclosed
between the needle-point and the horizontal
cross-hair in the diaphragm. In this way a
datum “distance reading” may be obtained,
from which other distances of varying lengths
can be easily calculated. The divisionsupon the
top of the screw B (see plan), where the index-
pointer touches, should be noted for future
reference.

Pig. 16 illustrates the principle upon which
Range-finders are constructed. If A 0 equals
the distance to be found, three well-defined
points or pegs are employed, and B is so placed
that the angle A B 0 is a right angle, while
0 is placed perpendicular to A B at a constant
measured distance in order to find the length of
A B by actual measurement. The surveyor,
standing at A, observes the quantity by which
B A 0 is short of a right angle, and the
measured base, A B, being arrived at, the
instrument determines B 0 automatically.
Practically, as A B is very short compared
with the length of B 0, the distance A 0 is
equal to the distance B 0. Thus the measure-
ment mechanically of the non - parallelism
between B O and A 0 determines the distance
of the point 0. The base may be taken any
convenient length, but it is evident that
accurate results can only be obtained when
the distance is small compared with the distance
required to be found. Among the best instru-
ments may be mentioned the Bate range-

finder, the Watkin range-finder, and Labbez tele-
meter.

Distances may also he arrived at without the
use of an optical instrument by measurement
upon lines adjacent to the required base line,

when set out so as to form any one of the
geometrical constructions shown in figs. 1 to 8.

Although in figs. 1,2, 5, 6, and 8, the right angle®
can be most readily set out with the aid of a
cross staff (Builder, Jan. 29, p. 203) or an
optical square (Builder, Jan. 1, p. 05), the
perpendicular lines may also be set out by
means of the chain only, as explained in the
Builder, Sept. 17, p. 412. In fig. 1, the measured
distance, D E, is equal to the required distance,.
A B. In fig. 2, the measured distance, C D, is

equal to the required distance, A B. In fig. 3,.

the only distance required to be measured i®
H K, and this can be best done with a tape.
The equilateral triangles are set out in fig. 3 in
the same way as fig. 4, by fixing each end of the-
chain at two points upon the base line, 50 links
apart, and then pulling out the chain tight by
means of the middle brass indicator to deter-
mine the third point in the triangle. The con-
struction of the remaining figures is explained!
by the diagram.

RECENT PATENTS.
ABSTRACTS OF SPECIFICATIONS.

11,407, Fire Escapes. R. B. Longe.
According to this invention, a simple form of

ladder is laid horizontally across a frame mounted
on wheels and pivoted to the frame at one end.
When in use the free end is raised, while the other-
drops upon the ground. The topmost step of the-
staircase is made broader to serve as a platform,
over which one may pass from an upper window.
A handrail is so pivoted to the side of the ladder
that it can easily be raised or lowered as required.

678, Slag Paving Blocks. E. W. Jones and-
C. Brand.

In the manufacture of the paving-blocks, accord-
ing to this invention, a turn-table on which the-
moulds are arranged rotates under the spout-
of the furnace, and the moulds are filled with as-
little waste as possible. The slag is guided by
special distributors to the moulds. In annealing, a-

series of ovens, connected with one or more
chimneys, and with passages or flues for hot air, is-

used. The blocks have wavy or indented sides to-

form a lock with the adjacent blocks.

698, Water-waste Preventer. 0. Elphick.

The object of this invention is to provide a.

syphon delivery to ordinary double or single valve-
flushing-cisterns. For this purpose a chamber is
formed at the bottom of the cistern, having a
syphon leading from it to the delivery pipe. The-
cistern and chamber are connected together by a
valve worked by a handle or pull of the closet or
the like, and the opening of this valve is made of
sufficient size to allow the contents of the flushing-
cistern to quickly pass into the syphon-chamber so-
that even if the handle is released almost immedi-
ately after being pulled down, the time ie sufficient
for the water to transfer itself from one receptacle-
to another. From the syphon-chamber the water
ie delivered by means of the syphon.

756, Improved Kitchener. B. C. Sykes and-
G. Blamires.

The fire-grating of this kitchener is arratgedt
near the floor line, the bottom of the range being
preferably solid. The oven is placed immediately
over the fire. The flues and dampers control the-
heat for one, two, or three ovene, and the water-
heating appliance consists preferably of a coil of
iron or copper pipe placed partly underneath the
oven and behind the same in the flue space.

1,954, Door-fasteners. G. G. Smith.
This fastener consists of a swinging bolt which*

catches on a pivot pin made partly round and partly
square, the square portion of the pin receiving an-
angular socket on the swinging bolt.

5,796, Automatic Discharge Valve. W. L.
Holland.

This invention has for its object the construction.
of valve apparatus for discharging the contents of
a cistern or tank in such a manner that when the-
ordinary discharge-lever, handle or other appliance
h^ been actuated, all the water will be allowed to
discharge itself from the cistern, whereupon the
discharge outlet is then automatically closed. The
novelty consists in the use of a valve which when
closed resists the pressure of water in the cistern
and when open remains open until the cistern is-

emptied of its contents, and then closes again and
remains closed until opened by means provided for-
that purpose.

NEW APPLIOATIONS FOR PATENTS.

Dec. 9.—16,963, A. Illidge, Opening and Closing-
Fanlights, and Retaining them in any Position.
16,976, S. Jones and R, Roberts, Tenoning or Mor-
tising Machines.



X)tc. 10.-16,989, A. Hobson and J. Croft, Heat-

ing Air for Warming and Ventilating, &c.— 16,997,

H. Parker and A. Winder, Water-closet Cisterns.

—17,005, H. Steven and J. Walker, Domestic Fire-

n^tes.—17,041. T. Martin, Gate Latch.

Dec. 12.-1 7,100, F. Vergara, Substitute for Glass

for Ornamental Purposes.

2)ec, 13.—17,121, J. Lister, Sash Locks.—17,136,

A. Carter, Automatic Flushing Tank-s or Cisterns.

Dec. 14.—17,189, F. Cook, Preventing Air and
Dust passing under Doors.—17,179. H. Frost,

Flushing Cisterns and Water.waste Preventers.

—

17,197, A. Bayley, Fixing and Securing Ornamental
Substances for the Decoration of Bar Fittings.

—

17,205, T. Bailey, jun.. Window Fasteners.—17,206,

A. Hopkins, Water-closet Apparatus.

Dec. 15.—17,271, J. Honeyman, Water-closet

Cisterns, &c.—17,281, S. Tuddenham, Ornamenta-
tion of Art Metal Work by the Use of Glass Globes or

Balls.—17,285, H. Hancock, Curing Smoky Chim-
neys.—17.294, C. Wright, Telescope Screw Fas-

teners for Windows, Doors, &c.

PBOVI8IONAL 8PECIF1CATION8 ACCEPTED.

12,084, W. Baldwin, Preventing Concussion in

Water-pipes.—15,159, J. Lee, Groove and Tongue
Cutting Machines.— 15,306, J. Pauwels, Water
Meters. — 15,644, J. Potter, Joints of Gas, Water,
and Other Pipes.—15,739, J. Stephens, Portland,
Roman, and Other Cements.—15,773, F. Crane.
Varnishes.—15,889, T. Grimbleby, Double Bar Lock
Roofing Tile.—15,996, W. Lake, Preventing the
Slamming of Doors.—16,234, J. Sheldon, Wall Ties
or Bond Iron.—16,262, F. Seyde, Metallic Lathing
or Backing for Plaster or Cement Partitions and
Ceilings.— 16,289, A. Illidge, Opening and Closing
Fanlights, Skylights, &o., and Retaining same in

any Position. — 14,990, J. Knight, Reversible
Metallic Tread, for Steps, Stairs, &c.—15,602, W.
Wade, Sheet Steel Panels for Doors.— 16,137, R.
Deacon, Stop and Catch for Doors, Windows, Gates,
&c.—16,238, C. Onions, Flushing Cisterns.—16,300,
0. Elphick, Automatic Flushing Tanks.— 16,322, W.
Birdtbistle, Draught and Dust Excluder for Doors,
Windows, and Skirtings of Rooms. - 16,399, E.
Kent, Automatic Ventilating Apparatus.—16,456,
F. Cook, Preventing Air and Dust passing under
Doors.—16,505, W. Phillips and E. Verity, Sash
Windows.— 16,507, F. Collins, Indicator for Door
Fastenings.—16,529, S. Bond, Apparatus to housed
in the Manufacture of Bricks, Tiles, &c.—16,577, J.
Tourtel, Automatically Closing Doors.—16,601, 0.
Andr€, Glazed Roofs.—16,610, R. Adams, Opening
and Closing Swing Windows, &o., and Fastening
same at any desired Angle.— 16,677, E. Nunan,
Metal Laths for Building Purposes.

COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.
Optn to Oppoiition for Tvo Montht.

16,312, W. Illingwcirth, Joiner’s Adjustable Bench
Stop.--414, T. Whalley, Water-closets.—2,112, J.
Harris, Water-closets, and Ventilating Soil Pipe’s of
same.—2,113, A. Walker and D. Bell, Raising,
Lowering, and Securing Window Sashes.-2,305, H.
Doulton and W. Rice, Ornamenting Pottery, Tiles,
or Glass.—4,033, R. Ninnes, Casement Stay.—9,457,
S. Hill and R. Hodges, Spring Hinges for Swing
Doors.- 15,096, S. and A. Fenn, Fireplaces of Kilns
or Ovens for Burning Bricks, Tiles, 3ic.— 1,114, W.
Barnes and Others, Paint Brushes, &c. 2,428, Sir
"G. Chubb and H. Ball, Locks and Door Fasteni’ngs.
—9,039, F. Naumann, Faced Bricks.—12,304, W.
Heath and W. Geddes, Fireproof Curtains for
Theatres, icc.—15,002, H. Reinicke, Ventilating
Closets. ^

THE BUILDEF.
Dbcembbb 13.

By Dbivbb & Co.
Regent-street-An improved rent of 6397. 3 h- 4d.,

term 29 years £
Bv ChIITNOCK, G.U.BWOHTnT, & Co.

City, Carter-lane—Freehold rent of 2427., reversion
m 8 years

By BeOAD & WlLT.SHIBB.
Finsbury Park — 10, Portlsnd-road, 71 years,

ground-rent 167. 16 b

Peckham — 3, East Surrey-grove, and 2, Ca‘or-
street, 76ye8rs, ground-rent 107. lOs

Old Kent-roaJ-28 and 28, Kinglske-street, and 60,
Surrev-grove, 20 years, ground.rent 127

Camberwell — 173, Beresford-street, 18 years,
ground-rent lo7. 18s

Deptford— Ground-rents of 1U7. 68., term 66 years

By H. RcrLKT.
Fulham— 1, Ashbocking-terrace, 83 years, ground-

rent 67. Is
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Dbcxubbr 14.

By D. J. Chatteil.
Gray’s Inn-road— 13, Calthorpe-street, 32 years,

ground-rent 107 376
Widmore, Kent—Ihe Old Wesleyan Chapel, free-

hold 135

By T. Woods.
Hampton, Wolsley-road — Chriatleton Villa, 97

years, ground-rent 47 170

By W. B. Hallbtt.
Bovey Heathfleld, Deven—An improved rental of

257. a year, term 32 years 190

By Retkolds & Eason.
Croydon—1 to 8, Croydon-cottages, freehold 1,620

1, Elmwood-road and stabling, freehold 460
Two plots of freehold land 460

By Moss & Jahbsoit.
Soho—12, 13, and 13a, Greek-street, and a ground-

rent of 667., reversion in 34 years, freehold,
area 10,900 ft 18,000

Holborn—3, Fullwood’s-rents, freehold 380
Harrow—A plot of freehold land 28

DECBJfBBB 16.

By RrsnwoBTH k Stbvbitb.

3, South-street, 37 years, ground-Brompton-
lent 87

22, Aleiander-equare, 18^ years, gTound-rent47....

By Fabbbbothbb, Palubb, k Co.
Padiington—13, Edbrooke-road, 76 years, ground-

rent 77

Bv G. A. Wilkinson.
Peckham — 3 and 4, Btaveley-road, 66 years,

ground-rent 77. Is

Chelsea—An improved rent of 797., term 21 years
Whitehead’s - grove — The Brompton County
Court, 21 years, no ground-rent 1,21

Greenwich—11 and 13, Church-rtr- et, freehold 1,;

1 to 5, Peunell's-court, freehold
1 to 4, Conduit-terrace, 31 years, ground-rent 167.

ByE.SxiMSON.
Briiton-road—36, Holland-street, 12 years, ground-

rent 47. 8s. Id
Rotberbithe—96, Albion-street, freehold
Lambeth—35. Lambetb-walk, freehold

86 and 86, Cornwall-road, 35 years, no ground-
rent

810

600

360

,230

BvDtbb, Son, k Hilton.
Lee—31, Southbrook-road, 76 years, ground-rent 37. £400

By Towbbs, Wit.liamson, k Ellis.
Psddineton—16, 18, and 20, Brindley-streot, 67

years, ground-rent 207 675

By Mr. Mabch.
Notting-hill—70 and 72, Ladbroke-grove, freehold 2,000
West Kensington—6 and 8, Nethorwood-road, free-

hold 1,740
10, Netberwood-road, freehold 690
A Ground-rent of 87., reversion in 16 years 200

By R. Reid.
Charing Cross-road—The letting on lease for SO

years, a plot of land, area 4,160 ft., realised
3107. a year.

Adjoining lot, 1,216 ft., 1657. a year.
Shaftesbury-avenue—2,960 ft., 1207. a year.

3,400 ft., 6107. a year.
3,220 ft., 9107. a rear.

3,690 ft., 1,5207. a year.

By C. P. Whitelet.
Herne-hill—143, Dulwich-road, 79 year:

rent 17...

ground-

Brixton— 3i), Pulross-road, 76 years, ground-rent

years, ground-rent
236

RECENT SALES OF PROPERTY.
ESTATE EXCHANGE REPORT.

DecB!£BBB 12.

Bv John Lbbs.
Crowhurst, Surrey — Freehold Brick and TileWorks

:
the residence called Drewsheme

; the
cnohmakers’ Arms publio-honse • and Waste
Farm, together about 105 acres, includiur
mortgage

t, ,
Sy J- Bakkb k Son.

•Battersea—5 to 11 odd, Afghan-road
ground-reni 2'I7 ’

2 to 12 even, Khyb'er-road,

Clapham—48, Landor-road,
47. lOs

9 and 10, Willington-rcad, 67 years, ground-rent
107.10s

Merton—1 to 6, Wandle-terrace, freehold

By Richabdson & Baeton.
Notting-hill—10, Emest-streer, freehold 760

By Bbadshaw Shown.
Poplar— 6, 6, and7, Lodore-street, freehold
Stepney

—

126, Easifiold-street, freehold 160

Bv Messrs. Cbonin.
Chelsea—40, Walton-street, 42 years, ground-rent

87. {

41, Ovirgtoi
Maida-vale—

1

rent 87....

•street, 41 years, gronnd-rent 67.,

,

!, Carlton-road, 61 years, ground-

1,2

570

By F. J. Bislbt.
Hotherhithe-25, 26, 28, 29, and 30, Adam-street,

freehold 1,040

By Dowsett k Co.
Shaftesbury-avenue, West-street-Freehold chapel 4,600
Sidmouth Devon—The Woodlands, and 11 acre,

freehold
.

) years,

years, groond-rent

« V ro o Wbathbball k Gbebn.boHo—63, Greek-street, freehold

67 yeare,‘'^oandl

80 years, ground-rent ’67."ihs".iPeckham—164, lo6, and 172, Camden-grove North,
79 years, grouud-rent 187. ...

127, Camberwell-grove. 79 years' CTOund.'rentar"
Chailev Sussex-HoUyGrove, andm acres, copy-'

Wokingham—An enclosure of freehold land, 66 acres 1*300
Crowthorne Farm, 29a. 2r., freehold 600
An enclosure of land, Ha, 3r. 2p., freehold.. 240
An enclosure of land, 29a. Ir. 18p., freehold 850
An enclosure of land, 51a. 3r. 34p., freehold ...... 1,200

Eustou-road— 1 Crescent-place. 19 vears. Hiound-
rentl77. 178 f, ;. ^7. 170

By Nkwbon k Harding.
Islington—213, Liverpool-rosd, freehold

36, High-street
; and 1 and 2, Smith's-buildines,

freehold
255 and 267, Liverpool-ruad, freehold
182 and 183, Upper-street, copyhold
32, 34, and 38, High street, ireehold

Holloway—36 and 38, Holloway-ruad, freehold . .

Fifzroy-square 12, Pitt-street, copyhold
Nocting-bill—11, Lansdowne-road, freehold 1,
Tottenham, High-road—Salisbury House, copyhold

Dbcekbbb IP.

,, ,
By Saltbb, Rex, k Co.

Blandford^square—27, Broadley-terrace, 60 years,

•street, 40 years, ground-

p;isallanta.

The Buildings Sites in the New West
End Thoroughfares. Important Lettings.
The second public letting of the building sites

in Shaftesbni’j-avenue and Charing Cross-road,
belonging to the Metropolitan Board of Works,
took place at the Auction Mart on Friday, the
16th instant, in the presence of a very crowded
attendance of builders and capitalists, one of
the largest rooms at the Mart being incon-
veniently filled. The plots submitted were six

in number, and comprised the most valuable
sites in the two thoroughfares. Mr. Robert
Reid conducted the auction. The sites were
described as having commanding frontages to
Piccadilly - circus. Charing Cross • road, and
Shaftesbury-avenue, and as specially suitable
for the erection of banks, insurance offices,

residential chambers, or other public buildings.

The first lot submitted comprised a plot having
a frontage of 83 ft. 5 in. to Charing Cross-road,
and covering an area of 4,160 ft. it was stated
that as regards this lot the Metropolitan Board,
by deed dated November 25tb, 1887, had granted
to the Marquis of Salisbury and the trustees of
a settlement of the family estates, a perpetual
right of way over a portion of the land com-
prised in the lot, to be formed into a roadway
12 ft. in width, with a headway of at least

12 ft. in the clear to and from Charing Cross-
road, and that the lessee would have to take
the lot subject to this grant. After some
spirited bidding the lot was let on a rental of

310L per annum. All the other lots were also
let in rapid succession

j a plot in Charing Cross-
road, adjoining the last-named lot, having a
frontage of 40 ft., and covering an areaof 1,246 ft.,

being let for 155L per annum. A plot at the

corner of Shaftesbury-avenue and Dyott-atreet,

Bloomsbury, having a frontage on the north-
west side of Shaftesbury-avenue, and 52 ft. on
the west side of Dyott-street, and covering an
area of 2,950 ft., was let for 1207. per annum.
Another plot at the corner of Shaftesbury-
avenue and Denman-street, Soho, and close to

Piceadilly-circus, having a frontage of 56 ft.

on the north-west aide of Shaftesbnry-avenne,
and of 98 ft. 9 in. on the south aide of Denman-
street, and covering an area of 3,400 ft., was
let for 6101. per annum. This was followed by
another lot in Shaftesbury-avenue, adjoin-

ing the last lot, having a frontage of 75 ft.,

and covering an area of 3,220 ft., which was let

for 9101. per annum. The last lot was described
as a very important and commanding plot at
the corner of Shaftesbury-avenue and Picca-
dilly-circus, having a frontage of 108 ft., and
covering an area of 3,690 ft. The auctioneer
drew attention to its being on the direct line

to Regent-street, and as one of the most valu-

able sites at the West End. It was let for

1,5201. per annum, the aggregate amount of

the lettings being 3,6251. per annum, on leases

for a term of SO years. The lowest amount to be
expended in building on the six sites is 27,0001.

The conditions provide that the several build-

ings are to be erected subject to the approval
of the Board or their architect, that plans are

to be submitted by the several lessees within
three mouths after the date of the letting, and
that within two months after the plans have
been approved, the construction of the buildings

is to be commenced.
The Mission Church, Lowdeu-road,

Herne-hill, was re-opened on Monday last.

A chancel has been erected, and rooms for Bible

classes and mothers’ meetings, the additions

being in exact accordance with the original

building. The work has been executed by Mr.
C. Goad, builder, Camberwell, under the direc-

tion of Mr. H. Lovegrove, F.S.I., who has

given his services.
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British Archseolog^ical Association.

-

At the meeting of this Association, on Wednes-
day, December 7th, Mr. Tbc)ma8 Morgan, F.S.A.,
in the chair, Mr. Earle Way described further
discoveries of Roman remains at Southwark,
during the progress of the works for the
new street through the Mint. These include
evidences of the existence of buildings of
varions kinds, the water-supply to them having
been by terra-cotta pipes, several of which
about an inch in bore and 25 in. long were
found. Considerable quantities of Roman
pottery have been discovered at a level about
12 ft. or 1-tft. below the present surface. Not
the least curious of the hods was that of a dog’s
skull, with some of the teeth purposely broken,
possibly to prevent certain kinds of game from
being destroyed. It was found on part of
the site of the palace of the Dukes of
Suffolk. Mr. R. Hewlett exhibited an ancient
MS. of the early part of the fifteenth contuty,
curious for a record by which it is apparent
that ICO of its pages were written between
February 4, 1-102, and April 22nd. The parch-
ment has been that of a still more ancient MS.
puraico-stoned to an even surface. From a word
or two that can be detected, theeiirlier MS. was
one on Canon Law. A paper was then read on
a Roman bronze sword found at Bosaingtou,
Hants, by the Rev. Canon Collier, F.S.A., read
in the author’s absence by Mr. Loftua Brock,
F.S.A. Mr. Romilly Allen, F.S.A. Scot.,
described the remarkable cross at Ruthwell,
N.B., which has recently been set up within the
church in a very praiseworthy manner by the
Rev. M. McFarlane, aided by a Government
grant. A paper was next read by the Chairman
on the work of the Association during the past
session, and the proceedings were brought to a
close by another paper on “ Relics of Mary
Queen of Scots.” prepared by Mr. U. Syer
Cumiug, F.S.A. Scot.

Artisans’ Dwellings, Lisson Grove.

—

The Artisans', Labourers’, and General Dwell-
ings Company, whose houses of the cottage
tyjie at Shaftesbury Park (Clapham Junction),
Queen’s Park (Harrow-road), and Noel Park
(Hornsey), are well known, arc taking a new
departure in the erection of dwellings in flats.

This, the Company’s first experiment of the kind,
consists of largo buildings in Lisson - grove,
providine accommodation for 250 families,
the tenements being mostly of two or three
rooms each, though there are single-roomed
tenements and four-roomed tenonaents. The
buildings are being carried out by the Company,
fi-om plans by Mr. F. T. Pilkington, architect,
Mr. Weare being the managing foreman on
behalf of the Company. The buildings are
solid and substantial, with the principal facades
of red brick and moulded concrete, the general
airchitectural effect being more elaborate and
less monotonous than that of most blocks of
buildings of the kind. The concrete drossingf
trusses, copings, &c., also the concrete steps of
stairs, flue-blocks, and partition walls (3-in.
slabs stiffened with iron) have all been made in
situ. The iron girders, &c., have been supplied
by Messrs. Measures Brothers, and the flat roofs
have been covered with asphalte by the French
Asphalte Company (Limited), of Coruhill, in an
admirable manner. We may possibly have
more to say of these dwellings later on.
The Vacant District Surveyorships

.4.t the meeting of the Metropolitan Board of
Works on the 16th inst., Mr. W. Shepherd
moved the adoption of the Building Act Com-
mittee’s report with reference to the decease of
Mr. E. Woodthorpe, late District Surveyor for
the District of the Northern Division of the
City of London, and the District of St. Anne,
Limehouse, St, John, Wapping, the Precinct of
St. Katherine, and the Hamlet of Ratcliff, and
recommending— (a) That a District Surveyor
be appointed for each of the two districts

j

that the usual course be taken for filling the
office of District Surveyors for such districts

;

that advertisements be issued inviting candi-
dates for the appointments, and that the Board
do proceed to the elections on Friday, the 13th
January, 188S. (b) That Mr. J. D. Mathews,
Mr. G. Elkington, juii., and Mr. C.Foulshatn,
District Surveyors, vs-ho have addressed the
Board on the subject, be informed of the
course taken. This was agreed to.

Appointment.—Mr. F. S. Granger, M.A.,
A.R.I.B.A., Nottingham, has been appointed
Lecturer in Classics and Philosophy to the
Nottingham University College. We under-
stand that this appoiudraciit will not interfere

'

with Mr. Granger’s other duties.
I

Crystal Palace School of Practical
Engineering.—The certificates of merit to
the students of this school in the winter term
just closed were distributed on Saturday last at
the school by Mr. W. H. Preoce, in the presence
of a large number of the students and their
friends. Mr. Shenton, the Superintendent,
having read the report of the examiners,
which was of a satisfactory character, Mr.
Preece delivered an address to the students,
in the course of which ho said the art of
engineering was constantly embracing a wider
and wider area. In days of old it was said that
an ounce of practice was worth a ton of theory,
but that notion was now thrown to the winds,
and at the present time theory and practice
must go hand in hand. It was impossible for
an engineer to visit that school and see the
drawings and models and apparatus without
feeling that the course of instruction pursued

I

in it was of the most satisfactory character.
There was a close attention to detail which was
the root of all human progress, and the result
was that the students of that school had
acquired a high reputation in all parts of the
world to which they had been sent.—Mr. Wilson,
the principal, stated that, including those now
in it, there had been 690 students in the school
since it began fifteen years ago ; that 172 of

them became Students of the Institution of
Civil Engineers, and that out of that number
sixty-six had already passed to the grade of
Associate-members of that institution.

Obituary — The Newcastle Chronicle an-
nounces the death, on the 14th inst., of Mr.
John Lowry, the senior partner of the well-
known firm of John and William Lowry, builders
and contractors, Corporation-street, Newcastle.
Mr. Lowry, who was in his sixty-fourth year,
was a son of the late Mr. Joseph Lowry,
builder, Raffles, near Carlisle. He came to
Newcastle about forty years ago, and in con-
junction with his brother has carried on an
extensive business as a contractor during that
period. During the great strikes that occurred
many years ago in this district in connexion
with the building trade, Mr. Lowry was the
Chairman of the Master Builders’ Association.
He leaves a widow, two sons, and two
daughters.

Compensation for Defective Drainage.
Damages for injury brought about by defective
sanitary states of dwellings are by no means
common, and for this reason alone it is worth
recording that towards the close of last month
lOOZ. were awarded as compensation to a gentle-
man who had lost his daughter by reason of the
defective drainage of the house he occupied.
We are not aware of the particular circum-
stances of this case, but as a general principle
we think that the responsibilities of landlords
who seek to make gain by letting houses which
are, in point of health, unfit for human
habitation need to be strongly pressed home

;

and every snoh case as the above aids in this
direction .—La ncet.

A New Hot-Water Pipe-Joint has just
been invented at the Tyldesley Ironworks,
owned by Mr. John Grundy, of London. Ic is

to be used in the fitting up of his combined
apparatus (pure warm air and hot water) for
heating churches, schools, and public buildings.
It is claimed for the now pipe that it is im-
possible for the joint to blow off or become
loose during expansion and contraction. Pro-
visional protection has been secured by the
patentee.

Shakspeare Memorial Tower. — The
munificent gift of Mr. George Childs, of Phila-
delphia, presented to the town of Stratford-on-
Avon, was specially designed by Mr. J. A.
Cossins, architect, of Birmingham. The clock
is by Mr. J. W. Benson, of Ludgate Hill,
London, and strikes the hours and quarters
upon hemispherical bells.

Blinds.—We understand that Messrs. Janes
& Son, Aldersgate-street and Piccadilly, have
received the appointment of Blind Makers to
Her Majesty’s Works and Public Buildings in the
London District, also to the Royal Palaces, and
at Hampton Court, Kew, and Richmond, the
museums, post-offices, Houses of Parliament,
Roy«l Law Courts, &c.

Messrs. Pontifex & Wood.—It is an-
nounced that the old-established business of
engineers, coppersmiths, white lead and chemical
manufacturers, carried on by the above-named
firm for upwards of a century, has been con-
verted into a limited company. No shares,
however, will be issued to the public.

Horeham Hurst, Sussex.—In our notice
of this building, under “ Illustrations,” last

week, the words “ filled in between the doable
lath and plastering” should have been “ filled

in between with double lath and plastering.”

London.—Messrs. T. & W. Farmiloe have just
completed and fixed a stained-glass window at

Christchurch, Jamaica-street, E. The subject
is “ The Ascension.”

PRICES CURRENT OF MATERIALS.
TIMBEE.

Qreenheart, £
Teak, E.I load
Sequoia, U.3 foot cube
Aab, Canada load
Bireh ,,

Elm
,,

Fir, Dantsic, fto

Oak „
Canada

Pine, Canada red

,, yellow
Lath, Dantaio

Bt. Petersburg
Wainacot, Rigs

,, Odessa, crown
Deals, Finland, Znd and lat...8td.100

,, 4th and 3rd
Rig*
St, Petersburg, lat yellow

„ 2nd

„ white
Swedish
White Sea
Canada, Pino, Ist

,, „ 2nd
,, ,, 3rd, &a
„ Spruce, lat

,, „ 3rd and 2nd
New Brunswick, 4c

Battens, all kinds
Flooring Boards, sq., 1 in., pre-

pared, First
Second
Other qualities

Cedar, Cubs foot
Honduras, 4c
Australian

..ton 6 10 0

3 10
1 10
2 10

4 10
8 10
4 10
4 0
4 10
6 0

3 10

fathom 3 0 0 6 0 0
4 0 0 6 10 0

log 0 0 0 0 0 0

6 0 0 8 0 0

7 0 0 8 0 0

7 0 0 16 10 0
16 0 0 24 0 0
10 0 0 16 10 0700 9 IJ 0
8 0 0 9 10 0
6 0 0 7 0 0
6 0 0 7 0 0
4 0 0 10 10 0

0 8 0 0 11 6
0 6 6 0 7 6
0 4 0 0 6 0
- -

0 0 2 0 0 3

...foot

at. Domingo, cargo average
Mexican

,,

Tobaaco
,,

Honduras ,,

Maple, Bird's-eye
Boae, Hio
Benia

Box, Turkey
Batin, 8t. Domingo
Porto Rico

Walnut, Italian

METALS.
Ibof—

B

ar, Welsh, in London,
,, in Wales 4 6

.. Staffordshire, London 6 10
COPPBE—

British, cake and ingot ton 0 0
Beat eeloctea 0 0
Sheets, strong
Chili, bars

Tbllow Metal
Lbad—
Pig, Spanish
English, common brands,
Sheet, English

Spbitbe—
Silesian, special ton 20 10 0
Ordinary brands 20 0 0

Tiit—
Straits ton 166 10 0
Australian 166 10 0
Englieh ingots 0 0 0

OILS.
Linseed ton 19 0 0
Cocoannt, Cochin
Ceylon

Palm, Lagos
Rapeaeed, English pale

0 0 4^ 0 0 6

0 10

0 e|

4 16

80 10 0

ton 16 6 0
15 10 0
16 10 0

Cottonseed, reflned ...

Tallow and Oleine
Lubricating, U.8

,, refined...,

Tdepebtikb —
American, in casks

.

Tab

—

Stockholm
Archangel

23 15 9 0 0 0
21 10 0 0 0 0
26 10 0 0 0 0
26 0 0 0 0 0
19 16 0 20 0 0
26 0 0 46 0 0
6 0 0 6 0 0
6 0 0 12 0 0

TENDERS.
[Communications for insertion under this heading must

reach us not later than 12 Noon on Tliurtdat/e.']

BATH.—For repairing and re-covering roof, and restoring
the elevations of the Quildhall, Batb. for tbe Bath Cor-
poration. Mr. C. E. Davis, City Architect :

—

T. Laver (accepted) £880 0 0

CROYDON.—For additional class-room, Uvatory, and
cloak-room (boys’ department), taking down and re-
erecting boys' and girls’ playshed-*, 4c., s', the South
Norwood Schools, for tbe Croydon School Board. Mr.
Robert Ridge, Surveyor to the Board, architect. Quan-
tities by the architect :

—

Pateman 4 Son £850 0 0 !

Acwortb4Co 789 0 0
Smith 4 Bulled 749 0 0
Henley 4 Co 683 0 0
Verrali 679 0 0
Bowyer 4 Son 659 0 0
King Bro? 669 0 0
Bryan 616 0 0
Marriage 596 0 0
Bart'm 680 0 0
Hmith 4 Sons 567 0 0
Wyatt 4 Co 528 0 0
Caplin (accepted) 496 0 0
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CONTRACTS AND PUBLIC APPOINTMENTS.
Epitome of Advertisementa in this Number.

CONTRACTS.

Nature of Work, or Materials, By whom required.
Architect, Surveyor, or

Engineer.

Alterations and Additiona to Premises Wandsworth, &c., Un. T. W. Aldvrinckle

Brighton Town Council P. C. Lockwood
Stoner 4 Sons

Hammersmith 'Vest^...
Westminster B. of flZks,Masons’ and Paviors' Work,Wood Paving, 4c. G. R. W. Wheeler

OMaial
Hall 4 Jennings
Official

do.
do.

8t. Fancras Guardi ans

Works and Materials Liverpool Corporation

Tenders ta be
delivered.

Dec. 29th ix.

Jan. 3rd ii.

do. i.

do. ix.

Jan. 4th ii,

do. ix.

Jan. 9th ix,

Jan. 10th ix.

Jan. 18th ix.

Not stated.,, ix.

do, ix.

PUBLIC APPOINTUENTB.

Nature of Appointment. By whom Advertised. Oalary. Applications
to be in.

Dec. 28th
Dec. Slst
Jan. 7th

EASTBOURNE. — For new infirmary, Eastbourne
Union, Sussex, for the Onardians, Mr. P. G. Cooke,
A.M.I.C.E., archiject, 3, Hyde-gardene, Eastbourne.
Quantities by Mr. C. Stanger, surveyor, 21, Finsbury*
pavement, E.C.

Rowland Bros.,* Horsham £6,900 0
Coster, Eastbourne 0,794 0
Smith, Worthing 6,790 0
W. Martin, Ramsgate 0,76) 0
Longley, Crawley 6,500 0
Newman & Hart, Eastbourne 8,465 0
Robson, Snaresbrook 6,437 0
Peters,* Horsham 6,426 0
Mark Martin, Eastbourne 6,410 0
Peerless, Eastbourne 6,373 0
Wood, Eastbourne 6,3 l)0 0
Parker, Eastbourne 6,135 0
Tomkinson, Eastbourne (accepted)., c'.lOO 0

[[Architect’s estimate, 6,3501,}

• Received too late.

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

HAMPSTEAD.—For erecting house at Netherhall-
gardena, for Mr. E. FiUetter. Mr, Geo. Sherrin, archi*
tect

'

Holland & Ilannen £3,488 0 0
J. W. Fttlkner 3,459 0 0
Hall, Beddall, & Co 3,460 0 0
Stimpson&Co 3,180 0 0
Lawreuce 3,109 0 0
J. Chapman, Hackney 2,937 0 0

KENSINGTON.—For repairs to No. 29, St. Mary
Abbot’s-terrace, Kensington, for Dr. Dent. Messrs.
George A W. Ralph Low, architect

Barrett A Jordan, Earl’s-court ..£287 11 6
Holliday A Greenwood, Brixton 246 10 0
Dove Brothers, IsliugtOD (accepted). .. 185 0 0

KINGSLAND.—For erecting class-room, Ac., at the
Birkbeck Middle-Class School", for the Trustees. Mr. J.
J. Thomson, architect. Quantities by Messrs. Northcroft'
Bon, A Neighbour;— ’

Lang £667 0 0
Whitehead A Co 555 0 0
Sargeant 625 0 0
Scott 617 0 0
Exton A Burton, Birkbeck Works,
Kingeland .199 0 0

LONDON. — For additions and alterations to 33,
Cadogan-terrace. Mr. E. W. Buckle, architect, 23, Bed-
ford-row. Quantities by Mr. T. W. Goodman, 9, Bucking-
ham-street, Strand, W.C.:

—

Wall Bros £1,679 0 0
Adamson A Sons 1,655 0 0
Grover A Son 1,600 0 0
Roberts 1,698 0 0
Dove Bros 1,676 0 0
Nightingale 1,620 0 0
Bywaters 1,435 0 0
F. Sanders 1,483 0 0

LONDON,—For erecting warehouse premises, Bishops^
gate-street Without. Messrs. Lander A Bedells, archi-
tects, 6, John-street, Bedford-row, W.C. :

—

Lawrance 4 Son £20,710 0 0
Colls & Son 27,640 0 0
Williams & Son 21,236 0 0
Outhwaite 4 Son 19,991 0 0
Brass 4 Son 19,771 0 0
Ashby 4 Homer 19,640 0 0
Brown & Co 19,623 0 0
Nightingale 19,470 0 0
Stephenson 19,199 0 0
Mattock Bros 19,133 0 0

LONDON.—For building a warehouse in Star-court,
Bread-street, for_Me8er8. Copestake A Co. Mr. Charles
lanes, architect, 27, Queen-street, City:

—

J. A J. Greenwood £3,849 0 0
Colls 4 Sons 3,670 0

0
0
6E. Conder 3,663

T. J, Messom 3,620 0 0
Eider a; 8"n 3,:- 88 0 0
Hall, Beddall, 4 Co 3,660 0 0
Prestige 4 Co 3,643 0 9
J. M. Macey4 Sons 3,460 0 0
Brass 4 Bon (accepted) 3,393 0 0

LONDON. — For alterations and additiona at 102,
Holland-road, Kensington, for Mr. James Caldwell, M.P,
Mr. Edward Tidman, C.E., architect, Connaught-
mansions, Tictoria-atreet, Westminster

Foster £212 0 0 !

Bennett 199 0 0
BaU A Co 169 0 0
CorreyASon 160 17 6
Kelland 94 18 0 !

PUTNEY.—For the erection of stabling, shed, smithy,
cottage, Ac., at Cheverton-road, High-street^ Putney, for
the London General Omnibus Company, Limited, under
the superintendence of Mr. G. T. Lanham. Quantities
by Mr. A. J. Bolton

FiewACo £4,118 0 0
Sabey A Son 4,065 0 0
Turtle A Appleton 3.980 0 0
Harvey 3,976 0 0
Stephenson 3,693 0 0
Haynes 3,450 0 0
Hunt ., 3,449 0 0
Evans 3,410 0 0
Knight 3,400 0 0
Toma 3,376 6 0
Parker. 3,149 0 0
Garrud 3,277 0 0

SOUTHAMPTON.—For the 'erection of out-patients#

block, covered way, and dispensary, at the Royal South
Hants Infirmary, Southampton, as a Jubilee Memorial of

Her Majesty’s reign. Mr. W. H. Mitchell, architect,

Southampton :

—

John Witt, Bitteme, near South-
amptom (accepted) £1,888 3 0

[Twelve Tenders were received.}

SOUTHAMPTON.—For re-instating damage done by
fire, Budsundry repairs, at 1C9, Eaet-street, Southampton.
Mr. W. H. Mitchell, surveyor, Southampton :

—

T. J. Jukes, Freemantle, South-
ampton (accepted) £325 0 0

WILLESDEN.—For msking-up private roads, for the Willesden Local Board.—Contract No. 34.

i'S Chapter

1

Road. J-®

a

£<2 wa
I'S

Sa
6a

Purves

Road,
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Felixstowe

Road.
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0
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0
a
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Neave 4 Son
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Jones .
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Bell
Nelson
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£
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386
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316
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277
286
328
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£
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338

356
369

299
340
352
326
377

•And 139. 4d. fAnd lOs.

F. BRABY & C0.’S PATENT BLAZING.
G31..A.SS SET FREE.

ALLOWING EXPANSION AND CONTRACTION, AND PRECLUDING BREAKAGE,

ABSOLDTELY WATERTIGHT, PAINTING AND PUTTY SUPERSEDED.

OVER THREE MILLION FEET FIXED.
DRAWINGS AND PRICES ON APPLICATIONMODELS -A-OSTD SDOTIOLTS OI^ VID W. —

LONDON
352 to 362. EU8T0N ROAD

LIVERPOOL:
6 and 8, HATTON GARDEN.

GLASGOW:
47 & 49, 8T. ENOCH 8QUARE
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Some liecent Illustrative Works.

HERE has probably

been no period when
there were so many
illustrative books of

architecture brought

out, and of so high

a class generally, as

in the present day.

If some critics think

we have forgotten
How to build in these days, we at all events
know how to draw buildings, and the
collections both of measured drawings and of
picturesque views of architecture drawn by
architects during the present generation will
be regarded by our successors as a very note-
worthy contribution to the illustration of the
architecture of the past. We are speaking
here not of books which have a special literary

value,—essays on history or topography accom-
panied by illustrations,—but of books which
are of value as collections of illustrations,

apart from any literary matter in connexion
with them. We noticed one at some length
the other day, a work on sepulchral monu-
ments, which, as dealing with a subject which
has not received much systematic illustration,

seemed to claim special attention
; and we

have three others now before us, each with a
special interest of its own.
Mr. Ernest George’s book of views in

Venice,* represents that type of architectural
illustration in which the architectural and the
purely artistic elements are combined in about
equal proportions. His etchings are all of archi-
tectural subjects, but they are of value not so
much as representations either of architectural
topography or architectural detail, but as
artistic pictures from architectural materials.
Etching is a form of execution peculiarly
suited for this artistic treatment of buildings.
It is not the best method by which to give
their detail as it would strike an architect.
But it is one of the very best mediums for
rendering the picturesque and poetic aspect of
architecture, the expression of its deep
shadows and its broad sun-lit masses. In
searching in Venice for examples of architec-
tural effect adapted to treatment by etching,
Mr. George has in the main avoided the most
well-worn ground. The only one of the pro-
minent and world-renowned architectural fea-
tures of Venice which he has included among
his subjects is the Dogana and Santa Maria be-
hind it, from the lagoon, which he has treated
in a manner characteristic of etching, the build-
ings with their solid masses and deep shadows
forming the only worked-up portion of the

• Etchings of Venice. By Ernest George. London • The
Fine Art Society. 1888.

picture, the sky and the water hardly touched,
the latter only sufficiently to give the requisite
effect of reflection. Etching in its purest form
is taking darks out of a pervading light, just as
engraving in its purest form consists in taking
lights out of a pervading dark

;
and a subject for

etched effect is pre-eminently one with plenty
of light in it, broad masses of light which can
be passed over almost untouched by the needle
and give the full value to the darks which are
worked out of the plate

; and there is nowhere
greater scope for an effect of this kind than in a
place like Venice, where water, with its wealth
of reflected light, pervades every scene, and
leaves the etcher so many opportunities of
broad and striking contrasts of light and shade.
The Rialto nominally forms one of the illustra-
tions, but it is not the familiar view of the
whole bridge, but a drawing showing one end of
the bridge and one of the approaches toil. In
the other illustrations we are taken into the
smaller canals and under the shade of gloomy old
walls and dark little bridges, not showing much
architectural detail that is of any special interest,
but full of the artistic incidents of light and
shadow to be found in such combinations of
houses, bridges, aud water, the possible beauty
and poetic suggestiveness of which are, per-
haps, better realised by the medium of drawing
than by the sight (and smell) of the scenes them-
selves.^ The bridge behind the Fondaco dei
Turchi, with the picturesquely corbelled out
balcony or gangway on the right of the picture,
is one of the best of these back canal drawings

;

the next, the Rio de Baratteri, with its perspec-
tive of bridges, is nearly as good, only the
bridge crossing the front of the scene is a
little too black and loaded for the rest of the
drawing, on which it forms rather too prominent
a black space. One of the best points in this
drawing is the excellent rendering of the
character of the long poles rising out of the
water on the left,—two of the well-known
painted poles used for boat-mooring and as
“ fenders ”

; the rather bent line of these long
poles, and the way they rise out of the
water, convey an idea of their mobility
in comparison with the masonry adjoining •

they seem to quiver in the water. The
dark corner near San Stefano, with the mass
of dark crumbling wall on the left and over the
bridge, intensified in its grimness by the piece
of sunlit building standing up white on the
left, and the sky reflection from the centre of
the canal, is another most effective picture.

The view of the bridge from the portico of the
Scuola de San Rocco is another which may he
picked out as especially effective, particularly
in the sunlit effect given to the bridge by the
slight manner in which it is touched. The
interior of St. Mark’s is one of the least success-
ful of the series, partly because the subject is

one that does not take so kindly to etching as
those out-door scenes amid the light of the
waters and the sky ; the effect is grim and
dirty rather than rich

; it seems to us that the
surface has been too much covered, and that a
more light and reticent touch, more of sparkle
and less of covering the spaces with lines,

might have been more successful. In general,

however, this is a collection marked through-
out by a perception of picturesque effect, as
well as of the true powers of etching. The few
words prefixed to each plate, on a separate
page, hardly constitute anything that could be
called a literary contribution to the subject;
they serve to explain the plates, and it can
hardly be said that the author is as picturesque
with his pen as with his etching-needle. We
may note one point, however

; that Mr. George
does not admit that Venice is so much spoiled
as people say

; he is moderate in his remarks
about the steam launches,—“They are re-

stricted to the Grand Canal, and they are a
boon to the poor, who alone use them.” Most
visitors, who go either to sketch or write about
Venice, regard it so entirely as a place made
for their enjoyment of the picturesque, that
we are glad to come across an artist who does
seem to remember that there are native
inhabitants, and that they have some rights
of their own to improved accommodation and
transit.

While Mr. George has been etching corners
of Venice in this catholicity of spirit, Mr.
Niven has been etching in different quarters
of London with a more definite purpose, that
of making a record of London churches which
have been destroyed, and a practical protest
against the threatened destruction of others.
His volume* consists mainly of etchings, but
with a few photolithographs, giving drawings
of churches which have gone, from authentic
sources, and drawings of those which remain,
but whose existence is supposed to be threa-
tened. Drawing with this special object, and
with a view to exhibit the architectural qualities

of each of these ungratefully-used edifices, Mr.
Niven does not probably aim at anything like
the artistic effect and broad contrasts of light
and shadow which characterise Mr. George’s
Venetian sketches. His drawings of the ex-
teriors of the churches included are clear and
precise, not heavily worked up or shaded, but
intended to show the architecture clearly, with
a little effect given by touches here and there
one or two of the interiors, as that of St-
Mildred’s, Bread-street, are highly finished, and
are good examples of what may be termed
the engraving style of etching, and in the view

* London City Chorchea, destroyed since A.D. 1800, or
now threatened. Illustrated and described by W. Niren
F.S.A., architect; with eighteen etchings and seven
photographs. London : Pettitt & Co 1897.
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of St. Michael, Biissishaw, there is a striking

effect obtained by showing the church tower

white between an avenue of darkly-shaded

warehouse.s,—a true etcher’s effect. This is a
book, however, with an object apart from,

artistic eff’ect.

The buildings illustrated are all Wren’s, and
the author in his preface takes the conservative

side unreservedly, and quotes various opinions

as to the evil and barbarism of removing any
of the old churches from the city. Among
these is a rather far-fetched argument from
Mr. W. Morris, that every loss of a church
from the city is the loss of a part of a great

design, “ for it was, no doubt, in the mind of

Wren that all the churches should form a

support to the grand central mass of St. Paul’s.”

We should doubt very much that there was
any such definite idea in Wren’s mind. A
certain number of churches had been de-
stroyed, and were to be rebuilt

;
and Mr. Niven

himself remarks on a point which he thinks
has been overlooked, that in rebuilding a
church Wren, even while employing his own
style, endeavoured to build it in somewhat the
eame general outline and proportion as before

;

if it had had a spire, he would create a spire in
•Classic form to replace, to a certain extent,
that which was gone. We should think this
both reasonable and right in itself, and very
likely to occur to Wren

; but it is not in
favour of the idea that he was regarding the
whole of the new churches eii masse as sup-
porters to St. Paul’s, but rather that he was
regiirding each on its own merits and the special
requirements of the site. With Mr. Niven’s
conservative attitude, nevertheless, we are, as
far as our feelings and preferences go, in entire
sympathy

; we would not willingly see
a single church of Wren’s pulled down
if it could reasonably be avoided

;
but

there are cases in which it can hardly be said
that it could be reasonably avoided. We have
nothing to do in these columns with religious
or ecclesiastical questions as such

;
but we see

as a matter of fact that many of these churches,
owmg to circumstances (chieffy the decline of
residence in the City on the part of those who
do business there), are practically empty and
only keeping up a sleepy ceremonial service
attended by a few persons

;
and in that case it

needs either a very firm belief in the future
resuscitation of daily worship in churches, or
a decided value and interest in the architecture
of the church, to justify people in saying
that thi.s or that church ought to remain
intact as long as it will last, as an architectural
inouumetit, when the ground is so much wanted
practically fijr other purposes, iu a region which

yearly becoming more and jnore crowded.
There are cases in which this ought to be said;
^lat of St. Mary-le-Strand is one of them!
Lo remove that would be to remove most of
the ]);cturesqaeness of the Strand, for it is
bt. Mary’s with its steeple which fills the vista
and fonns its architectural effect and interest.
But take such a church as St. Ethelburga in
Bishopsgate Ward (Plate 5 in the book), which
Mr. hiiveu ‘-greatly regrets is now seriously
t^hreatened ’

;
it

_

is - certainly of interest
nnstorically, but is it otherwise a kind of
building to lament over or make any scruple
about removing for the use of the site for
modern purposes ? One can never see an old
thing go without a pang

;
but there must be

a iiiiiit to this kind of conservatism, and in a
crowded city especially it is impossible that
every building, merely because it is of historical
interest, can be preserved independently of
modern requirements.

Such a consideration, however, does not
lesseiL^Q the contrary, it rather increases,—
our debt to Mr. Niven for giving us such an
interesting and well-executed pictorial memo-
Tauclumofchurcheswhichhavegoneandchurohes
which may have to go

; and the illustrations
attor.l ;iii interesting group of examples of the
Simp.er forms (mostly) of Wren’s architectural
tf.M.ment of churches

; sometimes, it must be
confessed, of his weakness as well as his
strength. lor instance, Mr. Niven laments
over the destruction of the tower of All-

speaks of as
kandsom-^,”— a rather dreadful

of ph.ase„Iog,fo. ao aocMtect to use.' ‘r.rcr'sdTfr TnoTedrU'

must say that we cannot see much reason to

lament the decease of a tower with such very
weak general design and such rococo details,

—

garlands sculptured in relief over the belfry

window, and long sticks of pinnacles with
rosettes hanging down their sides : these things
represent the poorest type of architectural
detail, and it is better, on the whole, to forget

that Wren ever did anything so bad than to

struggle to keep them in existence in honour of
his memory, or because they are there now, and
have been there a long time. The interior of

St. Mildred’s, Bread-street, was well worth
giving, and is worth preserving, if possible, as an
example of one of Wren’s admirably-treated
domical interiors, in spite of the bad character
of some of the decorative detail, which cannot
spoil the generally fine design of the interior.

St. Bene’t, Gracechurch, and St. Michael,
Crooked-lane, were towers of much more
architectural value than All Hallows

;
in the

latter Wren seems to have been imitating the
outline and general disposition of a Late Gothic
tower, and travestied the proportions of its

pinnacles
;
in St. Bene’t and St. Michael he

was inventing spire-like terminations to the
towers in accordance with his own taste and
style, and was much more successful. Mr.
Niven does not narrate the circumstances under
which St. Bene’t was pulled down in 1867, “ to
the disgrace,” he says, “ of all concerned.”
There may have been two sides to this matter
also. St. Bene’t Fink, destroyed in 1844, was a
highly characteristic example, with its pentagon
plan contrived for making the most of an
awkwardly-shaped site, a relic which it was a
great pity to liave lo.st, as it illustrated a
characteristic feature of Wren’s practice, his

ability in planning and in burning to account
an unpromising site. The interior of St. Mary
Abchurch, with its curious and effective

arrangement of the pendentives under the
dome, is done justice to in one of the best
etchings in the book. The tower of
St. Antholin, given on plate 14, goes
far to vindicate those who protested
against its destruction

;
it is one of the

best designed of that type of Wren’s
towers which imitated Gothic lines and termi-
nated in a spire

;
we may add, however, that

it looks much better in Mr. Niven’s cleanly-
executed and delicately-finished drawing than
it did in the reality,—iu those latter days of
its existence, at least, when it was darkened
with soot and weather. We join with the
author in regretting the destruction of St.

Michael, Queenhithe (Piute 19), in considera-
tion of the admirably characteristic arrange-
ment of its windows,—a circular upper or
clearstory window resting on the keystone of
each of the lower windows

;
Wren’s variety in

this matter of the grouping of details was very
great. The tower has character, too

;
but

what would be said to an Institute or an R.A.
student who were to submit such a design
now (

Whether we agree or disagree with the views
expressed as to the claims of all these churches
to be or to have been preserved, there can be
no question that hlr. Niven has done an excel-
lent piece of work in getting together illustra-
tioiis of those which have disappeared, and
giving admirable drawings of those which are
or may be threatened

;
in the latter case the

illustration.s may be of service in calling atten-
tion to their value (where they are really valu-
able) before it is too late, and, if the destruction
is inevitable, in furnishing a record of them
drawn from the actual building while yet exist-
ing. One or two of the illustrations we have
made arrangements with the author to repro-
duce at au early date, both as examples of
the book and of interest to themselves. Mr.
^iven has added plans of some of the churches
in which the plan has any special character,
and also, what is of considerable interest, a
plan of the City, showing the churches at the
beginning of the present century,—;those that
are still remaining being shaded, those that
are destroyed shown black. The plan serves
to show at a glance that we have knocked a
good deal more out of Wren’s London than
most people probably realise. We have every
now and then the question coming up of

people think “ it is only one church, after all,”

but they would, perhaps, be surprised to see on
this map how many are gone.

Mr. Niven’s book is a holograph, in a sense
;

our next is a monograph, that of Long Melford
Church,* by Mr. E. L. Conder. The Institute
ofArchitects, Mr. Conder mentions inhis preface,
had for many years recommended Long Melford
Church as a subject for their measured draw-
ings competition

;
Mr. Conder’s partial draw-

ings of the church gained him a silver medal,
and he wisely determined to carry through
what he had begun. He has produced a
very fine and complete monograph of a
very remarkable church, one of the finest

specimens of its date and style which
exists. We visited it many years ago, that
and the perhaps still finer church at Laven-
ham, in one day of glorious summer weather,
and shall never forget the joint impression of
the church and the scene in which it stood

;

the long elaborately-decorated building, and
the long sloping lawn, which might be accepted
as the village green, with a row of noble trees

overhanging one side of it. The church is

thus an old friend, but we should not the less

have appreciated such an excellent and careful

series of measured drawings as this in any
case. The church is, as every one knows, of
very late date and style, but it is an unusually
rich example of a parish church of that date,

and of unusual size, its appearance of external
richness being increased by the extensive use
of stone inlay in flint walling, as common in
that district. The Lady-chapel, placed on one
side of the east end (i.e., it is of the width of
the centre and south aisles, excluding the north
one), is the most remarkable part of the church,
and is full of rich and delicate work,
both internally and externally

;
it seems

to have been through an extraordinary history,

having been converted in 1670 into “a publick
schools for Melford ”

;
and after it lost this

ofiice it was entirely neglected, and in 1823
the windows were blocked up with lath and
plaster, and the chapel used as a store-room
and coal-cellar. Mr. Conder observes that the
clearing off of the whitewash, and the repair of

the inner roofs, is all that is now wanted to pat
the Lady-chapel into a reputable condition. It

is to be hoped this may be accomplished. Mr.
Conder shows the hideous western tower with
strict accuracy. We cannot but wish the
removal of that were made another part of the
restoration. It is well worth puUing down.
Mr. Conder’s monograph does not come

under the category of those in which the
literary text is a mere perfunctory accompani-
ment to the illustrations, for he has taken a
great deal of trouble to collect what can be
collected of the history of the church, and his

book contains a good deal of interesting

information as well as careful drawing.

RAILWAY MAKING IN THE
HIGHLANDS.

THE NEW ARGi'LLSniRE LINE.

IIHE mainland of Scotland to the
north-west is so essentially moun-
tainous, and moreover so cut up
by transverse arms of the sea which

in numerous cases penetrate many miles into
the interior, that one glance at a map of the
requisite orographic clearness seems to shut
out definitely all prospect of the district ever
becoming traversed by railways. And the
region is withal so comparatively denuded of
population, and so unproductive in merchan-
dise much sought after in the southern markets,
that, in this regard, but small inducement is

held out to railway enterprise, even were the

country an eminently accessible one, as it is

the reverse. Fish, cattle, and sheep are the
only important products in demand for distant

markets, and the industries herein concerned
have been greatly hampered in development
owing to the very tedious modes of transit so

long existent. But the north-west of Scotland,
though otherwise comparatively poor, is very
affluent in magnificent scenery

;
so affluent

Church of the Holy Trinity, Long Melford, Suffolk.
I'lnograph by E. Lsuriaton Conder, Architect. London

;

Dryden Press (J. Dayey & Sons). IW.
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that, in large measure to assist visitors to
an easier participation in these fine scenic
eliects, it IS slowly but surely becoming
pierced by the enterprise of the railway
capitalist, aided by the ingenuity and pleni-
tude of resource brought to bear by the railway
^gineer. The north-west coast is already
touched at two points Strorae Ferry, oppo-

Dingwall offshoot of the
Highland Railway from the east coast :

and Oban, 60 miles to the south, by the
farthest north-west reach of the Caledonian

“fide by way
of Stirling, the Perthshire straths, and
4he Pass of Brander, Loch Awe. A Bill was
sanctioned in last session of Parliament which
will add a third point of touch with the outer
ocean, namely, Crinan, on the Sound of Jura,
an the track of an increasing stream ofsummer traffic, and long well known to
travellers by the Royal West Highland route
of the Macbrayne service of steamers. Crinan
IS fully thirty miles on a bee line from
t»reenock and Helensburgh, where may be
said to terminate a variety of railway pro-
lectmns from Glasgow and inland, the Firth
ot Clyde and its numerous branchiug armseeemmg here to bar all further progress to the
west on the part of the iron horse. These
impeding stretches of sea might certainly be
got round,” in the engineer’s sense, with the

(re.sult of extending the railway system whose

905
at the cost of about thirty miles of added way,
and with the part compensation of catching up
Inveraray by the detour

;
but Inveraray, though

the county town, is really a very small place,
and thirty miles of track in the Highlands
mean a good deal of money. The loch is
temptingly narrow, and it has been decided
to float the metals over instead, and that
almost in a literal sense. Before crossing how-
ever, the line,—a single one of the ordinary
narrow gauge,—bends sharply round to the
south - west down the loch side as fiir a.s
Newton Bay, which is the chosen point of
passage, with the hamlet of Furnace on the
opposite side, a mile away. Newton Bay
b erry is one of the most notable features of
the undertaking. The wider ferry between
Helensburgh and Sandbank will (in the goods
department of the traffic) be served by the
North British Company’s Burntisland and
Granton truck-bearing steamers, now, and for
a long senes of years, successfully at work on
the eastern firth, but destined to be relieved
from east coast service altogether on the com-
pletion of the Forth Bridge, and the conse-
quent discontinuance of the Burntisland ferry,
so far, at least, as truck-transit is con-
cerned. But the mode of transportation
at the Loch Fyne crossing will differ widely
from that so long in use on the Firth of
borth, and differ also from all other modes
hitherto employed anywhere. Quite a new

present terminus is Helensburgh, on the north
shore of the Clyde

;
but this so obviously

involves a wearily tortuous track thrice or four
times multiplied in length and cost, with no
-set - off worth mentioning in the way of
additional traffic iuducement, that such an
•expedient is not to be thought of, not at least
simply and exclusively as a means of gettinc^
to tlie nearest Atlantic seaboard. The feat is
to be attempted on another plan, the authors of
which are Messrs. Formans & McCall, Civil
Engineers, Glasgow. By a service of saloon
(Passenger steamers of the highest Clyde class
withanotherserviceofrailed truck- bearinergoods
craft superadded, the North British system
ftom the existing terminus at Craigendoran
Bier, Helensburgh, with a call perhaps at
Greenock and Gourock, is to be made to leap
the ten miles of firth and loch barrier over to
Sandbank on the Holy Loch, where the newly
designed Argyllshire Railway is to begin.

Here the untutored eye discerns nothing but
huge mountainous masses barrimr the track-
maker’s way even more effectually than the
broad firth water did

;
but by hazarding a

detour to the north through the narrow defile
lu which Loch Eck lies, a natural fault in an
otherwise rigorously barricaded bit of country
IS made use of as a pass, and the banks of
Loch byne are touched at Strachur after about
fifteen miles of progress, and that without
encountermg a higher summit level than 120 ft.abop that of the sea. From this point the
head of Loch Fyne might have been doubled,

type of railed craft is to be provided for the
service. Passenger trains as well as goods
trains, and these in all cases accompanied by
their respective locomotives, will run on board
direct y they arrive, steaming off on the other
side also with a minimum of delay, the calcu-
lation being that fifteen minutes will fully
sufficefor the single mile of crossing, reckoning
from the instant of train arrival on the one^de to that of train departure on the other.Ime deviation at Newton Bay has 10 ft. asthe e.xtrenie limit, and in order to meet thevery stringent requirements of the Board ofIrade an affecting permissible gradients onwhich to einbark and disembark trains, recourse
has been had to an ingenious contriv,ince.home short distance away the single line of
rails branches out into five separate tracks •

these arrive at the water edge abreast, so tospeak, but on divergent levels, the difference
Being I ft. between each, or 10 ft. (the full
range of the tide) between the highest and the
lowest, an arrangement which, it will be seen
eaves at disposal one practicable level at all
times of the tide. The ferry steamer is received
into a kind of chair or dock, composed of ahuge pontoon rising and falling with the tide
which pontoon is anchored, as it were to a
vertical pivot whose foundation is firmly im-
bedded in the rock below. iConnecting the
pontoon with the shore is a gangway, metalled,
and Identical in dimensions with the track
Itself. As the tide rises or faUs the shore end
of the gangway shifts and adjusts itself, auto-

matically almost, one by one to the varying
levels of the meeting tracks, the aforementioned
pivot arrangement permitting the pontoon,
with its embraced ferry steamer, to alter bear-
ings for the few feet necessary at each suc-
ceeding change of tide-level. The metals of
the steamer connect readily with those of the
gangway, and the entire train steams easily on
board, and vice verm. This loading and un-
loading contrivance is, of course, duplicated on
the other side of the passage. As another
Dghly interesting feature it may here be men-
tioned that it is in contemplation on the part of
the engineers to exact from the crossing loco-
motive the steam necessary to set the engines
of the train-bearing boat in motion,—in short
to cause it to “work its passage,” the chief
motive herein being a very nice minimising of
the oncost charges of the service.
From Sandbank on Clyde waters to Newton

-liay Ferry on Loch Fyne the distance by the
chosen^track is twenty miles, an excess of only
about nve miles over the direct distance, and a
very reasonable result withal, considering the
rather unaccommodating character of the
surface of this part of the country The
steepest gradient is 1 in 50. Leaving Furnace,
on the western shore of Loch Fyne, the line
keeps the waterside for a short distance down-
wards, after which, parting with the loch on a
gradually ming slant, it strikes inland, and
shortly, with the aid of two trifling bits of
tunnelling, clears the 400 feet summit level of
this western section of the work, and at once
commences descent to the Atlantic. The route
here is through the beautiful Glen Add, a

''’hich for grandeur of scenery is one of
the finest of a very fine series. For about a
luile the River Add passes through a very
narrow gorge flanked by almost precipitous
Bills. Down this gorge the railway threads its
way, the engineers having taken advantage of
a mere foothold of margin, quite at the edge of
the torrent, for the purpose of carrying their
work through a pass which, to the ordinary
observer, seems impassable. The scenic effect
here will be magnificent. Fifteen miles
iroiu Furnace the seaboard terminus is
reached on the shores of Loch Crinan.
an inlet of the Sound of Jura, which in its
turn IS a readily accessible arm of the outer
ocean. A fork five miles in length leaves themam line at Kilmichael Market (a noted em-
porium for Highland cattle, situated a short
distance to the north-east of Crinan), and
bending south-eastward, once more catches up
Loch hyne waters in order to find terminus at
Ardrishaig, the centre of the Loch Fyne fish
trattic, and forming the eastern mouth of the
well-known Crinan Canal, as the other or main
terminus (Crinan) is the western end of the
same.

The financial scope of the work, which is to
be styled the “ Clyde, Ardrishaig. and Crinan
Railway, is 180,000/., with borrowing powers
to the limit of 60,000/. more. Operations are
to be commenced early in the year, and it is
reckoned that from eighteen months to two
years will suffice for completion. Immense
quantities of fi.sh are captured in Loch Fyne
and within the outer seas, and the line,
although built primarily out of other induce-
ments, will no doubt carry off a large share of
this traffic, bringing perishable goods to suit-
able markets at a great siving of time, and
with much_ thrift in the matter of labour in
trans-shipping. From Newton Bay a steam-
boat service will connect with Inveraray, the
county town, situated ten miles higher up the
loch on the other side. The new railway has
been privately promoted

; under ao-reement
however, with the North British Railway
Oompany, who are to work it, and with the
prospect, no doubt, of ultimate amalgamationM m the case of the Glasgow Underground

NOTES.
INCE going to press last week more
full and explicit information has
reached us as to the proposed
excavations in Cyprus. The Society

for the Promotion of Hellenic Studies
nas issued a preliminary programme. The

h
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Society itself contributes 150?., and the

Managing Committee of the British School at

Athens contribute the like sum on condition

that the control of the exploration be in the

hands of the Director of the School, Mr. Ernest

Gardner, and that those who take part in the

work enroll themselves as students of the

School. Cambridge and Oxford send out

respectively Mr. M. B. James and Mr. D. G.

Hogarth, both names already known to archico-

logy. Zoology and the interests of natural

science generally are entrusted to Dr. h. H. H.

Guill^mard, and an architect, Mr. R. Elsey

Smith (as was stated in our report of the

Institute meeting last week), is to be sent out

at the joint cost of the Royal Institute of

British Architects and the British School at

Athens. The British Museum, in the past and

present, is represented by the active sympathy

of Sir Charles Newton and Mr. A. S. Murray.

Sir Charles Newton has long been unwearied

in his efforts to call national attention to this

archreological field. The Committee wisely

refrain from stating precisely what sites they

intend to begin operations with
;
ample discre-

tion is to be left to Mr. Gardner when he

reaches the field of action. His work at Nau-

kratis has abundantly proved his capacity.

Nothing seems wanting but money, and it

remains to say that subscriptions may be sent

to either Mr. Walter Leaf, the Hon. Treasurer,

Old Change, E.C.
;

or to the account of the

Cyprus Exploration Fund, at Messrs. Robarts,

Lubbock, & Co.’s, Lombard-street, E.C.

N enthusiastic writer in the Roman paper

La Riforma, commenting on the law

recently passed in the Italian Chamber for the

preservation of national monuments, alludes in

terms of admiration to the law passed in

England in 18G1 (he’ says, but he must be

wrong in his date), punishing the destruction

or mutilation of public works of art. He also

refers to the Ancient Monuments Protection

Act (Sir John Lubbock’s Act), to which he

attributes a scope and power which it is far

from possessing. The English law, he s.ays,

provides that the cost of preserving national

monuments shall be defrayed by the State
;

local inspectors are to be appointed to report

on the condition of public monuments
;
persons

defacing or injuring a public monument, are

punishable with fine or imprisonment and the

cost of the reparation
;

in the case of the

offender being the owner of the monument he

is judged as if ho had no property in it ; the

sever.al things in the schedule of the Act as

well as the necessary space for preserving them
are declared to be national monuments, and
the Government have power to enlarge the

schedule after the passing of the Act. The
writer concludes by s.aying that in England
every building, whether it be public or private

property, is a national monument if it serves to

embellish or to illustrate the history of the

country. This will be news to most people

here, and it would appear that the Italian

author has not learned to discriminate between
compulsory and permissive legislation, and has

overlooked the fact that Sir John Lubbock’s
BUI does not deal with buildings at all. As
regards the^ptreservation of antiquities, England
is far behind.

C
LOSE on the announcement of the valua-

tion of the metropolis for 1886-7 comes
the report of the estimated requirements of

the Metropolitan Board of Works for 1888.

This amounts to the formidable sum of

1,805,849?., of which 1,075,551?. is to be raised

by rates. In consequence, the rate for the

ensuing year is placed at 8'39d. in the pound,
being more than four times the rate struck by
the same authority in 1856, which was 2‘09d.

in the pound. The rateable value in 1856 was,

in round figures, 11'5 mUlions
; that for 1886,

30'5 millions. The total incidence of metro-
politan rates for 1884-5 was 6,531,317?., of

which 759,514?. was for the Metropolitan
Board of Works. The rating of this body
has, therefore, increased by nearly 42 per cent,

in four years. The interest on borrowed money
now amounts to 940,586?. in the year, being
about the same figure as the addition made to
the loan debt in the same time.

T
he quinquennial increase in the gross rental

of the metropolis has been little more than

half as much between 1881 and 1886 as that

which took place between 1876 and 1881. In

the earlier period the increase was very nearly

21 per cent. ;
in the latter, it has been a little

under 1 To per cent. For the decade 1876-

1886 the increase has been 36'6 per cent. This

we may compare with the increase of popula-

tion in the decade 1871-1881, which was 22'6

per cent. For the last ten years, therefore,

the rise in rent has been by 60 per cent, more

rapid than the increase in population
; or, in

other words, while each Londoner had to pay

6?. 5s. rent in 1876, he has to pay 7?. rent in

1886. In 1881, however, for which year we
have both census and valuation, he had to pay

also 11. It remains to be seen whether there has

been a diminution in the rate of growth of the

population during the last five years, or

whether there has been a real check on the

steady increase of house-rent per inhabitant.

WE have received the prospectus of “ The
Italian Exliibition,” to be held in the

coming year, 1888, in the buildings and
grounds lately occupied by the American
Exhibition at Earls Court, Kensington. We
are promised an “ exhibition of the arts,

manufactures, and products of the newest

Great Power of the Old World, United Italy.”

This sentence, and someothersinthe prospectus,

are perhaps due to the fact that the proposed

Exhibition is being engineered (perhaps
“ bossed ” would be the better word) by
Mr. John R. Whitley, the “ Organiser and
Director-General ” of the late American Exhi-

bition, concerning which we could not find

much to say at the time, from the almost

utter dearth of exhibits of interest to our

readers. Let us hope that the Italian Exhibi-

tion will be more worthy of a visit than was

its American predecessor. Mr. Whitley says

he believes that “the display in every branch

of fine arts [.sio] will be the most important

ever made by Italy in a foreign country.”

Whether ancient or modern works, or both,

are here included we are left in some doubt,

probably because Mr. Whitley himself has no

very clear idea on the subject, as may be

inferred from the following paragraphs from
the prospectus :

—
“ It is impossible, until the various contributions

are sent in and arranged, to state in what way and
to what extent each constituent of the wonderful

whole which the name of Italy brings before the

cultivated mind is to be displayed in the capital

city of the modern Italians’ warmest national friends

and allies.

Suffice it to say, that from Etruscan tombs, from
Rome and the Campagoa, from the buried cities of

Pompeii and Herculaneum, from the relies, Italian

in origin and character, which the legions left behind
them in these northern islands, ample guidance may
bo obtained for reconstructing something of that

ancient life, the study of which forms so important
a part of modern education. Every boy and girl

who learns history, and every grown person who has
heard of Virgil or Horace, is interested in this part

of the subject.”

Among other attractions, we are promised
“ models of celebrated Roman, Florentine, and
Venetian buildings.” This item alone, if

adequately conceived and carried out, would
of itself constitute a rather “ large order.” No
doubt there is much which Englishmen would
like to see in an Italian Exhibition, and we can
only hope that the performance will be worthy
of this preliminary flourish of trumpets.

NOTHER of the liberal advertisements

to architects who may be supposed to be
willing to compete for anything or evei'ything

appears in our advertisement columns of this

week
; an offer of 5?. 5s. for a sketch design to

the respectable dimensions of 4 ft. to an inch,

for a front elevation in the old English half-

timbered style. The designer is not to be
engaged to carry out the work, but the adver-
tisers want to get hold of his ideas at a cheap
price. If they want anything worth having
it is worth a great deal more than that, and
all the answers they will get will probably be
from needy persons of no standing in the pro-
fession, who will respond to any invitation of
the kind on any terms. But this is nothing
to another announcement in our advertisement

columns to the effect that the Managers of

St. Andrew’s School, Guernsey, invite “ School

Architects and others ” to send in designs for

re-building their schools,
—“ 5?, will be given

for the best design.” It is diffkult to under-

stand whether this is impudence or ignorance

we presume it is the latter. What sort of

persons do the advertisers imagine will respond

to that kind of invitation 1 Possibly some'

architects’ pupils who want to try their-

hands, though we should doubt if even

they would not think it beneath them. There

is one point which the promoters eff the school

would do well to consider, viz., that it is their-

moral duty to build schools on the best sani-

tary principles ; that it is a very great wrong
to bring children into ill-constructed and ill-

ventilated schools
;
and that it is out of the

question that they can have the plans and
advice of any competent person for the sum
they are ignorant enough to offer, unless he-

gives it them out of charity.

I
N the course of next month the Royal
Academy will have three new Associates-

to elect. Mr. W. B. Richmond is spoken of

as a very probable candidate, and certainly

has high claims, though we have never been-

able to like his mannered style of portrait-

painting. It is rumoured that there should

be place found for an architect among the-

three
;

if so, Mr. Ernest George certainly

has about the best claim among the outsiders.

We know not whether it is contemplated to do-

tardy justice to Mr. Alfred Hunt by electing

him an Associate
;
to our thinking, the justice

would now be so exceedingly tardy that it-

would hardly be a compliment.

T
he list of awards in the Art Department of

the Adelaide Jubilee Exhibition is rather-

amusing reading. The prizes are distributed

in classes of first, second, and third order of

merit, and the manner in which the three

degrees of comparison are apportioned is

curiously significant of the attitude of the-

Colonial mind towards painting. Mr. F. G.
Cotman comes into the first order, for “ A
Rebellious Sitter,” Mr. Holman Hunt’s “ The
Ship” is in the second order. This is not one

of the best examples of what Mr. Holman-

Hunt can do, but to be let down to the-secondJ

order of merit is sad indeed ! Mr. Mark
Fisher is let down to the third order ; Mr..

Faed (for “Seeing them Off”) is advanced tc-

the first order. The P.R.A. gets a first order ;

so does Mr. C. E. Perugini, while Mr. W. B..

Richmond is reduced to the second order. In

water-colours Mrs. Allingbam is in the secondi

order (!) while Mr. Callow and Mr. Dobson are-

in the first order, and Mr. Walter Duncan and
Mr. Fulleylove in the third order ! After this it.

may be said, what is the good of sending art to

Adelaide ? There seems to have been some
enthusiasm for English architecture, however.,

for all the architects who are selected for

awards are put in the first order. They are

Mr. Aitchison, Mr. Jas. Brooks, Mr. Edis,

Messrs. Ernest George & Peto, Mr. T. G.

Jackson, and the “Royal Institute of Archi-

tects ” generally for “a series of Photographs-

of Buildings erected from designs by Members
and Associates of the Royal Institute of

British Architects.” This is satisfactory so-

far, and English architecture ought to feel

complimented
;
but the pictorial awards cer-

tainly “ give us pause.”

C
ABLE tramways have not a.s yet found

much favour on this side of the Atlantic.,

but there are places where horse-power is in-

applicable, and the cable becomes a necessity

if a tramway is to be constructed. Edinburgh,

being a city built upon hills, is one of these-

places. The steep gradients between Princes-

street and the northern parts of the city have

proved most trying to horses, and it is really^

pitiable to see an omnibus, drawn by three or

four horses, toiling up the steep incline from-

Pitt-street or Stockbridge. A complete cable-

tramway, between the southern end of Hanover-

street and the northern end of Inverlith-row,

has just been completed. The length of the

cable is 17,000 ft., and its approximate weight

twelve tons. It is made of crucible steel wire.
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3 in. in circumference. The engines are situated
in Henderson-row, and the cars provided are
each fitted for the accommodation of sixty
persons. This additional facility of access to
the vicinity of Newhaven, Trinity, and Granton
will doubtless be gladly taken advantage of,
not only by the inhabitants, but also by visitors
to the city, and it may also give a stimulus to
building operations in and about these marine
suburbs.

A ITERATIONS have been effected in Dr.
Rowand Anderson’s design for the

Euccleuch memorial, in order to fit it for the
reception of Mr. Boehm’s .statue of the Duke,
which has now been set up in its place. The
statue is enveloped in canvas, awaiting the
day when it will be unveiled, for which
ceremony arrangements are being made.

A book on “ Detail and Ornament of the

^ Italian Renaissance” is to be brought out
shortly by Mr. Batsford, consisting of drawings
made by Mr. G. J. Oakeshott. The author
says his object has been to bring together a col-
lection of fine examples of Italian Detail in a
small compass, such as may be useful to archi-
tectural students and art workmen, taking the
examples from notable buildings, but avoiding
such M have already been much illustrated
Mr. Oakeshott’s ability and painstaking
qualities as a draughtsman will ensure a good
execution of the examples selected, and the
book will, we hope, be one of considerable
interest and value.

THE late Dr. William Chambers, of Edin-

_

burgh, during whose occupancy of the
CIVIC chair the last City Improvement Act was
earned through, and who, after the expiry of
his tenure of office, restored, at his own cost
the Cathedral Church of St. Giles, is to be
commemorated^ by a statue erected to his
honour. The site chosen is in Chambers-street,
which 13 the most important of the improve-
ments efiected under his auspices. The statue
IS to be of bronze, 10 ft. high, placed upon a
stone pedestal, and a sum of 1,000Z. is to be
expended upon it. It is proposed that the
work should be thrown open to competition
mnong British sculptors. The late Sir George
Harrison, another chief magistrate of the city,
IS to be commemorated by the erection of an
ornamental gateway at the eastern approach to
Blackford Hill, which was secured by Sir
George as a public park when he was Lord
Provost. Out of a number of designs sub-
mitted, one by Mr. Sydney Mitchell has been
accepted. A monumental character will be
imparted to the gateway by the introduction
of a bronze medallion of Sir George Harrison
after the bust in the Council Chamber by Mr!
Charles M‘Bride, sculptor.

907
Fields ”{ 1 ), “The Bafts” (2), “Old House in
Westons Yard” (8), “Head Master’s House
from Weston’s Yard” (17), “Slough Road
looking North” (37). Mr. Dowson is, we
believe, connected with the school as a teacher
of art, and has made a very good use of his
opportunities in giving these pictorial illus
trations of Eton.

^HE collection of foreign pictures at the
Goupil Gallery i3_ not a very remarkable

one, though it contains some good things.
There is a large work by Professor Muller
^presenting the Courtyard of the Doge’s
Palace in old Venetian days, with a group of
Oriental visitors

; it is drawn and painted
with the artist’s usual learning, but the
arrangement of the figures is theatrical, and
the prevalent tone of the architecture dull
and unreal. Artz’s “ Orphelinat de Katwyk ”

IS a very good interior and figures, of
similar merit to some others that we
have ^noticed by the same artist. There is
aGerome, fine in its way, “ Awakening,” but
even more than usually devoid of feeling or
sentiment. Among other works that may be
mentioned are two very good little pictures of
Venetian canal scenes, by Signor F. del Campo •

Breakfast on the Banks of the Seine,” by
Mr. Ridgeway Knight, equally good in land-
scape and figures

;

“ Grandmother’s Comfort,”
by Israels (not a very good specimen of the
mister)

;
pictures by Daubigny and Diiprii, of

which the same may be said
;
a Corot, “The

Storm ’
; and“Saloiuii,” by M. Carolus Duran,

a picture showing some very fine paintin'
though very unattractive.

'

THE PANAMA CANAL.

THE Bookbinder for December 23 gives four
examples of recent bindings or covers

specially designed for various publishers, of
winch, however, one only has any merit at all
the remainder being merely coarse sprigs of
flowers, &c., with no design of any kind in
them. The one which has somethino' of
artistic effect is Miss Orrinsmith’s design for a
Tennyson, bound by Jas. Burn & Co., for
Macmillan & Co.

;
this is a diaper design in

gold on a black ground,—the kind of thing
which Rossetti initiated in the design for bind-
ing his own poems : it represents an o.ak leaf
and an acorn alternated, but the leaf is poorly
designed, and the whole thing rather thin. If
this is the best that can be produced of con-
temporary binding, we are in rather a poor
way. One or two fine illustrations of old
buildings are given as usual : the Bookbinder

of th°^*^
interesting repertory

the collection of drawings by Mr. RussellA Dowson, chiefly illustrative of Eton, at the
Ga lenes of the Fine Art Society, is well worth
looking at. The topographical interest of
m.any of the Eton scenes, showing various
corners of old picturesque buildings, is con-
siderable, and the execution and artistic feeling
ot these drawings is of a high standard. We
may mention especially “Arch into Playing

Mu. H. B. Slaven, the chairman of an
American Dredging Company, which has been
engaged m the shallow waters at the Atlantic
end of the Panama Canal since the commence-
ment of the works, has given an opinion as to
the general state of the enterprise, which is pub-
lished at length in the Bulletin du Cmal
Literoceamque, under the heading “ Une Opinion
Competente.” The facts stated or admitted by
Mr. Slaven are of value as being the evidence
of a strong supporter of M. de Lesseps, and
one who has a deep personal interest in the
continuance of the works for which he con
tracts.

Mr. Slaven, by way of introduction, repeats
the familiar statement that the Canal is more
than half made. As the last return of excava-
tion given in the Bulletin only amounts to

39.000.

000 out of an estimated total of

150.000.

000 cubic miitres, it would seem that
Mr. Slaven is regarding the lengths taken in
hand by contractors rather than the bulk of
earth moved. There is now, he tells ns, a
length of 20 kilometres open to ships drawing
lo ft. of water. This depth, it appears from
the section published in the Bulletin, is only
three-fifths of the designed depth; and in
many parts the 11 ft. left in consists of hard
rock, which cannot be dredged without blasting.
We pass over any estimate of what will be
done at any future time, as well as the com-
parisons made between the efficiency of French
and American contractors. The total contents
of the first 20 kilometres, measured from Colon,
do not exceed, according to the detailed esti-
mates given formerly in the Bulletin, ten
millions of cubic metres, or one-fifteenth part
of the total cutting, so that the amonnt actually
dredged in the seven years daring which opera-
tions have been going on is not by any means
overwhelming. It requires some explanation
to justify the statement that more than half
of the work is done.
“There remains,” says Mr. Slaven, after

pome remarks in the future tense on other parts
of the line, “a section of the length of 25
kilom&bres, which includes the crest or dorsal
spine of the isthmus. The heights vary from
50ft._to 387 ft. above the mean tidal level”;
that IS to say, that the cutting will vary from
/6 ft. to 413 ft. in depth. “ After mature ex-
amination, after having reckoned that this will
take niore time and will cost more money than
he at first supposed, M. de Lesseps has con-
cluded that he must enable ships to cross the
istlimus m the shortest possible time. For that
he has modified his plans by constructing tem-
porary locks for this section, and he will thus

^in “uch time for the opening of the Canal.”
Mr. blaven continues that this is the same
course that was taken with tho Suez Canal,—

a

comparison than which nothing could be more
misleading. There are no locks in the Suez
Canal, nearly the whole of which is made
through sand easy to dredge

; and the deepen-
ing of which, by the same method by which it
was commenced, was a very simple and easy
operation. In the Panama Canal, the 100 ft.

proposed to leave in below
the temporary” waterway consists mainly of
rock, and its removal could only be effected by
a repeated series of very costly operations.
Meantime, the “ temporary ” line wonld still

through a cutting from
293 ft. to 313 ft. deep at the summit.
Being asked how many “ temporary locks ”

were to be made, Mr. Slaven replied that this
determined. He supposed four.

M. Eiffel, who is called “ the constructor of the
tower of 300 metres at Paris," is to be con-
tractor for these works, “ which will be made
principally of iron, and worked by hydraulic

Kn??'
data would give a lift of from

50 ft. to 60 ft. to each lock, involving a water-
pressure the resistance to which would be
qnestionable even for the most solid works,
and which wonld at once sweep away any lock
which it was attempted to construct, as pro-
posed by M. de Lesseps, dans les barrages m^me
The largest lock in the world is at St. Mary’s
Falls, m the United States. It is 515 ft. long,
80 ft. wide, and 18 ft. deep. At Birkenhead
a head of 13 ft. gives a velocity to the issuing
water which destroyed the outlet works. The
most absolute solidity of constrnction would
be required for any works intended to raise

method, to a height of
100 ft. or 120 ft. above sea-level, and it is
evident, from Mr. Slaven’s remarks, that the
question of what he calls temporary locks is
one as yet unstudied.
We do not, on the present occasion, intend to

do more than call attention to the evidence un-
consciously given by Mr. Slaven. It is a highly
significant fact that at a time when M. do
Lesseps, having already incurred a liability to
sliareholders and bondholders of 1,347,552,500
francs, is applying to the French Government
to aid him to raise 600,000,000 franca more
having done little more than a quarter of the
work estimated, and that of tho easiest kind,
he has ceased to supply his shareholders with
the accounts hitherto given of the monthly
progress. For July Inst 911,000 cubic metros
are returned as excavated during the month

for August 1,052,000, instead of the
3,000,000 a month promised. Bat the Bulletin
has given no monthly anmmary since August,
although there are not a few notices of the
stoppage of many of the “chantiers” by con-
tinued ram. But to find that Mr. Slaven, with
every wish to suy what is most favourable to
the enterprise, can only point to the execution
of three-fifths of the easiest part of the easiest
section of the work in seven years is highly
instructive. No let or hindrance has opposed
this part of the work with the exception of the
one grave difficulty of the climate. Dredgers can
work under continued rain, which excavators
can not do. Too much has been said as to the
progress of the Panama Canal in the future
tense. We should like to have a little more
information in the present tense.

SIR ROBERT RAWLINSON, C.B.

The long-expected retirement of Sir Robert
Rawlinson from official life is at last abont to
take place. At the ripe age of seventy-six,
Sir Robert thinks it is time to rest from the
toils of office. He has held his appointment of
Chief Engineering Inspector to the Local
Government Board ever since that Board was
formed, and his name is synonymous with the
progress of sanitary engineering, of which he
may be said to be the father.
Born in 1810, at Bristol, Robert Rawlinson,

whose father was a builder and an engineer,
commenced his career at an early period
under the paternal eyes. At the age of
twenty he was sent to Jesse Hartley, the
famous dock engineer, and remained with him
at the Liverpool Docks for five years. He was
then engaged for four years under Robert
Stephenson on the London and Birmingham
Railway, now part of the North-Western, and
here he was resident engineer on the important
cutting near Bliaworth. He underpinned np-
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wards of a mile in length of rock resting on

clay, in a cutting 55 ft. deep, and executed the

whole of the masonry, bridges, culverts, &c., of

the heaviest cutting on the line. When, m
1840, the line was completed, he obtained the

appointment of Assistant Surveyor to the Cor-

poration of Liverpool, which post he retained

for three years. He then was recommended by

Jesse Hartley for the post of Engineer to the

Bridgewater Canal Trust, in which he remained

for four years, during which time most im-

portant works in connexion with the feeding of

the canal, and its improved working, were

brought about by him.

His next public work was in connexion

with the building of St. George’s Hall, Liver-

pool, of which Mr. Elmes was the archi-

tect. In 1847 Mr. Elmes became a victim

to consumption, and was compelled to leave

this country for a milder climate. Before

leaving he confided the completion of bis

great work to Sir Robert. The late Sir William

Tite supposed that young Rawlinson held but

a subordinate position, and was clerk of the

works, but this Sir Robert has refuted. He
has satisfactorily proved that Mr. William

Hughes was clerk of the works, and that be

himself really took the place of Mr. Elmes,

in regard at least to the constructive portion

of the work.
The water-supply of Liverpool next en-

gaged his attention, and he submitted a

scheme for supplying the town from Bala

Lake and the River Dee. This scheme,

the wisdom of which has been justified by
events,—for Liverpool has had recently to adopt

something very similar in taking water from

the River Severn,—was considered too vast for

the wants of Liverpool, and was therefore

rejected.

When, in 1848, the Public Health Act was
passed, Mr. Rawlinson was appointed first Engi-

neering Inspector, and ever since that date his

career has been inseparably bound up with the

progress of sanitary engineering. He inspected

a great number of towns, commencing with
Dover, and completely reorganised the drainage

and sanitation of the principal provincial towns
of this country. He retained his appointment
for seven years, at the end of which he found his

private practice increasing to so enormous an
extent that he retired from office and devoted
himself to the more lucrative occupation of con-

sulting engineer. He was consulted for upwards
of fifty towns, and devised schemes of water-
supply for Birmingham and Wolverhampton.
The city of Carlisle owes its sewerage system
to him, which he completed at a cost of less

than 23,0001., though other engineers had esti-

mated the cost at as much as 70,0001. and
80,0001. During this period he constructed
upwards of a hundred miles of sewers.

In 1855 Mr. Rawlinson was appointed Engi-
neering Commissioner to the Sanitary Com-
missioH that was sent out to the seat of war in

the Crimea. The operations of that Commission
are matter of history, and it will suffice to say
that whereas before the arrival of the Comrais-
mission the death-rate among the troops had
reached the alarming figures of 420 per 1,000
per annum, when they left it had declined to
but little over 2 per cent. Here Rawlinson was
wounded whilst in the pursuit of his duties, and
be had to return home to be cured ; but bis
services were not forgotten, and when a Per-
manent Army Sanitary Commission was formed
in 18G0, he obtained a seat on it which he has
always retained.

Mr. Rawlinson’s next great work was the
administration of the fund raised for the
Lancashire Cotton Famine. Ho carried out
public works in ninety-three Lancashire towns,
involving an expenditure of 1,650,0001., every
penny of which has been refunded. The ad-
miniscrative charges did not amount to more
than 3a. 6d. per cent. The cotton operatives
were saved from starvation and pauperism, and
the Lancashire towns were drained and paved.
It is estimated that the streets and roads thus
improved represent an area of 800 acres, and a
length of 400 miles. For his distinguished ser-
vices to bis country, Mr. Rawlinson was made a
C.B. Subsequently, on the recommendation of
Mr. Gladstone, he received the honour of
knighthood in 1883.

Sir Robert Rawlinson has served on numerous
Commipsions, and was Chairman of the Rivers
PoUuticn Commissions of 1865 and 1868, and
of the Royal Sanitary Commission of Dublin of
1870. He is a Vice-President of the Society
of Arts, and a mmeber of Council of the Insti-

tution of Civil Engineers. Sir Robert is the

author of numerous scientific reports and
papers, and of “ Suggestions ” for the use of

local surveyors and sanitary engineers, which
have been accepted as authoritative both in

England and abroad. His work on “ Chimney
Shafts” is also well known to the readers of

the Builder.

THE ROOF OF THE NATIONAL
AGRICULTURAL HALL, KENSINGTON.*

The erection of a National Agricultural Hall

in the west end of London was the original con-

ception of the late Major Burnaby, M.P. for

Leicestershire, who, taking great interest in

the military tournaments which bad been so

successfully carried out at the Agricultural

Hall, Islington, naturally desired to see these

displays executed, not only in an area of larger

dimensions, but in a situatiou more readily

approached than that in the north of London.

The position chosen was a site formerly occu-

pied by a market garden upon the western side

of the Addison-road Station of the West Metro-
politan Railway, to and from which station

frequent trains run in connexion with the sub-

urban lines of the metropolis and all the prin-

cipal main railways of the kingdom. The site

occupies 6i acres of ground and commands
three good entrances, a railway entrance upon
the east side, a carriage entrance approached
from the Hammersmith-road upon the south

side, and a goods entrance approached at the

north-west comer from Blyth-lane. (See Plan

in the Builder of October 3, 1885.)

As soon as a company was agreed to be
formed, the late firm of Messrs. Henry E. Coe
& Stephen Robinson were selected to be the

architects. They consulted the author with
Mr. Max am Ende, M. Inst. C.E., as to the best

form of structure to be complete in itself for

covering as much unimpeded space as prac-

ticable, and the capital of the company was
fixed at 200,0001. Shortly afterwards a design

in iron was ordered to be prepared by Messrs.

Max am Ende and A. T. Walmisley, and it was
agreed that they should be engaged as joint

engineers to assist the architects in the pre-

paration and carrying out of the ironwork con-

tract. This design was illustrated in the Builder,

dated October 3, 1885. The light appearance
of the construction which has been adopted

was attained not by any sacrifice of safety,

hut by adaptation of every detail to meet the

various stresses found by calculation in order

to avoid any unnecessary surplus material, and
by a careful study of all the possible stresses

resulting from equal and unequal loading,

including the effects of wind pressure in varying
directions. In bridge construction, where the

various parts are perpetually exposed to a damp
atmosphere, or in a railway station roof, con-

stantly subject to the influence of the fumes
from the locomotives, the use of webs and
flange plates seems quite reasonable, but in a
roof such as that now under consideration,

where all the ironwork is under cover, and
where such deteriorating influences are seldom
at work, it was felt that an opportunity was
presented for a greater development of the
parts, and a design remarkable for an entire

absence of long wide plates and webs was
accepted in which the various parts of wrought-
iron work are composed wholly of flat bars and
angle irons riveted together, plates being only
introduced where required for covers in the
joints. This arrangement gives a light ap-
pearance, and is especially appropriate for

wrought-iron consTuction (see illustration).

The death of the chief promoter to the
undertaking. Major Burnaby, M.P., and also
of one of the architects, Mr. Robinson,
caused some delay, but subsequently a
contract for the erection of the whole
building was let to Messrs. Edwin Lucas
& Son, of Kensington, for 131,0001. (see the
Builder, |May 23, 1885, p. 748), the execution
of the ironwork, amounting to about 1,200 tons,
being sublet to Messrs. Handyside & Co., of
Derby, and the glass and zinc work to Mr. T.
W. Helliwell, of Brighouse, Yorkshire. Messrs.
Franklin & Andrews were appointed the quan-
tity surveyors. Shortly after a portion of the
work was completed, the resignation of the
architect, Mr. Henry E. Coe, on account of ill-

bealth, and his death very soon afterwards,
* By Mr. Anhor T. Walmisley. M. Inst. C.E., beine

a paper read before the Civil and Mechanical Eneineers’
Societv, at the Town Hall, "Westminster, December 31,
1887, Mr. E. E. Middleton, M. Inst.C.E,, President, in the
diair.

caused the course of events to become some-
what altered.

Mr. James Eclmeston, F.R.T.B.A., -was ap-
pointed architect to the National Agricultural

Hall Company, and was entrusted with the
execution of the work. Messrs. Handyside
& Co.’s and Mr. T. W. Helliwell’s contract
were each transferred, so as to be held by
them direct from the Company, Messrs.
Lucas & Son being left to carry out the
whole of the remaining building operations,

which included Company’s offices, refreshment-

rooms, and a minor hall, the details for which
were prepared by the architect, Mr. James
Edmeston. The minor hall forms an annexe
to the great ball, and it is intended to be
used separately for smaller exhibitions or con-
certs. It is situated close to the north-east
corner of the main building, and is very easy
of access, being the nearest portion of the
building to the booking-office upon the west
side of the railway station. The railway entrance
to the main building displays good architectural

features. This elevation, designed by the late

Mr. H. E. Coe, is of an Italian character, with
a fa<jade of brick and stone (see Builder, Oct.

3, 1885).
The Great Hall of the main building covers

a rectangular space of over two acres and a
half, being 440 ft. by 250 ft. between walls,

and its erection was personally superintended
by Mr. am Ende and 'by the author. The main
ribs have a clear span of 170 ft., and are placed
34 ft. apart, forming eleven bays between the
end screens. The clear height to the crown of

the roof is about 100 ft. The main ribs are of
box girder shape, 7 ft. deep and 2 ft. wide, the
lattice construction adopted, enabling the
material to be placed further away from the
axial lines than is usual when plates are intro-

duced. Although the soffit of each main rib is

semicircular from a level of 15 ft. 9 in. above
the ground, the central portion of the main
rib itself springs from a higher level, and
should, therefore, be properly described as

a segmental rib. The open space under
the curved roof amounts to 374 ft. by 170 ft.,

or nearly an acre and a half in the clear.

This is surrounded by a gallery, 40 ft. wide
upon the north, the west, and the south
sides, and 26 ft. wide upon the east side.

The gallery ie covered by a leau-to roof, which
abuts against the curved rib upon the north
and south sides, and is attached to the hori-

zontal member of the screens upon the east and
west aides. Below the top of the roof over the
side galleries the arched rib forma on each side an
ornamental spandrel (see small view on p. 911),
which rests upon a column, the resistance to the
thrust being assisted by the lean-to roof over the
gallery. The connexion between the main rafter

of the side roof, and the arched rib is formed by
a top plate, which practically acts as a hinged
or spring joint, whereby the complication of a
flxed connexion does not occur in the calcu-

lation of the atresaes. The main rafters of

the side roof are connected to a braced
vertical frame of 14 ft. effective depth, and
the thrust is thus conveyed down to a founda-

tion girder 12 ft. deep, which [is continued
horizontally underground to carry the base
of the columns supporting the main arched
ribs. Thus the surrounding brickwork is

not called upon to resist any portion of the

thrust of the arched roof, as the side frames
through which the gallery floor passes form a

self-contained system of ironwork in which the

thrust is ultimately conveyed to the ground.
The chief points of support to these aide frames
are formed in each case of two main concrete

blocks, one placed at the lower outside corner

under the outside wall, a cast-iron bed-plate

being built into this concrete block to receive

the side frame, and the other concrete block

placed under the base of the pivoted column.

The foundation girder of the side frame is buried

with its top flange laid 6 in. below the floor

level, and is embedded in a mass of concrete

to protect it against the effects of dampness.

The mechanical couple required at the spring-

ing of the rib to maintain its rigidity is supplied

by the main rafeers and the transverse floor

girders of the aide galleries. The upward
pressure below the column is neutralised

by the whole weight of the structure

resting upon the column, which is, under

all circumstances, sufficient to resist the up-

turning action of the abutment when the wing
is blowing upon the opposite side. If thid

result were not obtained, some anchorage would

have been required to resist the npturnins
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force. Upon the author’s assumption that the
wind may be taken as acting normally, tlio
maximum and minimum loads upon tho pivoted
'Column under tho springing of the rib amount
to 82^ tons and 49^- tons respectively. These
columns are made of cast iron, and are con-
'Struoted with a true ball-and-socket bearing
•tit each end, which is concealed at the top by
a foliated capital, and at the base by a casting
•which gives the appearance of an ordinary
<3olnmn.

By the introduction of the pivoted connexion,
the strains which these columns resist are
^ilways vertical, and therefore definite. This
would not bo the case if tho connexions were
made rigid, as tho fascia girders supporting tho
inner sides of the gallery are continuous girders,
and would be constantly exerting excessive
ibending moments of various intensity in the
columns, to say nothing of the indeterminate
stresses which might be caused by the riba.
These fascia gallery girders have curved
bottom flanges and continuous girders of the
same type are placed vertically immediately
'below the point of junction of the side roof
with the curved rib and radially throughout
the curved rib at distances, 18 ft. 6 in., to act
as main purlins. These purlins have been
made continuous from screen to screen, not
only to provide longitudinal resistance to the
lateral pressure produced by the wind upon
"©ither screen rib, but also to avoid the
necessity of strengthening the flanges of
the purlins in the centre between the
•ma-n ribs, and for appearance’s sake to
avoid great differences in the size of
the diagonal bars forming tho wob. Another
point of detail is the simultaneous application
in the arched roof of radial and tangential
purlins. Between each main rib is fixed an
intermediate rib supported by the main purlins,
dividing the bays into longitudinal distances of
17 ft. Under the ventilator surmounting tho
•curved roof these intermediate ribs are
made of additional strength, and the
secondary purlins to which the covering
is attached are introduced at about 6 ft.

apart. They are fixed in a radial direction
between the main purlins, and are placed
in a tangential direction over them, thus not
only supporting the weight, but also resisting
any tondeucy of tho glass and zinc covering to
gravitate downwards over the curve of the
roof. Between tho ventilator and the aide roof
a steel-framed ladder of light construction is
introduced in place of the oi'dinary gantries
upon either side. These ladders travel upon a
rail fixed parallel to the gnttcr at the springing
•of the rib, and run upon a girder at tho junc-
ition with the ventilator roof.
The screens which close the semicircular ends

•of the arched roof consist of a vertical ridge-
and-furrow construction, whereby, the appear-
ance of the usual heavy horizontal members
in a gable screen is avoided. This construction
offers great resistance to wind pressure, com-
bined with a minimum amount of weight aud
material. The framework of this part of the
structure is made of mild steel.

The covering follows the zigzag - shaped
surface resembling corrugations, and presenting
a near approach to a folded curtain screen.
The wind bracing has not been indiscrimi-

nately introduced throughout, as is so often
done, but has been confined to the side roofs
and the two end bays of the carved roof, the
nine intermediate bays of the curved roof whore
it is not required beiog free.

Tho inner longitudinal girders to the gallery
floor, at a distance of about 14 ft. from the
ontside walls upon the north and south sides, are
continuous girders. The cast-iron columns
upon which they rest contaiu the wrought-iron
member of the braced framework. This
member, which is formed of four angle-irons
in a cruciform section, takes the tension pro-
duced by the thrust of the roof, and is jointed
by cover angle-irons to permit the body of the
column being slipped over it during erection.
The caps and bases to these columns were
made as split castings, i.e., castings made very
thin (about l-16th inch in vertical lines) upon
opposite sides, but of the proper thickness all

round, so as to be easily divided iato two upon
these vertical Hues when required to bo fixed,

and so as to provide a tme carved surface
at tho joints. They are then joined by a plate
let into the surface and connected by tap screws.
This vertical member is thus constructed to
act both as a strut and a tie. The intermediate
floor girders and tho intermediate purlins in the
arched roof have their bottom flange con-
structed in a fish-belly shape, with the object
principally of preserving a uniform section for
the diagonal bars. At the east and west ends
the colnmns are 'also placed 34 ft. apart, tho
same as those npon the north and south sides,

dividing the span of 170 ft. under the screens
into five bays. The travelling stage employed
and designed by Messrs. Haudyside & Co. for
erecting the ironwork was illustrated in the
Builder, May 29, 1886, p. 775. It included a
substantial staircase and top platform, made
02 ft. wide, so as to overhang 14 ft. in a longi-
tudinal direction upon each side of two adjacent
main ribs (34 ft, centres) during erection,
Compared with other roofs of large span, the
ironwork is both a little wider and a little higher
than St. Pancras Station. Tho outline of
the main rib of this roof differs both from
the form of the catenary aud the parabola,
to which curves it has sometimes been
erroneously compared. The main ribs in
this roof are firmly bolted down to massive
abutments by four 3-inch bolts at the foot
of each principal. Owing to the spread
given to the feet of the ribs and the holding-
down bolts being placed at a distance apart of

11 ft. 5 in., they act with considerable leverage
and prevent the stresses in the rib causing any
change of angle at the feet of the rib. The
theoretical effect of this arrangement is similar
to that produced by making girders continuons
over piers, and reduces the stresses in the rib to

about half the amount that would exist if the
ribs were hinged or unsecured at the abutments.
By this means a great saving of metal is

effected, which is an important consideration

in roofs of large spans, as the load increases in
a much greater ratio than the span. In addi-
tion to tl36 massive abutments there are also
horizontal girders running across the station
below the level of the rails to carry the plat-
forms, the uudernoabh portions being let for
cellars ; and with a view to ensure perfect
stability, a wrought-iron tie runs below these
girders, consisting of a f in. plate riveted on
to the bottom flange of the wrought-iron main
floor girders.

The roofs over St. Enoch’s Station, Glasgow,
198 ft. span, and the Central Station,
Manchester, 210 ft. span, are similar in
type to the roof over St. Pancras Station,
London (240 ft. span). The anchorage plate in
the St. Enoch’s Station is made to spread
principally upon the inside of the main ribs,
whereas in St. Pancras Station it spreads
principally upon the outside.

In the Ceutral Station, Manchester, ifc

spreads both upon the outside and the
inside of the main rib. In St. Enoch’s
Station the feet of tho main ribs are con-
structed of cast iron. These are bolted down
to massive foundations by four anchor bolts,

in. diameter, with a distance between the
bolts of 19 ft. 7 in. Tho thrust of the rib in
the Central Station, Manchester, is resisted in a
similar manner, but here the distance between
the anchor bolts is 17 ft. 6 in. It will be seen
from tho above description that tho only
difference with regard to tho way in which, the
thrust is resisted is, that in the case of the
St. Pancras rib (M.R.) the abutments are aided
by a tie across tho floor connecting the feet of
the main ribs, but as the horizontal thrust of
this roof must be practically taken by the heavy
brick piers acting as abutments, aud secured
by tho anchor bolts, the theoretical conditions
in each roof are the same. In the form adopted
for tho National Agricultural Hall roof, as
previously remarked, no anchor bolts are
necessary. In the main roof over the Crystal
Palace building at Sydenham (104 ft. span),
altliongh tho depth and section of the rib are such
that the arches throw a very small horizontal
thrust upon their snpporting structure, the
whole force of the wind has still to be resisted,
and to effect this the columns are thorouglily
braced together by cast-iron girders and
wrought-iron tie-rods. The same method has
been adopted in the roof over the Royal
Aquarium, Westminster, which has a span
of 35 ft. 6 in., the only difference bo in
that the diagonal braciug is not spread ont so
much, comparatively speaking, as at the
Crystal Palace.

In the roof over the Derby Market Hall,
which has a span of 43 ft. 3 in., it might
be supposed upon first entering the build-
ing that the thrust of the roof was com-
municated to the walls through the side gal-
leries, whereas the upper parts of the gallery
framing, with some additional parts, are con-
structed to form horizontal girders, the inner
flange being supplied by the cast-iron gutter,
while tho outer flange aud bracing are supplied
by the additional wrought-iron plates and bars
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which are introduced. These girders, being

connected together at the ends, form a rigid

horizontal framework, and are as effectual in

their action as ties across the roof.

In the roof of the Albert Palace, Batter-

sea, unlike previous roofs of arch construction,

the thrust produced b7 the arched roof is

communicated through the roof over the side

galleries to the columns by a cast-iron fan-like

bracket, forming a rigid connexion. The
effect of this is to produce a cross strain upon
the columns, owing to the absence of bracing,

and therefore the supporting columns are

thickened where required to give the necessary
strength.

The Eoyal Agricultural Hall at Islington was
designed by the late firm of Messrs. Peck &
Coe, of which firm the late Mr. Henry E. Coe,

the original architect for the National Agricul-
tural Hall, was a member.

-

The building at Islington covers a space of
384 ft. by 217 ft., occupying less than two acres
The thrust of the main span is taken by
a double row of columns placed 11 ft. apart,
and braced together in couples by strong cast-

iron framework, assisted by brackets above the
capitals to the columns. The whole forms a
wide base, and is firmly bolted down to brick-
work foundations.

In the Coventry Market Hall, designed by
the late firm of Messrs. Coe & Robinson,
the thrust is taken by the side brick
arches assisted by the base of columns being
bolted down at the foundation. The space here
occupied by the side arches is economised in
the National Agricultural Hall birilding by the
form of the main rib, these being carried down
vertically (see illustration) below the junction
of the side roof, to the supporting column, so
that no portion of this part of the main rib
occupies space in the vertical area of the
gallery. The impediment produced by the
diagonal bracing iu the gallery of the Crystal
Palace, Sydenham, is also avoided in the
National Agricultural Hail, the only portion
causing obstruction in the gallery of the latter
building being limited to 14 ft. nearest the out-
aide wall, the remaining 26 ft. of floor space
nearest the gallery railing being quite free
from all obstruction. The building was opened
Christmas, 1886.

The cost of the iron and steel work erected
complete has been from 26^. to 271. per square
of 100 ft. superficial area. The building has,
ainco its completion, been styled “ Olympia ” for
eake of brevity, a title particularly appropriate
to the Exhibition which jthe managers of the
Paris Circus Company are now conducting.
The author has subjoined a calculation of the

stresses in the main ribs, assuming the wind to
blow horizontallyland to act normally upon the
curved surface with a wind pressure of 30 lb.
per foot super. The Metropolitan Board of
Works have no fixed rule upon this point. The
unit pressure they adopt depends upon the
height and position of the building under con-
sideration, and the method which is best to
adopt in estimating the amount of pressure is
also much open to dispute. Further experi-
ments need to be made before a satisfactory
conclusion can be arrived at.

CALCULATIONS ACCOMPANYING DIAGEAM OF
STRESSES.

The equations have been deduced from
the following works Civil Engineering,”
by Professor Rankine

;
” Die Lehre von dor

Elasticitat und Festigkeit,” by Winkler;
“Stresses of Rigid Arches,” by W. Bell'
M.Inst.C.E.

; and ” The Theory of Arches,” by
Max am Ende, M.Inst.C.E., have been employed
in the following consideration of the calculation
of stresses in the main principal :

—

I. E— Fj:-1-2H(6 + u) =0.
It. E Fiv— 2Htf(i + v) =0.

III. EFxl-aTis ^ =0.
B=Sa[Q,
P=Force at the varioua points.
X— Leverages of forcta.
H= H. rizontal thrust at the crown
*=^e«'cal distance of H fr .m the crown
y-Vertic^ distances of points round which moments aretaken from crown.
x=Honzontal distances of points round which moments

are taken Irom crown
e=Tertical shearing force at the erown.

Talle showing Values of y and y*.

y -3

l-fl

7-2

778-41

1789-Z9
344a-69

Table showing Values of x oo urring in Equations.

WEIGHTS.

60-

S

61-

a
76-0

82-7

46 3
57-2

64-9

32S-2 218-1 132-

15-7

29-3

40-i
47-8

13-6

24-5

32-3

Table shoiving Values of Fi.
Point. Products.
1. 3-2x17-8 56-960
i. 3 2x35-0-1-6-03x17 214-510
3. 3-2x6ii-6+e-03x6z-7-l-6-(i2x 15-7 438-69i
4. 3-2x61-3+6-03x46-4-l-6 02x39-3-t-4-87xl3-6 697-947
6. 3-2x76-0+6-«3x67 2+60-2x40-l + 4'87x24-6

+4-75x10-9 967-308
6. 3-2 X 87-2+6-03 x64'9+6'02x47-8+4-87x32-2

+ 4-75xl8'6+4-50x7-?= 1,176-744

E Fi-=3,641-0

Tables showing Values of F^y.
Point. Fx. y. Fxy.

1 66-91 1 8 102-628
2 214-51 7-2 164-1-472

3 437'695 16-0 7001-620
4 697-947 27-9 19472 718
5 957-308 42-3 4049-4-124

6 1176-744 68-7 69ol6170

E Fay 137631-632

Statement of Equations for Dead Load.

Load being symmetrical.
Equations I. and II. only will be required.

I.—2x3541 + 2x6H6 + 2ai54=0
II.—2 X 137631-2H6154-2H6324=0

Table of Wind Pressures.

Unit pressure 30 lb. per square foot.

13-60

13-

80
15-44

22 38
27 50
28-56
30-00

14-

20

4277
8554
9711

14077
17297
179&i
9450

20277

1-91

3 82
4 33
6 29

7-

72

8-

02
4-22

9-06

Table showing Values of z and z^.

17-8

35-0
50-6

64-2

75 0

316-84
1225-00
26.'i0-25

4121-64
56-25-00

6839 29

Table showing value of x for Wind Forces.

Fobcbs.

17-25
35-26
52-75
69-75

85-00

97-76

Totals. 357-75 254-2

17-8

35 7
62-5

67-7

8J-5

17-80
35-00

50 76
64-30

18 00
35-20

50-80

167-85 104 00 53-00 17

Table showing values of F.r.

Products.
1. 1-91x17-25 32-9176
2. l-91x36-25+3-82xl7-8 135-3235
3. l-91x53-75+3-82x35-7+4-33xl7-8 3142005
4. 1-91 X69-75 + 3-82 x 62-6 + 4-33x35-0 +

6-29x18-00 598-6436
5. 1-91x85-00 + 3 82 X 67-7 + 4-33 x 60-76+

6-29x35-20+7-72x18-00 1001-0795
6 . 1-9] X 97-75 + 3-82 x 80-6 + 4-33 x 61-30+

6-29 X 60-80 + 7-72 x 35-00 + 8-02 x
17 90= 1606 9316

E rx=
Table showing values of Fxy.

Point
1 33-9475
2 135,3235
3 314-2005
4 698-6426
6 lUOI-0795
6 1506-9216

Fjy
1-8 69-305
7-2 974-329

16-0 6027-208
27-9 14699-335
42-3 42345-663

E rxy=161603-430

[Dec. 31, 1887.

Table showing Values of Fxz.

Point. Fx. e. Fxr.
1 32-9475 X 17 8 686-466
2 135-3235 X 35-0 4726 323
3 314-2005 X 60-6 15867-125
4 698-5425 x 64-2 38426'428
5 1001-0795 X 76-0 75060 963
6 1505-9316 X 83-7 124639-707

E Fxx=259227-010

Statement of Equations for Wind Forces^

I. -3588+2x6a6 + 2H154 =0
ir, 161603-2H61fi4-2fl63-24=0

III. 259-227-2V-20e78 =0
Solving.

H= + 12-5
5=-— 1-76

V=+6-27

Strains in Abutment Framing.

These strains are worked by the method of
moments, combining the thrust of the arch rili>

with the loads on the galleries as thoy occur in

the various members.
The folio-wing letters are the referenca

letters against the different parts shown in tha
diagram.

+ denotes compression.
— tension.

Table of Maximwn Strains in Abutment Frajnin^
on the Weather Side.

J
k
I direct stress, curved fiasge + 33'18)
Z from bending moment ,,

+77-70ji
I direct stress, straight flange+33-18 )

I from bending moment „ — 77'70l

Tons.
- 10-28
- 8-40

+ 14-08

=

+

110 -88 -

- 44-62

+ 13-88
- 6-49-

+ 7-0&-

+ 33-00
- 0-88

Maximum Strains in Abutment Framing on the
Lee Side.

Tons.
t +37-27

j +6310
k -33-30
I direct stress, curved flarge + 16'65 1 _ _ q.oe
I bending moment ,, ,,

— 20-20

I direct stressin straight flange + 16-56 ) —o-qa-VK
I bending moment „ ,, +20'2Jl~
m - 3-6

n +99-60-

0 -68-97

q -27-20
t -27-60
t£ +99-60
V -33-06i

V +49-60

y -36-80
X +37-70

+69-80-
X* +59-80

The greatest stress in the flange of the arch rib oconre-
where the curve of equilibriom is farthest removed fron^
the neutral line of the rib by taking moments round th&
flanges.

Stress in flange at a= —16-83

M M 6 = +63-33
Stress in one set of diagonals

between a and 5=6-5 tons,

each set being in duplicate,

stress in each bar=

A vote of thanks to the author, proposed' by
Mr. James B. Walton, seconded by Mr. B,
Haughton, was carried unanimously.

New Market for Carlisle.—The founda-
tion-stone of the new market here was laid

on Tuesday, the 20th inst., by the Mayor of
Carlisle, Mr. W. J. R. Crowder, J.P. The-

external walls are of red stone, from
quarries at Annan, Newbiggin, and WetheuaL
The glazed bricks for lining the inside of

the market are supplied by Messrs. Ci-aig,

of Kilmarnock. The concrete flooring is by-

Mr. Omerod, of Carlisle; the iron roofing by
Messrs. Robertson, of Workington ; builders’

work by Messrs. H. & R. H. Hodgson, of Work-
ington; and carpenters’ and joiners’ work by
Messrs. W. & H. Da-vddson, of Carlisle. Mr»
Henry Creswell Charlton is the clerk of works.
The architects are Messrs. Cawston & Graham,
of London j

and the buildings are to cost 30,00OL
Externally the building is of rock-faced ashlar

up to the plinth, with quoins, cornices, and
window jambs tooled ;

the general walling is

of random snecked rubble. There are sis

principal entrances, with circular columns and
carved capitals. An arcade entrance from the

principal street, and a Jubilee tower, 160 ft.

high, at the north-west corner, are features of

the building. There are terraces on two sides,

supported on stone columns.
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Keio Church, as Enlarged,

Kllastrations.

DESIGN FOR A RAILWAY STATION,
E give the perspective, detail, and a
portion of the plan and section of
this design by Mr. K. Weir Schultz,

which obtained the Academy Gold Medal for
architectural design. V7e commented on the
design in our general remarks on the Academy
students’ competition designs, pages 834-5,
ante.

“SUMMER”: DESIGN FOR THE
DECORATION OF A PUBLIC BUILDING.

This is the design by Mr. E. R. Stephens
which obtained the Royal Academy prize of
401. for the best design for a decorative paint-
ing for a public building in the recent students’
competition. The illustration is from an outline
drawing made for the purpose by the author,
the original drawing being retained by the
Royal Academy for the present. It is, we
understand, to be executed in somo suitable
position, not decided on yet.

The church was reseated throughout and
warmed with a circulating system of hot water,
the total ccst of the works being 5,1671.

Mr. H. Stock, 9, Denman-atreet, London
Bridge, was the architect

; Messrs. Goddard &
Sons, of Farnham, were the builders

;
and

Messrs. W. Baily Son, of Gracechurch-street,
executed the warming work.
The church was re-opened on July, 1884. The

drawings from which the illustrations are taken
were in this year's Royal Academy exhibition,

KEW CHURCH, SURREY.
It having been determined to enlarge the

parish church of St. Ann, Kew, by a prolonga-
tion eastward, a difficult problem had to be
solved

;
the existing style (if it had any) had to

be preserved. It was stipulated that the
mausoleum of the Cambridge Royal Family
should, in any enlargement, occupy in the new
work the same relative position as it did in the
old

; this mausoleum, with its terminal semi-
dome, with an organ-chamber above it com-
pletely blocking the east end. Moreover, the
church was covered with a peculiar roof,
spanning its whole width, which rendered an
eastern finish very unpromising

;
and internally

the tower was ceiled with a very low and
gloomy segmentally - arched vault, springing
from the cornice above the Tuscan colonnade.
The work has comprised the extension of the

nave and aisles by one bay, a new south porch,
the erection of a chancel and aisles, with a
central apse. The mausoleum was re-erected
with its dome eastward of this, and is entered
from a doorway behind the reredos, and under
the east window, which is lighted in part from
an area formed by screen walls which connect
the dome with the body of the apse. In erect-
ing the chancel and aisles advantage was taken
of the height of the churchyard above the
floor of the church, and their floor is level with
this.

THE INSTITUTE OF BUILDERS.
DISCUSSION OF SANITAUT .MATTEBS.

At the meeting of this Institute held on the
15th inst., Mr. Robt. J. Waller in the chair,
the absence of Mr. J. Howard Colls, the Presi-
dent,

The Secretary having read the minntes of the
last meeting,

Mr. John T. Chappell read a paper on
“ Sanitary Matters.” He began by saying that
the subject of his paper, “ Sanitary Matters,”
was one which be was sure was not only of indi-

vidual but of universal interest and importance;
and to deal with it adequately was a most
difficult task. What he proposed to do was to
give them his own opinions upon the ques-
tion, based upon experience and careful obser-
vation. He did not think it necessary to
dilate at length on the various methods in vogue
for the disposal of human excreta amongst the
ancients, or, indeed, of those of any period, until
we approached very nearly the present age.
The first departure from the most primitive
customs was, he supposed, what was termed,
not very euphoniously, the “ privy system,”
and a very offensive system it was, with abso-
lutely no recommendations on the score of
sanitation, but many horrible disadvantages
and dangers. By far the most important
division of his subject was, however, ‘‘ the
sewer, or water-carriage system,” and, assu-
ming that an adequate supply of water was
available, be thought it would be generally
admitted that it was the system best adapted
for our large cities and towns, and was almost
universally accepted as the best mode of dis-

posing of what we included in the term“8ewage
matter.” It was of the first importance that
the sewers should be of proper design, and the
tubular or egg-shaped sewer which was most
generally adopted seemed to answer its purposes
very well. In constructing these sewers mate-
rials should be used as far as possible im-
pervious to moisture, and with the internal
surface very smooth, and the whole abso'* II., T o i B L 11, dull bUO w liuic U UoO-

uver tlio osancel, whioli is square on plan, is lutelv watertight. As an example of this
a low circular concrete dome, carried on
octagon clearstory, pierced with circular and
semicircular openings on its cardinal and angle
faces, and this clearstory both stopped the roof
and gave altitude within.
The construction of the old nave roof per-

mitting it, the ceiling was cut down and a new
panelled one constructed at as great an eleva-
tion as practicable, following in its curves the
lines of the chancel arch, and in this semi-
circular groins were cut over each bay of the
colonnade,

kind of work he could not do better
than refer to the very excellent specimens
carried out under the direction of the Metro-
politan Board of Works. It was important
that the gradients of sewers should be suffi-

ciently sharp to ensure the rapid flow of the
sewage, and that the sewers should be laid at a
sufficient depth to enable an adequate fall to be
given to house-drains in connecting them with
the sewers. This latter point, he feared, had not
in the past been sufficiently considered,—doubt-
less, in some instances, owing to the expense

^ attendiog it, but with the result that it haiJ
been necessary to connect the house - drains-
too near the bottom of the sewer,— in his
opinion a most serious drawback, as it often-
results in the house-drains being water-logged.
He was strongly of opinion that in the con--
struction of new sewers there were now but
few civil engineers who (wherever practicable)
would not provide for their being of sufficient
depth to admit of the house-drains being con-
nected much nearer, if not actually at the very
top, of the sewer. Personally he would prefer"
the latter course, as it weald prevent what was^
he felt sure, too commonly the case, imperfect
connexion of the house-drains, by means of
which the smooth and even surface of the
sewer was entirely destroyed at such points,,
rough and uneven projections, &c., which wera
a fruitful source of obstruction, being often?
caused. These might, in his opinion, be entirely
avoided by the introduction in the crown of the
sewer of key orjunction blocks constructed with
removable discs, so as to admit of the various-
sizes of bouse and other branch drains being
connected without any cutting or making good
other than the joint between the pipe and its
connexion with the key or junction block-
With regard to this suggestion he considered
the facilities it would give for ventilation-
of even greater importance. Another impor-
tant point in the construction of sewers was th&
provision for adequate and periodical flushing,
and of inlets for inspection. Turning to th&
subject of house-drainage, he thought great
advance had been made in the last few years,
BO much 80 that the arrangements that had been
in existence for the past ten years without
alteration would generally be found not only
defective, but detrimental to health, if not
ahsolntely dangerous. This state of things was
principally caused by the absence of an inter-
cepting chamber between the house-draina and
the main sewers, and of adequate provision for
the inlet of fresh air through the house-drain or*
for the ventilation of the same. In consequence-
of this and the multiplication of traps, syphonage-
of the latter was a common occurrence, with the-
result that vapours and gases escaped into the
house,—a condition of things which, he believed,
might without much difficulty be entirely-
obviated. Proceeding to deal with what he
considered the desirable approach to perfection,
he would first refer to the sewers, from which,
unless proper ventilation, flashing, <feo., were pro-
vided, the greatest source of danger probably
arose. Some of his remarks might not meet
with the approval of those who advocated the
closing of street gratings and supplying only
“ vent ” pipes, thereby destroying all chance of
true ventilation. It was perfectly true that in
many cases such gratings were nothing but out-
lets for the emission of foul vapours and gases,
in consequence of no other means of escape
being provided for them. What appeared neces-
sary to him, therefore, was to prevent the
accumulation of such vapours and gases, and
not the expenditure of our energies in th&
attempt to find a solution for the dispersal
of that which he was strongly of opinion
might entirely be avoided. This, he said, could
be attained not by closing up the street gratings,
but by materially increasing their number and
providing escape for the vitiated air. He would
suggest that for this purpose outlets of not less
than 9 in. clear internal diameter should be
provided on the top of the sewers, from which
a veutilatiug-pipe should be continued of a lik&
diameter, until it reached a vertical pipe, or
column, when it might be reduced to 6 in.,
and carried to a height of not less than
15 ft. from the surface of the ground. He
did not know any reason why the lamp-
posts should not be utilised for the purposes
of these vertical pipes. This would necessitate
the substitution of other lamp-posts for those
now in use, aud the size would have to be in-
creased

; but from the bottom of the pipe up-
wards it might be reduced to 4 in. internal
diameter. A special lamp would, of course, be
required, and he would recommend its being of
an octagonal pattern, the top being covered
with an opal reflector. This lamp should have
a clear space of about 5^ in. internal diameter
continued through it from top to bottom, so as
to admit of the cast-iron lamp-post,—at this
point say 5 in. over all internal diameter,

—

passing through it. The inside portion of the
lamp should be enclosed by a reflector. The
lamp could then be slipped over the top of the
column down to its resting-place about the
usual length, and be supported by a moulding
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or other ornament. An ornamental cap of

louvre pattern could then be placed at the top

•of the column, the whole being of an ornamental

or artistic design. The reflecting power

of the lamps would be very mnch increased in

this way, and an escape from the heated air

being provided around the top of the lamps, the

columns above it would also become heated, and

thus increase the upward flow of the air in the

shaft. Three burners would, of coarse, be neces-

aary in each lamp to prevent shadows, but as the

light would be increased by the reflectors the

burners need not be so large as those at

present in use. Fresh-air inlets should be pro-

vided in the roads and be placed as nearly as

possible midway between the outlets. He would

now make a suggestion that he feared would not

meet with approval in the same direction. It was
that these outlets should be supplemented by
utilising that portion of the house-drain

between the intercepting trap and the sewer.

On the sewer side of the intercepting trap he

would take a branch pipe of not less than 4 in.

internal diameter, and continue it up the house

to the highest point, and of course as far as

possible from all windows and chimneys. It was
important in connexion with this method of ven-

tilation that the area of the intakes should be at

least one-fourth in excess of the aggregate area of

the outlets. The levels of the inlet gratings being
much lower than the outlets, and not subject to

the friction caused by bends, &c., the greater
atmospheric pressure at the intake point would
insure a constant flow of fresh air through these
apertures and up the outlets. While aware
that on this point there was a considerable
difference of opinion, he held that one pound of

fact was worth a hundred-weight of opinion,
and he was prepared to prove that, under
the circumstances indicated, these surface
gratings would be found to be neither more nor
less than intakes of fresh air and not outlets

from the sewer. Returning to the question of
house sanitation, he thought they must ail admit
that the best known mode of securing this

much-desired object was that the house-drains
should be thoroughly disconnected from the
sewer, and that on the house side of the inter-

cepting trap there should be a fresh-air inlet,

eo as to produce a current of air through the
house-drains, with an outlet at the top of the
soil-pipe, and any other ventilatiug-pipes that
the length and position of the drains might
necessitate, particularly at all dead ends.
Mr. Chappell then proceeded to discuss at some
length the employment of traps, and said that
none should be placed between the fresh-air
inlet and the ventilating outlet, thereby in-
juring a thorough current of air. They should
only be introduced to the various apparati, and
so ventilated as to prevent the possibility of
syphonage. Dealing with the position, size, and
description of house-drains, he would assume
that they were thoroughly disconnected from
the sewer. He might take it for granted that
the drains would be constructed of a proper
size and have a proper fall. He was in favour
a large size, nothing less than 6 in., and often-
times 7 in. or 8 in. By employing pipes of a large
size they got the advantage of providing a free
passage for the air, or, at least, a much more
perfect passage. In the case of terraced houses
the pipes would generally have to pass under
the house

; but in detached and semi-detached
houses, the pipes should pass outside. The
drains from the sewer and intercepting traps
should be of stoneware pipe, but pipes passing
under the house might preferably be of cast
iron. All the branches used should be of the
Y-pattern. On the sewer side of the trap, and
on the top of the drain, in the position pre-
vionaly indicated, he would provide a junction
for

^

ventilation. Assuming that the con-
nexion with the sewer was on top, that
would form a continuous ventilating pipe,
of coarse carried up to the highest point of the
house. It was doubly necessary that there
ehonld be such a ventilating pipe where the
connexion of the house-drains was made near the
bottom, as in such a case the vapours and gases
in that portion of the house-drain between tbe
sewer and the intercepting trap and tbe area,
were put under pressure in that portion of the
drain, and unless there were means of ventila-
tion, these gases aud vapours would be forced
though the intercepting trap, and pass through
the remuinder of the house-drains, and not, as
was too often thought, escape by the fresh-air

atmospheric pressure at this point
would, of course, drive such vapours through
the house. A ventilating pipe on the sewer
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side would effectually prevent this. The inter-

cepting trap should be of the syphon type. He
advocated the fresh-air inlet being on the house
side of the syphon quite open and level with
the area paving. This could also receive

the surface drainage of the area. Tbe
size of this inlet should be determined
by the aggregate area of the outlets of

the soil-pipes and ventilating pipes, and
should, in his opinion, exceed them by at least

one-fourth. This inlet should communicate
with an inspection chamber, all of which should
be on the house side of the syphon, and as near
thereto as possible. This chamber, he would
recommend, should not be less than 3 ft. in

length, and, say, 1 ft. 6 in. in width. Branch
drains from rain-water pipes and basement
closets should be brought in at the sides, whilst
at the opposite end of the chamber the house-
drains should be continued, and, wherever
practicable, he would recommend that they
should be 9 in. above the level of the entry to

the intercepting trap. The channels from tbe
chamber should be narrow and deep, and so
insure a better flashing of the intercepting trap.
All pipes should be laid with a true and regular
fall, most cerefully jointed in Portland cement,
and bedded and covered in concrete. As far as
practicable soil-pipes should be outside the
house. Closets on the basement might be of
of the wash-out construction if outside the
house, but whenever inside should be preferably
of the valve pattern. Tbe valve box should be
provided with two connexions, one to receive an
inlet veutilating-pipe in. diameter, continued
through tbe outer face of the wall, and there
increased to not less than 2^iii. At the opposite
side of the valve-box should be a connexion to
receive a li in. outlet, the same to bo con-
tinued through the wall in like manner as the
former, but of the same size, thus forming an
outlet, and ensuring a current of air, thereby
preventing any smell from gases passing
through the pan or valve, if out of order from
any cause. Baths, sinks (except in the scullery),
lavatories, and washing-troughs should all be
provided with p-traps and inspection caps of
adequate size, and fitted as close under each
apparatus as possible. No D-traps should be
used. None of the traps should connect
with the soil-pipe, but open into a vertical
waato-pipe of ample size, which should he
properly ventilated, and be open at the
bottom, and empty itself over a gully
grating. For the scullery sink a fat-trap
should be furnished. It might be objected that
by leaving the waste-pipe open it would bo
liable to be frozen up, but ho thought this
objection only applied in colder climates than
our own, or where, as in tbe northern parts of
the kingdom severe frosts were of more fre-
quent occurrence. In such cases tbe pipe
might be fitted to the drains in the same way as
the soil-pipe, but if that were done it was
absolutely necessary not only to continue the
waste-pipe up as a ventilator, but that from the
top or crown of every trap there should be also a
ventilating-pipe from that point connected with
the main waste (such connexions always having
an upward tendency, or serious consequences
might result). He thought that if ever the
S’^^SQstions he had made were carried
out they would have habitable houses, as
far ns sanitation was concerned. With regard
to the constant service water supply,—and no
one would think of having an intermittent
supply if he could obtain a constant one,—the
rising main should terminate with a ball-valve
over tbe cisterns for supplying the closets,
flushing-tanks, &c. Branches should be made
from the constant-service rising main to all

sinks and baths or any other necessary draw-off
tap, so as to obtain a supply of pure water.
To prevent waste of water each cistern should
of course have an overflow pipe near the top of
the tank, passing throngh the nearest outer wall
and there emptying, and so give warning that
some attention was necessary. Having given
some further details, Mr. Chappell, referring to
his remark that a pound of fact was worth a
hundredweight of opinion, instanced a large
building of his own, planned and arranged by
himself, and in which there were about forty-
three closets, twelve baths, and about forty
sinks, with lavatories, (fee. The main drain was
9 in. diameter, with various - sized branches.
There were several stacks of soil-pipes, all
continued up to the top as ventilators, and
the fresh-air inlet was a cast-iron grating
(in the centre of a large yard), taking the sur-

)
face water, the open space in which was

considerably larger than the aggregate area
of the soil pipes

j and although the build-
ing had been in work for something like

three years, and had been tested at all times
and seasons, still, under no circumstances what-
ever had it ever been found that the current
passed upwards, nor any smell perceived from
the fresh-air inlet. Now, from what ho had
stated, it might be thought a very simple
matter to carry out the sanitary arrangements
of any building, but .he ventured to think that
even the most skilled experts often failed in
laying down their plans

; for very considerable
difficulties arose in the details, the neglecting
of any one of which might destroy the whole
principle, and thereby, instead of insuring per-
fect sanitary arrangements, have quite an op-
posite effect. He thought these facts fully

warranted the views he had advanced, and if

the explanations he had attempted to give
were found to be of any practical assistance he
would consider himself amply repaid for the
time and attention he had given to the subject.

Mr. Titmass asked if Mr. Chappell advocated
the trapping of the soil - pipe under the
bottom ?

Mr. Chappell said by no moans.
Mr. Titmass went on to say that the grease-

trap was one of the chief difficulties, and was a
very great bugbear in connexion with the sani-

tation of dwelling-houses.

Mr. Chappell said he fully agreed with that.

He thought a good deal of the difficulty might
be got over by a proper arrangement. The
scullery sinks should discharge over a grease-
trap, in which should be fitted a removable
bucket to act as a strainer to collect the grease,
which would be cooled by the surrounding
water in tbe trap, and could be periodically
removed. Some similar arrangement might
possibly be made to fit under the scullery sink,

and the grease removed aud secured as an
article of commerce.

Mr. Titmass said that the real difficulty of
the plan advocated by Mr. Chappell was in

getting the grease-traps cleaned. This was not
a nice job for any one to undertake, and as it

generally fell to the domestic servants of a
house to undertake it, it was not surprising
that they were inclined to neglect it. He
looked upon it as an objectionable feature that
the servants had the job of cleaning tbe trap,

and thought if some plan could be devised to
obviate this difficulty it would be very advan-
tageous.

In reply to some further observations,
Mr. Chappell said that he had sometimes found

the deposit of grease in a trap quite solid and
as hard as a cricket ball. There were several
points which rendered the subject a difficult

one to deal with in a practically satisfactory:way.
Mr. Titmass said that some sanitarians ad-

vocated traps at the bottom of soil-pipes as
preventing sewer gas getting up tbe pipe and
so into the house. He quite agreed that the
drain pipes under the floors, and the soil-pipes,

should be of iron. He thought there was a
good deal in the suggestion made as to a ventila-

ting lamp, and very much approved of the idea.

Mr. Chappell said that if the house-drains
could be connected to the top of the sewer, aud
the ventilators made as he had indicated, be
believed that sower gas would be almost if not
entirely prevented, but as we had to deal with
things as we found them, we must do the best

we could, and if intercepting traps, fresh-air

inlets, and thorough ventilation of house-drains,

were adopted, with the further safeguard of the
ventilating pipes from the sewer side of the
intercepting trap, each house would be practi-

cally safe. There would still, however, be the
question of ventilating the sewers, but he felt

confident that tbe day was not far distant when
some solution of this difficulty would be found
and its adoption insisted upon.

Mr. Scrivener thought it an objection to tbe

proposed lamp - ventilators that they would
not have the heat of the lamp dui’ing the
daytime, when the lamp would, of course, be
extinguished.

In reply to this Mr. Chappell thought that,

from the fact of the intake ventilators being so

much larger in area and at a lower level, the

consequent greater atmospheric pressure would
always ensure a current of air from tbe

intakes.

Mr. Titmass said that tbe water companies
provided one of the difiiculties in tbe way of

improvement by each insisting upon fittings to

their own approval,—one wanting one kiud and
another another kind.

/
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Mr. Chappell, on this point, said be thought
that the sanitary registration of buildings, as
had been proposed, was very well in its way,
but what ho thought of more importance was

I
that a clear and definite system shonld be laid

I down, as was the case in New York, where, if a
person wanted to connect the drainage of any
building to the sewer, be had to apply to the

I Ilealth Office and obtain a printed form of

1 epecifioation with blauks to be filled in by the
I architect or sanitary engineer, and submitted,
1 with a plan, to the authorities for their approval.
I The work was then carried out under the
I superintendence of the architect or sanitary
I -engineer, as the case might be, and when done
' it was inspected and certified by public in-

I epectors under the control of the Health Office.

I
This method of procedure came to his know-

,

ledge through a gentleman he had employed in

:
his office within the last two years, who, on his

I

return to America, finding how nearly his (Mr.
,

Chappell’s) views accorded with those in opera-
tion in New York, sent him copies of the docu-
ments in question as well as the regulations
there enforced, and which seemed to him
exceedingly well worked out. If we could have
something similar in this country, it would not
fail to prove of great advantage, and give

i
valuable results, and he thought that in time

i
we should come to this.

! Mr. Titmass said “quite right” to that. The
!

fact was they might take all possible pains to

I

secure the best results in sanitary matters, but
I the actual work had to be done by others

;
and

it was a too common occurrence that the result
I was unsatisfactory, and complaints were justly
made of imperfections, drains clogged up, and

I so on.

Mr. Gough said that as a visitor he should like
to say a few words from his point of view as an

i architect. He was pleased to hear builders
condemning traps, and approved the suggested
lamp-veutUator, but could not agree in using

,
iron pipes for tbo purposes mentioned in the
paper. In a house to which he had been called
where iron pipes were used he found them so
corroded as to be blocked up, and since then
he had strongly condemned the use of such
pipes. He wished he could hear such matters
as these discussed at the Institute of Architects,
but he was afraid somo of his profession did
not regard these matters with the interest they
ought.*

Mr. Prankliu suggested that the iron pipes
might be lined with lead, and the danger from
the corrosion of the iron pipe, pointed out by
the last speaker, would thus be met.

Mr. Chappell said he did not propose iron
piping alone, but iron piping with a thick coat-
ing of a suitable and proper composition, ap-
plied whilst the pipes were hot, which would
effectually prevent oxidisation. He did not
object to stoneware pipes provided that they
were strongly bedded and the other necessary
conditions carried out. The repairing of pipes
lined with lead would be a very expensive
matter.

A Member said he thought the grease-trap
trouble was the greatest of all. It was not only
the grease which got into it, but large quantities
of other matters, tea leaves, &c.

After some further discussion, during which
Mr. Titmass said that the escape of water

from baths, lavatories, &c., into drains was ob-
jectionable, as the soap in the water coagulated.

Mr. Chappell said he thought that bath and
lavatory wastes should empty into the main
waste, aud be open at the top, whereby a
through current of air would be obtained from
the waste-pipe, the same being open at the top.
A vote of thanks was passed to Mr. Chappell

for liis paper, and
The Chairman announced that at their next

meeting a paper would be read by Mr. F. J.

Dove on “ The Relation of tho Architect’s Pro-
fession to the Building Trade.”
The proceedings theu terminated.

Illustrations of Clietham Hospital.

—

The name of the author of the measured
drawings of this building in our last shonld
have been A. Needham Wilson, not J. Needham
Wilson.

_• We thought that these matters had been pretty well
discussed at the Institute of Architects of laie years. At
any rate, we call to mind certain papers liy Mr. E. C.
Robins and others, including tho winners of the Godwin
Bursary.—

E

d.

THE INSTITUTION OF CIVIL
ENGINEERS OP IRELAND.

We take the following from the address
recently delivered to this Institution by Mr.
John Parser Griffith, President:

—

Fifty-two years have passed since twenty
engineers, practising in Ireland, met in the
office of Public Works in the Custom House of
this city, for the purpose of forming a Society
of Civil Engineers. At their first meeting, on
the 6bh of August, 1835, Colonel John Fox
Burgoyne was called to the chair, and in his
opening address he pointed out the objects
aimed at. I cannot do better than quote his
own words :

—

“ You are well aware that in spite of the efforts of many
able aod eminent men, the proieasion has been at a low
ebb in Ireland. Persons without education or skill have
been frequently employed in operations of importance,
and the cunsequence has been, as might hate been anti-
cipated, bed or injudicious works, wasteful or fruitless
expenditure. It will be your effort to prevent the recur-
rence of these eeils, and you are now adopting the
measure best calculated to enable you to do so with effect,
by organising a society for your own improvement.*’ . . .“ Let us not overlook another essential benefit to be
derived from such societies,—namely, that they encourage
harmony aud kindly feeling of fellowship among men of
the same class, and mitigate dissoneiona.’’

The name adopted was “ The Civil Engineera’
Society of Ireland.” It embraced in ita mem-
ber-class civil engineers, military engineers, and
architects engaged as such in the United King-
dom, and among its first members wore Colonel
John Fox Burgoyne, John Radcliffe, Richard
Griffith, and Charles Blacker Vignolles, names
which have become household words among us.
Most of the members were acattered through
the country, and the meetings were only held
half-yearly, at the Custom House. From 1837
to 1814 no reference appears of the proceedings
in our minute-book. In the latter year a meet-
ing was summoned to determine whether the
Society should be continued or not. We rejoice
to-day that there were three men connected with
it who, in the face of much discouragement, re-
solved that it was “expedient to maintain the In-
stitution, and to place it on such a basis as
might render it permanently useful.” This
resolve was followed by the adoption of new
rules for the managemeut of the Society, and
at the same time the name was changed to
“ The Institution of Civil Engineers of Ireland.”
The progress of the Institution was now

steady. The number of its members increased
;

its meetings were frequent; useful papers were
read, giving rise to interesting discussions.
Moreover, tho publication of the Transactions
was begun, and by this means the interest of
members scattered throughout the conutry was
increased. Under the new by-laws, architects
were no longer eligible for election as members.
We have not sufficient information in our
minute-book to explain why this course was
adopted. Suffice it to say that by common
consent the professions have long been con-
sidered distinct in these countries, and each
has its own distinctive Institutions. It is,

therefore, from no disrespect that we do not
now admit architects as such to our member-
class. I think it will be of interest to try and
clear up our ideas with respect to the dis-

tinguishing features of the professions of civil

engineering and architecture, and to this end I

would quote the opinions of some of the most
eminent representatives of these professions.
Mr. William Pole, F.R.S., the present honorary
secretary of the Institution of Civil Engineers,
points out that “ according to the strict deriva-
tion of the term, an engineer is a person who
sets his mental powers in action, in order to
discover or devise some means of succeeding in
a difficult task which he may have to perform.”*
Gan any higher ideal be set before us than
this combination of thought and action, of
theory and practice ?

Witli the great impulse given to hydraulic
works in the eighteenth century throughout
Europe, the need arose for competent men to
carryout such works. “The architects found
these new studies foreign to their own business,
and were, moreover, already well occupied in
their more legitimate employment. Henco a
new class of practitioners became necessary,
who should devote their attention to hydraulic
constructions, with all their necessary me-
chanical arrangements

; and with these soon
became associated the erection of buildings of
a massive and unartistic character. Thus the
new class of men undertook to design not only

_* This is a tolerably vaj«ue definition, however, and
might apply equally to a great many other brauehes of
human effort.—

E

d.

river and hydraulic works, bnt roads, bridges,
docks, harbours, mills, and machinery. Such a
class required a new name. It was noticed that
the kind of work undertaken by these prac-
titioners was exactly analogous to that allotted
to the ' engineers * of the military service, and
tho new profession adopted the same title,

prefixing, however, the word ‘ civil,’ to indicate
that they wore civilians, and so to distinguish
them from their military brethren. Hence the
origin of the present term, ‘ civil engineer.’

”

The field in which the civil engineer labours
is extensive and ever-increasing. In the words
of Thomas Tredgold, “ the scope and utility of

civil engineering will be increased with every
discovery in philosophy, and its resources with
every invention of mechanical and chemical
science.”

Mr. James Fergusson, in his “ History of

Architecture,” says,

—

“ Architocture ia nothing more nor leaa than the Art of
Ornamental and Ornamented Construction. The art of
the civil enginenr conaiata in aelecting the beat and most
appropriate materiaU for the object he haa in view, and
uaing these in the most scientific manner, so aa to secure
an economical but satisfactory result. Where the
engineer leaves off, the art of the architect begina. The
structural features being correct, it is the province of the
architect to add beauty to them.*'*

It will thus be seen that, although the works
constructed by the civil engineer may be desti-

tute of architectural ornament, yet no archi-
tectural work can be considered worthy of the
name unless designed on sound structural
principles. Architecture, therefore, seems to
me a department of civil engineering, aud I

cannot but think it a matter for regret that it

should have become a separate profession.
From its formation till the year 1853 the

Institution of Civil Engineers of Ireland occupied
rooms in the Custom House, kindly placed at
its disposal by the Pnblio Works Commissioners.
We should never forget how much we owe to
that body of public servants, and to our first

President, who was their Chairman. In the
year 1853 rooms were taken in 41, Upper Saok-
ville-stroet, where the meetings were held, and
to which the books and collection of models
wore transferred, in consequence of the rooms
at the Custom House being required for the
public service. The Sackville-street rooms had
to be given up in 1861 for financial reasons,
chiefly due to a falling off in members, and ever
since we have been indebted to the Board of
Trinity College for permission to hold our
meetings within these wails. In 1873 it was
decided to obtain rooms outside college, where
members could have access to the books and
papers belonging to the Institution. A Royal
Charter was obtained in 1877, and in 1879 we
moved to our present house in Dawson-street.
The wisdom of the coarse adopted has been
fully proved by the great additions made to the
member and associate classes. Since 1873 the
number of members has doubled, and that of
associates quadrupled. Nor must we forget
that this period corresponds with Mr. John
Chalouer Smith’s term of office as honorary
secretary of this Institution. It is with sincere
regret that we lose his services. None bnt those
who worked with him can fully appreciate the
loss which we sustain by his retirement from
the moat important official position in connexion
with this Institution. The Smith premium
will, we rejoice to think, perpetuate his name
and serve to remind ns of his ungrudging and
unselfish service of fourteen years.

Having thus briefly sketched the history of
the Institution, Mr. Griffith proceeded to
disenss various topics of professional interest.

A New Small Poz Hospital.—The Metro-
politan Asylums Board are about to erect a
large small-pox hospital at Darenth, the
intended outlay for the new building being
66,000i. It is to be erected on the Gore Farm
Estate, which was purchased for the purpose in

1883, on which 24,000i. has already been spent,
in addition to 11,000L in the erection of a pier.

It is intended for convalescent small-pox
patients, and will provide 72S beds.

The Art-Union of London. —We have
received from the Art-Union of London their
plate for 1888. It is a reproduction in line-

engraving, by Mr. Lurab Stocks, R.A., of Mr.
J. B. Burgess, A.R.A.’s picture of “ A Spanish
Letter Writer.”

* If this was meant to take construction out of the
province of the architect, we need hardly say that we
repudiate it in toto.—Ed.
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LAND SURVEYING AND LEVELLING.
XXVII.—DETERMINING DISTANCES.

TG. 9 shows how the angle of a bailding
may be correctly determined with
reference to the position of a base line,

when that building is so situated that it is only
possible to connect it by one line A C to the
main base lines from which an estate is being
surveyed. The distance of the point B along
the base line being fixed, measure the lengths
B D, D C, and C B, so as to be able to plot the
triangle B D C, and measure the lengths C B
and B E, HO as to be able to plot the triangle
BCE. Then, if the face of the building, D E,

!
be straight the lino C E, when plotted, shonld
appear as a continuation of the line D C.

I

Fig. 10 shows a method for connecting a base

I

line for an off-road with a main base line. A pole
I is placed in the middle of the off-road, at E, so

I

as to equalise the offsets upon either side, and
I

another pole higher up the road, not shown in

the diagram, but also placed in the centre of
this road. A pole is then fixed at C, so as to
be in line with the two poles fixed upon the
off base line and also upon a point in the
main base line B A. The direction of the
line C E is determined for purposes of
plotting by measuring the sides of the two
triangles B E C and C E K, the points B
and K being taken upon the main base line
B A in such positions that the tie-lines B E

[
and E K touch the corners P and H of the
adjacent buildings. Then, by recording the
distance of P from B, when measuring B E, and
the distance of H from K, when measuring
E K, a valuable check upon the position of these
corner boundaries is obtained. They are also
surveyed in the ordinary way, when taking the
offsets measured from both the lines B A and
C E. The same method is adopted for fixing
the direction of P N in fig. 11, but in fig. 11 the
triangles do not extend to the points F and H
as in fig. 10. When a piece of open ground
exists at one corner, as shown in fig. 10, the
lines B A and C E may be connected by the
formation of a triangle, C D L, in which C M is

measured as a proof line. In the triangle
BEK the line E C forms the proof line. Upon
a hard road, when frequent traffic might upset
the position of poles temporarily set up in
the centre of the road they may be fixed very
often in gully-grates and wedged up. A chalk-

!

mark across the grate will enable the position
I
of any pole to be easily redetermined if dis-

I turbed by passing traffic. This method has
I

been supposed to be adopted in fixing the base
I lines 0 S and S W in fig. 11.

Fig. 12 shows a method which can be adopted

I

for determining the angle between the sides
I
B E and B F of an old building supposed to be

:
out of the square in plan. The direction of

1
the side B F is first produced by fixing a

I

pole at A, and the direction of the line B E
I by fixing a pole at U. The measurement of
I the line A C fixes the angle ABC. A similar

I

plan could be adopted in the case illustrated by
' £g. 15 for connecting the base lines A D, D C,

•C B, and BA. At A and C the triangles have
: been formed in the same way as the triangle

Is O Q in fig. 11. At B and D the tie lines in
the triangles M B L and E D F (fig. 15) are
ranged as a check in the same straight line.

Pigs. 16 and 17 show a method of connecting
base lines by chain measurements when the
angle formed by the base lines at their inter-
section is very obtuse. Fig. 18 shows the
method adopted for calculating the unmeasured
length B E of a base line, B D, after measuring
a portion, E D, of this line, and taking the
angles at the extremities of the measured por-
tion by viewing a distant object A. Fig. 19 shows
A means of arriving at the height of a tower,
AU, by taking an angle at D, and measuring
the distance equal to BD. If an obstruction
prevents the distance B D (fig. 19) being accu-
rately measured, the formula given in fig. 18
may be used, B E in fig. 18 being supposed to
•correspond with B D in fig. 19.

Various other cases will arise in practice,
each of which must be dealt with according to
its special circumstances. All we can do is to
suggest examples which we think to be of the
most frequent occurrence, but we trust the
study of the cases we have illustrated may help
the student to form a correct judgment in
applying main principles to such cases as may
come under his care. We have endeavonred to
make our articles as practical as possible, and

have found to combine accuracy with expe-
dition.

OWNERSHIP OF DRAWINGS.
Sir,—

I

have not been able to refer to “ Roscoe’s
Building Cases,” quoted by you in reference to this
matter, but I am under the impression that “Ebdy
V. M ‘Govern" only settled this point, viz., that in

the event of the works not having been executed,
the drawings should belong to the proprietor, and
not to tbo architect, to enable him (the proprietor)
to carry out the building when desired ;—as to whom
the drawings should belong to afterthat beingquite
another matter. I should like to bo corrected in

this view if I am wrong.
Thomas Oliver.

I^ewcastle-on- Tyne.

NON-ACCEPTANCE OF LOWEST
TENDER.

Sir,—

R

eferring to the lists of tenders published
by you on tho 12th of November last, p. 690, there
appears ono for a parish room. All Saints, Rother-
hithe. It may be seen that out of nine builders my
tender was the lowest by 27L After some delay I

was again invited to send in an amended tender
against one other competitor, with considerable
alterations in the specification. This I complied
with, submitting a tender for 557/., when, after
another three weeks’ delav, I was informed by the
architect that Messrs. A. White & Co. ’s tender had
been accepted

;
but I am still ignorant as to what

the amount of that tender was, but was told that
tho job was postponed until the Spring (but I see it

is in full operation).

Now, as to whether it was strictly just to ask me
to again compote, your numerous readers will form
their own opinions

;
but surely it could not be right

to select a builder who stood fifth from the bottom
of the list ?

J. Bdllers.
Qiorge-row, Beiniondsey, Dec. 21.

ALMANACKS AND DIARIES FOR 1888.

“ Whitaker’s Almanack” for 1888 (published
at 12, Warwick-lane, Paternoster-row) is fuller
and more varied in its contents than ever. It

has been extended by about forty pages, and
several new features have been introduced. It

is not quite free from mistakes, but it is never-
theless a remarkable compilation, and the
Editor is quite justified in saying that since his
almanack was first published, twenty years ago,
‘‘You’ll find it in Whitaker” has become an
oft-repeated remark when information is

sought.

Messrs. Hudson & Kearns, of 38, Southwark-
street, again send us a parcel of their admir-
able professional and trade diaries, specially
prepared for the use of architects and builders.
” The Architect’s Diary,” adapted for the use
of architects, surveyors, and civil engineers, is

sent to ns in two forms, Nos. 12 and 13,—the
first having one page to a day and the second
two pages to a day, and sold for 4a. 6d. and
5s. 6d. respectively. These diaries contain a
great mass of legal and professional informa-
tion, and each may be said, in fact, to provide
for all possible professional requirements of the
kind. “The Builder’s Diary,” No. 11, selling
for 48. 6d., is planned on the same comprehen-
sive lines, only more so, if anything. These
diaries supply a real want, and are well and
carefully got-up. The same publishers send us
a specimen of their general “ Diary for 1888,”
and samples of their registered date-indicating
blotting-pads, of which we have spoken with
commendation in former years.
The “ City Diary and Almanack ” for 1888

(published by W. E. & L. Collingridge, City
Pres.s- Office, Aldersgate-street) is another
hardy annual, this being its twenty - fifth

appearance. It contains a great deal of in-
formation about “ the grand old Corporation,”
as well as other City and metropolitan matters,
and is published for one shilling.

Mr. John E. Sears, A.R.I.B.A., sends us “ The
Architect’s, Surveyor’s, and Engineer’s Com-
pendium ” for 1888, edited by himself and pub-
lished by E. Marlborough & Co., 51, Old Bailey.
It fairly merits its sub-title of “ Professional
and Office Diary and Directory of Manufac-
tures ” (“appertaining to building” being
understood). Several important improvements
have been made in the work

j a Certificate-
Record is added, and, taking a hint from the
Builder, a map of Loudon (in sections), show-
ing the boundaries of Surveyors’ Districts
under the Building Act, is given. In a mere
passing notice like this, written immediately

the work comes to hand, we cannot, of course,
vouch for the accuracy of all the matter therein
contained, but, with this reservation, we
may commend the publication as one of
exceeding usefulness and value for the office.

“ The Railway Diary and Officials’ Directory”
for 1888 (published at the price of one shilling
by McCorqnodale & Co., Limited, Cardington-
street, N.W.) and the “ Railway [sheet]
Almanack” (sixpence, same publishers) con-
tain much authoritative information and
statistics of interest to all who travel and all

who own railway stock.
“ Calvert’s Mechanics’ Almanack and Work-

shop Companion” for 1888 (published by John
Heywood, 11, Paternoster-bnildings, price 4d.)
well maintains its established character for
usefulness, though we will not pledge ourselves
to the accuracy of all the recipes and formulae
given in it. Some particulars of the renewal
of King’s Cross Station roof are given (with
diagrams) from a paper by Mr. R. M. Bancroft,
read before the Society of Engineers this year.
It is not generally known that until their
renewal, in iron, within the last few years, the
arched roof-principals were mainly of wooden
planks, laminated, as illustrated in the Builder
at the time of their erection, about the year
1851. Mr. F. J. Bancroft contributes some
useful memoranda on building and engineering
matters. Altogether this is a very handy little

almanack.
Messrs. Griffith, Farran, & Co., of St. Paul's

Churchyard, send us a specimen of Black-
wood’s Shilling Scribbling Diaries, interleaved
with blotting-paper.

From Mr. Alfred S. Tucker, mason, &c., of

143-i, Euston-road, we have received a handy
little thing for the waistcoat pocket. It is a
combination of a four-fold pocket foot rule,
with scales of | in., J in., 1 in., and in. to the
foot, and a calendar for the year 1888. It is

printed in gold, black, and red, and the scales
are as accurately divided as is possible by
printing. A linen lining runs through the card,
BO that the joints where it is folded will not
easily break or wear. It may be had for two-
pence, and the profits, if any, will be devoted
to a charitable object.

VARIORUM.
The Insurance Year Book, 1888 (published by

Simpkio, Marshall, & Co., Stationers’ Hall-
court)

,
is the third issue of a very useful hand-

book, and it brings to a focus much statistical

and other information as to the position of
insurance offices. It may be advantageously
consulted by persons effecting insurances. It is

sold for one shilling. Some little time ago we
received vol. ii. of The Architects’ Register (pub-
lished by W. Pope, 16, Holborn, price 23.). It
is very nicely printed, and is mainly filled by
reprints of papers read before the Architec-
tural Association and other bodies, but these
are not always given fully. This is notably the
case with Prof. Corfield’s lecture (it was not a
written paper) on “ House Sanitation,” of which
a full report will be found in the Builder for
Jan. 29 last. The Intelligence Quarterly,
published by W. Bartholomew, 25, Pater-
noster-row (price Is.), is a very useful com-
pilation of special information about London and
its suburbs, suitable for the wants of visitors,

tourists, Ac. It contains a large number of
maps, and upwards of 80,000 references to
streets, public buildings, hotels, &c. But the
advertising element is somewhat obtrusive.
The volume of Transactions of the Manchester
Statistical Society, Session 1886-87 (published
by John Heywood, Manchester and London)
contains some interesting papers on technical
education, co-operation, &c., dealt with, of
course, from the statistician’s point of view.

From Messrs. Cassell A Co. we receive a
parcel of their popular magazines, which are
both cheap and good. The Quiver (which lately
commenced a new and enlarged series) is well
illustrated and printed, and among the con-
tributors are the Dean of Canterbury and Pro-
fessor Blaikie. In the first number of the new
volume was a paper on “ Noteworthy Chnrch
Roofs,” with sketches of examples at South
Creake, Walsingham, and Knapton, all in the
connty of Norfolk. Cassell’s Family Magazine
has also just commenced a new volume. It is

a very readable and well-illustrated miscellany,
containing much useful information as to new
inventions and "notions” under the heading
“ The Gatherer.” Little Folks, the popular
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magazine for children (published by the
same firm), commences a new and enlarged
series with the January number, and is

Bare to increase its already great hold
upon the favour of parents and children,
both for its illustrations and reading matter.
Among the contributors is ilr. Walter Crane,
whose pencil limns some quaint conceits under
the title “Lancelot’s Levities,” the one repre-
senting “ A Dandy Lion” being a clever com-
bination of animal and plant life. Each of the
three magazines we have named is obtainable
for sixpence. The Keligicus Tract Society
(56, Paternoster-row) send us their old-estab-
lished and admirable magazines the Leisure
Hour and the Sunday at Home. Both are well
illustrated and varied in their contents. In the
first-named there is an amusing story entitled
“ The Defeat of Antiquarius at Thrasymene,”
which graphically depicts the discomforts
of tourists in unfrequented parts of Italy.
In an account of “ The Late Edward
Tliring,” some interesting particulars are given
of Uppingham School, of which Mr. Thring
was the well-known head-master. The Sunday
at Home contains the first of a series of articles
on “ Paris at the time of the Reformation,” by
Mr. Richard Tleath. The Girl's Own Paper and
the Boy’s Oion Paper are two other monthly
magazines issued from the same office. The
former devotes a good deal of space to art
industries, and the number for January contains
an illustrated paper by C. Harrison Townsend
on “ Mosaic Work, and How it is Executed.”
The Boy’s Oivn Paper goes in for tales of
adventure and deeds of daring, Mr. Talbot
Baines Reed aud Mr. J. P. Hodgetts being
among the contributors. The mysteries of
“ alley tors ” and “ commoneys ” are no doubt
fully treated of in the articles on “Marbles in
Twenty Vt ays.” All four magazines are capital
in their way, and cost only 6d. each. From the
same Society we receive The Child's Companion
and Our Little Lots, two excellent magazines
for children, well illustrated aud printed.
“ Little Dots ” is specially designed for
infants, and the reading is in large clear
type. Each of these magazines coats but a
penny per month. With the January numbers
coloured plates are given. Friendly Greetings,
The Cottager and Artisan, and the Tract Maga-
zine are other publications issuing from the
same office, bnt some of the illustrations
these are not up to the mark. It is announced
that Mr. A. Wyon is writing a work on “ The
Great Seale of England.” Mr. William Muir
writes from the “ The Blake Press,” Edmonton,
that he has produced for subscribers, through
his agent, iMr. Quaritch, fifty copies each of
vVm. Blake’s “America” and “ Europe ” during
the year past, and that he hopes to issue bis
“ Urizen,” Song of Los,” aud “ Gates of
Paradise m 1SS8. Vecoraiion, a monthly
journal devoted to the illustration of the deco-
rative arts, and to the interests of the house-
paiutipg and art-furnishing trades,—published
since its first issue more than seven years ago
by Messrs. Sampson Low, Marston, & Co.—will
henceforth be published by Mr. P. L. Deighton,
at b, iork-street, Covent-garden. He promises
some enlargement of the jonrnal, of which
Mr. Moyr Smith will continue to act as the art
editor. Scientific News, a periodical for
general readers, has hitherto been published
monthly, but will, beginning with the new
year, be published weekly, at 138, Fleet-street
^
—- hair Faces, or Types of Female Beauty,’
18 the title of a special series of full-paue
engravings, from drawings by Miss Margaret
Ibomas, to be commenced in the Januarv

° George Heath’s pictorial
monthly, Ilhistrations.

of wood or material appear on the surface of the
compound block. This can be conveniently effected
by placing the pieces in the bottom of the mould
before the asphalte or composition fs poured iu.

734, Treating Wood. Thomas Royle.
The process of treating wood for the extraction of

water, &c., is by this invention carried on by the
use of a continued current of heated fluid, and in a
more rapid manner than has hitherto been the case.
The fluid, such as tar, creosote, &o., is forced into
the pores of the wood, so as to take the place of the
moisture which is e-xpelled by the preliminary
treatment.

12,247. Apparatus for Shaping and Trimmint'
Slate. A. Spamcr.

“

In order to dispense with the cutting plate ,,

template employed when slates aro trimmed by thv
hammer, and to save the time occupied in the pre-
liminary marking of the elates, an apparatus is
provided by this invention which claims not only to
offeet these purposes, but to prevent much of the
breaking of the slafes when being trimmed for
roofing purposes. The table on which the slates are
laid IS provideii with notched marks or gauges and
the knife is made to fall with a double-edged lever
which gives it weight and accuracy in stroke*
Curves or shaped lines maybe cut with the shears
by moving the slate while under the blade of the
knives carried by the levers.

12,488, Ventilating, Disinfecting, &c.
McConnell.

_

The appliance which is the subject of this patent
hy the rotation of propelling fans

effected by the flow of water, steam, or compressed
air, or other fluid, the pressure required being very
low, and is reversible in action, so that by the same
apparatus air may be drawn from or admitted into
the apartment.

RECENT PATENTS.
abstracts of specifications.

43, Domestic Fire-grates. W. H. H. Marten.
The object of this invention is to provide a double

grate capable of being rotated, enabling each of thegrates to be utilised for either of the rooms in which
the} are placed, and assuming there is a fire in only

P«'-“l«iDg siich grate to heturned from one room to the otherwhen desirable.
424, Paving Blocks and Roads. W. White.
According to this invention, asphalte or concretecomposition is run into moulds of suitable shape

Rn ;<?,
projections and sockets which interlockBO as to form a secure paving. Instead of forminc-

uf asphalte or composS

or other suitable matenal m such wise that the pieces

13,656, Fixing Roofs, &c. W. Rickwood.
According to thisinveniion, instead of using zinc,

lead, or wire clips, a metal button or plate is pierced
to receive nails or screws for fastening the battens
to boards. The lower end of the plate is thickened
and tapped to receive a screw to be inserted after
the roof covering has been placed in position, and is
provided with a circular or other shaped button
screwed on as far as may be necessary to press upon
the slate and thus prevent its rising.

NEW APPLIOATIONS FOB PATENTS.

Hec. 16.—17,326, J. Hill, (Opening and Closing
Fanlights.—17,348. E. Robbins, Clear Crystal Con-
crete Matenal, or Buildings entirely of Primary
Lights.

Lee. 17. 17,396, R. Dickinson, Slow Combustion
Stove Grates.— 17,398, E. Tapsell, Utilising the
Waste Heat generated by Register and other Stoves
for Warming, Ventilating, &c.

19.—J. Peacocke, Portable Hut.—17,437W Payne, Pivoting Fanlights, &c.—17,451, w’
Hidgway, Cranes—17,458, S. Hollymau and J
Horne, Chimney Top to induce Up-draught.
•

—17,470, W. Somers, Preparation for usem Paints and Varnishes.—17,479, J. Roberts.
Heating and Ventilating Workshops, &c. 17 483
A. Boult, Concrete Pavements.—17,488, J. Mott &
Co., Automatic Bolt and Indicator for Water-
closets,^&c.--17_, 503, G. Cook, Spirit Levels.
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RECENT SALES OF PROPERTY.
ESTATE EXCHANGE REPORT.

Decbitbeh 19.

_ J ,
-4- Booth.

CT ,
H. SsiALLiiiir.

' ’

87^.nd 89, Eobert.Mreet, iio jc.';;',' gro'i’nd;™;
™
81&

T, .. WaLFOBD & WlLSHIN.
^ Jews, ground-

460'

o Jeskihs & Son.
Deptford—2

, Adolphua-street, freehold 38O.

DBCEltBBB 20.

„ BvE. W. ItBS.
Poplar—An improved ground-rent of 171 . term 40years

205-

P«r,i Tvr 1

GtovEB & HARRiaotr.'

R U Forester's ArmsBeer House, freehold -cja
Lower Sydenham main road—The 'Man'of'kent

‘

Knoi- ilouae, freehold
720

n- J D 1

By Chestebtoit & SoNaHyde Park—.., and 3, Clevelaud-gardens, 06 years
ground.rent 361. 08 ^ . q—

® J
BTonndlrent 21' 3)453

61 years, ground.

28,Cl6vel8nd^ga^dyn^;e3>ekVa)gVound.M^^^ 2 670>
7, Gloueester-mews West, 55 years, ground-rent

68’ PorchesVor-mews, 51 years, grouDd.rent"2T"’
11

.
11 a, 12 to 16, Leinster-street, 61 years

ground-rent 301. ...
’ J “‘"j

Harrow-road-No. 319, term 60 yearB,' groind.r^ai

PimHeo-8, Pasamore-streyqaU yearV,' gronndlrent

KenBingVon-30,'""Pembroke;gMden8!
ground-rent 101

^ ’

165

1,64<>

Mile End—1 to 11,

Dbcbstbee 22.

By D.ALB & Son.
Iwan-conrt, 16 years, ground-

lahn^gton—30
, ciiaries-street, 62 years, "^ound-rent

15, Gai^ord-atreet, SSyeara, ground-rent 61 250^
Stepney Green—Nos. 166 to 180 even, 18 years

ground-rent 1601
^ ’

070
Bethnal Green—174, Old Ford'roadV and"72'

Ronner.street, 60 years, ground-rent -11

’

1,030

MEETINGS.
Monday, Jancary 2.

Clerks of Works' A^oeialion.—General QuarterlyMeeting (Carpenters' Hall). 8 p.m.
^{uarierjy

Wednesday, Januabt 4.

Allen, P.S A. Scot., on “ A Museum of Chrisfian Arch®,otogy lor Great Britain.” (2) The Rev. Canon Collier,|.s,A.,on Recent Discovenea in Winebeater Cathedral
0 p.m.

Civil and Meckanical Engineers’ Society.—Ur. APairlie Bruce. A.M.I.C.E., on '• Salmon Passes.” 7 u mSutlders Foremen and Clerks qf (forks’
Ordmary meeting. 8'30 p.m.

Thursday, Januaby 6

ChuTiood^Tp”™:®'' i-

Friday, January 6.

ArcMectural Association.—Ur. A. Oliver on “Brassesof the Fourteenth and Fifteenth Centuries.” 7-30 p.m.

^^>^39, D. Marshall, Joints for Pipes
Bennett and J. Teller, WhiteLead.—

17, Oub, H. Stockman, Ventilators.—17,588 H Ball
Opening and Closing Fanlights, &c.

’

Blisallanta.

PROVISIONAL SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.

1 N®9dhara, Window Fasteners,

ou f Cardwell and J. Chandler, Bolts for
Shutter Bars, Sliding Sashes, &c.—

Ib’jys, K. JIcGregor, Bricks, Blocks, Tiles, &c

—

lb,/b4, J. Stevenson, Fasteners for Windows
Doors, &c.—15,634, J. Gay and F. Wood. Fire
Bricks, &e. -16.063, J. Beesley, Fixing and Hold-

Scaffold Poles, Ladders, &c. -16.746,W. Wodson and J. Judge, Dressing and Finishing
Flooring Tiles, &c.—16,769 R^

Melhuish, Joiner's Parallel Vice.—15,560, B. Finch,
hireproof Partition Doors for Theatres, &c —16 772
J. Macdonald, Electric Bells.—16,839, C. Dungate’
Window Doo^ and Similar Archos and Ornaments
for Bn.ldms Pnrpo8es.-16,S97, L. Goold, Casingand Fixing Locks to Doors.

®

COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.
Open to Opposition for Ttco Months.

2,813, R. Hellyer, Ventilating, Warming, andninmmating.-4,261, J. Millar, Window SaShes to
faotlitate Cleaning, Painting, and Glazing from the
Inside.—10,689, H. Newcome, Portable Smoke Fine
or Chimney.—dl, 039, J. Kenyon and Others, Pre-venting the Passage of Wind, Rain, or Dost
beneath Doors --12,919, A. Wells, Revolving Wood
1244 Pipes.’^&c.-

.’“J'?''- Bolts. -2,685, K. Adams,uoo. Closing Appliances and Checks.—2,992 HLew^, Hand or Foot Power Saw Benches.— 3*
12o'

-

SninS"'’’ ’u
Adjusting Knobs to 0^

Spindles. — j.0,0o0, b. Bromhead, Stone - Sawing i cla
iIacbme.-16,U25, E. Boynton, Saws. ^

' -

Registration of Plumbers in Scotland.
-The monthly meeting of the District Council
for Forfarshire, Perthshire, and Fifeshire was
held in the Town House, Dundee, on Saturday
last. Ex-Provost Ballingall presided, and pre-
sented certificates of registration to several
members of the trade. The secretary drew the
attention of the Council to pamphlets which are-
being cii-culated in Scotland by a new organi*
satioD, which adopts the title of “ The Scottish
Society for Registration.” This title, he re-
marked, seemed to be wider than the facts
warranted, for the aim appeared to be to vest
the control of the registration in the hands of
four master plumbers, whereas the Ancient
Guild of Plumbers of London, founded by
Edward III. (commonly called the Worshipful
Company of Plumbers), and not connected
with any plumbers’ societies or trade organisa-
tions, was recognised as the only exarainino-
and certifying body for the registration o'!
plumbers for the United Kingdom, in con-
formity with the resolution of the Congress of
Metropolitan and Provincial Plumbers, held in
London in 1884. The certificates were granted
to those who were not only qualified to super-
intend, but also practically to execute all
branches of the trade. The Council wished to
direct the attention of plumbers as a body to
the importance of loyally supporting the regis-
tration system under the Worshipful Company
of Plumbers, that the trade miVht not become
damaged by the action of unqualified men.—
Dundee Advertiser.
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Schools, from an Architect’s Point of
View.—At a recent meeting of the Worcester-
shire Association of Church School Managers
and Teachers, hold at Worcester, the Sheriff

(Mr. Ernest Day, architect and surveyor) road
a paper on “ Schools, from an Architect’s Point
of View.” Ho said that a good plan for boys’
and girls’ schools might be carried out by pro-

viding a lofty central hall or schoolroom, com-
municating with class-rooms for boys on the
ground-floor, and over these rooms class-rooms
for girls communicating with a gallery running
round the central hall, the girls of course
having separate approaches, but so arranged
that they might have access to the central hall

to mass the whole school as occasion might
require. This plan was on the lines of Sir Titus
Salt’s schools at Saltaire, but ho thought it

questionable if the Education Department
would sanction such a scheme. In elementary
school planning there were some essential

points to keep in view. The site should be
selected in as central a position as possible in

the district where school accommodation was
needed. It should if practicable be of ample
size to afford good playgrounds and to secure
plenty of light and a good circulation of air

round the buildings for the purposes of ventila-

tion. Good-sized, properly-paved play-grounds
wero very desirable in order that children
might enjoy reasonable recreation, which added
much to their physical strength and greatly
augmented their mental faculties. The general
arrangement of each school must depend upon
the number .and classes of children; if a mixed
school for, say, G22 children, he should appor-
tion as follows,—allow for boys 171, girls 171,
infants 280, and generally a portion of about
one-third class accommodation for boys and
girls iu each case, although where funds allowed
he preferred providing a general room and
class-room to accommodate respectively all the
children in the boys’ and girls’ schools. The
floor area should not be less than 10 ft. per
child, except for infants, which would suffice at
8 ft., and the cubical air-space for each boy and
girl should be 200 ft., and each infant 130 ft.,

although the Education Department would
sanction a much lower standard.
Water Supply of Cheltenham. — The

Cheltenharn Examiner says:—Some mouths ago
reference was made in our columns and at
meetings of the Town Council to a very mis-
leading statement as to the character of the
water supply of Cheltenham, made in the
report of a committee appointed by tbe British
Association “ for the purpose of investigating
.... tlio quantity and character of the water
supplied to various towns and districts ” from
the Permeable Formations of England. On
attention being drawn to the report it was at
once admitted that its reference to the water
supply of Cheltenham was founded upon au
error, into the origin of which it is not neces-
sary now to inquire

;
but we ai'o pleased to

state that in a later report of the same com-
mittee just issued an ample ainende for the
error is made. We quote the paragraph re-
ferring to tbe subject at length:

—

"Cheltenham Water Supply is derived from springs
iasuinc at the haso ot the ssods of the Inferior
Oolite, which yield a water described by the Hirers
Pollution Commission as ‘palatable, wholesome, and
well-suited for dietetic purposes, and is also much
softer than most spring waters from she same
strata, ' Mr. McLandsborough, C.E., the engineer to the
works, states the reservoir bolds 200 days’ supply, and is
delivered on the constant system; he has gauged the
springs on the hills above the reservoirs since 1881, and
hits never found them fail. During tbe severe drought of
18sl they yielded a volume equal to half the average daily
supply of the period ganged. The minimum yield of the
spring was in December of 1884, when the reservoirs were
more than half full, and would have enabled the Corpor-
ation to give a full supply if the drought had continued
into the spring of 1886. In the Eleventh Report of your
Comruittee, by a most unfortunate misprint, tne reservoirs
are described as ‘ dry ’ during the drought of 1885, instead
of ‘ short,' as reported by a correspondent, in which state-
ment he was obviously incorrect. Your Committee much
regret that the condition of the Cheltenham Waterworks
should have been misrepresented by them, as they were
fully aware of the ample supply and pure quality given to
the town by the Corporation, the purity of whiefi has been
testified to by Drs. Allen Miller, Frankland, Way, and
Tidy, and Professor A'oolcker.”

Wilton Park, Beaconsfield, Bucks. —
The restoration of the mansion at Wilton Park,
at Beaconsfield, Bucks, has been recently com-
pleted by Messrs. Bywaters, of King-street,
London, under the direction of Mr. Arthur
Vernon, architect. This important fabric, in
the midst of one of the loveliest parks in the
country, had been allowed to become greatly
dilapidated during the present century, and a
very large outlay has been incurred in the resto-
ration of the mansion, stabliug, and out-houses. I

Street Improvements at Clielmsford.

—

Tbe Chelmsford Local Board have recently
carried ont, under their Surveyor, Mr. Charles
Pertwee, extensive street improvements in

kerbing and tar-paving footways, the con-
tractors for the kerbing being Messrs. Binge &
Nicholls, of Chelmsford. The kerb is of

TTopton Wood and York stone, 12 in. by 4 in.

and 12 in. by 5 in. The contractors for the
tar-paving wore Messrs. A. C. W. Hobman &
Co., of London. Mr. James Maddocks, the
Board’s road foreman, has acted as clerk of

works.
Free Church,, High Wycombe.—A limited

competition has been recently held for the
erection of a new Free Church strncture at
nigh Wycombe, Bucks. Plans wore submitted
by Messrs. Paul & Bonella, of London

; Mr.
Wills, of Derby

;
Mr. Charles Carter, Great

JIarlow ; Mr. Thos. Thurlow, Iligh Wycombe ;

and Mr. Arthur Vernon, of High Wycombe.
The design by the last-named competitor has
been selected. The accommodation required is

for 450 persons, and the intended outlay is

2,000i.

Artesian Wells.—Messrs. C. Isler & Co.
write to say that at Messrs. Seabrooke & Sons,
Grays, Essex, an 127 ft. deep artesian bored
tube well, including the lining of the same with
5 in. internal diameter pipes, was completed in

leas than a week, through chalk and flints, the
rapidity with which this work was executed
being attributed to their improved method of
well boring. The same firm are at present
engaged at Fulham on the new site of the pre-

mises of The Maltose Company, Limited, fixing

two 420 ft. artesian bored tube wells, from the
designs and under the superintendence of Mr.
Arthur Kinder.
Burning of the “ Grand ” Theatre,

Islington.—Early on Thursday morning, and
only an hour or two after the building had
been crammed with a large audience to witness
the pantomime, the Grand Theatre at Islington
was completely burnt down (at least, so we
gather from the somewhat meagre reports to
hand up to the time of our going to press).
Fortunately tbe few persons who wore on the
premises at the time were rescued, but eleven
horses, in stables at the rear belonging to the
London General Omnibus Company, were
killed by a falling wall, and a young man was
injured by the falling debris. As to the cause
of the fire, it is stated in an evening paper
that “ from investigations hurriedly made
there is little doubt but that the fire

broke ont on tbe ‘ O.P.’ side of the stage,

a spark from one of the gas jets having
probably been blown to some of the scenery
and then been fanned into a flame by the
back draught after the house was closed.”

The theatre was only built four years
ago, on the site of the preTionsly-existing
“Philharmonic” Theatre (formerly a music-
hall), which was burnt down in September,
1882. The theatre now destroyed had a seating
capacity for 3,000 persons, and was described
at the time of its erection as of “fireproof (!)

construction,” and “ planned in conformity with
the requirements of the Metropolitan Board of
Works.” Mr. Frank Matcham was the architect.

The New Junction, Railway in North-
West London.—The new Junction Baiiway in

North West London, which is to bo opened on
Monday next, and which will have the effect of
bringing into direct communication with each
other the two principal railway systems in

the country,—the London and North Western
and tbe Great Western lines,—consists of
a short line about four miles in length,
which leaves tbe Great Western main
line about midway between the Ealing and
Acton stations, and proceeding in a south-
easterly direction, partly on embankment and
partly in cutting, joins the North and South
Western Bailway near the Acton station of that
line, the Great Western Company effecting, by
that angular route, a communication with the
London and North Western, and also with the
North London Companies, at Willesden Junction.
In its passage eastward the line runs almost
parallel, on the north side, with Uxbridge Bead,
and nigh-street, Acton. The new route will
place the whole of the North London system,
both east and west of Dalston Junction, in
immediate communication with the Great
Western, and will also enable the last-named
company to run their trains from WiUesden
Junction to Euston Station, as well as to
Paddington, under agreement with the London
and North Western Company.

National Smoke Abatement Institution.
Tbe annual meeting of the National Smoke
Abatement Institution was held a few days since
at tbe offices of the Institution, 2,Victo-ia Man-
sions, Westminster, Sir W. F. Pollock in the
chair. The report of the Council was read by
the secretary, and the proposals submitted by
the Council for the programme of the opera-
tions for next year were adopted. A series of
meetings for the reading and discossion of'

papers dealing with the subjects of smoke pre-
vention and fuel economy were arranged, and a-

conference will also be hold at which sanitary
inspectors and medical officers of health will be
invited to attend, in order to compare the-

existing by-laws, which regulate the • emission
of smoke in the provinces, and to suggest a
basis for further action, with the object of
bringing more prominently forward before the-

public tbe necessity for the amendment of the
existing Smoke Nuisance Acts.

PBICE8 CUBBENT OF MATEBIALS.
TIMBEB. £. 8. d. £. 8. d.

Greenheart. B G ton 6 10 0 7 16 0
Teak. E.I. .

Sequoia, D.S foot cube 0 2 3 0 3 0-

Ash. Canada load 3 0 0 4 10 0
Birch ,, 2 0 0 3 10 (y

Elm ,, 3 10 0 4 10 0

Oak
,, 2 10 0 4 10 0

,, yellow 2 0 0 4 0 0
Lath, Dantsio fathom 3 0 0 6 0 o

St. Petersburg 4 0 0 6 10 (y

Wainscot, Rigs log 0 0 0 0 0 0
,, Odessa, crown 2 10 0 3 0 O'

Deals, Finland, 2Dd and Ist... std.lOO 7 10 0 9 0 0
„ 4th and 3rd.. 6 0 0 8 0 o

St. Petersburg, Ist yellow 8 10 0 14 0 0

,, 2Eid ,, 7 0 0 B 0 0-

,, white 6 10 0 8 0 0
Swedish e 15 0 15 0 0

Canada, Pine, let 18 0 0 24 0 <>

,, ,, 2nd 10 0 0 16 10 0

,, ,, 3rd, to 7 0 0 9 10 0
,, Spruce, let 8 0 0 9 10 0
,, ,, 3rd and 2nd 6 0 0 7 0 0

New Brunswick, &c 6 0 0 7 0 o
Battens, all kinds 4 0 0 10 10
Flooring Boards, sq., 1 in ., pre-

Cedar, Cuba .....foot 0 0 3i 0 0 3b
Honduras, &c 0 0 3 0 0 3i
Anatraban

Mahogany, Caba
Bt. Domingo, oargo average .

Mexican
Tobasco ,,
Honduras „

Maple, Bird’e-eye ..

Bose, Rio tOB

Box. Turkey
Satin, St. Domingo foot

Walnut, ItaUan

0 0 2 0 0 3

0 0 4^ 0 0 7
0 0 0 0 6
0 0 si 0 0

0 0 6 0 0 7
8 0 0 n 0 0-

6 0 0 12 0 0

84 10

...ton 16 10
15 16
16 16

0 0 4

METALB.
iBOir—Bar, Welsh, in London. ..ton 0 0 0

„ „ in Wales 0 0 0
,, Staffordshire, London 0 0 0

COPVBB—
British, cake and ingot ton 0 0 0
Best selectea 0 0 0
Sheets, strong
Chili, bars

Ybllow Metal
Lbad—

Pig, Spanish
Englisn, common brands..,
Sheet, English

Spbltbb

—

Silesian, special ton 20 10 0
Ordinary brands 23 0 0

Tin

—

Straits.. ton 167 10 0
Australian 167 10 0
English ingots 0

OILS.
Linseed ton
Oocoanat, Cochin 29 0 0
Ceylon 23 15 0

Palm, Lagos 21 10 0
Eapeseed, English pale 26 0 0

,, brown 24 16 0
Cottonseed, refined 19 10 0
Tallow and Oleine 25 0 0
Lnbrioating, U.8 6 0 0

refined 6 0 0

Tubpskthtb —
American, in casks cwt, 18 0

Tab—
Stockholm .....barrel 0 16 0
Archangel 0 10 0

0 9
0 10
0 Sir
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COMPETITIONS, CONTRACTS, & PUBLIC APPOINTMENTS.
Epitome of Advertisements tn this Number.

COMPETITIONS.

N»tur« of Work. By whom required. Premium, Deaignsto be
delivered. Page.

Jan. nth
Jau. Slat

CONTRACTS.

Nature of Work, or Material!. By whom required. Architect, Surveyor, or
Engineer.

Tenders te be
delivered.

Page.

8. Hornsey Local Boarc
Hammersmith Vestry...
Westminster B. of Wka
Met. Asylums Board ...

Hammoramith Vestry...
Met. Asylums Board ...

Jan. 4th
do.

Jan 3 and 4
Jan. Sth
Jau. 9th

do.
Jan. 10th

do.
do.

MaBOns' aod Paviora’ Work,Wood Paving, 4c. G. E. W. Wheeler

Road-Malring and having Work! do.
Pennington ABridgen...

ii.

'Kerbing, Tarpaving, 4c
<1) Formation of Footpath. (2) Iron Hurdles. Met. Board of Worka...

Crown Est. Paring Com.
St. Marylebone Vestry

do.
do.
do.
do.

do.
do.

ii.

do.

do.
do.

*
do.

do.

X.

Watering Streets and Hoads I.

St. Pancraa Guardians do.
?.•

Main Sewerage Worka Jan. 20th
Jan. 24th
Jan. 25th

!!•

n.

<;onatruction of Aoueduct Manchester Cor. Wtrwks G. H. Hill

Not stated...

PUBLIC AFFOINTMSNTS.

Nature of Appointment, By whom Advertised. Salary. Applications
to be in.

Page.

‘Borough Surveyor
Jan. 7th
Jan. 11th

District Surveyora
•Clerk of Worka

Met. Board of Works... Not stated xvi.

Aaaietant Surveyor
Jan. 17tti

XVI.

TENDERS.
[ComnuinicfttionB for insertion nnder this heading must

Tesoh us not later than 12 Noon on TTiuridai/a.l

KEXSAL GRBEN.—For alterations and additions to
the Taristock Farm Dairy, for Mr. E, A. Peters. No
•quantities :

—

G- Bowles £48.5 0 0
W. Prvor 290 0 0
F. T. Chmchen (accepted) 260 0 0

WAPPING.—Forthe erection of awarehouse, Granite
Wharf. Mr. H. Alesander. architect, 72, Caunon-street
E.C. Jjuantiti-B by Mr. B. A. B. Crockett, 6, Poultry’,

£1,955 0 0
H. T. Greenwood i (537 0 fl

B.E Nightingale i:6i0 0 0
Outhwaite A Son 1 493 g 0

WILLESDEN. — For
CraTcn-park, Willesden.
Chancery-lane :

—

F. T. Chinchen
F. J. Wicks
G. 8. Archer
J. Maling
E. Snooks
J. Parfitt "

J. Sharp
G. A Sexton
Talbot ’

J. M. Goodwin
G. Baines
W. A G. Jenkins
Burling A Wood (accepted).

romnleting two residences.
Ir. Walter Hall, surreyor, 38)

WALWORTH.—For laying down a new wood carriage-
way and York stone footways, and executing other works in
connexion therewith, forthe purposes ot the Walworth-
road improvement, for the Metropolitan Board of Works,
Sir J. W. Bazalgette, engineer;—

C. Dickinson
J. Mowlem A Co.
Stubbs
Turner A Sons
Hindle A Morrish
Btiggs (accepted conditionally)

Best Batli Stone.

COESHAM DOWN. I PABLEIGH DOWN

BOX GROUND. I

WESTWOOD GROUND.
COMBE DOWN.
STOKE GROUND.

The BATH STONE FIRMS, Limited.

Head Offices: Bath.

Boulting Freestone.

THE CHELTNCH
STONE.

THE
BRAMBLEDITCH

STONE.

The stone from these quarries
is known as the “ Weather
Beds,” and is of a very
crystalline nature, and un-
doubtedly one of the most
durable stonea in England.

Is of the same CTTStalline
nature as the Chelyncn Stone,
bnt finer in texture, and more
suitable for finemoifided work.

HAM HILL STONE.
Greater facilities have been provided for

working these quarries, and the stone can be
supplied in large quantities at short notice.

Prices, and every information given, on
application to CHARLES TRASK & SONS,
Norton-sub-Hamdon, near Ilminster, Somerset.

London Agent — Mr. B. WILLIAMS,
16, Craven-street, Strand, W.C. [Advt.

Boulting Free Stone For prices, &a., ad*

TTAM TTTTT RTAMW ^^688 8. & J. STAPLE,HAM HILL STONE, Quarry Owners, Stone

BLUE LIAS LIMB Merchants,
Stoke • under Ham,

(Ground or Lump), Ilminster. [Adyt,

. £3,3C0 0
2,074 0
2,013 0

SUBSCRIBERS in LONDON and the SUBURBS by
prepaying at the Publishing Office, 198. per annum ’(or
4a. 9d. per quarter), can ensure receiving ” The Builder ”
by Friday Moniny'i poat.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Fegiatered Telegraphie Addreaa, "Thb Buildbe, Loitdon.'’

O. K—J. F.—H. H. M. C.—0. B. amonats should be sent).

hAl!
facts, lute of tenders, Ac., must be accomniiUedby the name and address of the sender, not necessarily for pobllSuon

sd^easeV
decline pointing out hooks and giving

Note.—

T

he responsibility of ilgned articles, and papers read atpublic meetings, rests, of course, with the authors.
ITS cannot undertake to return rejected communicatione.

^ news-ltoms) which hav.been duplicated for other Journals, are NOT DB9IRBD

addressed to THE PTTBL^SeE^iTd^ot'tot^ESU^"

Asphalte.—The Seyeeel and Metallic Lava
Aflphalte Company (Mr. H. Glenn), Oflioe, 88,
Poultry, E.C.—The beat and cheapest materials
for damp courses, railway arches, warehouse
floors, flat roofs, stables, cow-sheds, and milk-
rooms, granaries, tun-rooms, and terraces. [Advi

Asphalte.

Bejssel, Patent Metallic Lava, and
White Asphaltea.

M. 8TODAET A 0 0.

Office

:

No. 90, Cannon-street, B.O. [Advt

SFUAGTJB & CO.,

STATIONERS, &c.,

Keep a Special Stock of Sundries for
Professional Offices.

22, Martin’e-lane, Cannon-street, E.C. [Advt.

Oarside’s Noted Bedfordshire Coarse and
Fine Silver Sand.—Is 1 erJectly free from impurity,
and the best and cheapest in the market. All qualities in
stock, for every purpose required in the building trade, for
filtration, or for nuiserv purposes. AH pure grit

!

Apply to

GEORGE QAR8IDE, June.,
Leighton Buzzard. [Advt.

MAKERS TO HER MAJESTY BY SPECIAL APPOINTMENT.
The Bank of England and its Branches, including

New Law Courts Branch, now building.
HOBBS, HART, & CO., Limited,
QTFFI lever locks, for all Purposes.bTEEL SAFES, STRONG-ROOM X PARTY-WALL DOORS

As BUILDINGS,
^ Works (used m large, numbers at Covent Garden Theatre).

HOBBS, HART, & CO., Limited

IMPORTANT COMMUNICATION.—EIRE AT WHITELEY’S.
William Whiteley, Westbourne Grove,

London, Oct. 12tft, 1887.
Gentle.men. It affords me very much nleasure fr. + .

London, Oct. 1887.
doors and the Safes.

^ e-’tpress to you my satisfaction and admiration at the splendid fire-resisting powers c

The conteaJof\oTh Stong Erm) aaSesTeL"enSv Jil?™
*° “>' invulnerable.You will be pleased to bear that it has been decided fn

^ although the fire was of such intense destructive force,
now m course of erection.—I am. Gentlemen, faithfully vours”^^

Patent Clutch-rebated Doors for all the party-walls in the new building

Offican n.yeA Tir V _ — (Signed) Willia.m Whiteley.umces and Warehouse: 76, CHEAPSTtvp t r.., a ^ T
, London

; Manufactories, Whamcliffe Works, Arlington-street, London, N.










